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THE CENTURY DICTIONARY
PREPARED UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF

WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY, PH. D., LL. D.
PROFESSOR OF COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY AND SANSKRIT m YALE UNIVERSITY

THE plan of " The Century Dictionary
" in-

cludes three things : the construction of a

general dictionary of the English language
which shall be serviceable for every literary
and practical use

;
a more complete collection

of the technical terms of the various sciences,

arts, trades, and professions than has yet been

attempted ;
and the addition to the definitions

proper of such related encyclopedic matter,
with pictorial illustrations, as shall constitute

a convenient book of general reference.
About 200,000 words will be denned. The

Dictionary will be a practically complete record
of all the noteworthy words which have been
in use since English literature has existed,espe-

cially of all that wealth of new words and of

applications of old words which has sprung
from the development of the thought and life

of the nineteenth century. It will record not

merely the written language, but the spoken
language as well (that is, all important provin-
cial and colloquial words), and it will include

(in the one alphabetical
order of the Diction-

ary) abbreviations and such foreign words and

phrases as have become a familiar part of

English speech.

THE ETYMOLOGIES.
The etymologies have been written anew on

a uniform plan, and in accordance with the es-

tablished principles of comparative philology.
It has been possible in many cases, by means
of the fresh material at the disposal of the

etymologists, to clear up doubts or difficulties

hitherto resting upon the history of particular
words, to decide definitely in favor of one of

several suggested etymologies, to discard nu-

merous current errors, and to give for the first

time the history of many words of which the

etymologies were previously unknown or erro-

neously stated. Beginning with the current

accepted form of spelling, each important word
has been traced back through earlier forms to

its remotest known origin. The various prefixes
and suffixes useful in the formation of English
words are treated very fully in separate articles.

HOMONYMS.
Words of various origin and meaning but

of the same spelling, have been distinguished

by small superior figures (*,
2

,
3

, etc.). In

numbering these homonyms the rule has been
to give precedence to the oldest or the most

familiar, or to that one -which is most nearly

English in origin. The superior numbers ap-

ply not so much to the individual word as to

the group or root to which it belongs, hence
the different grammatical uses of the same

homonym are numbered alike when they are

separately entered in the Dictionary. Thus a

verb and a noun of the same origin and the

same present spelling receive the same superior
number. But when two words of the same form
and of the same radical origin now differ con-

siderably in meaning, so as to be used as dif-

ferent words, they are separately numbered.

THE ORTHOGRAPHY.
Of the great body of words constituting the

familiar language the spelling is determined

by well-established nsage, and, however ac-

cidental and unacceptable, in many cases, it

may be, it is not the office of a dictionary like

this to propose improvements, or to adopt those
which have been proposed and have not yet
won some degree of acceptance and use. But
there are also considerable classes as to which

usage is wavering, more than one form being
sanctioned by excellent authorities, either in

this country or Great Britain, or in both. Fa-

miliar examples are words ending in or or our

(as labor, labour), in er or re (as center, centre),
in izeoi ise (as civilize, civilise) ;

those having a

single or double consonant after an unaccented
vowel (as traveler, traveller), or spelled with e or
with co or ce (as hemorrhage, hemorrhage) ; and
so on. In such cases both forms are given,
with an expressed preference for the briefer
one or the one more accordant with native

analogies.
THE PRONUNCIATION.

No attempt has been made to record all the
varieties of popular or even educated utter-

ance, or to report the determinations made by
different recognized authorities. It has been
necessary rather to make a selection of words
to which alternative pronunciations should be

accorded, and to give preference among these

according to the circumstances of each particu-
lar case, in view of the general analogies and
tendencies of English utterance. The scheme
by which the pronunciation is indicated is quite
simple, avoiding over-refinement in the dis-

crimination of sounds, and being designed to

be readily understood and used. (See Key to

Pronunciation on back cover. )

DEFINITIONS OF COMMON WORDS.
In the preparation of the definitions of com-

mon words, there has been at hand, besides
the material generally accessible to students
of the language, a special collection of quota-
tions selected for this work from English books
of all kinds and of all periods of the language,
which is probably much larger than any which
has hitherto been made for the use of an English
dictionary, except that accumulated for the

Philological Society of London. Thousands of

non-technical words, many of them occurring
in the classics of the language, and thousands
of meanings, many of them familiar, which
have not hitherto been noticed by the diction-

aries, have in this way been obtained. The
arrangement of the definitions historically, in

the order in which the senses defined have en-

tered the language, has been adopted wher-
ever possible.

THE QUOTATIONS.
These form a very large collection (about

200,000), representing all periods and
branches of English literature. The classics

of the language have been drawn upon, and
valuable citations have been made from less

famous authors in all departments of litera-

ture. American writers especially are repre-
sented in greater fullness than in any similar
work. A list of authors and works (and edi-

tions) cited will be published with the con-

cluding part of the Dictionary.

DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS.
Much space has been devoted to the special

terms of the various sciences, fine arts, me-
chanical arts, professions, and trades, and
much care has been bestowed upon their treat-

ment. They have been collected by an extended
search through all branches of literature, with
the design of providing a, very complete and

many-sided technical dictionary. Many thou-

sands of words have thus been gathered which
have never before been recorded in a general
dictionary, or even in special glossaries. To
the biological sciences a degree of promi-
nence has been given corresponding to the re-

markable recent increase in their vocabulary.
The new material in the departments of biology
and zoology includes not less than five thou-

sand words and senses not recorded even in

special dictionaries. In the treatment of phy-
sical and mathematical sciences, of the mechan-

ical arts and trades, and of the philological
sciences, an equally broad method has been
adopted. In the definition of theological and
ecclesiastical terms, the aim of the Dictionary
has been to present all the special doctrines of

the different divisions of the Church in such a
manner as to convey to the reader the actual
intent of those who accept them. In defining
legal terms the design has been to offer all the
information that is needed by the general
reader, and also to aid the professional reader

by giving in a concise form all the important
technical words and meanings. Special atten-

tion has also been paid to the definitions of

the principal terms of painting, etching, en-

graving, and various other art-processes ;
of

architecture, sculpture, archaeology, decorative

art, ceramics, etc.
;
of musical terms, nautical

and military terms, etc.

ENCYCLOPEDIC FEATURES.
The inclusion of so extensive and varied a

vocabulary, the introduction of special phrases,
and the full description of things often found
essential to an intelligible definition of their

names, would alone have given to this Diction-

ary a distinctly encyclopedic character. It has,

however, been deemed desirable to go some-
what further in this direction than these con-

ditions render strictly necessary.
Accordingly, not only have many technical

matters been treated with unusual fullness,
but much practical information ofa kind which
dictionaries have hitherto excluded has been
added. The result is that "The Century
Dictionary" covers to a great extent the field

of the ordinary encyclopedia, with this princi-

Eal
difference that the information given is

jr the most part distributed under the indi-

vidual words and phrases with which it is con-

nected, instead of being collected under a few

general topics. Proper names, both biograph-
ical and geographical, are of course omitted, ex-

cept as they appear in derivative adjectives, as

Darwinian from Darwin, or Indian from India.

The alphabetical distribution of the encyclo-

pedic matter under a large number of words

will, it is believed, be found to be particularly

helpful in the search for those details which
are generally looked for in works of reference.

ILLUSTRATIONS.

The pictorial illustrations have been so se-

lected and executed as to be subordinate to the

text, while possessing a considerable degree of

independent suggestiveness and artistic value.

To secure technical accuracy, the illustrations

have, as a rule, been selected by the specialists
in charge of the various departments, and have
in all eases been examined by them in proofs.
The cuts number about six thousand.

MODE OF ISSUE, PRICE, ETC.
" The Century Dictionary" will be comprised

in about 6,500 quarto pages. It is published

by subscription and in twenty-four parts or

sections, to be finally bound into six quarto vol-

umes, if desired by the subscriber. These sec-

tions will be issued about once a month. The

price' of the sections is $2.50 each, and no

subscriptions are taken except for the entire

work.
The plan of the Dictionary is more fully de-

scribed in the preface (of which the above is in

part a condensation), which accompanies the

first section, and to which reference is made.
A list of the abbreviations used in the ety-

mologies and definitions, and keys to pronun-
ciations and to signs used in the etymologies,
will be found on the back cover-lining.

THE CENTURY CO., 33 EAST 17 ST., NEW YORK.







of basketwork or of a wooden box : used chiefly

for containing certain acids (such as vitriol or

sulphuric acid) and other highly corrosive li-

quids likely to act chemically upon stoneware.

car-brake (kiir'brak), . A brake used to ar-

rest the motion of a railroad-car. When opcr-

atd by hand, it comprises a brakewheel, brake shatt.

brake-chain, hrake-lcvcr, and brake-shoe, with their va-

rious parts. (See lirnk'--i>luift. lirnkr-liof, and lirukf-

//., /
) When- other than hand-power is used, the brake

consists essentially of the shoe and level- and some means

(as a coiled spring, steam, compressed air, or the pressure
of the air actim; in a vacuum) for developing power and

applying it to opera!.- the brake-lever. When all the

brakes ..f a train are operated together by a single ap

plieation i.f power, the apparatus is called a i-<>nti/n>/i.-;

In-ill,,'. The most important (onus of such brakes are the

\Vcstiughoiisc brake and the vacuum-brake. (See <//,--

ln'i/tv.) Some continuous brakes, as the improved West-

inghouse, are operated bi the breaking apart of the ears

in the train, and are called automatic or -l.f-ritini/ brakes.

See ent nutlet- /Tr/Ax.'S.

car-bumper (kar'bum
//

per), n. A buffer.

carbuncle (kiir'lmng-kl), n. [< ME. ctirliinirlf.

-btiufli; also assibila'eil clini'lii/iicli', -linin-li;

-bit-It; -liut-lt; < OF. fin-liiiiii-li; -boucle, assibi-

lated flitirbinit-lt; -l/mir, -boiide, -bode, scher-

buncle, F. excnrbaucle = Pr. i-arbuiit-le, car-

/iniiclc = Sp. Pg. carbunclo = It. carbonchio =
D. karbonkd = MHG. karbunkel, also karl'nn-

kel, G. karfunkfl (as if connected with J'uiil.-t;

a s]>ark) = Dan. kurfinikul (prob. < G.) = Sw.

karbun-kcl, < L. carbiinciilus (ML. also carvun-

culux, carcuculus'), a gem, an inflamed tumor or

boil, a disease of plants caused by hoar-frost,
also lit. a little coal, dim. of carbo(n-), a glow-
ing coal: see carbon.'] 1. A beautiful gem of

a deep-red color, inclining to scarlet, found

chiefly in the East Indies. When held up to the sun
it loses its deep tinge, and becomes of the color of a burn-

ing coal. It was formerly believed to be capable of shin-

ing in darkness. The carbuncle of the undents is believed

to have been a garnet, some varieties of which still go by
that name, though the name included also the ruby and
the spinel.

2. In pathol., a circumscribed inflammation
of the subcutaneous connective tissue, result-

ing in suppuration and sloughing, and having
a tendency to extend itself, undermining the

skin. It is somewhat similar to a boil, but
more serious in its effects.

It was a pestilent fever, but there followed no car-

buncle. Bacon.

3. In her. : (a) A charge or bearing generally

consisting of 8 radiating staffs or scepters, 4 of

which are vertical and horizontal and 4 diag-
onal or saltierwise, and supposed to represent
the precious stone carbuncle. Also called es-

carbuncle. (b) The tincture red, when describ-

ing a nobleman's escutcheon according to the

system of blazoning by precious stones. See

blazon, n., 2. 4. A whelk or "toddy-blossom"
on a drunkard's face.

carbuncled (kar'bung-kld), a. [< carbuncle +
-cd2.] 1. Set with carbuncles.

He has deserv'd it [armour], were it carbuncled
Like holy Phoebus' car. Shak., A. and C., iv. 8.

2. Afflicted with carbuncle, or having the color

of a carbuncle; glowing like a carbuncle, as

from drink: as, "a carbuncled face," Brome,
The Good Fellow.

carbuncular (kiir-bung'ku-lar), a, [< L. car-

bunculus, carbuncle, + -or2.'] Belonging to a

carbuncle; resembling a carbuncle; red; in-

flamed. Carbuncular fever. Same as malignant an-
thrax (which see, uuder anthrax).

carbunculate (kar-bung'ku-lat), a. Same as

carbuncular.

carbunculation (kiir-bung-ku-la'shon), n. [<
L. carbunculatio(n-), < carbun'culare,'pf. carbun-

culatus, have a carbuncle, or (of plants) the
disease called carbunculus : see carbuncle.] The
blasting of the young buds of trees or plants by
excessive heat or cold.

carbunculinet (kar-bung'ku-lin), a. [Cf. equiv.
L. carbunculosw, containing red sandstone, <

carbunculus, red sandstone.] Containing red
sandstone.
In sandy lande thai [chestnuts] stands if that it wepe
Black erthe is apte, and londe carbuticulyne
And ragstoon all to rapte is for hem digne.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 216.

carburett (kar'bu-ret), n. [= Sp. Pg. carbureto,

Pg. also carburo, = F. carbure, < NL. carbo :

see carbon.] Same as carbide.

carburet (kar'bu-ret), v. t.
; pret. and pp. car-

bureted, carburetted, ppr. carbureting, carburet-

liiiif. [< t-iirhiiret, n.] Same as carburize.

carbureted, carburetted (kiir'bu-ret-ed), p. a.

[Pp. of carburet, i'.] Combined with carbon
in the manner of a carburet or carbide: as, car-
bureted hydrogen.- Heavy carbureted hydrogen.

817

same as i-tiiiiinu: Light carbureted hydrogen, a com -

pound of carbon and hydrogen (I'll,) which occurs in coal-

mines (tire-damp) and about stagnant pools.

carbureter, carburetor (kiir'lm-ret-cr. -or), n.

[< ctirbiirt-t + -crl, -or.] 1. An apparatus for

adding hydrocarbons to non-luminous or poor
gases, for the purpose of producing an illumi-

nating; gas. This is cll'ccU-d by the addition of volatili -In

droearbons, or by plaein^ material rieh in hydroearlwuis in

the- charge in the gas-retort, or by cau.-iin: the gas to pass

through ]ii|iiid hydrocarbons to take up the more volatile

vapors. Air-carbureters are of this last class. Various

devices are employed to saturate the air with the vapor,
but all arc essentially alike.

2. A hydrocarbon used for this purpose.
The lightest distillates of American petroleum, Sher-

wood oil, or shale, have been much investigated in regard
to use as anicsthetlcs or as carburetters

Ure, Diet., UL 399.

Also carburetter, carburet /in:

carburetted, /. See i-nrinin-tcil.

carburisation, carburise. See carburization,

carburization (kaV'bu-ri-za'shon), n. [< car-

bnri:n + -utiiiii.] The process of adding car-

bon, especially to iron; any process which
has as its chief result the increasing of the

amount of carbon present in a metal. Thus, cc-

m < -lit -steel Is iron which has been changed to steel by
being carburized by the so-called cementation process.
Also spelled carburisation.

carburize (kar'bu-riz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. car-

buried, ppr. carburising. [< carbur(et) + -i~e.]

To cause to unite with carbon or a hydrocar-

bon, as when the illuminating power of a gas
is increased by mingling with it the vapor of

volatile hydrocarbons. Also carburise, carburet.

carburometer (kar-bu-rom'e-ter), . [< car-

bur(ct) + -o-meter, < L. metrum, a measure.]
An apparatus invented by M. Coquillon for de-

termining the amount of carbonic oxid, hydro-
gen, etc., in gases contained in fuels. E. H.

Knight.
carbyl (kiir'bil), n. [< carb(on) + -yl.] A
name given by Magnus to the hydrocarbon
ethylene when it acts as a basic radical, as car-

byl sulphate, C2H^(SO3 )2 .

carcajou (kar'ka-jo), n. [P., from a native

name.] 1. The American wolverene, Gulo
luscus. See wolverene. 2. Erroneously (a)
the American badger, Taxidea americana; (b)
the cougar, felis concolor.

The wolverene has been confused not only with the

lynx and cougar in early times, but also quite recently
with the American badger, Taxidea americana. Thus
F. Cuvier(supp. to Buffon, ed. 1831, 1. 267) treats at length
of "le carcajou ou blaireau am6ricain," ... to which he
misconceives the name carcajou to belong.

Coues, Fur-bearing Animals, p. 45.

carcan (kiir'kan), n. [< F. carcan : see carca-

net.] Same as carcanet.

carcanet (kar'ka-net), n. [Formerly also car-

kanet, sometimes carquenet (with dim. -et or

for *carcant), = D. karkant, < OF. carcant, car-

can, carchant, charchant, chcreiiant, mod. F.

carcan = Pr. carcan = It. carcame (ML. carcan-

num, carchannum), a collar of jewels, an iron

collar; (1) perhaps, with suffix -ant (cf. OF.

carcaille, a carcanet, with suffix -aille, = E.

-al), < OHG. querca= Icel. kverk= Dan. krwrk,
the throat: see querken. (2) Less prob. ML.
carcannum = crango, a collar, appar. < OHG.
crage, chrage, throat, neck, MHG. krage, throat,

neck, collar, G. kragen, collar, cape, gorget, dial,

neck : see crag
2

. (3) Some refer to Bret, ker-

chen, the bosom, breast, the circle of the neck,
same as kelchen, collar, < kelch, a circle, circuit,
akintoW. cclch, round, encircling.] 1. Aneck-
lace or collar of jewels.

Jewels in the carcanet. Shak., Sonnets, Hi.

About thy neck a carkanct is bound,
Made of the Ruble, Pearle, and Diamond.

Ilerrick, To Julia.

Then in the light's last glimmer Tristram show'd
And swung the ruby carcanet.

Tennynon, The Last Tournament.

2f. A circlet of gold and jewels worn as an or-

nament for the hair.

Curled hairs hung full of sparkling carcaneti. Manton.

carcara (kiir-kar'a), n. Same as caracara.

carcass, carcase '(kiir'kas), n. [Early mod. E.

also carcasse, carkass, carkix, < ME. carkes, car-

keys, karkeis, carcays : (1) < OF. carcas, carcois,
also assibilated charcois, charcos, charquois,
charchois, mod. F. dial, charcois, charquois, m.,
OF. also carquasse, mod. F. carcasse, f., car-

cass, skeleton, frame, OF. also flesh, = Sp. car-

casa = Pg. carcassa, carcass, = It. carcassa, f.,

a shell, bomb, skeleton, hulk (ML. carcasium,
carcoisium, a carcass ; cf . It. carcame, a carcass

a corrupt form, or diff . word), associated with,

Carchariidae

and perhaps derived from (as the 'shell' or

'case' left by the departed spirit), (2) OF.

ciiri/iitiix, i-(ir<-t>ix. i-itrqiiiiis, F. i-tin/nntx, in., =
Sj>. i-iin-iis = \'<f. i-iin-az It. carctixxti. in. (MI,.

earcuimmin ; Croatian knrkiixh), a quiver, prob.
a corruption (appar. simulating initially L.

caro (cam-), flesh
;
cf. earr'nni) of ML. liin-tiviiix,

MGr. Ta/iKiiaitiv, aquiver, = Turk. Hind, liirktmh,

< Pers. tftrkash, a quiver.] 1. The dead body
of an animal

;
a corpse : not now commonly

applied to a dead human body, except in con-

tempt.
Where ver the carcase is, there will the eagles be

gathered together. Mat. xxiv. 28.

Ill-side the path the unbnricd rarcnux lay.

llr/in/il, The Vges, X.

2. The body of a living animal, especially of

a large animal
;
in contempt, the human body.

To pamper his own cari-u**. S'inth, Sermons, IV. ii.

3. Figuratively, the decaying remains of a

bulky thing, as of a boat or ship.
The Goodwins, ... a very dangerous Hat and fatal,

where the carcases of many a tall ship lie burled.

slink., M. of V., iii. 1.

Some ruinous bones . . . and stonie Rcliques of the
carkasses of more than foure thousand Places and Cities.

Pttrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 319.

4. The frame or main parts of a thing unfin-

ished, or without ornament, as the timber-
work of a house before it is lathed or plas-
tered or the floors are laid, or the keel, ribs,

etc., of a ship. 5. An iron case, shell, or hol-

low vessel filled with combustible
and other substances, as gunpow-
der, saltpeter, sulphur, broken glass,

turpentine, etc., tnrown from a mor-
tar or howitzer, and intended to set

fire to a building, ship, or wooden
:ass'

defense. It has two or three apertures,
from which the fire blazes, and is sometimes made to serve

by its light as a guide in throwing shells. It is some-
times equipped with pistol-barrels loaded with powder to

the muzzle, which explode as the composition burns down
to them. Carcass-flooring, in building, a grated frame
of timberwork which supports the boarding or Boor-

boards above and the ceiling below. Carcass-roofing,
a grated frame of timberwork which spans the building,
and carries the boarding and other covering. Carcass-
saw, a kind of tenon-saw, having a backing of metal bent
over and hammered down to strengthen the back.

Carcavelhos (kar-ka-val'yos), n. [Pg., < Car-

cai-elhos, a village in Portugal. Commoner
forms in England are calcavella and calcavel-

los.] A sweet wine grown in the district of

the same name in Portugal.
carcelaget (kar'se-laj), n. [< OF. carcelage =
Sp. carcelaje, carceraje = Pg. carceragem, prison
fees, incarceration, < ML. carcelagium, equiv.
to carcerarium, prison fees, < L. career, a pris-

on.] Prison fees. E. Phillips, 1706.

carcel-lamp (kar-sel'lamp), n. [From the
name of the inventor.] A lamp in which the
oil is fed to the wick by means of a pump op-
erated by clockwork, sometimes used in light-
houses and as a domestic lamp.

carceralt, a. [< L. carceralis, < career, a prison,
= Sicilian Gr. mpKapav.] Of or belonging to a

prison: as, "carceral endurance," Foxe.

carceratet (kar'se-rat), v. t. [< LL. carceratus,

pp. of carcerare, 'imprison, < L. career, prison :

see carceral. Cf. incarcerate.] To imprison;
incarcerate.

carcerular (kar-ser'6-lar), a. [< carcerule +
-or2

;
= F. carcerulaire] Pertaining to or re-

sembling a carcerule.

carcerule (kar'se-ro'l), re. [= F. carcerule, <

NL. carcerula, di'in. of L. career, a prison.] In
bot. : (af) -A- now obsolete name for one of the

component parts of a schizocarp (which see).

(6) A dry indehiseent pericarp with several

cells and many seeds.

carchariaedian (kar"ka-ri-e'di-an), n. A shark
of the family Carchariid<e or Galeorhinidce.

Sir J. Ilichard,ion.

Carcharias (kar-ka'ri-as), n. [NL., < Gr. nap-

Xapiac, a kind of shark, so called from its sharp
or jagged teeth, < wip^apoc, sharp, jagged.] 1.

The typical genus of selachians of the family
Carchariidw. 2. Same as Carcharinus.

Considerable confusion exists concerning the species of

Carcharias, from the fact that the generic term has been

used by different authors for greatly different sharks.

Stand. Sat. Hist., III. 80.

3. An early name of the genus Odontaspis.

Bafinesque, 1810.

carchariid (kar-kar'i-id), n. A shark of the

family Carchariidu'.

Carchariidae (kiir-ka-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Carcharias + -ida:.]' A family of anarthrous

sharks, exemplified by the genus Carcharias,



Carchariidae

to whk-h different limits have been assigned

bv various ichthyologists, (a) In Giinther's system

of classification ii i* a r:unily of Selachoidei, charactertad

bv the nictitating membrane of the eye, the presence of an

anal tin iiii.l two' developed dorsal tins. (6) By Jordan and

Gilbert it WHS substituted for OdonftMpitte (which see).

Carchariinae (kttr'ka-ri-I'nS), . pi. [NL., <

Carcnarias + -inn:'] In Giiuther's system ot

classidcation, a subfamily of Curcliarmlie, hav-

ing the teeth uuicuspid, sharp-edged, smooth

or sen-ate, and erect or oblique, and the snout

produced longitudinally.
Carcharinus (kiir-ka-ri'nus), . [NL., < L.

careliarus, a kind of shark or dogfish (cf. Gr.

napxapiac, a kind of shark), < Gr. xapxapof,

sharp, jagged. Cf. Carcliarias.'] A genus of

(= L. cancer: see cancer), + -f.oyia, < t.eytiv,

speak: see -ology.'] That department of zo-

ology which relates to crustaceans, or crabs,

shrimps, etc. Also called crustaceology and

matacostracology.
carcinoma (kiir-si-no'ina), .; jA. eormnomata

(-iua-tii). [L. (also in accom. form enneeroma,

,-<iHcroi>ia)_ (> F. earemome**Bp. Pg. It. carci-

noma), < Gr. mpidvufia, a cancer, < napiuvaw, af-

fect with cancer, < napnivoc, a crab, cancer: see

carcinus and cancer.] A tumor which grows
more or less rapidly, tends to break down and

ulcerate in its later stages, propagates itself

in neighboring or more distant parts, and af-

ter excision very frequently recurs ;
a cancer,

in the stricter sense of that word. A carci-

noma is characterized microscopically by trabeeula; and

nodular masses of cells of epithelial form and origin,

runnin" in a stroma of tissue of mesoblastlc origin, hev-

eral types are distinguished: (1) flat-celled eplthelioma;

(2fcyYim1er"ceHedVpTthelioiua ; (3) simple carcinoma (car-

cinoma simplex), a variety of glandular carcinoma formma

Blue Shark (Carcharixia flaucta).

sharks, of the family aalcorliinida; comprising

some of the largest and most voracious of sela-

chians. The blue shark is C. glaucus. Also

Carcharias.
The genus Carcharinus embraces the blue sharks, the

sharks of story. . . . The species of Carcharinus share

with the species of Carcharodon the name man-eater

sharks. Stand. Nat. Hut., III. 82.

carcharioid (kar-kar'i-oid), a. and . [< Gr.

napxapias, a kind of shark, + ?Mof, shape.] I.

a. Resembling or having the characters of the

Carchariida?.

II. n. A carchariid.

Carcharodon (kiir-kar'6-don), n. [NL. : see

aarokarodont.'] A genus of man-eater sharks

of enormous size and with serrate teeth, ot

the family Lamnidie. The only species, C. rondeleti,

attains a length of 40 feet, and is found in all tropical and

temperate seas. Teeth of extinct members of this genus

indicate species of still more enormous dimensions.

carcharodont (kar-kar'o-dont), a. [< NL. car-

charodon(t-), < Gr. mpxapMar, commonly Kap-

rapodovc, with sharp or jagged teeth, < napxa-

poo, sharp, jagged, + Moif (bdovr-) = E. tooA.]

1 Having compressed trenchant teeth, like

those of members of the genus Carcharias.

2. Having acute or pointed teeth: as, all

snakes are wreharodont," Gunther, Encyc. Brit.,

XX. 432.

carchesium (kilr-ke'si-um), n. [L., < Gr., KO/J-

xyaiov, a drinking-cup, the masthead of a snip.J

1. PI. carchesia (-&). In classical antiq., a

drinking-vase, resembling the cantharus, but

having its bowl narrower in the middle than

above and below, and its projecting handles

strengthened by being connected with the

bowl at about the level of the rim. Also kar-

chesion. 2. [c/>.] [NL.] A genus of peritn-

chous ciliate infusorians, of the family Vorti-

cellidu. The animalcules are associated in den-

driform colonies. C. polypinum is an example.

In Carcheniuiii the zooids are united in social tree-like

clusters, but the muscle of the pedicle does not extend

through the main trunk; the individuals can withdraw

themselves to the point of branching of their stock, but

the colony cannot withdraw itself from its position.
Stand. Nat. Hwt., I. 45.

carcini. . Plural of cammw.
OarcimnSB (kar-si-m'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Car-

cinus, 2, + -;.] A subfamily of crabs, of t

family Portunida;, typified by the genus Carci-

nus. The carapace is but slightly if at all transverse, and

the chelipeds are rather small. Its best-known repre-

sentatives belong to the genera Portunus, Camnus and

Platvowichui, which last includes the lady-crab of the

United States. See cuts under Carcinus and Platj/miychus.

carcinoid (kar'si-noid), a. [= F. carcinmde,<

Gr Kap/civof, a crab, + Mac, shape.] 1. Crab-

like ; specifically, pertaining to the Carcinoida.

2 Cancroid; carcinomorphic.
Carcinoida (kar-si-noi'da), n. pi. [NL.: see

carcinoid.} In Latreille's system of classifica-

tion, a section of his Branchiopoda, incongru-

ously composed of the zoese of various crus-

taceans, the genera Nebalia, Cuma, Condylura,

and certain copepods, as Cyclops. [Not now
in use.]

carcinological (kar''si-no-loj'i-kal),
a.

cinology + -ical; = Sp. carcinologtco.] Per-

taining to carcinology.

carcinologist (kar-si-nol'o-jist), n. [< carci-

nology + -ist.'] One versed in the science ot

carcinology.
The sanction of many eminent carcinalogists.

Encyc. Bnt., VI. 655.

carcinology (kar-si-nol'o-ji),
. [= F. carci-

nologie = Sp. carcinologia, < Gr. icap/uvoc, a crab

cnoma smpex,avj ^i fei<i.v..." ~~

nodular tumors of considerable consistency ; (4) carcinoma

srirrhosnni, or scirrhous cancer, a variety forming very

hard nodules of almost the consistency of cartilage; (5)

carcinoma gelatinosum, or cancer with colloid degenera-

tion of the epithelial parts ;
colloid cancer ; (<!) carcinoma

nivxomatodes or cancer with the stroma consisting of mu-

cous tissue ; (7) cylindroma carcinomatodes ; (s) carcinoma

gigantocellulare; (9) melanocarcinoma. Certain pathol-

ogbta exclude the epitheliomata from the carcmomata,

and hold that the latter are not of epithelial origin, but

are purely a mesoblastic formation. Some, again, founding

the definition of carcinomata entirely on anatomical fea-

tures, Independently of histogenetlc considerations, in

elude in them the sarcomata alveolaria. i he softer ca

nomata are as a rule the more rapidly fatal. The earlier

a cancer is removed, the greater is the prolongation of 1

and the chance of escaping a return See ci/Kiirfnmw,

epithelimna, sarcoma. Alveolar carcinoma. See aim

carcinomatous (kar-si-nom'a-tus), a. [< car-

cinoma^-) + -ous; = F. carcinomateiix = Pg.

carcinomatoso.] Pertaining to carcinoma ;
can-

cerous; like a cancer, or tending to become

Carcinomorpha (kar"si-no-m6r'fa), n. pi.

[NL., < Gr. Kiipulvof, a crab, + /Jop<t>?/, form.J In

Huxley's system of classification, the cancroid

or carcinoid crustaceans, as crabs and orab-

like, short-tailed, 10-footed, stalked-eyed crus-

taceans. It is nearly the same as Brachyura in an or-

dinary sense, but includes such forms as Ramna, Hmnola,

and Dnnnia. A . r .

carcinomorphic(kar"si-no-mor fik), a. [As

Carcinomorpha + -ic.~\ Carcinoid or cancroid;

specifically, of or pertaining to the Carcino-

morpha. ,

carcinophagOUS (kar-si-nof'a-gus),
fl. [< Gr.

KapKivof, a crab, + ^elv, eat.] Eating crabs

and other crustaceans ;
cancrivorous.

carcinus (kar'si-nus), n.
; pi. carcini (-m). [NL.,

< Gr. Kapwvof, a crab, cancer, = L. cancer : see

cancer. Cf. carcinoma.] 1. In pattiol, a can-

cer or carcinoma. 2. [cap.'] In zool., a ge-

card

lie is the card or calendar of gentry.
,s'Afc., Hamlet, v. 2.

2. A piece of thick paper or pasteboard pre-

pared for various purposes, specifically (o) A

piece of cardboard on which arc various figures, spots,

names, etc., used in playing games; especially, one of a

set of 52 such pieces of cardboard (distinctively called

fiaying-cardt) arranged in 4 suits of 13, each suitcunsist-

iM" of 10 pieces on which are printed colored spots varying

[n number from 1 to 10, different in form in the different

suits and called spades, clubs, diamonds, and hearts, ac-

cording to their shape, and 3 face-cards, called the king

queen, and knave or jack. The color of the spades and

clubs is black ; that of the diamonds and hearts, red. An
additional card, the joker, is sometimes used in euchre.

See fut-lin', tchixt, etc.

Sche seyd that ther wer non dy^ysyii^s, ner harpyug,

tier lutyug, uer syngyn, ner non lowde dysports, but

plcyngat the taby'llys, and scheaw, aodcai^f.Pa*t"n IK-HI' i: led. lbi;>), III. 314.

The European worhl is, I think, here at an end : there

is surely no card left to play.

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, vi.

(M A piece of cardboard on which is written or printed

the name or the name, address, etc., of the person pre-

senting it, as in making a social visit, announcing the

nature and place of one's business, etc. Cards intended

for the former use are called viritiny-cardx, and for the

latter business cords, (c) A paper on which the points of

the compass are marked : used with a movable magnetic

needle to form a compass. See cuiujpam and compost-card.

All the quarters that they know
I' the shipman's card. Shak., Macbeth, i. 3.

The card of goodness in your minds, that shews ye

When ye sail false ; the needle touch'd with honour,

That through the blackest storm still points at happiness.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, ill. 2.

On life's vast ocean diversely we sail,

Green Crab {Carcinus marnas).

Reason the card, but passion is the gale.

Pope, Essay on Man, n. 108.

(d) A piece of pasteboard or heavy note-paper on which is

written or printed an invitation to a public or private

entertainment, especially an invitation to or announce-

ment of a wedding.

3 A short advertisement of one's business, or

a 'personal statement of any kind, in a news-

paper or other periodical. 4. Anything re-

sembling a card in shape or use : as, a card of

matches; "cards of yellow gingerbread," 11. T.

Cooke, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 393. 5. A
frame filled with honeycomb ;

a sheet of honey-

comb. Phin, Diet. Apiculture, p. 20. 6. Aper-
forated sheet of cardboard or metal, used in a

Jacquard loom as a guide for the threads in

weaving a pattern. 7. An eccentric person,

or any one who has some notable peculiarity ;

a character. [Slang.]
A card in our Northern parts signifies a brawling vaga-

bond. Goldsmith, Works (ed. 1885), IV. 454.

Such an old card as this, so deep, so sly. Dicken*.

Commanding cards, in whist and other games, the best

cards unplayed in their respective suits. Cooling carat,

probably, a card the playing of which is so decisive of the

game as to cool the courage of the adversary; hence figura-

tively, something to damp one's hopes or ardor. Other ex-

planations are given.

There all is marr'd ;
there lies a cooling card.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. ...

These hot youths,
I fear, will find a cooling card.

Beau, and Fl., Island Princess, i. 3.

On the cards publicly made known as likely to take place :

said in reference to "events" in horse-racing, as inscribed

or written down in proper form ; hence anything likely

or possible to happen : as, it is quite on the cords that the

ministry may go out. To call a card. See coi ,
. TO

speak by the card, to speak with precision, as from exact

information.

We must speak by the card, or eall'^
ltl
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cardH (kard), r. t. [< ME. "cardeii (in verbal n.

cardying, cardinge, cardyng) ;
from the noun.J

To play at cards.

nus of brachyurous decapod crustaceans ;
the

shore-crabs. C. maenas, the green crab, is a very com-

mon British species of small size, much used for food.

car-COUpling (kar'kup"ling), n. An arrange-

ment for connecting the cars of a railroad-

train. See coupling.

cardi (kard), n. [< ME. card = D. kaart = G.

karte = Dan. kort, a card, a map, = w. kort,

a card, karta, a chart, < F. carte, a card, ticket,

bill, map, chart, = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. carta, < ML.

carta, also charta, a card, paper, a writing,

chart, charter, < L. charta, a leaf of paper, pa-

per, a writing, a tablet, < Gr. x&m, also xaprw ,

. a leaf of paper, a separated layer of the papyrus-

. bark, any thin leaf or sheet, as of lead, bee

chart, a doublet of carrfl, and cartel, charter,

etc.] If. A paper; a writing; a chart; a map.

I haue caused that your Lordship shall receiue herewith

a little Mappe or Carde of the world
Hakluyt s Voyages, I. 215.

The places are Hodon and Coron, which are but twelve

miles distant the one from the other; and do stand in

our way to Scio, as you may plainly see by the card

Campion, in Arber s Eng. Garner, I. M.

in [< ME. carde = L .

"MLG fcate'=OHG. karta, chartu, MHG. karte,

G. karde, dial, kardcl, kartel = Dim. karte, karde

= Sw. karda (cf. Icel. karri) = F. carde = Sp.

Pg. cartta = It. cardo, a card (cf. Pr. bp. Pg. It.

cardo, a thistle; cf. F. chardou, a plant the

head of which is used as a flax-comb, G-*fj
dcndistel (also kardetschdistcl), the thistle which

is used as a flax-comb: see cardoon), < ML. car-

dus, a thistle, a card, for L. carduus, a thistle

(used for carding), < carere, card; cf. Gr. MIpen,

shear, = E.sftear.] 1. A brushwith wire teeth,

usea in disentangling fibers of wool, flax, or

cotton, and laying them parallel to one another

preparatory to spinning. In hand-cards the wires

re Sort and are passed slantingly through leather, which

is then nailed upon a board. Two of these brushes aie

used, one in each hand, and in use are drawn past each

her the fibers being between them. In the carding-

nichine which has superseded hand-carding, the. cards

art formed by hard-drawn wire staples each ft"*''*
two teeth drawn through leather and bent at a certain

angle. The material thus prepared is called card-clothmg.

See canling-iuachinf. ,

2. A carding-machine. 3. A currycomb made

from a piece of card-clothing.



card

card2 (kiird), v. t. [< ME. CHruen (= 1 >.

= L(j l.-aarteH = G. harden = Dan. Korte, Karat

= Hw. /,>"'</ (cf. Icel. *;/) = F. card,;- = I'r.

Sp. Pg. (-ardiir = l\. i-iinl'ii-i): < OOKP, .] 1.

To comb or open, as wool, flax, hemp, etc., with

a card, for the purpose of disentangling the

fibers, cleansing from extraneous matter, sep-

arating tin- courser parts, and making fine, and

soft for spinning.
"('/ :ilnl spin,

\nil leave the business of the war to men.
iir.i.i.'n, tr. of oviii'H IMamocpb., xii.

Perhaps to card

Wind for the Housewife's spindle.
Fonlravrtk, Michael

\Ve don't atrd silk with comb that dresses wool.

/,','.', >',,/<l</. Hill- and Hook, II. l4.

2f. To mingle ;
mix

;
weaken or debase by mix-

ing.
You card your beer, If you see your quests IK-HHI to be

drunk, bait small, half stroiic.

Briv/ir. <;nip for mi 1 pst. Courtier.

The skipping kin;; . . . .-.I/-./."./ his state.

Sl'J

IV. of France, in the British Museum.Cardecuf quart il'eciT of Henry IV. of Franc.

ver coin. The weight of the specimen repre-
sented in the above cut is 146 grains.

You see this DCfdoM, the last and the only <|UmtC88elice

of fifty crown-. /;.. ml /'(., Thierry and Theodoret, v.l.

I could never yet finger one canl :<>! of her l.uuty.

I'lm/i mini. Monsieur D'olive, n. 1.

A set of hilding fellows. . . . The bunch of them were

not worth acardecu.

cardel (kar'del), n. A hogshead containing 64
<tl,at 1 Hen IV iii " CalUUl v 1"" "-"-'/I " TV' -

gallons, iii use among whalers.

'i-ne),^i. [NL. (cf. F. ,-ar- Oardellina (knr-de-li'na), n. [NL. (cf. Sp.

irili'lina = It. i'iiri/i/liiiii, cardffrmo, cardeuo
Cardamine (kiir-dam

cnnhiiiiinii= I'g. rardamma = It.

cardiid

arcaof deep d mini's.-, which marks tin tli IMS of tile heart

itself, .-an ! distinguished onl> liy -Iron:: |ii-i 'i-u-sion.

Cardiac ganglion. *ee wi/ ;(' ,. Cardiac glands,
tubular glands of the min-ous membrane of the stoiinii-h,

mo.st numerous in thr i-arili:M' region. 'I in- portion next

the orilli'r. lilli-d with epithelium like that of the Mlrtai . "1

uic niiiroiis nieiiiliraue. is short, and two or more

tiiliiileiope to It. Phew are lined with -hm-i. roliunnar,

coarsely uranular c-i-lls i-alled principal or central

and hitwecii tlie-e and the lia.-eiueut membrane the 8O-

oaOed parietal cells are found. - Cardiac line, in. /..,-

muni''!, tlie line of the heart, which runs across the palm
fi i the outer side toward the l.asr of the tiisl linger

Cardiac orifice, the esopha^cal opening of tin- stomach.

Cardiac paBSlOnt, an old name for heartbuin

carJMijiii. Cardiac plate, cardiac ossicle, a trans

verse arched ealcillcation extending across the Btomacll

in some crustaceans, as a crawfish, and articulating at

Mat end with a ptcrucai iliac ossidc. See cut under
Attacidti'. Cardiac plexus, the plexus formed by the

;m,i-tomosi- ot pncunio-a-trie and sympathetic and other

-oinir t., the In-art. Cardiac sacs, in cchino-

,1, mi- radial dilatations or diverticllla of the stomach, as

of a starfish. Kach may be more or led MOCnlated, and

i \|ei,d lomfl "'ay into the ray or arm to which it coin-

sponds. Cardiactube.ii primitive, rudimentary, or em-

hrronic heart, in a simply tuliuhir stage. Cardiac ves-

sels, tlie arteries and veins of the heart. Cardiac
Wheel in iiirrli.. a heart "heel ; a cam-wheel in the form

of a heart. See li.-m-i .-,/,. - Middle cardiac nerve, the

larijest of tlie three cardiac nerves, arising from the mid-

dle cervical sympathetic ganglion, and proceeding to the

deep cardiac plexus. Also called nermt cardiam* im"i

__ medicine which excites action in the

i and animates the spirits; a cordial.

A genus of annual or perennial pungent herbs, an(1 SUDfamily Setophagina: ; the rose fly-catch- car(liacet H. [Appar. < Gr. napAtaitj/, fern, of (top-
no f 11 t'al cvTvloV f 't'llf'i f'f't'il' DHitlVCHOl I IH* COOlt'l* I'O- I,,,, ., ..I .1 , . ... TI. i : 1 1 : . , . , , . , i . , . 1 ,., i ,,. tisl c/>aiv*>lv , T., 4-J.-, _ 4-n 4-1. n I ..... ..t

times made to include the toothwort, Deniaria. who plays at cards ;
a gamester : as, coggers,

cardamom (kiir'da-mom), n. [Also cardamum, carders, dicers," Bp. Woolton, Chnstian Manual,
and formerly cardaniijmc, cardamon ; = D. kar- I. vi.

damom = MHG. kardamuome, kardemuome, car-

demome, G. kardamomcn (dim. kardamumel) =
Dan. kardemome = Sw. kardi-mitmma, < F. car- r . ._

damome (OF. cardemoine) = Sp. Pg. It. carda- 1. One who or that which cards wool
; specin-

momo (Pg. also cardamo, It. also cardamom), < cally, the machine employed in carding wool.

L. cardamonnim, < Gr. Kapfa/iuuav, cardamom, T)le spinsters, carders, fullers, weavers.

for 'Kapfafidpwftov, < KdpSa/iov, a kind of cress, + Skah., Hen. VIII., i. 2.

fyuftov, a kind of Eastern spice-plant: see Car- 2. [cap.] One of an association of Irish rebels (3^"^"^ (kar^di'a-de),"n. pi. [NL., < Car-
damine and Amomum.] One of the capsules of who tortured their victims by driving a wool-

,/,, + _,/>] Same a's Cardiida:
different species of plants of the genera Amo- or flax-card into their backs and then dragging cgWH.- (kiir-di-ag'rii) n [NL., < Gr. napiia,
iiii/ni and Elettaria, natural order Ziiujiberacecs :

it down along the spine. _ K /f,.,,,^ + fypa, a "catching. Cf. chiragra,

generally used in the plural. Thesejjapules
are This shaH a Carder, that a White-boy be ; ^ ^ podagra.]

'

In pathol., pain or gout of the heart.

bi lye moHugjcg formed for the families Car-

AiaMia<.'jren(Uiehe, and Glossidae.

[NL., < Car-

term, -le, <

, . having pain
-^ fhe hea

'

rt; sge cardiacj A pain about
h( ar( ,/,,., ,.

"di-ak-pul-mon'ik), a.

thin and filled with brown aromatic seeds, which are used
,

Ferocious leaders of atrocious bands. A less cor-cardiagraphy (kiir-di-ag'ra-n), n
in medicine as a carminative and stomachic, as well as

tin In variety of the same species lonnii m i cyion. ine /i -- -
, _t:_ii,, +!, ,'

'
. ' " 7.

J

plant is reed-like, with large lanceolate leaves, and grows large bees of the genus Bombus, especially the
jn ,>at/lol^ the heartburn ; a burning sensation

in the upper, left, or cardiac orifice of the

stomach, rising into the esophagus, due to in-

digestion; gastralgia.
Siam, obtained from A. xanthioide*; the Bengal carda- a nne iroiii uie new w. .<= .""=.. ...>... .= ." .

cardialgy (kiir-di-al'ji), . [= F. cardialgif =
mom's, from A. oalta; the Javan, from A. * ^$%$^J^ffi$l'g Sp. Pg^It. .arrf^^/a, < NL. cardialgia, q. v.]

rC^U-i". ^,,i <JQa ?/. and passes it to the second, who further manipulates it Same as cttrdialgia.Cardans rule. Beef**. ifore passing it to the third, and soon until the material

cardaSS (kar-das'), n. [= G. kardetsche, lor-
reaches the nest, where other bees are employed in felting

merly kartatsche, < F. cardasse, < It. cardasso, and plaiting the bits with wax into a dome-like form made
olor> niiir fnriJn<ttnne fobs 1 fcf So carduza = to harmonize with the irregularities of the ground, so that tv ..

n
f:

C(
, ,;..,; ool witM 1 il is "aral >' 'listinguishable In the beginning of the year tion in which the heart is placed upon the right

Pg. cardMca), a card (to card woo ,n), <,

tlle ,,et.9 ^,,rk 8in5iy ,
each female starting a new colony. ingtead of the left side.

cardo, a card: see caro^.] A card to card wool ^rf -rfnde, (kard
'

grin
*
der), n. A machine ,HJS^ (kar-di-ast'ma), n. [NL, < Gr.

W]t fj ... .T -_ il X Al_ * < t , .,3 iinnH ! ^f*W* T^ . * ..rt'".i .

card
basket
been
cardboard

upper part of the stomach, where the
* ' --

gee cardiac.

(kar
* di - a - nas

'
tro -

fe),

ia, = E. Aear, + avaarpo^ii, a
>e aas<roy)A.] A malfonna-

. .

having the quality of stimulating action in the

circulatory system. Hence 3. Cordial; pro-

per made by pasting together two or more
thicknesses of paper, drying and pressing; a

esophagus or gullet enters it

thin pasteboard. __.& A /ir;;'^i< nv\ n ..,1,1

card-case (kiird'kas), n. A small pocket-case,

generally of an ornamental kind, for holding
the visiting-cards of the bearer,

card-catalogue (kard'kat
;

'a-log), n. A cata-

logue, as ot books in a library, in which the

entries are made on separate cards, which are

then arranged in order in boxes or drawers.

card-clothing (kard'Ho'^Hing), n. Wire card

used to cover the cylinders and slats of a card-

ing-machine and for other purposes. See card2 .

card-cutter (kard'kut"er), n. A machine or an
instrument for trimming, squaring, and cutting
cardboard,

cardecut, cardicuet (kar'de-ku), n. [< F.

quart d'ecu : quart, fourth part (see quart) ; de,

of; ecu, shield, crown-piece, < OF. escu = Sp.

Pg. escutlo = It. scmlo, shield, kind of coin, < L.

scutum, shield: see scudo and escutcheon.'] A
quarter-crown (quart d'ecu), an old French sil-

atmphy.] In pathol., atrophy of

the heart,

cardicentesis (kar"di-sen-te'sis), n. Same as

It. cardiaco, < L. cardiacus, "< Gr. nap6iaii.&t, < cardicuet n. See cardecu.

KapSia = E. heart.'] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining Qar^dgg (kiir'di-de), n. pi. Same as Cardiida;.

to the heart. 2. Exciting action in the heart
; cardiectasis (kar-di-ek'te-sis), n. [NL. (> F..-= ,:... _* i ,. * ,

ctll
.

llicct<lliif)t < Gr Kap(j/a?

"= E. heart, + I

stretching out, dilatation: see ectasis.~\,

ducing strength and cheerfulness. 4. Per-
tation of the hcart

Dila-

caecum, the carJiac end of the stomach, when it is elon- card.
gated and convoluted like a ctecum, as in the blood-sucking car(Jiean (kiir'di-gan), n.
bats, Demiodida?. Cardiac crisis, an attack of angina

VS*"; 6 , r ..,..);n , '"C17Q7tO* <-,
. ,

peetoris and irregular pulse, especially such as occurs in the

course of loeomot, ,r ataxia.- Cardiac dullness, the dull-

[Named from the

Earl'of Cocrf((7ar'(1797-1868).] A close-fit-

ting knitted woolen jacket or waistcoat. Also

A bivalve mollusk of



Cardiidae

Cardiidse (kiir-di'i-do), n. pi. [NL., < Cardi-

um + -idee."] The family of cockles, typified

by the genus Cttnlium. It is a group of siphonate
headless mollusks or tracheate lamellibranchs, consisting
of the cockles and their allies, having eiiuivalve convex

shells, with prominent umbones or beaks curved toward
the hinge, whirh, vie\\ eil siik-wise, give a heart-shaped fig-

ure. See Cardinal. Other forms are Cardiacece, Cardiadce,
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cardinal (kar'di-nal), a. and . [I. a. < ME.
cardinal 1 ). karilinaal = G. Dan. Sw. Jcardinal-

(used only in comp.) = F. cardinal = Pr. cardi-

nal = Sp. cardinal = Pg. cardeal = It. cardinale,

important, chief, < L. Cardinalis, pertaining to

a hinge, hence applied to that on which some-

thing turns or depends, important, principal,
chief (cf. a somewhat similar use of E. pivotal).
II. n. < ME. cardinal, cardinal (after OF.), late

AS. cardinal = D. kardinaal = MHG. kardendl,
G. kardinal Dan. Sw. "kardinal = OF. cardi-

nal, cardenal, F. cardinal = Pr. Sp. cardenal
= Pg. cardeal = It. cardinale = Russ. kardinalu,
< ML. cardinalis, & chief presbyter, a cardinal,
from the adj. ;

< L. cardo (cardin-), a hinge ;
cf .

Gr. KpaSav, swing.] I. a. 1. Of, pertaining
to, or of the nature of a hinge ; noting that on
which something else hinges ordepends ; hence,
chief; fundamental; preeminent; of special im-

portance: as, cardinal virtues or sins; the car-

dinal doctrines of a creed; the cardinal points.

Thise uour uirtues byeth y-cleped cardinals, uor thet hi

byeth heghest amang the uirtues, huer-of the yealde [old]
fllosofes speke. AyenbUe of Inwit (E. E. T. S.), p. 124.

Every man gradually learns an art of catching at the

leading words, and the cardinal or hinge-joints of transi-

tion, which proclaim the general course of a writer's specu-
lation. De Quincey, Style, i.

Even in societies like our own, there is maintained in

the army the doctrine that insubordination is the cardinal
offence. //. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 6.T2.

2. In conch., of or relating to the hinge of a bi-

valve shell: as, cardinal teeth. 3. In entom.,

pertaining to the cardo or base of the maxilla,
which is sometimes called the cardinal piece.
4. [See II., 3.] Of a rich deep-red color, some-
what less vivid than scarlet Cardinal abbot. See
abbot. Cardinal bishop, priest, deacon. See II., l.

Cardinal finch, cardinal grosbeak. See cardinal-
bird. Cardinal margin, the upper margin or hinge of
a bivalve shell, containing the teeth. Cardinal num-
bers, the numbers one, two, three, etc., in distinction from

firttt, second, third, etc., which are called ordinal numbers.
Cardinal points, (a) In aeor/., north and south, east

and west, or the four intersections of the horizon with the
meridian and the prime vertical circle. (6) In atttrol., the

rising and setting of the sun, the zenith, and the nadir.

Cardinal redbird. See cardinal-bird. Cardinal signs,
in axtron., Aries, Libra, Cancer, and Capricorn. Cardi-
nal tanager, a north American tanager of the genus Pi-

raitga, as the scarlet tanager or the summer redbird, P.
rubra or P. ozxtiva : so called from the red color. Cardi-
nal teeth, the hinge-teeth of a bivalve close to the um-
bones, as distinguished from those further away, called the
lateral teeth. See cut under bivalve. Cardinal trilost,
a local English (Cornwall) name of sting-rays with two
spines. See trilost.~ Cardinal Virtues, the most impor-
tant elements of good character; specifically, in ancient

philosophy, justice, prudence, temperance, and fortitude.

As there are four cardinal virtues, upon which the
whole frame of the court doth move, so are these the
four cardinal properties, without which the body of com-
pliment moveth not. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

Cardinal winds, those which blow from the cardinal

points.

II. n. 1. In the Bom. Cath. Ch., a member
of the Sacred College, a body of ecclesiastics
who rank in dignity next to the pope and act as
his counselors in the government of the church.
In case of a vacancy in the papal office they maintain order
in the church and protect its interests till a new pope is

elected by themselves from their own number. They are

appointed by the pope, and are divided into three classes
or orders, called in i\\\\ cardinal bishops (6), cardinal priests
(50), and cardinal deacons (14). A cardinal priest may be

a bishop or an arch-

bishop, and a car-
dinal deacon may
be of any ecclesias-
tical grade below
bishop. The college
of cardinals is sel-

dom full, vacancies

nearly always exist-

ing. The dress of a
cardinal is a red
soutane or cassock,
a rochet, a short

purple mantle, and
a low-crowned,
broad-brimmed red
hat (not actually
worn), with two
cords depending
from it, one from
either side, each

Cardinal's Hat used heroically as part of SS^SSLtothe armonal achievement of a cardinal. eisaiusexiremuy.
2. A cloak, ori-

ginally of scarlet cloth, with a hood, much worn
by women at the beginning of the eighteenth

century: so named from its similarity in shape
and color to one of the vestments of a cardinal.
At a later period the material as well as the color \ iirieil.

Malcolm, writing in 1807, says the cardinal was almost

always of blaek silk richly laced. See mozetta.

Sir, I must take leave of my mistress ; she has valuables

of mine : besides, my cardinal and veil are in her room.
Sheridan, The Duenna, i. 3.

3. A rich deep-red color, somewhat less vivid

than scarlet : named from the color of the vesfr-

ments of a cardinal. 4. A hot drink similar

to bishop, but usually made with claret instead
of port, of which bishop is compounded. 5.
Tn ornith. : (a) A bird of the genus Cardinalis

(which see), as the cardinal redbird, Cardinalis

virginianus, and some related species, as C. ig-
ncus and others. (6) A name applied to sev-

eral other crested finches of America, as the

species of the genus 1'aroaria, and the Guver-
natrix cristatclla. Cardinal's hat, in tier. See hat,
and cut above. Texas cardinal, Fyrrhuloxia sinuata.
See Pyrrhuloxia.

cardiiialate 1
(kiir'di-nal-at), n. [= D. lardimi-

laat = F. cardinalat = Sp. cardenalato = Pg.
cardinalado, cardealado = It. cardinalato, < ML.
cardinalatus. < Cardinalis, a cardinal: see cardi-

nal and -oteS.] The office, rank, dignity, or in-

cumbency of a cardinal. Also cardinalship.
An old friend of his was advanced to a cardinalate.

Sir R. L'Estrange.
Beaufort had made the great mistake of his life in 1426,

in accepting the cardinalate. Stubbs, Const. Hist., I 057.

cardinalate2! (kar'di-nal-at), v. t. [< cardinal,

n., + -ate2.] To make a cardinal of
;
raise to

the office of cardinal. lip. Hall.

cardinal-bird (kar'di-nal-berd), n. The cardi-

nal, cardinal grosbeak, or cardinal redbird, Car-
dina/is rirginianus, an oscine passerine bird of

the family Fringillidw, called by Cuvier the car-

dinal finch. It is from 8 to 9 inches in length, and of a
fine red color, including the bill, the female being duller

in color than the male. Its face is black and the head
crested. It is sometimes called the Virginia wlgAttitqtUt,
on account of its song, and also scarlet grosbeak. It is

common in many parts of the United States, especially in

the south. The name is extended to other species of the

genus Cardinalis and to some related genera. See car-

dinal, n., 6. See cut under Cardinalis.

cardinal-flower (kar'di-ual-flou''er), n. The
name commonly given to Lobelia Cardinalis,
because of its large, very showy, intensely red

flowers : it is a native of North America, and
is often cultivated in gardens. A similar species,
L. syphilitica, with bright-blue flowers, is sometimes called

blue cardinal-Jloiver.

When fades the cardinal-Jloiver, whose heart-red bloom
Glows like a living coal upon the green
Of the midsummer meadows.

R. W. Gilder, An Autumn Meditation.

Cardinalis (kar-di-na'lis), n. [NL. : see cardi-

nal] 1. A genus of cardinal-birds, or cardinal

cardiogmus

Shrimps, lobsters, crabs, and cray-fishes, which are car-
(l/nnlizi'd with boiling. Urqukart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 39.

cardinal-red (kiir'di-nal-red), a. Of a cardinal
color.

cardinalship (kiir'di-nal-ship), n. [< cardinal
+ -ship.} Same as cardinalate1

. Bp. Hall.

cardines, n. Plural of cat-do.

cardingH (kar'ding), n. [< ME. cardyng; ver-
bal n. of card1

, r.] Card-playing.
Use not dyceing nor carding ; the more yow use them

the lease yow wil be esteemed.
tiabees Honk (E. E. T. S.), p. 360.

My Lord is little at home, minds his carding and little

else, takes little notice of any body. J'pjn/ti, Diary, II, 113.

carding- (kar'ding), n. [< ME. cardyng ; ver-
bal n. of card?, r.] 1. The process of comb-
ing wool, flax, or cotton. 2. A loose roll of

cotton or wool as it comes from a carding-ma-
chine : chiefly in the plural.

The motion thus communicated to the carding twisted
it spirally ;

when twisted it was wound upon the spindle ;

another carding was attached to it, drawn ontand twisted.
A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 384.

carding-T)ee, . See carder-bee.

carding-engine (kar'ding-en-'jin), n. Same as

carding-machine (kar'ding-ma-shen
/
'), n. A

machine for carding fibers of wool, flax, or

cotton, preparatory to drawing and spinning.
In the earlier caniing-machines the fibers were fed by
hand to a cylinder upon which card-clothing was laid in

strips parallel to the axis, and were removed from iii> <

Cardinal-bird (
Cardinalis virginianus).

grosbeaks, of the family Fringillida;, having red
as the chief color. The bill is stout, conical, and red,
the wings are very short and rounded, and the tail is

rounded and longer than the wings. It includes several

species of the wanner parts of America. See cardinal, n.
,

5, and cardinal-bird.

2. [i.e.] In brachiopods, a muscle which opens
the shell.

cardinalitial (kar
<
'di-na-lish'ial), a. [< cardi-

nal + -itial. Cf. Sp. cdrdenalicio = Pg. cardi-

nalicio = It. cardinalizio.~\ Of or pertaining to

a cardinal
;
of the rank of a cardinal. [Rare. ]

Raised him to the cardinalitial dignity.
Card. Wiseman, Lives of the Last Four Popes.

cardinalize (kar'di-nal-Iz), v. t. [< cardinal +
-i;c; = F. cardinaliser = Sp. cardenalizar."] 1.

To make a cardinal of . Sheldon. [Rare.] 2.

To make cardinal in color. [Rare. ]

Carding-machine.

-/, main cylinder; D, K.F, G, toothed rollers : I, bearings; A", roller;

L, toothed drum, or doffer.

strips by hand as they became full. In modern cotton-

carding machines a loose roll of fibers, called a lap, is

placed in guides and rests upon a roller, which as it re-

volves unwinds tile lap and delivers it to the feed-roll, on

passing through which it is seized by the card-teeth u|wm
a small cylinder, called the Heter-iu, from which it is

drawn by the teeth of the clothing of the main cylinder.
Other small cylinders successively remove the fibers

from and deliver them to the main cylinder. The tufts,

tangles, or knots which are not loosened by the action of

these cylinders project beyond the teeth of the main cylin-

der, aiuLare caught by the teeth of a succession of wooden
slats called card-tops, top-cards, or tup-Jkitu, from which
they are cleared or stripped by hand or by mechanical de-

vices. The fibers upon the main cylinder ore laid parallel

upon it, and are removed by means of the doffer, a cylin-
der moving in an opposite direction from the main cylin-
der and at a very much slower rate, and whose whole sur-

face is covered by card-clothing. The cotton is stripped
from the doffer in a thin continuous sheet of its full width,

by means of a comb vibrating vertically in contact with
the teeth of the doffer. This sheet of fibers is drawn to-

gether into a ribbon, traverses a funnel or trumpet, and is

passed between successive pairs of rolls, which draw out
and condense the sliver, and finally deliver it into the can

ready for the drawing-frame, where it is doubled and
drawn preparatory to twisting or spinning. For fine work,
the operation of carding is repeated. The preparatory
card or cards are called breakers, and those machines on
which the carding is completed are called finishers. The
principle of the wool-carding machine is identical with
that of the cotton-carding machine, and it is chiefly distin-

guished from the latter by agreat number ofsmall cylinders
called urchins, which work in pairs and are called workers
and cleaners. The worker is the larger of the two ; it strips
the wool from the large main cylinder, and is itself clean-

ed by the smaller cylinder or cleaner, which delivers the
wool back to the main cylinder, when it is again seized

by the next worker. Wool-fibers are oiled to facilitate

carding and to prevent felting.

cardio-. [NL.. etc., cardio-, sometimes less

prop, cardia-, < Gr. Kapoto-, combining form of

Kapoia = E. heart.] An element in some words
of Greek origin, meaning heart.

cardiocele (kar'di-o-sel), n. [< Gr. Kap6ia, =
E. heart, + K//?J/, tumor.] In pathol., the pro-
trusion of the heart through a wound of the

diaphragm.
cardiocentesis (kar"di-o-sen-te'sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. Kapfiia, = E. heart, + nevn/mf, a pricking, <

KEvrelv, prick, puncture: see center."} In thera-

peutics, intentional puncture of the walls of

the heart, as for the purpose of aspiration.
Another form is cardicentesis.

cardiodynia (ka^'di-fl-dhi'l-a), . [NL., < Gr.

Kapdia, = E. heart, +' b6vvri, pain.] In pathol.,

pain in the heart.

cardiogmust, . [NL., < Gr. Kapdia, = E. heart,
+ oj,uof, a furrow.] In pathol., cardialgia;



cardiogmus

aneurism of the heart or aorta; dilatation of

the heart; angina peeloi -is.

cardiognostict, a. [< Or. i/w!i'a, = E. licart, +
ywjo-r/Kdf, knowing.] Knowing the heart; know-

ing the secret thoughts of men. Krrsry, 1708.

cardiogram (kiirMi-ii-gram), . [< Gr. Ktipfiia,

= E. Mart, + ypAuua, a writing.] In />lii/xiol.,

a tracing taken with the cardiograph from the

of the heart.

cardiograph (kiir'di-o-graf), n. [< Or. copdta, =
K. licart, + ypafyett', write.] In /il/yxiol., an ap-

paratus for recording by a tracing the move-
ments of the heart. li counts essentially of a device

(as a hollow cup eontainiui; a spring pressed against the

chest) for producing ill an claslie diaphragm vilirntiuna

whieh correspond to tile movements of the heart, these
vibrations being reeonled |py means (if a lever in a tracing

upon a revolving cylinder. It was i?ivented l>> Marey ;

in his original exptTimmts lie introdueed hollow sounds

ending in cla-tic ampulla' into the auricles and ventricles

of the heart of a horse.

cardiography (kiir-di-og'ra-Ii), n. [Also writ-

ten (in sense 1) less correctly cartliin/ni/ilii/ ;

= V. I'linlini/riiiiliii: and less correctly cardia-

yrajiliii-, < (Jr. Ka/ttita, = E. heart, + -ypatyia, <

fpoQm; write. J 1. An anatomical description
of the heart. 2. Examination with the cardio-

graph.
Cnrdi>}rai>lni. in which a tracing is ohlaineil of the pul-

sations o'f the heart. /'</'. .sW. .I/"., XXV. 13.

The Cantioid.

cardioid 1
(kiir'di-oid), re. [< Gr. K

heart-shaped, < napi'ia, = E. heart,

fonn.] A curve wliich may be
considered as the path of a

point on the circumference of

a circle which rolls on another
circle of equal size.

cardioid'-3
(kiir'di-oid), a. [<

Cardiuni + -oid.~\ Resembling
or having the characters of the
('anliidn:

Cardioidea (kiir-di-oi'de-a), n.

pi. [NL., < Cardinal + -oidea.] A group of

cardioid bivalves.

cardio-inhlbitory (kar
//

di-6-in-hib'i-to-ri), a.

[< Gr. KapiVa, = E. heart, + inhibitory.] In

physiol., stopping the pulsations of the heart
or diminishing their frequency and strength.

cardiology (kar-di-ol'o-ji), n. [= F. cardinlii-

gic (cf. Sp. Pg. oarMalogia), < NL. cardiologia,
< Gr. napSia, = E. licart, + -toyia, < Wyv, speak :

see -ology.] In anat. and physiol., a discourse
or treatise on the heart

;
a scientific statement

of the facts relating to the heart.

cardiomalacia (kar'di-o-ma-la'shi-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Ktipdia, = E. heart, + [iaAaida, softness, <

/MAaK6f, soft.] In pathol., morbid softening of

the muscular tissue of the heart, especiallyfrom
obstruction of a branch of the coronary arteries.

cardiometry (kar-di-om'e-tri), n. [< Gr. napdia,
= E. heart, + ufrpov, measure.] In anat., the

process of ascertaining the dimensions of the
heart without dissection, as by means of per-
cussion or auscultation.

cardiopalmus (kar"di-o-pal'mus), n. [NL., <

Gr. Ka/idia, = E. heart, -r ira^.p.6^, palpitation,
quivering, < irdXAcn', poise, sway, swing, quiver.]
In pathol., palpitation of the heart.

cardiopericarditis (kar'di-6-per'i-kar-di'tis),
n. [NL., < Gr. naptiia, = E. heart, + irepiKapftov,

pericardium: see pericardium.] In pathol., in-

flammation of the heart-muscle and pericar-
dium.

cardiopneumatic (karMi-o-nu-mafik), a. [<
Gr. KapSia, = E. heart, + irvevfia(T-'), lung: see

pneumatic.] Pertaining both to the heart and
to the air of the lungs and air-passages: as,

cardiopneumatic movement, the movement of
the air in the air-passages by the beating of the
heart.

cardiopulmonary (kaVdi-o-pul'mo-na-ri), a.

[< Gr. KapAia, = E. heart, + L. pulmo(n-), lung:
see pulmonary.] Pertaining both to the heart
and to the lungs. Also cardiac-pulmonic.
cardiopyloric (kiir"di-d-pi-lor'ik), a. [< Gr.

KapAia, = E. heart, + Kv}.up&f, pylorus : see py-
lorus, pyloric.] Of or pertaining to the cardiac
and pylorie portions of the stomach. Cardio-
pylorlo muscle (of the stomach of certain crustaceans,
as the crawfish), one of a pair of muscles which pass, one
on each side, beneath the lining of the stomach, from the
cardiac to the pyloric ossicles.

cardiorhexiu (kar*di-o-rek'sis), re. [NL., < Gr.

KapAia, = E. heart, + pijt-if, a breaking, rupture,
< ptryvvvat, break.] Rupture of the heart.

cardiostenosis (kar"di-o-ste-np'sis),
re. [NL.,

< Gr. KapAia, = E. heart, + a-h'untf, a narrow-
ing,< arevovv, make narrow, < orevof, narrow.] A
narrowing of the couus arteriosus of the heart.
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cardiotomy (kiir-di-ot'6-mi), n. [= P. earilin-

linini', < Gr. Ka/idia, = E. heart, + ro/tf/. a cut-

ting: sec iniiiliniii/.] Dissection of the heart.

cardiotromus (kar-di-ot'ro-mus), n. [NL., <

Gr. KapAia, = E. In"art, + rptiitiv = L. tn /< rr,

tremble: sec tr<-ii<li/<:] In /intlinl., fluttering of

the heart, especially a slight degree of that af-

fection.

carditis (kiir-di'tis). n. [NL. (> F. cardite),
< (Jr. KafMa, = E. li/art, + -i/ix.] In pathol.,
inflammation of the muscular substance of the

heart; myocarditis.
Cardium (kilr'di-um), n. [NL., < Gr. KapAia= E.

Itciirt, q. v.] The typical genus of the family
Cardiidii', embracing the true cockles, of which
the beat-known species is the common edible

One, (.'. fdlllf. The large prickly cockle isC. CI/(.',<I ,/,.

Ill tliis ^'1'iiiis Hie foot is largely de\'eloped, and used not

only in progression, but also in the excavation of hollows
in the sand or mud. l',\ some authors the C. costatum of
Africa is considered as the type, while by others it is re-

garded as representing a distinct genus, Tropidocardiuin.
See cut under <,/,.

card-maker (Urd'mi'kte). n. One who makes
cards; specifically, one who makes cards for

combing wool or flax.

Am not I Christopher Sly, old Sly's son, of Burton-
heath ; by birth a pedler, by education a card-maker, by
transmutation a bear-herd, and now by present profession
a tinker? SUk, T. of the S., Ind., 11.

card-match (kard'mach), n. One of the matches

formerly made by dipping in melted sulphur
(now in the usual preparation for friction-

matches) a thin strip of wood in the form of a
toothed card.

It should be my care to sweeten and mellow the voices
of these itinerant tradesmen, . . . and to take care in par-
ticular that those may not make the most noise who have
the least to sell, which is very observable in the venders
of card-ntatches. Addixvn, London Cries.

cardo (kiir'do), re. ; pi. cardines (-di-nez). [L.,
a hinge: see cardinal.] 1. In conch., the hinge
of a bivalve shell. 2. In en torn., the basal joint
of the maxilla, a narrow transverse piece, artic-

ulating with the lower side of the head. See
cuts under Hymenoptera and Insecta. 3. In

Myriapoda, the distal or exterior one of two
pieces of which the protomala or so-called

mandible consists, the other piece being the

stipes. See protomala, and cut under epila-
bruiit. A. S. Packard.

cardol (kiir'dol), re. [< NL. (ana)card(ium), <j. v.,+ -ol.] An oily liquid (C2iH30O2 ) contained
in the pericarp of the cashew-nut, Anacardium
occidentale. It is a powerful blistering agent.
cardoon, chardoon (kar-, char-d6n'), n. [< ME.
cardoun, < OF. cordon, chardon, F. cordon= Sp.
cardan, cardo, cardoon, lit. thistle, < ML. car-

do(n-), another form of cardus, carduus, a this-

tle : see card2.] If. A thistle. 2. The Cynara
Cardunculus, a perennial plant belonging to

the same genus as the artichoke, and some-
what resembling it. It is a native of the countries

bordering the Mediterranean. Its thick fleshy stalks and
the ribs of its leaves are blanched and eaten in Spain and
France as a vegetable.

cardophagUS (kar-dpf'a-gus), n. ; pi. cardo-

phagi (-JI). IK Gr. icapfaf (= L. carduus), a this-

tle (see card*), + ipayetv, eat.] An eater of

thistles; hence, a donkey. [Humorous.]
Kick and abuse him, you who have never brayed ; but

bear with him all honest fellow cardophayi; long-eared
messmates, recognize a brother donkey !

Thackeray, Virginians, xix.

card-party (kard^ar^ti), n. A number of per-
sons met for card-playing.
card-player (kard pla/er), n. One who plays
at games of cards.

card-playing (kard'pla/ing), n. Playing at

games of cards.

card-rack (kard'rak), n. 1. A rack or frame for

holding cards, especially visiting-cards.
The empty card-rack over the mantelpiece. Thackeray.

2. A small shelf or case on the outside of a

freight-car, used to hold the shipping direc-

tions. [U. S.]

card-Sharper (kard 'shiir* per), re. One who
cheats in playing cards; one who makes it a
business to fleece the unwary in games of
cards.

card-table (kiird'ta^l), n. A table on which
cards are played.
card-tray (kard'tra), re. A small salver for a
servant to receive and delivervisiting-cards on.

carduet, n. [ME. carduc, < L. carduus, a this-

tle: see card*.] A thistle.

The cardtie, that is, a low erbe, and ful of thornes.

Wydif, 4 [21 Ki. xiv. 9 (Purv.).

Carduelis (kar-du-e'lis), re. [L., the thistle-

finch, goldfinch, < carduus, a thistle : see card2.]

care

A genus of oscine passerine birds, of the fam-

ily friiiaillitlir, having as type />/</'"" 'nrilnr-

tix, the European goldfinch, now usually called
Canllll'lix I-II-IJIIIIK. The limits of the genus \ar.v -I. .it

ly; to it are often referred the ,-i^kin. ' '" //,/,-
i ,<n>, and

the canary, C. canarin. It has hern extended to ineludc
the American goldfinches, now usually referred torA///>
ntitn'n or Antr<tnli"*. Ser goUJtneh,
Carduus (kitr'du-us), M. [L., a thistl. : we
carrf2.] A genus of erect herbs, natural order

Ci>iii]ii>nitti; resembling the thistles (('/<,),
from which they arc distinguished by the fad,

that the bristles of the pappus are not plumose.
They are mostly natives of the Mfdit- rninean n-i,m.
The most common species is the blesseil thistle. <'. (or
I'n /,,/.*) ';,, ',/iVh/x, or 1',',i//nn-'-it h,'i-'lu-hi . st.nn Mini-- I'll 1

tivated for ornament, and widely naturalized. In former
times it was held in lii^li esteem as a remedy for all man-
ner of diseases.

care (kar), n. [< ME. care, sorrow, anxiety, <

AS. ceuru, earn, sorrow, anxiety, grid', = < >S.

kara, lament, =OH(.J. /,<//. rlmni. lament (rsp.
in comp.chara-.sang, a lament, MH<i. Karlm;

(ttic = E. day), also Kiirrrittir, H. l\nr-, I'lmr

freitag, Good Friday, MHG. Kariccli<-, ( i. Knr-,

Char-woche, Passion week; cf. E. Can Ximiliii/,

Chare Thursday), = Goth . karti, sorrow ;
cf . Icel .

kcera, complaint, murmur; akin to OHO. </<-
ran, sigh. The primary sense is that of inward

grief, and the word is not connected, either

in sense or form, with L. curti, care, of which
the primary sense is pains or trouble bestow-
ed upon something: see cure. Doublet chare

(in Chare Thursday); deriv. chari/, q. v.] If.

Grief; sorrow; affliction; pain; distress.

He was feeble ami old.
And wyth cv//r and sorwe ouercome.

Hull, of Gloucester, p. 801.

Fro pointe to pointe I wol declare
And writen of my woful <-, !,>.

Oower, Conf. Amant., L 44.

"
Phoebus, that first fond art of medicine,"

Quod she, "and coude in every wightes care
Remede and rede, by heroes he knew fyne."

Chaucer, Troilus, 1. 680.

2. Concern; solicitude; anxiety; mental dis-

turbance, unrest, or pain caused by the appre-
hension of evil or the pressure of many burdens.

Care keeps his watch in every old man's eye,
And where care lodges sleep will never lie.

SA*., R. and J., li. 3.

If I have cares in my mind I come to the Zoo, and fancy
they don't pass the gate.

Thackeray, Round alxnit the Christinas Tree.

3. Attention or heed, with a view to safety or

protection; a looking to something; caution;
regard ;

watchfulness : as, take care of yourself.
I am mad indeed,

And know not what I do. Yet have a care
Of me in what thou dost.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, ill. 2.

Want of Care does us more Damage than Want of Know-
ledge. Franklin, Poor Richard's Almanack, 1758.

4. Charge or oversight, implying concern and
endeavor to promote an aim or accomplish a

purpose: as, he was under the care of a phy-
sician.

That which cometh upon me daily, the care of all the
churches. 2 Cor, xi. 28.

In most cases the care of orthography was left to the

printers. Southey, Life of Bunyan, p. 40.

The musical theatre was very popular in Venice as early
as the middle of the seventeenth century ; an, 1 the care of
the state for the drama existed from the first.

Umeelln, Venetian Life, v.

5. An object of concern or watchful regard and
attention.

la she thy care ? Dri/den.

His first care is his dresse, the next his bodie, and in the

raiting of these two lies his soule and its faculties.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Gallant.

Extraordinary care, ordinary care. See the adjec-
tives. Take care, be careful ; beware. To have a
care. See have.- To have the care Of, to have charge
of. = Syn. Care, Concern, Solicitude, Anxiety. Care is the
widest in its range of meaning ; it may be with or without

feeling, with or without action : as, the care of a garden.
In Its strongest sense, care is a painful burden of thought,
perhaps from a multiplicity and constant pressure of

things to be attended to : as, the child was a great care to
her. Concern and solicitude are a step higher in intensity.
Concern is often a regret for painful facts. Care and am-
cern may represent the object of the thought and feeling ;

the others represent only the mental state : as, it shall be

my chief concern. Solicitude is sometimes tenderer than
concern, or Is attended with more manifestation of feeling.

Anxiety is the strongest of the four words ; it is a restless

dread of some evil. As compared with solicitude, it is

more negative : as, solicitude to obtain preferment, to help
a friend ; anxiety to avoid an evil. We speak of care for

an aged parent, concern for her comfort, solicitttde to leave

nothing undone for her welfare, anxiety as to the effect of

an exposure to cold. (For apprehension and higher de-

grees of fear, see alarm.)
It was long since observed by Horace that no ship could

leave can behind. Johnton,



care

He [Sir Thomas More] thought any unusual degree of sor-

row uml rnmvrii improper on such an occasion [his death)
as had nothing in it which could deject or terrify him.

A: Vi'xim, Spectator, No. 349.

Ciin your Niliritinli' alter the cause or unravel the in-

tricacy of human events? Blair, Sermons.

Education is the only interest worthy the deep, control-

ling anxit'tii of the thoughtful man.
IT. Phillips, Speeches, Idols.

care (kar), v. i.
; pret. and pp. cared, ppr. car-

ing.

grieve
ron, lament, complain, = OHG. karoii, eharon,

complain, = Goth, karon, be anxious; cf. Icel.

l.-in-ti = Sw. kfira = Dan. ktere, complain ;
from

the noun.] If. To feel grief or sorrow ; grieve.
Ther ne ne sehulen heo IKMHT karien ne swinken.

Old fiit;r. llontilu'x (ed. Morris), I. 193.

Be ay of chier as light as lef on lynde,
And let hem cure and wepe and wrynjr and wayle.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 1135.

2. To be anxious or solicitous
;
be concerned

or interested: commonly with about or for.

Master, careat thou not that we perish ? Mark iv. 38.

Our cause then must lie intrusted to and conducted hy
its own undoubted friends, those whose hands are free,
whose hearts are in the work, who do care for the result.

Lincoln, Speech before 111. State Convention, 1858.

3. To be inclined or disposed ;
have a desire :

often with for.
Not cariny to observe the wind. Waller.
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careenage (ka-re'naj), . [< careen + -a

after F. oarmage,'] 1. A place in which
careen a ship.
The scourings of slave-ships had been thrown out at the

ports of debarkation to mix with the mud of creeks, ca-

reenages, and mangrove swamps.
N. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 340.

2. The cost of careening.
career (ka-rer'), . [Early mod. E. careere,

carrccr, carrier, careire, < F. carriere, now car-

ing. [< ME. caren, carien, be anxious, be riire roadi race-course, course, career, < OF.
?neved, < AS. cm, be anxious, = OS. ka- carierc

,
a road (= Pr. carriera = Sp. carrcra =

Pg. carreira = It. carriera, career), < carter,

transport in a vehicle, carry: see carry.] 1.

The ground on which a race is run; a race-

course
; hence, course

; path ; way.
They had run themselves too far out of breath to go

back again the same career. Sir P. Sidney.

2. A charge or run at full speed, as in justing.

Make a thrust at me, . . . come in upon the answer,
control your point, and make a full career at the body.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 4.

Full merrily . . .

Hath this career been run. Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

Such combat should be made on horse,
On foaming steed, in full career.

Scott, L. of L. M., iv. 31.

3. General course of action or movement
;

procedure ;
course of proceeding ; a specific

course of action or occupation forming the ob-

ject of one's life: as, "honour's fair career,"

Dryden.
Brief, brave, and glorious was his young career. Byron.

An author, who, I am sure, would not care for being
praised at the expense of another's reputation. Addition.

I will only say that one may find grandeur and consola-

tion iu a starlit night without caring to ask what it means,
save grandeur and consolation.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 376.

4. To have a liking or regard : with for before
the object. 6. To be concerned so as to feel

or express objection ;
feel an interest in oppos-

ing: chiefly with a negative: as, He says he is

coming to see you. I don't care. Will you
take something? I don't care if I do. [Colloq.]
To care for. () See 2. (6) Same as 3. (c) To look to ;

take care of ; perform what is needed for the well-being
or good condition of : as, the child was well cared for.

(d) Same as 4.

careawayt, . A reckless fellow.

But [such] as yet remayne without eyther forcast or
consideration of anything that may afterward turn them
to benefit, playe the wanton yonkers and wilfull Care-

awayes. Touchstone of Complexions, p. 99.

care-clotht, n. [In Palsgrave (1530), carde

clothe, appar. for carre cloth : OF. carre, square,
broad, carre, squared, square, mod. F. carre, a

(square) side, carre, square.] A cloth held
over the heads of a bride and bridegroom dur-

ing the marriage ceremony as performed in

England in the middle ages. See the extracts.

At the "
Sanctus," both the bride and bridegroom knelt

near the altar's foot ; and then, if neither had been mar-
ried before, over them a pall, or, as it used to be called,
the care-cloth, was held at its four corners by as many
clerics. Rack, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 173.

In the bridal mass, the York varied somewhat from the
Sarum use : only two clerics held the care-cloth, and a
blessing was bestowed by the priest with the chalice upon
the newly married folks.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 176.

care-crazed (kar'krazd), a. Crazed or mad-
dened by care or trouble.

A care-craz'd mother to a many sons.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 7.

carectt, n. Same as caract1
.

careen (ka-ren'), v. [Formerly carine, < F.

carener, now carener (= Sp. carenar = Pg. que-
renar = It. carcnare), careen, < carene, carine,
now carene, = It. carena, < L. carina, the keel
of a ship: see carina.] I. trans. Naut., to
cause (a ship) to lie over on one side for the

purpose of examining, or of calking, repairing,
cleansing, paying with pitch, or breaming the
other side.

II. intrans. To lean to one side, as a ship
under a press of sail.

Sloops and schooners constantly come and go, careening
in the wind, their white sails taking, if remote enough, a
vague blue mantle from the delicate air.

T. W. Higginson, Oldport, p. 199.

Such a severed block will be found by the geologist to
have careened, one side or edge going down while the
other came up. Science, III. 481.

careen (ka-ren'), n. [< careen, v.] A slanting
position in which a ship is placed, that the keel

may be repaired ;
the place where this is done.

They say there are as many Gallies and Galeasses of all

sorts, belonging to St. Mark, either in Course, at Anchor,
iu Dock, or upon the Careen, as there be Days in the Year.

Howell, Letters, I. i. 28.

And they say it [the galeas] is the self-same Vessel still,

though often put upon the Careen and trimmed.
Howell, Letters, I. i. 31.

This pressing desire for careers is enforced by the pref-
erence for careers which are thought respectable.

//. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 29.

[Sometimes used absolutely to signify a definite or con-

spicuous career of some kind : as, a man with a career
before him.]

4. In the manege, a place inclosed with a bar-

rier, in which to run the ring. 5. In falconry,
a flight or tour of the hawk, about 120 yards.
career (ka-rer'), v. i. [< career, n.] To move
or run rapidly, as if in a race or charge.
When a ship is decked out in all her canvas, every sail

swelled, and careering gaily over the curling waves, how
lofty, how gallant she appears !

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 22.

Thus the night fled away, as if it were a winged steed,
and he careering on it. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, xx.

careering (ka-rer'ing), p. a. In tier., running,
but placed 'bendwise on the field: said of a
horse used as a bearing.
careful (kai'ful), a. and . [< ME. careful,

earful, < AS. cearful, earful, anxious, < cearu,

anxiety, + full, full : see care and -ful, 1.] I. a.

If. Full of care or grief ; grieving ;
sorrowful.

This . . . wyf that careful widue was.
S(. Edm. Co/i/

1

. (Early Eng. Poems, ed. Furnivall), 1. 465.

Ac the careful may crye and carpen atte sate,
Bothe afyngred and a-thurst ; and for chele quake.

Piers Plowman (B), x. 58.

2. Full of care; anxious; solicitous. [Archaic.]
Martha, thou &rtcareful and troubled about many things.

Luke \. 41.

Be not so careful, coz ; your brother's well.

Shirley, Maid's Revenge, ii. 4.

3f. Filling with care or solicitude; exposing
to concern, anxiety, or trouble ; care-causing ;

painful.
Either lone, or sor[r]ow, or both, did wring out of me

than certaine carefull thoughtes of my good will towardes
him. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 90.

By Him that rais'd me to this careful height
From that contented hap which I enjoy'd.

Shak., Rich. III., t 3.

4|. Excited; eager; vehement.
Then was the King carefull & kest for wrath
For too bring that beurde in baile for euer.

Alimunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 671.

5. Attentive to aid, support, or protect ; provi-
dent : formerlv with for, now generally with of,
before the object.
Thou hast been carefulfor us with all this care.

2 Ki. iv. 13.

Are God and Nature then at strife,
That Nature lends such evil dreams ?

So careful of the type she seems,
So careless of the single life.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Iv.

6. Giving good heed ; watchful
;
cautious : as,

be careful to maintain good works ; be careful
of your conversation.

Have you been careful of our noble prisoner,
That he want nothing fitting for his greatness?

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iv. 2.

A luckier or a bolder fisherman,
A carefuller in peril did not breathe.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

7. Showing or done with care or attention : as,

careful consideration. =Syn. 2. Concerned, disturbed,

carene

troubled. 5. Provident, thoughtful, heedful. 6. Pru-
dent, wary, etc. See list under cautious.

Il.t One full of care or sorrow.

Thus hiiue I ben his heraude here and in helle,
And conforted many a careful that after his comynge

wayten. Piers Plowman (B), xvi. 248.

carefully (kar'ful-i), adv. [< ME. carful/i,

carcfulUche, etc., < AS. carfullice, < earful: see

careful and -ly
2
.] If. Sorrowfully.

Carfulll to the king criande sche saide (etc.).
William uf Palerne, 1. 4347.

2. With care, anxiety, or solicitude
;
with pains-

taking.
He found no place of repentance, though he sought it

carefully with tears. Heb. xii. 17.

3. Heedfully; watchfully; attentively; cau-

tiously; providently.
If thou carefully hearken unto the voice of the Lord.

Deut. xv. 5.

carefulness (kar'ful-nes), n. [< ME. care-,

carfulnesx, < AS. carfulnys, *cearfulnes, < cear-

ful, careful, + -net,; -ness: see careful and
-ness.] 1. Anxiety; solicitude. [Archaic.]

Drink thy water with trembling and with carefulness.
Ezek. xii. 18.

He had a particular carefulness iu the knitting of his

brows, and a kind of impatience in all his motions.

Addison, The Political Cpholsterer.

2. Heedfulness; caution; vigilance in guard-
ing against evil and providing for safety.

care-killing (kar
'
kil "

ing), a. Destroying or

preventing care
; removing anxiety.

careless (kar'les), a. [< ME. careles, < AS. car-

leas, *cearleds, without anxiety (= Icel. kwru-

lanss, quit, free), < caru, cearu, anxiety, + -leds,
-less: see care and -less.] 1. Free from care
or anxiety ; hence, undisturbed

;
cheerful."

In blessed slumbers
Of peaceful rest he careless rests iu peace.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

Thus wisely careless, innocently gay,
Cheerful he played.

Pope, Epistle to Miss Blount, L 11.

The jocund voice
Of insects chirping out their careless lives

On these soft beds of thyme-besprinkled turf.

Wordsiporth, Excursion, iii.

2. Giving no care; heedless; negligent; un-

thinking; inattentive; regardless; unmindful.

A woman, the more curious she is about her face, is com-
monly the more careless about her house. B. Jonson.

O ye gods,
I know you careless, yet, behold, to you
From childly wont and ancient use I call.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

3. Done or said without care; unconsidered :

as, a careless act ; a careless expression.
With such a careless force, and forceless care,
As if that luck, in very spite of cunning,
Bade him win all. Shak., 1. and C., v. 5.

He framed the careless rhyme.
Beattie, The Minstrel, ii. 6.

4f. Not receiving care; uncared for. [Rare.]
Their many wounds and carelesxe harmes.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. iv. 38.

= Syil. 2 and 3. Supine, Indolent, etc. (see listless)', in-

cautious, thoughtless, remiss, forgetful, inconsiderate,

carelessly (kar'les-li), adv. In a careless man-
ner or way ; negligently ; heedlessly ;

inatten-

tively ;
without care or concern.

An ant and a grasshopper, walking together on a green,
the one carelessly skipping, the other carefully prying
what winter's provision was scattered in the way.

Greene, Conceited Fable.

carelessness (kar'les-nes). . The state or

quality of being careless
;
heedlessness

;
inat-

tention; negligence.
care-lined (kar'Und), a. Marked by care

;
hav-

ing lines deepened by care or trouble, as the
face.

That swells with antic and uneasy mirth
The hollow, care-lined cheek. J. BaiUie.

carencyt (ka'ren-si), n. [= F. carence = Pr.

Sp. Pg. carenda = It. carenza, carenzia, < ML.
carentia, < L. caren(t-)s, ppr. of carere, want,
be without. Cf. caretl.] Want; lack; defi-

ciency. Bp. Richardson.

carene1! (ka-ren'), n. [< ME. carene, carine,

kariiie, karin = MLG. karene, karine, < ML. ca-

rena, a fast of forty days, Lent, corrupted (after
the OF. form, and prob. by association with L.

carere, want, lack, ML. carentia, want, penury:
see carency) from quadragintana, equiv. to qua-
dragesima (> OF. caresme, F. careme = Pr. ca-

resma, carenia, carama, quaresme, quareme =
Cat. quaresma = Sp. cuaresma = Pg. quarestna
= It. quaresima), Lent, lit. (L.) fortieth, < L.

quadraginta, forty: see quadragesima, quaran-
tine.'] A forty days' fast formerly imposed by
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a bishop upon clergy or laity, or by an abbot

upon monks. Smiafa irl. Christ. .!//</.

M.io I'npL-Sihiestersilamitvil to all tln-yni y' da>l\ :--lli,

to the i-liin-hi- "1 .-i.-iint IVti-r tin- iij. part of alh- his sj iiin-s

releci-d, . . . and alu.il.- this is grauntyd xxviij C. yere of

pardon and tin- nn-rvll.-. of as many lentil or fa//'.//;..'.

,!/-,, .,//.< I'lii-ii/iii'tr-. i:,iij(.-d. 1M1, p. 140).

Herefolow 1
tin- knourl.-u.-of uhat a l.nnnif >s. It is too

goo willward and harlot! vij. yi-iv. It. m. to fa-t on l.n-d

anil wnttrr tin- Kryday vij. Jt-rr. Item, ill vij. TOt not

too sli-pr oon nvilht tin-re lie sh-pith a iiotln-r. Iti-in. in

; nott to com vmiir i -onrvi-.i plan- i.m \t it I...
careynet,

which is abundant in son

roots of tin -.a -r.l-.-. ('. in-' niii-iil. found oil tin- slioivs of

tin- Haiti.-, an n-.'d as a siil.-til ntr tor .-ai -apar ilia. Al.ollt

700 spri-k-s an- known, distrihuti-d all ovi-r tin world,

though tln-v an- ran- in tropiral I-

2. [/. c.
; pi. cat-ices (ka'ri-sez).] A plant of

this genus.
A sand-hank i-ovi-n-d with scanty herbage, and imper-

fectly hound togrthrr by lu-nt-grass and -

-,-;/.. M. tn.

An obsolete form of i

too "here mass,- in tin- ili.M-.li dor poivbi-. Item, in
carf| ~\' Middle Kuglish ( Anglo-Saxon i-rurf)

vij. vi-ru not to i-tr nor ilrvin-kr out of noo vrssrl but in

the same that In- mad- In-'anow in. Itrln, In- that fnlllll- preterit <>t /'MM-, ''arve.

ethalle thes poyntis \ij. >,-iv during, dothe and wynmtln- carfaXt (kitr'lilks), II. < MJfi. COrJCUC, OOfpMX,
.-i Kiiniin'. that vsto sry a I.niton. Thus m.-iy a man ham-

at Rome gret pardon and soiili- hi-Hh.

Ai-iiiilil'n I'll ri.mW.-. I.-.H-J (ell. 1S11, p. 150).

ifs. rorruptions of carfoukes, also

< OF. i-iii-i-rfuiii-iix. i-nn-ifiir, i-iin-ij'iiiir. i/iuirrc-
I)oc of the Virginia Deer ( Cariacm virgi

A sweet wine

South America, the seriema. 2. [><(;'.] [NL.]

carene'2 t (ka-ren'), M. [< L. i

< Or. Kii/io/j'w, Kiii>!tittv, tiapvvov.'}

boiled down.
I'uri'iii' is hoyled Here

From thrrr til two.

I'HllHiHii*, lln-ln.nd.il- (K. 1-:. T. S.), p. 204.

Carentanet (kar'en-tan), n. [< Ml.. <)>< n/diii,

am,,/,',,,,, also rarr>i, an indulgence or exemp- ** *' ^heatley), il. 273.

tion from the fast of forty days : see curate 1 and carfoukest, n. See carfax. iimiir.i,,ir,r./M///,rMi,-,H,Ki V iiuK .-. ./,./., ,-
iliiannitiiit:] A papal indulgence, multiplying carfuffle (kiir-fuf'l), r. and . Same as cur-

al] cai] e<i Cariaiuu <;-ixt<i1a : a bird of uncertain
tin- remission of penance by forties. J'"fflc. [Scotch.]

caress (ka-res'), . [< P. can-use, < It. carc::a carga (kiir'gii), . [Sp., a load: see cargo* and

roads or streets meet: now used only as the

name of such a place in Oxford, Kngland. A g<mug of bir,, s ( ,,,.;_,, ,700), the fyf.e be-
Tlientheienbusshedheiua-geinacar/oi^Aof vj weyes. -

lnfr t>,K SBPjBmH.. the l'nl<iiiinliii rrixtata (Lin-ing the seriema, the J'tilimnili-n <-i-i*t<if<i (Lin-

naeus), Jficrotlactylus inim-iii-urn (HcoffroySt.

amnities, sometimes classed with cranes, some-
times with hawks, and again left by itself.-, . -, . . ~

. ,
.

,
.

= Sp. caricMi = Pg. mricias (pi.), endearment, c/ir.?(-, .] A Spanish unit both of weight and Cariamida (kar-i-am'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Bona-
fonduess, < ML. rnritiii, dearness, value, < L. of measure, varying in different places and for

part(li jsno), < Cariama + -w/a-.J The family of
' * "'* ' '~ '' /1 1 fT^iT*<ii t r\Tn tYirt/li t ioe Villt. CfPTlPVSl.il V* il.llfillt'i 2in f ;_,_!

*, dear (whence also ult. K. clifi-r'2
, fliiirit/i.

ixli. ([. v.), prob. orig. *cmi-M = Skt. kiniiru,

beautiful, charming, < / taut, love, desire, per-

haps = L. ainari' (for *ramare ?), love : see amor,
etc. Cf. W. earn, love, = Ir. cnrnini, I love,

cara, a friend.] An act of endearment; an

expression of affection by touch, as by strok- cargazont (kar'ga-zon), n. [Also written car-

ing or patting with the hand: as, "conjugal gasoti ; Sp. cargazon (> F. cargaison), a cargo,

caresses," Milton, P. L., viii. 56. aug. of cargo, carga, a load: see cargo*.] A
Chilling his caresees

By the coldness of her manners.
Tftlnynun, Maud, XX. 1. at 80,000.

caress (ka-res'), r. *. [< F. caresser (= It. ca- cargeese, . Plural of cargoose.
rezzare ; cf. Sp. a-cariciar = Pg. caricinr, n-cari-

cargo 1
(kiir'go), n.

; pi. cargoes or cargos (-goz).

ciar), < caressc, a caress.] 1. To bestow ca-
j-gp . t a iso carga, a burden, load, freight, cargo

resses upon; fondle.
(= Pg. cargo, a charge, office, carga, a burden,

Careu'd or chidden hy the dainty hand. load, = It. carico, carica, also carco,= OF. charge
r,;tui/mn. Sonnets to a Coquette. AF- *car^ kark, > ME. kark, cark: see cark).

different commodities, but generally about 275 fords 'formed for the reception of the Cani'nini

pounds avoirdupois as a weight and 40 gallons crill tata, or seriema. The form Caru.mi.ur (O. R.
as a measure. Gray, 1871) is found as a subfamily name. Besides the seri-

There are two kinds of carj/a-the
" burro" or donkey ema, the family contains a related though ijnitc

distinct

carga of 150 Ibs., and the " mule "
carga of 300. s,,, , i, s. r/,,,,,,,,, i,,mna*Un. Also calli-.l Ixcholophutai.

L. Hamilton, Mcx. Handbook, p. 28. canamoid (kar i-a-moid), a. Pertaining to or

[Also written car- ^-"ing the characters of tin- i ',,-/,.
C-iriamoideae (kar"i-a-moi'de-e), n. pi. [NL.,
( Cariama + -mtlea^.] A superfamily provided
for the accommodation of the Cariamidve, upon

The shipSwan was sailing home with a ear^azon valued
the supposition

that these birds are either

Hmrell Letters, I vi. 42. crane-like hawks or hawk-like cranes.

Carian (ka'ri-an). a. and w. [< L. Caria (Gr.

Kapia) + -an.]' I. a. Of or belonging to the

cargo.

Treatingwith endearment; fondling; affection-

ancient kingdom and province of Caria, in the

southwestern part of Asia Minor.

II. . A native of Caria, or the language of

the primitive people of Caria, who were dis-

i. cariatus, pp.
rotten,

carions.

ate; fond: as, a caressing manner,

caressingly (ka-res'ing-li), adv. In a caressing

Carib,

'^Mon'tnm"fK\ght,mehluho^s'tuA~cM\e,'^^eA said to mean orig. a valiant man. Hence ult.

on deck. The term is usually applied to goods only, but cannibal, q. v.] One of a native race inhabit-
in a less technical sense it may include persons. jng certain portions of Central America and the

manner. Vessels from foreign countries have come into our ports north of South America, and formerly also the
Care Sunday (kar sun da). [K dial., also ana gone out again with the cargoes they brought. Caribbean islands
Carling Sunday, Carle Sunday, Carling, < care, S. Adam*, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 457.

Q^ftbean. (kar-i -be 'an) a [NL. CarOmus,
grief, + Sunday. Cf. Chare Thursday and the 3. [Appar. a slang use, perhaps of other ori- caribba-nx < Caribbee +'-a' ] Pertaining to
similar G. CAnr-,ar-/rato(7, Good Friday, gin. fcf. cargo*.] A term of contempt applied the Caribs' or Caribbees. or to the Lesser An-
Seecare,.]_ The fifth Sunday in Lent; Passion to a man, usually explained as "bully

1 ' or "bra-
tilles, formerly inhabited by them, comprising

vo": found only in the following passage.
Will the royal Augustus cast away a gentleman of wor-

ship, a captain and a commander, for a couple of con-

demned caititf calumnious caryos >

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1.

To break out a cargo. See break.

careo'-'t (kiir'go), interj. [Appar. a corruption
of ft. eoMTO, a canker, used also, like E. pox, as canbe (kar'i-be), n. [Sp.^a Carib, a cannibal :

Sunday. [Prov. Eng.] See Carling.
caret 1

(ka'ret), . [< L. caret, there is wanting,
3d pers. sing. pres. ind. of carere, want, lack:

see carency.] A mark ( ^) used in writing, in

correcting printers' proofs, etc., to indicate the

proper place of something that is interlined or

written in the margin.
caret3 (ka'ret), n. [< NL. caretta, name of a

; ,

the eastern and southern chains of the West
Indies, or to the sea between the West Indies

and the mainland of America. Also spelled
Carribbean Caribbean bark. See 6<tr*2.

Caribbee, n. See Carib. Also spelled Caribee,
iainooee.

Twenty pound a year
For three good lives ? Cargo ! hai Trincalo !

T. Tomlris (?), Albumazar.

sea-turtle, Eretmochelys imbricata. tion of surprise or contempt,

caretaker (kar' ta'ker), w. One who takes care Butco:

of something. Specifically
- -

(a) One who is employed
at a wharf, quay, or other exposed place, or in a building
or on an estate during the absence of the owner, to look

after goods or property of any kind. (6) A person put

^Z'nXrtv^emo've'd
801 "4 10 take Cal

'C that "One
cargo-block (kar

'

go-blok), . A tackle for

Tuned or modulated hoisting bales and packages, which disengages
itself automatically.

cargoose (kar'gds), .
; pi. cargeese (-ges). [<

car- (perhaps < Gael, cir, a cock's comb or crest)
+ goose.] The gaunt or great crested grebe,

subfamily Serrasalmonina: (which see).

In some localities it is scarcely possible to catch fishes

be withdrawn from the water. Staiul. Xat. Hut., III. 134.

Caribee, n. See Caribbee.

care-tuned (kar'tund), a.

by care or trouble ; mournful.
More health and happiness betide my liege,
Than can my care-tun'd tongue deliver him.

Shak., Rich. II., iii. 2.

care-worn (kar'worn), 0. Worn, oppressed, or Podiceps'cristatus. [Prov. Eng.]

burdened with care; showing marks of care or cariacOU, carjacou (kar i-a-ko, kar ja-ko), n.

anxiety: as, he was weary and care-worn; a [S. Amer.] The native name of some kind of

care-worn countenance. South American deer, extended to all Amen-
And Philip's rosy face contracting grew can deer of the genus Cariacus (which see).

<v,v.iwaudwan. Tennyson, Enoch Arden. Cariacus (ka-n'a-kus), n. [ML. (J. t,. Gray),

Carex (ka'reks), . [L., a sedge or rush.] 1. < eariacoti.] The genus of deer (Cert-ida:) of

A large genus of plants, natural order Cypera-
which the Virginia or common white-tailed

ceai; the sedges. They are perennial, gnus-like herbs,

growing chit-liy in wet places, with triangular solid culms
ami unisexual flowers aggregated in spikelets. The herb-

age is coarse and innutritions, and the genus is of com-
paratively little value. A variety of C. acuba, however,

deer of North America, Cariacus rirginianus, is

typical. It also includes the black-tail or mule-deer (C.

inacrnti*\ the CnluinbijuideertC. co(Hi6'tinMx), and others,
all of which are smaller than the stags (the genus Cermu)
and otherwise different. See also cut unde Caribou (Rangifer caribou).



caribou

Caribou, cariboo (kar'i-bij), . [Canadian P.

caribou, Amer. Ind,] The American woodland
reindeer, liangifer caribou or B. taranditu, in-

habiting northerly North America as far as the
limit of trees, where it is replaced by the bar-

ren-ground reindeer, to which the name is also
extended. It is a variety of the reindeer, and has never
been domesticated, but is an object of chase for the sake of
its Hesh. Also spelled carriboo. See cwt on preceding page.
Carica (kar'i-kii), n. [NL., a new use of L. ca-

rica, a kind of dry fig (sc. Jicus, fig), lit. Carian
;

fern, of Carieux, < Caria : see Carian.'] 1. A
genus of plants, natural order Papayaceai, con-

sisting of about 20 species, which are natives
of tropical America. The best-known is C. Pa-
/"ii/fi, the papaw (which see). 2f. A kind of

dry fig ; a lenteii fig. E. Phillips, 1706.

caricature (kar'i-ka-tur), n. [Formerly in It.

form caricatura = IX
'

karikatuur = G. carica-

tur, karikatitr = Dan. Sw. karikatur, < F. cari-

cature, < It. caricatura (= Sp. Pg. caricatura),
a satirical pictxire, < earieare, load, overload,
exaggerate, = F. charger, load, > E. charge, q.

y.]
A representation, pictorial or descriptive,

in which beauties or favorable points are con-
cealed or perverted and peculiarities or defects

exaggerated, so as to make the person or tiling

represented ridiculous, while a general like-

ness is retained.

How and then, indeed, he [Dryden] seizes a very coarse
and marked distinction, and gives us, not a likeness, but
a strong caricature, in which a single peculiarity is pro-
truded, and everything else neglected.

Macaulay, Dryden.

Perhaps a sketch drawn by an alien hand, in the best

faith, might have an air of caricature.

Howelle, Venetian Life, xx.

= Syn. Caricature, Burlesque, Parody, Travesty. The dis-

tinguishing mark of a caricature is that it absurdly ex-

aggerates that which is characteristic, it may be by pic-
ture or by language. A burlesque renders its subject lu-

dicrous by an incongruous manner of treating it, as by
treating a grave subject lightly, or a light subject gravely.
Burlesque, may be intentional or not. A parody inten-

tionally burlesques a literary composition, generally a
poem, by imitating its form, style, or language. In a
parody the characters are changed, while in a travesty
they are retained, only the language being made absurd.

(See travesty.) In a burlesque of a literary work the char-
acters are generally changed into others which ludicrously
suggest their originals.

caricature (kar'i-ka-tur), v. t; pret. and pp.
caricatured, ppr. caricaturing. [< caricature,
n. ;

= F. caricaturer = Sp. caricaturar.~\ To
make or draw a caricature of; represent in

the manner of a caricature
; burlesque.

Hogarth caricatured Churchill under the form of a ca-

nonical bear, with a club, and a pot of beer.

Walpole, Anecdotes, IV. iv.

So much easier it is to
caricature life from our
own sickly conception of

it, than to paint it in its

noble simplicity.
Lowell, Among my Books,

[1st ser., p. 876.

caricature-plant
(kar'i-ka-tur-plant),

. An acanthaceous

plant of the Indian

archipelago, Grapto-
phyllum hortense : so
called from the cu-
rious variegation of
the leaves, which are
often so lined as to

present grotesque
likenesses to the hu-
man profile.
caricaturist (kar'i-
ka-tur-ist), 11. [< caricature + -ist; = F. carica-
turiste = Sp. caricaturista.'] One who draws or
writes caricatures

; specifically, one who occu-

pies himself with drawing pictorial caricatures.

carices, n. Plural of carex, 2.

caricin, caricine (kar'i-sin), n. [< Carica +
-iift, -ine2

.~\
A proteolytic ferment contained

in the juice of the green fruit of the papaya-
tree, Carica Papaya. Also called papain and
papayotin.
cartography (kar-i-kog'ra-fi), n. [< L. carex

(caric-), sedge, + Gr. -ypa<j>ia, writing, < -ypdQeiv,

write.] A description or an account of sedges
of the genus Carex.

carlcologist (kar-i-kol'o-jist), n. [< *earicol-

ogy (< L. carex (caric-), sedge, + Gr. -ioyia, <

'Acyeiv, speak: see -ology) + -ist.'] A botanist
who especially studies plants of the genus
Carex.

caricous (kar'i-kus), a. [< L. carica, a kind
of dry fig (see Carica), + -os.] Besembling a
fig : as, a caricous tumor.
Oarida (kar'i-da), n. pi. Same as Caridea.

Caricature-plant (Gr
hortense}.
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Caridea (ka-rid'e-ii), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. icapif

(napid-), a shrimp or prawn: see Carides.'] A
series or division of macrurous decapod crus-

taceans, containing the shrimps, prawns, etc.
It is a large and varied group, characterized liy the sepa-
ration of the carapace from the inumiibular and antennal

segments, by the large basal scale of the antennje, and by
only one or two pairs of chelate limbs. It corresponds to
Latreille's Carides, or fourth section of such crustaceans,
and is divided into several modern families, as Alpheidce,
Cran'ionulii'. / t

(i(tt'ni<>iiid(e, and Perueidce.

caridean (ka-rid'e-an), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Cari-
dea : caridomorphic.

II. n. A member of the Caridea or Carido-

iiiorplia.

Carides (kar'i-dez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of *Caris,
< Gr. Kapif, pi. Kapi<k<;, later Kapiiisf, a small crus-

tacean, prob. a shrimp or prawn.] A synonym
of Crustacea. Haeckel.

Carididse (ka-rid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Caris

(see Carides) + -vfap.] In some systems of

classification, a family of macrurous decapod
crustaceans

;
the prawns and shrimps. It con-

tains suchgenera as Palcemon, Penceus, Crangon,
Pontonia, Alpheus, and is conterminous with
Caridea.

Caridoinorplia (kar"i-do-m6r'fa), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. Kapif (napifi-), a shrimp or prawn, -I-

finp(j>//,

form, shape. See Caridea, Carides, etc.] A di-

vision of macrurous Crustacea; caridean crusta-

ceans proper, as prawns and shrimps. Huxley.

caridomorphic (kar'i-do-mor'fik), a. [< Cari-

doniorpha + -ie.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Caridomorpha ; caridean.

caries (ka'ri-ez), n. [= F. carie = Sp. caries =
Pg. carie, caries = It. carie, < L. caries (ML.
also caria), decay, prop, a hard, dry decay, as
of wood, bones, walls, etc.] 1. A destructive
disease of bone, causing a friable condition and
worm-eaten appearance, attended with suppu-
ration. It is probable that several distinct

pathological processes lead to this morbid con-
dition. 2. A disease of the teeth, resulting in

the disintegration of their substance and the
formation of cavities. In man and carnivorous
animals it is supposed to be caused by one
of the bacteria, Leptothrix buccalis. See Lep-
tothrix. 3. In bot., decay of the walls of the
cells and vessels.

carillon (kar'i-lon), n. [< F. carillon, formerly
also carrillon, quarillon (Cotgrave) (> It. cari-

glione (Florio) =Pg. carrilhao = ML. carillonus),
a
yar.

of OF. *carignon, carenon, quarregnon, a
chime of bells, a carillon, orig. appar. a set of

four bells, being identical with OF. carillon,

carrillon, quarillon, karillon, also carignon, carri-

gnon, carrinon,carenon, carrenon, carregnon, car-

reignon, quarreignon, etc., a square, a square of

parchment, parchment or paper folded square,
< ML. quaternio(n-), a paper folded in four

leaves, a quire (prop., as in LL. quaternio(n-),
a set of four), equiv. to quaternium, quaternus,
mtaternum, paper folded in four leaves, a quire,
> OF. quaer, quaier, quayer (> E. quire1 ), cayer,
mod. F. cahier, < L. quaterni, four each, < qua-
ter, four times, < quatuor= E. four : see quater-

nion, a doublet of carillon, quire^ and cahier,

approximate doublets, and quadrille, carrel^,

etc., square, etc., related words.] 1. A set

of stationary bells tuned so as to play regu-
larly composed melodies, and sounded by the
action of the hand upon a keyboard or by ma-
chinery. It differs from a chime or peal in that the bells

are fixed instead of swinging, and are of greater numl>er.
The number of bells in a chime or peal never exceeds 12

;

a carillon often consists of 40 or 50. The carillons of the
Netherlands were formerly famous, but the best are now
found in England. The carillon of Antwerp cathedral
consists of 60 bells ; that of Bruges is much larger.

2. A small instrument furnished with bells,

properly tuned, and with finger-keys like those
of the pianoforte. 3. A simple air adapted to

be performed on a set of bells. 4. The rapid
ringing of several large bells at the same time,
with no attempt to produce a tune or the effect

of tolling.
carina (ka-ri'na), n.

; pi. caring (-ne). [L., the
keel of a boat : see careen.'] 1. A keel. Specifi-

cally (a) In bot., same as keel, 4. (6) In zool. and aiiat.,
a median, inferior part of a thing, like or likened to a
keel : especially applied in ornithology to the keel of the
breast-bone which most birds possess, such birds being
called carinate, and constituting a prime division, Cari-
natfe. See carinate.

2. An intermediate piece, between the tergum
and the scutum, of the mnltivalve carapace of a

cirriped, as a barnacle or an acorn-shell. See
cuts under Balanus andiepos Carina fornicls,
the keel of the fornix, a median longitudinal ridge upon
the under surface of that part of the brain.

Carinellidae

carinal (ka-ri'nal), . [< carina + -al; = F.

cariital.] 1. Pertaining to or resembling a ca-
rina. 2. In but., having the keel or two lower

petals of a flower inclosing the others: applied
to a form of estivation which is peculiar to a
tribe (Ca'sa//iiii(v) of the Leyuiiiinosw.
Carinaria (kar-i-na'ri-ii), n. [NL., < L. carina,
a keel

;
from the shape. See careen.] A ge-

nus of nucleobranchiate mol-
luscous animals, of the order

Uetcropoda, referable to the

family f'irolidte, or Ptcrotra-

rln'iilo; or made the type of a

family Curinariidie. The vis-

ceral sac is a projecting saccular

mass, placed at the limit of the hinder region of the foot,
covered with the mantle and a hat-shaped shell. The
shells arc knnwn to collectors under the names of Venus's-

*///'// and !/[fi.-n<iiitiltix. Tlu- ^ills art' protected by a
small and very delicate shell of glassy translucence. The
animal itself is about *2 inches long, and is of oceanic hab-
its. It is so transparent that the vital functions may be
watched with the aid of a microscope.
carinarian (kar-i-na'ri-an), a. and . I. a. Of
or pertaining to the geiius Carinaria or family
Carinariida;.

II. it. A member of the genus Carinaria or

family Carinariidai ; a carinariid.

carinariid (kar-i-na'ri-id), n. A heteropod of
the family Carinariida;.

Carinariidae (kar"i-na-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cariittirin + -Ida:"] A family of gastropod
mollusks, of the order Hrtcropoda, represented
by the genera Carinaria and Cardiapoda. They
have a greatly reduced visceral mass and a hyaline shell,

ell-developed tentacles, projecting gills beneath the mar-
gin of the snell, and a prominent mesopodiuin or middle
lobe of the foot, produced like a keel or vertical fin from
the under surface of the body, whence the name. See
cut under Cai-i/mriit.

Carinatae (kar-i-na'te), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi.
of L. carinatus, keel-shaped: see carinate.']
One of two prime divisions of birds instituted

by Merremin 1813; his Aves carinake, including
all birds then known to have a carinate sternum,
as opposed to Aves ratita?, or "flat-breasted"

birds, consisting of the struthious orratite birds.
The division was adopted in 1867 by Huxley, who ranged
the class Aves in the three " orders

"
of Saururte, Ratitce,

and Carinatae, and it is now generally current. The Cari-
nattx include all ordinary birds (all living birds excepting
the Ratitce). They have no teeth ; a carinate sternum
(see cut under carinate) ; few caudal vertebne ending in a
pygostyle ; wings developed, and with rare exceptions fit

for flight ; metacarpals and metatarsals ankylosed ; nor-

mally in adult life no free tarsal bones and only two free

carpal bones; heteroccelous or saddle-shaped vertebral;
the scapula and coracoid (with few exceptions) meeting
at less than a right angle ; and the furculum usually per-
fected. The Carinatce are made by Coues one of five sub-
classes of Aves.

carinate (kar'i-nat), a. [< L. carinatus, keel-

shaped, pp. of carinare, furnish with a keel or

shell, < carina, keel, shell, etc. : see careen.]
Shaped like or furnished with a keel

;
keeled.

Specifically (a) In but., having a longitudinal ridge likea

keel, as the glume of many grasses, (b) In zool., ridged

Carinate Sternum of Common Fowl, side and front views, showing ca,
the carina or keel characteristic of Carinata, borne upon the lopho-
steon. which extends from r, the rostrum or manubrium, to rnx, the
middle xiphoid processor xiphistermim ; plo, pleurosteon, bearing cf,
the costal process; and mo, the bifurcated metosteon.

lengthwise beneath, as if keeled : specifically applied in

ornithology to the keeled sternum of most birds, and to
the birds, possessing such a sternum.

carinated (kar'i-na-ted), a. Having a keel;
keeled.

carinet, '' and n. An obsolete form of careen.

Cariuella (kar-i-nel'ii), n. [NL., dim. of L.

carina, keel, vessel, snell, etc. : see carina, ca-

reen. ] The typical genus of the family Cari-

nellida?.

Carinellidae (kar-i-nel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Carinella + -jY(Vf.] A family of rhynchocoelous
turbellarians, or nemertean worms, represented
by the genus Carinella, having the lowest type
of structure among the Nemertea. The family



Carinellidse

prime division of the Mrniertru, called

iiK rl<'<i (which see).

cariniform (ka-riu'i-form), (i. [< L. cariiin,

keel, 4- forma, shape.] Carinate in form; hav-

ing the shape or appearance of a carina or

keel : specifically applied to tlie long, thin,

sharp adipose fin of certain siluroiil fishes.

carinolateral (ka-ri-no-lat'e-ral), a. [< L.

cttrina, a keel, 4- Ititux, side: SIM' In li-ral.] In

Cirri/it'ili/i, lying on each side of the carina.

See cut under liulanus.

On each side of the carina is a compartment termed ca,-

riiui-liili'nil. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. -204.

Carinthian (ka-rin'thi-an), . and n. [< Ca-
rinthia + -an.~\ I, a. Of or belonging to Carin-

thia, a crown-land and duchy of the Austrian

empire lying to the east of the Tyrol and north-
east of Italy: as, the Cnrintliimi Alps, carin-
thian process, in tnrttil.,n process in use in Carinthia for

converting pi;;- into wronnht-iron, the metal hein<r treated

in the form of thin disks which arc worked into blooms,
ready to he hammered nut into l>ars.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Carinthia.

cariole (kar'i-61), . [= Dan. knriol, < V. t-iiri-

ole, now carriole, = I'r. earriol, m., carriola, f.,

< It. carriuola = Sp. carriola, a small vehicle,
dim. of It. Sp. Pg. carro, a vehicle, car: see
car1 . Hence by simulation E. carryall.'] 1. A
small open carriage; a kind of calash. 2. A
covered cart.

cariopsis, n. See caryopsis.

cariosity (ka-ri-os'i-ti), re. [< L. cariosus, cari-

ous, 4- -ity.] The state of being carious.

carious (ka'ri-us), a. [= F. carieux = Sp. Pg.
It. cttriovo, < L. cariosus, < caries, decay : see

caries.'] 1. Affected with caries; decayed or

decaying, as a bone. 2. Having a corroded

appearance : applied in entomology to surfaces
which are thickly covered with deep and very
irregular depressions, with jagged ridges be-
tween them, like a metal plate that has been
exposed to a strong acid.

callousness (ka'ri-us-nes), n. Same as cariosity.
caritative (kar'i-ta-tiv), a. [= Sp. Pg. It.

caritatii'o, < ML. caritativus, < L. carita(t-)s,

love, charity: see charity.'} Benevolent; be-

neficent; charitable. [Rare.]
Then follows the caritative principle, . . . the princi-

ple of hrotherly love, as seen in voluntary action in hehalf
of others, li. T. Ely, Past and Present of Pol. Econ., p. 53.

car-jack (kiir'jak), n. A screw or hydraulic
jack used in lifting cars or locomotives, or in

replacing them on the track when derailed.

carjacou, n. See cariacou.

cark (kark), n. [< ME. cark, trouble, anxiety
(the alleged AS. "care, *cearc, *be-carcian, *be-

cearcian are not found), < AF. "cark, kark, a

load, burden, weight, the unassibilated form
of OF. charge, > ME. charge (which varies with
cark in some instances), a load, burden; cf.

cark, chark3
, v., also charge and cargo. The

W. care, care, anxiety (> carcus, solicitous), =
Gael, care, care,= Bret, karg, a load, burden, are

prob. from E. or F. The resemblance to care,
with which cark is alliteratively associated, is

accidental.] If. A load; a burden; a weight;
specifically, an old measure of weight for wool,
equal to the thirtieth part of a sarplar. 2. A
burden of care; a state of anxious solicitude;

care; concern; trouble; distress. [Archaic.]
Now I see that al the cark schal fallen on myn heed.

Gamelyn, 1. 754.

And what then follows all your carke and caring
And self-affliction? Massinger, Roman Actor, ii. 1.

And at night the swart mechanic comes to drown his cark
and care.

Quaffing ale from pewter tankards, in the master's antique
chair. Longfellow, Nuremberg.

cark (kark), v. [< cark, n.
; < ME. carTcen. also

charken, varying with chargcn, load, burden, <

AF. "corker (in comp. sorkarker, surcharge,
deskarker, discharge), unassibilated form of
OF. charger, load: see cark, n., and charge, v.]

I. trans. 1 . To load
;
burden

;
load or oppress

with grief, anxiety, or care; worry; perplex;
vex. [Archaic.]
Carkid [var. charkid] wit care. Cursor Mundi, 1. 23994.

Thee nor carketh care nor slander.

Tennytton, A Dirge.

2f. To bring to be by care or anxiety; make by
carking.
Care and carle himself one penny richer. South.

Il.t intrans. To be full of care, anxious, so-

licitous, or concerned.

Carkiny and caring all that ever you can to gather goods
and rake riches together. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 6.

Hark, my husband, he's singing and hoiting, and I'm
fain to cark and care.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, i. 3.
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carking (kiir'kiug), ;>. a. [Ppr. of ctirk, !.]

Distressing; perplexing; giving anxiety: now
scarcely used except in the phrase carkinij cure

or cares.

Thrice- happy and ever to lie envied little Burgh, . . .

without vainglory, without riches, without learning, and
all their train of carkl ii'i <

Irriitu. Knickerbocker, p. 102.

carkled (kiir'kld), a. [E. dial.] Crumpled;
wavy.
And the blades of grass that straightened to it turned

their points a little way; . . . yet before their carklfd
e<l-es bent more than a driven saw, down the water came
again. It. 1). l;l<t<-k,i,r,'. Ixirna Doone, p. 118.

carl (kiirl), n. [(1) Early mod. E. and Sc. also

carle, < ME. carl, carle, < AS. rarl, :i man, churl,
as a proper name Carl (after OIKJ.), in <v/c//-.v

ii'U',11, 'the carl's or churl's wain,' now C/iurl/'x'*

Wain (q. v., under wain), and (after Scand.) in

comp., '-man,' in butse-carl, ship-man, lius-carl,

liiix-l.-ini, 'house-carl,' one of the king's body-
guard (= OFries. hun-kerl, a man (vassal), =
Icel. hus-karl, a man (vassal), one of the king's

body-guard), or 'male,' 'he-,' as in carl-man,
ME. carman (Icel. karl-madhr), a man (as op-

posed to a woman), "carl-cat (North. E. carl-

cat), a male cat, "carl-fugel (= Icel. k<irl-fugl),
a male bird (the last two forms in Somner, but
not found in use), OD. kaerk, a man, husband,
churl, fellow, D. karel, a fellow, = OHG. karl,

karal, charl, chttral, MHG. karl (OHG. also

charlo, charle, MHG. eliarle, karle), a man, hus-

band, G. (after LG.) kerl, a fellow, = Icel. karl.

a man (as opposed to a woman), a churl, an old

man (also in comp., 'male,' 'he-'), = Norw. Sw.
Dan. karl, a man, fellow

;
used also as a proper

name, AS. Carl, E. Carl, Karl (after G.) = D.
Karel = Dan. Karl, Carl = Sw. Karl = OHG.
Karl, Karal, MHG. Karl, Karel, Kark, G. Karl,
Carl, whence (from OHG.) ML. Carlus, Caro-

lus, Karlus, Karolus, Karulus, NL. Carolus, >

It. Carlo = Sp. Pg. Carlos = OF. Karlus, F.

Charles, > E. Chartes (see carolus, carotin, Caro-

line, etc.); the same, but with diif. orig. vowel,
as (2) MLG. kerle, LG. kerl, kerel, kirl (> G.

kerl) = OD. keerle, D. kerel, a man, churl, fel-

low, = OFries. kerl (in comp. hus-kerl, above

mentioned), Fries, tzerl, tzirl = AS. ceorl, a

churl, E. churl, q. v. ; appar., with formative -I,

from a root *kar, *ker, and by some connected,
doubtfully, with Skt. jdra, a lover.] 1 . A man

;

a robust, strong, or hardy man ; a fellow. [Now
only poetical, or prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

The mellere was a stout carl for the nones.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 545.

Why sitt'st thou by that mined hall,
Thou aged carle so stern and gray ? Scott.

2. A rustic; a boor; a clown; a churl.

Therein a cancred crabbed Carle does dwell,
That has no skill of Court nor courtesie.

Spenser, F. Q., III. ix. 3.

It seems as if you had fallen asleep a carle, and awak-
ened a gentleman. Scott, Monastery, I. 223.

3. Same as carl-hemp. [Scotch.]
carlt (karl), v. i. [< carl, n.] To act like a churl.

They [old persons] carle many times as they sit, and talk
to themselves; they are angry, waspish, displeased with
themselves. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 132.

carl-cat (kiirl'kat), n. A male cat; a tomcat.
Grose. [North. Eng.]

carl-crab (karl'krab), n. A local Scotch name
of the male of the common black-clawed sea-

crab, Cancer pagurus.
carle1

,
n. and v. See carl.

carle2 ,
n. Same as caurale.

Carle Sunday (karl sun'da). See Cartingi, 1,
and Care Sunday.
carlet (kar'let), n. [< F. carrelet, a square file,

a three-edged sword (> Sp. carrelet, a straight
needle with a triangular point), dim. of OF.
carrel, F. carreau, a square, tile, pane: see
carrcfe and quarrel^.] A single-cut file with
a triangular section, used by comb-makers.

carl-hemp (karl'hemp), n. Male hemp. Also
carl. [Scotch.] In the following passage it is used as
a symbol of robustness of character.

Come, firm Resolve, take thou the vail,
Thou stalk o' carl-hemp in man !

Burns, To Dr. Blacklock.

carlick (kiir'lik), n. [E. dial, form of charlock,
q. v.] Same as charlock. [Local, Eng.]
carlie (kar'li), n. [Sc., dim. of carl7\ 1. A
little carl. 2. A boy who has the appearance
or manners of a little old man. Jamieson.

carlin, carline1
(kar'lin), . [Also carling, <

Icel. karlinna, a woman, = Dan. Tcailling, prop.
"karrling, = Sw. karung, an old woman, a crone

;

cf. lean, a man: see carl.] An old woman: a

contemptuous term for any woman. [Scotch.]

Carlist

The t'ui'l/ii'- she \\;is stark ami sture,
Shi- alt' the hinges dan>i the 'lure.

ri,sj,a/rii-k (Child's Halhids, I. 155).

Carlina (kiir-li'nii), . [XL. (> !'. earttne = Sp.
It. fiirtiiKi); so called, it is said, after the em-

peror t'liiirli-inai/in- (DlKi. Karl), \vlius<- anny,
according (o lii" doubtful story, was saved from
a plague by the use of this root.] A genus
of

CompOSitCt differing from Hi" true thistles

in having the si-ales of the involucre scarious
and colored. The s|>ccii-s:uv ;dl natives of l:nio|ji- anil

tin- Mnlitcrniiicari rcuiini. Tin- most common is the car-

line thistle, f. nilirnrix, the scales of uliich are so hygro-
scopic that the heads arc used as a natural weatliei
The root of ','. (ii-/iitli*, al*o callcil earlinc thistle, hail for-

merly a his,'l) reputation for medicinal virtues in various
diseases.

carline 1
,". See carlin.

carline2 (krir'lin), n. [< F. carlin, < It. earl i no :

see rarlino.'] Same as carlino, 1.

carline3 (kiir'lin), a. and n. [< F. carline, the

thistle, so called: see Carlina.'] I. a. Belong-

ing to the genus Carlina: as, the i-nrliin' thistle.

II. it. A kind of thistle, Curliim mlgaria or
C. acaiilin. See Ciiiiiiui.

carline4
, carling

2
(kiir'lin, -ling), n. [< F. car-

lini/i' = Sp. Pg. carUnga=Jtutt. kitrtnixu ; ori-

gin unknown.] 1. A piece of timber in a ship,

ranging fore and aft from one deck-beam to an-

other, and forming with the beams a framing
for the deck-planks to rest upon. 2. A trans-
verse iron or wooden bar placed across the top
of a railroad-car from side to side to support
the roof-boards. Sometimes called a rafter.
Carline knees. See knee.

Oarling't (kar'liug), n. [Short for Carling Sun-

day, also Carlin Sunday, Carle Sunday, appar.
corruptions of Care Sunday, q. v.] 1 . The Sun-

day before Palm Sunday ;
the fifth Sunday in

Lent, commonly known as Passion Sunday.
It was an old custom to eat a certain kind of

peas on that day. Hence 2. [/. c.] pi. Tho
peas eaten on Passion Sunday; "grey peas
steeped all night in water, and fried next day
in butter" (lirockett).

carling2,
n. See

carline^.
Carling Sunday (kiir'ling sun'da). Same as
Carlina 1

,
1.

carlino (kar-le'no), n. [It., also Carolina (> F.

Sp. carlin = Pg. carlim, carlino) : named from
the emperor Charles (It. Carlo: see carl) VI.,
in whose time the coin was first issued, about

Carlino of Pope Clement XIV., British Museum.
( Size of the original. )

1730.] 1. An Italian silver coin formerly cur-
rent in Naples, Sicily, and Rome. The Roman
carlino here represented weighs nearly 43 trains. The
value of the carlino of Rome was ahont 10 United .States

cents, of that of Naples 8, and of that of Sicily 4. Also
called carline.

2. A Sardinian gold coin of Charles Emmanuel
I. (1735), of the value of 120 lire, or about $28.

carlisht (kar'lish), a. [< ME. carlisch, karlische,

common; < carl + -ish 1
. Cf. churlish.'} Churl-

ish. [Old and prov. Eng.]
Her father hath brought her a carli&h knight,
Sir John of the north countraye.

Percy's lieliques, p. 88.

carlishnesst (kar'lish-nes), n. Churlishness.
Carlism (kiir'lizm), n. [< F. Carlisme = Sp.
Carlismo = It. Carlinmo, < NL. "Carlismus, < Car-

lus, Carolus (>F. Charles = Sp. CYtr/og= It. Car-

lo, Charles): see carl and -<sm.] The claims
or opinions of, or devotion to, the Carlists of

France, or of Spain. See Carlist.

Carlist (kar'list), ?!. and a. [< F. Carlisle = Sp.
Carlista = It. Carlista, < NL. "Carlista, < Car-

lus, Carolus, Charles: see Carlism.'] I. n. 1.

Formerly, one of the partizans of Charles X.
of France, and of the elder line of the French
Bourbons, afterward called Legitimists. 2. A
follower of the fortunes of Don Carlos de Bor-

bon, second son of Charles IV. of Spain; a sup-
porter of the claims of Don Carlos, and of his

successors of the same name, to the Spanish
throne, based upon his asserted right of suc-
cession in 1833, in place of his niece Isabella II.,

which has caused several outbreaks of civil war.
II. a. Pertaining to Carlism, or to the Carl-

ists.



car-load

car-load (kiir'lod), . The load carried by a

car, especially a freight-car; a customary unit
of measure in the United States, equal to 70
barrels of salt, 90 barrels of flour, 9,000 feet of

boards, 340 bushels of wheat, 430 bushels of

potatoes, etc.

carlock (kiir'lok), . [= F. carlock, < Buss.

karluku.] A sort of isinglass obtained from

Russia, made of the sturgeon's bladder, and
used in clarifying wine.

carlott (kar'lot), . [A dim. of carl, q. v.] A
countryman ;

a churl
;
a clown.

The cottage . . .

That tile old carlot once was master of.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 5.

Carlovingian (kar-lo-vin
'

ji-an), a. and n. Same
as Caroliiii/ian.

The Carlouingidii dynasty ended and that of the Capets
commenced. Sir E. Creasy, Eng. Const., p. 53.

Carlsbad twins. See twin.

carl-tangle (karl'tang"gl), re. Same as cairn-

tanalc. [Scotch.]

Carludoyica (kiir"lu-do-vl'ka), n. [NL.,
named in honor of Charles (Sp. Carlos) IV. of

Spain and his consort, Maria Louisa (ML. Lu-

dovica) of Parma.] 1. A small genus of palm-
like plants, of the natural order Paudauaceai.
They are natives of tropical America, and are either stem-
less or have climbing steins which cling to the trunks of

trees by aerial roots. The large fan-like leaves of C.

palmata are the material of which the well-known Pan-
ama hats are made, each hat being plaited from a single
leaf.

Hence 2. [I. c.] A name sometimes given to

a Panama hat. Imp. Diet.

Oarlylean, Carlyleian, a. See Carlylian.

Carlylese (kiir-li-leV or -leV), a. and n. I. a.

Same as Carlylian.
II. H. Same as Carlylism, 1.

Carlylian (kar-11'li-an), a. Relating to or re-

sembling the opinions or style of Thomas Car-

lyle, a noted Scotch writer (1795-1881). Also

Carlylean, Carlyleian.
He [Thomas Hughes] is Carlyleian in his view, plus a

deep and earnest faith in the people.
R. J. Hinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 104.

Carlylism (kar-li'lizm), n. 1. The style or a

peculiarity of the style of Thomas Carlyle. It is

characterized by conversational and irregular sentences

and a copious diction abounding in metaphor and allusion.

It is marred by the forced use of words, the coinage of un-

couth terms to suit the purpose of the moment, and the

introduction of many foreign idioms.

2. The leading ideas or teachings of Thomas
Carlyle, who inculcated especially the impor-
tance of individual force of character, and men's
need of rulers and leaders of strong character.

carmagnole (kar-ma-nyol'), n. [F. carmagnole
(> Sp. carmaHola), of uncertain origin, but prob.
< Carmagnola in Piedmont.] 1. [cap."} Apopu-
lar dance and song among republicans in the
first French revolution. 2. A garment and
costume worn in France during the revolution,
and considered as identified with the revolu-

tionary party. The name first became known in 1792
as that of the coat worn by the Marseillese in Paris, and
generally adopted by the revolutionists, having short cling-

ing skirts, a broad collar and lapels, and several rows of
buttons. It was afterward extended to a costume, com-
prising in addition large black woolen pantaloons, a red

cap, and a tricolored girdle. The name of the song and
dance was taken from that of the garment.
3. The wearer of such a dress

; any violent
revolutionist. 4. A bombastic report of the
successes and glories of the French arms during
the revolutionary wars

; hence, any bombastic
address or document.
carman1 (kar'man), n.

; pi. carmen (-men). A
man who drives a car or cart.

The carmen and coachmen in the city streets, mutually
look upon each other with ill-will.

Steele, Spectator, No. 174.

carman'-'t, n. [ME., also careman, for *carlman,
< AS. carlman, < Icel. karlmadhr, a man, < karl,
a man (male), + madhr, man (person). See

carl, and cf. carlin.] A man.
Carefulle caremane, thow carpez to lowde.

Morte Arthurs (E. E. T. S.), 1. 957.

carmele, cannylie (kar'mel, kar-me'li), n.

[Also written carameil and cormeitte, and sim-

ply corr, < Gael, caermeal, the heath-pea.] The
heath-pea, Latliyrus macrorrhizus. [Scotch.]
Carmelint, a. Same as Carmelite.

Carmelite (kar'mel-it), n. and a. [= Sp. Pg.
carmelita = It. carmelito (carmelitano) (cf. F.
carme : see carmes), < LL. Carmelites, fern. Car-

melitis, < Gr. Kap/i?//.iTii<;, fern. Kap/a/AlTii;, an in-

habitant of Mount Carmel (ML. Carmelites, a
friar of the Carmelite order), < Kap/^/tor, L.

Carmelus, Carmel.] I. n. 1 . A mendicant friar

of the order of Our Lady of Mount Carmel.
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This mountain, overlooking the bay of Acre in northwest-
ern Palestine, lias been from early times a resort fur her-

mits, and in 115(i Berthold, a Calabrian monk, in obedience
to a professed revelation from the prophet Elijah, built
there a tower and a church and gathered around him about
ten companions. Krom this small beginning arose the
Carmelite order. According to an early rule, the monks
were to live in separate cells, to abstain from meat, and
to observe a strict fast from the Exaltation of the Cross

(September 14th) to Easter, .Sundays being excepted.
Owing to Mohammedan persecutions, the Carmelites aban-
doned Mount Carmel and established themselves in 1238
in Cyprus and elsewhere. In the sixteenth century St.

Theresa, a Spanish lady of noble family, built a convent
at Avila and established a disealced or reformed branch
of the order, consisting of both monks and nuns, sometimes
called barefooted Carinflitea. The habit of the order is a

cassock, scapular, and hood of brown color, and a white

cloak, the hood covering the head and face and having
holes for the eyes. In the United States there are con-
vents of the order in the dioceses of Leavenworth, Newark,
Pittsburgh, Baltimore, St. Louis, and New Orleans. The
three convents last named follow the rule of St. Theresa.

2. \l. c.] A variety of pear. 3. [1. c.] A
woolen material similar to beige cloth.

II. n. Belonging to the order of Carmelites.

Carmest, ii.pl. [ME., < OF. carme, pi. carmes,
contr. of *carmelite.~] Carmelite friars. Bom.
of the Ease.

carminate (kiir'mi-nat), n. [< carmin-ic +
-ate 1

.] A salt of carminic acid.

carminated (kiir'mi-na-ted), a. [< carmine +
-ate2 + -ed2 .] Mixed with or made of carmine:

as, carminated color Carminated lake. See lake.

carminative (kar-min'a-tiv), a. and n. [=
F. carmiiiatif = Sp. Pg. It. carminative, < NL.
(A. D. 1622) carminativus, < *carminare (Sp. ear-

minor), expel wind, prob. a particular use of

L. carminarei, card, as wool, hence cleanse, <

carmen^ (carmin-), a card for wool, < carere,
card (see card2); or, less prob., of ML. car-

minareV, use incantations, charm, L. make
verses, < carmen2 (carmin-), a song, verse, in-

cantation, charm.] I. a. Expelling, or having
the quality of expelling, wind from the alimen-
tary canal.

ft. n. A medicine which tends to expel wind,
and to remedy colic and flatulence. Carminatives
are chiefly obtained from the vegetable kingdom, the prin-

cipal being ginger, cardamoms, aniseed, and caraway-seeds.
Several of the essential oils are also used as carminatives,
as those of peppermint, anise, caraway, and juniper ; also

ardent spirits, especially in the form of aromatic tinctures.

Dalby's carminative, a preparation used especially
for children, for which the following is a common for-

mula : oil of peppermint 1 part, oil of nutmeg 2, oil of ani-

seed 3, tincture of castor 30, tincture of asafetida 15, com-

pound tincture of cardamoms 30, peppermint-water 9(10.

carmine (kar'min or -mm), . [= D. Jcarmijn
= G. Dan. Sw. karmin = Russ. karminft, < F.
carmin = It. carminio, < Sp. carmin (= Pg.
carmim), a contr. form of carmesin (now car-

mesi, after the Ar. form) = Pg. carmemm = It.

carmesino (also cremisi, eretnisino) = OF. *cra-

moisin, cramoisyne (> ME. cramosin, cremvxyn,
crimisine, crimosin, E. crimson, q. v.), F. cra-

moisi = G. karmesin = D. Jmr-tttesijn = Dan.
karmesin = Russ. karmazinu, < ML. carmesinus,
Tcermesinus, crimson, carmine, < kermes (Sp.

carmes, also with Ar. art. alkermes, alquerrnes),
the cochineal insect (see kermes), < Ar. and
Pers. qlrmizi, crimson, qirmis, crimson, < Skt.

krimija, produced by an insect, < krimi, a worm,
an insect (= E. worm, q. v.), + / jan, produce,
= Gr. / *yev = L. / *gen = AS. ceniian, etc.,

produce: see genus, generate, etc., and fce 2
.]

1. The pure coloring matter or principle of

cochineal, to which the formula C^HjgOjo has
been assigned. It forms a purple mass sol-

uble in water. 2. That one of two or more
lakes of different strengths prepared from the
same coloring matter which contains the great-
est proportion of coloring matter to the base,
which is generally alumina. Specifically 3. A
pigment made from cochineal. It is a transparent
crimson of considerable luminosity and intense chroma.
It is prepared from a decoction of cochineal, the coloring
matter being precipitated by some aluminous salt, form-

ing a lake. Burnt carmine, a pigment obtained by par-
tially charring carmine. It is a reddish purple of extreme
richness. Carmine of indigo, indigo carmine. See
indigo. Carmine spar. Same as carmlnite.

carminic (kar-min'ik), a. [< carmine + -ic.]
In eliem., pertaining to or derived from carmine,
the coloring principle of cochineal Carminic
acid, C 17H 18 10, an acid found in the huds of some
plants, but most abundantly in the cochineal insect. It
forms a red amorphous mass, and with the alkalis pro-
duces carmine-colored salts.

carminite (kar'min-it), n. [< carmine + -ife2.]
An arseniate of iron and lead, occurring in
clusters of needles having a carmine-red color.

Also called carmine spar.
carmot (kar'mot), n. The name given by the
alchemists to the matter of which they sup-
posed the philosopher's stone to be constituted.

carnality

carmylie, . See carmele.

earn (kiirn), . [The proper Celtic (nom.) form
of cairn, q. v.] A rock, or heap of rocks. See
cairn. [Prov. Eug.]
carnadinet (kiir'na-den), n. [Miswritten car-

nardtne; < It.
"
carnadino, a carnation colour"

(Florio), < L. as if *eartiatus (see carnation^), <

euro (can-}, flesh. Cf. incarnadine.] Carna-

tion, or something having that color.

The rosy-coloured camardine.
Middltton, Anything for a Quiet Life, ii. 2.

carnage (kiir'naj), n. [< F. carnage = Pr. car-

natgc = Sp. carnaje = Pg. carnagern = It. cnr-

nai/ijio, slaughter, butchery, < ML. carnaticum,
a kind of tribute of animals, also prob. used,
like its equiv. carnatuin, in the additional
sense of 'time when it is lawful to eat flesh'

(> F. charnaye = Pr. carnatgue (cf. Sp. Pg. car-

nal), season when it is lawful to eat flesh ; cf .

ML. reflex carnagiitm, a dinner of flesh), < L.
caro (earn-), flesh : see carnal.] If. The flesh of

slain animals
; heaps of flesh, as in shambles.

His ample maw with human cnnia'je tilled.

Pope, Odyssey, ix. 352.

2f. The flesh that is given to dogs after the
chase. 3. Great destruction of men or ani-

mals by bloody violence
; slaughter; butchery ;

massacre.
In the carnage of Sedgemoor, or in the more fearful

carnage of the Bloody Circuit. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ix.

Inspiring appetites which had tasted of blood with a
relish for more unlicensed carnage.

Prexcott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 3.

A battle was attempted by a large miscellaneous mass
of students, peasantry, and burghers. It soon changed
to a carnage, in which the victims were all on one side.

Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 89.

= Syn. 3. Butcher;^ etc. See massacre, n.

carnage (kar'naj), v. t.
; pret. and pp. carnaged,

ppr. carnaging'. [< carnage, .] To strew or

cover with carnage or slaughtered bodies : as,
"that cttrnagcd plain," Soitthey, Joan of Arc, ix.

carnal (kar'nal), a. [< ME. carnal = OF. car-

He?, F. charnel Pr. camel = Sp. Pg. carnal =
It. carnale, < L. carnalis, fleshly, of the flesh

(ML., natural, of the same blood or descent),
< caro (earn-), flesh, = Gr. /c/uaf, flesh, = Skt.

kravya, raw flesh, corpse, carrion, = AS. hrdw
(= OS. lireu, hreo = OFries. lire (in comp.) =
OHG. hreo, MHG. re = Icel. lir<v = Goth, hraiw,
in comp.), a corpse; prob. akin to AS. liredw,
E. raw, q. v., and L. crudus, raw, > E. crude,
and ult. E. cruel, q. v. From L. carnalis comes
also E. cltarnel, q. v.] 1. Pertaining to the

flesh; hence, flesh-eating; ravenous; bloody.
This carnal cur

Preys on the issue of his mother's body.
Shak., Rich. III., IT. 4.

2f. Of the same blood or descent
;
natural

;

kindred; german.
In the next territories adioyuing doe inhabite two car-

nail brothers, dukes of the Tartars, namely, Burin and
Cadan, the sonnes of Thyaday. Uakluyt's Voyage*, I. (Ki.

3. Pertaining to the flesh or the body, its pas-
sions and its appetites; fleshly; sensual; lust-

ful; gross; impure.
Our carnal stings, our unbitted lusts.

6'Aai., Othello, i. 3.

Not sunk in carnal pleasure. Milton, P. L., viii. 593.

4. Not spiritual ; merely human ;
not partak-

ing of anything divine or holy ; unregenerate ;

unsanctined.
The carnal mind is enmity against God. Rom. viii. 7.

Meats and drinks, and divers washings, and carnal or-

dinances. Heb. ix. 10.

All appearances of mirth and pleasantry, which were
looked upon as marks of a carnal mind.

Addion, Spectator, No. 494.

Carnal knowledge, sexual intercourse. =Syn. 3 and 4.

See worldly and xenxual.

carnalism (kar'nal-izm), n. [< carnal + -ism.']

Carnality; the indulgence of carnal appetites.
carnalist (kar'nal-ist), n. [< carnal + -ist.]

One given to the indulgence of sensual appe-
tites.

They are in a reprobate sense, mere carnalittts, fleshly
minded men. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 633.

camalite (kar'nal-it), . [< carnal + -ite2.] A
worldly-minded man ;

a carnalist. Ant. Ander-
son. [Rare.]
carnality (kar-nal'i-ti), n.

; pi. carnalities (-tiz).

[= OF. carnaliteit, F. charnalite = Sp. carnali-

dad = Pg. carnalidade = It. carnalM, -fade,

-tate, < L. carnaliia(t~)s, < carnalis, carnal: see

carnal.] The state of being carnal; fleshliness;

fleshly lusts or desires, or the indulgence of

them
; sensuality ;

want of spirituality.

.They wallow ... in all the carnalities of the world.

South, Sermons, I. x.



carnality

If the forme nf UK- Ministry In- [.-rounded in the worldly

decrees (if auturity. honour. temi>i>rall jurisdiction, we
see it with our eyes it will tunic' the inward power uiiil

purity of theOos'pcl Into the outward oornoHtyol tin- law.

MiHun. rhureli-liovermneiit i. :(.

carnalize (kiir'nal-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. rnr-

iiiil/;i(t, ppr. cnniii/i~ini/. [< ranitil + -i?f]
To make carnal ;

debase to carnality. [Bare.]
A sensual and carnalized spirit.

J. Seutl, Christian Life, i. I 2.

carnallite (kiir'nal-it), n. [Named after Von
Cumuli. a Prussian mineralogist (1804-74).] A
milk-white or pink-colored mineral obtained
from the salt-mines of Stassfurt, Prussia. It Is

a hydrous chlorid of magnesium and potassium, contain-

ing small .|ii;mtilii
- of soilillin. i iil.nliiiiii. uusiuin, and

bromine.

carnally (kiir'ual-i), adr. In a carnal manner;
according to the flesh; not spiritually.
The Apostle doth very litly take llir law . . . citliei >pir-

itually IT <'i -nnliti, according to thedillenn^' sentiments
of those t<> whom he wrote the epistles.

/. A-/..,,,,. f.ifeof Bp. Bull.

carnal-minded (kiir'nal-mm"ded), a. Having
a carnal or fleshly mind; unspiritual.
carnal-mindedness (kar'nal-min*ded-nes), n.

Carnality of mind.

Concupiscence and carnal-mindi;tni'^.
Jer. Tnt/l'ir, llepentance, v. 3.

carnardinet, " See car>i<iin< .

Carnaria (kar-na'ri-ji), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

L. carnarius, pertaining to flesh, < caro (earn-),
flesh : see carnal. Cf. Cttrnaxttia.] In Cuvier's

system of classification as altered by his editors,
the flesh-eaters or third order of mammals, con-

taining not only the Carnivora proper, as now
understood, but also the Insectivora, the Cliirup-

tera, and sundry carnivorous marsupials; the
carnassiers. The marsupials were subsequent-
ly placed in a separate group, Marsupiata.
Also called Carnassia. [Disused.]
carnaryt (kar'na-ri), n. [Also written carnarie,
< ML. carnaria, also carnarium,(. L. caro (earn-),
flesh: see carnal.] A bone-house attached to

a church or burial-place ;
a charnel-house.

Carnassia (kar-nas'i-a), n. pi. [NL., adapted
from F. carnassiers (Cuvier), carniyora (see

carnassier) ;
afterward changed by his editors

to Carnaria.'] Same as Carnaria.

carnassial (kiir-nas'i-al), a. and . [< P. car-

nassiere, the sectorial tooth (orig. fern. (sc.

dent, tooth) of carnassier, carnivorous: see

carnassier), + -al.] I. a.
Sectorialj adapted

for cutting and tearing flesh: applied to the

specialized trenchant or cutting molar or pre-
molar of the Carnivora.

It ... appears that the sectorial or carnastfial teeth in

the two jaws [of the dog] differ in their nature, the upper
being the last premolar, the lower the anterior molar.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 357.

II. n. A sectorial tooth
;
the last upper pre-

molar or first lower molar tooth of those Car-
nivora which have a typically carnivorous den-

tition, as the cat or dog. Owen .

carnassier (kar-nas'i-a), . [F., a carnivorous

mammal, < carnetifsier, fern, carnassicre, former-

ly carnacier, < Pr. carnacicr (= Sp. carnicero
= Pg. carniceiro), carnivorous, fleshly, < car-

naza (= Sp. carnaza = Pg. carnaz, carnica),
flesh, < L. caro (earn-), flesh: see carnal.] 1.

One of the Carnaria ; a carnivorous mammal.
See Carnaria. 2. [< F. carnassicre: see car-

nassial.] A camassial tooth.

carnatet (kar'nat), a. Invested with or em-
bodied in flesh: same as the modern incarnate,

which, however, is used in the following extract
as if the in- were privative.

I fear nothing . . . that devil carnate or incarnate can
fairly do against a virtue so established.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, v. 46.

carnation 1
(kar-na'shpn), 71. [< F. carnation,

< It. carnagione, flesh^color,
also fleshiness, = Sp. carna- OZIXii
don (cf. Pg. encarnacSo),
flesh-color, < L. carnatio(n-),

fleshiness, (. caro (earn-),
flesh: see carnal.] 1. Flesh-

color; pink.
Her complexion of the most daz-

zling carnation. Bulwer, Pelham.

2. In painting, the represen-
tation of flesh

;
the nude or

undraped parts of a figure.
3. In bot. : (a) The common
name of the pink Dianthus

Caryophi/Uus, a native of
southern Europe, but cul-
tivated from very ancient
times for its fragrance and
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beauty, ruder cultivation, in place of the original lilac-

purple of tile wild state, it lias assumed a wide variety ol

tints, and numberless combinations of form ;unl mlm.
These varieties are unillj.ed hy tlorist.s into three rlasse.s,

Viz., bi/.atTes. Hakes, and pieotee^. \1>" r;i!lrd 'ui-,i'll>,,n

/"'"< (/)) The f'trxiilpiiiiti /iiilr/n i'/ nun, t ho Span-
ish carnation, a leguminous shrub with very
showy flowers, often cultivated in tropical re-

gions. Also formerly, by corruption, corona-
tion.

I'.rillU ('"/-"/"It''""*, and Sops ill \vilie,

Worm- of I'araini.ines.

,s';''i-. ,-, Shcp. Cal., April.

carnation'-'t, [< ME. carnation, short for ('-

I'lirniici/iii : see iiifiimittion.] Incarnation.

These Ix-leuid not in vcrcyii Marie,
\e trellly in Cli-tes <;if,t,n-i"/i''.

d/il /;/./. .l/.,-r. //., p. 216.

carnationed (kiir-na'shond), a. [< carnation +
-ill-.] Having a color like carnation; pink.
Loi'cliifi .

carnation-grass (kar-na'shon-gras), H. Cer-
tain sedges, especially Carex glauca and ('. ]>-
nicea, so called from the resemblance of their

leaves to those of the carnation.

carnauba (kiir-nii-o'bji), . [Braz.] 1. The
Brazilian name of the palm Copernicia cerifera.
See Coprniicia. 2. The wax obtained from
tliis palm.
carneity (kiir-ne'i-ti), n. [< L. carneus, of flesh :

see mrneous.] fleshiness. [Bare.]
carnelt (kiir'nel), n. [ME., also kernel, Icirnel,

1,-i/rnel, < OF. carncl, later carneau, F. rri'in-un

= Pr. cartirl (ML. reflex cumi'llim. i/numclliis),
< ML. crcneJlus, an embrasure, battlement : see

crenelle.] A battlement
;
an embrasure

;
a loop-

hole.
So harde sautes to the cite were jjeuen,

That the komli kernele* were to-clatered with engines.
William nf Paleriu (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2868.

And alle the walles beth of Wit, to holde Wil theroute;
The camels beth of i 'ri.stemlam. the kuynde to saue.

Piert Plowman (A), vi. 78.

carnelian, cornelian (kiir-, kdr-ne'lyan), .

[More correctly cornelian (changed to carnflian
in simulation of L. caro (earn-), flesh), < F. cor-

naline, < It. cornalina = Pr. Pg. cornelina = Sp.
cornerina, carnelian; It. also corniola (> E. car-

neol, q. v.); a dim. form, < L. cornu = E. horn;
so called from its horny appearance ;

cf . onyx,
which means lit. 'a finger-nail or claw.'] A
siliceous stone, a variety of chalcedony, of
a deep-red, flesh-red, or reddish-white color.
It is tolerably hard, capable of a good polish, and is used
for seals, etc. The finest specimens come from Cambay
(hence also called Cambaif stone*) and Surat, in India,
where they are found as nodules of a blackish-olive color,
in peculiar strata, 30 feet below the surface. The nodules,
after two years' exposure to the sun", are boiled for two
days, and thereby acquire the beautiful colors for which
they are prized.

carneolt, n. [= D. Jcarneool = G. l-arniol =
Sw. Dan. karneol, < It. corniola: see carnelian.]
Carnelian. E. Phillips, 1706.

Carneospongiae (kiir"ne-o-spon'ji-e), . pi.

[NL., < L. carneus, fleshy (see corneous), +
sponr/ia, a sponge.] Fleshy sponges : a class of

Porifera contrasted with Calcispongia:. It con-
tains the multitude of sponges having as common char-
acters a very thick mesoderm, a supply and drainage sys-
tem like that of ordinary commercial sponges, the ectoderm
and endoderm as in the Leuconts, and the skeleton, when
present, either ceratodous or siliceous, with its elements
radiately or irregularly disposed. Most sponges belong to
this class, which is divided by Hyatt into the orders Mali-

sarcoidea, Gummimnce, Ceratofdea, Cerato-Silicoidea, and
Silicoidea.

carneospongian (kar
//

ne-o-spon'ji-an), a. and
n. I. a. Fleshy, as a sponge ; specifically, per-
taining to or having the characters of the Car-

neosnongia:.
II. n. One of the Carneospongia? ; a fleshy

sponge.
carneous (kar'ne-us), a. [< L. carneus, of

flesh, < caro (earn-), flesh: see carnal, and cf.

carnous.] 1. Fleshy; having the qualities of
flesh : as,

" carneous fibres," Ray, Works of Cre-

ation, ii. 2. Flesh-colored; pink with a tinge
of yellow.

Carney1
(kar'ni), n. [Prob. < L. carneus, fleshy:

see carneous.] A disease of horses, in which
the mouth is so furred that they cannot eat.

Carney2 (kiir'ni), . [Also spelled carmj ; a

slang word, of unknown origin.] Flattering,
hypocritical talk

; flattery. [Slang.]
Carney2 (kar'ni), v. [< carneip, n.] I. trans.

To insinuate one's self into the good graces of;
flatter; wheedle. [Slang.]
H. intrans. To interlard one's discourse with

hypocritical terms or tones of flattery or en-
dearment. [Slang.]
carnifex (kar'ni-feks), n. [L., also carnufex,
< caro (earn-), flesh (see carnal), + facere,

carnivoral

make.] 1. A public executioner: a hangman;
hence, as ;i term of abuse, a wretch.

Let tlie earnffen -e.,iir their i!in.;,i -
:

Mt<t<ll'!.nl flil'l lln,rl,'ii, Kail' (/llarl'el, IV. 4.

2. [''"/'.] In ornitli. : (a) A genus of hawks:
same as Mii'i-nxhir. /.IXXHH, 1S4:!. [Not in use.]

(Ii) A genus of birds: same as 7'/i-i(v/v//x.

Sinn/* ni/l. is:;:,.
|

Not in use.]
carnification (kiir'ni-ii-ka'shon). . [< F. <</,-

iiilii-iilinii = Sp. /nnirjii-iilii}, riirniJiciK-ioii = Pg.
I'liriiij'n-iiriin it. i-ii mi fii-o'.iiini', < I,, n- if 'ear-

ii(liri//iin'n-), < i-nniijii-iiri , pp. ciirinlictitii.v : see
m ni il'i/.] The act of carnifying; in /nitlml., a

state of certain organs in which the tissue be-
comes changed so as to resemble that of fleshy
)iiirts. In the luncjs it is equivalent either to

tlie condition seen in atelectasis or to hepati-
zation.

carnify (kiir'ni-fi), r. i.
; pret. and pp. carnijil,

ppr. I'lirnifi/ini/. [< F. earnijier = Sp. Pg. eanii-
c (fell.) = It. ctiriiificare, < L. citniitiruri-,

also earnuficare, only in sense of 'behead,' <

caro (earn-), flesh, + facere, make. See car-

nij'i.r.] 1. To form flesh
; grow fleshy. [Rare.]

I walk, I see, I hear, I digest, I sanguify, I 001

Sir I/. II, il,: (inn. of'Mankind/p. 81.

2. In pathol., to lose the normal structure and
become fleshy. See ciiriiilii'iilinii.

carnin,carnihe(kiii-'nin), n. KL. caro (earn-),
flesh (see carnal), + -in2

,
-ine-2.] A substance

(CfHg^Og) found in muscular tissue,and hence
in the extract of meat. It is a white crystalline pow-
der, not readily soluble in cold water. It fonns a distinctly

crystalline salt with hydrochloric acid.

carnival (kiir'ni-val), n. [Formerly carnaval
= T). karnaval = ban. Sw. G. karneval, < F.
carnaral = Sp. Pg. carnaval, < It. Mrnorale,
carnerale, the last three days before Lent; un-
derstood in popular etymology as made up of

It. carne, flesh, and rale, farewell, as if 'fare-

well, flesh!' but prob. a corruption of ML.
carneletamen, also camelevarium. carnilevaria,

carnelevalc, Shrovetide, lit. the ^solace of the

flesh,' permitted in anticipation of the Lenten
fast, for L. carnis levamen (or ML. *levarium):
carnis, gen. of caro, flesh (see carnal) ; levamen,

solace, lightening, < Icrare, lighten, < let-is,

light: see alleviate. The season was also
called cnrnem-larare, 'flesh-relaxing,' carnisca-

piuin, 'flesh-taking,' Carnivora, 'flesh-eating,'
as well as carnijiricium, 'flesh-privation,' prop.
applied to the beginning of Lent.] 1. The feast
or season of rejoicing before Lent, observed in

Roman Catholic countries with public merri-
ment and revelry, feasts, balls, operas, eon-

certs, etc. Hence 2. Figuratively, feasting
or revelry in general.

Love in the sacred halls

Held carnival. Tennyson, Princess, vii.

Carnival lace, a variety of reticella lace made in Italy,

Spain, and France during the sixteenth century.

carnivalesque (kar'ni-va-lesk'), a. [< carni-
val + -esquc; after It. carnovitlesco] Pertain-

ing to or resembling a carnival; suitable to or
in keeping with a carnival. [Rare.]

I ought fairly to confess that my last impression of the
Camival was altogether carnivalesque.

//. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 133.

Carnivora (kar-niv'o-ra), n. pi. [L., neut. pi.
of carnitorus: see carnivorous.] 1. [I. c.] In

general, carnivorous animals; animals that
feed on flesh. 2. In Cuvier's system of classi-

fication, the carnivorous mammals proper; the
Carnaria or Carnassia of Cuvier without the

Insectivora, the Chiroptcra, and the carnivorous

Marsupialia, forming the third family of his

Carnaria, and divided into the tribes Plaiiti-

grada, Digitigrada, and Amphibia (or Pinni-

grada, the seals, etc.). The term was long almost
universally used in this sense, and is still current ; but it

is now usually superseded by Ferte as an order of mam-
mals, divided into Fissipedia ami Pinnipedia, or terres-
trial and amphibia! carnivores. The technical characters
of the order are given under Ferce (which see).

3. In entom., in Latreille's system, the first

family of pentamerous Coleoptera, or beetles :

synonymous with Adephaga.
carnivoracity (kar"ni-vo-ras'i-ti), n. [< car-
nivorous ; the term, after voracity.] Greedi-
ness of appetite for flesh. Pope. [Rare.]
Carnivores (kar-niv'o-re), n. pi. [NL., fern. pi.
of L. carnirorus: see carnivorous.] In ichth.,
a division of cyprinodont fishes. See Cyprino-
dontidat.

carnivoral (kar-niv'o-ral), a. [< Carnivora +
-al] Of or pertaining to the mammalian order
Carnivora or Fera; (which see). B. G. Wilder,
Amer. Neurol. Ass. Trans., 1882.



carnivore

carnivore (kiir'ni-vor), H. [= F. carnivore, <

L. carnivorus: see carnivorous.] A carnivo-
rous animal; one of the Cariiinora.

That the carnivore may live herbivores must die.

II, Xjwucer, Data of Ethics, p. 17.

carnivority (kar-ni-vor'i-ti), n. Same as car-

niroriiiifoirnx. [Rare.]
carnivorous (kiir-niv'o-rus), a. [= F. carni-

vore = Sp. Pg. It. carnivore, < L. carnivorus,

flesh-eating, < caro (ciirn-), flesh (see carnal),
+ vorare, eat, devour.] 1. Eating or feeding
on flesh

; subsisting upon animal food : applied
to animals which naturally seek animal food,
as the lion, tiger, dog, wolf, etc.

;
also to plants

which feed upon insects, as the Drosera or sun-

dew, the Pinguieula, the Dionwa or Venus's fly-

trap, and the various pitcher-bearing plants.

Semper states that Dr. Hohngrin has been able to trans-

form the gizzard of a pigeon into a carnivorous stomach
by feeding the bird on meat for a long time.

W. K. Brooks, Law of Heredity, p. 93.

2. Specifically (a) In mammal. ,
of or pertain-

ing to the Carnivora; carnivoral; carnassial.

(6) In entom., of or pertaining to the Carnivo-

ra; adephagous ; predatory. 3. In odontog.,

trenchant; sectorial; carnassial: as, a carnivo-
rous molar or premolar.
carnivorously (kar-niv'o-rus-li), adv. In a car-

nivorous manner.
carnivorousness (kiir-niv'o-rus-nes), n. The
state or quality of being carnivorous or flesh-

eating.
G. Arcangeli has observed the rise of temperature in

several species of Aracece, but does not consider that
there is sufficient evidence to warrant the assumption of
carnivorous habits in these plants. ... It seems as if

some other explanation than that of carnivorousness
would have to be sought for.

Jour, o/ Hot., Brit, and Foreign, 1883, p. 268.

carnokt, n. [ME. ; origin obscure.] A mea-
sure of four bushels, or half a quarter of corn.

Every sak [of coal] be tryed and provid to be and holde
a carnok ; and the ij. sakkes to holde a quarter, whatsoevir
the price be, vpon peyne of brennyng of the sakkes and
parte of the colys. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 426.

carnose (kilr'nos), a. Same as earnous.

carnosity (kar-nos'i-ti), n.
; pi. carnosities (-tiz).

[= F. carnosM= Pr. carnositat= Sp. carnosidad
= Pg. carnosidade = It. carnositd, < ML. carno-

sita(t-)s, fleshiness, < L. carnosus, fleshy: see

earnous.} If. Fleshiness.

The olives, indeed, be very small there, and no bigger
than capers ; yet commended they are for their carnotity.

Holland.

2. A fleshy growth.
Carnot's theorem. See theorem.

earnous (kar'nus), a. [= F. charneux = Pr. car-

nos = Sp. Pg. It. carnoso, (. L. carnosus, fleshy,
< caro (earn-), flesh: see carnal, and cf. car-

neons.] 1 . Of or pertaining to flesh ; fleshy : as,
" earnous matter, Holland, tr. of Pliny, xv. 3.

2. In bot., of a fleshy consistence: said of suc-
culent leaves, stems, etc.

Also carnose.

carn-tangle, . See cairn-tangle.

carny, n. and v. See carney'
2

.

caroacht, n. See caroche.

carob (kar'ob), n. [Also called carob-tree; =
F. caroube, OF. carobe = Pr. carobla, < It. car-

rubo, carrubbio = Sp. garrobo, al-garrobo = Pg.
alfarrobeira, carob-tree

;
It. carruba = Sp. gar-

roba, al-garroba, garrofa= Pg. alfarroba, carob-

bean, St. John's bread; < Ar. kharrub, bean-

pods.] The common English name of the plant
Ceratonia Siliqua. See Ceratonia.

The path led through a grove of carob trees, from which
the beans known in Germany as St. John's bread are pro-
duced. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 42.

carob-bean (kar'ob-ben), n. The pod or fruit

of the carob
; St. John's bread. See Ceratonia.

carochet, caroacht (ka-roch' ), n. [Also caroch,
caroce, carosse; = MHG. karrdsche, karrotsclie,
Jcarrutsch. karrosche, G. karosse, fcarofoe= Dan.
karosse, \ OF. caroche, F. carrosse = Sp. dim.
carrocilla and carrocin = Pg. carrofa, dim. car-

rocim, < It. carroccio, carrozza, formerly also

carroccia, a carriage, (. carro, a car: see carl.

This word seems to have helped to give a con-
csete sense to carriage, q. v.] A land of plea-
sure-carriage; a coach: as, "coaches and ca-

roches," Burton, Anat. of Mel.

His earaches shining with gold, and more bright than
the chariot of the sun, wearing out the pavements.

Chapman and Shirley, Chabot, Admiral of France, iii.

The carosse of the Marquis of Rosny
Conducted him along to th' arsenal.

Chapman, Byron's Tragedy, v. 1.

Let the caroch go on, and 'tis his pleasure
You put out all your torches and depart.

Webster, White Devil, i. 2.
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carochedt (ka-rochf), a. [< caroche + -erf2 .]

Placed in a caroche.
Old honour goes on crutches, beggary rides caroched.

Mamnger, Virgin-Martyr, iii. 3.

caroignet, A Middle English form of carrion.

carol" (kar'ql), n. [Early mod. E. also carrol,

mrroll, < ME. carol, carollc, carole, a dance, a

song, < OF. carole, a kind of dance, also a carol
or Christmas song (> ML. It. Sp. carola), < Bret.

Tcoroll, a dance, kurullii, korolli, dance, move in

cadence, = Corn, carol, a choir, concert, = W.
carol, a carol, song, enroll, carol, coroli, dance,
move in a circle, = Manx carval, a carol, =
Gael, carall, caireall, harmony, melody: from
the root seen in Gael, car, cuir, a turn, a bar of

music, movement, = Ir. car, a turn, cor, a turn,

music, circular motion, =W. cor, a circle, choir ;

and in E. car1
, q. v.] If. A kind of circular

dance.

For-thy wonderly thay woke, & the wyn dronken,
Daunsed ful dregly wyth dere carolez.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1026.

Festes, instruments, caroles, daunces.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1073.

[It is often difficult to tell from the context whether carol

is the dance or the song that seems to have been sung as

an accompaniment to it ; but in Chancer it usually means
simply the dance.]

2. A song, especially one expressive of joy;

often, specifically, a joyous song or ballad in

celebration of Christmas.
No night is now with hymn or carol bless'd.

Slmk., M. N. D., ii. 2.

They heard her singing her last song, .

Heard a carol, mournful, holy.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott, iv.

carol1
(kar'ol), v.

; pret. and pp. caroled or car-

olled, ppr. caroling or carolling. [< ME. car-

olen, < OF. caroler= Pr. carolar = It. carolare;
from the noun.] I. intrant. To sing; warble;
sing in joy or festivity.
Hark ! how the cheerefull birds do chaunt theyr laies,
And carroll of Loves praise.

Spenser, Epithalamion, 1. 79.

II. trans. 1. To sing joyously.
Hovering swans, their throats releas'd

From native silence, carol sounds harmonious.
Prior, Second Hymn to Callimachus.

2. To praise or celebrate in song.
The shepherds at their festivals

Carol her goodness. Milton, Comus, 1. 849.

caro!2t, carrolt (kar'ol), n. [< ME.
karple,

a
wreath

;
< ML. carola, a lattice, railing, inelo-

sure, lit. 'a circle'; same word as carola, a
dance: see carol1

.] 1. A ring of leaves or

flowers; a garland; a wreath.
Scho pntte ilke resche in other
And made a karole in a stounde ;

The ton [the tone, the one] bende touched the grounde
And the other scho helde on heygh.

Seven Sages, 1. 2884.

2. In arch. : (a) A small closet or inclosure in

which to sit and read. (6) A bay-window. Ox-

ford Glossary.
Also written carrel, carrell, carrall.

carola (kar'o-la), n. [It., a dance, ring-dance :

see carol*-.] A dance resembling the carma-

gnole, popular in France during the revolution.

caroli, Plural of carolus.

carolin (kar'o-lin), . [< ML. Carolinus, adj.,
< Carolus, Charles: see carl, and cf. carlino.]
1. A gold coin first issued in 1732 by Charles

Philip, Elector of the Palatinate, and afterward

Obverse. Reverse.

Carolin of Frederick of Wurtemberjj, 1810, British Museum. (Size
of the original.)

adopted in various parts of Germany, it was
worth slightly less than the American half-eagle and a
little more than the British sovereign. There were 24
carolins to the Cologne mark.

2. A Swedish gold coin, worth about two dol-

lars.

Carolina bark, pink, etc. See the nouns.
Caroline (kar'6-lin or -lin), a. [< ML. Caro-
linus: see carotin.] Of or relating to a person
named Carolus or Charles. Specifically (a) Be-

longing to or characteristic of the times of Charles I. and
II. of England : as, the Caroline divines.

He discovers that this venerable clergyman of the Caro-
line age had no idea of his own language.

The Churchman (New York), LII. 2.

(i) Same as Carolingian.

caroon

Caroling 1
(kar'o-ling), a. Same as Carolin-

fftan.

caroling", carolling (kar'ol-ing), n. [< ME.
ci/riilinye, ctiralynti; verbal n. of enroll, r.] The
act of one who carols

;
a song of joy, praise, or

devotion.

Ophelia's wild snatches and the sweet Carolines of "As
yon Like it." Coleridge, Lit. Remains, I. 82.

Carolingian (kar-o-lin'ji-an), a. and n. [Also
('nrlovingian, after F. Carlovingien ; = Sp. Car-

lovingeo = It. Carolingio, Carlovingio, Carolina,
<ML. Carolingi, the successors of Charlemagne,
< OHG. Karling, Charling, MHG. Karlinc, Kcr-

linc, patronymic deriv. of Earel, Karl, Charles:
see carl and -ing

3
."] I. a. Of or pertaining to

the Frankish royal and imperial family or dy-
nasty which succeeded the Merovingians: so
called from Charles Martel, duke of the Franks
and mayor of the palace. Charles exercised royal
power without the royal title. His son Pepin the .short

deposed the last of the Merovingians and made himself

king A. D. 751 or 752. Pepin's grandson Charlemagne, or
Charles the Great, renewed the Western Empire by con-

quest, and was crowned emperor over Germany, France,
and Italy in 800. The empire was subsequently divided
into subordinate kingdoms, and was finally broken up in

888, though the title emperor was not at once abandoned.
Carolingian kings continued to reign in Germany till 911

(Louis the Child), and in France till (187 (Louis V.).

II. n. A member or one of the sovereigns of
the Carolingian family or dynasty.
Carolinian (kar-o-lin'i-an), a. and n. [< Ctini-

liiia + -ion.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Car-

olinas, or to either of the two States of North
and South Carolina.

II. w. A native or an inhabitant of either
North or South Carolina.
Caroline (kar-o-le'no), n. See carlino.

carolitic, carblytic (kar-o-lit'ik), a. [Ori-

gin (appar. Gr. )

not obvious.] In

arch., decorated
with branches
and leaves, as a
column. Gwilt.

Also written car-

oletic. [Not in

use.]
Carollia (ka-rol'i-

a),. [NL.] Age-
nus of small South
American phyl-
lostomine bats,

connecting the

genus Vampyrus
with Glossophaga.
C. brevicauda so

closely resembles

species of Glosso-

phaga as to have
been often con-
founded with it.

carolling, n. See

caroling*.
carolus (kar

'
o -

lus), n.
; pi. caroli

(-11). [ML. form
of Charles : see

carl.] The com-
mon name of a

gold coin of

Charles I. of England, worth 20s., officially
called the unite.

carolwiset, adv. [ME. carolewyse; < caroli +
wise2.] In the manner of a carol.

Aftyr that they wentyn in cumpas
Daunsynge aboute this flour an esy pas,
And songyn, as it were, in caroleivyse.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 201 (1st version).

carolytic, a. See carolitic.

carom (kar'om), n. [Short for carambole, n.,

q. v.] In billiards, the hitting of two or three
balls in succession by the cue-ball from one
stroke of the cue : in Great Britain sometimes
called cannon. Also spelled carrom.

carom (kar'om), v. i. [< carom, n., or short for

carambole, v., q. v.] 1. In billiards, to make
a carom (which see). 2. To strike or collide

against a thing and then rebound or glance off

again ; cannon : usually with on, and common
in racing slang: as, Eclipse caromed on High-
flyer and injured his chance of winning.
Also spelled carrom.

caromel (kar'o-mel), n. See caramel.

caroomet, n.
'

A corruption of carroon2 .

caroon (ka-ron'), n. [Prob. < Gael, caorunn,
the mountain-ash or rowan-tree, caorunn, cao-

rann, and in simple form caor, the berry of the

same, = Ir. caor, a berry, grape, > caorthainn,

Unite or Carolus of Charles I., British
Museum. ( Size of the original. }



caroon

the mountain-ash. ] A species of cherry. Sim-

moiitlx. Also spelled nirrniiii.

carosse't, " Same as earache.

carosse-, . See knross.

carotel, caroteel (kar-o-tel',-tel'), [E. Ind.]
1. Au Oriental weight varying from 5 to 9

pounds. 2. In Eastern commerce, a bundle^

generally
of dried fruits, weighing about 7

undredweight. A carotel of mace is 3 hun-

dredweight.
carotic (ka-rot'ik), a. [= V. cnrotiqiic = Sp.

carutim, < (Jr. KUfiuriKfa, stupefying, < napovv,

stupefy, < -/wf, stupor, torpor, heavy sleep:
see cams.] 1. Relating to or of the nature of

stupor or earns. 2. Same as carotid.

caroticotympanic (ka-rot"i-ko-tim-pan'ik), a.

[< carotir + li/ntpttnie.] In aunt., pertaining to

the carotid canal and the tympanum.
carotid (ka-rot'id), . and a. [= F. carnliih ,

n., fiirntiilii'ii, a., = Sp. ciinitidn, n., cnrotideo,

a., = Pg. ftiriitiilax, n. pi., = It. carotidi, n. pi.,

< NL. carotin, pi. tnmiiili-x (cf. ML. caniHru;

carotids), < Gr. Kapurif, usually in pi. xapuriiet.
the two great arteries of the neck, so called, it

is said, from a belief that sleep was caused

by an increased flow of blood to the head

through these vessels, < Ka/>6eiv, Kapovv, plunge
into sleep, stupefy, < KK/JOJ, stupor: see carotic.']

I. n. The principal artery of the neck of the

higher vertebrates. There are usually two carotids,
n- hi anil left, giving off few if any branches in the neck

itself, but supplying the head. In man, the right carotid
arises in common with the right subc.lavian from the in-

nominate artery ; the left arises directly from the arch of

the aorta ; both ascend the neck nearly vertically, but
somewhat divaricating from each other, ill front of the

spinal column and oil each side of the trachea, inclosed
with the pncumoLjiistrio nerve and internal jugular vein in
UK- carotid sheath, and divide opposite the upper border
of the thyroid cartilage into the internal and external
carotids ; up to this division the right and left carotids are
termed the common carotuls. The external carotifl* are
the outer of the terminal branches of the common carotids,

supplying mainly parts of the head outside the brain-cav-

ity ; their branches are the superior thyroid, lingual, facial,

occipital, posterior auricular, ascending pharyngeal, in-

ternal maxillary, and temporal arteries. The internal
carotid* are the inner of the terminal branches of the com-
mon carotids, ascending deeply along the side of the neck
and entering the cavity of the cranium through the carotid
canal in the temporal bone, supplying the brain and asso-

ciate structures. (See cuts under embryo and
lung.)

A
similar arrangement of the carotids is substantially re-

peated in mammals. In birds the disposition of these arte-

ries varies much, but in most cases there is but one carotid,
the left, or sinistrocarotid. Also carotin.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the two great arteries

of the neck : as, the carotid canal. Also carotic.
Carotid arteries. See I. Carotid canal, the pas-

sage by which the internal carotid artery enters the cavity
1

of the cranium ; in man, a sinuous canal through the pe-
trous portion of the temporal Iwne. Carotid foramen.
See foramen. Carotid ganglion, a small sympathetic
ganglion occasionally found on the under surface of the
internal carotid artery wliile in the carotid canal. Ca-
rotid gland, in etnltryol., the termination of the first or
anterior primitive aortic arch, whence the internal and
extemal carotids arise. Carotid groove, the sigmoid
groove on either side of the body of the sphenoid bone
where the internal carotid artery and cavernous sinus lie.

Also called camrnma groove. Carotid nerve. (<t) A
branch of the glossopharyngeal which accompanies the in-

ternal carotid artery. (6) The large deep petrosal nerve,

(c) The sympathetic nerve running up along the internal
carotid artery from the first cervical ganglion. Carotid
plexus, the plexus of sympathetic fibers lying on the
outer side of the internal carotid while in the carotid
canal. Carotid sheath, a membranous envelop en-

sheathing the common carotid artery, internal jugular
vein, and pneumogastric nerve. Carotid tubercle, the

prominent anterior tubercle of the transverse process of
the sixth cervical vertebra, against which the common
carotid artery may be compressed. Cerebral carotid

artery. Same as internal carotid. See I.

carotldal (ka-rot'i-dal), a. Carotid. [Rare.]
carotides, . Plural of carotis.

carotin, carotine (kar'o-tin), n. [< L. carota,
carrot, + -in2

,
-4nez

.~\
The coloring matter of

the carrot.

carotis (ka-ro'tis), n.
; pi. carotides (ka-rot'i-

dez). [NL. : see carotid.] Same as carotid.

carouge (ka-roj'), . [Appar. the F. form of
a native name. F. carouge is otherwise a var.
of caroube, carob: see carob.~\ Cuvier's name
for a bird of his genus Xanthornus: applied
to various American orioles, hangnests, or ba-
nana-birds of the family Icterida;, as the Balti-

more bird and orchard-oriole.

carousal 1
(ka-rou'zal), . [< carouse + -al;

the form being suggested perhaps by the older
word carousal?, carousel.] A feast or festival

;

a noisy drinking-bout or revel.

The swains were preparing for a carousal.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vii. 43.

=Syn. Ravel, Carousal, Wassail, Spree, Debauch, Satur-

nalia, <)/<;/ agree in expressing times of excess in drinking ;

some of them include other sensual pleasures. They are
in the order of strength and consequent reprobation im-

plied. A revel is accompanied with some drunkenness,

829

disorder, and noise. A taruuml is by derivation a time of

drinking deeply ; it may be a baerluin;ili;in ft 'list, a noisy,
uurrHtniinrd drinking-bout. H'jw/i7 is limited by its

associations with the past so as to be ehietly poetic or to

express deep drinkinu'. X/'/v- is considered :i colloqnm!
word, but seems likely to \\ in recognition .-is ;t convenient
word for a period of drunkenness which incite* to wild
and reckless Action, ll,'t*citch is distinctively excess, hav-

ing less reference now than formerly to eating, applyin.tr

chietly to ^ro.ss leudnessor drunkenness, ubich is otten

prolonged. **tt m-niili'i . like tnl.mnl, li:is liistnrieill assii-

riations; it is a strong word for license, noisy revelry,
gross and continued debauchery, llfni is by derivation a

secret nocturnal debauch, and by usjtye a time of joining
in a wild or fr;tntic abandonment to drunkenness or lust,
or both the extreme in that kind of misconduct. Sec

feast.

O that men should put an enemy in their mouths to

steal away their brains! that we. should, with joy, plcas-

auce, recel, and applause, transform ourselves into i

- '

-., dthello, ii. ,'i.

The carousals in the castle-halls ; the jollity of the bun

quet tables. /. ///,, //, I'inios. of Lit., IV. :V'..

We did but talk you over, pledge you all

In waxxiiiL '/' iniiixnn. I'rinccss, ProL

Fat Luxury, sick of the night's ilelmueh,
Lay groaning. Pollok, Course of Time, vii. 69.

Among the dependencies of Athens seditions assumed
a character more ferocious than even in l<'ranee, during
the reign of terror the accursed Saturnalia of an ac-

cursed bondage.
Macaulay, Hitford's Hist. Greece, p. 188.

Amid its fair broad lands the abbey lay,

Sheltering dark orgies that were shame to tell.

llryant, The Ages, XT.

carousal-, carousel (kar'6-zal, -zel), . [Prop.
carousel, s F. OttrroUMl, a tilt, tiltiug-match, <

It. carosello, a form altered (by confusion with

curricMo, dim. of carro, a car, chariot) from

garosello, a festival, a tournament, lit. a fight,

quarrel, < ijaroselln, quarrelsome, dim. from

yaroso, quarrelsome, < gara, strife, contention,

perhaps another form of guerra, war, < OHG.
werra = E. war, q. y.] If. A tilting-match or
similar pageant ; military exercises

;
a tourna-

ment in which cavaliers executed various evo-

lutions, sometimes intermingled with allegori-
cal dances and scenic representations.

Before the crystal palace, where he dwells,
The armed angels hold their carousels.

Marvell, Lachrymaj Musanim (1650).

A royal carousal given by Charles the Fifth of France to
the Emperor Charles the Fourth.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, I. 245.

Leaving out the warlike part of the carousal*.

Dryden, Pref. to Albion and Albanius.

2. See carrousel, 2.

carouse (ka-rouz ', formerlyka-rous
'

) ,
n. [Early

mod. E. also carowse and garouse; < OF. carous,
later carousse, F. carrousse, a drinking-bout, =
Sp. caraos, formerly carduz, drinking a full

bumper to one's health, orig. an adv., < G.

garaus, adv., quite out, all out, as substantive
a finishing stroke (cf. allaus, E. all out, formerly
used in the same way, of emptying a bumper),
< gar, quite, completely (= E. yare), + aus =
E. out.] If. A hearty drink or full draught of

liquor: as, to quaff or drink carouse.

And here with a carowse after a blessing begins the feast.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 206.

A full carouse of sack. Davies, State of Ireland.

With my poniard will I stab my flesh,
And quaff carouses to thee of my blood.

Lust's Dominion, L 1.

The Prelate revell like Belshazzar with their full ca-
rouses in Goblets and vessels of gold snatcht from Gods
Temple. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

2. A carousal
;
a noisy banquet.

The early feast and late carouse. Pope.
= Syn. 2. See carousatt.

carouse (ka-rouz'), v.; pret. and pp. caroused,
ppr. carousing. [Early mod. E. also carowse
and garouse; < OF. carousser, drink, quaff, swill,
< carous, a carouse : see the noun.] I. intrans.
To drink freely and with jollity ;

revel noisily
or intemperately.

"A health," quoth he, as if

He had been aboard, carousing to his mates
After a storm. Shak., T. of the 8., lii 2.

Having all day carous'd and banqueted.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. L

I said, O soul, make merry and carouse.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

Il.t trans. To drink up ; drink to the bottom.
He in that forest did death's cup carowse.

Mir. for Magi., p. 646.

[Roderigo] To Desdemona hath to-night carous'd
Potations pottle-deep. Shak., Othello, Ii. 3.

Homer, to whom the Muses did carouse
A great deep cup with heavenly nectar flll'd.

Sir J. Dames, Dancing.

carousel, n. See carousal2 and carrousel.

carouser (ka-rou'zer), n. [< carouse, v., + -er1 .

Formerly also garouier.] One who carouses
; a

carp

drinker; a tnper; a noisy reveler or bacchana-
lian.

carousingly (kii-rou'/.ing-li), <nlr. In a carous-

ing manner.

Carp 1
(kiirp), c. [< MK. fni'iifn, speak, say,

tell, < Icel. 1,-nr/iii, boast, brug (l.'ur/i, bragging),
= Sw. dial, kitr/m, brag, boast, uppiir. the same
as Sw. dial. i/tirjM = Norw. garya, brag, boast;
cf. Icel. '/'"'/"' = "Sw. i/iirji = Norw. </<///<, :i

warlike or boastful man, also a term applied in

the middle ages to the Hanseatic traders in

Sweden and Norway. The orig. sense 'speak'
or 'talk' has taken in mod. use a sinister ad-

dition, 'talk censoriously,' appar. by associa-
tion wit Ii the L. air/M-re, carp at, slander, calum-

niate, revile, also, figuratively, pluck, pick,

crop, gather, tear off, pull
in pieces, perhaps

akin to Gr. na/mor, fruit (that which is gath-
ered), and to E. harvest, q. v.] I. intraim. If.

To speak; tell.

When he told hade his tale tomly [leisurely) to the rude,
He enclinet the kvni.'. und rur/,i/ no more.

DcstriictiiiH nj VY.,,/ (K. E. T. S.), 1. 244S.

Now we leven Joseph, and of the kyng carpen.
Joseph of Arimathie, 1. 175.

Hwen thu art on else, carp? toward Ihesu and seie thise

wordes. Old Kti<t. llmitiKfs, Istser. (ed. Morris), p. 287.

I will now carp of kings. Percy MS.

2f. To talk; babble; chatter.

In felaweschipe wel cowde sche lawghe and carpe.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 474.

Kepe thi knyfe both clcne & scherpe,
And IHJ not besy forto kerpe.

Bailees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 23.

3. To censure, cavil, or find fault, particularly
without reason or petulantly: used absolutely
or followed by at.

Other of your insolent retinue
Do hourly carp and quarrel. Shak., Lear, L 4.

No, not a tooth or nail to scratch
And at my actions carp and catch. '.'. Herbert.

Il.t trans. 1. To utter; speak.
With corage kene he carpe.s thes wordes.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 1725.

Then our king full of courage carped these words.

Percy MS.
2. To blame

;
find fault with

;
chide.

Suspecting that Eiiphues would be carped of some curi-

ous Reader. Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 214.

My honest homely words were carp'd and censured.

Dryden.

carp 1
! (karp), n. [ME. : see carp1 , .] Speech;

talk; conversation.
When non wolde kepe hym with carp he cojed ful hy3e,
Ande rimed hym ful richley, & ryjjt hym to speke.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 307.

carp2 (kiirp), n. [< ME. carpe (not found in

AS.) = D. karper = OHG. charpho, carfo,
MHG. carplte, karpe, G. karpfen, karpfe = Icel.

karfi = Sw. karp = Dan. karpe; hence (from
Teut.) ML. (LL.) carpa (> F. carpe = Pr. es-

carpa = Sp. J?g. It. carpa = Wall, crop), later

carpo(n-), carpio(n-) (> It. carpio, carpione), and
prob. Pol. karp = Serv. karpa = Russ. karpu= Bohem. kapr = Lett, karpa ; also W. carp,
Gael, carbhanach, a carp. Prob. an orig. Teut.
word

;
if so, the other forms are borrowed.] 1.

A teleostean fish of the family C'yprinida;, Cypri-
nus carpio. The normal form has a long compressed body,
large scales (35 to 39 being along the lateral line), a long
dorsal with a strong serrate spine and 17 to 22 rays, a short
anal with 3 simple and 5 branched rays, and 4 barbels upon
the upper jaw. It is said to have been introduced into

England in the fourteenth century. It is an excellent fish

for ponds, as it breeds rapidly, grows to a large size, some-
times attaining the length of 4 feet, and lives for many
years. In old age ite scales become gray and white. There
are numerous varieties, the most notable being (a) the
normal form or scale-carp just described, (6) the mirror-

carp, distinguished by very large scales below the dorsal,

Mirror-Carp (Cyfrittus carpio). (From Report of U. S. Fish Com-
mission, 1884.)

above the anal, and in a median posterior row, and (c)
the leather-carp, characterized by its almost or quite na-
ked skin. The last two have long been the subjects of

special culture, and have been widely distributed in the
United States.

2. A fish related to the common carp. The best-

known is the gold carp or goldfish, Carassius aurattts. See
cut under goldfish.

3. A name on the northeast coast of Ireland
for the common sea-bream, Pagellus centrodon-
tus. 4. An English name of the opah. 6.



carp

In the United States, a carp-sucker ;
a catos-

tomoid fish of the subfamily Ictiobiiicc and ge-
nus Carpiodes. Norwegian carp, a name of the Se-

baxtex nittriniiK. Prussian carp, an English book-name
of the Caraxxi"* rnl'iu,-ix ur iiilniiu.

carpadelium (kar-pa-de'li-um), n. ; pi. carpa-
di-lia (-a). [NL. (> F. carpadcle), < Gr. Kap-of,

fruit, -f aSii/.oc, not manifest: see Adela.~\ In

bot., same as cremocarp.
carpal (kiir'pal), a. and n. [< NL. carpalis, < cur-

IIHK, q. v.] I. . 1. Pertaining to the carpus or

wrist. 2. In ciitoni., pertaining to the carpus or

pterostigma of an insect's wing Carpal angle,
in orltitfi., the bend of tin- u in;; ; the salience formed at the

wrist-joint or carpus \\hen the wing is elosed. It is an
important point in descriptive ornithology, sinee the regu-
lar measurement, < -nllcd ''length of wing," or

" the wing,"
is from the carpal almle to the end of tile longest quill-
feather. Carpal ossicles. See ossicle.

II. n. Any one of the bones of the wrist or

carpus ;
a carpale.

carpale (kiir-pa'le), n.
; pi. carpalia (-li-ii).

[NX., neut. of carpalis: see carpal."] 1. Any
bone of the carpus or wrist. 2. A bone of the
distal row of the carpus, articulating directly
with the metacarpal bones. See carpus.

Carpathian (kar-pa'thi-an), a. Pertaining to
the range of mountains in the northern and
eastern parts of the Austrian empire, called the

Carpathians, forming the northern and north-
eastern boundary of Hungary and inclosing
Transylvania.
carp-bream (kilrp'brem), . An English name
of the bream when its color resembles that of

the carp. Day.
carpe diem (kiir'pe di'em). [L., seize the day:
carpe, 2d pers. pres. impv. of carpere, seize (see

carp^)', diem, ace. of dies, day: see dial.] En-
joy the present day ;

take advantage of, or make
the most of, the present : a maxim of the Epi-
cureans.

carpel (kar'pel), n. [= F. carpellc, < NL. carpel-
lit in, dim., < Or.

/ca/OTOf, fruit: see

carp1
.} Into*., a

simple pistil, or
one of the sever-

al members com-
posing a com-
pound pistil or
fruit. In its most
general sense it is

that organ of a plant
whieh bears ovules.
A earpel is regarded
as a modified leaf ;

hence the term car-

_ hyl, which has been proposed as a substitute. Also
called carpid or carpidium.

carpellary (kar'pe-la-ri), n. [< NL. carpcllum,
carpel, + -ary

1
;
= F. carpellaire.] Belonging

to or having some relation to a carpel.
These structures, which may be called carpellary leaves,

show their relationship to ordinary foliage leaves in hav-

ing pinna) toward their summits. Betsey, Botany, p. 400.

The carpellary leaves are the foliar structures of the
flower which stand in the closest genetic and functional

relationships to the ovules. They either produce and bear
the ovules or are constructed so as to enclose them in a
chamber. Sachs, Botany (trans.), p. 429.

carpentt (kiir'pent), n. [ME. carpent, < L. car-

pentum, a two-wheeled covered carriage, coach,
or chariot, a cart, ML. also timber- or carpen-
ter-work, framing (in this sense also carpenta,
> F. charpente; cf. carpenter), prob. of Celtic

origin; cf. Ir. and Gael, carbad, a carriage,
chariot, litter, Ir. and OGael. carl), a basket,
carriage, Ir. cairbh = Gael, cairb, a chariot, a

ship; perhaps akin to L. corliis, a basket.] A
cart.

And for an acre lande, aaithe Columelle,
Carpentes XXIIII is to telle.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 179.

carpentet, An erroneous form of carpet.
Laye carpentes aboute the bedde, or wyndowes.

Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 283.

carpentedt (kiir'pen-ted), a. Carpeted.
carpenter (kar'pen-ter), n. [< ME. carpenter,
< OF. carpentier,"F. charpenticr = Pr. carpen-
tier = Sp. carpintero = Pg. carpinteiro, < It. car-

pentiere, < ML. carpentarius, a carpenter, L.
a wagon-maker, carriage-maker, later also a
coachman, prop, adj., pertaining to a carriage
or cart, < L. carpentum, a two-wheeled carriage,
coach, or chariot, a cart: see carpent.] 1. An
artificer who works in timber

; one who exe-
cutes by hand the woodwork of houses, ships,
or similar constructions. The occupations of

carpenter and joiner are often combined. See
joiner. 2. An officer of a ship, whose duty it is

to keep under supervision and maintain in order
the frame of the ship and all the wooden fittings
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about her. Carpenter's crew('.), aset of men em-
ployed under tin- carpenUT. See ^. Carployed under the carpenter. See i Carpenter's mate,
a petty officer of a vessel of war who assists the carpenter.
See '2. Carpenter's rule, a graduated scale with slides,
used to measure timber and cast up the contents of car-

penters' work.

carpenter (kiir'pen-ter), r. i. [< carpenter, n.]
To do carpenters' work ; practise carpentry.
He varnished, lie fn/-j>cnteretl, he glned.

Jane Austen, Persuasion, xi.

Mr. (irimwig plants, fishes, and carpenters with great
ardour. Diekens, Oliver Twist, liii.

carpenter-bee (kar'pen-ter-be), . The com-
mon name of the different species of hymeuop-
terous insects
of the genus
XylOCOpH. One
species. A", rlnln-

cea, inhabits the
south of Knrope ;

in Asia, Africa,
and America the

species are nu-
merous. They re-

semble common
bumblebees in

general appear-
ance. They usu-

ally form their
nests in pieces of
half-rotten wood,
cutting out vari-

ous apartments
for depositing
their eggs. They Carpenter-bee (Xylacofa violacea),*
have sharp-point- natural size,

ed triangular (J| a piece of wood bored by the bee. showing
mandibles, well grubs and food deposited in the cells ; t, two

adapted to bore cells on larger scale.

holes in wood.

carpentering (kiir'pen-ter-ing), n. [< carpen-
ter + -iniy

1
.] The employment or work of a

carpenter; carpentry.
carpenter-moth (kar'pen-ter-m&th), n. A
name given to certain large bombycid moths
of the subfamily Cossina:. The larva; are wood-
borers, and often do great damage to forest-trees. The
larvaofthelocustcarpenter-moth, A"t/(etero&i)iu(Peck),

b

Carpels.

a, flower of Actaa, with simple pistil ;

A, tricarpcllary fruit of aconite.
Male Locust C.irpenter-moth {Xyletttes robinia], natural size.

bores into the wood of the locust-tree, Rnbinia. It re-

mains in the larval state three years, and attains a length
of 2A inches. It transforms to a pupa within a silk-lined

cell in its burrow, and issues as a moth in the spring and
summer. The European carpenter-moths are called goat-
moths by English writers, on account of their character-
istic odor.

carpenter's-herb (kar'pen-terz-erb), n. The
plant allheal, Prunella tulgaris. its corolla when
seen in profile resembles a bill-hook, and, in accordance
with the doctrine of signatures, the plant was believed to
heal wounds from edged tools.

carpentry (kiir'pen-tri), n. [< ME. carpcittrie,

-taryc, < OF. carpenterie, F. charpenteric = Pr.

Carpentaria = Sp. carpcnteria, carpinteria = Pg.
Carpentaria = It. carpcnteria, < ML. Carpenta-
ria, a carpenter-shop, L. a carriage-maker's
shop, prop. fern, of carpentarius, pertaining to

a carnage or cart: see carpenter.'] 1. The art

of cutting, framing, and joining the timbers or
woodwork of buildings and similar construc-
tions by means of hand-tools.

Idealism is a hypothesis to account for nature by other

principles than those of carpentry and chemistry.
Emerson, Misc., p. 56.

2. Carpenters' work; any work of the kind done

by carpenters.
A handsome, panelled door, the most finished piece of

carpentry in Silverado.
R. L. Stevengon, Silverado Squatters, p. 145.

carper (kar'per), n. [ME. carpare, a talker;
< carp1 + -er1.] If. A talker. 2. One who
carps ; a caviler. Shak.

The carpers against feminine eccentricity.

Philadelphia Telegraph, XL. 1.

carpet (kiir'pet), n. [ME. carpette, < OF. car-

pite, a carpet, a sort of cloth, F. carpette, a rug,
= Sp. carpeta, a table-cover, = It. carpita, a

rug, < ML. carpita, carpeta, a kind of thick

woolen cloth, cf . carpia (> It. carpia = F. char-

pie (> E. charpie) = G. scharpie}, lint, < L. car-

pere, pluck, pull in pieces: see cor/A.] 1. A
thick fabric, usually woven of wool, or of wool
on a linen ground or back, and in more or less

ornamental designs, used for covering floors,

stairs, etc. Formerly the carpet (usually in a single

carpet-bagger

piece, like the 1'ersian carpet) was also used (as it still is in
the East) for cu\eriim beds, couches, tables, etc., and for

hangings. (See t/r/>i'*f ,->/.) The lirst woven carpets were pro-
duced in Kgypt, liabylonia, Persia, and Hindustan, whence
they were introduced into Eun >pe, where they are supposed
to have been first manufactured by the French in the reign
of Henry IV., and next in England, at Mortlake in Sur-

rey, in the reign of James I. The smaller carpets of the
East are now commonly called rugs. See rug.

Wyndowes tfc cupbordes layde with carpettetr and cnys-

shyns. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 283.

Cast on a feather-bed, and spread on the sheets
Under a brace of your best Persian carpets.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iv. 2.

A Carpet to cover the Table.

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

2. Especially, a covering of this material for a
floor or stair, made of several widths sewed to-

gether and intended to cover all the floor-space
of a room, as distinguished from a rug, which
is usually woven in one piece of a definite shape
(either oblong or square), and is designed to

cover a part of the floor only.
Take care my house be handsome,

And the new stools set out, and boughs and rushes,
And (lowers for the window, and the Turkey carpet.

Bean, and Ft., Coxcomb, iv. 3.

3. Figuratively, anything used as a carpet, or

serving the purpose of a carpet.
The grassy carpet of this plain. Shak., Eich. II., iii. 3.

To cover the wet earth with a thick carpet of fern.

Macaiday.
Aubusson carpet, a carpet made at Aubusson in France.
It is made in one piece, in the hand or needlework style
of the Indian carpets, and is highly esteemed for the ele-

gance of its designs and coloring. Axminster carpet,
a variety of Turkish carpet with a chain of flax or jute, and
a woolen or worsted filling made into a pile : so named from
the town of Axminster in Devonshire, England, where it

was formerly manufactured. Brussels carpet, a carpet
of a kind originally made in Brussels, having a heavy linen
web inclosing worsted yarns of different colors, which are
raised in loops to form the pattern. In the ordinary Brus-
sels carpet both the pattern and the ground are left with
the loops uncut; in the imperial Brussels carpet the pat-
tern is raised above the ground, and its loops are cut so
as to form a pile, those of the ground being uncut. Che-
nille carpet, a carpet in which the weft is of chenille in-

stead of yarn. The pattern is dyed in the chenille itself,

nothing showing at the surface of the carpet but the ends
of the chenille fringe. Felt carpet, a carpet in which
the fibers are matted or felted together without spinning
orweaving. Ingrain carpet, acarpet made of wool dyed
in the grain, or oefore it is manufactured. It is called
Scotch or (in England) Ki'li/n'minxtrr, from the place
where it is made, and tim-ply or three-ply, according to the
number of webs composing the fabric. Paper carpet, a

floor-covering (plain or in imitation of ornamental woods)
made of a hard and tenacious paper called hession, which
is made by subjecting the paper-pulp to the action of chlo-
rid of zinc and then to strong pressure, by which means
the product is rendered hard and tough like leather-
Persian carpet, a carpet made in one piece, instead of
in breadths or strips to be joined. The warp and weft are
of linen or hemp, and the tiifts of colored wool are inserted

by twisting them around the warp all along the row ac-

cording to the wearer's taste, no pattern being used. A
line of tufts being inserted, a shoot of the weft is made, and
then beaten np to close the fabric. Pile carpet, a carpet
made in the same way as Brussels carpet, but having its

loops cut, thus forming a pile or soft surface Printed
carpet, a carpet dyed or printed in colors ; it is either
woven in undyed colors and printed like calico, or the

yarn is dyed in sections, which are adjusted according to

their future position in the fabric. Scotch carpet. Same
as ingrain carpet. To b6 OH the carpet (more common-
ly on the tapis: see below), literally, to be on the table-

cloth or table, as for consideration ; hence, to lie under
discussion ; be the subject of deliberation or of intended
action : a translation of the French phrase ttre svr le tapis

(tapis, table-cloth, carpet, etc. : see tapestry). Turkish
or Turkey carpet, a carpet similar to the Persian, dis-

tinguished by the selection of the tufts of colored wool
according to the pattern followed, and the manner of their

attachment to the back. The cutting of the yarn gives it

the appearance of velvet. Venetian carpet, a carpet
with a warp or chain of worsted, generally arranged in

different-colored stripes. Wilton carpet, a variety of
Brussels carpet in which the loops are cut open into an
elastic velvet pile : so named from being made originally
at Wilton in England.

carpet (kiir'pet), v. t. [< carpet, n."] 1. To
cover with or as with a carpet; spread with

carpets: as, to carpet a room. 2. To bring
upon the carpet or under consideration; make
a subject of investigation ; hence, to reprimand ;

"haul over the coals."

carpet-bag (kar'pet-bag), n. and a. I. n. A
traveling-bag made of carpeting on a frame;
hence, by extension, a traveling-bag of any
kind similarly formed.

II. . Of or characteristic of carpet-baggers :

as, carpet-lag government; carpet-bag politics.

[U. S. slang.]

carpet-bag (kar'pet-bag), v. i. [< carpet-bag-

ger.'] To act or live in the manner of a carpet-

bagger. [U. S. slang.]

carpet-bagger (kar'pet-bag"er), n. One who
travels with a carpet-bag; specifically, a person
who takes up his residence in a place, with no
more property than he brings in a carpet-bag,
with a view of making his way by enterprise.



carpet-bagger

(at) In the western I'niti-d States, :i "wildcat" hnnki-r,

that is our u],o hail no local abiding place, anil could not

be found "lien wanted. (/.) lu the Southern State*, alter

the civil war a new-comer from the North: ipprobri-
oils term applied properly to a class ot adventurer! who
took advantage of the' disorganized condition of political

aliairs in tin' earlier \cars of reconstruction to .jain con-

trol of the- public offices and toue their Influence men hi'

negro voters for their own sellWi end.-. The term was

often extended to include any unpopular person of North-

er ix'n h\ in^ ill the South.

A food deal of bitterness of feelin- has been shown in

all tile conventions in regard to the presence, and great

prominence as members, ot what the Louisiana people
call xarptt-baggerimen, that is, who an ncw-coincr.s in

the country.
"

77,.' X,,li,,i,, VI. 1

carpet-baggism (kiir'pet-bag'izm), n. [< <-nr-

/n t-li/ii/ + -imii.] (iovernment by carpet-bag-

gers; the practices or methods of carpel -bao;-

gers. See ear\>< l-lmi/i/rr, (li). [U. S. slang.]

Whichever party is successful this year, the vile scandal

known as r <// Ii
:
i'i/Jiu is .loomed, and the slates lately

ill rebellion arc sure at last of beiiie left to them.selves.

C. I1
'. .Ilium*. quoted ill Merriam'.s Life of Howies. 1 1. IIP:,.

carpet-beater (kar'pet-be"ter), n. 1. A per-
HOU employed in cleaning carpets by beating
the dust out of them. 2. A carpet-cleaning
machine. It consists usually of vibrating roils that

shake the dust from the fabric, and revolving c> lindcrs

covered with brushes to complete the process.

carpet-bedding (kar'pet-bed"ing), n. In Imrt..

a system of bedding in which neat dwarf-grow-
ing foliage-plants alone are used in the form
of mosaic, geometrical, or other designs. Also
called i-il>lM>H-lM'ililinii in the United States.

carpet'beetle (kiir'pet-be"tl), n. A popular
name of Aiitlirfiutx nn-n/iliularue, a beetle of the

Carpet-beetle (
Anthrenus screphttlaria). a, beetle ; t, larva.

(Vertical lines show natural sizes.)

family Dermestulas : so called from its destruc-

tiveness to carpets and other woolen fabrics.
It was brought into the United States from Europe at a

recent period. The beetle is about 3 millimeters in length,
short-oval in form, moderately convex, and black ; the un-

der side is densely covered with white scales, while the up-

per side is beautifully variegated with patches of red and
white scales. The larva is more elongate, dirty-white in

color, and easily recognized from the tufts of rather long,
stitf hair on the sides, and especially at the end of the

body. The edges of carpets lying in dark places are espe-

cially liable to lie damaged by these larvae. Also known
as buffalo-buy. See Anthrenvn.

carpet-broom, carpet-brush (kar'pet-brom,
-brush), n. A broom or brush for sweeping or

cleaning carpets.

carpet-dance (kar'pet-dans), n. A dance or a

dancing-party of an easy and unceremonious

character, the carpet not being lifted for the

occasion, as for a ball. Dickens.

carpet-friend (kar'pet-frend), n. One whose
friendship has no strength or sincerity.

Max. Shall I forsake you in my doubts ?

Arciu*. You must.
Max. I must not, nor I will not. Have I liv'd

Only to be a carpet-friend, for pleasure?
Beau, and Ft., Valentinian, iv. 2.

carpeting (kar'pet-ing), . [< carpet, n., +
-ing

1
.] Cloth for carpets ; carpets in general,

carpet-knight (kar'pet-nlt), n. A person
knighted on some ground other than that of

military service or distinction; a knight who
has not known the hardships of the field. So

Shakspere speaks of "a knight dubbed with
unbacked rapier and on carpet consideration."

You are women,
Or, at the best, loose carpet-knirjhts.

ilannnger, JIaiu of Honour, IL 5.

His square-turned joints, and strength of limb,
Showed him no carjiet -knight so trim,
lint, in close tight, a champion grim,

In camps a leader sage. Scott, Marmlon, 1. 5.

carpet-monger (kar'pet-mung*ger), n. 1. A
dealer in earpets. 2. One most at home on a

carpet; a lover of ease and pleasure.
A whole hook full of these quondam carpe.t-monrjers,

w hose names yet run smoothly in the even road of a blank
verse. Shall. , Much Ado, v. 2.
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carpet-moth (kar'pet-m6th), ii. A name of

sundry geomel rid moths, from their variegated
coloration.

carpet-rod (k&r'pet-rod), . One of the rods
used to keep a stair-carpet in its plnce.

carpet-snake (kftr'pet-sntt), . A large Aus-
tralian serpent. Mori'liii r/irii ij/iln, ;t kind of

python or Ima: so ealled from its variegated
coloration.

carpet-strainer (kiir'pct-stra"ner), n. Same as

I'lir/'i l-fln li-ln r.

carpet-stretcher (kar'pet-strech'cr), H. A
tool for stretching a carpet and holding it firm-

ly while being tacked to the floor.

Carpet-sweeper (kiir'pet-swe per), . A me-
chanieul sweeper or broom for cleaning car-

pets and collecting the dust in a closed pan.
It is sometime- operated by means of a crank on the

handle, but commonly a cylindrical brush is moved by
thi; rolU-r-wheel.s that support the apparatus on the lloor,

the pushing forward of the machine by the handle serving
to keep il in operation.

carpet-thread (kilr'pet-thred). n. A heavy,
three-cord thread of linen with a soft satin-

like finish, used for sewing breadths of carpet

together.
carpet-walkt (kar'pet-wak), . A walk on
smooth turf. En li/ii.

carpet-wayt (kiir'pet-wa), n. A green way; a

strip or border of greensward left round the

margin of a plowed field. Jfni/.

carpet-weed (kar'pet-wed), n. The popular
name of plants of the genus Mollugo, incon-

spicuous annuals, somewhat resembling plants
of the genus Giilium in their habit, found in the

warmer regions of both hemispheres. M. verti-

cilliitu is most widely distributed.

carpet-worsted (kar'pet-wur8"ted), it. A
coarse kind of worsted sewing-thread, sold in

balls. Diet, ofNeedlework.

carpholite (kar'fo-Ut), n. [Also written kar-

/i/iiilite; < Gr. xdp^of, a dry stalk, straw (< nap-

<peiv, dry up, wither), + /J6of, a stone.] A
hydrous silicate of aluminium and manganese,
occurring in delicate radiating tufts of a straw-

yellow color at the Bohemian tin-mines.

carphologia (kar-fo-16'ji-ii), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kapipn'/M-yia, a gathering of dry sticks (or bits of

wool, etc.), < K/3^of, straw, dry sticks, bits of

wool, etc., + /.iyetv, gather, pluck.] Inpathol.,
a delirious picking at the bedclothes in sick-

ness; floccillation.

carphology (kar-fol'o-ji), n. [= F. carphologie
= Sp. carfologUi = Pg. carpholngia, < NL. car-

phologia: see carphologia.] Same as carpho-
logia.

Carphophis (kiir'fo-fis), . [NL., < Gr. tn/)^oc,

a small dry body, 4- 60<c, a serpent.] A genus
of small harmless worm-like serpents, of the

family Calamuriidai, containing the common
worm-snake of the United States, C. amcma,
formerly called Ccluta amcena,

carphosiderite (kiir-fo-sid'e-rit), n. [< Gr. Kap-

ijar, straw, + otmipknK, of iron, < aitfypof, iron.]
A hydrous iron sulphate, occurring in straw-

yellow incrustations.

carpi, . Plural of carpus.

carpid (kar'pid), w. [= P. carpidie, < NL. car-

pidium, < Gr. as if 'nafHrtSuiv, dim. of Kapv6f,

fruit.] Same as carpel.

carpidium (kar-pid'i-um), . ; pi. carpidia (-a).

[NL. : see carpid.] Same as carpel.

carpincho (kar-pin'cho), n. [Native name in

Brazil.] A name of the giant water-cavy or

capibara.
carping (kar'ping), n. [< ME. carpinge ; verbal
n.of carp^v.] If. Speech; talk; conversation.

Ther carpinge comynliche of conceill arisith.

Richard the RedeUss, L 87.

When thou sest any man drynkyng
That taketh hede of thy karvyng,
Soon a-non thou sece thy tale,
Whethur he drynke wyne or Ale.

Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 14.

2. The act of caviling; a cavil; unreasonable
criticism or censure.

Those . . . carpiiigs . . . made as to the passage through
the Eed Sea. C. Leslie, Short Method with Deiste.

carping (kar'ping), p. a. [Ppr. of carp1 , v.]

Faultfinding ;
over-critical. =Syn. Caviling, etc. See

carpingly (kar'ping-li), adv. In a carping man-
ner; captiously.

carpintero (kar-pin-ta'ro), . [Sp. pajaro ear-

/lintcro, woodpecker, lit. 'carpenter-bird'; car-

pintero real, the ivory-billed woodpecker, lit.
f
royal carpenter': see carpenter.] A name of

several species of woodpeckers in the south-
western United States, from their tapping and

CtirfiHHi Hftulut.

a, fruiting branch ; *. single nutlet, with

bract, on a larger scale.

Carpocratian

boring wood. one <>f tin- commonest ,-peeies t>. which
the name is given is the California woodpecker, Mtla-

IH-rfH-.-; i<'n<

: another
is the <:ila

w o o d pecker,
!''<,mix uro-

l'l/,li(llin,

Carpinus
(kiir-pi'nus),
n. [L., horn-

beam.] A
sinn 11 genus
of trees or
tall shrubs,
of the natu-
ral order Cu-

pulifcr/i. n,,.

have de-
ei'hi'ins leaves,
like those nf the
In',-- li. and hul'il

(,.U-tl Wood,
and are natives
<f Kurope. tin-

Levant, and
North Ameri-
ca. Tile horn-
beam of Ijirope. r. Betuliu, and the hornbeam or blue
beech of tin- I nited States, r. Cn ,,,!,,,,,,. a I > small trees

with heavy, very hard, and strong wood, which is some-
times used for levers, the handles nf tools, 001

carp-lice (kiirp'lis), >/. /</.
A u< -neml name of

the small parasitic crustaceans or fish-lice of

the family Argulida; forming with some au-
thors a suborder Branchiura, by others referred
to the Brancliiopoda : BO called because they
infest carp or cyprinoid fishes.

carpmealst, carpnelt, . [Origin unknown;
cf. carpet.] A Kind of coarse cloth formerly
made in the north of England.
carpo-. [< Gr. Kapiro-, combining form of nap-

?rof, fruit : see carp1
.) An element in certain

compound words, meaning fruit.

carpobalsamum (kar-po-barsa-mum), n. [NL.
(> F. carjiobalsame = Sp. Pg. It. carjiobalsamo),
< Gr. Kopmif, fruit,-!- fid'Ana/iov, balsam.] 1. The
dried fruit of Commiphora (Balnamotlentlrun)

Opobalwimum, the tree which yields balm of Gi-

lead. 2. An aromatic volatile oil resembling
oil of cloves, obtained from this fruit.

Carpocapsa (kar-po-kap'sa). . [NL. (> Sp.
carpocapso), < Gr. Kapirif, fruit, + wifxo, the act
of devouring, < K&TTTCIV, gulp down, devour.]
1. A genus of tortricid mothg, or lepidopterous

Jumping-seed Carpocapsa (C. saltitans}.

a, larva; b, pupa ; r, moth. ( Cross and perpendicular lines show
natural sizes.)

insects, of the family Tortrtcidai, whose larv
are highly destructive to fruit. C.pomonana orpo-
monella infests all Europe where apples and pears are cul-

tivated, depositing its eggs in the fruit as soon as it is set.

Its larva; come to their full size in July, when the fruit is

about two thirds grown, and then escape hy boring their

way to the ouUide. The larva of C. Kiltitan* (West.), the

jumping-seed Carpocapsa, infests the seed of a species of

Euphorbia. When heat is applied to the seed the larva
within jumps; hence the name.

2. [I. c.] An insect of this genus,
carpocephalum (kar-po-sef a-lum), n. ; pi. car-

pocephala (-la). [NL.', < Gr. /co/m-of, fruit, +
Kefali/, head.] In Hepatica?, a cephalate struc-

ture upon which the spore-cases are borne.

Carpocephalum entire at margin, or nearly so.

Bull, nf 1U. Stale Laboratory, II. 31.

carpocerite (kar-pos'e-rlt), n. [< Gr. xapn6f,
the wrist, carpus, + c&Mf, horn.] In CruSta-

cea, that one of the joints of an antenna which
is borne upon the ischiocerite.

Carpocratian (kar-po-kra'shian), n. [= F.

Carpocratien, < Carpocrates : see def.] A mem-
ber of a sect of Gnostics of the second century,
followers of Carpocrates or Carpocras of Alex-
andria. He taught the doctrine of metempsychosis and
the preexistence of the soul, and maintained that the
world was created by inferior spirits ; that Jesus was the
son of Joseph, and like other men, except that his soul

was pure and steadfast ; that he received from the Great
First Cause special power to overcome the evils of the

world through intimate recollection of his previous exist-

ence in an exalted state ; and that in proportion as men
attain to this recollection in their own case they are freed

from the restraints of the moral law, faith and charity

being the only necessary virtues.



Carpodacus

Carpodacus (kiir-pod'a-kus), w.

Kaup, 1829), < (!r. mpwif, fruit, + rfasof, a bite,

[NL. (J. J.

a sting, < ouKveti; bite.] An extensive genus of

beautiful oscine passerine birds, of the family
Friiigillitla

1

; the purple fiuches or purple bull-

Purple Finch (Carpodacuspurpurms).

finches, species of which are found in both

hemispheres. Some shade of red is the principal color

of the males. The common European species is C. ery-

thrinus; the common purple finch of the United States

is C. puritumui ; the burton or house-finch of the south-

western United States is C. frontalis.

Carpodectes (kar-po-dek'tez), n. [NL. (O. Sal-

vin, 1864), < Gr. rapTrof, fruit, + deKTi/f, a re-

ceiver, a beggar, < &kxt.a8ai, StitxaQai, receive,

take.] A genus of beautiful tropical American

birds, of the subfamily Cotiuqince,
the type of

which is C. nitidus of Costa Rica.

carpogenic (kiir-po-jen'ik), a, [< Gr. itapvdc,.

fruit, + -fcvr/f, producing (see -genous), + -4c.\

In hot., fruit-producing : applied in algology to a

cell, or system of cells, which develops after fer-

tilization into spores and a mature cystocarp.
The carpogenic cell or system varies in the different

genera. Farlow, Marine Alga), p. 20.

carpogenous (kar-poj'e-nus), a. [As carpogen-
ic + -ous."] Same as carpogenic.
One or more of the cells termed carpogenous cells di-

vide. Encyc. Brit., XX. 425.

carpogon, carpogone (kar'po-gon, -gon), n.

Same as carpogonium.
carpogonium (kar-po-go'ni-um), n.; pi. carpo-

gonia (-a). [NL., < Gr. Kapir6f, fruit, + -yovoc,

producing: see -gony.] In hot., the female or-

gan in the Carposporeee ; the cell, or system of

cells, which after fertilization produces the sex-

ual spores, in whatever manner; in Floridece,

the carpogenic cell or system; the procarp.
The term is most properly used of Floridece,
which are the typical Carposporeee.

carpolite (kar'po-lit), n. [= F. carpolithe =
Sp. carpolito = Pg. carpolithos, < Gr. Kapir6f,

fruit, + /U0of, stone.] A fossil fruit. Also

carpolith.

carpological (kar-po-loj
'

i-kal), a. [< carpol-

ogy + -teal. Cf. F. carpologique = Sp. carpott-

gico.~\ Pertaining to carpology. Sal/our.

I trust that in the sequel the critical botanist will excuse

me for having neglected the strict terminology of carpo-
loqical science, aud made no distinction between seeds and
fruits. Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 603.

carpologist (kiir-pol'o-jist), n. [< carpology +
-ist.] One who studies or treats of carpology.

carpology (kar-pol'6-ji), . [= F. carpologie
= Sp. carpologia = It. carpologia, < Gr. nap-no*;,

fruit, + -Aoyia, < \eyuv, speak : see -ology.]
That division of botany which relates to the

structure of fruits in general.

carpometacarpal (kar"p6-met-a-kar'pal), a.

[< carpus + metacarpus + -al.] Pertaining
both to the carpus and to the metacarpus : as,

the carpometacarpal articulation.

carpopedal (kar-po-ped'al), a. [= F. earpo-

pedal, < NL. carpus, carpus, + L. pes (ped-) =
E. foot.'] Affecting both the hands (or wrists)
and the feet Carpopedal spasm, (a) Spasm of the
feet and hands, occurring in children iu laryngismus stri-

dulus and in other diseases. (6) Laryngismus stridulus.

[Rare.] See laryngismus.

Carpophaga (kar-pof
'

a-ga), n. [NL. (P. J.

Selby, 1835) (> Sp. cdrpofago), < Gr. napiro-

<jid-yof, living on fruit, < Kttffirof, fruit, + ^ayeZv,

eat.] 1. A genus of fruit-pigeons, giving name
to a subfamily Carpophagince. 2. pi. A group
of fruit-eating marsupial mammals, consisting
chiefly of the phalangers or Phalangistida;.
Owen, 1839.

carpophagous (kar-pof 'a-gus), a. ^Carpo-
phaga + -ous. Cf. F. carpophage, carpopha-

Carpophore
(with carpels)
of an unibelli-
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gous.] Fruit-eating; frugivorous; specifically,
of or pertaining (a) to the genus of pigeons of

which Carpophaga is the type; (b) to the mar-

supial Carpophaga.
The typical group of the carpophagous marsupials is

that of tile Phakingistidie or phalangers.
Xinilxiiii, Manual of Zool., p. 638.

Carpophilus (kiir-pof'i-lus), n. [NL. (F. car-

pophile, a., fruit-loving), < Gr. Kapir6f, fruit, +
0Uof, loving.] A genus of clavicorn beetles,
of the family NitidulidiK, having a bilobed la-

brum, 11-jointed antennse with a 3-jointed
oval club, legs moderate, tibias widening at

tip, dilated tarsi, simple claws, and 2 or 3 dor-

sal segments beyond the elytra. C. hemiptc-
rus is a small species of wide geographical
distribution.

carpophore (kilr'po-for), n. [= F. carpophore
= Sp. carpoforo, ^ NL. carpopho-
rum, < Gr. /capiroi/xipof , bearing fruit,

< napTTOf, fruit, + -<f>6pof, < <f>epeiv
=

E. bear1
.']

In bot., the prolongation
of the floral axis which bears the

carpels of some compound fruits,

as in Geranium and many Unibcl-

liferce. It is sometimes applied, but less

properly, to any stipe supporting an ovary,
as in the Capparidacece.

carpophyl (kar'po-fii), n. [= F.

curpophijlle, < NL. ctirpophyllum, < fer.

Gr. /capirof, fruit (see carpi), +
efv'&av = L. folium, leaf.] In bot., s

carpel.

carpopodite (kiir-pop'o-dit), n. [< Gr.

the wrist, carpus, + n-off (Trorf-) = E. foot.]
In Crustacea, the fifth joint of a developed
endopodite, between the meropodite and the

propodite. Milne-Edwards. See cut under en-

dopodite.

carpopoditic (kar-pop-o-dit'ik), a. [< carpopo-
dite + -ic.] Of or pertaining to a carpopodite.
Huxley.
carpospore (kar

'

po -
spor), n. [< Gr. Kapjrof,

fruit, + an-opd, seed.'] One of the spores in red

algre (Floridece) that are produced in the cysto-

carp as a result of sexual fertilization.

The cystocarpic spores, or carpospores, are always pyri-
form and undivided, and accompanied by paraphyses.

Farlow, Marine Alga:, p. 178.

Carposporese (kar-po-spo're-e), n. pi. [NL.,
as carpospore + -co1

.] In bot., a proposed
division of thallophytes in which sexual re-

production takes place, the product of fertili-

zation being a number of spores (carpospores
or ascospores), usually within an envelop, the
whole forming a sporocarp (cystocarp). It in-

cludes the Floridece among algae, and according to some
authors the Ascomycetes and Basidiomyceteg among fungi.

CarpOStome (kar'po-stom), n. [< Gr. Kapirdf,

fruit, + OTO//O, mouth.] In bot., a narrow open-
ing formed in the cortex of the frond of some
alg, by which the cystocarp discharges its

spores.
The cystocarps discharge their spores through carpo-

gtomex or narrow canals formed in the cortex of the

fronds. Farlow, Marine Algtc, p. 144.

carp-sucker (karp'suk'er), . A catostomoid
fisn of the subfamily Ictiobina;, having a small

carriage

of the metacarpus, and constituting the prox-
imal division of the skeleton of the manus or

hand. In man the carpua consists of 8 bones in 2 rows
of 4 each, viz. : in the proximal row from the radial to the
ulnar side, the scaphoid, semi-lunar,

cuiiL'iform, and pisiform ; in the distal

row, the trapezium, trapezoid, mag-
num, and unciform. In other verte-

brates the number of Iwjnes varies
much ; in birds the free carpals are

normally reduced to two. See hand.

3. In Crustacea, the fifth joint
of the normally 7-jointed leg,
between the meros and the pro-

podos. 4. In cntom,, a name
sometimes applied to the ptero-
stigma or colored spot on the

anterior edge of the wings in

many insects.

carquaise (kar-kaz'), n. [F.,
also carcuise : see carcass.'] An
annealing-arch used in the

Right Carpus of a
Chelonian (Chety-
*). showing nearly

manufacture of plate-glass. E. ^ToFM "Spa'
bones. K, radius ; U,H. Knight. uuucs. , iau ,us . L

,-. . ulna. The proximal
CarqUenett, See Carcanet. series are : r, radiale ;

Carraccesque, a. See Carac-

t-f.'.'f/itt

1

.

carrack, n. See carack.

,

t, ulnare ; t, interme-
dium; f.centrale; 1-5,
the five carpalia, or
distal carpals, known
as carpale I, carpale

Carp-sucker (Ictiobus carpio)

mouth protractile downward, and narrow pha-

ryngeal bones with numerous thin teeth. The

species attain a large size, and abound in the Mississippi

valley and Great Lake region ; one, Carpiode-s cyprimu,
also occurs in the Atlantic watershed. They superficially
resemble the European carp, and are sometimes called

carp ; they are also known as buffalo-fish.

carpus (kar'pus), n.
; pi. carpi (-pi). [NL. (>

F. carpe = Sp. Pg. It. carpo), < Gr. Kaptr6c,, the

wrist.] 1. The wrist, wrist-joint, or carpal ar-

ticulation
;
the proximal segment of the manus

or hand, corresponding to the tarsus of the foot
;

the joint by which the hand or distal division of

the fore limb is connected with the forearm.

Thus, in a horse, the so-called "knee" is the

carpus. 2. Especially
the carpal bones or

carpalia, collectively considered ;
a number of

small irregularly nodular bones intervening be-

tween the bones of the antebrachium and those

near Waterford in Ireland,
where it abounds.] A marine alga very com-
mon on rocks and stones on the coasts of Great
Britain and Ireland. It is a very variable weed, with
a flat dichotomously branching frond of a deep purple-
brown color and of a cartilaginous texture. When dried
and exposed to sunlight it becomes whitish, and in this

condition is known as Irish moxx, and is used for making
soups, bianc-mange, size, etc. Also spelled carageen, cara-

f/fii'i'tl, carrot'-'
1

/< .

carrageenin, carrageenine (kar-a-ge'nin), n.

[< carrageen + -in"2
,
-ir2.] The mucilaginous

constituent of carrageen, represented by some
chemists under the formula C^H^oOn,, and,
like starch, sugar, etc., appearing to be a car-

bohydrate. Also caragenin, licliiniit.

carragheen, n. See carrageen.

carramet, n. A Middle English form of carrion.

carrallt, n. An old form of carol'*.

Carrarese (kar-a-res' or-rez'), a. and . I. a.

Pertaining or belonging to Carrara in Italy.

Obstacles were thrown in Michelangelo's way, and the

hostility of the Carrarese workmen was excited against
him.

'

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 276, note.

II. n. An inhabitant of Carrara.

carratt, . A former spelling of carat.

carraway, n. See caraway.
carrawitchet, . See carriwitchet.

carreH, carre2t,
etc. See car1

,
etc.

carr6 (ka-ra'), n. [P., prop. pp. of carrer, make
square: see quadrate.] A vegetable tracing-

paper, in size 18 by 22 inches.

carreau (ka-ro') ! pi- earreaux (-roz'). [F.,

< OF. carrel: see carrefl, quarreP.] If. A
dart; a quarrel. 2. An old French game, simi-

lar to bowls. Strittt. 3. A square of glass, es-

pecially a small one, used in ornamental glaz-

ing.
carrel1

(kar' el), n. [< OF. carrel, also quarrel

(> ME. quarel, E. quarrel
2
), later carrcau, quar-

reau, F. carreau = Pr. cairel = OCat. quadrcl=
Sp. quadrillo = It. quadrello, < ML. miadrcllug,
a square tile, a dart: see quarrel

2
. Cf. earlet.~]

1. Same as quarrel
2

. 2. A mixed fabric of silk

and worsted used in the sixteenth century.
Fairholt. 3. [Appar. a 'square' inclosure;
but cf . carol2.] A closet or pew in a monastery.
carre!2t (kar' el), n. Same as carol2 .

carrelage (kar'el-aj), n. [F., < OF. carrel, a

square, pane (see carrefi), + -age.] Tiling in

general; specifically, the decorated tiling in

terra-cotta in use in the middle ages for floors

and the like, and imitated in modern times.

See tile, and encaustic tile, under encaustic.

carrellt (kar'el), . Same as carol2.

carriable (kar'i-a-bl), a. [< carry + -able.]

Capable of being carried. Sherwood.

carriage (kar'aj), n. [Early mod. E. also ca-

riage, < ME. cariage, burden, baggage, trans-

port, < OF. cariage, chariage, mod. F. cliarriage

(> Pg. carruagem, a carriage, cart, = It. car-

riagio, baggage ;
ML. cariagium, act or price of

transporting), < carter, carry: see carry. The
concrete sense of 'vehicle' is partly due to ca-

roche, q. v.] 1. The act of carrying, bearing,

transporting, or conveying.
Fil nat thy spone, lest in the cariage
It went beside, whiche were nat commendable.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 30.

The carriage of sounds. Bacon, Nat. Hist



carriage

Tin- Streets he appointed and Bet forth very commodious
anil handsome, both for , ;!,/,, and also tgcilut the

winds. Hir T. Muff, Utopia (tr. hy Knhinwm), ii. 2.

Specifically 2. The carrying of goods, per-

sons, etc. ;
the business of transportation.

I then atiirm that, if ill time of war our business had tile

good fortune to increase, and at the same time a large,

nay the largest proportion of carriage had Iteen engrossed

hy neutral nations, it ought not in itself to have heell con-

sidered as a circumstance of distress.

llurke, Late State of Nation.

3f. That which is carried; goods transported;
load; burden; freight; baggage.
After those days we took up our carriages, and went up

to Jerusalem. Acts xxi. 1ft.

David left his nirriiigr in the hand of the keeper of the

carriage, 1 Sain. xvii. 22.

The marchants of Constantinople aduised me . ! . to

)>y uncouered rartes of mine ownu (such as the Russians
carrie their skins in), and to put all our carriage*, which
I would daylie take out, into them.

llakluift'n yotjages, I. 94.

The eoaehman rashly driving on,
Till cuac.li and carriage hotli are (|ilitc o'erthrown.

Mi'lilli-ti'ii it nd llii/Hi'f/. Spanisli Gypsy, ill. 1.

4. In Scots laic, the service of a horse and cart.

5. The price or expense of carrying.
The carnage of letters will he very cheap.

AilitiKitn, The Newspaper.

6. That which is used for carrying or transport-

ing, especially on or over a solid surface, (a) A
wheeled vehicle for the conveyance of persons.

A lamluu drove up, a magnificent yellow carriage.
Thackcrny, Pendennis, xxxvi.

(It) A wheeled stand or support : commonly in composi-
tion : as, a gun-carri;/e, a black-carriage for mortars, etc.

See ffun-carriaffe.

Six 6-ln. I! Inn broadside guns, mounted on Vavasseur

carriages. Set. Amer. Sttpp., p. 8695.

(c) Any part of a machine which carries another part : as,

the carriage of a mule-spinner, a shafting, a type-writer,
etc. (rf) That part of the frame of the old hand printing-

press which supported and carried the form of types on
tlie hed(or cortin, as it was then called), in its movement to

and from the platen or impressing surface. Hand-presses
are now made without carriage-frames, and with ribs run-

ning in grooved rails, (e) In carp., the timber-frame
which supports the steps of a wooden stair. (/) The straps
or hands hy which the sword was hung from the waist-

belt in the sixteenth century. See hanger,

//am. What call you the carriages? . . .

Osr. The carriages, sir, are the hangers.
Ham. The phrase would he more german to the matter,

if we could carry cannon by onr sides. Shak.
, Hamlet, v. 2.

7t. The act of carrying or taking from an ene-

my; conquest; acquisition.

Solyman resolved to besiege Vienna, in good hope that

by the carriage ... of that the other cities would . . .

be yielded. Knolles, Hist. Turks.

8f. Tax; imposition.
By pryvey raveyns or by comune tributus or cariaget.

Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 4.

9. The manner of carrying or managing one's

person ; hence, behavior
;
conduct

; deportment ;

manners.
A sad face, a reverend carriage, a slow tongue.

Shak., T. N., iii. 4.

This afternoon Mr. Waith was with me, and did tell me
much concerning the Chest, which I am resolved to look
into ; and I iwrceive he is sensible of Sir W. Batten's car-

riage; and is pleased to see anything work against him.

Pepya, Diary, I. 308.

But, sir, your air is noble something so liberal in your
carriage, with so penetrating an eye, and so bewitching a
smile ! Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 2.

10f. The act or manner of carrying out busi-

ness; management.
The violent carriage of it

Will clear, or end, the business.

Shak., W. T., iii. 1.

They observed in the sachem much state, great com-
mand over his men, and marvellous wisdom in his answers
and the carriage of the whole treaty.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 229.

lit. Bearing; import; tenor; meaning.
The Hebrew text hath no other carriage.

Titne's Storehouse, p. 112.

As, by the same cov'nant
And carriage of the article design'd,
His [moiety) fell to Hamlet. Shak,, Hamlet, i. 1.

Well, now you know the carriage of the business,
Yoxir constancy is all that is required.

B. jonson, Volpone, iv. 2.

12. In equity irractice, control or conduct. It

implies the priority of right to go forward with a pro-
ceeding in the prosecution of which others also are inter-

ested.

The party which is entrusted with the execution of the
dcdimus is said to have the carnage of the commission,
and if the first commission is lost by reason of the default
or neglect of the party who had the carriage of it, the

carriage of the second will be given to the adverse party.
D. G. Lube.

13. A drain; a furrow cut for the purpose of

carrying off water. Grose. [Prov. Eng.] 14.
A customary dry measure used for lime, con-

sisting of 64 heaped bushels. Composite car-
53
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rlage, a railway-carriage made up of compartments of

different classes, as tirst. second, and third : in Use in Kny-
land and on the continent of Km ope. Sea-coast car-
riage, a carriage for supporting heavy KIIII.S, used on tlie

M-alioard. These carriages are iml ti-i.l I'm tnmvp,,] !a

tion. State carriage, the carriage of a prince or sov-

ereign, n.sed when he appears publicly in state. =8yn. 9.

fj,-/,,,, hi ii'nt. Ili-nii 'in',,, ete. See tuluffiiir.

carriageable (kar'aj-a-bl), a. [< earring'' +
-able.] 1. Capable of being conveyed in a car-

riage or carriages. 2. Passable by carriages.
We drove on for some distance over an old Roman road,

as carriageable as when it was built.

l.i, "II. r'ircMde Travels, p. 232.

carriage-bridge (kar'aj-brij), n. Milit., abridge
made to be moved on wheels, for use in attack-

ing fortifications.

carriage-company (kar'aj-kmn"i>a-ni), >i. Peo-

ple who keep their carriages; persons wealthy
enough to pay visits, etc., in their own car-

riages.
There is no phrase more elegant and to my taste than

that in which people arc described as "seeing a great deal
of i-<i,-rifi!ii'-i->iiiiiiiiiii/.

"
Tliark'iiin, Vuromes, ix.

carriagedt (kar'ajd), a. [< carriage, it. ,9, +
-c<P.] Behaved; mannered. See carriage, 9.

A fine lady, . . . very well carriaged and mighty discreet.

Diary, June 14, 1004.

carriage-free (kar'aj-fre), a. Free of charge
for carriage.

carriage-guard (kar'ai-giird), n. A plate on
the bed of a carriage where the fore wheel rubs
when the carriage is turned.

carriage-lock (kar'aj-lok), n. A brake for a

carriage. E. H. Knight.
carriage-piece (kar'aj-pes), n. In carp., one
of the slanting pieces on which the steps of a
wooden staircase are laid.

carriage-spring (kar
'

aj
-
spring), . A spring

fitted to the gearing or a carriage. The term is

applied especially to flue springs used on light vehicles,
as distinguished from wagon-springs and car-springs.
When of metal they are usually classed as elliptical and
C springs, the two kinds being combined and used in a

great variety of ways. Wood is used for springs in the
side-bar system of suspension and in the buckboard, and
is sometimes combined in both cases with steel springs.
See side-bar and buckboard.

carriageway (kar'aj-wa), n. The part of a

road, street, or bridge intended to be used by
wheeled vehicles; a roadway.

In 1845 the area of the carriage-way of the city was
estimated at 418,000 square yards. Jtaijheie.

carriboo, M. See caribou.

carrick1
(kar'ik), . [Origin obscure.] 1.

The ball or block of wood used in the game
of shinty. 2. The game of shinty. [Scotch.]
carrick2 (kar'ik), w. See carack.

carrick-bend (kar'ik-bend), n. Naut.,
a particular kind of knot for joining
two cables or hawsers.
carrick-bitt (kar'ik-bit), n. Naut., one
of the bitts which support the windlass.

carried (kar 'id), p. a. 1. So ab-

stracted as to lose the power of atten-

tion to matters at hand. 2. In an im-

paired state of mind ;
not in full pos-

session of one's mental powers, as an
effect of fever.

He [David Deans) was heard to mutter some-

thing about national defections, right-hand ex-

tremes, and left-hand fallings-off ; but, as May
Hettly observed, his head was carried at the time.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xlix. Carrick-

3. Elevated in mind
; transported with

joy or some other strong emotion ; beside one's

self. [Obsolete or Scotch in these uses.]

They lose their own souls, whilst covetously carried.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 696.

All are passionate, and furiously carried sometimes.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 328.

carrier1
(kar'i-er), n. [Early mod. E. also car-

ri/er, carryar, carter, < ME. cari/are; < carry +
-er1 .] 1. One who or that which carries or con-

veys.
The air ... is ... a carrier of sounds.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

The oxidation in the body is carried on by the tissues

themselves ; . . . the blood is merely a carrier, and the

lungs are the vehicle of discharge.
W. L. Carpenter, Energy in Nature, p. 198.

Specifically 2. One who for hire undertakes
the conveyance of goods or persons. The law
distinguishes between common carriers and private or

special carrier*. One who carries not as a business, but

only on occasion by special agreement, is termed a private
or special carrier. One who holds himself out as a car-

rier, inviting the employment of the public generally, is a
common carrier. He is bound to serve without favoritism
all who desire to employ him, and is liable for the safety
of goods intrusted to him, except by losses from the act
of God or from public enemies, or unless special exemp-
tion has been agreed upon ; and in respect to the safety
of passengers carried he is liable for injuries which he

carrion

might have prevented by special eare. The most familiar
i if common eat lie] . aiv ] aihoad companies,

eoaeli proprietors, expressmen, truckmen, shipowners,
steamlioat-lines, liu'litei men, ami ferrymen. The special

i liability uhieh the law, for reasons of public
P"li< v, im|>obcs on common eanie i.s ha\e nt bet n applied
in their full extent to the bnsine.-s of drovers, owners of

tow-lxmU, Ion-drivers, and others who do not literally

carry the property intrusted to them ; nor aie telegraph
companies deemed common carriers in le.spcet to the

messages they transmit.

3. A carrier-pigeon. 4f. One who manages or

arranges affairs.

A master of the duel, a ntn-ii-r of the differences.
/,'. ./on.-i.ii. Mcieiiry \ indicated.

5. In niin-li. : (") A piece of iron fixed by a set-

screw on the end of a shaft or spindle to be
turned in a lathe, or to a mandrel on which
a round object is driven for the purjio.se of be-

ing turned
;
a lathe-dog. A projection in the

center-chuck or face-plate drives tlie carrier
around. (It) The distributing-roller of a eiird-

ing-machine. 1C. II. Knight, (c) A roller be-
tween the drum and the feeding-rollers of a

scribbling-machine, for spinning wool. /.". //.

Knight. (<l) In a braiding-machine, a spool- or
bobbin-holder which follows in a curved path
intersecting the paths of other bobbins, and so

lays up the thread into a braid. E. II. Knight,

(e) A hoist, as the mold-carrier in sugar-works.
(/) Part of the breech-action of a magazine-
gun. See carrier-ring. 6. Ail oyster that
will bear transportation well. [U. S.] Bar-
bary carrier. Same as barbs, 2. Carrier's sauce,
poor man's sauce. See sauce.

carrier2!, and v. An old spelling of career.

carrier-bird (kar'i-er-berd), n. Same as car-

rier-pigeon.
As light as carrier-birds In air.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxv.

carrier-pigeon (kar'i-er-pij*on), n. A pigeon
of a particular breed trained to convey from
one place to another written messages tied to

the neck or wing, or more commonly to the leg.
The destination of the message must be some point near
the pigeon's home, whither it will fly back from any place
to which It has been carried ; hence it is also called the

homing-pigeon. The distance from which it will return to

its home, 'when in perfect condition, may be a thousand
miles or more.

Prayer is Innocence's friend ; and willingly fllcth incessant
Twixt the earth and the sky. the carrier-pigeon of heaven.

Longfellow, Children of tlie Lord's Supper.

carrier-ring (kar'i-er-ring), n. A steel ring
for supporting the breech-screw of a steel field-

piece when it is withdrawn from its position
in the breech and is swung round to open the
breech for loading.
The stops, which are fitted into the carrier-ring , , ,

and hold the plug when the carrier-ring is swung back.

Report of Chief of Ordnance, U.S. A., 1884, p. 512.

carrier-shell (kar'i-er-shel), . A name of

shells of the family Phoridw, as Xenophora con-

chylophora, givenbecause

they attach ?o themselves

foreign bodies, as shells,

stones, and corals. Also
called conchologist and
mineralogist.

carrikt, carriket, Mid-
dle English forms of ca-

rack.

carrion (kar'i-on), n. and
a. [< ME. carton, ciiryon,
also caroin, caroyne, ca-

reyne, carmine, caraigiie,

caren, etc., < OF. caroigiie, fXt

chnroigne, carongnc, F.

carogne = Pr. caronha = Sp. carroila = It. ca-

rogna, < ML. caronia, a carcass, < L. caro, flesh :

see carnal.] I. n. If. A dead body; a corpse;
a carcass; flesh.

The chirche schal haue my careyne and kepe mi bones.
Fun Plowman (A), vii. 84.

They did eat the dead carrions and one another soon
after. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Ravens are seen in flocks where a carrion lies.

Sir W. Temple.

Hence 2. A mere carcass: used of a living

person, as a term of contempt.
That foolish carrion, Mistress Quickly.

Shak., M. W. of W., lit 3.

Yon island carrions, desperate of their hones,
Ill-favour'dly become the morning Held.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 2.

3. The dead and putrefying body or flesh of

animals; flesh so corrupted as to be unfit for

food.
As one

That smells a foul-flesh'd agaric in the holt.
And deems it carrion of sume woodland thing.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynettc.

Carrier-shell
ittra conchylophora).



carrion

II f a. Dead and putrefying, as a carcass, carrot (kar'ot), n. [Early mod. E. also carot,

fl. TP mi carote; =G. carotte, Tcarotte, < F. carote, now ca-
Cam'on men groaning for burial. Shak., J. C., ill. 1. ^^ ^ Jt _^^ < ^^ prob < Gl!KapuT6Vt

carrion-beetle (kar'i-on-be"tl), H. A necroph- a carrot.] 1. The common name of plants of

agous coleopter; a beetle that feeds upon or tne umbelliferous genus Daueus, the best-known

deposits its eggs in carrion. species, D. Carota, yielding in cultivation the

carrion-crow (kar'i-on-kro), . 1. The com-
vegetable of the same name. It is a native of Eu-

inon crow of Europe, Corvus corone : so called

carry

rry h

I must carry her word U-i

Her own feet shall carry her afar off to sojourn.
Isa. xiii. 7.

because it often feeds on carrion. See cut

under crow. 2. The urubu or black vulture

of America, Catharista atrata, a common bird

of the southern United States, resembling the

turkey-buzzard, and feeding entirely upon car-

rion. 3. The common crow of America, Cor-

c,s americanus. 4. A name of the European
rook, Corvus frugilegus.
carrion-feeder (kar

' i-on-fe "
d&r), n. An ani-

mal that feeds upon carrion: said especially of

vultures and caracaras. Darwin.

carrion-flower (kar'i-on-flou"er), n. A name

given to various plants the flowers of which
have an offensive carrion-like odor, especially
to species of the genus Stapelia and to Smilax

tierbacea.

carrion-hawk (kar'i-qn-hak), n. A hawk or

other bird of prey that feeds upon carrion;
one of the Cathartklte or Polyborinw, as a con-

dor, turkey-vulture, or caracara. Darwin.

carrion-Vulture (kar'i-ou-vul"tur), n. A vul-

ture that feeds on carrio'n
; especially, an Amer-

ican vulture of the family Cathartkloi : as,
" con-

dors, like other carrion-vultures," Darwin.

carritch (kar'ich), n. [Also written caritcli,

and in quasi-plural form caritchcs, a humorous

perversion of catechism, q. v.] A catechism.

[Scotch.]

rope and northern Asia, and was used as a vegetable in

early times. The wild carrot is the same species growing
spontaneously in the fields, where it becomes a noxious

weed with a small and tough white root. The seeds are

used as a diuretic and stimulant. The native carrot of

Australia is D. brachiatus. See cut under Daueus.

2. The tap-root of Daueus Carota, cultivated for

the table and for cattle. There are numerous varie-

ties, differing much in size and shape. The grated root is

used in poultices for ulcers, and the juice for the coloring
of butter.

3. A solid round piece of rock, cut out in a

hole made by a machine-drill: called in the

United States, and often in England, a core.

4. pi. Rolls of tobacco formed by placing the

moist prepared leaves together in large hand-

fuls, and winding about them grasses or strips

of dry fibrous wood, thus partially consolidat-

ing the leaves, so that they require only to be

ground, or rasped and sifted, to make the finest

and purest snuff, called rappee. 5. pi. [From
the resemblance of color.] Yellowish-red hair

on a human being. [Slang.] Candy or Cretan
carrot, the Athamanta Cretensis, an umbelliferous spe-
cies of the Levant, the seeds of which have properties
similar to those of Daueus Carota. Deadly carrot, the

Thapsia Garganica, an umbellate of southern Europe, an

acrid irritant, formerly used in plasters for the relief of

rheumatic and other local pains. Oil of carrot, a vol-

atile oil, whose composition is not known with certainty,
obtained in small quantity by distilling the roots of car-

rots with water.

". a
.vTJ pelt, by rubbing a preparation into it designed

.] An absurd question
;,

a quibble; a co- P ' * .

f?Om the ravaees of insects
nundrum

;
a pun ;

a piece of jocularity or face-

tiousness. [Obsolete or rare.]

A bare clinch will serve the turn ; a car-wicket, a quar-

ter-quibble, or a pun. Dryden, The Wild Gallant, i. 1.

He has all sorts of echoes, rebuses, chronograms, etc.,

besides carwhichets, clenches, and quibbles. Butler.

Sir John had always his budget full of punns, conun-

drums, and carrawitchets. Arbuthnot.

Fun, pun, conundrum, carrimtchet.

Oarrick, Correspondence, etc., II. 296.

. dressed, carroted, and cut from the skin.

Encyc. Brit., IX. 837.

carrotiness (kar'pt-i-nes), n. [< carroty +
-ness.] The condition of being of a carroty or

reddish-yellow color; especially, this condition

of the hair.

carrot-tree (kar'ot-tre), n. A curious, some-
what woody, umbelliferous plant, Monizia edu-

lis, found only upon the uninhabited islands

lying southeast of Madeira, on high cliffs over-

hanging the sea. The roots are sometimes used for

food in case of need by temporary sojourners upon the

islands.

carroty (kar'ot-i), a. [< carrot + *r*j Like a

carrot in color: an epithet given to yellowish
or reddish hair.

caiTO (kar'o), . [It., prop, a cart-load : see

carl.] A wine measure of Lombardy and Nice,

equal to 130 United States (wine) gallons, 108

imperial gallons, or 492.5 liters.

carroccio (ka-roch'io), n. [It., a car, carriage.

coach, aug. of carro, a car: see caroche and

carl.] The car of war, on which the standard carrousel (kar'6-zel), n. [P.] 1 . See carousal*,

was borne into battle, peculiar to the Italian 1. 2. A merry-go-round (which see). Also

republics of the middle ages. written carousal, carousel.

The carroccio, or "great car," that bore the standard of CarrOwH (kar'o), n. [< Ir. and Gael, carach.

the commune, was a symbol of independence widely in cunning, deceitful, < ear, a twist, turn, trick, j

use among the free cities of Italy. Its invention is as- jn Ireland, one who wandered about and made
cribed toiriberto, Archbishop of Milan in the eleventh

hig liying ^y eardg and dice .
ft strolling game-

.enjiry^ Ngftm^ church-building in Middle Ages, p. 110. Ster. Spenser.

carrock, n. See carack.

carrolt, n. See carol1
,
carol2 .

carrolllte (kar'q-lit), n. [< Carroll (see def.)

+ -ite2.] A sulphid of copper and cobalt ob-

tained from Carroll county, Maryland.
carrom, . and v. See carom.

ancient Irish subdivision of land.

The Ceathran-hadh, carrow or quarter.
W. K. Sullivan, O'Curry.

carr-swallow, . See car-swallow.

carruca, . See caruca.

carronade (kar-o-nad'), n. [< Carron, in Scot- carrucaget, n. See carucage.

land, where it was first made, + -odei as in carrucatet, n. See carucate.

grenade, etc.
;
hence F. caronade = Sp. Pg. ca- carry (kar'i), v. ; pret. and pp. carried, ppr. car-

'

ronada.] A short piece of ordnance having a

large caliber

and a cham-
ber for the

powder, like

a mortar.
carron-oil

(kar'on-oil),
n. A lini-

ment COm- Carronade.

posed of lin-

seed-oil and lime-water : so called from being
much used for burns at the Carron Iron Works
in Stirlingshire, Scotland.

carroon1
,

. See caroon.

carroon2 (ka-ron'), re. [Also in corrupt form
caroome; prob. < OF. carron, F. charron, < ML.
caro(n-) for *carro(-), a wagon-maker, cart-

wright, prob. also (like the similar L. carpen-

tarius, a wagon-maker: see carpenter) a cart-

driver, < L. carrus, a car, cart: see carl.] A
license from the lord mayor of London to keep
a cart. Wharton.

carrosset, . See caroche.

rying. [Early mod. E. also came, cary, carie,

< ME. carJew, < OF. carter, caroier (> F. char-

rier, also charroyer) = Pr. carregar = OCat.

carrejar = OSp. earrear = It. carreggiare (ML.
carricare), carry, orig. transport in a vehicle,
< L. carrus (> OF. car, etc.), a cart, car: see

carl. Hence, from ML. carricare, ult. E. cari-

cature, carJc, cargo, charge, etc.] I. trans. 1.

To bear or convey from a starting-point, or in

going; take along or transport by the use of

physical strength or means; move or cause to

be moved along with one : as, to carry a cane
in the hand, or goods in a ship.

When he dieth, he shall carry nothing away.
Ps. xlix. 17.

They will carry their riches upon the shoulders of young
asses. Isa. xxx. 6.

Nay, daughter, carry the wine in ; we will drink within.

Shak., M. W. of W.', i. 1.

2. To be the means of conveying; serve as the

vehicle of, or as a transporting or transmitting

agency for: as, a ship or a wagon carries goods
to market; the wind carried the ship out of her

course
;
the atmosphere carries sounds.

We shall probably not be far wrong in saying that the

Thames carries down to the sea, every year, 14 million

cubic feet of solid matter. Huxleii, Physiog., p. 148.

3. To lead or conduct in going; escort, urge,
or drive along: as, to carry off a friend, or a

squad of prisoners.
And he carried away all his cattle. Gen. xxi. 18.

Why hast thou dealt thus with us, to carry us forth out

of Egypt? Ex. xiv. 11.

I carried him home to dinner with me.

Smollett, Roderick Random. Ixviii.

4. To lead or project in a specified direction,

physically or mentally; direct or continue to

or toward some point in space, time, or contem-

plation: as, to carry forward a line of survey,
or an undertaking; he carried his history, or

his readers, back to the remotest times; he
carried his theory to its logical result.

Manethes, that wrote of the Egyptians, hath carried up
their government to an incredible distance.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

War was to be diverted from Greece by being carried

into Asia. Mitford.

Nothing short of a miracle could carry far the improve-
ments which have been attempted and in part begun.

Brougham.

Like all beliefs found successful in one subject, it was
carried over into another. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, 1. 143.

Hence 5. To impel; drive: as, the gale car-

ried the fleet out of its course. 6. To put or

place forward; transfer to an advanced posi-
tion or stage : as, to carry a case into court, or

up to the supreme court; in adding, we set

down the units and carry the tens (that is, trans-

fer them to the next column in advance). 7.

To conduct ; manage : often with an indefinite

it: as, to carry matters with a high hand; he

carried it bravely : archaic, except with on: as,

to carry on business. See phrases below.

Will the elephant Ajax carry it thus?
Shak., T. and C., it 3.

We have carried the business nobly.
Middleton (and others), The Widow, L 2.

He being reconciled the day before, all things were car-

ried very lovingly amongst all.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 91.

8. To bear to a consummation ;
conduct to a

desired or a successful issue
; gain or achieve

by management: as, to carry a legislative mea-

sure, or an election; to carry out one's purpose.
I look by her means for a reformation,
And such a one, and such a rare way carried,
That all the world shall wonder at.

Beau, and Fl., Valentinian, i. 2.

You must either carry the Bill, or make it as clear as

day that you have done all in your power to do so.

Sydney Smith, To the Countess Grey.

9. To gain by effort or contest; gain posses-
sion or control of

;
succeed in gaining or taking ;

take or win from or as from an enemy; cap-
ture : as, to carry a fortress by assault

;
to car-

ry a district in an election
;
to carry off a prize.

Gonsalvo, availing himself of these friendly dispositions,

pushed forward his successes, carrying one stronghold
after another. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 2.

The Republicans had carried the country upon an issue

in which ethics were more distinctly and visibly mingled
with politics than usual. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 157.

Hence 10. To succeed in electing: as, to car-

ry a candidate. [Eng.] 11. To lead or draw

mentally; transport, urge, or impel the mind
of

;
influence to a course of action, thought, or

feeling: as, the speaker carried his audience

with him; his passion carried him away or

astray ;
he was carried out of himself.

Why doth thine heart carry thee away ? Job xv. 12.

Ill-nature, passion, and revenge will carry them too far

in punishing others. Locke.

12. To bear up and support, whether in mo-
tion or at rest; move, hold, or sustain the mass
or weight of: as, to carry the body gracefully;
he carries hiswounded arm in a sling ;

the bridge
carries a permanent load of so many tons

;
the

wall c.annot carry such a weight.
To carry up the body faire, is decent, and doth shew
A comely grace in any one, Where ever he doth goe.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 295.

Set them a reasonable depth, and they will carry more
shoots upon the stem. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

13. To bear, or bear about, as a fixed or inher-

ent accompaniment, physical or moral
j
hold as

an appurtenance, quality, or characteristic : as,

he carries a bullet in his body; his opinions car-

ry great weight.
No man hath .

of it.

. an attaint but he carries some stain

Shak., T. and C., i. 2.



carry
The name

Of friend's too narrow for him, and 1 want
A word that carriet more divinity.

Shirley, Love's Cruelty, i. 1.

In some vegetables we see somi-thini; thatrrrieakiml
of analogy to sense. XiY il. /'''', orig. of Mankind.

14. To hold or bear the charge of
; keep in pos-

session or on hand for disposal or management:
as, to earn/ a large stock of goods ;

to carry stocks

or bonds for a customer. 15. Reflexively, to

behave
;
demean

; deport. [Now rare in this

sense, bear being used instead.]

He i-nrii'i! liiiii'lf mi insolently in the house, and out
of the house, to all persons, that In hecanic odious.

Clami'lon.

16 1. To hold or entertain as an opinion ; uphold.
Divers other foul errors were discovered, which had

been secretly carried by way of Inquiry, but after were
maintained by Mrs. llutchinson and others.

Vinthrufi, Hist. New England, I. 304.

17f. To bear up under
; endure; undergo.

Is it in the power
Of flesh and blood to carry this, and live?

Beau, and Ft., Philaster, v. 6.

Carry arms (milit.), an order to a company or regiment
directing the musket or ritle to be held in the right hand,
the barrel nearly vertical and resting in the hollow of the
shoulder with thi! guard to the front, the arm hanging its

full length near the body, the thumb and forefinger em-
bracing the guard, the .stock just under the hammer being
grasped by the remaining fingers, with the little finger rest-

ing on the hammer. To carry a bone in the mouth.
See bonei. To carry a scent, in fox-hunting, to follow
the scent. To carry away, (a) Naut., (t> break off : as,
the ship has carried away her jib-boom (that is, has broken
it off). Also said of a rope or chain parted by violence.

A spar is carried away when it is broken or disabled.

Qualtrouffh, Boat-Sailer's Manual, p. 244.

(b) Figuratively, to transport ; absorb the attention of ;

lead astray or beyond bounds : as, to be carried away by
music ; his passion carried him away.

Carried away by the delusions of fancy, I almost ima-

gine myself surrounded by the shades of the departed, and
holding sweet converse with the worthies of antiquity.

Irointt, Knickerbocker, p. 140.

To carry a weather helm (naut.\ to keep the helm,
or have it kept, as a ship, a little to the windward side

in steering a straight course, close-hauled. TO carry
coalst, to bear injuries ; put up with an affront.

Gregory, o' my word, we'll not carry coals.

Shak., R. and J., i. 1.

To carry coals to Newcastle, to take things to a place
where they already abound, Newcastle being in a great
coal-producing region ; hence, to perform unnecessary la-

bor ; lose one's labor. To carry it Off, to bear out ; face

through ; brazen a thing out. To carry Off. (a) To re-

move to a distance. (6) To kill : as, to be carried o/ by
sickness.

This was followed by a fit of sickness, which had like to
have carried her off last winter. Steele, Tatler, No. 95.

To carry on, to manage or be engaged in ; continue to

prosecute ; keep in progress : as, to carry on husbandry or
war ; to carry on a person's business in his absence.

They endeavoured in the War time to have Printed

Monthly Transactions or Memoires after the manner of

ours in London ; but could not carry them on above two
Volumes or Years, for without great Correspondence this

can hardly be done. Litter, Journey to Paris, p. 78.

To carry one's bat, in cricket, not to be put out : said of

that one of the last two batsmen on one side who, though
not put out, has to cease playing when his partner is put
out. To carry out. (a) To bear from within.

When I have said good-night for evermore,
And you see me carried out from the threshold of the door.

Tennyson, May Queen, ii.

(b) To prosecute to the end ; bring to a consummation
; ac-

complish ; finish ; execute : as, he carried out his purpose.
To carry the day, to be successful against opposition ;

triumph, as or as if in battle.

In the mind of a mental pathologist the progress of

spiritualism, with its revived thirst for miracles, might
awaken unpleasant recollections of the second century
the eve of the era when St. Gregory Thaumaturgus car-

ried the day against the protests of the Roman Huxleys
and Carpenters. Pop. Set. Mo., XXII. 475.

To carry the house (theat.), to gain enthusiastic ap-
plause from all parts of the house; gain the favor or

approval of all present. To carry the wind, in the

manege, to toss the nose as high as the ears: said of a
horse. To carry the world before one, to meet with

uninterrupted success ; be very successful in spite of op-
position.

Gentlemen with broad chests and ambitious intentions
do sometimes disappoint their friends by failing to carry
the imrld before them. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, 11. 4.

To carry through, to support to the end; sustain or
keep from falling or failing ; accomplish.

II. intrans. 1. To act as a bearer; be em-
ployed in transportation.
A horse cannot fetch, but only carry.

Shak., T. 0. of V., ill. 1.

2. To bear the head in a particular manner, as
a horse. When a horse holds his head high, with an
arching neck, he is said to carry well ; when he lowers his
head too much, he is said to carry low.

3. To act as a conductor
;
be a guiding or im-

pelling agent.
Those flames of lusts which haue come from hell, and

carrie thither. Purchai, Pilgrimage, p. 68.
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4. To propel a miHsile
;
exert propelling force :

as, a gun or mortar mrrii-x well or ill.

If any man impute these victories of ours to the long-

bow, as carrying further, piercing more strongly, and
quicker of discharge than the French crosslww ; my an-
swer is ready. Italeiy/i, in Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 71.

5f. To behave or deport one's self.

He,', i,,-;,ii so mutinously ami seditiously, as that he was
fur the same, and Inr his turbulent carriages towards both

magistrates and ministers, in the presence of the emui,
sentenced to find sureties for his good behaviour.

.V. Mnrtun, New IjiL'land's Memorial, p. 2o:i.

6. In falconry, to fly away with the quarry:
said of a hawk. 7. In Iniiitinif, to run on

ground or hoar frost which sticks to the feet,
as a hare. 8f. To ride.

Thus in peryl, A payne, & plytes ful harde,
Bi contrary caryeg this knyjt, tyl kryst-massc euen.
Sir Oaieayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 7:i4.

To carry on. (a) A'aut., to continue carrying a large
spread of canvas.

A vessel close hauled could have shown no more than a
single close-reefed sail ; but as we were going before It

[the wind}, we could earn/ on.

It. It. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 386.

(6) To conduct one's self in a wild, frolicsome, or thought-
less manner ; riot ; frolic. [Colloq. ]

Master Jeremy carried on so and laughed.
/<. D. Blackinore, Lorna Doone, p. 380.

To fetch and carry. See fetch.

carry (kar'i), n.
; pi. carries (-iz). [< carry, v.}

1 . Land which separates navigable waters and
across which a canoe or other boat must be car-

ried; a detour around obstructions in a stream ;

a portage. 2. The act of carrying a canoe or
boat and its freight over land separating nav-

igable waters, or around obstructions in a
stream. 3. The motion of the clouds as they
are carried by the wind ; the clouds themselves
thus carried; cloud-drift. [Scotch.]
The carry Is now brisk from the west

Caledonian Mercury.

Hence 4. The firmament or sky. [Scotch.]

Mirk and rainy Is the night,
No a starn in a' the carry. TannahM.

5. A wagon. [Prov. Eng.] 6. In falconry,
the manner in which a hawk flies away with
the quarry. 7. The position of a weapon when
the military command to carry arms is complied-
with: as, to bring a rifle to the carry.

carryall (kar'i-al), . [Altered from cariolt,

simulating carry + all.'} A light, covered, four-

wheeled family carriage, with two seats, drawn

by one horse. [U. 8.]

carrying (kar'i-ing), a. and n. [Ppr. and verbal

n. of carry, .] L a. 1. Bearing; conveying;
supporting: as. the carrying capacity of a ves-

sel. 2. Requiring or necessitating portage.
The waters leading into the Mississippi and St. Law-

rence, and the carrying places between them, . . . were
made common highways and forever free.

Bancroft, Hist. Const., II. 114.

II. . The act of bearing or conveying; the

business of transportation Carrying -cloth.
Same as bearing-cloth. Carrying-trade, the trade or
business of transporting goods, especially fay water, from

country to country, or from place to place.

With the exception of the railway interest, no branch
of business has increased so rapidly within recent yean
as the ocean carrying trade.

D. A. Wells, Merchant Marine, p. 43.

carrying-on (kar'i-ing-on), . 1. Frolicsome
or riotous behavior : usually in the plural, car-

ryings-on. [Colloq.]
2. Xaut., the keeping

of an excessive press of sail on a ship.

carry-talet (kar'i-tal), n. A tale-bearer.

Some carry-tale, tome please-man, some slight zany, . . .

Told our intents before. Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

carsackie (kar-sak'i), n. A coarse loose jacket
with a waist-band, worn by workmen over their
clothes

;
a jumper. [Scotch.]

carse1
*, . An obsolete form of cress.

carse2 (kars), n. [So., formerly kers, kerss; per-
haps a pi. form of car, a bog or fen, low wet
land: see car2 . Cf. W. cors, bog, fen, corsen
= Bret, cors, corsen, bog-plant. The Gael.

cars, carse, seems to be borrowed from Sc.]
In Scotland, a stretch of fertile alluvial land

along the side of a stream ;
the low-lying part

of a valley that is watered by a river, as dis-

tinguished from the higher grounds: as, the
carse of Gowrie

;
the carse of Stirling. Carses

arenowregardedby geologists as raised beaches
or terraces.

carse3 (kars), . A dry measure formerly used
in some parts of France.
car-seal (kar'sel), n. A

clasp of soft metal de-

signed to bind the ends of a wire passed through
the lock of the door of a freight-car. By means

carte

of a hand-tool the clasp is firmly joined to the ends of the
wire, thus sealing the door, which eannot lie opened with-

outcutting the wire or breaking the seal.

car-spring (kiir'spring), w. A spring serving to
lessen the jar of a railroad-car. The device
furthi^ pin i

*

'liiif.'ly nun ling of
elastie iHhinns, levers, or plates like ordinary carriage-
springs, crimped plates, spiral ami helical springs, etc.

car-standard (kto'etoa'dfrd), . In for., a
bearing representing a standard borne on a
four-wheeled car. See cm K><-< ,,,.

car-Starter (kiir'star'ter), n. 1. A device l,y

which the momentum of a street-car is utilized
in overcoming its inertia in starting again af-

ter stopping: this is usually effected by menus
of springs. 2. One who gives the order in-

signal for starting a horse-car or railway-train
at a station

;
a car- or train-despatcher.

car-swallow, carr-swallow (kur'nwol"6), n.

[Prob. < car*, a marshy place (where it always
breeds), + swallow.] A name of the black tern,
fitcriiti or /li/ilr<>cli< /iiluii lixsi/x-s.

cart (kiirt), 'n. [< ME. cart, kart, < AS. eraet,

transposed from "cart, = D. krat, kret = Icel.

l.-in-ir; of Celtic origin: < W. cart = Gael, and
Ir. cairt, a cart, dim. of Ir. carr = Gael, car, a
car: see car1

, and cf. cliarct, chariot.} If. A
car or chariot.

What the sonnes sonne . . .

That highte Phetoun [I'haethon |
wolde lede

Algate his fader carte.

Chaucer, House of Fame, II. 433.

2. A two-wheeled vehicle, shorter and higher
set than a car, usually for one horse and often
without springs, for the conveyance of heavy
goods.

Provide some carts,
And bring away the armour that is there.

Shak., Rich. II., U. 2.

Packing all his goods in one pom- cart.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires.

3. A cart-load. A cart of coals was formerly
in England 8| hundredweight by statute To
put (or get) the cart before the horse, to reverse the
proper order of (two) things.

Nowe, hitherto the chiefe care of governannce hath bin
to the land, being the meaneste ; and to the bodle, being
the better, very small ; but to the mynde, being the best,
none at all, which methinkes is playnely to sett the carte

before the horse.

Quoted in Forewords to Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. xxiii.

Village cart, an uncovered two-wheeled cartage for one
horse, with a low body and but one seat. Whitechapel
cart, a light two-wheeled spring-cart, such as is used by
butchers, etc., for delivering goods to their customers : so
named from being a style of vehicle originally much used
about Whitechapel in London. Often called chapel-cart.

cart (kart), v. [< ME. cartcn
}

< cart, n.] I.
trans. 1. To carry or convey in a cart: as, to
cart goods.

Thespis was first, who, all besmear'd with lee,
Began this pleasure for posterity :

And with his carted actors, ami a song,
Amus'd the people as he pass'd along.

Dryden, Art of Poetry, lit. 495.

2*. To expose in a cart, by way of punishment.
Thou shalt therefore bee taken out of thy proude Char-

iot, and bee carted. Dekker, Seven Deadly Sins, p. 29.

She chuckled when a bawd was carted. Pope.

U. intrans. To use carts for carriage.
Oxen are not so good for draught where you have occa-

sion to cart much, but for winter ploughing.
Mortimer, Husbandry.

cartaceous, a. See ciiartaceous.

cartage (kar'taj), n. [< cart + -age.} 1. The
act of carrying in a cart. 2. The price paid for

carting.
cartaret (kar'ta-ret), . [Appar. from the

proper name Carteret.} A sleeping-cot. Ste-

phens.
cart-aver (kart'a"ver), n. A cart-horse.

[Scotch.]
cart-body (kart'bod'i), n. [< ME. cartebody; <

cart + body.} That portion of a cart which
rests on the axle, and contains or supports the
burden.
cart-bote (kart'bot), . In old Eng. law, wood
to which a tenant was entitled for making and
repairing agricultural implements.
carte 1

(kart), . [F.. a card: see card*.} 1. A
bill of fare at a hotel or restaurant. See a la

carte. 2. An abbreviation for carte-de-risite :

usually called card.

carte2 (kart), . [Also written quarte, < F.

quarte, a movement in fencing, lit. fourth : see

quart.} A movement in fencing, consisting in

throwing the hand as far as possible on the in-

side, with the point of the sword toward the

adversary's breast. Also written quarte.
The mystery of carte and tierce.

Byron, Don Juan, ivi. 119.

High carte, a thrust given inside the arm and aimed
at the right breast, the wrist, in supination, raised about
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three inches above the crown of the head, during the

allongcuu'nt of the right foot. Kolamlo (ed. Forsyth).
LOW carte, u thrust differing from high carte in that the
wrW is raised only as high as the mouth, anil the point
aimed at tlie pit of the stomach. Rolando (ed. Forsyth).

carte blanche (kiirt blonsh). [F., = Sp. c/irta

blanctt = P^. cttrtit brinicii = It. carta bianca, lit.

blank paper: see canll and blanch 1
-.'] 1. A

blank paper; specifically, a paper duly authen-
ticated with signature, etc., and intrusted to a

Eerson
to be filled up at his discretion

; hence,

guratively, permission or authority in a par-
ticular matter, without condition or qualifica-

tion; unrestricted power to act or decide.

Lord Grey was armed with ... a carte, lilanrhr I" cre-

ate any number of peers necessary to insure its success.

Disraeli, Coningsby, i. 2.

2. In the game of piquet, a hand without a

king, queen, or knave.
carte-de-visite (kart'de-vi-zef), n. [F., lit. a

visiting-card: see card1- and visit.] A photo-
graphic likeness mounted on a card, formerly
of the size of a visiting-card. Also called card-

picture and card.

A carte-de-vixite portrait of the hon. member for Chelsea

as lie appears when addressing the House of Commons.
R. J. Hinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 37.

cartel (kar'tel), . [< F. cartel, < It. cartello

= Sp. Pg. cartel, < ML. cartellus, equiv. to char-

tula, dim. of charta, carta, a paper, a writing:
see card'1 , chart, and charter."] 1. A writing
or an agreement between states, especially
when at war, as for the exchange of prisoners,
or for some mutual advantage.
A cartel for the exchange of prisoners had been a subject

of negotiation. J'mcott.

2. A letter of defiance or challenge ;
a chal-

lenge to single combat.
He is cowed at the very idea of a cartel, though it come

but from a fool and a swine-herd. Scott, Ivanhoe, xxv.

To the unknown libeller who had reflected on the origin
of the Dudleys, ... Sir Philip Sydney, in the loftiest

tone of chivalry, designed to send a cartel of defiance.

/. D 'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 102.

Formerly also chartel.

Cartel-ship', a ship employed in the exchange of prison-
ers, or in communicating with an enemy,

cartelt (kar'tel), v. t. [< cartel, .] To defy ;

challenge to a duel. Also chartel.

Come hither, you shall chartel him, I'll shew you a
trick or two . . . you shall kill him with at pleasure.

B. Jonson, Every Man iu his Humour, i. 4.

carter (kar'ter), . [< ME. carter, carters; <

cart + -er1 .] If. A charioteer.

The cartere overryden with his carte.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1164.

2. A man who drives a cart, or one whose oc-

cupation is to drive a cart or transport goods
in carts.

Let me be no assistant for a state, and keep a farm, and
carters. Sltak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

3. A kind of fish. See whiff. 4f. A kind of

insect. Kennett. (Halliwell.)
Carteria (kiir-te'ri-a), n. [NL., named after

H. J. Carter of Bombay, who wrote on the

natural history of the lac-insect (1861).] A
genus of scale-insects, family Coccidat. The East
Indian C. lacca is of great commercial value, yielding the
lac which is used for making varnishes, sealing-wax, etc.

carterly (kar'tfer-li), a. [< carter + -ly
l

.~\

Eude, like a carter, or like a carter's occupa-
tion. [Bare.]

Aristippus a Philosopher, yet who more courtly? Dio-

genes a Philosopher, yet who more carterly!
Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 40.

A carterly or churlish trick. Cotgrave.

Cartesian (kar-te'zian), a. and n. [< F. Car-
tesien = Sp. Pg. It. Cartesiano, < Cartcsius,
Latinized form of Cartes in the name Descartes

(Des Cartes), of which the first element is a
removable prefix.] I. a. Pertaining to the
French philosopher Ken6 Descartes (1596-
1650), to his philosophy, or to his geometrical
method. In order to put philosophy on a sound basis,
Descartes professed to begin by doubting all things. But
the doubt, the thought, could not be doubted ; hence the
fundamental proposition of his philosophy, Cogito, ergo
sum (I think, therefore I am). This proposition (which is

not a syllogism nor any formal mode of inference) means
that, recognizing the fact that I think, I am irresistibly
led to believe and clearly to discern that I exist, with-
out being able to account for the inference. According
to Descartes, the consideration that the conception of a

deity involves the conception of a reality surpassing my
own leads to the irresistible belief and clear perception of

the existence of a God. Also, since veracity is an at-

tribute of God, all that is clearly and distinctly appre-
hended must be true. This is the so-called Cartesian
criterion of truth. Substances, he taught, are of two rad-

ically different kinds : the material, which are extended
and not conscious, and the spiritual, which are conscious
and not extended a doctrine which is called Cartesian
dttalism. The Cartesian doctrine of divine assistance, or

occasionalism, which was not fully developed by Des-
cartes himself, is that whenever the soul makes a voli-
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tion God intervenes to cause the corresponding motion
of the body. He also taught that brutes are mere ma-
chines without consciousness (the Cartesian automation),
and that all space is filled with matter, which turns about
in vortices, and so produces the motions of the heavenly
bodies.- Cartesian coordinates, in geom., the lines in-

troduced (HOT) by Rene Descartes for denning the posi-
tions of points in a plane. Two straight lines, OX and

OV, are adopted arbitrarily as axes

of coordinates, to which all posi-
tions are referred. Their point of

intersection, O, is called the origin
of coordinates. From any point, P,
whose position is to be denned, a

line, MP, is drawn parallel to OY,
and meeting the axis OX in M. The
length PM, or the ordinatr, and the

length OM, or the abscissa, being given, the position of P
is determined : these lines are called the Cartesian coordi-

nates of the point P. The term is sometimes extended to a
similar system for three dimensions. Cartesian curve.
See II., -2. -Cartesian devil,
Cartesian diver, or bottle-

imp, a philosophical toy used
to illustrate the principle of

specific gravity. It consists of

a hollow figure, usually in the
fancied form of a demon, with
a hole at some distance from
the top. The figure is tilled

with air in the upper part and
with water in the lower, and
floats in a tall glass vessel near-

ly full of water and covered

air-tight with india-rubber or
a piece of bladder. When this

cover is pressed down, the air

underneath is compressed, and
water enters the figure by the
hole so as to bring the air with-
in tlie figure to an equal degree
of compression. The figure con-

sequently sinks, and does not
rise again until the pressure is

removed. Cartesian geometry, geometry treated by
means of coordinates ; analytical geometry. See Cartesian

coordinates, above. Cartesian lens, a lens so shaped
that there is no spherical aberration ; especially, a con-

cavoconvex lens having one surface spherical and the other

ellipsoidal. Such lenses were proposed by Descartes, but
never successfully executed, and were shown later to be
needless. Cartesian measure Of force, the measure
of force as proportional to the velocity, founded on the
observation that the same force is required to raise one

pound two feet as to raise two pounds one foot. Owing
to the confused notions of force of Descartes and his fol-

lowers, it is impossible to say whether the principle as

enunciated by them is correct or not ; but its errors ap-

pear, at any rate, to have been corrected in the final de-

velopment of the doctrine, though it is now superseded.
Cartesian oval, a curve, the locus of a point whose dis-

tances from two fixed points are connected by any given

cartilage

Cartesianism (kiir-te'zian-izm), n. [< F. Car-
ti'sianixmr- = Sp. Pg. It. Cartesia-nismo : see Car-
tesian and -ism.] The philosophy of Descartes
as set forth by him, and as further developed
by his followers. See Cartesian, a.

cartful (kiirt'ful), n. [< cart + -J'til, 2.] As
much as a cart will hold

;
a cart-load.

Cartesian Diver.

Confocal Cartesian Ovals.

F, /', F are the foci ; the ovals a and A form one quartic curve,
likewise b and l>. c and C, d and D; x is the intermediate circle, y
the orthogonal circle.

linear equation. A Cartesian oval is a real branch of a
Cartesian curve. These ovals were first imagined by Des-
cartes in connection with the theory of optics. The evo-

lute of a Cartesian oval is the diacaustic of a circle.

II. n. 1. One who adopts the philosophy of

Descartes; a follower of Descartes. 2. Any
curve of the
fourth order

having two
cusps on the
absolute. There
are three genera
of Cartesians. The
first consists of
curves of the sixth

class, composed of
a pair of Cartesian

ovals, one inside
the other. The
second genus con-
sists of curves of
the fourth class,

Cartesians. which are lima-
The full-line curve is a limacon: without cons. Curves of

it and within the loop is a Cartesian of two this kind ffpnprnllv
ovals. On the other side of the limacon is I

1

a Cartesian having only one real oval. na\e .
an acnode

which may become
a crunode. The third genus consists of the cardioid,
which is a curve of the third class with a real cusp.
Every Cartesian has a single bitangent. Twisted Car-
tesian, a curve in space, the locus of a point whose dis-

tances from three fixed points are connected by two linear

equations.

Carthagena bark. See

Carthaginian (kiir-tha-jin'i-aii), a. and n.

[After equiv. L. Cariliar/inieiisis, < Carthago
(Carthagin-), also Kartliago, Jiartayo (Gr. Kop-
xqfiav), Carthage.] I. a. Pertaining to ancient

Carthage, a city and state on the northern
coast of Africa, near the modern Tunis, founded

by the Phenicians of Tyre in the ninth century
B.C. See Punic Carthaginian faith. See faith.

II. n. An inhabitant or a native of Carthage.
carthamic (kiir-tham'ik), a. [< cartliamin +
-i'c.] Of or pertaining to carthamiu: as, "car-
tliamic acid, a red colouring matter of saf-

ilower," Ure, Diet,, I. 660.

carthamin, carthamine (kar'tha-min), n. [<
Carthamus + -i 2

, -iiie%; == F. carthamine = Sp.

cartamina.] A preparation from safflower, Car-
thamus tinctorius. In thin films it appears of a gold-

green hue ; against the light it appears red. It is used for

surface coloring or dyeing. When repeatedly dissolved and
precipitated it becomes safflower-carmine. Mixed with
r'lvm-h chalk it forms rouge, which is used as a cosmetic.

Carthamus (kiir'tha-mus), . [NL. (> F. cur-

thame = Sp. carta ni'o = Pg. It. cartamo), < Ar.

qurtnm, qirtim, < qartama, paint: so called be-
cause the flowers yield a fine color.] A small

genus of annual plants, natural order C'nmposita:.
The best-known species is C. tinctorius, safflower or bas-

tard saffron, extensively cultivated for its yellow flowers,
which are employed in dyeing. See sajjlmivr.

cart-horse (kart'hors), n. [< ME. carthors,

cartehora, < AS. cro!tehors, < cra't, cart, + hors,

horse.] A horse that draws a cart, or is in-

tended or suitable for such work.
Carthusian (kitr-thu'zian), . and a. [= F.
Chartreux. Sp. Cartujario, a., Cartitjo, n., Pg.
Cartuxo, It. Certosano, Certosino ; cf. D. Kar-

tltuizer, G. Karthauser, Dan. Karthetiser, < ML.
Cartusiensis, also Carturiensis, Cartvnensis, a

Carthusian, < Catorissium, Caturissiwm, Char-

trousse, name of the village near which the

first Carthusian monastery was built.] I. n. 1.

One of a contemplative order of monks founded
in 1086 by St. Bruno in the Grande Chartreuse,
a wild mountain group in the diocese of Gre-
noble in France. They are remarkable for their aus-

terity. They support themselves by manual labor, men-
dicancy being forbidden. Their habit is a haircloth shirt.

a white tunic, and, when out of doors, a black cloak and
a cowl. The order was introduced into England about

1180, and built the Charterhouse (corruption of Chartreuse,
used as the generic name of any Carthusian monastery)
in London in 1371. The monks of Chartreuse now derive
a considerable revenue from the sale of the well-known

cordial, of their invention, which bears the name of the

monastery. (See chartreuse, 2.) The Carthusian nuns
originated about 1230, and, with some modifications, fol-

low the rules of the Carthusian monks.

2. A scholar of the Charterhouse in London.
See Charterhouse.

Here [in the chapel of the Charterhouse] is the handsome
memorial of the Carthusians s}a\n in the wars, and on the
walls is a commemorative tablet to Thackeray.

The Century, XXVI. 834.

II. a. Pertaining to the order of monks above
named.
cartilage (kar'ti-laj), . [< F. cartilage = Pr.

cartilage = Sp. cartilago = Pg. cartilagem = It.

cartilagine, < L. cartilago (cartilagin-), gristle;

origin unknown.] A non-vascular animal tis-

sue belonging to the connective-tissue group ;

gristle. Typical hyaline cartilage is a translucent sub-

stance, of firm elastic consistence, constructed of roundish
cells embedded in a nearly homogeneous intercellular sub-

stance. Fibrocartilage differs in that the intercellular sub-

stance becomes nbrillated ; it thus approaches ordinary
connective tissue. Rcticular, yellow, or elastic cartilage,
as that constituting in man the epiglottis, the cornicula

laryngis, the Eustachian tube, and gristly parts of the

outer ear, contains interlacing clastic fibers in consider-

able quantity. In the two latter forms the homogeneous
substance remains unchanged in the immediate vicinity
of the cells, forming their hyaline capsules. Chondrin, a
substance resembling gelatin, may be extracted from car-

tilage" by boiling. Cartilage usually persists in parts of

the skeleton of adult vertebrates, as on the articular ends
of bones, in the thorax, and in various passages which re-

quire to be kept open, as the windpipe, nostrils, and ears.

Alar cartilage. See alar. Articular cartilage, an
incrustation of hyaline cartila.se on the articular ends or

surfaces of bones, not covered by perichondrinm on its free

surface, with a finely granular matrix and Finallcells, show-

ing no tendency to ossify, its density, smoothness, and elas-

ticity contributing to the free movement of the parts.

Arytenoicl cartilages, two triangular pyiamidal carti-

lages, seated, one on each side, on the summit of the poste-
rior portion of the cricoid cartilage. To them are attached
the posterior ends of the vocal cords. Cartilage Of

Wrisberg, a small cartilage on either side in the aryteno-

epiglottic fold. Also called cuneiform cartilage. Carti-
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lages Of Santorlnl, the horns of tin- larynx, or cornicula

laryngis, borne upon the arytenoid cartilages. Cellular

cartilage, u variety of cartilage of which the Dotoobord
< hit-lh consists, composed almost entirely uf large cells

with the intercellular matrix nt a minimum. Circum-
ferential Cartilage, an annular piece .it litmn ;u tila^r

forming ft rim ftfott&u and deepening MIIM articular <av-

ity, as in the. shoulder joint or hip joint.
- Connecting

cartilage, a kiml of tlhroeartila^e occurring in joint - "t

slight mul)ility or none, as the pubic symphysis, the sacro-

iliac synchondrosis, and the intend tcbtal articulations.

Costal cartilage, the pier, of cartilage which prolongs
the l>ony part of a rih t > or towanl the sternum ; a hemspo-
physis; a sternal rili when uno.ssilicd. In man all the rihs

have costal Cii of the n aeh the sternum, Bare
connected only with one another, anil '2 form cartilaginous

tips (jf the floating rihs. - CrlCOld cartilage, the cricoid.

Cuneiform cartilage, .^ame as <-uft:tu'i>- n/ n >

Dental cartilage, the maxillary ridge (which sec.

under maaOIary), Ensiform cartilage, the xiphoid

appendage of the st Titum ; the la.st segment of the ster-

iiiini, or the xiphistcrnlllu when unossilled, as in man. Fi-
brous cartilage, cartilage mixed with inelastic white or

elastic yellow tiorous tissue : usually railed Jitrocartilunr

(which sco. - Hyaline cartilage, trn 'pure cartilage or

gristle. It is ol a pale livid nr pearly Itluish color, and con-

sist* of roundish culls embedded in a nearly homogeneous
intercellular substance, thai is, unmixed with fibrous tis-

sue. The articular and costal cartilages, and the temporary
cartilages of tin; fetal skeleton, are of this kind. Inter-
articular cartilage, a meniscus ; a cartilaginous dis-

coidat, cresceutic, annular, or otherwise shaped piece
occurring free in the interior of certain joints, and con-

sisting of llbrocartilage,, such as the semilnnar cartilages
of the knee-joint. In man interarticular cartilages occur
in the tcmporoinavillary, stci-noela\ icnlar, acromiocla-

vieular, ulnocarpal, and femorotibial articulations. In-
terosseoUB cartilage, a piece of iuterarticnlar carti-

lage. Meckel'S Cartilage. See .V.r/,Wm;i rod, under
rod. Palpebral cartilage. Same as tarital cartilage.
Permanent cartilage, that which remains nnossitled

throiiKhoiit life. Semllunar cartilage, one of the pair
of lai-.'c. free, cresceutic interarticnlar cartilages of the

knee-joint. See cut under km:: Sesamold cartilage,
one of several small lateral cartilages of the nose.

Siphon-hinge cartilage, in cephalopoda, one of two
cartilaginous sockets on either side of the funnel, into

which tleshy knobs of the mantle-skirt are fitted. Strati-
form cartilage, a layer of flbrocartilage in an osseous

groove along which a tendon glides. Tarsal cartilage,
a piece of flbrocartilage embedded in the eyelid, contribut-

ing to preserve its shape. Also called palpvbral cartilage,

Temporary cartilage, that cartilage which is replaced
by hone in the process of ossification.

cartilage-bone (kar'ti-laj-bon), n. Bone that
is developed or preformed in cartilage, as dis-

tinguished from membrane-bone.
Cartilaginei (kar"ti-la-jin'e-i), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of L. enrtilaji'tneus : see ctirtildi/inemu}.] The
cartilaginous fishes. See Cliondroptcrygii.

cartilagineoust (kar"ti-la-jin'e-us), a. [< L.

cartilaginous, of cartilage, < cartilago : see car-

tilage.'] Same as cartilaginous.

Cartilagin.es (kiir-ti-laj'i-nez), n. pi. [NL., <

L. cartilago (cartilai/iii-), cartilage: see carti-

lage.'] An order of fishes having or supposed
to have a cartilaginous skeleton: nearly the
same as Chondropterygii.

cartilaginification (kar'ti-la-jin"i-fi-ka'shon),
n. [= F. uartilaqinification, < NL. as if *carti-

laginificatio(n-), < L. cartilago (cartilagin-), car-

tilage, + -flcare, < facere, make.] The act or

process of converting into cartilage ;
chondrifi-

cation.

cartilaginoid (kar-ti-laj'i-noid), a. [< L. car-

tilago (mrtilaffin-), cartilage, + -oid.] Hard
and gristly, like cartilage ; cartilaginous in ap-

pearance or consistency.
A well-developed cartilaginoid skeleton.

E. It. Lanlteler, Encyc. Brit., XIX. 431.

cartilaginous (kar-ti-laj'i-nus), a. [= F. car-

tilagiueux = Pr. cartillaginos = Sp. Pg. It. car-

ti/aginoso, < L. cartilaginosus, full of cartilage,
< cartiltigo, -cartilage:

see cartilage.'] 1. Gristly;

consisting of cartilage ; being in the state or
form of cartilage. 2. In iehth., having a gris-

tly skeleton; chondropterygian : as, a cartilagi-
nous fish. 3. Like or likened to cartilage.
Specifically () In entom., an epithet applied to a sub-
stance thicker than a membrane (but not so thick as to
be termed canieout), somewhat transparent, flexible, and
whitish. (6) In ''"'.. linn and tough ; parchment-like, as
the carpels of the apple. Cartilaginous branchial
basket. See Maritipobranchii.

cartisanet (kiir'ti-zan), n. [F.] A small strip
of parchment or vellum covered with thread of
silk or gold, or the like, wound closely around
it, used in the making of some old varieties of

passement, guipure, or their imitations. See
nassement and guipure.

Cartist (kar'tist), n. [< Sp. Pg. carta, charter,
+ -ist. Cf. Chartist.'] A supporter of the con-
stitutional charter in Spain or Portugal.
cart-jade (kart'jad), . A sorry horse ;

a horse
used in drawing, or fit only to draw, a cart. Sir
1'. yiilnfi/.

cart-load (kart'lod), n. [< ME. cartlode; < cart
+ load.] A load borne on a cart ; as much as is

usually carried at once on a cart, or as is suffi-

cient to load it. It is an indefinite unit of weight.

cartridge-paper

cartman (kiirt'man), ii.; pi. cartmen (-men;.
A carter; one engaged in carting.

cartographer, cartographic, etc. See chartog-
rnplur, etc.

cartomancy (kiir'to-man-si), H. [= F. carto-

maiieie = Bp. Pg. cartomanna, < ML. I'nrta, a

card, + Cir. /rnvTiia, divination.] Divination by
means of playing-cards.

In fiirtiitnn>->i. the art of fortune-telling with packs of

cards, there is a sort of nonsensical seti.-e in such rules

as that two fpieens mean friendship ami four mean chat-

tering, or that the knave of hearts prophesies a brave

young man who will come into the family to be nsefnl,
unless his purpose be reversed bv his card li'-im: np-i<lc
down. K. II. Tutor, 1'riin. Culture, I. 111.

carton (kiir'ton), H. [F.: seo cartoon."] l.Akind
of thin pasteboard. 2. A box made from such

pasteboard. 3. Same as cartoon. 4. In rifle

practice: (a) A white disk fixed on the bull's-eye
of a target. It is of much smaller size than the

bull's-eye, and is chiefly used in deriding tics

and at a pool. (6) A shot striking the carton:

as, to make two bull's-eyes ami a rurton.

cartonnage (kiir'ton-aj), . [F., < carton, paste-
board: see cartoon.] 'Pasteboard; boards such
as are used in bookbinding; specifically, in

Kgilptoloyy, the boards of which a mummy-case
is formed; the outer covering of a mummy.
The cartimnayc of Queen Ahiues Xofretari U impressed

in parts with a reticulated sexagonal pattern.
llarper't May., LXV. 192.

carton-pate (F. pron. kar-t6n'pat'), n. [F.,

pasteboard: see cartoon NtyijMMI.] Same as

carton-pierre.

carton-pierre (F. pron. kar-t6n'piar'), [F-.
lit. stone pasteboard: see cartoon, and pier.]

Statuary pasteboard; a kind of papier-mache,
made of a mixture of paper-pulp, bole, chalk,
and animal glue, in imitation of stone or bronze.
It is well adapted for molding, and is largely
used for statuary and architectural decorations.

cartoon (kar-tou'), n. [< F. carton, < It. car-

tone Sp. carton = Pg. cartSo, <. ML. *car-

to(n-), pasteboard, a cartoon, aug. of carta,

paper: see card1.] 1. In art, a design of the
same size as an intended decoration or pat-
tern to be executed in fresco, mosaic, or tapes-
try, and transferred from the strong paper on
which it is usually drawn either by cutting
out the figure and outlining it on the surface
to be decorated with a sharp point, or, in the
case of a composition, by pricking, and poun-
cing with a bag of muslin filled with charcoal-
dust. Colored cartoons intended to be woven in tapes-
try are cut in strips, placed under the web, and exactly
copied by the weaver; the seven by Raphael, purchased
by Charles I. of England, are well-known examples.
2. A picture, either a caricature or a symboli-
cal composition, designed to advocate or attack
some political or other idea of present interest
or some prominent person : as, the cartoons of
"Punch?'
Sometimes written carton.

cartoon (kitr-ton'), v. t. [< cartoon, it.] 1. In
painting, to make a working design. See car-

toon, n., 1.

The quality of finish in poetic execution is of two kinds.
The flrst and highest is that where the work has been all

mentally cartooned, as It were, beforehand.
W. Sharp, D. G. Rossetti, p. 410.

2. To caricature or ridicule by a cartoon ; make
the subject of a cartoon.

cartoonist (kiir-tdn'ist), . [< cartoon + -ist.]
An artist who draws cartoons.
The carlwnixt first prepared his sketch on a small scale,

then made his studies from nature. Encyc. Brit., IX. 774.

cartouche, cartouch (kar-tosh'), . [In first

sense formerly written cartraije, now cartridge,
q. v.

;
= D. kartets = G. karduse, kartfitsche =

Dan. kartteske = Sw. kartusch, < F. cartouche,
formerly cartoclie, cartuche, = Sp.cartuclio=Pg.
cartuxo = Turk, qart&j= AT. qartds = Hind, kar-

t&s, < It. cartoccio, a cartridge, an angular roll

of paper, aug. of carta, paper: see card1.] 1.
A roll or case of paper holding a charge for
a firearm; a cartridge. 2. A cartridge-box
(which see). 3f. A case of wood bound about
with marline, containing several iron balls of
a pound each and about 400 musket-balls, to
be fired from a cannon or howitzer. Farroic,
Mil. Encyc. 4. An oval or oblong figure on
ancient Egyptian monuments and in papyri,
containing groups of characters expressing the
names or titles of royal personages and, rare-

ly, of deities: a name given by Champollion.
The cartouche does not occur in connection with the ap-
pellations of the earliest rulers of Egypt, but first ap-
pears with those of the twenty-second king of the monu-
mental list. By extension it now commonly signifies both
the inclosing ring and its contents. Krom the beginning
of the twelfth dynasty an Egyptian king at the moment of

of Clco- Cartouche of Ra-
mesei II.

coronation assumed, in addition to his family or personal
name, an official, regal, or throue name, \\iiieh took its

place bebide the
.jtt**~ tormer. generally

pie.eding it, and
ave occasion

louche. In ilnlta

tioll ot the < ,i 1111:111

.!//</. i niployed in

a hiialdh -!,,
the e:ntom lie i- ill

l.ntJi-h .oiiietinii s

>t\ ]< <1 a ,-Ai7/ or
:

'/'. or more
often merely an

Two names in an
oblong iuclosnre
called a cat tuvcht.

S. &/.//, Mist.

(Egypt.

An elliptical curve, or oval, inclosing a name, always
signified that the inclosed name was that of a king or

i|iieen ; and t'hanipollioii gave it the name of c<i,;

by which it is now called.

U. .S. Oibnrn, Ancient Kg\pt, p. 21.

6. A painted, engraved, or sculptured orna-
ment of irregular or fantastic form, inclosing a

plain central space used as a field for inscrip-
tions, etc. Such ornaments wet c mneh used dining the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries to decorate \\ain

scotings anil the title-pages of books.

6. In her., a name given in England to the
oval escutcheon often seen in Italian heraldry,
and generally considered to be peculiar to ec-

clesiastics. Italian escutcheons are often egg-shniwd ;

but the shield designated by the word cartouche has both
ends equally curved, and therefore approximates to an

ellipse.

cartouset, A variant of cartouche. Bailey,
1731.

cartridge (kiir'trij), . [Formerly cartrage, a
corruption of cartouche, q. v.] A case of paste-
board, parchment, copper, tin, serge, or other

material, holding the exact charge of gunpow-
der, in the rase of big guns, and of powder
and bullet or shot for other firearms Blank
cartridge, a cartridge without ball or shot. Blasting
cartridge. See Uajstiny^artritlye. Center-fire car-
tridge, a cartridge
havingthe fulminate D E A C B
in an axial position

si-fc x
instead of being
about the periphery
of the flanged cap-
sule. Sometimes
called center-pruned
cartridge. Lime
cartridge, a car-

tridge containing

Center-fire Cartridge.

A, metallic case of copper or hrass; B,
bullet ; C*, cannelures ; /), cup ; . crimp ;

/', fulminate ; G, two vents ; //, powder.

compressed lime, the expansion of which, when wet,
causes it to bunt. Seminal or spermatic cartridge,
in cephalopods. See gptrmatophore.

cartridge-bag (kar'trij-bag), n. In gun., a bag,
made of serge or some similar material, in
which the charge of a cannon is contained.

cartridge-belt (kar'trij-belt), n. A belt worn
about the waist or over the shoulder, having
pockets or loops for cartridges.
cartridge-block (kar'trij-blok), n. A wooden
block arranged to receive cartridges, and which
can be secured to the gun in a convenient posi-
tion for loading.
cartridge-box (kar'trij-boks), . A portable
case or box of leather, with cells for holding
cartridges. Its use followed very closely on the intro-
duction of the cartridge itself. It was certainly in use
before 1877. Planche. Magazine cartridge-box. See
NMHH&lfc

cartridge-capper (kar'trij-kap'er), n. An im-

plement used to place caps on center-fire car-

tridge-cases. It consists of a pivoted lever with
a stud below, which presses the cap firmly into
its seat.

cartridge-case (kar'trij-kas), n. 1. A cartridge-
box. U. The tube in which the powder of a

cartridge is contained. See cartridge.

cartridge-gage (kar'trij-gaj), . 1. In artil-

lery, a flat steel gage for verifying the dimen-
sions of metallic ammunition for small arms.
The Rage is pierccil with holes giving the maximum and
minimum diameters of the head and body of the shell, and
the diameters of the projectile; on the edges are cut

profiles for verifying the length and form of the cartridge-
case and the thickness of the head, the length and form
of the bullet, and the number and position of the canne-
lures.

2. A gun-metal ring of the required size, with
a handle, on which is stamped the nature and
size of the cartridge. They were of two kinds: one
for testing the diameter of the Oiled cartridge, the other
for showing the length of the cartridge.

cartridge-loader (kiir'trij-lo'der), n. An ap-

paratus for loading cartridge-shells.

cartridge-paper (kiir'trij-pa''per), n. A thick
sort of paper originally manufactured for sol-

diers' cartridges, but extensively used in the

arts, its rough surface being well adapted for
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drawing and for other purposes, such as wall-

paper.

found in the Hundred Rolls, as, indeed, almost every- cula : see caruncle.] Having a fleshy excres-
wliere else, in the use of another word in the place of ,, ,. anft fl ou v, v nmtuhnroTwio r'niiinnnla..

* * hide when inste-ul of the anciently assessed hida<re of a nefcny protuoerance, caruncuiar.

cartridge-pOUCh (kar'trij-pouch), n. A leather manor, its more modern actual taxab'le vaiue is examined carunCUloUS (ka-rung'ku-lus), a. [= Sp. It.

pouch lined with sheepskin with the wool on, into and expressed. This new word is carucate the carunculoso, < L. caruncula: see caruncle.] Ca-
land of a plough or plough team. runcular

; carunculate.
Seebohm, Eng. Vil. Community, p. 40. carug (j^'rus), n. [NL. (> F. Pg. cams), < Gr.

caruet (kar'o), w. [Later misread and miswrit- Kapos, heavy sleep, torpor, stupor.] In
ten carve; < ME. carue, < OF. carue, caruee, <

ML. carucata, carrucata, a certain portion of
land: see carucate.'] A carucate (which see).

formerly used by mounted soldiers to carry
metallic cartridges. It was attached to the
waist-bolt.

cartridge-primer (kar
'

trij
-
pri

"
mer), . The

percussion-cap used in firing metallic cartridges,
set in a recess in the head of the shell. See

cartridge.
car-truck (kar' truk), n. The wheeled carriage
which supports a railroad-car. In Europe the ped-
estals for the axle-boxes are commonly attached to the body
of the car. In the United States the car-tody is supported
upon two independent trucks placed beneath it. Each of
these may have two, but usually four, and occasionally six

wheels fixed upon revolving axles, whose journal-boxes
vibrate vertically in pedestals secured to
the framework of the truck. The bolster or
cross-beam which directly supports the car-

body is in the middle of the framework,
and is suspended from it by equalizing bars
and suspension-straps, in such a way as to
distribute the weight upon all the wheels
and allow for the sway, or freedom of mo-
tion, essential to easy riding. Springs and
brake mechanism are attached to the truck.
Side bearings of a car-truck. See

bearing.

cart-saddle (kiirt'sad"!), n. The
small saddle put upon the back
of a draft-horse when harnessed.
Skeat.

cart-saddlet (kart'sad"l), v. t. [<
ME. cart-sadelen ; from the noun.]
To harness; yoke.
Let cart-sadele vr Commissarie ; vr Cart he

schal drawe. Piers Ploitnnan (A), ii. 154.

cart-tail (kart'tal), . The tail or

back part of a cart.

If a poor Quaker was to be scourged at the

cart-tail, . . . they waited in Dedham for

orders from the metropolis.
Everett, Orations, II. 183.

cartulary, n.-, pi. cartularies. [<
ML. cartularium: see chartulary.]
See chartulary.
The Duke of Devonshire will publish at

his own expense the cartularies of Furness Abbey. . . .

Cartularies were the official records of monasteries.
The American, VIII. 267.

cartway (kart'wa), n, [< ME. carteway, cart-

wey; < car* + way.] A way along which carts
or other wheeled vehicles may conveniently
travel.

Where your woods are large, it is best to have a carl-

way along the middle of them. Mortimer, Husbandry.

cartwright (kart'rit), n. [< ME. cartwright
(spelled kartwryght), < cart + Wright.] An
artificer who makes carts.

caruaget, n. [Also misread and miswritten car-

And a Carve of Land, Carucata teme, or a Hide of Land,
Hida terra) (which is all one), is not of any certain content,
but as much as a Plough can plough in a Year, and there-
with agrees Lambard verbo Hyde. And a Carve of Land

complete insensibility, which no stimulus can
remove

;
the last degree of coma.

caruto (ka-ro'to), . [South Amer. name of
the plant.] A beautiful dye of a bluish-black

color, obtained from the fruit of Genipa Ameri-
cana, of the natural order Eubiacea:, a shrub of
the West Indies and Guiana.

may contain an House, \V ood, Meadow, and Pasture, be- porvacrnl (kar'vn krol> K tami (V Sn
cause by them the Ploughman and the Beasts of the

Carvacroi (K.a . va Kroi;, n.
L) Cany It . tup.

Plough are maintained. It. cam), caraway, + L. ater (acr-), sharp, +
Anthony Lowe's Case (1610), 9 Coke, 123, 124. -ol.]

safety-stirrups ; t.t, brace-rods ; u, u, pedestals ;

rods for the pedestals ; x, relieving springs.

', brake-shoe ; x, brake-bar ; y, y, diagonal brace-

A viscid oily substance, of a very dis-

agreeable odor and strong taste,
made from oil of caraway. In medi-
cine it has been found serviceable
in relieving toothache.

carvaget (kiir'vaj), n. See carnage.
carval (kar'val), n. [Manx, = E.

carofl-, q. y.]
A song, carol, or bal-

lad, especially one on a sacred sub-

ject, among the peasantry of the Isle

of Man. Also carvel.

The Manx have a literature a native ver-
nacular Gaelic literature. . . . This literature
consists of ballads on sacred subjects, which
are called carvals. ... It was formerly the
custom in the Isle of Man for the young peo-
ple who thought themselves endowed with
the poetic gift to compose carols some time
before Christmas, and to recite them in the
parish churches. Those pieces which were
approved of by the clergy were subsequently
chanted by their authors through their im-
mediate neighbourhoods, both before and
after the holy festival. Many of these songs
have been handed down by writing to the
present time. . . . The carvals are preserved
in uncouth-looking, smoke-stained volumes,
in low farm-houses and cottages situated in
mountain gills and glens.

Quoted in Introd. to Kelly's Manx Gram-
[niar, p. xiv.

And it was agreed that common way be appendant to a
Carve of Land, . . . and so a Carve of Land consists of

Land, Meadow, and Pasture, as it appears by Turing-
ham's case, 4 Coke, 37 b.

Mors v. Webbe (1652), 2 Brownlow (& Ooldsborough), p. 297.

Carum

carve 1
(karv),t'.; pret. andpp.correrf,

old and poetical pp. carven, ppr. carti-

ing. [Early mod. E. also kerve, < ME. Jcerven

(pret. sing, car/, Jcarf), < AS. ceorfan (pret.
cearf, pi. curfon, pp. corfen), carve, cut, =
OFries. kerva = D. icerven, cut, = OHG. *kerban

(not recorded), MHG. G. kerben, notch, indent,3arum (ka'rum), n. [NL., < Gr. icapov, cara- Vf T( m >> M "* u - Keroen, notcn, maent,

way: see caraway.] A considerable genus of
= Icel - kyrfa = Sw - karfva, cut, = Dan. karve,

plants, natural order Umbelliferai. The species are
out ' Pro

,
b

:
=

,

r- y'Pty' "*"?*> ng. scratch:
.I'll. !, .11^ 1, .,.], a with V,a1.nllnial fojMnMn n.lil.ln ....* . Sfifi (ITnlHllC:. f.firi'f, IS t M O OUlPr \Vftrfl Tfir 'rtnt'!glabrous herbs with perennial fusiform edible roots, pi
nate or more divided leaves, and white or yellow flowers.
C. Carui is the caraway-plant, the fruit of which is the so-
called caraway-seed. (See caraway.) Three species are
found In the United States west of the Kocky Mountains,
the tuberous roots of which are an important article of
food to the Indians.

vage; but the u is prop, a vowel: see carue.] caruncle (kar'ung-kl), n. [Also caruncula; =
Same as carucage.

carucat, carrucat (ka-ro'ka), . [ML., a plow,
L. carruca, a four-wheeled carriage, < earrs,
a car: see car1

. Cf. carue.] In ancient village
communities in England (a) A plow. (6) A
plow-team of oxen, yoked four abreast.

Information from the same source [Statistical Account
of Scotland] also explains the use of the word caruca for

plough. For the construction of the word involves not 4

yoke of oxen, but 4 oxen yoked abreast, as are the horses
in the caruca so often seen upon Roman coins. And the
"statistical account" informs us that in some districts of
Scotland in former times " the ploughs were drawn by 4
oxen or horses yoked abreast ; one trod constantly upon
the tilled surface, another went in the furrow, and two
upon the stubble, or white land. The driver walked back-
wards, holding his cattle by halters, and taking care that
each beast had its equal share in the draught."

See!
' ~ ' ~

Caruncle.

Carunculate Seed of

Ricfnus cotnmuHis,
entire and cut longi-
tudinally.

Jeebohm, Eng. Vil. Community, p. 63.

carucage, carrucage (kar'o-kaj), n. [< ML. car-

rucagium (for *carrucaticum),' also carruagium
(after OF. carnage), < carruca, a plow: see ca-

rwca.] 1. The act of plowing. 2. Aformertax
on land or landholders, fixed at a specified sum
on each carucate, or about 100 acres of land.
It succeeded the Danegeld (which see).
The other remarkable matter of the year 1198 is the Caruncula (ka-rung'ku-la), II.

; pi. caruncula;
imposition of a carucage-a tax of live shillings on each

(-le). [L.] Same as carMWCfe.-Carunculse mvr-ItlAMUl Offoa rit l..,i.l il* ,
*"*i **LIL1W; 111J 1

tiformes, the slight elevations on the margin of the va-

ginal orifice, the remains of the hymen. Caruncula
inanimillaris, a small low eminence of gray matter be-
tween the external and internal roots of the olfactory
nerve or tract. Also called tuber olfactorium or olfactorn
tubercle. Caruncula sublingual'is, a small papilla 1111

Sp. caruncula = Pg. caruncula = It. caruncola, <
L. caruncula, a caruncle, dim. of caro, flesh : see

carnal.] 1. A small fleshy excrescence, either
natural ormorbid. Specifically 2. In ornith.,
a fleshy excrescence on the head of a bird, as
the comb or one of the wattles of a hen.

It is especially important that the fresh colors of the
[bird's! bill, cere, gums, eyes, and feet, or caruncles, or
bare skin, if there be any, should be noted, as the colors
of these parts all change after the preparation of a speci-
men. C. F. Hall, Polar Exp. , 1876, p. 654.

3. In bo t., a protuberance surroundingthehilum
of a seed. Strictly, it is an outgrowth of the micropyle,
or external orifice of the ovule.

4. In entom., a naked, more
or less rounded, fleshy eleva-
tion of the surface, especially
on the body of a caterpillar or
other insect-larva Lacrymal
caruncle, a small, reddish, fleshy
papilla at the inner canthus of the
eye, filling the lacus lacrymalis, con-

sisting of a cluster of follicles like
the Heibomian, and covered with
mucous membrane. See cut under
eye.

carucate or hundred acres of land.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 150.

Also formerly carnage.
carucate, carrucate (kar'6-kat), . [< ML.
carucata,, carrucata, < carruca, a plow: see car-
ca.] Formerly, as much land as could be culti-
vated by one caruca : usually about 100 acres,

der the tongue, on either side of the frenum, on which
,

Wharton's duct opens. Also called caruncula salivaris
but the quantity varied according to the nature caruncular (ka-rung'ku-lar), a. [= Sp. carun-
of the soil and the practice of husbandry in dif- cular, < L. caruncula : see caruncle.] Pertain-
ferent districts. Also carue. ing to or having the form of a caruncle.
A trace at least of the original reason of the varying carunculate, carunculated (ka-rung' ku-lat,

contents and relations of the hide and virgate is to be -la-ted), a. [= Sp. carmtculado, < L. carun-

see graphic. Carve is the older word for 'cut'
,

in the general sense it is now displaced by cut.]
I. trans. 1. To cut with an edged tool or sharp
instrument. [Obsolete or archaic.]

As a coltour in clay cerues the foraes [furrows].
Alliterative Poems (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 1547.

Or they will buy his sheepe out of the cote,
Or they will carven the shepheards throte.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

My good blade carves the casques of men.
Tennyson, Sir Galahad.

Specifically 2. To cut into pieces or slices,
as meat at table

;
divide by cutting, or, figura-

tively, by parceling out: as, to carve a fowl;
to carve up an estate.

He had been a keeper of his flocks, both from the vio-
lence of robbers and his own soldiers ; who could easily
have carved themselves their own food. South.

3. To cut (some solid material) in order to

produce the representation of an object or
a design; fashion by cutting: as, to carve a
block of marble into a statue.

Carved with figures strange and sweet,
All nude out of the carver's brain.

Coleridge, Christabel, i.

4. To produce by cutting ; form by cutting or

hewing; grave or engrave: sculpture: as, to
carve an image ;

to carve a design in boxwood.
We carved not a line, we raised not a stone,
But we left him alone with his glory.

Wolfe, Burial of Sir J. Moore.

The names he loved to hear
Have been carved for many a year

On the tomb.
0. W. Holmes, The Last Leaf.

5. To decorate by carving; produce cut or

sculptured designs upon : as, to carre a capital ;

to carve a cherry-stone.
The Stone that made the Canopy was five yards and

three quarters square, and carv'd round with a handsome
Cornish. Maundrdl, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 21.

The carven cedarn doors.

Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

Amid the carven gray stone-work of the cathedral.

Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 5.

6. To mark as with carving.



carve

A million wrinkles carvnd his skin.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

To carve out. (a) To make or form by carving or parcel-

ing ; cut out : as, to carve out a smaller estate from a

larger one.

With his br.imlish'd steel . . .

Carv'il out his passage. SAait., Machcth, i. :*.

The bright share carved out the furrow clean.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 202.

(ft) Figuratively, to achieve by exertion or skill : as, to

carve out a career for one's self.

II. intrans. 1. To exercise the trade of a

carver; engrave or cut figures. 2. To cut up
meat: as, to cane for all the guests.

And car/ before his fader at the table.

Chaucer, Ocn. Prol. to C. T., 1. 100.

To carve for one's self, to do as one pleases; act inde-

pendently.

Those up the river have carved largely for (AtfwweZi'c*,

which . . . they will after repent, when they sec what

helps they have deprived themselves of.

H'intlimii, Hist. New England, I. 489.

carve2
(kiirv), v. i.

; pret. and pp. carved, ppr.

carving. [E. dial.
; origin obscure.] To grow

sour; curdle: said of cream. Grose; Halliwell.

[Cheshire, Eng.]
carve3

t, See came.
carvel1

(kar'vel), TO. [Cpntr. of caravel, q. v.]
1. See caravel. 2|. A jelly-fish.

The carvel is a sea-fome, floating upon the surface of

the ocean, of a globous form.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels in Africa, p. 28.

3. A basket; also, a chicken-coop. [Prov.
Eng.]
carvel2 (kar'vel), n. See carval.

carvel-built (kar'vel-bilt), . Built with the

planks all flush and not overlapping: said of a

ship or boat.

carvel-joint (kar'vel-joint), n. A flush joint;

specifically, one between the planks or plates
of a ship or boat.

carvel-Work (kilr'vel-werk), . In ship-build-

ing, the putting together of the planking or

plates with flush joints, as distinguished from
clincher-work.

carven1
(kiir'vn). Old and poetical past parti-

ciple of carve.

carven2!, v. t. [Spenser's imitation of ME. ker-

rcn, inf., carve: see carve1 .] To cut; carve.

carvene (kiir'ven), n. [< carvy (F., etc., cam),
caraway, + -ene.j An almost tasteless and
odorless liquid (CipHig) found in oil of cara-

way.
carver (kar'ver), . [< ME. kerrer, < kerven,
carve: see cane1

.] 1. One who carves, (a)
One who cuts up meat into portions for the table, (b)
One who cuts ivory, wood, or the like in a decorative way ;

a sculptor.

The master painters and the carvers came. Dryden.

(c) Figuratively, one who makes, shapes, or molds, in any
sense.

Be his own earner, and cut out his way
To find out right with wrong.

Shak., Kich. II., U. 8.

2. A large table-knife used for carving meat.

carving (kar'ving), n. [< ME. kervinge, verbal
n. of kerven, carve: see carve1.] 1. The act
or art of carving. Specifically 2. A.branch
of sculpture consisting of work of decorative
character rather than statuary or monumental
relief. 3. A device or figure carved; a design
produced by carving: as, a tomb ornamented
with carvings.

The lids are ivy, grapes in clusters lurk
Beneath the carving of the curious work.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Eclogues, iii. 59.

4. In coal-mining, nearly the same as cutting
(which see). [Leicestershire, Eng.] Carving-
chisel. See chiel.

carving-fork (kar'ving-fprk), TO. A large fork
used to hold meat while it is being carved, and
generally provided with a guard to prevent cut-

ting the hand if the knife slips.

carving-knife (kar'ving-nif), . A large knife
used for carving meat at table.

carving-lathe (kar'ving-laTH), . A lathe

adapted for the grooving, channeling, and or-

namenting of columns, balusters, legs of tables,
etc.

carvistt (kar'yist), TO. [Etym. unknown ;
hard-

ly "a corruption of carry-fist" (from being car-
ried on the hand), as usually guessed.] In

falconry, a young hawk.
carvol (kar'vol), . [< carvy (F., etc., com),
caraway, + -ol.] A liquid (C10HUO) of pleas-
ant odor contained in oil of caraway.
carvy (kar'vi), n. [< F. carri, caraway: see car-

away.] Caraway. [Scotch and prov. Eng.]
car-wheel (kilr'hwel), . A wheel of a car, es-

pecially of a railroad-car. In railroad-cars the wheel

Washburn Car-wheel ;

side elevation and dia-
metric section.

prop.
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has a conical tread and a flange projecting beyond the
tread at its inner edge, to prevent derailment. The
roning of the tread or rim gives a
Ki'catcr diameter tin the inner or

lluiiye .side Ulan at the outer edge,
and is designed to counteract in

part any tendency of the wheel in

leave the rail. Paper car-wheel,
a car-wheel with a bteel tirv :unl a

web of compressed paper between
plates which are bolted to the hub
iind the tire. K. II. Kmi/lit.

carwhichett (kar'hwich-et),
a. Same as carriicitchet.

Oarya (ka'ri-a), n. [NL., <

Gr. Kapva, the walnut-tree, <

jiaaAinu or vepotud, royal (i. e., Persian) or Per-
sian nuts (ef. E.JMM*1,

ult. < Gr. TtepaiKuv), pi.
of Kdpvov, a nut (of any kind), prob. akin to

xlpof, horn, E. horn, etc.] A genus of North
American trees, natural order Jtiglandacea',
confined to the region east of the Rocky Moun-
tains. There are 8 species, including the pecan (C. oliva-

formix), the shellbark hickory (C. alba), and other hick-
ories. The wood is in general heavy, hard, strong, and
tough, and is extensively used as fuel and in the manu-
facture of agricultural implements, carriages, handles of

tools, hoops, etc. The bark yields a yellow dye.

caryatic (kar-i-at'ik), a. [< L. Caryates, Cary-
ans; in architectural sense, < L. Caryatides:
see caryatid.} Pertaining to the Caryans (in
this sense with a capital) or to caryatids : as,
"Persian and Caryatic figures," B. Stuart.

Caryatic order, in arch., an order in which the entab-
lature is supported by female figures instead of columns.

caryatid (kar-i-at'id), . and a. [=r F. caryatide,
cariatide = Sp. caridtide=Pg. It. cariatide, < L.

pi. Caryatides, < Or. napvdnSe^, caryatids (cf. Ka-

pvdrtScf, the priestesses of Artemis at Caryse,
pi. of Kapvarte, a name of Artemis), lit.

' women
of Caryes,' < Kap'uai, Caryee, a place in Laconia,
Greece, with a famous temple of Artemis. Cf.

atlantes, canephore, 2, and telamon.] I. n.
; pi.

caryatids, caryatides (-idz, -i-dez). In arch., a

figure of a woman dressed in long robes, serving
as a column to support an entablature or to fill

any other office of a column. Vitruvius relates

that the city of C'aryie sided with the Persians after the

Caryatids.

Porch of the Erechtheum at Athens.

battle of Thermopylae and that it was on this account
sacked by the other Greeks, who took the women cap-
tive, and to perpetuate this event erected trophies in

which figures of women dressed in the Caryatic manner
were used to support entablatures. This story is proba-
bly imaginary, but no doubt the name and perhaps the
idea of the caryatids were derived from Caryfie.

Two great statues, Art
And Science, Caryatids, lifted up
A weight of emblem. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

II. a. Pertaining to or of the form of a cary-
atid; caryatic.

caryatidean (kar*i-at-i-de'an), a. [< caryatid
+ -fan.] Supported by caryatids.
This Caryatidean portico [of the Erechtheum] displays

very clearly the arrangement of the ceiling.

Encye. Brit., II. 408.

caryatides, w. Latin plural of caryatid.

caryin, caryine (kar'i-in), n. [< Carya + -in%,
-ine2 .] A crystalline principle found in the bark
of Carya tomentosa (the mockernut or white-
heart hickory), believed to be identical with

quercitrin.

caryinite (ka-ri'i-nit), . [< caryin + -ite%.]
An arseniate of lead, manganese, and calcium,
occurring massive, of a brown color, at the
lead-mines of Langban, Sweden.
Caryoborus (kar-i-ob'o-rus), n. [NL., < Gr. K&-

pvov, nut, + popof, eating.] A genus of rhyn-
chophorous coleopters or weevus, of the fam-

ily Bruchidce, differing from Bruchus by having
the fore COXEB separated by the prosternum. C.

caryopsis

arthriticus is a species of the southern United
Stiiti-s. inlVstino; tlif palmetto.
Caryobranchia (kar i-o-brang'ki-ji), n. pi.

[NL., < (jr. Hupmi; a nut (nucleus), + fipayxia,

gills.] An order of gastropods: proposed as
a substitute for Xucl>iirini<-lii<ita (which see):
same as Ilettropoda. Menke, 1828; Sirainson,
1839.

Caryocar (ka-ri'o-kar), n. [NL., < ( ir. mpvov, a
nut (see Carya), + K&pa, head; the globose fruit

is often as largo as a child's head.] A genus
of

plants,
natural order Ternstraimiacece, con-

sisting of 8 species of lofty trees, natives of

tropical
America. They produce ;;".Ki timber, and

their fruits contain :i or 4 large kidney-shaped seeds in-

closed in an extremely hard woody shell, reddish-brown
in color and covered with roundish protuberances. They
are called muari-nuti or butternut*, have a pleasant nutty
flavor, and yield a bland oil. The chief soiinv of these
nuts is C. nitciferum, a tree frequently reaching the height
of 100 feet, common in the forests of British Guiana, par-

ticularly on the banks of the rivers Emu-quilio and lierbice.

Its flowers are large and of a deep purplish-rcci color.

caryocinesis (kar"i-o-si-ne'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kapiirv, a nut (nucleus), + Kivr/atf, movement,
change: see kinexix.] In emliryol., the series of

active changes taking place in the nucleus of
a living cell in the process of division. Also
written htryokiiii'iiis.

CaryophyllaceaB (kar'i-a-fi-la'se-e), n. i>l.

[NL., < C'ai-i/i>]ilii/l!n.i + -acea.] A natural order
of polypetalous plants, the pink tribe, includ-

ing over 800 species of bland nerbs, distributed
all over the globe, with stems generally swollen
at the nodes, and opposite leaves, the bases of
which are frequently united. The flowers are reg-

ular, and the numerous seeds are attached to a central

placenta. The greater number of the species are incon-

spicuous weeds, like chickweed, spurrey, sandwort, etc.,
but many are found as favorite plants in gardens, as the

pink, carnation, sweet-William, etc. The largest genera
are Dianthux, Sttene, Lychnii, and Arenaria. See cut
below.

caryophyllaceous (kar'i-6-fi-la'shius), a. [<

Caryophyllaeeee.] Pertaining to the Caryophyl-
lacea : especially applied
to flowers having five pet-
als with long claws in a
tubular calyx. Also cary-
ophyllous, caryophylleoua.
Caryophyllaeidse (kar'i-
o-fi-le'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
<! CaryopJiyllants 4- -ida;.]
A family of eestode platy-
helminths, or tapeworms,
characterized by having
only one proglottis, the

body elongated and un-

segmented, the head-armature weak, consist-

ing of a lobed fringe without hooks, and eight
sinuous longitudinal canals of the excretory
system.
Caryophyllaeus (kar*i-o-fi-le'us), . [NL.
(Gmefin, 1790), < CaryopnyUus, q. v.] A genus
of Cestoidea, or tapeworms, the species of which
are endoparasitic in cyprinoid fishes, it repre-
sents the simplest cestoid form, resembling a trematode
in structure, having no trace of alimentary canal, but be-

ing furnished with a single set of hermaphrodite repro-
ductive organs and a water-vascular system ; the body is

elongated, dilated, and lobate at one end, like a clove,
whence the name. It is the typical genus of the family
CaryophyllteifUe. C. mutabilis is found in the intestine
of cyprinoid fishes. Originally Caryophyllus.

caryophylleous (kar'i-o-fil'e-us), a. Same as

caryophyllaceous.

caryophyllin, caryophylline (kar'-i-o-fil'in),
n. [< Caryophyllus + -in2

,
-ine2 .] A crystal-

line substance obtained from cloves by treat-

ing them with alcohol.

caryophylloid (kar'i-o-fil'oid), . [< Caryo-
phyllus + -aid.] In lot., having the form of the

Caryophyllus; clove-shaped.
caryophyllous (kar"i-o-fil'us), a. Same as

caryophyllaceous.

Caryophyllus (kar'i-o-fil'us), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kapv<tyv/./Mv, the clove-tree, lit. 'nut-leaf,' <

Kdpvov, a nut, + tfiiMov = L. folium, a leaf.

Hence ult., from the Gr. napv6(j>v).fan>, E. gilli-

flower, q. v.] 1. Among early botanists, the
name of two genera, one furnishing the clove
of commerce, the other including the clove-

pink, Dianthus, from the similarity of odors.

It was retained by Limueus only for the former,
and this is now referred to the genus Eugenia.

2. In zool. : (a) Same as Caryophyllceus, of

which it is the original form. (6) A genus
of crinoids: synonymous with Eiigeniacrinus.
Scheuchzer. Also Caryophyllites. Knorr.

caryopsis (kar-i-op'sis), n. [NL. (>P. cari/opse),
< Gr. Kdpvov, a nut, + tytf, appearance, < v'^t
see : see optic."] In bot., a small, one-seeded,

Caryophyllaceous Flower



caryopsis

dry, indehiseent fruit, in which the thin seed-

coat is adherent throughout to the very thin

pericarp, as in wheat and all other cereal grains.
Also spelled efirii>i>si.

Caryota (kar-i-o'tji), H. [NL. (L., in Gr. sense)

(> P. eari/ote), < Gr. Kapvurbf ijmivi!-, a palm with
walnut-like fruit, lit. nut-like palm: napvar6f,

nut-like, < KI'I/IVOV, a nut, walnut; ijmivil;, palm:
see jthcnijc.] A genus of large palms, natives

of India and the Malay archipelago, with bipin-
nate leaves and wedge-shaped leaflets, strongly
toothed at the extremity. The best-known species,
C. urens, called the Inslm-il mi;/", is a native of India, and
is of great value. By severing the ends of the successive

flowering stems a sweet sap is obtained, which is either

boiled down inl" syrup anil sugar, or made by fermenta-
tion into toddy, which yields arrack by distillation. The
soft pith abounds in sai;o-like farina, which is made into

bread or eaten as gruel. The outer part of the stem is

hard, strong, and durable, and is lunch used for building
and for agricultural implements; and the sheaths of the
leaves yield a very strong lllier, known as kittul fiber,
which is said to he indestructible.

cast, n . A Middle English form of cose1 .

casa (ka'sa), n. [L,, a cottage, hut, cabin,

shed, ML. also a house in general (> It. Sp. Pg.
casa, a house, = (as if < L. neut. *easum) F.

chcz, in prep. chc~, abbr. of en chez, = OSp. en
cas == It. in casa or a casa, in the house (of), at

(my, his, etc.) house, with); prob. akin to cas-

trum, a castle, fort, pi. a camp (see castrum,
Chester}, and to cassis, a helmet; orig. a cover
or shelter; cf. Skt. -\/ chhad, cover, cover over.
Hence ult. casale, cassock, casula, chasuble, etc.]
A house.

ca. sa. In law, the usual abbreviation of capias
ad satisfacieitdum. See capias.
casal (ka'sal), a. [< case1

, 6, + -aZ.] Ingram.,
of or belonging to case. [Rare.]
The casal termination of the Saxon possessive is es or is,

as appears in such phrases as 'Codes sight,' 'kingi's crown.'
J. M. McCuUoch.

casalet, [< It. casale, a hamlet, village, for-

merly also a farm-house, manor-house, dairy,
= Sp. Pg. casal, a farm-house, < ML. casale,
also casalis, a farm-house, villa, hamlet, village,
< L. casa, a house.] A hamlet; a village.
And Saterday in ye mornynge we landyd there, and wente

to suche caxales as we founde and refresshed vs.

Syr It. Quylfordt, Pylgryniage, p. 56.

casarca (ka-siir'ka), 11. [NL., < Russ. cacharkfi,
the sea-swallow.] A name, specific or generic
(in this case with a capital), of the ruddy shel-

drake, Anas casarca or Casarca rutila, a bird
of the family Anatida; and subfamily Anatinai,

inhabiting Europe, Asia, and Africa. *As a ge-
neric term it includes several other species, as
C. tadornoides, C. variegata, etc.

casava, casave (ka-sa' va, -ve), . See cassava.

casbaldt, . [Late ME., also casbalde; origin
uncertain.] A term of contempt. Tork Plays.
casban (kas'ban), w. A cotton fabric similar
to jaconet, but stouter, sometimes having a

glossy surface like satin, and used chiefly for

linings.
cascabel (kas'ka-bel), n. [Sp., a little bell, the
button at, the breech of a cannon, also casca-

billo, = Pg. Pr. cascacel; origin uncertain.]
That part of a cannon which is behind the

base-ring, including the base and knob.
cascade 1

(kas-kad'), . [< P. cascade = Sp. cas-

cacla = Pg. cascata, < It. cascata, a waterfall, <

cascare, fall, appar. associated in thought with
L. cadcre, pp. casus, fall, but prob. (like Sp.
cascar, break in pieces, beat, strike, = Pg. cas-

car, strike) an extension of L. casare, cassare,
variant of quassare, shake, shatter, shiver, freq.
of quatere, pp. quassum, shake : see quash, con-

cuss, discuss, etc. Cf . cascaUio, cascarilla, cask,

casque, etc.] 1. A fall or flowing of water
over a precipice or steep rocky declivity in a
river or other stream; a waterfall, whether
natural or artificial, but smaller than a cataract.

The river Teverone throws itself down a precipice, and
falls by several cascades from one roek to another.

. I '///.-.//, Travels in Italy.

2. In elect., a peculiar arrangement of Leyden
jars in which the outer coating of the firs't jar
which receives the charge is connected to the
inner coating of the second, and so on. 3. A
trimming of lace or other soft material, folded
in a zigzag fashion so as to make a broken or ir-

regular band, as down the front of a gown. Diet,

of Needlework. 4. The falling water in the con-
stellation Aquarius. See Aquarius Charged or
discharged In cascade. See batter;/, 8.=Syn. 1. Cas-
cade, Cataract. A cataract is greater than a cascade, but
may not be so steep ;

one descent of water may be by
several cascades, as in the quotation above from Addison.
The distinguishing marks of a cataract are volume of wa-
ter and rapidity of descent.
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cascade 1 (kas-kad'), v. i.; pret. and pp. cas-

caded, ppr. cascading. [< cascade1
, n.] To

form cascades; fall in cascades.

i the middle of a large octagon piece of water stands
ibclisk of near seventy feet, for a Jet-d'Eau to cascade

fro n the top of it. Defoe, Tour thro' G. Britain, II. 218.

The town [of Subiaco]
ig from the midst of a valley,

is built on a kind of cone
with a superb

uitain horizon around it, and the green Anio cascading
at its feet. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 271.

cascade2
(kas-kad'), v. i.; pret. and pp. cas-

caded, ppr. cascading. [Appar. a perverted
use of cascade1

. Cf. E. dial, cast, vomit.] To
vomit. [Colloq.]
cascalho (kas-kal'yo), n. [Pg. (= Sp. cascajo),

pebbles, gravel, < cascar, strike, Sp. break in

pieces, shatter : see cascade 1
, n., and casearillti,

and as to meaning cf. brash 1
, breccia, debris.]

Gravel, coarse or fine, mixed with more or less

sand; detrital material in general ;
the material

in which Brazilian diamonds are round, as also

gold to some extent.

cascan, cascane (kas-kan', -kan'), n. [P. cas-

cane.] In fort., a hole or cavity, resembling a

well, made near a rampart, from which an

underground gallery extends, or which serves

to give vent to an enemy's mine and diminish
its destructive effect,

cascara amarga, sagrada. See bark?.

cascarilla (kas-ka-riT'a), n. [= P. eascarille,
< Sp. rascarilla (= Pg. cascarilha = It. cas-

carilla, cascariglia),
dim. of cascara, bark,

rind, peel, husk (cf.

eased; husks, bark,
casco, a skull, shard,

helmet, cask, etc., >

E. cask1 ), < cascar,
break, burst open :

see cascade1
, n., and

cast1
.] The aromatic

bitter bark of Croton

Eluteria, a West In-

dian shrub or small
tree of the natural
order Euphorbiacea;
and a native of the
Bahama islands, it
occurs in small thin frag-
ments and brittle rolls like

quills, and is used in medicine for its mild stimulating,
tonic properties. Also called Eleuthera or su-eetwood bark.

cascarillin, cascarilline (kas-ka-ril'in), n. [<
cascarilla + -i2, -je2 .] A white, crystalline,

odorless, bitter substance (C^HigC^) obtained
from cascarilla.

caschrom (kas'krom), . [Also improp. writ-
ten gascromh ; Gael, caschrom, < cas, a foot, leg,

shaft, haft, handle, + crom, crooked : see crom-

lech.] A long pick with a cross-handle and
projecting foot-piece ;

a foot-pick : used in the
Scottish Highlands for digging in stony ground
where no other instrument can be introduced.
casco (kas'ko), n. [Pg., prop, the keel or bottom
of a ship, = Sp. casco, the hull of a ship ; same
as Pg. Sp. It. casco, helmet, casque, cask: see
cask1

, casque.] A boat of the Philippines, used

Cascarilla-plant (Croton
Eluteria).

a. male flower ; t>. female flower ;

c, fruit.

Casco of Manila.

chiefly on the river at Manila, almost rectan-

gular in form, very flat and very durable, and
much used for conveying cargoes to and from
ships.
case 1

(kas), . [< ME. cas, caas, case, < OP. cas,
F. cas= Pr. cas= Pg. Sp. It. caso, circumstance,
event, hap, chance, < L. COSMS (casw-), a falling,

change, event, accident, misfortune, < cadere,

pp. casus, fall (> also cadent, cadence, chance,
accident, etc.): see cadent."] 1. Literally, that
which happens or befalls, (a) Hap; contingency;
event; chance.

case

Than he tolde hem alle worde for worde how the cat
was lie-fallen. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 500.

Wisdom behouith to lete go and passe
Which that men mow noght amend in no cas.

Jtom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6223.

(b) State ;
condition ; state of circumstances.

Cumforteth him in his caas, cpueiteth not his goodes.
Piers Plowman (A), viii. 52.

Like Angels life was then mens happy cace.

Spenser, V. (J., II. vii. 16.

Tib. I come to have thee walk.
Ovid. No, good Tibullus, I'm not now in case.

II. JOHKOH, Poetaster, i. 1.

They lay, therefore, all day on Saturday, in lamentable

case, as before. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 177.

2. A particular determination of events or cir-

cumstances; a special state of things coming
under a general description or rule.

The ceremonies attendant upon death and burial are

nearly the same in the cages of men and women.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 286.

3. In med., an instance of disease under or

requiring medical treatment, or the series of

occurrences or symptoms which characterize
it: as, the doctor has many canes of fever in

hand; the patient explained his case. 4. A
State of things involving a question for dis-

cussion or decision.

Tell hym how the cao* staut all as it is.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 491.

Acres, I don't choose to mention names, but look on
me as on a very ill-used gentleman.
Sir Luc. Pray, what is the case ?

Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 4.

The plainest case in many words entangling. J. Baillie.

Specifically 5. In law: (a) A cause or suit in

court
; any instance of litigation: as, the case

was tried at the last term. In this sense case is

nearly synonymous with cauxe, which is the more technical
term. Cane includes special proceedings, as well as actions
at law, suits in equity, and criminal prosecutions; and it

implies not only a controversy, but also legal proceedings.
More loosely, however, it is used for cause of action : as,

lie has a good case.

This false juge ... sat in his Consistorie,
And gaf his doomes upon sondry cas.

Chaucer, Doctor's Tale, 1. 163.

- Force a composition or wrangle out some broken Title,
or breake the necke of the Case with a Prohibition.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 133.

(6) The state of facts or the presentation of

evidence on which a party to litigation relies

for his siiccess, whether as plaintiff or defen-
dant: as, in cross-examining plaintiffs witness,
defendant has no right to go beyond the limits

of the direct examination, for such inquiries
are part of his own cose, (c) Under American
procedure, a document prepared by the appel-
lant on an appeal, containing the evidence, or
the substance of it, and the proceedings on
the trial in the court below, it is intended to
enable the appellate court to review the evidence and
the facts, as well as to pass upon alleged errors of law,
and in this differs from a bill of exceptions, which pre-
sents only alleged errors of law. Called specifically case.

OH a]j]teat.

6. In gram., in many languages, one of the
forms having different offices in the sentence
which together make up the inflection of a
noun: as, the nominative case, that of the sub-

ject of the verb, as he, domimts (Latin); the
accusative or objective case, as him, dominum ;

the genitive or possessive case, as his (John's),
domini. These are the only cases in modem English,
and the objective is not distinguished in form from the
nominative except in a few pronouns. In addition to

the three cases found in English, Greek and German have
a dative, Latin has a dative, an ablative, and a vocative,
and Sanskrit further an instrumental and a locative. The
French has lost all case-distinction in nouns. Some lan-

guages, as the Finnish and Hungarian, have many more
cases, even fifteen or twenty. All the cases but the nomi-
native are called oblique cases.

7. A person who is peculiar or remarkable in

any respect : as, a queer case; a hard case: some-
times used without qualification: as, he is a
case. [Colloq.]

"Well, the General can tell you," says the hunter, glan-
cing at that individual,

" what a terrible hard case I've

been." W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 114.

8. In Iffgic, a proposition stating a fact coming
under a general rule; a subsumption Action
on the case, in law, a general form of action (the phrase
being originally equivalent to action on the circumstances)

adopted to enlarge the legal remedies at a time when
forms of action existed for trespasses with violence and
for debts resting in bond, but no form had been provided
for wrongs without violence, such as negligence, or oral

or implied promise. It became the most widely used of

all common-law forms, and equally applicable to conse-

quential injury to the real or personal property and to the

personal character of the party by whom it was brought.
AmiStad case, a noted case in the courts of the

United States, in which Spaniards claimed as their slaves

negroes who had been kidnapped in Africa, and who while
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being carried tu Ciilui (in 1839) rose against their captors,

took possession of tin- vessel, and after changing her comse
were taken hy a United States vessel off the American coast.

The courts held that they were free, ami not ptataorrob
hers. Bankers' case, or case of the bankers, thepcti-

tion of Horublee ami otlu-rs to the baron* ol the exchequer
in 101)1 (14 How. St. Tr., 1) for the payment of certain an-

unities granted by Charles II. to repay money originally

loaned to him on the security of the revenue*. l)n ap-

peal, tin- House of Lords decided that the ({rant was hind-

lag upon his successor, and continued a charge upon the

revenue. Bates's case, an Knglish prosecution (Hinti)

of a iiierehant, in which the claim of James I. to impose
duties as a personal prerogative \\ as sustained: a i|ues-

tion afterward settled the other way under Cromwell.
Also called the ciiif <>( tin: iiniuititiuii*. Bradlaugh's
Case, a prolonged controversy (1881-8(1) over the claim

of Charles I'.radlaugh () to take a seat in the House of

Commons without taking the oath required of monben,
he declaring that he did not acknowledge or believe in its

obligation; and later (li) to liav.- the oath administered.

Two uotahlf legal decisions were reached in the eourse of

the controversy. In 1S-.4 (12 Law Hep., y. 1!. !>., 271), In

the case of Charles liradlaugh r. Kraneis K. (iossett, ser-

geant-at-arms of the House of Commons, ari.ing out of

a resolution excluding plaintiff from the lluu.sc> until lie

should engage not to disturb its proceeding's liy demand-
ing to take tl ath as a member, it was held that courts

cannot control the House in its administration of laws re-

lating merely to its internal procedure, UMI- inquire into

the propriety of a resolution restraining a member from

doing in the House what he had a lawful right to do,
and that action will not lie against the serjeant-at-arms
for obeying such resolution. In 18S5 (14 Law Hep., IJ.

B. D., 807), In the Court of Appeal, the ease of the At-

torney-Co-ner.d r. Bradlaugh, for penalties under the Par-

liamentary Oaths Act, for voting in the House without

having been sworn as a member, it was decided that a
Tiiriuorr who does not believe ill a .Supreme Being, and

upon whom an oath is binding only as a promise, is in-

capable of taking the prescribed oath ; hut. if he goes
through the form of taking it (as liradlaugh did by ad-

ministering the oath to himself at the bar of the House),
he is liable for violation of the act. Burr's case, the

prosecution of Aaron Burr for treason against the United

States, tried before Chief Justice Marshall in 1807. Cal-
vin's case, also called the caw of the fOttnati, 1808(2 How.
St. Tr., 559; 7 Coke, 1), an action turning on questions of

allegiance and natural-born subjects. It was brought to

recover lands by Roliert Calvin against Richard and Nich-
olas Smith, to which defendants pleaded that the plaintiff
was an alien, and incapable of bringing the action, because
he was born in Scotland, though after the crown of Eng-
land descended to James I., who was also king of Scot-

land. It was argued by lawyers and judges of the great-
est renown including Lords Bacon, Coke, Ellesmerc, Yel-

verton, and Warburton, and was decided in favor of the

plaintiff. Case agreed, or case stated, in late, a state-

ment of facts agreed on by the parties, or made by an-

other court, to be submitted merely for decision of a

point of law. - Case law. See Um. Case of conscience.
See conscience. Case Of the Caroline, a name given to

the case of the i'eople r. McLeod. See McLeod cane, be-

low. Case of the nla.ltna.nt See Tichborne cane, be-
low. Case of the seven bishops. See bishop. Case
reserved, case made, a statement presenting points of

law reserved by the judge or parties for decision by the full

court. Civil rights cases. See civil. Clinton bridge
case, an important litigation in the United States Su-

preme Court (1870), which established the doctrine by
which railroad bridges may be said to have gained clear

recognition of their rights of way in preference to the nav-

igable waters crossed by them, through the power of Con-

gress to regulate inter-state commerce. Criminal cases.
See criminal. Crown cases reserved. See croum.
Darnell's case, a noted case in English constitutional
law (1627), in which the imprisonment of Sir Thomas Dar-
nell and four others, for refusing to subscribe to a forced

loan, was sanctioned, the agitation resulting from which
was followed by the granting of the Petition of Right.
Dartmouth College case, the leading American case

(1819) on the vested rights of corporations, reported as

Trustees of Dartmouth College i?. Woodward (4 Wheaton,
518), deciding that a corporate charter, even though it be
a British charter granted before the revolution, cannot
be materially altered by a State legislature, it being a con-
tract within the meaning of the provision of the United
States Constitution which deprives the States of the power
to impair the obligation of a contract. Dr. Bonham's
case, an important decision upon English constitutional

law, rendered in 1609, in the case of Thomas Bonham v.

the College of Physicians (8 Coke, 107), for false imprison-
ment. It was held that an act of Parliament which is

against common right and reason, or is impossible to

be performed, is void by the common law ; also, that
where the power to commit to prison is vested by patent
or act of Parliament in parties not being a court, their

proceedings ought to be of record, and the facts upon
which such power is exercised are traversable. Dred
Scott case, a case of great historical importance among
the events which preceded the abolition of slavery in the
United States, in which the Supreme Court held (In 1857)
that a free negro of slave ancestry was not a citizen, and
could not sue or be protected as sueh in the United States
courts. The statement that the Africans in America had
long been considered a subordinate race having "no rights
which the white man is bound to respect," which was con-
tained in the opinion of the chief justice, gained universal
attention as a point of attack in the controversy alwut slav-

ery. Five per cent, cases, a decision of the United States

Supreme Court in 1884 (110 U. S., 471), holding that an act
of Congress by which a percentage of the proceeds of land
'sold by Congress" is reserved to certain public uses of a
State does not include lands disposed of by the United States
in satisfaction of military land-warrants. General case,
in mnlh., that special state of things which is considered

when, in studying an analytical expression, it is assumed
that there is no peculiar relation between the constants
denoted by letters. The general case may be very excep-
tional. Thus, in linear associative algebra, in the general
case the vanishing of a product implies the vanishing of
one of the factors, yet among the innumerable possible
algebras there are but three in which uch an inference is
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valid. Hampden's case, see <*< >if *it'->n<>i'ii, under

.v/*'/<-i/ioM.-y. In case, in the event or contingency ;
jf jt

should so fall out or happen that ; supposing.

A sure retreat to his forces, in crw they should have an
ill day or an unlucky chance in the Held.

Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

Irreducible case, in math., the ease In which a cubic

equation has three real roots, when Cardans method of

solution involves imaginarie.s. -Kendall's case, a ted
sion of the I'mied Mates Supreme Court (1SU>), noted in

American constitutional law, that the court may compel a

cabinet officer to perform a ministerial duty. Koszta'S
C3.se, the facts and resulting diplomatic OOTTBfpODdencfl
(185:)) by which the United States government maintained
the claim that Martin Kos/ta. a native of Hungary, was
entitled to protection as an American citizen from sei-

zure by the Austrian government while in Turkish juris-

diction, he having previously legally declared his intention
to become an American citizen.- Marbury's case, a deci-

sion of the United States Supreme c -1(1*0:!), noted in

American constitutional history, which established tlie

power of that court to declare an act of Congress void for

contravening the United States Constitution, and defined
the extent to which members of the cabinet are amenable
to the courts. McLeod case, a controversy between the

United States and Canada, arising out of the incident of
the destruction of the American steamer Caroline by the
Canadian authorities (1887), in the course of which a man
was kilted. McLeod was arrested as one of the attacking
party, and was indicted (1841) in New York State for mur-
der ; but he proved an alibi, and was acquitted. Also called

the case of the Caroliiv. Negro case. See Xiimiuermtt'ii

cane, below. Shelley's case, the decision in 1581 (1 Coke,
89-106), by all the lodge! of England, of the case of Nicho-
las Wolfe against Henry Shelley, in ejectment, involving

questions upon the law of common recoveries. It is chiefly
celebrated for a precise and clear statement by defendant's
counsel of a previously well-established rnle of law concern-

ing the effect of the word " heirs
"
in certain conveyances,

since known as the rule in Shelley's case. This rule, which
is now regarded as a rule of interpretation rather than a
rule of law, is to the effect that wherever there is a limi-

tation to a man, which if it stood alone would convey to
him a particular estate of freehold, followed by a limita-

tion to his heirs or to the heirs of his body (or equivalent
expressions), either immediately or after the interposition
of one or more particular estates, the apparent gift to the
heir or heirs of the body is to be construed as a limitation of

the estate ; that is to say, not a gift to the heir, but a gift to

the person first named of an estate of inheritance, such as
his heir may take by descent. Sommersett's case, a fa-

mous habeas corpus case in England in 1772, before Lord

Mansfield, brought on Iwhalf of Thomas Sommersett, a ne-

gro. It established the principle that a slave brought upon
English soil became thereby free. Also called the wyro case.

Special case, a statement of facts agreed to on behalf
of two or more litigant parties, and submitted for the

opinion of a court of justice as tj> the law bearing on the
facts so stated. In Scots law, in civil jury causes, a special
case differs from a special verdict only in this, that the

special verdict is returned by the jury, whereas the spe-
cial case is adjusted by the parties themselves, or by their

counsel, and sets forth the special facU on which they
are agreed without the evidence. Taltarum'8 case, a
noted decision in the English courts in 1473, establishing
the power of a tenant in tail to convert the estate into a

fee simple absolute by suffering a common recovery.
Tennessee bond cases, a name given to seventeen causes
decided by the United States Supreme Court in 1885 (114
U. 8. Sup. Ct.,663), wherein it was held that the statutory
lien upon railroads created by act of the Tennessee Legis-

lature, Feb. llth, 1852, was for the benefit of the State, and
not of the holders of State bonds issued under that act.

Tichborne case, also called the cane of the claimant,
the name given to the history and proceedings of Thomas
Castro, otherwise Arthur Orton, in his claim to be Sir

Roger Tichborne, and heir to the estate and baronetcy of

Tichborne in England (1868-74), which he prosecuted by
suits in Chancery and in the Courts of Probate and of

Common Pleas, and which culminated in his trial and
sentence to fourteen years' imprisonment for perjury.
The case is celebrated for the conflicting nature of the

testimony as to his identity, and for the great public
interest excited by it. To put the case, to suppose the
event or a certain state of things ; state a question, espe-
cially in a manner to invite decision. Tweed's case, the

proceedings against William M. Tweed and others, known
as the Tweed Ring, for frauds perpetrated while they
were municipal officers of New York, by which they ob-
tained over six million dollars from the county of New
York. In a civil case itwas decided by the Court of Appeals
of New York in 1874 (People v. Ingersoll, 58 N. Y., 1) that
an action for money fraudulently obtained from a county
could not be brought in the name of the people of the State.

This was subsequently remedied by statute, and a judg-
ment obtained. In a criminal case, Tweed was found guilty
on twelve counts for similar offenses in one indictment,
and was separately sentenced to one year's imprisonment
on each, with the direction that service of one sentence
should not begin until the completion of service on a

prior sentence. After completing the term of his first

sentence, a writ of habeas corpus was served on his

jailer, and the Court of Appeals in 1875 (People ex rel.

Tweed t>. Liscomb, 60 N. Y., 559) decided that, under the
statutes conferring the power to sentence, cumulative sen-

tences in such cases were not lawful, and discharged him ;

but he was immediately imprisoned in default of bail in

preceding civil suits. Other minor decisions on questions
of procedure are also included under this term. Twyne's
case, the leading case in English law (1603) holding that a
conveyance intended to defraud creditors is void as against
them, if not taken in good faith and for valuable consid-

eration. Tyrrel's case, a noted decision in English law

(1558), in which after Parliament, by the statute of uses,
had thought to put an end to the holding of land in the

name of one person to the use of another, the courts intro-

duced the doctrine of a use upon a use, leading to the pres-
ent law of trusts. Virginia coupon cases, the generic
name under which are known a number of suits determined
by the United States Supreme Court in 1884, enforcing a

Virginia statute which declared coupons on bonds of that
State receivable in payment of State taxes, notwithstanding

case

the repeal of that statute. -Wheeling bridge case, the
case of Pennsylvania p. \N I" ' ling and Belmont l-n>i:

decided by the 1 nited states supreme Court (in I
1

-;,! and
18.',f>), concerning a railroad bridge across the Ohio river
at Wheeling, Virginia. After holding in Is.'d (i:i How., .lib),

by a divided court, that a bridge, though entirely w ithiu

the jurisdiction of the state that autl nstrue-

tion, conld lie enjoined as a nni-ance by the courts of the
United States if it obstructed inter-i .n, the
court held in I- 1- How., J-_'l) that Congre . under Un-
constitutional power to regulate conmn T,-C betw, , n the

State-, may determine what shall or shall not In d

an obstruction to navigation, ami may declare a bridge,
when erected, to be a lawful structure so as to avoid the
effect of its having been judicially declared a nuisance.
Wlld'S Case, an I'.nglish decision, in Ifi'.f.i (D Co. Hep., Hi

It), in the case of Kiehardson ('. Yardley, in cje. tnicnt : |0
called because involving a dc\i>e to one Kouland Wild,
which established file rule for the construction of wills

known as the rule in Wild's case, viz.,
"
that if A devises

his lands to I', and his children or issues, and he hath not

any issue at the time of the devise, that the same is an
estate tafl."=Syn. Situation, condition, state, circum-

stances, plight, predicament.

case't (kits), r. i, [< etuie 1
, .] To put casetc

bring forward propositions.

They fell presently to reasoning and cfiriny upon the

matter with him, and laying distinctions before him.
tiif 11. I. Kt,'ii,i'i- .

case- (kas), n. [< ME. casse, knee = D. kan =. G.
kusse = Sw. kassa = Dan. kasxe, < OF. casse (F.

casse, a chase, caisse, a case, also ehdsse, a chase,

shrine) = Pr. cayssa, caixsa = Cat. capsa = Sp.

coja, obs. cam = Pg. cnixa, obs. caxa = It. cas-

sa, < L. cn/isrt, a chest, box, receptacle, < ca-

]>ere, receive, contain, hold: see capable, cafia-

cioim. The same word, in later forms, appears
as cas)fi and chase'2 .'} 1. That which incloses

or contains; a covering, box, or sheath: as, a
case for knives

;
a case for books

;
a wateh-ctwe ;

a pillow-caw. Specifically 2f. A quiver.
The arwes in the caati

Of the goddesse clatren faste and rynge.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1500.

3. The skin of an animal; in her., the skin of

a beast displayed with the head, feet, tail, etc.

o. thou dissembling cub! what wilt thou be,

When time hath sow'd a grizzle on thy caiel

Shak., T. N., v. 1.

Thus wise men
Repair the hurts they take by a disgrace,
And piece the lion's with the fox's cant.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, ill. 1.

4. The exterior portion of a building ;
an outer

coating for walls.

The case of the holy house is nobly designed and exe-

cuted by great masters. AMuon, Travels in Italy.

6. Abox and its contents; hence, a quantity con-
tained in a box. Specifically (a) Apair; aset.

Pray thee, corporal, stay ; the knocks are too hot ; and
for mine own part, I have not a case of lives.

Shale., Hen. V., M. 2.

Lictors, gag him ; do,
And put a ca*e of vizards o'er his head.
That he may look bifronted, as he speaks.

B. Joiwon, Poetaster, v. 1.

An inseparable case of coxcombs, . . . the Gemini, or
twins of foppery.

/?. JOIUHHI, Pref. to Every Man out of his Humour.

(6) Among glaziers, 225 square feet of crown-

glass; also, 120 feet of Newcastle or Normandy
glass. 6. In priutiny, a shallow tray of wood
divided by partitions into small boxes of differ-

ent sizes, in which the characters of a font of

printing-types are placed for the use of the

compositor. The ordinary case is about Ifi inches wide,
32 inches long, and has boxes 1 inch deep. Two forms of
case are required for a full font of Roman type : the upper
case (so called from its higher position on the inclined

composing-frame), of 98 boxes, which contains the capitals,
small capitals, reference-marks, fractions, and other types
in small request ; and the lower cave, of 55 boxes of un-

equal size, which contains the small-text types, spaces, and
points most frequently required. The cases and Iwxes are

arranged so that the types oftenest used are most easily
reached by the compositor. For music, Greek, and He-
brew, as well as for display or jobbing type, or for any font
of printing-types that has more or fewer characters than
those of Roman-text type, cases of special form are made.
7. In bookbinding, a book-cover made separate-
ly from the book it is intended to inclose. 8.
A triangular sac or cavity in the right side of
the nose and upper portion of the head of a

sperm-whale, containing oil and spermaceti,
which are together called head-matter. 9.
In milit. engin., a square or rectangular frame
made from four pieces of plank joined at the

corners, used (in juxtaposition to similar frames)
to form a lining for a gallery or branch. 10.
In loam-moldiny, the outer portion of a mold.
Also called cope. 11. In porcelain-making,
same as segi/ar. 12. Milit., same as case-shot.

13. In mining, a fissure through which water
finds its way into a mine. [Cornwall. Rarely
used.] 14. The wooden frame in which a
door is hung. Also called casing. 15. The
wall surrounding a staircase. Also called casing.
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Case-smoothing machine, a machine for smoothing
the cases or corners of books. Limp case, or flexible

case, in iiooklii/i'lliig, a case stretched over paper doublets
instead of boards. To work at case, in printing, to set

type.

case2 (kas), v. : pret. and pp. cased, ppr. cuaimj,
[< case2 , ft.] I. trans. 1 . To cover or surround
with a case

;
surround with any material that

incloses or protects ;
incase.

To be caned up and hung by on the wall.

B. Jotisoii, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 3.

The jewel is cas'd up from all men's eyes.
Middleton, Women Beware Women, i. 1.

Specifically (a) In arch., to face or cover (the outside
wall of a building) with material of a better quality than
that of the wall itself.

.The wall [of the Hatym] is built of solid stone, about
five feet in height and four in thickness, caused all over
with white marble.

Burckhardt, in Burton's El-Medinah, p. 374.

(6) In plastering, to plaster (as a house) with mortar on
the outside, and strike a ruler laid on it while moist with
the edge of a trowel, so as to mark it with lines resem-

bling the joints of freestone, (c) In glass-making, to

"plate' or cover (glass) with a layer of a different color,

(d) In bookbinding, to cover with a case. See case%, n., 7.

After stitching, books which are to be catted up with
uncut edges have their face and tail cut square by means
of a trimming-machine. Encyc. Brit., IV. 44.

2. In printing, to put into the proper compart-
ments of compositors' cases; lay: as, to case a
font of type. 3f. To remove the case or skin

of; uncase; skin.

We'll make you some sport with the fox, ere we case him.
Shak., All's Well, iii. 6.

Cased glass, glass made in several layers, usually of dif-

ferent colors, by cutting through which to different depths
an effect like that of cameo is produced. The ancient
Roman glass of this kind was cut by hand in the man-
ner of gem-cutting. The process in use at the present
day consists in covering the outside of a colorless glass
ball with a thin case of colored glass, and fusing the
two together, repeating the operation as often as desired ;

the whole is then blown into the shape required before
the cutting is done. Also called cameo-glass. Cased
sash-frames, sash-frames which have their interior ver-
tical sides hollow to admit the weights which balance the

sashes, and at the same time conceal them.

II. intrans. To cover one's self with some-

thing that constitutes a casing.
Case ye ;

on with your visors. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 2.

Casearia (kas-e-a'ri-a), n. [NL., named from
J. Casearius, a Dutch botanist of the 17th cen-

tury, and missionary to Cochin China.] The
principal genus in the natural order Samyda-
cece, including about 80 species of tropical trees
or shrubs, chiefly American, of little value. The
leaves and bark of some species have medicinal prop-
erties, and the fruit of some is used in India to poison
flsh.

caseate '

(ka'se-at). v. i. ; pret. and pp. caseated,
ppr. caseating. [< L. caseus, cheese, + -ate2.]

In pathol., to undergo caseous degeneration;
become like cheese.

caseate2 (ka'se-at), n. [< case(ic) + -ate1 .] In

chem., a salt resulting from the union of caseic
acid with a base.
caseation (ka-se-a'shon), n. [< caseate 1 (see
-ation) ;

= P. cassation = Sp. caseacion = Pg.
caseacao = It. caseazione.] 1. The coagulation
of milk. 2. In pathol., transformation into a
dull cheese-like mass, as in pus, tubercle, etc.

case-bay (kas'ba), n. In carp., the space be-
tween a pair of girders in naked flooring.
case-bearer (kas' bar "er), n. A case-bearing
larva.

Case-bearing (kas'bar"ing), a. In entom., pro-
vided with a case or covering: applied to cer-
tain larvee, both aquatic and terrestrial, that
conceal themselves within a case which they
form, and from which they protrude the ante-
rior portion of the body when moving about.
See cuts under Acrobasis and Coscinoptera.

case-binding (kas 'bin "ding), n. A form of

bookbinding in which the finished case (in-
cluding the back) is made apart from the book.
The case is made first, and the sewed book is afterward
inserted in it. The term oats-binding in the United States
is usually applied to cloth-bound books.

case-bottle (kas'bot"!), n. A bottle, often
square in form, made so as to fit into a case
with others.

Case-char (kas'char), n. A name of the com-
mon char, Salmo salvelinus, or Salvelinus alpi-
nus.

case-divinityt (kas'di-vin"i-ti), n. Casuistry.
. Fuller.

case-ending (kas 'en "ding), . In gram., the
letter or syllable added in inflected 'languages
to the root or stem of a noun to indicate its case.
See ease1

, n., 6.

casefled (ka'se-fid). p. a. [< L. caseus, cheese,
"*" ~fy + -ed2.] Cheesy in consistence or ap-
pearance.
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case-harden (kas'har"dn), v. t. To harden the
outer part or surface of, as anything made of

iron, by converting the iron into steel. See

case-hardening.
case-hardened (kas'har"dnd), p. a. 1. Having
the outside hardened, as iron tools, etc. 2.

Figuratively, not sensitive
; having no sense of

shame
;
indifferent to reproof or dishonor.

case-hardening (kas'hard"ning), n. In metal.,
a rapid process of cementation, in which the
surface of wrought-iron is converted into steel

by heating the article to be treated in an iron

box, in contact with some animal matter, such
as bone, parings of horses' hoofs, or leather.
This is done in a smith's forge, or in any suit-
able furnace.
caseic (ka'se-ik), a. [< L. caseus, cheese, +
-ic; = F. castique = Sp. caseico.] Of, pertain-
ing to, or derived from cheese Caseic acid, an
acid obtained from cheese.

casein, caseine (ka'se-in), n. [< L. casern,
cheese, + -in 2

, -ine%; = P. caseine = Sp. case-

ina.] The chief nitrogenous ingredient of milk.
It does not coagulate spontaneously, like fibrin, nor by
heat, like albumen, but by the action of acids and of ren-
net. Cheese made from skimmed milk and well pressed
is nearly pure coagulated casein. It is closely allied to,
if not identical with, legumin, which occurs in many vege-
tables. Casein is one of the most important elements of
animal nutrition as found in milk and leguminous plants.
Its chemical constitution is not fully understood. It con-
tains carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, a little sulphur, and about
15.5 per cent, of nitrogen. Also called caseum. Casein
glue, a glue made by dissolving casein in a strong solution
of borax, used as a substitute for ordinary glue by book-
binders and joiners.

case-knife (kas'nif), . 1. A knife carried in
a case or sheath.
The poet, being resolved to save his heroine's honour,

has so ordered it that the king always acts with a great
case-knife stuck in his girdle, which the lady snatches from
him in the struggle, and so defends herself.

Addison, Travels in Italy.

2. An old name for a table-knife, still some-
times used.

caseling (kas'ling), n. [E. dial., < co*e2 + -ling.]
The skin of a beast that has died by accident
or violence. [Prov. Eng.]
Casella's anemometer. See anemometer.
case-lock (kas'lok), n. A box-lock fastened to
the face of a door by screws.
case-maker (kas'ma"ker), n. In bookbinding,
a maker of cases or covers for books.
caseman (kas'man), n.

; pi. casemen (-men). [<
case2 + man.] One who works at case or sets

type ;
a compositor. [Bare.]

casemate1
Qcas'mat), n. [Formerly also casa-

mate, casamat (after It.); = D. kazemat = G.

easematte, kasematte, formerly casamat (after
It.), = Dan. kasematte = Sw. kasematt = Buss.

kazematu, < P. casemate, formerly also chasmate,
= It. casamatta = Sp. Pg. casjmata (ML. casa-

malta, for "casamatta), a casemate; of uncer-
tain formation: explained as (1) orig. It., < It.

(Sp. Pg.) casa (< L. casa), a house, a little

house, + matta, fern, of matto, foolish, mad,
weak, dial, also false, and dim, dark (as if

'false,' 'dark,' or 'concealed chamber'?); or

(2) orig. Sp., as if casa de "mata, for matanza,
' a house of slaughter,' like the equiv. E. slaugh-
ter-house, a casemate (see quotations from Flo-
rio and Cotgrave), or the G. mord-keller ('mur-
dering-cellar'), a casemate: casa, a house; de

(< L. de), of; matanza, slaughter, < matar = Pg.
matar, < L. mactare, slaughter: see mactation,
mactator, matador.] 1. In fort. : (a) A vault of
stone or brickwork, usually built in the thick-
ness of the rampart of a fortress, and pierced
in front with embrasures, through which artil-

lery may be fired.

Casamatta [It.], a kiude of fortification called in Eng-
lish a Casamat or a slaughter house, and is a place built
low under the wall or bulwarcke, not arriuing vnto the
height of the ditch, seruing to skoure the ditch, annoying
the enemie when he entreth into the ditch to skale the
wall. Florio (1598).

Chasmate [F.], a casemate in fortification : a murthering
house placed in the ditch, to plague the assailants of a
fortress. Cotyrave.
Each bastion was honeycombed with casemates and sub-

terranean storehouses. Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 151.

(6) A shell-proof vault of stone or brick de-

signed to protect troops, ammunition, etc.

Take a garrison in of some two hundred,
To beat those pioneers off, that carry a mine
Would blow you up at last. Secure your casamates.

B. Jonson, Staple of News, i. 1.

(cf) An embrasure.
Casemate [F.], a case-mate; a loop, or loop-hole in a

fortified wall. Cotgrave.

2. The armored bulkhead surrounding guns in
iron-clad ships of war, and pierced with port-
holes through which the guns are run out.

cash

Barrack casemate. See barrack. Defensible case-
mate, a casemate having embrasures or loopholes.

casemate2
t, n. An erroneous form of case-

ment, (c).

casemate-carriage (kas'mat-kar"aj), n. A
carriage used in mounting casemate-guns.
casemated (kas'ma-ted), a. [< casemate1 +
-erf2.] Furnished with a casemate or case-
mates.

casemate-gun (kas 'mat-gun), . A gun so

placed as to be fired through the embrasure of
a casemate.
casemate-truck (kas'mat-truk), n. A heavy
low carriage mounted on three wheels, the for-

ward wheel being pivoted to facilitate changes
of direction : used for transporting cannon and
ammunition within the galleries of permanent
works.
casement (kas'- or kaz'ment), n. [Short for

incasement, < OF. cncassement, later assibilated
enchassement (> E. enchasement, q. v.), lit. a set-

ting in or incasing: see incase and -ment.] In
arcit.: (a) A frame for glass, as forming a win-
dow or part of a window, and made to open by
swinging on hinges which are generally affixed
to a vertical side of the opening into which it

is fitted.

I released
The casement, and the light increased
With freshness in the dawning east.

Tennyson, The Two Voices.

(6) A compartment between the mullions of
a window, (cf) A deep hollow molding used
chiefly in cornices, and similar to the scotia of
classical or cavetto of Italian architecture. Ox-

ford Glossary. Sometimes, erroneously, case-
mate.

casemented (kas'- or kaz'men-ted), a. [<
casement + -e<?2.] Having casements.
caseous (ka'se-us), a. [< L. caseus, cheese, +
-ous ; = F. caneeux = Sp. Pg. caseoso = It. caci-

oso.] Pertaining to cheese
; resembling or hav-

ing the qualities of cheese. caseous degener-
ation or transformation, in pathol., the transformation
of a tissue into a dead, cheese-like mass, as in pus, tuber-

cle, etc.

case-paper (kas'pa"per), n. The outside quires
of a ream. E. H. Knight. See casse-paper.
caser (ka'ser), n. [< case?, v., + -er1 .] One
who cages.

case-rack (kas'rak), . In printing, a square
upright frame of wood with parallel cleats,
made to hold type-cases which are not in use.
Most composing-stands have the lower part
fitted up as a case-rack.

casern (ka-zern'), n. [= D. kazerne = G. kaserne
= Dan. kaserne = Sw. kasern, < P. caserne, < Pg.
caserna (= Sp. caserna = It. cascrma, > G. dial.

kasarme, kasarm), orig. appar. a room for four

(cf. E. quarters), < L. quaterna, fern, of quater-
nus, pi. quaterni, four each, four together: see

quaternary, quaternion, and cf. carillon, quire?.]
A lodging for soldiers in garrison towns, usual-

ly near the ramparts ;
a barrack.

case-shot (kas'shot), n. 1. A collection of
small projectiles, such as musket-balls, grape-
shot, etc., put in cases, to be discharged from
cannon. Also called canister-shot.

A continual storm, not of single bullets, but of chain-
shot and case-shot. Camden.

2. In a more modern sense, a shrapnel-shell,
that is, a spherical iron case inclosing powder
and a number of bullets and exploded by a fuse.
Also called case.

caseum (ka'se-um), n. [NL., < L. caseus,
cheese.] Same as casein.

caseweed (kas'wed), n. [Formerly also casse-

weed; < case2 (= cash 2, a money-box, a purse)
+ weed1.] A name of the shepherd's-purse,
Capsella Bursa-pastoris.

case-work (kas'werk), n. 1. In bookbinding :

(a) The making of cases or covers in which
sewed books are bound, (b) A book glued on
the back and stuck into a cover prepared be-
forehand to receive it. 2. In printing, type-
settijig; composition.
case-worm (kas'werm), n. Same as caddis-
worm.
cash1

! (kash), v. t. [Early mod. E. also cass1

(q. v.), < ME. cassen, < OP. casser, discharge,
cashier, = Pg. cassar (obs.) = It. cassarc, an-

nul, < L. cassare, bring to naught, destroy, an-

nul, < cassus, empty, void. This is the same
word as quash, annul (see quash?), but differ-

ent from quash1
, ult. < L. quassare, break : see

quash1
. Cashier1 is also the same word, with

G. suffix: see cashier1 .] To discard; disband;
cashier.



cash

Cashing the greatest part of his land army, he only re-

taineil 1000 of the liest soldiers.

Sir .1. Giinjen, in 1'nrclias's Pilgrimage.

cash't, [< cash 1
, v.] Disbandment.

cash'2 (kash), . [= D. l,'<in, rush, also box,

chest, = Sw. kassa = Buss. kassa, money, < V.

cussc (E. -ah, < F. -sse, cf. quash, abolish, etc.),

a box, case, chest, money-box, counter, now a

printer's case, a crucible : same word as <vi/.v-,

a case, etc. : see <'- and <//-, of which c/ixli-

is a doublet.] If. A receptacle for money ;
a

money-box.
Twenty thousand pounds are known to he in httrMMft.

,S/> It. HV/iinn*/, Memorials, iii. 2al.

This bunk is properly a general auh where every one

lodges his money. .SVr IK. 7Vi;fc, United Provinces, ii.

2. Money; primarily, ready money; money on
hand or at command.
The real wealth of a nation, consisting in its lalior and

eon i moil i ties, is to he estimated liy the sign of that wealth

its circulating cash. A. Hamilton, Works, I. >&.

Hard cash. () Hard money ; coin ; specie, (b) Money
in hand ; actual money, us distinguished from other prop-

erty. = Syn. 2. Sec iixiiH-ii.

cash- (kash), r. t. [< cash2 , .] 1. To turn into

money, or to exchange for money : as, to cash

a note or an order. 2. To pay money for: as,

the paying teller of a bank cashes notes when
presented.
cash3 (kasli), n. [An E. corruption of an E.

Intl. word, Telugu and Canarese kdsu, Tamil

kds, a small copper coin,
also coin-money in gener-
al. The Pg. caixa, a name
applied to tin coins found

by the Portuguese at Ma-
lacca in 1511, brought
thither from the Malabar
coast in India, is perhaps
the same word, accom. to

Pg. caixa, a case, box,
chest, also a cashier, =
E. M*9= case*, q. v.] 1 .

T
.
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eigners to the only com
in use among the Chinese, and called by them
tsien (pronounced chen). It is a round disk of cop-

per alloy, with a square hole in the middle for convenience
in stringing, and is of the value of one tenth to one four-

teenth of a cent. The characters above and below the

square hole indicate the reign in which the coin was cast ;

those on each side (reading from right to left) are called

t'ung vao, and mean current coin, or money. A string

of cash is a sum of 500 or 1,000 cash, according to local-

ity, strung together, in divisions of 60 or 100. The name
is also applied to a similar coin (called a rin) in circula-

tion in Japan, one thousand being equal to a yen or dollar.

2. The name sometimes given by foreigners
to a li (pronounced le), or thousandth part of

a Chinese liang or ounce. 3. A copper coin

used for currency in Madras under the East
India Company. 4. A coin of Pondicherry,

having a value of one third of a cent. 5. A
money of account in Sumatra, worth about 3

cents.

cash4 (kash), n. [Cf. Ir. coislighe, Gael, coisich,

a path, < Ir. Gael, cos, foot.] A prehistoric
wooden road, resembling an American plank-
road, or corduroy road. Roads of this kind have been
found in Ireland in many localities, and in some cases are

evidently connected with the crannogs.

cash5 (kash), . [Origin uncertain.] In coal-

mining, soft shale or bind. [Scotland.]
cash-account (kash'a-kount"), n. 1. An ac-

count of money received, paid, or on hand.

2. In banking, a credit given by a bank to an
amount agreed upon to any individual or house
of business on receipt of a bond with securities,

generally two in number, for the repayment on
demand of the sums actually advanced, with
interest on each advance from the day on which
it was made. Persons having such accounts draw upon
them for whatever sums within their amount they have
occasion for, repaying these advances as they find oppor-
tunity, but generally within short periods. Interest is

charged only on the average balance which may be due to

the bank. Also called bank-credit and cash-credit, cash-

account being more especially a Scotch name. The sys-
tem of granting such credits seems to have been initiated

by the Scotch banks.

cashaw (ka-sha'), ra. A name of the algarroba
or honey-mesquit, Prosopis juliflora.

cash-book (kash'buk), n. [< cash2 + book; =
I), kasboek.'] A book in which is kept a regis-
ter or an account of money received and paid.

Petty cash-book, a book in which small receipts and

payments are entered.

cash-box (kash'boks), n. A metal or wooden
box for keeping money.
cash-boy (kash'boi), n. A boy employed in a

shop or store to carry the money received by
salesmen from customers to a cashier and bring
back the proper change.
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cash-carrier (kash'kar'i-er), w. A device for

conveying the money received at the counters
of a shop or store to the cashier and returning
the change. It usually consists of a car or receptacle
traveling upon an overhead track or wire extending frnin

the counters to a central office or ileok. Another common
form is that of a pneiimatie tnl.e.

cash-credit (kash'kred"it), n. Same as cash-

in-i-iiiiiil, '2.

cash-day (kash'dii), n. A day on which cash
is iv^ularly paid; a pay-day or settling-day.

casher-box (kash'fer-boks), n. [< 'casher (per-

haps < F. easier, a pigeonhole, case of pigeon-
holes, < ciiiif, < lj. casit, a house) + in*2 .] A
table used in the manufacture of glass. It Is

covered uith coal-finders, and on it the globe of glass is

rested while the blowing -tube i disennnerted and a roil

attached to the other pole of the globe preparatory to the

operation of Hashing. K. II. Kni'iht.

cashew (ka-sho"), . [Also written cadju (=
F. cachou in special sense, a sweetmeat: see

eachou) ;
= Pg. caju = Sp. cayou (E. also acajou

= G. acajou-, acajanuss, after F. acajou a pom-
mes, the cashew-tree, noijc (tacajou, the cashew-

nut, by confusion with acajou, mahogany: see

acajou 1
), < Hind, kdjfi, kanjit, the cashew-nut.]

1. The Anacardium occidentals and its fruit.

See Anacardium and cashew-nut. 2. Same as

cachou. Cashew gum. See^um.
cashew-bird (ka-sho"berd), n. The name given
in Jamaica to one of the tanagers, the Tana-

casings

sicren = Dan. kaxsere = S\v. kassera, cast off,

discharge, discard, cashier, annul, < OF. w.w / .

discharge, enshii-r, > K. nixlt 1
, (j. v.] 1. To dis-

miss from an office or place of trust by an-

nulling the commission by virtue of which it is

beKL
lie had the insolenre to rax/uVr the captain of the lord-

lieutenant's own hody-guard. Macaulay.

Hence 2. Figuratively, to dismiss or discard
from service or from association.

The king that expelled the Tartars about t hundred
yi-aivs since, enluhli-hid this their pn-.-ent 1'iditie, . . .

catnteffin:! all the aneient Nobilitie and Magistrates, that
none is now great but the Km-.

I'lifi-luiti, Pilgrimage, p. 440.

Your son, an't please you, sir, is new cashier'd yonder.
Cast from his mistress' favour.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, v. 4.

They have already cashiered several of their followera
as mutineers. Addition.

3. To reject; put out of account; disregard.
[Rare.]
Some cashier, or at least endeavour to invalidate, all

other argument*. Locke.

4f. To abolish
;
do away with

; get rid of.

If we will now resolve to settle affairs either according
to pure Religion or sound Policy, we must Hrst of all be-

gin roundly to cashier, and cut away from the publick
body the noysom and diseased tumour of 1'ndarie.

Milton, Reformation In Eng., II.

cashier2 (kash-er'), [.Early m d- E- also

casheer ; = D. kassier = G. kassierer, kassirer,

P

Cashew-bird (Spinaalfs ni^ricepHata^.

gra zena of Gosse, now Sjtindalis nigricephala,
an oscine passerine bird of the family Tanagri-
da?, which feeds on the berries of the bully-tree.
cashew-nut (ka-sho'nut), n. The kidney-shaped
nut of the Anacardium oc-

cidentale (see Anacardium),
consisting of a kernel in-

closed in a very hard shell,
which is borne upon a
swollen pear-shaped edible

Stalk. The shell is composed of

two hard layers, between which
is contained an acrid and almost
caustic juice, producing on the
skin a very painful and persistent
vesicular eruption. This acrid

quality is removed by heat, and
the kernel then becomes edible
and is much esteemed, furnish-

ing also a sweet oil. Oriental
cashew-nut, or nurtw-nut, a
similar fruit of an allied tree of Anacardium ocdtttntaic.
the East Indies, Semecarpus An- i, ,, i, cashew-nuts.

acardium. The juice becomes
black on exposure, and is employed in marking cotton
cloths and as a remedy for warts.

cashew-tree (ka-sho'tre), n. The tree, Ana-
cardium occidentale, producing the cashew-nut.

Cashgar cloth. Sameas^wMp.
cash-girl (kash'gerl), n. A girl who performs
the same duties as a cash-boy.
cashie (kash'i), a. [Sc. ;

cf. Icel. karskr, brisk,

bold, hale, hearty, = Sw. Dan. karsk, hale,

hearty.] 1. Luxuriant and succulent: applied
to vegetables and shoots of trees. 2. Growing
very rapidly; hence, delicate; unable to en-

dure fatigue. 3. Flaccid; soft. Jamieson.

[Scotch.]
cashielawst, . [Sc.] An old Scotch instru-

ment of torture, consisting of a heated iron

case for the leg. Also called caspielaws, cas-

piecaws, caspieclaws.
The three principal tortures that were habitually ap-

plied, were the pennywinkis, the boots, and the caschie-

laivis. The first was a kind of thumb-screw ; the second
was a frame in which the leg was inserted, and in which it

was broken by wedges, driven in by a hammer ; the third

was also an iron frame for the leg, which was from time to

time heated over a brazier. Lecky, Rationalism, I. 147.

cashier1 (kash-er'), v. t. [Early mod. E. cas-

seere (cf. cash1 = cass1 ), < D. casseren = G. cas-

Srop.
kassicr, = Dan. kasserer = Sw. kassor. <

. caissier (= Sp. cajero = Pg. caixeiro = It.

cassiere), a cashier, < caisse, a money-box : see

cash2
,
case2

,
and -ier, -eer.'] 1. One who has

charge of cash or money; one who superin-
tends the routine monetary transactions of a
bank or other commercial concern; a cash-

keeper. 2f. A money-box ;
a cash.

cashierer (kash-er'er), n. One who cashiers,

rejects, or discards: as, "a cashierer of mon-
archs," liurke.

cash-keeper (kash 'keeper), . One intrusted
with the keeping of money and money-ac-
counts; a cashier.

cashmere (kash'mer), n. and a. [Also written
cachemere (and with altered form and sense easi-

mire, cassimere, kerseymere, q. v.); = F. cache-

mire = D. kashemire = G. Kaschmir (-schawte)
= Dan. kasimir = Turk, qdzmir, cashmere, so

called because first made in Cashmere (F. Cache-

mire, G. Kaschmir), now commonly written

Kashmir, repr. Kashmir, the native name (Skt.

Kaqmira), a state and valley in the Himalaya
mountains north of the Panjab. ] I. n. A fine

and soft woolen fabric used for dress-goods. It

differs from merino in being twilled on one
side only.

II. a. Made of the dress-fabric so named.
Cashmere Shawl, or India shawl, a shawl originally

made in the valley of Cashmere, and afterward in the Pan-

jab, from the fine downy wool found about the roots of the
hair of the wild goat of Tibet and the Himalayas. It is also

known as the camel's-hair shawl, from the popular notion
that the finest were formerly made of that material.

cashmerette (kash-me-ref), n. [Dim. of cash-

mcre.~\ A textile fabric for women's dresses,
made with a soft and glossy surface, in imita-

tion of cashmere.
Cashmerian (kash-me'ri-an), a. [< Cashmere

(see cashmere) + -ian.~\ Of or pertaining to

Cashmere, a valley and tributary state of India,
in the Himalaya mountains north of the Panjab.
Also spelled Kashmirian.
cash-note (kash'uot), . A note for the pay-
ment of money.
cashoo, n. See catechu.

Casia, n. See Cassia.

casimiret, n. See cassimere.

casing (ka'sing), n. [Verbal n. of case2
, v.]

1. The act or process expressed by the verb
ease. Specifically (a) The process of blowing one piece
of glass within another of a different color, while plas-

tic, and then uniting them by firing. (6) In bookbind-

ing, the operation of inserting the sewed sections of a
book into its case or cover. The work of pasting down
the cover-leaves, clearing out the waste, and pressing the
book is a part of the process of casing.

2. A case: a covering; an inclosure. Specifi-

cally (a) The framework around a door or window.
Also called case, (b) A wooden tunnel for powder-hose in

blasting. () A covering surrounding the smoke-stack or
funnel of a steamboat to protect the deck from the heat.

(d) The cast-iron body of a tubed or converted gun. (e)

That portion of the wall of a blast-furnace which Iwg
between the stuffing and the mantle. (/) In mining,
the altered portion of the "country

"
not closely adjacent

to the lode : almost the exact equivalent of the Cornish

capel (which see). See also gouge and selvage. [Cordille-
ran mining region.]

casings (ka'singz), n. pi. [E. dial., also cassons,

cazzons, and formerly caseng, < ME. casen (also

casard), cow-dung, prob. < Dan. kase, dung (ko-



casings

kase, cow-dung).] Dried cow-dung, used for

fuel. Also called eow-blakes. [North. Eng.]
casino (ka-se'uo), . [It., a house, summer-
house, gaining-house, dim. of casa, a house, <

L. casa, a cottage, hut: see casa.'] 1. A small

country-house ; a lodge ;
a summer-house or

retreat. 2. A club-house or public room used
for social meetings, gaming, dancing, music,

etc.; a public dancing-saloon.
The times are such tlmt one scarcely dares allude to

that kind of company which thousands uf our young men
of Vanity Fair are frequenting every day, which nightly
fills cutinoti and dancing-rooms. Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

3. A game of cards, in which the players, two
or more in number, strive to obtain as many
cards as possible, especially certain cards of

a counting value, as the ten of diamonds and
two of spades. Tricks are taken hy pairim.i, that is,

by matching a card on the table with one in the hand ;

combining, or grouping together front the board, cards
the number of pips on which equals the number on that

played from the hand ; and building, or combining cards
on the board with one in the hand, the trick to be taken
at the player's next turn. In this sense also spelled ert.*-

io. Big or great casino, the ten of diamonds, which
in the game of casino counts two. Little or small ca-
sino, the two of spades, which in the gamu of casino
counts one.

cask1
(kask), n. [Early mod. E. also caskc, < F.

casque.Sj cask, a helmet, = It. casco, a helmet,
< Sp. Pg. casco, a cask, wine-vat, also helmet,
casque, hull, coat of an onion, shard, skull, <

cascar, break in pieces, burst: see cascade1
,

n., and quash 1
.] 1. A close, water-tight ves-

sel formed like a barrel with staves, headings,
and hoops, and used for containing liquids or
substances which may become liquid: a ge-
neric term comprehending the pipe, hogshead,
butt, barrel, etc. 2. An irregular measure of

capacity. A cask of almonds is 3 hundredweight ;
a cask

ol cloves, etc., 300 pounds; a cask of pilchards, 60 gal-
lons. The name is also applied to various foreign mea-
sures of capacity, as the Russian Itoch/ca, the Polish beczka,
etc.

3. In dyeing, an apparatus for steaming and
thus fixing the colors of cloths which are

Srinted
with a mixture of dyestuffs and mor-

ants. It consists of a hollow cylinder, within which the
cloth is suspended, the steam being admitted to the in-

terior of the drum.
4. A helmet. [In this sense now usually spelled
casque (which see).] Bulged cask, a cask swelling
in the middle. Splayed cask, a cask having a flaring
or conical form.

cask 1
(kask), v. t. [< cask1

, .] 1. To put into
a cask. 2. To provide with or put on a casque
or helmet.

Koyally casfced in a helme of steele.

Marstou, Antonio and Mellida, I., v.

casket, n. [An irreg. var. of eas/i2
, 1, a chest,

appar. by confusion with cast1 .] A casket; a
case or shell.

A jewel, lock'd into the woefull'st conk
That ever did contain a thing of worth.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

pnely the heart and soule is cleane, yet feares the
taincture of this polluted caxke, and would have passage
[by thy revenging hand] from this loathsome prison and
fllthy truncke. Speed, Hist. Great Britain (1611), p. 379.

casket't (kas'ket), n. See casquet1
.

casket2 (kas'ket), . [Formerly also casquet
(cf. casket1 = casquet1 ), < late ME. casket, < OF.
and F. cassette (= Pr. caisseta = Cat. capseta =
It. cassetta), a casket, coffer, chest, dim. of

casse, a chest, box, > E. casft2
, and, earlier, E.

case2 : see caslfi, case2.] 1. A small chest or
box for jewels or other small articles.

The same quayer to he put in a boxe called a Casket,
loken. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 379.

Here, catch this casket ; it is worth the pains.
Shak., M. of V., ii. 6.

Caskets full of pardons. Strype, Edw. VI., an. 1549.

2. A fanciful name applied to a book con-

sisting of a number of selected literary or
musical pieces : as, a casket of literary gems.
[Bare.] 3. A coffin, especially a costly one:
used as a softened synonym of coffin. [U. S.]

4. A stalk or stem. [North. Eng.]
casket2 (kas'ket), v. t. [< casket?, n.] To put
into a little chest.

I have writ my letters, casketed my treasure.

Shak., All's Well, ii. 5.

The jewel safely casketed. Keats.

casket3 (kas'ket), n. Same as gasket.
casknet, n. A corruption of casket2 .

casmalos (kas'ma-los), n. [Native.] A name
of the long-billed crested black parrot, Micro-
glossns aterrimiis, of New Guinea,

caspiecawst, caspieclawst, caspielawst, n.

Same as cashielaws.

casque (kask), n. [Early mod. E. reg. cask, caskc,
< F. casque, a helmet, < It. casco, a helmet, < Sp.

Casquetel. til: e of Edward IV., bide and
back views.
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casco, & helmet, skull, etc.: see cask1
.'] 1. A

helmet of any kind. [Chiefly poetic.]

.My good blade carves the casques of men,
My tough lance thrusteth sure.

Tennyson, Sir Galahad.

2. In zool., some process or formation on the
head resembling a helmet; a galea. Especially
applied in ornithology to the horn <it the bill of the horn-

bills, and to tile frontal boss or shield of various birds, as

coots, gallinules, and sundry species of the family Icte-

ridce. The head of the cassowary, Casitarius galeatus,
offers a good example. See cut under cassowary.

casquet 1
! (kas'ket), n. [Early mod. E. casket =

D. basket = (J. casquet = Dan. kaskjet, a cap, <

F. casquet, < It. caschetto, a little helmet, dim.
of casco, a helmet : see cank1

, casque.'] Ahead-
piece without a movable vizor, worn in the six-

teenth century
and later.

casquet'-'t, See
CIlKKCt".

casquetelt.x. [F.,
dim. of casque.']
A small steel cap
or open helmet
without beaver
or vizor, but hav-

ing a projecting umbril and overlapping plates
behind for ease in throwing the head back.

cassH (kas), v. t. [Older form of cash 1
, q. v.]

1. To quash; defeat; annul. 2. To dismiss;
cashier.

To cass all old and unfaithful bands.

Raleigh, Arts of Empire, p. 14.

cass2t,
n. [Contr. of caddis, as case-worm for

caddis-worm.] A caddis-worm.
Lumbrici [It.], little easses [corrected canes, ed. 1611] or

carth-wonnes. Florio (1598).

cassada, cassado, . Same as cassava.

Cassandra (ka-san'drii), n. [NL., < L. Cas-

sandra, < Gr. Kaaaavfipa, in Greek legend a

daughter of Priam and Hecuba.] In hot., a

genus of ericaceous plants, of a single species,
native of the cooler portions of Europe, Asia,
and North America. C. calyculata is a low shrub of
the northern United States, with coriaceous evergreen
leaves (hence its common name of leather-leaf), and cylin-
drical white flowers appearing in early spring.

cassareep, cassireepe (kas'a-, kas'i-rep), .

[Also spelled cassaripe; the South American
name.] A sauce made of cassava or manioc-
root.

cassate (kas'at), v. t.
; pret. and pp. cassated,

ppr. cassating. [< L. cassatus, pp. of cassare,

annul, > E. cass1 = cash 1 = quaslft = cashier1 :

see these words.] To vacate, annul, or make
void.

This opinion supersedes and cognates the best medium
we have. Ray, Works of Creation.

The laws must not so tolerate, as by conserving persons
to destroy themselves, and the public benefit : but if there
be cause for it, they must be cassated.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 387.

cassation 1 (ka-sa'shon), n. [< F. cassation =
Sp. casaciou = Pg. cassacSo = It. cassazione

(cf. D. cassatie), < L. as if "cassatio(n-), < cas-

sare, annul, quash: see cassate.'} The act
of annulling, reversing, or canceling; annul-
ment. The Court of Cassation is the highest court of

France, and receives appeals from all other courts.

The confederacy of nobles, too, was dissolved, having
accomplished little, . . . and having lost all credit with
the people by the formal cassation of the Compromise in

consequence of the Accord of August.
Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 3S.

cassation2 (ka-sa'shon), n. In music, during
the eighteenth century, a song or an instru-

mental piece similar to the serenade, intended
for performance in the open air.

cassava (ka-sa'va), . [Formerly also casava,
casave, cassada, cassado; NL. cassava; (. F.

cassave, < Sp. casabe, caeabe = Pg. cassave, <

Haytian kasabi.] 1. The name of several spe-
cies of Manihot, a euphorbiaceous genus of

stout herbs, extensively
cultivated for food in

tropical America and on
the coast of Africa, from
the tuberous roots of
which cassava -

bread,
cassava-starch, and tapi-
oca are made. The kinds
that are chiefly used are M.
utUiitima (bitter cassava), M.
Aipi (sweet cassava), and M.
Carthatjinengis. Also known
as inandioc, manioc, or ma-
niocca. See manioc.

2. The starch prepared
f .-, ,.

from the roots of the
Branch of Cassava (Manthot

Cassia

cassava-plant. The roots, which are sometimes a yard
in length, are grated, and tile pulp is freed from its milky
juice. This is done by means of sacks made of matting,
which are tilled and suspended from a beam, weights being
attached to the lower end. The meal thus dried is often
made immediately into bread by baking it in broad thin
cakes. Starch is obtained by washing the meal in water
ami allowing the farinaceous portion to settle. This starch,
when dried upon heated plates, is converted into tapioca.
The juice itself, especially that from the bitter cassava,
contains a considerable amount of hydrocyanic acid, and
is very poisonous.

cassava-wood (ka-sii'vii-wud), . The Turpi-
nia occidentalis, a celastraceous tree of the West
Indies.

casset, ' t. See cats1
.

cassedoinet, . An old form of chalcedony.
casseeret, v. t. An earlier form of cashier1

.

Cassegrainian (kas-e-gra'ni-au), .. Relating
to one Cassegrain, who in 1672 described a new
form of reflecting telescope essentially differ-

ent from those of Newton and Gregory. There is

a hole at the center of the large mirror (as in the Gre-
gorian form), but the rays leaving that mirror, before

coming to a focus, strike a small convex mirror, and are
reflected through the hole to the eyepiece. The telescope
is shorter than the Gregorian, the spherical aberration is

partly eliminated, and the loss of light is about that of the
Newtonian. See telescope.

Cassel brown, green, etc. See the nouns.
Casselmann's green. See green.
cassen (kas'en). An English dialectal form of
the past participle of cast1 .

cassena (ka-se'na), n. [Also cassina, NL. Cas-

siiic.] A name of the yaupon, Ilex Cassine.

casse-paper (kas'pa"per), n. [= D. kaspapier; <

casse, F. cause, broken, pp. of casser, break (see
cascade1

, n., and quash 1
), + paper.] Broken,

wrinkled, or imperfect paper set aside by the

paper-maker.
Casserian (ka-se'ri-an), a. and n. See Gas-
scrian.

casserole (kas'e-rol), ?i. [= G. kasserol = Dan.
kasserolle = It! casseruola = Pr. cassarola, < F.

casserole, a stew-pan (also dial, castrole, > G.
dial, kastrol, kastrolle = Sw. kastrull = D. kas-

trol), dim. of OF. casse = Cat. cassa = It. cazza

(ML. caza, cazia, cazeola, catiola), a crucible,
ladle, = Sp. co.ro = Pg. caco, a frying-pan,
saucepan, < OHG. cheszi (*kuzzi), a kettle, with
dim. chezzil = E. kettle, q. v.] 1. A stew-pan
or saucepan. Hence 2. A dish prepared in

such a pan; a sort of stew: as, a casserole of
mutton. 3. A sort of cup made of rice, mashed
potatoes, or the like, and browned in the oven,
designed to contain some delicate and highly
flavored dish. 4. Less properly, a rim or edg-
ing, as of rice, around the edge of a dish of stew,
or the like. 5. A small handled dish, almost
as deep as it is

wide, made of

porcelain, and
holding from

,.

5 to 20 ounces,
used in chemi-
cal laboratO- Casserole.

ries for evap-
orating solutions to dryness and for other pur-
poses.
casserole-fish (kas'e-rol-fish), n. ACreolename
of the horseshoe crab or king-crab, Limulus
polyphemus : from its resemblance to a sauce-

pan.
cassette (ka-sef), n. [F. (= Pr. caisseta = Cat.

capseta = It. cassetta), a casket, box: see cas-

keft.] In the manufacture of chinaware, a
utensil made of potters' clay with sand, in
which the ware is baked. It is usually round,
with a flat bottom. Also called coffin.

cassetnr breve (ka-se'ter bre've). [L., let the
brief be annulled : cassetur, 3d pers. sing. pres.
subj. pass, of cassare, annul; breve, a short

writing: see cassate and brief.'] In old law, an
entry on the record, made by a plaintiff who
is met by a well-founded plea in abatement,
whereby an end is put to the action, and he can
begin anew.
casseweedt (kas'wed), n. An obsolete form of
caseweed.

Cassia (kash'ia), n. [L., more correctly casia,
< Gr. naaia, naoaia, < Heb. qetsi'oth, cassia, a pi.

form, < qei?i'a>t, cassia-bark, < qatsa', cut.] 1.
A very large genus of leguminous herbs, shrubs,
and trees, mostly of tropical or warm regions.
They have abruptly pinnate leaves, nearly regular flowers,
and distinct stamens with the anthers opening hy pores.
The leaves of several species constitute the well-known
cathartic drug called senna. The purging cassia, C. Fis-

tula, an ornamental tree of the old world, but frequently
planted in tropical America, has very long cylindrical
pods containing a sweetish pulp which is used in medi-
cine as a mild laxative. The seeds of C. accidental!* are



Cassia

used in tliu tropics as a substitute f"i < '"live. :md ;ire known
as HCIII-II in- .l/..

; /./,i,; n./frc, though they contain no caf-

Flowers and Fruit of Cassia Fistula.

feln. Some species furnish ornamental woods, and several

nre in cultivation, many having handsome foliage and

conspicuous yellow (lowers.

2. [7. e.] The cinnamon cassia, wild cassia, or

cassia-bark. See cassia-lignea. Clove cassia,
the hark of Dicytti-/liitin 0oiyqpA|rfilltum, a little-known

laiiraceous tree of Brazil. It has a clove-like odor and
the taate of cinnamon, and is used for mixing with other

spices.

cassia-buds (kash'ia-bud/.), n. /*/. The com-
mercial name for tlie immature fruit of the

Chinese tree which yields cassia-lignea. They
are used as a spice.

Cassia-lignea (kash'iji-lig'ne-a), . [NL., lit.

ligneous or woody cassia : see Cassia, and ligne-

ous.] Cassia-bark, or wild cassia, also known
as Chinese ciiinamon, a species of cinnamon
obtained chiefly from the Cinnamomum Cassia

of southern Ohina. Itclosely resembles Ceylon china-

iiion. and is used for the same purposes. Inferior kinds
are largely exported from southern India, Sumatra, ami
other East Indian islands, the product of C. iners and
other species.

cassia-oil (kash'iii-oil), n. A volatile oil ob-

tained from cassia-lignea, resembling oil of cin-

namon.
cassia-pulp (kash'ia-pulp), n. The sweet pulp
which exists in the pods of Cassia Fistula. It

is used in medicine as a mild purgative. See

Cassia, 1.

cassican (kas'i-kan), n. [= F. cassican; <

Cassicus + -an.] i. A bird of the genus Cas-

sicus. Curler. 2. An Australian and Papuan
corvine bird of either of the genera Gymnorhina
and tStrcpera; a piping-crow. See liarita, (c).

Cassicinae (kas-i-si'ne), . pi. [NL.,< Cassicus

+ -imc.] A subfamily of Icteridce, typified by
the genus Cassicus; the caciques. They have
naked exposed nostrils and the mesorhinium

expanded into a frontal shield.

Cassicus (kas'i-kus), H. [NL. (Brisson, 1760):
see CacicKs, cacique.] See Cacicus.

Cassida (kas'i-da), n. [NL., < L. cassis (cas-

sid-), also cassida, a helmet.] A genus of mo-

Black-legffed Tortoise-beetle (Cassuia nifripes).

a, larva i *. larva, cleaned and enlarged ; c, pupa. (Vertical lines

show natural sixes.)

nilicorn beetles, giving name to the family Cas-
<sidid(ri

;
the tortoise-beetles.
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Species of Cassida and allied forms are recognized by
the excessively wirle margins of the prothoru and elytrn,
lillil by the head being partly or wholly runrealeil beneath
the forward margin .M the" prothorav, the whole insert

thus presenting a llattcned, roundish, scale-like a^iieet.

*/,<//. \,n. lli,l., II. 314.

Cassidae (kas'i-de), n.pl. [NL.] Same as Cas-

cassideous (ka-sid'e-us), a. [< L. cassis (cas-

xiil-), a helmet, + -cous,] In lot.,

helmet-shaped, as the upper se-

pal in the genus Acouituiii.

cassidid (kas'i-did), n. A gas-

tropod of the family Ca.isiilida:

Cassididae 1 (ka-sid'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Cnssida + -ida'.] In

entom., a family of phytophagous
tetramerous Coli-oiiti-rii or bee-

tles, having a rounded body,
whence the name of the group.

Cyclica, in which they were for-

merly ranged. They are known a ttrttitt iv-tlet and
liel,art-beetle*, the dilated thorax forming a sort of hel-

met covering the head. The genera and species are nu-

merous. Also written Cassida! and Cagtidiadce. See cut

under CVw.W".

Cassididae- (ka-sid'i-de), w. pi. [NL., < i'<ix.iix

(Cassid-) + -idol.] In conch., a group of gastro-

pod molluskn, typified by the genus Cassis, for-

merly referred to the Buccinida;, now forming a

separate family ;
the helmet-shells, or cameos.

They are characterized by a

generally thick heavy shell,
with a short spire, a cana-
liculate aperture, a callous

columellar lip, and lioth lips
toothed or ribbed ; and by a

large head and foot, and a

Erotrusile
proboscis. The

ngual ribbon has 7 rows of

teeth ; the median rows are
transverse and multidentate,
the inner lateral broad and
multidentate, and the outer
lateral unguiculate. The gen-
era are Cassis, Cassidarut,
and Oniaeia. Also written

Caxridiadfe, Cassida. See
hflinet-shi'll and cameo-shell.

Cassidina (kas-i-di'na),

Helmet.shell(Coyf>). [NL.,< L. COSSlS (caS-

sid-), a helmet,+ -ina^.]
A

jjeuus
of isopod crustaceans, the species of

which areknown &s shield-slaters. Edwards, 1840.

Cassidix (kas'i-diks), n. [NL. (Lesson), appar.
made out of a F. "cassidiques, pi., < L. as if *cas-

sidieus, adj., < cassis (cassid-), a helmet.] 1. A
genus of grackles, or American oscine passer-
ine birds, of the family Icterida; and subfamily
Quiscalince, having thick bills and boat-shaped
tails: same as Scaphidurus (Swainson, 1831).
X. P. Lesson, 1831. 2. [/. c.] The specific name
of the hornbill of Celebes, Buceros cassidix. C.

J. Temminck, 1820. 3. A generic name of the
same. C. L. Bonaparte, 1849.

cassidony1
(kas'i-do-ni), n. A corruption of

chalcedony.

cassidony2 (kas'i-do-ni), n. [A corruption of

L. stcechas Sidonia, the stoachas of Sidon, where
the plant is indigenous.] The popular name
of the plant Lavandula Stwchas, or French lav-

ender.

Cassidula (ka-sid'u-la), n. [NL. (Humphreys,
1797), dim. of L/cnssi's (cassid-), a helmet.] 1.

The typical genus of sea-urchins of the family
Cassidulida;1 . Also Cassiditlns: Laniard; 1816.

2. In conch., a genus of

basommatophorous pul-
monato gastropods, of the

family Auriculidai, having
a squarish body-whorl,
very short spire, and

Ca,,aula auris./elil.

toothed lips. The species
inhabit the sea-shores of the Indo-Pacific re-

gion. Also Cassidulus; Latreille, 1825.

Cassidulidae1
(kas-i-du'li-de), . pL [NL., <

Cassidula, 1, + -idee.] A family of exocyclic
or petalpstichous echinoderms, or irregular
sea-urchins, known as heart-urchins, having a
rounded or oval form, very fine spines, and no
fascicles. It includes the subfamilies Echino-
neince and Xuclcolinae.

Cassidulidae2 (kas-i-du'li-de), . pi [NL., <

Cassidulus + -ida;.] A family of proboscis-bear-
ing pectinibranchiate gastropods, typified by
the genus Cassidulus. They are characterized by a

long neck and small head, tentacles small and near the end
of the head, and teeth on the lingual riblwn in :t rows, the
central moderately broad, and the lateral versatile and
bidentate ; the shell is pear-shaped or ol>conic, and with
a produced canal. The species are inhabitants of tropical
seas.

Cassidulus (ka-sid'u-lus), . [NL., < L. cassis

(cassid-), a helmet.] 1. A name of a genus of

Cassiopeia

gastropods taken for the type of the family Cat-
f-'nliiHilii'-: syiMHiyinmis with M<-ltiyrim. 2.

S:imc as Ciixsidnla.

cassimere (kus'i-mer), n. [Also casimire; cor-

niiilcd Id /,' rttii/iiim. ([. v.
;
= I), kaziniirr = Q.

Dan. Sw. /.unnnir, < I-', <-n.fi mir, prob. < S]>. c.s/-

miro = I'tf. t'<i.iiinira = It. ciixiinira, > Turk. <fd;-

inir, ca-simcrc'
;
ult. the same word as i-aslnin-n:

q. v.] Awoolen cloth aboutSO inches in width,
used for men's wear; specifically, a twilli-d

cloth of the above description, used principally
for trousers.

cassina (ka-si'na), H. Same as cass< it".

cassine (ka-sen'j, . [F.,< It. casino, a coun-

try-house, etc.: see nnsiito.] A small house,
especially in the open country: specifically, a

hpuHo standing ulono, where soldiers may lie

hid or take a position.

cassinet, . Same as cassinette.

cassinette (kas-i-nef), . [= (i. <-n.ixni< t, Sji.

i-iixiiiati- ; a sort of dim. of cassimere.] A cloth

made of a cotton warp and a woof of very tine

wool, or wool and silk, used for waistcoats.

Also called l.-i r. i/n<ltc. J-:. 11. KniyM.
Cassinian (ka-sin'i-an), . and H. I. a. Per-

taining to a member of the Italian aud French

family Cassini, which

produced four genera-
tions of astronomers,
1625-1845. Also Cassi-

noid.

If we wish the plane of mo-
tion to he of limited extent, we
must make its boundary one of
the Ctuxinian ellipses.

Hiwhin, Uniplanar Kincmat-
[ics, VI. iii. 130.

Cassinian oval, or Cassin-
ian, a bicircular quartic curve,
the locus of a point the pro-
duct of whose distances from
two tlxed points is constant.
The Cartesian equation is

(12 ). yZ + a2)2 4o2i2 = ,4. If m2 < a2, the real curve
consists of two ovals ; if >-' ><i-, it consists of one; and
if in- = n-, it becomes the lemniscate. Cassinians arc

curves of the eighth class (except the lemnfscate, which
is of the sixth), and have four stationary tangents on the
absolute.

II. a. A Cassinian oval.

cassinite (kas'i-mt), . A kind of feldspar from
Delaware county, Pennsylvania, remarkable for

containing several per cent, of baryta.
cassino, n. See casino, 3.

cassinoid (kas'i-noid), n. and a. [As Cas-
sia-tan + -aid; = F. cassinoide.] I. n. In math.,
a plane curve, the locus of a point the product
of whose distancesfrom a number of fixed points
is constant

;
a logarithmic potential curve. See

Cassinian.

II. a. [cap.] Same as Cassinian.

Cassiope (ka-si'o-pe), n. [NL., < L. Cassiope, <

Gr. Kaeatom;, a fern, proper name. Cf. Cassio-

peia.] A small genus of ericaceous plants, low

evergreen shrubs, resembling heaths, natives
of alpine and arctic regions, chiefly of North
America. C. hypnoides, of Labrador and Greenland
and the mountains of New York and New England, is also

a native of Lapland and arctic Siberia.

Cassiopeia (kas"i-o-pe'ya), n. [L., also written

Cassiopea, Cassiep'eia, -pea, and Cassiope (> F.

Cassiopee = Sp. Casiopea = Pg. It. Cassiopea),
< Gr. Kaoaitixcia, Kaaoicireia, and Kaooiovi/, in

myth, the wife of Cepheus, king of Ethiopia,
and mother of Andromeda

;
afterward placed

Four Confocal Cassinian
Ovals.

F, F. tact. Putting *a for

the distance between them,
the equations of_the ovals

represented are V pp o.8a,

\* pp' = a (the lemniscate.

or ngure-8 curve), 1/M*
~

i.aa. )/ pp' = I.5<|.

1
The Constellation Cassiopeia, according to the description of Ptolemy.



Cassiopeia

among the stars.] 1 . A beautiful circumpolar
constellation, supposed to represent the wife of

Cepheus seated in a chair and holding up both

arms. It contains 30 stars brighter than the sixth mag-
nitude, and is always found opposite the Great Bear on the

othersideof the pole-star. In this constellation appeared in

1572 a temporary star brighter than Venus at its brightest.

2. [NL.] In M(il., the typical genus of the fam-

ily Caxsiopeii(I(C. C. borbonica of the Mediterranean is

an example. C.J'random inhabits the 1'lorida keys. Origi-

nally Casslopea. Peran and Lesson, 1809.

Cassiopeiidae (kas*i-o-pe'yi-de), P l - [NL ->

< Cnxxiiijii'ln + -idto.] A family of rhizostomous

discophorous hydrozoans, represented by the

genus Cassiopeia. The species are attached in the

adult state instead of free-swimming, being usually found

upon coral mud.

cassique, . See cacique.

cassireepe, . See cassareep.
Cassis (kas'is), n. [NL. (Klein, 1734 in echino-

derms, and 1753 in mollusks), < L. cassis, hel-

met.] A large genus of prosobranchiate gas-

tropodous mollusks, known as helmet-shells, for-

merly placed with the Succinidce or whelks, or

with the Doliidfe, but now made the type of a

family Cassididce. See cut under CassididaP.

cassiterite (ka-sit'e-rit), n. [< L. cassiterum (<

Gr. Kaaairepof, tin;"prob. of Phenician origin:
of. Ar. gasdir, pewter, tin, Skt. kastira, tin) +
-ife2

;
= F. cassiteriae.'} Native tin dioxid, SnO2 ,

a mineral crystallizing in tetragonal forms, usu-

ally of a brown to black color, and having a

splendent adamantine luster on the crystalline
faces. Its specific gravity is very high, nearly equal to

that of metallic iron ; it generally occurs in irregular
masses and grains, disseminated in granite, gneiss, clay

slate, mica slate, and porphyry ;
also In reniform shapes

with fibrous radiated structure (wood-tin), and in rolled

pieces or grains, as sand, in which last condition it is known
as stream-tin. It is the principal source of metallic tin,

occurring in many localities, the most important of which
are Cornwall In England, the Erzgebirge in Saxony and

Bohemia, Finland, the island of Banca near Sumatra, and

Queensland in Australia. It has recently been found in

some quantity in Dakota. The supply at present is chiefly
drawn from Australia.

cassius (kash'ius), . [Named from its discov-

erer, Andreas Cassius, a German chemist of the

17th century.] A certain purple pigment. See

purple.
cassock (kas'ok), n. [< F. canaque, a cassock

(> casaquin, a'small cassock, a corset, > Dan.

kasseking, a jacket, jerkin), < It. camcca (= Sp.

Pg. casaca), a great-coat, surtout, lit. a house

(of. casaccia, a large, ugly old house), < casa, a

house : see casa, casino, and cf. chasuble, from
the same ult. source.] 1. Any loose robe or

outer coat, but particularly a military one.

The muster-file, rotten and sound, upon my life, amounts
not to fifteen thousand poll ; half of the which dare not
shake the snow from off their cassock*, lest they shake
themselves to pieces. Shak.

,
All's Well, iv. 3.

This small piece of service will bring him clean out of

love with the soldier for ever. He will never come within
the sign of it, the sight of a cassock, or a musket-rest again.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, ii. 3.

2. A long clerical coat, buttoned over the breast

and reaching to the feet, and confined at the

waist by a broad sash called a circline. in the
Roman Catholic Church its color varies with the dignity
of the wearer : priests wear black ; bishops, purple ; car-

dinals, scarlet ; and popes, white. In the Anglican Church
black is worn by all the three orders of the clergy, but

bishops upon state occasions often wear purple.

The custom was, both here and in the other northern

parts of Christendom, for all clergymen, whether secular
or of a religious order, to have the gown we now call a

cassock, lined, like the garments of the laity, throughout
with furs, in Latin, pelles : hence this vesture got its name,
"
pellicea

"
or pelisse. Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 20.

cassocked (kas'okt), a. [< cassock + -erf2 .]

Clothed with a cassock.
A cassocfc'd huntsman and a fiddling priest !

Cowper, Prog, of Err., 1. 111.

cassolette (kas'o-let), n. [F., < Sp. cazoleta,

pan of a musket-lock, a kind of perfume, lit. a
little pan, dim. of cazo, a saucepan : see casse-

role.'} 1 . A censer ; a vessel with a pierced cover
for burning perfumes. 2. A vessel or box for

holding perfumes and provided with a perfo-
rated cover to permit the diffusion of them.
cassonade (kas-o-nad'), . [< F. cassonade (>

Pg. cassonada), Z OF. casson, mod. F. caisson =
Pg. caixao, a large chest (cf. OSp. cazon, brown
sugar, because the sugar is imported in large
chests): see caisson and case2.] Raw sugar;
sugar not refined.

cassone (ka-so'ne), n.
; pi. cassoni (-ni). [It.,

aug. of cassa, a chest: see cassoon, caisson.]
A great chest

; specifically, one of the Italian

bridal chests or richly decorated coffers which
were made in Italy in the middle ages and later

to contain the more costly part of the bridal

outfit.
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The Cassoni, or large trousseau coffers, on which the
most costly and elaborate decorations were often lavished.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 855.

cassons (kas'onz), . Same as casings.
cassoon (ka-son'j, n. [< It. cassone (= OF.

casson, F. caisson (> E. caisson) = Pg. caixfio),

a large chest, aug. of cassa, a chest : see case2
,

ca*7iC] A deep panel or coffer in a ceiling or

soffit.

cassoumba (ka-som'ba), n. [Native name.]
A pigment made in Amboyna, Moluccas, from
the burnt capsules of the plant Sterculia Ba-

langlias.

cassowary (kas'o-wa-ri), n.; pi. cassowaries

(-riz). [= F. casoar== Sp. casoario, casobar, ca-

suel = It. casuario = D. casuaar, kasuaris = G.

Dan. Sw. kasuar (NL. casuarius), < Malay AY/.-SH-

waris, the cassowary.] A large struthious bird

Cassowary ( Casuarius galeatus).

of the genus Casuarius, subfamily Casuariince,
and family Casuariida;, inhabiting Australia and
the Papuan islands. It resembles the ostrich, and is

nearly as large, but has shorter and thicker legs in pro-

portion, and three toes. It is characterized by a ratite

sternum, plumage with large aftershafts, rudimentary
wings represented externally by several spine-like pro-

cesses, fleshy caruncles or lappets upon the throat, and a

large casque or helmet upon the head. It runs with great

rapidity, outstripping the swiftest horse. The cassowary
leaves its few eggs to be hatched by the heat of the sun.

cassumunar (kas-u-mu'nar), n. [E. Ind.] An
aromatic root used as a tonic and stimulant, ob-

tained from Zingiber Cassumunar.
cast1 (kast), v.

; pret. and pp. cast, ppr. casting.

[< ME. casten, kestfn, < Icel. kasta = Sw. kasla

= Dan. kaste, throw
;
a purely Scand. word,

not found in the other Teut. tongues, where
the orig. word for ' throw' is warp with its cog-

nates.] I. trans. 1. To throw, either literally

or figuratively : as, to cast a stone at a bird ; to

cast light on a subject; to cast a shadow; to

cast a slur on one's reputation.
Thei brought thre mantels furred with ermyn, and the

cloth was scarlet, and the! caste hem vpon the two kynges.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 607.

Uzziah prepared for them . . . slings to cast stones.

2 Chron. xxvi. 14.

Both the chariot and horse are cast into a dead sleep.
Ps. Ixxvi. 6.

Sir, I forgive you heartily,
And all your wrong to me I cast behind me.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, v. 3.

I shall desire all indifferent eyes to judge whether these

men do not endeavour to cast unjust envy upon me.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

Round his soul her net she strove to cast,

Almost despite herself.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 107.

2. To throw with violence or force; fling;
hurl : usually with some adjunct, such as away,

down, into, off, out, etc. See phrases below.

On the heighte of that Pynacle, the Jewes setten Seynt
Jame, and casted him do-urn, to the Erthe, that first was

Bisschopp of Jerusale. Mandeville, Travels, p. 87.

Koting thereon the casting doume of the Forts on Tigris,
and amongst them the Temple of Belus there erected.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 77.

And the Lord turned a mighty strong west wind, which
took away the locusts, and cast them into the Red Sea.

Ex. x. 19.

Specifically 3. To throw to the ground, as

in wrestling; especially, to throw a horse or

other animal to the ground, as in training, or

for a surgical operation or slaughter.
I made a shift to cast him. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3.

cast

Eying him,
As eyes the butcher the mat panting ox
That feels his fate is come, nor struggles more.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 26.

4f. To decide or bring in a verdict against, as in

a lawsuit
;
condemn as guilty ; hence, to defeat.

If the whole power of my estate can cast him,
He never shall obtain me.

Middleton (and others), The Widow, ii. 1.

The Commons by far the greater number cant him
;
the

Lords, after they had been satisfied in a full discourse by
the Kings Solicitor, and the opinions of many Judges de-

livered in their House, agreed likewise to the Sentence of

Treason. Milton, Eikonoklastes, ii.

Were the case referred to any competent judge, they
would inevitably be cast. Decay of Christian Piety.

His father left him fourscore pounds a year ; but he has
cast and been caxt so often, that he is not now worth

thirty. Addison, Sir Roger at the Assizes.

5f. To disband or break up (a regiment or com-

pany) ; hence, to dismiss
; reject ;

cashier
;
dis-

card.
When a company is cast, yet the captain still retains the

title of captain. Chapman, All Fools, v. 1.

The state . . .

Cannot with safety cast him. Shak., Othello, i. 1.

His regiment is cast, that is most certain,
And his command in the castle given away.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, i. 1.

6. To shed or throw off; part with
;
lose: as,

trees cast their fruit
;
a serpent casts his skin

;

"to cast the rags of sin," Dryden; "casted

slough," Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1.

He cast al his colour and bi-com pale, and eft red as rose

in a litel while. William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 881.

Your colt's tooth is not cast yet.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 3.

You likewise will do well,

Ladies, in entering here, to cast and fling
The tricks which make us toys of men.

Tennyson, Princess, ii.

7f. To throw out or up; eject; vomit.

We all were sea-swallow'd, though some cast again.
Shak., Tempest, ii. 1.

His filth within being cast, he would appear
A pond as deep as hell. Shak., M. for M., iii. 1.

8. To form by throwing up earth
;
raise.

Thine enemies shall cast a trench about thee.
Luke xix. 43.

The blind mole casts

Copp'd hills toward heaven. Shak., Pericles, 1. 1.

9f. To emit or give out.

This casts a sulphureous smell. Woodward.

10. To bestow; confer (upon) or transfer (to).

The government I cast upon my brother.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

11. To turn; direct: as, to cast a look or

glance of the eye.
She kneel'd, and, saint-like,

Cant her fair eyes to heaven, and pray'd devoutly.
Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1.

In casting his eyes about, the commodore beheld that

the shore abounded with oysters.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 123.

12f. Reflexive : To think or propose to (one's

self) ;
intend.

And cast him to lyue
In ydelnesse and in ese and by others trauayle.

Piers Plowman (C), x. 151.

Who that cast hym thys reule for to kepe,
Mot conforme hym like in euery thyng,
Where he shall byde, vnto the felyshype.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 26.

13+. To consider; think out; hence, to plan;
contrive; arrange.
He that casteth all doubts, shal neuer be resolued in

any thing. Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 354.

Cast it also that you may have rooms both for summer
and winter. Bacon, Building.

I'll do't with ease, I have cast it all.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 1.

The plot was cast by me, to make thee jealous.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, v. 2.

I serv'd you faithfully,
And cast your plots but to preserve your credit.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, v. 2.

The cloister . . . would have been proper for an orange-
house ; and had, I doubt not, been cast for that purpose.

Sir W. Temple.
I shall cant what I have to say under two principal heads.

Addison, Charge to the Jury.

14. Theat. : (a) To distribute or allot the parts

among the actors : said of a play : as, to " cast

the 'Merchant of Venice,'" Addison.

I should have thought, now, that it [the piece] might
have been cast (as the actors call it) better at Drury-lane.

Sheridan, The Critic, i. 1.

(6) To assign a certain part or r61e to : as, to

cast an actress for the part of Portia. 15. To
find or ascertain by computation; compute;
reckon ; calculate : as, to cast accounts

;
to cast

a nativity.
She cast my destiny,

I being but a child. JB. Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1.



cast

Hi' is the Faustus,

That casteth figures and can conjure.
/,'. .liiiixiiii, Alchemist, iv. 4.

You cast the event of war, my noble lord,

And summ'd the account of chance.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. 1.

The mariner was left to creep along the coast, while the

astronomer via outing nativities.

KivfHt, Orations, I. 248.

16. To bring forth abortively.
Thv ewes and thy she goats have not cast their young.

Gen. X.VM. :!h.

17. To found; form into a particular shape or

object, as liquid metal, by pouring into a mold.
Whom I ve power to melt,

And cast in liny mould. Ii. Jiinxim, Catiline, i. 1.

18. To form by founding; make by pouring
molten matter into a mold.
Thou shall cast four rings of gold for it. Ex. xxv. 12.

19. In falconry, to place (a hawk) upon his

perch. 20. To winnow (grain) by throwing
in the air, or from one side of a barn or thresh-

ing-floor to the other TO be cast down, to be de-

pressed "i- dejeeteil.

Why art thou cast down, O my soul? Pa. xlii. 5.

Tell your master not to be cunt ilmrn by this.

Sheridan, The Rivals, ii. -2.

To cast a ballot. See ballot. To cast a colt's tooth.
See coll. TO cast a nativity. See nativity. To cast

anchor to moor a vessel by letting the anchor or Inchon

drop, see anchuri.To cast a point of traverse, in

iiiiri'iiiiiiin. to prick down on a chart the point of the com-

pass any land bears from you. E. Phillips, 1706. To cast

aside, to dismiss or reject as useless or inconvenient.

This poor gown I will not cast atide

Until himself arise a living man.
Ami hid me cast it. Tennyson, Geraint.

To cast away, (a) To reject. Lev. xxvi. 44. (6) To
throw away ; lavish or waste by profusion ; turn to no

use : as, to cant away life ;
to cast away a golden oppor-

tunity.

She has cast aicay herself, it is to be fear'd,

Against her uncle's will, nay, any consent,
But out of a mere neglect, and spite to herself,
Married suddenly without any advice.

Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, v. 2.

(c) To wreck : as, the ship was cast away on the coast of

Africa.
Cast away, and sunk, on Goodwin Sands.

Shak., K. John, v. 5.

The last of Nouember, saith May, we departed from La-

guna in Hispaniola, and the seueuteenth of Decemberfol-

lowing, we were cant away vpon the North-west of the Ber-

mudas. Quoted in Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 118.

To cast behind the back. See back*. To cast by, to

reject ; fling or throw by. To cast forth, to throw out or

reject, as from an inclosed place or confined space ; emit
or send out.

He shall grow as the lily, and cast forth his roots as Leb-

anon. Hos. xiv. 5.

To cast In, to throw into the bargain.

Such an omniscient church we wish indeed ;

'Twere worth both Testaments, cast in the creed.

Dryden, Religio Laici.

To cast In one's lot With, to share the fate or fortune

of. To cast In the teeth Of, to upbraid with ; charge
or twit with. To cast lots. See lot. To cast off. (a)

To discard or reject ;
drive away.

The prince will, in the perfectness of time,
Cast o/his followers. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., Iv. 4.

He may cast you off, and with you his life.

Beau, and Fl.
,
Laws of Candy, ii. 1.

(6) Naut., to unloose or let go : as, to cast off a vessel in

tow. (c) In hunting, to leave behind, as dogs ; set loose

or free.

Away he scours, . . . casts off the dogs, and gains a wood.
Sir R. L'Estrange.

His falconer cast off one falcon after the heron, and the

earl another. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 87.

(d) In knitting, to finish (the work) at any part by work-

ing off the stitches, so that it remains firm and permanent.
(e) In printing, to compute the space required for each

column or division of, as a table, a piece of music, or the

like, so that the matter furnished may properly fit the

space at command. To cast Off copy, In printing, to

compute the number of words in written copy, in order

to find the space, or the number of pages, which the mat-

ter will fill when in type. To cast on. (a) To refer or

resign to. South, (b) In knitting, to begin (the work) by
putting the yarn, cotton, or the like upon the needles in

loops or stitches. To cast out. (a) To reject or turn out.

Thy brat hath been cast out, . . .

No father owning it. Shot., W. T., iii. 2.

(6) To speak or give vent to. Addison. To cast the
balance. See balance. To cast the cavel or JteveL
See cavel. To cast the draperies, in the fine arts, to

dispose the folds of the garments with which the figures
in a picture are clothed ; dispose the main lines of a pic-

ture generally. To cast the fly, to angle with rod and
artificial lure, in distinction from fishing with bait or a
hand-line. To cast the lead, to heave the lead. See
lead. To cast up. (a) To compute ;

reckon ; calculate.

Casting up the cost beforehand. Dryden.
The Mindanaians are no good Accomptants ; therefore

the Chinese that live here, do cast up their Accompts for

them. Dampier, Voyages, I. 360.

Now casting vp the Store, and finding sufficient till the
next harvest, the feare of starving was abandoned.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 222.

(6) To eject ; vomit.

Their villany goes against my weak stomach, and there-

fore I must cast it up. Shak., Hen. V., iii. 2.

847 cast

Cast up the poison that infects thy mind. Dryden. cast 1 (kast), />. <i. [Pp. of can ft, c.] ^1.
Thrown

(c) To twit or upbraid with ; recall to one s notice for the

purpose of annoying : with to.

Lady W.'s maid is always easting up to me how happy
her lord and ladyship is. Lever.

(d) To raise ; throw up.

Throws down one mountain to cast up a higher.
MnL, I'eiides, I. 4.

Buried him in the ground, and cast i>i>
an high hillouer

him. Purchan, Pilgrimage, p. 87.

TO Cast upon, to refer to.

If things were cast upon this issue, that God should

never prevent sin till man deserved it, the best would sin

and sin for ever. Xmith.

To cast (a person's) watert, to examine urine in diagnos-

ing a disease.
If thou couldst, doctor, cast

The water of my land, find her disease.

.S/i.1*., Macbeth, v. 3.

= Syn. fling, etc. See hurl.

II. intrans. If. To throw; shoot.

At loners, lowpcs, Archers 1

To cast, draw, and shete, the ditfence to be

That noil wordly man myght no wyse it take.

Hum. of Partenay (K. E. 'I'. S.), 1. 1176.

2f. To throw up ;
vomit.

These verses too, a poison on 'em t I cannot abide them,

they make me ready to cast. B. Jonton, Poetaster, i. 1.

3. To turn or revolve something in the mind ;

ponder; consider; scheme.
Hast thou cast how to accomplish it?

Marlowe, Edward II., v. 4.

The best way to represent to life the manifold ue of

friendship is to cast and see how many things there are

which a man cannot do himself. Bacon, Friendship.

This way and that I cast to save my friends. Pope.

4. To make calculations ;
sum up accounts.

Oh ! who would cast and balance at a desk ?

Tennyson, Audley Court.

5. To warp ;
become twisted or distorted.

Stuff is said to cast or warp when ... It alters its flat-

ness or straightness. J. Mown, Mechanical Exercises.

6. To lose color ;
fade. [Scotch.] 7. To re-

ceive form or shape in a mold.

A mass that is immediately malleable, and will not run

thin, so as to cast and mould. Woodward, Fossils.

aside as useless; rejected; cast-off: as, cast

clothes.
He hath Iwught a pair of cast lips of Diana.

Shut., As you Like It, iii. 4.

You never yet had a meal's meat from my table,

V'l. as I remember, frnni my wardrobe

Any cast suit.

r,iu ". and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, ii. 8.

I deny not but that he may deserve for hi pains a cast

Doublet. Mil/mi, Apolog)-for Smeetymnuus.

2. Condemned: as, "a cast criminal," youth.

3f. Cashiered; discarded.
He's the son

* Of a poor cast captain, one Octavio.
!'/ tcher, Spanish Curate, 1. 1.

4. Faded in color. [Scotch.] 5. Made bv

founding or casting: as, cast-iron or -steel.

See cast-iron. 6t. Bank; vile.

Neuer kyld no Kyng, ne no knight yet,

That a-eounte<l was kene, but with cast treson.

Instruction of Troy (K. E. T. S.), 1. 10448.

cast1 (kast), n. [< ca*i, v.~\ 1. The act of cast-

ing. Specifically (o) In fishing: (1) The act of throw-

ing the line on the water. (2) The act of throwing a net,

A fisherman stood on the beach, . . . the large square
net, with its sinkers of lead, in his right hand, ready for a

cast. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 41.

(b) In hunting, a search for the scent or trail of game.
(c) Naut., the act of heaving the lead.

2. The leader with flies attached, used in an-

gling. Sportsman's Gazetteer. 3. A throw
;

the distance to which a thing may be thrown ;

reach; extent.

These other com ridinge a softe pase till the! com as

nygh as the caste of a ston. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 219.

Frome thens descendynge aboute a stones caste, we come
to a place where our Sauyour Criste lefte Peter, James,
and John. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 32.

Specifically 4. A throw of dice; hence, a

state of chance or hazard.
I have set my life upon a cast,

And I will stand the hazard of the die.

Shak., Rich. III..T. 4.

If thou canst not fling what thou wouldst, play thy east

as well as thou canst. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 365.

In the last war, has It not sometimes been an even cast

whether the army should march this way or that way?
South.

8. Naut. : (a) To fall off or incline, so as to

bring the side to the wind : applied particularly
to a ship riding with her head to the wind
when her anchor is first loosened in getting un- 5f. Occasion ; opport

der way. (6) To tack ; put about ;
wear ship.

I cast to seaward again to come with the island in the

morning betimes.

Roger Bodenham, In Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 35.

9. In hunting, to search for the scent or trail of

The end whereof lie keepe untill another cast.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. viii. 61.

6f. A contrivance ; plot ; design.
The derke tresoun and the castes olde.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1610.

Hadde the! knowe the kast of the Kyng stern,

They had kept well his cumme with carefull dintes.
- Alutaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 146.

always being inclined to cast forwards, instinctively ap-

pearing to be aware that the fox makes his point to some 7f. A stroke ; a touch ;
a trick.

game.
In his work the foxhound is peculiar for dash, and for

covert different from that in which he was found.

Dogs of Great Britain and America, p. 62.

10. Of bees, to swarm. [Scotch.] 11. Of
the sky, to clear up. [Scotch.] To cast about.

(a) Naut., to tack ; put about ;
wear ship.

My pilot, having a son in one of those small vessels,

entreated me to cast about towards them.

Roger Bodenham, In Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 35.

(6) In hunting, to go about in different directions in order

to discover a lost scent.

But not a sign of them [the hares In the game of hare-

and-hound] appears, so now . . . there is nothing for it

but to cast about for the scent.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 7.

(c) To consider ; search in the mind for some contrivance

by which to accomplish one's end ; scheme.

To cast about how to perform or obtain. Bacon.

Let 's cast about a little, and consider.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, ii. 1.

Contrive and cast about how to bring such events to

pass. Bentley.

I ... began to cast about, with my usual care and anx-

iety, for the means of obtaining feasible and safe meth-
ods of repeating the famous journey to Palmyra.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, Int., p. Ii.

To cast back, (a) To throw the memory back ; refer to

something past.

You cast back for hundreds of years, and rake up every
bit of pleasure I ever had in my life. Mrs. Riddell.

(b) To return toward some ancestral type or character;
show resemblance to a remote ancestor. To cast be-

yond the moon, to indulge in wild conjectures ; conjec-
ture.

Bellaria, . . . maruailing at such vnaccustomed frownes,

began to cast beyond the moone, and to enter into a 1000

sundry thoughts, which way she should offend her hus-

band. Greene, Pandosto, or the Triumph of Time, 1588.

To cast Off. (a) To loosen a boat from its connection

with a pier, ship, or the like, and start it toward another

It hath been the cast of all traitors to pretend nothing

against the king's person.
Latimer, 4th Serm. bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Another cast of their politicks was that of endeavouring
to impeach an innocent lady. Swift.

8. Motion or turn (of the eye); direction, look,

or glance ; hence, a slight squint : as, to have
a cast in one's eye.

They ... let you see with one cast of an eye.

Addiion, Ancient Medals.

9. A twist or contortion. [Scotch.] 10.

Bent; tendency.
There is such a mirthful cast in his behaviour, that he

is rather beloved than esteemed. Addison.

11. Manner; outward appearance ; air; mien;
style.

New names, new dressings, and the modern cast.

Sir J. Denham, To Sir R. Fanshaw.

12. A tinge; a shade or trace; a slight color-

ing, or a slight degree of a color: as, a cast of

green.
The native hue of resolution

Is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought.
Shak., Hamlet, Hi. 1.

There was a soft and pensive grace,
A cast of thought upon her face.
That suited well the forehead high,
The eyelash dark, and downcast eye.

Scott, Rokeby, iv. 5.

13. That which is formed by founding; any-

thing shaped in or as if in a mold while in

a fluid or plastic state; a casting: often used

figuratively.
Something of a neat cast of verse. Pope, Letters.

Cunning casts in clay. Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxx.

14. An impression formed in a mold or matrix ;

place (b) In knitting to slip and bind the last loops from "-" MMW
the needles, thus releasing the finished work from them; in geol., the impression of an animal ot a

bind off. To cast on, in knitting, to begin by slipping mer epoch left m soft earth which has become
the loops or stitches on the needle. To cast out, to

sfone as a cast of a man's face taken in plas-
quarrel; fall out. [Scotch. J To cast up, to turn up or

Others may be Unionists ... by fits and starts ; . . .

Unionists when nothing more exciting, or more showy,
or more profitable, casts up. R. Choate, Addresses, p. 442.

of a triloWto.

At Valdivia there is some sandstone with imperfect
casts of shells, which possibly may belong t

period. Darmn, Geol. Observations, ii. 414.



cast 848

The older English spelling of
Hence 15. An impression in general; an cast2! (kast), n.

imparted or derived appearance, character, or caste?.

characteristic ; stamp. cast. Contracted form of castcth, third person

Weepest thou to take the cast singular present tense of cast.

Of those dead lineaments that near thee lie? castaldyt,
I'enniimn, Sonnets to a Coquette, iii.

16. One of the worm-like coils of sand pro-

duced by the lugworm. 17. In founding: (a)
*"n n:i I . i. ___!.! / l.\ AV.nl1.-mr

.

[Also mstahtic (Minsheu), and

castellar

II. a. In or pertaining to the state of being
a castaway; wrecked; ruined: as, a castaway

ship.
We . . . only remember, at our castatmy leisure, the

imprisoned immortal soul. Raleigh, Hist, of World.

A tube of wax fitted into a mold, (fc) A hollow

improp. castaldick (Kersey), < ML. *castaldia, cast-by (kast'bi), . A discarded person or

yastaldia (> It. cnstaldia), the office of a prefect thing; a castaway. [Scotch.]
Wha could tak interest in sic a cast-by as I am now?

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xx.

,

O1.

steward, < castaldiis, gastaldus (> It. eastaMo,
,jial. gastaldo), also gastaMius, castaldio(n-),.

,

cylindrical piece of brass or copper, slit in two
gastaUio(n-) (> It. castaldione), a prefect, stew- caste l

t a . A Middle English variant of chaste.

lengthwise, to form a canal or conduit in a ar(i
; prob. < Goth, "gastalds, in comp. striving caste2 (kast), n. [Formerly cast, only recently

mofd for conveying metal, (c) A small brass

funnel at one end of a mold for casting pipes,

by means of which the melted metal is poured
into the mold, (d) The type or plate made

to obtain or possess (possessing), < gast/tldai _

obtain, possess (cf. AS. gcsteala, an abode,

dwelling), < ga- (see gc-) + *staldan = AS.

tcaldan, possess.] Stewardship.,
.

from melted type-metal by a type-founder or Qastalia (kas-ta'li-a), n. [NL.: see Castalian.']

A genus of bivalve mollusks, of the family
Iridinida', confined to

stereotyper. (e) The act of founding or mak-

ing printing-types or electroplates. 18. A
mass of feathers, fur, bones, or other indigesti-

ble matters ejected from the stomach by a hawk
or other bird of prey. Also called casting.

The coarser parts of the useless matters are probably

rejected by the mouth, as a hawk or an owl rejects his

casts. Huxley, Crayfish, p. 67.

And where the two contrived their daughter's good,
Lies the hawk's cast, the mole has made his run.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

19. An assignment of the parts of a play to the

several actors; the company of actors to whom
thlparts of a play are assigned: as, the play Laporte, 1838.- 4. A genus of lepidopterous

v a ;,vnrhiporl with a verv stronu Crtst 20. An insects. Bmsduval, 18o8.

cast of hay for the horses.

I hope she'll be ruled in time,

as F. caste, < Pg. casta (> Sp. casta), breed, race,

caste ;
first applied to the classes of the Hindus

by the Portuguese, who were the earliest colo-

nists in India
; prop. fern, of casto, < L. castus,

pure, > OF. chaste, E. chaste, q. v.J 1. One of

the artificial divisions or social classes into

which the Hindus are rigidly separated accord-
the fresh waters of ng to the religious law of Brahmanism, and of

-South America. The
best-known species is

C.amb/gua. Thegenus
was founded by La-

v j IUIQ _o A

genus ot chietopodous
annelids, of the family

wnich the privileges or disabilities are trans-

mitted by inheritance. The principal castes are four

in number : 1st, the Brahmans, or the sacerdotal caste ; 2d,

the Kshatriyas, modern Kajputs, or military caste; 3d,

the Vaisyas, or husbandmen and merchants, who have now
in many districts become merged in the second and fourth

caates .

4^,, the Sudras, or laborers and mechanics. The
Brahmans are supposed to have sprung from the mouthann, ramans are suppo

Hfttonida- _ 3 Affenus of Brahma, the Kshatriyas from his arms, the Vaisyas
from his feet.

of coleopterous insects.

arriedand

tard. Middleton, Michaelmas Term, ii. 3.

21 . A couple ;
a pair : used especially of hawks.

It sprung
From a mere trifle first, a cast of hawks,
Whose made the swifter flight, whose could mount highest.

Middleton ami Rowley, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 2.

;aSTJclllan ^Kas-ta iiaii;, . L\ ** *~"
'"'"J .

longing to Castalia, Gr. Kaora/u'a, a mythical
fountain of inspiration on Mount Parnassus,

from his belly and thighs, and the Sudras from his feet.

The Brahman represents religion; the Kshatriya, war;
the Vaisya, commerce and wealth ; and the Sudra, labor.

There are many subdivisions of caste, and although the

Sudras are degraded far below the Brahmans, Kshatriyas,

and Vaisyas, there are reckoned thirty-six subdivisions

lower than the Sudras. Lowest of all are the Pariahs, who
are supposed to be of no caste, and mere outcasts from

power of inspiring those who drank them ; per- ^ ~ ^n of India .

llle JOU ,.U1 ao llmuc ui> .

haps akin to xaftzpof, L. castus, pure : see caste*. \ su|,jugated aborigines. The Sanskrit name for caste is

Pertaining to Castalia. varna, color, the different castes having been at first

Castanea (kas-ta'ne-a), n. [L., the chestnut- marked by differences of complexion, according to race,

<5!
'

a"fi>P,tfn flipitnvt 1 A ire- and in some degree according to occupation and conse-

tree, a chestnut, see clicsten, cnesmui.j A g( nt osure Besides the original castes, numerous
nus of plants, natural order Cupuufera, con- mjxe(i classes or castes have sprung up in the progressii <i> \ji. ILUIM >, iidi in <i L V/A\AVI \swjjwwj \ji "" mixed ellipses or cjisiys iiiive bpiuu^ up in me piu^itno

Tender's a cast of coach-mares of the gentlewoman's, the
gjgting of trees or shrubs with straight-veined of time, and are dependent upon trade, occupation, or

Mnmofc nattla 1 Efdn. (Old 1'L. Scornful Lady, 11. 1. . - ,. 11.,. _! ^..,^*QDaj. in fQ /.f tlm pespnHnl nrim-inle in tbe svstemstrangest cattle ! Beau, and FL, Scornful Lady, ii. 1.

22. Assistance; a lift; especially, a seat ac-

corded a pedestrian or wayfarer in a vehicle

or other conveyance for a part of the way.
We therefore bargained with the driver .

._.
to give us

leaves and naked unisexual flowers, the male
in catkins and the female solitary. The nuts are

contained in a prickly 4-valved envelop. Only two species

are known, the common chestnut, C. vesca, and the chin-

kapin, C. pumila. See cut under chestnut.

a cant to the next stage. Smollett, Roderick Random, xi. Castanella (kas-ta-nel'a), n. [NL., < L. COS-
hu5n'anity that of hallowing evil by the authority" and

In literature, quotation is good only when the writer tanea, a chestnut, + dim. -ella.~\ The typical iw.i.,,/.*. \v^t* r. n

whom I follow . . . gives me a cast. genus of radiolarians of the family CastanelhdcF.
n, Quotation and Originality. Qastanellidse (kas-ta-nel'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,

' "

23. In beer-making, the amount of water used

in preparing any given amount of beer, or in

any stage of the process of brewing. The quan

Castanella + -idee.'}

"
A family of tripylean ra-

diolarians with a fenestrated shell which is

spherical, simple, and composed of solid rods,
tity of water in the mash-tun into which the crushed malt d n g at one point a large principal opening,u throw., is the first cast : subsequent additions are the '"_ , .f, __

often armed with coronal spicules, and with or

without radial spicules. It contains such gen-
era as

is thrown is the first cast ; subsequent additions are the

second cast, third cast, etc.

24. In apiculture, an after-swarm of bees led

bv a maiden queen. 25. Yield: applied to .

[Prov. Eng.] 26. Four, as a castaneous (kas-ta'ne-us), a. [< L. as it cas-

in poimtinf? herrin^rs haddocks tancus. s cast-anew, a cuestnuii: see \*asianca.j

as being the number lifted at Chestnut-colored ;
of a reddish or brownish-red

once (two in'each hand). [Scotch.] 27. An color.

grain-crops.

up-cup ; a pi

Let's have a bridling cast before you go.

Fill 's a new stoop. Beau, and Ft., Scornful Lady, ii. 2.

Cast after cast, a method of raising excavated material

from the bottom of a mine or other working, by shoveling
it up from one platform to another. Measuring cast,
in a game, a cast or throw that requires to be measured,
or that cannot be distinguished from another without

measuring.
When lusty shepherds throw

The bar by turns, and none the rest outgo
So far, but that the best are mauurlng casts,

Their emulation and their pastime lasts. Waller.

Renal or urinary cast, a microscopic subcylindrical cast

of a portion of a uriniferous tubule, found in the urine in

renal disease. Hyaline, granular, fatty, epithelial, blood,

castanea, a chestnut; from
the resemblance.] One of a

pair of slightly concave

spoon-shaped shells of ivory

tened together at the base,
and used (slung over the

thumb) in beating time to

music or dancing. Castanets
are used by the Spaniards and Moors
as an accompaniment to their

dances and guitars, and are now
widely introduced among other na-

tions, with some variations of form.
and waxy-looking casts are distinguished. The last cast, p- _t

'

nn<.Js (vas . ta . nOn ' -

(a) The last throw of the dice ; the last stake ; the ventur- oasianopsis I.K.IS

ing of all that remains to one on one throw or one effort ; sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Kaaravoc, ,ng
the last chance.

So Euphues, which at the first increasing of our familiar-

itie, was very zealous, is now at the last- cast become most
faithlesse. Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 89.

Will you turn recreant at the last cast ? Dryden.

(&t) The last gasp ; the last extremity.

Where's this man now
That has took all this care and pains for nothing?
The use of him is at the last cast now.

Middleton, More Dissemblers besides Women, iv. 1.

Sir Thomas Bodley is even now at the last cast, and hath

lain speechless and without knowledge since yesterday at

noon. Letter dated 1612.

[Spenser uses utmost cast in the same sense.

Whereas he last

Had left that couple nere

To mato a cast, to search for the scent of game.

Notwithstanding the strong scent of the otter, he often

escapes the hounds, and then a cast has to be made.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 396.

the chestnut-tree,

, appearance.] A genus of shrubs and
trees intermediate between the oak and chest-

nut, of a dozen species, natives of eastern Asia,
with a single species on the Pacific slope of

North America. See chinkapin, 1.

castaway (kast'a-wa), TO. and a. [< cast, pp.
of casti, r., + away.} I. n. 1. One who or

that which has been cast away or lost
; specifi-

cally, a ship wrecked or lost on an unfre-

quented coast, or a person shipwrecked on
such a coast.

A castaway
Upon the lonely rocks of life.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 331.

Hence 2. An outcast; a reprobate; one mor-

ally lost or ruined.

But I keep under my body, and bring it into subjection ;

lest that by any means, when I have preached to others,

I myself should be a castaway. 1 Cor. ix. 27.

, ..,._ . >ccup!

profession ; in fact, the essential principle in the system
of caste is the confining of employments to hereditary

classes. Castes are, according to Indian social standards,

either "high" or "low." The same term is also used of

somewhat similar classes in other countries.

The system of caste involves the worst of all wrongs to

jmanity that of hallowing evil by the authority and

sanction of religion. Faiths of the World, p. 30.

To be subjugated by an inferior caste was a degradation

beyond all other degradation. Maeaulay, Hist. Eng.

Offensive as is the low-caste Indian, ... I had rather

see the lowest Pariahs of the low, than a single trim,

smooth-faced, smooth-wayed, clever high-caste Hindoo on

my lands or in my colony.
W. O. Palgrave, in Fortnightly Rev.

Hence 2. A division of society, or the princi-

ple of grading society, according to external

conditions; a class or grade separated from
others by differences of wealth, hereditary rank

or privileges, or by profession or employment.
Where the operations became hereditary, a system of

castes arose. This system has never been rigid in Western

Europe, however, as it has been in India and other coun-

tries of the East.
D. W. Ross, German Land-holding, Notes, p. 134..

Her manner had not that repose
Which stamps the caste of Vere de Vere.

Tennyson, Lady Clara Vere de Vere.

The spirit of caste morally tortures its victims with as

much coolness as the Indian tortures his enemy.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 221.

To lose caste, to be degraded from the caste to which
one belongs ; lose social position,

castellan (kas'te-lan), n. [< ME. castellain, eas-

telein, < OF. castellain, chastelain, F. chatelain

(ef. chatelaine) = Pr. Sp. castellan = Cat. cas-

telld = Pg. castellao = It. castellano, < ML. cas-

tellamts, keeper of a castle, < L. castellwm, a cas-

tle : see castle.'] A governor or constable of a

castle. Also written castellain.

(kas-tel-ya'no), n. [Sp., an ancient

,
the fiftieth part of a mark of

ip. adj., Castilian, Spanish. See

South American weight for gold,

equal to 71.07 grains.

castellany (kas'te-la-ni), .; pi. castellanies

(-niz). [Same as chdtellany (< F. cliatellenie) ;

= Pr. Sp. Pg. It. castellania, < ML. castellania,

< castellanus, a castellan: see castellan.'] The

jurisdiction of a castellan ;
the lordship belong-

ing to a castle, or the extent of its land and ju-

risdiction. Also called chatellany.

Earl Allan has within his castellany, or the jurisdiction

of his castle, 200 manors, all but one.

Kelkam, Domesday Book, p. 147.

et

ia,r ^ivaa i,e-lar), a. [< ML. as if

laris, < L. castellum, castle: see castle.'] Be-

longing or pertaining to a castle.

Ancient castellar dungeons. Walpole, Letters, IV. 480,



castellate

castellate (kas'te-lat), H. [< Ml,. ,-<ixirii<itn,n.

the precinct of a castle, < L. cash-Hum, a castle.]

A lordship or castellany.
Here we entered into the province of Candia, and the

caittcllittf of Kenurio.

Poeoda, Inscription of the East, II. 249.

castellated (kas'te-la-ted), a. [< ML. r<ist<-l-

/iitHx, pp. of i-ii.tli-lliiri; furnish with turrets or

battlements, fortify, < L. easMluin, a castle:

see casllt'.] 1. Furnished with turrets mid bat-

tlements, like a castle
;
built in the style of a

castle: as, a oattellatea mansion.

The room lay in a high turret of the auMlatnl abbey.
/'..., Tales, I. 461.

2. Inclosed in a building, as a fountain or cis-

tern. Joltnxttn.

castellation (kas-te-la'shon), ii. [< ML. cas-

ti-llalio(H-\ < i-ii.ilfllin-i : see castellated.'] 1.

The state of being castellated. 2. The act of

fortifying a house and rendering it a castle, or

of giving it the appearance of a castle by pro-
vidiiii; it with battlements, etr.

castellet (kas'te-let), H. l< ME. castelet, < OF.
castclct, F. rlidtiift = Pr. eanti-lct = Sp. riixtil-

I:
/'.
= ]'; ruxtfllrjo, castellete = It. custelletto, <

NIL. rustfllftum, like i-iixlrlluliiin. ilim. of L. <v/.v-

telluin, a castle: see casllt' and -</.] A small

castle ;
a peel-tower or other fortified residence

too small to rank as a castle. Also written cax-

tlet. [Kare.]
castelryt, . See e*//w/.
castent. Obsolete past participle of cast 1

.

Cliinii-<-r.

caster (kas't6r), n. [< ME. eustere; < casft, v.,

+ -cr 1 .] 1. One who casts, (a) One who throws
dice ;

a gambler.

The jovial cantfr'tt set, and seven's the nick,
Or done ! a thousand on the coming trick.

Byron, Eng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

(Ii) One who computes; a calculator; especially, a calcu-

lator of nativities.

In Hcnesse of a deuynour and of a fals castere he eymeth
that he knowith not. Wydif, Prov. xxlii. 7 (Oxf.).

(c) One who assigns the parts of a play to the actors. (<i>

One who makes castings; a founder.

2. A vessel used to contain things in a powder-
ed, liquid, or vaporous form, and to cast them
out when needed; specifically, a bottle, vial,

cruet, or other small vessel used to contain con-
diments for the table

; also, a stand containing
a set of such vessels. See casting-bottle, pepper-
caster, etc.

Thurilndus, a caatere of cense.

A. S. od Old Eng. Vocab. (2d ed. Wright),
[col. 616, 1. 21.

3. A small wheel on a swivel, attached to the

leg of a piece of furniture, in order to facilitate

moving about without lifting.
In this sense also improperly
spelled castor. 4f. A cloak.

Dekker. 5. A horse sold out of

a regiment as useless. [Anglo-
Ind.]

-caster. A suffix in place-names,
appearing in several other

forms, as -cester, -Chester. See
Chester.

Table-leg Caster, Caster-Wheel (kas'ter-hwel), H.

reUe
nE

r
i

V"
t 'fric"on ^ wneel which turns about an

axis held in a stock, which itself

turns on a pivot or vertical spindle placed at a
considerable distance in front of the bearing-
point of the face of the wheel : a construction
which enables the wheel to swerve readily to

either side of the line of draft. It is a very com-
mon attachment to agricultural implements, as

plows, harvesters, etc.

castetet, A Middle English form of chastity.

cast-gate (kast'gat), . In founding, the chan-
nel through which the metal is poured into a
mold.
castice (kas'tis), . [= F. castice = Sp. castizo,
< Pg. castico, prop, an adj., castico, fern, castica,
of good birth, < casta, race, family: see coste^.]
A person of Portuguese parentage born and
living in the East Indies. Compare Creole.

Also spelled castees.

castificationt (kas'ti-fi-ka'shon), n. [< LL. as
if *ca.-<tijirii<io(n-), < castificare, pp. castificatus,

purify, < L. castus, pure, chaste, 4- -ficare, < fa-
cere, make.] The process of making chaste;
purification in a moral sense; chastity; purity.

Let no impure spirit defile the virgin purities and "cos-
tiiiriitinn* of the soul," as St. Peter's phrase is.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 708.

castigate (kas'ti-gat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. cas-

tigated, ppr. castigating. [< L. castigatus, pp.
of castigare, purify, correct, chastise, < castns,

pure (> E. chaste), + agere, do, make; cf . pur-

849

qare (> E. purge), < purus, pure, + /it/err. Older
E. forms from cimtiqare are chasten and rlm.-.-

tine,<i.\.] 1. To chastise; punish by stripes;
correct or punish, in general.

If Hum didst put this sour-cold Imliit on

To ca*tii/atr tiiy pride, 't wen- well.

Xl,,ik., T. of A., Iv. 3.

2. To subject to a severe and critical scrutiny ;

criticize for the purpose of correcting; emend:

as, to castigate the text of an author.

He luul adjusted and cufti'int'-'l tin- then Latin Vulgate.
/;. ;,r/.;/, U-tters, p. 237.

A auliffatrd copy of it [a work of Cerv.'intesl was printed

liy Arrieta. Tidcnar, Spall. Lit., II. 122.

castigation (kas-ti-ga'shou), H. [< rastigati- :

see -ation.] The act of castigating, (a) Punish-
ment )>y whipping ; correction; chastisement; diwijillm

Violent events do not always argue the anger of God ;

even death itself is, to tils servants, a fatherly <-<t*ti<t<iti"n.

Up. Hall, The Seduced Prophet.
The keenest eiixti

:/iiti<ni of her slanderers. // <

Ing.

(b) Critical scrutiny and emendation ;
correction of tex-

tual errors.

castigator (kas'ti-ga-tor), . [= Pr. castigador
= Sp. Pg. castiyartor, < L. castiijator, < nixtigurr :

see castigate.] One who castigates or corrects.

castigatory (kas'ti-ga-to-ri), a. and . [< L.

i'n.ttiyatiirin.1, < caxtiyator, a corrector: see cas-

tigntor.'] I. (i. Serving to castigate; tending
to correction

; corrective; punitive.
Penalties . . . either probatory, castigatory, or exem-

plary. Abp. Brainhall, Against Hobbes.

II. .
; pi. castigatoriea(-riz). Something that

serves to castigate ; specifically, au apparatus
formerly used in punishing scolds. Also called

ilu/'king-stool and trebucket.

Castile soap. See soap.
Castilian (kas-til'iau), a. and H. [= F. Castil-

lan = Pg. Castelhano, < Sp. Castellano, < Castillo,
Castile ;

so called from the numerous forts (can-
tillos: see castle) erected on the frontiers.] I.

a. Pertaining to Castile (formerly written Can-

tille), a former kingdom in the central part of

Spain, now divided into the provinces of Old
and New Castile Castllian furnace. Seefurnace.

II. . An inhabitant or a native of Castile.

Castilleia (kas-ti-le'ya), . [NL., < Castillejo,
a Spanish botanist.] A large genus of herba-
ceous plants, natural order Scrophulariacece,

mostly perennials, natives of North America
and Asia. There are about 25 species in the United .States.

Their yellow purple, or scarlet flowers are In terminal

spikes, with large colored bracts often more showy than
the flowers. C. coccinea, the common species of the At-

lantic States, is popularly known as painted-cup.

Castilloa (kas-ti-16'a), n. [NL., < Sp. Castillti,

Castile: see Castilian.] A genus of plants, of

one or two arboreous species, natives of tropi-
cal America, of the natural order Urticacew, and
allied to the breadfruit, c. elaetica is valuable as

Flowering Branch of Castilloa tlastica.

the source of the india-rubber of Central America. The
milky juice of the tree is obtained by incisions In the bark,
and is coagulated by the addition of alum or of a decoc-
tion of the moon-plant, Calonycti&n trpeciosum. A large
tree is said to yield eight gallons of milk when first cut,
each gallon making about two pounds of rubber.

casting (kas'tiug), n. [ME. casting; verbal n.

of cast1
,
v. ] 1 . The act or process of founding.

It is no coining, sir,

It is but casting. B. Jonson, Alchemist, iii. 2.

2. In the fine arts, the process of taking casts
or impressions of statues, medals, etc., in clay,

Sitch,
plaster, or fused metal. 3. That which

as been cast, or formed by running melted
metal into a mold of any desired form. When
used without qualification, the word usually de-
notes a casting of iron. 4. Anything appear-
ing as if cast in a mold; specifically, a string-
shaped mass of earth voided by an earthworm ;

a worm-cast.
I resolved ... to weigh all the castings thrown up

within a given time in a measured space, instead of ascer-

taining the rate at which objects left on the surface were
buried by worms. Darwin, The Earth-worm.

casting-weight

5f. Vomiting; vomit.

The hound turuydc agen to his castyng.
i, 2 Pet. ii. 22.

6. Same as east1
,
18. 7f. A purge consisting

of pellets of hemp, cotton, feathers, or the like,

given to hawks.
liic. We have lieen used too long like hawks already.
Ubaltl. We are not o hind in out Me:,h now tn ne< <( ,.-t

n'L Haxxill'f'-r, 'Till; Picture, V. 1.

8f. Contrivance; distribution; arrangement.
Distriimtio is that imcful rttxtiivf of all rooms for office,

entertainment, or pleasure n'nitmi, Klem. of Architecture.

9. In sail-making, the calculated dimensions
and shape of each cloth in a sail. lOf. Luck,
as in dealing cards.

Tai. I'd beastly ctixtinji, Jack.
Jack, o, abominable, sir! you had the scurviest hand.

M,'l, //,!,:, Your Five CallantH, Iv. i

Chilled casting, a metal casting the surface of which
has been hardened cither liy casting in an iron mold or by
exposure while red-hot to sudden cooling by air or water,
"i by contact with any good conductor which is at a com-
paratively low temperature. The effect is to give asurface
of extreme hardness. Such castings are used for a multi-
tude of purposes, as for rolls, anvils, plowshares, mold-

hoards, stamps, etc., wherever iniieh attrition is to be
sustained. Cliche1 casting. Sec. ,/'. Compression
casting, a method of casting in molds of potters' clay,
with sufficient pressure to force the metal into the most
delicate tracery left by the pattern. It is used in casting

stamps, letters and num)>ers for houses, house-builders'

hardware, etc. Dry casting, a method of casting in

which the molds are made of sand and afterward dried.

casting-bottlet (kas'ting-bot'l), . A small
vial for holding or for sprinkling perfumes ;

a
caster. Also called casting-glass.

Enter Secco with a cartinn-bottlc, sprinkling his hat and
face, and a little looking-glass at his girdle, setting his

countenance. Ford, Fancies, I. 2.

Hast thou no perfumes and sweet bags, or any handsome
casting bottles of the newest mode?

Kcott, Kenilworth, II. .

casting-box (kas'ting-boks), . 1. Infuitndiny,
a flask which holds the mold. 2f. Probably,
a small box used like a casting-bottle.

They have a chain,

My rings, my castinft-ltox of gold, my purse too.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, 111. 5.

casting-glasst (kas'ting-glas), n. Same as

casting-bottle.
His civet and his caxting-glass

Have helpt him to a place amongst the rest.

B. Jonwn, Every Man out of his Humour, Iv. 4.

casting-ladle (kas 'ting- la 'dl), n. An iron

ladle with handles, used to pour molten metal
into a mold,

casting-net (kas' ting-net), . A net which
is cast and immediately drawn, in distinction

from one which is set.

We Govern this War as an unskilful Man does a Cast-

ing-Net. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 11.

casting-pit (k&s'ting-pit), n. The space in a

foundry in which the molds are placed and the

castings made.
In the centre of the [Bessemer] casting-pit is fixed a

hydraulic crane. . . . The crane, after the ladle has re-

ceived the charge of molten steel from the converter, is

rotated in a horizontal plane over the tops of the moulds
around the periphery of the pit, and the taphole of the
ladle is thus brought successively over the centre of each
mould, into which the metal from the ladle is tapped.

IT. //. Greenwood, Iron and Steel, p. 409.

casting-pot (kas'ting-pot), n. A pot or cruci-

ble of plumbago, fire-clay, or other material,
in which metals or other fusible substances are
melted.

casting-press (kas' ting -pres), n. A press in

which metal is cast under pressure.

casting-slab (kas 'ting-slab), n. In glass-

manuf., the slab or plate of a casting-table.

casting-table (kas 'ting -ta'bl), n. In glass-

manuf., a table on which molten glass is poured
in making plate-glass, Its top is a large polished
plate of metal, commonly iron, having metal flanges of the
same depth as the thickness of the glass, to keep the glass
from running off at the sides. A massive copi>er cylin-
der extends entirely across the table, resting on the side

flanges, and this, being set in motion, spreads the glass out
into a sheet of uniform breadth and thickness.

casting-vote (kas'ting-vof), . The vote of

a presiding officer in an assembly or council,
thrown to decide a question when the votes cast

by the members are equally divided. If the pre-

siding officer is a member of the body, he may give the cast-

ing-vote, although he has, by already voting as a mem-
ber, created the tie or equal division. [Commonly written

as two words. ]

In the time of Hastings the Governor had only one vote

in council, and, in case of au equal division, a casting vote.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

casting-weight (kas'ting-wat), . A weight
that turns the scale of a balance, or makes one
side preponderate.



casting-weight

A man's true merit 'tis not hard to find;

But each man's secret standard in his mind,
That catting-weight pride adds to emptiness,
Tills, wlm ran gratify, for who can guess ?

Pope., Prol. to Satires, 1. 177.

cast-iron (kast
'
I
"
era), n. and . I. n. Iron

which has been cast, that is, melted and run into

a mold in which it assumes the desired form.
Most cast-iron is pig-iron which lias been remelted in a

cupola furnace; but some castings for special purposes
are made by remitting in ft reverberator)' furnace, and

occasionally direct from the blast-furnace. The iron made
from ore by smelting in the blast-furnace is in fact cast-

iron and its properties are not altered by remelting, but

it is commonly known as pig-iron, or simply as pig. See

foundrii and iY/i,

II. 'a. 1. Made of cast-iron: as, a cast-iron

pot. 2. Having the qualities of or resembling
cast-iron; hence, inflexible; unyielding: as, a

cast-iron rule.

His [Spenser's] fine ear, abhorrent of barbarous disso-

nance, . . . made possible the transition from the cast-

iron stiffness of "1'errex and Porrex" to the Damascus

pliancy of Fletcher and Shakespeare.
Lnmll, N. A. Rev., CXX. 361.

cast-knitting (kast'nit'ing), n. That kind of

knitting in which the needle is passed through
the mesh from the inside of the piece of hosiery
which is being knitted, and the yarn with

which the new mesh is made is held on the

outside.

castle (kas'l), n. [< ME. castle, castel, a castle,

village, < AS. castel, a village, = D. kasteel =
Icel. kastali = Sw. Tcastell = Dan. kastcl = OF.

castel, chastel, F. castel, chdteau (> E. chateau)
= Pr. castelh = Cat. eastell = Sp. Castillo = Pg.
It. castello, < L. eastellum, a castle, fort, citadel,

stronghold, dim. of castrum, a castle, fort, for-

tified place, usually in pi. castra, an encamp-
ment, a camp, a military station, a town of

military origin (> AS. ceaster: see -caster and

Chester); connected with casa, a cottage, hut:

see casa, casino, cassock, etc.] 1. A building,
or series of connected buildings, fortified for

defense against an enemy; a fortified resi-

dence
;
a fortress. Castles, in the sense of fortified

residences, were an outgrowth or institution of feudalism,

and were first brought to a high pitch of strength and

completeness by the Normans. In England there were few
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Our castle's strength

Will laugh a siege to scorn.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 5.

The house of every one Is to him as his autlr and for-

tress, as well for defence against injury and violence as

for his repose.
Sir E. Coke, Reports, Semayne's Case, v. fol. 91a.

castor

la ni/."] 1. The government of a castle; tenure
of a castle.

The said Robert and his heirs ... are chief banner-

bearers of London in fee, for thf iw.s/r?/ // which he and
his ancestors have, of Jiaynard's castle in the said city.

Blount, Ancient Tenures, p. 116.

2. A demain or fief maintaining a castle.

castle-Stead (kas'1-sted), n. A castle and the

and the joints between the stones of colors dif-

fercnt from that of the wall, they are said to be masoned
or windowed yules, or, or the like. When the windows
are shown of the color of the field, the castle is said to be

:as'l-toun),

castel, castle, + tun, town.] The hamlet close

by or under the walls or protection of a castle:

hence Castletown, Castleton, the names of sev-

eral towns and villages in Great Britain and
tion'ed in the blazon." Ireland.

3. The house or mansion of a person of rank or castle-ward (kas'1-ward), n. Same as cnstle-

wealth : somewhat vaguely applied, but usually t/iird.
to a large and more or less imposing building. castlewick (kas'1-wik), . The territory at-

4. A piece made in the form of a castle, donjon, tached to or under the jurisdiction of a castle,

or tower, used iu the game of chess; the rook, castlingt (kast'ling), n. and . [< cast1 , v., I.,

5. A kind of helmet. 6. Naut., a kind of 16, + dim. -ling
1
.'] I. n. An abortion,

fighting-tower formerly erected on war-galleys, We should rather rely on the urine of a eastlimf* blad-

etc., near the bow and stern, and called re- der. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

speetively forecastle tmd aftcastle. See cut un- H. o. Abortive. S. Sutler, Hudibras.
der cadenas A castle In the air, or In Spain, a Castnia (kast'iii-a), w. [NL. (Fabricius, 1807).]
visionary project ;

a vague imagination of possible wealth, ffne typical genii's of moths of the family Cast-
fame, happiness, or the like ; a day-dream. (See below.)
To build castles in Spain, to build castles In the air. "

(See below.) Theoriginof this phrase(which is traced back Castman (kast'm-an), fl. and H. [< NL. Cast-

iu French literature to the thirteenth century, and in Eng- wi'a -4- -.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the
lisli to the fourteenth) is doubtful. It has been attributed characters of the genus Caxlii in.
to the boasting by Spanish adventurers in France of their TT 4 mprnViPF nf tlim>mis r/iin or fnm
lordlyresidences.whichexistedonlyintheirimaginations; **;

" A
and less probably to a supposed prohibition at some time lly (.OntntMte.

against the erection of fortifications in Spain. ^Littre^thinks Castniidse (kast-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Castnia

+ -ir/a;.] A fa,mily of Lepidoptera, comprising

.

the idea is simply that of an imaginary castle in any foreign

country, other names having been similarly used, and that

of Spain prevailing as most familiar ; k> which may be

added that its real origin is probably to be found in the no-

tion, always prevalent, of the attainment of great wealth

through emigration or foreign adventure.

Thou shalt make cartels thanne in Spaiine,
And dreme of joye, alle but in vayne.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 2578.

To build (or maket) castles In the air. to form schemes
that have no practical foundation ; entertain projects that I f IKS.

cannot be carried out; indulge, either seriously or in mere CastnioldeS (kast-m-oi dez), n, pi.

the moths which connect the sphinxes with
the butterflies, typified by the genus Castnia.

They are sometimes called moth-sphinxes.
castnioid (kast'ni-oid), a. and n. [< Castnia +
-owi.] I. . Resembling a moth of the genus
Castnia: as, a castnioid butterfly.

II. H. A hesperian butterfly of the tribe

Castle of Coucy, Aisne, France. ( From Viollet-le-Duc's
" Diet, de

1' Architecture.")

or no castles, properly speaking, till the time of William
the Conqueror, after which a great many were constructed

on the Norman model. At first the donjon or keep was the

only part of the castle of great strength, and the other

buildings in connection with it were of a more or less tem-

porary nature. In the thirteenth century, however, the de-

sign of the castle became more fully developed, and the keep
formed only the central part of a group of buildings, all

supporting one another, and mutually contributing to the

strength and commodiousness of the whole. The cut

shows the castle of Coucy, near Laon, France, built in the

thirteenth century. In the foreground is the outer bailey
or esplanade, fortified, and containing a chapel, stables, and
other buildings. The outer entrance to this was formed

by a barbican or antemural (see plan under antemural). a
is the foss, 20 yards broad ; b, the gate, approached by
two swing-bridges, defended by two guard-rooms, and hav-

ing a double portcullis within, giving entrance to vaulted

guard-rooms with sleeping-apartments, etc., above, c ; d,

inner bailey or courtyard ; e, covered buildings for the

men defending the walls or curtains ; /, apartments for

the family, entered by the grand staircase, g; h, great

hall, with storerooms and vaults below ; i, donjon or keep
(the chapel is seen behind it), the strongest part of the

castle, with walls of immense thickness, suited to form
the last retreat of the garrison. At * is a postern lead-

ing from the donjon and communicating with an outer

postern, drawbridge, etc. ; I, m, n, o are the chief towers

flanking the outer walls.

At the foot of the Mount Syon is a faire Castelle and a

stronz, that the Soudan leet make.
Mamie Mle, Travels, p. 92.

play of the imagination, in pleasing day-dreams, especial

ly of great wealth or power.
When I build castles in the aire.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., Author's Abstract.

I build great castles in the skies,

. . . rear'd and raz'd yet without hands.
E. of Stirling, Sonnets, vi.

We had no right to build castles in the air without any
material for building, and have no ground for complaint
when the airy fabric tumbles about our ears.

H. JV. Osunham, Short Studies, p. 21.

= Syn. 1. See fortification.

castle (kas'l), v. i.
; pret. and pp. castled, ppr.

castling. [< castle, n., 4.] In chess, to move
the king from his own square two squares to

the right or left, and bring the rook or castle

to the square the king has passed over. Castling
is allowed only when neither the king nor the castle has

moved, when there is no piece between them, and when
the king is not in check and does not, in castling, move
over or to a square which is attacked by an enemy's man,
that is, through or into check.

castle-builder (kas'l-bil"der), . 1. One
who builds castles. 2. Especially, one who
builds castles in the air; a visionary; a day-
dreamer.

I ... am one of that species of men who are properly
denominated castle-builders, who scorn to be beholden lit

the earth for a foundation. Steele, Spectator, No. 167.

castle-building (kas'l-bil'ding), n. 1. The act

of building castles. 2. Especially, building
castles in the air

; day-dreaming.
The pleasant languor, the dreamy tranquillity, the airy

Castnia + -oides.~] A tribe of hesperian lepi-

dopterous insects combining in some respects
the characters both of moths and of butterflies,

Yucca-borer {

larged ; *, b. b, eggs, natural size : c
, larva, just hatched

(line shows natural size] ; d, female moth.

intensive, passionate lifi

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 23.

castled (kas'ld), a. [< castle + -erf2.] Fur-
nished with a castle or castles.

but justly regarded as having most affinities

with the latter. They are characterized by a small

head, a very large abdomen, unarmed front tibia;, and

very small spurs of the middle and hind tibiae. The tribe

is typified by the yucca-borer, Meftalhymu* yuccee, for-

merlv Castnia vut&v, and includes the genus jgiale.
Iguor, uie ureaiuy i r;iM<imiin.* . me ttnj

lc ' J V* , o
ch in Asia stand in lieu of the vigorous, Castock (kas'tok), n. Same as CUStOCK.

ite life of Europe. cast-Off 1 (kast'of), a. [< cast1 (pp.) + off.']

Laid aside; rejected: as, cast-off livery.

We are gathering up the old cast-off clothes of others

intellectually above us, it is said.

The caMed crag of Drachenfels
' S' Germa Culture > * 154 '

Frowns o'er the wide and winding Rhine. cast-Off 2 (kast'of), . [< cast1 (inf.) + off.~\ 1.

Byron, Childe Harold, iii. BR. ju fircarms, the outward bend of a gun-stock,

castle-gartht (kas'l-garth), n. The precincts by which the line of sight is brought inward
of a castle; a castle-yard. to meet the eye more readily. 2. In printing,

castle-guard (kas'1-gard), . 1. The guard the computation of the particular space to be

which defends a castle. 2. A feudal charge allowed for each column or division of a table,

or duty due from a tenant to his lord, payable a piece of music, or the like: as, to pass the

either in personal service in defending the cast-off (that is, to communicate to other corn-

lord's castle or by commutations in money in positors the result of such a computation),
certain cases. Hence 3. The tenure or hold castont, n. An obsolete form of capstan.

which such a tenant had on the land granted castor 1

(kas'tor), n. and a. [= F. Sp. Pg. cas-

him by his lord. 4. The circuit around a cas- tor = It. castro, castore, < L. castor, a beaver

tie subject to taxation for its maintenance.
Also called castle-icard.

castlery, castelryt (kas'l-ri, -tel-ri), n.; pi.

castleries, castelriesi (-riz). [< OF. eastellerie, <

ML. caftellaria, equiv. to castellania : see castel-

(for which the native L. is fiber = E. bearer1
), <

Or. Kaarup, a beaver, a word of Eastern origin :

cf. Skt. kastiiri, > Hind. Malay kasturi, musk;
Pers. khdz, a beaver.] I. n. 1. A beaver. 2.

[>/).] Among French Canadians, one of the



Skull of Beaver (Castor Jffcr).

castor

party which called itself the national party, the

beaver being the national emblem of Canada.

3. leap.] [NL.] A genus of sciuromorphic ro-

dent mammals, typical of the family Casttirida:

The type anil only living rapreMBtatiTC is the braver.

Castor JtotTi of aquatic habits, having the feet 4-tinl, thr

fure feet small,
i hi' hinder large,

webbnl. with 1 lu'

second 1m' dim-
ble-rlau.'.l ; 1 In-

tail liroil' I. Hal.

oval, nakril, ami

scaly ;
and the

body thick-set,

i'>pi'i'hill.v !-
hinil. On each

side, ahuve and
below, the in

cisors are 1, ca-

Ilitlrs II, pivlno
lars l.iiinl molars '',, makinu -jntei-th In all. The skull IT

semhli-s that of tin- ,sv" /</,!, hut lacks postorbital pro-
cesses. Sri- /"W/vcl.

4. A beaver hat
; by extension, a silk hat.

I havr always ln-cn kitmvn fur the jaunty manner in

uhirh I wear my <-ftxl': Scott.

" Kven ft." replied tin- stranger, making diligent use
of his triangular <-a.s/"/' to produce a circulation in the
close air of the woods. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, ii.

5. A heavy quality of broadcloth used for over-

coats.

II. n. Made of beaver-skin or -fur, or of the
doth called beaver.

castor2 (kas'tor), n. [Also called castoreum, of

which castor is a shortened form
;
= F. casto-

reum = Sp. cttstdreo = Pg. It. castoreo, < L. cit-

toreum, < Ur. KOOTO/UOV, castor, a secretion of the

beaver, < ndarup, the beaver: see castor*.] A
reddish-brown substance consisting of the pre-
putial follicles of the beaver and their contents,
dried and prepared for commercial purposes.
It has a strong, penetrating, enduring odor, and
was formerly of high repute in medicine, but is

now used chiefly by perfumers.
castor3 (kas'tor), n. [Named from Castor in

Gr. myth. : see Castor and Pollux.] A mineral
found in the island of Elba associated with
another called pollux. It is a silicate of aluminium
and lithium, and probably a variety of petalite. It is

rolorless and transparent, with a glistening luster. Also
called cantorile.

castor4 ,
a. See caster, 3.

Castor and Pollux (kas'tor and pol'uks).
[Named from Castor (Gr. Kdorup) and Pollux

(Gr. l1oAv6ci'K>K ), in Gr. myth, twin sons of Zeus
or Jupiter, in the form of a swan, and Leda,
wife of Tyndareus, king of Sparta ;

or produced
from two eggs laid by her, one containing Cas-
tor and ClytoBinuestra, the other Pollux (or Poly-
deuces) and Helen ;

or all, according to Homer,
children of Leda and Tyndareus, and hence
called Tyndaridce. Castor and Pollux are joint-

ly called the Dioscuri, sons of Zeus or Jupiter.]
1. In axtroii., the constellation of the Twins,
or Gemini, and also the zodiacal sign named
from that constellation, although the latter has
moved completely out of the former. Castor, <.

Geminorum, is a greenish star of the magnitude 1.6, the
more northerly of the two that lie near together in the
heads of the Twins. Pollux, ft Geminornm, is a very yel-
low star of tbe magnitude 1.2, the more southerly of the
same pair. See cut under Gemini.

2.

or
two minerals found together in granite in the
island of Elba. See the separate names.
castorate (kas'to-rat), n. [< castor(ic) + -ate1 .]
In clicm., a salt produced from the combination
of castoric acid with a saliflable base.

castor-bean, . See beani.

castoreum (kas-to're-um), ii. [L.] Same as
castor?.

castoric (kas-tor'ik), a. [< castor^ + -ic.~\ Of,

pertaining to, or derived from castoreum: as,
castoric acid.

Castoridae (kas-tor'i-de), n. pi. [NL.;
< Castor 1

,

3, + -idee.] A family of sciuromorphic simplici-
dent rodent quadrupeds, typified by the genus
Castor, the beaver, its only living representative.
There are, however, several fossil genera, as Eucantor and
Stentojiber, and probably others. The tibia and fibula
unite in old age, contrary to the rule in the sciurine se-

ries of rodents ; the skull is massive, without postorbital
processes ; the dentition is powerful, with rootless or only
late-rooting molars ; clavicles are present ; there is an ac-

cessory carpal ossicle ; the salivary glands are enormous,
and the stomach lias a glandular appendage ; the urogen-
ital system opens into a cloaca, and the Weberian bodies
are developed as a uterus masciilinns : and large preputial
glands or scent-bags secrete the substance known as cas-

tor. See cantorl and Iteacerl.

castorin, castorine2 (kas'to-rin), n. [< castor'*

+ -in'2
, -iin'-; = Sp. caJitorina.] An animal

principle obtained by boiling castor in six times
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its weight of alcohol, and filtering the liquid,
from which the cnsturin is deposited.
Castorina (kiis-to-ri'n&), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of LL. i-itKliiriiiitK, of tli<> beaver, < L. cnxtur :

see cantor 1
.'] The beaver tribe : a family of ro-

dent animals, comprising the beaver, the coypu,
and the nuiskrat or musquash. [Not in use.]
castorine 1

(kas'to-rin), M. [= F. castorine, <

LL. raxtoriiiitx, of the beaver: see Castorimt.]
A cotton-velvet fabric.

castorine-, . See castorin.

castorite (kas'to-rit), . [< castor3 + -itn-.]

Same as cantor^.

Castoroides (kas-tq-roi'dez), . [NL. (J. W.
Foster, 1838), < G"r. ndarup, castor, + uA,
form.] The typical genus of the family ( '>/

roiiliilii: Thi'i-e is but one species, C. ohioeiuis, the so-

called fossil beaver of North America, which was of about
the size of the black tear, and hence somewhat exn-i <l< ii

in size the capibara, the largest of living rodents. The
skull alone was about a foot long. The known remains
are all from Quaternary deposits, in localities from Texas
and Smith Carolina to Michigan and New York.

Castoroididse (kas-to-roi'di-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Ciixtomidcs + -iVe.]" A family of rodents, in-

stituted for the reception of the genus Caxto-

roides, related on the one hand to the t'axto-

ridtE or beavers, and on the other to the chin-

chillas, cavies, and capibaras. other genera, a

Amblyrhiza and Loxntiniltot, are considered to beprobabh
referable to this family. The skull resembles that of the

Castoridce, but the dentition is entirely dilferent, resem-
bling that of cliini-hilla* anil capibaras.

castor-oil (kas'tor -oil'), n. [< castor* (from
some supposed resemblance to that substance)

iinir pair, rtee cui unuer iteiituit.

2. An ancient classical name of the corposant,
>r St. Elmo's fire. 3. [I.e.] The name given to

a, fruit of castor-oil

Castor-oil Plant (Riciitus commttnis).

f oil.] The oil yielded by the seeds of Ridmix
communis (the castor-oil plant), a native of In-

dia, but now distributed over all the warmer
regions of the globe. The oil is

obtained from the seeds by bruising
them between rollers and then pressing
them in hempen bags in a strong press.
The oil that first comes away, called
cold-drawn castor-oil, is reckoned the
best ; an inferior quality is obtained by
heating or steaming the pressed seeds,
and again subjecting them to pressure.
The oil is afterward heated to the

boiling-point, in order to separate the
albumen and impurities. Castor-oil
is used medicinally as a mild but effi-

cient purgative. It is also used as a

fixing agent in cotton-dyeing, especial-
ly in dyeing a Turkey-red color from
madder. In its saponified state it is

p)f^ ; * ,*ed c,
sold under various names, as Turk?*/- section of'same.

'

red oil, alizarin oil, sulphated oil, tolu-

Me oil, etc. Castor-oil plant, the plant Riciinm CIHII-

inunis, which produces castor-oil. It is often cultivated
for ornament under the name of Palma Christi, grows to
a height of 6 or 8 feet or more, with broad palmate leaves,
and varies much in the color of its stem, leaves, etc.

castoryt (kas'to-ri), . [< Gr. KaarAptov, a cer-

tain color, neut. of Kaariptof, pertaining to the

beaver, < Kaorup, the beaver: see castor1 , and
cf. castor2.] A color of an unknown shade.

As polisht yvory
Which cunning Crafteaman hand hath overlayd
With fayre vermilion or pure Castory.

Speiuer, F. Q., II. ix. 41.

castra, . Plural of eastrum.
castrametation (kas'tra-me-ta'shon), n. [=
F. castrametation = Sp. castrametacion = Pg.
eastranietacdlo = It. castrametazione, < ML. cas-

trametatio(n-), < LL. castrametari, pp. castra-

metatus, pitch a camp, < L. castra, a camp (see
castle), + metari, measure.] The art or act of

encamping; themarkingorlayingoutof acamp.

casual

castrate (kas'trnt), c. t. pret. and pp. castrated,

l>]ir. i-aKtratiny. [< L. eastratiis, pp. of <.-
ifii-r (> OF. "caKtrir, "castrer (cf. castri, cas-

trated), F. cltdtriT = Pr. Sp. Pg. castrar = It.

custrare), castrate, prune, curtail, expurgate;
akin to Skt. Castra, a knife.] 1. To deprive
of the testicles; geld; emasculate. 2. In lint,,

to deprive (a flower) of its anthers. Ihirtrin.

3. To remove something objectionable from,
as obscene parts from a writing; expurgate;
destroy the strength or virility of

; emasculate.
The following k-tter, which I hav rv/x'/vi/.--/ in

places. .iililinni, sprcutor, N". IT'.i.

4. To take out a leaf or sheet from, and ren-
der imperfect ; mutilate.
A ctutratetl set of Ilolinshed's chronirK-n. Todil.

5. Figuratively, to take the vigor or spirit

from; mortify.
Ye canlralf tin- dfsircs of the flesh, and shall obtain

more ample reward of grace in heaven.
T. Martin, Marriage of I'riestes, Sig. Y, i. b.

castrate (kas'trat), a. and n. [=F. castrat, n.,

= Sp. riixlrnilo, a. and n., = Pg. castrado, n., =
It. ctmtrato, n., < L. caatratus, pp. : see the

verb.] I. a. 1. Gelded; emasculated. 2. In

hot., deprived of the anthers; anantherous : ap-
plied to stamens or flowers.

II. . One who or that which has been cas-

trated, gelded, or emasculated; a eunuch.
castrater (kas'tra-t6r), M. [= F. r/iiilri nr = Sp.
Pg. castrador = It. castratore, < LL. <-axtr<it<n .

< L. castrare: see castrate, v.] One who cas-

trates.

castrati, . Plural of castrato.

castration (kas-tra'shon), . [< ME. castra-

cioun, < F. castration = Pr. castracio = Sp. cas-

tracion = Pg. castraq&o = It. castrazione, < L.

castratio(n-), < castrare, castrate: see castrate,

r.] The act of castrating, or state of being
castrated.

castrato (kas-tra'to), .
; pi. castrati (-te). [It. :

see castrate, a. and .] A male person emas-
culated during childhood for the purpose of

preventing the change of voice wnich natu-

rally occurs at puberty; an artificial or male
soprano. The voice of such a person, after arriving at
adult age, combines the high range and sweetness of the
female with the power of the male voice.

castrelt, Same as kestrel. Beau, and Fl.

castrensial (kas-tren'shial), a. [< L. castrensi*

(> Sp. Pg. It. castrense), pertaining to a camp,
< castra, a camp.] Belonging to a camp. Sir
T. Browne. [Bare.]

castrensian (kas-tren'shian), a. Same as cax-

trensial. Coles, 1717. [tfare.]

castrilt, Same as Kestrel.

eastrum (kas'trum), n.; pi. castra (-tra). [L.,
a castle, fort, fortress, a fortified town, in pi.
castra, a camp ; hence nit. E. -caster, Chester,
and (through dim. castellmn) castle, q. v.] A
Roman military camp. See

'[lie ancient castle occupies the site of a Roman '"*

train. Ettrye. Brit., XIV. 'JS4.

cast-shadow (kast'shad'o), n. In painting, a
shadow cast by an object within the picture,
and serving to bring it out against the objects
behind it.

cast-steel (kast'stel), n. Steel which has been
rendered homogeneous by remelting in cruci-

bles or pots: for this reason sometimes called
crucible or homogeneous steel. This process was in-

vented by Benjamin Huntsman (born in Lincolnshire,

England, in 1704), and brought to perfection some time
liefore 1770. Cast-steel is made by the melting of blister-

steel, bar-iron, or puddled steel, with the addition of bar-

iron, carbon, manganese ore, or spiegeleisen, iu small

quantities, according to the character of the steel desired
to lie produced. The finest cast-steel is made from Swed-
ish bar-iron manufactured from ore practically free from
sulphur and phosphorus. See iron and uteel.

casual (kaz'u-al), a. and n. [< ME. casuet, < F.
casuel = Pr. Sp. Pg. casual = It. casuale, < LL.
casiialis, of or by chance, < L. casvs (casu-),

chance, accident, event, > E. easel, q. v.] I.

a. 1. Happening or coming to pass without

(apparent) cause, without design on the part of

the agent, iu an unaccountable manner, or as
a mere coincidence or accident; coming by
chance; accidental; fortuitous; indeterminate:

as, a casual encounter.

Eny brother of this ffratemyte, that hath don hys dew-
leys well and trewly to the ffraternite, come or fall to

pouerte by the visitacion of god, or by camitll auenture,
and hath not wher-of to leve, that he roaye haue, every
weke, of the almys. Engluh Gild (E. E. T. S.), p. 319.

That which seemeth most canial and subject to fortune
is yet disposed by the ordinance of God.

Raleigh, Hist, of World.

He tells how casual bricks in airy climb
Encountered casual cow-hair, casual lime.

//. ami J. Smith, Rejected Addresses.
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There is an expression, evidently not casual or acci- genus of peculiar plants, of Australia and adja-
dental, but inserted with design. D. Webster, Oct. 12, 1832. cent jslan(jSi nearly related to the birches and
2. Occasional

; coming at uncertain times, or

without regularity, in distinction from stated

or regular; incidental: as, casual expenses.
Is it a certain business or a casual f

B. Jonson, Staple of News, in. 2.

The revenue of Ireland certain and casual.

Sir J. DavieK, Statt

Any one may do a casual act of good nature.

Casual ejector, in law, the name given to the defen-

dant in the fictitious action of ejectment formerly allowed

oaks, and constituting the natural order Casu-

(irinaceat. They are jointed leafless trees and shrubs,

very much like gigantic horsetails or equisetums. Some
of the species afford wood of extreme hardness, as the

forest oak of Australia, C. suberosa, etc., and the she-oak,
C. stricta. See beefwood.

2. [I. c.] A plant of this genus.

< Casuarina + -aceai.] A natural order of

plants, of which Casuarina is the typical and

only genus.n i^j^vi _ _ _. v | KTT /T

by the common law, where the real object of the action CaSUariUS (kas-u-a ri-us), M. [NL. (Lmnseus,
w'as to determine a title to land. TO form the ground of

1735) ; see cassowary.] The typical and only

r^^?SSKA1w%4Kwta g lus f the "nbfamily Casuariina, ; the casso-

Doe, and an action was then brought in the name of John wanes. About 12 different species are known, one of them

Doe'against another fictitious person, usually designated
Richard Roe (the casual ejector), who was stated to have

illegally ejected John Doe from the land which he held on
lease. The landholder was permitted to defend in place
of Richard Roe, and thus the determination of the action

involved the proving of the lessor's right to grant a lease.

This fiction is now everywhere abolished. = Syn. 1. Acci-

dental, Chanci', etc. See occasional.

II. . 1. A person who receives relief and Casuaroideae (kas"u-a-roi de-e), n.
pi. [NL.,

shelter for one night at the most in a work- < Casuarius + -oidea;.] A superfamily of birds

house or police-station, or who receives treat- containing both the emus and the cassowaries :

ment in a hospital for an accidental injury. same as Casuariidai, 1.

2. A laborer or an artisan employed only ir- casuary (kas'u-a-ri), re.
; pi. casuaries (-riz) . [<

regularly. Mai/hew Casual ward, the ward in a NL. casuarius: see cassowary.] A cassowary
workhouse or a hospital where casuals are received.

casualism (kaz'u-al-izm), n. [< casual + -ism.~\

The doctrine that all things are governed by
chance or accident. [Bare.]
casualist (kaz'u-al-ist), n. [< casual + -ist."]

One who believes in the doctrine of casualism.

casuality (kaz-u-al'i-ti), n. [< casual + -ity.

Cf. casualty.]

'

The quality of being casual.

casually (kaz'u-al-i), adv. [ME. casuelly, <

casuel: see casual.] In a casual manner; ac-

cidentally; fortuitously; without design; by
chance : as, to meet a person casually ; to re-

mark casually.
Their gettings in this voyage, other commodities, &

their towns, were casually consumed by fire.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 757.

That it might casually have been formed so.

Bentley, Sermons, v.

The squash-vines were clambering tumultuously upon
an old wooden framework, set casually aslant against the

fence. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xvi. casuistt (kaz'u-ist), V. i. [< casuist, n.~\ To play
casualness (kaz'u-al-nes), n. [< casual + -ness.] the part of a casuist. Milton.

The state of being' casual; casuality. casuistic, casuistical (kaz-u-is'tik, -ti-kal), a.

casualty (kaz'u-al-ti), n.
; pi. casualties (-tiz). [< casuist + -ic, -ical; = F. casuistique = Sp.

[< ME. casuelte, <! OF. *
casuelte, F. casualite = Pg. casuistico.] Pertaining to casuists or cas-

Sp. casualidad = Pg. casualidade = It. casualita, uistry ; relating to cases of conscience, or to

< ML. cflswafe'tas (-<-),< LL.caswa/is, of chance, doubts concerning conduct; hence, pver-sub-
casual: see casual."] 1. Chance, or what hap- tie; intellectually dishonest; sophistical,

pens by chance ; accident; contingency. casuistically (kaz-u-is'ti-kal-i), adv. In a cas-

Losses that befall them by mere casualty. uistic manner.
Raleigh, Essays. casuistlCS (kaz-u-is'tiks), n. [PI. of casuistic :

There were some . . . who frankly stated their impres- gee -tcs.] Cas'uistry.
sion that the general scheme of things, and especially the

casualties of trade, required you to hold a candle to the

devil. George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 170.

2. An unfortunate chance or accident, espe-

cially one resulting in bodily injury or death
;

specifically, disability or loss of life in battle or

military service from wounds, etc. : as, the cas-

ualties were very numerous.
The Colonel was, early in the day, disabled by a casualty.

Emerson, Address, Soldiers' Monument, Concord.

Numerous applications for pensions, based upon the

casualties of the existing war, have already been made.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 174.

3. In Scots law, an emolument due from a

vassal to his superior, beyond the stated yearly
duties, upon certain casual events. Casualty of

wards, the mails and duties due to the superiors in ward-

holdings. Casualty ward, the ward in a hospital in

which patients suffering from casualties or accidents are

treated.

Casuariidse (kas'u-a-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Casuarius + -ida;.~\ 1. A family of struthious

being the Struthio casuarius of I/innseus, now known as

the Casuarius yaleatus, or C. emeu, of the island of Ceram
in the Moluccas. Emu is said to be the native name of this

species ;
but the bird now called emu belongs to a differ-

ent genus (Dromxuf;) and subfamily. The common Aus-
tralian cassowary is C. australis. C. biearuneulatus in-

habits New Guinea. C. bennetti is from New Britain. See

cassowary.

or an emu
; any bird of either of the subfami-

lies Casuariina; and Dromceina. P. L. Sclater.

[Rare.]
casuist (kaz'u-ist), n. [< F. casuiste = Sp. Pg.
It. casuisto (It. also casista), < NL. casuista, a

casuist, < L. casus, a case.] 1. One versed in

or using casuistry ;
one who studies and re-

solves cases of conscience, or nice points re-

garding conduct.

The judgment of any casuist or learned divine concern-

ing the state of a man's soul is not sufficient to give him
confidence. South.

Those spiritual guardians, . . . the only casuists who
could safely determine the doubtful line of duty.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 17.

Hence 2. An over-subtle reasoner; a sophist.

To call a man a mere casuist means that he is at best a

splitter of hairs ; to call a chain of argument casuistical

is a rather less unpolite way of saying that it is dishonest.

//. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 91.

The question is raised in the casuistic* of Mohammedan
ritual, whether it is right to eat the flesh of the Nesnas.

Pop. Sri. Mo., XXI. 660.

special problems of right and duty by the ap-

plication of general ethical principles or theo-

logical dogmas ;
the answering of questions of

conscience. In the history of Jewish and Christian the-

ology, casuistry has often degenerated into hair-splitting
and sophistical arguments, in which questions of right
and wrong were construed to meet selfish aims.

All that philosophy of right and wrong which has be-

come famous or infamous under the name of casuistry
had its origin in the distinction between mortal and venial

sin. Cambridge Essays, 1856.

May he not have thought that he found there some

stupendous exemplifications of what we read of, in books
of casuistry, the "dialectics of conscience,"as conflicts of

duties? S. Choate, Addresses, p. 329.

Hence 2. Over-subtle and dishonest reason-

ing; sophistry.
birds, of the order or subclass Batitte, having casula (kas'o-la), . [ML. (> E. casule), dim.
three toes, the wings rudimentary, and the af- of L. casa, a house

;
cf. cassock, chasuble."] A

a chasuble.

casula, q. v.] A chasuble.

s
sus bel'i). [L. : casus, a case,

spectively. See cuts under cassowary and emu. matter
; belli, gen. of bellum, war : see cose* and

2. The Casuariina; alone, elevated to the rank bellicose.] A matter or occasion of war ;
an ex-

of a family, the emus in this case being sep-
arated as another family, DromaAdce.

Casuariinse (kas-u-ar-i-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Casuarius +

cuse or a reason for declaring war : as, the right
of search claimed by Great Britain constituted

a casus belli in 1812.

The typical subfamily of cat1 (kat), n. [< ME. cat, catt, Jcat, katt, < AS.
the family Casuariida;, containing the casso- cat, catt (only in glosses), m.. = OFries. katte,

wanes only, as distinguished from the emus, f., = MD. D. kater, m., MD. katte, D. kat, f., =
and coextensive with the genus Casuarius. MLG. kater, m., katte, f., LG. kater, m., katte, f.,

Casuarina (kas"u-a-ri'na), n. [NL., < casua- = MHG. kater, katero, Or. kater, m., OHG. chazza,

riiis, the cassowary; from the resemblance the cazzd, cazd, MHG. G. katze, f., = Icel. kottr, m.,

branches bear to the feathers of that bird.] 1. A ketta, f., = Norw. katt, m., katta, f., = Sw. katt,

cat

m., katta, f., = Dan. kat, m., f. (not recorded in

Goth.); cf. W. cath = Corn, eath = Ir. cat =
Gael, cat = Manx cayt = Bret, kaz ; OBulg. ko-

tell, m., kotuka, f., = Bohem. kot, kocour, m.,

kote, kochka, f., = Pol. kot, koczor = Russ. kotu,

m., koshka, f., = OPruss. catto = Lett, kakjis ;

Hung, kaczer = Finn, katti = Turk, qadi = Ar.

qitt, quit, a cat; Hind, katds, a wildcat, polecat;
LGr. KCITTO., f., NGr. K&TO, yara, f., rarof, yarof,

m.
;
OF. cat, F. chat, m., chatte, f., = Pr. cat,

m., cato, f., = Cat. gat, cat, m., cata, f., = Sp.

Pg. goto, m., gata, f., = It. aatto, m., gatta,

f., a cat; the oldest known forms being L.,

namely, LL. catus (catus or cdtus: cdtus occurs
in Palladius, about A. D. 350), m., L. catta (once
in Martial), f., ML. cattus, m., catta, f., a cat

(a domestic cat, as opposed to felis, prop, a
wildcat : see Felis), a word found earlier in the

dim. catulus, in common classical use in the

extended sense of 'the young of an animal, a

kitten, whelp, cub, pup,' etc. (of a cat, lion,

tiger, panther, wolf, bear, hog, and esp. of a

dog, being regarded in this sense as a dim. of

cairn, a dog: see Canis). The original source

of the name is unknown. It is supposed, as the

cat was first domesticated in Egypt, that the

word arose there, and, being established in Ita-

ly, spread thence throughout Europe. Hence
kitten, kitting, Mttle2

,_
q. v. In the naut. sense

the word is found in most of the languages
cited (cf. D. Dan. kat, naut. cat, katblok, cat-

block, D. katrol, 'cat-roller,' pulley, etc.), and
is generally regarded as a particular use of cat,

the animal
;
cf. dog and horse, as applied to va-

rious mechanical contrivances. The connec-
tion is not obvious.] 1. A domesticated car-

nivorous quadruped of the family Felida; and

genus Felis, F. dbmestica. It is uncertain whether

any animal now existing in a wild state is the ancestor of

the domestic cat; probably it is descended from a cat

originally domesticated in Egypt, though some regard the
wildcat of Europe, F. catus, as the feral stock. The wild-

cat is much larger than the domestic cat, strong and fero-

cious, and very destructive to poultry, lambs, etc.

2. In general, any digitigrade carnivorous

quadruped of the family Felidce, as the lion,

tiger, leopard, jaguar, etc., especially (a) of

the genus Felis, and more particularly one of

the smaller species of this genus; and (6) of

the short-tailed species of the genus Lynx.
3. A ferret. [Prov. Eng.] 4. A gossiny,
meddlesome woman given to scandal and in-

trigue. [Colloq.] 5. A catfish. 6. A whip:
a contraction of cat-o'-nine-tails. 7. A double

tripod having six feet: so called because it al-

ways lands on its feet, as a cat is proverbially
said to do. 8f. In the middle ages, a frame
of heavy timber with projecting pins or teeth,
hoisted up to the battlements, ready to be

dropped upon assailants. Also called prickly
cat. 9. A piece of wood tapering to a point at

both ends, used in playing tip-cat. 10. The
game of tip-cat. Also called cat-and-dog.

In the midst of a game of cot. Southey.

11. In/ro, the occurrence of two cards of the

same denomination out of the last three in the

deck. 12. In coal-mining, a clunchy rock. See
clunch. [South Staffordshire, Eng.] 13. [Ap-
parently in allusion to the sly and deceitful

habits of the cat.] A mess of coarse meal,

clay, etc., placed on dovecotes, to allure stran-

gers. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.] 14. In plaster-

ing, that portion of the first rough coat which
fills the space between the laths, often project-

ing at the back, and serving to hold the plaster

firmly to the walls. 15. The salt which crys-
tallizes about stakes placed beneath the holes

in the bottom of the troughs in which salt is put
to drain. 16. [Perhaps a different word ;

cf.

Icel. kati, a small vessel.] A ship formed on
the Norwegian model, having a narrow stern,

projecting quarters, and a deep waist. 17.

Naut., a tackle used in hoisting an anchor from
the hawse-hole to the cat-head A cat in the

meal, a danger prepared and concealed : drawn from a

fable of Misop, in which a cat hides herself in meal to catch

certain mice. A cat In the pan, a falsehood given out as

coming from one who did not originate it. Angora cat,
one of the finest varieties of the domestic cat, distinguished
for its size and beautiful long silky hair. It was originally
from Angora in Asia Minor. Also called Persian cat, and

sometimes, erroneously, Angola eat. Blue cat. () A
Siberian cat, valued for its fur. (b) A name for the Mal-
tese cat : so given from the blue-gray color of its fur. (c)

A local name in the United States of the channel catfish,

fctaturus punctatu*. Cat and dog. See cat-and-dog.
Cat of the Mediterranean, n li-ii. the CUmara man-
xtnixa. Enough to make a cat speak or laugh, some-

thing astonishing or out of the way.

Old liquor able to ntake a cat speak, and man dumb.
The Old and Young Courtier (Percy's Reliques).



cat

Talk, miss! It's eim "-//< '" """'.' " Tom ent nfenfc French

grammar, only to sec ho she losses her head.

lln-kenx, Nicholas \icklele,.

Maltese cat. a variety "f cat distinguished by its fur,

which in "f a blue-gray "'I'"'. Sometimes called '/'' I-,H.

Manx Cat, a tallies variety ..I'< -at I nun tlir Isle of Man.

Persian Cat. Same us .lifii>rni-nt. Stnml. Xnl. Hist.

To bell the cat. see '"'. To grin like a Cheshire

it to ibow the gums and teeth In laughing: a local Bag-

UUprOTCrblftl expression, of unknown origin.

"Please, woul.l yc.n tell me," said Alice. a little timid-

ly, ... " wh\ your eat /*//(.- like that?" "It's a Cheittiirr

cat," said the Duchess, "ami that's why."
L. Carroll, Alice in Wonderland, vi.

I,o! like n <'Iie*liire eat our court will -inn.

tola* (?. I'iniliir).

To let the cat out of the bag, to.ii> ( ],, a trick; i, i

out 11 secret: saiil to have had its origin in a trick prac-
tiseil Ijy country people of substituting a cat for a >OUIIK

pit! too bringing it to market In a bag to sell to some one

thoughtless enough to "buy a pig in a poke." The pur-
chaser xtmct lines thought, however, t if opening the hag he

fore the bargain was concluded, ami thus let out the cat

and disclosed the trick. To rain cats and dogs, to pour
down rain violently and incessantly. -To turn a cat-ln-

pan, to make a sudden change ofjiarty in politics or reli-

gion from intere-t'-il motives. "The phrase M>mi t" he

the Frencho-iiii-Ho-CNo' en i'inf (to turn sides In trouble).'

Brriree.

\\'liell (ieorge in pudding-time came o er,

And moderate men looked big, sir,

I turned a cat-in-imn once more,
And so became a Whig, sir. Vicar of Bray.

cat 1
(kat), ?'.

; pret. and pp. catted, ppr. catting.

[< cot 1
, .] I. trans. 1. To draw (an anchor)

tip to the cat-head.

All hands cook, steward, and all laid hold to cat

the anchor. It. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 1-2:1.

Everything was now snug forward, the anchor railed and

fished, and the decks clear.

W. C. Russell, Sailor's Sweetheart, iii.

2. [Cf. caft, ., 14.] To fill with soft clay, as
the intervals between laths : as, a chimney well

catted.

II. in trans. To fish for catfish. [Colloq.,
western U. S.]
cat- (kat), . An abbreviated form of catama-
ran. [Newfoundland.]

cat-. The form of cata- before a vowel.

cata-. [L., etc., cata-, < Gr. Kara- (before a
vowel MZT-, before an aspirate not)-), prefix, KOTO,

prep., down, downward, through, on, against,

concerning, according to, etc.] A prefix of

words of Greek origin, meaning down, down-

ward, against, in accordance with, sometimes

merely intensive, and sometimes (like English
be-1 ) giving a transitive force. See words fol-

lowing. Also sometimes kata-.

cataballitive (kat-a-bal'i-tiv), a. [< Gr. nara-

[idWctv, throw down (< KOTO, down, + /3<Ufon>,

throw), + -Hive.] Depressing. [Rare.]

catabaptist (kat-a-bap'tist), n. [< LGr. nara-

/iairTarriK, lit.
' one who drowns,' coined by

Gregory of Nazianzus, as opposed to pairnarfa,
a baptizer, < Gr. Kara/faTrrifffv, dip under water,
drown, < Kara, down (here used in the sense of

'against'), + /3Wrrtfeo, dip.] One who opposes
baptism.
catabasia (kat-a-ba'si-il), n.; pi. catabasue (-e)

(or, as Gr., catdbasiai). [Gr. narajiaala, also aa-

raifiaeia, equiv. to nardftaatc, a coming down,
descent (cf. Karafidaioc;, also Karat/idaiof, coming
down, descending), < Karajiaiveiv, come down:
see catabasis.] In the Gfr. f'h., a kind of tro-

parion or short hymn sung by the two sides of

the choir united in the body of the church. It

is so called from their descending from their

places for that purpose.
A sticheron, in which the two choirs come down (<cara-

/Scui-ouo-i), and join together in the body of the church.
The hirmos are sometimes said at the end of their respec-
tive odes as catabasiai.

J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 845.

catabasion (kat-a-ba'si-on), n.
; pi. catabasia

(-a). Same as catabasis.

catabasis (ka-tab'a-sis), n. ; pi. catabases (-sez).

[L. catabasis, < Gr. Kardpaaic, a going down, de-

scent, declivity, also in MGr. like Kara/ldaim, a

place for relics under the altar, < naraflalveiv, go
down, descend, < Kara, down, -I- fiaiveiv,go, ~> pa-

ste,, agoing: see basis. Cf. anabasis.] I. A go-

ing down; descent: opposed to anabasis (which
see). 2. In the Gr. Ch., a chamber or vault

situated under the altar, and used as a chapel
to contain relics.

.,

catabolic (kat-a-bol'ik), a. [< catabol-ism + -ic.]

Relating to or of the nature of catabolism.

This total change which we denote by the term " meta-
bolism" as consisting on the one hand of a downward
series of changes (katabolic changes).

.V. Foster, Encyc. Brit., XIX. IS.

868

of metabolism which consists in "a downward
series of changes in which complex bodies itiv

broken down with the setting free of energy
int<j simpler and simpler waste bodies" (if.

t-'oxtrr): opposed to atutbolixm.

Tin- ingenious ^peculations of llering, that specific col

>iur-sciisati"ii- arc iluc to the relation of assimilation

(anabolism) to dissimilation (kataboHmn) of protoplasmic
visual suhstauces in the retina or in the brain.

I/. Fotttr, Kncyc. Brit., XIX. -2-2.

catacathartic (kat'a-ka-thar'tik), n. [< Gr.

kurii, down, + Ka0aprin6c, purging: see M.
thai-tic.] A medicine that purges downward.

[Rare.]
catacaustic (kat-a-kas'tik), a. and n. [< <!r.

Kara, against, + rawm/oif, caustic: see cauxtir.]

I. a. In neam., belonging to caustic curves
formed by reflection.

II. n. In o/iticn, a caustic curve formed by
the reflection of the rays of light: so called

The Catacaustic of a Circle, with its Asymptotes.

The curve runs from M to the cusp A, thence to the cusp !. thence
to the cusp A '. thence to M', and through infinity to -V, thence to the

cusp D, thence to JV, and through infinity back to M; C, center ; F.
focus.

to distinguish it from the diacaustic, which is

formed by refracted rays. See caustic, n., 3.

catachresis (kat-a-kre'sis), n.; pi. catachreses

(-sez). [L. (> F."catachr^se = Sp. catacrfsis =
i), < Gr.

..
,

.

catabolism (ka-tab'o-lizm), n. [< Gr.
,

a throwing or laying down (< Karaf)d).fciv: see

cataballitire), + -ism.] In physiol., that phase

Pg. cataclirese = It. catacresi),
misuse of a word, < naraxpijaQcu, misuse, < KOTO,

against, + xp^"^a'j use.] 1. In rhet. : (a) A fig-

ure by which a word is used to designate an ob-

ject, idea, or act to which it can be applied only
by an exceptional or undue extension of its

proper sphere of meaning : as, to stone (pelt) a

person with bricks; a palatable tone; to display
one's horsemanship in riding a mule; to drink
from a horn of ivory. Catachresis differs from meta-

phor in that it does not replace one word with another

properly belonging to a different act or object, but extends
the use of a word in order to apply it to something for

which the language supplies no separate word,
(b) A

violent or inconsistent metaphor : as, to bend
the knee of one's heart; to take arms against
a sea of troubles, (c) In general, a violent or
forced use of a word. 2. In philol., the em-

ployment of a word under a false form through
misapprehension in regard to its origin : thus,

causeway and crawfish or crayfish have their

forms by catachresis.

catachrestic, catachrestical (kat-a-kres'tik,

-ti-kal), a. [\ Gr. KaraxpijariKOe, misused, misap-
plied (of words and phrases), < KaraxpijaBai, mis-
use : see catachresis.] In rhet. : (a) Pertaining
to, consisting in, or characterized by catachre-
sis

; applied in an improper signification. (6)
Wrested from the right meaning or form;
contrary to proper use

;
forced

;
far-fetched.

catachrestically (kat-a-kres'ti-kal-i), adv. In
a catachrestical manner

; by catachresis.

There are . . . collections of beings, to whom the no-

tion of number cannot be attached, except catachrestically,

because, taken individually, no positive point of real

agreement can be found between them, by which to call

them. J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 46.

catachthonic (kat-ak-thon'ik), a. [< Gr. /card,

down, below, -t- ^Suv, earth, + -ic.] Situated
beneath the surface of the earth; underground.

Professor Milne of Japan, says the "Athenaeum," has es-

tablished in the Takashima coal-mine, near Nagasaki, an
underground, or, as he prefers to call it, a catachthcmif,
observatory. Science, IV. 286.

cataclysm (kat'a-klizm}, n. [= F. cataclysme
= Sp. It. cataclismo = Pg. cataclysmo, < L. cote-

clysmos, < Gr. naTaidvo[i6c, a flood, deluge, <

KarmAifyiv, dash over, flood, inundate, < Hard,

down, + M-&IV, wash, dash, as waves; cf. L.

cluere, cleanse.] 1. A deluge or an overflow-

ing of water; a flood; specifically, the Noa-
chian flood. 2. In geol., an inundation or del-

uge, or other violent and sudden physical ac-
tion of great extent, supposed to have been the

catacomb

various phenomena (M of the

deposition of different fornmtiun.s of diluvium
or drift) for which tin- ^nuliuil nHlon of mod-
erate currents, or Unit of iee, is considered to

have been in;ul<'quale.

This war is im a< ciil.-rit. hut an nn:\ ilaiili- i r-nlt nf l,,ng-

incnliatinn cilii-'CH ; inr\ ilalili a, tin- ''"'"' /,</""* that sweep
auay UN monstrous births of primeval nature.

ii. 1C. //Wm.-x, (lid Vol. ,.f Life. p. 82.

3. Figuratively, a sudden or violent action of

overwhelming force and extended sweep.
In minds accustomed to philosophic thought a change

of opinion dues not i-'iinc ti> a IN uj,t <'<tt<n'l ,/.-,,/, but by grad-
ual development. ././,'.>''. Nat lid igion, p. 231.

Theory of cataclysms, < >r of catastrophes, also called

the 'l'i<-ti i/ie </ ri'ileitt uj.li>'ai'it/<, III'- vii u that there has
hi'. II III LlrnlnL-irnl till I.- a ^nccc^iMM c ,t cat a -t I i

,|il H > which
It -.timed all living tiiiiiL's, and necessitated repeated ere-

ittn ieti t" rapaoplt the earth. > I fntattroplte.

cataclysmal (kat-a-kliz'mal), a. [< cataclysm
+ -a/.] 1. Of, pertaining to, or of the na-
ture of a cataclysm.
The question Is not yet settled whether they [elevations

and subsidences] were of a slow and gradual nature like

some now in progress, or whether, like others that have
occurred in connection with earthquakes, they may have
been rapid and cataclymnal.

J. W. Dau'ion, Nature and the Bible, p. 161.

The French Revolution has been so often lifted by sen-

sational writers into the region of cataclysmal and almost

superhuman occurrences, that a narrative Is especially
acceptable which tends to range it among the facts hieh

appeal to our ordinary experience.
Wertmiiuttr Rev., CXXV. 568.

2. Of or pertaining to cataclysmists ; holding
the doctrine of violent upheavals : as, the cat-

aclysmal school of geologists.

cataclysmic (kat-a-kliz'mik), o. [< cataclysm
+ -ic; = F. cataelysinique.] Pertaining to, of

the nature of, or characterized by cataclysms.
In the reign of his [Frederick's] graudnephew, whose

evil lot fell on the cataclysmic times of Napoleon.
/.",.-. Bismarck, I. 43.

There has always been in Geology a tendency to cata-

clysmic theories of causation ; a proneness to attribute the

grand changes experienced by the earth's crust to extra-

ordinary causes. ./. ('roll. Climate and Cosmology, p. 11.

cataclysmist (kat -a-kliz' mist), . [< cata-

clysm + -ist.] One who believes that many
important geological phenomena are due to

cataclysms.
catacomb (kat'a-kom), n. [= G. katakombe =
Sw. Dan. katakomb = Russ. katakombui, pi., <

F. catacombe= Pr. cathacumba = Sp. catacumba
= Pg. catacumba (usually in plural), < It. cata-

comba (Sp. also occasionally catatumba, It. dial.

catatomba, simulating Sp. tumba, It. tomba,
tomb: see tomb), < LL. catacumba, a sepulchral
vault, < Gr. Kurd, downward, below, + /dyi/J^, a

hollow, cavity, > ML. cumba, a tomb of stone:

see comb3
, coomb.] Originally, the name of a

locality near Rome, the "Hollows," in which
the church of St. Sebastian, with extensive

burial-vaults, was built
;
but afterward applied

to the vaults themselves, and to similar under-

ground burial-places. The most celebrated of these
subterranean vaults are those in and about this spot, the
work of the early Christians. They consist ora labyrinth
of narrow galleries, from 4 to 5 feet wide, at different lev-

Catacomb.

Tomb of St. Cornelius. Catacombs of Colixtus, Rome. 3d century.

( From Roller's
" Catacombes de Rome." )

els, excavated in the soft granular tufa underlying the

Campagna. In each wall locull, or berth-like recesses,

contained the bottles of the dead. The entrances to these

were closed with slabs of stone, carefully sealed, and
marked with inscriptions or rude pictures. In some cases

small rooms, called cubicida, were set apart for families of

distinction hi the church, especially for martyre. Though
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these catacombs probably served to some extent as places
of refuge and concealment for Christians during the ear-

lier persecutions, the original idea of their construction

was undoubtedly that they should be used only as burial-

vaults. The length of the galleries in the Roman cata-

combs has been variously estimated at from 350 to 900

miles, and the number of bodies there interred is said to

be over 0,000,000. Similar underground burial-places are

found at Naples, Cairo, Paris, etc. Those of Paris are aban-
doned quarries extending under a large portion of the

city, which were made into a bouery in 1780, when the iu-

trainural cemeteries of the city were condemned and the

bones were removed thither.

catacorolla (kat"a-ko-rol'a), 'ii. [NL., < Gr.

Kara, against, + corolla, q. v.] A second co-

rolla formed in a flower outside of and inclos-

ing the primary corolla, thus producing a kind
of ' hose-in-hose " flower.

catacoustics (kat-a-kos'tiks or -kous'tiks), .

[< Gr. aara, against (with ref. to reflection), +
acoustics. Cf. F. catiieo/tstiqite = Sp. cataeiis-

tica = Pg. It. catacustica.] That part of the
science of acoustics which treats of reflected

sounds, or of the properties of echoes
;
cata-

phonics.
catacrotic (kat-a-krot'ik), a. [< Gr. Kara, down,
+ Kp6ros, a beating, knocking.] In physiol.,

noting that form of pulse-tracing in which the

secondary elevations appear on the descending
portion of the curve.

catadioptric, catadioptrical (kat"a-di-op'trik,

-tri-kal), a. [< Gr. Kara, down, against (with
ref. to reflection), + dioptric. Cf. F. catadiop-

trique = Sp. catadioptrico = It. catadiottrico.]

Pertaining to or involving both the refraction

and the reflection of light. Catadioptric tele-

scope, a reflecting telescope.

catadioptrics (kat"a-di-op'triks), n. [PI. of

cutiidioi/tric : see -ics.] That branch of optics
which embraces phenomena in which both the
reflection and the refraction of light are in-

volved.

catadrome (kat'a-drom), n. [< Gr. Karadpofto;,
a race-course, < Karafpauelv (second aor. asso-

ciated with pres. Kararpexeiv), run down, < Kara,

down, + ipa/ittv, run. Cf. hippodrome.] 1. A
race-course. 2. A machine like a crane, for-

merly used by builders for raising and lower-

ing heavy weights. 3. A fish that goes down
to the sea to spawn.
catadromOUS (ka-tad'ro-mus), a. [< Gr. Kar<i-

rfpo/iof, overrun (taken in the sense of ' run-

ning down'), ( Kara, down, + fipattelv, run.]

Running down ; descending : applied to cer-

tain fishes which descend streams to the sea to

spawn : opposed to attadromous.

The eel is ... an example of a catadronwius fish that

is, one descending from the fresh water into the sea to

breed. Smithsonian Rep., 1880, p. 372.

catadupet (kat'a-dup), . [< F. catadupe, cata-

doupe = Sp. Pg. It. catadupa, a cataract, < L.

Catadupa, the cataracts of the Nile, Catadupi,
those dwelling near, < Gr. Karadov-xot, a name
given to the cataracts of the Nile, < KaraSowtiv,
fall with a loud, heavy sound, < Kara, down, +
Sawreiv, sound, < (fowrof, a dull, heavy sound.]
1. A cataract or waterfall.

As to the catadupes, those high cataracts that fell with
such a noise that they made the inhabitants deaf, I take
all those accounts to be fabulous.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 122.

2. A person living near a cataract.

The Egyptian kaladupes never heard the roaring of the
fall of Nilus, because the noise was so familiar unto them.

A. Brewer (?), Lingua, iii. 7.

Catadysas (ka-tad'i-sas), n. [NL., < Gr. naraSv-

atf, a dipping under water, setting, < KaraSveiv,

dip under water, go down, sink, < Kara, down, -t-

SVCLV, get into, dive.] The typical genus of the

family Catadysida. C. pumilus is an example.
Catadysidae (kat-a-dis'i-de), n. pi [NL., < Ca-

tadysas + -idee.] A family of spiders, repre-
sented by the genus Catadysas. They have the
palpi inserted near the extremity of the maxillee, and the
mandibular claw longitudinally directed, as in the Thera-
phogidce, but are said to have only two pulmonary sacs
and otherwise to resemble the Lycosidai. The species are
North American.

catafalcot (kat-a-fal'ko), n. Same as cata-

falque.

catafalque (kat'a-falk), . [Also in It. form
catafalco; = D. ti'an. G. katafalk = Buss, kata-

falku, < F. catafalque, < It. catafalco, a funeral

canopy, stage, scaffold, = Sp. Pg. catafalco, a
funeral canopy, = Pr. cadafalc = OF. escafaut,
*escafalt (> E. scaffold), F. echafaud (ML. cata-

faltus, etc.), a scaffold: see scaffold, which is a
doublet of catafalque.] A stage or scaffolding,
erected usually in the nave of a church, to sup-
port a coffin on the occasion of a ceremonious
funeral. In the middle ages it was common to erect a

canopy upon this, covering the eornn ; the whole structure
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was made somewhat to resemble an ecclesiastical edifice

of the style then prevailing, and was allowed to remain for

some little time after the ceremony. The modern cata-

falque is generally without a canopy, and in Roman Cath-
olic countries is surrounded by large tapers, which are
burned during a day or two preceding the burial. The
catafalque is sometimes used as a hearse in carrying the

body to the grave or tomb at a public or ceremonious fu-

neral.

The tomb was a simple catafalque, covered with the usual
cloth. H. F. llurton, El-Medinah, p. 471.

catagenesis (kat-a-jen'e-sis), . [NL., < Gr.

Kara, down, + yeveaif, generation: see genesis.]
In Wo/., creation by retrograde metamorphosis
of energy. E. D. Cope.

catagmatic (kat-ag-mat'ik), a. and . [= F.

eataymatiyue = Sp. catagmdtico = Pg. catag-

matico, < Gr. Karayua(r-), a breakage, < Kara-

yvvvat, break in pieces, < Kara intensive + ayvi'-

var, break.] I. . In med., having the property
of consolidating broken parts; promoting the
union of fractured bones.

II. n. In med., a remedy believed to pro-
mote the union of fractured parts. Dunglison.
catagmatical (kat-ag-mat'i-kal), a. Pertaining
to catagmatics. Coles.

catagrapht (kat'a-graf), n. [< L. catagrn/i/ia,
n. pi., profile paintings, < Gr. naraypayii, a draw-

ing, outline, < nara^paifiof, drawn in outline, <

Karaypatyuv, draw in outline, write down, < Kara,

down, + ypaijieiv, write.] 1. The first draft of

a picture. 2. A profile.

Catalan, Cathaian (ka-ta'an, -tha'au), a. and
. [< Cathay, formerly pronounced C'atay,

called Kitai by Marco Polo; said to be a Per-
sian corruption of Ki-tan, the name of a Tatar
tribe who ruled the northern part of China
from A. D. 1118 to 1235, under the title of the

Kin, or golden dynasty.] I. a. Of or pertaining
to Cathay.

II. . A native of Cathay (an early, and now
only a poetic, name for China) ;

a foreigner gen-
erally ; hence, in old writers, an indiscriminate
term of reproach.

I will not believe such a Catalan, though the priest o'

the town commended him for a true man.
Shak., M. W. of W.,li. 1.

Catalan (kat'a-lan), a. and . [= F. Catalan,
< Sp. Catalan'^ pertaining to CaialuKa, Catalo-

nia, < Gothalania, the land of the Goths and

Alans, who settled in it in the 5th century.]
I. a. Pertaining to Catalonia, a former province
of Spain (now a geographical division compris-
ing several provinces), or to its inhabitants or

language Catalan forge or furnace. See furnace.
II. n. 1. A native of Catalonia, Spain; es-

pecially, one belonging to the indigenous race
or people of Catalonia, wherever found, as dis-

tinguished from other Spaniards. 2. The lan-

guage of Catalonia, Valencia, and the Balearic
isles. It holds a position similar to the Provencal, to

which it is closely related, Catalonia having been ruled by
a line of French counts for several centuries before its union
with Aragon in 1137. The language was early cultivated
and had a considerable literature.

catalectic (kat-a-lek'tik), a. and n. [= F. cata-

Icctigue = Sp. catalectico = Pg. catalectico = It.

catalfttico, < LL. catalecticus, < Gr. Kara^r/KriKog,

leaving off, < KaraM/ytiv, leave
off,

< Kara inten-

sive + Miyetv, leave off, cease.] I. a. In pros.:
(a) Wanting part of the last foot: as, a catalec-

tic line or verse : opposed to acatatectic. in the

following couplet the second line is catalectic, the first

acatalectic.

Tell me I not, In
|

mournful
| numbers,

Life Is
|

but an
| empty |

dream !

Verses consisting of feet of three or more syllables are de-
scribed as catalectic in a syllable, a dijtyUable, or a trisyl-

lable, according to the number of syllables in the last or

incomplete foot.

If the first half of the line has its 12 short times, the
second or catalectic part would seem to have but 11 ; but
Aristoxenus, as we have seen, rejects the foot of 11 shorts
as being unrhythmical. J. Hadley, Essays, p. 10S.

(6) In a wider sense, wanting part of a foot
or measure: as, a catalectic colon; a verse

doubly catalectic. See brachycatalectic, dicata-

lectic, hypercatalcctic, and procatalectic.
H. n. A catalectic verse.

catalecticant (kat-a-lek'ti-kant), . [< Gr.

KarafaKrlov, to be reckoned up or counted, ver-
bal adj. of Karateyeiv, lay down, pick out, count,
< Kara, down, + teyeiv, lay.] In math., the in-

variant whose vanishing expresses that a quan-
tic of order 2 can be reduced to the sum of n

powers of order 2. The catalecticant of the sextic

(a, i>, c, d, e, /, y) (x, i/) is

a, b, e, d
b, c, d, e

c, a, e, /
d, e, f, g,

and those of other orders are formed in the same way.

catalogue

catalepsy (kat'a-lep-si), . [Also, as LL., cata-

li'psis (> F. caialepsie = Sp. Pg. catalepsia =
It. eatalessia), < Gr. zra/^i/f, a grasping, seiz-

ing, < Kara'f.afipavuv, seize upon, < Kara, down,
+ )iaupdveiv (y *?.a/3), seize, take. Cf. epilepsy.]
An affection, generally connected with hyste-
ria, characterized by attacks resembling hys-
terical coma, with a peculiar muscular rigidity
of the limbs; a similar abnormal state pro-
duced artificially in the healthy body in certain
mesmeric states.

cataleptic (kat-a-lep'tik), a. and n. [= F. ctita-

leptique = Sp. cataMpticu = Pg. cataleptico = It.

catalettico, < LL. catalepticus, < Gr. Kara't.riirriKoi;,

< Karal.riTJiic; : see catalepsy.] I. a. Pertaining
to, of the nature of, or affected with catalepsy.

Silas's cataleptic fit occurred during tin- prayer-meeting.
George Eliot, Silas Marner, i.

The young lady was able to execute [on the pianoforte],
in the cataleptic state, what she apparently had not learned
and could not execute when out of that state.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 4i>0.

II. n. A person affected with catalepsy,
cataleptiform (kat-a-lep'ti-form), a. [< LL.
catalepsis (-lept-) + L. forma, form.] Resem-
bling catalepsy.
cataleptize (kat-a-lep'tiz), c. t.

; pret. and pp.
cutaleptized, ppr. catakptizing. [< cataUjit-ir
+ -ize.] To render cataleptic.
A most remarkable phenomenon may be observed in

some instances : by merely opening one eye of the lethar-

gic patient the corresponding side of the body is cattih'/>-

tiled. Fortnightly Ret., N. S., XLI. 733.

We read of priests being cataleptized at the altar in the
attitude of elevating the sacrament.

Quoted ill Fortnightly Ren., N. 8., XLI. 73U.

cataleptoid (kat-a-lep'toid), ii. [< catalepsis

(-lept-) + -old.] Resembling catalepsy.
catalexis (kat-a-lek'sis), n. [< Gr. /caraAr/f^-,

an ending, termination (in prosody as in def.),
< Karalrft'eiv, leave off: see catalectic.] In pros.,

incompleteness of the last foot or measure of

a verse
;
in a wider sense, incompleteness of

any foot in a verse. Catalexis is not the suppression
of any rhythmical element, but the want of a correspond-
ing syllable or syllables in the words to fill out a time

(mora) or times necessary to the metrical completeness of

the line. This space is filled out by a pause in the quan-
titative poetry of the Greeks and Romans, either by a pause
or by prolonging the preceding syllable.

Lines therefore will be so divided into feet that the ictus
shall always fall on the first syllable of each foot, admit-

ting anacrusis and catalexis wherever necessary.
Trans. Amer. Philol. As., XVI. 4.

Catallacta (kat-a-lak'ta), n. pi. [NL.. < Gr.

*KaraMaKrof, verbal adj. of Kara/.Uaauv, change,
exchange: see catallactics.] A group of endo-

plastic Protozoa, the type of which is the genus
Magosphtcra, established by Haeckel in 1871:

now called Catallactidce (which see). See cut
under MagosvhcKra.
catallactically (kat-a-lak'ti-kal-i), adv. [<

"catallactic, implied in catallactics, q. v.] In

exchange; in return. [Rare.]
You may grow for your neighbour, at your liking, grapes

or grapeshot ; he will also catallactically grow grapes or

grapeshot for you, and yon w ill each reap what yoti have
sown. Rutfkin, Unto this Last, iv.

catallactics (kat-a-lak'tiks), n. [< Gr. Kara/.-

'AaKTiK^f, easy to reconcile, but taken in its lit-

eral sense of '

changeable, having to do with ex-

change,' < "/caraA/laKTOf, verbal adj. of KaraU&o-

aciv, change (money), exchange, also reconcile,
< KOTO, down, against, -1- a'AAaaaeiv, change, <

aWof = L. alitis, other: see else.] The science
of exchanges : adopted by Whately as a desig-
nation of political economy.
One eminent writer has proposed as a name for Political

Economy Catallactics, or the science of exchanges.
J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., III. i. 1.

Catallactidae (kat-a-lak'ti-de), w. pi. [NL., <

Catallacta + -MflkJ A family of pelagic poly-
mastigate pantostomatous infusorians, corre-

sponding to Haeckel's group of Catallacta, co-

herent in social clusters, with their anterior and

exposed border clothed with long vibratile fla-

gella, and with no distinct oral aperture.

catalog (kat'a-log), . A recent spelling of

catalogue.

catalogue (kat'a-log), . [Also recently cata-

log; = D. t;atal(iog = G. catalog, katalog = Dan.
Sw. katalog = Buss, katalogti, < F. catalogue =
Pr. toithalogue = Sp. catdlogo = Pg. It. catalogo,
< LL. catalogus, < Gr. xard^ojof, a list, register,
< Karateyeiv, reckon up, tell at length, < Kara,

down, + %iyeiv, tell, say.] A list or register
of separate items; an itemized statement or

enumeration; specifically, a list or enumera-
tion of the names of men or things, with added

particulars, disposed in a certain order, gener-
ally alphabetical : as, a eataloyue of the students
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of a college, of tlio Htars, or of a museum or a

library. See i-nril-i-nlnlinjue.

\]>.ilf could -.how a cataloi/ue of doubts, never yet
imagined or questioned.

Sir T. Rmwne, Kcliglo Medic!, 1. 21.

She ia to be added to tin- ctit<il<:ii<:.- of republics, the in-

scription upon whose ruin is, "The* U<TC. but they are

not." Sinn/. Salem, Sept. 18, 1B28.

Ugly catttlwjitKx of 8ins and oaths au<t drunkenness and

brutality. Fiiniile, sketches, p. 47.

Catalogue ralsonne (K., literally reasoned catalogue),
a catalogue "f hooks, paintings, or the like, classed ac-

cording to their subjects, usually with more or less full

comments or explanations. =8yn. L<*t. <'i<i'<l>"i">
:

. l.ixt

means a mere enumeration of individual persons or arti-

cles, while catiiltxiu,' properly supposes some description.
with the mimes ill a certain order. ThllH we speak of a

subscription [ixi, luit of the catalogue of a museum or a

lihrary.

catalogue (kat'a-log), r. t.
; pret. and pp. citta-

loi/tli'il, |ipr. cataloguing. [<.cntnli><iin; .; = !'.

cataloi/ver.] To make a catalogue of; enter in

a catalogue.
Jt[Sei ipt tire

| cannot, as it were, U- mapped or its eon tents
rnlitli.rii"-'/. ./. //. -\i'/l-IIIIUI, Development of Christ, boct.

cataloguer (kat'a-log-er), . [< catalogue + -rr 1
;

= F. cdtalof/ucur.] One who arranges and pre-
pares a catalogue, as of books, plants, stars, etc.

The supposed cases oi' disappearance [of stars] arose from
<-iil/r[iHr/ii'i-* accidentally recording stars in positions where
none existed. .\,>>/<<, i,ih MM llulilrn, Astron., p. 440.

cataloguist (kat'a-log-ist), n. [< catalogue +
-ixt. ] One who is skilled in making catalogues ;

a professional cataloguer. [Rare.]
Though not made by cataloi/uintg, let me mention a some-

what similar mistake caused by u misleading title.

1\. .(..!/ Q., 7th ser., II. 16.

cataloguize (kat'a-log-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

eatatoffttteed, pjiv. aitnloi/ui-iiif/. [< eataloffve
+ -izt:] To insert or arrange in a catalogue;

catalogue. [Rare.]
Catalonian (kat-a-16'ni-an), a. [< Catalonia

(Sp. Cataluna) +"*. "Cf. Catalan.'] Of or

pertaining to Catalonia. See Catalan.

catalpa (ka-tal'pa), . [The Amer. Indian
name in Carolina for the first species mentioned
below.] 1. A tree of the genus Catalpa. 2.

[eap.~\ [NL.] A small genus of bignoniaceous
trees, with large simple leaves, terminal pan-
icles of showy flowers, and long linear pods
with winged seeds. C. Uijiumiaulei and C. gpeciusa
are natives of the United States, and are common In culti-

vation as ornamental trees. The wood is light and soft,
but durable, and is much used for railroad-ties, fence-posts,
etc. The bark is bitter, and has been employed as a vermi-
fuge. Two similar species from China and Japan are occa-

sionally cultivated. The other species are West Indian ;

one of these, C. lontfissiina, is known as French oak, and
its bark is rich in tannin.

catalysis (ka-tal'i-sis), .; pi. catalyses (-sez).

[= F. catalyse = Sp. catalms, < NL. catalysis,
< Gr. nard'Avaic, dissolution, < naraiiiuv. dis-

solve, < nard, down, + Mietv, loose. Cf. analysis.]
1. Dissolution; destruction; degeneration; de-

cay. [Bare or obsolete.]
.Sad catalyst* and declension of piety. Evelyn.
The sad catalftttin did come, and swept away eleven hun-

dred thousand of the nation. Jer. Taylor.

2. A decomposition and new combination

supposed by Berzelius and other chemists to

be produced among the proximate and elemen-

tary principles of one or more compounds, by
virtue of the mere presence of a substance or
substances which do not of themselves enter
into the reaction. It is at present believed that bodies
which cause catalysis do in some way take part in the
chemical reactions involved, though they are in the course
of it always brought back to their original condition.

I am strongly disposed to consider that the facts of

Catalysis depend upon voltaic action, to generate which
three heterogeneous substances are always necessary.

H'. K. Grove. Corr. of Forces, p. 6.

catalysotype (kat-a-lis'9-tip), . [Irreg. < ca-

talynix + type.] In'photon., a calotype process
in which iron iodide is used in the preparation
of the paper, in place of potassium iodide.

catalytic (kat-a-lit'ik), a. [= F. catalytique =
Sp. cutalitico, ^ Gr. KaTatvrtKOf, able to dissolve,
< "(card/uror, verbal adj. of Kara/<.i>e(i>, dissolve:
see catalysis and -ic.] Of, pertaining to, or
characterized by catalysis; having the power
of decomposing a compound body apparently
by mere contact; resulting from catalysis.

It is not improbable that the increased electrolytic
power of water by the addition of some acids, such as the
sulphuric and phosphoric, where the acids themselves are
not decomposed, depends upon a catalytic effect of these
aeids. W. R. Gram, Corr. of Forces, p. 169.

Catalytic agent, (n) A body which produces chemical
changes in another apparently by mere contact. Thus
yeast resolves sugar, by contact, into carbonic acid and
alcohol, (b) A medicine which is presumed to act by the
destruction or counteraction of morbid agencies in the
blood. Catalytic force, the power seemingly possessed
by some bodies to produce changes in others by contact,
without themselves undergoing permanent change.

855 cataphracted

Same as eata- cat-and-dog (kat'and-dog'), n. and H. I. a.

Quarrelsome, as a" cat and a dog; disposed to

disagree or fight; inharmonious: as, to lead a
rat-aml-iliM/ life.

II. a. Same as ti/i-ntt.

catandromous (ka-tan'dro-mus), a. See cat-

catalytical (kat-a-lit'i-kal), '/.

lytic.

catalytically (kat-a-lit'i-kal-i), <ulr. In a cat-

alytic manner; as a catalytic agent.
riatinnni black . . . absorbs -ii tin,, - its volume of

oxygen from the air, and in virtue thereof isamost a.-tiie

oxidi/ing agent, which, in general, acN nltttnlfnU*/, le-

cause the black, after having yivcn up its oxygen to the
oxidizahle Hllhstancc present, at once taUcs up :i t'nsli

supply from the atmosphere. Kn'->i>-. Hi>t., \IX. 11*1.

catamaran (kat'a-nm-ran'), . [= F. ciiliiiin-

I'IIH, < Hind, kd I mil ni u, < Mahiyalain/,v
i////v//

(Tamil l.'iilliiniiiriiiii), lit. 'tied logs,' < krtta (=
Tamil, Telugu, and Canarese kattii, a binding, a
bond, tie, < kattu (cerebral it), bind) + innnun =
Tamil marani, a tree, wood, timber.] 1. Akiml
of float or raft used by various peoples, it con-i-ts

usually of se\eral pieces of wood lashed together, the mid-
dle pie* rpieoMMuff longer than the others, and having
one end turned up ill the form ot a how. It is used on the
coasts of ('oromandcl, and particularly at Madras, tor con-

vey inn letters, messages, etc., through the surf to the ship-
ping in the roads. Catamarans are also used in short

navigations along the sea-shore in the West Indies, and on
the coast of South America very large ones are employed.
I'he name was also applied to the tiat-hottomcd tire-boats

built by the English in 1804, and despatched, without SHC-

.,-, nuainst the French flotilla collected in Boulogne and
neighl>oring harbors for the invasion of Kugland.
2. Any craft with twin hulls, the inner faces of
which are parallel to each other from stem to

stern, and which is propelled either by sail or

by steam. Sometimes shortened to cat. 3.
A quarrelsome woman; a vixen; a scold: a hu-
morous or arbitrary use, with allusion to cut or
catamount. See caft, 4.

At his expense, you catamaran 1 D!cken.

She was such an obstinate old catamaran.
MaemiUan's Mag,

catamenia (kat-a-me'ni-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Kara^via, prop, neut.pl. of /cara/i#wof, monthly,
< Kar6, according to, + //#i>, a month, = L. men-

sis, a month (see menses), akin to E. month,
q. v.] The monthly Sowings of women; the
menses.
catamenial (kat-a-me'ni-al), a. |X catamciiiti

+ -al; = F. ctitamemal,'} Pertaining to or of
the nature of the catamenia.

Catametopa (kat-a-met'o-pa), . pi. [NL., <

Gr. Kara, down, + Metopa, a genus of crusta-

ceans.] In De Blainville's system of classifi-

cation, one of four families of brachyurous de-

capod crustaceans
;
the Ocypodida: in a broad

sense: now called Ocypodoidea (which see).
Also spelled Catometopa.
catamite (kat'a-mit), n. [< F. catamite, < L.

catamitits, so called from Catamitus, -meitus,

corrupt form of Clanymedes : see Ganymede.]
A boy kept for unnatural purposes.
catamount (kat'a-mount), n. [Also catamoun-
tain; for cat <f mount, cat of mountain : a, o', for

of, as in akin, anew, cat-o'-nine-tails, o'clock, etc. :

see cat1
, a*, mount*.] 1. The cat of the moun-

tain; the European wildcat. 2. In her., this

animal when used as a bearing, it is generally
represented nearly like a panther, and is always guardant,
and therefore its position is not mentioned in the blazon.

3. In the United States and Canada : (a) A wild-

cat; a lynx; any species of the genus Lynx,
which contains several large wildcats with
short tails, penciled ears, and reddish

prreddish-
gray coloration, much variegated with lighter
and darker markings, as the bay lynx, Lynx
rufus, or the Canada lynx, L. canadensis. See
cut under Lynx, (b) The cougar, puma, or
mountain lion, Felis concolor. See cougar.
catamountain (kat'a-inoun'tan), . and a. I.
n. Same as catamount.

The owl is abroad, the bat, ant] the toad,
And so is the cal-a-tiunintain.

B. Jonion, Masque of Queens.
The glaring eatamountain aud the quill-darting porcu-

pine. Martinui Scribleni*.

II. a. Like a wildcat; ferocious; wildly sav-

age: as,
" cat-a-mountain looks," Shak., M. W.

of W., ii. 2. [Bare.]
catanadromous (kat-a-nad'ro-mus), a. [< Gr.

(corn, down, + avdtipo/wf, running up : see anad-
romous.] Passing at fixed intervals from salt
water into fresh, and returning : applied to such
fishes as the salmon and the shad. Also writ-
ten cafandromous.
Catananche (kat-a-nang'ke), n. [NL., prop.
'Catanance, < L. catanance, < Gr. naravd'/iai, a

plant of the vetch kind, from which love-potions
(ipuriKal KaTavdynat) were made, a particular use
of KaravayKj/, force, < Kara, down, -r avdyKq, com-
pulsion, force, necessity.] A genus of cichori-
aceous plants of southern Europe. The blue

cupidone, C. eatrulea, is cultivated for its flow-
ers.

Catapan(kat-a-paii'),. [V.i-iilniiati, cle.,< ML.
mlaiiiiiiiifi, MopaiMU, < MuT. "/T/-i'O<; = OKu88.
l:a In/ in ii K = ( >Srrv. l.-iiln/ifiiii. a ratapan, a trans-

position of It. cii/iittiHii (> Turk, i/uiiuitriit, qap-
ttiii, et.), ML. cii/iitiiiiii.i, a Ica'liT. eaptain: see

i-ii/iliiin.] A high official of the Byzantine em-
pire; the governor of a south Italian province
under the Greek emperors.
A late unsuccessful revolt against tli- iii. . k c,it .

C. C. /'/A//'.-. It;ili;l!l Sculpture, Int., p. XXX.

catapasm (kat'a-pazm), H. [= F. <

Sp. I'litii/iiiniiin, <i Gr. naTairaa/ia, powder, < KOTU-

irdoaeiv, sprinkle over, < Hard, down, over. +
ndaaeiv, sprinkle.] A dry powder employed by
the ancients to sprinkle on ulcers, absorb per-
spiration, etc.

catapeltict (kat-a-pel'tik), n. and . [< Gr.

KaTcme/.TtKof, pertaining to a catapult, < xora-

-i'/TiK, a catapult: see catapult.] I. a. Per-

taining to the catapult.
II. n. A catapult.

catapetalous (kat-a-pet'a-lus),
a. [< Gr. xard,

against, + -irn'/.ov, a leafj mod. a petal, + -ous.]
In hot., haying the petals united only through
their cohesion to the base of a column of united

stamens, as in the mallow.

cataphasia (kat-a-fa'ziii), H. [NL., < Gr. /corn,

down, + ifidaif, a saying, speaking, < <pdvat, speak ;

cf. Karaite, an affirmation.] In pathol., a dis-

turbance of speech in which the patient repeats
the same word several times in answer to a

question.
cataphonic (kat-a-fon'ik), a. [< Gr. iurrd,

against, + Quvii, sound.] Of or pertaining to

cataphonics.
cataphonics (kat-a-fon'iks), n. [PI. of cuta-

phonic; = F. cataj>)wnique = Sp. ciitafonica, cat-

aphonies.] The theory of reflected sounds, a
branch of acoustics

;
catacoustics.

cataphora (ka-taf'6-rS), n. [NL. (> F. cata-

phora = Sp. cahiforaj, < Gr. mra^opd, a lethar-

gic attack, a bringing down, a fall, < Kara<t>ipfiv,

bring down, < nard, down, + <j>fpeiv, bring, bear,
= E. bear*-.] Inpatliol., a kind of lethargy or

somnolency attended with short remissions or
intervals of imperfect waking.
cataphoric (kat-a-for'ik), . [< Gr. Kara^opmof,
violent, < Kardipopof, rushing down, < Kara^petv,
bringdown: see cataphora.J Having the power
to produce motion, as of a liquid, through a dia-

phragm in the phenomenon sometimes called
electrical endosmose (see endosmose) : said of
an electric current.

cataphract (kat'a-frakt), n. and a. [= F. cata-

phracte, < L. caiavhracta, -tes, < Gr. KaraQpd-
urt/c, a coat of mail, < KardippaKTOf, mailed, pro-
tected, < KaraQpdaativ, cover with mail, < KOTO,

against, + Qpdaaetv (/ *<S>pait), fence in, pro-
tect.] I. w. 1. An ancient defensive armor
composed of scales of metal or other material
sewed to a garment of leather or stuff

;
and cov-

ering often the whole body and the limbs, but
not the head, upon which a helmet of another
material was placed. Horses were also covered with
the same defensive armor. This dress was associated by
Romans of the early empire with eastern nations, such as
the Farthians and Sarmatians.

Archers and slingers, cataphractx and spears.
Milton, 8. A,, 1. 119.

2. In zool., the armor of plates or strong scales

protecting some animals. J. D. Dana.
II. a. 1. Fenced in; provided with bulwarks

or a protecting covering ;
covered

; protected :

as, a cataphract war-galley. 2. Same as cata-

phracted.

Cataphracta (kat-a-frak'ta), w. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. ot L. cataphracius, mailed : see cataphracti.]
In herpet., a systematic name for the shield-

reptiles. (a) In Utreille's classification, a division of

reptiles composed of the chelonians and crocodiliang. (b)
In J. E. Gray's classification (1831), a large group or sec-

tion of reptiles with the quadrate hone immovably united
with the cranium and the Itody generally covered with

angular embedded plates. It comprises the orders or

groups Emiidosauri (crocodilians), Khynchoceithalia, Cht-
Ionia (tortoises), and A mp
cataphracted (kat'a-frak-ted), a. [< I'll In -

phract + -erf2 .] In zool., covered witn horny
or bony plates or scales closely joined togeth-
er, or with a thick hardened skin. Also cata-

phract.



cataphracti

cataphracti (kat-a-frak'ti), n. pi. [L. cata-

phracti, mailed soldiers, pi. of cataphraotois,
< Gr. KaTa<f>p(iKTo<;, mailed: see eataphract.^ 1.

A name given by the Romans to men wearing
the eataphract ; specifically, a body of troops
introduced into the Roman army itself in the
fourth century A. D., ami forming at a later
time perhaps tho most formidable part of the

Byzantine armies. 2. [('/'.] [NL.] In Miil-

ler's and GUnther's systems of classification :

(a) A family of acanthopterygian fishes, having
a bony stay for the angle of the preoperculum,
which is armed, and the body completely cui-

rassed by bony-keeled plates or scales. (6) The
fourth group of Triglidie, with the body com-
pletely cuirassed by bony-keeled plates or

scales, and having pyloric appendages in small
or moderate number. 3. [cap.'] [NL.] A fam-
ily of plectognathous fishes: same as Ostra-
ciontida;. Fitzinyer, 1873.

cataphractic (k'at-a-frak'tik), a. [< eata-

phract + -i>.] Pertaining to a eataphract ; re-

sembling a eataphract.
Cataphrygian (kat-a-frij'i-an). n. [< LL. Ca-

tuphryyes, pi. (< Or. KOTO, according to, + <J>pi>-

yia, Phrygia, the native country of Montanus),
+ -tan.] One of the ancient sect of heretics
now commonly called Montanists. See Monta-
nist.

cataphyl (kat'a-fil), . Same as cataphyllum,
cataphylla, .

"
Plural of cataphyllum.

cataphyllary(kat-a-fira-ri), a. [< cataphyllum
+ -n/i.] Of the nature of a cataphyllum.
The two most common forms of leaves are the scales or

"
cataphyllary leaves

"
and the foliage leaves.

Sachs, Botany (trans.), p. 193.

cataphyllum (kat-a-fil'um), .; pi. cataphylla
(-a). [NL. (cf. Gr. KtmtyvXtaf,
leafy),<Gr. Kara, down, upon,+ rfiiJUov = L. folium, leaf.]
In oot., one of the rudimen-
tary leaves which precede
a stage of growth, as the co-

tyledons of an embryo, the
scales of a bud, the scales
of a rhizome, etc. Also cata-

phyl.

cataphysic, cataphysical
(kat-a-fiz'ik, -i-kal), a. [< Gr.

Kara, 'ilown, against, -f jiva;,
nature : see physical.] Con-
trary or opposed to nature :

as, cataphysical laws.

cataplasm (kat'a-plazm), 11.

[= F. cataplasnie = Sp. Pg.
It. cataplasma, < L. cataplas-
ma, a plaster, poultice, < Gr.

Kardw/iuafta, poultice, < Kara-

K^aaaciv, spread over, < Kara,
down, + vUaauv, form, shape : see plaster.]
In med., a soft and moist substance to be ap-
plied to some part of the body; a poultice,
cataplectic (kat-a-plek'tik), a. [= F. eataplec-
tique, < Gr. Karan'Ar/KTtKof, striking, < KaraTr/by/frof,

astonishing, lit.
'

striking down,' verbal adj. of

KaTa-n-Atjaoeiv, strike down: see cataplexy and
-tc.] Pertaining to cataplexy; causing cata-

plexy; shocking the nervous system. [Rare.]
The cataplectic effect of massive stimulation.

Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, Oct., 188.

catapleiite (kat-a-ple'it), . A silicate of zir-
conium and sodium, occurring in tabular hex-
agonal crystals of a yellowish-brown color,

cataplexy (kat'a-plek-si), ti. [= F. cataplexie= Sp. Pg. cataplexia, < NL. *catanlexia, < Gr.

/cnran-/l^f, stricken, struck (cf. KaTairtyl-if, con-
sternation), < KaTair'/yaoeiv, strike down, < Kara,
down, + Trhqaoeiv (-\/ *ir%.iry, "Tr/lay), strike : see

plectrum, plague.] A sudden nervous shock
which immobilizes or paralyzes the subject.
A state which our ancestors called Sideration, and which

we now call cataplexy. . . . This word was coined, I

believe, by Preyer, and applied to the condition of hens
staring at a chalk-line.

Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, Oct., 1886, p. 143:

catapotiont, catapotiumt, n. [L. catapoUum,
< Gr. /caraTronov, Ka.ra.vmm, a pill, orig. that
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catapult (kat'a-pult), n. [= F. catapulte =
Sp. Pg. It. cafupitlta, < L. catapulta, < Gr. Ka-

TaTriArr/f (occasionally -jrdAnjf)) an engine for

throwing stones, prob. < */curajra/>/lv, throw
down, in pass. KaTaird'A'/.eaBai, leap down, < Kara,

down, + 7ra/Jv, brandish, swing, hurl.] 1.
In Horn, antifj., a military engine used to throw
darts of great size, called pJtalarirn or tril'nj-.

Corm of Crocus with
Cataphylla.

A pill.
Here he began to taste the fragrant smack,
The catapotion of heart-easing love.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.
2. Deglutition.
catapucet (kat'a-pus), . [ME., also catapus, <
F. catapuce = Sp. Pg. catapucia = It. catapuzza,
spurge, prob. < L. catapotium: see catapotion.]
The herb spurge, Euphorbia Lathyris. Chaucer.

missiles from a catapult. C. Reade.
cataract (kat'a-rakt), . [< ME. cateracte = F.
cataracte = Pi-, cataracta = Sp. Pg. catarata =
It. cateratta = D. G. Dan. Sw. katarakt = Rusg.
kataraktu, < L. cataracta, also catarracta and
catarractes, < Gr. KarappdnTrK, a waterfall, also
a portcullis (as adj., down-rushing): either (1)
< Karappr/yviivai (second aor. narappayifvai), break
down, in pass, rush down, < Kara, down, + pij-

yvvvai, break; or (2), being also spelled Karapd-
KTJ/<:, < Karapdoaetv, dash down, break in pieces,
fall headlong, < /card, down, T apaaaeiv, strike

hard, dash in pieces.] 1. A descent of water
over a steeply sloping but not perpendicular
surface, as the cataracts of the Nile and the
Orinoco

; hence, especially in poetical use, any
large waterfall, as that of the Niagara.

You cataracts and hurricanoes, spout !

Shak., Lear, iii. 2.

The tremendous cataracts of America thundering in their
solitudes. Irving.

2. Any furious rush or downpour of water.
The hollow ocean-ridges roaring into cataracts.

Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

3. A disease of the eye, characterized by opa-
city of the lens. It is produced in various ways, often
as a senile change, being then a sclerosis of the lens. Cap-
gitlar cataracts, so called, do not involve an opaqueness
of the capsule of the lens itself, but of that part of the
lens which is next to the capsule, or are due to a deposit of

opaque matter externally upon the capsule. A tecvmliirn
cataract is one due to an earlier disease of the eye. Cata-
racts are probably incurable except by surgical treatment.
The lens is commonly entirely removed by an incision into
the eye, or it is broken up with a flue needle and left to be
absorbed.

Almost blind
With ever-growing cataract.

Tennyson, The Sisters.

4. In fort., a herse. 5. A regulator for sin-

gle-acting steam-engines, invented by Smea-
ton. E. H. Knight. 6t. The plungeon, a kind
of cormorant : so called because of its violent
downward flight in seizing its prey. E. Phil-

lips, 1706 Discission of cataract. See a
= Syn. 1. Cascade, Cataract. See cascade!.

Catapult.

Its construction is nowhere explained with any fullness,
and it is uncertain whether its action was that of a cross-
bow or whether springs were the propelling power. By
later authors the catapult and ballista seem to be con-
founded. In the middle ages the name is hardly used,
except where a writer is evidently seeking to give a clas-

sical form to his composition. In the annexed cut, which
represents a catapult of the later period when no dis-

Unction was made between it and the ballista, F is the
end of a strong lever, which revolves on an axis and is

held down by a windlass, A. At the extremity is a fork,
E E, with the prongs curving, slightly upward so as to af-

ford a bed for a barrel of combustible matter or a heavy
missile confined by a rope with a loop at the end, the loop
being passed through a hook, D. When the lever was re-
leased it bounded suddenly upward, the centrifugal force

causing the loop C to slip off the hook, whereupon the bar-
rel held on the fork was liberated and projected toward
its object. II shows rings of iron, stone, or lead, intended
to increase the rebound due to the stretched cables or
other devices which furnished the propelling force.

Bring up the catapults, and shake the wall.

Fletcher, Bonduca, Iv. 4.

All the bombards and catapults, and other engines of

war, thundered furiously upon the city, doing great dam-
age. Intuff, Granada, p. 400.

2. A small forked stick to each prong of which
is attached an elastic band, generally provided
with a piece of leather in the middle, used by
boys forthrowing small missiles, such as stones,
peas, paper pellets, and the like,

catapultic (kat-a-pul'tik), a. [< catapult + -if.

catasarca

cataractine (kat-a-rak'tin), n. [< cataract +
-iwfi.] Pertaining to a cataract or waterfall;
giving rise to a fall of water. [Rare.]
The plain In-low tlu-si.- t'atantctiiif ^lurirrs was pilin<riip

with the debris, while tin-rents of the melted rubbish found
their way, foaming and muddy, to the sea, carrying gravel
and rocks along with tin-in. KHIH: Sec. (li inn. Exp., I. 334.

cataractOUS (kat'a-rak-tus), a. [< cataract +
-OMX.] Partaking of the nature of a cataract
in the eye.
cataract-spoon (kat'a-rakt-spon), . A spoon
or curette for removing the lens of the eye in

operations for cataract.

Catarhina, . pi. See Catnnithitt.

catarhine, (i. and //. See culnrrhini'.

Catarhini (kat-a-ri'm), rt.pl. Same as Catar-
rliiiia.

cataria (ka-ta'ri-ij), n. [NL., < LL. ctitus (see
cat1 ) + -aria, q. v.] A name of the catnip,
Nepeta Cataria.

catarrh, (ka-tar'), n. [= F. catarrhe = Pr. ca-
tnr = Pg."catarrho = Sp. It. catarro, < L. ca-

tarrhtis, < Gr. xarappoof, a catarrh, lit. a flowing
down, < Karappeiv, flow down, < Kara, down, +
petv, flow.] Inflammation of a mucous mem-
brane, especially of the air-passages of the head
and throat, with an exudation on its free surface

containing mucin and epithelial cells, but not
involving a destruction of the epithelial layer
or the formation of patches of false membrane,
as occurs in diphtheritic inflammation : as, gas-
tric catarrh; vaginal catarrh.

catarrhal (ka-ta'ral), a. [< catarrh + -al; =
F. catarrhal = Spi. catarral = Pg. catarrhal =
It. catarrale.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of catarrh; produced by or attending catarrh:

as, a catarrhal fever. Also catarrltous. Catar-
rhal pneumonia. Same as hrmtchopneumonia. See also

1'tn'n mania.

catarrhepus (ka-ta're-us), a. [< catarrh +
-rows; cf. catarrhotts.] Same as catarrhal.

Catarrhina, Catarhina (kat-a-ri'uii), . pi.
[NL., < Gr. mrd, down, -f- pic, piv, the liose.] A
section of quadrumanous mammals, including
those monkeys and apes which have the nos-

Cf. catapcltic.] Pertaining to a catapult,
catapultier (kat"a-pul-ter'), n. [< catapult +
-ier, as in grenadier, etc.] One who discharges

Skeleton and Outline of a Catarrhine Monkey ( Cercopithecus).

fa, parietal ; oc, occipital ; ma, mandible ; C, cervical vertebrae
D, dorsal vertebrae ; L, lumbar vertebrae ; st, sternum ; hu, humerus
ra. radius; ul, ulna ; cf, carpus; me, metacarpus; it, ilium ; pt
pelvis;/?, femur; fat, patella ; fib, fibula ; lib, tibia ; tar, tarsus
met, metatarsus ; f, phalanges.

trils approximated, the aperture pointing down-
ward, and the intervening septum narrow, as
all the apes of the old world. The Barlmry ape, go-
rilla, chimpanzee, orang, etc., are included in this section.

Opposed to Plati/rrldna. Also written Catarrhini, Cata-
rhini.

catarrhine, catarhine (kat'a-rm or -rin), a.

and n. [< Catarrhina.] I. a. Of or pertaining
to the monkeys classed as Catarrhina.
The catarhine monkeys are restricted entirely to the Old

World. H. A. Nicholson.

II. . A monkey of the section Catarrhina.
Catarrhini (kat-a-ri'ni), n. pi. Same as Catar-
rhina.

catarrhish (ka-tii'rish), a. [< catarrh + -f*/l.]
Like catarrh; catarrhal.

catarrhous (ka-ta'rus), a. Same as catarrhal.
catasarca 1

1, '. [NL., < Gr. Kara, upon, + aapm,
ace. of adpf, skin.] Same as aiiasarea. E. Phil-

lips, 1706.

catasarca2 (kat-a-sar'ka), n. [< MGr. (TO) Kard-

aapua, that which is Kara Capua, next the skin,
inside or beneath the outer covering: see cata-

snrco 1
.] In the Gr. Cli., the inner or lower

altar-cloth, spread immediately upon the top
of the altar, and covered by the ependytes, or
outer altar-cloth.

At the angles of the mensa are placed four small pieces
of cloth, symbolizing the four evangelists, called from
them, and adorned with their respective emblems ; over
these the catasarka of silk or stuff is spread, having four
strings or tassels at its extremity.

J. M. Xeale, Eastern Church, i. 187.
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cataatagmust, n. [NL., < Gr. Rvat*,a "- tS'&SSX
ning at the nose, < rarairraCriv, drop down, < on,

, gJJ
1

,,",.,""". ,,,,,

down, + trra&iv, drop, trickle.] In </.. an nlil

term for coryza and pharyngeal and bronchial

catarrh.

catastaltic (knt-a-startik), a. [= Sp. oatastat-

lii-ii, < lJj. eatafialticvt, < tir. umurraJ.TutAc, lii

ted for checking, < kuTunri'/'/etv, keep down,

check, < Kara, down, + nTt'/J.civ, arrange, send.]

Having power to check, repress, or ivstrain;

inhibitory : applied to medicines which repress

i intri>!ty quite 'liili irnt "I tin i- IM< in i oited State*, build*tcotnened lota

n ,,t ,-\,-nts, and which ma) then- lay from -I IK i; 'lark L-I. f -n 1-1:1:*. ami i, nugatory and in-

-alli-it riitii.-li-'i/ilirx, him- takrn plan- st-i tivol-oll*.

upon the'mrlh'i turtto*. M7,... cat-blash (kat'blanh). . Anything
i IK uliI iiiitiiiinif all tlir inhabitants "f the earth having thin or sloppv, as weak tea. [I'rov.

Kng.l
cat-block (kat'lilok), ii. [= I). !)iin.

1,-n Ililii/.' : M -ci-il l
] anil Mor/.I.

\
\in//.,

a two- or three-fold block with an
iron strap and large hook, used l.>

Iraw up an anchor to the cat-head.

.. m luoMulre PI-IJO.U isi>ffn si-pt aa\ I . .

vt-ry ^rut-rally ivt-n up. rvi-u K> UKIM ^I-'I!M L

-I. I

1

.' ainniint, Mnn-liis'in, Barrandi-, etc.. hoe ui

\ I. u - Would li:.Mir:il!\ ],-a>l till-Ill to tills 1-1 Ilirlusioil.

l>i,,-u-:,,. Ill-Will of Sp,-,-i,-.1, p. -Ml.

Theory of catastrophes. -s <-<- '/"<.<i />-/M'-/I/>-//M, un-
der <'(it<i<-tt/xiii. -Syn. 2. Dix<tt>-r, <'iii<i>;t?i. ;

) ; ri.iisiiiaiiiatinii. tlnali-.

See also

of the catantrophists ; cataclysmal.
part of th<- exordium in which the speakerseeks
to dispose his hearers to a view of the case fa-

vorable to his own side, especially by removing
from their minds what might prejudice them

[Prov. Eng.]
I I,,- hypothesis of unifoniuty < -aniiot possess any essen- cat-brier (kat'bri'er), . A name given in the

tial simplicity which, previous to inquiry, gives it a . Ian, i

*"

ft;,.,,,^ ,,, , ,,.- s,,,,/,,,
upon our asM-nt .,up.-rior t., that of the opposite tain- I "ted Mates to species ol Vilnius.

-,,, ,,.,,. ,uiuuo .., ^.8 .. u F.^ ^-.v.A.v hypothesis, h"/,,,.,/,. catcall (kat'kal), n. [< mM
a-ainst it. -2. That part of the Greek drama 3. Subversive in a momentous degree of settled squeaking instrument used in playhouses to

in which the action, Initiated in the epitasis, usage or law. JP disapprobation or weariness of the per-

is sitslai 1, continued, and prepared for the The catastrophic creation of 1'eem for the purpose of tormance, or a sound made in imitation of the
*. .' , _. i. i_

"
.1

"
t .. i.,. t . , , i , . fif + li iu i i ut PII inariTprepared

ralastrophe. 3. In mcil., constitution, stale,

or condition,

catastate (ka-tas'tat), M. [< Gr. *Kardararor

swamping tin- upper house is ... a power only to be
nsi-'l on great occasions, when the object is immense, ami
the party strife unmitigated.

Baitchut, Eng. Const. (Boston ed.), p. 805.

i preceding in exhibiting greater stability,

complexity, and less contained energy. The correspond-
ing term regarding an anabolic process is annotate. Also
katastatf.

In the animal-cell the initial anastates seem always or
at least generally more complex than the final katastatts.

M. Foster, Encyc. Brit., XIX. li).

catastatic (kat-a-stat'ik), a. [< catastate + -tc.]

Of or relating to catastates.

catasterism (ka-tas'te-rizm), . [< Gr. Kara-

aTcpiauuc., a placing among the stars (Karaarc-
01 being the name of a treatise attributed

to

different

trophes: theopposite of uniformitarianimu. Si-<-

catastrophe, 3, and cataclysm, 2.

I And three, more or less contradictory, systems of geo-

logic thought, each of which might fairly enough claim
these appellations, standing side by side in Britain. I

shall call one of them Catastrophitin, another Unlformi-

tarianism, the third Evolutionism. By Catastrophittn, I

mean any form of geological speculation which, in order
to account for the phenomena of geology, supposes the

tone of this instrument.
Tin- raf-eaU has struck a damp into generals anil fright-

ened heroes off the stage. Addition, The Cat-Call.

with wild atfright.

OnMt

1 To ex-

ds produced by

His cant, like Merry Andrew's noble vein,
Catcalls the sects to draw 'em in again.

Dryden, Prol. to Pilgrim, 1. 40.

She had too much sense not to know that It was better

to be hissed and catcalled by her daddy than by a whole
sea of heads in the pit of Drnry Lane theatre.

Macaulay, Madame D'Arblay.

cat-castle (kat'k&s-l), n. In the military engi-

operatlon of forces different in their nature, or Immeasur- neering of the middle ages, a kind of movable
ably different In power, from those which we at present
see in action in the universe. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 220.

tower to cover the sappers as they advanced to

_ _ a besieged place. Farrow, Mil. Encyc.
o"

r
EraTo7t^e

V

nes,'"giving the" "legends" of "the catastrophist (ka-tas'tro-fist), n. [< catastrophe catch1 (kach), v. ; pret. and pp. caught (obso-

ifferent constellations), < naTaarepi&iv, place
+ -<] One who believes in catastrophism ;

a lete or vulgar catched), ppr. catchin,/.

among the stars, < Kara, down, + aarepifeiv,

make into a star, < dart/p, a star: see aster imii.
}

A placing among the stars; a cataloguing or

catalogue of the stars.

His catalogue contains no bright star which Is not found
in the catanterisnm of Eratosthenes.

Whewell, Hist. Induct. Sciences, I. iv. { 1.

catastomid, Catastomidae, etc. See catosto-

mid, etc.

catastrophe (ka-tas'tro-fe), n. [Formerly also

cutdstro/ihy; = F. catastrophe = Sp. catdstrofe
= Pg. catastrophe = It. catastrofe = D. kata-

cataclysmist. The term is used in geology by writers catchen, cachen, cacchen, kachen, kacchen (also
mi tlH-oi-eticaldynamicgeologyasthe opposite of unifonni- kecchen, > E. dial, ketch) (pret. caught, COUght,
tarian, that is, of one who considers that geological causes gAtr rntiitr i-nlitf rmte l-aatf etc rarelv
now in action are, and have been, essentially the same from eaugHU,eaujte, cante, eagle, gie, ere., rt

the beginning. The catastrophist maintains that there cached, katched, pp. caught, cagnt, kaunt, cant,
have been catastrophes, or sudden violent changes in the cagt, etc., rarely cached, cachet) = D. kaatsen

= MLG. katzen, play at tennis, < OF. cacher,

cachier, coder (Picard). reg. assibilated chacier,
P. chasser (> E. chasel, q. v.) = Pr. cassar =
OSp. cabzar, Sp. cazar = Pg. cacar = It. cacci-

are, chase, hunt, < ML. "captiare (for which only
caciare is found), an extended form of L. cap-

tare, catch, catch at, chase, freq. of capere, pp.

order of nature, such, for Instance, as would cause the ex

termination of all forms of life upon the globe, or cover It

with Ice.

The eataetrophM Is affirmative, the uuiformitarian is

negative in his assertions. Whetmll.

For a generation after geologists had become uniformi-
t a i ian - In Geology, they remained catastrophM* In Biol-

ogy. H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 17.

strofe = G. katastrophe = Dan. katmtrofe = Sw. catastrophyt (ka-tas'tro-fl), n. Obsolete spell- <<.?, take : see capable.captive, etc. Cr. chase\

katastrof, < L. catastropha, < Gr. Karaarpo^ii, an ing of catastrophe.

overthrowing, a sudden turn or end, < Kara- Catawba (ka-ta'ba), .l\4. N mrl

arpt<t>eiv, overturn, turn suddenly, end, < KOTO,

down, + arptyetv, tum: see strophe."] 1. The
arrangement of actions or interconnection of

causes which constitutes the final event of a
dramatic piece ;

the unfolding and winding up
of the plot, clearing up difficulties, and closing
the play; the denouement. The ancients divided a

play into the protasis, epitasis, catastasis, and catastrophe ;

that is, the introduction, continuance, heightening, and
development or conclusion.

Pat, he conies, like the catastrophe of the old comedy.
Shak., Lear, i. 2.

All the actors must enter to complete and make up the

catastrophe of this great piece.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 47.

The Catastrophe of the Poem is finely presaged on this

occasion. Addison, Spectator, No. 32"

1. A variety of native

grape, with red fruit, much cultivated in the

middle United States, taking its name from the
Catawba river in the Carolinas, where it was
first raised. 2. The wine made from this grape.
It is a light wine, of rich muscadine flavor, much used In

the United States. Both still and sparkling Catawba wines
are made.

Very good in its way
Is the Verzenay,

Or the Sillery soft and creamy ;

But Catawba wine
Has a taste more divine,

More dulcet, delicious, and dreamy.
Lonnfellow, Catawba Wine.

cat-back (kat'bak), H. AT
aut., a small rope fas-

tened to the hook of the cat-block to facilitate

hooking into the ring of the anchor,
cat-beamt (kat'bem), n. Naut., the longest

The catastrophe, indeed the whole of the last act, is beam of a ship, and one of the principal ones,
beautifully written. Gi/ord, Int. to Ford, p. xxix. catbill (kat -

2. A notable event terminating a connected bil), n. A wood-

series; a finishing stroke or wind-up; specifi- pecker. [North,

cally, an unfortunate conclusion
; hence, any ^n

?'il

great calamity or disaster, especially one hap- cat-bird (kat -

pening suddenly or from an irresistible cause.

Here was a mighty revolution, the most horrible and
portentous catastrophe that nature ever yet saw.

Wmdimrd, Ess. towards a Nat. Hist, of the Earth.

He fell, but one sufferer in a common catastrophe.
W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 6.

3. In geol., an occurrence of geological impor-
tance not in harmony with preceding events,
and not the result of causes acting always in a

given direction
;
a cataclysm. It was once gener-

ally believed that the earth has "
undergone a succession

of revolutions and aqueous catastrophes interrupted by
long intervals of tranquillity

"
(Lyell). The deluge was

one of these great catastrophes. A similar view Is the

b6rd), n. A well-
known oscine

passerine bird
of North Amer-
ica, Mimas caro-

Hni-iixin, one of

the mocking-
thrushes, relat-

ed to the mock-
ing-bird, it Is of
a dark slate-color,
with a black cap
and a red vent, and
is so called because Cat-bird .MimtiS

a doublet of cafcfti

drive; hunt.
Ase thet hote weter (hot water] cacheth thane hond

! humid] out of the kechene ^kitchen].
Ancren Jtiwle, p. 171.

Likes nan of thaim my play
Bot alle thar kachr. (var. chaise] me away.

Eng. Metrical Homilies (ed. J. Small), p. 161.

As thow seest in the sauter in psalme one or tweyne,
How contricloun is commended ; for it caccheth awey

syune. Piers Plomnan (B), xli. 178.

Nowe kyngis, to cache all care away
Sen 3e ar comen oute of youre kytht,
Loke noght ye legge agayne oure lay,

Uppon peyne to lose both lyme and litht.

York Plays, p. 131.

2t. To approach ; go to seek speech with.

The knyghte coueride on his knees with a kaunt herte,
And caughte his Creatoure that comfurthes us alle.

IHorte Arthme (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2195.

3f. To reach
;
arrive at.

The comely coste of Normandye they cachene fulle evene,
And blythely at Barttete theis holde are arryfede,
And fyndys a flete there of frendez ynewe.

Morte Arthurs (E. E. T. S.), 1. 834.

4. To reach in pursuit or "by special effort, as

a moving object or one about to move
;
come

up to: as, I caught my friend on the road, or

just starting; to catch the train. 5. To lay
hold of; grasp; seize; take: as, to catch a

sword by the handle.

William curtesli coj the quen of hire palfrey.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.\ I. 4302.

The milii hind
Makes speed to catch the tiger.

Shak., M. N. D., it 2.

Ready to catch each other by the throat.

Shak., Kich. III., i S.

Giving my book to my servant when I measured, a young
man caught it out of his hand and ran away with it.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 113.

once common idea that all the living organisms on the its cry of alarm re- a^rt^ifinoii,, A T^ intavnani- onH ~. !-/,

nrth-l surface had been again and again exterminated, to sembles the mewing of a cat. Its proper song is voluble, Specifically 6. To Intel cept n<

be succeeded by new creations of plants and animals. varied, and highly musical. It abounds in the shrubbery thing approaching or passing, especially in tne



oatch

air) : as, to catch a ball. 7. To take captive,
as in a snare or trap ;

take with a lure or bait
;

insnare; entrap: as, to catch mice or birds; to
catch fish : often used figuratively in this sense.

Vu-to my discipillis will I go agayne,
Kyndely to comforte tham
That kaeeliitl are in care. York Plays, p. 243.

They send unto him certain of the Pharisees and of the

Herodians, to catch him in his words. Mark xii. 13.

I did eat a dish of mackarel, newly catched, for my
breakfast. ''<;<*, Diary, I. 77.

This North American species [Drosera juiformix} , . .

catches, according to Mrs. Treat, an extraordinary num-
ber of small and large insects.

lliiriciii, Inst'Ctiv. Plants, p. 281.

8. To seize after pursuit or search
; apprehend ;

arrest: as, to catch a thief or a runaway horse.

This year, I hope, my friends, I shall 'scape prison,
For all your cares to catch me.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, iv. 3.

9. To get ;
obtain

; gain possession of; acquire.

Therfore, lady, & it like yon, lighten your chere;
Comford yon kyndly, kacchex sum rest.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3303.

No conert migt thei kacche, the cuntre was so playne.
William of Paleme (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2217.

This Kingdome was diuersly rent, euery one catching so
nmch as his might could bestow on his ambition.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 281.

Torment myself to catch the English crown.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

10. To seize upon by attraction or impression;
take and fix the attention of

; hence, to gain in-

fluence over; captivate.
Yon think yon have cawjht me, lady ; you think I melt

now, like a disli of May-butter, and run all into brine and
passion. Beau, ant fl., Woman-Hater, iii. 1.

The soothing arts that catch the fair. Dryden.
The fluency and the personal advantages of the young

orator instantly caught the ear and the eye of his audi-
ence. Macaulay, William Pitt.

The gross and carnal temper in man is far more easily
caught by power than by love.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 80.

11. To seize or apprehend by the senses or the
intellect: as, to catch sight of something.

In an yll tyme
Kaughtxt thou in that craft cunnyng of happes.

Alisaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1087.

Cleopatra, catching but the least noise of this, dies in-

stantly. Shak., A. and C., i. 2.

I caught a glimpse of his face. Tennyson, Maud, xiii.

Men remark figure : women always catch the expres-
sion. Emerson, Misc., p. 338.

12. To get; receive.
He that cacehith to him an yuel name,
It is to him a foule fame.

Babeei Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 39.

Fight closer, or, good faith, you'll catch a blow.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ill. 2.

The Church of Carnac by the strand
Catches the westering sun's last flres.

M. Arnold, 8tanzas from Carnac.

13. To be affected or influenced by ;
become af-

fected by or infected with
; take : as, to catch

cold or the measles
; to catch fire.

A man takes mercury, goes out of doors and catches cold.
J. S. Mill, Logic, iii. 5.

14. To entangle with or entrap in: as, she

caught the fringe of her shawl on the door-knob.
15. To seize upon or attack ; fasten upon; be-

come communicated to: as, the fire caught the

adjoining buildings. 16. To come on sudden-

ly, unexpectedly, or accidentally: as, they were
caught, in the act.

We shall catch them at their sport ;

And our sudden coming there
Will double all their mirth and chere.

Milton, Comus, 1. 953.

Catch me ! (catch him \ catch her !) an emphatic phrase
meaning: that there is no likelihood or possibility of one's

doing something suggested : as, Will you lend him the
money? Catch me! [Colloq.] Catch the ten, a game
of cards common in Scotland, so named from the desira-

bility of catching the ten of trumps, which counts 10 and
can be taken by any honor-card. The game resembles
whist, except that the knave counts 11, the ace 4, the king
3, and the queen 2 ; it is played with 36 cards, all below
the six-spot being thrown out, and 100 points make game.

First catch your hare, a direction occurring in later
editions of the well-known cookery-book attributed to Mrs.
Glasse, and used as an aphorism to the effect that, before

disposing of a thing, you ought to make sure of the pos-
session of it. In reality the saying arose from a misprint,
catch being an error for cane, in the sense of to skin. Prop-
erly, therefore, the direction is, "First case (skin) your
hare," etc. See case?, v. t. To catch a crab. See crafri.

To catch a Tatar. See Tatar. To catch hold of,
to take or lay hold of. To catch it, to get a scolding,
a beating, or other unpleasant treatment or experience.
IColloq.]

We caui/ht it, though, on reaching the Bay of Biscay,
for we came in for the roll left by a big Atlantic storm.

E. Sartorius, In the Soudan, p. 2.

To catch leavet, to take leave.

Redeli as swithe
Ful curteisle of the couherde he cacces his leue.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 353.

858
Thanne seig thei no soconr but sunder thanne thei moste ;

With clipping & kessing thei kaujt here leue.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1053.

To catch one a blow, to inflict a blow on one. [folloq. ]

To catch one on the hip, to get the advantage "f

one; get one under one's power. See A/^l. To catch
out, in bane-ball, cricket, and similar games, to put (the

striker) out by catching a butted ball before it has touched
the ground. See base-ball. To catch up. (a) To take

up suddenly ; snatch up.

I caught tip a little garden-girl, . . . put a napkin in

her hand, and made her my butler.

Lady Hollatid, Sydney Smith, I. vii.

(b) To lift or raise to a higher elevation.

I knew a man . . . cattyht up to the third heaven.
2 Cor. xii. -2.

Her child was caught vp unto God, and to his throne.
Rev. xii. 5.

II. in trans. 1. To take hold with the hand
or hands; grasp. Specifically 2. To act as
catcher in the game of base-ball. 3. To ac-

quire possession.
Have is have, however men do catch.

Shak., K. John, i. 1.

4. To be entangled or impeded ;
become fixed

;

remain fast : as, his clothes caugli i in the briers
;

the lock catches.

Don't open yonr month as wide as that, young man, or
it'll catch so and not shut again some day.

Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, iv. IB.

The little island has such a celebrity in travel and ro-

mance, that I feel my pen ffttchln't in the tatters of a
threadbare theme. Ilnwll*, Venetian Life, xiii.

5. To take proper hold so as to act: as, the
bolt does not catch. 6. To be communicable
or infectious

; spread by or as if by infection.

Does the sedition catch from man to man.
And run among their ranks '! Addison, Cato, ii. (5.

His eloquence caught like a flame,
From zone to zone of the world.

Tennyson, Dead Prophet.

7. To endeavor to lay hold of; be eager to get,

use, or adopt : with at.

Saucy lictors

Will catch at us, like strumpets.
Shak., A. and C., v. 2.

>*ow, like those that are sinking, they catch round at that
which is likeliest to hold them up.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

He can receive no pleasure from a casual glimpse of

Nature, but must catch at it as an object of instruction.

Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

Catch as catch can, in wrestling, to grapple ill any or-

dinary and legitimate manner. To catch on, to appre-
hend; understand. [Slang, U. S.] To catch up, to get
to the same point (in place or in work) ; get even or

abreast, usually by special effort, as in a race, a Journey,
study, etc. : absolute, or with unth.

catch,1
(kach), . [<cfc/ii, . Cf. c/m.sei, ] If.

The act of catching or seizing ;
seizure.

She would faine the catch of Strephon flie.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

Specifically 2. In base-ball an J similar games,
the catching and holding of a batted or thrown
ball before it touches the ground. 3. Any-
thing that seizes or takes hold, that checks mo-
tion or the like, as a hook, a ratchet, a pawl, a

spring-bolt for a door or lid, or any other con-
trivance employed in machinery for the pur-
pose of stopping. or checking certain move-
ments. 4. A choking or stoppage of the breath.

Heard the deep catches of his labouring breath.
Macmillan's May.

5. The posture of seizing ;
a state of prepara-

tion to catch, or of watching an opportunity to
seize. [Archaic.]
Both of them lay upon the catch for a great action.

Addison, Ancient Medals.

6. Anything caught; especially, a prize or

booty ; something valuable or desirable ob-
tained or to be obtained; a gain or an advaii-

tage ; often, colloquially, one desirable as a
husband or wife on account of wealth or posi-
tion.

Hector shall have a great catch if he knock out either
of your brains. Shak., T. and C., ii. 1.

She entered freely into the state of her affairs, asked
his advice upon money matters, and fnlly proved to his
satisfaction that, independent of her beauty, she would
be a much greater catch than Fran Vandersloosh.

Marryat, Snarleyyow, I. xx.

Specifically 7. Injishing, the quantity of fish

taken: as, the catch on the Banks during the
season.

In order to arrive at a measure of the increase or de-
crease of the shad fisheries of the Atlantic coast rivers, it is

necessary to compare the aggregate catch in the prini/i-

pal rivers. Science, VI., No. 145, Supp.

8. A snatch
;
a short interval of action.

It has been writ by catches. Locke.

9. Ahold; a grasp; a grip. 10f. A slight or

partial recollection.

catching
We retain a catch of those pretty stories, and our awak-

ened imagination .smiles in the recollection.

Glaneille, Seep. Sci.

11. A trick
; something by which one may be

entrapped.
To [too] Kynde, ne to Kepyng, and warre Knavis cacches.

llnhees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 9.

12. In vntxic, originally, an unaccompanied
round for three or more voices, written as a
continuous melody, not in score. Later, a round
the words of which were so selected that it was possible,
either by means of the pronunciation or by the interweav-
ing of the words and phrases, tc i give to the different voices
or parts ludicrous effects. <,Y'i>v.

Shall we rouse the night-owl in a catch that will draw
three souls out of one weaver? Shak., T. N., ii. 3.

catch
'2
t, . An obsolete form of ketch2 .

The fleete did sail, about 103 in all, besides small catches.

Pepys, Diary, April 25, 1665.

catchable (kach'a-bl), (i. [< catch* + -able,]

Capable of being caught.
The eagerness of a knave maketh him often as catchablf

as the ignorance of a fool. Lord Halifax.

catch-all (kach'al), . [< catch* + obi. till.'] 1.

Something used as a general receptacle for odds
and ends, as a table, bureau, chest, etc.

; espe-
cially, a basket or bag provided for the purpose.
[Colloq.] 2. A tool for recovering broken
tools from a boring.
catch-bar (kach'bar), n. A bar which depresses
the jacks of a knitting-maohine.
catch-basin (kach'ba"sn), w. 1. A reservoir

placed at the point of discharge of a pipe into a

sewer, to retain matter which would not pass
readily through the sewer. Such basins are

arranged so that they can be emptied as often
as is necessary. 2. A reservoir, especially for

catching and retaining surface-drainage over

large areas.

It may fairly be questioned . . . whether any exten-
sion of forests, or system of mtrh-bamis or reservoirs,
could possibly retain or mitigate to any considerable ex-
tent such general and overwhelming floods.

Science, III. 372.

catch-bolt (kach'bolt), n. A door-bolt which
is pressed backward as the door closes, but
when the door is shut springs forward into a
socket in the jamb.
catch-club (kach'klub), . A club or society
formed for singing catches, etc.

catch-drain (kach'dran), . 1. A drain along
the side of a canal or other conduit to catch
the surplus water. 2. A drain running along
sloping ground to catch and convey the water
flowing over the surface. When a meadow is of
considerable extent, and has an abrupt descent, the water
is often stopped at intervals by catch-drains, so as to spread
it over the adjoining surface.

catcher (kach'er), n. [< ME. cacherc, a hunter;
< catch + -cr*. Cf. chaser*-.'] If. A chaser; a
hunter.

Then thise cacheres that couthe cowpled hor houndeg.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 113H.

2. One who catches ; that which catches, or in

which anything is caught.
That great catcher and devourer of souls.

South, Sermons, x.

Specifically (a) In base-ball and similar games, the player
who stands behind the bat or home-base to catch the ball

when pitched. See base-ball, (ft) In mining: (1) An ar-

rangement to prevent overwinding, or raising the cage
too high as it conies out of the shaft. Also, in Leicester-

shire, England, the equivalent of cage-shuts (which see).

(2) In general, any arrangement at the mouth of the shaft,
or on the pump, by means of which accidents may be pre-
vented in case a part of the machinery gives way. (c) pi.
In ornith., the raptorial birds, or birds of prey: a term
translating Captantes, one of the names of the order.

3f. One who sings catches.

But where be my catchers? Come, a round, and so let

us drink. Srome, Jovial Crew, Iv.

catcherelt, . [ME. cacherel (ML. reflex ca-

charellus), < eachen, catchen, catch, + term, -erel,

as in cockerel. Cf. catchpoll.'] A catchpoll.
irriaht.

catch-feeder (kach'fe"der), . A ditch for ir-

rigation.

catch-fly (kach'fli), . The popular name of

species of plants belonging to the genus Sileue,

and of Lychnis Viscaria, given on account of

their glutinous stems, which sometimes retain

small insects. The sleepy catch-fly is Siletie

antirrhina.

catch-hook (kach'huk), . An iron bar with a

hinged tongue, used in hauling large iron pipes.
The hinged end is pushed into the bore of the pipe, and
the tongue jams and is firmly held against its inner sur-

face when the bar is pulled.

catching (kach'ing), )>. a. [Ppr. of catch*, .]

1. Communicating, or liable to be communi-
cated, by contagion ;

infectious.



catching

Tin time to Hive them physic, their diseases

Are grown su ^ntcliin<i. Sliifk., Hen. \ III., 1. 8.

Your words are a grenadier's march t" my heart '. I be-

lieve courage must be i-nii-liin
:
i

'

Slifi-iilmi, The Rivals, iii. 4.

2. Captivating; charming; attracting: as, a

i-iiii-hing melody; a catching manner.

That Khetorick is best which is most seasonable ud

most cittfhiii'.l.
>' '.'' ". Table-Talk, p. :>:..

3f. Acquisitive; greedy.
Thei made be brought luellis and alle otllir riehe.^r.

and vaf it to hvni to se whedir lie wolde be couetouse and
,;,,;-iiilllilf. Merlin (V.. 1C. T. S.), I. KXi.

catching-bargain (kach 'ing-bar' gan), n. In

lair, a bargain made with the heir apparent or

expectant of a succession for the purchase of

his expectancy at an inadequate price.
catch-land (kach'laud), H. Formerly, in Eng-
land, land the tithes of which for any year fell

to the minister who first claimed them for that

year, because it was not known to which of two

parishes the land belonged.
catch-line (kach'lin), n. In printing, a short

line of small-sized type between two longer
lines of larger displayed type.

catch-match (kach'mach), . An agreement
concluded hastily, so that one party is taken at

a ilisadvantage.
catch-meadow (kach'med"6), . A meadow
which is irrigated by water from a spring or

rivulet on the declivity of a hill.

catchment (kach'ment), . [< catch1 + -ment.]

Drainage : rarely used except in the following

phrases. Area of catchment, among hydraulic engi-

neers, the area the rainfall or drainage of which is to he

made available for furnishing water at a desired point.

Catchment-basin. Same as drainage-burin. Catch-
ment-basin map, a map on which the water-shed limit-

ing the whole of each subdivision of any river-system is ac-

curately laid down, so that the position and acreage of any
particular area of catchment may be determined from it.

cat-chop (kat'chop), . A species of fig-mari-

gold, Mesemliriantlieinunifeliiium, from the Cape
of Good Hope.
catchpenny (kach'pen'i), n. and a. [< catch 1 +
obj.j)CMM.] I. .; pi. catchpennies (-\z). Some-
thing of little value, adapted to attract popu-
lar attention and thus secure a quick sale ; any-

thing externally attractive, made merely to sell.

You know already by the title, that it is no more than a

catch-penny. Goldsmith, Letterto Rev. Henry Goldsmith.

The whole affair is a manifest catchjienny.
Hawthorn?, Main Street.

II. a. Made or got up to gain money; put
forth merely to sell : as, a catchpenny pamphlet.

I call this the popular or utilitarian aspect, because it

belongs to the catchpenny theory of human life according
to which the value of a thing is just as much as it will

bring. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. lOtf.

catchpole1
,

. See catchpoll.

catchpole'
2 (kach'pol), n. [< catch1

(attrib.) +
pole

1
.] An implement formerly used for seiz-

ing and securing a man who would otherwise

be out of reach. It was carried by foot-soldiers in com-
bats with horsemen, and later by civil officers in appre-
hending criminals. The head, made of light metal bars

was provided with strong springs, so arranged as to hold

tlrmly anything, as the neck or a limb of one pursued, over
which it was forced.

catchpole3 (kach'pol), n. [Sc., also catchpule,

cachepolc, < D. kaatsspel, tennis (cf. kaatsl>al,

tennis-ball), < kaats, chase (= E. chase1 , catch1 ),

+ spel, game.] The game of tennis. [Scotch.]

catchpoll (kach'pol), n. [Also catchpole, early
mod. E. catchpot, < ME. catchepoll, cachepol, a

bailiff, earlier a tax-gatherer, < OF. "cartpol,

chacipol, chacepol, chassipol (ML. reflex cache-

polus, cacepollus, ehacipolliis, cacipulcus), also

"chacipolier, chassipoier, a tax-gatherer (cf.

chassipolerie, defined as a tribute paid by vas-

sals to their lord for the privilege of asylum in

his castle in time of war, ML. chacipoleria, the

office and emoluments of a tax-gatherer); of

uncertain formation, appar. < coder, caeher (>
ME. cachen, E. catch 1 ), charter (> ME. chacen,
E. chase1 ), in the sense of 'catch, take,' or

'chase, hunt,' + "pol, of uncertain meaning.
Usually explained as catch 1 + obj. poll, the

head; but the earliest sense known is 'tax-

gatherer,' and poll as associated with 'tax' does
not seem to occur in ME., and it is not found
in any sense in OF. or ML. The W. ceisbwl, a

bailiff, catchpoll, is prob. an accom. of the E.
word. Cf. ME. cacherel, equiv. to cachepol.]
If. A tax-gatherer.

-Mathens, thet wes mcheiwl (in orig. AS. text tollere,

toller), thene he iwende to god-sjiellere.
Old. Eny. Uomilie* (ed. Morris), Istser., p. 97.

2. A sheriffs officer, bailiff, constable, or other

person whose duty is to make arrests.

BB0

Saul Rente rntrlirimUi*
\

I., lii-tiirrs] for to take David.

;/, 1 Ki. \ix. a i.

<)nikliche cam a caccln'iml and craked a-two here legges.
Plovmtn (('), \\i. Tii.

Let not thy scores come robbe thy ncc.lj purse.
Make not the rrifr/iy'f rich by thine arrest.

/;<l.vr. /;,.. Steel.- Mas, p. 07. (.Ir'wV.)

There shall be two Serjeants at Mace, of wh the lirst

named -crjeant at mace shall execute all writs, mandates,

processes and such like within the said borough and lib-

el ties of the same, ami shall IK- called the' OatahpoU, a.

cording t" the- name anciently given in that place t" the

same- ..nicer. .l/i'/e'r///. C5fJ. AV/.'.,-f- 1816, p. -Jr.:.!.

catchup, ketchup (kach'up, kech'up), . [<
E. Ind. kit/ap.] A name common to several

kinds of sauce much used with meat, fish,

toasted cheese, etc. Also written fufxn/i. l.ni-

xitp.- Mushroom catchup, a sauce made from the
e ai.n. mushroom, .|.;m-iV./- by breaking
the fungi into small pieces and mixing with salt, which
has the effect of reducing the whole mass to an almost

li.inid state. It is then strained, spiced, and boiled.

Tomato catchup, a sauce made from tomatoes by a

similar process. Walnut catchup, a sauce made from

unripe walnuts before the shell is hardened. They are

beaten to a pulp, and the juice is separated by straining ;

salt, vinegar, and spices are a.lded. and the whole is boiled.

catchwater (kaoh'wa'ter), ii. [< catch 1 + obj.

irittrr.] Hame as catchwork.

catchweed (kach'wed), n. [< catch 1 + weed1
.]

A weed which readily catches hold of what
comes in contact with it; cleavers.

catchweight (kach'wat), . [< catch1 + weight :

that is, the weight one has at the moment.] In

hnrse-racing, a weight left to the option of the

owner of a horse, who naturally puts up the

lightest weight possible.

catchweight (kach'wat), adv. [< catchweight,

n.] In horse-racing, without being handicap-
ped: as, to ride catchweight.
Come, 111 make this a match, if you like : you shall ride

catchmiyht, which will be about 11 st. 7 Ib. Lawrence.

catchword (kach'werd), n. [< catch1 + word.]
1. In old writing and

printing,
a word of the

text standing by itself in the right-hand corner
of the bottom of a page, the same as the first

word of the next page, to mark the connection
or proper sequence. In old manuscript books a

catchword was at first inserted only at the end of a sheet
or quire (that is, the quantity folded together); in print-

ing it was the practice until the nineteenth century to

insert one at the foot of every page.

Catch-imrds to connect the quires date back to the 12th

century. Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 144.

2. In the drama, the last word of a speaker,
which serves to remind the one who is to follow
him of what he is to say; a cue. 3. A word

caught up and repeated for effect; a taking
word or phrase used as a partizan cry or shib-

boleth : as, the catchword of a political party.
The catch-words which thrilled our forefathers with

emotion on one side or the other fall with hardly any
meaning on our ears. J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, v.

Liberty, fraternity, equality, are as much as ever the

party catch-words. Quarterly Jli-r.

catchwork (kach'werk), n. [< catch1 + work.]
An artificial watercourse or series of water-
courses for irrigating such lands as lie on the

declivities of hills; a catch-drain. Also called

catch water.

cate (kat), n. [By apheresis from acate, q. v.]
An article of food; a viand; more particularly,

rich, luxurious, or dainty food; a delicacy; a

dainty: a later form of acate: most commonly
used in the plural. [Archaic or poetic.]

I had rather live

With cheese and garlic in a windmill, far,

Than feed on rates, and have him talk to me.
Shale., 1 Hen. IV., Hi. 1.

Christmas pye, which ... is a kind of consecrated cate.

Taller, No. 255.

Not the ale, nor any other fates which poor Elspeth's
stores afforded, could prevail on the Sub-Prior to break
his fast. Scott, Monastery, I. 118.

That day a feast had been
Held in high hall, and many a viand left,

And many a costly care.

Tennyson, Gareth and Lynette.

catechetic (kat-e-ket'ik), a. [= F. cattchetique,
< Gr. naTiixViKo'c, < KaTr/x^f, an instructor, <

narrixeiv, instruct, teach by word of mouth : see

catechize.] Consisting of question and answer :

applied to a method of teaching by means of

questions put by the teacher and answered by
the pupil, whether the questions are addressed
to the understanding, as by Socrates in his

dialogical method, or to the memory.
catechetical (kat-e-ket'i-kal), a. Same as cat-

echetic.

Socrates introduced a catechetical method of arguing.
Addison, Spectator.

Catechetical schools, schools established in the early
church for the instruction of catechumens.

catechize

catechetically (kat-e-kct 'i-kal-i), tulr. Ill

a catechetical manner; by question and an-

catechetics (kat-e-kct 'iksj. .

[Pi.
of </<-

i-tiftif : see -irx.] 'Tho art or practice of teach-

ing by means of question and answer. See
I'll Ill-Ill III'.

catechin, catechine (knt'e-chim. . [< onto-
i-li n + -in-, -ini--.] A principle (C/igHigQg) ex-
tracted from catechu, having a snow-white silky

appearance, and crystallizing in fine needles.

Also called rilln-lmii- nrnl ami rulfcliiiin.

catechisation, catechise, etc. See <//<*,:.(-

tiilll, etc.

catechism (kat'e-ki/.m), . [= F. i-nti'i-liixim

= Sp. flltfi'ixlllii. I'll/I
l/lli.-ilini I'g. cil liTllixnitl =

It. riltrl-llixiiin. i-lltii-inlllll = I), mil rliixiimx = (i.

/.nil i-hisiitiix=:l)ttn. kiitckinninx (cf. Hw.kntffln-x
I,

cateehi/.e: see riili-i-ltizf.] 1. A form of instruc-

tion by means of questions and answers, par-

ticnlarly in the principles of religion. 2. An
elementary book containing a summary of prin-

ciples in any science or art, but especially in

religion, reduced to the form of questions and

answers, and sometimes with notes, explana-
tions, and references to authorities. The follow -

ing are the principal authoritative church catechisms: The
l.iiiliii'ini. prepared by I.nthcr (I.VJ'P), still in general use
in the (ierman Protestant churches; the lli'in-niii. ].r.

pared by Calvin (1.'.:!). the //.,././/.,/./. published at Hei
delberg(l..i;.(). and still a ree.igni/cil doctrinal standard in

the Reformed (Dutch) church; the .!/..//.> (ir.r.i win.
contained in the Book of ('..MIIIH.II l'ia\er and directed b>
rubric to be taught systematically to children ; the Wnl-
tititnti'r Assembly's, in two forms, Shorter anil Ijirger Cate
chisms (1047), in use in the Presbyterian and to some ex-

tent in Congregational churches ; the M>'tliilixt (United
States, IDAS), in three forms. The Tridentine catechism

(1586) is a statement of doctrines prepared in obedience
to a decree of the Council of Trent . and is of high though
not absolute authority in the Roman Catholic Church, but
is not intended for use in the instruction of children.

The Cracorjinn and Racorian catechisms (1574, 1605) are
Polish in origin and Socinian in doctrine. Numerous
other catechisms have lieen prepared by individuals, but

they possess no ecclesiastical authority.

catechismal (kat-e-kiz'mal), a. [< catechiffiii

+ -al.] Of, pertaining to, or in the style of a

catechism; interrogatory; catechizing; cate-

chetical.

Children hate to lie bothered with questions, . . . and
yet how we bore them with catechismal demands.

J. T. Fields, Underbrush, p. 124.

catechist (kat'e-kist), . [=F. catechinte=8i>.
catequista = Pg. It. catechistfi, < LL. catechinta.

< Gr. *naTi/xlaTfa> ( naTr/xi&tv, catechize: see cat-

echize.] One who instructs orally, or by ques-
tion and answer; acatechizer; specifically, one

appointed to instruct catechumens in the prin-
ciples of religion as a preparation for baptism.
This was a special function in the early church, as it has
also been to some extent in later times ; but catechists
have never constituted a distinct ecclesiastical order.

Tlie word Catechist implied ... a function, not a class.

Stnith, Diet. Christ. Antiq.

In the absence of the regular clergyman the catechist

conducts the service [at Oodhavn, Greenland].
C. F. Hall, Polar Exp., 1876, p. ;>4.

catechistic, catechistical (kat-e-kis'tik, -ti-

kal), a. [< catechist + -ic, -ical. Cf. F. cateche-

tique = Sp. catequistico = Pg. It. catechistieo.]

Pertaining to a catechist or a catechism; of a

catechizing character.

Some of them are in the catechistical method.
Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist., ii. -2.

catechistically (kat-e-kis'ti-kal-i), adv. In a

catechistie manner
; by question and answer.

catechization (kafe-ki-za'shon), H. [< cate-

chize + -ation; = F. catechisation = Pg. cate-

chizaySo = G. Jcateehisation.] The act of cat-

echizing; examination by questioning. Also

spelled catechisation.

The catechisation of the man horn blind.

Schaf, Hist. Christ. Church, I. I 83.

catechize (kat'e-kiz), r. (.
; pret. and pp. cate-

chized, ppr. catechizing. [= F. catechiger = Pr.

cathezizar = Sp. catequizar = Pg. catechizar =
It. catechizzare = D. catfchiaeren = G. katechi-

sieren = Dan. katekisere, < LL. catechizare, cat-

echize, < Gr. naTrixi&tv, catechize, a later ex-

tended form of KOTtixeiv, catechize, instruct,
teach by word of mouth, particularly in reli-

gion, also resound. < KOTO, down, + >/xt'v, sound ;

cf. rixil, a sound, i;x"> echo, > E. echo.] 1. To
instruct orally by asking questions, receiving
answers, and offering explanations and correc-

tions ; specifically, so to instruct on points of

Christian doctrine.

Catechize gross ignorance.
Burton, Anat. of Mel.. To the Reader, p. .':'.



catechize

2. To question; interrogate, especially in a
minute or impertinent manner

;
examine or try

by questions.
I'm stopp'd by all the fools I meet
Ami fiiti'i-liiwd in every street. Sicijt.

Also spelled catechise.

catechizet, . [< catechize, r. Cf. catechism.]
A catechism. [Colloq.]

They are carefull to instruct their children, that so when
I come they might be ready to answer their Catechize.

T. Shepard, Clear Sunshine of the Gospel, p. 27.

catechizer (kat'e-ki-zer), . One who cate-

chizes; one who instructs by question and
answer, particularly in the rudiments of the
Christian religion. Also spelled catechiscr.

catechu (kat'e-cho), . [NL. catechu, Sp. ca-

tecu, F. eacltou, etc. (cf. cutch); of E. Ind. ori-

gin. Cf. Hind, katthd, catechu.] A name com-
mon to several astringent extracts prepared
from the wood, bark, and fruit of various

plants. The true catechu, or cutch, of commerce is a
dark-brown, hard, and brittle substance, extracted by de-
coction and evaporation from the wood of Acacia Catechu
and A. suina, East Indian trees. It is one of the best astrin-

gents to be found in the inateria medica, and is largely
used in tanning, calico-printing, etc. Pale or fjambier
catechu is obtained from a rubiaceous climber, Uncaria
gambler (see gambler). A kind of catechu is also made
from the nut of the betel-palm, Areca Catechu, but it is

not an article of commerce. An artificial catechu, service-

able in dyeing, is obtainable from mahogany and similar
woods. Also caehoo.

catechuic (kat-e-cho"ik), a. [< catechu + -ic.]

Pertaining to or derived from catechu Cate-
chuic acid. Same as catechin.

catechuin (kat-e-cho'in), n. [< catechu + -in 2 .]

Same as catecliin.

catechumen (kat-e-ku'men), M. [(Cf. ME. cate-

cumeling, simulating cumeling, a comer) = F.
cateclmmene = Sp. catecumeno = Pg. catechu-
meno = It. catecumeno, < LL. catechumenus, <

Gr. KaTJ/xovpevoi;, one instructed, ppr. pass, of

Karr/xeiv, instruct : see catechize.] 1. One who
is under instruction in the first rudiments of

Christianity ;
a neophyte. In the primitive church

catechumens were the children of believing parents, or
Jews or pagans not fully initiated in the principles of the
Christian religion. They were admitted to this state by
the imposition of hands and the sign of the cross, were di-

vided into two or more classes, and in public worship were
dismissed or retired to an outer court of the church before
the liturgical or communion service.

The heavens open, too, upon us
; and the Holy Ghost

descends, to sanctify the waters, and to hallow the cate-
chumen. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 98.

The prayers of the church did not begin, in St. Austin's

time, till the catechumens were dismissed. Slillingjleet.

Of these Catechumens there were two kinds, the Audi-
tores, who had merely expressed a wish to become Chris-

tians, and the Competentes, who were thought worthy of

holy Baptism. J. M. Keale, Eastern Church, i. 209.

2. Figuratively, one who isbeginning to acquire
a knowledge of any doctrines or principles.
The same language is still held to the catechumens in

Jacobitistn. Bolingbroke, To Windham.

catechumenal (kat-e-ku'me-nal), a. [< cate-

chumen + -al.] Pertaining to a catechumen.
He had laid aside his white catechumenal robes.

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, Int., p. liv.

catechumenate (kat-e-ku'me-nat), n. [< cate-

chumen + -ate3
;
= F. catechwnenat = Sp. cate-

cumenado = Pg. catechumenado, -nato.] The
state or condition of a catechumen.
catechumenical (kat"e-ku-men'i-kal), a. [<
catechumen + -ical. Cf. Sp. catecumenico.] Be-
longing to catechumens

; catechumenal.
catechumenistt (kat-e-ku'me-nist), n. [< cate-

chumen + -ist.] A catechumen. Sp. Morton.

categorem (kat'e-gor-em), n. [= F. cattgoreme= Sp. categoremo, < Gr. Karr/ytin/pa, a predicate,
< KOTc-yopelv, predicate, assert: see category.]
Originally, a predicate; in logic (a) as used
by the Stoics, a term which can be made the

subject, or more especially the predicate, of a

proposition; (6) as used by the Peripatetics,
the thing corresponding to a category.
categorema (kat-e-go-re'mil), n.; pi. categore-
mata (-ma-ta). Same as categorem.
categorematic (kat-e-gor-e-mat'ik), a. and .

[= F. categoreinatique = Sp. categorematico, <
Gr. Ka.TT/y6pt/fia(T-), a predicate: see categorem.]
I. a. Conveying a whole term, that is, either
the subject or the predicate of a proposition,
in a single word. Sometimes incorrectly writ-
ten categoreumatic or cathegreumatic.

It is not every word that is categorematic, that is, capa-
ble of being employed by itself as a term.

Whately, Logic, II. 1. 3.

H. . In logic, a word which is capable of

being employed by itself as a term.

categorematical (kat-e-gor-e-mat'i-kal), a.

Same as categorematic.
'
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categorematically ( kat - f -gor -e -mat '
i -kal - i ) ,

adv. In a categorematic manner
;
as a cate-

gorematic.
categorical (kat-e-gor'i-kal), a. and ti. [= F.

ratcgorique = Sp. categorico = Pg. It. catcgorico,
< LL. categoricus, < Gr. Kar^opjKo'f, < KaTqyopia,
a category: see category and -ic, -ical.] I. .

1. Pertaining to a category or the categories:

opposed to transcendental. 2. Stated uncon-

ditionally ;
not limited to a hypothetical state

of things: as, a categorical proposition (that is,

a simple, unconditional proposition). 3. Ap-
plicable to the actual circumstances; stating
the fact; pertinent; positive; precise; clear:

as, a categorical answer (that is, an answer that

clearly meets the question) Categorical imper-
ative, the unconditional command of conscience. Cate-
gorical syllogism, a syllogism containing only categori-
cal propositions.

II. n. In logic, a proposition which affirms a

thing absolutely and without any hypothesis.
Categoricals are subdivided into pure and modal. A pure
categorical asserts unconditionally and unreservedly : as,
I live ; man is mortal. A modal categorical asserts with a
qualification : as, the wisest man may possibly be mistaken ;

a prejudiced historian will probably misrepresent facts.

categorically (kat-e-gor'i-kal-i), adv. In a cat-

egorical manner; absolutely; directly; ex-

pressly; positively: as, to affirm categorically,

categoricalness (kat-e-gor'i-kal-nes), n. The
quality of being categorical, positive, or abso-
lute.

categorist (kat'e-go-rist), . [< category +
-ist?] One who classifies or arranges in cate-

gories. Emerson.

categorization (kat-e -gor-i-za'shon), n. [< cate-

gorize + -ation.] Tte act or process of placing
in a category or list; a classification. [Bare.]
categorize (kat'e-go-riz), r. t.

; pret. and pp.
categorized, ppr. categorising. [< category +
-ize; =F. catfyoriser.] To place in a category
or list; classify. [Rare.]
category (kat'e-go-ri), n. ; pi. categories (-riz).

[= F. categoric = Sp. categoria = Pg. It. cate-

goria, < LL. categoria, < Gr. Karj/yopia, an accu-

sation, charge, later also a predicate or predi-

cable, usually, in Aristotle and later writers,
a category, predicament, head of predicables,
< Karrryopelv, accuse, declare, assert, predicate,
< Kara, against, + ayopcveiv, declaim, address
an assembly, < ayppa,

an assembly: see agora.]
1. In logic, a highest notion, especially one
derived from the logical analysis of the forms
of proposition. The word was introduced by Aristotle,
who applies it to his ten predicaments, things said, or
summa genera, viz., substance, quantity, quality, relation,

action, passion, where, when, posture or relative position
of parts, habit or state. These are derived from such an

analysis of the proposition as could be made before the

developed study of grammar. The categories or highest
intellectual concepts of Kant are : categories of quantity

unity, plurality, totality ; categories ofquality reality,

negation, limit between these ; categories of relation
substance and accident, cause and effect, action and re-

action ; categories of modality possibility, impossibility,

actuality, non-actuality, necessity, non-necessity. Modern
formal logic furnishes this list : (1) qualities, or singular
characters ; (2) simple relations, or dual characters ; (3)

complex relations, or plural characters. Many lists of

categories have been given not founded on formal logic.

The categories, or forms and conditions of human un-

derstanding, though doubtless innate in the naturalist's
sense of the term, that is inherited, are only the ways and
facilities of the higher exercise of the faculty of reflection.

C. Wright.

The categories are not Instruments which the mind uses,
but elements in a whole, or the stages in a complex process,
which in its unity the mind is. E. Caird, Hegel, p. 157.

2. A summum genus, or widest class. 3. Any
very wide and distinctive class

; any compre-
hensive division or class of persons or things.

Shakespeare is as much out of the category of eminent
authors as he is out of the crowd. Emerson, Shakespeare.

catelt, n. Middle English form of cattle.

catelectrode (kat-e-lek'trod), n. [< Gr. KOTO,

down, + electrode.'] Faraday's name for the

negative electrode or cathode of a voltaic bat-

tery. See cathode and electrode.

catelectrotonic (kat-e-lek-tro-ton'ik), o. [< cat-

electrotonus + -ic.] P'ertaining to or exhibiting
catelectrotonus.

catelectrotonus (kat"e-lek-trot'o-nus),m. [<

cat(hode) + electrotonus.] The changed physical
and physiological condition in the neighbor-
hood of the cathode when a constant electrical

current is passed through a piece of nerve or

muscle. Also cathelectrotonus. See electrotonus.

catena (ka-te'na), n.; pi. catena; (-ne). [L., a

chain, > ult. E. chain, q. v.] 1. A chain ; a con-
nected series of notions, arguments, or objects
generally ;

a series of which each part or mem-
ber has a close connection, like that of a link,
with the preceding and following parts.

The Catenary.
The cord, a, c, b, hangs in a portion of

the common catenary.

cater

We possess therefore a catena of evidence reaching back
continuously from the date of the Moabite stone to that
of the stone tables of the law.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, 1. 139.

That great poem of aphoristic epigrams, the Essay on
Man, that has never, perhaps, in any language been
equalled as a catena of pithy wit and philosophic qnota-
bility. N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 287.

2. A methodized series of selections from dif-

ferent authors to elucidate a doctrine or a sys-
tem of doctrines; specifically, such a set of

quotations from the church fathers to assist
in the study of Christian dogmatics or biblical

exegesis: as, the Catena Aurea of St. Thomas
Aquinas. 3. An Italian measure of length, a
chain, equal in Naples to 52.07 feet, and in Pa-
lermo to 26.09 feet.

Catenaria (kat-e-na'ri-a), n. [NL., fern. sing,
of L. catenarius: see catenary.] The typical
genus of Catenariida:.

catenarian (kat-e-na'ri-an), a. [< catenary +
-an.] Same as catenary"
To say another word of the cateiiarian arch. , . . Its

nature proves it to be in equilibrio in every point.

Je/erson, Correspondence, II. 416.

Catenariidae (kat"e-na-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

Catenaria + -ida;.] A family of Cliilostomata

with zooecium radicate, segmented, and each
internode (except at a bifurcation) formed of

a single zooacium. Also Catenicellidce.

catenary (kat'e-na-ri), a. and n. [< L. cate-

narius, < catena, a chain: see chain.] I. a. Re-

lating to a chain;
like a chain. Also
catenarian. Cate-
nary or catenarian
curve, in geom., the
curve of a perfectly flex-

ible, inextensible, infi-

nitely fine cord when at
rest under the action of

forces. The common
catenary is what the

catenary becomes when
the forces are parallel
and proportional to the

length of the cord, as in

the case of a heavy cord
of uniform weight un-
der the influence of

gravitation. It is in-

teresting on account of the light it throws on the theory
of arches, and also by reason of its application to the con-
struction of suspension-bridges.

II. .; pi. catenaries (-riz). A catenary curve.
catenate (kat'e-nat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. cate-

nated, ppr. catenating. [< L. catenatus, pp. of

catenare, chain, < catena, a chain: see catena
and chain.] To chain, or connect in a series

of links or ties
;
concatenate.

catenate, catenated (kat'e-nat, -na-ted), a. [<
L. catenatus, pp. : see the verb.] Having the
structure or appearance of a chain : applied in

zoology to impressed lines which are broken
at regular intervals, to double striae connected

by numerous short lines, etc.

catenation (kat-e-na'shon), n. [= F. catena-

tion, < L. catenation-}, < catenare : see catenate,

'.] Connection of links; union of parts, as in

a chain; regular connection; concatenation.

Which catenation or conserving union.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 5.

Catenipora (kat-e-nip'o-ra), n. [NL., < L. ca-

tena, a chain, + norus, a pore.] Chain-coral,

occurring fossil in Paleozoic strata (in Great
Britain only in the Silurian) : so called from
the chain-like arrangement of its pores or cells

in polished specimens. Also called Halysites.
Catenula (ka-ten'u-la), n. [NL., dim. of L. ca-

tena, a chain : see chain.] The typical genus of

the family Catenulidte. C. lemna; is an example.
catenulate (ka-ten'u-lat), a. [< L. catenula,
dim. of catena, a chain. Cf. catenate.] 1.

Consisting of little links or chains. 2. In oot.,
formed of parts united end to end, like the
links of a chain.

Catenulidae (kat>e-nu'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ca-
tenula + -ida;.] A family of aproctous rhabdo-
coalous turbellarians, in which reproduction
takes place asexually by transverse fission.

Thi animals when incompletely separated swim
about in chains, whence the name.
cater1

! (ka'ter), . [By apheresis from acater,
as cate, q. v., from acate : see acater, acate.]
A caterer

;
a purveyor ;

an acater.

I am cook myself and mine own cater.

Fletcher, Women Pleased.

[He] has but a eater's place on 't, and provides
All for another's table.

iliddleton, Women Beware Women, iii. 3.

cater1
(ka'ter), t'. i. [< cater1

, .] To make
provision, as of food, entertainment, etc. ; act



cater
avoid the oil with which a pattern has been drawn upon cat-foot (kat'fiit), n.

we nrrd ii" fiitri-inii for tin- rnorniw.
Ktltl''. Scr.

Gray.-

Exp., II. 90.
caterpillar-eater (kat'er-pil-ar-etcr), . 1. A Wlth Cyri , ,! wtthNnortaii, nnpero

[Also quater; < r . quatre, name given to the larva? of certain iclinciimon- Cat-fuateii thro' the town. V. IHHI*H, I'rincess, i.

flies, from their being bred in the bodies of cat- Cat_g l(l (kat'gold), w. A variety of mica of a

erpillarn and eating their way out. 2. Same as

illtir-cntclii r.

cater2 (ka'ter), n.

< L. quatitor = E. four : see four, and quntur,

i/Hiitn-iinri/, etc.] The four-spot of cards or dice,

cater- (ka'ter), v. t. [< cater"*, n.] To cut di-

agoimlly. [Prov. Eng. and U. 8.]

cateran (kat'er-an), . [So., < Gael, ceathair-

neach, a soldier, = Ir. eeathnriiach, a soldier (>
-

caterpillar-fungus (kat'er-pil-ar-fung'gus)
A fungus of the genus Cordyceps, WUOD grows
Upon the larv of insects. See Cordyct'i**.

E. kern, which is thus the same word as eatrr- caterpillar-hunter (kat'er-pil-iir-hun'ter), n.

mi), < Gael, and Ir. ctith, battle, = AS. heathu, Same as caterpillar-catcher.

battle.] 1. A kern; a Highland or Irish ir-
cater-pointt, . The number four at dice.

regular soldier. 2. A Highland freebooter or Kerxry, 1708.

caters (ka'terz), n. pi. [Also written i/imfrr.v.

< F. quatre, four: see eater'2
.']

The collective

name of the changes which can be rung upon
nine bells : so called because four pairs of bells

change places in the order of sounding every
time a change is rung.

reaver. [Scotch.]
eater-cornered (ka't6r-k6r'nerd), . [< cater*,

n., + cnnirr + -f<l-.] Diagonal ;
set diagonally.

[Prov. Eng. and U. S.]

cater-COUSin (ka'for-ku/."n), n. [Also written

quater-, guatre-cousin ; < catcr%, F. quatre, four

(fourth), + cousin.] A fourth cousin; aremote caterwaul (kat'er-wal), t'. i. [A var. of earlier

relation
; hence, a friend.

Ills master and ho ... are scarce cater-cou*in.

cater-cousinship (ka
'
ter - kuz * n -

ship), n. [<

cater-cousin + -ship.'] The state of being
of being distantly related.

yellowish color. The name is sometimes ap-

plied to iron pyrites.
"

catgut (kat'gut), /i. [Appar. < cat 1 + t/n! ("I.

pquiv. aitliii;/, 2) ; but, as catgut does not seem
ever to have been prepared from cats' intes-

tines, the word is supposed to stand for "kiti/nt

(cf. equiv. l:iltlrin(i), liy
confusion of kit1

,
a

little cat, with kit*, a fiddle.] 1 . The intestines

of sheep (sometimes of the horse, the ass, or

the mule), dried and twisted, used for strings
of musical instruments and for other purposes ;

a string of this kind. 2. A sort of linen or

canvas with wide interstices. 3. (a) A name
for one of the olive seaweeds, 1'lmnlit filum,
which is allied to Laminaria. (b) The plant Te-

lilirnxin Vir</iiiiiiii<i : so called on account of its

caterteaw, after waul : see catcrwaw and waul.] ioiig, slender, and very tough roots.

To cry as cats under the influence of the sex catgut-scraper (kat'gut-skra'per), .

ual instinct; make a disagreeable howling or sive name fa a violinist; a fiddler,

screeching.
The very cats caterwauled more horribly nd pcrtina-

cater-cousins, or of being distantly related. ciously there than I ever heard elsewhere.

Thank Heaven he [the second-rate Englishman] is not

the only specimen of cater-cmurimhip from the dear old caterwauling (kat er-wa-ling), n. [Verbal n.

Mother Island that is shown to us ! __ of caterwaul, v.~] The crying of cats ;
a howling

A deri-

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 69.

caterer (ka'ter-er), n. A provider or purveyor
of food or provisions ;

one who provides for any
want or desire.

That [sect] called Chenesia is the principal!: whose
Priests doe feed on Horse-flesh. Such Horses as are unfit

for service, their Caterers doe buy and fat for their palats.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 96.

cateress (ka'ter-es), n. [< cater1 + -ess.] A
woman who caters

;
a female provider.

She, good catereti,

Means her provision only to the good.
Milton, Comus, 1. 764.

caterfoilt, < Same as quatrefoil^

found only once, in the abbr. form catyrpel, <

OF. "cattepelewre or a similar form represented

or screeching.
What a caterimtding do you keep here !

Shak., T. N., ii. 3.

caterwawt, * ' [ME. caterwawen, < cater- (cf.

D. kater. m., a cat; cf. also caterpillar) for cat

(see cafl) + wawen, howl, waul; an imitative

word: see waul and caterwaul.] Same as cat-

erwaul.

caterwawedt, . [ME. (appar. a pp.,

really a verbal noun), < caterwaw, q. v.] C;

wauling.
But forth she [the cat] wol, er any day be dawed,

Cath. An abbreviation of Catholic.

cath-. A form of cat- for cata- before the aspi-

rate, occurring in words of Greek origin.

Catha (kath'S), . [NL., < Ar. kat, khat.] A
genus of plants, belonging to the natural order

Cclastracece, mostly natives of Africa. The mot
interesting species of the genus is C. tdulu, cultivated

by the Arabs, and known as khat or ta/ta. It is a shrub

growing to about 10 feet in height, with smooth leaves of

an elliptical form about 2 inches In length by 1 inch In

width. The leaves and twigs are used in the preparation
of a beverage possessing properties analogous to those of

tea and coffee. The use of khat U of great antiquity, hav-

ing preceded that of coffee, and it forms a considerable

article of commerce among the Arabs,

but cathag (kat'ach), n. [Gael, cathag, a daw, jack-

ater- daw.] A name for the jackdaw, Corvus nwne-
dula. Macgillirray. [Scotch.]

Cathaian, a. and n. See Cataian.

Toshew'ehir'skynandgon'acaferaawed. cat-hammed (kat'hamd), a. Clumsy; awk-
Chaueer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 854. ward; without dexterity. Grose; Halliwell.

cateryt (ka'ter-i), n. [By apheresis from aca- [Prov. Eng.]
tery, q. v.] A place for keeping provisions. Cathari (kath'a-ri), n.pl. [< ML. Catharus, a

Also catry. puritan, < Gr. "taBapot, pure.] An appellation

cat-eyed (kat'id), a. Having eyes like a cat; of different early and medieval religious sects;

I hence, seeing well in the dark. the Catharists. See Catharist.

F Jh^a'te^sTcLZeloL chattepe- caMall (kat
?
fal), n Naut the rope which, Catharian (ka-tha'ri-an), n A Catharist.

being rove in the cat-block and cat-head, forms Catharina, n. pi. Same as Catarrhina.

the tackle for heaving up the anchor from the catharine-wheel (kath'a-rin-hwel), n. [So
water's edge to the cat-head. Also called cat- called from St. Catharine of Alexandria, who
tackle fall. See cut under cat-head.

[< cat1 + fish.] 1. A

louse,
forms OF. chatepelose, chatepelouse,

louse, chatcpeleuse, chattepelleuse, also chateplue,

a caterpillar, also a weevil, a mite, mod. dial.

(Picard) capleuse, capcluehe, capture, carplure,

assibilated chatte, mod. F. chatte, f., a cat, +
"peleure, pillettre, pilleuse (Palsgrave), F. dial.

pilure, pelure, a pill, < L. pilula, > also E. pill
1

:

*cat' being a fanciful name applied to the

caterpillar (cf. It. dial, gatta, gattola, a cater-

pillar^ gatto, a cat; G. dial. (Swiss) teufels-

katz (lit. devil's cat), a caterpillar; F. chenille,

a caterpillar (see chenille), < L. canicula, a little

dog), and '

pill
'

having reference to its rolling
itself up in a little ball (cf . E. pill-bug and pill-

beetle).] 1. Properly, the larva of a lepidop-

wolf-fish, Anarrhichas lupus, from
i and its ferocity when caught.

See wolf-fish. 2. A name generally given in

the United States to species of the family Vi-

luridff, which when taken out of the water
emit a sound like the purring of a cat. The
North American species are robust fusiform fishes with

8 barbels, a short dorsal with a strong pointed spine in

front, a posterior adipose fin, and a moderate anal. They
have been referred to five genera, Amiurut, Groniai,
Ictalurut, Leptops, and ffoturu. The species of the first

two are of some economical importance, and contribute

considerably to the food of the poorer classes at least.

The most common in the eastern streams are the A. nebti

losui and .1 . albidus, and in the west the .1. tnela.

terous insect, but also applied to the larvse of

other insects, such as members of the family

Tenthredinidtf,or saw-flies. Caterpillars are produced
Immediately from the egg ; they are furnished with three

pairs of true feet and a number of fleshy abdominal legs
named prolegs, and have the shape and appearance of a
worm. The old Idea of Swammerdam that the pupa and

imago are already concealed under the skin of the cater-

pillar is only partially founded in truth. The pupal skin

is formed from the hypodermis of the larva, ana the mus-
cles contract and change its form. The larval skin Is then
thrown off, and the Insect remains quiescent for some time,
the imago or perfect insect forming beneath the pupal en-

velop. Caterpillars generally feed on leaves or succulent

vegetables, and are sometimes very destructive. See lama.

2. A cockchafer. [Prov. Eng.] 3f. An envi-

ous person who does mischief without provo-
cation. E. Phillips, 1706. 4f. One who preys
upon the substance of another; an extortioner, name has been' also extended to similar fishes in various

They that be the children of this world, as ... extor- parts of the world, and even to species of different but

tioners, . . . caterpillars, usurers, think you they come to related families.

3. A name given in some parts of England to

the weever, Trachinus draco. 4. A local Eng-

Catfish (Amiurtts mtlas}.

largest are the .1 . niyricant of the great lakes and the A.

pandtrotiig of the Mississippi, the latter sometimes attain-

ing a weight of 100 pounds. The most esteemed is the /.

punctatus of the great lakes and the Mississippi valley,

recognizable by its slender head and forked tail. The

God's storehouse? Latimtr.

5. The popular name of plants of the genus
fteorpiuruti Caterpillar point-lace, (a) A needle-
made lace produced in Italy during the seventeenth cen-

tury, and named from the resemblance of the sprig which
formed its pattern to the bodies of caterpillars. (6) A
light fabric spun liy caterpillars in the process of eating
food spread for them upon a smooth stone, while they

is represented with a wheel, in allusion to her

martyrdom.] 1. In arch., a window, or com-

partment of a window, of a circular form, with

radiating divisions or spokes. See rose-window.

2. In her., a wheel with sharp hooks project-

ing from the tire, supposed to represent the

wheel upon which St. Catharine suffered mar-

tyrdom. 3. A kind of firework having a spiral
tube which revolves as the fire issues from it

;

a pin-wheel. 4. In embroidery, a round hole

in muslin or other material filled by twisted or

braided threads radiating like the spokes of a

wheel.
Also spelled catherine-wheel.

The catharism (kath'a-rizni), n. [< Gr. na6apio/i6f, a

cleansing, < KaBajii&tv, cleanse : see catharize.]
The process of making a surface chemically
clean.

Catharist (kath'a-rist). . [= F. cathariste, <

ML. catharista;, pi., < Gr. Kadapdf, pure: see ca-

thartic.] Literally, a puritan; one who pre-
tends to more purity than others possess : used
as a distinctive ecclesiastical name. This name
has been specifically applied to or used by several bodies

of sectaries at various periods, especially the Novatians
in the third century, and the antisacerdotal sect* (Albi-

genses, etc.) in the south of France and Piedmont in the

twelfth century. They differed considerably among them-
selves in doctrine and in the degree of their opposition to

the Church of Rome, but agreed in denying its supreme
authority.

Catharista (kath-a-ris'ta), n. [NL. (Vieil-

lot, 1816), < Gr. as il "KaBapianif, < uBapSfro,
cleanse: see catharize.] A genus of American
vultures, of the family Cathartida; the type of

which is the black vulture or carrion-crow, C.

atrata.

lish name of the scyllioid shark, Scyllium cnfit- catharization (kath'a-ri-za'shon), . [< cath-

lUSm 5, A local English name of the torsk, arize + -ation.] The act of cleansing; the

Brosmius brosme. 6. A name in New Zealand process of making chemically clean,

for fishes of the family Uranoscopidce, espe- catharize (kath'a-riz), r.t.; pret. and pp. cathn-

cially the Ichthyscopus monopteryaius. rized, ppr. cathafizinu. [< Gr. tofaptf**, cleanse,



catharize

<Ka8ap6c, clean, pure: see cathartic.} To ren-

der absolutely clean, as a glass vessel, by the

use of solvents.

catharma (ka-thar'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. noBapfia,

refuse, residuum, < nadalpeiv, cleanse, purge:
see cathartic.'} In mod., excrement; anything

purged from the body, naturally or by art.

cat-harpin, cat-harping (kat'har"pin, -ping),

n. [Origin obscure.] Naut., one of the short

Cat-harpius, a a.

862

ing the head and part of the neck more or less completely

bare of feathers, and sometimes caruncular ;
the eyes Hush

with the side of the head and without superciliary shield ;

the plumage somber in color ; the wings long and ample ;

the tail moderate; the plumage without aftershafts ; two

carotids and a large crop ;
the beak toothless, contracted

in the continuity, with large perforate nostrils ;
the in-

dex-digit clawed ;
the oil-gland tuftless

;
no syrinx nor

c;cca- and diurnal habits and gressorial gait. They sub-

sist entirely on carrion. See cut under Cathartes.

Cathartides (ka-thar'ti-des), n. pi. [NL., <

Cathartes + -ides.'} A superfamily or suborder

of raptorial birds, conterminous with the fam-

ily Cathartiilw; the American vultures.

Ca'thartinse (kath-ar-ti'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Ca-

thartes + -inai.~] The American vultures as a

subfamily of the family rulturidai. [Not in use.]

cathartogenic (ka-thiir-to-jen'ik), a. [< ca-

thart-ic + -genie, < L. / "gen, produce.] Derived

from cathartic acid Cathartogenic acid, a yel-

lowish-brown powder produced from cathartic acid by

boiling with acids.

cathartomannit (ka-thar-to-man'it), . [<

catliart-ic + manna.'} A peculiar non-ferment-

able crystalline saccharine principle found in

senna.
Catharus (kath'a-rus), n. [NL. (Bonaparte,

1850), < Gr. Kaffapof, clear, pure, clean : see ca-

thartic.'} A genus of thrushes, of the family

so that the yards may be braced up sharply.

Our ship was nothing but a mass of hides, from the cat-

liarpint to the water's edge.
M. 11. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 284.

catharsis (ka-thar'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. nd8apais,

purification, purgation, < itaoaipetv, cleanse, pu-

rify: see cathartic.} In med., a natural or ar-

tificial purgation of any passage, especially
the bowels. Also called apocatharsis.
cathartate (ka-thar'tat), n. [< cathart(ic) 4

-afc1.] A salt of cathartic acid.

Cathartes (ka-thar'tez), n. [NL. (> F. ca-

tharte), < Gr. Kofaprfc a cleanser, < xmalpetv,

cleanse : see cathartic.} A genus of American

_. .

1. A large timber or

mene is an example.
cat-haws (kat'haz), n. pi. The fruit of the

whitethorn. Brockett. FProv.

cat-head (kat'hed), n.

heavyironbeam
projecting from
each bow of a

ship, and hay-
ing sheaves in

its outer end.
Its use is to afford

a support by which
to lift the anchor
after it has been
raised to the wa-
ter's edge by the
chain. The inner
end of the cat-head,
which is fastened
to the ship's beam
or frame, is called

the cat-tail.
A, Cat-head! B, Cat-block; C, Cat-fall,

the an-

Turkey-buzzard ( Cathartes aura ).

vultures, giving name to the family Cathartidu'.

Formerly applied to all the species indiscriminately ; now

usually restricted to the turkey-buzzard, C. aura, and its

immediate congeners.

cathartic (ka-thar'tik), a. and n. [= F. cathar-

tique, < Gr. KaOaprtKdc, cleansing, purgative, <

KaSaipeiv, cleanse, purify, < Ka6ap6c, pure, clean,

akin to L. castus, pure, > E. chaste, q. v.] I. a.

1. Purgative; purifying. In medicine often restrict-

ed to the second grade of purgation, laxative being used

for the first, and drastic for the third. Also apocathartic.

The civil virtues wisdom, courage, temperance, and

justice are retained; but higher than these are placed

the purifying or cathartic virtues, by which the soul

emancipates itself from subjection to sense.

G. P. Fisher, Begin, of Christianity, p. 179.

2. Pertaining to or derived from cathartin.

Cathartic acid, a glucoside of weak acid character,

black and uncrystallizable. It is the active purgative prin-

ciple of senna.

II. n. A cathartic medicine ;
a purge; a pur-

gative.
cathartical (ka-thar'ti-kal), a. Same as ca-

thartic.

cathartically (ka-th&r'ti-kal-i), adv. In the

manner of a cathartic.

catharticalness (ka-thar'ti-kal-nes), . The

quality of promoting discharges from the bow-
els.

Oathartidae (ka-thar'ti-de), 71. pi. [NL., < Ca-

thartes + -idee.} A family of vultures, of the

order Baptores and suborder Cathartides. They
are confined to America, and chiefly inhabit its warmer

parts. The Andean condor (Sarcorhamphus r/ri/phus), the

Californian condor (Paeudogryphus cali/oniianus), the

king-vulture (Sarcorhamphus papa), the turkey-buzzard

(Cathartes aura), and the carrion-crow (Catharista atrata)

are the leading species. They are characterized by hav-

We pulled a long, heavy, silent pull, and
chor came to the cat-head pretty slowly.

7?. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 128.

2. In mining, a small capstan. 3. Nodular or

ball ironstone. [North. Eng.]
The nodules with leaves in them, called cat-heads, seem

to consist of a sort of ironstone. Woodward, Fossils.

Cat-head stopper (naut.), a piece of rope or chain by
which the anchor is hung at the cat-head. Also called

cat-stopper.

cathead (kat'hed), v. t. Naut., to attach to the

cat-head.

cathedra (kath'e-dra or ka-the'dra), n.
; pi.

cathedra! (-dre).

'

[=' Sp. cdtedra = Pg. cathe-

dra = It. cattedra = D. G. Dan. katheder = Sw.

Jcateder, < L. (ML.) cathedra, < Gr. KaBedpa, a

seat, bench, pulpit, < Kara, down, + eSpa, a

seat, < efeoftu (/ *ti) = L. sedere = E. sit, q. v.

Hence (fromL. cathedra, through F.) E. chair

and chaise :

see chair. Cf.

cathedral.} 1.

The throne or

seat of a bishop
in the cathedral
or episcopal
church of his di-

Oatherpes

< cathedra, a chair, esp. a bishop's throne, also

applied to the cathedral church itself: see

cathedra.} 1. a. 1. Containing a bishop's seat,

or used especially for episcopal services ;
serv-

ing or adapted for use as a cathedral: as, a

cathedral church.
The parish church of those days has become the cathe-

dral church of the new diocese of Newcastle.
Churchman (New York), Dec. 17, 1887.

2. Pertaining to a cathedral; connected with or

suggesting a cathedral ;
characteristic of cathe-

drals: as, a cathedral service; cathedral music ;

the cathedral walks of a forest.

Huge cathedral fronts of every age,

Grave, florid, stern, as far as eye could see.

Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

3. Emanating from or relating to a chair of

office or official position ; hence, having or dis-

playing authority; authoritative.

Hood an ass in rev'rend purple,
So you can hide his two ambitious ears,

And he shall pass for a cathedral doctor.

A writer must be enviably confident of his own percep-

tive inerrancy, thus to set up, with scornful air and ca-

thedral dogmatism, his individual aversion and approba-
tion as criteria for the decisions of his fellow-beings.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 196.

Cathedral beardt, a style of beard worn by clergymen
in the sixteenth century in England, long, full, and flow-

ing on the breast. Fail-halt. Cathedral church. See

II. Cathedral music, music composed to suit the form

of service used in cathedrals.

II. n. The principal church in a diocese, which

is specially the
church of the

bishop: so call-

ed from the fact

that it con-
tains the epis-

copal chair or
cathedra. Many
cathedrals, partic-
ularly the French
and Italian, furnish
the most magnifi-
cent examples of

the architecture of

the middle ages.
Those in England
are among the
most interesting,

though, unlike the

continental cathe-

drals, they were de-

signed originally,
almost without ex-

ception, not as met-

ropolitan, but as

monastic churches.
The cut shows the

arrangement of the
various parts in

Wells cathedral,
one of the most
beautiful in Eng-
land. For the offi-

cial establishment
of a cathedral, see

chapter, 2.

Plan of Wells Cathedral, England.
A, apse or apsis ; B, altar, altar-platform,

and altar-steps ; D, E, eastern or lesser tran-

sept ; F, G, western or greater transept ; H,
central tower ; /, y, western towers ; K, north

porch ; L, library or register ; At, principal
western doorway; N,

" ,

t N, western side

doors ; O, cloister-yard or garth ; P. Q, north

and south aisles of choir ; 5, S, east and west
aisles of transept; T, V, north and south

aisles ofnave ; Kt R, chapels ; Y, rood-screen
or organ-loft ; W, altar of lady chapel.

Cathedra in the Cathedral of Augsburg,
Germany. Probably of oth century. (From
Viollet-le-Duc's

" Diet, de 1'Architecture.")

ocese. Formerly
the bishop's throne
or cathedra was
generally situated

at the east end of

the apse, behind
the altar, and was
often approached
by a flight of steps;
but it is now al-

most universally
placed on one side

of the choir, usual-

ly the south side.

That of St. Peter's at Rome is especially honored as reputed
to have been the chair of St. Peter, and it is now inclosed

in a bronze covering.

Hence 2. The official chair of anyone entitled

or professing to teach with authority, as a pro-
fessor Ex cathedra, literally, from the chair ; hence,
with authority ; authoritatively.

cathedral (ka-the'dral), a. and n. [First m
the phrase cathedral church (so in ME.), trans-

lating ML. ecclesia cathedralis, a church con-

taining the bishop's throne: L. ecclesia, an as-

sembly, ML. a church; ML. cathedralis, adj.,

capter, .

cathedralic (kath-e-dral'ik), a. [< cathedral 4

-ic.} Pertaining to a cathedral,

cathedratedt (kath'e-dra-ted), a. [< ML. cathe-

dratus, placed in the cathedra, < cathedra : see

cathedra.} Pertaining to or vested in the chair

or office of a teacher.

With the cathedrated authority of a prelector or publick
reader. Whitlock, Manners of Eng. People, p. 885.

cathedratic (kath-e-drat'ik), . and n. [< ML.
cathedraticus, belonging to the cathedra, < ca-

thedra : see cathedra. } I. a. Promulgated ex

cathedra, or as if with high authority. [Bare.]

There is the prestige of antiquity which adds the author-

ity of venerability to cathedratic precepts. Frazer's May.

n. . [< ML. cathedraticum.} A sum of two

shillings paid to the bishop by the inferior

clergy in token of subjection and respect. E.

Phillips, 1706.

cathegumen (kath-e-gu'men), n. [< Eccl. Gr.

KaBrn'ovfievoc,, an abbot: see hegumen.} Same as

heqwnen.
cathelectrotonus (kath'e-lek-trot'o-nus), n.

Same as catelectrotonus.

catheretic (kath-e-ret'ik), . [= F. cathere-

tique, < Gr. KadaiptTitic., destructive, < xnSaipuv,

destroy, < Kara, down, + aipslv, grasp.] A sub-

stance used as a mild caustic in eating down
or removing warts, exuberant granulations, etc.

catherine-wheel, . See catharine-wheel.

Catherpes (ka-ther'pez), . [NL. (S. F. Baird,

1858), < Gr. Kadcpveiv, creep, steal down, < Kara,

down, + epireiv, creep.] A genus of canon-

wrens, of the subfamily Campylorhyiichina?,

family Troglodytida, found in the southwest-

ern United States and southward. C. mexica-

niis is an example. See cut under canon-wren.



cathetal

cathetal(kath'e-tal), a. [< i-ii/lii lux + -<i/.] Re-

lating to a cathetus.

catheter (kath'e-ter), n. [= F. cathi'tir = Sp.
<-iili'tt;r = Pg. cuthetcr = It. i-nMwe = D. G.

Dun. kathcter = S\v. kateter, < LL. culhi'trr, <

Or. KaOcT>/p, a catheter, a plug, < nMerof, let

down, perpendicular, < knilin-m, send down, let

down, thrust in, < HUTU, down, + iivai, send,
eaus. of ifmi = L. (Vr, go: see //.] In xiir;/. :

(n) A tubular instrument introduced through
the urethra into the bladder, to draw off the

urine when its discharge is arrested by disease

or accident. (6) A tube for introduction into

other canals: as, a Eustachian catheter Cath-
eter-gage, ii platr having aradmiti'd perforations form-
ing measures uf tin: ilijiim (ITS of catheters.

catheterism (kath'e-ter-izm), . [= F. ctitln'-

ti'rixiin: = Sp. fitli-ti-ri.iHii> = Pg. eathctcrimiin. <

IjL. <-it tin /iris/nits, < Qr. nat/trr/pta/tof, a putting
in of the catheter, < ntiHnf/i>, catheter.] The
operation of using a catheter; catheterizatiou.

catheterization (kath'e-ter-i-za'shon), n. [<
citthi'tcri-r + -ft/ion.] The passing of a catheter

through or into a canal or cavity.
catheterize (kath'e-ter-iz), r. I.

; pret. and pp.
rii/lit'tt riri'il, ]>pr. cntlieti'ri~iii;/. [== F. catliite-

riscr = Sp. <-<it<-tcri;<ir, < (ir.
"

Kabe~iipi&iv (im-
Ilio(l in KadeTt/pta/i6f, catheterism) : see catheter

HI nl -i:e.} To operate on with a catheter.

catheti, . Plural of

eathetitx.

cathetometer (kath-
e-tom'e-ter), n. [<
Gr. /idflfrof, perpen-
dicular, a perpen-
dicular line, + fte-

rpov, a measure.]
An instrument for

measuring small
differences of level

between two near

points, as, for ex-

ample, the distance
between the levels

of the mercury in

the cistern and in

the tube of a barom-
eter. It consists essen-

tially of a vertical gradti-
ated rod carefully leveled,
ni)on which slides a hor-
izontal telescope. With
the telescope the obser-
ver sights in succession
the two objects under ex

animation, and the dis-

tance on the

graduated rod
traversed by
the telescope
isthe measure
of the differ-

ence of height
between the
two Objects. Cathetometer.
As construct-
ed for the physicist, with numerous arrangements to in-

sure accuracy, the cathetometer is an instrument of a high
degree of accuracy.

cathetus (kath'e-tus), n.
; pi. catheti (-ti). [L., <

Gr. /aKferof, perpendicular, a perpendicular line :

see catheter.] If. In geom., a line falling per-
pendicularly on another line or a surface, as
the two sides of a right-angled triangle. 2.
In arch. : (a) A perpendicular line supposed to

pass through the middle of a cylindrical body.
(6) The axis or middle line of the Ionic volute,

cathisin (kath'izm), n. Same as cathisma,
cathisma (ka-thiz'mii), .; pi. cathismata (-ma-
ta). [< Gr. Katiirjjia" a portion of the psalter
(see det'.), a seat, the seat, < naBi&iv, sit down,
< KOTO, down, + ifetv, sit, akin to e^eaSai = L.
sedcre = E. sit: see sit.} In the Gr. Ch.: (a)
A portion of the psalter, containing from three
to eleven (usually about eight) psalms. The H9th
psalm constitutes a single cathisma. There are altogether
twenty cathismata, and each is subdivided into three sta-

seis. See stasis and psalter, (ft) A troparion or short

hymn used as a response at certain points in

the offices.

The Greeks rarely sit in church: the cathi*ttnata are
therefore pauses for rest; and are longer than the usual

troparia. J. if. Nealf, Eastern Church, i. 844.

cathodal (kath'o-dal), a. [< Gr. /cdflooof, a

going down (see cathode), + -?.] 1. In hot.,
lower

;
on the side furthest from the summit.

[Rare.] 2. [< cathode + -al.~\ Pertaining to
the cathode.

Also spelled kathotlul.

cathode (kath'od), . [< Gr. miflodoc, a going
down, a way down. < nar&, down, + Mof, way.]
The negative pole of an electric current : op-
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posed to aiii-trctrndr or nnmlr. Also spelled
kathode. Also called oatelettrode.

cathodic (ku-thod'ik), ii. [< Gr. wiftMof, a K"ititf

down (sec cathoili-), + -/c.J Proceeding down-
ward : applied to the efferent course of action
of the nervous influence, (i. N. Hall. Also

spelled l:tilliinlii: [Rare.]
cat-hole (kat'hol), . Naut., one of two small
holes astern above the gun-room ports, for the

passage of a hawser or cable in heaving astern.

catholic (kath'o-lik), n. and w. [Not found in

MK. or earlier (in AS. the ML. catholirus is

translated aeledfful or yeltiifllc, i. e., believing,
faithful, orthodox); = D. euthnlijk, ktitlmlij/.;

katliolifk. katliolixch = (.'<. kutltiilixcii, adj., Icatko-

lik, n., =Dan. katholxk, knihuli/:, = S\v. knlnl.il:,

katolik, = F. eatliolii/ne = Pr. catolic = Sp.
I'uliilii-it = Pg. catholiro = It. cattalico (= Huss.

katolikii, n., katolicliexkit, adj., = Turk, qatulik.

n.), < L. catholieus, universal, general (neut.

pi. catholica, all things together, the universe),
in LL. and ML. esp. eccles., general, common,
that is, as applied to the church (catholic/:

-

clesia) or to the faith (catholica fides), orthodox

(in ML. commonly used synonymously with
/
'lirix/iintiiii, Christian); < Gr. KoftoAunSf, general,

universal (// Katto'/M>i CKn'/iiaia, the universal

church), (. Kati6'/ov, adv., on the whole, in gen-
eral, also as if adj., general, universal, prop,
two words, naif o/ov: naff for MIT', for KOTO, ac-

cording to
; ii/Uw, gen. of 6/lof, whole, = L. xal-iil-

iifi, > E. solid: see cata-, Jioln-, and solid.] I. a.

1. Universal; embracing all
; wide-extending.

If you, my son, should now prevaricate,
And to your own particular lusts employ
80 great and catholic a bliss, be sure
A curse will follow. /;. J&nwm, Alchemist, ii. 1.

Matter, moved either uncertainly, or according to some
catholic laws. Hay, Works of Creation, i.

His library of English history, and of all history, was al-

ways rich, select, and catholic. R. Choate, Addresses, p. 303.

2. Not narrow-minded, partial, or bigoted; free

from prejudice ;
liberal

; possessing a mind
that appreciates all truth, or a spirit that ap-
preciates all that is good.
With these exceptions I can read almost anything. I

bless my stars for a taste so catholic, so unexclndlng.
Lamb, Books and Reading.

There were few departments into which the catholic and
humane principles ot Stoicism were not in some degree
carried. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 315.

3. In theol.: (a) Originally, intended for all

parts of the inhabited world; not confined to
one nation, like the Jewish religion, but fitted

to include members of all human races : applied
to the Christian religion and church.

Catholic in Greek signifies universal : and the Christian
Church was so call'd, as consisting of all Nations to whom
the Gospel was to be preach't, in contradistinction to the
Jewish Church, which consisted for the most part of Jews
only. Milton, True Religion.

(ft) ^cap.'] Constituting, conforming to, or in

harmony with the visible church, which ex-
tended throughout the whole Roman empire
and adjacent countries, possessed a common
organization and a system of intercommunion,
and regulated disputed questions by ecumeni-
cal councils, as distinguished from local sects,
whether heretical or simply schismatic, but es-

pecially from those which did not accept the
decrees of ecumenical councils : as, the Catholic
Church

;
the Catholic faith. In this sense it is regu-

larly applied to the ancient historical church, its faith anil

organization down to the time of the great schism between
the sees of Rome and Constantinople : as, a Catholic bish-

op or synod, as distinguished from a Nestorian or Jaco-
bite prelate or council.

The importunity of heretics made them [the Church of

Christ] add another name to this [Christian], viz., that of
catholic ; which was, as it were, their surname or charac-

teristic, to distinguish them from all sects, who, though
they had party names, yet sometimes sheltered them-
selves under the common name of Christians.

Bingham, Antiq., I. i. 7.

The test of Catholic doctrine, the maintenance of which
distinguishes the Catholic Church in any place from he-
retical or schismatlcal communions, has been described as
that which has been taught always, everywhere, by all.

Blunt, Theol. Diet. (Episcopal).

(c) [ca/>.] Historically derived from the ancient
undivided church before the great schism, and
acknowledging the decrees of its councils as

recognized by the Greek or Eastern Church.
The official title of that church is. The Holy Orthodox
Catholic Apostolic Oriental Church (q avi'a bpdoSofo? jtai>o-

Xiicij alroOToAiKi) aparoAiKi) KKAT)<na). (a) fcflp.] Claim-

ing unbroken descent (through the apostolic
succession) from and conformity to the order
and doctrine of the ancient undivided church,
and acknowledging the decrees of its councils
as received by both the Greek and the Latin
Church. In this sense the word Catholic is

applied by Anglican writers to their own com-

catholicity

minium, (c) [c;>.] Claiming to possess exclu-

sively the notes or characteristic's of the one,
only, true, and universal church unity, visi-

bility, indefectibility, succession, universality,
and sanctity: used 'in this sense, with these

qualifications, only by the Church of Rome, as

applicable only to itself and its adherents, and
to their faith and organization ;

often qualified,

especially by those not acknowledging these
claims, by prefixing the word Hnninn. (/) More
specifically, an epithet distinguishing the faith

of the universal Christian church from those

opinions which are peculiar to special sects. (</)

A designation of certain of the epistles in the
New Testament which are addressed to believ-

ers generally and not to a particular church.
The catholic epistles are James, Peter I. mid
II., John L, and Jude. John II. and III. are
also usually included. (//) Belonging as prop-
erty to the church at large, as distinguished
from a parish or a monastic order: in ancient
ecclesiastical literature used to designate cer-
tain church buildings, as a bishop's church in
contrast with a parish church, or a parish
church which was open to all in distinction
from monastic churches. Catholic apoatolate.
See afuatiiliite. Catholic Apostolic Church. See Ir-

riii'iitf. Catholic creditor, in .sorfu tun; . creditor
whose debt is secim-il "\ cr sr \vral Mihjn -1- nr '.\,T ull tin-

subject* belonging to his debtor.- Catholic Majesty,
title or style assumed by the kings and queens of Spam.
It was conferred by the IK>|IC as a recognition of devotion
to the Roman Catholic religion, and was first given to the
Astnrian prince Alfonso I., atwut the middle of the eighth
century.

II. n. 1. [c/>.] A member of the universal
Christian church. 2. [cap.} A member of the
Roman Catholic Church. 3. Same as catholi-

cos.

The orthodox monarchs of Georgia anil Abkhasia each
supported hU own Catholic.

J. X. Nealf, Eastern Church, i. .

Catholic Emancipation Act, an English statute of 1829
(10 tieo. IV., c. 7), repealing former laws which imposed dis-
abilities upon Roman Catholics, and allowing them (except
priests) to sit in Parliament, and to hold civil and military
offices with certain exceptions. The measure was urged
with special reference to the Roman Catholics of Ireland.
Old Catholics, (a) The name used by a small body of

believers in Jansenism in Holland, with an archicpiscopal
see in Utrecht. They have continued since 1723 to recog-
nize the authority of the pope by sending him notice of
each new election of a bishop, which he always disregards.
(6) A reform party in the Roman Catholic Church, founded
after the proclamation of, and in opposition to, the dogma
of papal infallibility proclaimed by the Vatican Council in
1870. A schism with the Roman Catholic Church was not
intended, but it resulted ; the leaders were excommuni-
cated and new congregations formed. No bishop having
joined the movement, the ordination of a bishop was ob-
tained from the Old Catholic bishop of Dvventer in Hol-
land. Old Catholics have departed In few respects from
their former ecclesiastical customs as Roman Catholics.
Auricular confession and fasting are, however, voluntary
with them, and priests are allowed to marry. Mass is \><

i

mitted to be said in the vernacular. They are found chiefly
in Germany and in Switzerland, where they call themselves
Christian Catholics. 'Roman Catholic Relief Acts, a
series of English statutes removing the political disabili-

ties of Roman Catholics : as, 1828 (10 Geo. IV., c. 7), per-
mitting them to sit in Parliament and to hold offices, with
certain exceptions ; 1833 (3 and 4 Wm. IV., c. 102), enabling
their clergymen to celebrate marriages between Protes-

tants, etc., extended to Scotland in 18S4 (4 and 5 Wrn. IV.,
c. 28); 1843 (6 and 7 Viet., c. 28), abolishing a certain oath
as a qualification for Irish voters; 1844 (7 and 8 Viet.,
c. 102) and 1846 (9 and 10 Viet., c. 58), repealing statutes

against them ; 187 (30 and 31 Viet., c. 82), abolishing the
declaration against transubstantiation, etc*., and (id., c. 75)

making all subjects eligible to the office of lord chancellor
of Ireland. The tenu also includes the Promissory Oaths
Act, 1868 (which see, under oath).

catholicalt (ka-thol'i-kal), a. [< catholic + -/.]
Catholic.

The Potent Kyng of kyngis all

Preserue all Prencis Catholicall.

Lawler, Dewtie of Kyngis (E. E. T. S.), 1. 540.

catholicate (ka-thol'i-kat), n. [< ML. catholi-

catus, < catholieus, the prelate so called: see
catholicos and -fe;S.] The region under the

jurisdiction of a catholicos: as, the catholicatc

of Ethiopia.
It is certain that, in the vast Cathoticate of Chaldwa,

monarchs were sometimes invested with the priestlv dig-
nity. J. M. Xealf, Eastern Church, I. 114.

Catholicise, t. See Catholicize.

Catholicism (ka-thol'i-sizm), . [= F. cattioli-

cisme = Sp. caiolicismo = Pg. catholicismo = It.

cattoliciniiio = D. catholicismus = G. katholici*-

(,< yii.*eatholicismus: see catholic and -ww.]
1. Same as catholicity, 1 and 2.

Not an infallible testimony of the Catholicism of the
doctrine. Jer. Taylor, Diss. from Popery, ii., Int.

2. [cap.] Adherence to the Roman Catholic
Church ; the Roman Catholic faith : as, a con-
vert to Catholicism.

catholicity (kath-o-lis'i-ti), . [< catholic +
-ity; = P. MAoKMM.] "1. The quality of being
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catholicity

catholic or universal; catholic character or

position ; universality : as, the catholicity of a

doctrine. Also sometimes Catholicism.

An appeal to the catholicity of the church in proof
its doctrines are true. J. II. Newman, Occ. Serin., p.

The wide range of support given to the institution

[Edinburgh infirmary] only corresponds to the catholiciti/

of the charity it dispenses. Scott inn 11.

2. The quality of being catholic or liberal-

minded; freedom from prejudices or narrow-
mindedness: as, the catholicity of one's taste

for literature. Also sometimes Catholicism.

3. [cap.] The Roman Catholic Church, or its

doctrines and usages.
Catholicize (ka-thol'i-slz), r.; pret. and pp.
Catholicised, ppr. Catholicizing. [< Catholic +
-ise."\ I. intrans. To become a Catholic. [Bare.]

II. trans. To convert to the Roman Catholic

faith.

Also spelled Catholicise.

catholicly (kath'o-lik-li), ado. In a catholic

manner; universally. [Rare.]
That marriage is indissoluble is not catholicly true.

Milton, Tetrachordon.

catholicness (kath'o-lik-nes), n. Universality;
catholicity.
One may judge of the catholickness which Romanists

brag of. Brevint, Saul and Samuel at Endor, p. 10.

catholicont (ka-thol'i-kon), . [= F. catholi-

con, < ML. catholicon, catholicttm, a universal

remedy, also a general or comprehensive work,
as a dictionary, < Gr. Ka6oAiic6v (sc. ia/ia, reme-

dy), neut. of Ka0oA<Kdf, universal: see catholic.']

A remedy for all diseases ;
a universal remedy ;

a panacea; specifically, a kind of soft purgative
electuary so called.

catholicos, catholicus (ka-thol'i-kos, -kus), u.

[ML., usually catholicus, < MGr. naffo/Mof, a pro-

curator, a prelate (see def.), prop, adj., Gr.

Kaffo^tKof, general, universal : see catholic.] 1.

In the later Roman empire, a receiver-general
or deputy-receiver in a civil diocese. 2. Ec-

cles., in Oriental countries : (a) A primate hav-

ing under him metropolitans, but himself sub-

ject to a patriarch. (6) The head of an inde-

pendent or schismatic communion. The general
force of the title seems to have been that of a superinten-
dent-general of missions or of churches on and beyond the
borders of the Roman empire. It is also the title of the
head of the Armenian Church, and has been used by the

Jacobites, and for the metran of Ethiopia (Abyssinia).
See maphrian.
The Archbishop Peter assumed the title of Catholicos of

Htsketha and all Georgia.
J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 62.

Also called catholic.

cathood (kat'hud), n. [< cofi + -hood.] The
state of being a cat. [Rare.]

Decidedly my kitten should never attain to cathood.

Southey, Doctor, xxv.

cat-hook (kat'huk), n, Naut., the hook of a
cat-block.

cat-ice (kat'is), n. A very thin layer of ice from
under which the water has receded.

Catilinarian (kat"i-li-na'ri-an), a. and n. [<
L. Catilinarius, < Catilina, a proper name, prig,
dim. adj., < eatas, sharp, shrewd, cunning.]
I. o. Pertaining to Catiline (died 62 B. c.), a
Roman conspirator: as, the Catilinarian war.

H. n. One who resembles or imitates Cati-

line.

Catilinism (kat'i-li-nizm), . [< Catiline +
-ism.] The practices or principles of Catiline,
the Roman conspirator, or practices and prin-

ciples resembling his
; conspiracy.

cat-in-clover (kat'in-klo'ver), n. The bird's-

foot trefoil, Lotus corniculatus, which has the

foliage of a clover and claw-shaped pods.

cation, kation (kat'i-on), . [< Gr.

Kariuv, going down, ppr. of nankvai,

go down, < Kara, down, + Itvai, go :

see go."] The name given by Fara-

day to the element or elements of

an electrolyte which in electro-

chemical decompositions appear
at the negative pole or cathode.
See ion.

catkin (kat'kin), n. [= MD. Jcat-

teken = G. katzchen, catkin, lit. a
little cat (of. D. katje, F. chat
and chaton, E. cattail, catkin), in

allusion to its resemblance to

a cat's tail
;

< caft + dim. -kin.

Cf. catling, 3.] In bot., a scaly

spike of unisexual flowers, usual-

ly deciduous after flowering or

fruiting, as in the willow and BirSi
atk

*><*r

birch ; an ament. Also called t**ttia). ,

.. ., male ; *. t>, fe-
COttail. male.
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And from the alder's crown
Swing the long catkins brown.

C. Thaxter, March.

cat-lap (kat'lap), n. A thin, poor beverage (usu-

ally tea), fit only to give to cats.

cat-like (kat'lik), o. [<<(!+ tike.] Like a cat;

feline; watchful; stealthy.
A lioness, with udders all drawn dry,

Lay couching, head on ground, with catlike watch.

Shak., As you Like it, iv. 3.

catling (kat'ling), n. [< cat1 + dim. -ling. Cf.

killing.] 1. A little cat; a kitten.

For never cat nor catliny I shall find,

Butmew shall they in Pluto's palace blind.

Drummond, Phillis on the Death of her Sparrow.

2f. Catgut; the string of a lute, violin, etc.

What music will be in him when Hector has knocked
out his brains, I know not ; but, I am sure, none, unless

the fiddler Apollo get his sinews to make catlings on.

Shak., T. andC., ill. 3.

3. The down or moss which grows about cer-

tain trees and resembles the hair of a cat.

Harris. 4. A double-edged knife used by sur-

geons for dismembering. Also catlin.

catlinite (kat'li-nit), n. [After George Catlin,

an American traveler.] A red clay-stone used

by the North American Indians for making
pipes. It is allied to agalmatolite, but is rather a rock
than a mineral species. It is obtained from Pipestone
county in southwestern Minnesota.

catmallison (kat'mal-i-son), . [Appar. < caft

+ malison : a place cursed by the cat because it

keeps the food out of his reach !] A cupboard
near the chimney in which dried beef and provi-
sions are kept. Grose; Halliwell. [North. Eng.]
catmint (kat'mint), n. [Formerly cat's mint,
ME. kattes minte ; the alleged AS. cattes mint

(Somner) is not authenticated; < caft + mint2
;

= Dan. kattemynte = Sw. kattmynta.] A plant
of the genus Nepeta, N. Cataria : so called be-

cause cats are fond of it. It is stimulant and slight-

ly tonic, and is a domestic remedy for various ailments.

Malabar catmint is Anisomeles Malabarica, a similar labi-

ate, used by the natives of India as a tonic and febrifuge.
Also catnip.

cat-nap (kat'nap), n. A short light sleep ;
a

brief nap.
The anecdotes told of Brougham, Napoleon and others,

who are said to have slept but four or five hours out of

the twenty-four, but who, we suspect, took a good many
cat-naps in the day-time, have done much harm.

W. Mathews, Getting on in the World, p. 267.

catnar (kat'nar), n. A class of sweet wines,
both red and white, produced in Moldavia.
Also spelled cotnar.

A cup of our own Moldavia fine,

Cotnar, for instance, green as May sorrel,
And ropy with sweet. Browning.

catnip (kat'nip), . [Prob. a corruption of

catmint, the syllable -nip not having any obvi-

ous meaning. Hardly connected with the L.
name nepeta, catmint.] Same as catmint.

cat-nut (kat'nut), . The round tuberous root

of Bunium flexuosum.

Catoblepas (ka-tob'le-pas), n. [NL. (Hamil-
ton Smith, 1827), < L. catoblepas (Pliny). < Gr.

KOTu/J/Ui/;, also KaTU/3teiruv, -/3/7r<n> (with ppr.

suffix), name of an African animal, perhaps the

gnu, lit. 'down-looker,' < KO.TU, adv., down (<

xara, prep., down : see cata-), + fitemiv, look.]
A genus of ruminating quadrupeds, with large
soft muzzle, and horns bent down and again
turned up. It belongs to the antelope subfam-

ily, and contains the gnu of South Africa : same
as Connochcetes. See cut under gnu.
catocathartic (kafo-ka-thiir'tik), a. and n.

[< Gr. KOTU, down, + KaSaprinof, cathartic.] I.

a. Purging downward, or producing alvine dis-

charges.
II. n. A purging medicine

;
a cathartic.

catochet, catocnust, n. [< Gr. KOTOX^,

catalepsy, lit. a holding down or fast, <

hold down, < Kara, down, + l^civ, hold.] A vari-

ety of catalepsy in which the body is kept rigid.

Catodon (kat'o-don), n. [NL. (Linnseus, 1735) :

see catodont.] 1. A genus of cetaceans; the

sperm-whales: so called from having under
teeth only, or teeth only in the lower jaw: now
superseded by Physeter. The sperm-whale or cacha-

lot, formerly Physeter catodon, or Catodon macrocephalns,
is now usually called Physeter maerocephalus.
2. A genus of ophidians, giving name to the
Catodonta. Dumeril and Bibron, 1844.

catodont (kat'o-dont), a.
f<

NL. catodon(t-),
< Gr. Kara, down. + biovf (oiovr-) = E. tooth.]

Having teeth in the lower jaw only, as a serpent
or a cetacean

; specifically, of or pertaining to

the Catodonta, Catodontida, or Physeteridce.
Catodonta (kat-6-don'ta), n. pi. [NL., < Cato-

don(t-), 2, + -a'2.] In
'

herpet., a suborder of

Ophidia, conterminous with the family Steno-

catoptrlc

Stomidw. It includes angiostomatous serpents having
the opisthotic bone intercalated in the cranial walls, no

ectopterygoid bone, the maxillary fixed to the prefrontal
and premaxillary, and a pubis present.

Catodont Dentition of Physeter maerocephalus.
1. Side view of lower jaw, with portion of upper jaw. a. Top view of

lower jaw.

Catodontidae (kat-o-don'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Catodon(t-), 1, + -idee.] A family of cetaceans,
named from the genus Catodon, now usually
called Physeterida: ; the sperm-whales or ca-

chalots.

Catometopa (kat-o-met'o-p'a), n. pi. Same as
'

'

tametopa.
cat-o'-mountain (kat

'
o -moun '

tan), . Same
as catamount.

And in thy wrath, a nursing cat-o'-mountain
Is calm as her babe's sleep compared with thee !

Halleck, Red Jacket.

Catonian (ka-to'ni-an), a. [< L. Catoniamis, <

Cato(n-), a Roman cognomen, < eatus, sagacious,
wise, shrewd.] Pertaining to or resembling
either Cato the censor (died 149 B. c.) or Cato
Uticensis (95-46 B. c. ), Romans, both remark-
able for severity of manners and morals ; hence,
grave; severe: inflexible.

cat-o'-nine-tails (kat-o-mn'talz), . 1. A
nautical and sometimes military instrument of

punishment, generally consisting of nine pieces
of knotted line or cord fastened to a handle,
used to flog offenders on the bare back. Also
called cat.

I'll tell you what if I was to sit on a court-martial

against such a fellow as you, . . . you should have the
cat o' nine tails, and be forced to run the gauntlet, from
Coxheath to Warley Common. Sheridan, The Camp, i. 1.

2. Same as cattail, 1.

catoose (ka-tos'), [Appar. a corruption of

F. cartouche, a roll of paper, etc. : see cartouche,

cartridge.] In her., an ornamental scroll with
which any ordinary or bearing may be deco-
rated.

catoosed (ka-tosf), a. [< catoose + -ed2 .] Dec-
orated with catooses. See cross catoosed, under
cross.

Catopsilia (kat-op-sil'i-a), . [NL. (Hiibner,

1816), < Gr. K<ira, downward, + yd6f, smooth.]
A genus of butterflies, of the family PapiUonidcB
and subfamily Pierinae, containing many showy
species, mostly yellow and of large size. c.

philea, a golden and orange species, expands 4 or 5 inches ;

it inhabits tropical America. C. eubule, a citron-yellow
species, is found from Canada to Patagonia.

catopter (ka-top'ter), n. [< Gr. KaTcmrpov, a

mirror, < KOTOIT-, stem of fut. of nadopav, look

down, look upon, < KOTO, down, + bpav, see, in

part supplied from^ *OTT, see, > E. optic, etc.] A
reflecting optical glass or instrument ;

a mirror.

Also catoptron.

catoptric (ka-top'trik), a. [= F. catoptrique
= Sp. catoptrico = Pg. catoptrico ; < Gr. /caroir-

rpiKOf, of or in a mirror, < mronrpov, a mirror:
see catopter and -ic.] Relating to the branch
of optics called catoptrics ; pertaining to inci-

dent and reflected light.
In his dedication to the Prince he [Myles Davies] pro-

fesses "to represent writers and writings in a catoptrick
view." /. D' Israeli, Calam. of Autii., I. 51.

Catoptric cistula, a box with several sides lined with

mirrors, so as to reflect and multiply images of any object
placed in it. E. II. Knight. Catoptric dial, a dial that
shows the hours by means of a mirror adjusted to reflect

the solar rays upward to the ceiling of a room on which the
hour-lines are delineated. Catoptric light, in a light-

Catop .

Horizontal sectional view, showing but one tier of reflectors.

n, n, chandelier ; q, fixed shaft in center to support the whole ; o, o,

reflectors, and f, f, fountains of their lamps.



catoptric

house, a form of lixht in which reflectors are employed
instead uf til-- UMial arrangement of l.-nst s ami prisms.

CatOptrlC telescope, :t tele^-npr uhit h lAliiliiN ohjert,^

by rettcction. More commonly called r'
:

!l'''-Hn:f !<!

catoptrical (ka-top'tri-kal), a. Same as min/,-
frii-.

catoptrically (ka-top'tri-kal-i), <tdi:. In a ca-

toptric manner; by reflection.

catoptrics (ka-top'triks), H. [PI. of cutn/ilrir:
see -i<'#. Of. It. catottrii'ti, etc.] That branch o:'

flic science of option which explains the prop-
erties of incident and reflected light, and par-

ticularly the principles of retlection from mir-
rors or polished surfaces.

catoptromancy (ka-top'tro-man-si), n. [< Gr.

KaroTTTimv, a mirror (see rnti>i>trr), + /Mvreta,

divination.] A species of divination among
the ancients, performed by letting down a mir-
ror into water for a sick person to look at his

face in it. If the countenance appeared (Hatm-tcd and

Khastly, it was an ill omen ; if Crash and healthy, it was
favoraMc.

catoptron (ka-top'tron), M. Same as cato/ii* i.

catostome (kat'os-tom), w. [< ('n/ii.itoiiius.] A
lish of the family I'lt/ii.iliiiiiiiln: Also caklstomr.

Catostomi (ka-tos'to-mi), >i. i>l. [NL., pi. of
< 'iiliuiliiiiiitn.] A tribe of cyprinoid fishes: same
as the family t'atnxtomidie. Also Catiixlnmi.

catostomid (ku-tos'to-mid), a. and . I. a. Per-

taining to or characteristic of the Catostomii/ir.

II. . A fish of the family Catontomida:.
Also fiitnxlomid.

Catostomidae (kat-os-tom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< I'ntoxtoinHx + -ititv.] A family of eveutogua-
thous fishes, typified by the genus Catostomux,
having the margin of the upper jaw formed at
the sides by the supramaxillary, numerous pha-
ryngeal teeth, and two basal branohihyals. The
species are mostly peculiar to North America, and are popu-
larly known as suckers, car/,, Imfiilti-Jisli, etc. The family
is by some authors divided into three subfamilies, Catostn-

nnml-, I'lii-d'iiti/lir, ami IctiubilHK. Also CatOstomidO!.

CatOStomina (ka-tos-to-mi'ujn, M. pi. [NL.,
< GotMlMMU + -ma.] In Guiither's classifica-

tion of fishes, the first group of CyprinMie, hav-

ing the air-bladder divided into an anterior and
a posterior portion, not inclosed in an osseous

capsule, and the pharyngeal teeth in a single
series, and extremely numerous and closely set.

Also I'liliixliiniinii.

Catostominae (ka-tos-to-uu'ne), H. pi. [NL.,
< Catostomvs + -intx.] A subfamily of Catosto-
mida: with the dorsal fin short. Most of the rep-
resentatives of the family belong to it, and are known in
the United States chiefly as nwkcra anil mullets or mullet-
suckers. Also CataxtoiniiuK.

catostomine (ka-tos'to-min), n. and n. I. .

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Catostominw.

II. n. A fish of the subfamily Catostominae.
Also catastomine.

catostomoid (ka-tos'to-moid), a. and . [< NL.
Catostomus, q. v., -f- Gr. cldof, shape.] I. a.

Resembling or having the characters of the
Catostomirlii'.

II. n. A fish of the family Ca tostomida".

Also catastomoid.

Catostomus (ka-tos'to-mus), . [NL., < Gr.

Kara, down, + ar6[ia, mouth.] A genus of eveii-

tognathous fishes, giving name to the family
Catostomid(E. By Lesueur and the old authors it was
made to embrace all the Catostomidat, but it was gradually
restricted, and is now generally limited to the species like
the C. (ere* or common sucker of the United States. Also
Catastomus.

catotretous (ka-tot're-tus), a. [< NL. catotre-

tus, < Gr. Kara, down, + rpijrif, verbal adj. of

Tcrpaivfiv, perforate.] In zool., having inferior
or ventral apertures; hypostomous, as an in-

fusorian.

cat-OWl (kat'oul), . A name of the large
horned owls of the genus Bubo, as the great
horned owl, Bubo virginianus: so called from
their physiognomy. See cut under Bubo.

cat-pipe (kat'pip), n. 1. A catcall. 2. Fig-
uratively, one
who uses a cat-

pipe or catcall.

cat-rake (kaf-
rak), n. A ratch-
et-drill. E. H.
Knight.

cat-rig (kat'rig),
n. Naut., a rig

consisting of
a single mast,
stepped very
near the stem,
and a sail laced
to a gaff and
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Cat-boat.

stir,

boom and managed in the same manner as the
mainsail of a

sloop.
The cat-rig is the typical

rig of small American sail-boats.

cat-rigged 1

(kat'rigd), a. Having the cat-rig,

cat-rigged- (kat'rigd),nr. Ridged; badly creased,
as linen. [1'rov. Kng.]
cat-rope (kat'rop), . Same as cai-l>tirk m/ir.
See i-nl-liiu-l;.

cat-rush (kat'rush), H. A name of plants of the

genus l^jilixrluul.

catryt. . Same as enti-nj.

cat-salt (kat'salt), n. A sort of beautifully
gra 1 1 ulated salt formed from the bittern or leach-
brine used for making hard soap.

cat's-brains (kats'bmn/), . //'. Sandstones
traversed in I'M TV direction by little branching
veins of calcite. [Eng.]

cat's-claw (kats'kla), . 1. Aname given in tin?

\Vesl Indies ( n) to the Hii/ininiii tini/Hix,a, climb-

ing vine with claw-shaped tendrils, and (6) to
the ritlii'rn/ithiiiiit l'ni/i/i.t-riiii. on account of its

curved pod. 2. In western Texas, a name of
several species of Ai-iirin with hooked thorns,
as A. Cnyyi and A. Writjhti.

cat's-cradle(kats'kra"dl), . A children's game
in which one playc-r stretches a looped cord
over the fingers of both hands in a symmetri-
cal tigure, and the other player has to insert his

fingers and remove it in such a way as to pro-
duce a different figure. Also called crutch-cradle
and scratch-cradle.

cat's-ear (kats'er), n. A plant of the genus
lli//iiii-/urri.i, weedy chicory-like composites of

Europe : so called from the shape of the leaves.
The name is also applied to (}napli(ttiui>idit>icum.

cat's-eye (kats'i), . 1. A variety of quartz,
very hard and semi-transparent, and from cer-
tain points exhibiting a yellowish opalescent
radiation or chatoyant appearance, whence the
name. Also called KutiHttui?. The same name is also

given to other penis exhibiting like chatoyant effects, more
especially to chrysoberyl, which is sometimes called the
true cat's-eye.

2. A species of the plant scabious, Scabiosa
stvllata.

cat's-foot (kats'fut), n. A name sometimes
given to ground-ivy or gill, from the shape of
its leaves, and to Gnaphalium dioicum, from its

soft flower-heads. Also called cat's-pair,
cat-shark (kat'shark), . A shark of the fam-
ily Craleorliinidai, Triads semifasciatus, occur-

ring along the coast of California.

cat's-head (kats'hed), . 1. A kind of large
apple. 2. A nodule of hard gritstone in shale.

[Leinster, Ireland.] Cat's-head hammer or

sledge. Same as bully-head.

cat-Sflipt (kat'ship), n. A ship with a narrow
stern, projecting quarters, and a deep waist.

cat-Silver (kat'sil'ver), n. [= Sw. lofMMwr.]
A name sometimes given to a variety of silvery
mica.
Catskill (kats'Ml), a. In American geol., an
epithet applied to the upper division of the
Devonian age, characterized by the red sand-
stone of eastern New York.
catskin (kat'skin), . [= Icel. kattskinn = Dan.
katteskind.'] The fur or furry pelt of the cat.
This is often dyed in imitation of costly furs, and in the
Netherlands and elsewhere cats are bred for the sake of
their fur, which is an article of commerce. The fur of the
wild cat of Hungary is prettily mottled, and is used with-
out dyeing.

cat's-milk (kats'milk), n. A plant, the Eu-
phorbia Helioscopia. Also called sun-spurge and
tcartwced or wartwort.

catsot (kat'so), n. [< It. cazzo (pron. kat'so),
an obscene term of contempt, also used as an ex-

clamation.] A base fellow; a rogue; a cheat.

These he our nimble-spirited catnos, that have their
evasions at pleasure.

B. Jomon, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

cat's-paw, catspaw (kats'pa), n. 1. Naut.:

(a) A light air perceived in a calm by a slight
rippling of the surface of the water.
We were now in the calm latitudes, the equatorial belt

of baffling cat's-paws and glassy seas.

W. C. Kunsell, Sailor's Sweetheart, Ix.

(6) A peculiar twist or hitch in the bight of a
rope, made to hook a tackle on.

When the mate came to shake the catspaw out of the
downhaul, and we began to boom-end the sail, it shook
the ship to her center.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 387.

2. One whom another makes use of to ac-

complish his designs ;
a person used by another

to serve his purposes and to bear the conse-

quences of his acts
;
a dupe : as, to make a per-

son one's cafs-paw. An allusion to the story of the
monkey which, to save its own paw, used the paw of the
cat to draw the roasted chestnuts out of the fire.

cattle

They took the enterprise upon themselves, and made
theniM-h r* the p.

. i But DOW toA dMttOUt
is taken from the cmlicrs. anil tlie monkey is coining in tor

the benefit of the cat's guhxcmuncy. /.

He refrained fn-ln ilrli'iiliirinu tli-- p-Tillator* whose
witless r<tt'*-iMli' he claimed to have bl

A. .1. /;,,-., CXXIIt. 408.

3. In vol., same as eafs-foot. 4. In bookliin'l-

iii'i. the mark made on the covers or edges of a
book by a sponge containing color or gtaiiiiiig-

tluid.

Cat'8-purr (kats'per), w. In jinlhol., a peculiar
purring thrill or sound heard in an.-i'iiltaiion of

the oli

cat-squirrel (kat'skwur 'el), . 1. A name of
the fox-squirrel. [Local, eastern U. 8.] 2.
A name of the ring-tailed bassaris, Bassaris
iixiiiin. [Southwestern U. 8.]

cat's-tail(kats'tal), ii. 1. Same as cattail, 1.

2. A name for the plant /-.</
i.v< linn nrveimc and

it her species of that genus. 3. Same as cirrus
cloud. See cloud. cat's-taU grass, in Kun.pe, the
common name of the grasses beloiciim to the v -mia I'hle-

um, because of their dense spikes of flowers. Also called
l-altflil. Sec I'lif'-i/in.

cat-stane (kat'stan), . [Sc., appar. < ci +
.1/11 nf = E. stone; but the first element is un-

certain, being referred by some to (iael. <-nth.

a battle (see caterun).'} 1. A conical cairn or
monolith found in various parts of Scotland,
and supposed to mark the locality of a battle.

2. One of the upright stones which support
a grate, there being one on each side. "The
term is said to originate from this being the
favorite seat of the cat" (Jamieson).
cat-stick (kat'stik), n. A stick or flat bat em-
ployed in playing tip-cat.

Prithee, lay up ray cat and rat-slick safe.

M<<l'l/''i<iu, Women Beware Women, t 2.

He could not stay to make my legs too, but was driven
To clap a pair of cat-sticks to my knees.

Beau, and Ft., Captain, ii. 1.

cat-stopper (kat'stop'er), n. Same as cat-head

sto/iper (which see, under cat-head).

catsup (kat'sup), n. Same as catchup.
cat-tackle (kat'tak'l), n. Naut., tackle used
for raising the anchor to the cat-head Cat-
tackle fall Same as cat-fall.

cattail (kat'tal), n. [< cat* + to71.] 1. The
common name of the tall reed-like aquatic
plant Ty/ilia latifolia : so called from its long
cylindrical furry spikes: often popularly called
bulrush and caM-nine-tails. Also cat's-tail.

2. Same as cat's-tail grass (which see, under
cat's-tail). 3. Samei as catkin. 4. Naut., that
end of a eat-head which is fastened to the ship's
frame. [Properly cat-tail.']

catter (kat'er), v. i. To thrive. Grose ; Halli-
wclt. [Prov. Eng.]

cattery (kat'e-ri), w. ; pi. catteries (-riz). [< cat 1

+ -ery. Ct."piggery, camelry, fernery, pinery,
etc.] A place for the keeping and breeding
of cats. Soutliey. [Rare.]
cat-thrasher (kat'thrash"er), w. A clupeoid
fish, Clupra testivalis. [Maine, U. 8.]
cattimandoo (kat-i-man'do), . [E. Ind.] A
kind of gum obtained in the East Indies from
an angular columnar species of Euphorbia, E.
Cattimandoo. It is used as a cement and as a

remedy for rheumatism.
cattish (kat'ish), a. [< ca*1 + -wAl.] Having
the qualities or ways of a cat

;
cat-like ; feline.

The cattish race.

Drumiiumd, Phillis on the Death of her Sparrow.

cattle (kat'l), n. sing, and pi. [< ME. catel,

katel, assibilated chatcl (> chattel, q. v.), prop-
erty, capital, = MLG. katcl, katele, < OF. catcl,

katel, assibilated chatcl, chateil, eliaptel, chatal,
chastal, chetel, chatei, etc., = Sp. caudal (cf. Pg.
caudal, a., abundant), < ML. captale, capitate,

capital, property, goods (vivum capitate, live

stock, cattle), whence mod. E. capital^, q. v.

Thus cattle = chattel = capital?.] If. Prop-
erty ; goods ; chattels ; stock : in this sense now
only in the form chattel (which see).

His tythes payede he ful fayre and wel,
I lot he of his owne swinke, and his ,//.',/.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to 0. T., L 540.

2. Live stock; domestic quadrupeds which
serve for tillage or other labor, or as food for
man. The term may include horses, asses, camels, all

the varieties of domesticated beasU of the bovine genus,
sheep of all kinds, goats, and even swine. In this general
sense it U used in the

Scriptures. In common use, how-
ever, the word is restricted to domestic beasU of the cow
kind. In the language of the stable it means horses.

The first distinction made of live stock from other prop-
erty was to call the former quick cattle.

Sir J. Uarington, Epig. L 91.



cattle

They must have other cattle, as horses to draw their

plough, and for carriage of things to markets.

Latliner, Sermon bet. Edw. VI., 1550.

In a guarantee of drafts against shipments, cattle, may
include swine.

l>n-alnr Hank r. Ht. Louis Hank, 21 Wall., 294.

It was well known that Lord Steepleton Kildare had

lately ridden from Simla to Vmballa one night and hack
the next day, ninety-two miles each way, with constant

change of cattle. F. M. Cratrfoi'd, .Mr. Isaacs, p. 254.

3. Human beings: in contempt or ridicule.

Boys and women are for the most part cattle of this

colour. Sliak., As you Like it, tii. 2.

Last year, a lad hence by his parents sent
With other cattle to the city went.

Swift, To Mr. Congreve.
Neat cattle. steiM.
cattle-feeder (kat'l-fe"der), . A device for

supplying feed iu regulated quantities to racks
or mangers.
cattle-guard (kat'l-giird), n. A device to pre-
vent cattle from straying along a railroad-track
at a highway-crossing.
cattle-heron (kat'l-her^on), H. A book-name
of the small herons of the genus littbulcus, as K.
ibis.

cattle-pen (kat'1-pen), n. A pen or inclosure
for cattle.

cattle-plague (kat'1-plag), . A virulently
contagious disease affecting cattle

; rinderpest
(which see).

cattle-range (kat'1-ranj), . An uninclosed
tract of land over which cattle may range and
graze.
cattle-run (kat'1-run), n. A wide extent of graz-
ing-ground. [U. S. and the British colonies.]
cattle-show (kat'l-sho), n. An exhibition of
domestic animals for prizes, with a view to the

promotion of their improvement and increase :

in the United States usually combined with a
sort of agricultural fair.

cattle-Stall (kat'1-stal), n. An arrangement
other than a halter or tie for securing cattle to
their racks or maugers. E. H. Knight.
Cattleya (kat'le-a), n. [NL.; named after Wil-
liam Cattlcy, an 'English collector of plants.] A
genus of highly ornamental epiphytic orchids,
natives of tropical America from Mexico to
Brazil. Many of the species are highly prized by orchid-

growers, and their flowers are among the largest and
handsomest of the order.

catty (kat'i), n.
; pi. catties (-iz). [< Malay kati.

a "pound," of varying weight. See caddy*.]
The name given by foreigners to the Chinese
kin or pound. The value of the catty was fixed by the
East India Company in 1770 at 1J pounds avoirdupois.
The usual Chinese weight is 1.325 pounds; that flxed by
the Chinese custom-house in 1858 is 1.3316 pounds; that
of the royal mint at Peking is 1.348 pounds. The name
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mon account it is a corruption of callers' mcrliny,
a term said to have been applied in derision by
the Tories to meetings of citizens, among whom
were calkers and ropemakers, held to protest
against the aggressions of the royal troops, and
especially against the "Boston Massacre" of
March 5th, 1770. But such a corruption and
forgetfuluess of the orig. meaning of a word so

familiar as calkers is improbable, and, more-

over, the word caucus occurs at least 17 years
earlier, in the following passage in the diary of

John Adams: "Feb. . . ., 1753 This day found
that the Caucus Club meets at certain times in

the yard of Tom Dawes, adjutant of the Boston

(militia) regiment." This indicates the origin
of the term caucus, as a private meeting for

political purposes, in the name of a club of that

nature, called the "Caucus Club." The origin
of the name as applied to the club is not known,
but if not an arbitrary term, chosen for its allit-

erative form and feigned mysterious import, it

may have been a learned adoption, in allusion to
the convivial orsymposiac feature of the club, of
the ML. caucus, < MGr. Kavnof (also naviai, Kama,
with dim. icavKiov), a cup.] 1. In U.S. politics:
(a) A local meeting of the voters of a party to
nominate candidates for local offices, or to elect

delegates to a convention for the nomination
of more important officers. In the latter sense,
caucuses are now generally called primaries. Admis-
sion to a party caucus is generally open only to known
and registered members of the party, (i) A. similar

congressional, legislative, or other gathering of

leading members of a party for conference as
to party measures and policy, candidates for the

presidency and vice-presidency of the United States were
nominated by party caucuses of members of Congress from
1800 to 1824.

More than fifty years ago, Mr. Samuel Adams's father,
and twenty others, one or two from the north end of the
town, where all the ship business is carried on, used to

meet, make a caucus, and lay their plans for introducing
certain persons into places of trust and power.

Gordon, Hist, of the Revolution, 1788.

A caucus (excuse the slang of politics) was held, as I am
informed, by the delegations [of three Western States] for
the purpose of recommending some character to the Presi-
dent (for Judge of Supreme Court).

John Randolph, quoted ill H. Adams, p. 210.

Hence 2. Any meeting of managers or of
interested persons for the purpose of deciding
upon a line of policy, an arrangement of busi-

ness, etc., to be brought before a larger meet-
ing, as a convention. 3. In Eng. politics, a large
local committee of voters for the management
of all electioneering business of its party : call-

ed the Birmingham system, from its introduction
at Birmingham about 1880.

we?ghts
g'Ve" m ent loca"ties to 8llghtly differe" t caucus (ka'kus), r. .; pret. and pp. caucused or

Iron ores sufficient to smelt ten cattle, of tin.
caucused ppr. caucusing or caueuxsing. [< c-

Jour. of Anthmp. hist., XV. 288. cus,n.] To meet m caucus
;
come together and

Catullian (ka-tul'i-an), a. [< L. Catullianus, <
confer-

Catullus, a proper name.] Pertaining to, char- Tlley> t00
'
lla(1 c"ferred or cawcuied and had decided.

acteristic of, or resembling the Roman lyrical
Philadelphia T,me, No. 2894, p. 2.

poet Catullus, celebrated for his amatory verses carol (kad), a. A dialectal form (like eauld) of

and the elegance of his style ; resembling the cota -

cauda (ka'da), n. ; pi. caiidfe (-de). [L., also
written c<idd\see coda), a tail.] 1. Inzoiil. and
anat., a tail or tail-like appendage. 2. In lot.,
a tail-like appendage Cauda equina (mare's tail),
the leash of nerves, chiefly lumbar or sacral and coc-

style or works of Catullus.
Herrick, the most Cattiliian of poets since Catullus.

Lou'ell, Among my Books, 1st ser,, p. 341.

Caturidse (ka-tu'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Caturus
+ -idte.] A family of extinct amioid ganoid
fishes of the Oolitic and Cretaceous periods,
having a persistent uotochord, but the vertebra?

partially ossified, a homocercal tail, fins with
fulcra, and small, pointed teeth in a single row.
Caturus (ka-tu'rus), )i. [NL. (Agassiz, 1834),
< Gr. Kara, down, + o'vpa, tail.] The typical ge-
nus of fishes of the family CaturiiJce.

catyogle (kaf i-6-gl), n. [Also Itatogle; < Sw. l-att-

ngla, < katt, = ~E.cafi,+ tiala= E. MM.] A name
in Shetland of the eagle-owl, Jiubo maximus.
Caucasian (ka-ka'siau or ka-kash'ian), a. and
M. [< ML. * Caucasians (L. Caucasius, < Gr. caudad (ka dad), adv. [< L. cauda, tail, + -ad,

KavKaaiof), < MGr. KavKaaiavoc,, pi. Kavmmavo!,
to : see -f"' ] Toward the tail

; backward in

inhabitants of Caucasus, < Gr. KaiVacrof.] I. a.
the

}
onS xis of the body; in the opposite di-

Pertaining to the Caucasus, a rauge of moun- 1>ectlon from cephalad. It is downward in man, back-

tains between Asia HIK] Knrnne snAr>ifir>!illv
war<1 iu most a"''nal

.
l>ut is used without reference to

rTol 1 n t
' ^F f fV,

' ^Ur P
.

e
'

S 3

t ,
J ' the P sture of the hody. ani1 sai(1 o' any Pa't l the body :

appellative Ot one of the races into which Blu- thus, in man, the mouth is caudad with respect to the
menbach divided the human family. See II. nostrils ; the lower eyelid is caudad with respect to the

II. H. In Blumenbach's ethnological system, "PPjr
one -

the highest type of the human family, including
Ca"d36,

nearly all Europeans, t
1-- "'

nians, Persians, Hindus

cygeal, in which the spinal cord terminates, excepting,
usually, the terminal filament of the cord itself : so called
from the great length of these nerves, and the appearance
their roots present within the spinal column. Cauda
galli, a term applied in American geology to the lowest
member of the corniferous division of the Devonian age,
characterized by the cauda galli grit of eastern New York :

so called in allusion to a common fossil of this name (lit-

erally, cock's tail) having a feathery form and supposed to
be a seaweed. Cauda helicis, the inferior and posterior
portion of the helix of the external ear. Cauda navi-
cularis, a boat-shaped tail. See boat-ihajml. Cauda
striati, the tail or narrow posterior part of the caudate
nucleus of the brain. Also called Kurchi;tl'

Plural of cauda.

name to the race because ht . _

ed from the Caucasus as the standard of the human type.

cauchiet, " See causeway.
Cauchy's formula. See formula.
cauciont, . An obsolete form of caution.
caucus (ka'kus), n. [This word originated in

Boston, Massachusetts. According to a com-

the tail
; having the nature or appearance of

a tail. Specifically 2. In anat., having a
position or relation toward the tail when com-
pared with some other part: the opposite of

cephalic (which see). Thus, the neck is a cau-
dal part of the body with reference to the head.

caudle

See caudad. 3. In entom., pertaining to or on
the end of the abdomen : as, a caudal style ;

a
caudal spot Caudal fln, the tail-fin, or that at the
Posterior end of the body. See cut under Jin. Caudal
flexure. See flexure.

II. n. 1. In ichth., the caudal fin of a fish.

2. In anat., a caudal or coceygeal vertebra.
Abbreviated cd. in ichthyological formulas.

caudalis (ka-da'lis), n.; pi. caudales (-lez).
[NL. : see caudal.] In iclitli., the caudal fin.

(riiiitlier, 1859.

Caudata (ka-da'tji), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of
caudatiis: see caudate.] In lierpet., the tailed
or urodele batrachians : same as Urodda : op-
posed to Ecaudata or Anura^. Oppel, 1811.
caudatal (ka-da'tal), a. [< caudatum + -a?.]

Pertaining to the caudatum of the brain.
caudate (ka'dat), a. [< NL. caudatiis, < L. cau-

da, a tail: see cauda.] 1. Having a tail. 2.

Having a tail-like appendage, (n) In tint., applied
to seeds or other organs which have such an appendage, (b)
In fntom., having a long, tail-like process on the margin,
as the posterior wings of many Lepidoptera. Caudate
lobe of the liver, in human anat., the lobus caudatus,
a small elevated band of hepatic substance continued
from the under surface of the right lobe to the base of the
Spigelian lobe. Caudate nucleus, in anat., the cau-
dattim or nucleus caudatus. the upper gray ganglion of
the corpus striatum, projecting into the lateral ventricle
and separated from the lenticular nucleus by the internal

capsule.

caudated (ka'da-ted), a. Same as caudate.
caudation (ka-da'shpn), M. [< caudate + -ion.]
The condition of having a tail.

He really suspected premature caudation had been in-
flicted on him for his crimes.

C. Keade, Never too Late to Mend, Ixxvi.

caudatum (ka-da'tum), n. [NL., neut. (sc. L.

corpus, body) of caudatus: see caudate.'} The
caudate nucleus of the striatum or striate body
of the brain; a part of this ganglion distin-

guished from the lenticulare.
caudez (ka'deks), x. ; pi. caudices, caudexes (-di-

sez, -dek-sez). [L., later codex, the stem of a
tree: see codex and code.] In l>ot., as used by
early writers, the stem of a tree

;
now, the trunk

of a palm or a tree-fern covered with the re-
mains of leaf-stalks or marked with their scars

;

also, frequently, the perennial base of a plant
which sends up new herbaceous stems fromyear
to year in place of the old. Caudex cerebri, the
middle trunk-like portion of the brain, comprising the
corpora striata, the thalamencephalon, the mesencepha-
lon, the pons, and the medulla oblongata.

caudicle (ka'di-kl), n. [= F. caudicule, < NL.
caudicula, dim. of L. caudex (caudic-) : see cau-

dex.] In lot., the stalk attached to the pollen-
masses of orchideous plants.
caudicula (ka-dik'u-lii), .; pi. caiidiculai (-le).

[NL.] Same as caudicle.

caudiduct (ka'di-dukt), v. t. [< L. cauda, tail,+ dnctus, pp. of ducerc, draw: see duct.] To
draw toward the tail; retroduct; carry back-
ward or caudad.
Secure the arm caitdiducted, so as to stretch the mus-

cles. Wilder and Gar/e, Anat. Tech., p. 231.

Caudisona (ka-dis'o-na), n. [NL. (Laurenti,
1768), < L. cauda, tail, + sonus, sound : see
sound5

, n.] A genus of rattlesnakes: same as
Crotalus or Crotalophorus.
caudisonant (ka-dis'o-nant), a. [< L. cauda,
tail, + sonan(t-)s, ppr. of sonare, sound: see
sound5

, v.] Making a noise with the tail, as a
rattlesnake. [Rare.]
cauditrunk (ka'di-trunk), n. [< L. cauda, tail,
4- truncus, trunk.] In fishes and pisciform mam-
mals, the combination of the trunk or abdomi-
nal portion and the caudal portion, including
all the body behind the head. Gill.

caudle (ka'dl), n. [< ME. caudel, < OF. caudel,
chaudel (F. chaudeau), a warm drink, dim. from
*caud, caut, chaud, cliaut, chald (F. chaud, dial.

caud), warm (cf. Sp. Pg. caldo, broth, ML. cali-

dum, a warm drink). < L. calidus, caldus, warm,
hot: see calid, and cf. caldron.] A kind of warm
drink made of wine or ale mixed with bread,
sugar, and spices, and sometimes eggs, given
to sick persons, to a woman in childbed, and
her visitors.

Wan ich am ded, make me a caudel.
Jtob. of Gloucester, p. 561.

He had good broths, caudle, and such like.

Wiseman, Surgery.
Hark ye, master Holly-top, your wits are gone on wool-

gathering ; comfort yourself with a caudle ; thatch your
brain-sick noddle with a woolen night-cap.

Scott, Abbot, I. 230.

Hempen caudle. See hempen.
caudle (ka'dl), r. t.

; pret. and pp. candled, ppr.
caudling. [< caudle, w.] 1. To make into cau-

. 2. To serve as a caudle for; refresh,die

comfort, or make warm, as with caudle.



caudle

Will the cold brook,
Candled with Ice, caudle thy morning taste,
To cure thy o'er-night's surfeit?

Shak., T. of A., Iv. 3.

caudle-cup (ka'dl-kup), . A vessel or cup for

holding caildlo. A caudlf-cup and a set of apostle

spoons formerly constituted the .sponsor's gift to thu child

at a christening.

Still in Llewellyn Hall the jests resound,
For now the >-'rinl!,-- l -n !

, is cirrliim there ;

Now, glad at heart, the pissips breathe their prayer,
And, erowilinu, stop the cradle to admire.

A'"V-'/-x, Human Life.

Caudle lecture. See
caudotibial (ka-do-tib'i-al), a. [< NL. cniidn-

tiliinli.'i, q. v.] Pertaining to or connecting the
caudal portion of the body, or the tail, with the
lower leg or tibia: as, a oatidottbial muscle.
caudotibialis (ka'do-tib-i-a'lis), .

; pi. niitiln-

tibialeM (-lez). [NL'., < L. raiidii, tail, + tiliiii,

shin-bone (cf. tibia/in, belonging to the shin-

bone): soo nnii/ii, tihiii, tilrial.] A muscle which
in some animals, as seals, connects the tibia

with the anterior caudal vertebrte, and is con-
sidered to replace the semi-mombranosus and
semi-tendinosus muscles.
caudula (kd'dii-la), n.

; pi. caudulce(-\&). [NL.,
dim. of L. ctindii, a tail: see caada.j Incntom.,
a little tail-like process of a margin.
cauf (kilf), H. [A corruption of corf for corb,
abasket: seecor/andcorfc 1

.] 1. Achestwith
holes for keeping fish alive in water. 2. Same
as corb1

,
1. 3. In mining, same as corf.

Also spelled caicf.

caufle (ka'fl), n. Same as coffle.

cauf-ward (kaf'ward), . Same as calf-ward.

caught (kat). Preterit and past participle of

catch 1
.

cauk 1

(kak), . [E. dial, and So. unassibilated
form of chalk, q. v.] 1. Chalk; limestone.
Also spelled cawk. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

2. An English miners' name for sulphate of

baryta or heavy-spar.
cauk'-* (kak), v. t. [ME. cauken : see calk*.] 1.

To tread, as a cock. 2. To calk. See calk'1 .

cauk3
,

. See calk3 .

cauker1
(ka'ker), n. [Sc., also written catckcr

and caulker. Origin uncertain
; perhaps < Icel.

knlkr = Sw. Dan. kalk, a cup, < L. calix, > E.

chalice,, q. v.] 1. A dram
; any small quantity

of spirits to be drunk. [Slang.]
Take a caulker ? . . . No ? Tak' ft drap o' kindness yet

for auld langsyne. Kingiley, Alton Locke, xxi.

2. An astonishing falsehood; a lie. [Slang.]
I also took care that she should never afterwards be able

to charge me with having told her a real caulker,
W. C. Ruseell, Jack's Courtship, rai.

cauker2 (ka'ker), n. Same as calk3 .

cauking (ka'king), n. In joinery, a dovetail
tenon-and-mortise joint used to fasten cross-

timbers together: employed in

fitting down the beams or other
timbers upon wall-plates. E. H.
Knight.
cauk'y (ka'ki), a. [< cauk1 + -y

1
.]

Pertaining to cauk; like cauk.
Also spelled cawky.
caul 1

(kal), . [Early mod. E. also

call; < ME. calle, kalle (also kelle,

> E. kell, q. v.), < OP. cale, a kind
of cap; of Celtic origin: cf. Ir. ealla = OGael.

call, a veil, hood, akin to L. cella, a cell : see cal-

lot1
, calotte, and cell.'] 1. In the middle ages,

and down to the seventeenth century (a) A
net for confining the hair, worn by women.

The proudest of hem alle,
That werith on a coverchief or a calU.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 162.

Her head with ringlets of her hair is crown'd,
And in a golden caul the curls are bound.

Dryden, XnelA, vll.

(b) More rarely, a head-dress like a flat turban.
2. Any kind of small net

;
a net.

An Indian mantle of feathers, and the feathers wrought
into a caul of packthread. N. drew, Museum.
The very spider weaves her cauls with more art and

cunning to entrap the fly. Middleton, Mad World, i. 1.

3. A popular name for a membrane investing
the viscera, such as the peritoneum or part of

it, or the pericardium.
The caul that is above the liver. Ex. xxix. 13.

The caiU of their heart. Hos. xiii. 8.

The reins and the caul. Bay, Works of Creation, ii.

4. In anat., the great or gastrocolic omenturn;
the largo loose fold of peritoneum which hangs
like an apron in the abdominal cavity in front
of the intestines, depending from the stomach
and transverse colon. 5. A portion of the am-
nion or membrane enveloping the fetus, which
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sometimes encompasses the head of a child
when born. This caul was (and still is by some) sup.
POM <l to betoken great prosperity for the ixjrson horn
with it, and t< be an infallible preservative against drown-
ing, as well as to impart the gift of elo<iuei> -. Ouring
the eighteenth century seamen often gave from $50 to <150
for a caul.

You were l>rn with a caut on your head.
B. Jotutm, Alchemist, I. 1.

caul'2 (kal), . [< F. calf, a wedge, of uncer-
tain origin ; perhaps < G. kril, a wedgo, < Oil'!.
rliil = Icel. knlir, a wedge.] A form used in

gluing veneers to curved surfaces, it is shaped
to the e.xact curve or form of the pieee to be veneered, and
is clamped against the veneer until the glue has set
cau!3t (kal), n. [ME. caule, < L. caulix, a stalk,
stem: see ran/band cole2.] 1. A stalk; stem.

An esy wyne a man to make stronge,
Take leef, or rooU;, or caul?, of malowc agrest,
And boyle It, kest it so thyne wyne amonge.

J'alladiui, Husbondrle (E. E. T. S.), p. 200.

2. A cabbage.
cauld 1

(kald), a. and n. A form representing
the Scotch pronunciation of cold.

cauld2 (kald), . [Also written caul, a dam-
head; as a verb in the expression "caul the
bank" of a river, that is, lay a bed of loose
stones from the channel backward (Jamieson).
Origin obscure.] A dam in a river or other

stream; a weir. [Scotch.]
cauldrife (kiild'rif), . [= coldrife, q. v.] 1.

Chilly; cold; susceptible to cold. 2. Without
animation: as, a cauldrife sermon. [Scotch.]
cauldron, . See caldron.

Caulerpa (ka-ler'pa), . [NL., < Gr. ra^or (=
L. caulis : see caulis), a stalk, + epveiv, creep.]
A large genus of green single-celled algae, pecu-
liar to warm climates, and much eaten by sea-
turtles.

caules, n. Plural of caulis.

caulescent (ka-les'ent), a. [= F. caulescent, <

L. caulis, a stalk (see caulis), + -escent, as in

adolescent, etc.] In bot., having an obvious
stem rising above the ground. Also cauliferous.
caulicle (ka'li-kl), n. [= F. caulicule, < L. cauli-

culus, also coliculus, dim. of caulis, a stalk : see

eaulis.] In bot., a little or rudimentary stem:

applied to the initial stem (more frequently but

incorrectly called the radicle) in the embryo, to

distinguish it from the cotyledons. Also cau-
licule and cauliculus.

caulicole (ka'li-kol), . Same as cauliculus, 1.

caulicolous (ka-lik'o-lus), a. [< L. caulis, a
stalk (see caulis), + colere, inhabit.] Growing
or living upon a stem : as, a caulicolous fungus.
Cauliculata (ka-lik-u-la'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of LL. cauliculatus : see cauliculate.] A sys-
tematic name for the black or antipatharian cor-
als: synonymous with Antipatharia. Edwards
and Haime, 1850.

cauliculate (ka-lik'u-lat), a. [< LL. caulicu-

latus, furnished with a stem, < L. cauliculus :

see caulicle.] Pertaining to or having the char-
acters or quality of the Cauliculata; antipatha-
rian, as a coral.

caulicule (ka'li-kul), . Same as cauliculus.

cauliculus (ka-lik'u-lus), n.; pi. cauliculi (-11).

[L.,dim. of cau-

lis, a stalk : see

caulis.] 1. In

arch., one of the
lesser branches
or leaves in the

typical Corin-
thian capital,

springing from
the caules or
main stalks
which support
the volutes.
They are some-
times confounded
with the main
stalks from which
they spring, or
with the helices
in the middle of

Detail of Corinthian Capital.

A, caulis ; R. cauliculus.

the sides of the capital. Also canlicolus, caulicole, and
caulicule.

2. In bot., same as caulicle.

cauliferous (ka-lif'e-rus), a. [= F. caulifere, <

L. caulis, a stalk, + ferre = E. bear1.] In hot.,
same as caulescent.

cauliflower (ka'li-flou-er), n. [Earlier colli-

flotcer, collyflory, colieflorie, coleflorie, modified,
in imitation of E. cole%, L. caulis, and E. flower,
from the F. name ehotix floris or fleuris (Cot-
grave): choux, pi. of chou = E. cole, cabbage,
< L. caulis, a cabbage, orig. a stalk (see cok2 ,

caulis); floris, fleuris, pp. pi. of florir, later

caup

flftirir, flourish: son flourish. The present F.
form is chouflrnr = Sp. coliflor = Pg. cimcrflor
= It. cavol fiore, lit. 'cole-flower': see </<'-'

and floirer.] A garden variety of llrtixxim <>!<-

rui-i n, or cabbage, the inflorescence of which is

condensed while young into a depressed fle.shy

head, which is liit'lily esteemed as a vegetable.
Cauliflower excrescence, epithelial ran. . > ,,t i

1
..-

mouth of the iitvrns. Cauliflower Wig. >'

cauliform (ka'li-form), a. [< L. mulis, astalk,
+ forma, form.] In hot., having the form of a
stem.

cauligenous (ka-lij'e-nus), a. [< L. caulis, a
stalk, + -genus, -producing, -borne: see -ge-

HHUX.] In hot., borne upon the stem.

caulinary (ka'li-na-ri), n. [< caulinc + -ary ;

= F. ciniliniiiri' = Sj>. <-iiiiliniirii>.] In hot., be-

longing to the stem: specifically applied to

stipules which are attached to the stem and free
from the base of the petiole.
cauline (ka'lin), a. [< L. as if "caulinus, < Gr.

i.in'/ivof, < /cai'/tof, astalk, stem: see caulis.] In

hot., of or belonging to a stem: as, cauline
leaves.
When fibre-vascular bundles are formed in the stem

having no connection with the leaves, they arc termed by
Nageli c(tnliii'- bundles. Sachx, Hotany (trans.), p. 134.

caulis (ka'lis), .; pi. caules (-lez). [L., also
colls (> E. cole2

, q. v.), < Gr. /taivlof, a stalk, a
stem.] 1. In arch., one of the main stalks or
leaves which spring from between the acanthus-
leaves of the second row on each side of the

typical Corinthian capital, and are carried up
to support the volutes at the angles. Compare
cauliculus, 1. 2. In bot., the stem of a plant.
caulk, i'. t. See caffcl.

caulker1
,

See calker1 .

caulker2,
. See cauker1

.

caulking 1
,

. See calking^.

caulking'
2
, n. See

calking
2

.

caulocarpic (ka-lo-kar'pik), a. [As caulocarp-
ous + -ic.] Same as caulocarpous.
caulocarpous (ka-lo-kar'pus), a. [= F. caulo-

carpe, < Gr. /cat/Xof (= L. caulis), a stem, + Kapv6f,

fruit.] In bot., bearing fruit repeatedly upon
the same stem : applied to such plants as have
perennial stems.
caulome (ka'lom), n. [< Gr. raw/We, a stem:
see caulis and cole2.] In hot., the stem or stem-
like portion of a plant; the stem-structure or
axis.

caulophyllin (ka-lo-fil'in), w. [< Caulophyllum
+ -in2.] A resinous substance precipitated by
water from the tincture of the plant Caulo-

phyllum thalictroides.

Caulophyllum (ka-lo-fil'um), n. [NL., < Gr.

itavMf (= L. caulis), stem, stalk, + Qi'/.'/.ov = L.

folium, leaf.] A genus of plants, natural order

BerberidacecE, including one North American
and two Asiatic

species, perennial tuberous-
rooted herbs, bearing usually a single leaf and
a raceme of flowers, succeeded by blue berries.

The American species, C. thalictroides, known
as blue cohosh, is reputed to have medicinal

properties.
Caulopteris (ka-lop'te-ris), n. [NL., < Gr.

xavAof, a stem, -I- vrepif, a fern, < irrepAv, a wing,
= E. feather.] One of the generic names given
by fossil-botanists to fragments of the trunks
of tree-ferns characterized by the forms of the

impressions, or scars, as they are called, mark-

ing the place where the petioles were attached,
found in the Devonian and in the coal-mea-
sures. In Caulopteri* these scars are ovate or elliptical,
and their inner disk is usually marked by linear bands,
which, however, are sometimes effaced by impressions of
the rootlets. Steinmatopteri* and Mtpaphyton are forms
closely allied to Caulopterui, differing from that genus only
in some slight and uncertain details in the form and ar-

rangement of the scars.

caumat (ka'mS), n. [LL., < Gr. navua, heat: see
calm 1

.] In med., heat; inflammation; fever: a
word formerly used in the designation of vari-
ous diseases, especially those exhibiting inflam-
mation and fever, as eauma pleuritis, pleurisy;
cauma podagficum, gout; but also cauma nce-

morrhagicum, so-called active hemorrhage.
caumatict (ka-mat'ik), a. [< cauma(t-) + -ic.]

In med., of the nature of cauma.
caunter, caunter-lode (kan'tr, -lod), . [Dial,
var. of counter(-lode).] Same as counter-lode.

caup' (kap), v. t. [E. dial. var. of cheap, v.,

after Icel. kaupa, buy or sell, bargain, = D.

koopen, buy, etc. : see cheap, v. ] To exchange.
[North. Eng.]
There Is a wonderful sameness about the diet on board

a smack, but the quantity consumed is prodigious. It

certainly is sometimes a little varied by KMfdtg, or ex-

changing on board of passing ships, and occasional par-
cels by the carrier. Quoted in X. and <J., 7th ser., IV. 165.



caup

caup2
(kap), n. [Same as cap

2
, q. v.] A cup

or wooden bowl. [Scotch.]
caup3t (kap), . and v. See coup 1

.

cauponatet (ka'po-nat), v. i, [< L. canpona-
fus, pp. of cauponari, traffic, < caupo(n-), a petty
tradesman, huckster, innkeeper. See cheap.]
To keep a victualing-house or an inn; hence,
to engage in petty trafficking; huckster.

cauponationt (ka-po-ua'shon), n. [< L. as if

"caupoiiatio(n-), < cauponaius: see cauponate.]
Low trafficking; huckstering.

Better it were to have a deformity in preaching, so that
some would preach the truth of God, and that which ia to
be preached, without oouponoWotl and adulteration of the

word, . . . than to have such a uniformity that the silly

people should be thereby occasioned to continue still in
their lamentable ignorance.

Latimer, Sermons and Remains, ii. 347.

I shall now trace and expose their corruptions and cau-

ponationv of the gospel. Bentleri.

cauponizet (ka'po-niz), v. i. [< L. caupori(ari)
+ -ize. See cauponate.] To sell wine or vict-

uals.

The rich rogues who cauponized to the armies in Ger-
many. Warburton, To Kurd, Letters, clxxi.

caurale (ka'ral), w. A name of the sun-bittern,
Euri/pyga helias. Also called carle.

Caurus (ka'rus), . [L., also Corns, the north-
west wind; prob. for "scaurus = Goth, skura, a
storm (skura windis, a storm of wind), = AS.
scur, E. shower; related to L. obscurus, obscure :

see shower and obscure.] The classical name of
the northwest wind, which in Italy is a stormy
one.

A swifte wynde that heyhte Chorus.

Chaucer, Boethius, i. meter 3.

The ground by piercing Caurus sear'd.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, at. 76.

causable (ka'za-bl), a. [< cause + -able."] Ca-
pable of being caused, produced, or effected.

For that may be miraculously effected ill one which is

naturally causable in another.
Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., iii. 21.

causal (ka'zal), a. and n. [= F. Pr. Sp. Pg.
causal = It. causale, < L. causalis, (. causa, cause :

see cause, n.] I. a. 1. Constituting or being a
cause ; producing effects or results

; causative ;

creative : as, causal energy.
In quietness yield thy soul to the causal soul.

Marg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 20.

2. Relating to a cause or causes; implying or

containing a cause or causes; expressing a
cause.
Causal propositions are where two propositions are

joined by causal words, as ... that ... or ... be-
cause. Watts, Logic.

Causal definition, a definition which expresses the causes
essential to the existence of the thing defined.

II. . In(/rai.,awordthatexpressesacause,
or introduces a reason.

causalgia (ka-zal'ji-a), . [NL., < Gr. navatc,

burning, + d/ljof, pain.] Inpatliol., an intense

burning pain.
causality (ka-zal'i-ti), n.

; pi. causalities (-tiz).

[= F. causalite = Sp. causalidatl = Pg. causali-
(lade = It. caimilita, < L. as if *cansalitas, <

causalis, causal: see causal.] 1. That which
constitutes a cause; the activity of causing;
the character of an event as causing.
As he created all things, so is he beyond and in them

all, in his very essence, as being the soul of their causali-

tits, and the essential cause of their existences.
Sir T. Brouvie, Vulg. Err.

2. The relation of cause to effect, or of effect

to cause
;
the law or principle that nothing can

happen or come into existence without a cause.
See laic of causation, under causation.

Although, then, the law of causality permits us to say
that for every given event there is a series of events from
which it must follow, it does not permit us to say what
these events are. Aitamma, Philos. of Kant.

3. In phren., the faculty, localized in an or-

gan or division of the brain, to which is attrib-
uted the tracing of effects to their causes.

Principle of causality. See law of causation, under
causation.

causally (ka'zal-i), adv. As a cause; accord-

ing to the order of causes
; by tracing effects

to causes. Sir T. Browne.
The world of experience must be for intelligence a system

of things causally connected. Adamant, Philos. of Kant.

causalty (ka'zal-ti), i. [Origin uncertain.] In
mining, the lighter, earthy parts of ore carried
off by washing.
causation (ka-za'shou), n. [< cause, v., +
-ation; = F. causation. L. causatio(n-) has only
the deflected sense of 'a pretext, excuse,' ML.
also 'controversy,' < causari, plead, pretend:
see cause, v. ] The act of causing or producing ;

the principle of causality ; the relation of cause
to effect, or of effect to cause.

868
In contemplating the series of causes which are them-

selves the effects of other causes, we are necessarily led to
assume a Supreme Cause in the order of causation, as we
assume a First Cause in the order of succession.

Whewell, Nov. Org. Renovatum, III. x. 7.

Physics knows nothing of causation except that it is the
invariable and unconditional sequence of one event upon
another. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 127.

An adequate consciousness of causation yields the ir-

resistible belief that from the most serious to the most
trivial actions of men in society there must flow conse-
quences which, quite apart from legal agency, conduce to

well-being or ill-being in greater or smaller degree.
H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 19.

Law Of causation, nr principle of causality, the law
or doctrine that every event is the result or sequel of
some previous event or events, without which it could
not have taken place, and which being present it must
take place.

causationism (ka-za'shon-izm), . [< cintxa-

tioii + -ism.] The theory or law of causation.
See fuiixatioii.

causationist (ka-za'shon-ist), 11. [< causa-
tion + -ist.] A believer in the law of causa-
tion.

All successful men have agreed in one thing, they
were causationists. They believed that things went not
by luck, but by law. Emerson, Power.

causative (ka'za-tiv), a. and . [= F. cuusntif
= Sp. Pg. It. causative, < L. causativus, causa-

tive, pertaining to a lawsuit, accusative, < cau-

sa, cause: see cause, .] I. a. 1. Effective as
a cause or an agent ;

causal.

The notion of a Deity doth expressly signify a being . . .

potential or causative of all beings beside itself.

Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, i.

2. In ffram., expressing causation: as, a causa-
tive verb: for example, to fell (cause to fall), to
set (cause to sit) ;

the causative conjugation of
a verb, such as is common in Sanskrit. Also
sometimes applied to the case by which cause
is expressed, as the Latin ablative.

II. . A form of verb or noun having causa-
tive value.

causatively (ka'za-tiv-li), adv. In a causative
manner.

cansativity (ka-za-tiv'i-ti), .

[<
causative +

-ity.] The state or quality of being causative.

causatort (ka-za'tor), n. [Cf. ML. caugator, a

party to a suit; < L. causare, cause.] One who
causes or produces an effect.

The invisible condition of the first causator.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

cause (kaz), H. [< ME. cause, < OF. cause, also
cose

,
a cause, a thing (F. cause, a cause, chose, a

thing: see chose'2), =Pr. causa= Sp. It. caitm,
cosa = Pg. causa, cousa, coisa, < L. causa, also

spelled caussa, a cause, reason, in ML. also a
thing; origin uncertain. See accuse, excuse.] 1.
That by the power of which an event or thing
is; a principle from which an effect arises;
that upon which something depends per se

;
in

general, anything which stands to something
real relation analogous to the mental

of one but of many causes (see total cause, below); but
the usual doctrine is that the effect is an abstract ele-
ment of a thing or event, while the cause is an ab-
stract element of an antecedent event. Four kinds of
causes are recognized by Aristotelians : the material,
formal, efficient, and Jinal cause. Material cause ii that
which gives being to the thing, the matter by the de-
termination of which it is constituted; formal cause,
that which gives the thing its characteristics, the form or
determination by which the matter becomes the thing ; effi-
cient cause, an external cause preceding its effect in time,
and distinguished from material and formal cause by
being external to that which it causes, and from the end
or Jinal cause, in being that by which something is made
or done, and not merely that for the sake of which it is

made or done; final cause, an external cause following
after that which it determines (called the means), the
end for which the effect exists. Other divisions of causes
are as follows: subordinate or second cause, one which is

itself caused by something else
; first cause, that which

is not caused by anything else ; proximate or immediate
cause, one between which and the effect no other cause
intervenes, or, in law, that from which the effect might
be expected to follow without the concurrence of any uu-
usual circumstances ; remote cause, the opposite of proxi-
mate cause ; total cause, the aggregate of all the ante-
cedents which suffice, to bring about the event; partial
cause, something which tends to bring about an effect,
but only iu conjunction with other causes; emanatice
cause, that which by its mere existence determines the
effect; active cause, that which brings about the effect by
an action or operation, termed the causation; immantnt
cause, that which brings about some effect within itself,
as the mind calling up an image ; transient cause, that
whose effect lies outside itself ; free cause, that which is
self-determined and free to act or not act: opposed to
necessary cause; principal cause, that upon which the
effect mainly depends ; instrumental cause, a cause sub-
servient to the

principal cause. The above are the chief
distinctions of the Aristotelians. The physicians, follow-
ing Galen, recognized three kinds of causes, the proca-
tarctic, proet/rumenal, and si/nectic. The procatarctic cause
is an antecedent condition of things outside of the princi-

cause

pal cause, facilitating the production of the effect ; the
proi'iiumenal cause is that within the principal cause
which either predisposes or directly excites it to action ;

and the synectic, containing, or continent cause is the es-

sence of the disease itself considered as the cause of the
symptoms; thus typhoid fever might be referred to as
the continent cause of ocher-stools or a quickened pulse.
Kher varieties are the occasional cause (see occasionalism) ;

moral canse, the person inciting the agent to action
;
ob-

jfctirf cause, the ideas which excite the imagination of
the agent ; and sufficient cause, one which suffices to bring
about the effect (see sufficient reason, under reason).
In virtue of his character as knowing, therefore, we are

entitled to say that man is, according to a certain well-
defined meaning of the term, a free cause.

T. II. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 74.

Cause is the condensed expression of the factors of any
phenomenon, the effect being the fact itself.

G. 11. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. v. 19.

Of these two senses of the word cause, viz., that which
brings a thing to be, and that on which a thing under
given circumstances follows, the former is that of which
our experience is the earlier and more intimate, being
suggested to us by our consciousness of willing and doing.

J. H. Xemnan, Grain, of Assent, p. 65.

Specifically 2. An antecedent upon which an
effect follows according to a law of nature

;
an

efficient cause. The common conception of a cause,
as producing an effect similar to itself at a later time and
without essential reference to any third factor, is at vari-
ance with the established principles of mechanics. Two
successive positions of a system must be known, in addi-
tion to the law of the force, before a position call be pre-
dicted ; but the common idea of a cause is that of a
single antecedent determining a consequent of the same
nature. Moreover, the action of a force is strictly con-

temporaneous with it and comes to an end with it
; and

no known law of nature coordinates events separated by
an interval of time.

3. The reason or motive for mental action or

decision; ground for action in general.
I have full cause of weeping; but this heart
Shall break into a hundred thousand flaws,
Or ere I'll weep. Shak., Lear, it 4.

This was the only Funeral Feast that ever I was at

among them, and they gave me cause to remember it.

Datnpier, Voyages, II. i. 92.

4. In law, a legal proceeding between adverse
parties; a case for judicial decision. See
case1

,
5.

Hear the causes between your brethren, and judge right-
eously between every man and his brother, and the stran-
ger that is with him. Deut. i. 16.

Remember every cause
Stands not on eloquence, but stands on laws.

Story, Advice to a Young Lawyer.
5. In a general sense, any subject of question
or debate

; a subject of special interest or con-
cern; business; affair.

What counsel give you in this weighty cause !

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iU. 1.

The cause craves haste. Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1295.

I think of her whose gentle tongue
All plaint in her own cause controll'd.

M. Arnold, \ Southern Night.

6. Advantage; interest; sake.

I did it not for his cause that had done the wrong.
2 Cor. vii. 12.

7. That side of a question which a

They never fail who die
In a great cause. Byron, Marino Faliero, ii. 2.

A cause which is vigorous after centuries of defeat is a
cause baffled but not hopeless, beaten but not subdued.

G. H. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. i. $ 7.

Cause of action, in law, the situation or state of facts
which entitles a party to sustain an action

;
a right of

recovery. Country cause, in Knt/. le/ial practice, a suit

against a defendant residing more than twenty miles from
London. Degrading causes, in geol. See degrading.

Entitled in the cause. See entitle. Fallacy of
false cause. See fallacy. For cause, for a legally
sufficient reason : as, some officers are not removable ex-

cept for cause (used in contradistinction to at pleasure).
Matrimonial causes. See matrimonial. Onerous

cause. See onerous. Probable cause (used with ref-
erence to criminal prosecutions), such a state of facts and
circumstances as would lead a man of ordinary caution
and prudence, acting conscientiously, impartially, reason-
ably, and without prejudice, upon the facts within his

knowledge, to believe that the person accused is guilty.
The First Cause, God. Seedef. 1, above. To make
common cause with, to join with for the attainment of
some object ; side with strongly ; aid and support.

She found I was a devil and no man,
Made common cause with those who found as much.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 613.

To show cause, to present a reason : as, an order of
court requiring a person to show i-mixf hy he should
not be punished for contempt. Town cause, in /,'/<'/.

le/jal practice, a suit against a defendant residing not
iiHirc than twenty miles from London.

cause (kaz), r. ; pret. and pp. caused, ppr. caus-

ing. [< ME. causfu = F. causer = Sp. Pg. causar
= It. causare, cause (cf. L. causari, give as a rea-

son, pretend, ML. causure, litigate, plead, > F.

causer, etc., talk: see causeuse); from the noun :

see cause, n.] I. trans. 1. To act as a cause
or agent in producing; effect; bring about; be
the occasion of.

\



cause

They caiitf.il great Joy unto all the brethren. Acts .vv. :t.

You cannot guess who rained your father's death.

Shak., llieli. III., ii. 2.

July does not caiue August, though it invariably pre-
cedes it. ./. /''iViAv. Cosmic I'liiliw., I. 154.

2. To make; force; compel : with an infinitive

after the object: as, the storm caused him to

seek shelter.

1 will cause him to fall by the sword. '1 Ki. xlx. 7.

And BO ever ony S;ira/in r'ouiyth 1>> that Sepulrre in-

cast a atomic tiler litt with grctt violence ami liii-pite by
r:illst' tile seyd Absololl pursued h\s fattier, kill;; l>a\iil.

and cauxe hyni to lire.

Torliittuliiii, liiarie of Eng. Travell, p. lW.

Il.t intraas. To show cause; give reasons.

I'.iit In-, to shlfte tlieir curious request,
tiau cauiit'ti wliy stie could not come in place.

.s'/'Cw, F. (J., III. ix. 20.

causefult (kaz'ful), a. [< aitixe + -fill, 1.] Hav-
ing a real or sufficient cause. Kpcnser.

\Vuil thyself! and wail with ruii*-fntl Inn,.

Sir P. tiulnrii, in Arlier's Km,'. Carner, I. 650.

causeless (kiz'les), . [< raw + -/rax.] 1.

Having no cause or producing agent; self-

originated; uncreated.

Kciicli the Almighty's aaered throne,
And make hisca useless power the cause of all things knou u.

Sir It. Rluekmore, Creation.

2. Without just ground, reason, or motive :

as, causeless hatred; cauxcless fear.

Your causeless hate to me I hope in buried.
li'ini. ami Fl., Maid s Tragedy, i. 2.

Causeless wars that never had an aim.
William Morns, Earthly Paradise, HI. 332.

causelesst (kaz'les), ade. Without cause.
Chaucer.

causelessly (kaz'les-li), ade. In a causeless

manner; without cause or reason.

Carelessly and causelessly neglect it.

Jer. Taylor, Repentance, x. J 4.

causelessness (kaz'les-nes), . [< causeless +
-ness.] The state of being causeless.

causer (ka'zer), 11. One who or that which
causes

;
the agent or act by which an effect is

produced.
Is not the causer of the timeless deaths
Of these Plantagenets . . .

As blameful as the executioner?

Shak., Bich. III., i. 2.

causeuse (ko-zez'), . [F., prop. fern, of eau-

nciir, talkative, a talker, < causer, talk: see

cause, v. i."] A small sofa or settee for two per-
sons.

causeway, causey (kaz'wa, ka'zi). . [Prop.
causey (the form causeway, < ME. cawcewey,
cawcy wey (Prompt. Parv.), being a popular per-
version, in simulation of way, a road), early
mod. E. also causay, coasay, < ME. cauci, kauce,

cawse, caicsee, also cauchie, cawchie, < OF. "cau-

cie, canchie, cauchiee, chaucie, F. chausse'e = Pr.

caussada = Sp. calzada, < ML. calceata, rarely
calciata (also calcea, calceia. after the OF. form),
a paved road (sc. L. ria, a way, road

;
cf. E.

street, ult. < LL. strata (sc. L. via), a paved
road), prop. fern, of "calceatus, "calciatus, pp.
of "catceare, calciare, pave, make a road or

causeway (Pg. collar, pave; cf. OF. cauchier,

chancier, traverse a road), < L. calx (calc-, calci-),

limestone, lime, chalk, the verb having refer-

ence to the use of broken limestone, and, appar.
in a more general application, of any broken

stone, or of gravel (cf . L. dim. calculus, a pebble,
gravel, calculosus, calculous, gravelly), or less

prob. to the use of lime or mortar, in making
such roads : see calx, chalk, calculus. The verb
is by some identified with L. caleearc, also cal-

ciare (>OF. cauchier, caucher, eauccr, F. cJtausser

= Pr. caussar = Sp. cnlzar = Pg. calfar = It.

calzare), shoe, provide with shoes, < L. calceus,
a shoe : see calceate. Causeway, being now
known to be a false form, is beginning to be
avoided by some writers.] 1. A road or path
raised above the natural level of the ground
by stones, earth, timber, fascines, or the like,

serving as a dry passage over wet or marshy
ground, over shallow water, or along the top of
an embankment.
At the foote of the castell was the maras. depe on alle

sides, and ther-to was noon entre saf a litill cam/tie that
was narowe and straite of half a myle of lengthe.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 380.

Such are the making and repayringof Bridges, C(iu*i'ii>'*,

Conduits to conuey water to their Hospitalls or Temples.
Purehas, Pilgrimage, p. 297.

It is strange to see the chargeable pavements and cause-

tfays in the avenues and entrances of towns abroad be-

yond the seas.

Bacon, Charge upon the Commission for the Verge.

The other way Satan went down
The couwj/to hell-gate. Milton, P. L., x. 415.
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A narrow girdle of rough stones and crags,
A rude and natural .vn;x-/v/i/. interposed
Between tlie water and a uindini.- slope
Of copse and thicket.

Wtn-'lxifni-tli. Naming of Places, iv.

The old and ponderous trunks of prostrate tree*

That lead from knoll to knoll a rmiaii rude.

llrtjuiit, F.ntraui-e to a Wood.

2. A sidewalk, or path at the side of a street or

road raised above the carriageway. Crown of
the causey, see ./-,!. Giant's Causeway, a pi-om-

ontory of columnar basalt covering lar^e tiat arras on the
coast of Antrim, in the north of Ireland, where the for-

m.ltioiis al'- tiln-ly displayed in the close titling hexagonal

pillars, distinctly marked, and varying in diameter from
15 to 20 inches, with a height of 20 feet in some places.
See lautalt.

causeway, causey (kaz'wa, ka'/.i), r. t. [<
ctiiim in/I/, niiinrij, .] To provide with a cause-

way ; pave, as a road or street, with blocks of

stone.
The white woni stones which causewayed the middle of

the path. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xii.

causey, and v. See causeway.
causia (ka'sia), n. [< Gr. Kavaia, < aalu, KCLVOIC.]

A broad-brimmed felt hat, with a very low

crown, or sometimes no distinct crown, form-

ing part of the national costume of the ancient
Macedonians and of related peoples, as the

Illyrians. It was worn by kin^s, dyed purple and Mir

rounded by a white or gold embroidered diadem in the
form of a narrow band, of which the fringed ends hung
down at the back.

The kausia . . . had a very broad brim and a very low

crown, and belonged to the Macedonian, .Ktolian, lllyrian,
and also perhaps Thessalian costume.

C. O. MUUrr, Manual of Arclncol. (trans.), S 338.

causid (ka'sid), n. A snake of the family Cau-
xiiln 1

.

Causidse (ka'si-de), . pi. [NL., < Causus +
-ida!.] A family of solenoglyph Ophidia, typified

by the genus Causus, having the maxillary bone
not excavated, the poison-fang grooved i n front,
and a postfrontal bone present. The genera be-

sides Caustts are Heterophis and Dinodipsas. They are
venomous serpents, most nearly related to the Viptrida
or vipers.

causidical (ka-sid'i-kal), a. [< LL. causidicalia,
< L. causidicus, an advocate or pleader, < causa,
a cause, + dicere, say.] Pertaining to an advo-

cate, or to pleading or the defense of suits.

caussont, Same as cavezon.

caustic (kas'tik), a. and n. [= F. caustique =
Sp. cdustico = Pg. caustico = It. caustico, < L.

camticus, < Gr. taamrutif, caustic, corrosive, ca-

pable of burning, < KOVOTOC, verbal adj. of mien;
burn: see calnii, cauma, causus, and cf. encaus-

tic.'] I. a. 1. Capable of burning, corroding,
or destroying the tissue of animal substances.
See causticity. 2. Figuratively, severely crit-

ical or sarcastic; cutting: as, a caustic remark.
Let their humour be never so caustic.

Smollett, Humphrey Clinker.

Those illusions of fancy which were at length dispelled
by the caustic satire of Cervantes.

Prexott, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

Caustic alcohol, barley, etc. See the nouns. Caustic
curve, in math. See II., 3. Caustic potash, potassium
hydrate, KOH, a hard, white, brittle substance, easily solu-

ble in water and deliquescent in air. It is a strong base,
forming stable crystalline compounds with all acids. It is

a powerful caustic, quickly destroying animal and vegeta-
ble tissues. Caustic potash is used in medicine as a cau-

tery, and in numlierless ways in the arts, as a detergent,
as a base for making salts of potash, and in the manufac-
ture of soap. Caustic soda, sodium hydrate, NaOH, a

white, brittle solid, having imich the same chemical and
physical properties as caustic potash, and similar uses in

the arts. The soaps made with caustic soda are hard ;

those made with caustic potash are soft. =Syn. 2. Stinging,
pungent, acrid, sarcastic.

II. w. 1. In wed., any substance which burns,
corrodes, or disorganizes the tissues of animal

structures; an escharotic. 2. Figuratively,
something pungent or severely critical or sar-

castic. See causticity.
Your hottest cautticks. B. Jonnon, Elegyon Lady Pawlet.

When we can endure the caustics and correctives of our
spiritual guides, in those things in which we are most
apt to please ourselves, then our obedience is regular and
humble. Jar. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 82.

3. In math., an envelop of rays of light pro-

ceeding from a fixed point and reflected or
refracted by a surface or a curve. Caustics are

consequently of two kinds, catacaustic* and diacaugtics,
the former being caustics by reflection and the latter caus-
tics by refraction. Lunar caustic, a name given to silver
nitrate when cast into sticks for the use of surgeons, etc.

See nitratf. Secondary caustic, the orthogonal trajec-
tory of the reflected or refracted rays ; an involute of a

plane caustic. Vienna caustic, a mixture of potassium
hydrate and lime in equal proportions, forming a powder
used in medicine as a caustic, and milder than potassium
hydrate alone.

caustical (kas'ti-kal), a. Same as caustic.

[Rare.]

caustically (kas'ti-kal-i), adv. In a caustic or
severe manner : as, td'say something caustically.

cauterization

causticity (kas-tis'i-ti), ii. [< <-<i,isti<- +
= F. raiixtiriti'' = Sp. rniixlifiilnil = IV. riiit

<iinlr = \\. ritMxtiritti.] i. The property of bt-

in{r caustic, that is, of i-orrodiiigordiMiryanizint;
animal matter, or t lie quality of combining with
the principles of organized substances so us to

destroy the tissue; corrosivem-ss. This prop-
erty belongs to eonei-nl rated acids,

i
uire alkalis,

and some metallic salts. 2. Figuratively, se-

verity of language ; pungency ; sarcasm.

He was a master in all the arts . .1 liHiml, ; ami his In-

exhau.Htihle spirit only required some permanent subject
to lia\e livalll <l the .vd/,.7/,-//i/ of Swift.

/. Iflnnifli, (Juarrcls of Authors, p. 21H.

I shall he sorry to miss his pungent speech. I know it

will lie all sense, for the chinch, ami all rimxin-iiii lor

Schism. < '/,,,,/,, u, lii-nnti-, Shirley, xvlll.

He had, besides, u M ''/ of tongue.

Uroryr Jiliut, Mill on the Flow, i. 7.

causticnesst (kas'tik-nes), n. The quality of

being caustic; causticity.

caustify (kas'ti-fi), r. (.
; pret. and pp. causti-

ticil, ppr. i-iiiiti/ij'i/iiiii. |
< riiiislir.: see -/#.] To

render caustic
;
convert into eaustic. For exam-

ple, soda ash or carbonate of soda is caustillcd by boilini;

with milk of lime, which removt - tin- < ari.onic acid and
converts the sodium into caustic soda.

causus (ka'sus), ii. [NL., < Gr. ratxroc, burning
heat, causus. < naieiv, burn. Cf. cauma.] 1. In

med., a highly ardent fever. 2. [cap.] In

herpet., the typical genus of Cauidte. J. Wag-
ler.

cautelt (ka'tel), . [= Sc. cautele, < ME. cautel,

caiitele, < OF. ctniMe = F. cautele = Pr. Sp. Pg.
It. cautela, < L. cautela, caution, precaution, <

caittus, pp. of cavere, take heed: see caution.]
1. Caution; wariness; prudence.
But in all things this cautfl they use, that a less pleasure

hinder not a bigger ; and that the pleasure be no cause of

displeasure, which they think to follow of necessity, if the

pleasure be unhonest.

Robinson, tr. of Sir T. More'g Utopia, U. 7.

2. Subtlety; craftiness; cunning; deceit; fraud.

Thus goure cauttll to the comoune hath combred $ou all.

Richard the Kedcletf, L 78.

No soil, nor cautel, doth besmirch
The virtue of his will. Shut., Hamlet, I. S.

3. Eccles., a detailed caution or written direc-

tion concerning the proper manner of celebrat-

ing the holy communion.
cautellyt, adv. [ME. cautely; < atutel + -ly^.]

Cautiously.
Make a crye, and cautely thou call.

York Plays, p. 828.

cauteloust (ka'te-lus), a. [< ME. cautelous =
F. cauteleux = Pr. cautelos = Sp. Pg. caufeloso,
< ML. cautelosus, < L. cautela: see cautel and
-o.] 1. Cautious; wary; provident: as, "cau-
telous though young," Drayton, Queen Margaret.

Mar. Danger stands sentinel :

Then I'll retire.

Ger. We must be cautfloug.

Middleton, Family of Love, it 4.

My stock being small, no marvel 'twas soon wasted ;

But you, without the least doubt or suspicion,
If cautelous, may make bold with your master's.

Massinger, City Madam, ii. 1.

Swear priests, and cowards, and men cautelnui,
Old feeble carrions, and such suffering souls
That welcome wrongs. Skak., J. C., ii. 1.

2. Cunning ; treacherous; wily.

They are (for the most part) soe cautelvns and wylye-
headed, specially being men of soe small experience and
practize in lawe matters, that you would wonder whence
they borrowe such subtiltyes and slye shiftes.

Spmsfr, State of Ireland.

cautelouslyt (ka'te-lus-li), adr. 1 . Cautiously ;

warily. 2. Cunningly; slyly; craftily.
cauteiousnesst (ka'te-lus-nes), . Cautious-
ness

; prudence.
These two great Christian virtues, caulflouxnt**, repen-

tance. Hales, liolden Remains, p. 254.

cautert (ka'ter), n. [LL., < Gr. navrfip, a sear-

ing-iron, < naiciv, burn.] A searing-iron. Min-
sheu.

cauterant (ka'ter-ant), . [For "eauteriant, <

ML. eauterian(t-)s, ppr. of cauteriare, cauter-
ize: see cauterize.] A cautery; a caustic.

cauterisation, cauterise. See cauterization,
cauterize.

cauterism (ka'ter-izm), w. [< cautery + -ism.

Cf. cauterize.] The application of a cautery.
cauterization (ka'ter-i-za'shon), n. [< cauter-

ize + -ation; = F. cauterisation = Pr. cauteri-

zacio = Sp. cautcrizacion = Pg. eauterizagdo =
It. cauterizzazione.] 1. In sura., the act of cau-

terizing or searing some morbid part by the ap-

plication of a hot iron, or of caustics, etc. 2.

The effect of the application of a cautery or
caustic.

Also spelled cauterisation.



cauterize

cauterize (ka'ter-iz), r. 1, pret. and pp. cauter-

ized, ppr. cauterizing, [= F. cauterixer = Pr.

cauterisar= Sp. Pg. cMte/v>ai-= It. cauterizzare,
< ML. cauterisare, also cauteriare, < Gr. navrr/-

pia&iv, cauterize, < aairt/ptov, a searing-iron: see

caMfcri/.] 1. To burn or sear with fire or a hot

iron, or with caustics, as morbid flesh.

Fugitive slaves are marked and cauterized with burning
irons. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 387.

The flame from the pistol had been so close that it had
actually cauterized the wound inflicted by the ball.

Mul/ril, Dutch Republic, III. 03.

2. To sear, in a figurative sense.

They have cauterised consciences.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 195.

The more cauterized our conscience is, the less is the fear
of helL Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, i. 603.

Also spelled cauterise,

cautery (ka'ter-i), w.
; pi. cauteries (-iz). [=

F. cautere = Pr. cauteri = Sp. Pg. It. cautcrio, <

L. cauterium, < Gr. Kamf/piov, a branding-iron,
a brand, dim. of Kavrtj/i, a branding-iron, a
burner: see canter.'] 1. A burning or searing,
as of morbid flesh, by a hot iron or by caustic
substances that burn, corrode, or destroy the
solid parts of an animal body. The burning by a
hot iron is termed actual cautery ; that by caustic medi-
cines, potential cautery.

His discourses, like Jonathan's arrows, may shoot short,
or shoot over, but not wound where they should, nor open
those humours that need a lancet or a cautery,

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 586.

The mad bite
Must have the cautery.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, iii. 4.

2. The instrument or drug employed in cauter-

izing Corrigan's cautery. Same as Corrigan's but-
ton (which see, under button). Galvanic cautery, an
Instrument for cauterizing which is heated by the passage
through it of an electric current.

cautery-electrode (ka'ter-i-e-lek"trod), n. A
name applied to any of the various forms of
wires and bands of platinum which constitute
the heated and cauterizing part of a galvanic
cautery.
canting-iron (ka'ting-Fern), n. [Appar. short
for cantering- or cauterizing-iron. See cauter.]
A searing-iron. E. H. Knight.
caution (ka'shon), n. [< ME. caution, caucioun

(def. 7) = F. caution = Pr. cautio = Sp. cau-
tion = Pg. caucao = It. cauzione (of. D. cautie
= G. caution = Dan. Sw. kaution, chiefly in le-

gal senses), < L. cautio(n-), caution, precaution,
security, bond, warranty, < cautus, pp. of ca-

vere, be on one's guard, take heed, look out,

beware, ult. = AS. sceawian, look at, behold,
E. show: see show."] 1. Prudence in regard to

danger; wariness, consisting in a careful at-

tention to probable and possible results, and a

judicious course of conduct to avoid failure or
disaster.
In the afternoon we walked out to see the City. But

we thought lit, before we enter'd, to get License of the
Governour and to proceed with all caution.

Maumirell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 134.

The first thing I did at Alexandria was to pace round
the walls, and take the bearings ;

which I did with so
much caution, that I thought I could only have been ob-
served by the Janizary that attended me.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 3.

2. Anything intended or serving to induce wari-
ness

;
a warning given either by word of mouth

or in any other way ; monitory advice.
In way of caution, I must tell you,
You do not understand yourself so clearly
As it behooves my daughter and your honor.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 3.

Indulge, my son, the cautions of the wise.

Pope, Odyssey, xxiii. 114.

3f. Provision or security against something;
provident care

; precaution.
In despite of all the rules and cautions of government,

the most dangerous and mortal of vices will come off.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

4. In recent Eng. law, a written warning or
caveat filed with the registrar of land-titles

against dealings with the land without notice
to the cautioner, or person who files the warn-
ing. 5. Security; guaranty; pledge; bail.

[Now confined to Scotch law.]
The parliament would yet give his majesty sufficient

caution that the war should be prosecuted. Clarendon.

6. A person who gives security; a surety; a
cautioner. [Scotch, and generally pronounced
ka'zhon, as also in sense 5.]
The King of Spain now offers himself for Caution, for

putting in Execution what is stipulated in "behalf of the
Roman Catholics throughout his Majestv of Great-Britain's
Dominions. Howelf, Letters, I. iii. 21.

7t. Bond; bill.

Take thi caucion, and sitte down soone and write flfti.

Wyclif, Luke xvi. 6.
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8. Something to excite alarm or astonishment
;

something extraordinary: absolutely or with
some fanciful addition : as, the way they scat-
tered was a caution to snakes. [Slang.] Bond of
caution. See bund 1

.
= Syn. 1. Forethought, forecast, heed,

vigilance, watchfulness, circumspection. 2. Admonition.

caution (ka'shon), v. t. [< caution, n.] To give
notice of danger to

;
warn

;
exhort to take heed.

You cautioned me against their charms. Swift.

cautionary (ka'shou-a-ri), a. and n. [< caution
+ -ary ; = F. cautionnaire = Sp. Pg. caucio-

r.] I. a. 1. Containing a caution, or warn-

ing to avoid danger: as, cautionary advice.

You will see that these ways are made cautionary
enough. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

Waved his unoccupied hand with a cautionary gesture
to his companions. Barharn, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 148.

2. Given as a pledge or in security.
Has the enemy no cautionary towns and seaports, to give

us for securing trade? Swift, Conduct of the Allies.

Cautionary town, a town the control and revenues of
which are granted by the government to a foreign power to
secure the payment of a debt or the performance of an ob-

ligation ; notably, certain strongholds in the Netherlands
which were thus pledged to the English crown in the time
of Elizabeth, particularly the cities of Flushing, Briel, and
Rammckens.
And it is resolved that it [a benevolence raised for the

crown in Devon] shall only be employed for the payment
of his debts, as namely for Ireland, the Navy, and the

Cautionary Towns in the Low Countries
; and so, leaving

the carriage of this business to your discretions and wis-

doms, we bid you heartily farewell.
Letterfrom the Lords in Council of James I.

By the treaty of peace between James and Philip III.,

although the king had declared himself bound by the
treaties made by Elizabeth to deliver up the cautionary
towns to no one but the United States, he promised Spain
to iillow those States a reasonable time to make peace
with the Archdukes. Motley, John of Barneveld, II. 67.

II. H. Same as cautionry.
cautioner (ka'shon-er), n. 1. One who cau-
tions or advises. 2. In recent Eng. late, one
who files a caution with the registrar of land-
titles. See caution, n., 4. 3. [Generally pro-
nounced ka'zhon-er.] In Scots law, the person
who is bound for another to the performance of
an obligation.
cautionizet (ka'shon-Iz), v. t. [< caution + -ize.~\

To promote caution in
;
make prudent ; place

under security or guaranty.
The captaine of the Janissaries rose and slew the Bul-

lar, and gave his daughter in marriage to one Asian Begh
... of a bordering province, to cautionize that part.

Continuation of Knolles, 1414 (Ord MS.).

caution-money (ka'8hou-mun ;

*i), . Money
deposited as security ; specifically, a sum paid
as security ''"""^tudent on his matriculation in

an
The genteel amercements of a young man of fashion in

a silver tankard or his caution money ought not, in any
wise, to be considered as part of his education.

Remarks on the Expence of Education, 1788.

cautionry (ka'shon-ri), n. [< caution + -ry.~\
In Scots laic, the act of giving security for an-
other

;
the promise or contract of one, not for

himself, but for another. Also written cau-

tionary,
cautious (ka'shus), a. [< caution, on type of

ambitious, < ambition, etc.
;
the older E. adj.

was cautelous, q. v., and the L. adj. is cautus,
prop. pp. of cavere, take heed. See caution."] 1.

Possessing or exhibiting caution
;
attentive to

probable effects and consequences of actions
with a view to avoid danger or misfortune

;

prudent ; circumspect ; wary ; watchful : as, a
cautious general; a cautious advance.
These same cautious and quick-sighted gentlemen.

Bentley, Sermons, ii.

Like most men of cautious tempers and prosperous for-

tunes, he had a strong disposition to support whatever
existed. Macaulay.
2. With of before the object of caution: wary
in regard to the risks of; afraid or heedful of
the dangers involved in.

Having one Man surprized once by some Spaniards lying
there in ambush, and carried off by them to Panama, we
were after that more cautious of Straggling.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 177.

By night he fled, and at midnight return'd
From compassing the earth ; cautious of day.

MUton, P. L., ix. 59.

3f. Over-prudent; timorous; timid.

You shall be received at a postern-door, if you be not
cautious, by one whose touch would make old Nestor
young. Maitinger.

=Syn. Prudent, careful, wary, vigilant, heedful, thought-
ful, scrupulous.

cautiously (ka'shus-li), adv. In a cautious
manner

;
with caution

; warily.
Then know how fickle common lovers are :

Their oaths and vows are cautiously believed ;

For few there are but have been once deceived.

Lryden.

cavalier

Entering the new chamber cautiously,
The glory of great heaps of gold could see.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 327.

cautiousness (ka'shus-nes), . The quality of be-

ing cautious; watchfulness; provident care; cir-

cumspection; prudence with regard to danger.
cautor (ka'tor), >(. [< L. cautor, one who is on
his guard or is wary, also one who is security
or bail, < cavere, be on one's guard, etc. : see

caution.'] A cautioner. [Rare.]
A caution means that a sale cannot be effected without

notice to the cautor and opportunity of objection.

Contemporary Rev., XLIX. 201.

cauzi, . See cazi.

cava 1
(ka'va), .; pi. cavas (-ve). [NL., fern,

(sc. vena, vein) of L. cavus: see caval and vein.']
A caval vein; one of the veuee cavse. See ca-

val, n.

The division of the heart into which these cavce open.
Huxley.

cava2
,
n. Plural of cavum.

cava3
, kawa (ka'va, -wa), n. The Polynesian

name of an intoxicating beverage prepared
from the shrub Macropijier methysticum.
cavas. n. Plural of cacal.

caval (ka'val), . and n. [< L. cavus, hollow
(see cave1 ), + -al.~] I. a. 1. In anat., hollow
and comparatively large: as, a caval sinus.

Specifically 2. Pertaining to the cavse. See
vena and caco1 .

II. . A cava, or caval vein; either one of
the two largest veins of the body, emptying
blood into the right auricle of the heart. In
man these veins are commonly called superior and inferior
cacals, or vena cava superior and inferior ; their more gen-
eral names are precaval and jwtstcaval. See these words,
and cuts under heart and lung.

cavalcade (kav-al-kad'), . [< F. cavalcade, <

It. cavalcata (= Pr. cavalcada = Sp. cabalgada,
cabalgata = Pg. cavalgada), a troop of horse-

men, < cavalcare, ride, < cavallo, < L. caballus,
a horse : see cabaft, capel^, cavalry, chevalier,

chivalry, and of. chevachie, a doublet of cat'oi-

cade.~\ A procession or train, as of persons on
horseback or in carriages.
We went from Sienna, desirous of being present at the

cavalcade of the new Pope Innocent X., who had not yet
made the grand procession to St. John de Laterano.

Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 2, 1644.

Onward came the cavalcade, illuminated by two hun-
dred thick waxen torches, in the hands of as many horse-
men. Scott, Kenilworth, II. 117.

He [King James] made a progress through his kingdom,
escorted by long cavalcades of gentlemen from one lordly
mansion to another. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xviii.

cavalcade t (kav-al-kad'), v. i. [< cavalcade, n."]

To ride in or form part of a procession.
He would have done his noble friend better service than

cavalcadiny with him to Oxford. Korth, Examen, p. 112.

cavalerot (kav-a-le'ro), n. [Also cavaliero,

repr. Sp. cavaliero, now caballero : see cavalier.]
A cavalier

;
a gay military man ;

a gallant.
I'll drink to master Bardolph, and to all the cavaleroet

about London. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3.

cavalier (kav-a-ler'), n. and a. [Also formerly
cavalero and cavaliero, after Sp. or It.

;
= D.

kavalier = Q. cavalier = Dan. kavaler = Sw.
kavaljer = AT. Tcewdlir, < F. cavalier = Pr. caval-

lier, < It. cavaliere = Sp. caballero = Pg. cava-

Iheiro, cavalleiro = F. chevalier (> E. chevalier),
< ML. caballarius, a horseman, knight, < LL.
caballus, a horse : sec cabafi, cavalcade, etc., and
chevalier.'] I. n. 1. A horseman, especially an
armed horseman

;
a knight.

Nineteen French marquesses and a hundred Spanish
cavaliers. Taller, No. 260.

Hence 2. One who has the spirit or bearing
of a knight; especially, a bold, reckless, and
gay fellow.

Who is he ... that will not follow
These cull'd and choice-drawn cavaliers to France?

Shait., Hen. V., iii. (cho.).

3. [cap.] The appellation given to the partizans
of Charles I. of England in his contest with
Parliament.

During some years they were designated as Cavaliers
and Roundheads. They were subsequently called Tories
and Wliigs. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

4 . A man attending on or escorting a woman,
or acting as her partner in dancing ;

a gallant ;

a beau.

I'll take a dance, said I ; so stay you here. A sunburnt
daughter of Labour rose up from the group to meet me as
I advanced towards them. . . . We want zcavalier, said

she, holding out both her hands, as if to offer them.
And a cavalier ye shall have, said I, taking hold of both
of them. Sterne.

5. In medievalfort., a mound defended by walls
and the like, raised so as to command the

neighboring ramparts; hence, in modern fort.,



cavalier

a raised work commonly situated \vitliin the

bastion, Imt sometimes placed in the gorges, or

on the middle of the curtain. It is 10 or la frrt

higher than the rest of the works, unit is u.sed to command
all the adjacent works and the surrounding country. It

is designed cliletly to hring a plunging tire to bear on tin-

assailants' works exterior to the enceinte.

6. Iii the niaiiet/c, one who understands horse-

manship ;
a skilled or practised rider. - Cavalier

battery. SIT- iiattn-ti.

II. a. If. Knightly; brave; warlike.

Tlh' people arc naturally not valiant, anil not much
ril nil '!-. Hni /,(/<(;/.

2. Gay ; sprightly ; easy ;
offhand

;
frank

;
care-

less.

The plodding, persevering, scrupulous accuracy of the

one, and the easy, mealier vcrliul iluency of the other,
form a complete contrast. llazlitt.

3. Haughty; disdainful; supercilious: as, a
rude and cacalicr answer.

4. [cufi.] Belonging or relating to the party of

Charles I. of England.
"1'is an old Ca fuller family. Ilium: -li, Coningsby, 111. 3.

cavalier (kav-a-ler'), r. i. [< ciinilin; n.] To
act as a cavalier

; ape the manners of a cava-

lier; carry one's self in a disdainful or high-
handed fashion : sometimes followed by it : as,

to try to cavalier it over one's associates.

An old drunken, i
:ut;iln'i-iii luitler.

Scott, Old Mortality, i.

cavalierish (kav-a-ler'ish), . [< cacalier +
-i.*li 1

.] Of or belonging to a cavalier, or to the

party of Charles I. of England.
The camlierith party. Ludlutv, Memoirs, II. 188.

The land is full of discontents, & the Cacaleerixh party
doth still expect a day & nourish hopes of a Revolution.

Quoted in Luwll, Among my Books, Istser., p. 250.

cavalierism (kav-a-ler'izm), n. [< cavalier +
-torn.] The practice or principles of cavaliers.

Scott.

cavalierly (kav-a-ler 'li), adv. In a cavalier

manner; arrogantly; disdainfully; supercili-
ously.
He has treated our opinion a little too cavalierly.

Juniua, Letters.

I protest I do not understand all this ; . . . you treat me
very cavalierly. Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, iv.

Those who cavalierly reject the Theory of Evolution, as
not adequately supported by facts, seem quite to forget
that their own theory is supported by no facts at all.

H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 377.

cavalierness (kav-a-ler'nes), n. [< cavalier,

a., + -ness.] The quality of being cavalier
;

arrogance; a disdainful manner. [Bare.]
cavalierot, [Intended for It. cavaliere : see

cavalier.] A cavalier; a gallant.
Then this brave cacaliero
Is openly baffled in his mistress' sight,
And dares not fight himself.

Beau, and Fl. (!), Faithful Friends, i. 2.

It occurred to him [the author] that the more serious

scenes of his narrative might be relieved by the humour
of a cavaliero of the age of Queen Elizabeth.

.>.w. Monastery, Int.

cavallard (kav-a-lyard'), w. [< Sp. caballardu,
a drove of horses, \caliallo. ahorse: seecabafi.]
A name in some parts or the western United
States for a drove of horses or mules. Also
carauard.
cavalleria (Sp. pron. ka-val-ya-re'S,), n. A mea-
sure of land used in Cuba, equal to 33.1 acres,

being a little less than the Castilian zugada.
There is a Mexican cavalleria of 131 acres.

cavalli, . See forally.
cavallo (H.pron. ka-val'16), . [It., lit. ahorse:
see cabaft, court 1

.] A Neapolitan coin, equal
to about iV of a United States cent.

cavally, cavalli (ka-val'i), . ; pi. cavallies, ca-

vallis (-iz). [Also cavalle, and crevally, crevalle,
< Sp. caballa (= Pg. cavalla), a horse-mackerel,
< caballo = Pg. cavaUto, a horse: see cabal2.]
A fish of the genus Caranx. See Caranx and
horse-mackerel.

The cavalli has a pointed head and snout, with moder-
ately large conical and pointed teeth.

Sportmtaril Gazetteer, p. 392.

cavalott, n. [Origin obscure.] An old form of

cannon made of wrought-iron, and firing a

charge consisting of one pound of lead bullets.

cavalry (kav'al-ri), . [Formerly cavallerie, <

F. cavallerie, now cavalerie, < It. cavalleria,

cavalry, knighthood (= Sp. caballeria = Pg.
cavallaria = OF. chevalerie, "> E. chivalry), <

cavaliere, a horseman, knight : see cavalier.] A
class of soldiers who march and fight on horse-
back

;
that part of an army, or of any military
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force, which consists of troops that serve on
horseback, as distinguished from infantry, or

fool -soldiers. Their elli.-aey and general iln|Mlan. e

an.-, trout their adaptation to rapid iu\euicntn, thus en-

abling a commander to avail himself of decisive oppor-
tunities, as in the c.\|M>eure of weak points in the eiiciii} *

lines, or the occurrence of disorder in his ranks. Tin > art

also employed [ur intercepting the enemy's supplies, fur-

nishing detachments and escorts, procuring intell

protecting the center or wings of an army, or coverinu a
retreat. The uses of cavalry, houcver, are necessarily
limited by the nature of the ground. Modern cavalry con-
sists of two grand classes, heart/ and Haiti (distiimuNhed
by weight of men, horses, anil equipments), which :.

ceptiltlc of subdivision according to the service required,
as aiiraxxii-rx, (/myrnmx, lam-i-i-*, /<"*.", ,v, etr.

cavalryman (kav'al-ri-inan), n.; ]>\.varalrifiiirn

(-men). A soldier trained to fight on horse-

back; a member of a cavalry regiment.
Each cavaln/ni'i n had been required to start with ten

pounds of grain for his horse. The Century, XXVII I. US,

cavan (ka-van'), n. Same as caban.

cavas, n. See mmx.s-.

cavasina (kav-a-si'nft), n. A fish of the family
I'liruiii/iilii; ffrriiiln oOffoNf; a kind of amber-
fish. [California.]

cavass, kavass (ka-vas'), . [Turk, gateau, (ja-

icds (kawas, lean-was).] 1. An armed and uni-

formed attendant attached to the suite of a per-
son of distinction in Turkey.
Their cam** brought up a native who told them thai

(ijolbaschi was only about three leagues off, and otlcrcd to

guide them. t'nrtiiinlitly Rev., N. S., XXXIX. 813.

2f. A Turkish police-officer.
Also euros, catcass, kawatis.

cavassont, See carczon.

cavate (ka'vat), r. t.
; pret. and pp. cavated,

ppr. ca fating. [< L. cavatus, pp. of carun;
make hollow, < cavus, hollow: see cnre1

.] To
make hollow; dig out; excavate. [Bare.]
cavatina (kav-a-te'na), w. [It., > F. cacatine.]
In mtuic, a melody of simpler character than
the aria, and without a second part and a da

capo or return part. The term is occasionally
applied, however, to airs of any kind.

cavation (ka-va'shon), H. [< It. cavazioiie, <

L. cavatio(n-), an excavation, < cavare: see ca-

vate.] 1. The act of hollowing or excavating;
specifically, in arch., the digging or excavating
of the earth for the foundation of a building;
the trench or excavation so dug. In the spe-
cific use also spelled cavazion. 2. In fencing,
a method of evading a low thrust by drawing
the haunch backward, thus withdrawing the

abdomen and chest from the reach of the ad-

versary's weapon. Rolando (ed. Forsyth).
cavayard (kav-a-yard'), n. Same as carallard.

cavazion, . See cavation, 1.

cave 1
(kav), . [< ME. care, < OF. care, caitr, a

cave (var. cage, a cage, > E. cage), = Pr. 8p. Pg.
It. cava, < L. cavea, a cave, also a cage, < cams,
hollow (neut. cavum, a cave), akin to Gr. ni-a/i,

a hole (cf . Or. Koi/of, orig. "/.aft/of (?), hollow, =
L. cesium, orig. "cavilum, the sky : see ceil, n., ce-

Icstialj etc.), < KVCIV, itvelv, conceive, swell, orig.
contain. Hence cavern, cage, concave, excavate,

etc.] 1. A hollow place in the earth; espe-
cially, a natural cavity of considerable size,

extending more or less horizontally into a hill

or mountain; a cavern; a den. caves are princi-

pally met with in limestone rocks, in gypsiuu, sometimes
in sandstone, and in volcanic rocks. Some of them have
a very grand and picturesque appearance, such as Fin-

gal's Cave in Statt'a, on the west coast of .Scotland, the en-

trance to which is formed by columnar ranges of basalt

supporting an arch 60 feet high and 33 feet wide. Some,
as the Mammoth Cave of Kentucky, which incloses an
extent of about 40 miles of subterraneous windings, are
celebrated for their great extent and subterranean waters,
or for then- gorgeous stalactites anil stalagmites. Others
are of interest to the geologist and archreologist from the
occurrence in them of osseous remains of animals of the
Pleistocene period, or for the evidence their clay floors

and rudely sculptured walls, and the implements found
in them, offer of the presence of prehistoric man.

And Lot went up out of Zoar, . . . and he dwelt in a

cave, he and his two daughters. Gen. xix. 30.

He slow [slew] Cacua in a cave of stoon [stone).

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 117.

A hollow cave or lurking-place. Shak., Tit And., v. 2.

2. A cellar; a subterranean chamber. [Obso-
lete or local.]
But nowe there stondeth neuer a house, hut oonly two

Towres and certayne caiies vuder the grounde.
Sir R. Guytforde, Pylgrymage, p. 16.

3f. Any hollow place or part ;
a cavity.

The caw of the ear.
. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

4. The ash-pit of a glass-furnace. 5. [cap.] A
name given to a party in the British Parliament
who seceded from the Liberals on the reform bill

introduced by them in 1866. See Adullamitf.
Hence 6. Any small faction of seceders or
dissidents in Parliament.

caveacb

cave 1
(kiiv), r. : |uvt. and pp. run-it, ppr. raring.

L< fare, n. ;
= F. mn-r = 1'r. Sp. Pg. riirnr = It.

riinn'r, < L. riii'iiri . liuki- hollmv, hollow out,

excavate, < riinix, hollow: sec run), n., from
which the K. \erli is in part din-el Iv derived.

In def. 11., -, as in the phrase rnri m. the verb,

though now completely identified with run '. r.,

with ret', to the noun rc/i, is in its origin an
accommodation of i he dial, min-, ruin- in. < <<///',

:i iletached mans of earth: sec i.'alrr, r., 2, and
m//'i, H., 7, s, !).] I. traim. To make hollow;
hollow out.

The nioiildred eat tb bad i-nr',1 the balike.
.

-r, K. (;., IV. v. 33.

II. itilraiii-: 1. To dwell in a cave. [Bare.]
It ma> be liranl at < i>in t tliat -urb as we
l'ii>-' Inn . hunt bere, are outlaws.

Hlmk.. I'ymlx'linf, iv. 2.

2. To fall in and leave a hollow, as earth on
the side of a well or pit: absolutely, or with

in! as, tin- earth lii-^an to rurc.a. Figura-
tively, to break down ; yield; give up ;

submit ;

knock under: absolutely, or with i' : as, at this

he cared. [Slang.]
A puppy, three weeks old, joins the chase with heart

and soul but c<uv# in at about !in\ >ards. and sits him
down in bark. II. K itry Ilamlyn, xxviil.

cave2
, kave (kav), r.

; pret. and pp. mm/, in ml.

ppr. raring, im iui/. [Sc. also keare, kere, < ME.
run n, it rin, < NoTW. kura, tlirow, toss, snatch,
move the hands as in scattering, stirring, row-

ing, etc., also kaara, snatch, stir, shake (cf.

1,-afxa in similar sense), appar. a particular use
of or confused with kaca Icel. kafa, dip, dive,
swim, plunge, tr. dip, plunge, reft, dip, dive,

impers. sink, founder, also der. krfja, < Norw.

kar, a dive, plunge, the sea, the deep, also stir,

agitation, quick motion of the hands, = Icel.

kaf, a dive, a plunge, poet, the deep, the sea.

Hence cane2 .] I. trans. 1. To toss or pitch
:

as, to cave hay. 2. To toss in a threatening or

haughty manner : as, to cave the horns (said of

horned cattle) ; to cave the head. 3. To clean

(threshed grain) by tossing or raking (it) on a
barn-floor or a threshing-floor. [Old and prov.

Eng. and Scotch in all uses.]
And nygh it make a place high, plain, and pure,
When nede is therto fare upon tin corne,
This wol availle. and make it longe endure.

Palladia*, Husbondric (E. E. T. 8.), p. 37.

Il.t in trans. 1. To move; rush.

I ... blusched [looked] on the Imrghe as I forth droned
[hastened]

Bygonde the Imik fro me warde keueil.

Alliterative I'uems (E. E. T. S.), L 979.

2. To sink ; be plunged or buried.

Thou wylncj ouer this water to weue,
Er moste thou ceuer to other counsayl,
Thy corse In clot mot calder [colder] teue.

Alliterative J'aeinn (E. E. T. S.), i. 318.

cave2 , kave (kav), . [< care2
, kare, v.] A toss,

as of the head. [Scotch and prov. Eng. ]

cavea (ka've-a), H.
; pi. cmr(-e). [L., a cage:

see cage, cavc^.] Among the ancient Bomans :

(a) A cage or den for wild beasts, etc. ; liter-

ally, any cavity or hollow place, (b) In gen-
eral, the auditorium of a theater or amphithea-

Cavea. Odeum of Rcgilla, Athens.

ter: so called from its concave form, and by
analogy with the similar application by the

Greeks of the word KO'I'/OV, a hollow.

A very rude low wall divides the cavea, cut entirely out
of the side of the hill, from the orchestra below, partly
formed on made ground, and another runs across where
the stage should he. Athenaeum, So. 3084, p. 751.

[By synecdoche, the word cavea was often used to denote
the whole theater or amphitheater.]

cayeach (ka-vech'), . [< Sp. Pg. escabeche,

pickles, souse, sauce for fish.] Pickled mack-
erel. [West Indian.]



caveach

cayeach (ka-vech'), r. t. [< caveach, .] To
pickle (mackerel) according to a West Indian
method.

caveae, . Plural of carea.

caveat (ka've-at), n. [L., let him beware; 3d
pers. sing. pres. subj. of cavcre, beware, take
need: see caution.] 1. In law, a notice filed

or noted in a public office to prevent some
proceeding being had except after warning to

the caveator, or person making the caveat : as,
a careat filed witli the probate court against the

probate of a will. A caveat filed in the United States
1'atent Office by one who is engaged upon an invention enti-

tles him to notice of any application for a patent for an in-

terfering invention during one year, while he is perfecting
his own.

2. Figuratively, intimation of caution; warn-

ing; admonition; hint.

Let our bands take this eaueat also, if the enemie re-

tire, not to make any long pursuit after him.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 63.

To giue a Caueat to al parents, how they might bring
their children vp in vertue.

Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 122.

In the midst of his prosperity, let him remember that
caveat of Moses, "Beware that he do not forget the Lord
his God." Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 87.

caveat (ka've-at), v, i. [< caveat, .] 1. To
enter a caveat. 2. In fencing, to shift the
sword from one side of an adversary's sword
to the other.

caveator (ka've-a-tor), n. [< caveat + -or.]
One who enters' a caveat.

cave-bear (kav'bar), n. A fossil bear, Ursus

xpekeus, of the Quaternary epoch, contempo-
rary with man in the caves of Europe.
cave-cricket (kav'krik"et), n. A cricket of the

genus Hadenoicus, inhabiting caverns. S. H.
Scudder.

cave-dweller (kav'dweFer), n. 1. One who
dwells in a cave; a troglodyte; specifically, a
member of the prehistoric race of men who
dwelt in natural caves, subsisting on shell-fish

and wild animals. Many of the caves which they in-

habited contain their rude implements and sculptured
drawings, together with animal and sometimes human
bones, in superimposed layers, separated by limestone or
other deposits. See bone-cave. Also called caveman.

Our knowledge of primitive man in Europe, during the

paleolithic age, is mainly confined to what has been
learned in regard to the life and habits of the so-called
cave-dwellers. Science, III. 489.

2. pi. leap."] A name given to the Bohemian
Brethren (which see, under Bohemian), because
they hid in caves to escape persecution.
cave-fish (kav'fish), n. A fish of the family
Amblyopsidce that inhabits caves. There are sev-
eral species, all viviparous, some of them blind, inhabiting
cave-streams of the southern and western United States,
as Amblyopns spelteux and Typhlichthys subterraneus.

CholoflOster papillifer, C. aftaxxizi, and C. cornutujt, of the
same family, are found in open ditches in South Carolina.
See cut under Ainbhiopnis.

cave-hyena (kav'hi-e"nii), . A species of fos-
sil hyena, Hyaena spelieiis, remains of which oc-
cur in bone-caves.

cave-keeper (kav'ke"per), n. One who lives
in a cave. [Rare.]

I thought I was a cave-keeper,
And cook to honest creatures.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

cave-keeping (kav'ke"ping), a. Dwelling in a

cave; hidden. [Rare.]
In men, as in a rough-grown grove, remain
Cave-keeping evils that obscurely sleep.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1250.

cavel 1
, cavil1

, kevel1
, kevil1

(kav'el, -il, kev'-

el, -il), n. [Also written kavel, and formerly
assibilated cltevil; < ME. *cavel (not recorded in
this sense, but see caeeP), kevel, kevil, a cleat,

clamp, gag, < (1) Icel. kefti, a piece of wood, a

stick, a gag, a cylinder, a mangle (also in

comp. runkefli, a rune-staff), = Norw. kjevle, a
round stick, cylinder, roller, rolling-pin, gag, =
Sw. dim. kafling, a small roundish billet: (2)
Icel. Icafli, a piece, a bit, a buoy for a cable or
net (medhalkafli, a sword-hilt), = Norw. kavle, a
roller, cylinder, rolling-pin, gag, kavl, a buoy
for a cable or net, = Sw. kafte, a roller, cylinder,
roller of a mangle, hilt, = MD. D. kavel= MLG.
LGr. karel = G. kabel, lot, part, share (whence
E. cavel%), orig. a stick or rune-staff used in cast-

ing lots.] If. A bit for a horse.

In kevil and bridel \inframo et camo] thair chekes straite

2f. A gag.
Ps' ml - 9 <MK "rsion).

Hwan Grim him [Havelok] hanede faste bounden,
And sithen in an eld cloth woundeu,
A keuel of clutes ful unwraste ifoul]
That he [nej moucte speke ne fnaste [breathe].

Havelok, 1. 545.

3. Naut., a large cleat of wood or iron to which
sheets, tacks, or braces are belayed. Also che-
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vil. E. Phillip*, 1706. 4. A stone-masons' ax,
with a flat face for knocking off projecting
angular points, and a pointed peon for reducing
a surface to the desired form ; a jedding-ax.
To cast the cavel, to throw the hammer.

cavel'2 , cavil'-', kevel2
, kevil2 (kav'el, -il, kev'-

el, -il), n. [< ME. carel, pi. cnflis, < MD. D.
kavel = MLG. LG. kavel G. kabel, lot, part,
share: see cavel1 .'] If. Originally, the stick or
rune-staff used in casting lots

;
a lot: as, to cast

cavels.
O we cuist cavelx us amang.

William Ouiwman (Child's Ballads, III. 52).

2. A part or share
; lot.

No one, not being a brother of the gild, shall buy wool,
hides, or skins, to sell again, or shall cut cloths, save
stranger-merchants in the course of trade. Such a one
shall have neither Lot nor Ctn-il with any brother.

Englixh Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 342.

3. A parcel or allotment of land. [Obsolete
or provincial in both senses.]
cave-lion (kav'li"on), . A lion the remains of
which occur in European bone-caves. It is

closely related to if not identical with the liv-

ing lion, Felis leo.

caveman (kav'man), n.; pi. cavemen (-men).
Same as cave-dweller, 1.

The bones and implements of the Care-men are found
in association with remains of the reindeer and bison, the
arctic fox, the mammoth, and the woolly rhinoceros.

J. Fiske, Evolutionist, p. 45.

cavendish (kav'en-dish), n. [From the proper
name Cavendish."] Tobacco which has been
softened, pressed into quadrangular cakes, and
sweetened with syrup or molasses, for chew-

ing or smoking. Also called neijro-Jiead Cut
cavendish, cavendish tobacco cut into small shreds.

cave-pika (kav'pi"ka), . A kind of pika or

calling-hare, fossil remains of which are found
in bone-caves. See Lagomys.
caver1

(ka'ver), n. [Uncertain.] 1. A person
stealing ore from the mines in Derbyshire,
England, and punishable in the barmote or
miners' court. 2. An officer belonging to the

Derbyshire mines.
caver2

, kaver (kav'er), . A gentle breeze.

[West coast of Scotland.]
cavern (kav'ern), n. [= F. caverne = Pr. Sp.
Pg. It. caverna, < L. caverna, < cavus, hollow:
see cave1

, n."] A large natural cavity under the
surface of the earth; a cave

;
a den.

Where wilt thou find a cavern dark enough
To mask thy monstrous visage? Shak., J. C., U. 1.

The oracular caverns of darkness.

Longfellow, Evangeline, ii. 3.

cavern (kav'ern), . t. [< cavern, n."\ To hollow
out

;
form like a cave by excavating : with out.

But I find the gayest castles in the air that were ever

piled far better for comfort and for use than the dungeons
in the air that are daily dug and caverned out by grum-
bling, discontented people.

Emerson, Considerations by the Way.

cavernalt (kav'er-nal), a. [< cavern + -al.]
Cavernous. Falter.

"

caverned (kav'ernd), a. [< cavern, n., + -erf2.]

1 . Full of caverns or deep chasms ; having cav-

erns; formed like a cavern: as, "the cavern'd

ground," Philips.
Beneath the caverned cliff they fall.

Scott, Marmion, vi. 19.

2. Inhabiting or found in a cavern: as, "cav-
ern'd hermit," Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 42;
"caverned gems," Hemans, A Tale of the Four-
teenth Century.
cavernicolous (kav-er-nik'o-lus), a. [< L. ca-

verna, cavern, + colere, dwell in, inhabit.] In-

habiting caverns; dwelling in caves.

cavernose (kav'er-nos), a. Same as cavernous.
M. C. Cooke.

cavernous (kav'er-nus). a. [= F. caverneux =
Pr. cavernos = Sp. Pg. It. cavernoso, < L. caver-

nosus, < caverna, a cavern.] 1. Formed into a
cavern or caverns

; containing caverns ; hence,
deeply hollowed out; deep-set: as, cavernous
mountains or rocks

;
cavernous eyes. 2. Filled

with small cavities, as a sponge; reticulated;
honeycombed. Applied in anatomy to vessels or vas-
cular structures in which the blood-vessels are traversed

by numerous trabeculse dividing them up, or in which
they form frequent and close anastomoses with one an-
other. In either case a structure of sponge-like texture
is produced. Cavernous bodies (corpora cavernosa),
the highly vascular and nervous fibrocellular structures
which compose the greater part of the erectile tissue of
the penis and of the clitoris, the rest being known as the
spongy body. Cavernous groove, in anat., the carotid
groove (which see, under carotid}. Cavernous nerves,
nerves coming from the prostatic plexus, and distributed
to the erectile or cavernous tissue of the penis. Cavern-
ous rale, a gurgling rale sometimes heard in auscultation
over a pulmonary cavity of considerable size, especially in

inspiration, when the cavity is partly filled with liquid,
through which the air bubbles as it enters. Cavernous

cavicorn

respiration, the respiratory sounds sometimes heard in
auscultation over a cavity in a lung. The inspiration is

blowing, neither vesicular nor tubular in quality, and
lower in pitch than tubular breathing; the expiration is

of the same quality as the inspiration, but lower in pitch.
Cavernous sinus, a venous sinus of the cranial cavity,

lying on thu side of the body of the sphenoid bone. It re-

ceives tlie ophthalmic vein in front, and communicates
with the cavernous sinus of the other side through the
transverse and circular sinuses. Cavernous texture,
in geol., that texture of aggregated compound rocks which
is characterized by the presence of uunimms small cavi-

ties, as in lava. Cavernous tissue, the substance of
the cavernous bodies of the penis and clitoris. Cavern-
ous whisper, in auscultation, whispering resonance as
modified by transmission through a cavity, characterized
by a non-tubular blowing quality of low ]jitcli.

Cayernularidae (kav"er-nu-lar'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Cai'ri'iiiilaria, the typical genus (< L.
nirt-niula (see cavernule) + -ari/i), + -<>/-.] A
family of veretillous pennatuloid polyps with

long calcareous bodies.

cayernule (kav'er -mil), . [< L. carermtla,
dim. of caverna, a cavern.] A small cavity.
cavernulous (ka-ver'nu-lus), a. [< cavernule
+ -oiis."] Full of little cavities; alveolar: as,
i-iin rniiliins metal.

cavesson, . See cavezon.

cave-swallow (kav'swol"6), . A West Indian
swallow, Hiriinilo paeeiloma, which affixes its

nest of mud to the roofs and walls of caves.

cave-tiger (kav'ti'ger), . A species of fossil

tiger or jaguar, Felis spelams, remains of which
occur in the bone-caves of South America.
cavetto (ka-vet'o), n. [It., dim. of cavo, hollow :

see cave1
, .] 1. In arch., a hollow member,

or round concave molding, containing at least
the quadrant of a circle, used in cornices, be-
tween the tori of bases, etc. 2. In decorative

art, a hollow or recessed pattern : the reverse
of relief and rilievo In cavetto, said of any design
stamped or impressed, and differing from iutafflio in not
being incised as with a sharp instrument. Thus, a design
impressed in tiles, clay, or plaster is properly said to be
in cavetto. The field may also be recessed, with a device
in relief upon it, as in the style of work known as cavo-
rilievo ; in this case the field is said to be in cavetto.

A design in relief was impressed upon them, leaving the
ornamental pattern in cavetto.

C. T. Davi, Bricks and Tiles, p. 412.

cavey, . See cone1
.

cavezon, cavesson (kav'e-zon, -son), . [For-
merly also cavasson ; < F. cavesson, cavcyon, < It.

carezzone, aug. of cavezza, a halter, = OF. che-

rece, neck, = Pr. cabeissa, wig, = Sp. cabeza= Pg.
cabeqa, head, < L. caput, head: see caput, and
cf. cabeca."] A sort of nose-band of iron, leather,
or wood, sometimes flat and sometimes hollow
or twisted, which is put on the nose of a horse
to wring it, in order to facilitate breaking him.
Also called causson.

Cavia (ka'vi-a), n. [NL. and Pg., from native
Indian name, > E. cary.] The typical genus of
the family Caviida; and subfamily Caviince, con-

taining the cavies proper, as the guinea-pig.
See cavy, Caviidce.

cayian (ka'vi-an). a. and n. [= F. cavien ; < Ca-
via + -an.] 1. a. Pertaining to or having the
characters of the genus Carj'a or the family
Cuviidce.

II. . One of the cavies ; a caviid.

caviar, caviare (kav-i-ar'or ka-ver'), n. [Also
formerly caviary ; = D. kaviaar = G. Dan. Sw.
kaviar, < F. caviar, formerly cavial, < It. cariale,

formerly also eaviaro, = Sp. caviar, caviar, ca-

bial, sausage made with caviar, = Pg. caviar,
cavial, caviar (ML. cariarium, NGr. naftiapt),
< Turk, havydr, caviar

;
said to be of Tatar ori-

gin. The Russ. name is ikra.] A preparation
for the table of the roe of certain large fish pre-
served by salting. The best is made from the roes of
the sterlet, sturgeon, sevruga, and beluga, caught in the
lakes and rivers of Russia. Caviar was regarded as a deli-

cacy too refined to be appreciated by the vulgar taste ;

hence Shakspere's application of the word to a play which
the vulgar could not relish.

'Twas caviare to the general. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

A pill of caviary now and then,
Which breeds choler adust.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, iii. 2.

The eggs of a sturgeon, being salted, and made up into

a mass,, were first brought from Constantinople by the
Italians' and called caviare. N. Grew, Museum.

Hark ye '. a rasher of bacon, on thy life '. and some pick-
led sturgeon, and soure krcut and caviar, and good strong
cheese. Landor, Peter the Great.

caviaryt, n. Same as caviar.

cavicorn (kav'i-korn), a. and . [< NL. cavi-

cornis, < L. cavus, hollow (see cave1 ), + cornu
= E. ltorn.~\ I. a. Hollow-horned, as a rumi-
nant

; specifically, of or pertaining to the Cavi-
cornia.

II. . A hollow-horned ruminant; specifi-

cally, one of the Cavicornia.



Oavicornia

Oavicornia (kav-i-kdr'ni-S), n. pi. [NT,. (Illi-

ger, 1811), neut. pi. of cavicornis : see <-<iri

corn.] The hollow-horned ruminants consid-

ered as a family or other zoological group f

mammals, contrasting with the solid-horned

ruminants, or deer, Cervirte. The Camcomin are

the oxen, sheep, goats, and antelopes ; an. I till- group l

exactly conterminous with llnriilir ill the now current ex-

tended sense of the latter term. The horns are perma-
nent and two or four in number, appear in hi'th sexes or

in the male only, anil consist of a Hheath of horn upon a

bony core formed by a process of the frontal bone. The
pronghorn of North America, .l/i/iVncn/"'" '/..,/,,/. i,

anomalous, having horns of this description anil bciirj

thus truly cavirorn, yet shedding its horns annually like

a deer.

Cavidae (kav'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Gavin + -'".
]

Same as Gaviulie.

cayie
1

, cavey (ka'vi), . [Sc., = D. kerie = G.

kiijiij, kiij'i; ()H(r. cAmn,< ML. ctiria for L. riii-i-ii.

a cage, a cave : see can ' mid caije.'] A hencoop.
Aliint the eliicken iw (v. linrna. Jolly Beggars.

cavie" (ka'vi), v. i.
; pret. and pp. ctirinl, ppr. rn-

ryiny. [8c. : see rare2.] 1 . To rear or prance,
as a horse. 2. To toss the head, or to walk
with an airy and affected step. Jnmit'xmi. See
mi'/'", r. t., '2.

caviid (kav'i-id), . A rodent of the family
Cnriid/i'.

Caviidae (ka-vi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Carlo +
-iVfVr.j A family of hystricomorphic simplici-
deut mammals, of the order Jtodentia or Glires,

peculiar to South America ; the cavies. KX.-IU.I

ing the capibara as type of a separate family lliiili-urlni'i-i-

dVe, the Caviiilir are characterized by comparatively short
incisors and by other dental ami cranial peculiarities, im-

perfect clavicles (commonly said to be wanting), very short
or rudimentary tail, uncleft upper lip, anil 4-toed fore

feet and 3-toed hind feet, both ending in somewhat hoof-
like claws. The leading genera are Cavia and Duli'-tn //...

See cai'tt. Also, less correctly, Camadce, Camdte.

Caviinae (kav-i-i'ne), . pi. [NL., < Carin +
-/''.] The typical subfamily of the family
Caviidai, containing the cavies proper, when
the giant cavy or capibara is retained in the

family : equivalent to Camillas without the ge-
nus Hydrochoervs.
caviine (kav'i-in), a. Of or pertaining to the
cavies or Caviidw.

cavil1
,

. See cavel1 .

cavil2,
. See care/2.

cavil3 (kav'il), '.
; pret. and pp. caviled or cav-

illed, ppr. caviling or cavilling. [< OF. cavil-

ler = Sp. earilar = Pg. cavillar = It. cavillare,
< L. cavillari, jeer, mock, quibble, cavil, < ca-

villa, also eavillum, a jeering, scoffing.] I. iii-

trans. To raise captious and frivolous objec-
tions; find fault without good reason; carp:
frequently followed by at.

But In the way of bargain, mark ye me,
I'll cavil on the ninth part of a hair.

Shak., IHen. IV., Hi. 1.

Let's fight it out, and not stand cavilling thus.

SAai.,8Heu. VI., i. 1.

He says much that many may dispute,
And cavil at with ease, hut none refute.

Cowper, Truth.

Il.t trans. To receive or treat with objec-
tions

;
find fault with.

Wilt thou enjoy the good,
Then cavil the conditions? Milton, P. L., x. 759.

cavil3 (kav'il), n. [< caviP, v. Cf. L. cavilla,

n.] A captious or frivolous objection; an ex-

ception taken for the sake of argument ;
a carp-

ing argument.
That's but a cavil; he is old, I young.

Shak., T. of the S., 11. 1.

The cavils of prejudice and unbelief. Smith.

I cannot enlarge on every point which brings convic-
tion to my own mind, nor answer at length every cavil or
even every serious argument.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 131.

caviler, caviller (kav'il-er), . One who cav-

ils; one who is apt to raise captious objec-
tions

;
a carping disputant.

Socrates held all philosophers mrilfn and madmen.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 167.

The candour which Horace shows is that which distin-

guishes a critick from a caviller. Addition, Guardian.

caviling, cavilling (kav'il-ing), . [Verbal n.

of cavitv, v.] The act of raising captious and
frivolous objections; an objection of a cap-
tious nature: as, "cavillings and menacings,"
Jer. Taylor (?), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 66.

caviling, cavilling (kav'il-ing), p. a. [Ppr. of
ran'/3

, t'.] Eaising frivolous objections ; fault-

finding. = Syn. Carping, etc. See captiou*.

cavilingly, cavillingly (kav'il-iug-li), adv. In
n caviling manner.

cavillationt (kav-i-la
'

shon), . [ME. cavilla-

cioun, eavilacion, < OF. cavillacion, eavillation =
F. cacillation = Pr. cavilhatio = Sp. eavilacion

873

= Pg. rnrilliiriiii = It. {iiril/ii.:ii>iii, < I,, rnrilln-

ti<>( >!-),(. curilltiri. j>p. I'liri/liiliix : SIM- i-ni-H*, r.\

The act or practice of caviling or raising cap-
tious objections ;

a caviling or quibbling ob-

jection or criticism.
U ithonten fnuide or i-irri!lil'->""n.

cliiu/i-i-i-, SunmMucr's Talc, 1. 4'J,s.

Who should doe thus. 1 cnuic--, . sh'iiihl requite tin ,,K

iections made against I'oets. uith llki <-<nii(l<ttiiiiix against
I'hilosopllen. Sir /'. Xiilllfll, Apol. for I'oelhe.

Parma ML-uitieil his ei.nsent to make use of that treaty
a* a hasis,

"
provided aluays it were interpreted healthily.

ami imt di-.l"cated l,v i-iii-illnliiiii^ ami sinister interpret:!
lions." M',1/,-,1. Hutch lie-public, III. 42ci.

caviller, cavilling, etc. See caviler, etc.

caviloust, cavilloUSt (kav'il-us), n. [< L. mril-

IKHH, < nn-il/ii : see cavil3
, .] Captious; apt to

object or criticize without good reason; quib-
bling. Ayliffe. [Kare.]

cavilouslyt,cavillouslyt(kav'il-us-li),flrf'-. In

a cavilous or carping manner; captiously: as,

"cavillttuHly urged," Milton, Art. of Peace with
Irish. [Kare.]

cavilousnesst, cavillousnesst (kav'il-us-nes),
H. Captiousness ; disj>osition or aptitude to

raise frivolous objections. [Rare.]
cavin(kav'in), H. [< F. cavin, < care, < L. cavus,
hollow: see earel, cai/r.'] Milit., a hollow way
or natural hollow, adapted to cover troops and
facilitate their approach to a pl;ic<'.

caving-rake (ka'ving-rak), w. [< tariug-s +
rake.] In n</ri., a rake for separating the chaff
or cavings from grain spread out on a barn-
floor or a threshing-floor. [Prov. Eug.]
cavings (ka'vingz), n. ]>l. [PI. of caring, verbal
n. of rnre'2 , p.] The short broken straw sepa-
rated from threshed grain by means of the ca-

ving- or barn-rake ; chaff. [Prov. Eng.]
cavinna-WOOd (ka-vin'a-wud), . A species of

rosewood obtained from Ualbergia nigra, a tall

leguminous tree of Brazil.

Cavitaria (kav-i-ta'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of "cavitarius : see can'tori/.] In Cuviert

system of classification, a group of intestinal

worms, one of the divisions of Entozoa ; the

Caelflmintha of Owen. See cavitary, a., 2.

cavitary (kav'i-ta-ri), a. and . [< NL. *curi-

turiiis, < L. as if '"caritas: see carity + -r#l.]
1. a. 1. Hollow; cayal; cavernous; having a

cavity; specifically, in biol., coalomatous ;
of or

pertaining to the coeloma, or the perivisceral

space or body-cavity ; having a body-cavity.
Certain portions of the hollow cavitary system, which

forms the luemal passages, are converted into contractile
vessels by the development of muscles in their walls.

Gegeiibaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 51.

2. Having an enteric cavity or intestinal tract
;

enteric
;
intestinal. Formerly specifically applied to

the cavitaries, or certain intestinal parasitic worms (in-
testinal in the sense of having an intestine of their own,
not as inhabiting the intestines of other animals), as the
threadworms or Nematoidea, as distinguished from the
anenterous worms, as the tapeworms and nukes, which
have no intestinal cavity.

II. n. A worm or entozoon haying an in-

testinal canal in a distinct abdominal cavity ;

one of the Cavitaria.

cavitied (kav'i-tid), a. [< cavity + -cd2.] Hav-
ing cavities ; specifically, having an intestinal

cavity ; cavitary, as the nematoid worms or cav-
itaries. Owen.

cavity (kav'i-ti), .
; pi. cavities (-tiz). [< F.

cavite = Sp.
"cai-idad = Pg. cavidade = It. coci-

tA, < L. as if "cavitas, < cavus, hollow : see cafe1
.]

1. A hollow place ;
a hollow; a void or empty

space in a body : as, the abdominal carity; the
thoracic cavity; the cavity of the mouth. 2f.
The state of being hollow

;
hollowness.

The cavity or hollowness of the place.
Goodwin, Works, III. 565.

Amniotic cavity. See amniatic. Arachnoid cavity,
an old name for the sulxl ural space. Axial cavity, bran-
chial cavity, buccal cavity. See the adjectives.

Cleavage cavity. See clramnf. Consonating cavi-
ties. See rmumtating. Digital cavity, hemal cavity,
medullary cavity, etc. See the adjectives.

Cavolinia (kav-o-lin'i-a), n. [NL., < Carolini,
an Italian naturalist.] The typical genus of
the family Caroliniidee : sy-

nonymous with Hyaltea. C.

tritlrnttitii is an example.
cavoliniid (kav-o-lin'i-id), n.

A pteropod of the family
Cavoliniidte.

Cavoliniidae (kav
" o - li - ni

'
i -

de), n. pi. [NL. (iJ'Orbigny,
1842), < CaVOHnia + -lW<r.] Cavolinia trOmtata.

A family of thecosomatous

pteropods with large lobate fins, an abdominal
branchial pouch, no operculigerous lobe, three
rows of teeth, the lateral unciform, and an

Cazton

inopcrculate non-spiral symmetrical shell: sy-
nuMyinoUH with 1/yn/n-nlir.

Cavolinite (kav-6-lf''iiit), . ['nr<>lini,&n Ital-, .

ian nntiinilist. 4- -ill-. ] Saiiii' ;is

aVO-rilievo (kii'vo-re-lya'vo), n. [It., < i-i

hollow, + rilirrii, rolit-f : seo ran- 1 und rdief. Cf .

/i/n

[It.,

iitto-rilii-ro, liniuai-riliiro, /ins-relief.] In scnl/i.,

a kind of relief in which the highest surface is

level with the plane of the original >l OMI-, which
is left around the outlines of the design, sculp-
ture of this kind is much employed in the d> o.nition of

the \valls of Kgyptiaa temples. .\ls<. ulitten ,<.. /

and also called coVr///^.// <//./-"
. r'f^tin-^.

I'orphyritirinon.ilitli^ skilfully tilled in i-<ir<i.,vlirni with

symbolic groujw. KIII-IIC.. Ann-r., I. -!\.

cavort (ka-vort'), r. i. [Said to be a corrupt ion

of i-in-ri't.] 1. To curvet; prance about: sai.l

of a horse. Hence 2. To bustle about nim-

bly or eagerly : said of a person. [Amer. slang.]

They |the soldiers] have i-<ir<, ,!'! around the suburbs III

sulticient numbers to pillage with impunity.
l;i,'li,,ii,nil l>i*iaili'li, copied in N. V. Herald, June '.I, 1!2.

cayum(ka'vum), .
; pi. cara (-vft). [L., neut.

ol 'i iirim, hollow: seecuw 1
.] In mint., a hollow;

the cavity of any organ : chiefly used with ref-

erence to the cavities or sinuses of the heart,
with a Latin adjective.
In all Keptllia, except crocodiles, there is lint one ven-

tricular cavity [of the heart), though it maybe divided
more or less distinctly into a rartnn Wrtojwwi and a camtitt

nrteriHKUm. . . . The aortic arches and the pulmonary
artery all arise from the i-iin/ui i-i-iinniint, or a special sub
division of that cavity called the cavum jnthiicmale.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 88.

cavy (ka'vi), .; pi. caries (-viz). {Bee Cada.]
A rodent of the genus Cavia or family Caviidie.
There are several species, of which the guinea-pig, C. do-

baya, is the best known. Giant cavy, or water-cavy,
the capibara (which see). -Mountain cavy. ('aria /.//,.

enjtin. Fatagonlan cavy, or inai-a, Itiilicniitix }Hitacho-
niea. Restless cavy, I'ariu /-mi. Rock-cavy, Cavia

rujie/ttrijt, of Brazil. Southern cavy, Caeia avxlrali*.

caw 1
, kaw (ka), v. i. [Formerly also kaa; imi-

tative of the sound. Similar imitative forms
occur in many and diverse languages to ex-

press the cry of or as a name for the crow and
other corvine birds. Cf. croak, and see caddow,
coe 1

, chough, and daw2
.']

To cry like a crow,
rook, raven, or jackdaw.

Like a jackdaw, that when he lights upon
A dainty morsel, kaa> and makes his brag.

Chapman, All Fools, til. 1.

The building rook 'ill caw from the windy tall elm-tree,
And the tufted plover pipe along the fallow lea.

TenmiKon, May Queen, ii.

caw1
,
kaw (ka), n. [< caw1

, kaif, r.] The cry
of the crow, rook, raven, or jackdaw.
caw2

(ka), v. t. [Sc., = on2.] To drive: as, to

caw a nail ;
to eair cattle to market. Often ab-

breviated to ca'. [Scotch.] To caw one's hogs
to tile hill, to snore.

cawass, . See cavass.

cawchiet, An obsolete form of causeway.
cawf, . See caw/.

cawk, . See eauk1
,
1.

cawker (ka'ker), n. Same as calk3 .

cawky, a. See eaitky.

cawlt, . An old spelling of caul1 .

cawney, cawny (ka'ni), . [E. Ind.] A mea-
sure of land used in some parts of India, and
varying slightly according to locality. In the
Madras presidency it is equal to 1.322 acres.

cawquaw (ka'kwa), w. [Amer. Ind. name.]
The urson, or Canadian porcupine, Erethizon

dorsatum, whose spines are often used for or-

namentation by the Indians. Its chief food consists
of living bark, which it strips from the branches as cleanly
as if a sharp knife had been used. It begins with the high-
est branches and eats its way regularly down. One caw-
quaw will destroy a hundred trees in a single season. See
cut tinder itomiirine.

caxo, caxon '

(kak'so, -son), . [< Sp. cajon, for-

merly caxon, a chest (= Pg. caixffo = F. cais-

son = It. cannoiie: see caimton and caxsoon), aug.
of eay'n, formerly co-a = Pg. caira, a chest. =
E. cane'2 , q. v.] A chest of burnt and ground
ores. McElrath, Com. Diet.

caxon2 (kak'son), . [Origin obscure.] An old
cant term for a wig.
He had two wigs, both pedantic, but of different omen.

The one serene, smiling, fresh powdered, betokening a
mild day. The other, an old, discoloured, unkempt, angry
caxon, denoting frequent and bloody execution.

Lamb, Christ's Hospital.

Cazton (kaks'tou), n. The name applied to any
book printed by William Caxton (died 1491 or

1492), originally an English merchant in the

Netherlands, who in advanced age learned the
art of printing and introduced it into England.
The Caxtons are all In black-letter. The Recuyell of the

Historyesof Trove," translated from the French and print-
ed by Caxton either at Bruges or Cologne, probably in 1474,



Carton

is considered the earliest specimen of typography in the Eng-
lish language. "The (Same and Playe of the Chesse," printed

by him in 1474-5, was the second English book printed, and
4 'The Dictes and Sayings of the

Philosophers," printed"by him
at Westminster in 1477, was

probably this first work printed
in England. The list of known
publications printed by him
from 1474 to HiX) includes sev-

enty-one titles. Some of them
were translated by himself
from the French and Dutch,

cay (ka), 11. [< Sp. cayo;
E. usually written kry :

see key3 , quay.'] Same
as key3 . [Kare.]

Its harbour is formed by a

long cay, called Hog Island,
which stretches for three miles
from east to west, about half

a mile from the shore.

FortHi'i/Mly /fee., X. S.,

[XXXIX. 176.

caya (ka'ya),
. [Native name.]

A Device of William Caxton.

If. C. represent the initials

of his name. The rude form
of the figures 74, in the center,
is supposed to mean the year
1474, when he began as a print-
er. The small letters, f, c, are

interpreted by some as Sanc-
ta Colonia (Cologne, the city

alleged as the one in which he
wastaiierhtprinting); by others

&f,siffiltum Caxtonii, the seal

of Caxton. (From Hansard's
"Typographia.")

. [JNative name.J A kind of

satinwood obtained from San Domingo.
cayagiumt, . [ML.] In old Eng. law, a toll

or duty exacted by the king for landing goods
at a quay.
Cayenne pepper. See pepper.
Cayleyan (ka'le-an), . [< Cayley (see def.)
+ -an.] In math., a curve of the sixth order
and third class, invented by the English mathe-
matician Arthur Cayley (1853), and called by
him the pippian. It is the envelop of the pairs
of right lines which constitute polar conies rela-

tive to any cubic curve.

Cayley's theorem. See theorem.

cayman (ka'man), n. [< Sp. caiman = Pg. cai-

1118,0 = F. caiman; from the native Guiana
name.] A name applied popularly to the alli-

gators of the West Indies and South America,
but properly only to Crocodilus or Caiman pal-
pebrosus and C. trigonatus (Cuvier). See alli-

gator.

caynardt, kaynardt, [ME.] A wretch
;
a

rascal
;
a good-for-nothing.

cayote (ka-yo'te), n. Same as coyote.

caytivet, a. and . An obsolete form of caitiff.

cayuse (ki-us'), [Amer. Ind. name.] A pony
or small horse

; specifically, an Indian pony of

the peculiar breed formerly in use among the

Cayuse Indians of the northern Rocky Moun-
tains. [Northwestern U. S.]
With one last wicked shake of the head the wiry cat/use

breaks into his easy lope, and away go horse and rider.

Harper's Mag., LXXI. 190.

A common Indian pony is called a cayuxe, one of the few
terms which stock-men have inherited from the tribes. It

has come to be used in a depreciative sense, being applied
to any poor, broken-down jade. L. Swintntrne.

cazi, cauzi (ka'zi), . [Variously written cau-

zy, cauzee, kasy, qa:ee, etc., more precisely kd;i,
Hind. dial, kdji, repr. Turk, qadi, qd~i, Ar. qadi
(palatal d, resembling s), a judge, the source
also of E. kadi and alcalde, q. v.] One of two
high officers of the Turkish government who
preside in the high court of Moslem sacred law
at Constantinople, and are the next in author-

ity to the sheikh ul Islam, who is the chief re-

ligious and doctrinal authority.
caziml (ka-ze'mi), . [Perhaps of Ar. origin:
cf. Ar. qalb, heart, shams, sun.] In astral., the
heart of the sun

;
the part of the zodiac within

17 minutes of the center of the sun.

cazique (ka-zek'), n. See cacique.
cazo (Sp. pron. ka'tho), n. [Sp., of Teut. ori-

gin, from same ult. source as E. kettle : see
casserole and kettle.'] A copper vessel or cal-

dron in which ores of silver are treated in the
hot process.
cazzon (kaz'on), n. Same as casings.
Ob. The chemical symbol for columbiiim.

0. B. An abbreviation of Companion of the

Bath. See bath*.

C. C. An abbreviation of County Commissioner
and of County Court.

C. C. P. An abbreviation of Court of Common
Pleas.

Od. The chemical symbol for cadmium.
cd. In anat., an abbreviation used in vertebral
formulas for caudal, or coccygeal: as, cd. 12

(that is, 12 caudal vertebrae).
-CO1

. [< ME. -s, -es, < AS. -es : see -s1 and-es1 .]
A disguised modern spelling of the genitive
suffix -s1

, -ei, as used adverbially in hence,

thence, whence, once, twice, thrice: erroneously
spelled -ce in conformity with that termination
in words of French origin. See -ce2

,
-ce3

,
and

-ce*.

-CO2. [< ME. -s, -es: see -s2
,
-e*2 .] A disguised

spelling (a) of original final -* (of the root) in
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ice, advice, device, etc., and the plurals lice,

mice, or (6) of the original plural suffix -A'2
,
-es2

,

in dice, pence : erroneously spelled -ce in con-

formity with that termination in words of

French origin. See -ce3
,
etc.

-ce3. [ME. -ce, often -ye, < OF. -ce, < L. -tius,

-tia, -tinm, or -dun, -cia, -cium, as in tertius,

tertia, tcrtium, justitia, solatium, etc.] The
terminal element of many words derived

through French from Latin, as in tierce, justice,

solace, absence, etc., occurring especially in

the suffixes -ace, -ice, -ance (which see). See
also -cy.

-ce*. A termination of other origin than as

above, particularly in fence, defence, offence,

pretence, efpence, etc. The first remains unchanged ;

the last is now always and the others are frequently, ac-

cording to their etymology (-emie, < F. -en*?, < L. -eiwa),

spelled with *.

Ce. The chemical symbol for cerium.

C. E. An abbreviation of Civil Engineer.
Cean (se'an), n. and . [< L. Ceus, pertaining
to Cea (Gr. Kcwf, later Kia), now Zia, one of the

Cyclades, the birthplace of Simonides.] I. a.

Of or pertaining to the Grecian island of Ceos :

specifically applied to the poet Simonides, born
in Ceos in the sixth century B. c.

II. M. A native or an inhabitant of Ceos.

Ceanothus (se- a- no 'thus), . [NL., < Gr.

Kfdvuffof, a name applied by Theophrastus to

a kind of thistle.] A genus of rhamnaceous

shrubs, natives of North America, and espe-
cially of California. They are free bloomers, and some
species are occasionally cultivated for ornament. The
leaves of the common species of the Atlantic States, C.

Ainerieanitft, known as Sew Jersey lea or red-root, have
been used as a substitute for tea. The root is a useful

astringent and furnishes a reddish dye. The blue myrtle
of California, C". thyntijlonw, becomes a small tree.

cease (ses), .
; pret. and pp. ceased, ppr. ceas-

iug. [< ME. ccesen, cesen (also cessen, sewn,
whence obs. cess1 , q. v.), < OF. censer, F. cestier

= Pr. cessar, sessar = Sp. cesar = Pg. cessar =
It. ccssare, < L. cessarc, loiter, go slowly, cease,

freq. of cedere, pp. cessus, go away, withdraw,
yield: see cede.] I. iiitrans. 1. To stop mov-
ing, acting, or speaking ;

leave off
; give over

;

desist; come to rest: followed byfrom before
a noun: as, cease from anger, labor, strife.

He walketh round about from place to place and ceas-

eth not. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

We cease to grieve, cease to be fortune's slaves,

Nay, ceatte to die by dying. Webster, White Devil, v. 2.

The lives of all who cease from combat, spare. Dryden.
The ministers of Christ have cea-sed frmn their labors.

Bp. Sprat.

2. To come to an end
;
terminate

;
become ex-

tinct; pass away: as, the wonder ceases; the
storm has ceased.

For naturall affection soone doth cesse,
And quenched is with Cupids greater name.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. ix. 2.

I would make the remembrance of them to cease from
among men. Deut. xxxii. 20.

The inhabitants of the villages ceased, they ceased in

Israel. Judges v. 7.

Preaching in the first sence of the word ceas'd as soon as
ever the Gospels were written. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 91.

II. trans. To put a stop to
; put an end to

;

bring to an end: as, cease your clamor; he
ceased debate. [Now chiefly used with ref-

erence to self-restraining or self-limiting ac-

tion.]
And in the Gulfe aforseyd, Seynt Elyne kest on of the

holy nayles in to the see to tease the tempest.
Torkiugton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 57.

I go thus from thee, and will never cease

My vengeance till I find thy heart at peace.
Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iii. 2.

But he, her fears to cease,
Sent down the meek-eyed Peace.

Milton, Nativity, L 45.

ceaset (ses), n. [< cease, v.] Cessation; ex-

tinction; failure.
The cease of majesty

Dies not alone
; but, like a gulf, doth draw

What's near it with it. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 3.

ceaseless (ses'les), a. [< cease + -less.] 1.

Without a stop or pause ; incessant; continual
;

that never stops or intermits ; unending; never
ceasing.

All these with ceaseless praise his works behold.

Milton, P. L., iv. 679.

Wearying with ceaseless prayers the gods above.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 318.

The victim of ceaseless intrigues, who neither compre-
hended his position, nor that of their country.

Disraeli, Coningsby, ii. 1.

2. Endless
; enduring forever : as, the ceaseless

joys of heaven.
Thou ceaseless lackey to eternity.

Shale., Lucrece, I 967.

Cebrio

ceaselessly (ses'les-li), adv. Incessantly ; per-

petually.
Flowers

Still blooming eea*eletsly.

Dnanmond, The Fairest Fair.

ceaselessness (ses'les-nes), n. [< ceaseless +
-neas.] 1. The state or condition of being
ceaseless, or without cessation or intermission;

incessancy. 2. The state or condition of en-

during forever
;
endlessness.

cebadilla, See cei-atlilUi .

cebellt, '< In music, a melody for the lute or

violin in quadruple rhythm and in phrases of

four bars each, distinguished by more or less

alternation of very high and very low notes.

cebid (seb'id), n. A monkey of the family Ce-

bida:.

Cebidae (seb'i-de), n. jil. [NL., < Celms + -idai.]

A family of new-world monkeys, the platyr-
rhine simians, distinguished by their denti-

tion from the old-world monkeys, having one

premolar more on each side of each jaw than
the latter, or 36 teeth in all. The nose is flat-

tened and has a broad septum, thus rendering the nos-

trils proportionally discrete ; the bony ineatus of the ex-

ternal ear is reduced to an annular tympanic bone ; the
thumb is undeveloped, or not perfectly apposable ;

the
tail in most cases is prehensile ; and both cheek-pouches
and ischial callosities are absent. In current usage all

American Quatlrutnana except the marmosets, or Atididat,
are included in the Cebidte. They are divided into the
subfamilies Mycetince, Cebiius, Xyctiintheciiue, and Pittte-

ciiruK. There are eleven living genera, and the species are
numerous.

cebidichthyid (seb-i-dik'thi-id), n. A fish of

the family Cebidichthyitla:.

Cebidichthyidae (seV>"i-dik-thi'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Cebidichthys + -Ida-.] A family of blen-
nioid fishes, typified by the genus Cebidichthys.
The only species, C. vwlaceus, belongs to the snperfamily
Blennioidea, and has an elongated body with numerous
vertebra, the dorsal fin divided into spinous and soft por-
tions, no ventrals, and pyloric cieca. The species is Cali-

fornian.

Cebidichthyinae (seb-i-dik-thi-i'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Cebidichthys + -ilia;.] A subfamily of

fishes, represented by the genus Cebidichtlii/s,
referred to the family Blcnniidce : same as Cebi-

dichthyidfE.

Cebidichthys (seb-i-dik'this), n. [NL. (W. O.

Ayres, 1856), < Gr. /<^/3of, a monkey (see Cebus),
+ ixQvc,, a fish.] The typical genus of fishes

of the family Ccbidichthyida; : so called because
the face was supposed to resemble a monkey's.
Cebinae (se-bi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cebus + -ince.~]

The typical subfamily of Ccbidai, containing the

prehensile-tailed monkeys of America. They
have the hyoid bone and associate structures moderate
(thus excluding the Mycetince or howlers) ;

the incisors not

Capucine Monkey (
Cebus capucimts).

proclivous ; the posterior cerebral lobes overlapping the
cerebellum ; and the cerebral convolutions well marked.
The genera are Cebux, Sapajou (or Ateles), Eriodea (or
Brachi/tele*), and Lafiothrix.

Ceblepyrinae (seb-lep-i-ri'ne), n. pi. [NL.
(Swainson, 1837), < Cebtepyris + -ina;.] A sub-

family of birds, the caterpillar-hunters: a loose

synonym of Campophagince.
ceblepyrine (seb-lep

'

i-rin), a. Pertaining to

or having the characters of the Ceblepyrinai ;

campophagine.
Ceblepyris (seb-lep 'i-ris), n. [NL. (Cuvier,

1817),' < Gr. (cc/iX^irvpff, the redcap, redpoll, a

bird, < KC/3/.)?, contr. of Kajxt^ij, head, + mrp = E.

fire.] A generic name given by Cuvier to the
birds he called caterpillar-hunters : a loose syn-

onym of Campophaga, sometimes still employed
for some section of that large genus. Also writ-

ten Ccblephyris, Ceblepi/rus.
Cebrio (seb'ri-6), . [NL.] The typical genus
of the family Cebrionidw, having the labrum

separate from the front, and the fore tibise en-

tire. C. bieolor inhabits the southern United
States.



Oebrionidae

Cebrionidae (seb-ri-on'i-de), it. pi. [NL., < Ce-

briu(n-) + -ida;.] A family of malacoderinatous

pentamerous coleopterous insects, relate. I in

the Elatcrida- (which see), but having six ab-

dominal segments, well-developed tibial spurs.
anterior tibiiB expanded at the apex, and the

labrum close to the front.

OebUS (se'bus), n. [NL. (Krxloben, 1777), < (ir.

/oyJof, also K7/7rof, a long-tailed monkey: see II/H .
]

The typical genus of the family Ci-bidic and sub-

family Ci'biiin; containing the ordinary prehen-
sile-tailed un<l thumbed South American mon-
keys. The monkeys earned about by organ-
grinders generally belong to this genus. See
cut under Ccbiinr.

cecal, cecally. See caical, avcally.

cecchint, " Hee xci/uin.

Cecidomyia (ses"i-do-mi'i-a), n. [NL. (Meizen,
1803), < Gr. Ki/nir (/.;/!-), a, gallnut (produced
by the oozing of sap from punctures made by
insects; cf. *v'f, juice, Mt/uciv, gusli forth), T
ftvta, a fly.] A genus of nemocerous Di/iti /,
or small two-winged flies, typical of the family
Ceeidomyiidte, containing such as the Hessian-

fly, C. ili'Ktritclur, noted for the ravages of its

larvse upon crops. C. tritici is the wheat-tly. The
genus comprises a vast number of minute, slender-bo.lieil

midges, which are of special interest on account of their
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cecomorph (se'ko-morf), . One of the ''-
ifior/thd:

Cecomorphae (se-ko-mor'fo), . jil. [NL. (Hux-
ley, 1867), < Gr. MI; (/(.-), var. *arof, *; /,.

,

(see Gey*), a sea-bird, perhaps flic tarn organ-
net, + fo/}ij>rj, form.] A superfamily group of

palmiped schizoguathous carinate birds, in-

cluding the short-winged, long-winged, and
tube-nosed swimming and diving birds of the

current ordrrs /'//</I//K/IX, Len^ftMMMf, and
Tii/iiiiiii-ix, or the Alcittn; t'nlyiiibida; I'ljiliii/ii

-

Ctcrafi latrtilUi.

Clover-seed Midge (Cecidomyiii Itfttmitticola).

a, female fly, highly magnified ; /. .
. /, head, tip of ovipositor, ami

antennal joints, on still larger scale.

mode of life, the peculiar structure exhibited in the larva,
and the economic importance attached to several species.
In most cases the female lays her eggs in the stems, leaves,
or buds of various plants, producing gall-like excrescences
of various forms, inhabited by the larva?. These are sub-

cylindrical, legless grubs, mostly of a reddish or yellow
color, and are furnished on the ventral side of the thoracic

joints with a corneous plate, usually forked, called the
breast-bone. Some species, however, do not produce galls,
Hint among these the most familiar are the Hessian-fly and
the clover-seed midge, C. leguminicola (Lintner), which
latter infests the seeds of clover, causing great damage in

the more northern parts of the United States. See also
cut under yh/y.

cecidomylan (ses'i-do-mi'i-an), a. and . [< Ce-

cidomyia + -an.~\ I. a. Gall-making, as a fly
of the family Cecidomyiidce ; of or pertaining to

this family of insects.

II. . A member of the genus Cecidomyia;
a cecidomyiid.

cecidpmyiid(ses"i-do-mi'i-id),
n. Amemberof

the family Cecidomyiidfg.

Oecidomyiidae (ses*i-do-mi-ri-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Ceeidomyia + -idee.] The family of nemoce-
rous dipterous insects of which the genus Ceci-

domyia is the type ; the gall-flies. They are most-

ly gall-makers, producing excrescences by piercing soft

growing wood with their ovipositors and laying their eggs
in the punctures.

cecidqmylidous (ses'i-do-mi-I'i-dus), a. [< ceci-

domyiid + -ous.] Pertaining to or produced
by the Ceeidomyiidce or gall-flies : as, a cecido-

inyiidouii gall.

Cecilia, Cecilia, etc. See Ccecilia, etc.

cecils (se'silz), n. ]>l. [Appar. from the name
Cecil.] In cookery, minced meat, crumbs of

bread, onions, chopped parsley, etc., with sea-

soning, made up into balls and fried.

cecity (se'si- or ses'i-ti), n. [Also ccecity, af-

ter the L.
;

< F. excite = Pr. cecitat, ceguetat =
Sp. cegucdad (cf. Pg. cegueira) = It. cecita, < L.

ccecitas, blindness, < evens, blind: see caecum.']
Blindness. [Now rare.]
There is in them [moles] no cecity, yet more than a ce-

cutiency. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 18.

Here [in Arabia], as in Egypt, a blind Muezzin is pre-
ferred, and many ridiculous stories are told about men
who for years have counterfeited cecity to live in idleness.

K. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 383.

cecograph (se'ko-graf), . [< P. efrographe, <

L. caicus, blind, '+ Gr. ypAfeiv, write.] A writ-

ing-machine for the blind. E. H. Knight.

ilidir, I'riM'illiiriidii; and I,<imlir.

cecomorphic (se-ko-mor'fik), a. [< Cecitninr-

liliir + -.] Having the characters of tin- ' <-

I'liimir/ihiL'; of or pertaining to the t'cci>i<iri>lt<i:

Cecropia (se-kro'pi-a), . [NL. : see Cecrojm.]
1. A genus of beautiful tropical American trees,
with milky juice, natural order Urticacea:. C.

;K-/f^(,the trumpet-tree, is remarkable for its hollow stem
and branches, the former licini.' made by the Indians into
a kind of drum and the latter into wind-instruments.
The litfhl porous \vood is iis,:d liy them for procuring lire

t>y friction. The inner bark is tlbrous and strong, and is

used for cordage.
2. [I. c.~\ In entom.. a moth, Attacus ceero/iin.

Cecropa (se'krops), n. [NL. (Leach, 1813),
after f'covi/w, the mythical founder and first

king of Athens.] A ge-
nus of siphonostomous
crustaceans, of the fam-

ily Caligidie, parasitic
upon the skin or gills
of marine fishes. C. la-

treillei is an example.
cecum, . See cteeum.

cecutiencyt (se-ku'shien-si), . [< L. ccecu-

lif>i(t-)s, ppr. 'of ciecutirr, bo blind, < (xecus,

blind.] Cloudiness of sight ; partial blindness
or tendency to blindness. See first extract un-
der cecity.
cedant anna togae. [L., from a Latin poem
quoted by Cicero : cedant, 3dpers. pi. pres. subj.
of cederc, yield; anna, arms: togce, dat. of <?/,
a gown: see cede, arnft, and toga.] Literally,
let arms yield to the gown; that is, let war
give way to peace, and military operations to

peaceful pursuits: it is used as the motto of

Wyoming Territory.
cedar (se'dar), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also

ceder, < ME. ceder, cedre. < OF. cedre, F. cedre
= Pr. cedre = Sp. Pg. It. cedro = AS. ceder

(also in comp. cedcr-bedm, ceder-treoic, cedar-

tree) = D. ceder = MHG. ceder, zeder, G. ceder,
zeder = Sw. Dan. ceder = Bohem. ct'dr = Pol.

cedr, cedar, < L. cedrus = Russ. kedrti, cedar,
= Pol. keder, kicder, a kind of larch, < Gr. ni-

fpof, a cedar-tree. Theophrastus uses the word
both for the Cedrus Libani of Syria and (as also

prob. Homer) for the juniper (Juniperus Oxycc-
drus).] I. n. 1. A tree of the coniferous genus
Cedrus, of which three species are known. The
most noted is the cedar of Lebanon, C. Libani, native

among the mountains of Syria, Asia Minor, and Cyprus.
On Lebanon itself there still remains a grove of about 400

trees, some of them exceeding 40 feet in girth. The other

Atlas Cedar (Cedrus Atlantica).

representatives of the genus are the Atlas cedar, C. At-

lantica, a native of Algeria, and the deodar or Himalayan
cedar, C. Deodara. In their native forests they are of

very slow growth, and form hard, durable timber.

They have taken cedars from Lebanon to make masts
for thee. Ezek. xxvii. 5.

Under the covert of some ancient oak
Or cedar to defend him from the dew.

Hilton, P. R., i. 3O6.

2. The name given, usually with qualifying
terms, to various coniferous trees, chiefly North
American, and of genera nearly allied to Cedrus.
The white cedar of the eastern United States is the Cka-

macyparu tpluxroidea, of swamps near the coast, and also

cede

tin- arlHtr-vitie, TltH>i<> "' "/<'"inlix; on the Pacific coast it

is tile LilH-<(tni*< i/ei;rrv/i*(also km." n ; ""it, or
'/>, am! aUu ' '/"//;"' "i/ir- !.< "i< "inn. the

I'ort Hrford or Oregon cedar. Tin n il i ilai is usually the

.l<in>i-riix Vir^iiunmt. the odnrou* \si>i*l ..I which is nlt< n

ealleil , 1 1 .-In 11^ c\teli>i\ c ll.^e ill the lliallllfac

til re of leait |n-m-il> ; west nf tin: Kocky MI>I in tain.- the red
re'litr i* till' 't'l'l"/" ll'i/l'llt'''!, also calle' I ,;!,: <"/r/r. Tile
cellar ot lieriiuiila ami I'.art.ailns is ./

"im ; the Japan cellar, <',-://il",/<' t'i'i Ji*ii<-n. The stink-

ing cedars of the I Illicit States are species of '/

Tile Mhnalavali cellar is tile Jnnij" i U - wo.wl

resembles that of the pencil-cellar, lint is hauler, ami lias

<t- peculiar oilor. Washington cedar is the big-tree
of California, .Vyi/om ni'inntcn. 'I'lie wood of mo*t of

these trees is soft, line-grained, of a reddish color, and
often fragrant.

3. A name popularly given in tropical regions
to a considerable number of trees, mostly of

the natural order .!/< linccit, in no way related

to the preceding. That knun valioiis!\ as tlie Hot
Indian cedar, the bastard or sweet- scented I larhados cellar,
the Jamaica red cedur, and the Spanish, Havana, or llondn-
i ;i -

1 1 ilar is the Cedrela mlttrditi. 'I lie cciliir of India and
New South Wales is C. TIUIHH ; the red cedar of Imlia, .w/-
mida Jcbrifutin ; and the bastanl cedar "I India, Mi-lta

Azrdarach. (See aledarach.) The white cellar of Austra-
lia is M. <':nil i:xit .

ami tile leilceilar / 'trail*.
A mon- trees of other orders, the bastard cellar of the West
Indies is &".< > " 'iitom or G. ulmifolia ; the white
cedar of Guiana, J'l-nlii/m nUixininnn ; and the white cedar
of Dominica, Biffiuu" I "'<> >ii.o>t. In Imlia the name
red cedar is sometimes given to the euphorbiaceoiu Sijt-

chnj/ta Jacanica.

4. The wood of the cedar-tree (Cedrus), or

(with or without a qualifying term) of any kind
of tree called a cedar.

The wisest man
Feasted the woman wisest then in halls

Of Lebanonian cedar. Tennyson, Princess.

n. a. Pertaining to the cedar; made of cedar:

as, a cedar twig.
He shall uncover the cedar work. Zeph. ii. 14.

cedar-apple (se'dar-ap'l), . A fungus belong-
ing to the genus Gynutospo-
rangium. Species of this genus
arc parasitic upon cedar-trees.
Some of them form globular dis-

tortions with appendages, and
develop into yellow gelatinous
masses during the spring rains.

Also called cedar-ball. See Gym-

cedar-bird (se'dar-berd), n.

The popular name of the
common American wax-
wing, Ampelis cedrorum or

Bombycilla carolinentsis : so
called in the United States
from its fondness for ju-

niper-berries, the fruit of

Juni)>erus Virginiana, com-
monly called cedar. Also
called cedar-lark. See Am-
pelis and waxwing.

cedared (se'dard), a. [< ce-

dar + -erf2.] Covered or furnished with ce-

dars: as, a cedared mountain-slope.
We did not explore the Malahoodus far, but left the

other birch to thread its cedaretl solitudes, while we
turned back to try our fortunes in the larger stream.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 140.

cedar-gum (se'dar-gum), n. A yellow, trans-

parent, fragrant resin obtained from Callitris

arborea, a coniferous tree of the mountains of
South Africa. It is used in making varnish,
and in preparing plasters and various medici-
nal articles.

cedar-lark (se'dar-lark), n. Same as cedar-
bird.

cedarn (se'darn), a. [< cedar + -n for -en?, as
in oaken, etc.] Of cedar; made of cedar.

West winds, with musky wing,
About the cedarn alleys fling
Sard and cassia's balmy smells.

Milton, Comns, 1. 990.

The carven cedarn doors. Tfnnynon, Arabian Nighte.

cedar-tree (se'dar-tre), .
Specifically,

a tree
of the genus Cedrus; also (with or without a

qualifying term), a tree of any of the genera
known as cedars. See cedar.

cedar-wood (se'dar-wud), n. 1. The wood of
the cedar, in any iise of the name. 2. A wood
or assemblage of cedar-trees.

Thou wert born, on a summer morn,
A mile beneath the cedar-u>ood.

Tennynon, Eleanore.

Cedar-WOOd oil, an aromatic oil distilled from the wood
of the Cedrela odorata.

cede (sed), v.
; pret. and pp. ceded, ppr. ceding.

[= OF. ceder, F. ceder = Pr. cedar = Sp. Pg.
ceder = It. cedere, < L. cedere (pp. cessus), intr.

go, withdraw, pass away, yield, tr. yield, grant,

give up: related to cadere, fall: see eadent,
case1

, etc. L. cedere is the ult. source of many
E. words, as cede, accede, concede, exceed, pre-

Cedar-apple (Gymno-
sporangiutn macrupus*
growing upon red cedar
\Juniperus I'irfiniana .



cede

cede, proceed, recede, secede, abscess, access, etc.,

cession, accession, concession, etc., cease, decease,

antecedent, decedent, etc., ancestor, antecessor,

predecessor, etc.] I. intrans. 1. To yield ; give

way; submit. 2. To pass; be transferred;

lapse. [Archaic or obsolete in both senses.]

This fertile glebe, this fair domain,
Had well-nigh ceded to the slothful hands
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which they resemble in having the leaves grow-
ing in tufts or bunches, but from which they are

distinguished by being evergreen (the leaves

not falling in autumn), and by the form of the

cones. It includes only three species, the C. Libani, or

celantes

The place itself [a kitchen'; is weird and terrible, low-

ceile.d with the stone hearth built far out into the room,
and tlie melodramatic implements of Venetian cookery

dangling tragically from the wall.

Ilowellx, Venetian Life, vii.

3f. Wainscoted.UO. It 1IIC1UUUS Olllj mice opCLica, me \j. utvititt, vji
.'_ . , ,,. v I-T, i -i -l-l 1 1-

lar of Lebanon ; C. Deodnra, or deodar; V.R&C. Atlan- ceiling (se ling), n. [Early mod. fc. also cielmg,

tiea, or Atlas cedar. See cedar, 1.

cedryt (se'dri), . [For *cedary, < cedar + -

Of monks libidinous. Shenxtone, Ruined Abbey.

II. trans. 1 . To yield or formally resign and
Resembling cedar; cedrine.

Cedry colour. Evelyn, Sylva, II. iii. 2.

surrender to another; relinquish and transfer; cedula (sed'u-la), n. [Sp., = E. cedule, sched-

ule : see schedule.'] A name sometimes used
for a promissory note given by one of the

South American republics.
cedulet, [<OF. cedule: see schedule."] An ob-

solete form of schedule. Cotgrav*

give up; make over: as, to cede a fortress,

province, or country by treaty.
Of course, Oalicia was not to be ceded in this summary

manner. H. S. Edwards, Polish Captivity, II. ii.

The people must cede to the government some of their

rights. -'."

2. To yield; grant. [Rare.]
Back rode we to my father's camp, and found
He thrice had sent a herald to the gates,
To learn if Ida yet would cede our claim.

Tennyson, Princess.

= Syn. To transfer, deliver, convey, grant.

cedent (se'dent), a. [< L. cerfew(-)s,_ppr.
of <

ceeling, seeling, earlier eyling, ailing, syling ; ver-

bal n. of ceil, .] If. A canopy ; hangings ;

properly, hangings overhead, but by extension

also side-hangings ; tapestry.
The French kyng caused the lorde of Countay to stande

secretly behynde a ttilijnt! or a hangyng in his chamber.
Hall, Edward IV., p. 43.

And now the thickened sky
Like a dark wiling stood. Miltun, P. L., xi. 742.

2. The interior overhead surface of an apart-

ment, usually formed of a lining of some kind

yield: "see cede.'] Yielding; giving way. ceeP, r. See seel.

See extract under cessicinary. [Bare.]
cedilla (se-dil'a), n. [= F. cedille, < Sp. cedilla,

now zediila ="Pg. cedilha = It. zediglia, the

cz, dim. of Sp. ceda, now zeda, etc., < L. eeta,

Gr. C.JJTO.,
the Gr. name of z: see z, zed, zcta.

The character f is thus a contraction of cz, a
former mode of indicating that e had the sound
of s in certain positions; thus, F. leczon, now
legon (> E. lesson).'] A. mark placed under the

letter c (thus, 9), especially in French and Por-

tuguese, and formerly in Spanish, before a, o, or

u, to indicate that it is to be sounded like s, and
not like k, as it usually is before those vowels.

cedrate, cedrat (se'drat, -drat), n. [< F. cedrat

= It. cedrato, < cedro, the citron (prop, "citro,

confused in form with cedro, cedar), < L. citrus,

citron : see Citrus, citron.'] The citron, Citrus

medico.

cedratit (ee-dra'ti), H. [< It. cedrato, lime, lime-

tree, lime-water : see cedrate.'] A perfume de-

rived from the citron.

If we get any nearer still to the torrid zone, I shall pique

myself on sending you a present of cedrati and orange-
tlower water. Walpole, Letters, II. 199.

Cedrela (sed're-la), n. [NL., shortened from
L. cedrelate, < Gr" Kedpefarri, a cedar fir-tree, <

/rfdnof, a cedar, + '&O.TTI, the silver fir.] A ge-
nus of plants, of the natural order Meliacea:,

cedllOUSt, [< L. caiduu-s, fit for cutting, < cai- agixe(i to the under side of joists supporting
the floor above, or to rafters; the horizontal

or curved surface of an interior, opposite the

floor. In ordinary modern buildings it is usu-

ally finished with or formed of lath-and-plaster
work. 3. Wainscoting; wainscot. [Now only

prov. Eng.]
Lambris [F.], wainscot, seeling; also a frettized or em-

bowed seeling. Cotgrave.

Menuiierie [F.], deling, wainscotting, joyners work.

Cotgrave.

4. The lining of planks on the inside of a

ship's frame. Ceiling-joists, small beams to which
the ceiling of a room is attached. They are mortised into

dere, cut".] Fit to be felled.

Greater and more ceduous, fruticant, and shrubby.
Evelyn, Sylva, Int.

ceelH, n. and v. See ceil.

cee!2t, n. and v. An obsolete improper spelling
of seal'2 .

ceiba (sa'i-ba; Sp. pron. tha'i-ba), n. [Sp. ;

native origin.] The silk-cotton tree, Boml
Ceiba. See Bonibax, 1.

of

'ombax

mark cedilla, the letter c with this mark, orig. cejlf ) cielt, [A word found in this spelling

only in the derived verb ceil and the verbal

noun ceiling, q. v.
; early mod. E. cele, seele, late

ME. cele, cyll, syll, syle, < OF. del, mod. F. del =
Pr. eel = Cat. eel = Sp. cielo = Pg. ceo = It. cielo,

heaven, a canopy, tester, roof, ceiling, etc., < L.

ctelum, less prop, cailum (ML. also celmn), OL.
also ccel, L. and LL. also callus, the sky, heaven,
in ML. also a canopy, tester, roof, ceiling, etc.,

perhaps orig. "cavilum (= Gr. KolAof, dial. e'-"-'
l ~-

KuiAOf, KOti/MC,, Orig. *KOFl^Of, hollow), < I

the sides of the binding-joists, nailed to the under side of

these joists, or suspended from them with straps. Coffer-

work ceiling, a ceiling divided into ornamental panels
or soffits; a coffered ceiling. See cut under coffer.

Compartment ceiling, in arch., a ceiling divided into

panels, which are usually surrounded by moldings.
Groined ceiling, groined vaulting. See groin and

vaulting.

ceilinged (se'lingd), a. [< ceiling + -e<Z2.] Fur-

cavus, nished with a ceiling.

hollow: see cave^ cage, and (from L. ctelum)

celest, celestial, etc., and (from Gr. KolAof) ccella,

ccelo-, etc. The noun ceil, earlier cele, seele, cyll, ceintt, n. [ME. ceinte, < OF. ceinte, cinte= Pr.

syll, seems to have been confused with sill, syll, cintha = Sp. Pg. It. cinta, < ML. cincta, also

AS. syl, the base of a door or window; cf. Sc. (after Rom.) cinta, fern., also cinctum, neut., a

ci/le, syle, the foot of a rafter, a rafter, North, girdle, < L. cincta, fern, (cinctum, neut.) of cine-

Eng. sales, the principal rafters of a building.]
A canopy of state.

The chammer was hanged of red and of blew, and in

it was a cyll of state of cloth of gold.
Fyancells of Margaret.

The \uvr-ceilinged room was full of shadows.
F. W. Robinson.

A gir-

In thiswise the king shall ride_opyn heded undre a seele

of cloth of

tus, pp. of eingere, gird: see cincture."]

die. Chaucer; Goicer.

ceinturet, [ME., < OF. ceinture, later ceinc-

ture, mod. F. ceinture, < L. dnctura, a girdle :

see cincture.'] Same as ceint.

n. [< F. celade, < It. celata (cf . celate) :

of sallefi, a

And seik to your soverane, i

allied to the mahogany, and consisting of large

trees, natives of the tropics. The principal species ceil (sel), v. t. [(1) Early mod. E. also ceel, seel,

seile, syle, prop, to canopy or provide with a

canopy or hangings, < ceil, del, cele, seele, cyll,

syle, a canopy (see the noun), but confused in

sense and spelling with another verb, (2) ME.

ceelen, celen, selen, wainscot, cover the sides or

roof of a room with carved or embossed work,
lit. emboss, < L. ctelare (ML. also written ce-

of tropical America is C. odorata, a valuable timber-tree

popularly known as cedar. All parts of it are bitter, and
the old wood is fragrant. The C. Toona of India, also called

cedar, is a handsome tree with durable and beautifully

marked wood, used for furniture and ornamental work.

It yields a resinous gum, and the bark is astringent and

febrifugal. See cedar, S.

cedrelaceous (sed-re-la'shius), o. [< Cedrela

+ -aceous.'] In bot'., resembling or related to

Cedrela : same as meliaceous.

cedrene (se'dren), n. [< L. cedrus, cedar, +
-ene.'] In chem., a volatile hydrocarbon (C1B

(sel'a-don), n. and a. [< F. celadon, a

color, also a sentimental lover: so

the 8entimentai hero of a

tare), engrave in relief upon metals or ivory,

carve, emboss, later also embroider, < cailum,

a chisel, burin, graver, < casdere, cut, hew ;
and

perhaps with (3) ME. seelen, selen, < OF. geeler,H
?4 ) found in the oil of red cedar, Juniperus f,_ Sceller, < L. sigillare, ornament with figures

Virginiana Cedrene camphor. See camphor.

cedfin, cedrine2 (se'drin), n. [< cedr(on) + -j'n2
,

-ine2.] A neutral crystallizable body yielded
to alcohol by the cedron after it has been ex-

hausted by ether. The crystals resemble silky nee-

dles. It is intensely and persistently bitter, and is re-

garded by some as the active principle of the fruit.

cedrine1
(se'drin), a. [< L. cedrinus, < Gr.

Kfrfpivof, of cedar, < /cerfpor, cedar: see cedar,
and cf. cedarn.~]

'

cedar. Johnson.

cedrine2,
n. See cedrin.

cedrium (se'dri-um), n. [L., cedar-oil, < Gr.

Kedptov (also Keop/la<ov), cedar-oil,< jccopof, cedar :

see cedar.'] The pitch of the cedar-tree, Cednis.
It is rubbed on woolens to preserve them from moths, and
was one of the ingredients used by the ancient Egyptians
in embalming.
cedrola (se'dro-la), n. [NL., < L. cedrus, cedar :

see cedar.] A solid crystalline compound dis-

tilled from the oil of cedar-wood.
cedron (se'dron), n. [NL., < L. cedrus, cedar,
+ -on.'] The seed of the tree Simaba Cedron,
natural order Simarvbaceai, a native of the
United States of Colombia. The fruit is a pear-
shaped drupe, of the size of a lemon, containing a single

large seed, which, like other parts of the tree, is very bitter.

In its native country this seed is used as a remedy for

serpent-bites, hydrophobia, and intermittent fever. Its

qualities are supposed to depend on the presence of the

principle eedrin.

or images, < sigillum, a seal, pi. little figures
or images : see seal?. The first two verbs are

merged in definitions 2 and 3. From the second
are derived celature, celwre, q. v.] If. To can-

opy ; provide with a canopy or hangings.

All the tente within was syled with clothe of gold and
blew velvet. Hall, Henry VIII., p. 32.

once popular romance, "L'Astr^e," by Honore
d'Urfe (died 1625), < L. Celadon, in Ovid, a com-

panion of Phineus, also one of the Lapith,
< Gr. Ks^aSov, roaring (used as the name of a

river), < Kthafaiv, ne^adetv, sound, roar, shout,

K^/arfo?, a noise, shout.] I, . A pale and
rather grayish green color occurring espe-

cially in porcelain and enameled earthenware.
The shades are numerous. In Oriental wares the celadon

glaze is often crackled ; and the Japanese and Chinese

porcelain decorated in this way, without other ornamen-

tation, is particularly esteemed. It is also one of the fa-

vorite colors of the porcelain of Sevres. Compare sea-

ifreen.

To all the markets of the world
These porcelain leaves are wafted on,

Light yellow leaves with spots and stains

Of violet and of crimson dye, . . .

And beautiful with celadon.

Longfellow, Ke>amos.

II. a. Having the color celadon.

2 To overlay or cover the interior upper sur- celandine (sel'an-din), n. [Formerly celadine,
' ' -

<.MJE,.celidmne,eelydon,celydoun,seladony,&te.,
< OF. celidoine, F. chelidoine = Pr. Sp. Pg. It.

celidonia,< L. chelidonia (NL. chelidonium),< Gr.

%eh,i66viov, swallowwort, < ^e/jrfuv (-fov-) = L.

hirundo(n-), a swallow: see Chelidon, Hirundo.]
1. The Chelidonium majus, a papaveraceous
plant of Europe, naturalized in the United

States, having glaucous foliage, bright-yellow

flowers, and acrid yellow juice, which is some-
times .employed as a purgative and as a remedy
for warts. To distinguish it from the following

plant, it is often called the greater celandine.

2. The pilewort, Ranunculus Ficaria, called in

England the lesser or small celandine.

There is a flower, the Lesser Celandine
That shrinks like many more from cold and rain ;

And the first moment that the sun may shine,

Belonging to or resembling fa0e of (a room or building) with wood", plaster,

cloth, or other material. See ceiling, 2. Former-

ly with special reference to ornamental hangings, or, as in

the first quotation, to carved woodwork, either on the roof

or the sides of a room : in the latter use, same as defini-

tion 3.

Ceelyn with syllure, celo. Prompt. Pan., p. 651.

These wallys shal be celyd with cyprusse. The rofe shal

be eeled vautwyse and with cheker work.
Hormau, Vulgaria (Way).

And the greater house he deled with flr-tree.

2 Chron. iii. 5.

How will he, from his house ceiled with cedar, be con-

tent with his Saviour's lot, not to have where to lay his

head? Decay of Christian Piety.

3f. To wainscot
; also, by extension, to floor.

Lambrisser [F.], to wainscot, seel; fret, embow.
Cotgrave.

Plancher [F.], to plank or floor with planks, to seel with

bords. Cotgrave.

ceiled (seld), p. a. [Early mod. E. also deled,

Bright as the sun himself, 'tis out again !

Wordsworth, A Lesson.

Tree-celandine, a cultivated species of Bocconia from

the West Indies, B. frutescens.

O'ednis (se'drus), M. [L.: see cedar.] A genus ceeled, seeled', sy'led ; pp. of ceil,v.] If. Canopied, celantes (se-lan'tez),. In logic, the mnemonic

of coniferous trees closely allied to the larch, See ceil, v., 1. 2. Provided with a ceiling. name of an indirect mood of the first figure of



celantes

syllogism, having the major premise and conclu-

sion universal negatives and the minor prem-
ise a universal affirmative. It is the same argument
as camenen (which Bee), but with transposed premises.
H'ive (if the letters of tin' won! are significant : c signifies

redui'tinM t" ''/'"''lit ami * the .simple conversion cif the

conclusion, while the three vowels show the quantity and

quality of the three propositions. See mood'*.

celarent (se-la'rent), n. In loyic, the mnemonic
name of a mood of the first figure of syllogism.
Its major premise is a universal negative, its minor a uni-

versal affirmative, and its conclusion a universal negative

proposition, For example : \u ..Mr en-hived liy hi* ap
petites is free ; every sensualist is enslaved by his :tppe
tites ; therefore, no sensualist, is free. See NM/'-'.

Celastraceae (sel-as-tra'se-e), n. jil. [NL., <

Ci'/atitnix + -areir.] A natural order of poly-

petalous exogens, consisting of shrubs or trees

of temperate and tropical regions, allied to the

Kliamnarete, from which they differ especially
in having the stamens opposite to the sepals,
and in the arillate seeds. The most prominent
genera are I'l'ltixtrux and Kiinnyiiiu.i, the staff-

tree and spindle-tree (which see).

celastraceous (sol-as-tra'shius), a. Belonging
to the natural order of plants I'l'lantramr.

celastrin, celastrine (se-lus'trin), . [< ( w.s--

tntx + -in", -/<;'*.] A bitter principle obtained
from the leaves of the Abyssinian Celastrun
iiliKcurii*.

Celastms (se-las'trus), . [NL., < Gr. Kti'Adarpa,

nf//.aaTpnc., commonly K;//OT/JOV, an evergreen
tree, privet or holly.] A genus of shrubby
climbers or trees, natural order Celastracetf,

natives of America and of the mountains of

India, China, Japan, and parts of Africa : com-

monly Called staff-lri'ca. The common species of the
Tnitea States, C. xcaiutunn, known as rlitnlnwf tritteririeeet

or ii'njritiirk, has a very ornamental fruit, the orange-color-
ed capsules disclosing on dehiscence reddish-brown seeds
eoated with a scarlet aril. See cut under liillcr.iin;-l.

celatet, " |X It. wltita: see srtltet2
;
cf. celatle.]

An old spelling of salleft, a helmet.

celaturet (sel'a-tur), n. [< L. ccelatura, < ca--

lare, pp. cailaius, carve, engrave, emboss: see

ceil, r. Doublet, celure, q. v.] 1. The act or
art of engraving, chasing, or embossing metals.

2. Engraved, chased, or embossed decoration
on metal.

They admitted, even in the utensils of the church, some
''f'tturi'x and engravings.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 205.

-cele. [< Gr. icip.ti, Attic Ka>.n, a tumor.] The
final element in many medical terms, signifying
a tumor : as, bronchoceie, varicocete.

celebrablet (sel'e-bra-bl), a. [ME., < OF. cele-

brnble, F. celcbrable "= Pg. celebravel = It. cele-

brabile, < L. celfbrabilis, < celebrare : see cele-

brate.] That may be, or is proper to be, cele-

brated. [Rare.]
Hercules is celebrable for his hard travaile. Chaucer.

celebrant (sel'e-brant), n, [= F. celebrant =
Sp. Pg. It. celebrante, < L. celebran(t-)s, ppr. of

celebrare: see celebrate.'] One who celebrates
;

specifically, in the Roman and Anglican
churches, the chief officiating priest in offering
mass or celebrating the eucharist, as distin-

guished from his assistants.

celebrate (sel'e-brat), . t.
; pret. and pp. cele-

brated, ppr. celebrating. [< L. celebratus, pp. of

atlebrare (> F. eelfbrer = Pr. Sp. Pg. celebrar =
It. celebrare), frequent, go to in great numbers,
celebrate, honor, praise, < celcber, also Celebris,

frequented, populous.] 1. To make known,
especially with nonor or praise; extol; glorify.
For the grave cannot praise thee, death cannot celebrate

thee. Isa. xxxviii. 18.

The Sonus of Sion . . . were . . . psalms and pieces of

poetry that . . . celebrated the Supreme Being.
Addition, Spectator, No. 405.

To celebrate the golden prime
Of good Haronn Alraschid.

Tennyifon, Arabian Nights.

The reproach so often brought against the literature of

classic times, that the great poets of Greece and Rome never
''Icbrate the praises of natural scenery, does not lie at the
door of the Persian bards. .V. A. Rev., CXL 330.

2. To commemorate or honor with demonstra-
tions of joy, sorrow, respect, etc. : as, to cele-

brate a birthday or other anniversary ;
to cele-

brate a victory.
From even unto even shall ye celebrate your sabbath.

Lev. xxiii. 32.

Some say, that ever 'gainst that season comes
Wherein our Saviour's birth is celebrated,
The bird of dawning siugeth all night long.

Shnk., Hamlet, i. 1.

3. To perform solemnly or with appropriate
rites and ceremonies : as, to celebrate mass

;
to

celebrate a marriage or a public funeral.

Yet there, my queen,
We'll celebrate their nuptials. Shak., Pericles, v. :i.
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= Syn. 1. To laud, magnify, glorify. 2,3. Krrp, nhtrrrf,
Solemnize, ('i-ti'liniti', i'miiini-iinirrtti'. hefj' is all Idiomatic
word for otitterve. : as, to keep the Sabbath; to k>'fi> Lent
or feast-days. To obnerve is to pay regard to, in a lever

ent and especially a religious way. (See i>tixi'rrnn<-f.) \\ <

speak of uh.vrn'ii'i tin- Sahltath, of nl,*<>i-rin'i the wishes of
one's father. To >o/.-m/><- i to eeleltrate religiously. To
crMirale is to mark, distinguish, or perform with joy and
honor : as, to celebrate on anniversary ;

to </!, rnti' a mar-

riage. To commemorate U to keep in memory public and
solemn acU : as, to commemorate the resurrection by <>h

serving Easter.

The hidiest of all holidays are th

Kept by ourselves in silence and apart.
l.tni'ih'lluir, Holidays.

With twenty popish tricks and ceremonies,
Which I have seen thee careful to obtene.

Shall., Tit. And., v. 1.

And when your honours mean to golenuti*>

The bargain of your faith, I do heseech you,
Even at that time I may be married too.

Shak., M. of V., ill. 2.

On theatres of turf, in homely state,
Old plays they act, old feasts they

lifwii'it, IT. of Juvenal's Satires, ill. 2S.

Sir, we ore assembled to f<nnni<-tnt-<it<- the establishment
of great public principles of lilwrty.

I), n'elntfi; Speech, Hunker Hill, June 17, 1825.

celebrated (sel'l-bra-ted), p. a. [Pp. of cele-

brate, r.] Having celebrity; distinguished;
mentioned with praise or honor

;
famous

;
well-

known.
The i-'-[>-li,;it'':l uorksof antiquity, which have stood the

test of so many different ages. Add/Mm.

= Syn. A"'"/. A'' niiirn-'il, etc. See/fli/wwx.

celebratedness (sel'e-bra-ted-nes), . [< cele-

brated + -Meg*.] The state or condition of be-

ing celebrated. Scott. [Rare.]
celebrater, celebrator (sel'e-bra-ter, -tor), n,

One who celebrates.

I am really more a well-wisher to your felicity, than a

celfbrater of your Iwanty.
Pope, To Mrs. A. Keruior on her Marriage.

celebration (sel-e-bra'shqn), n. [= F. c6Ubra-
tion = Sp. celebracion = Pg. cclebrac,3o = It. ce-

lebrazione, < L. celtbratio(n-), a numerous as-

semblage, a festival, a praising, < celebrare : see

celebrate.] 1. The act of celebrating, (a) The
act of praising or extolling ; commemoration

; commen-
dation ; honor or distinction bestowed, whether by songs
and eulogies or by rites and ceremonies.

His memory deserving a particular celebration.
Lord Clarendon.

(6) The act of performing or observing with appropriate
rites or ceremonies : as, the celebration of a marriage ; the
celebration of mass.

Celebration of mass is equivalent to offering moss.
Cath. DM.

2. That which is done to celebrate anything;
a commemorative, honorific, or distinguishing
ceremony, observance, or performance : as, to

arrange for or hold a celebration ; the ode is a
celebration of victory.

What time we will a celebration keep
According to my birth. Shak., T. N., iv. 2.

celebrator, n. See celebrater.

celebrioust (se-leb'ri-us), a. [< L. Celebris, cele-

brated, + -ow.l Famous; renowned. Strype.

celebriouslyt (se-leb'ri-us-li), adc. With praise
or renown. [Rare.]
celebriousnesst (se-leb'ri-us-nes), . Fame

;
re-

nown. [Rare.]

celebrity (se-leb'ri-ti), .
; pi. celebrities (-tiz).

[= F. celebrity = Pr. celebritat = Sp. celebridatl

= Pg. celebridade = It. celebrita, < L. celebri-

ta(t-)s, a multitude, fame, renown, < celeber:

see celebrate.'] 1. The condition of being cele-

brated ; fame ;
renown

;
distinction : as, the ce-

lebrity of George Washington; the celebrity of
Homer or of the Iliad.

An event of great celebrity in the history of astronomy.
Whemll.

Egypt has lost the celebrity which it enjoyed in ancient
times for its fine linen.

K. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 3.

2. A celebrated person or (very rarely) thing:
as, a celebrity at the bar or in the church

;
what

are the celebrities of this townT 3f. Celebra-
tion.

The manner of her receiving, and the celebrity at the

marriage, were performed with great magnificence. Bacim.

celebroust (sel'e-brus), a. [< L. celeber, cele-

brated, + -out; cf. F. celebre = Sp. celebre =.

Pg. It. celebre.] Celebrated.
celemin (Sp. pron. thel-a-men'), w. [Sp., = Pg.
celamim, sclamim.] 1. Same as almua. 2. A
Spanish measure of land, equal to 48 square
estadals, or about one eighth of an acre.

celeomorph (sel'e-o-mdrf), n. A celeomorphic
bird, as a woodpecker.
Celeomorphae (sel'e-p-m6r'fe), . pi. [NL.
(Huxley, 1867), < Celeus + Gr. popfci, form.]

celestial

The woodpeckers as a stiporfamily of birds of

desmognathous affinities hut uncertain mor-

phological position, the group being defined
with special reference to its peculiarities ol

palatal structure, ami cmnprcliending only the
families I'iciilirmul li/n</iiln-. Also called >

celeomorphic (sel*e-o-m6r'fik), n.

iiiiir/iliii'
+ -ii\] I'icine; of or pertaining to the

' '< li linn ir/ilia'.

celer't, . An obsolete spelling of rrlltii-i.

celer-'t, . See cilnn .

celerert, A Middle English form of rrllnrrr.

celeres (sere-re/.), n. pi. [L., pi. of ci-li'i; swift :

MM -i-i-h rili/.\ 1. In H'nii. Hutu/., a body of knights
or horsemen of the patrician order, numbering
originally, according to tradition, :t(H), first or-

ganized by Romulus, 100 being selected, lofrom
each curia, from each of the three trilies. n,, i,

comimindi-r was. from tin linn- of Tullii.- llotilin-. the
seroutl ottieer of the state. Their number \V;IH fniiluallv
increased, and at the close of (he dyiuihtyof the Taniuins
they vvt-i'i- mei-K 1 '*! in the ei|iiit-s. 'J'be tith- was resumed
under Augustus by the knights, as the body-guard of tin-

emperor.

2f. {cap.'] An old division of domestic dogs, in-

cluding swift-footed kinds, of which the grey-
hound is the type: distinguished from Saiiiici-x

and Puynaces.
celeriac (se-ler'i-ak), n. [< cflrry + -tic.] A
variety of celery raised, especially on the con-
tinent of Europe, for the root, which is enlarged
like a turnip. Also called tiimi/i-rooted celery.
See rHi'n/.

celerity (se-ler'i-ti), . [= F. celerite = Pr. cele-

ritat = Sp. cclcridail = Pg. celeritlailr = It. rele-

i-i/i'i, < L. <-rlrrita(t-)t, < crier, swift, quick, akin
to Gr. /cftw, a racer, Skt. / kal, drive, urge
on.] Rapidity of motion; swiftness; quicK-
uess; speed.

No leu celerity than that of thought.
Shak., Hen. V., HI. (cho.).

When tilings are once come to the execution, there is no
secrecy comparable to celerity. Bacon, Delays.

The bigness, the density, and the celerity of the liody
moved. Sir K. Diyby.

The tidings were Iwrne with the usual celerity of evil

news. Prencott, Ferd. and Isa., L 3.

= Syn. Velocity, Sici/tnem, etc. See i/uickneM.

celery (sel'e-ri), n. [Prop, with initial
,
as in

early mod. E. selery, sellery ; = D. selderij = G.

sellerie, selleri = Dan. Sw. selleri, < F. celeri, < It.

dial, scleri, It. sedano, celery, < L. selinon, pars-
ley, < Gr. ai'/ivov, a kind of parsley, in MGr. and
NGr. celery. See itarsley, ult. < Gr. ne

vov, rock-parsley.] An umbelliferous plant,
Apium grareoltnx, a native of Europe, and long
cultivated in gardens for the use of the table.
The green leaves and stalks are used as an ingredient in

souits, but ordinarily the stems are blanched. There are

many varieties in cultivation, the stems blanching pink,
yellow, or white. See celeriac.

celestt (se-lesf), a. [< F. celeste = Pr. Sp. Pg.
It. celeste, < L. ccelestis, of heaven, of the sky, <

catlum, heaven: see ceil, n. Cf. celestial.] Heav-

enly; celestial.

To drynke of this, of waters first and best,
Licoure of grace above, a thyng celent.

Palladia*, Huslxindrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 17.

celeste (se-lesf), n. [An abbrev. of F. bleu ce-

leste, sky-blue: see blue and cclest.] In ceram.,

sky-blue.
celestial (se-les'tial), a. and n. [< ME. celestial,

celestiall, < 'OF. celestial, celestiel = Pr. Sp. Pg.
celestial = It. celeatiale, < L. ceelcstis, of heaven,
< ccelum, heaven : see celest, ceil, n.] I. a. 1.

Of or pertaining to the sky or visible heaven :

as, the celestial globe; "the twelve celestial

signs," Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

So to glorine God, the author of time and light, which
the darkened conceits of the Heathens aseril>ed to the
Planets and bodies ccelegtiall, calling the monethsby their
names. Purcha*, Pilgrimage, p. 123.

2. Heavenly; belonging or relating to, or
characteristic of, heaven; dwelling in heaven;
hence, of superior excellence, delight, purity,
etc.: as, a celestial being; celestial felicity.

Tins lady hym saiile that it inyght not bee,
Hit please ne wold the king celeittiall.

Rom. <\f Partenau (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3795.

Desire of power, on earth a vicious weed,
Yet sprung from high is of celestial seed :

In God 'tis glory ; and when men aspire.
Tis but a spark too much of heavenly tire.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit, 1. 305.

Thus far, nations have drawn their weapons from the

earthly armories of Force, unmindful of these others of

celettial temper from the house of Love.

Suinner, Orations, 1. 104.

Celestial crown. In her., a bearing resembling the an-

tique crown, and having each of its rays charged with a



celestial

star at thepoint. Celestial globe, magic, etc. See the
nouns. Tne Celestial Empire, u common name for

China, probably due to the Chinese custom of speaking
of the reigning dynasty MS Tirn-ehao, or Heavenly Dynasty,
a designation based no doubt on the claim of the founder
of each successive dynasty to have received the conmiumf
of Heaven to punish and supersede a line of wicked rulers,
he and his successors thus becoming Tien-tsu, or Sons of
Heaven.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of heaven.
The unknown celestial. Pope, Odyssey, i. 16C.

2. [cap.'] A popular name for a native of China,
the "Celestial Empire."
celestialize (se-les'tial-Iz), v. t. [< celestial
+ -ire.] To make celestial. Guarterlu Jli-i:

[Rare.]
celestially (se-les'tial-i), adi: In a celestial
or heavenly manner.
celestialness (se-les'tial-nes), n. [< celestial +
-ness.~\ The quality of being celestial.

celestifyt (se-les'ti-fi), r. t. [< OF. celestifier,
make heavenly or divine, < L. ccetestis, heaven-
ly (see celest), + -ficare, < facere, make: see

-fy.~\ To communicate something of a heaven-
ly nature to

;
make heavenly. [Rare.]

Heaven but earth celestifed, and earth but heaven ter-
restrifled. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 13.

celestina (sel-es-ti'na), . [< L. cteJestinus,

heavenly: see Celestine.] Same as bifara.
Celestine (sel'es-tin), n. [< L. Cailestimts, per-
taining to (.'.irlestiw, a proper name ;

lit. heaven-
ly, < cielcstis: see celestial.] 1. An adherent of

Pelagianism : so called from Cselestius, one of
the early supporters of Pelagius. 2. One of
an order of Benedictine monks, now nearly
extinct, so named when their founder became
pope as Celestiue V. in 1294. He was Pietro Ange-
lener, and was known as Pietro da Murrone, from the
mountain he inhabited as a hermit, whence the monks
(organized about 1254) were originally called Murrnnians.
The brethren rise two hours after midnight to say matins,
eat no flesh, fast often, and wear a white gown and a black
capouch and scapular. For several centuries the Celes-
tines were very numerous and prosperous, especially in
Italy and France.

3. A member of an extinct order of Franciscan
hermits.
Celestinian (sel-es-tin'i-an), n. Same as Cel-
estine.

celestite (seres-tit), n. [< L. ctelestis, of heaven
(see celest), + -ite*.] In mineral., native stron-
tium sulphate. It is found in orthorhombic crystals re-

sembling those of harite in form, also massive and fibrous.
The color is white, or a delicate blue (whence the name).
It occurs finely crystallized in Sicily, with native sulphur,
at many other localities in Europe, and in America on
Strontian island in Lake Erie, at Lockport in New York,
etc. Also celestin, cclextine, caelestin, coslestitie.

celestivet, [ME. celestif, < OF. celestif, ce-

lestial; as celest + -ive.~\ Celestial.
Full gladly thay wold I shold use my life
Here as for to pray our lord celestif
For thaim and for you in especial!,
That in paradise he vs do put all.

Koin. of Partena;/ (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3288.

Oeleus (sel'e-us), . [NL. (Boie, 1831), < Gr.

KeteAs, the green woodpecker, ficun vintUs.] A
genus of South American woodpeckers, con-
taining such as C. flavus and C. flavesccns of
Brazil. It gives name to the Celeomorplue.

celia, n. See ccelia.

celiac, coeliac (se'li-ak), a. [< L. cceliacus, <
Gr. Kodiaic6f, < KoMa, the belly, < nottof, hollow.]
1. Pertaining to the cavity of the abdomen;
abdominal or ventricular. Now chiefly used in
the phrase celiac axis. 2. Same as ceelian.
3. In med., an old term applied, in the phrase
celiac passion, to a flux or diarrhea Celiac ails.
See axul. Celiac canal, in erinoids, a continuation of
the cceloma or body-cavity into the arms, separated by a
transverse partition from the subtentacular canal, as in
species of Antedon or Cnmatula.

celiadelphus, . See ccdiadelphus.
celiagra, n. See cceliagra.

celialgia, n. See ccelialgia.

celian, a. See ceelian.

celibacy (sel'i-ba-si), n. [< celibate: see -acy.]
The state of being celibate or unmarried; a
single life; voluntary abstention from mar-
riage: as, the celibacy of the clergy.

[St. Patrick) informs us that his father was a Deacon,
and his grandfather a Priest a sufficient proof that the
Celibacy, which Koine now enforces on her Clergy in Ire-
land, was no part of Ecclesiastical discipline in the age
and country of Ireland's Apostle.

Bp. Chr. Wordsworth, Church of Ireland, p. 32.

A Monk (Ra'hib) must have submitted to a long trial of
his patience and piety, and made a vow of celibacy, before
his admission into the monastic order.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 316.
No part of the old system had been more detested by

the Reformers than the honours paid to celibacy.

Macaitlay.

celibatarian! (seFi-ba-ta'ri-an), n. [< celibate
+ -arian.] Same as celibatej 2.

878 cell

Celibate (sel'i-bat), n. and a. [= F. celibat = If a single cell, under appropriate conditions, becomes

The forced celibate of the English clergy. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 118.

Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, p. 312. However complicated one of the higher animals or plants
He ... preferreth holy celibate before the estate of may lie

>
il begins its separate existence under the form of

marriage. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 273.
a "u eated cell. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 19.

2. One who adheres to or practises celibacy; (c ) In Polygoa, one of the cases or cups of the
a bachelor, especially a confirmed bachelor. ectocyst or exoskeleton of a polyzoarium, con-

II. a. Unmarried; single: as, a celibate life taining an individual zooid or polypid. See cuts
celibate (sel'i-bat), v. i.

; pret. and pp. celibated,
under Plumatella and Polyzoa.Q. In anat. and

ppr. celibating. [< celibate, w.j To lead a single
^oo'-

,
some little cavity, compartment, camera,

life. Fortnightly Rev. or hollow place ;
a cella or cellula

;
a vesicle ; a

< L. ccelebs, ceelebs, a bachelor, 4- -i-an.] Un- ments, not form-elements) of cellular or con-

married; celibate. [Rare.]
celidography (sel-i-dog'ra-fi), . [< Gr.

'

nective tissue
;
the cells, or cancelli, of the re-

ticulated structure of an insect's wing (that is,

(/o//,S-), a spot, + --j'pa^ia',\ ypafyeiv, write.] A *ne spaces between the nervures or veins) ;
the

description of the spots on the disk of the sun cells of a foraminiferous or radiolarian shell
;

or on planets. the cells (ventricles, cavities) of the brain
; spe-

celine, a. See cceline. cifically, in entom., the basal inclosed space of

cell (sel), n. [< ME. celle, selle = D. eel = G. tile winS of a lepidopterous insect, bounded
celle, selle = Dan. celle = Sw. cell, < OF. celle ty tlle subcostal and median veins, which are
mod. F. celle = Pr. cella = Sp. celda = Pg. cella Joined exteriorly. 7. A division of the brain
= It. cella, < L. cella, a small room, a hut, barn,

as the seat or abode of a particular faculty.

granary (NL., in anatomy, biology, etc., a cell), [Poetical.]
= AS. heall, E. hall, a room, house, etc., = Gr.

na/ia, a hut, barn, granary, = Skt. kal, gala, a
hut, house, room, stable (cf. qarana, a shed,
hut, as adj. protecting), and related to L. celare
= AS. helan, cover, conceal, = Skt. "far. *qal,
cover, protect: see hall, helei, hole, and con- 8. In elect., a single jar or element of a voltaic
ceal.] 1. A small or close apartment, as in a battery. A simple cell ordinarily consists of plates of

two different metals joined by a wire and immersed in a
liquid (called the exciting liquid) which acts chemically
upon one plate ; this, the positive or generating plate, at
the expense of whicli the electrical current is maintained,
is usually zinc ; the negative plate is often copper, but may

Manye [mania]
Engendered of humour malencolyk
Byforen in his selle fantastyk.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 518.

Mine eyes he closed, but open left the cell
Of fancy, my internal sight. Milton, P.L.,viii.469.

convent or a prison.
It was more dark and lone that vault,
Than the worst dungeon cell.

Scott, Marmion, ii. 17.

2. A small or mean place of residence, such as be platinum, carbon, silver, efc. The excitiiig'iiquidTs"com-
a cave or hermitage ;

a hut.

Then did religion in a lazy cell,
In empty airy contemplations dwell.

Sir ./. Dtnhant.
In cottages and lowly cells

True piety neglected dwells.

Somentille, Epitaph upon H. Lumber.

3. In eccles. hist., a dependent religious house
founded on the estate of an abbey under the
jurisdiction of the abbot of the mother church.
About the middle of the eleventh century, owing to the
creation of a new dignitary (the prior, in the abbey of
ClttDY), such establishments received the designation of
prime*. Walcott, Sacred Arelueology.

Tli is lord was kepere of the selle.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 172.

A place called Woodkirk, where there was a cell of Aus-
tin Friars, in dependance on the great house of St. Oswald
at Nostel. A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 35.

4. In arch. See cella, 1. 5. In biol. : (a) The
fundamental form-element of every organized

monly dilute sulphuric acid, but solutions of sal ammoniac,
common salt, etc. , are also used. The current flows through
the liquid from the positive plate (zinc) to the copper, and
through the wire from the positive pole to the negative

pole. (See figure.)
The current from
a simple voltaic
cell soon loses its

strength, because
hydrogen bubbles,
liberated in the
chemical action on
the negative plate,
form a film over it.

This polarization
of the negative
plate (see polariza-
tion) may be par-
tially avoided by
mechanical means
in a single-fluid cell,

by using platinum,
or silver covered
with finely divided
platinum, as in the

Simple Voltaic Cell.

C, copper plate ; Z, zinc plate.
""" every organized c. copper plate ; z. zinc plate. platinum, as in the

body. It is a hioplastic mass of protoplasm, varying in Saut cell, or plati-
size and shape, generally of microscopic dimensions, capa-

mzed ca n
,
a8 "> the B alter cell. It is more effectually

ble under proper conditions of performing the functions prevented in a two-flmd cell by the addition of a second
of sensation, nutrition, reproduction, and automatic or
spontaneous motion, and constituting in itself an entire
organism, or being capable of entering into the structure
of one. Such a cell as a rule has a nucleus, and is usually
also provided with awall or definite boundary ; but neither
cell-nucleus nor cell-wall necessarily enters into its struc-

p
liquid (the depolarizing liquid), with which the hydrogen
combines chemically. In the Grenet cell, or bottle-cell, bi-
chromate of potash is mixed with the sulphuric acid (being
hence called a. bichromate cell) in a vessel of bottle form and
the zinc and carbon are immersed in them ; the zinc, how.
ever, is raised out of the liquid when the cell is not in use.

ture. In ultimate morphological analysis all organized J'rxsticaUy, the depolarizing liquid is usually separated
tissue is resolvable into cells or cell-products See vroto- ,

m the exciting liquid, as in the compound cell. One of
plasm, and cell theory, below. ( ) Snecificallv arm the best of these is

cleated capsu.ated fo^XS*^'^^ SffiftfiSfi
ture or tissue; one of the independent proto- immersed in dilute

plasmic bodies which build up an animal fab-
8llIPnuric acid con-
tained in a porous ves-

sel, outside of which

<f^j=^ // / J^ is a perforated copper
Vl#O> c-JL^Ma! ^^. Plate surrounded by

,

. J^m a solution of copper
sulphate. The action
is as follows : The re-

action between the
zinc and sulphuric
acid produces zinc

sulphate and hydro-
gen; the latter, how-
ever, instead of col-

lecting on the copper
plate, unites with
the copper sulphate,
forming sulphuric

Cells.

A, a few cells from the chorda dorsalis of the lamprey : a, cell-wall :

, cell-contents; c, nucleus; rf, micleolus. S. multipolar nerve-cell
fwith many processes) from human spinal cord : c, nucleus and nu-

cleplus.
C.an oval nerve-cell. D, cartilage-cell. E, hepatic or liver

cells, ^, pigmentary cell, from skin of frog. (All magnified.)

Daniell Cell

z lia<: late . f vesse, c
copper plate ; R, receptacle for crystals

acid and metallic cop- of copper sulphate.

per. The former goes
to keep up the supply of acid in the inner vessel, and the
latter is deposited on the copper plate. The consumption

f,'JjC i*-fi*!M*- ^^^^^e^^^^^^,.-,11 o^ !! i t. At '" " recepiacie at, me top. A modined lorm ol t lie Dan ell
wall, and cell-nucleus : as, bone-ccIh, cartilage- cell is the gravity cell, in which the porous vessel is done

,

technical anatomical sense of the word.
. -

pound cell are the Grove, in which platinum and nitric



Gravity Cell.

C, copper plate ; Z, zinc plate.

cell

acid take the place of the copper and copper sulphate of

the Daniell
;
the liuiiirn, which is like the (irove except in

the use nf carbon
instead nf plati-

num; and there
are nmny others.
f\\e Lrclaitctt' > //,

much used in con-
nection witli dec.
trie call-bells (as
also With tile 1< l>

ph.irjr), consists of

a rod of zinc 1m-
mersed in a solu-

tion of sal ammo-
Iliac, ami H plate
of carbon, some-
times, though
not necessarily, in

a separate por-
ous vessel packed
about with pow-
tiered manganese
dioxid and carbon.
This cell rapidly
heroines polar-
i/cd, bin if left to

itself soon regains
its strength, and hence is especially valuable for inter

mittent u>e ; it lias also the advantage that there is no
waste of the zinc by local action when not in use. The
niliri--i'hloriil rrtl

,
us' devised by l>e la Hue, consists of zinc

acted upon by nal ammoniac and a roil of silver surround-
ed by a cylinder of silver chlorid. The I.iitiitier-Cltirk

standnnl a'tt consists of zinc and pure mercury separated
by a paste made from sulphates of zinc and mercury;
when suitably arranged it maintains a very constant elec-

tromotive force, and hence has been used as a standard.

9. A structure of wrought-iron, consisting
usually of four plates riveted to angle-irons.

10. A small frame or box employed to

hold or inclose a microscopic object. Adelo-
morphOUS cells. Same as jiritmiial erlln.- Alar cells.
See alar. Amoeboid cell, amoeblfprm cell, a cell

which has no determinate form, or which is capable of

executing amrcboid movements, and so of changing its

form, and even of moving about, like an amwba. Cor-

puscles of chyle and lymph are of this character ; so like-

wise are the white corpuscles of the blood. Antipo-
dal cells, tiee antipodal. Apical cell. See apical -

Beaker-cells. Same as yoUel-cells. Beale's ganglion-
cells, the bipolar cells of the abdominal sympathetic
nerve of the frog, in which one process is coiled spirally
around the other. Cell family, a row or group of uni-
cellular plants which have originated from a parent cell

and still remain attached ; a colony. Cells of Purklnje,
large branching cells In the cerebellar cortex. Cell theo-
ry, the doctrine that the bodies of all animals and plants
consist either of a cell or of a number of cells and their

products, and that all cells proceed from cells, as expressed
in the phrase otiinis cellula e cfllula: a doctrine fore-

shadowed by Kaspar t'riedrich Wolff, who died in 1794,
and by Karl Ernst von Baer (born 1792) ; it was established
in botany by Schleiden in 1838, and in zoology byTheodor
Schwann atmut 1839. Its complete form, including the
ovum as a simple cell also, is the basis of the present state
of the biological sciences. Chalice-cells. Same as ffoblet-

cells. Collared cell, a cell one end of which has a raised
rim or iKmler, like a collar, as that of a collar-bearing mo-
nad, or choanottngellate infusorian. Condemned cell.

See conilfmnt'il. Daughter-cell. See 'mother-cell, l>elow.

Deiters's cells, certain cells intimately connected with
the external hair-cells of the cochlea ; also, the cells of the

neuroglia : sometimes applied to the large cells of the an-

terior cornua of the spinal cord, which give off Deiters's

processes. Named from Deiters, a German anatomist
(1834-03). Electrolytic cell,

a name sometimes given to
the vessel in which a liquid is placed for electrolysis.

Flagellate cell, a cell with only one flagellum. Gob-
let-cells, columnar epithelial cells in which the free end
is distended with mncin, so that the cell presents the
form of a goblet. Also called chalice.- or beaker-cells.

Granule-cell. See wannfe. Gustatory cells. See
(imtatori/. Hair-cells, in anat., cells having on their

upper surfaces very fine hair-like processes, lying on the
outer (external hair-cells) or inner (internal hair-cells) side
of the rods of Corti (which see, under rod). Indifferent
cells or tissues, cells or tissues not differentiated into

any of the definite permanent forms.- - Langerhang" cell,
a certain peculiar structure embedded in tne epithelium,
in which the nerve-fibers terminate. Latticed cells. See
cambiform. Mother-cell, a cell which multiplies itself

by the division of its protoplasmic contents and the secre-
tion of a wall
of cellulose _

' E c
about each por-
tion. The new
cells are called

daughter - r?Hx.
- Peaucellier

cell, in itifctt.,

a plane linkage
discovered by
Lieut. Peaucel-
lier in 1864,
which first solv-

ed the celebrat-
ed problem of

parallel mo-
tion. It is com-
posed of two
long links of

equal length,
pivoted toge-
ther at one end
and at the other

pivoted to the

opposite angles
of a rhombua
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Vor use, the junction, A, of the two long links is fixed in

lisition, and an extra link, HC, is attached to the angle of

the rhombus iieun-^t to .-1. Tin- other end, II, of the extra
link is llxed in position, usually at a distann- from .1 <-MI;I!

to BC. In this case, when !;(' turns alxmt 11 as a renter,
the vertex, E, of tin- rhombus most distant from A will
'!' -'lilie a right line. The production of this effect b>
link-work alone hud lieen much -ou^ht after since the in-

vention of the itMun-enginA. Principal cells, the een
li ;il cells of the cardiac glands of the stomach. Also called

ii'l''/i>int,i-f>l,<'ii.,- ,-//.!. Selenium cell. See resistance and
jifiiitiiji/iiini'.

Cell (Mel ), r. t. [< erlf, n .] To shut up in a cell
;

place in a cell. [Rare.]
Myself a recluse from the world
And crlleil underground.

H'in-ii''r. Albion'-, England, vii.

cella (serji), w.
; pi. critic (-e). [L. : see <rH, H.]

1. The room or chamber which formed the
nucleus of an an-
cient Greek or Ko-
man temple and con-
tained the image of
the deity, as distin-

guished from the
additional rooms,
porticos, etc., often
combined with the
cella to form the

complete temple.
The word is now often

applied to the corre-

Cellepora

2. Room or storage in a cellar. 3. A charge
lor Mm-;t<.'<- in a cellar.

cellar-book (sel'iir-buk), . A book containing
details regaining the wines or other liquors re-

ccivcil into and given out from a wine-cellar;
a book kept by a butler showing the general
state of the wine-cellar.

n account, and over-

Thadcrra;/.

cellarer (sol'jir-t'T), . [< ME. <r/mr, cclcrere,
< Oh', rrlrrii'i'. F. rrlli'rii-r I'r. rrllliruT =
(('.it. i-Hli ri-r= Sji. rillirrro = Pg. rrllrrriro,
i'i Hi iri'irn= It. rrllrrujo, rillt riirni (ML. rrllinmx.

Hi-n- In- rhi-rkn! tin- h< iMsrk

auli'd the Ijiitli-r'* n-lliir-luiok.

Plan of the Parthenon.

A, cella ; /', opisthodomus (or Par-
thenon) ; C, pronaos: D, epinaos (or
opistbodonuis ) : /:, site of the statue
of Attictia.

PeauceHier Cell.

four equal and
shorter links.

CD, DK, F.F. fC, AF, AI>, BC, are stiff bars
jointed at A

t C, D, /:, f. A and B are fined in

i >f iKtsilion at a distance equal to PC, and there is

a pencil at E. AsCturnsahout K, describing the
arc cCf', the point K describes the right line

tEe'; c4ffa.nA c'cfe'f are two positions ofCDEF.

sponding part of the tem-
ples of other peoples,
as of the ancient Egyp-
tians. Also cell.

The next class of tem-

ples, called pseudo-pe-
ripteral (or those in

which the cella occupies
the whole of the after

part), are generally more
modern, certainly more
completely Roman, than
these last.

Fergu8#on, Hist. Archi-

tecture, I. 307.

The front of the cella

includes a small open
peristyle.
H. Tat/lor, Lands of the

[Saracen, p. 296.

2. [NL.] In aim/.,

hiol., and ziuil., a

cell; a cellula. [Rare.] 3. A hole or hollow
formed at the foot of a waterfall or rapid by the
continued action of the water. [Canadian.]
Cella media, in anat., the central part of the lateral

ventricles of the brain, from which the cornua proceed,

cellaeform (sel'e-f6nn), a. [Prop, eelliform, <

NL. cella, a cell, + L. forma, shape.] Of the
form of a cell ;

like a cell in aspect, but not of

the morphological nature of a cell.

In the layer of protoplasm from which the pseudopodia
proceed, cellce.fonn (todies of a bright yellow colour, which
have been found to contain starch, are usually developed.

Ilvxley, Anat. Invert., p. 85.

cell-animal (sel'an"i-mal), n. A cell as an in-

dividual animal or organism ; an animal that
is a single cell, or a number of cells not histo-

logically differentiated.

cellar1
(sel'jir), 11. [Early mod. E. celier, < ME.

ffller, celer, < OF. celier, F. cellicr = Pr. celier

= Cat. celier = Pg. eelleiro = It. celliere = D.
kelder = OHG. cliellari, MHG. kelre, keller, G.
krller = Icel. kiallari = Sw. kallare = Dan.

kja'lder, < L. cellariuiii, a pantry, prop. neut. of

cdlarius, pertaining to a cell, < cella : see cell,

n. In the comp. saltcellar, q. v., -cellar is of

different origin.] 1. A room under a house or
other building, either wholly or partly under

ground, not adapted for habitation, but for the

storage of provisions, wine, lumber, fuel, etc.
In some of the overcrowded parts of large towns, how-
ever, cellars are converted into habitations for people of

the poorest classes.

By nyste sette it in a soft cleer eir, or ellis in a coold
seler. Book ofQuinte. Essence, (ed. Furnivall), p. 8.

She's brought them down to yon cellar,
She brought them fifty steps and three.

The Kninht'f Ghost (Child's Ballads, I. 211).

2f. A receptacle or case for bottles.

Run for the cellar of strong waters quickly.
B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iii. 1.

His wife afterwards did take me into my closet, and give
me a cellar of waters of her own distilling.

Pepyg, Diary, April 1, 1668.

cellar2 (sel'ar), a. [< L. cellarim, pertaining to
a cell : see cellar^.] Of or pertaining to a cell

;

cellular: as, cellar walls. [Rare.]
cellar3*, See celure.

cellarage (sel'Sr-aj), . [< cellar* + -age.] 1.
The space occupied by a cellar or cellars; a
cellar or cellars collectively.

Come on you hear this fellow in the cellarage-
Consent to swear. Shak., Hamlet, i. 5.

iriits), < \t, i-illiir/iriiiK, ;i sti'Wiinl, butler,
< rrllariitm, a pantry : SCT a //)'.] 1. Anofficer
in a monastery wlio has the can 1 of I lie cellar, or
the charge of procuring and keeping the pro-
visions ; also, an officer in a chapter who has.
the care of the temporals, and particularly of
the distribution of bread, wine, and money to
canons on account of their attendance in the
choir.

The rtttuftr was a sly old fellow with :i thin grey hcanl,
and looked as if he could tell a good story of an evening
over tlagon of good wine.

R. Curzon, Monast. In the Levant, p. 347.

2. Same as crllurmau. 3. One who keeps
wino- or spirit-cellars; a spirit-dealer or wine-
merchant.
A 1-0 cfllarist.

cellaret (sel'ar-et), n. [< cellar^ + dim. -.]
A case for holding bottles or decanters, as of

wine, cordials, etc., sometimes also several

liqueur-glasses.

cellar-flap (sel'ar-nap), H. A wooden lifting
door covering tne descent to a cellar. [U. S. ]

Cellaria (se-la'ri-a), n. [NL., fern, of L. cella-

riiiH, < cella, a chamber, cell : see cell, n.] The
typical genus of the family Cellariitlte.

Cellariidae (sel-a-ri'i-de), *. pi. [NL.,< Cella-

riti + -iVte.] A family of g)Tnnolseinatous chi-

lostoraatous polyzoans, typified by the genus
Cvlliiria. Also Cellariada;.

cellaring (sel'jii'-ing), . [< cellar1 + -ing
1

.'] 1.
A range or system of cellars; cellarage.
Ah ! how blessed should I be to live with yon In a re-

tired anil peaceful cottage, situated in a delightful sport-
ing country, with attached and detached offices, roomy
cellaring, and commodious attics.

Morton, Secrete worth Knowing, iii. 4.

2. The act or practice of storing goods in cel-

lars.

cellarino (It. pron. chel-lii-re'no), n. [It.] In
the Roman or Renaissance Tuscan and Doric
orders of architecture, the neck or necking be-
neath the ovolo of the capital.
cellarist (sel'ar-ist), w. [(cellar! + -igt.] Same
as cellarer.

cellarman (sel'ar-man), n.; pi. cellarmen (-men).
A person employed in a wine-cellar; a butler;
also, a spirit-dealer or wine-merchant. Also
called cellarer.

cellarous (sel'ar-us), a. [< cellar! + -ous.] Be-
longing to or connected with a cellar; subter-

ranean; excavated. [Rare.]
Certain cellaroux

stej)s.
Dickenx, Uncommercial Traveller, ix.

cellar-rat (sel'ar -rat), n. A contemptuous
name for a custom-house officer employed in

looking after the storage of imported goods.
There was to be a standing army kept up in time of peace :

custom-house officers, tide-waiters, and cellar-rate.

J. B. lIcMiMter, People of the United States, I. 461.

cellar-snail (sel'ar-snal), . Aland-snail,
Hyalina cellaria, of the family Vitrinidm and
subfamily Zonitina', having a small, depressed,
polished shell : so called from being found in
cellars. It is a European species which has been intro-

duced into the United States, and is common in the Atlan-
tic seaport towns.

cell-capsule (sel'kap'sul), . A thick cell-wall
or readily separable cell-membrane.

When such membranes attain a certain degree of thick-
ness and independence as regards the body of the cell,

they are known as cell-capsule*.

Frry, Histol. and Histo-chem. (trans.), p. 83.

celled (seld), a. [< cell + -ed2.] Having a cell

or cells; composed of a cell or cells; cellular:

used separately or in compounds: as, a celled

organ ; one-celled ; many-celled.
cell-enamel (sel'e-nam'el), n. Cloisonn6 en-
amel. [Rare.]
Cellepora (se-lep'o-ra), . [NL., better Celli-

pura, < NL. cella, a cell, + L. ponts, a passage :

see pore.] The typical genus of polyzoans of

the family Celtenorida', having a median avicu-
hirimn behind the posterior lip of the mouth of
the cell. Also Cellipora.



Celleporidae

Celleporidae (sel-e-por'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <

1'illrpora + -id(c.] A family of chilostomatous

polyzoans with zoceoia urceolate, erect or sub-

erect, irregularly heaped together, and often

forming several superimposed layers.

Oelleporina (sel"e-po-ri'na), . pi. [NL., <

Cellepora + -iiufl.] A superfamily group of

chilostomatous polyzoans, having the zooecium

calcareous, rhomboid or oval, and a terminal

mouth. It contains the families Celleporidce
and Reteporidic. Clans.

cellerH, An obsolete spelling of cellar*.

celler2t, See celurc.

cellerert (sel'er-er), n. Older form of cellarer.

celliferous (se-lit"e-rus), a. [< NL. cella, a

cell, + L. ferrc, = . bear1
,
+ -CMS.] Bearing

or producing cells.

celliform (sel'i-form), a. [< NL. cella, a cell,

+ L. forma, shape.] Having the form but not
the morphological nature of a cell.

Cellipora (se-lip'o-ra), n. [NL.] Same as Cel-

lepofii.

cellist (chel'ist), n. An abbreviated form of

violoncellist: often written 'cellist.

Cellite (sel'it), n. [F. Cellite = Sp. Celito, <

ML. Cellitce, pi., < L. cella, a cell.] Same as

Lollard, 1.

cell-membrane (sermem"bran), n. In biol.,

the investing membrane or wall of a cell.

A distinct, independent pellicle, separable from the cell-

body, and known as the cell-membrane.

Frey, Histol. and Histo-chem. (trans.), p. 64.

cell-mouth (sel'mouth), n. The oral opening
of a unicellular animal

;
a cytpstome.

cello (chel'6), n. An abbreviation of violoncello:

often written 'cello.

cell-parasite (sel'par'a-sit), n. An extremely
minute parasite which lives within a single cell

of the tissues of its host, as a coccidium.

cell-parasitism (serpar"a-si-tizm), n. Intra-

cellular parasitism ; parasitic life within a cell.

cell-sap (sel'sap), n. Fluid or semi-fluid cell-

substance
;
fluidic protoplasm.

cell-substance (sel'suVstans), . The con-

tents of a cell; the general protoplasm com-

posing the body of a cell.

cellula (sel 'u -la), .; pi. cellula; (-16). [NL.
use of L. cellula, a small storeroom, dim. of

cella, a cell, storeroom : see cell, n.] A little

cell
;
a cellule.

cellular (sel'u-lar), a. and . [< F. cellulaire =
Sp. cehilar =' Pg. cellular = It. cellulare, < NL.

ceHularis, < L. (NL.) cellula : see cellula, cell."]

I. a. Consisting of, con-

taining, or resembling
cells ; pertaining to a cell

or to cells: as, cellular

structure; a cellular ap-
pearance.
A very good example of such

a cellular parenchyma is to be
found in the substance known
as Rice-paper.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., % 351.

Cellular beam. See beam.
Cellular cartilage. See car-

tilage.-- Cellular system, in

bot.
t
that portion of the struc-

ture of plants which is com-
posed of fundamental cellular

tissue, or parenchyma, in distinction from the tibrovascu-

lar and epidermal systems. Cellular theory. Same as
cell theory (which see, under cell). Cellular tissue, in

plants, parenchyma (which see). Cellular tissue, cel-
lular membrane, in animals, areolar tissue (which see,
under areolar). See cfll and tig/tue.

II. n. In 60 1., a plant having no spiral ves-
sels. Lindley.
Cellulares (sel-u-la'rez), . pi. [NL., pi. of

cellttlaris: see cellular.] In De Candolle's sys-
tem of classification, a name given to that di-

vision of the vegetable kingdom more usually
called Cryptoi/amia, including plants which are
formed wholly or chiefly of cellular tissue.

Strictly limited, it should include only the

mosses, Hepatica;, and lower cryptogams.
Cellularia (sel-u-la'ri-a), n. pi. [NL. (Cuvier),
neut. pi. of cellularis, cellular : see cellular.]
1 . In Cuvier's system of classification, the sec-
ond family of the Corallifera, defined as having
each polyp adhering to a horny or calcareous
cell with thin walls, and no apparent connec-
tion with one another except by a very thin

epidermis or by pores in the walls of the cells.

[Not in use.] 2. [Used as a singular.] The
typical and only genus of the family Cellulari-

idai. C. peachi is an example.
Cellulariidae (sel'u-la-ii'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cellularia, 2, + -idee.'] A family of chilosto-

matous polyzoans, typified by the genus Cellu-

Cellular Structure.

Section of Leaf ofthe Apple.
aa, epidermal cells; t>, pali-
sade cells ', c, spongy paren-
chyma : b, c, cellular tissue of
the leaf.
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Ifiria. The polyzoary is erect, jointed, phytoid, dichoto-

mously branched, with zoiccia alternate and all facing the
same way, the apertures large, oval, and membranous, and
the avicularia, when present, sessile, and either lateral or

anterior. Also Celtularulae, Celltilariadce.

Cellularina (sel"u-la-ri'na), n. pi. [NL., <

Cellularia, 2, + -ina2 . ] A superfamily group of

chilostomatous polyzoans, having the zoo3cmm
corneous and infuudibulate. It contains the
families sEteida?, Cellulariidai, and Bicellariida:.

cellulated (sel'u-la-ted), a. [< cellula + -ate2

+ -erf2.] Having a cellular structure.

cellule (sel'ul), n. [= F. cellule = It. cellula, <

L. (NL.) cellula: see cellula.] A little cell.

Specifically (a) In entinn., one of the little spaces, sur-

rounded by veins, on the wing of an insect, especially of

the Neuroptera and Pticudomuroptera. (b) In bot.
t
one

of the cells which constitute the areolar structure of a

moss, or of a leaf or similar vegetable organ.

Cellulicolae (sel-u-lik'o-le), n. ill. [NL., < cel-

lula, q. v., + L. colcre, inhabit: see cult.] A
group of spiders, of the order Pulmonaria, which
form their nests in slits beneath the bark of

trees, in the cavities of stones and rocks, or in

burrows in the ground. [Not in use.]

Oellulifera (sel-u-lif'e-rS), n.pl. [NL., neut. pi.
of cellulifcrus : see cclluliferous.] A systematic
name of the polyzoans or moss-animalcules.

celluliferous (sel-u-lif'e-rus), a. [= F. cellu-

lifere, < NL. cellutiferus, < cellula, q. y.,
+ L.

ferre = E. bear1,] Bearing or producing little

cells
; specifically, of or pertaining to the Cellu-

lifera.

celluline (sel'u-lin), . and a. [< cellula +
-8H 2

.] Same as cellulose2 .

cellulitis (sel-u-H'tis), n. [NL., < cellula, q. v.,

+ -itis.] In pathol., inflammation of cellular or

connective tissue, especially in its looser forms.

celluloid (sel'u-loid), n. [< cellul(ose^) + -old.]
A substance made of guncotton, camphor, and
some other ingredients, imitating ivory, or,
when colored, tortoise-shell, coral, amber, mal-

achite, etc. Many articles, useful and orna-

mental, are manufactured from it.

cellulose 1
(sel'u-los), a. [< NL. as if 'cellulo-

Him, < cellula, q. v.] Containing cells.

cellulose'2 (sel'u-los), . and . [< cellula +
-osc.] I. n. In' hot., the essential constituent

of the primary wall-membrane of all cells, a
secretion from the contained protoplasm, isom-
erous with starch in its composition, and al-

lied to starch, sugar, and inulin. It rarely or never
exists in a simple condition unmixed with coloring or
mineral matters, etc. ; and with age it becomes largely
transformed into ligniu, suberin, or mucilage. Cotton
and the bleached fiber of flax and hemp are nearly pure
cellulose, and in some filter-paper it is almost chemically
pure. Cellulose is remarkable for its insolubility, being
dissolved without change only by an ammoniacal solu-

tion of oxid of copper, from which it may be again pre-

cipitated. Under the action of concentrated or boiling

acids, or of caustic alkalis, many different products are

obtained, according to the method of treatment. It is

changed to glucose by long boiling with dilute sulphuric
or hydrochloric acid ; a substance resembling parchment
is obtained by treating unsized paper with cold sulphu-
ric acid ; strong nitric acid, or a mixture of nitric and
sulphuric acids, converts forms of cellulose into guncot-
ton, etc. In its unchanged condition it is not colored by
iodine except usually with a faint yellowish tint, which
becomes a bright blue on the addition of strong sulphuric
acid. Cellulose is also said to exist in the tunics of Ascidia
and in other invertebrates. Starch-cellulose, the deli-

cate skeleton of cellulose which remains when starch-

granules are dissolved in saliva or pepsin.

II. a. Formed of cellulose.

cellulosic (sel-u-16'sik), a. [< cellulose2 + -if.]

Of or relating to cellulose
; produced by or made

of cellulose: as,
" cellulosic fermentation," Nine-

teenth Century,
celort, " Same as celure.

Celosia (se-16'si-a), n. [NL., < Or. x^Aeof, burn-

ing, later KJ/AOC, dry, < naieiv, burn ;
from the

burned appearance of

the flowers of some
species.] A genus of

plants, natural order

Amarantacece, for the
most part tropical.
The cockscomb common in

cultivation is C. cristata ;

but the cultivated form of

this plant, with a broad
flattened stem and a ter-

minal crest, is very unlike
its natural condition, be-

ing a monstrosity formed

by the union or fasciation

of the branches.

celostomy (se-los'to-

mi), n. [< Gr. itotin-

oropla, < Ko^oc, hollow Cockscomb , Celosia crislata >.

(see ceil, n.), + OTO/M,
the mouth.] The act of speaking with a hol-

low voice.

Celticism

celotomy (se-lot'6-mi), . [= F. celotomie =
Sp. celotomi'a, < Orr. njAarofiia, < Krff.ri, a tumor,
+ -Tojj.ia, < TE/tvetv (/ *ra/t), cut.] In surq.

: (a)
The operation of cutting the constriction in

strangulated hernia. (6) An operation former-

ly employed for the radical cure of inguinal her-

nia, (f) Castration.

celsitudet (sel'si-tud), n. [ME. celcitnde, < OF.
ei'lxittide = Sp. celsitud = Pg. celsitude = It. celsi-

tudine, < L. celsitudo (-titdin-), a lofty bearing,
later a title equiv. to '

Highness,' < cel-sus, raised

high, lofty, pp. of *cellere, rise high, in cpmp.
excellere, etc. : see excel, excelsior.] 1. Height;
elevation; altitude. 2. Highness; excellency:
sometimes used humorously.
Honor to the . . . and to thy celcitucte.

Court of Love, 1. 611.

In most lamentable forme complaineth to your . . . cel-

situde, your distressed orators. Mansion, The Fawne, v.

Celsius thermometer. Same as centigrade ther-

mometer (which see, under centigrade).
Celt1

, Kelt (selt, kelt), . [F. Celte = Sp. Pg.
It. Celta, usually in pi., < L. Celta:, pi., sing.

*Celta, < Gr. Ktf.rai (sing.* Kt/lr(?f), earlier KeXroi'

(sing. *Kf/rof), a name at first vaguely applied
to a Western people, afterward the regular des-

ignation of the Celtic race. Origin unknown ;

perhaps akin to the equiv. L. Galli, the 'Gauls,'
and to the Celtic Gael, q. v. The W. Celtiad

(as if 'a dweller in coverts,' < celt, a covert,
shelter, < celu, hide, conceal, < L. celare, hide:
see cell and conceal), a Celt, Gael. Ceiltich and
Coilltich, pi., Celts, are prob. due to the L. CelUe.

The reg. Eng. spelling is Celt and the reg. Eng.
pron. selt

;
but the spelling Kelt, after G. Kelt,

Gr. Kf/ra/, W. Celtiad (pron. kel'ti-ad), is pre-
ferred by some recent writers.] A member of
one of the peoples speaking languages akin to
those of Wales, Ireland, the Highlands of Scot-

laud, and Brittany, and constituting a branch
or principal division of the Indo-European fam-

ily. Formerly these peoples occupied, partly or wholly,
France, Spain, northern Italy, the western parto of Ger-

many, and the British islands. Of the remaining Celtic

languages and peoples there are two chief divisions, viz.,
the Gadhelic, comprising the Highlanders of Scotland, the

Irish, and the Manx, and the Cymric, comprising the
Welsh and Bretons ; the Cornitth, of Cornwall, related to
the latter, is only recently extinct.

celt2 (selt), >i. [< W. cellt, a flintstone.] In

archceol., an implement or weapon widely used

among primitive and uncivilized

races, and having the general
form of a chisel or an ax-blade.
In the eighteenth century the name was
given to the stone and bronze imple-
ments of thia general shape, without
careful consideration of their proba-
ble uses. The stone celts are all of a
form more or less closely resembling
the head of a hatchet, differing only in

Ixjing sometimes flatter and with a

longer cutting edge, sometimes of a
section nearly circular, pointed at one Celts,

end, and coming abruptly to an edge
at the other. The bronze celU, the forms of which are

very varied, may be divided into three principal classes :

First, chisel-shaped blades without sockets, but with raised
rims on each side forming a pair of grooves, apparent-
ly intended to retain a wooden handle fitted on in the di-

rection of the length of the blade ; these may be consid-
ered as spades intended for agricultural labor. Second,
chisel-shaped blades, having a deep socket at the end op-
posite the cutting edge, and usually fitted with a loop or

pierced ear on one side. Third, blades, also with a socket,
but shelter and broader

-, these, which have often been
called ax-heads, are thought rather to be ferrules for the
butt-end of spear-shafts and the like, the edge enabling
them to be driven into the ground. See amgarn, paal-
tab, pot-celt, and socket-celt,

Celtiberian (sel-ti-be'ri-an), a. and n. [< L.
Celtiberi (Gr. Ke/W/fypef), the inhabitants of

Celtiberia, < Celta;, the Celts, 4- Iberi, the Ibe-

rians, the supposed original inhabitants of

Spain.] I. a. Pertaining to Celtiberia and its

inhabitants, the Celtiberi, an ancient people
of Spain formed by a union of Celts and Ibe-
rians.

II. n. A member of the dominant race of
ancient Celtiberia, a region in central Spain.

Celtic, Keltic (sel'-, kel'tik), a. and . [< L.
Celticus (Gr. KtAraof), < Celtce, Gr. Kefoai : see

Celfl.] I, a. Pertaining to the Celts, or to their

language : as, Celtic tribes
;
Celtic tongues ;

Cel-

tic customs; of Celtic origin. Celtic monuments.
See megalithic monument*, under merialitliic. Celtic
pipe. Seefairy iripes. Celtic pottery. See pottery.

II. n. The language or group of dialects

spoken by the Celts, including Welsh, Armoric
or Breton, Irish, Gaelic, and Manx.

Celticism, Kelticism (sel'-, kel'ti-sizm), n.

1. The manners and customs of the Celts.

2. A Celtic idiom or mode of expression.
Also Celtism, Keltism.



Oelticize

Celticize,Kelticize(sel'-, kel'ti-si/.), r. t.
; pret.

and pp. Celtieiaed, Keltimied, \<\'- Celtunzmg,

Kclticismg. [< Celtic, Kclli<; + -izc.'} To render

Celtic.

The Norse element in the upper end "f the island hat

been thoroughly Ci-l/ii-iwl in speech and social hablta.

Tin- Aiiimrnn, IX. 101.

(scl'tis), n. [NL., < L. iwltiK, an Africnn
- ._- ._ Of geveral

881 cenatical

This iri/menl, nryk, sUion, cley togeder drie, cementation ( S(>m-cn-tu'shon), n. [< cement +
And knytte Into oon Ul I n 1 lonre be thenn.

-iitiini.~\ 1. The act of Dementing; the act of
''""'"'"" Huibondri(a !:. r.

uniting by an adhesive substance. 2. A raetal-

Speciacally 2. A kind of mortar which sets
lun,j (

.a | process in which two substances
or hardens under water: hence otten called uea (,.,i ;,, ,.,,,,1,11-1 for the purpose of effecti

hydraVliC WHirilt. It \, however, often used in sll|M:-

ri'iir m.-isonwork not intemlcd to be co\ered by water.

There ;,re two kinds of cement well known in Knrope,
l'in-1/iiml and lliiiiinn. hirllund cement (named Irom it

resemblance in color to Portland stone) is made from K-

species, natural order I'l-tirm-tii; nearly related

to the elm, but bearing a. small llcshy edible

drupe instead of a winged samara, r. (,/,<.

the nettle-tree or tree-lotus, is a native of tin Mediter-

ranean region. The principal American species is (\ cc/

ili'ii/iilit, the hacklierry. Several species occur in northern

Asia. See cWc-/,vc and AotttnTK

Celtish, Keltish (sel'-, kel'tish), . L< ''<'"'

Krlt. + -/x/i'.J (Vltic. [Rare.]'

Celtism, Keltism (sel'-, kel'ti/.m), . [< Cdfl,

Kelt, + -inm.1 Same as Celticism.

Oeltist. Keltist (sel'-, kd'tist), n. [< celfl, Kelt,

+ -is/.] One t'lignged or versed in the study of

Celtic language, literature, antiquities, etc.

Celtomania, Keltomania (sel-, kel-to-ma'-

iii-ji), n. [= V. rritouMiiii; < L. Celtee (see Celt1)

+ mania, madness.] A strong tendency to ex-

aggerate the antiquity and importance of Cel-

tic civilization, language, and literature, and
to derive the words of various languages from

Celtic originals.
CeltO-Koman (sel"to-rd'maii), a. Relating to

the mixed population of Celts and Romans in

southern and western Europe.
celuret, celer'-'t, celler'-'t, [Early mod. E.

also cellar (also eilltrie, cilery, q. v.), < ME. ce-

lure, cylm-e, seler, sylure, < OF. "celeiire, < L.

ctnlatura, ML. also celatum (> ME. celature:

see celature) and celura, carving in relief, later

sculptured or painted decoration, < ccelare, ML.
also celure, carve in relief, later of other orna-

mental work, < ccelurn, a chisel, graver, < ctedere,

cut: connected with ceil, n. and .,
and ceiling,

in which are confused the notions of ornamen-
tal carving or vaulted work (ult. < L. cwlum, a

chisel) and ornamental hanging or canopy (ult.

< L. ctelum, the sky): see ceil and ceilituj.] 1.

Carved work in relief; sculptured decoration

for the walls or ceiling of a room
;
wainscot-

ing.

Sylure of valle [var., of a walle] or of a nother thyuge,

celatura, celamen. Prompt. Pan., p. 466.

2. A canopy ;
a ceiling.

Vnder a uler of sylke with dayntethis dijte.
Anturs of Arthur, st. 27.

Hur bede was off aszure,
With testur and celure,
With a brygt bordure

Oompasyd fill clene. Sir Degrevant, 1. 1474.

celuredt, a. [< ME. "celured, sylured; < celure

+ -ed'2 .} Ceiled; canopied,
cembalist (sem'ba-list), n. [< cembalo +

-ist.)

A performer upon a cembalo, usually a harpsi-
chord or a pianoforte.
cembalo (sem'ba-16), n. [It., orig. a cymbal:
see cymbal.'} 1. A musical instrument of the

harp family ;
a dulcimer. Formerly a general name

for many instruments having several wire strings which

were struck with hammers. The term doubtless is de-

rived from the bell-like tone thus produced.

2. Such an instrument played by means of keys
or digitals ;

a harpsichord, and, later, a piano-
forte or organ keyboard: short for clavicembalo.

cement (se-ment' or sem'ent), n. [Early mod.

E., and later also ciment, < ME. ciment, cyment,

syment, < OF. ciment, cement, F. ciment = Pr.

cimcn = Sp. Pg. It. cimento, cement, < L. ete-

mentum, a rough stone, rubble, chippings of

stone, prop, contr. from "ccedimentum, < cceclere,

cut. The noun is prop, pronounced, as be-

ing of ME. origin, sem'ent (formerly, in the

spelling ciment, sim'ent) ;
but the pron. se-

ment', after the verb, is now more common.]
1. Any composition which at one temperature
or one degree of moisture is plastic and at an-

other is tenacious. Cements are used for uniting ma-

terials of the same kind or of different kinds, or for form-

ing smooth and impervious surfaces or coatings. The term

properly includes papier-mache, gums, glues, mucilages,

limes, mortars, and a great number of compounds of such

nature as to admit of their assuming, under certain condi-

tions, sticky, tenacious, or stone-like consistency. Cements
are divided into classes, according to their use, as glaai-

cement, etc. Tlie materials forming the cement are mixed
with water, acids, oils, etc., to a paste, and applied to the

surfaces to be joined together or coated, and then dried ;

or, either wet or dry, are applied hot, or are applied and
then heated, when they become hard and tenacious. This

hardening is called the "setting" of the cement. The
cements in use in the arts are exceedingly numerous, and
are composed of a great variety of materials.

This hadden tiles for stoous, and towgh cley for syment.
Wydtf, Gen. xi. 3.
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are

_ effecting

some important chemical change in one of them.
Iron may be carlmri/cd or decarburUed by cementation.

Tims, bar-iron, embedded In charcoal-powder and e\p,..-, ,i

to a icm|icratnrc al,o\v red in i- :.
i :i'luall> converted into

steel, and in this way steel was formerly mad,- ii.

,|iiiintit). This is earbmi/.ation by cementation. Again,
vial clay. Eotnan cement (unknown to tin- Humans, but

j

l

, ;.,,,.:,, ,, embedded In the pond, , ..f red hematite
and kept for some time at a red heat, it is dccarhurized,
and an

|
n ires a eonMileralile deun-e of malleability. Tills

the method in use for producing what in known as ,;,(

ilerivingits nametrom aMipp'ise.l i,,-eiiiMaiiccto Human
mortar) was originally made of volcanic ash,

ore often ma, e from mater als obtained f on. the .In i.,.muiv wibvn ...u..*. ... ........ - ........
.s e meo n use ,,r |iroinc

-

sic series of rocks. Moohof the cement used mtlie I mted
( , /(

, ,. ; Malleable iron is also e.mverted into

States is that kmmn as A^,,,.M,. Sw ....."""
>te" by kwplll It tamol ll ....... ten pi. in,,,. Thi., ise .

r >e y wpll op en . ,. .,

3. A name sometimes given by placer and hy- :1 vrry aneient process, and is a kind of cementation. Sil-

cementation-box (sem-en-ta'shon-boks). .

The box of wrought-iron in which case-harden-nrmly ))y ,.,.,,.,.. , i,y siiidous m- calcareous matter.
'

4. In anat., the cortical substance which forms ing is effected. See i-nm-liiirilfiiiiiij.

the outer crust of a tooth from the point where cementatory (se-men'ta-to-ri), a. [< i-im/'iit

the enamel terminates to the apex of the root. + -ntory.'] Cementing; 'having the quality of

resembling bone in anatomical structure and uniting firmly.
chemical composition. Also called eementum. cement-copper (se-ment'kop'er), . Copper
See cut under tooth. precipitated by cementation.
As age advances, the cement increases in thickness, and cement-duct (se-ment'dukt), n. The duct of a

gives rise to those bony growths, or exostoses, o common ceinent-gland of a cirriped. Danrin. See see-
in the teeth of the aged. //. Gray, Anat. ^ cut

*
nder Balmu8

*

5. In so<il., a substance which cements or glues, cemejlter (se-men'ter), n. A person or thing
as the secretion by which a barnacle adheres.

t jiat cementg.

6. Figuratively, bond of union; that which
Language, the great instrument and cemmter of society.

firmly unites persons or interests. Locke.

Truth is the foundation of all knowledge, and the cement cement.|fland (se-ment'gland), n. The gland
of all societies. Dryden, Character of Polybius. ^l s

*
eH the cement of a cirriped. Dar-

Friendship ! mysterious cement of the soul ! s rrmrnt H 5
sweefner of life ! and

"-jftfgg'^ , ^ ^menting-furnace'(se'-men
'

ting-fer'nas), n.

7 A compound made of pitch, brick-dust, A furnace used in the process of cementation,

plaster of Paris, etc., used by chasers and other cementing-oven (se-men ting-uv
'
n), n. An

artificers to put under their work that it may oven use! for the same purpose as the cement-

lie solid and firm, for the better receiving of ing-furnace.

the impression made by the punches and other cementations (sem-en-tish us), a. [< L. ca-

tools. E. Phillips, 170<5._Amber cement, a solu- menMius, prop. MtMftMeta* pertaining to quar-

tion of hard copal in pure ether, of the consistency of cas- ned stones, < ccementum : see cement, n. J

tor-oil. K. II. Kiii</ht. Armenian cement. SeeXrmeni- taining to cement; having the property of ce-

an. Bituminous cement, see bituminous. Cement- menting; of the nature of cement,
substance, the sparse intercellular substance of endo-

thelium whichstains with nitrate of silver. Chalcedony A small quantity of lime, starch, or other cemenlilw

cement, a cement composed of one volume of burnt chal- substance is added. Sci. Amer., July 19, 1884.

cedouy, one Vollm
j^

f

1
!

e
' ^^e

t

j
v

^j"1

1"
e

ml8

ô '*ê cement-mill (se-ment'mil), n. A mill for crush-

eement a'mnenVmade of glycerin and litharge, used ing the stony concretions from which a form of

for metals and for packing joints. It is useful for gal- cement is obtained.
vanoplastic purposes, as it reproduces a surface very deli-

Cement-Stone (se-ment
'

ston), n. Any rock
cately and

aCTirrately^ Hy^a^c^c^ement^^See^
2.

-j wuicll ig capable of furnishing cement when

spigots

6
, 1lan'ges

C

of cast-iron pipes, and for calking the properly treated. Most of the rock used in the United

seams of steam-boiler plates. It consists of sal ammoniac, States for cement comes from the Tentaculite division of

sulphur, and finely pulverized castings or borings made the Lower Helderberg series, and the product takes tin

.^ame of Roiendale cement from the town of Rosendale in

Ulster county, New York, where it is chiefly worked. The
rock which furnishes cement is a more or less impure lime-

stone, or mixture of carbonate of lime with sand and clay.

ui-ui, ,,u ^^ ... ..... ^^,.*.-,.. . r- - -= - =--- Pure limestone will not make a mortar which will set under

E. Phillips, 170. Rubber cement. () Clean caout- water; but some magnesian limestones have hydraulic
_ j._i^._ .i_ ,t jt-u n .... .. ^t ,, it.i.iti- ...i.i Ho_ ,,>...,,..!-) i..^ Tim tfiwrcr *if tlip livnraiilioitv of I'tiiiu'llt is

into a paste. Portland cement, Roman cement See

2. Royal cementt, a composition consisting of 1 part of

sal ammoniac, 2 parts of common salt, and 4 parts of pot-

ters' earth or powdered bricks, the whole moistened with

urine, and used in the cementation or purifying of gold.

ohouc triturated with a small quantity of sulphur and dis-

solved in benzine or some other hydrocarbon. It is used
properties. The theory of the hydraulicity of cement is

not clearly understood, although much has been written

for covering cloth of which boots, shoes, coata, belting, in regard to it. Also cement-rock.

etc., are made. (6) A cement for securing rubber rings eementum (se-men turn), n. [NL., prop. C(B-

or plates to metal or wood. It consists of a solution of mentum see 'cement.'} In anat., same as ce-
shellac in ten times its own weight of strong ammonia,
left for a considerable time to soften without heat. Also meni,*. _

called caoutchouc cement. E. H. Kninht. cemeterial (sem-e-te'n-al), a. [< cemetery +

cement (se-ment'), v. [< ME. *cemertten (in -i-al.'} Of or pertaining to a cemetery: as,

verbal n. cementynge) = F. cimenter = Sp. Pg. "cemeterial cells," Sir T. Browne, Urn-Burial,
cimentar = It. cimentare ^cf. ML. camentare, in. [Rare.]

Though we decline (says Dr. Browne, in his Urne-burial)
the religious Consideration, yet in armeterial and narrow-

er burying Places, to avoid Confusion and cross Position,

a certain Posture were to be admitted.
Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 52.

cemetery (sem'e-ter-i), n.; pi. cemeteries (-iz).

build) ;
from the noun.] I. (TOM. 1. To unite

(c

I.

by cement, as by mortar which hardens, or by
other matter that produces cohesion of bodies.

The sates, that Kyng Alisandre leet make of grete Stones

and passynge huge, wel nymented and made strange for

the maystrie. MandevUle, Travels, p. 268.

2. Figuratively, to unite morally or socially in

close or firm union.
The fear of us

May cement their divisions.

Shak., A. and C., ii. 1.

Reverend sirs,

Think on your ancient friendship, cemented
With so much blood.

= It. ci-menten = op. ctmenterto = rg. cennterto = it. ct-

meterio, < LL. cmneterium, ML. also cemeterium,
< Gr. Koi[urrr/piov, a sleeping-room, a sleeping-

place, in eccles. writers a cemetery, < KOI/MV, put

,u, o a,, ., .
to sleep, pass, fall asleep, < wfoftu, lie down, re-

Fletcher (and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, v. 3. lated to L. quies, rest : see qutet.] A place set

No lovers in romance ever cemented a more instantane- apart for interment; a graveyard; specifically,
ous friendship. Goldsmith, vicar, xiv. a burial-ground not attached to any church ;

Cemented gravel, gravel caused to cohere by infiltrated a necropolis : as, Greenwood cemetery, near New
calcareous or siliceous matter, or by the effect of such in- York
filtration combined with that of pressure.

II. intrans. To unite or become solid; unite intte^S^^^SSSt^m founde.
and cohere. Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 49.

[< Gr. Kev6f, emptyThey [the parts of a wound] will, if held in close contact --_ aT.tlll, /. ..nn'thil n l"<

for some time, reunite by inosculation, and cement like Cenantny (*e-nan tin), n. I

one branch of k tree ingrafted on another. + avOof, flower.] In bot., the entire suppression
Sharpe, Surgery. of gtamens and pistils within the perianth.

cemental (se-men'tal), . [< cement + -al.~} Of cenatical (se-nat'i-kal), a. [< L. eenatints (<

or belonging to cement, as of a tooth: as, ce- cena, dinner, supper : see cenatum) + -al.\ Be-

mental tubes. Owen. lating to dinner or supper. [Rare.]



cenation

cenation, coenation (sf-na'shon), . [< L. ee-

natio(n-), < ceiurre, pp. cenatus, dine, oat, < mm
(alsoimprop. ca'na, cimna), OL. ccesna = Umbrian
ces/w, dinner, supper, the principal meal of the

Romans.] The act of dining or supping. Sir

T. Browne. Also cccnatioti. [Bare.]

cenatory (sen'a-to-ri), a. [< L. cenatorius, <

eenare, dine : see ceitutioit.~] Pertaining to din-

ner or supper. [Rare.]
The Romans washed, were anointed, and wore a ceiiatory

garment. Sir T. Bromie, Vulg. Err., v. 6.

cenchri. . Plural of cenclirus.

Cenchrina (seng-kri'na), . pi. [NL., < Cen-

ehris + -i 2
.] A group of American venomous

serpents, of the family Crotalidcc, taking name
from the genus Ceiichris.

Cenchris (seng'kris), M. [L., < Gr.
Keyxp'S,

also

KEJ'xptac , KfyxP"?! Kfyxp'v1Gi ft serpent with millet-

like protuberances, < neyxpos, a kind of millet

(Holcus sorghum).] In herpet. : (a) A genus of

tropical American venomous serpents, of the

family CrotaUdce. (b) [I. c.] The specific name
of some serpent, as a boa. See aboma.
cenchrus (seng'krus), .

; pi. cenchri (-kri).

[NL., < Gr. Ktyxpos, a kind of millet, anything
in small grain.] In entom. : (a) One of two
small (often white) points situated superiorly
and laterally on the metathorax. (b) A hyme-
nopterous insect of the family Tenthredinidce.

cendalt, cendalet, cendelt, . See sendal.

cenegildt, . [An old law form, intended for

AS. *cyngild, < cyn (ME. kin, rarely ken), kin,
+ gild, payment : see kin and yield.'] In old

law, an expiatory mulct exacted from one who
had killed another and paid to the kindred of

the deceased.
ceno-1

. [NL. L. ceno-, < Gr. nevof, empty.] An
element in some compound words of Greek
origin, meaning empty, as in cenotaph.
ceno-2. [NL. ceno-, prop., as LL., cceno-, < Gr.

Koiv6f, common.] An element in some com-
pound words of Greek origin, meaning common,
as in cenobite, etc. For words not found under
this form, see cceno-.

ceno-3. [NL. ceno-, c<eno-, < Gr. naiv6i;, new,
fresh, recent. The NL. spelling is prop, cceno-,

the E. prop, ceno-.] An element in some com-
pound words of Greek origin, chiefly scientific,

meaning new, recent. For words not found
under this form, see cceno-.

Oenobita, Ccenobita (sen-o-bi'ta), n. [NL.,
(prop. Cceno-), < LL. ccenobita, a nermit: see

cenobite.'] A genus of hermit-crabs, of the

family Pagnridce or giving name to the family
Cenobitidte. C. rugosa is an example.

cenobite, coenobite (sen 'o- bit), n. [=F. ce-

nobite = Sp. Pg. It. cenobita, < LL. ccmobita, <

cwnobium, a convent, monastery, < Gr. Kotv6/3un>,

a convent, neut. of Koiv6j3ioc, living in common,
< KMv6f, common, + /3/of, life.] 1. One of a

religious order living in a convent or in com-
munity; a monk: opposed to anchoret or her-

mit (one who lives in solitude).

He pushed his quarrels to the death, yet prayed
The saints as fervently on bended knees
As ever shaven cenobite. Bryant, Knight's Epitaph.

Z. A social bee. Shuckard.

cenobitic, COenobitic (sen-o-bit'ik), a. [< ceno-

bite, coenobite, + -ic ; = F. cenobitique, etc.] 1.

Of or pertaining to a cenobite, or to cenobitism.

The other [instance] is in the cenobitic life of the first

Christians and apostles : they had all things in common,
which was that state of nature in which men lived chari-

tably and without injustice.
Jer. Taylor, Great Exemplar, Pref., p. IB.

The second stage of monasticism was cenobitic or clois-

ter life, a substitution of the social for the solitary form
of devotion. Stille, Stud. Sled. Hist., p. 336.

2. Living in community, as men belonging to

a convent.

cenobitical, ccenobitical (sen-o-bit'i-kal), .

Same as cenobitic.

Religious orders, black and gray, eremitical and ceno-

bitical. Stillingfleet.

Cenobitidae, Coenobitidae (sen-o-bit'i-de), .

pi. [NL. (prop. Cceno-), < Cenobita, Ccenobita,
+ -idee.'] A family of hermit-crabs, resembling
the Pagnridce, but with long antennute and of
terrestrial habits. It consists of the genera
Cenobita and Birgus.

cenobitism, ccenqbitism (sen'o-bi-tizm), .

[< cenobite, ccenobite, + -ism.'] The state of be-

ing a cenobite
;
the principles or practices of

cenobites. Mil-man.

cenobium, n. See ccenobimn.

cenobyt (sen'o-bi), n. [< LL. ccenobium : see

eenobtte.] A place where persons live in com-
munity. Sir G. Buck.
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Cenogsea, Cenogaean. See Ccenogcea, Cceno-

yman.
cenogamous, coenogamous (se-nog'a-mus), a.

[< eenocjuniy, cwiioijnmy, + -ous.J Pertaining to

or characterized by cenogamy.

cenogamy, ccenogamy (so -nog 'a -mi), n. [<

Gr. KOIVOI;, common, + }d,uoc, marriage.] The
state of having husbands or wives in common ;

a community of husbands or wives, such as

exists among certain primitive tribes.

cenogonous (se-nog'o-nus), a. [< Gr. /comic,

common, + jorac, generation.] In entom., a
term applied to certain insects which are ovip-
arous at one season of the year and ovovivip-
arous or viviparous at another, as the Aphides.

cenosity (se-nos'i-ti), n. [< LL. ctenosita(t-)s,

< L. ccenosu's, filthy, < ccenwm, dirt, filth.] Filthi-

ness. [Rare.]
cenosphaera (sen-o-sfe'ra), n.

; pi. cenosphcero'

(-re). [NL., < Gr. nev6f, empty, 4- atyalpa, sphere.]
Aprotozoan lattice-sphere ;

the spherical skele-

ton developed in certain radiolarians.

cenotaph (sen'6-taf), n. [= F. cenotaphe = Sp.
It. ceiwtafio = Pg. cenotaphio, < L. cenotaphium,
< Gr. nevorafyiav, an empty tomb, < KEV&S, empty,
+ rcupof, a tomb.] An empty tomb erected m
honor of some deceased person; a sepulchral
monument erected to one who is buned else-

where.
A cenotaph his name and title kept.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xii. 3.

Perhaps this building [tomb of Zechariah] should proper-

ly be called a cenotaph, as it is perfectly solid, and no cave
or sepulchral vault has been found beneath it.

J. Feryusson, Hist. Arch., I. 356.

cenotaphyt (sen'o-taf-i), n. Same as cenotaph.

Cenozoic, a. See Ccenozoic.

cens (F. pron. sons), n. [F., < L. census: see

cense!, census.] In French-Canadian law, an an-
nual payment by a tenant to the seignior or

lord, in recognition of his superiority.
cense1

t (sens), n. [< OF. cens, cense, mod. F. cens

= Sp. Pg. It. censo, rent, rate, tax, < L. census, a

registering and rating of persons and property,
a census, registered property, wealth : see cen-

sus.'] 1. A public rate or tax.

The cense or rates of Christendom are raised since ten

times, yea, twenty times told. Bacon.

2. A census ;
an enumeration.

The number of grafts which sprung at one time in and
about her walls, in a famous cense that was made, amount-
ed to above three millions.

Howell, Dodona's Grove (ed. 1640), p. 73.

3. Condition as to property ;
rank.

A man whose state and cense . . . you are familiar with.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

cense2 (sens), v.
; pret. and pp. censed, ppr. cens-

ing. [< ME. censen, sensen, by apheresis for

encensen, incense: see incense*, r.] I. trans.

To perfume with odors from burning gums and

spices ;
burn incense before or about.

Cenainge the wives of the parish faste.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 155.

The Salii sing, and cense his altars round. Dryden.

II. intrans. To scatter incense.

Where the devil is resident, that he may prevail, up
with all superstition and idolatry, censing, painting of

images, candles, palms, ashes, holy water, and new ser-

vice of men's inventing ; as though man could invent a
better way to honour God with, than God himself hath ap-

pointed. Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

He censeth: the

boy strews flowers,

B. Jonson, Every
[Man out of his

[Humour, ii. 2.

cense2t (sens), n.

[< ME. cense,

cens, by apher-
esis for encense,
incense : see in-

cense2
, .] In-

cense.

The smel of thi

clothingus as the
smel of cens.

Wyclif, Cant. iv.

[11 (Oxf.).

cense-moneyt
(sens'mun'*!),?!.

Money paid as

tax. See cen-

sure, n., 5.

censer1 (sen'-
ser), n. [X ME.
censer, senser, by
apheresis for en-

censer, < OF. en-

censer, encensier
Sir. IA ....^.v. Censer, 13th century. (From ViolleMe-= fep. mcensano Due's "Diet, du Mobilier frar^is." )

censor

= It. incensiere, < ML. incensarium (also incen-

sorium, yF.encensoir),< inccnsare, burn incense:

see incense2
,
and cf. cense2.] 1. A vessel in

which incense is burned before an altar. Cen-

sers are now usually made of metal in the shape of a cup
with a perforated cover, ami contain burning charcoal or

other material capable of producing sufficient heat to burn
the fragrant gums used as incense. The censer is swung
in the hand by chains. In ancient Roman usage incense
was carried to the altar in a square box called an acerra,
from which it was taken and sprinkled on the flame. A
similar practice prevailed among the Greeks. The eccle-

siastical term for a censer is thurible. The only distinct

biblical precepts regarding the use of the censer are found
in Num. iv. 14 and Lev. xvi. 12. According to Bingham,
neither incense nor censers were used in the Christian

church during the first three centuries. They are now
used in the Greek Church, the Koman Catholic Church,
the Catholic Apostolic Church, and in some Anglican and
other churches.

Ther be also iij grett Sensurys of gold as hye as the

Chalys ys. Tvrkinyton, Marie of Eng. Travell, p. 11.

Antonius gave piety in his money, like a lady with a
censer before an altar. Peach&m, Compleat Gentleman.

Like two streams of incense free

From one censer, in one shrine.

Tennyson, Eleanore.

2f. A fire-pan in which perfumes were burned
to sweeten the atmosphere, having its lid per-

forated, and sometimes decorated with figures
and designs in open-work.

And other two after hem with gencers soone,
Set with riche stones ; and a viole of sence.

Joseph of Arimathie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 10.

censer2+(sen'ser), n. [< censel + -er1.] One who
formerly paid cense-money. See censure, n., 5.

censiont (sen'shon), n. [< L. censio(n-), < cen-

sere, value, tax: see census.'] A rate, tax, or

assessment. Bp. Hall.

censitaire (F. pron. son-si-tar'), n. [F., a copy-
holder, < ML. *censitarius,< L. census, tax: see

cens, cense1
, census.] In French-Canadian law,

a tenant holding under a seignior by virtue of

payment of cens.

censo (Sp. pron. then'so), . [Sp. : see cense1 .]

In Spanish-American laid, a ground-rent; an

annuity charged upon specific property; the

right to a periodical payment out of a particu-
lar fund or estate.

censor (sen'sor), n. [L. (> Gr. icfjvnup), a Ro-
man magistrate, a rigid judge of morals, < cen-

sere, pp. census, tax, assess, value, judge,
con-

sider, etc.] 1. One of two superior magistrates
of ancient Rome, who in the latter half of the

fifth century B. c. succeeded to certain powers
which had before been exercised by the consuls.
Their functions included (a) the keeping of a register

(census) of all Roman citizens, with the amount of their

property, for the ends of taxation, and for the classification

of the citizens according to their possessions, from the rank
of senator down ; (6) the disciplinary control of manners
and morals, in which their power was absolute, both in

sumptuary matters and in the degradation of any citizen

from his proper class for reasons affecting the moral or
material welfare of the state, or in the imposition of fines

at will upon those deemed by them to be offenders ; (c)

the practical administration of the public finances, in-

cluding the control under the senate of both direct and
indirect taxation, the determining of the expenditures of

the state other than fixed charges, the letting of public
contracts, and the supreme direction of public works. The
magistracy of the censors was interrupted at the time of

the civil wars, and under Augustus and succeeding empe-
rors was reestablished at various times, but with greatly
diminished powers.
2. An officer empowered to examine manu-
scripts, books, pamphlets, plays, etc., intended
for publication or public performance, in order
to see that they contain nothing heretical, im-

moral, or subversive of the established order of

government. See censorship. Formerly called

licenser.

The oldest mandate for appointing a book censor is, as

far as I know at present, that issued by Berthold, Arch-

bishop of Hentz, in the year 1486.

Bechmann, quoted in Introd. to Halea's ed. of Milton's

[Areopagitica, p. xvil.

3. One who censxires, blames, or reproves ;
one

addicted to censure or faultfinding; one who
assumes the functions of a critic.

Ill-natur'd censors of the present age. Roscommon.

Let me tell my youthful censor that the necessities of

that time required something very different from what
others then suggested. Burke.

4. (a) In old universities, the title of certain

masters chosen by the nations to visit the col-

leges and reform the administration, discipline,
and instruction, (b) In the university of Cam-

bridge, a college officer whose duties are similar

to those of dean
;

at Christ Church, Oxford,
one of two fellows having similar functions,

called senior and junior censor. 5. In China,
one of a body of officials stationed at Peking,
under the presidency of a Chinese and a Man-
chu, who are charged with the duty of inspect-
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ing the affaire of the empire, and, if need be, censurableness (Hen'shor-a-bl-nes), n.

of 'censuring any of the officials, and even the state or quality of

emperor himself, for any act which they con- able
;
fitness to be

aider illegal, extravagant, or unjust. They are

, ..II. .1 ili<- "eyes and ears" of the emperor.
Council Of censors, :i meil provided fin- liy tin- ('mi-wwuuwu v. I I-T,. i... I", .11 .....I 1... tl,..l

state or quality of being censurable or blam-
censured.

This, and .livers others, are alike in their <v,uuraMenni

by the unskilful, hi- it divinity, physic, poetry, etc.

Whitliu-t, Milliners of Kng. People, p. 493.

ollii-ially ; It is the act of one having authority. To cfmun
is to express an unfavorable opinion ; it is less personal
thiui tin- previous trim-. /.'- DWIUtrati <""' and expostu-
luti- intli are more ar^ium ntative and imply more of ad-

vice than either rtpl rnitiif; tliev also apply only
to acU now taking J.larr or about to take plaee, while rtn-

-(//-' applir- "lil> to what is piu,t. 'I'o f< I'l'incli a person is

lo lay I'lame upon him in .lireet a'lilres*. ami with feelin,

to cnileaMii- to ^Inline him with what he bus .lone. The
w.H-iU advauei- in the dcurc.c of likelihood that the person

ri'lH-nn-'l. etc., does not admit the fault for which he is

.^liu. .in.' i - .un. mi." . ..*."..... _~_....._ , x .. ,f
,, fc taken to task. See the distinction of corres|HinililiK nouns

censorate (sen'sor-ilt), n. [< censor + -.6'3.] A -/.] Of or pertaining to a cense, valuation, ,!,. (,,/,,,,,,,;i/,,,,.

body of censors ; specifically, in China, the col- or assessment : as, a cenmiral book or roll. h.

See rnt-
,

.

censure (sen'shor), n. [= F. censure = I'r.
"

lege of censors stationed at Peking.

censorial (scu-so'ri-ul), n. [< censor + -ial; = Pg. It. ,T.VH,Y/'='D. censuur = (j. Dun. Sw.

F. ci'iixoriul.] 1. Belonging to a censor, or to i-nisiir, < U rciixura, the office of a censor, a

the correction of public morals: as, the censo- judgment, opinion, a severe judgment, in ML.

rial office in ancient Home.
The authority of the Semite, the dignity of the eques-

trian order, and the manners of the people in general,

were guarded, aud in a great measure preserved, by the

integrity and strict exercise of the censorial power.
J. Adams, Works, IV. 535.

2. Full of censure ;
censorious ;

severe : as,

"censorial declamation," T. Warton, Hist. Eng.

Poetry, iv. 6. [Bare."]

censorian (sen-so'ri-an), a. and n. [< L. ctn-

,iorin.i (< censor, censor) + -.] I. a. Pertain-

ing to a censor; censorial.

The a'tiKorian power. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 04.

II. . A censor; a critic.

But thus it is when petty priscians
Will needs step up to be cettnorians.

Martian, Satires, iv.

censorious (sen-so'ri-us), a. [< L. censorius,

pertaining to a censor, < censor : see censor.']

1. Addicted to censure; apt to blame or con-

demn; severe in commenting on others or on
their actions, manners, writings, etc.

; captious ;

carping : as, a censorious critic.

A dogmatical spirit inclines a man to be censorious of

his neighbours. Walts, Improvement of Mind.

2. Implying or expressing censure: as, cen-

sorious remarks.

My imperfections, which haue no helpe but the shrine

of your glorious Name to be sheltered from censorious

condemnation. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 58.

= Syn. Hypercritical, faultfinding, carping, captious,

censoriously (seu-so'ri-us-li), adv. In a cen-

sorious manner.
It is often said, censoriously, to be a great advantage

possessed "V the chTgv. that I le .-all answer them.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 152.

censoriousness (sen-sd'ri-us-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being censorious or faultfinding; disposi-
tion to blame or condemn

;
the habit of censur-

ing or severely criticizing.
Censoriousness and sinister interpretation of things, all

cross and distasteful humours, render the conversation

of men grievous and uneasy. Tillotson.

censorship (sen'sor-ship),-m. [< censor + -ship.']

The office or dignity of a censor; the time

during which a censor holds his office. Censor-
ship of the press, a regulation which formerly prevailed
in most countries of Europe, and is still in force in some,

according to which manuscripts, printed books, pamphlets,

plays, and newspapers are examined by officials, civil or

ecclesiastical, appointed for the purpose, who are empow-
ered to prevent publication or suppress any parts of the

text if they find anything in such books or writings ob-

noxious to the prevailing political or religions system. A
general censorship of the press was established by the Ro-
man Catholic Church as early as 1615, and is still enforced so

far as its authority extends. In England there were "
licens-

ers" of Iwoks, who were for the most part bishops ;
a gen-

eral system of censorship, established by a decree of the

StarChamberin 1637, remained in force during the civil war,
and was confirmed by act of Parliament in 1643. Against
this act Milton protested in his

"
Areopagitica : a speech

for the liberty of Unlicensed Printing. The censorship,
or license system, was abolished in England in 1694. In

1'rance a general censorship of the press existed from the

introduction of printing till 1789, when it was abolished ;

and it has since been several times restored with various

ameliorations and again abolished, finally in 1830, thotigh
a modified censorship of newspapers was afterward estab-

lished and still exists. In Russia there is a very rigid

censorship of the press. In Spain the censorship was

also tax, assessment, < censere. judge, etc. : see

<< iixor, andcf. ceiwcl.] If. Judgment ; opinion.
Take each man's censure, but reserve thy judgment.

,S7m*-., Hamlet, i. 3.

Your charitable censures I beseech.

Middletun, More Dissemblers Besides Women, i. 2.

This work and myself 1 humbly present to your approved
cfnsiirr, it being the utmost of my wishes to have your
honourable self my weighty aud perspicuous comment.

Webster, bed. to Duchess of Main.

2f. Judicial sentence ;
formal condemnation.

To you, lord governor,
Remains the censure of this hellish villain ;

The time, the place, the torture.

Shak., Othello, v. 2.

3. Eccles., a penalty imposed upon an offender.

It may consist in public rebuke or in temporary or perma-
nent suspension from communion or from office. See dis-

cipline.

The time being expired that Mr. John Lyford's censure

was to take place, he was so far from answering their

JV. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 122.

4. The act of criticizing, especially of finding

.

.FT i itili'fiiis To iiass an opinion, especially a

severe opinion ; judge : followed by of or on.

Amongst the rest that mmm-eil <>f her curioiui fauoura,

there was one Slgnor Hi-niardo.

C/v, /,,-. Never ton l,at.-(liy .!.), Int., p. in.

Tis it passing shame.
That I, unworthy body as I am,
Should censure thus <m lovely gentlemen.

M<ik., T. li. of V., i. 2.

censurer (nen'shor-er), . One who censures.

A statesman, who is possessed of real merit, should look

upon his political centurert with the same neglect that a

good writer regards his critics. Addison.

census (sen'sus), n. [L., a registering and

rating of persons and property, a census, a cen-

sor's list, registered property, wealth, < censere,

tax, rate, assess. Cf. MM**.] 1. I" Rom- an-

tiq. : (a) A registered statement of the particu-
lars of a citizen's property for the purposes of

taxation. (6) An enumeration and register of

the Roman citizens in their appropriate classes,

with reference to tribe, family, children, slaves,

freedmen, etc. (c) The drawing up of such a

register. See censor, 1. 2. In modern times,

an official enumeration of the inhabitants of

a state or country, with details of sex and age,

family, occupation, possessions, etc. A census

has been taken by the United States once in ten years, be-

ginning with 1790 ; and many of the States take an inter-

mediate census. The first actual enumeration of the peo-

fault; criticism; expression of blame or disap- pies of England and Scotland was made in 1801. Since
Tn-rtV^oi-irtTi fonltfinnino- ftonHemnfttion : niii- then a census, including Ireland, has been taken every ten

years. In some countries a census is taken at intervals of

three, five, or six years.

By the first census, taken in 1790 three years after the

call the population of the United States amounted to

3 394 563 Calhoun, Works, I. 170.

To 'scape my censure,
no^xpect my^rafce. censUS-paper (sen'sus-pa'per), . A schedule
vf", "f ' ~

-, "^. !il_ AT 1 ,1 !, l, n ,. <,**! nlll w

probation; faultfinding; condemnation; ani

madversion.
What ever the actions of Princes are, they are liable to

the censures of the people.
Stillingfleet, Sermons, I. vii. (1670).

In minds unstrengthened by right culture there is a

perverse belief that they can only raise themselves by

lowering whatever stands beside them. Therefore, when

or form left with the head of each household on
an occasion of taking the census, to be filled

with the names, ages, occupations, etc., ofup with tne names, ages, occupations, etc., 01
all the world turned critical before the schoolmaster was

Rft the memljerg of the household, and to be

iV^nio'r'with "a'sense even ofsome'admUted^iiife'to be given up to the enumerators on the statutory

ascertained, came to mean chiefly or only condemnation, day.
nt (sent), n. [< ME. cent, < OF. cent, F. cent

= Sp. ciento = Pg. It. cento, < L. centum = AS.
J. Morley.

5f. A custom which formerly prevailed in sev-

eral manors in Cornwall and Devonshire, Eng-
land, by which all the inhabitants above the

age of sixteen were summoned to swear fealty
to the lord of the manor, to pay eleven pence

per poll, and a penny a year ever after as cense-

money or common fine. The persons thus

sworn were called censers. E. Phillips,
1706.

Absolution from censures. See absolution. =Syn. 4.

Admonition, Monition, etc. (see admonition), stricture,

reprobation, disapproval, reflection, dispraise, reproval.

censure (sen'shor), v. ; pret. and pp. censured,

estimate; reckon; regard; consider.

Should I say more, you well might censure me
(What yet I never was) a flatterer.

Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, i. 2.

But Scalinger censurcth our Sibyls to be counterfeit.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 41.

2f. To judge; adjudge; pass judgment on; sen-

tence.
Censure me in your wisdom, and awake your senses, that

you may the better judge. Shak., J. C., Hi. 2.

Quoth Roberto, I tooke you rather for a Gentleman of

great liuing, for if by outward habite men should be cen-

sured, I tell yon, you would bee taken for a substantial!

man. Greene, Groats-worth of Wit.

Some were censured to the whipping post, some burned
in the hand, but two were condemned to die.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 154.

jjg.

hund, hund-red, E. liund-red, q. v.] If. A hun-

dred.
And broght with hem many stout cent

Of greet lordynges. Octavian, 1. 1463.

2. [Cf. centavo, centime.'] The hundredth part
of a dollar, a rupee, or a florin ; especially, in

the United States, a coin of copper, or copper
and nickel,
whose value is

the hundredth

United States Cent, size of the original.

the same as an

English half-

penny. Other
dollars are divid-

ed in the. same
way, as the Span-

ish dollar, duro, or piastre, though not in Spain ; also, the

Dutch florin and the East Indian rupee in Ceylon and the

Mauritius. Abbreviated c. or ct.

3f. An old superficial measure of Belgium,
the hundredth part of the bonnier. Simmons.

4f. An old game at cards: so called "because
100 was the game" (Wares). Also spelled sant

and saint Bar cent, in the early federal coinage of the

United States, a cent the reverse of which was simply

coo. I 1..^^11_1
abolished by the Constitution of 1837. In Germany, after 3. Eccles., to discipline by public rebuke, etc.

'

See censure, n. ,
3. 4. To criticize, especially ad-

versely; find fault with and condemn; blame;
express disapprobation of: as, to censure a man,
or nis manners or conduct; to censure a book.

Shee is a maine derider to her capacitie of those that are

not her Preachers, and censures all Sermons but bad ones.

Bp. Earle, Mlcro-cosmographie, A Shee Precise Hypocrite.

great vicissitudes, the censorship has remained abolished
since 1848. There is no authoritative censorship in Nor-

way, Sweden, Denmark, the Netherlands, or Belgium, but

penalties are imposed upon those who offend through the

press. In the United States the press is, and always has

been, absolutely free from any form of political or ecclesi-

astical censorship.

censualt (sen'shij-al), a. [= F. censuel = Sp.
censnal = Pg. cenaiial = It. censuale, < L. censu-

alis, < census, census.] Relating to or contain-

ing a census.
A cfiumal roll or book.

Sir W. Temple, Int. to Hist. Bug., ii. 574 (Ord MS.).

censurable (sen'shor-a-bl), a. [< censure, v.,

+ -able.'] Deserving censure; blamable; cul-

pable ; reprehensible : as, a censurable person ;

censurable conduct or writings.

We laugh at vanity oftener than we centure pride.
Buckminster.

Clarendon censures the continental governments with

great bitterness for not interfering in our internal dis-

sensiona. Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist,

marked with horizontal bars. Link cent, a cent coined

t>y the United States in 1793, the reverse of which bore a

circular device of a chain of thirteen links.

=8yn. 4. Reprove, Rebuke, Reprimand, Censure, Reman- cent. An abbreviation of Latin fen turn, a hun-

,1 ,,.,] used in ner rent, for per centum (in or by
the hundred) : as, interest at 10 per cent. ; fifty

to reprove strongly or sharply. To reprimand is to reprove percent, of the population.

. . , , , ,

strate irith, Expostulate with, Reproach, chide, reprehend,



centage

centage (sen'taj), . [< cent + -age. Ct. per-

ccntayc.] Kate by the cent or hundred; per-

centage. [Rare.]
cental (seu'tiil), a. and n. [< L. centum, = E.

hundred, + -?.] I. a. Pertaining to or con-

sisting of a hundred ; reckoning or proceeding
by the hundred.

II. n. A weight of 100 pounds avoirdupois,
used at Liverpool for corn, and proposed to be

generally adopted in the trade and commerce
of Great Britain.

centaur (sen'tar), >i. [< L. ct-ntaurns, < Gr. KCV-

ravpof, of uncertain origin.] 1. In Gr. myth.,
a monster, half man and half horse, descended
from Ixioii and Nephele, the cloud. The myth is

probably of Eastern
origin. The cen-

taurs, supposed to

have inhabited

Thessaly, were nult-

ami savugu beings,

embodying the de-

structive and un-

governable forces

of nature. Chiron,
the wise instructor
of Achilles, ami
1'holus, the friend
of Hercules, were
beneficent cen-
taurs. In art the
centaur was origi-

nally represented as

a complete man, to

whose body were
attached, behind,
the barrel and hind

quarters of a horse ;

later this ungainly
combination was
abandoned, and
was universally re-

Centaur. Museo Capitolino, Rome. placed by the form
in which the human

body to the waist took the place of the head and neck of

the horse. Examples of the primitive type of centaur
survive on archaic painted vases, in a few small bronzes,

terra-cottas, etc., among the reliefs from the temple of

Assos, and in certain wall-paintings.

Come, come, be every one officious

To make this banquet, which I wish may prove
More stern and bloody than the Centaurs' feast.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 2.

2. [cap."] The constellation Centaurus. 3. In
her. See sagittary.
Centaurea (sen-ta're-a), . [NL.,< L. centauria,

-earn, -ion, < Gr. Kevravpewv, -tov, -ir/, -ia, -if, een-

taury, < Kevravpof, centaur; feigned to have
cured a wound in the foot of the centaur Chi-

ron.] 1. A very extensive genus of herbaceous

plants, natural order Composite, allied to the

thistles. The species are annual or perennial herbs, with
alternate leaves and single heads, all the florets of which
are tubular. They are found in Europe, western Asia, and
northern Africa, with a single species in the United States,

and two or three in Chili. The annuals, C. Cyamu (corn-

bluebottle), C. moschata (purple or white sultan), and C.

auaveolens (yellow sultan), are sometimes cultivated in gar-

dens, as are also some perennials especially for their foli-

age ;
hut the species in general are of very little impor-

tance, and many are mere weeds.

2. [V. c. ] A plant of this genus.
centauress (sen'ta-res), n. [< centaur + -ess.}

A female centaur.

His [Zeuxis'sl picture of a centauress suckling her young,
the spectators of which forgot the painter in the subject.

Encyc. Brit., II. 363.

centaurian (sen-ta'ri-an), a. [< centaur + -tan.]

Pertaining to a centaur. C. 0. Mutter, Manual
of Archseol.

centauriet, An obsolete form of centatiry.
centaurize (sen'ta-riz), v. i.

; pret. and pp. cen-

taurized, ppr. centaurlzing, [< centaur + -ize.~\

To act like a centaur; make a brute of one's

self. Young. [Rare.]
centauromachia (sen-ta"ro-mak'i-a), n. [L.]
Same as centauromachy.
The seventeen known antique illustrations of this cen-

tauromachia.
J. T. Clarke, Archajol. Investigations at Assos, 1881, p. 108.'

centauromachy (sen-ta-rom'a-ki), . [< L.

Centauromachia, name of a poem, < Gr. Kfvravpo-

/ia^i'a, < KsvTavpog. centaur, + jia-xn, fight, con-

test.] In art and archccol., a contest in which
centaurs take part ; especially, a fight between
centaurs and men; in Gr. myth., a battle be-
tween Hercules and the centaurs, or between
the Lapithse, aided by the Athenians, and the
centaurs.

Centaurus (sen-ta'rus), . [L. : see centaur.']
An ancient southern constellation, situated be-
tween Argus and Scorpio, pictured to represent
a centaur holding a Bacchic wand, its brightest
star, a Centauri, is the third brightest in the heavens, being
a quarter of a magnitude brighter than Arcturus; it is of

a reddish color. Its second star, /3, a white star, is about
as bright as Betelgeuse, and is reckoned the eleventh in

884

the heavens in order of brightness. These two stars are

situated near each other on the parallel of 00' south, a

little east of the Southern Cross. Centaurus has, besides,

rhe Constellation Centaurus.

two stars of the second magnitude and seven of the third,
;uid is a splendid constellation.

centaury (sen'ta-ri), n. [< ME. centaurie, cen-

tury (Chaucer), < L. centauriti : see Centaurea.]
The popular name of various plants, chiefly of

the knapweed, Centaurea nif/ra. The greater cen-

taury of the old herbals was agentianaceous plant, Chlora

l>erfoliata, and the lesser centaury was Erythrcea Centau-
rin'ni. In the United States the name is given to species of

the genus Sahh/ttin.

centavo (Sp. pron. then-ta'vo), n. [Sp., < L.

iTiitiiiii, a hundred: see hundred.] A cent, or

hundredth part of a dollar or peso, in Chili,

Paraguay, Venezuela, Manila, etc.

centen (Sp. pron. then-tan'), n. [Sp. centen, < L.

eenteni, pi., a hundred each: see centenary.'] A
Spanish gold coin, the doblon de Isabella, first

struck in 1854, and worth $5.02 in United States

rD., = G.Dan. Sw.

center

of a great man: as, the centenary of Burns; the

centenary of the Constitution of the United
States. [Now the usual meaning.] 3. A cen-
tenarian.

Centenaries, he thought, must have been ravens and tor-

tnisrs. Southey, Doctor, cxxxii.

centeniert, [< F. centenier = Pr. centenier,
a centurion, < ML. centenarius, a centurion, a

minor judge: see centenarius.] One of a divi-

sion containing a hundred.

They are an hundred chosen out of every town and vil-

lage, and thereon were termed centeniers or centurians.
Time's Storehouse.

centennial (sen-ten'i-al), a. and n. [< ML.
centennis, a hundred years old, < L. centum, = E.

hundred, + ai/nnn, a year: see cent and annual.

Cf. biennial.] I. a. 1. Consisting of or lasting
a hundred years ; completing a hundred years :

as, a centennial epoch; the centennial year.
To her alone I rais'd my strain,
On her centennial day.

Mason, Palinodia, Ode x.

2. Existing for a century or more. [Poetical.]
That opened through long lines

Of sacred ilex and centennial pines. Longfellow.

3. Happening every hundred years ; relating to

or marking a centenary: as, a centennial cele-

bration.

II. n. The commemoration or celebration of

an event which occurred a hundred years before :

as, the centennial of American independence.
[Recent (1876).]

centennially (sen- ten 'i-al-i), adt: Once in

every hundred years : as, to celebrate an event

ccitti'intially.

center 1
, centre1

(sen'ter), n. [Centre is the reg-
ular spelling in England; early mod. E. usually
center, but also centre, < OF. centre, F. centre =
Pr. centre = Sp. Pg. It. centra = D. G. Dan. Sw.

centrum, < L. centrum, < Gr. nivrpov, any sharp
the sta-

lence the

', prick, goad.] 1.

centenarian (sen-te-na'ri-an), a. and n. [=F.
centenaire = Sp. Pg. It. centenario, < L. centena-

rius: see centenary and -a.] I. a. Of or per-

taining to a centenary, or to a person one hun-
dred years old.

II. n. A person a hundred years old or older.

These [census] lists are revised at irregular intervals,
and all males alive at the time of the "

revision," from
the new-born babe to the centenarian, are duly inscribed.

D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 123.

centenarianism (sen-te-na'ri-an-izm), n. [<
centenarian + -ism.] The condition or state of

living to the age of one hundred years or more.

Facts concerning centenarianism are still more abun-
dant in the nineteenth century I

than in the eighteenth].
Pop. Sci. Mo., XX. 100.

centenarii, n. Plural of centenarius.

centenarious (sen-te-na'ri-us), a. [<L. cen-

tenarius : see centenary.] Belonging to a hun-
dred years. [Rare.]
centenarius (sen-te-na'ri-us), n. ; pi. centenarii

(-5). [ML., < L. centenarius, consisting of a
hundred: see centenary.] In the Salic and
other Teutonic legal systems, the president of

the court of the hundred.

The centenarius or thungimus of the Frank law was the
elected head of his hundred, and exercised his jurisdiction
in company with the king's sacebaro.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 45.

centenary (sen'te-na-ri), a. and n. [< L. cen-

tenarius, consisting of a hundred, relating to a

hundred, < centen i, a hundred each, distributive

adj., < centum = E. hundred: see cent, and cf.

centenaar, centner, cantor, and quintal, all ult.

< L. centenarius. In popular use centenary, by
confusion with centennial, is usually regarded as

connoting a hundred years.] I. a. Relating to
or consisting of a hundred

; relating to a period
of a hundred years; recurring once in every
hundred years : as, a centenary festival or cele-

bration.

Centenary solemnities which occurred but once in a
hundred years. Fuller.

II. n.; pi. centenaries (-riz). 1. The space of

a hundred years.
One inch of decrease in the growth of men for every cen-

tenary. Hakewill, Apology, p. 49.

What I call by this name has grown up in the last cen-

tenary a word I may use to signify the hundred years
now ending. De Morgan, in Correspondent of Oct. 28, 1886.

2. The commemoration or celebration of the

hundredth anniversary of any event, as the birth

are equally distant : in a regular figure or body
the center is a point so situated with reference
to the circumscribed circle or sphere. 2. The
middle point or part of any surface or solid.

The market-place,
The middle centre of this cursed town.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., ii. >.

From the centre all round to the sea,
I am lord of the fowl and the brute. Cou>per.

The center of the glacier, like that of a river, moves more
rapidly than the sides. Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 61.

3f. The fixed point once supposed to exist in

the middle of the universe. In the ancient astron-

omy this was the earth, or more strictly its middle point,
either of which was therefore often called simply the cen-

ter by the older poets.
I will find

Where truth is hid, though it were hid indeed
Within the centre. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

Is there a justice,
Or thunder, my Octavio, and he
Not sunk unto the centre ?

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, i. 2.

4. In her., the middle point, whether of the

whole field or of the chief or

base. Thus, in the illustration, A
is the center of the shield, or the

fesse-point, B is the middle chief-

point, C is the middle base-point,
and all three are called centers.

5. One of the points of the
two lathe-spindles on which
an object to be turned is

placed, distinguished as the

front or live center, on the ,.,.
spindle of the head-stock, chief-point; c, middle

and the dead center, on that
of the tail-stock ; also, one of two similar points
for holding an object to be operated on by some
other machine, as a planing-machine, and en-

abling the object to be turned round on its

axis. 6. A point of concentration or diffusion;
the nucleus about which or into which things are

collected or from which they diverge or emerge:
as, a center of attraction; a center of power.

These institutions collected all authority into one cen-

tre, kings, nobles, and people. J- Adams.

The centre of a world's desire.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixiv.

7. The central object; the principal point; the

point of chief interest: as, the center of a dip-
lomatic negotiation. 8. Milit.: (a) In an army,
the body of troops occupying the middle place
in the line, between the wings. (6) In a fleet,

the division between the van and rear of the

B

A
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Heraldic center.



center

line of battle, or between the weather and lee

divisions in the order of sailing. 9. In >it<irlcs-

manuliii> : (a) The part of a target next the bull's-

eye. Hence (b) A shot striking the target
within the circle or square next the bull's-eye.

10. The title given to the leaders of the or-

ganization of Fenians. Tin- /./ ,-,/,-/ is at tin- head
of llir whole, ami lit- h;i under him various subordinates
named <//>/ '"<'' '' '/'/x, etc.

11. In the French and some other legislative
assemblies, the mime given to the group of

deputies who hold moderate views, interme-
diate between the Jtiylit, or conservatives, and
the Left, of which the extreme is the radical

party. In the German Keiclwtan ami the Prussian Land-
tag tin- Center consists of the Ultramontane party. [Usu-
ally with a capital letter.]

12. () The mean position of a figure or sys-
tem: as, the center of mass or of inertia. (See

below.) (6) A point such that, if the whole mass
considered were concentrated there, some im-

portant result would remain unchanged : as, the
ITU/IT of gravity. - Center ofa bastion. See/<*(/.
Center Of a curve, formerly, the point where two ill-

ameters eoneiir ; now, u point such that every radius vector
from it to tlie curve i.s accompanied by an equal and opposite
one. Center of a dial, the point from which the hour-
lines radiate. Center Of a door, the pivots on which the
door turns. - Center of a flat pencil, of rays, the point
from which the lines of the pencil radiate. Center Of an
Involution, a point, <

), such that, if A and U he any pair of

corresponding points of the involution, OA x OH is mn
slant. - Center Of asheaf, the point through which all the
lines or planes of thesheaf pass. Center Of attraction,
an attracting point, whether fixed or movable. Center
Of buoyancy. Hame as center (if displacement. Center
Of cavity, a metacenter (which see). Center Of COllln-
eation. Same as center of iwrxjiectice. Center of con-
version. See cniuvrxitnt Center of curvature of a

plane curve at any point, or center of absolute curva-
ture of a twisted curve, the center of the osculating circle.

Center of displacement or of buoyancy, the center
of mass of the water displaced hy a ship or other floating

body. Center Of effort, a point on the sails of a vessel
the impingement upon which of the whole force of the wind
produces the same effect as that caused hy the wind when
uniformly distributed on the system of sails. Also called
center-velic and velic point. Center Of equilibrium, of

bodies immersed in a fluid, a point such that, if the system
were suspended from it, the whole would remain in equi-
librium. Center of figure, a point whose distance from
every plane equals the average distance of the whole figure
from the same plane. Center Of force, an attracting or

repelling point. -Center of friction, of a body resting
on a base and turning round a vertical axis, a point on the
base at such a distance from the axis of rotation that, if the
mass of the body were concentrated there while it con-
tinued to revolve al>out the same axis, the retardation
would be the same as in the actual case. Center of
gravity, a point such that, if the whole mass of the body
were concentrated there, the attraction of gravity would
remain unchanged. Originally and still often used for
center of mans and tor center of figure. Center Of gyra-
tion. See gitmtion. -Center of homology. same as
center of perspective. Center of Inertia, that point in a

body which is so situated that the force requisite for pro-
ducing motion in the body, or bringing it to rest, is equiv-
alent to a single force applied at this point. It is coinci-
dent with the center of max*. Center of magnitude,
that point in a liody which is equally distant from all the
similar external parts of it. In the regular solids this part
coincides with the center of gravity. Center of mass, < 'f

a material system, a point whose distance from every plane
is equal to the average distance of the whole mass from the
same plane. This is commonly, but inconveniently, called
thecenter of gravity (which see, atiove). Centerofmean
distances, of points on a right line, such a point on the
line that the algebraic sum of its distances from the for-
mer points vanishes. Center Of motion, a point which
remains at rest while all the other parts of a body move
round it. Center of oscillation, a point in a pendulum
such that, if the whole mass of the pendulum were con-
centrated there, the time of oscillation would remain un-
changed. It coincides with the center of percussion.
Center of ossification. See ossification. Center of
percussion, of a body rotating about an axis, a point such
that, if part of the mass were concentrated there and the
remainder on the axis, the statical moment of the weight
and the moment of inertia would he the same as in the
actual case. Center of perspective, the point which is

collinear with every pair of corresponding points of two
figures in perspective. Also called center of collinealiitn,
and center of hoinology. Center of principal curva-
ture, of a surface, the centers of the maximum or minimum
osculating circles at any point. Center of projection,
a point from which are projected right lines to every point
of a figure, and planes to every line of the figure. Cen-
ter of resistance, of a joint, the point where the resul-
tant stress traverses the joint. Center of Similarity or

similitude, of two loci, a point from which the radii vec-
tores to the two loci in the same direction are in a constant
ratio ; the vertex of a cone of which two similar and simi-

larly placed figures are sections. Center Of spherical
Curvature, the center of the osculating sphere of a twisted
curve. Center of stress or of pressure, in any surface,
the point where the resultant stress traverses the surface.

Center of symmetry, a point which bisects the dis-
tance Itetween any two corresponding points of a figure
bavins; the requisite kind of symmetry. Center of the
harmonic mean. See txinmnnc. Equation of the
center. See equation. General center, the old name
for that which is now called the center of a curve. Har-
monic center of the nth order, 'see harmonic.
Instantaneous center of rolling, the point of contact.
Nervous centers. See aermm*. Phonocamptlc

center, a virtual focus of sound. Surface of centers,
the locus of the centers of principal curvature of a given
surface. = Syn. Midst, etc. See middle, n.
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Center 1
,
centre 1

(scn'ter), r.; pret. and pp.
/intfi'ffl or centred, ppr. <</<;/</ or centriiiii.

[< center 1
,

/,, 1, ,/.
] J. tnum. 1. To place on

a center
;

fix on a central point.
One foot he centred, and the other turn'd
Round through the vast profundity obscure.

MMun, r. L., viL 228.

2. To collect to a point.

Thy joys are centred all in me alone. Prior.

II. intrant. 1. To be placed in a center or in

the middle.
As God in heaven

Is centre, yet extends to all ; so tlwu [earth],
(Vf/f/V/M, rereh'st from all tho^r orhs.

Millim, P. L., ix. 109.

2. To meet or be collected in one point ;
be

concentrated or united in or about a focus, lit-

erally or figuratively.
Our hopes iiiu>t i-i'iifi-i' on ourselves alone. Dryden.
Life's choicest blessings centre all in home. C'" /

<
.

Religion is not an exclusive impulse. It does not grow
from an emotion that is centrett wholly upon God and seeks
no other object. dianniny, Perfect Life, p. 6.

center2
, centre2

(sen'ter), n. [Also formerly
iviiiri/ ; a modification, in simulation of center^

(with which the word is now confused), of the
earlier cintcr, cintre, < ME. cynter, < OF. cinti'< .

F. cintre, "a centry or mould for an arch, the
frame of wood whereon it is built, and whereby
it is upheld in building" (Cotgrave), mod.F. atn-

Ire, center, centering, an arch, semicircle (ML.
cintrum, cintoriiuii), = Cat. cindria = Sp.cimlirii.

formerly also cimbria, = It. centina, a center.

centering, frame for arch-work ;
from the verb,

F. cintrer = Sp. cimbrar = It. centinare, arch, <

ML. "ciiicturare, girdle, inclose as with a girdle,
< cinetura, OF. eeintnre, cinture, a girdle: see

ceinture, cincture. By the confusion with >< -

ter^ (L. centrum), and for other reasons, the word
has suffered unusual changes of form. Cf . cen-

tering^.^
An arched frame on which the arch

of a bridge or any vaulted work is supported
during its construction : same as centering

2
.

Cynter or [read of] masuury [var. cyynt of masonrye],
cintorium. ]'f>iiipt. Pare., p. 78.

center-bar (sen'ter-bar), . In a drilling- or

boring-machine, an arbor to which the cutting-
tools are made fast: a boring-bar.
center-bit (sen'ter-bit), n. A carpenters' bor-

ing-tool, having a central point or pivot and
two wings, called a scriber, or vertical cutting
edge for severing the fibers in a circular path,
and a router, which cuts horizontally and re-

moves the wood within the circle of the scriber.

See tit1
,
5 plug center-bit, a modified form of the

ordinary center-bit, in which the center-point or -pin is

enlarged into a stout cylindrical plug, which may exactly
fill a hole previously bored, and guide the tool in the pro-
cess of cutting out a cylindrical countersink around this,

as, for example, to receive the head of a screw-bolt.

center-block (sen'ter-blok), n. A wooden block

put under the center-plate of a car-truck to

raise it to the required height.
center-board (sen'ter-bord), . A shifting
keel passing through a slot in a boat's bottom
and swinging on a pin at the forward lower
corner. It is capable of being hoisted or lowered in a
vertical casing or well. When lowered below the boat's

bottom, it acts as a projecting keel ; and when triced up

v

center-rail

center-chuck (sen'tcr-chuk), . A chuck which
can lie screwed (in the mandrel of a lathe, and
has a hardened steel cone or center fixed in it

;

also, a projecting arm or driver.

center-drill (sen'ter-dril), n. A small drill

used for making a short hole in the ends of a
shaft about to be turned, for the entrance of
the lathe-centers.

center-fire (sen'ter-fir), a. Having the primer
or fulminate in the center of the base : opposed
to rim-fire : used of car-

tridges. Also central-

tin .

center-gage (sen
'
ter -

gaj ) . M . A guide orgage
used in centering work
in a lathe.

center-guide ( sen'ter -

gid), H. A channel or
course for guiding the
chain of a differential

pulley.
centering 1

, centring 1
(sen'ter-ing, -tring), .

[< cent < ft, cfiitrc^, + -</!.] The act of focus-

ing; specifically, the operation of bringing the
centers of a set of lenses into line.

centering-, centring2 (sen'ter-ing, -tring), n.

[< center*, centre2
,
+ -in*/

1
.] The framing of

timber by which an arch, as of a bridge or any
vaulted work, is supported during its erection.
The centering of a bridge, like that of any other arch or

vault, serves to keep the stones or voussoirs in position

Center-gage.
At A is shown the manner of

gaging Hie an^lc to which a
lame-center should tic turned :

at fi, the angle to which a screw.
thread cutting-tool should be
ground ; and at C. the correct-
ness of the angle of a kcrew-
MMU already cut.

A, center-board up; a, center-board down: /?, center-board tnmk.

by a tackle at the after end, it is completely housed within
the boat, reducing her draft to that of the keel proper.
In England often called drop-keel. The center-board is

a characteristic feature of the racing-craft of the United
States,constituting a peculiar type in yachts and cat-boats.

center-chisel (sen'ter-chiz'el), n. A cold-chisel
with a sharp point, used for marking the cen-
ter of work in boring metals.

Centering, Waterl

till they are keyed in, that is, fixed by the placing of the
requisite number of stones in the center. The construc-
tion of the centering is a matter demanding the utmost
care of the architect or builder. The removal of the wood-
en framework is called xtriHnft the centering, and on this

being done what is called the settlement of the arch takes

place, the central votissoirs sinking a little, and those in the
flanks rising. Also center, centre, and formerly rinter, cintre.

If a framework for the centring of the dome were to be
built up from the ground, they stood aghast at the quan-
tity of timlMjr required for it.

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 244.

Common centering, centering without a truss, but with
merely a tie-l>eam.

centering-tool (sen'ter-ing-to'l), . A tool with
a trumpet-shaped mouth into which the end of
a shaft may be inserted, and the axis of which
is occupied by a drill or punch, which may be
driven forward to drill or punch a hole in the
exact axial center of the shaft.

center-lathe (sen'ter-laTH), n. 1. A lathe in
which the work is supported on centers, one,
called the front or lire center, on the end of the
mandrel in the head-stock, and the other, call-

ed the back or dead center, on the axis in the
tail-stock

;
the latter being adjustable. 2. A

lathe having two posts from which centers pro-
ject and hold the work. It is driven by a band mak-
ing one or more turns about It, and secured at its ends
to a spring-bar above the lathe and a treadle below it.

Also called piile-lathe.

center-mold (sen'ter-mold), n. A templet used
in making circular stucco ornaments. It is piv-
oted at the center of the proposed figure and swept round
over the plastic material, thus forming a figure according
to the pattern used.

centerpiece (sen'ter-pes), . An ornament
intended to be placed in the middle or center
of something, as of a table, ceiling, or mantel-

shelf, or between other ornaments.
He might have missed a centre-piece, or a choice wine-

cooler. Dickens.

center-pin (sen'ter-pin), n. The pivot on which
the needle of a compass oscillates.

center-plate (sen' ter-plat), . One of a pair
of plates, usually made of cast-iron, which sup-
port a car-body on the center of a truck. Car-
Builder's Diet Body center-plate. See body.
Center-plate block. See6ta*i.

center-punch (sen'ter-punch), . A tool con-

sisting of a small piece of steel with a hardened
point at one end,used formaking an indentation,
such as to mark the center of a hole to be drilled
or a circle to be struck, or as a center of revo-
lution in a lathe. Also called dot-punch and
prick-punch.

center-rail (sen'ter-ral), n. In railways and
tramways, a rail placed between the ordinary



center-rail

rails in a track. It is used on inclined planes fur tin-

ascent or descent of steep grades, in connection with spe-
cial wheels on the locomotive.

center-saw (sen' ter-sa), . A machine for

splitting logs into bolts for ax-handles, spokes,
etc.

center-second (sen
'
ter - sek "

ond), a. Having
the second hand mounted on the central arbor:

applied to a watch, clock, or other timepiece so

constructed.

center-table (seu'ter-ta'bl), . A table placed
or intended to be placed in the center of a room

;

specifically, a parlor or drawing-room table.

A book . . . for the student, and . . . more likely to

find its place on the library-shelf than the centre-table.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 276.

center-tools (sen'ter-tolz), n. pi. The tools

used by bookbinders for the decoration of the

centers of ornamented squares.
center-valve (seu'ter-valv), n. A four-way
gas-cock or distributer, used to distribute the

gas to the purifiers.
center-velic (sen'ter-ve"lik), n. Same as cen-

ter of effort (which see, under center1 ).

centesimal (sen-tes'i-mal), a. and w. [< L.

centesimus, hundredth (ordinal of centum, a hun-
dred : see cent, and of. centime), + -al.] I. a.

1. Hundredth: as, a centesimal part. 2. By
the hundred: as "centesimal increase," Sir T.

Browne, Tracts, p. 40 Centesimal division of the

circle, a system of measuring angles used in France. Each
centesimal degree is the hundredth part of the quadrant,
and is divided into one hundred centesimal minutes, and
each of these into one hundred centesimal seconds.

II. n. In arith., a hundredth ;
the next step

of progression after decimal in dividing by ten.

The neglect of a few centesimals in the side of the cube
would bring it to an equality with the cube of a foot.

Arbuthnet, Ancient Coins.

centesimally (sen-tes'i-mal-i), adv. By huu-
dredths

;
in or into a hundred parts.

The great French tables of logarithms of numbers, sines

and tangents, and natural sines, called Tables du Cadas-

tre, in which the quadrant was divided centesimally.

Encyc. Brit., XIV. 413.

centesimate (sen-tes'i-mat), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

centesimated, ppr. centesimating. [< L. centesi-

matus, pp. of centesimare, take out the hundredth
for punishment, < centesimus, hundredth: see

centesimal. Cf. decimate.] To pick out one in

a hundred of
;
inflict the punishment of centesi-

mation upon. De Quincey.
centesimation (sen-tes-i-ma'shon), n. [< L. as

if *centesimatio(n-), < centesimare, take out the

hundredth for punishment : see centesimate. Cf .

decimation.'] The punishment of one man in a

hundred, as in cases of mutiny or wide-spread
desertion from an army.
Sometimes the criminals were decimated by lot, as ap-

pears in Polybius, Tacitus, Plutarch, Julius Capitolinus,
who also mentions a centeftiination.

Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium, ii. 122.

centesimo (It. pron. chen-tes'e-mo; Sp. then-

tes'e-mo), . [It. and Sp., < L. centesimus, hun-
dredth: see centesimal.'] 1. In the monetary
system of Italy, the hundredth part of a lira;
in that of Spain, the hundredth of a peseta : in

both equal to the French centime, the hun-
dredth part of a franc, or about one fifth of a
United States cent. 2. A money of account
in some South American countries, about equal
to a United States cent. In the Argentine Re-

public and Uruguay it is the hundredth part of

a peso ;
in Peru, of a sol.

centesmt, n. [< L. centesimus, hundredth: see

centesimal. Of. centime.'] The hundredth part
of a thing, as of an integer. E. Phillips, 1706.

Oentetes (sen-te'tez), n. [NL. (Illiger, 1811),
< (Jr. KEvTi/rr/e, one who pierces, < Kcvreiv, pierce,

prick: see center1 .] The typical genus of the

family Centetidai, haying long, highly special-
ized canines in both jaws, no external tail, and
the pelage spiny. It contains the tenrec, or Mada-
gascan groundhog or hedgehog, C. ecaudatutt, which is

from 12 to 16 inches long, and is one of the largest ani-
mals of the order. The genus has often been referred to
the family Erinaceidaz.

centetid (sen-tet'id), n. An insectivorous mam-
mal of the family Centetidce.

Centetidae (sen-tet'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cente-
tes + -idee.'] A family of Madagascan mammals,
of the order Insecth'ora ; the tenrecs or Madagas-
can groundhogs or hedgehogs. They have a squat
form, rudimentary tail, and spines in the pelage; the
skull is cylindroconic and without interorbital constric-

tion, zygomatic arches, or postorbital processes. There
are several genera, all confined to Madagascar and related
to the West Indian Solenodontidce.

Centetinae (sen-te-tl'ne), . pi. [NL., < Cente-
tes + -inte.] The centetids as a subfamily of
Erinaceidw. Also Centetina.
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centiare (sen'ti-ar ;
F. pron. son-tyar'), n. [F.,

< L. centum, a hundred, + area : see are2
, n.] A

square meter ;
the hundredth part of the French

are, equal to 1.19 square yards.

centicipitOUS (sen-ti-sip'i-tus), a. [< L. centi-

ceps (centicipit-), hundred-beaded, < centum, a

hundred, + caput, a head.] Having a hundred
heads. Smart. [Rare.]
centifidous (sen-tif 'i-dus), a. [< L. centifidus, <

centum, a hundred, + findere (/ "fid), cleave, =
E. bite.] Divided into a hundred parts. [Rare.]
centifolious (sen-ti-fo'li-us), a. [< L. *centifo-
lius (in fern, centifolia (so. rosa), a hundred-
leafed rose), < centum, a hundred, + folium,
a leaf.] Having a hundred leaves. Johnson.

[Rare.]
centigrade (sen'ti-grad), a. [< F. centigrade =
Sp. centigrado = Pg. It. centigrado, < L. centum.

a hundred, + gradus, a degree : see grade.]
1. Consisting of a hundred degrees; graduated
into a hundred divisions or equal parts : often

placed after the noun which it qualifies, like

troy, avoirdupois, etc. 2. Pertaining to the
scale which is divided into a hundred degrees :

as, a ecu tigrade decree.
Its abbreviation is C. : as, 35 C.

Centigrade thermometer, a thermometer introduced

by Celsius, and universally used by physicists, which di-

vides the interval between the freezing- and boiling-points
of water into 100, the zero of the centigrade thermometer
being placed at the freezing-point. Five degrees centi-

grade are equivalent to 9 Fahrenheit, and the pointmarked
10 on the centigrade scale corresponds to the point marked
50 on the Fahrenheit scale. The simplest rules for redu-

cing a temperature noted on one scale to the corresponding
number of degrees in the other are as follows : To reduce
a temperature on the centigrade scale to Fahrenheit Sub-
tract 10 from the given temperature, subtract from the
remainder one tenth of itself, double the last remainder,
and add 50 to the product. To reduce a temperature on
the Fahrenheit scale to centigrade Subtract 50 from the

given temperature, divide the remainder by 2, multiply the

quotient by 10, divide the product by 9, and add 10 to the
last quotient. See thermometer.

centigram (sen'ti-gram), n. [= Sp. centigramo
= Pg. It. centigrammo, < F. centigramme, < L.

centum, a hundred, + F. gramme : see gram 2
.]

A measure of weight in the metric system, the
hundredth part of a gram, or 0.15432 grain troy.
See gram2

. Also spelled centigramme.
centiliter (sen'ti-le-ter), n. [= Sp. centiUtro =
Pg. It. centiUtro, < F. centilitre, < L. centum, a

hundred, + F. litre : see liter.] A liquid mea-
sure in the metric system, the hundredth part
of a liter, a little more than three fifths of a
cubic inch. Also spelled centilitre.

centiloquyt (sen-til'o-kwi), . [= Sp. centilo-

quio = Pg. centiloquy, < L. centum, a hundred, +
loqui, speak. Cf. soliloquy.] A hundred say-

ings: as, the Centiloquy of Ptolemy, a work
containing a hundred astrological aphorisms.
Burton.

centime (F. pron. son-tern'), n. [F., < L. cen-

tesimus, hundredth: see centesimal.] In the
French system
of coinage, the
hundredth part
of a franc, or
about one fifth

of a United
States cent. Its

abbreviation is

C. Coins of a sin-

gle centime have
been struck in copper and bronze, though little used.
There are also coins of 2, 3, 5, and 10 centimes.

centimeter (sen'ti-me-ter), n. [= Sp. centime-
tro = Pg. It. centimetre, < F. centimetre, < L.

centum, a hundred, + F. metre, a meter: see
meter2.] In the metric system, a measure of

length, the hundredth part of a meter, equal to

0.3937+ of an English inch: that is, one inch

equals 2.54 centimeters, as nearly as possible.
Also spelled centimetre, and abbreviated em.
Centimeter-gram-second system, a system of physical
units introduced in 1874, in which the centimeter is taken
as the fundamental unit of length, the gram of mass, and
the mean solar second of time. In this system the dyne is

the unit of force, the erg of work, etc. See unit. It is

abbreviated to c. g. s. system,

centinelt, n. A former spelling of sentinel.

centinodet, centinodyt (sen'ti-ndd, sen-tin'6-

di), n. [= F. centinode = Sp. centinodia, < L.
centinodia (so. herba, a plant), < centum, a hun-

dred, -t- nodus, knot.] Knot-grass.

centiped, centipede (sen'ti-ped, -ped), n. [<
L. centipeda or centupeda, a worm (also called

millepeda or multipeda), < centum, a hundred, +
pes (ped-) = E. foot.] The popular name of an
articulated arthropod animal of the class My-
riappda and order Chilopoda: so called from
having many legs (indefinitely called a hun-

Obverse.

Centime of Napoleon III

Reverse.

British Museum.
{ Size of the original.)

central

dred), there being a pair to each segment or

somite of the body. Species of the temperate coun-
tries are mostly small and quite harmless,
hut in tropical regions some of the centi-

peds attain great size and are very poison-
ous, as those of the genus Scolopendra,
which are sometimes nearly a foot long.
See also cuts under basilar and cephalic.

centipedal (sen'ti-ped-al), a. [<

centiped + -al.] Of or pertaining
to the centipeds.
centuar (sent'niir), n. [Pol., =
G. centner, etc., < L. centenarius:

see centner.'] The Polish centner,
equal to 89.4 pounds avoirdupois.
centner (sent'ner), n. [= G. Dan.
Sw. centner = D. eeutenaar = Pol.

centnar, < L. centenarius: see cen-

tenary.] 1. In metal, and assay-

ing, a weight divisible first into a
hundred parts and then into small-

er parts. Metallurgists use a weight
divided into a hundred equal parts, each

centiped (Sc-
being equal to one pound, calling the iapendra tour-

v/hole & centner ; the pound is divided into tonica}.

thirty-two parts or half-ounces, the half-

ounce into two quarters, and each of these into two drams.
But the assayers use different weights ; with them a centner
is one dram, to which the other parts are proportioned.
2. A common name in many European coun-
tries for a hundredweight. It is now fixed at 50
kilos or 110.23 pounds avoirdupois throughout Germany,
Austria, Sweden (after Jan. 1, 1889), Denmark, and Swit-
zerland. The centner was generally 100 local pounds ; but
this was not always the case. Thus, the Cassel light cent-

ner was 108 light pounds, or 111.1 pounds avoirdupois;
the old Prussian centner was usually 110 pounds, or 113.3

pounds avoirdupois ; the Hamburg centnerwas 112 pounds,
or 119.6 pounds avoirdupois ;

and the Bremen centner
was 116 pounds, or 127.2 pounds avoirdupois. See cen-

tenaar, cantar, and quintal. The British cental has also
been called centner. See cental.

The Liverpool corn measure of 100 lb., called a centner,
he proposes as the unit of measure.

Standard (London), March 30, 1881.

cento (sen'to), n. [= F. centon = Sp. centon =
Pg. centdes = It. centone, < L. cento(n-), patch-
work, a cento, prob. for *centro(n-), < Gr. nh-

rpuv, patchwork, a cento, < K&rpov, a pin, point,
etc. : see center1 .] If. A patchwork.
His apparel is a cento, or the ruins of ten fashions.

Shirley, Witty Fair One, ii 2.

It is a mere cento of blunders.

Jefferson, Correspondence, I. 190.

Hence 2. In music and literature, a compo-
sition made up of selections from the works of

various authors or composers; a pasticcio; a

medley.
I have laboriously collected this Cento out of divers

writers. Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 20.

It is quilled, as it were, out of shreds of divers poets,
such as scholars call a cento. Camden, Remains.

A cento primarily signifies a cloak made of patches. In

poetry it denotes a work wholly composed of verses or

passages promiscuously taken from other authors, only
disposed in a new form or order, so as to compose a new
work and a new meaning. Ausonius has laid down the
rules to be observed in composing centos. The pieces
may be taken either from the same poet, or from several,
and the verses may be either taken entire, or divided into

two, one half to be connected with another half taken else-

where, but two verses are never to be taken together.
/. D'Israeli, Curios, of Lit., I. 392.

centoculated (sen-tok'u-la-ted), a. [< LL. cen-

toculus, having a hundred eyes (< L. centum, a

hundred, + oculus, eye), + -ate2 + -ed2.] Hav-
ing a hundred eyes.
centoist (sen'to-ist), n. [< cento + -4st.] One
who compiles centos

;
a compiler. Edinburgh

Rev. [Rare.]
centont, n. [F. : see cento.] A patched coat.

Coles, 1717.

centone (It. pron. chen-to'iie), . [It., < L. ceti-

to(n-), a cento: see cento.] A musical cento.

centonism (sen'to-nizin), . [< L. cento(n-),

cento, + -ism.] The practice of constructing
centos, or making compilations from various
authors. Hallam. [Rare.]

centonizing (sen'to-ni-zing), n. [Verbal n. of

"centonize, < ML. centonizare, < L. ceiito(n-): see

cento.] The practice of compiling; specifical-

ly, in music, the practice of adapting songs to

music- already known. [Rare.]

centra, . Plural of centrum.

centrad (sen'trad), adv. [< L. centrum, center,
+ -ad3.] In zool. and anat., to or toward the

center; from the periphery or surface to the
center or an interior part.

centradiaphanes (sen'tra-dl-af'a-nez), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Kevrpov, center, H- a- priv., + oVa^avfc,

transparent: see diaphanous.] In pathol., cata-

ract caused by opacity of the central portion
of the crystalline lens of the eye.
central (sen'tral), a. [= F. Pr. Sp. Pg. central

= It. centrale, <! L. cetitralis, < centrum : see cen-



central

terl.J 1. Pertaining to or constituting the cen-

ter: as, the a iilnil point of a circle
;
a central

country of Europe.
I'almyra, central in the desert, . . . felt

W'<:r<l*/c<trth, Excursion, viii.

2. Nuclear in constitution or principle; con-

stituting that from which other related things

proceed, or upon which they depend: as, Hie

central facts of history; a central idea.

The ducal palace of Venice contains the three eh-im-nt.-

in exactly equal proportions the Human, Lombard, and
Arab. It is tile central building of the world,

liitukin, Stones of Venice, I. 17.

The Roman dominion is the fi'ntral fact in the history of

tile world. . . . Home is the lake in which all the .strcani>

of older history lose themselves, and out of which all the
streams of later history Mow.

K. A. freeman, Amer. Lects., p. HPi

3. Passing through or near the center or mid-
dle

; median: as, a central line; the New York
Central Railroad. Central artery and vein of ret-
ina, the artery and vein passing in the optic nerve to the
middle nf the optic papilla, where they subdivide. Cen-
tral canal, sec auutli. Central capsule. See capsule.- Central eclipse, an annular (ir total eclipse. (See an-
nular. ) It is so named because the centers of the sun and
moon appear to coincide. - Central ellipsoid. See <

ilij>-
Ktiid. Central force, in nn'<-h., a force of attraction or

repulsion. Central ligament, the fllum terminate of
the spinal cord. Central lobe of the brain, the island
of Rcil ; that part of the superficies of the cerebral hemi-
sphere which lies deeply within the beginning of the fis-

sure of Sylvius. It is triangular in shape, and consists of
5 or 6 straight gyri. Central projection, a represcnta
tion in perspective.

centrale (sen-tra'le), n.
; pi. centralia (-li-fi).

[NL., neut. of L. centralis, central : see central.]
A bone situated in the middle of the typical
carpus and tarsus of the higher I'ertebrata, be-
tween the proximal and distal rows of carpal
and tarsal bones. It is often wanting. See
cuts under carpus and tarsus.

centralisation, centralise, etc. See centrali-

?<(tiu)i, etc.

centralism (sen'tral-izm), n. [< central + -ism.]

Centralizing tendency or tendencies
;
the prin-

ciple of centralization, especially in regard to

political and governmental influence and con-
trol.

It is the true mission of Democracy to resist central,
ism and the absorption of unconstitutional powers by the
President and Congress. J. Buchanan, in Curtis, II. 23.

centralist (sen'tral-ist), . [< central + -ist; =
Sp. centralista.] "One who favors or promotes
political centralization, or the control of all the
functions of government by a central authority.
centrality (sen-tral'i-ti), n. [< central + -ity.]
The quality of being central.

centralization (sen^tral-i-za'shon), n. [< cen-
tralize + -ation ; = F. centralisation = Sp. cen-
tralizacion = Pg. centralizacSo = It. cen tralizza-

zione.] 1. The act of centralizing or bringing
to one center: as, the centralization of com-
merce in a city; the centralization of control,
as in stock companies.
The centralisation of labour in cities has assisted the

birth of the trade-union and the co-operative society,
which are among the best agencies for diffusing wealth.

Roe, Contemporary Socialism, p. 4O4.

While his [Charlemagne's] policy of centralization was
abandoned as impossible, the civilizing Influences of his
rule and his example were ne'
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centralizer (scn'tral-i-zer), . One who cen-
tralizes or is in favor of administrative central-
ization. Also spelled centraliaer.

If I'ulhoun had become President he would in all proba-
bility have been as strong a centralizer as JehVi-nn.

N. A. Rer., rXXIII. :;<.

centrally (sen'tral-i), atli*. In a central man-
ner or position ;

with regard to the center
;

along a central line : as, to be centrally situated ;

to How rrntrally, as a river through a region of

country.
centraluess (seu'tral-nes), . [< central +
-n 1.

1.1.] The state or quality of being central;
centrality.
Centranthus (sen-tran'thus), w. [NL., < Gr.

K{VT/WV, a spur (see center^), + avdoc, a flower.]
A genus of plants, natural order VaU-rianacxr,

distinguished from the true valerian by having
a spur to the corolla and a single stamen. The
species are perennial smooth herbs, with white or red
flowers. C. ritbr.r (spur valerian) is a sweet-scented plant
from southern Europe, often cultivated for ornament.
centrarchid (sen-trar'kid), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Ci'iitrarchidte.

II. n. A fish of the family Crntrarcltidti:

Centrarchida? (sen-trar'ki-de), n.

rygiau fishes, typified by the genus Centrarchux,

containing the forms known as sunfish, rock-

bass, and black-bass, all of which are inhabi-
tants of the United States. The Chamobryttu* /;,/-

centrifugal

_r). (From Report of U. S.
Fish Commission, j

losus is abundant in the southern streams, where it is

known as the warmouth. They are all fresh-water fishes,
with compressed oval Ixjdy, continuous lateral line con-
current with the back, head of moderate size with nostrils

normally double and scaly cheeks and gill-covers, the
operculum ending in a colored lobe or point, a long dorsal
fin usually with 10 spines and 10 rays, and the anal fin op-
posite the soft part of the dorsal. There are 10 genera and
nearly 50 species.

Centrarchinae (sen-trar-ki'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Centrarcnus + -ince.] A subfamily of centrar-
choid fishes, including those of a compressed
ovate form, and with the dorsal and anal fins

nearly equally developed and obliquely oppo-
site each other. It embraces only the genera Cen-
trarchus and Pomoxys of which the former is a southern
United States type and the latter common to the southern
and western United States.

centrarchine (sen-trar'kin), a. and n. I. a.

Pertaining or relating to the Centrarchiiue or
Centrarchida;.

II. n. A fish of the subfamily Centrarchina.
centrarchoid (sen-triir'koid), a. and n. I. a.

.

., . .

Also spelled centralisation.

centralize (sen'tral-Iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. cen-

tralized, ppr. centralizing. [< central + 4ze; =
F. centraliser = Sp. Pg. centralizar = It. cen-

tralizzare.] To draw to a central point ; bring
to a center; render central; concentrate in
some particular part as an actual or a conven-
tional center : generally applied to the process
of transferring local administration to the cen-
tral government. Also spelled centralise.
The first task of a modern despot is to centraliie to the

highest point, to bring every department of thought and
action under a system of police regulation, and, above all,
to unpose Iiu shacklmg tyrannj.upon the human mind.

centralized (sen'tral-izd), p. a. L- r ,^

i'~<', i'.] Centered m one point or on the au-
thority of one person, party, etc.

; vested in a
central authority. Also spelled centralised.

Spain is not, and never has been, one of those central-
tied countries in which the capture of the capital implies
the subjugation of the nation. Ledty, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

Bail as the old poor-law was in many of its aspects, it

gave a far greater freedom to those who had to work its

provisions Ulan the present centralized system allows.
.V. mid tj., 8th ser., X. 260.

uuu w*.
i

.. i . . i' i. ' 1 1.- iiomjo, vj ^ji\jei or the family
Centrarchida;, having many spines in the anal
fin, whence the name.
centrationt (sen-tra'shon), n. [< L. as if *cen-

tratio(n-), < centrum, center: see center1 .] Ten-
dency toward the center. Dr. H. More.
centraxonial (sen-trak-so'ni-al), a. [< Or. xtv-

rpov, center, + &uv, axis, +"-ial.] Having a
median axial line

; having the center of the body
definable by a line: the correlative of monajco-
nial and stauraxonial. Encyc. Brit.

centre 1
,

. and r. See center*-.

centre2, n. See center"*.

centreityt (sen-tre'i-ti), n. [< L. centrum, cen-

ter, + -e-ity.] The state of being a center, as

Some that ha\- ,)ei j-r ,ii-x '1 l."\ ~ mine than 1,

Say, where M centric happine*n duth lie.

Uttnut, Love H .Uehclny.

2. Originating at or connected with a central

point : as, u n // ('< nervous disease (that is, one
depending on a brain-lesion, f(jr example, .is

contracted with a peripheral disease affecting
the nerves in their course).

Il.t n. A circle the center of which is the
same as that of the earth.

The .-phcre
With centric and eccentric scribbled > er.

Milton, I'. I,., viii. 83.

centrical (seu'tri-kiilj, . Same as milrie.
The popular fen.mr of the drama had now a centrical

attraction ; a place of social resort, with a facility of ad-

mission, was now o]>cncd.
/. Ifltrueli, Amen, of Lit., II. 171.

centrically (sen'tri-kal-i), adr. In a centric

position; centrally. [Rare.]
The city of Herat is . . . very centrically situated, ureat

lines of communication radiating from it in all din -

Encyc. llrit., XL Tin.

centricalness (sen'tri-kal-nes), n. The quality
or state of being situated in a central position.
centricipital (sen-tri-sip'i-tal),

a. [< L. een-
t r n in, center, + caput (in cpmp. -cipit), head,
+ -a/.] Situated in the middle part, region,
or segment of the head, between the sincipital
and occipital portions ;

of or pertaining to the

centriciput ; parietal, as a cranial segment.
His [Oarns's] three principal cranial vertebra corre-

spond to the three cerebral masses, and are the occipital,
centricipital, and sincipital.

S. Kneeland, Jr., Amer. Cyc., XIII. 424.

centriciput (sen-tris'i-put), . [For centricaput,
< L. centrum, center, -f caput, head.] laanat.,
the mid-head, between the sinciput and the

occiput, or fore-head and hind-head
;
a part of

the head, or segment of the skull, correspond-
ing to the mesencephalon, and constituting the
second cranial segment counting from benind
forward. See

centricijntal.
centricity (sen-tris'i-ti), n. [< centric + -%.]
The state of being centric ; centricalness.

centrifugal (sen-trif'u-gal), o. and n. [Cf. F.

centrifuge = Sp. centrifuyb = Pg. It. centrifugo ;

< NL. centrifugug, < L. centrum, the center^ +
fugere, flee: see fugacious, fugue, etc.] I. a. 1.

Flying off orproceeding from a center; radiating
or sent outward from a focus or central point :

opposed to centripetal: as, centrifugal force or

energy ; centrifugal rays or spokes. 2. Oper-
ating by radial action; producing effects by
centrifugal force : as, a centrifugal filter, pump,
or machine. (See phrases below.) 3. In psy-
chol., moving from the brain to the periphery.
Centrifugal drier, centrifugal drill. See the nouns.
Centrifugal filter,

a filter having a hollow, perfo-
rated, rotary cylinder, in which a saturated substance can
be placed, when the cylinder is revolved rapidly, the
fluid contained in the substance to be filtered is forced by
centrifugal action through the perforations. Centrifu-
gal force. See force. Centrifu-
gal gun, a kind of machine-cannon
having a chambered disk revolv-

ing very rapidly, from which balls
are discharged by centrifugal force.

I
Not in use. l Centrifugal Inflo-

rescence, a form of inflorescence,
otherwise called definite or determi-

nate, in which the central axis is ter-

minated by a flower-hud, which Is

the first to open, the lower or outer
ones following in succession. The
elder and valerian furnish examples.

Centrifugal machine, a name
given to many machines for rais-

ing water, ventilating mines, drying
yarn, clothes, sugar, etc. In centrifu-

gal drying machines the material is ,.,
placed in a cylinder of wire gauze, eduction-pipe, L.

the rapid rotation of which causes the
water (or in the case of sugar the molasses) to fly off by
centrifugal action. Centrifugal pump, a rotary pump
in which water is raised by centrifugal action, by means
of a fan-wheel operating directly upon the mass of water.

Keeps to itself : it shrinks not to a nullity.
Dr. U. More, Psychathanasia, III. it 20.

centric (sen'trik), a. and n. [= Sp. It. centrico,
< NL. centricus, < Gr. nevrpiKOf, of or from the
center, < Ktvrpav, center: see center!, and cf.

central.] I. a. 1. Central; basic; fundamen-
tal. [Bare.]

Section of Gwynnc's
Centrifugal Pump.
The wheel rotates in

the direction of the ar-

row, and delivers the
water upward into the

Centrifugal Pump, exterior view.

There are numerous devices for the application of this

principle. Centrifugal radicle, in hot., an embryonic
radicle turned away from the center of the seed. Cen-
trifugal sugar, a trade-name for sugar prepared in a

centrifugal machine.



centrifugal

II. n. 1. pi. Sugars made in a centrifugal
machine.

Centrifugals [ranged in price] from 4| for "seconds" to

6J cents. The Century, XXXV. 119.

2. A drum in a centrifugal machine.
Next the "masse cuite" falls into the "centrifugals,"

which are small drums holding about 120 pounds of sugar.
The Century, XXXV. 114.

centrifugally (sen-trif'u-gal-i), adv. In a cen-

trifugal manner ;
from the center outward.

At some perihelion of the planet ... the tidal swell

would be lifted bodily from connection with the central

mass and move centrifugally to such distance that a state

of equilibrium would'be reached.

WincheU, World-Life, p. 213.

centrifugence (sen-trif'u-jens), . [< centrifu-

g(al) + -ence. The strict ibrm would be *cn-

trifugience.] A tendency to fly off from the

center
; centrifugal force or tendency.

centrimanent (sen-trim'a-nent), a. [< L. cen-

trum, center, + manen(t-)s, ppr. of manere, re-

main.] Remaining in the center, especially in

the brain.

Centrina (sen-tri'na), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1817).]
A genus of sharks, 'taken as the type of a fam-

ily Centrimdw.

centring 1
,

. See centering^-.

centring2 ,
n. See centering'!.

Centrinidse (sen-trin'i-de). n.pl. [NL., < Centri-

na + -irf<B.] A family of sharks, typified by the

genus Centrina : same as Spinacidte. Lowe, 1843.

centripetal (sen-trip'e-tal), a. [Cf. F. centri-

pete = Sp. centripeto ==' Pg. It. centripeto; <

NL. centripetus, < L. centrum, center, + petere,

seek, move toward.] 1. Tending or moving
toward the center: opposed to centrifugal
2. Progressing by changes from the exterior of

an object to its center : as, the centripetal cal-

cification of a bone. Owen Centripetal force.
See force. Centripetal Inflorescence, a form of in-

florescence, otherwise called acropetal, in which the lower
or outer flowers are the first to open, as in spikes, racemes,

umbels, the heads of composites, etc. Centripetal
press, a device for applying pressure in an inward direc-

tion in radial lines. Centripetal pump, a rotary pump
in which revolving blades collect the water and draw it

to the axis, where it enters the discharge-tube. Centrip-
etal radicle, in bot., an embryonic radicle turned to-

ward the center of the seed. Centripetal railway, a

railway having a single bearing-rail to support the car,

with side rails and wheels to steady it.

centripetalism (sen-trip'e-tal-izm), n. [< cen-

tripetal + -ism.'] Tendency toward a center;

centripetal motion or tendency.
The plague of centripetalisin is a curse which has come

to us [New Zealand] across the seas from older countries.

Westminster Sev., CXXVIII. 40.

centripetally (sen-trip'e-tal-i), adv. In a cen-

tripetal manner ;
with tendency toward a cen-

ter
; by centripetal force.

Cartilaginous process ascending from the cartilaginous

margin of the disc centripetally in the outer surface of the

jelly-like disc. E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XII. 562.

centripetence. centripetency (sen-trip'e-tens,

-ten-si), n. [\ L. centrum, center, + peten(t-)s,

pp. at petere, seek, + -ence, -ency. See centrip-

etal.^ Tendency toward a center
; centripetal

force or tendency.
The centripetence augments the centrifugence. We bal-

ance one man with his opposite, and the health of the state

depends on the see-saw. Emerson, Uses of Great Men.

centriscid (sen-tris'id), . A fish of the family
Centriscidai.

Centriscidae (sen-tris'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Cen-

triscus + -ida;.'} 1 . A family of hemibranchiate

fishes, typified by the genus Centriscus, having
a short ovate body with bony plates in front and
on the back, the mouth drawn out into a long
tubular snout, a small spinous dorsal fin, and
the ventrals near the middle of the abdomen
with a spine and 7 rays each. These fishes are vari-

ously known as sea-snipe, snipe-fishes, and woodcock-fishex,
in consequence of the length of the beak. The body is

compressed, and covered with small rough scales; there
is no lateral line ; bony strips are found on the side of the

back, sometimes confluent into a shield, and other bony
strips occur on the margin of the thorax and abdomen.
There are no teeth. The gill-openings are wide, and the

branchiostegals are 4 in number. Of the two dorsal fins,

the first bears 4 to 7 spines, the second of which is very
long and strong, and the soft dorsal is of moderate size,

like the anal
;
the pectorals are short

;
the caudal is emar-

ginate, and its middle rays are not produced. The family
is also and more properly called Macrorhamphosidte.
2. A family extended to include not only the
true Centriscida?, but also the Amphisilidce.
centriSCiform (sen-tris'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. cen-

trisdformis, < Centriscus, q. v., + L. forma,
form.] Shaped like a fish of the genus Centris-

cus ; of or pertaining to the Centrisciformes.
Centrisciformes (sen-tris-i-f6r'mez), n. pi.

[NL., pi. of centrisciformis : see centrisciform.']
In Giinther's system of classification, the thir-

teenth division of Acanthopterygii, character-
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ized by two dorsal fins with short spines, the

soft anal of moderate extent, and the ventrals

truly abdominal and imperfectly developed.
Centriscus (sen-tris'kus), x. [NL., < Gr. nsv-

Tpimof, a kind of fish, dim. of Kevrpov, a spine,

spur: see center1 .] A genus of fishes, typical of

the family Centriscidce. C. scolopax is the trumpet-
flsh, bellows-fish, snipe-fish, or sea-snipe of the Atlantic

and Mediterranean, now called Macrorhamphoms scolo-

pax.

Centrist (sen'trist), n. [< center^- + -fet.'} In

the German Reichstag or Imperial Parliament,
one of the members of the so-called Center or

Ultramontane party.
centre-. In modern scientific compound words,
the combining form of Latin centrum or Greek

Kcvrpov, center, also spine.
centro-acinal (sen-tro-as'i-nal), a. In anat.,
in the center of an acinus : applied specifically
to certain spindle-shaped shells found in the

middle of the acini of the pancreas and in

some other glands.
centro-acinar (sen-tro-as'i-nar), a. Same as

centro-acinal.

centrobaric (sen-tro-bar'ik), a. [< Gr. Kevrpav,

the center, + flapof, weight.] Relating to the

center of gravity, or to the method of finding it.

Centrobaric body, a body which attracts as if its whole
mass were concentrated in a point, its center of gravity.

If the action of terrestrial or other gravity on a rigid

body is reducible to a single force in a line passing always
through one point fixed relatively to the body, whatever
be its position relatively to the earth or other attracting

mass, that point is called its center of gravity, and the

body is called a centrobaric body.
Thomson and Tail, Nat. Phil., 534.

Centrobaric method, a method of measuring the extent
of a surface or the contents of a solid by means of certain

relations subsisting between the center of inertia (or grav-

ity) of a line and surfaces generated by it, and between
the center of inertia of a plane surface and solids gener-
ated by it.

centrobaricalt, [Formerly also centrobarycal

(E. Phillips, 1706) ;
as centrobaric + -aZ.J An

obsolete form of centrobaric.

Centrocercus(sen-tro-ser'kus), n. [NL. (Swain-
son, 1831), < Gr. Ktvrpov, point, center, + titpKoc,,

tail.] A genus of gallinaceous birds, of the

Centropodinae

In etnbryol., having the food-yolk (deutoplasm)
central in position, surrounded by peripheral

protoplasm.
The food yolk may . . . have a central position. In

such centrolecithal eggs the segmentation is confined to the

periphery. Cla.ua, Zoology (trans.), I. 112.

Centrolepis (sen-tro-le'pis), n. [NL., < Gr.

kivTfiov, point, + taetf, scale.] 1. In tot., a

genus of monocotyledonous plants belonging
to and the type of the natural order Centrole-

/litlcft'. They are small tufted plants, mostly annuals,
with linear-filiform radical leaves. Seventeen species are

known, natives of Australia.

2. In ichtlt., a genus of fishes. Egerton, 1843.

centrolinead (sen-tro-lin'e-ad), . [< L. cen-

trum, center, + linea,'line,'+ -art3.] An instru-

ment for drawing lines converging toward a

point, though the point be inaccessible.

centre-lineal (sen-tro-lin'e-al), a. and n. [< L.

centrum, center, + 'linea, line, -I- -al.~\ I. a.

Converging to a center.

II. . Same as centrolinead.

Centrolophinae (sen"tro-lo-fi'ne), n.pl. [NL.,
< Centrolopliiis + -ina:.'] A subfamily of fishes,

of the family Stromateidte, typified by the ge-
nus Centrolopliiis. They have complex elongated gill-

rakers extending backward from the epibranchials of the

last hranrhiiil aivh, 11 abdominal and 14 caudal vertebra,

protractile premaxillaries, and normally developed ven-

tral fins persistent through life.

centrolophine (sen-trol'o-fin), a. and n. I. .

Of or pertaining to the Centrolophince.
II. n. A fish of the subfamily Centrolophince.

Centrolophus (sen-trol'o-fus), . [NL., < Gr.

Kevrpav, spine, + /W^of, crest.] The typical ge-
nus of the subfamily Centrolophinat, including
the blackfish of F.ngland, Centrolophus pompi-
litx. or C. nioriii. This fish is chiefly of a black color ;

the vent is advanced in position, the ventral fin is small,
and the anal is half as long as the dorsal.

centronelt, An obsolete variant of centinel,

for geiitiiirl.

Centroniaet (sen-tro'ni-e), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

nevrpov, a point, spine.] A large group of ani-

mals, the radiates, zoophytes, or coelenterates :

an inexact synonym of Itadiata.

Centronotidae (sen-tro-not'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Centronotus + -ida;."] A family of fishes, typi-
fied by the genus Centronotus : same as Mura1-

noididte.

Centronotus (sen-tro-no'tus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Ktvrpov, spine, + vurof, back.] A genus of fishes

with the entire dorsal fin composed of spines,

typical of the family Centronotida;.

Centrophanes (sen-trof'a-nez), n. [NL. (Kaup,
1829), < Gr. nivrpov, a goad, sting, spur, + -<j>a-

vf/c, evident, < ^ahttv. appear.] A genus of

oscine passerine birds, of the family Fringil-

lidai, inhabiting northerly parts of both hemi-

spheres : so called from the long, straight, spur-
like hind claw. The Lapland loiigspur, C. lapponicns,
common to Europe, Asia, and America, is the type-spe-

Sage-cock, or Cock-of-the-plains (Centrocercus urofhasiattus).

Tetraonidce or grouse family, the typical and

only species of which is the great sage-cock or

eock-of-the-plains of western America, C. uro-

phasianus. The Reims is so named from the stiff, nar-

rowly acuminate tail-feathers, which are 20 in number and

equal or exceed the length of the wing. The neck is suscep-
tible of enormous inflation by means of air-sacs beneath
the skin, which when distended is extensively naked, and
forms an irregular bulging mass surmounted by a fringe of

filamentous feathers, several inches long, springing from
a mass of erect white feathers, and covered below with a

solid set of sharp, white, horny feathers like fish-scales.

The tarsus is feathered to the toes, and the gizzard is only
slightly muscular.

centrodorsal (sen-tro-dor'sal), a. and n. K L.

centrum, center, + dorsum, 'back, + -al.~\ I. a.

Central and dorsal or aboral: applied to the

central ossicle of the stem of crinoids, as mem-
bers of the genus Comatula.

The centre of the skeleton is constituted by a large cen-

tro-dorsal ossicle. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 600.

II. n. In crinoids, a centrodorsal ossicle which
unites the skeleton of the stalk with the body.
centrodorsally (sen-tro-dor'sal-i), adv. In a
centrodorsal position or relation.

Centrogpnida (sen-tro-gon'i-da), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. Kevrpov, center, + yowf, generation, +
-ida.] An order of degraded suctorial crusta-

ceans, represented by such genera as Sacculiiia

and Peltogaster. Also called Suctoria and Illii-

eocephala.
centroid (sen'troid), n. [< Gr. Kivrpav, center,
+ tWof, form.] In math., the center of mass.
See center^.

centrolecithal (sen-tro-les'i-thal), a. [< Gr.

Ktvrpov, center, + Ae/aft>f, yolk of an egg, + -al.]

Lapland Longspur (Centrophattes lafftmicus).

cies. Others are C. ornatits, the chestnut-collared lark-

bunting, and C. pictus, the painted lark-bunting, both of

North America.

centropipedon (sen-tro-pip'e-don), .
; pi. cen-

trompeda (-da). [NL., prop. *centrepipedon,
< Gr. Ktvrpov, center, -I- ETrOTtrfof, level, plane,

superficial, < iirl, upon, + wSov, ground. Cf.

lirallelopipedon.~\ In morphology, a compli-
cated form, in which the poles of at least the

dorsoventral axis are unlike, and in which the

body is thus defined not with reference to a

line, but to a median plane. Encyc. Brit., XVI.
844.

centropipedonal (sen' tro-pi-ped'o-nal), a.

[< eeiitropiiiedon + -/.] Saving the morpho-
logical form of a centropipedon.

Centropodinae (sen"tro-po-dl'ne), . pi. [NL.,
< Ccntropvs (-pod-) +' -inai.~\ A subfamily of

picarian birds, of the family Cuculida;; the cou-

cals or spurred cuckoos : so called from the

long, straight hind claw. They include many spe-

cies of Africa, Asia, and the East Indies, some of them
also known as pheasant-cmkoos. Also Centropince.



centropomid

Centropomid (sen-tro-po'mid), . A fish of the

family Centropoufdff,
Centropomidse (sen-tro-pom'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Centriipomus + -id<E.} A family of acanthop-

terygian fishes, typified by the genus ('riitr/in-

mus, peculiar to the tropical and subtropical
waters of America. They have uu elongate luicly

with distinct lateral lino continued on to the caudal tin,

small ctenoid scales, separate dorsal tin--, of which UK-

first has 7 or 8 spines, the third being the longest, short
anal tin with :t

spines, and forked caudal.

centropomoid (sen-tro-po'moid), a. and . I. a.

Of or relating to the ('eutropomidas.
II. n. A member of the family Centropnmiilir.

Centropomus (sen-tro-po'mus), . [NL. (La-

cepede), < (Jr. xevrpov, spine, + Jrtiua, lid, cover,
i. e., operculum.] A genus of fishes, typical of

Kohalo {CtntropoMU! umttcimalisl.

the family Centropomidfc, having a long pre-
opercular spine, whence the name. It im-ludi-s ;i

number of spei-ies of moderate size found in the tropical
American seat*, known as snooks and robalos, and es-

teemed for food.

Centropristis (sen-tro-pris'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kevrpov, a spine, sting, + irpirrrtc, a large fish,

supposed to be (as in early NL.) the sawfish.]
A genus of fishes, of the family Serranida;, con-

taining the sea-basses, such as C. furvus, C.

atrarius, and C. yhiladelpliii-nx.

Centropus (sen'tro-pus), n. [NL. (Illiger, 1811),
< Gr. Kevrpov, a spur, + iroi>( (TTOO-) = E. foot.]
A genus of birds, typical of the subfamily Cen-

tropodince : in a restricted sense, covering only
the African coucals, like C. senegalensis ; iii

other usages, more or less nearly the same as
the subfamily Centropodince.
centrostigma (sen-tro-stig'mS), n.

; pi. centro-

.itiiimatu (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. Ktvrpov, center,
+ ari^ua, a point, spot.] In morphology, a form
or body of which all the axes radiate from a
central point ;

a protaxonial organism which is

defined by its central point.
centrostigmatic (sen'tro-stig-mat'ik), a. [As
centrostignta(t-) + -ic.} "Consisting of a centrp-
stigma; definable as to figure by a center : said
of protaxonial figures only.
centrosurface (sen-tro-ser'fas), n. [< L. cen-

trum, center, -t- surface.'] Ingeom., the locus of
centers of principal curvature of a surface.
centrotriaene (sen'tro-tri-e'ne), n. [< Gr. ntv-

rpov, spine, 4- rpiaiva, a thi'ee-pronged fish-spear,
a trident: see triwne.} A kind of sponge-spicule
having the form of a cladose rhabdus or trirene,
whose cladome arises from the middle of the
rhabdome. W. J. Solids.

The shaft may also become trifld at both ends, amphi-
trisene, and the resulting rays all bifurcate, or the cladome
may arise from the centre of the rhabdome, centrotrifene.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 417.

centrotylote ( sen-trot 'i-16t), a. [< Gr. idvrpov,

spine, -r ruAurof, knobbed, < rtvlow, make knob-
by, < rii/lof, a knot, knob.] Swollen in the mid-
dle: a term applied by Sollas to a form of

sponge-spicule which is an oxyaster of two rays
produced from a central swelling: as, "a cen-

trotylote microxea," Encyc. Brit., XXII. 417.

centrum (sen'trum), . ; pi. centra (-tra). [L.,
< Gr. ntvrpov, center : see center1.} 1. A center.

Specifically 2. [NL.] laanat. : (a) The body
of a vertebra ; the solid piece to which the arches
and some other parts are or may be attached.
Morphologically, however, the centrum is not exactly what
is ordinarily called the body of a vertebra ; for the latter

usually includes the bases of the neural arches, from which
the centrum proper is separated for a period by the neuro-
central suture. See cuts under cervical, dorml, and mdti-
ikekton. (b) The basis or fundamental portion of
one of the cranial segments, regarded as analo-

gous to vertebra. Thus, the basioccipital is the
centrum of the occipital segment of the skull.
Centrum ovale, the large white central mass displayed

by removing the upper portions of the cerebral hemi-
spheres at the level of the corpus callosum. Also called
i-fiiirinii ornlf iiinjii.i and centrum ovale of Vieustenn.
Centrum ovale minus, the white central mass of the
I'rivbral hemispheres as displayed by a transverse cut at
any level. Also called centrum ovate of Vicq-d'Azyr.

centryH, An obsolete variant of center2 .

centry-'t, ". A contracted forru of cemetery.
centry^t, A former spelling of sen try.

The centra's box. Gay, Trivia, ii. 298.
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centum (sen'tum), n. [L., = E. hundred: see

cnil, hundred.} A hundred: used in the phrase
/n r (/nliiin, by the hundred.

centumpondium (sen-tum-pon'di-um), .
; pi.

I'ciitiuii/iiiiK/iii (-a). [L., < centum, a hundred,
+ pondun, weight.] The ancient Roman hun-

dredweight, equal to 72 pounds avoirdupois.
centumvir (sen-tum'ver), ii.

; pi. ccntumrira,
cfiitumriri

'

(-verz, -vi-ri). [L. centumriri, prop,
separately centum viri, < centum (= AS. hand, K.

liiinil-nd, q. v.) + viri, pi. of vir = AS. irrr, a

man.] In ancient Rome, one of a body of 10.")

(called in round numbers 100) judges, 3 from
each of the 35 tribes, appointed to decide com-
mon causes among the people. The office of tin r. n

tumvirs was annual, the prc^denuy of the tribunal Imlong-
ing to the pretor. The court sat in the Julian basilica, in

four sections, each presided over by a decemvir or :ui ''\

questor. I'ndiT the empire their numlwr was Im-n M i

to 180, or perhaps more.

centumviral (sen-tum'vi-ral), a. [< L. centum-
rirnli,i, < i-i'iitiimviri: sei> centumvir.} Pertaining
to the centumvirs.
centumvirate (sen-turn' vi-rat), . [< L. ceii-

tiimriri + -ati'3.} 1. The office or dignity of a
centumvir. 2. Any body of a hundred men.

Kimling food and raiment all that term for a <v/,^y/<

virate of the profession. Sttraf, Tristram Shandy, ii. 108.

centumviri, . Latin plural of centumvir.

centuple (sen'tu-pl), a. [< F. centuple = Sp.
ci'ntiij)\o-= Pg. It. centiipln, < L. centuplus, hun-

dred-fold, < centum, a hundred, + -plus (= Gr.

-Tr^oof), a multiplicative suffix, related to /</.<.

more, and ult. to E. full.'] A hundred-fold

greater; multiplied by a hundred.
I wish his strength were centuple.

Mawringer, Unnatural Combat, i. 1.

centuple (sen'tu-pl), r. t.
; pret. and pp. centu-

pled, ppr. centupling. [< centuple, a.} To make
a hundred times more

; multiply by a hundred.

centuplicate (sen-tu'pli-kat), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. centuplicated, ppr. centuplicating. [< L.

centuplicatus, _pp. of centuplicare, increase a

hundred-fold, < centuplex (centuplic-), a hun-

dred-fold, < centum, a hundred, +plicare, fold.]
To multiply a hundred times ; centuple.

I performed the civilities you enjoined me to your
friends, who return you the like centuplicated.

Hvmll, Letters, iv. 2.

centuplyt (sen'tu-pli), v. t. [< L. centuplicare :

see centuplicate.] To centuple.
Though my wants

Were centuplie-d upon myself! I could be patient.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, i. 2.

centuria (sen-tu'ri-a), n.
; pi. centuria (-e). [L. :

see century
1
.} An ancient Roman measure of

land, said to have been originally 100 times the

quantity Romulus distributed to each citizen,
and equal to 200 jugera : but it seems to have
varied from 50 to 400 jugera. Seejugerum.
centurial (sen-tu'ri-al), a. [< L. centurialis, <

centuria, a century: see century
1
.} 1. Of or

-pertaining to a century or centuries
; existing

for a century or centuries of years.

Quadrangles mossy with centurial associations.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 70.

2. Consisting of or regulated by centuries;
arranged by or divided into hundreds, or hun-
dreds of years : as, a centurial organization of

troops ;
a centurial history.

The centurial plan, which prevailed from Flaccus to

Mosheim, is an improvement [on the purely chronological
or annallstic method of writing history].

Scha/, Hist. Christ. Church, I. 4.

3. Occurring once in a century or a hundred
years; centennial: as, a centurial sermon.
[Rare.] 4. Completing a century.
Every year of which the number is divisible by four

without a remainder is a leap-year, excepting the centu-
rial years, which are only leap-years when divisible by
four after omitting the two ciphers. Encyc. Brit.

,
IV. 667.

Centurial stones, boundary-stones; stones marking the
limits of an old Roman century or allotment of land.
See centuryl, 2 (c).

centuriatet (sen-tu'ri-at), v. t. [< L. centuri-

atiis, pp. of centuriare, divide into hundreds, <

centuria, a hundred: see century
1
.} To divide

into centuries or hundreds.
centuriatet (sen-tu'ri-at), a. [< L. centuriatus,

pp. : see the verb.] Divided into or consisting
of centuries or hundreds : as, centuriate assem-
blies. Holland.

centuriation (sen-tu-ri-a'shon), n. [< L. cen-

tni'iatio(n-), < centuriare, divide into centuries:
see centuriate, v.} The custom of dividing land
into centuries. See century

1
,
2 (c).

It is obvious that formal centuriatiun in straight lines
and rectangular divisions, by the Agrimensores, produced
something entirely different from the open field system as
we have found it in England.

Seebohm, Eng. Vil. Community, p. 277.

century

centuriator (son-tu'ri-a-tor), n. [XL. (> F. <- a.

titriiiti'iir = Pg. centiiriiiilnr i, '. I,. ci-Hturini'i .

divide into hundreds: MT i-i-ninri<ili . '.
|

One
of the writers of the Protestant ecclesiastical

history known as the Centuries of Magdeburg.
Also centurist.

'I'll.- i-i'iiiiiriatiir.iiit M ngdelmrg were the first that dis-

rnvi-ri'd this grand imposture. Aylife, Parergon.

centuried (sen'tu-rid), a. [< century + -ed2.]

Lasting for a century or centuries
;
centurial.

His centuried siU-nrr t., tln.si- hearers frank
With joy hi- hrokr. ('. llrKn:i. \ i.M.ui ..f NimriHl.il.

CenturiO (sen-tu'ri-6), w. [NL. (J. E. Gray,
1H42): .-re </ n in film.} A
genus of American phyl-
lostomine bats, notable in

its family for the absence
of adistinct nose-leaf, but

having various extraordi-

nary excrescences upon
the face, which produce a
most grotesque physiog-
nomy. C'.senexisthetype.
centurion (sen-tu'ri-on),
n. [< ME. centurion = F. cfiiturinn = Sp. << n-

liirinn = I'g. ct'ntiiriiio = It. rfiiturioin-, < L. ci'ii-

tiirin(ii-), < centuria, a company of a hundred:
see century1 .} In ///. until/., ii military officer

who commanded a century or company of in-

fantry. The centurion was appointed by the

commander-in-chief, and corresponded to the

captain in modern military service.

centurist (sen'tu-rist), n. [< century1 + -ist.}

Same as centuriator.

Centurus (sen-tu'rus). n. [NL. (Swainson,
1837), prop. Ccntrurus,<. Gr. Kfvrpov, a spine, +
n'vpA, tail.] A genus of banded woodpeckers of

CenturiO sfntx.

Jew
Red-bellied Woodpecker (Ctnlxrui carolmus\

the warmer parts of America, of which the red-
bellied woodpecker, ('. carolinus, is the type:
so called from the acute tail-feathers. They
are also known as sebra-iroodpecJcers, from the

transversely striped plumage.
century1 (sen'tu-ri), .

; pi. centuries (-riz). [<
F. centurie= ip. Pg. It. centuria, < L. centuria,
an assemblage or division consisting of a hun-
dred units, as a company of a hundred soldiers,
a division of the people, etc. (not in the sense
of 'a hundred years,' for which s&culum was
used: see secular), < centum = E. hundred.} 1.

In a general sense, a hundred
; anything con-

sisting of a hundred in number.
And when

With wild wood-leaves ami weeds I ha' strew'd his grave,
And on it said a century nf prayers,
Such as I can, twice o'er, I'll weep and sigh.

Shak., Cyinhellne, Iv. 2.

How many of the centurif of graduates sent forth from
our famous University every year . . . are able to read
with moderate relish and understanding one of the Tus-
culan Disputations?

Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 44.

Specifically 2. In Rom. antiq.: (a) A division
of the people (originally so called, probably,
with reference to the approximate number of
its members, though there was no fixed limit),
instituted by Sennus Tullius, formed with ref-

erence to taxation and to the election of magis-
trates and enactment of laws. All the citizens
were divided into classes according to their wealth, and
each of the classes was divided into from 10 to 40 senior
and junior centuries, according to age, in all 183 or 194.

Each century had one vote in the comitia centuriata,
the wealthier classes voting first and generally controlling
the others,

(ft) A subdivision of the legion, corre-

sponding to a modern military company of in-

fantry, and consisting nominally of a hundred
men. Prior to the rule of Marius the century was half
of a maniple, and contained normally 100 men, each cen-

tury having in addition 20 light-armed troops. After the

military reform of Marius the old distinctions of arms in

the legion were abolished
;
the century was still the half
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of the maniple, but its normal quota of men was increased.
Under tliu empire the regular force of the century was 110
men. See l>^ii"n.

Mar. Know you what store of the pnetorian soldiers

Sejanus holds about him for his guard?
Luc. 1 cannot the just number; Imt I think

Three centcrii'.'i. B. Jonson, Sejanus, v. 3.

oially, tlie area of land allotted to soldiers in

a conquered country. 3. A period of one hun-
dred years, reckoned from any starting-point :

formed in new-born children by an effusion of
blood (a) between the aponeurotic structures
of the cranium and the pericranium; (6) be-
tween the pericranium and the skull; or (c)
between the dura mater and the skull. Also
cephalhematoma and cephttlohematoma.

(c)
An allotment of land of varying size; espe- cephalagra (sef-a-lag'ra), n. [< Gr. x^a^,

head, + <zj pa, a catching; cf. chiragra, podagra.]
Severe pain in the head; especially, gout in

the head.

[L., also ceplia-
.ater also ti<j>a~/M.pyia,

. ... having headache, < KE-

head, + a/lyof, pain, ache.] In pathol.,
headache. Also called cephalalgy, eruxphalal-

lognized era. Thus the first century
the Christian era began with the year A. 1>. 1 anil extended
to the end of the year 100; the third century began with
201 and ended with .'fix)

;
and the eighteenth century began

cephalalgicus, < Gr. ufa&aAytieit, < ne<j>afaiAyia:
see cephalalgia.] I. a. Relating to cephalalgia
or headache.

II. n. A medicine for headache,

cephalalgy (sef'a-lal-ji), . [< F. eephalalgie= Sp. cejalalgia "= Pg. cephalalgia = It. cefa-
lalgia, cefalaryia, < L. cephalalgia : see cepha- or 99
lalgia.] Same as cephalalgia.

with 1701 and ended with 1800, the year completing the ..,,. , .
a i'.jjij\ fln(i

hundred-year period in each instance giving name to the cepnaiaiglC (Sei-a-ldl )\*-h
<* ana re.

century. When used absolutely, without explanatory ad-

junct of any kind, the centuries of the Christian era are

always meant. The centuries before Christ are reckoned
backward in their order from the Christian era, and those
after Christ are reckoned forward : as, the fourth century
B. c. (from 301 B. c. backward to 400).

One crash, the death-hymn of the perfect tree,
Declares the close of its green century.

Emerson, Woodnotes, i.

Centuries of Magdeburg, a title given to an ecclesias- rpnnalanthiiim (spf a an'trr
tical history of the first 1,300 years of the Christian era, in cepnaiantniUin.(bei a-ia im;, .

, pi. cep,

which the records of each century occupy a volume, com- tanilua
(-a).^ Lwljv * "r ' Ki

piled by a number of Protestants at Magdeburg. It was a flower.]
published at Basel, 1560-74.

century2t, n. An obsolete form of centawry.
century-plant (sen'tu-ri-plant), n. A name
given to the American aloe, Agave Americana,
which was formerly supposed to flower only
after the lapse of a century. See Agave.

centussis (sen-tus'is), . [L., < centum, a hun-

Cephalobrancbia
with or constituting the front or fore part of a

body or orgaii : opposed to caudal : as, the ce-

phalic surface of the liver or diaphragm ;
the

cephalic end of a vertebra
;
the cephalic segment

of a centiped.
Now that the extended study of comparative anatomy

and embryonic development is largely applied to the
elucidation of the human structure, it is very desirable
that descriptive terms should be sought which may with-
out ambiguity indicate position and relation in the organ-
ism at once in man and [other) animals. Such terms as

cephalic and caudal, dorsal and ventral, are of this class,
and ought, whenever this may be done consistently with
sufficient clearness of description, to take the place of those
which are only applicable to the peculiar attitude of the
human body. Quain, Anat., I. (i.

Cephalic aura, peculiar sensations, referred to the head,
preceding epileptic or hysterical attacks. Cephalic en-
teron, the cephalic portion of the enteron

;
so much of

the alimentary canal as is in the head. Cephalic flex-
ure, (a) In Arthropods, tile upward inclination of the

longitudinal axis of the cephalic steruites in respect to the
same axis of the thoracic sternites. (It) In human anat.,
the bending of the head of the embryo forward or down-
ward upon the trunk. Cephalic ganglia. See gan-
glion. Cephalic index, in cranium., the ratio of the
greatest transverse to the greatest anteroposterior diame-
ter of the skull multiplied by 100. It varies from 62 to 98

head, + avffos,
In hot., the head or capitate inflo-

rescence of a composite plant.
Cephalanthus (sef-a-lan'thus), re. [NL., < Gr.

Keyaty, head, + av6o<;, a flower.] A genus of

plants, natural order Kubiacem. The species are
shrubs, with small white flowers densely aggregated in

spherical peduncled heads. The best-known species is

C. occidfntalix, the button-bush of North America.

dred, + as (ass-), an as.] "An ancient Roman Cephalaspidae, n. pi. See Cephalaspididw.
unit of weight, consisting of 100 asses. See as4 . Cephalaspidea (sefa-las-pid'e-a), n. pi. [NL.,

< Cephalaspis (-pid-) + -ea.~\ A'group of tecti-
branchiate gastropods, characterized by the de-

velopment of a cephalic disk distinct from the

ceorlt, n. [The AS. original of E. churl, q. v.]
A freeman of the lower rank among the Anglo-
Saxons

;
a churl.

-C60US. An adjective termination of Latin ori-

gin. See -aceous.

cepa (se'pa), n. [L., also written ca;pa, cepe, Cephalaspididae, Cephalaspidae (sef *a-las-
ciepe, an onion, > F. cive, > E. cive, q. v.] The pid'i-de, sef-a-las'pi-de), n.pl. [NL., < Cepha-
common onion, the Allium Cepa of botanists. laspis (-pid-) 4- -id<e.] A family of fossil fishes.

cepaceous (se-pa'shius), a. [< cepa + -aceous.] of which the genus Cephalaspis is typical.
Alliaceous; having the odor of onions. Cephalaspis (sef-a-las'pis), n.

cepevorous (se-pev'o-rus), a. [Prop, "cepivo-
rous, < L. cepa, cepe, an onion, + vorare, eat,

Those people who possess crania with a cephalic index of
80 and above are called brachycephali ; those with a lower
index are dolichocephali. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 420.

Cephalic medicines, remedies for disorders of the head.
-Cephalic shield, in trilobites, the large buckler which
surrounds and protects the head and extends over more or
less of the body. See Triloltita, and cut under Limulus.
Cephalic souffle, a blowing murmur which may be heard
on auscultation of the head in some anemic states, as
well as in some cases of aneurism of an artery of the head.
Cephalic vein, a large superficial vein on the front of

the arm, running from the elbow to the shoulder : so
named because the ancients used to open it as a remedy
for disorders of the head.- Cephalic version, in obttet.,
the operation of turning the fetus in the uterus in such
a manner that the head is made to present at the os uteri :

distinguished from podalic version.

II. n. A remedy for headache or other dis-
orders in the head.

'pis
a shield.]

WtW,
devour.] Feeding on onions. [Rare.]
Cephaelis (sef-a-e'lis), re. [NL., < Gr.

head, + /.E<V
('-j/ */l), compress.] An exten-

sive genus of plants, natural order Rubiacece,
consisting of shrubs or perennial herbs, natives
of tropical regions,
chiefly in America.
Their flowers grow in close

heads, surrounded by in-

volucrating bracts, which
are sometimes richly col-

ored. The most interest-

ing species is C. Ipeca-
cuanha, which yields the

ipecacuanha-root of the

druggists. It is found in

shady woods in Brazil.
The root has a character-
istic ringed structure. See

ipecacuanha.

cephal-. See cephalo-.

Cephalacanthidae
(sef"a-la-kan'thi-de),
n.pl." [NL., < Cepha-
lacanthus + -idw.] A
family of acanthop-
terygian fishes, rep-
resented by the genus Cephalacanthus: a syn-
onym of Dactylopteridte.

Cephalacanthus (sef 'a-la-kan'thus), n. [NL.,
{ Gr. tte<l>cM], head, -f- aKavOa, thorn, spine.] A
genus of fishes : a synonym of Dactylopterus. C.
volitans is the flying-fish, flying-robin, or bat-fish.

head, +
fossil fishes,

typical of the

family Cepha-
laspididig. The
very large head
which character-
izes these fishes
bears a close
resemblance in

shape to a sad-
dlers' knife, and
is covered with a buckler prolonged backward into a point
on either side. They are known as buckler-fishes or buck-
ler-heads. C. lyelli is a common species.

Cepkalaspis lyelli.

When I had passed the superficial parts, and digged a
little more than skin-deepe into the Mineral! of Cephalicall
Motion, I came to the Muscles, the instruments of volun-
tary motion.

Quoted in F. Warner's Physical Expression, p. 324.

[NL., < Gr. Cephalinae (sef-a-l!'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cepha-
A genus of '"* ~*~ -*W*P-] A" subfamily of plectognathous

fishes, typified by the genus Cephalus : synony-
mous with Molidce.

cephalis (sef'a-lis), n. [NL., < Gr. Kf(j>a'Ai(, a
little head, a capital, dim. of Kf<AoA#, head.] A
lattice-head in the skeleton or certain radio-
larians of the group Monopylea ; a simple sub-

spherical lattice-shell, inclosing the central

capsule and standing in connection with it at
the basal pole of its main axis.

cephalistic (sef-a-lis'tik), a. [< Gr. Ke^.tf,
head, + -isWc.] Same as cephalic. [Rare.]
There is a cranium, the cephalistic head-quarters of sen-

sation, is. Taylor.

[NL., < Gr.
Cephalata (sef-a-la'ta), n.pl. [NL., neut. pi. .

ofceplialatus: see cephalate.'] A prime division cephalitis (sef-a-li tis), n. i>-.u., % .. /vcyu/u,,

of mollusks, including those with a head, gener-
nead

>
+ " ] In pathol., inflammation of the

ally provided with tentacles, eyes, and a mouth brain or its membranes,
armed with jaws, as gastropods, pteropods, and capitalization (sef'a-li-za'shon), n. [< cepha-

. , . * ^*T_ T f *L
'

;._ _1_ *,-,, T T ! ! _ . ^ A - -

Ctfhanis Ipecacuanha.

cephalopods: same as Cephalophora, 1, or En-
cephala : the opposite of Acephala. [Not now
in use.]

cephalate (sef'a-lat), a. and n. [< NL. cepha-
latus, < Gr. Ke^a^, head.] I. a. Having a head,
as a mollusk

; specifically, of or pertaining to
the Cephalata.

II. n. A mollusk having a head; specifically,
one of the Cephalata.

cephaletron (sef-a-le'tron), n.
; pi. cephaletra

(-trft). [NL., < Grr. /ce^a/u/, head, + fyrpav, the
abdomen.] Owen's name (1872) of the head,
cephalon, or anterior division of the body of
some crustaceans, as the king-crab : correlated
with tJioracetron and pleon.cephalad (sef'a-lad), adv. [< Gr. Ke<j>a/Ji, head,+ -ad$.] In anat., toward the head; forward cephalhematoma, re.; pi. cephalhematomata

in the long axis of the body; in the opposite Same as cephalafinatoma.

is situated cephalml of the cerebellum ; the fundus of the
bladder is cephalad with reference to its neck.

cephalaea (sef-a-le'a), n. [L., < Gr. ice<t>afaiia,
a persistent headache, prop. fern, of Ke<f>d%au>{,
of the head, < Keajaty, head.] In pathol., head-
ache, especially one of those forms of headache
which do not seem to be part of some more gen-
eral disorder, and which do not exhibit the typi-
cal features of neuralgia or of megrim.
cephalaematoma (sef-a-le-ma-to'mii), n.

; pi.

cephalcematomata (-ma-ta). [NL-, ^ Gr. KE^KIA^,
head, + alfta(r-), blob'd,"+ -oma.~\ A swelling

lize + -ation.] In biol., a term first used by J.
D. Dana to denote a tendency in the develop-
ment of animals to localization of important
parts in the neighborhood of the head, as by the
transfer of locomotive members or limbs to or
near to the head (in decapod crustaceans,- for

example), or the concentration of plastic force
in parts composing the head, or subserving
cephalic functions. It is accomplished in various
ways : by the transfer of members from the locomotive
to the cephalic series

; by participation of anterior loco-
motive organs in cephalic functions ; by increased abbre-
viation, condensation, and perfection of structure ante-
riorly, with the opposite qualifications posteriorly ; or
(in man alone) by the uprising of the cephalic end, till at
last the body becomes vertical.

cephalize (sef'a-liz), . t.
; pret. and pp. cepha-

lized, ppr. cephalizing. [< cephal-ic + -4ze.~] To
make or render cephalic ;

favor or cause ceph-
alization in or of: as, to cephalize legs of a
crustacean by modifying them into mouth-
parts ;

to cephalize the nervous system by de-

veloping a brain.

,
dial. Ktfiakii, Keffij/, cephalized (sef 'a-lizd), p. a. [Pp. of cephalize.

head, prob. not connected with c.] Exhibiting cephalization ; having the head
L. caput, head, or AS. hedfod, and anterior members of the body well devel-
E. head, or, it appears, with oped or well distinguished.
AS. (poet.) hafela, hafala, hea- cephalo-. [NL., etc., cephalo-, < Gr. Ktfya/.-li, head :

fola, the head, but perhaps see cephalic.] An element in compound words
connected with gablei : see of Greek origin, meaning the head, referring to

caput, head, gable*.] I. a. 1. the head, skull, or brain. Also cephal-, before
Pertaining to the head in any a vowel.

way. 2. Situated or directed Cephalobranchia, Cephalohranchiata (sef"a-
toward the head; connected lo-brang'ki-a, -brang-ki-a'ta), n.pl. [NL.,<Gr.

Gr. Kf<f>al.iK.6(;, of or for the head,



Cephalobranchia

, head, + ,V'J .I. gi">*-] An order of

Aitiitlirlii with cephalic branchiae, including the

sedentary or tnbicolous polychcetons annelids.

Tliry a rr worm-like marine aofimUS, fur the most p:u I pro
tected by u tube ; have distinct se\e> and a Mgmanted
body; respire by branehia; situated on or iiuar tli. hea.l .

and undergo matamorphoslB, the embryo hcinj; free swim
iniux ami riliate. Tin- tubes art- usually IMMttd by the

animal^ themselves, and in some cases have been mi>-

tiiki-n for the shells nt inollusks; they may be either ealca

reons or membranous, or composed of grains of sand ag-

glutinated together, and an- either free or adherent to

some lixe.t lorri-ii bnilv, tint not organically attached to

the animals inhabiting them. To tliis order belong siirti

families as AmiiliMi-iiiiln; TfivlK'Hiiln-. Xnl-IHilir, and ,SVi--

pulidte. Also railed t'ii/>itil-nn<-lii'i. t'/ifit Hiriittt-hiata,

('iiiiitiiin-tini-tii'i, CtepftofrnuuMitei see s<-<l<//fitriu ami
Tubicolce.

cephalobranchiate (sef'a-lo-brang'ki-at), o.

K Gr. ktifii'/,/, head, + (i/myxia, gills, + -/'.)
Having tufts of external gills on or near the
head

; specifically, of or pertaining to thod-plia-
lohranchia. Also capitibranchiate, capitobran-
chiate.

cephalocaudal (sef 'a-16-ka'dal), a. [< Gr. KC-

tya'/ii, liead, + L. cauda, the tail, + -al.] In

mint., same as cephalocercal.

cephalocele (sef 'a-lo-sel), n. [< Or. Kt^n'At/, head,
+ tdfhi, tuinor.] In patliol., the protrusion of
more or less of the cranial contents through an
abnormal opening in the cranial walls

; hernia
of the brain.

cephalocercal (sef'a-16-ser'kal), a. [< Gr. nr-

0a/U/, head, + K(/>KO<;, tail, + -ill.] In anat., ex-

tending from head to tail : applied to the long
axis of the body. Also cephalocaudal.

cephalochord (sef'a-lo-kord), n. [< Gr. Kefalt/,

head, + xl"ty, string, cord, chord.] In em-

bryol., the cephalic or intracranial portion of
the chorda dorsalis of the embryo : correlated
with notochord and urochord.

Gephalochorda (sef*a-lo-k6r'da), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. xeijtaA!/, head, + xC^'/t string, cord, chord.]
A name given by E. R. Lankester to the lance-
lets (Amphioxus) considered as a prime divi-

sion of Vertebrata, contrasted on one hand with
Urochorda (tunicates or ascidians), on another
with Hemichorda (acorn-worms), and also with
Craniota (all other vertebrates collectively).

cephalochordal (sef'a-lo-kor'dal), a. [< ceph-
alochord + -al.] 1. Of or pertaining to the

cephalochord. 2. Of or pertaining to the Cc-

phalochorda.
cephalocone (sef'a-lo-kon), n. Same as cepha-
liii-on us.

cephaloconi,.". Plural of cephaloconus.
cephaloconic (sef"a-lo-kon'ik), o. [< cephalo-
cone + -ic.] Of or pertaining to a cephaloconus.
cephaloconus (sefa-lo-kd'nus), n.

; pi. cepha-
loconi (-ni). [NL.. < Gr. K0aX#, head, + Kovof,
a wedge, cone.] In pteropods, a process on
the head in addition to the superior tentacles.
Also cephalocone.
cephalodia, n. Plural of cephalodium.
cephalodiiferous (sef-a-16-di-if'e-ms), a. [< NL.
cephalodium + L. ferre = E. bear^.] Bearing
cephalodia.
cephalodine (sef-a-16'din), a. [< Gr. Ketj>aM>6tK,
like a head (see cephalodium), + -!.] In hot.,

forming a head. K. Browne.

cephalodium (sef-a-16'di-um), n.
; pi. cephalo-

dia (-). [NL., < 'Gr. nfaUr(, like a head, <

xc<t>aAi/, head, 4- <!of, form.] In hot., an orbicu-
lar granular concretion which occurs on the
thallus of lichens, and in which gonidia are
localized.

cephalodynia (sef'a-lo-din'i-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

nett>a).>t, head, + i>6ivi)
{
pain.] In pathol., pain in

the head
; cephalalgia ; myalgia in the muscles

of the head.

cephalogenesis (sefa-lo-jen'e-sis), n. [NL., <

Gr. K<t>a/.i/, head, + ytvtaif, generation.] Thefor-
mation or development of the head or brain.

cephalogenetic (sef*a-lo-je-net'ik), a. [< cepha-
logenesin, after genetic.] Pertaining to or of the
nature of cephalogenesis.
cephalography (sef-a-log'ra-fl), n. [< Gr. KC-

<t>a>.ri, head, -f -ypaifiia, < ypd<j>eiv, write.] A de-

scription of the head. Dunglison.
cephalohematoma (sef'a-lo-hem-a-to'ma), n.

;

pi. cfiilniloln'inalomata (-ma-ta). Same as cc-
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cephalohumeralis (sef'a-16-hu-me-ra'liK), .
;

pi. I'l'/iliii/ii/iHiHfriilc.i (-lez). [NL., adj. as n.:

see i
i

i'i>hnli>humrral.'} In mint., a large muscle
of some animals, as the horse, representing I lie

clavicular portions of the human sternocleido-
mastoid ami deltoid combined,

cephaloid (sef'a-loid), a. [= !'. i-i'iilmlmde =
Sp. I'lJ'iilonlfii, < (.ir. /if^aXot((!>;<;, < ntfyafii, bead, +
">', form.] Shapedlikeorresemblingthehead.

Cephaloidse (sef-a-16'i-de), n.fil. [NL.,< ('I'/i/ni-

IIKIII + -iilu-.] A family of heteromerous Cnli--

o/i/i-ra with the anterior coxal cavities open be-

hind, and the head strongly constricted at the

base, prolonged behind, and gradually nar-
rowed.

cephalology (sef-a-lol'o-ji), . [< Gr. ne^aM/,

head, + -t.oyia, < fayeiv, speak : see -ology.] A
treatise on the head.

Cephalolophus (sef-a-lol'o-fus), n. Same as

cephalopodous

Cephalophora (sef-ii-]of'<i-rii), . /;/. [NL.,
neut. |>i.

of ri-/iiiii/iiiii,ni -HX: sci- eephahphoroHt.]
1. A division of mollusks, Inotndmg tilOM whie
have a head: synonymoiiK with ('i^linl/iln. l><

I'.lni iirilli-. 1817. 2. One of the three classes
of Motluisra, the other two being An /ilinli/ ami
<'i

l>lit:li i/,
nilii. It is divided into the subclasses

SeapMopodO, (Instm/milii, and I'ti rn/Miila.

cephalophoran (sef-ii-lof'o-ranj, H. and (i. I. .

A member of the I Vyi/m/o/i/io/ .

II. n. Same .-is /, /ilmlti/i/mrou.*.

cephalophore (se-fal'o-for), . [< NL. Cephalo-
/iliiii-n. 1

A ccphalophoran.
cephalophorous (sef-a-lof'o-nis), a. [< XL.
oiphalopkonu, < (ir. MO//}, head, + -^6/Mf, <

Qe/u-iv = E. bear*.] 1. Having a head, as a

cephalate mollusk. 2. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the

cephalohumeral (sefa-lo-hu'me-ral), a. and
H. [< NL. />ii/iiil,,liumeralis, < Gr. Kf^a^^, head,
+ L. hitmcnix, prop, umrrus, the humerus.] I.
<i. Connecting the head with the fore limb : as,
the cephnliilinmi-nri muscle.

II. H. A muscle of some animals connecting
the skull with the fore limb

; the cephalohu-
meralis.

eephaloma (sef-a-16'ma), .; pi. cephalomata
(-ma-tfi.). [NL. (from its resemblance to brain-

substance), < Gr. Keqa'f.i], head, 4- -oma.] Inpa-
thol., a soft carcinoma.

cephalomeuingitis (sef'a-16-men-in-ji'tig), .

[NL.,< Gr. ne<t>a'/.i/, head, 41 NL. meningitis, q. v.]
In pathol., inflammation of the membranes of

the brain: distinguished from x/iiiml an nim/i/i^.

cephalometer (sef-a-lom'e-tei
1

), n. [< Gr. -

<pa't.>l, head, + fif-rpov, a measure.] 1. An in-

strument formerly used for measuring the fetal

head during parturition. 2. An instrument
for measuring the various angles of the skull ;

a cranioineter.

cephalometric (sefa-16-met'rik), o. [< cepha-
lometry + -ic.] Pertaining to cephalometry.
cephalometry (sef-a-lom'e-tri), , [= F. cepha-
fametrie: see cephalometer.] Measurement of

the head or skull ; craniometry.
Cephalonian (sef-a-16'ni-an), a. and n. I. a.

Of or pertaining to Cephalonia (the ancient

Cephallenia), the largest of the Ionian islands,
now belonging to the kingdom of Greece.

II. . A native or an inhabitant of Cepha-
lonia.

cephalonomancy (sef-a-lon'o-man-si), n.
[<

Gr.

Kefya'/.i}, head, + ovof, an ass, + [tavreia, divina-
tion. ] A kind of divination formerly practised
in detecting guilt. Lighted coals having been placed
on the head of an ass, prayers were recited, and the names
of suspected persons pronounced at random. The one
whose name happened to he called at the moment that the
ass brayed with pain was presumed to be guilty.

cephalont (sef'a-lont), n. [< Gr. KC^KI/J?, head, +
uv (OVT-), being, ppr. of chat, be : see CHS and
be 1

.] In xool., the phase or stage of a septate
or dicystidan gregarine in whicn the anterior

cyst or protomente bears an epimerite: the

opposite condition is called sporont.
Cephaloon (sef-a-16'on), . [NL. (Newman,
1838), < Gr. Ke^aij/, head, + uav = L. ovum, an
egg.] The typical genus of the family Cepha-
loidce.

cephalo-orbital (sef
//

a-16-6r'bi-tal), a. In

anat., of or pertaining to the head and to the
orbits. cephalo-orbital index, the ratio of the cu-
bic contents of the two orbits taken together to the cubic
contents of the cranial cavity multiplied by 100.

Cephalopeltinat (sef'a-lo-pel-ti'na), n. pi.

[NL., < Cephalopeltis + -ina2 .] A group of am-
phisbsenians, typified by the genus Cephalopel-
tis, named by Gray for species having the head
depressed and covered above by a flat and
slender nail-like shield, either simple or trans-

versely divided. It included a few African and
South American species.
Cephalopeltis (sefa-lo-pel'tis), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kc^a/.//, head, + -ire^-n/, a shield.] The typical
genus of Cephalopeltina, including amphisbae-
nians with a shield-like plate on the head.

cephalopharyngeal (sef"a-16-fa-rin' je-al), a.

[As cephalopharyngt-us + -al.] In anat., per-
taining to the head or skull and to the pha-
rynx : as, a cephalopharyngeal muscle.

cephalopharyngeus (sef*a-ld-fa-rm'je-us), n.
;

pi. cephalopharyngii (-ji-i). [NL"v < Gr. K&paAq,
head, + ^d/wyf, pharynx.] 1. The superior con-
strictor of the pharynx. 2. A muscle, occa-

sionally found in man, springing from the base
of the skull, and inserted among the fibers of

the inferior constrictor of the pharynx.
Cephalophinse (sef'a-lo-fi'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Cephalophus + -ina.] A subfamily of African

antelopes, represented chiefly by the genus Ce-

phalophus.
cephalophine (se-fal'o-fin), a. Tufted on the

poll, as an antelope ; specifically, pertaining to
or having the characters of the Cephalophitue.

TbciT arc various reasons for supposing that this ances-

try |of the UunelHbranch] is to be found in tbe stock of the
r. {,!,"!< >i,Iti,i-nil* Illollltsca.

BM. Lab. qfjohiw llopkini, III. 37.

Also cenhaloplioi-ini.

cephalophragm (se-fal'o-fram), n. [< NL. ce-

liliii/ojilii-iti/iiiii. < (jr. KtifML/ii, head, + <p/My/ia, divi-

sion: see jthragma.] A Y-shaped internal parti-
tion which divides the head of gome insects,
as certain orthopterans, into an anterior and a

posterior chamber.

cephalophragma (sef *a-lo-frag'mii), n.; pi.

t->lihi/lii)}li>-(i<)iiiata (-ma-tii). [NL.] Same as
n

/ili<iln/i/irai/m.

cephalophragmatic (sef'a-lo-frag-niat'ik), a.

[< cephaloi>liriii/mii(t-) + -ic.] Forming a par-
tition or diaphragm in the head, as of some in-

sects; of or pertaining to a cephalophragm.
Cephalophus (se-fal'6-fus), n. [NL. (Hamilton
Smith, 1827), contr. from Ce]>haloloplntii ; so
called from the tuft of hair on the head

;
< Gr.

ne<j>a%j/, head, + /ixtyof, a crest.] An extensive

genus of African antelopes, with short conical

Duyker, or Impoon (Ctfttalofttm mereens).

horns set far back, a large muzzle, and a crest-
ed poll. It contains such species as the duyker or Im-
poon, C. mergent; the roodebok or redbuck, C. natalen-
nt; and the philantomba, coquetoon, and many others,
which are much hunted for their hides and flesh. Also
written more correctly Cephalolophiu, and incorrectly Ce-

phalnpiut.

cephalopod(sef'a-lo-pod or se-fal'o-pod), a. and
n. I. a. Pertaining to or resembling the Cepha-
lopi>da. Also cephalopodan, cephalopodoua.

II. n. A member of the class Cephalopoda.
Also cephalopodan, cephalopode.
Cephalopoda (sef-a-lop'o-da),

n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. KefaMJ, head, -t- TTOI f (xbti-) = E. foot.] A
class of the Mollusca, the highest in organiza-
tion in that division of the animal kingdom,
characterized by having the organs of prehen-
sion and locomotion, called tentacles or arms,
attached to the head. They are divided into two
sections, TetmbranehMa and Dibrtmchiata. The nauti-
lus and the fossil genera Orthwxrag, Ammonites, (Jtniia-

titen, etc., belong to the Tetrabraiichinta, in which the
animal has an external shell. The dihranchiate group in-

cludes the argonaut, the octopus or eight-armed cuttlefish,
and the ten-armed forms, as the calamaries. the fossil be-

lemnites, etc. The shell is in all these internal, in some
rudimentary, but the female argonautids develop an egg-
case as a sort of external papery shell. The fossil Cepha-
lopoda are multitudinous. See cuts under Dibranchiata
and Telrabranchiata.

cephalopodan (sef-a-lop'o-dan), o. and n. [<

Cephalopoda + -an."] Same as cephalopod and
cephalopodous.
cephalopode (sef'a-lo-pod or se-fal'o-pod), n.

Same as cephalopod.
cephalopooic (sef'a-lo-pod'ik), a. [< cephalo-

jxiil + -ic.] Same as cephalopod.
cephalopodous (sef-a-lop'o-dus), o. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Cephalopoda.
The apparent resemblances between the cephalopodous

and the vertebrate eye are merely superficial and disap-
pear on detailed comparison, llmlt'ii. Anat. Invert., p. 452.
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Cephaloptera (sef-a-lop'te-ra), n. [NL. (Bisso,

1826), fern, of cephalopterus: see ccplinlopter-

ous.] The typical genus of the family Cepha-
lopteridai: so called from having a pair of pro-
jections like horns upon the head. Also Cepha-
laptems.
Cephalopterse (sef-a-lop'te-re), n, pi. [NL.,
pi. of Cephaloptfra.,] Same as Cephalopterid<e.
Miiller and Henle, 1841.

cephalopterid (sef-a-lop'te-rid), n. A selachian
of the family Cephalopteridce,

Cephalopteridae (sef"a-lop-ter'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Cephaloptera + -idee.] A family of ob-

lique-mouthed fishes, of the group Batoidei, or

rays, typified by the genus Cephaloptera. They
have very oroad, laterally pointed, wing-like pectorals, dis-

tinct cephalic tins, subteraiinal mouth, and fine teeth in

one or both jaws, or none at all. The largest of the rays
belong to this family, and among them is the devil-fish,
Munta Irirostris, of the American seas.

cephalopteroid (sef-a-lop'te-roid), a. and .

[< Cephaloptera (Ceplialopterus, 2) + -oid.] I.

a. Resembling or pertaining to the Cephalop-
teridce.

II. n. A cephalopterid.
cephalopterous (sef-a-lop'te-rus), a. [< NL.
cephalopterus, < Gr. ne$a.~f,ri, head, + irrepav,

wing.] Having the head alate
; provided with

wing-like cephalic appendages ; specifically,

pertaining to or having the characters of the

Cephalopteridie.

Cephalopterus (sef-a-lop'te-rus), n. [NL.
(Isid. Geoffroy, 1809): see cephalopterous.] 1.

A remarkable genus of South American oscine

passerine birds, of the family CotingidtK and
subfamily Grymnoderince, including those fruit-

crows which are known as umbrella-birds: so
called from their singular crests. There are
three species, C. ortiattis, C. pendulifier, and C. gldbrieol-
lis. They are related to the bell-birds or arapungas.
2. Same as Cephaloptera.
cephalorachidian (sef"a-16-ra-kid'i-an), a. [<
Gr. KZ$<MI, head, + pdxif (pa%i&-), spine, + -ian,]
In anat., pertaining to the head and spine.

cephalostegite (sef-a-los'te-jit), n. [< Gr. ne-

0a/j?, head, + onytg.m roof, + -tie2.] In Crus-

tacea, that part of the carapace which covers
the head

;
an anterior division of the carapace,

in any way distinguished from the posterior di-

vision, or omostegite. See Apus, 2, and Daph-
nia.

cephalot, cephalote (sef'a-lot, -lot), n. [< Gr.

Ke^aXurrff, headed, with a nead, < Ke<jM/J/, head.]
A yellow, elastic, fatty substance, insoluble in

alcohol, but soluble in ether, obtained from the
brain. It is probably cerebrin in an impure
state. Also cerebrot.

Cephalotaxus (sef
" a - 16 - tak '

BUS), n. [NL. ,
<

Gr. neepahri, head, + Tiifof (< L. taxus), a yew-
tree.] A genus of coniferous trees, resembling
and nearly related to the yew, but with clus-
tered inflorescence and large plum-like fruit.
There are four species, of China and Japan, two of which
attain a height of about 10 feet, and the others of 50 and
60 feet. They are sometimes planted for ornament, and
are easy of cultivation.

cephalote, n. See cephalot.

cephalotheca (sef'a-lo-the'ka), n.; pi. cephalo-
thecce (-se). [NL., < Gr. nefyrM), head, + ft?K7,

a case: see theca.] In entom., the head-case,
or that part of the integument of an insect-

pupa which covers the head.

ceph.aloth.ecal (seFa-lo-the'kal), a. [< cephalo-
theca + -al.] Casing or sheathing the head;
having the character of a cephalotheca.
cephalothoracic (sef "a-16-tho-ras'ik), a. [<

cephalothorax (-roc-) + -ic.] In anat., pertain-
ing to or situated on the cephalothorax.
Cephalothoracic scutum or shield, the plate covering
the cephalothorax. See cut under Eurypterida.

cephalothorax (sef
" a - 16 - tho '

raks), n. [= F.

cephalothorax, < NL. ccptialothorajc, < Gr. Ke^aMj,
head, + ftipof, a breastplate : see thorax.] The

anterior divi-

/> sion of the body
in arthropods,
as crustaceans,
spiders, scor-

pions, etc., con-

sisting of the
head and thorax
blended toge-
ther. The term is

also applied to the
of Cephalolhorax of the entire anterior di-

yiatilis), in vertical vision of the body
of members of the

a, rostrum ; .ophthalraite ; r, antennulae ; genus Limtdue hv
rf, antenna; ; t, labrnra ; /, metastoma ; ?, thnaA wh/* hMH tlio
mouth ; H. procephalic process ; i, ophthal-

l

mic sternite; *" antennulary steruite: J,
view of its morphol-

antennary sternite, or epistoma. Ogy thus implied.

Ante r part
Crawfish (Astacus j
longitudinal section
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Cephalothricidae, Cephalothrichidae (sef'a-

lo-thris'i-de, -thrik'i-de), n. pi. [NL., prop.

CepkalotrieMdee,<, Cephalothrix (-trich-) + -id<v.]
A family of rhynchocrelous turbellariaus, typi-
fied by the genus Cephalothrix, having an in-

distinct head elongated and pointed, and no

cephalic slits or lateral organs. Also Ceplialo-
trichidie.

Cephalothrix (sef-a-loth'riks), n. [NL. (Ce-

phalotricli-), < Gr. Kcpa/.i/, head, + Bpil- (rpix-),

hair.] The typical genus of the family Ccpha-
lothriddte or Cephalotlirichida?. C. biocttlata is

an example. Also Cephalotrix.

cephalotome (sef'a-16-tom), n. [=F. cephalo-
tome, < Gr. /cc^a/loriJ/iOf, cutting (off) the head, <

KC<jM?.fj, head, + ro//<if, cutting, < re/ivav, ra/ieiv,

cut.] In obstet.
,
an instrument for cutting into

the fetal head as a preliminary to its forcible

compression in order to facilitate delivery.

cephalotomy (sef-a-lot'6-mi), n. [= F. cepha-
lotomie = Sp. ccfatotomia, < Gr. Ktfyaf.ri, head, +
Tony, a cutting, < re/tvetv, rajielv, cut: see anat-

omy^ and cf. cephalotome.] 1. In anat., the dis-

section or opening of the head. 2. In obstet.,
the act or practice of operating with the ceph-
alotome.

cephalotribe (sef'a-lo-trlb), . [=F. cepha-

lotribe, < Gr. xe^a/li?, head, T rpi/ieiv, bruise.]
In obstet., an instrument for crushing the head
of the infant in the womb in cases of difficult

delivery. It consists of a strong forceps, with a power-
ful screw, by which the blades are forcibly pressed to-

gether so as to crush anything that is between them.

Cephalotrichidae (sef "a-lo-trik'i-de), n. pi.
The correct form for Cephalothricidce, Cephalo-
thrichidfe.

cephalotripsy (sef'a-16-trip-si), n. [< Gr. Kfd>a'/,t'/,

head, + rpi^if, a rubbing, bruising, < Tptften;

rub, bruise.] In obstet.. the use of, or the act of

operating with, the cephalotribe ;
the operation

of crushing the head of the fetus in the womb
to facilitate delivery. Dunglison.
Cephalotrix (sef-a-lot'riks), n. Same as Cepha-
lothrix.

cephalotroch (sef'a-lo-trok), n. [< NL. cepha-
lotrochum, neut. of cephalotrochus : see cepha-
lotrochous.] In zodl., the preoral or cephalic
division of a trochosphere (which see), as dis-

tinguished from the postoral branchiotroch :

thus, the velum of an embryonic mollusk in the

veliger stage is a cephalotroch.
Cephalotrocha (sef-a-lot'ro-ka), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of cephalotrochus : see eephalotro-
ehous.] A group of polycheetous annelids, the
ciliated free-swimming larvae of which have a
row of cilia in front of the mouth at some dis-

tance from the anterior end of the body, as the
larva of Polunoe. Claus.

cephalotrochal (sef-a-lot'ro-kal), a. [< cepha-
totroch + -al.] Having a cephalic circlet of

cilia
; of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a

cephalotroch.
cephalotrochic (sef"a-16-trok'ik), a. [< cepha-
lotroch + -ic.] Same as cephalotrochal : as,
the cephalotrochic tufts of Rotifera. Encyc.
lint., XXI. 4.

cephalotrochous (sef-a-lot'ro-kus), a. [< NL.
cephalotrochus, < Gr. ne(j>a'/.ij, nead, + rpox6f, a

wheel, a round cake : see trochee] Having a

cephalic circlet of cilia ; specifically, pertaining
to or having the characters of the Cephalotrocha.

Cephalotus (sef-a-16'tus), n. [NL., < Gr. -

^xz/iurof, headed, <J Kt$a>,ti, head.] A genus of

plants of a somewhat
anomalous structure, in-

cluded in the natural or-

der Saxifragacecs. Only one
species is known, C.folliculari*

(the Australian pitcher-plant),
a curious herb with radical

leaves, of which some are ellip-
tic and entire, but others are
altered into pitchers with a

thickened notched rim, closed
with lids like the true pitcher-
plants, Nepenthes. The small
white flowers are borne on a
long spike. The generic name
has reference to the capitate
hairs which cover the base of
the calyx.

cephalous (sef'a-lus), a.

[< Gr. ;0o^, head.] 1.

Having a head: opposed
to acephalous. 2. Per-

taining to or resembling
the CephalatO: as, the Australian Pitcher-plantt a-

, ,
*

-.f ,. fnalotus follrculnris).
cephalous Mollusca.

Cephalus (sef'a-lus), n. [NL. (Shaw, about
1804), < Gr. wfiH head: see cephalic.] A ge-

Cepphus
nus of plectognathous fishes, to which different

limits have been assigned, (i) Originally proposed
by Shaw (in 1804) for the same species previously called by
(JuvierMoinr.andby Blochand Schneider Orthvyoriitcux. (2)
Later used by Ranzani (in 1837) for tilt- typical species of

3/o/a, but a monstrous specimen of the species, (a) Subse-

quently restricted by Swainson (in 1839) to the species typi-
cal of the genus now called liaiaania. In the last sense it

became the bnsis of the subfamily Cephalitife of the family
llaliitidif iu Swainson's classification of Ashes.

Cephea (se'fe-a), n. [NL. (Pe>on and Lesson,
1809) : see Cep'lieits.] A genus of discophorous
hydrozoans, of the order fthizostomea and fam-
ily Cepheidw. See cut under Discophora.
cepheid (se'fe-id), n. A jelly-fish of the family
( 'epheida

1
.

Cepheidae (se-fe'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cephea +
-ifte.] The family of hydrozoans represented
by the genus Cephea. Subsequently the family was
reduced to the rank of a subfamily, which was named, from
the associate genus(7

J
yi.vr/i('za)of Cephea, Polyrhizidce, and

referred to the family Toreumidat. Haeckel, 1879, 1850.

Cepheus (se'fus), . [L., < Gr. Kj^rff, in myth.
u king of Ethiopia, husband of Cassiope, father
of Andromeda, and father-in-law of Perseus,

The Constellation Cepheus.

placed with these three among the stars.] 1.

One of the ancient northern constellations,
preceding Cassiopeia. It is figured to represent
the Ethiopian king Cepheus wearing a tiara and having
his arms somewhat extended. Its brightest stars are of
the third magnitude.
2. A genus of moss-mites, or acarids of the

family Oribatidce. Koch, 1835.

Cepola (sep'o-la), n. [NL. (in ref . to the resem-
blance of the fish to the leaves of the plant), <

ML. cepola, also cepula, a little onion, dim. of L.

ccpa : see cepa and cibol.] The typical genus of
the family Cepolidce, instituted by Linnaeus in

] 766. A species of this genus is C. ruliesctns, found on
the British coast, and known in England by the names red

band-Jixh and red snake-fish.

cepolid (sep'o-lid), n. A fish of the family Ce-

pulida'.

Cepolidas (se-pol'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cepola
+ -idat.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,

represented by the genus Cepola, to which vary-
ing limits have been assigned by ichthyologists.
In Giinther's system of classification the Cepolidce form a

family of his Acantho^iterygii blenniiformett, and are char-
acterized by the elongated band-like body, which is much
compressed ; by the absence of a bony stay for the preoper-
ciilum ; and by the thoracic position of the ventral flns,
which are composed of a spine and five soft rays. The
species are called ribbon-fish, Innd-jigh, and sometimes
//'/AV-//VA. in allusion to their elongated and attenuated

form. Some other forms of the family name are Cepolidi.

Cepolidia, and Cepolini.

cepoloid (sep'6-loid), a. and n. [< Cepola +
-aid] I. a. Resembling or pertaining to the

Cepolidas.
II. n. A fish of the family Cepolidce; a cep-

olid.

Cepphi (sep'fi), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Cepphus,
q. v.] A group of diving birds: an inexact

synonym of Pygopodes or Urinatores.

cepphic (sep'fik), a. [< Gr. Ke-rrijtof,
a light sea-

bird, prob. the stormy petrel; hence, a feather-

brained simpleton, a booby: see Cepphus.]
Very light ; trifling. [Rare.]
Cepphus (sep'fus), . [NL., < Gr. Kfa6of, a light
sea-bird, prob. the stormy petrel.] In ornith. :

(af) A genus of diving birds, the loons: sy-



Cepphus

nonymouswith Colymbusor Urinator. Morlirin;/,

1752. (ft) A genus of Alciilii- founded by I'. S.

Pallas in 1769, now commonly called Vria; the

black guillemots. There arc several species, inlial.it

ing the North Atlantic, North Pacillc, ami Arctic ocean-.

The common black guillemot is C. <inill, ; the pigi

guillemot is C. fiilitmtja ; the sooty guillemot is C. rartitt.

(,'t) A genus of altricial grallatorial birds, the

umbrettes: now calleil X/-<>/><ts. ./. H'mjlir, 1827.

cera(se'ra), . [L., wax: see cere.] Same as << .

cera-. See rcrato-.

Cerabranchia (ser-a-brang'ki-ii), >i. i>l. Same
as Ceratobranckia.
ceraceOUS (se-ra'shius), . [< NL. eeraecii*. <

L. cera, wax: see cere.] In6<.,waxy: applied
to bodies which have the texture and color of

new wax, as the pollen-masses of many orchids.

ceragO (se-ra'go), n. [NL., < L. rrru. wax. I

Bee-bread, a substance consist ing chiefly of

the pollen of flowers, used by bees as food.

cerain (se'ra-in), N. [< L. cera, wax, + -in-. Cf.

<<)('.] That portion of beeswax which is spar-
ingly soluble in alcohol and is not saponified

by potash.
ceral (se'ral), . [< r.cra + -nl ] In ormtlt., of

or pertaining to the cere. ('ones.

cerambycid (se-ram'bi-sid), . A beetle of the

family I'l-rniiihi/riilir.

Cerambycidas (ser-am-bis'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Ceriiin/11/.i- (-lii/c-) + -idle.] A family of phy-
tophagous Coleoptern, with antennse having a

diffused sensitive surface, the tarsi generally di-

lated and spongy beneath, the submentum not

pedunculate, the antennas usually long or great-

ly developed, frequently inserted upon frontal

prominences, the front often vertical, large and

quadrate, and the tibial spurs distinct.

CerambycinaB (se-ram-bi-si'ne), n. pi. [NL.,
< Ccrambyj; (-bye-) + -inas.~\ The typical sub-

family of Cerambycidas, in which the prothorax
is not margined, the palpi are not acutely

pointed, and the fore tibise arc without grooves
on the inner side.

cerambycine (se-ram'bi-sin), a. Of or per-
taining to the Cerambycina; or Ccrambycidce.

Cerambycini (se-ram-bi-si'ni), n. pi. [NL., <

(.'crambyjc (-bye-)
+ -int.] In La-
treille's system of

classification, a

prime division of

longicorn beetles,

approximately
equivalent to the
modern family
Cerambycida;.
Cerambyx (se-

ram'biks), i.

[NL., < Gr. nepd/1-

5i>f, a kind of

horned beetle,

perhaps <
Kapafipc.,

a beetle, with
simulation of K-

paf, horn.] A ge-
nus of longicorn

beetles, typical of

the family Ceram-

bycida!, formerly
-'>- (c^^ *,.,.

of great extent,
but now restricted to the typical musk-beetles.

ceramla, . Plural of eeramium, 2.

Ceramiaceee (se-ra-mi-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Ceramium + -ace<e.] The'rose-tangles consid-

ered as a natural order: same as Ceramiece.

ceramic, keramic (se-, ke-ram'ik), a. [= F.

ccramique = Sp. cerdmico = Pg. It. ceramico, <

NL. eeramicus, < Gr. nepautK6f, < Kepaftof, potters'

clay, a piece of pottery, jar. etc.] Of or belong-
ing to pottery or to the fictile arts

; pertaining to

the manufacture of porcelain, stoneware, earth-

enware, and terra-cotta: as, ceramic decoration.

ceramics, keramics (se-, ke-ram'iks), n. [PI.
of ceramic, keramic: see -ics.] The fictile arts

collectively ;
the art or industry of making jars,

vases, etc., from clay which is molded and
baked; also, collectively, the things so made.
See ceramic.

ceramidium (ser-a-mid'i-um), n.
; pi. ceramidia

(-ii). [NL., < Gr'. Kcpa/tidiov, dim. of tcepa/jic, a

vase, a tile, < Kcpa/ioc, potters' clay, pottery: see

ceramic.] In bot., an ovate or urn-shaped con-

ceptacle found in certain alga?, having an apical
pore and containing a tuft of pear-shaped spores
arising from the base. Harvey.
Ceramleae (ser-a-mi'e-e,) n. pi. [NL., < Cera-
iniiiin + -ccc.] A suborder of seaweeds or alga?,

consisting of thread-like jointed plants of a
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red or brown-red hue; the rose-tangles. The

spores are in masses surrounded by a gelatinous

envelop. Also, classed as an order. Ci-fiimiin-i-ir.

ceramioid (se-ram'i-oid), a. [< Cernmium +
-niil. J Having the character or appearance of

algil' of the suborder I'irii/iiii-ir.

ceramist (ser'a-inist), ii. [< ccrani-ie + -int.]

A person devoted to the ceramic art, whether
as a manufacturer, a designer and decorator.

or as a student or connoisseur.

Ceramium (se-ra'mi-um), . [NL. (so called

from the incurved tips
of the forked filaments,

which resemble the handles of a pitcher), < r.

kijii'minv, a jar or pitcher, dim. of xl/xi/ior, pot-
ters' clay, pottery, a jar.] 1. A large genus
of delicate red algte, typical of the suborder
('< i-iiniifir. The plant consists of branching tllamcnt-

each having a single row of cells ami a cortical band at

the nodes. The tips of the filament.- arc incurved. In

Mini-' -pceie-, a.s the coin Hum f '>>! mi i/m ,">,,,,<, the cor-

tical layer extends throughout.

2. [1. c.; pi. ceramia (-a).] An ancient liquid
measure. In Egypt under the Ptolemies it was cc|tial

to the iirtab. or :).4 liters ; later, to the cube of a Roman
cubit, or ss,i> liters. In Greece the name was used for

the Koman amphora.

ceramographic (ser''a-mo-graf'ik), a. [< n-rn-

inf/mi>!iy T -ic ; = F. cerainograithique = Sp.

OtfUntoyraJico.] Pertaining to ceramography.
ceramography (ser-a-mog'ra-fi), . [= F. ce-

i'<tttifif/i'(i[ihie, < Gr. Ktfiafwg, pottery, + -ypatyia,

< yp&teet, write.] 1. The study of ceramics; a

description of ceramic ware, as of porcelain or

terra-cotta. 2. Decoration of fictile ware, as

pottery, porcelain, etc.

Painting, or rather colouring, as it would be more prop
erly described in its earliest phase, in which it was entirely
subservient to architecture and cerantoyraphy, is said to

have been first elevated to an art by Cleanthes of Corinth.

Encyc. Brit., II. 353.

There is no progress and no promise in Cyprian cera-

nuxjraphy; it would seem to have mechanically repro-
duced the same patterns, century after century.

E4.iiibu.ryh Rev., CIJS.III. 227.

Ceraphron (ser'a-fron), . [NL., said to be <

Gr. Kepac, a horn (antenna), + afpuv, senseless,
< a-

priv.
+

<t>f>>fv, mind.] A genus of
pupivo-

rous hymenopterous insects, of the family Proc-

totrypidoj, of minute size and parasitic habits.
Some of them prey on injurious insects. C. purilltts lives

on the lame of bark-boring beetles. It is calculated that

not more than one in ten escapes these enemies. C. earpen-
tori deposits its eggs in female plant-lice. About 60 spe-
cies are described.

Ceraphroninae (ser'a-fro-ni'ne), . pi. [NL.,
< Ceraphron + -iiue.]' A subfamily of Procto-

trypida, typified by the genus Ceraphron, and
characterized by the two-spurred front tibise.

Cerapus (ser'a-pus), n. [NL., < Gr. aepac, horn,
+ Trof'f= E. foot.] A genus of amphipod crusta-

ceans which live in a tube, like the caddis-worms

among insects; the caddis-shrimps. They belong
to the family CoroplMda. C. tnbularis is a species which
is found among sertularians on the Atlantic coast of the

United States.

cerargyrite (se-rar'ji-rit), n. [< Gr. nepac, hom,
+ ap-)vpiT>K, of silver, < apyvpof, silver.] Na-
tive silver chlorid, a mineral occurring crystal-
lized in cubes, also more commonly massive.
It looks a little like wax, and is so sectile that it may )>e

cut with a knife ; hence it is called horn-silver. The color

is nearly white when fresh, but on exposure to the light
it darkens and becomes brown. It is an important ore of

silver. Also written kerargyrite.

ceras (ser'as), n.
; pi. cerata (-a-tii). [NL., <

Gr. Kfpac, a horn, akin to L. cdrnu = E. horn,
and the source of carat : see horn, carat, cerato-,

etc.] In zool., a horn, or a horn-like
part, pro-

cess, or organ; specifically, one of the dorsal

papilla? or false gills of a pygobranchiate or
notobranchiate mollusk, as a sea-slug.
These diverticula extend usually one into each of the

dorsal papilla) or cerata when these are present.
E. R. Lankexttr, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 659.

cerasin (ser'a-sin), n. [= F. ce'rasine = Sp. ce-

rasina, < NL". cerasina, < L. cerastis, a cherry-
tree: see Cerasus, cherry1 .] A kind of gum
which exudes from cherry-trees andplum-trees.
It is distinguished from gum arable by being
insoluble in cold water.

cerasine (ser'a-sin), a. [< Gr. atpac, horn, +
-jnei.] In mineral., horny; corneous. Often
kerasine.

cerasinous (se-ras'i-nus), a. [< L. cerasinus, <

Gr. *K(pdaivos, pertaining to the cherry, < nepaatK;,

cherry: see Cerastis, cherry
1
.] 1. Pertaining

to or containing cerasin. 2. Cherry-colored;
deep-red. [Rare.]
cerasite (ser'a-sit), n. [< L. cerasus, a cherry-
tree, + 4fA] A cherry-like petrifaction.
cerastes (se-ras'tez), n. [= F. ceraste = Sp.

cerasta, ceraste, cerastes = Pg. It. cerasta, < L.

ceratiid

'x, < <ir. M/Minn/i;, a horned serpent, prop,
adj., horned, < n?/>ac, horn: see e.crus, cerato-.]

1. Some horned viper.
Ceraxfi-x Imni'il, hydrus. ami clojw iln-ar.

Milt*.,,. I', i.., \. 525.

2. [cap.] [NL. (Lnurcnli, 17GH).] A genus of

very venomous African and Indian serpents.

Horned Viper (Ctrastti vifrra of ha

the horned vipers, of the suborder >'<>// imi/lypha
and family l'ii>eriitir, having a horn over each

eye, and the tail distinct from the body. <'. n-

pera or liiinsi'li/iiisti is the horned viper of north-

ern Africa, a species known to the ancients.

Cerastium (se-ras'ti-um), n. [NL. (so called

from the horn-shaped capsules of many of the

species), < Gr. itfpac, a horn.] A genus of plants,
natural order CaryophylUicea;, consisting of pu-
bescent herbs with small leaves and white flow-

ers, the petals bifid, and the cylindrical capsules

Branch of Mouse-ear Chickweed (Cerastium nutans}, with flower

an<i dehiscent capsule on larger scale. ( From Gray's
" Genera of the

Plants of the United States/T

often curved, opening regularly by twice as

many teeth as there are styles. The species, known
as mmisf-eae chickweed and field -chickweed, are numerous
and widely distributed, but are of no economic value. A
few are cultivated for ornament, and several are very com-
mon weeds In all temperate and cool regions.

Cerasus (ser'a-sus), n. [NL., < L. cerasus, < Gr.

Kepaaoc, the cherry-tree: see cherry1
.] A for-

mer genus of trees, natural order Rosacece, now
considered a section of the genus Primus. See

cherry
1

.

cerata. Plural of cera*.

cerate^ (se'rat), a. and . [< L. ceratus. pp. of

cerare, wax, < cera, wax: see cere.] I. a. In

ornith., cered; having a cere.

II. n. [< L. eeratum, prop. neut. of ceratvs,

pp.] A thick ointment composed of wax, lard,

or oil, with other ingredients, applied external-

ly for various medical purposes simple cerate.
Same as erratum. Turner's cerate, cerate composed
of prepared calamin, yellow wax, and olive-oil.

cerate'2 (ser'at), . [< Gr. nfpas (ncpar-), horn :

see cero.8.] Chlorid of silver
;
horn-silver. See

cerargyrite. Also kerate.

cerated (se'ra-ted), a. [< L. ceratus, pp. of

cerare, cover with wax : see cerate1 .] Covered
with wax.
ceratheca (ser-a-the'kii), n. [NL.] Same as
ceratotheca.

ceratia, . Plural of ceratiwn, 1.

OeratiaceSB (se-ra-ti-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Ceratium + -acta?.] A division of Myxomycetes,
containing those which have the plasmodium
fused and exosporous. Van Tieghem.
ceratiaceous (se-ra-ti-a'shius), a. Of or per-

taining to the Ccratiacete.

Ceratias (se-ra'ti-as), n. [NL. (Kroyer, 1845),
< L. ceratias, < Gr. upOTWr, < /paf (xf/wr-), a

horn.] A genus of pediculate fishes, typical of

the family Ceratiidte.

ceratiid (se-ra'ti-id), a. and . I. a. Of or

pertaining to the Ceratiidce.

II. n. A fish of the family Ceratiidai.
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Ctratium tripos,
greatly magnified.

Ceratiidas (ser-a-ti'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Ccrntias ordinary siliqua of the Crueiferte, but without
+ -i(lii'.] In Gill's system of classification, a fain- a septum, and having the lobes of the stigma
ily of pediculate fishes, with the branchial aper- alternate with the placentae, as in Corydalis.
tures in or behind the inferior axillte of the 2. [cap.~\ A genus of flagel-

pectoral tins, the anterior dorsal rays superior, late infusorians, related to

mouth opening more or less upward, lower jaw 1'cridinium, by some refer-

gcnorally projecting beyond or closing in front red to a family J'eridiniidce.

C. tripos is an example: so
called from the three pro-
cesses besides the flagel-
lum. F. von Paula Schrank,
1793.

cerato-. [NL., etc., also

by contr. cera-, cerao-, cero-

(and irreg. ceras-, ceri-, ce-

rio-), in some words also or more commonly
with initial k, kerato-, etc., before a vowel cerat-,

cer-, kerat-, < Gr. Keparo- (rarely also Kfpo-),

combining form of Kepat; (ncpar-), horn, a horn :

see ceras.] An element in many compound
words of Greek origin, meaning horn, or a part
likened to a horn. See the following words,
ceratoblast (ser'a-to-blast), . [< Gr. icepaf

(Kepar-), horn, + jifaardf, a germ.] A spongo-
blast (which see). Also keratoblast.

The spongoblasts of Schultze, which should, we think,
be styled keratoblaittn.

Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1884, p. 83.

Also keratin, Ceratobranchia (ser
//

a-to-brang'ki-a), n. pi.

[NL., Gr. likpaq (Kepar-J, horn, + fip6.yXia, gills.]

Ceratias holbiilli.

of the upper, and pseudobrachia with three ac-

tinosts. It is one of the most characteristic of the deep-
sea types of fishes, and unusual variation occurs among its

representatives.

ceratin, ceratine3 (ser'a-tin), . [< Gr. Ktpac

(nepar-), horn, + -/ 2
,
-ine2 .] The proper sub-

stance of horn or horny tissue
;
the organic

substance of the ceratina, entering largely into
the composition of epithelial or cuticular struc-

tures, as horns, hoofs, nails, etc.

keratine.

ceratina (se-rat'i-na), n. [NL., < Gr.
of horn, < nepaf (ntpar-), horn: see ceras.~\ 1.
In anat., the horn-plate or horn-layer of the

A group of nudibranchiate opisthobranchiate
gastropods, having the branchiae cylindrical,
fusiform, or club-shaped, whence the name.
Also Cerabranchia.skin; the epidermis or cuticle: in the most

general sense including all epidermal parts or Ceratobranchial (ser"a-to-brang'ki-al), a. and
structures, as horns, nails, hoofs, claws, etc. [< Gr. xfpac (Kepar-), horn,+ jipdyXia, gills,+

-ill."] I. a. Noting the principal and median
piece of a branchial arch in fishes.

II. w. If. In Owen's nomenclature of the

parts of a hyoid bone, that bone which, in ver-
tebrates below mammals, is borne upon the end
of the hypobranehial, and, in a bird for instance,

2. [cap.'] In zool. : (a) A genus of bees, family
Apidce and subfamily Dasygastrince. C. dupla
is an example. Latreille, 1804. (6) A genus of
araehnidans. Menge, 1867.

ceratine 1
(ser'a-tin), a. [< Gr. Ksp&rivof, of horn,

< Kepaf (fpar-), horn.] Epidermal
j cuticular;

consisting of or pertaining to ceratina.

ceratine2 (ser'a-tin), a. [= F. ceratine, < L.

forms the terminal portion of the greater cornu
_________ ____________

, . _. of the hyoid, the hypobranehial and ceratobran-

ceratina, < Gr. Keparivtif, the name of a sophisti- chial together forming the so-called thyrohyal,
cal dilemma (the Horns) celebrated among an- which curves up behind the skull, in fishes it

cient rhetoricians, < nepanvoc. of a horn, < Kcitac contains on its convex margin most of the gill-filaments,

-), horn. The dilemma is thus stated :

""""" "e mOSt ' the "*"" N W Ca'led

in Greek, Et n O!>K awtptdec, TOUTO lxeif- Kipara 2 . In later nomenclature, same as the apohyal
OVK avipatef KipoTB apa lxetf (Diogenes of gome authors and the hypobranchial of Owen.

Laertms, 7, 187); m Latin: Quod non perdidisti, ceratobranchiate (ser"a-to-brang'ki-at), a
habes; corima non perdidisti ; habes igilur cor-

[< Ceratobranchia + -afeX]' Of or pertainingmm (Gellms, 18, 2, 8) ;
that is: What you have to the Ceratobranchia.

not lost, you have; you have not lost horns; ceratocele (ser'a-to-sel), n. [< Gr. pac (rpar-),
therefore you have horns.] Sophistical ;

falla- horn, + Ktfl.ti, a tumor.] In pathol., hernia of the
ly subtle. [Bare.] cornea, or protrusion of the membrane of De-

ceratme ,
n. bee ceratm.

scemet, with more or less of the inner corneal
ceratme*t (ser a-tm), a. [Appar. < Li. ceratum, layers, through an opening in the outer corneal
a wax plaster (see cerate*), + -ie2

;
or an error

layers. Also keratoccle.
forcenne.] Made of wax. Cotes, 1717. [Eare.] ceratocricoid (ser"a-t6-kri'koid), a. and . [<
ceratioid (se-rat'i-oid), . andn. [< Ceratias +

ceratocrwoideus.} "I. a. In anat., connected
with the inferior cornu of the thyroid cartilage
and with the cricoid ring.

II. n. An occasional muscle of the human
larynx, connected with the posterior crico-ary-
tenoid muscle, passing from the cricoid ring
to the inferior cornu of the thyroid cartilage.
Also keratocricoid.

ceratocricoideus (ser'a-to-kri-koi'de-us), n.
;

pi. ceratocricoidei (-i). \Nii., < cerato- + cricoi-

deus.~\ The ceratocricoid muscle. Also kera-

-old.'] I. a. Pertaining to or resembling the
Ceratiidce.

II. n. One of the Ceratiidce.

ceratite (ser'a-tlt), . A fossil cephalopod of
the genus Ceratites.

Ceratites (ser-a-tl'tez), n. [NL. (Haan, 1825),
< Gr. ntpaf (ncpar-), horn, + -ites.] 1. A genus
of fossil tetrabranchiate

cephalopods, characteris-
tic of the Triassic forma-
tion, and typical of the fam-

ily Ceratitidce. They have de-

scending lobes ending in a few
small denticulations pointing
upward, and evident septa. C.
nodosus is an example.
2. A genus of flies, of the

family Mmcidas. MacLeay,
1829.

Oeratitidae (ser-a-tit'i-de),
n. pi. [NL., < Ceratites, I,

tocricoideus.

Ceratoda (ser-a-to'da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. Kcpa-
TuSw. see ceratode."] The horny or fibrous

sponges; the Ceratospongite or Fibrospongias.
See Ceratoidea. Also written Keratoda.

Ceratode (ser'a-tod), n. [< Gr. KepartiSr/g, contr.
of /ccp<zToe%-, horn-like, < nepaf (/ccpar-), horn, +

fof, form.] The horny or fibrous skeletal sub-
stance of sponges. Also ceratose, keratode.

.'., = ,-'
- -i-> We have heard that keratode was found in the iuvagina-+ -Ma'.] A family of tetrabranchiate cephalo- tions of the ectoderm [of certain sponges],

pods, typified by the genus Ceratites. The last Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1884, p. 82.

chamber of the shell is short, the lobes are finely denticu- Ceratodidae (ser-a-tod'i-de), n. pi [NL., <
lated, the denticulations being shallow and subequal, Ccratodu? + -ida> 1 A familv of dirmoflTis orand the saddles are generally simple and rounded. The

a~^
,
A rl Q4V I aipnoans, or

surface of the shell is ribbed and tuberculated. The spe-
SO-called mudfish, characterized by possessing

cies lived during the Permian and Triassic epochs. but one lung, and so considered to represent a
ceratitis (ser-a-ti'tis), . [NL., < Gr. ncpaf suborder, Monopn&umona, of the order IHpnoi.
(KEPO.T-), horn, + -itis. Of. L. ceratitis, < Gr. Also called, more correctly, Ceratodontidw.
(teporirif, horned poppy.] Inflammation of the ceratodon (se-rat'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr. ntpat
cornea. Also keratitis. (nepar-), horn, + orfoif (orfovr-) = E. tooth.'] If.
ceratitoid (se-rat'i-toid), a. [< Ceratites, 1, + An old name of the narwhal : so called from
-aid.] Resembling or having the characters of the horn-like tusk. 2. {cap."] The genus of
the Ceratitidce or of Ceratites. narwhals: now called Monodon. Brisson, 1756;
ceratium (se-ra'shium), n. [NL., < Gr. Kepdnov, Illiger, 1811.
dim. of Kepof (taper-), horn: see ceras.'] 1. PI. ceratodont (se-rat'o-dont), a. and n. I. a. Hav-
ceratia (-shia). In bot., a capsule similar to the ing the characters of the Ceratodontidce.

Ceratoidea

II. H. A fish of the genus Ceratoditu or family
Ceratodoiitii/ir,

ceratodontid (sor"a-to-don'tid), . A fish of
the family (Jeratodohti'da;.

Ceratodontidae (ser"a-to-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Ccratodus (-odont-) + -idte.] A family
of dipnoous fishes, represented by the genus
Ceratodus. See Ceratodidce.
ceratodous (se-rat'o-dus), a. l< ceratode +
-os.] Consisting of ceratode; eeratofibrous,
as the skeleton of a sponge.
Ceratodus (ser'a-to-dus), n. [NL. (Agassix,
1838), < Gr. Kfpaf (/vepar-), horn, + orfoff (bSavr-) =
E. tooth.] The typical genus of the family Cera-
todontidte: so called from the horn-like ridges
of the teeth. Ceratwlu* .fonteri is the Imrramunda
of Australia, sometimes called the native salmon. It is

from 3 to 6 feet long, and its body is covered with cycloid
scales. The head is wide and bony, the dorsal and anal fins

are confluent with the caudal, and the pectoral and ventral

paddle-like, but pointed at the ends. The dentition is es-

pecially characteristic ; in each jaw is a lateral molar with
transverse ridges diverging outward, and in advance of
the palatal ones are incisor-like teeth. The family is re-

markable for its antiquity, having survived from the Tri-
assic and Jurassic periods to the present time. In the
early aj;es it was widely distributed, but it is now repre-
sented by only one or two fresh-water species in Australia.

eeratofibrous (ser"a-to-fi'brus), a. [< Gr. K-
paf (ntpar-), horn, '+ 'fibrous.] Consisting of

horny fibers, as the skeleton of most sponges.
ceratogenous (ser-a-toj'e-nus), a. [< Gr. Kepar
(Kepar-), horn, + \f *yev: see -genous.] Pro-

ducing horn or a horny substance: as, cerato-

genous cells. Also Jceratogenous.

ceratoglobus (ser"a-to-glo'bus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kfpaf (nfpar-), horn, + L. globus, ball.] Same as

buphthaJmos.
ceratoglossal (ser"a-to-glos'al),

a. and n. [As
ceratogloss-vs + -at.] I. a. "Pertaining to the

greater cornu of the hyoid bone and to the
tongue : specifically said of the ceratoglossus.

II. n. The ceratoglossus.

ceratoglossus (ser
//

a-to-glos'us), n.; pi. cera-

toglossi (-i). [NL., <! Gr. nepaf (Kcpar-), horn, +
>/Ux7<7a,the tongue.] In anat., that portion of the

hyoglossus which arises from the greater cornu
of the hyoid bone in man. It is sometimes de-
scribed as a distinct muscle. Albinus.

ceratohyal (ser"a-to-hi'al), a. and n. [< Gr.

ntpac; (nepar-), horn, + E. liy(oid) + -al.] I. a.

In anat., pertaining to or noting (a) certain
lateral portions of the hyoid skeletal arch; (6)
the smaller and anterior cornu of the hyoid
bone in man.

II. . In anat. : (a) In mammals, including
man, the lesser cornu of the hyoid bone ;

that by
which the bone is slung to the skull, situated at
the junction of the greater cornu or thyrohyal
with the body of the bone or basihyal. Flower.
See cut under skull, (b) In birds, the corre-

sponding part of the hyoid bone, which, how-
ever, does not connect the bone with the skull,
and is borne upon the glossohyal, not the basi-

hyal: it is always small, often wanting, (cf) In
nrnith., formerly, the bone of the compound
hyoid, now known as the epibranchial ; that
bone which is borne upon the apohyal (of for-
mer nomenclature, now the ceratobranchial),
and forms the terminal portion of the greater
cornu. Macgillivray. (d) In fishes, the chief
element of the branchiostegal arch, which bears
most of the branchiostegal rays.

Ceratohyla (ser"a-to-hi'la), n. [NL., < Gr.

Kepaf (Ksparr), horn, + Hy'la.] A genus of ar-
ciferous salient batrachians, of the family Hemi-
phractidce, having a well-ossified skull devel-

oping horn-like processes, whence the name. C.
bubalus is an example.
ceratohyoid (ser"a-to-hi'oid), a. and n. [< NL.
ceratohyoideus, < Gr. Ktpaf (xtpar-), horn, + NL.
hyoideus: see hyoid."] I. a. Pertaining to or
connected with the horns of the hyoid bone:
as, a ceratohyoid muscle.

II. w. The ceratohyoideus.
ceratohyoideus (ser"a-to-hl-oi'de-us), .; pi.

ceratohyaidei (-i). [NL. :' see ceratohyoid.] A
muscle connecting the hyoidean and branchial
arches of some of the lower vertebrates, as rep-
tiles of the genus Menobranchus.

ceratoid (ser'a-toid), a. [= F. ceratmde, < Gr.

KfpaTocttir/s, horn-like: see cera tode.~] 1. Horn-
like : horny. 2. Fibrous or horny, as a sponge ;

specifically, belonging to the Ceratoidea.

Also keratoid.

Ceratoidea (ser-a-toi'de-a), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

KeparoeM/f, horn-like : see ceratode.] The horny
sponges or Ceratoda ; in Hyatt's system, the
third order of the second class, Carneospongiie,
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of the Forifera ta or sponges ;
the true horny

sponges, whose skeleton consists of ceratode,
forming a network in the mesoderm. They arc
the only (sponges of practical importance and commercial
value. They are usually found cm rocky ground or coral-
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reefs at a depth of not more than 7fi fathoms. Also AV,v/

taidta.

ceratomandibular (ser"a-t6-man-dib'u-liir), n.

[< NL. I'i'riiliiiniiiiililiiiliirix, < Gr. Ki/iaf (tepar-),
horn, + LL. iiiiititlibula, a mandible.] Pertaiu-

a leaf.] The only genus of plants of the natural a perithecium with an elongated neck, occur-
ordor t'rriitf>i>>tyll<ifi<i: ring in certain fungi. 2. (/'"/'] A gonug of

Ceratophytat(ser'a-to-fi'tii), ii.pl. [NL. (orig. |.vn-noinycotous fungi.
/!<///,////,',-/ Cuvi'iT," 1817), <Gr. nlpac.(iic/iaT-), ceratotheca (ser"a-to-t''6'kii), H. [NL., < (jr.

horn, + IJIVTUV, a plant.] In Cuvier'g system of /.<//<; (/ir-), liorn, + ///,;/, ease : see II,,, ;i.] In
classification, a tribe of corticate ('uruUifi-rn.

having an interior fibrous axis resembling horn
in substance and texture. It includes such

genera as AntlpaOHt and

iiituni., an antenna-case, or that part of the in-

tegument of a pupa which covers and .shows
the outline of the antenna. Kirliy and Speno.-

_._, _, _ . _ called it
. <-iriitliii;i.

ing both to a portion of the hyoid bone and to ceratophytet (ser'a-to-fit), . A member of ceratothecal (sor a-to-the'kal), a. [< eerato-
the mandible: as, the ceratomandibular muscle the Cn'nio/ilii/iti. Also I; i;it<i/ili>/ti. theca + -til.] of or pertaining to a cerato-

ceratoplastic (ser*a-tp-plas'tik), . [< cerato- theca; casing antennee.

l>luxti/ + -if.] Pertaining to or of the nature ceratotome (se-rat'o-tom). n. [< Gr. ntpof (te-
at ceratoplasty. Also ktratoplaitio. /'""-), horn, + nuuSf, cutting, < rffivtiv, rapelv,

cut.] An instrument for dividing the trans- Ceratoplasty (ser'a-to-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. ntpaf cut.] In surg., a kind of scalpel used in opera-
parent cornea in the operation for cataract by (fff11"-), horn, + ir'/.aar6f, verbal adj. of irMooeiv, tions for cataract for making incisions in the

form, mold.] In surg., the artificial restora- cornea. Also keratottim, .

tion of the cornea by replacing it by one taken ceratotomy (ser-a-tot'o-mi), n. [< Gr. nipat
ruvla, also atpa- from an animal. Also spelled keratoplaxtij. (HI/MIT-), horn, + 'fopf/, a cutting: see anatomy,
rta, the carob- Ceratoptera (ser-a-top'te-rii), n. [NL. (Mill- and cf. ceralome.'] In surg., an incision in the
tree (so called ler and Henle, 183'7), < Gin. xepaf (Ktpar-), horn, cornea. Also keratotomy.
from the horn- + irrep/m, wing or fin.] A genus of rays with ceratum (se-ra' turn), n. [L. : see cerate*, .]

cephalic fins developed as horn-like appen- The pharmacopoeia! name for simple cerate,
dages toward the front of the head, typical consisting of 30 parts of white wax and 70 of
of a group Ceratopterina. lard

; ceratum adipis.
Ceratopterina (ser-a-top-te-ii'na), i. pi. [NL., ceraunic (se-ra'nik), a. [< Gr. nepavv6f, & thun-

<. Cerataptera + -*'.] In Gunthers system derbolt, thunder and lightning,+ -ic.] Pertain-
of classification, a group of Myliobatidte, char- ing to or accompanied by thunder and lightning.
ucterized by the very small size of the teeth ceraunics (se-ra'niks), n. [PL of ceraunic:
and the development of cephalic fins, forming see -ics.] That branch of natural philosophy
a pair of separated appendages of the head in

l- : ~1- =

front of the snout : synonymous with Cephalop-

of reptiles.
ceratome (ser'a-tom), n. [< Gr. n6pa( (Kepar-),
horn (cornea), -r-

TOfidf, cutting, (. Tfftveiv, rafietv,

extraction of the lens. Also kerntome.
Oeratonia (ser-a-to'ni-a), w. [NL., < Gr.

, also Krpa-

shaped pods),
< KCpai; (/CF/WT-),
a horn.] A ge-
nus of plants,
natural order

l.ft/iiHiiiiomrt
re-

markable from
the fact that the
flowers lack the
corolla. The only
species is C. Stti-

which investigates the laws and describes the

phenomena of heat and electricity. [Rare.]
ceraumte (se-ra'nit), n. [= F. ceraunite, < Gr.

'

,
a native of the Ceratorhina (ser'a-to-ri'nil), n. [NL. (Bona- KepawiTw (so. Mffof, stone)", a kind of precious

UutltfedttoniiMtn! P,
ar*e

' 1828, in the form Ceratorhyncha), < Gr. stone, lit. a thunder-stone, < ittpaiv6f, a thun-

Branch of Carob-trce (Ceratsnia Stliqua],
with flower and fruit.

The pods, often call-

ed locust-beans, are

supposed by some
to nave been the
food of John the

Baptist in the wil-

derness. They con-
tain a sweet nutri-

tious pulp, are extensively used for feeding animals, and
are sometimes seen in fruiterers' shops.

Ceratonota (ser"a-to-n6'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. Ceratorhyncha (ser'a-to-rijig'ka), . [NL., <

pi. of veratoHOtus: see ceratonotous.] A divi- Gr. ntpas (/?par-), horn, -r- #7*or,"gnout.] Same
sion of non-palliate or nudibranchiate opisthp- as Ceratorhina, 1. Bonaparte, 1828.
branchiate gastropods, having the ctenidia Ceratornis (ser-a-tdr'nis), n. Same as Ceriornis.
atrophied and replaced by cerata which serve Ceratosa (ser-a-to'sft), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
as gills, as the sea-slugs of the family JEolida;.

ceratonotal (ser"a-to-n6'tal), a. [As cerato-
not-ous + -til.] Having cerata or false gills on
the back; notobranchiate; specifically, of or

pertaining to the Ceratonota.
ceratonotous (ser'a-to-no'tus), a. [< NL.
ceratonotus, < Gr. xtpaf (xepar-), a horn, + varos,
back.] Same as ceratonotal.

ceratonyxis (ser*a-to-nik'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

Ktpaf (Kt-par-), horn, + vifif, a puncturing.] In
sura., the operation of removing a cataract by sarcidee. Also Keratosa.
thrusting a needle through the corner of the ceratose (ser'a-tos), a. and n.

eye and breaking up the opaque mass. Also < Gr. ntpaf (Kepar-), horn, +
keratomixis.

Ceratophrys (ser-a-tof'ris), n. [NL. (Boie), <
Gr. Ktpaf (Kepar-), norn, + bippitf = E. brow.] A
genus of arciferous salient batrachians, of the

family Cystignathida:, containing toads with a
horn-like process over the eye, whence the
name. The Brazilian C. fryi is an example.
Ceratophthalma (ser'a-tof-thal'ma), n. pi.

[NL. (Latreille). < Gr. 'kfpaf (nepaT-),"hoTn, +
offlatyk, eye.] In Latreille's system of classifi-

cation, a section of his phyllopodous branchio-
3_ __!__!. J il "l* M *. *

(nepar-), a horn, + pic, piv, nose.] 1. Age- derbolt.] Same as belemni'te.
nusof auks, of the family Alcida;: socalled from ceraunoscope (se-ra'no-skop), . [Cf. Gr.
the large deciduous horn which surmounts the KepawoaKoirta, the observation of thunder and
base of the bill. The type and only species i& the rhi- lightning in divination, < nepawdf, thunder and
noceros auk, C. tnonoctrata, of the northern Pacific ocean, lightning, + moirfiv, view.] An apparatus or

CbZrhtoZ?
' Cerorhynea" Cfrorhina

- C^rorhyncha, instrument used in the mysteries of the an-

2. [Spelled Ceratorrhina.'} A genus of coleop- n
ci6

K
t8
Iv5S .^"^der

and "ghtning.

terous insects. Westwood, 1843 Cerbera (ser'be-ra), n. [NL., after the fabled
dog Cerberus, in allusion to their poisonous
qualities.] An apocynaceous genus of small
trees, consisting of four maritime species of

Madagascar, tropical Asia, and the Pacific.
Those best known are C. Odallam and C. Tanghin, the

--
.. -.-.'/ -t -

i. ' r fruit of which is a violent poison, and was formerly used
of ceratosus : see ceratose.] 1. The horny or in Madagascar in ordeals.

fibrous sponges; the Ceratoda. Also Keratosa. Cerberean (ser-be're-an), . [Also Cerberian, <

Bowerbanl: 2. As restricted by Lendenfeld, L. Cerbereus, pertaining to Cerberus.] Relat-
a suborder of sponges, of the order Cornacii- ing to or resembling Cerberus.

spongiaij supported by a skeleton of spongin A cry of hell hounds never ceasing bark'd

(exceptionally without any skeleton at all), With wide Certxrean mouths full loud.

the fiber without spicules proper, but with or Milton, p. L., ii. 655.

without foreign bodies. In this sense it is com- cerberin, cerberine (ser'be-rin), M. [< Cerbe-

posed of the families Spongidai, Aplysiitidai, ra + -in%, -<e2.] A vegetable principle found
Hircinidas, Spontjeliida, Aplysillida;, and Hali- in Cerbera Odallam.

[< NL. ceratosus,
-osus: see -oe.]

I. a. Horny.
When the living matter is removed from a Crratose

sponge a network of elastic horny fibres, the skeleton of
the animal, remains behind. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 428.

II. n. Same as ceratode.
Also keratose.

ceratosilicious (ser'a-to-si-lish'ius), n. [< Gr.

ntpas (Kepar-), a horn', + L. siliceus, silicious.]
Containing or composed of mixed horny fibers
and silicious spicules, as a sponge. Also kera-
tosilicious.

i families Bran- ceratosilicoid (ser'a-to-sil'i-koid), a, [As cer-
ehtpodidai&nd bsthernda:, of the order Pnyllo- atosilic-ioug + *>/.'] Same as ceratosilicious
poda. Properly Ceratophthalmata. Also keratosilicoid.ff _ ~f * j. ^I_IBU KvrctKivttwievoi

Oeratophyllacea
(ser'^-to-fi-la'se-e),

n. pi. Oeratosilicoidea (ser'a-to-sil-i-koi'de-a), n.
[NL., < CeratopJ,yllum + -acete.] A natural or- [NL.,< Cerato(idea) +"Silieoidea.] An'orde:
fler ot

plants, other gi-oup of sponges, intermediate betw<

[L., < Gr. K^p/Jcpof.]
In class, myth., the

Cerberus. Antique bronze.

containing a
single genus
with only one
species, Cera-

topiiyllum de-
mersum (horn-
wort). It Is a
slender aquatic
herb, with whorl -

ed, finely dissect-

ed, rigid leaves,
and small, solitary,
monoecious flow-

ers, without calyx
or corolla. It is

common in pools
or slow streams
over a great part
of the Worhl.

pi.
An order or

group of sponges, intermediate between
the Ceratoidea on the one hand and the Silicoi- cerca (ser'ka), n.

; pi. cerca; (-se).
dea on the other : the siliciceratous sponges, incorrect form of ccrciis.

They have skeletons of mixed ceratose fibers and silicloui

Cerberus (ser'be-rus), n.

watch-dog of tfie infer-
nal regions, the offspring
of the giant Typhaon
and the serpent-woman
Echidna. He is usually rep-
resented with three heads,
with the tail of a serpent, anil
with serpents round his neck.

2. [NL.] In herpet., a ge-
nus of East Indian ser-

pents, related to the py-
thons, having the head
entirely covered with
small scales. 3. A con-
stellation of Hevelius,
formed out of four small
stars of the constellation

Hercules, and now obso-
lete.

[NL.] An

spicules. Most sponges are of this character. Also Kera-
tfmlicoidea.

Ceratospongiae(ser''a-to-spon'ji-e), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr.

Homwort (CeratopHyllum demtrsuw}.

Ceratophyllum (ser*a-to-fil'um), [NL., <
Gr. nepas (Kfpar-), a horn, '+ 0Xov = L. folium,

cereal (s^r'kal), a. [< cercus + -al] 1. Of
or pertaining to the tail; caudal; coccygeal.
[Little used. ] Specifically 2. Of or pertain-

. ST^-V, a norn; +Won'ci, a^spongl] JJJ^?^ c
|
rci of an insect '

InClaus's system of classification, the second *\ ":.
8
?
e
-;^ff'

order of the class Spongut; the horny sponges,
cercana (ser-ka n-k),.;pl.cercarB(-). [NL.,

for the most part branched or with massive
sponge-stocks, with a framework of horny
fibers in which grains of silex and sand are
embedded. Also Keratospongite.
ceratospongian (ser'a-to-spon'ji-an), a. and .

I. a. Of or pertaining to the Cerdiospongio!.
II. H. A member of the Ceratospongite.

ceratostoma (ser-a-tos'to-mS), n.
; pi. cerato-

stomata (ser'a-to-sto'ma-ta)." [NL., < Gr. ntpaf
(xepar-), a horn, '+ ar6/M, a mouth.] 1. In bot.,

zool., the second larval stage of a trematoid
worm or fluke, named by O. P. Muller in 1786 as
a genus of infusorians. It is a tadpole-like body,
which becomes encysted and gives rise to the sexual forms.
The cycle of forms is : 1, distoma, parent form ; 2, redia ;

3, cercaria ; 4, encysted cercaria ; 5, distoma. The larva?
are chiefly found in the bodies of mollusks, and the adult-
in vertebrated animals, as birds. Bee redia, Dirtotna.

The Redia . . . has a mouth and a simple caecal intes-

tine, but no other organ. In its cavity a process of inter-
nal gemmation takes place, giving rise to bodies resem-



cercaria

Embryonic and Larval Forms (Rediae and Cercariae) of Trentato-

eta. all nighly magnified. A, Monostommn muttibilt, the ciliated

embryo, a, inclosing the zofiid, b, which is represented free at B.

C, redia, or King's yellow worm of Distoma pacificutn, containing
germs (<r) of other redia:. D, redia, containing cercariae, a, a, ,

cercaria. F, the distoma resulting from the cercaria.

Win;; the parent In shape, liut destitute of reproductive
organs, and furnished with long tails, by which they are

g
repelled. These creatures, called Cercarice, escape by
ursting through the Redia, and, after a free-swimming

existence, penetrate the body of some other animal, their

tails dropping off. They then become encysted, and . . .

assume the adult form. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 179.

Cercariadaet (ser-ka-ri'a-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cercaria (see cercaria) -f- -arte.] A family of

worms, named from the supposed genus Cer-

(<(> in.

cercarian (ser-ka'ri-an), a. and n. [< cercaria
+ -an.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the
characters of cercarians.

II. . A treinatoid worm or fluke in its sec-

ond larval stage. See cercaria.

cercariform (ser-kar'i-f6rm), n. [< NL. cer-

caria + L. forma, shape.] Like or likened to

a cercaria : as, the cercariform larva of a trema-
toid. Huxley.

cercelt, [< F. cercelle, also sarcelle, < ML. cir-

cella, a teal, found also in various other forms,
appar. ult. < L. querqueduhi, a teal : see quer-

qitedula. ] A teal. Coles, 1717.

cerchet, " and A Middle English form of

search.

cerchneis (serk-ne'is), n. [NL., < Gr. nepxwik,
contr. Ktpxvijs, also transposed /cey^pj^f, etc., the

kestrel.] An old name of some small hawk of

Europe, sometimes generically applied to the

group of which the kestrel, Falco (or Tinnuncu-

lus) alaudariu3, is the type.
cerchnus (serk'nus), . [NL., < Gr. Ktpxvof,

roughness, hoarseness, < nfjxv f> rough,
hoarse.] In pathol., noisy respiration ;

hoarse-
ness of voice.

cerci,
. Plural of cercus.

Cercidiphyllum (Ber'si-di-fiTum), n. [NL. (so
called because the leaves resemble those of the

Judas-tree), < Gr. Kepnif, Judas-tree (see Cercis),
+

<j>i>A.tov, leaf.] A genus of trees, referred to the

Magnoliacece. Two species are known, both natives of

Japan, of which C. Japonicum has been introduced into cul-

tivation. It has cordate leaves and inconspicuous flowers.

Cercis (ser'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. Kepitif, a kind of

poplar (according to others, the Judas-tree),
so called from its rustling motion; < Kepnif, a

shuttle.] A small genus of trees or shrubs, of

the natural order Leguminosw. They have simple,
broad, generally two-lobed leaves, and rose-colored flow-

ers, appearing before the leaves. The best-known species
in the old world is C. Siliquastrum, commonly called the

Judas-tree, from the tradition that it was upon a tree of
this sort, standing near Jerusalem, that Judas Iscariot

hanged himself. It is common on the shores of Asia
Minor and in all the East. C. Canadensis, of the United
States, is known as the red-bud.

cerclet, and v. The older English form of circle.

cercle (ser'kla), a. [F., circled, pp. of cereler,

circle.] 1. In her., crowned, or surrounded by
a crown, wreath, or the like. 2. Ornamented
with circles, as a jug or bottle : most commonly
applied to vessels decorated with circles drawn
around them by a brush or point held stationary
while the vessel is revolved on the potters' wheel.

Cercocarpus (ser-ko-kar'pus), re. [NL. (so
called withref. to the long and caudate achenes),
< Gr. KepKOf, tail, + Kapiroe, fruit.] A rosaceous
genus of shrubs or small trees of the western
United States and northern Mexico. There are
four or five species, with thick evergreen leaves and hard,
heavy, dark-colored wood. C. ledifolim attains the greatest
size, and is known as mountain mahogany.
Gercocebidse (sfer-ko-seb'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cercocebus + -ida;.] A family of monkeys,
named from the genus Cercocebus.
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Cercocebus (ser-ko-se'bus), n. [NL., < Gr. aep-

nof, a tail, + Ktjfloi; an ape : see Cebns.~] A ge-
nus of long-tailed Asiatic and African monkeys,
of the family Cynopitiiecida?, with large cheek-

pouches and ischial callosities : formerly often

included in the genus Cercopithecus, but more
nearly related to the macaques. It includes the
malbrouk or dog-tailed monkey, and the mangabeys and
green monkeys. Species of this genus are frequent in-

mates of menageries, and are remarkable for their supple-
ness and agility.

Cercolabes (ser-kol'a-bez), n. [NL. (J. F.

Brandt, 1835), < Gr. RSpttof, a tail, + t.afiflaveiv

(/ *Aa/0, seize.] A genus of hystricomorph
rodents, typical of the subfamily Cercolabiiia:
C. prehf.nxilis is the South American prehensile-tailed
porcupine, or coendoo. The name is a synonym of both
N/</</m/w,n/3 and Synetheres.

Cercolabidae (ser-ko-lab'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cercolabes + -idai.J The American or arboricole

porcupines considered as a family of rodents,
including the North American tree-porcupini's
of the genus ErettiKon, as well as the prehensile-
tailed Cercolabina?. See cut under porcupine.
Also called Synetherina (Gervais, 1852).
Cercolabinse (ser"ko-la-bi'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Cercolabes + -in<e.~\ A South American subfami-

ly of rodents, the prehensile-tailed porcupines,
of the family Hystrlcida, typified by the genus
Cercolabes. Also called Sphingitrinai.

cercolabine (ser-kol'a-bin), a. andw. I. a. Seiz-

ing or holding with the tail
; prehensile-tailed ;

of or pertaining to the Cercolabinw.

II. n. A porcupine of the subfamily Cercola-

bina;.

Cercoleptes (ser-ko-lep'tez), n. [NL. (Illiger,

1811), <Gr. Kt-pia>c, tail, + ?.i/irTi/f, one who takes,
< Aapfibwiv, take.] The typical and only genus
of the family Cercoleptida', containing the kinka-

jou, C. caudivolvulus. See cut under Jdnkajoti.

Cercoleptidae (ser-ko-lep'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cercoleptes + -id<e.] A family of carnivorous

mammals, of the arctoid series of the order

Feroe, related to the Procyonidce or racoons,
and to the Bassarididce. They have well-developed
auditory bullie with a short bony floor in the auditory
meatus ; short, blunt paroccipital processes ; a very stout
mandible with high coronoid process and extensive sym-
physis ;

3 incisors, 1 canine, 3 premolars, and 2 molars,
above and below on each side, the last upper premolar
and first lower molar tuberculous ; the snout short and
declivous ; the tail long and somewhat prehensile ; and
the alisphenoid canal wanting. The only genus is Cerco-

leptes. See kinkajou. Also, erroneously, Cercoleptididce.

Cercoleptinae (ser'ko-lep-ti'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Cercoleptes 4- -ina;.'] The Cercoleptidce regarded
as a subfamily of Procyonidce. Also Cercoleptina.
cercomonad (ser-kom'o-nad), n. A member of

the genus Cercomonas'; one of the Cercomona-
didie.

cercomonadid (ser-ko-mon'a-did), H. A mem-
ber of the Cercomonadidat.
Cercomonadidae (ser

* ko -mo - nad '
i -

de), . pi.

[NL., < Cercomonas (-nad-) -\- -idee.] A family
of monomastigate flagellate Infusoria, named
by Saville Kent from the genus Cercomonas.
These animalcules are naked, either free-swimming or ad-

herent, with no distinct oral aperture, one terminal vibra-
tile flagellum, and a permanent or temporary caudal flla-

ment. There are several genera, species of which inhabit
l>oth fresh and salt infusions. The many species of Bodo
are parasites in the intestines of various animals, /'. hoini-
nw being found in the dejections of persons suffering from
cholera and typhoid fever.

Cercomonas (ser-kom'o-nas), n. [NL. (Dujar-
din, 1841), < Gr. KfpKof, tail, + fiov&f, unit: see

monad.'] A genus of flagellate infusorians, of
the family Monadidce, having a long caudal fila-

ment : sometimes made the type of a family Cer-

comonadida. C. intestinalis is an example.
cercomyd (ser'ko-mid), n. [Prop, cercomyid,
< Cercomys + -i<?2.] An animal of the genus
Cercomys. E. Blyth.

Cercomys (ser 'ko -mis), n. [NL. (F. Cuvier,
1829), < Gr. Ktpnof, tail, + p.vg = E. mouse.] A
genus of South American rodents, of the fam-

ily Octodontida; and subfamily Echinomyinai.
C. cunicvlarim of Brazil is curiously similar to the com-
mon house-rat, having a long scaly tail and no spines in
the pelage.

Cercopidae (ser-kop'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cer-

copis + -ida;.] A family of the order Hemiptera,
founded by Leach in 1818 upon the Fabrician

genus Cercopis, characterized by prominent
front of head, two conspicuous ocelli, six-sided

or trapezoidal prothorax truncate in front,
membranous apical area and thick or leathery
basal area of wing-covers, stout legs, and one or
two stout teeth on hind tibiae, it is a very exten-
sive and wide-spread family, including several genera and
numerous species known as cuckoo-spits and frog-hoppers.

Cercopis (ser-ko'pis), H. [NL. (Fabricius,
1776), < Gr. Kcpuwty (Kepnuir-), a long-tailed mon-

Cerdale

key, one of a fabled race of men-monkeys, <

KfpKOf, tail, + uV, appearance.] The typical ge-
nus of the family Cercopida?.

Cercopithecidae (sAr'ko-pi-thS' si-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Cercopithecus 4- -ida.] A family of
old-world catarrhine quadrumanous quadru-
peds, taking name from the genus Cercopithe-
cus. Now usually called Cynopithecidai.

cercopithecoid (ser"ko-pi-the'koid), a. and n.

[< Cercopithecus + -oid.] I. a. Pertaining to

the family Cercopithecida; ; belonging to that

group of catarrhine Quadrumana which con-
tains the tailed monkeys of the old world.

II. H. One of the Cercopitkecida;.

Cercopithecus (ser"ko-pi-the'kus), n. [NL.
(Erxleben, 1777), < L.' Cercopithecus, < Gr. /;-

Koviffr/Kof, a long-tailed ape, < Kt-pnof, a tail, +
an

ape.] A ge-
nus of African

monkeys, with

long tails,
well - develop-
ed thumbs,
cheek -

pouch-
es, and ischial

callosities. The
species are very
agile, and are of-

ten prettily varie-

gated. Among
them is the mona
monkey, Cercopi-
thecux mona. See
cut under Catar-
rhina.

cercopoda(ser-
kop'o-da), n.

pi. [NL".,<Gr.
frf/wrof, tail, +
jroi'f (Trod-) = E. foot.'] The jointed anal ap-
pendages of certain insects and crustaceans,
such as those of the genus Apus.
Cercosaura (ser-ko-sa'ra), . Same as Cerco-
saurus.

Cercosauridse (ser-ko-sa'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

( 'erconaurus + -idte.] A family of cyclosaurian
lizards, taking name from the genus Cercosau-
rus.

Cercosaurus (ser-ko-sa'rus), n. [NL. (J. E.

Gray, 1838), < Gr. Kepmf, tail, + aavpof, lizard.]
A genus of lizards, of the family Ecpleopodidte,
or made the type of a family Cercosauridce. There
are several species, all South American. C. gaudichaudi
inhabits the Andes of Ecuador. C. rhombifer is about 7

inches long, of a brownish-gray color. Also Cercosaura.

Mona Monkey ( Cercofithecus motta ).

Cercospora(,ser-kos'po-ra),n. [NL.,< Gr.

tail, + aKopa, seed.] A large genus of hyphomy-
cetous fungi,

growing most-

ly on living
leaves,

ducing
pro-

dark-
erectcolored

hyphffi, which
emerge in clus-
ters from the
stomates ofthe

leaf, and bear
at their tips

elongated sep-
tate spores (co-

nidia). Some
of the species
are injurious
to cultivated

plants.
cercus (ser '-

Cercosfora Reseda, parasitic on mignonette- tna's . 1 /j.
leaves. (

From American Florist." )
HUB; ,

n.
, pi. CCT -

i. infested leaf, natural size; 2, fertile hy- Cl (-Si). [NL.,
phz, which bear easily deciduous conidia at / ri K^nKnr trio
the nodules-, 3, conidia. J

"
^f^f'

"~
tail of a beast

(oipd being the generic word), used also of

birds, etc.] 1. In entom., one of the feelers
which project from the hinder parts of some
insects; one of the more or less antenniform

appendages of some insects, the anal limbs or
anal f-orceps (also called anal cerci), usually
jointed, as in the cockroach. The cerci resemble
the antennee of the same insects. In Lepidoptera and Hy-
menoptera they are inarticulate and greatly aliorted. See
cuts under Atnara and BlattulcK.

2. In anat., a bristle or bristle-like structure.

3. [cap. (Latreille, 1796.)] A genus of clavi-

corn beetles, of the family Nitidulida;. It is easily

recognized by the combination of the following charac-
ters : claws without distinct tooth at base

; elytra margined
and with distinct epipleurse. The species are all of small
size and occur on flowers.

Cerdale (ser'da-le), n. [NL., < Gr. nepda^ij, a fox-

skin, fern, contr. of /ccprfa/Wor, of the fox, wily,



Oerdale

cunning, < w'prfof, gain.] A genus of fishes, typ-
ical of Hie family '('i-rilnlitln:

Cerdalidse (ser-dari-de), n. pi. [NL., < ('<>-

dale + -crf<r.] In some systems of classifica-

tion, a family of acanthopterygian fishes, repre-
sented by the genus Ceraale, embracing eel-like

lycodoid forms with small slit-like gill-aper-
tures and anisocercal tail. I'erdale and Micro-
desmus are western American genera.
Cerdonian (scr-do'iii-an), . A member of a
liiiostic sect of the second century, deriving
its name from Cerdo, a Syrian teacher, who
held that there were two first causes, one good
and one evil, and that one was not subject
or inferior to the other. The evil principle is re-

tcalfd by the law and the prophets, anil known to men aa

the Creator of the world, the piod principle being the
unknown Father of Jesus I'hrist. The system of <Vrdo
was very similar to that of Marc-ion, his pupil. See Mar-
fiintitf.

Cerdonist (s6r'do-nist), n. Same as Cerdonian.

cere (ser), . [< F. cire = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. i-ern,

wax, < L. cera, wax, = Or. iaii>6f, wax, = W. i-iri/r

= 0orn. eoi> = Ir. and Gael, ccir, wax.] 1. Wax.
2. In orititlt. : (a) Properly, a fleshy cutane-

ous or membranous, sometimes feathered, cov-

ering of the base of the upper mandible of a

bird, as of all birds of prey and parrots: so

called from its waxy appearance, it differs from
the rest of the sheath of the hill in texture, and usually
shows a plain line of demarkatiun. When such a structure
is present, the nostrils are always pierced in its substance,
or at least open at its edge. When feathered, as in sundry
parrots, it appears to be wanting, hut its presence is rec-

ognized hy the opening of the nostrils among the feathers
which grow upon it. (6) A bare space about the
base of the upper mandible, or a fleshy prom-
inence in that situation, or a distinct part of

the covering of the upper mandible, though of

the same texture as the rest.

A sort of false cere occurs in some water-birds, as the

jaegers or skua-gulls. . . . The tumid nasal skin of pigeons
is sometimes called a cere ; but the term had better be re-

stricted to the birds first above named.
Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 102.

Also eera and ceroma.
cere (ser), v. t. ; pret. and pp. cered, ppr. cering.

[Early mod. E. also cear, sear; = P. cirer (Sp.

Pg. en-cerar = It. in-cerare), < L. cerare, cover
with wax, < cera, wax : see cere, and cf. cere-

ment."] To wax, or cover with wax, or with a
cerecloth.

Then was the bodye bowelled [t. e., disemboweled], em-
bawmed and cered. Hall, Hen. VIII., an. 5.

Let the silent years
Be closed and cered over their memory,
As yon mute marble where their corpses lie.

Shettey, Julian and Maddalo.

cereal (se're-al), a. and n. [= F. cereale = Sp.
Pg. cereal = It. cereale, cereal, < L. Cerealis,

pertaining to Ceres, the goddess of agriculture :

see Ceres.] I. a. Pertaining or relating to edi-

ble grain ; producing farinaceous seeds suitable
for food Cereal grasses, grasses which produce edi-

ble grain.

II. n. A gramineous plant cultivated for the
use of its farinaceous seeds as food; any one
of the annual grain-plants, as wheat, rye, bar-

ley, oats, rice, millet, or maize.
Cerealia (se-re-a'li-a), n. pi. [L., neut. pi. of

Cerealis, pertaining to Ceres: see cereal.] 1.
In Bom. antiq., festivals in honor of the god-
dess Ceres. 2. A systematic name of those

Graminece, or grasses, which produce edible

grains ;
the cereals.

Cerealian (se-re-a'li-an), a. [< L. Cerealis +
-an.j Of or pertaining to Ceres or to the Cere-
alia : as, Cerealian worship.

cerealin, cerealine (se're-a-lin), n. [< cereal +
-in2

,
-ine2 .] A nitrogenous substance obtained

from bran, closely resembling diastase in its

power of transforming starch into dextrin,
sugar, and lactic acid.

cerealiousr (se-re-a'li-us), a. [< L. Cerealis (see
cereal) + -ous.~] Cereal.

The Greek word "
spermata," generally expressing seeds,

may signify any eduhous or cerealunu grains.
Sir T. Browne, Tracts, p. 16.

Oereanthidae, Cereanthus, etc. See Cerian-

thida!, etc.

cerebelt, (X L. cerebellum : see cerebellum.']
The cerebellum. Derham.

cerebella, . Plural of cerebellum.

cerebellar (ser-e-bel'ar), a. [< cerebellum +
-a r. ] Pertaining or relating to the cerebellum.

Cerebellar fossa, ganglion, etc. See the nouns.

cerebellitis (ser"e-be-li'tis), n. [NL., < cere-
bellum + -itis.~\ In patliol., inflammation of the
cerebellum.
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cerebellospinal (ser-^-bel-6-spi'nal), a. [< L.
<<>( he/In n/, ;i small brain, + xjiiim, spine, +
-nl.'] Pertaining to both the cerebellum and
the spinal cord.

cerebellous (sor-o-bel'us), a. [< cerebellum +
-ous.~] Relating to the cerebellum, especially
to its vessels. [Rare.]
cerebellum (ser-e-bel'um), n.; pi. a rilx'llu (-ii).

[= F. rerrellr ='Pr. ccrn-ln. wrwlfl (< K. rere-

belltt, pi.) = Sp. crrelteln = Pg. It. ccrebello, < L.

(NL.)mvi<7/ii;H,aHinall brain, dim. of i-i-n limm,
the brain: see cerebrum.'} 1. The littl brain or

hind-brain of a vertebrate animal; a lobe of

the brain developed on the dorsal side of the

cerebrospinal axis, between the corpora, I|II;M|-

rigemina in front and the medulla oblongata
behind, and forming part of the roof of the
fourth ventricle. The ponsVarolii is HI> ,,,],. > p ,,ii,li?ii:

ventral portion of the cercbrospinal axis, and these two
parts together are sometiiiK's rallrd th- t'lu-itcrpiialtin. In
man the cerebellum is a well-developed mass, having an
average weight of alioiit M ounces, occupying the inferior

occipital fossa, and separated from the posterior portions
of the cerebral hemispheres above by the tentonum. A
median portion or vermis and two lateral hemispheres are

distinguished, and these are divided by transverse clefts

into thin, closely packe 1 laminic. The cerebellum has three

pairs of peduncles by which it is connected with the rest

of the brain : the superior peduncles, which join it with
the cerebrum ; the middle peduncles, v\ hirh pass down on
either side to form the pons Varolii ; and the inferior pe-
duncles or restiform bodies, which connect it with the me-
dulla oblongata. The surface of the lamineo is ofgray mat-

ter, while the interior is white, so that a section at right
angles to the lamella- presents a foliaceous appearance,
which has received the name of arbor-vita!. There are
other masses of gray matter within, namely, the corpus
dentatum, nucleus emholiformls, nucleus globosus, and nu-
cleus fastigii. (See corpus una nucleus.) The cerebellum
seems to be principally concerned with the coordination of

voluntary movements. See cute under brain and corpus.

2. In Insecta, the subesophageal ganglion, situ-

ated in the lower part of the head, and con-
nected with the supra-esophageal ganglion or
cerebrum by two nerve-chords surrounding the

gullet. [Rare.] -Digastric lobe of the cerebel-
lum. a lobe of the cerebellar hemisphere on either side,
on the lower surface, lying outside of the tonsil. Also
called lobus biventer or biventral lobe, and lobwt cuneifor-
mi. Ganglion of the cerebellum. Same as corpus
dentatum, (a) (which see, under corpus). Great hori-
zontal flssure of the cerebellum, a continuous fissure

which separates the cerebellum into upper and lower por-
tions. It begins in front at the middle peduncles, and ex-
tends around the outer and posterior border of each hemi-

sphere. Inclsura cerebelli anterior, the anterior me-
dian notch of the cerebellum, into which the corpora quad-
rlgemina are received. Inclsura cerebelli posterior,
the median notch on the posterior outline of the cere-

bellum, formed by the projection of the cerebellar hemi-
spheres beyond the vermis. Ven-
tricle of the cerebellum, the fourth
ventricle or epicoele, a space between
the medulla and pous in front and the
cerebellum behind.

cerebral (ser'e-bral), a. and n.

[= F. cerebral '= Sp. Pg. cerebral
= It. cerebrale, < NL. cerebralis,
< L. cerebrum, the brain : see

cerebrum.'] I. a. 1. Pertaining
to the brain of a vertebrate ani-

mal, whether to the whole brain
or to the brain proper or cere-

brum. 2. Pertaining to the an-
terior or preoral ganglia of the
nervous system in invertebrate

cerebration

poiychMous an'

a ccrcbral .

animals, regarded as the ana- giia. united by ,

logue or homologue of the ver- SffSfiSShS
tebrate brain. These ganglia are the ventral ganglia

commonly connected with the rest of J^Serse "onunu!
the nervous system by an esophageal sures.

ring, or commissural fibers encircling
the anterior part of the alimentary canal. See esophageal
ring, under esophageal. Cerebral carotid artery.
Same as internal carotid. See carotid, n. Cerebral
ganglia, in any invertebrate, ganglia of the nervous sys-
tem situated in the head, or a part of the body considered
as the head. Cerebral hemisphere, one of the two lat-

eral halves forming the prosencephalon, or cerebrum in its

most restricted sense. In man the cerebral hemispheres
are highly developed, overlapping the cerebellum behind
and the olfactory lobes in front, and the surface is highly
convoluted with gyri and sulci. Each hemisphere is pri-

marily divided into frontal, parietal, temporosphenoidal,
and occipital lobes. The two hemispheres are connected
with each other by the corpus callosum or great white com-
missure, and with the cerebellum by the parts below. They
consist chiefly of white matter invested with gray mat-
ter, and contain ganglia of the latter In the interior. See

11. Outer Convex Surface of the Right Cerebral Hemisphere.

Letters Indicate convolutions, or gyri ; numf>ers, fissures, or sulci.

A, quadrate lobule, or pr.rcuncus ; R, cuneus ; C, paracentral lobule,

being the extension of the anterior ami posterior central convolution^
on in the median surface , A, frontal lobe, separated from the parict.il

luU-l.y the central fissure, a, 3, a ; O,oci ij.it..! Ii M I lobe;
T S, MttapMMphaaoldal lol*e; TH. Oft., Ihal.nmis r,|,tun-, : ,r Z,

i'H[.ir, MJkMUnj X, genu. or anterior extremity, and Z, splcnium,
or posterior extremity, of corpus i.iU'-sum.

t, Sylvia n Assure; i . anterior branch of Sylvian Assure; 9, central
fissure, or fissure of Rolando ; 3, intr.iparict.il fissure ; 4. first feinporo-
sphenoid.il fissure, or parallel fissure ; p, pancto-occi|>ital (issurc ; 6,

calloftomargmal fissure; 7. precentral fissure; 8, superior frontal As-

sure ; 9, inferior frontal fissure ; 10, anterior occipital Assure ; u, infe-

rior tetnporosphenoidal fissure ; 12, calcarinc fissure ; 13, collateral
Assure.

a, inferior frontal convolution; b, middle frontal convoIuT.

superior frontal convolution ; ./, anterior central or ascending lrntit.il

convolution; e, posterior central or ascending parietal convolution;
/, supramarginal convolution ; jf, angular OMmMtttkM . A,*BMlfc>r or
first tcmporosphenoidal convolution ; *, middle or second tcniporo-

sphenoiclul convolution; /, inferior or third tcinpt'ru' |

volution ; i, tirst anncctrnt <>r bridging convolution ; , second an-
nectent or bridging convolution ; o, superior occipital convolution; /,
middle occipital convolution ; g, inferior occipital convolution ; r, third

annectent convolution ; t, fourth annectent convolution; /, maivin.il

convolution ; u, gyms fornicatus, or callosal convolution ; ?. I

fusifonnis, or external occipitotemporal convolution; n; lobulus lin-

gualis, or median occipitotemporal convolution ; x, uncmate gyrus.

brain. Cerebral Index, the ratio of tlie transverse to

the anteropoatcrior diameter of the crunial cavity multi-

plied iy loo. Cerebral letters, in phihil., a nauie often
used for certain consonants which occur especially in

the Sanskrit alphabet, and are
formed by bringing the tip of

the tongue backward and pla-
cing its under surface against
the roof of the mouth : an im-

proper translation of the San-
skrit term tnurdhanya, liter-

ally,
' head sounds

'

cephalica
(from murdhan, the head, skull).

They are also called lingual or
cacuminal letters. Cerebral
localization. See localization.

Cerebral macula, blotches
of red following on slight irri-

tation of the skin, extending
beyond the area irritated, and
persisting for several minutes.

They have been observed in a

variety of nervous affections.

Also called by the French name
tacheg ctrtbrales. Cerebral
vesicles, anterior, middle, and
posterior, the three primitive
hollow dilatations of the embry-
onic brain ; the brain-bladders.

Primitive cerebral cleft.
See otyL.
U. n. A cerebral sound

or letter. See I.

Vertebrate Embryo (chick-
en, third day of incubation),

showing r, 3, 3, first, second,
and third cerebral vesicles ;

la, vesicle of the third ven-
tricle : f, numerous proto-
vertebra: ; f, heart ; h, eye ;

f
, ear ; Jk, visceral arches
ind clefts ; .', m, anterior and

Anterior End or

I. Inner or Median Surface of the Right Cerebral Hemisphere.

fvfr'n Vr>nl posterior folds of amnion, not
(.Ser e-Dral-

yct united over the body.

izm), n. [< cerebral +
-ism.] Inpsychol., the theory or doctrine that
all mental operations arise from the activity of

the cerebrum or brain.

Cerebralism professes to be a science of the brain and its

functions, both vital and psychical, . . . the more exact
and comprehensive knowledge of the brain on which the
cerehralists build. A*. Porter, Human Intellect, 41.

cerebralist (ser'e-bral-ist), n. [< cerebral +
-ist.] One who liolds the doctrine or theory of

cerebralism.
cerebralization (ser"e-bral-i-za'shon), n. [<
cerebralize + -ation.~\ In pliilol., enunciation by
bringing the tip of the tongue upward against
the palate.
cerebralize (ser'e-bral-Iz), t: t'.

; pret. and pp.
cerebralized, ppr. cerebralizing. [< cerebral +
-ize.~\ To pronounce as a cerebral, that is, by
bringing the tip of the tongue upward against
the palate ; treat, consider, or mark as a cere-

bral.

cerebrasthenia (ser'e-bras-the'ni-a), n. [NL.,
< L. cerebrum, the brain, + NL. asthenia, q. v.]
Nervous debility of the brain.

cerebrasthenic (ser'e-bras-then'ik), a. [< cere-

brasthenia + -if.] Pertaining to, resulting from,
or affected with cerebrasthenia: as, cerebras-

thenic insanity.
cerebrate (ser'e-brat), . i. : pret. and pp. cere-

brated, ppr. cerebrating. [< cerebrum + -ate2.]

To have the brain in action; exhibit brain-

action. Also cerebrize.

The mind is never wholly idle and never fully under
control ; in response to external or internal suggestions
we are always cerebrating. A*. A. Rev,

cerebration (ser-e-bra'shon), n. [< cerebrate :

see -ation.] Exertion or "action of the brain,
conscious or unconscious.

This principle of action was expounded by Dr. Carpen-
ter under the designation of " unconscious cerebration

"
in

the fourth edition of his
" Human Physiology," published
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sita(t-)s, < L. ccrcbrusm, hotheaded: see cere-

brose.] Hotheadedness ;
brain-sickness. [Bare.]

early in 1853 some months before any of the phenomena cerebrOSity (ser-f-bros'i-ti), II. [< NL. 'cerebro-

developed themselves to the explanation of which we now T

deem it applicable, ami it has of late been frequently re-

ferred to iimler that name. The lectures of Sir W.Hamilton
not having then been published, none but his own pupils
were aware that the doctrine of " unconscious cerebral inn

is really the same as that which had long previously been

expounded by him as "latent thought.' Quarterly Uev.

Cerebratulus (ser-e-brat'u-lus), . [NL..< cerc-

br-um + pp. suffix' -at- (see cerebrate) + dim.

-ulus.~\ A notable genus of nemerteaii worms.
C. ingfius is an enormous species, sometimes from 10 to 12

feet long and over an inch thick, of flattened form and pale

color, found under stones on sandy bottoms. C. rosea is

a similar but smaller, more rounded, and reddish species
found in like places.

cerebric (ser'e-brik), a. [< cerebrum + -ic.] Per-

taining to or derived from the brain
;
cerebral.

The English naturalists defined identity as a ccrebrie.

habit. The American, VI. 410.

Cerebric acid, a substance extracted by ether from the

brain, after it has been exposed to the action of boiling
alcohol. It is probably cerebrin in an impure state.

cerebrifprm (se-ren'ri-ften), a. [< L. cerebrum,
the brain, + forma, form.] Brain-shaped.
cerebriformly (se-reb'ri-form-li), adv. In such
a way as to resemble the brain : as, a cerebri-

formly plicate surface. [Rare.]

cerebrin, cerebrine2 (ser'e-brin), n. [< cere-

brum + -in2
,
-me2.] A name common to several

nitrogenous non-phosphorized substances ob-

tained chemically from the brain and nerves.

They are light, very hygroscopic powders, in-

soluble in cold alcohol or ether, but soluble in

hot alcohol.

cerebrine1
(ser'e-brin), a. [< cerebrum + -me1 .]

Pertaining to the brain
;
cerebral.

cerebrine2,
n. See cerebrin.

cerebritis (ser-e-bri'tis), n. [NL., < cerebrum
+ -itis.~] In pa'thol., inflammation of the cere-

brum; encephalitis.
cerebrize (ser'e-briz), v. i.

; pret. and pp. cere-

brized, ppr. cerebrizing. [< cerebrum + -ize.~\

Same as cerebrate.

The normal process of cerebrising. Science, X. 269.

cerebro-. In modern scientific compound words,
the combining form of Latin cerebrum, the brain,

or, in its New Latin modified sense, a part of

the brain, as distinguished from cerebellum.

cerebroganglion (ser'e-bro-gang'gli-on), n.

[NL., < L. cerebrum, the brain, + NL. gan-
glion.'] In Invertebrate, the cerebral or preoral

ganglion, when simple ;
when composite, one of

the ganglia of which the cerebrum consists.

cerebroganglionic (ser'e-bro-gang-gli-on
'
ik ) ,

a. [< cerebroganglion + -ic.] Pertaining to or
of the nature of a cerebroganglion.
cerebroid (ser'e-broid), a. [< cerebrum + -old.]

Resembling the cerebrum.

cerebromedullary (ser"e-bro-me-dul'a-ri), a.

[< cerebrum + medulla + -ary^ : see medullary.']

Pertaining to both the brain and the spinal
cord

; cerebrospinal. Cerebromedullary tube, in

embryol., the embryonal tube of inverted epiblast from
which the whole cerebrospinal axis is developed.

cerebroparietal (ser'e-bro-pa-ri'e-tal), a. [<
cerebrum + parietcs + -al.] In anat., connect-

ing the cerebrum or cerebral ganglia with the pa-
rietes : as, a cerebroparietal muscle or ligament.

cerebropathy (ser-e-brop'a-thi), n. [< L. cere-

brum, the brain, + (Jr. iraftoc, suffering.] In pa-
thol., a hypochondriacal condition, approaching
insanity, which sometimes supervenes in per-
sons whose brains have been overtaxed. Dun-
glison.

cerebropedal (ser''e-bro-ped'al), a. [< cerebrum
+ pedal.] In Mollusca, of or pertaining to both
the cerebral and the pedal nervous ganglia.

cerebrophysiology (ser"e-br6-fiz-i-ol'o-ji), n.

[< cerebrum + physiology.] The physiology of
the cerebrum.

cerebropleurovisceral (ser"e-br6-plo
//r6-vis'e-

ral), a. [< cerebrum + pleura + viscera + -at."]

Representing the cerebral, pleural, and visceral

ganglia, as a single pair of ganglia in some
mollusks. [Rare.]
The typical pedal ganglia . . . are joined to the cerebro-

pleurovisceral ganglia by connectives.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 693.

cerebrorachidian (ser"e-br6-ra-kid'i-an), a.

[< cerebrum + rachis (raclrid-) 4- -ian.~\ "Same
as cerebrospinal.

cerebrose, cerebrous (ser'e-bros, -brus), a. [=
Sp. It. cerebroso, < L. ccrebrosus, brain-sick,
hot-brained, mad, < cerebrum, the brain: see

cerebrum.'] In pathol., brain-sick; mad; head-
strong; passionate. [Rare.]
cerebrosensorial (ser"e-br6-sen-so'ri-al), a.

[< cerebrum + sensorium + -al.] Pertaining to
the brain and to sensation.

cerebrospinal (ser"e-bro-spi'nal), a. [< L.

cerebrum, the brain,' + spina, spine, + -al.]

In anat., pertaining to both the brain and the

spinal cord ; consisting of the brain and spinal

cord; cerebromedullary: as, the eerebrosjiinal

system. Also cerebrorachidian Cerebrospinal
axis, the brain and spinal cord taken together. Cere-
brospinal canal. See canan. Cerebrospinal fluid, a

fluid between the arachnoid and the pia mater membranes
investing the brain and spinal cord. Cerebrospinal
meningitis, inflammation of the meninges of the brain

and spinal cord. Epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis,
a malignant zymotic, non-contagious febrile disease, char-

acterized by inflammation of the cranial and spinal menin-

ges, the appearance in many cases of small red or purplish
spots called petechise, and profound general disturbance

snowing itself in many ways. Also called Sfiotted fever.

cerebrot (ser'e-brot), M. [< cerebrum.] Same as

cfjilialot.

cerebrous, a. See cerebrose.

cerebrovisceral (ser"e-bro-vi8'e-ral), a. [<
cerebrum + i-iscera + -al."] Pertaining to the
cerebral and visceral nervous ganglia of mol-
lusks: as, a cerebrovisceral commissure.
cerebrum (ser'e-brum), n.; pi. cercbra (-bra).

[L. (NL.), the brain, prob. akin to Gr. napa, the
head (see clieer^-),\,o upaviov, cranium, and to AS.
hturnes: seeliarns. Of. cerebellum.] 1. The en-

tire brain
j
the encephalon. 2. That portion

of the brain which lies in front of the cerebel-

lum and pons Varolii. This is the ordinary meaning
of the term in human anatomy, the cerebrum in this use

comprising the prosencephalon or cerebral hemispheres
and the olfactory lobes, the thalamencephalon or optic
thalami and other parts about the third ventricle, and the

mesencephalon, consisting of the corpora quadrigemina
above and the crura cerebri below. See cuts under brain,
corpus, and cerebral.

The cerebrum is generally recognized as the chief organ
of mind; and mind, in its ordinary acceptation, means
more especially a comparatively intricate co-ordination
in time the consciousness of a creature "

looking before
and after," and using past experiences to regulate future

conduct. //. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., 22, note.

3. The two cerebral hemispheres taken to-

gether, with the olfactory lobes; the prosen-
cephalon. See cerebral hemisphere, under cere-

bral. 4. In insects, the supra-esophageal gan-
glion, formed by the union of several ganglia in

the upper part of the head, and often called the
brain. 5. In invertebrates generally, the prin-

cipal nervous ganglion or ganglia of the head.
Cerebrum Jovis (literally, Jupiter's brain), a name

given by old chemists to burnt tartar. Cerebrum Par-
vum, the little brain ; the cerebellum. Cistern 01 the
cerebrum. See cMern. Testudo cerebri (literally, the
tortoise of the brain), a name of the fornix : so called be-

cause it seems to support or bear up the cerebrum, as a
tortoise was fabled tit support the world.

cerecloth (ser'kldth), n. [< cere + cloth.] A
linen or other cloth saturated or coated with
wax in such a way as to be proof against mois-

ture, used as an under-cover for an altar, as a

wrapping or bandage in medical treatment,

etc., and especially (in this case also called

cerement) as a wrapper for a corpse.
It [lead] were too gross

To rib her cerecloth in the obscure grave.
Shak., M. of V., !i. 7.

His honourable head
Seal'd up in salves and cerecloths, like a packet,
And so sent over to an hospital.

Fletcher, Mad Lover, i. 1.

So to bed, and there had &cere-cloth laid to my foot, but
in great pain all night long. Pepys, Diary, III. 191.

Antiseptic cerecloth, cloth or thin calico saturated with
solid paraffin, to which oil, wax, and carbolic acid are

added, used for the treatment of wounds. Dunglison.

cereclothedt, a. Wrapped in a cerecloth. Sir

T. Browne.

cerectomy (se-rek'to-mi), n. [< Gr. Kcpac, horn

(cornea), + CKTO^,' a cutting out, < wrl/owK
cut out, < CK, out, + rifiveiv, cut. Cf. anatomy.]
In surg., the excision of the outer layers of the
cornea. Also kerectomy.
cered (serd), a. [< ME. cered; < cere1 + -ecft.]

If. Waxed.
Cered pokets, sal peter, vitriole.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 255.

2. In ornith, having a cere ; cerate.

cerement (ser'ment), . [< F. cirement (Cot-

grave), a waxing', a dressing or covering with
wax, < cirer, wax: see cere, v., and -metit.] 1.

Cloth dipped in melted wax and used in wrap-
ping dead bodies when they are embalmed;
hence, any grave-cloth ;

in the plural, grave-
clothes in general.

Let me not burst in ignorance ! but tell,

Why thy canoniz'd bones, hearsed in death,
Have burst their cerements.' Shak., Hamlet, i. 4.

A cerement from the grave. Mrs. Brou'ning.

2. The under-cover of an altar-slab.

ceremonious

ceremonial (ser-e-mo'ni-al), a. and n. [= F.
ceremonial = Sp. Pg. ceremonial = It. eeren/o-

niale, < LL. ccerimoniaUs, < L. ca-rimonia, cere-

mony: seeceremony and -al.] I. a. 1. Relating
to ceremonies or external forms or rites ; ritual

;

pertaining to or consisting in the observance
of set forms or formalities.

The ceremonial rites of marriage.
Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2.

It is certain that books, in any language, will tend to

encourage a diction too remote from the style of spoken
idiom ; whilst the greater solemnity and the more cere-

monial costume of regular literature must often demand
such a non-idiomatic diction, upon mere principles of

good taste. De Quincey, Style, i.

Daily intercourse among the lowest savages, whose
small loose groups, scarcely to be called social, are with-
out political or religious regulation, is under a consider-
able amount of ceremonial regulation.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 343.

Specifically 2. Pertaining to the forms and
rites of the Jewish religion: as, the ceremonial

law, as distinguished from the moral law.
There is no elaborate imitation of classical antiquity, no

scrupulous purity, none of the ceremonial cleanness which
characterizes the diction of our academical Pharisees.

Macaulay.

3f. Observant of forms; precise in manners;
formal: as, "the dull, ceremonial track," Dry-
den. [^Ceremonious is now used in this sense.]
Very magnineal and ceremonial in his outward com-

portment. Sir E. Sandys, State of Religion.
"
Syn. 1. Ceremonious, Formal, etc. See ceremonious.

II. H. 1. A system of rites or ceremonies

enjoined by law or established by custom, as in

religious worship, social intercourse, etc.
; rites,

formalities, or requirements of etiquette, to be
observed on any special occasion.

I have known my friend Sir Roger's dinner almost cold
before the company could adjust the ceremonial, and be

prevailed upon to sit down. Addison, Country Manners.

The next year saw me advanced to the trust and power
of adjusting the ceremonial of an assembly.

Johnson, Rambler, No. 109.

The forever-fickle creeds and ceremonials of the paro-
chial corners which we who dwell in them sublimely call

The World. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 172.

Specifically 2. The order for rites and forms
in the Roman Catholic Church, or the book con-

taining the rules prescribed to be observed on
solemn occasions.

ceremonialism (ser-e-mo'ni-al-izm), n. [< cere-

monial + -ism.] Adherence to or fondness for

ceremony; ritualism.

In India, as elsewhere, we find an elaborate and debas-

ing ceremonialism taking the place of a spiritual religion.
Faiths of the World, p. 27.

ceremoniality (ser-e-mo-ni-al'i-ti), H. [< cere-

monial + -ity.] Ceremonial character.
The whole ceremoniality of it is confessedly gone.

Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium, i. 287.

ceremonially (ser-e-mo'ni-al-i), adv. In a cere-

monial manner ;
as regards prescribed or rec-

ognized rites and ceremonies : as, a person cere-

monially unclean; an act ceremonially unlawful.

ceremonialness (ser-e-mp'ni-al-nes),
n. The

quality of being ceremonial.

ceremonious (ser-e-mo'ni-us), a. [= F. cere-

monieux = Sp. Pg. It. ceremonioso, < LL. cceri-

moniosus. < L. ca-rimonia, ceremony: see cere-

mony and -ous.] If. Consisting of or relating
to outward forms and rites ; conformable to

prescribed ceremony. [In this sense ceremo-
nial is now used.]
God was . . . tender of the shell and ceremonious part

of his worship. South.

2. Full of ceremony or formality ;
marked by

solemnity of manner or method.

O, the sacrifice !

How ceremonious, solemn, and unearthly
It was i' the offering! Shah., W. T., iii. 1.

They [the Puritans) rejected with contempt the ceremo-

nious homage which other sects substituted for the pure
worship of the soul. Macaulay, Milton.

3. According to prescribed or customary for-

malities or punctilios ;
characterized by more

elaborate forms of politeness than are common-
ly used between intimate acquaintances; for-

mal in manner or method : as, ceremonious

phrases. Addison.
Then let us take a ceremonious leave,
And loving farewell, of onr several friends.

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3.

In her own circle, it was regarded as by no means im-

proper for kinsfolk to visit one another without invita-

tion, or preliminary and ceremonious warning.
Hawthorne, Seven Gables, iv.

Very reverend and godly he [Winthrop] truly was, and
a respect not merely ceremonious, but personal, a respect
that savors of love, shows itself in the letters addressed
to him. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 246.

4. Observant of conventional forms; fond of

using ceremony; punctilious as to outward ob-

servances and ceremonies.



ceremonious

You are too sensele.s-. obstinate, my lord,

Too oert ini>>i'< anil traditional.

Slink., Rich. III., iii. 1.

= Syn. Ceremonious, Ceremonial, i'm-innl. Ceremaniaut,
full of cerumony, fond of ceremony; eertnottieU, consisting
in or having the nature of ceremony, or bearing upon cere-

monies : as, >'>> 'iiti'ilf""* manners, persons ; MTVmOllfaj

law. rites, nncleaniH'SS. !',,-mul ilillrr.s from .V/VI/KI/I/H/H

ill tiial a lofinnl person tries too hard to conform to rule

in liis whole, hearing as well as ill his bearing toward

others, while a <;>/-i'iii'ininttx jnTsnli lua^nilies too much
the conventional rules of social intercourse; thus ln.lh

are opposed to nnttirtd, jtji'nttil to t'nxy, anil c< 'f> tmimtni.^

to tti'itrtii orflimdly.
The French nre open, fumiliiir, and talkative ; theltalians

Stiff, <;c;v//<o/n'"v, anil lesened. Addition.

The Koinan <-<>i->'innninl worship was very elaborate, and

minute, applying to every part of daily life.

./. /'. Clm-lcf, Ten (ireat Religions, viii. 3.

Especially [ceremonies] be not to be omitted tostraiiL-ers

andfiiriu'tl natures. />'<,<, I'erenionie.sauil Ki'>]>rrt>.

ceremoniously (ser-e-mo'ni-us-li), (//'. In a
ceremonious manner; formally; with due
forms: as, to treat a person <<;/ iiiijiiniiin/y.

After this great work of n-i-onciling the kingdom was
done most ,-/-, moninuxlt/ in the parliament.

Striiiir, (Jneen Mary, an. 1554.

ceremoniousneSS (ser-o-Tn<5'ni-us-iies), n. The
(juality of being ceremonious

;
the practice of

much ceremony ; formality : as, ccremoniints-

ni xx nf manners.

ceremony (ser'e-mo-ni), n.
; pi. cereiiimiir*

(-niz). [< ME. i-i rimniii/' = D. G. ceremonie =
Dan. Sw. ccremoni, < OF. ceremonie., F. ceremo-

nie = Pr. ceremoiiia, eerimonia = Sp. Pg. cere-

monia = It. ccremonia, eerimonia, cirimonia, < L.

oterimonia or c<eremonia, later often eerimonia,
sacredness, reverence, a sacred rite; perhaps
akin to Skt. karman, action, work, < -\/ kar, do;
of. L. creare, create, etc. : see create and Ceres.]
1. A religious observance; a solemn rite.

Bring her up to th' high altar, that she may
The sacred ceremonies there partake.

Speiuer, Epitlialamion, 1. 216.

There I heard them in the darkness, at the mystical cere-

mony,
Loosely robed in flying raiment, sang the terrible prophet-

esses. Tennyson, Boadicea.

2. The formalities observed on some solemn
or important public or state occasion in order
to render it more imposing or impressive : as,

the ceremony of crowning a king, or of laying a

foundation-stone; the ceremony of inaugurat-
ing the President of the United States.

A coarser place,
Where pomp and ceremonies enter'd not,
Where greatness was shut out, and highness well forgot.

Dryden, Fahles.

3. A usage of politeness, or such usages col-

lectively; formality; a punctilious adherence
to conventional forms

; punctilio.
When love begins to sieken and decay,
It useth an enforced ceremony.
There are no tricks in plain and simple faith.

Sliak., J. C., Iv. 2.

She made little ceremony in discovering her contempt
of a coxcomb. Svri/t, Death of Stella.

All ceremonies are in themselves very silly things ; but

yet a man of the world should know them. Chesterfield.

I met the janissary Aga going out from him [the Bey],
and a number of soldiers at the door. As I did not know
him, I passed him without ceremony, which is not usual
for any person to do. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 37.

4f. A ceremonial symbol or decoration.
No ceremony that to great ones 'longs.
Not the king's crown, nor the deputed sword,
The marshal's truncheon, nor the judge's robe,
Become them with one half so good a grace
As mercy does. Shak., M. for M., ii. 2.

Disrobe the images,
If you do find them deck'd with ceremonies.

Shak., 3. C., L 1.

6f. A sign or portent; a prodigy.
For he is superstitious grown of late ;

Quite from the main opinion he held once
Of fantasy, of dreams, and ceremonies.

Shak., 3. C., II. 1.

Master of ceremonies, (a) A person who regulates the
forms to be observed by the company or attendants on
a public occasion ; specifically, an officer of the royal
household of England who superintends the reception of

ambassadors. (t>) An officer in many European cathe-
drals whose business it is to see that all the ceremonies,
vestments, etc., peculiar to each season and festival are
observed in the choir. Military ceremonies, stated

military exercises, such as guard-mounting, inspections,
parades, reviews, funeral escorts and honors, color escorts,
etc. =8yn. 1. Form, Ceremony, Rite, Observance. Form is

the most general of these words ; it is impossible to join
in worship without the use of some forma, however sim-

ple ; we speak of legal forms, etc. Ceremon;/ is a broader
word than ritf, in that a rite is always solemn and either
an act of religion or suggestive of it, as marriage-rj'tat,
the rites of initiation, while ceremony goes so far as to
cover forms of politeness. A rite is generally a prescribed
or customary form, while a (vn-w/H/ may be improvised
for an occasion : as, the ceremony of laying a corner-stone
or opening a new bridge. Observance is primarily a com-
pliance with a requirement, as in religion, where the word
was applied to the act of compliance : as, the observance
of the sabbath.

899

Heavy per-eenti'.n whall arise

On all who in the worship persevere
Of spirit and truth ; the rest, far greater part,
Will ileeln ill .illtuanl /'I'/.', alnl specious h'l-IIIH

Religion satisfied. .W ;//. I'. L., xii. 634.

Nay, my lords, ceremony was but dcvis'd at first

To set a gloss on faint deeds, hollow welcomes,
Recanting goodness, sorry ere ti.s shown ;

But where tbere i true friendship, there nee. Is

N/IM*., T. of A., i. 2.

Little as we should look for such an oriyin. we el

with facts suggesting that fa-sting as a religious /<'/, i, :l

sequence nl Mlllrr;ll , iVc.v.

II. ,s> /,,-,,, I'rin. of Sociol., 1 140.

With the [Hebrews'] adVance from the pre-pa*toral state,

there was probably some divergence from their original
observaiu-ex of burial and sacrifice.

//. ,s>',i,v,-, I'rin. of Sociol., 8 138.

ceremonyt, r. t. [< ceremony, .] To confirm
or join by a ceremony. [Rare.]

Or if thy vows lie past, and Hymen's bands
Have ceremanied your unequal hands,
Annul, at least avoid, thy lawless act.

Quart-'*, Kmblcni.s, v. 8.

Cereopsinse (se"re-op-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Cereopxin + 4MKJ A subfamily of .Imi/iilii:

represented by the genus Cereopxis. II. II. linn/,

1840.

Cereopsis (se-ro-op'sis), n. [NL., < L. cereus,
waxen, < cera, wax (> E. cere. q. v.), + Gr. Ai/"f,

appearance.] 1. A genus of Australian geese,
of the family Anatiihe and subfamily Anserinie,

having a small and extensively membranous
bill, and notably long legs, bare above the suf-

frago. They are so named from the remarkable si/e of

their cere. There is hut one species, C. noviK-hullandiie,
sometimes called the pigeon-goose. It has been made the

type of a subfamily Cereopsincc.

2. A genus of coleopterous insects. 3. A ge-
nus of coelenterates.

cereous (se're-us), a. [< L. cereus, of wax, <

cera, wax : see cere, Cereus, cerge."] Waxen
;
like

wax. [Bare.]
What is w orth his observation goes into his ceremu ta-

bles, i :, i iiit, n, Notes on Don Quixote, ii. 5.

Ceres (se'rez), n. [L., the goddess of agricul-

ture, esp. of the cultivation of grain; prob.
from the root of creare, create : see create. Cf.

ceremony. ~\
1. In class, myth., the name given

by the Romans to the Greek goddess Demeter,
whose worship they adopted with some subor-
dinate differences. She was the mother of Proser-

pine and, according to some phases of the myth, of Bac-
chus. She was the goddess of the earth in its capacity of

bringing forth fruits, especially watching over the growth
of grain (whence the adjective cereal). The Romans cele-

brated in her honor the festival of the C'erealia. Ceres
was always rep-
resented fully

draped. Her at-

tributes were
ears of corn and
poppies, and on
her head she
sometimes wore
a corn-measure.
Her sacrifices

consisted of pigs
and cows.

2. An aste-

roid discov-
ered by Piaz-
zi at Paler-

mo, Sicily, in

1801. It is the
first discovered
of the telescopic
planets or aste-

roids which re-

volve between
the orbits of
Mars and Jupi-
ter. It is very
much smaller
than the moon, and it presents the appearance of a star of
between the seventh and the eighth magnitude.

ceresin, ceresine (se're-sin), n. [lrreg.< L. cera,

wax, + -in
1
'2

,
-jc2 .] A white waxy substance

consisting of a mixture of paraffins prepared
from the mineral ozocerite, and used as an
adulterant of and substitute for beeswax.
Cereus (se're-us), n. [NL. (so called from the
resemblance of some species to a wax torch),
< L. cereus, a wax candle, orig. an adj., of wax:
see cereous, eerge, cere.] 1. A large genus of
cactaceous plants, of the tropical and warm
regions of America, including 200 species, 30
of which are found in the United States. They
are oval or columnar plants, with spiny ribs or angles,

large tubular funnelform flowers, and small black exal-

buminous seeds. They vary greatly in form and habit,
the columnar species being either erect or climbing, and
the flowers are often very large, as in the night-blooming
cereus group, C. rrrandijlorug, C. MacdimalditK, etc., which
is well known in cultivation. The old-man cactus, C. se-

nilis, is so called from the long gray hairs covering the

top of the stem. The most remarkable species are those
with tall columnar stems, from 25 to 50 feet high, found

chiefly in northwestern Mexico and Arizona, some of

Ceres. Wall-painting from Pompeii, Museo
NazionaTe, Naples.

Ceriphasiidae
them bearin". large edible fruit. The be.st known of this

group is thr giant netal, C, " Uizuua. See
l-llt.s Illlili-r C'trfil,::!-.

2. [C. c.] Any plant of the genus ('ereux. 3.
In :oiil., a genus of sea-anemones, of the fam-
ily .li-tiiiinlif.

CereviS (scr'o-vis), . [< L. 0*rwMo, beer.]
The small cap worn by members of students'
societies in < iermaii universities. It in a low cloth

cylinder, too small to fit the head; tin- society's mono-
grain is usually embroidered on the- croun.

cereyisia,
. See <<// w.

cerfoilt, " See ,-inn-n.

cerge, serge- (serj), . [< ME. cerge, serge,

ciiri/i, < OF. << !(/>, i-ii nji ,
nil ri/i; cirge, F. cierge

= Pr. ccri = Sp. Pg. ciriti = It. ccrio, ceri, now
ccro, < L. cereus, a wax candle, taper, prop,
adj., of wax, < ri-ra, wax : see cereoiu and cere.]
In the Rom. ('nth. I'll., a large wax candle
burned before the altar.

Oeria 1
(se'ri-ii), . [NL., appar. irreg. < Or.

Yff, horn.]
"
1. A genus of dipterous insects,

of the family SyrpMaa, having elongate anten-
na with a terminal style. 2. [/. c.] An old
name of some cestoid worm.
ceria2t (se'ri-ii), n. [L. ceria or cerea, also celia :

same as cerecixia, beer. Cf. eereris.] A drink
made of corn

; barley-water. E. 1'hillips, 1706.

cerialt, " An obsolete form of eerrial.

ceriama (ser-i-a'ina), n. Same as seriema.

Ceriantheae (ser-i-an'the-e), . jil. [NL., < Ceri-
iniilinx + -<'.] A group of Actiniaria, with nu-
merous impaired septa and a single ventral

esophageal groove. The septa are longest on the ven-
tral side, ami unn I ual ly diminish toward the dorsal aspect ;

the two septa attached to the bottom of the esophageal
groove (directive septa) are remarkably small, and are dis-

tinguished in this way from the other ventral septa. Also
Cereanthetf.

CerianthidaeCser-i-an'thi-de), ii.pl. [NL.,< Ceri-

anthus + -idw.] A family of malacodermatous
actinozoans, represented by the genus Cerian-
tli us. It contains hermaphrodite forms of sea-anemones,
the skin of which secretes a glutinous mass tilled with

nematocysts or a kind of membrane. Also Cer?anthidce.

Cerianthus (ser-i-an'thus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Ktpaf, a horn, mod. tentacle, + &v6of, a flower.

The allusion seems to be to the circles of ten-

tacles.] A remarkable genus of hexamerous
Antho:oa, having two circlets of numerous ten-

tacles, one immediately around the mouth, the
other on the margin of the disk, and one pair of

the diametral folds of the mouth much longer
than the other and produced as far as the pedal
pore usually found on the apex of the elongated
conical foot. The larva at one stage is tetramerous,
with four mesenteries. The genus is typical of the family
Cerianthido?, and belongs to the same order (Malacoder-
inata) as the sea-anemones. Also Cereanthus.

eerie (se'rik), a. [< cer(ium) + -ic.] Containing
cerium as a quadrivalent element: as, eerie

oxid, CeO2 .

ceriferous (se-rif'e-rus), a. [< L. cera, wax, +
ferre = E. ftrar^.] In but., bearing or pro-
ducing wax.

cerin, cerine (se'rin), n. [< L. cera, wax, + -in 2
,

-ine2.] 1. The name given to that portion of

beeswax (from 70 to 80 per cent, of the whole)
which is soluble in alcohol. That part of cerin which
is not saponified by potash was formerly called cerain.

Probably cerin is merely impure cerotic acid.

2. A waxy substance extracted from grated
cork by digestion in alcohol. 3. An ore of ce-

rium, a variety of the mineral allanite.

Cerinthian (se-rin'thi-an), n. One of a sect of

early heretics, followers of Cerinthus, a Jew
believed to have been born before the cruci-

fixion, and one of the first heresiarchs in the
church. The Gospel of John is by some supposed to have
been written against his system, which was a mixture of
Judaism and Gnosticism.

Ceriopora (ser-i-op'o-ra), n. [NL., appar. ir-

reg. < Gr. Kcpaf, horn, + ir6pof, a passage.]
The typical genus of the family Cerioporida.

Cerioporidse (ser"i-o-por'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Ceriopora + -j</V0.] A family of cyclostoma-
tous polyzoans, of the order Gymnola.*iata.
Ceriornis (ser-i-6r'uis), n. [NL. (Swainson,
1837), irreg. < Gr. Kipaf,, horn, -I- &pv<c, a bird.]
A genus of pheasants, of the family 1'hasiani-

dte, the tragopans or satyrs, of which there are
several species, as C. satyra and C. melano-

ccphala of the Himalayas, C. temmincki and C.

caboti of China. More correctly Ceratornis.

ceriph., n. See serif.

Ceriphasia (ser-i-fa'si-a), n. [NL., < Ceri-

(tliium) + Gr. <t>aaic, aspect.] The typical genus
of the f'eri//ltasii(ia>. More correctly Ceriphasia.

Ximiiison, 1840.

Ceriphasiidae (ser'i-fa-si'i-de), . ///. [NL., <

Ceriphasia + -idee.] A family of fresh-water



Ceriphasiidas 900 certain

gastropods, typified by the genus Ceriphasia. having the apex curved or bent down : specifi- "J^* 9-from
-

aycoj10Y in delicate needles
The species are closely related to the Mdaniidce, but the pally, in hot., noting less inclination than pen- rt-i-__iml fse-rok'si-lon) n FNL.-

^lous; in entom., said of the head when it is^X
^i;; wood.] ^'genus of

,** Ar,^ c-/-i no tf\ fm'TYl <1 V10-MT iimrm with TIC J
.

margin of the mantle is entire, and the females are ovipa-

rous. The shell varies from an elongate turreted to a sub-

globular form. The operculum is subspiral. About 500

species have been described, all of which are inhabitants

of North America and the West Indies.

Ceriphasis (se-rif 'a -sis), n. Same as Ceri-

phasia.
cerise (se-rez'), n. and a. [F., < L. cerasus, a

cherry-tree : see cherry^.] I. n. Cherry color.

II. a. Cherry-colored.
cerite 1

(se'rit), n. [< Off-Mum) + -ite%.] A rare

mineral, a hydrated silicate of cerium, of a

ditlous; ,

bent down so as to form a right angle with the

thorax, as in the crickets.

cero (se'ro), n. [< Sp. sierra, saw, sawfish.]

A scombroid fish, Seoniberomorus regalis, with

elongated body and of silvery color relieved by
a broken brownish band along the side, above
and below which are numerous brownish spots,
the anterior portion of the spinous dorsal fin

being black. It is closely related to the well-known

Spanish mackerel, but reaches a mucli larger size, some-

,< Gr. K7?poc,

tree-palms,
natives of South America. They have pinnate leaves

and small berries with one hard seed. The wax-palm of

South America, C. andicola, is one of the tallest of American

Sweden. It totodUrf IMM of" cerium,Ynd Ys the wax-colors; an encaustic painting,

mineral from which that metal was first obtained. It con- cerOgTaphlC, CerOgraphlCal (se-ro-gral ik, -1-

tains also lanthanum and didymium. kal), a. [< cerography + -1C, -ical.] Pertam-
cerite2 (se'rit), . [< Ceritimn, Cerithium, q. v.] jn

'

g to cerography.
A gastropod of the genus Cerithium or family cerographist (se-rog'ra-fist), n. [< cerography
Cerithiidai. + -int.] One who is versed in or who practises

Cerithiidse (ser-i-thi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ceri-
cerography.

tliiitm + -idtv.] A family of holostomatous cerography (se-rog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. Krjpoypaijiia,

tsenioglossate pectinibranchiate gastropodous encaustic painting, '< Ktipo-ypa<j>tiv, paint with

mollusks, or sea-snails, typified by the genus Wax, < Kr/p6c., wax, 4- ypafynv, write.] 1. The
Cerithium, to which different limits have been art or ac t of writing or engraving on wax. 2.

assigned; the club-shells. As now generally under- Wax-painting; encaustic painting,
stood, it includes mollusks with a short muzzle, eyes on cerolein (se-ro'le-in), n. [< L. cera, wax, + -ol
short pedicles connate with the slender tentacles, and " "_ .

_,.v;st
''

nhWinpd from beeswax
with shells elongate, turreted and having a short, wide + --

J A substance

anterior spo\it to the aperture or a sinuous anterior mar- by treating the wax with boiling alconol. It
_.. :, _ _

js yerj
, S0ft

>
Jiiggoives readily in cold alcohol and ether,

and is acid to litmus. It is probably a mixture of fatty

bodies.

cerolite (se'ro-lit), . [< Gr. Kr/pof, wax, + Iddoc,,

stone.] A hydrous magnesium silicate, occur-

ring in reniform masses with conchoidal frac-

ture. Also kerolite.

ceroma (se-ro'mii), w. [L., < Gr. KJ/pofui, a wax
cerithiopsid (se-rith-i-op'sid), w. A gastropod tablet, a wax salve, < K?/p6c., wax: see cere.] 1.

of the family Cerithiopsidce. jn class. antiq., an unguent used by wrestlers.

Cerithiopsidae (se-rith-i-op'si-de), n. pi. [NL., _2 . ln ornith., same as cere.

< Cerithiopsis + -ida!.] A family of gastropods, ceromancy (se'ro-man-si), n. [< Gr. Kr/p6<;, wax,
typified by the genus Cerithiopsis. They have + ^aj^-e;a; divination.] Divination from the

mal haTa retrMUle'prolrascis' 'ihefetv species aremosUy
forms assumed by drops of melted wax let fall

confined to the northern seas. in* water.

Cerithiopsis (se-rith-i-op'sis), n. [NL., < Ce- ceromel(se'ro-mel), n. [< L. cera (= Gr. KWof ),

ritiiium + Gr. 6^, aspect.] The typical genus wax, + mel = Gr. fttk, honey.] An ointment

composed of 1 part of yellow wax and from 2

gin. The species are very numerous and mostly of small

size. They are generally distributed, but most abundant
in tropical seas. Also written Cerithiadce. See cut un-

der Cerithium.

ceritMoid (se-rith'i-oid), a. and n. [< Cerithium

+ -oid.] I. a. Pertaining to or resembling the

genus Cerithium.

II. K. One of the Cerithiidcs.

horn, dim. of ntpaf, a horn.]
The typical genus of club-

shells of the family Cerithiidce.

The species are numerous.
C. obtusum is an example.
cerium (se'ri-um), n. [NL.,
named by Berzelius in 1803

from the planet Ceres."]

Chemical symbol, Ce
;
atomic

weight, 141.5; specific grav-

ity, 5.5. A metal discovered
in 1803 by Klaproth, Hi-

singer, and Berzelius inde-

pendently. It is a powder of

lamellar texture, malleable, of a

color between that of iron and that
of lead, and acquires a metallicluster

by pressure. It becomes bright by
polishing, but soon tarnishes in the

air. It does not occur native, but
exists in combination in the mineral cerite, in which it

was first found, as also in allanite, gadolinite, and some
others.

Cermatia (ser-ma'ti-a), n. [NL., < Gr. Kepfia(r-),

a slice, a mite, a small coin, < Kcipciv, shear: see

shear.~\ The typical genus of the family Cerma-

tiida!, having large faceted eyes : synonymous
with Scutigera. C. or S. coleoptrata of Europe is an

of the family Cerithiopsidce.

Cerithium (se-rith'i-um), n. [NL., also Ce- to 4 parts of made honey: used in India and
cerrjs (8er'is), n.

i-iliiim : a modification of Gr. Kepdriov, a little other tropical countries as an application for
cerruSj a ^in(i of

wounds and ulcers.
Europea

ceroon, n. See seroon. ^^ /s6rt ) a(ll ._ [< ME. cert, < OF. cert, < L.
<

Wax-palm (Ceroxylon andicola}.

palms, reaching a height of over 150 feet, and often grows
on the mountains at the limit of perpetual snow. A se-

cretion consisting of two parts of resin and one part of wax
is produced in great abundance on the stem, and is also

exuded from the leaves, each tree yielding on an average
25 pounds. It is used with tallow in candle-making. The

genus has also been named Iriartea.

cerrial (ser'i-al), a. [< ME. cerial (see first ex-

tract), prop, "cerreal, < L. cerreus, of or pertain-

ing to the cerrus, the Turkey oak : see cerris.]

Pertaining to the cerris or bitter oak.

A corone of a greue ok cerial

Upon hir heed was set ful faire and meete.

Chanctr, Knight's Tale, 1. 1432.

Chaplets green of cerrial oak.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 230.

[NL., improp. form of L.

ak, the Turkey oak.] The

European bitter oak, Quercus Cerris.

Club-shell (Ctritkiuti
obtusum}.

ceropheraryt (se-rof g-ra-ri), n. [A mixed
cert

~

cer
'

(

'

a(J < Certus, certain: see certain,
form, = F. cerofei-aire = Sp. Pg. ceroferarto, < and cf. eerie*.] Certainly. [Obsolete or Scotch.]
ML. ceroferarius,

also corruptly ceroferagitts, an go h ben (lelited jn that art

acolytewho earned candles (neut. ceroferanum, xhat wery ue ben hy neuere, cert,

ceroferale, cerofarium, a stand to hold candles), King Alisaunder, 1. 5802.

< L. cera, wax, cereus, a wax candle. + ferre= E. For cert, for certain
; certainly. [Scotch.]

ftearl ; or < Gr. Ktjpoa wax, pi. a/poi. wax tapers, certain (ser'tan), a. and n. [Early mod. E.

+ <i>tpeiv = L. ferre = E. oearl. See cere, cere- also certayn, certen, < ME. certain, -tayn, certein,

OK*.] 1. Eccles., an acolyte; one who carries -tei/n, -ten, etc., < OF. certain, certein, F. certain

candles in religious processions. Fuller. 2. = Pr. certan = OSp. It. certano, < ML. *certanus,

A stand to hold candles. extended form ot L. certus (> hp. cierto = fs.

ceroplastic (se-ro-plas'tik), a. and n. [< Gr. certo - Pr. cert = OF. cert: see cert, certes),

wmoTrAaoTYKof, modeling in wax (fern. T; KTJPOTT/M- fixed, determined, of the same origin as cretus,

aTuiti, the art), < Kr,p(mfjiaToc., molded in wax, < ?- pp. of cernere, separate, perceive, decide, = Gr.

poc, wax, + TtUoaeiv, mold, verbal adj. Tr/.aar6q : Kpivciv, separate, decide, akin to Icel. sttlja, sep-
'

arate: see akitt. From the same L. source

come also ascertain, concern, decern, decree, dis-

cern; from the Gr., critic, diacritic, etc.] I. a.

1 . Fixed ; determinate ; definite
; specified ;

prescribed ;
settled beforehand : as in the

phrase "at a time certain."

Alle the bretheren and sisteren paien a certein somme
of seluer to leghte of Trinite.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 116.

see plastic.] I. a. Pertaining to the art of

modeling in wax; modeled in wax.

II. n. The art of modeling or of forming
models in wax. It probably originated in Egypt and

Persia, where wax was used in embalming. The Greeks
derived it from the Egyptians and applied it to portraiture
in the time of Alexander the Great. The Romans deco-

rated the vestibulespf their houses with wax bustsuf their

ancestors.

cerosin, cerosine (se'ro-sin), n. [< Gr.
vviiiLi AJt/(*on/o/ it. \j, ui o. i;uiieu//(// ini* ui j^uivpt 10 on *-,- v A. JJ o

example. C. forceps is a common species of the middle wax (with unusual retention of nom. case-end-
day

and southern United States. ing -of ;
cf . kerosene), + -JJi2

,
-j'ne2.] A wax-like

Cermatiidae (ser-ma-tl'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < substance forming a white or grayish-green
Cermatia + -idee.] A family of chilopod my- coating on some species of sugar-cane. When
riapods or centipeds, represented by the genus purified, it yields fine light pearly scales.

Cermatia. The filiform antennae are at least as long as CerOStoma (se-ros'to-ma), n. [NL., < Gr. Kepac,,
the body; the legs are long, and increase in length from a norDi + (7T^a) mOuth".] A genus of moths,

the caterpillars of one species of which, C. xylo-

stella, the turnip diamond-back moth, are very
destructive to turnip-crops by eating the leaves.
These caterpillars are about naif an inch long, green in

color, and tapering to both ends. The genus is referred

The people shall go out and gather a certain rate every

y.
Ex. xvi. 4.

In France a person is compelled to make a certain dis-

tribution of his property among his children. Brougham.

before backward ~, and the free terga are few. They have
faceted eyes instead of ocelli. Also called Scutigeridce.

cernt (sera), v. t. [Abbreviation of concern.]
To concern.

What cerns it you if I wear pearl and gold?
Shak., T. of the S., v. 1.

to^ tamaj
-

TimSda.

cernet, [ME., < OF. and F. cerne, a circle, cerotate (se'ro-tat),w. [< cerot(ic) +
ring, compass, < L. circinus, a pair of compasses, sait of cerotic acid.
< Gr. KipKtvof, a circle, < rip/foc, a circle : see cir- cerotet (se'rot), n. [< Gr. Kr/phrrti, a salve, cerate,
cvs, circle.] A circle; a ring; a magic circle. fem . of KWUrof, covered with wax (= L. cera-

She a-roos softly, and made a cerne with hir wymple all turn, a cerate), (. Kr/poq, wax : see cere.] Same
a-boute the bussh and all a-boute Merlin.

2. Indefinite in the sense of not being specifi-

cally named; known but not described: applied
to one or more real individual objects or char-

acters, as distinguished from a class of objects
or an order of characters ; coming under par-
ticular observation, but undefined, as to kind,

number, quantity, duration, etc.; some particu-
lar : as, a lady of a certain age.

Therby in the rokkes be certayne Caues where the apos-
telles hyd theym in the tyme of the passyon of our Lorde.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 34.

We returnyd to the Mounte Syon to reffressh us and
ther restyd us for a Certeyn tyme.

Torki-ngton, Diarie of Eng. Travel], p. 34.

Then came a certain poor widow. Mark xii. 42.

The priests and monks concluded the interview with cer-as cerate. lm .- . .., ,.., --.--
(E. E. T. 8.), lii. 681.

cerotjc ( Se-rot'ik), a. [< cerate + -ic.] Pertain- tain religious services. Brace, Source of the Nile, II. 145.

cernuous (ser'nu-us), a. [< L. cernuiw, stoop- ing to or derived from beeswax Cerotic acid, About everything he wrote there was a certain natural

ing or bending forward.] Drooping ; hanging ; 27^02, a fatty acid existing in the free state in beeswax, grace and decorum. Macaulay.



certain

[Formerly some was m r;i,i..nally used before certain in

this Dense with a plural nonii.

And now, forsooth. takes on lihn to reform
Xintu- i-i-rtdin edicts, ami some .strait decrees.

fibnk., 1 Hen. IV., iv. H.|

3. Some (known but unspecified) : followed

by of.
t V/Y.m/ alsu .;/ \ nm-mvii

j
..... ts have said. Acts xvii. 28.

The count of Cifuentes followed, with certain <>/ the

chivalr.v of M vi!|. . Ircinij. liranada, p. 86.

4. Established as true or sure; placed beyond
doubt; positively ascertained and known

;
un-

questionable, ; indisputable.
Tis most certain your husband's coming.

.s'/nrf-., M. W. of VV., ill. 3.

Virtue, that directs our \\a\s

Through certain dangers to uncertain praise.

It \*i-i-i-tiin> ttiat. when \lilrat and I'micef were returned
from Abyssinia, there \\as a missionary of the minor tn;ns
who arrived in Ethiopia, had an audience of the king, and
wrote a letter in his name to the pope.

STUM, Source of the Nile, II. 521.

Tills is the earliest certain mention of the place.
E. A. I-'l't'i'lilil ii. \ rlliiT, p. 1,").

6. Capable of being depended on ; trust worthy.
Nothing so certain as your anchors.

.Milk., W. T., iv. 3.

\\hatthey say, is certaine : hut an oath they hate no
lease then perjury. Purchajt, Pilgrimage, p. 145.

6. Unfailing; unerring; sure; positive: as, a
certain remedy for rheumatism.
Such little arts are the certain and infallible tokens of

a superficial mind. Steele, Taller, Jo. 138.

7. Assured
;
free from doubt regarding : used

absolutely, or with of, and formerly sometimes
with on.

And, brethren, I myself am certain of you, that also ye
ben full of love. Wyclif, Rom. xv. 14.

Be certain what you do, sir ; lest your justice
Prove violence. Shak., W. T., ii. 1.

I am certain on't. Shak., A. and C., ii. 2.

A prophet certain of my prophecy.
Tennyson, Oeraint.

8. Sure : with an infinitive : as, he is certain to
be there to-morrow.

Were it flre,
And that flre certain to consume this body,
If Cscsar sent, I would go.

Beau, and Ft., Valentinian, iv. 2.

= Syn. 4. Undeniable, unquestionable, undoubted, in-

dubitable, indisputable, incontrovertible, inevitable. 7.

Sure, Poititioe, Certain, Confident, etc. (see confident) ; un-

hesitating, nndoubting.

Il.t n. 1. A definite but unstated quantity.
Of unces a certain [a certain number of ounces].

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 223.

2. Certainty.
Whereof the certaine no man knoweth.

Goiver, Conf. Amant. (ed. Pauli), I. x.

In this massacre, about 70 thousand Romans and thlr
associats in the places above-mention'd, of a certaine,
lost their lives. Hilton, Hist. Eng., ii.

3. In the Rom. Cath. Ch., prayers said daily at
mass for specified persons, as for the members
of a guild unable to keep a priest of its own,
but who paid so much to a church to have a
daily remembrance. Also certainty.
A certain consisted of saying, for certain persons, every

day, at or after Mass, those same prayers which by the
use of Sarum each parish priest was enjoined to put up to

God, on Sundays, for all souls departed.
Rock, Church of our fathers, III. I. 127.

For certain, certainly; of a certainty: now only colloquial:
as, I do not know/or certain. [A phrase still current. ]

For certain,
Tins is of purpose laid by some that hate me.

Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 2.

In certain I, with certainty ; with assurance. Chaucer.

To know in iertayn ho fourged and wrought
Roial lesigne[n], the noble eastell.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), Int., 1. 134.

In good certain*, certainly ; beyond all doubt.

In good certain, madam, it makes you look most heavenly.
B. Jonunn, Cynthia's Revels, ii. 1.

certaint (ser'tan), adi\ [< ME. certain, -tayn,
etc., adj. as adv.] Certainly; assuredly.

And elles certeyn were the! to hlame.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 375.

Tis certain so
; the Prince woos for himself.

Shot., Much Ado, ii. 1.

certainly (ser'tan-li), adv. [< ME. certainly,
certeinliche, etc.

;
< certain + -fy

2
.] With cer-

tainty ;
without doubt or question ;

in truth and
fact; without fail; inevitably; assuredly; un-

doubtedly ; unquestionably ;
of a certainty.

He said, I will certainly return unto thee. Gen. xviii. 10.

For certei/nly he that hathe a litille there of upon him,
it helethe him of the fallynge Evylle.

Mandetille, Travels, p. 69.

The discontented Whigs were, not perhaps in number,
but certainly in ability, experience, and weight, by far
the most important part of the Opposition.

Macaulay, William Pitt.
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certainness OVtan-nes), i. Same as certainty.

certainty (ser'tan'-ti), .
; pi. errtnintii-x (-lr/.).

[< ME. ci-rtriiili', i'1-rtryiiti; < OF. rrrtttiiirte (=
Pr. crrtuni'tnt = OSp. ci-rtnnnluil), < fi-rliiiii,

certain.] 1. The quality or fact of being cer-

tain, fixed, determinate, or sure; the posses-
sion, as by a judgment or proposition, of cer-
tain marks which place it in the class of true

propositions ; exemption from failure or lia-

bility to fail; infallibility; inevitability: as,
the trrtuinty of an event, or of the success of a

remedy.
Nature asxureth ns by never-failing experience, and rea-

son by infallible demonstration, that inr times upon the
earth have neither certainty nor durability.

lialfiiili. Hist. World, I. 54.

The errtnintii of punishment is the truest security
against crimes. .1 /</->.

< Vrtitnile is a mental state: r> fli/i'iiti/ is a quality of

propositions. J. II. X'-ii-iinni, tirani. of Assent, p. Til.

2. A clearly established fact, truth, or state ;

that which is
positively ascertained, demon-

strated, or intuitively known, or which cannot
be questioned.
Know for a eertnhitit that the Lord your God will no

nil ire drive out any of these nations. Josh, xxiii. 1:J.

I speak from certain//.'*. Shak., Cor., i. 2.

But I haue little certaintie to say of him.
1'urcha*, Pilgrimage, p. 81.

CertaintieM are uninteresting and sating. Landor.

3. That which is sure to be or occur
;
an assured

event or result
;
an unerring forecast.

An event had happened in the north which had changed
the whole fortune of the war [the American revolution 1,

and made the triumph of the Revolution a certainty.
Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiv.

4. Full assurance of mind; exemption from
doubt; certitude.

Such sober certainty of waking bliss,
I never heard till now. Milton, Comus, 1. 263.

I therefore share Augustine's repugnance to Probabil-

ity as the sole goal of human truth-search, and believe
with him that the human reason is destined to attain posi-
tive indubitable certainty.

J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, I. 358.

Certainty is not in sensation, though sensation is so con-

stantly our means of acquiring it. Certainty belongs to

thought and t thought only. Self-conscious, reflective

thought is then our ultimate and absolute criterion.

Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 46.

5f. Same as certain, 3.

The vicarye of the forsayde chirche of seynt Clement
schal haue iiij. s. and iiij. d. for his certeyntee of messes.

English Gilds (E.' E. T. S.), p. 278.

Demonstrative (or derivative) certainty, that which
is produced by demonstration : opposed to intuitive cer-
tainty. Empirical certainty, certainty founded on ex-

perience. Esthetic certainty. See esthetic. Imme-
diate certainty, the certainty of what is undemonstra-
ble. Intuitive certainty, certainty depending upon
intuition. Moral certainty, a probability sufficiently
strong to justify action upon it : as, there is a moral cer-

tainty that the sun will rise to-morrow. Principle of
certainty, in loffic, the formula "A is A," whatever logi-
cal term A may be ; the principle of identity. Rational
certainty, certainty founded on reason. Subjective
certainly, firm confidence in a belief.

certes (ser'tez), adv. [< ME. certcs, certez, cer-

tis, certys, < OF. certes, F. certes (prop. fern, pi.,
as in phrase a certes, par certes)= Pr. OSp. cer-

tas, < L. certas, fern. ace. pi. of certus, certain :

see cert, certain.'} Certainly ;
in truth

; verily.
But therof certfa nedid noght haue doute,
All redy was made a place fill solain.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 863.

Owe! certes! what I am worthely wroghte with wyr-
schip, i-wys ! York Plays, p. 4.

Certes, Madame, ye have great cause of plaint.
Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 52.

Certhia (ser'thi-a), n. [NL., formerly also cer-

thias, certitius (Gesner, 1555), < Or. ntpBtof, a lit-

tle bird, the common tree-creeper.] 1. An old
Linnean genus of birds, of indefinite charac-
ter, containing many small slender-billed spe-
cies later referred to different families and or-
ders. 2. As now restricted, the typical genus
of the small family Certhiida;. The type is the
common tree-creeper of Europe, Asia, and
America, C. familiaris. See creeper, 4 (a).
Certhidea (ser-thid'e-a), n. [NL. (J. Gould,
1837), < Certhia + -idea.'} A genus of remark-
able fringilline birds, peculiar to the Galapagos
islands, and related to Cactornis, Camarhynchus,
and Ucospiza. The type-species is C. olivacea.

Certhiidse (ser-thi'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Certhia
+ -idce.~\ A family of tenuirostral oscine pas-
serine birds, typified by the genus Certhia; the

creepers, properly so called, it is a small group
of about a dozen species and four or five genera, falling
into two sections, commonly called subfamilies, one of
which, Tichodromince, contains the wall-creepers and some
others, and the other, Certhiinee, the typical tree-creepers
of the genus Certhia and its immediate allies. Also written
Certhiadce.

certification

Certhiinae fser-thi-i'ne), n. pi. [NL.. < Crrthia,
'2, + -inn:} The typical subfamily of the family
f'rrthiiilir.

Certhilauda (ser-thi-la'dii), M. [NL. (Swain-
son, 1827), prop, "Ci-rllniiliiiulii, < Ci-rlliin +
Attiutla, q. v.] A genus of larks, chiefly Afri-

can, of the family .llnmlnlir, the type of' which
is C. capenxis of South Africa. There are se\

eral other species.
Certhiola (ser-thiV.-lii), . [NL. (Sundevall,

1 K:I">J, dim. of Certhia, q. v.] A genus of lioney-
creepers, of the family I'li-n-l/iiln; containing
about 15 species or varieties, chiefly of the West
Indies. The bill is but little shorter than the head, stout
at the base, but enr\.-il an. I rapidly tapering to tin acute

tip; the rictus is without bristles; the wiims are lung; and
the tail Is short and rounded. ('. rfn.-. ../n i- a leudinu --P<--

cies. ('. liii/Hiiiu-iixis, the liahama'n honey.en-cpcr, occurs
in Florida.

CerthiomorphaB(ser*thi-o-m6r'fe), ./*/. [XI,.,
< Certhia + Gr. nop^fi, form.] In Simdevall's

system of classification, the fourth cohort of

laminiplantar oscine passerine bird*, contain-

ing the tree-creepers, nuthatches, and some
others : synonymous with Scamorex of the same
author.

certie, certy (ser'ti), n. [Due to ME. eertix, << /-

tes, certainly : see certes and cert.} A word used
only in the phrases by my certie, my certie, a
kind of oath, equivalent to by my faith, by myit to ot/

oth. [conscience, or in good troth. [Scotch.]

My certie .' few ever wrought for siccan a day's wage.
Scoff.

certificate (ser-tif'i-kat), n. [= F. certificat =
8p. Pg. certificado= li. certificato, < ML. certifi-

catus, pp. of certificare, certify : see certify.} 1.
In a general sense, a written testimony to the
truth of something ;

a paper written in order to
serve as evidence of a matter of fact.

I can bring ctrtificates that I behave myself soberly be-
fore company. Aitdison.

I wrote a simple certificate, explaining who he was and
whence he came. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 28.

2. In a more particular sense, a statement
written and signed (usually by some public of-

ficer), but not necessarily nor usually sworn to,
which is by law made evidence of the truth of
the facts stated, for all or for certain purposes.
Such are, for example, a certificate of dixcharye, issued by
a bankruptcy court to show that a bankrupt has been duly
released from his debts; a certificate of naturalization, is-

sued by the proper court to show that the holder has been
duly made a citizen ; a certificate of retjigtry, issued by a
custom-house collector to show that a vessel has complied
with the navigation laws. A certificate is the usual mode
of ertdencing those acts of ministerial and executive offl-

cers which are done for the benefit of particular persons
who may desire to possess evidence of them independently
of official record. Allotment certificate. See allot-

ment. Certificate lands, in Pennsylvania, In the period
succeeding the revolution, lands set apart in the western
portion of the State which might be bought with the cer-
tificates which the soldiers of that State in the revolution-

ary army had received in lieu of pay. Certificate of
deposit, a written acknowledgment of a bank that it has
received from the person named a sum of money as a de-

positCertificate Of Origin, a British custom-house
document required from importers of cocoa, coftee, spir-

its, and sugar imported from any British colony, to certi-

fy the place of production of the commodity in question.
Continuous-service certificate. See continuous.

Gold and silver certificates, certificates issued by the
United States government, circulating as money, on the
security of gold deposited with the government for the
purpose, or of silver coin belonging to itself. The smallest
denomination of the former is twenty dollars, and of the
latter one dollar.

certificate (ser-tif'i-kat), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

certificated, ppr. certificating. [< certificate, n.}
1. To give a certificate to, as to one who has

passed an examination
;
furnish with a certifi-

cate: as, to certificate the captain of a vessel.

[In this sense used chiefly in the past partici-
ple.]

By the 12th of Queen Anne, it was further enacted, that
neither the servants nor apprentices of such certificated
man should gain any settlement in the parish where he
resided under such certificate.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Xations, I. x.

The teacher, a gentleman, was certificated for one of the
lower grades. Jour, of Education, XIV. 345.

2. To attest, certify, or vouch for by certifi-

cate : as, to certificate a fact.

certification (ser'ti-fi-ka'shon), . [= F. cer-

tification = Sp. certificacion"= Pg. certificacuo= It. certifications, < ML. certificatio(n-), < cer-

tificarc, pp. certificates, certify: see certify.}
1. The act of certifying or informing; notifi-

cation of a fact.

Of the whiche ridinge that other knight had certifica-
tion. Qesta, Romanorum (ed. Herrtage), p. 174.

He was served with a new order to appear, . . . with
this certification, that if he appeared not they would pro-
ceed. Bp. Burnet, Hist. Reformation, ii.



certification

2. A making sure or certain
;
certain informa-

tion; means of knowing.
There can be no certification how they stand.

llaklwjt's Voyages, I. 219.

3. An explicit or formal notice
; specifically, in

law, a certificate attesting the truth of some
statement or event; the return to a writ. 4.

The writing on the face of a check by which it

is certified. See certify.

certifier (ser'ti-fi-er), n. One who certifies or

assures.

certify (ser'ti-fi), v. ; pret. and pp. certified,

ppr. frrtifyiiit/. [< ME. certifies, < OF. certifier,

certeficr, F. certifier = Pr. Sp. Pg. certified!- =
It. certificare, < ML. certificare, certify, < L. cer-

tus, certain, + -ficare,(.facerc, make : see certain

and -/)/.] I. trans. 1. To assure or make cer-

tain (of) ; give certain information to
;
tell posi-

tively : applied to persons, and followed by of
before the thing told about, or by that before
a verb and its nominative : as, I certified you
of the fact.

And returne to telle how Merlin departed from the

kynge Arthur, and how he certified the kynge Ban and
his wif of dyuers dreines that thei hadden mette.

Merlin (E. E. T. .), iii. 416.

In a iournay, to certefy yon all,

An hundered knightes of this said contre
Distroed and slain, put to deth mortall.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4068.

We sent and certified the king. Ezra iv. 14.

I go to certify her, Talbot'shere. SAa*.
,
1 Hen. VI., it 3.

You are so good, 'tis a shame to scold at you ; but you
never till now certified me that you were at Casa Ambrosio.

Gray, Letters, 1. 126.

2. To give certain information of; make clear,

definite, or certain; vouch for: applied to things.
This is designed to certify those things that are con-

firmed of God's favour. IlamuwtuL, Fundamentals.

The disease and deformity around us certify the infrac-

tion of natural, intellectual, and moral laws.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 226.

3. To testify to or vouch for in writing ;
make a

declaration of in writing under hand, or hand
and seal

;
make known or establish as a fact.

The judges shall certify their opinion to the chancellor,
and upon such certificate the decree is usually founded.

Blackgtone.

Certified Check, a check which has been recognized by
a competent officer of a bank as a valid appropriation of

the amount of money specified therein to the payee, and
bearing the evidence of such recognition. To certify a
check, to acknowledge in writing upon it that the bank
on which it is drawn has funds of the drawer sufficient

to pay it. This is done by writing across the face of the
check the name of the officer deputed by the bank for that

purpose, and the word "good," or any customary equiva-
lent ; when done by authority of the bank this has the same
effect as the acceptance of a bill of exchange, binding the
bank to pay the amount of the check, whether in funds
of the drawer or not.

II, intrans. To testify; declare the truth;
make a certification or certificate. [Rare.]
And thei scidc that thei were with Julius Cezar, Em-

perour of Koine, and ledde to hym that sauage man that
thei hadde founded in the foreste, for to certefle of a vision

that was shewed hym slepinge. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 426.

The trial by certificate is allowed in such cases where
the evidence of the person certifying is the only proper
criterion of the point in dispute.

Blackxtone, Commentaries, III. xxii. 3.

certiorari (ser"shi-o-ra'ii), re. [< LL. certiorari,
be informed of, inf. pass, of certiorare, inform,
lit. make more certain, < L. certior, compar.
of certus, certain: see certain.'] In law, a writ

issuing from a superior court to call up the
record of a proceeding in an inferior court or
before any body or officer exercising judicial

power, that it may be tried or reviewed in the

superior court. This writ is usually obtained upon
complaint of a party that he has not received justice, or
that he cannot have an impartial trial in the inferior court
or body. It is now to a great extent superseded by the

appeal.

certiorate! (ser'shi-o-rat), v. t. [< LL. certiora-

tus, pp. of certiorare, inform : see certiorari.]
To inform

;
assure.

As I am this instant certiorated from the court at White-
hall. Scott, Pcveril, xli.

certitude (ser'ti-tud), . [= F. certitude = Pr.
sertetut = Cat. certitut = Sp. certitud = It. cer-

titudine, < ML. certitudo (-din-), < L. certus, cer-
tain: see certain.] Certainty; complete assur-
ance

;
freedom from doubt.

The world . . .

Hath really neither joy, nor light, nor love,
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain.

M. Arnold.

Certitude, as I have said, is the perception of a truth
with the perception that it is a truth.

J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 187.

cert-money (sert'mun"i), n. [< ME. cert (see
cert) + money.] In old Eng. law, head-money,
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paid yearly by the residents of several manors
to the lords thereof, for the certain keeping of

the leet, and sometimes to the hundred.

certosa (cher-to'sit), n. [It. ;
cf. Carthusian.]

A monastery of Carthusian monks, especially in

Italy. The most celebrated is the great establishment
near 1'avia in Lombardy, founded by Gian Galeazzo Vis-

conti, first duke of Milan, in 1396, the decorations of which
are of extraordinary architectural richness.

certosina-work (cher-to-se'na-werk), n. [< It.

eertosina (< certosa, a 'convent of Carthusian

monks) -f work.] An inlay of wood and other

materials, usually light upon dark, as ivory,

satinwood, and the like on walnut or other
dark wood. Compare tarsia.

certy, . See certie.

cerulet, n. [< L. cxrulus, dark-blue : see cerule-

ous.'] Cerulean. Also spelled ccerule.

Then gan the shepheard gather into one
His stragling Goates, and drave them to a foord,
Whose ccerule streame, rombling in Pible stone,

Crept under mouse as greene as any goord.
Speimer, Virgils Gnat.

The bark,
That silently adown the cerule stream
Glides with swift sails. J. Dyer, The Fleece, ii.

cerulean (se-ro'le-an), a. [< L. cxruleus (see

ceruleous) + -fin'.] Sky-eolored; clear light-
blue

;
blue. Also spelled carrulean.

It stands like the cendean arch we see,

Majestic in its own simplicity.

Cowper, Truth, 1. 26.

Blue blue as if that sky let fall

A flower from its cerulean wall.

Bryant, Fringed Gentian.

Cerulean blue. See blue. Cerulean warbler, Den-
drazca txerulea, a small insectivorous migratory bird of

North America, 4J inches long, belonging to the family
Siilricolid& or Mniotiltidce, of an azure-blue color varied
with black and white.

ceruleated (se-rd'le-a-ted), a. [< L. cafruleus

(see ceruleous) + -a'te"* + -ed2.] Painted blue.

Also spelled cceruleated. [Rare.]
cerulein (se-ro'le-in), n. [< L. cairuleus (see

ceruleous) 4- -'n2.] 1. Same as azulene. 2. A
coal-tar color used in dyeing, prepared by treat-

ing gallein with strong sulphuric acid. It is

mostly used in dyeing or printing cotton fabrics, although
applicable to wool and silk. It produces fast olive-green
shades. Sometimes called anthracene ijreen.

ceruleoust (se-ro 'le-us), a. [< L. cceruleus,

poet, also catrulus, dark-blue, dark-green, dark-
colored

; perhaps for "cailulus, < ccelum, the sky :

see ceil, celest.] Cerulean. Also spelled earru-

leous.

This ceruleous or blue-coloured sea that overspreads the

diaphanous firmament.
Ln: H. More, Conjecture Cabalistica, p. 3 b.

cerulescent (ser-6-les'ent), a. [< cerulf
+ -es-

cent.] Somewhat blue; approaching in color

to blue. Also spelled candescent.

ceruleum (se-ro'le-um), n. [NL., < L. cwrule-

um, neut. of cteruleus, blue : see ceruleous.] A
blue pigment, consisting of stannate of pro-
toxid of cobalt, mixed with stannic acid and
sulphate of lime. Vre, Diet. Also spelled OE-

ruleum.

cerulific (ser-o-lif'ik), a. [< L. carruleus (see

ceruleous) + -ficus, < facere, make.] Of or pro-
ducing a blue or sky-blue color. Also spelled
ca'rulific. [Rare.]
The several species of rays, as the rubifick, cerulijlck,

and others, are . . . separated one from another.
N. Grew, Cosmulogia Sacra, ii. 2.

cerumen (se-ro'men), n. [NL., < L. cera, wax :

see cere.] Ear-wax ;
the wax-like substance

secreted by numerous glands situated in the
external meatus of the ear. It is a mixture mainly
of fats and soaps, with some coloring matter. It acts as
a lubricant, and by its peculiar bitterness is supposed to

prevent the entrance of insects.

cerumenous, a. See ceruminous.

ceruminiferous (se-ro-mi-nif'e-rus), a. [< NL.
cerumen (-min-) + L. ferre, ="E. bear1

,
+ -ous.]

Producing cerumen.

ceruminiparous (se-ro-mi-nip'a-rus), a. [< NL.
cerumen (-min-) + 'parere, bring forth, + -ous.~]

Same as ceruminiferotis.
ceruminous (se-rii'mi-mis), a. [< cerumen (win-)
+ -o*.] Re-
lating to or

containing
cerumen. Al-
so written ce-

rumenous.
Ceruminous
glands. See
aland.

Cerura (se -

ro
'

ra), n.
~~""~ "*

f f T
Puss-moth (Centra multiscripta

', UOrn, + natural size.

Cervicapra

oi'pa, tail.] A genus of arctiid moths: so called

from the extensile anal appendages of the larvse.

The species are known a.s jmss-nintlis ; C. riiutla, which
feeds on the willow, poplar, and other trees, is an exam-

ple. See jntff-ntotft.

ceruse (se'ros), n. [< ME. ceruse, < OF. ceruse,
P. ceruse = Pr. ceruga = Sp. Pg. ccrusa = It.

ccrussa, < L. cerussa, white lead, prob. < cera,

wax: see cere.] White lead; a mixture or com-

pound of hydrate and carbonate of lead, pro-
duced by exposing the metal in thin plates to

the vapor of vinegar. It is much used in painting,
and a cosmetic is prepared from it. Lead is sometimes
found native in the form of ceruse, but in this case it is

generally called cerusite.

Ther was quyksilver, litarge, ne bremstoon,
Boras, ceruse, ne oille of tartre noon,
Ne oynement that wolde dense and lyte,

That him mighte helpen of his whelkes white.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 629.

Lend me your scarlet, lady. 'Tis the sun
Hath giv'n some little taint unto the ceruse.

B. Jonson, Sejanus, ii. 1.

Your ladyship looks pale ;

But I, your doctor, have a ceruse for yon.
Massinyer, Duke of Milan, v. 2.

Ceruse of antimony, a white oxid of antimony, which

separates from the water in which diaphoretic antimony
has been washed.

ceruse (se'ros), r. t.
; pret. and pp. cerused, ppr.

cerusing. [< ceruse, n.] To wash with ceruse
;

apply ceruse to as a cosmetic.
Here's a colour !

What lady's cheek, though cerue'd o'er, comes near it?

Fletcher (and another). Sea Voyage, v. 2.

cerusite, cerussite (ser'o-sit), n. [< ceruse (L.

cerxssa) + -ite2.] A native carbonate of lead,
PbC03 ;

a common lead ore, found in England,
Siberia, the Harz, etc., often in conjunction
with galena or sulphid of lead. It occurs crys-

tallized, fine granular, or earthy. Its color is white, yel-

lowish, or grayish, and its luster adamantine. It is often
derived from the decomposition of galena. Sometimes
called ceruw.

cervalatt, cervelatt, . [P. cen-elat, a kind of

sausage, whence ult. E. sareloy, q. v.] 1. A
kind of sausage. See sareloy. 2. An obsolete
musical instrument of the clarinet kind, pro-
ducing tones similar to those of the bassoon.

Cervantist (ser-van'tist), n. [< Cervantes +
-ist.] A student of the works of Cervantes

(1547-1616), a Spanish novelist, author of "Don
Quixote."
Mr. Gibson's versions of the almost forgotten dramatic

and lyrical works of the author of " Don Quixote
"
have

won the applause of all true Cervantistg, both in England
and in Spain. Athenaeum, No. 3077, p. 499.

cervantite (ser-van'tlt), . [< Cervantes, a lo-

cality in Spanish Galicia, + -ite2.] A native
oxid of antimony of a white to yellow color,

occurring in acicular crystallizations or mas-
sive.

cervelatt, ". See cerralat.

cerveliere (ser-ve-liar'), n. [< OF. ceneliere,

cervelliere, < eerveau, cervelle, the brain : see cere-

bellum. ] A skull-cap of steel, worn by medieval
foot-soldiers. See coif, 3 (c).

cervical (ser'vi-kal), a. and n. [= F. Sp. Pg.
cervical = It. cervicale, < L. "ceri'icalis (only as

neut. n. cervical, cervicale, a pillow or bolster),
< cervix (cervic-),
the neck.] I. a.. I.

Of or pertaining to

the neck : as, the
cervical nerves

;
cer-

vical vessels ;
cervi-

cal vertebrre. 2.

In med., pertaining
to the cervix or
neck Of the UterUS : Third Human Cervical Vertebra.

- centrum; s, bifid neural spine;
ne"'al lamina ; rf, diapophysis

proper, being the posterior or tuber-

nith., Of Or pertain- c" lal
:

transverse process; f, parapo-
, , * . physis, being the anterior or capitular

ing to the CerVIX, transverse process; rf'. A, so-called

BCTUff, Or back Of ^Sierfa, fiS3EW**'
the neck, or to the

anchenium, just behind the nape of the neck :

as, a cervical collar. Cervical fold, in Cnmtacea,
a dep'ression on the sides of the body, representing the
union of the maxillary with the maxillipedary segments.
It represents the neck of such an animal, or the demar-
kation between the head and the thorax, and contains the

scaphognathite, an appendage of the second maxilla.

Cervical ganglia. See gaiirilinn. Cervical groove, in

Crustacea, an impression on the carapace parallel with
the cervical fold. Cervical sclerites, in enlom., small
chitinous pieces in the membrane which connects the
head of an insect with the body. Huxley. See cut under
Insecta.

II. n. A cervical part or organ; especially,
a cervical vertebra.

Cervicapra (ser-vi-kap'ra), n. [NL. (De Blain-

ville), < Ccrviis + Capra."] A genus of African

aS,



Cervicapra

antelopes, including inch species .MS UK- bohor,

C. bnlior, and tlic isabellinc antelope, ('. ixiihi-l-

liini : used synonymously with Kiibux. Sec cut

under 1/iflnn'.

Cervicaprinae (scr''vi-ka-pii'ne), . /''. [NL.,
< t'l'i-rii-n/ii'd

+ -inn:] A subfamily of African

antelopes, including such genera as <'i'rrirn/irn,

Kuliiix. \fn/i'iii/iix, etc.

cervicaprine (ser-vi-kap'rin), a. Combining
cliarartcr.s of the deer and the goat; spccili-

cally, pertaining to or having the characters of

the <'i'rrii'/ii>i-iii(i'.

cervices, . I'hmil of iv/v/r.

cervicicardiac (ser'vi-si-Uar'di-ak), a. [< L.
i-crri.r (rrri'ir-), neck, + lir. kiifMa = E. hi/irl.}

Pertaining both to tin 1 neck I the heart.
Cervicicardiac nerves, .seiemi branches ii..m tin- ear

Vical portion of the pnellmo^a-lne Mm to tin- eardiac

plezu.
cervicide (scr'vi-sid), . [< L. cemm, a deer,
+ -c.ida, a killer, < cirderc, kill.] The killing
of deer: as, "a wanton cerricide," It. Tni/lnr.

[Rare.]
cerviciplex (ser'vi-si-pleks), n. [< L. cerrij- (<<>-

cic-), neck, + pli:rnn, q. v.] In ttnat.,ihe cervi-

cal plexus of nerves. See i>lejcux. [Rare.]

cervicispinal (SIT vi-si-spi'nal), (I. [< L. <' i-r/.i-

(fi-rrir-). neck, + xpiiiu, spine, + -al. Cf. .t/ii-

inil.] Of or pertaining to the cervical region of

the spinal column, or to vertebra) of the neck.

cervicitis (ser-vi-si'tis), . [XL., < L. cerrir

(cerrir,-) + -Mis.'] In iititliol., inflammation of

the neck (cervix) of the uterus.

CerviCObrachial (ser'vi-ko-bra'ki-al), it. [< L.
<< i-ri.r (ferric-), neck. + brachiuni, ann, + -al."]

Pertaining both to the neck and the arm.
Cervicobranchia (ser'

/

vi-ko-brang'ki-ii), n. pi.

[NL., < L. eerrijc (cerric-), neck, + "braiichia,

gills.] A suborder of heteroglossatc scutibran-

chiate gastropods, with lamellar gills in a sin-

gle row on the side of the gill-cavity at the back
of the neck, and the shell conical and symmetri-
cal. It was framed by Gray for the families Tcc-

turidie, I^epctiiln; and tindiiiiidti1

. [Not in use.]
Oervicobranclliata (8er"vi-ko-brang-ki-a'tij),
n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. nf oervieobraitchiatMg : see

c#rt>(ooeranoft{ato.] In De Blainville's system
of classification, an order of Mollusca forming
a subclass, l'ttr<i<-<-)>liuln)>li(-a lieniinplirodita,
and including two families, Retifera and Bran-

chifera. [Not in use.]
cervicobranchiate (ser'vi-ko-brang'ki-at), a.

[< NL. cerricobrancliiatus, < L. cerrix (cervic-),

neck, + NL. bronchia, gills.] Having cervical
branchias or gills; of or pertaining to the Cer-
vicobranchia or Cervicobranchiata.

cervicodynia (ser"vi-ko-din'i-a), . [NL., < L.
cervix (eercic-), neck, + Or. oAivti, pain.] In

pathol., myalgia or cramp of the neck.

cervicofacial (ser"vi-ko-fa'shial), a. [< L. cervix

(cervic-), neck, + fades, face, 4- -al.] Of or

pertaining to both the neck and the face : as,
the cervicofacial division of the facial nerve.

cervico-OCCipital (ser*vi-k6-ok-sip'i-tal), a. [<
L, cervix (cervic-), neck, occiput (occipit-) +
-al."] Pertaining both to the neck and the back
of the head.

cervico-orbicular (ser"vi-ko-6r-bik'u-lar), a.

[< NL. cerrico-orbicularis, q. v.] Connecting the
cervix with an orbicular muscle: specifically

applied to the cervico-orbieularis.

cervico-orbicularis (ser"vi-k6-6r-bik-u-la'ri8),
n. [NL., < L. cervix (cervic-), neck, + o-rbicu-

laris : see orbicular.'] A muscle of the hedge-
hog, connecting the cervical fascia with the
anterior dorsal part of the orbicularis panni-
culi, the sphincterial action of which it assists

in counteracting.
cervicorn (ser'vi-korn). a. [< L. cervus, a deer,
+ cor/i u = E. horn.'] Branching like the ant-
lers of a deer.

This type . . . being sometimes globular, sometimes
stellate, sometimes cervicorn.

H'. B. Carpenter, Micros., 473.

ceryiculate (ser-vik'u-lat), a. [< L. cereieula,
a little neck, dim. of cerrix (cervic-), neck, +
ate1

.']
In en torn., forming a slender neck: ap-

plied to the prothorax when it is unusually
long and cylindrical, as in certain Hymenoptera
and \europlt-rn.
cervid (ser'vid), n. A ruminant of the family

( 'crriiln; as a deer.

Oervidae (ser'vi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cervus +
-idai.] A family of ungulate artiodactyl rumi-
nant mammals ; the deer tribe. It is eharacteri/ed

by a Bolycotyledonary placenta ami a fourfold stomach ; a
skull with the auditory bnlla but little produced down-
waril. ami applied only to the inner surface of the paroc-
cipital process; a styloid process directed downward be-
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tween the nulla ami tlir paruecipital. ami not inrI.,-1 <1 in a

fulii c,l tin; luilla ; a palatine axis nearly ]iaralli:l nilh the

oceipitosphenoid axis; anil divelsilnrni horn.*, '^eneralh

present in !li<' male sex only, solid, MttafiOUS, usually
I. ran. 'In', I, and knou n as antlers. The family formerly
included the .small deer like animals of tin.- yenu- /

tit.'-, tm! the.-, :u. iniu i . -aided a- a separate family. The
ton Ida are dhidcd into ilje Ctrvtna il- ''' / tuUna, an.l

tile Mn*,'lniKI'. nf the lleel' pl'i'per. Innnt|a. >. all>l Illllrtk-

lleer. The leading e,.,,,,;, ;,]-e .I/.-.,. /i//if'/</> ,'. It'll/Hi,

' V, , i/.v (\i ith lnan> snl'^ellera), <'<ij,n <,ht-, I', ,-rn/ux, M'tx-

rltiix, and HydropotH, rcpre.si nte.l l.y.snc-h animals as the

elk or moose, the reindeer, ealiboo, Wapiti, Utau, roebllek.

fallow-deei-. mnntiae, inii-Udeei, el.. The (. , i-iitte are
lir I found fossil ill tin MiiH IM .

cervier (ser'vi-er), w. [F.] A serranoid fish, the

stone-bass (which see) Loup cervier. set- /</,
Mrvtfir.

Cervinse (ser-vi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < CI-I-I-IIH +
-inai. C'f. (Trriiii'.] The tyjiical subfamily of

the family t'erridii; liaving horns in one or both

sexes, and the canine teeth small or wanting,
characters distinguishing flic typical deer from
the muntjacs (Ci'miliiin-) and the musk-deer

(Monchina;).
cervine (ser'vin), a. [< L. eervinus, < cervus, a
deer: see <'imix.] 1. Pertaining to deer, or

animals of the family dervidit: 2. Of a deep-
tawnyorfawn color; dun Cervine anoplotliere.
Se,- ll':-l,,,lil III,'.

cervisia, cerevisia (ser-. ser-e-vis'i-a), n.
[L.,

also cerresia, beer: a word of Gallic origin.]
Beer.
cervix (ser'viks), n. ; pi. cervices (-vi-sez). [L.,
the neck.] 1. Insaol. and ann f. : (n) Theiicck;
the constricted part of the body between the
head and the chest. [Little used.] (6) The
back of the neck; the scruff of the neck, re-

garded either as to its surface or its deep parts.

(c) That part of a rib which is situated between
its head and shoulder; the neck of a rib,between
the capitellum and the tuberculum. (d) In en-

torn., the upper part of the occiput or back of

the head, over the occipital foramen, and ad-

joining the vertex, (e) Part of an organ lik-

ened to a neck: as, the cervix of the womb or
bladder. 2f. In hot., a rhizome or rootstock.
Cervix cornu, or cervix cornu posterloris, the con-

stricted part of the posterior horn ofgray substance in the

spinal cord. Cervix glandis, the constriction behind
the corona glandis of the penis. Cervix uteri, the neck
of the womb ; the narrower and lower part of the uterus,

nearly an inch in length. Cervix vesicffl, the neck of the
bladder.

Cervulinse (ser-vu-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cervu-
lus + -j)e.] A subfamily of small deer, of the

family Cervidte; the muntjacs, having horns
and enlarged tusk-like canine teeth in the male.
See muntjae.
cervuline (ser'vu-lin), a. Pertaining to the
Vervitlince or muntjacs.
Cervulus (ser'vu-lus), n. [NL. (cf. LL. ccrvu-

lus, a little chevaux-de-frise), dim. of L. cer-

vus, a deer (also a chevaux-do-frise).] The
typical and only genus of the subfamily Cervu-
lince ; the muntjacs.
Cervus (ser'vus), n. [L., a stag, a deer, = AS.

lieoro-t, E. har-t: see harfl.] The typical genus
of the family Cerridce and subfamily Cervince:

formerly coextensive with the family, but now
restricted to such species as the stag or red-

deer of Europe (C. elfiphus), the wapiti or elk

of America (C. canadensis), and their immedi-
ate congeners.
ceryl (se'ril), n. [< L. cera, wax, + -yl.] In

diem., an organic radical (0278(55) found in

combination in beeswax.

Ceryle (ser'i-le), n. [NL. (Boie, 1828), < Gr.

KJ/pi''/.oc, a sea-bird of the halcyon kind.] A
genus of kingfishers, of the family Alcedinidai

cessavit

cerylic 'sf'-ril'ik), a. [< rrri/l + -ic."] Pertain-

ing tu or containing ceryl: a-, corytte aleohoL
cesare (se'za-re), . In lai/it; the mnemonic
name of a niooil of the seei.nu figure of syllo-

gism. ci insist ingot' three universal
| impositions,

the major premise and conclusion being nega-
tive and the minor premise being affirmative:

as, No false religion produces j^ooil moral re-

Belted Kingfisher (Cffyff alcyen).

and subfamily Alcedinitue, of which the type is

C. rudis of Africa and Europe. The species are,
however, mostly American, and are such as the common
belted kingfisher of North America, C. alcymi, together
with a number of smaller kinds, as C. aiucricatia.

sults; all kinds of Christianity produce good
moral results: therefore, no kind of Christian-

ity is a false religion. Kiv.uf th.- si\ i. tie., r,,m

poMir.; the uord ..*,/,, ,-uv -iLMiltieant. '' means that Ihe

niood is fedneible tu .-,/(,-,,/, e that the major premise
is a universal neu-ative; x, that this premise i-. Dimply eoii-

rerted in the reduction ; a, ttut the m ..... r premi.sr is a

universal allirmativf ; ?. thut the conclusion is a universal
ne-al i\e. >,.,. //,/(,-,( anil

Cesarean, Cesarian, <>. See I'li-xnri-ini.

cesarowitich (se-zar'o-vich), ii. Same as <

rilch.

cese't, i'. A Middle Knglish form of cease.

oese-t, v. A Middle English form of

cesious, ". See rtrxious.

cespitatet (ses'pi-tat), v. i. [< ML. (V.V/I//.I/H.S,

pp. of cix/iilnn. pi-op, i-irx/iiltin; stumble, < L.

I'll:s'/wxtcir.v/H/-), ttlrf.] To stumble. Cotcx, 1717.

cespititiOUS (ses-pi-tish'us), a. [< L. w.v///-

licni.i. < i-ii-x/ifs (rw/<i7-), turf.] Made of turf;
turfv: as, ri's/iititiiiim ramparts, (loiiijh. [Rare.]

cespitose, caespitose (ses'pi-tos), a. [< L. as
if *(xesi>it<>mis, lor which occurs ca'upnsus, (. cirs-

IH'x(cii'Kiiit-), a turf or sod.] 1. In hot., growing
in low tufty patches. 2. In oitmn., matted;
tangled: applied to a surface when it is thickly
covered with long and irregularly commingled
hairs.

Also cenpitous.

cespitosely, caespitosely (ses'pi-tos-li), adv.

In a cespitose manner.
Filaments . . . MHtpttoMly aggregated into a sort of

thallus. //. C. n'uixl, Fresh-water Algfe, p. 51.

cespitous (ses'pi-tus), a. Same as cespitose.
A cegpitou* or turfy plant has many stems from the same

root, usually forming a close thick carpet or matting.
Alartyn.

cespitulose (ses-pit'u-los), a. [< NL. as if

*i'ii:ti>itidosug, < L. c<expex (ca'gpit-), turf.] In

bot., growing in small tufts.

cess't (ses), . i. [< ME. ct'ssen, sessen, another
form of ci'Seii (cesen) (whence the usual mod.
form cease), < OF. cesser, < L. cessare, cease:
see cease."] 1. To cease.
O nature, cetse. Shak., All's Well, v. 3.

2. To neglect a legal duty. Coiccll.

cess2 (ses), v. t. [A misspelling of ness, v., short
for assess.] To impose a tax upon ;

assess.

A man of two thousand a year is not crxm/ at so many
weapons as he has on. B. Joiutou, Kpicume, iv. '.

The English garrisons censed and pillaged the farmers of
M filth and Dublin. t'imulf, Hist. Eng., II. vii.

cess2 (ses), H. [A misspelling of scss, n. ; from
the verb: see cess2

, v.] 1. A rate or tax; a

public imposition. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
Cease is none other but that which your selfe called im-

position, but it is in a kind perhaps nnacquaynted unto

you. For there are ce&tex of stindrye sortes; one is, the

cessing of souldiours upon the eonntrey.
Spenser, State of Ireland.

2. In Scotland, the land-tax ; a permanent tax
fixed at 47,954 per annum, to be levied out of

the laud-rout of Scotland forever, subject, how-
ever, to a power of redemption. 3f. Estima-

tion; measure.
The poor jade is wrung in the withers out of all cess.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., 11. 1.

cess3 (ses), n. [Perhaps a contraction of suc-

cess.'] Luck: used chiefly in the imprecation
bad cess to you (it, them, etc.). [Irish.]
cessant (ses'ant), a. r< L. ccssa>i(t-)s, ppr. of

cessare, cease: see cessl, cease."] Resting; dis-

continuing motion or action
;

inactive
;

dor-

mant.
cessation (se-sa'shon), w. [< L. cessatio(n-),

(.cessare, pp. cessatus, cease: see cess1
, cease.]

1 . A ceasing ;
a stop ;

a rest ; discontinuance
of motion or action of any kind, whether tem-

porary or final.

The day was yearly observed for a festival, by cessation
from labour, and by resorting to church. Sir J. Hayward.
The rising of a parliament is a kind of cettnation from

politicks. Addison, Freeholder.

2f. An armistice. = gyn. l. Pause, Stay, etc. See
*'"/' n.

cessavit (se-sa'vit), n. [L., he has ceased;
3d pers. sing, perf . ind. act. of cessare, cease :

see cess1
, cease."] In Eng. law, formerly, a writ

given by statute to recover lands when the ten-

ant or occupier had ceased for two years to per-
form the service wliich constituted the condi-
tion of his tenure, and had not sufficient goods



cessavit

or chattels to be distrained, or when the ten-
ant had so inclosed the land that the lord could
not come upon it to distraiu. This writ was
abolished by 3 and 4 Wm. IV., xxvii.

cesseH, cesse'2t. See cess1
, cess2 .

cesser (ses'i-r), . [< OF. censer, a ceasing, <

I'lxsrr, cease: see ceime.'] In Inic, a ceasing; a

neglect to perform services or make payment
for two j-ears. See cessarit.

cessibilityt (ses-i-bil'i-ti), n. [< cessible: see

-bility.] The quality of giving way or yielding
without resistance. Sir K. Dit/by.
cessiblet (ses'i-bl), a. [= F. cessible, transfer-

able, < L. CCSSHS, pp. of cedere, yield, cede: see
cede and -Me.] Giving way; liable to give
way ; yielding.

If the parts of the strucken body be so easily cessiM? as
without difficulty a stroke can divide them. Sir K. Diyby.

cessio bonorum (sesh'io bo-no'rum). [L.: ces-

sio, yielding; bonorum, gen. of bona, goods: see
cession and bona.'] The surrender of one's as-

sets; in Scots law, a yielding or surrender of

property or goods, a legal proceeding by which
a debtor is entitled to be free from imprison-
ment, if innocent of fraud, on surrendering his

whole means and estate to his creditors. Any
property accumulated after this surrender is, however, lia-

ble to attachment so long as the debt is not wholly paid off.

cession (sesh'on), n. [= F. cession = Sp. cesion
= Pg. cessito = It. cessione, < L. cessio(n-), a
yielding, < cessus, pp. of cedere, yield, give way,
cede : see cede.'] If. The act of yielding or giv-
ing way ; concession.
For excusations, cessions, modesty itself, well governed,

are but arts of ostentation. Bacon, Vain Glory.

No wise man ever lost anything by cession.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 253.

2f. A yielding to physical force or impulse.
If there be a mere yielding or cession [in a body struck]

it protluceth no sound. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

3. The act of ceding, yielding, or surrendering,
as territory, property, or rights ; a giving up,
resignation, or surrender.
A cession of Flanders to that crown [France] in exchange

for other provinces. Sir W. Temple.
The cession of her claims on the earldom of Angus by

Lady Margaret had won to Darnley's side the powerful
and dangerous Earl of Morton, and had alienated from
Murray the kindred houses of Ruthven and Lindsay.

Froude, Hist Eng., II. ix.

4. In eiril laic, a voluntary surrender of a per-
son's effects to his creditors to avoid impris-
onment. See cessio bonorum. 5. Ecctes., the

leaving of one benefice in consequence of ac-

cepting another, the incumbent not having a

dispensation entitling him to hold both.

cessionary (sesh'ou-a-ri), a. and n. [= F. ces-

sionnaire = Sp. cesionario = Pg. It. ccssionario,
< ML. cessionarius, < L. cessio(n-): see cession."]
I. a. Giving up; yielding.- Cessionary bankrupt,
one who has surrendered his estate to be divided among
his creditors.

II. n.
; pi. cessionaries (-riz). In Rom. law,

one to whom property has been assigned or

conveyed; a transferee, assignee, or grantee.
The parties, cedent and cessionary, appeared before the

magistrate ; the sessionary, taking the position of plain-
tiff, declared the thing his in quiritary right.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 690.

cessmentt (ses'ment), n. [< cess2 + -ment."] An
assessment or tax.

cessor 1
(ses'or), n. [< OF. as if "cessour, < L.

cessator, < cessare, pp. cessatus, cease, be inac-
tive : see cess1

, cease.'] In Eng. law, formerly,
one who neglected for two years to perform
the service by which he held lands, so that he
incurred the danger of the writ of cessavit.
See cessavit.

CCSSOr2t (ses'or), n. [A misspelling of "sessor,
short for assessor: see cess2.] An assessor or
taxer.

cess-pipe (ses'pip), n. A pipe for carrying off

drainage from cesspools, sinks, or drains.

cesspit (ses'pit), n. [< cess (in cesspool) + pit1 ."]

Same as cesspool. [Rare.]
Of the deposit of such refuse in cesspits and privy-pits.

Premature Death, p. 88.

cesspool (ses'pol), n. [The orig. and correct

spelling is sesspool; E. dial, suspool, < E. dial.

suss, soss, a puddle, hog-wash, anything foul or

muddy, a dirty mess (< Gael, sos, any unseemly
mixture of food, a coarse mess), + E. pool1 ."]

1. A sunk chamber, cistern, or well in a drain
or privy, to receive the sediment or filth. 2.

Figuratively, any foul or fetid receptacle.
The cess-pool of agio, now in a time of paper-money,

works with a vivacity unexampled, unimagined.
Carlyle, French Rev., III. v. 1.

cest (sest), n. [< L. cestus, a girdle : see cestus1
."]A lady's girdle. Collins. [Rare and poetical.]

Diagram of Structure c

Cestoid Worm with only c

joint, magnified.

A, head and neck ; B, a
segment of the body or at-
tached proglottis; a, rostel.
lum ; ,

;
', rostellar spines, as of

spinose

bothrium ; e, ganglion ; f, f,
lateral and circular water-
vessels; ll, ramifications, and
A, anastomosingtrunk ofthese
vessels; t, contractile vacu-
ole ; /, genital vestibule ; nt,

penis and vas deferens; tt,

vagina ; c, common cavity
and interior seminal vesicle ;

f, ovary ; g, uterus ; f, vitel-

larian duct.
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cesti, n. Plural of cestus1 .

Cestidae (ses'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cestum +
-idii'.~\ A family of ctenophorans, constituting
the order Ta'niata, of which Cestum is the typi-
cal and only genus. See cut under Cestum.
Cestoda (ses-to'da), H. pi. [NL., var. of Ces-

toiden, q. v.] Same as Cestoidea.

cestode (ses'tod), a. and . Same as cestoid.

cestoid (ses'toid), a. and n. I. a. 1. In general,
of or pertaining to the Cest/iidea ; being or re-

sembling a tapeworm ;
tseniate. 2. More par-

ticularly, applied to the adult in distinctionfrom
the cystic state of a teenia,
not cysticercoid nor hy-
datid, as a tapeworm.
The tape-worms are rarely

met with in both the cystic and
cestoid conditions in the same
animal.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 186.

Also cestoideous.

II. . One of the Ces-
toidea. Also called cestoi-

dean.

Cestoidea (ses-toi'de-a),
n. pi. [NL., < Gr. as if

*KeoToet6rif, < utar&f, a gir-

dle, + eWof, form.] An
order of platyhelminths
or flatworms, having no
intestinal cavity ;

the

tapeworms ;
Tauiiata or

Agastrece. They are inter-
nal parasites, without diges-
tive or blood-vascular systems,
hermaphrodite, mostly of an
elongated and flattened form,
like a piece of tape, and with
the anterior end of the body,
or head, provided with hooks,
suckers, spines, or other arma-
ture for adhering. In the typ-
ical forms the animal is seg-
mented, and in the tapeworm
Tatnia solium there may be
as many as 800 joints ; but the
head alone is the true animal,

the joints or proglottides being merely hermaphroditic re-

productive organs budded from the head. The embryo is

called a proscolex, and at a later stage a scnlex; in the
encysted state the animals are known as hydatuts. The
chain of reproductive segments is the strobila. There are
several families of cestoids, as the Tceniidce, Dibothriidte,
Diphyllidff, Tetraphyllidce, Tetrarhynchidos, and Caryo-
phyllaeidce. Also called Cestoda.

cestoidean (ses-toi'de-an), n. Same as cestoid.

cestoideous (ses-toi'd'e-us), a. Same as cestoid.

cestont, n. [< OF. ceston, < L. cestus, a girdle:
see cestus1 .'] Same as cestus1

, 1.

The Paphian queen
(The flood Eurotas passing) laid aside
Her glass, her ceston, and her amorous graces.

Chapman, Cxsar and Pompey, ti. 1.

This, this that beauteous ceston is

Of lovers' many-coloured bliss.

B. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.

cestra, . Plural of cestrum?.

Cestraciidse (ses-tra-si'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Cestracion + -idte.] A family of sharks: same
as Ceslraciontidte and Heterodontidte.

Cestracion (ses-tra'si-on), n. [NL. (Cuvier,
1817, from Klein, 1742), < Gr. Ktorpa, a weapon.]
1. A generic name originally employed for
the hammer-headed sharks: synonymous with
Sphyrna. Klein, 1742. 2. A generic name of
the Port Jackson sharks, giving name to the

family Cestraciontidce : synonymous with Hete-
rodontus.

cestraciont (ses-tra'si-ont), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the Cestraciontidfe.

ft. n. A shark of the family Cestraciontidce.
Sir J. Sichardson.
Cestraciontes (ses-tra-si-on'tez), n. pi. [NL.,
pi. of Cestracion(t-).~] Same as Cestraciontidee.

Agassiz, 1833.

Cestraciontidae (ses-tra-si-on'ti-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Cestracion(t-) + -te.] In Giinther's

system of classification, a family of Selachoidei,

having an anal fin and two dorsal fins, of
which the first is opposite the space between
the pectoral and ventral fins, and the second
opposite that between the ventral and anal
fins. The nasal and buccal cavities are confluent ; the
teeth are of several kinds, the molars being arranged in

oblique rows which vary in form and character, and form
the basis of the division into genera ; there is no nictitat-

ing membrane. It contains the Port Jackson sharks. See
shark. Also called Heterodontidce.

cestraphoran (ses-traf'o-ran), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the Cestraphori; eestraciont.

ll. n. A member of the Cestraphori; a ces-
traciont.

Cestraphori (ses-traf'o-ri), n. pi. [NL. (R.
Owen, 1866), < Gr. nearpa, a weapon, +

cestus

< tfiepeiv = E. bear1
."]

A group of selachians,
including the living Ccstracinii/ithr and sundry
fossil sharks, such as those whose remains
chiefly furnish the fossils known as icltthyo-
dorulites. In Owen's system the group was defined as a
suborder of I'lagiostomi having obtuse back teeth and
spines in front of each dorsal nn. [Not in use.)

Cestrian (ses'tri-an), M. [< Cestria, Latinized
form of Chester : see Chester.] An inhabitant
of Chester, England.
The good Cestrians may boast of their walls, without a

shadow of that mental reservation on grounds of modern
ease which is so often the tax paid hy the picturesque.

//. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 8.

cestront, . A corrupt form of cistern.

Oestrum1
(ses'trum), . [NL., < Gr. niarpov,

betony.] A genus of plants, natural order So-

lanacece, natives of tropical America. They have
funnel-shaped, yellow, fragrant flowers, and a few species
are common in conservatories.

cestrum2 (ses'trum), .; pi. cestra (-tra). [L..
also cestron, < Gr. nearpov, a graving-tool used
in encaustic painting, < Ktvrciv, prick, puncture :

see cestus1 .'] An implement formerly used in
encaustic painting. It was of metal and of various
forms. When heated and passed near the surface of the

painting, it fused the wax and set the color.

cestui, cestuy (ses'twi), n. [OF., he, that one,
ult. < L. ecce, lo, ML. "isti-liiiic, dat. of *iste-hic,
< L. iste, that (man), + hie, this.] He

;
a person.

Used in law expressions such as the following : cesfui que
trust, the person who is entitled to the benefit of a trust,
the beneficiary ;

.-,,///; que use, the person who is entitled
to a use (see use) cestui que vie, the person for whose
life any lands, tenements, or hereditaments may be held.

Cestum (ses'tum), . [NL.,< L. cestus, agirdle.]
The typical and only genus of tseniate cteno-

Venus' s-girdle (Cfstum veturu).

phorans constituting the family Cestid<e. They
have a ribbon-like body without oral lobes, and two ten-
tacles near the mouth

; each half of the ctenophoral sys-
tem is represented by four very long canals. Cestum ve-

neris, Venus's-girdle, the common
Mediterranean species, is a gelati-
nous ribbon-like organism several
feet long and about two inches
across; it exhibits phosphores-
cence. Also Cestus.

cestus1
(ses'tus), n.

; pi. ces-

ti (-ti). [L. ;
also improp.

written ccestus; < Gr. Ktorof,

agirdle, prop, adj., stitched,
embroidered (sc. luac, a
strap, girdle), < ntvrelv, prick,
stiteh.J 1. In Gr. and Rom.
antiq., a girdle of any kind,
whether worn by men or by
women

; particularly, the
Greek girdle for confining m
the tunic, and Specifically figured amphora found at

the girdle or zone of Venus,
peruBia -

which was said to be decorated with every-
thing that could awaken love.

Venus, without any ornament but her own beauties, not
so much as her own cestus. Addison, Spectator.

2. [NL.] In zool. : (a) A ctenophoran ;
one of

the Cestida. (b) [cap.] Same as Cestum.
cestus2 , caestus (ses'tus), n.; pi. cesfws, ccssttis.

[L., prop, ccestus, a boxer's glove, < cadere,
strike.] Among the Greeks and Romans,

a kind of

boxing-glove
or gauntlet,

consisting of

stout leather

thongs or

straps, often
loaded with
lead or iron,
fastened on
the hands
and arms of

Various forms of Cestus. boxers (call-



cestus

ed erxtmirii) to render their blows more effec-

tive. At llrst the cestns was worn reaching in. higher
than the wrist, tint it was afterward extended to tin- el-

Ixjws, waa more heavily weighted, ami l>ecame, particular-
ly among the Romany, a terrible weapon.

Cestuy, . See. (TKlili.

cestvaen (kest'va-en or -van), n. Same as
eM*.

cesura, caesura (se-zu'rji), n.
; pi. rrmirux, CII-KII-

ni' (-riiz. -re). [= F. ci-xure = Sp. Pg. It. i-txii-

ra = I). cat'Siiur = G. rasur = Dan. ctMitr, < L.

cirxiirn, lit. a cut t ing, < nnli-n; pp. nrxiix, put.]
In /ros., a division made in a lino by the ter-

mination of a word, especially when this coin-

cides with a pause in delivery or recitation.
Strictly, cesura is the di\i>ion mail'- by tin- termination
of a word within a foot, the dmM<>u Ol r;i-i'mrd by tile

ronrnrrenee of the end of a word with tin- end of a foot

being called iHeresix. This distinction of terms is not, hmv-

ever, generally observed in treating of modern poetry.
A i<i:t*''iiliiu> cesitra is one wbicti iniiii''di:itcly follows a

syllabic bearing the ictus or metrical accent ; a /'<-,,i/niu,'

cesilra in one which succeed . a iiu'tnrally unaccented syl-

lable. Acesnra is r.-dlrd t< ii/i. ,n>nf,-i>!. ]> //'/<,/<

or lii'j>litln'niii/i'','iit, according as it occurs in the middle
of the second, third, or fourth foot. In the dactylic hex-
ameter the cesura after the tlrst of the two short syllables
of the dactyl is called tin: tnifhaie cegura or ce#urn irl'l>->-

Iff trochee (of the second, third, or fourth foot, as the case

may be). In the same kind of verse a division at the end
of the fourth foot is called a '

.". more accu-

rately a bucolic tliermiK. In the following examples the
cesura is marked by a dairger(t), thedieresis by a parallel
(II). Thus, in the lines of Kngli.sh heroic verse (iambic pen-
tapody) given below there is a dieresis after the third foot
of the first line, and a cesura in the fourth and third feet
of the second and third lines respectively.

lieforc
j
the hills

I appear'd, ||
Or foun

|
tain flow'd,

Thou with I fiter
|
nal Wis

|
dom t didst I converse,
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crystalline matter obtained from the cavity of
the cranium of spermaceti and other whales.

cetate (se'tat), . [<wf(40)+ -afel.] A salt of
cetic acid.

cete 1

(set;, . [< L. rtrtus, an assembly, gather-
in";: .see

I'lii/ii.i.] A company: a number to-

gether: said of badgers. Xirutt. Sports and

I'nstiines, p. 80.

Cete-t (set), n. [< L. rrtiir.; < (ir. M/TIH;, a whale:
see IT! 11,1. ami cf. I 'i-li ''.] A whale.

Cete :;

(M'tfi), n.
lil. [NL..< (Jr. ki,r>i, uneontr.

i
;

. an\ sea-moii8ter or large lish,

particularly a whale: see wins, and cf. /<'-',

fi lui'in.\ 1. An order of nion(idel]iliian MIIIM-

iinilin, superorder EiliiruliHin. containing the
true cetaceans, as whales, dolphins, etc. It

is naturally divisible into three suborders : the Zeuylo.
il'ni t''-'. lll'.st!) eUinrl ;

tbc !> nti'-^ti . ol" t''othr<! ,-,'trir--; t iis.

as the sperm whales, dolphins, and porpoises; and tbc
Mil*tl, ;(:. ol- \\halrhollc \\ h;ili--. '1 he ^cn<-| a :i nil sj.cci.-s

arc very iiuiner,,ns. and HIV arranged under In families.

The Cfte are i hann ti i i/.rd tiy )iaviir_- tbc pelvis and hind
limbs more or less completely atrophied ; a tlsli-like Unl> ,

sjirciali/i d tin ai|Uatic ]! i i-rosinn. and endinu' in a hori-
/ontal tail or Mukes: sliort fore limbs like tins or tlippn-.
one at least of the digits having more than :; phalan^i s

;

the neck n-.uall> sliorl : and a greater or li-ss numbi -i

iii\ir;i] \ ri'ti'lir;! 1 ;i!ik\!i.-rd ("_''( her. The dentition is

monophyodont, and the teeth are conic or compressed
when present. Also Ceta, O'"
2. In some systems of zoological classification,
a suborder of Ci tiimri>lia. Also C'eln.

cetene (se'ten), n. [For cetyleiie, < crtyt + -< < .]

A colorless, oily, liquid hydrocarbon (CigH32)
obtained from cetylic alcohol. Also called ce-

Cetraria

like mammals, iticludin<; the Siri'iiiii. or herbiv-
orous cftaceaiis. as they were formerly called

(the manatee, halicnre,
I 'i'li or ( 'i lui-i a priiiicr.
as the whales, por-

poises. dolphins, eto,

cetomprphic (se-t..-

nior'tik). a. [As < , tn-

m'lfjilul + -ir.
]
Konneil

like a whale; having
cetacean structure or

aflinities: ol'ur pei-taiu
ins; to the Cr/iiiiiiir/iliit.

Cetonia (se-t(.'ni-;ii, .

[
NL.

]
A (,'enus of la-

mellicorn beetles, re-

ferred to the Nriii-iiliir-

t<te, and made type of a

subfamily ('i-liniiim r. .. r

furnishing the name of
a distinct family Ci iim

in-' -I ..... tie or rose-ohafer.

cetonian (Ne-to'ni-an), a. and .

. etc. i. with the

Roae hcfftle ( Ctttmia ar tf.i .

Vertical line shows natural M/C.

C. diirata is the

<i>i.] I. n. Of or pertaining to the (.'rtimiimr.

U. . A

,

Wisdom
| thy sis

| ter, t and
|
with her

|
didst

| play.
Mi/Inn, I'. 1.., vii.

A cesura occurs in the fourth foot of this Iambic hexapody
(trimeter):

TO death's
|
benum

| niing 6
| pinm t as

| m? on I 1J cure.

Milton, 8. A., 1. 830.

The remaining examples show different cesuras in the

dactylic hexameter. One of the most usual is the penthe-
niimcral : as,

Naught bat trft
|
dition re

\
mains t Of the

|

beautiful
|

village Of
|
Grand-Pre. Longfellow, Evangeline, Int.

The trochaic cesura of the third foot is also very frequent :

as,

This Is the
!
forest prl |

meval. t The
| murmuring | pines

and the
|
hemlocks. Longfellow, Evangeline, Int.

An example of the bucolic cesura (dieresis) combined (as
is frequent) with the penthemimeral is :

WS 6ur
| cfiuntry | fly, t thou, | Tityrtts, II

stretched In the

|
shadow. Longfellow, tr. of Virgil's Eclogue, i.

The hephthemimeral is generally preceded by a trithe-
numeral as secondary cesura : as,

Bearded with
I moss, t and In

| garments
'

green, t Indls-

|
tinct In the

| twilight. Longfellow, Evangeline, Int.

cesural, caesural (se-zu'ral), a. [< cesura,
caesura, + -a/.] Pertaining"to or constituting
a cesura.

It Is but a caaural pause, and anon the curtain lifts.

D. 0. Mitchell, Wet Days.

cesuret, [Cf. F. cesure, cutting, section, now
cesure, cesura, < L. ccesura : see cesura.] Same
as cesura.

Vulgar languages that want
Words, and sweetness, and be scant

Of true measure,
Tyrant rhyme hath so abused,
That they long since have refused

Other cesure.

B. Jonson, Underwoods, xlviii.

cesuric, caesuric (se-zu'rik), . [< cesura, ca--

sura, + -j'c.] Of, pertaining to, or produced by
cesura or pause.
The great goal before the poet is to compel the listener

to expect his cteguric effects. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 262.

Ceta (se'ta), n. pi. [NL., prop. Cete or Cetca,
< Or. Kfrrea, contr. Ktrnj: see Cete3 .] Same as

Cetacea (se-ta'se-S), n. pi. [NL. (Blumen-
bach, 1799), neut. pi. of cetaceus : see cetace-

ous.'] 1. Formerly, the systematic name of ani-
mals of the whale kind in general, including
the sirenians or herbivorous cetaceans and the
cetaceans proper: same as Cetomorpha. 2.
Same as CeteS, 1.

cetacean (se-ta'shian), a. and n. [< Cetacea +
-an.} I. a. Pertaining to the whale, or to the
Cetacea.

II. . An animal of the order Cete; a whale,
or one of the whale kind__ Herbivorous ceta-
ceans. See herbivorous.

cetaceous (se-ta'shius), a. [= Sp. cetdceo =
Pg. It. cetaceo, < NL. cetaceus, < L. cetus, < Or.

nf/Tof ,
a whale : see cete2 and cetus.] Pertain-

ing to the whale
; belonging to the Cetacea or

whale kind.

cetaceum (se-ta'se-um), n. [NL., neut. of ceta-

ceus : see cetaceous.] An oily, semi-transparent

Ceteosaurus, n. See Cetiosaurus.

ceterach (set'e-rak), n. [= F. ceterac = It. ce-

triii'i-a, < ML. cetcrah = MGr. Kira/ian ; of Eastern

origin.] The scaly fern or miltwaste, Aspleni-
um Ceterach, a native of Europe and western
Asia.

ceteris paribus (set'e-ris par'i-bus). [L.: cete-

ris, abl. pi. of ceterum, neut. of ceterus, other;

paribus, abl. pi. of par, equal : see par.] Liter-

ally, other things being equal; being evenly
matched in other respects; other conditions

corresponding, etc. : as, crtirix paribux, a large
man is generally stronger than a small one.

cetewalet, n. An obsolete name of zedoary.
Chaucer.

cetic (se'tik), a. [< L. cetus, a whale (see cetus),
+ -ic.] Pertaining to the whale Cetic add, an
acid produced, according to Heintz, in very small quanti-
ty in the saponincation of spermaceti. It crystallizes in

nacreous scales, grouped in stars, melting at 53.5* C.

ceticide (se'ti-sid), . [< L. cetus, a whale (see

cetus),+ -cida, a killer, < cccdere, kill.] A whale-
killer. Southey. [Rare.]

cetin, cetine (se'tin), n. [< L. cetus, a whale
(see cetus), + -in 2 , -iiir%.] The fatty crystalliz-
able matter which forms the essential part of

spermaceti.
cetin-elaic (se'tin-e-la'ik), a. Derived from
cetin-elaine Cetln-elalc add, a fatty acid obtained
from cetin-elaine by saponincation with an alkali. It re-

sembles but is distinct from oleic acid. U. S. Dip., p. 396.

cetin-elaine (se*tin-e-la'in), n. A fat dissolved

by alcohol from spermaceti, and obtained by
evaporating the alcoholic solution.

cetiosaurian (se"ti-o-sa'ri-an), n. [< CeUoxau-
rus. Cf. saurian.]

'

A member of the genus
Cetiosaurus.

Cetiosaurus, Ceteosaurus (se'ti-, se'te-o-sa'-

rus), . [NL., < Gr. nf/rfiof, of sea-monsters,
monstrous (< w/rof, a sea-monster, a whale : see

cetus),+ oavpoc, a lizard.] A genus of gigantic
fossil dinosaurian reptiles, the species of which
attained a length of from CO to 70 feet, found
in the Oolite and Wealden formations.
cetochilid (se-to-kil'id), . A crustacean of the

family Cetochilidte.

Cetochilidse (se-to-kil'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Cetochilus + -ida:] A family of copepods, tak-

ing name from the genus Cetochilus.

Cetochilus (se-to-ki'lus), n. [NL., < Gr. idjrof,
a whale, + X'^-tit fodder, forage.] A genus of

copepod crustaceans, typical of a family Ceto-

chilitUr, or referred to a family Calanicfa: so
called because a species, Cetochilus septentrio-
nalis, forms a principal part of the food of
whales.

cetological (se-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< cetology +
-ical : see loaical.] Pertaining to cetology.
cetologist (se-tol'o-jist), n. [< cetology + -ist.]

One versed in cetology.
cetology (se-tol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. K^TOC, a whale, +
-)j>yia, < Ijyeiv, speak : see -ology.] The descrip-
tion or natural nistory of cetaceous animals.

Cetomorpha (se-to-m6r'fa), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

la/rot, a whale,+ /u>p<l>>i, form.] A series of whale-

[< 'i liiniii

e (.'rtimiim

scarabaioid beetle of the subfamily
' ': li'lliiltU'.

Cetoniidae (se-to-ni'i-de), n. ]>l. [XL., < <'<-

Ion in + -iila:] The subfamily Cetoniina: ele-

vated to the rank of a family. Also written
Ci'tiniinilii'.

Cetoniinae (se-to-ni-i'ne), w. pi. [NL., < Ceto-
nia + -inn'.] A subfamily of the ScaraTxeidce,
typified by the genus Cetonia; a group of beau-
tiful beetles, the floral beetles, living among
plants and flowers. They have short lO-jointcd an-

tennae, the last three joints being elongated and lamelli-
form. Nothing can exceed the brilliancy of the colon
with which many of them are adorned. The typical genui
is Cetonia,.

The sub-family Cetoniinee is often treated as a distinct

family; it is differentiated chiefly by the position of the
mesothoracic epimera. Paitcoe, Zool. Class., p. 141.

cetorhinid (se-to-rin'id), n. A selachian of the
family I'l-tnrhinidte.

Cetorhinidse (se-to-rin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Cctorltinus + -idte.] A family of anarthrous
sharks, represented by the genus Cetorhinu*.
The teeth are excessively small ; the branchiic have long
fringes ; the five branchial apertures are extremely cleft,
almost girdling the neck, and the eyes are very small.
The only certain species is the bashing-shark, Cetorhinu*
inaximits.

cetorhinoid (se-to-ri'noid), a. and . [< Ceto-
rliinus + -aid.] I. a. Of or resembling the Ce-
torhinida;.

II. . A cetorhinid.

Cetorhinus (se-to-ri'nus), . [NL., < Gr. idfr-of,

a whale, + pivi/, a shark with a rough skin used
like shagreen for polishing wood, etc., lit. a
file or rasp.] The typical genus of sharks of
the family Cetorhinid^, containing a species of

great size, approaching a whale in dimensions,
whence the name. This is the basking-shark,
C. maiimus, which attains a length of 30 feet.

See cut under basking-sltarh.
cetotolite (se-tot'o-lit), n. [< Gr. KJ/TOC, a whale,
+ otif (<""-), an ear, + //flof, a stone.] A name
of certain fossil cetaceous ear-bones, occurring
in such profusion in the Upper Tertiary forma-
tion, as the red crag of Suffolk, Engla'nd, that

superphosphate of potash is prepared from
them on an extensive scale, and used as ma-
nure for land. The ear-lmnes are the tympanic and pe-
trosal, a characteristic and very durable part of the skull
of cetaceans, readily detached from the rest.

cetrarate (se-tra'rat), n. [< cetrar(if) + -atcl.]
A compound formed by the combination of ce-
traric acid with another substance Ammonium
cetrarate, a compound of cetraric acid with ammonia.
Cetraria (se-tra'ri-ii), n. [NL. (so called from
the shape of the apothecia), < L. cetra, better

(xetra, a short Spanish shield, prob. of Hispanic
origin.] A genus of

lichens, related to
Leddea. They have a
rigid, erect, and branch-
ing brown thallus, with
lateral apothecia. The
best-known species is C.

Islandica, or Iceland
moss, which is abundant
in high northern latitudes
and found in many other
parts of the glol>e. It has
a slightly bitter ta-tc. and
when wet becomes soft

and mucilaginous, boll-

ing water extracts a large
proportion of llchenin or
lichen-starch, which is a
modification of cellulose.

Iceland moss had repute formerly as a remedy in pulmo-
nary complaints, and is still used as a mild mucilaginous
tonic and as a nutritious article of diet.

Cttraria.



cetrariaeform

cetrariaeform (so-tra'ri-o-f6rm), a. [< NL. Ce-

traria + lj. forma, shape.] Like plants of the

genus Cetraria. Also cctrarioid.

cetraric (se-trar'ik), a. [< Cetraria + -!'c.]

Kelatiug or pertaining to the genus Cetraria;

existing in or derived from plants of the genus
Cetraria, as Iceland moss, ('. Mandica ce-
traric acid, a crystallizable acid constituting the bitter

principle of the lichen Cetraria. Lindsay.

cetrarin, cetrarine (se-tra'rin), . [< Cetraria

+ -in-, -/'<-.] A vegetable substance extract-

ed by alcohol from several lichens, as Cetraria

Islandica (Iceland moss) and ,s7i<;/ /iiilmonacea.
It forms a fine white powder, very bitter to the

taste.

cetrarioid (se-tra'ri-oid), a. [< Cetraria + -oid.~\

Same as oetrari&fbrm.
Cettia (set'i-a), . [NL. (Bonaparte, 1838), <

Cetti, a proper name.] One of the most remark-

906

seeds of Schcniocrntlon officinale, a bulbous lilia-

ceous plant of Mexico and Central America, with

long grass-like leaves. The seeds have a liitter nc-riil

taste, arc poisonous to dugs and cats, and have been used
as a remedy in various complaints. They are now chietly
used as a source of veratrin. Also xa&m/<7/'/.

cevadillic (sev-a-dil'ik), a. [< eevadilla + -c.]
Same as ccri/dic.

cevadillin, ceyadilline (sev-a-dil'in), . [< cev-

(iili/lfi + -iii'^, -iiic'*."] An uncrystallizable alka-
loid (C34H63NOg) obtained from eevadilla.

cevadin, cevadine (sev'a-din), . [As cerad(ic)
+ -in 2

,
-inez

.~\ A crystallizablo alkaloid (C32
H49NOg) obtained from eevadilla.

Ceva's theorem. See theorem.

cevin, CCVine (se'vin), n. [< cev(adin) + -t2
(

-/Hr-.] A decomposition product (C27H43N08 )

of cevadin.

ceylanite (se-lan'It), n. [P., = E. ceylonite.~]
See ceylonite.

Ceylonese (se-lon-es' or -ez'), a. and n. [< Cey-
lon, otherwise written Zeylan, F. Ceylan, etc., +
-ase.] I. a. Of or belonging to Ceylon, a large
island lying to the south of Hindustan, now a

colony of Great Britain.

II. . sing, and /</. An inhabitant or inhabi-
tants of Ceylon ; specifically, a member or mem-
bers of the principal native race of Ceylon. See
Singhalese.
Also Cingalese, Singhalese, and Sinhalese.

ceylonite (se-lon'it)
;

re. [< Ceylon + -jte
2
.] A

dark-colored ferruginous variety of spinel from
Ceylon. Also cnndite, ceylanite, zeylanite.

Ceylon moss, stone, etc. See the nouns.

Ceyx (se'iks), n. [NL., < Gr. /c#t>f, also naiir/i;,

Kai>af, /c#f, a sea-bird, perhaps the tern or gan-
net. Cf. Cecomorph(e.] In ornitli., a genus of

Bush-warbler (Ctttia tttli).

able and anomalous genera of passerine birds,

having only ten rectrices. There are about 10 Euro-
pean and Asiatic species, the best-known of which is Cet-
tia cetti, or Cetti's bush-warbler, found in the countries

bordering the Mediterranean. Also called Iloreitei, Ho-
rornifi, Neonitx, llnrbivox, and Uroxphena.
cetus (se'tus), . [L., < Gr. Ktjrof, any sea-mon-
ster or large fish, especially a whale; as a con-

stellation, the Whale. Hence cete?, Cete, Cc-

tacea, etc.] 1. A whale. 2. [cop.] A southern

constellation, the Whale, in advance of Orion.

The Constellation Cetus. From Ptolemy's description.

It was anciently pictured as some kind of ma-
rine animal, possibly a seal. 3. [ccyj.] [NL.]
A genus of whales. Brisxon, 1756.

cetyl, cetyle (se'til), n. [< L. cetus, a whale (see

cetus), + -yl.] An alcoholic radical (CjgH^)
supposed to exist in a series of compounds ob-
tained from spermaceti and beeswax.
cetylene (se'ti-len), . Same as cetene.

cetylic (se-til'ik), a. [< cetyl + -io.] Pertain-

ing to or containing cetyl : as, cetylic alcohol.

Ceuthorhynchus (su-tho-ring'kus), n. [NL., ir-

reg.< Gr. nei'detv, hide, bury (=E./ii(7t1 ), + plyxof,
snout.] A genus of rhynchophorous beetles, of
the family Curculionidce or weevils. The larva; are
very destructive to the turnip. C. atttrimilw is the turnip-
seed weevil ; C. cantraetwi, the charlock weevil ; C. pleu-
rutiffmet, the turnip-gall weevil. Also Ceutorhynchtts.

ceyadic (se-vad'ik), a. [Abbr. form of ceva-

dillic, q. v.] 1. Relating or pertaining to eeva-
dilla. 2. Existing in or derived from eeva-
dilla: as, cevadic acid Cevadlc acid, a volatile

fatty acid obtained from Schmioctmlon officinale (Vera-
trum

Sabadilla). It appears in needle-like crystals. Also
called cfinadillic acid and methylcrotonic acid.

eevadilla, cebadilla (sev-, seb-a-dil'a), n. [=
F. c6cadille, < Sp. ceradilla, usually cebadilla, =
Pg. cevadilha (NL. sabadilla), eevadilla, dim. of

Sp. cevada, usually cebada, = Pg. cevada = Cat.
civada = Pr. cicada, barley; < Pg. cei-ar = Sp.
cebar, feed, < L. cibare, feed, < cibits, food.] The

Ceyx fnelattura.

kingfishers, of the family Alcedinidte and sub-

family Daceloninte, characterized byhaviugonly
three developed toes. The type is C. tridactyla.
There are several species in India and the East
Indies.

cf. [Contr. of L. confer, impv. of conferre, com-
pare, collate: see confer, collate.] A contrac-
tion of the Latin confer, compare.

0. O. An abbreviation (a) of commissary-gen-
eral, and (b) of consul-general.

C. g. S. The usual abbreviation of centimeter-

gram-second (which see, under centimeter') : as,
the c. g. s. system of physical units.

Ch. [(1) < ME. ch initial, ch, cell, later tch, medial
(in earlier ME. never final, being in its origin
due to a following e or i), < AS. c (orig. or in-

flexive), followed by vowel e (ir, ea, ea), i, or y,
the c in such case being usually pron. as a pala-
talized 1; as in cettster, E. Chester, cist, E. chest,

did, E. child, wicce, E. witch, hwylc (hwylce), E.

which, etc. (2) < ME. ch initial, ch, rarely cch

(or later te/i)medial (see above), < OF. ch (pron.
as mod. E. eh, i. e.,tsh, but in mod. F. simply
sh: see below), < L. c, under conditions like
those mentioned above. (3) < mod. F. ch, pron.
sh. (4) < L., etc., ch, < Gr. x, an aspirated form
of K, L. c, whence the L. spelling ch. (5) Sc.,
var. 0/i, repr. ME. gh, h, g, AS. h, etc., or Gael,
or other forms of this palatal sound, like G. ch,

aspirated form of orig. c or k, as in G. krachen
= AS. cearcian, E. crack, etc. (6) In Skt. Hind.,
etc., see def.] A common English digraph, of
various origin and pronunciation. In native
English words it is always pronounced tsh, being a com-
pound sound consisting of a ( produced at the A-point,
followed by an xh in intimate union, so that the sound is

commonly regarded as one, and is in many languages, as
in Sanskrit, Hindustani, Russian, etc., provided with a
simple character. In Spanish it is denoted by ch as in

English, but the symbol is regarded and named (che, pro-
nounced cha) as a single character in separate alphabeti-
cal place. Ch = tsh is the surd correlate of j = dzh. <Seej.)
The digraph ch occurs (1) in words of Anglo-Saxon ori-

gin, being in such words usually initial, as in child, choose,

chack

clicst, etc., but sometimes final, as in each, sucli. vliicli, but
tln-n usually in the combination tch (see tch); (2) in words
of old French origin, as in chair, change, cha.-"-, <-t/iiinbiT,
etc. ; (3) in words of modern French origin, in which it has
the modern French sound, *A, a.s in chaixi', champagne, and
in some of older French origin, with original C/I-SOUIM!, as-

similated U> modern t<h, as in ehampmffn, chintlni, etc. ;

(4) in words of (jreek origin, representing the (ireek x, as
in chorus, r/iiilf, etc., being in older words of this origin of-

ten a modern substitution for Middle English, Old French,
Middle Latin, etc.,cort, tainCliri*t!an,chamete<m, chanio-

milf, rili-liemii, ch\rurgeon,etc. ; (f) in Scotch words, as Inch,
in which the ch is :i guttural spirant or fricative uttrn il

through the narrowed throat, like theCierman ch in ilocli,

arh, etc.; ((!) in words of .Sanskrit, Hindustani, etc., ori-

gin, in which ch has the same sound as in English. So in
words of Spanish and Portuguese origin, as chinch, chin-

chilla, and in Russian and other Slavic words, in which
tile spelling tch, tnh, or (as in German) Inch is often em-
ployed for the single original Ilussiau or Slavic character.
Src oarfMiotion.

ch. An abbreviation (a) of chapter, and (b) of
church.

C. H. An abbreviation (a) of court-house, very
common in the southern United States, and as
far north as southern Pennsylvania, as a part
of town-names : as, Spottsylvania C. H.

;
and

(l>) of ciistom-lioiim:

cha (chii), n. [Chinese ch'a, ts'a, etc., tea: see

tea.] The Chinese word for tea Cha sze, a tea-

expert; a tea-taster.

chabasie (kab'a-si), n. Same as chabazite.

chabazite, chabasite (kab'a-zit, -sit), . [< Gr.

xa,ia^iof, one of twenty species of stones men-
tioned in the poem litpi IMuv ("About stones"),
ascribed to Orpheus (Webster's Diet. ).] A min-
eral of the zeolite group which occurs in rhom-
bohedral crystals of a white or flesh-red color.
It is a hydrous silicate of aluminium, calcium, and sodium.
A reddish variety from Nova Scotia is called acadialite;
a yellowish variety from the neighborhood of Baltimore,
Maryland, has been called haydettite.

Chablis (sha-ble'), n. A dry white French
wine of excellent quality, taking its name from
the town of Chablis, near Auxerre, in the de-

partment of Yonne.
chabouk. chabuk (cha-buk') [Also written

cliawbuck, repr. Hind, chabuk, a whip.] A long
whip ; specifically, the whip used in the East for

inflicting corporal punishment.

Drag forward that Fakir, and cut his robe into tatters

on his back with your chabouk.

Scott, Surgeon's Daughter, xiv.

Chaca (ka'ka), n. [NL., from native E. Ind.

name.] 1. The typical genus of the family
Chacidw. 2. [_l. c.] A fish of this genus. Also
chaka.

chacet, v. and . A former spelling of chase.

chachalaca (cha-chii-la'ka), . [Imitative of
the bird's cry.] The Texan guan. Ortnlis vetula

maccalli ; a gallinaceous bird of the family ( 'ra-

cid<E and subfamily Penelojnna; the only rep-
resentative of the family in the United States.
It is 23 inches long and 26 in extent of wings, of a dark-
olive color, brightening to lustrous green on the tail, and
changing to plumbeous on the head ; the lower parts are
of a dingy, undefinable color. It is easily domesticated,
and is said to be sometimes used as a game-fowl. It in-

habits the valley of the Rio Grande and thence southward.
The name is variously spelled, the orthography here given
being the usual one.

chacid (ka'sid), n. A fish ofthe family Chacida.

Chacidae (ka'si-de), . pi. [NL., < Chaca +
-idee.'] A family of nematognathous fishes, typi-
fied by the genus Chaca. The head and front of the

body are much depressed : the true dorsal fin is short and
anterior ; the adipose is replaced by a rayed dorsal, which
is confluent with the caudal ;

the true anal is short, and
there is a second anal corresponding to the second dorsal
and also confluent with the caudal

;
each pectoral flu has

a strong spine, and the ventrals are moderately far back.
The family is represented by an Indian fresh-water fish,
CAnca lophioidei. By most ichthyologists the species is re-

ferred to the family Siluridce, and variously regarded as

representative of a subfamily (Chacinte), a group (Chacina),
or a cohort (Chacini).

Chacina (ka-si'nii), n. pi. [NL., < Chaca +
-ia2 .] In Giinthers system of classification,
a group of Silurida; homaloptera; haying the

gill-membranes confluent with the skin of the
broad isthmus, the dorsal and anal fins divided
into two portions, the anterior portion of the
former with a strong spine, the posterior and
the anal united with the caudal, and the ven-
trals six-rayed. The group is the same as the

family Chacidce.

Chacinae (ka-sl'ne), n. j)l. [NL., < Chaca +
-ina.'.'] The 'Chacidai considered as a subfamily
of Siliiridte : same as Chacida:
Chacini (ka-sl'ni), n.pl. [NL., < Chaca + -i.]
In Bleeker's system of classification, a cohort
of the family Silurida; : same as Chacidtc.

chack 1 (chak), v. t. [Sc.; cf. chocl^, chuck3
,
and

check1
, v.~\ 1 . To bruise, nip, orpinchby jamming

or squeezing accidentally: as, to chack one's

finger in shutting a door. 2. To cut by a sud-



chack

den stroke. 3. To take hold of suddenly. 4.

In tin- inii><ri/r, to jerk or toss (the head), us a

horse, in order toUMkra the strain of the bridle.

chack2 (chak), n. [Origin obscure.] A slight

repast; luncheon
;
a snack: as. "a clmd; of din-

ner," (litlt. Also died,', rhiitt. [Scotch.] Fam-
ily chack, a family iliinn-r : a dinner or linn-hron - n _i,t.

mill'', or without special preparation or formality.

He seasoned III is dismission liy a kind and hospitable in

vitatiun,
"
to come back and take part o liis/(/i/i'7//-<7/<i',

Ml alir piveeesel).' ,SVi/, Roll Hoy, XXIV.

chack :!

, chacker, chack-bird (chak, chak'er,
chak'herd), . [He. chuck, also check, iind coni|i.

xtiiiic-ehnckcr, -checker, the wheatoar, also the

stoneohat; var. of chat*.] Local British names
of the wheatcar, Nnj-icn/n n mnil/ic. Mnii/ti>/n.

chack4 (chak), n. and ?. A Scotch form of check.

chackle (chak'l), v. '. ; prot. and pp. dmcklnl,

ppr. chnckliiiii. [VaT. of clinlter; cf. ctiiicl.' 1

,

flint 1
.']

To chatter. [Prov. Eng.]
chackstone(chak'ston), ii. Ajackstone. [Eng.]
chacma (chak'mii), . Tlie Hottentot name of

a Son t.h Africa 11 Suxxo^OgnocwMnponetfitu.
chaco (cliak'ol, . [S. Amor.] The native name
of an unctuous earth found at La Paz, Bolivia,
which is made into pats and eaten with choco-
late.

chaconne, chacone (sha-kon', -kon'), n. [< F.
fliucniiiic = It. cincHHiui, < Sp. cliacona, a dance,
an air.] 1. An old dauce or saraband, proba-
bly of Moorish or Spanish origin. 2. A mu-
sical composition in the movement of such a

dance, in slow tempo, nsually in triple rhythm,
and properly consisting of a series of varia-

tions upon a ground-bass of eight bars' length.
It closely resembles the passacaglia.
chacuru (cha-ko'ro), . [S. Amer.] The na-
tive name of Bucco chacuru, a South American
barbet or puff-bird, barred above with brown
and black, having two black stripes on each side
of the head and a very stout red beak.
chad 1

(chad), n. If. An obsolete form of shad,

2. The name in Cornwall, England, of the

young of the common sea-bream, Pagellus cen-

trodontus.

chad'-5
(chad), n. [E. dial. var. of chat*, q. v.]

1. A dry twig: same as chat 4
. 2. Dry, bushy

fragments found among food. [Prov. Eng. in

botn senses, usually in plural.]
chadam (chad'am), n. [E. Ind.] An imagi-
nary money of account in some parts of Asia,
representing 25 cowries, or 2i mills. Simmonds.

chadar, n. See chudder.

chadding (chad'ing), . [Verbal n. of *c/(rf2
,

., < chad2 , .] Gathering twigs. [Prov. Eng.]
chadlock (chad'lok), n. A dialectal variant of

charlock.

chad-penny (chad'pen"i), n. A contribution
made at Whitsunday to aid in keeping in repair
Lichfleld cathedral, England,which is dedicated
to St. Chad. [Local, Eng.]
chaenichthyid (ke-nik'thi-id), n. A fish of the
t'amilv ( 'litsiiich thi/idce.

Chaenichthyidse (ke-nik-thi'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Clueniehtnys + -idle.] A family of acanthop-
terygian fishes, typified by the genus CluEitich-

thijs, and including those Notomenoidea which
have the snout produced and spatuliform, the

body mostly naked, and two dorsal fins, the first

of which is short and the second long. The
few species known are confined to the antarctic
seas.

Chaenichthys (ke-nik^this),
n. [NL., irreg. <

Gr. xaiveiv, gape, + ix&i'c, fish.] A genus of

acanthopterygian fishes, typical of the family
Ch cen ich thuidai.

chsenopsid (ke-nop'sid), . A fish of the family
C'liienoi>ni<lie.

Chaenopsidae (ke-nop'si-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Clitenopsis + -idee.] A family of blennioid fish-

es, represented by the genus Chtenopsis. The
body is elongated, compressed, and naked ; the head elon-

gated and with the i>ostocular region much developed ;

the hranchiostegal membrane conspicuous externally and
free from the throat ; the dorsal fin long, with the anterior

rays inarticulate and the remainder articulate; and the
ventrals a little in advance of the pectorals and having
two or three rays. The only known species is the Clue-

iit>li.<ix wi'llatux, a rare flsh of the Caribbean sea.

Chaenopsis (ke-nop'sis), n. [NL. (Gill, 1865),

irreg. < Gr. ^a/priv, yawn, + o^c, look, face.]
The typical genus of the family Cluenopsidn'.

Chaerophyllum (ke-ro-nl'um), . [NL., in L.

fhivrephylu-m (usually cirrefolium, > ult. E. cher-

vil), < Gr. xaiptyv'/,/jn>, chervil : see chervil.] A
genus of plants, natural order Vmbelliferce, con-
sist ing of about 30 species, natives of the north-
ern hemisphere. The more common European
species are popularly called chervil (which see).
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Chaeta (ke/ta), ,/. ; pi. dnclic (-te). | M,., < Gr.

Xn'T'i, long, loose, Bowing hair, a horse's main-,

eie.| In :.V/., a bristle; a seta: used chiefly
in composition.
Chaetetes (kct'c-te/,), Same as Cha-titcs.

Chaetetidae (ke-'tct'i-de), . />/. Same as Clurli

tida:

Chaetifera (ke-tifv-rji), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of chiftij'eriiK : see dm lifcrnnx. anil cf. I'hii'ln-

phora 1
.] An ordinal or other group of gephy-

reans which have chu'tm or setas. Tlie> an- char.
;i' d i i/ (l | h\ having two hlrnn^' \< uti-.-il hristlr.s. thr nioiith

at tin- li:i- nl tin probo-ri.*. .-iin! th.- arms trnnillal. The
ynjii|i i-ontiiins the l'aiiiilir> l-'.,'lii,n-ln- ami /;

U distiliKliirihcd from A>-lnt'l>i. ANn ralh-il Ai-tHiltti.

Chaetiferi (ke-tife-n). . pi. [NL., pi. of d,-
tij'min : see diirti/i run*.] Same us I'hii-liJ'eni.

chaetiferous (k6-Uf'e-rus), n. [< XL. tHueSferus,
< dui'ta, q. v., -f- \j.j'c.rrc= E. bear*. Cf. dnr/u-

l>lii>roiitt.~] Bearing chffitBB or bristles; setifer-

ous or setigerous ; specifically, of or pertaining
to the t'lin-lifi-rii.

Chaetites (k'et'i-tez), . [NL., < Gr. jam/,
mane (NL. clin'ta, bristle), + '/JOnf, stone.] The
typical genus of the family Chaititidfe. Also
< 'IllVlctfS.

Chaetitid33 (ke-tit'i-de), n.
pi. [NL., < Cha-

tilc.* + -idie."\ A family of fossil tabulate cor-
als occurring in several geological formations,
from the Silurian to the Permian. Also t 'hu-
ll liilir.

Ohaetocercus (ke-to-ser'kus), n. [NL., < Gr.

jam?, mane (NL. clia'ta, bristle), + Ke/mof, tail.]
1. A genus of humming-birds. G. K. Gray,
1853. 2. A genus or subgenus of kangaroo-
rats, of the family Dasyurida: and subtamily
Dasyurina' or I'haacolitgaliwe. It is detached from

Phaxcvloyale on account of the crested compressed tail and
the lack of one lower premolar tooth. C. cristicauda is

the type. Krr/t, 18S6.

Chastoderma (ke-to-der'ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

X^'Tr/, mane (NL. cluvta, bristle), + M/>/M, skin.]
1. A genus of supposed gephyrean worms hav-

ing minute calcified spines in the integument,
whence the name : now regarded as a genus of

gastropodous mollusks, and made the type of

an order Chaetodermata. Loven, 1845. 2. [Used
as a plural.] Same as Cha-todermata. Lankes-

ter, Encyc. Brit.

Chaetodermata (ke-to-der'ma-ta), n. pi. [NL.,

pi.
of Cli(cto(lerma(t-)."\ An order of shell-less

isopleural gastropods, represented by the genus
Chcetoderma.

Chaetodermatidae (ke*to-der-mat'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Ch(Et<>dcrma(t-) + -id(C.] The family
of gastropods which is represented by the ge-
nus Clxetoderma. The body is vermiform and sub-

cylindrical, with a swelling at each end, the anterior oral
and the posterior anal ; the intestine has a hepatic sac ;

there are two anal branchial ; and there is a median,
strong, chitinous pharyngeal tooth, corresponding to the
radula of typical gastropods. The only known species is

the Chaetnderma nitidulum of the European seas.

chaetodennatous (ke-to-d6r'ma-tus), . [<

Clia'todernin(t-) + -ons.~\ Having a chrotiferous

integument ; specifically, pertaining to or hav-

ing the characters of the Chmtodermata.

Chaetodiptems (ke-to-dip'te-rus), n. [NL., <

Cha'to(dmi) + Gr. (Kjmpof, two-finned : so named
because it was considered to be like Cha-todon,
but distinguished by having two dorsal fins.]

Chaetophora
: sn iiameil from the slender bris-

tle-likechar:h-tcr f>f the teeth, which arc clo-i -1 y
crowdeil tiiL'eih'T. TO ii hai
Hot only all 1 lie CfuBtodmMdif, I'll! -LIIH nlli. I I. ,un- lilllr

l-rlati-il I" II. T.l I Kill- UlillT- it i- IV-tlii led I" -llrll

t- ' '!,' !
. n> tt ;IIM| '

Chaetodonidae (k6-t$-don'i-de), . pi. Same as
('In i tuiliniiiilii a.- used by former writers. Ximiii-

xnii, L839.

chaetodont (kf-'tfwlont), . and M. I. '(. Per-

taining In tin' I /'ii luiliiii/ii/iliii or Clui'tiitli'iitidii'.

*n- -I. l:idninl.-,'in.

II. n. Same as dui'toilmitiil.

Chaetodontid (kr-lo-don'tid), w. A fish ol the

family OuBtOaOntUUS.
Chaetodontidae (k'--to-don'ti-de), ii.pl. [NL.,
< ('liii'tinliiii(l-) + -iiln .] A I'amily of acanthop-
t. i \Lrian or spiny-liinifcl fishes, typilied by the

genus I'liii'liiilnii, of varying limits with differ-

ent writers. Ity fonne r writers it was used for a group
corresponding to that called by many ichthyologists .S'yiio-

Muonfish, or Porgy (Cftatixtifttrus/aifer}.

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

A genus of chtetodontoid fishes, of the family
Ephippiida?. C. faber is a species of the Atlantic coast
of North America, locally known as the moimjinh and
porgy (but very different from the porgy of New York).
C. zonatus is a species of the I'acinc coast.

Chaetodqn (ke'to-don), n. [NL., < Gr. xa'Tr/<
mane (NL. chteta, bristle), + oMf (ooWr-) = E.

tooth.] The typical genus of fishes of the family

Chatoden lunula.

miyinnes. By late ichthyologists it is restricted to Chat-
toatnitoidea

,
with a single entire dorsal flu, branchial aper-

tures confluent below, and the post-temporal l>ones un-
divided and articulating by a single process with the
cranium. It includes numerous tropical sea-ftshea of
rather small or moderate size, most of which frequent
coral reefs. They are generally remarkable for the con-
trast and beauty of their colors.

Chaetodontina (ke"to-don-ti'na), .;>/. [NL., <

Chtetotli>n(t-) + -iaa.] In Gunthers system of

classification, the first group of Squamipitincs,
characterized by the absence of palatine and
vomerine teeth : nearly the same as the family
Chtetodnn tMce of recent authors.

chaetodontoid(ke-to-dou'toid),a. and . I. a.

Resembling or having the characters of the
t'ha'todontoidea.

II. n. A member of the Chti'todonMdea.
Chaetodontoidea (ke"to-don-toi'de-ii), n. pi.
[NL., < Cha;todon(t-) + -oidea.] A superfam-
ily of chtttodont fishes. It contains several fami-

lies, having peculiarly modified vertebra? and hasioccipi-
lal bone, vertically extended lamellar upper pharyngeal
bones, and a much compressed Itody with its integument
encroaching upon the dorsal and anal fins.

chaetognath (ke'tog-nath), a. and n. I. a. Of or

pertaining to the Chirtognatha ; chsetognathous.
II. n. A member of the Cha-tognatha .

Chaetognatha (ke-tog'na-tha), . pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of cha:tognathus : see clia-tognathouis.]
A group of transparent animals consisting of
the family Sagittidii

1

,
the affinities of which are

still undetermined. They resemble the nematoid
worms and oligochietoiis annelids in structure, while their
mode of development is peculiar, presenting some points
of resemblance to that of hrachioj>ods and cchinoderms.
The group is now made a separate class of the branch
Vfrmen.

chsetognathous (ke-tog'na-thus), a. [< NL.
cha'tognathun, < Gr. xa'Ttl, mane (NL. chtrta,

bristle), + ]vA8of, jaw.] Pertaining to or hav-

ing the characters of the OuBtognama.
Chaetomium (ke-to'mi-um), . [NL., < Gr.

xa-iT'l, mane (NL. cha'ta, bristle).] A genus of

ascomycetous fungi which grow upon paper
(sometimes in books), straw, and similar sub-

stances, frequently producing red or yellow
spots. The fructification consists of superficially home
perithecia, clothed with hairs or minute bristles and con-

taining asci and spores. The asci are very delicate, and
are easily ruptured, so that only the spores are com-
monly seen.

ChaetonotUS (ke-to-no'tus), . [NL.,< Gr. jam?,
mane (NL. clia'ta, bristle), + vtirof, the back.]
A genus of minute aquatic worm-like animals
of uncertain position, referred by Ehrenberg
to the rotifers, by Dujardin to the infusori-
ans

;
and they are placed by some writers with

lehtliyiflinm in the order of oligocheptous an-

nelids, and by others with Iclttliyidium and
some related genera in a separate class Gas-
trotricha.

Chaetophora1 (ke-tof'o-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of cho'tophorvs : see chtrtophormis.] In sool.,
a division of annelids including those which
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Chaetophora

move by means of setigerous feet or parapodia,
or by suctorial disks, as tho oligochsetous and po-

lychsetous forms of worms,
and the suctorial forms,
or leeches. The group is

nearly equivalent to tho
class Annelida in the usual

acceptation of that term.

Chaetophora2 (ke-tof'o-rii),
. [NL., fern. sing, of cha 1-

tojihorus : see chaetoplto-

rotts.] In hot., the princi-
pal genus of the Cha'toplio-
raeeie.

Chaetophoracese (ke-tof-o-

ra'se-e), n.pl. [NL.j< Chir-

tophoi'a
2 + -aecfc.] A fam-

ily of filamentous green
fresh-water or rarely ter-

restrial algre, belonging
to the Chlorosporcie, and
characterized by bristle-

like tips on terminal ap-
Pendages. Chwtophora is

the principal genus, and C.

elegans a common species.
chastophorous (ke-tof'o-rus), a. [< NL. chaeto-

phorus (cf. cluEtiferous), < Gr. xa 'T1, mane (NL.
chceta, bristle), + -<j>opo<;, < ijicpav = E. ftcntr1 .]

Bearing bristles
; setigerous or setiferous

;
chse-

tiferous; specifically, of or pertaining to the

Chwtophora.

Chaetopqd (ke'to-pod), a. and . I. a. Of or

pertaining to the Cheetopoda. Also cluetopodous.
II. n. An annelid or worm of the order Ciue-

topoda.

Chaetopoda (ke-top'o-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

xa'tTT/, mane (NL. ciiceta, bristle), + iroif (;ro<!-)= E./ooi.] 1. In some systems of zoological
classification, a prime division or branch of a
phylum of the animal kingdom called Appen-
diculata, consisting of two classes, Oligochceta
and Polychceta: in this sense contrasted with

Rotifera (alone) and Gnatltopoda (Arthropoda
indiscriminately). U. B. Lankester. [Little
used.] 2. Ordinarily, an order or subclass of
the class Annelida, with dorsal branchiee and
non-suctorial mouth. They are marine worm-like
annelids not distinctly segmented, and with tubular seti-

gerous feet or parapodia, whence the name. There is a
metamorphosis in most forms, and the sexes are generally
distinct. This order is a large and important group of
about 20 families, which has received many names, and to
which varying limits have been assigned ; it is now usually
divided into Oligochaita and Polychceta.

chaetopodous (ke-top'o-dus), a. [< CliCEtopoda
+ -ous.~] Same as chaitopod.

Chaetops (ke'tops), n. [NL. (Swainson, 1837), <
Gr. xatTr

l, mane (NL. clueta, bristle), + bty, eye,
face.] A notable genus of turdoid passerine
birds of Africa : so called from the bristly rictus
which they possess. C.frenatus is an example.
Chaetopteridae (ke-top-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cluetopterus, 1, + -ido;.] A family of annelids,
usually referred to the order Clxetopoda, some-
times to the Cephalobranchia. The body is elon-

gated and segmented into several dissimilar regions ;
the

dorsal appendages of the middle segments are alate and
often lobate, and they usually have 2 or 4 very long ten-
tacular cirri. The animals live in parchment-like tubes.

Chaetopterus (ke-top'te-rus), n. [NL., < Gr.

xa'TI, mane (NL. chaiia, bristle), + mcpov,
wing.] 1. The typical genus of the family
Clicetopteridtf. C. pergamen taceits is a West In-
dian species. 2. A genus of sparoid fishes.

ChaetOSoma (ke-to-so'ma), . [NL., < Gr. xa-lrti,
mane (NL. cii(eta, bristle), + aa/ia, body.] 1.
The typical genus of the family Chcetosomidce,
having a double row of short knobbed rods on
the ventral surface in front of the anus. 2. A
genus of coleopterous insects.

Chaetosomidae (ke-to-so'mi-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Chtetosoma, 1, + -idce.~\ A family of marine
worms of uncertain position, usually referred
to the order Nematoidea, and considered to have
relationship with the Chectof/natha (Sagitta).
Chaetospira (ke-to-spl'raj, . [NL. (Lach-
mann, 1856), < Gr. xairrf,' mane (NL. chaita,
bristle), + mrelpa, a coil, spire.] A genus of
heterotrichous infusorians, of the group of the
stentors or trumpet-animalcules, having a slen-

der, spirally twisted, ribbon-like extension of
the anterior region, and a lateral hyaline ex-
pansion along the peristome. It includes sed-

entary loricate infusorians, the zooids of which
are not attached to the sheath, as C. muelleri.
Chaetura (ke-tu'rii), w. [NL. (Stephens, 1825),
< Gr. xaiT>l, mane (NL. chceta, bristle), + oiipd,

tail.] 1. In ornith., a genus of swifts, of the
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family Ci/pselida;; the spine-tailed swifts: so
called because the shafts of the tail-feathers

project beyond the webs in a hard, sharp point

Chimney-swift (Clitrtttrtt felagi>

or mucro. There are many species, the best-known of
which is tlie common black chimney-swift of the United
States, Chtxtura pelagica.
2. A genus of gastrotrichous Nematorliyncha.
3. A genus of dipterous insects. Macquart,
1851. 4. A genus of protozoans.

Chaeturinae(ke-tu-ri'ne), n.pl. [NL.,<Ch(etura,
1, + -*'!.] A subfamily of non-passerine fissi-

rostral birds, of the family Cypselidte or swifts
;

the spine-tailed swifts, differing from the typi-
cal swifts or Cypselince in having the normal
ratio of the phalanges (2, 3, 4, 5). The genera
are Chcetura, Collocalia, Dendrochelidon, Cypse-
loides, and Nephcecetes.

chaeturine (ke-tu'rin), a. Spine-tailed, as a
swift ; of or pertaining to the Chceturince.

chafe (chaf), v.
; pret. and pp. chafed, ppr. chaf-

ing. [< ME. chaufen, warm, heat, < OF. chan-

fer, F. chauffer, warm, = Pr. calfar, < L. calefa-
cere, make warm, < calere, be warm, + facere,
make. Cf. calefacient, calefy, and see chaffZ,']
1. trans. If. To heat; make warm.

That the flamme upliende
The celles forto chere and chaufe olofte.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 40.

2. To excite heat in or make warm by friction ;

stimulate to warmth by rubbing, as with the
hands : as, to chafe the limbs.

At last, recovering hart, he does begin
To rubb her temples, and to chaufe her chin.

Speiuer, F. Q., I. vii. 21.

Fain would I go to chafe his paly lips
With twenty thousand kisses.

Shale., 2 Hen. VI., ill. 2.

But she . . . laid his head upon her lap,
And loosed the shatter'd casque, and chafed his hands.

Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

3. To fret and wear by friction
;
abrade

; espe-
cially, abrade (the skin) by rubbing; make sore

by rubbing; gall: as, the coarse garments
chafed his skin.

The ground for anchorage is of the very best kind, sand
without coral, which last chafes the cables all over the Bed
Sea. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 310.

Two slips of parchment . . . she sewed round it to pre-
vent its being chafed. Scott.

The opposite hill, which hems in this romantic valley,
and, like a heavy yoke, chafes the neck of the Aar.

Ltmgfellow, Hyperion, iii. 2.

4. To irritate
; annoy ;

vex
; gall ;

make angry.
These foughten full harde, that sore were chauffed with

wrath oon a-gein a-nother. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 460.

Her intercession chaf'd him so,
When she for thy repeal was suppliant,
That to close prison he commanded her.

Shak.,1. G. of V., ill. 1.

Nay yet it chafes me that I could not bend
One will ; nor tame and tutor with mine eye

That dull cold-blooded Csesar. Tennyson, Fair Women.
5. To stimulate, as by pungent odors

; per-
fume. [Rare.]

Lilies . . .

Whose scent so chafed the neighbour air, that you
Would surely swear Arabick spices grew. Suckling.

6f. To animate; revive; inspirit; encourage.
That he wolde . . .

. . . cherisch hem alle with his cher, <fe chavfen her loye.
Alliterative Poems (E. E. T. S.), ii. 128.

= Svn. 3. To nib, wear. 4. To gall, vex, irritate, heat,
ruffle, exasperate.

II. intrans. If. To be or become heated.
The day be-gan to chauffe, and the sonne was risen right

high as a-boute the houre of pryme, and the duste be-gan
to rise right thikke. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 283.

2. To be fretted and worn by rubbing : as, the
cable chafed against a rock. 3. To be irritated
or annoyed; fret; fume.

And take no care
Who chafes, who frets, or where conspirers are.

Shah., Macbeth, iv. 1.

Strode about in the chamber,
Chafing and choking with rage ; like cords were the veins

on his temples. Longfellow, Miles Standish, iv.

4. To be in violent agitation; rage or boil;
dash, as in anger ; fret.

The troubled Tiber chafing with her shores.

Shak., 3. C., 1. 2.

chaff

She too is strong, and might not chafe in vain
Against them. Bryant, The Ages, st. 34.

Chafe (chaf), n. [< chafe, v.~] 1. Heat excited

by friction. [Bare.] 2. An irritated mental
condition arising from continued provocation
or annoyance ;

heated impatience or anger,
especially under restraint or a sense of injury ;

a fretful tendency or state
; vexation.

But she, in r/m/V, him from lu-r lap did shove.
Sir P. Sidney, in Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 511.

Stalking with less unconscionable strides,
And lower looks, but in a sultry chafe.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1246.

Chafer1
(cha'fer), , [< ME. "chafer, < AS.

ccafor, ccafer, a beetle (tr. of L. bruchus: see

Sruchus), = D. kever = OS. kever (gloss.) =
OHG. chevar, chevaro, MHG. kcrer, kefere, G.

kcifer, a chafer
;
root uncertain

;

cf. MHG. kifen, kiffen, gnaw.]
A name commonly given to
several species of lamellicorn

beetles, Searabatidie. The melan-
choly rose-chafer, Euphoria inelan-

choliea, a familiar example, feeds upon
flowers or upon the sap exuded from
wounded trees, but in the autumn, and
especially in dry seasons, not infre-

quently attacks and injures ripe fruit mriancholica}, nat-
of all descriptions, as grapes, figs, and "">! size,

cotton-bolls. The European cockcha-
fer, Melolontha milaarix, is in habit and position tho ana-
logue of the American May-beetle or June-bug.
chafer2 (cha'fer), n. [< cnafe + -erl.] 1. One
who or that which chafes. 2f. A vessel for

heating water, food, etc.
; a chafing-dish.

Water in chafer for laydyes fre.

Kabecs Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 314.

Chafowre, to make whote a thynge, as watur, calefac-
torium. Prompt. Pare.

Hence 3f. Any dish or pan. [Rare.]
A chafer of water to cool the ends of the irons.

Baker, Hen. VIII., an. 1541.

4. A small portable furnace
;
a chauffer. E.

H. Knight. Also chaffer.

chaferyt (cha'fer-i), n. [Early mod. E. also

chaferie, < F. (OF.) cliaufferie, a forge, < chauf-
fer, OF. chaufer, heat : see chafe, ?.] A sort of
blacksmiths' forge formerly used in manufac-
turing iron in England, for reheating the blooms
intended to be drawn out into bars.
chafe-wax (chaf'waks), n. [< chafe, heat, +
obj. wax1

. Cf. equiv. F. chauffe-cire.~\ Former-
ly, in England, an officer in chancery who pre-
pared the wax for the sealing of writs and
other documents about to be issued. Also
written chaff-wax.
chafeweed (chaf'wed), n. A local English name
for Gnaphalium Germaniatm, the cudweed.
chaff1

(chaf), . [= Sc. caff, < ME. chaf, caffe,
< AS. ceaf= D. kaf, > MHG. kaf, G. kaff, chaff,

prob. akin to OHG. cheva, MHG. *kei-e, G. Mfe,
pod, husk, G. dial. (Swiss) kefen (also kifel,
Bav. kif-erbes), green peas in the pod; cf. MHG.
kffach, pods collectively.] 1. The glumes or
husks of wheat, oats, or other grain and grasses,
especially when separated from the seed by
threshing and winnowing.
Ley hem [pomegranates] feire in chaf that never oon other
Touche, and ther thai beeth save ynough.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 117.

We shall be winnow'd with so rough a wind
That ev'n our com shall seem as light as chaf.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

2. Straw cut small for the food of cattle. 3.

Figuratively, paltry refuse; worthless matter,

especially that which is light and apt to be
driven by the wind.

Here es cury un-clene, carle, be my trowthe,
Ca/e of creatours alle, thow curssede wriche !

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1064.

Gods defend us !

We are chaf before their fury else.

Fletcher, Valentinian, v. 4.

Not meddling with the dirt and chaf of nature.
Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, ii. 1.

4. In bot., the scales or bracts which subtend
the individual flowers in the heads of many
Composites. 5. A name among fishermen for
the finer kinds of seaweed.
chaff2 (chaf), i'. [A dial, form of chafe, pre-
serving the older sound of the a (namely a, a),
as also in chaff-wax for chafe-wax: see chafe,
v. t., 4.] I. trans. To assail with sarcastic ban-
ter or raillery ; banter ; make game of

;
ridicule

;

tease; quiz; worry. [Colloq.]

Morgan saw that his master was chaffing him. Thackeray.

=Syn. See taunt.

II. intrans. To use bantering or ironical lan-

guage by way of ridicule, teasing, or quizzing.
[Colloq.]



chaff

chaff2 (chaf), n. [< chaff?, t: Cf. chafe, n., 2.]

Hunter; sarcastic or teasing ruillery.

In banter, in re|>at irr. iti .-A'///, ilir ailing e-.u~t;uit trait

is some: display of relative superiority the detection <>t

a weaklier, ;i iui*take. an ahslinlily. mi the part <if an-

other. ". .V'/i'-'-r, ITin. of Psychol., 8 534.

chaffaret, chaffart, and r. Middle English
forms cit' cliiilfir 1

.

chaff-cutter,' chaff-engine (chafkut'er, -en*-

jin), . An agrieiiltural machine for cutting

up hay, straw, etc., as food for cattle. See

Chaff*, i!.

chaffer 1 (chafer), w. [< ME. cha/cre, chaffarc,

rlmlYar, rhrffarc, earlier chapfare, rheapfnre,

tazgaining, trade, merchandise (= Icel. <<)/<-

for, a journey), < rltmp, rhc/>, a bargain, trade.

-I- fare, a going, journey, doing, affair, business :

see cheap, ., and /are, w.] It. Merchandise;
wares

; goods ;
traffic.

No ivuratiinr in- u" owt of towno for to engrosy the

ehaf'arf, vpon paync fur I" In- t -ty-dayes in the kynges
prysone. /://v/..A i;ililn (E. E. T. S.), p. 353.

Hut these Marehamlcx with their shippes great,
And siieh i-hajf'tin

1 as they bye and get
By the weyes, must nede take on hand
By the coasts to jiasse of our England.

llakldiiVi Voyagei, I. 188.

2. Mill-gaining ; haggling in buying and selling,

chaffer' (chaf er), v. [< ME. chaffaren, cheffarcn,

bargain, negotiate, < chaffarc, etc., bargaining,
trade: see chaffer*, .] I.f trans. 1. To buy
or sell

;
trade or deal in.

Where is the fayre flocke thon was wont to leade ?

Or belie they chafred, or at miscliiefe dead?
Spender, Shep. Cal., September.

2. To exchange ; bandy.
Appruuhing nigh, lie never staid to greete,
Ne chafar words. Spenner, F. Q., II. v. 3.

II. intrans. 1. To treat about a purchase or

contract; bargain ; haggle: as, to chaffer with a
fishwoman or a hackman.

Nor rode himself to Paul's, the public fair,

To chaffer for preferments with his gold,
Where bishoprics and sinecures are sold.

Drydeii, Character of a Good Parson, 1. 70.

2. To talk much and idly; chatter: as, "the

chaffering sparrow," Mrs. Browning.
chaffer2 (chafer), n. Same as chafer2, 4.

chaffer3 (chafer), . [< chaff
2 + -er*.] One

who employs chaff or light raillery. [Colloq.]

She was considered the best chafer on the road ; not
one of them could stand against her tongue. Mayhew.

chafferer (ehaf
'

6r-er), n. One who chaffers
;
a

bargainer ;
a buyer.

chaffering (chafer-ing), n. [Verbal n. of chaf-

fer
1

, c.] 1. Bargaining; trading. 2. Wordy
talk and haggling.

Long ere heat of noon,
From byre or Held the kinc were brought ; the sheep
Are penned in cotes ; the chaffering is begun.

Wordxicvrth, Prelude, viii.

If the Florentines had laid aside their niggardly chafer-

ing about the price, they might have diverted the storm.
J. Adams, Works, IV. 119.

chafferyt (chaf'er-i), n. [< chaffer* + ^/.]

Traffic ; buying and selling.
chaff-flower (chaf 'flou'er), n. The Alternan-

tlicra Achyran tha, a prostrate weed with chaffy
flowers, common in warm regions,
chaff-halter (chaf'hal"ter), n. A bridle with
double reins used by women.

chaffinch (chafinch), K. [< ME. chaffynche,
var.

caffynche : so called from its delighting in chaff,

or rather in grain (so the ML. name furfurio,
also furfuris, < L. furfur, bran); < chaff

1 +

Chaffinch (Frinfilla Calebs).

finch.} 1. A common European bird of the

genus Fringilla, F. ccelebs, whose pleasant short
and oft-repeated song is heard from early
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spring to the middle of summer. Tin- I.IUIUH^- >,f

the male is very pretty, I'liatlinehes arc useful in '!'

stroyiiu: ;i|>hhl- ami eaterpillar-. tli'Miuli Hir\ injure \a

rious kinds uf ganlen-plaiits. In winter HM> t'-.-il mostly
"h ''<U. Also ralleil rliitjit/. Ui'i'li-Jlii'-fi , /("/ luti'll

,
xll'-ll-

tll'l'lf, ulti'ltil. lirnil,. *i'i,ik. junk. <-tr.

2. A mime nf tin- Australian birds of the genus
t'ltlni

:

liiii, as I'. i/iinliliir.

chafflesB(clmf'les), a. [< chuff* + -less.} With-
out chaff; free from worthless matter, rubbish,
or refuse. [Rare.]

The end- made you.
Unlike all others, rlui ill, -.-. >7i/<i.

,
( 'ynibcllne, i. 7.

chaffo (chaf'6), v. [E. dial., var. of chacel, q. v.]
To chew. Grose.

chaffron (chafron), . Same as rhiiiiiffmi.

chaffs (cliafs), n. "pi. [Var. of chaff*: see chaft.]
The jaws; jaw-bones; chops. [North. Eng.]

chaff-seed (chafsed), w. The Schwalbea Ameri-

i-iniii, a scrophulariaceous plant
with yellowish

flowers, allied to the eyebnght, found along the

Atlantic coast of the United States : so called

from its loose thin seed-coats.

chaff-wax (chaf'waks), n. Same as chafe-wax.
chaffweed (chafwed), w. [< chaff* + HVM/I.

]

A popular name of Centinifulii.t /</'/... from
its small chaffy leaves. It is a low annual, allied

to the pimpernel, widely distributed through
Europe and America.

chaffy1 (chaf i), a. [< chaff* + -yi.] 1. Like

chaff; full of chaff.

Chafy grain beneath the thresher's flail. (Meridge.

2. In lot., furnished with chaff, as the recep-
tacle in some compound flowers ; paleaceous.
3. Figuratively, light; frivolous; unstable.

A very thief in love, a chafif lord,
Nor worth the name of villain !

Fletcher (atid another), Two Noble Kinsmen, iii. 1.

Slight and chaffy opinion. Glannlle,Van. of Dogniat., xv.

chaffy
2 (chafi), a. [< chaff"* + -y*.~\ Given to

chaffing; bantering; ironical. [Kare.]
The time is off-hand, cha/y, and must be taken in its

mood. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 24.

chaffy
3 (chaf i), n. [Dim. of chaffinch.'] A

chaffinch. Macgillivray.

chafing-board (cha'fing-bord), . Naut., a
batten fastened upon the rigging of a ship to

prevent chafing.

chafing-check (cha'fing-chek), n. JVat(t.,acIeat

containing a sheave, sometimes fastened on the

after side of topgallant yard-arms for reeving
the royal-sheets.

chafing-dish (cha'fing-dish), n. 1. A dish or

vessel to hold coals for heating anything set on

it; a portable grate for coals. 2. A disn fitted

with such a vessel for hot coals, or with lamps
or the like beneath, and having a cover, used
for keeping meat and other food hot.

chafing-gear (cha'fing-ger), n. Naut., mats or

other soft substances fastened on the rigging,

spars, etc., to prevent chafing.
Wherever any of the numberless ropes or the yards are

chafing or wearing upon the rigging, there chajing-gear,
as it is called, must be put on. This chafing-gear consists

of worming, parcelling, roundings, battens, and service

of all kinds rope-yarns, spun-yarn, marline, and seizing-
stuffs. R. II. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 15.

chafing-plate (oha'fing-plat), n. lamech., any
metal guard or plate put between two parts
moving one upon the other : as, the bolster chaf-

ing-plate of a car-truck.

chafront, n. See chamfron.
chaft (chaft), n. [North. E. and Sc., also chfft,

usually in pi. chaffs, chefts, corruptly chaffs, <

ME. chaft, chaftc, < Icel. Jtfaptr, kjiiptr (pt pron.
as ft) Sw. kaft = Dan. kjceft, the jaw, with for-

mative -t, connected with Dan. kjaxe, the jaw,
with OS. kaflos, pi., = AS. ceafl, pi. ceaflas, ME.
chavel, chai-yl, chawylle, chaule, early mod. E.

chaul, chatcl, chowl, chole, now jowl : see chacel =
chawl= chowl =jowl, and cf. c/mic3 =jaw. The
form chaft is in general use corrupted to chap,

chop : see chap
2

, chopS.] A jaw.
chagant, [ML. chaganus, caganus, etc,, ult.

< Pers. khan.] An obsolete form of khan*.

For Chaaan is not a proper name, but a Princely title,

which in those parts and the Countries adipyning is still

continued. Purcha*, Pilgrimage, p. 397.

chagigah (ha-ge'ga), n. fHeb.] The voluntary
sacrifices offered by the Jews with the paschal
lamb at the passover. It is supposed by some that
in the time of Christ they were offered on the morning
following the sacrifice of the paschal lamb. Straus*.

chagrin 1
*, [F. chagrin, a kind of leather,

shagreen : see chagrin* and shagreen.] See sha-

green.

Chagrin2 (sha-grin' or sha-gren'), n. [Formerly
sometimes shagreen, a spelling now confined to

the other sense; < F. chagrin, grief, sorrow,

chain

formerly (OF. i-lmi/rin vexation, melancholy;
prob. a metaphorical use of i-lmi/rin, a kind of

roughened leather (</((/;(', slmi/rei n), some-
times used (it is .supposed) for rasping wood,
and hence taken as a type of corroding care.

Cf. It. dial. (Genoese) M/</''""'. gnaw. (/''""'"

consume one's self with anger; It. Union-, file,

gnaw, fret. Similar turns of thought are .seen

ill similar uses of K. n>rrinli-, i/nn/r, </' fret*.]
Mental disquiet and pain from the failure of

aims or plans, want of appreciation, mistakes,

Ste.; mortilii-ation; vexation.

IT n MM. aiel toui-h IVIinda with -/<

That single act gives half the u'ltM the spleen.
/ ..,..-. K. .,( the

I.., iv. 77.

= Syn. ri'fation, etc. Bee wortijicutioii.

chagrin2 (sha-grin'or sha-gren'), v. t. [< F.

ehiii/riner ; from the noun.] To excite a feel-

ing of chagrin in
;
vex

; mortify.
O ! trifling head and fickle heart,
Chat/riant at whatsoe'er thou art.

T. Warton, Progress of Discontent.

chagTll (cha-gol'), . [E. Ind.] In the East

Indies, a kind of canteen, usually made of

leather, used for carrying drinking-water.
chai-mui (chi'mu-i or -ma), . [Chinese.] A
game played at dinner-parties and convivial

gatherings in China, [t is played by two person!, who,
while looking each cither steadily in the face, simultaneous-

ly extend a hand shmvinL' >. nne <>r none of the fingers, cry-
ing out at the same time the probable number of fingers
iliu- Mivteheil out by both. The unsuccessful guesser has
to drink a cup of wine as a forfeit. It is the same as the
Italian game of morn, with some differences of method.

Every person shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding
Ten Dollars who shall utter Shoute or Cries or make other
Noises while playing the game known as Chai-Mui, be-

tween the hours of 11 p. m. and 6 a. m.
Hong K&ng Ordinanf*, No. 2, of 1872 (quoted in

[Giles's Glossary of Keference).

chain (chan), n. [< ME. chaine, chayne, rheine,

cheyne, < OF. chaine, chaene, F. chaine = Pr. Sp.
cadena = Pg. carlea = It. catena = MD. ketene,
D. ketcn, ketting = MLG. kedene, kede, LG. kede
= OHG. chetinna. chetina (> Sloven, ketina),
MHG. ketene, G. kette = Icel. (mod.) kedhja =
Sw. kedja, ked = Dan. kja'de = W. cadwyn, cad-

wen, a chain, < L. catena, a chain : see cate-

na, catenary, etc., and cf. chignon.] 1. A con-
nected series of links of metal or other mate-

rial, serving the purposes of a band, cord, rope,

Different forms of Chains.

or cable in connecting, confining, restraining,

supporting, drawing, transmitting mechanical

power, etc., or for ornamental purposes. In

heraldry the chain, as a bearing, may be borne in a single

piece bend-wise, fesse-wise, or the like, or in a cross or

saltier, or in a more elaliorate arrangement. It is some-
times represented flat, like a bar or ribbon invected or
indented on the edge, and pierced with holes.

3itt there schewethe in the Roche ther, as the Irene

Cheynes were festned, that Andromade a gret Geaunt was
bounden with, and put in Presoun before Noes Mode.

Maniieville, Travels, p. 30.

2. Figuratively, that which binds, confines, re-

strains, fetters, or draws; specifically, in the

plural, fetters
;
bonds

; bondage ; slavery : as,
bound by the chains of evil habit.

The melting voice through mazes running.
Untwisting all the chains that tie

The hidden soul of harmony.
Hilton, L'Allegro, L 143.

3. In gurv., a measuring instrument, generally
consisting of 100 links, each 7.92 inches (see
Gunter's chain, below), or, as commonly in the

United States, one foot, in length. 4. In weav-

ing, the warp-threads of a web : so called be-
cause they form a long series of links or loops.

5. A series of things, material or immate-
rial, linked together; a series, line, or range
of things connected or following in succession

;

a concatenation or coSrdinate sequence : as, a
chain of causes, events, or arguments ;

a chain
of evidence

;
a chain of mountains or of fortifi-

cations.

Nothing is so apt to break even the bravest spirits as a
continual chain of oppressions.

Sicift, Conduct of the Allies.

6. Ill chem., a group of atoms of the same kind
assumed to be joined to one another by chemi-
cal force without the intervention of atoms of

a different kind. 7. pi. .Vot/f., strong bars or

plates of iron bolted at the lower end to the
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matter has been consumed, and the ashes are thrown

hy the downward motion
i its circuit.

attaching a watch to a buttonhole, where it is secun-d

by a bar or hook : named (184!*) from i'riuce Albert, con-

sort of Queen Victoria. Alderman in chains. Si--.-

nliii'i'iiuiii. -Angular chain-belt, ."ee n iviulu r. Chain-
belt, see MI. Chain cable. See <.. 2. Chain
harrow. See harm !. Chain-mail. See mow. Chain
Of locks, in canal navigation, a series of locks contigUODfl
one to another, the upper ante of one forming the

Blower
gate of the one next above it. Chain of re
series of arguments of which each one after the

deadeyes, by which the shrouds supporting chain-guard (ehan'gard),w. lnwatcli-makin(j,a,
the masts are extended. Formerly, instead mpc]ianisin,providedwithafusee,topreventthe
of bars, chains were used; hence the name. watch from being over-wound. E. H. Kiiiijlil.

Same as chain-plates. Albert chain, a short chain chain-hook (chau'huk), n. 1. Naut., an 'iron
i . __ _ i_iT" A. , ~ I....* I...L. .,,... ;* ; a ....ii i. ..l

********* **w*k \ 1111
rod, with a handling-eye at one end and a hook
at the other, for hauling the chain cables about.

2. A hook which grips a link of a chain ca-

ble and serves as a cable-stopper. 3. In xurg..

a light chain with hooks attached, used for re-

__ trading the parts in dissecting. , ... _
gate of the one next above it.-Chain of reasoning a chain-knot (chan'not), . 1. A series of loops chainSmith (chan'smith), n. One who makes
u.,vi.i..- . .f *ivr> n tiii*iit-u of u'mcli piirh i tilt* fitter i ht> tit st IM'- as i :_ i~: ~v ~i^ i^.^,> n-ii^i^.c.ciiiT/il*Ti/^rtlrc! ^****i'**>j*v" \ /j

chair

11 chain-shot (chan'shot), H. Two balls or halves
18 of a ball connected by a chain, chiefly used in

old naval ordnance to

cut down the masts or

spars of vessels or to

destroy the shrouds and

rigging. It is not used
with modern ordnance.

In heraldry it is represented in various fantas-

tic ways. Also called chain-ball.

Thys argument, though it bee leaneld against Poetrie,

yet is it indeed a chaine-shot against all learning.
Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

.

in which each loop successively locks
chains.

precedes It Budleu chain. Vee enille**. Gunter's by passing the cord itself through it. 2. A
Chain, the chain formerly in common use for measnri-

the one above it, and the last loop is secured ca n-snake (chan'snak), *, A large harmless
-

,

land. It has a length of 66 feet, or 22 yards, or 4 pol, s of

5J yards each, and is divided into 100 links of 7.92 inches

knot used in splicing the loop-stitch in certain

sewing-machines.

serpent of the United States, Ophiboliis getu-
IHS: so called from the concatenation of its

bold black and white markings.< each, and is divided into niu MIIHS in I.IK incnes ;~i_i5 / u - /i \ rs i -L. 7, n n Tin,, ""i UIM.UH n,uu nuiim iiiaimugn.
100,000 square links make l acre.-To back a chamless (chan les), a. [< chain + -less.] Hav-

chain_stitch (chan'stich), n. A stitch used in
ing no chains; incapable of being chained or

bound down.
Eternal spirit of the chainless mind.

Byrtrn, Sonnet on Chillon.

'let), n. [< chain + dim. -let.'] A
little chain.

The spurs and ringing chainlets sound. Scott

chain-lightning (chan'llt'mng), n. Lightning

n. Naut., a receptacle below deck for the chain

cable. The deck-pipe, through which the chain passes, t atrmnpr f>han'stor>''pr1 r,

is made of iron. Steam-vessels have frequently a mova- cnain-StOp erj, m
We box on deck for this purpose.

A loom in which

each.

Chain. See befcl.=Syn. See shackle.

chain (chan), v. t. [< ME. chtii/iifii, cheynen,

etc.; from the noun.] 1. To fasten, bind, re-

strain, or fetter with a chain or chains : as, to

chain floating logs together; to chain a dog; to

chain prisoners.
A chayne for chayne a boke, by the gefte of Muwte

Kent. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 320.

The mariners he chained in his own gallies for slaves. ,

Kimllai, Hist. Turks, visible in the form of wavy or broken lines.

2. Figuratively (a) To unite firmly; link. chain:locker, chain
:
well (chan'lok"er, -wel),

In this vow [I] do chain my soul to thine.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 3.

(b) To hold by superior force, moral or physi-
,)le lm on ue(;K IUI. ulla plu

.

pulK!.

cal; keep in bondage or slavery ; enthrall; en- chain-loom (chan '16m), n.
slave.

And which more blest? who chain'd his country, say,

Or he whose virtue sigh'd to lose a day 1

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 147.

I am chained to Time, and cannot thence depart.
Shelley, Adonais, xxvi.

(c) To restrain ;
hold in check ;

control.

He could stay swift diseases in old days,
Chain madmen by the music of his lyre.

M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna, i. 1.

3. To block up or obstruct with a chain, as a

passage or the entrance to a harbor.

Chain-ball (chan'bal), n. Same as chain-shot.

chain-bearer (chan'bar"er), . A man who car-

ries the chain used in surveying land; a chaiu-

Chuin-molding. From St. William's Chapel, York, England.

various kinds of ornamental needlework, in

ordinary sewing (in contrast with the lock-

stitch) by some sewing-machines, and as the
characteristic method in tambour-work. TO form
rhiiiii-stitclieB in sewing, a loop is made on the right side

of the stuff, and the thread, being passed backward
through the stulf, is brought out again in the middle of

this loop, and then pulled tight ; another loop is then

formed; and so on. In tambour-work the fabric itself

is formed by such stitches made with a crochet-hook.

Chain-stitch embroidery, embroidery done with a

chain-stitch, whether with a needle or a hook. Some of

the most ancient embroidery is of this character, and the

stitch has been in use in all periods.

'_ ~__ f ._','
- A device for

holding a''hain cable or keeping it from running
out too rapidly.

A man who carries the chain used in survey- mal is a substance ; therefore, Bucephalus is a substance.

ing land ' a chain-bearer Also called <<*/*///* anlffrimn. See sorites.

Chain-molding (chan'moVding), n. Inarch., chain-timber (chan'tim"ber), i. Same as Sea-

chain-bit (chan'bit), n. A bridle-bit in which
the mouthpiece is a chain.

species of molding cut to represent a chain.
Cham-boat (<*_an'bot)

. Same as anchor-hoy.
T(

. JJJJ Jn the Romanes e^
Cham-bolt (chan bolt) , 1-/**. one of the

chain-pier (chan'per), n. A pier running into verted into a recipi-
large bolts by which the chain-plates are fas-

Q
*

t b
''

cnains fog a 8U8pension- eut of water-power.
tened to a vessel's sides. Also called chain-

brjd .,e
'

plate bolt.-2. A door-bolt which is held or
cna>.pin (cMn 'pin), n. An iron pin used by

drawn by a chain.
surveyors for marking the length of a chain

;

chain-bond (chan'bond), re. In arch., a bond measurine mn
formed by building an iron chain, a bar, or a

chain-pipe (ctiau'pip), n. Naut., an iron pipe
heavy scant ing into tie masonry Hoop-iron * ^ the deck of a ship through which
is often used, since it is so thin that it does not

the cha
>

eftl)le ig ]ed

chain-plate (chau'plat), n. Naut., one of the

iron plates used for securing the shrouds of the

lower rigging to a vessel's sides. Also called

channel-plate. See chain, 7. Chain-plate bolt.

Hame as cttain-bolt, 1.

chain-wale (chan'wal), n. [< chain + wale1
;

usually contr. to channel2
, q. v.] Naut., a chan-

nel. See channel^.

chain-well, . See chain-locker.

chain-wheel (chan'hwel), n. 1. A wheel hav-

ing sprockets or teeth which catch the links of

a chain, used for

transmitting power.
2. An inversion

of the chain-pump,
by which it is con-

disturb the joints.

chain-bridge (chan'brij), n. A suspension-

bridge in which the roadway is suspended by
chains instead of by wire cables. See bridge

1
.

chain-chest (chau'chest), n. Naut., a locker

It consists of a bucket-
chain which passes over
a pulley and through a

pipe of such a size that
the buckets very nearly
till its section. The water
Hows into the pipe at the

upper end, and, descend-

ing, carries the buckets
with it, thus setting the
whole chain and there-
fore the pulley in mo-
tion. This wheel is also

known as Lamoliere's

piston-wheel, the application having been first made by

Chain-wheels for transmitting pow

chain which pas
over ;t and gives motion to or receives motion

it EHEninht

buckets or with flat valves or disks, to

raise water for short distances.
The chain is carried over two sprock-
et-wheels, one of them submerged,
and turns with them. If buckets are

used, the water is lifted in them by
turning the upper wheel, each bucket

discharging its load as it passes over
the wheel. When valves or disks are

employed, the chain passes upward
through a tube, which discharges the

water forced into it by the disks.

chain-rule (chan'rol), n. A
rule of arithmetic, by which,
when a succession or chain of

equivalents is given, the last of

each being of the same kind
as the first of the next, a rela-

tion of equivalence is estab-

lished between numbers of the
first and last kind mentioned.

coral, Catenipora escharoides.

Chain-coupling (chan'kup''ling), n. 1. A sup- m lt ^ ^ ^ .

plementary coupling between railroad-cars, chain-pump (chan'pump), n. A form of pump tlle fabri consisting of a succession of loops

etc., used for security in case the mam cou- empioying an endless chain, armed at intervals u
?
ed

,

ln hosiery and

pling should accidentally give way or become
unfastened. 2. A hook or other device at-

tached to the end of a chain for the purpose of

connecting it with another chain or of fasten-

ing it to any object.
chain-fern (chan'fern), n. The common name
of ferns of the genus Woodtcardia, from the

chain-like rows formed by the fruit-dots on each
side of the midrib and midveins, and parallel to

them.

chain-gang (chan'gang), n. A gang or num-
ber of convicts chained together, as during out-

door labor or while in transit.

I'd take my place with a chain-gang, and eat Norfolk
Island biscuit. Lever.

chain-gear (chan'ger), . A device for trans-

mitting motion by means of a chain that en-

gages the cogs or sprockets of a wheel.

chain-grate (chan'grat), . A feeding-device

Common form of

Chain-pump.

for furnaces. The fuel is placed in a hopper, and is chain-saw (chan'sa), . A surgical saw, con-
slowly carried forward by an endless apron formed of sisting of a chain the links of which have a
cross-bars attached at each end to moving chains. These Zj ,.,! ,,a(Uq in nmrmrntiniis Viptwppn
bars form the grate. The motion is so timed that when Serrated edge, USei

the fuel reaches the rear of the fire-box all combustible small bones on account of its adjustability.

e the links of a
chain.

chain-work (chan'werk), n. 1. A style of tex-

if a succession of loops,
tambour-work. E. H.

See chain -stitch. 2. In decorative art :

(a) An ornament of chains meetingone another
and interlinking, so as to form a sort of net.

(l>) Any carved or embossed work resembling
intersecting links or overlapping chains.

Wreaths of chain work, for the chapiters which were

upon the top of the pillars. 1 Ki. vii. 17.

chair (char), n. [< ME. chaire, cltaiere, chaere,

chinjrc, chayere, etc., < OF. chaiere, chaere, F.

chaire, < L. cathedra (with reg. F. suppression
of medial.consonants th and a), a chair, a throne,
< Gr. KatitSpa, a chair, seat: see cathedra. Cf.

chaise, a doublet of chair.'] 1. A seat having
a back, and sometimes arms, intended for the

accommodation of one person. Chairs are usually

movable, and made of wood, cane, or other light material,
but are sometimes fixed, and sometimes made of stone or

metal. The seats are usually and the backs frequently
made of some soft material, often upholstered.

The Jewes setten him in a C/int/ere and cladde him in a

Mantelle. Mandei'iUe, Travels, p. 14.

2. A seat of office or authority: as, the chair

of a judge, a professor, the presiding officer of

a meeting or an assembly, etc. Hence (a) The



chair

office itself; especially, tin- ottiee of a professor ; a pro-

fessorship : as, tn Imlcl tin' ehttir of logic (ir divinity; to

foiiiul ii rlniir ill -.\ university. |ln tin- medieval universi-

ties tlic lecturer alone wit in a chair, anil the hear.js on

Hi.' rushes.
|

Tin' Main Hi' lastlM

Supplied with worthy in. n. NA.it., Cor., iii. X.

Nor does it fllllnw. even when ;t rlt"ii- is founded ill eo||.

nrrtiiiii with n well-known institution, Unit it has cither a

.Hillary or an occupant. ". II'. //../. ...., Meil. i'.ssays, p. 87.

(//) The incumbent of a seat of authority, a professor or

the like ; now, specifically. the rhainnan or presiding olll-

i'rr of an a.einlilai;c : as, to addrcv, or support the c/.ii.V.

Let our universities. my I.onl, no longer remain.' thus

silent. . . . Let It not be said, your CA<rtr take no notice

of a more peruieioiiH plot than any that yet has alarm'.!

Hh. /-.'IV/I/H, To till' Ilisllop of llxfonl.

3. One of four conventions connected with the

eisteddfod of \V;iles, in which bardic matters

are discussed and disciples trained in prepara-
tion for the great gorsedd or a-sembly.

4f. A sedan-chair.

Think what a ..... inipace tlioii hast in air,

Anil view with scorn two pa'^es anil a rA.nV.

/'..;..', R. of the L., i. 4.

5f. A two-wheeled carriage drawn by one horse ;

a chaise
;
a gig.

E'en kings illicit quit their state to share
Contentment and a one-horse t-tutir.

T. Wurtun, Phaeton.

6. One of the iron blocks forming a kind of

clutch by which, according to a common Eng-
lish system, the rails in a railroad are support-
ed and secured to the sleepers or ties. Ajuinl-
flmir is a chair that secures the connection of

two rails at their ends Bath chair, an invalids
chair on wheels, intended to he pushed along by an atten-

dant : so called from Bath in England, where invalids are

conveyed to the springs in such chairs. Cane chair.
See cii/u'l. Chair Of St. Peter, the see of Rome, or the

office of the papacy : so called from the tradition that St.

Peter was the tirst hishop of Koine, and hence the founder
of the papacy. Chair Of state, a throne

; the seat or

dignity of any chief executive : as, Washington was unani-

mously called to the cAair o/ <u<e. Curule chair. See
cumle. Easy chair. See auty-chair. Folding chair.
a chair having the seat, legs, and hack hinged anil Jointed
in various ways, HO that it can be folded up into a small

space when not in use
;
a camp-chair ; also, a sea-chair.

Oculist's chair. See oculiii. St. Peter's Chair, the

name of two Roman Catholic festivals, held on February
22d and January 18th, in celebration of St. Peter s tradi-

tional founding of the episcopacies of Antloch and of Rome
on those dates respectively. Windsor Chair, (a) A kind
of strong, plain, polished chair, made entirely of wood.

He got up from his large wooden-seated windaor-chair.
Dickeng.

(6) A sort of low wheeled carriage.

chair (char), v. t. [< chair, n.] 1. To place
or carry in a chair ; especially, carry publicly
in a chair in triumph.
The day the member was chaired several men in Con-

ingsby's rooms were talking over their triumph.
Diiraeli, Coningsby, v. 2.

2. To place in a chair of office; install; enthrone.

He took a big, grizzled, docile-looking fellow patroniz-

ingly by the arm . . . and cliaired him on a large cylin-
der-head. T, tt'inthrop, Love and Skates.

chair-bearer (char'bar'er), n. Same as chair-

man, 2.

chair-bed (char'bed), n. Same as bed-chair.

chair-bolt (char'bolt), n. A screw-bolt used for

fastening a railroad-chair to the sleeper or tie.

[Seldom used in the United States.]

chair-days (char'daz), n. pi. The evening of

life
;
the time of repose for old age. [Poetical

and rare.]
In thy reverence, and thy chair-days, thus

To die lu ruffian battle. Shale., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2.

chairman (char'man), n.
; pi. chairmen (-men).

1. The presiding officer or an assembly, asso-

ciation, company, committee, or public meet-

ing. 2. One who assists in carrying a sedan-
chair. Prior. Also called chair-bearer.

chairmanship (char'man-ship), n. The office

of a chairman or presiding officer, as of a com-
mittee or board ; the performance of the duties

of a chairman.
A great meeting was held in the Town Hall, under Mr.

Carter's chairmanship.
K. J. Uinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 94.

chair-Organ (char'or'gan), n. A choir-organ.
The word is supposed to be suggested by choir-uryan, with
reference to tlie frequent location of the choir-organ di-

rectly behind the organist's seat.

chair-rail (char'ral), n. In carp., a board or

plate of wood fastened to a wall at the proper
height to prevent the plastering from being in-

jured by the backs of chairs.

chair-web (char'web), n. A scroll-saw. E. II.

Jiniijlit.
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chaise (sha>.), n. [F. ;
a variant of chain: a

ehiiir: see i-linii: In the Kith century the 1'iiri-

si;ins in many words substituted tlie sound of

z for that of V, and in this ease, as a distinct

meaning was attache.! to each form, the modi-
licatioii was adopted as a new word.] 1. Prop-

erly, a two-wheeled carriage for two persons.
drawn by one horse, and generally furnished

with a hood or top that may ho let down. Ill

dialectal speech often .--/mi/. -!2. A four-wheeled

pleasure-carriage drawn by two or more horses.

Within the low-wheel il

Her mother trundled to the gate
Behind the dappled jjrays.

7V, in.;", Talking llali.

3. [< F. chiiitu; a chair, from the representation
on the coin of the king seated on his throne.]
A French gold coin
first issued by Louis
IX. in the thirteenth

century. itwase.iuai
to about three I'nltcd
states gold dollars. The
specimen illustrate. 1

\\ci-tis ali'iut 7:; ^lainx
Chaises were also rolni-il

in England in the n-i^n
of Edward III.

chaiselt, . [ME.,
also clidi/Kfl, clifisrl,

clieygel, < OF. <///-

sel, chainnil, clfiiixii.

also clianisil (> ME.
cliiii(iisfl), assibilat-

ed forms of eainsil,

camsil = Pr. cansil,
ciinixil, < ML. r<i/iti-

gile, < camisa, a shirt,
ca i n is : see camis and
chemise.'] A fine

linen used in the
middle ages.

chaitya (chit'ya), n.

[Skt. chaitya, any
large tree in a vil- Referee.

l-i.r..liM in ncculiur Cbaiseof Philip VI.. British Museum.
lage neia in peculiar (SiM [he original .)

sanctity, an altar, a

monument, a Buddhist temple.] Among Bud-

dhists, a place or an object deserving of wor-

ship or reverence. Specifically (a) A place ren-

dered sacred by association with a Buddha, such as the

spot where he was born, or attained Buddhaship, or en-

tered into Nirvana, etc. (b) A relic belonging to a Buddha,
such as a tooth, his girdle, alms-bowl, etc. (c) A temple,
pan' i.la, dagoba, shrine, etc., erected in honor of a Buddha
or an Arhat, or to contain relics.

chaja (cha'ja), n. A name of the crested scream-

er, Chauna chavaria. Also chaha.

chaka (cha'kii), n. Same as chaca, 2.

chaki (cha'ki), n. Cotton and silk piece-goods
made in Egypt.
chalandret, n. An obsolete form of ealandra.

chalastic (ka-las'tik), a. and n. [= F. chalas-

tique, < Gr. ^aXcim/tof, making supple, laxative, <

'ja/'./Krrdf, verbal adj. of ^a/av, let down, loosen,

relax, slacken.] I. a. Having the property of

removing stiffness in the fibers of the body ;
re-

laxing; emollient.

Il.t . A relaxing or emollient medicine;
also, a laxative.

chalaza (ka-la'za), n.; pi. chalaza (-ze). [<
NL. chalaza, < Gr. ^d/lafa, hail, a hailstone, a

pimple, a tubercle.] 1. In hot., that part of the

ovule or seed where the integuments cohere
with each other and with the nucleus. It is

the true base of the seed, but corresponds to

the hi In m or scar only in some cases. 2. In

zool., one of the two albuminous twisted cords
which bind the yolk-bag of an egg to the lining
membrane at the two ends of the shell, and

keep it near the middle as it floats in the albu-

men, so that the cicatricula or germinating
point is always uppermost, and consequently
nearest the source of heat during the process
of incubation. Also called pullet-sperm and
treadle. 3. Same as chalazion.

chalazal (ka-la'ziil), a. [< chalaza + -al.~] Of
or pertaining to a chalaza

; containing the cha-

laza.

chalaze (ka-laV), n. [= F. chalase, < NL. cha-

laza : see chalaza.'] A chalaza.

chalazia, n. Plural of chalazion.

chalaziferous (kal-a-zif'e-rus), a. [= F. cha-

Inzifere, < NL. chalaza, q. v., H- L. ferre = E.

frenr1 .] Bearing chalaza? : applied to the layers
of condensed albumen surrounding the yolk of

an egg, which when twisted into strings form
the chalaze.

The first deposit upon the yelk-ball consists of a layer of

dense and somewhat tenacious albumen, called the chala-

chalcidian
' membrane..... V- II, I alonx' by

the peristaltic acti ..... .( the tul.c [OVidUCt), II aci|iillc> a

rotation at.out the axis of the tntic : tli- ivenol
-nl! allnum-n it rcrci\ cs an- ilc|to>i!ci| M.IIICW liat >piiall\ ;

and the ,-tm/ii (/ rout nicniliran. is draw n out into 1 1

at Op|loMte p'll. s of th.

., K. > to N. .\. Birds, p. -2-1-1.

chalazion, chalazium (ka-lu'zi-on, -nm), .;

pi. chiiliizin (-ii). [M.... < <ir. |.//-"ir, dim. of

)/.,'", a sty : see cltnln n.\ In /idll/dl., a trans-

parent swelling on the eyelid, due to inflamma-
tion of a Meiboinian gland with obstruction of

its dud. Alsi i i-lniliizii.

chalcanthite (kal-kan'thit), . [< L. chitlcan-

lliiim (<i;r. |.i/M/i-i'oi', a solution of blue vitriol,

sulphate uf cupper, < Xa/l*'"< copper, -I- in/'"',

a (lower; of. the origin of r.)/.//.r.i) + -(//-.]

.Native copper sulphate or blue vitriol. Also
called ci/aii'ixili.

Chalcedonian 1 (kal-se-do'ni-an),n. [< L. cinii-

I'l iliiiiiii.i + -mi.
J

< >t'or pertaining to Chalcedon,
a city of Hithynia, opposite Constant ino]ile, or to

the council held there and its teachings. Chal-
cedonian Council, the fourth ecumenical council, held
at chaleedon A. H. 4.M. which condemned EatychUnlnn,
and gave distinct expression to the duct line of the insepa-
rable union, without mutation or confusion, of two perfect
and complete natures, divine and human, in tin one |HT-
son of Christ, This council also confci red hi'jh privileges
on the si ..... l i 'onstantinople, contlrming and exttmliim
those given by the second ecumenical council, and puttiiiK
it nearly on an equality with the see of Home.

chalcedonian- (kal-se-do'ni-an), a. Same as

ekaletdonic,

chalcedonic (kal-se-don'ik), a. [< chalcedony
+ -ic.] Pertaining to or having the nature or

appearance of chalcedony. Also spelled calce-

donic.

Many pines [fossils] have wood well preserved ; others
are completely silicitied and chatcfdttnic. Science, IV. 73.

chalcedonous (kal-sed'6-nus), a. [< chalcedony
+ -o.] Having the character or appearance
of chalcedony.
chalcedony (kal-sed'6-ni or kal'se-do-ni), n.

[Altered, with immediate ref. to tne L., from
ME. ealeidnine, eassidoine, cassedony ( > E. cas-

sidony 1
), < OF. calcedoinc, F. calcedoine = Sp.

It. calcedoiiia = Pg. clialccdonia, < L. clialcedo-

nius (prop. adj.
' of Chalcedon '), chalcedony, <

Gr. ^aX(o?(!uv, a precious stone found at Chal-

cedon, Xafat/duv, an ancient Greek town in Asia
Minor nearly opposite to Byzantium or Constan-

tinople.] A cryptocrystalline variety of quartz,

resembling in color milk diluted with water,
and more or less clouded or opaque with veins,

circles, or spots. It is used in jewelry. There are
several varieties, as common chalcedony, chrysoprase,
sard, and sardonyx. Also called white ayatt. Also spelled
calcedony. See cut under botryoid.

Above was had a knightly armed kyng,
Off cameilimy will formed and made.

Rom. ii/ Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4510.

Chalcedony cement, see cement.

chalcedonyx (kal-sed'o-niks), n. [< chalced-

(ony) + onyx.] A variety of agate in which
white and gray layers alternate. Also calced-

nnyx.
chalchihuitl (chal-chi-wetl'), [Mex.] A
bluish-green turquoise found in New Mexico,
highly prized as a gem by the aborigines.
chalcid (kal'sid), a. and n. Same as chalcidian^

and chalcidian^.

Chalcidae (kal'si-de), n. pi. Same as Clialcidi-

401.

Chalcidea (kal-sid'e-ii), n. pi. [NL., < Chains*

(Chalcid-) + -e.] A small group of existing
Lacertilia.

Chalcides (kal'si-dez), . [NL., taken as sing.,

prop. pi. of L. chains, < Or. ^a/wr. a kind of

lizard: see CftoMA] The typical genus of

lizards of the family Chalcididce.

Chalcidian1 (kal-sid'i-an), a. and H. [< L. Chal-

cis (Chalcid-), Gr. Xaftjdf (Xa/wi!-) + -n.] I. a.

Pertaining or relating to Chalcig, the chief city
of the Greek island sometimes called Egripo
and Negropont, but now bearing its ancient
name Eubraa.
The al pliai ict used by the Romans is identical with that

of the Chalciilian colonies in southern Italy and Sicily.

Encyc. Brit., XIII. 125.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Chalcis.

chalcidian- (kal-sid'i-an), a. and n. [< Chalets1

(Chalcid-) + -ion.] I." n. Belonging to or hav-

ing the characters of the insects called Chalet-

did<e. See Chalcididal.

Tlie male insect is unknown, two insects mistaken for It

being, according to Planchon. parasitic hymenoptera of

the chalcidian group, living in the kermes grains.

Encyc. Brit., XIV. 49.

II. . An insect of the family Chalcididce.

Also cltalcid.



chalcidian

chalcidian'5
(k;il-sid'i-an), . and n. [< Chal-

cides + -(<!.] I. tt. Belonging to or having the
characters of the lizards called Chalcididie. See

II. n. A lizard of the family Chalcididte.

Also chulcid.

Chalcidic (kal-sid'ik), a. Of or pertaining to

the district of Chalcidice, on the coast of an-
cient Macedonia.

chalcidica, ii. Plural of chalcidicum.

Chalcidici (kal-sid'i-si), n. pi. [NL., < Chal-

cidcs, q. v.] In Oppel's system (1811), a family
of squamate saurians, containing the chalcid or
chalcidiform lizards.

chalcidicum (kal-sid'i-kum), n.
; pi. chalcidica

(-ka). [L., prop, netit. of Chalcidicus. < Gr. X<z?,-

/ivcVicof, belonging to Chalcis, < XaA/af, L. Chal-

cix, a Greek city: see Chalcis2.] A portico, or
a hall supported by columns, or any addition of
like character connected with an ancient ba-
silica ; hence, a similar addition to a Christian
church.

Beyond the aisles there is an additional aisle of annexed
buildings or chalcidica. Eimjc. Brit., 111. 414.

Chalcididae1
(kal-sid'i-de), n. pi. [NL. ,

< Chal-
cis1 (Chalcid-) + -idai.] In entom., a large fam-

ily of pupivorous spiculiferous hymenopterous
insects, typified by the genus Chalcis, composed
mainly of minute species most of which are

parasitic on the larvae or eggs of other insects.
Some of them attack other parasites of the same or related
families. The female chalcid, like the ichneumon-fly, de-

posits her eggs on the larva or egg which she infests, some-
times on the surface, sometimes beneath it, and often

many together. The larva} which emerge feed on the egg
or on the soft parts of the infested larva; the latter is

unable to complete its transformations, and eventually
dies, when the chalcid emerges either as a perfect insect or
as a larva, in the latter case sometimes spinning a rough
cocoon in which to pass the pupa state. The Chalcididte
in their perfect state have usually hard and often brilliant-

ly metallic bodies, from which the typical genus, Chalcis,
takes its name; the antennse are elbowed ;

the ovipositor
issues before the tip of the abdomen ; the pronotum does
not reach the tegular ; and the wings are almost devoid of
veins. Many species are yet undescribed. Also Chalcidae.

Chalcididse2 (kal-sid'i-de), re. pi. [NL., < Chal-
cides + -idee.] In herpct., a family of lizards,

typified by the genus Chalcidcs, to which dif-

ferent limits have been assigned, (a) By some it

is extended to include leptoglossate lizards having a dis-
tinct lateral fold, hidden ears, very short limbs, and elon-

gated body. The species are tropical American. (6) By
others the species are referred to the family Teiidai.

chalcidiform1
(kal-sid'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. Chal-

cis1 (Chalcid-) + it. forma, shape.] Having the

appearance of an insect of the family Chal-
cididte.

Chalcidiform2 (kal-sid'i-f6rm), a. [< NL. Chal-
cides 4- L. forma, shape.] Having the appear-
ance of a lizard of the family Chalcidida;.

chalcidine (kal'si-din), a. [< Clialcides + -ine1.]

Belonging to or having the characters of liz-

ards of the family Chalcidida;; like a chalcid
lizard.

Chalcis1
(kal'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. xa^K"f, cop-

per: see Clialcis2.] In entom., the

typical genus of the great parasi-
tic family Chalcididte, of the order

Hymenoptera. It was founded by Fa-
bricius in 1787. The insects of this genus
are parasites, and are characterized by their
swollen hind thighs and sessile abdomen.
They infest many injurious insects, and

*
transform within the bodies of their hosts

'

without spinning a cocoon. Chalcis albi- ,, j__

.from (Walsh) belongs to the closely allied natural size.)

Chalcis2 (kal'sis), n. [NL.. < Gr. xahdc,, a kind
of lizard, also called ^aAwoW) (aavpa xat..ifiuii),
i. e., Chalcidian lizard Dioscorides), also (tyvif
and aifij> ;

named from XaA/ii'f , Chalcis, a city in

Euboea, or more prob. (as also X<rA/'f, Chalcis)
< ^aA/cof, copper.] A genus of lizards, originally
identical with Chalcides, but by some modern
herpetologists limited to such teioid lizards as
are by others referred to the genus Cophias.

chalcitis (kal-si'tis), re. [L., also chalcites, cop-
per ore, a precious stone of a copper color, <

Gr. #aA/dr<c, containing copper (/Uftjf ^a/Utrf?,
copper ore), rock-alum, etc., < ^aAxof, copper.]
Same as colcothar.

Chalcochloris (kal-ko-klo'ris), n. [NL. (Mi-
vart, 1867), < Gr. ^-oAxiif , copper,+ ;fAup<5f, green-
ish-yellow.] Same as Amblysomus.
chalcocite (kal'ko-sit), n. [< Gr. ;raAif, cop-
per, 4- -c- inserted, + -ite2.] A native copper
sulphid (Cu2S), a mineral of a lead-gray to black
color and metallic luster. It is commonly massive,
but is also found in fine crystals, frequently hexagonal in
form from twinning. It is an important ore of copper.
Also called chalcosin, copjter-fjlance, and in Cornwall red-

ruthite, from the locality Bedruth, where it occurs.

chalcophyllite (kal-ko-fil'it), *. [<

copper, + Q&Jtav, a leaf, + -ite2.] .
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chalcodite (kal'ko-dit), . [< Gr.
contr. of ;fa/A'oe5;Jf, like copper (< jo/imSr, cop-

per,
+ eicfof, form), + -ite".] A variety of the

iron silicate stilpnomelaue, occurring in scaly
velvety coatings of a brass-like luster.

chalcograph (kal'ko-graf), n. [< Gr. ^a/.ddf,

copper, + ypAfecv, write, grave ;
cf. NGr. yatjio-

-ypaipof, an engraver (orig. formed to translate
'

printer')-] An engraving on copper or brass.

chalcographer (kal-kog'ra-fer), n. [< chalcog-
raphy + -er1 .] An engraver on brass or cop-
per. Also chalcoaruphist.

chalcographic, chalcographical (kal-ko-graf '-

ik, -i-kal),a. [< chalcography + -ic, -ical.] Of or

pertaining to chalcography: as, chalci/ni/>liic
artists.

chalcographist (kal-kog'ra-fist), re. [< chalcog-
raphy + -int.] Same as chalcographer.
chalcography (kal-kog'ra-fi), . [< Gr. ^a/Kdf,
copper, + -ypaQia, < ypdfaiv, write, grave.] The
art of engraving on copper or steel plates.
Commonly called line-engraving, because it is chiefly by
combinations of lines, simple or crossed, that the engraver
imitates textures, etc.

chalcomenite (kal-ko-me'nit), . [< Gr. ^aAKdf,
copper, + fiifiti,

= E. moon, + -ite2.] A hy-
drous copper selenite, occurring in monoclinic

crystals of a bright-blue color.

Chalcpmorphite (kal-ko-mor'flt), re. [< Gr.

Xa'AK^f, copper, + poppy, form, + -ite2.] A hy-
drous calcium silicate found in minute hexago-
nal crystals in the lava of Nieder-Mendig in the

Eifel, Rhenish Prussia.

chalcophanite (kal-kof'a-nit), n. [< Gr. ;taAKOf,

copper, + -<t>avr/f (< tpaiveiv, appear) + -ite2.] A
hydrous oxid of manganese and zinc, occur-

ring in druses of minute tabular crystals of a
bluish-black color and metallic luster at Stir-

ling Hill in New Jersey. It assumes a bronze
color when heated before the blowpipe, whence
the name.

;-ko-fil'it), n.^ [< Gr.
A hydrous

copper arseniate, occurring in thin tabular

crystals or foliated masses of a bright-green
color. Also called copper mica.

chalcopyrite (kal-kop'i-rit), n. [< Gr. xa^K",
copper, + pyrites, q. v.] Copper pyrites, or yel-
low copper ore. It is a sulphid of copper and iron, and
occurs in tetragonal crystals or more commonly massive.
It has a bright brass-yellow color and brilliant metallic
luster on the fresh fracture. It is readily distinguished
from pyrite, or iron pyrites, by its deeper color and inferior
hardness.

Chalcosiderite (kal-ko-sid'e-rit), n. [< Gr.

Xalti6c, copper, + atSffir^f, of iron: see sider-

ite.] A hydrous phosphate of iron and copper,
occurring in crystalline aggregates of a siskin-

green color.

chalcostibite (kal-kos'ti-bit), n. [< Gr. ^<zA/if,

copper, + ari/ii, antimony (see stibium and an-

timony), + -ite2.] A sulphid of antimony and
copper, of a lead-gray color. Also called wolfs-
bcrgite.

chalcotrichite (kal-kot'ri-kit), n. [< Gr. ^aA/cof,

copper, + Opit; (rptx-), hair, + -ite2 .] A variety
of cuprite or red oxid of copper, occurring in

capillary crystals.
Chaldsism (kal'de-izm), n. A combined sci-

ence of astronomy and magic attributed to the
Chaldeans : out of it probably grew astrology,
to which the term is often extended.

Chaldteism and Magism appear . . . mixed up together.
C. O. Muller, Manual of Archieol. (trans.), 248.

Chaldaic (kal-da'ik), a. and n. [< L. Chaldaicus,
< Gr. Xa/.<Sa<5f,< Xa/.da/a, Chaldea, prop. fern, of

XaAdmof, Chaldean.] I. a. Same as Chaldean.
II. n. The language or dialect of the Chal-

deans, one of the two dialects or branches of
the Aramaic, Syriac being the other.
Also Chaldee.

Chaldaism (kal'da-izm), . [< Gr. XaMcuo/i6c,
< XaA(Sa<fv, follow the Chaldeans, < XaAitoof,
Chaldean.] An idiom or a peculiarity of the
Chaldee dialect.

Chaldean(kal-de'an),a.andH. [< Chaldea + -an:
see Chaldaic.] I. o. Relating or pertaining to

Chaldea, the rich plain of southern Babylonia :

the name Chaldea was also often applied to
the whole of that country, from the dominance
of the Chaldean race over it for a long period.
It was in Chaldea that the important Mesopotamia!! civil-

ization was developed from the primitive Accadian. Also
Chaldasan, Chaldaic, and Chaldee. Chaldean art, the
earliest development of Accadian or Mesopotamia!! art,
from which the later ait of Babylon and Assyria was di-

rectly derived. Though still imperfectly known, this art

clearly contains the germs of all the later developments
from it, including the substructural mounds, terraced tem-
ples of brick, enamels, use of bright colors, and engraved
gems. Such stone sculptures as have been found, par-

chalice

ticularly those excavated from 1877 to 1881 from the
mound of Tello in southern Chaldea, indicate a much less
conventional conception of the human form, and much

Chaldean Art. Sculptured bead from Tello, in the Louvre Museum.

more artistic promise, than was fulfilled in this branch
of art by the Babylonian and Assyrian sculptors. Chal-
dean cycle. See cycle. Chaldean era. See era.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of Chaldea; spe-
cifically, a member of the Semitic race from
whom Chaldea took its name, who were cele-
brated as warriors, astrologers, magicians, etc.,
and constituted the priestly caste of Babylo-
nia. Hence 2. In the Bible, sometimes, an
astrologer, soothsayer, or fortune-teller.

Chaldee (kal'de), a. and n. [< L. Chaldam, < Gr.

XaAtiaZof, Chaldean.] I. a. Same as Chaldean.
Chaldee language. Nee Chaldaic, . Chaldee Par-

aphrases, commentaries, called by the Jews Targums,
made for tnose Jews who spoke the Chaldee language and
diil not understand Hebrew.

II. n. 1. Same as Chaldean, 1. 2. Same as
Chaldaic.

chalder1
(chal'der), n. [< OF. 'chaudiere, cau-

diere, P. chaudiere = Pr. caudiera = Sp. caldera
= Pg. calde-ira = It. caldaja, caldara, < L. (LL.
ML.) caldaria, a kettle for hot water: see chal-
dron1

, caldron.] 1. A caldron. [North. Eng.]
2. The Scotch form of chaldronl. The Scotch

chalder was nearly 12 quarters Winchester
measure, or 16 bolls of corn.

chalder2 (chal'der), n. [Origin obscure.]
Xaut., a rudder-band or gudgeon. [Eng.]
chalder3 (chal'der), n. Same as chaldrick.

chaldernt (chal'dern), n. Same as chaudron.

chaldeset, v. t. [< Chaldee (pi. Clialdees), q. v.,
with allusion to magic. See Chaldceism.'] To
trick; injure by trickery. Also caldese. [Old
slang.]
chaldrick (chal'drik), n. [E. dial., also chal-

der; origin obscure.] A name in the Orkney
islands for the oyster-catcher, Saimatopus os-

tralegiis. Montagu.
chaldron1 (chal'dron), n. [Assibilated form of

caldron, < OF. *ehaldron, F. chaudron, a kettle :

see chaldcri and caldron.] A measure of coals,
etc., equal, by a statute of Charles H., to 36 coal

bushels, or 25^ hundredweight, but customarily
in England to 32 heaped bushels. The Newcastle
chaldron is 52i or 53 hundredweight. In American ports
the weight is very various, but the ordinary weight in the
United States is 2ttJ hundredweight.
chaldron2t, See chaudron.
chalet (sha-la'), n. [F., < Swiss chalet, prop,
a little castle, < ML. castelletum, > E. castellet,

castlet, q. v.] 1. A hut or cabin in which cat-
tle and herdsmen are housed for the night on
the Swiss mountains.

Chalets are summer huts for the Swiss herdsmen.
Wordsworth.

Hence 2. A dwelling-house of the Swiss peas-
antry similarly constructed, that is, low, with
very wide eaves, and with the roof weighted
down with large stones to secure it against
the mountain winds. 3. A country residence
built in the general style of a Swiss mountain
cottage, but generally of ornamental character.

Chalet-horn, a horn used by Swiss mountaineers in

calling together their herds or flocks.

chalice (chal'is), n. [< ME. chalice, also calice,
< OF. "chalice, calice, mod. F. calice = Pr. calitz

= Sp. caliz = Pg. calis, calix = It. calice = AS.
calic= OS. Tcelik = D. kelk = OHG. chelih, kelih,
MHG. G. kelch = Icel. kdlkr = Dan. kalk, < L.
calix (calic-), a cup, = Skt. kalaqa, a cup, water-

rt;
cf. Gr. jtt>A<f, a cup: see calix and calyx.]

A drinking-cup or -bowl.

This even-handed justice
Commends the ingredients of our poison'd chaltee
To our own lips. Shak., Macbeth, i. 7.

Tulips, dark purple and cream-color, burning scarlet and
deep maroon, held their gay chalices up to catch the dew.

S. T. Cooke, Somebody's Neighbors, p. 39.



chalice

Chalice, from Treasury 1"

M i>vi>.:e Cathedral.

2. The cup in which the wine is administered

in the celebration of I lie eucharist or Lord's

supper. It is now generally
made of silver, Kill inside ;

'nit

Hold chalices arc mit Infrequent,
while less costly metadata have
liucu used at all periods. The
rubrics "f the Riiniun Catholic

Church require the ohalicetobe
..f gold in- silver The shape of

Hie chalice varies very greatly;
hut in general the foot is wide-

sprcading, and a knop is Intro-

dlleed ill the stem, sometime^

half-way up. sometimes nearer
the bOWl, thu iihjeet hcing to

lirevent all chance (if spilling
the consecrated Witle, the kli..p

allonliie-' It llrni hold for the

htuul.

There is a grcte rluile* of fyne gold "f curiims wcrke, net

with many precious stones.
>Vi- Ii. Hui/IJ'iifilf, 1'} Igrymage, p. 7.

Mixed chalice, in the Roman Catholic chnreli, theOreek
and other Oriental churches (except the Armenian), anil

in many Anglican churches : (n) The wine mingled with

a little water for use at the eucharist. ('/) The custom or

rite of adding water to the cucharistic wine. See km*i*.

chalice-case (chal'is-kas), . A permanent
cover for the chalice, whether made of a textile

fabric like a bag, or in the form of a cylindri-
cal 1)1 IX.

chalice-cells (clial'ls-selz), . />!. See goblet-

(<//.. iiinler I'i'l/.

chalicedd-lial'ist), a. [< chalice + -er/2.] Hav-

ing a cup, as a flower.

I'linlir'il Mowers. Shak., Cymbeline, il. 8 (song).

chalice-pall (chal'is-pal), n. In the Roman
Catholic and Anglican churches, a piece of

cardboard about eight inches square, covered
with linen, or with silk on top and lawn under-

neath, placed before and after celebration upon
the paten.
chalice-spoon (chal'is-spon), n. 1. A spoon
with a perforated bowl for removing insects or

other impurities from the chalice. 2. A spoon
for measuring out the water to be mixed with

the eucharistic wine.

chalice-veil (chal'is-val), n. 1. In the Roman
Catholic and Anglican churches, a piece of silk,

varying in color according to the ecclesiastical

season, used, over the chalice-pall, to cover
the paten and chalice at certain times during
the celebration of the mass or holy communion.

2. In the Anglican Church, a piece of linen

or lawn used to cover the chalice and paten
after the communion of the people.

Chalicomys (ka-lik'o-mis), n. [NL., < Gr.

#<i/l/f (xa>.in-), pebble, gravel, -I- /iv( = E. MtWM.]
A genus of fossil rodents related to the beavers :

synonymous with Steneofiber.
chalicosis (kal-i-ko'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. xa^
(X(it.tK-), gravel, + -osis.] In pathol., a pulmo-
nary affection produced by the inhalation of

silicious particles, as by stone-cutters. These

particles are taken np into the tissues of the lungs, and
are apt to produce more or less inflammation, in the form
of ],roii el i it'n or diffuse pneuruoiiitis.

chalicotheriid (kal*i-ko-the'ri-id), H. A mam-
mal of the family ChaltcotheriMa.

Chalicotheriidse (kal'i-ko-the-ri'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Chalicothcriiim + '-jfto'.] A family of

extinct perissodactyl ungulates, typified by the

genus Chalicotheriitm. They were large quadrupeds,
with the upper molar teeth surmounted by subequal eres-

centoid crests separated hy an external ridge, and with
the lower molars surmounted by crescents ; the upper pre-
molars were different from the molars, and had each only
one internal cusp ; the anterior feet had 4 digits and the

posterior 3. The species were quite numerous during the

Eocene period, and a few lived during the Miocene.

chalicotherioid (kal"i-ko-the'ri-oid), a. and .

I. a. Resembling or having the characters of

the Clidl/ctillK riii/d'.

U. . A chalicotheriid.

Ohalicotherioidea (kal*i-ko-the-ri-oi'de-a), n.

pi. [NL.,< Cliiilicotlirrium + -oidea."] A super-

family of ungulate quadrupeds, established for

the reception of the family Chalicotheriidts and
related forms.

Chalicotherium (kal"i-ko-the'ri-um), n. [NL.
(Kaup), < Gr. *aA/f (ja/Ux-), gravel, rubble, +
Hripiov, a wild beast, < %>, a wild beast.] The

typical genus of the extinct family Chalicothe-

riidat, remains of which occur in the Miocene
formation of Europe, Asia, and America,
chalifate (ka'li-fat), . Same as enlifate.

chalil (ha-lel'), M. [Heb.] An ancient He-
brew musical instrument, probably a direct

flute or flageolet, though possibly having a reed
like a clarinet. The word is translated "

pipe
"

in both the authorized and the revised versions
of the Bible.
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Ohalina (ka-li'nji), . [NL., < Or. .rn?/voc, a

bridle, bit, strapi' thong, = Skt. fctoWftM,

iinn, a briille-liit.j The typical genus of s

of the family ('hiiliniilii:

Chalineae (ka-lin'e-e), n. pi. [NL., < <'ltniin

+ -<&.] A general name of the siliciceratous

sponges. Clmix.

Chalinidae (ka-lin'i-<le), n. pi. [NL., < citnii,,u

+ -i<t<e.] A family of FihroxiivHyia or fibrous

sponges, represented by the genus ('lialina.

Chalininae (kal-i-m'ne). n. pi. [NL., < Chiiliiin

+ -hid 1

.] A group of sponges, typified by the

genus Cluilind, having a considerable quantity
of spongin in the form of distinct horny fibers

containing spicules. It is referred by some to

the family Homoraphidte of Ridley and Dendy.
chalinoid" (kal'i-noid), a. [< Chnliiui + -oiil.}

Resembling a sponge of the genus Chaliiw, : as,

"a true ehalinoiil larva," A. Hyatt.

Chalinopsidae (kal-i-nop'si-de), n.pl. [NL., <

'
'liiiliiiiipnis

+ -/'.] A family of Filtrmtpomjiii'

or fibrous sponges, typified by the genus (.'hali-

nopsis.

Chalinopsis (kal-i-nop'sis), . [NL. (Oscar

Schmidt, 1870), < Gr. xa/.ivix;, a bridle, a strap,
+ 6i/if, appearance.] The typical genus of

sponges of the family CAaMnoptWO,
Chalinorhaphinse (kal'i-no-ra-fi'ne), n. pi.

[NL., < Chalinorhaphis + -4Mb] A group of

sponges, represented by the genus Chalinorha-

phin. Lendenfeld.
Chalinorhaptiis (kal-i-nor'a-fis), n. [NL., <

Gr. ^a'/jv6f, a bridle, a strap, + pa^'f, * needle,
< pairruv, sew.] The typical genus of Chalino-

rhaphina:, having many large spicules axially
situated. Lendenfeld.
chalk (chak), n. [Early mod. E. also chaulk,

< ME. chalk, < AS. eealc, chalk, lime, = D.

kalk = OHG. chalch, MHG. kale (talk-), G.

kalch, kalk = Icel. Sw. Dan. kalk = F. chaux =
Pr. calz, cans = Sp. Pg. cal = It. calee = Ir.

Gael, cailc = W. ealch, lime, < L. calx (calo),

limestone, lime, chalk : see calx1 and calk2 ,
and

cf. calcareous, causey, etc.] 1. In geol., a soft

white rock, consisting almost entirely of car-

bonate of lime in a pulverulent or only slight-

ly consolidated state, and readily soiling the

lingers when handled. It is seen, when examined

through the microscope, to be made up In large part of

minute fragments of the shells of Foramtntfera, mollusks,
and echinoderms, and also of spicules of sponges. It

does not exactly resemble any deep-sea deposit at present
known to be In process of formation. This rock is a very

important and conspicuous formation on the south coast

of England (which on account of the whiteness of its

cliffs is poetically styled Albion) and in the north of

France. Under the city of London it has a thickness of

from 600 to 800 feet. The chalk gives its name to the

so-called Cretaceous formation. It is not known that

there Is any rock exactly resembling chalk in any other

region than that of the Paris and London basins. Chalk,

being a nearly pure carlionate of lime in a pulverized con-

dition, is an article of great commercial importance, and
is used in a large number of operations. For such pur-

poses it is crushed and levigated. One of its principal
uses is for whitening walls, or whitewashing. It is not

used with oil, as it has no body with that vehicle ;
but

,
on

account of its being very much cheaper than lead paint,
it supersedes that article to a great extent There are

many names for the various preparations of chalk, as

whiting, Spanish white, Paris white, etc. Chalk Is not a

desirable material for ordinary mortar, but it is used to

some extent as one of the ingredients of hydraulic cement.
See cement, 2.

2. A piece of prepared chalk used for marking
on a dark surface. 3. A point scored in a

game : so called from its being recorded with

chalk. [Local and prov. Eng.]
One chalk or score is reckoned for every fair pin ; and

the game of skittles consists in obtaining thirty-one chalk*

precisely. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 36.

4. An account. See to chalk p, below.

"I tell you, we can't and won't trust you. Your drunk-
en dad has run up a long chalk already. Look there, I

guess you know enough to count twelve; twelve gallons
he owes now." S. Jadd, Margaret, t 6.

A long Chalk, a long way ; many degrees. To beat one

hy a limn chalk or Innij chalk* is to beat him by a long way,
or to excel him in a high degree : in allusion to the custom
of making marks, as in a score, with chalk, or to the mark-

ing of distances by lines drawn with a chalk. [Colloq.]

Sir Alured's steed was by long chalks the best
Of the party, and very soon distanced the rest.

Iliirliiiin. Ingoldsby Legends, II. 294.

Hence Not by a long Chalk, not on any account; not

by any means
;
not at all. Black Chalk, (a) Slate suffi-

ciently colored by carbonaceous particles to answer the

purpose of black-lead in pencils for coarse work, such as

marking stone. [Eng.] (6) A preparation of ivory-black
and tine day. Chalk for cheese, an inferior article for

a good one ; one thing for another.

Lo ! how they felgnen chalkefor cheese.

Gower, Conf. Amant., Prol.

Chalk style, in engraving. See Mmling. French
chalk, scaly talc ; a variety of indurated talc, In masses

composed of small scales of n pearly-white or grayish cl-

challenge

or, much used hy tailors for drawing lined on cloth, anil

MI- removing grease-spots. Red chalk, or rmlilif, a nat-

ural clay containing from lf> to 20 per cent, of tie

1. .Mil aiid eiirhonate of ii ..... . Spanish chalk, a vai i. -i -.

..I -teatile or MiMpxtoiie olitained from Araon in Spain.
To know chalk from cheese, to have one's wit aiiont

one
;
know a poor or -pin-i-.ns ;irtieli; from :i -....oil or yeiiu

hie one. TO Walk One's Chalks, to -o awin . leave mi
e. lemoniously. (Slang. ]

Cut his stiek, and milk,, I f,i* <-b>itt,*, and is oil to Lon-

don. Kin-

To Walk the Chalk, to keep In a straight line
;
mihnilt

to strict discipline.

Chalk (elii'ik), r. I. (<<-lidli;,i. C(. cull,-.) 1.

To rub or mark with chalk.

Some two or three \.-n.l- .,11

I'll chalk a line. /;. /MUM, Volume, ii. 3.

2. To manure with chalk.

In Dorsetshire the land In usually chalked once In

twenty fttlt. Encyc. Brit., V. 872.

3. Figuratively, to make chalky-white; blanch;
make pale.

Fear
81 at d iu her eyes, and chalk'd her face, and wing'd
Her transit to the throne. Tennyton, Princess, iv.

4. To mark; trace out; describe: from the

use of chalk in marking lines.

It Is you that have chalk'd forth the way
Which brought us hither ! Shale., Tempest, v. 1.

To chalk out. () To sketch, as a plan of work or of

operations, roughly, or in general outlines; mark out.

I knew all this before, sir :

I chalk'd him imt his way.
Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iii. :i.

Tills is indeed a very pretty career that has been chalkt'l

out for you. Gftldginith, Vicar, xx.

(!>) In Scotland, to mark the door of a burgh tenant with

chalk, an old mode of notice to quit, which is still compe-
tent. -To Chalk up, to charge; put down to one's ac-

count : in allusion to the old custom, prevalent es|iecially

among publicans and milk-sellers, of writing a score in

chalk on a door or wall.

She has chalked up twenty shillings already, and swears
she will chalk no more. Chapman, May-Ilay, 1. 2.

chalk-box (chak'boks), H. A box containing

powdered chalk, in which public dancers and
acrobats rub the soles of their feet to prevent
them from slipping.
chalk-cutter (chaVkufer), n. A man who
digs chalk.

chalkiness (cha'ki-nes). M. [< chalky + -H<W*.]

The state of being chalky.
chalk-line (chak'lin), H. 1. A light cord
rubbed with chalk and stretched over a surface

to mark a straight line, when stretched, it is pulled

upward and allowed to spring down by its elasticity, and
thus marks a line of chalk on the surface, to serve as H

guide, as for a needle or a saw.

2. A vulgar name of the small green heron of

the United States, Butorides viresceng : so called

in allusion to the white excrement voided when
the bird starts to fly.

chalk-pit (chak'pit), . A pit in which chalk
is dug.
chalkstone (chak'ston), . [< ME. chalkgton,
< AS. ceale-stan, calculus (= Dan. kalksten =
Sw. kalksten), < cealc, lime, + stdn, stone : see

chalk and stow.] 1. In mrd., a concretion, for

the most part of sodium urate, deposited in the

tissues and joints, especially of the ears, hands,
and feet, of persons affected with gout. 2. A
lump of chalk.

floth, walketh forth, and hrynge us

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 198.

When he maketh all the stones of the altar as chnlk-

atones that are beaten in sunder, the groves and images
shall not stand up. Is. xxvii. 9.

Chalky (cha'ki), a. [< chalk + -yl.] 1. Con-

sisting of or containing chalk: as, "thy chalk;/

cliffs,'
3

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 2. Resem-
bling chalk in any way : as, a chalky taste ; a

chalky fracture.

As deposited from the cyanide bath just described, the

surface of the precipitated silver has a mat or dead ap-

pearance, which is well described as chalky.

Wahl, Galvanoplastic Manipulations, p. 304.

challenge (chal'enj), n. [< ME. chalenge, as-

sibilated form of calenge, calange, an accusa-

tion, claim, < OF. chalenge, chalonge, assibi-

lated form of calenge. calonge = It. calogna, an
accusation, claim, dispute, < L. calumnia, a

false accusation (in ML. also an action upon
a claim), > E. calumny, q. v. Thus challenge
is a doublet of calumny."} If. Accusation;

charge.
Then muste make thy chalenge agens God.

Bp. Pecock, Represser, I. iii. 152.

But she that wrongfull challenge soone assoyled,
And shew'd that she had not that Lady reft

(As they suppos'd), but her had to her liking left.

Spetuer, F. Q., IV. ix. 88.

2f. A claim or demand; pretension.



challenge

Accept the title thou u.siirp'st,

Of benefit proceeding from our kini,'.

And not of :my challenge of desert.

Shak.. 1 Hen. VI., v. 4.

3. A summons or invitation to a duel
;
a call-

ing upon one to engage in single combat, as

for the vindication of the challenger's honor; a

defiance.

Dene. Shall 1 speak a word in your ear?

Claud. God bless me from a challenge .'

Shak., Much Ado, v. 1.

Hence 4. An invitation to a contest or trial of

any kind : as, a challenge to a rubber at whist
;

a challenge to a public debate;
u a challenge

to controversy," Goldsmith. 5. The letter or

message containing the summons to a combat
or contest.

Heir's t\K rliitllciHie, read it; I warrant there's vinegar
and pepper in't. Shak., 1. N., iii. 4.

6. Milit., the act of a sentry in demanding the

countersign from any one who approaches his

post. 7. In hunting, the opening cry of hounds
on first finding the scent of their game. 8.

A calling in question ;
an exception taken, as

to the tenability of a proposition, or a person's

right to do something or to hold something.
Rather assume thy right in silence and de facto than

voice it with claims ami challenges. Bacon, Great Place.

9. In law, an objection to a juror ; the claim

of a party that a certain juror shall not sit in

the cause. The right of challenge is given in both civil

and criminal trials, for certain reasons which are sup-

posed to disqualify a juror to be an impartial judge.
The challenge may extend cither to the whole panel or

body of jurors, called a challenge to the array, or only to

particular jurors, called a challenge to the polls. Both of

these challenges are subdivided into principal challenges

(or challenges for principal cause) and challenges to the

favor. A principal challenge is a challenge which alleges
a fact of such a nature that, if proved, the juror is dis-

qualified as a matter of law, without inquiring whether he
is actually impartial : as, that one or more of the jury are

returned at the nomination of the other party, or are near-

ly related to the other party. A challenge to the favor con-

sists in the allegation by the party of a cause that might
probably bias, and the raising of the question whether the

juror is in fact impartial : as, a statement thata juror has

already formed an opinion, or is prejudiced against the

party. A peremptory challenge, allowed by statute in many
jurisdictions, is a challenge of jurors, to a limited num-
ber, to be taken without showing any cause at all.

I do believe . . .

You are mine enemy : and make my challenge,
You shall not be my judge. Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 4.

Challenge (chal'enj), v.
; pret. and pp. chal-

lenged, ppr. challenging. [< ME. chalengen,

accuse, claim, < OF. chalengier, chalongier,

etc., = It. calognare, < L. calumniari; from the

noun.] I. trans. If. To accuse; call to answer;
censure.

The next day the two Kings with their people came
aboord vs, but brought nothing according to promise ; so

that Ensigne Saluage challenged Namenacus the breach
of three promises.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 62.

Dishonour'd thus and challenged of wrongs.
Shak., Tit. And., i. 2.

2. To lay claim to ; demand as due or as a right:

as, the Supreme Being challenges our reverence
and homage.
"
Charite," quod he,

" ne chaffareth nouste, ne chalenyeth,
ne craueth !

"
Piers Plowman (B), xv. 160.

Mortals can challenge not a ray, by right,
Yet do expect the whole of Cynthia's light.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 8.

The Pope challenges all Churches to be under him, the

King and the two Arch-Bishops challenge all the Church
of England to be under them. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 57.

Hast thou yet drawn o'er young Juba?
That still would recommend thee more to Caesar,
And challenge better terms. Addison, Cato, i. 3.

In this night of death I challenge the promise of thy word !

Wtiittiet; Swan Song of Parson Avery.

3. To call, invite, or summon to single com-
bat or duel.

Whosoe'er gainsays King Edward's right,

By this I challenge him to single fight.

[Throws dottii his tjauntlet.}

SAa*.,3Hen. VI., iv. 7.

4. To call to a contest ; call into opposing ac-

tivity; invite to a trial; defy: as, to challenge
a man to prove what he asserts (implying defi-

ance).
Thus formed for speed, he challenges the wind,
And leaves the Scythian arrow far behind. Dryden.

All within us that is bad challenges the bad in our bro-
ther ; distrust engenders distrust. Smnner, Orations, I.

5. To take exception to
; object to (a person

or thing) ;
call in question : as, to challenge

the accuracy of a statement. Specifically
6. In law, to object or take exception to, as a

juror or jury panel. See challenge, n., 9. 7.

Milit., to demand the countersign from : as, a
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sentry is bound to challenge every person ap-

pearing near his post. See challenge, n., 6.

II. intrans. In hunting, to whimper or cry
when the scent of game is first discovered:

said of a hound.

challengeable (chal'en-ja-bl), a. [< ME. chal-

</ iii/rabic; < challenge + -able.] Capable of be-

ing challenged, or called to an account.

A chartre is chalengealile byfor a chief justice.

Piers Plowman (B), xi. 21K).

How lords are challenrieaUe by their vassals.

J. Sadler, Rights of the Kingdom, p. :<.

challengee (chal-en-je'), n. [< challenge +
-!.] One who receives a challenge. [Bare.]

The challenger and challengee,

Or, with yonr Spaniard, your provocador
And provocado, have their several courses.

B. Jonson, The Devil is an Ass, iii. 1.

challenger (chal'en-j6r), n. [< ME. chalengere;
< challenge + -erl.] 1. One who challenges or

defies another to a duel or contest of any kind.

Ros. Have you challenged Charles the wrestler?

Orl. No, fair princess ; he is the general challenger.
Shak., As you Like it, i. 2.

The impious challenger of Pow'r divine
Was now to learn that Heav'n, though slow to wrath,
Is never with impunity defied. Cowper, The Task, vi.

2. An objector; one who calls in question. 3.

A claimant
;
one who demands something as of

Earnest challengers there are of trial, by some pnblick
disputation. Hooker.

Challengeria (chal-en-je'ri-a), . [NL. (Wy-
ville Thomson, 1877), < Challenger, an English
vessel in which a voyage of scientific research
and exploration was made in 1873-76.] The

typical genus of tripyleans of the family Chal-

lengeriida.

Challengerida (chal-en-jer'i-da), n. pi. [NL.,
as Challenger-ia + -id<i.] An order of tripyleans

having a monothalamous shell richly sculp-
"

ad filled with a nucleated sarcode.

Chamaea

dise of the genus Chalybaim or Manucodia; a

inanucode.

chalybeate (kii-lib'e-at), a. audit. [<NL.*e/%-
l>edtiitt,<lj. chi!li/h.i,<(ir. xa^vij>(xa^vp-), steel, so

called from the Xd/.u/ftc, Chalybes: see Chaly-
bean 1

.] I. a. 1. Qualified by the presence of

iron: applied to a medicine containing iron,

and especially to springs and waters impreg-
nated with iron, or holding iron iu solution.

Chalybeate springs exist in many parts of tin; world. The
iron is generally present in the form of carbonate, and is

held in solution by the carbonic acid contained in the wa-

ter; on exposure to the air the carbonic acid escapes and
the iron is partly precipitated.

2. Relating to or characteristic of a spring
or medicine containing iron: as, a chalybeate

taste; chalybeate effects. 3. Steel-blue; cha-

lybeous.
II. n. A mineral water or other liquid im-

pregnated with iron.

chalybeOUS (ka-lib'e-us), a. [< L. chalybeius,
of steel, < chalybs, < Gr. x^-!' (%a~Avft-), steel :

see chalybeate.] Of a steel-blue color; very
dark blue with a metallic luster.

chalybite (kal'i-bit), n. [< L. chalybs (chalyb-),
steel (see chalybeate), + -ifc2 .] Native iron

protocarbonate, FeCOs- Also called spathic
or sparry iron ore, or siderite. See siderite.

cham 1

1, r. An older form of chain])
1

.

cham2
,
a. [Assibilated form of cam'2.] Awry;

cam. [North. Eng.]
cham3

t (kam), n. A former spelling of khan 1
.

I will . . fetch you a hair off the great Cham's beard.

,S/i-., Much Ado, ii. 1.

In Tartary I freed the Cham,
Last June, from his huge swarm of gnats.

Browning, Pied Piper, vi.

pedition. They have receive

lengerida.

Challengeriidae (chal"en-je-ri'i-de), n. pi.

[NL. ,
< Challengeria + -ida>] A family of tripy-

leans having single-chambered shells, with po-
rous glass-like walls, and very fine, perfectly

regular, hexagonal pores varying greatly in

form. Genera of this family are Challengeria,

Gazclletta, and Porcupinia.
challis (shal'i), . [A French-looking form;
also written chatty; same word as shatti, q. v.]
A name originally given to a choice fabric of

silk and wool first manufactured at Norwich,
England, about 1832. It was thin, soft, fine, and
without gloss. The name is now applied to a fabric re-

sembling mnslin-de-laine, a light all-wool material, woven
without twill, and either plain or figured. French challis

is sometimes made with a glossy finish resembling that of

alpaca.

chalont, chalount, [ME. ;
the orig. form of

shalloon, q. v.] A blanket or other form of

bed-covering.
Also non of the Citee ne shal don werche [work] qwyltes

ne chaloum hy-thoute the walles of the Citee, vp-on pe.vne
to lese that good. English OUds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 360.

Abed
With shetes and with chaloiis faire y-spred.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 220.

chalumeau (shal-u-mo'), . [F. chalumeau, <

OF. clialemel = Pr. calamel, caramel, calmeilh =
Sp. caramillo (also F. dial, "calumet, > E. calu-

met, q. v.), < ML. calamellus; also in fern, form,
OF. chalemelle (> Pg. charamela = It. cennamel-

la), < ML. calamella, also calamaula (also OF.

chalemie, > MHG. schalemie, G. schalmei= Dan.

skalmeje = ME. shalmie, later shalme, shaume,
mod. E. shawm (ML. reflex scalmeia), < L. as

if "calamia), a pipe, flute, flageolet,
< LL. cala-

mellus, a little pipe or reed, dim. of L. calamus,
a pipe, a reed: eee calamus, and cf. shawm.] 1.

An obsolete musical instrument, probably of

the clarinet class. SeesAa;i. 2. The lowest

portion or register of the scale of the clarinet

and of the basset-horn.

chaly (cha'li), n. An old copper coin of Ceylon,

equal to about one fourth of a United States

cent.

Chalybean1 (ka-lib'e-an), a. [Cf. L. chalybeius,
of steel; (. Chalybes: see def., and cf. clinly-

bean^.] Pertaining to the Chalybes, an ancient

people of Pontius in Asia Minor famed as work-
ers in iron and steel; similar to the work or

products of the Chalybes : as,
"
Chalybean tem-

per'd steel," Milton, S. A., 1. 133.

Chalybean2 (ka-lib'e-an), n. [< NL. chalybceus,
< L. chalybs: see chalybeate] A bird of Para-

Chama (ka'mii), n. [NL., < Gr. xaivea>> gape:
see ehasm.] 1. A generic name formerly used
for bivalve shells of different kinds, but now
restricted to typical species of the family Cha-
midce. Also spelled Cama. See cut under Cha-
mid(t. 2. [/. c.] A shell of the genus Chama
in its widest sense: as. the giant chama, a spe-
cies of the family Tridaenidtr.

Menke, 1828), < Chama + -acea, -acea] A fam-

ily of conchiferous mollusks, including and
represented by the gemis Chama and others.
It is essentially the same as Chamidce, but various hetero-

geneous genera were likewise referred to it by old authors.

Also written Camacea. [Not in use.]

chamacean (ka-ma'se-an), a. and . [< Cha-
macca + -an.] I. O. Of or pertaining to the

Cliamacea.

II. TO. A gaping cockle
;
one of the Cliamacea.

Chamadae (kam'a-de), . pi. See Chamidai.

chamade (sha-mad'), n. [F., < It. cltiamata(=

Sp. llamada = Pg. chamada), a calling, < chi-

amare (= Sp. llamar = Pg. chamar, clamor =
OP. darner, claimer, > E. claim 1

), < L. clamare,
call out: see claim 1

.] Milit., the beat of a
drum or sound of a trumpet inviting an enemy
to a parley.
They beat the chamade and sent us carte blanche.

Addison.

At length Signora Mencia, seeing me repulsed and ready
to raise the siege, beat the chamade, and we agreed upon
a capitulation. Smollett, tr. of Gil Bias, viii. 10.

Chamaea (ka-me'a), n. [NL. (W. Gambel,
1847). < Gr. xafa

'

1 (= 1". humi), on the ground:
see chameleon and humus] A genus of North
American oscine passerine birds, the wren-tits,

Wren-tit (Chamaa fasciata}.

combining certain characteristics of wrens and
titmice. It is the type of a family Chamitidce. having the

plumage extremely lax and soft ; rounded wings much
shorter than the long, narrow, graduated tail ; 10 prima-

ries, the sixth being the longest ; tarsal scutella obsolete ;

feet as in Paridce ; and the bill much shorter than the

head, with scaled linear nostrils and bristled gape. There
is but one species, C. fasciata, of California. See wren-tit.



chamaecephallc

chamsecephalic (kam"e-se-farik or kam-e-
sof'a-lik), n. [< okamaetpkaiy + -ic.J Charac-
terised l>y or exhibiting chamcecephaly.

chamaecephaly (kam-e-scf a-li), M. [< Or. %a-

iiui, cm the ground, low, + icccta/;}, head.] In
i I/nidi., a formation or development of the skull

the cephalic; index of which IB 70 or loss. See

rrpltalir.

Chamaecyparis (kain-e-sip'a-ris), . [ML., <

( ir. ,v/'a '> on t'ue ground, + HVKup/aooc, cypress.]
A genus of lar^e coniferous timber-tree.s, rep-
resented in the eastern United States by the

white cedar ( ' '. .t/ilin'riiiili'ii), on the Pacific coast

by the yellow or Sitka cypress (C. \i(</.'f.<w)

and the Port Orforcl cedar (C. Luirmiiiiinii), and
by fouror live species in Japan and eastern Asia.
Tin- wood of most of the species is li^ht, hard, unil very
durul'lc, with an agreeable resinous mlor, ami is u^-'\

for many purpose, Several of the species are frequently
planted ]nr ornament. The genus is nearly related to

Tit itfia and I'u/nvxsiix (in which the species are often in-

cluded), differing from the former in its globose com- of

peltate scales, anil from the latter in its tlattened two-
rank.M I'lilianc ami in the thin scales of the cone and the
smaller nnmlicr of seeds.

chamaeform (kam'e-forra), . [< NL. cliama +
L. ftirmii, shape.] 'Having the form of or re-

lated to a chama; chamacean.
Chamaeida 1

(ka-rae'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Clia-

maia + -M<e.] A family established by Baird
in 1864 for the reception of the genus Chamti'it.

Also written Clitimmidae.

Chamaeidse-' (ka-me'i-de), n. pi. See Chantidtr.

chamseleo (ka-me'le-6), n. [NL. : see chamele-

on.] 1. Same as chameleon. 2. [c/>.] Same
as CltiiiiKrlcmi, 2.

Also chamelvo.

chamaeleon (ka-me'le-on), n. [L., a chame-
leon: see chameleon.] "1. See chameleon. 2.

[cap.'} [NL.] The typical genus of the family
Chanueleontida; containingthe chameleons. See
chameleon. 3. A name given by Theophrastus
and other

early
writers to certain plants,because

their leaves change color frequently. The black
chanueleon is believedto have been Cardupatiunt corymbo-
M',/r. u thistle-like plant of the Mediterranean region. The
white chatmeleon was the Carlina jtummifera. The roots
of I'i'th contain an acrid resin anil were used medicinally.

Chamaeleonida (ka-me-le-on'i-dii), n.pl. [NL.,
< ChamiKltim + -ida.~] In Huxley's system of

classification, one of the major divisions of the

Laccrtilia, distinguished from all the Ciono-

craniaby the absence of the columella and of an
interorbital septum, andfrom all known lizards

by the disunion of the pterygoid and quadrate
bones : same as Rhiptoglossa. In several respects
the Chatit&leiHiitlti may be contrasted with all other
Lacertilia. There is but one family. Also Chameleonida.
See Chanuxleontidte and Cham&leon, 2.

Ghamaeleonidae(ka-me-le-on'i-de), n.pl. Same
as Cliama'leontidte.

chamaeleontid (ka-me-le-on'tid), . A lizard
of the family ChamaileontUla:

Chamaeleontidae (ka-me-lf-on'ti-de), n. nl.

[NL., < Clianueleon(t-) + -fcto.] The family
represented by the genus Chanueleon, having,
besides the characters of the major group Cha-

maleonida, numerous other cranial characters.
The structure of the carpus, tarsus, and digits is very sin

gulur ; the tail is prehensile ; there is no tympanum ; the
skin is soft, tuherculated, and of changing hues ; the

tongue is remarkable for Its extreme extensibility, and is

sheathed at the base, club-shaped and viscose at the end.
All but 3 of the 48 species are confined to Africa and
Madagascar. They are generally referred to 3 genera,
Chamcel&m, Brottlcesia, and Khantpholfon. Also Chamcf-
Iconidfe, Chatiwleonidte. See chameleon.

Chamaepelia (kam"e-pe-li'a), n. [NL. (Swain-
son, 1827), < Gr. ^ci//oi, on the ground, + irifata,

the wild pigeon, rock-pigeon, stock-dove, < irt-

>.6f, dark, dusky, ash-colored.] A genus of very
small ground-doves of the warmer parts of
America

;
the dwarf doves. The type is C. pause-

rt'na, the common dwarf ground-dove of the southern
United States ; there are several others. The genus is

now often called Columbiyallina. See cut under ground-
dove.

Chamaerops (ka-me'rops),
. [L., < Gr. x /

10 '-

pu-^i (in Pliny), < xa/'
al

i on the ground, + pu^,
a bush, shrub.] A genus of palms, consisting
of dwarf trees with fan-shaped leaves borne on

prickly petioles and bearing a small berry-like
fruit with one seed. Only two species are known,
natives of the Mediterranean region, C. humiliti being the

only native European palm.
Charnsesaura (kam-e-sa'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. ;ra-

fial, on the ground, '+ aavpa, a lizard.] A ge-
nus of South African lacertilians, of the fam-

ily Zonitridie, containing the snake-lizard, C.

inii/iiina, having only rudimentary limbs and
little distinction between tail and body.
Chamaesauridae (kam-e-sa'ri-de), n. /it. [NL.,
< Cliainwsaura + 440.J A family of leptoglos-
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sato lizards, represented by the genus
Klltirn. The species have rounded sides, with similar
scales on back and steles, rudimentary limbs, and a ser-

pentiform body, liy most modern herpctologists they are
associated with the /.tntliridcc.

chamar 1 (eha-nmr'), n. [Kepr. Hind, eliamdr,
BBIIK- clidmdr, etc., < Skt. clinrmaktira, a worker
in skins, < charman, a skin, pelt, + kdra, mak-
ing, doing, < <!/ kar, make, do.] A worker in

leather
;
a shoemaker

;
a cobbler. W. If. A'<-

sell. Also cliumar.

Chamar2 (cha-mar'). . [E. lud.
;
cf. Beng. and

Marathi chamara, the tail of an ox used as a

fly-flap.] 1. A fan of feathers or similar ma-
terial used in the East Indies as one of the

insignia of royalty, and also in temples. 2. A
liy-flap.
chamarre (sha-miir'), . [OF.] A loose outer

garment for men, worn in Europe in the early
part of the sixteenth century, and preceding
the cassock. It is said by some to have been purely
ornamental, not cut in solid cloth, lint made of strips or
hands of velvet or silk held together by galoon.

Chamarre, a loose and light gown (and less properly, a

cloak), that may bo worn a awash or skarf*wiae ; also a
studded garment. Cotyrave.

chamaylet, . A Middle English form of camel.

chamber (cham'ber), . [Early mod. E. also

chaumber, Sc. chalmtr, etc.; < ME. chamber,

//Kintbre, chaumbre, < OF. chambre, cambre, mod.
P. cfaimbre = Pr. cambra = Sp. Pg. camara =
It. camera = D. kamer= OHG. chamara, MHG.
kamere, kamer, Q. kammcr = Dan. kammer =
Sw. kammare, a chamber, room, < Ml/, cann /,
a chamber, room, < L. camera, camara, a vault,
an arched roof, an arch, < Gr. napiapa, anything
with an arched cover, a covered carriage or

boat, a vaulted chamber, a vault : see camera
and camfeer2.] 1. A room of a dwelling-house;
an apartment; specifically, a sleeping-apart-
ment; a bedroom.

And beside tho Welles, he had lete make fair,- Halle,
and faire Chambre*, depeynted *lle with Uold and Azure.

Mandcville, Travels, p. 278.

The chamber where the good man meets his fate
Is privileged beyond the common walk
Of virtuous life, quite in the verge of heaven.

Ytiinii/, Night ThoughU, it. 633.

High in her chamber up a tower to the east.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. pi. (a) A room or rooms where professional
men, as lawyers, conduct their business ; espe-
cially, any place out of court (usually a room
set apart for this purpose) where a judge may
dispose of questions or procedure of a class not

sufficiently important to be heard and argued
in court, or too urgent to await a term of
court: distinctively called judges? chambers,

(b) Furnished rooms hired for residence in

the house of another; lodgings: as, ''a bach-
elor life in chambers," Thackeray. 3. A place
where an assembly meets: as, a legislative

chamber, ecclesiastical chamber, privy chamber,
etc. 4. The assembly itself

; sometimes, spe-
cifically, one of the branches of a legislative

assembly : as, the New York Chamber of Com-
merce

;
a meeting of the legislative chamber.

That no brewer breke it, upon payne of xl. s., forfeit-

able to the chambre of the Tonne.

English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 425.

In the Imperial chamber this vulgar answer is not ad-
mitted. Ayli/e, Parergon.

5. A compartment or inclosed space ; a hollow
or cavity: as, the chambers of the eye (see be-

low) ;
the chamber of a furnace.

The ckambrci In the bathes may be wrought
A- cist erne is.

Palladitu, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 41.

And all the secret of the Spring
Moved in the chambers of the blood.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxiii.

Specifically (o) In hydraulic enyin. : (l)The space between
the gates of a canal-lock. (2) The part of a pump in which
the bucket of a plunger works, (b) Mi lit. : (1) That part
of a barrel, at the breech of a firearm or piece of ord-

nance, which is enlarged to receive the charge or car-

tridge ; also, a receptacle for a cartridge in the cylinder of
a revolver or of a breech-loading gun. (2) An underground
cavity or mine for holding powder and bombs, where they
may be safe and dry. Distinctively called powder-cham-
tter and bomb-chamber, (c) The indentation in an axle-box,
designed to hold the lubricant. (

/ 1 That part of a mold con-

taining the exterior part of a casting and covering the core
in hollow castings, (e) In anal. : (1) A cavity representing
the urogenital sinus of the embryo uiidifferentiated into a
prostatic and bulbous urethra. (2) See chambers of the eye,
below. (/) In conch. : (1) The interval between the septa
of the camerated shell of a cephalopod, such as species of
Nautilus or Ammonites, as well as the portion of the shell
in which the animal rests. (2) A cavity separated from
another or the main part of the interior of the shell by a
septum, (y) In coal-mining, same as brtatt or room. See
breast. [Pennsylvania.}

chamberer

6t. A short piece of ordnance without a car-

riage and standing on its breech, formerly used

chiefly for rejoicings and theatrical purposes.
For tin- '!,,>, nf this their Imnourultle entertainment, a

peal of i-/ut>"
'

Mi'l'/l''l'i,i, Kntertainmerit at Opening of New River.

A gallant peal of chamber* gave a IK-HOI! to the enter
tainnieiit. tlinffH, l.onilinopolis, p. u.

7. A bedroom utensil, usedforcontainingurine:
a chamber-pot.- Branchial chamber. s<> bwwMol
Chamber of Agriculture. n. Cham-

ber of assurance. I") Ac pan v nival u/. ,1 m France for

the Iinrpn-.- nt i a frying on the hll-ini H "I lh-iilanee. (6) A
< l in the Netherlands where eases rebuilt tn ui^irain e

are tried. Chamber of commerce, voluntary associa-
tion of the merchants a ml trailer* nf a city or town for the

protection and promotion of their commercial in!

See board of tratle
,
umler tmdr. Chamber Of Deputies.

SM ,i, !,ui,i. Chambers of Rhetoric, the Htennr gufldi
that nourished in the Netherlands during tin- tifteenth

and sixteenth centuries. They were meilieval in taste,
middle-class in tone and ideas, and famous for their wealth
and inlluence. The Amsterdam pnihl, Known as the "Eg-
lantine," was the most celebrated. - Chambers of the

eye,
the space UctiMTii tin- cornea and anterior surface

of the iris, called the anterior chamber, and the space be-

tween the posterior surface of the iris and the r\-talline

lens, callecf the posterior ctutmli-'r, hotli spaces licini; tilled

with the aqueous humor. See cut under eye . Chambers
Of the king*, the pnrts or havens of Knylalnl: so called

In old records. K. I'liUU/a, 1700. Ciliated chambers.
Sec ciliated.- Clerk of the chamber. See clerk. Dry-
ing-chamber, a hot closet for drying printed stuffs. It

has a series of rollers near the top and liottoin of the room,
and over these the cloth passes, after which It goes to tin

folil ing-room. - Judges' chambers. See 2 (), above.
Star Chamber. Sec iterttemMr. To sit at cham-
bers, to despatch summary business in chamliers : said

of a Judge.

chamber (cham'ber), r. [< chamber, .] I.

intrans. 1. To reside in or occupy a chamber.
2. To fit snugly, as layers of buckshot in the

barrel of a gun or in a cartridge. See extract
under II., 3.

II. trans. 1. To shut up in or as in a chamber.
The best blood chamber'd in his bosom.

Shak., Elch. II., i. 1.

Thy cold pale figure,
Which we have commission but to chamber up
In melancholy dust. Shirley, Witty Fair One, v. S.

2. To furnish with a chamber, as the barrel of
a breech-loading firearm. Guns are often cham-
bered in order to enlarge the rear portion of the bore, so
as to increase the powder-capacity behind the projectile.

3. To fit into the barrel of a gun or into a car-

tridge, as buckshot.
One should he careful to chamber the buckshot at the

choke of the gun, and to choose the size that most nearly
chambers. Forest and Stream, XXII. 225.

chamber-council (cham'ber-koun'sil), n. Pri-

vate or secret council.
I have trusted thee, C'amillo,

With all the nearest things to my heart, as well

My chamber-cou>icils. Shale., W. T., i. 2.

chamber-counsel(cham'ber-koun*'sel), n. Same
as chamber-counselor.

chamber-counselor (cham'ber-koun"sel-or), H.

A counselor or person learned in the law who
gives opinions in private, and does not advo-
cate causes in court.

chamberdakint, chamberdekint, .
|
said to

be a corruption of ML. camera degens, living in

a chamber: camera, abl. of (L.) camera, cham-
ber; degens, ppr. of L. degere, pass time, live,
< de, of, + agere, drive : see act, n., camera, and
chamber,] In the University of Oxford, a stu-

dent not living in a scholars' hall, but rooming
with others ; especially, one of certain riotous
students banished by a statute of Henry V.
A certain sort of scholars called chamberdekint, no oth-

er, as it seems, than Irish beggars, who, in the habit of

poor scholars, would often disturb the peace of the uni-

versity, live under no government of principals, keep up
for the most part in the day, and in the night-time go
abroad to commit spoils and manslaughter, lurk about in

taverns and houses of ill-report, commit burglaries and
suchlike. Anthony A Wood.

chambered (cham'berd), a. [< chamber, n., +
-ed2.] 1. Divided into compartments by walls
or partitions.

And every chambered cell

Where its dim dreaming life was wont to dwell.
O. W. Holmes, The Chambered Nautilus.

Specifically, in bot., applied to compound ovaries in which
the placentas project inward but do not meet in the ail>,
as in the poppy.
2. Provided with a chamber for gunpowder:
said of cannon.- Chambered shells, a name invent-
ed as a vernacular equivalent for the family Cnlyptrcridcr.
Adams, 1854.

Chamberert (cham'ber-er), H. [< ME. chambe-
ri-ri; ehambrere, < OF. chambcrere, fern, chambe-
riere, < chambre, chamber.] 1. One who fre-

quents ladies' chambers
; especially, one who

intrigues; a gallant.
Haply, for I am black.

And have not those soft parts of conversation
That chamberer* have. Shall., Othello, 111. 3.



chamberer

2. A mistress; a concubine.

I ne held me never digue in no inanere

To be your wif, ne yet your chamberere.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 7t>6.

Abraham hadde another soue Ysniael, that he gat upon

Agar hi* <'lniin/imv. VfmdevUU, Travels, p. 102.

3. One who attends in a chamber ;
a groom of

a chamber ;
a chamberlain.

There parflt treuthe and pouere hert* is and pacience of

There 'ifc'haritee, the chief chaumbrere for god hymselue !

Piers Plowman (B), xiv. 100.

4. A chambermaid ;
a lady's-maid.

Ladies fain-, ith their gentelwomen chamberen also.

Arnold'* Chronicle, fol. IDS.

chamber-fellOW (cham'ber-fel
//

o), n. One who flie division of the chamber-segments of the body int.

occupies the same apartment with another. riiamixrletted sub-segments. Awer. Jour. Sri., CLX. 32s.

chamber-gage (cham'ber-gaj), w. An instru- chamber-lye (cham'ber-li), n. [Also chamber-

ment used to verify the form and dimensions He; < chamber + lye.'] Urine.^
Shal:

of the chambers of small arms and of cannon.

chamber-hangings (cham'lx>r-hang"ingz), n.

ill. Tapestry or hangings for a chamber.

chambering '(cham'ber-iug), n. 1. Same as

oanieratioii, '2.

The chambering of the test does not express a corre-

sponding cell-segmentation of the protoplasm.
Encyc. Brit., XIX. 846.

2f. Lewd, dissolute behavior.

Let us walk honestly, . . . not in rioting and drunken-

ness, not in chambering and wantonness. Rom. xiii. 13.

chamber-kiln (cham'ber-kil), n. A brick- or

tile-kiln having chambers or compartments,
sometimes so arranged that they can be heated

successively,
chamberlain (chain 'ber -Ian), n. [Formerly
chamberlin, < ME. chambeflayn, -laine, -leyn,

-lein, etc., once chaumberling, < OF. chambrelein,

chamfer

The profltsof his ehamberlain*liii> being moderate, . . . called the traverse, and the two side pieces or

he had eked it out a little with some practice in his origi- postg are called the ascendants.
nal profession. Scott, Abbot, H. 78.

g^ambray (sham
'

bra), n. [Cf . cambric.'] A
I of gingham in plain colors with linen fin-

ish, used for women's gowns. K. II. Knight.

chambrel (kam'brel), n. A variant of gambrel.

chameck (cha-mek'), n. [Braz.] A Brazilian

monkey of the genus Ateles and family Cebida;.

The head is round and small : the limbs are long and slen-

der; and the thumb of the forv hand* is wanting. It is

a very gentle creature, and susceptible of a high degree
of training. The length of the body is about 20 inches,

and of the tail over 2 feet.

M. See chaiiiifleo.

chamberlet (cham'ber-let), M. [< chamber +
dim. -let.'] A small chamber, as one of the di-

visions of the test of a foraminiferous animal-

cule.

The principal chambers are subdivided into c

as in Orbiculina. Encyc. Brit., IX. 376.

Thus, . . . if wecompareOrbitoliteswithC'ycloi-lypi-ns.
we recognize the same plan of growth in each, the eham-

Ifrlet* being arranged in concentric rings around the pri-

mordial chamber. II'. K. Carpenter, Micros., 461.

chamberleted, chamberletted (cham'ber-let- ^uai^ ... _ ...

ed), a. [< chamberlet + -ed%.] Divided into or chameleon (ka-me'le-on), n. [The mod. spelling

supplied with chamberlets or small chambers, chameleon, sometimes
"

chama-leini, imitates the

L. (like ehamomile for camomile) ; early mod. E.

cameleon, camelion, < ME. camelion, < L. chamce-

leon (= Ar. Pers. qalanmn), < Gr. maaAtav, lit.

'

ground-lion,' that is, low or dwarf lion,< xauai,

on the ground, + /.euv, lion.] 1. A lizard-like

reptile of the family Chama>leontid; having a

naked body, a prehensile tail, feet suited for

branches, and the eye covered by a
in the

chambermaid (cham'ber-mad), . If. A maid
or female servant who dresses a lady and waits

on her in her own room
;
a lady's-maid.

Whereas they [the chaplains] petition to be freed from

being a deodand, and belonging to holy Church.

Reply to Ladies and Bachelor* Petition, Hi',14

[(Harl. Misc., IV. 440).

2. A woman who has the care of chambers,

making the beds and cleaning the rooms.

Readers are respectfully requested to notice that Mrs.

Pratchett was not a waitress, but a chambermaid.
Dickens, Somebody's Luggage.

3. A theatrical name for an actress who plays
the more broadly comic parts; a soubrette.

In sprightly parts, in genteel comedy, in all chamber-

maide, In melodramatic characters, especially where pan-
tomimic action was needed, she [Mrs. Charles Kemblel

Damn, Annals of the Stage, II. 282.

center. There are about 59 species, of which the best-

known is Chamaleon culgaru, a native of Africa, extend-

ing into Asia and the south of Europe. Its body is 6 or

7 inches long, and the tail 5 inches. The skin is cold to tin-

.....
,
----

, ... was excellent. , , .

dtambrclene, later chamberlain, F. chambellan
cnaml)er.master (cham'ber-nias"t6r), n. A

(after ML. cambellcmus) = Pr. camurUne = Sp. ^ em .lker who m
v

akes up his own material at

oanarlmgo = fg.eamerUiuo = It. eamarUngo, ho and disposea of it to the shops. Mauhnc.
camerlenijo, camerhngo ( > F. c<imerlingue),< ML. cwaln^air.inlnjc (cham'ber-mu"zik), n. Music,
m-marlinyus, camerlingus, cainerlengus(a,\soca- J instrumental or vocal, which is specially
mcrlanus, Cumberland. eambeUanus, alter' ;.), Buitedforperfornianceina8raallroom: opposed
< OHG. chamarUnc, -ling, UHG.kemerhnc, G.

tQ concerfmusic and aiso to church music and
kammerUmj (= D. kamerhng), < OHG. chamara,

(ic mw,iCf

'

The tml) comraonlv applled to con-

G. hammer (= F. chambre, t,. chamber, q. V., <.
cc^,i mus ic for solo instruments, such as string quartets,

L camera), chamber, + -ling = E. -ling
1

: see etc. it was first used early in the seventeenth century to

chamber and -linnl.] 1. A person charged with designate all music not adapted to the uses of the church

the direction and management of a chamber or -the theater. Originally, therefore, it included concert-

chambers. specifically (at) An attendant, sometimes
chamber-oriran (eham'ber-6r''gan), n. A small

a male, sometimes a female, at an inn ; a head waiter or ~"*'f
1

,^ menu- a cabinet organ or one de-
upper chambermaid or a person discharging duties analo- portablei c

m_, _
a
J^bm^etJJrgan^

one ae

signed for use in a small room, public or private.

chamber-piece (cham'ber-pes), n. In her., a

mounted or dismounted. See chamber, 6.

A vessel for

uppe: ,

gous to those of such attendants.
Think'st thou

That the bleak air, thy boisterous chamberlain,
Will put thy shirt on warm *

Shak., T. of A., iv. 3.

""^"^Mw'vel'T^if" Chamber-pot (cham'ber-pot), n
urine, used in bedrooms.

chamber-practice (cham'ber-prak"tis), n. The

iord'areaichai'iberiainol Great Britain is the sixth officer practice of a chamber-counselor,
of the crown. His functions, always important, have va- g ]la(] the reputation ... of excellent discernment in

ried in different reigns. The duties which now devolve ^ chambtr practice of the law. Lamb, Old Benchers.

nTcorolmUonfth^offl..^^i^of^fr chamber-story (cham'ber-sto'ri), n. The story

minster ; the provision of furniture for the houses of or one of the stones of a house appropriated
Parliament, and for Westminster Hall when used on great for bedrooms. Gwilt.

St^,
;

bi^op^etnLrperfo
P
,rth^Vttagr^ Chambertin (F. pron. Bhon-ber-ta-nO,^Jeap.

office is now jointly held by the families of C'holmondeley or I. C.J

and Willoughby de Eresby, and the honors are enjoyed in gundy
each alternate reign by each family successively. The named

Chameleon {Chantalfmt I'lttrtin**.

touch, and contains small grains or eminences which are of

a bluish-gray color in the shade, but in the light of the

aim all parts of the body become of a grayish-brown or

tawny color. The extraordinary faculty which the cha

meleon possesses of changing its color, in accordance with

that of the objects by which it is surrounded or with it*

temper when disturbed, is due to the presence of clear or
lain ber-pes), n. .11 ner., a

.^lent-bearing contractile cells placed at various depths
short cannon or mortar, represented either { yle an\n

t
their contractions and dilatations being under

.[F

office of lord chamberlain of the household, generally called

simply the lord chamberlain, is quite distinct from that of

the lord great chamberlain, and is changed with the ad-

ministration. This officer has the control of all parts of

the household (except the ladies of the queen's bedcham-

ber) which are not under the direction of the lord steward,

the groom of the stole, or the master of the horse. The

king's (queen's) chaplains, physicians, surgeons, etc., as

well as the royal tradesmen, are in his appointment; the

companies of actors at the royal theaters are under his

regulation ; and he is also the licenser of plays. He has

under him a vice-chamberlain.

As likewise, divers others made their Claims : Robert
de Vere, Earl of Oxford, to have the Office of Chamber- chamblett
lain, and to pour out Water for the King to wash. ,

Baker, Chronicles, p. 136.
ana t. An OD-

2. Originally, the keeper of the treasure-cham- ^mi t̂ ""jspa^.

ber; hence, a receiver of rents and revenues; an(i jpj
a treasurer: as, the chamberlain of a corpora-
tion. The name is given in some of the larger cities and
towns both of Great Britain and of the United States to the

treasurer or officer who has charge of the moneys of the

municipal corporations.

Erastns the chamberlain of the city saluteth you.
Rom. xvi. 23.

The Chamberlain receives all the rents and dues be-

longing to the corporation, except those received for char-

ities, and makes all payments. He attends on the admis-

sion of freemen, and examines the evidence. The property
of the corporation is under his care and superintendence.

Municip. Corp. Reports (1836), p. 2464.

chamberlainship (cham'ber-lan-ship), n. [<

chamberlain + -ship.] The office or dignity of

a chamberlain.

A red wine made in

_,,
in tne department of Cote-d'Or, and

named from the vineyard of Chambertin, of

about 60 acres, near Dijon, on the celebrated

hillside which gives the name to the depart-
ment. The wine ranks among the first six or seven of

Burgundy, and therefore among the chief red wines of the

world.
The chambertin with yellow seal.

Thackeray. Bouillabaisse.

We will try a bot-

tle of the Chamber-
tin to-day, Vincent.

Buhner, Pelham,
[xxviil.

/ aham - branl
'

),

M. [F.j etym.
uncertain.] In

arch., a struc-

tural feature,
often ornament-
_i inoinaiiitr thn1

'

") '"", "&
f

i ;Op_ui
a doorway, Win-
dOW) fireplace,
or similar open-
ing. The top
piece or beam is

Chambranle.
North door of the Erechtheum, Athens.

,

the control of the nervous system. Its power of fasting

and habit of inflating itself gave rise to the fable that it

lives on air.- It is in reality insectivorous, its tongue,
which is long and covered with a viscid saliva, being dart-

ed at its prey and securing it when touched.

.Snakes that cast your coats for new,
Chameleoiu that alter hue.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, lit 1.

The thin chameleon, fed with air, receives

The colour of the thing to which he cleaves.

Drydf-n.
As a lover or chameleon
Grows like what it looks upon.

Shelley, Prometheus Unbound, iv. 1.

2. In the southern United States and West In-

dies, a true lizard of the family Anolidida or

Iyuanid(e. Also chamaleo. 3. [cap.'] A con-

stellation invented by Bayer, situated beneath

the feet of the Centaur.-^ Chameleon mineral, a

name formerly given to a mass produced by fusing oxid of

manganese with niter or potash, and consisting essentially

of the manganate of potassa. It is readily converted into

the reddish-purple permanganate, and also into salts hav-

ing manganese as the base and possessing no strong color.

When dissolved in water it assumes a variety of colors,

passing rapidly from green to blue, purple, and red.

Ohameleonida, Chameleonidae, etc. See Cha-

mftleonida, etc.

chameleonize (ka-me'le-on-!z), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. chameleonized, ppr. ctiameleonizing. [< cha-

meleon + -ire.] To change into various colors.

Bailey. [Bare.]
chamelott, n. Same as camlet. Spenser.
chamfer (cham'fer), n. [Also chamfret, early
mod. E. chamfre, chanfer, < OF. chamfrein,

fhamfrain, F. chanfrein (= Sp. ehaflan), a cham-

fer; origin uncertain ; perhaps a particular use

of clianfrein, a chamfron: see chamfron.] 1.

In carp., a groove or furrow. 2. A bevel or

slope ;
the comer of anything originally right-

angled cut away so as to make an angle with

the sides which form it. Also chamfering.

chamfer (cham'fer), v. t. [< chamfer, .] 1. In

carp., to cut a furrow in; flute; channel. 2.

To cut or grind in a sloping manner, as the

edge of anything square, so as to form a bevel.



chamfered

chamfered (cham'ferd), p. n. [Pp. of <-li/nuf/ r,

r.] Grooved; furrowed; figuratively, wrinkled.

But eft, when ye count you freed from feare,
Comes the lireuie Winter with chami'ml browes.

SIK'UOT, shep. I'al., February.

chamfering (duim'fer-ing), w. [Verbal n. of

I'liaiiifi'i; c.J Same as clmiH/i-r, 2.

Thy roof ... in exceeding beautiful, . . . vaulted \vitli

V. O MimptllollS fi'l ttillys I'l- t'lxl<llS>'l-/il'l*.

Coryat, Crudities, I. :n.

chamfrett, " and c. [Sec <//////</.] Same aw

cliiinij'i r.

chamfreting (oham'fret-lng), . [Verbal n. of
chain fri't, c.J The splay of a window, etc. /.'.

//. K nil/lit.

Chamfron (cham'fron), .

[<
OF. ch/i iiifn in.

F. cliinifr/iii, eluimfron ; origin uncertain: see
rlin in !'n; n. J The defensive armor of the front

part of the head of u war-horse, in the fifteenth

e.etltllry, when bar.ls hail attained their greatest de\clop
lllelll, it was titled \vitll earpierr- roV.Tini; the horses
r:n~. and protected the ubole hrail between the eyes an<l
us far down as the nostrils. It was often fitted with a

spike i>r boss between the eyes. Also i-liu /tffitt
,

i-li'i rjrax .

<-li<i[t'run, clitiinj'riii, clianfron. See cuts under nnniir
(tilt, il mid liard.

chamid (kam'id), . A bivalve mollugk of the

fiiniily I'haniiila:

Chamidae (kam'i-de), n. /;/. [NL., < Chama +
"/'.] A family of bivalve mollusks, typified
by the genus Chama. They have u thick, irregular,
ineiMiivuTvo shell, with strong hinge. teeth, two in on,.

917

In recent times it has been largely used for

\\arm underclothing. See irnsli-l>uth< r.

chamoisite (sham'oi-zit), . [< r///i'.i (sec

del'.) + -Hi'-,] \ hydrous silicate of iron and
aluminium, occurring in greenish-gray to black

compact oroolitic masses, u forms beds in tin lim,
stone at ChuinoiMin. near tidon ill the .union of Valai-
>u it/. -I l;iuif. and lias been iiM'd a> an iron ore.

chamolett, ". Same as riniili-l.

Niitiilia allonling treat store of CkanuMi amKirogc-
rams; lillirlu almllt Allgnt. . . . before such time as III.

uoat. Mere destroyed by the laic K. bells.

Xittxl/t*, Travailes, p. IL'.

chamomile, . See (/<;/;/<.

champ 1 (champ), r. [Sometimes pron. and
written i-lxiniji ; a later form of early mod. E.

rliiiui, chew (prob. used in ME., but not found),
of Scatid. origin : cf. Sw. dial. l;iiiiiii, chew with

difficulty.] I. trim*. 1. To bite repeatedly and
impatiently, as a horse his bit.

But, like n prou.l steed ivin'il, went haughty on,
Chanijtifiii his iron curb. I////..,*. P. L, Iv. 859.

2. To bite into small pieces ;
craunch

; chew ;

munch: sometimes followed by n/i.

After dinner came a fellow who eat., live .-hare.ial,

glowingly ignited, quenching them in his mouth, and then
chantjriiiy and swallowing them down.

/.; . I'm, Diary, Jan. 2, 1084.

1 ... chatiified up the remaining part of the pi) <.

>'/..'/,. sp, elator, No. 4.11.

And <-l/iiuijn'ii<i golden -rain, the horses stood
Hard by their chariots. '/' ,ntii*nn. Iliad, viii. :Vio.

3. To pound; crush; mash: as, to champ pota-
toes. [Scotch.]

II. i ntrniis. To perform the action of biting

part of the district.

champignon
Champagne rose, chnmpiiijni' hav-
ruddy tint. 'I hi* color i- n-nallv

.

nrj a slightly pink
plixlllfl.il by tbe addition of a little led wine. Still

Champagne, properly, non -etteMoi. nt uiin- made in

Champagne, o( which the best known
. im

properly, -imlith citcrvcsecnt champagne, udUUnguUhed
n. .ni lii.' n <n>'i mow* ".'' or fi-.-ibini; \ariety. Tisane de
Champagne. s h

champaign (iham-pto'j formerly cham-|>.-in'i.
". ami n.

| Marly mod. K. also i-li/ini/Kiiii, <////<

/mini', and by corruption rliiim/iimi, i-lnim/iinn,
< ME. clillliipl'i/llr. < OF. rliilHijiiliuili; iissiliiiatc.l

form of ciimpiiigHf = It. cam/miiim. a Mat open
country: see

cniiipiiii/ii.'] I, ;;. A Hat open
country.

In place eke hoote and .hi. .

In i-lntuif-iii"' eke, and nygh the M-C-. brynke
Ketyme uixm thi werk in \\n.-^ hie.

Pallinliim, llusbondrie (K. K. T. 8.), p. 10.

The ('anaanite-, which dwell in the eAf>i//i'./ over
against Cilnal. Dent. xi. 30.

The mountain. > |of (VpllalonlaJ intermixed with pi. ,111

able vallics, and tbe uoo.U uitb ./..;./...../

SnndiiK, Travailes, p. 4.

Many miles of Woo.llands and rlntiuiii',ii, which lie di-

vided into several Hundreds.
S. Clarkf, Four Plantations in America (!;), p. U.

Many a vale
And river-sunder d dtaatfUlg* elothe<l with corn.

Tennytott, iKnone.

II. ". Level; open.
I'he \\hole Coiinli.-y is plaine and rtxim/ii"n. ami few

hils in it. Iliikliiiit* I .,.. .1.;, I. 248.

The clutuiiKiiti head
Of a steep wilderness. Milton, P. L, Iv. 134.

A wide, champaign country fllled with hcrd and floclu.

Addition.

repeatedly and impatiently: generally followed champak, champac (cham'pak), n. [< NL.

Right and Left Valves of Chama macrofhylla.

valve and one in the other ; iui external hinge-ligament ;

siphonal orifices far apart; and united mantle-margins,
leaving but a small opening for the foot. The species oc-
cur in tropical seas of both hemispheres, attached usually
by one of the umhoticrt to some support. Also c/i<ti/in'li>'

and Chniini'l'lif.

chamisal (cham'i-sal), n. [Mex. Sp.,< chami-

x<>.~\ A dense growth of the Californian chami-
so

;
a chaparral.

chamiso (cham'i-so), . [Mex. Sp. : cf. Sp. clta-

mizii, a kind of wild cane or reed ; Pg. chamiqa,
a small rope made of matweed.] A plant of
the genus Adenostoma, natural order Itosaeea-.
The species are evergreen shrubs with clustered, short,
rigid, awl-shaped leaves, and numerous small white flow-
ers borne in dense racemose panicles, sometimes very
fragrant. There are two species, natives of California,
which clothe great areas of the dry coast-ranges and foot-
hills with a dense and sometimes almost impenetrable cha-

parral, called locally chaminal. Ordinarily these shrubs
grow in scattered clumps from 4 to 8 feet high, but some-
times miieh higher.

chamlett, An obsolete form of camlet.

chamois (sham'wo or sham'i), . [Also spelled,
esp. in second sense, shamoy and shammy ; < F.
chamois = Pr. camous = Sp. camuza, yamuza =
Pg. canniea, camurya = It. eamozza, t., camoscio,
m.,< OHG. "i/ainuz, ijamz, MHG. gams, Or. gemsr,
> D. gems = Dan. i/cmsi;, chamois : see gemsbok.
Cf. Pg. gamo, fallow-deer, perhaps < Goth, "gama,
akin to OHG. *gamuz, gamy, etc.] 1. A species
of goat-like or capriform antelope, Rupicapra

by on or upon.
Champing as though his cud bad troubled him.

Sir P. Sidney.
The noble animal, . . . arching his stately neck, champed

nn the silver hits which restrained him.

Scntt, Kenilworth, II. 117.

Champ 1
(champ), H. [< rhampl, r.] 1. The

act of biting repeatedly, as a horse on his bit.

Byron. 2. Mashed potatoes. [Scotch.]
champ-, champe (champ), n. [< F. champ, a
field: see campV.'] A field, specifically (a) in
arch., a field or ground on which carving is raised. Ox-
ford Glossary. (6t) In her., the field of a shield or banner.

Kay the stiward hadde brought the grete baner wherof
the champe was white as snowe, and the dragon was a-boue
the crosae, ffor thus comaunded Merlin.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 575.

<-liiiinpaca; < Skt. champaka, > Beng. champaka,
Hind. cham]>a.~] A beautiful Indian tree, JJi-

chelia Champaea, natural order Maynuliaceee,
held in high esteem by Brahmans and Bud-
dhists, and planted about their temples, images
of Huddha are made of its wood, which Is olive-colored or
dark-brown and often beautifully mottled, takes a flue

polish, and is much prized for furniture. h> flowers are
of a beautiful golden color and very fragrant, their per-
fume being much celebrated in Hindu poetry. They are
worn in the hair by the native women.

or links between the figures of the pattern o
has no ground or bottom.

champ3 (champ), n. [Native term.] The name
given to a valuable timber, the product of

The wandering airs they faint
On the dark, the silent stream
The champak odours fail,
Like sweet thoughts in a dream.

Shelley, Indian Serenade.

champarty, n. See champerty.
champe, See champ%.

of'Tiruk's
chamPer (cham'per), n. One who champs.

lace that champertt, An obsolete form of champerty.
champertor (cham'per-tor), n. [< OF. champar-
teur, < champart: see champerty."] In law, one
who is guilty of champerty.

Micltelia exceJsa, a tall magnoliaceous tree of champerty (cham'per-ti). H. [Also champarty,
the eastern Himalaya. The wood is soft but

very durable, and of an olive-brown color.

champac, . See champak.
champagne (sham-pan'), . [Formerly also

champaignc, champaign, < F. champagne, so
named from the former province of Champagne,
lit., like It. campagna, a champaign, or flat

open country: see champaign and campaign.']
1. The effervescent or so-called sparkling wine
made within the limits of the old province of

Champagne in northeastern France, chiefly
in the region about Reims, Epernay, Avize,
Ay, and Pierry, in the department o'f Marne.

ehampert (obs.), < ME. champartie, champertie,
champerty, also a partnership in power, < OF.
champart, < ML. campiparg (also canipartum,
eampartagium), i. e., canipi pars, lit. part of
the field, a certain portion of the crop exacted
by the lord : canipi, gen. of L. campus, field

;

L. pars, a part: see camp? and j>art.~] 1. In

law, a species of maintenance, being a bar-

gain which a person not otherwise interested
makes with a plaintiff or defendant to receive
a share of the land or other matter in suit in
the event of success, the champertor carry-
ing on or assisting to carry on the party's suit

The vineyards are all situated within a district alwut or defense at his own expense ; the purchase
twenty miles long, from Reims on the north to Vertus of. a Kllif

. n. thB _=,.,. _ f J
'

pi,
on the south, and are generally classed as " of the Hill

" l 8m
J

r
, tnejnglit

ot huing. Champerty
m

(n>ntag>ie) and
" of the River," namely, along the Marne ;

but great quantities of new wine are brought from other
regions, and each manufacturer makes a mixture or blend
according to his own system, to produce the brand of wine
known by his name. The effervescence is artificially pro-
duced, and is of the nature of an arrested or incomplete
fermentation. The greater or less sweetness of the wine
is produced hy the addition of a liqueur consisting of sugar-
eand.v dissolved In old wine ; the different degreesof sweet-
ness are indicated hy the terms sec,

'

dry,' doux,
'

sweet,'
and brut, which last term, denoting originally the new or
iinmanipulated wine, is now used for the manufactured
wines having from 1 to 3 per cent, of liqueur. The sweeter
wines are generally the more effervescent.

Chamois
( Rupicapra traffus).

trni/uts, formerly Antilope rupicapra, inhabiting
high inaccessible mountains in Europe andwest-
ern Asia. Its size is about that of a well-grown goat,
and it is so agile that it can clear at a bound crevices Hi
or 18 feet wide. The chamois is one of the most war\
of antelopes, and possesses the power of scenting man at
an almost incredible distance, so that the hunting of it is

an occupation of extreme difficulty and much danger. Its
-kin is made into a soft leather.

2. A kind of soft leather made from various
skins dressed with fish-oil: so called because
first prepared from the skin of the chamois.

2. Effervescent wine, wherever made : as, Swiss

champagne; California champagne Champagne
brandies, the French brandies most in repute of the cog-
nac class. These are, in general, classified as grande*
champagnes and fine* rhampafnes. The orandes cham-
pagnes are distilled from the wine produced in a level dis-
trict culled Champagne, in the department of Charente,
west of Angouleme and south of Cognac. The fines cham-
l"t'iii''f! are the product of a blending of the brandies pro-
duced in this and neighboring regions of southwestern

a punishable offense by common law, and in

some jurisdictions by statute.

Foreyn attornes to lie admitted and sworn in lyke wise,
truly to execute ther office as the lawe requirith wtout
mayntenaunce, or chatnpe-rlye, or conseilynge ther cli-

auntors to vse eny fall accyons.
Engluh Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 400.

The practice of champerty was common, whereby the
lawyer did his work in consideration of a percentage on
the sum which was at last forcibly collected.

Atlantic Jfvnthlp, tVIII. 382.

2t. A partnership in power.
Also written champarty.

champiant, champion- 1, n. and a. I. n. 1.
Same as champaign. 2. One who lives in or
farms the open fields.

During the 15th century . . . the extensive wastes which
covered a large part of England l>egan to be enclosed, to
the consequent disturbance of a number of squatters
(called at the time champions, from champs) who had set-

tled on them, and derived a not very sufficient subsistence
from feeding a few animals on the commons.

Eitcye. Brit., XIV. 864.

II. a. Same as champaign.France with alcohols derived from grain or from beet- rhamniimnn < ilri'vnnl TF (ft It
roots, the two kinds of alcohol giving rise to distinct fla cnamplgnon (suam-pm >on). n. I*. ( .

vors in the brandy. An inferior grade, known as petite 'iimiiujniiolo), a mushroom, < MI.,, as if 'cam-
champagne, is made from grapes grown in the southern pinius, for LL. camjianiux, campaneug, equiv. to



champignon
L. campestris, of the field, < campus, F. elidiii/i,

etc., field: see camp2
. Gf. eamperKtiows.'] A

mushroom: the French name for mushrooms
in general, but in England applied only to the
Marusmiits (or Agaricus) oreades, an edible spe-
cies growing in fairy rings.

He viler friends with doubtful mushrooms treats,
Secure for you, himself champignons eats. Dryden.

champion1
(cham'pi-ou), . and a. [< ME.

champion, -iun, -ioun, < OF. champion, -tun,

campion (> D. kamjiiotii), F. champion = Sp.
campeon = Pg. campeao = It. campionc, < ML.
campio(n-), a champion, combatant in a duel,
< campus, a battle, duel (cf. AS. eempa, ME.
kempe(=iOIl&.chemphio,cheii}ho,M.HG.kempfe,
G. ktimpfe = Dan. kwmpe = Sw. kiimpe = Icel.

kappi), a warrior, champion, < camp, fight) : see

camp1 and camp2.~\ I. . 1. One who under-
takes to defend any cause

; especially, one who
engages in combat or contention in behalf of

another, or in any representative capacity : as,
the champion of an army or of a party; a cham-
pion for the truth, or of innocence.
In our common law, champion is taken' no less for him

that trieth the combat in his own case, than for him that

fighteth in the case of another. Cou'cll.

The statutes of our state

Allow, in case of accusations,
A champion to defend a lady s truth.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, i. 3.

But choose a champion, from the Persian lords
To fight our champion Sohrab, man to man.

M. Arnold, Sohrab and Rustum.

2. More generally, a hero
;
a brave warrior.

Renown'd
For hardy and undoubted champions.

Shak.,3Hen. VI., v. 7.

3. One who has demonstrated his superiority to
all others in some matter decided by public con-
test or competition, as prize-fighting, pedes-
trianism, rowing, plowing, etc. Champion of
the king, a person whose office it is at the coronation of a
king in England to ride armed intoWestminster Hall while
the king is at dinner there, and by the proclamation of aher-
ald to make challenge to this effect,

"
that if any man should

deny the king's title to the crown, he was ready to defend
it in single combat." This ceremony was last performed
at the coronation of George IV., in 1821, but the offlee,
which has been held by a family named Dymocke since

1377, still exists. Champions' game. See billiards.

II. a. 1. First among all competitors or con-
testants: as, a champion oarsman. Hence 2.

By extension, of the first rank or highest excel-
lence in any respect; unexcelled. [Colloq.]
champion1

(cham'pi-on), v. t. [< champion1
,

.] To maintain or support by contest or ad-

vocacy; act as champion for.

Come, fate, into the list,

And champion me to the utterance !

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1.

Championed or unchampioned, thou diest by the stake
or faggot. Scott, Ivanhoe, II. 201.

The safety of the nation will one day, and ere long, de-
mand that universal education shall be made compulsory.
Does any friend of education believe that this reform will
be championed by the Democratic party?

N. A. Rev., CXXVI. 604.

champion'--'!, . and a. See champian.
championess (cham'pi-on-es), n. [< champion 1

+ -ess.] A female champion. Dryden. [Rare.]
Championship (cham'pi-on-ship), n. [< cham-
pion1 + -ship.'} The state or honor of being a

champion.
Champlain (sham-plan'), rt. [< Lake Cham-
plain, bordering on New York, Vermont, and
Canada.] In Amer. geol., a term first employed
byEmmons to designate a part of the Paleozoic
series of the State of New York. Later suggested
by Dana as the name of a division of the superficial (Post-
tertiary) deposits of northeastern North America, con-
nected in origin, according to the prevalent glacial theo-
ries (see glacial), with the melting of the great ice-sheet

supposed by many geologists to have once extended over
that region.
The loose deposits or drifts overlying the lower unstrat-

ifled boulder-clay belong to the period of the melting of
the great ice-sheets, when large bodies of water, discharged
across the land, levelled down the detritus that had
formed below or in the under part of the ice. This re-
modelled drift has been called the Champlain group.

Geikie, 1885.

champleve (shamp-le-va'), a. and n. [F., pp.
of champlever, < champ, surface, + lever, l&t:
see champ2 , campZ, and lever.} I. a. Having
the ground originally cast with depressions, or

engraved or cut out, or lowered: said of a kind
of enameling upon metal, of which the hollows
are filledwith the enamel pastes,which are after-
ward fired. Champleve enamel can be recognized by the
unbroken surface of the metal divisions or parting-strips,
and generally by their varying widths ; whereas a surface
of cloisonne enamel shows parting-strips of uniform width,
and with solutions of continuity. Champlevd enamel is
in common use in Europe and America for jewelry, but is

extremely rare in the decorative work of China and Japan.

918

II. . The art or method of producing such
work in enamel : as, a plaque in champleve.
In champlev^ the enamelling substance is applied to the

surface of the gold as ornamental details, and is "fired"
in a muffle or furnace under the eye of the enameller.

Encyc. Brit., XIII. 679.

chant, . An obsolete form of than.

chana (chii'na), n. An East Indian name for the

chick-pea or gram, Cicer arietinum.

chance (chans), . and . [Early mod. E. also

c/(oe,<ME. chance, chaunce, cheanee, cheaunce
= MHG. schanze, schants, < OF. cheance, chaance,
F. chance, chance, hazard, risk, luck, = Pr. ca-

:ensa = It. cadenza, < ML. cadentia, that which
falls out, esp. favorably (particularly used in

dice-playing), < L. caden(t-)s, ppr. of cadere,
fall: see cadent, cadence, cadenza, and ease1 .]

I. n. If. Fall; falling.
The daie is go, the nightes chaunce
Hath derked all the brighte sonne.

dower, Conf. Amant, III. 307.

2f. A throw of dice
;
the number turned up by

a die.

Seven is my chaunce, and thyn is cink and treye.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 191.

Also next thys place ys an Auter wher the Crucyfyers
Devydyd hys Clothes by Chaunce of the Dyce.

Torkinr/ton, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 42.

The very dice obey him,
And in our sports my better cunning faints
Under his chance. Shak., A. and C., ii. 3.

Hence 3. Risk; hazard; a balanced possi-
bility of gain or loss, particularly in gaming;
uncertainty.
There is a divinity in odd numbers, either in nativity,

chance, or death. Shak., M. W. of W., v. 1.

And I another,
So weary with disasters, tugg'd with fortune,
That I would set my life on any chance,
To mend it, or be rid on 't. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1.

Gambling and usury are also prohibited, and all games
of chance. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 114.

4. A contingent or unexpected event; an event
which might or might not befall.

For ill chaunce me fell unfortunatly
At my flrste gynnyng and commencement.

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3976.

Then we shall know that it was not his hand that smote
us ; it was a chance that happened to us. 1 Sam. vi. 9.

Had I but died an hour before this chance,
I had liv'd a blessed time. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3.

I am very glad that the chances of life have brought us
two hundred miles nearer together.

Sydney Smith, To Francis Jeffrey.

Many a chance the years beget.
Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

6. Vicissitude; contingent or unexpected
events in a series or collectively.
The race is not to the swift, nor the battle to the strong ;

. . . but time and chance happeneth to them all.

Eccl. U. 11.

6. Luck; fortune; that which happens to or
befalls one.
Than gan the chaunce to chaunge fro hem that hadde

the better. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 408.

Yit wil I sue this matier faithfully
Whils I may live, what euer be my chaunce;
And if it happe that in my trouthe I dye,
That deth shal not doo me noo displesaunce.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 68.

Prithee, go hence ;

Or I shall show the cinders of my spirits
Through the ashes of my chance.

Shak., A. and C., v. 2.

Tell them your chance, and bring them back again
Into this wood. Greene, Alphonsus, ii.

7. Opportunity; a favorable contingency : as,
now is your chance.

And some one day, some wondrous chance appears,
Which happened not in centuries of years.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 1. 825.

They [Roman shipmen) had learned that men who lived
on the western coast of Spain had no real chance of daily
hearing the sun hiss as his fiery ball sank into the waters of
the giant stream. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 106.

8. Probability; the proportion of events fa-
vorable to a hypothesis out of all those which
may occur: as, the chances are against your
succeeding.
No more chance of a Whig administration than of a thaw

in Zenibla. Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, ii.

A single occurrence opposed to our general experience
would tell for very little in our calculation of the chances.

Macaulay, West. Reviewer's Def. of Mill.

An urn has two white balls and five black ones : there are
seven equally likely drawings, two white ; therefore the
chance or probability of drawing a white ball is two-sev-
enths. De Morgan.
9. Fortuity ; especially, the absence of a cause
necessitating an event, or the absence of any
known reason why an event should turn out
one way rather than another, spoken of as if

it were a real agency; the variability of an

chancel

event under given general conditions, viewed
as a real agency.

So we profess
Ourselves to be the slaves of chance, ami flies

Of every wind that blows. Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

If chance will have me king, why, chance may crown me.
Shak., Macbeth, i. 3.

Next him, high arbiter,
Chance governs all. Milton, P. L., ii. 910.

It is strictly and philosophically true in nature and rea-
son that there is no such thing as chance or accident.

Clarke, Sermons, I. xcviii.

The Bible takes quite as strong ground as the physicist
on the side of law. The weather is not with it a matter
of chance, or the sport of capricious demons. God ar-

ranged it all far back in the work of creation.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 60.

The amount of a nation's savings is no affair of chance ; it

is governed much more by commercial reasons than is some-
times supposed. Roe, Contemporary Socialism, p. 334.

Chance is a term by which we express the Irregularities
in phenomena, disregarding their uniformities.

G. U. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. ii. i 90.

Absolute chance, the (supposed) spontaneous occurrence
of events undetermined by any general law or by any free
volition. According to Aristotle, events may come about in
three ways : first, by necessity or an external compulsion ;

second, by nature, or the development of an inward ger-
jninal tendency ; and third, by chance, without any deter-

mining cause or principle whatever, by lawless, sporadic
originality. By chance, without design ; accidentally.

As I happened by chance upon mount Gilboa, behold,
Saul leaned upon his spear. 2 Sam. i. 6.

But those great actions others do by chance
Are, like your beauty, your inheritance.

Dryden, Epistles, iv. 21.

'Tis hard if all is false that I advance ;

A fool must now and then be right by chance.

Cowper, Conversation.

Even chance, probability equally balanced for and
against an event. Main chance, the chance or probabil-
ity of most importance or greatest advantage; hence, the
end or stake to be kept most in view

; the chief personal
advantage.

That habit of forethought for the jnar'n chance grew
with his years, and finally placed him in the first line of
millionaires in America. W. Barrows, Oregon, p. 59.

He has made his money by looking after the main
chance. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 25.

Theory or doctrine of chances. See probability. To
take one's chance, to accept the risks incident to an un-
dertaking or venture.

U. a. Resulting from or due to chance
;
cas-

ual; unexpected: as, a chance remark; a chance
customer.

They met like chance companions on the way. Dryden.
= Syn. Casual, Fortuitous, etc. See accidental.

chance (chans), v.
; pret. and pp. chanced, ppr.

chancing. [< chance, n.~\ I. intrans. To hap-
pen ; fall out

; come or arrive without design
or expectation.

Ay, Casca ; tell us what hath ehanc'd to-day.
Shak.,J.C., i. 2.

Our discourse chanced to be upon the subject of death.

Steele, Taller, No. 114.

Surely I shall chance upon some Thyrsis piping in the
pine-tree shade, or Daphne flying from the amis of Phoe-
bus. J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 6.

(This verb is sometimes used impersonally.

How chances it they travel? Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

Sometimes the it is omitted.

How chance the king comes with so small a number?
Shak., Lear, il. 4.]

II. trans. 1. To befall or happen to. [Rare.]
What would have chanced me all these years,
As boy and man, had you not come . . .

From your Olympian home ?

T. B. Aldrich, At Twoscore.

2. To risk
; hazard ; take the chances of: as, the

thing may be dangerous, but I will chance it.

[Colloq.]
Chance (chans), adr. [Perhaps only in the fol-

lowing passage, where it is often printed 'chance ;

short for perchance or by chance.'] By chance;
perchance.

If, chance, by lonely contemplation led,
Some kindred spirit shall enquire thy fate.

Gray, Elegy.

chanceablet (chan'sa-bl), a. [< chance + -able.']
Accidental

; casual ;" fortuitous.

So fari-e were they carried into the admiration thereof,
that they thought in the chattnctable hitting vppon any
such verses great fore-tokens of their following fortunes
were placed. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

chanceablyt (chan'sa-bli), adv. Casually; by
chance. Sir P. Sidney.
chanceful (chans'ful), . [< chance + -ful, 1.]
Full of chances or accidents

;
hazardous. [Rare

and poetical.]

All are not lost who join in chanceful war. J. Baillie.

chancel (ehan'sel), n. [< ME. chauncel, chaun-
cell, < OF. chancel, cancel, < ML. cancellus, a



chancel

c.huucel, TJ. cancelli, pi., a grating, latticework:

see cancel.] 1. Kccles., the inclosed spare in

a church surrounding the altar, and railed off

from the choir; tho sanctuary, in small churches

having no .separate choir tin- altar-rails (anil 111 some
churches tho screen or latticework) divide the chancel

immediately from tho '""'J' "' the church. In a wider
' DM the words cliuiic'-t iind t-ltoir are sometimes ust-d to

iiirliidt- both the sanctuary and the choir proper. In
1,1 -ek churches tin- '/ answers t<> the chancel or sane

tuary, and tin- iVo/m,vMx/.s- (as the choir docs not intervene
t.i lueeii >ai let nary arni nave) corresponds in some measure
to huth altar-rails and rood-ncreen, to the former as se|.a

rating the altar 1'i'nin the iv*t of the chureh, and to the
latter us constituting a marked Iniiiiulary to the nave.

2. An inclosed space railed off in courts of

judicature.

chancelert, >> An obsolete form of chuiicfllor.

chanceless (chans'les), u. [< chance + -/<..
|

Without chance or opportunity ; hopeless ;
un-

availing: as, a chaiiiTli'Kn struggle. [Rare.]

chancellery (I'lian'sel-e-ri), . ; pi. chaim-Ili-rns

(-ri/.). 1. Sumo as cliiinrcry, 3. 2. A secre-

tary's office. See cliancellor, 2.

In tlir clttfiK-flfifffi ui- secretary '.s olliee tllere is a large

lilirtiry. PMMM, Inscription of the Kast, II. ii. 220.

chancellor (chau'sel-or), . [< ME. chanceler,

cliaiiiicelfi; rltaiinst'ler (always with one 0, (

OF. chanccler, -Her, F. chaiicelivr = Pr. canceller,
cliiincellier = Cat. cafeller= OSp. canceller, can-

ci/li-r, Sp. i-aiifclari<> = I'g. flt<tiicell<-r,caHCill<in<i
= It. cancel!icre = D. J;antielii:r = MLG. kenselere

= OHG. ehaiiciliiri, fhcnzilari, JKKi. kun:eltere,
G. kanzler= Dan. Sw. kansler= Icel. knnz<-H<iri,

kaiisellcri = Kuss. kantslerii, < ML. cancellarius,
a chancellor, orig. (LL.) an officer in charge of

records, who stood at the latticed railing inclos-

ing the judgment-seat, and acted as an interme-

diary between the suitors and the judge ; < L.

cancelli, a latticed railing: see chancel and can-

cel, and cf. chancery."] 1. Originally, under the
later Roman emperors, a doorkeeper or usher,
who stood at the latticed railing inclosing the

judgment-seat, to keep off the crowd and to in-

troduce such persons as were entitled to pass
inside. Later and naturally he Iwcame a sort of inter-

mediary between petitioners Rlld the judges, and ar-

ranged about their business. In the Eastern Empire, the
K.MIUIU ' .riiiKih empire, and the kingdoms established on
tile ruins of the Roman empire, this intermediary door-

keeper beeanie a notary or scribe on whom devolved the

duty of preparing and sealing all important documents,
such as charters, letters, and other official writings of the
crown ; hence he became keeper of the great seal, and in

consequence of the influence of his position his office came
to be one of the most important. From the Roman empire
the ecclesiastical court at Rome introduced the office, and
the chancery at the Vatican was repeated throughout the
several bishoprics, where each diocese, and frequently each
of the great monastic houses, had its chancellor.

Hence 2. A secretary; a notary.
One (filbert Peck, his [the Duke of Buckingham's] chan-

crttor. Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1.

3. In Great Britain: (u) The highest judicial
officer of the crown, law adviser of the ministry,
and keeper of the great seal : more fully desig-
nated lord high chancellor. He is a cabinet minister
and privy councilor by virtue of his office, and prolocutor
of the House of Lords by prescription, and ranks next af-

ter the princes of the blood and the Archbishop of Canter-

bury. The writs for the convocation of Parliament are
issued by him. To him belongs the appointment of all

justices of the peace, and he is the patron of all livings of
the crown under the value of twenty marks in the king's
books ; he is keeper of the sovereign's conscience, visitor
of all hospitals and colleges founded by the king, guardian
of all charitable uses, and judge of the High Court of

Chancery, now called the Chancery Division of the Supreme
Court. There is also a ford high chancellor in Ireland at
the head of the equity system of that country, and Scotland
had a chancellor until the treaty of union with England
in 1707.

(ft) An officer, officially styled chancellor

of the duchy of Lancaster, who presides in per-
son or by deputy over the courts of law and
equity in the duchy of Lancaster. He is usu-

ally a cabinet minister, and seldom a lawyer,
(c) The finance minister of the British govern-
ment, more fully styled chancellor of the ex-

chequer. He is invariably a member of the House of
Commons (that division of the legislature having the sole

right of laying taxes and originating money bills) and also
of the cabinet. The chancellor of the exchequer was for-

merly a judgeexnjndo in the equity department of the Court
of Exchequer, taking precedence of all the barons ; but
when the equitable jurisdiction of this court was trans-
ferred by 5 Viet. v. to the Court of Chancery his judicial
functions became obsolete, (d) In the jury system
of Scotland, the preses or foreman of a jury,
who announces the verdict when it is a verbal
one, and who, when it is in writing, hands
it in and indorses it, in the name of the

jury, along with the clerk of the court. 4. In
France: (a) The chief officer of the crown,
charged with the custody of the great seal,
the administration of justice, and the duty of

presiding over the councils of tho king. The

office was abolished in 1790, revived in name
by Napoleon I., and finally abolished in 1848.

(l>) The chief officer of the palace of a queen or

prince, (c) A secretary, especially of an em-
biissy or a consulate. 5. In the new Ccrman
empire, the president of the Federal Council,
who is also charged with tho supreme direct inn,

under the emperor, of all imperial affairs.

6. The chief officer, next to the honorary head.
of a military or honorable order, who guards
ils seal, administers its property, anil pre-
serves its records: as, the rhinirrllor of the Or-
der of tho Garter. 7. Kecks.: (a) An officer

learned in canou law, who acts as vicar-gen-
eral to a bishop, holds his courts, and directs
and advises him in all matters of ecclesiastical

law, and is the keeper of his seals. More
fully styled rhtitirt'lltir "f/i liixhoji or of n ilini-i-xi:

(6) An officer belonging to a cathedral, who
arranges the celebration of religious services,
hears lessons, lectures in theology, writes let-

ters of the chapter, applies the seal, keeps tho

books, etc. 8. The titular head of a univer-

sity, from whom all degrees are supposed to
emanate. The chancellor was originally the notary of
the chapter of the cathedral. But nobody could preach
without the authorization of the bishop ; and the pope as
the chief of the bishops undertook to regulate this author-
ization. He made the chancellors of certain cathedrals
his deputies for this purpose, and thus they alone could
grant the degree of master of theology, the highest of
the university, which carried with it the right to preach.
The chancellors seldom took an active part in the govern-
ment of the university. In Great Britain the office is now
a merely honorary one, and is usually held by a nobleman
or some statesman of eminence. The duties of the chan-
cellor of Oxford or Cambridge are usually discharged by a
vice-chancellor. There is an officer with similar functions
in several of the colleges of the t'nited States.

9. In Delaware, New Jersey, and some others of
the United States, a judge of the Court of Chan-
cery or Equity. In Alabama, Mississippi, and
Tennessee there are district chancellors chosen

by popular vote. 10. In Scrip., a master of
the decrees, or president of the council. Ezra
iv. 8.

chancellorship (chan'sel-or-ship),
. [< chan-

cellor + -shi)>.] The office'or dignity of a chan-

cellor; the period during which a chancellor
holds office.

chancel-rail (chan'sel-ral), H. The rail which
separates the chancel or sanctuary of a church
from the choir, or, where there is no choir,
from the nave.
chancel-screen (chan'sel-skreu), . The screen
or railing separating the chancel from the

body of the church. It is often richly carved
and adorned.
chancel-table (chan'sel-ta'bl), n. A commu-
nion-table within the chancel.

chancelyt (chans'li), adv. [< ME. "chauncely,
chaunsetich ; < chance + -ly%.~] By chance;
accidentally.
And [3if ft] be so that eny debat chavnuelich falle among

eny of hem, that god defende, they l>eynge in debat shul
shawe and come the cause of her debat to the wardeins of
the forsaide brotherhede. Englith Qildn (E. E. I . S), p. 4.

chance-medley (chans'med"li), . and u. I.

n. 1. In law: (a) Originally, a casual affray or

riot, accompanied with violence, and without
deliberate or preconceived malice, (u) The
killing of another in self-defense, upon a sud-
den and unpremeditated encounter.

The prisoner pleaded inadvertency; and the jury were
going to bring it in chancemedtey, had not several wit-
nesses been produced against the said Elizabeth Make-
bate, that she was an old offender.

Addigon, Cases of False Delicacy.

Hence 2f. Misadventure.

May he cut a collier's throat with his razor, by chance-

medley, and yet be hanged for't.

B. JoHjitui, Epiccene, iii. 2.

3. A haphazard mixture; a fortuitous com-
bination.
Wherefore they are no twain, but one flesh ; this is true

in the general right of marriage, but not in the chance-

medley of every particular match.
Milton, Tetrachordon (Ord MS.).

Who there will court thy friendship, with what views,
And, artless as thou art, whom thou wilt choose, . . .

Is all chance-meilley, and unknown to me.
COVTJKT, Tirocinium.

U. a. Haphazard.
The Moors' line was broken by the shock, squadron after

squadron was thrown into confusion, Moors and Christians
were intermingled, until the field became one scene of des-

perate chance-medley fighting.

Irciny, Moorish Chronicles, p. 73.

chancert (chan'ser), v. t. [Formed from chan-

I'l'i'i/.] To adjust according to principles of

equity, as would be done by a court of chan-

cery : as, to chuncer a forfeiture. Mass. Prov.
Laws.

chandelier

chancery (chan'so-ri), . [Contr. from earlier

rilri/, cluini-rli
r;i, (.yiYi-chanrclrrir, chuiti/-

1'illirir, < OF. cliiuii-i Hi ru . V. i-liinu-rlli m = Pr.
i-iini-i //</;/ = < 'at. i-niii-rlli n/i Sp. 1'iiiici Hi mi
(riinri-1/iriit, the pupal chancery) = I'j. <-/ntii-

rillaria = It. ranri-lt<-rin = 1). luiiitn-lnrij = G.
k<tn;lri, l;nii.:<lri = Dan. knni'i-lli = S\v. l.-nuxli =
l.'n-s. kiintxilliiniiii, l.-iin/.ti liiiirii/n, < ML. run-
<< llnria, a chancery court, orig. t he record-office

of a chancellor : see (///////.] 1. Originally,
tho office of a chancellor, notary, or secretary,
where the records were kept and official docu-
ments were prepared, sealed, and despatched.
As soon as the day and plarc of Cession were hxe<l, the

writs of summons were prepared iii the royal i-tuini-i'rfi ami
Usued under the great seal. .S7i/W,, < 0111.1. Hist., j 739.

That clans of clerks of the Kinu s chapel or flin,n;'ni

who had so large ashare in the a<Jiiiiiiistralin of the king-
dom. K. A. l''nfiniin, Hist. Norm. Conn,, \

. -,'

2. In England, formerly, tho highest court of

justice next to Parliament, presided over by
the lord chancellor, but since 1873 a division of

the High Court of Justice, it once consisted <.( t u . ,

distinct tribunals one ordinary, or legal; the other ex-

traordinary, or a court of equity.

3. In Scotland, an office in the general register-
house at Edinburgh, in which are recorded

charters, patents of dignities, gifts of office,

remissions, legitimations, and all other writs

appointed to pass the great or the quarter seal.

Also chancellery. 4. In the United States, a
court of equity. See equity. 5. In jiuijilism,

the position of a boxer's head when it is un-
der his adversary's arm, so that it may be held
and pommeled severely,

the victim meanwhile

being unable to retaliate effectively : in the

phrase in chancery. So called because of lt> supposed
resemblance to the position of a suitor among the chancery
lawyers. [Slang. | In chancery, (a) In litigation, as an

estate, in a court of equity. (6) In an awkward predica-
ment. (Slang.) (e) See 5. above. Inna of chancery.
See inn. Master in chancery, see matter. Ward
in chancery. See ward.

ch.anc.on (F. pron. shon-sfiii'), n. See chan-
xon.

chancre (shang'ker), M. [F. : see canker."] A
sore or ulcer arising from the direct application
of syphilitic poison. Chancres are of two kinds: (1)
the true chancre, consisting of an ulcer with a hard In-

durated base, occurring at the point of infection ; the ini-

tial lesion of syphilis ; (2) the soft chancre. See chancroid.

chancrelle (shang'krel), . Same as chancroid.

chancroid (shang'kroid), a. and n. [< chancre
+ -o/.] I. a. Resembling a chancre.

II. H. A virulent ulcer, almost always situ-

ated on the genitals, and communicated in sex-
ual intercourse by contact of its pus, usually
with a breach of surface, it does not Infect the

system, though it often gives rise to suppurating inguinal
lymphadenitis. It is the chancre of German authors. Also
called local. *o/t t non-illdurating, nan-inj'ectiinj, or ximplf
rhttHcre, venereal xorf, and chancrelle.

chancroidal (shang-kroi'dal), a. [< chancroid
+ -al."] Pertaining to or of the nature of a
chancroid.
chancrous (shang'krus), a. [< chancre + -oi.]
Having the qualities of a chancre

;
ulcerous.

[< chance + -y
1
.] 1. Un-

[Kare or colloq.]

By a roundabout course even a gentleman may make
of himself a chancy personage, raising an uncertainty as
to what he may do next.

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xxviii.

2. Fortunate; lucky; propitious; foreboding
good: applied to either persons or things, and
generally used with a negative in the sense of

uncanny : thus, persons suspected of possessing
magical arts are regarded as not (or wo) chancy.
[Scotch.] 3. Favorable; safe: as, a chancy
wind: generally used with a negative: as, not

chancy (that is, dangerous). [Scotch.]
chandala, chandaul (chan-da'la, -dal'), H.

[Hind., etc., chandal, chanddl.] In India, a per-
son of mixed caste, whose touch, breath ,

or pres-
ence is a pollution ; theoretically, one sprung
from a Sudra father and a Brahman mother;
an outcast. Wilson. The chandalas are the scaven-

gers and executioners of India, and, like lepers, live in

separate villages.

chandelier (shan-de-ler'), . [< F. chandelier
= Pr. caudelicr, candelar = Sp. candelero = Pg.
candeeiro, candieiro = It. candelliere = D. kan-

delaar, < ML. candelarins, m., candelaria, t., a

candlestick, < L. candela, a candle : see candle.

Cf. chandler, which is the older E. form.] 1.

A branched cluster of lights suspended from
a ceiling by means of a tubular rod (as is usual
when gas is used), or by a chain or other de-
vice. Originally the word signified a candlestick, then
a cluster of candlesticks: finally the distinction became
established between a candelabrum, which is a standard,
and a chandelier, which is a pendant. Compare Iwtter.

chancy (chan'si), a.

certain; changeful.



chandelier

2. In fort., a movable parapet, serving to sup-

port fascines to cover pioneers. 3f. A tallow-

chandler. Kersey, 1708.

chandelier-tree (shau-de-ler'tre), . The Pan-
danus candelabrum of tropical Africa: so named
on account of its mode of branching.
chandla(chand'la), n. [Hind, fhand/a, < chdiid,

the moon.] In India, a small circular orna-

ment worn by women on the forehead, between
the eyes. It may be of metal or fine stone, or

merely a mark made with an unguent or cos-

metic.

chandler (chand'ler), . [< ME. chandelcr,

chauiideler, a candle-seller, candle-maker, can-

dlestick, < OF. chandelier, a candle-maker, also

u candlestick, F. chandelier = Pr. candelier =
OSp. candelero = It. candelajo, < ML. eandelti-

riun, a candle -maker, also, as well as in fern.

candelaria, a candlestick, orig. adj., < L. can-

dela, a candle: see candle. The term tallow-

chandler would orig. signify a person who sold
candles made of tallow, as opposed to those
made of wax, but chandler came to mean ' deal-
er' in general: hence skip-chandler, q. v.] 1.

One who makes or sells candles, or, formerly,
torches.

Sow speke I wylle a lytulle whyle
Of tho clumdeler, with-outen gyle,
That torches and tortes and preketes con make,
Perchours, smale condel, I vnder-take ;

Of wax these candels alle that brennen.
Babees Bonk (E. E. T. S.), p. 326.

The sack that thou hast drunken me would have bought
me lights as good cheap at the dearest chandler's in

Europe. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. :i.

The chandler's basket, on his shoulder borne,
With tallow spots thy coat. Gay, Trivia, ii. 40.

2f. A huckster
;
a dealer in provisions.

Pizzacagnolo, a retailer, a regrater or huckster of all

maner of victuals, as our chandlers be or our fruterers.

Florio.

3. In composition, a dealer ; a merchant : the

particular application being determined by the
other element of the compound : as, tallow-

ehandter, ship-chandler, corn-chandler, etc. 4f.
A candlestick. See chandelier.

chaudlerly (chand'ler-li), a. [Early mod. E.
also chaunlerly ; < chandler + -ly'-."] Pertaining
to a chandler. [Bare.]
To be taxt by the poul, to be scons't our head money,

our tuppences in their Chaunlerly Shop-book of Easter.

Milton, Reformation in Eng. ,
ii.

chandlery (chand'ler-i), n.
; pi. chandleries

(-iz). [Early mod. E. chaundtery, contr. chauit-

dry (see chandry); < chandler + -ery,] 1. The
commodities sold by a chandler. 2. A chan-
dler's warehouse. 3. A store-room for can-
dles.

The Serjeant of the chandlery was ready at the same
rhamber door to deliver the tapers.

Strype, Memorials, Edw. VI., an. 1557.

chandoo (chan-do"), n. [Malay.] Opium pre-
pared for smoking.
chandryt (chan'dri), n. [Early mod. E. chawi-

dry, chaundrie ; contr. of chandlery. Cf. chan-

cery for 'chancelri/.'] A place where candles
are kept.
One of the said groomes of the privy chamber to carry

to the chaundrie all the remaine of morters, torches,
quarries, pricketts, wholly and intirely, withoute imbes-
seling or purloyning any parte thereof.

Quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), Index.

Torches from the chandry.
B. Jotison, Masque of Augurs.

chanet, . Another form of chan, now khan1
.

Thanne entren men ajen in to the Loud of the grete
Chane. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 211.

chanfreint, Same as chamfron.
chanfrin (ehan'friu), . [See chamfron.'] 1.
The fore part of a horse's head. 2. Same as
chamfron.
chanfron (chan'fron), n. Same as chamfron.
chang 1

(chang), n. [E. dial.
;
an imitative word

;

cf. chank1
, channerl, and clang.'} The humming

noise of the conversation of a great number of

persons, or the singing of birds.

Then doubly sweet the laverock sang,
Wi' smiling sweets the cowslips sprang,
And all the grove in gladsome chang
Their joy confessed.

J. Stagg, Cumberland Ballads.

chang2
(chang), . [Chinese.] A Chinese mea-

sure of length, equal to 10 chih (called by for-

eigners feet), or about llf English feet. See
chih.

change (chanj), v.
; pret. and pp. changed, ppr.

changing. [Early mod. E. also chaunge, < ME.
changen, chaungen, < OF. changier, changer, F.

changer = Pr. cambiar, camjar = Sp. Pg. cam-

920

binr = It. cnmbiare, cangiare, < ML. cambiare,
extended form of LL. cambire, change, ex-

change ;
whence also cambiall, cambium^, etc.

The form change is in part an abbr. of exchange :

see exchange.'] I. trans. 1. To substitute an-
other thing or things for

;
shift

;
cause to be

replaced by another : as, to change the clothes,
or one suit of clothes for another; to cltiini/i-

one's position.
Be clean, and change your garments. Gen. xxxv. 2.

Persons grown up in the belief of any religion, cannot
change that for another without applying their under-

standing duly to consider and compare both. South.

Siincho Punza am I, unless I was chawied in the cradle.

Cervantes, Don Quixote (trans.), II. ii. IS.

Specifically 2. To give or procure an equiva-
lent for in smaller parts of like kind

;
make or

get change for : said of money : as, to change
a bank-note (that is, to give or receive coins
or smaller notes in exchange for it).

He called me aside, and requested I would change him
a twenty-pound bill. Goldsmith.

Here, my honest Rowley, here, get me this changed di-

rectly, and take a hundred pounds of it immediately to
old Stanley. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iv. 1.

3. To give and take reciprocally; barter; ex-

change.
Amintor, we have not enjoy'd our friendship of late,
For we were wont to change our souls in talk.

Beau, aiid FL, Maid's Tragedy, iii. 2.

Those thousands with whom thou would'st not . . .

change thy fortune and condition.
Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.

Here stood a wretch, prepared to change
His soul's redemption for revenge.

Scott, Rokeby, iii. 9.

But if you speak with him that was my son,
Or change a word with her he calls hia wife,

My home is none of yours. Tennyson, Dora.

4. To cause to turn or pass from one state to

another
;
alter or make different ; vary in ex-

ternal form or in essence : as, to change the color
or shape of a thing ;

to change countenance.
With charities & enchantmens sche chaunged my sone
In-to a wilde werwolf.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4104.

Can the Ethiopian change his skin, or the leopard his

spots ? Jer. xiii. 23.

Changes will befall, and friends may part,
But distance only cannot change the heart.

Cowper, Epistle to J. Hill.

5. To render acid or tainted ; turn from a nat-
ural state of sweetness and purity: as, the
wine is changed; thunder and lightning are
said to change milk. To change a horse, or to
Change hand, in the manege, to turn or bear the horse's
head from one hand to the other, from the left to the right
or from the right to the left. To Change color. See color.

To change facet, to blush. To change hands. See
hand. To change one's coat. See coat. To change
one's mind, to after one's opinions, plans, or purposes.
To change one's tune. See tune.

II. intrans. 1. To be altered; undergo vari-

ation
;
be partially or wholly transformed : as,

men sometimes change for the better, often for
the worse.

And thus Descendyd we come to the botome of the Vale
of Josophat and begynnyth the Vale of Siloe, And they
I loth be but on vale, but the name Chaungeth.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 27.

I am the Lord, I change not. Mai. iii. 6.

The face of brightest heaven had changed
To grateful twilight. Milton, P. L., v. 644.

All things must change
To something new, to something strange.

Longfellow, Keramos.

2. To pass from one phase to another, as the
moon : as, the moon will change on Friday.
3. To become acid or tainted, as milk,

change (chanj), . [< ME. change, chaunge, <

OF. change, canje, F. change = Pr. camje, cambi
= Sp. Pg. It. cambio, It. also cangio (obs.), <

ML. cauwium, change ;
from the verb. In some

senses, as 9, 10, 11, short for exchange, q. v.]
1. Any variation or alteration in form, state,

quality, or essence
;
a passing from one state or

form to another: as, a change of countenance
or of aspect ;

a change of habits or principles.
Your thoughts are woven

With thousand changes in one subtle web,
And worn so by you. Beau, and Ft., Philaster, iii. 2.

Whatever lies
In earth, or flits in air, or fills the skies,
All suffer change, and we, that are of soul
And body mixed, are members of the whole.

Dryden, Pythagorean Philos., 1. 672.

2. Specifically (a) The passing from life to

death; death.

All the days of my appointed time will I wait, till my
change come. Job xiv. 14.

She labour'd to compose herselfe for the blessed chang?
which she now expected. Evelyn, Diary, 1635.

change

(6) In cuatlicfi, the mutation of the male voice

at puberty, whereby the soprano or alto of the

boy is replaced by the tenor or bass of the man.
(c)"ln harmony, a modulation or transition from
one key or tonality to another. 3. Variation
or variableness in general ;

the quality or con-
dition of being unstable

; instability ;
transi-

tion
;

alteration : as, all things are subject to

change ; change is the central fact of existence.

Change threatens them [existing institutions], modifies

them, eventually destroys tin-in ; la-iK-e to change they are

uniformly opposed. //. Ki^ncfr, Soi-ial statics, p. 37X.

4. A passing from one thing to another in suc-

cession; the supplanting of one thing by an-

other in succession : as, a change of seasons or

of climate
;
a change of scene.

Our fathers did, for change, to France repair. Drjiden.

Change was life to them.
William Morrif, Earthly Paradise, III. 163.

Men stupefy themselves by staying all day in their

shops or counting-rooms. Every human being needs H

change, and God has meant that a part of our life shall

be spent out of doors. J. F. Clarice, Self-Culture, p. 121.

5. The beginning of a new monthly revolu-

tion
;
the passing from one phase to another: as,

a change of the moon (see below). 6. Altera-

tion in the order of a series; permutation; spe-

cifically, in bell-rini/ini/, any arrangement or

sequence of the bells of a peal other than the

diatonic. See change-ringing.
Four bells admit twenty-four changes in ringing.

Holder, Eleni. of Speech.

7. Variety; novelty.
The mind

Of desultory man, studious of change,
And pleased with novelty.

Cowper, Task, The Sofa, 1. 506.

Perhaps you would like a kidney instead of a devil? It

would be a little change. Disraeli, Henrietta Temple, xx.

8. That which makes a variety or may be sub-
stituted for another: as, "thirty change of gar-

ments," Judges xiv. 12, 13. 9. Money of the
lower denominations given in exchange for

larger pieces.
Wood buys up our old halfpence, and from thence the

present want of change arises. >'"/".

10. The balance of money returned after de-

ducting the price of a purchase from the sum
tendered in payment. 1 1 . A place where mer-
chants and others meet to transact business;
a building appropriated for mercantile trans-

actions: in this sense an abbreviation of ex-

change, and often now written 'change.
The bar, the bench, the 'change, the schools, and the

pulpit, are full of quacks, jugglers, and plagiaries.
Sir A L'Estrange.

A country-fellow distinguishes himself as much in the

church-yard as a citizen does upon the Change, the whole
parish-politics being generally discussed in that place
either after sermon or before the bell rings.

Addieon, Sir Roger at Church.

12+. Exchange: as,
" maintained the change of

words," Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1.

Give us a prince of blood . . .

In change of him. Shak., T. and C., iii. 3.

13. A public house ;
a change-house. [Scotch.]

They call an ale-house a change, and think a man of

good family suffers no diminution of his gentility to keep
it. Burt.

14f. A round in dancing.
In our measure vouchsafe but one change.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

15f. In hunting, the mistaking of a stag met
by chance for the one pursued. Kersey, 1708.
Book of changes, one of the five classics of the Chinese.
It is called Yin-kimj by the Chinese, and consists of 64

short essays, based on 64 hexagrams, and embodies, or is

supposed to embody, a system of moral, social, and politi-
cal philosophy. (See hexagram.) The text is supposed to
have been composed by WDn Wang, about 1150 B. C. It

is accompanied by commentaries called the "ten wings,"
said to have been added by Confucius. Change Of life,
the constitutional disturbance attending the final cessa-

tion in females of the menstrual discharge and the power
of child-bearing. It occurs between the fortieth and fif-

tieth years of life. Also called climacteric epoch and meno-
pause.

In the most healthily constituted individuals the change
of life expresses itself by some loss of vigour.

Encyc. Brit., XIII. 102.

Change Of the moon, the coming of the moon to quad-
rature or opposition with the sun : also used more gener-

ally to include the coming of a new moon. Change-ra-
tio, the number by which a certain quantity must be mul-

tiplied to change it from a system involving one set of

units to another involving a different set: thus, a velocity

expressed in miles per hour may be reduced to feet per
second by multiplying it by the change-ratio j^rire O1'

f?. Chemical change. See chemical. Chops and
changes. See chop?. Secular change, a change re-

quiring many years to run its course. To put the change
on or upon*, to trick

;
mislead ; deceive ; humbug.

I have pitt the change upon her that she may be other-
wise employed. Congreve, Double Dealer, v. 17.



mit of.

change
You ennnot init the chait'l'- on nir so easy as yon think,

for I have lived among the quick-stirring spirits of the
age too lon^ to swallow chalt for ^rain.

Xnill, Keliilvvortll, I. .-ili.

To ring changes or the changes on, to repeat in every
possible order or form.

He could have ama/eit the listener, . . . nml have as-

tounded him !> i-iii'iiu'i i'/i<ni<i'< iifi'in AlmiiKea, ra/inii,
etc. Siiulhrii, The Doetor, Ixxxvi.

U tin nrvcr onee would let the matter rest
From that night forward, but finm i-liiiimrn still

Ha this . . . and that.

lli-iiii'iiin
:
i. King and I'.ook, II. ;,-.

To ring the Changes, to o thronnh tin- \ai ions permu-
tations in ringing a chime \ lirlN. Sec (i. al.o\e. ~ Syn.
1 an. I 3. Varict). modill.-alion, deviation, tnuisfornuiti
mutation, transit ion, vieissitnde, innovation, noveltv, trans- n\, arla~r /..hSn'i
UHltation. rev tion. RVWM

changeability (chan-ja-bil'i-ti), . [< ME.
chaiingeablele, < OF. cliiini/eiilitcti, < changeiilili;

changeable: see -bility.] Liability to change :

changeableness. Aililismi.

Changeable (chan'ja-bl), a. [< ME. changeablr.
t'liititiit/riili/i , < F. elm injffihli', OF. i-inijiitilr (=Sp.
ciiinbiablc = It.

I'l/iii/iiti/ii/c), (. changer, change:
wchaiigc. /-., and -n/ile.] 1. Liable to change ;

subject to alteration or variation; fickle; incon-
stant

; mutable
;

variable : as, a person of a
changeable mind.
A thunnritlile and temporal effect.

Raleigh, Hist, of World, Pref.

As 1 am a man, I must be changeable.

!>_'!

II. a. 1. Exchanged: specifically applied t.i

achild fancied to have been exchanged for an-
other by the fairies.

I do Imt beg a little chttiuii'liii'i boy.
'.sViiit., M'. N. II., ii. 5.

2t. Given to change; inconstant; fickle: as,

"studiously changeling," lioijle, Works, I. :i.~>.

Away, thou i-l<ii,i
: ii-(iii'i motley humourist.

/'"<"", Satires.

changement (chanj'ment), . [< change +
-mi HI.] Change ; variation. [Rare.]
More enticing from the variety of sluin>i>>i,i,<iilx thcyad-

St.'titt, Spurts an. 1 l'a^timr>, p. r, .

n. [< ME. changer, cliaini-

!/>> (a money-changer) (after OF. ennginnr.
chnngi in\ chauiijur, V. chaiigeur = Pr. (

2. Having the quality of varying in color or e.\-

i-iniiliiiiilor, ciiiiijdilnr = Sp. Pg. rtim-
lii,nli,r = It. eamlnatore, < ML. ciimbiator), <

Hi/nnjcn, change.] 1. One who changes or al-
ters the form of anything.

Clwnyer of all things, yet immutable,
Before and after all, the first and last.

(i. Fletrhrr, Christ Triumph, ii. 4(1.

2f. One who is employed in changing and dis-

counting money ;
a money-changer.

He drove them all out of the temple, .

out the changers' money.

3. One given to change; one who is incon-
stant or fickle.

and poured
John ii. ir>.

ternal appearance: as, changeable Bilk; the change-ringing (oharij'ring''ing), n. The art

changeable, chameleon. of ringing a peal of bells in a regularly vary-
Now. . . . the tailor make thy doublet of changeable ing order, SO that all the possible combinations

talfata, for thy mind is a very opal ! Shale., T. N., II. 4. may be made.
Changeable chant. See chant. =8yn. l. I'nstable, un- changerwife (chan'jer-wif), n. An itinerant
certain, wavering, vacillating. female huckster. [North. Eng.]
changeableness (chau ja-bl-nes) . Thequal- change-wheel (chanj'hwel), n. One of a set

y of being changeable; fickleness; incon- of cog-wheels having varying numbers of teeth
stancy ; instability ; mutability. of th| 8ame pitch, ufed to vary the angular ve-

The ehanffeabkn*. or ImmutaWmy
oahem^ ^ ^ ^ locity of the axig or arbor of machilfe in any

changeably (chan'ja-bli), alh: In a 'change
able manner

; inconstantly.
changeful (chauj'ful),fl. [<clt(/e,n. ,

+ -/Z,l.]
Pull of change; inconstant; mutable; fickle;
uncertain

; subject to alteration or variation.

\chanyefull as the Mootie. Spenser, F. Q., VII. vii. 50.

Kickle as a rhawieful dream. Scott, L. of the L. , v. so. changing-hoUSe (chan'jing-hous), H. The room
changefully (chanj'ful-i), dc. In a changeful

or building in which miners dress and un-
manncr. dress before going to or after returning from
changefulness (chauj'ful-nes), . [< change-

the miue -

fill + -ness.] The state or quality of being changingly (chan' jing-li), aar. Alternately.
changeful. Jc"

rov ' ^ng-J
The reconciliation of its [the human form's] balance with Chanina (ka-ni'na), n. pi. [NL., < Chanos +

its changefuliieas. Ruskin, Elem. of Drawing, p. 17.1. -ilia.] In Giinther's system of classification,

change-house (chanj'hous), w. Ail ale-house; tae seventh group of Clupeidce. The mouth is small,
anterior, transverse, and toothless ; the intermaxillary is

juxtaposed to the upper edge of the maxillary ; the ab-

screws of different pitch can be cut.

changing (chan'jing),j>. a. [Ppr. of change, p.]

Variable; unsettled; inconstant; fickle.

One Julia, tliat his changing thoughts forget.
Would better nt his chamber. Shak., T. O. of V., iv. 4.

a public house. [Scotch.]
Ye '11 dow ye doun to yon change-home,
And drink till the day be dawing.

domen is flat ; and the gill-membranes are entirely uni
The group is coextensive with the family ChanuMae.

ted.

i>uke of A/hot-* Sourice (child's Ballads, vin. 23i). chank '

(changk), . [E. dial.
; perhaps ult. imi-

changeless (chanj'les)
;
a. [< change + -lens.] tative, like chough. Cf. changi.] The chough,

Constant; not admitting alteration or varia- or red-legged crow, Pyrrhocorax yraculus. MOII-
tion; steadfast. tatju. [Local, British.]

That chill, fhanrieleiM brow, . . . chank2
(changk), M.

Where cold Obstruction's apathy
Appals the gazing mourner's heart. Biiron.

The stream ran down
The green slope to the sea-side brown,
Singing its changeless song.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 140.

changelessness (chanj'les-nes), H. The state
or condition of being changeless.
The Chinese idea of the Infinite was that of chanijeles*-

"t. Education, III. 560.

changeling (chanj'ling), . and a. [Early mod.
E. also chaitageUiig ; {change + dim. -ling.] I.
n. 1. A child left or taken in the place of an-
other; especially, in popular superstition, a
strange, stupid, ugly child left by the fairies
in place of a beautiful or charming child that

they have stolen away.
Her base Elfin brood there for thee left :

Such men do Chaungelings call, so chating'd by Faeries
theft. Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 65.

Thou art a changelina to him, a mere gipsy,
And this the noble body.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, Iv. 2.

V- C ~ '/"""-' f F

[Hind, chank, more cor-

rectly qankh, ( Skt. cankha, a conch-shell : see

conch.] The most generally known species of
the family Turbinellida-, Titr-

binella nyrum. It has a top-like
shell with a long slender canal, and
under the epidermis is marked by ,.
revolving lines suggesting tars of bolted edgewise to a
music. It is especially sought for vessel's uido npnrlv
about Ceylon, in the gulf ofllanar,
and other places, in water about two '

fathoms deep, and is obtained by
diving. It is also found fossilized in
extensive beds. The chank is the
sacred shell of the Hindus, and the
god Vishnu is represented with one
in his hand. It is also the emblem of
the kingdom of Travancore. Sinistral
or left-handed shells are held in high
estimation and are rare. Much use
is also made of chunk-shells for orna-
mental purposes, and they are sewed
into narrow rings or bracelets called
bangles, and worn as ornaments by rhannnl 3 /ciinn'en
the Hindu women. The shells are

Cnannei > tchan el), II.

also used as horns, and they were formerly employed by LA-180 Channel'*, chan-
Indian warriors as trumpets. tiers; perhaps a par-n a T\ Tr_oViall //iltn-nrvlr'aliAlX ., a_ _ -i i.o i i .

channel-bone

Tin- lifd of a sti-eam of water; the hollow m-
course in which a stream flows.

It is not M . Utj . to (bun the rliiiii,i.-l. and turn
their streams another way. fii>rn*er, State of Ireland.

2. The deeper part of a river, or of an estuarv,
bay, etc., where the current flows, or which is

most convenient for the track of a ship. ,'j. A -

specifically applied in certain eases: (//) A part
of the si -a const it lit ing a passageway between n

continent and an island, or lutwi-en two isl-

ands; a strait: as, the l-ln^li-h clmnm '.

twcen France and England, leading to the strait
of Dover; St. George's channel, hrt ween Un-at
Britain and Ireland, leading to the Irish sea;
the Mozambique elm nml. (b) A wide arm of
the sea extending a considerable distance in-

land: as, Bristol channel in England. 4. That
by which something passes or is transmitted :

means of passing, conveying, transmitting,
reaching, or gaining: as, the news was convey-
ed to us by different channels ; chainieln of in-
fluence.

This reputation |of being ;i Fakir) opened me, private!)
a channel for purehasinj; many Arabic manu-i ri|.t-.

/;,.-,
,
Source of tile Nile, I. ,.

Me has neither friends nor enemies, tint values men onlv
as rlmiini'lx of power. Kiiifrain. fondilet of Life.

5. The trough used to conduct molten metal
from a furnace to the molds. 6. A furrow or

groove.
My face was lined

With channels, such as suffering leaves behind.
Shelley, Kevolt of Islam, Iv. a.

specifically (a) The cut or depression in the sole of a
shoe iu which the thread is sunk. (Ii) A groove cut in a

stone In the line

along which It is

to be split, (c) In

oreA., neof a series
of shallow vertical
curved furrows, of

elliptical section, of
which each is sep-
arated from that

adjoining only by a

sharp edge or arris.

The channel is dis-

tinguished from the

flute, of which the
section is an arc of
a circle, and is a
characteristic fea-

ture of shafts of tin-

Doric order.

7f. The wind-

pipe; thethroat.
Marlowe. (Hal-

liwell. ) 8. The hollow between the two nether
jaw-bones of a horse, where the tongue is lodg-
ed. Channel-Stone, (a) A stone used for forming gut-
ters in paving. (6) The stone used in the game of curling :

a curling-stone. [Scotch.]

channel1
(ehan'el), r. t.; pret. and pp. channel-

ed or channelled, ppr. channeling or channelling.
[< channel*, .] >fo form or cut a channel or
channels in

; groove.
Xo more shall trenching war channel her fields.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 1.

The hideous red rags have covered even the four col-
umns of the baldacchino, columns fluted and chaiinellnl
in various ways and supporting pointed arches.

K. A. freeman, Venice, p. 130.

'el), n. [A corruption of chain-
'

foi

Channels Archaic Doric Capital, Temple
of A&sos.

In ship-
building, a plank of considerable thickness

urown \Ji u must,
and serving to extend
the shrouds of the
lower rigging and
keep them clear of the

gunwale, the chain-

plates being carried

through notches on
its outer edge. Also
called chain-wale and
channel-board.

.

2f. Figuratively, anything changed for or put Chank-shell (changk'shel), n. Same as cltanW.
'

The changeling never known! Shak., Hamlet, v.'-J

8. One apt to change ; a waverer.
Fickle ehmiffflinffi and poor discontents,

Which gape, and rub the elbow, at the news
Of hurlyburly innovation. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1.

I will play the changeling;
I'll change myself into a thousand shapes,
To court our brave spectators.

Midilletun, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 1.

Shrouds extended on the Channel

bed of a river.]

A sciwnoid

ticular use of channel^, the

[Scotch.]
-bass (chan'el-bas), .

. , .., . cia'na ocellata, the redfish.
whose name has been taken as a component of channelbill (chan'el-bil), n. The Australian
the name Channiformes. giant cuckoo, Scythrops norce-hotlandia: Also
channel1

(ehan'el), n. [Early mod. E. also called hornbill cuckoo.
chaiiel, <ME. chattel, chanelle, < OF. chattel as- channel-board (chan'el-bord). . Same as
sibilated form of canel (> ME. canel, mod. E. channel*.
cawwtc 1 and kenneP), < L. canalis, a water-pipe, channel-bonet (chan'el-bon), H. [Also attmel-
canal, > E. canali : see canall, canned, and ken- bone. < channel* (canned, 4) + tone1.] The
nel-, which are thus doublets of channel*.] 1. collar-bone or clavicle.



channel-bone

Hit [her neck} was white, smuthe, streght, and pure flattc,
Withouten hole, or <-<iin'l-b<i<i/t,

As by seminge, hadde she noon.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 942.

Chianicola [It., < L. clacicida], the chanelbmif of the

tlirote, the neckbone or crawbone. Florin.

channel-cat (chan'el-kat), n. A name com-
mon in the United States to several species of

catfish : so called from being found in the chan-
nels of rivers, (a) The Icluhiru* jmnetntus, :\ slender,

small-headed, fork-tailed species, abounding in the larger
western and southern streams, attaining; a weight of from
6 to 10 pounds, and generally esteemed for the table. (6)
The Ainiuntx albidux, a robust large-headed species, with
an emarginate candal fin, and of a light color, common in
the Susquehanna and Potomac rivers.

channel-duck (than'el-duk), n. See ducTc^.

channeled, channelled (chan'eld), a. [< chan-
nel1 + -ed*.] 1. Having one or more channels;
worn intc channels; grooved longitudinally ;

fluted.

Torrents, and loud impetuous Cataracts,
Roll down the lofty mountain's channelled sides.

Sir R. Black-more.

2. In hot., hollowed out; trough-like; canalic-
ulate: applied to petioles, leaves, etc. 3. In

entom., canaliculate; having a central longitu-
dinal furrow.
channeler. channeller (chan'el-er), n. A ma-
chine used in quarrying for cutting grooves or

channels in the rock.

channel-goose (chan'el-gos), n. The solan-

goose or white gannet, Sitla bassana : so called
from its frequenting the channel between Eng-
land and Ireland. See cut under gannet.

channeling, channelling (chan'ei-ing), . [<
channel1 + -ing

1
.] 1. A system of channels

or gutters.
All parts of the premises [a tannery] should be firmly

and evenly paved with appropriate materials, and duly
sloped to good channelling, and well drained throughout.

Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 309.

2. In arch., channels or grooves, taken collec-

tively: as, the channeling of the Doric column.
See channel1

,
6 (c).

channeling-machine (chan'el-ing-ma-shen"),
n. 1 . A machine for cutting grooves or chan-
nels in quarrying stone. 2. A machine for cut-

ting channels in the soles of shoes and boots,
into which the thread is sunk.
channel-iron (chan'el-i"ern), n. 1. A form of

angle-iron having two flanges, both placed on
the same side of the web. 2. A hook to sup-
port a gutter.
channel-leafed (chan'el-left), a. In hot., hav-

ing leaves folded together, so as to resemble a
channel. London.

channelled, etc. See channeled, etc.

channelly (chan'el-i), . [< channel^ + -y
1
.]

Gravelly. [Scotch.]

channel-plate (chan'el-plat), n. [< channel^ +
plate.] Same as chain-plate.

channel-wale (chan'el-wal), n. A strake be-
tween the ports of the gun-deck and the upper
deck of a large war-vessel.

channer '

(chan'er), r>. i. [E. dial.
;
cf. chanter'*.]

To fret
; grumble ; complain.
The cock doth craw, the day doth daw,
The channerin' worm doth chide.
The Wife of Usher's Well (Child's Ballads, I. 216).

channer'2 , channers (chan'er, -erz). . [Var.
of channel^, q. V- ] Gravel. [Scotch.]
channery (chan'er-i), a. [< channer'^ + -!.]
Gravelly. [Scotch.]
channestt, v. t. [E. dial., appar. a var. of change
or challenge.'} 1. To exchange. Halliwell.
2. To challenge. Grose.

chanpid (ka'noid), . and a. I. 11. A fish of the
family Chanoida;.

II. a. Of or pertaining to fishes of the fam-
ily Chanoidai.

Clianoidae (ka-no'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chanos +
-idee. ] A family of malacopterygian fishes, rep-
resented by the genus Chanos. It embraces Clupe-
oidea with subfusiform body, small adherent scales, dis-
tinct lateral line, premaxillaries joined to the upper edge
of the maxillaries, and gill-membranes broadly connected,
but free. Although containing only two Pacific-ocean

species, it is a well-marked group.

chanont, An obsolete form of canorft.

I demede hym som cfianon for to be.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale (ed. Skeat), 1. 573.

Chanos (ka'nos), n. [NL. (Lacepede), < Gr. *d-
fof, the open mouth, < xaivnv (/ *xa"-), g&Pe >

yawn : see chasm."] A genus of clupeoid fishes,
which represents the family Chanoida!. These
fishes somewhat resemble herrings ; they have the mouth
small and toothless, the abdomen flattened below, and the
gill-membranes united below the isthmus. Two species
are known, one of which has an unusually wide range, be-

ing found in the Gulf of California, in the Red Sea, and
In several intermediate regions. C. salmoneus or milk-

922
fish is common in the Pacific ocean, is highly esteemed for
the table, and sometimes attains a length of about 4 feet.

chanount, An obsolete form of cation 2 .

chanson (shan'son; F. pron. shon-son'), n.

[If., < OF. canfun','chaHfun, chanson = Pr.canso,
chanso = OSp. chamon, Sp. caution = Pg. can-

<;ao = It. canzone, < L. cantiu(ii-), a song: see
caution and canzone.] 1. A song, () Originally,
a short poem in a simple, natural style, in stanzas called

couplets, each usually accompanied by a refrain, Intended
to be sung, (b) Later, any short lyric poem, and the music
to which it is set.

The first row of the pious chanson will show you more.
Shak., Hamlet, ii. -2.

These [Christmas carols] were festal chansons for en-

livening the merriments of the Christmas celebrity.
T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, iii. 142.

2. A finger-ring with an inscription. See posy-
ring. 3. The motto on a ring.
Chansonnette (shan-so-uef), n. [F., < OF.
chanqonnete (= Pr. cansoneta, chai/soiictu = Pg.
cangoneta = It. canzonetta), < chanyon: see

chanson, canzonet, etc.] A little song.
chant (chant), v. [< ME. chanten, chaiintcn, <

OF. canter, chanter, F. chanter = Pr. cantar,
chantar = Sp. Pg. cantar = It. cantare, < L.

cantare, sing, freq. of canere, sing: see cant2.]
1. trans. 1. To sing; warble; utter with a
melodious voice.

The chearefull birds of sundry kynd
Doe chaunt sweet musick. Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 3.

2. To celebrate in song : as, to chan t the praises
of Jehovah.
Wherein is the so chanted fountain of Arethusa.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 188.

One would chant the history
Of that great race, which is to be.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, ciii.

3. To sing, as in the church service, in a style
between air and recitative. See chant, n.

The chanted prayer of men, now low, now loud,
Thrilled through the brazen leaves of the great door.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 97.

To chant a horse, to advertise it by qualities which on
trial are found wanting. [Slang.]
Jack Firebrace and Tom Humbold of Spotsylvania was

here this morning chanting homes with 'em.

Thackeray, The Virginians.

II. in trans. 1. To sing; make melody with
the voice.

That chant to the sound of the viol. Amos vi. 5.

2. To sing psalms, canticles, etc., as in the
church service, after the manner of a chant.
3. To go in full cry: said of hounds.
chant (chant), n. [< chant, v. Cf. F. chant =
Pr. cant, chant = Sp. Pg. It. canto, < L. cantus,
song: see canto.] A vocal melody; a song;
especially, now, one that is solemn, slow, or
monotonous.

A pleasant grove,
With chant of tuneful birds resounding loud.

ililt-m, P. R., ii. 290.

Specifically (a) A melody composed in the Ambrosian or
Gregorian style, following one of the ecclesiastical modes,
having often a note for each syllable, and without a strict

rhythmical structure : sometimes called a tone ; when
used in contrapuntal composition, called a canto fermo.
(b) A Gregorian melody, usually of ancient origin, in-
tended to be used with a prose text in several verses, sev-
eral syllables in each verse being recited or intoned upon
a single note. A Gregorian chant of this kind has five

parts : the intonation, the first dominant or reciting-note,
the mediation, the second dominant or reciting-note,
and the ending or cadence, (c) A short composition in
seven measures, the first and fourth of which contain but
one note, whose time-value may be extended at will so as
to accompany several syllables or words, while the re-

maining measures are sung in strict rhythm : commonly
called an Anglican chant, because most extensively used
in the services of the Anglican Church for the canticles
and the psalms. An Anglican chant consists of two parts,
the first of three and the second of four measures ; each
half begins with a reciting-note and ends with a cadence

;

the first cadence is also called the mediation. A double
chant is equal in length to two typical or single chants,
that is, contains fourteen measures, four reciting-notes,
etc. The distribution of the words of a text for use with a
chant is called pointing (which see). The Anglican chant
is probably a modernized form of the Gregorian, without
an intonation, having the mediation and cadence made
strictly rhythmical, and following the modern ideas of
tonality and harmony, (d) Any short composition one or
more of whose notes may be extended at will so as to ac-

company several syllables or words.

Formerly also spelled chaunt.
Ambrosian chant. See Ambrosian^. Changeable
chant, a chant that can be sung in either the major or
minor mode. Free chant, a form of recitative for the
psalms and canticles, invented hy John Crowdy, an Eng-
lishman. It consists of two chords only to each hemistich
of the words. See above.

chantablet (chan'ta-bl), a. [ME. chauntable, <

L. cantabilis, that may be sung: see chant and
-able, and editable.] Worthy to be sung.
Chauntabte weren to me thi iusteiflynges.

Wyclif, Ps. cxviii. [cxix.] 54.

chantant (chan'tant ;
F. pron. shon-ton'), a. and

n. [F., ppr. of chanter, sing: see chant, <.] I.
a. Singing. [Rare.] Caf6 chantant. Seeca/t.

chanticleer

II. n. Instrumental music of an easy, smooth,
and singing style. Moore. [Kare.]
chantepleuret, [ME. chantepleure, < OF.
chantepleure, eluutteplwe, ohanteplore, f., lamen-
tation, mourning, the chanting of the office of
the dead, prop, 'she who sings and weeps,' the
name of a famous poem of the 13th century
(also called Pleitrechante), addressed to those
who sing in this world but will weep in the
next (cf. chantepleure, m., the singer who start-

ed the tune in the songs sung in comedies) ;

hence, with the notion of '

weeper,' the latter

application to a gardener's water-pot, and, as in
mod. F., to a funnel, tap, outlet, vent ;

< chanter

(< L. cantare), sing, + ]>lcttrer, plurer, mod. F.

l/h-nrer (< L. plorare), weep.] 1. Alternate

singing and weeping. See etymology.
I fare as doth the song of chantepleure ;

For now I pleyn, and now I pley.
Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 323.

2. In arch., a narrow vertical hole or slit in a

wall, to let the overflow of a stream or any
other water that may collect pass through.
chanter1

(chan'ter), n. [Also chantor, chann-

ter, early mod. E. chamiter, < ME. chantour, <

OF. chantur, F. chanteur = Pr. cantaire, chan-

taire, cantador, chantador = Sp. cantador = It.

cantatore, < L. cantator, a singer, < cantare, pp.
cantatas: see chant, v.] 1. One who chants

;
a

singer, minstrel, or songster.
Yon curious chanter* of the wood,
That warble forth dame Nature's lays.

Sir //. Walton, To the Queen of Bohemia.

2. The chief singer or priest of a chantry; a
cantor.

The rulers of the choir, or, as they are now called, chant-

ers, were arrayed in silken copes and furred amices, and
bore each one a staff of beautiful workmanship in his
hand. Koclt, Church of our Fathers, III. ii. 163.

3. One who chants, sings, or sounds the praise
of anything, especially with the design to de-
ceive: as, a horse-c/Kro ter (a fraudulent horse-
dealer at country fairs). [Slang.]

"
Oh, him !

"
replied Neddy :

"
he's nothing exactly. He

was a horse-cArttmter; he's a leg now."
Dickens, Pickwick, II. xiv.

4. A street-vender of ballads or other broad-

sides, who sings or bawls the contents of his

papers. [Slang.] 5. In bagpipes, the pipe
with finger-holes on which the melody is played.

6. The hedge-sparrow, Accentor modvlaris.
chanter2 (chan'ter), v. t. and . [E. dial., also

chuntcr, chounter ; cf. channer1
, chooner; partly

imitative, but perhaps with ref. to chant, q. v.]
To mutter. [Prov. Eng.]
chanterelle, (shan-ter-el'), n. [< F. chanterelle,
a treble string, the first string, a decoy-bird
(> E. chantrel), also a mushroom, in OF. also a
treble bell, a small bell for a chime (whence,
in ref. to the shape, the later application to a

mushroom) (= Sp. cantarela, treble string, a

mushroom, = It. cantarella, a treble string, a

young frog, a bird-call (Florio), now a call-bird),
< chanter, sing: see chan t, r. See Cantharellus.]

1. The shortest or highest
string of a musical instru-
ment of the violin or the
lute class; the string on
which the melody or chant is

usually played ; especially,
the E-string of the violin.

2. An edible mushroom,
Cantharellus cibarius, resem-

bling Agaricus. It is of a

bright-orange color and has
a fragrant fruity smell. Also
chantarelle and chantarella.

chanteriet. A Middle English form of chantry.
chantershlpt (chan'ter-ship), . [< chanter1 +
-ship.] The office or dignity of a chanter, or
chief singer of a chantry. Blafkstone.

chanteryt, n. [< ME. chaunterye ; byapheresis
from encliantery (prob. after OF. chanterie, sing-

ing: see chantry) : see encliantery.] Enchant-
ment.

How that lady bryght
To a warm [worm] was dyght
Thorugh kraft of chatmtfrye.

Lybeatis Disfonus, 1. 205B.

chantey (chan'ti), . [Cf. chant, n.] A sailors'

song.
Then give us one of the old chanteys. . . . Why, the

mere sound of those old songs takes me back forty years.
W. C. Russell, Jack's Courtship, iii.

chanticleer (chan'ti-kler), n. [Also accom.
chant-it-clear (B. Jonson), < ME. chanteclere,

I'hauntecleer, < OF. Chantecler, the name of the
cock in the epic of Renart (Reynard the Fox), <

Chanterelle ( Cantha
rellus ti&art'HS).



chanticleer

chanter, sing, + cler, clear: so called from the
clearness or loudness til' his voice in crowing:
see (liuiit, r., ami cli-nr. a.\ 1. Acock: a quasi-

proper uarne used like reyiiartl, bruin, and other
similar appellatives.

This rlMiiiitn-lnv his wynges gan to bete.

OtottMT, Nuns Priest's Tale, 1. 501.

The feathered Minister. I'lin ntk-leer,
Math wiinnil his Imnle-horn ;

And tells the early villager
Tin ciilllillg of the Ml', Ml.

Chattel tun, Bristnwf Traire.lie.

2. A local English name of the gemmous drag-
onet, Cullioni/niux ilntco.

chantie. . See
chanty.

Chantilly lace, porcelain. See the nouns.
chant-it-cleart,

. [Bee eftmtfolMr.] An adapt-
ed fonu of chanticleer. [Rare.]

Brave ehant-it-flfiir, his noble heart was done,
II is minli was cut. />'. JIUIXIIH, Tale tif a Tub, iii. o.

chantlate (chant/lilt), . [< OF. chanlctte, F.
fliinilnli . fliiiiilnltr, a little gutter, in pi. gutter-
tiles on a roof (cf. ML. riinnlrtn, a funnel),
dim. of chanel, gutter, channel : see flkflMMP.I
In arch., a piece of wood fastened at the end of
rafters ami projecting beyond the wall, to sup-
port several rows of slates or tiles, so placed as
to prevent rain-water from trickling down the
face of the wall, dwilt.

chantmentt, ". [ME. chanteinent, chaunteiimii :

by apheresis from enchantment, q. v.] Enchant-
ment.

Tho halp hym naght hys armys,
Hys iftMMMMMM ne hys charmys.

Lybeaui IHscanus, 1. 1900.

chantont, . [< OF. "chanton, appar. assibilated
form of canton, a corner : see canton.] A piece
of armor in use at the end of the thirteenth cen-

tury, perhaps the ailette.

chantrelt, . [< F. chanterelle, a decoy-bird :

see chanterelle.] A decoy-partridge, aoii-ell.

(Halliwell.)
chantress (chan'tres), n. [Early mod. E. also

chauntrexs, < chanter + -ess, after OF. chante-

resse, fern, of chanteor, a singer.] A female

singer.
Thee, chauntress, oft, the woods among,
I woo, to hear thy even-song.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 63.

chantry (chan'tri), n.
; pi. chantries (-triz). [<

ME. chanterie, chaunterie, < OF. chanterie, chaun-

teriCj
later chantrerie, a chantry (asindefs.), also

singing (> Sp. chantria, precentorship), < ML.
cantaria, a benefice or chapel for saying mass,
< L. cantare (> F. chanter, etc.), sing, ML. say
mass: see chant, <.] 1. A church or chapel
which in former times was endowed with lands
or other revenue for the maintenance of one or
more priests to sing or say mass daily for the
soul of the donor or for the souls of persons
named by him. Chantries were often attached to or
formed a part of parish churches, generally containing the
tomb of the founder, and many such still exist in England ;

but they were more frequently connected with abbeys and
monasteries.

And ran tx> Londone, unto Seynte Poules,
To seeken him a chaunterie for soules.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 611.

I have built
Two chantries, where the sad and solemn priests
Sing still for Richard's soul. SAa*., Hen. V., iv. 1.

2. A chapel attached to a church, in which mi-
nor services for prayer, singing, etc., Sunday-
school meetings, and the like are held.

chanty, chantie (chan'ti), . A chamber-pot.
[Scotch.]

chaology (ka-ol'o-ji), n. [NL., < Gr. xa"f,
chaos, + -knyia, < Ixynv, speak : see -ology.] A
treatise on chaos. Crabo. [Rare.]
Chaomancyt (ka'o-man-si), n. [< Gr. .j-doc,

chaos (applied by Paracelsus to the atmo-
sphere), + uavTtia, divination.] Divination

by means of the atmosphere or by aerial vi-

sions; clairvoyance; second sight.
chaos (ka'os), n. [= F. Pg. chaos = Sp. It.

caos = D. G. Dan. Sw. chaos = Russ. khaosu, <

L. chaos, < Gr. jdof, empty space, abyss, chaos
(cf. x6"Pa ,

a yawning hollow, abyss, chasm, E.

chasm), < / "xa in xa'vflv> gape, yawn, akin to
L. hiscere, gape, hiare, gape, and to E. yawn :

see chasm, liiatim, and yawn.] 1 . A vacant space
or chasm

; empty, immeasurable space.
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posed to have been latent before the order, uni-

formities, or laws of nature had been devel-

oped or created: the opposite of <*,.
All beiim a rude and vnforincil <'/>".., Tiiyn (say they)

framed and sctled the Heallen and I'.artli.

I'ln-i'liiix, Pilgrimage, p. 445.

When- eldest Night
And Chaos, ancestors of Nature, hold
Eternal anarchy. Milt,,,,. I: I. ii. -\i:,.

3. A confused mixture of parts or elements;
confusion; disorder.

Chaos uf thought ami pa~,-iii. all confused.

/'"/", Essay on Man, ii. 13.

Trieste has ever since remained Austrian in allegiance,
save during the r/ia'wi of the (lays uf the elder Bimmiparte.

E. A. freeman, Venice, ji. 77,

4. In the language of the alchemists, the at-

mosphere: first so used by Paracelsus. =Syn. 3.
A u<li'i-li<l

t
Chun*. See nun >rt"i.

chaotic (ka-ot'ik), a. [Irreg., < cha-os + -ot-ic,

us iii erotic, ilrmotic, etc.; = D. G. chaotisch =
Dan. Sw. kaotisk = F. chaotitjue = Sp. eadtico.]

Resembling or of the nature of chaos
;
con-

fused
;
without order.

The chantie tumult of his mind. Disraeli.

Opinions were still in a state of chaotic anarchy, inter-

mingling, separating, advancing, receding.

Macaiday, Lord Bacon.

The "Drama of Exile" ... is a chaotic mass, from
which dazzling lustres break out.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 1-28.

chaotically (ka-ot'i-kal-i), adv. In a chaotic
state or manner; in utter confusion.

chao-ting (chou'ting'), . [Chin., < chao,

morning, -f ting, hall. Cf. chotei.] In China,
the hall of audience ; the court

; hence, by me-
tonymy, the emperor.
chaoucha (chou ch&), n. Same as chatticha.

chap1
(chap), v.

; pret. chapped, pp. chapped
and chapt, ppr. chapping. [< ME. chappen,
cleave, crack, a variant of choppen, cut, chop.
Chap1 and chop1 are now partly differentiated
in use. See chop 1 and chip

1
.] I. trans.!. To

cause to cleave, split, crack, or break in clefts :

used of the effect of extreme cold followed by
heat on exposed parts of the body, as the hands
and lips, and sometimes of similar effects pro-
duced in any way on the surface of the earth,
wood, etc. Also chop.

My legys they fold, my fyngers ar chappyd.
Twtmeley Mysteries, p. 98.

Like a table, . . . not rough, wrinkled, gaping, or chapt.
B. Joruton.

The voluminous sleeves were pinned up, showing a pair
of wasted arms, chapped with cold and mottled with
bruises. L. M. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 150.

2. To strike, especially with a hammer or the

like; beat. [Scotch.]
H. -intrans. 1. To crack; open in slits, clefts,

or fissures: as, the earth chaps; the hands
chap. Also chop. 2. To knock, as at a door;
strike, as a clock. [Scotch.]

O whae is this at my bower door,
That chaps sae late, or kens the gin ?

Erlinton (Child's Ballads, III. 221).

chape

f, a customer, purchaser, chapman, fellow,

chap.] If. A buyer; a chapman.
If you want to sell, la-re is \. ,111 ftuif.

2. A fellow; a man or a boy: useil familinrly,
like fillnir, and usually with a <|ii;ilit'yin^ ,-nl

jective. /(/. //')//, littli; /iinir, etc.. iinif loosely.
much as the word /'//</ is.

I'oor old chap, . . . poor old ,l<i.-\. h, ;,^ a lir-t lat, r

(J. A. fitilii. The late Mr. H.

chap 4
(chap), i

1

. t. and i. ; pret. and pp.
ppr. </!/</)('>/. |< ME. rlmn/H-ii, rluijiiiii. v;ir. of

I'lll/n -II, I'lli
/ill II. }'',. flu H

/i: see
i-liliji-

ainl flu II
l<, r..

and cf. fliii/i-li'itil:, flin/iiimii, clin/iftiri . etc.
]

To
buy or sell

; trade : a variant of chop- and rln-n/i

(which see).

chap5
(chap), r. t. ; pret. and pp. clnipi-il, ppr.

</Hi/>i>in</. [Sc., Hlxurhiiii/iiii. iippiii-. a particu-
lar use of chiiji* = clioji-, bargiiiti. 01 01 r/i//l.
strike (a bargain).] 1. To choose; choose deli-

nitely; select and claim: us, I ////< this. 2.

To fix definitely; accept and agree to as bind-

ing; hold to (a proposal, or the terms of a bar-

gain) : as, I ehitps that
;

I cha/i (or chaps) you.
[Scotch in both senses, and in common use

among children during play.]
chap. An abbreviation of cliapti-r.

chapapote (Sp. pron. chii-pa-po'ta), n. [Cuban
Sp., <T(f) Sp. chfi/iin; cover, coat, plat, + /loti:

jar, pot.] A kind of asphalt or bitumen brought
from Cuba. Also called Mexican asphalt.
Bitumen is likewise found in Cuba, and is brought into

commerce under the name of cliaiiaimti-, m- Mexican as-

phalt. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXII. ls.

chaparral (chap-a-ral'), n. [Sp., < chaparrri,

<-/i/t]ntrro, an evergreen oak, saia to be < Basque
achaparra, < *acha, *at:a for aitzti, rock, stone,
+ abarra, an evergreen oak.] 1. A close

growth, more or less extensive, of low ever-

green oaks. 2. Any very dense thicket of low

thorny shrubs which exclusively occupy the

ground; sometimes, a thick growth of cacti.

[Western and southwestern U. 8.]
Even the low, thorny chaparral was thick with pea-like

blossom. R. L. Stevfnuon, Silverado Squatters, p. 268.

chaparral-cock (chap-a-ral'kok), n. The
ground-cuckoo, road-runner, or paisano; a

large terrestrial bird of the family Ciiculida;,

chap1
(chap), n. [<cAo/)l,c.] 1. A fissure, cleft,

crack, or chink, as in the surface of the earth
or in the hands or feet : also used figuratively.
Also chop.
There were many clefts and chaps in our counsel.

Fuller.

What chapt are made in it [the earth] are filled up again.
T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

2. A stroke of any kind
;
a blow; a knock; es-

pecially, a tap or rap, as on a door, to draw at-
tention. Also fliini/i. [Scotch.]
chap2

, chop3 (chop), n. [Always written chop
in the third sense given below; usually, in lit.

sense, in the pi., chaps, chops ; a Southern E.

corruption (appar. in simulation ofchap1
, chop1

)

of Northern E. chafts, the jaws : see chaft.] 1.

The upper or lower part of the mouth
; the jaw :

commonly in the plural.

He, mistaking the weapon, lays me over the chaps with
his dnb-flst. Beau, and Fl., Thierry and Theodoret, iii. 2.

His chaps were all besmeared with crimson blood.

Cowley, Pyramus and Thisbe.

The Crocodiles the countrey people do often take in

pitfals, and grappling their chaps together with an iron,
bring them alive unto Cairo. Sandys, Travailes, p. 79.

2. A jaw of a vise or clamp. 3. pi. The
Jetween us and you there

'^flxe^a ijtreat

c*oo.^ mouth or entrance of a channel : as, the chops
of the English channel. Sometimes applied to the
capes at the mouth of a bay or harbor : as, the East Chop
and West Chop of Vineyard Haven, Martha's Vineyard.

chap3
(chap), . [An abbrev. of chapman, q.

v. For the second sense, cf. the similar use of

customer, and formerly of merchant; cf. also (i.

Death keeps suicides shivering in Cham . . . until the
allotted dying hour they vainly tried to anticipate comes
"round. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xiii.

2. The confused or formless elementary state,
not fully existing, in which the universe is sup-

Chaparral-cock (Gfococcyx tali/ortiianttt}.

the Geocoecyx caUfornianus, a common species
of the southwestern United States. See Geo-

coecyx.

Chapati, . See clnwatty.
chap-book (chap'buk), . [< chap for chapman+ book.'] One of a class of tracts upon homely
and miscellaneous subjects which at one time
formed the chief popular literature of Great
Britain and the American colonies. They con-
sisted of lives of heroes, martyrs, and wonderful person-
ages, stories of roguery ami broad humor, of giants, ghosts,
witches, and dreams, histories in verse, songs and ballads,
theological tracts, etc. They emanated principally from
the provincial press, and were hawked about the country
by chapmen or peddlers.
Such a dream-dictionary as servant-maids still buy in

penny chap-books at the fair.

E. B. Tylvr, Prim. Culture, I. 111.

No chap-book was so poor and nide as not to have one
or two prints, however inartistic.

N. A. /frr.,CXXXIX. 481.

chap-de-mailt, . Same as camail. Meyrick.
chape (chap), n. [< ME. chnpi; sheath of a
sword, etc., < OF. chape, a catch, hook, chape,
cope, assibilated form of cape, > E. cape

1 and
cope

1
, q. v.] 1. A metal tip or case serving

to strengthen the end of a scabbard.
A whittle with a silver chape.

Greene, Description of the Shepherd and his Wife.

The whole theorick of war in the knot of his scarf, and
the practice in the chape of his dagger.

Shak., All's Well, iv. S.

2. A similar protection for the end of a strap
or belt. 3. In bronze-castiny, the outer shell
or case of the mold, sometimes consisting of a



chape

sort of composition which is applied upon the

wax, and sometimes of an outer covering or

jacket of plaster in which the pieces of the
earthen mold are held together. 4. A barrel

containing another barrel which holds gun-
powder. Willie/in, Mil. Diet. 5. That part of

an object by which it is attached to something
else, as the sliding loop on a belt to which a

bayonet-scabbard is secured, or the back-piece
by which a buckle is fixed to a strap or a

garment. 6. The end of a bridle-rein where
it is buckled to the bit. 7t. Among hunters,
t lie tip of a fox's tail. E. Phillips, 1706.

chapet (chap), r. t. ; pret. and pp. chapcd, ppr.
flinping. [< ME. cluipen; from the noun.] To
furnish with chapes.

Here knyfes were i-cliaped nat with bras.

Chaucer, Gen. I'rol. to C. T., 1. 3(iti.

chapeau (sha-po'), w.; pi. clutpeaiix (-poz').

[F., < OF. chapel = Pr. capel= Sp. capelo = Pg.
thapeo = It. cappello, < ML. capellus, a head-

dress, hat, dim. of capa, cuppa, a hood : see cap1 ,

cape1
, cope1 . Cf. cliapel, chaplet

1
.] A hat: used

in English to denote a plumed hat forming part
of an official costume or uniform. Specifically,
in the United States army, a military hat pointed in front
and behind, which may be folded flat and carried under
the arm, worn by officers of the staff corps and depart-
ments. Chapeau bras, a hat meant to be carried under
the arm, and commonly so carried in the eighteenth cen-

tury, when first introduced, at the time that large and
warm wigs were in use. Chapeau de poll, a beaver hat.

It was a chapean de poil [a fur hat], a mark of some dis-

tinction in those days, and which gave name to Rubens's
famous picture, now in Sir Robert Peel's collection, of a
lady in a beaver hat, or "

chapeau de poil." This having
been corrupted into chapeau de paille [a straw hat] has led
to much ignorant conjecture. Pepys, Diary, I. 230, note.
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Chapeau Montaubyn. (a) A certain kind of hat worn in
the sixteenth century. (6) A steel (

vizor, worn in the fifteenth ce:

variety of the chapel-de-fer.

1 cap or helmet, without
vizor, worn in the fifteenth century. It was undoubtedly a

chaped (chapd), a. In her., same as chappt.
chapel (chap'el), n. [< ME. chapete, chapelle,
< OF. chapele, capele, F. chapelle = Pr. capella =
Sp. ca/iilla= Pg. capella = It. capella = D. kapel= OHG. chapella, MHG. kapelle, kappetle, G.

Icapellf= Dan. kapel= Sw. kapett = leel. kapella,
< ML. capella, a chapel, sanctuary for relics,

canopy, hood (fern. ;
cf . capellus, masc., a hood :

see chapeau), dim. of capa, cappa, a hood, cope
(> E. cap1 , cape1 , cope1 ). The particular sense
'

chapel
' of ML. captJla is said to be an exten-

sion of the sense '

canopy,' referring to the can-

opy or covering of the altar when mass was
said; traditionally, capella was the sanctuary
in which was preserved the capjia or hat of St.

Martin. Hence ult. chaplain.] 1. A subordi-
nate place of worship forming an addition to or

Choir Chapel, nth cenrury.-

(FromViollet-le-Duc's
'

Cathedral of Mantes, France.

Diet, de PArchitecture." )

a part of a large church or a cathedral, but sep-
arately dedicated, and devoted to special ser-
vices. A chapel is often a recess with an altar in an aisle
of a church, usually dedicated to the Virgin or to some
saint : as, the Lady chapel ; St. Cuthbert's chapel, etc. See
also cut under cathedral.

And ffyrst at the procedyng owt of the seyd Chapell of
ower blyssyd lady, They Sliewyd on to vs that ther the
bye Auter ys of the same Chapell, ys the very self place
wher our Savyor Crist aftyr hys Resurreccion ffyrst ap-
peryd vnto hys blyssyd mother, And seyd, Salve Sancta
Parens. Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 41.

Where God hath a temple, the Devil will have a chape,/.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., iii. 4.

2. A separate building subsidiary to a parish
church: as, a parochial chape/; a free chapd.

3. A small independent church-edifice de-
voted to special services.

There ben many Oratories, Chapellea, and Heremytages,
where Herumytes weren wont to duelle.

Mni/ilrrilli; Travels, p. '.IS.

4. A place of worship connected with a royal
palace, a private house, or a corporation, as a

university or college. 5. In Scotland and
Ireland, any Roman Catholic church or place
of worship. 6. An Anglican church, usually
small, anywhere on the continent of Europe.
7. A place of worship used by non-conformists
in England; a meeting-house. [Eng.] 8. In

printing: (a\) A printing-house; a printers'

workshop: said to be so designated because

printing was first carried on in England, by
Caxton, in a chapel attached to Westminster

Abbey.
Every Printing-house is by custom of time out of mind

called a Chapel ; and all the workmen that belong to
it are members of the Chapel ; and the oldest freeman is

father of the Chapel. I suppose the style was originally
conferred upon it by the courtesy of some great church-
man or men, doubtless when chapels were in more venera-
tion. J. Moxon, Mechanick Exercises, p. 356.

(6) The collective body of journeymen printers
in a printing-house. In Great Britain it has been
customary for the chapel to be permanently organized,
under the presidency of the " father of the chapel," for
mutual benefit, the regulation of work, the maintenance
of order, etc. The chapel of a large establishment in the
United States is also sometimes organized, under a chair-

man, for similar purposes.
9. A choir of singers or an orchestra attached
to a nobleman's or ecclesiastic's establishment
or a prince's court.

When the bishope is come thedir, his chapell there to

syuge, and the bishope to geve them his blissyng, and
then he and all his chapell to be serued there with brede
and wyne. English Gild* (E. E. T. S.), p. 422.

Apsldal Chapel. See apsidal. Chapel Of ease, in Eng-
land and Scotland, a subordinate church established for
the ease and accommodation of those parishioners who
live too far away to be able to attend the parish church :

in Scotland commonly called a quoad mem church. See

parish.

The " Garden
"

is the most elaborate part of the mosque.
Little can be said in its praise by day, when it bears the
same relation to a second-rate church in Rome as an Eng-
lish chapel-of-ease to Westminster Abbey.

S. F. Burton, El-Medinah and Meccah, p. 201.

Chapel royal, a place of worship specially designated in

connection with the court of a Christian monarch ; a chapel
attached to a royal palace, as at St. James's Palace and at
Windsor in England. Chapel-text, a type like church-
text in general appearance, but with more ttoriation in the

capital letters. Dean of the chapel royal. See dean.
Free Chapel, in England, a chapel founded by the king

and not subject to the jurisdiction of the ordinary. The
king may also grant license to a subject to found such a
chapel. Gentleman of the chapel royal See gentle-
man. Mission chapel, a place for missionary services,
either in a foreign country or at home, in the latter case
often established and maintained by a particular church
for the supply of a destitute part of a city. To call a
Chapel, to summon a meeting of the journeymen printers
of a particular printing-house. See above, 8 (6).

chapel (chap'el), v . t. ; pret. and pp. chapeled or

chapellcd, ppr. chapeling or chapelling. [< chap-
el, n."] 1. To deposit or bury in a chapel ;

en-
shrine. [Bare.]

Give us the bones
Of our dead kings, that we may chapel them.

Fletcher (and another). Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 1.

2. Naut., to turn (a ship) completely about in a

light breeze of wind, when close-hauled, so that
she will lie the same way as before.

chapel-cart (chap'el-kart), n. An abbrevia-
tion of Whitechapel cart (which see, under car*).

chapel-clerk (chap'el-klerk), . In certain col-

leges, an official who sees that the proper les-

sons from the Bible are read each day in the

chapel, and that they are read by the duly ap-
pointed students. In some colleges he marks
each day upon a list the names of those who
attend.

chapel-de-fer (sha-pel'de-fer'), n. [F. : chapel,
now chapeau, a cap; de, of; J'er, < L. ferrum,
iron : see chapeau and ferrum.] In medieval
times (a) An iron skull-cap : sometimes popu-
larly called chuplet. See coif, 3, and secret,

(b) A helmet having nearly the form of an or-

dinary hat, that is, having a brim surrounding
a more or less well-defined crown, it was worn
over a coif of mail, or (in the fifteenth century) was ad-

justed to an elaborate couvre-nuque and gorgerin, or even
a beaver of steel, so that the head was covered as com-
pletely with forged iron as in the vizored basinet or the
armet.

chapeless (chap'les), a. [< chape + -less.]
Without a chape : said of a scabbard worn out
and battered, exposing the point of the sword.
An old rusty sword, . . . with a broken hilt, and chap?-

lest. Shak., T. of the S., iii. a.

chapfallen

chapelet (chap'el-et), n. [< F. cJtapelet, a stirrup-

leather, a chaplet : see cliaplet
1
.] 1. A pair of

stirrup-leathers, with stirrups, joined at the top
in a sort of leather buckle, by which they are
made fast to the pommel of the saddle. 2. In

Itydraul. engiii., a dredging or water-raising
machine, consisting of a chain provided with
buckets or with pallets traversing in a trough.

3. A metallic chuck or bonnet for holding
one end of a cannon in the turning-lathe. 4.
In founding, a device for holding the core of a
mold in position; a grain; specifically, a mass
of wrought-iron with projecting arms, used to
center the core-barrel in making gun-castings,
with the muzzle downward, when the Rodman
method of cooling is employed.
Also chaplet, chapellet.

chapeline (chap'el-in), n. Same as capeline.

chapellage (chap/el-aj), . [< chapel + -age]
The precincts or immediate vicinity of a chapel.
chapellany (chap'el-a-ni), n.

; pi. chapellanies
(-nisi). [<F. chapelle>iie=:Sp. capellania = Pg.
capellania, < ML. capellania, chaplaincy, < ca-

pellamis, chaplain: see chaplain.] A chapel
subject to a more important church

;
an eccle-

siastical foundation subordinate to some other.

Ayliffe.

chapellet (chap'el-et), n. See ehapelH.
chapel-master (chap 'el- mas "ter), n. [Lit.
trans, of Gr. kapellmeister.] Same as kapell-
meister.

chapelry (chap'el-ri), .; pi. chapelries (-riz).

[< chapel + -ry, after OF. capelerie, < ML. ca-

pellaria, < capella, a chapel: see chapel] The
nominal or legal territorial district assigned to

a chapel dependent on a mother church; the

jurisdiction or bounds of a chapel.
His abode

In a dependent chapelry that lies

Behind yon hill, a poor and rugged wild.

Wordsworth, Excursion, vi.

In 1650, the chapelry of Newchurch alone contained
300 families, and was then declared by the Inquisition fit

to become a parish. Raines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 47.

chaperon (shap'e-ron), . [P., aug. of chape,
a hood: see chape.] 1. A hood: a name given
to hoods of various shapes at different times.

My factors' wives
Wear chaperons of velvet.

Webster, Devil's Law-Case, i. 1.

The Executioner stands by, clad in a close dark gar-
ment, his head and face cover'd with a Chaperon, out of
which there are but two holes to look thro'.

Howett, Letters, I. v. 42.

Specifically 2. A hood or cap worn by the

Knights of the Garter when in full dress. Cam-
den. 3. A small shield containing crests, ini-

tials, etc., formerly placed on the foreheads of

horses which drew the hearse in pompous fu-

nerals. Alsowrittenchaperonne. 4. Formerly,
one who attended a lady to public places as a

guide or protector ; a duenna
; now, more espe-

cially, a marriedwoman who, inaccordance with
the rules of etiquette, accompanies a young un-
married woman to public places or social en-
tertainments.
Our heroine's entree into life could not take place till

after three or four days had been spent in learning what
was mostly worn, and her chaperon was provided with a
dress of the newest fashion.

Jane Austen, Northanger Abbey, p. 7.

5. In entoin., the clypeus of the head of an in-

sect; the part which supports the labrum or

upper lip; the nasus; the epistoma.
The denomination of chaperon being equivocal, I have

changed it to epistoma ;
it supports the labrum.

Latreille, Cuvier's Animal Kingdom(trans., ed. 1849), p. 473.

chaperon (shap'e-ron), r. *. [< chaperon, n] To
attend (an unmarried girl or woman) in public :

said of an older woman or a married woman.
Fortunately Lady Bell Finlay, whom I had promised to

chaperon, sent to excuse herself. Mrs. H. More.

chaperonage (shap'e-ron-aj), n. [< chaperon +
-age.] The protection or countenance of a

chaperon.
Under the unrivalled chaperoiwye of the Countess, they

had played their popular parts without a single blunder.

Dixraeli, Young Duke, i. 2.

chaperonne (shap'e-ron), n. [Fern, form of

rliii/teroii, q. v.] Same as chaperon, 3.

chaperoont, Same as chaperon, 1.

chapewet, Same as chapeau, chapel-de-fer.

chapfallen, chopfallen (chop 'fain), a. [<

chapt, = chops ,
+ fallen, pp. of fall.] Having

the lower chap or jaw depressed ; hence, de-

jected ; dispirited ;
silenced

; chagrined.
Whate'er they seem, or howsoe'er they carry it,

Till they be chap-fain, and their tongues at peace,
Xail'd in their coffins sure. I'll ne'er believe 'eui.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iv. 3.



chapfallen

They be indeed a couple of rfitiii-faftfii curs.

B. Janton, Poet

Where be your gibes now? . . . Not one now, to mock
your own jeeriiiK? quite eA^p^/teflffl

'

xtitik., Hamlot. v. 1.

Though .-troiii: persuasion hunt,' upon thy lips.

Alas! how chiiiij'iiliii now! /;//,-,'Tin- Crave.

chapint, " Same as i-hopim-.

t'li'tfihi*. or liiu'li patins rii-lily silver'd or gilt. //m/r//.

Chapineyt, . Same as clio/iiiie.

chapiter't (clmp'i-ter), n. [A corruption of OF.
chapiti-l, F. rliii/iiirini, < ML. fii/iitellniH, a capi-
tal (see capital

3
), due to the closely related

OF. form chapitre fur "clinpitlr, < L. ei//iitn/tini,

a chapter, also a capital : see chapter.'] The
upper part or capital of a column or pillar.
See capital

3
.

He overlaid their rhaiiitert and their Illlcts with gold.
Ex. .xxxvi. :;>.

chapiter'-', chapitre (chap'i-ter), n. [The earlier
form of chapter, j. v.] In lair : (a) A summary
of matters to bo inquired of by, or presented
before, justices in eyre, justices of assize, or
justices of the peace, (h) Articles delivered
either orally or in writing by the justice to the

inquest, ll'liar/mi.

chapitlet, . An obsolete form of chapter.
of the roinnioditii s of l'i nrr. and High Dutch men ami

Easterlings. The tlfth Clin/,it/,:

llakli'irt'x Vtnia't'*, I. I'.t-J.

Chapitral (chap'i-tral), a. [< F. chapitre, chap-
ter, + -/.] Of or pertaining to a chapter;
chapteral. Broiii/ham.

chapitre, . See chapiter'
2

.

chaplain (chap 'Ian), n. [< ME. ehapclni/n.
chapclci/ii, earner capelein (late AS. capellane,
after ML.), < OF. chapelain, F. chapelain = Pr.

capelan = Sp. capellan = Pg. capell&o = It. cii-

/it'llinio = D. kapelaan = Gr. aapellan = Dan. Sw.
kapeUan, < ML. capcllanus, ( capella, a chap-
el: see chapel.'] 1. An ecclesiastic attached
to a chapel ; especially, one officiating in the

* i _ a _ i __* _._i_i_ w 11
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chapless (chop'les), a. [< chap2 + -lrsx.~\

lacking the lower jaw. [Kare.]
Vellon I-I,,I,,/,-*K skulls. Slud:, K. and.I., iv. ].

Chaplet 1

(chap'let), ii. [< MK. clia/iel, I, < OF.
cliapelt-l, I-', cliiijielet, head-dress, a wrea(h, dim.
of chapel, a head-dress, > F. elinpeaii : see chn-

IIIH. Cf. ehapelet.'] 1. A wreath, as of natural

(lowers, worn on the head, especially as a mark
of festivity or distinction.

All mini -i. NT. rA'////.-/ of sweet -.111111111-1- litlils

Stak., M. s. I)., ii. .

Whether they nobler fh*if>l>'t.< wear. Sn.-klui't.

Her lix)se locks a elm/,!: I pale
Of whitest roses bound. Si-nlt. L. of L. M., v. IT.

2f. In the middle ages, a circlet of gold or other
precious material, more or less ornamented,
worn by both men and women.

Of fyn orfrays hadde she eke
Ac/m/v.'. Rom. nf tln> 7,'nx--, 1. r,iL-{.

3. In her., any garland or wreath, whether of
leaves alone, as of laurel or oak, or of flowers.
The wreath must be described at length in the blazon.
\ ,-l,n,,i. i ,,f f,ixr (should have four roses only at equal
ilftuOM from one another, the rest of the wreath being
romposi-il ot leaves.

4. Any head-dress; a hood or cap.
He hadde a grete heerde ami a lunge that couered all

his hreste and was all white, and a chapelet of colon v|mn
his hede. and clothed in a robe of hlakke, and for in
heili le h j 111 by the sadill howe.

Merlin(R. K. T. s.), ii. an.

5. A string of beads used by Roman Catholics
in counting their prayers ;

a rosary, but strictly
only a third of the beads of a rosary.
MM chaplet of beads and her missal. iMngfellotr.

The rosary Is divided into three parts, each consisting
of five decades, and known as a corona or chaplet.

Cath. Diet.

6. Anything resembling in form a string of
beads.
The collogonidia pass Into chapleti.

E. Tuckerman, Genera Lichenum, p. 74.

of the sovereign in Kngluml, and are entitled chop/it
/ /

ordinary, four of them being in attendance each month.
There are six chaplains in Scotland, clergymen of the
Church of Scotland, but their only duty is to conduct
prayers at the election of Scottish representative peers.

private chapel of a king or nobleman, or other 7. Same as chapel-de-fer, (a). 8. In arch., a
person of wealth or distinction. Forty-eight cler- small round molding, carved into beads, pearls,
gymen of the Church of England hold office as chaplain* olives, or some similar design. 9. The tuft or

crest of feathers on a fowl's head. 10. In oi/n-

ter-culture, a row of shells or other objects sus-

pended on wire to collect the spat. 11. Same
as chapelet in any of its senses.

Therby Also ys a parte of a stone upon the whych.Seynt chaplet 1
(chap'let), f. t. [< chapkfl, .] To

'^S^&'^^SSttSl?*' cro
f forn with a chaplet.

Torkimitnn, Diarie of En" Travel! p SS Hls forehead chapleted green with wreathy hop.
. , . .. , Browning, Flight of the Duchess.

2. An ecclesiastic who renders service to one -i, n _i..4.o, / v, /i *s
authorized to employ such assistance, as to an chaplet^t (chap'let), . [Dim. of chapel,- cf.

archbishop, or to a family ;
a confessor.- 3 A ML " caPelletal A 8maU h Pel *&-

clergyman who occupies an official position,
and performs certain religious functions, in the

army or navy, in a I

body, in a charitable
the chaplain of the House of Representatives.

"""<" IA mo
*>/;-, i/yj/c-, t,w<-,,./n=vmen.

4. A private secretary to the lady superior ^apman, kopman = D. toopman = OHG. chouf-
of a convent. man

>
MHG. koufman, Gr. kaufmann = Icel. kaup-

Auother nonne with hire hadde she ma(Ul r= Sw - *9W"= Dan. kjobmand), a buyer
That was hire chapeleyn. or seller, a merchant, < cedp, a bargain, trade.

Chaucer, Oeu. Trol. to C. T., 1. 164.

That is the chaplet where that image of your false god
was enshrined or dwelt. Hammond, On Acts vii. 43.

tvy, in a legislative or other public chapman (chap man), n.
; pi. chapmen (-men),

iharitable institution, or the like : as, L< ME. chapman, chepman, < AS. cedpman, also in

in of the House of Eepresentatives.
umlauted forms cl ^^ cyl>

.ntan (_ oFries.

Auxiliary chaplain, an assistant to a parish priest.
Cathedral chaplain, formerly, an ecclesiastic appointed
to perform the functions of a non-resident canon, a prac-
tice checked by the Council of Trent. Episcopal chap-
lain, an ecclesiastic who officiates in the chapel of a bish-

op, and who now generally serves as the private secretary
of the bishop.

chaplaincy (chap'lan-si), n. [< chaplain + -cy.]
The office, post, station, or incumbency of a
chaplain.
The chaplaincy was refused to me and given to Dr.

Lambert. Sirift, Letters.

He [Maurice] held at the same time the chaplaincy of
Lincoln's Inn. Enct/c. Brit., XV. 638.

chaplainry (chap'lan-ri), n. [< chapltiin + -ry.]
Same as chaplaincy.
chaplainship (cha'p'lan-ship), n. [< chaplain+ -ship.] 1. The office or post of a chaplain.

+ man, man: see cheap, n. (and cf. chap*, r.),
and man. Hence, by abbr., chap3 , q. v.J If. A

Ther weore chapmen i-chose the chatfare to prcise.
Piers Plowman (A), v. 174.

A companye of chapmen riche.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 37.

Fair Diomed, you do as chapmen do,
Dispraise the thing that you desire to buy.

Shak., T. and C., iv. 1.

2. An itinerant merchant; a peddler.
When chapman billies leave the street.

Burns, Tarn o' Shanter, 1. 1.

Not like a petty chapman, by retaile, but like a great
marchant, by wholesale. Marston, Dutch Courtezan, i. i
The rest of the trade of the country was in the hands of

the chapman, or salesman, who journeyed from hall to
J. R. Green, Conq. of Eug., p. 82'J

The Bethesda of some knight's chaplainship where they Chapmanhpodt (chap'man-hud), n. [ME. chap-
bring grace to his good cheer. Milton, Colasterion. manhotle, < chapman + -hode, -hood.] The con-

2. The possession or revenue of a chapel. ditipn of a chapman or tradesman; mercantile

ihaplet,"- [ME., <OF. chaple, chappie, chaipie,
usine8s; trade.

cl,,,pel, caple, a felling of timber, the violent chapmanryt (chap man-n), n. [ME. chap-
shock of battle, battle, carnage, < chapler '"""'V/'';< chapman + -ry.~\ Trade; business;

chappter, cliappeler, chappelUr, chabler, capeler.
custom - Catholicon Anglicum, 1483.

strike violently, cut down cut to pieces fight
He ls '""d6 ** i" ' prices, . . . which gets him much

with, mod. F. chapeler, chip or rasp bread, F.
*" Document, dated l<X>l(ArCk<*ol., XII. 191).

dial, chapler, chapter, chapter, chapla, cut to chapmanwaret, . [ME., < chapman + irare?.']

pieces, < ML. capulare, cut, cut off, cut up, per-
Merchandise. Catholicon Anglicum, 1483.

haps an accom. freq. of canpare, copparc, co- chap-money (chap'mun''i), n. [< chap* +
money.'] A sum abated or given back by a
seller on receiving payment. [Prov. Eng.]"
hapote (Sp. pron. cha-po'ta), . [Mex.] The
Mexican name for the black persimmon, Diog-

pi/roK Texana.

pare, cut, chop, of Teut. origin : see chopl.]
The violent shock of battle

; battle ; carnage. . v--.

The two kynges were remounted, and than be-gan the Chapote (Sp. pron. cha-po'ta), .

chaple full dolerouse and crcwell and full mortal.
M.-rlin (K. E. T. S.), Hi. :>.

chapter

chapournated (sha-poVna-tcil), n. [< rhapovr-
n(et) + -at<u + -eiP.] In l,i r., <-linrged with a
r]ia|MHinict : Kakl of the escutcheon or ordinary
upon which the cliapournet is charged .

chapournet (slia-piir'net), . [Acorrii]>tioii<if
I', "i-liii/ii-i-iiiiint, dim. of chaprriiii, a hoo<l : Me
i-liiiprruii.'] In ln:r., a bearing consisting .,| -.,

part cut off from an ordinal y.
as the chief, and bounded by a
curved line, as if in partial re-

semblance of a hood. Thus, tin-

illustration hoi m-ni-nt on a i-hii-f

\'|I. a i-liajioiii M'-t rlmhie.- Cna-
pournet crested, in her., a chaixnir.
net Inning in tin- miilillt- a bei-ondiiry
olminor riirv-i- aUo coiivt-v. It is t-\.

plained as the repiVM ntaiion uf a IIOIM)

wornovt-rii liehiit-t-i-ri-st, whirl,
it to ric in the middle. Chapournet
reversed, in /.'/-., a i lia]iounn-t with
the ron\L-\ rurve ilownwanl. It is

Ardent on .1 I lii--f

vert, a Cli

inetilnes
in the Held directly, and !ln n i--^ miiic, tlir IMMI! ui a

i-loak or mpe liali^'ili^ ilow n tin- hark.

chappet, a. An obsolete form of <-/ir//i< .

chappe (sha-pa'), a. [F., < chappr, cha/ie, a

chape: see chape.'] In her., having a chape or
boterol : said of the scabbard of the sword, the
tint-lure being mentioned: us. a sword scab-
barded red, chappe or. Also eliapetl.

chappie (chap'i), n. See chappy*.
chappin (chap'in), w. A Scoteh form of chopiii.

chappingt (chap'ing), 11. [Verbal n. of o/ipi.]
Ground full of chinks and crevices, arising from
drought. Halliicell.

chappy1
(chap'i), a. [< chap^ + -yl.] Full of

chaps; cleft. Also written choppy. Mink.

chappy-, chappie (chap'i), n. A familiar or
affected diminutive of chaj>

s
.

chapras (cha-prSs'), . [Hind, ehaprds, a plate
worn on a belt as a mark of office

;
the badge

of a peon.] Same as chuprassy.

chapt. Another spelling of chapped, past par-
ticiple of chap 1

.

chapter (chap'ter), n. [Early mod. E. also

elni/>iter, occasionally chapitle, < ME. chapiter,
chapiture, chapitre, < OF. chapitre (F. chapitre)
for "chapitlf, capitle, < L. capitulum, a chapter
of a book, in ML. also a synod or council, dim.
of capnt (canit-), a head : see chapiter'*, capital*,
which are doublets of chapter.'] 1. A division
or section, usually numbered, of a book or
treatise : as, Genesis contains fifty chapters.
Abbreviated c., eh., or chap.
Of the whiche sepulcre is wryten more largely at the

liegynnynge of this ehaptre.
Sir R. Guylfordf, Pylgrymage, p. 27.

2. The council of a bishop, consisting of the
canons or prebends and other ecclesiastics at-
tached to a collegiate or cathedral church, and
presided over by a dean.
The archbishop [of York] too, since Beckets death, has

been under a cloud, so the chapter is at sixes and sevens.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 149.

3. An assembly of the monks in a monastery,
or of those in a province, or of the entire order.

Summoned to Lindisfarne, she came,
There with Saint Cuthlwrt's Abbot old,
And Tynemouth's Prioress, to hold
A chapter of Saint Benedict.

Scott, Marmion, it 4.

It was and is the common practice of monks to assemble
every morning to hear a chapter of the rule read, and for
other purposes. Both the meeting itself and the place
of meeting gradually obtained the name of rapitulum or
chapter from this practice. The assembly of the monks
of one monastery being thus designated "the chapter,"
it Is easy to understand that assemblies of all the monks
in any province, or of the whole order, came to be called"
provincial

"
or "

general
"
chapters. A general chapter,

In the case of most of the orders, is held once in three
years. Cath. Diet.

4. The place in which the business of the

chapter of a cathedral or monastery is con-

ducted; a chapter-house. 5. A name given to
the meetings of certain organized orders and
societies: as, to hold a chapter of the Garter, or
of the College of Arms. 6. A branch of some
society or brotherhood, usually consisting of the
members resident in one locality : as, the grand
chapter of the royal order of Kilwinning; a
chapter of a college fraternity. 7. A decretal

epistle. Aylije. 8. A place where delinquents
receive

discipline and correction. Ayliffe.
Chapter of accidents, (a) A series of chances ; chance
in general.

Let us trust to time and the chapter of accident*.

Smollett.

(6) A series of mishaps ; a succession of mischances.

The chapter of knowledge is a very short, but the chap-
ter of accident* is a very long one.

Lord Chesterfield, Letter to S. Dayrolles, Feb. 16, 1753.

To read (one) a chapter, to reprove (one) earnestly : rep-
rimand. -To the end of the chapter, throughout; to



chapter
the end ; wholly ; entirely ;

to the close, as of life or of a

course of action.

chapter (chap'ter), T. t. [< chapter, n,, after F.

chapitrer (< chapilre), reprimand in presence of

the whole chapter, censure : see chapter, n.] If.

To bring to book; tax with a fault; correct;
censure.
He more than ouce arraigns him for the inconstancy of

his judgment, and chapters even his own Aratus on the

same head. Dryden, Char, of Polybills.

2. To arrange or divide into chapters, as a lit-

erary composition. [Rare.]

chapteral (chap'ter-al), a. [< chapter + -al.]

Of or pertaining to a chapter of a religious body,
an order, or a society.
There was held at Dijon only one out of the twenty-three

chapters [Order of the Golden Fleece] which took place
before the Papal authority dispensed altogether with the

obligation of chapteral elections. N. and Q., 6th ser., X. 81.

chapter-house (chap'ter-hous), n. [< ME.
cliapitrc-liom, also chapitel-hous ; < chapter +
house.] A building attached to a cathedral or

religious house in which the chapter meets for

the transaction of business. Chapter-houses are of

different forms, some being parallelograms, some octag-

onal, and others decagonal. Many have a vestibule, and

crypts are frequently found under them, chapter-houses
serving not unfrequently as burial-places for clerical dig-
nitaries. Many are among the most notable monuments
of medieval architecture. See cut under cathedral.

That mighty Abbey, whose chapter-house plays so great
a part in the growth of the restored freedom of England.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, II. 333.

In 1352 the chapterhouse is regarded as the chamber of

the commons. Stubbs, Const. Hist. (2d ed.), 749.

chapter-lands (chap'ter-landz), n. pi. Lands
belonging to the chapter of a cathedral, etc.

Chaptia (chap'ti-a), . [NL. (Hodgson, 1837) ;

from a native name.] A genus of drongo-
shrikes, of the family Dicruridce. The tail is forked
and has only 10 rectrices ; the plumage has a scaly or span-
gled appearance, due to the metallic luster of the tips of

the feathers ; and dense frontal plumules are extended on
the base of the upper mandible. There are several spe-

cies, as C. ceiiea, C. malayensis, and C. brauniana, rang-
ing throughout India, Burma, the

Malay peninsula, Sumatra, Borneo,
and Formosa. Also called Prepop-
terus (Hodgson, 1844) and Entomo-
letes (Sundevall, 1872).

chaptrel (chap
'

trel), n.

[Dim. of chapiter
1
.] The

capital of a pillar or pilas-
ter which supports an arch:
more commonly called im-

post.

chapwoman (chap'wum"-
an). pi. ckapwomen

Chaptrel (<?).
(-wim"en). [< chap, as in

chapman, + woman."] A
woman who buys and sells

;
a female trader.

Massinger. [Rare.]
char1

, chare1
(char, char), n. [< ME. char,

charr, cher, cherre, pi. charres, cherres, also

chare, chere, pi. chares, clieres (the form chare

being due rather to the verb form chare), a par-
ticular time, a particular thing to do, also,

rarely, a turn or turning, < AS. cerr, cierr, cirr,

cyrr, m., a particular time, a particular thing
to do, an affair (with short vowel,but orig. long,
cerr), =MD. D. keer, m., a turn, circuit, tour,

time, = MLG. here, LG. her, f
.,
a turn, direction,

= OHG. cher, MHG. leer, m., also OHG. chera,
MHG. leere, t., G. kehr, f., a turn, turning, di-

rection; not found in Scand. or Gothic. See
char1

,
chare1

,
v. In the sense of ' a particular

thing to do, a job,' the word exists also in the
form chore, formerly also spelled choar, with
a var. choor, also spelled chewer, early mod. E.

chewre, pointing to a ME. *chore or *chore. See
chore1

,
n. Hence in comp. ajar for *achar; cf.

charQ.] If. A turn.
Thanne he maketh therto char.

Bestiary, 1. 843 (Old Eng. Miscellany, ed. Morris).

2f. A particular time.
The thridde time riht also, and [the] feorthe cherre, &

te vifte cherre. Ancren Riwle, p. 36.

3f. A motion
;
an act.

Bote as tou [thou] here me aboute, ne migt I do the leste

char.
Debate of Body and Soul, 1. 157 (Latin Poems attrib. to

[Walter Mapes, ed. Wright, p. 334).

While thou holdes mete in nionthe, be war
To drynke, that is un-honest char,
And also fysike for-bedes hit,
And sais thou may be choket at that byt.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 302.

4. [In this use regularly, in the U. S., chore:
see etym.] A particular thing to do

;
a single

piece of work
;
a job ;

in the plural, miscellane-
ous jobs ;

work done by the day. See chore1 .

For beof ne for bakoun, ne for swich stor of house,
Unnethe [hardly] wolde eny don a char.

Political Songs (ed. Wright), p. 341.
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And drowse his swerde prively,
That the childe were not war
Ar he had done that char.

Cursor Muntli. (Halliwell.)

The maid that milks,
And does the meanest chares.

Shak., A. and C., iv. 13.

Intellectual ability is not so common or so unimportant
a gift that it should be allowed to run to waste upon mere
handicrafts and chares. Huxley, Universities.

char1
,
chare1

(char, char), v.
; pret. and pp.

charred, chared, ppr. charring, charing. [< ME.
charren, cherren, also charen, cheren, < AS. cer-

ren, cierran, cyrran, orig. cerran, turn, return, =
OFries. kera = MD. keren, D. keeren = LG.
keren = OHG. cheran, cheren, keran, keren, cher-

ran, cherren, MHG. keren, G. kehren, turn, re-

turn: see char1
,
chare1

,
n. For the senses cf.

turn and wend!] I. trans. If. To turn
; give

another direction to.

Satenas [Satan] our wai will charre ;

Forthi behones us be waire
That we ga bi na wrange sties.

Metrical Homilies, p. 52.

2f. To lead or drive.

The lorde hym charred to a chambre.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 850.

Take good eyd to our com
And chare away the crowe.

Coventry Mysteries, p. 325.

3. To stop or turn back: in this sense only
chare. [North. Eng.]

Charyn, or geynecopyn [var. agen stondyn], sisto.

Prompt. Parv., p. 70.

4. To separate (chaff) from the grain : in this

sense only chare. [Prov. Eng.] 5. [Seecftar
1

,

chare1 , n., 4, and cf. chore1 , r.] To do; per-
form; execute.

All's char'd when he is gone.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, iii. 2.

II. intrans. If. To turn; return.

He charde ajein sone eft in to Borne.

Layamon, III. 182.

2f. To go ;
wend.
Tharvore anan to hire cherde
Thrusche and throstle.

Owl and Nightingale, 1. 1656.

Leue askede hem horn to faren
With wines and childre thethen [thence] charen.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1611.

3. [In this sense usually chare.'] To work in

the house of another by the day ;
do chares or

chores
;
do small jobs.

" Mother goes out charinq, sir," replied the girl.

Thackeray, The Curate's Walk.

char2
(char), v. t.

; pret. and pp. charred, ppr.
charring. [Due to char- in charcoal, rather
than to char1

,
ME. charren, turn, return, which

does not occur in ME. in a sense connected with
that of c/idr2 . See chark% and charcoal.] 1. To
burn or reduce to charcoal.

A way of charring sea-coal wherein it is in aboxit three
hours or less . . . brought to charcoal.

Boyle, Works, II. 141.

2. To burn the surface of more or less: as, to
char the inside of a barrel (a process regularly

employed for some purposes) ;
the timbers were

badly charred. =Syn. See scorch.

char2 (char), n. [See char2
, v., and charcoal.']

Charcoal.
The sun itself will become cold as a cinder, dead as a

burned-out char. H. W. Warren, Astronomy, p. 21.

A filter is a big iron drum containing ten thousand

pounds of animal bone-black. The "char" must be washed
with hot water every two days and dried in a kiln.

The Century, XXXV. 113.

char3 (char), v. t.
; pret. and pp. charred, ppr.

charring. [Origin uncertain; perhaps a par-
ticular use of char1 or char2.] In building, to

hew; work, as stone. Oxford Glossary.
char4 (char), n. [Formerly also written charr,

chare, < Gael, ceara = Ir. cear, red, blood-col-

ored; cf. Gael, and Ir.
cear^

blood. The W.
name is torgoch, lit. red-bellied, < tor, belly, +
coch, red,] A fish of the family Salmonides and

Char, or A-nerican Brook-trout (Satvtlinus foHtinalis}.

( From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

genus Salvelinus. All the species were formerly
ranged in the genus Salmo, and several fishes which are
properly chars are called salmon or trout. There is but

characinid

one generally recognized species in Europe, Kalvelimu

alpinw, the common red char, formerly called Salmo
umbla, of which the so-called Windennere char and the
Welsh torgoch or redbelly are by most considered to be
varieties. It inhabits clear cold waters of Switzerland.

Germany, Scandinavia, and Great Britain. The American
char nearest the European is known as the Raiiyelcy lakr.

(in Maine) trout, Salvelinus oquassa. The -Floebcrg char
of arctic America is S. arcturu*. The common American
brook-trout, S. fontinalis, is also a char. Chars are among
the most beautiful and delicious of the salmon family.

They are distinguished fruin the true trouts by having the
vomer boat-shaped and without teeth in its shaft. The
colors also are characteristic.

char5
t, chare3

t, " [ME., also cJiarre, an assibi-

lated form of car1
, q. v.] A car; a chariot.

About his char ther wenten white alauns.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1290.

[She] passes owte of the palesse with alle hir price may-
denys,

Towarde Chestyre in a charre thay chese hir the wayes.
Morte Arthnre (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3917.

Therby also, not ferre frome Jordan, is the place where
Elyas the prophete was rauysshed into heuyn in a golde
chare. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 42.

char6 (char), adv. and a. [Short for "achur

foTajar: see ajar.] Ajar. Halliwell. [North.
Eng.]
char7 (char), n. [Appar. a particular use of F.

char, a car, wagon.] An old wine-measure. In
Geneva it was about 145 United States gallons.

char8 (char), n. [E. Ind.] An island or sand-
bank formed in a stream.
The great Indian rivers, therefore, not only supply new

ground by depositing chars or islands in their beds, etc.

W. W. Hunter, The Indian Empire, p. 44.

The gradual formation of chars and bars of sand in the

upper part of its [the Brahmaputra's] course has diverted
the main volume of water into the present channel of the
Jamuna. Encyc. Brit., XV. 295.

Chara1
(ka'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. xaPa , delight,

< xa'Puv> rejoice.] 1. A genus of cellular

cryptogamous plants, natural order Characem
(which see). They grow in pools and slow streams,
rooting in the ground and growing erect. Some species,
as Chara fcetida, when taken out of the water emit a very
disagreeable odor, like that of sulphureted hydrogen.
They occur all over the world, but chiefly in temperate
countries.

2. [I. c.] A plant
of this genus.
Chara2 (ka'ra), n.

The name of the
southernmost of

the two hounds in

the constellation
Canes Venatici.

char-a-bancs(shar-
a-bon'),i. [F.char-
& -banes: char, a

car; a, with; banes,
benches: see car1

,

bank1
,
and bench.]

A long and light
vehicle furnished
with transverse

seats, and general-
ly open at the sides
or inclosed with
curtains. Some-
times charabanc.
We were met by a sort of char-d-bancs, or American

wagon, with three seats, one behind the other, all facing
the horses. Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. xiv.

Characeae (ka-ra'se-e), . pi. [NL., < Chara +
-acea;.'] A small group of submerged chlorophyl-
bearing cryptogamous plants, nearly related to

the algse and consisting of slender-jointed stems
which bearwhorls of leaves at regular intervals.
The leaves bear leaflets and the organs of fructification.
The antheridia are spherical bodies composed externally
of eight triangular shield-shaped segments, inclosing a

great number of filaments. In each joint or cell of the
latter is produced one antherozoid coiled spirally. The
carpogonium consists of a central cell which, after fertili-

zation, becomes the fruit and is inclosed by 6 cells twisted

spirally around it. The species are usually grouped in
two families, each containing two genera. In the Cha-
rece, represented by Chara, the stem and leaves are some-
times covered with a cortical layer of cells and are some-
times naked. The leaves are in whorls of from 6 to 12, and
the leaflets are always one-celled. In Nitelleai, represented
by NiteUa, the stems are never corticated, and the leaflets

are in whorls of from 5 to 8, and often more than one-
celled. The circulation of the protoplasm is easily ob-
served in the cells of many Characece. Several species are
incrusted with lime and are very brittle.

characeous (ka-ra'shius), a. In lot., belong-
ing to or resembling the Characece.
characin (kar'a-sin), . A fish of the family
Characinicke.

Characinae (kar-a-si'ne), n. pi. Same as Cha-
racinina>.

characine (kar'a-sin), a. Of or pertaining to
the Characinina;'oT Characinida?.
characinid (ka-ras'i-nid), n. A fish of the fam-
ily Characinidai.



Characinidae

Characinidae (kar-a-mn'i-de), >i. pi. [NL., <

CharariMiix + -((/.! A family of plectospcm-

dylous fishes, typified by the genus CharaeflMU.
The liocly is scaly, the head is naked ;

tin- upper jaw is

forillfll by the InternUUdUviei in tin- middle and tin-

maxiUarle* latently; the pylori.' ippendigM are more at

ics.s miim-rous; the Ir-blmdder U divided IJUIIM-. i- h

into two portions. AM adipose tin is generally developed,
and there arc no psrmlitlii am M:r. tin- siMvirs are inhab-

itants of the fre-,h waters { Afriea an. I tropical Alnerii-a,

anil are very numerous.

Characininae (kar'a-Bi-nl'nfi), . )>l. [NL., <

Charariiiim + -iinr.] A subfamily of charuci-

noid lislics to which different limits have been

assigned. Also ('liiirtn-iiitr.

characinoid ( kar'a-si-noid), (i. and n. [< Clutru-

rinHx + -old.] I. 'it. Pertaining to or having the

characters of the Clitirai-iiii.'-r.

II. //. A fish of the family Characini/ln.

Characinus (kar-a-si'nus), it. [NL. (Lacpede,
1803), < Gr. x"lm$ (xa(MK~)i a sea-fish, perhaps
the rud; a particular use of x''l"l

$\
a pointed

stake, < xal'"nnl "'> make sharp or pointed. See

character.'] A genus of fishes, typical of the

family ('litirm-iiiitlii:

charactt (kar'akt), M. [A restored spelling of

ME. fiinii-t. fiirin-lt: cin-irt, a mark, < OP. ca-

rai'tf. carntr = 1'r. rfimcta, shortened from L.

chiii-ii<-ti-r : see character.] A character; a dis-

tinctive mark.
Even so may Angelo,

In all his dressings, characts, titles, forms,
!',. an arch-villain. sh,ik., M. for M., v. 1.

character (kar'ak-ter), . [< ME. caractcr (usu-

ally sliortened earact, a mark : see charact) = Y.

earactere = Sp. eardcter = Pg. caracter, charac-

ter = It. carattere = D. Gr. Dan. Sw. karakter,
< L. character, < Gr. xatmKT>IP, prop, an instru-

ment for marking or graving, commonly a mark
engraved or impressed, a figure, any distinctive

mark, a personal feature, peculiar nature or

character, < yapnaaav, furrow, scratch, en-

grave .] 1 . A mark made by cutting, stamping,
or engraving, as on stone, metal, or other hard
material ; hence, a mark or figure, written or

printed, and used to communicate thought, as

in the formation of words; a letter, figure, or

sign.

He[DanteIisthe very man . . . who has read the dusky
characters on the portal within which there is no hope.

Macaulay, Milton.

She looked into an illuminated countenance, whose
characters were all beaming, though the page itself was
dusk. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxxvii.

Hence 2. The peculiar form or style of letters

used by a particular person ; handwriting ; any
system of written, engraved, or printed sym-
bols employed by a particular race or nation
of people to record or communicate thought :

as, the Greek character; the Runic character ;

the Hebrew character.

Alas, Malvolio, this is not my writing,

Though, I confess, much like the character.

Shale., T. N., v. 1.

Another letter you must frame for me
Instantly, in your lady's character,
To such a purpose as I'll tell thee straight.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, i. 3.

I will have his name
Formed in some mystic character.

B. Joiuun, Alchemist, ii. 1.

He ... made notes of all that I told him, in the quaint
character used by the Mughrebbius, or Arabs of the West,
which has considerable resemblance to the ancient C'ufle.

B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 23.

3f. A cipher.
For Sir H. Rennet's love is come to the height, and his

confidence, that he hath given my Lord a character, and
will oblige my Lord to correspond with him.

Pepys, Diary, II. 148.

4. A distinguishing mark or characteristic ;

any one of the properties or qualities which
serve to distinguish one person or thing from
others ;

a peculiarity by which a thing may be

recognized, described, and classified, in modern
English character is the most general designation for that
which an abstract noun denotes.

I will not name him,
Nor give you any character to know him.

Beau, and Ft., Little French Lawyer, i. S.

Fear and sorrow are the true characters and inseparable
companions of most melancholy.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 109.

The bandages and draperies of the grave still imparted
their charnel character to the figure. Poe, Tales, I. 487.

The importance, for classification, of trifling charaetfn,
mainly depends on their being correlated with several
other characters of more or less importance.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 367.

5. The combination of
properties, qualities, or

peculiarities which distinguishes one person or

thing, or one group of persons or things, from
others; specifically, the sum of the inherited
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and acquired ethical traits which give to a per-
son his moral individuality.

A character, or that which distinguishes one man from
all others, cannot In- suppo-i-d to consist ..! one particular
virtue, or vice, or passion only ; but it is a composition of

qualiti'.- which are not contrary to one ioothn in the

same person. Itryden, Criticism in Tragedy.

A character Is only formed through a man's conscious

presentation to himself of objects a- bis nood, ax that in

which his self-satisfaction is to be found.

T. II. 9mm, l'rolei;omena to F.thics, | 108.

6. The moral qualities assigned to a person

by repute ; the estimate attached to an individ-

ual by the community in which he lives
; good

or bad reputation ; standing : as, a character

for veracity or mendacity.
The people of Alexandria have a very bad chu,

especially the military men, and ainonu them particularly
the janizaries. I'ocockr, Description of the Eat, I. Hi.

( '/in i-nfifr is the slow-spreading Influence of opinion arls

ing from the deportment of a man in society. Erikii .

Specifically 7. Good qualities, or the reputa-
tion of possessing them; good reputation: as,

a man of worth and character.

They are tenacious of reputation with a vengeance;
for they don't choose any body should have a character

but themselves ! Sheridan, School for Scandal, II. 1.

There was a certain shyness about his greeting, quite
different from his usual frank volubility, that did not,

however, impress us as any accession of character.
Bret Harte, Argonauts, p. lt.

8. The qualities, course of action, or r61e ap-

propriate to a given person, station in life,

profession, etc.

The missionaries came here at first under the character

of physicians. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 77.

'Twould not be out of character. If you went in your own
carriage. Sheridan, School for Scandal, III. 1.

9. Strongly marked distinctive qualities of

any kind : as, a man with a great deal of char-

acter.

To put it iu a single word, I think that his (Dryden'sl

qualities and faculties were in that rare combination
which makes character. Tills gave tlavor to whatever he
wrote a very rare quality.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 78.

10. An account or statement of the qualities or

peculiarities of a person or thing ; specifically,
an oral or a written statement with regard to

the standing or qualifications of any one, as a
servant or an employee.

It was your character that first commended
Him to my thoughts. Shirley, Hyde Park, ii. 3.

Mr. Selden was a Person whom no Character can flatter,

or transmit in any Expressions equal to his Merit and Vir-

tue. Clarendon, Autobiog. (ed. 1759), p. 1.

1 1. A person ; a personage : as, the noble char-

acters of ancient history; a disreputable char-

acter; specifically, one of the persons repre-
sented in a drama, or in fiction.

In a tragedy, or epick poem, the hero . . . must out-

shine the rest of all the characters.

Dryden, Parallel of Poetry and Painting.

The friendship of distinguished characters. Roscoe.

I went down to the Turkish houses, to cultivate the ac-

quaintance of a singular character I met on board the
steamer. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 22.

12. A person of marked peculiarities ;
an odd

person : used absolutely : as, he was a charac-
ter. 13t. A stamp or representation; type.

[Bare.]
And tliou. In thy black shape and blacker actions,

Being hell's perfect character, art delighted
To do what I, though infinitely wicked,
Tremble to hear. Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, iv. 1.

Arabic characters, arrow-headed r cuneiform
characters, baptismal character, epistolographlc
characters-etc. See the adjectives. Character-actor.
See actor. Character of scales and, keys, in music, the

peculiar quality or individuality that is thought to inhere
in certain scales and keys. Thus, keys having sharps in the

signature are thought to be brighter and stronger than
those having fiats ; and certain moods are said to be more
appropriately expressed by certain keys than by others.

The existence of such differences, except so far as they re-

sult from the inequality of the voice or an accidental or
traditional irregularity of tuning, is denied by many mu-
sicians. Derivative Character, a character that is de-

ducihle from another. Generic character, a mark dis-

tinguishing genera. Musical Characters, the conven-
tional forms or marks used for signs of clefs, notes, rests,

etc. Real Character, a graphical sign which signifies

something directly and ideographically, and not phoneti-
cally or by representing a spoken word or speech ; also,
a complete system of such signs serving as a written

language. Specific Character, a specific difference ; a
mark distinguishing species. =8yn. 4. Characteristic, At-

tribute, etc. See quality. 5. Disposition, turn, bent, con-
stitution.

character (kar'ak-ter. formerly ka-rak'ter),
v.t. [< character, M.] 1. To engrave; inscribe;
write.

Show me one scar character'd on thy skin.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ill. 1.

The laws of marriage character'd in gold
Upon the blanched tablets of her heart.

Tennyson, Isabel.

characteristic

2t. To ascribe a certain character to ;
charac-

terize; describe.

She's far from tint 1 cluinirti-r'il.

Miili/l.tiin inn! lidirlrii. Spanish I'M'.sy, V. 1.

Thuanus . . . thus charactereili the I'on-U'al.l. -n.si -s.

r, Holy War, p. 14.',.

3. To give expression to, as mental qualities
to the countenance. [Kare.]

Such mingled passions character d his face
Of fierce and terrible henry. .Inn <

That I did tremble as I looked on him.

charactered (kar'ak-terd), . [< character +
-ii/-, \ Jlaving ii character. TI-IIHI/.--IIII.

characterially(kar-k-te'ri-al-i ),ailr. Charac-
teristically. uatttoett-PltUlippt.

characterisation, characterise. See charac-
ti i't.:(iti(ni, clifi>'(tct''ri-t

r
.

characterism (kar'ak-ter-izm), n. [= P. ca-

i-nc/t'i-iniHi; < L. i-hr<tct< ritiiini.i, < Gr. xal
lk ~'i-

piau6f, a characterizing, < xal>
a*T'/P'tfn

'

l
char-

acterize : see characterize.] 1. A distinctive

character; a characteristic.

The characterise of an honest man : He looks not to

what lie might do, but what he should.

///.. Hall, Characters.

Simplicity In discourse, and Ingenuity in all pretences
and transactions, became the characterisms of Christian

men. Jcr. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I., Pret

St. A description of the character or pecu-
liarities of a person or thing; a characteriza-

tion.

Some short Characterism of the chief Actors.

B. Jonson, The New Inn, Dramatis Persona*.

characteristic (kar'ak-te-ris'tik), a. and n.

[= F. caractcristique = Sp. caracterigtico = Pg.
caracteristico = It. earatteristico = D. karaktc-

ristiek = Sw. karakteristik (cf. G. karaktcristixch

= Dan. karakteristinlc), < Gr. xaPaKTT!P"jrtK^-
< xaPaKrriP'&tvL designate, characterize: see

characterize.'} t. a. 1. Pertaining to, constitut-

ing, or indicating the character; exhibiting the

peculiar qualities of a person or thing ; pecu-
liar; distinctive: as, a characteristic distinc-

tion ; with characteristic generosity, he emptied
his purse.

I saw the mouldering ruin of an abbey overrun with ivy,
and the taper spire of a village church rising from the
brow of a neighboring hill all were characteristic of Eng-
land. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 23.

2. Relative to a characteristic or character-
istics in sense II., 2 (6) or (c) Characteristic
angle Of a curve, in yearn., a rectilinear right-angled
triangle, whose hypothenuse makes a part of the curve,
not sensibly different from a right line. Characteristic
formula, in Jitath., a formula expressing how many of an

i-way spread of figures satisfy any f-fold condition, the
formula being of the form shown under II., 2(6). Char-
acteristic function of a moving system. See /nr-
tum. Characteristic letter, characteristic sound,
in gram., the last letter or sound of the stem, to which the
termination must lie accommodated, thus determining or

characterizing the inflection of the word. Also called the

characteristic, character, or stein-character. Character-
istic number, the number of characteristics of a given
spread of figures, for a con dition of a given dimensionality.

Characteristic piece, inmusic, a composition intend-
ed to depict or suggest a definite scene, event, object, or

quality, as Beethoven's "Pastoral" Symphony. Charac-
teristic problem, the problem of determining the char-
acteristic numbers of a given spread of figures. Char-
acteristic tone, in mniic: (a) The seventh tone of the
scale: so called necause it specially emphasizes the su-

premacy of the tonic or key-note ; the leading-tone. (6)
In any key, that tone by which it is distinguished from
the most nearly related keys, as the Fg that distinguishes
the key of G from that of C.

II. n. 1. That which serves to characterize,
or which constitutes or indicates the charac-

ter; anything that distinguishes one person or

thing or place from another; a distinctive fea-

ture.

This vast invention exerts itself in Homer in a manner
superior to that of any poet ; it is the great and peculiar
characteristick which distinguishes him from all others.

Pope.

It is a characteristic of wisdom not to do desperate
things. Thoreau, Walden, p. 11.

To become crystallized, fixed in opinion and mode of

thought, Is to lose the great characteristic of life, by which
it is distinguished from inanimate nature : the power of

adapting itself to circumstances.
W. K. Cliford, Lectures, I. 105.

2. In math.: (a) [NL. characteristica, used in

this sense by Henry Brigges in 1628.] The in-

dex or integer part of an artificial or Briggsian
logarithm. See logarithm. (6) A number, one
of a set of numbers, //, v, etc., referring to an

i-way spread of figures of a given kind, and
such that the number of these figures which

satisfy any i-fold condition is equal to a/i +
bv +, etc., where a, l>, etc., are whole numbers

depending upon the nature of this condition.

This definition, given by Schubert in 1879, is a
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generalization of that given by Ohaslen in 1864. charactery (kar'ak-ter-i), H. [< character + -//.] charbon (sliiir'bon), w. [F., lit. n coal: see
(c) Any number related in a remarkable way to

a figure : a use of the term not allowed by care-
ful writers, (rf) A number referring to a higher
singularity of an algebraical curve or surface,
and expressing how many simple singularities
of a given kind it replaces, (e) The rational

integral function (in its lowest terms) whose
vanishing expresses the satisfaction of the con-
dition of which it is the characteristic. 3. In

l>hitvl. See ekaTaoterietic letter or sound, above.
Characteristic of a cubic, i" ."!., the invariable

anharmonic ratio of the four tangents which can lie drawn
t 11 plane cubic from anyone of its own points. Char-
acteristic of a dynamo or magneto-electric ma-

1. That which constitutes or indicates charac-

ter; that in anything which indicates its quali-
ties; a character or characteristic.

carbon.'] 1. A little black spot or mark re-

maining after the large spot in the cavity of
the corner-tooth of a horse is gone. 2. In
jiathol., anthrax; malignant pustule. See an-
thrax.

2. The act or art of characterizing; character-
ization by means of words or representation.

Faeries use flowers for their charactery.
Slia/c., Jl. YV'. of \V.. v . f,.

A third sort bestowed their time in drawing out the
true lineaments of every virtue and vice, so lively that
who saw the medals might know thejace : which art they

__ u significantly termed charactery.
chine, :t curve wlin.sc al>scis.sa.s measure the electromo- _-U*.J A /nv. -j/\ n^ j
live force or ditlerence of potential, and whose ordiiiiites cnaratte (Sha-rad ), II. [t .

;
a mod. word of

measure the intensity of the current. A shunt dynamo
""'">"" T * ~~ ' 1 " '-

has two characteristics, the external and internal. Ex-
ternal characteristic of a shunt dynamo, a curve
whose abscissas represent the ilillerences of potential be-
tween the terminals, and the ordinates the intensity of the
current, in the external circuit. Internal characteris-
tic Of a Shunt dynamo, the characteristic for the shunt
circuit. =Syn. 1. Character, Attribute, etc. See quality.

Characteristical (kar''ak-te-ris'ti-kal), a. Same
as characteristic. [Rare.]"

Here is a shell; 'tis pearly blank to me,
Nor marked with any sign or charactery. Keats.

His labors upon charbon (splenic fever or malignant
pustule) had been suggested by my studies.

Pasteur (trans.), Pop. Sci. Mo., XX. 801.

Charbon de garance, a substance obtained from mad-
der by heating it with strong sulphuric acid, converting it

into a black mass, which on being heated yields a subli-
mate of orange crystals of alizarin.

charbunclet, . An obsolete form of carhiniclf.

Dp. Hall, Characters', charcoal (chiir'kol), n. [Early mod. E. cliarcnlc.

also charke-cole (see below), < ME. chare,,!,-.

charkole, probably a contraction of *ckark-

cole, < charken, mod. E. cliarkl, creak, crack
(el/ark

1
being ult. a var. of crack1

), + cole, coal

(like MD. krick-koul, later krik-kool, pi. krick-

kolen, charcoal, <kricken,='E. crick, creak, + kool
= E. coal), the verb being used attributively, in

qualification of the noun, with ref. to the creak-

ing or clinking of the coals in their friction

unknown origin.] An enigma whose solution is

a word of two or more syllables, each of which
is separately significant in sound, and which,
as well as the whole word, must be discovered
from a dialogue or description in which it is

used, or from dramatic representation.
Charades and riddles as at Christmas.

Tennyson, Prol. to Princess... L-j against one another (cf. clinker, a cinder, named
But the general beauty of them all is, that they [Sir

cnaraarian i-n), a. bame as elm- for a like reason
;
cf. also E. dial, chark, cherk, a

Philip Sidney's sonnets] are so perfectly characteristical. raanne. . i , , , ,

JMIIIO, Ella, p. 380.

characteristically (kar'ak-te-ris'ti-kal-i), adv.
In a characteristic manner

;
in a manner that

expresses the character
; distinctively.

Each of us looks at the world in his own way, and does

radrine.

[NL., <

prtecocial
pressirostral grallatorial birds, of the order Li-

not know that perhaps it is characteristically his own.
J. H. Newman, Gram, of Assent, p. 361.

Characteristicalness(kar'
/

ak-te-ris'ti-kal-ne8),
n. [< characteristical + -ness.'] The state or

quality of being characteristic.

characterization (kar"ak-ter-i-za'shon). n. r< Charadriiformes (ka-rad"ri-i-f6r'mez), n. i>l.

[NL., < Charadrius + L. forma, form.] In Gar-
rod's arrangement, one of four orders of homa-
logonatous birds, including the pigeons, plo-

Charadriidse (kar-a-dri'i-de), n. pi.
Charudriim + -iila-.'] A family of

pressirostral grallatorial birds, of the*
. j - 11 1'. l. "~?i~~ *ut*ij".c 0(0 l/w* /v I lit/we- ICttilV IUUU. j. UflU/fCK-

mwolai; a group of small hmicolme wading ^, as above), but without recognition of the
birds, or shore-birds, comprising the plovers

- ..,'.)-.,

cinder, a piece of charcoal, prob. due to the com-
pound), or to their cracking or crackling in the
fire: see chark1 and coal. Hence, from charcoal

analyzed as chark + coal (early mod. E. charJce-

and certain plover-like forms, related within
family limits to the genus Charadrius. It is a
large and important cosmopolitan group of nearly 100 spe-
cies. Its limits are, however, unsettled, several genera
being sometimes made types of distinct families. Also
Charadriadtv.

characterise + -ation.] The act of character-

izing ; representation or description of salient

qualities or characteristics, as by an actor,
painter, writer, or speaker. Also spelled char-
acterisation.

"Society" in this representative town of the Pacific
Coast is somewhat difficult of characterization.

S. Bou-leii, in Merriam, II. 7.

characterize (kar'ak-ter-Iz), v. t.; pret. and
pp. characterized,
caracteriaer

terizzare= D. karakteriseren = G. karakterisire/i
= Dan. karakterisere= Sw. karakterisera, < ML.

orig. sense of chark (cliarki), the new verb chark2
and the noun chark2 (which cannot be derived
directly from chark1

); or, from charcoal ana-
lyzed as char + coal, the new verb char2 and
the noun char2 equiv. to chark2

,
and now the

usual form : see chark2
,
char2 . In Skeat's view

the cliar- of charcoal is a particular use of ME.
charren, turn (that is, from wood to coal) ;

cf.
"Then Nestor broil'd them on the cole-turn'd
wood" (Chapman, Odyssey, iii. 623); "But

terized, ppr. characterizing. [= F '"'*' an(' longer than the toes, wl

SD Pff caracteri-ar Tt rnrnt wel)bing; the tibia; naked below_ op. rg. caraoiet i,ar _ it. carat- ..*. nn(i ,,. ,_=, _hnpf <.,,..,,

vers, cranes, gulls, etc. They are distinguished though the whole world turn to coal "
(G. Her-

bv the schizorhinal structure of the nasal bones, hert, Vertue); but the ME. charren, mod. E.
Cnaradriinse (ka-rad-ri-!'ne), n. pi. [NL., < char* and its cognates, mean ' turn '

only in ref
Charadriua + -m.] The typical subfamily of to a change of direction (and hence to action)
the family Charadriida;, including the true plo-
vers. Normally they have hut 3 toes ; the tarsi reticu-
late, and longer than the toes, which usually have basal
w ebbing ; the tibise naked below

; the wings long and
acute ; and the tail short

; generally even, and composed

4 - - - jnj,
and do not appear ever to have been used
with ref. to a change of form or substance.
See cfcar1.] 1. Coal made by subjecting wood
to a process of smothered combustion; more

charactcrizare, < Gr. xaPaKT1P'^i>', designate bv of a Pteeon - Tne group contains several genera and per-

a characteristic mark, < XapaKri>p. a mark, char"- i""'
s 8

!S
ecie8

'
f a11 Parts of the world -

acter: see character.'] 1. To impart a special cnaradrine, cnaradrune (ka-rad'rin, -ri-in), a.

stamp or character to
;
constitute a character-

' amins to the Charadriina; : resembling a

istic or the characteristics of; stamp or distin-

guish; mark; denote.

A spirit of philosophy and toleration . . . now seems to
Charadrioid (ka-rad n-oid), a. and n.

characterize the age. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.
:

of 1-2 feathers. The bill is typically pressirostral, is not generally, the carbonaceous residue of vegeta-
longer than the head, and is shaped somewhat like that ble, animal, or combustible mineral substances

2. To describe the character or give an ac-
count of the qualities of; describe by distin-

guishing qualities.

plover; pluvialine.
raid, charadrioid.

[< Cha-
_ _ Resembling or having

the characters of the Charadrii'lce. Also cha-
radroid.

II. n. A bird of the family Charadriida;.-'--charadriomorph (ka-rad'ri-6-morf), n. One
qne_of

that species of women whom you have charar- of tne Charadnomornhw.
spectator, No. 401.

he intended to charac-

Johnson, Life of Rowe.terize King William.

St. To engrave, stamp, or imprint. [Rare.]
Sentiments characterized and engraven hi the soul

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

Also spelled characterise.
= Syn. 2. To mark, designate.

characterized (kar'ak-ter-lzd), p. a. [Pp. of

characterize, t'.] Stamped with a specific char-
acter or constitution; having characteristic or
typical qualities.

which have been subjected to smothered com-
bustion. Wood-charcoal is used as fuel and in the manu-
facture of gunpowder, and, from its power of absorbing
gases, as a disinfectant and also as a filter. The different
kinds of charcoal are employed for many purposes in the
arts. See carbon and coal.

A cheyer by-fore the chemne ther charcole brenned
Watz graythed for syr Oawan.
Sir Qawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 875.

She burned no lesse through the cinders of too kinde
affection than the logge duoth with the help of charke-
coalte. TM-tmth (1593, New Shak. Soc.), p. 80.

2. A pencil of charcoal, used by artists Animal
charcoal. Same as bone-black. Coal-gas charcoal.
Same as ijas-carbon (which see, under carbon). Fossil <>r

mineral charcoal. See mother-of~coal, under coal.
Molded charcoal, an artificial fuel made of charcoal-
refuse and coal-tar, molded into cylinders, dried, and car-
bonized.

wiriomorp)i"

, . ,',
. pi.

form.] A group of birds including the plovers
and snipes; the limicoline waders or Limicoltv;
a superfamily of schizognathous carinate birds, charcoal-black (chiir'kol-blak'), n. A black
nearly equivalent to the pressirostral and Ion- pigment prepared from vine-twigs, almond-
girostral grallatorial pnecocial birds. They have shells, and peach-stones.
an elongated and comparatively slender rostrum ; promi- charcoal-burner Cchiir'kol bpr'nprl \ man
nent basipterygoid processes ; lamellar concavoconvex

~
;:.,

*
,

;

ar
f
KO ' r e

V/'
"'

f man
maxillopalatines ; the angle of the mandible recurved ; the >Plo}e

,
m the manufacture of charcoal.

charcoal-drawing (char'k61-dra"iug), H. 1.
A picture or drawing executed with crayons of

hallux small or absent ; and the crus bare above the suf-
frago. The group includes the Charadriidtt, Scolnpacidcr.
and related families.

The coast presents a coarse red sandstone, which con- charadrioinorphic (ka-rad^ri -o-mor 'fik), a
tmues well characterized as far as Cape Saumarez.

[< Charadriomorphai + -ic.~\ Plover-like ; cha-A,, sec. ormn. Exp., I. 46.
radrine; piuvialine; specifically, having the

Characterless (kar ak-ter-les), a. [< character characters of the Charadriomornha;.
t--fevs.] 1. Lacking a definite or positive char- Charadrius (ka-rad'ri-us), n. [NL., a mod.
acter: coimnmilt rn.pp! nmnrprpstintr- r*joV .,.., .1 ;...,,:.., ~a ^ i 7- ^ ^ -

charcoal.- 2. The art of producing drawings
with charcoal.
This art of charcoal-dratoinsf, which now occupies a very

high position in the opinion of artists as an independent
means of expression, is a most curious example of what
may lie called promotion amongst the graphic arts.

Hamerton, Graphic Arts, p. 157.acter; commonplace; uninteresting; weak.

it was more extensive than the family now is, but it has
been variously restricted, and is now usually confined to

2f. Unrecorded, as in history.

Mighty states characterless are grated
To dusty nothing. Shak., T. and C., iii. 2.

characterlessness (kar'ak-ter-les-nes), n. [<
charadroid (ka-rad 'roid), a. Same as cha-

characterless + -ness.'] The state or quality of
r
/>

flri'ne and charadrioid.

being without a well-marked character, or dis- charas, . Same as chumts.
tinctive features or marks. charboclet, charbonclet, . Middle English
character-monger (kar'ak-ter-mung"ger), .

forms of carbuncle.

air.

One given to criticizing the actions and char-
acters of other people ;

a gossip. [Rare.]
She was his (Johnson's] pet, his dear love, ... his lit-

tle character-monger. Macaulay, Madame D'Arhlay.

The tempull is atyret all with tryet clothes,
Bassons of bright gold, & other brode vessel!,
C'haundelers full ehefe, & charbokill stones
And other Riches full Rife that we may rad haue

Ilextritctifiii of Trnv (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3170.

(char'kol-I"ern), n. A superior
ity of iron made with the use of charcoal as

a fuel.

charcoal-paper (char'kol-pa/per), n. An un-
calendered paper with a soft texture and a
tooth, used in charcoal-drawing. It is made
in various tints.

charcoal-pencil (char 'kol- pen "sil), n. A
crayon consisting of a charred twig of willow,
or of sawdust from willow-, lime-, or poplar-
wood, pressed in a mold, dried in the air, and
charred in a retort.
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charcoal-pit (char 'kol -pit), a. A charcoal-
furnace in the form of a pit, usually conical in

shape. It is filled with wood, which is fired

and then covered with earth.

charcoal-plates (chiir'kol-plats), n. pi. The
name given to the best quality of tin-plates,
made from charcoal-iron. An inferior quality
of tin-plates in made with coke as the fuel.

charcoal-tree (chiir'kol-tre), . An urtica-
ceous tree of India, Trciun nrii'iitalis, allied to
the elm.

Charcot's crystals, disease. See crystal, iHxcim, .

chard't, An obsolete form of chart or its
doublet i-anli.

chard2 (chard), n. [< F. "charde, carde (cf. t-liiir-

tloini, < V. cliardon), < \,. cardnut, a thistle or
artichoke: see card?.] A leaf of artichoke,
Ci/Hiini Ncoli/inm<, blanched by depriving it of

light. Beet-chards, the leaf-stalks and midribs of a
\anct\ c.r while beet, /;./ r '/, iii which these parts art*

greatly developed, dressed f(ir the table.

chardoon, . See car/loon.

chare 1

,
. and i\ See char 1

.

chare'2 (char), . [Also chore; perhaps a par-
ticular use of chare 1

,
clmr1

,
a turn: seec/wr1

.]

A narrow lane or passage between houses in a
town. [North. Eng.]
chare :)

t, Nee chr&.
charett, [Early mod. E., < ME. ehare.t, rha-
r, !/!, < OF. charettc, charete (= Pr. Sp. Pg.
i-iirri'ta = It. earretta), < ML. carreta, a two-
wheeled car, dim. of L. carrus, chariot: see
cnr1

.] A chariot.

Chare Thursday. [Chare, assibilated form of
care (found only in this name and in the adj.
I'hiiry). Cf. Care Sunday and the G. Kar-freitag,
'Care Friday,' Good Friday.] The Thursday
in Passion week

;
the day before Good Friday.

[Prov. Eng.]
charewoman, . See charwoman.
charework, . See charwork.
charfron (shar'fron), . Same as chamfron.
charge (charj), r.

; pret. and pp. charged, ppr.
charging. [< ME. chargen, rarely charchen, <

OF. charger, chargier, F. charger, load (also,
without assibilation, OF. earkier, AF. *ctirkrr

(in comp.), > ME. carken, load, burden, mod.
E. cark), = Pr. Sp. cargar = Pg. carregar = It.

caricare, < ML. carricare, caricare, load (a car),
L. carrus, a car, wagon : see carl. Hence

!V20

8. To lay to one's charge; impute; ascribe the

responsibility of: with a thing for the object,
and on, upon, In, or again*/ before the person
or thing to which something is imputed: as,
1 rliai'i/r the guilt of this mi you; the accident

And the captain of the guard e

and he served them.

also (< ML. carricare) E. cark, cargo, carack = of; make account of.
carick = carrick, caricature.etc., and in comp.

"' '

discharge, surcliarge : see these words, and cf.

charge, .] I. trans. I. To put a load or bur-
den on or in

; fill, cover, or occupy with some-
thing to be retained, supported, carried, etc.

;

burden
;
load : as, to charge a furnace, a gun, a

Leyden jar, etc.; to charge an oven; to charge
the mind with a principle or a message.
They ran to the cliff and cried to their company aboard

the Flemings to come to their succour ; but finding the
boat charged with Flemings, yielded themselves and the
Place. Raleigh, in Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 16.

Unluckily, the pistols were left charged.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 2.

The table stood before him, charged with food.
M. Arnold, Sohrab and Rustum.

A body when electrified is said to be charged.
S. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag., p. 8.

For cutting the facets, the laps are charged with fine
washed emery. Byrne, Artisan s Handbook, p. 75.

2. Figuratively, to fill or burden with some
emotion.

must be charged to or agaiiutt his own cureless-
ness.

What lw charges in defect of Piety, charity, and Moral-
ity, hath bin also cA/v/W by l'apist.4 /if,"// the best re-

formed Churches. Milton, Kikonokhntes. \v.

Perverse mankind ! whose wills, created five,

Clir<i<' .ill their woes tin absolute dceree.

fain, Iliad, i. 161.

9. To intrust; commission: with u-itli.

il .lost -ph n-illi them.
Gen. xl. 4.

Hee charges you at first meeting m'th all his seerets, ami
on better acquaintance Crowes more reseru'd.

lljf, AW/7*', .Miero-co.snio",raphie, A \\Yake Man.

The dean was cliin^rfl Titti the government of a <ire;d, r

inunber of youths of high connections and of great hopes
than could then be found in any other college.

Hacaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

10. To command; enjoin; instruct; urge ear-

nestly; exhort; adjure: with a person or thing
as object.
And he straitly charged them that they should not make

him known. Mark ill. 12.

Satan, avoid ! I charge thee, tempt me not !

Shak., C. of E., iv. 3.

The king hath strictly charg'd the contrary.
SAafr.,Rich. III., iv. 1.

Weep not, but speak, I charge you on obedience ;

Your father charges you.
Fletcher, Double Marriage, iii. 3.

11. To give directions to
;
instruct authorita-

tively : as, to charge a jury.
In Hat ha way's case, 1702, Chief-Justice Holt, iu chary-

ing the Jury, expresses no disbelief in the possibility of
witchcraft, and the indictment implies Its existence.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 238.

12. To call to account
; challenge.

Charge us there u|wm inter'gatories,
And we will answer all things faithfully.

Shak., M. of V., v. 1.

13. To bear down upon; make an onset on;
fall on; attack by rushing violently against.

Himself,
Lord Clifford, and Lord Stafford, all abreast,
Charg'd our main battle's front.

SAoi.,3Heu. VI., 1. 1.

14. To put into the position of attack, as the

spear in the rest. 15f. To value
;
think much

What a sigh is there ! the heart is sorely charged.
Shak., Macbeth, v. 1.

3f . To subject to a charge or financial burden.
And

jif eny hows Is more worth than an other, be hit
y-charched to hys worthy (worth).

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 357.

Fal. Good Master Brook, I desire more acquaintance of
you.

Ford, flood Sir John, I sue for yours : not to charge

We loue noght his lede, ne his land nowther ;

Ne charge noght his chateryng, thogh he chide euer.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1931.

Charge bayonets ! the order given to infantry soldiers
to lower the muskets with fixed bayonets into the posi-
tion of attack. =Syn. 7 and 8. Accuse, Charge, Indict, etc.

(see accuse) ; Attnbute, Ascribe, Refer, etc. (see attrilmte).

II. intrans. If. To import; signify; be im-
portant.

I passe al that which chargeth nought to say.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1576.

2f. To take to heart
;
be concerned or troubled.

Esau chargide litil that he hadde seld the right of the
flrste gendrid child. Wyclif, Gen. xxv. 34.

3. To place the price of a thing to one's debit;
ask payment; make a demand: as, I will not
charge for this. 4. To make an onset; rush
to an attack.

Charge, Chester, charge ! On, Stanley, on !

Were the last words of Marmion.
Scott, Marmion, vi. 32.

I have been at his right hand many a day when he was
charging upon ruin full gallop. Dickens.

5. To lie down in obedience to a command:
said of dogs : commonly used in the imperative.
- - Charging order, an order obtained under English stat-
utes by a judgment creditor to have his olaim made a
charge on the stock of the debtor in any public company
or funds. Charging part (of a bill in equity), the part
alleging either evidence or matters in anticipation of the
defense, or to which the complainant wishes the defen-
dant's answer.

you ; for I must let you understand I think myself in bet- charge (charj), n. [< ME. charge, < OF. charge
ter plight for a lender than you are

carge, F. charge = Pr. Sp. Pg. earga = It. carica

* .m s 5"M^J: ', : "::: ^'e rft^Jans)i ?- a load (also without
4. To impute or register as a debt

; place 01.
the debit side of an account : as, the goods were
charged to him. 5. (a) To fix or ask as a price ;

require in exchange : as, to charge $5 a ton for
coal. (6) To fix or set down at a price named ;

assibilation, OF. (AF.) "care, kark, > ME. cark,
a load, anxiety, mod. E. cark, anxiety), = Sp.
cargo (>E. cargo), a load, = Pg. cargo, a charge,
office, = It. carico, carco, a load, etc. (see car-

go); from the verb.] 1. A load; a weight; a1
1
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11 at a given rate : as, to charge coal at $5 a burden : used either literally or figuratively!ton. 6. To hold liable for payment; enter a
debit against: as, A charged B for the goods.
7. To accuse : followed by with before the thing
of which one is accused: as, to charge a man
with theft.

In all this Job sinned not nor charged God foolishly
Job i. 22.

If he did that wrong you charge him inth,
His angel broke his heart. Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

Of fruit it [the tree] bore so ripe a charge
That alle men it might fede.

Gou'er, Oonf. Amant., I. 137.

It is noo worschip, but a charge, lordschip to taaste.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 87.

'Tis a great charge to come under one body's hand
Shak., M. W. of W., i. 4.

2. The quantity of anything which an appa-
ratus, as a gun, an electric battery, etc., is in-

charge
tended I,, receive iiml fitted In hold, or what it

.irtii;illy contains as a load. S|,c,-iti,-all.\ /; The
aim Mint of ore, tln\, and tile], in .liir pi,,j,n[ t j,,n. I., l.r led
iiito a furnace at any one time, (li) In elect., the quantity
of statical cleetririu .lixtrilmtod over the surface of a
body, as a prime Conductor or lx-ydeli jar. 'I be
of a body ma> lie either free to pa, oil to am , tiler l,,,d\

(as the earth) with which It I* oooneoted, or t 1 1,\ the
inductive action f a neighboring elialw "1 an ,,]i|,'.jsite

kind. Sec Induction.

If a In, I],, u closed conducting bo-ly be charged, how-
ever highly, With electricity, the whole of the rlinri/f is

found upon tl iti-ide Mirl'ace. and no in- \\liatc\ir on
the inside. J. K. 11. ',',./>/<,, Elect, and Mai:.. I. :.,.

Hence 3f. The case or tube used to contain
the charge of a gun ; a cartridge-case.

Suiililicn . . . levied in the l.o\\e Countries, . . . called
by the general! name- of Wallon lies liaie n>ed to haiiL'
about their neckes upon a bandrick or border, or at their
girdles, certain pipes, which they call clmrnr". of copper
and till, . . . which they tbinkc in skirmish to he the in,,-t

ready way. Quoted in <;,;,.: MH,I,I, . i /;</., 11.2111. Dote,

4. In England, a quantity of lead of somewhat
uncertain amount, but supposed to be 36 pigs,
each pig containing 6 stone of 12 pounds each.

5. A unit of weight used in Brabant up to

1820, being 400 Brabant pounds, equal to 414

pounds avoirdupois. 6. A corn-measure used
in southern France. The old charge of Marseilles
was 154.8 liters ; the new charge (still used, and also at
Nice) to 189^8 liters, or4j United States bushels. In other
places the charge varied, being generally less than at Mar
seilles. Thus, at Tarascon it was only 1.6 bushels, but at
Toulon it is said to have exceeded 13 bushels. The charge,
of oil at Montpellier was 48J United States gallons.
7. A pecuniary burden, encumbrance, tax, or

lien; cost; expense.
Mouths without hands ; maintained at vast expense,
In peace a charge, in war a weak defence.

Dfyden, Gym. and Iph., 1. 40-2.

From his excellent learning, and some relation he had
to Sr R. Browne, I bore his charges into England.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 1, 1652.

He had been at a considerable charge In white gloves,
periwigs, and snuff-boxes.

Addison, Trial of Ladies' Quarrels.

8. That which constitutes debt in commercial
transactions

; the sum payable as the price of

anything bought or any service rendered
; an

entry; the debit side of an account. 9. A
duty enjoined upon or intrusted to one

;
care

;

custody; oversight.
I gave my brother Ilanani . . . charge over Jerusalem.

Neh. vii. 2.

He inquired many things, as well concerning the princes
which had the charge of the city, whether they were in

hope to defend the same. Knolles, Hist. Turks.
A hard division, when the harmless sheep
Must leave their lambs to hungry wolves in charge.

Fairfax.

10. Anything committed to another's custody,
care, concern, or management ; hence, specifi-
cally, a parish or congregation committed to
the spiritual care of a pastor : as, he removed
to a new charge.

He hath shook hands with time ; his funeral urn
Shall be my charge. Ford, Broken Heart, v. 2.

Sure you have injur'd Her, and Phylax too ;

For she's my Charge, and you shall find it so.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 121.

He will enter on a system of regular pastoral visiting
among his charge will explore his field to its utmost
limits. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 324.

lit. Heed; attention. Chaucer.
To doe this to any purpose, will require both charge,

patience and experience.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 85.

12f. A matter of importance, or for considera-
tion; importance; value.

To him that meneth wel, it were no charge.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1429.

Because . . . the sayd Chest is of charge, we desire you
to haue a speciall regard vnto it.

Ilafcluyt's Voyages, I. 341.

13. An order; an injunction; a mandate; a
command.
This Prince (Richard 1. 1 not favouring the Jews, as his

Father had done, had given a strict Charr/e, that no Jew
should be admitted to be a Spectator of the Solemnity.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 62.

14. (a) An address delivered by a bishop to
the clergy of his diocese, or in ordination ser-
vices by a clergyman to the candidate receiv-

ing ordination, or to the congregation or church
receiving him as pastor; also, any similar ad-
dress delivered for the purpose of giving special
instructions or advice.
The bishop has recommended this author in his charge

to the clergy. Dryden.

(b) An address delivered by a judge to a jury
at the close of a trial, instructing them as to
the legal points, the weight of evidence, etc.,

affecting their verdict in the case: as, the

judge's charge bore hard upon the prisoner.



charge

16. In Scots lair : (a) The command of the

sovereign's letters to perform some act, as to

enter an heir, (b) The messenger's copy of

service requiring the person to obey the order

of the letters, or generally to implement the

decree of a court: as, a charge on letters of

horning, or a charge against a superior. 16.

What is alleged or brought forward by way of

accusation
; imputation ;

accusation.

We need not put new matter to his charge.
Shak., Cor., in. 3.

The charge of confounding together very different classes

of phenomena. \l'l'ii-,'/l.

17. Milit., an impetuous attack upon the en-

emy, made with the view of fighting him at

close quarters and routing him by the onset.

The English and Dutch were thrice repulsed with great
slaughter, and returned thrice to the charge.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxi.

O the wild chnroe they made!
TVnncnvn, Charge of the Light Brigade.

18. An order or a signal to make such an at-

tack : as, the trumpeters sounded the charge.
Gives the hot charge and bids them do their liking.

Shale., Lucrece, 1. 434.

19f. The position of a weapon held in readi-

ness for attack or encounter.

Their armed staves in charge. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

20. In Iter., a bearing, or any figure borne or

represented on an escutcheon, whether on the
field or on an ordinary. The ancient charges were
far more simple than the modern, and this is so generally
the case that the age of an achievement may almost he
known by its relative simplicity ; thus a shield simply
divided into a few large parts, that is, charged with ordi-

naries and subordinaries only, is generally older than one

charged with mullets, allerions, and the like ; and a shield

having only these is generally older than one having more
ictorial representations.

1. Of dogs: () The act of lying down. (6)
The word of command given to a dog to lie

down. 22. In farriery, a preparation of the

consistence of a thick decoction, or between an
ointment and a plaster, used as a remedy for

sprains and inflammations Charge and dis-

charge, a method iif taking accounts in chancery, the com-

plainant delivering his account of charges to the master,
and the defendant his discharge, objections, or counter-
claim. Charge and specifications, a general allega-
tion of guilt f an otfense, followed by details of particular
instances of its commission. Conjoined or conjunct
charges, in her., charges in arms borne linked together.

Free Charge, in electrical experiments with the Ley-
den jar or battery, that part of the induced electricity
which passes through the air to surrounding conductors.

General charge, general special charge.

pi
2

, .
-

eral. Outward charges (natU.),
the pilotage or other

charges incurred by a vessel on leaving port.=Syn. 17.

Attack, Asuault, etc. See onset.

charget, n. [ME., appar. < OF. charge, pp. of

charger, load : see charge, v.] Heavy; weighty.
Lyghte thinge upwarde, and donuwarde charge.

Chaucer. House of Fame, 1. 74(i.

Chargeability (char-ja-bil'j-ti), n. [< charge-
able: see -WMiy.] The quality or condition of

being chargeable ; chargeableness.
chargeable (char'ja-bl), . [< charge + -able.

Cf. OF. chargeable, charchable, etc.] 1. Capa-
ble of being charged, (a) Capable of being or liable

to be set, laid, or imposed : as, a duty chargeable on sugar.

(&) Subject to a charge or tax : as, sugar chargeable with
a duty.
The town is an inseparable part of the State, and charge-

able with many State duties, and unless properly governed
may cause mischief to the commonwealth at large.

N. A. Rev., CXXXIX. S09.

(f) Capable of being laid to one's charge ; that may be

imputed to one.

Some fault chargeable upon him. South.

His failure, though partly clian/euble on himself, was
less so than on circumstances beyond his control.

Prefcott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 1ft.

(d) Subject to accusation
;
liable to be accused.

Your papers would be chargeable with something worse
than indelicacy ; they would be immoral. Spectator.

He complies with the terms of the conditions accepted
by him, and is not chargeable with bad faith.

Contemporary Rev., L. 1C.

2f. Expensive ; costly ; causing expense, and
hence burdensome.
Whereof ensued greate trobles, longe and chardgeble

suetes. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 30-2.

Small boates be neither verie chargeable in makyng, nor
verie oft in great ieopardie.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 65.

That we might not be chargeable to any of you.
2 Thes. iii. 8.

A bloody and chargeable civil war. Burke.

3f. Weighty; involving care and trouble.

Charles was at that time letted with chargeable business.

Fabyan.

Chargeableness (char'ja-bl-nes), . [< charge-
able + -ness.] 1. Liability to a charge or

charges; capability of being charged. 2f.

930

Expensiveness ; cost; costliness. Whitlock ;

Boyle.

Chargeablyt (char'ja-bli), adr. Expensively;
at great cost. Ascliam.

chargeantt, . [ME., < OF. chargeant, ppr. of

charge r, load : see charge, r.] Burdensome.

A gret multitude of peple, fill chargeant, and ful anoy-
ons. Chaucer, Melibeus.

charged (charjd), p. a. [Pp. of charge, r.] 1.

In her. : (a) Bearing a charge: as, a fesse

cliai-i/ed with three roses. (6) Serving as a

charge : as, three roses charged upon a fesse.

2. Overcharged or exaggerated. [Bare.]

charg6 d'affaires (shar-zha' da -far'); pi.

charge's d'affaires (shar-zha' da-far'). [F., lit.

charged with affairs: charge, pp. of charger,

charge ;
df

,
< L. de, of, with ; affaire, affair : see

charge, r., and affair.] 1. One who transacts

diplomatic business at a foreign court during
the absence of his superior, the ambassador or

minister. 2. An envoy to a state to which
a diplomatist of a higher grade is not sent.

Charges d'affaires of this class constitute the third grade
of foreign ministers, and are not accredited to the sov-

ereign, but to the department for foreign affairs. See n > -

batfttador.

chargefult (charj'ful), a. [< charge, .,
+ -ful,

1.] Expensive; costly.
Here s the note

How much your chain weighs to the utmost carat ;

The fineness of the gold, and chargeful fashion.

Shak., C. of E., Iv. 1.

charge-houset (chiirj'hous), n. A schoolhouse.

Do you not educate youth at the charrje-house ?

Shah., L. L. L., v. 1.

chargeless (charj'les), a. [< charge + -less.']

1. Free from charge or burden. 2f. Not ex-

pensive ;
free from expense.

A place both more publick, roomy, and chargeleja.

Dp. Hall, Hard Measure.

chargeoust(char'jus), . [ME., < OF. chargeux,
< charge: see charge, n.] Costly; expensive;
burdensome. Chaucer.
And when I was among you and had need I was charge-

ous to no man. Wyelif, 2 Cor. xi. 0.

charger1
(chiir'jer), . [< charge + -er1 .] 1.

One who or that which charges. 2. A war-
horse.

Some who on battle charger prance.
Byron, The Giaour.

He rode a noble white charqer, whose burnished capari-
sons dazzled the eye with their splendor.

Prescutt, Ferd. and Isa., ii. in.

3. In mining, an implement for charging hori-

zontal bore-holes with powder. 4. In gun.,
a contrivance for measuring and placing in a

gun a certain quantity or charge of powder or

shot.

charger2 (chiir'jer), n. [< ME. chargeour, char-

inure, chargere, < chargen, load; with F. suffix.

Cf. OF. chargeoire! cherjoxere, a sort of trap, an
instrument used in loading guns, chargeor, a

place for loading vessels
;
< charger, load : see

charge, r.] 1. A large flat dish or platter.
He sowppes alle this sesone with sevene knave childre,

Choppid in a chargour of chalke whytt sylver..
Uorte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1026.

Give me here John Baptist's head in a charger.
Mat. xiv. 8.

2f. In England, in the middle ages, a servant
or officer of the household w-hose duty was to

bear the meats to table at banquets.
I was that cheef chargeour,
I bar flesch for folkes feste ;

Ihesu criat vre saueour
He fedeth bothe lest and meste.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 130.

charger-pit (chiir'jer-pit), n. Milit., a shelter-

pit to cover the horse of a mounted officer when
exposed to the enemy's fire. Farrow, Mil.

Encyc.
charge-sheet (charj'shet), n. A paper kept at

a police-station to receive each night the names
of the persons arrested or taken into custody,
with the nature of the accusation and the name
of the accuser in each case ;

a blotter. [Eng.]
charg6ship (shar-zha'ship), n. [< chargb +
-ship.] The office of a charge d'affaires.

charily (char'i-li), adv. In a chary manner;
carefully; warily; sparingly; frugally.
Whose provident arm else but God's did bring to nought

the power-undermining, which was carried so warily and
charily? Sheldon, Miracles, p. 316.

Charina (ka-ri'nii), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray, 1849).]
1. A genus of boa-like serpents, typical of the

family Charinidas. 2. [I. c.] A member of
this genus ; specifically, Charina plumbea, an
American species.
chariness (char'i-nes), n. [< chary + -ness.]
1 . The quality of being chary ;

caution
;
care

;

charioteering

frugality; sparingness; parsimony; disposition
to withhold or refrain from bestowing. 2f.

Nicety ; scrupulousness.
I will consent to act any villainy against him, that may

not sully the chariness of our honesty.
Shak., M. W. of W., ii. 1.

charinid (kar'i-nid), . A snake of the family
( 'liarinida1

.

Charinidae (ka-rin'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Charina
+ -idte. ] A family of peropodous serpents with

toothless premaxillaries, and without post-

frontal, superorbital, or coronoid bones. Only
one species, the Charina plumbea of California

and Mexico, is known.
Charinina (kar-i-ui'na), n. pi. [NL., < Charina
+ -trt2.] A group or subfamily referred to the

Boida, represented by the genus Charina: same
as Charinidte.

charinoid (kar'i-noid), a. and n. [< Cluirina

+ -aid.] I. a. Resembling or having the char-

acters of the Charimdce.

II. n. A charinid.

chariot (char'i-pt), n. [<ME. chariot, charyot,

charott,< OF. chariot, dim. of char, a car: see

car1
,
cfcar1 . Cf. charet.] 1. A two-wheeled car

or vehicle, used in various forms by the ancients

in war, in processions, and for racing, as well as

in social and private life. The Roman chariot was
called a Mfia, a triga, or a quadriga, according as it was
drawn by two, three, or four horses, all abreast. The tri-

umphal chariot was a quadriga ; it was very richly orna-

Greek Chariot.

Ptflops and Hippodameia. From a red-figured vase.

mented, and sometimes made of ivory. Greek and Roman
chariots for war and racing were usually closed in front
and open behind, and without seats. The war-chariots
of the ancient Persians and Britons were armed with

weapons like scythe-blades or sickles projecting from the

hubs, and are hence called scythe-chariots.

And also suche another Charyot, with suche Hoostes,
ordeynd and arrayd, gon with the Empresse, upon another

syde. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 242.

Thy grand captain Antony
Shall set thee on triumphant chariots, and
Put garlands on thy head. Shale., A. and C., iii. 1.

2. In modern times : (a) A somewhat indefinite

name for a more or less stately four-wheeled

carriage.
All this while Queen Mary had contented her self to be

Queen by Proclamation ; but now that things were some-
thing settled, she proceeds to her Coronation ; for, on the
last of September, she rode in her Chariot thro' London
towards Westminster. Baker, Chronicles, p. 317.

(6) A pleasure-carriage, of different forms.
The lady charged the boy to remember, as a means of

identifying the expected green chariot, that it would have
a coachman with a gold-laced hat on the box.

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, vi.

chariot (char'i-ot), r. [< chariot, n.] I. trans.

To convey in a chariot. [Rare.]
An angel ... all in flames ascended, . . .

As in a fiery column charioting
His godlike presence. Milton, 8. A., 1. 27.

O thou
Who chariotest to their dark wintry bed
The winged seeds. Shelley, To the West Wind, I.

II. intrans. To ride in a chariot,

chariotee (char"i-o-te'), n. [< chariot + -ee%.]
A small light pleasure-chariot, with two seats
and four wheels.
charioteer (char

// i-o-ter /

), n. [< chariot +
-eer ; a modification of ME. charieter, -ere, af-

ter OF. charretier, a charioteer. ] 1 . One who
drives or directs a chariot.

Mounted combatants and charioteers.

Cowper, Iliad, xxiii. 166.

2. [cap.] The constellation Auriga (which
see). 3. A serranoid fish, Dules auriga, hav-

ing a filamentous dorsal spine like a coach-

whip. It is a rare Brazilian and Caribbean sea-

fish. Also called coachman.
charioteer (ehar"i-o-ter'), v. i. [< charioteer,

n.] To drive a chariot, or as if in a chariot;
act the part of a charioteer. [Poetical.]

To charioteer with wings on high,
And to rein in the tempests of the sky.

Southey, Ode to Astronomy.

charioteering (char"i-o-ter'ing), n. [Verbal n.

of charioteer, v.] The act or art of driving a

chariot.



charioteering

Good charioteering is exhibited, tint l>y furious lashing
of the horses, but hy judicious management uf the reins.

Aini.

chariot-mant (char'i-ot-man), n. The driver

of a chariot.

He aid to his chariot man. Turn thine hand, that tlmu

mayest carry me out of the host. 2 Chron. xviii. x;.

chariot-race (ehar'i-ot-ras), . A race with
chariots

;
an ancient sport in which chariots

were driven in contest for a prize.
charism (kar'izm)j n. [< <>r. x"/HaPa i ft gift, <

X<iiii&aOai, favor, gratify, give, < X<*P l
i favor,

grace, < xa'Pelv > rejoice, be glad, akin to L. .'/''"-

tits, pleasant, gratia, grace : see grateful and

grace.} Eeeles., a special spiritual gift or pow-
er divinely conferred, as on the early Christians.
These Rifts were of two classes, the gift uf Mating and the

gift of teaching, the latter again being of two kinds, tin-

gift of prophecy and the gift of tongues. Such gifts have
been claimed iu later ages by certain teachers and sects ill

the church, as the Montanists and the Irviiigitcs, and In

recent times by some of those who practise the so-called

faith-cure.

They (spiritual gifts! are called charimns or gifts of

grace, as distinguished from, though not opposed to, nat-

ural endowments. Schatf, Hist. Christ. Church, I. 45.
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Charity (char'i-ti), i.
; pi. charities (-tiz). [Early

mod. E. also eka/ritle, < MK. i-lmriti; < OF. <//-

ritr, rliitritfit, fiiritrii, F. <'harite(OF. also in ver-

micular form chrrtr, > ME. chrrtf) = 1'r. nn-itnl

= Sp. cnriilail = Pg. ciiriilailf = It. cnrita,<. L.

carita(t-)s, dearness, love, in LL. esp. Chris-

tian love, benevolence, charity, < cams, dear,

prob. orig. "camrus, related to amare (orig.
"camare ?), love : see amor, and see c/ieer2 (obs. ),

the orig. adj. accompanying charity.} 1. In

New Testament usage, love, iu its highest and
broadest manifestation. ,

Nrithcr deeth, neither lyfe, . . . neither noon other
creature mai departe us fro the charite of God that is in

jesu crist oure lord. M>-/i/, Horn. viii. 39.

This I think fliarity, to love God for himself, and our

neighbour forded Sir T. Browne, Itcligio Medici, ii. 14.

Our whole practical dntie In religion is contained in

charitie, or the love of God and our neighbour.
Miltim, Civil Power.

2. In a general sense, the good affections men
ought to feel toward one another; good will.

Charisma (ka-riz'ma), n.
; pi. cluirismata (-ma-

tii). [NL.] Same as cliarixiit.

Schleiermacher was accustomed to say of Bleek that he

possessed a special charinma for the science of " Intro-

duction." Jiiicyc. Brit., III. 823.

As yet the church constitution was not determined by
the idea of office alone, that of charixmata (spiritual gifts)

still having wider scope alongside of the other.

KIKIJC. Brit., XIX. 675.

charitable (char'i-ta-bl), a. [< ME. charitable,
< OF. charitable, F. "charitable = It. caritatevole,

< ML. "caritatabilis, caritabilis, irreg. < L. cari-

ta(t-)s, charity: see charity.} Pertaining to or

characterized by charity, (a) Disposed to exhibit

charity ; disposed to supply the wants of others ; benevo-
lent and kind ; benetlcent.

She was so charitable and so pitous
She wolde wepe if that she sawe a mous
Caught in a trappe, if it were deed or bledde.

Chaucer.

A man may bestow great sums on the poor and indigent
without being charitable, and may be charitable when he
is not able to bestow anything.

Addison, A Friend of Mankind.

(6) Pertaining to almsgiving or relief of the poor ; spring-

ing from charity, or intended for charity : as, a charitable

enterprise ; a charitable institution.

How shall we then wish . . % to live ourlives over again
to order to nil every moment with charitable offices !

Atterbury.

(c) Lenient in judging of others ; not harsh ; favorable : as,

a charitable judgment of one's conduct.

Those temporizing proceedings to some may seeme too

charitable, to such a daily daring trecherous people.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 220.

Charitable Trusts Acts, English statutes establishing
a board for the control of the administration of charities

and for regulating them : one In 1853 (16 and 17 Viet., c.

137), another in 1855 (18 and 19 Viet., c. 124), and another
in 1860 (23 and 24 Viet., c. 136). Charitable uses, in

law, uses such as will sustain a gift or bequest as a chanty.
See charity, 8. Charitable Uses Act, an English stat-

ute of 1861 (24 and 25 Viet., c. 9), amending the law relat-

ing to the conveyance of land for charitable uses. It

makes such conveyances valid even if the deed is not In-

dented, or if it contains reservations to the donor, or if,

in cases of copy-holds, etc., there is no deed. =Syn, Gen-

erous, indulgent.

charitableness (char'i-ta-bl-nes), n. [< chari-

table + -ness.'] The quality of being charitable
;

the disposition to be charitable; the exercise

of charity.
A less mistaken charitableness.

Milton, On Def. of Hurnb. Eemonst.

He seemed to me, by his faith and by his charitableness,
to include in his soul some grains of the golden age.

Boyle, Works, I. 76.

charitably (char'i-ta-bli), adv. 1. In a charita-

ble manner; liberally; beneficently.
How can they charitably dispose of anything, when blood

is their argument? Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1.

2. Indulgently; considerately; kindly; with

leniency m judgment: as, to be charitably dis-

posed toward all men.
"1'is best sometimes your censure to restrain,
And charitably let the dull be vain.

Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 697.

Charitativet (char'i-ta-tiv), a. [After Sp. Pg.
It. caritatieo, < ML. caritativux, < L. carita(t-)g,

charity : see charity
and -ive.] Arising from or

influenced by chanty ;
charitable.

Charitative considerations, a respect to which was strict-

ly had in all the doctor's writings.
Bp. Fell, Life of Hammond, 1.

charitoust, a. [ME. charitous, < ML. caritosus,
< L. caritas: see charity.] Charitable.

To him that wroughte charite
He was ayeinward charitous,
And to pite he was pitous.

Oower, Conf. Amant., I. 172.

t'irtt Gent. But, i' faith, dost thou think my lady was
never In love?

Sec. Qent. I rather think she was ever in love ; in per-
fect charity, I mean, with all the world.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, L 2.

I would the great world grew like the*,
Who growest not alone in power
And knowledge, but by year and hour

In reverence and In charity.
Tennynon, In Memoriam, cxiv.

charlatanically

charity-child (char'i-ti -child), n. A child

liroiiglit up in a charity-school or on a charita-

l>lc foundation.

charity-girl (diar'i-ti-gerl), . A girl brought
ii]i at a charity-school or on a charitable foun-

dation.

charity-school ( char 'i-ti -skill), n. A school
maintained by voluntary contributions or be-

quests, for educating, and in many cases for

lodging, feeding, and clothing, poor children.

charivari (shar-i-var'i), H. [Also, iii I'. S., c//i-

rurnri, r///iv/;r/ , < K. fli ii rirti ri, < OF. rliiiliriiri,

carilniri. i-iilii-iili/, i'/iiilii-ii/i = I'r. rtirtiril (ML.
carivui-iinii, rlim-nrui-itum, rhuriiraritt, i-lmraval-

l/i/iii, flnilrni icuiii, cliiilriii-itinii, etc.); cf. G.
/.i-iiiriill ; orig. form uncertain, the word being,
like others supposed to be imitative, fancifully

varied.] A mock serenade, with kettles, horns,

etc., intended as an annoyance or insult. Sere-

nades of this nort were formerly inllirti d in Knince upon
newly married eoiiples and upon jiolitic-ill) unpopular per-

sons, and are still occasionally heard in the Vnited States,
where they are also know n as rtitlitlitn/ijiiuii H,,,V,YX.

We . . . played a cAariwm'with the ruler and desk, the

fender and fire-irons. Charlotte Brutitr, Jane Eyre, xvii.

There is a respectable difference . . . between a mob
and a charivari. O. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 203.

chark1 (chark), r. i. [< ME. charken, chcrken,

chorkcn, < AS. cearcian, creak, crack (e. g., as the

teeth when gnashed together) ; a var., by trans-

position, of crucian, crack : an imitative word :

Specifically 3. Benevolence; liberality in re- gee crack1
,
and cf. chirk. Cf. chark2

{
charcoal.]

lieving the wants of others
; philanthropy. i. To creak; crack; emit a creaking sound.

[Now chiefly prov. Eng.]And it ys callyd so be cause Duke Fhillpp of Burgone
byldyd it of hys grett Charitie to Receye Pylgryms therin.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 24.

She is a poor wench, and I took her in

Upon mere charity. Beau, and Fl.
, Coxcomb, v. 3.

But the active, habitual, and detailed charity of private

persons, which is so conspicuous a feature in all Christian

societies, was scarcely known in antiquity, and there are

not more than two or three moralists who have noticed it.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 84.

4. Any act of kindness or benevoletfce; a good
deed in behalf of another: as, it would be a

charity to refrain from criticizing him.

At one of those pillars an arch is turned, and an earthen
vase is placed under it ; which, by some charity, is kept
full of Nile water, for the benefit of travellers.

I'ococke, Description of the East, I. 13.

Specifically 5. Alms; anythingbestowed gra-

tuitously on a person or persons in need.

The ant did well to reprove the grasshopper for her
slothfulness ; but she did ill then to refuse her a charity in

her distress. Sir R. L'Estrange.

It was not in dress, nor feasting, nor promiscuous char-

ities that his chief expenses lay. Macaulay.

Let us realize that this country, the last found, is the

great charity of God to the human race.

Emerson, Fortune of the Rep., p. 421.

6. Liberality or allowance in judging others

and their actions ;
a disposition inclined to fa-

vorable judgments.
The highest exercise of charity is charity towards the

uncharitable. Buckminster.

7. A charitable institution
;
a foundation for

the relief of a certain class of persons by alms,
education, or care

; especially, a hospital.

A patron of some thirty charities.

Tennyson, Princess, Conclusion.

8. In late, a gift in trust for promoting the wel-

fare of the community or of mankind at large,
or some indefinite part of it, as an endowment
for a public hospital, school, church, or library,
as distinguished from a gift which, being for the

benefit of particular persons, gives them a right
to its enjoyment. Early in the history of English law,
the chancellors established the rule that informalities and

illegalities which by the common law would invalidate a

private trust should not be allowed to defeat a public chari-

ty, and that therefore chancery should intervene to prevent
the heirs or next of kin from defeating such a gift, should

appoint a trustee if none existed, and, if any of the direc-

tions of the founder were impracticable, should supply
others approximate thereto. The most familiar application
of the rule is in the doctrine that the prohibition against

perpetuities does not affect a charity. (See perpetuity.)
The question what constitutes a charity within this rule

has been the subject of much litigation. Brothers Of

Charity, (a) A religious order founded by St. John of God
at Seville in Spain about 1540, and extended over Spain
and France, now having about 100 houses, (d) An or-

der founded by Cardinal Rosmini-Serbati, in Italy, in 1828.

It has a number of houses in England. Charity com-
missioner. See commissioner. Knights of Christian

Charity. See knight. Sisters Of Charity, nuns who
minister to and instruct the poor and nurse the sick ;

specifically, a congregation with annual vows founded hy
Vincent de Paul in France about 1633, and since widely
spread ; also, a congregation with perpetual vows founded
at Dublin in Ireland in 1815, by Mrs. Mary Frances Aiken-

head, distinctively called the Irish Sisters of Charity.
= Syn. Liberality, Generosity, etc. (see beneficence), indul-

gence, forbearance.

charity-boy (ehar'i-ti-boi), n. A boybrought np
at a charity-school or on a charitable foundation.

Y schal charke vndur 3ou, as a wayn chargid with hei

charkith. Wyclif, Amos ii. 13(Purv.).

Charkun, as a carte or barow or othyr thynge lyke, ar-

guo; alii dicunt stridere. Prompt. Pan., p. 70.

Cherkyn, or chorkyn, or fracchyn, as newe cartes or

plowys, strideo. Prompt. Pan., p. 76.

2. To crack open; chap; chop. [Prov. Eng.]
chark2 (chark), r. t. [< charcoal, early mod. E.

charke-colt, analyzed as chark (taken to mean
'char') + coal; but orig. < chark, creak, + coal:

see charcoal, and cf. char?, of similar origin.]
1. To subject to a process of smothered com-

bustion, for the production of charcoal
;
char.

See char'2
,
which is the usual word.

Oh, if this coale could be so charcked as to make iron

melt out of the stone 1 Fuller, Worthies, Shropshire.

If it flames not out, charks him to a coal.

N. Grew, Cosmologia Sacra.

Like wood charked for the smith. Johnson.

2. [Appar. a particular use of the preceding;
cf. burn1

, v., I., 7.] To expose (new ale) to the

air in an open vessel until it acquires a de-

gree of acidity and therewith becomes clearer

and sourer, fit for drinking. Ualliwell. [Prov.

Eng.]
Chark2

t (chark), n. [See chark%, v., and char-

coal, and cf. char%, n.] Charcoal.

I contrived to burn some wood here, as I had seen done
in England, under turf, till it became chark or dry coat

Defue, Robinson Crusoe.

charka (char'ka), n. [Russ., lit. a glass (=
Lith. cherka, a" glass), dim. of chara = Pol.

csara, a cup.] A Russian liquid measure, a lit-

tle smaller than a gill. It was formerly one eighty-

eighth of a wedro, but since 1818 is one one-hundredth of

a wedro, or 0.135 United States quart.

charker (char'ker), n. [< chark (cf. chirk) +
-!.] A cricket. [Scotch.]
charlatan (shar'la-tan), n. [< F. charlatan, <

Sp. charlatan = Pg.'charlatfto = It. ciarlatano,
a quack, < It. ciarlare = Sp. Pg. charlar, prate,

chatter, jabber, gabble, prob. an alteration

(originating in Sp.) of It. parlare = Sp. Pg.
parlar = F. parlcr, talk: see parle, parley.}
One who pretends to knowledge, skill, impor-
tance, etc., which he does not possess ;

a pre-

tender; a quack, mountebank, or empiric.

Saltimbancoes, Quacksalvers, and Charlatans deceive
them [the people] in lower degrees.

Sir T. Brmme, Vulg. Err., L 3.

The grand old name of gentleman,
Defamed by every charlatan,

And soil'd with all ignoble use.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxL

= Syn. Impostor, cheat, pretender ; Mountebank, etc. (see

quack).

charlatanic (shar-la-tan'ik), a. [< charlatan

+ -ic.] Pertaining'to or of the character of a

charlatan; quackish: as, charlatanic tricks; a

rharlntanic boaster.

charlatanlcal (shar-la-tan'i-kal), a. Same as

charlatan ic.

A cowardly soldier, and a charlatanical doctor, are the

principal subjects of comedy. C&wley.

charlatanically (shiir-la-tan'i-kal-i), adv. In

a charlatanic manner; like a charlatan.



charlatanism

charlatanism (shar'la-tan-izm), . [< F. cliar-

l<it((iiixmc Sp. Pg. 'cltarlatanismo = It. ciar-

lnt/iiiini<>: see charlatan and -ism.'] The con-
duct or practices of a charlatan; quackery;
charlatanry.
Not the least of the benefits likely to follow the better

diffusion of physiological and sanitary information will

be the protection of the community from the number-
less impostures of charlatanism.

Huxley and Youmans, Physiol., 373.

charlatanry (shar'la-tan-ri), . [X F. charla-

tame = Sp. charlaiancria = Pg. charlataneria
= It. ciarlatancria : see charlatan and -n/.] The
practices of a charlatan; fraudulent or impu-
dent pretension to knowledge or skill

; quack-
ery. Formerly written charlatanrri/.

Henley was a charlatan and a knave ; but in all his

charlatanerie and his knavery he indulged the reveries of

genius. I. 1)'Israeli, Calam. of Authors, p. 100.

To expose pretentious charlatanry is sometimes the un-

pleasant duty of the reviewer.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 873.

Charles's law. See law.

Charles's Wain. See wain.

charlett, n. [ME. ,
also charlyt ; origin obscure.]

A sort of omelet or custard. According to one
recipe, it was made of milk colored with saffron, mingled
with minced boiled pork and beaten eggs, boiled, stirred
and mixed with ale.

Charleyt (char'li), . A slang name for a watch-
man under the old patrol system in England :

given, it is said, because Charles I. in 1640 ex-
tended and improved the patrol system of Lon-
don.
The physicians being called in, as some do call in the

Charleys to quell internal riot when all the mischief is

done, they prescribed for him air.

Jon Bee, Ess. on Samuel Foote, p. clxi.

Bludyer, a brave and athletic man, would often give a
loose to his spirits of an evening, and mill a Charley or

two, as the phrase then was.

Thackeray, Sketches in London (Friendship).

charlin (char'lin), n. [Origin unknown.] A
dowel.

charlock (ehiir'lok), n. [E. dial, carlock, car-

lick, kerlock, kellock, kedlock, kilk; < ME. carlok,
< AS. cerlic (twice), charlock.] Acommon name
ofthe wild mustard, Brasttica Sinapistrum, a com-
mon pest in grain-fields. Also written carlick.

In either hand he bore
What dazzled all, and shone far-off as shines
A field of charlock in the sudden sun
Between two showers, a cloth of palest gold.

Tennyson, Garcth and Lynette.

Jointed or white charlock, Raphamis RaphanMrum.
charlotte (shar'lot), n. [F., a marmalade of

apples covered with pieces of toasted bread ;

a particular use of the proper name Charlotte,
fern, of Chariot, dim. of Charles : see carl."] A
name given to certain rich and delicate sweet
dishes Apple Charlotte, apple custard served in a
form of sponge-cake. Charlotte russe (French russe,
Russian), whipped cream similarly arranged.

charly-mufti (char'li-muf'ti), n. [A humor-
ous name; appar. < Charity, Charlie, dim. of

Charles, a proper name (see carl), + mufti,
civilian dress.] A name of the whitethroat,
Sylvia cinerea. Macaillivray. [Eng.]
charm1

(charm), n. [< ME. charme, < OP1
, charme,

F. charme, a charm, enchantment, < L. carmen,
a song, poem, charm, OL. Gasmen, a song, akin
to camena, OL. casmena, a muse, Goth, hazjan= AS. herian, praise, Skt. gang, praise.] If. A
melody; a song.

Favourable times did us afford
Free libertie to chaunt our charms at will.

Spenser, Tears of the Muses, 1. 244.

2. Anything believed to possess gome occult
or supernatural power, such as an amulet, a

spell, or some mystic observance or act.

She works by charms, by spells, by the figure.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2.

Hast thou a charm to stay the morning star
In his steep course ?

Coleridge, Hymn in the Vale of Chamouni.

And still o'er many a neighboring door
She saw the horseshoe's curved charm.

Whittier, Witch's Daughter.

Hence 3. A trinket, such as a locket, seal,

etc., worn especially on a watch-guard. 4.
An irresistible power to please and attract, or

something which possesses this power; fasci-

nation; allurement; attraction.

All the charms of love. Shak., A. and C., ii. 1.

If a fair skin, fine eyes, teeth of ivory, with a lovely
bloom, and a delicate shape if these, with a heavenly
voice, and a world of grace, are not charms, I know not
what you call beautiful. Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 3.

Charm is the glory which makes
Song of the poet divine ;

Love is the fountain of charm !

M. Arnold, Heine's Grave.
= Syn. 2. Spell, enchantment, witchery, magic.
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charm1
(charm), r. [< late ME. charmcn, < F.

charmer, < LL. carminare, enchant, L. make
verses; from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To sub-

due, control, or bind, as if by incantation or

magical influence
; soothe, allay, or appease.

No witchcraft charm thee !

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2 (song).

Music the fiercest grief can charm.
Pope, St. Cecilia's Day, 1. 118.

2. To fortify or make invulnerable with charms.

I bear a charmed life, which must not yield
To one of woman hprn. Shak., Macbeth, v. 7.

3. To give exquisite pleasure to
;
fascinate

;
en-

chant.
They, on their mirth and dance

Intent, with jocund music charm his ear.

Milton, P. L., i. 787.

If the first opening page so charms the sight,
Think how the unfolded volume will delight !

Dryden, Britannia Kediviva, 1. 108.

4. To affect by or as if by magic or supernat-
ural influences : as, to charm a serpent out of
his hole or into a stupor ; to charm away one's

grief; to charm the wind into silence. 5f. To
play upon ; produce musical sounds from.

Charming his oaten pipe unto his peres.
Spenser, Colin Clout, 1. 5.

Here we our slender pypes may safely charme.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., October.

=Syn. 1, 2, and 3. Fascinate, etc. (see enchant), delight,
transport, bewitch, ravish, enrapture, captivate.

II. intrans. 1. To produce the effect of a
charm

;
work with magic power ; act as a

charm or spell.

No fairy takes, nor witch hath power to charm.
Shak., Hamlet, i. 1.

2. To give delight; be highly pleasing: as, a

melody that could charm more than any other.

3f. To give forth musical sounds.
The deaf adder that stoppeth her ear ; which will not

hearken to the voice of charmers, charming never so

wisely. Ps. Iviii. 4, 5.

And all the while harmonious airs were heard,
Of chiming strings or charming pipes.

Milton, P. R., ii. 883.

charm2
(charm), n. [Also chirm and churni

(commonly chirm, q. v.), < ME. chirme, < AS.
derm, cirm, cyrm, noise, clamor, < cirman, cyr-
man, cry out, shout, clamor, = MD. kermen,
karmen, cry out, lament. The form charm for
the murmuring or clamoring of birds is still in
dial, use, but in literary use is appar. merged
in charm 1

, with ref. to the orig. sense 'a song':
seecftarw1

.] 1. The confused low murmuring
of a flock of birds

;
chirm.

With charm of earliest birds. MUton, P. L., iv. 642.

2f. In hawking, a company: said of gold-
finches.

A charm of goldfinches.
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 97.

channel (kar'mel), n. [Heb.] A garden, an
orchard, or a park. [The word is found only
in the Douay version of Isa. xxix. 17.]
charmer (char'mer), n. [< ME. charmer; <
charml + -er1 .] 1. One who charms, or has
power to charm, (a) One who uses or has the power
of enchantment, or some similar power.

There shall not be found among you ... an enchanter,
or a witch, or a charmer, or a consulter with familiar

spirits. Deut. xviii. 10, 11.

(6) One who delights and attracts the affections.

Oh, you heavenly charmers,
What things you make of us !

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 4.

How happy could I be with either,
Were t'other dear charmer away.

Gay, Beggar's Opera, ii. 2.

2f. One who plays upon a musical instrument
;

a musician.

Charmeresst(char'mer-es),N. [ME.charmeresse;
< charmer + -ess.'} An enchantress. [Bare.]

Phitonisses [Pythonesses], charmeresses,
Olde wyches, sorceresses.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1261.

charmful (charm'ful), a. [< cAam1 + -ful, 1.]

Abounding with charms or melodies
;
charm-

ing ;
melodious. [Bare.]
And with him bid his charmful lyre to bring.

Cowley, Davideis, i.

charming (char'ming), p. a. [Ppr. of charm 1
, v."]

Having the effect of a charm; fascinating;
enchanting; hence, pleasing in the highest de-

gree; delightful.
To forgive our enemies is a charming way of revenge.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. Ii

Harmony divine
So smoothes her charming tones, that God's own ear
Listens delighted. Milton, P. L., v. 626.

charry
He saw her rtiarminn, but he saw not half
The charms her downcast modesty conceal'd.

Thomson, Autumn, 1. 229.

= Syn. Enchanting, bewitching, captivating, delightful,
lovely.

charmingly (ehar'ming-li),
adv. In a charm-

ing manner; delightfully.
She smiled very charmingly, and discovered as fine a set

of teeth as ever eye beheld. Addison.

Charmingness (char'ming-nes), n. [< charm-

ing + -nens.~] The state or quality of being
charming ;

the power to please,
charmless (charm'les), a. [< charm 1 + -less.']

Destitute of charms
;
unattractive. [Bare.]

Saw my mistress, . . . who is grown a little charmless.

Surift, To Stella, Sept. 10, 1710.

charn (charn), n. A dialectal form of churn.
Grose. [North. Eng.]
charn-curdle (charn'ker"dl), n. A churn-staff.

Grose. [North. Eng.]
charnecot, charnicot (char'nf-ko, -ni-ko), n.

[Prob. from Charneco, a village near Lisbon.]
A kind of sweet Portuguese wine.

Here's a cup of Charneco. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. :i.

Where no old Charnico is, nor no am'hoves.

Fletcher, Wit without Money, ii.

charnel (char'nel), n. and a. [< ME. charnelle,
< OF. charnel, camel, < ML. carnale, a charnel.
neut. of carnalis, > OF. carnel, charnel, adj., of
flesh (see carnal) (OF. and F. also charmer, <

ML. carnarium,j>, charnel), < L. caro (earn-),
flesh. Cf. AS. flieschits, lit. 'flesh-house,' a char-

nel.] I. n. A common repository for dead
bodies; a place for the indiscriminate or close

deposit of the remains, and especially of the

bones, of the dead; a charnel-house. [Now
little used separately.]
In chanwl atte chirche cherles ben yuel to knowe,
Or a knijte fram a knaue ; there knowe this in thin herte.

Piers Ploivman (B), vi. 60.

Toward the Est, an 100 Pas, is the Charnelle of the Hos-
pitalle of seynt John, where men weren wont toputte the
Bones of dede men. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 94.

I have made my bed
In charnels and on coffins, where black Death
Keeps record of the trophies won from thee.

Shelley, Alastor.

Where the extinguished Spartans still are free,
In their proud charnel of Thermopylae.

Byron, Childe Harold.

II. a. Containing or designed to contain flesh
or dead bodies.

Those thick and gloomy shadows damp,
Oft seen in charnel vaults and sepulchres.

Milton, Comus, 1. 471.

All stood together on the deck,
For a charnel dungeon fitter.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner.

charnel-house (char'nel-hous), n. A place,
usually under or near a church, where the
bones of the dead are deposited ; formerly, and
still in parts of Brittany, a kind of portico or

gallery, in or near a churchyard, over which
the bones of the dead were laid after the flesh
was consumed.

charnicot, n. See charneco.

char-oven (char'uv'n), n. A furnace for char-

ring turf.

charpie (shar'pi), n. [F., orig. pp. of OF.
charpir, tear out, pick to pieces, = it. carpire,
seize, < L. carpere, seize: see carpi, and cf.

carpet.'] A form of lint made by completely
raveling pieces of old linen or by tearing them
into very narrow strips.

charpoy (char'poi), n. [Eepr. Hind, chdrpdi,
lit. four-footed, < char (< Skt. chatur = E. four)+ pdi; cf. Skt. pad, foot (= E. foot) ; thus
charpoy= (L.) quadruped= (Gr.) tetrapod=(E.)
four-foot-ed.~] In India, a pallet-bed ;

the com-
mon portable bedstead of the natives, adopted
by Europeans. It consists of a light frame with four
legs, the support for the mattress being provided by bands
of webbing, or tapes, which cross from side to side of the
frame.

In one corner of this court, stretched on a charpoy, lay
a young man of slight figure and small stature.

W. H. Ruisett, Diary in India, II. 68.

charmii (char'ke), n. [The Chilian name, of
whicn the E. term jerked (beef) is a corruption.]
Jerked beef

;
beef cut into strips about an inch

thick and dried by exposure to the sun.

charrt, . See char*.

charras, n. See churrm.

charreH, n. See char*.

charre2t, . See char&.

charriere (sha-ri-ar'), n. [F., from a proper
name Charriere.'] In anat., a small scalpel
employed for fine dissection.

Charry (chiir'i), fl. [<char1 + -yl.] Pertaining
to charcoal ; like charcoal, or partaking of its

qualities.



chart

chart (chart), H. [< F. charte, a charter, partly
< OF. cltitr/rc, a charter (see charter), and partly
(as the assibilated form of the older carte) < ML.
carta, L. chiirtu, a paper, map, card, etc. : see

curd1
.] 1. A map; a draft or projection on pa-

per of some part of the earth's surface; specifi-

cally, a hydrographical or marine map showing
the coasts, islands, rocks, banks, channels, or
entrances into harbors, rivers, and bays, the

points of the compass, soundings or depth of

water, etc., to regulate the courses of ships in

their voyages.
The examiner will find on chart* drawn more than a

century ago, with bearings iinil leading-murk*, many of

thu rocks supposed to be recent discovt i it s.

Kmiiih, The Mediterranean.

2. A sheet of any kind on which information
is exhibited in a methodical or tabulated form:

as, a historical chart; & genealogical chart;
a chartoi the kings of England. 3. A written
deed or charter.
In old c/m/'/x we lind the words Aiujli and Anglici con-

tradistinguished to l''l-f(IK'i.

llruiti/, Illtrod. to Old Eng. Hist., Gloss., p. 11.

Conical, globular, gnomonlc, Isocyllndrtc, parallelo-
grammatic, polyconic, sinusoidal, stereographic.
etc., chart. See projection. Mercator's chart (named
from Gerardus Mercator, a Flemish chartographer, 1512-
84), a chart on which the meridians are straight lines, paral-
lel and equidistant; the parallels of latitude are straight
lines, the distance between which increases from the equa-
tor toward either pole, in the ratio of the secant of the lati-

tude to the radius. See 'projection. Plane chart, a

representation of some part of the surface of the globe
in which the meridians are supposed to be parallel to one
another, the parallels of latitude at equal distances, and
of course the degrees of latitude and longitude every-
where equal to one another. Ptolemaic Chart. See
projection. Selenographlc chart, a map of the moon.
Topographic chart, a chart showing the topography

of a particular place or a small part of the earth's surface.
= Syn. Chart, Map. As the words are commonly used, a
chart is a draft of some navigable water with its connected
land-surface ; a map is a draft of some portion of land with
its connected water-surface, either as a separate work or as
a division of a general geographical atlas.

chart (chart), v. [< chart, n.] I. trans. To lay
down or delineate on a chart or map ; map out :

as, to chart a coast.

What ails us, who are sound,
That we should mimic this raw fool the world,
Which chart* us all in its coarse blacks and whites?

Tennyson, Walking to the Mail.

In charting rainfall records, which depend so largely
upon the location of gauges and the local topography.

Science, VII. 256.

II. intrans. To make charts.

The rapid rotation of this planet . . . makes it impera-
tive that the work both of observing and charting should
be very hastily performed. Sci. Ainer.Supp., XXII. 8774.

charta (kar'tii), .
; pi. charts (-te). [L. : see

card1
, chart, cartel.] Literally, a paper orparch-

ment; a charter. See cfeart. Magna Charta (or

Magna Carta). () The great charter of the liberties

(Manna Charta Libertatum) of England, signed and sealed

by King John in a conference between him and his barons
at Runnymede, June 15th, 1215. Its most important ar-

ticles are those which provide that no freeman shall be
taken, or imprisoned, or proceeded against, except by the
lawful judgment of his peers or in accordance with the
law of the land, and that no scutage or aid shall be im-

posed in the kingdom (except certain feudal dues from
tenants of the crown), unless by the common council of
the kingdom. The remaining and greater part of the
charter is directed against abuses of the king s power as
feudal superior. The charter granted by Henry III. is

only a confirmation of that of his father, King John. Hence
() A general term for any fundamental constitution

which guarantees personal rights and civil privileges.

chartaceous (kar-ta' shius), a. [< L. charta-

ceus, < charta, paper: see card1
.] In hot., pa-

pery; resembling writing-paper. Also carta-

ceotts.

chartae, n. Plural of charta.

chartelt, . See cartel.

charter (char'ter), . [< ME. chartre, chartere,
< OF. chartre, cartre, < L. chartiila, a little paper
or writing (in ML., a charter, etc., equiv. to

charta), dim. of charta, a paper, charter, etc.:

see chart and card1 . For the ending -ter, ult.

< L. -tula, cf . chapter.} 1 . A written instrument,
expressed in formal terms and formally exe-
cuted, given as evidence of a grant, contract,
etc.

; any instrument, executed with form and
solemnity, bestowing rights and privileges, in
modern use the name is ordinarily applied only to govern-
ment grants of powers or privileges of a permanent or
continuous nature, such as incorporation, territorial do-

minion, or jurisdiction. As between private persons it is

also loosely applied to deeds and instruments under seal
for the conveyance of lands ; a title-deed. Royal charters
are such as are granted by sovereigns in conveying certain
rights and privileges to their subjects, such as the Great
Charter granted by King John (see MagiM Charta, under
<-fuii-tn\ and charters granted by various sovereigns to

boroQgba and municipal bodies, to universities and col-

leges, or to colonies and foreign possessions ; somewhat
similar to which are charters granted by the state or legis-
lature to banks and other companies or associations, etc.
In Scots law a charter is the evidence of a grant of heri-
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table property made under the feudal condition that the

grantee shall annually pay a sum of money or perform cer-
tain services to the grantor, and it must be in the form of
a written deed. Tin- mo^t ronimon charters are feu char-
ters. (See feu.) In American taw a charter is a writ-
ten grant from the sovereign jtower conferring rights or

privileges ii]M>n a mmiiripulity or other corporation. Tin-

term is gi'litTiilly applied to tile statute, letters patent, or
articles of association sanctioned by statute, creating a

corporation, as a city, college, stock-company, benevolent

society, or social club.
Let the danger light

Upon your chni-t- /-, ami \<mr city's freedom.

fihak., M. of V., iv. 1.

Borough after borough was compelled to surrender its

privileges ; and new charter* were granted which gav<- the

ascendency everywhere to the Tories. Macni'luii.

Christianity, in its miracles and doctrines, is the very
eliiirimuu\ pledge which I need of this elevation of tin-

Human Soul. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 24S.

2. Privilege; immunity; exemption. [Rare.]
I gyf sow chartire of is, and joure cheefe maydens.

Morte. Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3050.

I must have liberty
Withal, as large a charter as the wind,
To blow on whom I please.

.S7i*., As you Like it, ii. 7.

3. In com. : (a) The letting or hiring of a ship by
special contract: as, a ship is offered for sale
or charter, (b) The limits or terms of such a
contract, (e) The written instrument embody-
ing the terms of the contract. 4. In Eng.
politics, a sort of claim of rights, or document
embodying the demands or principles of the
Chartists. See Chartist Bank-charter Act. See
IxtnW. Blank charter, a document given to the agents
of the crown in the reign of liichard II., with power to nil
it up as they pleased ; hence, figuratively, liberty to do as
one pleases. Charter Of confirmation. See confirma-
tion. Charter of the Forest, an English statute of 1297

(25 Edw. I.), which restored lands, not of the royal demain,
that had been taken by former kings for forests. It also
affected the administration of the forest laws. Dongan
Charter, a charter for the city of New York granted by
Thomas Dongan, "Lieutenant-Governor and Vice-Admiral
of New York anS its dependencies," under James II. of

England, dated April 27th, 1086. It remained in force un-
til 1730. An early charter of the city of Albany, by the
same authority, is known by the same name. Great
Charter. See Magna, Charta, under charta. Montgom-
ery Charter, a charter granted to the city of New York
by John Montgomery, "Captain-General and Governor-
in-chief of the Province of New York and the Province of
New Jersey and territories depending thereon in America,
and Vice-Admiral of the same," under George II., dated
January 15th, 1730. It succeeded the Dongan charter, and
was not essentially changed until 1831. Open charter,
in Scots law, a charter from the crown, or from a subject,
containing a precept of sasine which has not been exe-
cuted. Original Charter, in Scot* law, a charter which
is granted first to the vassal by the superior.

charter (char'ter), v. t. [< charter, .] 1. To
hire or let by charter, as a ship. See charter-

party. 2. To establish by charter: as, to
charter a bank.
charterable (char'ter-a-bl), a. [< charter, v., +
-able.] Capable of being, or in a condition to

be, chartered or hired, as a ship.

cliarterage (char'ter-aj), . [< charter + -age.]
The act or practice of chartering vessels.

Charter-boy (chiir'ter-boi), n. In England, a
boy educated in the Charterhouse. See Char-
terhouse.

Charter-brother (char'ter-bru5H"er), n. One
of the inmates and pensioners of the Charter-
house in London.
Chartered (char'terd), p. a. [Pp. of charter,
t\] 1. Hired or let by charter-party, as a ship.

2. Invested with privileges by or as if by
charter; privileged.

When he speaks,
The air, a charter'd libertine, is still.

Shak., Hen. V., 1. 1.

It can hardly be supposed that the smaller chartered
cities whose privileges were modelled on those of London
would follow these changes. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 422.

3. Granted or secured by charter: as, char-
tered liberties or privileges ; chartered power.
Speculations regarding the sufficiency otchartered rights.

Palfrey.

charterer (char'ter-er), n. 1. One who char-
ters

; particularly, in com., one who hires a ship
by charter-party. 2. A freeholder. [Prov.
Eng. (Cheshire).]
Charterhouse (char'ter-hous), . [Corruption
perhaps of F. Chartreuse, a Carthusian mon-
astery, formed from the name of a waste and
savage valley said to have been anciently call-

ed Chartroiisse, in Dauphin6, in which the first

monastery of the Carthusians, la Grande Char-
treuse, was founded. See Carthusian. ] A chari-
table institution or hospital and celebrated

public school in London, founded in 1611 by Sir
Thomas Sutton. It maintains eighty poor brothers
(chiefly soldiers and merchants), and forty-four scholars," the sons of poor gentlemen to whom the charge of educa-
tion is too onerous." The reputation of its educational
department (now at Godalming in Surrey) attracts a large

chartreuse

iminhfi 1

,>f other pupils. The house was originally a Car-
thusian monastery, founded in 1371.

Charterist (chr't*r-it), . [< darter + -<.]
Siunc as C/iitrlixt. (ii-nf. Mai].
charter-land (chiir'ter-land),' n. Land held by
charter or in soca^c ; Imokland.
charter-master (char'ter-mAj'ter), n. In the
midland districts of Krigliind, a c<mtracti>r who
undertakes to raise coal from the mines at a
stated price.

Charter-party (chiir'ter-piir ti). . [X V. charte

jxirtic, lit. a divided charter, with reference to
the practice of cutting the instrument in two,
and giving one part to each of the contractors :

clinrte, a charter; /Hirtir, fern, of parti, pp. of

partir, divide: see chart, ////, r., and /inrti/.]
In com., a written agreement by which a ship-
owner lets a vessel to another person, usually
for the conveyance of cargo, either retaining
control of the vessel or surrendering it to the
charterer. It usually contains stipulations concerning
the places of loading and delivering, the freight payable,
the number of lay-days, and the rate of demurrage.
Chartism (char'tizm), n. [< chart (F. charte),

charter, + -ism."] The political principles and
opinions of the Chartists.

Chartist (char'tist), n. and a. [< chart (F.
charte), charter, + -1st.] I. n. One of a body
of political reformers (chiefly working men)
that sprang up in England about the year 1838.
The Chartists advocated as their leading principles uni-
versal suffrage, the abolition of the property qualification
for a seat in Parliament, anmial parliaments, equal repre-
sentation, payment of members of Parliament, and vote

by ballot, all of which they demanded as constituting the

people's charter. The members of the extreme section of
the party, which favored an appeal to arms or popular
risings if the charter could not be obtained by legitimate
means, were called physical-force men. The Chartist* dis-

appeared as a party after 1849. Also Charterist.

Tin- attempt to apply the law of supply and demand to
human labour, as rigorously as to cotton, coal, and mere
commodities, had brought on in France the French revo-
lution ; in this country Luddite riots, Chartist*, and rick-

burning. R. J. Hinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 117.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Chartists
;
con-

nected with Chartism.
The distress of the labouring class was manifested in

F.ngland by bread-riots, by threatening Chartist proces-
sions, and by demands for help addressed to Parliament.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXIII. 263.

The Chartist movement represented one wing of that
activity [the Reform agitation], and the more popular or
radical one. It. J. Hinton, Eng. Radical Leaders, p. 58.

chartless (chart'les), a. [< chart + -less.] Not
charted, or not provided with a chart

; hence,
without a guide or guidance : as, a chartless
rover.

chartographer, cartographer (kar-tog'ra-fer),
n. [< chartography, cartography, + -er1.} One
who prepares or compiles maps or charts, either
from existing geographical materials or from
investigation or description.

I write this letter to explain the problem of the Tanga-
nika, which has puzzled Livingstone and so many explorers,
and indeed so many able cartographers. H. M. Stanley.
Far in the distance rose . . . Saker Bair, a great sye-

nite mountain, which seems to have done something to
offend cartographers, for although it rises to a height of

3,000 feet above the sea, it is not noticed in most maps.
J. Baker, Turkey, p. 200.

chartographic, cartographic (kar-to-graf' ik),
a.

JX chartography, cartography, + -ic.] Per-

taining to chartography.
In particular, we may notice the careful delineation of

the vast basin of the Amazon, as showing a considerable
advance in chartoyraphic certainty.

Saturday Rev., July 23, 1864.

chartographical, cartographical (kar-to-
graf i-kal), a. Same as chartofiraphic.

chartogfaphically, cartographically (kar-to-
graf'i-kal-i), adv. In a chartographic manner;
by chartography.
chartography, cartography (kar-tog'ra-fi), n.

[< L. charta (or AIL. carta), a map, + Gr. -ipadla,
< ypafyeiv, write.] The art or practice of drawing
maps or charts.

Undoubtedly Miletus was the birthplace of cartography.
Von Ranke, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 160, note.

chartomancy (kar'to-man-si), n. [< Gr. xaPT}K,
a leaf of paper (see card1

), + ftavreia, divina-

tion.] Divination or fortune-telling by means
of cards or written papers.
chartometer (kar-tom'e-ter), re. [< L. charta

(ML. carta), a map, + metrum, a measure.] An
instrument for measuring distances on maps
and charts.

Chartreuse (shar-trez'), n. [F. : see Charter-

house.] 1. [cap.'] A monastery of Carthusian

monks, especially in France. The Grande Char-
treuse, near Grenoble in Dauphin^, is the most famous
and the earliest of the order.

2. A highly esteemed tonic cordial, obtained by
the distillation of various aromatic plants, espe-



chartreuse

cially nettles, growing on the Alps. It derives its

name from the celebrated monastery of the (Jramle rhar-

treuse, in France, where it is made. Chartreuse pot-
tery, an enameled pottery made in the neighborhood of

Bordeaux in the early part of the eighteenth century, for

the use of the Carthusian monastery in that neighborhood.
It resembles the fluer pottery of .Rouen, and especially
that of Nevers.

chart-room (chart'ro'm), n. The apartment in

a ship (steamer or sailing vessel) in which the

charts, maps, instruments, etc., are kept.

chartulary (kiir'tu-la-ri), n.
; pi. chartularies

(-riz). [< ML. chartularius, cartiilarius, in sec-

ond sense from ML. chartularium, cartularium :

masc. and neut. respectively of adj. chartu-

larius, cartularius, < chartula, a charter, record:

see charter."} 1. An officer in the ancient Latin
Church who had the care of charters and other

papers of a public nature. 2. A record or an
account-book of the temporal possessions of a

monastery.
The chartulary or leger-book of some adjacent monas-

tery. Blackstone.

The chartulary of Winchester Abbey, compiled early in

the 12th century, and containing numerous documents of

the time before the Conquest, is in the British Museum.
Encyc. Brit., VII. 253.

3. The room in which such records are kept.
4. The officer who had the records in charge.
Also spelled cartulary.

charwoman, charewoman (char'-, char'wum"-

an), n.
; pi. charwomen, charewomen (-wim"en).

S<

char1 , chare1 ,
+ woman.'] A woman hired to

o chares or odd work, or to work by the day.
There is a chare-woman in the house, his nurse,
An Irish woman, I took in a beggar.

B. Jonson, New Inn, ii. 1.

charwork, charework (char'-, char'werk), .

[< char1
,
chare1

,
+ work.'] In England, chares

or odd work ; work, usually menial, done by the

job or by the day.
She, harvest done, to char-work did aspire ;

Meat, drink, and twopence were her daily hire.

Dryden, tr. from Theocritus.

chary (char'i), a. [< ME. charig, < AS. cearig,
full of care or sorrow, sad (= OS. karag = OHG.
charag, full of care or sorrow, = MLG. karich,

karch, kerch, shrewd, sparing), < cearu, care,
sorrow. Chary is thus the assibilated adj. of

care: see care, and cf. Chare Thursday."] 1.

Careful; disposed to cherish with care; cau-
tious : often with of.

I Send you my humble Thanks for the curious Sea-chest
of Glasses you pleased to bestow on me, which I shall be

very chary to keep as a Monument of your Love.

HoweU, Letters, I. V. 10.

His rising reputation made him more chart/ of his fame.

Jeffrey.

2. Sparing ;
not lavish

;
not disposed to give

freely; frugal: absolute or with of: as, chary
of compliments ; clMry of favors.

The chariest maid is prodigal enough,
If she unmask her beauty to the moon.

Shale., Hamlet, i. 3.

Prodigal of all brain-labour he,
Charier of sleep, and wine, and exercise.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

Nature of sameness is so chary. Lowell, Nomades.

Charybdaea (kar-ib-de'ii), n. [NL., < L. Cha-

rybdis, q. v.] The typical genus of acalephs
of the family Charybdwidce. C. marsupialis is

an example.
charybdseid (kar-ib-de'id), n. An acaleph of

the family Charybdceidw.
Charybdaeidae (kar-ib-de'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Charybdcea + -idee.] A family of four-rayed
acalephs. They have a 4-sided pouch-like form, an un-
divided marginal membrane or velarium, containing pro-
longations of the gastrovascular system, 4 lobe-like verti-

cal appendages of the margin of the disk, 4 covered sense-

organs, and 4 vascular pouches separated by narrow par-
titions. They represent a suborder Marsupialida, (or Lo-

bofthora). Also written Charybdeidce.

Charybdis (ka-rib'dis), n. [L., < Or. Xapv/iiif ;

etym. uncertain.] See Scylla.
chasable (cha'sa-bl), a. [< ME. chaceable (cf.
OF. "chacable, cachavle, adapted for hunting);
< chase1 + -able.] Capable of being chased or
hunted

;
fit for the chase. Also spelled chase-

able. [Bare.]
Of bestes which ben chaceable. Gower, Couf. Amant.

chasbow, n. See cheese-bowl.

chase1
(chas), v. ; pret. and pp. chased, ppr. cha-

sing. [Also formerly spelled chace, < ME. cha-

cen, chasen, < OF. chacier (F. chasser), chase, as-
sibilated form of cacier, cachier, > ME. cacchen,
E. catch, which is thus a doublet of chase: see
catch1 . Hence in comp. (in OF.) purchase, q. v.]
I. trans. 1. To pursue for the purpose of cap-
turing or killing, as game ;

hunt.
Like to the chaced wild bore
The houndes whan he feleth sore.

Gowei; Conf. Amaut., III. 268.
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Mine enemies chased me sore, like a bird. Lam. iii. 52.

Rose
To chase the deer at five. Tennyson, Talking Oak.

They saw the swallow chase high up in air

The circling gnats.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 352.

2. To pursue for any purpose; follow earnest-

ly, especially with hostile intent ;
drive off by

pursuing : as, to chase an enemy.
But another, that had to Name Elphy, chaced him out

of the Contree, and made him Soudan.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 37.

'Tis a meritorious fair design
To chase injustice with revengeful arms ;

Knights, by their oaths, should right poor ladies' harms.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1693.

The following morn had chased away
The flying stars, and light restored the day. Dryden.

Life is a running shade, with fettered hands,
That chases phantoms over shifting sands.

0. W. Uolmes, The Old Player.

3. To pursue ;
continue.

And schortly forth this tale for to chase.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 338.

n. intrans. 1. To pursue; follow in pursuit.
fa chase

At Love in scorn. Chaucer, Troilus, i. 908.

Specifically 2. Of a hunting-dog, to leave a

point for the purpose of pursuing the game.
3. To move briskly or steadily along ;

hasten :

as, the dog kept chasing ahead of us.

Comynge fro a cuntre that men called lerico ;

To a lustes in Iherusalem he chaced awey faste.

Piers Plowman (B), xvii. 51.

chase1
(chas), n. [Also formerly spelled chace,

< ME. chace, chase, chas, < OF. chace, cace, F.

chasse = Pr. cassa = Sp. caza = Pg. caya = It.

caccia, chase, the chase; from the verb: see

chase1
,

v. Cf. catch1
, n.] 1. Pursuit for the

purpose of obtaining, capturing, or killing;

specifically, hunting : as, to be fond of the

chase; beasts of the chase.

In the contre of Canterburi mest plente of fysch Is,

And mest chase of aboute Salesburi of wylde bestes.

Rob. of Gloucester, p. 6.

The chase I sing ; hounds and their various breeds.

Somervitte, The Chase, i. 1.

2. Pursuit, as of one's desires
; eager efforts

to attain or obtain : as, the chase of pleasure,

profit, fame, etc.

What suttle and unpeaceable desigues he then had in

chace, his own Letters discover'd.

Milton, Eikouoklastes, xviii.

Mad chase of fame. Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires.

3. That which is pursued or hunted. Specifically

(a) Game which is pursued.
Like some poor exiled wretch,

The frightened Chase leaves her late dear abodes.

Somerville, The Chase, ii. 178.

(b) A vessel pursued by another : as, the chase outsailed us.

4. The body of men pursuing game.
The kynge Aguysans wente in to his Cite disconflted,

ffor the chace lefte of hym for to fight with the kynge
vrien and his peple. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 239.

5. An open piece of ground or other place re-

served for animals to be hunted as game, and

belonging to a private proprietor : properly dif-

fering from a forest, in that the latter is not

private property and is invested with privi-

leges, and from a park, in that the latter is in-

closed. [Eng.]
A forest hath laws of her own, to take cognizance of all

trespasses ; she hath also her peculiar officers, as forest-

ers, verderers, agisters, &c. ; whereas a chase or park hath

only keepers or woodwards. HoweU.

I see the moulder'd Abbey-walls,
That stand within the chace.

Tennyson, Talking Oak.

6f. In the game of tennis, the spot where a ball

falls, beyond which an opponent must strike

his ball or lose a point. 7. In old Eng. law, a
franchise authorizing a subject to whom it was
granted to hunt. Beasts of the chase, in Eng. law,

properly, the buck, doe, fox, marten, and roe ; but in a
common sense, all wild beasts of veucry and hunting.
Knights ofthe Chase. See knight. To give chase, to

pursue : absolute or followed by to with an object : as, the

squadron immediately gave chase to the enemy's fleet.

Wild-goose Chase, the pursuit of anything in ignorance
of the direction it will take ; hence, a foolish pursuit or

enterprise. According to Dyce, the name wild-goose chase
was applied to a kind of horse-race, in which two horses

were started together, the rider who
gained the lead forcing the other to
follow him wherever he chose to go.
= Syn. 5. Park, Woods, etc. See forest.

chase2 (chas), . [< OF. chasse,
F. chasse, a frame, a shrine,
assibilated form of OF. casse

(F. came), a box, chest, > E.

case2 : see case2
,
of which chase%

is a doublet.] 1. In printing,
a square and open framework
of iron, in which forms of type

Printers' Chase.

<i, frame ; b, b, b,

of wood or

chasm

are secured by furniture and quoins for moving
and for working on the press. For large forms of

type, chases are made with crossing and movable center-

bars, to give greater strength.

2. The part of a gun between the trunnions and
the swell of the muzzle, or, in modern guns in

which the muzzle has no swell, the whole of

that part of the gun which is in front of the

trunnions. 3. A groove cut in any object: as,

the chase of a water-wheel
;
a chase in the face

of a wall of masonry ;
the chase or groove for

the arrow in a crossbow. 4. In ship-building,
that kind of joint by which the overlapping
joints of clincher-built boats are gradually con-

verted at the stem and stern into flush joints, as

in carvel-built boats. 5. The circular trough
of a cider-mill, in which the apples are placed
to be crushed by a revolving stone called the

runner. 6. A trench made to receive drain-

tiles.

chase3
(chas), v. t.

; pret. and pp. chased, ppr.

chasing. [Shortened from enchase, q. v.] 1.

To decorate (metal-work, especially work in

the precious metals) by tooling of any kind on
the exterior. It is usual to support the metal, when
thin, upon a slightly yielding substance; thus in the case

of a hollow vessel the interior is tilled with pitch before

the chasing is begun.
2. To cut so as to make into a screw; cut, as

the thread of a screw.

chaseable, a. See chasable.

chase-gun (chas'gun), . In war-ships, a gun
used in chasing an enemy, or in defending a

ship when chased
;
a chaser.

chase-mortise (chas'm6r"tis), n. A mode of

securing a ceiling-joist to a binding-joist, so that

their lower surfaces shall be flush. The end of the

ceiling-joist has a tenon which is let into a mortise in the

binding-joist. Also called pulley-mortise. E. 11. Knight.

chase-port (chas'port), n. The porthole at the
bow or the stern of a vessel, through which the

chase-gun is fired.

chaser1 (cha'ser), n. [< ME. chasur, a hunter

(horse), < OF. chaceour, chaceor (F. chasseitr), a

hunter, < chacier, hunt : see chase1
, v., and -er1 .

Cf. chasseur."] 1. One who chases
;
a pursuer;

a hunter; a driver. 2. Naut.: (a) A vessel

which pursues another. (6) A chase-gun; a

gun on a vessel mounted especially for service

when in chase or being chased : called a bow-
chaser when pointed from the bow, and a stern-

chaser when from the stern. 3. A short strap
used to keep the curtain of a carriage in place
when it is rolled up.
chaser2 (cha'ser), n. [< chase^ + -er1.] 1.

One who chases or enchases; an enchaser.

All the tools and appliances of professional chasers.
The American, VII. 120.

2. A hand-tool of steel used for cutting or fin-

ishing the threads of screws; the
tool used as the cutting instrument
in a chasing-lathe.
chase-ring (chas'ring), n. A band
placed around a piece of ordnance
near the muzzle.
chasible (chas'i-bl), . See chasuble.

Chasidean (kas-i-de'an), . Same
as Assidean.

chasing (cha'sing), n.. [Verbal n.

of chase3
, .] The art of engraving cS^Kma.

designs on metallic surfaces with a
chisel or a burin. See toreutics Flat chasing,
a method of ornamenting silverware with a punching-
tool which forms the design by dots or lines.

chasing-chisel (cha'sing-chiz'el), n. One of

the tools used in chasing. See chase3 .

chasing-hammer (cha'sing-ham'er), n. The

implement, usually a wooden mallet, used by
the chaser to strike upon the butt of the cha-

sing-tool.

chasing-lathe (cha'sing-laTH), n. A lathe

adapted to cut screws.

chasing-Stafft, . A weapon or an instrument
of offense : apparently the same as catchpole

2
.

Grose.

chasing-tool (cha'sing-t61), n. A tool used in

chasing. Suc-h tools are either punches, gravers, or

chisel-shaped tools w ith blunt edges ; they are applied by
being held in contact with the metal and struck lightly
with a hammer or mallet.

Chaslesian (shal'zi-an), a. Pertaining to the

French geometer Michel Chasles (1793-1880).
Chaslesian shell, an infinitely thin shell of homogene-
ous matter, coinciding with an equipotential surface and

having a thickness everywhere proportional to the attrac-

tion.

chasm (kazm), n. [< L. chasma, < Gr. x"faj

a yawning hollow, gulf, chasm, any wide space
or expanse (cf. xaa/*1, a yawning), < / *x" in

X<icKeiv, xaiveiv, yawn: see chaos,] 1. An open-



chasm

ing made by disruption, as a breach in the

earth or a rock ;
a cleft ; a fissure

;
a gap ;

es-

pecially, a wide and deep cleft.

That deep romantic chasm which slanted down the

green hill. Culeriil'jr.

The little elves of chasm and cleft.

Tennysint, Ouinevere.

Hence 2. An interruption; a hiatus; any
marked breach of continuity.
There is a whole chapter wanting here, and a chasm of

ten paes made in the hunk by it.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 25.

There are great c/imx in his facts.

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. (Hi.

The bloody chasm, a rhetorical phrase used for .-..me

time after the civil war of 18ol-o5 to designate the divi-

sion between the North and the South produced by the war.

[li. S.|

chasma (kaz'mii), n. [L. : see chasm.'] If. A
chasm. l>r. JJ."More. 2. In jinthul., an attitck

of yawning; a succession of yawns.
chasmed (kaztud), a. [< cliasiu + -erf-.] Hav-

ing a gap or chasm : as, a chasnied hill. [Bare.]

chasmogamy (kaz-mog'a-mi), n. [< Gr. ^da/^a,

opening, chasm, + 7 d/jof, marriage.] In hot., the

opening of the perianth at the maturity of the

flower: distinguished from rlisttttiamy, in which
fertilization is effected while the flower re-

mains closed.

Chasmorhynchus (kas-mo-ring'kus), n. [NL.
(Temininck, 1820, in the improper form Cas-

marhyiichus), < Gr. x^af"l> a yawning, + piyxw,
snout, beak.] A genus of fruit-crows of South

America, of the family Cotiiigida;, including
the bell-birds, averanos, orarapungas, of which
there are several species, as C. variegatus, C.

nitdicolliti, C. niveus, and C. tricanmculatus. See
cut under arapunga.
chasmy(kaz'mi), a. [< chasm + -y

1
.] Abound-

ing with chasms. [Rare.]
The chasmy torrent's foam-lit bed. Wordsworth.

chasselas (shas'e-las), n. [From Chasselas, a

village near Macon, France, where a fine vari-

ety is grown.] A white grape, highly esteemed
for the table.

chasse-maree (shas'ma-ra'), [F., < chasser,

chase, + mari-e (> It. marea), tide, ult. < L.

mare, sea: see mere1
,
marine. See chase1

, v.]

A French shallop or coasting-vessel, generally
lugger-rigged and with two or three masts.

chassepot (shas'po), n. [F., after Ckattepvt,
the inventor, born 1833.] The breech-loading
rifle officially introduced into the French army
in 1866-68.
chasseur (sha-ser'), [F., a huntsman, <

chasser, hunt, chase : see chase1, r., and cha-

ser1 .] 1. A huntsman. 2. A soldier, speeifl-

cally (a) In the eighteenth century, a soldier chosen
with others to form a company of light troops attached
to a battalion. (6) In modern times, one of a body of light

troops designed for rapid movements, especially in pur-
suit of an enemy. In the French army there are both
mounted and foot chasseurs.

3. A domestic in the households of persons of

rank in Europe, who wears a huntsman's or a

semi-military livery, and performs the duties

of a footman.
The great chasseur who had announced her arrival.

Irving.

chassis (shas'is), n. [< F. chassis, < chdsxe, a
frame : see c/iose2.] A kind of traversing frame
or movable railway, on which the carriages of

guns move backward and forward in action.

chaste (chast), a. [< ME. chaste, chast,< OF.

chaste, caste, F. chaste = Pr. cast Sp. Pg. It.

casto, < L. castus, chaste, pure, for "cadtus, akin
to Gr. KaBapof, Dor. noBapof, pure : see cathar-

tic; cf. Skt. cuddha, pure, pp., < / cudlt or

fundh, purify.] 1. Possessing chastity or sex-

ual purity ;
continent ; virtuous ; pure.

That they may teach the young women to love their chil-

dren, to b discreet, chaste, keepers at home. Tit. ii. 4, 5.

Early, bright, transient, chaste as morning dew,
She sparkled, was exhaled, and went to heaven.

Young, Night Thought*, v. 600.

2f. Celibate; unmarried.
Iblessid be God that I have weddid fyve :

Welcome the sixte whan that ever he scbal !

Forsothe I nyl not kepe me chast in al.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 46.

3. Free from obscenity or impurity: as, chaste

conversation. 4. In a figurative sense: (a)
As applied to language and literary style, free

from uncouth or equivocal words and phrases,
and from affected or extravagant expressions ;

not affected or grandiloquent.
That great model of chaste, lofty, and pathetic eloquence,

the Book of Common Prayer. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., x.

(6) In art, free from meretricious ornament or

affectation; severely simple.
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Her thick brown hair . . . seemed to drape her head
with a covering as chaxtt and formal as the veil of a nun.

//. ./,/ ,..', -If., 1'ass. Pilgrim, p

Chaste week, tin- eck u--inmng with ijninqini).'esiiiia

Sunday: so named from the injunction to observe sli i.'t

continence at this time. Also called Cleansing mum.
= Syn. 4. simple, classic, relined.

chastet, <' t. [< ME. chasten, rhaxtirii, (/<(.<///<,

often (without inf. suffix -en) chant;/, chasli, <

OF. fhnxlii r, rcx/iVr. F. chatter = Pr. castiar,
i-haxliar = Sp. Pg. castigar

= It. castigarc (also

introduced as an ecclesiastical word into early
Tent., OH(i. cliisti/ji'in, MHG. kexttiji-n, knxti<i<-n,

G. kanteieu = I), hastydm), < 1.. i-nxtinari; make

pure, chasten, chastise : see castigate and r/i (/.--

tixi; and cf. rhasten 1
.] 1. To chasten ; disci-

pline ; punish ; chastise. See chasten 1 and chas-

tise, which have taken the place of this verb.

The aid William un-lawfulli chatted liym, in brusyng
of his at an- and broke his hedd.

Kntilixh (ii/'/s(E. E. T. $.), p. 322.

I ne henle never in my lyve
Old maii cluutii jong wyf.

8 r. n >.'/.- (ed. Wright), 1. 1664.

By the whelp chatted is the leonn.

Chaitfi; Squire's Tale, 1. 483.

2. To reduce to submission ;
tame.

They were the ttrste that chaxtede hors and ladde hem
with IJrj dels. Trrrisa, tr. Higden's Polychronicon, II. 357.

3. To bring or keep under control ; restrain, as

the passions.
Luke nowe for charitee. thow chanty thy lyppes,
That the no wordez eschape, whate so be-tydez ;

Luke that presantc be priste, and presse hyin bott lytille.

ilurte Arthurs (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1019.

With loue and awe till wyfe tholl chantiis,

And late feyre wordes lie thi 3erd [yard, rod].

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 53.

chaste-eyed (chast'id), a. Having chaste or

modest eyes.
The oak-crown'd sisters and their chaste-eyeit queen.

Collins, Ode on the Passions.

chastelaint. [ME., also spelled chartlayn,

etc., chasteleyne, <OF. chastelain, cartelein, m.,

chartelaine, t., mod. F. chdtelain, m., cMtelaine,
(.: see chatelaine.'] A castellan; a castellan's

wife : with reference to the rank.

Now am I knyght, now chantelene.
Horn, of the Rate, 1. 6330.

chastelett, . [ME., < OF. chastelet, dim. of

chastel, a castle : see castle, eastellet.] A castle.

The erldome of enuye and wratthe togideres,
With the chaatelet of chest and chateryng-oute-of-resoun.

Piers Plowman (B), ii. 84.

chastely (chast
'

li), ado. [ME. chastliche, <

chaste + -liche, -ly
2
.] In a chaste manner, (a)

With sexual purity ; purely. (6) Without obscenity ; de-

cently, (c) Without barbarisms or uncouth phrases ;
taste-

fully : as, a composition chastely written.

The style [Bryant's) always pure, clear, and forcible, and
often chastely elegant. D. J. Hill, Bryant, p. 171.

(<0 Without meretricious ornament ; not gaudily : as, a

picture chastely designed.

chasten 1
(cha'sn), r. t. [< chaste, a., + -en1 .

See chaste, i:, and chastise.] 1. To inflict

pain, trouble, or affliction on for the purpose
of reclaiming from evil; correct; chastise;

punish : formerly of corporal punishment, but

now, chiefly with a moral reference, of discipli-

nary affliction. [Now rarely or never used for

chastise in a physical sense.]
If he commit iniquity, I will chanten him with the rod

of men. 2 Sam. vii. 14.

As many as I love, I rebuke and chasten. Rev. iii. 19.

And fear not, Enid, I should fall upon him,
Who love you, Prince, with something of the love

Wherewith we love the Heaven that chastens us.

Tennyson, Oeraint.

2. To purify by discipline, as the taste ;
refine

;

make chaste: as, to chasten the imagination,
the taste, or one's style.

They [classics] chasten and enlarge the mind and excite

to noble actions. Layard.

It is certainly the duty of every one who has a good
telescope, a sharp eye, and a chastened imagination, to

watch them [the rings of Saturn] carefully, and set down
exactly what he sees. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 56.

= Syn. 1. Punish, etc. See chastise.

chasten2!, See chesten.

chastener (chas'ner), . One who or that which
chastens.
In our day, the great chastener and corrector of all in-

vestigation, and of the whole business of inference from
the known to the unknown, is scientific inquiry

into the

facts of nature. Maine, Village Communities, p. 327.

chasteness (chast'nes), n. [< chaste + -ness.]

The state or quality of being chaste.

chastening (chas'uing), p. a.
[Pj>r.

of chasten 1
,

r.] Corrective by means of punishment or dis-

cipline.
The father's chastening hand. Rome.

The tyrant is altered, by a cAcmftm'/w affliction, into a

pensive moralist. Uacaulay, Dryden.

chastity

chaste-tree (chust'tre), . The I'itujc Ayitus-
i-axtitx. Sec iiifiiiix cnxliix, iinilcr 111/1111.1.

chastiet, . '. Sec (//*/<.

chastisablel clms-ti'za-bl), a. [< eluistisi + -able.]

Deserving chastisement. >/K ///.../. [Kare.]
chastise (chas-tiz'), r. i.; pret. and pp. Suutded.

ppr. elin.ttixiiii/. [OIK. <-li<i.iti*<n, an extended
form with suffix -isfn, -ixr, of fhnxtii-n, chasten:
see chuxli; /.. ami cf. r/iox/c;/ 1

.
] 1. To inflict

pain upon by stripes, blows, or otherwise, for

the purpose of punishing and recalling to duty ;

punish for the purpose of amending; correct

or reclaim by punishment.
Let the wines kccpe their husbands secrets, or else let

them be c/isti>(', and kept in In. us. an. I bed. till they In-

better. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 207.

How fine ray master is! I am afraid

He will chastise me. Shalt., Tempest, v. 1.

Heaven is nut always angry when he strikes,

BUt most <r/(/(Vx tl nholll llll.st he like-i.

/(.in//.'/, To Iii- Kri.'ii.l in Affliction.

2f. To discipline ;
instruct ;

correct the errors

or faults of.

And so atte the In-gymiing a man ought to lerne his

doughters with good ensanmples, yeungeasdede the.iueii.'

Proues of Hongrie, that faire and goodly chastised and

taught her doiiuhters, as it [is] contend! in her Imkc.

Book of the Knight of La Tour Landry, p. 2.

3f. To reduce to submission ;
tame.

TliUke men chastised and temede hors flrste with brideh.

Trevisa, tr. of Higden's Polychronicon, I. 187.

4. To restrain or refine by discipline; free from
faults or excesses. [In this sense now chasten.]

Behold the beauty of her person chastised by the inno-

cence of her thoughts. Steele, Spectator, No. 4.

The gay social sense, by decency chastised. Thomson.

= Syn. 1. Punish, Chasten, Chastise. To jrunish is pri-

marily and chiefly to inflict pain upon, as a retribution for

misdeeds, the notion of improving the offender being absent

..i-quite -ul.oi ilnute. Chasten, on the other hand, implies
that the reformation of the offender is the aim of the pun-
ishment inflicted. The word is not now often used of hu-

man acts; it is a biblical word for the providential disci-

pline of man: as, "Whom the Lord loveth he chasteneth"

(Heb. xiL 6); and such expressions as " the duutmtao in-

fluence of sorrow
"
are in use. Chastise Is a dignified word

for corporal punishment, combining in nearly equal de-

grees the notions of desert and correction.

The spirits perverse
With easy intercourse pass to and fro

To tempt or punish mortals.

Mitton, P. L., ii. 1032.

That good God who chastens whom he loves.

Southey, Ma.l. ie. I. iii. 163.

1'nder whose warrant I impeach thy wrong,
And by whose help I mean to chastise it.

Shak., K. John, ii. 1.

chastisement (ehas'tiz-ment), H. [< ME. chas-

tisement; < chastise + -merit.] Correction; pun-
ishment ; pain or suffering inflicted for punish-
ment and correction.

I have borne chastisement, I will not offend any more.
Job xxxiv. 31.

Shall I so much dishonour my fair stars,
On equal terms to give him chastisement!

Shale., Rich. II., IT. 1.

chastiser (chas-ti'zer), n. One who chastises;
a punisher ;

a corrector.

A chastiser of too big a confidence.
Jer. Taylnr, Holy Dying, v. 3.

chastity (chas'ti-ti), n. [< ME. chastite, chas-

tfte, < OF. cliiisieit, chastetf, F. chastete' Pr.

castitat, castetat = Sp. castidad = Pg. caxtidade

= It. castita, < L. castita(t-)s, < castus, chaste:

see chaste, a.] 1. The state or quality of being
chaste ;

the state of being guiltless of unlawful

sexual intercourse ; sexual purity.
Who can be lM>und by any solemn vow . . .

To force a stnjtless virgin's chastity ?

Shale., -2 Hen. VI., v. 1.

2f. Celibacy; the unmarried state.

I -dial for evermore,
Emforth my might, thi trewe servaunt be,
And holdeu werre alway with chastite.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1378.

The forenamed church . . . was wont to be occupied of

old time by married men and hereditary succession ; the

Lateral! Council held at that time [A. 1). 1215] preventing

it, by imposing chastity upon all clerks and rectors of

churches.
"De Statu Blaabornshire," quoted in Raines, Hist. Lan-

[cashire, II. 1

3. Abstinence from lawful indulgence of sex-

ual intercourse ; continence due to a religious
motive. [Rare.]

Chastity is either abstinence or continence ; abstinence

is that of virgins or widows ; continence of married per-
sons. J*r. Taylor.

4. Freedom from obscenity, depravity, or im-

purity, as in thought, language, or life ; moral

purity.
That chastity of honour which felt a stain like a wound.

Burke, Kev. in France.



chastity

5. Purity and simplicity of stylo in writing.
6. In art, freedom from meretricious orna-

ment or affectation.

Again, at a coronation, what can be more displeasing to

a philosophic taste than a pretended clniKtitil of ornament,

at war with the very purposes of a solemnity essenti;ill>

magnificent? !>< (Jiiinrri/, Rhetoric.

[In the last two senses chimteiiem is more com-

monly used.]

chastbt, chastont, . [Cf. ML. chanto, OF. chax-

ton, F. clifitoii, the be/el of a ring: see chatnu."]

The clasp, socket, or holder for the plume of a

helmet.

chastyt, e. t. A Middle English form of i-lmxti-.

chasuble (chas'u-bl), n. [Also written chagiblr,

chesible; < ME.' chesible, chesuble, etc., < OF.

"chasible, chasuble, F. chasuble (= 8p. Camilla;

of. MHG. l-asinji-li; l.iiKiii'lci-l. 1>. kiimiij'cl), <

ML. <'auitbul<i, caxiibla, equiv. to casula, a man-

tle, a chasuble, lit. a little house (cf. It. ciixu-

pola, a shanty), dim. of L. cam, a house: see

casa. Cf. casula and cassock, of the same ult.

origin.] JUccles., a sleeveless vestment, origi-

nally circular in outline, but in medieval and
modern use of an elliptical shape, or modi-
fied from this so as to be nearly rectangular,
and provided with an aperture in the center

through which to pass tlie head, it is worn so

as to fall in front and at the hack of the wearer to an

equal or nearly equal distance, showing only one of its

halves at a time. The chasuble is the principal vestment
worn by a priest
when celebrat-

ing the mass or

holy commu-
ni.in. nnil is put
on over the alb.

It is held to

represent the
seamless coat of
riniM, or char-

ity symbolized
by it. The ma-
terial is usually
rich stuff silk,

brocade, or vel-

vet. In itsoldest
form it was very
full and long,
reaching nearly
to the feet. The
medieval or el-

liptical form,
which is some-
times worn in

Roman Catho-
lic churches,
reaches below
the knees, and
is generally or-

namented with
a Y- cross. The
shape common-

ly worn in the Roman Catholic Church, however, does not
reach much below the hips, and is nearly rectangular at

the back, the part which falls in front being cut away at

the sides so as not to impede the movement of the arms,
and the two parts are frequently united merely by straps
at the shoulders. The chasuble generally has a pillar or

vertical stripe at the front, a Y- cross or Latin cross on
the back, or on both front and back, and sometimes an

edging on both sides. These ornaments are added in a
different material with gold or other embroidery, and
are known as the orphreys of the chasuble. Among the
different names of the chasuble, panmla, identifying it

with the ancient Roman garment of that name, is prob-
ably the oldest. The same word occurs also ill various
Greek forms. It is translated "cloke" in 2 Tim. iv. 1.1,

and is the accepted name for the chasuble in the Greek
Church, generally in the form phelonion. The name ]tla-

neta has also been in use from early times, and is still the
term preferred in the official use of the Roman Catholic
Church. The amphibalus, worn at one time in Gaul, seems
to have been similar to or identical with the chasuble. In

England the name vestment was in use at the time of the

Reformation, both for the chasuble alone and for the chas-

uble with its subsidiary vestments or adjuncts, the stole,

amice, and maniple. The use of the chasuble in Anglican
churches continued long after the Reformation, and is

maintained by certain of them (on authority claimed from
the Ornaments rubric) at the present day. It is also worn
in the Greek Church. See ornament.

And ge, louely ladyes, with goure longe fyngres,
That je han silke and sendal to sowe, whan tyme is,

Chesibles for chapelleynes cherches to honoure.
Piers Plowman (B), vi. 12.

chat1
(chat), v.

; pret. and pp. chatted, ppr.
chatting. [< late ME. chatte, a shortened form,
appar. taken as the base, of chatter, q. v. Re-
duplicated chitchat, q. v.] I. intrans. To con-
verse in a familiar manner

;
talk without form

or ceremony.
But what a fool am I, to chat with you,
When I should bid good-morrow to my bride.

Shak., T. of the S., Hi. 2.

To chat awhile on their adventures passed. Dryden.
Sir Launcelot at her side

Laughed and chatted, bending over,
Half her friend and all her lover.

T. B. Aldrieh, The Queen's Ride.

Il.t trans. To talk of
;
converse about.
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Your prattling nurse
Into a rupture lets her baby cry,
While she chats him. Shak., Cor., ii. 1.

chat 1 (chat), 11. [<e/m?l, <.] 1. Free, informal

speech ;
familiar conversation.

(I, how I long to have some chat with her]

Shak., 1. of the S., ii. 1.

2. Idle talk
;
chatter.

This bald nnjointed chat of his, my lord,

I answered indirectly. ,S7<A-.. 1 Hen. IV., i. :i.

= Syn. See //ntttlf. n.

chat2 (chat), ii. [< chat1
,
with reference to

their chattering cries. Cf. chatterer, 2, and
chuck3 ."]

A name of several different birds,

(a) Any bird of the family Saxicolidrr, as a stonechat,

whine-hat, or wheatear. There are many species, chiefly
African. (6) Specifically, the yellow-breasted chat of the
1'iiited States, an oscine passerine bird, lelrria rimi*.

chattel

F. chatelaine, fem. of chi'iMain : see chatelain

and castellan.'} I. . 1. A female castellan; the

lady of the castle or chateau. See chatelain.

2. A chain, or group of chains, worn by cas-

tellans, by which the keys of a castle were

suspended from the girdle; hence, a similar

modern device for suspending watch-keys,
seals, trinkets, etc.

;
and so, by extension, the

trinkets themselves.

II. a. Pertaining to or of the nature of a

chatelaine: as, a chatelaine watch.

chatelett, [< F. ch&telet: see chalet and cas-

lellrt, cnxtlct.'} A little castle.

chatellany (shat'e-la-ni), .; pi. chatellanien

(-niz). [< F. chatelle'nie, < ML. castellania : see

castcllany.'] Same as ctis/fl/im//.

This princely republic [Neuchatel] is divided into four
rhiiMliniir* and tifteeil mayories.

J. Adatnt, Works, IV. 375.

chathamite (chat'am-it), . [< Cliatham (see

def.) + -ite2.] A variety of chloanthite, from

Chatham, in the State of Connecticut.

chati (eha-te'), n. [Appar. a native South
American name, assimilated to F. chat, a cat.]
A name of the Felts mitis, a small spotted South
American cat.

Chatoessina (kat"o-e-sl'na), n. pi. [NL., <

+ -j;i 2
.] In Giinther's system of

kmbroidered Chasuble, in the Cathe
Siena (late i6th century).

Yellow-breasted Chat (Ifteria virais}.

of the family MnvitHtida. It is about 7J inches long,

green above, white below, has a golden-yellow breast,
and is remarkable for the volubility and mimicry ot its

song, as well as for the evolutions which the male per-
forms on the wing during the mating season.

chat3 (chat), n. [< ME. chat, a cat, also a cat-

kin, < OF. cliat, a cat (cf. chaton, chatton, a cat-

kin) : see cat1 , and cf. catkin, catling.'] 1. A
cat. See cat1 .

The flry chat he slouje withoute more
And of Archadie the cruel tusshy bore.

^8. Digbti, 230. (HaUimtt.)
2. A catkin.

The long Peper comethe first, whan the Lef begynuethe
to come; and it is lyche the Chattes of Haselle, that

comethe before the Lef, and it hangethe lowe.

Mandeville, Travels, p. IBS.

3. A key or samara of the ash or maple.
[Prov. Eng.]

chat4
(chat), n. [A particular use of chat3

,
a

catkin, or a var. of chit1
,
a little twig, a child,

etc.: see chit1 .'] 1. A twig; a little stick; a

fragment. 2. A child. [Prov. Eng.] -Chat
potatoes, small potatoes.

chateau (sha-to'), .; pi. chdteaux (-toz'). [F.,
< OF. chastel, cantel, < L. castellum, a castle:

see castle.'} A castle ;
a manor-house ;

a large
and stately residence, usually in the country :

chiefly with reference to France or southern

Europe. The word is very frequent in French use in

local names. Such names are often attached to wines. See

phrases below. Chateau Chignon, a red wine made in

the department of Nievre, France. Chateau en Es-
pagne. Same as cattle in Spain. See castle. Chateau
Haut-Brion, a red Bordeaux wine made in the district

of Haut Medoc. It is often classed in the first grade of

Bordeaux red wines, or may be considered as the first of

the second grade. Chateau Laffitte, a red Bordeaux
wine made in the commune of Pauillac, in the district of

Medoc. It belongs to the first grade of Bordeaux red wines.

Chateau La Rose, a red Bordeaux wine, the firstgrowth
of the La Rose wines (which see, under trine). It is usually
considered a wine of the second grade, but the vintage of

some years ranks with the first. Chateau La Tour, a red
Bordeaux wine made in the commune of St.-Lambei t, in the
district of Medoc. It is one of the first grades of Bordeaux
red wines, apd ranks after Chateau Laffltte and Chateau
Margaux. Chateau LaTour Blanche, a white Bordeaux
wine made in the neighborhood of Barsac. It ranks with
Chateau Suduiraut, being second only to Chateau Yquem.
Chateau Margaux, a red Bordeaux wine made in the

commune of Margaux. It is one of the first grade of Bor-
deaux red wines, ranking either first of all or second only
to Chateau Laffitte. Chateau Suduiraut, a white Bor-
deaux wine made in the neighborhood of Barsac. Cha-
teau Yquem, a white Bordeaux wine made in the neigh-
borhood of Barsac. It is considered the chief of the white
wines of Bordeaux commonly called Sauternes.

chatelain (shat'e-lan), n. [< F. chdtelam, < OF.

cliastelairt,<WL.castellanus: see castellan."] 1.

A castellan. 2. In France, formerly, a terri-

torial lord who had the right of possessing a
castle.

The chatelaines and mayors [of Neuchatel], who preside
in the several courts of justice, are also of his [the king's]
nomination. ./. Adams, Works, IV. 376.

chatelaine (shat'e-lan), n. and a. [Formerly
chastelaine, < ME. ehasteleyne, < OF. chastelaine,

classification, the second group of Cliipi-iiUr.

having the mouth transverse and inferior, nar-

row, and toothless, the upper jaw overlapping
the lower, and the abdomen serrated: a syno-

nym of Dorosomida; (which see).

chatoessine (kat-o-es'in), a. Of or pertaining
to the Chatoessina.

Chatoessus (kat-o-es'us), n. [NL. ;
also written

Chatoessus, -<.; appar. erroneously formed <

Gr. ;^a<rfc(f, fem. xamitoaa, with a long mane,
< xa 'Tr

l, long flowing hair, a mane : see chatta.']

A genus of isospondylous fishes, of the family
DorosomidtK or gizzard-shads. See Dorosoma.
chaton (F. pron. sha-ton'), . [F., < OF. chas-

tnn, castitn = It. castone (ML. chanto), bezel,

prob. < OHG. chasto, MHG. G. 1'asten, a box,

chest, also applied to a bezel: see chesfl."] The
head or top of a ring ;

the part which receives

a stone, device, or ornament of any kind
; also,

the whole top, including the stone or seal. See
bezel.

The double-headed axe is also engraved oil the famous
i-liiitiiniit the ring discovered by Dr. SchliemannatMykente.

A. II. Sayce, Pref. to Schliemann's Troja, p. 20.

The intaglio on the oval chaton of the other gold ring

presents an equally strange subject.
C. T. Xewton, Art and Archseol., p. 269.

chatoyancy (sha-toi'an-si), n, [< chatoyant:
see -KC;/.] The quality of being chatoyant.
chatoyant (sha-toi'ant; F. pron. sha-two-yon'),
a. and n. [< F. eliatoyunt, ppr. of chatoyer,

change luster like the eye of a cat, < chat, cat:

see caft.~] I. a. Changing in luster or color,
like a cat's eye in the dark.

Deluded little wretch, . . . going to your first party, . . .

now for the first time swimming into the frothy, chatoy-
ant, sparkling, undulating sea of laces and satins, and
white-armed, flower-crowned maidens.

O. W. Holmes, Elsie Vernier, vii.

II. ii. A kind of hard stone or gem having
when cut and polished a chatoyant luster; cat's-

eye.

chatoyment (sha-toi'ment), . [< F. chatoy-
meiit, < chatoyer: see chatoyant."] Exhibition of

changeable colors, or changeableness of color,
as in a mineral

; play of colors.

chatra (chat'ra), n. Same as chattah.

chat-roller (chat'ro"ler), 11. An ore-crushing
machine, consisting of a pair of cast-iron rollers,
for grinding roasted ore. E. H. Knight.
chatsome (chat'sum), a. [< chat1 + -same."}

Chatty ;
full of gossip. Mackay.

chatt (chat), n. Same as chack%.

chattah (chat'a), . [Hind, chhatd, also chhdtu,
chhatr, < Skt. chhattra, < \fchhad, cover.] In In-

dia, an umbrella. See umbrella. Also chutra.

chattation (cha-ta'shon), n. [< chat1 + -ation.~]

Chat
;
idle talk

; gossip. Mme. JfArblay.
chattel' (chat'el or -1), n. [< ME. chatel, chetel

(with pi. chateiis, chatetcs, cliateux, after OF.),
< OF. chatel, assibilated form of catel (> ME.
eatel), cattle, goods, property: see cattle and

capita?
2
.] 1. Property;.wealth; goods; stock.

See cattle, 1.

Aiwher with chaff! mon mai luue cheape [anywhere with
wealth one may buy love].

Old Etuj. Homilies (ed. Morris), p. 271.

To dealeu his feder [father's) chetel to neodfule.
Ancren Ritcle, p. 224.

2. An article of personal property ;
a movable:

usually in the plural, goods; movable assets.



chattel

In law the term includes also (for most purposes, at chatter (chafer). M. [< rlitilti;; r .
\

least) any interest in land other than an estate- for life or ..,:, {: .h*hl. i nnrrinnl,
of inheritance.

Godes and chateux. Enylixh GiWx (E. K. T. 8.), p. 58.

1 1. .PI. .M i
- a lease for lives to come,

And cannot he extended from
The legal tenant : 'tis a chattel
Not to be forfeited in liattle.

,s'. Hull,;-. Ilildihras.

\o wiser than their mothers, household stult,
Live f/i/itl' V.s-. 'f't-tinff.^i'H, Princess, iv.

Are flesh and blood a ware?
Are heart anil aiml a tluill,!

'

llrtni'iiiii!!, Itinj: anil hook, I. 215.

Chattel mortgage, a transfer of chattels from om> PIT-

SOU, usually a debtor, to another, usually his credit. ir.

chaundler

1. A sue- chauffer, chaufer (sha'fer), n. [< F.
cession of quick, shrill, inarticulate sounds, heat, make hot (see chafe); or < F. chaufmtr, a
especially it discordant or jarring, like those lime-kiln, < f/iw,limo (see rl<(ilk,rnlj-l), +fintr,
uttered liv it magpie or a monkey; rapid and oven, furnace.] In <-ltrnt., a small funnier, ;i

imperfectly articulated utti-rimce. cylindrical box of slieet-iron, open at the top,
The mimic ape began his rlmitr,-. witli a grating near the bottom. See chdf'i i~. I.

.sv./J, Tin- leasts' Conft-sMon. chauk-daW (chiik'da), ii. [< chaHl.; = cli,iiti/li,

2. The noise made by the trrtli striking to- + dnir 1
. Cf. ciiittlou:'] A local British naim-

gether repeatedly and rapidly, as under the in- for the chough or red-legged crow, J'yi-rh-><-<ir<u

fluence of cold or fright. 3. idle or foolish talk. yraculiin.
Tin' miiriiinriiii; mnltitinle beneath me. on whom his Chault, II. All obsolete form of jilirl.

tptamcxUe chatter M] like it wet blanket, chauldront, '< Same us cliaiidrvn.
H;;,,I: ii PAflMpi, speeches an.i Uwterai, P. m. Chaulelasmus (ka-le-las'mus), . [NL. (G. R.

Gray, 1838), < Gr. jan/-, as in Ckiiulioduf, q. v.,+ f/.aer/ja, a (metal) plate.] A genus of AHII-
timi' or fresh-water ducks; the gadwalls : so

an article of tangible personal property, such us an uninial. tlill"; child. Ilillliiri II .

furniture, grain, etc., including evidetiees oi ileht. chat- />h a ttarVtAV i dint 'MV lnVvi\
tels personal are usually simken of sim],lv MS chattel., or

cnauert)ox ^>- "

timtoioginilly as ./.>' aw/ chHttrl*. - Chattel real, r "WWMntly: applied chieny to

chattel Interest, mi estate in land other tlian one for life chatterer (chat'er-er), n. 1.

[Prov. Eug.]
<>uc who talks
children.
One who chat-

ters; a prater; an idle talker. 2. The popu-
lar name of birds of the genus Ampclis in the
most restricted sense, or Sombijeilla. The Bohe-
mian chatterer is A. ../<'///.< ; the diattcivrof I'arolina,
or cedar-bird, A. cedrorum ; the chatterer of Japan, .1.

it tri, or t-1,,,1 if-i/f-u, |i|ir. rum iriilll] or Cltfltll'llllli/. relnteil liirils

^

Sec cut liniler ".M /''./*./''

[< chattel, .] To regard as a chattel; reduce
chatterstert, . [ME. chateresirc; < chatter +

to the condition of a chattel. [Rare.] .ster.] One who chatters
;
a chatterer.

ChattellSm (chat el-inn or -1-izm), w. [< chat- Site mi stille chairmlrr !

tel + -ism.'] 1. The condition of holding chat-
'

,>/ ',/ x,;,htiiu>ale, 1. 665.

l'''ir~l
2 ' T.e state of being a chattel. chatter-water (chat'er-wa'ter), n. [With al-

Chattelize (chat el-iz or -1-iz), v. *.
; pret. and lusion to tea-party gossiping.] Tea. [Prov.

pp. chitttelwd, ppr. chattehzmg. [< chattel + gng n

-ize.] To consider or class as a chattel or chat-
chatteryt (chat'er-i), n. [< cltat1 + -ery, or <

tels
;
reduce to the rank of a chattel. 3555?* -y. Cf. chattatiim.] Chat; idle talk;

,

ot' inherilunee, as a lease for years. Chattel vege-
table, a designation sometimes applied to trees when sev-
ered from the ground, to the fruit and produce uf trees
when severed from the body of the tree, and to emlilc-
rilents. =SVn. K/<'<-tx, Goo'tn, etc. See /-'j/" ;/./.

chattel (chat'el or -1), r. t.
; pret. and pp. chat-

OP MHea, ppr. cMn,,, or

This system of chatteliztd humanity [negro slavery!
rested upon that false relation of arbitrary power upon
the one side, and dependence and helplessness on the
other, which is the life of every form of oppression.

If. A. /fee., CXXVII. 251.

chatter (chafer), r. [< ME. chateren, chatren, chattiness '(ehat'i-nes), n.

cheatereu, chatter, with a dim. form chiteren (>
E. chitted; cf. chitchat), appar. an imitative

light conversation.

Easy and cheerful chattenj. Mme. D'Arblay.

chat-thrush (chat'thrush), n. Any bird of the
genus CosHijphitx.

[< chatty + -ness.]
The quality or state of being chatty ; talkative-
ness.

Gray Duck, or Gadwall ( ChauUlasniMs strtperus).

called from the prominent lamella of the bill.
The common gadwall is C. itrepenu ; another species, C.
cmttxi, inhabits the Fanning islands in Polynesia. Also

variation of a,form*cwiieren,**quitere>i,,mod. E. chattocks (chat'oks), . >>l [< chat* + dim
quitter = Be. quhitter, twitter, = 8w. qvittra = -octe.] Refuse wood, left in making fagots.Dan. kvidre, twitter, chirp, = D. kwetteren, chat- Grose.
ter, warble : prob. a variation of what is prop,
a freq. form connected with AS. cwethan, say,
speak: see bequeath and quoth, and cf. twitter.

Shortened to chat1
, q. v.] I. intrans. 1. To

utter a succession of quick, shrill, inarticulate

sounds, as a magpie or a monkey.
Sparuwe is a cheateriiid-e brid, cheatereth ever ant chirm-

eth. Ancren Riwle, p. 152.

Thu chaterent so doth on [an] Irish preost.
Owl and Nightingale, 1. 322.

(ka-li'o-don), n. [NL., < Gr.

v'/Movf '(-ofavT-), with outstanding
teeth: see Chauliodus.] Sa,me&sChautiodus,l.
chauliodont (ka-li'o-dont), a. and n. I. .

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Chauliodontida;.

II. . A fish of the family Chauliodontidce.
Jordan and Gilbert.

A fish of

He found her as handsome as she had been last year ;

as gix>d-natured, and as unaffected, though not quite so

chatty. Jane Aitnten, Pride and Prejudice, p. 287.

2. Conversational and entertaining in style;
unconventional; easy: as, a chatty letter.

Apes that moe and chatter at me. Shak., Tempest, ii. 2. chatty2 (chat'i), .
; pi. chatties (-iz). [Anglo-

Yes : they are Birds, and let them sing, they're Birds, and Ind. ] In India, an earthen pot, nearly spheri-

[Prov. Eng.]
chatty1

(chat'i), a. [< chaft, n., + -i.] 1. . ,.
Given to free conversation or chatting; talka- Chauliodontld (ka'li-o-don'tid), n.

t;ive the family ('hiiuhodontida;.

As'c/mtri/asvournarrot ChauliodbntidSB (ka'li-6-don'ti-de), n. pi.AS (.mil. f if us > uiii J)H1 1 Oi. rXTT / ni. i*j/,*\i * j -i * < \

Lady M. W. Montagu, Letters, i. 35. [NL. ,
< Chauhodon( t-) + -tda:] A family of ini-

omous fishes, typified by the genus ( 'liauliodon .

They have an elongated liody covered with thin deciduous
scales ; the head compressed ; the mouth deep, its upper
margin bounded by the intenuaxillaries mesially and the
supramaxillaries laterally ; no barbels or pseudobranchiie ;

and the dorsal fin anterior. The few species are deep-sea
nshes with phosphorescent eye-like spots in rows along
the lower or under surface of the body.

, iim.j ui IIMII;I. au earuieu poi, nearly spneri- nt..i* j /i & i-/- i \ r-k-n- s /-.

let them chatter. cal in shane used for can-vimr warnr nnri ntT.v ChaulloduS (ka-ll'o-dus), n. [NL., < Gr. ^ov-
Constantine and Arete (Child's Ballads, I. 309).

{-quids
//odovc, also Xav>*6&w (-odovr-), with outstand-

2. To make a rapid rattling noise, as the teeth, chat-wood (chat'wud), . Little sticks; fuel. ^? tee
-

th or tusks
' < X^(- (< (appar.) .

from cold or fnght. E. Phillips, 1706.
When the rain came to wet me

once^and
the wind to chau (chou), n. A unit of weight in Cochin
Lear, iv. 6.

China, equal to three fifths of a grain troy.
Chaucerism (cha'ser-izm), . [< Chaucer +
-ism.'] A word or an expression peculiar to or
characteristic of the writings of Chaucer (about
1340-1400).
Thus I should question the employment of such Chan-

Mrtang, to use Ben Jonson's phrase.
Tmich, Study of Words, p. 154.

[Also chaud-

make me chatter.

Oh ! what's the matter? what's the matter?
What is't that ails young Harry Gill?
That evermore his teeth they chatter,
Chatter, chatter, chatter still !

Wordsworth, Goody Blake and Harry Gill.

3. To talk thoughtlessly, idly, or rapidly; jab-
ber; gabble.

How we chattered like two church daws !

Browning, A Lovers' Quarrel, chaud-medley (sh6d'med
//

li), n.

People still chatter about the mythical exploits of Tell,
but hardly any one has heard of this little piece of suc-
cessful resistance to oppression, done only twelve years
back. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 237.

4f. To argue.
If Wratthe wrastel with the pore he hath the worse ende

;

For if they hothe pleyne the pore is but fleble,
And if he chyde or chatre hyin chieuth the worse.

Piers Pimmiuin (B), xiv. 226.

(y *;t;a),yawn, gape: see chaos, chasm) + Move,
Ionic Mov (O&OVT-), = E. tooth.] 1. A genus of
fishes with a few very large exserted anterior

teeth, typical of the family Chauliodontida!.
Also called Chanliodnn. 2. Same as Chaule-
Insmus.

chaulmugra, chaulmaugra (chal - mug
'

ra,

-ma'gra), n. [E. Ind.] A handsome East In-
dian bixaceous tree, Gi/nocardia odorata, with
fragrant flowers and a large fruit resembling a
shaddock. The seeds yield an oil that has long been
highly valued in India and China as a remedy for leprosy
and other skin-diseases, rheumatism, etc. ; for leprosy it

has been considered a specific.

melee, chaud-mille ; < OF. chaude, hot (< L. cali-

diis: see calid), + medlee, fight: see
medley,

mellay, mSUe.l In law, the killing of a man in chaum (cham), w. [See chawn.] Same as
an affray in the heat of blood or passion: a chaien. [Prov. Eng.]
word often erroneously used as synonymous chaumontelle (sho-mon-tel'), n. [P.] A fine
with chance-medley. Mozley and Whitely. pear which is much grown and attains a large
chaud-millet, See cltaud-medley. E. Phillips, size in the islands of Jersey and Guernsey, and
1706. in the southern parts of England.

6. To jar, so as to form a series of nicks or chaudront, chaldron2!, [Early mod. E. also chaunt, v. and n. See chmcti.

notches, as a cutting-tool.
If a tool for use in a slide rest is too keen for its allotted

duty, the only result under ordinary circumstances is, that
it will jar or chatter (that is, tremble and cut numerous
indentations in the work).

J. Rose, Pract. Machinist, p. 152.

II. trans. To utter as one who or that which
chatters: as, to chatter nonsense.

Their service consisted in precipitate and very irrever-

entcAatteraij/of certain Prayers and Hymns to our blessed
Saviour and to the blessed Virgin.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 27.

Your birds of knowledge that, in dusky air.
Chatter futurity. Dryden.

They chatter'd trifles at the door.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, MX.

chauldron, thawdron, clMundron,chawtherne (not Chaunacidse (ka-nas'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chaii-
foundinME.), < OF. chaudun, chaudin, caudun, nax (f'haunar-) + -ida:~\ A family of pedicu-
caldun (ML. calduiia), < MLG. kaldune, koldune, late fishes, typified by the genus Chaunax: same
Icallune, usually in pi. kaldunen, etc., LG. kaldii- as Chaunacina>.
nen, koldunen = MHG. kaldune, pi. kaldunen, G. Chaunacinae (ka-na-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Chau-
kaldaunen (> Dan. kallun), entrails, guts (= Pol. nax (Chaunac-) + -ina;.] In Gill's system, a sub-
and Little Russ.A-nW (barred 1), belly, paunch, family of Antennariida; typified by the genus= Bohem. kaldoun, entrails, = Croatian kalduni, Chaunax, with cuboid head, only a rostral spine
lungs) ; perhaps of Celtic origin : cf. W. colud- or tentacle, and low soft dorsal fin.

<fy, gut, bowel, cohidd, guts, bowels.] Entrails. Chaunax (ka'naks), . [NL.] A genus of
Add thereto a tiger's chaudron. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 1. fishes, typical of the subfamily Chaunacitue.

Lapet. Sheep-heads will stay with thee? chauncelt, chauncelert. Obsolete forms of
Gal. Yes, sir, or chavlarons. chancel, chancellor.

FMcher (and another), Nice Valour, HI. 2. chaundlert, chaundelert ,
n. Obsolete forms

chaufet, ''. A Middle English form of chafe. of chandler.



chaundry

chaundryt,
See chandry.

chaunget, f. and . An obsolete form of change.

chaungelingt, n. An obsolete form of change-

ling.

chaunlert, An obsolete form of chandler.

chauntt, i'. and . See chant.

chauntert, n. See chanter*.

chauntresst, '* See cliaiitress.

chauntryt, An obsolete form of chantry.

chaup (chap), . [= chap*, 2. Cf. caupZ =
coup*.] A Scotch form of chap*, 2.

chauro, chauros (cha-o'ro, -ros), n. [Mex.]
Same as churro.

chaus1 (chous), . [Also written chiaus, chiaous,
and more recently ehaoitsh, repr. Turk, chd'ush,

an interpreter, a messenger : see chouse.] Same
as chouse, 1.

chaus2 (ka'us), n. [NL., appar. from a native

name.] 1. The marsh-lynx, Felis chaus, in-

habiting portions of Asia and Africa. 2.

[cap.] A generic name of the aquatic lynxes

resembling the above: as, Chans libyams, the

Libyan chaus, and C. caffer, the Kafir cat. They
live on birds or small quadrupeds, on which they spring
like the domestic cat. They are somewhat larger than the

cat, have the peculiarity of being fond of the water, and
are excellent swimmers.

chaussee (sho-sa'), n. [F., abbr. of rez de

chaussee, the ground floor : res, on a level with,
level (= ras, close-shaven, < L. rasus, pp. of ra-

dere, shave: see rase, raze); de, of; chaussee,
an embankment, a road: see causeway.] In

fort., the level of the soil.

chausses (sho'sez; F. pron. shos), n. pi. [F.
[ = Cat.

938

The somewhat threatening attitude of France toward

Italy
he
th

chavet, An obsolete form of chaff*.

chavelt (ehav'el), . [(1) < ME. chavel, chavyl,

< AS. ceafl, pi. ceaflas, = OS. kafl, pi. kaflos, jaw,
= MLG. kavel, kovel, jaw, gums, palate; with

formative -I (and equiv. to Icel. kjaptr, kjoptr

(nt pron. as ft) = Norw. Jejeft, kjaift, kjept. Icjaft

= Sw. kaft'= Dan. kja-ft (> E. chaft, chap2 ,

chop*), jaw, with formative -t) ; cf. MLG. knee,

kewe, jaw of a fish, gill, = OHG. ehiiva, cheira,

chiwe, MHG. kewe, also kiuwel, also OHG.
chouwe, MHG. chouwe, kouwe, kouwe, jaw, the

cavity of the mouth, = MD. kouwe, the cavity
of the mouth ;

with formatives as mentioned,
and change of w to v or /, < AS. cedwan (pret.

cedw), ME. chewen, E. chew = OHG. chiuwan,
MHG. kiuwen, G. kauen, etc., chew: see clu-ir.

and cf. chaw*, chaw2 . With these words are

confused in part the forms and senses of (2)

D. kevel, gum, = MHG. kivel, kievel, kiefel, also

kiver, G. kiffer (with formative -el or -er), jaw,

gill, also MHG. kieffe, gill, G. kiefe, jaw, gill, =
LG. kiffe, jaw, keve, gill, = Dan. kjaive, jaw,

prop, from the verb represented by MHG. kifen,

kiffen, gnaw, chew : see chafer*. The ME. form

chavel, commonly in pi. chaveles (written chaue-

les), passed over into the forms chauele, chawel,

chawlc, clioul, cliowle, whence mod. E. jowl. To
the same form through chawl is due in part the

mod. E. chaw2 =jaw: see chaw2 , jaw, and jowl,
and cf. chap2 , chopS, chaft.] The jaw; espe-

cially, the jaw of a beast.

He strake the dragon in at the chavyl,
That it come out at the navyl.

Ywaine and Gawin, L 1991.

chausse, pi. chausses, = Pr. calsa, caussa

calsas = Sp. colza = Pg. calqas= It. calzo, calsa,
< L. calceus, a shoe: see calceatc, v., and cf.

calsons.] 1. Formerly, the clothing of the legs
and feet and of the body below the waist.

2. In medieval armor, the defensive covering of

the legs, used before the introduction of cuisses

and leg-pieces of plate-armor. The chansses of the chavel (chav'el), v. t. _

twelfth and thirteenth centuries were either of linked mail
., with ref. to chaw*, chew: see chavel, n.,

or made not unlike the gambeson ; in either case the defen- chaw* chew] To chew. [Prov. Eng.]
sive part did not cover the lower portion of the body and _v._-i v~r , nurv '/.i/hw,; J>/> i rimnal -4-

the back of the thighs, for this would have interfered with Chavel-bonet, . [ME. chavyl-bon , < chavel

the seat on the saddle, but was attached to a sort of short bone.] A jaw-bone.
breeches of linen, leather, or other similar material. See

8cok tham be the berdes sua [var <0]

That j

L

tnajr cftô M [var. chauelis, chaules, chaulis] raue

[reft, var. i-wratte] in tua [var. two].
Cursor Mundi, 1. 7510.

[Also chawel ; < chavel,

first cut (fig. 1) under armor.

chaussont, n. [F. chausson (= It. calzone, in

pi. calzoni (see calsons), < chausse, hose: see

chausses.] In medieval armor : (a) The cover-

ing for the foot : a general term, applied as well

to the solleret (which see) as to the stocking
of chain-mail of the early middle ages, (b) A
secondary or additional leg-piece, as the leather

With this chaoyl-bvn I xal [shall] the sle.

Coventry Mysteries, p. 37.

chavender (chav'en-der), n. [See cheven.]
The fish otherwise called the chub or cheven.

The bream, the cap, the chub and chavender,
And many more that in fresh waters are.

John Dennys, in Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 167.

These are a choice bait for the chub or chavender.
I. Walton, Complete Angler.

garment "covering the thigh, whether over the Ohavica (kav'i-ka), n. [NL., from the name
chausses of mail or replacing them for the con- of the plants in the South Sea islands.] A ge-

yenience of the seat on the saddle
; also, a sim- nus of plants, natural order Piperacece, includ-

ilar garment of gamboised work. Hewitt. ing the common long pepper and the betel-pep-
chauvin (F. prou. sho-van'), . [F., said to be per. The species are now usually referred to

"after a soldier named Nicolas Chaurin, so en- the genus Piper (which see),

thusiastically devoted to Napoleon I., and so chavicha (chav'i-cha), n. An Alaskan Indian
demonstrative in his manifestations of his ado- name of the Californian salmon or quinuat, Oil-

ration of him, that his comrades turned him into corhynehus chavicha. Also tchawytcha, chaoucha,
ridicule." The name Chauvin is the same as Cal- choweecha, and chouicha.
mn: see Calvinism.] Oneof those veterans of the chavlcic (cha-vis'ik), a. [< Chavica + -ic.]

first French empire who, after the fall of Napo- Pertaining to or derived from plants of the ge-
leon, professed the most unbounded admiration nus Cliarica. Chavlcic add, an acid found in pepper,
of his person and his acts; hence, any one pos- and forming when extracted from it an amorphous resinous

sessed by an absurdly exaggerated patriotism
mass.

or military enthusiasm, or by passionate and chavicin, chavicine (chay'i-sm),
n. [< Chavica

unreasonable devotion to an/cause.
+

-'?
|2

> *"] An prgamc principle analogous

chauvinism (sho'vi-nizm), n. [< chauvin + to piperme, found m pepper.

-ism, after F. ehauvinisme.] The sentiments of chavisb.! (chav'ish),,n. [E. dial. Cf. chatter.]

a chauvin; enthusiastic, unreflecting devotion
to any cause ; especially, absurdly exaggerated
patriotism or military enthusiasm.

Sir, I have no sympathy with chauvinism of any kind,
but, surely, of all kinds that is the worst which obtrudes

pitiful national jealousies and rivalries into the realm of
science. Huxley, Address at Harvey Tricentenary, p. 397.

chauvinist (sho'vi-nist), . [< chauvin + -4st.]

A person imbued with chauvinism ; a chauvin.

During the Crimean War they [the Slavophils] were
known to be among the extreme Chauvinists who urged
the necessity of planting the Greek cross-on the desecrated
dome of St. Sophia in Constantinople, and hoped to see
the Emperor proclaimed

" Panslavonic Tsar."
D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 411.

The Russian Chauvinists were flattered by seeing that
the " true German Baron," which Bismarck affected to be,
followed with much closer attention than any of his col-

leagues the new liberal movement in our [Russia's] Press
and literature. Translated in Lowe's Bismarck, I. 244.

chauvinistic (sho-vi-nis'tik), a. [< chauvinist
+ -ic.] Pertaining to or characterized by chau-

vinism; fanatically devoted to any cause.

Considerations which are not advanced in anything like

a chauvinistic spirit. Athenaeum, Ko. 3076, p. 470.

A confused chattering; a chattering, prattling,
or murmuring noise. [Prov. Eng.]
chavish2 (chav'ish), a. [E. dial.] Peevish;
fretful. [Prov. Eng.]
chaw1 (cha), r. [A var. of chew, q. v.] I. trans.

1. Same as chew, 1. [Now only dialectal or

vulgar.]
I am in love : revenge is now the cud
That I do chaw.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, iv. 1.

[Love] swallows us and never chaws ; . . .

He is the tyrant pike, and we the fry.

Donne, The Broken Heart.

2f. Same as chew, 2.

Chawing vengeaunce all the way I went.

Spenser, V. Q., II. iv. 29.

Chawed up, demolished ; badly discomfited. [U. S.

slang.]

II. intrans. To be sulky. [Prov. Eng.]
chaw1 (cha), n. [< chaw*, v.] As much as is

put in the mouth at once; a chew, especially
of tobacco ;

a quid. [Vulgar.]
chaw2

t (cha), n. [Early mod. E., also chawe;
now jaw, q. v.] The jaw.
The chatfi and the nape of the necke.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xiiii. 2.

cheap

[This form occurred twice in the original edition (1611) of

the authorized version of the Scriptures (Ezek. xxix. 4,

xxxviii. 4), but in modern editions has been changed.]

chaw-bacon (cha'ba"kn), n. [< chawi + obj.

bacon.] A. country lout; a bumpkin. [Col-

loq., Eng.]
The fhaieoacatu, hundreds of whom were the Earl's ten-

ants, raised a shout. Savage, Reuben lledlicott, ii. 10.

chaw-bonet, An obsolete form of jaw-bone.

chawcerst, "
1>I. [( F. chaussure or OF. chau-

soirc, shoes, foot-gear, < chausser, shoe: see

chausses.] Shoes.

chawdront, See chaudron.

chawelt, " Same as chavel.

chawelt, ' t. Same as chavel.

chawlt, n. A contracted form of chavel. See

chavel, n., and jowl.

chawmt,
' and n. See ehaicu.

chawnt (chan), v. [Early mod. E. also written

chaim, chawne, cltoiin, choane, and erroneously

chaum, chaume; perhaps for *jaicn, a dial, form
of yawn, q. v. (cf. chatc2 ,

obs. form of jaw, and

chawl, chaul, obs. forms of jowl) ;
or perhaps

(through choan) ult. < ME. chinen (pret. chon),
< AS. cinan (pret. can), chine, gape : see chine*,

and cf. shone (pron. shon or shoii), ult. < AS.

scan, pret. of scinan, shine.] I. intrans. To

gape ; open ; yawn. Sherwood.

II. trans. To cause to yawn ; open.
O thou all-bearing earth, . . .

O chaune thy brest,
And let me sinke into thee.

Marslon, Antonio and Mellida, I., iii. 1.

chawnt (chan), n. [Also written chaun (and
erroneously chawm, chaum) ;

from the verb.] A
gape; a gap.
The sun, with its mighty heat, so parched and filled it

with chops and chamu.
Bp. Craft, On Buruet'a Theory of the Earth, p. 113.

Fendasee [F.], a cleft, rift, chop, choane. Cotgrave.

chaw-stick (cha'stik), . Same as chew-stick.

Chay1
, shay (sha), w. [A false sing, for the

supposed pi. chaise.] A chaise. [Colloq.]
Have you heard of the wonderful one-hoss shayl

0. W. Holmes, The Deacon's Masterpiece.

chay2
, chaya-root (cha, cha'fi-rot), n. Same as

nhaya-root.

chay3 (sha), n. A European name for a Per-

sian weight, the batman of Shiraz, equal to 12|

pounds avoirdupois.

cnayert, A Middle English form of chair.

chayselt, See chaisel.

cheapt (chep), v. [Also (chiefly dial.) chap,

chop (see chap*, chop*) ;
< ME. chepen, cheapien,

chapien, < AS. eedpian, traffic, trade, buy or

sell, buy, bribe (ge-ceapian, buy) (also cypan,

sell), = OS> kopon = OFries. kdpia = D. koopen
= MLG. kopen, LG. kopen = OHG. chovfdn,

coufon, koufon, choufen, coufen, koufen, MHG.
koufen, kettfen, traffic, trade, buy or sell, G.

kaufen, buy (G. ver-kaufen = OS. far-kopon,

sell), = Icel. kaupa, trade, bargain, = Sw. kdpa
= Dan. kjobe, buy, = Goth, kaupon, traffic, trade

(cf. OBulg. kupiti = Serv. kupiti = Bohem. kou-

piti = Pol. kupic= Kuss. kiipiti; Hung, kupecz,

buy; Finn. kauppata, trade; from Teut.), inform

appar. from the noun (AS. cedp, etc.: see cheap,

n.), but the verb is found earlier and is appar.
not orig. Teut., but derived at an early period,

through the traffic with Italy, < L. cauponari,

traffic, trade, < caupo(n-), also copo(n-), later

also cuno(n-), a petty tradesman, a huckster,
an innkeeper (> OHG. choufo, a tradesman,
trader, merchant) ;

cf. caupona, a female huck-

ster, a landlady, caupona, a retail shop, a tav-

ern, inn ; cf . Gr. ndiri)^, a huckster, Kairj/Mveiv,

drive a petty trade, nair^ia, retail trade, KO-

ari'Miov, a tavern. According to Grimm and
others, the verb (Goth, kaupon) is connected
with Goth, kaupatjan, strike, with ref. to strik-

ing a bargain, orig. make an agreement by
striking hands. But the Goth. Teaupatjan means
' strike '

only in the sense of
'

buffet, slap,' in

assault, and has no cognates (in that form and
sense) in the other tongues. The figure of

'striking' a bargain or agreement occurs in

Latin (fosdits ferire or percutere) and in AS.

(wedd sledn, as a translation of the Latin), but

appar. not otherwise in the early Teut. The
verb cheap is now superseded by cheapen, q. v.

See cheap, n., chaffer*.] I. intrans. To trade;

traffic; bargain; chaffer; ask the price of goods;
cheapen goods.

Were I worth al the wone of wymmen alyue,
& al the wele of the worlde were in my honde,
I schulde chepen & chose, to cheue [obtain] me a lorde.

Sir Qawai/ne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1271.

I see you come to cheap and not to buy.
Heywood, Edw. IV., p. 66. (UaUiweU.)



cheap

II. trans. 1. To bargain for
; chnfferfor; ask

the price of; offer a price for; cheapen.
Who so chefted my chatlare chi'ieii [ wolde,
But he profml to paye a peny or tweyne
More than it was worth.

J-irrs Plnieaian (li), Xiii. 380.

2. To buy; purchase.
Such chailare 1 cht'iir at the ehapitre.

Politirnl ,Vo,,,,.,(ed. Wright), p. 160.

As a spauyel schc wol on him lepe,
Til that scbe fynde sum man hir to </!</"'

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 20S.

3. To .sell.

Ancre [am -h< tress) tliat is cheapild, heo c/i.'it/'.'ll/ hire

soiile [to] the uliepmon of belle. Ancren Hime, p. 418.

cheapt (chep), n. [< ME. </</), <//, I-IK-)I.

rli.ii/), trade, traffic, bargain, price, < AS. i-ni/i,

trade, traffic, price, also cattle (cf. fee), = OS.

kop = OFries. kd/> = D. kiiop = MM!. Avi/i, L( !.

AWI/I = OHI.T. rhimf, finif, Icoitf, MUG. kouf, 6.
AYIM/', trade, traffic, bargain, purchase, = Icol.

k<iti/> = Sw. kiip = Dan. /.;/'>, bargain, purchase;
from the verb : see clirii/i. r. Hence in comp.
i-lni/i/'iit'i', now chaffer, i-liti/minii, also abbr. chap.
In ME. the noun is rs|>. common in the phrases
i/ml clii'/i, early mod. E. </<><><t r/n-<i/> (= D. goeit

koi>/> = LG. (jod kop = North Fries, god kup =
Icel. fldtt leaup = Sw. (/<// AvV/i = Dan. yodt
kjiili), lit., like F. 6 marclie, a good price or

bargain; and gret chep, early mod. K. gnat
cheap, a great bargain, whence by abbr. c'lu-ap,

a.,q. v.] 1. Trade; traffic; chaffer
; chaffering.

Al for on [one] y woUle yeve tlireo withoute rlu't>.

Him: i./ l.yr. I'wlnj (ed. Wright), p. 89.

2. A market; a market-place: in this sense
extant in several place-names, as Cheapside and
Eastclieap in London, Chepstow, etc.

The Walltrook, then and for centuries to come a broad
river-channel, . . . deep enough to float the small lioats

used in the truffle up from the Thames to the very edge of
the Cheap, or market-place.

J. K, Oreen, G'onq. of Eng., p. 438.

3. Price.
Hi'" was a cheuese, hire cheap was the wrse.

Layamon, 1. 17.

Cheep, precium. Prompt. Pars., p. 72.

To no man schnld hyt he sold
Half swych a chepe. Octovian, 1. 819.

4. A low price; a bargain: especially in the

phrases gixttl cheap and great cheap (see below).
5. Cheapness; lowness of price ;

abundance
of supply.

Of plente and of grete fauiyne
Of chepe, of derthe.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 4883.

Good Cheap (see etymology), literally, good bargain or

price, or (as in ffreat cheap) market or trade, with refer-

ence to the abundance of the supply, (a) An abundant
supply ; cheapness.

The god ger was icome and ffotl chep of corn.
Political Soiiys (ed. Wright), p. 341.

(6) In abundant supply ;
at a low price ; cheap : used ad-

jectivelyoradverbially. [Now simply cheap. 8eecheap,a.]
I wille that my brothers William liaue the landes and

rentys bettir chepe than any othir man, by a resonahle
some. Will* and Inventories (ed. Tynuns), p. 63.

Victuals shall be so good cheap upon earth, that they
shall think themselves to be In good case. 2 Esd. xvi. 21.

But here's one can sell yon Freedom better cheap.
Conyreve, Old Batchelor, v. 14.

The planters put away most of their goods within a
small matter as good cheep as they pay for yt.

Trelaany Papers, N. and Q., 8th ser., IX. 405.

Great Cheap (see etymology, and compare flooil cheap),
literally, great or large market-trade. () An abundant
supply ; cheapness.

Greet pres at market makith deer chaffare,
And to gret chep is holden at litel prls.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 522.

Men ban gret plentee and tjret chep of all wyncs and
vitailles. JHaiulreille, Travels, p. 208.

(6) In abundant supply ;
at a low price ; cheap.

Clothes of Gold and of Sylk ben aretter chep there a gret
del, than ben Clothes of Wolle. 3lnndeville, Travels, p. 233.

cheap (chep), a. [Short for good cheap : see
under cheap, .] 1. Bated at a low price or

cost; purchasable or obtainable at a low price
or cost, either as compared with the usual price
or cost, or with the real value, or, more vague-
ly, with the price of other things ; relatively
inexpensive.

It is cheaper to hire the labour of freemen than to com-
pel the labour of slaves. Bacon.

The cheap defence of nations [chivalry], the nurse of

manly sentiment and heroic enterprise, is gone.
Burke, Rev. iu France.

The modern cheap and fertile press, with all its trans-

lations, hiis done little to bring us nearer to the heroic
writers of antiquity. Thoremi. Walclen, p. \n>.

2. Of small intrinsic value or esteem ; common ;

commonplace ;
mean

; costing little effort to

obtain, practise, influence, etc.: as, to make
one's self cheap.

939
So common hackneyed in tin- i-yi-s "f men,
So stale and cheap to vulgar company.

Hli.it.. I Urn. IV., ill. 2.

That low, cheap, unreasonable, and inexcusable vice of

customary swearing. Jer. Tuiil.ir, Workx(ed. lh.'lf>), I. 208.

lit- ailmnnisheil by wluit you alreaih 106. riot t.i strike

leagues of friendship with OMap per^ms. v\ here no friend-

ship can be. Emertm, Kssays, 1st ser., p. !'.>.',.

The Count had lounged Konicwhat too long in Home.
Made himself rli.-ii/,. l:r<ji.-ii</i't. KJMLT ami hunk, I. M.

3. Getting off cheaply, or without losing much
(or so much as one deserves): as, to be /-ln/i/i

o't. [Scotch.]
If In- IOM-S by us u'thegither, he is e'en cheap o't, he can

spare it hruwly. *,-<>it.

Cheap Jack, cheap John, a traveling hawker : a seller
of cheap article-; a chapman; one who sells by Dutch
auction.

Of all the callings ill used in (Jreat Britain, the cli.;i,,
Jack calling is the worst u.-ed.

liickeni. Doctor Marigold's Prescription*.

Cheapen (I'he'pn), r. t. [< <-ln-nj,. /. or a.. +
-en 1

. In the first sense it supersedes the orig.
verb cheap, q. v.] 1. To ask the price of; chaf-
fer or bargain for. [Obsolete or obsolescent.]

I cheapened sprats. H. Jimxon, Volpone, iv. 1.

To shops in crowds the daggled females fly,

Pretend to cheapen goods, but nothing buy.
>;, A city Shower.

2. To beat down the price of.

I I'liraiten all she buys, ami hear the curse
Of honest tradesmen for my niggard-purse.

Crablx*, Works, V. 58.

3. To reduce in price or cost; make cheaper:
as, to cheapen the cost of production; to clu-n/i-
en the necessaries of life.

Oxidizing and combustible agents to cheapen the cost
and modify the force of the explosive. Science, IV. 14.

4. To lessen the value of
; depreciate or belit-

tle ; make too common : as, to cheapen one's self

by being too officious.

I find my proffered love has cheapened me. Dryden.
Here might the red-bird come his plumes to cool,
And court the flower that cheapenn his array.

Emerson, The Rhodora.

cheapener (chep'ner), n. One who cheapens,
in any sense.

Cheapingt, n. [< ME.
chepinqc,

< AS. cyi>iuii,

ccdjiiini/, trade, business, market-place, verbal
n. of eypan, cedpian, trade : see cheap, r.] A
market

; a market-place.
He meyneteneth his men to morther myne hewen,
Forstalleth my feyres and ftsteth in my chepynye.

Piers Plowman (B), iv. 56.

Wait gif any weigh comes wending alone,
Other cherl other child fro chepin/ie or feyre.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1882.

cheaply (chep'li), adv. 1. In a cheap manner;
at a small price; at a low cost: as, ''cheaply
bought," Shak., Macbeth, v. 7.

Thoughts that great hearts once broke for, we
Breathe cheaply in the common air. Lowell, Masaccio.

No fear lest praise should make us proud !

We know how cheaply that is won ;

The idle homage of the crowd
Is proof of tasks as idly done.

O. W. Holmes, St. Anthony the Reformer.

2. At a low estimate of value
; as of little value

or importance ;
with depreciation or disesteem.

There have appeared already among Roman Catholics
symptoms of a tendency to hold cheaply by Holy Scripture,
as being comparatively unimportant to them, who have
the authority of an infallible Church, forgetting that the

authority of the Church depends upon Holy Scripture.
Ptisey, Eirenicon, p. 94.

cheapness (chep'nes), n. [< cheap + -tiess.]
The state or quality of being cheap; lowness
in price or value.

cheart, n. and v . An obsolete form of cheer1 .

cheasont, n. [ME. chesoun, by apheresis for en-
chesoun : see enchcson.] Encheson

; occasion.
We [the devils] schulen ordeyne bi oon assent
A priuey councell al of tresoun,
And clayme ihesu [Jesus] for onre rent :

For that he is kiude [nature] of man, it is good ehamui.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 42.

cheat1
(chet), n. [< ME. chete, a clipped form of

eschetc, an escheat: see escheat, n. In senses
2-6, the noun is from the verb cheat.] If. An
escheat; an unexpected acquisition; a wind-
fall.

Thorw sowre lawe, as I leue I lese many chetex;
Mede ouer-maistrieth lawe and moche treuthe letteth.

Pier Plowman (B), iv. 175.

And yet, the taking oft* these vessels was not the best
and goodliest cheat of their victory ; but this passed all,
that with one light skirmish they became lords of all the
sea along those coasts. Holland.

2. A fraud committed by deception; a trick;
an imposition ;

an imposture.
When I consider life, 'tis all a cheat.

Dryden, Aurengzebe, iv. 1.

cheat-bread
The pretence of public good is a cheat that will evei

pass. Sir W. Temple.
Nothing ilii s but tin- /,,-,!/., ,,f time.

Whiltirr, The Preacher.

In Ifiv: a fraud N punishable a^ a i heat only (1) when it

dcpri\ es anulhi r uf prupcrt} (thus, fraudulently inducing
a mariia-e is not termed a cheat); (2)when it is not Mirh

unuimf to a leluny Our then it is more ,-.

punishable); and (;()when it is ellected by some practice
or method, other than mere words, which affects or may
allot numbers of persons or the public at large, such as
the use of fal.-c weights.

3. A person who clients; one guilty of fraud

by deceitful practices; a swindler.

No man will trust a known eli.-nt. Sunlit.

4. A game at cards, in which the cards are

plyea face downward, the player stating the
value of the card he plays (which must always
be one higher than (hut played by the previous

player), and being subjected to a penalty if he
is discovered stating it wrongly. 5. Anything
which deceives or is intended to deceive; an
illusion; specifically, a false shirt-front. See
dicl,-!/. 6. The sweetbread.

=8jrn. 2. Deceit, de-

ception, fraud, delusion, artittce, guile, finesse, strata-

gem.
cheat1

(chet), v. [< ME. cJieten, confiscate,
seize as an escheat, a clipped form of ech< t< n,

escheat : see escheat, t: ana ., and cf. cheat1
,
n.

The sense of 'defraud,' which does not occur
until the latter part of the 16th century, arose
from the unscrupulous actions of the escheaters,
the officers appointed to look after escheats :

see escheator, cheater.] I. trans. If. To confis-

cate; escheat.

Chetyii, conflscor, flsco. Prompt. Pan., p. 73.

2. To deceive and defraud
; impose upon ;

trick: followed by of or out of before the thing
of which one is defrauded.

A sorcerer that by Ills cunning hath cheated me
<>/ the island. Shat., Tempest, ill. 2.

To thee, dear schoolboy, whom my lay
Has cheated of thy hour of play,
Light task, and merry holiday !

Scott, Mannion, L'Envoi.

Another is cheating the sick o/a few last gasps, as he sits

To pestle a poison'd poison behind his crimson lights.

Tennyson, Maud, i. 11.

3. To mislead ; deceive.
Power to cheat the eye with blear illusion.

Milton, Comus, 1. 155.

All around
Are dim uncertain shapes that cli.ui the sight.

Bryant, Journey of Life.

4. To elude or escape.
A fancy pregnant with resource and scheme
To cheat the sadness of a rainy day.

Wtirdtnvorth, Excursion, vii.

We an easier way to cheat our pains have found.
M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

5f. To win or acquire by cheating: as, to cheat
an estate from one. Cowley. 6. To effect or

accomplish by cheating: as, to cheat one's way
through the world

; to cheat one into a mis-

placed sympathy.
Selfishness finds out a satisfactory reason wby it may do

what it wills collects and distorts, exaggerates and sup-
presses, so as ultimately to cheat itself into the desired
conclusion. //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 179.

To Cheat the gallows, to escape the punishment due
to a capital crime ; escape the gallows though deserving
hanging.
The greatest thief that ever cheated the gallotcs. Dickens.

= Syn. 2. To cozen, gull, chouse, fool, outwit, circumvent,
beguile, dupe, inveigle.

II. intranx. To act dishonestly; practise
fraud or trickery: as, he cheats at cards.

cheat2 (chet), . [Origin obscure.] See second
and third extracts under cheat-bread.

Cheat3 (chet), n. [Origin obscure.] A thing :

usually with a distinctive word : as, a cackling
cheat, a fowl ; belly-cheat, an apron. [Old slang.]
Cheatable (che'ta-bl), a. [< cheat1, v., + -able.]

Capable of being cheated
; easily cheated,

cheatableness (ehe'ta-bl-nes), n. [< cheatable
+ -ness.] Liability to be cheated.
Not faith but folly, an easy cheatableness of the heart.

Hammond, Works, IV. 554.

cheat-breadt (chet'bred), . [< ME. chetbred.]
A kind of wheaten bread, ranking next to fflun-

chet.
Manchet and chet bred he shalle take,
Tho pautere assayes that hit be bake.

Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 315.

Pain rounset [F.], cheat or booted bread; household
bread, made of wheat and rie mingled. Cotgrave.

There were two kinds of cheat-bread, the best of fine

cheat, mentioned in Ord. and Reg., p. 301, and the coarse

cheat, ravelled bread, ib. 307. The second sort was, as
Harrison [p. 168] expressly tells us, "used in the halles
of the nobilitie and gentrie onelie. . . ." "The second is

the cheat or wheaton bread, so named bicause the colour
therof resembleth the graie or yellowish wheat, being
cleane and well dressed, and out of this is the coarsest
of the bran taken." Hallneell.
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cheatee (che-te'), . [< cheat1 + -ee 1 .']
One

who is cheated. [Rare.]
Believe me, credit none; for in this city
No dwellers are but cheaters and cheateea.

T. Tomkis (?), Albumazar, v. 1.

cheater (che'ter), . [< ME. chetour (spelled

chetowre Prompt. Parv.), < OF. eschetour, es-

clieiteitr, an escheater: see escheater. In the

2d sense, < cheat1
, r., + -er1

,
the two forms and

senses being mingled : see cheat1 .'} If. An es-

cheater.

I will be cheater to them both, and they shall be ex-

chequers to me. Shak., II. W. of W., i. 3.

2. One who cheats
;
a cheat-

Disguised cheaters, prating mountebanks.
Shak., C. of E., i. 2.

That old bald cheater, Time. B. Jonson, Poetaster, i. 1.

cheatery(che'ter-i),. [< cheat
1 + -ery.~\ Fraud;

imposition; deception. [Colloq.]

cheating (che'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of cheat1
, D.]

1. Disposed to cheat or associated with cheat-

ing; fraudulent; dishonest: applied to per-

sons.

To haggle like a cheating housewife.
Fronde, Hist. Eng., viii.

2. False; deceptive; made or fitted to defraud:

applied to things.
His cheating yardwand. Tennyson, Maud, i. 13.

cheatingly (che'ting -Ii), adv. In a cheating
manner.
cheat-loafi (chet'lof), . A loaf of cheat-bread.

Passing away the time with a cheat loaf and a bombard
of broken beer. B. Jonson, Masque of Augurs.

Chough. Why is it called the Cheat-loaf?
Col.'s Fr. This house was sometimes a baker's, sir, that

served the court, where the bread is called cheat.

Middleton and Rowley, A Fair Quarrel, iv. 1.

Chebacco-boat (she-bak'6-bot), H. [So called

from Chebacco, the' name of a small river in

Essex county, Massachusetts, where these boats
were built.] A type of vessel formerly much
employed in the Newfoundland fisheries. See

pinkie.
chebbo (keb'bo), n. An old Venetian measure
of length, equal to 4 Venetian feet, or 61.6

English inches.

chebec, chebek (she'bek), n. Same as xebec.

chechinquamint, n. An early form of chinka-

pin. Kersey, 1708.

check1 (chek), H. and a. [< ME. chek, chekke, a

check at chess, also as an exclamation, check !,

any sudden stop, repulse, defeat, < OF. eschec,

eschek, eschac, echec, achec, echaic, etc., F. echec,

a check at chess, repulse, defeat, pi. echees,

chess, = Pr. escac = Sp. jaque = Pg. xaque =
It. scacco (ML. scacci, pi., chess) = D. scliaak

= OHG. schah, MHG. G. schach = Icel. skdk =
Sw. schack = Dan. schak, < Pers. shah, a king,
the principal piece in the game of chess: see

shah. The literal sense of check! is 'king!'

implying that the king is in danger (see chess1 ).

In sense 8 check is rather an abbreviation of

checker, a square on a chess-board, prop, the

chess-board itself (see checker1
). The later

senses are chiefly from the verb. In sense 13

check is in England also written cheque, in imi-

tation of exchequer, with which it is remotely
connected. ] I. n. 1 . In chess, an exposure of

the king to a direct attack from an opposing
piece, as a result either of a move made by
this piece or of the removal of a piece that in-

terposed. Warning of such an attack must be given
to the player whose king is in danger by the word check '

If the king cannot be protected, he is "checkmated." The
king cannot be moved into a position in which he will be
in check. See chessi.

The fair'st jewel that our hopes can deck,
Is so to play our game t' avoid your check.

Middleton, Prol. to Game at Chess.

2f. A hostile movement; an attack; hence,
disaster.

Tins is a chapel of meschaunce, that chekke hit by-tyde !

Hit is the corsedest kyrk that euer I com inne.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2195.

He watj mayster of his men & myjty him seluen,
The chef of his cheualrye his chekkes to make,
He brek the bareres as bylyue, & the burg after.

Alliterative Poemi (E. E. T. S.), ii. 1238.

3. A reprimand; rebuke; censure; slight.

So we are sensible of a check,
But in a brow, that saucily controls
Our actions. Shirley (and FletcherT), Coronation.

Let me implore your majesty not to give
His highness any check for worthless me.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, iii. 1.

4. The act or means of checking or restraining ;

a stop ;
hindrance

;
restraint

;
obstruction.

They who come to maintain their own breach of faith,
the check of their consciences much breaketh their spirit.

Sir J. Hayward.
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I have no remorse, and little fear,

Which are, I think, the cheeks of other men.
Shelley, The Ceuci, i. 1.

No check, no stay, this streamlet fear;

How merrily it goes. Wordsworth.

Climate plays an important part in determining the

average numbers of a species, and periodical seasons of

extreme eold or drought seem ti) be the most effective of

all checks. Daririn, Origin of Species, p. 75.

5. A means of detecting or exposing error; an
obstruction to the effect or acceptance of any-

thing erroneous : as, one author serves as a check

upon another in seeking the truth
;
a check upon

the accuracy of a computation or an experiment.
6. In falconry, the act of a hawk when she

forsakes her proper game to follow rooks, mag-
pies, or other birds that cross her in her flight :

as, the hawk made a check, or flew at or on check.

Hence 7. Base game, such as rooks, small

birds, etc. 8. A pattern of squares of alternat-

ing colors. Properly a check should have no divisions

between the squares more than a thin boundary line ; that

is, it should resemble the ordinary chess-board. See plaid.

Hence 9. A fabric having such a pattern.
10. A mark put against names or items on go-

ing over a list, to indicate that they have been

verified, compared, or otherwise examined.
1 1 . Any counter-register used as a security, as

the correspondent cipher of a bank-note, a cor-

responding indenture, etc.
;
a counterfoil.

12. A token, usually in the form of a written

or printed slip of paper or a stamped piece of

metal, given as a means of identification, as to

a railroad-passenger to identify his baggage, or

(by a conductor) as a substitute for his ticket,
or to a person leaving a theater with the inten-

tion of returning, as a means ofshowing his right
to admission on his return and of identifying
his seat. Checks for baggage are generally of brass and
in duplicate, one being attached to the piece of baggage
checked and the other given to the owner.

13. A written order for money drawn on a bank
or private banker or bank-cashier, payable to

a person named, or to his order, or to bearer.

In legal effect it is a bill of exchange. [In Eng-
land commonly spelled cheque.~\ 14. A roll

or book containing the names of persons who
are attendants and in the pay of a king or great

personage, as domestic servants. Also called

check-roll, checker-roll. 15. Sameasc/iecfc-raj.

16. A pad on the back part of a pianoforte-

key, which catches the head of the hammer as

it falls and prevents it from rebounding. 17.
In mining, a slight fault or dislocation of the

strata. See fault. 18. An alphabetic sound

produced with complete stoppage of the cur-

rent of breath ;
a mute Certified check. Seecer-

tify.~ Clerk of the Check, (a) In the household of the
British sovereign, an officer who has the control of the

yeomen of the guard and all the usher; belonging to the

royal family, the care of the watch, etc. (ii) In the British

royal dockyards, an officer who keeps a register of all the

men employed in the public service at the port where he
is stationed. Crossed check, in Great Britain, a bank-
check having the words " and company

"
or any abbrevia-

tion thereof (usually "& Co.") written between two par-
allel lines across its face. In this form it is crossed gen-

erally, and can be used only by paying it into some bank.

When the name of a bank is inserted before the words
"& Co.," the check is crossed specially, and can be used

only by paying it into that bank, drawing against it by
ordinary check if need be. Sometimes the words "not

negotiable
"
are added. The object of this proceeding is

to facilitate the tracing of checks if lost when sent by
mail. Crossed Checks Act, an English statute of 1876

(39 and 40 Viet., c. 81), which introduced "non-negoti-
able" checks, that is to say, instruments which are freely

negotiable, but to which a bona-flde holder for valne does
not acquire a new and independent title, but can have
only such title as his transferror had. A thief or finder

can have no title, and therefore cannot convey one. Byles
on Bills, 7th ed., 26. Recoil-check, any device used to

check the recoil of a piece of ordnance, such as hydraulic,
pneumatic, or rubber buffers, friction-plates, friction-

clamps, spiral or other springs, check-ropes, etc. To
certify a check. See certify. To take checkt, to take
offense. [Rare.]

Say I should wed her, would not my wise subjects
Take check, and think it strange ? perhaps revolt ?

Dryden.

II. a. Ornamented with a checkered pat-
tern

;
checkered : as, a check shirt.

check1
(chek), r. [< ME. chekken, offer check (at

chess: in other senses mod.); cf. OF. esche-

quier, esehecquier, play chess, check, check-

mate, later also eschequer, mark with checks
;

from the noun.] I. trans. 1. In chess, to place
(one's adversary's king) in danger by a direct

attack from any piece. See check1
, n., 1. The

word is sometimes used of similar attacks upon other

important pieces, as the queen.

2. To stop suddenly or forcibly; curb; restrain.

Gently he raised her and the while
Checked with a glance the circle's smile.

Scott, L, of the L, vi. 27.

checker

The spoiler came, yet paused, as though
So meek a victim cheeked his arm.

Barhaui, On the Death of a Daughter.

Said the good nuns would check her gadding tongue.
Tennyson, Guinevere.

3. Naut. : (a) To ease off (a little of a rope
which is too tightly strained). (6) To stop or

regulate the motion of, as a cable when it is

running out too violently. 4. To restrain by
rebuke; chide or reprove.

Richard with his eye brimful of tears,
Then check'd and rated by Northumberland
Did speak these words. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

Some men in the Fair, that were more observing and
less prejudiced than the rest, began to check and blame
the baser sort, for their continual abuses done by them to

the Men. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 156.

5. To mark in checks or small squares. 6.

To compare with a counterfoil or something
similar, with a view to ascertain authenticity
or accuracy; control by a counter-register; test

the accuracy of by comparison with vouchers

or a duplicate: as, to check: an account. 7.

To note with a mark as having been examined,
or for some other purpose ;

mark off from a

list after examination or verification: as, to

check the items of a bill
;
to check the names on

a voting-list. 8. To attach a check to, for the

purpose of identification : as, to check baggage.
II. intrans. 1. To make a stop; stop; pause:

generally with at.

And she, that dar'd all dangers to ]x>ssess him,
Will check at nothing to revenge the loss

Of what she held so dear.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 2.

The miller perceived his wheel to check on the sudden,
which made him look out, and so he found the child sitting

up to the waist in the shallow water beneath the mill.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 326.

2f. To clash or interfere.

They do best, who if they cannot but admit love, yet
. . . sever it wholly from their serious affairs and actions

of life; for if it check once with business, it troubleth

men's fortunes. Bacon, Of Love.

3f. To exercise a check.

I'll avoid his presence,
It checks too strong upon me. Dryden.

4. In falconry, to forsake the prey and follow

small birds, as a hawk : with at.

Flatterers are kites

That check at sparrows.
Chapman, Bussy D'Ambois, iii. 1.

Like the haggard, check at every feather

That comes before his eye. Shak., T. N., iii. 1.

5. To split, crack, or seam in seasoning or dry-

ing, or by becoming too dry, as timber, paint-
ed or varnished surfaces, and the like.

check2 (chek), n. Same as cheek, 2 (I).

check3 (chek), n. Same as chack%. [Scotch.]
check-book (chek'buk), n. A book containing
blank checks on a bank or banker, or on the
cashier of a business establishment. The check-
forms are so printed that opposite each one there is a stub
of paper which is left in the book when the check is

detached, and on which it is usual to enter the date and
amount of the check and the name of the payee, for the

purpose of keeping an account of the transaction.

check-bridge (chek'brij), n. See bridge!.
check-chain (chek'chan), n. A chain connect-

ing the body of a car to its truck, and designed
to keep the latter from swinging transversely
to the track if the wheels leave the rails.

check-clerk (chek'klerk), n. A clerk whose
business it is to check the accounts of others,
their time of attendance at work, etc.

check-cord (chek'kord), . 1. A long cord at-

tached to the collar of a hunting-dog to bring
him to a sudden stop at the word of command
from the trainer. 2. In a carriage or other ve-

hicle, a cord to be pulled as a signal ;
a check-

string.
checked (chekt), p. a. [Pp. of check1

, v., for

checker1 . Cf. check1
, n., 8.J Checkered or va-

riegated. Spenser.
Bring rich carnations, flower-de-luces, lilies,

The checgued and purple-ringed daffodillies.

B. Jonson, Pan's Anniversary.

check-end (chek'end), . An ornamental de-

vice often printed on the end of a bank-check,
draft, Or money-order, intended to make coun-

terfeiting difficult and its detection easy. The
check is sometimes irregularly torn or cut through the

check-end, and will accordingly fit exactly the part left,

while the counterfeit will not.

checker1
(chek'er), n. [Also written in Eng-

land chequer, a recent and imperfect "resto-

ration" of the F. form; < ME. cheker, chekker,

chekkere, a chess-board, the exchequer, short-

ened from escheker, the exchequer, < AF. es-

cheker, eschfkier, OF. eschequier, eschekier, es-

chiqmer, esehakier, a chess-board, hence the

checkered eloth on which accounts were calcu-
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check-lock (chek'lok), .

l.olts
'

lated, a court of revenue,_ exchequer, F^ eehi- checkerberry (chek'er-ber'i), n.
; pi. clu-rkcr-

lii-n-ii'K (-is,). [Also i-lict/iici-lnrri/, cnickabcrry;
< checker (origin uncertain

;
cf. checker-tree) +

In i i

1

'/
1
.] 1. A small creeping plant, the Mitch-

clln rc/irnx, growing in North America. 2. The
American wintergreen, (Janlthrriti /iniciinihi i/x.

Our American plant r,anltheria is called in some sec-
tions Wintergreen, in others Cfaguertorty.

T. Hill, True order (if studies, p. 81.

checker-board (cliek'iV-bord). . A board di-

vidrd into sixty-four small squares, thirty-two
of one color ami thirty-two of another, and ar-

ranged so that no two of the same color are
side by side, on which checkers and chess are

played. Also called ilraiight-boanl, rhexx-liiHiril.

checkered (ehek'erd), /;. a. [< checker1 + -ft/-.]
- f- f -- --.; - r 1. Marked with squares or checkers, like a - <>

ormen 011 a board divided into sixty-four checks checker-board; exhibiting squares of different literally, 'the king is

quier = Pr. escaquier = It. scacehivre, < ML.
nciii-iiriiiiii, .ifaccii rin in, a chess-board, a court

of revenue, exchequer, < sr.acci, chess : see
check1

, ., and cf. exchequer, a doublet of clm-l,-

/.] If. A checker-board ;
a chess-board. See

checker-board.

A cheker he fond hi a cheire. .sVc Tristrew, I. _'.

Thlin (Jimiebans liym-srlt' made uith llis nwue h;nnir~

a Cheffifr of irolde ami Ivory half p;irtt;il.

.!/.//, /([;. K. T. s.), ii. :m>.

2f. The game of chess.

Mon.v gawncs were hcgonnen the grete for to solas.

The chekker was ehoisly there chosen the first,
The draghtes, the <lyse.

l>rvtfii,-i;,,n n, TI-IIII (K. E. T. *.), I. 12.

3. pi. A game played with twenty-four pieces

cheeky
The use of the fitfck-list as a protection against fraud

was voted, but was almost tenured ; iiltlioiiuh lelvi- him
drcd voles were east, only u hiimlreil and twenty mum -

were gtootad '.'. >'. Mn-ruim, S. Monies, II. 107.

A lock of which the

or Squares. Kaeh of the two players is provided nith
twelve pieres, wliirh are placed on alternate squares on
the first three rows on one of two opposite sides of the
hoard. The men are moved forward diagonally to the

right or left one square at a time, or over an opposing
pirn- il Him- is an empty space beyond it on the same
diagonal; iu the latter case the man thus "jumped" is

''taken" that is, removed from the board. Twoormore
pieces can lie taken at once if similarly exposed, with one
intervening empty square between each pair into which
the adversary can "jump." The object of each player is

to capture all his opponent's men, or to hem them in so
that they cannot move. When u player succeeds in mov
ing a piece to the further end of the board (the erowu-
lirad or king-row), that piece is crowned or becomes a
"
king." and has the power to move or capture diagonally

t,;n kwitrd or forward. In I'niitlt i-tifckers there are one
hundred squares on the board, and forty counters; the
men can move in taking either backward or forward, and
kings can move the whole length of the board on the diag-
onals when no pieces intervene. Also called draughts.

colors; hence, broken into different colors or
into lights and shadows.

When the merry bells ring round,
And the jocund rebecks sound
To many a youth, and many a maid,
Dancing in the cheqtter'tt shade.

Milton, I/Allegro, 1. 96.

2. Figuratively, variegated with different qual-
ities, scenes, or events; crossed with good and
bad fortune.

A checkered day of sunshine and of showers,
Failing to twilight and dark night at last.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 42.

The struggles of his curiously checkered early life . . .

furnish the materials of a biography possessing all the in-
terest of a romance. Everett, orations, ii. 2. checkmate (chek'mat), v. t.;

checker-roll (chek'er-rol), M. [Also check-roll.'] checkmated, ppr. checkmating.
Same as check*, 14.

Its do not themselves fasten the door, but
hold the bolts which do secure it.

checkmate (chek'mat), . [< ME. chekmate,
i-hi kiinit, < OF. i-xkiiT cl unit, cclicc ct mat, later

cxchi'i/Hfniat, F. cc/tcc it unit I'r. isi-nc unit =
Sp. jai/Hc i/ mate = Pg. fai/nc r unite (the con-
junction (/ = / = c, and, being intrusive) = It.

xrin-riiii/tittit = 1). xclllKtlcifltlt := (J. xi-llltclltlHltt =
Dan. xchnkiiKil = S\v. xrlidckiiiiitt, < Pers. xhtih-

nidt, checkmate, lit. the king is dcnd, < ttlmli.

kiiij;, + nint, lie is i lead: seer/f<rA-l,M.,andmfc-. 1

1 . In cheat, originally, an exclamatory sentence,
litiTitHy, 'the kin^ is dead': said of the oppo-
nent's king when he is in check, and cannot be
released from it ; hence, the position of being
unable to escape from a check. Since It is a prin-
ciple of the game that the king cannot be captured, this
brings the game to a r]u>r. n ilh the defeat of that player
whose king is checkmated. See chemil.

Shal noon housebonde seyn to me "chek iintt.

Chniicer, Trollus, ii. 754.

Therwith Fortune seyde chek here,
And mate in the myd [joint of the chekkere.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 6SH.

Hence 2. Figuratively, defeat; overthrow.
lve they him called that gave me checkmate,
But better mought they have behote him Hate.

Shep. rat . Deeemhe).

pret. and
[< ME. chek-

Somme semen the kynge and hus seluer telleu,
In the chekkere and the chauncelrie chaleugynge hus dettes,
Of wardes and of wardemotes, wayues and strayues.

Piers Plowman (C), i. 91.

Tribute that the swoln floods render,
Into her chequer.

W. Hrou-ne, Britannia's Pastorals.

6f. A check-roll or list.

It ys ordeyued at this present yeld, how be it euery
eitezein of the old dicker pay at this tyme but vij. d., and
enery eitezein of the newe cheker but xiij. d., etc.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 406.

Item, that the citezeins of the old cheker & of the newe,
ther payment at this yelde be no precedent, etc.

English Gads (E. E. T. S.), p. 376.

7. One of the squares of a checkered pattern ;

the pattern itself.

Now in a plentious Orchard planted rare
With vn-graft trees, in checker, round, and square.

Sylvester, tr. of Dti Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

8. One of a number of spots giving to a surface
a checkered appearance.
The late afternoon light was gilding the monstrous jars

and suspending golden checkers among the golden-fruited
leaves. //. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 191.

'Tis not your active wit or language,
Xor your grave politic wisdoms, lords, shall dare
To check-male and control my just commands.

Ford, Ix)ver's Melancholy, Iv. 8.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxli.

9. pi. In arch., stones in the facings of walls check-hook (chek'huk), n. 1. A device for
which have all their joints continued in straight arresting too rapid motion in any form of
lines without interruption or breaking of joints, hoisting apparatus. 2. In a harness, a hook
thus presenting the appearance of checker- on the saddle for holding the end of the check-
work. lOf. An inn the sign-board of which rein.
was marked with checkers, probably to an- checking (chek'ing), n. [Verbal n. of check*,
nounce that draughts and backgammon were v . t., 5.J Lines engraved on certain portions
played within. Several houses marked with
signs of this kind have been exhumed in Pom-
peii. [Commonly in the plural.]

Story ! (lod bless you, I have none to tell, sir,

Onjy last night a-driuking at the Chequers,
This poor old hat and breeches, as you see, were

Torn in a scuffle.

maten; < checkmate, j.] 1. In chess, to put in
check (an opponent's King), so that he cannot
be released. See checkmate, n., 1. 2. Figura-
tively, to defeat ; thwart

; frustrate
;
baffle,

the extreme austerity of the immature fruit.]
A name in some parts of England of the ser-

vice-tree, Pyrus Sorbux.

checkerwise (chek'er-wiz), adi-. [< checker* +
-wise.'] In the form of checkers

;
of checkered check-nut (chek'nut), n. In mach., a nut used

pattern. Also spelled chequerwise.
as a stop for adjusting the length of a screw,

I observed the bars both of iron and brass they make
or to P^ent the turning of the main nut when

chequericise to put before their windows, were of very good once properly adjusted.
workmanship. Pococke, Description of the East, I. 39. check-rail (chek ral), n. In railroads, a con-

checkerwork (chek'er-werk), n. Any pattern
trh'ance at the crossing from one line of rails

of which the general effect is that of afternat- * another, or at a siding, for allowing trains

ing squares of different colors. The word plaid is
to

.

run on to or move into the otner line r

generally limited to textile fabrics and what may be con- Siding.
sidered imitations of them, as in color-printington paper ; check-rein (chek'ran), . 1. A short rein join-but checkerwork is somewhat more general. Thus, a pat- ing the bit of one of a gpan of horgeg to

"

the

driving-rein of the other. 2. A short rein
fastened to the saddle of a harness to keep the
horse's head up. See cut under harness.
Also called check and check-line.

check-roll (chek'rol), n. Same as check1
,
14.

He take a survey of the checkrnll of my servants.

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., v. 1.

.neck-rope (chek'rop), i. In gun., a strong
rope employed to diminish the recoil of a gun
by increasing the frictional resistances. Far-
row, Mil. Encyc.

er), n. An attachment
to a corn-planter to cause the seed to

tern of metal chains crossing one another at equal inter-
vals would be called checkertcork or checkered pattern.
Also used figuratively. Also spelled chequerwork.

Nets of checker-ivork and wreaths of chain-work for the
chapiters which were upon the top of the pillars.

1 Ki. vU. 17.

How strange a chequer-icork of Providence is the life of
man ! Defoe, Robinson Crusoe.

A chequer-work of beam and shade.

. ., .

of a cun-stock enabling one to m-asn it more
surelf

Canning, Knife-Grinder.

Anallagimatic checker. See anallagmaUc. Checker-
tvpe, printing-type made to illustrate the game of check-
ers.

checker1
(chek'er), v. t. [Also written chequer;

< checker1
, .] 1. To mark or decorate with

squares of alternate color, like a checker-board
;

mark with different colors.

The gray-ey'd morn smiles on the frowning night,
Checkering the eastern clouds with streaks of light.

Shak., R. and J., ii. 3.

drop at regular intervals.

check-stop (chek'stop), . A device used in

deep-sea dredging to prevent the breakage of
the dredge-line in case the dredge fouls on the

Check;key (chek'ke), . A latch-key. [Great checkStrap (chek'strap), n. 1. In a harness, a
strap passing between the fore legs of the horse
and connecting the collar with the belly-band,
designed to prevent the collar from riding up
when the horse backs. See cut under harness.

2. In an omnibus or other vehicle, a strap to
be pulled as a signal for stopping.
check-String (chek'string), . A string in a
coach or public conveyance by pulling which an
occupant may call the attention of the driver.

check-taker (chek'ta"ker), . An official at a

tnd pp. checkled,

ppr. checkling. [Var. of chacklc, or cackle. Ct.

chuckle."] To cackle; talk noisily; scold. [Prov.
Eng.l

The hollow murmur of the checkless winds
Shall groan again.

Marston and Webster, Malcontent, iv. 5.

check-line (chek'lin), n. Same as check-rein.
theater, concert-hall, etc., who receives the
checks or tickets given by the money-taker.

qualities, scenes, or events; diversify; impart
variety to

; give a character of both good and
evil or happiness and unhappiness to.

Our minds are, as it were, chequered with truth and
falsehood. Addison, Spectator, No. 237.

Happy the man who sees a God employ'd
In all the good and ill that checker life !

Cowper, The Task, ii.

checker- (chek'er), ii. [< check1 , v., + -erl.]
One who checks, in any sense of the word.

checkling (chek'ling), n. [Verbal n. of checkle, check-valve (chek'valv), n. A valve placed
't\ ] Cackling; noisy talking. in a receiving- or supply-pipe to prevent the
check-list (chek'list), n. 1. An alphabetical or backward flow of a liouiil Thus the rh*rk.vaiv>

2. Figuratively, to variegate with different check-iisMcgek^s?), J^T-An alphabetical or
- -

systematic list of names of persons or things, in-
tended for purposes of reference, registration,
comparison, or verification: as, a check-list of

birds; the Smithsonian check-list of shells. Spe-
cifically 2. In U. S. politics, a list of all the
qualified voters in a town, ward, or voting pre-
cinct, on which, in order to prevent frauds at __ -._..
elections, primary meetings, or caucuses, the cheeky (chek'i), a. [Also written chequy,
names of voters may be checked or marked as chequey, formerly ctieckie; < OF. escheque, pp. of
they vote. Also called hand-list, eschequer, check: see cheek*, V.] In her., divided

of a steam-boiler prevents the pressure of the steam from
forcing the water out of the boiler.

To prevent all the water and steam in the boiler from
escaping in case of accident to either the feed-pipe or

pump, another valve, . . . called a check-vali-e, is placed
between the feed-pipe and the boiler.

'Forney, Locomotive, p. 117.

Alarm check-valve. See alarm.



cheeky

by transverse lines vertically and horizontally
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me to go and beg with

cheer

*-- 'ft&f

Cheddar cheese. See

chee, n. See chili.

cheecha (che'cha), . [Native
name.] A gecko-lizard of Cey-
lon, Hemidactylus fi-enatus.

cheechee (che'chi), . l. i

India, a nickname for the half- check

castes or Eurasians, probably
in allusion to their niinci

The mincin, .

cheeft, An obsolete spelling of chief.

cheek (chek), n. [< ME. cheke, clieoke, choke, <

AS. ceiicc, also cedcc, ONorth. ceica, Mercian

dike = OFries. Jceke = MLG. kake, keke, LG.

cheek-band,..^',,,, ,,),

.w
,,,,

1 . Part of a head- cheeper (che< winch
-

dress passing under the chin and
covering

the

cheeks. The head-dress of women m the thirteenth It

P
m of grouse i

century in Europe consistedi of a broad band or folded other'game-birds,
kerchief passing from the topofthehead to the chin, and cheer 1 (cher), n. [Early mod. E. also chear ;

covering both cheeks, over which was worn the veil, and < ME. chere, the face, look, demeanor, also,
sometimes a round cap. Also called chin-band.

occasionally (glad or fair being understood),
2. Same as cheek-strap. friendly reception or entertainment, < OF.
cheek-blade (chek'blad), n. The cheek-bone.

c/ C/J!
- p ch^re (> It ccm) _ Pr Sp-

[Scotch.]
- -

* or Eurasians, pro [Scotch.] Pg- cara tne face
, look, < ML. cara, the face,

jsion to their mincing pronunciation. 2. cheek-block (chek'blok), n. A pulley attached
< ^J

.
S

the head, = Skt. ciras, the head,
aincing speech of the half-castes to the side of an object which itself forms one akin to L _ '^relnim, the brain. See cerebrum.]

cheek of the pulley-block, the other being lf TnefaCe; countenance,
formed by the strap or piece which secures the

block.

Cheek-Mocks are half shells which bolt against a master

koek, kek, cheek, = MIX kake, D. kaak, cheek, Spar. Qualtmwjh, Boat Sailer's Manual, p. 13.

jaw, = Sw. kak, jaw..^Origin uncertain; in one
cneekJbone (chek'bon), n. [< ME. chekeboti,

i-lifkbniie, etc., < AS. cedcbdn (= D. kaakbeen),
< cedes, cheek, + ban, bone.] 1. The malar

bone, forming the prominence below the outer

angle of the eye. Persons, or races, in whom this

bone is specially prominent are said to have "high cheek-

tones." It also becomes prominent in emaciated or hoi

view derived from AS. ccoiean, etc., chew (see

chew, and cf. chavel, jaw, eliaft, chap2 = chops,

jaw, and ult. jowl, from the same source), but

the mode of formation is not clear.] 1. Either

of the two sides of the face below the eyes.
Human cheeks,

Channels for tears.

Wordsiwrth, Sonnets, ii. 31.

In the swoot of thi chere, or face [cheer, Purv.] thou shalt

ete thi brede. WycltJ, Gen. iii. 19 (Oxf.).

But lie that king with eyen wrothe,
His chere awaiward for me caste.

Grower, I'onf. Aniant., I. 46.

2|. Look; demeanor.
And he lowted his lege with a low chere,
And grauntid to go with a goode wille.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1778.

Ech rackle dede and cell unbrideled chere.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 429.
>ones. It also becomes prominent in emaciated or noi- ___.. 4- 4.1

ow.cheeked persons, from the absorption of the fat of the 3. Expression of countenance, as noting the

soft parts of the cheek. See cuts under orbit and skull.

nether chekelap vnmeuable, and meuynge the ouere.

WycHf, Lev. xi. 29 (Oxf.).

work, etc., which form corresponding sides or

which are double and alike. Specifically (a) In

founding, one of the side-parts of a flask consisting of
A folmden cneekbo0ii, that is, the cheeklap of an ass.

a'^ein !North
P
EnK.]

(

V) One o/C sfdes of an em- W- JudKe8 xv- 15 < xf->-

brasure. (d) One of the jaws of a vise, (e) One of the ex- cheek-pieCO (chek'pes), . 1. A part of any-

thing Forming a cheek, or a piece intended to

pass over or cover a cheek. Specifically 2.

In armor, that part of a defensive head-cover-

ing which defends the cheeks, (a) The fixed wing,

forming one piece with the skull-piece, or firmly riveted

to it, separated by the eye-opening from the nasal, such as

are common in representations of Greek warriors and in

medieval helmets before 1250. (b) A movable plate, such
One of the branches of a bridle-bit. (0 In the manege,
that portion of the bit outside of the horse's mouth. Also

called check, (m) One of the sides of a pillow-block, which
hold the boxing, (n) One of the standards or supports,

arranged in pairs, of the copperplate printing-press and

panded sides of the eye of a hammer, designed to give a

better hold to the handle. A hammer so made is said

to be in cheek. (/) One of the side-pieces of a gun-car-

riage, on which the trunnions immediately rest. See cut

under gun-carriage, (ff) One of the shears or bed-bars of

a lathe, on which' the puppets rest. (A) One of the side-

pieces of a window-frame, (i) One of the projections on
the side of a mast, on which the trestle-trees rest, (i)

The solid part of a timber on the side of a mortise. (K)

many'similar machines, (o) The handle of a balance or

pair of scales. K. Phillips, 1706. (p) One of two or more
projecting, buttress-like pieces of a wall.

The gatehouse presents two lateral cheeks of wall pro-

jecting on either side of the bridge and thus forming a cov-

ered way. 0. T. Clark, Military Architecture, II. 62.

(j) The miter-sill of a lock-gate, (r) Naut., one of the

pieces of a block which form the sides of the shell.

3f. A cheek-bone ;
a jaw-bone.

A thousand men he slow eek with his hond,
And had no wepen but an asses cheek.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 48.

4. In entoni., the gena, or that part of an in-

as was attached to the Roman legionary helmet by a hinge,
or a strap covered with scales of metal, serving as a chin-

strap while also protecting the cheek. In modern cavalry
helmets the chin-strap answers this purpose.

:heek-pouch (chek'pouch), . A special dila-

tation of the skin or of the skin and mucous
membrane of the cheek, forming a pouch or

bag outside the teeth, in many animals, as

monkeys, squirrels, and various other rodents.
An external cheek-pouch is a reduplication of the skin of

cheek-strap (chek
'

strap), . In saddlery, a

strap of a bridle or head-stall passing down the
_. - side of a horse's head. Also called cheek-band.
sect's head which lies between the eye and cheek-tooth (chek'toth), n. A molar tooth or

the mouth-cavity. This region spmetimesjtie- grinder. [Rare.]
Joel i. 6.

.] Impu-
self-con-

[Colloq.

Llic ujvuuii-i;<* v ivj . j.iiio AV^AVU ,vyiiiv,nintjo ut-

comes very prominent, as in certain of the Dip-
tera. 5. The edible portion of the large sea- ,

clam, Mactra wlidissima. [Cape Cod] -6. cheeky (che'ki), a. [<<**, n., 6,

rKnTmnrfMiniM! brazen-faced immidence: an dent
! brazen-faced; presumptaCool confidence

;
brazen-faced impudence; an

He hath the cheek-teeth of a great lion.

+ -y
1

mptuous ;
*_<ooi commend1

, unufieil-ututni iiuuuuvuuB i <tii
,,., , .

j, i 1-4-4.1 p-n,,,

impudent or sell-confident manner: as, he has fident : as >
he 1S a clteehJ llttle fellow '

or vulgar.]
" You will find, Sir," said Lee,

" that these men in this

here hut are a rougher lot than you think for ; very like

they'll be cheeky," H. Kingsley, Geolfry Hamlyn, xxvi.

plenty of cheek. [Colloq. or vulgar.]
" You don't know how willing she may be to overlook

everything that is past."
"If she were, I am not fit to go near her. I couldn't

have the cheek to try." W. Black, Princess of Thule. cheela1
, chela2 (che'la), M. [< Hind, chela, a pu-

7. Share; portion; allowance. [Eng., colloq. pil, a disciple, a slave'brought up in the house.]

or vulgar.]
A pupil.

I remember the time when I have drank to my own cheela2 (che'la), n. [E. Ind.] The name of a

cheek above two quarts between dinner and breakfast. spotted Indian eagle, bpilorms cheela^.

state of feeling. [Obsolete or archaic.]

Be symple of chiere, cast nat thyn ye [eye] aside,

Agenst the post lete nat thy bak abyde.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 26.

Our dole more deadly looks than dying ;

Balms, and gums, and heavy cheers,
Sacred vials flll'd with tears,

And clamours through the wild air flying !

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, i. 6.

A moment changed that ladye's cheer,
Gush'd to her eye the unbidden tear.

Scott, L. of L. M., iv. 22.

4. State or temper of the mind as indicated

by expression or demeanor
;
state of feeling or

spirits.

Son, be of good cheer : thy sins be forgiven thee.
Mat. U. 2.

He ended ; and his words their drooping cheer

Enlighten'd, and their languished hope revived.

Milton, P. L, vi. 496.

5. A state of gladness or joy ; gaiety; anima-
tion.

I have not that alacrity of spirit,

Nor cheer of mind, that I was wont to have.

Shak., Kiel). III., T. 3.

Naked I go and void of cheer. Tennyson, Two Voices.

6. That which makes cheerful or promotes
good spirits ;

entertainment
; provisions for a

ith all

digious
,. 22, 1685.

The Tonquineers in general are very free to their Visit-

ants, treating them with the best cheer they are able to

procure. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 83.

7. A shout of joy,.encouragement, applause, or

acclamation.
Welcome her, thundering cheer of the street !

Tennyson, Welcome to Alexandra.

Loud was the cheer which, full and clear, swept round the

silent bay. Whittier, Cassandra Southwick.

8. Fortune; luck; also, report; tidings.

What cheer? Shak., Tempest, i. 1.

Shipmet, what cheer ? Dickens, Dombey and Son.

To do or make (one) cheert, to entertain (one) in a

friendly manner.

Thy honourable queene doth him cheere.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2451.

To make good cheert, to make entertainment ; be fes-

tive ;
be cheerful.

Cheek by jowl, with cheeks close together ; exceedingly
intimate. Also chelasliip.
We are your honest neighbours, the cobbler, smith, and cheep (chep), V.

'

And array the to make gode chere, and to yeve grete

ctieelaship (che'la'-sh'ip), n. [< cheelal + -ship.'] yeftes. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 60.

The state, quality, or condition of a cheela. cheer1
(cher), v. [< ME. cheren, < chere, cheer:

botcher, that have so often sat snoring cheek by joll with

your signiory in rug at midnight.
Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, ii. 1.

Sit thee down, and have no shame,
Cheek bit jou'l, and knee by knee :

What care I for any name ?

What for order or degree?
Tennyson, Vision of Sin.

Cheeks and ears*, a head-dress worn in England in the
seventeenth century.

cheek (chek), r. t. [< cheek, n."] If. To bring
up to the cheek.

His pike cheek'd, to guard the tun
He must not taste. Cotton, Epistles.

2. To face; confront. in a bold or impudent
manner

;
assail with impudent or insulting lan-

guage. [Slang.]
What does he come here cheeking us for? Dickens.

[Sometimes with an indefinite it for the object.

[Cf. chip
2

, chipper^, chipping-
liird; also clieet and peep, all ult. imitative of

a thin crisp sound.] I. intrans. To peep, as a

chick; chirp; squeak; creak; make a sound

resembling
"
cheep."

The maxim of the Douglases, that it was " better to
hear the lark sing than the mouse cheep," hence, was
adopted by every border chief. Scott.

In a minute we were ahead of the brig with our tow-

rope taut, and our oars cheeping bravely as they ground
against the thole-pins.

W. C. Russell, Sailor's Sweetheart, xvi.

II. trans. To utter in a chirping or peeping
tone; pipe; chirp.

O Swallow, Swallow, if I could follow, and light

Upon her lattice, I would pipe and trill,

And cheep and twitter twenty million loves.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

They [birds] cheep a good-morning to one another in

soft, cheerful voices. The Century, XXVI. 487.

see the noun.] 1. trans. 1. To dispel despon-
dency, sorrow, or apathy from ;

cause to rejoice ;

gladden ;
make cheerful : often with up.

Cheer thy heart, and be not thou dismayed.
Shak., Rich. III., T. 8.

Ill minister all cordials now to you,
Because I'll cheer you up, sir.

Middleton, Women Beware Women, it 1.

Sing, little bird ! thy note shall cheer

The sadness of the dying year.
0. W. Holmes, An Old-Year Song.

2f. To cure
;
recover.

Achilles thurgh chaunse was cherit of his wond.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10416.

3. To incite
; encourage.

Here's the heart that triumphs in their death,
And cheers these hands that slew thy sire and brother,
To execute the like upon thyself.

Shak., S Hen. VI., ii. 4.

He cheer'd the dogs to follow her who fled.

Dryden, Theodore and Honora, 1. 123.



cheer

4. To salute with shouts of joy or cheers
; ap-

plaud: as, to cliffr a public speaker. =Syn. 1. T.I

Inspirit, comfort, console, solace, enliven, animate, ex-

hihirate.

II. iiitraiiK. If. To bo in any state or temper
of mind; fare.

How chfi-i-fl tlioil, Jessica? filinfr., M. of V., iii. :,.

2. To grow cheerful; cast off gloom or de-

spondency; become glad or joyous: often with

up.
At sight of thee my gloomy sonl rhrrr* y<. 1'hilijix.

Come Annie, come, clm-r HJ> before I go.

TVnii.i/M"', Knoell \nlen.

3. To utter a cheer or shout of acclamation or

joy.
Ami even the ranks of Tuscany
Could H(-;irre tol'lteai

1 to i-ln-i-i \

Miii-<iii{iii'- lloratius, St. 00.

4. To fare ; prosper.
If thon flu-Hi- well t.i tliy supper,
Of mine thou takes in> care.

JMiin II iii"l mill Hi'- /jV.'/.wi- (Child's Itallacls, V. 190).

cheer2t,
" and . [MK. chrrn; I'll: iv, < OF. chcr,

chirr, V. flier = Pr. cur = Sp. Pg. It. caro, < L.

carux, dear, loved, loving, precious, costly : see

caress, cherish, and charity.'] I. . 1. Dear;
loved.

Archlhigon, the choise kniulit. was there to his fader,
The noble Duke Nestor, that noyet full sore.

DmtruetitiH of Ti-i-,1 (E. K. T. .), 1. 10.W4.

A loml more cheer? to thee of alle.

Wydif, Wisdom, xii. 7 (Oxf.).

2. Worthy; fit.

The there men of loml.

lioltert of Gloucester (ed. Heame), p. IWi.

lie chese liym a chere man, the charge for to beire.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1772.

II. n. A dear one
;
a friend.

Then Achilles to that there [Telephus, his companion)
choisly can say.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5280.

cheer3,
. English dialectal and former literary

form of chair. Shale., Hamlet (folio ed., 1623).
cheer4 (cher), . [Native name.] A name of

Wallich's pheasant, I'hasianits wallichi.

The cheer ... is a native of the western Himmalehs
to the borders of Nepal. . . . The cheer is a local species,
dwelling at from 4000 to 8000 feet of elevation and haunt
ini; grassy hills covered with oak and pine.

Stand. Xat. HM., IV. 221.

cheerer (eher'er), . 1. One who gives cheer or
utters cheers

;
one who or that which gladdens.

Thou cheerer of our days.
Wotton, Hymn on the liirth of Prince Charles.

2. A glass of spirit and warm water. [Prov.
Eng.]
cheerful (cher'ful), a. [< cheer, n., + -ful, 1.]

1. Of good cheer; having good spirits; gay;
lively : said of persons.

You do look, my son, in a mov'd sort,
As if you were dismay'd : be cheerful, sir.

.SAaJK, Tempest, iv. 1.

True piety is cheerful as the day,
Will weep indeed and heave a pitying groan
For others' woes, but smiles upon her own.

Confer, Truth, 1. 177.

2. Cordially willing; genial in action
; hearty;

ungrudging.
God loveth a cheerful giver. 2 Cor. ix. 7.

A cftccrAii-giving hand, as I think, madam,
Requires a heart as cheerful.

Fletcher, The Pilgrim, i. 1.

3. Characterized by or expressive of good spir-
its

;
associated with agreeable feelings ; lively ;

animated : as, cheerful songs.
A merry heart maketh a cheerful countenance.

Prov. xv. is.

If what you sent me last be the product of your melan-
choly, what may I not expect from your more cheerful
hours? Gray, Letters, 1. 8.

A man he seems of cheerful yesterdays
And confident to-morrows.

Wordsworth, Excursion, vii.

4. Promoting or causing cheerfulness; glad-

dening; animating; genial: as, the cheerful
sun

;
a cheerful fire.

In the afternoon to St. Lawrence's church, a new and
cheerful pile. Kn-hin, Diary, May 28, 1082.

He now hears with pain
New oysters cry'd, nor sighs for cheerful ale.

J. Philips, Splendid Shilling.
= Syn, Lightsome, gleeful, blithe, airy, sprightly, jocund,
jolly, buoyant. See cheery.

cheerfully (cher'ful-i), adr. In a cheerful man-
ner, (a) With pleasure, animation, or good spir-
its. (6) With alacrity or willingness ; readily.
The Corporal did not approve of the orders, but most

cheerfully obeyed them. Sternr, Tristram Shandy, ix. 20.

cheerfulness (eher'ful-nes), n. [< cheerful +
-MCSS.] The state or quality of being cheerful,

(a) A state of moderate joy or gaiety.
Health is the condition of wisdom, and the sign ischeer-

fulness an open and noble temper. Emerson, Success.
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(Z>) Alacrity; readiness; geniality.
He that sheweth mercy, with cheerfulness. Kom. xii. v

= Syn. Ml f/li. I /, ,lnl,i'.*. ete. See mirth.

cheerily (oneVi-fi), tulr. In a cheery manner;
with cheerfulness; with K" 1 "' spirits; heartily:

as, to set to work chc<-ril</.

Cmne, 'tii'i-i'ifit, 1-oys, about our hu,-ii

ilrnn . unil Ft., Little French Lu\i-r.

cheeriness (cher'i-nes), . [< cherry + -IH-HX.]

The quality or state of being cheery : cheerful-

ness
; gaiety and good humor : as, his cheeri-

ness was constant.

He [Bryant] fills the mind with the i< usssof

springtime. 1>. ./. Hill, Bryant, p. 203.

cheering(cher'ing),;>.. [Ppr. of </) ',)'] Im-

parting joy or gladness; enlivening; encourag-
ing; animating: as, cht-i -riiii/ news.

The sacred sun . . . diffused his cheering ray. Pope.

cheeringly (cher'ing-li), adv. In a cheering
manner,

cheerishnesst (cher'ish-nes), H. [< 'cheerish

(not used; < cheer1 + -isli 1 ) + -ness.] Cheerful-
ness. [Bare.]
There is no Christian duty that is not to be seasoned and

set off with cheerinhnfss. Milton, Divorce.

cheerless (cher'les), a. [(cheer
1 + -leas.'] With-

out joy, gladness, or comfort; gloomy; desti-

tute of anything to enliven or animate the

spirits.

All's clieerlett, dark, and deadly. Shut., Lear, v. 3.

cheerlessly (cher'les-li), adv. In a cheerless

manner; dolefully.
The loneliness of the situation, the night, the uncer-

tainty cloaking the object of his coming, all affected him
cheerlessly. L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 409.

cheerlessness (cher'les-nes), n. [< cheerless +
-ness.'] The state of being cheerless.

cheerlyH (cher'li), a. [< cheer1 + -ly
1
.] Gay;

cheerful
;
not gloomy.

Hurdles to weave, and cheerly shelters raise.

Dyer, The Fleece, i.

Their habitations both morecomfortable and more cheer-

I;/ in winter. Ray, Wisdom of God.

cheerly1
(cher'li), adv. [< cheerly

1
, a.] Cheer-

ily; cheerfully; heartily; briskly.

Lusty, young, and cheerly drawing breath.

Shot., Rich. II., 1. 3.

cheerly^t, adv. [< ME. cherli, cherelichc, cher-

Hch; < cheer2 + -fy
2
.] 1. Lovingly; tenderly.

The cherl ful cherli that child tok in his armes.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 62.

And Achilles the choise kyng cherly he prayit,
To let the lorde haue his lyffe for lewt of hym,
That woundit was wickedly to the wale dethe.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5205.

2. Worthily; fitly.

Cherelich [var. cherlich] as a cheueteyn his chambre to
holden. Pier* Plowman's Cretle (E. E. T. S.), 1, 582.

cheerup1
(cher'up), v. t. [For cheer up; sug-

gested by chirrup, which in turn is sometimes
changed to cheerup: see cheer-up

2 and cftirp
1
.]

To make cheerful
; enliven. [Rare.]

To drink a cheeruping cup.
SmoUett, Humphrey Clinker.

cheerup2t (cher'up), v. . [A variation of chir-

rttp, ult. of chirp
1
-, q. v. Cf. cheerup

1
.'] To chir-

rup; chirp.
cheery (cher'i), a. [< cheer1 + -y

1
.] 1. Show-

ing cheerfulness or good spirits; blithe; gay;
sprightly ; jocund : as, a cheery tone of voice

;

always cheery and in good humor.

They were set in their places, and were a little cheery
after their journey. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 315.

And though you be weary,
We'll make your heart cheery

And welcome our Charlie
And his loyal train.

Jacobite Song, Come o'er the Stream, Charlie.

On what I've seen or pondered, sad or cheery.
Byron, Don Juan, xiv. 11.

2. Having power to make gay; promoting
cheerfulness

; enlivening.
Come, let us hie, and quaff a cheery bowl.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Friday, 1. 9.

The house had that pleasant aspect of life which is like
the cheery expression of comfortable activity in the human
countenance. Haitthorne, Seven Gables, xiii.

One [painting] is constrained, sad, depressing, autumnal ;

the other free, cheery, summer-like.
T. HOI, True Order of Studies, p. 130.

= Syn. Cheerful, Cheery. When cheerful means producing
cheer, it is only by what seems distinct metonymy, as in
such phrases as 'the cheerful beams of the sun,' 'a cheer-

ful flre.' Cheery is coming into increasing use, represent-
ing cheerfulness in its more active forms or manifesta-

tions, and especially that cheerfulness which is contagious.

What then so cheerful as the holly-tree?
Smthey, The Holly-Tree.

cheese

It was like a north-west wind in summer to get your
: little letter of interest and memorv.

N. Hull-/,-,., in Merriam, II. 431.

cheest. Preterit of chese1
,
the common Middle

English form of clmose.

And chfea hire of his owen auctoritie. Chu

cheese 1
(die/.). . [< MK. I-IH-HI-, < AS. </.. !//,

also rymi = OS. l.'ttxi. 1,'it-xi Or'ries. t:.ixi
} = D.

l:nx = M U : . Uft ,l&, 1,1 tt = 011(1. eliftxi, M I H !
.

l:it-xi; O. kasc = Sp. queso = I'g. ijiit-ijo = It.

(also prob. = Ir. coin = Gael, ciiixr = \V. I

ehee>e,<L.oaww,ML.oafttf,obeeBe. seen,
etc. The Scand. word isdifferent: Icel.<wfi'=Sw.
Dan. ost, cheese.] 1. The curd or casein of milk,

coagulated by rennet or some acid, separated
from the serum or whey, and pressed in a vat,

hoop, Or mold. All the acids separate the ehecse from
the WmJ\ neutral salts, mi.l likewise all earthy ami me
tall ie salts, produce the sai Meet ; but rennet, which is

made by macerating in uater a pie. of the last stomach of
a calf, salted and dried fur tin-. ].ni].-e. ^ nio>t etliei. ut.

Tbe (lowers of the tr/itiin:i r.-i-niii. or yellow lady's-bed-

straw, and the Juice of the fig-tree very readily coagulate
milk. There are many kinds of cheese, which diiter from
one another ace. inline to the quality of the milk employed
and the mode of preparation. AV;rt cheenex, such as cream-

cheese, Bath and Yorkshire cheese, will not keep long.
//,/ , -:l cheeses, as Cheshire, Gloucester, Cheddar, Parmesan,
and Dutch, can lie kept a long time. There is also an in-

termediate class, as Uruyere, Stilton, etc. Cheese is emu
posed of from 30 to 50 per cent, of water, 20 to 35 per cent.

of casein, 18 to 30 per cent, of fat, and 4 to per cent, of
mineral matter.

2. A mass of pomace or ground apples pressed
together in a cider-press. 3. The inflated ap-
pearance of a gown or petticoat resulting from

whirling rounu and making a low courtesy, sup-
posed to resemble a large cheese

; hence, a low

courtesy.
What more reasonable thing could she do than amuse

herself with making cheeses! that is, whirling round . . .

until the petticoat is inflated like a balloon and then sink-

ing into a curtsey. l>>- tjuincey, Antobiog. Sketches, vi.

It was such a deep ceremonial curtsey as you never see
at present. She and her sister both made these cheeses

in compliment to the new-comer, and with much stately
agility. Thaclferny, Virginians, xxii.

4. pi. Same as cheese-cake, 3 Banbury cheese, a
cheese formerly made at Banbury, England, atid supposed
to be dry, with a thick rind.

You Banbury cheese ! Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1.

Brickbat Cheese, a cheese made chiefly in Wiltshire,
England, of new milk and cream, and sold in square pieces.

Brie Cheese, a soft, salted, white cream-cheese made in

the region about the city of Meaiix, in the district of Brie,
France. Camembert cheese, a rich sweet cream-cheese
of a yellowish color, made in the region about the village
of Camembert in Normandy. Chalk for cheese. See
chalk. Cheddar cheese, a rich fine-flavored cheese made
at Cheddar in Somersetshire, England. Cottage cheese,
a preparation of pressed curds, made without rennet, and
served with salt or sugar and cream. Also called Dutch
cheese, pot-cheese, and smear-case (Dutch sweer-kaas).
[U. S. ] Cream-Cheese, (n) A cheese of soft, buttery con-

sistency, such as the Brie and Neufchatel cheeses, (b)
Same as cottage cheese. Dunlop cheese, a cheese made
in Ayrshire, Scotland. Dutch Cheese, (a) A small,
hard cheese, made in globular molds from skimmed milk.
The outside is colored red with a preparation of madder.
(6) Same as cottage cheese. Gloucestershire cheese, a
rich mild variety of cheese, of two qualities, single and
double, the former containing half and the latter all the
cream of the milk. Groaning cheese', a cheese form-

ing part of the blithemeat or entertainment provided at

the Dirth and christening of a child.

It is customary at Oxford to cut what we in the North
call the Groaning Cheese in the Middle when the Child
is born, and so, by degrees, form with it a large Kind of

Ring, through which the Child is passed on the Christen-

ing Day. Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 403.

Gruyere Cheese, a kind of cheese made in the Jura re-

gion of both Switzerland and France, and also among the

Vosges mountains: so called from Gruyere, canton of

Fribourg, Switzerland. The curd is pressed In large and
comparatively shallow cylindrical molds, and while in the
moid is heavily salted during a month or more. The cheese
is intermediate between the hard and the soft cheeses, is

of a pale-yellowish color, and is traversed by abundant
air-bubbles and passages. Llniburger cheese, a cheese
made at Herve, near Limhnrg in Belgium, and imitated in

the Fnited States. It is eaten in a state of putrefaction.
Lincolnshire Cheese, a small soft cheese made of new
milk and cream. Neufchatel cheese, cream thickened
by heat and then pressed in a small mold, made at .Neuf-

chatel-en-Bray in Normandy. It is esteemed a great deli-

cacy. Parmesan cheese, a hard, dry. grainy, and high-
flavored Italian cheese colored with saffron. A considera-
ble degree of heat is used In its manufacture. Pineapple
cheese, a hard yellow cheese molded into somewhat the
form of a pineapple. Pont 1'Evftque cheese, an es-

teemed soft cream-cheese of much tho character of Neuf-
chatel cheese, made about Pont 1'Eveque in Normandy.

Pot-Cheese. Same as cottage cheese. Roquefort
cheese, a French cheese made at Roquefort in Guienne,
from the milk of ewes. When sufficiently dried and com-
pacted the cheeses are placed in a recess of a deep cavern
In the limestone rock at Roquefort, in which the tempera-
ture is always about 40" K. While in the cave the cheeses
are salted, and the mold which forms upon them is scraped
off from time to time, passing successively in color, in the
course of about 40 days, from white through blue to a
reddish tint, when the cheese is ready for use. Sage or

green cheese, cheese colored by means of sage or other
leaves. In Scotland lovage-seeds are also added. Slip-
coat cheese, a rich variety of cheese made from milk



cheese

warm from the cow; it resembles white butter. Sim-

mondg. Stilton cheese, a solid, rich, white English

cheese, originally made at Stilton in Huntingdonshire,
but now made chiefly in Leicestershire.

cheese2 (chez), . [Appar., through Anglo-Ind.

or, less prob., Gipsy use, < Hind. (< Pers.) chiz, a

thing, anything.]
The thing; the correct or

proper thing ;
the finished or perfect thing : al-

ways with the definite article. [Slang.]

Some years ago the mashers of the day indulged in a

slang expression by speaking of what pleased them as
"
being quite the cheese." A friend who had just returned

from India after forty years' absence from England used

this phrase to me, prefacing his remarks by the words

"as we should say In India," and was not a little aston-

ished to learn that the Hindustani word chlz, thing, had

taken root for a season in England.
If. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 44ti.

cheesebowl (cheVbol), . [< ME. chesebollc,

ehesbolle, poppy, apparX chew, cheese, + bolle,

bowl, as if named from" the likeness of the cap-
sule in shape to a round cheese ;

but the forma-
tion is uncertain.] The poppy, Papaver Klmas,
etc. Also chasboui.

The violet her fainting head declin'd

Beneath a sleeping chatbmc. Dmmmoml, 1791.

cheese-cake (chez'kak), . [< ME. chese-cakc

(cf. D. kaaskoek), < chese, cheese, + cake*.] 1.

A cake filled with a jelly made of soft curds,

sugar, butter, eggs, etc. 2. A small cake made
in various ways and with a variety of ingre-
dients: as, lemon cheese-cake, orange cheese-

cake, apple cheese-cake, etc.

As goon as the tarts and cheexecake* made their appear-
ance, he quitted his seat and stood aloof.

Macatilay, Hist. Eng., iii.

3. pi. A name with children for the immature
fruit of the common mallow, Malua rotundifolia
and M. sylvestris, on account of its shape. Also
cheeses.

cheese-cement (chez'se-ment*), n. A kind of

glue, probably casein and an alkaline carbon-

ate, used for mending broken glass and crock-

ery, joining wood that is exposed to the wet,
etc.

cheese-cloth (ohez'kloth), n. A coarse cotton
fabric of an open texture, used in cheese-mak-

ing for wrapping the cheese. It is also used for

other purposes, as for a ground for embroidery, etc., and,
when made with a finer texture, for women's gowns.

cheese-fat (chez'fat), . Same as cheese-vat.

Scott.

cheese-fly (chez'fll), n, A small black dipterous
insect bred in cheese, the Piophila casei, of the

family Muscidce,
to which the

house-fly, blow-

fly, etc., belong.
It has a very exten-
sible ovipositor,
which it can sink to
a great depth in the
cracks of cheese,
where it lays its

eggs. The maggot,
well known as the

cheese-hopper, is

furnished with two
horny claw-shaped
mandibles, which it

uses both for dig-

ging into the cheese
and for moving it-

self, having no feet.

It has two pairs of

spiracles, one pair
near the head and
the other near the

tail, so that when
one is obstructed
the other can be .

<I.'- l got .
t

used. In leaping it
1
-ng.

posl

first brings itself

into the form of a

circle, and then by a jerk projects itself from twenty to

thirty times its own length.

cheese-hoop (chez'hb'p), . A wooden cylinder
in which curds are pressed to drive out the

whey.
cheese-hopper (che>/hop"er), w. The maggot
of the cheese-fly. Also called cheese-maggot.
cheese-knife (ehez'nif), . 1. A wooden spat-
ula used to break down the curd in the process
of cheese-making. 2. A curved knife or scoop
used to cut cheese at the table.

cheeselip, cheeselep (chez'lip, -lep), n. [Also
clteeslip, cheslip ; < ME. cheslepe, cheslippe, < AS.
cyslybb, cyslyb (= OD. kaeslibbe, D. kaasleb =
OHG. chesiluppa, MHG. kwseluppe, G. kaseluppe,
kiisluppe, kaselipp), rennet,< cyse, cheese, + lybb,
a drug, poison, = OHG. luppa, deadly juice, =
Icel. lyf, medicine, = Goth, lubja, poison. Cf.
Dan. ostelobe, rennet, < ost, cheese, + lobe, ren-

net.] If. Rennet. 2. A bag in which ren-
net for cheese is kept. 3f. The hog-louse. E.

Phillips, 1706.

Cheese-fly and Cheese-hopper (Piophila
casei}.

Dt, extended ; b, f, same, in leap-
D ', d, e, hopper and fly, magni-

fied ; f, /, fly, natural size, with
'

panded and folded.
wings ex-

944

cheese-maggot (chez 'mag "of), . Same as

cheese-hopper.
cheese-maker (chez'ma"ker), . The Withanin

coagulans, a solanaceous slirub of Afghanistan
and northern India, the fruit of which has the

property of coagulating milk, and is employed
instead of rennet, the latter being objection-
able to the natives on religious grounds.
cheese-mite (chez'mit), . A mite of the fam-

ily Acariihc and subfamily Tyroglypkinif, Tyro-
fflyphus (formerly Aeants) siro. It occurs not only
in cneese, but in Hour, when it is known as theyftmr-//*/','.
and in milk, when it is called the utilk-iuiti-.

cheese-mold (chez'mold), . A mold or form
in which cheese is pressed.
cheesemonger (chez'mung"ger), . One who
deals in or sells cheese.

cheese-pale (chez'pal), . A sharp instrument
of a semicircular concave form, like a small

scoop, for piercing cheese to sample it. Also
called cheese-scoop and eheese-taater.

cheese-paring (chez'par"ing), . and a. I. .

1. A paring of the rind of cheese. 2. Hence,
figuratively, a mean or parsimonious disposi-
tion or practice.

II. . Meanly economical
; parsimonious: as,

cheese-paring economy.
cheese-press (chez'pres), n. A press for ex-

pelling the whey from curds in cheese-making.
The curds are placed in a cheese-hoop and this is put in

the press. lu OIK; form of press a vacuum is created be-

low the cheese-hoop, and the pressure of the atmosphere
drives the whey out. In more common forms, screws,

toggle-joints, and other devices are used to obtain pres-
sure.

cheese-rennet (chez'ren'et), n. [_< cheese +
rennet. Of. AS. eyx-gewnn, rennet.] A name
given to the yellow lady's-bedstraw, Galiuni

rerum, used for coagulating milk. See cheese1
,

1. Also called cheese-runiiiiii/.

cheese-room (chez'rom), . [< cheese + -room
in mushroom.'] The common name in some
parts of England of the horse-mushroom, Aga-
ricus (irrensis.

cheese-running (chez'run"ing), . Same as

cheese-rennet.

cheese-SCOOp (chez'skop), . Same as cheese-

pale.
Cheese-taster (chez'tas'ter), n. Same as cheese-

pale.
Cheese-toaster (chez'tos"ter), 71. 1. A fork,

broach, or other contrivance for toasting cheese
before a fire. Hence 2. A sword. [Slang.]
With a good oaken sapling he dusted his doublet, for

all his golden chea*e-toavter.

Smollett, Humphrey Clinker, i. 12B.

I'll drive my dieew-toanter through his body.
Thackeray, Virginians, x.

cheese-turner (chez'ter"ner), n. A shelf upon
which cheeses are placed while ripening, and
so arranged that by turning it they can be in-

verted.

cheese-vat (chez 'vat), . [Also written cheese-

tat, and formerly, by corruption, chesford ; <

ME. chexefat, < AS. cusefiet (= OS. kiesefat

(-vat) = T>. kaasrat = MLG. keserat, LG. kesftit,

kesefat = G. kaxefass), < vyse, cheese, + ftet,

fat, vat: see fat2 and rat.'] The vat or case in

which curds are confined for pressing.
cheesiness (che'zi-nes), n. [< cheesy + -ness.]
The quality of being cheesy, or resembling
cheese in consistence, taste, or odor.

cheesy (che'zi), a. [< cheese^ + -f/
1
.] Having

the consistence, taste, odor, etc., of cheese
;
re-

sembling cheese in any respect; caseous.
Cheesy degeneration or transformation, caseous de-

generation (which see, under 0MMIU),
cheet (chet), r. i. [Imitative ;

cf. cheep.] To
chatter or chirrup.
cheeta. cheetah, . See chetah.

cheetal (che'tal), . [Hind, chital.] The com-
mon spotted deer of India, Cervus axis.

Chef (shef), n. [ME. chef, var. of chief, < OF.
chef, mod. F. chef, head: see chief. ] It. An obso-
lete form of chief. 2. [Mod.] A head or chief

;

specifically, a head cook, etc. 3. A reliquary
in the shape of a human head with or without
the shoulders, either standing alone or placed
upon a substructure or base, formerly made to

receive the whole or a portion of the head of a
saint or martyr. Chefs were commonly made of met-
al, as copper, fashioned l>y the repousse process, gilded,
chased, and otherwise ornamented ; but they were some-
times carved in wood and covered with thill plates of silver
or gold. See cut in next column. Chef d'attaque, the
leader of an orchestra (first violin) or of a chorus.- Chef
d'orchestre. (a) The leader of an orchestra. (6) The di-

rector or conductor of an orchestra.

chef-d'oeuvre (she-de'yr),
n.

; pi. chefs-o?cewre
(she-de'vr). [F., a trial-piece, a masterpiece:
chef, head; <le, < L. de, of; cenrre, < OF. owe,

chela

Silver Chef in the cathedral of Florence, containing part of the skull
of Saint Zenobius. By Andrea di Ardito, 1330.

oi-re, < L. opera, work: see chief, urel, and
mtntcemer, manure.'] A masterpiece ;

a super-
latively fine work in art, literature, etc.

The contest of Ajax and Ulysses, for the arms of Achil-

les, in one of the latter Books of the Metamorphoses, is a

chef-d'oeiivre of rhetoric, considering its metrical form.
De Quincey, Rhetoric.

chefet, n. and a. An obsolete form of chief,
chefford (chef'ord), . A dry measure formerly
used at Archangel, equal to about two United
States bushels.

cheft (cheft), n. Same as chaft.

chego (cheg'6), . A unit of weight for pearls
in Goa. It seems to be from an eighth to a

quarter of a carat.

chegoe (cheg'6), . Same as chigoe.
cheh. >i. See chili.

Cheilanthes (kl-lan'thez), . [NL., < Gr. *?.<*,
a lip, + aitfoc, a flower; in allusion to the form
of the indusium.] A genus of ferns having
roundish sori at or near the ends of the veins,
each sorus being coveredby an indusium formed
from the reflexed margin of the frond. The ge-
nns includes more than fifty species, widely distributed in

tropical and temperate zones, the greater number grow-
ing in the wanner parts of \mtli and South America.

cheilo-. See chilo-.

cheir (kir), . A shortened form of Cheiranthus.
The wild cheir is the wallflower, C. Cheiri.

Cheiranthus (ki-ran'thus), n. [NL., < Gr. x^P,
a hand, + avffnf, a flower.] A genus of plants,
natural order fruciferce, consisting of pubes-
cent herbs or small shrubs with large yellow or

purple sweet-scented flowers. The wallflower,
C. Cheiri, is the best-known species.

cheiro-. See chiro-.

cliekt, n. An obsolete form of checki.

chekeH( An obsolete form of cheek.

cheke2
t, . An obsolete form of choke1 .

chekefult, a. An obsolete form of choke-full.

chekelatount, See ciclaton.

chekelewt, a. See chokelew.

eheke-mate+, n, and v. A Middle English form
of checkmate.

cheken (chek'en), n. The Chilian name of a

myrtaceous shrub, Eugenia Cheken, the bark of

which is astringent and is sometimes used as a

remedy in catarrh.

chekert, n. and v. A Middle English form of
checker*-.

Cheki (che-ke'), n. [Turk.] A Turkish unit
of weight, probably derived from the Roman
pound. Careful determinations at different dates have
given the following values in grains troy : 1767, 4,933 ;

1797, 4,942; 1801, 4,63; 1821, 4,950. It now weighs from
4,942 to 4,943 grains troy, or about 320J grams.

chekiet, An obsolete form of cheeky.
chekmak (chek'mak), . A Turkish fabric of

mixed silk and cotton, with golden threads in-

terwoven.
chela1

(ke'la), . ; pi. chela; (-le). [NL., < Gr.

X'i/'l, a claw, hoof.]
1. The pair of pin-
cers or nippers, or

the so-called claw,
which terminates
some of the limbs of

most Crustacea, as

crabs and lobsters,
formed by an enlarged propodite bear-

ing a movably apposed dactylopodite ;

the last and penultimate segments of a
chelate limb or cheliped so modified as to con-
stitute a prehensile organ like a pair of pincers.

[Rare.]



chela

A three-jointed appendage, the second Joint of which

is prolonged in such a manner as to form with tin- third

a plncer or ehflii. lluxlnj, Anat. Invert., p. >>.

2. The similar nipper- or pinccr-liko claw ter-

minating the chelicera of an arachuidan, as a

scorpion. In these two senses also cltde. 3.

[_cn l>. |
A geuus of cyprinoid fishes.

chela'-, ". See tikeelv-.

chelandret, An obsolete form of calandra.

chelaship, . Kee clici-lnxl/i/i,

chelate (ke'lat), </. [< XL. i-hclatuy, < c/icto,q. v.]

Having a chela
;
terminated by a chela or for-

ceps-joint.
By being clielalf, tliat is, by having the posterior distal

,

angle of the propodite produced so as to equal the dac

tylo|iodite in len

bit- linger for it.

length, and thu* cmistitnte a sort of opposa-
llujclr.y, Anat. Invert., p. 270.

.

chciiccra of

11

Chelate joint or appendage, in tutnm., one which can
be turned back on the supporting purl, as the ungues or

claws nl' certain insects.

chelaundret, An obsolete form of ealandrn.

cheldt, !'. ' [ME. cltclilen, <AS. "cealdian, also

in coinp. wml'limi, become cold, < ccald, cold:

see cold, it. and /.] To become cold; chill.

Kymcnhild him gan bihelde,
Him lieorte bigan t(i rhflde.

Kim, Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1H8.

cheleH, . A Middle English form of chill1 .

chele2 (ke'le), n. Same as chela1
,
1 and 2.

chelerythria (kel-e-rith'ri-ii), n. [NL., as chcl-

crytltr-iii + -m 1
.] Chelerythrin.

chelerythrin, chelerythrine (kel-e-ritli'rin), .

[< Clui( iilon In HI )+ Gr. IpvSptt, red, + -iift, -iitc?. ]

An alkaloid (C1gH17NO4 ) found in the plants
Chelidonium majus, Olaucium luteum, and San-

giiinaria Canadensis, and thought to be identical

with sanguinarin.
chelicera (ke-lis'e-ra), n. ; pi. chelicera (-re).

[NL., < Gr. x'i^n,'s: claw, + ntpaf, a hop.] 1.

One of the anterior pair of ap-

pendages of a scorpion ;
a short,

three-jointed organ ending in

a prehensile claw. See cut
under scorpion. 2. The cor-

responding organ in a spider,
which terminates in a sharp
joint folding down on the

mai joint. At. preceding one like the blade
of a pocket-knife on the han-

die, and having at its extrem-

ity the opening of a poison-
gland. This gland U not found in the chellceree of the

scorpions. These organs are supposed by some natural-

ists to be the homologues of the antennae of insects, but
others believe that they correspond to the mandibles.

In the ArachnUla these antenna; are converted into

mouth organs; in the Scorpions and Spiders they are

known as chelicerae.

Oegenbaur, Comp. Auat. (trans.), p. 244.

Also in English form chelicere.

cheliceral (ke-lis'e-ral), a. [< chelicera + -al."\

Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of a cheli-

cera, or prehensile claw.
The two palpi are developed from the pedipalpal por-

tion of the proboscis ;
two horny hooks from the cheliceral

portion ; and, finally, the hinder pair of thoracic limbs is

added. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 331.

chelicere (kel'i-ser), n. Same as chelicera.

chelichnite (ke-lik'mt), n. [< Gr. ^fAtif, a tor-

toise, + Ixvor,, track, + -i<e2.] The fossilized

impression of a cheloniau.

Chelididae. w.
pi.

See Chelydid<e.
chelidon (kel'i-don), n. [NL., <Gr. %eAi6uv, a

swallow, also (in allusion to the forking of the

swallow's tail) the frog in the hollow of a
horse's foot, a hollow above the bend of the

elbow, etc. ;
= L. Atrundo(n-), a swallow.] 1.

In anat., the hollow at the bend of the elbow.

2. [cap."] In ornith., a genus of swallows, the

type of which is the common European house-

swallow, Chelidon urbica. Boic, 1822.

chelidonia (kel-i-do'ni-a), n. [NL., < Chelido-

nium.] Same as chelidonin.

chelidonic (kel-i-don'ik), a. [< Chelidon-ium +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to plants of the genus
Chelidonium or celandine; existing in or de-

rived from celandine. Chelldonic acid, CjHiO,
an acid obtained from the plant Chelidonium majus. It

crystallizes in silky needles.

chelidonin, chelidonine (kel-i-do'nin), . [<
Chclidn-ium + -2, -ne2.] An alkaloid (Cjg
H 1^N3O3 ) obtained from the plant Chelidonium
maius. Also chelidonia.

chelidoninic (kel"i-do-nin'ik), a. [Irreg. < chel-

idonin + -ic.] Derived from plants of the ge-
nus Chelidonium Chelidoninic add, an acid found
in Chelidonium majus, crystallizing in white rhomboida!
prisms.

Chelidonium (kel-i-do'ni-um), . [NL. : see

celandine."] A papaveraceous genus of plants,
of only two species, of Europe and Asia. C. ma-
in* is the common celandine. See celandine.
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chelidonize (kel'i-don-Iz), <. i.
; pret. and pp.

okeUdoniged, ppr. cln'lidoni;inij. [< Gr. xc?-"'-

vifetv, sing the "swallow-song" (^e/udov/o/ja),
< ;r*:A<(!<Ov, a swallow : see chelidon.] To sing the

"swallow-song"; go from house to house sing-

ing and soliciting gifts: a custom among boys
in ancient Greece about the time when tne
swallows returned. [Bare.]
Chelidonomorphae (kel-i-do-no-mor'fe), . />/.

[XL.. < (ir. \:'/iriav, a swallow, + /jopt'/, form.]
In Suudevall's system of ornithological classi-

fication, the swallows, considered as a super-

family group of one family, fliritniliiiiila : sy-

nonymous with Lont/ipennes of the same author.

Chefidoptera (kel-i-dop'te-rii),
H. [XL. (J.

Gould, 1836), < Gr. xf/ifuv, a swallow, + RTeptfv,
a wing.] A notable genus of American fissi-

rostral barbets or puff-birds, of the family

Smaller Swallow-wing (Cltilittofttra tenebrosa).

Bucconidce, similar to Monasa (which see), but
with a short square tail, comparatively longer
wings, and smaller, slenderer bill. There are two
species, C. teiubrosa and C. ftratnliensis, known as the
smaller and the larger swallow-wing.

chelidqxanthin, chelidoxanthine (kel*i-dok-

san'thin), n. [< Chelid(oniuin) + Gr. 6f-l*f,

sharp, + &.vSof, flower, + -m2
,
-ine2.] A neutral

bitter principle, crystallizing in small yellow
needles, obtained from the plant Chelidonium

majus.
Chelidridse (ke-lid'ri-de), n. pi. An improper
spelling of Chelydridce.

chelifer (kel'i-fer), n. [NL. chclifer, < chela*, q.

v., + L. /errc = E. heart.'] 1. One of the C/<eK-

feridea ; a falsei scorpion. 2. [cap."] A genus
of pseudoscorpions, typical of the family Clte-

liferidai, including book-scorpions with two

eyes, as C. cancroides, a small species often
found in musty old books.

Cheliferidae (kel-i-fer'i-de), . pi. [NL., <

Chelifer, 2, + -idte."] A family of pseudoscor-
pions, or false scorpions, of the order Cheliferi-
dea or Pseudoscorpiones, typified by the genus
Chclifer. They are minute harmless forms resembling
a scorpion in front, but with a body flat and rounded be-

hind and destitute of a tail. They live in moist dark

places, and feed chiefly on mites and wood-lice.

Cheliferidea (keHi-fe-rid'e-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Chelifer, 2, + -idea.] An order of the class

Arachnida, containing the false scorpions or

pseudoscorpions, having the abdomen seg-
mented, indistinctly separated from the cepha-
lothorax, and without the appendage with its

poisonous sting which characterizes the true

Scorpions. The maxillary palpi or pedipalps are longer
than the thoracic limbs, and end in a chela or pincer-like

prehensile claw. There are two families, the Obi#iid&
with four eyes, and the Cheliferidce with two eyes. The
order includes the book-scorpions. Generally called Psm-
doicorpionet.

Like the Spiders the Cheliferidea are provided with silk

glands, aud unlike the Scorpions, which they externally
resemble, they have neither a postabdomen nor poison-
glands. They breathe by tracheae. These Arachnids are
of small size, and are found chiefly in caverns and damp
places in temperate countries. Pascoe, Zool. Class., p. 95.

cheliferous (ke-lif'e-rus), a. [As chelifer +
-OMS.] Having cliens: said of the chelate limbs of

crustaceans, and of animals which have chelse.
Cheliferous abdomen, one furnished at the apex with

strong and thick forceps, somewhat resembling the great
claw of a scorpion. Cheliferous slaters, the cursorial

isopod crustaceans of the genus Tanai*.

cheliform (ke'li-f6rm), a. [< NL. chela1
, q. v..

-t- L. forma, form.] Having the form of a

chela, cheliped,
or chelicera; like the great

claw of a lobster or crab
; pincer-like.

chelingue (che-lingg'), . [E. Ind.] Same as
musoma-boat.

cheliped (ke'li-ped), n. [< NL. chela1
, q. v.,+ L.

pes (ped-) = E.foot.] One of the large special-
ized chelate limbs of a crustacean, as the great
claw of a lobster, modified to form a prehen-
sile rather than a natatorial organ. See chela*.

Chelonia

chelis1
(ke'lis), H. [NL., < Gr. x>/''J, claw:

see cheloid^.] Same as CneloUP.

chelis-, . An erroneous form of kelin.

Chelodina (kel-o-di'nii), w. [NL., < Gr. ^/.UT,
a tortoise, + ficivuc., terrible, mighty, large.] A
genus of turtles, related to Chclys, typical of the

group ' 'In /iiiliiii-n (which see). C. lonyicollis is

an example.
chelodine (kd'o-din), . [< CMtodtnaJ A tur-

tle or river-tortoise of Australia, of the genus
< In l<xli nn. 'I'he luniMii ' k< ( rh- loilhif, C". /oji ;.

has a I'HIL', tlrMlilr. unll ]v t nil I i If III rk and It ll:it, ]i;ir] i>w

pointi'il ln'ad. It is an active species, traversing rajiiilh
the rivt-rs and poolH in \vlmh it liv<-w.

Chelodines (kel-o-di'nez), . pi. [NL., in-eg.
< cliclodina. Cf.', cliehdiiic.] In zoiil., a nann-

given by Huxley to a subdivision of Emi/dea, in

which the pelvis is fixed to the carapace and

plastron, the neck bends sidewise, and the head
cannot be completely withdrawn beneath the

carapace. Same as PlMtrotUra.

cheloid 1 (kel'oid), . [< Gr. jt/Uf, a tortoise, +
<oV, form. But cf. chclydoid.] Same as chely-
doid.

cheloid2 (ke'loid), n.
f<

Gr. xnW* a claw, hoof,
+ tMof, form; according to some, < x^-Wi a

tortoise ; cf. cheloid^. Also written keloid, or

celoid, by confusion with kelis, < Gr. m'f/r/, a tu-

mor : see kelis.] A raised fibrous tumor (fibro-

ma) of the skin, with spurred contours, apt to

return in its site if cut out, but not dangerous.
Also called Alibert'y cheloid, Alibert'y chctoma,

chelis, and formerly sometimes cancroid Addl-
son'B cheloid, a misnomer for AUiliimi'i telit. See ktlu.

cheloma (ke-16'ma), n.
; pi. chetomata (-ma-ta).

[NL., < Or. MX& a claw, + -oma. See chelind*.]
Same as cheloid^.

Chelone (ke-16'ne), n. [NL., < Gr. xt^^m
>t a

tortoise.] 1. A genus of turtles; the green
turtles, such as Chelone midas, and the hawk's-
bill or tortoise-shell turtle, Chelone imbricata.

Also written Chelonia. See cut under Cheloni-

dce. 2. In hot., a small genus of scrophularia-
ceous perennial plants, in which the corolla is

inflated, arched, and nearly closed, so as to re-

semble the head of a tortoise, whence the name :

related to Pentstemon. The species are natives of

the United States, and the most common one, C. glabra,
is occasionally cultivated and popularly known as intake-

head or turtle-head.

Chelonea (ke-16'ne-a), w. pi. [NL. (Fleming,
1822).] Same as Chelonia, 1.

Chelonia (ke-16'ni-a), n.pl. [NL., < Gr. x^^i,
a tortoise. Cf. Chelys.] 1. The Testudinata or

shield-reptiles; the turtles and tortoises; an
order of Rep-
tilia, in which
the body is in-

closed in a shell

consisting of a

carapace and a

plastron, from
between which
the head, tail,
and four limbs

protrude. These
animals have the
bones of the skull
united to such a

degree that the

quadrates and
pterygoids form
part of the same
mass as the rest ;

there are no teeth,
the jaws being in-

cased in horn and
forming a beak

;

the eyes are pro-
vided with eyelids;
and a sacrum is developed. In consequence of the forma-
tion of the shell, the cervical and caudal regions are the

only movable parts of the spinal column ; the dorsal verte-
brae are devoid of transverse processes ; the ribs are not

movable upon the ver-

tebra i and the union of
the vertebne and ribs

by means of superficial
bony plates almost al-

ways forms the cara-

pace or upper shell, the
lower shell or plastron
being composed of der-

mal bones, usually 9 in

number, 1 median, and
4 lateral and paired.
Tortoise-shell is the pe-
culiar epidermal or ex-

oskeletal integument of

the bony case. Thelnngs
extend Into the alidomi-

Plastron of Cfulane midas. nul cavity with the Oth*

Cl, clavicle, epipl.istron, or epister- er viscera. The Chelo-
num; Id, interclavicle, entoplastron. nia are generally Slug-
or entostemum : Hyp, hyoplastnjn or

g jsn cold-blooded ani-
hyostemum;///AhyP?plasrn>norhy.

*'.1
tenacious of

P^roum;
xp. ..ph.p.a* or ,,phi -

mals^very^tenack.u^of

M

Carapace of Chelont midas, dorsal view.

i-8, neural plates ; Ci - C8, costal plates ;

R, R, ribs; M, Mt marginal plates; A'w, nu-
chal plate ; Py, one oithe twopygal plates.

cf.
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long periods without food. Some, however, are quite
active. They are oviparous. Most of the species are car-

nivorous and predatory, but the true land-tortoises are

mainly herbivorous. There are over 200 species, among
them a few gigantic ones, as the tortoises of the Galapagos
and Mascareue islands : one of the fossil species is said to

have been about 20 feet long. The living genera are very
numerous. The Chelonia are variously subdivided. They
were formerly generally distributed among four families,
the club-footed land-tortoises, the related fresh-water tor-

toises, the soft tortoises, and the sea-turtles. Huxley called
these four groups Teshulinea, Etnydea, Trionychoidea, and
Euereta. These groups have, however,been long discarded,
and the species are now segregated among many families

which have been variously combined. Most of the species
of the southern hemisphere belong to a peculiar old-fash-

ioned group, the pleurodirous, while those of the northern
are cryptodirous. Also Chelonides, Chelonii.

2. [Used as a singular.] Same as Chelone, 1.

chelonian (ke-16'ni-an), a. and n. [< Chelonia
+ -aw.] I. a. Of, pertaining to, or having the
characters of the Chelonia; testudinate.

II. n. One of the Chelonia or Testudinata ; a
turtle or tortoise.

chelonid, cheloniid (kel'o-nid, ke-16'ni-id), B.

A tortoise of the family Chelonidce.

Chelonidse, Cheloniidse (ke-lon'i-de, kel-o-m'-

i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chelone, Chelonia, 2, +
-idee. ] A family of marine Chelonia, having the
fore limbs longer than the hind, and converted
into paddles or flippers for swimming by the
union and webbing of the digits ;

the sea-tur-

tles, or turtles proper. Its type is the genus Chelone
or Chelonia, containing the green turtle (C. midas) and the

hawk's-bill turtle (C. imbricata). Another leading form
is the loggerhead, Caouana (or Thalassochelys) cttretta.

Formerly the Dermatochelyg (or Sphargis) coriacea was
referred by some to the family, but it has long been uni-

versally isolated as the representative of a very distinct

family (Dermatochelyidce or Sphargididoz), and even sub-
order (Athecte). The green turtle and the loggerhead are
known to hybridize, the progeny being known to the fish-

ermen as the bastard turtle, and having the scientific name
of Colpochelys tempi. The group is the same as Euereta
(which see). See turtle.

Chelonides (ke-lon'i-dez), n. pi. [NL. (Swain-
son, 18_39).

< Chelone.] Same as Chelonia, 1.

Chelonii (ke-16'ni-I), n. pi. 1. Same as Che-

lonia, 1. 2. A suborder of Testudinata, com-
prising all the land and fresh-water forms.

Oppel; Agassiz.
Cheloniidae, n. pi. See Chelonidce.

chelonite (kel'o-nit), n. [NL., < Gr. ^t/laiio?, a

tortoise, + -ite2.] A name of certain fossil sea-
urchins of the family Cidaridce.

Chelonobatrachia (ke-lo"no-ba-tra'ki-a), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. xeAuvr/, tortoise, + /JdTpa^of,"a frog.]
Same as Anurcft.

Chelonography (kel-o-nog'ra-fi), n. [< Gr. xe-

TMVTI, a tortoise, + -ypaijila, < ypdfynv, write.] A
treatise on turtles

;
a description of chelonians.

chelonologist (kel-o-nol'6-jist), . [< chelonol-

ffy + -tit.] One Versed in the study of the
chelonians.

chelonqlogy (kel-o-nol'p-ji),
n. [< Gr. xtMnm,

a tortoise, + -toyta, < 2.~yetv. speak : see -ology.]
That branch of zoology which relates to the
chelonians or tortoises.

Ghelonura (kel-o-nu'ra), n. [NL. ,
< Gr. x&foy,

tortoise, + oiipd, tail.]' Same as Chelydra.
Chelophora (ke-lof'o-ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Xn^l, a hoof, claw, talon, + -<t>6pof, -bearing, <

<t>pew= E. bear1
.'] A series of deciduate mam-

mals with a zonary placenta, consisting of the
orders Proboscidea and Hyracoidea. The word is

scarcely used, except to distinguish these two orders col-

lectively from the Carnivora, all three forming the Zono-
placentalia.

Chelsea porcelain. See porcelain.
Chelura (ke-lu'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. yrp^ claw,

+ oiipd, tail.] A
genus of amphi-
pod crustaceans,
typical of the

family Cheluridce
or wood-shrimps.

Boring \mphipod (Clitlur-aterttrans}, C. terebrans gnaws
magnified. into submerged

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission.) Wood, and is one of
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the most destructive crustaceans, owing to its immense
numbers, though it is of diminutive size, being only about
a third of an inch long.

Cheluridae (ke-lu'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chelura
+ -idee.] A family of amphipods, represented
by the genus Chelura, having several of the ab-
dominal segments united, and much modified
abdominal limbs

;
the wood-shrimps. They bore

tunnels beneath the surface of subniergedT wood, and are

nearly as destructive to timber as the ship-worm.

chelyt (ke'li), n. An obsolete form of chela1
,

1 and 2.

It happeneth often, I confesse, that a lobster hath the

chely or great claw of one side longer then the other, but
this is not properly their leg, but a part of apprehension.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 5.

Chelydse (kel'i-de), n. pi. Same as Chelydidce.

Chelydidae (ke-lid'i-de), . pi. [NL. (properly
Chelyidce), < Chelys + -idee.] A family of pleu-
rodirous Che-
lonia, typified

by the genus
Chelys. The
head is not com-
pletely retrac-

tile, and is much
depressed; ithas

very large tem-

poral muscles,
and is covered
with soft skin,
which on the Matamata (Chelys matamata}.
beak takes the
form of broad, fleshy lips. The matamata, Chelys mata-
mata, is the representative of the family. Also Chelididce,
Chelyidae, Chelyoidce.

chelydoid (kel'i-doid), a. and n. [Properly
chelyoid, < Chelys + -oid. Of. cheloid^.] I. a.

Pertaining to or resembling the Chelydidce.
Also chelyoid, cheloid.

II. . A tortoise of the family Chelydidce.
It may be seen from this list that no Chelydoid passes

northward beyond the Isthmus of Panama.
Giinther, Encyc. Brit., XX. 471.

Chelydra (kel'i-dra), n. [NL., < Gr. x&vfpos,
an amphibious serpent, also a kind of tortoise.]
The typical genus of the family Chelydridce. c.

serpentina is the common snapper or snapping-turtle of
America. Also Chelonura. See cut under alligator-ter-
rapin.

Chelydradse (ke-lid'ra-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Chelydra + -adce.] A group of cryptodirous
tortoises in Gray's system, including the Che-

lydridce and the Cinosternidce of other authors.

Chelydridse (ke-lid'ri-de), n. pi. [NL.. < Che-

lydra + -idee.] A family of tortoises, typified
by the genus Chelydra, having a long tail, large
non-retractile head, and a long neck, it embraces
the two largest fresh-water chelonians oftheTJnitedStates,
the snapping-turtle (Chelydra serpentina) and the alliga-
tor-turtle (Macrochelys lacertina). Also spelled, improp-
erly Chelidridae.

Chelydrinse (kel-i-dri'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Chf-

lydra + -ince.] A subfamily of tortoises, typi-
fied by the genus Chelydra : same as the family
Chelydridce.

chelydroid (kel'i-droid), a. and n. [< Chelydra
+ -oid.] I. . Pertaining to or resembling the
Chelydridce.

II. re. A member of the family Chelydridce.

chelydron (kel'i-dron), n. [NL., < Gr. xfavtpoc. :

see Chelydra.] A turtle of the genus Chelydra
or some related genus ;

an alligator-tortoise.

Chelyetes (ke-li'e-tez), n. [NL., < Gr. x&vt, a

tortoise,+ ( f) crr/f, a kinsman, neighbor.] The
typical genus of mites of the family Chelyetidce.

Chelyetidse (kel-i-et'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Che-

lyetes + -idee.] A family of mites, with the
skeleton composed of sclerites embedded in a
soft skin, stigmata near the rostrum, and legs
of five joints, the first pair being tactile organs.
They are remarkable for the enormously developed palpi
and sharp rostrum, well suited for plunging into the body
of their victims, upon whose juices they subsist. The fam-
ily contains predatory species, such as Chelyetet parasiti-
rnrax, C. heteropalpwi, etc., which it has been shown are
strictly parasitic, although with a form of parasitism not
contemplated in Van Beneden's classification, namely, a
parasitism beneficial to the host, as the guest lives upon
other parasites which are injurious to the host. Michael.

Chelyidae (ke-U'i-de), n. pi. Same as Chelydidce.
chelynget, An old form of keeling.
chelyoid (kel'i-oid), n. The proper form of
chelydoid.

Chelyoidse (kel-i-oi'de), n. pi. Same as Chely-
didce.

chelys (kel'is), n. [< Gr. ^eAvf, a tortoise, a
lyre, the constellation Lyra. Cf. Chelone.] 1.
The ancient Greek lyre : so called because first

made of tortoise-shell. 2. In the sixteenthand
seventeenth centuries, a lute or viol. 3. [cup.']

[NL.] A genus of tortoises, the type of the fam-
ily Chelydidce, containing only one species, C.
matamata or C. finibriata. See matamata, and
cut under Chelydidce.

chemical

cheme (ke'me), n. [LL. cheme, ML. chema, a
measure for liquids, L. chema (Pliny), a gaping
mussel, < Gr. x'/Plj a yawning, a shell, a cockle,
a measure, < \/ *xa in X"aiiflv

t Xa 'vc'v
> gape : see

chasm, chaos.] A Roman weight, equal to about
35 grains troy.
chemic (kem'ik), a. and n. [Also recently
chemick, early mod. E. chimic, chimick, chymic,
chymick; after F. chimique = Sp. quimico = Pg.
It. chimico, < ML. *chemicus, *chimicus, < chimia,
chemistry: see chemy, alchemy.] I. a. 1. Per-

taining to chemistry (or, formerly, to alchemy) :

same as chemical, but now used chiefly in poetry.
Analysis is carried into everything. Even Deity is sub-

jected to chemic tests. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 169.

The wicked broth
Confused the chemic labour of the blood.

Tennyson, Lucretius.

2f. Imitative
;
adulterated

;
not the genuine

thing. See alchemy, 3.

World, thou'rt a traitor ; thou hast stamp'd thy base
And chymie metal with great Cxsar's face.

Quarles, Emblems, ii. 5.

II. n. If. A chemist or an alchemist.
Chimicho [It.], a chimicke or an alchimist. Florio.

2. In bleaching, a dilute solution of ehlorid of
lime.

Chloride of lime is generally termed cheinick in the dye-
house. . . . There is the danger of rotting the cloth when
very strong chemick is employed.

W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 49.

Blue Chemic. Same as chemic blue (which see, under
blue, n.).

chemic (kem'ik), v. t.
; pret. and pp. chemicJced,

ppr. chemicking, [< chemic, n., 2.] In bleach-

ing, to steep, as cotton goods, in a dilute solu-
tion of ehlorid of lime in stone vats, the liquor
being pumped up and strained through the

goods until the action is complete.
chemical (kem'i-kal), a. and n. [Earlier chym-
ical; < chemic + -al. See chemistry.] I. a. 1.

Pertaining to chemistry: as, a chemical experi-
ment. 2. Pertaining to the phenomena with
which chemistry deals and to the laws by which
they are regulated ;

accordant with the laws of

chemistry.
Not only do worms aid indirectly in the chemical disin-

tegration of rocks, but there is good reason to believe that

they likewise act in a direct and mechanical manner on
the smaller particles. Darwin, Vegetable Mould, p. 246.

Also chemic.
Chemical acetlflcatlpn. See acetiftcation. Chemi-
cal action. See action. Chemical affinity, elec-
tive affinity, names formerly used for chemical force, and
implying a property inherent in atoms of selecting other
atoms with which to unite, or of preferring one combina-
tion to another. Chemical analysis, the resolution of

complex bodies into their elements. It is either quali-
tative or quantitative. Qualitative analysis consists in
the determination of the component parts merely as re-

spects their nattire, and without regard to their relative

proportions. Quantitative analysis consists in the deter-
mination of the relative proportions of the components.
Chemical black, bronze. See black, bronze. Chemical
change, as distinguished from physical change, a change
which destroys the identity of the substance affected. A
physical change is manifested without loss of identity by
the substance. Thus, a mass of copper may be reduced
to fine particles, drawn into wire, melted and cast into in-

gots or charged with electricity, without losing its identity
as copper. But if copper is put into nitric acid, it dissolves
and is converted into another substance, copper nitrate.
The copper, in consequence, has lost its identity, and has
undergone a chemical change. Chemical combination,
the intimate union by chemical force of two or more ele-

ments or compounds to form a new compound differing in

properties from either of its constituent bodies. It differs
from mechanical mixture in that each element of a chem-
ical combination has a certain fixed and invariable com-
bining proportion, whereas a mixture of substances can
be made with varying amounts of its ingredients. In a
mechanical mixture the particles of each of its ingredients
can usually be identified and separated by mechanical
means ; in a chemical combination the constituents are
so blended that they cannot be identified. Thus, if chlo-
rin and hydrogen gas are mixed in any desired propor-
tion, the chlorin in the mixture will be evident by its char-
acteristic color and odor. But if this mechanical mixture
is exposed to strong light, a chemical conibination takes

place rapidly between the two gases, with evolution of
heat. They combine, however, only in exactly equal vol-

umes, and if an excess of either is present it remains un-
combined. In the new compound, hydrochloric acid,
chlorin cannot be detected by either color or smell, nor
be isolated except by chemical means. Chemical de-
composition, the separation by chemical force of the

component parts of bodies from one another, or the resolu-

tion of bodies into their elements. Chemical equation,
a symbolic expression used to represent a chemical reac-

tion. The reagents, or bodies which enter into the reac-

tion, form the left-hand member of the equation, and the
resultants of the reaction form the right-hand member.
Thus, the fact that calcium ehlorid and sodium carbonate
when brought together in solution react on each other,
formingcalcium carbonate and sodium ehlorid, isexpressed
by the following equation :

CaCl2 + NaoCO;, = ('aCO:l + 2NaCl.

This is a true equation in the algebraic sense, because the
value of the two members is the same. Since matter is

indestructible, nothing is lost in the reaction, and the

weights of calcium ehlorid and sodium carbonate which
reacted must be precisely the same as the combined
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weights of the resultant ralrinm ntrlxinate and sodium
chlorid. Chemical equivalent, extinguisher, fer-

ment, fire-engine, etc. .See the i minis. Chemical
force, the force which binds together the atoms in a

molecule, ami causes chemical changes when dissimilar

molecules nru linuiKlit within the sphere of its action un-

der proper conditions. Chemical formula, a symbolic
expression used to represent the composition of a sub-

stance. In the formulas now generally adopted hychcm
Ms each elementary substance is indicated by the first let-

ter or letters of its name, called its chemical symbol ; and
to express the compounds of the elements, their symbols
;uv arranged together, each denoting a single atom, and
M. ill numbers are written after a syml>ol and a little be-

low (sometimes, and formerly always, above) the line, in-

dicating h- many atoms of the element exist In the

compound. Tims, II means 1 atom of hydrogen ; Il._>o

means 2 atoms of hydrogen united with 1 of oxygen, form-
inn the compound water; Kilo means 1 atom of potas-
sium (kalium), 1 of hydrogen, and 1 of oxygen, form-
ing the compound potassium hydrate; and so on. If a
number is placed at the beginning of the formula, it

multiplies the entire formula like an algebraic coetlirH-ii! ;

thus, -JII-jO int-ans 2 parts or 2 molecules of water. Ho,

too, a small number placed after a parenthesis multiplies
the portion included; thus, Ca.-jtl'oA, denotes :s atoms
of calcium combined with 2 equivalents of the radical

1'O.j, forming tricalcium phosphate or hone phosphate.
Chemical formulas are of two kinds, I'mjiiriral and >->ttinit-

al. An empirical formula expresses simply the relative

number of atoms of the elements present ;
a rational for-

mula expresses not only the relative number of atoms, but
also some conception of the mode of union of the atoms,
the groups of radicals contained in the substance, the
class to which it belongs, etc. Thus, the empirical for-

mula of acetic acid is ('.jfl.iOy. Its rational formula (CH^
('<>. OH) indicates that it maybe regarded as made up of the
radicals methyl (<:H :! ), carbonyl (CO), and hydroxyl (OH),
and so suggests to the chemist many of its properties and
reactions. See </m/</m: formula, under graphic. Chem-
ical harmonlcon, hygrometer. See the nouns.
Chemical kinetics, the science which treats of the phe-
nomena of Ikxlies or systems of bodies when chemically
active. Chemical match. See match. Chemical
paper, paper used or suitable for use in the operations
of chemistry, as litmus paper, etc. Chemical rays of
the spectrum. Nee ; vfi. Chemical statics, the
science which treats of the phenomena exhibited by chem-
ical Itodies or systems of bodies in equilibrium.

II. . A substance produced by a chemical

process ; a chemical agent prepared for scien-
tific or economic use: as, the manufacture of
chemical*.

cheraicaled (kem'i-kald), a. [< chemical, n., +
-erf2.] Treated or impregnated with chemicals.

[Rare.]
Washing compounds and soap recommended to be used

in cold water ... are highly chemicaled.

Harper's Mag., LX1X 3.

chemically (kem'i-kal-i), adv. In a chemical
manner ; according to chemical principles ;

in

a chemical sense; by a chemical process or

operation : as, a chemically active substance
;

a surface chemically clean.

chemick, a. and n. See chemic.

chemico-algebraic (kem"i-ko-al-je-bra'ik), a.

Relating at once to the modern theory of chem-
istry (valency, bonds, etc.) and to the alge-
braical theory of invariants and other concom-
itants.

chemico-electric (kem'i-ko-e-lek'trik), a. De-

pending on electric activity produced by chemi-
cal means.

chemicogalvanic (kem"i-ko-gal-van'ik), a.

Same as chcmieo-electric.

chemicograph (kem'i-ko-graf),. [< Nli.chemi-

cus, chemic, + Gr. yp&peiv, write.] A diagram
representing the constitution of a chemical
substance by means of bonds connecting sym-
bols of the atoms. See bond1

,
11.

chemicotechnical (kem'i-ko-tek'ni-kal), a.

Related to or depending on technical applica-
tions of chemical science : as, the chemicotech-
nical industries.

chemics (kem'iks), n. [PI. of chemic: see -ics.

Of. Sp. qwimica = Pg. It. chimica ((. NL. 'chimi-

ca), chemics, chemistry, prop. fern, of the adj. :

see chemic, a. and .] Chemistry; chemical

phenomena. [Rare.]
The laws of Gravitation, Statics, Acoustics, Chrmict,

etc., etc., . . . these are all reducible to numerical lan-

guage. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 310.

chemiglyphic (kem-i-glif'ik), a. [< chemi(c)
+ Gr. -yAtyeiv, engrave, + -ic.] Engraved by
chemical action.

chemin-de-
ronde (F. pron.
she - man de -

r6nd'), n. [P.:
chemin, road,
way ; de, of

;

roinl, round.] In
medieval milit.

urcli., a continu-
ous footway up-
on the top of the

ramparts, pro- Chemin-de-ronde. Visigothic wall, Car-
*li cassonne, France. ( From Viollet-le-Duc's

tCCtCQ by tllO "
Diet, del' Architecture.")
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battlements, and affording means of communi-
cation between towers and bastions. In tho ear-
lier castles the system of defense adopted involved almost

complete separation of each tower or post from the others,
and tin- <//. >:>/ >l>--i-uti<li: was intercepted by each of these ;

this caused the loss of many fortresses, a sudden attack
often shutting up the defenders in their isolated posts.
The castles of the fourteenth century were free from this

defect, the ctti'iitin-tte-roiul'' becoming spacious and unin-

terrupted, so that the garrison could be massed readily at

any point.

chemise (she-mez'), . [< F. chemise, < LL.
riiiiiixia, ML. ctimisa, a shirt, a thin dress: see

colitis, which is the older form, with the more
general sense.] 1. A shift or undergarment
worn by women; a smock. 2. A short, loose-

fitting gown worn by women in the early part
of the nineteenth century. 3. la fort. : (a) A
wall built parallel to and outside of the main
wall of a fortress, or concentric with and sur-

rounding a tower, intended to prevent the ap-
proach of sappers to the foot of the main de-
fense. A postern in the latter provides for the access
of defenders to the chemise and of their retreat in case it

is stormed,
(ft) The space between the chemise-

wall and the main work which it protects, some-
times covered with a penthouse roof. 4. A
sleeve or an envelop of sheet-iron placed on a
mandrel to receive the coils of steel ribbon used
in making shot-gun barrels. In the Belgian bar-
rels this sleeve remains to hold the coils in place upon the
withdrawal of the mandrel.

5f. Any covering or envelop, especially one of

flexible material, as the parchment bag 111 which
seals ofwax were inclosed. Fire-chemiset, a piece
of linen cloth steeped in a composition of petroleum,
camphor, and other combustible matters, formerly used at

sea to fire an enemy's vessel. Rectal chemise, an instru-
ment for tamponing the rectum. It consists of a large
catheter, the end of which is passed through the middle
of one or more pieces of cloth, and fastened. It is then
introduced into the rectum, and the space between the
catheter and it* envelop is packed withpledgets of cotton.

chemisette (shem-i-zef), [F., dim. of che-

mise.] 1. A garment for covering the neck,
made of some light fabric, as lace, muslin, or

cambric, and worn under a waist, especially un-
der one cut low at the throat. 2. In medieval

fort., a chemise covering a very small part of

the main wall.

chemism (kem'izm), n. [< chem(ical) + -ism.]
Chemical power, influence, or effects.

The animal organism transfers solar heat and the chem-
ixiii of the food (protoplasm) to correlated amounts of

heat, motion, electricity, light (phosphorescence), and
nerve-force. E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 190.

chemist (kem'ist), n. [Formerly also spelled
chymist (= F. chimiste = Sp. quimista, etc.);
short for alchemist, alchymist : see alchemist,
and cf. chemic, n.] If. An alchemist.

The starving chemist in his golden views

Supremely blest. Pope, Essay on Man, li. 269.

2. A person versed in chemistry; one whose
business is to make chemical examinations or

investigations, or who is engaged in the opera-
tions of applied chemistry. 3. Loosely, one
who deals in drugs and medicines. chemist
and druggist, in Great Britain, one who is registered
as such under the act of July 31st, 1868, relating to the
sale of poisons. Chemists and druggists are eligible as
members of the Pharmaceutical Society, but are not en-
titled to a place on the register as pharmaceutical chemists.
Pharmaceutical chemist, a person acquainted with

the chemistry of drugs; one engaged in the practice of

chemistry in its relation to pharmacy; in Great Britain,
a person who. after passing an examination in Latin,
botany, mat. -via medica, and pharmaceutical and general
chemistry, with other cognate subjects, is registered as
such by the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain.

chemisticalt (ke-mis'ti-kal), a. [< chemist +
-ic-al.] Relating to chemistry. Burton.

chemistry (kem'is-tri), n. [Also recently chy-
mistry, by apheresis for earlier alchemistry, al-

chymistry; now regarded as < chemist + -ry :

see chemist, alchemy, and alchemistry. Other
names for the science are chemics and chemy :

see these words.] The science of the compo-
sition of material things and the changes which

they undergo in consequence of changes in

their ultimate composition, it regards all sub-
stances as made up of atoms (see atom) which are indivis-
ible and have certain unchanging properties. An elemen-
tary substance consists of groups of chemically united
atoms of the same kind ; a compound substance, of groups
of chemically united atoms of two or more different Kinds.
All compound substances, and most elementary ones, con-
sist of definite groups of chemically united atoms which
are called molecule*. Each molecule has exactly the same
chemical composition and properties as the whole mass
of the substance, and is the smallest mass into which the
substance can be divided without losing its identity. The
laws, causes, and effects ofchanges in the kind, and the num-
ber and arrangement, of atoms within the molecule are the
subject-matter of the science. See chemical. Agricultu-
ral chemistry. See agricultural. Analytical chem-
istry. See analytical. Applied Chemistry. Same as

practical chemistry. Medical chemistry, that depart-

cheng
ment of chemistry which has direct and intimate relations
to the medical art, including physiological and pharma-
c. utiral chemistry. Metallurglc chemistry. ^<< //-/

nlluf.iic.- Organic Chemistry, formerl> defined as the

chemistry of those substances which arc the product* of
vital force, which are produced by oryani/e.l hriugs, but
rannot be artiticially prepared ; lint shire many of them
have been prepared m the laboratory from inorganic
materials, the term has lost its original mcauinp. and is

mt\v applied to the chemistry of all the carl>"ii CMMI-

poiinds. Physiological chemistry, the chemistry of
the tissues and functions of animals and plants.

- Prac-
tical Chemistry, the application of chemical laws t<i the

arts; the preparation of chemical con >i omuls, their analy-
sis, and their use in arts and manufactures. Also called

i//./,/.../ rii,-i,ii.ffii. Theoretical chemistry, the study
of the general laws governing chemical action, ami of their

bearing on tlie theories of matter. - Thermal chemistry,
or thermo-chemlstry, treats of the pbenomwuruid las
of the development and disappearance of heat induced by
chemical reactions.

chemitype (kem'i-tip), n. [< chcuii(riil) + ti/jie.]

A process for obtaining casts in relief from en-

gravings. A polished zinc plate Is covered with an
etching-ground, on which the design is etched with a

|toint and bitten in with dilute atjua fortis. The etching-
ground is then removed, and every particle of the acid well
cleaned off. The plate is covered with tilings of a fusible

metal, and heated until the metal has melted and filled

the engraving. When cold it is scraped away to the level

of the zinc plate in such a manner that none of it remains

except what has entered the engraved lines. The plate
is next submitted to the action of a weak solution of

muriatic acid ; and, as the one of these metals is negative
and the other positive, the zinc alone is eaten away by the

acid, so that the fusible metal which has entered the hol-
lows of the engraving is left in relief, and may be printed
from in a press. Chemitype is particularly adapted for
the production of maps.

chemitypy (kem'i-ti-pi), n. Same as chemitype.
chemolysis (ke-mol'i-sis), . [< chem(ic) + Gr.

/imf, solution, < Mctv, solve.] The analysis or

separation of a compound into its constituent

parts by chemical means
;
chemical analysis.

chemolytic (kern - o - lit
'

ik), a. [As chemolyxis
(-lyt-) + -ic.] Of or pertaining to chemolysis,
or chemical analysis.
chemosis (ke-mo'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. xfyl, a

yawning, gaping (see cheme), + -osis.] In

pathol., infiltration, usually inflammatory, of
the conjunctiva and of the cellular tissue con-

necting it with the eyeball, in which the con-

junctiva rises up to a considerable height
around the cornea. Also chymosis.
chemosmosis (kem-os-mo'sis), n. [< chem(ic) +
osmosis.] Chemical action transmitted through
an intervening membrane, as parchment, pa-
per, etc.

chemosmotic (kem-os-mot'ik), a. [As ckemos-
mosis (-mot-) + -ic.] Pertaining or relating to
chemosmosis.

chemy (kem'i), n. [= F. chimie = Sp. qtiimia =
G. cnemie, etc., chemistry. < ML. chimia, al-

chemy, the same, without the prefix (orig. art.),
as alchimia, alchemy : see alchemy. Cf . chemics
and chemistry.] Chemistry. Dr. G. Cheyne.
[Rare.]
Chen (ken), n. [NL. (Boie, 1822), < Gr. xw =
L. anger = E. goose, q. v.] A genus of Anse-

rince; the snow-geese. The lamella; of the bill are

conspicuous by reason of the divergence of the edges of

Snow-goose (Cktn hyperboreits),

the mandibles, and the plumage is generally white, with
black tips on the wings. C. hyperbornu inhabits north-

erly regions of both hemispheres.
Chena (che'n&), . [Hind.] A fresh-water fish

of the family Ophiocephalida;, Ophiocephalus
striatus, found especially in swamps and grassy
tanks in India. It attains a length of 3 feet or
more.

chenar-tree, n. See chinar-tree.

chendi (chen'di), n. [E. Ind.] In India, a
drink made of the fermented juice of the date-

palm. Simmonds.

chenet, . An obsolete form of chiiie1 .

chenevixite (shen 'e-vik-sit), n. [After the
British chemist and mineralogist Richard Chen-
mix (1774-1830).] An arsemate of copper and
iron, occurring massive, of a dark-green color.

cheng (shung), n. Same as sawj/
2

.



chenille

chenille (she-neT), n. [F., lit. a caterpillar (=
Pr. canillia), prob. < L. canicula, a little dog,
dim. of canis (> F. chien), a dog. Cf. caterpil-

lar.] 1. A soft, velvety cord of silk or worst-

ed, used in embroidery and for fringes and
other ornamental parts of women's dresses,
etc. 2. A name for Dasya elegans, one of the

red marine algse, order Floridece. See Dasya.

A beautiful species [Damja eleyam}, known to lady col-

lectors by the name of chenille, at once recognized by its

Ions, cylindrical, branching fronds, densely Hinged with
fine lake-colored filaments. Farlow, Marine Algse, p. 177.

Chenille carpet. See carpet. Chenille cloth, a fabric

made with a fringed silken thread used as the weft in

combination with wool or cotton. A fur-like surface is

thus produced, whence the name. Chenille embroi-
dery, a kind of embroi lery in which chenille is used like

thread or braid, either laid upon the surface, as in couch-

ing, or drawn through the material with the needle : in

the latter case a canvas with large meshes, or perforated
cardboard, is commonly used. The chenille used for the

purpose is finer than the ordinary kinds. Chenille lace,
a kind of lace made in France in the eighteenth century,
with a ground of silk net and the pattern outlined with
fine chenille. Chenille-needle, a needle with a very
large eye and a sharp point, used for making chenille em-
broidery. Chsnllla rolio, a twisted silk chenille stiff-

ened by wire, used as an edging for glass shades and for
different ornaments. It is also made into a soft cylindri-
cal cord used in rich fringes.

Chenomorph (ke'no-morf), n. One of the Che-

nomorpliai.

Chenomorphae (ke-no-m6r'fe), n. pi. [NL.
(Huxley, 1867), < Gr. x'f, = E. goose, + fiopQfi,

form.] The duck tribe considered as a prime
division of dosmognathous carinate birds hav-

ing the same technical characters as, and being
conterminous with, the family Anatidce.

chenomorphic (ke-no-mdr'fik), a. [< Cheno-

morphas T -ic.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Chenomorphat ; anserine or
anatine ; lamellirostral.

chenopod (ke'no-pod), n. A plant of the order

Cltenopodiaceai.

Chenopodiaceae (ke-no-po-di-a'se-e), . pi.

[NL., < Chenopodium + -acece.] A natural order
of apetalous exogens, containing about 60 gen-
era and 400 species of more or less succulent
herbs or shrubs, for the most part peculiar to

maritime or saline localities and to dry desert

regions. It is extensively represented in the alkaline

regions of central Asia and western America, and in-

cludes most of the so-called greasewoods of America. It

furnishes the beet and mangel-wurzel, the spinach, and
the garden-orach. Some of the succulent species contain

large quantities of alkaline salts ; some possess aromat-
ic and medicinal qualities ; and some are cosmopolitan
weeds. The principal genera are Chenopodium, Atriplex,
Suceda, and Salsola.

chenopodiaceous (ke-no-po-di-a'shius), a. Be-

longing to the natural order Clienopodiacece.

Chenopodidae (ke-no-pod'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Chenopus (-pod-) + -idw] A family of gastro-
pods, typified by the genus Chenopus : synony-
mous with Aporrliaidat.

Chenopodium (ke-no-po'di-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. xiv >
= E. goose, + TTOW? (noS-) = E. foot]

The typical genus of plants of the natural
order Chenopodiaceai. It is widely distributed in

temperate regions, and includes various common weeds,
known as goosefoot, pigweed, good-King-llenry, etc., fre-

quently eaten as greens when young. Some aromatic

species are used in medicine, as the Jerusalem oak (C.

Botrys) and wormseed (C. ambrosioiden), and the straw-

berry-blite (C. capitatutn) is sometimes cultivated on ac-

count of its scarlet fruit. C. Quinoa is extensively cul-

tivated in parts of South America for its seeds, which are
an article of food. The genus is now made to include the

species which have commonly been referred to Blitum,
having densely clustered flowers with a calyx which be-
comes fleshy and colored in fruit.

Chenopsis (ke-nop'sis), n. [NL. (J. Wagler,
1832), < Gr. xiiv, = E. goose, + 6-ifjic, aspect, ap-
pearance.] A genus of swans, belonging to
the family Anatidie and subfamily Cygnince. C.

atratus is the well-known black swan of Aus-
tralia. Also written Chenopis. See swan.

Chenopus (ke-no'pus), re. [NL., < Gr. %?>>, = E.

goose, + mi>f (Trorf-) = E. foot.] The typical
genus of Chenopodidce : same as Aporrhais.
Chenorhamphus (ke-no-ram'fus), n. [NL.,
irreg. < Gr. xaiveiv, gape', + pdfi<j>of, beak, bill.]
Same as Anastomus, 1.

Chenot process. See process.
cheoh, re. See chih.

chep1
t, n. A Middle English form of cheap.

chep2
(chep), n. [Appar. a var. of chape] The

part of a plow on which the share is placed.
Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
chepet, v. and n. A Middle English form of cheap.
chepinget, re. Same as cheating.
chepster (chep'ster), n. [E. dial., < cheep, Sc.

cheip, chepe, chirp, peep, as a bird, + -ster] A
local British name of the starling, Sturnus vul-

garis. Montagu.
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cheque, n. See check1
,
13.

chequer (chek'er), n. and v. A more recent

spelling (in England) of checker 1
.

chequerberry, . See checkerberry.

chequer-tree, . See checker-tree.

chequey, . See cheeky.

chequint, . An obsolete form of sequin.

chequy, a. See cheeky.
cherassi (che-ras'i), n. A kind of gold medal
struck in Persia for distribution on the occa-
sion of a coronation, and often used as a coin.

The value varies from $1 to $7.

chercht, . A Middle English spelling of church.

cherchert, n. See kercher, kerchief. Wright.
cheret. A Middle English form of cheerl and
cheer2 .

cherelichet, adv. A Middle English form of

cheerly
2

.

chericet, ' A Middle English form of cherish.

cherif, n. A French spelling of sherif.

cherimoyer (cher-i-moi'er), re. [Also chirimoya;
F. cherimolier, a corruption of cherimoles. the
name of the fruit in Peru.] The fruit of Anona
Cherimolia, a native of Peru, it is a heart-shaped
fruit, with a scaly exterior and numerous seeds buried in

a pulp. It is as much esteemed in the western parts of

South America as the custard-apple, to which it bears a

strong resemblance, is in the West Indies.

cherisauncet, re. [ME., < cherisen, cherischen,
cherish: see cherish and -ance.] 1. Cherish-

ment; comfort. 2. The wallflower, Cheiran-
thus Cheiri, to which the name of heart's-ease

was originally given.
cherish (cher'ish). v. t. [< ME. cherischen, cher-

isen, chericen, < OF. cheris-, stem of certain forms
of cherir, F. cherir (cheriss-), hold dear, cherish,
< cher, < L. carus, dear: see cheer, charity, and
caress.] 1. To hold as dear; treat with tender-
ness and affection ; foster ; nurture ; support
and encourage ;

shelter fondly ;
nurse

;
caress.

We were gentle among you, even as a nurse cherisheth
her children. 1 Thes. ii. 7.

No man ever yet hated his own flesh ; but nourisheth
and cherisheth it, even as the Lord the Church. Eph. v. 29.

And undre that tytle alle Kynges and Lordes cherisschen
hem the more with jiftes and alle thing.

dfandeviue, Travels, p. 238.

You that do abet him in this kind,
Cheriih rebellion, and are rebels all.

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 3.

For what doth cherish weeds, but gentle air?

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., ii. 6.

2. To indulge and encourage in the mind; har-

bor; cling to: as, to cherish forgiveness; to
cherish revenge.

His valour . . .

Hath taught us how to cherish such high deeds,
Even in the bosom of our adversaries.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 6.

To cheriih virtue and humanity. Burke, Rev. in France.

3f. To give physical comfort or pleasure to;
invigorate ; strengthen ;

warm
; hence, to pro-

vide for
;
entertain hospitably.

Wherefore his servants said unto him, Let there be
sought for my lord the king a young virgin : and let her
stand before the king, and let hercAemA him, and let her
lie in thy bosom, that my lord the king may get heat.

1 JO. I 2.

They burn sweet gums and spices or perfumes, and
pleasant smells, and sprinkle about sweet ointments and
waters, yea, they leave nothing undone that maketh for
the cherishing of the company.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), it 5.

= Syn. Foster, Cherish, Harbor. "To foster is to sustain
and nourish with care and effort. To cherish is to hold
and treat as dear. To harbor is to provide with shelter
and protection, so as to give opportunity for working to

something that might be and often ought to be excluded."

Angus, Handbook of the Eng. Tongue, p. 378.

cherisher (cher'ish-er), re. Onewho cherishes;
a supporter ;

an encourager ;
an entertainer.

He that comforts my wife is the cherisher of my flesh
and blood. Shak., All's Well, i. 3.

He [Pepys] was universally belov'd, ... a very greate
cherisher of learned men of whom he had the conversation.

Evelyn, Diary, May 26, 1703.

cherishingly (cher'ish-ing-li), adv. In an af-
fectionate or cherishing manner.
cherishment (cher'ish-ment), n. [< cherish +
-ment] 1. The act of giving physical comfort
or pleasure.
Those parts neere (and perhaps vnder) the Pole are hab-

itable, the continuance of the Sunnes presence in their
Summer heating and warming with liuely cherishme.nt all

Creatures. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 741.

2. Encouragement ; support. [Bare.]
One onelie lives, her ages ornament,
And myrrour of her Makers majestic,
That with rich bountie, and deare cherishment,
Supports the praise of noble Poesie.

Spenser, Tears of the Muses.

cherislyt, adv. [ME., < cherisen, cherish, + -ly,

-ly
2

; equiv. to cheerlyV, q. v.] Dearly.

Twig bearing four

gall-like females of
C hermes galli/ormis,
natural size.

cherry

Raymound full cheriely was hold also.

Bom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5338.

clierkt, v. i. See chirk1 .

cherlt, cherlisht. Middle English forms of

churl, churlish.

chermany (cher'ma-ni), n.

[Origin obscure.] In the
southern United States, a va-

riety of the game of base-ball.
The Century.

chermes (ker'mez), re. [NL. :

see formes.] If. An old spell-

ing of formes. 2. [cup.]

[NL.] A genus of bark-lice,
of the family Aphididai, spe-
cies of which, as C. abietis

and C. lands, affect firs and
larches.

Chermes affords an example of net-

erogamy in that two different ovip-
arous generations follow one ano-
ther : a slender and winged summer
generation, and an apterous genera-
tion which is found in autumn and
spring and lives through the winter.

Claus, Zoology (trans.), II. 543.

Chermesinae (ker-me-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Chermes, 2, + -inte] A subfamily of bark-lice,
of the family Aphidida:, typified by the genus
Chermes, having only two diseoidal veins on the
fore wings, and the antennae usually 5-jointed,
but exceptionally 3-jointed. it consists of minute
forms usually black or yellow, including the vine-pest,
Phylloxera tattatrtf.

chermesine (ker'me-sin), a. Of or pertaining
to the Chermesince.

cherna (cher'na), n. [Sp.] A name adopted
from the Portuguese and Spanish for various

species of serranoid fishes, (a) Polyprion cemium,
generally called stone-bans or wreck-fish. Also cherne. (b)

Epineplielus morio, better known as the red grouper.
cherne (chfer'ne), w. [Same as cherna.'] A lo-

cal (Madeira) name of the stone-bass. See
cherna, (a).
Chernes (ker'nez), n. [NL., < Gr. ^epvfa, a day-
laborer, as adj. poor, needy.] A genus of two-

eyed book-scorpions, of the family Cheliferidce,
or giving name to a family Chemetidce.
chernetid (ker'ne-tid), n. A false scorpion of
the family Chernetida:.

Chernetidae (ker-net'i-de), n. pi. [NL.. < Cher-
nes (Chernet-) + -wte.] A family of false scor-

pions, of the order Pseudoscorpiones or Chelife-
ridea. It is restricted to the book-scorpions with two
eyes, in which case it is synonymous with CheHferida, or
contains the four-eyed forms also, and is then coextensive
with the order.

chernette (cher-nef), n. [Dim. of cherne.] A
young cherne.
chernozem (cher'no-zem), . [Also written
tchernozem ; repr. Buss, chernozemu, < chernuii,
black, + zemlya, earth, land.] The local name
of a black earth of extraordinary fertility, cov-

ering at least 100,000,000 acres, from the Car-

pathian to the Ural mountains, to the depth
of from 4 to 20 feet, and yielding an almost
unlimited succession of similar crops without

preparation. It consists chiefly of silica with a little

alumina, lime, and oxid of iron, and about 7 per cent of

vegetable mold, of which 2.45 is nitrogen gas. The nitro-

gen and other organic matter are no doubt the cause of
its fertility.

cheroot (she-rot'), n. [Also spelled sheroot; =
Pg. eharuto, a cigar, tobacco-leaves, < Hind.
churut, a cigar; prob. orig. a native name in
the Philippine islands.] A kind of cigar not

pointed at either end, and thicker at one end
than at the other. Cheroots were first made at
Manila in the Philippine islands.
The valleys of Luzon . . . send us more cheroots than

spices. B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 179.

ch6-root (sha'rSt), n. Same as shaya-root.
cherry1

(cher'i), . and a. [Early mod. E.
also chery, cherie, < ME. chery, chere, in comp.
cheri-, ehiri- (pi. cherys, cheries, chiries), a new
singular developed from the supposed pi. *cher-

is, *chiris, < AS. ciris, cyrs (in ciris-bctim, cyrs-
treoiv, cherry-tree) = D. kers, kerse=WLQ. forse,

kars; kas(-bere) = OHG. chirsa, MHG. kirse,

kerse, kersche, G. kirsche = Dan. kirse(-bar) =
Sw. kers(-bar) = F. cerise = Pr. serisia, cerei-

ra = Cat. cirera = Sp. cereza = Pg. cereja =
It. ciriegia, ciliegia = Wall, ciriashu, a cherry
(cf. F. cerisier = Pr. serier = Cat. circr, cirerer
= Sp. cerezo= Pg. cerejeira = It. dricgio, ciliegio
= Wall, cireshu, a cherry-tree), < ML. cerasea,
cerasia, < MGr. nepaaea, Kepaaia, the cherry-tree,
< L. cerasus, a cherry-tree, cerastis, ccrasvm,
a cherry (= Ar. foraa = Turk, kirdz), < Gr.

Kepaaof, a cherry-tree, Kcpaotov, a cherry, cherry-
tree, < itepac, a horn, prob. with reference to



cherry

the horny pit (cf. cornel). Traditionally, the

name is referred to Cerasus, L. Cerasus, Or.

Kepaaoiic, an ancient town in Pontus, where
the cherry-tree was native.] I. .

; pi. cher-

ries (-iz). 1. The fruit of species of Ci-rn/mn

(which is commonly regarded as a subgenus
of Prunun), consisting of a globose pulpy
drupe inclosing a one-seeded smooth stone;

also, a tree producing this fruit. The cultivated

varieties of tlM gftrdeD-cherry probably all belong to two

specif*, /VI//IN.V r.r<r.".v jiii'l /'. iifitiiu, both iloubth-ss

natives of Europe. It is related by I'llny that this fruit

or a cultivated variety of it was brought from C'erasiis

in Pontus to Italy after tha defeat of Mithridates by Lu-

cullus, about 7U u. c. It was Introduced Into England by
the Komans about 120 years afterward. There are many
kindd, a-i tlie red-, bhu-k-, and white-hearts, the Mayduke,
bigaroon, morello, Kentish, etc. The wild or crab cherry,
mazard or gean of Great Britain, is a wild state of the
Prunu* aviuia, which is also found in various other parts
of Europe. From the fruit of its dilferent varieties several

highly esteemed cordials are prepared, as the maraschino
of Italy, the ratatla of France, the kirschwasser of Ger-

many, etc. To this group of cherries, distinguished li.v

having their Jlowers and fruits In clusters, belong also the-

inahali'h cherry (P. Mahaleb) of Europe, with very fra-

grant (lowers, and the ground -cherry (A Chamcecerasttx),
as well as the wild red cherry (/'. Pennjtylvanica) and tin-

dwarf cherry (P. puinila)ut North America. A second
section of the genus has the flowers in racemes, and the
fruit smaller and lesj palatable. To this belong the bird-

cherry (P. Padiu) of Europe, and the wild black cherry,
also called the rum- or cabinet-cherry (P. serotina), and the

choke-cherry (P. firffiaiaaa) of America. Still a third sec-

tion consists of evergreen trees, with the flowers in racemes
and the fruit inedible, including the bastard cherry, bay-

cherry, or laurel-cherry (P. Lauro-Cerasutt)ot Europe, and
the Carolina laurel-cherry (P. Caroliniana)ot the southern
United .States.

2. A name given to many different kinds of
fruit which bear some resemblance to the com-
mon cherry. See phrases below. 3. (a) The
wood of the cherry-tree. That of the wild black

cherry, Pi'unus serotina, of the United States is a light,
h;inl. strong wood of a reddish color, largely used and
highly esteemed for cabinet-work, interior finishing, etc.

(6) In Australia, the fine-grained wood of Eu-

genia myrtifolia, and especially the very hard,
compact, and durable wood of Exocarpus cu-

pressiformis, used in ship-building and other

strong work. 4. A cutter or countersink used
in making bullet-molds Barbados, cowhagre.or
West Indian Cherry, the fruit of species of Malpirjhia
and Biimhnsia. Bastard cherry, of Jamaica, the Ehre-
tia tinifolia. Beech- or brush-cherry, of Australia,
the Trochocarpa (ourina. Broad-leafed cherry, of Ja-

maica, Cordia macrophylla.Claxumy cherry, Cordia
Culliicocca. Cornelian cherry, the fruit of Comwa
matt, the cornel-tree. It is a smnll, ncld, cherry-like,
edible berry. Dog-cherry.the fruit of a species of dog-
wood, Cormut sanguinea. Dwarf cherry, the fruit of

Lonicera, or honeysuckle. Hottentot cherry, the fruit

of Cassiiie Maurocfnia, a South African plant related to
the American yaupon, Ilex Camrine. It is a trispermous
berry of a dark-purple color. Jamaica cherry, Ficu*

pedunculate. Jerusalem Cherry, an ornamental plant,
Solatium Psntdo-caimcum, and its fruit. Also called win-

ter-cherry. Winter-Cherry, (a) The fruit of Physalis
Alkekenffi. See alkekenyi. (b) Same as Jerusalem cherry.
Zulu Cherry, of South Africa, Dombeya Burgessice.

II. a. 1. Like a red cherry in color
; red; rud-

dy ; blooming : as, a cherry lip ; cherry cheeks.

Shore's wife hath a pretty foot,
A cherry lip, a bonny eye, a passing pleasing tongue.

Shah., Rich. III., I. 1.

2. Made of cherry-wood : as, a cherry table.

cherrit

impart a
cherry1

(cher'i), '. *.
; pret. and pp. cherried,

'

Toppr. 'cherrying. [< cherry^, n.]

cherry color to
;
redden.

Close in her Closet, with her best Complexions,
Shee mends her Faces wrinkle-full defections,
Her Cheek shee cherries, and her Ey shee cheers,
And fains her (fond) a Wench of fifteen yeers.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Decay.

Cherry2! (cher'i), v. t. [As if directly < OF.
cherir : see cherish.] A modification of clierisli.

Sweet Goddesses all three, which me in mirth do cherry !

Spenser, F. Q., VI. x. 22.

cherry-bird (cher'i-berd), w. 1. A book-name
of the European oriole or pirol, Oriolus galbu-
la. 2. The Carolina waxwing, or cedar-bird,
Ampelis cedrorum. See Ampelis and waxwing.
cherry-blight (cher'i-blit), n. An ascomycetous
fungus, I'odosphaira Oxyacanthce, of the family

The white mycelium grows over the surface
of the leaf, and the perithecia produced upon it have radi-

ating appendages branched at the tips. Each perithecium
contains one ascus, in which several spores are formed.

cherry-bounce (cher'i-bouns'), n. A popular
cordial, consisting of burned brandy in which
cherries have been steeped with sugar. Also
called cherry-cordial.

Yea, of ehcrry-botmce quantum suff. and old Oporto a

couple of magnums : that's my physic.
Morton, Secrets worth Knowing, ii. 1.

Cherry-brandy (cher'i-bran'di), M. 1. Brandy
in which cherries have been steeped. 2. A
cordial made of spirit flavored with syrup of
cherries.
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cherry-coal (cher'i-kol), n. A variety of bitu-
minous coal which is moderately lustrous, has
a somewhat conchoidal fracture, and readily
breaks up into cuboidal fragments, it is inter-
mediate in character between coking coal and splint coal,

retaining its shaj>e until thoroughly consumed, and not
coking.

cherry-cob (cher'i-kob), n. A cherry-stone.
[Prov. Eng.j

cherry-coffee (eher'i-kof'e), . The coffee-ber-

ry .-i s i t comes from the tree, before the pulp has
been removed or the seeds have been dried.

cherry-colored (cher'i-kul'ord), a. Of a red-
dish color resembling that of the common red

cherry; cerise.

She w ore one of her own ronnd-ear'd caps, and over It a
little straw-hat, lined with cherry-colour d silk, and tied
with a cherry-colour'd ribbon. Fielding, Joseph Andrews.

cherry-cordial (cher'i-kor'dial), n. Same as
flu n'lj-bounce.

cherry-gum (cher'i-gurn), . Cerasin.

cherry-laurel (cher i-la"rel), . The English
iiamo of Cerasus Lauro-Cerasus, natural order

Rosacca:, a native of Asia Minor, it is commonly
called laurel, but must not be confounded with the sweet-

bay or other true species of Laurus. The leaves yield by
distillation hydrocyanic acid and an oil resembling that
obtained from bitter almonds. The distilled water from
the leaves Is used in medicine in the same way as diluted

hydrocyanic or prussic acid.

cherry-pepper (cher'i-pep'er), n. A species of

Capsicum, C. cerasiforme, of the West Indies,
whose fruit is small and cherry-shaped.
cherry-pie (cher'i-pi'), n. 1. A pie made of
cherries. 2. A popular name for the common
heliotrope.
"Did you ever smell cherry-pie so sweet before?"

Heliotrope was a passion with old Andros Bartrand.
Annie Edwardett, A Girtou Girl.

cherry-pit (cher'i-pit), . 1. The stone or pit
of a cherry. 2. A child's play, in which cher-

ry-stones are thrown into a small hole.

'Tis not for gravity to play at cherry-pit with Satan.

Shalt., T. N., iii. 4.

In the Eldorado, where urchins play at cherry-pit with
diamonds. Scott, Kenilworth, I. i.

cherry-rum (cher'i-rum'), n. Rum in which
wild cherries have been steeped.

cherry-stick (cher'i-stik), n. A tobacco-pipe
tube, used with the Turkish chibouk, made of
a young stem of the mahaleb cherry, bored and
with the reddish-brown bark retained. Some-
times these stems are five feet long, and as

straight and smooth as if turned.

cherry-stone (cher'i-ston), n. The stone-like
seed of a

cherry.
cherry-tree (eher'i-tre), n. [< ME. cherytre,
cheritre, chiritre, < AS. "ciris-tredw, cyrs-tredw
(cf. ciris-bedm), cherry-tree, < ciris, cyrs, cherry,
+ treow, tree.] A tree producing cherries. See
cherry^.

I proved have encrece of Chiritree.
The yerdes [rods] that my vyne I sette unto
Anoon hath growen up an huge tree.

Palladiui, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 194.

cherry-wine (cher'i-win'), . A fermented li-

quor made from cherry-juice with the addition
of sugar and sometimes of flavoring ingredients.

chersett, See churchesset.

chersian (ker'si-an), n. [< Cliersu* + -ian.] A
land-tortoise of the family Chersida;. Also
chersite.

chersid (ker'sid). n. Same as chersian.

Chersidse (ker'8i-de). n. pi. [NL., < Chersus
+ -id&.] The land-tortoises as a family of
Chelonia : synonymous with Testudinidte.

chersite (ker'sit), n. [NL., as Chersus + -tfe2.]
Same as chersian.

Chersobatae (ker-sob'a-te). n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Xepaoc., dry land, + -/3ar!7f, < /3atvetv (y */3o-), go. ]

Another name of the Anabantidte.
Chersonese (ker'so-nes or -nez), n. [< L. cher-

sonesus, < Gr. xfP"^vnoof, < xpa S > land, dry land
(as adj., dry),

+ vijaof, an island.] A peninsula ;

a tract of land of any extent which is nearly
surrounded by water, but is united to a larger
tract by an isthmus. The ancient Thracian Cherso-
nese was the peninsula of Galllpoli in European Turkey,
between the Hellespont and the Kuran sea ; the Tauric
Chersonese, the Crimea ; the Cimbric Chersonese, the pe-
ninsula of Jutland in Denmark ; and the Golden Cherso-
nese, in India, probably the peninsula of Malacca. These
are the most prominent instances of the ancient use of
the word in names ; but it was applied to many smaller
bodies of land. Formerly also written chersoneis.

The sea so circles there that it becomes a chersoncss.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 35.

And, on the other side, Hayle's vaster mouth doth make
A chenonese thereof. Drayton, Polyolbion, I. 83.

Ohersus (ker'sus), n. [NL. (Wagler, 1830), <

Gr. xtpf, adj., dry, xtpat> n., dry land, > xep-

chernbin

, of dry land, living or found thereon, xe-

xcPaia, a land-tortoise.] The typical ge-
nus of the family Chersida;.

Chersydrus (Mr-sid'rus), . [NL., < Gr. **>">-
t/ioc, an amphibious serpent, < ^-tpo-of, dry land,
T i/Jpof, a water-snake, \ u&up, water.] A genus
of aquatic wart-suakes, family Acrwlmnlutir,
having the hinder part of the body compn
with a fold of skin beneath the abdomen and
the tail. C. tjranulatux is un East Indian species, re-

sembling in habits the very venomous water-snakes, liy-
dntphidie, though it is perfectly harmless.

chert (chert), . [Cf. E. dial. (Kentish) chart,
common rough ground overrun with shrubs;
charly, churty, = cherty, rough or rocky; Sw.
dial, kart, a pebble. Prob. of Celtic origin : cf.

Ir. ceart, a pebble, carrach, rocky, Gael, carr,
a shelf of rock, \V. careg, a stone: see car3 ,

fiiirn, and crag
1
.] A cryptocrystalline variety

of quartz, also called hornstone, petrosilcx, or

rock-flint. It is less hard than quartz crystal, has usu-

ally a conchoidal or slightly splintery fracture, Is com-
monly gray-brown or black In color, and is often some-
what translucent. It frequently occurs in layers or con-

cretionary nodules, especially in limestone rocks. The
name is also applied to any impure flinty rock, including
the jaspers.

cherty (cher' ti), a. [<. chert + -y
1
.] Like chert;

full of chert
; flinty.

cherub (cher'ub), w.
; pi. cherubim, cherubs (-8-

bim, -ubz). [= D. G. Dan. Sw. cherub (in Bom.
in dim. form: see clierubin 1

), < LL. cherub, pi.

cherubim, < Heb. k'riibh, pi. k'rubhim, a cherub:

supposed to be of foreign origin ;
connected by

some with Assyrian Icirubu, a name of the steer-

god, the winged guardian at the entrance of As-

syrian palaces. The pi. cherubim occurs earlier
in the aecom. form clterubin. A double E. pi.
cherabims occurs in the Bible and elsewhere.] 1 .

One of an order of angels variously represent-
ed at different times, but generally as winged
spirits with a human countenance (often simply
as winged heads), and distinguished by their

knowledge from the seraphs, whose distinctive

quality is love. In the celestial hierarchy cherubs are
represented as next in order to seraphs. The first men-
tion of cherubs is in Gen. iii. 24, where their figure Is not
described, but their office was, with a flaming sword, to

keep or guard the way of the tree of life. Figures of a

pair of cherubs were placed on the mercy-seat of the ark,
and a pair of colossal size overshadowed it in Solomon's
temple with the canopy of their contiguously extended
wings. They are called "the cherubims of glory

"
(Heb.

ix. 5), as on them the glory, when visible, rested. They
were anointed with the holy oil, like the ark itself and
the other sacred furniture. Their wings were stretched

upward, and their faces turned " toward each other, and
toward the mercy-seat." The cherubs seen in Ezekiel's
vision had each four heads or faces, the hands of a man,
and wings. The four faces were the face of a cherub, that
of a man, that of a lion, and that of an eagle. They had
the bodily form of a man. (Ezek. x.) The hferoglyphical
and emblematical figures embroidered on the veils of the
tabernacle were called "cherubims of cunning work" (Ei.
xxvi. IX

And he stegh [ascended] over cherubin.
0. t'. Psalter, Ps. xviii. 10.

But first and chiefest with thee bring
Him that yon soars on golden wing,
Guiding the fiery-wheeled throne,
The Cherub Contemplation.

Hilton, II Penseroso, 1. 54.

On the entablature of the walls were seen thecAen/Wm
with outstretched wings, the symbol of the power and
immediate presence of Jehovah.

V>mKanke, Univ. Hist, (trans.), p. 54.

2. A beautiful child : so called because in paint-
ing and sculpture cherubs are generally repre-
sented as beautiful winged children. [In this

sense the plural is always cherubs.]
cherubic (che-r8'bik), o. [< cherub + -ic.] Per-

taining to or resembling cherubs
; angelic : as,

cherubic host
;
cherubic watch

; cherubic songs.
Milton CherabiC hymn, a hymn beginning with the
words " We who mystically represent the Cherubim," and
concluding with a triple Alleluiah," sung at the great
entrance in the liturgy of Constantinople, anil in other lit-

urgies as modified by that. It is said to have been intro-
duced into the service at the command of Justinian about
the middle of the sixth century. Sometimes used as a
name of the Sanctus or Tersanctus, properly called the
seraphic hymn.
cherubical (che-rd'bi-kal), a. Same as cheru-
bic.

The cherubical angel. Sheldon, Miracles, p. 162.

cherubim, n. Plural of cherub.

cherubimic (cher-6-bim'ik), a. [< cherubim +
-ic.] Of or belonging to cherubim.
cherubinH (cher 6 -bin), n. and o. [< ME.
cherubyn, < OP. cherubin, F. cherubin = Sp.
querubin = Pg. cherubim = It. cherubino, a

cherub, dim. of LL. cherub : see cherub.] I. n.

A cherub.
A sompnour was ther with us in that place,
That hadde a fyr-reed chentbynet face.

Chaucer, Gen. ProL to C. T., L 824.



cherubin

He, when wee least deserv'd, sent out a gentle gale, and
message of peace from the wings of those his Cherubing,
that fanne his Mercy-seat.

Milton, Reformation in Bug., ii.

Whose face is paradise, but fenc'd from sin,
For God in either eye hath plac'd a cherubin.

Dryden, To the Duchess of Ormond.

II. a. Cherubic; angelic: as, "her cherubin

look," Shak., T. of A.,iv. 3.

cherubin2!, Obsolete plural of cherub.

cherup (cher'up), v.
; pret. and pp. cheruped or

cherupped, ppr. cheruping or eltcruppiiig. [A
form of chirrup for chirp*. Of. cheerup

2
.] I.

intrans. To chirp or chirrup: as, "clterupping
birds," Draytiin.

II. trans. To excite or urge on by chirruping.
[Rare.]

He cherups brisk his ear-erecting steed.

Cowper, Task, iii. 9.

cherup (cher'up), n. [< cherup, >.] A chirp or

chirrup. [Colloq.]
chervice (cher'vis), n. A fine kind of tallow

imported into Turkey from the ports of the
Black Sea for use in cookery.
chervil (eher'vil), n. [Early mod. E. also

= MLG. kenelde = OHG. chervola, -ella, -ilia,
MHG. kervele, kervel, G. kerbel = Icel. kerfill =
Sw. kyrfvel = Dan. kjorvel = OF. cherfuel, F.

cerfeuil = Sp. cerafolio = Pg. cerefolio = It.

cerfoglio, < L. cairefolium, ML. also cerefolium,
cerifolium, prop., as in NL., chcerophyllum, <

Gr. xaiptyv'M-ov, chervil, < xalpetv, rejoice, +
<t>v%hov = L. folium, a leaf: with reference to
the pleasant odor of the leaves.] 1. A gar-
den pot-herb, Anthriscus Cerefolium, of the nat-
ural order Unibelliferw. The bur or hemlock
chervil is A. vulgaris; the wild or cow chervil,
A. sylvestris. Both are natives of Europe.
2. A name of several other plants of different

genera Needle chervil, Scandix Pecten-Veneris, a
corn-neld weed like chervil, but with slender-beaked fruit.

Rough Chervil, Chcerophyllum temulum. Sweet
Chervil, or sweet cicely, Myrrhis vdorata, an aromatic
and stimulant umbellifer formerly used as a pot-herb.
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of each are placed a bishop, a knight, and a rook, in this

order. The pieces move according to certain laws over
unoccupied squares, the knight alone being free from
this latter restriction (see below). The king moves one
square in any direction (except into check); the queen
in any direction and to any distance along the rows of

squares, and also along the diagonals; the rooks or cas-

tles in any direction along the files or ranks of squares ;

the bishops (of which there is one on each color) in any
direction along the diagonals of the color on which they
are originally placed ; the knights one square on one row
and then two squares on the row at right angles to it

(or two squares and then one) in any direction, without
reference to interposing pieces ; and the pawns one square
ahead on the flies. A piece is taken by removing it from the
board and placing the capturing piece in its place. In tak-

ing, each piece makes some one of its ordinary moves, ex-

cept the pawn, which takes by moving one square forward
on a diagonal ; the knight alone can take by jumping over
an intervening piece. The object of the game is to cap-
ture the king of the opposing party ; and this is effected

by an attack so planned that it is impossible, either by
moving the opposing king or by interposing another piece,
to prevent him from being taken on the next move that
is, by placing the opposing king in a check from which he
cannot escape. (See checki, checkmate, and stalemate.) The
squares of the board are commonly numbered along the
flies, forward from either party, from the principal pieces
placed upon them at the beginning of a game : as, the

Were playing at the chess.

The Young Tamlane (Child's Ballads, I. 117).

Chess has been known to the Chinese for many centuries
under a form not very unlike our own game. The board
has 64 squares, is played with 16 men on each side, the
two at the corners having equal power, and the next two
(called horses) having a move equivalent to that of our
knight. The chief differences are that the Chinese adver-
saries are separated by a river, over which some pieces
cannot pass, while the "

King
"

is confined to a square of
nine moves only ; and that the pieces are placed upon the
intersections of the lines forming the board, instead of on
the squares. Giles, Glossary of Reference, p. 38.

The origin of the game of chess is lost in obscurity, a
fact which has rather invited than repelled learned specu-
lations on the subject. The invention of the pastime has
been variously ascribed to the Greeks, Romans, Babyloni-
ans, Scythians, Egyptians, Jews, Persians, Chinese, Hin-
dus, Arabians, Araucanians, Castilians, Irish, and Welsh.

Encyc. Brit., V. 596.

Chess-type, printing-type made to illustrate the game of

uble.

chesbolleH, . Same as cheesebowl.

chesbolle2t, n. A Middle English form of chi-

bol, cibol. See cibol.

cheseM, * A Middle English form of choose.

Chese2t, A Middle English form of cheese*.

Cheshire cat. See cat*.

chesiblet, n. A Middle English form of chasuble.

chesil, n. See chisel*.

cheslip (ches'lip), n. Same as cheeselip.

chesnut, . See chestnut.

chesont, chesount, n. See cheason, eneheson.
chess1

(ches), re. [Early mod. E. also chesse,
chests, < ME. ches, chesse, < OF. esches, eschas,
eskies, nom. sing, of eschec, eschac, check; F.
pi. tehees, chess, = It. scacchi (ML. scaeci), pi.,= D. schaak = G. schach = Dan. schak = Sw.
schack = Icel. skdk, chess, ult. < Pers. shah, king:
see check*, n., and shah.] A very ancient game
played by two persons or parties with thirty-
two pieces on a checkered board divided into

sixty-four squares. The squares are alternately light
and dark, and in beginning a game the board must be so

Chess-board, with pieces in position.

placed that the square at the right-hand corner is a light
one. The vertical rows of squares are called flies, those
which run from right to left, ranks or lines, and those
(of the same color) which run obliquely, diagonals. Each
party has sixteen pieces, differently colored to distinguish
those of one side from those of the other, viz., a king, a

eight pawns placed on the next line in front. The'king
and queen are placed on the two middle squares, the
queen on her own color (light or dark), and by the side

_ The com-
mon name in the United States of several spe-
cies of Sromus, especially . secalinus, which
bears some resemblance to oats, and is fre-

quently more or less abundant as a weed in
wheat-fields. Also called cheat.

chess3 (ches), n. [Cf. equiv. chessex, and see
chess-tree. Appar. a corruption of chestnut; cf.

Sp. castaftuelas, chess-trees, < castana, chest-

nut.] One of the planks forming the roadway
of a military bridge. The chesses lie upon the balks,
which are longitudinal timbers resting upon the bateaux
or pontoons.

The chesses or planks which form the roadway should be
made of a shorter length for a bridg-; which is designed
for light trafflc than for one which is designed for heavy
trafflc. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 458.

chess4t, n. An obsolete variant of chase*.

Perchance that they may tak the chest,
Ere they come to the stonnes.

Battle of Balrinnes (Child's Ballads, VII. 222).

chess5t, n. Obsolete form of jess.

chess-applet (ches'ap'l), n. An old name for
the service-berry, the fruit of Pyrus Aria.
chess-board (ches'bord), n. The board used in
the game of chess

;
a checker-board.

Cards are dealt, and chess-boards brought
To ease the pain of coward thought.

Prior, Alma, iii.

Chess-board canvas, a thick cotton canvas used as a
foundation for embroidery, and divided into squares, like
a chess-board, in alternating patterns.

chessel (ches'el), n. [A corruption of cheslip,
cheeselip.} A mold or vat in which cheese is

formed.
chesses (ches'ez), n.^Z. [Seec*es 2

.] A species
of peony, Pceonia officinalis, naturalized in Eng-
land.

chessex (ches'eks), n. Same as chess3 .

chessman (ches'man), n.: pi. chessmen (-men).
[< chess* + man.'] One of the pieces used in the
game of chess.

chessnert (ches'ner), n. [< chess* + -n- + -er*.

Cf. citiner."] A chess-player.
Tender's my game, which, like a politic chessner,
I must not seem to see. Middleton, Game at Chess, iv.

chessomt (ches'um), n. [A variant of ME.
chesel: see chesil, chisel*.

~\
A kind of sandy and

clayey earth. HalUwell.
The tendor chessom and mellow earth is the best, being

mere mould. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

chess-player (ches'pla/er), n. One who plays
chess

; one skilled in the game of chess.
chess-rook (ches'ruk), n. In her., a represen-
tation of the rook or castle in the game of chess,

chesten

used as a bearing. It is a modern bearing, and
is drawn in various fantastic ways.
chess-tree (ches'tre), n. In ship-building, a
beam of wood formerly bolted to the side of a

ship abaft the fore-chains, to which the main-
tack was hauled down.
Chessy copper. See copper.
chessylite (ches'i-litV, n. [< Chessy-les-Mines,
a town near Lyons in France, where the mineral

occurs, + Gr. Aidof, a stone.] Same as Chessy
copper (which see, under copper).
chest1

(chest), n. [Also dial, and early mod. E.

chist; < ME. chest, chist, cheste, chiste, assibilated
forms of kist (North. E. and Sc. kisf), a box,
coffin, ark, < AS. cist, cyst, cest, a box, coffin, =
OFries. kiste = D. kist, kast= OHG. kista, MHG.
G. kiste = Dan. kiste = Sw. Icel. kista, < L. cista,
< Gr. Kiarri, a box, chest. Hence also (from L.)
cist1, cist*.~\ 1. A box, properly one of con-
siderable size, made of wood, iron, or other

material, with a hinged lid, used as a deposi-
tory for treasure, papers of record, clothing, or
other articles.

Y sd chest to be locked with three seuerall lockes at the
least, wch shal be kept by three of the said (feoffees.

English Gads (E. E. T. S.), p. 257.

Specifically 2. In com., a box-shaped case in
which certain kinds of goods, as tea, indigo,
opium, etc., are packed for transit. Hence
3. The quantity such a case contains; a cus-

tomary but uncertain measure of capacity for
a few commodities : as, a chest of isinglass is 3

hundredweight ;
a chest of cochineal is H hun-

dredweight. 4f. A coffin.

He is now deed and nayled in his chest.

Chaucer, Prol. to Clerk's Tale, 1. 29.

When Darius in hope of treasure opened the sepulchre
of Semiramis, he found a chist which being opened, a ven-
omous pestilence issued. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 66.

5. The trunk of the body from the neck to the

belly; the thorax (which see) Bridal ehestt, an
ornamental box or coffer made to contain the robes and
laces of a bride, either brought with her as a part of her
outfit or presented by the bridegroom. See casgone. Chest
of drawers. See drawer. Chest of viols, a set of in-

struments of the viol kind, comprising two trebles, two
tenors, and two basses, which formed the nucleus of an
orchestra in the seventeenth century. Also called a consort

of viols. Middle chest, in artillery, the front chest on
the body of an artillery caisson, so called from its position
between the rear chest on the body and the chest on the
limber. Seaman's Chest, the wooden box usually form-
ing all the luggage of a sailor in the merchant service.
It is fitted with one or more tills, and is usually long and
very narrow, the back sloping or battering a little, so that
the cover is narrower than the bottom, in order that the
chest may fit against the ship's side in the forecastle.

chest1
(chest), i). *. [< chest*, n.] 1. To deposit

in a chest; hoard. [Bare.] 2f. To place in a
coffin.

We chested our late commander.
E. Terry, Voyage to East Indies (1656), p. 41.

chest2t, n. [ME., also cheast, < AS. cedst, also

(without the formative -t) ceas = OFries. kdse,
strife, contention.] Debate; quarrel; strife;
enmity.

Holy wryt telleth
What cheste, and meschaunce to the children of Israel,
Ful on hem that free were thorwe two false preestes.

Piers Plowman (C), i. 105.

The sinne of contumelie or strif and cheste.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

chest-bellows (chest 'bel'oz), n. A piston-
bellows.

chested (ches 'ted), a. [< chest*, n., + -ed?.]

Having a chest (of a specified kind): used
chiefly in composition: as, broad-cteted, nar-
Tow-chested.

chesteinet, n. See chesten.

chestent, [Early mod. E., < ME. chesten,
chesteine, chesteyne, cheston, chestan, chasten,
chastein, chestein, chasteyn, etc., also unassibi-
lated kesteyn, casteyn, castany (after L.); (a)
partly < AS. cisten-bedm, cyst-beam, also cystel, =
OHG. chestinna, kestinna, MHG. kestene, kesten,
G. dial, keste, MHG. also kastanie, kastane, G.
kastanie = D. kastanje = Dan. Sw. kastanje, a
chestnut; and (6) partly < OF. chastaine, chas-

taigne, castaigne, F. cMtaigne = Pr. castanha,
castagna = Cat. castanya = Sp. castana = Pg.
castanha = It. castagna, chestnut; < L. casta-

nea, ML. also castania, castenia, a chestnut, the

chestnut-tree, < Gr. Kacrravca, a chestnut, usu-

ally in pi. naarava, Kaordvia, Kaaravfia, chestnuts

(/caorapof, a chestnut-tree), also prop, napva Ka-

araveta, or Kapva Kaaravala or KaaravalKa, nuts of

Castana, < Kdarava, Katrravaia, a city in Pontus
where chestnut-trees abounded. Hence ches-

ten-nut, contr. chestnut, q. v.] 1. A chestnut.
2. The chestnut-tree.

Chasten wol uppe of plauntes that alone
Upgrowe, or of his seedes multiplie.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 216.
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And there l>en grete l-'orrstes of Chexteynes.
Miiiiilmille, Travels, p. 307.

chesten-nutt, See
Chester (chcs'tei-), . [_As a miffix in place-
names, -I'ln-xli-i; -crxti-r, -ctinli-i; disguised -lir :

< ME. chcstre, a town, a city, as suftix -ckentrr,

-ccstre, -caxtre, < AS. mcxfrr, a town or city,

chiefly in place-names,
either in eomp. or prc-

ceded by the independent gen. of the distinctive

name (see def.). This is one of the few words

recognized as inherited from the Roman invad-
ers of Britain (see street): < L. contra, a camp,
a military station, hence in AS. a town: see
1'nxtni in, i-iixlli'.} Originally, a town; now, the

proper name of several towns and cities in Eng-
land and the United States, the most ancient

being (.'heater [ME. Clicstre, AS. Ceaster], the

capital of Cheshire {Cheater-shire, AS. Ceaster-

scir], on the river Dee, in England, the term more
frequently occurs as a sulllx (-client? i; -center, -caster, -Ifr)
in place-names : as, t\,l>-li, *(<'! [MIC. Col-rttrxtrf-, AS. Colne-

ce.aster\, on the river Oolne ; Cirencesler [ME. Cirecestre,
Cirr.estrf, Aft. Cireitcefmter], the station of Ciren (Corin i u at >:

A'.iv'/'T
]
M K. /','.rrv,s7/v, ctr., AS. K.r<uh-'n*t,-i\ K*tic>'xt<T\. on

the river Kxe [AS. l-.'.i n
\

; />.<mvrsV/-/-, on the river Don, etc.

chesterfield (ches'ter-feld), 11. A kind of top-
coat, named after the celebrated Earl of Ches-
terflald.

Chesterfieldian (ches'ter-fel"di-an), a.
[<

Ckeeterfleld (see def.) + -JM.] Characteristic
of the Earl of Chesterfield (1694-1773), an Eng-
lish courtier and politician distinguished for the

elegance of his manners, and as the author of
a series of letters addressed to his son contain-

ing maxims of conduct, together with many
suggestions as to manners.
Few young people, it has been truthfully said, can lay

themselves out to please after the Chesterfeldum method,
without making themselves offensive or ridiculous to per-
sons of any discernment.

W. Matthew*, Getting on in the World, p. 167.

chesterlite (ches'ter-llt), n. [< Chester (seedef.)
+ -lite.'] A variety ofpotash feldspar, occurring
in small white crystals implanted on dolomite,
from Chester county, Pennsylvania.
chestevnt, See chesten.

chest-founder (chest 'founder), n. Chest-
foundering.
chest-foundered (chest'foun"derd), a. Suffer-

ing from chest-foundering: said of a horse.

chest-foundering (chesffouu'der-ing), . A
rheumatic affection of the muscles of the chest
and fore legs in horses, impeding both respira-
tion and the motion of the limbs.

chest-lock (chest'lok), n. A mortise-lock in-

serted vertically into the body of a box or chest.
The plate which is set into the under side of the lid has a
staple or staples, into which the bolt enters by a horizon-
tal movement. E. //. Kniqht.

chest-measure (chest'mezb/nr), n. The great-
est girth of the chest.

chest-measurer (chest'mezh'ur-er), n. An in-

strument for ascertaining the mobility of the
chest by its expansion and contraction

;
a form

of stethometer.
chestnut (ches'nut), . and a. [Contr. of ear-
lier chesten-nut (prop, applied to the nut, the tree

being also called in ME. chesten-tree, or simply
chesten), < chesten, q. v., + nut.'] I. n. 1. The
fruit of trees of the genus Costarica. See 2.
The chestnuts of commerce known as Spanish or sweet
chestnuts are obtained from Spain and Italy, and are
larger though less sweet than the American variety.
2. The tree Castanea vesca, natural order Cupu-
Uferce, a native of western Asia, southern Eu-
rope, and the United States east of the Missis-

sippi. It is a stately tree, attaining a height of from 80
to 100 feet, hearing staminate flowers in long slender
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aments, and nuts inclosed two or three together in a glo-
bose priekly envelop called the bur. The wood in litilit.

soft, coarse Drained, and brittle ;
it is largely used in < al>

[net-making, all for railway-ties, fenring, cti-. The ynnii^
Hood in more elastic, and is used for hoops and similar

purposes.
3. A name given to certain trees or plunfs of
other genera, and to their fruit. See below. 4.
The color of a chestnut

;
a reddish-brown color.

/.'"-. His hair is of a good colour.
Cel. An excellent colour; your cfirxtnut was ever the

only colour. Shale., As you Like it, iii. 4.

5. In farriery, the bur or horny wart-like ex-
crescence on the inner side of a horse's leg.
6. [In allusion to a stale or worm-eaten chest-

nut.] () An old joke: a trite jest; astalepun
or anecdote; a "Joe Miller." (6) A worn-out
phrase or catchword; a phrase or expression
serious in form and intent, but which has
ceased, through futile repetition, to command
interest or respect. [ U. S. newspaper slang.]
Cape Chestnut, the Calodnulrnn <//<.<., a large orna-
mental rntaeeotis treeof southern Afrira. - Earth-Chest-
nut, the carthnut. Horse-chestnut, the ./,'*<(* ///'//-

//"c-/,s7r///i/;//. see . /-.'.VC/'/M.V. MoTeton Bay chestnut,
of Queensland, the seed of the Castaiuupennum auttntlr,
which somewhat resembles the chestnut in flavor. Tahi-
ti chestnut, the fruit of Inocarpus edulix, a leguminous
tree of the islands of the Pacific. Wild chestnut, of

Cape Colony, the seed of Brabejum stellatutn, which is

eaten and used as a substitute for coffee. (See also water-
chetttnut.)

II. a. Of the color of a chestnut
;
of a red-

dish-brown color
; castaneous.

His chestnut curls clustered over his open brow.
Disraeh, Coniugsby, L 1.

Also spelled chesnut.
Chestnut-brown. See tn-oam.

chestnut-bur (ches'nut-ber), n. The bur or

prickly envelop of a chestnut.
chestnut-coal (ches'nut-kol), n. A size of an-
thracite coal small enough to pass through a

square mesh of an inch to an inch and an eighth
in size, but too large to pass through a mesh
of five eighths or one half of an inch. It is

known in the trade as No. 5 coal.

chestonH, See chesten.

cheston2
t (ches'ton), n. [Perhaps a use of

chesten, cheston, etc., a chestnut-tree; from
some resemblance.] A kind of plum.
chest-register (chesfrej^is-ter), n. The lower
portion of the compass of both male and female
voices, which most easily arouses sympathetic
vibration in the cavity of the chest or thorax.

chest-rope (chest 'rop), n. Naut., an extra

painter or boat-rope, by which a boat is made
fast astern of a ship.
chest-saw (chest'sa), n. A kind of hand-saw
without a back. E. H. Knight.
chest-tone (chest'ton), n. Same as chest-voice.

chest-trapt, n. A kind of box or trap used to
take polecats, fitches, and the like vermin.
Kersey, 1708.

chest-voice (chest 'vois), n. A tone of the
voice which arouses sympathetic vibration in
the chest or thorax. Also called chest-tone.
See head-voice.

chesublet, An obsolete form of chasuble.
chet (chet), n. [Assibilated var. of Idft. Cf.
chat3

,
a cat.] A kitten. [Prov. Eng.]

chetah, cheeta, cheetah (che'ts), n. [< Hind.
chita, the hunting-leopard; cf.' chital, chitta,
Skt. chitra, spotted, variegated, < Skt. / chit,
look at, perceive. Cf. chintz^, from the same
ult. source.] The native name of the guepard
or hunting-leopard of India, Felis jubata, now

chevalet

seen, its keeper turns its head in the propi-r dhvetion ami
n moves the hood; the ehelah slips from the ear, and,
approaching its prey in a slealth.v manner, spriiicn on it

at one hoimd.

Chettik (chef'ik), n. [Native name.] Alive
of Java, the Slri/clinox tii-ntr, ami the poison ob-
tained from it, called UJHIX tii-ulf, which is the

principal ingredient of arrow-poison.
Chettusia (ke-tu'si-ft), n. [NL. (Bonaparte,
1839) ;

also written Chctusia, Ckoetugia, Chtftimiti,
the last appar. based on Gr. xan1, ' nK> flowing
hair, a mane : see cha-ta.~\ A genus of plovers,
of the subfamily ('linniilriinte; the spur-winged
plovers. The wing is armed with a horny tubercle or

Spur-winged Plover \Chfttusia

Flowering Branch and Nut of Chestnut (Castanea

Chetah Gurpardajubala].

Gueparda jubata or CyiMelurits jubatvs, a large
spotted cat, somewhat like a dog in shape,
with long legs, non-retractile claws, and the
upper sectorial tooth without an internal lobe.
It is the type of the subfamily Guepardina. It is called
jubata (mailed or crested) from the short mane-like crest
of hairs passing from the back of the head to the shoul-
ders. When used for hunting, it is hooded and trans-
ported on a car. When a herd of deer or other game is

spine, sometimes rudimentary ; the lia.sc of the bill In most
species is wattled; and the toes are four in number. There
are about 15 species, all inhabitants of the old world, and
chiefly of warm countries. Those with the spines and
wattles best developed constitute the section Lobivantlha.
The type of the genus is C. yregaria.

chetverik (chet-ve-rik'), . [Russ. chetceriM,
< chetvero : see chetvert.'] A Russian dry mea-
sure, equal to 8 garnetses, or 4 chetvertkas, or
i chetvert, and fixed by a ukase of 1835 at the
volume of 64 Russian pounds of water at 62 F.,
or 1601.22 cubic inches, equal to about 3 United
States pecks. It was previously about 26.8 liters. The
old measures of Novgorod, Pscov, etc., were at least half
as large again. Also written chetwerik, ttchetwerik [Q.],
czetuvricka.

chetvert (chet 'vert), n. [< Russ. chetvertu,
prop, a quarter, a fourth part, < chetvero = L.

quatuor = E. four.'] A Russian dry measure,
equal to 8 chetveriks. Also written tzetuer,
tschetwert [G.].
chetvertak (chet'vfer-tak), n. [Russ. chetver-

inl.ii, < chetvertvii, fourth, quarter, < chetvero :

see chetvert.] A Russian silver coin, worth 24

copecks, or about 19 cents. Also written tschet-

wertak [G.], tchetverka.

chetvertka (chet-vert'ka), n. [Russ. chetvert-

ka, < ehetvertuii, fourtn: see chetvertak.'] A
Russian dry measure, equal to i chetverik.
Also written tschetwertha [G.], etc.

chevachiet, . [ME., also chivachie, chivache,
chevache, < OF. chevauchee, -chie. chivalchee, <

chevaucher, ride on horseback, < cheval, a horse.
See cavalcade, which is a doublet.] An expe-
dition on horseback or with cavalry ;

in a wider
sense, any military expedition. Chaucer.

Ye knowe well that we heue loste in this chyuachie that
we have made vpon the kynge Arthur.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 173.

chevaget, n. Same as chiefage.
chevaHshe-val'), .; pi. chevaux (-vo'). [Now
as mere F., in early mod. E. chival, < F. cheval,
< L. caballus, a horse: see cabaft, capel

1
. In

the sense of support or frame, cf. easel and
clothes-horse. Hence chevalier, and ult. chival-

ry, etc.] 1. A horse. 2. In composition, a

support or frame: as, a cftmzf-glass__A cheval
(mtltt.), astraddle ; on both sides simultaneously ; in such a
manner as to command any intermediate space. Troops are
arranged d cheval when they command two roads, as the
British army at Waterloo, which, being posted at their

junction, commanded the road between Charleroi and
Brussels and that to Mons.
The Western Powers will assuredly never permit Russia

to place herself a cheval between the Ottoman Empire and
Persia. London Timtt.

cheval-de-frise (she-val'de-frez'), . 1. Same
as chevaux-de-frisc. 2. A kind of trimming in a
pattern of radiating and crossing straight lines.

cnevalement (she-val'mon), n. [P., < chevaler,

prop, bear up, < cheval, a horse, prop : see che-

val?] In arch., a prop, usually consisting of a
shaft of timber with a head formed of one or
more pieces placed transversely to distribute the

pressure. It is used to support temporarily portions of
an edifice of which the lower parts are being rebuilt or
are undergoing repairs or modifications of such character
as to affect their stability.

chevalet (shev'a-la), n. [F., dim. of cheval, a

horse, prop: see cheval.'} The bridge of a vio-

lin, pianoforte, or other stringed instrument.



cheval-glass

cheval-glass (she -val' gifts), n. A looking-

glass mounted so as to swing in a frame, which

may move on wheels or rollers, and large

enough to reflect the whole figure.

Mr. Scaley . . . walking up to one of the cheval-glasses,

eave it a hard poke in the centre with his stick.

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xxi.

Chevalier (shev-a-ler'), n. [< ME. chivaler,

clieealere, < OF. chevalier, mod. F. chevalier, a

horseman, knight, cavalier : see cavalier,
which

is a doublet.] 1. A horseman; a kmght; a

cavalier; a gallant soldier.

Kuyghtis, I coiuaunde, who to dule drawes,
Thas uhurles as chcueleres ye chastise and chase,

And drede je no doute. York Plays, p. 125.

Mount, chevaliers! to arms ! Shak., K. John, ii. 1.

The French chevaliers, after they had broken their lances,

came to handy blows. Time's Storehouse.

2. The lowest title of rank in the old French

nobility.
It was rumoured that a young gentleman of French ex-

traction, the Chevalier de Magny, equerry to^the
reigning

duke, , . . was the intended of the i
!
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\chilles at tho choise men eheuert for anger.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. .), 1. 9370.

chevroned

Right as a thefe maketh his chevesance,

And robbeth menues goodes about

In wode and felde. Gower, Con!. Amant., II. 332.

3. A member or knight of an honorable order,

especially one who holds the lowest rank in such

an order when there are more ranks than one :

cheveron . ^ ,_, .

as, a chevalier of the Legion ot Honor, itio
cjjeyeronny (shev-e-rou'i), a. [Accom. of che-

word in this sense is not used as a title of ad-
vron^ < p. chevron'n^, < chevron: see chevron.]

dress. Compare cavalier. 4. In her., an armed In ^ divided into several equal parts by
knight usually mounted. If mounted, the bla- .: . : *u~ i;,,.. .t ;,.,. nf tv*^ /Jio\rfrtTi aa.rl

zon should state the fact. 5f. In ornith., an

old and disused name of the greenshank, red-

shank, and other birds of the genus Totanus.

Also called gambet and horseman Chevalier
d'industrie (F., knight of industry), a man who lives by
his wits ; a swindler ; a sharper.

chevalryt, n. An obsolete form of chivalry.

cheval-screen (she-val'skren), n. A screen

mounted in a frame, having a broad base for

ment. (b) An unlawful agreement or contract,

(c) An agreement or a composition, as an end

or order set down between a creditor and his

debtor.

cheviset, chevisht, v. t. [Also written chevice;

ME. cheviscn, chcvesen, chevyschcn, chevesshen,

< OF. cheviss-, stem of certain parts of clievir,

accomplish, obtain, etc.: see cfcfcre1 ,
and cf.

chevisance.] 1. To get; provide.

Chevysen [var. chenysehen, chevesshen] or purveyn, pro-

video. Prompt, Pan., p. 74.

Thof tho haue cheuesed thee a chylde, . . .

For it is ueten of a god, thy gilt is the lasse.

Alisaunder Sf tlacedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 966.

2. To care for; help.
Your honour and your emperise,

Nech ded for drede, ne can her not chemie.

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 289.

,., (chev'er-il-iz), v. t. [< cheveril + chevrette (shev-ref), n. [F., doe, roe, trivet,

-ize.] To make as pliable as kid leather. shrimp, dim. of checre, a goat: see cheverel.]

I appeal to your own, though never so much cheverilized, A machine used for raising guns or mortars

consciences, my good calumniators. upon their carriages.
Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Cffisar, p. 23.

cn^vroll) cneveron (shev'ron, -e-ron). n. [< F.

See chevron. chevron, OF. chevron = Pr. c'abrion = Sp. cabrio,
i ,~,,'t\ rAnnnm nf fjtf. a rafter, a chevron, < ML. ca-

pro(n-), a rafter, < L. caper,

capra, a goat; rafters being

appar. so named because they
are reared on end like butting

goats ;
cf. capreoli, props, stays,

lit. goats : see capriole, ca-

per
1
.] 1. In her., one of the

honorable ordinaries, it is sup-

_ ,
. L. capra, a goat: see

riole, and cf . chevron.] I. n. 1. A tad.

He hath a conscience like a cheverel's skin. Ray.

2. Kid leather, used especially for gloves in

the middle ages and later.

Here's a wit of cheverel, that stretches from an inch

narrow to an ell broad ! Shak., R. and .1., ii. 4.

3 Any flexible leather similar to kid.

II. a. 1. Made of kid leather.

A sentence is but a cheveril glove to a good wit : how

quickly the wrong side may be turned outward !

Shak., T. N., iii. 1.

2. Figuratively, pliable ; yielding.

Your soft cheveril conscience. Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 3.

No tough hides limiting our cheveril minds.

Chapman and Shirley, Chabot, Admiral of France, i.

lines having the direction of the chevron : said

of an escutcheon. Also written chevronny.

ihevesailet, chevesalt, n. [ME. chevesaile, <

OF. chevesaille, chevegaille, neck-band, < chevece,

the neck, = Sp. cabesa = Pg. cabeca, the head:

see cabeqa.] An ornamental collar, either a

necklace or more probably the collar of a gown
or upper garment, which when opened exposed
the bosom. It is described as richly adorned.

Gules a Chevron ac-

companied by three
crosses argent.

tier completed to

cheva "ride on horseback, < chwal, a horse :

see chemchie, chcval.] In sura., the riding of

for the head, used m cases of fracture

turn of the lower jaw. Also written ehevaster.
See Cnurfllttl':, {//COTWUI JJl o//., uixc *M*UIQ v*. - , . num ojovcuianvt**-

one bone over another after 'fracture, giving chevet (she-va[F apse head of a
bed^ ly repeated it fonus

posed to represent two rafters, as of

a roof, leaning against each other at

the top ; but it may more properly be
described as the lower half of a sal-

i point at the top. The two arms of

the chevron rest upon the sinister and dexter bases of

the field, and are joined in the center. It occupies one
fifth of the surface of the field.

2. A variety of fret ornament common in

Norman and other Romanesque architecture.
When systematical-

rise to shortening of the limb.

chevaux, . Plural of cheval.

chevaux-de-frise (she-vo'de-frez'), n. pi. [F.,

lit. Friesland horses: chevaux, pi. of cheval,

horse; de, of;

Frise, Fries-

land: said to

have been first

employed at a

siege 'of Gro-

ningen, in

dim. of chef, head: see chief.] 1. The eastern a chevron-molding.

extremity or the termination' of the apse, both &L%*j'9*3l
exterior and interior, of a church, with the chap- SSJSC
els, aisles, etc., if present, immediately con-

nected with it.

The chevet ... is an apse, always enclosed by an open
screen of columns on the ground-floor, and opening into

an aisle, which again always opens into three or more

apsidal chapels. J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 475.

ancient Fries-

land, against
the enemy's cavalry.]

Chevaux-de-frise.

2. A small block or coin sometimes used for giv-

ing the proper elevation to a mortar in firing,

chevetaint, >' A Middle English form of chief-

tain.

*, Ciiouv o ^,^,.j Pieces of timber trav- chevtre, n. See checestre.

ersed with spikes of iron, or of wood pointed chevey, v. and n. bee chevy.

with iron, 5 or G feet long, used to defend a chevicet, v. t. See c/ieme.

passage, stop a breach, form an obstacle to the chevilt, . Same as cavefl, 3. kersey, 1708.

advance of cavalry, etc. A similar contrivance is Cheville (she-vel'), n. [< F. chevtlle = Pr c-

placed on the top of a wall to prevent persons from climb- villa Sp. cabllla = Pg. cavilna, a peg, pin, DOlt,

ing over it. Also cheval-de-frise. See caltrop. _ It. caviglia (also caviglio), a peg, pin, < L.

These staircases received light from sundry windows clavicula, a small key, bar, bolt, > E. clavicle,

placed at some distance above the^floor^and Booking
into

q_ V- ] The peg to which a string of a violin,

guitar, or other stringed instrument is attached.

See cheven.

%_ 1. A sheep of a breed

so~c'ailed from ttie Cheviot Hills, between Eng-
land and Scotland. Cheviots are noted for their large
carcass and valuable wool, qualities which, combined with

a hardiness second only to that of the black-faced breed,
make them the most valuable race of mountain sheep in

Great Britain. The fleece weighs from 3 to 4 pounds, and
the carcass of ewes varies from 12 to 16 pounds per quarter,
that of wethers from 16 to 20 pounds.

ra, hair, esp. false hair;< capillatus, hatfy, < ca- 2. \L c] A loosely woven woolen cloth made

nffliuj hmr.. BA ,vnM/7r./.1 1. A head of hair, from the wool of the Cheviot sheep.
[ME. chevisance, -ounce, etc., <

OF. chevisance, chevwsance, < chevir, come to an

end, perform, prevail, < chef, head, extremity,
end : see chieve1 , achieve, and chief.] 1. Accom-

plishment; achievement; result; outcome.

Whan Henry herd telle this of that gode chewysance.

Langtoft'i Chron. (ed. Hearne), p. 105.

2. Means.
Almesdede shal make a chevisaunce
T' exclude by grace the rigour of vengeaunce.

Lydgate, Minor Poems, p. 77.

3. A bargain; negotiation for a loan
;
a loan.

And tellith hir that chaffar is so deere

That needes most he make a chevisaunce.

Chaucer, Shipman's Tale, 1. 328.

Eschaunges and cheuesances with suche chaffare I dele,

And lene folke that lese wol a lyppe at euery noble.
Piers Plowman (B), v. 248.

4. Profit; gain.

3. Milit., a badge
consisting of

stripes meeting
at an angle, worn
on the coat-

sleeves of non-
commissioned of-

ficers, above the
elbow. The num-
ber of stripes indi-

cates the rank of the
bearer : as, for a ser-

geant-major, three
bars and an arc ; for

a quartermaster-ser-
geant, three bars and a tie of three bars ; for a sergeant,
three bars ;

for a corporal, two bars.

4. In anat. and zoiil., a chevron-bone (which

Chevron-molding.

Galilee, Cathedral of Durham, England.

The impassable mud below bristled with chevaux de ^evl
?t; , ,

frise of the dwarf palmetto. Cheviot (chev 1-ot), .

G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 180.

chevet, v. See chieve1 .

cheve!6 (shev-e-la'), a. [F., < L. capillatus,

hairy: see chevelitre.] In her., streaming with

rays : said of a comet or blazing-star.
chevelure (shev'e-lur), n. [F., head of hair, <

OF. cheveleure = It. capellatura, < L.

wise, its two ends being turned to one side of the field.

Chevron In Chief, in her., a chevron out of its usual place,
and set very high in the field.

chevron-bone (shev'ron-bon), n. One of a pair
of bones which form a subvertebral V-shaped

aillus, hairl see capillary.] 1. A head of hair.

2. A periwig; a peruke. 3. In astron., the cheyisancet, n.

coma or nebulous part of a comet or other

nebulous body.
cheven (chev'en), n. [Formerly also chevin;
also chevenden, chavender, q. v.

;
< OF. chevesne,

cheviniau, F. chevin, chevanne, a chub, prob. <

chef, head: see chief.] An old name of the

chub. Also chiven, chiving.

Go to the same hole in which I caught my Chub, where,
in most hot days, you will find a dozen or twenty Chevens

floating near the top of the water.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 68.

chevenden (ehev'en-den), n. [See cheven, chav-

ender.] A local English name of the chub.

cheventeint, An obsolete variant of chief-

tain.

chevert, v. i. A Middle English form of chiver,

now shiver, tremble. See shiver?.

Two Chevron-bones in profile (ch, ch), and one showing front view.

arch beneath the spinal column of many ani-

mals, especially in the caudal region. This arch
is regarded by some as a hemal arch, by others as homol-

ogous with an Intel-centrum (which see). The series of

such bones forms a canal in which blood-vessels may run.

chevron^ (shev-ro-na'), a. [< F. chevronne, <

chevron: see cheveronny and chevron.] In her.,

charged with several chevronels, separated one

from another by the field.

chevroned (shev'rond), a. [< chevron + -edj.]
1 . Decorated or covered with chevrons, or with

chevron-like ornamentations ;
marked with zig-

zag lines or stripes.

Watchet cloth of silver cheveroned all over with lace.

B. Jonson, Masque of Hymen.

2. In her., same as chevron^.
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chevronel (shcv'rp-nel), . [Dim. of chevron.] MHO. chouch = E. chough : see chough and coe.]

In her., a bearing 'like the chevron, but of only An impertinent chatterer,

half its width ;
a half-chevron. See checeronny. pcace, chtwet, peace. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1.

Chevron-molding (shev'ron-m61"ding), n. See
chewing-ball (cho'ing-bal), . A medicinal ball

cliecroii, 2.

chevronny (shev-ron'i), a. Samoasc/iem-onm/.

Chevronways (shev'ron-waz), adv.

Chevronwise (shev'ron-wiz), adv. t

+ -wige.] In her., divided by lines having the

direction of a chevron.

chevron-work (shev'ron-werk), n. In arch.,

see chceroii, '2.

chevrotain (sliev'ro-taii), . [Also formerly
elteerotin; < F. okevrotain, < OF. chi-rml, dim. of

eheere, < L. eapra, a goat : see </<< r 1
.

]
A name

chiastre

II. n. Of or pertaining to light and shade in

painting, drawing, or engraving.
The (ireek or Chiaroscuro school ... is directed pri-

Tiiuiil) t" tin- attahiiiient of tlie power of representing
form by pure contrast of light and ilia<le.

Jtuskin, Lectures on Art, 5 159.

Also clair-obscurc, clarc-obsciirc.

chiasm (ki'azm), n. [< NL. ehiasnui, < Gr. %'-

aa/ia, two lines crossed, < x'<*Z>'v, marked with
two lines crossed as in the letter X, x- < X't the
letter X, x, c/ii, represented by L. at, in form

by L. X, x. Cf. decussate.] In until., a de-

cussatiou or intersection; specifically, the de-

cussatiou of the optic nerves which occurs in

nearly all vertebrates. See second cut under
brat*.

The optic chiasm doubtless is a sign of some kind of sym-
pathetic relation between the two eyes ;

but whether this

necessarily reaches the degree which produces correspond-

ing points Is uncertain. Le Conte, Sight, p. '-'62.

chiasma (ki-a/.'ma), . ; pi. chiasmata (-ma-tS).
Same a I'liiasm.

+ bokv (Ionic), oioiif

(oiovr-) = E. tooth.] A genus of fishes, consti-

tuting the family Chiasmodontidte, noted for

or bolus administered to a horse to promote or

restore its appetite.
ls

chewing-gum (cho'ing-gum), n. See gum".
chewink (cho-wink'), n. [Imitative of the
bird's note.] A name of the towhee bunting,
I'ipilo erythrophtltalmus, a fringilline bird of the

United States. Also called ground-robin and
nuirsli-robin. [Local, U. 8.]

During the first week of the month [May] I heard the

whippoorwill, the brown thrasher, the veery, the wood-

pewee, the cheurink, and other birds.

Tinman, Walden, p. 340.

of the napu and other species of hornless pyg- chew-Stick (chS'stik), n. A twig of Gouania

my deer of the genus Tragulun, resembling the Domiitgeagit, used in the West Indies for clean-

musk-deer and often confused with it, but be- ing the teeth, and also powdered as a dentifrice,

longing to a different family, Tragulidw. More commonly chaicstick.

chevrotint (shev'ro-tin), n. Same smchevrotiiiii. cheyote (Sp. pron. cha-yo'ta), n. [Cuban and
[NL.] __

The checrotin, or little guinea deer, which is the least Mex.] The name in Cuba of the fruit of the Chiasmodon, Chiasmodus (ki - as
' mo - don.

of all cloven-footed quadruped.?, ami perhaps the most Sechium edulc, a cucurbitaceous plant. It is
,].,,,> ,. rTCT, < Gr riaaua two lines blaced33S Animated Nature II. 60. much d ag

'

a vegot ble . A1 % c, clto . ^^ ^^f&FgSuf
chevy, chivy (chevi, chiv i), v. t.; pret. and cheyotilla (Sp. pron. cha-yo-tel ya), n. [Mex..

pp. clteri( il,i-li i'riefl,pfT. chevying, rliii-i/int/. [Also dim. of cheyote.] A cucurbitaceous plant of

written chercy, chivey, chivvy; origin obscure. Mexico, Hanburia MexicanOj bearing a four-

See first extract.] To chase about or hunt from seeded spiny fruit of the size of an orange,

place to place ; throw or pitch about ; worry, which at maturity bursts suddenly and throws

[Slang.] the seeds to a considerable distance.

Chivvy is a common English word, meaning to goad, chia (che'a), n. [Sp. chia, the lime-leafed sage,
drive, vex, hunt, or throw as it were here and there. It fjafaia titicefulia.} The name among the In-
1s purely Gypsy. Chiv in Romany means anything sharp- j- f Mforipn anrl Arirona of several snecies
pointed, as a dagger or goad, or knife. The old Gypsy <H

an8 OI Mexico ana Arizona O

word chiv, among its numerous meanings, has exactly of Salvia, especially f>. Columbaria;, the seeds
that of casting, throwing, pitching, and driving. of which are used for making a pleasant muci-

j .. L

C.G.Leland.
iaginous <jrink, and also as food. B |ack swallower :*.<.*<**>

One poor fellow was chevied about among the casks in
fjh|aj, (ki'an) a K L Chius (Gr Xioo) pertain-TRSaE'W.i n,.;... :. iZ {&*

voracity and for the enormous distensibility of

their stomach and integuments, which permits
them to swallow fishes larger than themselves.
C. niger, the black swallower, is the only known
species.
chiasmodontid (ki-as-mo-don'tid), n. A fish of

the family Chittsmodonti'da?.

pi.

family of

acanthopterygian fishes, typified by Chiasmo-

don, its only genus. They have an elongated subcylin-
dric or slightly tapering form ; subconic head ; deeply cleft

mouth reaching beyond the eyes, with numerous long,

sharp, and in part movable teeth ; naked skin ; two dorsal

nns ; anal fin like the second dorsal ; and thoracic ventral

fins. Only one species is known, Chiattmttdon nvjer, a deep-
sea fish of wide distribution in the Atlantic ocean. See
black swalloicer, under stcalltncer.

Chiasmodus, n. See Chiasmodon.

phin, wliich kept pace with us to the windward In the

wake of a timid, lovely prey it was chimyiny.
W. C. Riusscll, Jack's Courtship, xlvi.

chevy, chivy (chev'i, ehiv'i), n. [< chevy, chivy,

v.] A halloo: a shout; a cheer. [Slang.]

chevynt, See checen.

chew (cho), v. [Early mod. E. and mod. colloq.
and dial, also chaw ; < ME. cheiven, cheowen, <

AS. cedwan (pret. cedw, pi. cuwon,,jpr>. coicen) =

[< L. Chins (Gr. Xiof), pertain-
_o , 'Chios, Chius, Gr. X/of, Chios, now
Scio.] Pertaining to Chios, an island in the

^Egean sea, now belonging to Turkey.
That blind bard, who on the Chian strand . . .

Beheld the Iliad and the Odyssey
Rise to the swelling of the voiceful sea.

Coleridge, Fancy In Nubibus.

Chlan earth,
use*"

met
cured f]

tence of honey, clear, and yellowish-white.

the family ChiasmodontkUe.
Ian earth, a dense compact kind of earth from Chios, m.s a OTnn<lnntids Cld-as-mo-don'ti-del n
id anciently in medicine as an astringent and as a cos- UmasmottOntK IK (to as mo lion tl ae), n.

tic. Chlan or Cyprus turpentine, turpentine pro- [NL., < Chiasmodon(t-) + -too;.} A Tamil

red from the PUtama Tenbinthu*. It is of the consis- acanthopterygian fishes, typified by Chiai

D. kaauwen = MLG. Tceuwen = OHG. chiuwan, Chianti(ke-an'ti),. [It.] Properly, a red wine

MHG. kiuwen, G. kamn, prob. (with change of c of Tuscany, grown in the region between Siena

to t, cf. crane = Icel. trani, etc.) = Icel. tyggja and Arezzo
; as used in Great Britain and the

Sw. tugga = Dan. tygge, chew, = Buss, zhecati United States, any dry red wine of Tuscany, or

= OBulg. zivati, chew. Cf . cliavel, chawl, chowl, any Italian wine of different color which has

jowl.] I. trans. 1. To bite and grind with the a similar flavor,

teeth; masticate, as food, preparatory to swal- chiaoust, :
See chouse.

lowing and digestion.
And while the flesh was yet between their teeth, ere it

was chewed, the wrath of the Lord was kindled against the

people. Num. xi. S3.

2. Figuratively, to ruminate on in the thoughts ;

meditate on.

Some books are to be tasted, others to be swallowed, and
some few to be chewed and digested. Bacon, Studies.

TO Chew the cud, to ruminate ; figuratively, to meditate.

These shall ye not eat of them that chew the cud, or of

them that divide the hoof : as the camel, because he chew-
eth the cud, but divideth not the hoof. Lev. xi. 4.

= Syn. 1. Bite, Otutw, etc. See eat.

II. intrans. 1. To perform the act of biting
and grinding with the teeth ; champ; ruminate.

Specifically 2. To press or grind tobacco be-

tween the teeth for the sake of its flavor or stim-

ulating effects. [Colloq.] 3. Figuratively, to

meditate; reflect.

Till then, my noble friend, chew upon this.

Shak., J. C., i. 2.

Let 'em rest there,
And chew upon their miseries.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iii. 3.

Old politicians chew on wisdom past.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 228.

chew (cho), n. [< chew, v.] That which is

chewed
;
that which is held in the mouth at

one time
; especially, a quid of tobacco,

chewagh (che-wa') n. [Chinook.] The Dolly
Varden trout, Salvelinus malma : so called in

British Columbia.
chewer (cho'er), . One who chews; specifi-

cally, one in the habit of chewing tobacco.

chewetH (cho'et), n. [Perhaps formed from
chew.] A kind of pie made from chopped sub-
stances.

Chewettes were small pies of chopped-up livers of pigs,

hens, and capons, fried in grease, mixed with hard eggs
and ginger, and then fried or baked.

Babeea Book(R. E. T. 8.), note, p. 287.

Bottles of wine, chewets, and currant-custards.

Middleton, The Witch, ii. 1.

chewet2
t (chS'et). n. [< F. chottette, an owl, a

daw, dim. of OF. choue, choe, an owl, prob. <

Chiaroscurist (kia/ros-ko
'

rist), n. and a. [< chiasmus (ki-as'mus), n. [< Qr.xiaa/j6f,< xta&iv,
mark with two cross-lines: see chiasm.] In

rhet., the arrangement of repeated, parallel, or

contrasted words or phrases in two pairs, the

second of which reverses the order of the first :

as. do not live to eat, but eat to lire ; or as in the

following quotation :

The children ought not to lay up for the paren ts, but the

parents for the children. 2 Cor. xii. 14.

chiaroscuro + -ist.] I. . An artist who draws
in chiaroscuro.

The most perfect discipline is that of the colourists ; for

they see and draw everything, while the chiaroscurists

must leave much Indeterminate in mystery or invisible in

gloom. Ruikin, Lectures on Art, 159.

U. a. Executed in chiaroscuro, or by a chia-

roscurist.

Here is one of the sprays of oak. . . . Beside it, I put a chiastic (ki-as'tik), a. [< Gr.
chia.rosmrist drawing, . . . Durer's. from nature, of the

common wild wall-cabbage. JtusHn, Lectures on Art, 1 160.

chiaroscuro, chiaro-oscuro (kia"ros-ko'ro,
kia^ro-os-ko'ro), n. and a. [It. (= F. clair-

obscur, > E. clair-obscure), lit. clear-obscure:

chiaro, < L. clarus, clear; oscuro, < L. obscurus,
obscure: see clear, a., and obscure.] I. n. 1.

Light and shade ; specifically, the general distri-

bution of light and shade in a picture, whether

painted, drawn, or engraved that is, the com-
bined effect of all its lights, shadows, and re-

flections. Strictly speaking, however, every
object on which light strikes has its own chia-

roscuro.

According to the common acceptation of the term in the

language of Art, chiaro-oscuro means not only the mutable
effects produced by light and shade, but also the perma-
nent differences in brightness and darkness.

Fairholt, Diet of Art.

(Vase-painters) abstained, as a rule, in their designs
from all combinations and groupings which could not be

expressed without more chiaroscuro than was compatible
with their simple monochrome outlines.

C. T. Xeieton, Art and Archreol., p. 386.

2. A drawing in black and white. 3. Amethod
of printing engravings from several blocks rep-

resenting lighter and darker shades, used espe-

cially in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries
;

also, an engraving so printed.
Between 1722 and 1724, Kirkall published by subscrip-

tion twelve chiaroscuros engraved by himself, chiefly af-

ter designs by old Ita'ian masters. In these chiaroscuros
the outlines and the darker parts of the figures are printed
from copper-plates, and the sepia-coloured tints are after-

ward impressed from wood blocks.

Chatto, Wood Engraving, p. 451.

f, arranged
diagonally (verbal adj. of ^(dCv: see chiasm,

chiasmus), + -ic.] In rhet., of the nature of

chiasmus.
\oticeable in Sallust is the chiastic arrangement citus

modo modo tardus incessus, which found few Imitators.
Amer. Jour. Philol., VI. 503.

chiastolite (ki-as'to-lit), . [< Gr. ^Hzorof, ar-

ranged diagonally (sec chiastic), + /./0of, stone.]
A variety of andalusite, peculiar in the tessel-

Sections of a Crystal of Chiastolite.

lated appearance which it presents when cut

transversely and polished. The dark portions
are due to symmetrically arranged impurities in

the crystal. Also called made.
Chiastoneura (ki-as-to-nu'rS), n. j>l. [NL., <

Gr. xlaar^> arranged diagonally (see chiastic),
+ vevpov, nerve.] In Gegenbaur's system of

classification, a division of prosobranchiate
gastropodous mollusks, including the two series

of the Zeugobranchia and the Anisobranchia.
The former are represented by such genera as Fitimrella

and Haliotis, the latter by Patella, Trochus, Littorina, etc.

chiastoneural (ki-as-to-nu'ral), a. [< Chiag-

toiieura + -al.] Same 'as chiastotieurous.

chiastoneurous (kl-as-to-nu'rus), a. [< Chias-

toneura + -ous.] Pertaining to or having the

characters of the Chiastoneura.

chiastre (ki-as'ter), . [F. form, < Gr. jiaorof,

arranged diagonally: see chiastic.] Insurer., a



chiastre

bandage shaped like a cross or the Greek letter

X, used for stopping hemorrhage from the tem-

poral artery.
chiaust, it. See chouse.

chibalt, chibbalt, Obsolete forms of ribol.

chibe (club), . [Cf. chine2
, cive, with related

cliihol, cibol.] A variant of chive2 .

chibia (chib'i-il), . [The native E. Ind. name.]
1. An East Indian drongo-shrike of the fam-

ily JJin-iiritld' : called Corvus hottentottus by
Liimeeus. 2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of dron-

go-shrikes. Hodgson, 1837.

chibolt. chibbolt, " Obsolete forms of cibol.

chibouk, chibouque, chibuk (chi-bok'), n. [<
Turk, rliihuij, > PITS, cliibuq, a pipe.] A Turk-
ish pipe having a stiff stem 4 or 5 feet long, usu-

ally wound with silk or other thread, which is

sometimes wet to cool the smoke by evapora-
tion. The mouthpiece is usually of amber, but some-
times of glass ;

the howl usually of baked clay, narrow at
the bottom and wide at the top, like the flower of the

morning-glory. It is customary in smoking to rest the
bowl upon a small tray of wood or brass.

The long chibouque* dissolving cloud supply,
While dance the Almas to wild minstrelsy.

Byron, Corsair, ii. 2.

Once a Wahhabi stood in front of us, and by pointing
with his finger and other insulting gestures, showed his
hatred to the chibouque, in which I was peaceably in-

dulging. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 349.

chic (shek), a. and n. [P., a slang word, usually
explained from G. gesehich, aptness, skill, ad-

dress, gescMckt, apt, clever, < schicken, adapt
(one's self), bring about, caus. of ge-schehen,
happen ;

otherwise referred to OF. chic, small :

see chicane.] I. a. Stylish; effective in style.
II. n. 1. In the fine arts, the faculty of

producing effective works with rapidity and
ease ; cleverness and skill combined with great
facility.

To use chic, in artistic parlance, is to produce effects by
means of the imagination and by means of analogy as,
for instance, to create from one model's face a dozen of
different ages, or by a few skillful strokes to transform the
cloth garment on the model into a fur one on the paper
or canvas, or to make a straw hat over into a beaver.

The Century, XXV. 575.

2. Parisian elegance and fashionableness com-
bined with originality : said of fashion in dress.

3. Adroitness; cunning; knowingness.
[Slang in all uses.]

chica1
(che'ka), n. Same as chico.

chica2 (che'k'S,), . [OSp. ;
cf. Sp. chico, fern.

chica, little.] An old Spanish dance, said to
have been introduced by the Moors, and to be
the source of the fandango, the chaconne, the

cachucha, the bolero, etc.

chicalote (Sp. pron. che-ka-16'ta), . [Mex.] A
Mexican name given in southern California to a

species of thorn-poppy, Argemone platyceras.
chicane (shi-kan'), n. [< F. chicane, trickery,
sharp practice, caviling, wrangling, < chicaner,
use trickery, cavil, quibble, wrangle, pettifog,
prob. < OF. chic, small, little (de chic a chic,
from little to little) ;

as a noun, a little piece,
finesse, subtlety ;

= Cat. chic = Sp. chico, small,
little. Cf. chich?. According to some, chicane
meant the game of mall, then a dispute in that
or other games, and then sharp practice in
lawsuits

;
< ML. *zicanum, < MGr. r^vKanov, <

Pers. chaugdn, a club or bat used in polo : see
def. 2.] 1. The art of gaining an advantage
by the use of evasive stratagems or petty or
unfair tricks and artifices

; trickery ; sophistry ;

chicanery.
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or chicanery ;
a sophistical or tricky opponent

or disputant.
This is the way to distinguish ... a logical c/mw//<v

from a man of reason. Locke.

He strove to lengthen the campaign,
And save his forces by chicane. Prior.

His attornies have hardly one trick left ; they are at an
end of all their chicane. Arbuthnot, John Bull.

You, a born coward, try a coward's arms,
Trick and chicane.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 184.

2. A game similar to pall-mall, played on foot,
in Languedoc and elsewhere, with a long-han-
dled mallet and a ball of hard wood. It is

played in an open field, like polo,
chicane (shi-kan'), v.; pret. and pp. chicaned,
ppr. chicaning. [< F. chicaner, use trickery:
see chicane, .] I. intrans. To use chicane;
employ shifts, tricks, or artifices. [Rare.]
Give me but virtuous actions, and I will not quibble and

chicane about the motives. Chesterfield.

II. trans. To treat with chicane; deceive;
cheat; bamboozle.
The "strong hand" of the Bonapartist government did

its utmost to chicane those whose ideas were not accepta-
ble in high places. Nineteenth Century, XX. 53.

chicaner (shi-ka'ner), n. [< chicane, v., + -er1
,

after F. chicaneur.] One who employs chicane

chicanery (shi-ka'ner-i),ri.; pi. chicaneries (-iz).

[< F. chicanerie, < chicaner, use trickery: see

chicane, .] Chicane; mean or petty artifices
;

trickery; sophistry.
Manors got by rapine and chicanery.

Lamb, Popular Fallacies, ii.

Men who, by legal chicanery, cheat others out of their

property. //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 249.

= Syn. Quibbling, stratagem, duplicity.

chicaric (chik'a-rik), . [Imitative.] A name
of the bird Streps-Has interpres, or turnstone.

The names Chicaric and Chickling have reference to their

rasping notes. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 104.

chiccory, . See chicory.
chich 1

(chich), n. [Early mod. E. also cich; <

ME. chiche, < OF. chiche, F. chiche (pois chiche),

chick-pea, = It. cece = Pr. cezer = Sp. Pg.
chicharo = OHG. chihhira, MHG. G. kicher (cf.
D. sisererwt, Pg. cizlrao), < L. deer, the chich,
chick-pea.] A dwarf pea: same as chick-pea.

Her either chiche is sowen in this moone,
Ther aier is moist, and lande is ronke and stepe.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 106.

Chiches and the other pulses.
B. Googe, Hnsbandrie, fol. 18 b.

Him that buys chiches blanched.
B. Jonson, Horace's Art of Poetry.

chich2t, a. and n. [ME. chiche, also chinche,
chince, < OF. chiche (masc. prop, chic), F. chiche,

niggardly, miserable, mean, lit. 'small' (see chi-

cane), = Sp. chico, small. Cf. It. cica, nothing,
< L. ciccus, a trifle, a thing of no value.] I. a.

Niggardly; sparing. Chaucer.

II. n. A miser
;
a niggard.

For ther is vch mon payed in-liche,
Whether lyttel other much be hys rewarde,
For the gentyl cheuentayn is no chyche.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), i. 604.

chichst, v. [ME. chicken, assibilated form of

chicken, chick, a var. of chuck: see chick?,
chuck1 .] I. intrans. To chuck

; cluck, as a hen.
II. trans. To call by clucking, as a hen her

young.
She [the hen] clocketh hem, but when she fynt a corue,
She chicheth hem and loith it hem before.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 25.

chicha (che'cha), n. [Sp.] 1. Same as chico.

2. The mucilaginous seeds of Sterculia Chica,
a South American tree. See Sterculia.

chicheree (chich'e-re), . [Imitative.] Aname
of the gray kingbird or petchary flycatcher,
Tyrannus dominicensis, a clamatorial passerine
bird of the family Tyrannidce. See petchary.

Nearly akin to the King-bird is the Petchary or Chiche-

ree, . . . one of the most characteristic and conspicuous
birds of the West Indies. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 81.

chichling (chich'ling), n. [< chichi + -ling;
now commonly chickling."] Same as chickling?.

chichling-vetch(chich'ling-vech),m. Same as

chickling?.
chick1

(chik), n. [< ME. 'chikke, chike, short for
chiken : see chicken1

,
of which chick is now re-

garded as a dim. form.] A chicken; particu-
larly, the young of the domestic hen, and of
some other birds, as partridges. At exhibitions
of poultry, a specimen less than one year old, whether
cockerel or pullet, is termed a chick. When over one year
old, the chick becomes a fowl. See ehidseni.

While it is a chick, and hath no spurs, nor cannot hurt,
nor hath seen the motion, yet he readily practiseth it.

Sir if. Hale.

chick2t (chik), v. i. [ME. chikken, also assibi-
lated chicheti (see chich^), a variation of chuck:
see chuck1 . Prob. mentally associated with
chick1

,
which is ult. from the same imitative

root.] To peep; cheep; make the characteris-
tic cry of a young chick.

Chykkyn [var. chycke], as heunys byrdys [var. henne
birdes], pipio, pululo.
Chyickynge [var. chickyng] or wyppynge [var. gippynff,

yeppinge] of yonge byrdys, pupulatus, pupulacio.
Prompt. Parv., p. 74.

chick3 (chik), v. i. [< ME. chikken (chykkyn,
Prompt. Parv.), sprout, prob. a variant of

"chinken, related to chinen, chine, chink, crack :

see chine1
,
chink1 . Appar. not connected with

chick1
,
but cf. L. pullulare, sprout, < puttulus, a

chick, a sprout, dim. ofpullus, a young fowl (see
pullet). The resemblance to chit1

, v., sprout,
would thus be accidental; but there may have
been some association of thought between the
two words.] 1. To sprout, as seed in the

ground; vegetate.
Chykkyn, as corne, or spyryn, or sp[r]owtyn, pulilo [pu-

lulo]. Prompt. Pan., p. 74.

2. To crack. [Prov. Eng. in both senses.]

chicken

chick3
(chik), . [< chicks, r. Cf. chink1

, .]

A crack; a flaw. [Prov. Eng.]
chick4 (eliik), ii. [Also check; Anglo-Ind., repr.
Hind. c/izV/.] In India, a screen or curtain made
of thin slips of bamboo with very narrow open-
ings between them, allowing the admission of
air and light, while excluding the view from the
outside : it is hung in doorways and windows,
both in houses and tents, and is the original of
a kind of blind or shade now common in Europe
and America.

Glass is dear, and scarcely purchasable ; . . . therefore
their Windows are usually folding doors, screened with
cheeks, or latises.

Fryer, A New Account of East India and Persia.

chick5
(chik), it. [E. Ind.] A name for the

thick juice of the poppy, three pounds of which
will make about one pound of opium.
chick6 (chik), n. An abbreviated form of chick-
een.

chickaberry (chik'si-ber''!), . A corruption
of checkerberri/. [U. S.]

chickabiddy (chik'a-bid"i), n.; pi. chickabid-
dies (-iz). [< chick 1 + -a- + biddy.'] A young
chicken : also used as a pet name for children.
Also chuckabiddy. [Colloq.]
chickadee (ehik'a-de), . [Imitative of the
bird's usual call-note.] The popular name of

Chickadee, or Blackcap (Parus atricapitlus).

the American black-capped titmouse, Parus
atricapillus, and related species. The chickadees
are small birds from 4J to 5J inches long, leaden-gray
above and whitish below. They have a black cap and
black throat.

chickaree (chik'a-re), w. [Imitative of the squir-
rel's cry.] A popular name of the American
red squirrel, Sciurus hudsonius, which inhabits

Chickaree, or Red Squirrel (Sciurus JtudsoniHs).

British America and the northerly parts of the
United States. It is a small species, about 7 inches long,
with a tail of about the same length ; the ears are tufted,
the back is reddish, and the sides have a black stripe.
The name is also extended to some subspecies of the same
section of the genus Sciurus.

Chickasaw plum. See plum.
chickchack (chik'chak), n. [Imitative. Cf.

gecko.] A gecko lizard, Ptyodactylus gecko.
Collingwood.

chickeen (chik'en), n. [E. Ind.] In India, a
sum of four rupees. Often shortened to chick.

Yule and Burnell.

chicken 1
(chik'en), n. [< ME. chiken, chekin

(also shortened chike, > mod. chick: see chick1 ),

< AS. cicen for "cycen (= D. kuiken, kieken = LG.
kiiken = G. dial, kitchen; cf. equiv. G. kiichlein

and E. chickling
1
), neut., a chicken, in form dim.

of coc, coca, a cock, but in sense more general:
see cock1 . Cf. ME. chikken, peep, cheep, as

young chickens : see chick?.] 1. The young of
the domestic hen : in this sense now less exact
than chick. 2. A domestic or barn-yard fowl,
especially one less than a year old. 3. The
young of some birds other than the domestic
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hen. 4. A common name of (a) the pin-
nated grouso or prairie-hen (prairie-chicken).

Cn/ii<lniiiii rii/iido (see cut under ('u/ii<liniiii),

und of ('/) I lie sharp-tailed grouse, I'uliucrii *

phimiiiiii-l/iin. [Local, U. S.] 5. A person
of tender years; a child: sometimes tiseil us

a term of endearment, or with a negative
(HO chicken), in satirical implication of mature

years.
\Vhy. )IM\V you aiv my flii'-k<'n ani my dear.

r'd-li'lter (and another), Nohle (ientleman, iv. 4.

Stella Is no chicken. Siti/l. Stella's Birthday, 1720.

6. A name applied with a qualifying adjective
to various fishes, as in the north of Ireland to

the Alliiriiin //iT.sfci/fVr, culled the J'ni'lufi ITI/

chicken. 7. A kind of turtle whose shell is

used in commerce. - Blue Hen's Chicken, a slang
lliulK1 for a mldont of the Stut'' of IVlaware, saiil to him;
arisen from tin- members of u Delaware reKiment distin-

guished in the revolution IM-IH^ so railed on amount l

the famous ;;amr-rorks raised liy thrir colonel (Caldwell)
ironi ;i i.rrid ut iilue hens. - Chicken cholera. Seer/mi

era, :i. Chicken hazard. Sue haznnt. Mother Ca-
rey's chicken, a name- uiven liy sailors t<) the stormy
prtivl ami otlitT small organic species of petrel. -Pha-
raoh'a chicken. See Knn/ilinn raAun, nndCT mtitwv,
To count one's chickens before they are hatched,
to anticipate too eonliilently the obtaining or duing of

something that one may never receive or be able to do.

[Colloq.]

Chicken'-', chickun (cliik'en, -un), n. [< Hind.
cliikan, < I'ers. clmkin, embroidery. Cf. chikan-

dozi.J Embroidery, especially embroidery upon
muslin. [Anglo-Indian.] - Chicken walla! " itin-

erant dealer in embroidered handkerchiefs and. the like.
Yule ami llurnell. (India.]

chicken-bird (chik'en-berd), n. [Prob. for

"chickingbird, < chicking, ppr. of chick2 (cf.
ciiicaric and chickling*), + bird*.] A name
of the turnstone, Strepsilas interpres. [New
Eug.]
chicken-breasted (chik'en-bres''ted), a. Hav-
ing that form of chest in which the costal car-

tilages are carried inward and the sternum is

thrown forward, so that the thorax resembles
somewhat, that of a carinate bird. In pathol-
ogy it is characteristic of rickets.

chicken-feeder (chik'en-fe"der), re. Same as

frpinette.

chicken-halibut (chik'en-hol''i-but), n. A
small halibut, weighing from 10 to 20 pounds.
chicken-hawk (chik'en-hak), n. Same as hen-
JuMok.

chicken-heart (chik'en-hart), n. A coward.
These flaxen-haired men are such pulers, and such pid-

dlers, and such chicken-hearts.

Xiddleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, U. 2.

Chicken-hearted (chiVen-har"ted), a. Hav-
ing no more courage than a chicken; timid;
cowardly.
He was himself so chicken-hearted a man.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 205.

chicken-pox (chik'en-poks), n. A mild con-

tagious eruptive disease, generally appearing
in children

;
varicella.

chicken's-meat (chik'enz-met), n. [Prop.
chickens' meat; < ME. chiknemete, chicnemete,
later also chekynmtite, chekunmette, < AS. cicena

mete, lit. 'chickens' food . cicena, gen. pi. of

cicen, chicken; mete, food: see chicken* and
meat.'] 1. Chickweed. 2. The endive. 3.
Dross corn. [Prov. Eng. in all senses.]
chicken-snake (chik'en-snak), n. A popular
name of certain American snakes, as Coluber

quadrivittatus and Ophibolus eximim. Baird
and Girard, 1853.

chicken-tortoise (chik'en-tdr'tis), n. A tor-

toise of the family Clemmyidce, Chrysemys reti-

culata, with dark-brown head and neek marked
by narrow yellow lines, and a dusky yellow
throat traversed by three yellow streaks. A
streak from each nostril extends along the sides of the
neck. The shell is generally about 9 or 10 inches long.
They are found along the Atlantic coast of the United
States, especially in North Carolina.

chickenweed, n. See chickweed, 1.

chickera, n. See chikara?.

chickerberry (chik'er-ber'
l

'i), . Same as

checkcrberry.
chickett (chik'et), n. [Perhaps an error for

clicket.~\ A fastening.
The green shutters and chicked are offensive. Ford.

chick-house (chik'hous), n. [< chick* + house.'}
In India, a light structure of chicks, or slips of

bamboo, used for the protection of plants un-
able to bear full exposure to the heat and dry
winds.

chickling 1
(ehik'ling), n. [< chick* + -ling* ;= Icel. ki/klhii/r, kjiiklingrs: Sw. kyckling, dial.

koklin//, /:jn/./;liii(i = Dan. kylling ; cf. 6. kiich-
It'in : see chicken*.] 1. A small chick orchick-
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en. 2. [Cf. chicane.] A name of the bird

Ntriyisiltin inlir/in:i, or turnstone.

chickling- (chik'ling), H. [Anaccom. <if rhirli-

'"'.'/, iii imitation ot <-liir/.1uii/
]

, cliick*. Cf.

oMelt-pea.] A vetch or pe;i, i.iillii/ru.1 HtitirnH,

extensively cultivated in the south of Europe
for its seed, which is eaten like the chick-pea,
and is said to be of superior quality. Also called
i-li iiiili ni/, i-hickling-retcli, cliichlimj-cetch.
chickore (chi-kor'), n. [Anglo-Ind., < Hind.
chakor.] The hill-partridge of India, Caccabis
<!< nkiir. It is found all over the Himalayas from c Ml
MI* n- to Nepal, not extending to Sikkhim, and prefers
rocky hill to nenib jungle. The hen lays from Id to i;,

egga. Fallon Also chuckore.

At a little distance beyond the bridge we heard a covey
of chickore, or hill-partridge, in full conversation down
the valley. W. II. Ruiselt, Diary in India, II. 163.

chick-pea (chik'pe), n. [For chich-pea (see
i-hich*}; accom. to chick*. Cf. chickweed.] The
popular name of the plant ('iccr uriiliinim. it

grows wild around the shores of the Mediterranean ami in

many part* of the East, producing a short puffy pod, eon-
taining one or generally two small netted seeds with two

Chick-pea (Cicer arittdtitm).

swellings on one side. It is much used In olios in Spain,
is an important article in French cookery, and has been
cultivated from a very early period in the warmer regions
of the old world. When roasted it is the common parched
pulse of the East. The plant contains much acid oxalate
of pot&sh, and is covered with glandular acid hairs. Also
called chich.

chickstone (chik'ston), n. [For "checkstone or

"chackntone, transposition of stonechack, stane-
chack: see chaclfl, stoneehack, and stonechat.]
A name for the bird Saxicola or Pratincola ru-

bicola, or stoneehat. Montagu. [Eng.]
chickun, n. See chicken?.

chickweed (chik'wed), n. [< chick* + weed*.
In Scotland it is often called chickenwort or
chuckenwort. Cf. chicken's-meat.'] 1. The pop-
ular name of SteUaria media, a common weed
in cultivated and waste grounds, flowering
throughout the year. It has a procumbent more or
less hairy stem, with ovate pointed leaves, and many small
white flowers. It is much used for feeding cage-birds,
which are very fond of both leaves and seeds. Also called
chickenweed.

2. A name of several plants of other genera.
Forked Chickweed, the Anychia dichotoma. Indian
Chickweed, the cariwtweed, Mollugo rerticillata. J&g-
ged chickweed, Uulosteum umbrllatutn. Mouse-ear
chickweed, the popular name of various species of Cerax-
t i n in . Red chickweed, the pimpernel, Anayallis arren-
w. Silver Chickweed, the Paromichiaarpyrocoma: so
called from its silvery stipules. Wlntergreen Chick-
weed, the common name of Trientalis Europtxa. (See also

icater-chickweed.)

chickwitt, n. Same as chigwit.

chicle-gum (chik'1-gum), n. An elastic gum
obtained from the naseberry, Achras Sapota, a

sapotaceous tree of tropical America. It is

used as a masticatory.
chico (che'ko), n. [S. Amer.] 1. An orange-
red coloring matter obtained by the Indians
from the leaves of the Bignonia Chica, which
grows on the banks of the Meta and the Ori-

noco, and is employed by them, like arnotto, to

dye their bodies. It is also used in the United States
to produce red and orange shades on cotton and wool, the
process followed being similar to that for arnotto. Calvert,
Dyeing and Calico- Printing, p. 291.

2. A fermented liquor or beer derived from
Indian corn, mashed in hot water, used by the
natives of Chili.

Also chica, chicha.

chicoriaceous (chik-o-ri-a'shius), a. [< chic-
or(y) + -aceous, after ciclwriaceous.] Same as
cichorinceous.

chicory (chik'o-ri), n. [Early mod. E. also

cichory and cykory, and, by corruption, succory

Chicory (CicftoriMm Intybus).

chideress

(see succory), which is still used; = D. chico-
n-t = (i. cichnrie = Dun. ciknrir, < F. i-hii-nrri .

rit'luti'i'f = Sp. iii-liifin in

= Pg. cllil'iiri'lt = It.

i-ir<ir<ii, < lj. cirluiriiiui,

cii'hori-n, < Or. Ktxo/itov,
also Ktx"i"/, better '-

jopa, mxupeia, pi., chic-

ory. ] The popular
name of Cichorium Jiity-

bux, a composite plant
common in waste places,
found throughout Eu-
rope and Asia as far as

India, and naturalized
in the United States.
It has a fleshy tapering root,
a stem from 1 to 3 feet liiyh.
with spreading branehc- ami
lolicil and coarsely tnutticil

leaves. The flowers are bright-
blue. Tile roots are exten-

sively employed as a snlwtl-

tute for coffee, or to mix with
coffee, being roasted and
ground for this purpose. Chicory Is also cultivated as
feed for cattle, and the blanched leaves are sometimes
used as a salad. Also spelled chiccory.
chide (chid), r.

; pret. chid (formerly chode),
pp. chidden, chid, ppr. chiding. [< ME. chiden
(weak verb, pret. chidde, pp. chid, chidde, the
much later pret. chode and

pp. chidden being
due to the analogy of verbs like ride, rode, rid-

den, cf. hide*, also a weak verb), < AS. cidan
(weak verb. pret. cidde, pp. cided, cidd), chide,
blame (with dat.), intr. quarrel; connections
unknown.] I. trans. 1. To reprove; rebuke;
reprimand ; find fault with ; blame ; scold : as,
to chide one for his faults ; to chide one for his

delay.
Almost chide God for making you that countenance you

are- Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1.

But Kirk was only chid for it ; and it was said that he
had a particular order for some military executions, so
that he could only be chid for the manner of it

Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1655.

2. To find fault about
;
blame

; reproach : ap-
plied to things : as, to chide one's own folly.

"Tis not because the ring they ride,
And Lindesay at the ring rides well,

But that my sire the wine will chide,
If 'tis not flll'd by Rosabclle.

Scott, L. of L. M., vi. 23.

3. To strike by way of punishment or admoni-
tion.

Caressed or chidden by the slender hand.
Tennyson, Sonnets, vil.

4. To drive or impel by chiding.
How churlishly I chid Lucetta hence 1

5Ao*.,T. O. of V..L2.
With loud screams

Chiding his mate back to her nest.
M. Arnold, Sohrab and Rnstum.

5. Figuratively, to fret; chafe.

Clipped in with the sea
That chides the banks of England.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

=
Syn. To blame, censure, reproach, upbraid, reprimand.
II. intrans. 1. To scold; find fault; contend

in words of anger; wrangle; grumble; clamor.
I lyken the to a sowe, for thou arte ever chyding at

mete. Palsgrave, p. 611.

And Jacob was wroth, and chode with Laban.
Gen. x \ \i. 36.

Incredible number of partridges, like to those of Scio,
here run on the rocks, and flie chiding about the vine-
yards. Sandys, Travailes, p. 22.

2. Figuratively, to make a clamorous or mur-
muring noise.

Yet my duty,
As doth a rock against the chiding flood,
Should the approach of this wild river break,
And stand unshaken yours. Shak., Hen. VIII., ill. 2.

3. To bay, as hounds in full cry.
chide (chid), n. [Cf. ME. chide, < AS. gecid,
contention, < cidan, chide, contend: see chide,
'.] 1. A reproof; a rebuke. Bunyan. 2. A
murmuring, complaining, or brawling sound.
[Bare.]

Nor bleating mountains, nor the chide of streams,
And hum of bees. Thomson, Autumn, 1. 1267.

chider (chi'der), n. [< ME. chidere, chyder; <
chide + -er*.] One who chides, scolds, clamors,
or rebukes.

Men most enquere . . .

Wher sche be wys, or sobre, or dronkelewe, . . .

A chyder [var. chidester, Tyrwhitt], or a wastour of thy
good. Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 291.

Whether any be brawlers, slanderers, chidem, scoldera,
and sowers of discord between one and another.

Abp. Cranmer, Articles of Visitation.

chideresst, n. [ME. chideresse ; < chider + -ess.]A woman who chides
;
a scold.

An angry wight, a chideresse. Rom. of the Rose, 1. 150.



chidester

chidestert, n. [ME., < chide + -ster; a var. of

chider, where see first extract.] A female scold.

Chaucer.

chiding (chi'ding), . [< ME. chtatog, < AS.

cidimg, verbal n. of cidan, chide: see chide, v.]

1. The act of reproving, rebuking, berating,

or scolding; utterance of reproof or reproach.

And churlish eluding of the winter's wind.

Shak., As you Like it, n. 1.

You see us friends now,

Heartily friends, and no more chiding, gentlemen.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 7.

2. A murmuring or brawling noise.

The eludings of the headlong brook.

Mallet, A Fragment.

3. In hunting, the sound made by hounds in

full cry ; baying.
They hay'd the bear

With hounds of Sparta : never did I hear

Such gallant chiding. Shak., II. N. D., iv. 1.

chidingly (chi'ding-li), adv. In a scolding or

wrangling manner.
chief (chef), n. and a. [< ME. cheef, chefe, chef,

rarely chief, head, head man, = Sp. jefe = Pg.

chefe, < OF. chef, chief, F. chef = Sp. Pg. cabo

= It. capo, < L. caput, head : see caput, capi-

tal, and of. cape
2

,
a doublet of chief.] I. n. If.

A head ;
the head or upper part of anything.

In the che/e of the choise halle, chosen for the kyng,
Was a grouude vp graid with gresis [steps] of Marbill.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 163.

Where bene the nosegayes that she dight for thee 1

The coloured chaplets wrought with a chiefe ?

Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.

2. The person highest in authority ; the head
or head man. Specifically (a) A military command-
er

;
the person who leads an army.

And David said, Whosoever smiteth the Jebusites first

shall be cA/and captain. 1 Chron. xi. .

Such chiefs, as each an army seemed alone. Dryden.

(6) A principal, leader, or director in general ; especially,

the hereditary or the chosen head of a clan or tribe : used

as a title particularly for the heads of Scottish Highland
clans, and for the controlling or governing heads of un-

civilized or semi-civilized tribes.

Hail to the chief who in triumph advances !

Scott, L. of the L., ii. 19.

In Tonga it is supposed that only the chiefs have souls.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 99.

(c) The principal officer of a bureau or division of the civil

service, or of an editorial staff, newspaper office, mercan-
tile establishment, or other organized body.

3. The principal or most important part or por-
tion

;
the bulk or larger part of one thing or of

many.
The people took of the spoil, sheep and oxen, the chief

of the things which should have been utterly destroyed.
1 Sam. xv. 21.

The chief of my conversation.

Hervey, Meditations, I. 129.

4. In her., the head or upper part of the es-

cutcheon, from side to side, cut off horizon-

tally by a straight line, and con-

taining properly a third part of

the dimensions of the escutcheon.
It is one of the honorable ordinaries, and
is commonly considered as divided into

dexter, sinister, and middle, the charges
upon it being thus blazoned.

5t. The prime ;
the most impor- Argent1 chief

tant part.
In the chief of his youth, he was taken from school into

the court, and there passed all his time in much trouble

and business. Sir T. More, Utopia, tr. by Robinson, i.

In Chief [ME. in chief, in chef, < OF. en chef, < L. (ML.)
in capite]. (a) At the' head

;
in the principal or highest

position or office : as, the commander-iii-cAie/. (6) In her.
,

charged upon the upper part of the shield : a term gener-

ally used when the chief itself is not indicated, (c) Direct-

ly : said of land tenure : as, to hold land in chief (to hold
it directly from the sovereign by honorable personal ser-

vices), (d) In direct or original procedure : as, an exami-
nation in chief. See examination. Little Chief hare.
See Lagomys and pika. Per chief, in her., divided by the

horizontal line which separates the chief from the rest of

the field. Thus, an escutcheon may be blazoned as per
chief argent and gules ; but this form is rare, it being usual
to say gules a chief argent. = Syn. 2. Chief, Chieftain,
Commander, Leader, Head. Chief, literally the head, is

applied to one who occupies the highest rank in military
or civil matters : as, an Indian chief ; a military chief; the

chief of a department in the civil service ; a party chief.

Chieftain is now mostly poetic, and is sometimes used in

prose where the leadership is peculiarly suggestive of the

past : as, a Highland chieftain. A commander is one who
issues commands to a body or organization of a military or
naval character, or has authority over it : as, the com-
mander of the army in the East ; the commander of the
Asiatic squadron. A leader is the head of a party or fac-

tion, or one who conducts some special undertaking, per-
haps actually going at the head: as, the leader of the
House of Commons ; the leader of the Conservative or "Re-

publican party ; the leader of the storming party or for-

lorn hope ; a leader of fashion. Head is applied to the
chief of a tribe or family or profession : as, the head of

the house of Cavendish ; the head of the church ; the head
of the bar.
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The Governor, together with the Arab chiefs and about

twenty of their men, came up to my room.
O'Donovan, Merv, x.

The pibroch sounds, the bands advance,
The broad-swords gleam, the banners dance,
Obedient to the Chieftain's glance.

Scott, L. of theL.,iv. 8.

Bid our commanders lead their charges off

A little from this ground. Shak., J. C., iv. 2.

Let a people's voice . . .

Attest their great commander's claim.

Tennyson, Duke of Wellington, vi.

Each [member of Clan Chattan] as he was led to the gal-

lows . . . was offered a pardon if he would reveal the

hiding-place of his Chief, but ... no sort of punishment
could induce them to be guilty of treachery to their leader.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., v.

There arises first a temporary and then a permanent
military head, who passes insensibly into a political head.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 250.

chieve

The causes of this change lie chiefly (ftie Venetians would
be apt to tell you wholly) in the implacable anger, the in-

consolable discontent, with which the people regard their

present political condition. lluwells, Venetian Life, i.

= Syn. Mainly, especially, eminently, primarily.

chief-rent (chef'rent), n. Same as quit-rent.

chiefriet, '. An obsolete form of chiefry.

chiefry (chef'ri), . [< chief + -ry, formerly
-)-ic.] 1. A rent or duty paid to the lord para-
mount.

My purpose is to rate the rents of all those landes of her

Majestie in such sorte, unto those Englishmen which shall

take them, as they may be well able to live thereupon, to

yeeld her Majestie reasonable cheverye.
Spenser, State of Ireland.

2. The landed property of a chief or lord; a

demain.
When . . . the eldest son had once taken the place of

his uncle as the heir to the humbler chieftaincies, heII a 1 Hisrhest in office, authority, rank, -- -

ro thp rpt r,rin< doubtless also obtained that portion of land attached to
or estimation; placed above tne rest, pru

tlieSiK,loryorc/iic/yywhiclMvontwithoutpartitiontothe
pal : as, a chief priest ;

the chief butler. [CAic/ is Tanaist. Maim, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 204.

not now regarded as admitting of degrees of comparison, .._.._ / ni,5f/.i,: v,\ , r/ ],,<> j. 7)jn 1 TTio
but formerly the superlative chiefest was often used.] chiefship (chef ship), .

[_<. ClneJ -f -Slup.\ 1

Our kyng which we hild moste chefe vs among mc<3 or rank of chlef

In many tribes the chiefship was prudently made hered-

itary through the female' line. The Century, XXVI. 106.

chieftain (chef'tan), n. [< ME. chefetain, chef-

tain, chevetein, ch'eventein, etc., < OF. chevetaine,

< ML. capitamis, whence also ult. E. captain,
which is thus a doublet of chieftain: see cap-

tain.] A captain, leader, or commander; a

Litell hath fro hym deffeuded our wrong.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4421.

Doeg, an Edomite, the chiefest of the herdmen.
1 Sam. xxi. 7.

Among the chief rulers also many believed on him.
John xii. 42.

Our chiefest courtier, cousin, and our son.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.o/tun., uaiuici/, i. ,. iuiit-fj xi \^ai^i^ainj ACWVA^AJ v* vwu*.

Hence 2. Principal or most eminent, in any chief; the head of a troop, army, or clan.

quality or action; such that others (things,

persons, particulars of any kind) are by com-

parison inferior or subordinate
;
most impor-

tant ; leading ;
main ;

most conspicuous.
He was he (you say verray certainly),
That euer ther was moste chef of goodnesse.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6302.

That themes so easy few forbear to sing.

Crabbe, The Village.

3. Intimate ;
near

;
close. [In this sense obso-

lete except in Scotland, where it is still used: chieftainess (chef'tan-es), n.

A chieftain, to the Highlands bound,
Cries,

"
Boatman, do not tarry."

Campbell, Lord Ullin's Daughter.

It [the tribe] is of sufficient size and importance to con-

stitute a political unit, and possibly at its apex is one
of the numerous chieftains whom the Irish records call

Kings. Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 92.

=Syn Commander, Leader, etc. See chief.
The hand of the princes and rulers hath been chief in

chieftaincy (chef'tan-si), n. [< chieftain + -cy.]

FrTtL cWoause these idle praises spring,
The rank, dignity, 'or office of a chieftain.

The laird of Raarsa has sometimes disputed the chief-

taincy of the clan with Macleod of Skie.

Johnson, Letter to Mrs. Thrale.

[< chieftain +
as. they are very chief -wi' ane anither.] -ess.'] A female chieftain. [Rare.]

He [Rab] came limping up, and laid his great jaws in her Cbleftainryt (chef'tan-ri), n. [< chieftain +
lap: from that moment they were chief, as she said, James -n/.] Chieftainship.
finding him mansuete and civil when he returned. chieftainship (chef'tan-ship). n. [< chieftain

Dr. J. Broum, Rab and his 1 fiends. + _s/(y (
-j

fne office
'

or rank of a chieftain;
Chief baron. See baron, 2. Chief burgess. See bur-

gess, 4. CMef cone. See cone. Chief constructor,
See the nouns.

chiefship.
The tribal chieftainship and the religious organizationengineer justice, magistrate, etc. See the nouns. The tribal chieftainship and the religious organization

Chief tangent. See tangent. Chief tenant, or tenant of the Druids were both of them inherited from ami-
... _ iTo _ .. *

' a n l^inn^ .*, i...,. ,, .., ,, t ntl. n 11 i 1 1r I*'I'OTI <1P. ( 'flnSRTV II. 218.
in capite. See in capite. = Syn. 2. First, paramount, su

great, grand.

chief (chef), adv. [<chief,a.'] Chiefly. Thom-
son. [Rare.]
chiefaget (che'faj), . [Also written chevage,
< OF. chevage, < chef, head: see ce/and -a^e.]
A tribute by the head

;
a poll-tax.

chiefdom (chef'dum), n. [< chief + -dom.~\

Sovereignty. [Rare.]
Zephyrus, . . . being in love with her [Chloris], . . .

gave her for a dowrie the ehiefedom and soveraigntye of

all flowres and greene herbs.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., April, Gloss.

chieferyt (che'fe-ri), n. [< chief + -ery.] A
body of chiefs ;

chiefs taken collectively. Hol-

land.

chiefess (che'fes), n. [< chief + -ess.] A fe-

male chief. Carver. [Rare.]

Upon the mat sat, or reclined, several chiefesses.
C. W. Stoddard, South-Sea Idyls, p. 289.

chief-justiceship (chef 'jus 'tis
-ship),

n. The
office or incumbency of a chief justice,

chiefless (chef'les), , [< chief+ -less.'] "With-

out a chief or leader.

Chiefless armies.

chieflet (chef'let), n. [< chief +
petty chief. [Rare.]

chiefly (chef'li), a. [< chief, n., + -Zyi.] Of or

pertaining to a chief
; proper to a chief.

The habitual existence of chieftainship, and the estab-

lishment of chiefly authority by war.
H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 76.

Inside the house are priceless treasures, rare Maori
weapons of jade, long heirlooms in chiefly families.

Edinburgh Ret., CLXIII. 419.

Chiefly (chef'li), adv. [< chief, a., + -fy
2
.] 1.

Principally ;
above all

;
in the first place ;

emi-

nently.
And chiefly thou, Spirit, that dost prefer
Before all temples the upright heart and pure.

Milton, P. L., i. 17.

2. For the most part; mostly: as, his estates

were chiefly situated in Scotland.

The vices of the administration must be chiefly ascribed

to the weakness of the king and to the levity and violence

of the favorite. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

quity. Fronde, Ca3sar, p. 218.

chieftyt (chef'ti), n. [< chief + -ty, equiv. to

-ship.] Headship; authority.

A Bishop is a minister of God, unto whom with perma-
nent continuance there is given ... a power of chtefty in

government over Presbyters as well as Laymen, a power
to he by way of jurisdiction a Pastor even to Pastors

themselves. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 2.

chiel (chel), n. [Sc., also chield, = E. child,

which was also formerly applied to a young
man: see child, 8, childe.~\ A young man; a

fellow: used in either a good or a bad sense.

[Scotch.]

Buirdly chiels an' clever hizzies. Burns, The Twa Dogs.

chievancet, [< ME. chevaunce, gain, < OF.

chevance, F. chevance (> It. civanza, civanzo;
ML. cheitancia), gain, < chevir, attain : see

chieve^. Cf. chevisance.~\ An unlawful bargain ;

traffic in which money is extorted as discount.

Against unlawful chienances and exchanges, which is

bastard usury. Bacon.

chieve1
t, v . [< ME. cheven, < OF. chevir, come

to an end, make an end, bring to an end, corn-

Pop,, Dunciad, iv. 617. P d
.
< f./'

he
.
ad

>.
extremity, end: see chief,

-V,. . , . and cf. achieve, chemse, chemsh, clievisance, etc.]
im. -et.j A

j intranSi i. TO oome to an end.

Yvel mote he chece f

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 214.

2. To come to a head; grow; prosper; suc-

ceed; speed; thrive.

"Alias," said syr Arthure, "so lange have I lyffede,

Hade I.wytene of this, wele had me chefede."
llorte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 869.

Sette hem southwarde sonner wol thai preve,

Septentrion wol make hem latter cheve.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 83.

3. To hasten.

Hee graythed [prepared] hym a greate oste gryrn to be-

holde,
And cheued forthe, with the childe what chaunse so be-

tide. AKxaunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 78.

Foul Chieve himt, foul fall him ; ill betide him ; may he
have foul fortune, or ill speed.

II. trans. To bring to an end; accomplish;
achieve; do.



chieve

I shall plainly ilo your commaundement,
What-somcuer cost it for to cheue
Sin it pleassith yow me it communnde to hent.

Hum. i<< I'arlrmnj (E. E. T. S.), 1. 597.

chieve'-'t, . An obsolete form of cliire2 .

chiff-chaff (chif'chaf), n. [Also called chip-

chop, aud with humorous variation choice-and-

cheap; imitative of its note.] A common Euro-

pean bird of tho

subfamily Syl-
viiiHU or war-

blers, the Syl-
via hippolditi

(Latham), S.

rufa (Bech-
stein), now
1'hylloscopus
ritfus: a near
relative of the
willow-warbler
and wood-war-
bler, which it

much resem-
bles.

The little chif-

chaff' was chit-

chatting in the

pine woods.
The Century,

[XXVII. 779.
Chiff-chaff (Pkylloscopus rufmt.

chiff-chaff (chif'chaf ), v. i. [See chiff-chaff, n.]
To ntter the notes of the chiff-chaff. [Rare.]

chiffon (shif'on; F. pron. she-fon'), >< [F., a

rag or scrap, a bit of old stuff, < chiffe, a rag,
flimsy stuff. J A bit of feminine finery; some-

thing used by women purely for adornment.

The love of chiffon* ingrained in the female mind is

amply satisfied on every opportunity by elaborate descrip-
tions of the toilettes of Court beauties, singers, and dan-
cers. The Spectator, No. 3018, p. 683.

Dinah wanted no chiffons, . . . possessing more milli-

nery already than she knew what to do with.
Annie Edwardes, A Oirton Girl, xlii.

chiffonnier (shi-fon'ia), n. [< F. chiffonier, a

rag-picker, a kind of cabinet, < cMffon, a rag,

scrap: see chiffon.] 1. Properly, a small cabi-
net with drawers

;
in general, any ornamental

piece of furniture used for containing orna-
ments and curiosities. It differs from an elagere in

being closed, having drawers or doors instead of open
shelves.

2. A case of drawers resembling a bureau, but
higher in proportion to its width and less often

provided with a mirror. 3. A rag-picker: in

this sense used by English writers merely as a
French word, with a feminine chiffonniere.
chiffon-work (shif'on-werk), . A variety of

patchwork in which very small pieces of silk,

etc., are used. A solid material forms the foundation,
and the scraps of silk, velvet, etc., are sewed upon the
surface in various patterns.

chiffre (she'fr), n. [F., a figure, cipher: see

cipher.] In music, a figure used to denote the

harmony, as in figured bass.

chig (chig), v. t.
; pret. and pp. chigged, ppr.

chigging. [A var. of chew. The guttural occurs
in some of the cognate forms: see chew, v.]
1. To chew. 2. To ruminate upon. [Prov.
Eng. in both senses.]

chig (chig), n. [< chig, v.] A chew; a quid.
[Prov. Eng.]

chigga, chlggre (chig'a, -6r), n. See chigoe.

chignon (F. pron. she'nydn), n. [F., a chignon,
prop, the nape of the neck, < OF. chaignonfi&lso
F. chatnon, a link), < chaine, F. chalne, a chain:
see chain.) A woman's hair gathered behind
the head, or at the nape of the neck, in a roll or
mass ; specifically, such a roll when made very
large, as by arranging the hair over a cushion.

Chignons have been made with false hair as a

separate article of trade.

She had a small blue eye, a massive chignon of yellow
hair, and a mouth at once broad and comely.

H. Jameii, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 53.

Chignon-fungus, a microscopic organism of doubtful na-

ture, sometimes found upon false hair. Amer. Nat., I. 379.

chigoe (chig'6), n. [Also written chigo, chegoe,
chigga, chiggre, jigger, etc.

;
= F. chiqite; of West

Indian or S.

Amer. origin.]
A very curious
insect of the
order Aphanip-
tera, or fleas,
and family P-
licidce, Pulex or

n*- I, Anterior part of female Ixjfore develop-pe- m ntofejsi(magniedtj.,iiidtanlS
, ClOSely wings;a,maklnaturalsize); 3. female, full

tlin f egfcs (natural size), as taken from a hu-the man toe; 4, male (magnified).
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common flea, but of more minute size, found in
the West Indies and South America. The f.-male
burrows IteniMth the skin of the foot, and soon acquires tli--

size of a pea, its abdomen becoming distended with eggs.
If these eggs remain to be hatched beneath the skin, great
irritation ami even troublesome sores result. The insect
must be extracted entire, and with great care, as soon as
its presence is indicated by a slight itching or tingling.

chigre (chig'er), n. Same as chigoe.
chigwitt (chig' wit), u. [Prob. corrupted from
Amer. Ind. squeteague.] An obsolete name of
the squeteaguo or weakfish, Cynosciou rcgalis.

Iliirriott, 1590. Also chickwit.

chih (che), n. [Chinese ch'ih.] A Chinese mea-
sure of length, equal to 10 Chinese tsun or inch-

es, and to 14.1 English inches. Also written
chec, cheli, and chik, the last representing the
Cantonese pronunciation of the word.

chi-heen, . See ehHt-hien.

chih-fu, chih-foo (che'fo'), n. [Chinese, lit.
' he who knows the fu or department,' < chih,
know, +/, prefecture, department.] In China,
the official in charge of a prefecture or depart-
ment; a prefect, having general supervision
of all the civil business of the hiens comprising
his prefecture. See/.
chih-hien, chi-heen (che'hyen'), . [Chinese,
lit. 'he who knows the district,' < chih, know,
+ Men, an administrative district.] In China,
an official in charge of a hien or administra-
tive district : in consular and diplomatic docu-
ments commonly styled district magistrate. He
is responsible for the peace and order of his district, and
has summary jurisdiction in civil and criminal cases. All
transfers of land must be stamped with his seal. Also
written chih-hsien.

chikandozl (chik-an-do'zi), . [Hind, chikan-

dosi, embroidery, < chikandoz, an embroider-

er, < Pers. chakinduz, an embroiderer, < chakin

(>Hiud. chikan, embroidery: see chicken^) +
dukhtan, sew.] In India, hand-embroidery in
muslin. Whitworth.
chikara1 (chi-ka'rS), n. [E. Ind.] The native
name of a small four-horned goat-like ante-

lopo of Bengal, Antilope chikara of Hardwicke,
or Tetraceros qnadricornis. Also called chou-
sinaha.

chikara'-3

,
chickera (chik'a-ra, -e-ra), n. [Hind.

cliikard.] A Hindu musical instrument of the
violin class, having four or five horsehair

strings.

chikary, n. See shikaree.

chiket, n. A Middle English form of chick*-.

chikie, . A name given in Alaska to the glau-
cous gull, Larus glaucus. H. W. Elliott.

chiksa (chik'sa), n. [Hind, chiksd.] The East
Indian name of a fragrant powder composed of

sandal-wood, benzoin, and other ingredients ;
a

kind of sachet-powder.
chilt, n. Same as child, 8.

chilam (che'lam), n. [Hind, chilam.] Same as
chillum.

chilbladder (chirblad^r), n. A chilblain.

[Prov. Eng.]
chilblain (chil'blan), n. [< chilli + Main.] A
blain or sore produced by cold; an erythema-
tous condition of the hands or feet, accompa-
nied with inflammation, pain, and sometimes
ulceration; erythema; pernio.

My feet are full of chilblains with travelling.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, ill. 2.

Chilblain (chil'blan), v. t. [< chilblain, n.] To
afflict with chilblains

; produce chilblains in :

as, my feet were chilblained.

child (child), H.
; pi. children (chil'dren), former-

ly (and still dialectally) childer (-de'r). [= Sc.

chield, chiel, q. v.
;
< ME. child, childe (the latter

form being prop, dat.), pi. childre, childere, chil-

der, also extended with second pi. suffix -en, chil-

dren, childeren, and even with a third pi. suffix

-e, childrene, childerne, < AS. did, pi. did, also
cildru and cildra, a child ; prob. a modification
of *dnd = OS. OFries. MD. D. kind = MLG.
kint, kind, LG. kind = OHG. MHG. chind, G.

kind, a child, akin to Icel. kundr, son, and Goth.
-kunds = AS. -cund, an adj. suffix meaning lit.
' born (of)

'

; all orig. from pp. of / *kun, "lean,
seen in E. ken?, fa'l, kind, king, etc. : see ken2

,

kin1
, kind, can 1

, genus, genesis, etc. The modi-
fication of Teut. kind to AS. did may have been
due to the influence of Goth, kilthei, the womb ;

cf. inkiltho, with child.] 1. A male or female
descendant in the first degree ;

the immediate
progeny of human parents ;

a son or daughter :

used in direct reference to the parentage of the

person spoken of, without regard to sex.

And Jenhthah came to Mizpeh unto his house, and, be-
hold, his daughter came out to meet him with timbrels and
with dances ; and she was his only child. Judges id. 34.

childbed
Charles II. of Spain was sinking rapidly to the grave,

leaving no child to inherit his vast dominions, and there
were three rival claimants for the succession.

Leckij, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

2. A descendant more remote than the first

degree ;
a descendant, however remote : as, the

i-hildren of Israel. 3. ;)(. The inhabitants of
a country: as, "the children of Seir," 2 Chron.
xxv. 11. 4. Specifically, u very young person;
one not old enough to dispense with maternal
aid and care. See childhood.
When I was a child, I spake as a child, I understood as

a child, 1 thought as a child: but when I became a man.
I put away childish tiling. 1 Cor. xiii. li.

5. Figuratively, a childish man or woman
; one

who resembles a child in lack of knowledge,
experience, or judgment. 6. In general, any-
thing regarded as the offspring or product of

something which is specified ; product ; result :

as, disease is the child of intemperance; chil-

dren of darkness.
Be a child o' the time. Shale., A. and C., ii. 7.

I talk of dreams,
Which are the children of an idle brain.

Shak., R. and J., i. 4.

Our annals are full of splendid instances of the success

attending such personal effort to further the progress of
the struggling child of poverty and even of shame.

The Century, XXX. 277.

7. A girl. [Prov. Eng.]
A barne, a very pretty bame ! A boy or a child, I wonder ?

Shak., W. T., UL 3.

8. [Now spelled archaically childe, as some-
times in ME. This particular use of child oc-
curs in late ME. ballads

; the best-known mod-
ern instance of it is in Byron's "Childe Harold."
Cf. a similar use of 8p. Pg. infante.] In old
and poetical usage, a noble youth; a youth,
especially one of high birth, before he was ad-
vanced to the honor of knighthood; a squire:
also applied to a knight.

The noble childe, preventing his desire,
Under his club with wary boldnesse went

Spenser, K. Q., VI. viU. 16.

Childe Rowland to the dark tower came.
Shak., Lear, 111. 4.

9. A person in general.
And he was moche and sernly, and ther-to the beste

shapen chielde to have sought thourgh eny reame.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 264.

A mery child he [the parish clerk] was, so God me save.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 139.

A chiel's amang ye t.-ikin notes.

Burns, Captain Grose's Peregrinations.

Child-bishop. See boy-bishop, under boy\. Cnildren
Of Light, a name assumed by the early Quakers, from
John xii. 36, etc. Rev. Orby Shivleit. Child's play, a
trivial matter of any kind ; anything easily accomplished
or surmounted.

No child's play was it nor is It I

Carlyle, French Rev., II. vL 7.

Natural Child, (a) One who is actually the child of the
supposed parent, whether born in wedlock or not: dis-

tinguished from the spurious offspring of adultery, which,
though it may be reputed to be, is not the child of the
other spouse, (ii) More especially, an illegitimate child ;

one who is actually the child but not the lawful issue of
the suggested parent. Parish Child, a child brought up
at the expense of a parish ; a pauper child. To get with
Child, to render pregnant. To go With child, to be
pregnant. With child, in a state of pregnancy. = Syn.
til. Offspring, issue, progeny.

childt (child), v. [< ME. childen (tr. and intr.),
(. AS. "cildian (inferred from cildnng, its verbal
noun, E. childing), < did, child. Cf. OHG. chin-

don, MHG. kinden, G. kinden, kindeln (= D. kin-

deren), bear a child (< kind, a child), remotely
allied to E. kindle^, < kind, nature.] I. intrans.
To produce children

; bring forth offspring.
They were two harlots and dwelled together in one

house, and it chanced within two dales they childfd both.

Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI.

II. trans. To bring forth as a child.
That yere childed she the secunde sonne truly.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1193.

A little mayde, the which ye chylded.
Spenser, F. Q., VI. xii. 17.

childaget (chil'daj), n. [< child + -age (or less

prob. agel). Cf. nonage.] Childhood; infancy.
For in your very ehyldage there appeared in you a cer-

taine strange and marvellous towardness.
J. UdaU, On John, Pref.

Child-bearing (chlld'bar'ing), n. [< ME. child-

bering; < child + bearing, verbal n. of bear.1.]
The act of producing or bringing forth children

;

parturition.
The timorous and irresolute Sylvia has demurred till

she is past childoearinr/. Addition.

child-bearing (child'bar"mg), a. [< child +
ben ring, ppr. of bear1.] Bearing or producing
children.

Childbed (child'bed), n. [< ME. childbed; < child
+ bedi. Cf. OHG. chintpetti, G. kindbett.] Lit-

erally, the bed in which a woman gives birth to
a child; hence, the act of bringing forth a child



childbed

or the state of being in labor
; parturition : as,

"women in child-bed," Arbuthnot, Aliments.

Queen Elizabeth, who dieil in childbed in the Tower.
Bacon.

childbirth (child'berth), . [< child + birth*.]

The act of bringing forth a child; travail;

labor: as, "pains of child-birth," Jer. Taylor,

Holy Living.
child-crowing (child'kro'ing), n. In pathol.,
a nervous affection resulting in spasm of the

muscles closing the glottis; laryngismus stri-

dulus.

childe, n. See child, 8.

childedt (cliil'ded), . [< child, n., + -ed?.~\ Pro-

vided with or having a child or children.

How light and portable my pain seems now,
When that, which makes me bend, makes the king bow ;

He childed, as I father'd ! Shak., Lear, iii. 6.

childer (chil'der), n. pi. The older plural of

child. [Now only dialectal.]

Thay ere lyke vn-to the childir that rynnes aftire but-

tyrflyes. Uampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 39.

Childermas (chil'der-mas), . [< ME. *childer-

messe, < AS. cilda mcesse (-dag) : dlda, also cil-

dra, gen. pi. of did, child; nuesse, mass: see

child and woss2.] The popular name of Holy
Innocents' day, a feast-day observed in the

Roman Catholic and Anglican churches on the

28th of December in commemoration of the

slaughter of the children in and near Bethle-

hem by order of Herod soon after the birth of

Christ, as narrated in Mat. ii. 16-18. Also
Childermas day.
So according to them [monks], it is very unlucky to be-

gin any Work upon ChUdermaes.
Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 211.

child-greatt (chlld'grat), a. Pregnant. Syl-
vester.

childhood (child 'hud), n. [< ME. childhod,

-hode, -hade, -hede, < AS. dUhad (of. OHG.
chindheit, Or. kindheit = D. kindsehheid), < did,

child, + had, state: see child and -hood.'] The
state of being a child, or the time during which
a person is termed a child

;
the time from birth

to puberty ;
in a more restricted sense, the state

or time from infancy to boyhood or girlhood;
the period during which constant maternal
care continues to be needed.

A very clere fontayne, . . . where o' blessyd Lady was
wonte many tymes to wasshe y clothes of our blessyd

Sauyour in his childehode.
Sir Jt. Quylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 34.

The childhood shows the man,
As morning shows the day. Milton, P. R., iv. 220.

childing (chil'ding), n. [< ME. childinge, < AS.

cildung, verbal n. of "eildian, ME. childen, E.

child: see child, v.~\ Child-bearing.
Thilke ymage

Which the goddesse of childing is,

And cleped was by name Ysis.

Gower, Conf. Amant., II. 69.

childing (chil'ding), p. a. [Ppr - of child, v.~]

1. Bearing children; with child; pregnant.
Many a childiny mother then,
And new-born baby died.

Southey, Battle of Blenheim.

2. Figuratively, productive ;
fruitful: as, "the

childing autumn," Shak., M. N. D., ii. 2. [Bare
and archaic in both uses.] Childing cudweed.
See cudweed.

Childish (chil'dish), a. [< ME. childisch, < AS.
cildisc (of. OS. kindisc = MD. kintsch, D. kindsch

= MLG. kindesch, LG. kindsk, Tcindsch = OHG.
chindisc, MHG. kindisch, kindesch, G. kindisch),

childish, < did, child, + -isc : see child and -isfe1.]

1 . Of or belonging to a child or to childhood :

as,
" sweet childish days," Wordsworth, To a But-

terfly.
" What is Charite?" quod I tho,

" a childissh thinge," he
seide. Piers Ploteman (B), xv. 145.

2. Like or characteristic of a child or what is

peculiar to childhood; especially, in disparag-
ing use, trifling, puerile, silly, weak, etc. : as,
childish amusements

;
childish fear.

A childish waste of philosophic pains. Cowper.
= Syn, Childlike, Infantile, etc. See childlike.

childishly (chil' dish -Ii), adv. In a childish
manner

;
like a child

;
in a trifling way ; in a

weak or foolish manner.
childish-minded (chil'dish-min'ded), a. Of a
childlike disposition; artless; simple.
childish-mindedness (chil'dish-min'"ded-ne8),

. The state of being childish-minded ;
extreme

simplicity. Bacon.
childishness (ehil'dish-nes), n. The state or

quality of being childish ; puerility; simplicity;
weakness of intellect: most frequently used in

a disparaging sense.
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Speak thou, boy :

Perhaps thy childishness will move him more
Than can our reasons. Shak., Cor., v. 3.

Child-killing (child'kiFing), n. Infanticide,

child-learnt (child'lernt), a. Learned when a

child. [Kare.]

By silly superstition's child-learnt fears. J. Baillie.

childless (child'les), a. [< ME. childles; < child

+ -less. Cf. childrenless.] Destitute of chil-

dren or offspring.
Childless thou art, childless remain.

Milton, P. L., x. 989.

The childless mother went to seek her child.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

childlessness (child'les-nes), n. [< childless +
-ness.'] The state of being without children.

childlike (child'lik), a. [< child + like, a. Cf.

childly.] Resembling a child or that which is

proper to childhood; becoming to or charac-

teristic of a child; hence, submissive, dutiful,

trustful, artless, inexperienced, etc.

Childlike obedience to her that hath more than motherly
care. Hooker.

There is something pathetic in the patient content with
which Italians work, partly because the ways of the peo-

ple are so childlike and simple in many things.
Howells, Venetian Life, xx.

= Syn. Childlike, Childish, Infantile, Infantine. Childlike

and childish express that which is characteristic of a child,

the former applying to that which is worthy of approba-
tion, or at least does not merit disapproval, and the latter

usually to that which is not : as, a childlike freedom from

guile ; a childish petulance. To express that which be-

longs to the period of childhood, without qualifying it as

good or bad, child or childhood is often used in composi-
tion : as, cAtW-toil, childhood-days. Infantile and infan-
tine are applied to the first stages of childhood ; no clear

distinction between them has yet been established. See

youthful.
Let any one ask himself what would be his thought if,

in a state of child-like ignorance, he were to pass some spot
and to hear repeated a shout which he uttered.

U. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 58.

It is, therefore, tme, as has been said, that antiquity is

the real infancy of man ;
it is then that he is immature,

ignorant, wayward, childish. Sumner, Orations, I. 62.

We cannot, it is true, follow with entire comprehension
all the steps of evolution of the infantile and childish

powers. W. D. Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., ii.

The peculiar simplicity [of the old Tuscan language]
gives even to the most forcible reasoning and the most
brilliant wit an infantine air. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

childlikeness (chlld'Uk-nes), n. The state or

quality of being childlike
; simplicity ;

artless-

ness.
It sets forth childlikeness itself as one of the things with

which none of us can dispense. The American, VII. 104.

childly (child'li), a. [< ME. childly, childli, <

AS. dldlic (cf. MLG. kindlich = OHG. chintKh,
G. kindlich = D. kinderlijk), < did, child, + -lie :

see child and -ly
1
.] Like a child; childlike;

acquired or learned when a child. [Rare.]
A childly way with children, and a laugh
Ringing like proven golden coinage true.

Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

There be who love not Nature, souls forlorn, . . .

Not such the little child, nor such the youth
Who has not done his childly nature wrong.

S. H. Stoddard, Carmen Naturae Triumphale.

childnesst (child'nes), n. [< child + -ness, ir-

reg. suffixed to a noun.] Childish humor or

playfulness ; sportive gayety of a child.

He, . . . with his varying childness, cures in me
Thoughts that would thick my blood.

Shak., W. T., i. 2.

children, n. Plural of child.

childremte (chil'dren-it), n. [Named after J. G.

Children, an Englisfi mineralogist (1777-1852).]
A hydrous phosphate of aluminium and iron,
with a little manganese, occurring in small
brown implanted crystals at Tavistock in Dev-
onshire, and at a few other localities. Eospho-
rite (which see) is a related mineral.

childrenlesst, . [ME. childrenles; < children +
-less.~] Childless.

childshipt (child'ship), n. [< child + -ship.]
The condition of being a child; the relation-

ship implied in the word child.

child-wife (child'wif), n. 1. A very young
wife. 2f. A woman who has borne children.

But the law selfe doth openly discharge and deliver

this holy Midwife from the band of the law, whan it

sayeth in the third boke of Moses, entitled Leviticus : If a
woman have conceived and borne a manchilde, &c.

Paraphrase of Erasmus (1548),

childwitt, w. [< child + wite^.] A fine or pen-
alty imposed upon a bondwoman unlawfully
with child.

chile (chil'e), n. [Sp.] See chilli.

Chilenite (chil'e-nit), . [< Sp. Chileno, Chil-

ian, + -te2.] A silver-white massive mineral
from Copiap6 in Chili, consisting of silver and
bismuth.

Chili (chil'i), n. See chilli.

chill

chiliad (Wl'i-ad), n. [< L. chilias (chiliad-), <

Gr. x'faaf (xl

'

/M&-), a thousand in the aggre-

gate, < x'^ot
>
dial. x^J-ioi, ei/U<u, xi^'oi, pl., a

thousand, perhaps = Skt. sahdsra, a thousand.
See kilo-.] 1 . A thousand

;
the numbers from

one multiple of a thousand to the next.

The logarithms of so many chiliads of absolute numbers.
Brande and Cox.

Specifically 2. The period of a thousand

years.
We make cycles and periods of years ; as, decads, cen-

turies, chiliads. Holder, Time.

The Arabian race planted their colonies with the Mosaic

worship in Palestine and the Mysteries in Pha-nicia, and
after chiliadal of years commissioned the destroyers to go
over those lands like locusts to consume and eradicate the

product of their own planting.
A. Wilder, Knight's Anc. Art and Myth., 1876, p. xxvii.

chiliaedron, chiliahedron (kil"i-a-e'drou,
-he'dron), n. [A more correct form would be

"chilie'dron; < Gr. %pMi, a thousand, + eSpa, a

seat, base, < ef-edftw = E. sit.'] In geom., a
solid having a thousand sides. [Rare.]

If a man speaks of a chiliaedron, or a body of a thousand

sides, the idea of the figure may be very confused, though
that of the number be very distinct. Locke.

chiliagon (kil'i-a-gon), n. [< Gr. x^^'wof,
with a thousand angles, < xi'/Ml < a thousand, +
yavio, an angle.] A plane figure of a thousand

angles and sides.

chiliahedron, See chiliaedron.

Chilian (chil'i-an), a. and n. [< Chili + -an.

Cf. Sp. Chileno, "Chilian.] I. a. Of or pertain-

ing to Chili or to its inhabitants : as, a Chilian

manufacture. Chilian pine. See pine. Chilian
snail, Chilina puelcha. See Chilina, Chuiniace.

II. n. An inhabitant or a native of Chili, a
South American republic lying between the
Pacific ocean and the watershed of the Andes,
and west of the Argentine Republic.
chiliarch (kil'i-ark), n. [< L. chiliarches, -archus,
< Gr. x'hupX'Ki aPXft ^ xpMx-i a thousand, +
apxeiv, rule, ap%6f, a leader.] The military
commander or chief of a thousand men ; specifi-

cally, an ancient Greek military officer of vary-

ing rank ;
in the modern Greek army, a colonel.

chiliarchy (kil'i-ar-ki), n.
; pl. chiliarchies (-kiz).

[< Gr. xifaapxia, < x'^'aPXf, a> chiliarch: see

chiliarch.] A body consisting of a thousand
men.
The chiliarchits . , . or regiments ... of the Lamb.

Dr. H. More, Mystery of Godliness, p. 196.

chiliasm (kil'i-azm), n. [< Gr. x^'aafiof, the
doctrine of the millennium, < ;t*/mfciv ,

be a thou-
sand years old, < x'^'01 ,

a thousand.] The doc-

trine, suggested by the 20th chapter of Revela-

tion, of a visible and corporeal government of

Christ and the saints on earth in the last days,
continuing for a thousand years, preceded by
a first resurrection of the righteous only, and
succeeded by a final struggle between good and
evil, a second resurrection, and the last judg-
ment. See millenarianism.

chiliast (kil'i-ast), n. [< Gr. ;t</Ua<rra, pl., <

Xifaa^uv, be a thousand years old : see chiliasm.']
A believer in the chiliasm; a millenarian.

chiliastic (kil-i-as'tik), a. [< chiliast + -ic.]

Relating to the chiliasm or millennium
;
mil-

lenarian.

chilifactive. a. See chylifactive.
Chilina (ki-li'na), . [NL. (J. E. Gray, 1828),
< Chili (see Chilian) + -ina1.] A genus of pond-
snails, referred to the family Limna4d<e, or

made typical of a family Chilinidce (which see).

chilindret, n. An obsolete form of cylinder.
chilinid (kil'i-nid), n. A gastropod of the fam-

ily Chilinidfe.

Chilinidse (M-lin'i-de), n. pl. [NL., < Chilina
+ -ida;.] A family of basommatophorous pul-
monate gastropods, with wide
flattened tentacles, eyes ses-

sile on the hinder surfaces of

the tentacles, no jaw, pecu-
liar lingual teeth (the median
small, cuspidate, the marginal
pectiniform or palmate, with
an external superior prolonga-
tion), and a spiral shell with

rapidly increasing whorls and
a plicated columella. The spe-
cies are peculiar to the fresh

waters of South America.
Chill1

(chil), n. and a. [< (1)

ME. chil, chile (rare), < AS.
dele, cele, cylc, n., cold, coldness, orig. *cali, <

calan (= Icel. kala), be cold, whence also col, E.

cool, and ceald, E. cold, q. v.
;
mixed with (2)

ME. chele, < AS. cele, n., cold, coldness (= OHG.
chitoli, MHG. kiile, Q. kiihle, coolness, = Dan.

Chilian Snail (Chi-
lina puelcha}.



chill

kole, coolness, = Sw. kyla, a chill ; Icel. kylr, a

gust of cold air, may go with either form), <

col, adj., cool, < eaten, be cold: see cool and
cold. The D. kil, a., MD. kiltie, n., chill, belong
to cold.] I. . 1. A sudden or intense sensa-

tion of cold
; especially, such a sensation ac-

companied with shivering or shaking, as a re-

sult of exposure to the cold or as the precursor
or accompaniment of certain fevers; a cold fit;

rigor.
A sort of chill about his pneconlia and head.

Drrliam, Physico -Theology.
A chill affects different men in an IndHlnite iimnncr,

according to their state of l>ody or constitution, causing
coughs or colds, rheumatism, or inflammations of various

organs. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 24.

2. A degree of cold
;
that condition of the at-

mosphere or of any object which produces the
sensation of cold ; coldness such as that caused

by the proximity of ice; chilliness: as, there is

a chill in the air. 3. Figuratively, a feeling as
of coldness produced by anything that discour-

ages, annoys, or offends; a depressing influ-

ence
;
a check to warmth of feeling, as to sym-

pathy or enthusiasm.
The early chill of poverty never left my bones. Sheil.

4. A metal mold in which certain kinds of iron-

castings, as car-wheels, are made. The sur-

faces in contact with the mold are hardened by
sudden chilling. 5. In painting, dullness or

II. a. [An adj. use of the noun, not found in

ME.
;
the old adjectives are cool and cold.'] 1.

Cold; tending to cause shivering: as, the chill

air of night. See chilly^, 2.

Noisome winds, and blasting vapours chill.

Stilton, Arcades, 1. 49.

2. Experiencing cold; shivering with cold.
The many will be too chill and tender, and they'll be

for the flowery way, that leads to the broad gate and the

great flre. Shak., All's Well, iv. 5.

My chill veins freeze with despair. Jtoive.

3. Figuratively (a) Depressing; dispiriting;
discouraging.

Chill penury repressed their noble rage,
And froze the genial current of the soul.

Gray, Elegy.

(6) Distant
;
formal

;
not warm, hearty, or af-

fectionate : as, a chill reception. See chilly
1

,
4.

(c) Insensible in death. [Rare.]
He is chill to praise or blame.

Tennyson, Two Voices.

chill1 (chil), '. [< ME. chillen, be cold, become
cold, <! AS. 'cylian or "cyllan, only in twice-

occurring comp. pp. pi. for-cillede, chilled (=
Sw. kyla

= Dan. kole, make cold, chill), < cyle,

n., chill, cold: see chilli, OT.] J^ intrans. 1. To
be cold; shiver with cold. [Rare.] 2. To be-
come cold rapidly or suddenly.
He that ruffleth in his sables ... is more ready to chill

for cold than the poor labouring man.
Hoinily Against Excess of Apparel.

II. trans. 1. To affect with cold; make chil-

ly ;
strike or blast with severe cold.

Age has not yet
So shrunk my sinews, or so chill'd my veins,
But conscious virtue in my breast remains. Dryden.
The hearth, except when winter chilled the day,
With aspen boughs, and flowers, and fennel gay.

"A, Deserted Village.
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England, consisting of an open saucer bent up
on four sides so as to leave at the corners de-

pressed spouts or gutters for holding wicks.
Such lamps are made of earthenware or of

metal, and are often fitted with a hanging sup-
port.

Chiller (chil'er), n. One who or that which
chills.

chill-hardening (chil'hard'ning), n. A mode
of tempering steel cutting instruments by ex-

posing them, when heated to redness, to a blast
of cold air. E. II. Knti/l/i.

chilli, chilly
3
(chiri), it.

; pi. chillies (-iz). [From
the native Guiana name.] The pod or fruit of
the Capsicum annuum or Guinea pepper, the
chilli Colorado of the Mexicans. Also spelled
chile, chili Chilli-coyote, in California, the seeds of

species of bigroi.t. MtfOrrmM.
chilliness (chil'i-nes), n. [< chilly + -ness.]
The state or quality of being chilly, (n) A sensa-
tion of shivering; a painful or disagreeable feeling of cold-
ness.

A chilliness or shivering affects the body. Arbuthnot.

(b) A degree of cold that causes shivering : as, the cAi((i-

ncss of the wind, (c) Lack of cordiality ; coldness ; inten-
tional reserve or distance : as, the chilliness of his wel-
come.

chillingly (chil'ing-li), adv. In a chilling man-
ner; coldly.

shil'i-pep'er),
n. In California,

i,
Sehinus Molle.

(chil'ish), a. [(chill
1 + -ish1.] Some-

what chilly ; chilly.
dullness (ehil'nes), n. [< chill1

, a., + -ness.']
The state or quality of being chill or chilled.

(a) The feeling of sudden coolness or coldness ; chilliness.

If you come out of the sun suddenly into the shade, there
followeth a chillness or shivering in all the body. Bacon.

(b) An unpleasant degree of coldness : as, the chillness of
the air.

Also spelled chilness.

chillo (chil'o), n. [< 8p. chilkw, pi. of chilla, a
cotton fabric, adj. chillon, showy, tawdry (of
colors).] A colored cotton fabric manufactured

chillum (chil'um), n. [Anglo-Ind., < Hind.
chilam.] The part of a prepared hookah which
contains the tobacco and fire, used by itself by

Cr people who cannot afford the luxury of a
kah. Fallon. Also chilam.

chillumchee (chirum-che), n. [Hind, chilam-

chi, a metal wash-basin, < chilam: see chil-

lum.] A brass or copper basin for washing the
hands.
A chiUumchet of water, sans soap, was provided.

Mauanrn, Command of Sir C. Napier,

chillyi (chil'i), a. [< chilfl, n., + -yi.] 1. Ex-
periencing the sensation of chilliness

;
chilled.

I'm as chilly as a bottle of port in a hard frost.
Cul mil n the Younger, Poor Gentleman, iv. 1

2. Producing the sensation of cold; chilling;
especially, so cold as to produce the sensation
of shivering.
By vicinity to the chilly tops of the Alps.

Sir H. Wotton.
3. Cold; chill.

A ,'li ;ii ii sweat bedews
My shuddering limbs. J. Philips.

4. Wanting zeal, animation, or heartiness ; in-

different; cold; frigid: as, a chilly reception.
chilly2 (chil'i), adv. [< chilli

, a., + -&,.] In
or chilly manner; coldly; with cold-

Ohilonycteris

Chilobranchus (ki-lo-bnuig'kus), n. [NL. (Sir
J. Richardson, 1845, in the form Clieilobranchw),
< Or. lip, + (ipayxta, gills.] A genus of

-hut dorlalis, with head on
\^^ -

larger scale.

fishes whose branchial apertures are close to-

gether below, and are surrounded by a lip-like
margin. In some systems they represent a
family < iiilohrunrhitlte.

chilodlpterid ( ki-lo-dip'te-rid), n. A fish of the
family ' TModipterida.
Chilodipteridae (ki"16-dip-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Clnt<i<lij>teru8 + -if/a;.] A family of percoid
acanthopterygian fishes, represented by the ge-
nus ChitodipteniH : synonymous with .l/ini/iiiuiln .

Chilpdipterus (ki-lo-dip'te-rus), n. [NL. (La-
i-i'-pode, 1*02, in the form i'liciliHlijiliriix), < <ir.

Xe'Aof, lip, + iiTrnpof, two-winged : see dipter-
ous.] A genus of fishes, having two distinct
dorsal fins and somewhat fleshy lips. They
inhabit the Pacific and Indian oceans, and are

^family'
eucuiiulw, i a comimn form both olI*M> u. CM

Mlt water, having a flattened subovate body laterally de-
Hected in front, the ventral cilia disposed in parallel lines,
and the pharynx encircled by rod-like teeth.

chilognath (ki'log-nath), a. and n. I. a. Same

myriapod ;
a milleped or thousand-legs.

Chilognatha (ki-log'na-thS), n. pi. [NL.,
neut..pl. of chilognathus : see chilognathous.] An
order of the class Myriapoda; the myriapods
or millepede proper, or thousand-legs. They have
a cylindric or subcylindric segmented body with a hard
crustaceous integument, and 2 pairs of legs to each seg-
ment or somite (excepting certain anterior ones); no foot-

jaws ; and a 4-lobed plate behind the mandibles, which
are without palpi. The antennie rarely have more than
7 Joints. The genital openings are on the coxal joint of
the second pair of legs. They are sluggish animals, living
on decomposing animal and vegetable matters, and depos-
iting their eggs in the ground. They have the appearance
of hard round worms with numberless legs, and some can
roll themselves up in a ball, circle, or spiral, like some
of the wood-lice. There are several families, with numer-
ous genera and species. Diplopiida is a synonymous term.
The term is contrasted with Chilopoda. Also written

Ctieilognatha. See cut under milleped.

Chilognathan (ki-lpg'na-than), n. ^chilog-
nath + -an.] A chilognath or milleped.
chilognathiform (kl-log-nath'i-f6rm), a. [< NL.
Chilognatha + L. forma, form.] Resembling
the Chilognatha in form. Chilognathiform larva are
long and cylindrical, with a distinct head, and several

pairs of prolegs in addition to the thoracic legs. This is

the commonest type in the Lepidoptera, and Is found also
in the hymenopterous family Tenthredinidce.

chilognathomorphous(ki-log-nath-o-m6r'fu8),
a. [<. NL. Chilognatha + Gr. pofKja/, shape, +
-ous.] Same as chilognathiform.
chilognathous (ki-log'na-thus), a. [< NL. chi-

1 j.1. * /1_ ~*\ _ _ !*'__ I _ ' t\ -i .~i

w illiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 300.

2. Figuratively, to check in enthusiasm or
warmth of feeling; discourage; dispirit; de-

press.
Alas, poor boy! the natural effect

Of love by absence chill'd into respect.
<*?*. Tirocinium,

Chilling his caresses

By the coldness of her manners.
Tennyton, Maud, . l.

Ere visions have been chitted to troth,
And hopes are washed away in tears.

0. W. Hobnes, From a Bachelor's Private Journal.

3 In metal to reduce suddenlv in temnerm -' t( '

i iron, so as to

chilly
3 n. See chilli.

chilo-.
'

[NL. chilo-, < Gr. Xel7^, lip.] An ele-
ment in some words of Greek origin, meaning
'lip.' Sometimes written eheito-.

chiloanffio'sponfl rlri 16 nn'ii-o skon't r^ Or
? + nriov vessel +I^tiv view 1

f^pa^tts dSned^bv Dr Httttm f^ ob' designed Dy IJr. Mutter for Ob-

serving microscopically the circulation of the
blood in the human un^er lip.

chilobranchid (ki-lo-brang'kid), . A fish of
t]lo f.,m i]v Chilithrn'ndiiiln'

,
J
V- ,, . ,-.

r^i /??",, ("P-lo-brang ki-de), . pi.

[NL., < ChllobranchHS + -iate.] A family of

exemplified by the genus

characters of a chilognath; milleped. Also

J -x
ms) '

"'
;
,P
L <<"&* (-ma-ta,.

[NL < Gr. //a, a lip, nm < ^ sur-
round with a bp or rim, < jef/tof, a lip.] In
^ 7-' the upper lip or muzzle of a quadruped,
when tumiS and continued uninterruptldly. .,

Tlos).rji fta :_ ti._ .,,," "' * 1" nef. , . ...
C
r

1

"}
om

.
on

,f
dld (ki'lo-mo-nad'i-de), n.

pi.

L^
L

-'.<
Chtlomonas (-nad-) h -irfrt-.] A family

of animalcules. They are free-swimming or tempo-
rarily adherent and illoricate, with the oral aperture
conspicuously developed, giving to the anterior border
a bilabiate or excavate appearance, and one of the two

?<*
ella convolute and adherent. They inhabit salt and

To remove the chill from, as liquor, by warm- and the
Gr.

, lip, + //ovdf, a unit (monad),
the

pouring molten iron into cast-iron molds. The head or
point only is brought into contact with the cast-iron and
thus chiiu-d, tiu

are
Australasian seas.

the
'tn ris> n TNT, (1 Kte-ns;, n. llj. (J. to.

hus chiiu-d, tiu- body of the shot being surrounded by CMlobranchina (ki* 16-brang-ki
'

na) n vl *y>>. <-<'T-X':t'-of, lip, + VICTIM, a bat: see
and. -Chilled varnish, in painting, th.- varnish of a

rNL < rhi/<,hnn,rh,,< 4- ,-" 1 Tn OndL^ A^c^m.] A genus of phyllostomme bats, of
Picture on the surface of which the , loudineu or dim- ".''".'?

+ ''""
Q,

In Gunther's tĥ subfamilv Lobostomin<F containing several
oming appears, chilled wheel, a car- system of classification, a subfamily of Sym- Sou h American PS with the
of which has been chilled in casting. branc.hulce, having the vent in the anterior

ness called bloomi
wheel the tread



Chilonycteris

Head of Chiloitjcteris subsfinosa, slightly enlarged.

chiloplasty (ki'lo-plas-ti), n. [< Gr. ^ti/oc, a

lip, + ir/.aoTos', verbal adj. of TrZdaaciv, form,
mold : see plastic.] In siirg., the operation of

supplying deficiencies of the lip by transplant-

ing to it a sufficient quantity of the healthy
surrounding surface.

chilopocl (ki'lo-pod), a. and n. I. a. Same as

cliilopodous.
II. . One of the Chilopoda; a centiped.

Also chilopodati.

Chilopoda (ki-lop'o-da), n. pi [NL., neut. pi.

of chilopodus : see chilopodous.] An order of

the class Myriapoda; the centipeds, or hundred-

legs. They are myriapods of elongated and usually flat-

tened form, and submembranons or somewhat coriaceous

integument, with only one pair of appendages to each
somite of the many-jointed body. The two anterior pairs
of legs are modified into foot-jaws or maxillipeds (whence
the name) ; the long antennee have 14 or more joints ; each
mandible has a palpiform appendage ; and the second pair
of foot-jaws are perforated for the passage of a poisonous
secretion. The Chilopoda are for the most part very ac-

tive, voracious, and predacious, and the bite of the larger

species of centipeda is highly poisonous. There are three

or four families, several genera, and numerous species.
Also called Synijnatha. The term is contrasted with Chi-

lovnatha. See cuts under centiped and ItaMar.

chilopodan (ki-lop'o-dan), n. [< chilopocl +
-an.] Same as chilopocl.

chilopodifonn (ki-lo-pod'i-form), a. [< NL.
Chilopoda + L. forma, shape.] Resembling a

centiped in shape; scolopendriform : specifi-

cally, in eittom., applied to certain butterfly-
larvee which are long and flattened, and have
lateral appendages on their bodies resembling
the legs of a centiped.
chilopodom.orpb.OUS (kl-lo-pod-o-mor'fus), a.

[< NL. Chilopoda + Gr. jiopfyfi, shape, + -ou$.~]

Same as chilopodiform. Kirby and Spence.

[Bare.]
chilopodous (ki-lop'o-dus), a. [< NL. chilopo-

dus, < Gr. xe
'^S> lipi + "t (TO*-) = E. foot."}

960

Chimaera 1 (ki-me'ra), . [See chimera.] 1.

leap, or I. c.] A less usual spelling of chimera.

2. [NL.] Insool.: (a)
A genus of fishes of

strange aspect, representing the family Chima;-

rida;. Linnceus, 1766. (b) A genus of bivalve mol-

lusks. Poli, 1791. (c) A genus of lepidopterous
insects, (cl) A genus of fossil organisms of un-

certain character. Hitchcock, 1858.

chimaera2 (shi-me'ra), . Same as chimere.

chimaerid, chimerid (ki-me'rid), a. and . I.

a. Pertaining to the Chimcerida!; chimoeroid.

A chimcerid fish new to the western Atlantic.

Science, IV. 4(itiJ.

II. A selachian of the family Chimterida'.

Chimaeridae (ki-mer'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Clii-

ma'ra 1
,
2 (a),+-idai.] A family of holocephalous

fishes, represented by the genus Chimara. Tiie

body is elongate; the pectoral flns are broad; there is an

Of or pertaining to the Chilopoda; having the

characters of a chilopod ; centiped. Also chi-

lopod.
Chilostomata (ki-lo-stom'a-ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of chilostomatiis : see chilostomatous.]
A suborder or an order of infundibulate or gym-
nolsematous marine Poltjzoa, containing those
which have the cell-opening or mouth provided
with a movable lip or operculum (whence the

name), and usually avicularia and vibracula:

opposed to Cyclostomata. The families and genera
are numerous. The group is sometimes divided into two,
Articulata and Inartictilata ; or into four, Cellulartna,
Fluntrina, Ezchariiia, ami Celleponna.
chilostomatous (ki-lo-stom'a-tus), a. [< NL.
chilostomatus, < Gr. ;tt/lof, "lip, + oro'jua(r-),

mouth.] Of or pertaining to the suborder Chi-

lostomata; possessing the characteristics of the
Chilostomata ; having the mouth furnished with
a movable lip. Also chilostomous.

Chilostomella (ki"lo-sto-mel'a), . [NL.
(Reuss, 1861), < Gr. ;f</tof, lip, + "0-6/10., mouth,
+ (L.) dim. -ella.] The typical genus of the

family ChilostomelUdai.

Chilostomellidae (ki"lo-sto-meri-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Chilostomella T -iaai.~] A family of

perforate foraminifers, typified by the genus
Chilostomella, with the test calcareous, finely

perforate, and polythalamous ; segments which
follow one another from the same end of the

long axis, or alternately at the two ends, or in

cycles of three, more or less embracing ;
and an

aperture in the form of a curved slit at the end
or margin of the final segment.
Chilostomellidea (kl-lo-stom-e-lid'e-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Ckilostomella + -idea.'] The Ch'ilostomel-

lidce advanced to the rank of an order. Brady.
chilostomous (ki-los'to-mus), a. Same as
chilostomatous.

Chiltern Hundreds. See hundred, n.

chilver (chil'ver), . [< ME. *chilver, < AS.

"oil/or (in comp. cilfor-lamb, a ewe-lamb) =
OHG. chilburra, MHG. kilbere, a ewe-lamb, G.
dial. (Swiss) kilber, a young ram: see calf

1
.]

1. A ewe-lamb; a ewe, properly one year old.

2. Ewe mutton. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

Chimara flttmbea.

anterior dorsal flu above the pectorals; the mouth is in-

ferior ; the dental organs are confluent into two pairs of

lamiiiiu in the upper jaw and into one pair In the lower ;

and there are no spiracles. The males have a peculiar

prehensile organ on the upper part of the snout.

chimaeroid, chimeroid (ki-me'roid), a. and n.

[< Chimara1
,
2 (a), + -aid.] I. a. Relating to

or like the CWsMBfW*.
II. n. A fish of the genus Chimara or family

Chimarida:.

Chimaphila (ki-maf'i-la), n. [NL., < Gr. *>,
winter, + 0<Aof, loving.] A genus of low, run-

ning perennial plants, of the natural order Eri-

caceae, with shining leaves on a short stem, and
a raceme of fragrant flowers. There are three spe-
cies in North America and one in Japan ; and the common
pipsissewa or prince's-pine, C. umbr.llata, is also found in

Europe. The leaves are used medicinally as a diuretic,

tonic, and astringent, and are especially efficacious in

dropsy and scrofula.

chimaphilin (ki-maf 'i-lin), 11. [< Chimaphila
+ -JH2.] A substance found in the leaves of

Chimaphila umbellata. It appears in yellow
acicular crystals, tasteless and odorless.

chimb 1
!,

" An obsolete form of chime1 .

chimb2
,
n. and v. See chime%.

chimble 1 (chim'bl), v. t.; pret. and pp. chim-

bled, ppr. chimbling. [E. dial, also chumble, ap-

par. for *chemple, "chample, freq. of champ1
, q.

v.] To crumble into small fragments. Mackay.
chimble2 t,

. t. [ME., < Icel. kimbla, truss up;
cf. kimbill, a bundle.] To cover.

That other [lady] wyth a gorger watz gered ouer the swyre
[neck],

Chymbled ouer hir blake chyn with mylk-quyte vayles.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 958.

chimbley (chim'bli), n. A dialectal form of

chimney.
chime1 (chim), . [< ME. chimbe, chymbe, chime,

chim, a cymbal, a bell, shortened (prob.

through the accom. form chimbe-belle, chymme-
belle, as if < chimbe + belle, bell) from *ch<m-

bel (cf. OF. *chimbe, chiribe, for *chimbale, aim-

bale, and so ML. cimba for cymbalum), < AS.

cimbal, cimbala, a cymbal, < L. cymbalum, & cym-
bal, in ML. (with a fern, form, cymbalo) also

a bell. The same L. word, through OF. cim-

bale, ME. cimbale, cymbale, is the source of mod.
'E. cymbal: see cymbal.] It. A cymbal; proba-
bly also a bell.

Ch[y]mme belle [var. chyme], cimbalum.
Prompt. Para., p. 75.

As a chymbe [var. chime, chim] or brasen belle

That nouther con vnderstand uy telle

What tokeneth her owne sonn.
Cursor Mundi, L 12193.

His chyinbf belle he doth rynge
And doth dassche gret taborynge.

King Alisaunder, L 1852.

2. A set of bells (regularly five to twelve) tuned
to a musical scale : called chimes, or a chime of
bells. When the bells are stationary, and are struck by
hammers instead of tongues, the set Is more properly called
a carillon. Carillons sometimes consist of from 40 to 50

bells, the smaller bells rising in chromatic succession, bile

the larger are generally limited to such fundamental basses
as the tonic, dominant, and subdominant. Wires or bars
are occasionally used instead of bells.

We have heard the chimes at midnight, Master Shallow.

S/iat.,2Hen. IV., iii. 2.

With their strange, unearthly changes, rang the melan-

choly chimes. Longfellow, Belfry of Bruges.

3. The harmonious sound of bells, or (rarely) of

musical instruments.

chimera

You're a fair viol, and your sense the strings; . . .

But, being play'd upon before your time,
Hell only danceth at so harsh a chiitte.

Shak., Pericles, I. 1.

Instruments that made melodious chime.

Milton, P. L., xi. 559.

4. An arrangement of bells and strikers in an

organ, musical box, clock, etc. 5. Correspon-
dence of sounds in general ; rarely, proportion
or harmonious relation : as, "chimes of verses,"

Cowley.
Love first invented verse, and form'd the rhyme,
The motion measur'd, harmoniz'd the chime.

Drijden, Cym. and Iph.

chime1 (chim), v.
; pret. and pp. chimed, ppr.

chiming. [Early mod. E. also chimb, < ME.
chimben, chimen, sound as a bell, < chimbe, chime,
a bell: see chime1 ,

n. Cf. Sw. kimba, ring (an
alarm-bell), toll, = Dan. kimc, ring, chime.] I.

intrans. 1. To ring as a bell ; jingle; jangle.

Chymyn, or chenkyn [chink] with bellys, tintillo.

Prompt. Pan., p. 75.

The sely tonge may well rynge and chimbe.

Chaucer, Prol. to Reeve's Tale, 1. 42.

2. To ring as bells in unison
;
sound in con-

sonance, rhythm, or harmony; give out har-

monious sounds ;
accord.

The song of those who chime for ever,
After the chiming of the eternal spheres. Keati.

3. To agree; suit; harmonize: absolutely or

with with.

Set her sad will no less to chime with his.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

There is nothing eccentric, that will not fall into the

general aim of the plan, and chime with it.

Bm-hnell, Nature and the Supernat., p. 395.

To chime in with, to be in harmony with ;
share or take

part in approvingly.
He not only sat quietly and heard his father railed at,

but often chimed in wi-th the discourse.

Arbuthnot, John Bull.

Everything chimed in with such a humor. Irving.

II. trans. 1. To cause to sound harmonious-

ly, as a set of bells; strike with or move to

measure.
With lifted arms they order every blow,
And chime their sounding hammers in a row.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv. 252.

2. To utter harmoniously ;
recite with rhyth-

mical flow.

Let simple Wordsworth chime his childish verse.

Byron, Eng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

chime2
, chimb2 (chim), n. [Also by alteration

chine; < ME. chymbe, edge, brim, prob. < AS.
"cime or "cimbe, in comp. cim-stdn (stan, stone),
the base of a column (an unauthenticated form
in Somner), = MD. kime, kimme, kieme, D. kirn,

the chime of a cask, border, brim, horizon, =
MLG. kimme, chime, brim, horizon, LG. kimm,
> G. kimme, edge, border, kimm, horizon, = Sw.

kirn, chime of a cask, cf. Norw. kime, a strip ;

cf. AS. eimbing, a joining, = G. kimmvng, edg-
ing, looming, mirage, = Dan. kiming, kimming,
horizon.] 1. The edge or brim of a cask or tub,
formed by the ends of the staves projecting be-

yond the head or bottom.
And whan ye sette a pype on broche, do thus : set it

foure fynger brede aboue y nether chyme vpwardes
aslaunte ; and than shall y" lyes neuer a-ryse.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 266.

She had a false deck, which was rough and oily, and cut

up in every direction by the chimes of oil casks.

S. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 244.

2. In ship-building, that part of the waterway
or thick plank at the side left above the deck
and hollowed out to form a watercourse.
chime2

, chimb2 (chim), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

chimed, chimbed, ppr. chiming, chimbing. [<
chime2

, chimb^, n.] Naut., to make a chime or

chimb in.

chime-barrel (chim'bar'el), n. A revolving
barrel or cylinder so fitted with pegs or knobs
as to operate the levers by which a chime or
carillon is played.
chime-bellt, See chime1 .

chimer (chi mer), n. One who chimes.
chimera 1

,
chimaera1

(ki-me'ra), n. [As an E.

word now usually chimera, formerly often chi-

mcera, chymatra; = D. chimera = G. chimare =
Dan. chimare = Sw. chimdr = F. chimere = Sp.

quimera = Pg. quimera, chimera = It. chimera,,

a chimera, a vain fancy, < L. Chima-ra, < Gr. X<-

/tatpa, a fabled monster (see def. 1), supposed
to have been orig. a personification of the snow
or winter (the name being formally identical

hima, winter ; cf . xf'^> 'winter, xf'P
a

, wintry
weather, xtbv, snow, L. hiems, winter, bimus

(contr. of "bihimus), of two winters or years.



chimera

The sense 'yearling,' as iipplicd to a goat or

sheep, appears in (i. dial. <iiiii-iit/<r, a one-
winter-old goat-, and in 10. in thi'r, a ram, = L.

061

Sophistical dreams and rhimeriting ideas of shallow lin-

iKinativc srholan. BatfaUnt(tr*Dt.), im, II.'-JSH.

chimney-work

chimney-can (cliim'ni-kan), n. Same as chim-

chimeroid. n. and . See ehiinii ronl.e-
,

. , ,
= . . . . .

vitulim, a calf, > E. fen/; see ifether and m//. chimict, chimicalt, etc. Obsolete forms
Cf. led. {/i/rnlii', mod. i/ititlir, ;i yearling ewe-

lamb, i/t/Hibr-, i/i/iiiliriir-liiiiib (= Dan. ijitnmi r,

t/iiitHirrl<im = Su. i/imniii -i. > K. dial, and Sc.

gimmeroTgimmw-lamb: sec (////-.] 1. [c/>.]
In f.';-. mi/tli., a lire-lireat'hing monster, tin-

fore part of whose body, according to the Iliad,
was that of a lion, the middle that of a goat,

chentic, flitmicdt, etc.

chiminaget, .
[_< '^-i < '''"""'", I''- i-ln-mia, a way,

road.] In oW law, a toll for passage through'a
for. -st.

chimney-cap (chim'ni-kap), H. 1. An abacus
of or cornirc funning a crowning termiiintimi for

a chimney. 2. A rotnry device, moved Ijy the

wind, which facilitates the I-MT.|II> of smoke
from a chimney by turning the i-xit-aperture
away from the wind : a cowl.

chiming-machine (chi'raing-ma-shen'), . A chimney-corner (chim' ni-kor"ner),n. Thecor-
muchine consisting of a drum with projecting
pins, which is tunied by a crank, thus pulling
the ropes of a chime of bells in such a way as
to produce tunes mechanically,

chimistt, chimistryt. Obsolete forms of </;-
ixt, rln-mixtry.

chirula (chim'la), n. A Scotch form of chimney.
Chimla-lue, cliimla-neuk, cnimla-cheek, the chim-

ney-side ; the hearth.

Chimera. Lycian terra-cotta, British Mtiscu

While frosty winds Maw in the drift,
bell to the chimla-luff.

Hums, First Epistle to Davie.

and the hinder that of a dragon, or which, ac- chimlay, chimley, chimlie (chim'la, -li), n.

cording to llesiod. had three heads, one of each l>jalectal
forms of rliiiinii

//.

ner of a lirepliice, or the space between the lire

and the sides of the fireplace; hence, the fire-

side, or a place near the fire.

That [rectitude] tlie zealot stJKinati/rs as a Htcrilr chiin-

M|r-CDrar pUkmpbj. Kim-i></. s. \. li.-v., rxxvi. 417.

If it was difficult to read the eleven coniinaiidnienU hy
tin- Unlit of a pine-knot, it u not dihVnlt togct tlie sweet
spirit of tin-in from tin- r.nnilrii.-mi-,- of tin xTrnr mother
knitting in tin- /</;.

C. D. Warnrr, liackloj: Studies, p. 18.

chimneyed (chim'nid), a. [< chimney + -(/2.]
1 1 a \ ing a chimney or chimneys ;

furnished with

chimneys.
\\ lu re chimney'd roofs the steep ridge <"),,,
'I In ic smoked an anefent town. ./. Baillie.

Nature's feet.

- . .- '> P1 - < .-, -
chimnies (-niz). [Cf. dial, chimlay, chimley,

flffiCMSSchiSch^:^ chimney^ (chhn^^uix;;:
ece, cheminey, etc., a fireplace, furnace, < OF.
i-li, mini >, fh'niK -in-i; I'. <-//< iiiiit<

:c = It. ciimminatti
= OHG. cheminata, MHG. kemendte (MHG. also

kamin, kemin, G. kamin = Dan. kamin = Kuss.

Carlyle, Krvnc-h lU-v., IH.lt 4.

A nook
> hang-

'"

ey-jack (chim'ni-jak), . A movable
cowl or wind-shelter placed on top of a chim-

ney to assist the draft
; a chimney-cap.kaminu = Pol. komin, < L. caminus), < ML.

duty formerly paid in England for each chimA fireplace or hearth.

Whan Gawein entred the halle, as ye harde, his modcr
lay in a chamber by a chymney wherynne was a grete
ftere, and she was right peusif for her brother the kynge
Arthur. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 182.

2f. A furnace
;
a forge. Chaucer.

And Ills feet like to latouu [brass) as in a braining chym-
eney. Vyclif, Rev. i. 15.

3. A vertical structure containing a passage or
main flue by which the smoke of a fire or fur-

The business of buying off the Chimney-money is passed
in the House : and so the King to he satisfied some other
way, and the King supplied with the money raised hy this

purchasing off of the chimnies. I'epys, Diary, II. 476.

chimneypiece (chim'ni-pes), n. The archi-
tectural facing or ornamental work over and
around a fireplace, resting against the chim-
ney ;

a mantel or mantelpiece.
The chimney

Is south the chamber
; and the chimney-piece,

Chaste Dian, bathing. Shale., Cymbeline, ii. 4.

are carried off; in a steam-engine, the funnel.
When several chimneys are carried up together, the mass
is called a utack of chimneys, or a chimney-gtack. The part
of the chimney carried above the roof for discharging the
smoke is the chiwwy-shajt and the upper part of the
shaft is the chimney-top or -head. Chimneys are common-
ly built of brick or stone. (The manner in which a chim-
ney and fireplace are often connected, and the names of
the different parts, are shown in the cut under throat.)

foot that of serpents. The Chimera, a symbol of
storms and other destructive natural forces, was overcome
ud slain by the solar hero Bellerophon.

Gorgoiu, and hydras, and chimceras dire.

Hilton, V. L., ii. 628.

Hence 2. In ornamental art, etc., a fantastic

assemblage of animal forms so combined as to

produce a single complete but unnatural design.
He did not indeed produce correct representations of

human nature ; hut he ceased to daub such monstrous
chimeras as those which abound in his earlier pieces.

Macaulay, Dryden.

3. An absurd or impossible creature of the

imagination ;
a vain or idle fancy ; a fantastic

conceit.
We forged a sevenfold story. Kind? what kind?
Chimeras, crotchets, Christmas solecisms,
Seven-headed monsters only made to kill

Time by the fire in winter.

Tennyson, Prol. to Princess.

All contributed to stimulate tlie appetite for the incred-
ible chimera* of chivalry, t'rescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 18.

What a wonderful gauge of his own value as a scientific

critic does he aftord, by whom we are informed that phre-
nology is a great science, and j>sychology &chiintera.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 155.

chimera2 (shi-me'ra), . Same as chimere.

chimere (shi-mfir'), n. [One of the forms of

simar, q. v.] The outer robe worn by a bishop,
to which the lawn sleeves are usually attached.
In the English Church the chimere, which until the ac-
cession of Elizabeth was of scarlet silk, is now of black
satin. During episcopal convocations and when the sover-

eign attends Parliament, however, the color is scarlet.

English prelates of the Roman Catholic Church wear chi-
meres of purple silk

; cardinals, of scarlet. Also chimera,
chimaira, chitnnutr.

Fox has some well-known pleasantries on Hooper, when
he preached before the King, feeling like a strange player
in the scarlet chimere (which now is of black silk), the
white rochet, and the barett, or "square mathematical
cap, dividing the world into four parts," which he wore,
"though his head was round."

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xviii., note.

chimeric (ki-mer'ik), a. [< chimera + -ic; = F.

chimcrique = Sp. quimerico = Pg. ehimerico= It.

ehimerico.'] Same as chimerical.

Chimerical (ki-mer'i-kal), a. [< chimeric + -al.']

1. Pertaining to or of the nature of a chimera;
wholly imaginary ; unreal

; fantastic.
Chimerical fancies, fit for a shorn head.

Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy.
I cannot think that Persons of such a Chymerical Ex-

istence are proper Actors in an Epic Poem.
Addison, Spectator, No. 273.

2. Incapable of realization
; fantastically im-

aginative; preposterous: as, chimerical ideas,
notions, projects, or fancies.
Think not . . . that there is anything chimerical in such

an attempt. Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xxiv.

All wise statesmen have agreed to ... reject as chi-
merital all notions of a public interest of the community
distinct from tlie interest of tlie component parts.

Sfacaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

3. Given to or entertaining chimeras or fan-
tastic ideas or projects: as, a chimerical en-

thusiast; the work of a chimerical brain. =Syn.
Wild, unfounded, vain, fantastic, delusive, visionary,
Utopian.

chimerically (ki-mer'i-kal-i), adv. In a chi-
merical manner; wildly; vainly; fancifully;
fantastically.
chimerid, n. and h. See chimteritl.

chimerize (ki-me'riz), . t.
; pret. and pp. chi- Drafi of a i

merited, pm. chimerisnng. [< chimera + -ize.] ney. See howl, . i."
*

chimney-work (chim'ni-werk), n. In mining,To entertain, raise, or create chimeras or wild chimney-hoard (chim'ni-bord), . Same as a system of working the thick beds of clay
fancies. [Rare.] fireboard. ironstone by first working out the bottom
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nace escapes to the open air, or other vapors chimney-pot (chim'ni-pot), n. A nearly cylin-
drical pipe of earthenware, brick, or sheet-metal

placed on the top of a chimney to increase the
draft and prevent smoking. Also called chim-

ney-can.
What tiles and chimney-pots

About their heads are flying !

William Pitt, Tlie Sailor's Consolation.

, ,_- , Chimney-pot hat. See hat.
The chimneys of some kinds of factories, as chemical

chimney-shaft (chim'ni-shaft), . That part
of a chimney which is carried above the roof
of the building of which it forms a part. See
chimney, 3.

chimney-stack (chim'ni-stak), n. A group of

chimneys carried up together.
Chimney-stalk (chim'ni-stak), n. A very tall

chimney, such as is commonly connected with
factories. See chimney, 3.

chimney-swallow (chim'ni-swol'6), . l.
The Hirundo rustica, one of the most common
European species of swallow. 2. In the Unit-
ed States, a species of swift, Chatura pelagica
or pelasgica. Also chimney-swift. See cut un-
der Chtetura.

chimney-sweep, chimney-sweeper (chim'ni-
swep, -swe*pr), n. 1. One whose occupation
is the sweeping of chimneys, in order to rid
them of the soot that adheres to their sides.

Golden lads and girls all must,
As chimney-sweepers, come to dust.

Rhak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

2. An apparatus for cleaning chimneys. 3.
The smut of wheat, Ustilago carbo. [Local,
Eng.]

Same as
Cliwtura.

The top of
a chimney.

"

Also called chimney-head. 2. An
organ-pipe having a small open tube in the
middle of the top plate, the effect of which is

to sharpen the note. The same effect is sometimes

2

Chimneys.
I. Fifteenth century, Strasburg. 2. Sixteenth century. Chateau de

Chamborrl. France. 3. Modern, New York.

works, are built to a great height, sometimes several
hundred feet, and often as independent structures. They
are designed not only to secure a very strong draft, but
for the diffusion in the upper air of deleterious fumes,
drawn into them through connecting flues.

Item, that no chimneys of tre [wood], ner thached houses,
be suffred w'yn the cyte. English GUds (E. E. T. S.), p. 372.

cal extension. The ore in a vein is said to occur "in
chimneys" when the rich portions are somewhat contin-
uous and have a definite direction. If there are several
such chimneys, they are expected to be, and occasionally
are, roughly parallel with one another. A chimney of ore
may be a bonanza, if large and rich enough ; but the latter
term carries no idea of expected regularity, while

produced in stopped wooden pipes by boring a little hole

,, _ through the tompion.
does, (c) A lofty head-dress worn by women in the four- chimney-Valve (chim 'ni-valv), n. A device
t.-enth century. See hennin. (,/) A small tubethat passes for ventilating an apartment by means of the
through the cap of certain stopped pipes in an organ. , * , .

See draft.-To hovel a chim- upward draft in the chimney.



chimney-work

beds, and then the higher ones, the miners

standing on the fallen debris. It is much like

the bell-work of Derbyshire. [Midland coal-

fields, Eng.]
Chimonanthus (ki-mo-nan'thus), n. [NL. (in
allusion to their time of flowering), < Gr. xtl~

fiuv, winter (< xel
P-
a

> wintry weather; cf. xiirv,

snow, = L. Mems, winter), + avffof, a flower.]
A genus of shrubs, natural order Calycantha-
cece, consisting of two species. C.fragrans, a native
of Japan, and popularly called Jaian allspice or winter-

flower, was introduced into England in 17GO, and is a great
favorite because of its early sweet-scented flowers. It is

generally trained against walls. The other species has
but recently been discovered in China.

chimpanzee (chim-pan'ze or -pan-ze'), n.

[Also written cJiimj/iMsce, and formerly ehim-

penza ; = F. Pg. chinipaiizS = Sp. chimpance :

from the native Guinea name.] A large West
African ape, Troglodytes (or Anthropopitliecus or

Mimetes) niger, belonging to the anthropoid or
man-like monkeys, of the family Simiida; and
suborder Anthropoidea, with dark blackish-
brown hair, flesh-colored hands and feet, arms
reaching to the knee, and very large ears, and
like the orang in having the hair on its forearm

Chimpanzee ( Troglodytes ttigtr).

turned backward, but differing from it in having
an additional dorsal vertebra and a thirteenth

pair of ribs. In its organization and form it presents a
close resemblance to man. The structure of its lower ex-
tremities enables it to walk erect better than most of the
apes, although its habits are in reality arboreal, and when
on the ground it usually goes on all-fours. It feeds on
fruits and nuts, lives in small societies, and constructs a
sort of nest among the branches of trees. The height of
a full-grown male chimpanzee is about four feet. This
animal is most nearly related to the gorilla.

dumpings (chim'pingz), n. pi. [E. dial.
;

cf.

chimble^ and champ1
.] Grits; rough-ground

oatmeal. Grose; Halliwell.

chimy (shim'i), n. [E. dial., also shimmy, < F.
chemise: see chemise and camis.] A smock;
shift. [Prov. Eng.]
chin (chin), n. [< ME. chin, < AS. tin, *cinn =
OS. kinni= OFries. kin, ken= OD. kinne, D. kin=
MLG. kinne, kin, LG. kinn = OHG. chinni, MHG.
kinne, kin, G. kinn, the chin, also in comp. the
cheek or jaw, = Icel. kinn = Sw. Dan. kind =
Goth, kinnus, the cheek, = L. gcua = Bret, gen,
the cheek, = W. gen, the chin, = Gr. yevvf, the
chin, the jaw, also the edge of an ax (> yiveiov,
the chin, jaw, cheek, also the beard), = Skt.
hanu, the jaw.] 1. The lower extremity of the
face below the mouth

;
the point of the under

jaw in man, or a corresponding part in other
animals.

If you did wear a beard upon your chin,
I'd shake it on this quarrel. Shak., tear, ill. 7.

2. In sodl., the mentum. 3. In Botifera, a
ciliated muscular part or process just below the
mouth To wag one's chin, to talk

; especially, to talk
rapidly, tediously, or with little sense

; jabber. [Colloq.]
chin (chin), v.

; pret. and pp. chinned, ppr. chin-

ning. [< chin, n.] I. in trans. To talk.
II. trans. To talk to, especially with assur-

ance or impudence. [Slang in both uses.]
china (chl'na), n. [Short for chinaware, where
china is the European name (China) of the
country (called by its own people Chung Kwoh,
the Middle Kingdom or Country, or Chung Hwa
Kwoh, the Central FloweryCountry) used attrib-

utively. Cf. Sp. china, chinaware, China silk,
china-root; Hind. Pers. chini, china.] The com-
mon name of porcelain and of porcelain-ware.
See porcelain Blue china, specifically, Chinese por-
celain decorated with blue laid on the paste before the glaz-
ing. Also called Nankin porcelain and Hue and white. See
porcelain. Clobbered China. See clobber.
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china-ale (ehi'na-al), . A drink composed of

ale flavored with china-root and bruised cori-

ander-seed, added before fermentation. An imi-
tation of this was made by beer flavored after fermentation
with spice, lemon-peel, and sugar. Bickerdyke.

China aster, bark, blue, etc. See the nouns.

china-clay (chi'na-kla), . Clay suited for the
manufacture of chinaware or porcelain. See
kaolin.

china-grass (chl'na -gras), . The Bcehmeria

nii-ea, which yields the rhea- or ramie-fiber. See
Btehmeria and grass-cloth.
Chinaman1 (chl'na-man), n.

; pi. Chinamen
(-men). [< China + man.] A native of China,
or a man of Chinese origin.
The Chinaman can live and accumulate a surplus where

a Caucasian would starve. N. A. Ren., CXXVI. 522.

chinaman2
! (chi'na-man), n.

; pi. chinamen
(-men). [< china(ware) "+ man.'] A manufac-
turer of china.

For some time the manufactory was successful and em-
ployed 300 hands; but before long one of the partners died,
and the survivor, "John Crowther, chinaman," was ga-
zetted bankrupt in 1763, and the whole stock was sold off.

Encyc. Brit., XIX. 641.

Chinaman's-hat (chi'nji-manz-hat), n. A col-

lectors' name for a shell of the family Calyptrce-
idic, Calyptra;a sincnsis.

chinampa (ehi-nam'pa), n. [Mex.] The na-
tive name of the floating gardens once com-
mon on the Mexican lakes. They were care-

fully constructed rafts covered with earth, on
which plants were cultivated.

Chinampas or floating gardens of mud heaped on rafts of
reeds and brush, which in later times were so remarkable
a feature of Mexico. E. B. Tylor, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 209.

chinar (chi-niir'), . Same as chinar-tree.

china-root (chi'na-rot), n. 1. The root or
rhizome of the Smilax China, a climbing shrub-

by plant, a native of eastern India, China, and
Japan. It is closely allied to sarsaparilla, and was for-

merly much esteemed for the purposes for which the
latter drug is now used. The tuberous roots of several

species of smilax of the United States and tropical Ameri-
ca have been used as a substitute, and are sometimes called
American or bastard china-root. In Jamaica the name is

given to Vitis sicyoides.

2. Galangal.
chinar-tree (chi-nar'tre), n. [< Hind, chinar

(< Pers. chenar), the plane-tree, + tree.] The
Oriental plane-tree, Platanus orientalis. Also
spelled chenar-tree.

Like a chenar-tree grove, when winter throws
O'er all its tufted heads his feathering snows.

Moore, Lalla Rookh, Ded.

china-shell (chi'na-shel), n. A collectors' name
of the Ovulum ovum, given in allusion to the
white porcelain-like surface of the shell. See
Ovulum.

china-shop (chi'na-shop), n. A shop in which
china, crockery, glassware, etc., are sold. A
bull in a China-shop, a person who commits great de-
struction or does great harm through ignorance, careless-

ness, or blind rage : from a story of a runaway bull break-
ing into a china-shop and smashing its contents in his
furious movements.
Now they are all away, let us frisk at our ease, and

have at everything, like the bull in the china-shop.
Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xviii.

china-stone (chi'na-ston), n. 1. An old name
for kaolin or porcelain-clay. 2. A stone found
in Cornwall, and used for the making of porce-
lain. It is a partially decomposed granitic rock having
still more quartz, mica, etc., than the kaolin of China.

china-token (chi'na-td"kn), n. A small piece
of porcelain or fine earthenware upon which is

inscribed the promise to pay a sum of money,
or some similar memorandum : used in pottery-
and porcelain-factories in the intercourse be-
tween the workmen and their employers. Those
of the Worcester Porcelain Company are small flat disks
with the letters W. P. C. on one side and the promise or
agreement on the other. Jeuritt,

China-tree (chl'na-tre), . The pride-of-India,
Melia Azedarach, a native of India, widely cul-
tivated in warm countries for shade.
Shaded by china-treef, in the midst of luxuriant gardens,
Stood the houses of planters, with negro-cabins and dove-

cots. LongfrtloK, Evangeline, ii. 2.

Wild china-tr^l, the soapberry, Sapindui marginatus, a
native of northern Mexico, the West Indies, and adjacent
United States : so called from its resemblance to the cul-
tivated china-tree.

chinaware (chi'na-war), . [< China + ware"*.
See china.] Porcelain-ware.
china-withe (chi'na-with), n. In Jamaica, the

plant Smilax celastroides.

chin-band (chin 'baud), n. Any portion of ap-
parel passing under the chin, whether for pro-
tection or to hold the head-dress in place. Spe-
cifically (a) Same as cheek-band, 1. (b) In armor the
strap or series of metal plates that holds the helmet on
the head, passing under the chin. Also called chin-piece.

chincapin, n. See chinkapin.

chinching-iron

chinceryt, Same as chinchery.
chinch 1

!, and . [Early mod. E. also chince;
< ME. chinchc, chynche, var. of chiche, < OF.
chiche, niggard, mean, miserly: see chich?.] I.

a. Same as chiclft.

II. n. Same as chich2 .

chinch1
!,

''* [ME. c/ij'nc/ien; from the adj.] To
be niggardly.
Chynchyn, or sparyn mekylle, perparcua. Prompt. Pan.

chinch2 (chinch), n. [Also improp. chintz; <

Sp. Pg. chiitclui = It. cimice, < L. cimex (cimic-),
a bug: see Cimex.] 1. Same as chinch-bug, 1.

2. The common bedbug, Cimex lectularius.

chincha1 (chin'cha), n. [S. Amer.] A South
American rodent quadruped, Lagidium cuvieri.

See Lagidium.
chincha2 ,

n. See chinche2 .

chinch-bug (chinch'bug), n. 1. The popular
name of certain fetid American hemipterous
insects of the genus Blissus, somewhat resem-

Chinch-bug and Pupa (Blissus Itucoptcrus).

(Vertical lines show natural sizes.)

bling the bedbug, very destructive to wheat,
maize, etc., in the southern and western United
States. Also chinch, chink-bug. 2. The bed-
bug.
chinche 1

!, See chinch1 .

chinche2
, Chincha2

(chin'che, -cha). n. [NL.
chinche, chincha, chinga, applied to the skunk ;

perhaps a native Amer. name, but cf. Sp. Pg.
chinche, a bedbug: see chinch^.] A name of
the common American skunk, Mephitis mephi-
tica. Also cinche.

chinchert, n. [ME. chynchyr, chynchare; <
chinch1

, T., + -er1 .] A niggard.
chincheryt, . [ME. chincherie, chyncenj ; <

chineher, a niggard: see chincher, chinch 1
.]

Niggardliness. Chaucer.
Chinchilla (chin-chil'ii), n. [Sp., = Pg. chin-

chillia; of S. Amer. origin.] 1. A small South
American rodent quadruped of the genus Chin-

chilla, especially C. lanigera; a pika-squirrel.

Chinchilla lanifcra.

The common chinchilla is 9 or 10 inches long, with large
rounded ears, long hind legs, 5 toes on the fore feet, a long
bushy tail, and beautifully line pearly-gray pelage, in great
repute in furriery.

2. Some related animal of the family Chinchil-
Hdte: as, Cuvier's chinchilla (Lagidium curieri).

3. leap.] [NL.] The typical genus of the

family Chinchillidte : synonymous with Eriomyg.
4. The fur of these animals, which is used

for tippets, muffs, linings to cloaks, pelisses,
etc. 5. A thick heavy cloth for women's win-
ter cloaks, with a long napped surface rolled
into little tufts, in imitation of chinchilla fur.

chinchillid (chin-chil'id), n. A rodent mammal
of the.family Chinchillidce.

Chinchillidse (chin-chil'i-de), n. pi [NL., <

Chinchilla, 3, + -idee.] A family of the hys-
tricomorphie series of simplicident rodents,
confined to South America, and related to the
Cavies. It contains the genera Lagostoiiius, Lagidium,
and Chinchilla, or the viscachas and the chinchillas. See
cuts under chinchilla and viicacha.

Chinchillina (chin-chi-li'Da), n. pi. [NL., <

Chinchilla, 3, + -ia2
.] A group of rodents cor-

responding to the family Chinchillida'.

chinching-iront, [Appar. assibilated form
of "chinking-iron : see chinsing-iron.~\ An iron
used in calking chinks.



chinching-iron

Also take good hcde of your wynes cilery nyght with a

oandell, bothe rede wynr and >.ctc wyuc, .V hike the y

reboyh- nor leke nut, it wawdic y loi"
1 hfdcs cuery nyght

with coldc watiT, A lukeye haui' a chynehytigt I/run, MOM,
ami lynun clothes, yf nede Ijc.

/.'". (K. E. T. 8.), P. 2B7.

Chinchona (chin-cho'na), . Same as r/i7/.
chin-cloth (ehln'kloth), w. A sort of muftler

worn by woraon in the time of Charles I.

chin-cloutt (ohlnTdont), . Same as chin-cloth.

Then- hangs (In: lower part of a gentlewoman's gown,
witli a mask anil a cftim-littit.

JUiiltllrlon, Mad World, ill. 3.

Chln-COUght (chin'kof), H. [For *f/ /,-<///.

< chink*, = /,</(/, -, + cough. See Mnfr2 and *//-

Ao#(.] Same as

It shall ne'er In- said in our country
Thou dicdst u' tli oMn-wqfA. Fletcher, ]<<iiiiliira.

She ran to the assistance uf thr good man, ril1ilx.il In-

forehead, ami i-lap|n-il him on tin' kirk, a* is practised
with rhil'hvn whim they have the <'h<n <-n<i<ilt.

XiiHiltrtt, tr. of (ill lilas, ii. 1.

Chine^ (chin), r. [< JIK. rliiurn, cliyiiin (prct.

i'lin/i),< AS. ViMrtM, in comp. to-ciunn (lo-, K.

to-2
, apart), split, crack, chink, = OS. kiitan =

MD. I), kinin, split, germinate, sprout, dawn,
= OHG. kinan, chineii, MUG. kinni, split, ger-

minate, sprout, = Goth, kciiinii, germinate,
sprout, in comp. ita-keinan, sprout, grow; with

present-formative -n, from the Teut. / "ki, in

Goth. *kijan, ppr. kijnns, in comp. us-kijtiii,

sprout, grow, whence also ult. OS. kimo =
OHGr. chimo, MHG. kime, G. keim, a sprout,
shoot, bud, germ (> G. keimen, sprout, germi-
nate), and OHG. "chidi, *kidi (in comp. frnmi-

kidi), MHG. hide, G. dial, keid = OS. kith = AS.

eith, E. chit, a sprout, shoot : see chit1
; perhaps

ult. connected with the root of kin, kind, etc. :

see kin1
, kind*, fce/i2 .] I. intrans. To split

open; crack; chink; chap.
Thet gles ne breketh lie chineth and the sunne schineth

ther thurh. Old Eng. Homilies (ed. Morris), p. 83.

I >ini,;r drinkeles was his tonge
His lippes to clouen and chyiwd.

Holy Rowl (ed. Morris), p. 142.

Now brik is maade of white erthe, or rubrike,
Or cley, for that is made in sonier heete
To sone is drie, an forto chyne is like.

Palladia, Hushondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 166.

II. trans. To split; crack; burst; lay open.
And growen [read mown, gnaw| bothe gras and ston
Tho that deth her hert chon.

Bom. of Arthour and Merlin, 1. 7763.

Chyne that sanion. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 265.

So deadly it imprest,
That quite it chynd his backe behind the sell.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vi. 13.

chine1
(chin), n. [< ME. chine, chyne, chene, <

AS. cirnt, also cine (not *cine), = MD. kene, D.

keen, a chink, rift, crack, D. also a germ ; from
the verb: see chine1

, D.] If. A crack; chink;
rift; cleft; crevice; fissure.

My culuer [dove] in the holis of the ston, in the chyne of
a ston wal. Wyclif, Cant. ii. 14 (Oxf.).

There was sonityme in the myddel of Rome a greet chene
in the erthe. Trevisa, I. 233.

In a chine of the Roch made he entry,
For gret doubte had of Gaifrayes uiolens.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4343.

2. A ravine or large fissure in a cliff : a term

especially common in the Isle of Wight and

Hampshire, England : as, Black-gang chine.

chine2 (chin), n. [< ME. chine, chyne, < OF.
eschinc, F. echine, the spine, = Pr. esquina, en-

quena = Sp. esquena = It. schiena, the chine,
backbone, < OHG.skind, MHG. schine, the shin-

bone, a needle, a prickle, G. schiene, Shin, shin-

bone, splint, = AS. scina, E. shin, q. v.] 1. The
backbone or spine : now commonly used only
of an animal.
Arthur smote hym a-gein so sore that he perced the

shelde and the haubreke that the shafte shewed thourgh
the chyne be-hynde an arme lengthe.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 222.

These eighteene thankesgiuings are for the eighteene
bones in the chine or backe-bone, which must in saying
hereof be bended. Purckas, Pilgrimage, p. 197.

They shew us the bone or rib of a wild boare said to have
been kill'd by Sir Guy, but which I take to be the chine of
a whale. Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 3, 1654.

At this presents her with the tusky head
And chine with rising bristles roughly spread.

Dryden, Meleager and Atalanta, 1. 217.

2. A piece of the backbone of an animal, with
the adjoining parts, cut for cooking.

I do honour a chine of beef, I do reverence a loin of veal.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, ill. 2.

I learned from him that he had killed eight fat hogs for
this season, that he had dealt about his chines very liber-

ally amongst his neighbours. Addition, Sir Roger In Town.

3. Figuratively, a ridge of land.
Northwards ... is Jebel Ohod ; a hill somewhat be-

yond Ohod ; these are the last ribs of the vast primitive
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and granitic chine that, extending from Lebanon to near
Aden, and frm \>: \l n-rat, frinyrs tin- Ata
Mm trapezium. /:. /'. r,:nt,,n, i;i Mudinaii, p. -ai.

The chine of highland, whereon we stood, curved tu tin-

right and left of us. /'./>. lilfifkut'ii-'', l."rna l>i..uii', p. \r.t.

Mourning of the chine. *" I/I.,/-/-,I/./.--TO mose In
the chine, s, ,- BUM
chine- (chin), v. t.

; pret. and pp. chined, ppr.
chining. [<<-ltin<'-, n,] To cut through the back-
bone or into chine-pieces.

Chinf or slit him [the I'liilb) through the iniildli-.

ll'<r/tr./,, Cuiuljlete AngliT, ]i. ti7.

chine3 (chin), . [A corruption of chimb'* =
chime", by confusion with chine 1 or (/'<'-.] 1.

An erroneous form for chime (of a cask).

The old and mouldy casks had rutted away at their

1'hitirx. The American, VI. 208.

2. A part of a ship. See chime^, 2.

chin6 (she-na'). <* [F., prop. pp. of chiner, color,

dye, orig. in Chinese fashion, < Chine, China.]
Literally, colored in Chinese fashion: applied
to fabrics in which the warp is dyed in differ-

ent colors, so that a mottled effect is produced,
or in which a double thread, formed of two
smaller threads of different colors twisted to-

gether, is used to produce a similar mottled or

speckled appearance. Figured chine silks im\. a

plain ground, nut the flowers and bouquets forming tin-

pattern have an indistinct and cloudy appearance, ]>ro-

dticed by the breaking of minute particles of color into
one another.

chined (chind), . [< chine* + -ed2.] Back-
boned: used in composition : as, "eteel-chiim!

rascals," Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, v. 1.

Chinee (chl-ne'), n. [< Chinese, adj. as noun,
sing, and pi., and as pi. regarded as *('hinees,
as if from a sing. Chinee. So aborigine has
been developed from the L. pi. aborigines; and

cherry, sherry, etc., from singulars in -s taken
for plurals.] A Chinaman. [Colloq.]

For ways that are dark,
And for tricks that are vain,
The heathen Chines is peculiar.

Bret flarte, Plain Language from Truthful James.

chine-hoop (chln'hop), n. The last hoop at the
end of a cask.

Chinese (chi-nes' or -nez'), a. and n. [< China +
-ese; = F. chinois= Sp. chino = Pg. chinez = G.

chinesisch, etc.] I. a. Of or pertaining to China.
Chinese Act. See net. Chinese art, the art of China;

one of the chief branches of Oriental art. Chinese archi-

tecture makes extensive use of the baml>oo ; and its forms
and methods of construction, even in brick and stone, are

chink

tic creations. Chinese blue, capstan, classics, cross-
bow, duck, fire, glue, lantern, wax, white, yellow,
i-tc. SIT th<- IKil!li>.

II. n. 1. /</. and /it. (plural also I'oniu-j

ly Chinesrs). A native or natives of China;
>l ilically, a iiirnilicr or members of the prin-

cipal indigenous race of China proper, as dis-

tinguished from other Mongoloids, such as the

Manchus, the present ruling race in the Chinese

empire.
'Flu- barren plaints

Of Sericana, when- 'V,, /;,-.<,< drive
With sails and wind their cany waggons light.

\l,n.:i,. V. I..,iiL 4:?J.

We have seen them [writers of fiction] apparelled in the
caftan of a Persian, and the silken rube of a Chinese, and
are prepared to suspect their real character under every
disgui N.,//. Monastery, I. SB.

2. The language of China, it U a numosyllahi.-
tongue, and on this ground is generally classed with the
other languages of the same character in southeastern

Asia, in Further India and the Himalayas, as i-onitituting
the monosyllabic family. It exists In many dialects, of

which the Mi-rallrd Manilarin is tin- K-ailing and otlirial

one. It is composed of only about 500 words, as we Khmdd
distingui.-h tin in in u riling, all of them ending in a vowel-
sound or in a nasal, although some of the dialects still re-

tain final mutes, lost in Mandarin. This small body of

words, however, is raised to 1,500 by differences of the
tone of utterance, as rising, falling, even, abrupt, and so
on. The language is without inflection, and even without
distinction of parts of speech ; but words are classed as
"

full
"
or "empty," according as they are used with their

full meaning or as auxiliaries in forming phrases : like

our will and have in "I icill it," "they Kace it." on the
one hand, and in

"
they mill have seen It," on the other.

Chinese records go back to altout 2000 B. c., and the litera-

ture is immense and varied. The mode of writing U by
signs that represent each a single word in one of Its senses
or in a certain set of senses. The signs are of ideographic
or hieroglyphic origin ; but the greater part of them at

present are compound, and many contain a phonetic ele-

ment along with an ideographic. They number in the
dictionaries about 40,000; but only the smaller part of

these are in current and familiar use. They are written
in perpendicular columns, and the columns follow one
another from right to left. The language and mode of

writing have been carried to the neighWring nations that
have received their culture from China, especially Japan,
t'orea, and Annam, and have been more or less borrowed
or adopted by such nations.

chingle (ching'gl), n. [A dial, variant of shin-

gle%, q. v.] 1. Gravel free from dirt; shingle
(which see). 2. In coal-mining, a portion of

the coal-seam stowed away in the goaves to help
in supporting the roof of the mine. [Scotch.]
cblngly (ching'gli), a. A variant of shingly.
Scott.

Chiniant,"- [X China + -fan.] Same as Chinese.

Of lewes I remember not the mention of them in any
Chinian relation. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 408.

chiningt (chl'niug), n.

A chine
;
a crack.

[Verbal n. of chinei, v.]

largely influenced by this material. The roofs are usually
tiled, and have characteristically a hollow dip, as if copied
from the form of a tent. When rectangular, the lower
corners are sharply turned up. Roofs in several project-
ing tiers, one over the other, are usual in temples and
towers. The tiling of the roofs is often glazed in va-

rious colors, and the walls are frequently incrusted with

porcelain tiles, and sometimes with marble slabs. The
porcelain tower or ta of Nanking, destroyed in 1853, was a

building of this nature ; it was 200 feet high, had 9 stories,
and was surmounted by an iron spire or nnial. The pat-
low, or carved memorial gateway, is another feature of
Chinese architecture. A peculiarity of Chinese building
is the practice of beginning with the roof, which is sup-
ported on posta, and the walls are then built beneath it.

Chinese drawing and painting are often of great delicacy,
but show no knowledge of perspective. In the decora-
tive branches of art, much of the work of the Chinese is

of high merit. Their small brotees, and carvings in wood
and ivory, are of great technical excellence, and as makers
and decorators of porcelains they are unsurpassed. They
are fond of the grotesque, and are very successful in deco-
rative treatment of it, as, for instance, in their favorite
carved and painted figures of dragons and kindred fantas-

Ther as chyniny, clifte or scathe is.

Palladia*, Hllsbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 41.

chin-jerk (chin'jerk), n. The spasmodic con-
traction of the muscles which close the jaws
when the lower jaw is suddenly and involun-

tarily depressed, as by a blow on something
resting on the lower teeth. Also called jatc-
jerk.

chink1 (chingk), . [An extension, with -k, of

ME. chine, \ AS. ciini. cine, a crack, chine,
chink: see chine 1

, .] A crack; a cleft, rent, or

fissure of greater length than breadth; a gap:
as, the chinlcs of a wall.

Yet is this glimpse of this bright shining Sun comfui ta-

ble throw this chinke and key-hole of our Tjodily prison.
Purchag, Pilgrimage, p. 3.

Looked at in reference to this globe, an earthquake is

no more than a chink that opens in a garden walk of a dry
day in summer. Theodore Parker, Ten Sermons.

chink1
(chingk), c. [Not found in ME. except

as in chinse: see chink^, n., and cf. chinse. Cf.

chine1
, p.] I. intrans. To crack; split; gape.

U. trans. 1. To cause to open or part and
form a fissure

;
make chinks in.

The skin of that great body is chopped and chinked with

drought. Bp. Hall, Seasonable Sermons, p. 15.

Here they rode singly in a green twilight chinked with

golden lights. The Century, XXXI. 73.

2. To fill up chinks in: as, to chink a wall or a

pavement.
The intervals between the beds being chinked with

stones of the minutest thinness.
L. //. Morgan, Amer. Ethnol., p. 157.

3. To put into a chink or chinks: as, to chink
in mortar.

chink2 (chingk), v. [< ME. "chinken, chenken,
an imitative word, a var. of clinken, E. clink :

see clink, and cf. jingle (practically = "chinkle,

freq. of ehinlfl), tinkle, etc.] I. intrans. To
make a fine sharp sound, as that produced by
the collision of small pieces of metal.

Chymyn, or chenken wythe bellye [var. clinke bell], tin-

tillo. Prompt. Pan., p. 75.

Not a guinea chink'd on Martin's boards. S<eifl.



chink

H. trans. To cause to emit a sharp, clear

metallic sound, as by shaking coins together.
He chink* his purse and takes his seat of state.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 197.

chink2 (chingk), n. [< chink2, v.~\ 1. A short,

sharp, clear metallic sound.
Half a dozen grasshoppers under a fern make the field

ring with their importunate chink. Burke, Rev. in France.

The chink of the dropt hall-penny no more consoles

their forlorn bereavement. Lamb, Decay of Beggars.

2. Coin: so called from its metallic ring. [Vul-

gar.]
The keeping of an inn :

Where every jovial tinker, for his chink,

May cry, Mine host ! B. Jonson, New Inn, i. 1.

chink8 (chingk), n. [Prop, imitative, like the

equiv. fink, finch, spink. Cf. c/Wfc2.] 1. The
chaffinch, fringilla coslebs. [Prov. Eng.] 2.

The reed-bunting, Emberiza schcenicwlus.

chink 't (chingk), n. [Assibilated form of kink2
,

q. v. Cf. chin-cough.] A. fit, as of coughing or

laughing.
Here my lord and lady took such a chink of laughing

that it was some time before they could recover.

Brooke, Fool of Quality, i. 35.

His [the rector's] kind face was all agape with broad

smiles, and the boys around him were in chinks of laugh-
ing. Mrs. Oaskell, Cranford, ix.

chink5
+, n. [A var., perhaps a misprint, of

chinch2."] An obsolete form of chinch2 .

Theod. I thank you, hostess.

Pray you, will you shew me in ?

Hostess. Yes, marry, will I, sir ;

And pray that not a flea or a chink vex you.
Fletcher (and another), Love's Pilgrimage, i. 1.

chinka (ching'ka), . [E. Ind.] A suspension-
bridge with a single cable, often made of stout

grass, used in the East Indies. From the cable
a moving seat, shaped like an ox-yoke, is slung
for the passenger.
chinkapin, chincapin (ching'ka-pin), n. [Also
chinquapin, and formerly chincomen, ehechinqua-
men (F. chincapin, ehinquapine) ;

of Amer. Ind.

origin.] 1. The dwarf chestnut of the United

States, Castanea pumila, a shrub or tree, rang-
ing from Pennsylvania to Texas, and bearing a
nut similar to that of the chestnut, but smaller
and solitary in the bur.

They [the Virginians] have . . . many goodly groves of

Chincomen trees, that have husks like a chestnut, and are

good meat either raw or boiled.

S. Clarke, Plantations of the English in America (1670),

[p. 12.

2. On the Pacific coast of the United States,
the Castanopsis chrysophylla, a tree or shrub
of the Sierra Nevada and Cascade mountains.
This is more nearly allied to the oak than to the chestnut,
though the small nut, whicii is not edible and does not
mature till the second year, is inclosed in a similar spiny
bur. See mater-chinkapin.
3. The nut of Castanea pumila.
Of their Chesnuts and Chechinquamens boyled 4 houres,

they make broath and bread for their chiefe men.
Capt. John Smith, Works (ed. Arber), p. 68.

Chinkapins have a taste something like a chestnut, and
grow in a husk or bur, being of the same sort of sub-

stance, but not so big as an acorn. They grow upon large
bushes, some about as high as the common apple trees in

England, and either in the high or low, but always bar-
ren ground. Beverley, Virginia, ii. H 14.

chink-bug (chingk'bug), re. A corrupt form of

chinch-bug.
chinkerst (ching'kerz), n.pl. [< chink2 + -er1 +
a1 . Cf. chink2

, n., 2.] Coins
; money. [Slang.]

Are men like us to be entrapped and sold
And see no money down, Sir Hurly-Burly ? . . .

So let us see your chinkers.
Sir H. Taylor, Ph. van Artevelde, II., iii. 1.

chinking (ching'king), n. [Verbal n. of chink*,
v.~\ 1. The process of filling the interstices
between the logs of log houses preparatory to

plastering them over with clay. The double
process is known as chinking and daubing. 2.
The material used for filling chinks.
The interstices of the log wall were "

chinked," the

chinking being large chips and small slabs . . . and the
daubing yellow clay. Carlton, The New Purchase, I. 61.

chinky (ching'ki), a. [< chink1 + -yl.~\ Full
of chinks or fissures

; gaping; opening in clefts
or crevices.

Plaister thou the chinky hives with clay.
Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv. 63.

chinned (chind), a. [< chin + -erf2.] Having a
chin of the kind specified : as, double-cWrened

Like a faire yong prince,
First downe chinned. Chapman, Iliad, xxiv. 307.

chinoidine (ki-noi'din), n. [< NL. china, var. of

quina (see quinine), + -aid + -ine2 .] An amor-
phous dark-brown brittle substance, obtained
in the manufacture of quinine by precipitating
the brown mother-liquors with ammonia, and
consisting chiefly of the remaining amorphous
alkaloids. It is used as a substitute for quinine.
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chinoline (kin'o-lin), n. [< NL. china, quinine
(see quinine), -f- -ol + -iwe2 .] An artificial al-

kaloid, CgHyN, which is obtained by distilling

quinine or cmchonine with potash, or syntheti-
cally from aniline and nitrobenzene by treat-

ment with sulphuric acid and glycerin, it is

a colorless liquid with a penetrating odor, is a powerful
antiseptic, and has been used in medicine as an antipe-
riodic in intermittent fevers. Also spelled quinoline.

Chinook (chi-nuk' ),. [Amer. Ind.] 1. A jar-

gon of Indian, French, and English used as a
means of communication with the native tribes

in British America, and now extensively em-

ployed, especially on the northwestern Pacific

coast, not only between the whites and the

Indians, but also between the Indians of tribes

having different languages. It is similar in char-
acter to "Pidgin English," being made of native and for-

eign words grossly corrupted and often fancifully used.
For example, the Chinook name for a male " Indian

"
is

siwaxh, from the French sauvage; an Englishman is a

King George man; a Boston man is a person from the Unit-
ed States ; and clouds are smock (English smoke).

All words in Chinook are very much aspirated, guttu-
ralized, sputtered, and swallowed.

T. Winthrop, Canoe and Saddle.

2. [I. c.] A name given in the extreme north-
western part of the United States to a warm,
dry westerly or northerly wind which is felt at

intervals, especially on the eastern slopes of the
mountains. In the winter and early spring it causes a

very rapid disappearance of the snow. It is similar to the
foehn of Switzerland. See/oeAn.
When we reached Spokan Falls we heard the line was

breached in sixty or eighty places ; a chinook or warm
wind had produced a thaw, and the floods had washed out
the line. W. Shepherd, Prairie Experiences, p. 116.

chin-piece (chin'pes), n. Same as chin-band, (b).

chinquapin, n. See chinkapin.
chinquis (chin'kwis), n. [Native name.] A
name of the peacock-pheasant of the East

Indies, Potyplectron bicalcaratum, having two
spurs on each tarsus, and beautiful ocelli on the
feathers of the back and tail. See Polyplectron.
chin-scab (chin'skab), n. A disease in sheep,
called by shepherds dartars.

chinse (chins), v. t.
; pret. and pp. chinsed, ppr.

chinsing. [Appar. for 'chinch, < ME. "chinchen

(which appears in chinching-iron for chinsing-

iron); an assibilated form of chink*, v., 2.]

Naut., to calk temporarily, as the seams of a

ship, by forcing in the oakum with a chisel or
the point of a knife.
The ends and edges are chinsed or lightly caulked.

Thearle, Naval Architecture, 230.

chinsing-iron (chin 'sing -I "em), n. [Earlier

chinching-iron, ME. chynchynge-yron ; < 'chinch-

ing, chinsing, verbal n. of "chinch, chinse, +
iron.] An edged tool or chisel used to chinse
the seams of a vessel.

chin-strap (chin'strap), n. Insaddlery, a strap
connecting the throat-strap and nose-band of
a halter. E. H. Knight.

chintt, An obsolete form of chintz1 .

chintz 1
, chints (chints), n. [Formerly also

chint, < Hind, chhint, chintz, also chhit= Bene.

chhit, chintz, a spot (cerebral t), > D. sits, G.

zitz, chintz; cf. Hind, chitra, spotted, also

chintz, < Skt. chitra, spotted, variegated, bright,
< / chit, perceive, look at. Cf. chetali.~] Cot-
ton cloth printed with flowers or other patterns
in different colors, and now generally glazed.
Its production was formerly confined to the East Indies,
but it is now largely manufactured in Europe, especially
in Great Britain, where the glazed kind is also frequently
called furniture-print, from its extensive use in covering
furniture, etc.

Let a charming chintz and Brussels lace

Wrap my cold limbs, and shade my lifeless face.

Pope, Moral Essays, i. 248.

Chintz braid, a cotton galloon printed with a small pat-
tern in colors. Cnlntz style. Same as madder style
(which see, under madder).
chintz2 (chints), n. A corruption of chinch2 .

chin-whelk, Chin-welk (chin'hwelk, -welk), n.

Same as sycosis.
Chiococca (M-o-kok'a), n. [NL., prop. "Chio-
nococca (a translation of E. snowberry, q. v.), <

Gr. ^iv, snow (see chimera), + K&KKOC,, a berry;
in allusion to the white color of the berries.]
A genus of tropical plants, natural order Bubia-

cece, consisting of small, often climbing shrubs,
natives of America, with funnel-shaped yellow-
ish flowers. The fruit is a white berry with two seeds.
The plants possess purgative and emetic properties, and
the root of C. racemoia, known as cahinca-root, has been
of repute as a diuretic.

Banded Hickory-borer
(China cinctus), natural
size.

chiolite (kTo-15t), re. [< Gr. JM&V, snow, +
stone.] A rare fluoridof aluminium and sodium,
occurring in snow-white tetragonal crystals
near Miask, in the government of Ufa, Russia.
Chion (ki'on), re. [NL., < Gr. ^(civ, snow: see

chimera, hiemal, ete.] A genus of longicorn

chip

beetles, of the group Cerambyci, characterized

by the rounded cavities of the front coxae, an
acutely triangular scutel-

lum, a lateral spine, but no
dorsal callosities on the tho-

rax, and elytra and thighs

spinose at the tip. The single
North American .spcdcs (.'nn.stitut-

iiiK this genus, C. cinctus (Drury),
is very variable in size and col-

or, but is usually brownish-gray,
and is covered with short whitish-

Kray hair, each wing-case having
an oblique ocher-colored band.
Sometimes the beetle is uniformly
brownish-yellow. It is very abun-
dant in the eastern parts of the
United States, its larvae tunneling
in the solid wood of hickory-trees.
Practical Entomologist, I. 30.

Chionanthus (ki-o-nan'thus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Xiuv, snow, + dirfto'r, a flower.] A genus of low
trees or shrubs, of the natural order Okacece,
natives of eastern North America and eastern
Asia. The principal species is C. Virginica, the

fringe-tree of the United States. Seefringe-tree.
Chionididse (ki-o-nid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chio-

nis (Cliionid-) + -f>.] A remarkable family of

wading birds, related both to the plovers and
to the gulls, in some respects near the oyster-
catchers, and in some systems ranged with the

lark-plovers, Thinocoridce, in a superfamily Chi-

onoide<e; the sheathbills. See sheathbill.

Chioninae (kl-o-m'ne), n. pi. [NL., < CMnnis
+ -<B.] The only subfamily of the Chionidi-
da!. a. R. Gray, 1841.

Chionis (ki-6'nis), n. [NL. (J. R. Forster,

1788), < Gr. ;c<uv, snow.] The typical genus of

birds of the family Chionidida:. C. alba inhabits
the Falklands and some other antarctic islands, is snow-
white in color, and as large as a small chicken. C. minor
is a smaller and perfectly distinct species inhabiting Ker-
guelen island in the Indian ocean. The term is synony-
mous with Vafjinalis and Coltorhamphu*. See sheathbill.

Chionoideae (ki-o-uoi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., < Chi-
onis + -oidece.~\ A superfamily of birds, in
which the Thinocoridte are included with the
Chionidida!.

chionomorph (ki-on'o-mprf), n. One of the

Chionomorphm ; a sheathbill.

Chionomorphae (ki-6-no-mor'fe), n. pi. [NL.
(Coues and Kidder, 1876), < Chionis + Gr. jwp-

0#, form.] The sheathbills, or Chionidida;, as
a superfamily of birds.

chionomorphic (ki-6-no-mor'fik), a. [< Chio-

nomorpha! + -ie.] Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Chionomorpha:.
Chip1

(chip),

chipping. . [<
small pieces ( +, , *

out, hatch, MD. strike, knock, cut ( > G. kippen,
clip money), = MLG. kippen, hatch out. = OSw.
kippa, chop), derived with reg. vowel-change
from chop1 ;

but the forms and senses are partly
mixed with those of other verbs : see chopl and
chipl, .] I. trans. 1. To cut into small pieces
or chips ;

diminish or disfigure by cutting away
a little at a time or in small pieces ;

hack
away. See chipping.

Chyppe the breed at ones, for our gestes be come.
Quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), ii. 71.

There are two doors, and to each a single chipped and
battered marble step. G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 3.

2. In poker, faro, and other games at cards, to

bet; lay a wager: as, to chip five dollars (that
is, to stake chips representing five dollars).

II. intrans. 1. To break or fly off in small

pieces, as the glazing in pottery. 2. In poker,
to bet a chip: as, I chip. 3f. To carp; gibe;
sneer.

In wordys men weren never so wyce
As now, to chyppe at wordys of reson.

MS. Cantab. Ff. ii. 36, fol. 33. (HalliweU.)

To chip in, to put in chips, as into the pool in gambling ;

hence, to contribute
; supply one's share or part : as, they

all chipped in to buy it. [Slang.]

chip
1

(chip), n. [< ME. chip, chippe, chyppe, a

chip (AS. cyp, cypp, a stock, post (L. stipes),

occurring in glosses, is a different word, < L.

cippus: see cippus) ;
from the verb.] 1. A small

fragment of wood, stone, or other substance,
separated from a body by a blow of an instru-

ment, particularly a cutting instrument, as an

ax, an adz, or a chisel.

Full ofte he heweth up so highe,
Tat chippes fallen in his eye.

Gower, Conf. Alnant., 1. 106.

2. Wood, coarse straw, palm-leaves, or similar
material split into thin slips and made by weav-
ing into hats and bonnets.

The ladies wear jackets and petticoats of brown linen,
and chip hats. Smollett, Humphrey Clinker.



chip

3. Anything dried up and deprived of strength
and character.
He was ... a chiji, weak water-yruel, a tame rabbit.

Specifically 4. The dried dung of the Ameri-
can bison; a buffalo-chip. [Colloq.] 5. Xiint..

the quadrant-shaped piece of wood attached to

the end of the log-lino. See log.

Had it nnt heen fur I he MM hum aft which sent thecA/;>

home, and threw her continually ott her course, the In^

would have shown her tu have hecn goingM>niAWhftt faster.

H. II. Dana, Jr., Kel.jrc tin- Mast, |>. H&
6. One of the small disks or counters used in

poker and some other games at cards, usually
of ivory or bone, marked to represent various
sums of money. 7. A carpenter: commonly
in the plural. [Naut. slang.] 8. A small

wedge-shaped piece of ivory tised in rough-tun-
ing a piano. ^A chip of the old block, a familiar

phrase applied tu a child or an adult who, either in persnn
or in disposition and character, resembles his father.

"Yes, yes, t'hutfey; Jonas is a chip of the old block.

It's a very old block now. t'hult'ey.
"
said the old man.

IHi'ki-nx, Martin (Tmzzlewit, xviii.

chip" (chip), v. i.
; pret. and pp. chipped, ppr.

chipping. [Imitative; cf. cheep, and see chijft,

n., chip-bird, rliippi-r-. i\, clii/imunk, etc.] To
utter a short, dry. crisp sound, as a bird or a

bat; cheep; chirp.

chip- (chip) ?
M. [< chip

2
, r.] The cry of the bat.

chip-ax (clup'aks), n. A small ax used to chip
a block or timber to nearly the shape to which
it is to be dressed.

chip-bird (chip'berd), TO. A popular name of
the Spizella soda/in or domcstica, a small frin-

gilline bird of North America, very common and
familiar in most parts of the United States. It
is about 6 inches long, has a reddish cap, streaked back,
and plain grayish under parts ; builds a neat hair-lined
nest in bushes, and lays greenish eggs with dark spots.
Also called hair-bird, chippitiy-bird, chipping-sparrow,
and chippy.

chip-breaker (chip'bra"ker), TO. 1. A metal

plate placed at the back of the bit of a carpen-
ters' plane, to bend up the bit and prevent the

splitting of the board. E.H. Knight. 2. In a

matching-machine, a piece fastened to the side
cutter-head frame, to break off the chips and
thus prevent the edge of the board from split-

ting-

chip-chop1
(chip'chop), a. [Reduplication of

chopi.~] Broken; unmusical. [Rare.]
The sweet Italian and the chip-chop Dutch.

John Taylor.

chip-chop2 (chip'chop), TO. [Imitative of the
bird's note

;
cf. chip

2
, cheep, and chiff-chaff."] A

name of the chiff-chaff. Montagu.
chipmonk, n. Same as chipmunk.
chipmunk, chipmuck (chip'mungk, -muk), .

[Also written

chipmuk; said
,

to be of Amer.
Ind. origin, and
appar. orig.
imitative. Cf.

chip
2

, etc.] A
name of the
hackee or chip-
ping-squirrel of
the United

States, Tamias
striatus, and of
other species
of the genus
Tamias (which see). The common chipmunk is a
small striped species, about 6 inches long, with the tail 4

inches; it is reddish-brown in the upper parts, and has
two white stripes and four black ones on the sides. It is

abundant in eastern North America, and furnishes a con-

necting link between the arboreal squirrels proper ami
the ground-squirrels or spermophiles.

chipper1
(chip'er), . [< chipl + -erl. Cf. chop-

per*.] One who or that which chips or cuts.

Ye must haue thre pantry knyues, one knyfe to square
trenchour loues, au other to be a chyppere.

Babeei Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 266.

chipper2 (chip'er), v. i. [E. dial., freq. of chip
2

,

q. v.] To chip; chirp; chirrup.
chipper3 (chip'er), a. [Assibilated form of E.
dial, kipper, lively, brisk: see kipper

2
.']

Ac-
tive; cheerful; lively; brisk; pert. [Colloq.,
U. S.]
He turned up at last all alive, and chipper as a skunk-

blackbird. H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 87.

chipping (chip'ing), n. [< ME. chippinge; ver-
bal u. ofcliipi.] 1. The act of cutting or knock-
ing off in small pieces. It is an operation frequent-
ly resorted to with cast-iron when it is taken from the
mold, in order to remove the dark rind or outside crust,
which is harder than the rest and would destroy the file.

The operation is performed with the chipping-chisel.
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2. The flyiiig or breaking off in small
of the edges of pottery and porcelain. 3. A
chip ;

a piece cut off or separated by a cutting
or engraving instrument or by a blow; a frag-
ment.

They dung their land with the chtuuin</> of a sort of soft
stmie. Mortimer, Husbandry.

chipping-bird (chip'ing-berd), n. Same as chip-
bira.

chipping-chisel (chip'ing-chiz"el), n. The
chisel employed in the operation of chipping;
a cold-chisel having a face somewhat convex,
and an angle of about 80. See chijijiiny, 1.

dripping-machine (chip'ing-raa-shen'), . A
planing-machiue used for cutting dyewoods
into chips. E. II. Kniijlit.

chipping-piece (chip'ing-pes), n. In foundimi :

(a) An elevated cast or forged surface, afford-

ing surplus nietal for reduction by the tools.

(6) The projecting piece of iron cast on the
face of a piece of iron framing^ when intended
to be rested against another piece.

chipping-sparrow (chip'iug-spar"6), n. Same

chipping-sauirrel(chip'ing-skwur'
l

'el), . Same
as MfoMMM.
chipping-up (chip'iug-up'),

. The process of

rough -tuning a piano with a chip.

chippy
1
(chip'i), a. [< chipl + -yl.] Abound-

ing in chips ; produced by chips.

Here my chilled veins are warmed by chippy fires.

Savage, The Wanderer, i.

Chipmunk (Tamias striatus}.

chippy2 (chip'i), n. ; pi. chippies (-iz). [<
+ dim. -y.~] A familiar name of the chip-bird.

chir (cher), TO. [E. Ind.] The Pinus lo-ngifolia,
a large pine-tree of the northwestern Hima-
layas. The wood is not durable ; but the tree yields a
larger amount of resin than any other of the Himalayan
pines.

The chir, or three-leaved Himalayan pine.
Encyc. Brit., XIV. 155.

chir-. See chiro-.

chira (che'ra), n. Same as chiru.

Ghiracanthus (kl-ra-kan'thus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Xeip, the hand, + anavQa, a thorn.] 1. A genus
of fossil ganoid fishes of the Devonian or Old
Red Sandstone formation, covered with small

brightly enameled scales, and having all its

fins armed with defensive spines. It abounds
at Gamrie, in Banffshire, Scotland, and other
localities in Great Britain. 2. A genus of ne-
matoid worms or threadworms, entirely cov-
ered with spines. C. hispidum is an example.
Also Cheiracanthus.

chiragon (M'ra-gon), n. [< Gr. x^P, the hand,
+ ayuv, ppr. of ayeiv, lead, drive : see act, .]

A writing-machine for the blind
;
a cecograph.

E. H. Knight.
chiragra (ki-rag'ra or ki'ra-gra), n. [< L. chi-

ragra, < Gr. xeip&ypa, < x 'P> the hand, + aypa,
seizure. Cf. podagra.] Gout in the hand.

chiragric, chiragrical (ki-rag'rik, -ri-kal), a.

[< L. chiragricus, < Gr. *xf'Pa7P'K^f> ( Xe
'P<*'ypa ,

chiragra.] Pertaining to or having gout in
the hand

;
of the nature of chiragra.

Chiranthodendreae (kl-ran-tho-den'dre-e), n.

pi. [NL., < Chiranthodendron (< Gr. xc'P> hand,
+ avSof, flower, + SevSpov, tree) + -C<E.] An order
of polypetalous dicotyledonous plants, some-
what anomalous in its characters, and inter-

mediate between the guttiferal and malval
groups of orders. It includes two monotypic
genera, Frcmontia, of California, and Chiran-

thodendron, the hand-flower tree of Mexico.
chiravari (chir-a-yar'i), TO. See charinari.

chirchet, A Middle English form of church.

Ohirella (kl-rel'a), n. [NL., < Gr. x"P, the

hand.] The typical genus of Chirellidce. Len-

denfeld.
Chirellidae (ki-rel'i-de), TO. pi. [NL., < Chirella
+ -id(e.~\ A family of sponges, named by Len-
denfeld from the genus Chirella : same as Spi-
rastrellidai of Ridley and Dendy.
chiretta (chi-ret'ii), . [Hind, chiraeta, chiraita,
a species of gentian, and the bitter derived from
it.] An East Indian bitter derived from the
dried stems of Ophelia Chirata, a gentianaceous
plant from the north of India. It is very similar in
its properties to gentian, and is used medicinally for sim-
ilar purposes, especially in India, where it is much valued.
Several other species of Ophelia and allied genera are
known in India by the same name and have the same
virtues.

chirid (ki'rid), TO, A fish of the family Cliirida.

Chiridae (ki'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chirus + -fate.]
A family of acanthopterygian fishes, exempli-
fied by the genus Chirus, to which different
limits have been assigned by ichthyologists, in

Chirocentrus

Gill'g system it includes tin,,,- ri,n,,;,ira which have the
dorsal elongated, consisting uf nearly equal acalitlinpter
ous and arthropteroiis pnrtiuiis. a Intiir anal OiUmt , <|ii:d
tit the artliroplei'Miis dm sal), \\cll tl>'\' lojied thoracic veu-

trals, I'c.inpnsM-.l bead, lateral eyes, branchial apertures
extensive, but with the DMmbnoM innit m- less united,
an antntrsiform compressc'l l,.,.l v. ami a nnnlelat.: nltin-

l>er of vertebrse.

Chiridota (kl-ri-do'tii), w. [NL.] Same as
CUfodota. li'ifi/HinHH, 1836.

chiriet, . A Middle English forru of chcrryl.
chirimoya. . Same as cln > (///<( .

Chirinae (ki-ri'ne), H. pi. [NL., < Chini* +
-(.] A subfamily of t'liiriilir. typified by the

genus Chirus, with the anal spines obsolete or
reduced to one, the head blunt forward, and
the preoperele entire.

chirkH (cherk), . i. [< ME. rliirlci-n (in the
second sense with a var. chirpcn, > mod. E.

eliirpl ), appar. regarded as directly imitative (=
G. dial, zirken, schirken, chirp), but in form a
variant of charkcn (cherken, chorken, E. dial.

chark), creak, < AS. cearcian, creak, crack, me-
tathesis of cracian, > E. crack: see </(//',
crack, andcf. chirp1

, chirm, chirr.'] If. To creak ;

shriek; groan.
Al ful of chirkynti was that sory place.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale (ed. Skeat), 1. 1148.

2. To make a noise, as a bird; chirp.
And kiste hire swete and chirketh [var. chirfcth] u a

sparwe. Chaucer, Summoner's Tale, 1. 96.

Also spelled cherk.

chirk2 (cherk), v. i. [Origin uncertain; per-
haps a var. of chirp; cf. chirk1

, v. Cf. c/iirp
2
.]

To be or become cheerful. [Colloq., New Eng.]
To chirk up, to cheer up.

chirk2 (cherk), a. Lively; cheerful; pert; in

good spirits. [Colloq., New Eng.]
She was just as chirk and chipper as a wren, a-wearin'

her liftle sun-bunnet, and goin' a-nuckleberryin'.
//. B. Stouv, Oldtown, p. 34.

chirm (cherm), v. [Also charm (see charm'*),

formerly written cherm, churm, < ME. chirmen,
< AS. cirman, cyrman (= MD. MLG. kermen,
karmen), cry out, shout, make a loud noise

;
cf.

cirm, cyrm, clamor, noise. See charm%, and
cf. chirk 1

, chirp
1

,
and chirr.'} I. intrans. 1. To

chirp as a bird.

The bird chirms as it is whistled to.

Wodroephe, Kr. and Eng. Grammar (1623), p. 605.

Now listening to the chinning of the birds.

W. W. Story, He and She, p. 1.

2. To emit a mournful sound, as birds collected

together before a storm.

II. trans. To utter as with a chirp,
chirm (cherm), n. [Also charm, formerly writ-
ten cherm, charm, < ME. chirm, chyrm, < AS.
cirm, cyrm, clamor, noise: see the verb.] If.

Clamor; confused noise.
The churnw of a thousand taunts and reproaches.

Bacon, Hen. VII., p. 186.

2. Specifically, the mournful sound emitted be-
fore a storm by birds collected together.

chiro-, cheiro-. [L., NL., etc., chiro-, before a
vowel chir-, NL. sometimes less prop, cheiro-, <

Gr. xe'P-> before a vowel xelP-, combining form
of xe'P = OL. hir, the hand.] An element in
some words of Greek origin, meaning

'

hand,'
'the hand.'

Chirocentri (kl-ro-sen'tri), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

Chirocentrus."] A group of malacopterygian
fishes: same as Chirocentridce.

chirocentrid (ki-ro-sen'trid), . A fish of the

family Chirocen tridte.

Chirqcentridae (ki-ro-sen'tri-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Chirocentrus + -ida-."] A family of malacop-
terygiau fishes, typified by the genus Chirocen-
trus. The body is covered with thin deciduous scales ;

the margin of the upper jaw is formed by the intermaxil-
laries mesially, and by the maxillaries laterally (both
bones beinjj: firmly united by juxtaposition) ; the opercular
apparatus is complete ; the dorsal fin belongs to the can*
dal portion of the vertebral column

; the intestine is short,
the mucous membrane forming a spiral fold ; and there
are no pyloric appendages. Also Chirocentri.

Chirocentrodon (ki-ro-sen'tro-don), n. [NL.]
A genus of fishes founded by Giintner in 1868.

chirocentroid (ki-ro-sen'troid), a. and n. [<
Chirocentrus + -oirf.] I. a. Pertaining to or

resembling the Chirocentridte.

II. n. A chirocentrid.

Chirocentroidei (ki-ro-sen-troi'de-i), *. pi.

[NL. (Bleeker, 1859), < Chirocentrus + -oidei.]
In Bleeker's system, a family of the herring or-

der, associated with two others in a tribe called

Pseudoclupeini : same as Chirocentridw.

Chirocentrus (ki-ro-sen'trus), . [NL., < Gr.

Xetp, hand, + nevrpov, spine, center.] A genus
of fishes, typical of the family Chirocentrtdw.
It is so named from a lanceolate process of the pectoral
fin. C. dorab, the only species known, is a large her-
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chirography the mammse. The dental formula is 1 incisor, 1 canine,
and 3 molars in each half jaw ; and 1 premolar in each
half upper and 2 premolars in each half under jaw.

ope. Chiromyidae (ki-ro-mi'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Chi-

romys + -Jdte.] A family of lemuroid quad-
rupeds or Prosimia', represented by the genus
Chiromys : in current usage, but a synonym of
DaubentoHiithe (which see). Also Chironiydee,
('liiroini/ilid(e, Clteirouiyida:

i/nij'ia = Pg.'cktrographia, < Gr." as if *%upo- Chiromyini (kr'ro-mi-i'ni), n. pi. [NL., < CM-
)pa<pia, < xe

'Pufpa<l>of, handwriting, written with romys 4- -int.] A group of lemuroid quadru-
the hand: see chirograph.] 1. The art of writ-

,
e(1s, corresponding to the family Chiromyida;.

ing; handwriting. 2. A particular or indi- Chiromys (ki'ro-mis), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1800),

yidual style of handwriting. 3. The art of tell- < G
.

r- XfiP, hand, + //i>c = E. mome.~\ The
ing fortunes by examining the hand. typical and only genus of the family Chiro-

the skin studded with rows of small tubercles chirogymnast'(ki-ro-jim'nast), n. [=F. chiro- myidte, containing the aye-aye (which see). It

bearing calcareous wheel-shaped bodies. C. gymnaste, < Gr. xf'pl hand, + yvfivaaTfa, a gym- ig the current name of the genus, but is a syno-
violacea is an example. Also Cliiridota. nast.] Any mechanical apparatus for strength- nymof the prior Daubentonia. Also Cheiromys.
chirogale (ki'ro-gal), . An animal of the genus ening the muscles of the hand for pianoforte- Chironectes (ki-ro-nek'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. xs

'P,

chirixjaleus. or organ-playing; especially, a set of rings at- hand, + vf/Kr/jc., a swimmer, < vr/xftv, swim.] 1.

Chirogaleus (ki-ro-ga'le-us), n. [NL. (Com- taehed by springs to a cross-bar. A genus of marsupial mammals, of the family
merson), < Gr. ^t/p, hand, + yaUij, ya/,f/, a wea- chiroid (ki'roid), a. and n. [< Cliirus + -old.]

ring-like fish occurring in the Indian ocean and eastward chirographist (kl-rog'ra-fist), n. [< ehirogranto Japanese waters.
_^_ ^^

-i Same *is OmTOOT&Dnff? 2
Chirocephalus (ki-ro-sef'a-lus), n. [NL., < Gr. ^ ,

'

e MmimplMll^ j I,,"

xeip, nauu, -I- KtyaMj, head.] Same as Bran- Arbuthnot Po

m^^' , , chirographosophic (ki-ro-graf-6-sof'ik), n. [<Chirocolus (ki-rok'o-lus), [NL. (Wagler), < Gr . %,,*.p(ujl0

*
handwriting (see chirograph),

<*r. x?<P.hand, + v.of docked, curtal ] Age- -(-o-o^f, wise, + -/<-.] An expert in chirographynus of Brazilian lizards having the hind feet a jluige of handwriting, fangsleu- [Rare ]
5-toed,andtheforefeet4-toedwitharudimen- chirography (ki-rog'?a-fi), . [= Sp.
tary thumb. C. imbricatut is an example. Itissynony- --" ' -

mous with 2Jeterodactylux, and belongs to the family
Teiiiltr, tli'iuyh sometimes made type of a family Chi-
rocoliil":

Chirodota (ki-rod'o-tii), . [NL. (Eschscholtz,
1829).] A genus of apueumonous or apodous
holothurians, of the family Syiiaptidfe, having

sel, ,
a kind of shark.] A genus of lemurs, I. a. Resembling or related to the genus CM-

rus; belonging to the family Chirida;.

Didelphyulte, containing the yapok or water-
opossum of South America, C. variegatus or C.

llliger, 1811. 2. A genus of pedicu-

J-k

II. n. A member of the genus Cliirus or fam- late fishes: same as Antcnnarim. Cuvier, 1817.

ily Cliiridee. Also Clieironectes.

Chirolepis (ki-rol'e-pis), . [NL. (Agassiz, Chironectidae (ki-ro-nek'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., <

1833), < Gr. xt'p, hand, + fame, a scale.] A Chironectes, 2, + -id(K. ] A family of pediculate
genus of fossil ganoid fishes, of the Devonian fishes, typified by the genus Chironectes : sy-
or Old lied Sandstone formation, with minute nonymous with Antennariidas. Swainson, 1839.
scales and greatly developed pectoral and ven- chironomer (ki-ron'o-mer), >i. [< chironomy +
tral fins, generally referred to the family Pa- **] A teacher of chironomy or gesticula-
leeoniscidce. Also Cheirolepis. tipn.

Chirologia (M-ro-16'ji-a), n. [NL.] Same as chironomic (ki-ro-nom'ik), a. [< chironomy +
chirology. -if. ] Relating to chironomy or the art of ges-
chirological (ki-ro-loj'i-kal), a. Pertaining to ticulation.

chirology. Chironomidae (ki-ro-nom'i-de), w. pi. [NL., <

chirologist (kl-rol'o-jist), n. [< chirology + -ist.']
Chironomus + -idce.~\ A family of nemocerous

One who communicates thoughts by signs made dipterous insects, typified by the genus Chiro-
with the hands and fingers.

chirology
"

Sp. quiro'

Brown Mouse-lemu
-ology.] The art or practice of using the manual
alphabet that is, of communicating thoughts
by signs made with the hands and fingers, as
by deaf-mutes. See deaf-mute. Also ehirologia.

including the small species known as dwarf
makis or mouse-lemurs. C. milii is the brown
mouse-lemur of Madagascar.
Chirogidae (ki-roj'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chirox
(Cliirog-) + -ida:] A family of extinct mar-
supial animals, typified by the genus Chirox.
They were of small size, and had in the upperjaw on each * -

side about 3 quadritubercnlate or trituberculate premo- chiromancer (kl'ro-man-ser), i.

lars and 2 molars with many tubercles in two or three
imperfect longitudinal rows. Only one species has been
described, from the latest Cretaceous or Puerco beds of
New Mexico.

especially in the males ; there is no transverse thoracic
suture ; and the costal vein ends near the tip of the wing.
They greatly resemble mosquitoes, but as a rule do not
bite. They may be observed in early spring in swarms
often of immense extent.

chiromachyt (kl-rom'a-ki), n. [< Gr. x"/>- CMronomus(ki-ron'o-mus),. [NL. (Meigen),
im ir '.rt 1 1 ., >, . 1 1 .. l ., ... /i:*- i, ...... ,1 _i_i.; \ s n_ji__n i"_ji_ .. ''

hand-labor (lit. "hand-fighting), < xeiP-
fighting with the hand. < x"P, hand, +
fight.] A hand-to-hand fight. Gauden.

chirognomic (kl-rog-nom'ik), o. [< cJiiroflnomy+ -ic.~\ Pertaining to or derived from chiroc-

[< chiromancyT -er^.j One who attempts to foretell future
events, or to tell the fortunes and dispositions
of persons, by inspecting their hands. Also etii-

romant, chiromantist.
The practical cheiromancer wields a power the subtlest

and, be it added, the most dangerous of which the world

Chirognomy(ki-rog'no-mi),. [< Gr. ^>, hand, ,. -, -
^ d Q. eth ser XII. 528.

+ ZSm, understanding: see gnome.] A so- chiromancy
(ki'ro-man-si)^

. [< F. chiroman-

called art or science which professes to judge T-
= P "

?'";'"
flwe' = P - chiromancia = It.

of mental character from the form and mail- f? H,< Or. xeip, hand, + pavr^a divina-
tion. Cf. clnromant.] Divination by the hand;
the art or practice of attempting to foretell
the future of a person by inspecting the lines
and lineaments of his hand; palmistry prac-
tised with reference to the future

; also, pal-
mistry in general.
The thumb, in chiromancy, we give Venus.

B. Jonton, Alchemist, i. 1.

Chiromancy traces in the markings of the palm a line
of fortune and a line of life, finds proof of melancholy in
the intersections on the saturnine mount, presages sorrow

nomv

ings or lines of the hand
; palmistry. = syn. CAi-

rognomy, Chiromancy. These are technically two depart-
ments of palmistry : the former is the pretended art or
science of determining an individual's character from the
band, the latter the attempt to foretell from the appear-
ance of the hand what is likely to befall one.

_
~'e

chiro-

. , ., - - ,

, m., also xeipoypatpov, neut., a handwrit-
ing, a deed or bond, prop, adj., written with
the hand, < xeiP, hand, + ypafyeiv, write.] A
deed which, requiring a counterpart, was en-
grossed twice on the same piece of parchment
with a space between, in which was written a
word or words, or the capital letters of the al-

,

and death from black spots in the finger-nails, and at last,
having exhausted the powers of this childish symbolism,
it completes its system by details of which the absurdity
is no longer relieved by even an ideal sense.

E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 113.

= Syn. Chiromancy, Chiroynomy. See chirognmny.
phabet, through which the parchment was cut chiromant (ki'ro-mant), n. [< Gr. xeip6uavrif,and one part given to each party, so that the < ,Tf'P, hand, +' /idvrtf, divination.] Same as

chiromancer.correspondence of the two 'might be easily
shown. This practice was retained in England for the chiromantic, chiromantical (ki-ro-man' tik,forms of agreement called fines of land until such agree- -ti-kal), a. [As cliiromant + -ic -ical 1 Per-

b***v* yjvi-n/g A<*-A^iy, n. L\ vnvrvyrvnHvy

art or Uin^XSSSl^TlS .=USAaS.tAm
)er - Sir T. Brotime, Garden of Cyrus.

Thus passeth it from this office to the chirographer'i, to chiromantist (ki
'
ro -man -

tist), n. [As chiro-
Bacon, Office of Alienation. ma,it + -ist.] Same as chiromancer.

2. One who tells fortunes by examining the Chiromeles (ki-ro-me'lez), n. [NL., < Gr. xe'P,
hand. Also chirographist Chlrographer of fines

nan(J
>
+ L . metes, a badger.] A remarkable

in old Eng. law, an officer in the Common Pleas who en- genus of molossoid bats, containing one Indo-
grossed fines of land. See chirograph.

"-' - " - -

chirographic, chirographical
-i-kal), a. [< chirography +
ing to chirography. singular~cutaneous nursing-pouches c'cntaimng

so called in allusion to the symmetrical manner
in which
these insects

spread out
their feet
when they
are at rest;
< Gr. xf'P-
v6uof, one
who moves
the hands
in gesticula-
tion: seecAt-

ronomy.J An
extensive
genus of dip-
terous in-

sects, for-

merly refer-
red to the

family Tipu-
lid<B, or
crane -

flies,
but now
forming the

type of the
family Cmronomida;. The species frequent marshy
places and resemble gnats. The blood-worm, used for
bait, is the larva of C. plumosus. C. oceanus is a common
New England species. Also Cheironomu*.

chironomy (ki-ron'o-mi), . [= F. chironomie
= Sp. quironomia = Pg. chironomia, < L. chiro-

nomia, < Gr. xc'Povo/''la , gesticulation, panto-
mime, < ;t(powi/zof, one who moves his hands
in gesticulation, < xe'P, hand, + vifieiv, man-
age, use: see nome.'] 1. The science which
treats of the rules of pantomimic gesticulation
or of significant gesture. Specifically 2. The
art of indicating a melody to a choir by mo-
tions of the hands, instead of by printed or
written notes. This method of conducting was
common in the early Western Church,
chironym (ki'ro-nim), n. [< Gr. xc'Pi hand, +
bvofia, owiuo, name : see onym."] A manuscript-
name of an animal or of a plant ; an unpub-
lished name. Coues, The Auk, I. 321. [Rare.]

Same as chiroplast.

[< Gr. xe'P, hand,
form. Cf.

formed by hand.] An apparatus

Midge (Ckironomus flumasus}. (Vertical
line shows natural size. )



chiroplast

invented by J. B. Logier in London, about 1810,
for training the hands of beginners in piano-
forte-playing. It consisted "I complex aiTanacments
to sustain and ^uide tltt- wrist ami I In- lingers. A >nnpli
Mention of tlic machine, invented by Katklireimrr in 1818,
is still in occasional use.

967
+ NL. -item.] The fore limb or anterior mem-
ber of a vertebrate animal developed in a h;i mi-
like manner, or having the same morphologic*]
elements as a hand: contrasted with i

chiropod (ki'ro-pod), . [< NL. 'Clttromu, pi.

Chiro/iiMlii, < Or. X"P< hand. + -/'; (7ro<t-) = E.

foot.] One of the Chiro/Miiln ; a mammal with
hands, nr IVct resembling hands.

Chiropoda (ki-rop'o-dii), it. pi. [NL., pi. of

"Cliiropiix: see
flWropod.] Hand-footed mam-

mals: a name given by Ogilby to an artificial

group of the Miiniiiitiliii containing those whose
limbs terminate in hands, or feet that may be
used as hands. They are dlrldad Into!Mima,Qadru-
nun*", and I'ediniaHa or 'foot-handed' animals, such as
some of the monkeys, the lemurs, and the opossums. [Not
In use.)

chiropodist (ki-rop'6-dit), H. [< Gr. xt!P, hand,
+ Troi'if (n-orf-), = E. foot, + -/*<.] One who
treats diseases or malformations of the hands
or feet; especially, a surgeon for the feet,
hands, and nails; a cutter or extractor of corns
and callosities

;
a corn-doctor.

chiropodous (ki-i-op'o-dus), a. [As cliiropod +
-OK*.] Of or pertaining to the Chiropoda ; hav-

ing feet like hands
; hand-footed.

chiropody (ki-rop'6-di), n. [< Gr. xe'P, hand,
+ 7roi>f (jrorJ-) = E. foot. Cf . chiropodist.'] The
art of treating diseases, callosities, or excres-
cences of the hands and feet.

chiropompholyx (ki-ro-pom'fo-liks), n. [NL.,
< Gr. xs'P, hand, + majSkuf, a bubble (blis-
ter), < iro/i<t>6f, a blister.] In pathol., a skin-dis-
ease affecting the hands and sometimes the

feet, characterized by itching and burning fol-

lowed by the appearance of vesicles on the fin-

gers and palms. It chiefly affects women, and
has a strong tendency to recur.

chiropter (kJ-rop'ter), n. A mammal of the or-
der Chiroptera; a bat.

Chiroptera (ki-rop'te-ra), n. pi. [NL. (Blu-
menbach, 1799), neut. pi.' of chiropterus, wing-
handed: see chiropterous.~\ The bats; an order
of ineducabilian placental mammals, having the
fore limbs modified for true flight by the enor-
mous development of the ma n us or hand, upon
the elongated and divaricated metacarpal and

phalangeal bones of which a wing-membrane
is spread out and connected with the sides of
the body and with the hind limbs. The forearm
is also elongated, and consists of a long, slender, curved
radius, with a rudimentary ulna ankylosed at its proximal
end : the thumb is short and has a claw, which is wanting
on the other digits of the wings ; the hind limbs are pecu-
liarly rotated outward so that the knee is directed back-
ward, and connected together by an interfemoral mem-
brane, which also incloses a part or the whole of the tail,
and is supported in part by a peculiar tarsal process,
the calcar (which is occasionally wanting). The order is

also characterized by a discoid deciduate placenta. The
teeth are heterodont and diphyodont, consisting of spe-
cialized incisors, canines, premohirs, and molars, 38 or
fewer in number ; the body is furry ; the wings are more
or less naked ; the penis pendent ; the testes inguinal or
abdominal

; the mammae thoracic ; and the cerebral hemi-
spheres smooth and small, leaving the cerebellum exposed.
The Chiroptera are extremely modified Insectivora whose
organization is adapted for Bight; they are among the
most volitant and aerial of all creatures, being scarcely
able to move except on the wing. Most of the bats are
insectivorous or carnivorous, but some are frugivorous.
The order is divided into the Meyachiroptera or f'mgieora,
and the Microchiroptera or Animalicora. The number of

species is about 400, of which those of the microchirop-
teran family Vespertttionidee constitute considerably more
than one third (about ISO) ; the macrochiropterans, frugiv-
orous bats, or Pteropodidce, are about 70 in number. The
order is nearly cosmopolitan, being absent only from arc-
tic and antarctic regions, but is most numerously repre-
sented in the tropical regions of both hemispheres ; the
fruit-eating bats are not found in America. See bat?.
Also Cheiroptera.

chiropteran (ki-rop'te-ran), a. and n. I. a. Of
or pertaining to the Chiroptera.
H. n. A chiropter; a bat.

chiropterous (M-rop'te-rus), a. [< NL. chirop-
terus, wing-handed, < 'Gr. xf'P, hand, + nrepov,
a wing, = E. feather. Cf. Chiroptera.] Wing-
handed, as a bat

; specifically, belonging to the

Chiroptera; having the characters of a chirop-
ter or bat.

Dr. O. E. Dobson pointed out that many of the most
characteristic species of the chiropterous fauna of Aus-
tralia have their nearest allies not in the Oriental but in
the Ethiopian region. Science, IV. 261.

Chiropterygian (kl-rop-te-rij'i-an), a. [< chi-

ropterygium + -a.] Of or pertaining to or of
the nature of the chiropterygium.
chiropterygious (ki-rop-te-rij'i-us), a. [< chi-

ropterygiuiu + -ou#.] Same as chiropterygian.
chiropterygium (ki-rop-te-rij'i-um), n. ; pi. ehi-

ropterygia (-a). [NL., <! Gr. x"P, hand, +
TrffWf (irrepvy-), wing (< nrepfo = E. feather),

.

chirosophical (ki-ro-sof i-kal), . [< eA//-.w-

/<//// + -i'<:/.] Pertaining to chirosophy ;
chi-

rognomic or chiromantic.

Chirosophist (ki-ros'o-fist), H. [< rhimsiiphy +
-ixt. ( f. siijihist.'} One versed in chirosophy ;

a palmist; a chiromancer.

chirosophy (ki-ros'o-fi), n. [< Gr. x
skilled with the hands, < xf'P, hand,
wise.] Knowledge of a person's character and
probable future asserted to be derived from in-

spection-of the hand; the so-called science nl'

palmistry; chirognomy or chiromancy. Also

spelled cheirosophy.
The author seeks to divorce cAi'rox>///n/ from all asso-

ciation with astrology and other studies of the kind, and
to bring it to the test of truth.

JV. and Q., 6th ser., XII. 528.

Chirotes (kl-ro'tez), n. [NL. (Dumeril and
Bibron) (cf. Gr. xciPUTOS, verbal adj. of ^pott',
subdue), < Gr. X"P, the hand.] The typical ge-
nus of the family Chirotidce. c. canalintla/i is a

species of subterranean habits, like the other amphisbie
noids, about the thickness of the little finger, and 8 or lo
inches long. It is a native of Mexico. Also Cheirottt.

chiroteuthid (ki-ro-tu'thid), n. A cephalopod
of the family ( 'liirnti ntliidte.

Chiroteuthidae (kl-ro-tu'thi-de), n. pi. [NL.,
for *Chiroteuthidid<e,'< Chiroteuthis (-thid-) +
-id(K.~\ A family of teuthidoid decacerous

cephalopods, typified by the genus Chiroteuthis.
They have free arms ; lacrymal sinuses ; a small siphon
destitute of valve or dorsal bridle, and no nuchal or audi-

tory crests; very elongated clavigerous arms, tipped witli
a spoon-shaped organ opening backward and with rows of

singular small suckers ; a swollen bulb on a long pedicel
on the club ; the buccal membrane 7-angled ; aud 6 buc-
cal aquiferous openings.
Chiroteuthis (ki-ro-tu'this), . [NL. (D>Or-
bigny), < Gr. x 'P> hand, + TivOic, a squid.] A
genus of cephalopods, typical of the family
Chiroteuthida?.

chirotheca (kl-ro-the'ka), .
; pi. chirotheca-

(-se). [ML., < Gr'. xe'P, hand, + thi/a/, the case.]
1. The episcopal glove. See glare. 2. In ar-

mor, a gauntlet, either the early glove of chain-
mail or the later elaborate one of wrought steel.

Chirotidae (kl-rot'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (J. E. Gray.
1840), < Chirotes + -idce.~\ A family of amphis-
baanoid lizards, characterized by the presence
of a small pair of fore limbs. It is typified by
the genus Chirotes.

chirotony (ki-rot'o-ni), n. [= F. chirotonie, <

Gr. xe'poTovia, an extending of the hands, < xet ~

porovof, stretching out the hands, < xc'P< hand,
+ rciveiv, stretch: see tone, tension, etc.] 1. In
Gr. antiq., voting by show of hands. 2. Im-
position of hands in ordaining priests.
Ohirox (ki'roks), . [NL. (so called from the

cross-shaped fissure of the crowns of the pre-
molar teeth), < Gr. x'', the letter X (a cross), +
piif (puy-), a cleft, fissure, < prrynvat (i/ *'pay),

break.] A genus of extinct mammals, typical
of the family Chirogida. E. D. Cope.

chirp1 (cherp), v. [< ME. chirpeti, chyrpen (=
G. zirpen, schirpen), chirp, an imitative word, a
variation of chirken : see chirk1 , and cf . cheep,

chip
2

,
etc. Lengthened forms are chirrup*, clie-

rup, cheerup^: see these words, and chirr.] I.

intrans. 1. To make a short, sharp, cheery
sound, as is done by small birds and various
insects.
A mocking-bird perching on a chimney-top . . . was car-

olling, whistling, mewing, chirping, screaming, and trill-

ing with the ecstasy of a whole May in his throat.
G. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 231.

2. To utter inarticulate sounds expressive of
satisfaction or pleasure.
How would he chirp and expand over a muffin !

Lamb, South-Sea House.

II. trans. To sound or utter in a chirping
manner. [Bare.]

That she might sound
Her Mother's counsels, in whose joyfull ear
She chirps the favor Herod otfer'd her.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 182.

Whilst happier birds can spread their nimble wing
From shrubs to cedars, and there chirp and sing,
In choice of raptures, the harmonious story
Of man's redemption and his Maker's glory.

Qwtrtes, Emblems, v. 10.

chirp1
(cherp), n. [< cWrpi, .] A short, sharp,

cheerful note, as of certain birds and insects.
I hear a chirp of birds. Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxix.

chirp2 (cherp), v. i. [Cf. chirp*, v., cheentp*,
and cftirfcs.] To cheer; enliven: known only
in the present participle.

chirurgery
The flttijini't Kid iit.nl. r:i(r bottle. B. Jonwn.

He tak. , hi. i-/ii,j,ini/ pint, and rrckn his jokes.
I'l,,,,'. Moral l,.,;n... iii. 868.

chirper (cher'pi-r), //. A bird or an insect that

chirps; one who chirps or is cheerful.

Tin' (/>// . . . lu'KiiiK his noli s in Hi,- middle of Mun-h.
l,,ll,.',-t U'/uf,-. Nut. l\l,(. of SullHirilC, XVi.

chirpingly (cher'ping-li), adv. In a chirping
manlier.

chirpy (<-li<Vpi), . [< (Mrs* + -yl,] Inclined
to chirp; full of chirping; hence, figuratively,
lively; cheerful; talkative. [Colloq.]

Tlu-y wrn- as steady as i-lorks an.l fl'ii-jni :^ crickets, in-

dulging in many a jest hcnr \crthc attention of our friends
behind was slackened. S. A. ll>v., c.X.X \

chirr (cher), r. i. [Also written chirre. churre
(MK. not found, but cf. eliirk* and chirp*), <

AH. ceorran, murmur, complain, = OHG. kerran,
cherran, qnrriiii. MHO. l.-i-n-fii (strong verb),
cry, murmur, grumble (cf. MI), kiirifii, kiieren,
!.<>: fa n, I). l;irrin, coo, moan, = late MHG.
G. larreu = Dan. kurre, coo; cf. also MHG.
gcrreii, i/urn n. yarren, G. girren, coo : deriv.
forms showing imitative variation) ; prob. orig.
(Teut.) "kersan = L. garrire (for 'garitire), talk.
chatter (see garrulous); cf. Gr. ;/pi)f, speech,
Skt. gir, the voice: see call 1

. From the same
root are chirk*, chirp*, etc.] 1. To murmur or
coo as a pigeon. 2. To utter a tremulous, rat-

tling sound
; make a shrill jarring noise, such

as that made by the cricket or cicada ; chirp.
The chirring grasshopper. Herriclr.

Sot a cricket chirr'd. Tennytnn, In Memoriam, xcv.

chirrup1
(chir'up), v. i.

; pret. and pp. chirrup-
ed or chirrupt, ppr. chirruping. [A lengthened
form of chirp*. Cf. cherttp, c/ieen/p

2
.] To chirp.

The cricket chirrups in the hearth. Goldsmith,Vicar, viii.

And whit, whit, whit, in the bush beside me chirrupt the

nightingale. Tennyeon, The Grandmother, st. 10.

chirrup1
(chir'up), . [< chirrup*, t\] A chirp.

The sparrow's chirntp on the roof. Tennyson, Mariana.

chirrup2 (chir'up), v. t. [Same as cheerup*,
mixed with chirrup* = cheerupV.] To quicken,
enliven, or animate, as by making a chirping
sound; cherup: as, to chirrup one's horses.

chirrupy (chir'up-i), a. [< chirrup* + -y
1
.]

Cheerful; lively; chirpy.
chirtt (chert), v. t. [Also written chert; cf.

jert, jerk."] To squeeze; press out suddenly.
chirtt (chert), n. [< cMrt, v.~\ 1. A squeeze.

2. A squirt, or a squeeze through the teeth.

With c we spil the aspiration, turning it into an Italian
chirt ; as, charitle, cherrie.

A. Uume, Orthographic (E. E. T. S.), p. 13.

chiru (chir'6), w. [Hind. (Tibetan) chiru.] A
kind of antelope of western Tibet

;
a species

of the genus Pantholops. Also chira.

chirurgeon (kl-rer'jon), n. [This word, in early
mod. E. also chiritrgion, now made to conform,
as to its first syllable, in spelling with the mod.
F. chiruraien, and in spelling and pronunciation
with mod. E. words (as chirography, etc.) hav-

ing the same ult. Gr. element chir-, would be
reg. "cirurgeon (pron. si-rer'jon), < ME. cirur-

gien, cirurgian, sirurgien (once miswritten co-

rurgien), < OF. cirurgien, mod. F. (conforming
with the L. spelling) chirurgien = Pr. cirurgien
(after F.) = Sp. cirujano = Pg. cirurgiSo, <

ML. as if "chirurgianus, 'cirurgianus (with suf-
fix -anus: see -an, -eon), equiv. to the common
ML. chirurgicus, cirurgicus (> It. cirugico, ci-

roico (Flono, Veneroni), a surgeon, now only
adj., chirurgico : see chirurgic), a chirurgeon,
surgeon, prop, adj., < LL. chirurgicus, adj. (<
Gr. xe'P vPyiK6s)i surgical (see chirurgic), < L.

chirurgus, ML. also cirurgus, a chirurgeon, sur-

geon, < Gr. ;ff</xny^of, a chirurgeon, surgeon, an
operating medical man, prop, adj., working or

doing by hand, practising a handicraft, < xc'P,
the hand, + Ipyov, work, "Ipyetv, v., work, = E.

work, q. v. The ME. cirurgien, sirurgien, was
more common in the contracted form surgien,
surgen, surjon (AF. ci/rogen, sirogen, surigien,
etc.), whence the usual mod. form surgeon : see

surgeon, and cf. chirurgery, surgery, chirurgical,

surgical, etc.] A surgeon. [Archaic.]
The loss

Of a tooth pulled out by his chiruryion.
Maminffer, Believe as you List, L 2.

chirurgeonly (ki-rer'jpn-li), adv. [< chirurgeon
+ -/y

2
.] In the manner of a chirurgeon or sur-

geon. Shale.

chirurgery (kl-rer'je-ri), n. [In mod. use a re-

version (with the initial spelling and pronun-
ciation as in chirurgeon) to the orig. form of

surgery, namely ME. "cirurgerie (found, how-
ever, only in the contracted form surgerie), <



chirurgery

OP. ciritrgeric, a rare form (with the term, con-
formed to that of nouns in -me, E. -ery, as in

popery, etc. ) of cirurgie, sirurgie, later and mod.
P. chirurgie = Pr. cimrgia = Sp. cirugia = Pg.
firurgia = It. cirugia, now chirurgia = D. G.

chirurgie = Dan. kirurgi = Sw. chirurgi (= mod.
E. as if *cliirargy), < LL. chirurgia, ML. also

cirurgia, chirurgery, surgery, in L. a violent

remedy, < Gr. ^upavpyia, the art or practice of

surgery, any handicraft, a working by hand, <

Xei/Mvpyoc, working by hand, as noun a chirur-

geon, surgeon: see chirurgeon, and cf. surgery
and sitrgeonry .] Surgery. [Archaic.]

Gynecia having skill in chirurgery, an art in those days
much esteemed. Sir P. Sidney.

The garden and beehive are all her physic and chirur-

gery. Quoted in Walton's Complete Angler, p. 82.

The disease of the nation was organic, and not func-

tional, and the rough chirurqcrif of war was its only rem-

edy. 0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 83.

chirurgie (ki-rer'jik), a. [= F. chirurgique =
Sp. quiriirgico = Pg. cirurgico = It. chirurgico

(formerly cirugico, ciroico, n.), < LL. chirunji-

cus, ML. also eirurgicus, surgical, < Gr. xeipovp-

yiKof, of or for surgery or handicraft, surgical,
manual, <

xeipovpyia, surgery, handicraft: see

chirurgery and chirurgeon, and cf. surgical.'] If.

Manual; relating to work done by the hand.

Bp.
Wilkins. 2. Surgical. [Archaic.]

"t"'*-""r''"01
. (ki-rer' ji-kal), a. [< chirurgie +

968

2. To make by cutting or engraving with a

chisel: as, to chisel a statue from stone. 3.

Figuratively, to cut close, as in a bargain;
gouge ;

cheat : as, to chisel one out of his share.

[Slang.]
I don't suppose any one ever had lower motives than the

Duchess when she chiselled me about Silverbridge.
A. Trollope, The Prime Minister, xl.

chisel-draft (chiz'el -draft), n. The dressed

edge of a stone, which serves as a guide in cut-

ting the rest.

chiseled, chiselled (chiz'eld), p. a. [Pp. of

chisel, v.~\ Worked with a chisel, or as with a

chisel; clear-cut; statuesque.
Tlie delicate and chiseled beauty of the student's fea-

tures. Bulwer, Eugene Aram, iii. 17.

chiselmanship (chiz'el-man-ship), n. The work
of a stone-cutter

; carving. [Rare.]
No climbing plant was permitted to defile this elaborate

piece of chiselmanship. Peacock, Half Skirland (1870), i. 80.

chisel-point (chiz'el-point), n. A point shaped
like a chisel: as, the chisel-point of a rose-nail.

chisel-shaped (chiz'el-shapt), a. Shaped like

a chisel: in entom., specifically applied to the
mandibles when they are curved at the tip and
truncate, with a cutting edge turned inward.
Also called scalpriform.
chisel-tooth (chiz'el-tb'th), n. The scalpriform
perennial incisor of a rodent : so called because

surgical : as,
"
chirurgical lore," Longfellow,

Golden Legend, vi. [Archaic.]
ChiTUS (ki'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. %dp, the hand.]
A genus of fishes, typical of the family Chirida;,
or referred to the Triglidw.

chisel1
, chesil (chiz'el, chez'il), n. [E. dial.,

also cnissel, chessil; < ME. chisel, chesel, chesil,
< AS. ceosel, cysel, cisil (= OD. kesel, kijsel, D.
kiezel (in comp.) = OHG. cUssil, MHG. kisel, G.
kiesel=Dan. Sw. kisel (in comp.) ), gravel; dim.
of simpler form, MHG. Ms, G. kies = Dan. kis,

gravel; cf. D. kei, flint, gravel. See chessom.]
1. Gravel.

As sond in the see dothe ebbe and flowe
Hath cheselys many innumerable.

Coventry Mysteries, p. 56.

2. Bran
;
coarse flour; the coarser part of bran

or flour : generally in the plural. [Prov. Eng.
in both senses.]

chisel2 (chiz'el), n. [Early mod. E. also chisel;
< ME. chisel, chysel, chesel, also scheselle, sce-

selle, < OF. cisel, F. ciseaii = Sp. cincel = Pg.
sinzel= It. cesello, a chisel

;
cf . ML. cisellns, for-

ceps, sciselum, a chisel (as if connected with
L. scindere, cut

;
so scissors, q. v.), prob. for

*ca>sellus, a dim. form based on L. ctesus, in

comp. -cisus, pp. of ccedere, cut. Cf. scissors.']
A tool consisting of a blade, commonly flat, but
sometimes concavoconvex, having a beveled
or sloping cutting edge at one extremity and a
handle at the other, designed to cut under the

impulse of a blow from a mallet, or under pres-
sure of the hand or in a lathe. In common use it

is a paring, gouging, splitting, or cutting-out instrument,
and in the lathe it performs many different kinds of turn-

ing, according to the shape of the cutting edge. Chisels
are usually named from their shape or use, as chasing-
chisel, ice-chisel, dental chisel, pruninff-chisel, tuming-
chisel, etc.

There is such a seeming softness in the limbs as if, not
a chisel had hewn them out of stone, but a pencil had
drawn and stroaked them in oil. Sir II. Wotton.

Boasting-chisel, a broad chisel used to dress roughly
the surface of stone. Calking- chisel, a chisel with a
short bezel, used for closing seams between iron plates.
Carving-Chisel, a chisel with an oblique edge, having a
bezel on each side. Chisel In marteline, a boasting-
chisel with steel points, employed in working marble.

Cpld chisel. See cold-chisel. Corner-chisel, a chisel
with two edges projecting rectangularly from a corner. It
is used for cutting mortise-corners. Cross-cut chisel, a
chisel with a narrow cutting edge, used to make a groove
in metal where it is to be broken. Dental chisel a

Chisleu (kis'lu), n. [Heb. Eisleu.~\ The ninth
month of the sacred year of the Jews, now the

third, answering to parts of November and De-
cember. Also written Cisleu and Kisleu.

chisley (chiz'li), a. [< chisel1 + -ey
1 = -y

1
.]

Having a sandy and clayey character
; contain-

ing a large admixture of gravel and small peb-
bles: said of soils.

Chismobranchiata (kis-mo-brang-ki-a'ta), n.

ill. An erroneous form of Schism obranetiiata.

cnissel, n. See chisel1 .

chit 1
(chit), n. [< ME. *chit or "chitte (not found

in the sense of ' shoot' or '

sprout'), < AS. cith (=
OS. kidh = OHG. "chtdi, *kidi, MHG. kide, G.
dial, keid), a shoot, sprout, sprig, germ, seed;
from Teut. -\/ *ki, sprout, germinate : see chine1

,

and cf. chifi.] 1. The germ or embryo of a
seed. See cut under wheat.

The chit or sprit at the root end. Mortimer, Husbandry.
At the other [end of the wheat-berry] is the chit, or germ,

which contains the germinal principle.
The Century, XXXII. 41.

2f. A pimple ;
a wart.

chit1 (cnit), v. i.
; pret. and pp. chitted, ppr. chit-

ting. [< chit1
,
n. Cf. ehick&, j,.] To sprout;

shoot, as a seed or plant.
I have known barley chit in seven hours after being

thrown forth. Mortimer, Husbandry.

chit2 (chit), n. [< ME. chitte, a young animal,
whelp, = LG. kitte = Q. kitze, kieze, a kitten

;

appar. a dim. of cat1
: see cat1

,
and cf. kit1

,

kitten, kitting, and chat3
,
and cf. L. catulus, a

whelp, dim. of catus, a cat.] If. A young ani-
mal

;
a whelp.

There hadde diches the yrchoun [urchin], and nurshede
out litle chittes [L. enutrivit catulos],

Wyclif, Is. xxxiv. 15 (Oxf.).

Specifically 2f. A young cat; a kitten. E.
Phillips, 1706. 3. A child or babe; a pert
young person, especially a girl. [Colloq.]
A squealing chit. Tatter, No. 89.

My girl moved with so much grace and vivacity, that
my wife could not avoid discovering the pride of her heart,
by assuring me that, though the little chit did it so cleverly,
all the steps were stolen from herself.

Ooldanith, Vicar, ix.

chitst, n. [Also written chitt, appar. a var. of

chafi.~\ A kind of bird. Archceologia, XIII. 350.
chit4 (chit), n. [Cf. chit1 and chine1 .] An in-
strument for cleaving laths.

chisel having the comers ground off obliquely E }/
Knight. Dog-leg chisel, a chisel with a crooked shank,
used to smooth the bottoms of grooves. Driving-chisel,
a chisel having a slope or bezel on each face. Entering-
chisel. Same as spoon-chisel. Mortise-lock chisel a
chisel of a peculiar shape adapted for pulling out the wood
in making the holes in door-styles to receive the locks.
Bound-nosed Chisel, in marble-working, a kind of file
the serrated end of which is bent over ; a riffler. It is used
to sink and even the surface of marble. Spoon-chisel a
bent chisel with a bezel on each side, used by sculptors.
Also called enteriny-chisel.

chisel2 (chiz'el), v. t.
; pret. and pp. chiseled or

chiselled,_ppr. chiseling or chiselling. [< chisel?,
.] 1. To cut, pare, gouge, or engrave with a

chisel : as, to chisel marble.
One or two of them [the columns] are none the better

for being new chiselled in modern times.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 252.

Chaucer.
chit6 , chitty3 (chit, chit'i), . [Also chitee and
chittah ; < Hind, chitthi, abbrev. chit, Beng. chiti,

etc., a note or letter, also Hind, chitthd, Beng.
chitd, etc., a memorandum, rough note, or ac-
count.] In the East Indies, China, Japan, etc.,
a note or letter; a short writing of any kind,
as a letter of recommendation, a note of in-

debtedness, an order, a pass, etc. The form
chitty is not in use in China and Japan.

I paid off all my other servants ; . . . gave them all

chittys or notes describing their virtues and services
W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 46.

chitai(che'tl'), n. [Chinese, <chi, govern, + tai,
a title of respect given to officers.] A Chinese
governor-general or viceroy. See teung-tuh.

chiton

chital (chit'al), n. [Anglo-Ind. chittul, < Hind.

rliititl, spotted, a spotted snake, chitd!, a spotted
deer. Cf. chitra.] 1. A venomous water-snake
or sea-serpent of the genus Hydropkis, of tlie

East Indian seas. 2. Tlie Indian spotted deer,
.Ij'i.f mai-ulata.

chitarah (chit'a-ril), n. [Turk.] A silk and
cotton fabric manufactured in Turkey. McEl-
ratli. Com. Diet.

chit-book (chit'buk), n. In India, and among
foreigners in China, Japan, etc., a memoran-
dum-book in which chits, notes, or parcels sent

by messenger are registered, with a space for
the initials or signature of the receiver as proof
of delivery ;

a delivery-book sent with chits.

chit-chat (chit'chat), . [A varied redupl. of
chat1

, q. v., imitative of continual talking; cf.

Hind, hich kich, kach kach, chit-chat, gossip.]
Familiar or careless talk or conversation

; prat-
tle; gossip.
Nothing can be more unlike than the inflated finical

rhapsodies of Shaftesbury and the plain, natural chit-chat
of Temple. Lamb, Genteel Style in Writing.
This chit-chat is to yourself only, . . . and must only be

read to Sally, and not spoken of to any body else.

Franklin, Life, p. 428.

The common chit-chat of the town. Tatler, No. 197.

Chitin. chitine (ki'tin), n. [< Gr. x'T&v, a tunic,
+ -n2

,
-jne2.] The name given by Odier to the

organic substance which forms the elytra and
integuments of insects and the carapaces of

Crustacea, and which may be obtained by ex-

hausting the wing-cases of May-beetles or

June-bugs with water, alcohol, ether, acetic

acid, and boiling alkalis. The residue retains the
form of the wing-cases. It is solid, transparent, and of

horny aspect. Its composition is regarded as being CI B
HofiN^Ojo. Also called entonwlin.

chitinization (ki"ti-ni-za'shon), n. [< *chitinize

(in chitinized) + -ation.] 1. Conversion into

chitin; the act or process of being chitinized.
2. The state of being chitinized

;
hardness of

the integuments resulting from the presence of
chitin.

Also spelled chitinisation.

chitinized (ki'ti-nizd), a. [< chitin + -ize +
-ed2.] Become chitinous

;
made into chitin

;

hardened by the deposition of chitin
;

chiti-

nous. Also spelled chitinised.

Those [muscles] of the body and limbs are often attached
by chitinined tendons to the parts which they have to
move. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 223.

chitino-arenaceous (W'ti-uo-ar-e-na'shius), a.

Resembling chitin and sand: as, the chitino-
arenaceous test of miliolites.

chitinocalcareous (ki"ti-no-kal-ka're-us), a.

Chitinous and chalky ; composed of a substance
resembling chitin mixed with calcareous mat-
ter : said of the tests of some infusorians.

Chitinogenous (kl-ti-noj'e-nus), a. [< chitin +
-genous.'] Producing chitin: as, a Chitinogenous
organ.
chitinous (ki'ti-nus), a. [< chitin + -OMS.] 1.

Consisting of or having the nature of chitin.
"When the chitinous textures of Insects are to be thus

mounted, they must be nrst softened by steeping in Oil
of Turpentine. W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 210.

2. Containing chitin in greater or less propor-
tion: in the articulate animals, applied to any
definitely hardened part of the integument,

chitlin (chit'lin), n. [For 'chitting, < *chit for
chat* + -ling

1
.] A small piece ; a fragment.

BoU. [Local.]
chitling (chit'ling), n. Same as chitterling, 1.

Hot corn-pones, with chitlings.
Mark Twain, A Tramp Abroad, xlix.

chiton (ki'ton), n. [< Gr. xtT&v, a tunic, prob.
of Eastern origin.] 1. A tunic; a usual gar-
ment of both men and women among the an-
cient Greeks. The chiton was essentially an undergar-
ment, though very frequently the only garment worn, and
was made in widely different styles ; either very short, and
commonly confined at the waist by a belt, or falling in volu-
minous folds to the feet ; and either sleeveless or, especial-
ly after the Persian wars, with short or long sleeves. The
materials used were various, and either plain white or col-
ored and embroidered.
These figures are all draped in a chiton, or tunic, falling

to the feet, and with sleeves as far as the elbows, over
which is a mantle wound round the body.

C. T, Newton, Art and Archseol., p. 76.

2. Inzool. : (a) [cap.] [NL.] The typical genus
of the family ChitonidfE (which see), in the older
systems it was used for all the Chitonittce or Polyt>lacopho-
ra, but in recent systems it is restricted to a small group of

species, (ft) A member of the genus Chiton or

family Chitonideg Dorian chiton, the form of tunic
typical among branches of the Dorian race, but not confined
to them. In its characteristic form it was a rectangular
piece of woolen stuff, sleeveless, fastened on the shoulders
with buckles, usually worn with a belt, more or less open
on the right side, and extending to about the middle of
the thigh. See cut under Artemis. Ionian chiton, the



chiton 969 chladnite
form of trniic typical anio.iK the lonians. It was voliimi- chitter* (chit'er), v. i. [< ME. chiteren, chat- chivalry (shiv'al-ri), . [The pronunciation of
nous, usually made of Hue linen, either with or w.thont

, . . '., .' this w,*| a,,,l r/,,,-,,,,,,,,,, ,.., prop, with initial

ch (i. o., Mi), has been ;i]t..jv,l to suit the mod.
P. ciicni/H'i; etc. (with initial nl/); < ME. i-hi-

riilrir, i-lii-i-nlrii; < OF. i-li, nilrrn. \' , ,-liri'iili-ri<-

nous, usually made of tine linen, cither with or without
sleeves of various form, ami fell in numerous folds from
the shoulders to the feet. It was very commonly so lon^
that it was necessary, in order to keep it from trailing on
the ground, to pull it up through a girdle at the waist,

Ionian Chiton. Tanagra figurine, Herlin Museum.

or to fold it over toward the outside at the top, so that
a portion hung down from the shoulders to the waist,
forming a double covering. (See dijiloiditm.) The I<

chiton was the form worn by the women of Athens.

Chitonacea (ki-to-na'se-a), n.pl. [NL., < Chi-

ton, 2 (a), + -acea.] Same as Chitonidte.

chitonid (ki'to-nid), n. A gastropod of the fam-
ily ('httoitidti'.

Ctiitonidse (kl-ton'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (D>Or-
bigny, 1837), < Chiton, 2 (a), + -ida;.] A fam-
ily of gastropodous mollusks, the chitons, the
anomalous character of which has caused them
to be classed as a suborder, Polyplaeophora, chittra, >i.

or as a group of a higher grade, Amphomcea. chittul, n.

ter, chirp as a bird, an imitative variation of

cheiteren, chatter: sec I'lmllir, and cf. twitter.]
To chirp ;

twitter.

Any Miulwe c.hitei-<iinir on a berne.

<>', M'ller a Tale, 1.72.
(= pr . ,.,;, I,

lr,>l, ,;l,;,l,,l/ri,l = Sp. rl,,tll,'ritt

raough he orye to Oryit tfaum* iih kewwOb, I Ira* -\>,,.,;irtl<iri<i = It.rariillirin, / l' . niralerie >
ills lednc [voice lie in owre lordes ere lyke a pye.s i-lnt- -& \i-i.i i i , .

,.,,,. ,-.,,, /*,., (U),xii. m:i.
E - r'ir'ilry, c|. v.), knighthood, horsemanship, <

I clutter, chirp, and syng. chevalier, a horseman, < chi-rtil, a horse : see

K.'H'litlt, Flowers of Epigrams, fli'-ral, <-lu:r/il i; and rnrtiliri:] 1. Knighthood;
chitter- (chit'er), v. i. [Prob. a modification the medieval system of military privileges, with
of chatter through the influence of shin-r, for-

if "" l: "- * *:n J :.4..._u.

merly chiver; the teeth are said to chatter when
one shirers with cold. Cf. chitterl.] 1. To
shiver; shake, as with cold. Ramsay. 2. To
chatter. [Scotch in both senses.]
chitter" (chit'er), . [Cf. c/(t4.] 1. In coal-
win ing, a seam of coal separated from another
by a thin band of shale or clay. [Leicester-
shire, Eng.] 2. A thin stratum of clay iron-
stone. [Derbyshire, Eng.]

chitterling (chit'er-ling), n. [Also contr. chit-

liinj (cf. K dial, chittcrs, part of the entrails of
a goose) ;

< MK. cliittrrliinjc, spelled chytyrliiinjr,

chyterlyng, prob. allied to Sc. kite = LG. kiit,

kiite, belly: see kite*. Cf. G. kutteln, entrails;
Goth, kwithus, belly.] 1. In cookery, part of

its peculiar honorary titles and aristocratic
limitations of honorable position to the posses-
sors of those titles, founded upon the several

degrees of military service rendered on horse-
back. See knit/lit.

The age of Chivalry lias gone. An age of Humanity has
come. The Horse, whose importance, more than human,
gave the name to that early period of gallantry and war,
now yields his foremost place to .Man.

Sumner, Orations, I. 196.

Chivalry [may be considered] as embo.H im; the .Middle-

Age conception of the ideal life of the only class outside
the clergy who had any real power, the knights.

StilU, Stud. Med. Hist, xii.

2. That which pertains to knighthood; the

usages and customs pertaining to the order
of knighthood; the ideal qualifications of a

,,
j

. v*vm. nt ifio, utrii^.j j.. i wnvry, pal t UJ. e
1

the frill-like small intestine, as of swine, fried knight, collectively, as courtesy, generosity,
for food; also, a kind of sausage: generally yal.?> . ,

and
. dexterity in arms; the

'

used in the plural. Also chitting.
His warped ear hung o'er the strings,
Which was but souse to chitterlings.

5. Butler, Hudibras, I. ii. 20.

2f. The frill to the breast of a shirt.

Of an Italian waist, we make an English petycoate ; of
a French ruffe, an English chytterling.

Qascoigne, Delicate Diet for Droonkardes.

See chitra, 1.

See chital.

ideal of

knighthood.
Ffor hym be-hoveth to be of soche chiualrU, and so

a-uenturouse, that he come by hym-self and enquere after
the seint Oraal that my feire doughter kepeth.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), Ui. 520.

The glory of our Troy doth this day lie

On liis fair worth, and single chivalry.
Shak., T. and C., iv. 4.

chittyl (chit'i), a. [< chift + -yl.] 1. Full
of chits or sprouts. 2f. Afflicted with warts or

pimples.
chitty

2
t (chit'i), a. [< chit* + -yl.] Childish

;

like a pert young girl.

chittys, . See chitft.

chitty-facet, a. See chitty-faced?.

chitty-facedif (ohit'i-fast), a. [< chittyl, 2, +
face + -ed2.] Pimply-faced.
chitty-faced2t, chitty-facet (chit'i-fast, -fas),
a. [Appar. < chittyl + faced, face.] Having a
childish face

; baby-faced.
The peaking, chitty-face page.

Matun'ngfr, Virgin-Martyr, ii. 1.

chivachet, chivachiet, . See chevachie.

They differ from all other mollusks in having a bilater- T,,-_.il'-_'
'

_i . i /\ r / -r\

ally symmetrical body covered with a number (in typical CniValresque (shiv-al-resk ), a. [< F. chevale-
forms 8) of separate overlapping plates or valves, thus ex- resque (= Cat. caballeresc = Sp. caballeresco
hibiting the nearest approach to the vermiform or articu- = It. cavalleresco), < chevalerie, chivalry, +
lated type of structure. There are no eyes and no tenta- einttf ~\ PortainiTi< nr ralatlnrr +/\ alilmli^ri
cles, and the gills and kidneys are paired. The species are J^^^^^JSJ^^f,to^*^ '

chiton wan,,,. chiton vinos.

numerous, and are found all over the world adhering to
rocks like limpets. The leading genera are Chiton and
Cryptoplax. Also called Chitonacea.

chitra (chit'ra), n. [Hind., < Skt. chitra, bright,
variegated, spotted, < y' chit, look at, notice.
Cf. chital, chintz1

, chetah.] 1. The spotted
hog-deer of India. Also spelled chittra. 2.

[cap.] [NL.] A genus of turtles, of the family
Trionychida!. C. indica

characterized by chivalry ;
chivalrous.

Some warrior in a chivalresque romance.
Mine. D'Arbtay, Diary, vii. 169.

Kicholas has been called the Don (Juixote of Autocracy ;

. . . failure and mishap could not shake his faith in his

ideal, and made no change in his honest, stubborn na-
ture, which was as loyal and chivalresque as that of the
ill-fated knight of La Mancha.

D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. 438.

ffLS
11
-
eno

,

U8 SP6- chivalric (shiv'al-rik), a. [< chivalry + -ic.]
cies, weighing sometimes 240 pounds, found in Partaking of the character of chivalry ; chivaf-
the Ganges and other rivers. rous

; knightly.
Chitradae (chit'ra-de), . pi. [NL., < Chitra, His [De Puy's) mind [was] naturally of a chivalric and
2, + -ado;.] In Gray's system of elassifica- warlike bent. Porter, Hist. Knights of Malta.

tion, a family of soft-shelled tortoises, typified chivalrous (shiv'al-rus), a. [< ME. chivalrous,
by the genus Chitra, containing a few southern
Asiatic and African forms usually referred to

Trionychidte. The margin of the disk is expanded, flex-

ible, and without any bones ; the head is depressed ; the
eyes are near the end of the beak ; the skull is oblong
and thin, with a forehead longer than the face

;
and the

palate is flat. Preferably written Chitridce.

chittack (chit'ak), re. [E. Ind.] An Indian

chivalerous, ehevalrous, < OF. "chevaleros, die- piece cut off.

valereux (= Pr. cavalairos = Sp. caballeroso =
Pg. eavattetroso), knightly, < chevalier, knight:
see chevalier and chivalry.] 1. Pertaining to

chivalry or knight-errantry.
In brave pursuit of chivalrous emprise. Spenser, F. Q.

The chivalry
That dares the right, and disregards alike
The yea and nay o' the world.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 202.

3f. A knightly adventure, exploit, or mode of
action.

The! haue doon many feire chiualrics and yoven many
grcte strokes, that the! ought to be contended and preised
of all the worlde that ther-of heren speke.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 269.

Acts more dangerous, but less famous, because they
were but private chivalries. Sir P. Sidney.

4. An order or a body of knights ; knights or
warriors collectively; any company of illus-

trious warriors.
The! of the town loste the pray and theire horse, and

the moste parte of theire chiualrie.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 686.

The Red-sea coast, whose waves o'erthrew
Busiris and his Memphian chivalry.

Milton, P. L., i. 307.

Wave, Munich, all thy banners wave,
And charge with all thy chivaln/.

Campbell, Hohenlinden.

5. In Eng. law, a tenure of lands by knight's
service that is, by the condition of perform-
ing service on horseback, or of performing
some noble or military service to the lord. See
knight-service and tenure Court of Chivalry, a
court established by Edward III. of England, of which the
lord high constable and the earl marshal of England were
joint judges. When both judges were present, it took cog-
nizance of criminal cases, generally in a summary manner ;

when held before the earl marshal alone, it was merely a
court of honor. It is now in abeyance, except as repre-
sented in the Heralds' College by the earl marshal's court.
Guardian In Chivalry. See guardian.

foiveH (chiv), n. [A var. of shive. Cf. LG.
seheve, the shives or fragments of stalk, as of

hemp or flax, that fall off in dressing.] 1. A

Give me a chive of your bread, my love,A bottle of your wine.
The Jolly Goshau'k (Child's Ballads, III. 290).

2. In bot., the filament which supports the an-
ther of a flower; a stamen. Say."

(chiv), n. Same as cive.inittaCK (cnit ak), re. [U. Ind.J An Indian A fourth (in Milton's catalogue of names] brings before cmve- icniv;, , same as cive.

weight about equal to 1 ounce, 17 pennyweights, us the splendid phantoms of chivalrous romance, the tro- ChlVO-garllC (chiv'gar'lik), n. Same as cive.

12 grains troy, in the Bengal bazaars, used as
a liquid measure.

Chittagong (chit'a-gong), n. [< Chittagong, a
district and town of eastern India.] A variety
of domestic fowl, of large size, belonging to the

Malayan type.
chittagong-wood (chit'a-gong-wnd), n. The
wood of Chickrasaia talnitaris, a fine meliaceous
tree of India and Burma. It is close-grained, light-
colored, and elegantly veined, and is much used for cabi-
net-work. Some other woods receive the same name.

chittah (chit'il), n. Same as chit.

phied lists, the embroidered housings, the quaint devices, chlven. n. Same as cheren.
the haunted forests, the enchanted gardens, the achieve-

" '

ments of enamoured knights, and the smiles of rescued
princesses. Macaulay, Milton.

2. Having the high qualities characteristic or

supposed to be characteristic of chivalry ;
hav-

ing or exhibiting high courage ; knightly ; gal-
lant, magnanimous, etc.

No chyualrus chiftan may chere

hym^ ? ^ d^y.*! .

(chiv'
lish form of shiver^.

and n. See chevy.

[< Chiviatn (see def.

n. Same as cheven.
See chevy.

The most puissant and chivalrous prince that ever ap- SW?z?lt'
"' An obsolete speilll

peared since Alexander the Great. Chladlll S figures. See nodal.

y.,
BP- L"wth, To Warburton. chladnite (klad'nit), n. [< E. F. F. Chladni

cmttam-wood (chit am-wud), n. The Khus chivalrously (shiv'al-rns-li), adv. In a chival- (1756-1827), a German writer on acoustics and
cotinoides, a rare tree of northern Alabama, rous manner or spirit. on meteors, + -ite2.] A variety of enstatite,with soft light wood of a rich orange color, chivalrousness (shiv'al-rus-nes), n. The qual- consisting of pure magnesium silicate, and oc-
it is used as material for fences, and yields a ity of being chivalrous ; nobility of spirit ; mag- curring in the meteorite of Bishopville, South
clear orange dye. nanimity; gallantry. Carolina, which fell in March, 1843.



chlaeua

chlaena (kle'nil), .
; pi. Mtruce (-ne). [< Gr.

\\alva = L. liviia, a cloak, mantle : see Icena.}

In anc. Or. costume, a warm shaggy mantle of

wool, protecting the wearer from cold and raiu.

It was equivalent to the Roman laana (which
see).
ChlEeniidse (kle-m'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chltenius

+ -/<ta'.] A family of Colcoptcra, typified by
the genus Clilit'itiny. Kirby, 1837.

Chlsenius (kle'ni-us), . [NL.] A genus of

adephagous beetles, referred to the family Cara-

feifte, or made the type of a family Chltcniidii:

They are of medium size und usually purplish or of green-

ish bronzed color, and have an odor like that of morocco
leather. C. *n-irrtix and C. touuntomt are two species of

the United States.

chlak(klak), . [Heb.] In Hebrew chronology,
a unit of time, equal to the 1080th part of an

hour, or 3J seconds.

chlamydate (klam'i-dat), a. [< L. chlamys

(chlamytl-), a mantle (see chlamys), + -ate1 .}

Provided with a mantle or pallium, as a mol-

lusk; palliate: the opposite of achlamydate.

The chlamydate Branchiogasteropods are usually pro-
vided with bninchiie. Huxley, Auat. Invert., p. 437.

chlamydeous (kla-mid'e-us), . [< Gr. ^/a/''f

(X^a/iv6-), a mantle (envelop), + -eons.} In bot.,

pertaining to the floral envelop of a plant.

chlamydes, w. Plural of chlamys.

Ohlamydoconcha (klam"i-do-kong'ka), .

[NL., < Gr. x'^/'i'S (x*af8-), a mantle, + Koyn,
shell.] The typical genus of the family Clila-

mydoconchidts. The only known species is C.

oreutti, of California. W. B. Doll, 1884.

Chlamydoconchidae (klam"i-do-kong'ki-de), .

pi. [NL., < dlilamydoconcha + -idtc.} A family
of pelecypods or lamellibranchs, based on the

genus Chlamydoconcha, having the shell rudi-

mentary and internal, and without muscular or

pallial impressions, adductors, hinge, or teeth.

Also Chlamydoconcha;. W. H. Dull, 1884.

Ohlamydodera (klam-i-dod'e-ra), . [NL.
(Agassiz), first used in the contr. form Chlamy-
dera (J. Gould, 1840); < Gr. xfap l'f (x'/Mf

L
'u6-\ a

mantle, + 6kpn, neck.] A genus of oscine pas-
serine Thirds of Australia, of the family Oriolidce

and subfamily Ptilonorhynchma; ; the spotted
bower-birds. There are four species, C. macu-

lata, guttata, nuchalis, and cerviniventris.

Chlamydodon (kla-mid'o-don), n. [NL. (Ehren-
berg, 1835), < Gr. r^udf (^Xa/irf-), a mantle, +
bduv, Ionic for oSobf (bdovr-) = E. tootli.~] The

typical genus of Chlamydodoiitida;, having the

body rounded behind and a distinct annular
border of the restricted ciliate area. C. mnenio-

syne is a species which inhabits salt water.

Ohlamydodontidae (klam"i-do-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < CMamydodon(t-) + -idte.} A family of

hypotrichous ciliate infusorians, typified by the

genus Chlamydodon. They are free-swimming ani-

malcules of ovate form, with convex dorsal and flattened

ventral surface, and with elastic or indurated cuticle, more
or less completely clothed on the ventral aspect with fine

vibratile cilia. The oral aperture opens on the ventral

surface, and is succeeded by a tubular pharynx, the walls

of which are strengthened by a cylindrical bundle of cor-

neous rods or by a simple horny tube. There is no sty-

late appendage or fascicle of caudal setae at the posterior

extremity.

ChlamydophoridaB (klam"i-do-for'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Chlamydophorus + -j'oVf.] A family of

armadillos, represented by the genus Chlamy-
dophorus. The cephalic and dorsal portions of the cara-

pace are continuous, the entire upper surface of the animal

being covered with a buckler of numerous similar zones

widening to near the end, the hinder part of the body ap-

pearing as if truncate and covered with a special armature
or pelvic buckler of plates concentrically arranged around
the tail, which is small, and curved under and partly con-

nected with the pelvis. The feet are as in other armadil-

los, especially the xenurines ; the head is broad, and the
ears are small and far apart. These are the smallest known
armadillos, C. truncatus being only about 6 inches long.

Chlamydophorus (klam-i-dof'o-rus), . [NL.,
first used in the contr. form Chlamyphorus (Rich-
ard Harlan, 1825), < Gr. %%a/iv<; (%Aa/iv6-), a

cloak, + -0<5poj-, < tyepi-iv = E. bear1.} The
typi-

cal and only genus of armadillos of the family
Chlamydophoridai; the pichiciagos, or truncated

armadillos, of which there are two species, C.

truncatus and C. retusus, inhabiting the Argen-
tine Republic and also Bolivia. See pichiciago.

Chlamydosaurus (klam"i-do-sa'rus), n. [NL.
(J. E. Gray, 1840), < Gr. ^Aa/ttJf (x^fivS-), &

cloak, + aavpof, a lizard.] A genus of strobi-

losaurian acrodont lacertilians, of the family
Agamidai, natives of Australia

;
the frill-lizards.

The C. kitigi has a curious crenated membrane-like ruff or

tippet round its neck, which lies back in plaits upon the

body when the animal is tranquil, but which is elevated
when it is irritated or frightened. Its head is large in

proportion to its body. A full-grown specimen is about 3

feet in length. See cut underfrill-lizard.
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chlamydoselachian (klam"i-do-se-la'ki-an), a.

and n. I. a. Of or pertaining to the CUatnydo-

II. n. A member of the family Chlamydose-
lackidte.

Chlamydoselachidae (klam'i-do-se-lak'i-de),
. pi. [NL., < Chlamydoselachus + -idai.} A

family of selachians, typified by the genus
Chlamydoselachus, having an extremely long
slender form, like an eel, six gill-slits, a broad

opercular fold continued across the throat, a

wide terminal mouth, no nictitating membrane,
and one dorsal fin situated opposite the anal,

behind the ventrals.

Chlamydoselachus (klam"i-do-sel'a-kus), .

[NL., < Gr. xfapi'C (*' <"'<'-), cloak, 4- oiAaxoc,

any cartilaginous fish, a shark.] The typical

genus of selachians of the family Chlamydogr-
lachidw. C. anquineus is a remarkable species of Japan,
having an eel-like body feet long and scarcely 4 inches

thick.

chlamydospore (klam'i-do-spor), re. [< Gr.

x"ha[i*'S (x'^a[*
v
fi-)i mantle, 4- GTropd, seed, = E.

spore.} 1. The reproductive organ in some

fungi: so called on account of its being in-

vested by two very distinct envelops, in the

common iiucm- chlamydospores are formed by the con-

densation and transformation of the protoplasm in or at

the ends of the mycelial thread.

2. In zool., a coated or covered spore; a spore
with its own investment: opposed to gymno-
spore.
Each spore . . . has its own protective envelope, . . .

[and] is distinguished as a chlamydospore.
Encyc. Brit., XIX. 837.

Chlamyphorus (kla-mif'o-rus), n. See Chla-

mydophorus.
chlamys (kla'mis), n.

; pi. chlamydes (-mi-dez).

[L., < Gr. ;r/la/JiV (xtofivd-), a cloak, mantle.]
1 . In awe. Gr. costume, a form of mantle which
left both arms free, worn especially by eques-
trians, hunters, and travelers, and by soldiers.
The chlamys, which was much smaller than the himation,
consisted of an oblong piece of stuff having three straight
sides and one long side curved outward. It was worn

by bringing the two ends of the straight side opposite the

curved side together around the neck, and fastening them
with a buckle or fibula. The buckle was pulled around to

the front, to either shoulder, or to the back, to suit the

convenience of the wearer. The extremities of the curved
side were weighted so as to hang vertically ; and when the

chlamys was caught together on one shoulder, as it was
commonly worn, these hanging ends were likened to wings
by the old writers. The paludamentum of the later Ro-
man emperors was called chlamys by the Greeks.

The chlamys [in the sculptures of the Mausoleum] float-

ing behind the Amazon on horseback adds to its simplicity
a massiveness of fold and general form beyond anything to

be seen in simi-

larly floating dra-

pery on the oth-
er slabs.

A. S. Murray,
[Greek Sculp-
[ture, II. 299.

2. A purple
cope; one of

the pontifi-
cal vestments.
- 3. [.cap.}

[NL.] Inzoot.:

(a) A genus
of phytopha-
gous beetles,
of the family
Chryxomelida or Cryptocej>haUda>, covered with

tuberosities, having the prothorax grooved to

receive the short autennre, and the legs com-

pressed and retractile into cavities. The larva;

live in sacs or cases made of their own excrement. The
North American species are few in number and of small
size.

The species generally have metallic coloration, some-
times dull ; some of them, including our commonest
species, Chlamys plicata, so closely resemble a piece of

caterpillar's dung that birds would not pick them from a
leaf. The eggs of C. plicata are borne upon short pedun-
cles, and . . . before they are protected by a coating of

excrement or secretion by the female, they are greedily
sought for and devoured by the males.

Stand. Nat. Hist., II. 322.

(6) A genus of bivalve mollusks : synonymous
with Pecten. Bolton, 1798

; Megerlt, 1830.

chlanis (kla'nis), . ; pi. chlanides(-m-dez). [Gr.
X^avif, a mantle. Of. chltena.} In anc. Gr. cos-

tume, a small mantle of light stuff, apparently
a small chtona, worn by women.
Chlidonia (kli-do'ni-a), re. [NL., < Gr. ;t/l/&n>,

an ornament, bracelet or anklet.] 1. The typi-
cal genus of the family Chlidoniida;. 2. In
en torn.: (a) A genus of lepidopterous insects.

Hiibner, 1816. (6) A genus of hymenopterous
insects. Schae/er, 1838.

Chlidoniidse (klid-o-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Chlidonia, 1, T -ida;.} A family of chilostoma-

Chlninys plicata.

n, CKK ! *> larva taken from the case ; f, bee-
tle ; a, pupa ; e, larva in case ; /, p, ft, leg,
mandible, and maxilla of larva. (Lines show
natural sizes. )

chloranil

tous polyzoans, with zooecium composed of up-

right, free, segmented stems, springing from a

Stolouate network. From the augments, after the find

bifurcation, arise lateral branches, consisting of chains of

zooecia springing from tlic back near the summit.

chloanthite (klo-an'thit), n. [< Gr. x~f t>i, ver-

dure, + ucftof, flower, + -ite'2.} A nickel arsenid,

occurring in tin-white to steel-gray isometric

crystals and masses, closely allied to the cobalt

arsenid smaltite.

chloasma (klo-az'ma), n. [NL., < Gr. as if

*xMaa/ia, < xtoa&iv, bo or become green, < A'^i
verdure, grass: see chlor-, clilorin, etc.] Lit-

erally, greenness ;
in patliol,, a name for a cu-

taneous affection characterized by patches of

a yellow or yellowish-brown color, the pity-
riasis versicolor, occurring most frequently on
the neck, breast, abdomen, and groin. The
name is also applied less definitely to a num-
ber of brownish discolorations.

Chloephaga (klo-ef'a-gii), . [NL. (T. C. Ey-
ton, 1838), < Gr. *//<&) of, grass-eating, < x'^,
verdure, grass, + <f>ayelv, eat. ] A genus of South
American geese, of the subfamily Anserina' and
the family Anatidce, containing such species as

the Magellanic goose, C. magellanica. There
are about 6 species.

chlor-, chloro-. [NL., etc., chlor-, cliloro-, <

Gr. x?Mp6f< contr. of ^/loepof, pale-green, like

young grass, yellowish-green, greenish-yellow,
< x^6r/, verdure, young grass or corn, greens,

vegetables, x^of, contr. ^oif, a yellowish-

green color, pale green, paleness, = L. lielvm,

light yellow, = Skt. Ann, yellow, = E. yellow,

q. v.] An element in modern scientific com-

pound words (chloro- before consonants), mean-

ing 'green' or 'greenish' or 'yellowish-green'
(see etymology). In some words it represents
English cMorin,

chloracetate (klo-ras'e-tat), . [< chloracet(ic)
+ -flfe1 .] A salt of chlpracetic acid.

chloracetic (klo-ra-set'ik), a. [< clilor(in) +
ncetlc.} Derived from chlorin and acetic acid.

Chloracetic acid, an acid produced by the substitution

of one, two.or three atoms of chlorin for hydrogen in acetic

acid. It combines with bases, forming chloracetates.

chloragogic (klo-ra-goj'ik), a. [< Gr. x^"l'^,

pale-green, + ayuyij, a leading, conducting, <

ayetv, lead.] A term applied to certain pecu-
liarly modified perivisceral cells of some anne-

lids, as earthworms, developed in connection
with the intestines, the nephridia, etc.

The distribution of the chloraqoffic
cells is indicated by

the dotting on the terminal section of the nephridium.
Beddard, Trans. Zoiil. Soc., 1886, XII. 68.

chloral (klo'ral), n. [< chlor(in) + al(cohol).} A
colorless mob'ile liquid (CCla.CHO), having an

agreeable pungent smell and biting taste, first

prepared by Liebig from chlorin and alcohol,
afterward by Stadeler by the action of chlorin

on starch. The hydrate of chloral (CC13.CH(OH)2), as
now prepared, is a white crystalline substance having a

pungent odor and an acrid taste. In contact with alkalis

it separates into chloroform and formic acid. In medi-
cine it is used as a hypnotic, and in doses of from 15

to 30 grains usually produces calm sleep, which lasts for

several hours, and is not followed by unpleasant effects,
such as frequently attend the use of morphine. In over-

doses it paralyzes the nerve-centers, arresting respiration
and the action of the heart, and causes death. When used

continuously it may produce very serious effects on the

system.
chloralism (klo'ral-izm), w. [< Moral + -ism.}
1. The habit or practice of using chloral. 2.

A diseased state of the system marked by vary-
ing symptoms arising from the incautious or
habitual use of chloral. In extreme cases it

is marked by moral degradation similar to that

which characterizes alcoholism.

chloralist (klo'ral-ist), . [< Moral + -ist.]

One addicted to the use of chloral.

chloralize (klo'ral-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. Mo-

ralized, ppr. cMoralizing. [< Moral + -ire.]

To affect with chloral
; bring under the influ-

ence of chloral.

chloraloin (klo-ral'o-in), n. [< Gr. x^pk, yel-

lowish-green, + aUq, aloes, + -in2 .} A yellow
non-crystalline substance derived from barbal-
oin by 'replacing six hydrogen atoms with
chlorin.

chloralum (klo'ral-um), . [< Mor(id) + alu-

m(inium).] An antiseptic preparation contain-

ing aluminium chlorid, prepared by treating

slightly roasted porcelain clay with crude mu-
riatic acid. U. S. IHspensatory, p. 162.

chloranil, chloranile (klo'ran-il), . [< Mo-
r(in) + anil(ine).} A compound (C6C1^O2) pro-
duced by the action of chlorin on aniline, phe-
nol, salicin, and other allied bodies. It forms pale-

yellow pearly scales. By dissolving it in caustic potash,
potassium chloranilate is formed.



chloranilic

chloranilic (klo-ra-nil'ik), it. [< chloranil +
-,.] Pertaining to r derived frotii chloranil.

dWaillUoaallceCl^OHK an add deriwd fcwn
ehloranil by the action u]ion Hof mini-nil acids. It forma

red shining tcalM.

Chloranthus (klo-ran'thus), n. [NL., < Gr. ;t*u-
vollmvisli uri-oii + dwVor a llower 1 A ire-

; of si r bs
"

i ;,-Te i- 1

'

of Ih. imt-HUM Ul fSlllll LWi dii'i ().. i t^uiiitii nt-i uoj <ji LUC (i ivi-

ural order Piperae, of which tliore arc about

a dozen Asiatic species. They possess bitter, am.
malic and tonii- propi-rlii-s and C ofleinaUt etftOUlil) i^

employed in .lava in Hi, tivainirnt o'f fevers, etc.

Chloranthy (klo'ran-thi), n. [< Gr^c,
greenish-yellow, + &vlht, a flower.] Same as

fliloroKix, 2 (ft).

cworastroiite (k,,,-,,i><tro-iit), n. [< Gr. *
,,;, Kr,.,-,,isl,-yi-ll,,w. p;,l,-green, + i<nw V> a

star, + /(Wof, a stone.] An impure variety of

compact prohnite, forming nodules in the amyg-
daloid of Isle Koyale, Lake Superior. It has

a delicate green color and radiated or stellate1

stru<-tinv and takes a high polish
chlorate (klo rat), . [< eftfor(<c) + -oMl.] A
salt of chloric acid. The ehloratcs are closely analo-

lions tothe nitrates. They an- ilrrompos.-,! l.y a r.-il heat.

nearly all of them IK-IIIL- converted into metallic chlorids,
with evolution ,,f puru oxyKen. They delineate with In-

flammable substances with such facility that an explosion
isproclnc-ed liysliitht eauses. The ehlorates of sodium and
l.c.iassium are used ill medicine.

chlore (klor), r. t. [< c/i/or(i).] In rfye<M<7, to

subject to the action or influence of chlorin.

See extract.

Stean, cWonn" c""8i8teil'P 88" 1K the Boodsflr8tthrou5h
very weak solution of bleachm-powder, and inunedi-

ter thromrii n bmn' tank fliied with steam the
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a reel heat has no affinity fc.r c-hioriu, the chlorid of gold
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'

S^XT^
-1,1 _._., 4.- rklo'ri nntl r / nrpt mil micniorinate ( KIO n-BMkv. t., rave, ana pp.

iiionuntni, ppr. ewf*wv. L< i<trin -

-"'' 2
-1 Same as rhloriit<:<:

Chlorinated (kl6'ri-,,u-te,l), .. [Pp. of cftto-
.

'
.' '

rinato, *.] In ,-,,/, containing one or more

eouiyalfiitx
ot I'lilorin.

ChlormatlOn (klo-n-lia align), n. [< Clllnri-

nate: see -atioii.l The act or process of sub-

jecting to the action of chlorin. Chlorlnatlon
process, in autoL,* n,,th..,l oi tenanting gold bom
'I'""'" '""'.

arsenical or common pyrites as , II a, n-,,m

^^^iir^^r^zii^^^i'r-r,- V:!;;^?;;,'
1

;.

The process is l,,.,l ,, th, ,.,.vr
;

poSS,.s,.d by d.lorin
of trarafonnlng mefaduc gold into a ehlond, in mdob

"

Chloropeltidea

(CHCls) ;
a volatile colorless liquid, of an agree-

able sweetish taste and fragrant smell, and hav-

ing the specific gravity 1.48. it is prepared by
cautiously distilling toui-ther a mixture of alcohol, water,
and chlufid 'f linu- or bleaching ]<. \\drr. Its cldi-f use is

in medicine as an ancst) 'icn.lcd \vilb

great pain, in surjjical opi rations, and in i-hililbirth. For
tiii- ]iiir|>o>i- its vapor i> inhali-d. Tin' inhalation of chl'iiu

form first produces slight intoxication
; then, frequently,

slight muscular contractions, unruliM- - :ni'l di ainiug;
then loss of voluntary motion, oomdonaneai, ami

liility, the patient appraiiiiL' as if sound asln-p; ami al

last, if too much is given, death by failure of the heart or

ether in point of safety, but is quicker in its action and
not so apt to produce viinitin;:, s< I hat for certain

thereby eauses the oxidathmof the small quantity of col-

oriug matter adhering to the white portions of the fabric.

W.Cnokr*, DyeiiiK and Calico-printing, p. 310.

chloretic (klo ret'ik) a Same as chloriticcnioretlC (Kio-ret IK;, n. same as cniorinc.

Chlorhydric (k 6r-hi'drik), a. [< c>,lor(m) +
rolii/ilr( ogcti) + -ic.] Same as

chloric (klo'rik), a. [< chlor(in) + -ic.] Per-

taining to or containing chlorin
; specifically,

containing chlorin in smaller proportion than
chlorous compounds. Chloric add, a colorless syr-

upy liquid (II('lo. {) having a very acid reaction, produced
by decomposing harium chlorate by means of sulphuric
acid. It is an unstable lH>dy, easily decomposed, but forms
salts which are comparatively stable. - Chloric ether,

(a) Ethyl chlorid, a volatile liquid (l^HsCl) obtained by
passing hydrochloric acid gas into alcohol to saturation
and distilling the product. It is also termed hydrochloric
ctli^r. (If) A name given to spirits of chloroform, consist-

ing of chloroform 1 part, alcohol 9 parts. U. S. Ph.

chlorid, chloride (klo'rid, -rid or -rid), n. [<

chlor(in) + -id1-, -idfl.] 1. A binary compound
of chlorin with another element. Formerly
called muriate. 2. In mining, the common
name throughout the Cordilleran region of ores
which contain silver chlorid, or horn-silver

(cerargyrite), in valuable amount.
chloridate (klo'ri-dat), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
fidittcd, ppr. chloridating. [< chlorid +
Same as chloridize, 2.

chloride, n. See chlorid.

chloridic (klo-rid'ik), a. [< chlorid + -ic.] Per-

taining to or of the nature of a chlorid.

chloridize (klo'ri-diz), r. t.
; pret. and pp. chlo-

ridized, ppr. chloridizing. [s chlorid -r -ize.]

1. In metal., to convert into a chlorid : a com-
mon metallurgic treatment of silver ores, ef-

fected by roasting them with salt. 2. In

photog., to cover with a chlorid, specifically
with chlorid of silver, for the purpose of ren-

dering sensitive to the actinic rays of the sun.

Also chloridate.

chlorimeter, chlorimetric, etc. See chlorom-

eter, etc.

chlorin, chlorine (klo'rin), . [< Gr. x^upk,
greenish-yellow (see chlor-), + -in 2

,
-ine2.]

Chemical" symbol, Cl
;
atomic weight, 35.37.

An elementary gaseous substance contained
in common salt, from which it is liberated by
the action of sulphuric acid and manganese
dioxid. Chlorin has a yellowish-green color and a pecu-
liar smell, and irritates the nostrils very violently when

tible, though it supports the combustion of many bodies,
and indeed spontaneously burns several. In combina-
tion with other elements it forms chlorids, which serve

"r'clTe'uped l"c,[ P
n
;e
a
ssure

ct"^ o
P

i

C
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most powerful bleaching agents, this property belonging to
it through its strong affinity for hydrogen. Hence in the
manufacture of bleuehing.powder (cinorid of lime) it is

ent, the oxygen of which then destroys the coloring mat-
ter of the 'material. It is a valuable disinfectant when
it can be comenk-ntiv applied, as in the formi of chlorid
or lime, hee calx QAtofwO. uiitlci cnlx 1 .- - Clllomi DrO-
cess, in metal., a process extensively used for tenanting
gold from silver, it is based upon the fact that gold at

chlorine, . See chlorin.

chlorinize (klo'ri-niz), r. t.
; pret. and pp. chlo-

rini;e<t,\>f>r.eliloriniziiiy. [<. chlorin + -!-<:] To
combine or otherwise treat with chlorin. Also

chlorinate, chlorine.

Becquerel preferred to chlorinize. the plate by immersion.

Knctjc. Brit., XVIII. 834.

chloriodic (klor-i-od'ik), a. [< chlor(in) + io-

d(ini') + -ic.] Compounded of chloriu and
iodine.

chloriodine (klor-i'o-din), n. [< chlor(in) + io-

ilini'.] A compound of chlorin and iodine.

chloris (klo'ris), . [NL., < Gr. x^P'f (>n Ar-

istotle), a bird, yellow underneath, about the
size of a lark, perhaps the yellow wagtail, <

%fa>p6f, greenish-yellow.] 1. An Aristotelian
name of some small greenish bird : subsequently
applied, both generically and specifically, to the

European greenfinch, Chloris ot Moehring, 1752,
Loxia chloris of Linnaeus, 1766, now usual!y call-

ed Ligurinus chloris. 2. [cap.] A genus of

warblers : synonymous with Parula. Hole, 1826.

chlorisatic (klo-ri-sat'ik), a.
JX chloristit(in)

+ -ic.] Pertaining to or producing chlorisatin :

as, chlorisatic acid.

chlorisatin (kl6-ris'a-tin),n. [< (penta)chlor(id)

prepared by the action of phosphorous penta-
chlorid on isatin. It forms orange-yellow trans-

parent crystals of bitter taste, scarcely soluble
in cold water.

chlorite (klo'rit), n. [< L. chloritis, < Gr. x/^-
pirif (sc. Aidof, stone), a grass-green stone, <

X^-up6f, grass-green. In chem. sense, of mod.
formation (< cklor(ous) + -i'<e2 ), but of same
ult. elements.] 1. The name of a group of

minerals, most of which have a grass-green to

olive-green color, and a micaceous structure.
Some varieties are massive, consisting of flue scales ; others
are granular. They are hydrous silicates of aluminium,
ferrous iron, and magnesium.
2. In chem., a salt of chlorous acid. The chlo-

rites are remarkable for their strong bleaching
and oxidizing properties Chlorite slate, a rock
with slaty or schistose structure, consisting of chlorite,
granular or in scales, with a little quartz and feldspar.

chloritic (klo-rit'ik), a. [< chlorite, 1, + -ic.]

Pertaining to or containing chlorite: as, chlo-

ritic sand. Also chloretic.

chloritoid (klo'ri-toid), n. [< chlorite, 1, + -oid.]
A member of the chlorite group of minerals, of

a dark-gray to green or black color.

chlorize (klo'riz), v. t.: pret. and pp. chlorized,

ppr. chlorizing. [< chlor(in) + -izeT] Same as
chlorinize.

chloro-. See chlor-.

chlorocalcite (klo-ro-kal'sit), n. [< Gr. x^P^f,
yellowish-green, + 'L. calx (calc-), limestone,
+ -ite'J. Cf. calcite.] Calcium chlorid, found
in cubic crystals in the Vesuvian lava.

chlorocarbonic, chlorooarbonous (klo*ro-kar-
bon'ik, klo-ro-kar'bo-nus), a. [< chlor(in) +
carbon-ic, -ons.] Consisting of a compound of
chlorin and carbonic oxid (COC^), formed by
exposing a mixture of the two gases to the di-

rect solar rays.
chlorochrous (klo'ro-krus), a. [< Gr. x*-"pk,
yellowish-green,+ xpfa, color. ] Having a green
color.

chlorocyanic (klo'ro-si-an'ik), a. [< chlor(in)
+ cyan(ogen) + -ic.] Consisting of chlonn and
cyanogen combined : as, chlorocyanic acid.

ctilorodyne (klo'ro-din), n. [< chloro(form)
+ (ano)dyne.] A powerful anodyne remedy,
varying somewhat in composition, but contain-

ing morphine, chloroform, prussic acid, and ex-
tract of Indian hemp, flavored with sugar and
peppermint.
Chloroform (klo'ro-form), n. [<chlor(in) +for-
m(yl).] Trichlormethane, or formyl trichlorid

\\ hit- i.f egg until it geuranlM.
chloroform (klo'ro-form), r. t.

To subject to the influence of chloroform ; ad-
minister chloroform to, for the purpose of indu-

cing unrosthesia, unconsciousness, or death,
chloroformic (klo-ro-for'mik), a. [< ehloro-

fur/ii + -ic.] Pertaining to, derived from, or
obtained by means of chloroform.

The chloroformic and other extracts yielded crystals.
Set. Amer. Supji., p. 870S.

It [nitrobenzene] U soluble In alcohol, ether, and chlo-

roform, but when agitated with water, it Is in great part
separated from its ethereal and chlorttfonnic solutions.

A. S. Taylor, Med. Jour., p. 1.14.

chloroformization (klo-ro-fdr-mi-za'shon), n.

[< chloroform + -ize + -atlon.] 1. The' act of

administering chloroform as an anesthetic.

During etherization the warnings of danger are i

more evident and more prolonged than

._. In med., the aggregate of anesthetic phe-
nomena resulting from the inhalation of chlo-

(klo-ro-fu'sin), n. [< Gr.

belon ing to the chlorophyl group and closely
its properties the blue and yel-

low chlorophyl pigments, but showing a differ-

ent spectrum. Sachs.

chlorogenate (klo-ro-jen'at), n. [< chloro-

Hcn(ic) + -ate1 .] A salt of chlorogenic acid.

chlorogenic (klo-ro-jen'ik), a. [< Gr. ^/.woof,

yellowish-green, -r- -ytvw, producing (see -gen),
+ -ic.] Same as caffeic.

chlorogenin (klo-ro- jen'in), n. [< chloro-

gen(ic) + -in2.] A substance precipitated from
madder extract by basic lead acetate. When
boiled with sulphuric or hydrochloric acid, it

forms a green powder."
Vdrik), a. Same as hy-

... ,,
chlorOld (klo'roid), n. [< clilor(tn) + -ma. Cf.

Qr ^Up0f(% of a greem
-

sh look.] Resem-
bling chlorin in action or qualities : as, the chlo-

ro<i pole of a galvanic battery. See chlorous

?, under chlorous.
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chlorometer (klo-rom'e-ter), . [< chlor(id)
+ L. metrum, a measure.] An instrument for

testing the decoloring or bleaching powers of
a substance, as chlorid of lime or chlorid of

potash. Also chlorimeter.

chlorometric (klo-ro-met'rik), KeUorome-
try + -ic.] Pertaming to or obtained by chlo-

rometry. Also chlorimetric.

chlorometry (klo-rom'e-tri), n. [As chlorome-
r + -;/.] *he process for testing the decolor-

ing power of any combination of chlorin, but

especially of the commercial articles, the chlo-

ridsoflime, potash, and soda. Also chlorimetry.

chloropal (kL-o'pal), n. K Gr. X^p6c yello^-
ish-green, + opal.] A hydrated silicate of

iron, of a conchoidal fracture and earthy struc-

ture, and varving from yellow to green in color.
fvt.t tAjj" /\ >-/ -

> i^j/- \ T-KTT
Chloropeltidea (klo'ro-pel-tid'e-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Chloropeltis + -idea.] In Stem's system (1878),
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a family of flagellate infusorians, represented

by the genera Chloropeltis, Cryptoylena, and
Phacus.

Chloropeltis (klo-ro-pel'tis), w. [NL. (F. Stein,

1878), < Gr. rAup4f, yellowish-green, + mAn?,
a shield.] The typical genus of the family

Chloropeltidea, related to Phacus (which see),

but differing by the presence of a conical an-

terior prolongation, perforated at the apex by
the oral aperture. P. ovum and P. hispidiila are

species of this genus.
chlorophseite (klo-ro-fe'lt), n. [< Gr. x'Aaptf,

yellowish-green, + 'ipaiAc, dusky, blackish, +
-zte2.] A hydrous iron silicate sometimes found
in amygdaloidal trap-rocks. It is translucent and
of a green color when newly broken, but soon becomes
black and opaque. Also spelled chloropheite.

chlorophane (klo'ro-fan), . [< Gr. x^ptf, yel-

lowish-green, + -0aw?f, evident, < tyaiveiv, show.]
1. A variety of fluor-spar which exhibits a

bright-green phosphorescent light when heated.

2. A greenish-yellow coloring matter con-

tained in the retina of the eye.

chlorophyl, chlorophyll (klo'ro-fil), n. [< NL.

chlorophyllum, < Gr. x/-"P^t yellowish-green, +
0W/W= L. folium, a leaf.] The green coloring
matter of plants; also, the substance within

the mass of protoplasm which is colored by
this matter. The former is distinguished as chlorophyl

pigment, the latter as the chlorophyl grain or granule.

Chlorophyl grains occur in the green parts of all plants,
and are rarely found in cells that are not exposed to the

light. In some of the lower cryptogamic plants they oc-

cupy and color the whole protoplasmic mass; in others

they form bands or stellate shapes ; but ordinarily they
appear as minute rounded granules embedded in the

protoplasm. These granules are the essential agent in the

process of assimilation in plants, decomposing carbonic

972 Ohoanoflagellata

which there are frequently two kinds, macrozoospores
i-j'j v

i r'-L. ;i'j> ~\ A ~ with four and miiTozoospoivs with two terminal villa. See
green, + <fn>//ov, leaf, + -*fe2.] ^A green mica-

ZMxlnmr_ Also c;l ,k.,i </,nw^ and r
chlorophyllite (klo-ro-fil'it), i. [< Gr.

grci-n, + <t>v/.'/.av, leaf, + -*/t'2.] A gree -
Zllii tr_ Also calle(1 L;, llt ,rr ,lcea ana wvenmaeai.

ceous mineral from Unity in the btate ot Maine, cfclorosporous (klo-ros'po-rus), a. [< Cliloro-

allied to fahlunite.
xporete + -ous.] Belonging to or having the

characters
-ous.]
of thchlorophylloid (klo-ro-fil'oid), a. [< chlorophi/l

+ -oitl] Resembling chlorophyl. ,,,;,
Chlorophyllous (klo-ro-m us), a. [< chlorophyl ch.lorotic (klo-rot'ik), a. [< Gr.
+ -ous.] Same as ch/orophyllaceous.

These cells contain very little or no chlorophyllous pro-

toplasm. 11. C. Wood, Fresh-water Alga), p. 23.

chloropicrin (klo-ro-pik'rin), n. [< Gr. %7jjp6f,

pale-green, + jrurpof, sharp, pungent, T -in2 .]

ging to or having
e group of green algffi, Chlo-

_ , green-
ness, paleness (see chlorosis), + -ic.] 1. Per-

taining to chlorosis : as, chlorotic affections.

2. Affected by chlorosis.

The extasies of sedentary and cltlorotick nuns. Battle.

r- o >
-,.

..- -

--.\',>^,rt- rn \ ,
- uhlorotile (klo'ro-til), . [< Gr. x'MPAr>K,

A pungent colorless liquid (UNO2Clo), the va-
greenness, + -He.] A hydrous copper arseni-

por of which attacks the eyes powerfully. It is ate occurring in capillary crystals of a bright-
prepared by the action of bleavhmg-powder on picric acid

or of nitric acid on chloral. Also called nilrochloro- g?
ee

,,,-/ N r/ , , ,
.

., . -,

,-,., chlorous (klo'rus), a. [< chlor(m) + -ous.]

chloroplastid (klo-ro-plas'tid), . [< Gr. ^Au- Pertaining to or containing chlorin; specifi-

pof, pale-green, + irinar6s, verbal 11. of ir/.aaaeiv, cally, containing chlorin in larger proportion

form, mold, + -id1 .] In bot., a chlorophyl gran- than chloric compounds: as, chlorous oxid;

ule. Also called chloroleucite. chlorous acid Chlorous acid, HC102 ,
an acid ol>-

Chloroplatinic (kl6"ro-pla-tin'ik), a. [< chlo- tained by heating together in proper proportion a
^mixture

wilA ,JVr/iW ,,,\ 4- ;/> 1 rr>TYir>minrlprl nf pViln of potassium chlorate, arsenious oxid, and dilute nitric

W) + platm(lim) -t- -1C.J Compounded Ot cnio- ^ an(, recdvlng the greenish-yellow sutfocating fumes
rin and platinum Chloroplatinic acid, H2PtCl6 ,

an acid, usually called platinum chlorid, obtained by dis-

solving platinum in aqua regia, and evaporating this solu-

tion till all nitric acid is expelled. It crystallizes in brown-
It formsish-red prisms which are very deliquescent.

double salts by replacement of its hydrogen by metals,

of chlorin trioxid (Ol2O :() thus evolved in water, which
forms with them chlorous acid. It is a very unstable acid,

forming more stable salts called chlorite*. Chlorous
pole, the negative pole of a voltaic battery : so called

from its exhibiting the attraction which is characteristic

of chlorin. The positive pole, according to the same meth-

od, is termed the zincous or zincoid pole. Also called

chloroid pole.

and is largely used in laboratories as a reagent.

Chlorops (klo'rops), n. [NL. (Meigen, 1803), <

Gr. x*"Pf, greenish-yellow, + uifi, the eye.] A chloruret (klo'ro-ret), n. [< eMor(m) + -uret]

genus of dicheetous dipterous insects, of the A compound of chlorin : now called chlorid.

family Muscidie. C. lineata is an example. See chlorureted, chloruretted (klo'ro-ret-ed), a.

corn-fly. [< chloruret + -erf2.] Impregnated with chlorin.

Chloropsis (klo-rop'sis), n. [NL. (Jardine and chlorydric, a. Same as hydrochloric.

Selby, 1826), < Gr. x^Pk, pale-green, + tyic, cho (cho), n. [Jap.] A measure of length used

view.] An extensive genus of oscine passerine in Japan, equal to 60 ken or 360 shaku or Japa-

birds, of the family Timeliida: and subfamily nese feet. See ken and shaku.

Brachypodinai; the green bulbuls. The numerous choakt(chok), v. An obsolete spelling of choke1 .

species range throughout southern Asia and to the Philip- choak-fullt. See choke-full.
pines. The genus is usually'cMeA Phyllornis (which see), choana (ko'a-na), .

j pi. choana; (-ne). [NL.,
Chloroscombrinae (kl6"ro-skom-bri'ne), n. pi
[NL., < Chloroncombrus + -ina;.] A subfamily
of fishes, of the family Carangidai, represented

< Gr. ^odv?/, a funnel, a funnel-shaped hollow

(in the brain), connected with ^oawf, a melt-

ing-pot, also a funnel, < x">>j pour, akin to L.
by the genus Chtoroscombrus. The premaxillanes fundere pOur (see founds and/!), and to E.
are protractile ;

the pectoral flns long and falcate ; the anal J
, -. *{;.-__* . fnnmd or ftinnel like onen-

fin like the second dorsal and longer than the abdomen ;
<7*-J anat.,& n

I long
the maxillary with a supplemental bone ; the body much
compressed ;

the back and abdomen trenchant ; and the
dorsal outline less strongly curved than the ventral. Two
wide-ranging spevies are known.

chloroscombrine (klo-ro-skom'brin), a. and n. choanate (ko'a-nat), a.

ing; an intundlbulum. Speciflcally (o) pi. The
posterior nares. (6) The peculiar collar or choanoid rim
around the flagellum of a choanate or choanoflagellate in-

fusorian.

[< choana + -ate1 .]

a. Chlorophyl grains in the leaf of a moss (Funaria hygrometrica).
late chlorophyl bodies in a cell of an alga (Zyznema crucia-

tiirrt ). f. Spiral oands of chlorophyl in cells of an alga (Sfirogyra
' " "

.

*. Stellate chlo ophyl bodies in a cell of an alga (Zyznema crucia-
. . l oands of chlorophyl in cells of an al

longata). (From Sachs's " Lehrbuch der Botanik.")

acid and water under the action of sunlight, with the evo-

lution of oxygen and the formation of starch or other car-

bon compounds. The chlorophyl pigment may be extract-

ed from the granules by alcohol and other solvents, and

appears when dry as a green resin-like powder. In solu-

tion it may be separated into two portions, one of a yel-
low color (xanthophi/V), the other blue or greenish-blue

(cyanophyl, or phyllocyanin). The change of color in

leaves in autumn is due to the breaking up and various
transformation of this pigment. In the etiolation or

blanching of plants by exclusion of light the vhlorophyl
granules lose their color and finally become merged in the

protoplasm, from which they are again developed by ex-

posure to light and warmth. See also cut under Parame-
cium.

chlorophyllaceous (kWro-fi-la'shius), a. [<

chlorophyl + -accous.~\ 1. In lot., of the na-
ture of or containing chlorophyl. 2. In zoo'L,

having green endochrome : as, the chlorophylla-
ceous series of infusorians. S. Kent.

Also chlorophylliferous, ehlorophylligerous,

chlorophyllous.

chlorophyllan (klo-ro-fil'an), . [< chlorophyl +
-an.] In bot., a substance obtained in the form
of green crystals by the evaporation of a puri-
fied solution of

chlorophyllian
phyl T -i-an.~]

taining chlorophyl: as,
"
chlorophyllian cells,"

Allman.

chlorophylliferous (klo'ro-n-lif'e-rus), a. [<
NL. chlorophyllum + L. ferre, = E. bear1

,
+

-ous.] Same as chlorophyllaceous.

chlorophylligenous (klo'ro-fi-lij'e-nus), a. [<
NL. chlorophyllum + L. -genus, producing : see

-gen, -genous.] Producing or produced by chlo-

rophyl ; dependent upon the action or presence
of chlorophyl.
ehlorophylligerous (klo"ro-fi-lij'e-rus), a. [<
NL. chlorophyllum + L. gerere, bear, + -ous.]
Same as chlorophyllaceous.

I. a. Pertaining to or having the characters of Provided with a choana or infundibulum
; spe-

the Chloroscombrinae. cifically, collared or collar-bearing, as certain

animalcules.

choanite (kd'a-nit), n. [< NL. choanites, < Gr.

Xdvj/, a funnel (see choana), + -ites: see -jte2 .]

A spongiform fossil zoophyte of the Chalk, of

the genus 'Choanites, familiarly called petrified

anemone, from having the radiating appearance
of a sea-anemone.

greenish-yellow, + -osis. Cf."Gr. ^Auporw, green- choanocytal (k6*a-no-s!'tal), a. [< choanocyte
ness, paleness.] 1. The greensickness, a pe- + -al.] Of or pertaining to a choanocyte ;

com-

posed or consisting of choanocytes.

II. n. A carangoid fish of the subfamily Chlo-

roftcombrina!.

Chloroscombrus (klo-ro-skom'brus), n. [NL.
(Girard, 1858), < Gr. x^>p6f, yellowish-green, +
<TKo/(/fy>of, a scomber: see scomber.'] The typical
genus of Chloroscombrinai.

chlorosis (klo-ro'sis), n. _ [NL., < Gr.

culiar form of anemia or bloodlessness which
affects young women at or near the period of

puberty. It is characterized by a pale or greenish hue
of the skin, amenorrhea, weakness, languor, palpitation,

dyspepsia, depraved appetite, etc.

2. In bot. : (a) Etiolation. The term is sometimes
limited to the blanching which occasionally occurs in

plants from lack of iron, an element which is found to be
essential to the formation and green color of chlorophyl
granules, (ft) A transformation of the ordinarily
colored parts of a flower into green leaf-like or

sepal-like organs, as in what are known as

"green roses." Also called chloranthy Egyp-
tian chlorosis, a disease caused by the presence of a
nematoid worm, Dochmius duodenalit, in the small in-

testines.

chlorosperm (klo'ro-sperm), n. An alga be-

longing to the group Chlorospermea'.

chlorospermatous (klo-ro-sper'ma-tus), a. [<

chlorosperm(at-) + -ous.] Kesembling or be-

longing to the algal group Chlorospermea!. Also

clilorospermous.

Chlorospermeae (klo-ro-sper'me-e), TO. pi.

Vosmaer recognized as the physiological cause of Sycon
lal layer.an extension of the choanocyt

choanocyte (ko'a-no-sit)

Ensue. Brit., XXII. 427.

n. [< Gr. ;roaw7, a
funnel (see choana), + KITOI;, a cavity, a cell.]

One of the collared and flagellated monadiform
cells of sponges: so called from their great
resemblance to choanoflagellate infusorians.

Such cells form layers lining the flagellated
endodennal chambers of sponges.
In Tetractinellida, and probably in many other sponges
certainly in some the collars of contiguous choano-

cytes coalesce at their margins so as to produce a fenes-

trated membrane, which forms a second inner lining to

the flagellated chamber. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 418.

[NL. (H. James Clark, 1871), neut. pi. of choa-

bearing flagellate infusorians; a group or or-

der of animalcules, exceedingly minute, highly
variable in form, but usually exhibiting in

their most normal and characteristic phase a
TNL., < Gr. y/Mp6c, pale-green, + airepua, seed,
+ -ed.] A systematic name giVen by Harvey to symmetrically ovate, pynform, or clavate out-

nlo-iBwriinri havo 0Ta.ss-o?BATi frnnda TTi.^or line. A single long lash-like flagellum is produced fromthe
the more recent system of classification they are distrib-

uted among several orders, the larger number being re-

ferred to the Chlorosporete.

Chlorospermous (klo-ro-sper'mus), a. [< chlo-

rosperm + -ous.] Same as chlorospermatous.

On the arrangement of the Families and the Genera of

Chlorogpermoits Algre.
H. C. Wood, Fresh-water Alga;, p. 240.

Chlorosporese (klo-ro-spo're-e), 7i. pi. [NL., <

Gr. ;f?.pof, green, + omipof, seed, + -ea;.] One
of the suborders of algffi, belonging to the order

Zob'sporeai. They are green plants, membranous or fila-

mentous, propagated, so far as known, by zodspores, of

the center of the anterior border, the base of which is

embraced by a delicate hyaline, extensile and retractile,

collar-like expansion of the body-sarcode. The collar in

its extended condition is infundibuliforni or wineglass-

shaped, and when contracted is subcylindrical or conical,

exhibiting in its expanded state a distinct circulating cur-

rent or cyclosis of its finely granular substance. The in-

gestive area is discoidal, food-substances being brought in

contact with the expanded collar through the vibratory ac-

tion of the flagellum. They are first carried up the outside

and then down the inside of this structure with the circu-

lating sarcode-current, and are finally received into the

substance of the body anywhere within the circular area

circumscribed by its base. Fecal or waste products are

discharged at any point within the same discoidal space.
These animalcules have a distinct spheroidal endoplast,
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with a contained endoplastnle anil two or more cnntrac-
tilu vesicles, usually conspicuous. They inliiiliit wait and
fresh water, ;irnl inereasc hy longitudinal nr transverse fis-

sion, and hy encystment and subdivision of tin- entire body
into sporular elements. Tlie pririejpal genera an- ('./,,

Z'
it Codomaca, Satpiiitiawa, t><ii<>lt,->ii,,i. :md .\i/t/ttn/.<ii.

o called t'liujMatit iliufnutuuiala, and by Diesin-

ehotomata.

choanoflagellate (k6"a-no-flaj'e-lat), . [< NL.

choanoflagellatus,
< <//</. <|. v., + flagtuatui .

see Jl/ii/i 'llnli'. } Collaret! and flagellate, an cer-

tain iuftisorians
; specifically, of or pertaining

to the ('lioiiniifliii/fllata.

choanoid (ko'a-noid), .. and n. [< NL. ehoa-

noidaiiH, ( Gr. x<'n>j/, a funnel (see cliotiini), +
eHof, form.] I. it. Funnel-shaped; int'nndibuli-

form: specifically applied to the choanoideus,
a muscle of the eyeball of many animals.

Tile eye [of the porpoise] has a thick selerutie. and there
Is a choanoid muscle. It u.i-l< n. Anat. V'ert. t p. :;*:*.

H. . The choanoid muscle, or choanoideus.
choanoideus (ko-a-noi'de-us), n.

; pi. eluxiiini-

dei(-i). [NL. : see choanoid.] A muscle of the

eye of many animals, as the horse, serving as
a compressor and retractor of the eyeball: so
called from its funnel-like shape.
choanophorous (ko-a-nof '6-rus), a. [< NL.
fliiifiiin, <(. v., + L. jcrrc = E. bear1

.']
Collar-

bearing or choanate, as certain infusorians.

choanosomal (k6"a-no-so'mal), a. [< clioano-

somu + -(.] Of or pertaining to the choano-
some of a sponge ; characterized by the pres-
ence of choanocytes, as a subdermal part of
the body of a sponge.

Lipogastrosis . . . may he produced hy the growing to-

gether of the roots of the choanottomal folds, thus reducing
the paragastric cavity to a labyrinth of canals, which may
easily he, confounded with the usual form of excurrent
canaU Encyc. Brit., XXII. 416.

073 choice

ent into an obtuso osseous ridge, while the an-
terior rciiuiin t'ri-c and eonieiil.

Of the rudder(iirt"M, cleats of timber or iron fastened to
the stern of a ship on eaeli side of the rn.hler. to support
it when put hard over either way. See ancAi -.,

chock' (chok). r. [<,/,./>, . s,.,. ,// s. .. Choerops (ke n,ps), . [NL. (RUppel, 1852), <

and cf. <-/ictl.] I. .TOH.S-. AV/H.., t.i socuiv by
^r -

X<"l>'>f,^ pig,.
+ ^f>, aspect. I, -at. ires.] A

putting a chock into or under : a.s, to chock the

choanosome (ko'a-no-som), n. [< Gr. ^odi^, a
funnel (see choan'a), '+ aupa, body.] The inner

part or region of the body of a sponge which is

characterized by the presence of flagellated
chambers or cavities lined with a layer of

choanocytes; the choanocytal portion of a

sponge.
With the appearance of suhdermal chambers the sponge

hecomes differentiated into two almost independent re-

gions, an outer or ectosome and an inner or choanogome,
which is characterized by the presence of flagellated cham-
bers. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 415.

Choar, n. See chore*.

choaty (cho'ti), a. [E. dial. Cf. shoat.] Chub-
by; fat : applied to infants.

chobdar (chob'dar), n. [Hind, chobddr, lit. stick-

bearer, < chob, a stick, drumstick, mace, -r- -dar,

bearer.] In British India, a superior class of
footman

;
an attendant who carries a mace or

staff before an officer of rank. The chobdars in the
suite of the viceroys of India and other high officials, such
as the judges of the high courts, carry a staff ornamented
with silver. Also chopdar, chubdar.

chock 1 (chok), v. A variant of choice*. Grose.

[Prov. Bug.]
chock2 (chok), adv. [Due to chock in chock-

full = choke-full, q. v.] Entirely; fully; as far
as possible : used in the nautical phrases chock

aft, chock home, etc.

chock3 (chok), v. t. [With var. chuck3
, q. v. ;

orig. a var. of shock1
, appar. associated also

with chock1 = choke1
. Cf. choke1

, v., and chock1
,

v.] If. An obsolete variant of shock. 2. To
throw with a quick motion

; toss; pitch: same
as chuck3

,
2.

In the tavern in his cups doth roar,

Chucking his crowns. Drayton, Agincourt.

chock4 (chok), n. [With var. chuck*, in partly
diff. senses

; appar. < chock1
, var. of choke1

;
cr.

choke1
, i;., block, obstruct, with which chock*, v.,

in part from this noun, nearly agrees. Perhaps
also associated with chock3

, v., throw (thrust
in).] 1. A block or piece of wood or other ma-
terial, more or less wedge-shaped when spe-
cially prepared, used to prevent movement, as

by insertion behind the props of a ship's cradle,
under the sides of a boat on deck, under the
wheels of a carriage, etc. 2. In ship-build-

ing, a block of approximately triangular shape,
used to unite trie head and heel of consecu-
tive timbers. 3. Nant., a block having horn-

shaped projections extending partly over a re-
cess in the middle, in which a cable or hawser
is placed while being hauled in or on : called

distinctively a warping-chock. 4. In coal-min-

ing, a pillar built of short square blocks of wood
from 2i to 6 feet long, laid crosswise, two and
two, so as to form a strong support for the roof :

used especially in long-wall working. This kind of

support hits the advantage of being easily knocked apart
for removal. Also called nog, cog, and clog-pack. Chocks

timbers of a ship; d> i-ltm-l: \\ e,-isk.

II. iiitraim. To fill up a cavity like a chock.
The wood-work . . . exactly rAorfcffA into the joints.

/'lift.-, .
\\ ,,M MM, ' alnln i

chock-a-block (ehok'a-blok), a. [< e/iocH +
(vaguely used) + bliirl^.] 1. .\,ni/.. j:immed:
said of a tackle when the blocks are hauled close

together. 2. Crowded; crammed full: ns, the

meeting-hall was <-lio<-l;-<i-lil<irk. [Colloq.]
chock-a-block (rhok'a-blok), mlr. [< <-li<ii-l:-fi-

block, ii.] Xaitt., so as to bo drawn or hauled
close together, in such a manner as to hinder
or prevent motion.

By hauling the reef-tackles chock-a-block we took the
strain from the other earings, and passing the elo>e re, f

earing, and knotting the point>ear> fully, we succeeded in

setting the sail close-reefed.
It. //. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 254.

chock-and-block (chok'and-blok), a. and adr.
Same as chock-a-block.

chock-block (chok'blok), n. A device for in-e-

venting the movement of the traveling wheels
of a portable machine while the machinery is

in motion
;
a chock.

chock-full, a. See choke-fid/.

chockling (chok'ling), n. [E. dial. Cf. chock1

= choke1
.] Hectoring; scolding.

choco. n. Same as cheyote.
chocolate (chok'o-lat), n. and a. [= D. Dan.
chokolade = G. cllocolade = Sw. chocolad = F.
chocolat = It. cioccolata, < Sp. Pg. chocolate, <

Mex. chocolatl, chocolate, < choco, cacao, + latl,

water.] I. n. 1. A paste or cake composed of

the kernels of the Theobroma Cacao, ground and
combined with sugar and vanilla, cinnamon,
cloves, or other flavoring substance, cacao, un-
der its native name of chocolatl, had been used as a bev-

erage by the Mexicans for ages before their country was
conquered by the Spaniards. See cacao and cocoa'2.

2. The beverage made by dissolving chocolate
in boiling water or milk.

The wretch [a sylph] shall feel
The giddy motion of the whirling mill,
In fumes of burning chocolate shall glow,
And tremble at the sea that froths below !

Pope, R. of the L., ii. 135.

II. a. 1 . Having the color of chocolate
;
of

a dark reddish-brown color: as, chocolate cloth.

2. Made of or flavored with chocolate: as,
chocolate cake or ice-cream chocolate lead, a
pigment composed ofoxid of lead calcined with about one
third of oxid of copper, the whole being reduced to a uni-
form tint by levigation.

chocolate-house (chok'o-lat-hous), n. A house
of entertainment in which chocolate is sold.

Lisander has been twice a day at the chocolate-houge.
Taller.

chocolate-root (chok'o-lat-rot), n. See Geum.
chocolate-tree (chok'6-lSt-tre), . The Theo-
broma Cacao. See cacao'.

chodet. An obsolete preterit of chide.

chceniz (ke'niks), n. ; pi. chcmiceg (-ni-sez). [<
Gr. x'v'S-] A Greek dry measure, mentioned
by Homer, and originally the daily ration of a

man, but varying from a quart to over a quart
and a half. In the ruins of Flaviopolis, in Phrygia, has
been found a marble block having cylindrical wells marked
with the names of different Greek measures. Of these
the chomix appeal's to have contained 1.5 liters. This
seems to have been alwut the capacity of the ^ginetan,
Boeotian, and Pontic measures. The Attic ch(enix, how-
ever, according to various approximative statements of
the relation of Attic to Roman measures, must have con-
tained about 1 liter, or half a Babylonian kab ; and this is

probably the measure mentioned in the New Testament
(Rev. vi. 6). In Egypt the Ptolemaic system had a choenix,
which appears to have equaled 0.8 liter. The chcenlx of
Heraclea in Italy is surmised to have teen 0.7 liter.

Choerodia (ke-ro'di-8), n. pi. [NL. (E. Blyth,
1849), < Gr. x>PW, a

pig, swine, + fWof, form.]
In Blyth's classification of mammals, a division
of his Srochata, including the swine and their

allies, as the hippopotamus and tapir. The di-

vision corresponds closely (chiefly differing in including
Hyrax) with the non-ruminant division of the Artiodactyla
of later naturalists.

chcerodian (ke-ro'di-an), a. [< Cltosrodia +
-an.'] Swine-like; suiliine; specifically, of or

pertaining to the Cheerodia.

cheBrogryl (ke'ro-gril), n. [< Gr. x'PC, a hog,
+ ypiMos, a pig.] A name of the Hyrax sinai-

ticus. See Hyrax.
Chffiropina (ke-ro-pi'nii), n. pi. [NL., < Cliee-

rops + -ina'.] In Giiiither's system of classi-

fication, the second group of Labrida; having
a dorsal fin with 20 rays, 13 of which are spi-

nous, and the lateral teeth more or less connu-

, .

genus of labroid fishes, typical of (lie group
' 'Ini ro/iitltt.

Choeropsinae (ke-rop-si'ne), H. />!. [NL., < < In,

I'n/iai.i, ], + -//!</.] A subfamily of lli/,/ii>/iiilii-

iiiiiln; re
]

iresented by the genus"' '/mro/w.--. The
skull is eonvev between the orliits, the frontal sinus well

developed, and the 01 hits depressed below tin; level of the
forehead ami ine'.rnplete behinil. The Mnall hippopotamus
of eastern Afriea, I'tueropni libmensi*, is ih< t>pe.

chqeropsine (Tift-rop'rin), . and n. I. a. Per-
t:iinin<; or relating to the I'litri'n/ixiim:

II. n. A species of the Chaeropsina.
Chceropsis (ke-rop'sis), . [NL. (Leidy, 1853),
< Gr. x01!*":, a pig, + 6^><f, view, appearance.]
1. A genus of Hippopotamidie, typical of the

subfamily Charopsina:. 2. In extern., a genus
of longicorn beetles. Thomson, 1X60.

Ohoeropus (ke'ro-pus), n. [NL. (Ogilby, 1838),
< Gr. xu'l>of, & pig.

+ TO'T (TOO-) = E. foot.] A
genus of bandicoots, of the family 1'eramelidce,
notable for the disproportionate development of
the hind limbs and the reduction of the lateral

Bandicoot (Chaeropus caltartotil}.

digits of both the fore and the hind feet, the
former having but two functional toes, and the
latter consisting mainly of an enormous fourth
toe. Tlie only species known is C. caatanotix (erroneously
described as C. ecaudatuti), an animal about the size of a
rat, found in the interior of Australia.

chogset (chog'set), n. [Also cliogsett; prob. of
Amer. Ind. origin.] A local name in New Eng-
land of the cunner or blue-perch, Ctenolabrus

adspcrteus. Also called nibbler. See cunner.
choice (chois), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also

chois, < ME. chois, ehoise, choys, < OF. chois, F.

choix, a choice, < choisir, coisir, F. choisir= Pr.

chausir, causir (> Sp. "costr = OPg. covsir =
Olt. ciausire), also in comp., Pr. psc'r=OCat.
scosir (es-, s-, < L. ex-), choose; of Teut. ori-

gin : ult. < Goth, kausjan, prove, test, < kiusan,
choose, = E. choose, q. v.] I. . 1. The act of

choosing; the voluntary act of selecting or
sep-

arating from two or more things that which is

preferred, or of adopting one course of action
in preference to others

;
selection

;
election.

And there he put vs to the choyK of thyse foresayd .ij.

wayes, sweyng [showing] to vs the daungers of liothe, as is

before rehersed. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 69.

Ye know how that a good while ago God made choice
among us, that the Oentiles by my mouth should hear the
word of the gospel, and believe. Acts xv. 7.

2. The power of choosing ; option.
Neuertheles, he yaf hym fre choyx to do what he wolde,

for yef he wolde he niyght yelde god his part*, en to the
feende his also. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 14.

The moral universe includes nothing but the exercise of
choice ; all else is machinery.

O. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 301.

The choice lay between an amended confederacy and the
new constitution. Bancroft, Hist. Const., II. 5.

3. Care in selecting ; judgment or skill in dis-

tinguishing what is to be preferred, and in giv-
ing a preference. [Rare.]

Julius Cresar did write a collection of apophthegms ; it

is a pity his book is lost ; for I imagine they were collected
with judgment and choice. Bacon, Apophthegms.

4. The person or thing chosen
;
that which is

approved and selected in preference to others.
I am sorry . . .

Your choice is uot so rich in worth as beauty .

Shak., W. T., v. 1.

The lady, gracious prince, may lie hath settled
Affection on some former choice.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, II. 3.

5. The best part of anything; a select portion
or assortment.
There all the grete of the Grekys, & the grym knyghtys,
And the chose of hor chyualry, was chargit to lenge [lin-

ger]. Dettrvction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8888.

A braver choice of dauntless spirits . . .

Did never float upon the swelling tide.

Shak., K. John, ii. 1.

6f. A variety of preferable or valuable things.



choice

The choice and flower of all things profitable In other

books. Hooker.

Hobson's choice, a proverbial expression denoting a

choice without an alternative ; the thing offered or no-

thing. It is said to have had its origin in the practice of

a. carrier and innkeeper at Cambridge, England, named
Hobson, who let horses and coaches, and obliged each cus-

tomer to take in his turn that horse which stood nearest

the stable-door.

Where to elect there is but one,
'Tis llottsons choice ; take that or none.

T. \Yard, England's Reformation, p. 326.

Of Choice, select ; distinguished ; of worth or value : as,

men of choice. To make choice of, to choose
;
select ;

separate and take in preference.

He made Choice of wise and discreet Men to be his Coun-
sellors. Baker, Chronicles, p. 52.

= Syn. Preference, Election, etc. See option.

II. a. 1 . Carefully selected ;
well chosen : as,

a choice epithet.
Choice word and measured phrase,
Above the reach of ordinary men.

Wordsworth, Resolution and Independence, St. 14.

2. Worthy of being preferred ;
select

;
notable

;

precious.
Er this day was done, or droghe to the night,
All chaunget the chere of this chaise maidon.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 8171.

The choice and master spirits of this age.

Shak., J. C., ill. 1.

Thus in a sea of folly toss'd,

My choicest hours of life are lost. Swift.

A written word is the choicest of relics.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 111.

3. Careful
; frugal ; chary ; preserving or using

with care, as valuable : with of.

He that is choice of his time will also be choice of his com-

pany, and choice of his actions. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.

4f. Noble
;
excellent.

There the grekes hade grymly ben gird ynto dethe,
Hade not Achilles ben cheualrous & chaise of his dedis.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 5248.

=Syn. 2. Costly, exquisite, uncommon, rare, excellent.

3. Sparing.

choice-drawnt (chois'dran), a. Selected with

particular care. [Bare.]
Who is he, whose chin is but enrieh'd

With one appearing hair, that will not follow
These cull'd and choice-drawn cavaliers to France ?

Shak., Hen. V., iii. (cho.).

choicefult (chois
'

ful), a. < choice + -ful, 1.]

1. Offering a choice; varied: as, "choiceful
plenty," Hull-ester, Colonies, p. 681. 2. Making
many choices

;
fitful

; changeful ;
fickle.

His choiceful sense with every change doth fit. Spenser.

choiceless (chois 'les), a. [< choice + -less."]

Not having the power of choosing; destitute of

free will. Hammond. [Rare.]
choicely (chois'li), adv. [< ME. choisly, choisli,

< chois, adj., + -ly, -ly
2
.] 1 . With care in choos-

ing ;
with nice regard to preference ;

with judi-
cious choice.

A band of men,
Collected choicely, from each county some.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.

2. In an eminent degree.
Old fashioned poetry, but choicely good.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, i. 4.

3. With great care; carefully: as, a thing
choicely preserved.
choiceness (chois

'

nes), n. [< choice + -ness.]
The quality of being choice, (a) Justness of dis-

crimination; nicety: as,
"
choiccness of phrase," B. Jon-

son, Discoveries. (6) Particular value or worth ; excel-
lence : as, the choiceness of wine.

Plants . . . for their choiceness preserved in pots.

Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense.

choice-note (chois'not), n. In weal mime, one
of several notes of different pitch or value,

printed together upon the staff, in order that
the singer may take that one which is best

adapted to his voice,

choile (choil), v. t. To overreach. Halliwcll.

[Prov. Eng. (Yorkshire).]
choir (kwir), . [A corrupt spelling of quire

1
,

"restored" to choir (without a change of pro-
nunciation) in the latter part of the 16th cen-

tury, in imperfect imitation of F. chceur or the

orig. L. chorus : see quire^- and chorus.] 1. Any
company of singers.

He asked, but all the heavenly quire stood mute.
Milton, P. L., iii. 217.

2. An organized company of singers, (a) Espe-
cially, such a company employed in church service.

The choir,
With all the choicest music of the kingdom,
Together sung Te Deum. Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1.

Then let the pealing organ blow
To the full-voiced quire below.

Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 161.

The choir have not one common-metre hymn to drag
them down to the people in the pews below.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 157.

(6) A choral society, especially one that performs sacred
music. In eight-part music a chorus is divided into tlrst

974

and second choirs, (c) In the Ani/lican Church, an official

body consisting of the minor canons, the choral vicars,

anil the choristers connected with a cathedral, whose func-

tion is to perform the daily choral service. Such a choir

is divided into two sections, called decani and cantoris.

sitting on the right and left sides respectively ; of these

the decani side forms the leading or principal section.

See cantoris, d<-:-<uu\

S. That part of a church which is, or is con-

sidered as, appropriated for the use of the sing-
ers. In churches of fully developed plan, that part be-

tween the nave and the apse which is reserved for can-

ons, priests, monks, and choristers during divine service.

In cruciform churches the choir usually begins at the

transepts and occupies the head of the cross, including the

Choir "f Amiens Cathedral, France.

altar (see cut under cathedral) ; but sometimes, especially
in monastic churches, it extends beyond the transepts,
thus encroaching upon the nave. In churches without

ny an ornamental oarrier or grauiig (.see cfioir-ttcreeit), and

separated from the nave by a rood-screen. See chancel.

The rich stream
Of lords and ladies, having brought the queen
To a prepar'd place in the choir, fell off

A distance from her. Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 1.

4. A company; a band, originally of persons
dancing to music : loosely applied to an assem-

bly for any ceremonial purpose.
We, that are of purer fire,

Imitate the starry quire,
Who, in their nightly watchful spheres,
Lead in swift round the months and years.

Milton, Comus, 1. 112.

And high-born Howard, more majestic sire,

With fool of quality, completes the quire.
Pope, Dunciad, 1. 298.

How often have I led thy sportive choir

With tuneless pipe beside the murmuring Loire.

Goldsmith, Traveller, 1. 243.

Formerly and still occasionally quire.
choir (kwir), t\ t. and i. [< choir for quire, n.;
same as quire

1
, r.] To sing in company.

On either side lof the Virgin], round the steps of the

throne, is a crowd of choiring angels. Farrar.

choir-boy (kwlr'boi), n. A member of a boy-
choir

; a boy who sings in a choir.

choiristert, n. An obsolete form of chorister.

choir-office (kwir'of"is), . 1. Same as choir-

service, 1. 2. In the Bom. C'ath. Ch., any one of

the seven canonical hours. 3. The breviary-
office. Lee, Eccl. Terms.

Choir-screen, Cathedral of Lincoln, England.

choke

choir-organ (kwir'&r"gan), . In large organs,
the third principal section of the instrument,
of less power than the great organ, and con-

taining stops specially suited for choir accom-

paniment. Once called the chair-organ; occa-

sionally, also, the positive oiymi.

choir-pitch (kwir'pich), n. The ancient church-

pitch of Germany, said to be about one tone

higher than the concert-pitch.
choir-ruler (kwlr'ro'ler), n. Eccles., one of

the church officers who preside, in place of the

precentor, over the singing of the psalms on
the more important festivals. The choir-rulers

wear copes, and are two or four in number, ac-

cording to the rank of the festival.

Until a late period, even if they do not still, several

churches on the continent put staves into the hands of

the choir-rulers, as is still practised in Belgium.
Kock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 204.

choir-screen (kwir'skren), n. An ornamental
screen of wood, stone, or metal, often in open-
work, dividing the choir or chancel of a church
from the aisles or the ambulatory, usually in

such a manner as not to obstruct sight or

sound, but sometimes a solid wall cutting off

all view of the floor of the choir from the aisles.

See cut in preceding column.
choir-service (kwir' ser" vis), . 1. The ser-

vice of singing performed by a choir. Also
called choir-office. 2. A service or an office

chanted or recited in the choir of a church.

Lee, Eccl. Terms.

choir-tippet (kwlr'tip"et), n. A scarf or hood
worn as a protection against cold or drafts by
the clergy officiating in the choir of a church.

See amice2 .

choke 1
(chok), f.

; pret.
and pp. choked, ppr.

choking. [Also until recently spelled choak;
dial, chuck (see c/iocfc1 ); < ME. choken, chcken,

choke, < AS. "eeocian (in comp. d-ceocian : see

achoke) = Icel. koka, gulp (cf. kol; the gullet,

esp. of birds : see chokes) ; prob. orig. imitative

of the guttural or gurgling sounds uttered by
one who is choking, and so akin to chuckl,
chuckle^, cackle, cough, kitttfl, all ult. imitative

words containing a repeated guttural : see these

words.] I. trans. 1. To stop the breath of by
preventing access of air to the windpipe ;

suf-

focate
;

stifle.

And the herd ran violently down a steep place, . . . and
were choked in the sea. Mark v. 13.

Specifically 2. To deprive of the power of

breathing, either temporarily or permanently,
by stricture of or obstruction in me windpipe ;

constrict or stop up the windpipe of so as to

hinder or prevent breathing ; strangle.
With eager feeding food doth choke the feeder.

Shah., Rich. II., ii. 1.

We can almost fancy that we see and hear the great
English debater . . . choked by the rushing multitude of
his words. Macaulay, Sir J. Mackintosh.

3. To stop by filling ;
obstruct

;
block up : often

with up : as, to choke tip the entrance of a har-

bor or any passage.
The vines and the mulberry-trees, the food of the silk-

worm whose endless cocoons choke up the market-place,
witness to the richness of the land.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 48.

4. To hinder by obstruction or impediments;
overpower, hinder, or check the growth, expan-
sion, or progress of

;
stifle

;
smother.

And some fell among thorns
;
and the thorns sprung up

and choked them. Mat. xiii. 7.

Tho 1

mists and clouds do choke her window light.
Sir J. Davies, Immortal, of Soul.

5. To suppress or stifle.

Confess thee freely of thy sin ;

For to deny each article with oath
Cannot remove, nor choke, the strong conception
That I do groan withal. Shak., Othello, v. 2.

6. To offend greatly ;
revolt. [Rare.]

I was choked at this word. Swift.

7. Same as choke-bore.

II. intrans. 1. To stifle or suffocate, as by
obstruction and pressure in hastily swallowing
food, or by irritation of the air-passages when
fluids are accidentally admitted there.

Who eats with too much speed may hap to choak.

Heywood, Dialogues, p. 323.

2. To be checked as if by choking; stick.

The words choked in his throat. Scott.

choke 1 (chok), n. [< choke 1
, '.] 1. The con-

striction of the bore of a choke-bored gun. 2.

The neck or portion of a rocket where the stick

is attached. 3. The tie at the end of a car-

tridge.
choke2 (chok), . [The last syllable of arti-

choke.'] The filamentous or capillary part of
the artichoke.



choke

choke' 1

,
chouk (chok, chouk), . [Also writ-

ten rltoirk, repr. Hind, chunk, a square, mar-

ket-place. J In India, an open place or wide

street, in the middle of a city, where the mar-
ket is held. Yule a ml liiii'iii/l.

The s -iii's at oner Kallimcd into the choke, or principal
street which is very narrow nini tortuous.

If. //. /;,., liiiu-j- in India, II. 85-2.

choke-bailt (chok'bill), . and a. I. n. Non-
allowance of bail, as in an unbailable action.

>n. him at common law :

Arrest him on an action of cltukf-txiil.

li. Jonson, Mat-net ick l.ady, v. s.

II. a. Not bailable; not admitting of bail.

/lirih'il'. \\'r a] rest you ill the Kind's name. . . .

H'/i/ouf. Huw? how.' in a i'lilc>'/>ii if action?

lri/, I'liiin Dealer, v. 8.

chokeberry (ehok'ber'i), n.
; pi. clm/.-i h/n-ii .-

(-iz). The plant I'l/nix iirluitijnlin, a low ro-

saceous shrub of North America, or its very

astringent berry-like fruit.

choke-bore (chok'bor), v. t. To bore (a gun-
barrel) in such a manner that the diameter of

the bore shall be a little less near the muzzle
than at some point back of it other than the

chamber, in order to concentrate the charge
(of shot) when the gun is fired. Also choke.

choke-bore (chok'bor), n. A gun the bore of
which is slightly constricted near the muzzle.

My duck-nun, the No. 10 clutke-bore, is a very strong ami
close sliootin^ piece. T. Koutt'Tt'tt, Hunting Trips, p. 55.

choke-cherry (chok'cher'i), . 1. The popular
name of an American species of wild cherry,
rninuti I'iri/iiiiana, remarkable for the astrin-

gency of its fruit. 2. In mining, choke-damp ;

after-damp. [Local, Eng.]
choke-damp (chok'damp), n. In coal-mininy,
same as black-<lant/>.

chokedar (cho'ke-diir), n. Same as chokidar.

choke-full, chock-full (chok'-, chok'fuT), a.

[Also chuck-full,
and until recently choak-full ; <

ME. chokkefulle, chekefutle, chekkefulle, < chokeu,

cheken, E. choke* (= chock1
), + fulft. Hence the

adv. chock? ; and cf . chock*. ] Full to the utmost
;

full to the point of choking or obstructing.
Charottez chokkefnlle (var. chekkefulle] eharegyde with

golde. Morte Arthure, 1. 1552.

We filled the skins choak-full.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, IV. 649.

In short, to use the last-named and much respected
lady's own expression, the house was choke-fitU to the

very attics. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 21.

chokelewt, a. [ME., also chekelew, cheklew, <

ehuken, cheken, choke, + -lew, as in drunkelew.
Of. drunlcelew.'] Choking; strangling.
Unto stelthe beware hem of hempen lane,
For stelthe is medid (raeeded] with a chekelew [var. choke-

lew, cheklew] bane.
Book of Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.), i. 100.

chokelingt, p. a. A Middle English form of

chuckling,

choke-pear (chok'par), n. 1. A kind of pear
that has a rough astringent taste. Hence
2f. Anything that stops the mouth

;
an unan-

swerable argument ;
an aspersion or a sarcasm

by which a person is put to silence.

He gaue him a choake-peare to stoppe his breath, reply-
Ing as followeth. Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 321.

Pardon me for going so low as to talk of giving choice-

pears. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe.

choke-plumt (chok'plum), n. A plum resem-
bling in its effects the choke-pear. Heywood.
choker (cho'ker), n. 1. One who or that which
chokes

;
that which induces a feeling of stran-

gulation ; something difficult to swallow.
He had left a glass of water just tasted. I finished it.

It was a choker. Thackeray, Dr. Birch.

2. That which puts another to silence; that
which cannot be answered. Johnson. [Colloq.]

3. A neckcloth: as, "a white choker,"

Thackeray, Book of Snobs. [Colloq.] 4. In
milit. engin., a chain with wooden staves at-

tached to the ends, employed to compress and
measure the circumference of fascines.

chokes (chpks), n. pi. [= Sc. chouks; prob. of

Scand. origin: cf. Icel. kok, the gullet: see

choke\ r.] The throat. Halliwell. [Local, Eng.]
choke-strap (chok'strap), n. Same as check-

strap, 1.

chokeweed (chok'wed), n. A name given to
several weeds of different genera, either be-
cause they choke the growth of other plants, or
because when swallowed they produce a sen-
sation of choking. Imp. Diet.

chokewort (chok'wert), n. Same as chokeweed.
John Taylor.

chokey, . See chokifi.

chokidar (cho'ki-dar), n. [< Hind, chaukiddr,
a watchman, policeman, < chauki, watching,
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watch, guard, + -ddi; holding.] In India, a

gate-keeper, watchman, or policeman; usually,
a private watchman. Also written <-ln>l;lm<l<ti:

chokedar, chokeedar, chowkciflm .

Ami the Day following, the Chocadars, or Souldicrs,
were rt-iuovM from before our gates.

Oviagtmt, \ ".va^- 1-. .-matt (ic,-:n.

Simon must start for the nearest police-station, to get
sonic ''/,.,,//,-), ./,!,. to watch the carriage.

II'. //. Itiiiufll, Diary in India. I. m
choking (cho'king), j>.

a. [Ppr. of ehokei, r.]
1. Causing suffocation; tending to choke or

suffocate.
No solicitations could induce him, on allot 'lay and in a

high wind, to move out of the choking cloud of dust which
overhung the line of march. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xvi.

2. Obstructed or indistinct in utterance
; gasp-

ing: as, to speak with a choking voice.

choky 1
(ch6'ki),rt. [Less prop, chokey; <c/i/.v 1

+ -y
1
.] 1. Tending to choke or suffocate : as,

the air of the room was quite choky. 2. In-
clined to choke, as with emotion.
The allusion to his mother made Tom feel rather chokei/.

Ilti'thes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 4.

choky'2 ,
chokey (cho'ki), n. [< Hind, chauki,

watch, guard.] 1. A prison; a lockup; also,
a customs- or toll-station

;
a palanquin-station.

2. The act of watching or guarding.
chol-, cholo-. [NL.. etc., repr. Gr.xp/Ji (rarely
Xs.oc), bile, gall, = L. fel = E. galtf-.] An ele-

ment in modern scientific compound words
(cholo- before a consonant), meaning

'
bile.'

cholaemia (ko-le'mi-a), . [NL.,< Gr. xoW> bile,
+ aifia, blood.] The accumulation of the con-
stituents of the bile in the blood. Also spelled
cholemia.

cholaemic (ko-le'mik), a. [< cholaemia +
-:.] Pertaining to choltemia; characterized
or caused by cholsemia: as, chokemic convul-
sions. Also spelled cholemic.

Cholaepus (ko-le'pus), n. See Cholopws.
cholagogic (kol-a-goj'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. x<dja-

royof, carrying off bile (see cholagogue), + -ic.'}

I. a. Promoting the flow of bile.

II. n. A cholagogue.
cholagogue (kol'a-gog), n. [= F. cholagogue =
Sp. It. colaqogo = Pg. cholagogo, < Gr. x^yuy<^,

carrying off bile, < x^> bile, + ayuy6c, leading, <

a-yeiv, lead : see act, .] A substance which pro-
motes a flow of bile, by increasing its secretion,

by facilitating the flow from the gall-bladder
into the duodenum, or by quickening peristal-
sis, and so hurrying the bile through the intes-
tines before it or its constituents are absorbed.
cholalic (ko-lal'ik), a. Same as cholic1 .

cholangioitis (ko-lan'ji-o-i'tis), n. [< Gr. xoty,
bile, + dyyeiov, a vessel, cell, duct (see angio-),
+ -itis.~\ In pathol., inflammation of the bile-

ducts.

chola-plant (ko'lS-plant), n. The chick-pea,
Cicer arietinum.

cholate (kol'at), . [< chol(ic) + -nfei.] A salt

formed by the union of cholic acid with a base.
Choleate (kol'e-at), . [< ehole(ic) + -ofel.] A
salt formed by the union of choleic acid with a
base.

cholecyst (kol'e-sist), n. [< NL. cholecystig, <

Gr. xW< bile, gall, + Kvarif, bladder.] The
gall-bladder. Also cholecystis.

cholecystenterostomy (kol*e-sis-ten-te-ros'to-

mi), n. [< Gr. x^i bile, + Kvarif, bladder, -h

ivrepa, intestines, H- arA/m, mouth.] In surg.,
the reestablishment, by an operation, of the
connection between the gall-bladder and duo-
denum when the common gall-duct has become
closed. Med. News. Jan. 10, 1885.

cholecystic (kol-e-sis'tik), a. [< cholecyst +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to the cholecyst or gall-
bladder.

cholecystis (kol-e-sis'tis), n. [NL.] Same as

cholecyst.

cholecystitis, cholecystitis (kol"f-, kol'o-sis-

ti'tis), n. [NL., < cholecystis, cholocystis, +
-itis.~\ Inflammation of the gall-bladder.

cholecystotomy (kol"e-sis-tot'o-mi), n. [< Gr.

Xo^-v, bile, * KVOTIC, bladder, +' ropf/, a cutting,
<

rtjiveiv, Tafielv, cut: see anatomy.'] In surg.,
incision of the gall-bladder, as for the purpose
of removing gallstones.
choledoch (kol'e-dok), a. [< NL. cholcdochus,
< Gr. xofyMxoc, containing bile, < xty, bile. +
iexeaBai, receive, contain.] Conveying bile:

as, the common choledoch duct.

choledochous (ko-led'o-kus), a. [As choledoch
+ -ous.~] Conveying bile : applied to the bile-

duct (ductus choledochus) of the liver.

choledography (kol-e-dog'ra-fi), n. [An erro-
neous form, appar. due to confusion with Gr.

pr
bil

choleric

, containing bile (see i-lnli-iloi-li); the

roper form would be
'i-li,ili>,/,-n/ih//, < <lr. i//,.

ile, + -yfxv^ia, < y/mQetv, write.] An aceount
of what relates to the bile, as its composition,
secretion, etc.

choledology (kol-e-dol'o-ji), a. [An erroneous
foni), Jil'iip.

'

i-liiilniiiiiij. < (ir.
| n'/i/, bile, + -></, iii.

<.'/i;in\ speak: see -ii/ot/i/. (.'!'. clnilri/iii/rii/ilii/,]

Knowledge of what relates to the bile.

choleic (kol'e-ik), it. [< Or. jo///, bile, + -K-.

The reg. form rhlic\\n- .-i ilitlrn-nt npplieution.]
Of, pertaining to, or obtained from bile. Chol-
eic acid, tin- sillplmrctcil acid "! bile, I

'._,, ;
ll ,.-,\sl I 7l a

crystalline solid, soluble in water and decomposed by boil

ink' Into cholic acid and taurine. Also called taurocholic
<!,,.!_

cholein (kol'e-in), . [< cftote(ie) + -i'2.] Same
as cho/iiif.

chqlemesis, cholemesia (ko-lem'e-sis, kol-e-

me'si-ii), n. [XL., < Gr. x0/ 't, bile, + ifieoir,,

vomiting, < e/ielv, vomit: see emetic.] In pa-
ilml., the vomiting of bile.

cholemia, choleraic. See choliemia, cholumn-.
choler (kol'er), n. [Formerly also choller

(spelled with c/i in imitation of the L.), earlier

coter, < ME. coler, colcre, colre, < OF. colere, F.
colere = Pr. Pg. colera = Sp. cdlera = It. col-

lera, anger, bile, < L. cholera, bile, a bilious ail-

ment, < Gr. xo'-tpo, a bilious ailment, cholera,
< xoW = L- fel = E. gall, bile: see galft. Cf.

cholera, of which choler is a doublet.] If. The
bile. [Anger was formerly supposed to be pro-
duced by excess or disturbance of this fluia.]

Anger or wrath is the boiling of the blood til mut the

heart, through the stirring up of choler. BlundemlU.

My Father, named Richard, was of a sanguine complex-
ion, mixed with a dash of choler. Ectlyn, Diary (1823), p. S.

Hence 2. Anger; wrath; irascibility.
Throw cold water on thy choler. Shak., M. W. of W., II. 8.

Stay not within the bounds Marsilius holds ;

Lest, little brooking these unfitting braves,
My choler overslip the law of arms.

Greene, Orlando Furioso.

Wee see you are in choler, therefore till you coole a while
wee turne us to the ingenuous Reader.

Milton, On Def. of Hunib. Remonst.
=
Syn. 2. Angrr, Vexation, Indimation, etc. See anqerl.

cholera (kol'e-ra), n. [< L. cholera, bile, a bil-

ious ailment" < Gr. x'pa
,
a bilious ailment,

cholera, < x^*li gall> bile, anger: see choler.']
1. An infectious and often rapidly fatal dis-

ease, prevailing epidemically, generally pre-
ceded by a diarrhea, and marked by violent

purging of watery stools with flocculent par-
ticles suspended in them (

" rice-water stools "),

vomiting, cramps, especially in the legs and
abdominal walls, and profound collapse: spe-
cifically termed Asiatic cholera. In cholera, as in

typhoid fever, the morbific particles, probably living
germs, seem, as a rule, to be transmitted by emanation
or exhalation from the stools of the patient. They are

destroyed by boiling. The period of incubation is short,
from a few hours to two or three days. Cholera is en-
demic in India, and at different |>eriods it has swept as an
epidemic with great violence over Asia and (since 1829)
over Europe and America.

2. An acute disorder of the digestive organs, not

epidemic, marked by vomiting, purging, colic,
and cramps in the legs and abdominal walls,
with considerable exhaustion, mostly confined
to the hotter months, and frequently due to er-

rors of diet: specifically called sporadic cholera
and cholera morbtts. 3. A destructive infec-
tious disease of fowls, characterized by a yel-
low or green diarrhea, with an offensive odor,
and great weakness and speedy death, it is

held to be caused by a bacterium, and is promoted by un-
cleanliness. Usually called chicken-cholera orfoui-cholera.
Algid cholera. See alirid. Cholera Infantum (in-

fants cholera), a term somewhat loosely applied to threat-
ening cases of enterocolitis or sporadic cholera in infants.
Cholera morbua (cholera disease), a term popularly

applied to sporadic and occasionally to Asiatic cnolera.

Hog-Cholera, a
specific highly contagious fever of

swine, attended by inflammation of the lungs, stom-
ach, intestines, and other organs, usually diarrhea, fre-

quently cough, and extravasations of blood in the skin
and mucous membranes. It is believed to be caused by
the BaciUut minimus. (Klein.) Also called itifectioun
pnenmo-enteritis, sirine-plague, erysipelas malirrnum, and
intestinal fever of swine.

choleraic (kol-e-ra'ik), a. [< cholera + -ic.

The
re^.

form choleric has a different use.]
Pertaining or relating to cholera ; affected or
characterized by, due to, or causing cholera :

as, choleraic exhalations or patients ;
the chole-

raic voice
;
choleraic miasmata.

choleric1
(kol'e-rik), a. and n. [Early mod. E.

colerick, < tfE."colerik, colrik, bilious. < OF. eo-

lerique, F. colerique = Pr. coleric = sp. colerico

= Pg. colerico = It. collerico, < L. eholericw, bil-

ious, < Gr. ^-o^potdV, of or like cholera, < x^-
pa, cholera: see choler, cholera, etc.] I. a. 1.

Abounding with choler or bile
; bilious.



choleric

Onr two itreat poets ln-iim si> different in their tempers,

tin- om' rhiilfrifk and sansininc, the iitlii-r phlegmatick and

mi-la.i.-holiuk. Dnnlni.

He liiul something f t\u.-<'>i<il<'ri<- complexion of his coun-

trymen stamped on his visage. Lamb, South-Sea House.
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trimeter with a trochee as the sixth foot instead

of the regular iambus. This irregularity produces
a kind of limp or halt in the rhythm, liivrk and Latin

poets used it chiefly in pieces characterized hy humorous
invective. See scazon

th

2 Easily irritated; irascible; inclined to an- choliamhic (ko-li-am'bik), a. and n. [<Gr.^-

ger; angry: as, a choleric temper.
MauBtKK. < xaUwfa, c,

When the guide perceived it, he grewso extreme choleric

iat he threatened Mr. I. H. Coryat, Crudities, I. 34.

Sir Robert is clmleric enough, but then, as he is provoked
without cause, he is appeased without reason.

Foote, The Bankrupt, i.

3. Indicating or expressing anger; prompted

by anger ; angry : as, a choleric speech.

That in the captain's hut a choleric word,
Which in the soldier is flat blasphemy.

Shak., M. for M., ii. 2.

= Syn. 2. Testy, touchy, peppery, irritable.

II.+ A person of a bilious or choleric tem-

perament.
The dyeuel . . . him asayleth stranglakest [strongliest]

thane [the] eulrik mid ire and discord.

Ayetibite of Inwyt-, p. 157.

choleric2 (kol'e-rik), . [< cholera + -ic. Cf.

choleric1.] A person suffering from cholera.

[Rare.]
The commission tried to make the autopsy of a choleric

whom I saw in the penal establishment of San Miguel.
If. S. Cons. Rep., No. Iv. (1885), p. 680.

cholericly (kol'e-rik-li), adv. [< cholerie
1+ -fy

2
.]

In a choleric manner. [Rare.]

chondrify

Dr. Buchanan [1800] was struck with the . . . choultries

which had been built for the accommodation of travelers

hy rich native merchants of Madras.
J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. Ind., p. 408.

choluria (ko-lu'ri-a), w. [NL., < Gr. xW, bile,

groats (grain, seed), + caBiuv, eat.] A genus
of fringilline birds of North America, the lark-

+ nl'puv, urine, 4- -la.] Injiatliol., the presence
of bile-pigment and bile-salts in the urine.

and -ic.] I'."o. Pertaining to or composed of chomer (ko'mer), n. A Hebrew measure; a

choliambs. homer (which see).

II. n. Same as choliamb. chomp (chomp), v. A dialectal variant of

Cholic1
(kol'ik), a. [< Gr. ^o?.?/, bile, + -ic. Cf. champ 1

. Grose.

choleic.] Pertaining to or obtained from bile. Chondestes (kon-des'tez), n. [NL. (Swainspn,
Also cliolalic Cholic acid, an acid found in the con- 1827); said to be (iri'eg.) < Gr. x6vfipof, grits,
tents of the intestines and in the excrement.

Cholic2t, An obsolete form of colic.

choline, cholin (kol'in), . [< Gr. xW, hile,

+ -ine*, -in2.] A basic substance (C5H16NO2 )

which is widely distributed in the animal or-

ganism, but is most abundant in the bile, in the

brain (as a constituent of lecithin), and in the

yolk of eggs. It is very deliquescent, and crys-
tallizes with difficulty. Also cholein and neurine.

cholo (cho'lo), n. [S. Amer.] A child of mixed

Spanish and Peruvian Indian parentage.
The cholo, the descendant of the alliances of the Span-

iards with the Inca Indians. Encyc. Brit., IV. 15.

cholo-. See chol-.

cholochrome (kol'o-krom), n. [< Gr. x^t bile,

+ xP"fa t color.] 'A general term for bile-pig-
ments of every kind. See bile-pigment.

cholericness (kol'e-rik-nes), . [< choleric1 + cholocyst, cholocystenterostomy, etc. See

-ness.~\ Irascibility; anger; peevishness. [Rare.] choleeyst, etc.

Contentiousness and cholericknm. Ohologaster (ko-lo-gas' ter), . [NL., < Gr.

Bp. Gauden, Anti-Baal Berith, p. 128.
6>?.<Sf, lame, defective, 4- yaartip, belly.] A ge-

nus of cave-fishes, of the family A mUyopsiS.es,

having eyes and colored integument, contrary
to the rule in this family. There are several

species in the southern United States, as C.

pamllifer.
inoloidic (kol-o-id'ik), a. [< Gr. x'^, bile, +
-idl + -fa.] Pertaining to or derived from bile :

as, cholo'idic acid.

whiciToccurs during the prevalence of cholera cholelithiasis (kol"o-li-thi'a-sis), n. [Ascliolo-

in cases where no further symptoms are de- Uth(ic) + -Mm*.] Inpathol., that condition
_of

choleriform (kol'e-ri-f6rm), a. [= F. choleri-

forme, < L. cholera + forma, form.] Resem-

bling cholera; of the nature of cholera: as,

choleriform diarrhea.

cholerine (kol'e-rin), n. [< cholera + -ine1
;

= F. cholerine"= Sp. coterina, etc.] 1. The
diarrhea which commonly precedes the severe

symptoms in an attack of Asiatic cholera, or

'

Lark-finch (Chondestes framinica).

finches, having a long, graduated, party-colored
tail, and the head much striped. There is hut one

species, the common lark-finch of the western United

States, C. grammica.

chondr-, chondro-. [NL., etc., repr. Gr. x^-
<5pof, groats, grain, lump, cartilage, gristle.] An
element in modern scientific compound words

(chondro- before a consonant), usually meaning
cartilage.'

pus; < Gr. ^uJurotif, lame-footed, < xu^, lame,

halt, + n-ouf (jrorf-) = E. foot.] A genus of

Cholerization (koFe-ri-za'shon), n. [< 'choler- or their formation.

ize (< cholera + -&e) + -aiion.] Inoculation cholophaein (kol-o-fe'in), . [< Gr.
^oAfy bile, +

with cholera, or with cholera in a modified form, JKWO?, dusky, brown,
+ -in 2.] Same as biliphann.

as a prophylactic measure. Cholopodinae (ko"lo-po-dl'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

choleroid (kol'e-roid), a. [< cholera + -oid. Cf. Cholopus (-pod-) + -irue.] A subfamily of Bra-

Gr. xotep&d'K, of same sense and formation.] dypodidce, typified by the genus Cholopus, con-

Resembling cholera. taining the two-toed sloths.

cholerophobi
Xotepa, cholera

;

cholerophone (ko-ler'o-fon), n. [< Gr! xoMpa, Cholopus (ko'lo-pus), H. [NL., orig. by Illi-

cholera, + tywh, voice'.] The faint, plaintive, ger, 1811, in improper form Chohnpus, Choloe-

hoarse or squeaking voice characteristic of

choleraic patients in the stage of collapse ;

choleraic voice (vox cholerica).

cholestearin, cholestearine (kol-es-te'a-rin),
n. Erroneous forms of cholesterin.

cholesteatoma (kol-es-te-a-to'ma), n.
; pi. cho-

lesteatomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr. x^h bile, +
areap (arear-), tallow, fat, + -otna.] Inpathol.,
an endothelioma in which the cells, closely

packed in concentric layers, form glistening,

pearl-like bodies.

cholesteraemia (ko-les-te-re'mi-a). n. [NL., <

cholestcr(in) + Gr. ai/ja, b'lood.]

'

A morbid in-

crease of cholesterin in the blood. Also choles-

teremia.

cholesteric (kol-es-ter'ik), a. [< cholester(in)
+ -ic.] Pertaining to cholesterin, or obtained
from it. Cholesteric acid, CsH 1(jO5,

an acid obtained

by boiling cholesterin with nitric acid. It is in crystals
of a yellowish-white color.

cholesterin, cholesterine (ko-les'te-rin), .

[= F. choleaterine = Sp. colcsterina, < Gr. xW>
bile, + oTFpeoo, solid, 4- -i)ft, -ine2.] A sub-
stance (C26H44O) crystallizing in leaflets, with
a mother-of-pearl luster and a fatty feel. It is

soluble in alcohol and ether, and is probably a monova-
lent alcohol. It occurs in the blood and brain, in the yolk
of eggs, and in the seeds and buds of plants, but most
abundantly in the bile, and especially in biliary calculi,
which frequently consist wholly of cholesterin. By treat-

ing wool-fat with boiling alcohol there Is obtained an al-

coholic solution of cholesterin and isocholesterhi. Also

cholestearin, cholestearine.

choliah (cho'li-a), n. [E. Ind.] A small coast-

ing-vessel used by the natives of the Coro-
mandel coast. Sometimes spelled choolia. De
Colange.
choliamb (ko'li-amb), n. [< L. choliambus, < Gr.

if,
lame iambus, < ^u/ldr, lame, limping,

f, iambus.] Inpros., a variety of iambic

have an elongated and often not distinctly segmented
body furnished with retrorse spines, the abdomen reduced
to a mere stump, the anterior pair of pleiopods represent-
ed by bifid lobes, other swimming-feet wanting, falcate

mandibles, and no suctorial proboscis. The male is much
smaller than the female, being a stunted pyriform object,
carried about by the female, often in pairs, in her vulva,
or attached to other portions of her body. See Epizoa.

Unau, or Two-toed Sloth { Cholopus didactyltts}.

tardigrade edentate mammals, or sloths, of the

family Bradypodidw, including the unau or two-
toed sloth, C. didactylus, of South America.
cholosis (kp-16'sis), n. [< Gr. xo/-n, bile, +
-osi*.] A disease characterized by a perversion
of the secretion of bile.

choltry, choultry (chol'tri), n.
; pi. choltries,

choultries (-triz). [Repr. Malayalam chdivati,
chauti = Telugu and Canarese chawadi (cere-
bral t or d), chawari =_Marathi chawari, a cara-

vansary, an inn.]
shed used as
khan or caravansary
era, usually consisting of a square
rounded by low buildings. In some choltries pro-
visions are sold, and in others distributed gratis, especially
to Brahmans and religious mendicants.

fish-lice, typical of the family Clioitdracanthidce,

having the body covered with short reflexed

spines. C. zei is a parasite on the gills of the dory ; C.

pibboms infests the angler; C. cornutus is found on the

flat-flsh. Leriientoma is a synonym.

chondral (kon'dral), a. [NLi., < Gr. x^Pf,
cartilage, + -al.~\' Cartilaginous ; pertaining
to or consisting of cartilage or a cartilage, es-

pecially a costal cartilage : used chiefly in com-
bination : as, inteTchondral, costochondral.

chondralgia (kon-dral'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

xovfipof, cartilage, + a'/.yof, pain.] In pathol.,

pain in the region of a cartilage.
Chondrarsenite (kon-drar'se-nlt), n. [< Gr.

x6vSpof, grits (grain), + arsenite.] An arse-

niate of manganese, occurring in small yellow
grains with a conchoidal fracture.

Chondrenchymatous (kon-dreng-kim'a-tus^ a.

[< chondrenchyme (-chymat-} + -ous.] Having
the character of chondrenchyme ; containing
or consisting of chondrenchyme.

chondrenchyme (kon-dreng'klm), n. [< Gr.

Xovfipoc,, cartilage, + 'yxvfta t infusion.] A tis-

sue resembling cartilage which occurs in some

sponges, as in the cortex of the Corticidte. W.
J. Hollas.

chondr i, n. Plural of chondrus.

chondriflcation (koii'dri-fi-ka'shon), n. [<

chondrify
: see -fy and -ation.] The act or pro-

cess of chondrifying or of being converted into

cartilage; the state of being chondrified.

sio'ns7~ 'H'Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 258.

chon-
car-

car-

tilage.

II. intrans. To be converted into cartilage ;

become cartilaginous.



chondrify
After the elements of the ehondriftiina cranium have

run into each other, the inclosed ear-organs, hy their co-

piuiis growth, . .. trespass on neiKhbutiriiiK territories.

Kiiri/r. llril., III. 708.

chondrigen (kon'dri-jen), n. [< chi>ndr(i>i) +
-//<.] The substance of the hyaline cartilage
which yields chondrin on boiling with water.
It is insoluble in cold water. Also ehondrogcn.

chondrigenous (kon-drij'e-nus), a. [< cnoH-

ilr\ in) + -i/' iniii.-i.
\ Yielding chondrin

; pertain-
ing to unhardened cartilage : distinguished from
collai/iiiou.i, which refers to the hardened tissue,

i :utihige, . . . tlir cli,i<l i i'K'iiK"* basis or ground-sub-
stance which many ei.nsidcr;iti<ins show ti> be ;< IIMII|II-I r

kata-latrof iirotiiplasm. M. /'V.Vir. Kneyc. Hril.. M.\. 'Jo.

chondriglucose (kon-dri-glo'kos), . [< Or. xw-
''/>"! cartilage, + #/<<.] A substance having
a sweet taste and reducing properties like those
of glucose, which is formed when cartilage is

boiled with dilute mineral acids.

Chondrilla (kon-dril'ji), . [NL. (Oscar
Schmidt, 1862), dim. of Gr. x<mtyf, cartilage.]
In -m'il., the typical genus of sponges of the

family Chimdrilli<l<i; having stellate silieious

bodies in the cortex.

Chondrillidae (kon-dril'i-dO). . ///. [NL., <

Choiidrilln + -(</.] A family of Mysti.i/iongue,or
gelatinous sponges, having no fibrous skeleton.

chondrin, chondrine (kon'drin), n. r< Or. %av-
(!/;, cartilage, + -lift, -if2

;
= P. rlitni<tri>n-.\

The proper substance of cartilage, which is

procured by boiling the tissue of cartilage as
it occurs in the ribs, trachea, nose, etc., and of
the cornea, in water. The tissue is slowly dissolved
hy this menus with formation of ehondrin, which is solu-
hie in hot water and gelatinizes on cooling. When dry it

resembles glue.

chondrite 1
(kon'drlt), . [< Gr. xovipirr/c, made

of groats or coarse meal, < x v^Pf, groats, grain,
cartilage.] A common class of meteoric stones,
characterized by large numbers of rather mi-
nute spherical crystalline grains. See meteor-
ite.

chondrite2
(kon'drit), . [< Chondrun, 3, +

-ite'-i.] A fossil marine plant of the Chalk and
other formations: so called from its resem-
blance to the existing Chondrus crispus, or Irish
moss. Page.
chondritic (kon-drit'ik), a. [< chondrite^ + -ic.]

Having the peculiar granulated structure char-
acteristic of chondrite.
chondritis (kon-dri'tis), . [< Gr. jdvdpoc, car-

tilage, + -itis.~\ In pathol., inflammation of

cartilage.
Diseases which attack the laryngeal cartilages, or frame-

work of the larynx, as perichoudritis and chomlrU.it.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XII. 169.

chondro-. See chondr-.

chondrocrania, n. Plural of Chondrocranium.
chondrocranial (kon-dro-kra'ni-al), a. [< Chon-
drocranium + -al.~\ Of or pertaining to a chon-

drocrauium, in any sense.

Chondrocranium (kon-dro-kra'ni-um), .: pi.
chondrocrania (-a). [< dr. ^ovrfpof, cartilage,
+ upaviov, skull: see cranium.'] 1. A cartila-

ginous skull; a skull per-
manently cartilaginous, as
that of many fishes. 2.
The cartilaginous as dis-

tinguished from the mem-
branous portions of an em-
bryonic skull, which may
eventually become entirely
bony; that portion of an
osseous skull which is pre-
formed in cartilage. At an
early stage this consists largely of
the basilar plate or parachordal
cartilage. See Esox, Anpenser,
and parachordal.
3. In ichth., the persistent
cartilaginous portion of the
cranium occurring in many
osseous fishes, such as the

salmonids, subjacent to the
bones.

Chondrodendron (kon-dro- ''' nais7

deu'dron), . [NL., < Gr.

xovipog', cartilage, + fcvipav, tree.] A small
genus of tall climbing menispermaceous shrubs
with large leaves, natives of Peru and Brazil.
The root of C. toinentotum is the true pareira brava, a
drug formerly of great repute in complaints of the blad-
der. See pareira.

chondrodite (kon'dro-dlt), . [< Gr. ;two><j%,
granular (see chottdr'oid), + -ife2.] A mineral
often occurring in embedded grains of a yellow
to red color, and also in perfect crystals, it is
a Itiiosilicatc of iron and magnesium. Ilumite and clino-
hnmitc arc closely related minerals, differing in crystalline

Also called brucitt. See Aumt'tc.
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chondroganoid (kon-dro -gan'oid), n. and .

I, <i. Pertaining to or having the characters of
the ChoiiitriMiiiiinideu.

II. . A fish of the superorder Cliondrwjii-
ii <ii/lea.

Also cliondrixjtinoidean.

Chondroganoidea (kon*dro-ga-noi'de-ii), . ;</.

[NL., < (Jr. xuvAfKir, OUtflMB, + GkMOiaMI, <|. v.]
In (iill's system of classification, a division or

supei order of ganoid fishes, containing those
which have a cartilaginous skeleton, such an
the sturgeons and many fossil forms. The Us-

ing representatives are referable to the orders
CltHiutroxtei :md Xt-lneliuxtinni.

chondroganoidean (kon'dro-ga-noi'de-an), a.

iind 11. Same .-i> rhiixdriigaimid.

chondrogen (kou'dro-jeu), . [< chondr(in) +
-</'.] Same as I'lunnlriiirn.

chondrogenesis (kou-dro-jen'e-sis), M. [< Gr.

juvfyof, cartilage, + ytviaif, generation.] The
formation or development of cartilage. Also

Chondrostoma

chondropterygian (koii-(h-op-te-rij'i-an),o. i

. I. '(. (iristly-finued; having a carfilagin

chondrogenetic (kon'dro-je-net'ik), . [<
chiiiiili-ii//i mxi.t, after genetic.] Forming or pro-
ducing cartilage ;

of or pertaining to chondro-

genesis: as, a cliomli -Hi/I nctic process or result.

chondrogenous (kon-droj'e-nus). a. [< chon-

drtM/eiiy + -<IH.I.~\ Same as chondrogenetic. ,

chondrogeny (kon-droj'e-ni), . [< NL. 'cliini-

<lri><l! niii, < Gr. x6vipo{, cartilage, + ^/"yt-p: see

-.'/''".'/] Same as chondrogenesis.

Chondroglossal (kon-dro-glos'al), a. and n. [<
chondroglnssus + -/.] 1. <i. Tii aiuit., pertain-
ing to the lesser horn of the hyoid bone and to
the tongue.

II. n. The choudroglossus.
chondroglossus (kon-dro-glos'us), . [NL., <

Gr. ^wfipof, cartilage, + y^uaoa, tongue. J In

anat., that part of the hyoglossus muscle which
arises from the lesser cornu of the hyoid bone.

Chondrograda (kon-drog'ra-da), . pi. [NL., <

Gr. ^uvrfpof, cartilage, + L. gradi, step, go.] A
division of the siphonopnorous hydrozoans,
including such forms as Velella, Porpita, etc.,
as distinguished from the Physograda.
chondrograde (kon'dro-grad), a. Of or per-
taining to the Chondrograda.
chondrographic (kon-dro-grafik), a. [< chon-

drography + -ie.] Descriptive of cartilage ; spe-
cifically, of or pertaining to chondrography.
chondrography (kon-drog'ra-fi), . [= P. chon-

drographie, < Gr. ^ovrf/wf, cartilage, + -ypatfia,
< ypddfiv, write.] A scientific description of the

cartilages.
chondroid (kon'droid), o. [< Gr. *^ow5poei//f,
contr. xovSputt/s, cartilaginous, < ^vrfpof, carti-

lage, + e!of, form.] Cartilaginous; resembling
cartilage.

chondrologic (kon-dro-loj'ik), a. [< chondrol-

ogy + -ic.J Of or pertaining to chondrology.
chondrology (kon-drol'o-ji), n. [= P. chondro-

logic, < Gr. ^ovd/wf, cartilage, + -/ioy/a, < )yeiv,

Chondrocranium, or Car-
tilaginous Skull of Chick,
6th day of incubation.

A, anterior end of noto-
chord,embedded in the par-
achordal cartilage which
forms the basilar plate, bi-

furcating to form the trabe-
cuhe, tr, which inclose the
pituitary space, P, then
uniting in a bifurcated

ethmovpmerine plate ; Co,
Co, rudiments of cochlea ;

Sc, rudiment of semicircii-

qtt. quadrate

form.
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speak: see -ology.] The science or knowledge
of cartilages.
chondroma (kon-dro'ma), n. : pi. chondromnta
(-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr.' xfoPt, cartilage, +
-ojnrt.] Inpathol., a tumor which consists essen-

tially of cartilage. Also called enchondroma.
chondromatOUS (kon-drom'a-tus), a. [< chon-

drnma(t-) + -ous.~] Pertaining to a chondroma ;

enchondromatous.
chondrometer (kon-drom'e-ter), M. [< Gr. \tn/-

rf/c, grain, groats, + /icrpov, a measure.] An
instrument resembling a steelyard for weigh-
ing grain.

chondropharyngaeus (kon-dro-far-in-je'us), .

[NL., < Gr.
.ydi'dpof, cartilage, + NL. pharyn-

gatus, < Gr. 6apvy%, throat: see pharynx.] That
portion of the middle constrictor muscle of the

pharynx which arises from the lesser cornu of
the hyoid bone. Also chondropharyngeus.
chondropharyngeal (kon'dro-fa-rin'je-al), a.

and n. [< chondropharyngwus + -al."\

"
I. a.

Pertaining to the lesser horn of the hyoid bone
and to the pharynx.

II. n. The chondropharyngseus.
Chondrophora (kon-drof'o-ra), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. of chondrojrft&rus : see chondrophorous.~]A section of decapod dibranchiate Cephalopoda,
having the internal shell horny. Most living
cephalopods are of this character. The name
is contrasted with Calciphora.

chondrophorous (kon-drof'o-rus), a. [< NL.
rhoiidrophoriis, < Gr. ow!pof, cartilage, + -fdpof ,

< tfiepetv = E. fteari.] Of or pertaining to the

Chondropliora.

and
y-nnned ; having a cartilaginous

skeleton; specifically, of or pertaining to the
I
'hiiiiili-ii/iti ryijii. Also

<-li<iiiilro/it< ri/i/ioiui,

II. n. One of the <
'liiinilriii'li n/i/n.

Chondropterygii (kon-drop-te-'rij'i-i), . pi.
[NL., < Gr. .jwityxif, cartilage, -t-

irTt/ii'-jiov, fin,
dim. of irripvf, a wing, < Ttreptiv, a wing, = E.

finthcr.] A group of fishes to which different
values and limits have been assigned, (a) In
Artedi s :md ..tlier early systems, an order including all the
tlsh-Iik.- i. it, I, i,,t i -wit In. nt distinct no sin the llns that
is, the selachians as well as the sturgeons and lampreys. (6)
In t'inier -, MM.-HI. I lie second series i it the class nun or
llshcs, en lit i-a, tin- with the MMOU lisbcs. haviiiu' the skel-
eton essentially eartilat'in.iiis and the i niniuni sutnreless.
The families of this series include tlie sturgeon, shark,
ray, and lamprey. Also called I'n,v ( /i/. ,//,,/. (r) In IJiin-

ther'a system, a subclass of llshcs, including all the se-

lachians, characterized by a cartilaginous skeleton; skull
without sutures; a body with medial and paired tins.

of which the hinder are abdominal : caudal nn with pro-
duced upper lube

; gills attached tu tin -km l.\ the outer
margin, with several intervening gill-openings (rareh ..m-

gill-opening only); no gill-covers; no air-bladder; three
series of valves In the bulbils arterlosus ; optic nerves
commlssurally united and not decussating ;

and prehen-
sile organs attached to the ventral (Ins of the males.-
Chondropterygii branchils flxla, in ('uvler's system of
classification, the second order of Chottdropteryyii, having
lived branchiie or gills adherent by the external edge In
such a manner that the water escapes through as many
holes pierced in the skin as there are intervals between
the brain-Ilia', or at least with these holes terminating in
a ciimniun duet through which the water is ejected.

chondropterygious (kon-drop-te-rij'i-us), a.

8ame as eliondniptcrygian.
chondros (kon'dros), w. See chondrug, 2.

chondrosarcoma (kou'dro-sar-ko'inS), .
; pi.

chondnixtimiHiiitn (-ma-tS). [NL., < (Jr. ^ovrfpoc,

cartilage, + adpaufia, "sarcoma.] In pathol., a
tumor composed of cartilaginous and sarcoma-
tous tissue.

chondrosarcomatOUS (kondro-sar-kom'a-tus),
a. [< chondrosarcoma(t-) + -ous.] In pathol.,

gristly
or fleshy, as a tumor

; specifically, of or

pertaining to a chondrosarcoma.
Chondrosia (kon-dro'si-a), n. [NL., < Gr. xtn>-

<5/jof, cartilage.] The typical genus of sponges
of the family Chondrosiidce.

Chondrosiidae (kon-dro-si'i-de), n.pl. [NL., <
Chondrosia + -ida-.] A family of oligogilicine
sponges, of the order Chondrospongice, having
no flesh-spicules, typified by the genus Chondro-
sia. Also Chondrosida>. Lendenfeld, 1887.
chondrosis (kon-dro'sis), . [NL., < GT.'XOV-
ipof, cartilage, + -o*w.] The formation of car-

tilage.

Chondrospongiae (kon - dro - spon
'

ji-e), n. pi.
[NL., < Gr. ;foi><5pof, cartilage, + air6yyof,

sponge.] In Lendenfeld's system of classifi-

cation (1887), the third order of sponges, an or-
der of his subclass Silirea, in which there is a
tough mesodermal substance or gristly meso-
gloea, usually with isolated spicules of the te-
traxon or monaxon type. It comprises the lithistids,
tetractinelllds, some of the monactinellids, and most of
the MyxottpontjicK of authors in general,

chondrospongian (kon-dro-spon'ji-an), a. and
n. I. a. Gristly, as a sponge ; specifically, of
or pertaining to the Chondrospongice.
H. n. A sponge of the order Chondrospongice.

Chondrostel (kon-dros'te-i), n.pl. [NL., pi. of
chondrosteus: see chondrosteous.'] 1. In Mai-
ler's system of classification (1845), an order of

ganoid fishes, characterized by the skeleton
being partlv cartilaginous, partly bony, and
the skin naked or provided with osseous buck-
lers. 2. In Cope's system of classification, a
primary division of actinopterous fishes, with
an entire series of basilar segments of the ab-
dominal ventral fins, and with no branchioste-

gal rays and no pterotic bone: synonymous
with Chondroganoidea.
Chondrosteidae (kon-dros-te'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Chondrosteus + -ida-.] A family of fossil
chondrosteous fishes, represented by the genus
Chondrosteus.

Chondrosteosaurus (kon-dros'te-o-sa'rus), n.

[NL., < Gr. xfodpos, cartilage, + oariov, bone,
-f- oaiipor,, lizard.] A genus of fossil dinosau-
rian reptiles of colossal size, from the Creta-
ceous strata of Europe and America,
chondrosteous (kon-dros'te-us), a. [< NL.
chondrosteus, < Gr. ;<$vopof, cartilage, + oarfov,

bone.] Having a cartilaginous skeleton, as a
sturgeon or other member of the Chondrostei.
Chondrosteus (kon-dros'te-us), a. [NL. (Agas-
si?., 1843) : see chondrosteous.] A genus of fos-
sil sturgeon-like fishes, made the type of a sep-
arate family Chondrosteida.
Chondrostoma (kon-dros'to-ma), n. [NL.
(Agassiz, 1837), < Gr. x^"^pf, cartilage,+ <rr6fta,



Chondrostoma

mouth.] The typical genus of Chondroxtomintc,

containing Eiirasiatic cyprinoids with a homy
or gristly sheath of the lips, whence the name.

Chondrostomi (kon-dros'to-mi), ii. pi. [NL.,
as ChoiiilroHtoma.] Same as Chondrostomiiue.

Chondrostominae (kon-dros-to-mi'ne), w. pi.

[NL., < Cliondrostoina + -ime.~\

'

In Jordan's sys-
tem of classification, a subfamily of cyprinoid

fishes, with the air-bladder next to the roof of

the abdominal cavity, the dorsal fin short and

spineless, and the pharyngeal teeth uniserial.

It embraces a number of American genera, only one of

which, Acrochilus, is closely related to the typical Euro-

pean species of the subfamily.

chondrostomlne (kon-dros'to-min), a. and .

1. a. Pertaining to or having the characters of

the Chondrostomine.
II. >. A fish of the subfamily Chondrosto-

inin<f.

chondrotome (kon'dro-tom), n. [< Gr. xovipoc,

cartilage, + rowof, verbal adj. of Tffivetv, cut : see

anatomy.] In surg., a knife specially adapted
for cutting cartilages. It is a stout, strong kind of

scalpel, with the blade and file-like handle usually of steel

and in one piece. Also called cartilage-knife.

chondrotomy (kon-drot'o-mi), n. [= F. chon-

drotomie = Sp. condrotomia, < Gr. x&vfipos, car-

tilage, + TOftf, a cutting: see anatomy.'] 1. In

surg., the cutting of a cartilage. 2. In anat.,
a dissection of cartilages.
chondrule (kon'drol), n. [< NL. *chondrulus,
dim. of chondrus, cartilage: see chondrus.]
A term proposed as an English equivalent of

chondrus, 1.

chondrus (kon'drus), n.
; pi. chondri (-dri).

[NL., < Gr. ;r<ii><i|00f, groats, grain, lump, carti-

lage, gristle.] 1. A rounded mass, or spherule,

consisting of a single crystal of some mineral,
or of an aggregate of several crystalline frag-
ments of different minerals, often more or less

mingled with a glassy base. Such forms are found
in various meteorites, sometimes constituting nearly the

whole of the mass, sometimes only a small portion of it.

This peculiar structure is designated as chondritic, and
each individual spherule as a chondrus. Such chondri
are usually smaller than a pea. They are generally con-

sidered to be drops of matter solidified from a molten
condition.

2. A cartilage, particularly the ensiform carti-

lage. Also spelled cJiondros. 3. [cap.] Infect.,

a genus of seaweeds, including the Chondrus

crispus (Irish moss or carrageen), which fur-

nishes a nutritious gelatinous matter. 4.

[cap.] In zool., a genus of pupiform gastro-

pods. Citvier, 1817.

chone (kon), n. [NL., < Gr. xavj;, contr. of x-
avri, a funnel : see clioana.] The cortical dome
of a sponge. See extract.

In many sponges the cortical domes are constricted near
their communication with the subdermal cavity by a trans-

verse muscular sphincter, which defines an outer division

or ectochone from an inner or endochone, the whole struc-

ture being a chone. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 415.

chonerhinid (kon-e-rin'id), n. A fish of the

family Chonerhinidce.

Clionerhinidae (kon-e-rin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Choncrhinus + -idw.] In Gill's system of clas-

sification, a family of gymnodont plectognath
fishes, with the frontals separated from the su-

pra-occipital by the intervention of the post-

frontals, which are much enlarged and assume
a quadrangular form. The ethmoid is little promi-
nent to view and very short ; the vertebrae are in increased
number (12 abdominal and 17 caudal) ; the head is wide
or has a blunt, wide snout ; and the dorsal and anal fins

are long and multiradiate. The few species are peculiar
to tile rivers of southern Asia.

Chonerhinus (kon-e-ri'nus), n. [NL. (Bleeker,
1865), irreg. < Gr. xhvij, contr. of ^odv^, a fun-

nel, + pif, }>iv, nose.] The typical genus of the

family Chonerhinidce.

choochkie (choch'ki), n. [Alaskan.] The na-
tive name in Alaska of the least or knob-billed

auklet, Simorhynchus pusilhts. H. W. Elliott.

choor (chb'r), n. A dialectal variant of chore1
,

ohar1.

choory (cho'ri), v. i.
; pret. and pp. chooried,

ppr. choorying. [< choor, n.] To work
;
char.

Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Choosable (cho'za-bl), a. [< choose + -able.]

Capable of being or proper to be chosen
;
hav-

ing desirable qualities ;
desirable.

choosableness (cho'za-bl-nes), n. The quality
of being choosable. [Rare.]
The true source of the nobleness and chooseableness of all

things. Ruikin, Modern Painters, IV. xvii. 8.

choose (choz), v. ; pret. chose,, pp. chosen (chose
now obsolete or vulgar), ppr. choosing. [Un-
til recently often chuse; < ME. cheosen, chesen,

occasionally chusen (pret. cheas, ches, chees, pi.

clmren, chosen, pp. coren, chosen), < AS. ceosan,
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(pret. ceds, pi. citron, pp. coren) = OS. kiosan
= OFries. kitisa = D. kiezen = OHG. chiosan,
MHG. G. kiescn = Icel. kjosa = Sw. kdra (in

comp. ut-kara, elect) = Dan. kaare = Goth.

IciiiMin, choose, also prove, test (> kausjan,

prove, test), = L. gustare, taste (> gust
2
), =

Gr. yeuetv for *yevasn>, taste, = Skt. -y/ jiixh.

relish, enjoy. Hence cost1
, and, through F.,

choice, q. v.] I. trans. 1. To select from two
or more

;
make a choice of in preference to an-

other or others, or to something else.

The kerver at the boarde, after the King is passed it,

may chese for hymself one dyshe or two, that plentie is

among. Babeei Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 325, note.

Mv soul chooseth strangling, and death rather than life.

Job vii. ir..

Choose not alone a proper mate,
But proper time to marry.

Cowper, Pairing Time Anticipated.

2. To prefer and decide : with an infinitive as

object : as, he chose to make the attack.

Because he ches in that Lond, rathere than in onyothere,
there to suffre his Passioun and his Dethe.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 2.

Every age is as good as the people who live in it choose

to make it. Lowell, New Princeton Rev., I. 157.

3. To prefer to have; be inclined or have a

preference for.

The landlady now returned to know if we did not choose

a more genteel apartment. Goldsmith.

= Syn. 1. Choose, Prefer, Elect, Select, fix upon, pitch up-

on, adopt. Choose is the most general of these words, but

always represents an act of the will ; it is the taking of one
or some where all are not wanted or cannot be had. Choice

may be founded upon preference or modified by necessity.

Prefer represents a verdict of the judgment or a state of

the'inclination ; it emphasizes more than does choose the

leaving of the rest : he who prefers apples to oranges will

choose apples when he has the opportunity of choice ; one

may by inclination prefer to work at night, but, on grounds
of health, choose to work only by day. Elect has an exact
use in theology ;

its principal use otherwise is to express
the choice of persons by ballot or otherwise, for office,

membership in societies, etc. : as, to be elected alderman
or treasurer; to elect certain studies in a college is to

choose them formally. Select represents a careful, dis-

criminating choice.

He called unto him his disciples, and of them he chose

twelve. Luke vi. 13.

But wild ambition loves to slide, not stand,
And fortune's ice prefers to virtue's land.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., i. 198.

We have with special soul

Elected him our absence to supply.
Shak., M. for M., i. 1.

We are as much informed of a writer's genius by what
he selects as by what he originates.

Emerson, Quotation and Originality.

II. intrans. 1. To elect; make a choice
;
de-

cide.

Boyet. And who is your deer?
Jtos. If we choose by the horns, yourself.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 1.

They had only to choose between implicit obedience and

open rebellion. Prescott.

2. To prefer; desire; wish. 3f. To have one's

choice ;
do as one pleases.

An you will not have me, choose. Shale., M. of V., i. 2.

Boy. They will trust you for no more drink.

Her. Will they not? let 'em choose.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Burning Pestle, iv. 5.

4f. To direct one's steps ;
choose one's way.

He ful chauncely hatj chosen to the chef gate,
That brojt bremly the burne to the bryge ende.

Sir Gawayne and the. Green Kniyht (E. E. T. S.), 1. 778.

Towardez Chartris they chese these cheualrous knyghttez.
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1619.

Cannot Choose but, cannot do otherwise than. See can-
not hut, under butl, conj.

I cannot choose but weep, to think they should lay him
i' the cold ground. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 6.

chooser (cho'zer), . [< choose + -er1 . Of. ME.
chesere, with fern, cheseresse, < chesen, choose.]
One who chooses; one who has the power or

right of choosing.
So far forth as herself might be her chooser.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 6.

We cannot be

choosers, sir, in our own destiny.
Middleton (and others), The Widow, v. 1.

Should the worm be chooser > the clay withstand
The shaping will of the potter's hand ?

Whittier, The Preacher.

choosingly (cho'zing-li), adv. [< choosing, ppr.
of choose, r., + -fy

2
.] By choosing; by choice

or preference. [Bare.]
That I may do all thy will cheerfully, choosingly, hum-

bly, confidently, and continually.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 63.

choosing-stick (cho'zing-stik), n. A divining-
rod. [Prov. Eng.]
chop1

(chop), )'.
; pret. and pp. chopped, ppr.

chopping. [Orig. identical with chap1
,
which

is now partly differentiated in use, though dial.

(Sc.) like chop in all senses (see chap1
); (1)

< ME. choppen, chappen, chop, cut, strike, chap

chop

(not found in AS.), = MD. koppen, cut off (the
head or top of), lop, poll, amputate, kappen,
1). kappen (>G. happen), chop, cut, hew, mince,
lop, poll, = MLG. koppen (> G. koppen), lop,

poll, = Dan. kappe, cut, poll, = Sw. kappa,
cut

; appar. an orig. verb, meaning
'

chop, out
with a sudden blow,' mixed in form and senses
with several verbs of other origin : (2) MD.
koppen (= MLG. koppen = G. kdpfen), poll,

lop, < kop (= G. kopf = E. cop), head, top
(see cop

1
) ; (3) MD. D. MLG. koppen = E. cup,

bleed (see cup) ; (4) MD. kappen (= G. kap-

pen), poll (cf. G. kiippen, cap, hood), < kap
= G. kappe = E. cap (see cap1

) ; (5) ML. cap-

pare, coppare, copare, eoupare, cut, poll, partly
from the above, but partly a reflex of OF. cou-

per (> ME. coiipen, caupen), cut, strike: see

coup1
, caup3 . Prob. not connected with Goth.

kaupatjan, strike, slap, or, as supposed (through
an assumed root *skap), with Gr. utm-rtiv, cut,

Kdnuv, a capon (see capon), and OBulg. skopiti
= Buss, skopiti = Serv. shkopiti = Pol. skopic,

castrate, > OBulg. skopitsi = Buss, skopetsu =
Serv. shkopats, a eunuch, = Pol. Bohem. shop
(> G. schops), a gelded ram, a mutton. Hence
chip

1
, q. v.] I. trans. 1. To cut with a quick

blow of a sharp instrument, as an ax; sever
with a sudden stroke, or a succession of such

strokes; cut in pieces by repeated strokes;

fell; hew; hack; mince: as, to chop off a limb;
to chop down a tree; to chop wood or straw;
to chop meat.

Mony chivalrous Achilles choppit to dethe :

All his wedis were wete of thaire wan blode !

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6999.

Chop off his head ; something we will determine.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 1.

2f. To snap up ; gobble.
You are for making a hasty meal and for chopping up

your entertainment like an hungry clown. Dryden.

3. To flog. [Prov. Eng.] 4. To put in.

[Prov. Eng.] 5. To cause to cleave, split,

crack, or open longitudinally, as the surface of

the earth, or the skin and flesh of the hand or

face: in this sense more commonly written

chap. See chap 1
, v., I., 1 To chop a fox (see 2,

above), in fox-hunting, to seize him before he has had
time to escape from cover : said of a hound. To chop
up, to cut in or into pieces. = Syn. Split, Cleave, etc. See
rend.

II. intrans. 1. To use a cutting instrument,
as a cleaver or an ax, with a heavy stroke : as,
to spend the day in chopping. 2f. To strike

(at) ;
catch (at) ; do something with a sudden,

unexpected motion, like that of a blow. Bacon.

He chops at the shadow and loses the substance.
Sir J?. L'Estrange.

3f. To cut in; come in suddenly in interrup-
tion.

Some scornful jest or other chops between me
And my desire. Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, i. 2.

4. To utter words suddenly ; interrupt by re-

marking: with in or out: as, he chopped in with
a question. See phrases below. 5. To crack;

open in long slits: in this sense more com-

monly written chap. See chap1, v., II., 1 TO
chop In, to thrust in suddenly ; interrupt.

You're running greedily, like a hound to his breakfast,
That chops in head and all, to beguile his fellows.

Beau, and Fl., Wit at several Weapons, iv. 2.

This covetous fellow would not tarry till all the sermon
was done, but interrupted the sermon, even suddenly chop,

ping in. Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

To Chop In with, to cut in with (some remark) ; inter-

rupt with. To Chop out with to give vent or expres-
sion to suddenly ; bring out suddenly ; whip out.

Thou wilt chop out with them unseasonably,
When I desire 'em not.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 2.

chop1 (chop), n. [< ME. chop, a stroke, blow;
from the verb.] 1 . A cutting or severing blow ;

a stroke, especially with some sharp instru-

ment.
Than Achilles with a chop chaunset to sle

Philles, a fre kyng, with his fyn strenght.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7701.

2. A slice of mutton, lamb, or pork, usually cut

from the loin, and containing the rib. Long
chops are cut through loin and flank. Rolled chops are cut
from the flank, without bone. See mutton-chop.

And hence this halo lives about
The waiter's hands, that reach

To each his perfect pint of stout,
His proper chop to each.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

3. Figuratively, an extortion; a forced pay-
ment. [Rare.]

Sir William Capel compounded for sixteen hundred
pounds, yet Empson would have cut another chop out of

him if the king had not died. Bacon.

4. In milling, the product of the first crushing
or breaking of the wheat in making flour by the



chop

modern processes. 5. A crack, cleft, or chink:
in this sense more commonly written chap. See

chap1
, n., \.

Tlie tilling of tin! chnpa of Imwla by laying them in water.
Bsooiii

chopa (chop), r. ; pret. and pp. chopped, ppr.
chopping. [A var. of chap* = cheap, r. (cf. ME.
copen, buy, < D. knopi-n. buy ) : see cheap, r., and
<;''-'; <(. From the sense of ' barter'

979
TliouKh strong persuasion hung upon thy lip,
Alax ! hmv <-li',]il'<i[! n now ! liinii-, The (Jrave.

chop-house (chop'hous), . An eating-house
where the serving of chops and steaks is made
a specialty.

I lost my place at the rhtip-hmtui
1
,
where every man eats

in |pulilick a mess of broth, or chop of meat, IniUaBML
SfH-rtnlni .

:hopin, choppin (chop'in), . [< ME. chopyn,
< OF. chopim; a liquid measure; cf. chope, a
beer-glass, < MD. schop/H', xc/m/ipi , .tclm/pe, a
scoop, shovel, D. schop, a shovel, = LG. m-hn.

It. To barter; truck.-2. To exchange; sub- ^.".i
> *c/.oppc, a scoop, a piut, clwnta j <-f.

- - ',, . , ., m-hopj, n, empty: see.iroop.] I. A Scotch liquid
measure now abolished, equal to 52.1017 cubic
inches (half a Scotch pint), or about nine tent lis

of a United States (old wine) quart. 2. An
old English measure equal to half a pint.
They sold victuals by false measures, called chapj/n in

deceit of the poeple.
Archives of the City of London, A. ri. 1370, in Riley's

(Memorials of London, p. 347.

3. A measure of liquids used in Prance before
the establishment of the metric system, and

comes naturally the sense of 'exchange,' and
hence 'turn' ; but there seems to have been con-
fusion of this word with chop 1

, q. v.] I. trans.

.

stitute, as one thing for another
; swap.

This is not to put down 1'relaty ;
this is hut to chop an

Episcopacy. Min,,,i, Areopagitica, p. 37.

We go on chopping and changing our friends.

fiir R. L'Eitrange.

To chop logic, to dispute or a rune in a sophistical man-
ner or with an affectation of logical terms or methods.

Nay, stand not chopping logic; in, I pray.
Chapman, All Fools, I. 1.

A man must not presume to use his reason, unless he has
studied the categories, and can chop lotjic by mode and
figure. Smollett, Humphrey Clinker.

II. intrans. If. To bargain: chaffer; higgle.
What young thing of my years would endure
To have her husband in another country,
Within a month after she Is married,
Chopping for rotten raisins ?

Beau, and Fl., Captain, I. 2.

2f. To bandy words
; dispute.

Let not the council at the bar chof.with the Judge. ,, wll< ,

Peace, var,et,dost^wrme"
fJUdiCatUre -

chopine. (chopin or

Chapman, Widow's Tears, v. 5.

3. To turn, vary, change, or shift suddenly: as,
the wind chopped or chopped about.
() who would trust this world, or prize what's in it,
That gives and takes, and chopi and changes ev'ry minute?

Quartet, Emblems, 1. 9.

chop2 (chop), n. [< chop"*, v.] A turn of for-

tune; change: vicissitude. Also chap chops
and changes, vicissitudes ; lips and downs.

There be odd chops ami change* in this here world, for
certain. Marryat, Snarleyyow, II. ii.

chop3 (chop), n. [Var. of chap2 , q. v.] A jaw :

usually in the plural, the jaws ;
the entrance to

a harbor. See chap2 .

Chop4 (chop), w. [< Hind, chhap, stamp, seal,
print, copy, impression.] 1. In India, China,
etc. : (a) An official mark on weights and mea-
sures to show their accuracy. (6) A custom-
house stamp or seal on goods that have been
passed; a permit or clearance.
The Governor or his Deputy gives his Chop or Pass to

all Vessels that go up or down ; not so much as a Boat being
suffered to proceed without it. Dampier, Voyages, II. 16.

2. In China, brand
; quality : as, silk or tea of

the first chop. Hence the colloquial phrase
first chop, first rate. 3. A lot of tea to which
a common mark or brand is affixed

;
a brand of

tea. A chop
large number.
The English merchants In Shanghae best know how

many chops of ta they obtain from the district every year.
W. 11. Medhurst, Interior of China, p. 150.

Chow-chow chop. See chow-chow. The grand chop,
the port clearance granted by the Chinese customs when
all duties have been paid and all the port regulations
complied with. Also called the red chop, from the large
vermilion seal upon It.

choragic
Bedsteads are inurh more e,,i,,n,..n than in I'uraniya.

'111.- I... I are called Palang or Chtin^ir Kbit
, . . . they!"" em-tains. C. BwAofUM, Kastcrn India, ii.

choppin, . See chopin.
chopping 1

* (chop'faur), p. a. [Ppr. of chop 1
,
r.

The sense 'st.iul, plump,' arises from the old
sense 'strike.' Cf. a similar use of bouncing.]
Stout; lusty; plump; bouncing. [Colloq.]

How say you now
Is 't not a choj'jiin'f girl'.'

.I/,./,//,/,,,,, i hast.- Maid, til. 5.

The fair and chopping eliild. /',/.,,,

chopping2 (chop'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of choji
1

,
r.

(aee chopping 1
),\n reference to the up and down

movement, 'but also associated with chop-,
change, varjr.] Running in short, irregular,
broken, and interrupted waves, such as those

than four fifths of an imperial pint. The name
is now given to the demi-liter, which is a little

more than the old measure.
Sextarie is as a chopyn of Paris.

Wycl\f, 3 Kl. vii. 26 (gloss.).

4. A vessel, usually a canette or jug of stone-

ware, holding about a chopin.
[Formerly

- n = Pg.
a clog, chopine (cf. OF', eschapin, esca-

pin, cscappin, escaffin, later and mod. F. escar-

pin, pi. escarping, pumps),= It. scappino, a sock; cf.

searpino, pump, light shoe.]
A very high clog or patten,
of Oriental origin, in some
cases resembling a short

stilt, formerly worn by wo-
men under their shoes to
elevate them from the

ground. Evelyn calls them
" wooden scaffolds." Coryat(1611)

says some he had seen at Venice were half a yard high
(the women graduating their height In accordance with
their rank), so that the wearers required support to pre-'

from

covered with leather of various colors, some being curi-

ously painted, and some gilt. The name came to be
applied to the shoe or slipper and clog combined.

Your ladyship is nearer heaven than when I saw you
last by the altitude of a chopine. Shak., Hamlet, if. 2.

The noblemen stalking with their ladys on chopping;
these are high-heel'd shoes particularly affected by these
proude dames, or, as some say, invented to keepe them at
home, it being very difficult to walke with them.

Evelyn, Diary, June, 1645.

tea. A chop may contain a few chests or a chop-logic (chop'loj'ik), n. [< chop"*, v., + obj.
1 """>"""*""

logic.] 1. An argumentative, disputatious per-
son.

How now 1 how now, chop-logic I what is this?

Shak., R. and J., 111. 5.

2. Disputation; arguing; hair-splitting; over-
subtle reasoning : used contemptuously.
Your chop-lnffike hath no great subtilty.

Greene, Thieves Falling Out (Harl. Misc., VIII. 385).

chopa, choppa (cho'pa, chop'pa), n.
; pi. chopa, chopness (chop'nes), n. [A corrupted form,

choppa; (-pe). [ML.] A loose upper garment prob. repr. D. schop, a shovel (schoppen, spadesworn in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, m cards), = LG. schuppe, > G. schiippe, a shov-
chop-boat (chop'bot), n. In China, a licensed el, sclmppen, spades in cards

;
related to shore,

lighter or cargo-boat, for the conveyance of shovel, etc. : see chopin, shove, shovel.] A kind
goods to and from vessels in the harbor. of shovel or spade. Simmonds.
chop-cherry (chop'cher'i), M. [< chop1 , v., + chop-nut (chop'nut), n. The Calabar or ordeal
obj. cherry1

.] A game in which a cherry hung bean, the seed of a leguminous twiner, Physo-

by the wind blowing in a direction op-
posite to that of a strong eurrent, or by the
combination of different systems of waves: as,
a cinippiiig sea. Also eftogpy,
And let no man lose heart, and abandon a good scheme.

1" .-a use he meets chapping seas and cross winds at the
outset. Guthric.

'ing), n. A corruption of cho-

chopping-block (chop'ing-blok), n . A block on
which anything is laid to be chopped.

. .

"

Z-board (chop'ing-bord), n. A board
on which anything is placed to be chopped.!,<

'-Tuon'ing-nif ), H. A knife, usu-
rith a cross-handle, for min-

id(
'

A mill in

elyground as feed for cattle,

chopping-note (chop'ing-not), n. A note in the
song of the nightingale. See extract.

The chopping-note Is a low-pitched and abrupt note,
sounding like ''chop, chop," uttered several times in quick
succession, and is intermediate in quality between the
truly musical and the simply noisy tones of the nightin-
gale. Appleton's Ann. Cyc., 1886, p. 87.

chopping-tray (chop' ing -tra), w. A wooden
tray in which meat, vegetables, etc., are placed
to be minced.

choppy 1
(chop'i), a. [< chop 1 + -y

1
.] Full of

clefts or cracks
; chapped ; wrinkled.

Each at once her choppt/ finger laying
Upon her skinny lips. Shak., Macbeth, I. 3.

Choppy2
(chop'i), a. [< chop2 + -y

1
; substituted

for chopping2.] Same as chopping2 .

chop-Sticks (chop'stiks), H. pi. [< chop (redupl.
chop-chop, quickly), a corruption of cup, the
Cantonese pronuncia-
tion of Chinese kih,

quick, + E. stick. In
Chinese these sticks
are called kwai-tsze, <

kwai, quick, + tsse, an
individualizing forma-
tive particle.] Small
sticks of wood or ivory
resembling lead pen-
cils, but generally
longer and slightly
tapering, used by the

Chinese, Japanese,
and Coreans in eating,
instead of knives and
forks. They are used in

pairs, held between the
thumb and the first and sec-
ond fingers. Called hashi
by the Japanese.

The meal concluded with Chop-sticks,
an enormous lacquer box
of rice, from which all our bowls were filled, the rice being
thence conveyed to our mouths by means of chop-sticki.

Lady Braucy, Voyage of Sunbeam, II. xix.

chop-churcht, . [< chop* + obj. church. Cf.
dial, chap-church, a parish church.] A secular
priest who gained money by exchanging his
benefice. Halliicell.

chopdar, n. Same as chobdar.

chop-dollar (chop'dol'ar), n. and a. K chop*+ dollar.] I. w. In Cnina, Malacca, Burma,
and Siam, a dollar bearing an impressed private
mark as a guaranty of genuineness, it was for-
merly the custom in Hongkong and the treaty ports of
China for each firm to stamp in this way all coin passing
through its hands.

II. a. Having the appearance of a dollar cov-
ered with chops or marks : applied to the face
when deeply pitted with smallpox.
chope (chop), . A mug or tankard having the
sides slightly inclined in a conical form,
chopfallen, a. See

'

choppa, n. See chopa.
chopper1

(chop'er), n. [< chop1 + -er1 .] 1.
One who or that which chops; specifically, a
butchers' cleaver. 2. A hand-tool used for

thinning out rows of young plants.
chopper^, n. [In form identical with preced-
ing, but with ref. to chopping1

.] A stout, lusty
child

;
a bouncer. [Colloq.]

The last prayer I made
Was nine-year old last Bartholomew-tide; 'twould have

been
A jolly chopper an 't had liv'd till this time.

Middleton, No Wit like a Woman's, ii. 2.

chopper3 (chop'er), n. [< chop* + -er1 .] A
cheek of bacon. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
chopper-cot (chop'er-kot), n. [Hind, chhapar-
khdt, < chhapar, a thatched roof, a shed,+ khdt, a
bedstead,] In India, a bedstead with curtains.

the worm ha8 ^ed before its

. Plural i

(ko-raj'ik), a. [<"Gr. xP"7<*, xopn-
yiKoc,, < jopajiif, x ?1!^'- see chorayus and -ic.]

Pertaining to or connected with a choragus, or
the liturgy called a choragy.
The choragic victory of Lysikrates occurred B. 0. 335.

A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, II. 330, note.

Choraglc monument, in Gr. antfy., a small temple or
shrine erected in honor of Bacchus by the successful

choragus in a Dionysiac festival, upon which was dis-

played the bronze tripod received as a prize by the cho-

ragus, together with inscriptions usually giving the date,
the play or plays represented, and the names of the per-
formers. Choragic monuments were sometimes further
ornamented by works of the most renowned artists, such
as Praxiteles. In Athens a street called the Street of Tri-

pods was lined with these monuments, of which a beau-



choragic

Choragic Monument of Lysicrates, Athens.

tiful example, the monument of Lysicrates, dating from
335-4 B. <'.. survives, and is one of the earliest authentic

examples of the Corinthian order,

choragus, choregus (ko-ra'-, ko-re'gus), n. ; pi.

choragi, choreai (-ji). [< L. ohoroflts. < Gr. ^opr/yof,
Doric and Attic ^opayof, a leader of the chorus, <

Xo/>6$, chorus,+ t/yciadat, lead.] 1. In Gr. antiq.,
the leader or superintendent of a chorus; the

superintendent of a theatrical representation at

Athens. One choragus from each trilre had to provide
at Ilia own expense for the equipment and instruction of
the choruses for tragedies and comedies on the occasion
of various religious festivals. He was chosen by election,
and the office, though very onerous, was held to l>e one of

great honor.

2. Hence, figuratively, any conductor or lead-
er, as of an entertainment or festival.

God, who is the great Choragus and Master of the scenes
of lifeand death, was not pleased then todrawthecurtains.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 78.

Petrarch was the first chomifu* of that sentimental dance
which so long led young folks away from the realities of

life, like the piper of Hamelin.
Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 155.

3. [ML.] Eccles., an officer who superintends
the musical details of divine service. The name
and office are still retained in the University of
Oxford. F. G. Lee.

choragy, choregy (kor'a-ji, -e-ji),. [< L. as
if "choragia, choregia, < Gr. xoprryia, < xPV7^f>
Xopa) of, a choragus: see choragus."] In ancient

Athens, the office and ceremonial duties, or lit-

urgy, of a choragus.
chorah (cho'ra), . A long straight knife used
by the Afghans. Whitworth.
choral (ko'ral), a. and n. [= F. choral = Sp.
Pg. coral = It. corah, < ML. choralis, < L. chorus,
chorus, choir : see chorus, choir."] I. a. 1. Per-

taining to or characteristic of a chorus or a

choir; performed in rhythmic concert, as music
or dancing.

Soft tunings, intermix'd with voice
Choral or unison. Milton, P. L., vii. 599.

A star that with the choral starry dance
Join'd not. Tenmjuon, Palace of Art.

2. In music, specifically, pertaining to or de-

signed for concerted vocal, as distinguished
from instrumental, performance : as, Mendels-
sohn's choral works.
The wild and barbaric melody which gives so striking an

effect to the choral passages. Macaulay.
Choral notes, the square characters, or notae quadrata,
used in early Christian music to represent the tones of
melodies to be sung. Choral service, a church service
which is musically rendered, principally by the choir.
Choral Vicar. See vicar choral, under vicar.

II. n. 1. A simple musical composition in

harmony, suited for performance by a chorus.
Often written chorale. 2. A tune written or

arranged for a sacred hymn or psalm ; specifi-
cally, such a tune written in the style of the

hymn-tunes of the early Protestant churches,
both Lutheran and Reformed, having a plain
melody, a strong harmony, and a stately rhythm.

3. In the Bom. Cath. Ch., any part of the ser-
vice which is sung by the whole choir (cantus
choralis), generally consisting of a part of the
ancient church music (cantus firmus), sung in

unison, or more frequently sung by the tenor,
while a greater freedom is allowed in the parts.
choral-book (ko'ral-buk), . A collection of
chorals or hymn-tunes.
chorale, . See choral, 1.

choraleon (ko-ra'le-on), n. [< choral + -eon,
as in melodeon."] A musical instrument of the

organ kind, having metal pipes, invented in

980

Warsaw in 1825 : so called because intended to

accompany choral singing in churches. Also
called aiolodion, (eolodicon, and a iol<mn'lodicon.

choralist (ko'ral-ist), . [< choral + -ist.] 1.

A singer or composer of choral music. 2. A
member of a church choir.

chorally (ko'ral-i), adv. In the manner of a

chorus; so as to be adapted to a choir.

choraula (ko-ra'la), n .
; pi. choraulai (-le). [NL.,

< Gr. x!>^ i chorus, choir, + aitiq, > L. aula, hall.]
In some European churches, (a) the hall or
room in which choir-boys rehearse

; (b) a space
behind the high altar where certain liturgical
exercises are sung.
chord (kord), n. [Same word as cord (and some-

times, and formerly regularly, so spelled ;
but

the spelling chord, after the L., is now conven-

tionally preferred for the technical senses given
below) ;

< L. chorda, < Gr. xopfiri, the string of a
musical instrument: see cord1

.] 1. A string;
a cord. Specifically 2. The string of a musi-
cal instrument.
Love took up the harp of Life, and smote on all the chonln

with might. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

3f. A musical tone. 4. In music, the simul-
taneous sounding of three or more tones

; spe-
cifically, the sounding of three or more tones
that are concordant with one another. A mm /<.

chord or triad consists of any tone with its third and tifth.

18
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Musical Chords.

.
Diminished. 5. Of the

7, 8, Imperfect. 9, 10. Inverted, n.
j. Augmented.

6. Of the ninth.
i. Major.

seventh. ( _ _ _.

Relative. 12. Equivocal.

A Major chord is one having a major third and a perfect
fifth ; a minor chord, one having a minor third and a per-
fect fifth ; a diminished chord, one having a minor third
and a diminished fifth ; and an augmented chord, one
having a major third and an augmented fifth. Dimin-
ished and augmented chorda are also called anomalous.
A chord of the seventh, or seventh-chord, consists of any
tone with its third, fifth, and seventh ; a chord of the ninth
contains also the ninth. (See ninth.) The tones of a chord
are arranged for analysis at intervals of a third from one
another ; and wheii so arranged, the lowest tone ia called the
root of the chord. When all the tones of the chord are not

present, it is imperfect or incomplete ; when the tones arc
so arranged that the root is not the lowest, the chord is t-
verted. Inverted chords are known by the numerals indi-

cating the intervals between the lowest tone and the others :

as, chords of the sixth, of the fourth and sixth, of the fifth

and sixth, of the second, etc. The tonic or fundamental
chord is the triad whose root is the tonic or key-note ; the
1 1" in i mint or leading chord, that whose root is the dominant
(fifth tone of the scale) ; the subdominant chord, thatwhose
root is the subdominant (fourth tone of the scale), etc.

Chords are related or relative to each other when they con-
tain common tones. A transient chord is one used to con-
nect two keys or tonalities, and containing tones foreign
to both. An equivocal chord is one which maybe resolved
into different keys without changing any of its tones.

Hence 5. Harmony, as of color.

The sweet and solemn harmony of purple with various

greens the same, by the by, to which the hills of Scotland
owe their best loveliness remained a favourite chord of
colour with the Venetians. Jtuskin.

6. In geom.) a straight line intersecting a curve ;

that part of a straight line which is comprised
between two of its intersec-
tions with a curve; specifi-

cally, the straight line joining
the extremities of an arc of a
circle.

The great Piazza in Siena ... is

in the shape of a shallow horse-shoe,
... or, better, of a bow, in which
the high facade of the Palazzo Pub-
blico forma the chord, and everything
else the arc.

//. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches,
[p. 254.

Geometrical Chords.

AS, AC are chords of
the arcs they subtend.

7. A main horizontal member of a bridge-truss.
When at the upper side, it is a top chord, and is in com-
pression ; when at the lower edge, it is a lomr chord, and
is in tension.

8. In anat., a cord; a chorda; especially, the

notochord, or chorda dorsalis. See chorda.
Broken chords. See broken. Chord of an angle, the
chord of the intercepted arc of a circle of unit radius hav-

ing its center at the vertex of the angle. Chord Of cur-
vature, that chord of the osculating circle of a curve which
passes through the origin of coordinates. Chords Of con-
tact, of two circles, chords joining the points of tangency
of two common tangents of the two circles. Chords of
Willis, numerous fibrous bands extending across the
lumen of the superior longitudinal sinus of the brain, in
its posterior portion. Chromatic Chord. See chromat-
ic. Common chord, a chord joining the intersections of

chordometer

two or more circles. Consonant, derivative, diatonic,
etc., chords. See the adjectives.

chord (kord), v. [< chord, n. Cf. cord1
, r.] I.

trans. To furnish with chords or strings, as a

musical instrument. [Rare.]
When Jubul struck the chorded shell. Dryden.

II. intrans. In music, to sound harmoniously
or concordantly.
chorda (kor'da), n.; pi. chorda; (-de). [L., a

string, etc., with mod. (NL.) scientific applica-
tions: see chord, cord-1 .] 1. In anat.: (a) A
tendon, (b) A filament of nerve, (c) The noto-
chord. 2. [cap.'] [NL.] A genus of olive-

brown marine algae, belonging to the family
Laminarieai. They have long, slender, hollow, cylin-
drical fronds, which in the common species, Chorda jil unt,
sometimes attain a length of 12 feet, with a diameter of a

quarter of an inch. The surface is covered with a corti-

cal layer of cuneate-clavate culls. Only unilocular sporan-
gia are known. They are sometimes called catgut and zea-

lace. Chorda caudalls, the urochord. Chorda dor-
salis, the notochord. Chordae Ferrenii, the vocal cords.

Chordae tendinese, the tendinous cords fastened to the
free edgeof the auriiMiloventruular valves of the heart, and
attaching them loosely to the inner wall of the ventricles.

They prevent these valves from being driven back into the
auricles during the ventricular systole. Chordae vo-
cales, the vocal cords (which see, under cordl). Chorda
magna, the ti-mlu Achillis. Chorda transversa, the

oblique or round ligament running from the tubercle at the
base of the coronoid process of the ulna to the radius a
little below the bicipital tuberosity. Chorda tympani,
the tympanic cord, a branch of the facial or seventh cranial

nerve, which traverses the tympanic cavity, and joins the

gustatory or lingual nerve. Chorda vertebralis, the
notochord.

chorda-animal (k6r'da-an
//

i-mal), n. A chor-
donium.

chordae, . Plural of chorda.

chorda! (kor'dal), . [< L. chorda, a chord, +
-?.] Of or pertaining to a chord

; specifically,
of or pertaining to the chorda dorsalis or noto-
chord of a vertebrate Chorda! sheath, the in-

vestment of the notochord ; the perichord. Chordal
tissue, the substance of the notochord ; the peculiar car-

tilaginous tissue known as cellular cartilage.

Chordaria (kor-da'ri-a), n. [NL., < Gr. %op-
&dptov, dim. of xpt>l = L. chorda, a cord: see

chord, cord1.] The representative genus of
the family ( liordariea. It has fronds tough
and elastic, and the cortical filaments adhere

closely to one another.
chordariaceous (kor-da-ri-a'shius), a. [<
Chorda riii + -aceous."] Resembling Chordaria;
having the characters of the family Chordariece.

Chordarieae (kor-da-ri'e-e), n. pi. '[NL., < Chor-
daria + -'.] A family of olive-green alga, hav-

ing cylindrical, filamentous, branching fronds.
The frond has an axis of slender longitudinal cells, sur-
rounded by a cortex of short, densely packed filaments

perpendicular to the axis. The sporangia are borne among
the cortical filaments or fonned directly from them.
Chordata (kor-da'ta), . pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of chordatus: see "chordate.] A primary di-

vision or subkingdom of the animal kingdom,
containing all animals which have or have had
a notochord, thus including (a) the true verte-
brates (also called Craniota), (b) the leptocar-
dians, or Cephalochorda, and (c) the tunicates,
or Urochorda.
Chordate (kor'dat), a. [< NL. chordatus, hav-

ing a chord or cord (spinal cord, notochord),
< L. chorda, a chord: see chord."] Having the
characters of the Chordata; pertaining to or

resembling the Chordata: as, a cfcordate animal.
chordaulodion (kor-da-16'di-on), n. [< Gr.

xopoti, a string, + alMf. a pipe, + (Jx'^, song.]
A composite musical instrument, containing
both strings and pipes, invented in 1812 by
Kaufmann at Dresden; a kind of orchestrion.

chordee (kor-de'), [< F. chordae, < NL.
chordata, fern, of chordatus: see chordate."] A
painful erection of the penis, under which it is

considerably curved. It attends gonorrhea, and
usually occurs at night.
Chordeiles (kor-dl'lez), . [NL. (Swainson,
1831), emended Chordediles, more prop. *Chor-

dodiles, -us (so called in allusion to its noc-
turnal note), < Gr. xP'ty> the chord of a lyre or

harp, + deity, evening.] A genus of American
glabrirostral Caprimidghia', having long pointed
wingsTvhich extend beyond the forked tail. The
type is the long-winged goatsucker, night-hawk, bull-bat,
or piramidig of the United States, C. virginianus or C.

popetue. There are several other species, chiefly of the
warmer parts of America.

chordel (kor'del), n. [< chord + dim. -el."] A
plane curve every point of which terminates
an arc which originates in a fixed line, is de-
scribed with a fixed point as a center, and sub-
tends a given length the same number of times
as a chord.

chordometer (k6r-dom'e-ter), n. [< L. chorda

(= Gr. xPsn), a string, + Gr. fiirpov, a mea-
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sure.] An instrument for measuring Mir thick- choreoid (ko-re'oid), . [< chorea + -aid.] Re-

nrss of strinirs. sembling chorea or what occurs in ehorea;

Chordonia (kor-do'ni-ii), ". 1>I. [XL., pi. of chorciform.

.huriliiiiimit, q. v.] A
hrpotfietical i^mp of choreomania(ko-re-o-ma'm-ii), . [<L.a*ra

worni-liko animals, of which the chordoninm is + miini/i, madness.] Samr :is i-liiii-nminiiii.

the type or common parent-form, and of which ehorepiscopal (kd-rf-pdB'k$-pl), ". [< <//<,;<-

the tunicate A)>iH'>i<li<-iilnriii
or any caudate pitcopw+ -oi.] Pertaining to a chorepiscu|,us.

ascidian larva is an extant representative, dis- They were allow ed the name, ami honour, ami

chordonium (kor-do'ni-um), .; pi. churdoitiit

(-'A). [ML., < Gr. t'V"''/) tng, chord, cord : see

cli'ord, rmv/i.] A name given bv Haeckel to a

= Pg. chorebixpo = It.

< Gr. xaptirlantnrof, < ;rupa, place, + fTi<r/voirof,

bishop: see tiisho/i.] One of a class of clergy,
Oftord, oora1.] A name given by HaecKel to a i owmw.i

hypothetical worm which he supposed to have in rank between bishops proper and presbyters,
been among t he common parent-forms of aseid- introduced!)! the latter part of the third century

ians and vertebrates.

chordotonal (kor-do-to'nal), a. [< Gr. xP^'h
chord, + TUVOC, tone,' + -a/.] Kesponsive to the

vibrations or tones of sound: applied to cer-

tain organs or parts of insects and spiders.

These (sense-organs in the legs of spiders] are thought
to ! analogous to the cliurilutiiiuil organs of insects.

T. <lill.

to aid in the episcopal supervision of the coun-

try districts of enlarged dioceses. (toman t 'atholie

authorities hold that they wen- not hi,hops, but priests
intrusted with special power; while others re^uni them
as truly bishops, though of inferior dignity and limited

authority. It is probable that both these views are histor-

ically correct, but apply to different period*.

choreus (ko-re'us), .; pi. chorei (-i). [L., < Gr.

Xopelof, pertaining to a dance or chorus, a me-

chore 1
(chor), H. [Also written choar and dial, ter so called, < jopof, a dance: see chorus.] In

i-lnioi; formerly chcwrc, a var. of chare, char : see pros., same as trochee.

char1
, chare*.] A char, chare, or small job; choria, . Plural of cliorion.

a task; especially, a piece of minor domestic choriamb (ko'ri-amb), n. [Also, as L., chori-

work, as about a house or barn, of regular or aitibitu, < Gr. xnP<aPPS> < W*>fi choreus, -t

frequent recurrence: generally in the plural. la/i,iof, iambus.] In anc. pros., a foot of four

[Now U. S.] syllables, the first and fourth of which are long,
the second and third short, the ictus or metri-

cal stress resting either on the first or on the

last syllable (-*
** ** or ^ -

-*). The genuine
choriamb has a magnitude of six times or morn (is hexa-

semic) ;
and as four of these constitute the thesis and two

the arsis, or vice versa, it belongs to the diplasic cliss of

feet. Genuine choriambs are rare. Apparent choriambs
are catalectic dactylic dipodies (* w w | ^), either of gen-
uine dactyls, as at the end of a pentameter, or of cyclic

dactyls, as in Asclepiadic and other logarcdic verses. Ana

Here's two cheirre* chewr'd : when Wisdom is employ'd,
'Tis ever thus. Beau, ami Ft.

,
Love's Cure, iii. 2.

Meanwhile we did our nightly chores,

Brought in the wood from out of doors,
Littered the stalls, and from the mows
Raked down the herd's-grass for the cows.

Whittier, Snow-Bound.

Now that is the wisdom of a man, in every instance of

his labor, to hitch his wagon to a star, and see his chare

done by the gods themselves. Einermn, Civilization.

The Yankee boy of those times was wont to have a reg-
ular set of chorea to do, such as cutting and bringing in

wood, making flres, and the like.

chore1
(chor), v. Same as char*, 5.

chore''3
,

. [See chare
1

*.] Same as chare'2 .

chorest (kor), . [< L. chorus : see choir.] A
chorus ; a choir. S. Jonson.

chorea (ko-re'a), H. [= F. choree = Sp. corea

= Pg. chorea = It. corea, < L. chorea, chorea, <

Gr. xPeia
>
a dance, prop. fern, of xPcl

ctyls, as i

pestle lines analyzed as dactylic series with anacrusis show
similar forms. The choriamb takes its name from its ap-

rent composition from a choree (trochee) and an iambus.

Choristopoda
It (the "ditfiiKcd placenta ') is probably a primitive

condition, from which ioo.| of the other.- are derived, al-

thollgh Its existence Itill-t pi v-il|,J,o.i the absence of tile

umbilical ve-icle as a constituent of the <-l<u>-i"ii<<- wall.

ir. II it., XV. 370.

chorioretinitis (ko'ri-o-ret-i-m'tis), M. [< Gr.

Xi'i/iim, membrane (choroid), + L. rrtiiin, retina,
+ -itis.] In pntlinl., inflammation of the cho-

roid coat of the eye and the retina. Also trailed

rliiirniilnri -tin Hi.-- ami rtttfUMjhoroicUtii.

choripetalous ( ko-ri-pet'a-lus), n. [Irreg. < Gr.

Xup'f, asunder, + -irn'/ui; a leaf (petal).] In

bot., having the petals unconnected : equivalent
til IIII/I//H ttUOlU,

choriphyllous (ko-ri-iil'us), a. [Irreg. < Gr.

xupif, asunder, + <j>i'/./ov = L. folium, leaf.] In

bot., composed of separate leaves (petals and

sepals): applied to a perianth.

Chorisepalous (ko-ri-sep
'

a-lus), a. [Irreg. <

Gr. xul"t, asunder, + NL. Be/ialum, sepal.] In

lini.. having the sepals distinct.

chorisis (ko'ri-sis), . [NL., < Gr. x&P l<"f, *

separation, < xuP'&lv
i separate, sever, < xuP't>

apart, asunder.] In bot., the multiplication,

by congenital division, of an organ which is

ordinarily entire. It is usually restricted to the sta-

mens and carpels of the flower, and may be either col-

lateral, when the parts are side by side, as in the stamens
of Dicentra, or, more rarely, transverse. Also called cho-

rization.

chorisma (ko-riz'mii), . ; pi. chorixmiitti (-ma-
tii). [NL. <; Gr. x"P'al^a ,

a separated space, <

Xupifriv, separate, part, < xul>'fi apart.] In

.iiiii. -,n\>\ mini., a separating; a separation; a
distinction of parts or things.
chorist (ko'rist), n. [= D. korist = G. chorist,

korist = Dan. korist, < F. choriste = Sp. Pg.
It. corista, < ML. chorista (also chorialis), < L.

chorus, choir: see chorus, andcf. chorister.] A
singer in a choir. [Rare.]
Behold the great choritt of the angelical quire.

Parthetuia Sacra (1833), p. 150.

choriambic (ko-ri-am'bik), a. and n. [< L.

choriambicus, ( Gr. ^op/a///3iK<Jf, ^ ^op/a^^oc, cho-

riamb.] I. a. Pertaining to, constituting, or

consisting of choriambs : as, a choriambic foot,

verse, or movement.
II. n. A foot constituting a choriamb, or a

longing to a dance or chorus: see choreus. j .
/^j%A nervous disease, usually occurring before -

verse consisting of choriambs.
of

-j
.?" choriambus (ko-ri-am'bus), .

; pi. choriambi

^J, (-bi). Same as choriamb.

laiunu (ko'rik), a. [= F. chorique = It. corico,
puberty, marked by irregular and involuntary < L c1loricus Gr . ^oplK^, pertaining to a cho-
niotions of one or more limbs and of the face

and trunk, which, however, cease in sleep. Its

morbid anatomy is undetermined. Also called

St. Fitus's dance. 2. [cap.] [NL.] Incntom., a

genus of coleopterous insects. Haldeman, 1847.

choreal (ko-re'al), a. [< chorea + -al.] I. Per-

taining to or of the nature of chorea; charac-

teristic of chorea: as, choreal movements. 2.

Affected with chorea.

rus, < ^opof, chorus: see chorus.] Of or per-

taining to a chorus ; specifically, fitted for the

use of the chorus in the ancient Greek drama:

as, choric meters, poems, or compositions (that

is, the more elaborate as opposed to the sim-

pler meters, etc.). See chorus, 1 (6).

The choric spirit is here. . . . The choric responses of

the last dialogue form a resonant climax to the whole.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 388.

Many students are interested in being told that a case is chorioblastosis (k6"ri-o-bla8-t6'8is), n. [< Gr.
one of true epilepsy, . . . who have never tried to form a

vopwv, membrane (corium), + /<Xa<mif, germ, +
clear conception of the sort of movements they can see in --; T T., nn tt.n 1 a nnmn o-ivpn hv Aussnitz to
a choreal child. MUKcan, Morbid Germs, p. 24.

-** J pal toi., a
a deviation from normal growth in the corium

Choree (ko re),. [=F c;ior<fe = Sp.com>= Pg. Qr true gkin for exampie a granuloma, a
choreu= It. coreo, <T L. choreus : see choreus.] fn fibroma or case o atr0pfiy .

pros., same as trochee. The word choree (choreus, Cn0riocapillaris (ko'ri-o-kap-i-la'ris), a. used
xop.0 was used by the earlier classical writers on met- c""u

7y'r
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rics as identical with troche.?, to designate both the foot

now called trochee ( w) and its resolved form the tribrach

(^ w w), but more frequently the latter. Cicero and Quin-
tilian call the trochee ( ^) chorew*, and the tribrach

(w~w) trochceus. Later writers use the names trochceus

and triorachj/s exclusively for the feet still known by those

names. Choree or choreux in modern usage is simply a
rare name for trochee ( -~). Also called choreus.

choregi, . Plural of
chorequs.

choregraphic, choregraphical, a. See choro-

qrafihii'-.

choregraphy, . See chorograpliy'
2

.

choregus, n. See choragus. [Bare.]
He [Socrates] is the rhoregus of Greek free-thought.

J. Ouvn, Evenings with Skeptics, I. 181.

choregy (kor'e-ji), . [= F. chorfgie, < Gr. x<>-

p>!}ia, < xnPiy"fi choragus: see choragus, chore-

gus.] Same as choragy. Grote.

chorei, . Plural of choreus.

choreic (ko-re'ik), a. [< chorea + -ic; = F. cho-

reique.] Pertaining to chorea; affected with
chorea : as, a choreic patient.
The upper and lower extremities present the greatest

mass of the choreic movements.
/'. Warner, Physical Expression, p. 115.

choreifonn (ko-re'i-form), a. [< L. chorea +
forma, shape, form.] Resembling chorea

;
cho-

reoid: as. chorciform movements.

as n. [NL., < Gr. xfyiov, a membrane (choroid),
+ L. capillaris, capillary.] The inner layer of

the choroid coat of the eye, formed largely of

capillaries : an abbreviation of the phrase mem-
brana or tunica chonocapillaris. Also called

tunica Rtiyschiana and tunica rasculosa Halleri.

chorion (ko'ri-on), n.
; pi. choria (-a). [NL. (>

F. Sp. Pg. choriou= It. corio), < Gr."x&piov, fetal

membrane, any membrane. Cf. corium.] 1.

In linn/., the outermost fetal envelop; the ex-

ternal membrane which invests the embryo,
forming in the higher vertebrates the outer

layer of the t>ag of waters, and contributing
to the formation of the placenta. With reference
to the embryo, it occupies the relation of the original
vitelline membrane or cell-wall of the ovum.

2. By analogy (a) The membrana putaminis
or egg-pod of those eggs which have calcareous
shells. [Rare.] (b) The external investment
of the ovum of an insect, derived from the epi-
thelial layer of the oviduct Chorion frondo-
aum, the tufted or shaggy part of the chorion, which com-
poses the fetal placenta. Chorion laeve, the smooth
part of the chorion, which does not enter into the com-

position
of the placenta.

chorionic (ko-ri-on'ik), a.
[<

chorion + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to the chorion : as, the chori-

onic membrane; chorionic villi.

choristate (ko-ris'tat), a. [< Gr.

separable, separate (< xuP'&lv
t separate: see

chorisis), + -ate1.] In hot., increased in num-
ber by chorisis ;

affected with chorisis.

chorister (kor'is-ter), . [< chorist + -er. Cf.

quirister, after quire*-.] 1. A singer in a choir

or chorus; specifically, a male member of a

church choir.

The Choriiters the joyous Antheme sing.

Spenser, Epithalamion, 1. 221.

Sometimes there are on the cathedral foundation minor

canons, and always precentors, lay vicars, and choruten.
A. t'ottblanque, Jr., How we are Governed, x.

2. In some churches, a choir-leader or precen-

tor; one who leads the singing of the choir or
the congregation. 3. A singer in general: as,

the feathered choristers.

The new-born phoenix takes his way ;

Of airy choristers a numerous train

Attend his progress. Dryden.

Choristes (ko-ris'tez), n. [NL., < Gr. xaP'ar^j
separate (^up((rr/f, one who separates) : see

choristate.'] A genns of gastropods, typical of

the family Choristida*.

choristic (ko-ris'tik), a. [< chorist + -ic.] Be-

longing to a choir
; choric; choral. [Rare.]

Choristida (ko-ris'ti-da), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

Xaptar&i;, separate, separable (see choristate), +
-ida.] In Sollas's classification of sponges, an
order of Tetractinellida, contrasted with the

order Lithistida, and defined as tetraetinellid

sponges with quadriradiate or trisene spicules
which are never consolidated into a rigid net-

work.
Ohoristidae (ko-ris'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cho-
ristes + -ida;.] A family of tectibranchiate gas-

tropods with a thick short head, a large retrac-

tile pharynx, and well-developed jaws. They have
an odontophore, with three rows of rachidian teeth, on
each side a row of broad bilobed inner lateral teeth, and
two rows of small hook-shaped outer lateral teeth. They
have also small posterior tentacles and frontal tentacles,
united by a fold. The shell is heliciform and provided with
a paucispiral operculum. The family was constituted from
a living and fossil species of the North Atlantic.

choristidan (ko-ris'ti-dan),a.andi. I. a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Cho-
ristida.

II. . A sponge of the order Chortetida.

choristopod (ko-ris'to-pod), n. One of the Cho-

ristopoda ; a choristopodous crustacean. J. D.
Dana.

Choristopoda (ko-ris-top'o-da), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. ^-up/oTof, separate (see choristate), + itws

(voS-) = E. foot.] In Dana's classification, an
order of edriophthalmous crustaceans, approx-
imately equivalent to the amphipods and iso-

pods together, and divided into three groups.



choristopodous

chpristopodous (ko-ris-top'o-dus), a. [< Cho-

ristopoda + -ons.} Having the feet separated
in series, as in the choristopods ; specifically,
having the characters of the Choristopoda.
chorization (ko-ri-za'shon), n. [< Gr. x"p&iv,
separate, + -ation : see chorisis.} Same as cho-
risis.

chorl1
!,

" An obsolete form of churl.

chorl2 (chorl), n. [Etym. unknown.] The an-

gle at the junction of the blade of a pocket-
knife with the square shank which forms the

joint. K. H. Kiiii/ht.

Chorobatest (ko-rob'a-tez), n. [NL., < Gr. xaP-
ftdTtif, a surveyors' level (cf. xupoffartlv, survey,
measure by paces), < x^>PSj land, + ftar6f, ver-
bal adj. of fialvetv, go, = E. come.} An instru-

ment, similar in principle to the common car-

penters' level, used to determine the slope of an
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The branches of the [psemlobranchia or] rete mirabile

unite again into the1 ophthalmic artery, which pierces the
sclerotic, ami breaks np into another rete mirabile, the
chofoid tjlaiid, before being finally distributed.

Huxley, Auat. Vert., p. 140.

Choroid muscle, the ciliary muscle. Choroid plex-
uses, three pairs of vascular fringes projecting into the
lateral, third, and fourth ventricles of the brain. Choroid
vein, (a) A small vein in the lateral ventricle of either
side of the brain, lying on the outer side of the choroid
plexus. It unites with the vein of the corpus striatum to
form the vena Galeni. (b) The vena Galeni.

II. n. A delicate, highly vascular membrane
forming one of the coats or tunics of the eye-
ball, lining the sclerotic, and lying between it

and the retina, with which it is in contact by
its inner surface. It is plaited in front to form the
ciliary processes, ends ill the ciliary ligament, and is of
a dark-brown or blackish color from the abundance of

pigment. Also called choroidea, and choroid coat or mem-
brane. See cut under eye.

aqueduct and the levels of the countrythrough choroidal (ko'roi-dal), a. [< choroid + -al.~\

which it passes. Same as choroid Choroldal fissure, in embryol., a

Chorodidascalus (k6
//

ro-di-das'ka-lus), n. ; pi.
lateral cleft of the secondary optic vesicle. Through it the

chorodiaascaU (41) [Gr. xoPo,MKa^ < xo&, g5^<|SJSStaLS??SSSi
C nU"UOUS "'""

dance, chorus + *<!aaA0f,
teacher < SidaaKnv, Throllgh this gap _ which afterwards receives the name

teach: see didactic.] In the anc. Gr. drama, of the choroidal jismre, a way is open from the mesoblastic
the professional or actual trainer of the chorus tissue . . . into the interior of the cavity of the cup.

(sometimes the poet himself), as distinguished
M- Foster

, Embryology, I. vi. 137.

chough

cially an organized company, such as singers in
a church or a choral society, (b) In an oratorio,
opera, or concert, the general company of sing-
ers, as distinguished from the soloists, (c) A
part of a song in which the listeners join with the
singer; a refrain; also, any recurring refrain or
burden. (d) A musical composition intended
to be sung in harmony by a company of singers,
usually by four voices. A double chorus is for

eight voices, (e) The compound or mixture
stops of an organ. (/) In the tenth century,
an instrument, probably the bagpipe. (17) In
the fifteenth century, the drone of a bagpipe or
of the accompaniment strings of the crowd.
(A) Formerly, in Scotland, a loud trumpet.
3. A union of voices or sounds, or a company
of persons, resembling a chorus.

you chorus of indolent reviewers.

Tennyson, Hendecasyllabics.

4. [cop.] [NL.] In zool., a genus of mollusks.
J. E. Gray Cyclic Chorus, in ancient Greece, the cho-
rus which performed the songs and dances of the dithyram-
bic odes : so called because the performers danced arouud
the altar of Bacchus in a circle. See 1 (a), above.

chorus (ko'rus), v. t.
; pret. and pp. chorused or

chorussed, ppr. chorusing or chorussing. [< clio-

from the choragus, by whom he was employed, choroidea (ko-roi'de-a), n. [NL. : see choroid.} rus,n.} 1 . To sing or join in the chorus of : as,

chorograph (k6'ro-graf), . [< Gr. xupoypa't>oc Same as choroid. to chorus a. smic'. 2 Tn evnlnim r.* /.all imt in

describing countries, < 'x^poc, a place, region) chqroiditis (ko-roi-di'tis), n. [NL., < choroid +
country, + ypafyeiv, write.] An instrument in- -*'*.] In pathol., inflammation of the choroid

vented, by Professor W. Wallace of Edinburgh,
coat f the eye.

to construct by mechanical means two similar choroidoiritis (ko-roiMo-i-ri'tis), n. [NL.
triangles on two given straight lines, their an- choroid + iris + -itis.} In pathol, inflamr

gles being given. It is especially useful in ma- ^ion of the choroid and iris.

rine surveying. chproidoretinitis (ko-roi"do-ret-i-ni'tis), n.

chorographer (ko-rog'ra-fer), n. [< chorog- [NL -> < choroid + retina + -itis.} Same as

raphyi + -cr1
.] 'One skilled in chorography; chorioretinitis.

a person who describes or makes a map of a chorok (cho'rok), n. [Native name.] The Si-

particular region or country ; specifically, one berian polecat, Putorius sibiricus.

who investigates the locality of places men- chorplogical (ko-ro-loj'i-kal), a. [< chorology
tioned by ancient writers and endeavors to "*" -*'ca'-] Of or pertaining to chorology ; spe-

identify their true situation. cifically, zoogeographical and phytogeographi-
Camden and other chorographers. Milton, Hist. Eng., iv.

chorographic 1
, chorographical (ko-ro-graf-

ik, -i-kal), a. [< Gr. xupoypa<j>t>t6f, < xupaypa&ia :

see chorography 1
.'] Pertaining to chorography ;

descriptive of a particular region, country, or

locality; laying down or marking the bounds of
a particular country or locality, as a map.

to chorus a song. 2. To exclaim or call out in
concert.

"Oh, do let the Swiper go in," chorus the boys.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Kugby.

< Chorus-master (kc'rus-mas'ter), n. I. The
mma- principal singer of a chorus. 2. The trainer

or conductor of a chorus. [Rare.]
chose 1

(choz). Preterit and old past participle
of choose.

chose2 (shoz), n. [F., a thing, < OF. cose, cosa
= Pr. Sp. cosa = Pg. coisa, cousa = It. cosa, <
ML. cosa, causa, LL. causa, a thing, a peculiar
use of L. causa, cause : see cause. Cf. quelque
chose, keckshoes, kickshaws.} In law, an article
of personal property, or a personal right ;

a thing.
Chose in action, an incorporeal right enforceable by

action ; a right to recover a sum of money or a thing from
another person in a court of justice. Chose In posses-
sion, a chattel personal other than a mere evidence of
debt or obligation. Chose local, a piece of property
annexed to a place, as a mill or the like. Chose transi-
tory, a piece of movable property.

Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), 1. 114. chosen (cho'zn), p. a. [Pp. of choose, v.} Pick-

cal
; pertaining to the geographical distribution

of animals and plants ;
faunal and floral.

The great and interesting series of chorological phe-
nomena, since they can only be explained by the Theory
of Descent, must also be considered as important induc-
tive data of the latter.

chorologist (ko-rol'o-jist), n. [< chorology +
I have added a chorographical description of this terres- -**.] One versed in chorology; a student of

trial paradise. Raleigh, Hist. World, I. iii. 16. zoology and botany with special reference to
The "

Poly-olbion
"

is a chorographical description of geographical distribution.
England and Wales

;
an amalgamation of antiquarianism, chorolocv (ko-rol'o iii n

of topography, and of history ; materials not the most due- r*A"lC . V.JV.
tile for the creations of poetry.

/. D'Jsraeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 248. _,
chorographic2 , Choregraphic (ko-ro-, ko-re- rography. 2. The science of the geographical
graf'ik), a. [= F. choregraphiquc = Sp. coreo- distribution of plants and animals

; zoogeog-
raphy and phytogeography.

?
. [< Gr. x&poc, place,

country, + -Aoyia, < teyeiv, speak: see -ology.]
1. The science of describing localities; cho-

grafico = Pg. choregraphico ; as chorography^ raphy and phytogeography. It includes the con choslinet n. THE <+ -c.] Pertaining to the notation of dancing
sld

.
e

.

ration not only of the habitats of species, but also the chosen
See chorography^ Also chorographical, chorl X*^^^^^^^*
graphical. acterized by the fauna and flora.

chorographically (ko-ro-graf'i-kal-i), adv. In choromania (ko-ro-ma'ni-a), n. [< Gr.
a chorographic manner; in a manner descrip- dance, + navta, madness.] The dancing
tive of particular regions.

ed; choice; select.

His chosen captains also are drowned in the Red sea.

Ex. xv. 4.

She, questionless, with her sweet harmony
And other chosen attractions, would allure.

Shak., Pericles, v. 1.

Your lordship's thoughts are always just, your numbers
harmonious, your words chosen, your expressions strong
and manly. Dryden, Essay on the ^Eneid.

Chosen freeholders. See freeholder.

chosen + -Zint/i.] One

Quen he to pin himselfen did
For his choglinges on rod tre.

MS. Cott. Vcspas. (A), iii. fol. 10. (ttalliwell.)

chotei (cho-ta'), n. [Chino-Jap. (= Chin, ehao-
. , .

chorography1
(ko-rog'ra-fi), n. [= F. choro- chorometry (ko-rom'e-tri), n. [< Gr. x"P<>-- ' ' -

iierpia, land-surveying, < xupos, place, region, -f-

ficrpov, measure.] The art of measuring or sur-
.......... ., _____________ veyingland; surveying.
chorograph.J The systematic study or descrip- choroy (cho'roi), n. The name of a Chilian

dance, + /jama, madness.] The dancing mania ChOtei (cho-ta'), n. [Chino-Jap. (= Chin, chao-

(which see, under mania). Also choreomania. tin
ff)> M. morning hall (in allusion to the cus-

tom of ministers having audience with their

sovereign in the morning), <cho(= Chin, chao),
morning, + tei (= Chin, ting), hall.] In Japan,
the hall of audience; the court; hence, by me-
tonymy, the emperor.

tion of the natural features of particular regions, parrakeet, Uenicognathus leptorhynchus. Chouan (sho'an ;
F. pron. sho-on'), n. [F., af-

countries, or districts; especially, the identifi- chorus (ko'rus), n. [< L. chorus, < Gr. ropof, a ter tne nickname of Jean Cottereau, the origi-/to+inn f\f Win .-Ino m ,-i4-i ,-,,> A 1,.. i J. *i. _- Ar*-** nn. . ^ I J lit, _ '
1 .1

- - 1-1 J _AI. i *-. ,. - _*3cation of places mentioned by ancient writers.
I have . . . seen several countries, beheld the nature of

their climes, the chorography of their provinces.
Sir T. Browne, Eeligio Medici, ii. 8.

chorography2 choregraphy (ko-rog'-, ko-reg'-
ra-fi), n. [= F. choregraphie ='Sp. coreografia= Pg. choregraphia = It. coreografia, < Gr. x-
p6f, dance

;
chorus (the forms in chore-, coreo-,

< Gr. xope'a, a dance : see chorea), + -ypatyia, <

ypa<t>etv, write.] A system of signs or of nota-
tion used to indicate movements, etc., in dan-
cing.
Among the antiquities of this subject [dancing] chorog-

raphy, or orchesography, the art of dancing notation de-
serves a place. Encyc. Brit., VI. 800.

Choroid (ko'roid), a. and n. [< Gr. ^opoe<%,
corrupt form of xoptoei/5fa, like a membrane, <

Xp'ov, membrane, chorion, + eMof, form.] I.
a. Membranous, as a chorion; like or likened
to the chorion, as an investing part or tunic:
in anat., applied to several delicate, highly vas-
cular membranes which invest certain parts,and to associated structures.- Choroid coat, cho-
roid membrane, of the eye. See II.- Choroid fissure
Same as choroidal fissure. Choroid gland, a mm-elaml-
ular, vascular, erectile, crescent-shaped body about the
entrance of the optic nerve in the eye of a fish.

nal leader of the party. Chouan (dial, choiihan,
chauhan, etc.; now corruptly chat-huant, as if

'hooting cat') means 'screech-owl'; cf. OF.
choue, a daw, > dim. chouette, > E. chewet: see
chewetl and chough.} A member of a body
of insurgent royalists of Brittany and the west
of France, consisting almost entirely of peas-
ants, who rose in 1792 against the French re-

public, and carried on a guerrilla warfare of

great bitterness. They were not repressed till 1800,
and even after that occasional insurrections occurred down

dance accompanied with song, a band of sing-
ers and dancers, a chorus

; prob. orig. a dance
within an inclosure, or rather the inclosure it-

self; cf. xPT f, an inclosure, hedge, = L. hor-

tus, garden, = E. yard'2 . For the earlier E. and
the Rom., etc., forms, see quire1 and choir.} 1.
A dance. Specifically, in the anc. Gr. drama
(a) A dance performed by a number of persons
in a ring, in honor of Bacchus, accompanied
by the singing of the sacred dithyrambic odes.
From this simple rite was developed the Greek ,11.- -.

drama, (b) ^continuation of tlfe early tradi-(,! *" -1"8 """^
tion, a company of persons, represented as of"nVW
age, sex, and estate appropriate to the play, who piJ
took part through their leader, the coryphams, -^ t

'

sang their sentiment's rtttatod interval* wfccn ^f^f^i^'^S!
no actor was on the Stage. The chorus occupied in the
theater a position between the stage and the auditorium,
and moved or danced in appropriate rhythm around the
sacred thymele or altar of Bacchus, which stood in the
middle of the area allotted to the chorus. See theater.

Ham. This is one Lucianus, nephew to the king.
Oph. You are as good as a chorus, my lord.

Sha/c., Hamlet, iii. 2.

(c) One of the songs executed by the chorus.
2. In music: (a) A company of singers, espe-

an'e-re; F.pron. sho-on-re'),
The insurrection of the

body of persons engaged

., n. [Of unascertained
native origin.] A bird of the genus Graucalus
(Cuvier). The name was originally applied to birds now
classed under different genera, as to the Australian bower-
birds of the genus Ptilonorhunchus, etc.

chough (chuf), . [< ME. choughe, chogc, early
ME. cheo, < AS. eed, appar. orig. *ce6h, 'cdh, a
chough (cf. OF. choe, choue, dim. chouette, chou-
quette, also dial, choquar (Cotgrave), a chough,
a daw, whence prob. Sp. chova, a chough, clwi/ii,
a jackdaw: see cheweP and Chouan; cf. It.



chough

i-ifif/iilii, a chough); a variant, with n final gut-

tural, of ME. CM, kit, i-ii. hi, I.-IHI. l.niri; etc., early
mod. E, cue (sec cm ' nml I'liiltlnir), both forms

bring orig. iiuitativo of cawing: sec <.!.] An
oscino passerine bird of the family Corritlu:

Chough (Pyrrhocorax gracultts).

the red-legged or Cornish crow, Fregilus or

Pyrrhocorax yraculus, of a black color, with
red feet and beak, it la of very extensive though
irregular distribution. Though a corvine bird, it has some
relationship with the starlings. Also called, specifically,
Cornish chough. There are other species, natives of Aus-

tralia, Java, etc. Palsgrave applies the name to a young
crow.

The crows and choughs, that wing the midway air,

Show scarce so gross as beetles. Shak., Lear, iv. 6.

A kind of choughs,
Or thievish daws, sir.

B, Jontton, Alchemist, v. 3.

Cornish Chough, (a) See above. (6) In her., same as

aylet. It was at one time confined as a bearing to Cornish
families.

chouicha (chS'i-cha), n. Same as chavieha.

chouk, . See choKe3 .

choult, n. A Middle English form of jowl.

choultry, . See choltry.

choups (chops), n. pi. [E. dial.] Hips; the
fruit of briers. [North. Eng.]
chourie, . See chowry.

chpurtka (chort'kii), n. 1. A native name of a
kind of partridge, Tetraogallus caspius, inhabit-

ing mountainous regions in Russia and Siberia.

2. [ca/>.] [NL.] A genus of such partridges :

synonymous with Tetraogallus. Motschoulsky,
1839.

chous (kos or kpus), n. [Or. xve (> LI", chits),

< xe'v
, pour, akin to E. gush: see alchemy. ~\

1.

In Gr. archteol., a vase similar iri form to the

oinochoe, but larger, used to dip the mixed
wine and water from the crater in order to fill

the smaller pouring-vessels. 2. An ancient
Attic measure of capacity, containing 12 co-

tyles or the twelfth part of a metretes, and
equivalent to 3.283 liters, or 2.8 quarts. The
chous_was the equivalent of the Roman con-

gius.

"

Daremberg ct Saglio ; Keinach, Manuel de

Philologie, 1883.

chouse (chous), ft. [Also spelled chiaus, chaus

(also chiaous, after P. chiaour), repr. Turk.

chffush, chausn, an interpreter, messenger, etc.,
< Ar. khawds (> Hind, khawds, an attendant,
etc., lit. grandees, nobles), prop. pi. of Mas (s

repr. letter sad), noble. In senses 2, 3, and 4,

the noun is from the verb.] 1. A Turkish in-

terpreter, messenger, or attendant.

Dapper. What do you think of me,
That I am a Chiause >

Face. What's that?

Dapper. The Turk was here
As one would say, do you think I am a Turk 1

B. Juntion, Alchemist, i. 2.

Accompanied with a chaus of the court. Hakluyt.
The chao-ush is a person of great authority in certain

things ; he is a kind of living finnan, before whom every-
one makes way. R. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 9.

2. A trick
;
a sham ;

an imposition. Johnson.

[Rare.] 3. An impostor; a cheat.
This is the gentleman, and he's flo chimix.

B. Jonson, Alchemist.

4f. One who is easily cheated
;
a tool ; a sim-

pleton.
Sillier than a sottish chatae.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. iii. 531.
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ChOUSe (chons), r. t.
', pret. and ]>)>.

Huntxi-il

(rlioimt), ppr. cliinisiiiij. [Formerly al.-o i-limisi

< fhoiisi; n.; lit., act like a chouse (in allusion

to a Turkish interpreter or chouse who, in 100!),

swindled some of the London merchants trad-

ing with Turkey out of a large sum of money).]
To cheat

;
trick

;
swindle : often followed by of

or out of: as, to chouse one out of his money.
You shall rltni/*' him mil </ hor >. rl..llies, iiml money.

and I'll wink at it. /'..<;<' ,
Wild Gallant, ii. 'l.

Tin- I'ortilKalls have <7."..r./ us, it serins, in the Island
of Uombay, in the East Indys ; for after a great charge ,,t'

cjur tleets being sent thither with full coinmixKiim from
the Kintf of rortugall to receive it, the tiovcrnoiir, liy

some pretence or other, will not deliver it to Sir Abraham
Hhipinan, sent from the King, nor to my I.nnl of Marl-

buruugh. /'.-;,./.., Diary, I. 420.

chousingha (chou'sing-ha), . Same as chi-

Av/rai.

chout1
(chout), . [E. dial.] A frolic or merry-

making. Halliwell, [Prov. Eng.]
chout- (chout), n. [Repr. Hind, chanth for

I'liinillnli, a fourth part of the revenue, < Skt.

chaturtha = E. fourth, q. v.] In the East In-

dies, a fourth part of the clear revenue, ex-
torted by the Mahrattas

; hence, extortion
;

blackmail.

Sivaji the Mahratta . . . organized a regular system of

blackmail, known for more than a quarter of a century
afterwards as the Mahratta chout.

J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. Ind., p. 175.

chouxt, >i. [Prob. < F. chou, cabbage, on ac-

count of its shape.] A name in the seventeenth

century of the chignon.

chqvy (cho'vi), n.
; pi. chovies (-viz). [E. dial. ;

origin obscure. ] The popular name of a British

beetle, Phyllopertha horticola.

chow 1
(cho), v. t. and i. [Var. of chew, chaw1

,

a. v.] To chew. [Prov. Eng.]
chow2

(chou), n. [Var. of chaw2 for jaw ; or,
with usual loss of final -I, abbr. from chowl for

jowl, q. v.] The jowl : used only in the phrase
"cheek for chow" (that is, cheek by jowl).
[Scotch.]
chow3 (chou), i>. i. [E. dial. Cf. chowter.] To
grumble. [Prov. Eng.]
chow* (chou), n. [Chinese.] A word forming
part of the names of many places in China, in-

dicating either a prefecture or district of the
second rank or the chief city of such a dis-

trict : thus, Ning-hai-cAow may mean either the
district of Ning-hai or the city of Ning-hai.
Sometimes spelled chao, chau, and choo.

chow6 (chou), n. [Hind, chau (chieflyin comp.),
var. of char, < Skt. chatur=z'E.four.] 1. A unit
of weight in Bombay, used for gold and silver,
and equal to three tenths of a troy grain. 2.

A unit of the nature of the square of a mass,
used in the East Indies in the valuation of

pearls. A Madras chow is 48 square grains
troy, a Bombay chow 15.7 square grains.
chow-chow (chou'chou), a. and n. [Pigeon
English.] I. a. Mixed; miscellaneous; bro-
ken Chow-Chow box, a Japanese lacquered picnic- or

luncheon-box, with spaces for bottles, and trays or drawers
for the various edibles, chop-sticks, etc., frequently richly
decorated. Chow-chow cargo, an assorted cargo.
Chow-chow chop, the lot of smaller miscellaneous pack-
ages sent otf in the last lighter or cargo-lmat to a vessel

loading in a roadstead or harbor. Chow-chow Shop,
a general shop ; a variety shop. Chow-chow water,
short, irregular waves, such as those made by the paddles
or propeller of a steamer, the meeting of currents in a
river, etc.

II. . 1. Food of any kind, but especially
Chinese food, which is usually broken or cut up
in the course of cooking into pieces suitable for

being eaten with chop-sticks. 2. A preserve
made in southern China, of odds and ends of

orange-peel, ginger, bamboo, pumelo-rind, syr-

up, etc. 3. A mixed pickle made with mus-
tard in the East Indies, and imitated else-

where.
chowder (chou'der), n. [Origin unknown. In
first sense perhaps < F. chaudiere, a caldron:
see chalderl, caldron. " In the fishing-villages
of Brittany/aire la chaudiere is to provide a cal-

dron in which is cooked a mess of fish and bis-

cuit with some savory condiments a 'hodge-
podge' contributed by the fishermen them-
selves, each of whom in return receives his
share of the prepared dish. The French would
seem to have carried this practice to America."
N. and Q."] 1. A dish of fish or clams boiled
with biscuits or crackers, pork, potatoes, on-

ions, etc., and variously seasoned. It is com-
mon among the fishermen on the banks of New-
foundland and in New England. 2. A picnic
party, especially at the sea-shore, at which the
main dish is chowder. See def. 1.

chrism
A rl,i,n;l,'r was given a few weeks ago at the head of our

little bay. 77.. <; ,:t,,,,i, XX VIII. M5.

3. A fish-seller, llulliinll. [Prov. Eng. J

chowder (chou'der), e. t. [< choicdcr, .] To
make a chowder of : as, to </<(/<// , fish. [Ameri-
can.]
chowder-beer (chou'der-ber), n. A beverage
made in the west of England ami in Newfound-
land by boiling twigs of black spruce in water
and mixing the product with molasses.

choweecha (chou'e-clni ), //. Same as i-liin ii-lin.

chowert (chou'er), v. i. [Cf. chow3
, chowter.]

To grumble ;
scold.

hut when tlie crabbed nurce
iU'Hiimes to elude and l-tuHI'ff,

With heavic heart I take my course
To scauanl- in.m the towre.

Turberville, tr. of Ovid (if* 17). fol. 122. (llattivrll.)

chowlt, An old form of jowl. See chavel.

chowlee ichou'le), n. [Auglo-Ind., < Hind.
i-liiiuliii, rliiniln.] A species of bean, Vigna or
Dolichos Catiany, which is extensively culti-

vated for food in the tropics of the old world.

chowpatty, . Same as chupatty.
Chowrie, . See c/micry.

chowry (chou'ri), .
; pi. chowries (-riz). [Repr.

Hind, ehaunri, Beng. chumara, Skt. chamara.]
In the East Indies, a whisk or brush used to

drive off flies, often made of the bushy tail of
the Tibetan yak set in a decorated handle,
and in this form one of the ensigns of ancient
Asiatic royalty. Also spelled ehourie, chowrie.

chowset, '* and r. See chouse.

chowtert (chou'ter), v. i. [E. dial.
;
cf . chow3

and chowcr.'] To grumble or mutter like a fro-

ward child. E. Phillips, 1706.

choy-root (choi'rSt), . Same as shaya-root.
chrematistic (kre-ma-tis'tik), a. and n. [= F.

chrematistique, (. Gr. xprinaTiaTiK&s, pertaining to

business or money-making, < xpitfarurriK, a man
of business, < jp^ariff"', transact business, <

Xpq[ia(T-), a thing, pi. /j#/jara, property, wealth,
money, < xpfiaQai, use.] I. . Relating or per-
taining to finance or the science of wealth.

[Rare.]
I am not the least versed in the chrematistic art, as an

old frieud of mine called it. I know not how to get a

shilling, nor how to keep it in my pocket if I had it.

Fielding, Amelia, ix. 5.

H. n. Same as chrematistics.

chrematistics (kre-ma-tis'tiks), n. [PL of chre-

matistic: see -ics.~\ The science of wealth: a
name given by some writers to the science of

political economy, or, in a more restricted sense,
to that portion of the science which relates to

the management and regulation of wealth and
property.

chreptechnics (kre-o-tek'niks), n. [< Gr. xp"f ,

useful, + Tixw, art: see technical The useful
arts

; specifically, agriculture, manufactures,
and commerce. [Rare.]

chrestpmathic, chrestomathical (kres-to-
math'ik, -i-kal), a. [< chrestomathy + -ic, -ical. ]

Relating to a chrestomathy.
chrestomathy (kres-tom'a-thi), n.

; pi. chres-

tomathies (-thiz). [= F. chrestomathie, < Gr.

Xpqaro/iaOcta, desire of learning, a book of selec-

tions (of 'thingsworth knowing'),^ ;rwTTO/'a'%,
desirous of learning, < xi"laT^ft good, worthy;
useful (verbal adj. of xpyaOat, use), + -^*[iad m
ftavQaveiv, learn: see mathematics, ] A collec-

tion of extracts and choice pieces, especially
from a foreign language, with notes of expla-
nation and instruction : as, a Hebrew chres-

tomathy.
Chrisis, . See Chrysis.
chrism (krizm), n. [Also chrisom, early mod.
E. also chrismt, crisme, chrisome, crisome; <

ME. crisme, crysme, crisome, crysome, chrism

(oil), < AS. crisma, chrism (oil or vesture), =
OHG. chrismo, chrisamo, chresamo, MHG. crisme,
kreseme, crisem, kresem, G. chrisam, chrism

(oil) (ME. also creime, creym, < OF. cresme,
chresme, F. chreme = Pr. Sp. It. crisma = Pg.
chrisma), < LL. chrisma, chrism (oil), < Gr. XP'"-

/ia, an unguent, unction, < xP'ftv, rub, graze,
besmear, anoint : see Christ. The form chrisom
is archaic; chrism is now preferred in technical
and literary use.] 1. Eccles.: (a) A sacred

ointment, consecrated by a bishop, used in the
rites of baptism, confirmation, ordination, and
coronation, in the consecration of churches,
altar-stones, and chalices, and in blessing the

baptis&al water. In the Roman Catholic Church it

consists of a mixture of oil and balsam, and in the Eastern
Church of oil, wine, and various aromatics. Its use in

baptism was continued in the Anglican Church for a short
time after the Reformation. The name is sometimes ap-
plied to consecrated oil generally, including the oil of cate-
chumens and the oil of the sick. See <>i f

.



chrism

To kylle a crownde kynge with krysmne enoynttede !

Murtt. Arthurs (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2447.

The chrism, ... as in the Latin Church, is consecrated
liy the Bishop on Maundy Thursday ; though its prepara-
tion is commenced on the Holiday in Holy Week.

J. M. Scale, Eastern Church, i. 999.

The Mshop . . . poured out the holy oil and chrism and
burned incense upon it [a stone slab] at the middle and
four corners. Rock, Church of our Fathers, i. 246.

(6) The rite of confirmation. [Bare.]
Their baptism in all respects was as frustrate as their

<7(/V.v//i, 1'or the manner of those times was in confirming
to use anointing. Hunker, Eccles. Polity, v. (Hi.

(c) Same as chrismal, (d).

984
As undiscerned as are the phantasms that make a chrism

child to smile. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying.

fist. Falstaff he is dead. . . .

Quick. 'A made a finer end, and went away, an it had
been any christom child. Shak., Hen. V., ii. B.

In England, if a child dies within the first month of its

life, it iscalledac/iri/xow child ; whence the title in the Lon-
don bills of mortality. I)e Quincey, Essenes, Note No. 5.

chrismert, chrisomert, n. [< chrism, chrisom,
+ -er1.] A chrism-child.

A ctii-imniier ye chelde of Henry Jenkynso', bu[ried].

Ilegisters of Holy Cross, Cantei-hti/-;/.

Chrisochloris, . See Chrysochloris.\VI ^JOiLLlV ttiO Isttt t-O/tllH m tit I , m . ij_ ri ^ 1'

Upon the anointed head of the newly baptized child ChriSOlltet, n See chrysolite
was put a piece of fine white linen, known in those days CnriSOm (kriz om), n. bee chrism.
as the chrismal or chrisome,, to be worn, like the king's Christ (krist), n. [< ME. Crist, < AS. Crist
"coyfe," both day and night, for a whole week.

Hock, Church of our Fathers, i. 485, note.

(d) The baptismal vesture; a white garment
formerly given to the newly baptized as a sym-
bol of the new robe of righteousness given to
the saints : in this sense commonly chrisom.

(orig. with long i, Crist) = OFries. Crist = D.
Christus = MLG. Krist, Kerst, Karst, Kirst
= OHG. Christ, Krist, MHG. Christ, Krist,
G. Christus = Icel. Kristr = Sw. Krist (now
Christus) = Dan. Krist (now Kristus) = Goth.
Christus = F. Christ = Pr. Christ, Crist = 8p.*/ o ^ J- vm tat ^B A i.. V,'ft

tOfrj *.;/ 9OV = k7IJ(

When there are many to lw baptized, this order of de- It. Cristo = Pg. Christo (the spelling with ch

5hifflff{i3fOTen^^S^
Ul
*SlM

IM'"I>d<i'DtatllnBl for c
>
and the rms Christus, Kristus, being in

Book of Common Prayer (1549).

2. In general, that with which one is anointed,
or the act of anointing.

I wait but she lingers, and ah ! so long !

It was not so in the years gone by.
When she touched my lips with chrism of song.

T. B. Aldrich, Flight of the Goddess.

3f. A chrism-child.

The boy surely, I ever said, was to any man's thinking
a very chrisome. Ford, Fancies, iv. 1.

chrism (krizm), v. t. [Also chrisom; < ME. cris-

omen (cf. ML. chrismare), anoint with chrism,
< crisome, crisme, chrism (oil) : see chrism, n.]
To anoint with chrism.

And crowne hym kyndly with krysomede hondes,
With his ceptre, as soveraynge and lorde.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3186.

Chrisma (kriz'mii), n.
; pi. chrismata (-ma-ta).

[ML., also chrisimus: see chrism and Christ.]
The monogram, -%, of the name Christ, made
up of the first two letters of the Greek Xptar6(.
See labarum.
chrismal (kriz'mal), a. and n. [< ML. chris-

malis, < LL. chri'sma: see chrism.] I. a. Per-
taining to or of the nature of chrism.

Having thus conjured and prayed, he falls upon singing
the praises of this chrismal oil.

Brevint, Saul and Samuel at Eudor, p. 316.

II. n. In the early church : (a) The vessel or
flask in which the consecrated oil or chrism
was contained. (6) A vessel for the reserva-
tion of the consecrated host, (c) A cloth used
to cover relics, (d) [Cf. F. chremeau.'] The

mod. imitation of the L.), < L. Christus, <~Gr.

Xpio~r6f, prop, an adj., anointed (6 ^/worof, the

anointed), verbal adj. of XP'ISIVI rub, graze, be-

smear, anoint, = Skt. -\/ghar, grind, rub, scratch

(cf. / ghar, sprinkle, ghrita, clarified butter :

see ghee), = "L.friare, crumble, fricare, rub: see

friable and fricative.] The Anointed: a title

of Jesus of Nazareth, synonymous with, and
the Greek translation of, Messiah, originally
used with the definite article strictly as a title,
the Christ (that is, the Anointed), but from an
early period used without the article as a part
of the proper name Jesus Christ. See anointed.
And Simon Peter answered and said, Thou art the Christ,

the Son of the living God. Mat. xvi. IB.

Then charged he his disciples that they should tell no
man that he was Jesus the Christ. Mat. xvi. 20.

Paul, a servant of Jena Christ, called to be an apostle.
Rom. 1. 1.

Paul, an apostle (not of men, neither by man, but by
Jesus Christ, and God the Father, who raised him from
the dead). Gal. i. 1.

Brothers of Christ. See Christadelphian. Christ's
Book. See 600*.- Disciples of Christ. See disciple.
Knights of the Order of Christ. See order.

Christadelphian (kris-ta-del'fi-an), n. [Also,
"y, Christodelphian ; < dr. ^prrdof/l^iof,
ood with Christ, < Xpiartif, Christ, +

brother: see -adelphia.] A member of
a small religious sect which originated in the
United States, but now also exists in England
and elsewhere. The doctrines of the sect include a
peculiar theory of the Trinity, the attainment of immor-
tality by believers only, the annihilation of the wicked,

baptism, and a peculiar view of the

christening

Christdom (kris'dum), . [< Christ + -dom.]
The rule or service of Christ. [Bare.]

They know the grief of men without its wisdom ;

They sink in man's despair without its calm
;

Are slaves, without the liberty in Christdom.
Mrs. Browniny, Cry of the Children.

Christe eleison (kris'te e-la'i-son). [ML.,
repr. Gr. XpiaTe e/.eqaov: Xpiarc, voc. of Xpiarof,
Christ; eAeqoov, aor. impv. of i'/.eeiv, have mercy
or pity, < /Uof, pity.] Literally, Christ have
mercy. This Greek phrase is used untranslated as an
invocation in Latin litanies, preceded and followed by
Kyrie eleison, each of the three invocations being pro-
nounced thrice. (See*i/rt.) It is not used in the Greek
Church.

Christent, " and . Earlier form of Christian1 .

Christen (kris'n), v. t. [E. dial, also kersen,
early mod. E. also rarely Christian (cf. Chris-
tian 1

) : < ME. eristenen, cristnien, < AS.cristenian
(= MLG. krixtoii-n, kerstenen, hirxtetieii = Icel.
kristna = Sw. kristna = Dan. kristne), make a
Christian, baptize, < cristena, a Christian: see

Christen, a. and., and Christian 1
.] 1. To bap-

tize into the Christian church.
He hated Christene Men ; and zit he was cristned, but

he forsoke his Law, and becam a Renegate.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 84.

To christen ; baptize ; because at baptism the person re-

ceiving that sacrament is made, as the catechism teaches,
a member of Christ. Hook, Church Diet.

Specifically 2. To baptize under a newly con-
ferred name, especially in infancy; baptize and
name as an infant.

She will shortly be to christen;
And papa has made the offer,
I shall have the naming of her.

Mary iMmb, Choosing a Name.
These young ladies not supposed to have been actually

christened by the names applied to them, though always
so called in the family. Dickens, Bleak House, xxvii.

3. In general, to name; denominate; give a
name to.

Christen the thing what you will, it can be no better
than a mock millennium. Bp. Burnet.

Cunn. But how came this clown to be call'd Pompev
first?

Sir Greg. Push, one goodman Coesar, a pumpmaker,
kersen'd him.

Beau, and Fl., Wit at several Weapons, iii. 1.

4f. To Christianize.

At Rhodes, at Cyprus, and on other grounds
Christen'd and heathen. Shak., Othello, i. 1.

I am most certain this is the first example in England
since it was first christened.

Jer. Taylor, Extempore Prayer.

Christendom (kris'n-dum), n. [< ME. cristen-

dom, Christianity, baptism, the Christian world,
< AS. crixtcndom (= OFries. kristendom, kers-
'>"<" = D. Christendom = MLG. kristetidom =

. kristentuom, G. christenthum = Icel. kris-

.

white cloth bound upon the head of one newly millennium. Their churches are called ecderias. Also ".J.
,

. num = ce. crs-

baptized, after the unction with chrism, for Called Brothers of Christ and Thomasitet. tindomr = Sw. Dan. kristendom), Christian-
the purpose of retaining the chrism upon the christallt, . An obsolete spelling of crystal. ity, < cristen, Christian, + -dom : see christen,
head during the week. Also chrism. Christ-child (krist'child), . 1 . Christ when a Christian1

,
and -dom.] If. The profession of

chrismarium (kriz-ma'ri-um), .; pi. chrisma- c
,
hild: used onlv with the definite article. 2.

ria (-a). [ML., < LL. chrisma, chrism.]
as chrismatory.
Chrismata, n. Plural of chrisma.

chrismatin, chrismatine (kriz'ma-tin), . [<
Gr. ;r/wo-,ua(r-), an unguent (see chnm), + -ii&,
-ine2.] Same as hatchettin, 2.

Chrismation (kriz-ma'shon), n. [< ML. chris-

matio(n-), < chrismare, pp. chrismatus, anoint
with chrism, < LL. chrisma : see chrism.] In the
early church, and in the Eoman Catholic and christ-crpSS (kris'krds). n. [Also written crist-

Oriental churches, unction with chrism or holy
cross, criss-cross, for Christ's cross (ME. Cristes

oil, either of persons, as in baptism and con- cros).] 1. The mark of the cross cut, print-
firmation, or of things, especially in consecrat- e^> or stamped on any object, it was sometimes

ing the water for baptism. S??i2! ?
dlal *or the flsllre XII that is, as the sign

The order [of baptism) of James of Serug is singular in
prescribing three chrismatiotis of the water.

J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 971.

chrismatory (kriz'ma-to-ri), n.
; pi. chrismato-

ries (-riz). [< ML. chrismatorium, < chrismare:
see chrismation. ] A receptacle for
the chrism, or holy oil, used in the
services of the Eoman Catholic
and Eastern churches. Also chris-

marium.

Same A picture or image of Christ in his childhood.
3. A reappearance, in a vision or other-

wise, of Christ in the form of a child. Among
the Germans the Christ-child bears the same relation to
the festivities of Christmas as that borne elsewhere by Saint
Nicholas.

Frau Goetzenberger many a time spoke of her Christmas
tree, and of the marvelous things which the Christ-child
would lay beneath it.

Mary Homlt, Madame Goetzenberger's Christmas Eve, iii.

of 12 o'clock.

Fall to your business roundly ; the fescue of the dial is

upon the christ-cross of noon. Puritan, iv. 2. (Ifares.)

2 '
;
the Alpha and Ome-

The word is sometimes translated len-

ticula, a chrismatory or cruet, a vessel to
contain oil.

Smith, Portrait of Old Age, p. 215.

chrism-child, chrisom-child
(krizm'-, kriz'pm-chlld), n. [Ear-
ly mod. E. also crisome-cltild, christom-child ; <

chrism, chrisom, + child.] A child who dies
within a month after baptism: so called from
the custom of burying it in its white baptismal
garment, or chrismal; hence, any innocent or
very young child.

ga : probably from the sign of the cross being
prefixed and appended to serious literary under-
takings, inscriptions on sepulchral monuments,
etc. See christcross-row.

Christ's cross is the crist-cross of all our happiness.
Quarles, Emblems, ii. 12.

Christcross-row (kris'kros-ro'), n. [Early mod.
E. also chrisse-crosse-row ; so called from the
cross set before the alphabet. Cf. Sp. Cristus,
the cross marked at the beginning of the al-

phabet, the alphabet itself.] The alphabet;
the A B C

;
a horn-book.

Truths to be learned before ever a letter in the Christian's
Christcross-row.

Whitlock, Manners of English People, p. 527.

They never drew
A look or motion of intelligence
From infant-conning of the Christ-cross-row.

Wordsworth, Excursion, viii.

Christian1
,
and -dom.] If. The profession of

faith in Christ by baptism ; hence, adoption of
faith in Christ

; personal Christianity; baptism.
The Emperour hym asked how he ther-of sholde be sure,

and he seide he wolde hym asure by his cristyitdome.
Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ill. 428.

This struck such fear, that straight his Chriitendome
The King receives, and many with the King.

Fanshaw's Lusiad, x. 116.

O I I hae been at glide church-door,
An' I've got Christendom.

Tam-a-Line (Child's Ballads, I. 261).

This . . . cannot be denied . . . by any man that would
not have his Christendom suspected.

Jer. Taylor, Episcopacy Asserted, 19.

2. The part of the world in which the Christian
religion predominates ;

the Christian world.
We were also nowe passed ye londes of the Infldeles, as

of Turkes and Sarrasyns, and were comen into the loudes of
Cristendome, whiche also increased our joye and gladnesse
right moche. Sir R. Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 74.

Important as outposts on the verge of Christendom.
Milman, Hist, of Lat. Christianity.

3. The whole body of Christians.
If there had been no Fryers, Christendom* might have

continu'd quiet, and things remain'd at a stay.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 51.

4f. [I. c.] The name received at baptism;
hence, any name or epithet.

With a world
Of pretty, fond, adoptious Christendoms.

Shak., All's Well, i. 1.

_o// n. [Ver-
bal n. of christen, v.] The ceremony of baptism,
especially as accompanied by the giving of the
name to the infant baptized, followed by family
festivities.

Thence ... to Kate Joyce's christening, where much
company and good service of sweetmeats.

Pejnjs, Diary, July 11, 1663.



Christhood

Christhood (krist'hud), . [< Christ + -l

Tlio condition of being the Christ or Messiah.

Christian 1
(kris'tian), a. and u. [A mod. sub-

stitution (after L'.' rliristitniiix) for curly mml.

E. t'lu-ixli-ii, t'rixlfii, < ME. rrixti-ii, crcxti-n (later

and rarely CliristieH), < AS. cri.ilrii = OS. /;/..-

tin = OFries. kri.iti'ii. kfi-xtni = l>. rhrixl<-n.

ki-rati'H = Feel, krixtinii = Sw. Dan. krixti-ii.

adj., Christian; as a noun, early mod. E.

Chrixti-n, Crixtrit, < ME. cristrne, crixten, < AS.

cristfitii, also rrixtcH = OKi-ies. kna/i-mi, l:< /

/< = 1). f/ii'ixli'ii MLG. krixtrn,

ktirxti'H. kirxti-ii = M]l(i. ki'i.ttti-iii; krislm. li.

i, a Christian; from the adj., the Tent.
forms (AS. crinten, etc.) having the acemn.
term. -< (see rlirixti-n); = OK. chri.tlii-n,

tien, F. chrrtifii = Sp. It. criatitnin = Pg.
ttto, < L. i-lti-ixliiiiiHs, adj. and n., < dr. ^<r-
rmvof, orig. as a noun, a Christian, later also

as an adj., Christian, < X/orof, Christ: see

t'lirixl.] I. rt. 1. Pertaining to or derived
from Christ or his teachings : as, the Christian

religion. 2. Received into the body of the
church of Christ

; acting in the manner, or

having the spiritual character, proper to a fol-

lower of Christ : as, a Clirixliini man.
Nawther ccrciimsise.t sothely ill sort with the Jewes,
Nc roniyn with cruten men, ne on Crlste Icuyn ;

But Itarly, as thai borne were, hydon thai stille.

Destruction of Tray (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4327.

3. Having adopted or believing in the religion
of Christ: as, a Christian nation; a Christian

community.
In the Church of England the people were never ad-

mitted to the choice of a hishop from its flrst becoming
Christian to this very day.

Jer. Taylor, Episcopacy Asserted.

4. In accord with or exhibiting the spirit of

the teachings of Christ : as, Christian conduct.
5. Ecclesiastical.

The jurisdiction as to tithes was similarly a dehateahle
land between the two jurisdictions ; the title to the own-
ership, as in questions of advowson and presentation,
belonging to the secular courts, and the process of re-

covery belonging to the court Christian.

Stubbs, Const. Hist. (2d ed.), 722.

Christian Brothers, the common designation of the
Brethren of the Christian Schools (which see, under bro-

'/"'). Christian Catholics. See Old Catholics, under
Ciiilinlif. Christian Connection. See II., 5 (a).

Christian era, the era of the birth of Christ, from which
chronology is reckoned in Christian countries. See era.

Christian name, the name given when one is baptized or
christened

; hence, the personal as distinguished from the

family name ; especially, the individual name or names by
which a person is usually called.

For my part, I never knew any good come of giving girls
these heathen Christian names: if you had called her IV

borah, orTabitha, or Ruth, or Rebecca, or Joan, nothing of

this had ever happened ; but I always knew Lauretta was
a runaway name. Sheridan, St. Patrick's Day, ii. 3.

Christian socialism and socialist. See socialism and
suriaiist. Knights of Christian Charity. 8MJM0U.

II. . 1 . A believer in and follower of Jesus
Christ

;
a member of a Christian church. This

word occurs but three times in the New Testament, and
then under circumstances which justify the concjusion that
it was originally coined as a sneering appellation by the
enemies of Christianity. The names employed by the
followers of Christ in the apostolic church to designate
themselves were disciples, followers, believers, brethren,
and saints.

And the disciples were called Christians flrst in Antioch.
Acts xl. 26.

Then Agrippa said unto Paul, almost thou persuadest
me to be a Christian. Acts xxvi. 28.

Yet if any man suffer as a Christian, let him not be
ashamed ; but let him glorify God on this behalf.

1 Pet. iv. 16.

2. Specifically, one who possesses the spiritual
character proper to a follower of Christ

;
one

who exemplifies in his life the teachings of
Christ.

O it is the penitent, the reformed, the lowly, the watch-

ful, the self-denying and holy soul, that is the Christian !

Penn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, ii.

3. A member of a nation which, as a whole,
has adopted some form of Christianity: op-

posed to pagan, Moslem, and Jew. 4. A civil-

ized human being, as distinguished from a

savage or a brute. [Colloq., Eng.] 5. (Gen-
erally pronounced, distinctively, kris'tian.) (a)
A member of an American sect which arose
between 1793 and 1804 among the Methodists
of North Carolina, the Baptists of Vermont,
and the Presbyterians of Kentucky and Ten-
nessee. These bodies, at flrst unknown to each other,
severally rejected all names but that of Christians, and
were soon organized into a common denomination, now
known collectively as the Christian Connection. They have
no formulated creed, but are generally (

T
nitariai in doc-

trine and Baptists in practice, and their government is

congregational. They have a general quadrennial eon-
ferenee. and number about 150,000. (ft) A member of
a religious sect, properly designated Disciples of

'.is:,

Christ (which see, under ilinri/ile). 6. A mem-
ber of Christ's College, Cambridge, or of Christ

Church, Oxford. Bible Christian. See /;./,/,.

Christians of St. John. See Maivlimn. Christians
of St. Thomas, the members .if a community of Ncstori
an> settled on the Malabar coast of India since the early

part nf the sixth eentitry, or longer, who profess to have
derived their rliristianity from the apostle St. 'I'limna-.

In l.MW they were compelled by the Portuguese to submit
to the papal see. but not long afterward tile greater part
of them restored the imlepenilence of their church. They
retain many aneient customs, use the Syriae lank'Ha-i' in

their liturgy, and are said now to be Mniiuphysites. New
Christians, a name given to those .Mimrs ami Jews wh.i
in tile tlfteenth and sixteenth centuries in Spain, tn avuiil

pei-M-entiim, pnbliely professed conversion to Christianity
ami eiinfornieil to tlu-church, while still retaining more or
less attachment to their former religions faith and ritual.

The New Christians, as they were called, formed a kind
of distinct and intermediate class of believers.

MUiiKin. Hist. .lews, III. 307.

Christian 1

! (kris'tian), v. t. [< Christian, .:

substituted for earlier christen, cristen: see

cliristi'ii, /.] To baptize. Fulke.

Christian- (kris'tian), n. [Aftera Danish king,
Chrixliini, Erwtton.] A gold coin first struck
in 1775 by Christian VII. of Denmark as duke
of Holstein, of the value of a pistole, or about
$4.12. Also Christian d'or.

Christiana (kris-ti-a'na), n. An old Swedish
silver coin, worth about 14 cents.

Christian d'or. See Christian^.

Christianisation, Christianise. See Chrixtian-
i :

:

iitiftii. t 'hriritidiiizi'.

Christianismt (kris'tian-izm), . [< F. chris-

tiiniisme = Pr. anMWMifM = Sp. cristianismo
= Pg. cliristianismo = It. cristianesimo, cris-

tianismo, < LL. christianismus, < Gr. xp'aTlavl"-

/i6f, Christianity, <
gfioriavjfetv (LL. christiani-

zare), profess one's self a Christian: see Chris-

tianize.] 1. The Christian religion.
That I may not seem, rather forcibly, to break out of

Platoliism into Christianitm.
Dr. II. More, Song of the Soul.

Herein the worst of Kings, professing Chrintianusm,
have by farr exceeded him. Hilton, Eikonoklastes, i.

2. The nations professing Christianity; Chris-
tendom. Johnson.

christianite (kris'tian-it), n. 1. [After Prince
Christian Frederik of Denmark.] A variety of
the feldspar anorthite, from the Monte Som-
ma on Vesuvius. 2. [After Christian VIII. of

Denmark.] A name sometimes given to the
zeolite phillipsite.

Christianity (kris-ti-an'i-ti), . [An altera-

tion toward the LL.'form'of the earlier mod. E.

ehristenty, < ME. cristiente, cristianitee, cryst//-

ante, cristante, < OF. crestiente, crestientet, F.
chretientt = Pr. chrestiantat, xristiandat = Cat.
ehristiandat = Sp. cristiandad = Pg. christian-

dade = It. cristianita, < LL. christiaita(t-)s, <

christianus, Christian: see Christian^ and -ity.~]

1 . The religion founded by Jesus Christ. Chris-

tianity may be regarded as divisible into (a) Historical

Christianity, the facts and principles stated in the New
Testament, especially those concerning the life, suffer-

ings, death, resurrection, ascension, and nature of Jesus,
together with the subsequent development of the Chris-
tian church, and the gradual embodiment in society of
the principles inculcated by it.

A candid but rational inquiry into the progress and es-

tablishment of Christianity may be considered as a very
essential part of the history of the Roman Empire.

Gibbon, Decline and Fall, xv.

(6) Doffinatic Christianity, the systems of theological doc-
trine founded on the New Testament. These systems dif-

fer with different churches, sects, and schools.

Engelhard's method finds . . . the second period, that
of synthetic talent, employed in constructing Christianity
as a universal system, marked by two tendencies, the scho-
lastic and mystic. Shedd, Hist, of Christ. Doct., VI. 38.

(c) Vital Christianity, the spirit manifested by Jesus
Christ in his life, and which he commanded his followers
to imitate.

Every one who lives in the habitual practice of any vol-

untary sin, cute himself off from Christianity. Addistm.

Christianity is a soul-power an invisible immutable
power in the world. H. W. Beeeher, Sermons, I. 388.

2f. The body of Christian believers.

To Walys fled the cristianitee

Of olde Britons.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 446.

3f. The Christian or civilized world; Christen-
dom.

Ther neuer was no better in crystiante.

Nugcc Poet., p. 57.

4. Conformity to the teachings of Christ in life

and conduct. [Bare.] Evidences of Christian-
ity, also called evidences of revealed religion, or simply
evidences, the proofs of the divine origin of Christianity.
They are classified as external and internal evidences.
The former are again chiefly two, the argument from pro-
phecies and the argument from miracles ; the latter is the
argument from the character of Christ and of his teach-
ings, from the adaptation of Christianity to the needs of

man, and from the history of its effects in the world. The

Christmas

term does not include the pnuif* of the existence of a Di-
vine Iteiiik' Muscular Christianity, a phrase first used
by Charles Kinysley In ilrnot,' a tiealtb) . robust, anil el ieer

fill religion, I, ]|i- tbat ]e;nU apiT-iin lii lake ah artivi ]i;nf

in life, ami iloe- nut linwii npnn barmless enjoyments, as

opposed to u religion which is n i onti-mphitivc, ami
in gleets to a great extent the present lift'. Hence also
the phrase i/tnfttlil / ( 'f: / <

Christianization (kris'tian-i-za'shon), n. [<
i 'liri.itiani^f + -HtiHii.] 'The act or process of

converting to Christianity. Also spelled ( 'In'i.i-

tinninntion.

The policy of Chri*t!an<z<iti<iH ami civilization broke the
Normans them-eln-s into two parties.

J. R. Green, Conq. of Eng. . p. :!7

Christianize (kris'tian-iz), .
; pret. and pp.

clirix/iiini -ill, |>|ir. clirixliiniUinij. [=F. chris-

titniixer = Sp. rrixliiiiii-:nr \'\1. cliristinniziir,

< LL. chrixti<ini:iir<; make Christian, earlier

profess Christianity, < Gr. x/Htnavi(ea>, profess
Christianity, < xptonmtf, a Christian: see

Christian^.] I. trans. 1. To make Christian;
convert to Christianity : as, to Christianize the
heathen. 2. To imbue with Christian princi-

ples.
Christianized philosopher!. /. Taylor.

Il.t in trans. To follow or profess Christian-

ity ; to approach the character of a Christian.

[Rare.]
Where Prestcr lohn (though part he ludaize)
Doth in som sort devoutly Christianize.

Sylvester, tr. of IJu Bartas'n Weeks, II., The Colonie*.

Also spelled Christianise.

Christianly (kris'tian-li), a. [< Christian, n.,
+ -lyi. Ct.OVriea.'kemtenlik.] Christian-like;
becoming or befitting a Christian. [Rare.]

Neither is it safe, or warie, or indeed Christianly, that
the French King, of a different Faith, should afford our
neerest Allyes as good protection as we.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

Father he bight and he was in the parish ;
a Christianly

plainness
Clothed from his head to his feet the old man of seventy

winters.

Lonfifelloip, tr. of Children of the Lord's Supper.

Christianly (kris'tian-li), adv. [< ME. crw-

tfiily, < AS. "cristenlice (=: OHG. christaiilihho,
MHG. kristenliche), < cristen, Christian, + -lice:

see Christian^ and -ty
2
.] In a Christian man-

ner
;
in a manner consistent with the principles

of the Christian religion or the profession of
that religion. [Rare.]

Every man Christianly instructed.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

Christianness (kris'tian-nes), n. [< Christian 1
,

a., + -ness.] The
quality

of being in consonance
with the doctrines of Christianity. [Rare.]

It is very . . . unreasonable ... to judge the chris-

tiannesa of an action by the law of natural reason.

Hammond, Of Conscience, 26.

Christianographyt (kris-tia-nog'ra-fi), . [<
Gr. xpiartavuf, a Christian, + -ypof/a, < ypatytiv,

write.] A description of Christian nations.

Christicolist (kris-tik'6-list), n. [< ML. Chrfs-
ticola (< L. Christus, Christ, + colere, worship)
+ -ist.] A worshiper of Christ. Ogilvie. [Rare.]

Christless (krist'les), a. [< Christ + -less.]
Without Christ

; having no faith in Christ ; un-
christian.

A million horrible bellowing echoes broke
From the red-ribb'd hollow behind the wood,
And thunder'd up into Heaven the Christtess code,
That must have life for a blow.

Tennyson, Maud, xxiii. 1.

Christliness (krist'li-nes), n. [< Christly +
-ness.] The quality or character of being
Christly.
Yet the Christliness of a principle is no certain safeguard

against unwisdom in its application.
Xew Princeton Rev., I. 38.

Christly (krist'li), a. [< Christ + -ly*. Cf. AS.
cristlic = D. christelijk = G. chrlstlich = Dan.
kristeliq = Sw. christlig. Cf. Christianly, a.]
Christ-'like.

And so it conies to pass that a Christly life is also man's
true language. Boardman, Creative Week, p. 213.

Christmas (kris'mas), n. [< ME. Cristmas, Crist-

rues, Cristemasse, Cristesmesse (not in AS.) (=
MD. kerstmisse, D. kersmis = MLG. kerstes-

misse), i. e., Cristes masse, Christ's mass or holy
day: see Christ and mass1

.] 1. The festival

of the Christian church observed annually in

memory of the birth of Christ. The festival prop-
erly begins with the evening of the 24th day of December,
called Christinas eve, and continues until Epiphany, on
the 6th of January, the whole period l>eing called Christ-
iii< tide ; hut it is more particularly observed on the 25th
of December, which is called Christmas day or simply
Christmas. In the Roman, Greek, Episcopal, and Lutheran
churches Christmas is observed as a religious festival with

special services. Its celebration was formerly forbidden

by the Puritans, but Christmas day is now generally ob-

served throughout Christendom by religious services, by
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public and social festivities, by the iiitiTrlian^f of ^'ifts

between relatives and friends, and by the distributim: of

food and clothing among tile poor. In most Christian com-
munities Christinas is a legal boliduy.

Thei faste not on the Satreday, no tynie of tlie seer, but

it be Criatema&e even or Estre even.

Mamlcrille, Travels, p. 19.

Canons were made by several councils to oblige men to

receive the Holy Communion three times a year at least,

viz.: at Christmas, Easter, and Whitsuntide.

Whcatleij, 111. of Book of Common Prayer.

2. Christmas day, the 25th day of December.

Christinas has come once more the day devoted by the

large majority of Christians to the commemoration of the

Nativity of the Saviour. Channinff, Perfect Life, p. 215.

3. [I. c.] The holly, Ilex Aqiiifolinm, from its

use for decoration on Christmas day. Christ-
mas block, a Christmas log (which see, below).

To lay a Log of Wood upon the Fire, which they termed
a Yule-Clog, or Christmas-lllm-li.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 155.

Christmas box. (a) Originally, a money-box with a slit

through which coin could be dropped, carried by pren-
tices, iwrters, and others at Christmas-time for the recep-
tion of presents of money ; hence, a Christmas gift, espe-

cially of money. [Eng.]

By the Lord Harry, I shall be undone here with Christ-

mas-boxes. The rogues at the coffee-house have raised

their tax, every one giving a crown, and I gave mine for

shame, besides a great many half-crowns to great men's

porters. Swift, Journal to Stella, Dec. 26, 1710.

(6) A box of presents at Christmas. Christmas card, a
card variously ornamented with designs, plain or colored,
sent as a token of remembrance at Christmas, and usually

bearing a Christmas legend or words of Christmas greet-

ing. Christmas carol, a carol suitable for Christmas ; a

song or hymn sung in celebration of the nativity of Christ.

Christmas fern, Aspidium acrostichoides, a fern hav-

ing simply pinnate fronds of firm texture, which remain
green through the winter and may be gathered at any
time. Christmas fish, a name of an American plaice or

flat-fish, Pleuronectes glaber: so called in New England
from the time of its appearance in the harbors. Christ-
mas flower. Same as Christmas rose. Christmas log,
a large log of wood, which in old times formed the back-

log of the lire at Christmas; the yule log Christmas
lord or prince, the lord of misrule (which see, under

lord).
As he hath wrought him, 'tis the finest fellow
That e'er was Christmas-lord ; he carries it

So truly to the life, as though he were
One of the plot to gull himself.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, ii. 1.

Christmas rose, a plant, Helleborus niger, so called from
its open rose-like flower, which blossoms during the win-
ter months. Also called Christmas flotver. See Helle-

borus. Christmas tree, a small evergreen tree or large
branch, upon which at Christmas presents, ornaments, and
lights are hung, as the occasion of a festal gathering.

Christmas-tide (kris'mas-tid), n. The season
of Christmas.
Christocentric (kris-to-sen'trik), a. [< L.

Christus, Christ, + centrum, center, + -tc.]

Having Christ as a center; regarding Christ as
the center of history or of the universe.

The ever-increasing number of Lives of Christ strength-
ens the Christocentric character of modern theology.

Schaff, Christ and Christianity, p. 46.

The essentially Christocentric character of his view of

the universe gave him [Servetusl an almost unique place
in the history of religious thought.

Eneyc. Brit., XXI. 685.

christofia (kris-to'fi-a), n. A tonic made of

white wine and sugar, seasoned with cinnamon,
cloves, and bitter almonds. De Colange.
Christolatry (kris-tol'a-tri), n. [< Gr. XpiaTof,

Christ, + 'Aarpda, worship.] The worship of

Christ regarded as a kind of idolatry.

Christological (kris-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< Chris-

tology + -ical.~\ Pertaining to Christology.
The Christological conceptions and formulas which oc-

cur in the book [Apocalypse] are not always consistent.

Enciic. Brit., XX. 499.

Christplogy (kris-tol'o-ji), n. [= F. christolo-

gie, < Gr. Xpia-dc;, Christ, + -/toyj'a, < teyeiv, speak :

see -ology.~] 1. That branch of theology which
treats of the person and character of Jesus
Christ.

That part of divinity which I make bold to call Christol-

ogy in displaying the great mystery of godliness, God the
Son manifested in human flesh.

B. Oley, Preface to Works of Thomas Jackson.

The Trinity and Christology, the two hardest problems
and most comprehensive dogmas of theology, are inti-

mately connected. Schaff, Hist. Christ. Church, HI. 135.

2. Sometimes, less accurately, doctrine con-
cerning Christ's office and work.

Christolyte (kris' to-lit), n. [< Gr. X/Mffr6f,

Christ, + Avr6f, verbal adj. of rlietv, loose.] One
of a sect of Christians of the sixth century who
held that when Christ descended into hades he
left both his body and soul there, and rose with
his divine nature alone.

christomt, See chrism.

Christophany (kris-tof'a-ni), n. ; pi. Christopha-
nies (-niz). [= F. christophanic, < Gr. Xptar6f,

Christ, + -Qa.via, < tjiaiveiv, show, appear.] An
appearance or manifestation of Christ to men
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after his death, as recorded in John xx. and
elsewhere in the New Testament.

The Christophanies resemble in some respects the the-

ophanies of the Old Testament, which were granted only
to few believers, yet for the general benefit.

Scha/, Hist. Christ. Church, I. 19.

Christopher (kris'to-fer), . [< ME. Cristofrc,
in def. 2.] 1. See herb-christopher. 2f. A
brooch, badge, pilgrim's sign, or the like, bear-

ing a figure of St. Christopher carrying the in-

fant Christ.
A Cristofre on his brest of silver schene.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 115.

christophite (kris'to-fit), n. [< Christopli (see

def.) + -i'fc2.] A brilliant black variety of

spalerite or zinc blende from the St. Christoph
mine, at Breitenbrimn in Saxony. It is peculiar
in containing a considerable quantity of iron.

Christ's-thorn (krists'thorn), n. The Paliurnn

(iciileatua, a deciduous shrub, a native of Pales-

tine and the south of Europe : so named from a
belief that the crown of thorns placed upon the

head of Christ was made of it. See Paliurus.

Christ-tidet (krist'tid), n. [< Christ + tide. Cf.

fhrixtmas-tidf."] Christmas. B. Jonson.

Chroicocephalus (kr6"i-ko-sef'a-lus), n. [NL.
(T. C. Eyton, 1836), < Gr. ^wucof/colored (< xpota,

xpoa, color), + nc^aty, head. Later " emended "

Chrcecoeephalus, and also Chro6cephals.~\ A
genus of gulls (the hooded gulls), of the family
Laridcs and subfamily Larinte, including many
medium-sized and small species which have,
when adult and in the breeding season, the

chromatography

piece; not diatonic. (b) Involving the use of

the black notes on the keyboard, or of sharps
and flats on the staff Chromatic aberration. See

aberration, 4. Chromatic alteration of a tone, the
cli-vation or depression of its pitch by a semitone. Such
an alteration is indicated by the chromatic signs, or occi-

dentals, $, t>. 3- Chromatic attachment, an ap-

paratus which can be attached to some forms of printing-

presses for putting different colors of printing-ink, always
in stripes or bands, on oue hiking-roller, for the purpose
of printing from types or plates in several colors at one

impression. Chromatic chord or melody, a chord or

melody containing tones foreign to the diatonic tonality
of the piece. Chromatic harmony, harmony consisting
of chromatic chords. Chromatic instrument, a musi-
cal instrument constructed so as to produce a chromatic

scale, as a chromatic harp or a chromatic horn. Chro-
matic intensity, the intensity of the chroma of a color-

sensation. See chroma, 3. Chromatic interval, an aug-
mented or diminished interval. Chromatic printing,
a rainbow-like blending or shading of different colors,
effected by an operation of printing alone or by a com-
bination of printing and stenciling. Chromatic print-
ing-press, a printing-press which prints at one impres-
sion two or more colors, always in stripes or bands. See
chromatic attachment, above. Chromatic scale, in mu-
sic, a scale of twelve semitones, which in modern music
are made equal to one another. It may be written :

Hooded Gull (Ckroicocrfkalus atricilla).

head enveloped in a dark or blackish hood or

capistrum. C. ridibundu* is the common laughing-gull
of Europe; C.atricitta., C.franklim,&ndC.philadelphia&re
abundant North American species.

chroma (kro'ma), n. [L.,<Gr. xpofta: seechro-

matic.] 1. In music : (a) In Greek music, a mod-
ification of the usual diatonic scale. (b) The sign

by which a note is raised or lowered a semi-
tone ; a sharp, t, or a flat, b. (cf) An eighth-note
or quaver, J*. See croma. (d) A semitone or

half-step, whether large or small. See semi-
tone. 2. In rhet., a figure of speech which
consists in speaking so as not to offend the
hearer. Crabb. 3. The degree of departure
of a color-sensation from that of white or gray ;

the intensity of distinctive hue; color-inten-

sity. 4. [cap."] [NL.] In entom., a genus of

lepidopterous insects. J. E. Gray, 1832 Chro-
ma duplex, (a) A sixteenth-note, or semiquaver, Jfc. (b)

A double sharp, X, or double flat, tjfy.

chromameter (kro-mam'e-ter), n. [< F. chro-

mametre, < Gr. xpupa, chroma, + fttrpov, mea-
sure: see meter.

~]
An adjustable monochord

invented at Paris in 1827 as a help to the tuning
of pianofortes. Its scale was chromatic,whence
its name.
chromascope (kro'ma-skop). . [Irreg. < Gr.

Xpafta, color, T anoirelv, view.] An instrument
for showing certain optical effects of color.

chromate (kro'mat), n. [< chrom(ic) + -ate1 .]
A salt of chromic acid. The chromates are strong
oxidizing agents, and have brilliant colors. The chro-
mate and especially the bichromate of potassium are
much used in dyeing and in the manufacture of chromate
of lead, which is the pigment chrome-yellow.
chromatic (kro-mat'ik), a. and n. [= F. chro-

matiqite == Sp. cromdtico = Pg. cJiromatico = It.

cromatico, < L. chromaticus, < Gr. xPrlarlK fi re~

lating to color, < ;rpu/ia(r-), color, complexion,
prop, the skin, surface, < xp"&tv

i XPi&tv
i touch

the surface, tinge, color, < xp ia
> XP&a> skin,

surface, complexion, color; of. xp&f in same
senses.] I. a. 1. Relating to or of the nature
of color.

Good colour depends greatly on what may be called the
chromatic composition of the picture.

Rood, Modern Chromatics, p. 316.

2. In muxic: (a) Involving tones foreign to the
normal tonality of a scale, a harmony, or a

Chromatic type, printing-type divided into two or more
parts or sections, each part or section made for printing in

a separate color, but forming in combination a perfect let-

ter in two or more colors.

II. n. In music, a note affected by an acci-

dental.

chromaticalt (kro-mat'i-kal), a. Same as chro-
matic.

Among sundry kinds of music, that which is called chro-
matical delyghteth, eulargeth and joyeth the heart.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 486.

chromatically (kro-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In a
chromatic manner.'
chromatics (kro-mat'iks), n. [PI. of chromatic :

see -ics.~\ The' science of colors; that part of

optics which treats of the properties of colors
and colored bodies.

chromatin (kro'ma-tin), n. [< Gr. ^pu^a(T-),
color, + .-in'2.'] 1". In bot., a name proposed
for that portion of the substance of the nucleus
which is readily colored by staining agents.
2. In tsool., that portion of the substance of
an ovum which has a special affinity for color-

ing matter and readily becomes colored
;
chro-

mophilous protoplasm, which in the process of
maturation of the ovum forms various colored

figures, as disks and threads: the opposite of

achromatin.

The germinal spot . . . consists of two juxtaposed quad-
rilateral disks, each containing four chromatin globules,
united by a substance having less affinity for colouring
matter. Encyc. Brit., XX. 417.

chromatism (kro'ma-tizm), n. [< Gr. xf>fa-

T/o-uiir, coloring, < ^pw/jar/fttv, color, < ;tfp<Dua(r-),

color: see chromatic.'] 1. Chromatic aberra-
tion. See aberration, 4. 2. In bot., the as-

sumption by leaves, or other normally green
parts of a plant, of colors similar to those of

the petals; unnatural coloration of plants or

their leaves. Also called chromism.
chromatize (kro'ma-tiz), . t.

; pret. and pp.
chromatized, ppr. chromatizing. [< chromate +
-ize. Cf. Gr. xPurlaT'&'v> color, dye, < ;r/3Uyua(r-),

color: see chromatic."] To impregnate with a
chromate Chromatized gelatin, a cement for glass
consisting of 1 part gelatin and 5 parts of a 5 per cent, to
10 per cent, solution of bichromate of potassium.

chromato-, chromo-. [< Gr. XP"/J<*TO-, combin-

ing form of xp"ria (XPurlaT-)j color: see chro-

matic.] An element in some compound words
of Greek origin, meaning

'

color.'

chromatogenous (kro-ma-toj'e-nus), a. [< Gr.

Xp&/ia(T-), color, T -yevyf, producing: see -gen,

-genous.] Generating or forming color.

chromatograph (kro'ma-to-graf), n. [< Gr.

Xpti[ia(T-), color, + ypafyeiv, write.] An instru-

mentused to produce different shades of color by
the simultaneous rotation of colored segments.
chromatography (kro-ma-tog'ra-fi), . [< Gr.

XP<JIM(T-), color, + -ypafyta, < ypcupeiv, write.] A
treatise on colors.
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chromatology (kro-ma-tol'o-ji), . [< (Jr. x(>"-

/m(r-), color, + -'/.o-,ia','<, /.(';>, discourse: see

-"'".'/.'/I T''u science of or a treatise on colors:

as, vegetable ehroakttology,
chromatometer (kro-nia-tom'e-ter), . [< (ir.

XiJitu(T-), color, + /JITIIH'I;
a measure.

]
A scale

for measuring or discriminating colors.

Ami llm^ . . . the prismatic spectrum of .-iinli^lil be-

came, for certain purposes, nn exact ehnaatomtttr.
Whfir.-ll, Mjst. Scientific Ideas, I. 841.

chromatopathia (kr6"ma-to-path'i-|i), n.

[NL., < (ir. xp"Pa (
T-), color, -J- -af)o$, disease.]

In iMithol,, pigmentary disease of the skin;
chroraatosis.

chromatopathic ( kro ma - to -
path

'

ik), a. [<

cltnit<iti>ii<itliiit + -ic.] Pertaining to or affected

with chromatopathia.
chromatophore (kro'ma-to-for), n. [< Gr.

XpiJ/ta(T-), color, 4- -tpopof, bearing, < Qt'ixtv = E.

linii-l.] 1. One of the pigment-cells iu animals.

The pigment [ill the lizanli encroaches upon the epi-

dermis, oecnp> inn tin- interstices between its cells, so that

the dermal rlinnnalniihuret are well-nigh hiilclell.

Mind, IX. 418.

Cutaneous structures called chrontatophoreji, which are

little sacs containing pigment of various colors, anil each
with an aperture, which when open allows the color con-
tained to appear, ami when closed conceals it. It is by
the various conn-actions of these sacs that the chameleon
effects those changes of color for which it ia celebrated.

Mimirt, Klein. Anat., p. 488.

It is lo the successive expansion ami contraction of these

I'fn'nnititi'itfiiu-i'x that the Cephalopoda owe the peculiar
play of "shot" colors, which pass like blushes over their

surface in the living state. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 445.

2. In . tctiiiozoa, one of the brightly colored bead-
like bodies in the oral disk of some species, as
Actinia mesembryanthemum. They are diverticula
of the body-wall ; their surface is composed of close-set

bacilli, beneath which is a layer of strongly refracting
spherules, then a layer of similarly refracting cones, sub-

jacent to which are ganglion-cells and nerve-plexuses.
These marginal bodies are supposed to be sense-organs.

3. In hot., a name that has been given to the

granules which occur in the protoplasm of

plants, including the colorless leucoplastids,
the green chlorophyl granules or chloroplastids,
and the chromoplastids.
chromatophorous (kro-ma-tof'o-rus), a. [< Gr.

Xpv/ta(T-), color, + -<]>6pot;, bearing, < Qtpeiv =
E. ftearl.] 1. Having chromatophores. 2.

Containing pigment ;
of the nature of a chro-

matophore.
chromatopseudopsis (kro'tna-to-su-dop'sis), .

[NL., < Gr. xp<->,ua (T-)t color, + i/>fw5(fc, false, -t-

oi/f, vision.] In pathol., color-blindness.

chromatopsia (kro-ma-top'si-a), n. fNL. : see

chromatopsy.] In pathol., colored vision; an
abnormal state in which sensations of color

arise independently of external causes, or things
are seen unnaturally colored, as when objects
appear yellow after taking santonin. Also

chromopsia, chroopsia.

chromatopsy (kro'ma-top-si), n. [< NL. chro-

matopsia, < Gr. ^pu/ia(r-), color, + o^if, vision.]

Englished form of chromatopsia.
chromatoscope (kro'ma-td-skop), n. [< Gr.

Xpuua(T-), color, + onoireiv, view.] An instru-

ment for compounding colors by combining the

light reflected from different colored surfaces.

chromatosis (kro-ma-to'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

Xpi>/ta(r-), color, -1- -ost*.] In pathol., a devia-
tion from the normal pigmentation of a part:

applied especially to the skin.

cb.romatosph.ere (kro'ma-to-sfer), n. [< Gr.

Xpi>/ta(T-), color, + a<t>aipa, sphere.] Same as

chromospltere. [Rare.]
In contact with the photosphere Is what resembles a

sheet of scarlet flre. . . . This is the chromosphere (or

chromatosphere if one is fastidious as to the proper for-

mation of a Oreek derivation).
C. A. Youny, The Sun, p. 180.

chromatospheric (kro'ma-te-sfer'ik), a. [<

chromatosphere + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the

chromatosphere or chromosphere: as, "chro-

matospheric matter," H. W. Warren, Recrea-
tions in Astronomy, p. 87.

chromatrope. chromotrope (kro'ma-trop, -mo-

trop), . [Short for *
chromatotrope, (. Gr. xP>->-

jua(r-), color, + -rpovof, < rpiveiv, turn.] 1. An
arrangement in a magic lantern similar in its

effect to the kaleidoscope. The pictures are pro-
duced by brilliant designs painted on two circular glasses,
which are made to rotate
in opposite directions by
the turning of a crank.

2. A toy, consisting
of a disk on which are

painted circular arcs
of bright colors in

pairs, so placed that
when the disk is made chromtropc.
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to revolve rapidly streams of color seem to flow
to or from tin- center,

chromaturia (kro-ma-tu'ri-ii), . [NL., < Gr.

Xi>u/ia(r-), color, + nl/xii; urine.] hi p<illidl.,

the secretion iif urine of an abnormal color,

chromatype, chromatypy. See rlin,iit<>ti/i>i;

ftirtiimiti/fii/.

chrome (krom), . [< chromium.'] Chromium.
Oxford Chrome, an o\iil of iron n.se.l in oil ami watej-

color painting. Also called tlxftml /*<-/ (which M-C, un-
Icr n,'l,,T).

chrome (kroin), v. t.; pret. and pp. clim/nnl, ]>pr.

rlirniiiiiii/. [< chrome, H.] In dyeing, to subject
to a bath of bichromate of potash.
To chrome the wool. Manii/. Rev., XX. 240.

chrome-alum (krom'al'um), . A crystalliza-
ble double salt (K2SO4 + Cr2 (8O4 )3 + 2411.ji ;

formed of the sulphates of chromium and potas-
sium: a by-product in the manufacture of art iti-

cial alizarin, used in dyeing and calico-printing.
chrome-black (krom'blakj, . A certain color

produced in dyeing cotton or wool. See black.

chrome-color '(krom'kul'or), . A color pre-

paivd from some of the salts of chromium.

chrome-green (krom'gren), . A pigment
made by mixing chrome-yellow with Prussian
blue. The depth of the resulting green color

depends on the proportion of blue added.

chromeidoscope (kro-mi'do-skop), . [< Gr.

Xi'&fta, color, + nioc, shape, + aiamclv, view.]
Same as debuscope.
chrome-iron (krom'i'ern), n. S&Tae&schronii/i .

chrome-ironstone (krom'i''ern-st6n), . Same
as fln'oiniff.

chrome-mica (krom'ini'ka),?!. Sameas/ucAsite.
chrome-OCher (krom'o'lcer), . An impure
clayey material containing some chromium
oxid, and hence of a bright-green color. It is

sometimes used as a pigment.
chrome-orange (krom'or'anj), n. A bright-

yellow pigment, consisting of lead chromate.

chrpme-oxid (krom'ok'sid), n. Same as chromic
oxid (which see, under chromic).
chrome-red (krom'red), H. A bright-red pig-
ment consisting of the basic chromate of lead.

chrome-yellow (krom'yel'6), n. A yellow pig-
ment of which there are various shades, from
lemon to deep orange, all composed of chro-
mates of lead. Their color is very pure and
brilliant.

chromhidrosis (krom-hi-dro'sis), n. Same as
chrotnidrosis.

chromic (kro'mik), a. [< chrome + -ic.'] Per-

taining to chrome or chromium, or obtained
from it Chromic acid, HaCr2O4 ,

an acid which forms
a large number of colored salts, the most important of
which are potassium chromate and bichromate. See chro-

mate. Chromic iron. Same as chrmnite. Chromic
OXid t

more properly chromic hydroxid, CrgO(OH)4, a pig-
ment known as Guiynet's green, prepared by heating bi-

chromate of potash with borax and lixiviating the result-

ing mass. Also called chrome-oxid.

chromid (kro'mid), n. A fish of the family
Chromidce.
Chromidae (krom'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chromis

(Chromid-) + -idee.'] Same as Chromides. See
Chromis.

Chromides (krom'i-dez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of
Chromis. Cf. Chromidte.] In Gtinther's system
of classification, a family of Acanthopterygii
pharyngognathi with no pseudobranehue : sy-

nonymous with Cichlidie. Also Chromidce, Chro-
mididas.

chromidia, n. Plural of chromidium.
chromidian (kro-mid'i-an), n. [< Chromidce +
-ian.] A fish of the family Chromidw; a cich-
lid. Sir J. Richardson.
chromidid (krom'i-did), n. A fish of the fam-

ily Chromididtf.

Chromididae (kro-mid'i-de), n. pi. Same as
Chromides.
Chromldinae (krom-i-di'ne), n. pi. [NL., <

Chromis (Chromid-) + -inte.~\ A subfamily of

Chromidie, with the spinous portion of the dor-
sal fin much larger than the soft.

chromidium (kro-mid'i-um), n.; pi. chromidia

(-&). [NL., < Gr. XP<->I">, color, + dim. -i6iav,}
In liekenology, an algal cell in a lichen thallus :

a term proposed by Sitzenberger: same as go-
nidium.

chromidoid (krom'i-doid), a. and . [< Chromis
(Chromid-) + -oid.'] I. a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Chromididoe or
('bromides.

II. n. A chromidid or chromid.
chromidrosis (kro-mi-dro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr.

Xpu/'a, color, + ifpuf, sweat, 4- -osis.] In pa-
thol.. the secretion of colored sweat. Also writ-
ten chromhidrosis.

chromoid

chromiferoUS (km-mife-rns), </. [< NL. rlii-n-

111111111+ I,. J'irri. = !;. IIKI/ :]
. + -in/.-

1

.
|

Cufitain-

iiif,' elirniiiiiini : :i^. a rlii'i/niiji mn.i garnet.

Chroming (kro'niin^l. . |< <7i/o;. + -///'.]
The jirncess of sulijectini; fnliries, in certain

prnresses in dyeing, to a butli of bichromate of

potash.
rtiri>ni'nii, i. e.

, paj*i!iK through a hath of bichromate
aciditlol vutli stilpliinii :c el

/;. H.iiu-t. i'oal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 148.

r/,,"//M/r/, , ilhcr hot or cold, in bichromate at 1 Ib. salt
to -Jil galloiw of water after steaming, :ic, unipllshi - tin-

complete IlxiiiK of the colour. Urt, Diet.. I
,

chromiometer (kro-mi-om'e-tfr), n. [Irreg. <

Gr. xi"'" 1 ". color. + utrpov. nieasurc'.J An ap-
paratus for testing water liy its optical purity,
consist in^' c's-entially of a glass tube filled with
water, through which light is seen by reflection.

chromiont (kro'tni-on), n. Same as rlirniiiiiitii.

Ohromis (krt'nrif), /'. |M... < L. chromis, <

Gr. xp6f"':< " k' 1 "' t sea-fish.] A genus of

fishes, typical of the family Chromiate, or re-

ferred to the family Cichlidai. (a) Originally insti-

tute. I bvcnvieriii lil 7. fur tin- Mediterranean C. cattlanea.

It was thus identical with the genus afterward called //.

liata, and a representative of the family 1'inttofentridcf.

(b) Hubsequen! l\ c\ten<ie<i to embrace also sundry African
ami South American Menh-waler fishes, (c) It was later
o-Hi't'.l to certain African species, of which the Iwtlti

is one. It has been used in tnis sen.*e l>> nm.i nioilern

ichthyologists, and taken as a type of a family Chnmiidir
or Chromidett ; but others pro|terly restrict the name to
the original type and ite conveners. )K-loii|4ingtothe family
i '..,,,-:, ;,,! ,1,1,1', ;ir,'.

-J
it j n^' the name Tiltti'iti for the African

forms, and referring the latter genus to the family Cichlidtf.

chromism (kro'mizm), n. [< Gr. xp&pa, color, +
-inni. Cf. ehromatism,] Same as chromatitem, 2.

chromite (kro'mit), . [< chrom(ium) + -ite2.]
Native iron chromate (FeCr2Oi), occurring
massive and in octahedral crystals of a black
color. Tills, the most important ore of chromium, is

chiefly obtained from the Shetland islands, Norway, Cali-

fornia, and the I'ral mountains. Also called chrome-iron,
chruiM-ironttune, and chromic iron.

chromium (kro'mi-um), n. [NL. (from the
beautiful colors of its compounds), < Gr. XP"/* ,

color, + -tt(.] Chemical symbol, Cr; atomic

weight, 52.3; specific gravity, 6.8-7.3. An ele-

ment belonging to the metals, obtained in the

pure state as a light-green crystalline powder.
The separate crystals under the microscope have a tin-

white color. It is less fusible than platinum, and alter
fusion is harder than corundum. It oxidizes slowly in the

air, but burns vividly In oxygen. Hot hydrochloric or

sulphuric acid dissolves it ; nitric acid does not affect it

Chromium does not occur native. It Is found in the min-
eral crocolte or croeoisite (lead chromate), and as a sul-

phid in daubreelite ; it occurs also in some meteoric iron,
and the tine green color which makes the emerald valua-
ble is believed to be due to chromium ; but the most abun-
dant ore of chromium is chromlte or chrome-ironstone.

Among its most important compounds are the oxidorses-

quioxid (Cr'jOa), which occurs native in chrome-ocher and
chromite. It is a dull-green powder when made artifi-

cially by reduction of the chromates, and is used exten-

sively for imparting a green color to porcelain and en-

amel, and somewhat as a pigment, in the form of chromic
oxid, under the name of Guirpiet't green. PotaitsiutH bi-

chromate * K-ji'r.ji T ) is the salt from which most salts of
chromium are prepared. It forms garnet-red crystals,
which dissolve in water, making a red solution. It is

largely used in dyeing and calico-printing and as an oxi-

dizing agent : also in the carbon or other processes of pho-
tographic printing, and in a form of voltaic cell called the
bichromate cell. See ''-//, g. it is an active poison.
Transparent oxid of chromium, a pigment used by
artists, composed of a hydrated oxid of chromium. It

differs but little from Guignet's green.

chromo (kro'mo), . An abbreviation of chro-

molithograph.
chrome-. See chramato-.

chromocrinia (kro-mo-krin'i-a), w. [NL., < Gr.

Xpu/ia, color, + npiveiv, separate (secrete).]
In pathol., the secretion of colored matter, as

by the skin. See chromidrosis.

chromocyclograph (kro'mo-si'klo-graf), n. [<
Gr. XP<->IUIJ color, -I- xfactaf, a circle, cycle (se-

ries), T yp6<t>etv, write.] A colored picture
printed from a series of blocks, each bearing
its separate color.

Chromogen (kro'mo-jen), n. [< Gr. xpupa, color,

+ -yf>"K, producing: see -gen."] The coloring
matter of plants.

chromogenic (kro-mo-jen'ik), a. [< chromogen
+ -ie.] 1 . Pertaining to chromogen. 2. Pro-

ducing color Chromogenic bacteria, those bacte-
ria which produce some color or pigment characteristic of
the species. Thus, Micrococcitg prodiffiomis upon starchy
substances produces blood-red spots. Some other fungi
are chromogenic, as species of Chcetomium upon paper.

chromogenous (kro-moj'e-nus), a. [< chromo-

qen + -nus.~] Same as fhromogenif, 2.

chromograph (kTo'mo-graf), n. [< Gr. xp"fa ,

color, T ypafyfiv, write.] Same as hectograph.
chromoid (kro'moid), a. and . [< Chromis +
-oid.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the ChroinHla1

.

II. . A fish of the family Chromidte.



chromoleucite

chromoleucite (kro-mo-lu'sit), . [< Gr.

fta, color, + tevKuf, white, + -ite2.] Same as

cliromo)ilastid.

chromolithic (kro-mo-lith'ik), a. [< chromo-

lith(ogruph) + -ic. Cf., chromolithographic.] Re-

lating to a chromolithograph ;
executed in chro-

molithography.
An impression of a drawing on stone, printed at Paris

in colours, by the process termed chromolithic.

Proc. Soe. Antiq. (1844), i. 22.

chromolithograph (kro-mo-lith'o-graf), . [<

Gr. xp<->,ua ! color, + lithograph.] A picture or

print obtained by the process of chromolithog-

raphy. Often abbreviated to chroma.

chromolithograph (krd-mo-lith'o-graf), p. t. [<

chromolithograph, n.] To produce by means of

chromolithography.
chromolithographer (kr6"mo-li-thog'ra-fer), n.

One who practises chromolithography.
chromolithographic (kro-mo-lith-6-graf'ik), a.

[< ehromoUtkography + -ic.

'

Cf. cltromolithic.]

Pertaining to or executed in chromolithography.
A very considerable degree of fidelity and naturalness

in the representation of flowers is already secured by the

ctifomo-lithographic process. Pop. Sci. Mo., XIII. 502.

chromolithography (kr6
//

mo-li-thog
/

ra-fl), .

[< Gr. XP"/"1 , color, + lithography.'] A method
of producing colored lithographic pictures by
the use of a number of prepared lithographic
stones. The general outline and the outline of each of

the tints in the picture to be reproduced are first traced,
and then transferred to the first stone, or keystone, by the

ordinary methods of lithography, or the design is drawn
directly on the keystone. For the coarser kinds of color-

printing the outlines of the design are made upon zinc

plates with pen or brush, and thence transferred to the

stone. From the keystone, which bears the skeleton de-

sign, the outlines of each tint are separately transferred
to as many other stones as there are colors in the picture,
sometimes as many as forty. The first impression, taken

by the printer from the keystone, gives the outlines of

the picture, the second, taken from another stone, all the

yellow tints, the third all the reds, and so on until all the
colors needed are given. Before each successive impres-
sion the sheets are adjusted to a nicety, in order that the
colors may not overlap one another. This adjustment
is called the register. After the printing is completed the
sheets are sometimes passed through an embossing-press,
to give them a canvas-like surface.

chromophan (kro'mo-fan), n. [< Gr. xp<jpa t

color, + (paiveiv (\/ *0a"), appear.] The color-

ing matter of the inner segments of the cones
of the retina of certain animals. Three varie-

ties have been described, chlorophan, rhodo-

phan, and xanthophan.
chromophilous (kro-mof

'

i-lus), a. [< Gr. %P"-
fia, color, + 0i/iof, loving.] Fond of color

; spe-
cifically, in embryol., having a special affinity for

coloring matter, or readily becoming colored,
as that deeper portion of the substance of an
ovum which is called chromatin : the opposite
of achromophilous.
chromophorous (kro-mof'o-rus), a. [< Gr. xp"-
IM, color, + -$6po$, <. QepEtv = E. bear*.] Bear-

ing or producing color.

The groups which cause the colour of a compound are
known as chromophorous or colour-bearing groups.

Benedikt, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 28.

chromophotograph (kro-mo-fo'to-graf), n. [<
Gr. xpufui, color, + photograph.] A picture
produced by the process of chromophotography.

Chromo-photographi . . . leave nothing to be desired
when executed with taste. Silver Sunbeam, p. 516.

chromophotography (kr6"mo-fo-tog'ra-fi), n.

[< Gr. xp<->lja t color, + photography.] Photog-
raphy in colors.

chrpmoplastid (kro-mo-plas'tid), n. [< Gr.

Xpu/ta, color, + Tr/laorof, verbal adj. of TtUaaeiv,
form (see plastic), + -id2.] In bot., a granule
inclosed in protoplasm, resembling a chloro-

phyl granule, but of some other colorthan green.
The colors of flowers and fruits are largely due
to their presence. Also called chromoleucite.

chromopsia (kro-rnop'si-ii), n. [NL. (>E. chro-

mopsy), < Gr. xpufia, color, + bijitf, sight.] Same
as chromatopsia.
chromopsy (kro'mop-si), n. English form of

chromopsia.
chromosphere (kro'mo-sfer), n. [< Gr. XP"-
pa, color, + a<t>alpa, a sphere.] A rose-colored

gaseous envelop around the body of the sun,
through which the light of the photosphere
passes, and from which the enormous red cloud-
masses of flames of hydrogen, called solar pro-
tuberances, are at times thrown up. Also chro-

inatosphere, color-sphere, and sierra.

The solar photosphere is covered by a layer of glowing
vapors and gases of very irregular depth. . . . This va-

porous atmosphere is commonly called the chromosphere,
sometimes the sierra. It is entirely invisible to direct vi-

sion, whether with the telescope or naked eye, except for
a few seconds about the beginning or end of a total eclipse,
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but it may be seen on any clear day through the spectro-

scope. Neu'coiiib ntui Ilolden, Astronomy, p. 279.

Stellar chromosphere, the gaseous envelop supposed to

surround a star.

chromospheric (kro-mo-sfer'ik), a. [< chromo-

H/iherc + -ic.] Pertaining or relating to the

chromosphere : as, the chromospheric spectrum.
Here and there great masses of the chromanforie mat-

ter rise high above the general level like clouds of flames,
and arc then known as prominences or protuberances.

C. A. Young, The Sun, p. 17.

chromOStrpbOSCOpe (kro-mo-stro'bo-skop), n.

[< Gr. xp<J,ua, color, + arpojloc, a twisting, a

whirling (<. orptyeiv, twist, turn: see strophe),
+ aKoireiv, view.] A scientific toy illustrating
the persistence of visual impressions by the

rapid rotation of variously colored designs.

chromotrope, See chromatrope.
chromotype, chromatype (kro'mo-trp, -ma-

tip), n. [< Gr. xp<->:ua , color, + rnrof, type.]
1. A photo-engraving process for producing
images adapted for hand-coloring. The image is

printed from a rather thin negative upon a gelatin film

sensitized with bichromate of potassium. The film after

development is transferred to a sheet of paper. The pro-
cess is employed chiefly for copying botanical specimens
and engravings.
2. A picture produced by this process. 3. A
sheet of printed matter from types or engraved
blocks where a number of forms are used, each
one with an ink of a different color, as in chro-

molithography (which see). .

chromotypic (krp-mo-tip'ik),
a. [< chromotypy

+ -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature of chro-

motypy.
Another point in the [heliotype] process is the adaptation

of it to chromotvpic printing.

Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 272.

chromotypography (kr6"m6-ti-pog'ra-fi), n. [<
Gr. xp<->n<i, color, + typography.] Typography
in colors

;
the art of printing with type in vari-

ous colors.

chromotypy, chromatypy (kro'mo-ti-pi, -ma-

ti-pi), n. [See chromotype.] In photog., the

chromotype process. See chromotype, 1.

chrompus (kro'mus), a. [< chrom(ium) + -otis.]

Pertaining to, of the nature of, or containing
chromium.
chromoxylography (kr6"mo-zl-log'ra-fi), n. [<
Gr. xP'-'^t color, + xylography.] The art or

process of printing wood-engravings in various
colors.

Chromo-xylography, effected by a series of blocks print-
ed in succession, was comparatively late, and, like the

simpler art, it was derived from China.

Quarterly Rev., CXXVII. 108.

chrpmulet, chromylet, . [< Gr. xp"^, color,
+ iity, matter: see -yl.] The coloring matter
of plants, especially of petals, etc.

chronic (kron'ik), a. and n. [I. a. : = F. chro-

nique; cf. Sp. cronico = Pg. chronico = It. cronico

(= D. G. chronisch = Dan. Sw. kronisk), (. L.

chronicus, < Gr. ^-powAOf , < ;rpovoc, time, of uncer-
tain origin. II. n. : < ME. cronike, cronyke, cro-

nique (= D. kronijk = OHG. kroneke, cronike,

croniek, MHG. G. chronica, chronik = Dan. kro-

nike = Sw. kronika), < OF. cronique, F. chro-

nique = Pr. cronica = Sp. cronica = Pg. chro-

nica = It. cronica, < L. chronica, sing., orig.

pi., < Gr. pov</>d, annals, neut. pi. of ^povixdj,

relating to time. Cf. chronicle.] I. . 1. Per-

taining or relating to time; having reference
to time. [Kare.] Specifically 2. Continuing
a long time

;
inveterate or of long continuance,

as a disease
; hence, mild as to intensity and

slow as to progress: inpathol., opposed to acute.

Some pathologists have invented a third epithet, viz.,

sub-acute, intending to designate thereby cases which hold
an equivocal rank, which are neither decidedly acute nor
plainly chronic. Watson, Lectures, viii.

The disturbance which warfare works, though slight
compared with the chronic misery which it inflicted in
earlier times, is now beginning to be regarded as unen-
durable. J, Fiike, Evolutionist, p. 209.

Also, rarely, chronical.

Il.t . A chronicle.
He in a chroniqtie sandy mighte it write.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 387.

The Cronike doth treteth this brefly,
More ferther wold go, mater finde might I.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5718.

The best chronique that can be now compiled.
L. Add-on, Descrip. of West Barbary.

chronica, n. Plural of chronicon.

chronical (kron'i-kal), . [< chronic + -al.]
Same as chronic. [Rare.]
A chronical distemper is of length, as dropsies, asthmas,

and the like. Quincy.

chronically (kron'i-kal-i), adr. In a chronic

manner; hence, continually; perpetually; al-

ways : as, a chronically discontented man.

chronogram
Observe the emotions kept awake in each savage tribe,

chronically hostile to neighbouring tribes.

//. Nfencer, Data of Ethics, p. 8fi.

chronicity (kro-nis'i-ti), n. [< chronic + -ity;
= F. chronicit'e = It. cronicita.] The state or

quality of being chronic or of long continuance ;

permanence.
The diagnosis [in inversion of the uterus] has to be made

under the two different circumstances of recent occurrence
and chronicity. 11. Earner, Dis. of Women, p. 625.

chronicle (kron'i-kl), . [Early mod. E. also

cronicle, < ME. croniele (with meaningless term.

-le, as in principle, syllable) for cronike, cronique,
a chronicle: see chronic, n,] 1. A historical

account of facts or events disposed in the order
of time; a history; especially, a bare or simple
record of occurrences in their order of time.

So fynden thei in here Scriptures and in here Crani/cUi.

Jlandenille, Travels, p. 53.

Irish chronicles which are most fabulous and forged.
Spenxer, State of Ireland.

I dare swear he never saw a book except the Chronicle
chain'd in his Father's Hall.

Mrs. Centliwe, Stolen Heiress, ii.

2. Figuratively, anything that records, con-

tains, conveys, or suggests history.

Europe was rich in the accumulated treasures of age.
Her very ruins told the history of times gone by, and
every moldering stone was a chronicle.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 15.

Also chronicon.
= Syn. 1. Higtori/, Chronicle, Annals, etc. (see history);

register, record, diary, journal, narrative, story.

chronicle (kron'i-kl), v. t.
; pret. and pp. chron-

icled, ppr. chronicling. [< ME. croniclen, < cron-

icle: see chronicle, n.] To record in a chroni-

cle
;
narrate

; register as history.
To suckle fools, and chronicle small beer.

Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

In seeking to interpret the past history of the earth as
chronicled in the rocks, we must use the present econo-

my of nature as our guide. GeiMe, Oeol. Sketches, ii. 27.

= Syn. Register, etc. See record, v.

chronicler (kron'i-kler), n. [< ME. croniclere,
< croniclen: see chronicle, v.] A writer of a
chronicle ; a recorder of events in the order of

time.
After my death I wish no other herald, . . .

But such an honest chronicler as Griffith.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2.

If it were not that both the chroniclers and the statute
book assert the novel character of the abuse [collection of

benevolences], we might ... be tempted to doubt whether
the charge of innovation brought against Edward IV. were
true. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 373.

chroniclist (kron'i-klist), n. [< chronicle +
-ist.] A chronicler. Shelton. [Rare.]
chronicon (kron'i-kon), n.

; pi. chronica (-ka).

[NL.,< Gr. xP v'K6v, ueut. sing, of ;r/xnvKdf: see

chronic.] Same as chronicle.

The present abbot . . . has published a chronifon of the

abbey. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 241.

clironiquet (kron'ik), n. See chronic, n.

chronispore (kron'is-por), n. A contracted
form of chronizoospore.

chronizodspore (kron-i-zo'o-spor), n. [< Gr.

Xp&viof, late (of time), + Co", an animal, -t-

airopa, seed.] A name given to minute zoo-

spores (microzodgonidia) which are produced
at times in the cells of the water-net Hydro-
dietyoii, a cell producing from 30,000 to 100,000 :

so called because they rest for several weeks or
months before developing.
chrono-. [L., etc., chrono-, < Gr. xptvoc, time.]
An element in some words of Greek origin,

meaning 'time.'

chronobarometer (kron*o-ba-rom'e-ter), n. [<
Gr. xPut> S, time, + barometer.] A clock having
a mercurial barometer for its pendulum, and
used to show by its gain or loss the mean height
of the barometer.

Chronogram (kron'o-gram), n. [= F. chrono-

gramme, < Gr.
^poVof, time, + -ypaufm, a letter

or writing, < ypaijieiv, write. Cf. chronograph.]
An inscription in which a certain date or epoch
is expressed by the numeral letters contained
in it, each letter being counted according to its

independent value, as in the motto of a medal
struck by Gustavus Adolphus in 1632: "Chrls-
tVs DVX

; ergo trIVMphVs
"
(C + I + V + D

+ V + X + I + V + M + V that is, 100 + 1 +
5 + 500 + 54- 10 + 1 + 5 + 1000 + 5 = 1632).
There is another near relation of the anagrams and

acrostics, which is commonly called a chronogram. This
kind of wit appears very often on many modem medals,
especially those of Germany, when they represent in the

inscription the year in which they were coined.

Addison, Spectator, No. 60.

That [motto used] on the occasion of the splendid crea-
tion of fourteen Serjeants in 1660 was an ingenious chrono-

gram alluding to the restoration of Charles II., "aDest
CaroLVs MagiiVs." N. and Q., 6th ser., X. 30.
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chronogrammatic, chronogrammatical chronologize (kro-nol'o-jiz), r. t.; pret. and
(kron"<j-gra-mat'ik, -i-kiU), n. [< chronogram, pp. etaoootojifeMi, ppr. chronologMng, \

< </,,-
after grammatic, etc.; mf. ehronofframmanqtie.] lining;/ + -i>.] To arrange in historical order,
Belonging to a chronogram; containing or of as events with their dates.

chrysalis
Tin- Inter ,-/;.//..vi/,., has warranted the pos-il,ilit\ of

determining the nlucahillty .jf the nervoin system to a
I" tual obcdi. 'lire. /<-.,. .I/",', \.\l. i:i:;.

chronostea, . Plural of chronotteon.'^ilru^nj vv MV^AUMJ *- '*>u& "i uu. .!> OVCUIB W 1 HI llitMT UUleS. VAAA UUVDVGOi. " L [ill.M ul UnTI/nOVvOVll.
tlHMiature of a chronogram: as, "aefroMpflM- The numerous and contradictory guesses (they deserve Chronosteal (kro-n.m'te-al), . [< ehrii,ixf,,,,i

mattoal verse,' llnirill. no better name) of tiie civets UutnMlvM in the attempt T -'] Of or pertaining to the chronoHteon :

Chronogrammatically (kron"6-gra-mat'i- Ul <-'<'""'"."<><: their mythical narratives. as, cltroiinxti-ii/ elements.
i i \ _ __. T. i i i>

'
/_',-,.*,. 1 1 i _t i: i-.. ...... TI r.4

J, < x/>6v"(, time + ypa6tai
"'""' '"' computing time by regular divisions or allusion to L. teinputt, tune, ulso temple of the

write.] 1 A chronogram -2. An instrument ^^^^^^^^^^^SSSK. ^V "^
"7i''"'

"'"""""-'> + if, bone.]
for recording the exact instant in which an (c) The science of ascertaining the inn- historical ord, i of

' '" temporal hone, or os tempons, of human
event occurs. The most important instrument of this l>ast events and their exact date*. (</) A particular state- anatomy, morphologically considered to be
kind is the astronomical chronograph, tin- pans of which "nent of the supposed proper order of certain past aventt : OOmpOteO cif a number of separate and differ-
are: (o) a train of clockwork, regulated, not by n ordinary

"" tlle oAnwofcW of the Creeks. Astronomical or ent bones
escapement, but in such a way as to move with a contin mathematical chronology, the astronomical part of

by the pen. The electromagnet is put into one circuit with
a clock or ohronognpb which breaks (or makes) the circuit
foruii instant at every second, or other convenient inter-
val, and als.i with an observing. key, which on being press-
ed (at the moment the observation is taken) produces the
same ett'ect. The result is that ji;s appear upon the line
drawn by the pen at every second, and also every time the
key is touched ; and the relative distances of these jogs,
which can be accurately measured, give the time of the
observation correct to a fiftieth of a second. The name
chronograph is also applied to various kinds of watches so
contrived that when a button is pressed the second-ban. I

stops, or one of two second-hands stops, or the second-hand
leaves a dot of ink upon the dial.

3. An instrument for measuring a small inter-
val of time. The simplest instrument of this descrip-
tion consists of a tuning-fork carrying at the end of one
of its prongs a bit of quill, which scratches a wavy line
upon a moving piece of blackened paper. At the begin-
ning and at the end of the interval to he measured an in-

', time, + fiirpov, mea- mcnts. Co, Ame'r. Jour, otology, IV. 18, 24.

sure.] 1. Any instrument chronothermometer (kron'6-ther-mom'e-ter),that measures time, or
. [< Gr . */W, time, + thermometer.] A enrol

divides time into equal nometer with an uncompensated or anti-com-
portions, or is used for pensated balance-wheel, used to show the mean
that purpose, as a clock, temperaturewatch or dial.- 2. Spe- Chroocephalus, . Same as Chroicoa-phaliu.
oifically a time-keeper Ohroococcaceae (kro'd-ko-ka'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,of great accuracy de- < di roococcux + -aced:] A family of blue-green
signed to be used for de-

algte, belonging to the order Cruptoiihiicea:
termuung the longitude They are microscopic unicellular plant*, spherical to cy-
at sea, or for any Other lindrlcal in shape, and solitary or united in families, often

purpose where a very
by means of an enveloping jelly. They occur in both fresh

tofis^requ'eT'Th! SSW***S&* PL,< <*.*,
marine chronometer differs XPia, color, + A.-OKKOC, berry.] A genus of alga>,

_. ...box and tiii; *, chm- from the urdlnary watch in typical of the chroococcacete, characterized byduction spark is made to pass through the paper close to nometersuspendeJingimbais; the principle of its escape- globose, oval, or (from pressure) aneular cells
? !??&*-**> Two .ittle dots are thus made,.and S^**S th U* a Watinous envelop andISng sin-

the wheels
also in bei

the number of waves and fractions of a wave between then,
gives the interval of time expressed in terms of the period
of vibration of the fork as a unit. Boulenge's chrono-
graph, an instrument by means of which a small interval
of time is determined by measuring the space described
by a falling body during the interval. It is the instru-
ment most used for obtaining initial velocities.
forth's chronograph is also used for this purpose.

chronographer (kro-nog'ra-fer), M. [<cA, ,,<,.,-
-

.

raphy + -er-i.] One who writes concerning *- An '

time or the events of time
; a chronicler.

Our monkish and succeeding chronoijraphers.

uiav me oaiance is iree Irom i *r_ ... mf
s during the greater part of its vibration, and Sv or m &ee families. They grow in moist
ng fitted with a

compensation adjustment, cal- places.

consisting of minute yellow scales. [Kare.]
'

:hro6psia (kro-op
'

si-ft), . [NL., < Gr. xi>6,

movements. The balance-spring of the chronometer is

Bash- helicoidal, that of the watch spiral. The poeket-chro-
nometer does not differ in appearance from a watch, ex-

rhythm for a piece of music
; a metronome.

, color, -f-
dijiif, view.] Same as ckromn-

lopsia.

(kro'tik), a. [< Gr.
1 me events 01 time

;
a curomcler. _l . r~ Flctc v mmuo, a uueirou ne. cnrotic (kro tik), a. [< Gr. xp"f (xpw-), the

Our monkish and succeeding chrontujraphers. time skin, + -ic.] Pertaining to the skin.
Selden, On Draytons Polyolbion, Pref. chronometric, chronometrical (kron-6-mef- Chrottat (ki'ot'a), n.

; pi. chrottce (-e). [ML.]
Even Westminster had long ago had her chronographer. rik, -ri-kal), a. [< chronometer + -ic, -ic'al. Cf.

-*u ancient musical instrument. See crotcti't

ua
,

the chronometer : meBledbv a chron
*
t'lirosovhora,< xfa, color, tne color of the skin,

chronographic (kron-o-graf'ik), a. [< chrono-
graph + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the chrono-
graph, or to its use in noting time: as, the

chronographic method of recording the transit
of a star.

When properly controlled, this chronoscope measures
the time as accurately as any of the chronoitrajiliic meth-
ods which have been proposed. Mind, XI. 221.

the chronometer
; measured by a chronometer.

The discovery of the different expansibilities of metals
by heat gave us the means of correcting our chronometri-
cal measurements of astronomical periods.

//. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 142.

Chronometric governor, a device to render the mean
velocity of an engine uniform, by means of some kind of
time-measurer set to work at a prescribed and equable
rate.

chronometry (kro-nom'e-tri), n. [< chronom-
eter + -yS-

_ p. chronometrie, etc.] The art
or process of measuring time

;
the measuring of

time by periods or divisions.
In this recognition of the chronometry of organic pro-

cess, there is unquestionably great promise for the future.
E. H. Clarke, Sex in Education, p. 120.

chronopher (kron'o-f6r), n. [< Gr. xpfot, time,
OT

.-
u j + </>tpt'v = E. beafl. Gr. analogies would re-

Chronologer (kro-uol o-jer), n. [< chronology quire "chronophor.] An instrument for trans-+ -er1.] One versed m chronology; one who mitting records of time (as by a standard clock),
by means of electricity, to distant points.

HOgraphy (kro-nog'ra-fi), . [= F. chro-

nograiihie= Sp. cronograjui= Pg. chronographin= It.
crpnografia, < Gr. xp"'" 7po<t>ia, < xpovoyptujxic,,

recording times and events, a chronographer
(> L. chronographus), < xp^vof, time, + yp&j>eiv,

write.] The description or investigation of

past events, with reference to the time of their

occurrence; chronology. [Rare.]

investigates or records the dates of past events
and transactions. Also chronologist.

[Rome] was built but seven hundred flftie three yeares
before Christ, as ... most of the best Chroiwlagen doe
record. Coryat, Crudities, I. 143.

chronologic (kron-o-loj'ik), a. [< chronology+ -ic; = F. chronologique.] Same as chrono-
logical. [Rare.]
Chronological (kron-o-loj'i-kal), a. [As chrono-
logic + -al.] Relating to chronology; contain-
ing an account of events in the order of time

;

according to the order of time : as, a chronologi-
cal table or narrative

; a chronological arrange-
ment of works of art Chronological column.
See column, 1.

Chronologically (kron-o-loj'i-kal-i), adv. In a
chronological manner

;
'in a manner according

with the order of time, the series of events, or
the rules of chronology; with regard to the
true order of events

; as regards chronology.
chronologist (kro-nol'o-jist), n. [< chronology+ -M; = F. chronologize.] Same as chronolo-
ger.

"J " viwTj \J\J MIX Mill UUIUIS.

chronoscope (kron'o-skop), . [= F. chrono-
scope = It. cronoscbpo, < Gr. xptvof, time, +
moTj-eiv, observe.] 1. An instrument for mea-
suring extremely short intervals of time. Spe-
cifically 2. An instrument for measuring the
velocity of projectiles. The most general arrange-ment consists of a series of screens through which a ball
is made to pass, the rupture of each screen breaking for a
moment the continuity of an electric current, setting in
action an electromagnetic machine, and making a per-
manent mark or record. Hlpp'B chronoscope a time-
measuring instrument consisting of a train of wheels
moved by a weight, with two dials having hands the
wheelwork moving which is thrown in and out of gear
with the main train by the action of a clutch worked by
an electromagnet. The hands, at first stationary, are
thrown into gear by the initial event of the period to be
measured, and move until, at the final event, they are
thrown out of gear and arrested by the clutch. The dis-

chronoscopy (kro-nos'ko-pi), n. [< chronoscope
+-y; = F. chronoscopie.~] The art or process
of measuring the duration of short-lived phe-
nomena

;
the use of a chronoscope.

'('lirosophora, < xfa, color, tne color of the skin,
orig. skin (cf. xp<*>&iv, tinge), + -^ipof, < ipepeiv= E. bearl.] A small genus of low-growing
annual or perennial plants, natural order Eu-
phorbiacea'. The best-known species is C. tincloria a
small, prostrate, hoary annual, witli slender cylindrical
stems and drooping fruit, composed of three blackish rough
cells. It is a native of warm places in the south of Eu-
rope, and produces a deep-purple dye called turnsole.

chrys-. See chryso-.

chrysal, crysal, n. [Origin obscure.] In arcli-

ery, a kind of pinch or crack in a bow. Encuc.
Brit., II. 378.

chrysalid (kris'a-lid), H. and a. [< F. chrysalide= Sp. crisdlidn = Pg. chrysalida = It. crisalide,
< NL. chrysalis, q. v.] I. . Same as chrysalis.

II. . Relating to a chrysalis. Harris.

chrysalidan (kri-sal'i-dan), . Same as chrys-
alis.

chrysalis (kris'a-lis), n.
; pi. chrysalides (kri-

sal'i-dez). [NL., < L. ehrysallix, < Gr. xpvaa/.'/.i<;

(-/.td-), the gold-colored sheath of butterflies,

etc., < ^pt'mif,
3A gold. Cf. L.

avrelia, chrysa-
lis, < a n i-ii m.

gold.] A form
which butter-

flies, moths, and
most other in-

sects assume
when they aban-
don the larval or

caterpillar state
and before they
arrive at their

winged or per-
fect state; specifically, the pupa of a butter-
fly. In the chrysalis form the animal is in a state of
rest or insensibility, and exists without nutriment for a
length of time varying with the species and season. Dur-
ing this period an elaboration is going on in the interior of
the chrysalis, giving to the organs of the future animal
their proper development before it breaks its envelop.

i. Chrysalis of the White Butterfly Moth :

a, palpi or feelers; **. wing-case: r, suck-
er ; ee, eyes ; xx, antenna:. 3. Same, lat-
eral view. 3. Chrysalis of the Oak Egger-
tnoth. (All natural size, j



chrysalis
The form of the case of the chrysalis varies with different
families ami orders. Those of most lepidopterouf insects
are inclosed in a somewhat horny membranous case, and
generally of a more or less angular form, pointed at the
abdominal end and sometimes at both ends, lii-fure the
caterpillar undergoes its transformation into this state it

often spins for itself a silken cocoon, within which the
chrysalis is concealed. In most of the Coleoplera the legs
of the chrysalis are in distinct sheaths; in the Lepidop-
tera they are not distinct

; in the locust tribe, and many
other insects, the chrysalis resembles the perfect insect,
and (litters from the latter principally in not having
the wings complete. Also called chnimlid, chrysalidan,
nymph, ptipa, and formerly aurelia.

This dull ehryiolii
Cracks into shining wings.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

chrysalis-shell (kris'a-lis-shel), n. The shell
of a gastropod of the genus Pupa or family 1'u-

' '

v.

samine (kris'a-niin), n. [< Gr. xPva f,

,
+ amine.] A coal-tar color of the oxy-

azo group, used in dyeing. It dyes on cotton
a sulphur-yellow, remarkably fast to light.
chrysaniline (kn-san'i-lin), n. [< Gr. xpwtc,
gold, + aniline.] A very beautiful yellow dye,
obtained by submitting the residue from which
rosaniliue has been extracted to a current of
steam. A quantity of the base passes into solution, and
if nitric acid is added to it chrysaniline is precipitated
in the form of a nitrate, not easily soluble.

chrysanisic (kris-a-nis'ik), a. [< Gr. ,rpwoY,
gold, + anisic.] tlsed only in the following
phrase Chrysanislc acid, C7H5N :i ,

an acid form-
ing golden-yellow crystals, used in the preparation of cer-
tain aniline dyes.

chrysanthemum (kri-san'the-mum), . [= F.
chrysantheme = Sp. It. crisdntemo = Pg. cliry-
santemo, < L. chrysanthemum, < Gr. xpvoavtieftov,
lit. 'golden flower,' < xpvt, gold, + avOepov,
flower.] 1. A plant of the genus Chrysanthe-
mum. 2. [cap.] [NL.] A large genus of com-
posite plants, chiefly natives of Europe, Asia,
and northern Africa. The generic name is now rarely

990
tions were sometimes made removable, as in the great
statue of Athena by Phidias in the Parthenon at Athens

;

in that case they were regarded as a reserve fund available
to the state in time of need.

The proportions of the whole building [the Parthenon]
itself were again adjusted to the scale of the chrn-li-.

phantine statue of Pallas Athene which it contained.
C. T. Xeu'ton, Art and Arclueol., p. 33.

chrysography

ish-green, roughened by shallow pits of brighter
metallic color. The larva! are elongate, cylindrical,
leglett grubs of a whitish color, which tunnel under the
bark of trees, and are easily recognized by the enormous

thoracic joint, which is rounded at the sidesSIZe OI tllC nl St tllOi n^iv, j"inu, iui_ii 15 IUU1I1.1CU .11 Llle Slues
and flattened above and beneath. Two very abundant
North American species are C. dentipes, which infests pine-
trees, and C. .femorata, which affects various deciduous
trees, and by preference orchard-trees. Its larva is the
well-known flat-headed apple-tree borer of orchardiste.

Chrysochlora (kris-o-klo'ra), n. [NL. (La-
treille, 1825), < Gr. ^pwror, gold, + ^wpof, green-
ish-yellow.] A genus of dipterous insects of a
golden-green color, whose larvre live in cows'

Chrysene (kris'en), n. [< Gr. xpvak, gold, -I- chrysochlore1
(kris'o-klor), n. [< Chrysochlo-

l

e
-\

A hydrocarbon (C18H12 ) found in coal- ris, q. v.] An animal of the family Chryso-
chlorididce ; a Cape mole.

chrysochlore2
(kris'o-klor), n. [< Chryso-

chlora, q. v.] A dipterous insect of the genus

Chrysemys (kris'e-mis), . [NL., < Gr.
,

gold, + cfiif or cfil-f (e/iwS-), the fresh-water tor-

toise.] A genus of fresh-water turtles or terra-

pins, of the family EmydicUe. The painted turtle,
Chrysemys picta, is one of the best-known chelonians of
the United States, abounding in ponds and slow streams
from Canada to Mexico.

-

tar. It melts at 482 F., and is only slightly soluble in
alcohol, ether, and carbon disulphid. It crystallizes in
leaflets which have a violet fluorescence.ecence.

chrysid (kris'id), n. One of the Chrysidtdai.
Chrysididae (kri-sid'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Chry-

is + -ida.] A family of tubuliferous hyme-

Ruby-tailed Fly (Ckiysis nitMula}. (Cross shows natural size.)

under cultivation a great diversity of handsome and re-
markable varieties. It ranks as the national flower of

Chrysanthemum fr

Japan, where special attention is paid to its cultivation
and variation, and where an open 16-petaled chrysanthe-mum is the imperial emblem. Several other species are
frequently cultivated for ornament, as C. frutescens, C.
roseum, etc. The genus includes the common feverfew (C.
Partheniutn), the corn-marigold of Europe (C. eegetum)
and the whiteweed or oxeye daisy (C. Leucanthemum).
chrysarobin (kri-sar'o-bin), . [< NL. chrysa-
robinum, < Gr.

;rpt>o-<5r,' gold, + ar(ar)oba, orig.
a native (E. Ind.) name for the bark of a le-

guminous tree.] 1. Same as Goapowder (which
see, under powder). 2. A supposed chemical
principle, the chief constituent and active me-
dicinal principle of Goa powder.
chrysarobinum (kris"ar-o-bi'num), . [NL. :

see chrysarobin.] A mixture of proximate prin-
ciples extracted from Goa powder, formerly
mistaken for chrysophanic acid. It is used in
certain skin-diseases.

chryselephantine (kris"el-e-fan'tin), a. [= F.
chryselephantine, < Gr. rpwreXsAh-nvof, of goldand ivory, < xpwos, gold, + eTie^a;, ivory, ele-
phant, >

lAeAtLvnvoc,, of ivory: see elephant.]
Composed of gold and ivory: specifically, in
ancient art, applied to statues overlaid with
plates of gold and ivory. Such a statue was built upupon a wooden core or frame, braced and sustained by

J ,

ofm(
L
tal - When the ^ulptor had completed his

model, the flesh-surface of a cast taken from it was marked
off into sections. These were separated from one another
and reproduced in ivory plates, which were eventually fas-
tened on or fitted into the surface of the wooden core The
draperies also were divided into sections and reproduced
in gold, gold of different tints often being introduced and
were fitted upon the statue like a garment. The gold por-

nopterous insects, having the posterior abdomi-
nal segments retractile and the under side of the
abdomen concave, and provided with a tubular
membranous ovipositor of a single piece. They
are richly colored insects, very active in the hottest sun-
shine, and capable of rolling themselves up into a ball
They are solitary and parasitic, depositing their eggs in
the nests of other Hymenoptera, especially of the fossorial
wasps. There are several genera and many species.

Chrysis (kri'sis), n. [NL. (Linnus, 1766), < Gr.
Xpvaif, a vessel of gold, a gold-broidered dress,
< Xfvnf, gold.] The typical genus of the fam-
ily Chrysidida:, containing the gold-wasps or

ruby-tailed flies, handsomely colored with me-
tallic hues. C. i<r.ita is the best-known species ; it has
the hind thorax and legs rich blue or green, and the abdo-
men coppery red. Also spelled, improperly, Chrisig.

chryso-. [NL. (before a vowel, chryg-), < Gr.
xpvoof, gold, a word of uncertain origin and re-
lations. ] An element in many compound words
of Greek origin, meaning

'

gold.'
Chrysobalanus (kris-o-bal'a-nus), n. [NL., <
Gr. xPm f, gold, + /3a/iavoc, an acorn.] A genus
of rosaceous trees and shrubs, with simple en-
tire coriaceous leaves, small white flowers, a
basal style, and a fleshy one-seeded fruit. There
are probably only two species, of Africa and America re-
spectively. The cocoa-plum, C. Icaco, is found through-
put tropical America and in southern Florida. Its fruit
is edible, resembling a plum, and is used as a preserve
The wood is heavy, hard, and strong.

chrysoberyl (kris'o-ber-il), n. [< L. chrysobe-
ryllus, < Gr. xpvao{$)pvMs>f, beryl with a tinge of
gold color, < xpwtc, gold, + /Jiypv/Uof, beryl.]A mineral of a yellowish-green to emerald-green
color, sometimes red by transmitted light, an
aluminate of glucinum. It is found in rolled peb-
bles in Brazil and Ceylon ;

in fine crystals (variety alex-
andrite) in the Ural ; and in granite at Haddam, Connec-
ticut, and elsewhere in the United States. It is next to
the sapphire in hardness, and some varieties are employed
in jewelry, the kind call-
ed cafg-eye, which pre-
sents an opalescent play

cial"

.

chrysochloridid (kris-o-klo'ri-did), n. An in-
sectivorous mammal of the family Chrysochlo-
rididce.

Ohrysochlorididae (kris"o-klo-rid'i-de), n. pi.
[NL., < Cln-ymchliiris (-rid-) +' -idee.] A family
of mole-like fossorial mammals, of the order
Iwcctlvora; the gold-moles or Cape moles of
South Africa. They are related to the Madagascan
centetids, but not specially to the true Talpidce.. Theyhave a dense, soft, lustrous pelage ; a cuneiform sknll,with
no interorbital constriction or postorbital processes ; zygo-mata completed and tympanics bullate ; no pubic sym-
physis ; the tibia and fibula ankylosed ; the limbs very
short

; the fore feet with large strong claws for digging
the ears small and concealed; no tail visible externally
and the eyes rudimentary and covered with skin. There
are two genera, Chrysochloris and Chalccchlwis (or Am-
Mysomun) distinguished by their dentition.

Chrysochloris (kris-o-klo'ris), n. [NL. (Lace-

?t '
f,
798)
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< Gr ' XP^,go\d, + x*uptf, green-
ish-yellow.] The typical genus of the family
Chrysochlorididai, having 3 incisors, 1 canine,
3 premolars, and 3 molars in each side of each
jaw: so called from the brilliant metallic luster
of the fur, which glances from gold to green and

of light, being especially
admired. The variety
alexandrite, having an
emerald-green color by
reflected and a colum-
bine-red by transmitted
light, is also prized as a
gem. Also called cymo-
phane.

Chrysobothris
(kns-p-both'ris), .

gold, '+/?<%>$, a pit,'

trough.] A genus of

buprestid beetles,
containing numer-
ous species, of ob-

long depressed form
and on the upper
side usually browu-

Gold-mole ( Chrysochloris aureus}.

violet. C. aureus is the Cape chrysochlore or
gold-mole. Also spelled, improperly, Chriso-
chloris.

chrysochrous (kris'6-krus), a. [< Gr. ;rpwo-
Xpooc, gold-colored, < ;rpwor, gold, + ^poa, col-
or.] Of a golden-yellow color.

Chrysocolla (kris-6-kol'S), n. [NL. (> F. chryso-
colle = Sp. crisdcola = It. crisocolla), < Gr. *pt>-
aAKoMa, gold-solder, < ^puodf, gold, + nlMji,
glue.] 1. A silicate of the protoxid of copper,
of a bluish-green to sky-blue color, apparently
produced from the decomposition of copper
ores, which it usually accompanies. 2. Borax:
so called in the sixteenth century because it
was used in soldering gold.
chrysocollet, Same as chrysocolla, 1.

Now, as with Gold growes in the self-same Jline
Much ChrysocoUe, and also Silver fine :

So supream Honor, and Wealth (matcht by none)
Second the Wisdom of great Salomon.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

chrysocracy (kri-sok'ra-si), n. [< Gr. ;tpwof,
gold, + -Kparia, rule, < Kpareiv, rule.] The
power or rule of gold or wealth. [Rare.]
That extraordinary hybrid or mule between democracyand chrysocracy, a native-born New England serving-man.

O. W. Holmes, Elsie Venner, ix.. .
, , .

chrysogonidium (kris"6-go-nid'i-um), .; pi.
chrysogonidia (-ii). [NL.,'< Gr. ;rpwdc, gold,

Flat-headed Apple-tree Borer
(Chrysoeothris/emorata}.

a. larva, dorsal view ; o, pupa ; c,
swollen thoracic joints of larva, from

.
., .

, ,

i seed, + dim. -iiiov.] In Uchenology, a
gonidium which contains orange-colored gran-
ules.

chrysograph (kris'o-graf), n. [< Gr. ^ptxrdc,
gold, + ypatyri, a writing, < ypatyuv, write.] A
manuscript the letters of which are executed
in gold, or in gold and silver.

chrysography (kri-sog'ra-fi), n. [= F. chryso-
i/ra/>hie = Sp. crisografia, < ML. chrysographia,
< Gr. xpvaoypapia, < ;rpMjo}pd<*o<;, one who writes
in letters of gold, < xpwti, gold, + ypafyeiv,
write.] 1. The art of writing in letters of
gold, practised by the writers of manuscripts
in the early middle ages. 2. The writing itself
thus executed. 3. In Gr. antiq., the art of



chrysography

embroidering in gold, of inlaying other metals
with gold, and the like.

chrysoid (kris'oid), n. [< Gr. xPvamlfl'K, like

gold, < ^fpwiic, gold, + rWof, form.] A name for

Fanner's alloys, which resemble gold. They
arc composed of copper, aluminium, and silver.

chrysoidine (kri-soi'din), w. [As clirysoid +
-iiif-.] A coal-tar color used in dyeing, the

hydrochlorid of diamidoazobenzene. It c..n-i-N

of dark-violet crystals soluble in water. It dyes bright
yellow on silk and cotton.

chrysoin (kris'oin), . [Irreg. < Gr. */><(?, gold,
+ -in2.] Same as resorvinul yulloic (which see,
under i/fllmr).

chrysolepic (kris-o-lep'ik), a. [< Gr. xpvok,
gold, 4- /c-jn'f, scale, 4- -ic.] Resembling gold-
en scales. Chrysolepic acid, another name for />/.v/v
ii,-iil.

chrysolin (kris'o-lin), n. [< Gr. xpmfyi gold,
4- L. oleum, oil, '4- -in 2.] A coal-tar color of
the phthaleiu group, used in dyeing. It is the
sodium salt of bcnzyl-liuorescein. It produces a yellow
color, similar to that of turmeric, on silk, cotton, and wool.

chrysolite (kris'o-Ht), . [Early mod. E. also

rhrixitlitf, criaoliti", < ME. crisolite (also criso-

lilnx) = Dan. krysolit, < OF. crisolite, F. chry-
gollthe = Pr. crisolit = 8p. crisolito = Pg. chry-
solitho = It. crisolito = G. chrysolith, < L. ehryxo-
litlios, < Gr. xPvatM-t6of, a bright-yellow stone,
perhaps a topaz, < xpw-ft gld, 4- X/fof, stone.]
A silicate of magnesium and iron, commonly of
a yellow or green color, and varying from trans-

parent to translucent. Very line specimens are found
In Egypt and Ilra7.il, but it is not of high repute as a jewelers'
stone. It is common in certain volcanic rocks, like basalt,
and is also a constituent of many meteorites. It is readily
altered to the hydrous magnesium silicate serpentine, and
many extensive beds of serpentine have been shown to
have had this origin. The chrysolite group of minerals
includes a number of orthosilicates having the same gen-
eral composition and the same crystalline form as chryso-
lite, as forsterite

(Mg-jSiO.,), fayalite (Fe2.SiO4), and teph-
roite (Mn28iO4 ). Also called oh'rin, ana by the French
peridot.

chrysolith (kris'o-lith), n. [< L. chrysolithos:
see chrysolite.] Same as chrysolite.

chrysolitic (kris-o-lit'ik), a. [< chrysolite +
-ic.j Pertaining to, resembling, or containing
chrysolite.

chrysology (kri-sol'o-ji), n. [= F. ehrysologie= 8p. cnsologia, < Gr. as if 'xpuootoyta, < xpv-
aoMyof, speaking of gold, < ;fpwoc, gold, 4-

^y", speak : see
-plogy.]

That branch of po-
litical economy which relates to the production
of wealth. Brande. [Rare.]

Chrysolophus (kri-sol'o-fus), n. [NL., < Gr.

Xpva6'ho<t>os, with golden crest, < ^ptwiif, gold, 4-

/t<fyoc, crest.] In ornith. : (a) A genus of mag-
nificent pheasants, of the family Phasianida,
including the golden and Amherstian pheas-
ants, C. pictus and C. amhersti<e, of the most
gorgeous and varied colors,

crested, and with a frill on
the neck. J. E. Gray, 1834.

(&t) A genus of South Ameri-
can flycatchers, of the family
Tyrannidce. Swainson, 1837.

chrysomagnett (kris-o-mag'-
net), n. [< Gr. ^pwoc, gold,
4- magnet?] A lodestone. Ad-
dison. [Rare.]
Chrysomela (kris-o-me'la), n.

[NL. (with ref. to' Gr. xpva -

/j>/fa>%6v6tov, a term of endear- Le
j'~

bMtle
,

(CI"ry '

raent, lit. a little golden beetle m. (Line shows nat-

or cockchafer, < xpwk, gold,
ural sile- )

4- ftqfa>%.6v&7i, a cockchafer), < Gr. xPva [
ir

l'hjov,

gold-apple, a quince, < xPm fj gold, + fiipM>,
an apple.] The typical genus of beetles of the

family Chrysomelidte.

chrysomelid (kris-o-mel'id), a. and . I. a. Of
or relating to the Chrysomelidte.

II. n. A beetle of the family Chrysomelidte.

Chrysomelidae (kris-o-mel'i-de). n. pi. [NL.,
< Chrysomela + -idte.] A family of phytoph-
agous Coleoptera or beetles. Their tarsi are gen-
erally dilated and spongy beneath ; the submentum is

not pedunculate ; the antennae are of moderate length
or short, are not inserted upon frontal prominences, and
have diffused sensitive surfaces ; the pronotum is most
frequently margined ; and tibial spurs are usually wanting.
The species are very numerous, and are commonly known
as leaf-beetles.

chrysomelideous (kris'o-me-lid'e-us), a. [<
('Itrysomclidai + -eons.] Pertaining to or hav-
ing the characters of the Chrysomelidre.
chrysomitra (kris-o-mit'rii), . [NL., < Gr.

Xpvaoftirprif, with a golden girdle, < ^puerof, gold,
4- n'lTpa, belt, girdle.] In eool., the mature
sexual medusiform individual of a physopho-
rau hydrozoan of the family Felellidie (which
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see), detached from the polyp-stock, and in this
slate mistaken for a different genus.
Chrysomitris (kris-o-mit'ris), . [NL., < (Jr.

Xpvod/irjT/Hr (in Aristotle), a kind of bird, ac-

cording to Suudevall the goldfinch, < ^ynxrdf,
gold, 4-

-/ii/T/nf, of uncertain meaning.] An
Aristotelian name of some small yellowish bird
that feeds upon thistles, perhaps the goldfinch,
taken by Boie in 1828 as the name of a genus
of friugilline birds, including the linnet or sis-

kin (C.xpimix), and later extended to a number
of American linnets, as the pine-li nch ( ( '. /iin H.I ),

the American goldfinch (('. tristis), etc., having
an acutely conic bill, pointed wings, and short
forked tail. See cut under goldjiurh.

Chrysomonadidae (kris"o-mo-nad'i-de), w. pi.

[NL., < Clirysompnas (-nad-) + -ida:.] A large
family of dimastigate eustomatous flagellate in-

fusonans, named from the genus Chrysomonas.
The endoplasm includes a pair of lateral olive or yellow
piinnentary bauds, and the liagella are normally two, of
similar or diverse form, though there is only one flagfllum
in I'liryiomoncu, The family as composed by Kent in-

chnU-s several families of other authors.

Chrysomonas (kri-som'o-nas), n. [NL., < Gr.

Xpvafa, gold, + povde (p'ovaS-), a unit: see mo-
nad.] The typical genus of the family Chryso-
monadida;. It contains soft and plastic animal-
cules with a single flagellum and no distinct

pharynx.
Chrysopa (kri-so'pa), . [NL. (Leach, 1817);
cf. Gr. xPvai>l>, gold-colored, < XP" ^, gold, 4-

>V'i eye, face. Cf. Chrysops.] A genus of the

neuropterous family Hemerobiid<e, character-
ized by having no ocelli, wings entire, an-
tennae submomliform, and labnun entire; the

lace-wing flies. The eggs are laid upon long foot-

stalks, and the lame are carnivorous, feeding upon plant-

chrysure

of chalcedony commonly iipplo-grrrn in color
anil often extremely beautiful, so that it is

much esteemed in jewelry. It is translucent, or
>-"iMi-tiiiirs wml-tmuparan^ an.l nf a hanlnt'ss little iu-
IViior to that of Hint.

W h:it \vas li, , |,ti,iii in his case?
" A draught of wine "itli pnndi-ivd . /

II. 1C. //../, Tin- Myst.-riMii, Illn.-ss.

chrysoprasus (kri-sop'ra-zus), w. [L. : see

i-lii-i/fii/ii-iixf.] Same as

And the foundations of the wall of tin- rity were gar-
iiishf'l with all liiiiimrr nf precious s*ti>ln-s. Tin- tlrst foun-
dation was jasper; . . . the ti'iiih. a < In "//raiM.

Kev. xxi. 19, 20.

Chrysops (kri'sops), n. [NL. (Meigen, 1803),
irreg. < <!r. xpvou'xuf, with golden eyes (cf. xpv-
oity, gold-colored), < ^pwrof, gold, 4- i>^i, eye.
Cf. Chrysopa.] A genus of hexachwtous dip-

Lace-wring Fly (Chrysopa plo
a, eggs ; b, larva ; c, cocoons ; </, imago with left wings omitted.

(All natural size.)

lice and other small insects. C. oculata is the common
species of the eastern United States, and is often men-
tioned as a beneficial insect in articles upon economic
entomology.

Chrysopelea (kris*o-pe-le'a), n. [NL. (Boie), <

Gr. xpvafy, gold, + ir&eiof for irrt.i6f, livid, dark,
< Tre/.of, frf/Uof, dark-colored, dusky, prob. akin
to L. pallidus, > ult. E.^afc1

, q. v.] A genus of
colubrine serpents, of the family Dendrophidd:
C. orna is a beautiful tree-snake of southern
Asia and the East Indies.

chrysophan (kris'o-fan), . [< Gr. xpv<"x^>K,
shining or showing like gold, < xPval>C> gld, +
-favfa, < tyaiveiv, show, appear.] An orange-
colored bitter substance (CieHjsOg) found in

rhubarb, resolvable into chrysopnanic acid and
sugar.
chrysophanic (kris-o-fan'ik), a. [< chrysophan
+ -ic. ] Of, pertaining to, or derived from chrys-
ophan Chrysophanic acid, a yellow crystalline col-

oring matter obtained from the roots of several species of
Iluniex. It also occurs in the bark of Casiria bijuga, and
in the thallus of some lichens. Also called rhrin and rhu-
barbarin.

chrysophilite (kri-sof'i-lit), . [< Gr. xp^-
fuof, gold-loving (< ^ptxrrff, gold, + ^/Aof, lov-

ing), + -jfe2.] A lover of gold. [Rare.]
The seeing, touching, and handling pleasures of the old

chrymphilites. Lamb, Ben Jonson.

[< NL. chrysophyllum
-ptio-of, gold, -r tyiiMjov= L. folium, leaf.] The bright golden-yellow

coloring matter separable from an alcoholic
solution of the green chlorophyl pigment of

plants: more frequently called xanthophyl.
Chrysophyllum (kris-o-fil'um), n. [NL. (so
called from the golden color of the under side
of their leaves), < Gr. ;t:pw<if, gold, + qi'Aljov =
L. folium, leaf.] A genus of trees of tropical
America, natural order Sapotmxa, with milky
juice, and beautiful leaves covered below with

golden hairs. Some are cultivated as foliage-plants.
C. Cainito produces a delicious fruit called the star-apple.
C. glyciphtceum of Brazil yields monesia bark, used in
medicine as a stimulant and astringent.

chrysoprase (kris'o-praz), n. [< ME. crisopace,
-pa&e, -passus, -pr'assus = D. G. chrysopras, <

OF. crisopace, F. chrysoprase = Sp. crisoprasio= Pg. chrysopraso, chrysopasio = It. crisopazzo,
< L. chrysoprasus, < Gr. jpwroVpao-oc, < xpwtf,
gold, + npaaw, a leek : seeprasum.] A variety

.

chrysophyl (kris'o-fil), n.

(cf. Chrysophylluni), < Gr.

i. Female of Common Cleg ( Chrysops cacutifHs}. a and 3. Other
species of same genus. ( All natural size. )

terous insects, of the family Tabanidte or gad-
flies; the clegs. These flies are great blood-suckers,
very troublesome to horses and cattle, and even to man.
Their larv are supposed to live underground. The name
of the genus is derived from the sparkling golden eyes.
C. nreulirni Is the common cleg of Europe.

chrysorhamnin (kris-o-ram'nin), n. [< Gr. xpv-
rjof, gold, 4- fMfjvof, a prickly shrub (see Rham-
nus), + -in 2.] A name given to the yellow col-

oring matter existing in French berries. See
berry

1 and Bhamnus.
Kane distinguishes two coloring matters (in French ber-

ries], which he calls respectively chryttorhamnin? and xan-
thorhamnine. O'XetU, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 76.

chrysospermt (kris'o-sperm), n . [(Cf . Gr. xpva<>-

airip/iov, a kind of sedum) < Gr. ;rptxTof, gold, 4-

airfpua, seed.] A means of producing gold. B.
Jonson. [Rare.]

chrysotannin (kris-o-tan'in), . [< Gr. .jynwor,

gold, 4- tannin.] A name of a group of coloring
matters in plants, pale-yellow or even colorless,
which when oxidized give rise to the various
brown substances that cause many of the char-
acteristic tints of autumnal foliage. Sachs.

chrysotile
(kris'o-til), w.

[<Gr.;..
gilded
o-ow, gild, < xpv-
aof, gold), 4-

-lle.] The del-

icately fibrous

variety of the
mineral ser-

pentine. It in-

cludes much
that is called
amiantus and
asbestos.

Chrysotis (kri-

so'tis), n. [NL.
(8 wai nson,
1837), < Gr.

xpy-
fy goR 4- off Amazon (C*ty>tii*,Hva).

A genus of South American parrots, the ama-
zons, having numerous species, as C. amazoni-
ca and C. axtira.

Chrysotoluidine (kris'6-to-lu'i-din), . [< Gr.

Xpvoof, golden, 4- toluidine.] One of the aniline
colors (C2iH2iN3 ), a yellow base related to
toluidine. It is formed, together with other bases, as a

by-product in the manufacture of rosaniline and fuchsine.

chrysure (kris'ur), . [< NL. chrysurug, spe-
cific name of lyochilus chrysurus, a humming-
bird with a golden tail, < Gr. ^piwof, gold, 4- oipd,

tail.] A humming-bird with a golden-green
tail

;
a humming-bird belonging to any one of

several species which together constitute a sub-

genus variously called Chrysuronia and Chrysu-



Chthonascidise

Chthonascidiae (tho-na-sid'i-6), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. ^Suv, the earth, + NL. Asciditu, q. v.] The
ascidians proper, or true ascidians, as distin-

guished from the salps.
chthonian (tho'ni-an), a. [< Gr. xQovioc., adj.,
< x^"v (xPv-)> the ground, earth.] 1. Of or re-

lating to the under world
;
subterranean.

The divine beings who in the historic ages of Greece were
the heads and representatives of chthonian worship were
Demeter and Persephone. Keary, Prim. Belief, p. 217.

To Hecate dogs were offered, also honey and black she-

lambs, as black victims were offered to other CMkonian
deities. Encyc. Brit., XI. 609.

2. Springing from the earth,

chthonic (thon'ik), a. [< Gr. xQ<*>v >
the ground,

earth (see chthonian), + -ic."\ Of or pertaining
to the under world.

The chthonic divinity was essentially a god of the re-

({ions under the earth; at first of the dark home of the

seed, later on of the still darker home of the dead.

Kearil, Prim. Belief, p. 215, foot-note.

chthonophagia, chthonophagy (thon-o-fa'ji-a,
tho-nof 'a-ji), n. [NL. chthonophagia, < Gr.

%0&v, eartn, 4- -tyayia, < Qaytlv, eat.] In pathol.,
a morbid propensity for eating dirt

;
oaohexia

Africana.
Chuana (cho-an'a), w. Same as Bantu.

chub (chub), n. [Assibilated form of cult, a

lump, heap, mass, and of cob in similar senses

(see cub2
,
cob2 ), < ME. "cubbe in dim. cubbel, a

block to which an animal is tethered (cf. E.

dial, kibble, a stick, Sc. kibbling, a cudgel), <

Icel. kubbr, kumbr, a block, stump (Haldorsen),
also in comp. tre-kubbr, -kumbr, a log ( tre = E.

tree),=Norw. kubb, kubbe, a block, stump, log,=
Sw. kubb, a block, log : perhaps connected with
the verb, Icel. Norw. Sw. dial, kubba (> ME. cob-

ben: see cob1
, v.), hew, chop, lop. Cf. chump,

chunk, club, clump, knob, knub, nub, stub, stump,
words associated in form and sense, though of

different origin. With chub as applied to a per-
son or an animal, cf. co&2 as similarly applied.]
1 . One who is short and plump; a chubby person.
Good plnmp-cheekt chub. Afarston, What you Will, ii. 1.

2f. A jolt-head or clownish fellow. E. Phillips,
1706. 3. A name of various fishes, (a) The com-
mon name in England of the Leuciscus or Squalius cepha-
lus, a flsh of the family Cyprinidce. It has a thick fusi-
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about 20 wavy blackish streaks extending to

just below the lateral line,

chub-sucker (chub'suk"er), n. A catostomiue

flsh, KrimyaoH succtta, with the air-bladder di-

vided into two parts and no lateral line, it attains

a maximum length of about 10 inches. In the breeding
season the male develops conspicuous tubercles on each

I. Spur-chuck.
. Universal chuck.

Chub (Lcuciscus cephalns).

form shape, broad blunt head, 2 rows of pharyngeal teeth,
moderate-sized scales, and the dorsal and anal fins have
generally each 11 rays. The head and back are greenish-

gray, grading into silvery on the sides and whitish on the

belly. It reaches occasionally a weight of about 5 pounds,
is common in European streams, and is a rather popular
game-fish, although inferior as food. (&) A name in Cali-

fornia and Utah of a cyprinoid fish, much like the Euro-

pean chub, Leuciscus or Squalius atrarius. It is a market-
fish, but little esteemed, (c) A name in various parts of

the United States of a cyprinoid fish, Semotttus bttUarix ;

the fall-fish, (d) A local name in the United States of a
catostomoid flsh of the genus Erimyzon ; the chub-sucker

(which see), (e) A local name in Bermuda of a salt-water

pimelepteroid fish, Pimelepteru* or Cyphonus boscii. It is

there quite an important food-fish. See cut under Pimelep-
terinat. (/) A local name in the United States of a sciee-

noid fish, Lioxtomuji xanthurux ; the lafayette. (#) A local
name in New Jersey of a labroid flsh, Tautoga onitix; the

tautog.

chubbed (chub'ed or chubd), a. [< chub + -erf2 .

Cf. chubby."] Chubby. Johnson. [Rare.]
chubbedness (chub'ed-nes), n. Chubbiness.

[Rare.]
Chubbiness (chub'i-ncs), n. [< chubby + -ness."]
The state of being chubby.
chubby (chub'i), a. [< chub + -y

1
;
= Sw. dial.

kubbug, fat, plump, chubby. Cf. chuffy
2 and

chubbed."] Round and plump.
I ;< >i i

r 1
1

1 chubby faces and high cheek-bones.

Cook, Voyages, VI. iv. 9.

Then came a chubby child and sought relief,

Sobbing in all the impotence of grief. Crabbe.

chub-cheeked (chub'chekt), a. Having full or

chubby cheeks.

chubdar (chub'darX . Same as chobdar.

chub-faced (chub'fast), a. Having a plump
round face.

I never saw a fool lean : the chub-faced fop
Shines sleek. Marston, Antonio's Revenge.

Chub-mackerel (chub'mak"e-rel), n. The
Scomber pneumatophorus, a small mackerel, dis-

tinguished by the development of an air-blad-
der and by its color, which is blue, relieved by

Chub-sucker (Erimyzon sucetta).

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission.)

side of the snout ; it is otherwise subject to considerable
variation, according to size, sex, and locality. It occurs in
still fresh waters from Canada to Florida and Texas, and
westward to the Kocky Mountains, and is everywhere
abundant in suitable localities.

chuck 1 (chuk), r. [< ME. chitkkeu; imitative,
like cluck = clock1 , q. v. Hence freq. chitrkU- 1

.

cackle, etc., and ult. cock1 ; cf. also chock1 and
choke1 ."] I. intrans. 1. To make a low guttural
sound, as hens and cocks and some other birds
in calling their mates or young ;

cluck.

He [the cock] chukketh whan he hath a corn i-founde.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 381.

2f. To laugh with quiet satisfaction
;
chuckle.

Who would not chuck to see such pleasing sport?
Margton, Satires, i.

I have got
A seat to sit at ease here, in mine inn,
To see the comedy ; and laugh, and chuck
At the variety and throng of humours.

B. Jonson, New Inn, i. 1.

II. trans. To call with chucking or clucking,
as a hen her chicks.

Then crowing, clapp'd his wings, th' appointed call,
To chuck his wives together. Dryden, Cock and Fox.

chuck1 (chuk), n. [< chuck1
, >.] A low gut-

tural sound, like the call of a hen to her young.
He made the chuck four or five times, that people use to

make to chickens when they call them. Sir W. Temple.

chuck1
(chuk), intcrj. [See chuck1

,
v. and .]

An utterance, generally repeated, used by a

person to call chickens, pigs, or other animals,
as when they are to be fed.

chuck2 (chuk), n. [A var. of chick1 , prob.
through influence of chuck1 .] 1. A hen. [Prov.
Eng.] 2. A term of endearment.

Pray you, chuck, come hither. Hhak., Othello, iv. 2.

chuck3
(chuk), v. t. [A var. of chock3

, q. y.]
1. To pat playfully; give a gentle or familiar
blow to.

Come, chuck the infant under the chin. Conqrevf.

2. To throw or impel, with a quick motion, a
short distance; pitch: as, chuck the beggar a

copper ; he was chucked into the street. [Colloq.]
And no boy ... on our farm durst ever get into a sad-

dle, because they all knew the master would chuck them
out. K. D. Blackmore, Lorna Dooue, p. 37.

England now
Is but a ball chuck'd between France and Spain,
His in whose hand she drops.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, iii. 1.

chuck3 (chuk), n. [< chuck3
, v."\ 1. A gentle

or playful blow or tap, as under the chin.

He gave the sleeping Neddy a chuck under the chin,
which cut his tongue.

Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote, p. xxxi.

2. A toss, as with the fingers ;
a short throw.

[Colloq.]
chuck4 (chuk), n. [Of uncertain and prob. va-
rious origin; in the sense of 'block,' cf. chunk1

(and chub, chump, etc.), also cocA'3
,
a heap; in

the sense of '

sea-shell,' cf. chack1 and cockle2 .

In the mechanical uses also chock, and associ-
ated with chuck3

,
chock3

,
to throw, and prob. also

with chock1
,
choke1 : see chuck3

,
chock3 , chock^,

chock1 .'] 1. Ablock;
" a great chip," Halliwell.

[Prov. Eng.] 2. A sea-shell. [North. Eng.]
3. A pebble or small stone. 4. pi. In Scot-

land, a common game among children, in which
five pebbles (or sometimes small shells) are
thrown up and caught on the back of the hand,
or one is thrown up, and before it is caught
as it falls the others are picked up, or placed in

ones, twos, threes, or fours. Sometimes called
chuckles. See jackstone. 5. In turnery, a block
or other appendage to a lathe to fix the work

chuckle

for the purpose of turning it into any desired

form. It is a general term including all those contri-

vances which serve to connect the material to be operated
upon to the mandrel of the lathe.

A nimple chuck is one which is ca-

pable of communicating only the
motion round a determinate axis

which it receives itself. A ann-
bination chuck is one by means of

which the axis of the work can be

changed at pleasure ; such are ec-

centric chucks, oval chucks, seg- chuck.
1"

ment, engine, geometric chucks.
etc. Arbor-Chuck, a chuck in the form of a mandrel or

axis, on which a ring, wheel, collar, or similar work is se-

cured to be turned. Bicyclic chuck, a contrivance by
which two rigidly connected points are forced to move
on the circumferences of two fixed circles. Eccentric
Chuck, a lathe-chuck with an attachment for throwing its

center out of line with the center of the lathe, and thus caus-

ing the figure cut by the latin- to assume varimis degrees
of eccentricity. See rose-engine,

- Expanding chuck, a
chuck with adjustable jaws to admit of its grasping ob-

jects of different sizes. Oval chuck, a chuck designed
for oval or elliptic turning. It consists of three parts:
the chuck proper, a slider, and an eccentric circle. It is

attached to the puppet of the lathe, and imparts a sliding
motion to the work. Also called elliptic chuck. Reverse-
jaw chuck, a chuck the jaw of which can be reversed, so as
ti> allow it to hold by either the interior or the exterior of
the work. Screw-cutting Chuck, a lathe-chuck adapted
for i-utting screw-threads on rods or screw-blanks.

chuck4 (chuk), v. t. [< chuck*, .] To fix in a
lathe by means of a chuck.
Each cylinder cover may be chucked in an ordinary lathe.

Campin, Mech. Engineering, p. 63.

chuck5 (chuk), H. [A var. of chack3
."\
A local

British name of the chack. See chack3 .

chuck6 (chuk), H. A dialectal form of cheek.

chuck7 (chuk), n. [A clipped form of wood-

t-l/itck.'] A woodchuck. [Colloq., U. S.]

chuckabiddy (chuk'a-bid"i), . Same as chicka-

biddy.
chuck-a-by (chuk'a-bl), n. [Cf. chuck% and
lullaby."] A term of endearment.
chucker (chuk'er), n. A frozen oyster. [New
Jersey, U. S.]

chuck-farthing (ehuk'far"THing), n. [< chuck3

+ obj. farthing."] A play in which a farthing
is pitched or chucked into a hole.
He lost his money at chuck-farthing, shuffle-cap, and

all-fours. Arbuthnot, John Bull.

Chuck-farthing [was] played by the boys at the com-
mencement of the last century ; it probably bore some
analogy to pitch and hustle.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 493.

chuck-full, a. See choke-full.
chuckle1

(chuk'i), n. [Sc., dim. of chuck?."]
1. A hen or chicken. 2. A term of endear-
ment.
Chuckle2 (chuk'i), n. [Sc., dim. of chuck*, 3.]
1. A chuck; a jackstone. 2. pi. See chuck*, 4.

chuckierstane, chuckle-stone (chuk'i-stan,
-ston), . [Sc., < chuckie2 + stane = E. stone."}
A pebble such as children use in the game
called chucks or chuckies in Scotland

;
a jack-

stone. See chuck*, 4.

chucking-machine (chuk'ing-ma-shen'1

'), n.

A machine-lathe in which there is substituted
for the ordinary tailstock a head containing a
number of tool-spindles, any one of which, by
a revolution or some rocking or sliding motion
of the head, can be brought at will into action

upon the piece of work. A succession of

operations upon the work can thus be effected
without removing it from the lathe.

chuck-lathe (chuk'laTH), . A lathe in which
the work is gripped or held by a socket at-

tached to the revolving mandrel of the head-
stock. This form is used for turning a large variety of
useful and ornamental objects, such as cups, spools, etc.

E. H. Knight.
chuckle1

(chuk'i), r.
; pret. and pp. chuckled,

ppr. chuckling. [Freq. of chuck1
, r.] I. intrans.

1. To make a clucking sound, as a hen.

It clutter'd here, it chuckled there,
It stirred the old wife's mettle.

Tennyson, The Goose.

2. To laugh in a suppressed, covert, or sly
manner; express inward satisfaction, derision,
or exultation by subdued laughter.
The fellow rubbed his great hands and chuckled.

f

'" '

Bitln-er, Pelham, xxiii.

Sweet her chuckling laugh did ring.

As down amid the flowery grass
He set her.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. S3.

II. trans. If. To call by chucking or cluck-

ing, as a hen her chicks.
If these birds are within distance, here's that will

chuckle 'em together. Dryden.

2. To utter as a chuckle. [Rare.]
At thy chuckled note,
Thou twinkling bird,

The fairy fancies range.
Tennyson, Early Spring.



chuckle

Chuckle 1
(ohuk'l), n. [< rhiickli'i. ,:] If. The

c.all of a hen to her young; a cluck. 2. A sly

suppressed laugh, exprewre ol' sat isi'aet inn. 93C-

ultation, or the like; hence, any similar sound.

The Jew rubbed his hands with a clmeklr.

l>irk?n, Oliver TwiM, K.
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II. ". Surly; churlish; ill-tcmpi-rcil. [I'rov.

chunner

a block upon which an unliake.l vessel is fitted

when attached to the lathe to he turned. See

IhruirH-iriiri; iitnler /mlli ri/.

nm), . [Appar. a native Saraoyed
, tent

;
a dwellilDing.

\\'ith iiii'1'nlioii.i <7/

(It hrr lurn voice.

A', ill*, Isabella anil the I'ot iif Basil, st. -'.

chuckle'-' (I'huk'l), r. /.
; pret. and pp.

]>]>!. cliii<-/clii/ii. | I'Ycq. of chuck'*, i:
}
To chuck

under the chin
;
fondle.

Vimr cuntVstinr, . . . he must <//<//,/, \MII.

Dri/ilfii, Spanish Knur.

chuckle 1 ' (chuk'l), r. i.
; prct. and pp. cliui-l.lnl.

ppr. chuckling, [Appar. frcij. of c/i<7.' :l
, clmrl,--.

in sense of 'shake.'] To rock upon its center

while rotating, as the runner of a grinding-mill.
chuckle-head (diuk'1-hed), . A large or thick

head; hence, a dunce; a numskull. [Colloq.]

Is nut he iinifli handsomer, and better linitt, than tliat

great fhiiekle-heinl f Kmtillrlt, Roderick Random, ill.

chuckle-headed (ohuk'l-hcd'ed), a. [Appar.
< chuck*, a block.] Having a chuckle-head;
thick-headed; stupid. [Colloq.]

That's rather a ehuckle-heaitnl felluw for the girl, isn't

he? JJi'eki-iin, David Cnpperllcld, \\i.

chuckler (chuk'ler), n. [Anglo-Ind., also nln-1.--

liar, repr. Tamil and Malayalam xliiikkili, uliul;-

kilii/<in, also pron. chakkiU.] In India, a mem-
ber of a very low caste of tanners or cobblers;

colloquially, a shoemaker.

A large numl>er of Portuguese descendants work at the

triide, and many chui'ktfrx from India.

U. S. Cans. Rep., No. lix. (1885), p. 620.

chuckore (clink' or), . [Anglo-Ind., repr. Hind.

chakor.] Same as chickore.

chuck-will' 8-Widow (chuk'wilz-wid'o), n. [A
fanciful imitation of the bird's cry.] The

great goatsucker of Carolina, Antrostomus ca-

rolinensis, a fissirostral caprimulgine bird, with
short rounded wings, long rounded tail, small

feet and bill, the latter garnished with long
rictal bristles giving off lateral filaments, and

dark, much variegated coloration. It resembles
the whippoorwill anil belongs to the same genus, but is

much larger (ahont 12 inches long and 2 feet in extent of

winy:s) and otherwise quite distinct. See out under An-
tnwtomuit.

chudt (chud), v. t. [Origin obscure. Cf. cud
and chew.] To champ; bite. Stafford.

chudda, chuddah (ehud'a), n. Same as chudder.

chudder (chud'er), n. [Anglo-Ind., also chud-

da, chuddiih; < Hind, cttddar, in popular speech
chaddar, a sheet, table-cloth, coverlet, mantle,
cloak, shawl, < Pers. chddar, a sheet, a pavil-

ion.] 1. In India, a square piece of cloth of

any kind; especially, the ample sheet common-
ly worn as a mantle by women in Bengal ; also,
the cloth spread over a Mohammedan tomb.
Yule and Burnell. 2. The name given in Eu-

rope to the plain shawls of Cashmere and other

parts of India, made originally at Rampoor, of

Tibetan wool, of uniform color, without pattern
except a stripe slightly marked by alternate

twilling, and, if embroidered, having the em-

broidery of the same color as the ground. They
are made white, fawn-colored, of an Oriental

red, and of other colors. See rampoor. 3. The
material of which these shawls are made.
Chudi (chO'di), n. [Also spelled Tchttdi, Tschu-

di, and Anglicized Tchood, repr. Buss. Chudi.]
A name applied by the Russians to the Finnic
races in the northwest of Russia, it has now
acquired a more general application, and is used to desig-
nate the group of peoples of which the Finns, the Estho-

nians, the Livonians, and the Laplanders are members.

Chudic (cho'dik), a. [Also spelled Tchudic,

Tschudic; < Chudi + -ic. Cf. Russ. Chudskil,

adj.] Of or pertaining to the Chudi; specifi-

cally, designating that group of tongues spoken
by the Finns, Esthonians, Livonians, and Lap-
landers.

chuett (cho"et), n. See chcweft.

chufa (cho'fS,), . [Sp.] A species of sedge,

Cyperus esculcntus, the tuberous roots of which
are used as a vegetable in the south of Europe.
chuff 1

(chuf), H. and a. [< ME. chuffe, choffe, a

boor; origin unknown; cf. chub, 2.] I.t n. A
coarse, heavy, dull fellow; a surly or churlish

person ;
an avaricious old fellow.

No, ye fat chufn. I would your store were here !

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. i
A wretched hob-nailed chuff, whose recreation is read-

ing of almanacks.
B. Jonson, Pref. to Every Mail out of his Humour.

If Anthony be so wealthy a rAii/as report speaks him,
he may prove the philosopher's stone to me.

Scott, Kenilworth, I. HI.
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Eng.l
Chuff-t (chuf), H. |('f. rlnili, rliiilili/i, mill I'liiicl,-*'.

}

.\ cheek, t'otgnin-. chum4
('-1111111),

chuff -t (chuf), '<i. [Cf. i-li nff- , n.. mill rliiililii/.] name.] A i

ChulTv; plump. Holland, In April, I ". the Sumnycde Unmet/. endued i In i-hmd

Chuffert S-uile -is chuffl INovaia /clnlial to the south-east coast and found Sanio-

chuffily''hnt"i-lii. ado. In a clmlTy manner; >"''

rudely; surlily; clownishly. chumar (chu-mar'), n. Bee<*MMr*.
John uuwend cAttJUy /,w,,',,,/. .../<, Clarissa Marl.. e. chummage (chum'aj), H. [< C/IMM;' + -</</'.! A

Chuffiness 1

(ehnf'l DM I,
. [< chuff,^ + -<,.

)
''harge for that which one has in common with

Surliness: churlishness
;
boorishness.

In nttaof the stolfntttot UltpttumHaA ehnrli,h-
.
Ttowpflir chummage it

twi^and^lxjjence.
Will

;

I hi -peeeh. l/'.vv /:''/'/' "'" '' take three bob?
--.

Dickens, Pickwick, II. xiv.

Hi. I r'at, plump, or round, especially ... ~ , - ^
cheeks; chubby, cmifry brick, a brick which is Piece of wood. 2. A stupid fellow.

pntivd out by the escape of rarelled air or steam in the chump-end (chump'end), n. In cmiKfri/, the

process of burning. thicker end of a loin of veal or mutton ; hence,
chug (chug), ii. [Sc.] A short sudden tug or

pull.
chug (chug), v. i. pret. and pp. chugged, jypr.

[<.chug,n.]

any thick end.

Kiddy . . . distributed three defaced llililcs (shaped as. . .

Mif they had been unskilfully cut off the ehumjhmd of

ng something). Dickens, Great Expectations, x.
chugging.
them through holes cut in the ice. chumpisht (chum'pish), a. [< chump + -tsft 1 .

chugger (chug'er), . One who practises chug- of. blockish.] Boorish; sullen; rough.
K1UK- With chumpish looks, hard words, and secret nips,

chugging (chug'mg), n. [Verbal n. of chug, r.] sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, p. 391.

The practice or art of taking fish by gaffing cnumship (chum'ship), n. [< c/.i/ro 1 + -ship.]
them through holes cut in the ice. Tho stato of bei a ehum or of OCCupying the
Chulan (cho'lan), . [Chinese, < chu. pearl, same chambers with another; close intimacy.
pearly, + Ian, a name given to orcnideous

j)f puire [Rare ]

plants like Epidendrum, etc., and to other gay cnun̂ m (ch8-nam')'.
.,-., ,1 fn,\ ,...i 11 1- -fl j-mr/-ia rrt*r\\\rntir f\rt Q OTrnrlft t u '' ;and fragrant flowers growing on a single pe
duncle or alternately on a spikelet.] A Chi-

nese plant, the Chloranthus inconspicuus, natural

order Chloranthaceai, the spikes of the flowers

of which are used to scent tea.

chulariose (ch^-la'ri-os), w. Same as fructose.
C. S. Dispensatory, p. 1256.

chuller, choller (chul'-, chol'er), n. [Sc.] 1.

A double chin. 2. pi. The gills of a fish.

3. pi. The wattles of a domestic fowl.

chum 1 (chum), n. [Origin unknown. Dr. John-
son calls it "a term used in the universities";

perhaps slang.] 1. One who lodges or resides

in the same chamber or rooms with another;
a room-mate : especially applied to college stu-

dents.
The students were friends and chum*, a word so nearly

[Repr. Tamil chunnam
= Hind, chund, lime, < Skt. ehurna, meal, pow-
der.] 1. In the East Indies, prepared lime.

Specifically (a) The lime made from shells or coral and
chewed with the areca-nut and the betel-leaf.

Chinam is Lime made of Cockle-shells or Limestone;
and Pawn is the Leaf of a Tree.

Omngton, Voyage to Suratt (1689).

(*) A common name for plaster of quicklime and sand,
the finest kinds of which are susceptible of a very high
polish. Whituwrth.

They {small pagodas] are of brick, covered with chu-

nam, and are rather effective in the distance, but on
nearer approach turn out to be squalid enough, though
massive and strong. W. H. Russell, Diary in India, 1. 198.

2. A weight for gold in northern India, equal
to 6 troy grains.
chunam (chB-nam'), v. t.; pret. and pp. chu-

[< chunam, n.] To. nammcd, ppr. chunamming.
obsolete, that it may l>e proper, perhaps, to explain it as

plaster with chunam.
meR

'""u(Ly\T8)
r

qnotoi

8

in F. Hall's Mod. Eng., p. 120. chundoO, chundoor (chun-do',-dor'), n. ACey-
I remember a capital discourse pronounced by my chum,

lnese dry measure, equal to about a quarter of

Stetson, on the science of osteology. a pound. Oil
, milk, and glue are also sold by it.

Josiah Quincy, >'igures,of the Past, p. 44. Chunga (chung'ga), 11. [NL., from a native

Hence 2. An intimate companion; a crony, name.] A genus of birds, of the family Cari-

amidce, of which Burmeister's cariama, Chunga
biirmeisteri, is the type.
chunk1 (chungk), n. [Prop, a dial. word, a vari-

ation of chump or chub, appar. through influ-

ence of hunk, huncli.] 1. A short thick piece,
as of wood. 2. A person or a beast that is

small, but thick-set and strong: as, a chunk of

a boy; a chunk of a horse. [Colloq., U. S.]

I rode au all-fired smart chunk of a pony.
New York Spirit of the Times.

For sale, 4 Morgan chunks. Boston Herald, Aug. 12, 1887.

[He] was wont to spend an hour or two in the evenings
among them and such of their chums as used to drop into

the shop. The American, XII. 175.

chum1 (chum), t'.
; pret. and pp. chummed, ppr.

chumming. [< e/iwiw 1
, .] I. intrans. To oc-

cupy the same room or chambers with another ;

be the chum of some one.

Wits forced to chum, with common sense. Churchill.

II. trans. 1. To put into the same room or

rooms with another ; put into common quarters.
You'll be chummed on somebody to-morrow, and then

you'll be all snug and comfortable. chunk2 chunks (chungk, chung'ke), n. [Also
Dickens, Pickwick, II. xii. ctiu ,igkfj tschungkec ; Amer. Ind.] A game for-

2. Formerly, in some English prisons, toreceive, raeriy much played by certain tribes of North
as a new inmate, by a rough ceremony of initia- American Indians, consisting in rolling a disk
tion, beating him with staves, etc., and making of stone along a prepared course, and immedi-
him pay an entrance-fee, the whole being ac- atejy afterward throwing a stick so as to make
companied by masquerading and music : some- -

times used with up.
Mr. Weale, the Poor-Law Commissioner, . . . they were

going to chum him up, but he paid the half-crown? No;
I don't think they would have chummed him.

Brand's Po}>. Antiq. (Bonn Antiq. Lib.), 1849, II. 452.

chum2 (chum), n. [Origin obscure.] A bait,

consisting usually of pieces of some oily fish,

as the menhaden, commonly employed in the

it lie as near the stone as possible when the

two come to rest. The grounds used for this

amusement are known as chunk-yards.
It has been supposed, and apparently with very good

reason, that these areas were chiefly devoted to the prac-
tice of this favorite game, and that instead of calling them
cAuiut-yards, we ought properly to denominate them
rhungke-y&rds.

C. C. Jones, Antiq. of Southern Indians, p. 345.

capture of bluefish. it is used for baiting the hooks, chunkhead (chungk
'

hed), n. [< chunk^ +
and is also thrown into the water In large quantities to head.] A local name of the copperhead snake.

[U. S.]
ipp.c7iMiicrf,ppr.

ch^iiiky (ohung'ki), a. [< cAwwfrl +
chum,

proportionately thick or stout; appearing like

attract the flsh. [U. 8.)

[< eftMllA'1 + -y
1
.]

ir stout; appearin
a chunk: as, & chunky boy or horse. [U. S.]

i-lniiiitiiing.

[U. S.]
Chinniniii'i is much more sport, the fish then being cap-

tured with rod and reel, from a boat at anchor in a tide

way or channel. The hook is baited with a large piece of

menhaden, and particles of the same are chopped up by
the boatmen and thrown over to entice the school to tin-

place. Forest and Stream, XIX. MB. chunk-yard (chungk'yard), n. A place where
chum3 (chum), n. [Cf. chump, chunk, chuck*

;
the game of chunk is played. See chunk'*.

the sense agrees with chuck*, 5.] In ceram., chunner (chun'er), t'. '.
u " -**

They found the Ominaks with their chief in company, a

short chunky fellow, who proffered the accustomed hos-

pitalities of his tent in true knightly style.

Kane, Sec. Orlnn. Exp., II. 124.

See chunter.



chunter

chunter (chun'ter), f. i. [E. dial., also thunder,

chioiHcr, chooncr, chuuntcr. Cf. elianiier 1
,
chan-

ted.'] To grumble; mutter; complaiu.

chupah (cho'pa), w. [Native term.] A measure
of capacity used in Sumatra and Penang (in

the Strait of Malacca), equal in the former
island to 63 cubic inches, in the latter to 68.

It is about equal to a Winchester quart.

chuparosa (cho-pa-ro'sa), n. [Sp., < ehupar,

suck, extract the juice of (prob. < ML. pulp/trc.

eat, < L. pulpn, the fleshy part, the pulp, as of

fruit, etc. : see pulp), + rosa = E. rose. Other

Sp. names for humming-birds are chupa-flons

(Hares, flowers), cli upa-miel (mid, honey), chupa-
iiiirtnx (ntirtox, myrtles), clmpa-romcros (rome-

ros, rosemaries).] A name given to various

California!! species of humming-birds.
chupatty (clui-pat'i), .; pi. chiipfilties (-iz).

[Anglo-Ind., < Hind, chapati, chapaln.'] In In-

dia, an unleavened cake of bread (generally of

coarse wheaten meal), patted flat with the hand
and baked upon a griddle : the usual form of

native bread, and the staple food of upper In-

dia. Yule and Burnell. Also spelled chapati,

chowpatty, chupaty.
Bread was represented by the eastern scone ;

but it was
of superior flavor and far better than the ill-famed Chapati
of India. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 477.

In some parts of the country chupaties or cakes were
circulated in a mysterious manner from village to village.

J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 628.

The khitmutgar tells us there is grilled morghie, and

eggs, and bacon, and tea, and beer, and jam for breakfast,
ami plenty of hot chupattie*.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, 1. 150.

chuprassy (chu-pras'i), n. ; pi. chuprassies (-iz).

[Anglo-Ind., also chupra#see, <. Hind, cliaprasi,
a messenger, beadle, orderly, peon, < cliapras, a

plate worn on the belt as a badge of office, a

corruption of chap o rdst, left and right : chap,
left; o, and; rast, right.] In India, especially
in Bengal, an office-messenger bearing a plate
on which is inscribed the name of the office to

which he is attached. Also called chapras.
Lord William sent over a chuprassee to say we were not

ready to receive him.
W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 203.

church (cherch), . and a. [< ME. chirche,

clterche, churclie, also chireche, etc. (North. ME.
kirke, > Sc. kirk, after Scand.), < AS. dree,

ci/rce, cirice, cyrice OS. kirika, kerika =
OFries. kerke, tzerke = D. kcrk = MLG. kerke,
LG. kerke, karke = OHG. chirihha, chircha, also

cMlihha, chilcha, MHG. G. kirctie, dial. chilcJie,

= Icel. kirkja = Sw. kyrka = Dan. kirke (cf.

ML. kyrica, kyrrica, kirrika, kirrica, kirchia,
in MHG. and MLG. glosses), a church (build-

ing), the church (of believers), borrowed, prob.
through an unrecorded Goth. "kyreika, from
LGr. KvpMK.6v, a church (later avptaKr/, fern., a

church, earlier (sc. nn'tpa.) the Lord's day), lit.

(sc. Suua) the Lord's house, neut. of Kvpiandf,

belonging to the Lord (in common Gr. 'be-

longing to a lord or master '), < nvpiof, the Lord,
a particular application in eccles. writers of the

common Gr. nupioc., lord, master, guardian, prop,
adj. Kvptor,, having power or authority, domi-
nant (cf. Kvpog (neut.), might, power, author-

ity), < *Kvpof (= Skt. eura, strong, a hero, =
Zend qura, strong), < \/ *OT, swell (in K'CCIV, KVUV,
be pregnant, ty/ci'oc (= L. incieu(t-)s), pregnant,
Kvfia, a (swelling) wave (see cyme), etc.), = Skt.

f, swell, grow.] I. . 1. An edifice or a place
of assemblage specifically set apart for Chris-
tian worship.
The pouere men of the parisshe of seynt Austyn begun-

nen [a] gyide, in helpe and amendement of here pouere
parish chirche. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 40.

The assertions of some of the earlier Christian writers
. . . that the Christians had neither temples, attars, nor

images . . . should, it would appear, be understood not
literally, for there is positive evidence of the existence of
churches in the 3d century.

Smith, Diet, of Christ. Antiq., I. 366.

2. An edifice dedicated to any other kind of

religious worship; a temple. [Rare.]
Ye have brought hither these men, which are neither

robbers of churchest nor yet blasphemers of your goddess.
Acts xix. 37.

3. The visible and organic body of Christian

believers, especially as accepting the ecu-
menical creeds of Christendom and as exhibit-

ing a historic continuity of organized life.

The great Church principle, that God has one Church.
the mystical body of His Son that this Church is, by its

very nature, a visible organized body, and yet that all the
members of this Church are assumed to be in God's favour
;tnd grace, or to have once been in it this great Church
principle pervades the Apostolic Epistles, to the total ex-
i Insion of any counter principle.

.If. F. Sadler, Church Doctrine, Bible Truth, iii. S 2.
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4. The invisible and inorganic community of

all those who acknowledge a supreme allegi-

ance to Jesus Christ as their Lord and Master.

We believe that the Church of Christ invisible and spir-

itual comprises all true believers.

Congregational Creed (1883).

I would wish to live and die for the assertion of this

truth, that the I'niversal Church is just as much a reality

as any particular nation is. F. D. Maurice, Eiog., I. HiO.

5. A particular division of the whole body of

Christians possessing the same or similar sym-
bols of doctrine and forms of worship, and unit-

ed by a common name and history; a Christian

denomination: as, the Presbyterian Church;
the Church of England; the Church of Rome.
We insist that Christians do certainly become members

of particular Churches such as the Roman, Anglican, "or

Galilean by outward profession, yet do not become true

members of the Holy Catholic Church, which we believe,
unless they are sanctified by the inward gift of grace, and
are united to Christ, the Head, by the bond of the Spirit.

Davenant, Determinations, II. 474.

6. The organized body of Christians belonging
to the same city, diocese, province, country, or

nation : as, the church at Corinth : the Syrian
eJnirch; in a wider sense, a body of Christians

bearing a designation derived from their geo-
graphical situation, obedience to a local see,

or affiliation with a national ecclesiastical or-

ganization: as, the Eastern Church; the West-
ern Church; the Roman Church; the Anglican
Church. 7. A body of Christians worshiping
in a particular church edifice or constituting
one congregation.
There stands poor Lewis, say, at the desk, delivering

to his make-believe church his make-believe sermon of ten

minutes. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 15

8. The clerical profession.
A fellow of very kind feeling who has gone into the

Church since. Thackeray, Newcnmes, i.

9. Ecclesiastical authority or power, in con-
tradistinction to the civil power, or the power
of the state.

The same criminal may be absolved by the Church and
condemned by the State ; absolved or pardoned by the

State, yet censured by the Church. Leslie.

10. By extension, some religious body not

Christian, especially the Jewish : as. the Jewish
church.

This is he that was in the church in the wilderness with
the angel whicli spake to him in the mount Sina.

Acts vii. 38.

[What constitutes a Christian church according to the

Scriptures is a question on which Christian denominations

widely differ. The three principal views may be distin-

guished as the Human Catholic, the Protestant ecclesiasti-

cal, and the voluntary. According to Roman Catholic theo-

(Faith of Catholics, I. 9), and united to its visible head on

earth, the Bishop of Rome. According to the Anglican and
Protestant ecclesiastical view, the church of Christ Is

" a

permanent visible society" {Wordsworth on Mat. xvi. 18),

divinely compacted, governed, and equipped, and having
definite ends, a definite policy, and a historic continuity.

(The Church Cyc.) According to the voluntary concep-
tion, a church is a society of persons professing faith in

the Lord Jesus Christ as the Son of God and the Saviour
of men, and organized in allegiance to him for Christian
work and worship, including the administration of the
sacraments which he has appointed. (R. W. Dale, Man-
ual of Congr. Principles, Comp. West. Conf., xxxv. ; Thirty-
nine Art.

, xlx.) The second view is held by many, perhaps
a majority, in the Episcopal, Lutheran, and other hierar-

chical denominations ; the last by a majority of those in the
non-hierarchical denominations, including the Methodist,
Baptist, Presbyterian, and Congregational.] Advocate
ofthe church. See advocate. Anglican Church, Broad
Church. See the adjectives. Church militant, the
church on earth, as engaged in a warfare with the world,
the flesh, and the devil, or the combined powers of temp-
tation and unrighteousness : in distinction from the church

triumphant in heaven. Church Of England, the na-
tional and established church in England ; the Anglican
Church in England and the British colonies, in some of

which it has been disestablished. The Church of England
claims continuity with that branch of the Catholic Church
which existed in England before the Reformation. In the
first half of the sixteenth century, under Henry VIII., the

spiritual supremacy and jurisdiction of the Pope were abol-

ished ; the sovereign was declared to be the head of the
church iu a sense explained in the thirty-seventh of the

Thirty-nine Articles ; and a close union of church and state,
known as the establishment of the church, took place. The
clergy of the Church of England are composed of three

orders, namely, bishops, who are appointed by the crown
(see cangf. d'elire, under congf), priests or presbyters, and
deacons. There are also two archbishops, the Archbishop
of Canterbury and the Archbishop of York, the former
being the primate of England. Twenty-four of the bish-

ops and the two archbishops sit and vote in the House of
Lords. Its chief ecclesiastical body is the Convocation.
See convocation and episcopal. Church Of God, the
title assumed by a denomination popularly called, from
their founder, Winebrennerians. See Winebrenneriftn.
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. See
Mormon. Church of the Disciples. See disciple.
Church of the New Jerusalem. See Svxdtnboryfa*.
Church triumphant, the collective body of saints now
glorified in heaven, or in the e]>oeh of their final victory.

church-ale

- Collegiate church, conventual church. See the

adjectives. Eastern Church. Same as Greek Church

(which see, under Greek). Established church, or

state Church, an ecclesiastical organization established

and in part supported by a state as an authorized expo-
nent of the Christian religion. Thus, the Episcopal Church
is established in England and Wales, the Presbyterian in

Scotland, the Lutheran in Prussia, the Roman Catholic in

Italy, Spain, Portugal, etc. In some countries of Europe,
as France, all or many of the principal religious organi-
zations receive state support. In the United States the

church is entirely dissevered from all relations to the state.

Fathers of the church, sue father. Free Church,
Galilean Church, High Church. See the adjectives.

Independent Evangelical Church of Neuchatel,
free evangelical church organized in 1873 in the canton of

Neuchatel, Switzerland. It is entirely independent of the

state, and comprised in 1882 twenty-two parishes, with
u membership of about 12,000. Irish Church Act.
sue dt&ttabliihmmt.'Urw Church, see Iou>. Mother
Church, the oldest or original church

;
a church from

which other churches have had their origin or derive their

authority. Hence (a) The metropolitan church of a dio-

cese. (6) The cathedral, or bishop's church, in distinction

from the parish churches committed to simple presbyters.

(c) A title given to the Roman Catholic Church by iu ad-

herents. Quoad sacra church. Same as chapel of east

(which see, under chapel). Relief Church. See relief.
-

The seven churches. See seven. Trustee Churcheti

Act, an English statute of 1884 (47 and 48 Viet., c. 10) which
relates to the transfer of church property in Ireland.

Western Church, the historical or Catholic Church in the
countries belonging to the Western Roman Empire or in

those adjacent on the north ; the latin or, in a more es-

pecial sense, the Roman Catholic Church ; used by Angli-
can writers as including that church also : opposed to the

Eastern or Greek Church.

II. a. Pertaining to the church
;
ecclesiasti-

cal: as, church politics; a church movement;
church architecture. church banner, a banner
made and used exclusively for ceremonial purposes con-

nected with the church. In the middle ages, and when
national ensigns were less distinctive than now, church
banners were often borne before an army ; in fact, there is

no positive distinction between a consecrated banner like

the old French oriflanime and a church banner. In modern
times the church banner is borne only in church proces-

sions, whether within or without the edifice. Church
bench, a seat or bench in the porch of a church. Church
brief. See brief, n., 2 (d). Church burial, burial ac-

cording to the rites of the church. Church cadence, in

mutic, the cadence formed by the subdominant and the

tonic chords ; a plagal cadence : so called because very
common in medieval church music, ami still retained in

"Amens." Church court, a court connected with a

church for hearing and deciding ecclesiastical causes ; a

presbytery, synod, or general assembly. Church judica-
tory, an ecclesiastical court or body exercising judicial

powers. Church living, a benefice in an established

church. Church modes, in music, the modes or scales

first authorized for church use by Bishop Ambrose in the

fourth century, and by Pope Gregory the Great in the
seventh century. See node. Church music, (a) Music
used in a church service, including hymns, chants, an-

thems, and organ pieces, (b) Music, vocal or instrumental.
in the style actually used in church services. Church
plurality, the possession of more than one living by a

clergyman. Milton. Church service, (a) The religious
service performed in a church, (d) The order of public
worship, especially in the Anglican Church, (c) A hook

containing the calendar, order of Morning and Evening
Prayer, Litany, Collects, Epistles and Gospels, Commu-
nion Office, and Psalter, taken from the Book of Common
Prayer, with the addition of all the Scripture Lessons.

Church text, in printing, a slender and tall form of

black-letter, so called because it is frequently used in

ecclesiastical work.

s

church (cherch), 1. 1. [< ME. chirchcn, < chirche :

see church, .] 1. In the Anglican Church, to

perform with or for (any one) the office of re-

turning thanks in the church, after any signal

deliverance, as from the dangers of childbirth.

He had christened my son and churched my wife in our
own house, as before noticed. Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 1, 1663.

It was the ancient usage of the Church of England for

women to come veiled who came to be churched.

Whfatly, Illus. of Book of Common Prayer.

2. To accompany in attending church on some

special occasion, as that on which a bride first

goes to church after marriage: as, the bride
was churched last Sunday; to church a newly
elected town council. [Scotch.] Churching of
women, a title popularly given to a liturgical form of

thanksgiving for women after childbirth. The practice,
borrowed from the Jewish church, is common to all litur-

gical churches.

church-alet (cherch'al), n. [< 'M.'E.*c1ierehe-aU;
< church + ale.~\ 1. A strong ale of good qual-

ity brewed especially for a church festival, and
broached only on the day of the feast in ques-
tion. 2. A convivial meeting on the occasion
of a church festival, at which the ale specially
brewed was served.

The Church-ales, called also Easter-ales, and Whitsun-

ales, from their being sometimes held on Easter-Sunday,
and on Whit-Sunday, or on some of the holidays that fol-

low'd them, certainly originated from the wakes.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 471.

For the church-ale two young men of the parish are

yearly chosen by their last foregoers to be wardens, who,
dividing the task, make collection among the parishioners
of whatsoever provision it pleaseth them voluntarily to



church-ale

bestow. This they employ in brewing, baking, anil other
ocatos, against Whitsuntide, upon which holidays the
neixht>our.s meet at the church-house, ami then- m.nilv
feed on their own victuals, coiltri billing some petty portion
to tin; stock, which by niany simills groweth [ a n ,eetly
greatness : for there is entertained a kind of emulation
between these wardens, ho, liy Ills uraciousncss in gath-
ering. :uiil t,'<"><l husbandry in e.xpeniliie.'. ran best mKanrr
tlie ( Imreh , profit. It. i

3. A custom of collecting contributions of malt
from the parishioners, with which a quantity
of ale was browed, and gold for the payment o"f

churcli expenses: used in this lutcrsense about
or soon after the time of Magna Charta. Stiili/m.

church-bred (cherch'bred), . Educated in, or
for the M-rvice of, the church. Cowper.
church-bug (ehftroh'bng), . A land isopod
crustacean, the common wood-louse, Onitcus
ascllus: so called because often found in
churches.

Churchdom (chf-reli'dum ),
it. [< church + -dom.]

The government, jurisdiction, or authority of
the church. [Rare.]

Whatsoever church pretemleth to a new beginning, pre-
tendeth at the same time to a new cttru''i>ifin.

, I:\IIMS. of Creed, i\..
, .

, .

church-due (oherch'du), n. An assessment on
members of a church for paying its expenses.
Nothing did he dislike more heartily than this collect-

IIIK of mufeMnu, notliin- did he do more faithfully.
'. M. Baker, New Timothy, ji. '.'4.

churchessett, . [Also churset, chenet, and (by
misreading of a chernet) acherset (ML. <//</ -.,<'-

turn, cirifsetum), for ME. "churcheshet, < AS.
ciric-, cyric-sccat, a payment to the church, usu-
ally of corn or other provisions, < ciric, church,+ scent, payment. A different word from, but
confused with, church-scot, q. v.] A certain
measure of corn anciently given to the church
on St. Martin's day. Sclden.

church-gangt, . [< ME. chirchegmtg, chyrclir-
gong (= Or nes. kerkgung = D. kerkgang = G.
kirchgang = Icel. kirkjugangu = Sw. ki/rkogAng= Dan. kirkegang), < chirche, etc.. church, +
gang, gong, going : see church and gang. Ct.

church-going?.] 1. Church-going; attendance
at church.

Sum . . . don for the dede [dead] chirche-aony,
Elmesse-glfte and niesse-song. Gen. and Ex., 1. 2465.

2. A going to church to return thanks after de-
livery from danger; especially, the churching
of women. See church, v., 1.

church-garth (cherch'garth), n. [< church +
garth. Cf. churchyard?] A churchyard.
church-goer (cherch'go^er), n. One who at-
tends church.

church-going 1
(cherch'go"ing), a. [< church

+ going, ppr. of go.'} Habitually attending
church: as, he is not a church-going man; the
church-going classes.

church-going
a

(cherch'go'ing), n. and a. [<
church + going, verbal n. of go. In older E.
church-gang, q. v.] I. n. The act or practice
of going to church.
H. a. Giving notice to go to church

; sum-
moning to church.

The sound of the church-going bell
These valleys and rocks never heard.

Cowper, Alexander Selkirk.

church-hawt (cherch'hft), n. [< ME. cherche-
hawe, chirchehawe, < cherche, church, + hawc,
haw, hedge : see church and hate1 .] A church-
yard.

In feld, in chlrch, or in chirchhawe.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.
He was war, withouten doute,
Of the flr In the chirchehawe.

Seven Sages, 1. 2624.
Also al they what somewer byen [be] whlche violently

drawen out of cherchehawe any fugitif thider fled for socur
or which y> forbeden him necessary UHode.

Arnald's Chronicle, 1502 (ed. 1811, p. 175).

church-hayt (cherch'ha), n. [< ME. chyrche-
haye, chircheie for "chircheheie, < chirche, church,+ hayc, hay, hedge : see church and hay?.] A
churchyard ;

a church-haw.
church-house (cherch'hous), n. 1. In England,
in medieval times, and as revived in the pres-
ent century, a parish building used for various
purposes of business or entertainment.
No one until quite recently seems to have teen aware

that the church-hoiwewtu a building which, If not always,was at least commonly attached to the parish church. Its
uses were varied ; indeed, it would seem to have teen the
public room of the parish, which could, with the consent
of the churchwardens, be used for any purpose that the
needs of the parish rendered necessary. One function it

iitcharged, and that pretty frequently, was that of a hall
in which the church-ales could be held.

JT. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 119.

2{. A building in which to rest, keep warm, eat
lunch, etc., between the services of the church
i>n Sunday ; a Sabbath-day house. [U. S.]
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churchillt, . [Named after John Churchill,
Duke of Marlborough (1650-1722).] A broad
straw hat worn by the ladies of London in the
rei{,'ii of Queen Alffie.

Churchism (cherch'izm), n. [< church + 4m. ]

Strict adherence to the forms, principles, or
discipline of some church, especially a state
church.

churchite (chcrch'it), . [After the English
mineralogist A. H. Church.] A rare phosphate
of cerium and calcium, occurring in fan-like

aggregates of light-gray crystals, in Cornwall,
England.
Church-land (chereh'land), >i. [< ME. chin-h,--

lond (= OS. kiriklitint = Icel. //.;/'/////); <

.church + land.] Land belonging to a church,
benefice, or religious house

; land vested in nn
ecclesiastical body.
Churchless (cherch'les), a. [<cliur<-h + -less.]
Without a church; not attached or belonging
to any church.

church-like (oherch'lik), a. [< church + !,!:,,

a. Cf. churchly.] \ . Becoming or befitting the
church or a churchman.

Lancaster, . . .

Whose chvrch-Uke humours lit not for a crown.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. i.

2. Resembling a church.
churchliness (eherch'li-nes), . [< churchly +
-ness.] The state or quality of being churchly.

Its [Epistle to Epheslans'] churchlinest Is rooted and
(.'rounded in christliness. and has no sense whatever if sep-
arated from this root. Schaf, Hist. Christ. Church, I. i 95.

chnrchling (cherch'ling), n. [< church + -ling
1
.]A mere churchman; a bigoted churchman. A.

liililf-r. [Rare.]
church-litten (church'lit'n), n. [< ME. chirche-

lyttoun; < church + litten.] A churchyard.

[Prov. Eng.]
Church-loaf (cherch'lof), , Before the Refor-
mation in England, bread blessed by the priest
after mass and distributed to the people. This
was not a part of the eucharistic sacrifice, the bread be-

ing common leavened bread made in loaves.

Churchly (cherch'li), a. [< ME. 'chireheli, <
AS. ciriclic, circlic (= G. kirchlich), < ciric,
church, + -lie: see church and -ly

1
.] 1. Per-

taining or relating to the church, or to its gov-
ernment, forms, or ceremonies; ecclesiastical.

Epbesians is the most churchly book of the New Testa-
ment. Schaf, Hist. Christ. Church, I. g 95.

2. Devoted to, or inclined to attach great im-
portance to. the order and ritual of a particular
section of the Christian church.
His mission to teach churchly Christianity.

The American, VI. 7.

3. In accordance with ecclesiastical standards
or ceremonies; appropriate for a church: as,
a churchly building; churchly music, etc.

churchman (cherch'man), n.
; pi. churchmen

(-men). [Not in ME. "or AS.] 1. An eccle-

siastic; a clergyman; one who ministers in
sacred things.
What, cardinal, is your priesthood grown peremp-

tory? . . .

Churchmen so hot? Shak., 2 Hen. VI., U. 1.

It is a curious fact, that amonglts [Marshal Saxe's army's]
officers, one of the most conspicuous and successful was
by profession a Churchman. Leclcy, Eng. in 18th Cent., iii.

2. An adherent of the church
; specifically, in

England, a member of the Church of England,
as distinguished from a dissenter; in the Unit-
ed States, a member of the Protestant Episco-
pal Church, as distinguished from a member of

any other church.

My friend Sir Roger, being a good churchman, has beau-
tified the inside of his church with several texts of his
own choosing. Addunn, Sir Roger at Church.

churchmanlike (chferch'man-lik), a. Like a
churchman ; belonging to or befitting a church-
man.
There might In the lower orders be much envy and

jealousy of those who rose from their ranks to the height
of church-manlike dignity.

Milman, Latin Christianity, nil. 1.

churchmanly (cherch'man-li), a. [< church-
man + -ly

1
.] Churchmanlike. [Rare.]

churchmanship (cherch'man -ship), ii. [<
churchman + -ship.] The "state of being a
churchman.
church-member (cherch'mem'ber), n. A mem-
ber of a church

; one in communion with and
belonging to a church.

church-membership (cherch'mem'ber-ship), n.
1. Membership in a church. 2. The collective

body of members of a church.

Unity In the fundamental articles of faith was always
strictly insisted upon as one necessary condition of church-
membrnihip. Waterland, Fundamentals, Works, VIII. 90

churchwoman
church-mouse (chen-li'mous'), . A mouse
supposed In live in a church, where there is

nothing for it to eat; hence the proverbial say-
ing,

'

poor as u /Iniri-li-iiinii. , .''

church-OUtedt (cliercli'oii ted), (i. [<rhi,rch +
oniiil, pp. of aid, r.] Excommunicated from
the church.

Howsoever thus '

i.y tin- I'rclats, hence may
appear the right I h.-.ve to meddle in these matters, as be-
fore the necessity and constraint appeal d.

.(/</'"/(. i iMiirh Uovenirnent, Pref., II.

church-owl (cherch'oul), n. A name for the
barn-owl, Aluco jlamnieus, from its oft on nest-
ing in liclfrie.s in' .steeples.

church-quackt ('li(''rcli
/

kwak), . A clerical im-
postor. <'nir/,ii: [Rare.]
church-rate (diereh'rat), n. In England, a rate

raised, by resolution of a majority of the pa-
rishioners in vestry assembled, from the occupi-
ers of land and houses within a parish, for the
purpose of maintaining the church and its ser-
vices. In 1868 an act was pawed abolishing
church-rates, except such as, under that name, were appll
cable to secular purposes.
He [Matthew Arnold] regards the desire to get Church,

ratet abolished and certain restrictions on marriage re.
moved as proving undue belief In machinery among Dis-
senters. //. H,*ncer, Study of Sociol., p. 237.

Churchreevet (cherch'rev), n. [< ME. chirche-

reve, < chirche, church, + reve, reeve, a steward:
see church and reeve. In the passage below,
which is awkwardly worded, chircheretes refers
to guilty officers of the church, but is taken by
some for 'church-robbing' (ME. reven, reave,
rob).] A reeve or steward of a church; a
churchwarden .

An Erchedekene . . .

That boldely did execucloun
In punysshynge of fornlcacloun,
Of chirchcreve*, and of testamentz,
Of contractes, and of lakke of sacramentz.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 7.

church-scot (cherch'skot), n. [< church + scot.
The AS. word was ciric-sceat, circ-aceat, < ciric,
ch urch, + scea t, money, a certain piece ofmoney,
a diff. word from sent. q. v. See churchcsset.]
1. Formerly, in England, customary obliga-
tions paid to the parish priest, exemption from
which was sometimes purchased.
[Knute] also charges them to see all churchtcot and

Romescot fully cleered. Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 18.

2. A service due to the lord of the manor from
a tenant of church-lands. 0. Shipley.
Churchship (cherch'ship), n. [< church + -ship.]
The state of being or existence as a church.
The Jews were his own also by right of churchnhip.

South, Sermon on St. John.

Church-town (cherch'town), n. [< church +
town; = Sc. kirk-town (def. 2). Cf. ME. cherch-

toun, < AS. ciric-tun, a churchyard: see church
and town.] If. A churchyard. 2. A town or
village near a church.
church-waket (cherch'wak), n. [< church +
wake1

. Cf. AS. ciric-wcecee.] The anniversary
feast of the dedication of a church,
churchwarden (cherch'war'dn), n. [< ME.
chirchewardcin, kirkeirardein ; < church + war-
den. Cf. AS. ciric-weard, < ciric, church, +
weard, E. ward, a keeper.] 1. In the Angli-
can Church, an officer whose business it is to
look after the secular affairs of the church, and
who in England is the legal representative of the
parish. Churchwardens are appointed by the minister,
or elected by the parishioners, to superintend the church,
its property and concerns, to enforce proper and orderly
behavior during divine service, and in England to fix the
church-rates. For these and many other purposes, includ-
ing in England some of a strictly secular character, they
possess corporate powers. There are usually two church-
wardens to each parish, but by custom there may be only
one. By a canon of the Church of England, joint consent
of minister and parish should attend the choice of church-
wardens. If theycannot agree, the minister names one and
the parishioners the other. In some cases the parish has
a right by custom to choose both. In the United States
churchwardens are always elected, but have duties simi-
lar to the above. In colonial times, in most of the middle
and southern colonies, they had civil duties In connection
with the local government of the parish.
2. A long clay pipe. [Eng.] 3. A shag or
cormorant. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
churchwardenship (cherch'war dn -ship), n.

[< churchwarden + -ship.] The office of a
churchwarden.

churchway (cherch'wa), . A road which leads
to a church; a pathway through a churchyard.

Every one [grave] lets forth his sprite,
In the church-way paths to glide.

Shale., M. N. D., v. 2.

churchwoman (cherch'wum'an), n. ; pi. church-
women (-wim'en). A female member of the
church, specifically of the Anglican Church.
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church-work (cherch'werk), n. [= SP. kirk-

iverk, < ME. cMrcheweork ; < church + work.]
Work on or in a church, or in connection with

a church
;
work in behalf of a church, or of

the church generally; hence, proverbially, slow
work.
This siege was church-work, ami therefore went on

slowly. ///<, Holy War, p. 111.

church-writ (cherch'rit), n. A writ from an
ecclesiastical court, ll'ychcrley.

churchy (cher'chi), n. [< church + -y
1
.] Per-

taining to the church or to ecclesiasticism
;

given to or supporting ecclesiasticism : as, very
churchy in tastes or language. [Colloq.]

One of the seceders pithily explained the position of the

controversy when he said that he and his fellows were

leaving the Kirk of Scotland, not became she was too

churchy, but because she was not churchy enough.
J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, x.

churchyard (cherch'yard), . [= Sc. kirkyard,
< ME. chirchegeard, -gerd, < late AS. *eyrie-

geard, cyrceicerd (the earlier term being ME.
ehereh-toan, < AS. cine-tun : see church-town) (=
Icel. kirkjugardhr = Sw. kyrkogard = Dan. kir-

kegaard), < cyrice, cirice, church, + genrd, yard:
see church and yard

2
. Cf. equiv. D. kerkhof=

Q. kirchhof.~] The ground or yard adjoining a
church ; especially, such a piece of ground used
for burial ; hence, any graveyard belonging to

a church.
Provided alle wyse, that yf the citezens dwelling w'yn

the chmche yordes, or fTraunchesies aioynynge to this, the

citee, be priuyleged as citezen denesyn.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 893.

Like graves i' the holy churchyard.
Shak., Cor., iii. 3.

I give five hundred pounds to buy a church-yard,
A spacious church-yard, to lay thieves and knaves in.

Fletcher, Spanish Curate, iv. 5.

Churchyard beetle, lilaps mortisarra. See Blaps.

churia (cho'ri-a), n. [Mex.] A Mexican name
of the chaparral-cock or ground-cuckoo, Geo-

cocci/x californianus.
churl (cherl), n. and a. [X ME. churl, usually
cherl, cheorl, < AS. ceorl, a man, husband, free-

man of the lowest rank, churl, = OFries. kerl

(in eomp. huskerl), mod. Fries, tzerl, tzirl = OD.
keerle, D. kerel, a man, churl, fellow, = MLG.
kerle, LG. kerl, kerel, kirl (> G. kerl), a man,
fellow, churl: see carZ.] I. n. 1. A rustic; a

peasant ;
a countryman or laborer.

It was not framed for village churls,
But for high dames and mighty earls.

Scott, L. of L. M., Int.

Specifically 2. In early Eng. hist., one of the
lowest class of freemen

;
one who held land

from or worked on the estate of his lord.

The word Churl has come to be a word of moral repro-
bation. . . . But in the primary meaning of the words,
Eorl and Ceorl form an exhaustive division of the free mem-
bers of the state. The Ceorl is the simple freeman, the mere
unit in the army or in the assembly.

E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, I. 55.

3. A coarse, rude, surly, sullen, or ill-tempered
person.
The churl's courtesy rarely comes, but either for gain or

falsehood. Sir P. Sidney.
The churl in spirit, howe'er he veil

His want in forms for fashion's sake,
Will let his coltish nature break

At seasons thro' the gilded pale.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxi.

4. A miser; a niggard.
The vile person shall be no more called liberal, nor the

churl said to be bountiful. Isa. xxxii. 5.

When a few words will rescue misery out of her distress,
I hate the man who can be a churl of them.

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 15.

Il.t a. Churlish. Ford.

churlish (cher'lish), a. [< ME. cherlish, -isch,

of the rank of a churl, rustic, rude, < AS. ceorl-

isc, cierlisc, cyrlisc, of the rank of a churl, <

ceorl, churl, + -isc: see churl and -ishl.] 1.

Like or pertaining to a churl, (a) Rude; ill-

bred; surly; austere; sullen; rough in temper ;

uncivil.

Ill-nurtured, crooked, churlixh, harsh in voice.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 134.

But that which troubleth me most is my churlixh carriage
to him when he was under his distress.

Bunyttn, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 235.

Much like uncourteous, unthankful, and churlish guests,
which, when they have with good and dainty meat well
filled their bellies, depart home, giving no thanks to the
feast maker. Sir T. More, Utopia, Ded., p. 14.

(6) Selfish; narrow-minded; avaricious; nig-
gardly.

My master is of churlish disposition,
And little recks to find the way to heaven
By doing deeds of hospitality.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 4.

Hence 2. Of things, unpliant; unyielding;
unmanageable.
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Take it [iron] out of the furnace, audit grows hard again;

nay, worse, churlixh and unmalleable.

Abp. Sancroft, Sermons.

Where the bleak Swiss their stormy mansions tread,
And force a churlish soil for scanty bread.

Goldsmith, Traveller, 1. 168.

= Syn. ClinrnMi, Loutish, etc. See boorish.

churlishly (cher'lish-li), adv. In a churlish

manner; rudely; roughly.
churlishness (cher'lish-nes), . [< churlish +
-i/t'xx.] The quality of being churlish

;
rudeness

of manners or temper ;
surliness

; indisposition
to kindness or courtesy ; niggardliness.

Small need to bless

Or curse your sordid churlishness,
Because methinks, without fresh curse,
Each day that comes shall still be worse
Than the past day.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 72.

churl's-head (cherlz'hod), n. An old name for

the knapweed, Centaurea iiigra, from its rough
hairy involucre.

churl's-treacle (cherlz
'
tre "

kl), . An old

name for garlic, from its being regarded as a
treacle (theriac) or antidote for the bite of

animals.

churly (cher'li), a. [< ME. chcrlich, < AS. ccor-

Kc for "ceorllic, < ceorl, churl, + -lie : see churl

and -ly
1
.] Churlish. [Bare.]

The churliext of the churls. Longfellow.

churmti '' and n. An obsolete spelling of chirm.

churn (chern), n. [< ME. cherne, chime, also

kyrn (> Sc. kirn), < AS. cyrin (once, glossed
sinum) ("cyren, *ceren, not authenticated), a

churn, = D. kern, learn = Icel. kirna = Sw.

kiirna, OSw. kerna, = Dan. kjwrnc, a churn:
see the verb.] A vessel in which cream or milk
is agitated for the purpose of separating the oily

parts from the caseous and serous parts, to make
butter. Churns are of various kinds. The older forms
consist of a dasher moving vertically in a cask shaped like

the frustum of a cone. The more modern kinds have re-

volving dashers within cylindrical vessels, either upright
or horizontal. In some forms the vessels themselves are
moved in various ways to dash the contents about.

Rise, ye carle coopers, frae making o' kirns and tubs.

Fray of Suport (Child's Ballads, VI. 118).

Her awkward fist did ne'er employ the churn.

Gay, Pastorals.

Atmospheric Churn. See atmospheric.

churn (chern), v. [North. E. and Sc. kern, kirn ;

< ME. chernen, chirnen (AS. *cyrnan, "cerncm,
not authenticated) = D. kernen, karnen = G.
kernen (perhaps from D.) = Icel. kirna = Sw.

kdrna, OSw. kerna, = Dan. kjcerne, churn, curdle ;

appar. from the noun. Some erroneously take
the verb to be earlier than the noun, assuming
it meant orig. 'extract the kernel or essence,'
as if < Icel. kjarni = Sw. kdrna = Dan. kjame
= D. kern = OHG. kerno, MHG. kerne, kern, G.

kern, a kernel, the pith, marrow, essence, re-

lated, through E. corn, with E. kernel : see eorl
and kernel.] I. trans. 1. To stir or agitate in

order to make into butter: as, to churn cream.
2. To make by the agitation of cream : as, to

churn butter. 3. To shake or agitate with vio-

lence or continued motion, as in the operation
of making butter.

Churn'd in his teeth the foamy venom rose.

Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph. ,
iii.

The muddy river, churned into yellowish buttery foam.
H'. //. Jiumell.

II. intrans. To perform the act of churning,
or an act resembling it.

Are you not he,
That frights the maidens of the villagery ;

Skim milk
;
and sometimes labour in the quern,

And bootless make the breathless housewife churn?
Shak., M. N. D., ii. 1.

There are who cry,
"Beware the Boar," and pass determined by.
Those dreadful tusks, those little peering eyes
And churning chaps, are tokens to the wise.

Crabbe, The Borough.

churn-drill (chern'dril), . A drill which is

worked by hand, and not struck with a ham-
mer; a "jumper": so called from the similarity
of the motion made in using* it to that made in

using the old-fashioned upright churn.

churning (cher'ning), n. [Verbal n. of churn,
v.] 1. The act of operating a churn. 2. The
motion of a churn, or a motion which resembles
that of a churn. 3. As much butter as is made
at one time.

churn-jumper (chern'jum"per), n. In stone-

working, an iron bar 7 or 8 feet long, with a
steel bit at each end, used as a drill. It is

worked by two men with a spring-rod and
line.

churn-milk (chern'milk), . Same as butter-

milk.

chyle-bladder

churn-owl (chern'oul), . [Prob. for ch urr-owl :

cf. chirr and jr1
.] A local British name of

the European goatsucker or night-jar, Capri-
IHII///IIX ciirojtieus.

churn-Staff (chem'staf), n. 1. A staff with a

flat, disk at one end, used in churning by hand
in an upright churn. 2. A name of the sun-

spurge, Euphorbia helioscopia, from its straight
stem spreading into a flat top.
churr1

,
r. i. See chirr.

churr2 (cher), n. [Prob. ult. imitative. See

chirr.] A name for the whitethroat, Sylvia d-
nerea. Macgillivray.
churro (cho-ro'), n. [Sp. churro, coarse-wooled,
a coarse-wooled sheep.] The coarse-wooled
Mexican sheep, used extensively in crossing
with the merino, in Texas, northern Mexico,
California, etc.

churrus, charras (chur'us, char'as), n. [Also
written cherrus, repr. Hind, charas.] The East
Indian name of the resin which exudes from the

Indian hemp, Cannabis Indica. See Cannabis,
I/null ish, and bhang.

churr-worm (cher'werm), n. A local name for

the fan-cricket or mole-cricket, Gryllotalpa vul-

(jaris. [Eng.]
chuset, ' A former common spelling of choose.

chusite (cho'sit), n. An altered chrysolite from
the basalt of Limburg in Breisgau, Baden.
chusst (chus), 11. [Origin obscure ; perhaps
Amer. Ind.] The squirrel-hake, Phycis chuss, a

gadoid fish. The name was current during the revo-

lutionary war, according to Dr. Schoepff, but is now obso-
lete. [New York.]

chute (shot), n. [< F. chute, a fall, OF. cheutc,
cheoite = Pr. cazuta = Sp. caida = Pg. caida,

cahida, fall, ruin, queda, fall, declivity, descent,
= It. caduta, a fall, a falling, orig. fern, of ML.
*cadutus (> OF. cheut, F. chu = It. caduto), *ca-

ditus (> Sp. Pg. caido), later popular pp. of L.
cadere (pp. camis), fall: see cadent, easel, and
cf. cascade. Chute coincides in pronuncia-
tion and sense with shoot, n., < shoot, v.; but
the two words are independent of each other.]
1. An inclined trough or tube along which

things can slide from a higher to a lower

level; a shoot.

Near the centre of the room is a chute, lined with plate-
glass (so as to be readily kept clean), and passing direct
to the furnace below. Science, III. 351.

2. A waterfall or rapid ;
a fall over which tim-

ber is floated. 3. An opening in a dam through
which to float timber. 4. In Louisiana and
along the Mississippi, a bayou or side channel ;

also, a narrow passage between two islands, or
between an island and the shore.

Now through rushing chutes, among green islands, where
plume-like

Cotton trees nodded their shadowy crests.

Lontffelloif, Evangeline, ii. 2.

5. In mining. See shoot.

chutney (chut'ni), n. [Also written chutnee,
< Hind", chattii.] In the East Indies, a condi-
ment compounded of sweets and acids. Ripe
fruit (mangos, tamarinds, cocoanuts, raisins, etc.), spices,
sour herbs, cayenne, and lime-juice are the ordinary in-

gredients. They are pounded and boiled together, and
either used immediately, as with curries or stews, or bot-

tled.

chuva (cho'va), n. The South American name
of a kind of spider-monkey, of a brown color.

chylaceous (ki-la'shius), . [< chyle + -oceans.]

Belonging to chyle ; consisting of chyle.

chylaqueous (ki-la'kwe-us), a. [< NL. chylus,

chyle, + aqua, water. Cf. aqueous.] Composed
of water containing corpuscles resembling the
white corpuscles found in chyle, lymph, and
blood in being nucleated and in exhibiting
amoeboid movements.
The corpuscles are nucleated cells, which exhibit amoD-

boid movements ; and the fluid so obviously represents
the blood of the higher animals that I know not why the

preposterous name of chylaqueouit fluid should have been
invented for that which is in no sense chyle, though, like

other fluids of the living body, it contains a good deal of

water. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 480.

chyle (kil), . [Also, formerly, chile; = F. chyle
= Sp: quilo = Pg. chylo = It. chilo, < NL. chy-

lus, chyle, LL. the extracted juice of a plant,
< Gr. ^fAof, juice, moisture, chyle, < %Av (y *xv),

pour, connected with E. gush. Cf. chyine
1
.] 1.

A milky fluid found in the lacteals during the

process of digestion. It contains emulsionized fat

and other products of digestion, as well as chyle-corpus-
cles, fibrin-factors, and other proteids.

2. The liquid contents of the small intestine

before absorption.
chyle-bladder (kil'blad"er), . The dilatation

at the beginning of the thoracic duct which re-

ceives the lacteals from the intestine
;
the eis-
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tern or receptacle of the chyle; the reservoir lias been acted on by the pancreatic, hepatic,
of I'ccquct. and intestinal secretions.quct

chyle-COrpUSCle (kil'kor'pns-1), . One of the chyme'-'t, . and i; Anobsolete form of rhiim 1.

ilouting cells of the chyle. They are indistingninh- chyme-maSS (kim'mns), n. In 1'roloziMi, same
able from wliite hlood-corpuscles, and :uv dnubtlcKH do as I'lido/ilttxt/t.
rived from the lymphoid tissue of the intestine, from the

chymenet, n. All obsolete form of ,'/,,,,,/.
olitanr K ands and I'eycT s patches of the mtcHtine, and
from the. mesenteric glands Chymeret, . All obsolete lorm ot clinm re.

chyle-intestine (kil'in-tes'tin), . The dilated chymict, chymicalt, etc. obsolete forms of

mid-gut of crustaceans. flfowfc. chemical, etc.

chyle-stomach (kil'stnm'ak),H. An anterior- chymiferous (ki-mif'e-rus), a. [<

Iv or mesially dilated portion of the mid-gut of chyme. + L. Jrrre, = E. bcarl, + -ouy.]

cicada

cclinlld = IV. I'llinlii = It.
i'i/iitllii LC.

;(>/ = OlKi. ,/,//, ;//,, MIKi. -

Con-

enuteoeans.

chylifaction (ki-li- or kil-i-fak'shon), . [<
M.. clii/lii.-; ehyle, + ii.J'urtio(n-), < /mr/v, p|>.

fdctit.t, make. Cf. chylij'y.] The act or process
by which chyle is formed from food in animal
bodies.

chylifactive (ki-li- or kil-i-fak'tiv), a. [< X I ..

fliyliis, ehyle, + "fuclii'iix, < L. J'ncin . pp. fac-
IHX, make.] Forming or changing into chyle;

having the power to make chyle ; chyliflcatory ;

chylilie. Also spelled

veying or containing chyme,
ohymiflcation (ki

' mi - li"- ka '

shon), n. [< chy-
iiiifi/ (see -fij and -iitinii); = F. rkyiiiifieation =.

Sp. qiiintijicacion = Pg. okymtflcaftkl = It. rlii-

iiiijicn ~/,,,'.J The' process of becoming or of

forming chyme ; conversion of food into chyme.
chymify (ki'mi-fl), .

; pret. and pp. ,7, ///,,(/;<</,

ppr. elii/iiiij'yiiii/. [< LL. ehyiHiix, chyme. + -fy;= F. clii/iiiijiir = Sp. i/iiiui(ticiir, etc.] I. trunx.

To form into chyme.
II. intriiHX. To be converted into chyme.

't''i'-l'l"-l'. Seer,,/.

chyliflc (ki-lif'ik), . [< NL. clv/lus, chyle, + chymosis (ki-mo'sis), n. BuMMefcMlMfe
*

I

-, . .
, ,

x, < /a<;;-e, make.] Making or convert- chymous (ki mus), a. [< eft^M* + -(*.] Per-
taining to chyme.

[< Gr. / *xy (root
i ,1".., ^uui, i ftci/jur, measure.] An instru-
ment for measuring the volume of a liquid by
the amount expelled by a piston moving in a

--,-- tube containing the liquid, the quantity being
Huxley. Anat. Invert., p. 35(f indicated by a graduation on the piston.

chylification (ki'li- or kil'i-fi-ka'shqn), n. [< Ohytridiaceae (ki-trid-i-a'se-e). n. pi. []

In the chylific ventricle, the muscular layers and the
basement membrane are disposed much as before.

-liylify (see -fij and -ation); = F. chylification= Sp. quilificaeion = Pg. cliyUficactto = It. chi-

lificazione.] The operation of the digestive, ab-
sorptive, and circulatory processes concerned
in the formation and absorption of chyle from
food. Also called chylosis.

chylificatory (ki-lifi-ka-to-ri), a. [< clii/li/i/.

after other words in -atory.] Making chyle;

[NL., <

Cliytridiuai + -amp.] A family of microscopic
fungi, very simple in structure, usually with
little or no mycelium, and reproduced chiefly
by zoospores. They are commonly parasitic on water-
plants, especially alga; ; but those belonging to the genus
Synchi/triiiin inhabit the epidermal cells of land-plants,

chytridiaceous (ki-trid-i-a'shius), a. Belong-
ing to or resembling the Chytridiacece.

I In' genus Rhizophydiuni was established by Schenk for

oAytrfcHOMMU parasites, whose spores escape by one or
more apertures. Tramt. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, XXXII. 593.

chylifactive.

chylify (ki'li-fi) ,v. ; pret. and pp. chylificd, ppr. ,,lore .pel
.

turel>: Tranit. Roy. Soc. ^dinburgh
-

t
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ChyUning. [< NL. chyliis, chyle, + -Ji/; = F. .

chiflifier = Sp. quilificar, etc.] I. trans. To Chytndial (ki-tnd i-al), a. [< Chytridium -f-

convert into chyle. "'] Having the. characters of the family Chy-
triiliacete or of the genus Chytridium, or belong-
ing to that genus.

Parasitic chytridial growths.

bladder, or receptaculum chyli ;
tlie reservoir Tram. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, XXXII. 691.

of Pecquet. Ohytridium (ki-trid'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. Xv-

chylocystic (ki-lo-sis'tik), a. [< chylocyst + TpiAinv, a small pot, < x>'rPa > X>'TPf, an earthen
-j'c.] Of or pertaining to the chylocyst. pot.] The typical genus of the family Cliytri-
chylogaster (ki-lo-gas'ter), . [NL., < Gr. xv- diacece.

MS, chyle, + yatrrfy, stomach.] A part of the ciaconnetta (cha-kon-net'ta), n. [It., dim. of
intestinal tube where chyle is elaborated

;
an ciaconna, a chaconne : see chaconne.] A little

anterior portion of the small intestine; the chaconne.
duodenum. [Bare.] cibaria, . Plural of cibarium. See ciboriuut.

cibarian (si-ba'ri-an), a. [< L. cibariun, per-
taining to food (see cibarivus), + -an. Cf. F.

cibaire.] In enfant., pertaining to or charac-
terized by the structure of the organs of the
mouth Cibarian system, a system of classification
first proposed by rubric-ins, in which all the arthropods
were arranged in conformity with the structure of the
trophi. The same term has been applied to various sys-
tems founded on the mouth-parts.

The success of De Oeer's system probably induced Fa-
hricius to construct his cibarian system grounded upon
the characters of the Trophi alone.

Westwuod, Introd. to Mod. Class, of Insects, I. 21.

lopoietic.

Chylopoietic (ki"lo- or kil"o-poi-et'ik), a. [=
Sp. quilopoyetico, '<. Gr. ^v/of, chyle, + mutrn-

(cof, ? iroietv, make: see poetic.] Pertaining to
or concerned in the formation of chyle ; chyli-
factive : as, the chylopoietic organs.
chylosis (ki-16'sis), n. [NL. ( > P. chylosc = Sp.
quilosis = It. c/ii7o,<ri), < Gr. x''^M<"tt convert-

ing into juice, < xvfovv, convert into juice, < ^i 1-

Xdf, juice: see ehyU.~] Same as chylification.

chylous (ki'lus), a. [= F. chi/leux = Sp. quiloso= Pg. chyloso = It. chihso, < NL. cliylitsus, <

cliyliiK, chyle.] Consisting of, pertaining to, or cibarious (si-ba'ri-us), a. [< L. cibarius, per-
resembling chyle. taining to food, < cibus, food.] Pertaining to

chyluria (ki-lu'ri-a), n. [NL. (> F. chylurie), < food: useful for food
; edible.

Gr.^uAoc (see chyle) + ovpov, urine.] A patho- cibarium (si-ba'ri-um), n,
; pi. cibaria (-a). An

logical condition characterized by the passage erroneous form of ciborium.
of a milky urine, which often coagulates on cibation (si-ba'shon), n. [= F. ,-///// (only
standing. The color is due to a large amount of emul- in chem. sense) = It. cibazione, < L. cibatio(n-),
sionized fat. Blood is often present in greater or less a feeding, < cibare, pp. cibatus, feed < Cibus
quantity, so that the condition is sometimes called chylaui fOO(J 1 ft Tn aifiie , the act of tuVKna tn tlin
hemaluria. It appears to be caused by the presence of a ;V

J ''

microscopic nematoid entozoon (Filaria mnguinit homi- matter in preparation fresh substances, to sup-
/*) in the blood. It occurs almost exclusively in the ply the waste of evaporation, etc. : the seventh

warmer countries. process in alchemy. 2. In physiol., the act of
chymbet, An obsolete form of cliime. taking food, particularly the more solid kinds.
chyme 1 " ' ---- ~ -

'

off.

both
and cf. tilrhrniii.] Food as it passes out of the
stomach after gastric digestion, and before it

cfcfveS), < ME. ehibolle, chebole, chesbolle, schyb-
bolle, < F. dboule = Pr, cebula, sivela = Sp.

H </'/"/. yU, ^flu/Hi; ('.. -H ... ,.
Dun. .sr,/,,7, Mower-bulb), < ML. ee/m/n. ,//;/,
/; jiiilln, corruptly xi/ni/n, dim. of L. I-II-/HI. ,,/,.
ric/w, <</,,-. an onion (> I,L. ,/,//, ; , I,,., I of

onions): see <</>. </<, clnn-.} 1. The shallot,
Allilllll .l-eii/niiieiliil.

rlnl,l/fx -Mill I'lu'rui'lli'S and ripe chine- maiiyi-,
And profri-d I'en s lliis pivM'iit to |,le-e with hnn_

//,,,,, (|;,

mu nucals,
\\ lii.se t;iids are Iwef and lirewis ! whose brave angers
! execution upon these and ,-/,//,'//,/.

'

Flftflt'-i-, llnndii.-a, i. 'J.

2. Another plant of the same genus, .l.jixln-
IIIKHHI, sometimes called the Welsh onion, a na-
tive of Asia, but cultivated in various parts ,,f

Ktirope, its fistlllous leaves being used in cook-
ing like those of the shallot.

ciboria, . Plural of <///,,.
ciboriot (si-bo'ri-6), . [It.] Same as ciborium.

On the altar a most rich rilmriu of brasse with a statue
of St. Agnes in Oriental alabaster.

/;>//,, Diary, Nov. 12, 1644.

ciborium (si-bo'ri-um), .; pi. ciboria (-fi).

[Ml.. (> !'. i-ilmirr = Pr. cibori = Pg. It. i

"

ci)> ^ '' I'iboriiim, a

ili-inking-vessel, < Gr.

nijM>i>iov, the seed-
vessel of the Egyp-
tian bean

,
a cup made

of it or like it; cf.

Ki/Jurdf, with dim. m-

pibrtov, a wooden box,
chest.] 1. A perma-
nent canopy erected
over a high altar; a
baldachin.

Over the Altar, and sup-
ported on four shafts,
hung the canopy, balda-
chin, or rifni/ in ni.

J. M. Sealt, Eastern

(Church, i. 184.

2. Any vessel de-

signed to contain the
consecrated bread or cihori ,lm> , Jlh c T
Sacred WafOrS for the of Sens Cathedral. France. (From
,,..),.,,.;, ,

Viollet-le-Duc's
"
Diet, du MobiliereUChariSt. (n) A metal francais.")

pyx. especially one having
the fonn of a chalice with a dome-shaped cover.

Returning I slept into ye grand Jesuites, who had this
high day expos'd their Cilxtriiim, made all of solid gold
and imagerie, a piece of infinite cost.

Ki-tlyn, Diary, June 4, 1651.

(b) A larger receptacle, often of marble, supported on a
high stand raised over the altar or elsewhere, containing
the pyx or the wafers themselves, (c) A sort of ambry or

cupboard in the
Cm wall used for

the same pur-
Dse.

[NL.] In

conch., the

glossy im-

pression on
the inside of
the valves of
shells where
the adductor
muscles of

the mollusk have been attached; the muscu-
lar impression or cicatrix. Those bivalves which
have but one cilrium on each shell are called monomya-
rtan; those with two, rfiwi,/nVin. [Rarely used.]

ciboult, ij.
An obsolete form of cibol.

cicada (si-ka'da), n.
; pi. cicadas or cicada- (-daz,

-de). [Also cicala (after It. ) ;
= F. cigate= Pr.

cicala = Sp. Pg. ciyarra = It. cigala, cicala, < L.
cicada (ML. also cicala), the cicada or tree-
cricket. In Gr. called T-trnf.] 1. A popularname of many insects belonging to {Efferent
orders, Hemiptera and Orthoptera, which make
a rhythmical creaking or chirping noise

;
a lo-

cust, grasshopper, or cricket. In this sense
the word has no definite zoological significa-
tion. 2. [NL.] Imool.: (a) [rap.] The typi-
cal genus of homopterous hemipterous insects
of the family Cicadida;. They are of comparatively
large size, and the males have drums under their trans-
parent wings with which a peculiar shrilling noise is made.
1'he adult females deposit their eggs in the twigs of trees
The adolescent life of these insects is passed underground.
C. arm Is the south European species ; C. hematodes occurs
in Germany, England, etc. ; C. wpltndeeim is the Ameri-
can periodical cicada or seventeen-year locust, and there
are several other species in the United States,

(b) Any
species of the genus Cicada : in America com-
monly called locust, a name shared by many
orthopterous insects, as grasshoppers. See cut
under Cicadida!.

po
3.

Shell ofanOpter (Ostrtra TirrtHifa^, showing
Cm, the Ciborium or muscular impression.
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Cicadaria (sik-a-da'ri-a), a. Same as Cicadarice. of a different color from the rest of the surface :

Cicadariae (sik-'a-da'ri-e), n. pi. [NL., < Cicada, specifically said of the sculpture of insects.
2 (a), + -ariie.] In Latreille's system of classi- Also cicatrisate, cicatrose.

fication, the first family of homopterous Hcmi/>- cicatricula (sik-a-trik'u-la), n.
; pi. cicatricula!

tera, approximately equivalent to the suborder

Homoptera as now restricted, including the sev-
eral modern families of Cicadida;, Fulgoridai,
Cixida;, etc.

Cicadella, Cicadellina (sik-a-del'a, sik'si-de-

li'na), n. pi. [NL., dim. of L. cicada: see cica-

da.] A group of homopterous hemipterous in-

sects, distinguishing the frog-hoppers or hop-
ping cicadas, such as the Cercopina}, from the
cicadas proper. [Not in use.]
Cicadellidse (sik-a-del'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ci-

cadella + -idle. ] A large group of homopterous
insects, considered as a family : approximately
the same as Cicadella, including several fami-
lies, as Jassidai, Ledridas, Cercopidai, etc.

Cicadidae (si-kad'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cicada, 2

(-le). [L. (>F. cieatncule), diva, of cicatrix (cica-

tric-), a scar.] The germinating or formative

point in the yolk of an egg. It is also called the tread,
appearing as a small but very apparent disk on the upper
side of the yolk, and is the germ-yolk proper as distin-

guished from the food-yolk of a meroblastic egg. It is that

portion from which alone the embryo is formed. Even in

Cicindela

As for his [Maimbourg's] style, it is rather Ciceruniait

copious, florid, and figurative than succinct.

Dryden, Post, to Hist, of League.
His delivery of the commonest matters of fact was Cice-

ronian. Lamb, My First Play.

II. . A student or an imitator of Cicero.

Let the best Ciceronian in Italy read Tnllies familiar

epistles aduisedly ouer, and I beleve he shall flnde small
difference for the Latin long, either in propriety of wordes
or framing of the stile, betwixt Tullie and those that write
unto him. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 150.

fresh-laid eggs it has already reached the stage of a morula CiceiOnianism (sis-e-ro'ni-an-izm), n. [< Cice-
by segmentation of the vitellus. Also cicatricle.

Within the shell, and suspended in the white of the egg,
is the rounded yellow mass of the yolk, and on one side of
the yolk is a small round patch, the cicatricula (Lat. di-
minutive of cicatrix, a scar). Though apparently homo-
geneous, the microscope shows that the cicatricula is made
up of minute nucleated cells.

Huxley, Physiography, p. 225.

cicatrisant, . and a. See cicatrizant.

cicatrisate (sik'a-tri-zat), a. [For *cicatrizate,
< cicatrize + -ate1 .] Same as cicatricose.

(a), + -idai.] A family of homopterous hemip- cicatrisation, cicatrise.
terous insects ; the cicadas proper : a group for- atrize.

merly of great extent, now restricted to forms cicatrisive (sik'a-tri-siv), a. [For *cicatrizive,
< cicatrize + -ive.] Tending to pro-
mote the formation of a cicatrix.

ii
:i

cicatrix (si-ka'triks), n.; pi. cica-

XJ 4 trices (sik-a-tri'sez). [L. : see cica-

^\~

ronian + -ism.] The manner or style of Cicero;
a Ciceronian phrase or form of expression.
Ciceronianist (sis-e-ro'ni-an-ist), . [< Cicero-
nian + -ist.] An imitator, especially an af-

fected imitator, of Cicero.
Men threw themselves into the new world of thought

thus revealed with an eager avidity that left little leisure
for that elaborate polishing of periods which had been the

delight of the Ciceronianitsts. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 342.

Cichla (sik'la), . [NL., < Gr. nix*?, a birdlike, . ., . KIX ,, ie
See cicatrization, cic-

the thrush (Turdus), also a sea-fish (Labrus).]
* A genus of nshes inhabiting the fresh wa-

Cichta occllarii.

Periodical Cicada (Cicada septendeci)

a, pupa ; *, cast pupa-shell ; c, imago ; d, punctured twig ; e, two eggs.
c natural size ; d and f enlargedT)

closely related to the genus Cicada. AS charac-
terized by Westwood in 1840, the Cicadida! have heavy
subconical bodies, blunt head, prominent eyes, ridged
epistoma, setiform antennue socketed beneath the edge of
the vertex, large mesothorax, scale-like metathorax, ellip-
tical wing-covers of parchment-like consistency, short cicatrize (sik'a-triz), V.

; pret. and pp. cicatrized,
stout legs, bristly hind tibiae, and large fluted stridulat- nT)- rii-ntrifin'n K rirntrli/-p\ 4- ->o aftn* V
ing organs at the base of the abdomen. It is a widely dis- ??,:..;> Q !7-

T.
L -/- (

' -i^atte 1.

tributed family, well represented in the United States.
Some species, like the seventeen-year locust or periodical
cicada, are noted for their length of life underground,
cicala (si-ka'la), n. [It., < L. cicada: see ci-

cada.] A cicada.

trice.] 1. A cicatrice or scar. 2.
In conch., the impression or mark of
the muscular or ligamentous attach-
ment in a bivalve shell; the cibo-
rium. 3. In entom., a small, rough-
ened, or depressed space on a sur-

face, resembling a scar. 4. In bot., ters of South America, and typical of the fam-
the mark of attachment of a seed or ily Cichlidai. Schneider, 1801. 2f. A genus of

leaf. -*birds. Wagler, 1827.

cicatrizant (sik'a-tri-zant), n. and cichlid (sik'lid), n. A fish of the family Cicklida:

a. [After F. cicatrisant (= Sp. Pg. Cichlidae (sik'li-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cichla, 1, +
cicatrizante, etc.), ppr. of cicatriser: -idee.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes,
see cicatrize.] I. n. That which cic- typified by the genus Cichla: more generally
atrizes; a medicine or an applica- known as Chromides, Chromida;, or Chromidida1

.

tion that promotes the formation of Tnev llave an obl"g r somewhat elongated body, mod-
_ niootinna erate cycloid or ctenoid scales, interrupted or deflecteda cicdince.

lateral line, compressed head, terminal mouth, toothless
11. a. lending to form a Cica- palate, single nostrils, united lower pharyngeal bones,

trice
; showing a tendency to heal ;

cicatrisive.

Also spelled cicatrisant.

cicatrization (sik"a-tri-za'shon), .

[After F. cicatrisation (= Sp" cica-
Msarinn pro ^ ( rirntritfr aoo fii-n considerable superficial resemblance to the centrarchids

SSlO^^^ftaS^ rnoTn"
8"68 f U 'e Unlte<i State3' Near'y 15 SPCdeS arC

a wound) or forming a cicatrice, or
cichlingt, . An obsolete form of chichling.

the state of being healed, cicatrized, or skinned cichloid (sik'loid), a. and n. [< Cichla, 1, +
over. Also spelled cicatrisation. -Oid.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the Cichlida:
[Coughing] . . . hindering the conglutination and cica- II. n. One of the Cichlidce.

Harvey. Cichlomorphae (sik-lo-mor'fe), , -pi. [NL., <
Gr. nix^y, a bird like the thrush (Turdus), +
l^op^fi, form.] In Sundevall's system of classi-

cicatriser(=Sp. Pg. cicatrizar=lt. cicatrizzare), fication, the first and highest group or cohort
< cicatrice : see cicatrice.] I. trans. To induce of birds, embracing eight superfamily groups
the formation of a cicatrice on

;
heal up (a or phalanges, and approximately equivalent to

wound). the turdoid Passeres or dentirostral Oscines of
II. intrans. To form a cicatrice in healing; authors in general : one of the six cohorts of this

skin over: as, the wound cicatrized. author's Oscines laminiplantares.
cichlomorphic (sik-16-mor'fik), a. [< Cichlomor-

phce + -ic.] Resembling a thrush in structure
;

turdiform or turdoid ; specifically, of or pertain-
ing to the CicMomorphce.

, , ,

and four complete rows of gills ; the dorsal is long, and its

spinous portion forms the greater part of it, while its soft

portion and that of the anal are opposite and equal. The
species are mostly confined to the fresh waters of tropical
Africa and America, but a few are found iu Palestine, and
one in Texas. They take care of their young, and have

,

Also spelled cicatrise.

At eve a dry cicala sung.
Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

cicatrice (sik'a-tris), n. [< ME. cicatrice, < F. cicatrose' (sik'a-tros), a. [< cicatr(ice) + -ose.

cicatrice = Spi'Pg. cicatriz = It. cicatrice, < L. Ct. L. cicatricosus.~] Same as cicatricose.

cicatrix (cicatric-), ascar.] 1. A scar; a seam Cicely (sis e-h), n. [Early mod. E. also cisley; ._ ^^.,,TO,^,,^.
or elevation of flesh remaining after a wound a corrupt form of seseli, q. v.] A popular name Cichoriaceae (si-ko-ri-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <
or ulcer is healed : also extended to scars on of several umbelliferous plants. See Seseli. Cichorium + -aceai.] In bot., a tribe of the

i^SS& clc
?ly',

<*"'
AnOtrucM.--^?} cicely, natural order Composites, characterized by hav-

(a) Jfyrrftil odorata. Also called su-e.et chervil, (li) In -
North America, the species of Osmorrhiza. Wild cicely,
ChoErophjillum ttylvestre.

the bark of trees. See cicatrix.

Thus grade under the rynde a bough or tree,
There cicatrice is noon but plaine and clene.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.'), p. 73. Cicer (si'ser), n. [L., > ult. E. chichi, a chick-

,

ing only perfect flowers with the corollas all

ligulate, and by milky juice : coextensive with
the suborder Liguliflora;. There are ataut 50

Pen. vetch: see cWc/lX] A genus of legumi- and 750 species, of which much the greater number belong
nous plants allied to the vetch, consisting of ^X^andeiL

l^cludes the chicory' endive ' lettuc<! '

annual or perennial herbs, natives of central cichoriaceous (si-ko-ri-a'shius), a. BelongingAsia and of the countries bordering the Medi- to or having the characters of the Cichoriaccci.
;erranean. bee chick-pea. Also written chicoriaceous.
acerone (sis-e-ro nei

; It. pron. che-cha-ro'ne
, Cichorium (si-ko'ri-um), n. [L., < Gr. KIXS>PU>,n. pi. cicerom (-ne). [It a particular apph- > E . cic,tory chicory, and succory, q. v.] A ge-

cation, in allusion to the loquacity of guides, nus of piants of the natural order Composite.Ot the name Cicerone, < L. Cuxro(n-), the cele- There are two species, perennial herbs of the old world,
brated Roman orator.] In Italy, onewho acts as the common chicory (C. Intybus) and endive (C. ndivia)

One Captain Spurio with his cicatrice, an emblem of

war, here on his sinister cheek. Shale., All's Well, ii. 1.

2. Mark; impression. [Rare.]

Lean upon a rush,
The cicatrice and capable impressure
Thy palm some moment keeps.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 5.

3. A cicatrix, in any sense,

cicatrices, . Plural of cicatrix.

*?2i (33%'l
5kj rSr tj ?.

^de -
.?""* rd ip^-"^ cic&^'a^T

1"**

SS sr
f g a cicatrice or scar : as! sa 8LiiJss isrs-^s1& c<

a cicatricial process cicatricial tissue, a form of
tissue closely resembling ordinary dense connective tissue,
into which

Jthejsranulation
tissue filling up and repairing I must own to you it surprised me to see my cicerone so

A former spelling of

who explains the interesting features or asso- ?
A CO ''#-

ciations or the curiosities of a place; a Kuide. cicnpeat, n. An obsolete form of chick-pea.
cicindel (si-sin'del), . [< Cicindela.] A beetle

wounds and other losses of substance becomes converted? welli acquainted with'the"bu8ts"and'statues of all thegreat
^ tne faulty Cicindelidai ; a tiger-beetle.

Cicatricle (sik' a- tri-kl), n. 1. Same as cica- people of antiquity. Addison, Ancient Medals, i. Cicindela (sis-in-de'la), n. [NL., < L. cicinde-

tricula. 2. In'bot.: (a) The hilum of a seed. Ciceronian (sis-e-ro'ni-an), a. and n. [<L Ci-
to

'
a glow-worm, rediipl. of candela, a candle:

(b) The scar left by a fallen leaf . [Rare.] ceronianus, < Ccero(M-),"Cicero.] I. a. Pertain- see candle.] A genus of the family Cicindelida;,

cicatricose (sik'a-tri-kos), a. [< L. cicatrix (cic- ing to or characteristic of Cicero (Marcus Tul- or tiger-beetles. Its technical characters are contigu-

atric-), a scar,+"-ose.] 1. Covered with scars.- lius Cicero, 106-43 B. c., often called Tally), the D"M w/th'^heThini M K'terlnlnffiS^*%(O Tvi JPII//L.D Vimri-n*T- rtlrtTrn*-rti1 4- 1*1 T> I-' J_* -i plllpl "Jill lilt lllllll JOllir SllOrlCr til 111 tllG lOU) tl). T I Ollla. In entom., having elevated spots like scars Roman orator, or his orations and writings. their elegance of form, as well as beauty and brilliancy of



Cicindela

coloring, the numerous species of this genus have always
been great favorites with collectors, although, on account
of their variability
of ruloraml sculp-
ture, they are very
dinlcult to 'IMiii

guisli. They are

among the most
predaeeniis Itee

tlr,. beiiiH excel-

lent runners and
quick. .a the wing.
Their lame live in

cylindrical holes
111 the ground ;

they are whitish

grubs, with a large
Hat head, the flrst

thoracic joint
hfin^ furnished

withalargeconir
oua plate, aiul the
ninth abdominal
joint having on
the dorsal side
two curved lunik*.

The four species
llumvd are charac-
teristic examples.

Cicindeletae
(sis-iu-del'e-
te), tt.pl. [NL.,
< L. cicindela, a

glow-worm, +
Gr. ITI/C, a kins-

man, neighbor.

Tiger-beetles..

a, Cicindela sexfuttata : A, C. rtpanda ;

c, C. splendida; d, C. vulgaris. (All nat-

ural size. J

Cf. Ciciittli'ln.] In Latreille's

system of classification, a group of carnivo-

rous or adephagous pentamerous Coleoptera or

beetles, embracing the tiger-beetles and their

allies.

Cicindelidae(sis-in-del'i-de), . pi. [NL., <

Cicindela + -id<e.~\ A family of adepnagous
Coleoptera or beetles, commonly called tiger-
beetles and sparklers. The typical genus is Cicindela.
The metasternum has an autecoxal piece separated by a

well-marked suture reaching from one side to the other,
and extending in a triangular process between the hind
coxie, which are small and mobile ; and the antenna; are

11-jointetl, and inserted on the front above the base of
the mandibles. The species are found in every quarter of
the globe. They have very prominent eyes, very strong
mandibles, are armed with strong teeth, and are remark-
able for the beauty of their colors. See Cicindela.

Cicindelinae (si-sin-de-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ci-

cindela + -in<e.~] The typical subfamily of the
Cicindelidte ; the tiger-beetles proper.

cicindeline (si-sin'de-lin), a. Pertaining to or

having the nature of the genus Cicindela or sub-

family Cicindelince.

cicinnal (si-sin'al), a. Same as cincinnal.

Cicinnurus, n. See Cincinnurus.
cicinnus (si-sin'us), n. Same as cincinnus.

cicisbeism (si-sis'be-izm), n. [< cicisbeo + *ism ;
= F. sigisbeisme.] 'The practice of acting as,
or the custom of having, a cicisbeo

;
the practice

of dangling about women.
The enormous wickedness and utter paganism of the

Borgias and Medici seem almost respectable when com
pared with the reign of cicigbeism and Jesuitry.

Atheiueuiii, No. 3084, p. 787.

cicisbeo (si-sis'be-6; It. pron. che-ches-ba'o), H.

[It. (> F. cicisbee, sigisbee), said to be < F. ctiiehr.

small, little, + beau, beautiful: see beau, belle.]
1. In Italy, since the seventeenth century, tho
name given to a professed gallant and atten-
dant of a married woman; one who dangles
about women.
Lady T. You know I admit you as a lover no farther

than fashion sanctions.

Joseph S. True a mere platonic cicijtbeo what every
wife is entitled to. Sheridan, School for Scandal, it 2.

2f. A bow of silk or ribbon with long pendent
ends attached to a walking-stick, the hilt of a
sword, or the handle of a fan. Smollett.

ciclatont, ciclatount, [In Spenser, after

Chaucer, cheklaton,shecklaton, schecklaton; ME.
eiclatoun,ciclatun,cyclatoun, siclatoun, syclatoun,
sylcelatoun, once chekelatmin, < OF. ciclaton, eickt-

tun, chielaton, ciglaton, siglaton, singlaton, sen-

glaton, segteton (> Sp. ciclaton), a kind of mantle
or robe, also, at least in AF. (as alone in ME.),
a rich fabric (see def.), appar. (with suffix -OH)

(= Sp. ciclada, a kind of mantle) < ML. cyclan
(ace. cycladem), ciclas, ciclade, ciclades, cicladis.

a kind of mantle, also a rich fabric (see def.), <

L. cyclas, ace. cyclada (in Propertius), < Gr. KD-

K?^r, a mantle worn chiefly by women, adorned
with a border of purple or gold, with ref. to

which, or to its circular form (cf . E. circular, a

cloak), it received its name, < Gr. nviMf, round,
circular, < ni-i&jot, round: see cyclas and cycle.
The transfer and enrichment of the sense (from
a round mantle' to 'a costly fabric of diverse

use') is remarkable, and, with the peculiar
forms, gives some color to the supposition that

999

witli the L. i-i/<'liin. etc., in its proper sense of 'a
HIM lit !.',' lias lji 'on merged another word, per-
haps of Eastern origin, meaning 'a fabric.'

Yule compares the I'anjub trade-name ..u/.-ln/,

Broadcloth, or the Ar. fiil.-ilii/at, Sicily.] 1. A
costly fabric, used in the middle ages for men's
and women's robes or mantles, and also for

leggings, housings, banners, tents, etc. it was
-"iin -times, |..-rlia]>s ^cm-rally, of silk, often witvell with

gold; it is found explained as JXIHHIU aureut, cloth of
'(dd. Krum the diversity of Its use, the term seems to
have been applied to any rich-looking fabric.

Of Bmgges were his hosen brown,
Hi* robe Has of ciclatoun,
That foste many a jane.

Chaucer, Sir Thupas, 1. 23.

Ther was inoiiy gonfanoiiii
Of gold, sendel, and eicl"

'

Kiifi .llinauader (Weber's Metr. Rom., I. S,',), I. ]:vl.

Off silk, cendale, and *//</

VVas the eniiffr.nirs pavyk-un.
Rich. Caerde Lion (Weber s Metr. Rom., II. 90).

2. A mantle or robe worn by men and women,
ipparently of the fabric called by the same
name. [But this sense belongs properly only to the
Krench and Spanish ciclaton and the Middle Latin cyda;
it is not established in English. The word Is erroneously
explained and used in the following passages by Spenser:

The quilted leather Jgcke is old English ; for it was the

proper weede of the horseman, as ye may reade In Chau-
cer, where he describeth Sir Thopas his apparrell and ar-

m. .lire, when he went to fight agaynst the Gyant, in his
robe of thecklittiiii, which schecklaton is that kind of guild-
ed leather with xvhich they used to embroder theyr Irish

Jackes. Spenser, State of Ireland.

But in a Jacket, quilted richly rare

TJpon checklaton, he was straungely dight.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. vii. 43.)

Ciconia (si-ko'ni-ji), n. [NL., < L. ciconia, a

stork, dial, coniaj prob. redupl. from canere.

sing, cry. Cf. E. hen, from same root.] The
typical genus of storks of the family Ciconiida:
The best-known species are the common white and black
storks of Europe, C. "/'" and C. nigra. See stork, and cut
under Ciconiidce.

ciconian (si-ko'ni-an), a. [< Ciconia + -an.]

Pertaining to or consisting of storks: as, "the
fierce ciconian train," Pope, tr. of Odyssey, ix.

68. [Bare.]
Ciconiidae (sik-o-ni'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Ciconia
+ -id.] A family of large altricial grallatorial

birds, of the order Herodiones and suborder Pe-

largi (which see) ; the storks. The bill is longer
than the head, stout at the base, not grooved, tapering to
the straight, recurved, or decurved tip ; the nostrils are

pierced directly in the substance of the bill, and are with-
out nasal scales ; the legs are reticulate, and bare above the

suffrage ; the hallnx is not completely insistent ; and the
claws are not sent*. The family contains about 12 spe-

cidaris

ciconiine (si-k6'ni-in), . Of or pertaining to
,- the Ciciniiiini ; ciconine.

:.'.' ciconine (sik'o-nin), n. [< L. (/</.<, of the
-"'

stork, < cicinnii, stoi-k: see I'imnia.] Of or

pertaining to the Cii'miiiiln- ; having the char-
acters of itorks; ciconiifonn: pchuyic.

cicuratet (sik'u-rut), r. I. [< L. ciriiriitu
t pp.

of rii-uniri', make tame, < rinur, tame.] To
tame; reclaim from "'

White Stork \
Ciconia

cies, representing nearly as many modern genera, chiefly
of the warmer parts of both hemispheres. It includes
the storks proper, the marabous, open-bills, jabirus, wood-
ibises, etc. Also written Ciconidce, Ciconiadce.

ciconiiform (si-ko'ni-i-form), a. [< NL. cico-

niiforiHis, < L. ciconia, stork, 4- forma, form.]
Having or pertaining to the form or structure
of the Ciconiida! ; like or likened to a stork.

Garrod and Forbes suggest a ciconiiform origin for the
Tubinares. A. -Vcirton, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 47, note.

Ciconiiformes (si-ko
//

ni-i-f6r'mez), n.pl. [NL..
pi. of cicon ii'formis: see ciconiiform.'] In Gar-
rod's arrangement, the third division of homa-
logonatous birds, including several modern
orders, as storks, herons, pelicans, vultures,
hawks, and owls. It is not a recognized group
in ornithology.
Ciconiinae (si-ko-ni-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Ci-

conia + -tn<?.] The typical subfamily of the

Ciconiida:, containing the true storks, mara-
bous, and jabirus, as distinguished from the

open-bills and wood-ibises. The bill is straight or
recurved ; the nostrils are nearly lateral ; the toes are
short ; the hallux is not insistent ; and the claws are broad.
flat, and blunt, like nails. Ciconia, Miicteria, and Lep
toptilu* are the leading genera. Also Ciconirux.

I'.ven after carnal con\ crsioli, persons may .vet retain

Home portions of their natures ; yet are the\ s.i refracted,
"(/, and subdued, as not to make jjoud their first

and destructive niali^nn
Sir T. llnm /..-. Vnlg. I'rr., vii. 17.

cicurationt (sik-u-ra'shon), n. [< L. as if *ei-

riiriilio(ii-), < cicnrarc, tame : see cicwrate.] The
act of taming or reclaiming from wildness.

Ray.
Cicuta (si-ku'tij), H. [L., > It. Sp. Pg. cicuta
= Pr. cicuda = F. ciijue, hemlock.] A genus
of umbelliferous plants, containing four or five

species, one European and three or four Ameri-
can. They are tall, perennial, glabrous herbs, with di-

vided leaves, and compound, many-rayed umbels of white
flowers. C. oirotta and the common American species, C.

maculata, are popularly called icater-heinloclc or cnn'i.,,,.

The roots of all are a deadly poison. Most of the ipeciei
may be recognized by the peculiar venation of the leaves,
the main side-veins running to the notches instead of to
the ends of the teeth. See hemlock.

cicutet, " Water-hemlock. See Cicuta.

cicutine (xi-ku'tin), . [< Cicuta + -i2.] A
volatile alkaloid found in Cicuta virosa, the
water-hemlock.
Old (sid), n. [Sp., < Ar. seid, seiyid, lord, el

seid
(Sp.

el Cid,
' the Cid '), the lord or chief.]

A chief
;
a commander: a title applied in Span-

ish literature to Buy or Boderigo Diaz, count
of Bivar, a dauntless champion of the Chris-
tian religion and of the old Spanish monarchy
against the Moors in the eleventh century. He
received this title from the Moors against whom he fought,
while from his countrymen he received that of el Carnpe-
odor, the champion ; and the two were combined in the
form el Cid Campeador, the lord champion.

The title of Cid ... is often said to have come to him
from the remarkable circumstance that five Moorish kings
or chiefs acknowledged him in one battle as their Seid, or
their lord and conqueror. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 12.

cidarea, n. Plural of cidaris.

Cidaria (si-da 'ri -a,), H. [NL. (Treitschke,
1825), < Gr. Kidaptf, a Persian head-dress. See

Cidaris, 2.] A ge-
nus of moths.of the

family Phalcenida,
characterized by
having oblique
bands with acute

angles across the
front wings. The
larva arc true geome-
ters or loopers, having
but two pail's of pro-
legs. C. diversilineata
feedson the grape-vine.

cidarid (sid'a-rid),
n. One of the Ci-

darido? or Cidari-
dea ; a desmosti-
chous or regular sea-urchin, as distinguished
from a heart-urchin or shield-urchin.
Cidaridse (si-dar'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cidarin

(Cidarid-), 2, + -id<p.] A family of desmosti-
chous endocyclical or regular sea-urchins, with

very narrow ambulacra! and broad iuterambu-
lacral spaces, large perforated tubercles, club-

shaped spines, no oral branchiae, and no spheeri-
dia. They have the shell rounded, unclosed auricles,
entire peristome, and ten anal plates. The typical genus
is Cwtarw.

Cidaridea (sid-a-rid'e-a), n. pi. [NL., < Cidaris

(Cidarid-), 2, -f' -o.] A superfamily or ordinal

group of Echinoidea ; the regular endocyclical or
desmostichous sea-urchins, having the mouth
and anus centric, two rows of ambulacra and of

interambulacra alternating with one another,
and teeth and masticatory apparatus, it is

equivalent to the order Endocyeliea of some authors, and
includes the families Cidaridce, Echinidce, Echinometridof,
and others.

cidaris (sid'a-ris), n.
; pi. eidares (-rez). [L., <

Gr. KiSaptf, a turban, tiara; of Pers. origin.] 1.

(a) An ornamental head-dress of the ancient
Persian kings.
On his [the Persian king's] head was set a Cidaris or

Tiara ; this was a kind of Cap or Turbant, not like a felt
of wooll, but of diners peeces of cloth sowed together.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 361.

(6) The head-dress of the high priest of the
Jews, (c) A low-crowned episcopal miter. F.

G.Lee. Also written kidaris. 2. [cap.] [NL.]
The typical genus of the family Cidaridai. The

Cidaria diversilineata, natural size.

n, larva ; b, moth.



Cidaris tribuloidts, viewed from the ac-
tinal side. The spines are removed from

'

half of

cidaris

species are mostly (if warm seas. C. trUndtndcx is found on
the Atlantic coast. A British species found in Shetland
is C, papillata, call-

ed the piper-urchin,
from some fancied
resemblance of its

globular body and
spines to a bagpipe.

cidarite (sid'a-

rit), H. [< Cida- V
rig, '2, + -ite'*."}

A fossil repre-
sentative of the

genus Cidaris,
or some similar

echiuoid, found
in the Carbonif-
erous limestone
and upward. one in,erambulacrai area and
Many eidarites are another,

of large size, and
are furnished with long and often curiously ornamented
spines. See Cularidce.

cider (si'der), n. [Early mod. E. also cyder,
sider, syder, < ME. cidre, cyder, sidcr, syder, cy-

ther, sither, sytlrir, etc. (also steer, siser, etc.,
after L.), < OF. sidre, cidere, F. cidre = Sp. si-

dra, OSp. sizra, = Pg. cidra = It. cidro, sidro,
cider, < L. sicera, < Gr. a'tKepa, < Heb. shekdr (=
Ar. sakar), strong drink, < shdkar, be intoxi-

cated.] If. A strong liquor.
He schall not drinke wyn ne fydyr [A. V., strong drink).

Wydif, Luke i. 15.

2. Formerly, any liquor made of the juice of
fruits

; now, the expressed juice of apples,
either before or after fermentation.
We had also drink, wholesome and good wine of the

grape, a kind of cider made of a fruit of that country.
Bacon.

A flask of cider from his father's vats,
Prime, which I knew. Tennyson, Audley Court.

Cider Act, an English statute of 1763 (3 Geo. III., c. 12),

imposing additional and heavy taxes upon wine, vinegar,
cider, perry, etc. It caused great agitation in the coun-
try. Hard cider, fermented cider; cider that has lost

its sweetness from fermentation. Sweet Cider, cider
before fermentation, or cider in which fermentation has
been prevented. Water cider, a weak ciiier made by
adding to the apples, after the first pressing, one half their

weight of water, and expressing the liquor a second time.

cider-brandy (si'der-bran'di), n. A sort of

brandy distilled from cider. In the United
States also called apple-jack and apple-brandi/.

cideristt (si'der- ist), B. [< cider + -ist.] A
maker of cider. Mortimer.
ciderkint (si'der-kin), . [< cider + dim. -kin.']
An old name for liquor made from the refuge of

apples after the juice had been pressed out for
cider.

Ciderkin is made for common drinking, and supplies the
place of small beer. Mortimer.

cider-mill (si'der-mil), n. A mill for crushing
apples to make cider

;
an establishment where

cider is made.

cider-press (si'der-pres), n. A press used in

extracting cider from crushed or ground apples.
cider-tree (si'der-tre), . The swamp gum-
tree of Australia, Eucalyptus Gunnii, the sap of
which is occasionally made into a kind of cider.

cider-vinegar (si'der-vin'e-gar), n. A vinegar
made by the acetifieation of cider.

ci-devant (se-de-von'), a. [F., former; prop,
adv., formerly, before : ci, contr. from id, here,
< L. ecce, lo, + Me, this; dtrant, OF. davant,
prop, d'avant, < de, of, + arttnt, before: see

amnt-, avaunfl-.] Former; late; ex-: applied
to a person with reference to an office or a po-
sition which he no longer occupies.
The ci-devant commander. Quarterly Rev.

Much they marvelled to see the wealth of the ci-devant
blacksmith,

All his domains and his herds, and his patriarchal de-
meanor. Longfellow, Evangeline, ii. 3.

cidront, . An obsolete variant of citron.

C. I. E. An abbreviation of Companion of the
Order of the Indian Empire, an Anglo-Indian
order of knighthood instituted on January 1st,
1878.

cielt, cieledt, etc. See ceil, etc.

cienaga (se-e-na'ga), n. [Sp. cienaga, a quag-
mire (cf. cenagal. a quagmire), < cieno, mud,
mire, < L. ccenum, mud, mire, filth.] A swamp
or swale : a Spanish word used in Arizona and
New Mexico, and to some extent in California
and Texas. Sometimes written cienega.

cierge(serj),w. [F. : see cerge.] Same as cerge.
cigar (si-gar'), n. [= D. si'gaar = G. eigarre =
Dan. Sw. cigar, < F. cigare, < Sp. cigarro = Pg.
It. cigarro, a cigar, orig. a kind of tobacco grown
in Cuba.] A cylindrical roll of tobacco for

smoking, pointed at one end for insertion into
the mouth and cut at the other for lighting, it
is made of the leaves of the tobacco-plant divested of the
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stems and enveloped tightly in a wrapper of the same
material. A cigar of tapering form, but not pointed at
either end, is called a cheroot. Also written, improperly,

cigar-bundler (si-gar'bun"dler), n. A clamp-
ing-press for packing cigars in bundles.

Cigar-case (si-gar'kas), . A pocket-case for

holding cigars.

cigarette (sig-a-ref), . [< F. cigarette, dim. of

figure, a cigari] A small cigar made of finely
cut tobacco rolled up in an envelop of tobacco,
corn-husk, or thin paper, generally rice-paper,
so as to form a cylinder open at both ends.

Cilician

ment of the eye to vision ;it different distances. See cut
under eye,

- Ciliary muscle Of Riolanus, a small sepa-
l-ate fasciculus of the orbicularis palpebrarum, running in
the free margin of the eyelid, inside the eyelashes. Cili-

ary nerves, long and short, ultimate branches of the nasal
brunch of the ophthalmic nerve, and of the ciliary gan-
glion, supplying tin- ciliary muscle and the iris. Ciliary
neuralgia, neuralgia extending over the brow and down
the side of the nose, attributed to irritation of the ciliary
nerves. Ciliary processes, plaits and folds of the cho-
roid connected with corresponding foldings of the suspen-
sory ligament of the lens of the eye, circularly disposed
around the lens behind the iris. They are some 60 or 80
in number. See cut under eye. Ciliary zone, the ring
r zone marked out by the ciliary processes.

Cigarette-filler (sig-a-ret'~fiFer). . A device Ciliata (sil-i-a'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

for filling the envelop of a cigarette with to- <"'<**, having cilia: see cOfate.J 1. The cili-

ated infusorians; a major group of Infusoria,
as distinguished from the Flagellata and the

Tentaculifera, characterized by the possession
of organs of locomotion and prehension in the

bacco.

cigarette-paper (sig-a-ret'pa"per), n. Thin
paper, commonly rice-paper, used for the wrap-
pers of the fine-cut tobacco which forms the

lilling of cigarettes. shape of numerous vibratile cilia, more or less

cigar-'flsn (s!^g!ir
7
fish), (. A carangoid fish, De- completely clothing the body. The cilia are vari-

motertuituauftatua havino'atriipkfiisifnrmsriaTM. "usly moil 'flej as 8et(e . styles, or uncini, and membrani-
EM*,navingatnicKtuS Ormsnape form expallslong are occasionally found; but the Ciliata

somewhat resembling that of a cigar, it has rays
of the dorsal and anal fins detached and developed as pin

Cigar-fish (Decapffnts punctatus}.

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

nules, and a row of blackish dots along the sides. ]"

^^SS^SSftSS^^S^SS *<* Bynonymof^mCT
-to^a (which see). E. It.

are devoid of the special supplementary lash-like appen-
dages called flagella. They are usually unsymmetrical
animals of a high grade of organization in their class, the
simplest of them being differentiated into an endosarc and
ectosarc with an endoplastule and contractile vacuole,
while most, if not all, show an oral region where food is

ingested, whence an esophagcal depression leads into the
endosarc ; and there is also, usually, an aboral or anal area
through which the refuse of digestion is evacuated. The
families are numerous, and have been divided by Stein into
the groups Holotriclia, Heterotricha, Hypotricha, and Peri-

tricha, according to the character of the cilia and their dis-

position upon the body of the animal. Paramecium and
Vorticella are common examples of the Ciliata.

2. A branch of Platyhelmia, consisting of two
classes, Planarice and Nemertina, as together
distinguished from a branch Sucloria : an inex-

an inhabitant of the Caribbean sea a:

coast of the United States, and abounds o^ucnuuuo, ,.1.010 ,-
-

...

it Is of some importance as a food-fish. Also round-robin. Lankester. [Little used.]
cigar-holder (si-gar'hol

//

der), n. A mouth- ciliate, ciliated^ (sil'i-at,

,

ginally fringed with hairs, as leaves, petals, etc. ; having
motile appendages, as reproductive bodies of many crypto-

Igar-nolder (si-gar'nol"der), n. A mouth- dilate, Ciliated (sil'i-at,

piece or tube, often of ivory or amber, used to -a-ted), a. [< NL. cilia-

hold a cigar. Also, rarely, cigar-tube. tus (cf. ML. ciliatus, with

cigar-plant (si-giir'plant), n. The Cupliea pla- beautiful eyelids), < L.

tycentra, a native of Mexico, having a bright- (NL.) cilium: see cilium,
scarlet tubular corolla tipped with black and and cf. Ciliata.'] Fur-

white, well known in cultivation. nished with cilia
;
bear-

cigar-press (si-giir'pres), . A press used to ing cilia, (a) In bot., mar

compress cigars preparatory to packing.
cigar-tree (si-gar'tre), n. A name of the catal-

pa, from the shape of its pods.
cigar-tube (si-gar' tub), n. Same as cigar-holder.
cigninota (sig-ni-no'ta), re. [NL., prop, "eggni-
iiota, < L. cygnus, swan, + nota, mark.] Same
as swan-mark.

Cileryt, cilleryt, . [< "ciler, "ciller, for celer,
cellcr

1

*, celurc, sculptured work in relief, orna-
mental carving or other decoration : see celwe."\
Ornamental carving around the head of a pil-
lar

; a volute.
Valuta [It, = E. volute], that in the ftad or chapiter of

a plller which sticketh out or hangeth oner in maner of
a writhen circle or curled tuft, being a kind of worke of
leaues or some such deuise turned diners and sundrie
wayes ;

camera and painters call it draperie or cillerie.

Florio.

Draperit[F.], . . . a flourishing with leaues and flowers
in wood, or stone, used especially on the heads of pillers,
and tearmed by our workmen drapery or cilery. Cotgrave.

cilia, . Plural of cilium.

ciliary (sil'i-a-ri), a. [= F. clliaire, < NL.
ciliaris, < L. cilium, an eyelid: see cilium.'} 1.

Pertaining to or resembling cilia; hair-like;

ciliate Flower.

i, 2. Ciliated embryos of common red coral (Corallium rubrum).
3. Ciliated chamber of a fresh-water sponge (.Spongilla). 4. Free,
swimming ciliated embryo of a sponge. (All highly magnified.)

gams. (\i) In anat. and zoiil.. furnished with cilia, in any
sense

; ciliary : as, ciliated cells
; a ciliated embryo.

The groups of ciliated cells thus produced . . . form by
their aggregation discoid bodies.

If. B. Carpenter, Micros., 241.

(r.) In entom., provided with a row of even fine, rather
stiff, and often curved hairs ; fringed: as, a ciliated margin.

Ciliated chambers, in sponges, various local dilata-
tions of the inhalent canals, to which the endodennic cells,
at first forming a continuous layer, are finally restricted.
Now usually and more accurately called flagellated cham-
berg. See Leiiconex, and cute under Porifera and Spongilla.

Ciliated groove, in ascidians, a grooved region of the*., . , ? .
' v/iAio.i>cu giuuve, 111 HMioiitiis, a grooved region or me

filamentous
; specifically, belonging to the eye- body connected with a nerve-center and provided with fla-

lids : as, the ciliary feathers of birds (that is, Kella> supposed to be a sense-organ, probably olfactory.
feathers situated on the edges of the eyelids).

Ciliated infusorians, the Ciliata.- Ciliated tracts, in

2 Furnished with , oiliarorl * T>o, ascidians, clefts beset with cilia, situated about the en-iisnea witn ili -* T>o,
. d. Pertain- ,

trance to the respiratory chamber, and leading thence to. eo camer, an eang ence o
ing to cilia; characteristic of cilia; done by the esophagus or the vicinity of the great nervous ganglion,
cilia : as, ciliary action ; ciliary motion. 4 Re- "r ending in the ciliated groove (which see, above). = Syn.

lated, associated, or connected in some wav C!l''a'f aml cilinM ar
? 'I

86 '1 interchangeably, but the for---
eye ;

s tedin ap-

thalmic artery, which supply the interior and other parts
of the eyeball. They are divided into three sets, long, short
and anterior. Ciliary body, (a) That part of the cho-
roid coat of the eye which lies in front of

"

(sil-i-a'shon), n. [< NL. as if "cilia-

tio(n-), < ciliatus : "see ciliate.'] 1. The state
of being ciliated.

This general ciliation is only found during the most in-
different condition of the larva.

LH me UCIUUIUIHI emails. Also
called corpus cttiare. (b) In the eye of a cephalopod, a
thickening of the epithelium on the anterior and posterior
surfaces of the connective tissue which invests the ciliary
muscle and extends to the crystalline lens. Also called
corpus epitheliale. Ciliary canal. See oman. Ciliary
ganglion. See ganglion. Ciliary ligament, an elastic
structure surrounding the iris, and connecting the exter-
nal and middle tunics of the eyeball. See cut under eye.
Ciliary motion, ciliary movement, the motion of

cilia which produces the locomotion of the bodies of which

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 201.

2. An assemblage or supply of cilia. 3. In

iye which lies in front of the ora serrata,
including the ciliary muscle and ciliary processes, but not
the iris. By some restricted to that part of the choroid
coat which lies in front of the orbiculus ciliaris. Also ,1- - --

entom.,- the fine hairs of a ciliated margin.
West-wood.

ilice (sil'is), n. [< F. cilice = Pr. cilici = Sp.
Pg. cilicio = It. ciliccio, < L. cilicium, a coarse
cloth of goats' hair: see cilicious, cilicium.']
Same as cilicium.

Then I must doff this bristly cilice.

C. Jteade, Cloister and Hearth, xciv.

they are a part, as in the ciliated protozoans, or maintains cilicia, n. Plural of cilicium.

the choroid coat of the eyeball. Its contraction draws upon
i

,
of

.

the ciliary processes, affects the shape of the crystalline
or pertaining to Clhcia, a country on the south-

lens, and is the chief agent in the accommodation or adjust- eastern coast of Asia Minor, having on the east
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passes through Mount Araanus into Syria, one
of which was called the Cilicimi (inti'g.

The worship of Mithras became kunwn to the Koui:ins

through the I'itn-ittn pirates captured b\ Pompey about
70 B.C. Kin-i/i: llrit,, XVI. .:;i

II. ii. An inhabitant of Cilicia.

cilicioust (si-lish'us), H. [< I., filicimn, < dr.

ki'/iki'it: 11 coarse cloth made orig. of Cilieian

goats' hair, iicut. of Ki/ikiiir (L. Ciliriiix), Cili-

cian, < KI'/IKIII, ]i. Cilifiii, a country in Asia

Minor.] Mado or consisting of hair.

A garment of camel's hair ; that is, made of some tex-

ture of that hair, a coarse garment, a i-il/i-iniix or sack
cloth habit, suitable to the austerity of his (John the r.ap

tist's]life. SirT. Itmirne, \ uln. KIT., v. if..

cilicium (si-lish'i-um), n.
; pi. cilicia (-it). [L.,

a coarse clotli of goats' hair: see eilitious and
cilice.] In the early and mcdii'rnl church, an

undergarment or shirt of haircloth, worn next
the skin by monks or others as a means of mor-

tifying the flesh without ostentation; a hair
shirt. Also cilice.

ciliella (sil-i-el'a), n. ; pi. cilirll<e (-6). [NL.,
dim. of L. (NL.) citiiim, eyelid (cilium): see
ciliiiiii. (.'(. ciliola.'] In cntom., a fringe.

ciliferous (si-lif'e-rus), a. [< NL. citiferus, <

L. (NL.) ciliniit (see ciliiiiii) + J'i'rr<: = E. bear1
.]

Provided with or bearing cilia; ciliated.

ciliiform (sil'i-i-form), a. [< L. (NL.) cilium

(see cilium) + forma, form.] Having the form
of cilia; very fine or slender: specifically ap-
plied to the teeth of certain fishes when numer-
ous and all equally fine, as those of the perch.
Ciliobrachiata (sH"i-6-brak-i-a'ta), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of ciliobrachiatiis : see cifio-

brachiate. Cf. Srachiata.J The moss-animal-

cules; the polyzoans or bryozoans, as a class of

"polyps" provided with vibratile cilia: a syn-
onym of Polyzoa. [Not in use.]
ciliobrachiate (sil"i-6-bra'ki-at or -brak'i-at),
a. [< NL. ciliobracltiatus, < L. (NL.) cilium (see
dlium) + brachiitm, the arm.] In zool., having
the brachia or arms furnished with cilia, as in

I'olyzoa ; specifically, pertaining to or having
the characters of the Ciliobrachiata.

Cilioflagellata (sil"i-6-flaj-e-la'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of cilioflageUatuit : see cilioflagellate.
Cf. Flagellata.] An order of free-swimming
animalcules, with locomotive appendages con-

sisting of one or more lash-like nagella, a sup-
plementary more or less highly developed cili-

ary system, and the oral aperture usually dis-

tinct
;
the cilioflagellate infusorians. As instituted

by Claparede and Lachmanu (1858-60), the order included
only the Peridlniidae. As constituted by Saville Kent, it

consists of the families IleteromaxtiffititF, Mallomonadidce,
and Trichonemida!, besides the Peridiniida. It corre-

sponds to the Mantigophora tnchosoinata of Diesing. It
has been since named by Butschli Dinojiagellata (wliich
see).

cilioflagellate (sil''i-d-flaj'e-lat), a. [< NL.
cilioflagellatus, < L. (NL.) cilium (see cilium) +
flagellum, a whip, etc. : see flagellum.'] Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Cilio-

flagellatu.

Ciliograda (sil
//

i-o-gra'da), n. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of ciliogradus : see ciliograde.] De Blain-
ville's name for the Ctenophora.
ciliograde (sil'i-o-grad), a. and n. [< NL. cilio-

grimt, < L. (Nt.) cilium (see cilium) + gradi,
walk.] I. a. Moving by means of cilia.

II. n. One of the Ciliograda ; a ctenophoran.
ciliola (si-li'6-la), . pi. [NL., pi. of ciliolum

(>F.ciKo/e), dim. of cilium: see cilium. Cf.cili-

clla.~\ In mosses, the slender hair-like pro-
cesses sometimes occurring between the teeth
of the inner peristome. Also called cilia. See
cut under cilium.

ciliospinal (sil'i-o-spi'nal), a. [< cili(ary) +
njiiiinl.'] Pertaining to the ciliary region of the

eyeball and to the spinal cord ciliospinal
center, the center for dilatation of the pupil in theTower
cervical and upper thoracic portions of the spinal cord.

cilium (sil'i-um), n.
; pi. cilia (-a). [NL. (> P. cil

= Pr. cit, silh = Sp. cija = It. cigtio), a particular
use of L. cilium, an eyelid, lit. a cover, akin to

celare, cover, conceal.] 1. In anat., one of the
hairs which grow from the margin of the eye-
lids; an eyelash. 2. One of the minute, gener-
ally microscopic, hair-like processes of a cell

or other part or organ of the body, or of an
entire organism, permanently growing upon and
projecting from a free surface, capable of active
vibratile or ciliary movement, producing cur-
rents in surrounding media, as air or water, and
thug serving as organs of ingestion or egestion,
prehension, locomotion, etc. In the higher animals
cilia are very characteristic of the free surface of various
tissues, as mucous membrane, the epithelial cells of which
are ciliated. In such cases the cilia have in the individual

bV,
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cells precisely tile same- action as in the numberless micro-

seopic animals ..! wbicli they arc hiuhly rbaraeteristic. as

infusorians. la<li..larians. p.ily/oalls, r.. liters, an. I III.' . n

bryonic or larval Kta^es ..t scry man) otber in\ ert el.rates.

Cilia are dist inuiiisbe.i by their permanency from the va-

rious temp.. rai> |

--.- u llirll resemble tllcm, such a.S

pseud. .podia, and by their minuteness anil activity from
the -imilar t.iit u-nally lai-_-rr special |it-..c..-sses kn.mu as

Ma^ella, \ll.laellla.ete.; hut tbe distinction is Hot abso-
lute. The peculiar \ibratile action of cilia is termed

.....'MM-. >, e cuts under lililnttH-ti'li', POAMMMUM,
and I'" rli'-< -//'I

3. In but. : (a) In mosses, one of the hair-like

processes within the peristome. (6) One of the

microscopic hair-like ap-
pendages which are of-

ten present upon the re-

productive bodies, such
as antherozoids and zo-

ospores of cryptogams.
They are

frequently
two

in number and vibrate
with great rapidity, pro-
ducing locomotion. 4.

Inentom., a hair set with

others; a fringe, like

eyelashes, generally on
cilia. Portion of peristome the leg or margins of the

*M?wgtiir
f

>*g"ifc<f?"'"
" w igs of- insects.

a, a. two outer teeth; i. t. [In all 8611868 DlOSt

<anm?i".'
c|pn':l"s; '' c'"ai commonly used in the

plural.]

cilleryt, . See cilery.
cillo (sii'6), . [NL., prob. (like F. filler, wink,
cil, eyelid) < L. cilium, an eyelid: see cilium.']
In pathol., a constant spasmodic trembling of

the upper eyelid. Sometimes called life's-blood.

cillosis (si-16'sis), n. [NL., as cillo + -osis.]
Same as cillo.

cillotic (si-lot'ik), a. [< cillosis (cillot-) + -ic.~]

Affected with cillosis or cillo.

cima, n. See cyme.
cimar, . See ttimar.

cimarron (Sp. pron. se-mar-ron'), n. [Sp. cimar-

ron, wild, unruly, < cima, < ML. cima, the top of
a mountain, summit. Hence E. maroon, q. v.]
A Spanish-American name of the bighorn or

Rocky Mountain sheep, Oris montana. [South-
western U. S.]
cimbalt (sim'bal), n. [Prob. a corruption of

simnel, q. v. Of. It. ciambella, a little cake.]
A kind of confection. Nares.

Cimbex (sim'beks), n. [NL. (Olivier, 1790).] A
genus of insects, of the hymenopterous family
Tenthredinida;, characterized by antennas con-

sisting of 5 joints preceding the club, which con-
sists of 2 joints soldered together; obtuse spurs ;

the anterior tarsi of male spined beneath; a
narrow labrum; wings with 2 marginal and 3

snbmarginal cells, first submarginal cells with
2 recurrent nervures, and lanceolate cell with a

straight cross-line. This is an important genus, com-
prising some of the largest saw-flies. C. aineru'ana feeds

upon the elm, and occasionally defoliates large trees.

cimbia (sim'bi-ji), n.; pi. cimbire (-e). [NL.,
appar. an error for cimbra, < Sp. cimbra, cim-
bria = Cat. cindria = F. cintre, y E. cinier, cen-
ter2

,
an arched frame, orig. a cincture : see cin-

ter, center^.] 1. In arch., a fillet, list, band, or
cincture. Gicilt. 2. In anat., a slender white
band crossing the ventral surface of the cms
cerebri, forming a distinct ridge in certain ani-

mals, as the cat.

cimbial (sim'bi-al), a. [< cimbia + -al.~\ Per-

taining to the cimbia.
Cimbrian (sim'bri-an), n. and H. [< L. Cimber
(Cimbri-), a Cimbrian, + -an.] I. a. Same as
Cimbric.

II. n. 1. One of the Cimbri; an inhabitant
of Cirnbria. 2. Same as Cimbric.
Cimbric (sim'brik), a. and n. [< L. Cimbricus,
< Cimbri (see def.).] I. a. Pertaining to the

Cimbri, an ancient people of central Europe,
of uncertain local habitation and ethnographi-
cal position. They pushed into the Roman provinces
in 118 B. C., and in company with the Teutons and (lanls

engaged with and defeated Roman armies in southern
Gaul and elsewhere (the most notable defeat being that
of Cicpio and Mallius in 105 B. c.)until 101 B. C., when they
were defeated and virtually exterminated by Marius on
the Raudian Fields in northern Italy. The peninsula of
Jutland was named from them the Cimbric Cnergontse.

II. . The language of the Cimbri.

cimelia, H. Plural of cimelium.

cimeliarcht, . [< LL. cimeliarcha, < LGr. K.CI-

/itl>.idpxr/c, < Keifiq/.tov, treasure, -f apxeiv, rule.]
1 . A warden or keeper of valuable objects be-
longing to a church. 2. The apartment in an-
cient churches where the plate and vestments
were deposited; the treasure-chamber of a
church.

Cimmerian

Cimelium (si- me 'li-iii.i), . ; pi. i-iiiii-lia (-&).

I Ml,., commonly in pi. rimi'lin (in 1-1. sometimes
used as sing. I, < (Jr. Mt/ii/'/im. a treasure, neut.
ol' ;. ////,//(/'. treasured up, stored up, < vintlm,

lie.] A precious or eosth possession: IL trea-

siiri-; espi-r'iiilly, an article of plate, a costly
robe, vestment, etc., in an imperial or royal
treasury, or in the treasury attached to a ohnrcli,
or one of the more valuable objects of art or

antiquity in a museum or archaeological collec-
tinn : in the plural, a collection of such objects;
a treasury. [The plural form is sometimes used
as a singular in the collective sense.]
The monster* of jmreelain which compose the e/:

of the days of the l)uclic3 of Portland.
.\rl Journal, VII. 210.

cimentt, " and r. An obsolete form of ceim-iit.

ciiaeter, . See .tiniiinr.

cimex (si'meks), n. [L., a bug, > Sp. chim-ln;
> E. rliiiirli-, q. V. Cf. eimixx.] 1. PI. ciani-i-x

(sim'i-sez). A bug, as a bedbug. 2. [<"/']

[NL.] A genus of heteropterous hemipterous
insects, typical of the family I'imietdas. ('nin.r

lii-liilnriuK is the bedbug. See 6u</
2

,
2.

cimiclc (si-mis'ik), a. [< L. eiaiei (cimic-), a
ling i '. + -"'.] Belonging to or de-
rived from bugs of the genus Cimet. cimiclc
acid, <'].-,ll-_'H

<l
'j< an acid forming yellowish crystals, ami

having a feeble hut characteristic smell and taste, pre-
pared from a species of Cimejr.

cimicid (sim'i-sid), . A bug of the family Ci-

iiiit'iiltr.

Cimicidae (si-mis'i-de), . ;;/. [NL., < Cimex
(Clinic-) + -Ida:"] A family of neteropterous
hemipterous insects or bugs, named from the

genus Cimex. It is divided into two subfam-
ilies, Anthoeorinte and Cimicinte. Also called
Acdiithiido'.

Cimicifuga (sim-i-sif'u-gii), n. [NL. , < L. cimex
(cimic-), bug, + fugare, drive away, caus. of

fugcre, flee: see^i(</t'<i!T.] A genus of plants,
natural order Kanunculacece, closely allied to
Actcea ; the bugworts or bugbanes. The species
are perennial herbs, natives of Europe, Siberia, and North
America. The European C. /fflida is very fetid, and is

used for driving away vermin. The American black snake-
root is C. ractiuona, the root of which is used as a remedy
iu rheumatism, chorea, dropsy, chronic bronchitis, etc.

cimicifugin (sim-i-sif'u-jin), n. [< Cimicifuga
f -i 2

.] An impure resin obtained from C'imi-

ciftu/a racemosa.
Cimicinae (sim-i-si'ne). n. pi. [NL., < Cimex
(Cimic-) + -itue.] The typical subfamily of

Cimicidtr, represented by the common bedbug.
cimicine (sim'i-sin), n. [< L. cimex (cimic-) +
-i'ne2.] The substance which emits the very
disagreeable odor used as a means of defense

by the bedbug and many other Hemiptera. it is

a fluid which is secreted by glands in the metathorax, and
in some species can be ejected to a considerable distance.

ciraier (se-mia'), n. [F., a crest, a buttock (of
beef).] 1. The crest of a helmet; specifically,
the ornamental crest of a medieval helmet.
See lieaumc. This French word is used to distinguish
the medieval crest from the crests of the helmets of classi-
cal antiquity, Oriental nations, etc.

2. In her., the ornament, consisting of a hel-
met with lambrequins, which surmounts some
escutcheons.

cimisst, n. [< F. as if "ciniice (OF. cime) = It.

cimice, < L. cimex (cimic-): see cimex."] The
bedbug. See cimex.

cimitert, See simitar.

Cimmerian (si-me'ri-an), a. and n. [< L. Cim-
meriun (Gr. K.i/ffiipiof')', pertaining to the Cim-
merii, Gr. Kt/uicpioi.'] I. a. 1. Pertaining to
the Cimmerii, a mythical people mentioned by
Homer as dwelling "beyond the ocean-stream,
where the sun never shines, and perpetual
darkness reigns." Later writers sought to localize
them, and accordingly place. I them in Italy, near the
Avernus, or in Spain, or in the Tauric Chersonese, and
represented them as dwelling in perpetual darkness, so
that the expression Cimmerian darlrneg* (Cimmeritx teite-

brte) became proverbial. See 3.

Hence 2. Very dark; obscure; gloomy.
There, under ebon shades, and low-brow'd rocks,
As ragged as thy locks,

. In 'lark Cimmerian desert ever dwell.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 10.

3. Pertaining to the Cimmerii, a nomadic people
of antiquity dwelling in the Crimea, near the
sea of Azof, and in the country of the lower
Volga, and perhaps, from some vague know-
ledge, the original of the mythical Cimmerii.
H. n. One or the Cimmerii, in either the myth-

ical or the historical application of that name.
Our bark

Reached the far confines of Oceanus.
There lies the land, and there the people dwell,
Of the Ciinineritiitx, in eternal cloud
And darkness. Bryant, Odyssey, xt



cimolia

cimoliat (si-mo'li-ii), n. [NL., < L. cimolia (sc.

creta, clay, or terra, earth), < Gr. Kt/iuZia (sc. yfi,

earth), prop, adj., fern, of Ki/nuAiof (L. Cimolius),
of K//i<jAof (L. Cimolns), an island of the Cyc-
lades, now Kimolo or Argentiera.] Cimolite.
Holland.
cimolian (si-mo 'li-an), a. [< cimolia + -an.]

Pertaining to cimolite.

Cimoliornis (si-mo-li-6r'nis), n. [NL., < Gr.
KiuiAia (see cimolia) + opvif, a bird.] A genus
of fossil animals, so called because found in

fimolite. This fossil, from the Chalk of Maidstone, was
.supposed by Owen to be a bird, and was named C. diome-

/(((, but was afterward identified by Bowerbank with a

pterodactyl, Pterodarhilu* yiyanteus.

cimolite (sim'o-lit), . [< cimolia + -ite^: =
F. cimolite.'] A. species of clay, or hydrous
silicate of aluminium, used Ijy the ancients as
a remedy for erysipelas and other inflamma-

tory diseases. It is white, of a loose, soft texture, and
molders into a fine powder. It is useful for taking spots
from cloth.

cinapert, n. An obsolete form of cinnabar.
Great quantitie of quicksiluer and of Cinaper.

Uakhiyt's Voyages, II. 229.

cincantert, cincatert, [< F. dnqiumte, < L.

quinquaginta, fifty, < quinque,&ve: see cinque."]
A man fifty years old. E. Phillips, 1706.

cinch (sinch), n. [< Sp. cincha, f., agirth, girdle,
also cincho, m., < L. cingula, ML. also dngla,
f., cingulum, neut., > E. cingle, a girdle: see

tingle.] A saddle-girth made of leather, can-

vas, or woven horsehair. [Western U. S.]
The two ends of the tough cordage which constitute the

cinch terminate in long, narrow strips of leather, called

latigos [Spanish, thongs], which connect the cinches with
the saddle and are run through an iron ring, called ... the

larigo ring, . . . and then tied by a series of complicated
turns and knots known only to the craft. L. Swinburne.

cinch (sinch), c. [< cinch, n.] I. trans. 1. To
gird with a cinch. Hence 2. To bind or sub-
due by force. [Colloq., western U. 8.]

II. intrans. To tighten the cinch : used with

up.
At Giles's ranch, on the divide, the party halted to cinch

up. St. Nicholas, XIV. 732.

cinche, n. Same as chinche2 .

cinchomeronic (sin-ko-me-ron'ik), a. Used only
in the following phrase Cinchomeronic acid,
CnHgNaOtf, an acid produced by the oxidation of cin-

chonine with HNO3 , crystallizing in crusts and nodules of
small needles.

Cinchona (sin-ko'na), n. [NL. (Linnreus), for

Chinchona, so called after the Countess of
Chinchon (Sp. Chinchon, a town in Spain near
Madrid), vice-queen of Peru, who in 1638 was
cured of fever by the use of cinchona bark,
and who assisted in making the remedy known.
The NL. name according to the Sp. would
prop, be Chinchona (pron. chin-cho'na), but it,

rarely appears in that form, being adapted in
form and pron. to L. analogies.] 1. A genus
of evergreen trees, natural order Bubiacea;, na-
tives of the Andes from the United States of
Colombia to Bolivia, growing chiefly on the
eastern slopes at an average altitude of from
5,000 to 8,000 feet. They are the source of Peruvian
or cinchona bark and of quinine. There are about 40 spe-
cies, but the cinchona barks of commerce are produced by
about a dozen. The barks used in pharmacy are chiefly of
three kinds : loxa, crown, or pale cinchona bark, the ordi-

nary Peruvian bark, afforded by C. officinal!*; callwyaor

Flowering branch of Cinchona Calisaj/a, with single flower
on larger scale.

yellow cinchona bark, from C. Calixat/a ; and red cinchona
bark, from C. succirubra. Several other barks are used
exclusively in the manufacture of quinine, as the Colom-
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biiin or Cartagena bark, from C. Imwifolia and C. curdiju-
lia; Pitayo bark, from C. Pitayensis; gray, Lima, or Hua-
nuco bark, from C. Peruviana and other species ; and Cusco
bark, from C. pubescent. The British and Dutch govern-
ments have done much to promote the cultivation of the
more important species, and extensive plantations have
been successfully established in the Himalayas and in Cey-
lon, Java, and Jamaica. Cinchona bark is most valuable
as a remedy in fevers and as a general tonic ; but the al-

kaloids obtainable from the bark have in practice largely
taken the place of the bark itself. Of these the most abun-
dant and the one in most common use is quinine. Others

equally valuable are quinadin, cinchonine, and cinchoni-
dine. The amount of alkaloids yielded by the bark is very
variable, from a very small percentage to as much as 12 per
cent., of which from one third to three fourths is quinine.

2. II. c.] The medicinal bark of the species of

Cinchona. African cinchona, the bark of species of
the rubiaceous genus Sarcocephalw, from western Africa.
Also called doundakt.

cinchonaceous (sin-ko-na'shius), a. [< Cin-

chona + -aceotis.] Pertaining or allied to the

genus Cinchona.

cinchonamine (sin-kon'a-min), n. [< cinchona, 2,

+ amine.] An alkaloid"(C 19H24N2O) obtained
from a variety of cuprea bark, the product of

Eemijia Purdieana.
cinchonate (sin'ko-nat), n. [< cinchon(ic) +
-afe1 .] A salt of c'inchonic acid

;
a quinate.

cinchona-tree (sin-ko'na-tre), n. A tree of the

genus Cinchona.

cinchonia (sin-ko'ni-a), n. [NL., < cinchona,
2.] Same as cinchonine.

cinchonic (sin-kon'ik), a. [< cinchona, 2, +
-ic.] Of or belonging to cinchona; derived from
or having the properties of cinchona : as, cin-

chonic acid. Also
quiniCj

kinic.

cinchonicine (sin-kou'i-sin), . [< cinchonic +
-ine2.] An artificial alkaloid derived from cin-

chonine and isomeric with it.

cinchonidia (sin-ko-nid'i-a), n. [< cinchona, _.

+ -Ml + -'!.] Same as cinchonidine.

cinchonidina (sin-kon-i-di'na), n. Same as cin-

chonidine.

cinchonidine (sin-kou'i-din), n. [< cinchona, 2,

+ -wi1 + -c2
.] An alkaloid of cinchona bark,

especially abundant in the red bark, and iso-

meric with cinchonine. It is used in medicine in the
form of the sulphate for the same purposes as quinine,
but is a less powerful antiperiodic.

cinchonine (sin'ko-nin), . [< cinchona, 2, +
-je2 . ] An alkaloid (CjgHggNgO) obtained from
the bark of several species of Cinchona. It crys-
tallizes in white prisms, which are odorless, not so bitter
as quinine, with which it is generally associated, and sol-

uble in alcohol, but not in water. With acids it forms

crystallizable salts. Its medicinal effects are like those
of quinine, but milder. Also called cinchonia,.

cinchoninic (sin-ko-nin'ik), a. [< cinchonine +
-ic.] In cltem., existing in or derived from cin-

chonine : as, cinchoninic acid.

cinchonism (sin'ko-nizm), n. [< cinchona, 2, +
-ism.] In pathol., a disturbed condition of the

system, characterized by excessive buzzing in

the ears, the result of overdoses of cinchona or

quinine.
The condition here called cinchonism is marked by the

occurrence of giddiness, deafness, and a sense of buzzing,
or some kind of tinnitus, in the ears.

Sir T. Watson, Lectures on Physic, Ixxxvi.

cinchonize (sin'ko-nlz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. cin-

chonized, ppr. cinchoitizing. [< cinchona, 2, +
-ize.] In med., to bring under the influence of

the cinchona alkaloids
;
administer large doses

of
cinchona_ or quinine to.

cinchotannic (sin-ko-tan'ik), a. [< cincho(nine)
+ tann(in) + -ic.]

'

Pertaining to or derived
from cinchonine and tannin Cinchotannic acid,
a form of tannic acid found in the cinchona barks.

cinchotenin (sin-kot'e-nin), n. A neutral ni-

trogenous principle, derived from cinchonine

by the action of potassium permanganate.
cinchovatin (sin-ko-va'tin), n. [< cincho(nine) +
v(inum), wine, + -ate1 + -in2.] Same as aricin.

Cincian law. See law.

cincinnal (sin-sin'al), a. [< cincinnus + -al.]
In hot. and zool., resembling or related to a cin-

cinnus; scorpioid. Also cicinnal.

Cincinnati group. See group.
Cincinnurus (sin-si-nu'rus), n. [NL. (Vieillot,

1818, in the form Cicinnurus), < L. cincinnus, a
curl (see cincinnus), + Gr. ovpd, tail.] A genus
of birds of Paradise, of the family Paradiseidee
and subfamily Paradiseince, having the two
middle tail-feathers long-exserted in the form
of naked wiry shafts coiled at the end into a
scorpioid or cincinnal racket which bears vanes,
whence the name. The only species is C. regius, the
manucode or king bird of Paradise, which is 6j inches
long, with the middle tail-feathers about as long. The
male is chiefly of a crimson or flaming orange color, varied
with iridescent green. The species inhabits New Guinea
and several neighboring islands, including Salwatti, the
Aru islands, Misol, and Jobie.

cinctoplanular

King Bird uf Paradise (C&tciHtOHtts

cincinnus (sin-sin'us), n. [NL., < L. cincinnus
= (perhaps <) Gr. K'MIVVO^, curled hair. Cf. eir-

rnn.] In bot., a form of definite inflorescence
in which the successive axes arise alternately to

the right and left of the preceding one, in dis-

tinction from the bostri/x, in which the suppres-
sion is all on one side

;
a uniparous scorpioid

cyme. Also cicinnus.

cinclid (sing'klid), n. A member of the family
Cinclidm ; a water-ouzel.

Cinclidae(sing'kli-de), n.pl. [NL., < Cinclus, 1,

+ -idee.'] A family of turdoid oscine passerine
birds, the dippers or water-ouzels, remarka-
ble among land-birds for their aquatic habits.
They spend much of their time in the water, through
which element they fly with ease. They have a stout
thick-set body; very short tail of 12 rectrices; short
rounded wings of 10 primaries, the first of which is spuri-

American Dipper (Cinchis mexicantts}.

ous ; the tarsi booted ; the bill shorter than the head, slen-

der, nearly straight, with convex gonys ; the linear nos-
trils partly overhung by feathers ; and no rictal bristles.

It is a small group, having the single genus Cinclux and
about 12 species, inhabiting clear mountain streams of

most parts of the world.

cinclides, n. Plural of cinclis.

Cinclinae (sing-kli'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cinclus,
1 (in sense 2, < Cinclus, 2), + -inte.] 1. The
dippers or water-ouzels rated as a subfamily
of Turdidte or of some other group of birds.

2. The turnstones as a subfamily of Hcemato-

fodidai.
G. B. Gray, 1841. See Strcpsilas.

cinclis (sing'klis), n.
; pi. cinclides (-kli-dez).

[NL., < Gr. la-ynMc, pi. KiyKAidec, a, latticed gate.]
An aperture in the wall of the somatic cavity
of some actinozoans, as sea-anemones, for the
emission of craspedota and acontia.

Cinclosoma (sing-klo-so'ma), n. [NL. (Vigors
and Horsfield, 1825), < Gr."ttr/K/of, water-ouzel

(see Cinclus'), + oatta, body.] A genus of Aus-
tralian birds of uncertain affinities, usually
ranged with Crateropus. it includes four species, c.

punctatum, castanonotum, cinnamomeum, and cavtaneu-
thorax. They are sometimes called arouiul-thrushes.

Cinclus (sing'klus), n. [NL., <Gr. Kiyid.os, a cer-

tain bird, according to some a kind of wagtail
or water-ouzel.] 1. The typical and only ge-
nus of birds of the family Cinclidte or water-
ouzels. The European species is C. aquaticus;
the North American is C. mexicanus. Bechstein,
1802. See cut under Cinclidte. 2. A name
given by G. R. Gray (after Moehring, 1752) to a

genus of wading birds, the turnstones, usually
called Strepsilas (which see).

Cinctoplanula (singk-to-plan'u-la), n.; pi. cinc-

toplannlce (-le). [NL., CL. cincttis, girdled, +
NL. (LL.) planula: seeplanula.] In zool., a gir-
dled planula ; the peculiar collared embryo of

sponges, or the embryonic stage of a sponge
when itresembles a choanoflagellate infusorian.

The gastrula [of certain sponges] evidently occupies a

stage between that of the amphiblastula, or the parenchy-
mula when that is present, and the Cinctoplanula or gir-
dled planula.

Hyatt, Proc. Host. Soc. Nat. Hist., XXIII. 81.

cinctoplanular (singk - to - plan'u - lar) ,
a. [As

Cinctoplanula + -ar'f.] Collared, as 'the embryo



cinctoplanular

of a sponge; having the character of a cincto-

planula.
Cincture (singk'tur), n. [= F. ccinturr = Pr.
Centura = It. cintiira (Sp. ciiituni, the waist,
formerly a girdle, = Pg. cintuni, the waist), < L.
cinetiirii, a girdle, < cingcre, pp. cinctux, gird,
surround. Of. wiiif. a mlm-i , autir- = cinlci-.

and see cinrlt, cin<//<; etc. ] 1. A belt, girdle, or
baud worn round the body or round a part of it.

Now happy lie wlioM- elnak and riiictiin c-illl

Hold out this tempest. ,s7/i-.. K. .lohn. iv. :s.

Like niie thiit shuddered, she tinliimnd
The .-iiniiirc (nun hcneath her Invest.

Ciilrri,!:/,', rhristnhel, i.

Specifically 2. The girdle used to confine a

clergyman s cassock, usually of the color of the
cassock and made of silk or serge.

Stejijicil 1'riilll the iTuw.l ;i nliiiistly wight,
III a/ure gown, and fi/n-/<i,;' \vliite.

Saitt, Munition, iv. IB.

Hence 3. Something resembling a belt or

girdle.
Hound ali the dazl'd Zodiac which throws
His spanirled Cincture o'r the slippery Spheres
To keep in order ami gird up the Years.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, ill. 09.

4. That which encompasses or incloses; inclo-

sure; barrier; circuit; fence.
The court and prison heing within the cincture of one

wall. Damn, Hen. VII.

5. In arc/i., a raised ring or a list around a col-
umn. Humeral Cincture, In ichth., a belt of bones
bMrtog the pectoral tin of a rlsh, by some considered ho-
niiiloKou.s with the scapular arch, by others with the hu-
menis.

cinctured (singk'turd), a. [< cincture + -ed2.]
Girded with a cincture ; girdled.
Their feather-cinctured chiefs and dusky loves.

Gray, Progress of Poesy.
His movements were watched by hundreds of natives,

. . . an exceedingly tall race, almost naked, . . . the wo-
men cinctured with a woof of painted feathers or a deerskin
apron. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 34.

cinder (sin'der), n. [< ME. cinder, sinder (spell-
ed cyndyr, syndyr in Prompt. Parv., 1440, per-
haps the earliest ME. authority for the word),
prob. < AS. sinder, scoria, dross of iron, = Icel.
simlr = Sw. sinder, slag or dross from a forge,= Dan. ninder, a spark of ignited iron, a cin-

der, = I), siittels, cinders, coke, = OHG. sin-

tar, MHG. G. sinter, dross of iron, scale (> E.

sinter, q. v.); origin uncertain. The spelling
and sense of the E. word have been affected by
F. cendre, < L. cinis (ciner-), ashes: see cinera-

oeous.~\ 1. A piece or mass of any substance
that has been partially consumed or calcined
by heat and then quenched: as, the cinder of
a forge. 2. A small live coal among ashes;
an ember. [Rare or obsolete.]

I shall show the cinders of my spirits
Through the ashes of my chance.

Shak., A. and C., v. 2.

3. pi. The mass of ashes, with small fragments
of unconsumed coal interspersed, which re-
mains after imperfect combustion, or after a
fire has gone out. (See cote1.) 4. pi. In geol.,
coarse ash or scoriaa thrown out of volcanos.
(See as/(2.) This material when solidified be-
comes tuff or tufa. 5. One of the scalesthrown
off by iron when it is worked by the blacksmith.
There Is in smiths' cinders, by some adhesion of Iron,

sometimes to be found a magnetical operation.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

6. In metal., slag, especially that produced in

making pig-irou in the blast-furnace. 7. Any
strong liquor, as brandy, whisky, sherry, etc.,
mixed with a weaker beverage, as soda-water,
lemonade, water, etc., to fortify it; a "stick."

[Slang.]
cinder-bed (sin'der-bed), n. A quarrymen's
name for a stratum of the upper Purbeck series,
almost wholly composed of oyster-shells, and
named from its loose structure. It is a marine
bed lying among fresh-water deposits.
cinder-cone (sin'der-kon), . A formation re-

sulting from the deposition of successive erup-
tions of fine material, ash, lapilli, and scorise.
from a volcano.
cinder-fall (sin'der-fal), n. Thedam over which
the slag from the cinder-notch of a furnace flows.

cinder-frame (sin'der-fram). n. In locomotive
engines, a frame of wirework placed before the
tubes to arrest the ascent of large pieces of

burning coke.

cindering, cindring (sin'der-ing, -dring), a. [<
fimler + -ing

1
.} Reducing to cinders. [Rare.]

Sword and cindring flame. Gaxcoiyne (1687).

cinder-notch (sin'der-noch), n. In metal-work-

ing, a notch made on the top of the dam of a blast-
furnace to allow the slag to run off.
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cinderoust, cindroust (sin'der-uN, -drus), .

[< cinder + -vus.] Pertaining to or like cin-

der; slaggy.
M. UN i,y heat Hell pnrltled ami cleauu'd.
Or of a certain sharp and ciiuinm* humour.

S///r<-*l,'r, tr. uflMl l:;u'l:i-. ]. t.'.u.

Cinder-path (sin'der-path), . A path or nay
laid with cinders instead of gravel.
There Ha.-, ii lin, ail

Held.
diagonally en."in- a

'.I/,.,.

cinder-pig (si n 'tier-pig), . Pig-iron made from
cinder. See hiilliliH/, 6.

Cinder-sifter (sin'der-sifter), . One who or
thttt which sifts cinders; specifically, a perfo-
rated shovel or sieve for sil'iinir ashes or dust
from cinders.

cinder-tub (sin' tier-tub), n. A shallow iron
truck with movable sides into which the slag
of a furnace flows from the cinder-fall.

cinder-wench (sin'der -wench), n. A cinder-
woman.

In the black form of cinder-wench she came.
Gay, Trivia, II. 181.

cinder-woman (sin'der-wum'an), . A woman
whose occupation it is to rake for cinders in

heaps of ashes. [Eng.]
cinder-wool (sin'der-wul), B. A fibrous glass
obtained by the action of a jet of air or steam
upon molten slag as it flows from a blast-fur-
nace. More commonly called mineral wool.

cindery (sin'der-i), a.
f<

cinder + -y
1
.] Re-

sembling cinders
; containing cinders, or com-

posed of them
;
scoriaceous.

In some cases the [lava] rock is compact, while In others
It is spongy or cindery, when it is said to be scoriaceous.

Huxley, Physiography, p. 190.

cindring, a. See cindering.
cindroust, a. See cinderous.

cinefactiont (sin-e-fak'shon), H. [< ML. cine-

factio(n-), < L. cinefaetus, turned to ashes, < c>-

MJS, ashes, + factus, pp. of facere, make. Cf.

cinefy.] The act or process of reducing to
ashes. E. Phillips, 1706.

cinefyt, v, t. [< L. cinis, ashes, + -ficare, < fti-

o-rt, make. Ci.cinefaction.] To reduce to ashes.

Coles, 1717.

cinematic, cinematical, etc. Same as kine-

matic, etc.

Cinenchyma (si-neng'ki-ma), n. [XL., < Gr.

Ktvelv, move, + iyxviia, infusion, < cyxe
~

tv
> infuse,

pour in, < h, = E. i, + xe ' v
, pour.] In bot.,

tissue consisting of irregularly branching and
anastomosing vessels, and containing a milky
or yellow juice.

The latex [of Euphorbia phosjihorea] exhibits movements
which have given origin to the name cinenchyma applied
to laticiferous tissue by some authors. Eneyc. Brit., IV. 87.

cinenchymatous (sin-eng-kim'a-tus), a. [<

cinenchyma(t-) + -ous.~\ Pertaining to or com-
posed of cinenchyma; containing latex or
elaborated sap ; laticiferous.

cineraceous (sin-e-ra'shius), a. [< L. rinera-

cews, ashy, < cinis (ciner-), ashes (esp. common
in reference to the ashes of a corpse that has
been burned), = Gr. xAvtf, dust, ashes; cf. Skt.
kana (lingual n), a small grain, as of dust or
rice. Cf. cinder.] Of ashes

; ashy ;
cinereous.

Cineraria (sin-e-ra'ri-a), . [NL. (so called
from the soft white down which covers the sur-
face of the leaves), < L. cincrarius, pertaining
to ashes: see cinerary.] 1. A g^enus of plants.
natural order I'omposita: consisting of herbs

cingle

or small shrubs, with small heads of yellow
flowers. They arc chiefly found In South Africa. Sev-

peclM lurmeily included in this genus ha\.
trall.-telTeil to nthel' -elieni.

2. [/. c.] A name given by florists to plants of
the genus >< < <<. <lcri\ed by cultivation from
>'. criii'iitnx (formerly I'iin-riirin rrm nlni. a na-
tive of TenerilTe in the Canary islancl>. They
have white or purple flowers. See cut in pre-
ceding column.

cinerarium(8in-e-ra'ri-um). H.; )>). riinrnrin(-si).

[L. : si-e ehurarv.] In /(///.. niclie in liie

wall of a tomb designed to receive a cinerary
urn; hence, any niche in the wall of a toniK.

even when large enough to receive a sarcoplm
^'iis. Ancient tombs were often provided with
cineraria in three or even all of their side walls.

cinerary(sin'-
e-rfi-ri), a. [<
L. 'cincrarius,

pertaining to

ashes, neut.

cinerarium, a

receptacle for
the ashes of
the dead, <

finis (ciiifi'-),

ashes: see rin-

iriii'ionx,] Of
or pertaining
to ashes; con-

taining ashes.

Cinerary urn,
a sepulchral urn
in which are de-

posited the ashes
of a cremated
corpse.

There were also

many niches lor

cinerant urns.

Cinerary Urn.
(From a columbarium near Rome.)

[of the Sara-

[cell, p. 281.

Cineraria of the Gardens ( Sen,

cineration (sin-e-ra'shon), n. [< ML. as if V<-

neratio(n-), < ctratos,"reduced to ashes, pp. of

"cinerare, < L. cinis (einer-), ashes: see cinera-

ceous.] The reducing of anything to ashes by
combustion; incineration.
cinerea (si-ne're-a), n. [NL., fern, of L. cine-

revs, ashy: see cinereous.] Gray or cellular

nerve-tissue, as distinguished from white or
fibrous nerve-tissue

;
the gray substance of the

brain and spinal cord.
cinereal (si-ne're-al), a. [<cicrea + -al.] Per-

taining to the cinerea of the brain.
cinereous (si-ne're-us), a. [< L. cinereus, ashy,
< cinis (dner-), ashes: see cineraceous."] Like
ashes

; having the color of the ashes of wood ;

dark opaque gray ; ash-gray.
Pale cinereous earthen vessels.

Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 124.

cinerescent (sin-e-res'ent), a. [< LL. cine-

rescen(t-)s, ppr. of cinerescere, turn into ashes.
< L. cinis (ciner-), ashes: see cineraceous.']

Turning gray or ash-colored; becoming cinere-
ous

;
somewhat ashy-gray.

cineritious (sin-e-rish'us), a. [< L. cineritina,
more correctly cinericius, like ashes, < cinis

(ciner-), ashes: see cineraceous.] Having the
color or consistence of ashes; ash-gray: spe-
cifically applied, in anat., to the cinerea or gray
nerve-tissue as distinguished from white: as.

the cineritious or cortical substance of the brain ;

a cineritious ganglion Cineritious tubercule, in
anat. : (a) The tuber cinereum. See tuber. (6) The tuTjer-
culum cinereum of Rolando. See hiberculuni.

cinerulentt (si-ner'ij-lent), a. [< L. tints

(ciner-), ashes (see cineraceous), + -ulent, as in

pulverulent, etc.] Full of ashes. Bailey, 1731.

Cingalese, Singhalese (sing-ga-les' or -lex').
n. and n. I. a. Pertaining to the island of

Ceylon, or to its principal native race. See
Ceylonese.

II. n. 1 . sinfj. and pi. A member or members
of the principal native race of Ceylon; the

primitive races of Ceylon collectively. 2. The
language of the people of Ceylon.
Also Sinhalese.

cinglet (sing'gl), n. [= D. siiigel = F. sangle,
OF. cent/le, = Sp. cincha (> E. cinch, q. v.) =
Pg. cilha = It. ccnghia, cinghia, < L. cingula
(ML. also cingla), f. (cf. Sp. cinclto, also later

cingulo = Pg. cingnlo = It. cingolo, < L. cingu-
lum, neut.), a girdle, < cingere, gird. Cf. ceint,

ceinture, cincture, &ud surcingle.] A girth. See
surcingle.

cinglet (sing'gl), t. t. [< cingle, .] To girdle ;

gird.



cingle

('i'i)iiltitn-t\ ciiKihun-p lit.], to girt or cimile a liorse.

FloHo.

cingula, . Plural of cinr/ulniii.

cingulate (sing'gu-lat), . [< NL. cingulatus, <

L. cinyitla, ciiKjiiliini, a girdle : see cinyle, n., eiw-

i/itlum.] In entom., sim-ounded by one or more
colored bauds : used especially in describing
the thorax or abdomen.

cingulum (sing'gu-lum), n.; pi. cingula (-la).

[L. (ML. NL.): see tingle.] 1. [ML., > Sp.

cingulo = Pg. ciiif/tilo = It. cingolo.] JZccles., the

girdle with which the alb of a priest is gathered
in at the waist. 2. [NL.] In nnat. and zotil. :

(a) A girdle, belt, or zone; also, the waist;
some part constricted as if girdled. Specifically

(1) The neck of a tooth, or the constriction separating
the crown from the fang.

A hand of dental substance (termed the cingulum) may
surround the tooth, and even in man's own order (Pri-

mates) may develop small accessory cusps which project
downwards external to the two outer of the four principal
cusps. Mivart, Elem. Anat., p. 264.

(2) One of the zones of the carapace of an armadillo.

(6) A longitudinal bundle of white fibers iiithe

gyrus fornicatus, arising from below the genu
of the corpus callosura in front, and extending
down behind into the gyrus hippocampi, (c)
In entom., a belt-like mark

;
a transverse band

of color. Say. 3. [NL.] In annelids, same
as clitellum. 4. [NL.] In patliol., herpes zos-

ter, or shingles.
Ciniflo (sin'i-flo), n. [NL. (Blackwall), < L. cini-

flo(n-), a hair-curler, < (?) cinis, ashes, + flare
= E. Won-1.] A genus of spiders, of the family
Agalenidte or giving name to the family Cini-

flonidce. C. ferox, a very voracious species, is

a type of the genus.
Ciniflonidse (sin-i-flon'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Cini-

flo(n-) + -idie.~\ A family of spiders, typified by
the genus Ciniflo, characterized by the peculiar
spinnerets. Several species are common in England,
living in crevices of rocks and walls, etc., or under leaves
or old bark, and weaving nets of a most elaborate descrip-
tion, connected witli their retreat by means of a tunnel,
through which the animal darts when it feels the vibration
of an insect in the web. By most arachnologists the typi-
cal species are referred to the family Afjalr.mdte.

CinixyinsBfsi-nik-si-i'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Cinixys
+ -jwo,'.] A subfamily of Testudinidce, proposed
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cinnabaric (sin-a-bar'ik), a. [< cinnabar +
-f'c.] Pertaining to cinnabar; consisting of

cinnabar or containing it: as, cinnabaric sand.

cinnabarine (sin'a-bar-in), a. [< cinnabar +
-iiu'l. Of. Gr. Kiwafi&pivoc., like cinnabar, < KIV-

mjapt : see cinnabar.'] Same as cinnabaric.

cinnamate (sin 'a -mat), n. [< cinnam(ic) +
-ate1

.']
A salt of cinnamic acid.

cinnamene (siu'a-men), n. [< cinnam(on) +
-cue.'] A hydrocarbon (C8H8 ) produced by the

polymerization of acetylene, and from benzene
and other hydrocarbons at high temperatures.
It may thus often be detected in coal-tar. It occurs nat-

urally in wtorax. It is a mobile liquid having an agreeable
smell. Also called ciiinamnh' and *ti/i-<tl<>ni'.

cinnamic (sin'a-mik), a. [< cinnam(on) + -ic.]

Pertaining to or obtained from cinnamon. Also
cinnamomic Cinnamic acid, 0H8q2 ,

an acid found
in storax, balsam of Toln, and other resinous bodies. It

crystallizes in fine needles, is odorless, and is soluble in

hot water and in alcohol. Oil of cinnamon is mostly an
aldehyde of this acid.

cinnamole (sin'a-mol), n. [< cinnam(on) +
-olc.] Same as cinnamene.
cinnamomeous (sin-a-mo'me-us), a. [< L. cin-

namomum, cinnamon, + -eous.] Cinnamon-col-
ored : as, the cinnamomeous humming-bird.
cinnamomic (sin-a-mom'ik), a. [< Cinnamomum
+ -ic.~\ Same as cinnamic.

Cinnamomum (sin-a-mo'mum), n. [L. : see

cinnamon.] A genus of plants, natural order

Lauraeece, natives of tropical Asia and the

Polynesian islands. They have ribbed evergreen
leaves, and a 6-cleft calyx with 9 stamens in 3 rows ; each
anther has 4 cells, which open by valves inwardly ex-

cept in the outer row. All the species possess an aro-
matic volatile oil. See cinnamon, camphor, and cassia-

liffnea.

cinnamon (sin'a-mon), n. and a. [Early mod.
E. also cinamon, dial, sinament, etc.

; < ME. cin-

amome, cynammn, synamon, etc., = OF. cina-
momc = Pr. cinamomi = Sp. Pg. cinamomo = It.

cinnamomo = OHG. sinamin, MHG. zinemin,
zinment, G. zimmet, < L. cinnamomum, also cin-

namum and cinnamon, ML. also cinamonium, <

Gr. Kinid/iu/inv, also Kivauw/wv and Kiva/inv, < Heb.
qinnamon, cinnamon, prob. connected with qa-
neh, a reed, a cane; so canned, cinnamon, ult.

< ML. canella, cannella, dim. of cana, canna,
cane: see cane^.] I. n. 1. A tree of the ge-
nus Cinnamomum, especially C. Zeylanicum. This

cinquain

II. a. Of the color of cinnamon
; light red-

dish-brown. Cinnamon bear, the cinnamon-colon'. I

variety of the common black bear of North America,
I Vvi/x <i iiK'i'ffinin.*.

cinnamon-brown (siii'a-mon-broun), n. Same
as jilicnylenc broicn (which see, under brown).
cinnamon-fern (sin' a-mon-fern), H. The Os-
ni Hilda ciiinamomea: so called from the cinna-
mon-colored sporangia which cover the fertile

fronds.

cinnamon-oil (sin'a-mon-oil), n. Same as oil

of cinnamon (which see, under cinnamon).
cinnamon-stone (sin'a-mon-ston), n. A variety
of garnet, found in Ceylon and elsewhere, of a
cinnamon, hyacinth-red, yellowish-brown, or

honey-yellow color, sometimes used in jewelry.
Also called c-ssonite, hessonite.

Cinnamon-suet (sin'a-mon-su"et), n. A fatty
substance obtained from the ripe fruit of Cin-
namoiHHm Zcylanieuni.
cinnamon-water (sin'a-mon-wa"ter), n. A
medicinal beverage made from cinnamon-oil
and water.

cinnamyl (sin'a-mil), n. [< ci>inam(ic) -f- -yl.]
The radical (C8H7CO) supposed to exist in cin-

namic acid.- cinnamyl cinnamate, styracin.

cinnyrid (sin'i-rid), . A bird of the family
OinnyridtB,

Cinnyridae (si-nir'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Cinnyris
+ -iaa;.] A family of birds, named from the

genus Cinnyris. The name has been made to cover a
multitude of dissimilar forms, and is now disused. It is

properly a synonym of SeetartntUa (which see), as ap-
plied to the sun-birds.

Cinnyrimorphae (sin"i-ri-m6r'fe), n.pl. [NL.,
< Cinnyris + Gr. fiopyi], form.] In Sundevall's

system of classification, a cohort of oscine pas-
serine birds with long extensile tongue, whence
they are also called Tubilingties. it is composed
of five families of the birds commonly known as tntn-birdtt

ami honey-ituckern, belonging to the genera Drepanix,
'httga, Nfctarinia, Cinnyris, and their allies.

Cinixys beUiana.

for the genus Cinixys. All the species are Af-
rican. Also Kinijcyina.

Cinixys (si-nik'sis), n. [NL. (Wagler, 1830),

orig. written Kinirys (Bell, 1815), as if < Gr.
Kivl'dataOm (ravi'j--), waver or sway to and fro,

extended form of KiveiaOai, move : see kinetic.]
A remarkable African genus of chelonians, of
the family Testudinidce or land-tortoises, and
constituting a proposed subfamily Cinixyinie,

having the carapace mobile at the sides above
the inguinal plates.

cinkt, n. See cinque. Chaucer.

cinkefoilet, . See cinque/oil.
cinnabar (sin'a-bar), n. [Early mod. E. cina-

bar, cinaber, cinober, cinoper (ME. cynoper); =
D. cinaber, < F. cinabre = Pr. cinobri, cynobre= Sp. Pg. cinabrio = It. cinabro, formerly also

cenabrio, = MHG. zinober, G. zinnober = Dan.
citmober = Sw. cinober, < L. cinnabaris, < Gr.

KiwdBapi, also Kivvdfiapif and Ttyydfiapi, cinna-

bar, vermilion
;
of Eastern origin : ef . Pers. zin-

jarf, zinjafr = Hind, shangarf, cinnabar.] 1.
Red sulphid of mercury. Xative cinnabar is a com-
pact, very heavy mineral, sometimes finely crystallized,
but more generally massive, occurring in Spain, Hungary,
Chili, Mexico, California, Japan, etc. ; it is the principal
and most valuable ore of the mercury of commerce, which
is prepared from it by sublimation. Artificial cinnabar,
prepared by subliming a mixture of mercury and sulphur,
is an amorphous powder, brighter than the native cinna-
bar ; it is used as a pigment, and is more usually called
vermilion. Hepatic cinnabar is an impure variety of a
liver-brown color and submetallic luster.

2. A red resinous juice obtained from an East
Indian tree, Calamus Draco, formerly used as
an astringent; dragon's-blood Cinnabar lac-
quer. See teener. Inflammable cinnabar. Same as
idrittlite.

cinnabar-green (sin'a-bar-gren), . A name
sometimes given to chrome-green, especially
in Germany. It contains no cinnabar or mer-
cury.

dnnyrimorphic (sin"i-ri-mor'fik), . [< <'in-

>ii/rimor])}ia; + -ic.] Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Cinnyrimorplive.

Cinnyris (siu'i-ris), . [NL. (G. Cuvier, 1817),
said to be < Gr. *Kivmpic, a small bird.] An ex-
tensive genus of small tenuirostral passerine
birds of Africa, of brilliant and varied hues;
the sun-birds. The name has been used in
different senses, but is properly a synonym of
Nectarinia.

cinopert, An obsolete form of cinnabar. B.
Jonson.

cinosternid (sin-o-ster'nid), n. A tortoise of
the family Cinosternidee.

Cinosterriidae (sin-o-ster'ni-de), . pi. [NL., <

Cinosternum + -idee.] A family of fresh-water

turtles, typified by the genus Cinosternum. They
have the carapace aiid plastron united by suture, no inter-
sternal bone, no intergular scuta, and no mesosternal bone.
The species are inhabitants of the fresh waters of North
and South America. Host of them emit a strong musky
odor, and some are therefore called ^ink-turtles, stinkpots,
and must-turtles. Also written Kinosternidce.

cinosternoid (sin-6-ster'noid), a. and n. [< Ci-
nosternum + -oid.] I. a. Pertaining to or hav-
ingthe characters of the Cinosterniate.

II. n. A cinosternid.

Cinosternum (sin-o-ster'num), n. [NL. (Spix,
1H24), irreg. < Gr. Kivciv, move, + arepvov, breast-

bone.] A genus of small fresh-water turtles,

Cinnamon < :>ui Zeylanicum}.

tree is cultivated for its bark in Ceylon, Sumatra, and
Borneo, and on the Malabar coast. It is sometimes con-
founded with C. Cassia, which yields the Chinese cinnamon
or common cassia-lignea (which see).

2. The inner bark of Cinnamomum Zeylanicum.
It is stripped from the branches, and in drying takes the
form of rolls called quills, the smaller quills being intro-
duced as they are drying into the larger ones. The true
cinnamon is a grateful aromatic, of a fragrant smell and
moderately pungent taste, accompanied with some degree
of sweetness and astringency. It is used in medicine for
its cordial and carminative properties, and is one of the
best restorative spices. The bark of C. Cassia, being
cheaper, is often substituted for true cinnamon, but it is

thicker, coarser, and less delicate in flavor.

Then take powdur of Synammne, & temper hit with red
wyne. Sabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 160.

The Islands are fertile of Clones. Nutmegs, Mace and
Cinnamom. Haklut/t's Voyages, I. 214.

Sinament and Ginger, Nutmegs and Cloves,
And that gave me my jolly red nose.

Jtavenscrqft, Deuteromela, Song No. 7 (1609).

Black cinnamon, of Jamaica, Pimenta acris.OO. Of
cinnamon, an oil obtained from the bark and leaves of
different trees of the genus Cinnammimm. It consists
chiefly of cinnamic aldehyde, C9HsO, mixed with various
resins. White cinnamon, or wild cinnamon of the
West Indies. See Canellai.

Cinostfrnttt'i pennsylvanicum,

giving name to the family Cinosternidtz. C.

pennsylvanicum is a common mud-turtle ofmany
parts of the United States. Also written Cino-

sternon,. Kinosternon.

cinqfoil (singk'foil), n. Same as cinquefoil.

cinq-trou (singk'tro), n. [F., < cinq, five, +
trou, hole.] In lace-making, a form of mesh in
which large openings are set alternately in

quincunx, the material which separates them
being pierced with very small holes so placed
as to surround the large ones.

cinquain (sing-kan'), . [F., < cinq, five: see

I'iin/Hc.] In old military evolutions, an order
of battle governing the drawing up of five bat-
talions so as to constitute three lines that is,
a van, main body, and reserve. E. Phillips, 1706.



cinque

cinque (HiNf;]<), . [< ME. rink, < OF. due, F.

finq = Sj>. Pg. cinco = It. cinque, five, < L.

quinquc = E. ./we, q. v.] 1. A group of five

objects, or live units treated as one: used in

certain games.
These five rtii<in<'*, or these -J.'i round spots, in arms ilo

signify nuiulxTs.
/'. I'i'iii'r, [nterpratetfon of the Number Bttu

2. pi. The changes which may be rung on a
chime of eleven bells: so called bemuse live

pairs of liells change places in the order of ring-
ing every time a change is rung. Barons of the
Cinque Ports. Sei- //.,<,. Cinque Ports, originally.
tlve ports or havens on tin- SOII[|HTII shore <if Knglanil,
toward France, namely, Hastings, Koinney, ll\lli.. Dover,
and Sandwirli, to u hirb u ere alteru aril aiMeil \Vinrlu-Kra
and Rye, together with a number of subordinate plans.
These were anciently deemed of so much iiniiortance, in
the defense of the kingdom auainst an invasion from
France, that they received n.yal Brants of particular privi-

leges, on condition of providing in case of war a en-lain
number of ships at their own expense. The very am irni

ottlce of warden of the <'in<me Ports is still maintainrd,
with some of its aneient powers.

cinque-centist (ching-kwe-chen'tist), n. [< It.

diK/HiTfiitixlit, < riiiqiiiTi-iilo : see cinque-cento
and -ist.] 1. A writer or an artist of the six-

teenth century ;
one who imitates the sixteenth-

century style. See cinqui'-ci'iitii.

Careful observation anil the reading of l.an/i convinced
me that nil the great Italian artists, including the r/,

///*/.

centittx, had grown from a training of patient self-restraint,

imposed hy masters who had never indulged their hands in

uncertainty and dash. 1'unteuiporary /tec., XLIX. 477.

2. A student of or authority on the period
known as the cinque-cento.
cinque-cento (ehiiig-kwe-chen'to), n. and a. [It.

dnqueixnto, lit. 500 (< cinque, five (see cinque), +
cento, < L. centum = E. hundred, q. v.), but used

as a contraction
of mille cinque
cento, 1500, with
ref. to the cen-

tury (1501-1600)
in which the
revival took

place.] I. .

The sixteenth

century, with
reference to It-

aly, and espe-
cially with ref-

erence to the
fine arts of that

period.
n. a. 1. Exe-

cuted or de-

signed in the
sixteenth cen-

tury : applied
specifically to
the decorative

art and architecture characteristic of the at-

tempt at purification of style and reversion to
classical forms which attained full development
in Italy at the beginning of the sixteenth cen-

tury ;
also often loosely applied to ornament

of the sixteenth century in general, properly
included in the term renaissance.

What is given the student as next to .Raphael's work?
Cinque-cento ornament generally. Kuskin.

2. Living in the sixteenth century.
The process of casting as it was understood and prac-

Used hy the Cinque-Cento medallists is also here described.
Numin. Chron., 3d ser., I. 278.

Cinquefoil (singk'foil), n. [Early mod. E. cinke-

foile, < It. cinquefoglie, dnquefoglio, < cinque,
five, + foglio, leaf: see cinque and foil

1
. Cf.

F. quintefeuille, and see quinquefoliate.] 1. An
ornament in the Pointed style of architecture,
consisting of five

cuspidated divi-

sions. This form
is frequently in-

troduced in cir-

cular windows,
bosses, rosettes,
etc. See foil.
2. The common
name of several

species of plants
of the genus
Potentillii, from
their quinate
leaves. Also
called JiiT-lin</<'i\

See Potentilln.

Cinque-cento Work. Pedestal of the
Perseus by Cellini, Florence.

LX

3. In her., a five-
Cinquefoil. Southeast porch, Lincoln

Cathedral. England.
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used MS a, hearing. It is represented conventionally
as having a round leaf at the intersection of the tlve stems,
and also as a figure with live lobes alwut a small circle

forming the center.

Also spelled din/liiil.

Cinque-pace (singk''pas), . An old French
dance, distinguished by a movement of five

steps.

Wooing, wcddjng, and repenting, is as a Scotch ji, a
nit axure. and a fi

/"/("' /(<<: . . . then comes repentance,
and, with his hail ]e_-s, falls into the riiw/Mf-wrtetf faster and
faster, till lie sink into bis -rave. .s'/m/,-., Much Ado, II. 1.

Cinque-portt, . [< F. cinq, live, + portr, gate,
port. Cf. ciiiqui' I'ortfi, under cinque.] A sort
of fishing-net : so culled from the five entrances
into it. /:. riiillijut, 1706.

cinque-spotted (singk
'

spot
*
ed), a. Having

live spots.
On her left breast

A mole ,-ii/'/H' -*/,*, t/, ./. like tin- iTitnson drops
I the iHittom of a cowslip, fihak., ('vmldine, ii. .

cinquieme (F. pron. sang-kiam'), . [F., lit.

lil'th, < I'iin/, live.] A coin of Louis XV. of

France, the fifth part of an <5cu, or the quarter
of a United States dollar.

cinquino (It. pron. ching-kwe'no), n. [It., <

cinque, five : see cinque.] An old Neapolitan
money of account, the fortieth part of a ducat
of the realm, being about an English penny.

cintert, cintret, . See center2 .

Cinura (si-iiu'rii), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. tttvov/ie,

shaking the tail, < Kiveiv, move, + oiipa, tail.]
A group of thysanurous insects, in gome sys-
tems of classification a suborder of the order

Tlii/stinura, containing apterous ametabolous
insects with peculiar mouth-parts, abortive or

imperfect abdominal legs, and long abdominal
appendages (whence the name). They are known
as oriittletaitu, and are of the genera Campodea, Japyx,
Lepimna, etc., commonly ranged in two families, Campv-
detdce and Lrpiinnatidfe. See cut under Campodea.
cinurous (si-nu'rus), o. [< Cinura + -ous.]

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Cinura.

cioid (si'o-id), a. and n. I. a. Of or pertaining
to the family Cioida;.

II. n. A beetle of the family Cioidte.

Cioidae (si-6'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cis + -idee.'] A
family of serricorn malacodermatous Coleopte-
ra, typified by the genus Cis. The ventral segments
are normally free, the tarsi are 4-jointed, and the antennrc
are generally clavate, sometimes flabellate. Some of the

species have clavicorn characteristics. Also called Cisidce.
.See cut under CM.

ClonH, n. An obsolete form of scion. Hoicell.

Cion'-' (si'on), x. [NL., < Gr. K'IUV, a pillar, the

uvula.] The uvula.

-cion. [ME. -don, -dun, -doun, -tion, -tiuu, -tioun :

see -tion.] An obsolete spelling of the termi-
nation -tion. In coercion, epinidon, internedon,
suspicion, the c belongs to the root.

cionitis (si-o-ni'tis), n. [NL. (> F. cionitr), <

Gr. K'IUV, a pillar, the uvula, + -itis.] In patltol.,
inflammation of the uvula.

Cionocrania (si'
!

'o-no-la'a'ni-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. K'IWV, a pillar, a column, + Kpaviav, skull :

see cranium. Cf. Gr. movdnpavav, munpavov, the

capital of a column. ] Literally, column-skulls :

a systematic name applied to the principal
group of Lacertilia, from the fact that they
possess a columella or column-bone of the skull.

See Cyclodus. A\soKionocrania. [Karelyused.]
The great majority of existing Lacertilia belong to the

proccelous Kionocrania. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 196.

Cionocrania amphlccelia, a division of Cionocrania con-

taining those lacertilians which have amphicoclian verte-

bne, as the Ancalabota, Rhjinchocephala, Hoinofonauria,
and f'rotoroxauria. Cionocrania procoella, a division
of Cionocrania containing those lacertilians which have
procwlian vertebra), being all the Cionocrania excepting
those above named.

cionocranial (sl'o-no-kra'ni-al), a. [As Cio-
nocrania + -al.] Having a column-skull, as
a lizard; specifically, of or pertaining to the
Cionocrania. Also kionocranial.

Cionorrhaphia (si*o-no-ra'n-a), n. [NL., < Gr.

KIUV, a pillar, the uvula, + paijai, a sewing, <

P&VTCIV, sew.] Same as staphylorrhaphy.
cionotome (si-on'o-tom), n. [<Gr. KIUV, a pillar,
the uvula, + rofi&f, cutting, < re/tveiv, raufiv,
cut.] A surgical instrument for excising a por-
tion of the uvula.

cionotomy (si-o-not'o-mi), . [< Gr. niuv, a pil-
lar, the uvula, + Tofifi, a cutting: see anatomy.]
In mrg., the operation of excising a part of the
uvula.

Cionus (si'o-nus), n. [NL. (Clairville, 1798), <
Gr. KMJV, a pillar.] A genus of rhynchophorous
beetles, of the family Curculionidce or weevils.
C. verbasd is a globular species found on mullen
and other scrophulariaceous plants.

cipher

CiperBt, . An ohsolete fonn of <///;><.,

crape.
U by, doost tliinke I eannot nionrni-, imle-.e I wi are my

bat in <-ifi>'i'x like an ahlelmans heire?
Miifflini inn! U',l,.-lf,-, Malcontent, iii. 1.

Ciper-tunnelt, . An erroneous form of ri/>litr-
liiinii I.

Cipher (si'fer), n. [Also riiiilur, early mod. E.
also rifrr, rifn; < ME. "i-ifn. rt/,/iri = I), fijfi r

= Dan. niffi'1- = S\v. xiffi-it, < ( )F. i-ifn; ]'. i-ln'lln

( > Sw. i-liill'i-r) = Sp. I
J
g. rifru = if. rifrti, i-ifi r,i

= MIK!. -ifir. :il)'ir, U. ziffer, a nmnhi-r, a s'i<,'n.

< ML. rifru, :(ft-r. the figure (I, jil. ///';. the
Arabic numerals (also applied to any occult

characters), also (by association with zrjilii/rux,

zephyr) WpmTWH (> It. -rjiro, contr. :i-rn, > Kp.
Pg. zero = F. ztro, > E. ;i-rn, t\. v.); < Ar. nifr,

;/'/, a cipher, lit. empty, nothing, < saftira, be
empty.] 1. In arith. and alg., a character of
the form 0, which by itself is the symbol of

nought or null quantity, but when used in

certain relations with otner figures or symbols
increases or diminishes their relative value ac-

cording to its position. Thus, in whole niimli. is a

cipher when placed at the right hand of a figure increases
its value tenfold, as 1, 10; in decimal fractions, hen
placed at the left hand of a figure, it divides the value of
that figure by ten, as, .1, one tenth, .01, one hundredth,
etc. ; as an exponent it reduces the value of the expression
whose exponent it is to unity, as xf> 1, ete.

2. Figuratively, something of no value, conse-

quence, or power; especially, a person of no
weight, influence, usefulness, or decided char-
acter.

Mine were the very cipher of a function,
To flue the faults, whose tine stands In record,
And let go by the actor. Shak., M. for M., 11. 2.

Our minister at the court of London is a cipher.
S. Adams, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., II. 270.

Here he was a mere cipher, there he was lord of the as-

cendant. Irving.

3f. A written character in general, especially a
numeral character.
This wisdom began to he written in cipher! and charac-

ters, and letters hearing the form of creatures.

Jtaleigh, Hist World.

4. (a) A combination of letters, as the initials
of a name, in one complex device, engraved,
stamped, or written on something, as on a seal,

plate, coach, tomb, picture, etc.
;
a literal de-

vice. See monogram, (b) In her., such a com-
bination of letters borne upon a small es-

cutcheon or cartouche, and substituted in an
achievement of arms of a woman for the crest,
which appears only in those of men. 5. A
secret or disguised manner of writing; any
method of conveying a hidden meaning by
writing, whether by means of an arbitrary use
of characters or combinations understood only
by the persons concerned, or by a conventional

significance attached to words conveying a dif-

ferent meaning to one not in the secret
; cryp-

tography.
Ziferx or nota furtiva;, secret marks for the hiding of

the writer's mind from others, save him to whom he
writes it. Ilakewill, Apology, p. 281.

I write you freely, without the cover of cipher.
Honroe, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., II. 380.

6. Anything written in cipher ;
a cryptogram.

7. The key to a cipher or secret mode of

writing.

cipher (si'fer), r. [< cipher, .] I. intrans. 1.
To use figures; practise arithmetic by means
of numerical figures or notation.

Twas certain he could write and cipher too.

Goldsmith, Deserted Village, 1. 208.

2. In fox-hunting, to hunt carefully about in

search of a lost trail : said of a (log. [New
Eng.] 3. To run on three legs : said of a dog.
[Kentucky.] 4. Of an organ-pipe, to sound
independently of the action of the player, in

consequence of some mechanical derangement
in the organ.
U. trans. [Cf. decipher.] 1. To reckon in

figures; cast up; make out in detail, as or as
if by ciphering: generally with up or out, and
often used figuratively: as, to cipher or cipher
up the cost of an undertaking; to cipher out
the proper method of proceeding. [Chiefly
colloq.] 2. To write in occult characters.
The characters of gravity and wisdom ciphered in your

aged face. Gouyh, Strange Discovery. (A'arw.)

3f. To designate or express by a sign ;
charac-

terize.

Some loathsome dash the herald will contrive,
To cipher me how fondly I did dote.

Shak., Lucrece, I. 207.

4f. To decipher.
The illiterate, that know not how
To cipher what is writ in learned hunks.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 811.



cipherer

cipherer (si'fer-i>r), 1. One who ciphers; one
who performs arithmetical processes. 2. One
skilled in writing in cipher.

The Chancellor sallied forth with his Sovereign to do the

diplomatic work of the campaign at the head of a devoted
hand of privy-councillors, secretaries, cipherers, newspaper-
harks, couriers, and cooks. l.mre, Bismarck, I. 526.

cipherhood (si'fer-hud), . [< cipher + -hood.']

The state of being a cipher; insignificance;

nothingness. [Rare.]
Therefore God, to confute him and bring him to his na-

tive ciiilii'i-lmul, threatened to hriiiK a sword against him.

Goodwin, Works, V. 443.

ciphering (si'fer-ing), n. [Verbal n. of di/lin:

r.] 1. The act, of using figures, as in arith-

metic. 2. The sounding of an organ-pipe, in

consequence of some mechanical derangement
or misadjustment, independently of the action

of the player.

ciphering-book (sl'fer-ing-buk), n. A book in

which to solve arithmetical problems or enter

them when worked.

ciphering-slate (si'fer-ing-slat), . A slate on
which to work arithmetical problems.
cipher-key (si'fer-ke), n. A key to a system of

writing in cipher.

cipher-tunnel (si'fer-tun"el), n. A mock chim-

ney ; a chimney built merely for outward show.

The device of ofi'hfr-tunnels or mock chimneys merely
for uniformity of building. Fuller, Ch. Hist., V. iii. 40.

ciphus, H. See scyplms.

cipolin (sip'o-lin), n. [= P. cipolin, < It. cipol-

liiin, a granular limestone (so called from its

being veined or stratified like an onion), < ci-

polla, an onion : see cibol.] Same as cipolliiio.

cipollino (sip-o-le'no; It. pron. che-pol-le'no).
n. [It. : see* cipolin.'] In geol., a granular lime-

stone containing mica Italian cipollino, marble
or gypsum having a thinly laminated and concretionary
structure, resembling that of the onion.

cippus (sip'us), n.
; pi. cippi (-1). [L. (>F. eippe),

also cipus, a stake, post, pillar, perhaps akin
to scipio, a staff, and
that prob. to Or. o;ir-

rpov, a scepter: see

scepter.'] 1. In Rom.

antiq.,& post or pillar,
or even a large stake,
of wood or stone,used
for forming a palisade
(for which purpose
tree-trunks stripped
of theirbrancheswere

commonly used), or
as a mark or monu-
ment

; specifically,
such a monument
marking a grave or a

sacred place. The cip-

pus was either cylindrical
or square, and sometimes
had a base and a capital,
and more or less sculptured
ornament. Many cippi
bear the inscription S. T.

T. L. (Sit tibi terrn levis,

May the earth be light to thee) ; but many other forms
of inscription appear. Cippi were also used to display
decrees of the senate and other public notices.

2. In Rom. milit. hist., a palisade for military

purposes.
circ (serk), n. [< L. circus, a circle : see circus,

cirque.] A prehistoric stone circle.

CircH of the same sort are still to be seen in Cornwall.
T. fl'artnn. Hist. Eng. Poetry, I. i.

Circ. An abbreviation of circa.

circa (ser'ka), tulr. [L., adv. and prep., about,

around, equiv. to circum, about: see circum-.]
About

;
at or near a date given, when the ex-

act time is not known : as, circa A. D. 500. Ab-
breviated circ., co., or c.

Circaean, n. See Circean.

Circaetus (ser-ka'e-tus), . [NL. (Vieillot,

1816), < G-r. Kip/cof, a kind of hawk flying in cir-

cles (see circus), + an-Af, an eagle.] A genus
of small eagles or large hawks with the tarsi

partly feathered, the nostrils oval and perpen-
dicular, the head crested with lanceolate fea-

thers, and the wing more than half as long again
as the tail. The type is C. f/allicus, a European
species, otherwise known as Aqulla brachydac-
ti/la.

circar, >< See sircar.

Circassian (ser-kash'ian), a. and n. [= F. Cir-

cassien, < Circassia, a IJatinized form (F. Circas-

sie) of the Russian name Zemlya Cherkesovu, lit.

the land of the Circassians : zemlya, land
;
Cher-

kesovu, gen. pi. of Cherkesu, a Circassian, > G.

Tscherkesse, a Circassian, Tscherkessien, Circas-

sia, E. also Chwkesses, pi. The Circassians call
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themselves Adiglie.] I. a. Pertaining to or in-

habiting Circassia, a district of Russia (until
1864 an independent territory) situated on the
northern slope of the Caucasus, and bordering
on the Black Sea.

II. 11. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Cir-

cassia; specifically, one of the native race of

Circassia, distinguished for the fine physical
formation of its members, especially its women.

2. [/. o.] Same as circcissicnitc.

circassienne (ser-kas-i-en'), n. [F., fern. (sc.

etoffe = E. stuff) of Circassien : see Circassian.

But the name is arbitrarily given.] A variety
of light cashmere made of silk and mohair.

Circe (ser'se), n. [A NL. use of L. Circe, < Gr.

Kipiai, Circe, a sorceress. See Cimiui.] 1. In

ornitli., a genus of humming-birds, the type
of which is C. latirostris of Mexico. ./. Goiilil,

1861. 2. In conch., a ge-
nus of siphonate bivalves,
of the family Cyprinidce,

containing such species as

C. corrugata. Schumacher,
1817. 3. A genus of Tra-

cliymedusa: : synonymous
with Trachynema (which
see). Circe's cup. See cup.

Circeadae, . i>l. See Cir-

ceidce.

Circean, Circaean (ser-

se'an), a. [< L. dreams,
< fir. KtpKaiof, pertaining to Circe, < Kipnq, L.
Circe : see def.] Pertaining to Circe, in Greek

mythology a beautiful sorceress, who is repre-
sented by Homer as having converted the com-

panions of Ulysses into swine by means of an
enchanted beverage; hence, fascinating but

brutifying; infatuating and depraving: as, a
Circean draught.

Many sober English men not sufficiently awake to con-
sider this, like men inchanted with the Circcean cup of ser-

vitude, will not be held back from running thir heads into

the Yoke of Bondage. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xiii.

Circeidae, Circeadae (ser-se'i-de, -a-de), n. pi.

[NL., prop. *Circid(B, < Circe, 3, + -idai, -ad<e.]
A family of Trachymedusa", represented by and

taking name from the genus Circe. See Tracliy-
nemid<e.

circensial (ser-sen'shial), a. Same as circex-

sian.

circensian (ser-sen'shian), a. [< L. eircenses

(sc. ludi), games of the circus, pi.
of circensis,

a., <, circus: see circus.] Pertaining to or taking
place in the circus in Rome, where athletic

games of various kinds were practised, as char-

iot-races, running, wrestling, combats, etc. Cir-

censian games took place in connection with
the frequent public festivals.

Circinae (ser-si'ne), . pi [NL., < Circus, 4, +
-ince.~\ A subfamily of hawks, of the family
Falconida!, the harriers, having an incomplete

inflorescence of forget-me-not ; 6, young
fronds of a fern.

Circe corrttgata.

an Funeral Cippus, British
Museum.

Marsh-hawk, or Harrier (Circus ttndsonws}.

facial disk and large ear-parts, as in some owls,
a weak toothless bill, and lengthened wings,
tail, and legs: a small group represented by
the genus Circus and its subdivisions, con-

taining 15 or 20 species, of various parts of the
world.

circinal (ser'si-nal), a, [< L. circinus (see eirei-

nate, r.) + -al.~] 1. In bot., rolled spirally down-
ward. See circinate, a. 2. In cntom., rolled

spirally backward and inward : applied to the

proboscis of a haustellate insect, as a butterfly.
circinatet (ser'si-nat), r. t. or i. [< L. circinatus,

pp.
of drcinare, make round, < circinus, < Gr.

KipKtvoc, a pair of compasses, < K/pxof = L. circus,
a circle, nng: see circle, circus, and (ult. < L.

circinus) cerne.] To make a circle (upon) with
a pair of compasses. Bailey.

circle

circinate (ser'si-uat), . [< L. circinatus, pp.:
see the verb.] Circular or ring-shaped : as, a cir-

cinate eruption:

specifically,
in

bot., applied to

that mode of ver-

nation or folia-

tion in which the
leaf is rolled up
on its axis from
the apex toward
the base, like

a shepherd's
crook, as in the
fronds of ferns

and the leaves
of the sundew ;

but the term is

also sometimes
used when the coil simply forms a ring.

The vernation ... of the ferns and cycads is circulate.

Lirulley, Introtl. to Botany.

circinately (ser'si-nat-li), adv. In a circinate

manner, form, or arrangement.
Circinately or fasciately convolute.

//. C. Wood, Fresh-water Algtc, p. 40.

circulation (ser-si-na'shon), n. [< L. circina-

tio(n-), circumference, orbit, < drcinare, pp. cir-

cinatus, make round: see circinate, v.~\ 1. The
state of being circinate. 2f. A circling or

turning round. Bailey.

circinglet, A misspelling of surcingle.

Circinus (ser'si-nus), n. [NL., < L. circimis, a

pair of compasses: see circinate, v."] The Com-

passes, a small southern constellation made by
Lacaille in 1752.

circle (ser'kl), n. [The spelling with i is due to

mod. imitation of the Latin
;
< ME. cercle, sercle,

< OF. cercle, F. cercle = Pr. cercle, sercle Sp.
cireulo = Pg. circulo = It. circolo, also cerchio, =
AS. circul, circol = D. Sw. Dan. cirkel = OHG-.

zirkil, MHO. G. zirkel, < L. circulus, a circle (in

nearly all senses), dim. of circus = Gr. KipKof,

usually uplKof, a circle, a ring (perhaps = AS.

liring, E. ring
1

, q. v.): see circus.] 1. In ele-

mentary geom., a plane figure whose periphery
is everywhere equally distant from a point
within it, the center; in modern geom., the pe-

riphery of such a figure; a circumference. 2.

A circular formation or arrangement ;
a circlet

;

a ring : as, a circle of stones or of lights.

On hir heed she hadde a cercle of goolde bright shyn-
ynge. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 430.

3. A round body ;
a sphere ; an orb.

It is he that sitteth upon the circle of the earth.

Isa. xl. 2-2.

4f. Circuit; course.

The sun in his sercle sette vpo lofte ;

All clerit the course, clensit the aire.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7638.

I went my winter circle thro' my district, Rochester &
other places. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 14, 1666.

5. Compass ;
inclosure.

In the circle of this forest. Sliak.. As you Like it, v. 4.

Certainly there is no happiness within this circle of flesh.

Sir T. Broime, Rligio Medici, i. 44.

6. Something conceived as analogous to a
circle ; specifically, a number of persons inti-

mately related to a central interest, person, or

event ; hence, a number of persons associated

by any tie; a coterie; a set: as, acircteofideas;
to move in the higher circles of society ;

the cir-

cles of fashion
;
the family circle.

As his name gradually became known the circle of his

acquaintance widened. Macaulay.
In private circles, indeed, he [Sunderland] was in the

habit of talking with profane contempt of the most sacred

things. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

7. A series ending where it begins, and per-

petually repeated.
Thus in a circle runs the peasant's pain,
And the year rolls within itself again.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, ii. 556.

8. A complete system, involving several sub-
ordinate divisions : as, the circle of the sciences.

When'he has gone thus far, he has shown you the whole
circle ol his accomplishments.

Mdimn, The Man of the Town.

9. Circumlocution; indirect form of speech.

[Rare.]
Has he given the lye

In circle or oblique, or semi-circle,
Or direct parallel ? You must challenge him.

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, iv. 1.

10. In logic, an inconclusive form of argument,
in which two or more unproved statements, or
their equivalents, are used to prove each other :

often called a vicious circle, or argument in n



circle

circle. 1 1 . The English equivalent of the name
given in some countries, as in Germany, to cer-

tain administrative divisions. 12. In astron.
and {/cod., a piece of metal or glass with lines
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l.itt.i niton equal parts, then the TOntlnued product of the circled (ser'kld), (I. [< cirrlr, n.. + -/2.] 1.
(feUocnof

1|
fro,,, the,, points so obtain. ,1 kocnul t,, J- ,i. lvilll , ,,. tta& o

1' f:

r"), and the continued product of the distances of
Tom the middle points of the n arcs is R" + r". De

Molvre's property of the circle (named from the dis-

engraved upon it so as to form graduations di- eoverer, the Franco-English mathematician Abraham de
""lvrp '"-"* a. fc- i '

viding the circumference of a circle into equal
parts ; hence, any instrument of which such a

graduated circle forms the part that is most
important or most difficult to make. 13. A
small shuttle made in the form of a horseshoe,
and moving in a circular path, it is a French
improvement .,n the simple swivel, and is used in tissue

weaving to form figures on the surface of a fabric.

The small shuttles culled oinlH are an elaborate sub-
stitute for the simple swivel, over which they have certain

advantages. A. liarlotc, Weaving, p. 184.

Addendum-circle, see inideiuluin. Altitude and
azimuth Circle, an altu/imuth ; a telescope moving upon
a vertical and a huri/.i>ntul axis, both beinu provided with
circles. --Antarctic circle, arctic circle. See the ad
jcctivcs. -Argument In a circle, see def. 10, above.

Auxiliary circle. See ,,.r,v,',i,-,/. Azimuth circles,
see (Kiiiinili. -Bind circle, see /;//. Brocard circle
(named from the discoverer, the French inatliemutieian
i 'uptuin II. Krocurd), a circle passing throngh the s.Hillnc
dian point and eirenmeenter of any triangle, mid through
live other points, two of which are each the Intersection of
three lines from the vertices of the triangle parallel to the
Mdes of one of the triangles inscribed in the given triangle
and in the Tucker circle, while the other three points are
each the intersection of two such lines (one parallel to one
inscribed triangle, and the other to the other) with one of

Molvre, 1687-1784), tile theorem that. If the circumfer-
ence of a circle of radius H is divided into n equal parts,
and P be any point at a distance r from the center c,
then the continued product of the squares of the distances
of P from the points on the circumference Is K

Jiiiving the form of a circle; circular; round.

ii, swear not by the moon the inconstant moon.
That monthly changes in her circled orb.

Shak., R. and J., II. _.

Like a cat's splendid circled eyes.
A. C.

2. Ill her., surrounded by rays of light forming
a sort of halo.

2r"R"co3 nfl + if
1
,'where* Is the angle between I Vau.lt lie Circle-iron (ser'kl-i'ern), H. 1. A hollow jiuncli

for cutting circular blanks, wafers, etc. 2.

as seen in a telescope under favorable circumstance*.
Diffusion circles. See diffunum.

-
Directing circle.

tersection of two tangents to a conic cutting each other at-

/.'. //.

circler

the fore liody.

circle + -crl; in
lersecuon ot two tangents to a conic cutting eacliotlier ut ., 1 i TT i - *

rightangles.-Dlurnalclrcle,acircledescribedby astar 2
'
a translation of Horace's senator

or other point in the heavens, In its apparent diurnal revo-
lution about the earth, or, In reality, in the rotation of the
earth upon its axis. -Druidlcal circles. See ,//-I,/,//C,K.

Fairy circle, see .tain/.- Galactic circle, see<witar-
'ic. Great circle, a circle on a sphere the plane of which
pusses through the center of thesphere. Horary circle,
or hour-circle, (n) In artificial globes, a small brass circle
lived to the north pole, divided into 24 parts of 16 each,
corresponding to the 24 hours of the day, and furnished

see cyclic and circular, a., 5.] 1. One who cir-

cles or goes around anything.
Neptune, circlfr of the earth. Chapman, Iliad, xiil. 42.

2f. A cyclic poet. See cyclic and circular, 5.

Nor so begin, as did that circler lat* :

I sing a noble war and Priam's fate.

B. Jonton, Art of Poetry-

with an Index to point them out (M A fine snowing the circle-reading (ser'kl-re'ding), . The reading
on a sun-dial. c)\ circle of declination : referred of a graduated circle in a mathematical instru-

ment.to as the twn-hmtr circle, etc., especially as the six-hour
circle. Knights of the Golden Circle. See knight.
Mural Circle, a transit-circle attached to a wall instead of

being mounted between two piers. Nine-point circle,

The mean of the results from the four microscopes Is

called the circle-reading. Xewcomb, Astronomy, p. \M.

the three lines through the syinniuilian point parallel to the a circle drawn through the middle points of the sides of a circle-Squarer (ser'kl-skwar'er), H. A person
sides of the original triangle. The Brocard circle Is concen- triangle, the feet of the perpendiculars let fall on the u- jT**, _-]j t . -,. !>ide< of the original triangle. The Brocard circle is concen-
tric with the Tucker circle. Also called seven-point circle.
- Circle In definition (eireulia in definiendo), a fault of

a definition consisting in introducing a word or concep-
tion which can be understood only when the word or con-

ception to be defined is understood. Circle Of aberra-
tion. BwokwroMm, -Circle of altitude. Same as at-

inncantar. Circle of Apis, a period of 25 years used in
ancient Egypt in i oniiection with the worship of Osiris.

Circle of convergence. See convergence. Circle of
curvature, the oscillating circle at any point of a curve.

Circle of declination, a great circle the plane of
which is perpendicular to the equator. Circle Of dissi-
pation. See dinnipation. Circle of glory, in /,., a
sort of crown made by rays, leaving a circular open space
in the middle. Circle of higher order, a curve which
passes more than twice through the circular points at in-

finity. Circle of inversion. See inversion. Circle of
keys, in ,/iwxiV. an arrangement of keys or tonalities in
the order of their closest relationship that is, each key-
note being the dominant (fifth) or subdominant (fourth)

. perpei
sides from the vertices, and the middle points of the Ii

from the common intersection of these perpendiculars to
the vertices. Oblique circle. See oUique.On the cir-
cle, In com., a phrase used of bills or similar obligations
maturing or successively falling due in the course of busi-
ness. [Eng.] Osculating circle, a circle having a higher
order of contact with a curve at a given point than any
other circle, and passing through at least three consecu-
tive points of_

the curve. See osculation. Polar circle, circlet..,

A

who devotes himself to attempts to solve one
of the two impossible problems of squaring the
circle, namely: 1st, by means of a ruler and
compasses only to construct a square of the
same area as a given circle

; 2d, to state in ex-
act arithraeticarterms the ratio' of the circum-
ference to the diameter.

+ dim. -et.~\ 1.

principle of the sextant, but carrying two verniers. Re-
peating circle, an instrument so arranged that succes-
sive measures of the same angle are mechanically added
together upon a graduated circle : a mode of construction

formerly much employed with a view of eliminating the
errors of graduation. Secondary circle, a great circle of
a sphere perpendicular to another regarded as primary.
Seven-point Circle. Same as Brocard circle (which see,
above). To square the circle. See circlc-tqvarcr.
Tucker circle (named from the discoverer, an English
mathematician, Robert Tucker), the circle through the
six points where the sides of any triangle are cut by paral-
lels to the other sides through the symmedian point
Vanishing circle, a great circle of the heavens in which
a number of parallel planes meet or appear to meet.-- circlewlse (ser'kl-wiz), adv.
Vertical circle, an instrument used in geodesy, consist- rn o ,.;,.,.],.

ing of a theodolite provided with a very accurate circle
attached to its horizontal axis, for the purpose of measur-
ing angular elevations. Vicious circle, in logic, an ar-

gumentation In a circle. See def. 10, above.

circle (ser'kl). v. ; pret. and pp. circled, ppr. circline (ser
'

klin), n.

circling. [< ME. cerclen, < OF. cercler = Pr.
celclar= Sp. Pg. circular = It. circolare, also eer-

or ar-
ticle of dress, especially for the head

;
a chap-

let
;
a head-band.
Her falre lockes in rich circlet be enrold.

Spenser, F. y., III. v. 5.

Certain Ladies or Countesses, with plain circlet* of gold,
without flowers. Shat., Hen. VIII., Iv. 1.

2. An orb or a disk-shaped body.
Till Hesperus displayed

His golden circlet In the western shade.

Pope, Odyssey.

3. A circular piece of wood put under a dish
at table. [Prqv. Eng.]

[< circle + -tcise.]

Circleicise sit they, with bound locks
And foreheads garlanded.

D. O. Roiietti, The Blessed Damozel.

[< circle + -ine1 .] A
broad sash used to confine a cassock at the
waist : more commonly called a cincture.

A ruffian; a

F is the subdominant of C ; B (5 is the subdominant of F : etc. G is

the dominant of C : D Is the dominant ofG ; etc.

of the one before it The circle is perfect in the tempered
scale of the pianoforte, but not strictly so in theoretical
acoustics. The theoretical error, 8jJMJ, ia called a Pytha
i/oreaii comma, and is approximately represented as JJJ.

Circle of latitude, (a) In astron., agreatcircle perpen-
dicular to the plane of the ecliptic. Upon such circles
celestial latitudes are measured. (&) In geoa., a small cir-

cle the plane of which is perpendicular to the axis of the
earth

; a circle of the globe parallel to the equator : more
usually called a parallel of latitude. Circle of least
confusion. See confmwn. circle of perpetual appa-
rition. See apparition. Circle of perpetual occulta-
tlon. See occultation. Circle Of the empire, an ad-
ministrative division of the Roman German Empire.
Circle of the sphere, a circle described on the sphere of
the earth or the heavens. The equator, the ecliptic, the
meridians, and the parallels of latitude are all circles of
the sphere. A great circle of the sphere is one the plane
of which passes through the center of the earth as the
equator. Circle of Ulloa, a luminous ring or white rain-
IK>W sometimes appearing in alpine regions opposite the
sun during foggy weather. Circle of Willis, the circle of
arteries at the base of the brain formed by the posterior
cerebral, the posterior communicating, the internal ca-

rotid, the anterior cerebral, and the anterior communicat-
ing arteries. -Circle parade, or the parade of circle,
in fmcing, a method of parrying by wheeling the foil close-

ly ami rapidly round from right to left, to throw off the
adversary's weapon from the center of attack. Rolando
(ed. Korsyth). Coaxial circles, a system of circles hav-
ing one line of centers and one radical axis. Cotes's
properties of the circle (named from the discoverer,
the Kii'ilisli mathematician Roger Cotes, 1682-1716X the
two theorems that, given a circle of radius R and a point

r-= Hp.
chime, = G. zirkeln = Sw. cirkla = Dan. cirkle, circling-boyt (ser'kling-boi), n.

< LL. circulare, make circular, encircle, < L. cir- roaring blade
;
a bully.

culus, circle: see circle, .] I. trans. 1. To
encircle

; encompass ;
surround

; inclose.

Where should I stay ? To what end should I hope y

Ami not circled round with misery ?

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, I. 1.

We may find fault with the rich valleys of Thasus, be-
cause they are circled by sharp mountains.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 439.

Circled with the glow Elysian
Of thine exulting vision. Lowell, To the Future.

2. To move around; revolve around. [Rare.]
circondario (It. pron.. cher-kon-dS're-o), . [It..
< ctrcondare = Sp. circundar = Pg. eireunutar,Drake s old ship at Deptford may sooner circle the world < L . tfrcumdare, surround, inclose, < circum,

One Val Cutting that helps Jordan to roar, a circlina-

boy. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, iv. '2.

Those lawless ruffians, who, to the disgrace of the city,
under the various names of Mohawks, Roarers, Circlin;/-
koys, Twibills, Blades, Tityre-tu's, Oatmeals, etc., infested
the streets almost with impunity, from the days of Eliza-
beth down to the beginning of the last century.

Dyce, in Ford's Sun's Darling, I. 1.

circly (ser'kli), o. [< circle + -#l.] Having
the form of a circle. Huloet. [Rare.]

again. B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, i. 2.

3. To make to move in a circle or to revolve.
The acrobat went about to market and fair, circling

knives and balls adroitly through his hands.
Welsh, English Literature, I. 70.

To Circle In, to confine ; keep together by encircling or
inclosing. Sir K. Diyby.

II. intrans. 1. To move in a round or circle
;

circulate
; revolve or turn circularly.

Full well the busy whisper circling round
Conveyed the dismal tidings when he frowned.

Goldsmith, Deserted Village, 1. 203.

Each circling wheel a wreath of flowers entwines. CirCOpOrUS (ser-kop'6-rus), (i. [NL., < L.'circus
Dr. E. Da-nrin, Botanic Garden. (Gr. KipKOf ), a circle, '+ porus (Gr. v6pnf), a pas-

sage.] The typical genus of tripyleans of the

f mmm family Circoporid(e.

2. To form a circle ;"ass'ume"or""have"thrfom
circovarian

(ser-ko-ya'ri-an),
a. [< L. orriw.

of a circle.
a circle, + NL.orartMm, ovary.] Surrounding

around, + dare, put.] In Italy, a district; a
subdivision of a province.

Faenza, a city of Italy, at the head of a circondario In
the province of Ravenna. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 84.

Circoporidae (ser-ko-por'i-de); n. pi. [NL., <

Circoporus + -idte.j A family of tripyleaus
with a fenestrated shell which is spherical,
subspherical, or polyhedric in shape, sometimes
the shell is composed of reticulated plates ; it always has
one large principal opening and several detached porous
areas, and usually hollow radial spicules. Leading gen-
era are Circoporus, Porotte.phamis, and Paroipatkit.

Her mate . . . with short uneasy sweeps
Circlet above his eyry.

3f. Arnold, Sohrab and Rustiim.

P at a distance r froinThe eenter"c,"if',"s"tarfing"wTth"the ClTCle-CUtter (ser'kl-kut'er), . A tool used
intei <ei lion of PC with the circumference, we divide the by opticians to out circles in thin glass.

Hakhiyt's Voyages, I. 479. ..

Impenetrable, impaled with circling fire. dTCUit (ser'kit), . [< ME. circuit, < OF. cir-

MUton, P. L., il. 647. cuit, F. circuit = Pr. circuit = Sp. circuito =
Pg. It. circuito, < L. circuitus, a going round, <
circuire or circumire, pp. circuitus, go around,
< circum, around (see circum-), + ire = Gr.
ievai = Skt. / i, go: see go.] 1. The act of

Peers who circled round the king.
Scott, L. of the L., v. 24.



circuit

moving or passing around
;
a circular move-

ment, progress, or journey ;
a revolution.

His [Jupiter's] periodical circuit round the sun.

Watts, Improvement of Mind.

The two men who carried the pigs continued to walk
round me all the time, making at least a dozen circuit*.

Cook, Voyages, VI. iii. 11.

2. A boundary-line encompassing any object;
the distance round any space, whether circular

or of other form; circumference; limit; com-
pass.
That Tour, with the Cytee, was of 25 Myle in ciirmyt of

the Walles. Mandecille, Travels, p. 41.

The circuit or compasse of Ireland is 1800 miles.

Stow, Description of England.

We are now within the circuit of the aneieut colony.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 59.

3f. That which encircles
; a ring or circlet.

The golden circuit on my head,
Like to the glorious sun's transparent beams.

5/iot., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.

4. The space inclosed in a circle or within
certain limits.

That the comyns may haue kuowleche of hur corayn
grounde and of the circuite of ther ffraunchese.

English Oildi (E. E. T. 8.), p. 370.

Like Maia's son he stood.
And shook his plumes, that heavenly fragrance flll'd

The circuit wide. Milton, P. L., v. 287.

All the pomp that fills

The circuit of the summer hills. Bryant, June.

5. The journey of a judge or other person from
one place to another for the purpose of hold-

ing court or performing other stated duties.

He went from year to year in circuit to Bethel, and
Gilgal, and Mizpeh, and judged Israel in all those places.

1 Sam. vii. 16.

6. The district or territory in which any business
involvingperiodical journeys from place to place
is carried on

;
the places visited. Specifically

7. The district or portion of country in which
the same judge or judges hold courts for the
trial of questions of fact. The circuits of England
and Wales (of which there are seven fixed by order in

Council) are now constituted as follows : the koine circuit,
or southeastern circuit, includes Hertford, Chelmsford,
Lewes, Maidstone, Huntingdon, Cambridge, Ipswich (al-

ternately with Bury St. Edmunds), and Norwich ; the mid-
land circuit, Bedford, Aylesbury, Derby, Leicester, Lincoln,
Northampton, Nottingham, Oakham, Warwick Division,
and Birmingham ; the northern circuit, Carlisle, Appleby,
Northern Division, Lancaster, Manchester, and Liverpool ;

the northeastern circuit, Durham, Newcastle, York, and
Leeds ; the Oxford circuit, Reading, Oxford, Worcester,
.Stafford, Shrewsbury, Hereford, Monmouth, and Glouces-
ter

;
the wexteriicircuit, general assizes, Winchester, Devizes

(alternately with Salisbury), Dorchester, Exeter, Bodmin,
Tauiiton (alternately with Wells), and Bristol ; the jforth
H'alex circuit, Welshpool (alternately with Newtown), Dol-

gelly, Carnarvon, Beanmaris, Kuthin, Mold, and Chester
Castle; and South Wales circuit, Haverfordwest, Cardigan,
Carmarthen, Swansea or Cardiff, Brecon, and Presteign.
Ireland is divided into six circuits ; and Scotland, exclusive
of the Lothians, is divided into three circuits, each presided
over by two judges of the High Court of Judiciary, or Su-

preme Criminal Court. The circuits of the United States
courts are now constitu ted as follows : First circuit, the dis-

tricts of .Maine, Sew Hampshire, Massachusetts, and Rhode
Island ; second circuit, the districts of Vermont, Connecti-
cut, and New York (northern, southern, and eastern);
third circuit, the districts of New Jersey, Pennsylvania
(eastern and western), and Delaware

; fourth circuit, the
districts of Maryland, North Carolina (eastern and west-

ern), South Carolina (eastern and western), West Virginia,
and Virginia (eastern and western) ; fifth circuit, the dis-
tricts of Georgia (northern and southern), Florida (north-
ern ami southern), Alabama (southern, middle, and north-
ern), Mississippi (northern and southern), Louisiana (east-
ern and western), and Texas (eastern, western, and north-

ern); sixth circuit, the districts of Ohio (northern and
southern), Michigan (eastern and western), Kentucky, and
Tennessee (eastern, middle, and western); seeenth circuit,
the districts of Indiana, Illinois (northern and southern),
and Wisconsin (eastern and western) ; eighth circuit, the
districts of Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri (eastern and west-
ern), Kansas, Arkansas (eastern and western), Nebraska,
and Colorado ; ninth circuit, the districts of California,
Oregon, and Nevada.

During the long and brilliant judicial career of Judge
McLean, his circuit grew into an empire.

Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 170.

Hence 8. A circuit court (see below). 9. In
the Meth. Ch., the district assigned to an itin-

erant preacher.
On his two circuits he has reported extraordinary re-

vivals. E. Eggleston, Circuit-Rider, xx.

The societies of Methodism each of these consisting
of one or more "classes" were themselves grouped into

circuits, each of which was placed under the care of one
or more of Wesley's Conference preachers.

Encyc. Brit., XVI. 188.

10. A number of theaters controlled by one
manager. 11. The name given by foreigners
in China to a subdivision of a province, con-

taining two or more fu or prefectures, under
the control of an official styled a Tao-tai. 12.
The arrangement by which a current of elec-

tricity is kept up between the two poles of an
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electrical machine or of a voltaic battery ;
the

path of an electric current, in a voltaic battery
the circuit consists of the metallic plates in the cells, with
the liquid in which they are immersed, and also the con-
ductor for example, a wire which joins the two poles
of the battery; in the telegraph

the earth forms part of

the circuit. When the path of the current is completely
made, so that the electricity is free to flow, the circuit is

said to be made, completed, or closed ; if interrupted at any
point, it is broken or opened.

13. A roundabout argument or statement
;

circumlocution. [Rare.]
Thou hast used no circuit of words. llutiirt.

14. In logic, the extension of a term. See ex-

tension. 15. In math., a closed path on a sur-

face Circuit court, the court held by a judge in circuit.

Commissioner of the Circuit Court. See commix-
sioncr. Independent circuits, in math., circuits which
cannot by continuous change be made to coincide. Re-
ducible Circuit, in math., a circuit which by continuous
change can he made to shrink up into a point : opposi <! tn

irreducible circuit. -To make a Circuit-to take a round-
about road ; go out of the direct road. To ride circuit,
or the Circuit, (a) To ride or drive from place to place,
accompanying a circuit court : said of judges or lawyers.
(ft) In the Meth. Ch., to go the rounds of a circuit as an
itinerant preacher. United States Circuit Court, the

principal federal court below the Supreme Court, having
a large original jurisdiction, within a denned circuit, be-
sides deciding appeals from the district courts under its

jurisdiction.

circuit (ser'kit), r. [< circuit, .] Lt trans,

To revolve about or go around in. [Rare.]

Geryon, having circuited the air.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 246.

II. intrans. To move in a circle or circuit;

go around. [Rare.]
Pining with equinoctial heat, unless
The cordial cup perpetual motion keep,
Quick circuiting. J. Philips.

Atoms, he [Lotze] says, need not be simple or unex-
tended. . . . Perhaps, although the most subtle and prim-
itive of all things, even they have their periods, and are

circuiting back to an earlier condition.
G. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 96.

circuit-breaker (ser'kit-bra"ker), . A device
for opening or breaking an electrical circuit at

regular intervals, usually a spur-wheel operated
by clockwork

;
a rheotome.

circuit-closer (8er'kit-kl6"zer), n. A device
for closing an electrical circuit. The most common
form is the telegraphic (Morse) key. A disk having inter-
vals upon the rim covered with insulatory material is also
used for certain purposes. A spring resting on the disk
closes the circuit when by the revolution of the disk it is

brought in contact with the parts not protected by the in-

sulating material.

Circuiteer (ser-ki-ter'), n. [< circuit + -eer.]
One who moves in or travels a circuit. [Rare.]
Like your fellow-cirruffrrr the sun, you travel the round

of the earth, and behold all the iniquities under the heav-
ens. Pope, To Mr. on the Circuit.

Circuiteer (ser-ki-ter'), v. i. [< Circuiteer, n.~\

To go on a circuit. [Rare.]
We find the originals of our present iron railways in

those wooden railways which Roger North, when eireuil-

eerintj with his brother Lord North, noted as existing at
Newcastle. S. Dowell, Taxes in England, III. lit.

Circuiter (ser'kit-er), n. [< circuit + -erl.]
One who goes on a circuit; a circuit judge.
[Rare.]
The thieves condemned by any circuiter.

Whitlock, Manners of Eng. People, p. 513.

circuition (ser-ku-ish'on), n. [< L. circuitio(n-),

circumitio(n-), < drcuire, eircumire, go round:
see circuit, n.~\ 1. The act of going round.

Bp. Pearson. 2. Circumlocution. [Rare in

both uses.]
Intricate circuitionx of discourse. Hooker, Eccl. Pol.

,
v. 9.

Circuitous (ser-ku'i-tus), a. [< ML. circuitosus,
< L. circuitus, a circuit: see circuit, .] Going
round in a circuit

;
not direct

; roundabout : as,
a circuitous road or course

;

" circuitoun means,"
Burke.

His army marched by a circuitous path, near six miles
in length. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., v.

circuitously (ser-ku'i-tus-li), adv. In a circui-
tous manner.
Circuitousness (ser-ku'i-tus-nes), n. The qual-
ity, state, or condition of being circuitous or

roundabout; circuity: as, the Circuitousness of
the route led to delay.

Circuit-rider (ser'kit-ri
//

der), . In the Meth.
Ch., one who rides a circuit; a minister who
supplies the several stations which constitute
a circuit, preaching at each successively.
He was accustomed to preach twice every week-day and

three times on every Sunday, after the laborious manner
of the circuit-rider of his time.

E. Effffleston, Circuit-Rider, xiii.

circuity (ser-ku'i-ti), .; pi. circuities (-tiz).
[< L. circuitus, a circuit: see circuit, n.] 1. A
going round; movement in a circle or circuit.

circular

The deer lies dead eight good miles from the spot where
the tufters first roused him, although the circuities of the
chase have made us travel over far more ground than the

point measurement shows. Nineteenth Century, XX. 514.

Hence 2. A roundabout manner of moving or

acting ; departure from the nearest or straight-
est way or line: as, the circuity and delay of

justice. 3. A tendency to assume a circular
form

;
the state of being circular.

The characteristic property of running wateris progress,
of stagnant is circuit;/.

T. Whately, Modern Gardening, p. 67.

4f. Compass; extent; circuit.

A dominion of niuche more large and ample circuitee
then the same whiche he was Lorde of before.

Udall, tr. of Erasmus's Ai>ophthegms, p. 220.

Circuity Of action, in law, the indirectness of successive
actions by different persons, when an action by the first

person in the series directly against the last might afford
relief with equal justice.

circulable (ser'ku-la-bl), a. [< circulate), v., +
able.'] Capable of being circulated.

circulant (ser'ku-lant), n. [< L. circulan(t-)s,

ppr. of circular!', form a circle: see circulate.']
In math., a determinant having all the elements
of the principal diagonal equal, and those of

every row the same as those of any other cycli-
cally transposed Skew circulant, a determinant
which differs from a circulant as above defined only in

having the signs of all the elements on one side of the
principal diagonal changed.

circular (ser'ku-lar), a. and n. [= F. circulaire
= Pr. Sp. Pg. circular = It. circolare, < LL. cir-

cularis, < L. circulus, a circle: see circle, n., and
-or3.] I. a. 1. Having the form of a circle;
round.

The frame thereof seemed partly circulare,
And part triangulare. Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 22.

2. Moving in or forming a circle, circuit, or

round; returning to the starting-point: as, cir-

cular motion. 3. Related to the circle: as,
circular points. See below. 4. Figuratively,
passing through a round or circuit of events or

experiences ; successive in order and recur-
rent. [Rare.]

The life of man is a perpetual war,
In misery and sorrow circular.

Sandyt, Book of Job, p. 12.

5. Adhering to a certain cycle of legends;
cyclic: applied to certain poets. See cyclic.

[Rare.]
Had Virgil been a circular poet, and closely adhered to

history, how could the Romans have had Dido? Dennis.

6. Intended for circulation among certain per-
sons. See circular letter, below.
The first thing we did was to settle the forme of a circu-

lar letter to the Governors of all his Maty" Plantations and
Territories in the West Indies and Islands thereof.

Emlyn, Diary, May 26, 1671.

7f. Complete; perfect.
The King and Queen's court, which is circular
And perfect. B. Jonxon, Love's Welcome at Bolsover.

In this, sister,
Your wisdom is not circular.

Massinger, Emperor of the East, lit. 1.

How shall I then begin, or where conclude,
To draw a fame so truly circular ?

Vryden, Death of Cromwell, 1. 18.

8f. Roundabout; circuitous; circumlocutory.
If you knew well my heart, you would not be
So circular.

Middleton and Rowley, Fair Quarrel, ii. 2.

Circular arc, in math.
,
an arc of a circle. Circular can-

on, in music. See canon!. Circular cone. See cone.
Circular constant, in 71101*., the ratio of the circumfer-
ence of aclrcle to its diameter. Circular cubic, in math.,
a cubic curve passing through the two circular points at
infinity. Circular file. See Jilei. Circular function,
in math., a simply periodic function having a real period ;

the sine, cosine, secant, cosecant, tangent, or cotangent of
an angle. Circular insanity, insanity in which there are
distinct periods of exaltation and depression alternating
with each other, with or without the interposition of pe-
riods of lucidity. Circular Instruments, astronomi-
cal or nautical instruments for measuring angles in which
the graduation extends round the whole circumference
of a circle, or to 360 ; for instance, a mural circle. Cir-
cular letter, a letter conveying information or instruc-
tions of common interest to a number of persons, either
in a single copy to be passed from hand to hand, or ad-
dressed in independent copies to all those concerned.
See II., 1. Circular line, in math.

,
a line tangent to the

absolute, or passing through one of the circular points.
Circular loom, a loom in which the shuttle moves

continuously in a circular race through warps arranged
in a circle. Circular measure. See measure. Circu-
lar micrometer. See annular micrometer, under mi-
crometer. Circular note, one of a number of notes or
letters of credit, each for the same sum, furnished by bank-
ers to persons about to travel abroad. Along with the
note the traveler receives "a letter of indication," bear-

ing the names of certain foreign bankers who will cash
the note or notes on presentation, on which letter he is

required to write his name. On presentation the foreign
banker can demand a view of the "

letter of indication,"
and by requiring the presenter to write his name in his

presence can compare the signature thus made with that
in the letter, and so far satisfy himself whether the pre-



circular

Benter is really the person entitled to receive the money.
Circular number, in math., a nmnhcr the powers of

which arc expraned by numbers the last llgnre in which
is the unrulier iUelf. Thus. :> ami t; are circular nninlieis,
because 5-' = 25, li-'=.'i(i, 5=125, 3=21B, etc. Circular
plane, in itmtlt., a plane tangent to the absolute. Circu-
lar points at Infinity, in math., two fictitious points in
eve! \ plane through which every circle in that plane is con
ceive.i to pass. See <iiw:/ titi-. //.. L'. Circular polariza-
tion. See iHilurizatuin. Circular sailing, the method
of sailing on the arc of a great circle. See xaiiiit'i. Cir-
cular saw. Sec !. Circular sinus, in anat., a ve-
nous ring lying in the sella turcica, ami connecting tin-

right and left cavernous sinuses. Circular system, in
nl. liift.. a name sometimes given to the quinary systems

of classiticatiou used l>y Mael.eay and by Swainson. See
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or circuit
; movement in such a manner as to

go forth and return to the starting-point: as,
the cin-Hliiiiiiti of tin' blood (see phrases below).

2. The act or state of being diffused or dis-

tributed
;
the act of passing from point to point

or from person to person; diffusion: as. the
i-'ii-nliiiiiiii of sap in a tree; the circulation of

money ;
the circulation of a piece of news.

Tli true doctrines of astronomy appear to have hail
some popular lirwdatfoa, '!, "".

'Ihils the endless circulations of the divine charity nour-
ish man. . Kuirrsiiii, Satuiv.

circum-

Circulator (ser'ku-la-tor). n. [< NL. circulator;
cf. L. i-irriiliilnr, a peddler, later a mountebank,
quark, ML. ii ptililir crier, < <-irri<lt>ri, collect

people iivnlinil line's self: see i-imitillr. c.] 1.
One who or that which rirniliites: speeifically
n|i]i]ieil ID a cii-culating decimal fraction. Sep
iin-iiiiiil. 2t. A juggler; a mountebank; one
who goes about showing trirks.

ii'iinui-H. Napier's circular parts, in math., live parts 3. The extent to which a thing circulates or is
of a right angled or .1 quadrantal spherical triangle. They diffused or distributed : as, t he circulation of the
are the legs, the complement of the hypotenuse, and the two periodicals was about 300,000 COpies.-4.complements of the two oblique angles. If anyone part is

called the miil'lt'- part, the two next to it are the adjacent
part*, and the other two the opposite. Napier's rules for
the circular parts serve for the solution of all cases of

right angled spherical triangles.

II. . 1. A letter, notice, or printed paper
containing information, or an announcement,
or a request, etc., intended for general circu-

lation or for circulation among a particular
class or circle of persons; a circular letter : as,
a business circular ; a diplomatic circular.

The Government loudly proclaims to Europe reforms
for Poland. It informs the various Courts of them by
diplomatic circulars.

II. S. Edwards, Polish Captivity, II. I.

2. [Cf. cyclas, ciclaton.~\ 'A kind of long cape

.

A repetition of a series of things or events in
the same order.

For the sins of war thotl seest fit to deny us the bless-

Ings of peace, and to keep us in a circulation of miseries.
Kikun Katilikf.

5. The amount of coin, notes, bills, etc., in ac-
tual use as currency: as, the circulation of the
national banks.

It conies with something solid In aid of the credit of the
paper circulation. Burke.

6. In chem., the repeated vaporization and con-
densation of a substance in distillation. 7. In
mil tli., the amount of flow round a closed path
orcircuit; the line-integral round a closed curve

These new Onostlcks, ... a kiml nf tfipsy-Christians,
or a race "1 Tmnl.l.Ts, ami Taylcr, in tin-

Oiurch. 1,1'. <iuden. Tears of the (.'hurch, p. -Jim.

3. A function of two whole numbers, a variable,
q, and a period, a, of the form

AOO./ + Aid,/ 1+ .... Aa lOq a+l,

where ay, etc., are circulating elements, and
AO, etc., are numerical coefficients. Also called

circulating function Prime circulator, a circula-
tor vthtiM.' numerical coefficients natisfy the toUon ini! equa-
tions for every value of 6 which exactly divides the pe-
riod a:

Aa 1 =0, etc.

or sleeveless cloak worn by women : as, a fur of the component velocity of a fluid along the
circular.

circularity (ser-ku-lar'i-ti), n. [< ML. circu-

lfirittt(l-)x, < LL. circularis, circular: see circu-

lar.'] The state or quality of being circular; a
circular form or space: as, "the circularity of
the heavens," Sir T. Browne.
circularize (ser'ku-lar-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
circularized, ppr. circularizing. [< circular +
-izc.l To make circular.

circularly (ser'ku-lar-li), adv. In a circle
;
in

a circular manner
;
in the form of a circle

;
so

as to return to the starting-point.

Trade, which, like blood, should circularly flow. Dryden.
And then for fruit, the best way is to have walls built

circularly one within another. Pepys, Diary, II. 417.

A ray of light polarized in a plane is equivalent to two
rays polarized circularly.

Atkitufon, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 577.

circularyt (ser'ku-la-ri), a. [< LL. circularis:
see circular.'] Circular. Hooker.
Circulate (ser'ku-lat), v.

; pret. and pp. circu-

lated, ppr. circulating. [< LL. circulatus, pp.
of circulare, make circular, encircle, a later col-

lateral form of L. circulari, form a circle (of
men) around one's self, < circulus, a circle : see

circle, n. and v.'] I. trans. If. To travel round;
make a circuit of.

They sente out their shallop againe with 10 of their

principall men, & some sea men, upon further discovery,
intending to circulate that deepe bay of Cap-codd.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 83.

His head hath been intoxicated by circulating the earth.

Bp. Croft, On Buruefs Theory of the Earth, Pref.

2. To cause to pass from place to place or from
person to person ; spread ;

disseminate : as, to
circulate a report; to circulate bills of credit.

Cimtlale the money of the great among the ingenious,
and from them to the lower rank of people, and encourage
arts and sciences.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 277.

One tract, written with such boldness and acrimony that
no printer dared to put it In type, was widely circulated
in manuscript. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

II. intrans. 1. To move in a circle or cir-

cuit
;
move or pass through a circuit back to the

starting-point: as, the blood circulates in the
body ;

the bottle circulated about the table.

Our knowledge, like our blood, must circulate.
Sir J. Denham, Progress of Learning.

2. To be diffused or distributed; pass from
place to place, from person to person, or from
hand to hand: as, air circulates in a building;
money circulates in the country ;

the report cir-

culated throughout the city.
The whisper'd tales that circulate about.

Crabbe, Lady Barbara.

curve Circulation of the blood, the passage of the
Mood from the heart into the arteries, from them into the

veins, anil through the veins back to the heart. The blood
passes from the right auricle to the right ventricle, and
from the right ventricle by the pulmonary artery to the

capillaries of the lungs, where it gives off carbon dioxid
and takes up oxygen. From the capillaries of the lungs
it returns to the heart, and flows into the left auricle

through the four pulmonary veins ; thence it goes to the
left ventricle, and thence by the aorta to distribute itself

over the body. Passing from the arteries through the
capillaries Into the veins, it returns to the right auricle

through the superior and inferior vena cava. The blood-
vessels form a continuous system without visible pores ;

but there is continual leakage of the blood-plasma into
the tissues, as well as passage of oxygen through the walls
of the vessels ; and while there is some reentrants of sub-
stances from the tissues into the blood, there Is also pro-
vided in the lymphatic vessels a system of drains which
takes up from the tissues the leakage from the blood-ves-

sels, changed as it is by all that it has received from and
given up to the tissues. These lymphatics pour their con-
tents into the thoracic duct, which discharges into the veins
at the union of the veins from the head and neck on the left

side ; except that the lym-
phatics from the right side of
the head and the right arm
and shoulder empty into the
veins at the corresponding
pointon the right side. The
velocity of the circulation
is greatest as it leaves the
heart, diminishes as it pro-
ceeds to the capillaries, and
increases as it comes back to
the heart again in the great
veins. It is estimated as
from 15 to 20 inches per sec-
ond in the aorta,on the aver-

age, and In the capillaries
as .02 to .03 of an inch per
second. The time for the
complete circuit in man is

a little less than half a min-
ute. The tension of the
blood in the human aorta
is probably between 5.90
and 7.87 Inches of mercury
above the atmospheric pres-
sure. It diminishes continu-

ously in the arteries, capil-
laries, and veins, and in the

large venous trunks near the

heart, as the subclavian, be-
comes slightly less than the
atmospheric pressure, and is

called negative. The circu-
lation of the blood was first

correctly described and fully
established by Harvey(1628);
but the exact way in which

by
The determination of blood

Circulating capital, decimal, library, medium, etc. pressures and velocities and
See the nouns. Circulating element, in math., a func- the functions of the vasomo-
tion A// of two whole numbers a and q, such that Aj=l
if q is exactly divisible by o, and Ao=0 if there is a re-
mainder. Circulating function. Same as circulator, 3.

Circulate (ser'ku-lat), n. [< LL. circulatus, pp. :

seo the verb.] A circulating decimal.
circulation (ser-ku-la'shon), n. [= P. circula-
tion = Sp. circuldcion = Pg. circulacSo = It.

Diaeram of the Human Heart
and vessels, showing the course
of the Circulation, viewed from
behind, so that the proper left of
the observer corresponds with the
left side of the heart in the dia-

gram.

LA. left auricle; LY. left ven-
tricle; Ao, aorta ; A\, arteries to

upper part of the body ; -/ -, ar-
tenes to lower part of the body ;

the blood passed from the HA * hepatic artery, which sup-

arteries to the veins was un- gjjjjj . J,,
1'"",-""11

, Vf*
known until Malpighi dis- part of the
covered the capillaries(1661).
In the mean time the main
features of the lymphatic
system had been worked out
by Bartholin and others.

of the uppei
body ; KS, veins of

the lower part of the body ; VP.
vena portae ; HV, hepatic vein ;

YCI, inferior vena cava ; VCS,
superior vena cava ; RA, right
auricle ; Rf, right ventricle ; PA,
pulmonary artery; l.g, fung;
Pf, pulmonary vein ; Let, lac-

teals; Ly, lymphatics; 7"AAtho-
racicduct; ^/.alimentary canal:
Lv, liver. The arrows indicate

tor nerves has been the work the course of the blood, lymph,
almost entirely of the pres-

and 9">rle- The vessels which

pnt ppntnrv Pnl 1 atava 1
contain arterial blood have dark

t lelltlirj . Collateral contours, while those which carry
Circulation, m J'hysiol., the venous blood have light contours.

passage of the blood from
one part to another of the same system of vessels by col-
lateral communicating channels. It is much more frequent
in the veins than in the arteries.

circulatorioust (ser'ku-la-to'ri-us), a. [< L.
rn-i-i/ldtoritiii: see circulatory.'] Traveling in a
circuit, or from house to house.

Cirrttlatorious jugglers. Barrow, Sermons, II. xx.

Circulatory (s6r'ku-la-to-ri), a. and . [= F.
circulatoire = 8p. "Pa. t'irculatorio = It. circu-

latorio, circulatory, < L. circulatorius (which,
however, has only the special sense of 'relating
to a mountebank'), < circulator: see circulator. J

1. a. 1. Moving over or through a circuit.

Horde's circulator!/ peregrinations, In the quality of a
quack doctor. T. Wartun, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. "B.

2. Pertaining to circulation, as of the blood :

as, the circulatory vessels.

In the circulatory system [of the blood], pressure has
doubtless played an important part.

E. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 355.

Warming should not be continued after the circulatory
action [of the air! has commenced.

J. Constantine, Pract. Ventilation, p. 29.

Circulatory letter*, a circular letter or circular. John-
son.

Il.t ! pfc circulatories (-riz). In old diem.,
a glass vessel in which a fluid was submitted
to the process of circulation. Several kinds
were in use, but the two chiefly used were
called the pelican or blind alembic and the diota.
E. Phillips, 1706.

circulett (ser'ku-let), . [< L. circulus (see cir-

cle) -f- dim. -et.'] A circlet. Spenser.
circuli, . Plural of circulus.

circulinet (ser'ku-lin), a. [< L. circulus (see
circle) + -inc1 .] Moving in a circle

; circular;
circulatory.

With motion circuline
Let turn altout.

Dr. II. tlore, Psychathanasia, III. ii. 33.

circulus (ser'ku-lus), n.
; pi.

circuit (-Ii). [L.
(ML., NL.) : see circle.'] 1. A circle. Specifi-
cally 2. A time-signature in early music, in
the form of a complete circle, it denoted triple time ; in
that of an arc only, duple time.

3f. A glass-makers' tool for cutting off the necks
of glass vessels. E. Pliilliiis, 1706. 4. In anat.,
a circle

;
a ring : especially applied to vascular

structures. 6. The head-band of a miter. Since
miters in the middle ages were commonly made of stuff,
either embroidered or plain, and not stiffened in any other
way than by a lining of buckram or similar material, the
circulus was an Important feature ; in very rich miters it

becomes the auriphrigiuni. Clrculus artlculi vascu-
Ipsus, the vascular circle of a joint ; the vascular liorder
of the synovial membrane about an articular cartilage.
Circulus cephallcus (cephalic circle), in ichth., the arte-
rial circle formed lieneath the base of the skull.

The anterior branchial vein gives off, at its dorsal ter-

mination, a considerable carotitl trunk, which passes for-
ward under the base of the skull ; and this is united with
its fellow by a transverse branch so that a complete arte-
rial circle, the circulwt cfphalicu*, is formed.

Uuxley, Anat, Vert., p. 140.

Circulus in arguendo. Same as arrrument in a circle.

See circle, n., 10. Circulus In definlendo. Same as
circle in dejinition (which see, under circle). Circulus
major, circulus minor, the greater and lesser vascular

rings around the pupil of the eye. Circulus tonslllarls,
a plexus of small branches of the glossopharyngeal nerve
over the tonsil. Circulus yenosus, a venous vascular

ring around the base of the nipple of the mammary gland.
Circulus Willlsll, the circle of Willis (which see,

under circle).

circum-. [= F. circom-, circon-, circum- = Sp.
circun-, circum- = Pg. circum- = It. circon-, cir-

co-, circun-, circu-, circum-, circom-, < L. circum-,
before a vowel usually circu-, combining form
of circum, adv. and prep., around, about, orig.
ace. of circus, a circle, ring : see circus and cir-

cle. Cf. G. rings, around (< ring = E. ringl),
and E. around, round?, adv. and prep.'] A pre-



circum-

fix of Latin origin, meaning 'round about,' 'in

a circle,'
' on all sides ': frequent in compounds

taken from the Latin, or formed in English or

other modern tongues. Many such compounds
are merely occasional. Only the principal ones
are entered in this dictionary.

circumaggerationt (ser-kum-aj-e-ra'shon), n.

[< L. as if *circum<iggcratio(n-}, < circumag-

gerare, pp. eircuni<iggeratus, heap up around,
< eireum, around, + aggerare, heap, < agger,

heap : see agger.'] A heaping up round about.

circumagitate (ser-kum-aj'i-tat), v. t. [< eir-

eum- + agitate.] To agitate or move about on
all sides or in all directions. [Rare.]
God hath . . . given to every one of his appointed of-

ficers a portion of the fiery matter to circumayitate and
roll. Jer. Taylor, Sermons, iii. 177 (Ord MS.).

circumagitation (ser-kum-aj-i-ta'shon), . [<
circumauitate : see -ation.] The act of circum-

agitating; the state or condition of being cir-

cumagitated. [Rare.]
A visible circumagritation of a white snowy substance.

Gregory, Boon, of Nature, i. 139 (Ord MS.).

circumambagious (ser"kum-am-ba'jus), a. [<
L. eireum, around, + ambages : see ambage.]
Indirect; not going straight to the point;
roundabout. Southey. [Rare.]
circumambiency (ser-kum-am'bi-en-si), n. [<
circumambient : see -ency.~\ The state or qual-
ity of being circumambient; the act of sur-

rounding or encompassing.
Ice receiveth its figure according unto . . . the circum-

ambiency which conformeth it.

SirT. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

circumambient (ser-kum-am'bi-ent), a. [< cir-

cum- + ambient. Cf. It. cireumambiente.] Sur-

rounding; encompassing; inclosing or being
on all sides: specifically applied, in entom., to

the pronotum when the anterior angles are

elongated in curved processes which form a
circle above the head, overlapping in front.

The circumambient air. Howell, Letters, I. i. 28.

The circumambient heaven.

Armstrong, Art of Preserving Health, iii.

circumambulate (ser-kum-am'bu-lat), v.;

pret. and pp. circumambulated, p^r. circumam-

bulating. [< LL. circiimambulatus, pp. of cir-

cumambularc, walk around, < L. circum, around,
+ ambitlare, walk : see ambulate.] I. intrants.

To walk round or about.

Persons that circumambulated with their box and nee-
dles. Wood, A i hrMil' Oxon.

H. trans. To go round
;
search through.

Why should he circumambulate the vocabulary for an-
other couplet? Seward, Letters, I. 845.

circurnambulation (ser-kum-am-bu-la
'shon ) ,

n. [(circumambulate: see -atton.] The act of

circumambulating or walking round or about.

A perambulation and circumambiUation of the terra-

queous Globe. Carlyle, Sartor Kesartus, p. 103.

Passing into the mosque, he should repair to the " Black
Stone," touch it with his right hand, kiss it, and commence
his circumamltulation. It. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 407.

circumambulator (ser-kum-am'bu-la-tor), n.

[< circumambulate + -or.] One who circum-
ambulates or walks about.

Still he was determined to obtain the palm of being the
first circumambulator of the earth.

Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 162.

circumanal (ser-kum-a'nal), a. [< L. circum,
about, + anus, anus, + -?.] Situated about
the anus

; periproctous.
Circumarea (ser-kum-a're-a), TO. [< L. circum,
about, around, + area, area.] In math., the
area of a circumscribed circle.

circumbendibus (ser-kum-ben'di-bus), n. [<
L. circum, around, + E. bend*, jocularly treated
as if it were Latin, and put in the form of a
dative or ablative plural (case-suffix -i6*).] A
roundabout way; a circumlocution. [Jocose.]
The periphrasis, which the moderns call the circumben-

dibus. Martinu* Scribterus.

I then introduced them to the gibbet on Heavy-Tree
Heath ; and from that, with a circumbendibus, I fairly
lodged them in the horse-pond at the bottom of the gar-
den. Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, v.

If you have no foundation of knowledge, or habit of
thought, to work upon, what chance have you of persuad-
ing a hungry man that a capitalist is not a thief " with a
circumbendibus

"
1 Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 37.

Circumcellion (ser-kum-sel'ion), n.
; pi. Circum-

cellions, Circumcelliones (-ionz, -sel-i-o'nez). [=
F. Circoncellion, < LL. Circumcellio(n-), < L. cir-

cum, around,+ cella, cell
;
also called in ML. Cir-

cellio(n-), Circillio(n-), as if directly < L. circel-

lus, dim. of eirculus (> ML. Circulio), a circle:
see circle and eirculus.'] 1. One of a party of
Donatists in northern Africa, chiefly peasants,
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in the fourth and fifth centuries: so called be-

cause they wandered about in bands from place
to place. They persistently courted death, wantonly in-

sulting pagans awl challenging all they met to kill tin-in.

looking upon such a death as a martyrdom. They sup-

ported themselves by plunder, and committed so many
acts of violence, aggravated by their religious differences

from the orthodox, that soldiery often had to be employed
against them. They were not entirely extinct till about
the close of the fifth century.

If I take this ring with me, some of Heraclian's Circum -

celliom will assuredly knock my brains out for the sake of

it. Kingsley, Hypatia, viii.

2. In the fourth and succeeding centuries, in

various places, a vagabond monk, acknowledg-
ing no regularly constituted ecclesiastical au-

thority.
circumcenter (ser'kum-sen"ter), n. [< L. cir-

cum, about, around, + centrum, center.] In

math., the center of a circumscribed circle.

Thus, the circumcenter of a triangle is the cen-
ter of the circle circumscribed about it.

circumcentral (ser-kum-sen'tral); a. [As cir-

cumcenter + -al.] In math.: (a) Situated about
or directed toward a common center. (6) Re-
lated to the center of a circumscribed circle.

circumcidet (ser'kum-sid), v. t. [< ME. circum-

ciden, -siden (Wyclif ), = Pr. circumcir = F. cir-

concire = Sp. circuncidar = Pg. circumcidar =
It. circonddere, < L. circumcidere : see circum-

cise.] To circumcise.
There was oure Lord circumcyded.

Mandeoille, Travels, p. 86.

circumcinctt, a. [< L. circumcinctus, pp. of cir-

cumcingere, gird around, < circum, around, +
cingere, gird.] Girt about. Coles, 1717.

circumcircle (ser'kum-ser"kl), . [< L. circum,
about, around, + eirculus, circle.] In math.,
a circumscribed circle.

circumcise (ser'kum-siz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

circumcised, ppr. circumcising. [< ME. circum-

cisen, -sisen, < L. circumcisus, pp. of circumci-

dere (> E. circumcide), cut around, cut off, < cir-

cum, around, + cwdere, cut.] Literally, to cut
round about; specifically, to perform the act
or rite of circumcision on: as, to circumcise
a child; also occasionally in Scripture, meta-

phorically, to purify from sin.

Kest askes [ashes] on thaire [fig-trees'} circumcised roote.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 125.

Circumcise yourselves to the Lord, and take away the
foreskins of your heart, ye men of Jndah and inhabitants
of Jerusalem. Jer. iv. 4.

In whom also ye are circumcised with the circumcision
made without hands, in putting off the body of the sins of
the flesh by the circumcision of Christ. Col. ii. 11.

Circumcised (ser'kum-sizd), p. a. [Pp. of cir-

cumcise, <>.] 1. Having been subjected to the
rite or operation of circumcision ; by extension,
Jewish. 2. In Uchenology, divided from the
thallus by a distinct fissure : applied to an apo-
thecium.
circumciser (ser'kum-si-zer), n. One who per-
forms circumcision.

Having gained a competent skill and experience, they
set up for circumciserg.

L. Addison, State of the Jews, p. 61.

circumcision (ser-kum-sizh'ou), . [< ME. cir-

cumcisioun, -cisiun, -sicion = F. circoncision =
Pr. circumcisio = Sp. circuncision = Pg. circum-
cisao = It. circoncisione, < LL. circumcisio(n-),
< L. circumcidere: see circumcise.] 1. The act
of circumcising, or cutting off the foreskin or

prepuce of males, or the performance of an anal-

ogous operation on females, as a religious rite,
or in accordance with a custom founded on be-
lief in the prophylactic value of the operation.
The circumcision of males is recorded in the Old Testa-
ment as divinely enjoined on Abraham and his descen-

dants, and is required by the Mosaic law. It is still prac-
tised among the Jews, the Christians of Abyssinia, the

Mohammedans, and a number of semi-barbarous tribes.

A race . . .

Like to themselves, distinguishable scarce
From Gentiles, but by circumcision vain.

Milton, P. R., lii.,425.

2. As metaphorically used in Scripture, spiri-
tual purification.
He is a Jew, which is one inwardly ; and circumcision is

that of theheart, in the spirit, and not in the letter ; whose
praise is not of men, but of God. Kora. ii. 29.

3. Eccles., in the Roman Catholic, Greek, and
Anglican churches, a festival observed on the
octave of Christmas day (that is, the first day
of January), in honor of the circumcision of
Christ The circumcision, in the Scriptures : (a) The
Hebrew nation.

They that were of the circumcision contended with him
[Peter], Acts xi. 2.

(6) Those spiritually purified and elevated.

We are the circumcision, which worship God in the spirit,
. . . and have no confidence in the flesh. Phil. iii. 3.

circumfer

circumclusiont (ser-kum-klo'zhon), n. [< L. as

if *cireiiiiielHsii>()t-), ( circumcludcre, pp. cireum-

clusus, inclose on all sides, < circum, around, +
claudere, cluderc, close : see close 1

.] The act of

inclosing on all sides.

circumcone (ser'kum-kon), n. [< L. circum,
about, around, + conus, a cone.] In math., a

surface, the locus of tangents through a fixed

point to a given surface. The locus is said to

be a circumcone of the latter surface.

circumconic (ser-kum-kon'ik), n. [< circum- +
conic.] In math., a circumscribing conic.

circumcubic (ser-kum-ku'bik), n. [< circum- +
cubic.] In math., a circumscribing cubic.

circumcursationt (ser"kum-ker-sa'shon), .

[< L. as if *circumcursatio(n-), < circumciirsare,

pp. circumcursatHS, run about, < circum, about,
+ cursare, freq. of currere, pp. eursitx, run : see

course.] 1. The act of running about. 2.

Rambling language. [Rare.]
The address . . . was but a factious circumcursation.

Barrow, The Pope's Supremacy.

circumdatet,
'

* [< L- circumdatus, pp. of

circumdare, put around, surround, < eireum,

around, + dare, put : see date1.] To compass
about. Coles, 1717.

circumdatet, . [= It. circondato, < L. circum-

datus, pp. : see the verb.] Surrounded.
O pleasaunt olyue with grace circundate!
O lemyng lawinpe, in light passyng nature !

How greately is thy name gloriflcate !

Political J'oems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 82.

circumdenudation (ser-kum-de-nu-da'shon),
. [< circum- + denudation.] Ingeol., erosion

of such a character that isolated hills are left

as the result of the denuding or erosive action.
Such eminences usually owe their origin to the fact that
the material of which they are composed is harder and
better able to withstand the action of the weather than
that of the strata by which they were originally surround-
ed. [Little used.]

circumduce (ser-kum-dus'), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

circumduced, ppr. circumducing. [< L. circum-
ducere: see circumduct.] In Scots law, same
as circumduct, 4.

Circumduct (ser-kum-dukf), v. t. [< L. cir-

cumductus, pp. of circumditcere, lead around, <

circum, around, + ducere, lead: see duct.] 1.

To lead around or about. Specifically 2. In

anat., to move (a limb) around an imaginary
axis in such manner that it describes a conical

figure, the distal extremity moving in a circle

while the proximal extremity is fixed.

A limb is ... circumducted when it is made to describe
a conical surface by rotation round an imaginary axis.

Uitxley and Youmans, Physiol., 216.

3. In old Eng, law, to contravene; nullify.

Ayliffe. 4. In Scots law, to declare (the term
for leading a proof) elapsed : as, the judge cir-

cumducttd the term. Also circumduce.

circumduction (ser-kum-duk'shon), . [= F.

circondtiction, now circumdtiction, < L. circum-

ductio(n-), < circumducere, lead around: see cir-

cumduct.] 1 . A leading about. [Rare.]
By long circumduction perhaps any truth may be de-

rived from any other truth. Hooker.

2. In anat., the act of circumducting a limb.
See circumduct, 2. 3. In old Eng. law, an an-

nulling; cancelation. Ayliffe Circumduction
Of the term, in Scots law, the sentence of a judge, de-

claring the time elapsed for leading a proof or doing some
other judicial act, and precluding the party from bringing
forward any further evidence.

circumductory (ser-kum-duk'to-ri), a. [< cir-

cumduct + -ory.] Of or pertaining to circum-
duction: as, circumductory movements of the
arm.

circumesophageal (ser-kum-e-so-fa'je-al), a.

[< L. circum, around, + NL. oesophagus, esopha-
gus, + -al.] Surrounding the esophagus. Also

spelled circumaisophageal.
The circum-osmphageal commissures prove that the ven-

tral ganglia have become more dorsal in position.
Gegeiibaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 349.

Circumesophageal nerves, those nerves which sur-
round the gullet in many invertebrates, entering into the

composition of the esophageal ring. Circumesopha-
geal plate, in holothurians, as the genus Si/najita, one of
the numerous calcareous pieces which form a hard ring
around the gullet, into some of which the longitudinal
muscles of the perisome are inserted, and through notches
or perforations of which pass the ambulacra! nerves from
the circnmesophageal ring. See cut under Synapta. dr-
cumesophageal ring, the nervous collar, composed of
certain ganglia and their commissures, which surrounds
the gullet of many invertebrates, as mollusks, arthropods,
etc. Often called simply efrophageal ring.

circumfert (ser-kum-fer'), r. t. [< L. circum-

ferre, bear around : see circumferent.] To limit;
keep within bounds.
In philosophy, the contemplations of man do either

penetrate unto God, or are circumferred to nature, or are
reflected or reverted upon himself. Bacon.



circumference

circumference (ser-kum'fe-rens), . [< ME.
circumference, < OF. ciri'oiij'i-ri-iin-, V. circonfe-
renci: = Pr. OtreumfereMa = Sp. cirfiui/'i /< iifin

= Pg. ciri-iuiij'i 'rriiri<i
= It. <

i

iri-iiiifi-r<-ii;<i, < LL.
circuntfercHtia, circumference, < L. rimimfr-
ren(t-)s, surrounding: see eirrnmfcrnit. Cf.

iM'ripncry.] 1. The line that bounds a circle ;

by extension, the bounding lino of any regular
plane curvilinear figure ; a periphery : as, the

ciri'HHifi'reiice of a circle or an ellipse. The cir-

cumference of a sphere is that of a great circle

of the sphere.
The bubble, being looked on by the light of the clouds

reflected from it, seemed red at its aiipan-nt rirciiiufrr-
ence. Xrirhm, Optic ks.

Hence 2. Loosely, any bounding line : as, the

circumference of a city. 3. The space included
in a circle

; anything circular in form. [Rare.]
Ills ponderous shield . . .

Behind him cast ; the broad rimiinference
Hung on his shoulders like the n >.

Mittnn, P. I,., i. 286.

4f. A going about
; circumlocution. [Rare.]

Come, we spend lime in a vain rti-rnnif- n>nce.

li. JiHuon, Case is Altered, iv. 3.

circumferencet (ser-kum'fe-rens), r. t. [<
circumference, n.] To include in a circular or

spherical space.
Nor Is the vigour of tills great body included onely in

itself, or circttinferenced by its surface.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., II. 2.

circumferent (ser-kum'fe-rent), a. [< L. cir-

cuiferen(t-)g, ppr. of circumfcrre, carry or
move around, < circum, around, + ferre = Gr.

${peiv = E. bciir^.] Surrounding; encircling;
specifically, of or pertaining to a circumference.

This is soft and pliant to your arm
In a circumferent flexure.

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, Iv. 1.

The round year
In her circumferent arms will fold us all.

Hiddleton and Rowley, World Tost at Tennis, Ind.

To bring out the general perfectness of the great curve
and circumferent stateliness of the whole tree.

Ittrxkin, Klein, of Drawing, p. 195.

circumferential (ser-kum-fe-ren'shal). a. [=
Sp. circunferencial = It. circonferenziat, < ML.
'circumferentialis (in neut. circuniferciitiale, cir-

cumference; cf. circumferentialiter, adv.), < LL.
circumferentia, circumference : BOO circumfer-
ence, n.] 1. Relating or pertaining to the cir-

cumference
;

situated in the circumference
;

surrounding.
In many Compositso and Umbellifera), and in some other

plants, the circumferential flowers have their corollas
much more developed than those of the centre.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 129.

The spaces between the rays are in great part filled up
by the circumferential network.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 502.

A circumferential velocity of 24 feet per minute.
Set. Amer., LIV. 22.

2. Indirect; circuitous.

He preferred death in a direct line before a circumfer-
ential passage thereunto. Fuller, Worthies, III. 406.

Circumferential cartilage. See cartilage.

circumferentially (ser-kum-fe-ren'shal-i), adr.
In a circumferential manner;" around,' in, or as

regards the circumference.
In some of the earlier patterns of Siemens' machines

the cores of the drum are of wood, overspun with Iron
wire circumferentially before receiving the longitudinal
windings. S. P. Thompson, Dynamo-Elect. Mach., p. 134.

Circumferentially corrugated wrought iron and steel
tubes. London Engineer, Dec. 31, 1888.

circumferentor (ser-kum-fe-ren'tor), n. [Ir-

reg. < circumferent + -or.]

"
1. An instrument

used by surveyors for taking angles, it consists
of a graduated brass circle and an index, all of one piece,
and carrying a magnetic needle suspended above the cen-
ter of the circle. The index being directed to an object,
the angle which it makes with the magnetic meridian is

noted. The index is then directed to the second object,
and the angle it makes with the same meridian observed
in like manner. The difference or sum (as the case may
be) of the two observed angles gives the angle between the
two objects. Brands and Cox. Also called circumoentor
and land-compass.
2. A device for measuring the length of the
tire of a wheel, consisting of a wheel of known
circumference, which is rolled over the tire.

circumflantt (ser'kum-flant), a. [< L. circum-

flan(t-)s, ppr. of circuniflare, blow around, <

circum, around, + flare = E. blow1
.] Blowing

around: as, "circumjlant air," Evelyn.
circumflect (ser-kum-flekf), '. t. [= It. circon-

flettere, < L. circumflectere, bend around, < cir-

cum, around, + flectere, bend : see flexion.] 1.
To bend around. 2. To place the circumflex
accent on; circumflex.

circumflection, circumflexion (ser-kum-flek'-
shon). . [= Pg. circumflexffo = It. circonfles-
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sinne, < LL. circitmflcrio(n-), < L. cirrumflcctrre,
pp. cirrumflcrux, bend around: see circumfleet.]
1. The act of circlimuecting. (n) The act of bend-
ing into a curved form, or of bending around something
else. (//) The act ot mal-kini; with the eiiviinille\ accent.
2. A turn ing; a winding about

;
a circuit y.

To go by his power and omniscience, is a far quicker
way than by the circumjttctioii* of Nature and second
causes. t'rllhaiu. Resolve

Circumflex (ser'kum-floks), a. and . [= G.
Dan. S\v. i-in-HiiijIi .r !'. i-in-nnflexe = Pr. cir-

cumflic = Hp. circunflijo = Pg. circumflexo = It.

eirconjlesso, < L. circuifli-sux, bent round, pp.
of circumflectere: see circumflect.] I, a. If.
Moved or turned round. Swift. [Rare.] 2.

'. 3. Pronounced with or indicating the
tone called circumflex. 4. Marked with the
accentual sign designating such pronunciation.
Circumflex artery. () Of the ami, one of two branch-

es, anterior and posterior, of the axillary artery, which
wind round the neck of the humerus. (fc) Of the thigh,
one of two brandies, anterior and posterior, of the pro-
funda femoris artery, supplying muscles of the thigh.
Circumflex iliac artery. See itiad. Circumflexmus-
cle of the palate. Same ascircum/teriw, (a). Circum-
flex nerve, the axillary nerve, a branch of the posterior
cord of the brachial plexus, arising in common with the
musculospiral nerve, supplying muscles and other parts
about the shoulder.

II. . 1. A certain accent or tone of voice
in the utterance of a syllable, consisting in a
higher or acute tone followed by a lower or

grave tone within the same syllable. This tone
~

belonging to certain syllables in Greek, in

circumligation
Even forma and substances /ife eirvun
liy that transparent veil |pocy| with li^bt divine.

ll'.,,;/M"j/7/<, 1'relude, v.

Circumfusile (ser-kum-fu'zil), a. [< L. circum.
around, + /.vi/i.v, fusilc. (.'I', i-imniifiixe.] Capa-
ble of being poured or spread around. [Rare.]

Artist divine, whose skilful bands infold
The victim's horn with oYrj/,/, in.*,/.- yold.

npt, Odyssey, iii. 541.

circumfusion (ser-kuiu-fu'zhon), n. [< LL.
circumfuiiio(ii-),<. L. circumfundere : see cirriim-

The act of circumfusing, or pouring or
ing around; the state of being poured

around. Xirift.

circumgestationt (ser'kum-jes-ta'shon), n. [<

', carry around, < circum, around,
', freq. of grrere, carry.] The act of

carrying around or about.

Cimtmgmtation of the eiicharist.

Jer. Taylor, Diss. from Popery, i. 5 11.

circumgyrate (ser-kum-ji'rat), .; pret. and
pp.ciri-iimi/i/i-iilid, ppr. circumgyrating. [< ML.
circumnyratus, pp. of circumgyrare, -girare, turn
around: see i-irruini/i/ri; and cf. gyrate.] I.
trans. To cause to roll or turn round.

Vesselseurled, circum;7!/rat/, and complicated together.
Jtaii, Works of Creation.

II. trans. To roll or turn round; revolve,

circumgyration (ser*kum-ji-ra'shgn), n. [<
cirfHuigyriite: see -atioit.] The act of circum-
gyrating; rolling or revolving.

2. The sign used to mark a vowel so accented.
It Is theoretically made by combining the sign for acute
tone and that for grave, and has various forms, as ^, or
~, or -^.

3. The same mark ( ^, ~, ~) used as the sign
of a long vowel in certain languages, and as a
diacritical mark in phonetic notation. 4. In
elocution, a combined rising and falling or fall-

ing and rising inflection on a word or syllable,
to express surprise, mockery, etc.

Circumflex (ser'kum-fleks), v. t. [< circumflex,
n.] 1. To pronounce with the accent or in-
tonation called the circumflex. 2. To marker
designate with the sign of such accentuation.

circumflexion, n. See circumflection.
circumflexus (ser-kum-flek'sus), n. [NL., < L.

circumflexus, bent around: see circumflex, a.]
In anat. : (a) The tensor palati, a muscle of the
palate which serves to stretch it

;
the circum-

flex muscle of the palate, (b) The circumflex
nerve

(jvhich see, under circumflex).
circumfluence (ser-kum'flo-ens), n. [< circum-

fluent (see -ence); = Pg. drcumfluencia = It.
~- -a n A flowing around on all sides;

by

circumgyratory (ser-kum-ji'ra-to-ri), a. [<
circumgyrate + -ory.] Revolving; rotatory*
turning over and over.

.
Tllat '""<**"*, however, had not failed, during his

cvmfluere, flow around, < circum, around. +

The deep circumfluent waves. Pope , Odyssey, i. 230.

circumfluous (ser-kum'flo-us), a. [< L. cir-

cumfluus, flowing around, < circwnfluere, flow
around: see circumfluent.] Flowing around;
encompassing as a fluid; circumfluent.

Built on circuinjluoui waters calm.

Milton, P. L, vii. 270.

Love scooped this boat, and with soft motion
Piloted it round the circumfluous ocean.

Shelley, Witch of Atlas, xxxiii.

circumforanean (ser'kum-fo-ra'ne-an), a.

Same as circumforaneous.
circumforaneous (ser'kum-fo-ra'ne-us), a. [=
Pg. circumforaneo, < L. circumforaneus, about
the market-place, < circum, about, + forum,
market-place: see forum.] Going about, as
from market-place to market-place; walking
or wandering from house to house

; vagrant ;

vagabond.
Not borrowed from circumforaneout rogues and gipsies.

Burton, Anat. of Mel.
, p. 58.

circumfulgent (ser-kum-ful'jent), a. [< L. cir-

cumfulgen(t-)s, ppr. of circumfulgere (> It. cir-

confulgere), shine around, < circum, around, +
fulgere, shine: see fulgent.] Shining around;
shining widely.
circumfuse (ser-kum-fuz'), r. t.

; pret. and pp.
circumfiised, ppr. circumfusing. [< L. circum-

fusus, pp. of circumfundere, < circum, around,+ fundere, pour: see fuse.] To pour around;
spread about

; suffuse.

Appeared a face all circumfuted with light.
/.'. Jonson, Masque of Blackness.

Circumgyret (ser-kum-jir'), r. . [< ML. circum-

gyrare, -girare, < L. circum, around, + gyrare,
turn around: see gyre, r., and cf. circumgyrate.]
To circumgyrate ; move circuitously.
A sweet river, which after 20 miles cirmmgyring, or

playing to and fro, discharges itself into the ocean.
Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 43.

Circumincession (ser'kum-in-sesh'on), n. [<
ML. circumincessi(i(tt-), < L. circum, around, +
incesms, a going, a walking, < incedere, pp. in-

cessus, go unto or against, < in, unto, + cedere,
go: see cession, and cf. incession.] In theol.,
the reciprocal existence in one another of the
three persons in the Godhead.
A callow student of theology confesses that he is fairly

gravelled by the hypostatic arcumincexgion.
F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 38.

Circuminsular (ser-kum-in'su-lar), a. [< L.
circum, around, -I- insula, island (see islet), +
-ars.] Surrounding an island

; specifically, in

anat., surrounding the so-called island of Reil

itio(n-), circuitio(n-), a going around: see cir-

cuition.] A going about; the act of going
round. Bailey.

circumjacence, circumjacency (ser-kum-ja'-
sens, -sen-si), n. [< circumjacent: see -ence,

-ency.] 1. The state or condition of being cir-

cumjacent. 2. That which is circumjacent.
All the mongrel curs of the circumjacenciex yelp, yelp,

yelp, at their heels. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, iv. 16.

Circumjacent (ser-kum-ja'sent), a. [= F. cir-

conjacent = Pg. circumjacehte, < L. circumja-
cen(t-)s, ppr. of circumjacere, lie around, < cir-

cum, around, + jacere, lie.] Lying about
;
bor-

dering on every side.

We had an entire prospect of y whole citty, which lyes
in shape of a theatre upon the sea brinke, with all the
circumjacent islands. Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 31, 1645.

The Euxine . . . made dreadful havoc on the circum-
jacent coasts.

A. Drummond, Travels through Germany, p. 132.

A large extent of circumjacent country . . . was an-
nexed to each city. Prcucott, Terd. and Isa., Int.

Circumjovial (ser-kum-jo'vi-al), a. and n. [<
L. circum, around, + Jovis, gen. of Jupiter (see
Joce

t jovial), + -al.] I. a. Surrounding or

moving about the planet Jupiter.
II. . One of the planet Jupiter's moons or

satellites. Derham.
circumligationt (ser'kum-li-ga'shon), n. [< L.
as if *circutnligatio(n-), < circumligare, pp. cir-

cumligatus, bind around, < circum, around, +
ligare, bind.] 1. A binding or tying about. E.

Phillips, 1706. 2. The bond with which any-
thing is encompassed. Jolinson.



circumlition

circumlition (ser-kum-lish'on), n. [< L. cir-

cumlitio(n-), a smearing over, < circumlinere, pp.

circumlitus, smear, stick, or spread all over, <

rireum, around, + linere, smear: see liniment.']

In classical antiq., the practice and method of

tinting as applied to the surface of marble stat-

ues. See encaustic aiiUpoli/chrnmy.
circumlittoral (ser-kum-lit'o-ral), a. [< L.

circum, around, + litus (litor-)', shore, adj. lito-

ralis (incorrectly littus, littoralis) : see littoral.]

Adjacent to the shore-line; extending along
the shore: specifically applied to one of the

zones into which some naturalists have divided

the sea-bottom according to the depth of water

covering each. In regard to depth the circumlittoral

is the fourth zone, reckoning from the deepest or abyssal.

circumlocution (ser"kum-lo-ku'shon), n. [=
OF. circonloquiition, F. circonlocution = Pr. cir-

cumlocutio = Sp. circunlocucion = Pg. eircum-

locuqao = It. circonlocuzione, < L. circumlocu-

tio(n-) (tr. Gr. ireptypaaif, periphrasis), < (LL.)
rimimloqui, speak roundabout, use circumlo-

cution, (circum, around, + loqui, speak: see

locution.] A roundabout way of speaking; an
indirect mode of statement; particularly, a
studied indirectness or evasiveness of lan-

guage in speaking or writing.
A maker [of verses] will seeme to vse circumlocution

to set forth any thing pleasantly and flguratiuely, yet no
lesse plaine to a ripe reader, then if it were named ex-

presly. Futtenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 162.

I much prefer the plain Billingsgate way of calling

names, because it would save abundance of time, lost by
circuinlocution. Swift.

The circumlocutions which are substituted for technical

phrases are clear, neat, and exact. Macaulay, Dryden.

Circumlocution Office, a name used by Dickens In
"
Lit-

tle Dorrit
"
as that of a department of government, to ridi-

cule roundabout official methods and the resulting delays.
The Circumlocution Office is there said to be the chief of

"public departments, in the art of perceiving how not to

do it." Hence the phrase (with or without capitals) Is

often applied to official methods that seem indirect or un-

necessarily slow. =Syn. Periphrasis, etc. See pleonasm.

circumlocutional (ser"kum-lo-ku'shgn-a,l), a.

[< circumlocution + -al.] Characterized by
circumlocution; circuitous or indirect in lan-

guage; periphrastic.
circumlocutionary (ser"kum-16-ku'shon-a-ri),
a. [< circumlocution + -ary^} Circumlocu-

tional; roundabout; periphrastic.
The fashionable rhetoric of philosophical liberalism is

as incomprehensible to him [the Russian peasant] as the

flowery circumlocutwnary style of an Oriental scribe

would be to a keen city merchant.
D. M. Wallace, Russia, p. BOO.

Circumlocutionary euphemisms for things which, though
natural, are rarely named.

T. Inman, Symbolism, Int., p. xiii.

Circumlocutionist (ser*kum-lo-ku'shgn-ist), n.

[< circumlocution + -ist.] One who uses cir-

cumlocution
;
a roundabout, indirect, or eva-

sive talker. Gentleman's Magazine. [Rare.]
circumlocutionize(ser"kum-lo-ku'shon-iz),)!. i.

[< circumlocution + -4ze.] To use circumlocu-
tion. [Bare.]

If we want to say, "It was clearly meant as an insult,
but he didn't choose to relever it," we must circumlocu-
tionize with four extra words "to take any notice of it,"

or at least with two "to take it up."
N. and Q., 7th sen, I. 450.

Circumlocutory (ser-kum-lok'u-to-ri), a. [As
circumlocution) + -on/.] Exhibiting circum-
locution

; periphrastic.
A diffused and circumlocutory manner of expressing a

common idea. Martinug Scriblerus.

circummeridian (ser"kum-me-rid'i-an), a. [<
circum- + meridian.'] Situated near or about
the meridian

; relating to what is near the me-
ridian.

On the 23d [of October, 1871], circmn-meridian observa-
tions of Jupiter were made.

C. F. Hall, Polar Exp. (1876), p. 168.

circummigration (ser"kum-ml-gra'shon), n. [<
circum- + migration."] The act of wandering
about; migration from place to place. [Bare.]

Till in their ever-widening progress, and round of un-
conscious circummigration, they distribute the seeds of

harmony over half a parish. Lamb, Elia.

Circummure (ser-kum-mur'), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

circummured, ppr. circummuring. [< L. circum,
around, + LL. murare, pp. muratus, wall: see

mure, v. Cf . Pg. circummurado, pp.] To wall

about; encompass with a wall. [Bare.]
He hath a garden circummur'd with brick.

Shak., M. for M., iv. 1.

circumnavigable (ser-kum-nav'i-ga-bl), a. [<

circumnavigate, after navigable. Cf . Pg. circum-

navegavel.] Capable of being circumnavigated
or sailed round: as, the earth is circumnavi-

gable.
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circumnavigate (ser-kum-nav'i-gat), v. t.
; pret.

and pp. circumnavigated, ppr. circumnavigating.

[< L. circumnamgatus, pp. of circumnaeigare

(> Pg. circummti-cgar), sail around, < circum,

around, + nacigarc, sail : see navigate.'} To sail

round; pass round by water: as, to circum-

navigate the globe.

Having circumnavigated the whole earth.

Fuller, Worthies, Suffolk.

circumnavigation (ser-kum-nav-i-ga'shon), n.

[= F. circonnavigation, now circumnavigation,
= Sp. circunnai'igacion = PJJ. cireunnuti'cgayao
= It. circonnavigazione, < NL. "etrcuianaciga-

tio(it-), < L. circumnavigare, circumnavigate:
see circumnavigate.'] The act of sailing round
the earth, or any body of land or water.

circumnavigator (ser-kum-nav'i-ga-tor),. [=
Pg. circumnaregador, < NL. "circumnavigator:
see circumnavigate, and cf. navigator.] One
who circumnavigates or sails round a body of

land or water: generally applied to one who
has sailed round the globe.

Magellan's honour of being the first circumnavigator has
been disputed in favour of the brave Sir Francis Drake.

Guthrie, Gram, of Geog.

circumnuclear (ser-kum-uu'kle-ar), a. [< L.

circum, around, + nucleus, a nut, kernel (nu-
cleus), + -ar3.] Surrounding a nucleus.

The independent expulsion of a more or less consider-

able ntass of circumnuclear protoplasm.
Micros. Science, XXVI. 694.

circumnutate (ser-kum-nu'tat), v. i.
', pret. and

pp. circumnutati'd, ppr. circumnutating. [< L.

circum, around, + nutatus, pp. of nutare, nod,

freq. of "nuere, nod: see nutant.] To nod or
turn about

; specifically, in bot., to move about
in a more or less circular or elliptical path:
said of the apex of a stem and of other organs
of a plant. See circumnutation.

It will be shown that apparently every growing part of

every plant is continually circitmnutatinfi, though often

on a small scale. Darwin, Movement in Plants, Int., p. 3.

circumnutation (ser"kum-nu-ta'shon), n. [<
circmnnutatc : see -ation.] A nodding or in-

clining round about; specifically, in bot., the
continuous motion of some part of a plant, as

the apex of the stem, a tendril, etc., in which
it describes irregular elliptical or circular fig-
ures. While describing such figures, the apex often trav-

els in a zigzag line, ur makes small subordinate loops or

triangles of motion.

On the whole, we may at present conclude that increased

growth first on one side, and then on the other, is a sec-

ondary effect, and that the increased turgescence of the

cells, together with the extensibility of their walls, is the

primary cause of the movement of circumnutation.

Darwin, Movement in Plants, Int., p. 2.

circumocular (ser-kum-ok'u-lar), a. [< L.

circum, about, + oculus, eye', -f-' -ar2.] Sur-

rounding the eye; orbital: as, circumocular

prominence.
circumcesophageal, a. See circumesophageal,
circuinoral (ser-kum-6'ral), a. [< L. circum,
around, + os (or-), moutn, + -a?.] Surround-

ing the mouth
;
situated about the mouth.

In the Crinoida the circumoral suckers acquire the func-
tion of tentacles. Oeyenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 200.

Circumoral ambulacra! vessel. See ambulacral.

circumparallelogram (ser -kum - par - a - lei
'
o -

gram), n. [< circum- + parallelogram.] In

math., a circumscribed parallelogram.
circumpentagon (ser-kum-pen'ta-gon), n. [<
circum- + pentagon.] A circumscribed penta-
gon.
circumplexiont (ser-kum-plek'shon), n. [< L.

circumplexus, pp. of circumplecterc, dep. circum-

plecti, clasp around, < circum, around, + plec-
tere, plecti, bend, turn : see plexus.] 1. A fold-

ing round. 2. Something folded or twined
about

;
a cincture

; a girdle.
It was after his fall that he [man] made himself a flg-

leaf circumplexion. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 63.

3. An entangling circumstance; a complica-
tion

;
an embarrassing surrounding.

Circumplexions and environments.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 827.

circumplication (ser"kum-pli-ka'shon), n. [<
L. as if *circumplicatio(n-), < circumplicare, pp.

circumplicatus, wind or fold around, < circum,
around, + plicare, fold: see ply, and cf. compli-
cation.'] A folding, rolling, or winding about;
the state of being inwrapped. E. Phillips, 1706.

[Bare.]
circumpolar (ser-kum-po'lar), a. [< L. circum,
around, + polus, pole : see pole%, polar.] Sur-

rounding one of the poles of the earth or of the
heavens: as, a circumpolar sea; circumpolar
stars.

circumscribed

The moon to-morrow will be for twelve hours above the

horizon, and so nearly nrcumpoiar afterward as to justify
me in the attempt to reach the Esquimaux hunting-ground
about Cape Alexander. Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., I. 448.

Circumpolar star, a star near the pole ;
a star which

revolves round the pole without setting.

circumpolygon (ser-kum-pol'i-gon), n. [< cir-

cum- + polygon.] A circumscribed polygon.
circumposition (ser"kum-po-zish'on), n. [<
LL. circumpositio(n-), < L. 'circumjionere, pp.

circumpositum, set or place around, < circum,

around, + ponere, place: see position.] The
act of placing round about

;
the state of being

so placed.
When a plant is too high or its habit does not conve-

niently admit of its being layered, it may often be increased

by what is called circumpitsitwn, the soil being carried up
to the branch operated on. Eiwyc. Brit., XII. 235,

circumpressure (ser-kum-presh'ur). n. [< cir-

CHHI- + pressure.] Pressure on all sides. [Bare.]
circumradius (ser-kum-ra'di-us),.; pi. circum-

radii (-i). [< circum- + radius.] In math.,
the radius of a circumscribed circle.

circumrasiont (ser-kum-ra'zhpn), n. [< L. cir-

cumrasio(n-), < circumradcre, "pp. circumrasus,

scrape around, < circum, around,+ radere, shave,

scrape : see rase.] The act of shaving or par-

ing round. Bailey. [Bare.]
circumrenal (ser-kum-re'nal), a. [< L. circum,

around, + ren (only in pi. rents), kidney, + -al:

see reins and renal.] Situated near or lying
about the kidneys ; perinephric.
circumrotary (ser-kum-ro ta-ri), a. [< circum-

+ rotary. Cf. circumrotate.f Turning, rolling,
or whirling about. Also circumrotatory.
circumrotate (ser-kum-ro'tat), v. i. [< L. cir-

cumrotatus, pp. of circumrotare, turn round in

a circle, < circum, around, + rotare, turn round:
see rotate.] To revolve or rotate.

circumrotation (ser'kum-ro-ta/shon), n. [< cir-

cumrotate: see -ation.] 1. The act of rotating
or revolving, as a wheel or a planet; circum-
volution ; the state of being whirled round. 2.

A single rotation of a rotating body. Johnson.

circumrotatory (ser-kum-ro'ta-to-ri), a. Same
as circumrotary.
A great many tunes, by a variety of circumrotatory

nourishes, put one in mind of a lark's descent to the

ground. Shcngtone.

circumsail (ser-kurn-sal'), v. t. [< circum- +
sail.] To circumnavigate. [Bare.]

Circumsailed the earth.

Warner, Albion's England, xi. 83.

circumscissile (ser-kum-sis'il), a. [< NL.
eircumseissilis. < L. circumscissus, pp. of circum-

scindere, cut about :

see scissilc.] In bot.,

opening or divided

by a transverse cir-

cular line : applied
to a mode of dehis-

cence in some fruits,
as in the pimpernel*

henbane, and monkeypot, the fruit in such
cases being called a pyxidium.
circumscribable (ser-kum-skri'ba-bl), a. [<
circumscribe + -able.] Capable of being cir-

cumscribed.
circumscribe (ser-kum-skrib'), v. t.

; pret. and
pp. circumscribed, ppr. circumscribing. [< ME.
circumscrive = F. circonscrirc = Sp. circunscri-

bir= Pg. circumscrever = It. circonscrivere, < L.

circumscribere, draw a line around, limit, < cir-

cum, around, + scribere, write, draw : see scribe,

script, etc., and cf. ascribe, describe, inscribe, pre-
scribe, proscribe, subscribe, etc.] 1. To write
or inscribe around. Ashmole. [Rare.] 2. To
mark out certain bounds or limits for; inclose

within certain limits
;
limit

;
bound ; confine

;

restrain.

Old Simeon did comprehend and circumscribe in his

arms him that tilled all the world.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 66.

That mass of flesh that circumscribes me limits not my
mind. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 1L

The sage . . .

Has seen eternal order circumscribe
And bound the motions of eternal change.

Bryant, The Fountain.

3. In geom., to draw around so as to touch at as

many points as possible. A curve is said to be cir-

cumscribed ;il>< nit a polygon when it passes through every
vertex of the latter ; a multilateral figure is said to circum-

scribe or be circumscribed about a curve when its every
side is tangent to the curve. The term is also applied sim-

ilarly to surfaces. Thus, a cone circumscribes a surface

only if every side of it is tangent to that surface.

circumscribed (ser-kum-skrlbd'),jp. a. [Pp. of

circumscribe, v.] Inclosed within certain lim-



circumscribed

its; narrow, as applied to the mind: specifi-

cally, in piitlitil., applied to tumors whose bases

are well defined mid distinct.from the surround-

ing purls.
Circumscriber (scr-kinn-skri'bcT), . One who
or th:it which ciTOumscribes.

circumscript (eVkum-skript), a. [= K. rim<-
Kcril = Pg. circiuiisfri/ilii = It. i-in-misn-ittn, <

L. cirriinim-i-i/itHx, pp. of cii-ciiiiixcrilx'i-c, circum-

scribe: see circumscribe.] Circumscribed; lim-

ited. [Itare.]
These results seem clearly to Show that tile tlolinn of

Binall i-iri
l

iiiii-,-i i>t an-as [ill till
1

hrain|. each one of which

performs certain delinite Junctions, must he abandoned.
.NY//- f, i,, ,;!::, 1 A', 'I'., I. 140.

Circumscriptiblet (ser-kum-skrip'ti-bl), . [<

li.eiroumacriptli*, pp. of eirrunmrrtlHW- (sec rir-

cii inscribe), + -i-ble.] Capable of being circum-

scribed, limited, or confined.

He that sits on high niul never sleeps,
Nor ill one place is ri ,'<// iin'-n'jil <lil''.

,l/./<Y"i/v, '1 amburlaine, II., ii. 2.

circumscription (ser-kum-skrip'shon), n. [= F.

cii-ciniKci-i/itiiiii
= Sp. </!<!< iisrri/ii'iiiii = Pg. cir-

cii)iixrrii>c,flo = It. circonscririone, < L. circum-

scriptio(n-), < circumscribere, pp. eireumiicriptii.t,

circumscribe: see circumscribe.] If. A writing
around ; a circular inscription.
The ciri'iiiiiscriiition, cut likewise upon brass, is much

defaced. Axhutulf, lierkshire, I. 142.

2. The act of circumscribing or the state of be-

ing circumscribed; the act of bounding, set-

tling, or defining; limitation; restraint; con-
finement: as, the circumscription of arbitrary
power.

I would not my unhoused free condition
Put into circumscription and confine.

Skak., Othello, i. 2.

3. The exterior line which marks the form of a

figure or body ; periphery : as, the circumscrip-
tion of a leaf.

circumscriptive (ser-kum-skrip'tiv), a. [= Sp.

circunxcriptiro = Pg. circumscriptiro, < L. cir-

cumscriptns, pp. of circumscnbcre : see circum-

script and -ire.] 1. Circumscribing or tend-

ing to circumscribe ; bringing under certain

limits or limitations. Milton. 2. Forming
or coincident with the superficies of a body.
[Rare.]
Such as is circumxcriptive, or depending upon the whole

stone, as in the eaglestone, is properly called the figure.
N. Grew.

circumscriptively (ser-kum-skrip'tiv-li), adv.

1. In a circumseriptive or limited manner or

sense. [Rare.] 2. In such a manner as to

occupy space and prevent other bodies from

occupying it : as, a body is situated where it is

circumscrip tively.

The nature of a soul is not to be circumttcriptive.ly in

place. Bp. Afountagu, Appeal to Ccesar, p. 231.

circumscriptly (ser'kum-skript-li), adv. Nar-

rowly ;
in a slavishly literal sense. [Rare.]

These words taken circuwxcriptly . . . are just as much
against plain equity and the mercy of religion as these
words of "Take, eat, this is my body," elementally under-

stood, are against nature and sense.

Milton, Divorce, ii. 15.

circumseated (ser-kum-se'ted), p. a. [< circum-
+ seated.] Seated around. Clifton. [Rare.]

circumseptt (ser-kum-sepf), v. t. [< L. cir-

cumseptus, pp. of circumsejnre, < circum, around,
+ sepire, scepire, hedge in, < sepes, scepes, a

hedge : see septum.] To hedge in
;
inclose

;
sur-

round.
So that here we stand like sheep in a fold circumcepted

and compassed between our enemies and our doubtful
friends. Hall, Kicli. III., an. 3.

circumsepted (ser-kum-sep'ted), p. a. [Pp. of

circumsept, v.] Hedged about: in entom., ap-
plied to the wings when the nervures are so

arranged that the outer ones accompany and
strengthen the margin all round, as in certain

Diptera.
circumsolar (ser-kum-so'lar), a. [< L. circum,
around, + sol, sun, + -ar^.] Surrounding the
sun ; situated about the sun.

It has not been proved, however, that meteorites move
in circumsolar orbits. lire, Diet., I. 30.

The intense illumination of the circumsolar region of
our atmosphere masks, under ordinary circumstances, the
red prominences. They are quenched, as it were, by en-

cess of light. Tyndall, Light and Electricity, p. 83.

circumspect (ser'kum-spekt), a. [= F. circon-

sjiect = Sp. circiiiispecto = Pg. circumspecto =
It. circonspetto, < L. circumspectus, prudent, pp.
of circumspicere, look around, be cautious, take

heed, < circum, around, + specere, look: see spe-

cies, spy.] Literally, looking about on all sides
;
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hence, examining carefully all the circum-
stances that may affect a determination

;
watch-

ful on all sides; cautious; wary.
Von rulers and ollieers, he wise and rircu inspect, look to

your chaise, and e \oii d VMIII duties.

iaiiattr, Sermon of the Plough.

High-reaching Buckingham gnm.i rirrt<inx/rt.

Slink., Itieh. III., iv. 2.

Von know I have many enemies. . . . It is, therefore,
the more necessary for you to he extremely ofrvtUMpMf in

all your behavior, that no ad\ aiiia-.'e may he ^iv en to their

malevolence. /.'. /-V-1/.y. Ini, \utoluu^., p. 340.

circumspect (ser-kum-spekt'), r. t. [< L. cir-

1'H/nn/in'liire, look around attentively, freq. of

ch'cHiitxpircre : see circumsjject, a.] To look on
all sides of; examine carefully; scrutinize.

[Bare.]
To cimi msjiect and note daily all defects.

.V' ii^-nurt, Kcpertorium, p. 233.

circumspection (ser-kum-spek'shon), n. [=F.
circoiixjHTtiiin = Sp. rireuHSjicccion = Pg. cir-

ciiiiixpiTcflo = It. circiiHxpi'~iiii; < L. cirritm-

spectio(n-), < circumxpiccre, look around: see

cifciiin.t/H'ct, a.] Attention to all the facts and
circumstances of a case, and to natural or

probable consequences, with a view to ascer-

tain the correct or safe course of conduct or to

avoid undesirable results
; watchfulness; wari-

ness; caution: as,
"
ely circumspection," Milton,

P. L., iv. 537.

He shook his head, and observed that an affair of this sort

demanded the utmost circumspection.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xii.

The active, energetic man, loving activity for its own
sake, . . . wants the delicate circumspection of another
man who does not love activity for its own sake, but is

energetic only at the spur of his special ends.
A. Bain, Corr. Forces.

= Syn. Vigilance, thoughtfulness, forecast, deliberation,

circumspectioust(ser-kum-spek'shus), a. [<

circumspection + -ous, as ambitious from ambi-

tion.] Circumspect; vigilant; cautious. Mon-
moutli.

circumspective (ser-kum-spek'tiv), a. [< cir-

cumspect, r., + -ire.] Literally, looking about
in every direction

; hence, cautious; careful of

consequences; wary; vigilant. [Rare.]
AH sly, slow things, with circumspective eyes.

Pope, Essay on Man, Iv. 226.

circumspectively (ser-kum-spek'tiv-li), adv.

In a circumspective manner. Foxe. [Rare.]
circumspectly (ser'kum-spekt-li), adv. In a

circumspect manner; cautiously; prudently.
See then that ye walk circumsjiectly, not as fools, but as

wise. Eph. v. 16.

Then judge yourself and prove your man,
As circumspectly as you can. Cowper, Friendship.

circumspectness (ser'kum-spekt-nes), n. [<

circumspect, a., 4- -ness.] The quality of being
circumspect ;

caution ; circumspection ; pru-
dence.

circumspicUOUS (ser-kum-spik'u-us), a. [< L. as
if "circumspicuus, < circumspiccre, look around:
see circumspect, a. Cf. conspicuous.] So situated
as to be seen on all sides. [Bare.]
God shall, like the air, he circumspicuous round about

him. Feltham, Resolves, i. 98.

circumstance (ser'kum-stans), n. [< ME. cir-

cumstance, -staunce = F. circonstance = Pr. Pg.
circumstancia = Sp. circunstancia = It. circon-

stanzia, circostan:ia, < L. circumstantia, a stand-

ing around, a state, condition, attribute, cir-

cumstance (tr. Gr. nepiaraatf), < circumstan(t-)s,

surrounding: see circumstant.] 1. A fact re-

lated to another fact and modifying or throw-

ing light upon its meaning, significance, impor-
tance, etc., without affecting its essential na-
ture

; something attending, appendant, or rela-

tive; something incidental; an accidental or
unessential accompaniment; especially, some
fact which gives rise to a certain presumption
or tends to afford evidence.

He that is truly dedicate to war
Hath no self-love ; nor he that loves himself
Hath not essentially, but by circumstance,
The name of valour. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 2.

If circumstances lead me, I will find

Where truth is hid. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

Come, do not hunt,
And labour so about for circumstance,
To make him guilty, whom you have foredoomed.

/;. Jonson, Sejanus, Iii. 1.

They beheld me with all the marks and circumstances
of wonder. Sn[rt, Gulliver's Travels, iii. 2.

Inward essence and outward circumstances. J. Caird.

2. A particular or detail; a matter of small

consequence: as, that is a mere circumstance

compared to what followed.

To use too many circumstances ere one come to the mat-
ter is wearisome. Bacon, Of Discourse.

circumstant

3. Collectively, detail; minuteness; specifica-
tion of particulars.

\\ itli gfcMMMtMM and oaths, so to deny
This chain. .S'Ant., C. of K., v. I.

What need this rimtnutanrt? pra> y.n, he din-el.

It. Juiix'iii, livery Man in his Humour, ii. 1.

With all firrutiijilit/n-i1 they tell us wlieu und who first

set foot upon this inland. Milln/i.

4. A ceremonious accompaniment; a formal-

ity required by law or custom : moi-i- specifical-

ly, in a concrete sense. udjiincN <>!' pomp and
ceremony; ceremonies; display.

And it was wel don to liertis plesance,
The Auaoys loged wel with all etreitmJtoHtt.

/torn, of Partenay ( I.. I: I. s.), 1. 2016.

All quality,

Pride, pomp, and circumstance of glorious war.
,S/mi-., llthcllo, iii. 3.

We set him vpon a rug, and then brought our Goucrn-
our to him with Drums und Trumpet- .

here alter some
-,. .>/,,-.M,J/-, ,s-. fur they v-e few compliments, we treated

of peace with them.

Copt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 250.

The aged Harper's soul awoke!
Then would he sing achievements high,
And circumstance of chivalry.

Scott, L. of L. M., vi.. Epilogue.

5. The surroundings, rarely of a thing, gener-
ally of a person; existing condition or state of

things; facts external to a person considered
as helping or, more especially, as hindering his

designs, or as inducing him to act in a certain

way; predicament, unforeseen or unprovided
for ; a person's worldly estate, or condition of

wealth or poverty ;
fortune

;
means : generally

in the plural.
None but a virtuous man can hope well in all circum-

ttaticet. Bacon.

Every man knows his own circumstances best.

Steele, Taller, No. 25.

Who due, the best his circumstance allows,
Does well, acts nobly; angels could no more.

Young, Night Thoughts, U. 91.

I am the very slave of circuw*tance
And impulse borne away with every breath!

Byron, .Sardanapalus, iv. 1.

Now, the time for seeing the young women of a Grecian

city, all congregated under the happiest circumstances of

display, was in their local festivals. De Quincey, Homer, i.

His circumstances are more affluent than ever.

OoUimith, Vicar, ill.

6. Event; occurrence; incident.

Conquerors weeping for new worlds, or the like circum-
stance in history. Addison.

The poet has gathered those circumstances which most
terrify the imagination. Addison, Spectator.

Easy circumstances, moderate wealth. Narrow cir-

cumstances, respectable poverty. Not a circum-
stance to, nothing in comparison with. 11'. 8. J

= Syn.
1. Incident, Occurrence, etc. See event.

circumstance (ser'kum-stans), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. circumstanced, ppr. circumstancing. [< cir-

cumstance, n.] 1. To place in a particular situ-

ation or condition with regard to attending facts

or incidents: only in the past participle: as,
he was so circumstanced that he could not ac-

cept.
Another miscarriage of the like nature, more odiously

circumstanced, was also discovered.
JV. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 122.

In one so circumstanced it cannot he supposed that such
a trifle . . . would be much resented.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 91.

2. To control or guide by circumstances : only
in the following passage.

Cos. TIs but a little way that I can tiring you,
For I attend here ; but I'll see you soon.
Bian. 'Tis very good : I must be circumstanc'd.

Shalr,, Othello, III. 4.

3. To furnish or dress out with incidents and
details; add circumstances to. [Rare.]
The poet took the matters of fact as they came down to

him, and circumstanced them after his own manner.
Addison, Spectator, No. 361.

circumstantt (ser'kum-stant), a. and n. [=
Sp. circunstante = Pg. circtimstantc = It. circon-

stante, circostante, < L. circumstan(t-)s, ppr. of

circumstare, surround, stand around, < circum,

around, + stare, stand. Hence circumstance.]
I. a. Surrounding.

All circumstant bodies.
Sir K. Digby, Nature of Man's Soul.

A fair candlestick, hearing a goodly and bright taper,
which sends forth light to all the house, but round about
itself there is a shadow and circuiiixtmit darkness.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 237.

II. n. A bystander; a spectator.
When these circuuistants shall but live to see
The time that I prevaricate from thee.

Utrrict, Hesperides, p. 82.



circumstantiable

Circumstantiablet (ser-kum-stan'shi-a-bl), a.

[< cireitmstanti(ate), v., + -able.'] Capable of

being circumstantiated. Jcr. Taylor.
circumstantial (ser-kuin-stan'shal), a. and n.

[= F. circoHxtaiiciel = Sp. circunstancial = Pg.
circitmshinriiil, < L. as if

*
eircumstantialis, < cir-

cumstantia, circumstance: see circumstance, .]

1. a. 1. Attending; incidental; casual; sus-

taining a minor or less important relation.

This is an attempt to separate wlmt is substantial and
material from what is circumstantial and useless in his-

tory. Goldsmith, The Martial Review, Pref.

All that is merely circumstantial shall be subordinated
to and in keeping with what is essential. J. Caird.

2. Consisting in, pertaining to, or derived from
circumstances or particular incidents : as, cir-

cumstantial evidence.

The usual character of human testimony is substantial
truth under circumstantial variety. Paley.

Strangers, whether wrecked and clinging to a raft, or

duly escorted and accompanied by portmanteaus, have
always had a circumstantial fascination for the virgin
mind, against which native merit has urged itself in vain.

Geoiye Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 129.

3. Abounding with circumstances
; exhibiting

or stating all the circumstances
;
minute ; par-

ticular; detailed: as, a circumstantial account
or recital.

All the rest the prisoner himself confirmed by a more
circumstantial account. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxxi.

Circumstantial evidence, evidence from more or less
relevant circumstances or incidents bearing upon a case
under consideration, as distinguished from direct testi-

mony. Such evidence may either be quite inadequate to
establish the fact, or constitute by logical inference the
strongest proof of its existence. = Syn. 3. Particular, etc.

See minute, a.

II. . Something incidental and of subordi-
nate importance; an accident or incident; a
circumstance : opposed to an essential.

To study thy preceptive will, to understand even the
niceties and circumntantialx of my duty.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 73.

Who would not prefer a religion that differs from his

own in the circumstantials before one that differs from it

in the essentials'; Addimn, Freeholder.

Circumstantiality (ser-kum - stan - shi - al'i - 1 i ) ,

n. ; pi. circumstantialities (-tiz). [< circumstan-
tial + -ity.] 1. The quality of being circum-
stantial; minuteness; fullness of detail: as,
the circumstantiality of a story or description.
From the circumstantiality . . . [of Homer's account of

killing a wild goat], it is evident that some honour attach-
ed to the sportsman who had succeeded in such a capture.

De Quincey, Homer, ii.

2. A circumstance
;
a particular detail.

The deep impression of so memorable a tragedy had car-
ried into popular remembrance vast numbers of special-
ties and c-ircumstantialities. De Quincey, Homer, iii.

circumstantially (ser -kum - stan '
shal - i ) , adv .

1. In regard to circumstances ; not essentially ;

accidentally. [Bare.]
Of the fancy and intellect the powers are only circum-

stantially different. Glannille, Seep. Sci.

2. Minutely ; exactly ;
with every circumstance

or particular.
To set down somewhat circumstantially not only the

events but the manner of my trials.

Boyle, Works, II. 470.

Circumstantiate (ser-kum-stan'shi-at), v. t.;

pret. and pp. circumstantiated, ppr. circumstan-

tiating. [< NL. as if *circumstantiatus, pp. of

"circumstantiarc, < L. circumstantia, circum-
stance : see circumstance, n., and -ate2 .] 1. To
place in particular circumstances; invest with
particular conditions, accidents, or adiuncts.

[Rare.]
If the act were otherwise circumstantiated, It might will

that freely which now it wills reluctantly. Bramhall.

2. To place in a particular condition with re-

gard to power or wealth. [Rare.]
A number infinitely superior and the best circumstan-

tiated are for the succession of Hanover. Sivirt.

3. To confirm by circumstances
; establish cir-

cumstantially. [The prevalent use of the word.]
Neither will time permit to circumstantiate these par-

ticulars. Ilarffravf.

4. To describe circumstantially; give full or
minute details regarding. [Rare.]
De Foe is the only author known who has so plausibly

circumstantiated his false historical records as to make
them pass for genuine, even with literary men and critics.

De Quincey, Homer, iii.

Circumstantiate! (ser-kum-stan'shi-at), o. [<
NL. *circumstantiatus, pp. : see the verb.] Cir-
cumstantial.

God . . . also does distinguish us by the proportions
and circumstantiate applications of his grace to every
singular capacity. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 49.
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circumstantiation (ser-kum-stan-shi-a'shon),
n. [<. circumstantiate, v.: see -alioii."] The act
of circumstantiating, or investing with circum-
stantial and plausible adjuncts.

By inventing such little circumxtantiatiom of any char-
acter or incident as seem, by their apparent inertness of

effect, to verify themselves. DC Quincey, Homer, iii.

circumstantlyt (ser'kum-staut-li), adv. [<
etreumstant (with ref. to circumstance) + -ly

2
.]

Circumstantially ; exactly.
A gentleman . . . cuttes asunder certain partes of the

wild bcaste in a certain order very circttmstantly.
Chalvner, Praise of Kollie.

circumterraneous (ser"kum-te-ra'ne-us), a.

[< L. circum, around, + terra, earth : see ter-

raneous.'] Around the earth
; being or dwell-

ing around the earth. Hallywell. [Rare.]
circumtorsion (ser-kum-tor'shon), n. [< cir-

cum- + torsion.] A torsional stress
;
an elastic

force tending to make a bar, fiber, etc., untwist
itself.

Circumtriangle (ser'kum-tr!
/

'ang-gl), . [<
circum- + triangle.] In math., a circumscribed

triangle.

Circumtropical (ser-kum-trop'i-kal), a. [< cir-

cum- + tropic + -aL] Surrounding the tropics ;

adjacent to tropical regions.
The total number of species of coral in the circitmtropi-

cal seas must be very great ; in the Red Sea alone, 120

kinds, according to Ehrenberg, have been observed.

Daririn, Coral Reefs, p. 87.

Circumundulate (ser-kum-un'du-lat), r. t. [<
circum- + undulate, v.] To flow round, as waves.

[Rare.]
circumvallate (ser-kum-val'at), v. t.

; pret. and
pp. circumvallated, ppr. circumvallating. [< L.

circumvallatus, pp. of cireumvallare (> It. cir-

convallare = Sp. circunvalar = Pg. circumval-

lar), wall around, < circum, around, -f- vallare,

wall, fortify with a rampart, < vallum, wall, ram-
part : see wall.] To surround with or as with a

rampart or fortified lines. Johnson.
Circumvallate (ser-kum-val'at), a. [< L. cir-

cumvallatus, pp. : see the verb.] Walled in
;
sur-

rounded by or as by a parapet Circumvallate
papillae, large papilla;, 7 to 12 in number, on the back part
of the tongue. They are of the shape of a truncated cone,
and are surrounded by an annular depression (fossa) and
elevation (vallum). Also called calycifonn papillae.

circumvallation (ser'kum-va-fa'shon), n. [=
F. circonvallation = Sp. circunvalacion= Pg. cir-

cumvallaqtto = It. circonvallazione, < NL. *cir-

cumvallatio(n-), < L. cireumvallare, wall around:
see circumcallate, v.] In fort., the art or act of

throwing up fortifications about a place, either
for defense or attack ; the line of works so
formed. Specifically (a) Aline of works thrown up to

protect an investing or besieging army from attacks in the
rear, (o) A line of field-works consisting of a rampart or

parapet with a trench, surrounding a besieged place or
the camp of a besieging army.

3 August, at night, we rode about the lines of circuni-

vallation, the Gener'll being then in the field.

Evelyn, Diary, 1641.

The wall of circumvallation round Paris, and the places
by which we are to be let out and in, are nearly completed.

Je/ergon, Correspondence, II. 224.

The besieging forces closed round [the place] ... on
every side, and the lines of circumvallation were rapidly
formed. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxi.

circumvectiont (ser-kum-vek'shon), n. [< L.

circunivectio(n-), < circumveetus, pp. of "circum-

vchere, carry around, dep. circumvehi, ride

around, < circum, around,+ vehere, carry, move :

see vehicle, and cf. convection, etc.] A carrying
about. E. Phillips, 1706.

circumvent (ser-kum-venf), * [< L- cir-

cumventus, pp. of circumvenire (> F. circonvenir
= Sp. circunvenir (obs.) = It. cireonvenire),
come around, encompass, beset, deceive, cheat,
< circum, around, + venire = E. come.] To
gain advantage over by artfulness, stratagem,
or deception; defeat or get the better of by
cunning; get around; outwit; overreach: as,
to circumvent one's enemies.

It might be the pate of a politician, . . . one that could
circumvent God, might it not? Shak., Hamlet, v. 1.

Circumvented thus by fraud. Stilton, P. L., iii. 152.

With a commonplace capacity, and with a narrow polit-
ical education, he intended to circumvent the most pro-
found statesman of his age.

Motley, Dutch Republic, III. 530.
= Syn. See cheats.

circumvention (ser-kum-ven'shon), n. [= F.
circonvention = Sp. circumvention = It. circon-

venzione, < LL. circumventio(n-), < .L. circum-

venire, circumvent: see circumvent.] 1. The
act of circumventing; the act of outwitting or

overreaching; deception; fraud; stratagem.
They stuff thir Prisons, but with men committed rather

by circumvention, then any just cause.

Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

circus

2. Means of circumventing. Shak. [Rare.]
3. In .sV'o/.s law, an act of fraud or deceit.

circumventiye (ser-kum-ven'tiv), a. [< cir-

cumvent + -ive.] Tending or designed to cir-

cumvent; deceiving by artifices; outwitting;
deluding.
circumventor (ser-kum-ven'tor), n. [< LL.
circumventor, < L. circumvenire, circumvent : see

circumvent.] 1. One who circumvents, or gains
his purpose by cunning or wiles

;
a plotter or

schemer.

Your majesty now of late hath found . . . the said
Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Essex, ... to be the most
false and corrupt traitour, deceiver, and circumventor

against your most royal person.
Bp. Burnet, Records, iii. 16.

2. Same as circumferentor, 1.

circumversiont (ser-kum-ver'shpn), n. [< L.

circumversio(n-), < circumvertere, pp. circumver-

sus, turn around, < circum, around, -f vertere, pp.

versus, turn : see verse.] A turning about. Hoi-
land. [Rare.]

circumvestt (ser-kum-vesf), t. [< L. circum-

rcxtire, clothe or cover over, < circuni, around,
+ vestire, clothe: see vest, invest, etc.] To
cover round, as with a garment.

Who on this base the earth didst firmly found,
And mad'st the deep to circumveit it round.

Sir //. Walton, Poems.

circumyolation (ser
" kum - vo - la

'

shon), . [<
L. as if "circumvolatio(n-), < circumvolare, pp.
eircumvolatus, fly around, < circum, around, +
volare, fly: seevolant.] The act of flyingabout.
[Rare.]

Circumvolution (ser"kum-vo-lu'shon), n. [=
F. circonvolution = Sp. circunvolucion = Pg. cir-

cumvoluqolo = It. circonvoluzione, < L. as if *cir-

cumvolutio(n-), < circumvolvere, pp. circumvolu-

tus, roll around : see circumvolve.] 1. The act
of rolling around.

Stable, without circumvolution;
Eternal! rest.

Dr. II. More, Psychathanasia, III. ii. 36.

2. The state of being rolled around or wound
into a roll.

The twisting of the guts is really either a circumvolu-
tion or insertion of one part of the gut within the other.

Arbttthnot.

3. One of the windings of a thing wound or

twisted; a convolution. [Bare.] 4. Figura-
tively, a winding; a roundabout method of pro-
cedure.

He had neither time nor temper for sentimental circum-
volutions. Disraeli, Coningsby, vi. 2.

Never did a monarch hold so steadfastly to a deadly pur-
pose, or proceed so languidly and with so much circum-
volution to his goal. Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 102.

CircumVOlvet (ser-kum-volv
'

) ,
v. [= It. circon-

volgere, < L. cireumvolvcre, roll around, < circum,
around, + volrere, roll: 8eo volution.] I. trans.

To turn or cause to roll about
;
cause to revolve.

Whene'er we circumvolve our eyes.

Herrick, On Fletcher's Incomparable Plays.

To ascribe to each sphere an intelligence to circumvolve
it were unphilosophical. Glanville, Seep. Sci.

H. intrans. To roll around; revolve. E.
Darwin.
circumvolvencet (ser-kum-vol'vens), n. [<
circumvolve + -ence.] Circumvolution; revo-
lution.

See the piled floors of the sky, and their furniture,

clouds, circumvolvence, contest, and war.
H. Jennings, Rosicrucians, p. 76.

Circus (ser'kus), n. [= F. cirque = Sp. Pg. It.

cireo = D. G. Sw. circus = Dan. cirkus, < L. cir-

cus, a circle, ring (in this sense commonly cir-

culus: see circle), a circus (see def. 1), a race-

course, = Gr. npiKof, later wp/cof, a ring, a circle,

also, after the L., a circus. Hence (from L. cir-

cus) ult. E. circ, circle, circum-, circulate, cirque,

encircle, etc., and search, q. v.] 1. In Rom.
antiq., a large, oblong, roofless inclosure, used

especially for horse- and chariot-races. It was
rounded at one end, and had at the other the barriers or

starting-places for the horses. The course passed round
a low central wall, called the spina, which reached nearly
from end to end, and was surrounded by tiers of seats

rising one above another for the accommodation of the

spectators. It was essentially an adaptation of the Greek
hippodrome, but was used also, like the amphitheater, for

gladiatorial contests, combats with wild beasts, etc.

This broken circus, where the rock-weeds climb,
Flaunting with yellow blossoms, and defy
The gods to whom its walls were piled so high.

Bryant, Ruins of Italica (trans.).

2. In modern times, a place of amusement
where feats of horsemanship and acrobatic dis-

plays form the principal entertainment; the

company of performers in such a place, with
their equipage ;

the entertainment given.
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mining luirscs. Hir I'. XiW/ici/.
Anectod vnth or having the character ol c-ir-

Cirroteuthis

rhosis.

Cirri, . Plural of cirrus.

cirribranch (sir'i-brangk), a. and n. [< L. cir-

rus (sc><> cii-nis) + brinicliin; gills.] I. </. ll;r.

ing cirrous gills: applied to the tooth-shells.
II. n. One of the Cirribrancliiiitn.

Also cirfibnincliiiilc.

Cirribranchiata (sir-i-brang-ki-a'tii), . ;,;.

[NL., ueut. pi. of ciri-ibi-itiicliiiitut: see ci>c/-

liriiiicliiuli .] An order of scaphopodous mol-
lusks, having the oral extremity surmounted by

They must have something to cut, and the <_

to look at. II. 1C. Unhurt, 111,1 Vol. of Life. ]i. I.

3. In England, the space formed at the inter-
section of two streets by making the buildings
at the angles concave, so as to give the inter-

vening space the form of a circle: as, Oxford
Circus, Regent '/,,//., in London. 4. An in-
closed space of :iny kind; a circuit.

The narrow cm-it* of my dungeon wall.

/.'/*/. lament of Tasso.

Snlnei|iieiilly to this event [the eruption of a volcano]
considerable dislocations have taken place, and an oval
eirnu has been formed by subsidence.

Oarvta, Ceol. nl,.,,-rvations, i. 46.

5. [nip.'] [NL.] In ornith., a genus of diurnal
birds of prey, the harriers,
family Circiiin: (which see), i; ,,.., is the ,,..
mon harrier of Km-ope; I: l,u,lg,,i,iua is the North Ameri-
can marsh-hawk

; and there are sundry other species.
Circus movements, in /mllml., movements in a circle, the
result of Home unilateral lesions of the base of the brain

Cire perdue ( F. pron. ser per-dii'). [F., lit. lost
wax: cire, < L. ecru, wax

; /icrdue, fern, of itc.rdu,

pp. of perdre, < L. /icnlcn; lose : see cere, n., and
//,/.] A method of casting bronze by mak-
ing a model in wax and inclosing it in plaster,
melting the wax out of the plaster, and then -<,_.,-,-__ / ': ^:,''
using the latter as a mold for the bronze. mgerous (si-rij e-rus), a.

cirket, See cirque.
Cirl (s6rl), . [< NL. cirliis, < It. sit ..,

(of a thrush), < :irlare, whistle (like a thrush),

Cirrites forsteri.

"':!;rJ
1

;;;!;;

1

;!':;, ,:; sisar1^VvS cirrobranchiata, . * see am*,^/*.
tHM,Ctrrli:i,riinel,iii,i;',-r(,ltranehia,i'iri' fir- Cirro-cumulus (sir-ii-kii'inu-his), H. [< L. Cir-

niii iiv"""
/"a

vj
tc

'i r(see cirrus) + cumulus, :i heap : see (ii,,iulus."\

prey, the harriers, typical of the sub- Cimprancmate (sir-i-brang ki-at), a. and . A form of cloud having the character of both'-- '---- l<. aL. cirribranchtatus, < L. efmu (see cirrus) the cirrus and the cumulus. See </(/!

.

<

* oraaed
(sir'i-fdrm), a. [= P. ...

\j. cirrus (see cirrus) *r forma, form.]"
a tendril; curly, as a cirrus.

[< L. cirrus (see
cirrus) + gerere, carry, + -OM.S-.] Bearing cirri
or a cirrus; cirrate; cirriferous.
The . . . peristomial somite Is cirrigerous.

Huxley, Aiiat. Invert., p. 200.

1872 on a single species, C. triangulifer. ingen-
cral

, S?231 !t ''8<"b' the ^r^/,te The i,^
are long, U,e pnmaries blunted, the sc-condaries small ; the

Cirl-bunting (Emberixa cirlus}.

ily FringUlidte and ge
nus Smbtrtta,
the E. cirlus, a
common Euro-

pean species.
Also written as
two words, cirl

bunting.

Cirque (serk), n.

[Early mod. E.
also cirke; <
F. cirque, < L.
circus : see cir-

cus, and cf.

cire.'] 1. A cir-

cus. [Obso-
lete or poeti-
cal.]

Although the
Cirques were gen-
erally consecrated
unto Neptune, yet
it seemeth that the Sunne had a special! interest in this.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 232.

See, the Cirque falls! th' unpillar'd temple nods.

Pope, Duuciad, iii. 107.

2. A circle ; specifically, a circle regarded as
inclosing any space or surrounding any object
or group of objects. [Obsolete or poetical.]
When we saw our old acquaintance would not stay

aboord vs as before for hostage, but did what they could
to draw vs into a narrow cirke, we exchanged one Owen
Griffin with them for a yong fellow of theirs.

Quoted iu Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 111.

Like a dismal Cirque
Of Druid stones upon a forlorn moor.

Keata, Hyperion, 1.

3. Same as comb2 .

cirque-couchant (sirk'ko'shant), a. Lying
cofled up or in a circle. [A poetical coinage.]

He found a
palpitating snake,

Bright, and cirque-coitehant in a dusky brake.

Keatu, Lamia.

cirrate (sir'at). a. [< L. cirratm, curled, hav-
ing ringlets, < cirrus: see cirrus.'] Having
cirri or a cirrus

Acalephce. Carpenter.
EC. n. That which moves by means of cirri.

K. Owen.

Having feet like cirri
; specifically, pertaining

to the Cirripedia. Also cirropodous.
II. . One of the Cirripedia.
Certain hermaphrodite eirripedei are aided In their re-

production by a whole cluster of what I have called com-
plemental males, which differ wonderfully from the ordi-
nary hermaphrodite form.

Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 275.

Cirrafkattui trianfitlifer, natural size.

a, female moth ; A, primary, and c, secondary, showing venation.

thorax is square with a central crest ; the abdomen is stout;
the antenna; are stout, simple, and witli thickened scape;
the head is held forward

; the labial palpi are free and pro-
jected ; the front tibite have a simple superior terminal
claw ; and the ovipositor is simple and exsertile. The ge-
nus probably belongs with the Stiriince. The larva is un-
known. Also Cirrhophamw.

A subclass of

A

Also cirrhiped, cirrhipede, cirrhopod, cirrho- cjrropod, cirropode (sir'o-pod, -pod), a. and n.

j>odc, cirropod, cirropode. tj
L -

>'f* (see cirrus) + Gr. rotf (iro6-) = E.

Cirripeda (si-rip'e-da), . pi. An improper -f
oot^

.
See cirri>>e<l-

form of Cirripedia.
'

Cirropodous (si-rop'o-dus), a. [< cirropod +
Cirripede, a. and . See cirripetl. :""S-J

/
Sam

.
as cirri>>cd.

Cirripedia (sir-i-pe'di-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
cirros ( slr

n
8
,)'

" L< NL - nrrosus, < L. cirrus:
_ / >\. _. -J-, . ', , * , gee cirrus.] l.Inooi.: (a) Having a cirrus or

tendril : specifically applied to a leaf tipped
with a tendril, or, in mosses, with a very nar-
row or hair-like sinuous point, (b) Resembling
tendrils, or coiling like them. 2. In ornith.,
having the head tufted with slender, usually
curly, plumes. Cones. 3. In entom., bearing
one or more slender bunches of curved or
curled hairs, as the antennae of certain longi-
corn beetles.
Also written cirrous, cirrhose, cirrhous.

cirrostomatous (sir-o-stom'a-tus), a. Same as
ctrrostomous.

Cirrostomi (si-ros'to-mi), . pi. [NL. , pi. of cir-
rostomus : see cirroslomous.~] One of the many
names applied to the acranial vertebrates (I'lia-

ryngobraiichia, Lcptocardia, or Acrania) repre-
sented by the genus Amphioxux or BmncMo-
stoma, the lancelets: so named from the cirri

surrounding the mouth.

of cirripcs(-ped-): see'cirriped.]
low parasitic entomostracous
crustaceans; the barnacles
and acorn-shells. They have a
multivalvular shell or carapace, and
a mantle. The abdomen is rudi-

mentary or obsolete ; the feet are in
the form of cirri (whence the name)
and normally 6 in number; the sexes
are mostly united, or, if distinct, the
male is a minute parasite of the fe-

male; and the young are free, but the
adults are affixed by the head to
some foreign body, either by a long
peduncle exserted from the shell, or
ofteuer by a short process inclosed
in the shell. These singularly meta-
morphosed and disguised crusta-
ceans become degraded by parasitism
as they mature, the free young being
altogether more highly organized
than the fixed adults. They are usual-
ly divided into three orders, Thora-
cica, Abdominalia, and Apoda, to
which a fourth, Shizocephala, is

sometimes added. Also Cirrhipeda,
Cirrhipedia, Cirrhojmla, Cirrhopo-
des, Cirripeda, Cirnpedeg, etc. See

, cirriferous or cirrigerous. also cuts tinder Balanus"and Lepai.
Clrrate antennae, anteniue in which each joint has one Oirrites ("si-rl'teVI TNT,
or more long, curved, or curled processes, which are Ken- ,nl ici^r /T ' L

/

erally fringed with nne hairs : a modification of the pecti- (y11611 ! ) < L. cirrus (see

Larval Cirripeds.

A, Xauplius-form of

idcs on leaving the
. B. Attached pupa
owing locomotivenate'type. cirrus) + -itat.] The typical

cirrated (sir'a-ted), a. [< cirrate + -ed%.~\ genus of fishes of the family
Provided with cirri or a cirrus; curled like a Cirritidte. Also Cirrltites (ori- jj

aryapodem<

cirrus * cirrosc **in /^./i*iirf*ja\ / . . ^, A-J

cirrh-. For words beginning thus, not found
under this form, see cirr-.

cirrhonosus (si-rpn'o-sus), . [< Gr. Kipp6?

ginally Cirrhitus).
1803.

Lacepede,

/.gut-
'ith ce-

ment-duct running to
the antenna.

Cirrostomidse (sir-o-stom'i-de), n. pi. [As Cir-
rostomi + -idee."] Same as Cirrostomi.
Cirrostomous (si-ros'to-mus), a. [< NL. cir-

rostomus, < L. cirrus (see cirrus) + Gr. aroua,
mouth.] Having cirri around the mouth; spe-
cifically, having the characters of the Cirro-
stomi. Also cirrostomatous.
cirro-stratus (sir-o-stra'tus), n. [< L. cirrs(see
cirrus) + stratus, spread flat: see stratum.'] A
form of cloud having the character of both the
cirrus and the stratus. See cloud*, 1..

ctrritid (sir'i-tid), n. A fish of the family Cir- cirroteutbid (sir-o-tu'thid), n. A cephalopod
,

ritidie. Also cirrhitid. ot the family Cirrotfuthida: Also cirrhoteuthid., . . ,
. .

tawny, + vocrof, disease.] In patliol., a diseased OirritidaB (si-rit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cirrites Cirroteuthidae (sir-o-tu'thi-tle), . pi. [NL.
condition of a fetus, characterized by a yellow + -t(te.] A family of acanthopterygian fishes

< Cirroteuthis + -idee.] A family of octopo
appearance of the pleura, peritoneum, etc.

Cirrhosis (si-ro'sis), n. [NL. (> F. cirrhose), <
Gr. nippof, tawny, + -osis.~] In )>athol., chronic
inflammation of interstitial connective tissue,

especially of the liver. The name is derived from the
yellow appearance of the liver when in this condition, but
it may be applied to the same state exhibited In other or-
gaus.

represented by the genus Cirrites, to which dif-
ferent limits have been ascribed. They have per-
fect ventral flns, no bony stay for the preoperculum. a con-
tinuous lateral line, the lower rays of the pectoral fins un-
branched, and neither trenchant teeth nor molars in the
jaws. The species are confined to the Pacific ocean and
some are important food-fishes. The family has liee'n ell-

"""'""""
vided into the subfamilies Cirritinas, Chilixlactylina:, Chi- ClITOteuthiS (sir-O-tu'this), . [NL., < L cir-
r<memina,&n<lUaplodactylina. Also Cirrhitida. nis (see cirrus) +' Gr. rfttfi'f, a squid.] A ge-

, >pod
cephalopods, represented by the genus Cirro-

tfutliis, with a rather long body, provided with
short lateral fins (one on each "side), supported
by internal cartilage, and arms united nearly
to the tips by a broad umbrellar web. Also



Cirroteuthis

nus of cuttlefishes, typical of the family Cirro-

tcuthida; characterized by an unpaired ovi-

duct, the right one being aborted. Also Cirrho-

teuthis.

cirrous (sir'us), a. Same as cirrosc.

cirrus (sir'us), .; pi. cirri (-1). [= F. eirre in bot.

and zool. senses, cirrus in sense 3, < L. cirrus,
a curl or tuft of hair, tuft or crest of feathers,

arm of a polyp,
filament of a

plant, a fringe, in

NL. also a ten-

dril, a filament
of an animal, a
form of cloud,
etc. (see defs.);

perhaps related
to circus : see cir-

cus.'] 1. In bot.,

a tendril ; a long

v ^ v*k<s>a. (.
thread-likeorgan

1 /anE'^V1
?

*>v whih certain

j
4T ) Wl 2.In2o67.:(a)In

s^ *''
I N

\
Cirripedia, one of

]ffj
the curved multi-

A- Y articulate fila-

ments alternate-

Cini.-Branch of Passion-flower. 1? protruded and
retracted with a

sweeping motion from the shell or carapace of
a cirriped, as an acorn-shell (Balanus) or barna-
cle (Lepa$). They are the thoracic appendages or feet
of the animal, each representing an endopodite and an
exopodite, borne upon a protopodite. See cut under
barnacle,

(ft) lu Crinoidea, one of the branched
filaments given off from the joints of the stem.
See cut under Crinoidea. (c) In conch., one
of the cirrose branchiee of the Cirribranchiata
or tooth-shells, (d) In ichth. : (1) One of the
cirrose filaments surrounding the mouth of a
lancelet. (2) A barbel in sundry fishes, (e) In

ornith., a tuft of curly plumes on the head. (/)
In Vermes, the protrusible cirrose terminal por-
tion of the vas deferens of a trematoid or ces-
toid worm ; a kind of penis.

This cirrus is frequently beset with spines which are
directed backwards, and serves as a copulatory organ.

Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 329.

(g) One of the filamentous appendages of the

parapodia in chffitopodous annelids, which may
be larger than the parapodia, or even replace
them when atrophied. (/) In entom., a tuft of
curled hairs such as are often seen on the legs
and antennse of insects, (i) Some other cirrose

part or organ, as the long flattened modification
of ordinary cilia upon the peristomial region of

many ciliate Infusoria, (j) [cap.] [NL.] A
genus of mollusks. Soiverby, 1818. 3. Alight
fleecy cloud, formed at a great height in the

atmosphere. See cloud1
,

I. Also called curl-

cloud. Often abbreviated c Cirrus-sac, Cirrus-
sheath, a pouch which contains the coiled cirrus of a
trematoid or cestoid worm, whence the organ may be pro-
truded.

Cirsium (ser'si-um), n. [NL. (L. cirsion, Pliny),
< Gr. Kipmov, a kind of thistle said to cure the

varicocele, < Kipa6f, varicocele, varix: see cir-

sos.] A genus of thistles, now included in the

genus Cnicus.

cirsocele (ser'so-sel), . [= F. cirsocele, < Gr.

KipaAs, varicocele, + nf/ty, a tumor.] A varico-
cele. Also, erroneously, circocele.

cirsoid (ser'soid), a. [< Gr. Kipa6f, varicocele,+ tidof, form.] Caused or characterized by an
enlargement of a blood-vessel Cirsoid aneu-
rism, a tumor formed by an elongated coiled or tortuous
sacculated artery. It is most frequent in the smaller ar-

teries, especially in the temporal and occipital.

cirsomphalos (ser-som'fa-los), n. [NL. (> F.

cirsomphale), < Gr. </5o-6f,"varicocele, + b[i$aA6s,
navel.] In pathol., a varicose condition around
the navel.

cirspphthalmia (ser-sof-thal'mi-a), n. [NL.,
< Gr. Kipa6f, varicocele, + b<^iaXfi6f, eye.] In
pathol., a varicose condition of the conjunctival
blood-vessels.

cirsophthalmy (ser-sof-thal'mi), n. [= F.

cirsophthalmie.'] Same as cirsophthalmia.
Cirsos (ser'sos), n. [NL., < Gr. mpaot, enlarge-
ment of a vein, varicocele.] lapathol., a varix,
or dilated vein. [Not in use.]
Cirsotome (ser'so-tom), n. [< Gr. Kipa6f, vari-

cocele, varix, + ro/j.6f, cutting, < -rkfivuv, rafielv,
out: see anatomy.'] A surgical instrument
used to extirpate a varicose vein.

cirsotomy (ser-sot'o-mi), K. [= F. cirsotomie,
< NL. cirsotomia, < <3r. tupatf, varicocele, varix,

Cisbiarmat
male. (Line show
natural size.)
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+ MGr. TO/I'M, a cutting: see anatomy.] In

surg., the removal of a varix with a knife.

OiS (sis), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1

worm in wood or grain.] A ge-
nus of xylophagous coleopter-
ous insects, giving name to a

family Cioidce or Cisida;. Some
are minute beetles which infest the va-

rious species of Boleti or mushrooms.
The larva? of others do much harm to

books, furniture, wood of houses, etc.,

by piercing them with small holes.

Those which perforate books are popu-
larly known as book-worms.

cis-. [L. cis, prep., on this side,
as prefix in Cis-alpinus, cis-montanus, Cis-rhena-

nus, Cis-tiberis, adj., on this side of the Alps,
the mountains, the Rhine, the Tiber

; compar.
citer, adj., on this side, abl. fern, citra, as adv.
and prep., equiv. to cis; from pronominal stem

ci-, this.] A prefix of Latin origin, signify-
ing

' on this side of,' forming adjectives with
names of rivers, mountains, etc. in compounds of
Roman origin Rome was considered as the point of depar-
ture, as in cisalpine, etc. ; in modern formations the point
of departure varies with the circumstances, as cisattantit,
on this side (whether American or European) of the At-
lantic. Opposed to trans- (which see).

Cisalpine (sis-al'pin), a. [= F. cisalpin, < L. Cis-

alpinux, < cis, on this side, + Alpes, Alps, adj.

Alpinus, alpine.] Situated on this side of the

Alps, with regard toRome that is, on the south
of the Alps: opposed to transalpine. cisalpine
Republic, the state formed by Napoleon Bonaparte in
northern Italy in 1797, including the previously formed
Cispadane and Transpadane Republics south and north
of the Po, with Milan for its capital. It was abolished
in 1799 and restored in 1800, and under the empire con-
stituted the greater part of the kingdom of Italy.

cisatlantic (sis-at-lan'tik), a. [< cis- + Atlan-

tic.'] Situated on this (the speaker's) side of
the Atlantic ocean.

I mean only to suggest a doubt . . . whether nature has
enlisted herself as a cis- or trans-Atlantic partisan.

Je/erion, Notes on Virginia (1787), p. 107.

The two voices were pitched in an unforgotten key, and
equally native to our Cisatlantic air.

H. James, Jr., Passionate Pilgrim, i.

Cisco (sis'ko), . [Origin unknown.] A name of

sundry species of whitefish, of the genus Core-

gonus. C. artedii, also called lake-herring, is the largest
and most important of the American species ; it is more
elongate than the rest, with relatively larger mouth and

C'ecting
lower jaw. The cisco of Lake Michigan, C.

,
is the smallest, most slender, and handsomest of the

cist

Cispadane (sis-pa'dan), . [< L. cis, on this side,
+ Fudus, the river Po, adj. J'fidainis.'] Situated
on this side of the Po, with regard to Home that

is, on the south side Cispadane Republic, a re-

public formed in 1796 by Napoleon Bonaparte out of the
dominions of Bologna, Ferrara, Modena, and Reg&cio, and
modeled on that of France. In 1797 it was merged with
the Transpadane Republic in the new Cisalpine Republic.

cis-saharic (sis-sa-har'ik), o. [< L. cis, on this

side, + Sahara (see def.).] In zoogeog., sit-

uated on this side of the great African desert,
from a European standpoint ;

north of the des-
ert of Sahara.

Cissampelos (si-sam'pe-los), n. [NL. (so called
because it climbs like the ivy, and has fruit like

the vine), < Gr. Kiaaof, ivy, + a/meUs, a vine.]
A genus of climbing plants, natural order Me-
nispermacete, of which there are nearly 20 spe-

cies, of tropical America and southern Africa.

The velvet-leaf, C. Pareira of South America,
yields the spurious pareira brava.

cissing (sis'ing), . The process of wetting a
surface to be grained with a sponge moistened
with beer and then rubbing it with whiting, in

order that the colors which are mixed with beer

may adhere. E. A. Davidson, House Painting.
cissoid (sis'oid), n. and a. [< Gr. Ktoaoetdfa, like

ivy, < Kiaa6f, ivy, + eWof, form.] I. n. A curve
of the third order and third class, having a cusp
at the origin and a point of inflection at infinity.

-if

Cisco f Coregonus fuyf).

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

American whitefish, being rarely over 10 inches long and
of a silvery luster. It appears simultaneously with the
shad-fly.

In the small lakes around Lake Michigan . . . the cisco
has long been established. Stand. Nat. Hist., III. 149.

ciseleur (sez'ler), n. [F., < ciseler, carve, chase:
see ciselure.'] A chaser ; especially, an artist in
bronze and ormolu metal-work for furniture,
etc.

The famous cise.leur Goutiere.
Cot. Spec. Exhib. S. K., 1862, No. 826.

ciselure (sez'lur), n, [F., < ciseler, chisel, carve,
chase, < ciseau, OF. cisel, a chisel: see chisel2.']

1. The art or operation of chasing. 2. The
chasing upon a piece of metal-work.
Cisidse (sis'i-de), n.pl. Same as Cioidte. Leach,
1819.

Cisleithan (sis-li'than), o. [< cis- + Leitlia: see

def.] This side of the Leitha, a river flowing
partly along the boundary between Hungary
and the archduchy of Austria : applied to that
division of the Austro-Hungarian eeapire hav-
ing its seat in Vienna. See Austrian.

Cisleu, n. Same as Chisleu.

cisleyt, n. An obsolete form of cicely.
cismatan (sis 'ma-tan), n. The seeds of the
Cassia absus, obtained from central Africa, and
used in Egypt in the preparation of remedies
for ophthalmia. De Colange.
cismontane (sis-mon'tan), a. [= F. cismon-

tain, < L. cis-montanus, < cis, on this side, +
mon(t-)s, mountain, adj. montanus: see moun-
tain.'] Situated on this (the speaker's) side of
the mountain; specifically, on the northern
side of the Alps (with special reference to the
relation of the peoples north of Italy to the see
of Eome) : opposed to ultramontane.

The Cissoid of Diocles.

MM', the inflexional asymptote; ABED, the generating circle,
the center being at C ; B D, a diameter of this circle.

It was invented by one Diocles, a geometer of the second
century B. c.. with a view to the solution of the famous
problem of the duplication of the cube, or the insertion

of two mean proportion-
als between two given
straight lines. Its equa-
tion is a = 1/2 (a x). In
the cissoid of Diocles the

generating curve is a cir-

cle ; a point A is assumed
Cissoid and Sutro.d Angles. on

'

th ,J circl gnd R^
J 'The^laVtSce c'3 "."'?f >p
C' is a cissoid angle and C C' is a P?slte extremity of the
sistroid angle. diameter drawn from A ;

then the property of the
curve is that if from A any oblique line be drawn to MM',
the segment of this line between the circle and its tangent
is equal to the segment between A and the cissoid. But
the name has sometimes been given in later times to all

curves described in'a similar manner, where the generat-
ing curve is not a circle.

II. a. Included between the concave sides
of two intersecting curves : as, a cissoid angle.

cissoidal (sis'oi- or si-soi'dal), a. [< cissoid +
-al.~] Resembling the cissoid of Diocles: ap-
plied to mechanical curves partaking of that
character.

cissoriumt, n. See scissorium.

Cissus (sis us), n. [NL. (so called in reference
to their scrambling roots), < Gr. utaaof, Attic

Kirr6f, ivy.] A genus of plants, of the natural
order Vitacete, nearly allied to the grape ( Vitis),
and united with
it by some au-
thorities. It dif-

fers chiefly in hav-
ing but 4 petals,
which usually ex-

pand before falling,
and in the 4-lobed
disk at the base of
the ovary. The
fruit is rarely edi-

ble. There are over
200 species, mostly
found within the

tropics, and usually
climbing by ten-

drils.

cist1
(sist), n.

[= F. ciste (=
AS. ccs*, > E.
chest1 ), < L. cts-

to, < Gr. Kiarv,
a chest : see
chesft. and of.

cist2.] A case;
a chest; a bas-
ket. Specifically,
inarch&ol. : (a) One
of the mystic bas-
kets used in proces-
sions connected with the Eleusinian mysteries, or a chest
or box used in various religious ceremonies of like char-

Ficoroni cist (Etruscan), 3d century B.C.-
Kircherian Museum, Rome.

acter, (b) A box, usually of bronze, used in the toilet,
eral beautiful cists ornamented with elaborate designs,Sever;

both in relief and incised, have been found in the parts of
Italy anciently called Magna Gracia and Etruria.



cist

Cist2 ,
kist2 (sist, kist), n. [< W. cist (pron.

kist), < L. cista, < Gr. niarii, a chest: see c!(l

an<l c/icsJl.] A place of interment belonging
to an early or prehistoric period, and consist-

ing of a stone
chest formed
in general of

two parallel
rows of stones
fixed on their

Cjst

edges, and
covered by similar flat stones, or sometimes in

rocky districts hewn in the rock itself, cists

tif tin- former kind an found in barrows or mounds,
inclosing hones. Also called cistvaen, cextmen, nnd />''->/-

wen.

Scarce an old English narrow, or cist, happens to be

opened, ImtBOlue ornament or another made of crystal is

found. Ruck, Church of our Fathers, i. :::i:i.

cist3,
n. See cyst.

Cistaceae (sis-ta'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < ('ixitix +
-acete.] A natural order of polypetalous exo-

gens, consisting of low shrubby plants or herbs,
with entire leaves and crumpled, generally
ephemeral, showy flowers. The principal Kenera
are Cititu* and Ilelianthemuin, commonly called nick-row.
Most of the species are natives of the .Mediterranean re-

gion. See cut under Cistus.

cistaceous (sis-ta'shius), a. Belonging to the
natural order Cintacece.

cistal (sis'tal), a. [< Cistus + -a/.] Kelated to

the Cistacece : applied by Lindley to one of

his alliances of plants including the Crucifera;,

Canparidacece, Resedacew, and Cistacece.

Cistela (sis-te'la). n. Same as Cistella, 3.

cistelid (sis'te-Iid), . A beetle of the family

cistella (sis-tel'S,), .
; pi. cixtella: (-e). [L.

(NL.), dim. of cista, a box: see cist1
,
chest1 .'] 1.

In bot., the capsular shield of some lichens.

2. [cap.'] [NL.] In zool., a genus of brachio-

pods, of the family Tcrebratulida;. J. E. Gray,
1853. 3. [c<y>.] [NL.] In cntom., the typi-
cal genus of the family Cistfllidw. C. ceram-
boides and C. sulphurea are examples. Also
Cistela.

Cistellidse (sis-tel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cistella,

3, 4- -ufce.] A family of heteromerous Coleop-
tera, with anterior coxal cavities closed behind,
and tarsal claws pectinate, typified by the

genus Cistella.

Cistercian (sis-ter'shian), n. [< F. Cistercien, <

ML. "Cistercianus, < Cistercium, Latinized form
of F. Citeaux (see def. ).] A member of an order
of monks and nuns which takes its name from
its original convent, Citeaux (Cistercium), near

Dijon, in France, where the society was found-
ed in 1098 by Robert, abbot of Molesme, under
the rule of St. Benedict. They led a contemplative
and very ascetic life, and, having emancipated themselves
from the oversight of the bishops, formed a sort of reli-

gious republic, under the government of a high council of

twenty-five members, the abbot of Citeaux being presi-
dent. St. Bernard, abbot of Clairvaux (founded 1115), was
the most celebrated member of the order, and is regarded
as its second founder. Its discipline was afterward greatly
relaxed, and several times reformed. From the Cister-

cians emanated the barefooted monks or Feuillants in

France, the nuns of Port-Royal, and the monks of La
Trappe. The French revolution reduced the Cistercians to

a few convents in Belgium, Austria, Poland, and the Saxon

part of Upper Lusatia. They wear a white cassock with
a black scapular, but when officiating are clothed with a

large white gown, with great sleeves and a hood of the
same color. The Cistercians have abbeys in the United
States at Oethsemane in Kentucky, and near Dnbuque in

Iowa.

cistern (sis'tern), n. [Early mod. E. also cisterne

and corruptly cestron ; < ME. cisterne, < OF. cis-

terne, F. citerne = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. cisterna = G.
Dan. cisterne= Sw. cistern, < L. cisterna, a reser-

voir for water, < cista, a box, chest : see cisft,

chest1 .'] 1. A natural or artificial receptacle or
reservoir for holding or storing water or other

fluid, most commonly consisting of mason-work
sunk in the ground, but sometimes constructed
of wood and placed on the tops of houses.

Our intercession, then,
, Must be to him that makes the camp a eeitron

Brimm'd with the blood of men.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 1.

My people have . . . forsaken roe, the fountain of liv-

ing waters, and hewed them out cisterns. Jer. ii. 13.

A cistern containing a hundred and twenty gallons of

punch was emptied to his Majesty's health.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xxi.

2f. A vessel made of lead to hold a stock of

water for household uses
; also, one made of

silver, copper, or other metal, to put bottles or

glasses in. E. Phillips, 1706. 3. The vessel

inclosing the condenser of a condensing steam-

engine, and containing the injection-water.
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/-,'. //. Knight. 4. Tho receptacle into which
glass is ladled from the pots to be poured on
the table in making plate-glass, or in casting

glass; a cuvette. I'.. II. Kni/jht. 5. In rfmi/vi-

tin art: () A large vessel, generally of pot t-rv
or porcelain, shallow in proportion to its length
and breadth, anil usually oval in plan. (l>) A
tank or receptacle for water, usually hung upon
the wall, and serving to give water, by a spigot
or tap, for use in washing, etr. : often of fai-

ence or of copper, and a very decorative object.

Compare finnilnin in this sense. 6. In anal.,
a reservoir or rerc'ptaoli- of some natural fluid

of the body cistern of Pecquet (cisterna IVrqm-t i >,

in anal., the receptacle of the chyle. Cistern of the
cerebrum (cisterna cerebri), the fourth ventricle of the

l>rain.=Syn. !See wO.

cistic, a. See cystic.

Cisticola (sis-tik'o-la), n. [NL., < eistus, q. v.,

+ L. colcrc, inhabit.] An extensive genus of

small warbler-like birds, widely dispersed in

the old world. It i- of uncertain limits and systematic
position, hut is commonly placed in the family Tiiitflii-

i/'i\ and contains many species related to the European
C. schaenicola or C. curtrilans, often distributed in the gen-
era DrynuKca, Prinia, etc. It was formerly the specific
name of the European species Sylvia cistmla, made ge-
neric by J. J. Kaup in 1829.

cistome (sis'tom), . [Appar. for "cistostome,
< Or. niarji, box, chest, + or6/ja, mouth.] In

bot., the lining membrane of the intercellular

space into which the stoma of a leaf opens, or

the space itself. [Bare.]

cistophore (sis'to-for), n. [< NL. cistophorum,
< Gr. KUJToQopof, carrying a chest : see cistopho-

rus.~] In bot., the stipe supporting the fruit in
certain fungi.

cistophori, . Plural of cistophorus.

cistophoric (sis-to-for'ik), a. [< cistopltorus
+ -jc.] Pertaining to a cistophorus. P. V.

Head.

cistophoms (sis-tof'o-rus), n.
; pi. cistophori

(-ri). [< Gr. Kiaru<t>6po(, carrying a chest; as a

noun, a coin bearing on the obverse a figure of

a cist or casket; < Kitm/, chest, + -y6pof,
< Qepttv

= E. bear1
.] A Greek silver coin, weighing

on the average something over 193 grains, first

issued by the kings of Pergamum, probably in

citadel

Box-U>rtoise ( Cistttdo Carolina}.

Cistula (sis'tn-lii), . ; pi. mfii/fr (-16). [L., dim.
of i-iitta, a box,"chest: see cisfl, chesfl.] 1. A
small cist; specifically, n reliquary of the shape
of a box or casket. 2. [nip.] [NL.] In rw'iV. :

(a) A genus of gastropodous mollusks, of the

family Cycliatomida. Jlnmplini/. 17!i7. (//) A
genus of reptiles. Say, 1825. Catoptric cistula.

Cistulea (sis-tu'le-a), H. pi. [XL., < OMuIO. 2

(), + -f<t."\ A group of cyclostomoid shells:

same MS I 'ixtii/inti .

Cistulinae (sis-tu-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Cixtuln,

2 (a), + -ilia-.]

'

A subfamily of Cyclostomida,

typified by the genus ' 'ixtnln. The numerous spe-
cies are inhabitants of tropical America, and chiefly of

tlie West Indian islands.

cistUS (sis'tus), n. [= F. ciste = Sp. Pg. cisto

= It. cisto, cistio, < NL. eistus (L. cisthos), < Gr.

nioTOf, also Kiatiiif, or kta06f, the rock-rose.] 1.

A rock-rose; a plant of the genus Cistus. 2.

Obverse. Reverse.

Cistophorus of Perffaraum, British Museum. (Size of original.)

the second century B. c., for circulation in their

dominions in western Asia Minor.

In Asia Minor the chief silver coinage consisted of the
famous CMophori.

B. V. Head, Historia Numorum, Int., p. Ixii.

CistothorUS (sis-toth'6-rus), n. [NL. (Cabanis,
1850), < cistus + Gr. 6opelv, 2d aor. of 6p6onetv,

leap, spring, rush.] A genus of American
marsh-wrens, of the family Trofllodytida', con-

taining such species as the short-billed marsh-
wren, C. stellaris, of the United States.

cistudinid (sis-tu'di-nid), n. A tortoise of the

family Cistudinidce.

Cistudinidas (sis-tu-din'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cistudo (-din-) + -idte."] A family of crypto-
dirous tortoises, typified by the genus Cistudo,

having the plastron united to the carapace by
a ligamentous lateral suture, and also divided

transversely into two movable portions, it in-

cludes all the box-tortoises, of which one genus, Hiiiys, is

European, and another, Cistudo, American.

Cistudinina (sis-tu-di-ni'na), n. pi. [NL., <

Cistudo (-din-) + -ina2
."]

A" subfamily of Emy-
doidas, including forms with scarcely webbed
feet and perfectly closing plastron, it includes

only the typical box-tortoises of or related to the genus
Cistudo, the genus Emys being referred to another sub-

family called by Agassiz Evemydoidce. Also Cistudinince.

Agassii.

Cistudo (sis-tu'do), n. [NL. (Fleming, 1822),
for "Cistitestudo, < L. cista, a box, chest, +
testudo, a tortoise: see Testudo.] A genus of

box-tortoises, typical of the family Cistudinidw,
which have the plastron hinged, so that the
shell can be made to close upon and entirely
conceal the animal. C. Carolina is the com-
mon box-turtle of the United States.

Rock-rose (Ciitits Cretieut).

[cop.] [NL.] A genus of plants of many
species, belonging to the natural order Cis-

tacece, natives of Europe, or of the countries

bordering the Mediterranean; the rock-roses.
Some of them are beautiful evergreen flowering shrubs,
and ornamental in gardens. Gum ladanum Is obtained
from C. Creticus, C. ladaniffrtut (called the gum-cistus),
and other species. Ground-cistus, a dwarf rhododen-
dron-like plant, Rlmtothamnvji Chaintecisttu, a handsome
alpine shrub of Switzerland.

cistvaen, kistvaen (sist'-, kist'va-en or -van),
n. [< W. cistfaen (/ pron. as E. v), a cist, <

cist (< L. cista), a chest, + iaen, a stone.]
Same as cist2.

cit (sit), n. [Abbr. of citizen.'] A citizen
;
an

inhabitant of a citv; especially, a cockney -of

London: used in disparagement. [Colloq.]
The citi of London and the boors of Middlesex.

Johnson, Thoughts on the late Trans, in Falkland Islands.

Paulo is a citizen, and Avaro a cit. Stefle, Tatler, No. 25.

citable (si'ta-bl), n. [< cite + -able; F. Sp.
citable.'] Capable of being cited or quoted,
citadel (sit'a-del), . [= D. citadel = G. cila-

delle = Dan", citttdel, < F. citadeltc, < It. citta-

della = Sp. ciitdadela = Pg. cidadella, < ML. riri-

tatella, also cittadclla (after Rom.), a citadel,

orig. a small town, dim. of L. cirita(t-)s, > It.

cittade, cittate, now cittii, = Sp. ciudad, etc., a

city: see city.'] 1. A fortress or castle in or

near a city, intended to keep the inhabitants
in subjection, or, in case of a siege, to form a
final refuge and point of defense : frequently
used figuratively.

All our moralities are but our outworks, our Christian-

ity is our citadel. Donne, Letters, Ixix.

I go one step further, and reach the very citadel of con-

troversy. Channiny, Perfect Life, p. 278.

The gorges, opening wide apart, reveal
Troas and I lion s column'd citadel,
The crown of Troas. Tennyson, ffinone.

2. Any strongly fortified post.

By force of stranger soldiers in citadels, the nests of

tyranny and murderers of liberty. Sir P. Sidney.

They [the Northmen in F.nglandl pitched their palisades
and threw up their moated citadels.

O. T. Clark, Military Architecture, I. Ii.

= Syn. 1. See fortification.



cital

cital (si'tal), n. [< cite + -/.] 1. The act of

citing to appear; a summons. [Rare.] 2.

Recital ;
mention. [Rare.]
He made a blushing citnl of himself,
And chid his truant youth.

Shale., 1 Hen. IV., v. 2.

3f. Quotation; citation. Johnson.
citation (si-tu'shon). . [< ME. citacion, -oun,
= F. Pr. citation

"

Sp. citacion = Pg. citaqao =
It. citazione = G. Dan. citation (prob. < F.), <

ML. citatio(n-), < L. citare, pp. citatus, cite:

see cite.] 1. A summons; an official call or

notice given to a person to appear in a court
and answer to a demand; a call or notice to

appear.
The remonstrants were ready according to their cita-

tion. ,S'V ,)/. Hale, Letter from Synod of Dort, p. 24.

The courts had their own methods of process, derived
in great measure from the Roman law, with a whole ap-
paratus of citations, libels, and witnesses.

Stubbs, Const. Hist. (2d ed.), 724.

2. The paper containing such notice or call.

3. The act of citing or quoting a passage from
a book, or a statement in the words of the one
who made it; hence, the passage or words quot-
ed; a quotation.

It is the beauty and independent worth of the citat ions,
far more than their appropriateness, which have made
Johnson's dictionary popular even as a reading-book.

Coleridge.

4. Specifically, in law, a reference to decided

cases, or to statutes, treatises, or other authori-

ties, to maintain a point of law. 5f. Enumer-
ation; mention. Harvey Edlctal citation. See
edictal. Law of citations, a law of Theodosius II. (A.
D. 426) prescribing the relative authority to be conceded
to the writers upon Roman law.

citator (sl-ta'tor), n. [= F. citateur = Sp. Pg.
citador, < L. as if *citator, < citare, pp. citatus,
cite: see cite.] One who cites. [Rare.]
citatory (si'ta-to-ri), a. [= F. citatoire = Sp.
Pg. citatorio, < LL. "citatoritis (in neuter cita-

torium, n., a summoning before a tribunal), <

L. *
citator : see citator.} Citing; summoning;

having the force or form of a citation.

If a judge cite one to a place to which he cannot come
with safety, he may freely appeal, though an appeal be
inhibited in the letters citatory. Ayliffe, Parergon.

cite1 (sit), . t.; pret. and pp. cited, ppr. citing.

[= D. citeren = Gc. citiren = Dan. citere = Sw.
citera, < F. citcr= Pr. Sp. Pg. citar = It. citare,
< L. citare, cause to move, excite, summon, freq.
of ciere, cire, pp. citus, rouse, excite, call, = Gr.

KICIV, go, caus. mvttv, move. Hence, in comp.,
accite (of which, in its early form, acite, assite,
cite is partly an abbreviation), concite, excite,

incite, recite.] 1. To call upon officially or

authoritatively to appear; summon before a

person or tribunal
; give legal or official notice

to appear in court to answer or defend.

The cited dead
Of all past ages, to the general doom
Shall hasten. Milton, P. L., iii. 327.

He hath cited me to Rome, for heresy,
Before his Inquisition.

Tennyton, Queen Mary, v. 2.

2f. To call to action
; rouse

; urge ; incite.

And had I not been cited so by them,
Yet did I purpose as they do entreat.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

3. To quote; name or repeat, as a passage
from a book or the words of another. 4. To
refer to in support, proof, or confirmation: as,
to cite an authority or a precedent in proof of
a point in law.

The devil can cite scripture for his purpose.
Shak., M. of V., i. 3.

Multitudes of incarnations can be cited, from the various

pagan mythologies.
Bushnell, Nature and the Supernat., p. 376.

5f. To mention; recount; recite.

We cite our faults,
That they may hold excus'd our lawless lives.

Shak., T. G. of V., Iv. 1.

6f. To bespeak ; argue ;
evidence

;
denote.

Yourself,
Whose aged honour cites a virtuous youth.

Shak., All's Well, i. 3.

=Syn. 3 and 4. Recite, Adduce, etc. See adduce and
quote.

Clteet, Cite2t, Middle English forms of city.
citer (si'ter), . 1. One who cites. 2. One
who summons into court. 3. One who quotes.
[Rare.]

I must desire the citer henceforth to inform us of his
editions too. Bp. Atterburi/.

citer-treet (sit'er-tre), . Same as citron-tree.

Eke Citurtree this moone in places colde
Is forto graffe, as is beforne ytolde.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p, 144.
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citesst (sit'es), n. [< cit + -ess.] 1. A city
woman: feminine of cit. [Rare.]

('its and citasws raise a joyful strain,
'Tis a good omen to begin a reiyn.

Dryden, Prol. to Albion and Albanius, 1. 43.

2. A female citizen : a translation of the French

citoycnite in use during the French revolution-

ary period. Pickering.
eithara (sith'a-rii), . [As applied to mod.
instruments usually in the form cither or (by
confusion with gittern) cithern, cittern, q. v.

;
=

F. cithare = Pr. cidra = Sp. citara = Pg. cithara
= It. citera, cetera, formerly also citara, citara,
cetra (also with variant term., OSp. citola =
Pr. citola = OF. citole (> MHG. zitole, zitol =
ME. citole : see citole) ;

ML. citola) = AS.
cytere = OHG. cithara, cythara, ci/thcra, zitera,
MHG. zitter, G. zittcr (G. also, accom. to the

L., cithar, cither, zither) = D. cither = Dan.
cither = Sw. cittra, a cithara, guitar, etc.

; < L.

cithara, < Gr. Ki6apa, a kind of lyre: see def.

The word, as derived through the L.
,
shows in

E. five forms, cithara, cither, cithern, cittern, ci-

tole (as well as zither, from the G.) ;
as derived

through the AT. and Sp. it shows two other

forms, gittern and guitar: see these words.]
1. An ancient Greek musical instrument of
the lyre class. See lyre. 2. [cap.] [NL.] In

zool., a genus of prosobranchiate gastropodous
mollusks.

Citharexylum (sith-a-rek'si-lum), . [NL., <

Gr. Kiddpa, a lyre, + JiAov, wood.] A genus of

trees and shrubs, of the natural order Verbena-
cece. There are about 20 species, natives of tropical and
subtropical America. The wood is very hard and tough.
See fidtllewmid. Also Citharexylon.

Citharinina (sith"a-ri-m'na), n. )>l. [NL., < Ci-

t/iarinus + -ina%.] In Giinther's classification
of fishes, a group of Characinido! with an adi-

pose fin, imperfect dentition, and a rather long
dorsal fin.

Citharinus (sith-a-ri'nus), n. [NL. (Cuvier,
1817), < Citharus 4- -inus.] An African genus
of characinoid fishes, giving name to the Citha-

rinina.

citharist (sith'a-rist), . [= F. cithariste =
Pg. citharista = Sp. It. citarista, < L. citharista,
< Gr. Ki6aptaT>K, < Ki6ap%eiv, play on the cithara,
< Kidapa, cithara.] A player on the cithara.

First the flute players and next the cithariits, stepping
to a slow and stately tune.

A. S. Murray, Greek Sculpture, II. 40.

citharistic (sith-a-ris'tik), a. [= F. citharis-

tique = Sp. citaristico, < Gr. KiBapiariK&f, < Ki0a-

piariK: see citharist and -ic.] Pertaining to the

cithara, or to other stringed instruments on
which the sounds are produced by plucking with
the fingers or with a plectrum. Also kithanstie.

It is true that the ancients also had an instrumental
music separate from poetry ; but while this in modern
times has been coming more and more to be the crown of
musical art, it was confined in antiquity to the kitharistic
and auletic nonies. ./. Hadley, Essays, p. 90.

Citharust (sith'a-rus), n. [NL., < L. cithara :

see cithara.] A'genus of fishes.

Cither (sith'er), n. [= G. cither, zither, zitter =
Dan. cither, etc., < L. cithara ; see cithara, and
cf. cithern.] Same as cithern.

cithern, cittern (sith'-, sit'ern), n. [Early mod.
E. citherne, citterne, cyterne, citheron, citron, etc.

;

same as cither, with form accom. in part to that
of gittern, < ME. gttterne, giterne: see cither, and
also gittern, which is ult. of the same origin,

namely, < L. cithara : see cith-

ara.] A musical instrument

having metal strings which are

played with a plectrum. In
medieval times it was a kind of lute or

guitar, having 8 strings strung over a
neck and a body, and held vertically.
In modern times it is a four-sided

harp, having between 30 and 40

strings, and laid horizontally upon a
table. The melody is played upon
strings the length of which may be
varied by stopping on a fret-board ;

the accompaniment is played on
open strings. Also cither, zither.

Others who more delighted to write

songs or ballads of pleasure, to be
sung with the voice, and to the harpe, ..

lute, or citheron & such other musi- London,

cal instruments; they were called
melodious Poets [melici], or by a more common name Li-

rique Poets. Puttenham, Art of Eng. Poesie, p. 20.

She held a little cithern by the strings,
Shaped heartwise, strung with subtle-coloured hair.

Swinburne, Ballad of Life.

citheront, n. Same as cithern.

citicismt (sit'i-sizm), . [Also citycism ; < city+ -c- + -ism. Cf. Atticism, criticism, witticism.]

Cithern. South
Kensington Museum,

citizen

The characteristics of dwellers in cities; the
manners of a cit or citizen. [Rare.]
Although no bred courtling, yet . . . reformed and

transformed from his original citi/cism.

B. Jonsun, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

citied (sit'id), a. [< city + -erf2.] 1. Belong-
ing to a city; having the peculiarities of a city.

[Kare.]
The loathsome airs of smoky citied towns.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xiii. 166.

2. Occupied by a city or cities ; covered with
cities: as, "the citied earth," Jietttfi.

Citigrada (sit-i-gra'da), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
oi' I'iti/jradus : see citigrade.] A group of vaga-
bond spiders with two pulmonary sacs, com-
prising forms which run swiftly, as the Lyco-
sidce, etc. : opposed to the Saltigrada, or those
which leap.

citigrade (sit'i-grad), a, and n. [= V. citigrade,
< NL. citigradus, < L. citus, swift (prop. pp. of

ciere, cire, move, arouse : see cite), + ijrudi, go.]
1. a. Swiftly moving; specifically, pertaining
to or having the characters of the Citigrada.

II. . One of the Citigrada.
citinert (sit'i-ner), . [Sc. also citinar; early
mod. E. also cittiner; < ME. cyttenere, < cite, city,
+ -H- + -ere, -er2.] One born or bred in a city;
a cit.

You talk like yourself and a cittiner in this, i' faith.

Slargton, Jonton, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, v. 1.

citizen (sit'i-zn), n. and a. [(1) < ME. citizen,

citezein, citeseyn, citesayne, citcsyn, eytcsyn, cite-

ceyn, < OF. (AF.) *citezein (found once, spelled
sithezein) (the s appar. repr. orig. z = y = i be-
tween two vowels), prop, citeein, citeien, citecn,

(Alien, citeain, citaain, citaen, citocn, citoien, F.

citoyan = Pr. ciutadan, ciptadan (now citoycn,
after F.) = Cat. ciutadd = Sp. cindadano =
Pg. cidadao = Wall, cetatsean, a citizen; prop,
adj., OF. citeein, citeien, citeen, etc., citoen, ci-

toien, F. citoyen = Sp. ciudadano, pertaining to
a city, civil, < ML. as if "civitatamis; cf. (2)
OF. citadin, F. citadin = It. cittadino, a cit-

izen, prop, adj.,
It. cittadino, pertaining to a

city, < ML. as if *civitatin>is; (3) ML. civitaten-

sis (rare, the usual word being civis or burgcn-
sis: see burgess), a citizen; with suffixes -anus

(E. -an, -en), -iniis (E. -ine1 ), and -ensis (E. -ese,

-ess), respectively, < L. cirita(t-)s, a city, a
state, > It. citta = Wall, cetate Cat. cititat =
Sp. ciudad = Pg. cidade = F. cite, OF. cite, > E.

city, q. v. Citizen is thus etymologically equiv.
to city + -an; cf. obs. citiner, equiv. to city +
-er2 . Hence by abbr. cit."] I. n. 1. A native
of a

city
or town, or one who enjoys the free-

dom and privileges of the city or town in which
he resides

;
a freeman of a city or town, as dis-

tinguished from a foreigner or one not en-
titled to its franchises.

I am a man which am a Jew of Tarsus, ... a citizen of
no mean city. Acts xxi. 39.

All inhabitants within these walls are not properly citi-

zens, but only such as are called freemen.
Sir W. Italeigh, Hist. World.

2. Any inhabitant of a city or town, as opposed
to an inhabitant of a rural district

; a towns-
man. 3. In a restricted sense, a person en-

gaged in trade, as opposed to a person of birth
and breeding.

Sweep on, you fat and greasy citizens ;

'Tis just the fashion : wherefore do yon look
Upon that poor and broken bankrupt there ?

Shak., As you Like it, it 1.

4. A member of the state or nation
;
one bound

to the state by the reciprocal obligation of al-

legiance on the one hand and protection on the
other. Persons of the following classes are citizens of the
United States : (1) Persons born in the United States and
not subject to any foreign power (except untaxed Indians).
This includes children of alien parents other than those of

foreign ambassadors, etc. (2) Children born elsewhere to
fathers who were, at the time of their birth, citizens at
some time resident in the United States. (3) Naturalized
persons, including some in effect naturalized by treaty, etc.

(4) Women (though not born here nor naturalized) if not
incapable of naturalization, and married to citizens. (5)
Freedmen under the act of emancipation. (6) Indians
born within the United States who have withdrawn from
the tribal relation, entered civilized life, and are taxed.

(7) Indians who have accepted lands allotted in severally
under the Dawes Bill (1887) ; but there may be a question
whether they practically become citizens before their
reservation is thrown open. A person may be a citizen of
the United States without being a citizen of any particular
State, as, for instance, an inhabitant of the District of Co-
lumbia. The two citizenships are distinct in legal contem-
plation, although one is usually held by any person who
holds the other ; and practically, as a general rule, citi-

zenship in a State consists of citizenship of the United
States plus a domicile (that is, a fixed abode) in the State.
The right to vote or hold office is not a test of citizenship,
for minors and women are commonly citizens without
those rights, and there are cases where aliens may hold
office.



citizen

All persons horn or naturalized In the United States, and
subject to the jttrUdlottOD thereof, are citiit'//* of the
Ulltted StUte-S, and of Illc State \\llereill they IT.-, hlr.

Count, of If. .S'., 14th Amendment.

5. A private person, as opposed to a civil offi-

cial or a soldier : as, a police officer in citizen's

dress. Natural-born citizen, one who is a mi <mi T
of a state or nati-iu by \ irtnr nt hjrth. Whether it is nere.s

Siiry to thin that the father .should be u eiti/en is disputed ;

those jurists who follow the doctrine of national character

prevailing in e.uitinentul Kurope hold that it is; Aim-ri-

can jurists generally hold that it is not. The KiiJish

courts, while lii'lilinu that a ehild horn within tlie alle-

giance and jurisdiction is a natural-horn British subject
irrespective of alien parentage, held also, after much con-
flict of opinion, and in disregard of abstract consistency,
that a chilli horn in a foreign country of British parents
was also a natural-horn llritish subject. The American
nili- is that a child horn and remaining within the exclu-
sive jurisdiction of the I niteil States is aciti/en, and within
Its allegiance anil protection, irrespective of the liirth or

nationality of its parents. Naturalized citizen, one of

foreign hirth who has hecoine a citizen hy adoption or nat-
urali/ati as distinguished from u native-horn or natural-
horn citizen.

II. t " Having tlie qualities of a citizen;
town-bred; effeminate. [Bare.]

Hut not so citizen a wanton, as
To seem to die, ere sick.

Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

citizeness (sit'i-zn-es), . [< citizen + -ess;
made to represent F. citoyenne, fern, of citoyen,
citizen: see citizen.'} A female citizen.

"Good day, citizvitcxH."

"Good day, citizen."

This mode of address was now prescribed by decree.

Dickem, Tale of Two Cities, iii. 5.

Cltizenize (sit'i-zn-lz), v. t. [< citizen + -ize.]
To make a citizen of, whether of foreign or na-
tive birth; naturalize. [Rare.]
Talleyrand was citiifnizal in Pennsylvania when there in

the form of an emigrant. T. Pickering.

In 1843 Congress passed a law declaring them [Stock-
bridge Indians] civilized, Christianized, and citizenized.

New York Evanuelixt, March 25, 1869.

citizenry (sit'i-zn-ri), . [< citizen + -ry.]
The general body of citizens

; the inhabitants
of a city as opposed to country people, or the
mass of people in common life as opposed to
the military, etc.

The salutary checks and pauses tn the high and rushing
tide of greasy citizenry. Lamb, Decay of Beggars.

No Spanish soldiery nor citizenry showed the least dis-

position to join him. Carlyle, Life of Sterling, xlii.

citizenship (sit'i-zn-ship), . [< citizen + -shi]>.]
The state of being vested with the rights and
privileges of a citizen. See citizen.

Our citizenship, as saith the apostle, is in heaven.

Bp. Horne, Occasional Sermons, p. 158.

It is possible for a person, without renouncing his coun-

try, or expatriating himself, to have the privileges of cili-

zenxhip in a second country,
although he cannot sustain
the same obligations to both.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter.

(Law, 66.

Citolet, n. [ME. citole =
MHO. zitole, zitol, < OF.
citole, citolle, nitole = Pr.

citola = OSp. citola (ML.
citola), < L. cithara, cith-

ern: see cithara, cith-

ern.} A small dulcimer
used in the thirteenth,
fourteenth, and fifteenth

centuries.

citolert, [< OF. cito-

leor, citoleur (= OSp. eitolero), < citoler, play on
the citole, < citole, citole.] One who plays on
the citole.

citraconic(sit-ra-kon'ik),a. [< Citr(us) + Acon-

(itum) + -ic.] Derived from or relating to

plants of the genera Citrus and Aconitum cit-
raconic acid, <'ijH8O4, a blbasic acid forming deliques-
cent crystals, which are odorless and have a bitter acid
taste. It is prepared from citric acid, and is also called

vyrocitric acid.

citramalic (sit-ra-mal'ik), a. [< citr(ic) + -a-

H- malic.'] Composed of citric and malic acids.

Citrate (sit' rat), n. [< citr(ic) + -afel
;
= F.

citrate = Sp. Pg. citrato (NL. citratum).] In

diem., a salt of citric acid.

citrean (sit're-an), a. [< L. citreus (see citre-

ous) + -an.} Same as citrine, 1.

citrene (sit'ren), n. [< citr(ic) 4- -ene.} A ter-

pene (CigHts) found in the oil of lemon, it is

a colorless liquid, of agreeable odor, and combines direct-

ly with hydrochloric acid to form a crystalline compound.

citrepus (sit're-us), a. [< L. citreus, of or per-
taining to the'citron-tree, < citrus : see citrus.}
Of a lemon-yellow color

;
citrine.

citric (sit'rik), a. [= F. citriquc = Sp. citrico =
Pg. It. citrico, < NL. citriciis, < L. citrus, citron-
tree: see citrus, citron, and -ic.] Pertaining to
or derived from lemons or citrous Citric acid,

Citole. From a drawing in the
British Museum.
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7 , all acid contained in many fruits, but in the largest

quantity in limes and lemons, lemon-juice yielding from 6
to 7 percent. It is colorless, inodorous, atnl .\treiu. l\ -lial|i
in its taste, and crystalli/eum rhombic prisms, readily olu-

bli- in water. It is used as a discharge in calico printinj;,
and as u substitute forlemnn in making saline <li aiiKhts.

citril (sit'ril), 11. [Appar. a corruption of eU-
riiK- or citron : cf. citrul, and the specific name
citriiiclla : see citrine, citron.] A common t'rin-

gillinc bird of southern Europe, also called

citril-liiicli, /''rini/illii or Cliri/sninitri.-' citrinrlla :

so called from the color of its luvn-t.

citril-finch (sit'ril-fineli), n. Same as eitril.

citrination (sit-ri-na'shpn), H. [< ME. citrina-

CKIIIII, < ML. citri>tcio(ii-), < "citrinarc, < citri-

IIHX, citrine: see citrine.] The process of be-

coming citrine in color; the state of being so
colored. Also citroimtinn.

Kek of our materes encor]orinx.
And of our silner citi-tinn'inim.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale (ed. Skcat), 1. 816.

Citrine (sit'rin), a. and n. [< ME. citrine, < OF.
citrin = Sp. citrino, cetrino = Pg. It. eitrino, <

ML. citrinus, lemon-colored, < L. citrus, a lemon
or citron: see citrus.] I. a. 1. Of a lemon-

color; yellow or greenish-yellow; specifically,
of a color differing from yellow only in its

greatly reduced chroma and somewhat re-

duced luminosity. Also citrean, citrinous.

Over against the West was a dull citrin? glare, like the
smoke that overhangs a battle-field on a sunlit day.

Harper'i May., LXXVI. 204.

2. Pertaining to the genus Citrus ; having the
characters of or resembling the citron, lemon,
lime, or orange Citrine lake. Same as bnim pink
(which see, under kruu'n). Citrine Ointment, the com-
mon name of an ointment made of nitrate of mercury. It
consists of 3 parts of mercury, 7 of nitric acid, and 33 of
lard. U. S. Pharmacopoeia.

II. . 1. Citron-color. See extract.

Citrint, or the colour of the citron, is the first of the ter-

tiary class of colours, or ultimate compounds of the pri-

mary triad, yellow, red, and blue; in which yellow is the
archeus or predominating colour, and blue the extreme
subordinate. Field, Chromatography, p. 310.

2. A yellow pellucid variety of quartz. Dana.
Citrinella (sit-ri-nel'a), n. [NL. (Kaup, 1829),
dim. of ML. citrinus, citrine, yellow : see citrine,
andcf. citril.] 1. A genus of old-world emberi-
zine birds, of the family FringillidtE, containing
the yellowhammer, the cirl-bunting, the orto-

lan, etc. 2. A name given by Bonaparte (1838)
to a genus of birds of which the citril is the

type. See citril.

citrinous (sit'ri-nus), a. [< citrine + -oits.]

Same as citrine, 1.

citrometer (si-trom'e-ter), n. [< citr(ic) + L.

metrum, a measure.] An instrument used to

measure the amount of citric acid contained in

the juice of limes or lemons. Spon, Encyclo-
paedia.

Citron (sit'ron), n. [Early mod. E. also cidron;
< F. citron = It. citrone, cedrone (Florio) = D.
citroen = Or. citrone = Dan. Sw. citron, < ML.
citro(n-), aug. of L. citrus, the citron-tree; cf.

citreum (sc. malum, apple), a citron, < Gr. nirpov,
a citron, > nirpiov, also Kirpia, Kirpia, the citron-

tree; said to be of Ar. origin. Cf. citrus, citer-

tree.] 1. The fruit of the citron-tree, a variety
of Citrus medico, distinguished from the lemon
by the absence of an umbo at the summit and
by its very thick rind. The rind Is candied and used
In confections and pastries. The fingered citron is a vari-

ety in which the fruit is curiously divided into large finger-
like lobes.

2. The citron-tree, Citrus mediea. 3. A round
and nearly solid variety of the watermelon, C-
trullus vulgaris, with white and almost flavor-
less flesh, sometimes used as a preserve. 4.
Same as citron-mater.

Drinking oi/ron with his Grace.

Swift, Pope, and Arbuthnot, Misc., IV. 222.

citronation (sit-ro-na'shon), n. [< citron(ize)
+ -ation.] Same as citrination.

citronella (sit-ro-nel'a), n. [NL., < ML. -

iro(n-), citron, + dim. -etta.] A fragrant grass,
Andropogon Nardus, extensively cultivated in

Ceylon and Singapore for an oil (citronella-oil)
which is obtained from it. The oil is esteemed in
India as a remedy for rheumatism, and is used in Europe
and America by soap-makers and perfumers.

citronizet, v. i. [< citron + -ize.] To become
citrine in color.

Eight, nine, ten days hence,
He will be silver potate ; then three days
Before he citronite. S. Jonson, Alchemist, iii. 2.

citron-tree (sit'ron-tre), n. [< citron + tree.

Cf. ME. citur-tre,'cytyr-tre.] The tree, Citrus

mediea, which produces the citron, n has an
upright smooth stem, with a branchy head, rising from 6
to 15 feet, adorned with large, oval, spear-shaped leaves.

city

citron-water (sit'rqn-wu !<]), H. A liquor dis-

tilled from the rind of citrons. Also citron.

Like ritnm water* matrons' checks inlUiine.

K .1 th.- l.,,iv. 69.

citron-wood (sit'rqn-wud), . The wood of
the I'allilrin <]H<l<lrirft/rix, ;i cypress-like tree of

Algeria. The stems are frequently burned off liy the

Arabs, and the root- roh-se<tlleutl\ l,,.rnlur lal^e anil knot-

ted, prodnciiiL- an intricately tiled train, much vain, d

in cabinet-work. IiillVrcnt kinds of it are known a

wood and iKinthfr-wootl. Al-n call' ii '/-"/"<,./. .-

citron-yellow (sit'ron-yel'6), . A pigment
composed of chromate of zinc, of a bright pale-
lemon color, of little strength, and not very per-
manent.

Citrul (sit'rul), n. [< F. citmuUlr, formerly also

eiti-nlle, a pumpkin, < It. i-iti-iunln, n trimiln, a cu-

cumber, < L. citrus, the citron-tree: see citrus.]
The watermelon, 6'i<r//.f ruli/arix. Also citrule.

Citrullus (si-trul'us), n. [NL. (so culled from
the color of the fruit when cut), < F. citrouille, a

pumpkin: see citrul.] A genus of cucurbita-
C6OU8 plants. C. Coloeimtltix yields the well-known
cathartic drug called ,-../r,,-/,i/,. c , .,/,,, ;, is the water-
melon. A third species is found in South Africa. See cut
Illltlrr <'uln<-,l,,n<.

citrus (sit'rus), . [= Sp. Pg. cidra = It. ce-

ilr/>, < L. citrus, the citron-tree: see citron.']

1. A citron-tree
;
in general, any tree or fruit

of the genus Citrus: as, ct(r*-culture; the f-

rus trade. 2. [cap.] [NL.] A genus of small

trees, natural order Butacece, with pinnate but

apparently simple coriaceous and punctate
leaves upon usually winged petioles. The flowers
are white and fragrant, with numerous stamens united by
their filaments into several irregular bundles. The fruit

is pulpy, with a spongy rind. To this genus belong tlie

orange, C. Aurantium, of which the kuuuiuat is a variety ;

the shaddock and pumelo, C. decumana ; the lemon and
citron, C. mediea; and the lime, which probably originated
from C. Ilygtrix.

citrus-tree (sit'rus-tre), n. [In earlier form
citer-tree, q. v.] Any tree of the genus Citrus.

Oitta (sit'a), n. Same as Pitta.

cittern, n." See cithern.

cittern-headt, . An empty-headed person.
Shall brainlesse ci/ferm head*, each jobernole
Pocket the very genius of thy soule ?

Margton, Scourge of Villanie, Prol.

city (sit'i), . and a. [Early mod. E. citie; < ME.
cite, citee, < OF. cite, citet, citeit, F. cM= Pr. ciu,

ciufat, cieutat, ciptat = Cat. ciulat = Sp. ciudad
= Pg. cidade = It. cittate, cittade, now cittA (also
in place-names civita) =Wall. cctate= Albanian

kjoutet, Jtyoutete, < L. cirita(t-)s, the condition of
a citizen, the body of citizens, the state, later a

city,<era,OL.ceirw, a citizen, prob. akin to AS.
hiw, family (see hind?), perhaps connected with
auies (> E. quiet), rest, and with Gr. neicBai, lie

down, rest, Skt.v'ft, lie down : see quiet and cem-

etery. Hence (from L. cinta(t-)s) ult. E. citadel,
and (from am) civic, civil, civility, civilize, etc.]
1. .; pi. cities (-iz). 1. A large and important
town ; any large town holding an important po-
sition in the state in which it is situated, in the
United States a city is properly an incorporated munici-

pality, usually governed by a mayor, aldermen, and com-
mon council. The number of inhabitants required to con-
stitute a city is commonly over 10,000 ; but it differs greatly
in different States, some (especially in the west) having
incorporated cities of fewer than 3,000 inhabitants. In
Great Britain the term is applied in a narrower sense to a
town corporate which is or has been the seat of a bishop
and of a cathedral church. The word is often used, like

town, in opposition to country.
And who so had be thence a myle or twayn,
Vppon the feld to loke or cast his le,
It shuld liym seme a town or a Citee.

Generydet (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1981.

In the United States nearly all citiett have come from
the growth and expansion of villages, with such occasional
cases of coalescence as that of Boston with Roxbury and
Charlestown. J. Fitkf, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 64.

2. The inhabitants of a city, collectively.
I do suspect I have done some offence,
That seems disgracious in the city's eye.

Skak., Rich. III., ill. 7.

City Of Refuge, (a) Any one of six cities, three on the
east of the river Jordan (established by Moses), and three
on the west (established by Joshua), to which those

per-
sons who had inadvertently slain a human creature might
flee for refuge. They were Bezer, Ramoth. and Golan on
the east, and Hebron, Shechetn, and Kadesh on the west.

(6) Medina in Arabia, where Mohammed took refuge when
driven by conspirators from Mecca, his native city, A. .

622. Free dty or town, a city or town having its own
government and laws, independently of the country with
whose territory it is immediately connected that is, form-

ing a state by itself. Tlie towns of the Banseatic league in

Germany and northern Europe, in the middle ages, were
generally free ; some of those in Germany were also called

imperial cities, as members of the German empire. The
only free cities remaining are Hamburg, Lulieek, and Bre-

men, which since 1871 have been sovereign members of the

present German empire. Frankfort-on-the-Main was a
free city till 1886, when it was annexed to Prussia. Holy
dty. See My. The City of London, that part of



city

London, the metropolis of England, which constituted the

original city. It lies on the north bank of the Thames,
extending from Temple Bar on the west to the Tower on

the east, and as far north as Kinsbury. It covers an area

of 668 acres, constitutes !i county in itself (see county), and
is governed by a lord mayor, elected by the trade guilds.

26 aldermen holding office for life, elected by the wards,
and a common council of 20G members. The great busi-

ness and commercial interests of London are chietiy cen-

tered in this district.

II. a. 1. Pertaining to a city; urban: as, a

city feast; city manners; "city wives," Sliak.,

Rich. III., iii. 7.

A city clerk, but gently born. Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

2. Pertaining to the class of tradespeople, as

opposed to people of birth. [Eng.]

My new city-dame, send me what you promised me for

consideration, and mayest thou prove a lady.
Beau, and Ft., Woman-Hater, v. 3.

City article, in English newspapers, the editorial sum-

mary of the commercial or financial news of the day, and
remarks upon it. City court, in the United States, a mu-

nicipal court, or a court whose jurisdiction is coextensive

with a city. City editor, in Great Britain, the editor on
the staff of a newspaper whose duty it is to superintend the

preparation of the city or financial article ; in the United

States, the editor who superintends the collection and
classification of local news. City flat-capt, formerly, a

cap with a flat top, sometimes of cloth, sometimes of knit-

ted wool, worn especially by citizens of London. The mod-
ern muffin-cap is derived from it. Also called statute

cap. City item, in American newspapers, an item of

local or city news, as distinguished from foreign or gen-
eral news. City man. (a) A man engaged in business
in that part of London which is called

" the City." (6)

One engaged in mercantile pursuits, as distinguished from
one whose interests are landed, agricultural, or profes-
sional ; a business man. [Eng.]

He had made his mark in the mercantile world as a

thoroughly representative City-man.
T. W. lliggiuson, Eng. Statesmen, p. 350.

City swordt, a sword worn by gentlemen in the city,
that is, in private life, as distinguished from the sword
used in war. See sword, rapier, and small sword (under
sword). City wardt, a watchman, or the watchmen col-

lectively, of a city. Fairfax.

cityward (sit'i-ward), adv. [< city + -ward.']
Toward the city ;

in the direction of the city.

Look cityward and see the trains flying.
The Century, XXVI. 823.

Civaistic, a. See Sivaistic.

cive (siv), n. [Also chive2
, q. v.

; usually in pi.

dues; < F. dee, < L. cepa, ctrpa, also ccpe, cape,
an onion.] A small bulbous garden-plant, Al-

lium Schcmoprasum, of the same genus as the

leek and onion, cultivated as a pot-herb. Also

chive, chive-garlic.

civeryt, severyt, [Perhaps corrupted from

cintry, centry, in a somewhat similar sense.]
In arch. : (a) A bay or compartment in a
vaulted roof. (6) A compartment or division

of scaffolding. Oxford Glossary.
civet1

(siv'et), n. [Early mod. E. also sivet,

zivet, < F. civette = Gr. zibcth, < It. cibetto, zi-

betto, formerly also guibctto (NL. civetta), <

MGr. fajTtTiof, civet, fafffrK, civet-cat (NGr.
&[iirTi), < Ar. rafc&ad, eubad = Pers. rafcarf,

the froth of milk or water, civet.] 1. The
secretion of the anal glands of the civet-cats,
used in perfumery, etc. It is an unctuous resinous

substance, of an aromatic odor like musk or ambergris, of

the consistence of butter or honey, of a pale-yellowish
color, and contains a volatile oil to which it owes its smell,

together with resin, fat, mucus, and extractive matters.

Civet is of a baser birth than tar ; the very uncleanly
flux of a cat. Sliak., As you Like it, iii. 2.

I cannot talk with civet in the room.

Cowper, Conversation.

2. (a) The civet-cat. (b) pi. The animals of

the genus Viverra or family Viverridai.

Civet1
(siv'et), v. t. [< civet1

, .] To scent
with civet

; perfume.
Fops at all corners, ladylike in mien,
Civeted fellows, smelt ere they are seen.

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 830.

Ciyet
2
t (siv'et), )!. [F. civet (so called from the

cives with which it is flavored), < civc, cive.]
A stew, usually of rabbit or hare, flavored with

onion, cives, garlic, or the like.

civet-cat (siv'et-kat), n. 1. The animal from
which civet is obtained; a carnivorous quad-
ruped of the family Viverridce and genus Vi-

verra, having well-developed anal glands se-

Civet-cat (ffvtrra cvuetta).
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ereting civet. There are several species, the best-

kmnvn of which is that of northern Africa, V. civetta,

about 2 feet long, of a yellowish-gray color, and marked
with dusky spots disposed in rows. It is kept in confine-

ment, especially in Abyssinia, the principal seat of the

civet trade, for the sake of the secretion, which is taken
from the bug twice a week, a dram being a large yield.

When thus kept they are fed on raw flesh with the view
of increasing the quantity of civet.

2. pi. The civets ; the animals of the family Vi-

verridte, as the genets, ichneumons, and many
others American civet-cat, Safaris astuta. See
liiixmirix.- Civet-cat fruit, the durian. See Duria.

Civetta (si-vet'a), n. [NL. (Cuvier).] A genus
of civet-cats. See Viverra.

civic (siv'ik), a. [= F. civique = Sp. cirieo =
Pg. It. civico, < L. civicus, < civis, a citizen : see

city.'] Pertaining to a city
or to citizenship;

relating to civil life or affairs.

In the civic acceptation of the word, I am a merchant.
T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney, iii. 2.

At civic revel and pomp and game.
Tennyson, Duke of Wellington, vi.

A candid examination will show that the Christian civ-

ilisations have been as inferior to the Pagan ones in civic

and intellectual virtues as they have been superior to

them in the virtues of humanity and of chastity.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 148.

Civic crown, garland, or wreath, in Rom. antiq., a
crown or garland of oak-leaves bestowed on a soldier who
had saved the life of a citizen in battle.

The commonwealth owes him a civic garland.
B. Jvnson, Catiline, v. 4.

Many a civic wreath they won,
The youthful sire and the gray-haired son.

0. W. Holmes, Dorothy Q.

civical (siv'i-kal), a. [< civic + -al.] Civic.

Sir T. Browne.
Civics (siv'iks), n. [PI. of civic: see -ics.] The
science of civil government ;

the principles of

government in their application to society.
civiere (siv-i-ar'), n. [< F. civiere = It. dial.

civiera, scivera, < civeo, civea, a barrow or sledge,

perhaps < ML. cwnovehmn, a barrow in which
to convey filth, < L. ccenum, prop, ccenum, filth,

4- vehere, carry.] 1. A small hand-barrow
carried by two men. 2. A litter used by artil-

lery. Williclm, Mil. Diet.

civil (siv'il), a. [Early mod. E. civil!; = D. civicl

= G. Dan. Sw. civil, < F. civil = Sp. Pg. civil (Pg.
also civcl, civil (law), also rustic) = It. civile, <

L. cirilis, belonging to a citizen, civic, political,
urbane, courteous, civil, < civis, a citizen: see

city.'] 1. Pertaining to the state in general;
pertaining to organized society as represented
by government.
Besides the gifts wherewith he was enriched, and the

civill authoritie wherewith he was dignified.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 64.

Where the Parlament sitts, there inseparably sitts the

King, there the Laws, there our Oaths, and whatsoever
can be civil in Religion. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xix.

2. Specifically, relating to the commonwealth
as secularly organized for purposes of peace:
opposed to ecclesiastical, military, or naval;

relating to the citizen in his relations to the

commonwealth as thus organized, or to his

fellow-citizens: as, civil rights; or, in particu-

lar, relating to property and other rights main-
tainable in law at the owner's suit: opposed
to criminal : as, civil actions, civil courts, civil

remedies.
Christ himself was a great observer of the Civil power,

and did many things only justifiable because the State

requir'd it.

'

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 88.

3. Reduced to order, rule, and government; not
in a condition of anarchy; controlled by a reg-
ular administration; exhibiting some refine-

ment of customs and manners
;
not savage or

wild; civilized: as, civil life; civil society.
It is but even the other day since England grewe to he

civill. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Men that are civil do lead their lives after one common
law, appointing them what to do.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 15.

Is 't fit such ragamuffins as these are,
Should bear the name of friends, and furnish out
A civil house V Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, iv. 2.

4. Intestine
;
not foreign : as, civil war.

The whole Land with civil broils was rent into five

Kingdoms, long time waging Warr each on other.

Milton, Hist. Eng., i.

5. Courteous; obliging ; well bred ; affable; oft-

en, merely or formally polite ;
not discourteous.

These of all other we found most civill to giue intertaine-

ment. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 118.

Sir Luc. Begin now "Sir,"
Acres. That's too civil by half.

Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 4.

A civil man now is one observant of slight external cour-
tesies in the mutual intercourse between man and man ;

a civil man once was one who fulfilled all the duties and
obligations flowing from his position as a "civis."

Abp. Trench, Gloss. Eng. Words, p. 36.

civilian

6f. Characteristic of a citizen, as opposed to a

courtier, soldier, etc.
;
not gay or showy ; sober;

grave; somber.
A civil habit

Oft covers a good man ;
and you may meet,

In person of a merchant, with a soul
As resolute and free, and all ways worthy
As else in any file of mankind.

Fletcher, Beggar's Bush, ii. 3.

Come, civil night,
Thou sober-suited matron, all in black.

Sliak., R. and J., iii. 2.

That fourteen yard of satin give my woman,
I do not like the color, 'tis too civil.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Prize, iii. 3.

Civil action. See action, 8. Civil architecture, cor-
poration. See the nouns. Civil crown. Samu as citric

crown (which see, under civic). Civil damage act,
Civil damage law, the name commonly given to a stat-

ute adopted, in varying forms, in a number of the United
States, making the seller of intoxicating liquor liable civil-

ly in damages to those injured by the intoxicated person,
including his family, if their means of support are im-

paired by his intoxication. Civil day, death, engi-
neering, etc. See the nouns. Civil law. (a) That part
of theluws of a state or nation which concerns the civil

power as distinguished from the military power and for-

eign relations, and regulates within the territorial juris-
diction the rights of persons and property, except when
superseded by the military power in time of war. (6)

More specifically, the municipal law of the Roman em-

pire, the phrase jus civile (civil law) being used in Roman
law for those rules and principles of law which were

thought to be peculiar to the Roman people, in contra-

distinction to those which were supposed to be common
to all nations (jits r/cntium). By English and American
legal authors civil law is now commonly used to signify
the whole system of Roman law, of which the principal
source is the collection made by the Emperor Justinian,

consisting of the Digest, Code, and Novelise Constitutiones.

Sometimes the term is also applied to the unwritten law of

the principal nations of continental Europe, especially of

Germany, which is based on the Roman law. Some authors

speak in the latter case of modern civil law. The civil

law is the basis also of the law of Scotland, Spanish Amer-
ica, Louisiana, and Quebec. Civil liberty, natural lib-

erty so far restrained by human laws (and so far only) as

is necessary and expedient for the public good. Minor.
Civil list, the sum annually allowed to the sovereign of

the United Kingdom of Great P>ritain and Ireland for the

support of his (or her) household and the dignity of the

crown. This sum has been fixed by statute (1 Viet, c. 2)

at 385,000, as follows : For her Majesty's privy purse,
80,000 ; salaries of her Majesty's household and retired

allowances, 131,260 ; expenses of her Majesty's household,
172,500 ; royal bounty, alms, and special services, 13,200 ;

and unappropriated moneys, 8,040. Besides this, 1,200

per annum is allowed for pensions. Civil marriage. See

marriage. Civil Rights Act, an act of the United States

Congress of 1875 (18 Stat., 335), forbidding the exclusion o>

anyperson from the enjoymentof inns, public conveyances,
theaters, etc., on account of race or color. Civil Rights
Bill, an act of the United States Congress of 1866(14 Stat.,

27), conferring citizenship upon all persons born in the
United States, not subjects of other powers, "of every race
and color, without regard to any previous condition of

slavery." It specially affected the recently emancipated
slaves. Civil rights cases, the name by which the de-

cisions of the United States Supreme Coxirt in Strauder v.

West Virginia, 1879 (100 U. S., 303), and five other cases,
1883 (109 U. S., 3), are frequently referred to, which dis-

cuss the effect of the thirteenth and fourteenth amend-
ments to the Constitution of the United States upon the

legal status of freedmen. Civil servant, an official of a

government not belonging to either its military or its naval
forces: especially applied tosuch an official in British India.

Every one holding a post under the Government [of Great

Britain] that is not a legal, military, or naval post, is called

a civil servant, from the Prime Minister down to a penny
postman.

A. Fonblanque, Jr., How we are Governed, p. 155.

Civil service, the executive branch of the public ser-

vice, as distinguished from the military, naval, legislative,
and judicial. Civil-service Act, a United States stat-

ute of 1871 (16 Stat. 514, sec. 9), authorizing the Presi-
dent to prescribe rules for the admission of persons into
the civil service. Its object was to make such admission

dependent upon fitness only, without regard to party as-

sociation. Similar laws in several States are known by the
same name. Civil-service Commissioners, a body ap-
pointed to superintend the examination of candidates for

appointments in the civil service. Civil state, the whole
body of the citizens who are not included in the military,

naval, and ecclesiastical bodies. Civil war, war between
different sections of one country, or between differing
factions of one people. Civil year. See year. Cov-
enanted civil service, that branch of the East Indian
civil service whose members enter a special department,
and are entitled to regular promotion and a pension
after serving a specified number of years, and who can-
not resign without permission. They were also called ci-

mliam. tjncovenanted civil service, a branch of the
East Indian civil service whose members (Europeans or

natives) are subject to no entrance examination, are not
entitled to promotion or a pension on retiring, and may
resign their office at pleasure. = Syn. 6. Courteous, Ur-

liane, etc'. See polite.

civilation (siv-i-la'shon), n. [Appar. a humor-
ous corruption of civilization.'] Intoxication.

[Irish slang.]
In a state of civilation. De Quincey.

civilian (si-vil'yan), . and a. [< ME. civilian,
< L. chilis, civil : see civil.] I. n. 1. One who
is skilled in the Roman or civil law

;
a profes-

sor or doctor of civil law.
Elizabeth caused an inquiry to be instituted before a

commission of privy councillors and civilians.

Ballam, Const. Hist., I. iU.



civilian

2. A student of the civil law at a university.

He kept his name in the- collc'_'r books and changed Ills

commoner's gown for that of u firHimi.
Gran 1

*, slicastone.

3. One whose pursuits arc those' of civil life,

not military or clerical ; especially, a non-mili-

tary inhabitant of a garrisoned town. 4f. OIK;

who, despising the righteousness of Christ, did

yet follow after u certain civil righteousness, a

jttytilid civilis of his own. ./'</'. I'nni-k.

The mere naturalist or civilian, by whom I mean such an
one as lives upon dregs, the very relittue.s anil ruins of the

linage of God decayed. />. A'";/' '*.

5. A covenanted civil servant in British India.

II. a. Pertaining to or characteristic of a
civilian.

To the 'iri/iriu miinl it might seem that, when a king
writes up an inscription to record his buildings, he wishes
that inscription to he read of ail men for all time.

K. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 290.

ciyilisable, civilisation, etc. See civilisable,
cii'ili-iitiiiii: etc.

civilist (siv'i-list), ii. [< ML. cirilista, < L. civi-

lix, civil : see riril.'] A civilian, or person versed
in the civil law. n'arbiirton.

civility (si-vil'i-ti), .
; pi. civilities (-tiz). [<

ICE, dri/lite, citizenship, < OF. civilite, F. riri-

/i/i'- = >Sp. civilidad = Pg. eivilidade = It. civilita,

civilta, civility,
< L. cicilita(t-)s, the art of gov-

erninent, politics, also courtesy, < civilis, civil :

see civil and -ity.~] If. Citizenship.
I with nioche summe gat this ciitiflite.

Wydif, Acts xxii. 28.

2. The state of being civilized
; redemption

from barbarity ; civilization. See first extract
under civilization. [Obsolete or archaic.]

The sweet civilities of life. Dryden, Cym. and Iph., 1. 184.

Reducing Heathen people to ciuilitie and true Religion,
bringeth honour to the King of Heauen.

Ca.pt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 59.

They (Malayans] are civil enough, engaged thereto by
Trade : for the more Trade, the more civility ; and on the

contrary, the less Trade the more barbarity and inhu-

manity. Dumpier, Voyages, II. 115.

Another step in civility is the change from war, hunting,
and pasturage to agriculture. Emerson, Civilization.

3. Relation to the civil law rather than to re-

ligion.

If there were nothing in marriage but meer civility, the
magistrate might be meet to he employed in this service.

Bp. Hall, Conscience, lii. 10.

4. Good breeding ; politeness, or an act of po-
liteness; courtesy; kind attention: as, to show
one many civilities.

A man has manners ;

A gentleman, civility and breeding.
Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iv. 2.

The Insolent civility of a proud man. Chesterfield.

I also received many civilities from the French mer-
chants. Pococke, Description of the East, II. 85.

Civilizable (siv'i-li-za-bl), a. [< civilize + -able ;

= F. civilisable = Pg. civiligavel.] Capable of

being civilized. Also spelled civilisable.

civilization (siv'i-li-za'shon), . [< civilize +
-ation; = F. civilisation = Sp. cil'iligacion = Pg.
civilizacao = D. civilisatic = G. Dan. Sw. civili-

sation.} 1. The act of civilizing, or the state
of being civilized ; the state of being reclaimed
from the rudeness of savage life, and advanced
in arts and learning.

I asked him [Johnson] if "humiliating" was a good
word. He said he had seen it frequently used, but he did
not know it to be legitimate English,
mit civilization, but only "civility."

He would not ad-

Boswell, Johnson.

The entire structure of civilisation is founded upon the
belief that it is a good thing to cultivate intellectual and
material capacities, even at the cost of certain moral evils
which we are often able accurately to foresee.

/...7,'/. Europ. Morals, I. 116.

2f. The act of rendering a criminal process civil.

Also spelled civilisation.

civilize (siv'i-liz), v. ; pret. and pp. civilized,

ppr. civilising. [< ciril + -ize ; = F. civiliser =
Sp. Pg. civilizar = It. civilizsare = D. civiliseren
= Gr. civilisiren = Dan. civilisere = Sw. civili-

sera.~\ I. trans. 1. To reclaim from a savage
or semi-barbarous state ; introduce order and
civic organization among ;

refine and enlight-
en

; elevate in social and individual life.

We send the graces and the muses forth,
To civilize and to instruct the North. Waller.

Such sale of conscience and duty in open market IB not
reconcilable with the present state of civilized society.

Quincy.
I am conscious that life has been trying to civilize me

for now seventy years with what seem to me very inade-
quate results. Lowell, Harvard Anniversary.

2t. To make subject to a civil instead of a crim-
inal process. 3. To place under civil, as op-
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posed to military, control
;
transfer from mili-

tary to civil control.

fl.t iiitntiin. To behave civilly or with pro-
priety. [Kare.]

I r//////.v, lest tlmt I 1MB "I'-cit'iic:

But lrd (Thou know .it) I am vnrh:i-t. vnrlcaii.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas s Weeks, ii., Tin 1 tan

Rigby, who had seen him MI i.ttcn ci>ni'' t" ii'-i: ;i guinea
of Sir t'. \\ illiain.^, anil liathnrst, at who>c i:ith<-r - he had
lived for victual-, nnilrrstood that dignity as little, anil

pulled themselves chairs; on which lie ririlited.

\Y(dijle, Letters, II. It;::.

Also civilise.

Civilizee(siv-i-li-ze'), . [(civilize + -ee 1 .] One
who is civilized, or is in process of civilization.

The creature that Whitman terms the cimlizre.

The Century, XX \ I. U8.

Ciyilizer(siv'i-li-zer), if. Onewhoortliat which
civilizes. Also spelled di-ili.-n i .

To nations at a certain stage of their life, which may be
called the formative or receptive stage, commerce has al-

ways proved the great civilizer.

Stills, Stud. Mcd. Hist., p. 416.

Civilly (siv'i-li), adv. In a civil manner, (a)
In a manner relating to government, or to the rights or
character of members of the community at large ; en*-
cially, in a secular manner, as opposed to ecclesiastically.

If you ask which is the better of these two, Civilly the
lientleman of Blood, Morally the Gentleman by Creation
may be the better. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 52.

That a multitude should, without harmony, concur in

thedoiiigof onething for this is ciin% to live ... fa

not possible. Honker, Eccles. Polity, 1.

It [the state in France] made, for instance, the marriage
of priests invalid civilly.

//. Ar
. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 398.

(6) In a manner relating to private rights : opposed to

criminally.

That accusation which is publick is either civilly com-
menced for the private satisfaction of the party injured,
or else criminally, that is, for some publick punishment.

Ayh/e, Parergon.

(c) Not naturally, but by law : as, a man civilly dead, (d)
Politely ; considerately ; gently ; with due decorum ; cour-
teously.

I will deal civilly with his poems : nothing ill is to be
spoken of the dead. Dryden, Pref. to Fables.

(e\) Without gaudy colors or finery; soberly.

The chambers were handsome and cheerful], and fur-
nished CM'///.'/. Bacon, New Atlantis.

civil-SUitedt (siv'il-su'ted), a. Somberly ar-

rayed.
Civil-suited Morn, . . .

Not trick'd and frounc'd as she was wont
With the Attick boy to hunt,
But kercheft in a comely cloud.

Hilton, II Penseroso, 1. 122.

ciyism (siv'izm), .

[< F. civisme, < L. civis, a
citizen, + F. -isme, -ism.] Good citizenship ;

devotion to one's country or city: a word of
late French origin, more restricted in meaning
than patriotism. Dyer. See incivism.

civityt, n. [Early mod. E. cieitie (cf . city, early
mod. E. citie), < L. civita(t-)s, a city: see city.']A city.

An ancient civitie. Stanihurst, Descrip. of Ireland.

CJVOlt,
n. See cibol.

cizart, v. t. An obsolete spelling of scissor.

cizarst, cizerst, n.pl. Obsolete spellings of scis-

sors.

0. J. An abbreviation of chief justice.
Cl. The chemical symbol of chlorin.

clabbert(klab'er),. [See bonnyclabber.'] Same
as bonnyclabber.
clabber (klab'6r), v. i. [< clabber, .] To be-
come thick in the process of souring: said of
milk.

clach (klach), n. [Gael.: see clachan.} Same
as clachan, 1.

clachan (klach 'an),
n. [Gael., < clach, pi.

clachan, a stone; ong., it is supposed, clachan
meant ' a stone circle for sacred or sepulchral
uses.'] 1. A rude stone sarcophagus ; specifi-
cally, one large and massive enough to form a
sort of monument. Also called clach and cist

in England. Jour. ofArchteol., III. 107. 2. In
Scotland, a small village or hamlet, especially
one clustering around a parish church.

The clachan yill [ale] had made me canty.
Burns, Death and Doctor Hornbook.

> Yonder are the lights In the Clachan of Aberfoyle.
Scott, Rob Roy, xxviii.

clack (klak), v. [= Sc. clake, claik, < ME. clacken,
clakken, claken (not found in AS., but see below,
and cf. clatter and crack) = MD. klacken, clack,
crack, whack, shake, D. klakken, clack, crack
(> OF. clacquer, claquer, clack, clap, clatter, F.

claquer, clap in applause : see claque), = MLG.
klaken, cluck (as a hen), = Icel. klukn, twitter,
chatter (as a bird), wrangle, dispute, = Norw.
klakka, strike, knock; cf. MLG. klacken, LG.

clack-dish

klakken, throw or daub on, as flay, mud, or
other soft mass. = OHG. elrniiaii, i-lccliint, kle-

l,i n, crack with a noise, cause to burst, MHO.
klicln n. l.ln-l;< n, crack or burst with a noise,
also as in i '. I. /<</. n, anil /,//, daub, smear;
all beiiif; secondary forms of an assumed verb,
agreeing nearly with dirk 1

, <[. v. : AS. as if "cle-

ciin.
|

in -t. 'rliir, pp. "eloeeH, whence also AS.
i-liii-riini, }'.. !/(/.' ami rliirk, make the peculiar
noise of the hen, =Ollt;. rlilm-linu, </,/,<//</.

cloccoii. strike, knock, whence also ult. E. </</</.-':

see did:, r/m7.i, rlurl,-. duck. The words are
all more or less imitative; cf. G. klark, klacks,

iuterj., slap!; Ir. Gael, clue, make a din; Gr.

/ivtis'ir, scream, bark, clash, rattle. The series

clack, dirk 1
, nasalized dank, dang, dink, with

the related clock 1
, cluck, and further cla/>

1
,
clat-

ter, clash, and crack, crash, with their numer-
ous cognates, though of various historical ori-

gin, maybe regarded as ult. imitative variations
of a common root.] I. intrans. 1. To make a
tjiiick sharp noise, or a succession of sharp
sounds, as by striking or cracking; crack; rat-

tle; snap.
Tlie palace bang'd, and buzz'd, and dackt,
Ami all the long-pent stream of life

Daah'd downward in a cataract.

Tennyson, Day- Dream, The Revival.

The clacking loom
Not long within the homestead still did stand.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 202.

2. To utter sounds or words rapidly and con-

tinually, or with sharpness and abruptness;
let the tongue run or rattle.

Talke discretelye, let not thy tongue go clack In an out-

rage. Modes, Boke of Nurture (E. E. T. S.), p. 103.

Let thy tonge not clakke as a mille.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 109.

But ah ! the more the white goose laid,
It clack'd and cackled louder.

Tennyson, The Goose.

II. trans. 1. To cause to make a sharp, short,
snapping sound ; rattle ; clap : as, to clack two
pieces of wood together. 2. To speak without
thought ;

rattle out.

Vnweighed custom makes them clack out anything their
heedless fancy springs. Feltham, Resolves, 1. 4.

Clack (klak), . [< ME. clakke, clack (of a mill),= MD. klack, a crack, cracking, = MHG. klac

(klack-), a crack, crash, loud threatening sound,= Sw. klfick, a sudden alarm; cf. OF. clac, a
clacket, clacker, clapper, F. claque, a claque;
from the verb: see clack, D.] 1. A sharp,
repeated, rattling sound; clatter: as, the clack
of a mill. 2. In a grist-mill: (a) That part of
the mill that strikes the hopper, to move or
shake it, for discharging its contents.

Says John, just at the hopper will I stand,
And mark the clack, how justly it will sound.

Betterton.

(b) A bell that rings when more corn is required
to be put in the hopper. Johnson. 3. A valve
of a pump. 4. A ball-valve connected with
the boiler of a locomotive. See ball-valve and
clack-box, 2. 5. A kind of small windmill with
a clapper, set on the top of a pole to frighten
away birds. Also called clack-mill, and for-

merly clacket: 6. Continual talk
; prattle; gos-

sip; tattle.

A woman's clack, if I have skill,
Sounds somewhat like a throwster's mill. Su>\ft.

The clack of tongues, and confusion of voices in this
new assembly, was so very great, that the goddess was
forced to command silence several times.

Addison, Vision of Justice.

Weakness runs never to this, but always to unthinking
clack and rattle.

Bushnell, Sermons on Living Subjects, p. 18.

clack-box (klak'boks), n. 1. In mach., the box
in which a clack-valve works. 2. In a loco-

motive, a box fitted to the boiler in which a
ball-valve is placed to close the orifice of the

feed-pipe, and prevent steam or hot water from
reaching the pumps. The ball of the clack is raised
from its seat by the stroke of the pump-plunger forcing
water against it ; the water then passes into the boiler,
but is prevented from returning by the instant fall of the
ball.

3. The tongue. [Prov. Eng.]
clack-dish (klak'dish), a. A beggar's dish or

receptacle for money, fitted with a lid so ar-

ranged as to produce when agitated a clatter

upon the edge of the vessel. Its use was aban-
doned in the seventeenth century, and it was
succeeded by the alms-pot. Also called clap-
dish.

His use was, to put a ducat in her clack-dish.

Shak., M. for M., lit 2.

Can you think I get my living by a bell and a clack-
I MieUUtvn, Family of Love, iv. a.



Clack-valve.

Preterit and

clack-door

clack-door (klak'dor), n. A plate of iron or

brass covering an aperture in the side of a
clack-box. It is attache.! by screws, and can be re-

moved to give access to the valve-seat or recess into which
the valve tits.

clacker (klak'er), n. 1. One who or that which
clacks; the clack of a mill; the clapper.
This they find by the noise of those boat mills; their

clackers beat much slower.
Sir II. Mount, Voyage to the Levant, p. 18.

2. A rattle used to frighten birds. See clack,

11., 5.

clackett, . [< clack + dim. -et.] Same as

cluck, 5.

clack-goose (klak'gos), w. [Sc. also elaik-goose,
claik.] Same as barnacle^, 1.

clack-mill (klak'mil), n. Same as clack, 5.

clack-piece (klak
'

pes), . The casting in
which a clack-door is placed, and which forms
the valve-chamber. See clack-door and clack, 4.

clack-Seat (klak'set), H. In a locomotive, one
of the two recesses in each pump into which
the clacks fit.

clack-valve (klak'valv), n. A valve with a

single flap, hinged at one edge, and consisting
of a plate of leather a little

larger than the valve-aperture,
used in pumps. The leather plate
is strengthened above by a plate of
iron a little larger than the opening,
and below by another iron plate a little

smaller than the opening. The diame-
ter of the valve-box is generally one
half more than that of the valve-open-
ing. Also called clapper.

clad (klad). [< ME. clad, cled,

cladd, contr. from clathcd, ear-
lier form of clothed : see clothe.]
past participle of clothe.

Cladt (klad), v. t. [Var. of clothe, clothe, after

clad, pret. and pp.] To clothe.

What, shall I clad me like a country maid ?

Greene., James IV., iii. 3.

cladanthus (kla-dan'thus), .
; pi. cladanthi

(-thi). [NL., < Gr. /cAddof, a shoot, branch (see
cladus), + di>(tof, a flower: see anther.] In moss-
es, a flower terminating a lateral branch.

cladding (klad'ing), n. [Verbal n. of clad, c.

Cf. clothing.] Clothing; clothes. [Rare.]
There were countless lords and ladies of high degree in

claddings of past centuries.
Xtw York Tribune, March 27, 1885.

Cladenchyma (kla-deng'ki-mii), , [NL., < Gr.

K/ddof, a branch, + eyxv/ia, an infusion, < ey%clv,

infuse, pour in, < <fv, = E. in, + x"v
, pour; cf.

E. gush.] In bot., tissue composed of branch-
ing cells.

cladgy (klaj'i), fi. [Assibilated form of cloggy
(q. v.) = cledgi/, q. v.] Stiff; tenacious; cledgy.
[Rare.]

Cladi, . Plural of cladus, 1.

Cladine (klad'in). a. [< cladus + -incl.] Same
as cladose. W. J. Sollas.

Cladobranchia (klad-6-brang'ki-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. xAddof, a branch, + jipayxia, gills.] A
small superfamily of nudibranchiate opistho-
branchiate gastropods, having foliaceous, plu-
mose, or ramose branchite, wlience the name.
cladobranchiate (klad - o - brang

'
ki -

at), a. [<
Cladobranchia -t- -ate1 .] Pertaining to the Cla-
dobranchia.

Cladocarpi (klad-o-kiir'pi), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

cladocarpus: see'cladocarpous.] One of the
three groups into which the true mosses, Bry-
acem, are divided. They are characterized by having
the capsules borne at the ends of short lateral branches.
The group includes the Fontinalece, or aquatic mosses.

cladocarpous (klad-o-kiir'pus), a. [< NL. clado-

carpus, < Gr. /vAddof, a shoot, a branch, + mp-
ir6c, fruit.] In bot., having the fruit terminal
upon short lateral branchlets : as, cladocarpous
mosses. Also cladogenous.
Cladocera (kla-dos'e-ra), n. pi. [NL., neut.
pi. of cladocerus : see" cliiaocerous.] 1. In La-
treille's system of classification, a section of
his Branchiopoda lophopoda, equivalent to the
Daphnides of Strauss or the Daphniacea of oth-
ers. The section included such genera as Latona, Sida,
and Polyphemus, and was practically equivalent to the
following group of the same name.
2. An order of Entomostraca or a suborder of

Phyllopoda, comprising the small crustaceans
known as water-fleas, abounding in fresh wa-
ter. They are very prolific, produce ephippial eggs, molt
frequently, are more or less transparent, have a bivalvular
carapace hinged on the back, a single large eye, from 4 to
6 foliaceous feet bearing branchia;, and large ramose or
branched antennre (whence the name) acting as swimming-
organs. Leading families are Daphniida, Polyphemida
Lynceidce, and Sididce. Also Cladocerata.
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cladocerous (kla-dos'e-rus), a. [< NL. clado-

cerus, < Gr. K/ddof, a branch, + Kt/iaf = E. horn.]
Having branched or ramose antennee

; specifi-

cally, pertaining to the Cladocera.

Clad'odactyla (klad-o-dak'ti-la), H. [NL., < Gr.

K/iddof, a branch, + ddxruAof, finger.] A ge-
nus of dendrochirotous pedate
holothurians : so called from the
much-branched tentacular pro-
cesses. C. crocea is a saffron-

colored species inhabiting the
southern seas. Brandt.

cladode, cladodium (klad
'

6d,

kla-do'di-um), .; pi. cladodfs,
cladodia (-odz, -a). [NL. clado-

dium, < Gr. MaooAiK, with many
branches, lit. branch-like, < K/ia-

<<uf, a branch (cf. dim. Mftiw, a
branchlet), + ridoc, form.] In
hot., a leaf-like flattened branch
or peduncle, as in Buscus and
some species of Plujllantlms. Also

cladophyl.
cladodont (klad'o-dont), a. [<
Gr. KAddoc, a branch, + odorf

(odoir-) = E. tooth.] Same as

hybodont.
Cladodus (klad'o-dus), . [NL.,
< Gr. KAddof, a branch, + odoi'f Cladode of Phyl-

= E. tooth.] A genus of fossil /B" "**""

placoid fishes of the Devonian
and Carboniferous periods, having teeth of the
kind called cladodont or hybodout. Agassiz,
1843.

Cladogenous (kla-doj'e-nus). a. [< Gr. xAddoc,
a branch, + -yevnc,, producing: see -genous.]
Same as cladocarpous.
cladome (klad'om), n. [< Gr. K/iddof, a branch :

see cladus and -oma.] The branching arms or

rays of a sponge-spicule of the rhabdus type,
collectively considered. Each branch of the
cladome is a cladus.
The secondary rays are the arms or cladi, collectively

the head or cladoitw of the spicule.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 417.

Cladonema (klad-o-ne'ma), n. [NL. (Dujardin,
1843), < Gr. KAadof, a branch, + vij/ia, a thread, <

veiv, spin.] The typical genus of Cladonemida;,
having branched or cladose tentacles, whence
the name.
Cladonemidae (klad-o-nem'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Cladonema + -ida;'.] A family of Anthomc-
dusw, typified by the genus Cladonema, having
branched tentacles, 4 or 8 simple or branched
radial canals, and 4 or 8 gastral gonads. The
inedusic bud on polyp-colonies which contain alimentary
zooids or gastrozobida, together with scattered capitate
tentacles.

Cladonia (kla-do'ni-a), H. [NL., < Gr.

Clatiophvra

. sitbcomuta. 3. Cla-
donia extfnsa. These illustrate
two fonns of podetia, one much
branched, the othe7 nearly simple.

a branch, < K/MOOC, a branch: see

cladus.] A genus of

lichens, representa-
tive of the family
Cladoniei. The apo-
thecia are mostly cap-
itate, variously colored

(not black), and borne on
the vertical portion of the
thallus (podetium). The
latter is either simple,
and often cup-shaped or

funnel-shaped, or very
much branched. The
branching is shown in the

reindeer-moss, Cladonia
rantrtffrina. See reindetr-

mow.

ik), a. [< Cladonia
+ -ic.] Pertaining to or derived from the genus
Cladonia Cladonlc add, an acid obtained from Cla-
donia rangiferina.
Cladoniei (klad-o-nl'f-i), n. pi. [NL., < Cla-

donia.] A family of lichens, belonging to the
tribe Lecideacei, and having a twofold thallus,
a vertical one, called the podetium, ascending
from a horizontal, squamulose, or granulose
one. The latter is sometimes wanting.
cladonieine (klad-o-m'e-in), a. [< Cladoniei +
-inc1 .] Belonging to or having the characters
of the family Cladoniei.

cladoniine (kla-do'ni-in), a. [< Cladonia +
-ine1.] Belonging to or having the characters
of the genus Cladonia.

cladonioid (kla-do'ni-oid), a. [< Cladonia +
-aid.] Resembling lichens of the genus Cla-
donia.

Cladonioid variation of the parmeliaceous thallus.
E. Tuckerman, Genera Lichenum, p. 6.

Cladophora (kla-dof'o-ra), n. [NL.,<Gr. K/tddof,
a branch, + -^>o>of, -bearing, < ftpetv = E. bear!.]

claim

1. In bot., a large genus of green algse, includ-

ing a large part of the CMurosporeai. It consists

of firm, not gelatinous filaments,
which branch throughout. The
species grow in fresh or salt water,
on rocks, and in tide-pools and
ditches, usually in tufts, sometimes
forming layers.

2. In zool. : (a) A genus of

coleopterous insects. De-

jean, 1834. (6) A genus of

mollusks. ./. E. Grail, 1840.

cladophyl,cladophyll(klad'-
o-fil), H. [< Gr. K?.d(5oc, a ,

branch, + tfiMov = L. folium, ",'* n^cl";J filam<;nt

leaf.] Same as cladode.

cladoptosis (klad-op-to'sis), w. [NL., < Gr.

Kf.aSof, a branch, + liTaaif, a fall, < irmreiv, fall.]
In bot., the annual falling of leafy twigs instead
of individual leaves, such as takes place in

many of the cypress family.
cladose (kla'dos), a. [< NL. cladosus, < cladus,
< Gr. K>.dSof, a branch : see cladus.] Branched
or ramose, as a spouge-spicule : as, a cladose
rhabdus. W. J. Hollas. Also e/adine.

Cladosporium (klad-o-spo'ri-um), n. [NL., <

Gr. xAoiiof, a branch, -4- OTTO/IOC., a seed.] A largo
genus of hyphomycetous fungi, having subde-

cumbent, intricately branched, olivaceous hy-
phse, and typically uniseptate conidia.

Cladothrix (klad'o-thriks), n. [NL., < Gr.

(c/ladof, a branch, +' Opi$, a hair.] A genus of
bacteria growing in the form of filaments, and
especially characterized by what is called false
branching that is, the formation of a filament

by the side of another, which, soon diverging,
gives the appearance of branching. The principal
species, Cladothrix dfchotoinn, occurs in stagnant or run-

ning water containing much organic matter, especially
when putrefying.

Cladrastis (kla-dras'tis), n. [NL. (Rafinesque).
irreg. < Gr. ic).dooc, a branch, + 0pm-aT6f, brittle.]
A peculiar leguminous genus of Kentucky and
Tennessee; the yellow-wood. The only species,
C. tiMtoria, is a handsome tree with pinnate leaves and
ample panicles of white flowers. It is cultivated as an
ornamental shade-tree ; the wood is very hard, heavy,
strong, of a bright-yellow color changing to brown, and
yields a yellow dye.

cladus (kla'dus), n. [NL., < Gr. itiASos, a branch,
a young slip or shoot, prob. < KAO.V, break.] 1.
PI. cladi (

:
di). One of the secondary arms,

rays, or branches of a ramose sponge-spicule,
which collectively form the cladome. W. J.

Sollas. 2. [cap.] A genus of coleopterous in-

sects.

claes (klaz), n. pi. [Also written dais, close,

formerly clayis, etc.
; contr. of ME. dallies,

clothes.] .Clothes. [Scotch.]
clag

'

(klag), n. [North. E. and Sc. : see clog and
clay.] 1. A clot; a mass of sticky or adhesive
matter: as, a clag of mud on one's shoe. 2. A
clog, encumbrance, or burden, as on property.

as clay.
Thonlt read a satyre or a sonnet now,
Clagying their ayery humour.

Marston, What you Will, IT. 1.

II. intrans. To stick or adhere. Srockett.

clag2 (klag), n. [Gael, clag, a bell : see clock^.]A portable bell used by the early Scotch Chris-

tians, apparently in the service of the mass,
and also carried before the host when taken
out of the church, and before a dead body when
carried to the grave.
claggy (klag'i), a. [Sc. (also cladgy, cledgy,
q. v.), < clag + -i/

1
. Cf. clayey.] Sticky; ad-

hesive. [Great Britain.]

claik, elaik-goose (klak, klak'gos), w. Same
as clack-goose.
claim1

(klam), r. [Early mod. E. also claimc,
clame, < ME. claimen, cleimen, clamen, < OF.
claimer, cleimer, clamcr, call, cry out, claim,
challenge, = Sp. llamar, formerly clamar, = Pg.
clamar = It. chiamare, call, name, send for, cla-

mare, speak loud, bawl, < L. clamare, call, cry
out, connected with calare, call (see calends), =
Gr. Ka'Miv, call, convoke. From the same L.
verb come clamor, acclaim, declaim, exclaim, pro-
claim, reclaim, etc. ; and class, calendar, ecclesi-

astic, etc., are related.] I. intrans. If. To call;
call out ; cry out.

And aftre that, where that evere thei gon, ever more
thei cleymen for Mynstralle of the grete Chane.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 238.

"Is that soth," saide William,
" mi swete lady hende [gen-

tle]?

Cleyrneth he after clothes for cristes lone in heuen?"
William of Paterae (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4481.
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To bar your highness claiming from the female
/<*., Hen. V., 1. 2.

We nmBt know how the first ruler, from whom any one
claim*, came by his authority, before we can know who
has a right to succeed him in it. /..../,..

3. To assert a claim
; put forward a claim. 4.

To assert a belief or an opinion: maintain;
assert. [A common use, regarded by many as

inelegant.]
And in the light of clearest evidence,
Perceives Him acting in the present tense ;

Not, as some claim, once acting but now not.
A. Culm, The .Microcosm.

II. trans. If. To proclaim.

_______________
i-il September 14th, known as the (ienev:, :i:ir,l. i

clam
hlch seen into tlmipi without opening

it. 1C. Hairnet, Autocrat, I.

. Sagacity ; penetration ; quick iu-

knowledge of thing*.
clairvoyant (kliir-voi'iint ), it. nndii. [Formerly,

. .

, . .

the r,.>ponsibhv ,e...ii i .e,,,., ! of th<- British government ,
ai a)HO ,./,- ,,,,,. < p. clairvoyant, lit <-l,.ar-

. ,
,'.

.
'

"
Trewly, fremle," seitle the kynge, "in good prismi

hath he you st-tte that to me hath you seute, (for I C//II//H.-
t n , t

..
r| ,

?!^!!*!L'!l
lt: suc

"""IgWjHHflLS *rims (WSm)"r
l

rr [E dial., also clame, < ME.

lowed the chief claims for direct damages, and awarded
$15,500,000 to the I'nited States, whieh was paid by (ireat

Britain, and apportioned among the claimant*. Claim
In a service, in .sv<ir /, a petition addressed by the
heir to the sheriff, in which he states his relationship to
the deceased, and prays to be served heir to him. Con-
tinual claim, in /', n claim that is reiterated from time
to time in order that it may not be deemed abandoned.
Court of Claims. See court. Timber claim, the right
or assertion of right (under the acts of Congress to en-
courage the growth of timber on western pralrie.si mi the
part of one who has planted and maintained the rei|iiUiie
number of acres of timber on public lands devoid of tim
ber, and maintained them for a term of years, to have a
urant of the quarter section or other smaller tract con-
taining his plantation. To lay claim to, to demand as
a right or rightful possession.

youre name.

2f. To call or name.
And that in s<

That aythei

in so gret honoures put be
er of thaim claymed is a kyng.
A'OM. <>.fPartenay(E. E. T. s.)

claimen, "cleimcn (cf.
MOUfVrar. (after Icel. Norw. kleima) of clemen.

seeing, lint peculiarly used in mesmerism, <
iVniY. = !;. HI-HI; + mi/iiii/, ppr. of run; < L.

fittcre, see: see ri/w.] I. <i. Of or pertaining
to, or characterised by, the supposed faculty of

clairvoyance, or of seeing or perceiving things
not discernible by the senses.

lam clam ruinnii. I'.Y/.v/v, Rehearsal (cd. Arber), iii. 1.

A I reached up to lower the awning overhead, I had a
I" 1 1T '..</mi i '.in.-i -lousiness that Home one was watching mo
from below. ,1/nYiV/i. I'onkapog to 1'esth, p. II."..

II. n. A person possessing or supposed to

possess the power of clairvoyance.
Albert! . . . became in the end neither a great artist

like Raphael, nor a great discoverer like Galileo, but
rather a clairvoyant to whom the miracles of nature and
of art lie open. J. A. S'/mundt, Italy and Greece, p. 'HI.

,
. . . remen, , .

mod. dial. cleam,n.v. Cf. glaim.l 1 To stick- clairvoyante (klar-voi'ant), w. [F., fem. of

n n/vPitiBBmPut CPrnv rlnirmyaat: see clairvoyant.] A female clair-

3. To ask or demand by virtue of a right or
asserted right to the possession of the thing
demanded, or of authority to demand it; de-
mand as a rigM or as due"; assert a right to:

as, to claim obedience or respect; to claim an

;iuvu*
uiuj* uit/iww, ii. v. \ji, uim in. I A . AUBlldi; , 7 * ..

1675 paste : as. to claim up an advertisement. [Prov **"?*"* Bee clairvoyant.-}
-, A -., -

verload . [Prov . Eng.] y
orn

h,,-
[?

are - ]
,

,~-^,, a. [< ctaroi, r., + 5ible.
CH52 ^S^i'i*

1 pl rD
A varl ut ? ,

8cotch $**
; clamable.-] Capable of being

cl*f ()i " [8c., = E. cloth, q. v.] 1.

demanded as due: as, wages not ^lotn -

<lisniiuu-i I

" B8 " a score 1' their last elaith.

Burns, Death and I>r. Hornbook.

If only one man hath a divine right to obedience, no
body can claim that obedience but he that can shew his

right. Locke.

Earth, that nourished thee, shall claim
Thy growth, to be resolved to earth again.

Bryant, Thanatopsis.
The Bible surely accords with the highest science when

it claims the vegetable kingdom, with all its wonders, as
a product of Almighty power.

/in 'in, ,,. Nature and the Bible, p. 108.

4. To hold or maintain as a fact or as true;
assert as a fact, or as one's own belief or opin-
ion: as, I claim that he is right. [Considered
by many an inelegant use.]
The flrste fader and foundour of gentilesse [i. e., Christ],
What man that claymeth gentyl for to be,

A wise man will . . . know that it is the part of pro-
cl
f*?

2 ^>Z $'' K&2&J9' '"*"'' ?ITdeuce to face every claimant, and pay every Just demand eMKing. [E. dial. Cf. clatch 1
.} To scratch,

on your time, your talents, or your heart. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
Emerson, Compensation. clake-gOOSe (klak'gfis), w. Same as clack-goose.

2. In admiralty proceedings, a person admitted clam 1 (klam), n. [(1) Also clamm ; < ME. 'clam,
to defend an action in rem brought against "damme, < AS. clam, clom (clamm-, clomm-), m.,
goods to which he claims a right. a band, bond, chain, fetter, in pi. clantmas, clom-
claimer (kla'mer), n. A claimant; one who mas, fetters, confinement, = MIX klamme, a
demands something as his due. [Bare.] clainp, hook, grapple, = MLG. klamme, LG.

Till an agreement was made and the value of the ground klemme, a clamp, hook, = OHG. clamma, MHG.
paid to the claimer klamme, klamm, a constriction, a narrow pass,Sr W. Temple, Introd. to Hist. Eng., p. 296. Q. dial, klamm, a spasm of the throat, a narrow
claimless (klam'les), a. [< claim1, n., + -less.'} pass (cf. MHG. chlemme, klemme, G. klemme, a
Having no claim. [Bare.] clamp, vise, a pinch, a narrow pass, dial, locked

, , , , , ,

Moste folowe his tras. CAaur,Gentilesse,l. 2. claim-notice (klam no'tis), n. In the regions jaw), = Dan. klamme, a clamp, cramp, cramp-
He never made known his history, and claimed he had ' the United States on the Pacific coast, a noti- iron (also klcm, force, klemme, a clamp, press,, , , , , ,

no relation living. Boston. Transcript, Feb. 7, 1876. fication posted by a miner or other settler upon pinch, strait), = 8w. kldmma, a press, = Norw.
= Syn. 3. Request, Bey, etc. Seeast. a piece of public land, declaring his occupancy klemb, force, pressure, klemba, a clamp, press;

claim1
(klam), n. [Early mod. E. also claimc, or intended occupancy thereof. cf. (2) MHG. klamere, klamer, clam, hook, G.

clame, < ME. claime, clamc, cleyme, < OF. claim, claimoust, a. [ME. cleymous; < claim? + -ous;
clam =Pr. clam (ML. clameum), a challenge, = or var. of glaimous, q.v. Cf. clamma.] Sticky;
Pg. clama (obs.), a protest; from the verb.] If. viscous.
A cry; a call, as for aid. Clam, or cleymoui [var. gleymous], glutinosus, viscosus.

I cald, but no man answerd to my clamc. Prompt. Pan., p. 79.

klammer, a clamp, clamp-iron, brace, clincher,
bracket, = Dan. klammer, a clamp, cramp,
cramp-iron (Sw. Dan. klammer, brackets, < G.);
and (3) MHG. klamber, klamuer, G. dial, klam-
pcr = Norw. klcmber, klwmb = Icel. klombr, a

2. A demand of a right or

ing on another for something
to be due : as, a claim of wages
The King of Prussia lays in his claim for Neufchatel, as

he did for the principality of Orange.
Addison, Travels in Italy.

A Prince of Wales, what between public claim*and social

claims, finds little time for reading, after the period of
childhood ; that is, at any period when he can compre-
hend a great poet. De Quincey, Style, iv.

mesmeric trance sounds which are not audible
to the ear in the natural waking state. 2. An
exercise of this power.
The hallucinations, or clairvoyances, or clairaudienceg,

or presentiments, that our "intelligence and veracity"
A". A. Rev., CXLI. 256.

cal verb clamp1
,
from the pret.*A7ni (AS.Vfaiw)

of an assumed orig. verb, Teut. (Goth.) 'ktiman
(AS. "climman), press or adhere together, stick,
to which are also referred clam'2

, clemZ = cleam
= claim2 (all more or less mixed with clam 1

),

doom, clamber, climb, climp 1
, etc. Clam 1 in

; a just title to clairaudient (klar-a'di-ent), a. and n. [After ordinary use has been superseded by'ctainui,
ssion or in the ^'^oyant (q v.);; < F. clair, clear, + *a-
another * L> *('-)! hearing: see clairaudi,

3. A right to claim or demand, <. .p.... VAW w ,
-

v .. -. . -_ x ~.r -^ ,

something in one's own possession or in the Sr^SJ &7''l: -

C
'
c ear> audtent

> Q- v. With clam, clamp, compare cram, cramp,
possession or at the disposal of another. i u a

t

"(tlen
. (';)*' hearing: see clatraudtence.] which belong to a different group, but agree

,u Christopher, in a long catalogue of virtues which
L Pertamlng to or " nature of clair- closely in sense, and may be regarded as vari-
audience. ations of the same orig. base.] 1. A clamp (see
The clairaudient interconsciousness of friends a thou-

sand miles apart. N. A. Ren., CXLI. 261.

E[. n. One supposed to have the power of
,

- _ . clairaudience.

ethan !'e

C,^re^ le - clear-cole (klar'-, kler'kol), . with which farmers' pull up weeds."
The. lotto. fn ,,.,,.n,. v i:.v.^ . / w -i _ kin(j ^ forceps used in weighing gold.

he possessed to a very eminent degree, had not the small-
est claim to that of patience, so very necessary to those
that command armies. Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 186.

A thousand claims to reverence closed
In her as Mother, Wife, and Queen.

The post has no claim to infallibility any
present. Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 22.

4.

cally, a piece of public land which a squatter
for himself with the in-

rcsem. owo, Mea.evai ana noaern nisi., p. **. [The latt
f.

r f
f
m Partly Englished ; < F. clair, =

. The thing claimed or demanded; specif,- r&i^ lSL2SSi<rfS^M
ally, a piecf of public land which a'sqSatter krS&25S5 tteTn&in

"

Hence 5. A piece of land obtained in this

sociation in accordance with the local mining-
laws of the district. These laws usually require that
a certain amount of work be done, or money expended, in
order to prevent the claim from being forfeited. Claims

Same as chiaroscuro.
As masters in the dare obscure
With various light your eyes allure.

Prior, Alma, ii. 25.

clamp1
); in plural, forceps, pincers. Specifically

(a) A clamp or vise of wood used by carpenters, etc.

(6) Same as domjil. 1 (e). (c) Pincers or nippers of iron
used in castrating horses, bulls, etc. [Scotch.] (d) AJ

of forceps or pincers with long wooden handles
fProv. Eng.] () A

__ ..__ [Scotch.] (/) See
the extract.

In the year 1818, Sir John Ross, in command of H. M. S.

"Isabella," on a voyage of discovery for the purpose of

exploring Baffin's Bay. invented a machine "for taking up
soundings from the f>ottom of any fathomable depth,
which he called a "deep-sea clamm." A large pair of
forceps were kept asunder by a bolt, and the instrument
was so contrived that on the bolt striking the ground, a
heavy iron weight slipped down a spindle and closed the
forceps, which retained within them a considerable quan-
tity of the bottom, whether sand, mud, or small stones.

Sir C. W. Thomson, Depths of the Sea, p. 209.

2. A stick laid across a stream of water to serve
a bridge. [Prov. Eng.] 3. A rat-trap.orer o preven e cam rom eng oree. ams _i_.

~ ~---e~
may also be made for water-rights, for mining purposes, Clairvoyance (klar-voi ans), n. [F., < clairroy- [Prov. Eng.]
adjacent to streams. [Cordilleran mining region.) Ala- "<' see clairvoyant.'} 1. A power attributed clam1

(klam). r. ; pret and pp clammed ppr

in^ to persons in a mesmeric state, by which they damming. FChieflV dial., in part denomina-
Hvatecrs buiir eTuippti'

P
nd ^supposed

to discern objects concealed from tive of clam\ n., and in part a var. of clem1
sight, and to see what is happening at a dis- (AS. clemman, etc. : see clem1 ) as the factitive

of the orig. verb which is the common source

during the civil war by privateers built, eq_
supplied in England, and sent out from British ports to
prey on American commerce. The most famous of these tauce.
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of clam1
, ., clfim", a., clanfi, v., and clem1

,

clem%, clcm s
, clcam, clainft, cloam, etc. : see

these words. Cf. clamp 1
, v.] I. trans. 1. To

press together ; compress ; pinch. 2. To clog

up; close by pressure; shut. 3. To castrate,
as a bull or ram, by compression. 4. To
rumple; crease. 5. To snatch. 6. To pinch
with hunger ;

emaciate
;
starve.

II. intrans. 1. To stick close. 2. To grope
or grasp ineffectually. [Scotch.] 3. To die

of hunger ; starve.

In renllty we are clamming and very near starved to

death. Arnold, Cotton Famine, p. 224.

[In all senses obsolete or provincial.]
clam" (klam), a. [Sc. also clem (see clem3 ) ;

< ME. clam = MD. 1). klam, clammy, moist, =
MLG. klam, close, fast, rigid, oppressed, dis-

couraged, = MHG. cliltim, klam, close, small,

weak, G. klamm, narrow, close, scarce, clammy
(also MHG. klemm, close, G. dial, klemm, close,

scarce), = Dan. klam, clammy, damp ;
of like

origin with clam1
, n., and clam 1

, v., namely,
from the pret. *klam of the orig. verb *kliman,

press or adhere together, stick: see clam1 , n.,
and clam1 , #.] 1. Sticky; viscous; clammy
(which see).

Clam, or cleymous [see claimous], glutinosus, viscosus.

Prompt. Part., p. 79.

A clam pitchie ray shot from that Centrall Night.
Dr. H. More, Sleep of the Soul, iii. 33.

2. Moist; thawing, as ice. 3. Vile; mean;
unworthy.
In vile and clain coveitise of men.

Wiic-Hf, Select Works (ed. Arnold), III. 29.

clam2 (klam), v. ; pret. and pp. clammed, ppr.
clamminy. [Chiefly dial., in part from clam'2

,

a., and in part a var. of darnel, claim2
,
which is

a var. of clcnfi, cleam, q. v.
;
in meaning and

form mixed with and ult. related to clam1
,

clem1
, q. v.] I. trans. I. To smear; daub;

clog with glutinous or viscous matter.
He spitte in the erthe, and made clay of the spittyng,

and claiiwiyde cley on his eyen.
Wydif, Select Works (ed. Arnold), II. 93.

2. To stick; glue.
A swarm of wasps got into a honey-pot, and there they

clogged and clamm'd themselves till there was no getting
out again. Sir R. L' Estrange.

II. intrans. To be glutinous; be cold and
moist; be clammy.

A chilling sweat, a damp of jealousy,
Hangs on my brows and clams upon my limbs.

Dryden, Amphitryon, iii. 1.

Clam2 (klam), n. [< clam2 , a. and
y.~]

Clam-
miness

;
the state or quality of having or con-

veying a cold moist feeling. [Rare.]
Corruption and the clam of death.

Carlyle, French Rev., I. v. 5.

clam3 (klam), n. [Also formerly clamp ; being
aparticular use (prob. through clam-shell, clamp-
shell, that is, orig., a shell like a clamp or vise)
of clam1

, n., 1., or the equiv. clamp1
, n., with

ref. to the closed 'jaws
' of this shell-fish. Said

by some to have ref. to "the firmness with
which some clams adhere to rocks "

; but clams
do not adhere to rocks.] A name given in dif-

ferent localities to different bivalve mollusks.
Thus, in England, about the mouth of the river Helford,
it is given to the piddock, Pholas dactylus ; in New York
and neighboring States, to Venus mercenaria, Mya are-
naria being known as the soft clam or long clam; in Massa-
chusetts, to Mya arenaria, Venus mercenaria being desig-
nated as the hard clam or round clam,; in many parts of
the interior United States, to any species of Unionidce or
mussels ; along the Pacific coast of the United States, to

species of Tapes and Saxidomux ; and, with qualifying pre-
fixes, to various other species. The giant clam is Tri-
dacna gigas ; the thorny clam is Chama lazarm, etc.

They scatered up & down . . . by y water side, wher
they could find ground nuts & dames.

W. Bradford, Hist. Plymouth Plantation, ii. 130.

Bear's-paw clam, Hippopus maculatus, a large heavy
bivalve of the family Tridacnidce. See Hippopus.
clam4 (klam), n. [Cf. Dan. klemt, a tolling.
The E. word is usually associated with clamor,
q. v. See clam4

', v.~\ A ringing of all the bells
of a chime simultaneously ;

a clamor
;
a clan-

gor. [Prov. Eng.]
Clam4 (klam), v. i.

; pret. and pp. clammed, ppr.
clamming. [Cf . Dan. klemtc= Sw. klamta, chime,
toll. See the noun.] 1. To sound all the bells
in a chime simultaneously. 2. See extract.

[Prov. Eng.]
Clam, to muffle a bell. See Waldron's Sad Shepherd,

p. 167. According to some, to ring a bell irregularly or
out of tune. Hattiwell.

clam5 (klam), . Same as clamp 12
, n., 1.

clam6t. An obsolete variant of clamb, old pret-
erit of climb.

clamancet, n. [ME., < ML. clamantia, claim, <

L. claman(t-)s, ppr. of clamare, claim: see cla-

mant and claim1
, v.~\ Claim.
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clamancy (klam 'an -si), n. [< clamant: see

-cy.] Urgencyj urgency arising from neces-

sity. [Scotch.]
clamant (klam'ant), a. [= OP. claimant, cla-

mant (see claimant) = Pg. clumante, < L. cla-

man(t-)s, ppr. of clamare, cry: see claim1
,
v. Cf.

claimant.'] 1. Crying; beseeching. [Poetical.]

A train of clamant children dear.

Thomson, Autumn, 1. 350.

" Behold !

"
This clamant word

Broke through the careful silence.

Keats, Eudymion, ii.

2. Urgent; calling for prompt attention or re-

lief, etc.; crying: as, a very clamant case.

The combat was merely preliminary to something great-
er even if less clamant the contest over the American
university question. yew Princeton Rev., I. 145.

3. Crying for punishment or vengeance ; highly
aggravated. [Scotch.]
clamationt (kla-ma'shon), n. [= It. clamazione,
< ML. clamatio(n-), < L. clamare, pp. clamatus,

cry out: see clamant and claim 1
, v.] The act

of crying out.

Their iterated elamatiom. Sir T. Browne.

Clamatores (klara-a-td'rez), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of L. clamator, one who cries out, < clamare,

pp. clamatus, cry out: see claim1
, v.'] 1. In

Cabanis's classification (1842), an order of in-

sessorial birds, consisting of a majority of those
non-oscine forms which had been called Pica-
rile by Nitzsch, having ten primaries, the first

of them well developed, and the feet neither

zygodactyl nor anisodactyl. It was an artificial

assemblage, and is now recognized, if at all, only in a modi-
fied sense. The name was adapted from Andreas Wagner
(1841).

2f. The gallinaceous birds, or Gallinai : so called
from the crowing or clamoring of the males,
especially as instanced in domestic poultry.
clamatorial (klam-a-to'ri-al), a. [< Clama-
tores + -ial.~\ Of or pertaining to the Clama-

'

tores.

clambt. Obsolete strong preterit of climb.

Chaucer.

clam-bake (klam'bak), n. A repast consisting
chiefly of clams baked in a hole in the ground
on a layer of stones previously heated, the hole

being covered with seaweed, etc., during the

process, usually as an accompaniment of a pic-
nic at the sea-shore

; hence, a picnic of wJiich
such a repast is the principal feature. [U. S.]

Mya arenaria, the clam par excellence, which figures so

largely in the celebrated New England clam-bake, is found
in all the northern seas of the world.

Stand. Nat. Hist., I. 280.

clambent. Middle English preterit plural of

climb.

clamber (klam'ber), v. [Formerly also clam-
mer (E. dial, clammas), < ME. clambren, clam-

eren, climb, also heap closely together (not in

AS. ; perhaps Scand.), = MLG. klempern, LG.
klempern, klenimern, climb, = Icel. klambra,
klembra = Norw. ktembra, pinch closely togeth-
er, clamp, = Sw. dial, klammra = Dan. klamre,
grasp firmly, = G. klammern, dial, klampfern,
klampern, MHG. klemberen, klampferen, clamp ;

in part from the noun representedby Icel. kldmbr

(gen. klambrar) = Dan. klammer = G. klammer,
dial, klampfer, klamper, an extended form of the
noun seen in E. clamp1

,
clam1

,
with freq. climb.

The related words are somewhat confused.] I.

intrans. To climb, especially with difficulty or

by using both hands and feet, as in ascending
a steep mountain : often used figuratively.

Lord, who shall ascend to thy tabernacle, and dwell in

thy holy hill? David does not mean that there is no pos-
sibility of ascending thither, or dwelling there, though it

be hard clambering thither, and hard holding there.

Donne, Sermons, x.

We clambered over the broken stones cumbering the
entrance. S. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 60.

I turned and clambered up
The rivulet's murmuring path.

Bryant, Sella.

H. trans. To ascend by climbing ;
climb with

difficulty. [Now rare.]

Clambering the walls to eye him. Shak., Cor., ii. 1.

clamber (klam'ber), n. [< clamber, .] The
act of clambering or climbing with difficulty.
Moore.

clamber-clownt, n. A drink similar to cup,
made of ale or beer, in use in the eighteenth
century.
clamber-skull (klam'ber-skul), . Very strong
ale. [Prov. Eng.]
clam-cod (klam'kod), . See cod2 .

clam-cracker (klam'krak"er), . A selachian
of the family Myliobaticke, Bhinoptera quadri-

clamor

loba : so called at Savannah, Georgia, where it

molests the oyster-beds.
clameH, v. and . An obsolete form of claim1 .

clame2
,
r. t. See claim2 .

clamentes (kla-men'tez), . See camenes.

clamjamfery
'

(klam-jam'fe-ri), n. Same as

clanjamfrie.

clamm, . See cltim 1 .

clammas 1 (klam'as), v. i. [Cf. clamber.] To
climb. [Prov. Eng.]
clammas2

(klam'as), n. [Cf. clamor.] A noise
;

a clamor. [Prov! Eng.]
clammerH (klam'er), v. An obsolete form of

clamber.

clammer2 (klam'er), n. [< clam 1 + -er1 .

Otherwise for clamper.] A forceps, like a pair
of tongs, used in deep-sea soundings to obtain

specimens from the bottom of the sea. The
jaws are closed by means of a weight. Also
called clam, clam-tongs. See clam 1

,
1 (/).

clammer 11

(klam'er), . [< clam3 + -er1 .] One
whose business is the digging and sale of clams.

[Local, U. S.]

Clammily (klam'i-li), adv. In a clammy manner.

Wipe those poor lips of hers

Oozing so clammily. Hood, Bridge of Sighs.

clamminess (klam'i-nes), n. [< clammy +
-ess.] The state of being clammy, (a) Viscous
quality or feel ; viscosity ; stickiness

; tenacity of a soft
substance.

A greasy pipkin will spoil the clamminess of the glew.
Moxon.

(b) The state of being cold and moist to the touch.

clamming (klam 'ing), n. [< clam3 + -ing
1
.]

The search for and gathering of clams.

clamming-machine (klam'ing-ma-shen*), n.

A machine in which an engraved and hardened
die (intaglio) is made to rotate in contact with
a soft steel mill, in order to make a cameo im-

pression upon it. The mill is used to indent

copper rollers for calico-printing. E. H. Knight.
clammy (klam'i), a. [Extended form of earlier

clam, with same sense : see ctom2
, a.] 1. Vis-

cous; adhesive; soft and sticky; glutinous;
tenacious.

Bodies clammy and cleaving. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

Hence 2. Cold and moist with a sticky feel.

Closed was his eye, and clench'd his clammy hand.
Crabbe, Works, I. 119.

Cold sweat, in clammy drops, his limbs o'erspread.
Dryden.

Under the grass, with the clammy clay,
Lie in darkness the last year's flowers.

Bryant, The New and the Old.

Clammy cherry. See cherryi.

clamor, clamour (klam'or), n. [< ME. clamour,
< OF. qlamour, clamur, clamor, F. clameur = Pr.

Sp. Pg. clamor = It. clamore, < L. clamor (cla-

mor-), an outcry, < clamare, cry out : see claim1
,

.] 1. A great outcry; vociferation; excla-
mation made by a loud voice continued or re-

peated, or by a multitude of voices.

After, rising with great ioy and clamour, they sing a

prayer of prayse in hope hereof.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 197.

The bitter clamour of two eager tongues.
Shak., Eich. II., i. 1.

Interpreted it, with its multitudinous echoes and rever-

berations, as the clamor of the fiends and night hags.
Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, xi.

2. Any loud and continued noise.

Do but start

An echo with the clamour of thy drum.
Shak., K. John, v. 2.

Loud Arno's boisterous clamours. Addi-son.

3. Figuratively, loud complaint or urgent de-
mand

j
an expression of strong dissatisfaction

or desire.

Bycause his galyottes and offycers made suche clamoure
for vytaylles. Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 70.

A violent clamour was . . . raised against the king by
the priests of Debra Libanos, as having forsaken the reli-

gious principles of his predecessors.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 533.

= Syn. Hubbub, uproar, noise, din, ado.

clamor, clamour (klam'or), v. [< clamor, clam-

our, .] I. trans. 1. To utter in a loud voice
;

shout.
Melissa clamour'd, "Flee the death."

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

2f. To make a great noise with
;
cause to sound

loudly or tumultuously : used in an inverted
sense in the following passage.
Clamour your tongues, and not a word more.

Shak., W. T., iv. 3.

3f. To stun with noise
;
salute with noise.

And let them not come in multitudes, or in a tribuni-
tious manner ; for that is to clamour councils, not to in-

form them. Bacon, Counsel.



clamor

At sight of him, the people with a shout
Kitted the air, clanii'iifi'ii'i tin ii god with praise.

taton, s. A., I. Hi-.!!.

To clamor bellat, t<i Bound all tin- lidls in a rhimc to-

K.-tlii-r. Wiirlnti'ttni.

II. iiilrtniK. 1. To utter loud sounds or out-

cries; vociferate.

Tlir l.oll.loll sj.arn.ws l;il ami ]ii-:li

Cltllll"!' t.'li.-tll. I Ml'llll'llly.

/'. ',. /;..*'/(/, .I.-1IIIV.

2. To make importunate complaints or ilc-

niands: as. to cliiiiinr for admittance.

Tin- linns M"! only roiiij.laiii.-il. lull i-liint<nti-nl liniilly

(or r.rrarli <>l Ihrir ati.-iriit l'ri\ ii

//..,-, Ix-tl.rs, I. >i. ::.

clamorer, clamourer(klaiii'or-oi->, . One win.

clamors.

clamorist, clamourist (klam 'or- 1st ). . \'.

fliiniiir. rliiiiiiiin; + -i.*t.\ Same us cliiiiinri r.

T. //</.//,-. [Hare.]
clamorous (khim'or-us), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. cla-

morimo, < .ML. elamorogut, for I... c/;/i.v (> F.

claiiifiij-), < /liiniiir, clamor: see> clamor, .] 1.

Making a clamor or outcry ; noisy ; vociferous ;

loud; resounding.
|'h.- r ;,,,,,,,,., ow l tlmt nightly hoots.

.SVi.it., M. \. D., 11.3.

Ami ktss'il IKT lips with such a cliunorotm smack,
That, at the parting, all the church did echo.

S/ia*., T. of the X. , III. 2.

Infants clam'rotu, whether pleas'd or pain'd.

Cowper, The Task, I. 232.

With a gesture |ie ;tu ,-,i into silence
All that claintti-oux throng.

Longfellow, Evangellne, I. 4.

2. Urgent or importunate in complaints or de-
mands. 3. Figuratively, crying out, as for

retribution or punishment ;
heinous

; flagrant.
Men do not arise to great crimes on the sudden, but hy

degrees of carelessness to lesser impieties, and then to

MMHonmi sins. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 283.

clamorously (klam'or-us-li), adv. In a clam-
orous manner; with loud noise or words.
The old women heightened the general gloom hy clam-

oroujtly bewailing their fate.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 488.

clamorousness (klam'or-us-nes), n. The state

or quality of being clamorous.
clamorsome (klain'or-sum), a. [Also spelled
(dial.) clammemome; < clamor -f- -some.]

(ii-ecdy; rapacious; contentious. Brockett.

[Prov. Eng.J
Clamour, clamourer, etc. See clamor, etc.

clamp
1 (klamp), n. [First in early mod. E.

(taking in part the place of the earlier clam 1
),

after MD. klampe, a clamp, hook, tenon, grap-
ple, brace, D. Klamp, a clamp, cleat, = MLG.
klampc, a hook, clasp, = G. dial. (Bav. and Aus-

trian) klampfe, G. (after LG.) klampe = Dan.
klampe = Sw. klamp (prob. after D.), a clamp,
cleat (cf. MLG. klampe = East Fries, klampe, a

bridge over a ditch) ; practically an extension
or variant of the older clam 1

, q. v., but in form
as if from the pret. of the verb represented by
MUG. klintpfen (pret. klampf, pp. gekliimpfen),
draw, press, or hold fast together, which'may
be regarded as an extension of the orig. Teut.

(Goth.) "kliman (AS. "climman), pret. "klam,
press or adhere together, whence also clam 1

, q.
v. The forms derived from orrelated to clamp 1

are numerous: see clam 1
,
clam 2

, etc., clamp''
1
,

clamp3, etc., climb, clamber, etc. Cf. also cKpl.]
1 . An instrument of wood, metal, or other rigid
material, used to hold anything, or to hold or
fasten two or more things together by pressure
so as to keep them in the same relative position.
Specifically () lu joinery: (1) An instrument of wood or

metal used for holding
glued pieces of timber
closely together until

the glue hardens. (2) A
piece of wood fixed to

Cabinet-makers' Clamp. another with a mortise
and tenon, or groove

and tongue, so that the 111 UTS of the piece thus fixed cross
those of the other and thereby prevent It from casting or

warping, (/) fiaut. : (1) A thick plank on the inner part
of a ship's side used to sustain the ends of the beams. (2)

Any plate of iron made to turn or open and shut so as to
confine a spar or Iwom. (c) In leather-mantif., a wooden
bench-screw with two cheeks, used to hold the leather se-

curely while it is stoned or slicked, (rf) A metallic piece
and binding-screw, shaped somewhat like a stirrup, used
to In -M one of the elements of a battery and complete the
electric- connection, (e) pi. A sort of strong pincers used
by sliip-c.arpenters for drawing nails. Also cmi/ix.

2. pi. The hinged plates over the trunnions
of a gun: generally called enp-xiiuarcn. 3.
One of a pair of movable cheeks of lead or cop-
per covering the jaws of a vise, and enabling it

to grasp without bruising. 4. In bot., in the
mycelium of fungi, a nearly semicircular cel-

lular protuberance, like a short branch, which
springs from one cell of a filament close to a
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transverse wall, and is closely applied to the
l.'itc'i'iil wall of Ihc adjoining cell. Kucli cell

coalesces with the rliimp, and thus an open
passage i~ I'oniii-il bet wren the two cells. Al-o
called i-lniiip-rrll. 6. pi. Andirons. [Prov.
l'' 11 ^- ] Binding-screw clamp. **< '..'. .</.'.<'/

-

Collar and clamp. *.- Mar. Geometrical clamp,
a clamp which leprn<U solely on th.- riu'i.lity ..f u

ami ini ,,n IM< M.iiL Horseshoe clamp, LI /<

.'..;. MM in. n strap fin- altai-limu the gripe an. I fun-foot.

MOlderS' Clamp, ill.'"" .</.'.*'/. ii fr;nn.- for hnlilmu to^r
lljrr DUNK III.- parts of a flask, HO that tin- m.-tnl ina>

saf.'ly In- IK.IIIV.I ml., tin- MI. .1.1.

clamp 1
(klamp), r. /. [= I), l.linii/iiii, etc.

;

from the noun. See <//;/!, c.] To fasten with
a clainp or clamps ;

fix a clamp on.

Tin- shMM^' oak. -n chest heavily (V./m/w/ with iron.

M-IVMC.I 1.. Hi,- llo<,r. 0. A. Sola, Th. .ship-Chandler.

clamp- (klamp), n. [Cf. D. and LG. klamp, a

heap; cf. clamp 1
, clamp&, and c/wmpl.] 1. A

slack of bricks laid up for burning, in such a

manner as to leave spaces between them for the
access of the fire, and imperviously inclosed :

called a brick-clamp, in distinction from a brick-

kiln.

The name of clamp is also applied to a pile of bricks ar-

ranged for burning in the usual way, and encased with a

thin wall of burned bricks and daubed over with inii.l t<>

retain the heat. C. T. Davit, Bricks, etc., p. 58.

2. A pile of ore for roasting, or of coal for

coking. 3. A mound of earth lined with straw
thrown up over potatoes, beets, turnips, etc.,

to keep them through the winter. [Prov. Etig. ]

4. A large fire made of underwood. [Prov.
Eng.] 5. A heap of peat or turf for fuel.

[Prov. Eng.]
clamp2

(klamp), v. t. [< clamp2, n.] 1. To
burn (bricks) in a clamp. See clamp2 , n., 1.

The lu-icks are not bumed in kilns as with us, but are

clamped. C. T. Oatn, Bricks, etc., p. 57.

2. To cover (potatoeSj beets, turnips, etc.) with
earth for winter keeping. [Prov. Eng.]
clampa

t (klamp), . An obsolete form of clamS,

Clam or clamp, a kind of shell-fish. Joaelyn (1672).

clamp4 (klamp), r. i. [Appar. imitative; ef. clank,

clump2 , tramp.] To tread heavily ; tramp.
The policeman with clamping feet. Thackeray.

clamp4 (klamp). n. [< clamp*, .] A heavy
footstep or tread

;
a tramp.

clamp5 (klamp), c. t. [Perhaps a particular
use of clamp1

, v.] 1. To make or mend in a

clumsy manner; patch. 2. To patch or trump
up (a charge or an accusation). [Scotch.]

clamp-cell (klamp'sel), . Same as clamp1
,
4.

clamp-connection (klamp'ko-nek''8hon), .

In bot., the connection formed between two
cells by a clamp-cell.

clamp-coupling (klamp'kup"ling), n. A device
for uniting the ends of a shaft by means of

conical binding-sleeves, which by longitudinal
motion wedge themselves between the shaft-

ends and an outer cylinder, thus binding the
whole together.

clamp-dog (klamp'dog), w. A clamp which
serves as a connection between a piece which
is to be turned and the face-

plate or spindle of a lathe, com-

pelling the work to partake of

the motion of the head-spindle.
clamper (klam'pr), n. A con-
trivance consisting of a frame
of iron having sharp prongs on
the lower part, fastened to the
sole of the shoe or boot, to pre-
vent slipping on the ice. Also
called creeper, and in the Unit-
ed States calk.

clamping (klam'ping), n. [Verbal n. of clamp-,
.] The process of burning bricks in a clamp.
The process called clamping so common, and practised

largely both in this country and in some parts of Great
Britain remote from London, ... is usually a method of

burning bricks by placing them In a temporary kiln, the
walls of which are generally built of "green

"
or unburned

bricks. C. T. Damn, Bricks, etc., p. 57.

clamp-iron (klamp'i'ern), n. One of several
irons fastened at the ends of
fires to prevent the fuel from
falling. Imp. Diet.

clamp-kiln (klanvp'kil), n.

[Also clamp-kill; < clamp2 +
kiln.'} A kiln built of sods for

burning lime.

clamp-nail (klamp'nal), w. A
short, stout, large-headed nail

for fastening clamps in ships.

clamp-screw (klamp'skro), .

A tool used by joiners to hold

clandestineness

work to the table, or to secure two pieces to-

gether.

clam-scraper (klam'skra'p^r), . Same uniirag-

claru-shell (klam'shel), . 1. The shell of a
chuii. 2. The mouth, or the lip. [Vulgar,
New Kng. ]

You don't f.-.-l much like sprakln',
W In if ><Hi l.'t y.ur l<i<n thru* gupe, a -niart of tar will

l.-ak In. - lw Papers.

3. A box made of two similar pieces of wrought -

iron hinged together at one end, used in dredg-
ing. Knruc. Jint., VII. 4o'."i.

clam-tongs (klam'tongz), M. pi. An instru-

ineiit used for gathering clams. See rliimtiicr'-

and luiujx.

clam-WOrm (klam' werm), n. A species of

\irnK, especially .V. limbata, found in associa-
tion with the soft clam, Mya arenaria. One pe-
cies, .V. virnu, Is a large sen \v .1 m Ii "in is t.. I'oini-h.-s long,
of a dull bluUh-green color tinted with iridescent hues.
Clam-worms burrow in the sand, are very voracious, and
are much used for bait. (New Jersey and New Eng. coast.)

clan (klan), n. [< Gael. cUinn, < Ir. clann, rlnml,

offspring, children, descendants, a tribe, clan,

prob. through W. plant, offspring, children, <

L. planta, offshoot, sprout, scion, slip, in later

L. a plant: see plant, of which elan is thus a

doublet.] l.Arace; a family; atribe; an asso-
ciation of persons under a chieftain ; especially,
such a family or tribe among the Highlanders
of Scotland. The clan Is a tribal form of social and po-
litical organi/ation based upon kinship of the members.
The chief features of the system are (1) the leadership of a
chief, regarded as representing a common ancestor, and
(2) the possession of land partly undivided as the common
ill-main of the clan, and partly divided as the separate
property of its meml>ers and their heirs, the clan being the
heir of a member who dies leaving no son. It prevailed
in early times in Germany and Ireland, and until recently
In Scotland, and to some extent in other countries. Thus,
among the Highlanders a clan consisted of the common
descendants of the same progenitor, under (lie patriarchal
control of a chief, who represented the common ancestor,
and who was revered and served by the clansmen with
tlie blind devotion of children. The clans did not, how-
ever, acknowledge the principle of primogeniture, often

raising to the chiefslilp a brother or an uncle of a deceased
chief. The name of the clan was generally that of the

original progenitor with the prefix Mac (son). There are
few traces of this institution now remaining.

Each trained to arms since life began,
Owning no tie but to hU clan.

Scott, L. ..f the I... III. 24.

We find the Tribe or dun, including a number of per-
sons, in theory of kin to it, yet In fact connected with it

only by common dependence on the chief.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 80.

2. Figuratively, a clique, sect, set, society, or

body of persons closely united by some com-
mon interest or pursuit, and supposed to have
a spirit of exclusiveness toward others.

Partridge, and the rest of his dan, may hoot me for a

cheat, if I fail in any single particular. N<y'.
= 8yn. 1. Tribe, Race, etc. See people.

clanculart (klang'ku-lttr), a. [< L. clancula-

riuKj secret, clandestine, < elanculum, secretly,
a dim. form, < cUim, secretly : see clandestine.]

Clandestine; secret; private; concealed.

Not allowing to himself any reserve of carnal pleasure,
no rhiiH-ulur lust, no private oppressions, no secret covet-
ousnesa. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 836.

clancularlyt (klang'ku-lS,r-li), adv. Privately;
secretly.

Judgements should not be administered clancularly, in

dark corners, but in open court. Barrow, Sermons, If. xx.

clandestine (klan-des'tin), a. [= D. clandes-

tien, < F. clandestiit = Sp. Pg. It. clandestine, <

L. clandestinus, secret, < clam (OL. calam, cal-

lim), secretly, from root of celare = AS. helan,
hide (see conceal) ;

the second element is uncer-

tain.] Secret ; private ; hidden ; furtive
;
with-

drawn from public view : generally implying
craft, deception, or evil design.

They, in a elandcutine and secret manner, collect and
snatch fire, as it were by stealth, from the chariot of the
Sun. Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Eipl.

It is the worst rlanitentine marriage, when Ood Is not
invited to It. Fuller, Holy State, p. 207.

Clandestine marriage, (a) A marriage contracted
without the due observance of the ceremonies which the
law has prescribed. By the law of Scotland clandestine

marriages are valid, by that of England void ; the law in

the United States varies, (ft) Any secret marriage, but
especially one contracted in defiance of the will of parents
or guardians. Syn. Latent, Covert, etc. See itecret.

clandestinely (klan-des'tin-li), ailr. In a clan-
destine manner; secretly; privately; furtively.

Tills Trick [pouring water on a cargo of cloves) they use
whenever they dispose of any clandfutinely.

Danijn'er, Voyages, I. 318.

clandestineness (klan -des' tin -nes), n. The
state or quality of being clandestine ; secrecy;
a state of concealment.



clandestinity

clandestinity (klan-des-tin'i-ti), n. [< clan-

destine + -ity ; = P. clanaestimte.'] Clandes-

tineness; secrecy. [Kare.]

Clandestinity and disparity do not void a marriage, but

only make the proof more difficult.

Stillingfleet, Speech in 1682.

Clandestinity, in what manner soever aimed at, may be

considered as evidentiary of fear.

Bentham, Judicial Evidence, 7. 10.

Clang (klang), . [Not in ME. or AS. ;
= (JHG.

rJilang, MHG. Mane (klang-, also blank-), G.

klang = Sw. Dan. klang, sound, clang, ring,

clink; in form from the pret. of the verb repre-
sented by OHG. clMngan (pret. chlanc), MHG.
G. Mil/gen (pret. klang) = MLG. Mingen = Icel.

Idingja, clang, ring, clink, a verb parallel to

MHG. G. klinken = MLG. klinken = MD. D.

kliliken = E. clink: see clink. Cf. L. clangor,

clang, clangor, Gr. K/laj'y//, a clang, clash, rattle,

from the verb; L. dangere, LL. also clingere,

make a loud sound, clang, = Gr. nhafyiv (perf.

KS&ayyd), scream, bark, clash, rattle. All ult.

imitative, the forms in Teut. agreeingwith clang

being mixed with those agreeing with clank and

clink, and further associated through imitative

variation with numerous similar forms: see

clink, clank, click1
, clack, etc.] 1 . A loud, sharp,

resonant, and metallic sound
;
a clangor : as,

the clang of arms
;
the clang of bells

;
the clang

of hammers.
Loud 'larums, neighing steeds, and trumpets' clang.

Shak., T. of the 8., i. 2.

At every stride Red Rowan made,
I wot the Kinmont's aims [irons] play'd clang.

Kinimmt Willie (Child's Ballads, VI. 66).

The haunt of seals, and ores, and sea-mews' clang.

Milton, P. L., xi. 835.

The drawbridge dropped with a surly clang.
Lowell, Sir Launfal.

2. [Gr. klang.~\ The quality of a musical sound;
the respect in which a tone of one instrument
differs from the same tone struck on another

;

timbre. See extract.

An assemblage of tones, such as we obtain when the

fundamental tone and the harmonics of a string sound

together, is called by the Germans a Klang. May we not

employ the English word clang to denote the same thing,
and thus give the term a precise scientific meaning akin
to its popular one? Tyndall, Sound, p. 118.

clang (klang), v. [Not in ME. or AS.
j
formal-

ly from the noun, but partly, as an imitative

word, an independent verb
;

cf . L. clangere,

clang, = Gr. K>M,eiv (perf. uti&ayya), scream,
bark, clash, clang : see clang, n.

,
and clank, clack,

etc.] I. intrans. To give out a clang ;
resound.

Above the wood which grides and clangs.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cvii.

She looks across the harbor-bar
To see the white gulls fly ;

His greeting from the Northern sea
Is in their clanging cry.

Whittier, Amy Wentworth.

II. trans. 1. To cause to sound with a clang.
The fierce Curetes trod tumultuous

Their mystick dance, and clang'd their sounding arms.
Prior.

2. To cause the name of to resound
;
celebrate

with clangor.
"The crane," I said, "may chatter of the crane,
The dove may murmur of the dove, but I

An eagle clang an eagle to the sphere."
Tennyson, Princess, iii.

clang-color (klang'kuFor), n. Same as clang-
tint.

clangor (klang'gor or klang'or), n. [Also some-
times clangour ; = F. clangueur = Pg. clangor
= It. clangore, < L. clangor, a sound, clang, <

clangere, clang: see clang.~\ A sharp, metal-

lic, ringing sound
; resonant, clanging sound

;

clang ;
clamorous noise

;
shrill outcry.

And hear the trumpet's clangour pierce the sky.
Dryden.

Not without clangour, complaint, subsequent criminal

trials, and official persons dying of heartbreak.

Carlyle, French Rev., I. iii. 9.

Night after night the geese came lumbering in in the
dark with a clangor and a whistling of wings, even after

the ground was covered with snow.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 267.

The drum rolls loud, the bugle fills

The summer air with clangor.
Whittier, Oltr River.

The clamor and the clangor of the bells.

Poe, The Bells.

clangor (klang'gor or klang'or), v. i. [Also
sometimes clangour ; < clangor, n.J To make a

clangor; clang; clank; resound.
All steeples are clangouring.

Carlyle, French Rev., III. i. 4.

clangorous (klang'go-rus or klang'o-rus), a. [<
ML. clangorosus, < L. clangor : see clangor."]
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Making or producing clangor; having a hard, clanship (klan'ship), n. [< clan + -ship.] A
metallic, or ringing sound. state of union as in a family or clan

;
associa-

Who would have thought that the clangorous noise of a tion under a chieftain,

smith's hammers should have given the flrst rise to music ? The habitations of the Highlanders, not singly, but in

Spectator, No. 334. Bmaii groups, as if they loved society or clanship.

To serve in Vulcan's clangorous smithy. 1'ennant, Tour in Scotland.

Lowell, Hymn to my Fire.
clansman (klanz'man), n.

; pi. clansmen (-men),

clangour, n. and v. See clangor. A member of a clan.

clangOUSt, a. [< clang + -Oils. Cf. OF. clan- ^^ a hundred clansmen raise

aeujr.~\ Making a clanging noise. Their voices in their Chieftain's praise.

Harsh and <fcnu throats. *- L - "! Ule L" "' 18 '

Sir T. Bmme, Vulg. Err., vii. 14. dap1
(klap), v.

; pret. and pp. clapped or clapt,

clang-tint (klang'tint), n. [< clang + tinfl, ppr. clapping. [< ME. clappen, < AS. cla^ppian

after G. klang-faroe, lit. sound-color.] The (rare) = OFries. klappa, kloppa = D. klappen
timbre or quality of a compound musical tone, = MLG. LG. klappen (> G. klappen) = Icel. Sw.

clang-color. pare, strike, catch ;
Gael, clabar, a mill-clapper,

Could the pure fundamental tones of these instruments clabaire, a loud talker. Prob. ult. imitative :

[clarinet, flute, and violin] be detached, they would be

undistinguishable from each other ; but the different ad-

mixture of overtones in the different instruments renders

their danri-tint* diverse, and therefore distinguishable.

Tyndall, Sound, p. 127.

Olangula (klang'gu-la), , [NL. (Boie, 1822),
dim. of Gr. uKayy^t

"
a clang, clangor, as the

screaming of birds, confused cries, etc. : see

clang.'] A genus of sea-ducks or Fuligulina.',

containing the garrots or goldeneyes. C. clan-

gula is the common goldeneye; C. barrovi is Barrow's

goldeneye or the Rocky Mountain garrot. The American
bufflehead, Bucephala albeola, and some other species,
are often placed in this genus.

clanjamfrie, clanjamfry (klan-jam'fri), n.

[Sc., variously written clamjampliry, -frie, etc.;

appar. a loose compound of clam, clem, mean,
low, worthless, + jamph orjampher, be idle.]

Persons collectively who are regarded with

contempt ;
a mob

; ragtag and bobtail.

A gang of play-actors came. They were the first of that

clanjamfry who had ever been in the parish. Gait.

I only knew the whole clamjamfery of them were there.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, ix.

Clank (klangk), n. [Not in ME. or AS. ;
= MD.

D. klank = MHG. klanck, a ringing sound; in

form from the pret. (*klank) of the verb repre-
sented by MD. D. MHG. G. klinken = E. clink,

and parallel to clang, similarly related to OHG.
ehlingan, MHG. G. MLG. D. klingen : see clink,

and cf. clang, n. and v. Phonetically, clank and
clink may be regarded as nasalized forms of sharp, abrupt sound.

clack and click; as imitative verbs they belong
to an extensive group of more or less imitative

words of similar phonetic form: see clack,

click1
, clang, clash, clatter, clap

1
,
etc. ] A sharp,

hard, metallic sound : as, the clank of chains or

fetters.

You mark him by the crashing bough,
And by his corselet's sullen clank,
And by the stones spurned from the bank.

Scott, Rokeby, ii. 14.

clank (klangk), v. [Not in ME. or AS. ; for-

mally from the noun, but partly, as an imitative

word, an independent verb, a variation of clink,

v. : see clank.n., and cf. clink, clang, n. and D.]

I. trans. 1. To cause to sound with a clank : as,

to clank chains. See the noun.

Officers and their staffs in full uniform clanking their

spurs and jingling their sabres.
W. H. Russell, Crimean War, vi.

2f. To give a ringing blow to.

He clanked Piercy ower the head,
A deep wound and a sair.

Avid Maitland (Child's Ballads, VI. 228).

II. intrans. To sound with or give out a
clank.

He smote his hand
Against his breast, his heavy mailed hand,
That the hard iron corslet clank'd aloud.

M. Arnold, Sohrab and Rustum.

danker (klang'ker), n. [E. dial.
; appar. < clank

+ -er1 .] A beating; a chastisement. Brockett.

[Prov. Eng.]
clannish (klan'ish), a. [< clan + -ishl.'] 1.

Pertaining to a clan
; closely united, like a clan

;

disposed to adhere closely, as the members of

a clan.

cf. clack, etc.] I. trans. 1. To strike with a

quick, sharp motion; slap; pat, as with the

palm of the open hand or some flat object: as,

to clap one on the shoulder.

The hande that clappyd the vndyr the er.

Italy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 177.

Claps her pale cheek, till clapping makes it red.

Shak. ,
Venus and Adonis, 1 468.

Have you never seen a citizen on a cold morning clap-

ping his sides, and walking . . . before his shop?
Dryden, Spanish Friar, ix. 1.

Hence 2. To fondle by patting.

Clapt him on the hands and on the cheeks.

Tennyson, Dora.

3. To push forcibly; move together; shut

hastily: followed by to: as, to clap to the door
or gate. 4. To place or put, especially by a

hasty or sudden motion : as, to clap the hand
to the mouth

;
to clap spurs to a horse.

Tho boordes were clapped on both sides of his body,
through which there were driven many great nailes.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 187.

Then trip to his Lodging, clap on a Hood and Scarf, and
a Mask, slap into a Hackney-Coach and drive hither to

the Door again in a trice !

Congreve, Way of the World, i. 8.

If she rejects this proposal, clap her under lock and key.
Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 2.

5. To strike, knock, or slap together, as the

hands, or against the body, as wings, with a

The vision of the whole race passing out of its state of
clannish division, as the children of Israel themselves had
done in the time of Moses, and becoming fit to receive a
universal constitution, this is great.

J. S. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 213.

2. Imbued with the prejudices, feelings, senti-

ments, etc., peculiar to clans; somewhat nar-
row or restricted in range of social interest
and feeling.

clannishly (klan'ish-li), adv. In a clannish
manner.
clannishness (klan'ish-nes), n. The state or

quality of being clannish.

Men maken hem [so. the loules, alle of gold] dauncen
and syngen, clappynge here wenges togydere.

MandeviUe (ed. Halliwell), p. 219.

O clap your hands, all ye people ; shout unto God with
the voice of triumph. Ps. xlvii. 1.

The crested bird

That claps his wings at dawn.
Tennyson, Fair Women.

Hence 6. To manifest approbation of by
striking the hands together; applaud by clap-

ping the hands.

Wishing for those hands to take off his melancholy bar-

gain, which clapped its performance on the stage.

Dryden, Ded. of Spanish Friar.

7f. To utter noisily.

Alle that thou herest thou shalt telle,

And clappe it out, as doth a belle.

Oower, Conf. Amant., II. 282.

To clap eyes on, to look at; see. [Colloq.]

Nicest girl I ever clapped eyes on.

Harper's Mag., LXV. 607.

To Clap hands, to clasp or join hands with another, in

token of the conclusion of an agreement.

So clap hands and a bargain. Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

To Clap hold Of (or on), to seize roughly and suddenly.

But here my Guide, his wings soft oars to spare,
On the moon's lower horn clap'd hold, and whirl'd

Me up. J. Beaumont, Psyche, i. 100.

To Clap up. (a) To make or arrange hastily ; patch up :

as, to </"!' up a peace.

Was ever match clapp'd up so suddenly?
Shak., T. of the S., a 1.

Coming to their place, they clapt up their house quickly,
and landed their provisions.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 314.

(6) To imprison, especially without formality or delay.

Clap him up,

And, if I live, I'll find a strange death for him.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, iv. 6.

II. intrans. If. To strike or knock, as at a
door.

This somnour clappeth at the widowes gate.

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 283.

2. To come together suddenly with a sharp
noise

;
close with a bang ;

slam
;
clack.

And thai [mouths] clappe shall full clene, & neuer vnclose
aftur. Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 807.

The doors around rae clapt. Dryden.



clap

There rose a noise of striking clocks,

And feet that ran, ami floors that rln/it.

T, i, mi: mi. Hat Hivaiii. 'Die Revival.

3. To applaud, as by clapping the hands to-

jrotlior. 4f. To chatter; prattle or prate con-

tinually <>r noisily.
This monk, he <-lni>itHh loude.

Chaucer, 1'rol. to Nun's I'riest's Tale, I. If).

5. To begin or set to work with alacrity and
briskness.
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fessions are often made by ignorant or irre-

sponsible persons, a quack. [Now only vulgar.]
H.- WHO the ilrst flaii-doctor that I met with in history.

No. _>;< i

clape (klap), n. [Origin obscure.] The flicker

or golden-winged woodpecker, Colaptes auratux.

[Local, U. 8.]

Clapert, [ME., later written
clapper,

Sc.

clitplii-rx; < OF. rlnpier, F. dopier (ML. claperi-
im, i-ln

iii-riii. cliijii-n nm), a rabbit-burrow, < rlnpir,
Truly, sir, I would desire you to ,-/,,/, into jour prayers; S(|Uat

.

origin uncertain.] A rabbit-burrow,
for, I,ok you, the warrants come. Khak.. M. fur M., ,t . :i. /.,_,,,, /;,,.,.,!. 1405.

clapmatch (klap'mach), w. A fishermen's name
fur an olil female seal.

The younger of both sexes [of sea-lions], together with
the aiopnMUMW, eroak hoarsely, or send forth sonncU like

the bleating of sheep or the harking of dogs.
C. M. XcaiiiiHim, Marine Mammals, p. 130.

clap-net (klap'net), n. A net in hinged sec-

tions, made to fold quickly upon itself by the

pulling of a string, much used by the bird-

catchers who supply the London market.

clappet, '' and . An obsolete form of c//<
J

.

clappedepouch (klap'e-de-pouch), n. A name
of the shepherd's-purse, Cn/mi-lln linrtia-i>a#toris,
in allusion to its little pouches hung out as it

were by the wayside, as the begging lepers of

old times extended a pouch at the end of a pole
and called attention to it by a clapper or bell.

clapper 1
(klap'er), M. [< ME. clapper, r/.//r,

cli-/irr (== I), klapper = MHG. kl<i)i]-r. klrpi>n;
a chatterer, blabber (> G.

klajrper),
= M-HG.

klepfer, etc.); < ctap
1

, t'., + -cri.J 1. Something
which claps or strikes with a loud, sharp noise.

Specifically (a) The tongue of a bell.

Like the rude clapper of a crazed bell.

/;. Jonton, Case is Altered, v. 3.

(i>) The cover of a clack-dish, (c) The piece of wood or

metal which strikes the hopper of a mill, (d) In medieval

churches, a wooden rattle used as a summons to prayers
on the last three days of Holy Week, when it was custom-

ary for the church bells to remain silent. Also called clap.
F. Q. Lee. (e) A clack or windmill for frightening birds.

They kill not vipers, but scarre them away with Clap-

pers from their Balsame-trees.

Purchai, Pilgrimage, p. 233.

claret

clap-sill (klap'sil), n. In hydraulic engin., a
miter-sill: tin 1 liottinii part of the frame on
which lock-gates slint. Also .-ailed lix-k-xill.

clap-stick (klai/stik), . A kind of wooden
rattle or clapper used fur raising an alarm; a
watchman's rattle.

He was not disturbed . . . by th>- watetnnen's rappers"

Srattay, HM Boeur, L

clap
1
(klap), . [< ME. cla/>, ctnppe = D. klnp

= LG. klii/> (> <J. klu/ip) = led.' Sw. klapp =
Dan. kliii> = olNJ. kln/,li. MIX ;./,/,/,</, G. kluff:

a striking with a noise; from the verb.] 1. A
sudden sharp sound produced by a collision;

a bang ;
a slap ;

a slam.

Give the door such a clap as you go out as will shake the

whole room.

Su'ift, Advice to Servants, (Jeneral Pireetions.

Hence 2. A burst or peal, as of thunder.

Horrible claps of thunder, and flashes of lightning,
voices and earthquakes. llakeunll. Apology.

3. A striking together, as of the hands or of a

bird's wings ; especially, a striking of the hands

together, to express applause.
Men, witli wives, and boys,

Whose shouts and daps out-voice the deep-mouth d sea.

Shak., Hell. V., v.(cho.).

4. A clapping; applause expressed by clap-

ping. [Now colloq.]
He sometimes lets the audience begin the dap of them-

selves, ami at the conclusion of their applause ratifies it

with a single thwack. Addison, Trunkmaker at the Play.

He was saluted, on his first appearance, with a general

dap ; by which I perceived that he was one of those spoil-

ed actors in whom the pit pardons everything.
Smollett, tr. of Oil Bias, vil. 6.

5t- Noise of any kind, especially idle chatter.

Stynt thi dappe. Chaucer, Prol. to Miller's Tale, 1. 36.

His lewde [Ignorant] dappe, of which I sett no prys.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. 8.), I. 106.

6. A sudden blow, motion, or act : generally in

the phrase at a clap (which see, below). 7. A
touch or pat with the open hand : as, he put
her off with a kiss and a clap. [Scotch and
New England.] 8. In falconry, the nether

part of the beak of a hawk. E. Phillips, 1706.

9. Same as clapper
1

, 1 (d) At a clap, at one
blow ; all at once ; suddenly.

What, fifty of my followers at a dap ! Shak., Lear, 1. 4.

They are for hazarding all for God at a clap, and I am
for taking all advantage to secure my life and estate.

Bunt/an, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 165.

Clap2 (klap), n. [Cf. D. klapoor, < OF. clapoir,
a venereal sore.] Gonorrhea.

clap
2
(klap), v. t. [< clap*, .] To infect with

venereal poison. [Rare.]
clapboard (klap'bord; colloq. klab'ord), n.

[Early mod. E. also 'clawboard, cloboard "; appar.
< clapi- + board, but perhaps orig. < claw (with
ref. to clenching), or elore (pp. of cleave2

, split),

+ board.'] 1. Along thin board, usually about
6 or 8 inches wide, used for covering the out-

side of a wooden building. Clapboards are nailed
on with edges lapping clinker-fashion, as a weather-board-

Ing. Also called, collectively, sheathing.

M'. Oldham had a small house near the weir at Water-
town, made all of clapboards, burned August, 1632.

Winthrop, Journal, I. 87.

Richard Longe was fined, in 1636, for riving divers good
trees into clapltoards. Massachusetts Records, 1. 163.

We heard the loosened clapboards tost,
The board-nails snapping in the frost.

Ifhittier, Snow-Bound.

2. A roofing-board about 4 feet long by 8 inches

wide, and thicker on one edge than on the oth-

er, rived from a log by splitting it from the cen-
ter outward. Also called shake. [U. S.]

The broad side gable, shaded by its rude awning of clap-
boards. 0. W. Cable, Old Creole Days, p. 85.

3. A stave for casks. [Eng.]
clapboard (klap'bord ; colloq. klab'ord), v. t.

[< clapboard, n.~]

'

To cover or sheathe with

clapboards, as a house. [U. S.]

A plain clapboarded structure of small size.

The Century, XXVIII. 11.

clap-bread (klap'bred), n. A kind of oatmeal
cake rolled out thin and baked hard. Also clap-
cuke. Halliwell.

The great rack of clap-bread hung overhead, and Bell

Hobson's preference of this kind of oat-cake over the leav-

cned and partly sour kind used in Yorkshire was another
source of her unpopularity.

ilrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, iv.

clap-dish (klap'dish), n. Same as clack-ilixh.

clap-doctor (klap 'dok* tor), n. A physician
who undertakes the cure of venereal diseases ;

hence, formerly, from the fact that such pro-

A clapper clapping in a garth,
To scare the fowl from fruit.

flnc

Princess, ii.

,') pi. Pieces of wood or bone to be held between the

ingers and struck together rhythmically ; the bones. (y)
The knocker of a door. Minsheu, 1617.

2. One who claps, especially one who applauds
by clapping the hands. 3. A clack-valve. 4.

pi. A pair of iron plates used to hold fine steel

springs while being hardened. 5. [Cf. clam1
,

n., 2.J A plank laid across a running stream
as a substitute for a bridge. 6t. pi. Warren-

pales or -walls. Coles, 1717. 7. The tongue.
Brockett. [Prov. Eng.] Beggar's clapper. See
clack-dvth and cliclcet.

Clapper 1
(klap'er), v. i. [< clapper^, n.] To

clap ;
make a clattering noise. [Rare.]

Loose boards on the roof clappered and rattled.

5. Judd, Margaret, i. 17.

clapper2t, See eloper.

clapper-bill (klap'er-bil), n. A name of the

open-beaked storks, of the genus Antatomus
(which see). Also called shell-eater.

clapperclaw (klap'er-kla), v. t. [< ctap
1 +

claw. Cf. caperclaw.'] 1. To beat, claw, and

scratch; thrash; drub.

They are danper-dawing one another ; I'll go look on.

Shak., T. and C., v. 4.

2. To scold ; abuse with the tongue ; revile.

Have always been at daggers-drawing
And one another dapper-damng.

S. Butler, Hudibras, ii.

clapperclaw (klap'er-kla), n. [< clapperclaw,
c.J Same as back-scratclier, 2.

clapperdudgeont (klap
'

er-duj
'
on), . [Also

clapperdoyeon ; appar. < clapper^, clap
1

,
+ dud-

geon, a dagger, or a handle.] A beggar.
It is but the part of a dapperdudgeon, to strike a man

in the street Greene, George-a-Greene.

A Clapperdogeon is in English a Begger borne ; some call

him a Pallyard.
Deleter, Bellman of London (ed. 1608), sig. C, 3.

clappering (klap'er-ing), n. [< clapper* + -ingi.]

Pulling the clapper instead of the bell.

The lazy and pernicious practice of
dapperinq,

i. e., ty-

ing the bell rope to the clapper, and pulling it instead of

the bell. Sir E. Beckett, Clocks and Watches, p. 379.

clapper-stay (klap'er-sta),n. A device formuf-

fling large bells.

clapper-valve (klap'er-valv), n. In a steam-

engine, a valve suspended from a hinge, and

working alternately on two seats
;
a clack-valve.

It is sometimes a disk vibrating between two
seats.

elapse, i'. and n. A dialectal form of clasp.

claptrap (klap'trap), n.undo. I. ". It. A con-

trivance for clapping in theaters. 2. Figura-

tively, an art i lice or (lev ice to elicit applause or

gain popularity; deceptive show or pretense.
II.U actor IThonms r,,hbam|, . . . when aj.pioa.hing a

claptrap, gives such note, of preparation that they must in-

deed be barren spectators who do n"t perceive that then

is something c ing. Quoted in A. and Q., "th ser., II. 31H.

He played to the galleries, and indulged them of course

with an endless succession of clap-traps.
Brougham, Sheridan.

Trashy books which owe their circulation to advertis-

ing skill or to pretentious dap t.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 62.

II. a. Designing or designed merely to win

approval or catch applause.
The unworthy arts of the clan-trap mob-orator.

A. K. H. Boyd, Country Parson, I.

Read election speeches and observe how votes an gained
by clap-trap appeals to senseless prejudices.

H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 289.

claque (klak), n. [P., < claquer, clap, applaud,
< D. klakk<-n, clap, clack: see clack."] 1. In the-

aters, a set of men, called claqueurs, distribut-

ed through the audience, and hired to applaud
the piece or the actors ;

the system of paid ap-
plause. This method of aiding the success of public per-
formances Is very ancient ; but it first became a perma-
nent system, openly organized and controlled by the cla-

queurs themselves, in Paris at the beginning of the nine-

teenth, century.
The dairue at the Grand Opera is very select. I would

n't go with the dame on the boulevards.

V. llugo, lea Miserables, St. Denii (trans.), vi. 2.

Hence 2. Any band of admirers applauding
and praising from interested motives.

claqueur (kla-ker'), n. [F., < claquer, applaud:
see c,/<i i/ KC.'] A member of the claque. Each

claqueur has a special r61e allotted to him. Thus, the
i n- a i- laughs at the comic sallies ; the pleureur weeps at

pathetic passages ; the bijtseur calls "encore !

"
and so on ;

and all together clap their hands and applaud upon occa-

sion. The performances of the claque are directed by a

leader.

We will go to the Opera. We will go in with the da-
irueurs. V. Hugo, Les Miserable*, St. Denis (trans.), vL 2.

clarabella (klar-a-bel'a), . [Also daribella;
< L. clarus, clear, + bettus, beautiful : see clear,

a., and beau, belle."] An organ-stop having open
wooden pipes which give a soft, sweet tone, re-

sembling the stopped diapason and the eight-
foot bourdon.

claravoyantt, An obsolete form of clairvoy-
ant.

Clare (klar), n. A nun of the order of St. Clare.
Poor Clares, see ciarise.

Clare constat (kla're kon'stat). [L. : dare,

clearly, (clarus, clear ;
constat, 3d pers. sing.pres.

ind. of constare, stand together, be established:

see clear, a., and constant."] Literally, it is clear-

ly established Precept of dare constat, in Scots

laic, a deed executed by a subject superior, for the pur-

pose of completing the title of his vassal's heir to the lands

field by the deceased vassal.

clarence (klar'ens), n. [From Clarence, a prop-
er name. ] A close four-wheeled carriage, with
a curved glass front and inside seats for two or

four persons.
Clarenceuz, n. Same as Clarencieux.

Clarencieux (klar'en-su), w. [Said to be so

called from the Duke of Clarence, son of Edward
III., who first held the office.] In Great Brit-

ain, the title of the second king-at-arms, rank-

ing after Garter king-at-arms. His province com-

prises that part of England south of the river Trent, and
lie is hence sometimes called Surrey (southern king). See

king-at-arnu, iiarter, and Xorroy.

clarendon (klar'en-don), n. [< Clarendon, a

proper name.] A condensed form of printing-

type, like Roman in outline, but with thickened
lines.

This line is printed in clarendon.

clarenert, . See clarioner.

Clarenine (klar'e-nin), . [< Clarene (see def.)
+ -inc1 .] One of a reformed congregation of

Franciscans founded in 1302 by Angelo di Car-

dona, and named from a stream called the

Clarene, on which the first monastery was es-

tablished, near Ancona. They were reunited

with the Franciscans in 1510.

clare-ohscure (klar'ob-skur'), n. Same ascfcur-

obscure, chiaroscuro.

claret (klar'et), a. and . [< ME. claret, cleret

(= MLG. MHG. G. Mare t = Sp. Pg. clarete= It.



3. Blood. [Pugilistic slang.]

Claret-cup (klar'et-kup), .

claret

claretto, claret), < OF. claret, clairet, F. elairrt,

prop, adj., clear, clearish, Tin clairet, or simply
clairet, wine of clear red color, dim. of cler, < L.

clarus, clear: see clear, a. Cf. clary.'] 1. a.

If. Clear; clearish: applied to wine. Prompt.

Pan., p. 79. 2. [Attrib. use of the noun.]

Having the color of claret wine.

He wore a daret coat. X>. Jerrold.

II. . 1. The name given in English to the

red wines of France, particularly to those of

Bordeaux, but excluding Burgundy wines. In

France the name clairet is given only to thin

or poor wines of a light-red color. Heuce 2.

Any similar red wine, wherever made : as, Cali-

fornia claret.

Red and white wine are in a trice confounded into daret.

Boyle.

.

- -, . A summer bever-

age, composed of iced claret, a little brandy,

sugar, and a slice or two of lemon, with mint
or borage.

claret-red (klar'et-red), n. A coal-tar color of

complex composition, belonging to the azo-

group. It is used for dyeing wool.

Clareyt, An obsolete form of clergy.

Clarian (klar'i-an), n. [< Clare (see def.) +
-ian.] A member of Clare Hall, in the Uni-

versity of Cambridge, England.
Dropt she her fan beneath her hoop,
E'en stake-stuck Clariaiu strove to stoop.

Smart, Barkeeper of Mitre, 1741.

claribel-flute (klar'i-bel-flot), n. An organ-stop
similar to the clarabella, but generally of four-

foot pitch.
claribella (klar-i-bel'a), n. See clarabella.

clarichord (klar'i-kord), n. [Early mod. E.

elaricord; = F. claricorde, < L. clarus, clear, +
cJtorfla, a string: see clear, a., and chord.'] 1.

A medieval musical instrument, probably some
kind of harp. It has been supposed to be iden-

tical with the clavichord, probably on account
of the similarity of the names. 2. In her.,

same as clarion, 4.

claricymbal (klar-i-sim'bal), n. [< NL. clari-

cymbalum, < L. darns, clear, + cynibalum, cym-
bal: see clear, a., and cymbal.'] A musical in-

strument used in the sixteenth century. It re-

sembled in form a grand piano without legs, or a harp laid

prostrate, and comprised 4 octaves with 19 notes in each.

claricymbalum (klar-i-sim'ba-lum), n.
; pi. cla-

ricymbala (-la). [NL.] Same as claricymbal.

clafiet, n. See clary
1

.

clarification (klar"i-fi-ka'shou), n. [= F. clari-

fication = Pr. clarificacio = Sp. clarification =
Pg. clarificacio = It. chiarificazione, < LL. clarifi-

catio(n-), only in sense of 'glorification,' < clari-

ficare, pp. clarificatits, glorify: see clarify.]

The act of clarifying ; particularly, the clearing
or fining of liquid substances from feculent

matter by the separation of the insoluble par-
ticles which prevent the liquid from being
transparent. This may be performed by nitration, but
the term is more especially applied to the use of such clari-

fying substances or agents as gelatin, albumen, alcohol,

heat, etc.

To know the means of accelerating clarification [in li-

quors] we must know the causes of clarification.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

clarifier (klar'i-fl-er), n. 1. One who or that
which clarifies or purifies : as, whites of eggs,

blood, and isinglass are clarifiers of liquors.
2. A vessel in which a liquid is clarified

j spe-

cifically, a large metallic pan for clarifying
saccharine syrup, etc.

clarify (klar'i-fi), v.
; pret. and pp. clarified,

ppr. clarifying. [< ME. clarifien, make clear,

glorify, = D. clarificeren, clarifieren, < OF. clari-

fier, F. clarifier = Pr. clarifiar, clarificar = Sp.

Pg. clarificar = It. chiarificare, clarify, < LL.
clarificare, glorify, lit. make clear, < L. clarus,

clear, bright, famous (see clear, .), + faeere,
make.] I. trans. If. To glorify.

Fadir, the hour Cometh, darifie thy sonne.

Wyclif, John xvii. 1.

I come Cristis name to clarifie,
And god his Fadir me has ordand,
And lor to bere witnesse. York Plays, p. 187.

2. To make clear; especially, purify from fec-

ulent matter
; defecate ; fine : applied particu-

larly to liquors : as, to clarify wine or saccharine

syrup. See clarification.
Another Riuer . . . whose waters were thicke and miry,

which they clarifie with allmne before they can drink it.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 435.

3. To brighten ; purify; make clear, in a figura-
tive sense; free from obscurities or defects;
render luminous

;
render intelligent or intel-

ligible.
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The Christian religion is the only means ... to set

fallen man upon his legs again, to clarify bis reason, and

rectify his will. South, Sermons.

John
| Stuart] Mill would occasionally throw in an idea

to clarify an involved theory or shed light on a profound
abysmal one. Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 81.

History is clarified experience.
Lowell, Address at Chelsea, Mass., Dec., 1885.

II. intrans. 1. To grow or become clear or

free from feculent matter; become pure, as li-

quors: as, cider clarifies by fermentation. 2.

To become clear intellectually; grow clear or

perspicuous.
His wits and understanding do clarify and break up in

the communicating and discoursing with another.

liactm, Friendship.

Much of the history of Shelley's mind lies ... in the

gradual clarifying of his zeals and enthusiasms, until at

their best they became, not fire without light, but pure
and luminous ardours. E. Dowaen, Shelley, I. 160.

clarigatet (klar'i-gat), r. . [< L. clariaatus, pp.
of clarigare, declare war with certain religious

ceremonies, < clarus, clear, + agere, do, make :

see clear, a., and act, n."] To proclaim war

against an enemy with certain religious cere-

monies. See clarigation. Holland. [Rare.]

clarigation (klar-i-ga'shon), . [< L. clariga-

tio(n-), < clarigare : see clarigate."] Among the

ancient Romans, a solemn and ceremonious re-

cital of injuries and grievances received from
another people, made within the enemy's terri-

tory, as a preliminary to the declaration of war,

by the pater patratus, one of the fetial priests.
Clariid (klar'i-id), n. A fish of the family Cla-

i'ii/lii'.

Clariidae (kla-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Clarias

+ -idte.] A family of nematognathous fishes,

typified by the genus Clarias. They have an eel-

like body with extremely long dorsal and anal fins, the
head mailed above, the body naked, 8 barbels, and a pe-
culiar accessory gill received in a special cavity. There
are over 30 species, some of which attain a length of 6

feet. They inhabit parts of Africa and western and south-
ern Asia. The family is divided into Clariinae and Helen-
branchiiue.

Clariina (klar-i-5'na), n. pi. [NL., < Clarias

+ - 2
.] In Giiutlier's system of classification

of fishes, a group of Silurida: homalopteriF,

having the gill-membranes not confluent with
the skin of the isthmus, and the dorsal fin uni-

formly composed of feeble rays, or with its

posterior portion modified into an adipose fin:

same as the family Clariidai.

Clariinas (klar-i-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Clarias +
-ina:] A subfamily of Clariidw, containing the

typical forms with one long-rayed dorsal fin.

About 25 species are known.
clarin (kla-ren'), n. [Sp., a clarion, trumpet:
see clarino.] A musical instrument: same as
acocotl (which see).
clarine (kla-re-na'), a. [F. (= Sp. clarinado in

same sense), < clarine, a small bell (so called

from its clear sound), < L. clarus, > F. clairc =.

E. clear, a., q. v.] In Tier., having a collar of

bells : as, a cow clarine azure (that is, having a

collar of bells in blue). Berry.
clarinet (klar'i-net or klar-i-net'), n. [Also
clarionet (resting on clarion); = D. Dan. Idari-

net = G. clarinet = Sw. klarinett, < F. clarinette,

< It. clarinetto (= Sp. clarinete = Pg. clarineta),
dim. of clarino : see clarino.'] A musical wind-
instrument consisting of a mouthpiece contain-

Clarinet, with mouthpiece on a
larger scale.

ing a single beating reed, a cylindrical tube with
18 holes (9 to be closed by the fingers and 9 by
keys), and a bell or flaring mouth, its tone is

full, mellow, and expressive, blending well with both brass
and stringed instruments. Its compass is about 3J octaves,
beginning just above tenor C, and including all the semi-
tones. Several varieties are in use, differing in pitch and
in their adaptability to extreme keys, as the C clarinet,
the Hj clarinet, the Eh clarinet, etc. Other varieties are
the alto clarinet, the basset-horn, and the bass clarinet,
which together constitute the clarinet family of instru-
ments. The clarinet is a modification of the medieval
shawm, and became a recognized orchestral instrument
about 1775 ; it is now in constant use in all orchestras and
in most military bands. Its construction was decidedly
improved in 1843. Bass clarinet, a large clarinet pitch-
ed an octave lower than the ordinary clarinet.

clarinet-Stop (klar'i-net-stop), . See krum in-

horn.

clarinettist (klar-i-net'ist), n. [< F. clarinet-

tiste, < clarinette: see clarinet and -ist.] One
skilled in playing the clarinet.

clarino (kla-re'no), n. [It., also chiarino, = Sp.
clarin = Pg. clarim, < ML. as if "clarinus, < L.

Clarkia

clarus, clear: see clear, a. Cf. clarion.] Same
as clarion.

Clarion (klar'i-on), n. [< ME. elarioun, < OF.

clarion, F. clairon, < ML. clario(n-), a trumpet
(also clnriiKiitu ; cf. clarino), so called from its

clear sound, < L. darns, clear: see clear, .] 1.

A small high-pitched trumpet. [Now chiefly

poetical.]

Pypes, trompes, nakeres, and clariounei,
That in the batuille blowe bloody sownes.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale (ed. Morris), 1. 1653.

Sound, sound the clarion, nil the flfe !

To all the sensual world proclaim,
One crowded hour of glorious life

Is worth an age without a name.
Scott, Old Mortality, xxxiv.

2. Hence, any sound resembling that of a clari-

on
; any instrument which utters sounds like

those of a clarion.

And his this drum, whose hoarse, heroic bass

Drowns the loud clarion of the braying ass.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 234.

The cock's shrill clarion, or the echoing horn,
No more shall rouse them from their lowly bed.

Gray, Elegy.

3. An organ-stop haying pipes with reeds,
which give a bright, piercing tone, usually an
octave above the key struck. 4. In her., a

bearing common in very early English her-

aldry, and occasionally used on the continent,

supposed to represent a musical wind-instru-

ment. It is also called a rest, and because so called sup-

posed by some to represent the rest of the lance ; but it

is certain that it occurs in English heraldry before the

adoption of the lance-rest in armor. J. R. Planche, in

Jour. Archseol. Assoc., IV. Also called clarichord.

clarionert, n. [ME. clarionere, clarener, clar-

enere; < clarion + -er^.] A trumpeter.
C(arMmreor<:iarenere[var.<;&m'emr],liticen.bellicrepa.

Prompt. Pare., p. 80.

clarionet (klar'i-q-net'). n. See clarinet.

clarioningt (klar'i-o-ning), n. [ME. clarion-

i/nge; < clarion + -ingl.~] Trumpeting.
In feight and blodeshedynge

Ys used gladly darionynoe.
Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 1242

clarisonOUS (kla-ris'o-nus), a. [< L. clariso-

nus, having a clear sound, < clarus, clear, +
sonus, a sound : see clear, a., andsod5.] Hav-

ing a clear sound. Ash. [Rare.]
Ularisse (kla-res'), n. [F.] One of an order of

Franciscan nuns, also called Poor Clares, found-
ed in 1212 by St. Clare under the direction of

St. Francis, who gave them their rule in 1224,

requiring absolute poverty and dependence up-
on alms. In 1264 this order was divided into two branch-
es, the one, called Urbaniatu, following the mitigated rule

approved by Urban IV., the other following the original
rule. The name Claruses or Clarusincs was retained as a
distinctive title by the latter.

clarissimot (kla-re'si-mo), n. [Sp., now cla-

risimo,<. L. ctarissimtix, superl. of clarus (> Sp.
claro), clear, bright, illustrious : see clear, .]

A magnifico ;
a grandee.

Enter Volpone, Mosca. The first in the habit of a Comman-
dadore ; the other of a Clariturimo.

Vol. 'Fore heaven, a brave clai-iiximo ; tliou becom'st it !

Pity thou wert not born one. B. Jonxon, Volpone, v. 3.

Clarissine (klar-i-sen'), [As Clarisse 4-

-twe1 .] A member of the order of Clarisses.

clarite (klar'It), n. [< Clara (see def.) + -ite?.]

A sulphid of arsenic and copper closely allied

to enargite, from the Clara mine, near Schap-
bach, in Baden.

claritude (klar'i-tud), n. [< L. claritudo, <

clarus, clear: see clear, a.] Clearness; splen-
dor.

Those claritttdes which gild the skies.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, vii. 57.

clarity (klar'i-ti), n. [< ME. clarite, claretee,
also clerete, cleerte, clerte, < OF. clerte, clartet, F.
clarte = Pr. claritat = Sp. claridad = Pg. clari-

dade = It. cliiarita, < L. clarita(t-)s, clearness,
< clarus, clear: see clear, a,.] Clearness; bright-

ness; splendor. [Obsolete or archaic.]
There cam doun a Sterre, and gaf Lighte and served him

with claretee. Maiuleville, Travels, p. 86.

There is a story told of a very religious person, whose

spirit in the ecstasy of devotion was transported to the

clarity of a vision. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 62.

Floods in whose more than crystal clarity
Innumerable virgin graces grow.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, xxi. 44.

They were the ferment of the heated fancy, and, though
murky and unsettled, to be followed by clarity, sweetness,
and strength. Stednmn, Viet. Poets, p. 392.

clarkt, An obsolete spelling of clerk, still

used as a proper name, i'lark, <'l<irl;r.

Clarkia (klar'ki-a), H. [NL. ;
named for Capt.

William Clarice, who with Capt. Meriwether
Lewis conducted the first U. S. government



Clarkia

exploring expedition across the continent in

1804-0.] A small genus of herbaceous annual

plants, natural order Oiiii/irimn, natives of the

United States west of the Kocky Moiiniaiiis.

They have showy purplish (lowers, and two

species, r. /iidi'lui/i/ ami r. i-li-i/im.-; are common
in cultivation.

claro-obscuro (klii 'ro-ob-skd'ro), . fOIt.j
Same as Hliariinri/rn.

clart (kliirt), r. t. [E. dial, and Sc., also clort ;

origin unknown.] To daub, smear, or spread;
ilirl v.

clart (kliirt), n. [< clart, .] 1. A daub: as,

a chiri of grease. 2. ///. Tenacious mire or

mud. [Scotch.]
clarty (kliir'ti), . [Also clorty ; < clart + -y

1
.

Ct. t'luitii.] Miry; muddy; sticky and foul;

very dirty. [Scotch.]

Searching aulil wives' barrels,
< rh. linn ; tin- .lay :

That clnrin barm should .-t:iin my laurels.

I'.III-H*, On being Appointed to the Excise.

clary't, [^ ME. r/ary, Hurie, clarey, Hurry,
darn;, < OF. rlarc, < ML. c/iiriilinii (also Htirr-

linii), clary, lit. 'cleared' or 'clarified' wine,

prop. neut. (sc. vinum, wine) of L. claratus, pp.
of clarare, clear, clarify: nee clear, v. Different

from claret, with which it has been confused:
see chire t.] Wine mixed with honey and spices,
and afterward strained until it is clear.

A elurrr inaad of a certeyn wyn,
With IK rcotykesand opye of Thebes fyn.

Chaucer, Knight s Tale (ed. Morris), L 613.

No man yit in the niorter spiees (frond
To clarre. Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 16.

Clary2 (kla'ri), n. [For "sclari/, < P. sclarec or
ML. sclarea, scarlea, etc. ; cf. D. scharlci, scherlei

= MHG. scharleie, G. scharlci = It. schiarea =
Pg. esclarea ; origin unknown.] A plant of the

genus Salvia or sage, Salvia ticlarca. The name
\\li-, n-^hi J b\ tin- ;ip<.l hrr:irii > ill!. ,,/, eyA t ran-]:itr,l

Oculwt-Chrijtti, Godey-fie, and see-bright, and the plant
accordingly used in eye-salves. Wild Clary, (a) Salria

Vcrbenacii, a common European species, (b) In the West
Indie-*, lli'liutropiuiii Indicitm.

clary :t

t,
'' '. [Appar. based on L. clarus, clear,

shrill : see clarion, clear, a.] To make a loud
or shrill noise.

The crane that goeth before, if aught to be avoyded, gives
warning thereof by clan/ing.

A. Gelding, tr. of Solinus, xiv.

clary-water (kla'ri-wa"ter), w. A composition
of brandy, sugar, clary-flowers, and cinnamon,
with a little ambergris, formerly much used as
an aid to digestion.
clase (klaz), n. pi. A variant spelling of Scotch
does.

clash (klash), v. [= D. kletsen, splash, clash, =
G. Jclatscheii, dial, kletschen, = Dan. Masks =
Sw. klatscha, clash, knock about; cf. MD. D.

klets, Or. klatsch, interj.; Dan. klask= Sw. klatsch,
a clash. Appar. an imitative variant of clack;
cf . crash, crack, and hash, hack. See dish-clash.]
1. in trans. 1. To make a loud harsh noise, as
from a violent or sudden blow or collision.

Clash, ye bells, in the merry March air !

Tennyson, Welcome to Alexandra.

The music beat and rang and clashed in the air.

G. W. Curtix, Int. to Cecil Dreeme.

2. To dash against an object with a loud noise
;

come into violent and resounding collision;
strike furiously.
The true Reason of it [the ebbing and flowing of the sea]is

nothing else but the clashing of the Waters of two mighty
Seas crossing each other. Stillingfleet, Sermons, III. x.

And thrice

They clash'd together, and thrice they brake their spears.

Tennyson, fleraint.

3. Figuratively, to act with opposing power or
in a contrary direction; come into collision;

contradict; interfere: as, their opinions and
their interests clash.

Neither was there any queen-mother who might claxh

with his counsellors for authority. Bacon, Henry VII.

Other existences there are, that clash with ours.
M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

4. To talk; gossip idly; tattle; tell tales.

Burns. [Scotch.]
II. trans. To bang ; strike, or strike against,

with a resounding collision
;

strike sharply to-

gether.
Then Thisbe . . . claM the dore.

Lisle, Ueliodoms (1638).

The nodding statue clash'd his arms.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., iii. 370.

Above all, the triumphant palm-trees clashed their me-
lodious branches like a chorus with cymbals.

C. W. Stoddard, South Sea Idyls, p. 7.

Let us clash our minds together, and see If some sparks
do not spring forth.

J. E. Cooke, Virginia Comedians, I. xvili.
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clash (klash), n. [< Htixli, r.] 1. A sharp or

harsh noise made by a blow, as upon a metallic
surface ; a sound produced by the violent col-

lision of hard bodies; a striking together with
noise

; noisy collision.

The clash of arms and voice of men we hear.

SirJ. Denham, .-Em-id, ii.

Here he was Interrupted by something which fell with
a heavy clash on tli>- .-,tivt-t before us.

How oft tin- hind has started at the clash
Of spears, and j <!! of mct-tiiii: armies here.

Bryant, To the Apennines.

2. Figuratively, opposition ;
collision

;
contra-

diction, as between differing or conflicting in-

terests, views, purposes, etc.

The clashes between popes and kings.

fienham, Progress of Learning.

3. Tittle-tattle; scandal ; idle talk. [Scotch.]

class

2. In a narrower sense, a large knife with one
Made willed folds into (lie handle and may bo
locked \\hen open by a catch on the back.

clasp-lock (klasp'lok), ii. A lock which is

olOMd or secured l,\ means of a spring; spe-
cifically. a device for locking together the COV-
eis of a book or an album.

clasp-nail (klasp'niil), n. A nail having a head
with pointed spurs that sink into the wood.

class (kliis), n. [= 1. kliia, l.-laxxt; = G. c/

SOUK- rhyme to roiirt tin; country clash.

4. A quantity of any moist substance thrown
at something; a splash. [Scotch.]
clashing (klash'ing), n. [Verbal n. of clash,

>:] The action of the verb clash, in any sense;
specifically, opposition ;

contention
; dispute.

There is high clashinrf again betwixt my Lord Duke and
tin- Kurl of liristol ; they recriminate one another of divers

Tilings. Iltneell, Letters, I. iv. 20.

dashingly (klash'ing-li), adv. With clashing.
clasp (klasp), t'. [< ME. clas/ien, rarely clospen,
also clajisen (cf. LG. inl.in.^K rn), grasp firmly,

prob. extended from clap
1

, strike suddenly ;
but

cf. clamp 1 and clip
1

, embrace.] I. trans. 1. To
catch and hold by twining or embracing ;

sur-
round and cling to, as a vine to a tree; em-
brace closely; inclose or encompass, as with
the arms, hands, or fingers ; grasp.

Then creeping, clasp'd the hero's knees and prayed.
Dryden, 1n.-nl, x.

He seeks to clasp
His daughter's cold, damp hand in his.

Wnittier, Mogg Megone, i.

2. To shut or fasten together with or as with
a clasp.
His holes elapsed [var. clapsud, etc., clasped, clospede]

fayre and fetlsly. Chaucer, (lea. Prol. to C. T., 1. 273.

Sermons are the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and do
open the Scriptures, which being but read, remain in com-
parison still cUuped. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 22.

II. intrans. To cling. [Bare.]
My father, . . .

. . . clasping to the mast, endur'd a sea
That almost burst the deck. Shak., Pericles, Iv. 1.

clasp (klasp), n. [< ME. clasp, clespe (= LG.
klaxpe, klasper); from the verb.] I. A catch
or hook used to hold together two things, or
two parts of the same thing.

Ant the body hongeth at the galewes faste,
With yrnene [iron] claitpes longe to laste.

Execution of Sir Simon t'raser (Child's Ballads, VI. 282).

Specifically (a) A broad, flat hook or catch used to hold
together the covers of a book.

That book in many's eyes doth share the glory,
That in gold clasps locks in tile golden story.

Shak., E. and J., I. 3.

(b) A hook used to hold together two parts of a garment,
or serve as an ornament : as, a cloak-efrwp. See agraffe,
broochi, ffrinail. (c) A small piece of tin or other metal

passed through or around two objects, and bent over to
fasten them together, (rf) In spinning, an arrangement
consisting of two horizontal beams, the upper pressed
upon the lower one, or lifted for drawing out the thread.

2. A clinging or grasping, especially of the
arms or hands ; a close embrace.

A central warmth diffusing bliss

In glance and smile, and clasp and kiss.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxiv.

3. In entom., the claspers at the end of the male
abdomen, designed for retaining the female.

clasper (klas'per), n. One who or that which
clasps. Specifically (a) In hot., the tendril of a vine
or other plant which twines round something for support.
(M In -"<'., any special organ by which one sex clasps and
retains the other in copulation, as in many insects, crusta-

ceans, fishes, etc. The claspers are usually modified limbs,
or appendages of limbs, but are sometimes other special
parts, as terminal abdominal appendages of insects.

The ventral fins [of selachians] are always placed near
the anus, and, in the male, bear peculiar grooved carti-

laginous appendages, which are the accessory copulatory
organs (claspers). Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. 168.

claspered (klas'perd), a. [< clasper + -erf2.]
Furnished with claspers or tendrils.

clasp-hook (klasp'huk), n. A pair of hooks
provided with a slip-ring which, when in posi-
tion, holds tli, 'i together.
clasp-knife (klitsp

'
nif), . 1. A knife with

one or more blades which fold into the handle.
Clasp-knives of bronze have been found among Etruscan
remains ; they have been found in Rome with iconic han-
dles of bone and other materials, and iron blades. Dur-
ing the middle ages they were probably superseded by the
sheath-knife worn in the belt, and were not commonly in
use again until the seventeenth century.

= Dan. /,/i/xvr = Sw. klmtx. < !'. clause = Sp.
i-liin- = Pg. It. classe, < L. classis, a class or di-

vision of the people, assembly of people, the
whole body of citizens called to arms, the army,
the fleet, later a class or di\ision in general,
OL. Hiixix, = (perhaps <) Gr. n'/f/aif, a calling,

summons, name, appellation, < na'/eiv = L. ca-

Inri, call, proclaim: see claim 1 and c'lli-mlx.

Hence classic, Humify, etc.] 1. In anc. hist.,
one of the five divisions of the Roman citizens
made, according to their wealth, by Servius Tul-
lius. for purposes of taxation: a sixth division

comprised those whose possessions fell below
the minimum of the census. Hence 2. An
order or rank of persons ;

a number of persons
having certain characteristics in common, as

equality in rank, intellectual influence, educa-

tion, property, occupation, habits of life, etc.

We are by our occupations, education, and habits of life

divided ;ilinot into different species. Each of thee clattes
of the human race has desires, fears, and conversation, vex-
ations and merriment peculiar to itself. Johnson.

Nine tenths of the whole people belong to the laborious,
industrious, and productive classes.

D. Webster, Speech, Pittsbnrg, July, 1833.

The constitution of the House of Commons tended
greatly to promote the salutary intermixture of classes.

The knight of the shire was the connecting link between
the baron and the shopkeeper. Macaulay, Hist. Eug., i.

3. Any body of persons grouped togetherby par-
ticular circumstances or for particular reasons.
Specifically (a) A number of pupils in a school, or of stu-
ili-nt s in a college, of the same grade or pursuing the same
studies; especially, in American colleges, the students
collectively who are graduated, or in accordance with the
rules of the college will be graduated, in the same year.
There are four college classes, the freshman or lowest,
the sophomore, the junior, and the senior. The word was
first used in this sense in American colleges in the Latin
form classis, and wag borrowed from the universities of
continental Europe, where it had during the sixteenth

century replaced the medieval lectio, (b) In the Meth.
Ch., one of several small companies, usually numbering
about twelve memters, into which each society U divided,
for more effective pastoral oversight, social meeting for

religious purposes, and the raising of money for church
work. It ordinarily holds a weekly session called a class-

meeting, under the charge of one of the members called
a class-leader, whose duty it is to see every member of his
class at least once a week ; to give religions instruction,
reproof, or comfort, as needed ; to receive for the stewards
of the church the contributions of the class for the sup-
port of the church ; to report to the pastor any members
needing especial attention, as the sick, backsliders, etc. ;

and to report on the condition of his class to each Quar-
terly Conference, (r) Same as classis, 2. (d) In several

European states, one of the graded divisions of primary
electors for members of the legislative body. In Prussia
the whole number of voters is divided Into three classes,
so arranged that each class pays one third of the direct
tax levied. The first class is of the few wealthy, who pay
the highest taxes, to the amount of one third of the whole.
Each class chooses the same number of secondary electors,
who elect the deputies.
4. A number of objects distinguished by com-
mon characters from all others, and regarded
as a collective unit or group; a collection ca-

pable of a general definition ; a kind. A natural
class is a set of objects possessing important characters
over and above those that are necessary* for distinguishing
them from others ; but the term is applied by naturalists
to groups which want this character, and which have not
generally retained very long, unchanged, aplace in science.
See classification.

There is not a more singular character in the world than
that of a thinking man. It is not merely having a succes-
sion of ideas which lightly skim over the mind that can
with any propriety be styled by that denomination. It is

cilnerving them separately and distinctly, and ranging
them under their respective classes.

Melmoth, Letters of Fitzosborne.

Logicians divide propositions into certain classes.

Reid, Account of Aristotle, it i 1.

Observing many individuals to agree in certain attri-

butes, we refer them all to one class, and give a name to
the class. Reid, Intellectual Powers, v. 2.

(This meaning came into use about the middle of the eigh-
teenth century. The phrase

'

to be Included under a class
'

is older than 'to be included in a class.']

5. In nat. hist., a group of plants or animals
next in rank above the order or superorder,
and commonly formed bv the union of several
orders or superorders: but it may be repre-
sented by a single species. See classification.
In zoology the class was the highest division of the ani-
mal kingdom in the Linnean system, when the word
first acquired its technical zoological meaning. Linnaeus
arranged animals in six classes: Mammalia, Apes, Am-
phibia, Puces, Insecta, Verma ; the next groups below



class

were the orders. In the Cuvierian system a class was the

first division of one of the four "great divisions" of the

animal kingdom, Vertebrala, Mollutca, Ai-ticulata, anil

Radiata; thus Cuvier's four classes of Vertebrata were

Mammalia, Aves, Reptilia, and Pisces. There are now
recognized seven or eight subkingdoms or phyla of ani-

raals, divided int> about thirty-five classes (see annual

kingdom, under animal) ;
the class being the division usu-

ally recognized next below the phylum or subkingdom,
though some naturalists introduce a superclass, or division

between the phylum and the class, as Jchthi/opntla for

the classes Pisces and Amphibia, or Sauropsida for the

classes Aixs and Reptilia. The class is always superior
to the superorder, order, or suborder, and inferior to the

kingdom, subkingdom, or phylum. In botany, likewise,

the class is the next principal grade of divisions above the

order, and in the Linnean system was the highest grade.
The subclass, division, and cohort or alliance are, however,
often variously intercalated as subordinate groupings be-

tween the class and the order. The phamogamic series or

subkingdom of plants includes the three classes of <nin<-

nottpermx (often united with the next), dicotyledons, and

monocotyledons. The cryptogamic series has been ordi-

narily divided into the two classes of acrogens and thai-

logens; by recent authorities the number has been in-

creased by three or four or more.

6. In geom., the degree of a locus of planes; a
division of algebraical loci bearing an ordinal

number showing how many planes there are

incident to the locus and passing through each
line of Space. In the case of a plane locus, this is the
number of lines in the plane incident to the locus and pass-

ing through each point in the plane. The ordinal number
of the class of an algebraical surface is the number of tan-

gent planes to the surface through each line of space. The
class of an algebraical curve of double curvature is the

number of osculating planes through each point of space ;

also, the class of a cone on which the curve lies. The
class of an algebraical plane curve is the number of tan-

gents through each point of the plane. The class of a

congruence is the number of lines of the congruence pass-

ing through each point of space. The class of a complex
is the class of the cone of lines of the complex passing
through each point of space. The class of a cone Is the
class of a plane curve lying in it. Class cup, a silver cup
presented by a college class to the first boy born to a

member of the class after graduation. [U. S.] Class Of
a manifold. See manifold.

class (Was), v. [= F. classer, etc.; from the
noun. Cf. classify.'] I. trans. 1. To arrange in

a class or classes
;
rank together ; regard as con-

stituting a class
;
refer to a class or group ;

clas-

sify; range.
We are all ranked and classed by Him who seeth into

every heart. Dr. Blair.

Is consciousness an abstraction? Is anything further
off from abstractions, or more impossible to be classed

with them? Bwshnett, Nature and the Supernat., ii.

To class rightly to put in the same group things which
are of essentially the same natures, and in other groups
things of natures essentially different is the fundamen-
tal condition to right guidance of actions.

//. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 5.

2. To place in ranks or divisions, as students
that are pursuing the same studies

;
form into

a class or classes, as in an educational institu-

tion. = Syn. 1. Class, Classify; arrange, distribute, dis-

pose. Class is the older and less precise word ; it is

applied to persons more often than classify. Classify is

used in science rather than class, as being more exact.

II. intrans. To be arranged or classed.

[Rare.]
classable (klas'a-bl), a. [< class 4- -able. Also
less prop, classible, < class + -Me.] Capable
of being classed.

Each of these [doings of individuals] is approved or dis-

approved on the assumption that it is definitely classable

as good or bad. H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, 100.

class-day (klas'da), n. In American colleges,
a day during the commencement season de-
voted chiefly to exercises conducted by mem-
bers of the graduating class, including orations,

poems, etc.

classes, . Plural of classis and of class.

class-fellow (klas'fel'o), n. One of the same
class at school or college ;

a classmate.
classible (klas'i-bl), a. See classable.

classic (klas'ik), a. and n. [= D. klassiek (cf.
G. classisch = Dan. Sw. klassisk) = F. classique
= Sp. eldsico = Pg. It. classico, < L. classicus,

relating to the classes or census divisions into
which the Roman people were anciently di-

vided, and in particular pertaining to the first

or highest class, who were often spoken of as
classic* (hence the use of the word to note writ-
ers of the first rank) ; also, belonging to the fleet

(elassici, the marines : see classical2 ), < classis, a
class (also a fleet) : see class, n.] I. a. 1 . Belong-
ing to or associated with the first or highest class,

especially in literature ; accepted as of the high-
est rank

; serving as a standard, model, or guide.
O Sheridan ! if aught can move thy pen,
Let comedy assume her throne again ; . . .

Give as thy last memorial to the age
One classic drama, and reform the stage.

Byron, Eng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

2. Pertaining to or having the characteristics of
ancient Greece or Rome, especially of their lit-

erature and art
; specifically, relating to places
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associated with the ancient Greek and Latin
writers.

With them the genius of classick learning dwelleth, and
from them it is derived. Felton, Beading the Classicks.

Poetic fields encompass me around,
And still I seem to tread on classic ground.

Addison, Letter from Italy.

Hence 3. Relating to localities associated
with great modern authors, or with great his-

torical events: as, classic Stratford; classic

Hastings. 4. In accordance with the canons
of Greek and Roman art: as, a classic profile.

5. Same as classical, 5.

To force our consciences that Christ set free,
And ride us with a classic hierarchy.

Milton, New Forces of Conscience.

Classic orders, in arch., the Grecian Doric, Ionic, and
Corinthian orders, and the Roman Tuscan, Doric, Ionic,

Corinthian, and Composite orders.

II. n. 1. An author of the first rank; a writer
whose style is pure and correct, and whose
works serve as a standard or model

; primarily
and specifically, a Greek or Roman author of

this character, but also a writer of like char-

acter in any nation.

But, high above, more solid learning shone,
The classics of an age that heard of none.

Pope, Dunciad, i. 148.

It at once raised him to the rank of a legitimate English
classic. Macaulay.

2. A literary production of the first class or

rank; specifically, in the plural, the literature

of ancient Greece and Rome.
Under the tuition of Mr. Reynolds he was for some time

instructed in the classics. Malone, Sir J. Reynolds.

A elastic is properly a book which maintains itself by
virtue of that happy coalescence of matter and style, that
innate and requisite sympathy between the thought that

gives life and the form that consents to every mood of

grace and dignity, . . . and which is something neither
ancient nor modern, always new and incapable of grow-
ing old. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 126.

The present practice of making the classics of a lan-

guage the vehicle of elementary grammatical instruction

cannot be too strongly condemned. When the classics of

a language are ground into children who are incapable
of appreciating them, the result is often to create a per-
manent disgust for literature generally.

//. Sweet, Spelling Reform (1885), p. 13.

3. One versed in the classics Chinese classics,
the sacred books of the Chinese. See king?.

classical1 (klas'i-kal), a. [< classic + -al; = D.

klassikaal.] 1. Belonging to or associated with
the first or highest class in literature, especially
in literary style, (a) Primarily and specifically, relat-

ing to Greek and Roman authors and orators of the first

rank or highest estimation.

He [Sheridan] brought away from school a very slender

provision of classical learning. Brougham, Sheridan.

The chief end of classical studies was perhaps as often
reached then [time of Josiah Quincy] as now, in giving a

young man a love for something apart from and above the
more vulgar associations of life.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 103.

(It) Pertaining to writers of the first rank among the mod-
erns ; constituting the best model or authority as a com-

position or an author.

Mr. Greaves, who may be justly reckoned a classical au-
thor on this subject. Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.

Hence 2. In general, of the first rank, or con-

stituting a model, in its kind
; having in a high

degree the qualitieswhich constitute excellence
in its kind : as, a classicalwork of art. 3. Same
as classic, 2 and 3. 4. (a) Pertaining to a class

;

of the taxonomic rank or grade of a class.

Unwilling to give similar classical characters to both of
his primary divisions, Csesalpinus has passed over what
at first is most striking in the form of trees.

Rees, Cyc., Classification.

(6) Belonging to classification
; classificatory.

Mr. Hammond's Preface to the American issue of Mr.
Sandars's well-known edition of the ' ' Institutes of Justin-
ian

"
contains much the best defence I have seen of the

classical distribution of law.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 365.

5. la some Reformed churches, relating to or
of the nature of a classis or class. See classis, 2.

And what doth make a classical eldership to be a pres-

bytery? Goodwin, Works, IV. 114.

classical2!,
a. [< L. classicus, belonging to a

fleet (< classis, a fleet, a class : see class, n., and
classic), + -al.] Belonging or pertaining to a
fleet. [Rare.]

Certaine fragments concerning the beginnings, antiqui-
ties, and grouth of the classical and warre-like shipping of
this Island [England]. Hakluyt's Voyages, To the Reader.

classicalism (klas'i-kal-izm), n. [< classical +
-ism.] 1 . A classic idiom or style ;

classicism.

2. In art, attempted adherence to the rules
of Greek or Roman art; imitation of classic art.

We shall find in it [Renaissance architecture] partly the

root, partly the expression, of certain dominant evils of
modern times over-sophistication and ignorant classical-

ism. Ruskin.

classiflcator

3. Knowledge of the classics and of what re-

lates to them.

Except in his [Swinburne's] first poem, Atalanta, we may
think his cttutiealain is in many respects gravely at fault.

//. X. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 51.

classicalist (klas'i-kal-ist), n. [< classical +
-ixt.] 1. One versed in the knowledge of the

classics ;
a classicist. 2. In art, one who seeks

to adhere to the canons of Greek or Roman art.

Buskin.

classicality (klas-i-kal'i.-ti), n. [< classical +
-ity.] The quality of being classical. Also
classicalness.

classically (klas'i-kal-i), adv. 1. In the man-
ner of a classic; according to the manner of

classic authors.
Milton found again the long-lost secret of being classi-

cally elegant without being pedantically cold.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 38".

2. According to a regular order of classes or

sets.

It would be impossible to bear all its specific details in

the memory if they were not classically arranged. Ji. Ker.

classicalness (klas'i-kal-nes), n. [< classical

+ -ness.] Same as classicality.

classicism (klas'i-sizm), n. [< classic + -ism ;

= F. classicisme = It. classicismo.] 1 . An idiom
or the style of the classics. 2. The adoption or
imitation of what is classical or classic in style.

The first [kind of verse] was that of an art-school, tak-

ing its models from old English poetry, and from the deli-

cate classicism of Landor and Keats.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 4.

classicist (klas'i-sist), . [< classic + -ist.]

1. One versed in the classics.

Heyne, the great German classicist, shelled the peas for

his dinner with one hand, while he annotated Tibullus
with the other.

W. Matthews, Getting on in the World, p. 229.

2. One who is in favor of making a study of the
classics the foundation of education.

classicize (klas'i-siz), v . t.\ pret. and pp. classi-

cized, ppr. classicizing. [< classic + -ize.] To
render classic.

It [Hotel de Rambouillet] had no doubt a very consider-

able influence in bringing about the classicizing of French

during the 17th century. Encyc. Brit., XX. 265.

classifiable (klas'i-fi-a-bl), a. [< classify +
-able.] Capable of being classified.

These changes are classifiable as the original sensations
are. J. S. Mill, Logic, I. 296.

classific (kla-sif'ik), a. [< L. classis, a class (see

class, n. ), + -ftcus, making, < facere, make.] 1.

Distinguishing a class or classes : as, a classific
mark. [Rare.] 2. Relating to classification ;

classificatory; taxonomic.
The classific value of such features as the color of the

skin, the .color and character of the hair and eyes, the

shape of the nose and lips. Science, VI. 626.

3. Making, constituting, or lying at the foun-
dation of classification, or of a system of classi-

fication.

All curators of anthropological museums must recognize
the following clasijlc concepts : material, race, geograph-
ical areas, social organizations, environment, structure and
function, and evolution or elaboration. Science, IX. 534.

classification (kl&s'i-fi-ka'shon), n. [= G. clas-

sification = D. klassifikatie = Dan. klassifika-
tion = F. classification = Sp. clasificacion = Pg.

classificaqSlo = It. classificazione, < NL. classifi-

catio(n-), < classificare, classify: see classify.]
The act of forming a class or of dividing into

classes ; the act of grouping together those be-

ings or things which have certain characters in

common; distribution into sets, sorts, or ranks
;

taxonomy. In natural history classification has been
made on two principles, distinguished as tiie natural and
the artificial: the former aiming to arrange all known
plants or animals according to their resemblances, and
degrees of resemblance, in the whole plan of their struc-

ture ; the latter arranging them by some one or more points
of resemblance or difference, as may be most convenient
and easy, and without regard to other considerations. The
widest divisions in zoology are called subkingdoms ;

sub-

kingdoms are divided into phyla or classes, classes into

orders, orders into families, families into genera, genera
into species, and species into varieties. There are also

intermediate divisions, as subclass, superorder, suborder,
subfamily, etc. In botany the same divisions are used as

in zoology, except that orders and families are identical,
and the tenn phylum is not used. See animal kingdom,
underanimal, and class, 6. Cross-classification, a clas-

sification in which the different classes are subdivided upon
a common differentiating principle, so that they are not
subordinated to one another. Thus, the division of the

population into native and foreign, male and female, is a

cross-classification. Such are the classifications of chem-

istry, geometry, logic, etc. Cross-classification violates

a canon of Aristotelian logic. Hierarchical classifica-

tion, a classification in which the subdivisions of different

classes are different, as was required by Aristotle. Such
are the usual classifications of botany and zoology. Quin-
ary or quinarlan classification. See quinary.

Classiflcator (klas'i-fi-ka-tor), . [NL. Cf. Sp.
clasificador.] A classifier.



classificatory

classificatory (klas'i-fi-ka-to-ri), ii.

see -;// iuid -titory.] Relating to or of tlie na-

ture of classification; concerned with clarify-

ing ;
classitic

;
taxonomie.

The cla*sijicatory scicnrrs.

If//.-/.-.-//, IIM. Si irntiflc Ideas, vlii.

Liki- thf srirnirs i.f /.(Milo^y anil botany, the scit-nri- of

philology is preeminently a -7<^*'>- i

"r.,/-/ scicnff, IIHUIK

the DMthod of fonipiiri.son as its rhirt ImplemeDtol in

dllctivr n-sran-li. ./. l-'ink' 1

,
Cosmic 1'hilus., I. 443.

Classiflcatory relationship m- kinship, the confusion
nnilrr tin- .same ^i-iii'i al virw ami nanir of all im-nihrrs ol

tli- tribe beliuiKiiiK to the same generation. J/i'//<ni.

Father I^illtan. \vliosr
'

MII.'|II-H tie* Hauvages Ameri-
qnains" was published in 1724, carefully desrrilifs ann'ii^
the Iri..jii..is anil llurons the system of kinship to which
Morgan him since given tin.- naini- of rlu**itir<iti,rfi, \vlirn-

the inuthri-'s si.strrs. are reckoned a* inothi-rs, anil so on.

/.i/.. .sv-i. Ma.. XXVI. 168.

classifier (klas'i-fi-er),. 1 . One who classifies ;

one who constructs or applies a system of clas-

sification; a taxonomist.

The elam/len of this period were rhii-lly KriictUt* and
Corollists. Iti-fs, Cyc., Classification.

2. A figure, mark, or symbol used in classify-

ing. 3. In the Chinese spoken language, one
of a number of words that serve to point out
which one of several things called by the game
name (though differently written) is intended.
Also called numeratives, because of their fre-

quent use after numerals.

classify (klas'i-fi), v. t.
; pret. and pp. classified,

ppr. clus.iifyiiii/. [= F. classifier = 8p. clusificar
= Pg. classificar= It. classificare (cf. D. klassi-

lii-rren = G. classificireii = Dan. ktaasificere), <

NL. classifieare, classify (cf. classific), <. L. c/.v-

xis, a class, + facere, make : see class, n., and
-fy.] To arrange in a class or classes

; arrange
or group in sets, sorts, or ranks according to

some method founded on common characteris-

tics in the objects so arranged.
Speaking strictly, we form a class when we bring to-

gether a collection of individuals held in union by the
liond of one or more points of community, and when we
take care that nothing that is destitute of the point or

points of community is admitted into the class : we ''"

sify when we arrange classes thus constructed on the prin-
ciple of higher and lower, wider and narrower.

W. L. Davidson, Mind, XII. 234.

The former [the Linnean system] is an attempt at clnxxi-

Sying plants according to their agreement in some single
characters. Brande and Cox.

Can he classify the currents of his soul ?

Buthnell, Sermons on Living Subjects, p. 44.

= Syn. See clam, n. t.

classis (Has
'

is), n.
; pi. classes (-ez). [< L.

clagifis: see class, n.] 1. Class; order; sort;

specifically, in zool., a group or division of the
taxonomie rank of a class. [Rare.]
Yet there is unquestionably a very large Classis of crea-

tures in the earth farre above the condition of elemen-
tarily. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err. (ed. 1646), ii. 1.

2. An ecclesiastical judicatory ; specifically, in

the Reformed (Dutch and French) churches, a

judicatory corresponding to a presbytery in the

Presbyterian Church. Also class.

Classes and synods may advise, hut overrule they can-
not. Bp. Hall.

The meeting of the elders over many congregations that

they call the classis. Goodwin, Works, IV. 114.

3f. A class in a university, college, or school.

The generall houres appointed for all the students, and
the special! houres for their own classis.

ffew England's First Fruits.

class-leader (klas'leMer), H. The leader of a
class in a Methodist church. See class, n., 3 (6).

classman (klas'man), n.
; pi. class-men (-men).

1. In the English universities, a candidate for

graduation in arts who has passed an exami-
nation of special severity in one of the depart-
ments in which honors are conferred, and who
is placed according to merit in one of several
classes. At Oxford successful candidates are classed in

both the public examinations, in the first in three classes,
in the second (or final examination) in four classes. At
Cambridge only graduates are classed, and they are di-

vided into three classes. See tripos.

2. A member of a class in a college: used

especially in compounds: as, upper-c/os*aw,
lower-e(Vminr. See class, n., 3 (a).

classmate (klas'mat), n. One of the same class
at school or college ;

a class-fellow.

class-Shooting (klas'sho'ting), n. A mode of

target-shooting in which the competitors are di-

vided into classes according to their scores, and
the prizes are awarded to the best in each class.

clastic (klas'tik), a. [< Gr. Kiaarof, broken (<

icAav, break), + -ic; = F. clastique = Sp. <//!.-

tico.] 1. Relating to what may be taken to

pieces. 2. Breaking up into fragments or sep-
arate portions ; dividing into parts; causing or

undergoing disruption or dissolution : as, clastic
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action; the clastic pole of an ovum; a </>/
ci-11. 3. In f/<Y>/.,fragmental: as, rliiKlic rocks;
ciiisti/- structure. -Clastic anatomy. s "/"'""/

clat 1
(klat), . [A dial. var. of cto(l. Cf. MLG.

klnlli 1

, 11 shred; kliitiriillr. coarse wool.] 1. A
lot

; a clod. 2. Cow-dung.
clat 1

(klat), t
1

. t.
; pret. and pp. cltitlcil, ppr.

cliitHiiy. [< clat 1
, n.; a dial, form of clot 1

, t.
]

1. To break clods in (a field). 2. To s],i. -.[

dung over (a field). 3. To cut off the dirty
locks of wool of (sheep). [Prov. Eng. in all

senses.]
clat- (klat), v. i.

; pret. and pp. clotted, ppr.
i-liiitiiii/. [Cf. clatter and cfrwftl.] To tattle.

|
IVi.v. Kng.]

Clat3
,

'. and . See clnnt.

clatch 1
(klach), v. and . A dialectal form of

C/llll-ll.

Clatch2 (klach), v. t. [Sc., appar. < Norw. klik-

sa = Icel. klcxna, clot, daub, smear. Cf . G. kli-ck-

sen, daub : see clack, r.] 1 . To close up with any
adhesive substance. 2. To daub with lime.

Clatch2 (klach), . [< clatch'2
, v.] 1. Anything

thrown for the purpose of daubing. [Scotch.]
2. Mire raked together into heaps on streets

or roadsides.

clatch3 (klach), v. t.
[Sc.,

also sklatch. Cf.

clatch'2.] To finish (a piece of work) in a care-

less and hurried way; botch.
clatch3 (klach), . [< clatch^, v.] A piece of

work done in a careless way ;
a botch.

clatch* (klach), n. [Appar. an accom. of ca-

lash, q. v.] A carriage somewhat similar to a

gig or chaise.

That Carlyle and she [Mrs. C.) might drive about as with
the old clatch at Craigenputtock. Fronde, Carlyle, I. 143.

elate (klat), r. t.
; pret. and pp. elated, ppr. clat-

iny. [A var. of clat1
, v.] To daub.

clathing (klath'ing), n. A dialectal form of

clothing. (Irose.

clathrate (klath'rat), a. [< L. clathratus, pp.
of clathrare, furnish with a lattice, < clathri,
also clatra, < Gr. n/r/6pa, a lattice, pi. of K/.r/Bpov,

Attic form of idl8p<n>, a bar (see clithral), <

K/eietv, shut: see close1
, v.] In bo t. and zool.,

latticed; divided like latticework ; specifically,
in entom., clathrose. Also clathroid.

Clathrocystis (klath-ro-sis'tis), . [NL., < L.

clathri, lattice (see clathrate, and cf. F. clathre,
a kind of mushroom), + Gr. Kiaric, bag, swell-

ing: see cyst.] A genus of low, unicellular al-

g, growing in both fresh and salt water, and
consisting of numerous minute rose-colored
cells embedded in mucus, the colony being at
first solid, but finally perforated. They are some-
times found upon flsh, giving them a red color, injuring
the quality of the flesh, and even making it poisonous.

clathroid (klath'roid), a. [< L. clathri, lattice

(see clathrate), + Gr. tWof, shape.] Same as
clathrate.

A clathroid reticulated mass of threads. Bp. Berkeley.

clathrose (klath'ros), a. [< L. as if "clathro-

sus, < clathri, lattice: see clathrate.] In entom.,
having furrows deeper than strite crossing one
another at right angles, as the abdominal seg-
ments of certain Staphylinida;.

Clathrosphaerida (klath-ro-sfer'i-da), . /)/.

[NL., < L. clathri, lattice, +
sphcera, globe,

sphere, + -ida.] A group of animalcules hav-

ing a spherical clathrate test, as in the genus
Clathrulina.

clathrulate (klath'r$-lat), a. [< L. clathntli

(dim. of clathri, latticework) + -ate 1
. Cf. clath-

rate.] Finely clathrate; latticeworked in a
small pattern.
Clathrulina (klath-ri?-li'na), . [NL., < L.

clathri, a lattice (see clathrate), + dim. -ul- +
-inai.] The typical ge-
nus of the family Clath-

rulinida!, having a glob-
ular clathrulate sili-

cious shell and a stalk-

ed body, and multiply-
ing by spores. C. ele-

gans is an example.
Cienkowsky. 1867.

ClathrulinidsB (klath-
rij-lin'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Clathrulina + -4da;.]
A family of amoeboid

protozoans, typified by
the genus Clathrulina,

belonging to the group
Heliozoa or sun-animal-
cules.

Clathrus (klath'rus), . [NL., < L. clathri,
lattice: see clathrate.] 1. In hot., a genus of

highly magnified.

Claudian

fungi, belonging to the family I'lmlloiilci. The
n-ri-Jil "t an n\at< or j;loliosr lli.-t\M>lk ol

l-ranrlifh. Tin- SJMHI s air pioihn <! upon baxiiiia within
small i-jivitii-s in tin liiatirli.-s. '

nttiful,
I. tit vtT) Mill. Sri- i lit linik-f hit,*,, I, >nn.

2. In :iil., a gcniiK nf mollusks. Okm. 1M5.
ClatS (klnls), n. /it. [Cf. <//!, H.) Slu),-.;

s|.non-victuals. [Prov. Kng.]
clatter (kh.t '(-r), . L< Ml- <''"</<, '- AS.
'(Inlriiiii (in vcrlml n. rlnlrimii, a cluttering),
= D. klaterrn = L<i. //'/</, /./<(///. i-lnttcr.

rattle; a freq. fonn of an imitative base "i-lut

(cf. clafi). Cf. (/</</.. (/;/;'. <-liiii/ii:] I. in-

trans. 1. To make a rattling sound; make re-

peated sharp, confused sounds, as when sono-
rous bodies strike or are struck rapidly toge-
ther; rattle.

And war-pipe, with discordant cry,
And cymbal clatttriwt to the sky,

Making wild music l.Iil ami high.

Scutt, Main, in, iv. .'II.

She saw . . .

A hunUman armed, and clad In gown of blue,
Come clalteriiiii down the stones of the para side.

William Morris, Earthly Paradiiw, II. 2i:>.

2. To talk fast and idly; chatter; rattle with
the tongue.
Thou i lor., i but clatter. Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

But since he must needs be the loadstar of reformation,
as some men clatter. Hilton, Reformation in In.

II. i fa a*. 1. To make a rattling noise with
;

cause to sound interruptedly by striking to-

gether, or with or against something: as, to

clatter dishes or the tongs.
You clatter still your brazen kettle. Siftfl.

2. To utter glibly and in a rattling manner
;

tattle; chatter.

And the womene that her herde speke,
helde her for a

foole and vn-trewe, and clatered it alxmte.
Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), L 12.

clatter (klat'er), n. [< ME. elater, clattur.idle

talk, = D. klattr, a rattle; from the verb.] 1.

A rapid succession of sharp sounds
; rattling,

rapidly repeated, and confused noises.

By this great clatter, one of greatest note
Seems bruited. Shale., Macbeth, v. 7.

I have seen a monkey overthrow all the dishes and
plates In a kitchen, merely for the pleasure of seeing them
tumble, and hearing the clatter they made in their fall.

Swift.
And from the distant grange there comes
The clatter of the thresher's flail.

Bryant, Song of the Sower.

Clatter of brazen shields and clink of steel.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 296.

2. Idle gossip ;
tattle. Burns. [Prov. Eng. and

Scotch.]
Clatterert (klat'er-er), n. [< ME. claterer; <

clatter + -er1 .] One who clatters with the

tongue or gossips ;
a chatterer.

In yche company is comynly a claterer of mowthe,
That no councell can kepe, ne no close tails.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 11375.

Even-song clatterers, with other hypocrites.
Bale, A Course at the Komyshe Foxe, fol. 88, b.

clatteringly (klat'er-ing-li), adv. With a clat-

ter, or clattering noise.

clatting (klat'ing), n. [Verbal n. of clat1
, r.]

See extract.

Tagging or clotting is the removal of such wool as is

liable to get fouled when the sheep are turned on to the
fresh pastures. New Amrr. Farm Book, p. 430.

Clatty (klat'i), a. [< clat1
, n., + -y

1
.] Dirty;

slovenly. [Prov. Eng.]
Claude glass, Claude Lorrain mirror. See
mirror.

claudent (kla'dent), a. [< L. clauden(t-)s, ppr.
of claudere, shut : see clause and close1 , v.] Clos-

ing or shutting up or in; occludent: as, a
claudent muscle (an occlusor) ;

the eyelids are
claudent.

claudetite (kla'de-tlt), . Native arsenic tri-

oxid, occurring in orthorhombic crvstals.

Claudian (kla
7
di-an), n. [< L. Clandianns, <

Claudius, a proper name. < claudus, lame.] Of
or relating to any one of several distinguished
Romans of the name of Claudius, or to the gens
of which they were members; especially, re-

lating to or connected with the emperors of
that gens, Tiberius, Caligula, Claudius, and
Nero (A. D. 14-68), or to their epoch : as, the
Claudian age ;

Claudian literature
;
the ('Iniiilinii

aqueduct.
The face of Appius Claudius wore the ('[million scowl and

sneer,
And In the Claudian note he cried, "What doth this rabble

here?" Macanlay, Virginia, Hi.

The epic poeu of the Flavian age present a striking con-
trast to the writers of the Claudian period.

Kncyc. Brit., XIV. 337.



clandicant

claudicantt (kla'di-kant), . [= Sp. Pg. It.

claudicante, < L. claudican(t-)8. ppr. of claudi-

care: seeclaitdicatc.'] Halting ; limping. [Rare.]
claudicatet (kla'di-kat), v. i. [< L. claudicutus,

pp. of clauaicare, limp, < claudus, lame. Cf.

clouli 1
."]

To halt or limp. Bailey.
claudication (kla-di-ka'shou), . [= F. cliin-

dicatioit = Sp. claudieacion"(obs.) = Pg. c/tnu/i-

cayao, < L. claitdieatio(n-), < cla.udicare : see

claudicate.~] A halting or limping; a limp.
[Rare.]

I have lately contracted a ... clauilicalion in my left

foot. Steele, Tatler, No. 80.

claught (klacht). Obsolete or dialectal (Scotch)
preterit and past participle of clatch 1

.

The carlin clauyht her by the rump,
And left poor Maggie scarce a stump.

Burn*, Tarn o' Shanter.

claught (klacht), n. [See clauglit, pret. and
pp.J A catch; a hold: as, I took a claught o'

him. [Scotch.]
clause (klaz), n. [< ME. clause = D. clause, <

OF. clause, F. clause = Pr. clauza, < ML. clausa,
a clause (L. dim. clausula, a clause, close of a

period: see clausule), < L. clausus, pp. of clau-

dere, shut, close: see close1
, t>.] 1. Any part of

a written composition, especially one contain-

ing complete sense in itself, as a sentence or

paragraph : in modern use commonly limited to
such parts of legal documents, as of statutes,
contracts, wills, etc. in law, the usual meaning is

some collocation of words the removal of which from the
instrument will leave the rest of it intelligible. It is not
essential to the idea of a clause that it must itself be capa-
ble of being read as a document if taken alone.

How have I told you schortly in a clause

Thestat, tharray, the nombre, and eek the cause
Why that assembled was this compainye.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 715.

The clause is untrue concerning the bishop.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii.

The single important clause was that which declared the
throne vacant. Macaulay, Hist. Eng.

2. A distinct stipulation, condition, proviso,
etc.: as, a special clause in a contract. 3. In

gram., one of the lesser sentences which united
and modified form a compound or complex sen-
tence. A clause differs from a phrase in containing both
a subject and its predicate, while a phrase is a group of
two or more words not containing both these essential ele-

ments of a simple sentence. The principal clause is that
member of a complex sentence on which others, called

depetuient or subordinate clauses, depend. The members
of a compound sentence are coordinate clauses. Princi-

pal and coordinate clauses separated from the remainder
of the sentence can by omission of connectives (conjunc-
tions or relatives), and addition, if necessary, of words from
other clauses, resume the form of simple sentences. De-
pendent clauses often require further changes of mood,
tense, and person to become independent sentences. As-
sumption clause, a clause frequently inserted in a deed
of property subject to a mortgage or other debt, where-
by the grantee assumes the payment of the debt in ex-
oneration of the original debtor. Attestation clause.
See attestation. Brtgnt's Clauses, provisions in the
Irish Land Act, an English statute of 1870, intended to fa-

cilitate the formation of a peasant proprietary by enabling
tenants to purchase their holdings. Clause Of accruer.
See accruer. Clause Of devolution, in Scots law, a
clause devolving some office, obligation, or duty on a party
in a certain event, as, for example, on the failure of another
to perform. Clause Of return, in Scots law, a clause
by which the granter of a right makes a particular dis-

tinction of it, and provides that in a certain event it shall
return to himself. Clauses consolidation acts, a class
of English statutes consolidating or combining ajid con-

densing into one system of general application provisions
which had previously been frequently enacted in the same
or varying forms, for each of many different instances,
persons, corporations, or places. Such are the Jlaitirai/
Claiises Consolidation Act, molding into one statute pro-
visions usually inserted in special acts authorizing the
construction of railways, and the Land Clauses Consolida-
tion Act, a similar act as to taking private property for

public use. Clauses irritant and resolutive, in Scots

law, clauses devised for limiting the right of an absolute
proprietor in entails. Comparative clause. See com-
paraKoe. Conscience clause. See conscience. De-
rogatory clause In a testament, a sentence or secret
character the knowledge of which the testator reserves
to himself, with a condition that no subsequent will
without precisely the same clause shall be valid ; a pre-
caution intended to guard against later wills extorted by
violence, etc. [Scotch.] Dispositive clause, in Scots

law, the clause of conveyance in any deed, by which prop-
erty, whether heritable or movable, is transferred, either
absolutely or in security, inter vivas or mortis causa
that is, between the living or in contemplation of death.
Enacting clause, the main body or leading declaration

of a statute, commonly beginning, "Be it enacted," etc.

Interpretation clause, in modern statutes, a clause
denning the meaning and stating the limitations of words
or phrases used in the act. Host favored nation
Clause, a clause often inserted in commercial treaties
engaging each party to give the other, without further
stipulation, all the privileges which are granted to the
most favored nation. Saving clause, in a legal instru-
ment, a clause exempting something which might other-
wise be subjected to the operation of the instrument.
Hence, also, any statement or form of words in restriction
of a previous statement. Shifting clause, the technical
name given by English conveyancers to a clause in a set-
tlement or will prescribing an event upon the occurrence
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of which the estate given is to shift from one person to

another. Similitude Clause or act, a name given to
section 20 of tin- (nitt-d States taritf of 1842, imposing
duties tin articles bearing similitude to those I'lmiiKTatril.

clause-rolls (klaz'rolz), n. pi. Same as close

rolltt. See close%, a.

clausia, . Plural of clausium.

Clausilia1
(kla-sil'i-ii), . [NL., fern., < clan-

silium, q. v.] A genus of land-snails, of the

family Helicidte (or I'-upidte). They have a fusiform
sinistnid whorled shell, with a small elliptical or pyriform
aperture, usually separated from the rest of the shell by a

constricted neck, and closed by an epiphragm. There are
several hundred species in Europe, Asia, and Africa. Dra-
wirnau't, 1803.

clausilia2 ,
n. Plural of dausilium.

Clausiliinae (kla-sil-i-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Clau-
silial + -!.] A subfamily of Helicida;, typified

by the genus Clitusilia, and consisting of species
having an elongated pupiform shell provided
with a clausilium.

clausilium (kla-sil'i-um), n.; pi. clausilia (-a).

[NL., < L. clausus, closed: see clause and ctost-2 ,

a., and cf. Clausilia^.'] A peculiar subspiral
calcareous appendage or lamina fitting into a

groove of the columella in the molluscous genus
Clausilia. It serves as a kind of door, and when relieved
from pressure springs forward by an elastic ligament and
partially closes the aperture of the shell.

In Clausilia a peculiar modification of this lid [hyber-
naculum) exists permanently in the adult, attached by an
elastic stalk to the mouth of the shell, and known as the
clausilium. E. R. Lankenter, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 861.

clausium (kla'si-um), n.
; pi. clausia (-a). [NL.,

(. L. clausus, closed: see clause and close*, a.]
Same as clausilium.

clausthalite (klas'thal-It, more properly klous'-
tal-it), . [< Claiisthal (see def.) + -jfc2.] Lead
selenid, occurring in granular masses of a lead-

gray color, found at Clausthal in the Harz.

claustra, . Plural of claustrum.

claustral (klas'tral), a. [< ME. claustrall =
F. Sp. Pg. claustrdl = It. claustralc, < ML. claus-

tralis, < claustrum, a cloister: see cloister. Cf.

cloistral.'] 1. Relating to a cloister
;
cloistral.

This Dunstane . . . compelled men and women to vow
chastity, and to kepe claustrale obedience.

Bale, English Votaries, i., foL 62.

How of the Monk
Who finds the claustral regimen too sharp
After the first month's essay ?

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 224.

2. Resembling a religious house in its seclu-
sion

; cloister-like; secluded Claustral prior.
See prior. Claustral school, a school within the walls
of a monastery.

Claustrophobia (klas-tro-fo'bi-a), n. [NL., <L.
claustrum, a confined place, + 'Or. -$ofila, fear,
< (/lofjelaBat, fear.] In patliol. ,

a morbid dread of
confined places, to wnich hysterical and neu-
rasthenic persons are sometimes subject. See

agoraphobia.
Claustrophobic (klas-tro-fo'bik), a. [< claus-

trophobia + -ic.] Affected by claustrophobia.
claustrum (klas'trum), n.

; pi. claustra (-trii).

[NL., < L. claustrum, a bar, bolt, barrier: see

cloister.] 1. In anat., a thin sheet of gray
matter lying between the extraventricular or
lenticular portion of the corpus striatum of the
brain and the island of Reil. See striatum. 2.
In ichth., one of the chain of ossicles or bonelets
of the ear, between the vestibule and the air-

bladder.

clausnlar (kla'zu-lar),. [< L. clausula (see clau-

sule) + -or2.] Consisting of or having clauses.
clausule (kla'zul), . [= D. clausule = G. clau-
sel = Dan. Sw. klausul = F. clausule (obs.) =
Sp. cldusula = Pg. clausula = It. clausola, clau-

sula, a clause, < L. clausula, a conclusion, the
close of a period, a clause, (clausus: seectawsc.]
A short or little clause. Sp. Peacock. [Rare.]
clausure (kla'zur), n. [< ME. clausure = Sp.
Pg. It. clausura = G. clausur, klausur, an inclo-

sure, cloister, < L. clausura, an inclosure (the
lit. sense 'a closing' does not occur), < claudere,
pp. clausus, close : see closed, v., and cf. closure.]
If. An inclosure. Capgrave, Chronicle. 2.
The act of shutting up or confining; confine-
ment. [Rare.]
In some monasteries the severity of the clausure is hard

to be borne. Dr. A. Unldrx.

3f. In anat., the absence of a perforation where
it normally occurs; atresia. 4. A clasp by
which the covers of a book are held together.
claut, clat3 (klat, klat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
clauted, flatted, ppr. clouting, clatting. [Sc.;
perhaps connected with clafl- = clofl, clod1

,
a

thick round mass.] To scratch or claw; rake
or scrape together. Burns.
claut. Clat3 (klat, klat), n.

[Sc.,
< claut, clafS,

v. ] 1 . An instrument for raking or scraping to-

clave

gether mire, weeds, etc. 2. What is so scraped
together; a hoard scraped together by dirty
work or niggardliness.

she has gotten a coof wi
1

a claut o' siller.

Burns, Meg o' the Mill.

clava (kla'va), .
; pi. clava! (-ve). [NL., < L.

elatn, a knotty branch or stick, club, staff, cud-

gel, a bar, lever, a scion, graft.] 1. In anat..

the slender fibrous band forming the margin of

the posterior part of the fourth ventricle of the

brain, being the enlarged prolongation of the

posterior median column of the spinal cord.

2. [e<y.] In zool. : () The typical genus of the

family Clavida:. C. leptostyla is a beautiful reddish
marine form occurring on the New ILntiland coast, attached
to seaweeds about low-water mark,

(ft) A genus of

mollusks. Humphrey, 1797. 3. In eiitoni., the
club-like form produced by two or more en-

larged joints at the end of the antennas in cer-

tain insects, as the Clerid(e. Such antennae are

called clarate. See cut under clavate^.

claval 1
(kla'val), a. [< clava, 1, + -al.~\ Per-

taining to the clava or clavate process of the
brain.

claval2 (kla'val), . [< clavus, 4, + -aZ.] In en-

torn., pertaining to the clavus or inner portion
of a hemelytron. claval suture, in entom., the su-
ture dividing the corium from the clavus.

Clavaria (kla-va'ri-a), n. [NL., < L. clava, a

club.] The principal genus of fungi belonging
to the family Clmariei,
including many spe-
cies. Their substance is

fleshy, and their form gen-
erally cylindrical or clavi-

form, simple or branched.
Some are edible. One species
is called yray goats-beard.
clavariseform (kla-

va'ri-e-form), a. [<
NL. 'Clavaria + L.

fiirmrt, form.] Resem-
bling in form fungi of

the genus Clavaria. M.
C. Cooke, Brit. Fungi,
p. 509.

Olavariei (klav-a-rT-
o i

1

* i7 I"\TT t' f'lf, Three receptacles, upon the sur-

e-l),n.l>l. I -Nil., S C*O- facesofwhichsporesareproduced.
VOria + -ei.~\ A family ( 1lom Le Maout and rWaisne's

j. i
J " Trait6 genera t e Rotan que. )

of hymenomycetous
fungi in which the spore-bearing area is verti-

cal, covering the sides and tips of the frondose
or stem-like, simple or branching, fleshy struc-
tures of which the fungus chiefly consists. Also
called Clavati.

clavate1
, clavated (kla'vat, -va-ted), a. [<

NL. clavatus, < L. clava, a club: see clava.']

Club-shaped ;
hav-

ing the form of a
club

; growing grad-
ually thicker toward
the top ;

claviform.
Clavate antennae or

palpi, in entom., those in

which the outer joints in-

crease gradually in size,

forming an elongated
club. Clavate intes-

Clavate Antenna:. tine, a distended portion
of the ill tun found in a

few coleopterous insects. Clavate nucleus, the group
of ganglion-cells within the elava of the brain on either
side.

clavate2 (kla'vat), a. [< L. clavatus, furnished
with points or stripes, < clavus, a nail : see cla-

vus.} Like a nail.- clavate articulation, gom-
phosis.

Clavatella (klav-a-tel'a), n. [NL. (Hincks,
1862), < clavatu.t, club-sfiaped, + dim. -ella:

see clavate1 .] The typical genus of tubularian

hydroids of the family Clavatcllida;.

Clavatellidae (klav-a-tel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Clavatella + -idw.'] A family of UydropolypitHr,
represented by the genus Clavatella.

clavately (kla'vat-li), adv. [< clavate^ + -fy
2
.]

In a clavate manner; in the shape of a club.

Clavately swollen. H. C. Wood, Fresh-water Alga;, p. 176.

Clavati (kla-va'ti), n. [NL., pi. of clavatus:
see clavate^.] Same as Clnvariei.

clavation1 (kla-va'shon), n. [< clavate^: see

-afe'on.] The state of being club-shaped.
clavation2 (kla-va'shon), n. [< elm-rite^: see

-ation.~\ In anat., articulation in a socket, as
the teeth in the sockets of the jaws; gomphosis.
clave 1

! (klav). Obsolete preterit of cleave1 or
cleave^.

clave2 (klav), n. [Uncertain.] A kind of stool
used by ship-carpenters.
clave3t, [ME., < L. clava, a graft, a scion, a
particular sense of clava, a club : see clava."] A
graft ;

a scion.



clave
In Mar. h orenu'c in sette in snndry wyse:
In ae.le, in liou^'h, in t.ranelie.s, ami ill fluuf.

1'iillnilin.t, llusliomlric (K. K. T. S.), p. 119.

claveau (kla-vo'), n. [F. ; cf. OF. dun-l,-.
clavercleux (ML. i-lin-r/ii.it. infected with pus-
tules; prob. < ML. clai-i-llitx. dim. of L. clarux,
> F. clttu, a nail, a tumor: sec </('.] The
sheep-pox. Linn Inn.

Clavecin (klav'e-sin). . f < F. rlnn -i-iu, rliirrx-

gin,< It. rltirifriiihnln = Sp. clai-ii-iniluiln, rtan-
ciiiiliiiii/i (obs.) = 1). kin i-ii-i in, 1,-ltiri-rimM =
MH(i. l;luff,-iinl,,-i, (J. dim intbtl, < ML. clari-

I-I/III/III/HIII. i-lni-iciiiihiiliim, < L (/(in'.v (> It. cliini'i

Sp. C/I//T. nov> linn, etc.: see (/</', clni-ix ), a

key, -I- ri/iiiliiilHiii (> It. i-imliiili, Sp. cimhiil,,: clavicle (kl

see cymbal), a cymbal, tabor, etc. Cf. rlari-

i-linrd.] 1. A harpsichord. 2. The set of

keys or levers by which a carillon is played.
clavecinist (klavVsin-ist), . [< ebvwfn +

int.] One who plays on the clavecin or harp-
sichord. Jlrniniilii/.

clavelt (klii'vol), n. Same as i-lnn/.

clavellate (khiv'e-lat), a. [< NL. davcllatux,
(. "clan-lla, dim. of L. clara, a club: see data.]
In hot., provided with club-shaped processes;
clavato.

clayellated ( klav'e-la-ted), a. [As clavellate +
-i-ii-.] 1. Made from billets of wood. 2. Same
as clavellate ciavellated ashes, potash ami pearl
a-h : n termed from the billets of wood fr which thev
are obtained by burning.

Clavellina (klav-e-li'na), n. [NL., < 'davella
(dim. of L. clara, a club) + -itufl.] The typical
genus of ascidians of the family ClaveUiitidte,
having the body divided into three regions. C.

li'piiilij'ni-iiii.i is an example. ./. C. tiariyny, 1816.
clavellinid (kla-vel'i-nid), n. A tunicate of
the family (tarellinidte.

Clavellin'idae (klav-e-lin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
Clavellina + -ida;.] A family of social ascid-
ians, typified by the genus Clavellina. Each in-
dividual lias Its own heart, respiratory apparatus, and
digestive organs; but each is fixed on a footstalk which
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held against the string, Instead of by the rtrokeof a ham-
mer.

:

l his method of tone-production |-rniilte.| eonM.lei-
al.le variation in f.,i e,. and in.nialitv The compass of the
elavi. hor.l was originally limited to a te ton

Ion, and til.' ad\an

clavotrapezius
the genus Clara, whicli form colonies of similar
individuals, all maturing sexual cells on hollow
tentacular |il-ocesSCS.

rlanrithrriii (-ii). [NL., < L. rliiri*. a kev, -t- more rarely, a harpsichord. 2. A pianoforte.
i-ilhani, a . citliii'ra. guitar.] An old musical in- 3. The keyboard of a clavichorii, h,

strnmcnt of which little is known, probably a <
-

h<>rtl, pianoforte, organ, or similar instru-
kin.l of harpsichord, having the strings stret'ch- ''lent.

ed upon a vertical frame, as in an upright piano- claviformjklav'i-foriii), a. [Also improp. </</<</-

forte. Also written c/o. ////,<,.//(. fnnn : I'.Sp. 1'g. \\.clurijiiriin .<* i-lin-n, a club,

av'i-kl), n. [= F. i-lnricul, Sp. +./"<'<<". shape. ] Having aelavate form; club-
i-lnrii-iila = Pg. cliiviciila = It. rlin-imlii, < XL. shapec . __
i-lnrii-iiln. a sp.-eial use of L. dai'icula, a small claviger 1

(klav'i-jer), n. [Also cc

key, a tendril, dim. of clitri*. a key : see clavin.]
= ^K- It- dariytri), < L. r/nrii/i r. <

1. The collar-bone, forming one of the ele-
ments of the pectoral arch in vertebrate arii-

mals. In man ami Hiimlry quadrupeds there arc complete
cUrtola or collar-bonex, each joined at one end to the
scapula or shoulder-bone, and at the other to the sternum

or breast-bone. In

as, a claviform anti-nna.

contr.

, . L. cUivis, a
key, + genre, boar.] 1. One who keeps the
keys, as of a room.

Human Clavicle, left side, viewed from
above.

mini) quadrupeds the
rlavii lesareat>sentor

rudimentary, while In
I'lr.u they are united
in a single forked
piece, popularly call-

Th. piim, ,,r that bottomless pit whereof they were the
n. Christian Religion'i Appeal to Rtaton, p. 88.

Hence 2. A custodian of the treasury, rec-

ords, or muniments of a corporation. [Eng.]
The Cloven [clavigersl are two aldermen an. I twocoun-

< ilmen, who have the custody of the . -in
| x..rie|ilchett,

Miieh has two locks: each clacertua a k. v.

or wilhbone.
are recognized

j et n ctnver nun a Key.
Municip. Corp. Uepvrti (1835), p. Z48.

.'.i \\lc m,,f]iiLw'ihi claviger2
(klav'i-jer), n. [= F. clattiaere. < L

In many vertebrates below birds clavicles claVMcr < flora a. o 11 ti -t
!, but their homology is not always clear. &>2?*. ?T. t,

gerere, bear.] If.

2. [.cap.] [NL.] In etom., agenusof clavi-
corn beetles, of the family I'selaphida;. C. testa-
ecus is a wingless European species with con-
nate elytra. J'reyssler, 1790. 3. [cap.] [NL.]
In conch., a genus of gastropods. Haldeman,
1842.

are recognized, but their homology Is not always clear. VTt^llV V vZ i iThe human clavicle Is by some considered to be composed ^'terally, one who has a club; a club-bearer,
of its body, or clavicle proper, with a mesoscapular seg-
ment or acromial cpiphysls, a precoracoid or sternal c|.i

physls,
and an onmsternum, or interarticular flbrocartl-

lage ; but this view Is not generally adopted. See also cut
under skeleton.

2. In bot., a tendril. [Rare.]
clavicorn (klav'i-kom), a. and n. [= F. clari-

corne, < NL. davicornis, < L. clava, a club, + clavigerqus (kla-vij'e-rus), a. [< L. claviger
cornn = E. horn.] I. a. Having clavate an- (8ee clavigerl) + -out.] Bearing a key. Clarke.
i enitii'

; specifically, of or pertaining to the clavipalp (klav'i-palp), a. and . [< NL. dati-
Claricornia. palpus, <. L. clava, a club, + NL. palpus, a feel-

II. n. A member of the Clavicornia. er: see palpus.] I. a. Having clavate maxil-
i.raneins from a common ereephiK stem or stolon, through clavicornate (klav-i-kor'nat), a. f< claricorn 'ary palps ; specifically, pertaining to or hav-

T'I"
*

s

ci ''" l '" t

j"",
takl!S I'|HCV that connects them all. + -afei.] Same as clavicorn. ingthe characters of the ('/tin/mi/ii.

pi.' ofclaver 1
!, . An obsolete or dialectal form of

clnrer.

claver2!, . '. [= Sc. clever, < ME. claveren = D.
klarcrvn, klei-eren = LG. klauern = Dan. klavre;
cf. Icel. klifra, clamber, < klifa, climb: see
dive1

,
and cf. climb.] To climb.

Hwether the cat of helle claurede euer toward hire ?

Ancren Riwle, p. 15.

Two kynges ware clymbande, and elanerande one heghe,
The creste of the comj)as they covette fulle serne.

Vorte Arthurs (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3325.

claver3 (kla'ver), v. i. [Cf. clatter in same clavicula (kla-v'ik'fa-ia)", .
jpl.

clavicula; (-le).
sense.] To talk idly or foolishly ; talk much [NL. : see clanclel]

"
The clavicle or collar-

and at random. [Scotch.] bone.

Aagudeaman . . . as ever ye heard clavtrlu a pulpit. Numerous Vertebrates possess a clamcula, or collar-

Scoff, bone. Huxley, Auat Vert., p. 33.

claver3 (kla'v&r), . [< claver'^, .] 1. An clavicular (kla-vik'u-lar), a. [< clancvla +
idle story. 2. pi. Idle talk; gossip. [Scotch.] -ar%.] Pertaining to the clavicle or collar-bone.

I have kend mony chapmen neglect their goods to carry
Clavicular scute, in C/telonia, the clavicularium or

clashes and damn up and down, from one country-side epiplastron.
to another. scott. Claviculana (kla-vik-u-la'ri-a), n. pi. [NL.,
claver4 !, . A shortened form of clavigerl.

< claricula + -aria. 'Cf. ctaviculariuni.] A
claves, n. Plural of clavis. subtribe of dictyonine hexactinellid silicious

;. pi. of davicornis : Bee claricorn.] A group Clavipalpi (klav-i-pal'pi), n.pl. [l>ij., pi. or
of Coleoptera or beetles having the fourth and clavipalpus.-seedaripafp.] In Latreille's system
fifth tarsal

joints not connate, the first ventral ^ classification, the seventh family of tetrame-
segments visible for the entire breadth (except

rous Coleoptera or beetles, now retained as a
in Phtjsodidai), the antennae clavate or capitate superfamily of the suborder Tetramera, con-
' ' -

taming the families Krotylida; and Languriida>,
characterized by compression and clavation of
the last three joints of the antenna) and a
broadly transverse last joint of the maxillary
palps.
clavis (kla'vis), .

; pi. dares (-vez). [L. Claris

(=Grr. n/.eif, Dor. xPjjif), a key, connected with
clau-dere = Or. itfcieiv, shut, close : see close1

,

r., and cf. slot, from the same ult. root. Hence

(very rarely serrate), and the club at the end
of these furnished with from 2 to 5 joints. The
species are either terrestrial or aquatic, living mostly on
carrion, though some are found on plants. Most of the
clavicorns are known as Xecrophaia ; binding-beetles and
bacon-beetles are examples. Species of lieterocemu, Par-
nun, Qeoryitu*, etc., are aquatic forms.

., . so, rom e same u. roo. ence
ult. clef, clavicle, conclave, etc.] A key ; specifi-
cally, a key to or an aid to the understanding of

something difficult, as a cipher, or the study
of a foreign or classic author in his own lan-

guage.
If It had been necessary we should have construed it

into the most latent sense, Christ himself would have
given a clavit, and taught the church to unlock so great a
ecret. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 307.

Clavi, . Plural of clavus. sponges with radially situated clavulaj.
,

.
., .

, ,

claviary (klav'i-a-ri), . [< L. Claris, a key: Claviculanum (kla-vik-u-la'ri-um), n.
; pi. da- clarux, a nail: see clarus.] In mining, a bunch

see clavis, clef.] In music, a collective name vicularia (-a). [NL., < clacicula (see clavicle) + of rich ore. [Mexico.]
-arium.] One of the anterior lateral paired clavodeltoid (kla-vo-del'toid), a. and n. I a
pieces of the plastron of the chelonians; the Attached to the clavicle and having the char-
clavicular scute or so-called clavicle of a tur-

**"

tie : called epistfrnum by some authors, and epi-
plastron by Huxley. See epiplastron, and cut

for the system of keys upon the organ, piano,
and similar instruments. [Little used.]
claviatur (klavi-a-tor'), [= Dan. klariatur
= G. claviatur, < D. clariatuur, < L. clavis, a
key: see clavis, clef.] 1. The keyboard of a

acters of the deltoideus: as, the clavodeltoid
muscle.

II. . The clavodeltoideus.
pianoforte or an organ. 2. A system of fin-

uu
fr plastron. clavodeltoideus (kla'v6-del-toi'de-us), . ; pi.

gering suitable for a musical instrument with Claviculate (kla-vik[u-lat), a. [< clavicula + darodeltoidei (-i).

form of

. . [NL., < dav(iciila) + deltoi-

deus.] A muscle, corresponding to the clavic-
ular portion of the human deltoidens, extend-
ing in some animals from the clavicle to the

, .
. ulna, along the lower border of the fore leg.

Olaviceps (klav'i-seps), n. [NL.. < L. clava, a passing through the lamellae of bone at right clavola (klav'o-lft), n.
; pi. clavota! (-le). [NL

club, + -ceps, < caput = E. head.] A genus of angles, as if to fasten them together. dim. of L. dava,"& club.] In entom., the club
pyrenomycetous fungi parasitic upon the seeds clavicylmder (klav-i-sil'in-der), n. [< L. Claris, or expanded terminal portion of an insect's an-
of various grasses and sedges. C. purpurea

* kev
>
+ cytindrus, a cylinder.] A musical tenna, whether it is clavate, lamellate, or capi-

produces the ergot of rye. See ergot.
instrument invented by Chladni in 1799, con- tate.

teys or levers. -ate1 .] Having clavicles.

clavicembalo (klav-i-chem'ba-16), n. : pi. elari- claviculus (kla-vik'u-lus), n.
; pi. claviculi (-15).

cembali (-le). [It. : see clavecin.] The Italian [NL.,dim. of L. clavis, a nail: seedavtis.] One
of the perforating fibers, described by Sharpey,

vented in the midi

especiallv in German,
square pianoforte

' '

iddle ages, and in general use, clavicymbalum (klav-i-sim'ba-lum). n.; pi. clavomastoideua (kla'vo-mas-toi'de-us), n.;
;rmany, until displaced by the </ciryi6/a (-1&). [ML. : see clavecin.] Same pi. darimuwtoidei (-i). [NL., < cUiv(icula) +
te at the end of the eighteenth

as
zSJES, mufoUbu.] Same as clidomastoideus.

clavotrapezius (kla'v6-tra-p6'zi-u8), n.
; pi.

clarotraiif:ii (-1). [NL., < clar(icula) + trape-
sius.] An anterior or cervical portion of the



clavotrapezius

trapezius, in special relation with the clavicle,
which in some animals is quite distinct, extend-

ing from the occipital region to the clavicle.

clavula (klav'u-la), H.
; pi. clavula; (-le). [NL.,

dim. of L. clava, "a club.] 1. lu hot., the elon-

gated clavate portion of the receptacle in cer-

tain fungi. 2. In cool. : () One of the ciliated

clavate setaa or knobbed bristles found on the

fascicles of sea-urchins, as spatangoids.
In the Spatangidu! there are peculiar bands upon the

upper surface, the fascioles or semitje, upon which . . .

knobbed bristles with active cilia (daculte) are distributed.

Clout, Zoology (trans.), I. 2%.

(b) In sponges, a rod-like spicule pointed at one
end and having a knob or disk at the other; a

tylotate or knobbed rhabdus. W. J. Sollas.

Also clarule.

ClaVTllaria1 (klav-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL., < cla-

vula + -aria (fern, sing.).] The typical genus
of Clavulariidte. Quay and Gaimard.
Clavularia2 (klav-u-'la'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., <

clavula + -aria (neut. pi.).] In Sollas's c-lassi-

fication of sponges, a tribe of dictyonine hexac-
tinellidau Silicispongio!, having uncinate spic-
ules in the form of clavules, represented by
the single family Farreidce.

Olavulariidse (klav"u-la-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Clavwlarial + -idee."]

'

A family of polyps, named
from the genus Clavularia. Also Clai-idariada>.

J. E. Gray, 1840.

clavule (klav'ul), n. Same as clavula.

clavus (kla'vus), .
; pi. clavi (-vi). [L. (ML.

NL.) clavus, a nail, a corn, a tumor, a purple
stripe on the tunica, etc., prob. from same root
as clavis, a key. Cf. E. clore* and cloyi, both ult.

< L. ctowus.] 1. In costume: (a) [L.] In Bom.
antiq., a vertical stripe or band of purple color
in the tissue of the tunic. Senators were dis-

tinguished by the broad stripe or laticlavus;

knights and others wore the narrow stripe or

angusticlavus. See laticlave and angusticlave.

(b) [LL. ML.] Under the Byzantine empire
and in church vestments, (1) a plain border;
(2) a round spot supposed to resemble a nail-

head, used chiefly in groups or clusters at the

edge of the stuff, forming a border. 2. [NL.]
A grain of rye, or other cereal or grass, affected
with ergot : applied to the immature or sclero-

tium stage of the fungus, which was formerly
known as Sclerotium clarus. 3. [NL.] In pa-

thol., a pain in the head
limited to one spot, as if a
nail were being driven in.

4. [NL.] In en torn., the

nail; the interior basal

part of the hemielytruin
of a heteropterous insect.

It is generally of a somewhat different texture from the
rest of the corium, and in repose it is partially or entirely
covered by the scutellum and border of the pronotum.

clavyt (kla'vi), n.
; pi. dames (-viz). [Origin

uncertain.] In arch., a mantelpiece. Also
called clavel.

The glory whereof [alabaster] appeareth especially in

the workemanship betwixt the clavie of the chimney, and
the roofe of the chamber. Coryat, Crudities, I. 43.

claw (kla), n. [< ME. claw, clau (also clce, cle),

pi. clawes, clowes (also dees, clecn), < AS. clatvu

or cldwu (not *dd), pi. dawa, dawe, clawu (also,

rarely, pi. cled, cleo), a claw, hoof, = OS. klawa
= OFries. klewe, Fries, klauwe = I), klaauw =
OHG. chlawa, chldiva, chloa, cloa, MHG. kldwe,

kid, G. klauc, dial, kid, klow, klou, kloa, = Icel.

klo = Sw. Dan. Mo, a claw. See the verb.] 1.

In zool. : (a) A sharp, hooked, horny end of the
limb of a mammal, bird, reptile, or other ani-
mal

;
a pointed and especially a curved nail of

a vertebrate, consisting of thickened and har-
dened epidermal tissue, like horn, borne usual-

ly on a bony basis or core
; technically, an un-

guis, as distinguished from a hoof or ungula.
(6) A sharp, hooked end of a limb of an animal,
of whatever character, (c) The whole leg, foot,
or other appendage of. certain animals, termi-

nating in a sharp hooked end or in a pincer-like
extremity; a chela, cheliped, or chelicera, as
in insects, arachnidans, crustaceans, etc. See
cuts under chela*-, chelicera, and scorpion. (d)
Some part of an animal resembling or likened
to a claw. 2. Figuratively, the human hand;
hence, in the plural, grasp; clutch; hold: as,
to get one's claws on a thing.

What's justice to a man, or laws,
That never comes within their claws'

S. Butler, Hudibras.

3. In mech., some part of a tool or tackle re-

sembling a claw: as, the claw or cleft end of
a hammer, used in drawing out nails; the elate

Claw.

Petal of a cru-
ciferous flower

ithe wallflower).

Wing-case of Nepa cinerra.

a, clavus; *,corium; c.ap-
pendix ; d, membrane.
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of a crowbar; the claw of a grapnel. 4. In

bot., the narrow base of a petal, especially when
it is long, as in the pink and wall-

flower. 5. Inlocksmithiiig, a spur
or talon which projects from a
bolt or tumbler Artery-claw. See
artm. Crab's claws. See crM.
Devil's Claw (naut.), a very strong hook
and chain used as a stopper for a chain
cable. Retractile claws, claws which

may be retracted and protruded by ap-

propriate muscular mechanism, as in the
cat family. Claws not so disposed are
termed non-retractile.

claw (kla), v. [< ME. clawen,

clowen, < AS. clawian (rare) = D. klaauwen =
MLG. kleien = LG. kleien, klaucn = OHG. kid-

wean, G. klaucn, klauen = Dan. k/ii, dial, k/aa, =
Sw. kla = Icel. reflex, kloa-stk, claw, scratch:
all weak verbs, from the noun. The Icel. kid

(strong verb, pret. kid, pp. ktenimi), scratch,
rub, is perhaps not related.] I. trans. 1. To
tear, scratch, pull, or seize with or as if with
claws or talons.

But age, with his stealing steps,
Hath claw'd me in liis clutch.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 1, song (Globe ed.).

Like wild beasts shut up in a cage, to claw and bite each
other to their mutual destruction. Burke, Rev. in France.

2. To scratch
;
relieve by or as if by scratch-

ing ; scratch, as an itching part, with intent to
relieve irritation.

They [ben] counseilours of kinges ; Crist wot the sothe,
Whou [how] they [curry] kinges & her back claweth!

Piers Ploinman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 365.

I clawe, as a man or beest dothe a thyng softely with his

nayles. Clawe my backe, and I will clawe thy toe.

Palsgrave.

The French king neither liking of his errant, nor yet of
his pompous speech, said somewhat sharply, I pray thee,
good fellow, clawe me not where I itch not.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 228.

Hence 3f. To fawn on.

Rich men they claw, soothe np, and flatter ; the poor
they contemn and despise. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 13.

4. To make or affect by the use of a claw or
claws of some sort: as, to claw a hole in a

carpet ;
to claw up a heap of dirt

;
to claw the

leaves away. TO claw awayt. Same as to claw

of, (a).

The jade Fortune is to be claw'd away for 't, if you should
lose it. Sir R. L'Estrange.

To Claw it Off), to escape the consequences of an act ; get
out of difficulties.

Ant . You mistake the weapon : are you not hurt ?

Mart. A little scratch ; but I shall claw it of well

enough, Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, v. 2.

To claw Offt. (a) To rail at ; scold.

Mr. Baxter . . . claws off the Episcopal party as a set
of Cassandrian priests. Bp. Nicholson, To Mr. Yates.

(b) To get rid of.

A thousand pound to a penny she spoil not her face, or
break her neck, or catch a cold that she may ne'er claw
off again. Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iii. 2.

To claw on the backt, to pat approvingly. To claw
on the gall

4

,
to rub the wrong way ; irritate.

II. in trans. 1. Naut., to beat to windward,
in order to avoid falling on a lee shore or on
another vessel: with off; hence, figuratively,
to get off; escape: as, to claw off from an em-
barrassing situation. 2. To fawn; flatter.

Here [in Spain] it is not the Stile to claw and compli-
ment with the King, or idolize him by Sacred Sovereign,
and Most Excellent Majesty. Howell, Letters, I. iii. 10.

clawback (kla'bak), n. and a. [< claw, v., +
obj. back1

, n.~\ I. n. If. Literally, one who
claws the back; hence, one who fawns on an-

other; a sycophant; awheedler. Mir. for Mags.
These flattering clawbacks are original roots of all mis-

chief. Latitner, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Parasite [F.], a Parasite, a trencher-friend, . . . a claw-

back, flatterer, soother, smoother for good cheer sake.

Cotgrave.
2. Same as back-scratcher, 1.

Il.t a. Flattering. Bp. Hall.

clawbackt (kla'bak), v. t. [< clawback, .] To
fawn on

; curry favor with. Warner.
claw-balk (kla'bak), n. A balk or beam used
in making floating bridges. See extract.

Each two men carrying a claw-balk, or timbers Iii in I

with a claw, one of which held the gunwale of the boat,
the other the shore abutment. The Century, XXIX. 280.

claw-bar (kla'bar), . A hand-bar with a bent

claw-shaped point for drawing spikes from rail-

road-ties.

clawboardt, An obsolete form of clapboard.
clawed (klad). a. [< claw, n., + -ed$.] Fur-
nished with claws; unguiculate: in zool., spe-
cifically distinguished from ungulate, or hoofed :

as, clawed quadrupeds.

claw-fpot (kla'fut), n. and a. I. n. A foot, as
of a piece of furniture, carved in wood or cast

clay

in metal in the shape of the foot of a bird or

beast of prey.
II. a. Having claw-feet : as, a claw-foot table.

claw-hammer (kla'ham"er), M. 1. A hammer
having one end cleft or divided into two claws,
for use in drawing nails out of wood. 2. A
dress-coat; a swallow-tailed coat: so called

from the shape of the tail. [Colloq. or slang.]
claw-hand (kla'hand), n. In pathol., a hand
in which the wrist and metacarpophalaugeal
joints are extended while the interphalangeal
joints are flexed : due to paralysis of the lum-
bricales and interossei muscles.

claw-joint (kla'joint), n. 1. In anat., the ter-

minal or ungnal phalanx of a digit which bears
a claw or nail

;
a rhizonychium. In those cases

where a claw is well developed, as in a beast or bird of

prey, the claw-joint furnishes a bony core to the claw.

2. Iii eiitom., the last joint Of an insect's tarsus,
the one to which the ungues or claws are at-

tached.
clawker (kla'ker), H. [Prob. a var. of dial.

clatcher or cleuker for clutcher, < clutch1 or its

variants.] In a knitting-machine, the feed-

pawl or hand of a ratchet.

Claw-sick (kla'sik), a. Suffering, as sheep, from
foot-rot or claw-sickness.

claw-sickness (kla'sik
//

nes), n. Foot-rot, a
disease in cattle and sheep.
claw-wrench (kla'reneh), . A wrench having
a loose pivoted jaw and a relatively fixed one,
so arranged as to bite together when they are
made to grip an object.

clay (kla), n. and . [< ME. clay, cley, clei, <

AS. elceg = OFries. klai = MD. kleye, D. klei =
MLG. LG. klei (> G. klei) = Dan. kla-g, clay; re-

lated through dial. var. dag (see clagl, claggy)
to dog, q. v.

;
and perhaps ult. to LL. glm,

L. gluten (> E. glue, gluten, q. v.), to Gr. -y)j>t6f,

ytotd, sticky oil, gum, yUvr], yMfl>q, gum, y'Ma,

flue,

and to OBulg. glina, clay, gloiu, slime.]
. n. 1. The material resulting from the de-

composition and consequent hydration of the

feldspathic rocks, especially granite and gneiss,
and of the crystalline rocks in general. As thus
formed, it almost always contains more or less sand, or
silicious material, mechanically intermixed. After this has
been separated, the clay itself is found to consist of a hy-
drated silicate of alumina, but it is not yet positively
made out that there is one definite combination of this

kind constituting the essential basis of all the substances
to which the name clay is applied. All clays contain hygro-
scopic water, which may be expelled by heating to 212" F. ;

but they also contain water in chemical combination, and
when this is driven off by ignition the clay loses its plas-
ticity, which cannot be restored. Ordinary clay contains
more or less lime and other impurities, which render it to
a certain extent fusible. The purer varieties are refrac-

tory, and are known as fire-day (which see). (See also

pipeclay, china-clay, porcelain-clay, and kaolinite.) The
plasticity of clay is of great importance, as without this

quality it could not be easily worked into the various

shapes for which it is used. On what condition it depends
has not as yet been clearly made out.

2. Earth in general, especially in the Scrip-
tures, as the material from which, according to
the account in Genesis, the body of the first

man was formed.
I also am formed out of the clay. Job xxxiii. 6.

Arv. Are we not brothers?
/mo. So man and man should be ;

But clay and clay differs in dignity,
Whose dust is both alike. Shak., Cymbeline, iv. 2.

3f. Moist earth
;
mud

;
slime.

He spat on the ground, and made clay of the spittle.
John ix. 6.

4f. Any viscous plastic mixture used as mortar
or cement.
Cleme hit [sc. the ark] with clay comly with-inne.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 312.

He tok a ionket of resshen, and glewide it withe glew-
ishe cley [L. bitumine] and with picche.

Wyclif, Ex. ii. 2 (Oxf.).

Cley maad with hors or maunes heer, and oile

Of tartre, alum, glas, berm, wort, and argoile,

Resalgar, and our materes enbibing.
Chanter, Canon's Yeoman's Tale (ed. Skeat), 1. 812.

5. The human body; especially, a dead body.
[Poetical.]

Their spirits conquered when their clay was cold.

J. Baillie.

6. Figuratively, anything which is easily mold-

ed, shaped, or influenced.
All the land

Was clay in Slavery's shaping hand.
Whittier, Snow-Bound.

Bradford Clay, in geol., a bluish, slightly calcareous clay
of the Oolite, well developed near Bradford in England,
and remarkable for the number of apiocrinites in it.

Clay process, the method of making a stereotype print-

ing-plate from a mold of prepared clay. This clay is a
combination of potters' clay, kaolin, powdered soapstone,
and plaster of Paris. Drawn clay, clay which is shrank
or decreased in volume by burning. Long clay, clay pos-
sessing a high degree of plasticity. Oxford clay, in fieol. ,



clay
ft subdivision of the Jurassic series, mimed from the county
ill England Where it is conspicuous. It is tile Upper IIC

of two sections into which the Oxfordian is divided, the
lower one beiliK the Kellowa\s rock (I 'allo\ iaii). I be n\
ford clay crops out in Knuland from lioisetshin- through
to Yorkshire. It consists mainly of layers ,,f still bl

and sometimes attains a thickness of into feet. Potters'
Clay, a clay suitable for making the coarser saricties ,,t

potteiy, or for beinu' \vorked by the potter.

II. ". Formed or consisting of clay; char-
acterized by the presence of clay ; clayey: as,
a clay soil

;
a rltiy hovel, clay Iron ore. Same as

otay mnitant. Clay ironstone, the onlinary for f

iron on onrrtng in connection with the coal-measures,
cs| ially in England, where this ore is one of -real im
portancc. It e, insists essentially of caHnniU-of iron more
or less mixed with clay and sand, and often has the lorn,
of nodular concretionary masses. It contains from -Jn to.',o

IMT cent. ,,t" metallic iron, according to its purity. Clay
marl, a whitish, smooth, chalky clay. Clay pigeon, a
saucer of baked clay used as an artilicial II) ing target in

'"-"' clean

[< dtii/ + -///!.] 1. In Claytonia (kla-16'ni-a), . [Nl,., named after
l)r. .lolin 1'lni/i,,,,, :l bi.ijinist of Virejiniii, who
iliril in 177!).] A genus of low hcrlis, iiiittiral

r,, III the molds, the solid enist ,,!,., /';//,/,-,/,.,,;. of aboil I III I

|
,er i es bolollg-

outto make 'n^y in theooh '"" '" ''''"I"' 1
'

11 ' 1
' North America and not-tin ast-

rrn Asia, mostly perennial, ihe tw,, -,
., i,-,,f the

Allan]!
: areknoHii

'/. producing ( ,.,, r |y -p,, M: .
; ,

of 111, Wei, Ironi hetUl ,11 Ihe single pair of 1

.
- - I h I' Widely ll 1st n billed species is''. , rl'ili'ill"

Hi, point of the loaf and disappears. times used as a ],t herb

2. In ifcMM-VwMM, the operation of drivint; clay-yellow (kla'ycl '6), a. Dull browm-li-
dry day into u blast-hole which is too dainj. for yellow in color; luteous.
the insert ion of the blasting-powder. eld. An abbreviation of rl.m-nl: applied to

claying-bar (kla'ing-bar), . In //'H<'I/, a rod goods or shipping cleared at tin eiisioni-honse.
used lor making a blast-hole water-tight by -cle. [= V. -</<.< I.. -<///.<, -,/,/. .,-/,;/, a dim.
driving clay into its crevices, in order to pro- term., composed of two sntlixi--, -< (see -ic) +
loci the charge. -to (-lug): see -le, -el, -vie, ete. In recent F.

liiini//. a method of removing coloring
matter from sugar by the use of clay, leaves ,,f

n lined sugar are taken from th
formed at the point is rein
but loos,,,,,! and scooped ... _

tor, into which clay paste is put. The water Iruin the el:i\

drives the molasses before it, and soon changes it into a
saturated .solution of pure siiuar In dissoh ini: some of the
crystals. As the water tllter.s UutMlgD the loaf it expcN
the mother-liquor, and the brown color desci-nds toward

metamorphosed. Clay shale, clay having a thinly ing clay.

'

unfelt in English.!S.Si ',!.te5pl^^ dy-afll (H*'mU), A mill for mixing and -in.*,,.,, to 6 ,,
~ &**

melamorphism. anil from this cause has become crystal- tempering day; a pug-mill. dill,, lit' S3n
IvousTLrlt'r-ie^ Claymore (kla

'

mor), . [Also ./,/,/,,,
-

< cleach (kl6<
.h

-

)( . A dialectal form Qf dutch
tni-e. It consists otdctrital , fraHinentui material which

,

'""""""" }or
, >t-i f*??

t
..

8W
.

o
*J'

"ttel ' cleachlng-nOt (kle'fhing-net), . A hoop-aud-
ha, become consolidated into a rock, and has linden:

' iT.cuiKiiitd/iiii w. cleaayj, cleatlen (see p l(. fish-netused by hand. Formerly also called
more or less rearrangement of its constituent particles, c/ri/i/i/,,) L. i/ln(lius(> t,. ylaive, q. V.), a sword; rlrrl,--n< I

(Jael. mor = W aicr = Corn, mxur = Bret, dead, deed (kled), r. ,. [Adial. form of clothe,
IHI-HI; groat, akin to L. HHH/HHS, great, and to E.

() v J To clothe
,,,</,, ,-/,-/,..] 1 The name, in the Highlands cleadlng, deeding (kle'ding), n. [A dial, form

., r of Scotland, of the heavy two-handed sword. ,,f OoSKia I ('lotlm.ir- ,h.t whir-
iolidation (sec ,/.,,,. ;;, ; sometimes, however, this This weuixm n-iiuiinnl In IIM amm,,, th Hl,,l,ln,l~ (.

i ' X101
structure is that of the original deposit.

(See nii'tn ,ni'i>l,-<ni, and metainarphic mrkx, under
murjihic.) Roofing-slate is the most characteristic form of
elay slate. Ihc tendency of this rock to split Into thin
plates, making it available for roofing, Is ordinarily the
result of conditions arising after its deposition and con

s. however, thi
.- .-- Clay slate, or ar-

gillaceous schist, often passes gradually into mica schist,
and appears to be an incipient stage in the formation of
that rock.

clay (kla), r. t. [< clay, n.] 1. To cover or ma-
nure with clay.
The ground must be clayed again.

Mortimer, Husbandry.
2. To purify and whiten with clay, as sugar.

3. To puddle with clay.

clay-band (kla'band), . In coal-mining, clay
ironstone, or argillaceous iron ore, in thin stra-
ta. [South Wales.]
clay-bead (kla'bed), . One of the large beads
of baked clay, oval or somewhat flattened,
sometimes found in ancient tombs, especially
in Brittany. They are too large to have been commonly
worn as ornaments, and their use is uncertain. They are
doubtless identical with the whorls found in many parts
of the world, as Egypt, the Troad, Greece, and Armenia,
and identified as having been used by ancient peoples as
weights in spinning.

clay-brained (kla'brand), a. Doltish
; stupid.

clay-built (kla'bilt), a. Built with clay. [Bare.]
Clay-built cisterns. E. Darwin, Botanic Garden,

clay-clott (kla'klpt), n. [ME. cleiclot.~\ A clod
of earth

; figuratively, a corpse.
Nu lith the cleiclot al so the ston.

Religious Songs (in Owl and Nightingale, ed. Wright), p. 73.

clay-cold (kla'kold), a. Cold as clay or earth
;

lifeless.

Clay-cold were her rosy lips
Nae spark o' life was there.

The Lass of Lochroyan (Child's Ballads, II. 112).

Around Patroclus mourn'd the Grecian train,
Stern in superior grief Pelides stood ;

Those slaughtering arms, so used to bathe in blood,Now clasp his clay-cold limbs.

clay-colored (kla'kul
clay Clay-colored bunting.
clay-course (kla'kors), n.

of elav by the side of a

clay-daubed (kla'dabd)
clay or mortar.

In that cofer [Noah's ark] that was claydaubed.
Alliterative Poem* (ed. Morris), II. 492.

claye (kla), n. [< P. claie, OF. cloie = Pr. eleda.
< ML. clida, "eletti in dim. cletella, a hurdle; of
Celtic origin: cf. Ir. cliath = W. clwyd, a hur-
dle, prob. cognate with E. hurdle, q. v.] In
fort., a wattle or hurdle made with stakes in-
terwoven with osiers, to cover lodgments.

clayent, . [< ME. eleyen, < cley, clay, clay, +
-en, -en2.] Of clay.
These that dwellen [in] cleyene housis.

Wyclif, Job iv. 19 (Oxf.).

clayey (kla'i), a. [< ME. cleyi, cleyye, clegi, <
late AS. clwif/ for *cl<egig, < cUeg, clay, + -4g,
E. -yl. Cf. cltiggy, cltidgy, cledgy.~] 1. Consist-
ing of or of the nature of clay ; abounding with
clay ; mixed with clay ; like clay.
A heavy or elaiirii soli. Derham.

2. Bedaubed or besmeared with clay.
Wheat fields, one would think, cannot come to grow un-

tilled no man made elai/eu or made weary thereby.
Carlylf, French Rev., I. IL 1.

The Hightandrnen drew their claymores,
And gie a warlike shout.

Bonny Baby Livingston (Child's Ballads, IV. 14).

2. A name given inaccurately in the eighteenth
century to the basket-hilted broadsword made

1. The name, in the Highlands dea
of Scotland, of the heavy two-handed sword.
This weapon remained in use among the Highlander* at- or -.,. .u n
ter it had been generally abandoned elsewhere. It had Lovers, a covering. [Scotch.] 2. In en-
a cross-guard sometimes reinforced with curved qullliins gmes: () The jacket or outer covering of the
and shells. cylinder, or the covering of hair-felt put on

steam-pipes to prevent the radiation of heat.
Also called clothing and Utgging. (b) A timber
casing inclosing the boiler of a locomotive en-
gine and the fire-box. 3. Any kind of plank
covering, such as the slat ing-boards of a roof,
the boards of a floor, the plank lining of a pit-
shaft, the planking of a coffer-dam, etc. 4. In
mining, deal boarding for brattices. [Eng.]

cleak, r. and . See cleik.

Cleam (klem), v. t. [< ME. clemen, < AS. cUe-

man, smear, spread over (as clay, tar, oil, or
other viscous substance) (= MD. kleemen =
MLG. klemen = OHG. MHG. chleimen, mold, as
clay, = Icel. kleima = Norw. kleima, also Mime,
smear, daub; cf. Sw. klena, stick, spread, lay
on, = Dan. Mine, paste, lute, build with clay),
< clam, clay, E. dial, cloam : see doom and
ftaim2. Now only dial., with var. clem*, and
mixed with danft, v., daiitf, a., q. v. Cf . glaim.]
1. To smear with clay or other viscous sub-
stance.
Thenne cleme hit [the ark] with clay comly with-inne,& alle tlie cndentur (crevices] dryuen daube with-outen.

Alliterative Poe.ms (ed. Morris), ii. 312.

Sche took a leep [basket] of egge [sedge], and camneilr
I var. cleinede] it with tar and pitch.

Wyclif, Ex. ii. 3 (Purv.).

2. To smear upon; spread over; plaster.
Yf wormes feel [many] uppon hem be without*,
A strape of braas let strape hem of therwith,
And cleme uppon the wounde oxe dounge aboute.

Palladiia, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 82.

i, . Basket-hilted Broadswords of the i?th century ( anerward called
Claymores,,. 3. Two-handed Sword, or Claymore proper.

to be used with one hand, and closely resembling
the cuirassier's broadsword of the seventeenth
century in England. The blades of these swords were
often marked with the stamp of Andrea Ferrara. See

Hence 3. A soldier armed with a claymore.
Macaulay.

3. To glue together ; fasten with glue. [Now
only prov. Eng. in all senses.]

I limbs. Pope, Iliad, xviii. 369. clay-pit (kla'pit), n. A pit where clay is dug. clean (klen), a. [< ME. dene, cla-ne, < AS.
*ord), a. Of the color of clay-stone (kla'ston), . One of the concre- <'"', clean, pure, bright, = OS. klein = OFries.

.ntiug. See bunting*. tionary masses of clay frequently found occur- *''*" = MD. klene, D. Mecn, klein = LG.klen,
n. In mining, a seam "Eg 'n alluvial deposits, in the form of flat small (> Icel. klenn, snug, puny, = Sw. klen,
vein ; a gouge. rounded disks, either simple or variously unit- dial, klqjn, = Dan. Mein, thin, slight), = OHG.

, fl. [ME.] Daubed with efl 8O as to give rise to curious shapes. They elileini, bright, pure, MHG. kleine, klein, clean,
are sometimes almost as regular as if turned
in a lathe.

Flowers and Root of Spring-beauty (Claytmia .

I From Gray's
" Genera of the Plants of the United State*." )

neat, fine, small, G. klein, small. Cf. W.
plain,

glan = Ir. Gael, glan, clean, pure, radiant.]
1 . Unmixed with foreign or extraneous matter ;

free from admixture
; unadulterated ; pure.

Coupes of c/.-;;,- gold and peces of seluer,
Kynges with nil,yes and richesses i-nouwe.

Piers Ploieman (A), iii. 23.

All this is preef of holsum aire and ,-/,.,
And there as is contraler is aire unclene.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 2.

It teemed to me, also, that in It [the doctrine of com-
pensation] might l>e shown men a ray of divinity, the
present action of the soul of this world, clean from all

vestige of tradition. Emerson, Compensation.

2. Free from dirt or filth
; having all unclean-

ness removed.
Jena. Marcelle, myn awne discipill dere,

Do vs haue watir here in hast.
Hare. Maistir, it U all rc.lv here,

And here a towell clene to tast [handle].
1'ort Plays, p. 234.

Faynd t<. wash themselves incessantly ;

Yet nothing cleaner were for such intent,
But rather fowler seemed to the eye.

Spenttr, F. Q., II. vii. 61.

Let Thisby have rfran linen. Shot., M. X. D., iv. 2.



clean

3. Morally pure ; guiltless ; upright ;
honorable.

Thow taugtest hem in the trinitee to take baptesme,
And be dene thorvv that ery.-stennynge of alle kynnes

synnes. J'isi-x J'/tiirmiin (B), xiv. 184.

He knew who should betray him ; therefore said he, Ye
are not ali clean. John xiii. 11.

Mr. will be a formidable rival among the better
class. "He is a very clean man. He got his nomination
in a very clean way."
Springfield Rep. , quot. in Merriam's Life of Bowles, II. 261.

4. Among the Jews : (a) Of persons, free from
ceremonial defilement.

And if she be not able to bring a lamb, then she shall

bring two turtles, or two young pigeons ; the one for a

borat-offcrtng, ami the other for a sin-offering: and the

priest shall make an atonement for her, and she shall be
clean. Lev. xii. 8.

(6) Of animals and things, not causing cere-

monial defilement
; specifically, of animals, not

forbidden by the ceremonial law for use in sac-
rifice and for food.

Of clean beasts, and of beasts that are not clean, . . .

there went in two and two unto Noah into the ark.

Gen. vii. 8, 9.

But rather give alms of such things as ye have
; and, be-

hold, all things are clean unto you. Luke xi. 41.

5. Free from defect in substance or execution
;

without blemish or shortcoming : as, a clean gar-
den; clean timber; a clean proof (in printing) ;

to make a clean copy from a draft
;
to make a

cfeawjobof a piece of work. 6f. Clear; bright;
keen; incisive.

And Deffebus, my dere son, I dem hym the next;
With counsel! & comfort! of dene men of wit, . . .

That fare shall in fere <t feliship to gedur.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2798.

Of youre dene witte and youre consayte
I am full gladde in harte and thought,
And hym to mete with-outen latt
I am redy. York flays, p. 208.

7t. Noble; excellent; notable.

In his company come mony dene Dnkes,
And Erles also, with mony gret lordis.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4078.

In kynges court and knyghtes the den-nest men and fairest
Shullen serue for the lord selue, so fareth god almyghty.

Piers Plowman (C), xix. 95.

8. Whole ; entire
; complete.

He that made man mest sour lines mot saue
& alle oure dene compame.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1434.

Seying that the Savyor of all the world shuld sulfre hys
Deth vpon that Tree, Ther is dene remission.

Torkinffton, Diarie of Eng. Travel), p. 27.

And when ye reap the harvest of your land, thou shall
not make clean riddance of the corners of thy field.

Lev. xxiii. 22.

9. Well-proportioned; shapely; elegant.

Methoughte he had a pair
Of legges and of feet, so dene and fair,
That all my herte I gaf unto his hold.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Talc, 1. 598.

Thy waist is straight and clean. Waller.

They [Indians] are straight and well proportioned, hav-
ing the deanest and most exact limbs in the world.

Severity, Virginia, iii. H 1.

10. Free from awkwardness; not bungling;
dexterous; adroit: as, a clean boxer; a clean

leap; a clean trick. 11. In whale-fishing, hav-

ing no fish or oil aboard
; having captured no

whales.
Three vessels were reported clean, the remainder having

from one to nine [whales]. Science, VI. 259.

12f. Free; unencumbered.
What brother or sistir of this fraternite dye, he shal

haue, of the dene katel [chattel, property] of the Gilde,
xx. messes songyn for his soule.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 46.

Clean bill Of health. See bill of health, under bill3.~
Clean hands, freedom from wrong-doing ; innocence of
evil intention : originally biblical and used in the broad-
est sense, but now used especially with regard to financial
transactions : as, he retired from office with clean hands.

He that hath dean hands, and a pure heart. Ps. xxiv. 4.

The Clean thing, the right course to pursue ; the honor-
able thing to do. [Colloq.]

It would have been the clean thin// to say at once that
no debate would be allowed, instead of professing a readi-
ness to go into debate, and then to refuse discussion.

Washington Patriot, April 3, 1871.

To make a clean breast of. See ureaet.lo make
a clean sweep. See sweep.
clean (klen), adv. [< ME. dene, < AS. clane,
quite, entirely, < deem, clean. Cf. dear, adv.]
1. In a clean manner.
All his apparell cleane brusht, and his shoes made cleane

Rhodes, Boke of Nurture (E. E. T. S.), p. 70.

2. Quite; perfectly; wholly; entirely; fully:
as, the dam was carried clean away.
Contricioun hadde dene forjjeten to crye and to wepe.

Piers Plowman (B), xx. 367.

The people . . . passed clean over Jordan. Josh. iii. 17.

Now a ball or two may pass clean through your body
and never do any harm at all. Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 3.
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3. Without miscarriage ; dexterously ; neatly ;

cleverly. [Obsolescent.]
Byte not tin mete, but kerve it dene,
Be welle ware no drop be sene.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 20.

Pope came off clean with Homer. Rev. J. Henley.

4f. Nobly ; beautifully.

Kyng Auferius came crossyng them the way,
ffutl dene armyd in riche and good Aray.

Generydes (E. E. T. S), 1. 2728.

Clean cam. See cnn2.

clean (klen), v. t. [< clean, a. The old verb is

linuise, q. v.] 1. To make clean; remove all

foreign or defiling matter from ; purify; cleanse.

Time enough to clean our ship's bottom.
Dampier, Voyages, an. 1688.

Clean'd their vigorous wings. Thomson, Autumn, 1. 857.

2. To remove by cleaning or in the process of

cleaning: witho^f: as, to clean off filth. ciean-
Ing-and-sorting machine, in brewing, a form of grain-
cleaner nsed for freeing barley, previous to malting, from
all foreign substances, such as other grain, the seeds of

grass and weeds, dust, and dirt ; a malt-cleaning machine.
To clean out. () To deprive of all available means ;

exhaust the pecuniary resources of.

He [Bentley] must have been pretty well cleaned ottt.

De Quincey.

(b) To remove completely; clear out. [Colloq.] = Syn.
Clean, Cleanse. Cleanse is stronger than clean, expressing
more thorough work. Clean is generally used of physical
purification ; cleanse, of physical or moral. Clean is more
common.

Having bought my boat, . . . I require a menial to clean
it now and then. Howells, Venetian Life, vii.

I commanded, and they cleansed the chambers.
Jieh. xiii. 9.

Cleanse me from my sin. Ps. li. 2.

Only that is poetry which cleanses and mans me.
Emerson, Inspiration.

clean-cut (klen'kut), a. Clear-cut ; well-shaped ;

definite
; precise :' as, a clean-cut mouth

;
a clean-

cut statement.
A fine orator with a clean-cut perception of the political

facts of the situation and a patriotic desire to serve all.

S. Bowles, in Merriam, II. 420.

cleaner (kle'ner), . One who or that which
cleans. Specifically (a) A curriers' knife. (b)Infound-
ing, a hand-tool used in making molds, (c) One of a pair
of small card-cylinders in a carding-machine which remove
the fiber from another small cylinder called a worker, and
return it to the main card-cylinder ; an urchin. Cotton-
seed Cleaner. See cotton-seed.

clean-handed (klen'han"ded), a. 1. Having
clean hands. 2. Figuratively, free from moral
taint or suspicion; guiltless of wrong-doing:
now used mostly of fidelity to pecuniary trusts :

as, he came out of the transaction clean-handed.

cleaning (kle'ning), n. [Verbal n. of clean, .]

1. The act of making clean. 2. The after-

birth of cows, ewes, etc.

cleaning-machine (kle'ning-ma-shen"), n. In

silk-mantif., a machine in which dust and
other foreign substances are removed from silk

thread by drawing it through a brush. Knots and
tangles are taken out by drawing the thread through a
notch in a bar. If a knot catches, the bobbin which car-
ries that thread is lifted off the friction-roll which drives it,

and its motion ceases until the operator frees the thread.

cleanish (kle'nish), a. [< clean + -s/ii.]
Rather clean.

cleanlily (klen'li-li), adv. In a cleanly manner ;

neatly ; cleverly.
clean-limbed (klen'limd), a. Having well-pro-
portioned limbs

; lithe; shapely: as, "a clean-
limbed fellow," Dickens.

Tonquin is very populous, being thick set with Villages ;

and the Natives in general are of a middle stature, and
clean-limb'd. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 40.

cleanliness (klen'li-nes), n. The state or char-
acter of being cleanly ;

freedom from dirt, filth,
or any foul matter; the disposition to keep
clean, or the habit of keeping so.

Not to need any exquisite decking, having no adornment
but deanlinesi. Sir P. Sidney.
The cleanliness of its streets. Aadison, Travels in Italy.

Such cleanliness from head to heel. Swift.

cleanly (klen'li), a. [Now spelled cleanly in-

stead of clenly, in imitation of clean; early mod.

~E._denly,
< ME. clenly, clenliche, clanly, < AS.

clainlic, a., < cliene, clean, + -lie: see clean, a.,
and -ty

1
.] 1. Free from dirt or any foul mat-

ter; personally neat
;
careful to keep or make

clean.
*

An ant is a very cleanly insect, and throws out of her nest
all the small remains of the corn on which she feeds.

Addison.

Some plain but cleanly country maid. Dryden.

2. Free from injurious or polluting influence
;

pure; innocent: as,
"
cleanly joys," Glanville.

3f. Cleansing; making clean.

The fair
With cleanly powder dry their hair. Prior.

cleanse

4f. Dexterous; adroit; clever; artful.

For he was school'd by kimk> in all the skill

Of close conveyance, and eacll practise ill

Of coosinage and cleanly kmiverie.

Sfnutr, Mother Hub. Tale.

5. Neat; trim; well-shaped. Compare clean,

a., 9.

As the kynge come fro chirche on a day, ther mette
hym a comly man, well araied, and clenly.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 45.

He [the verse-maker] may both vse, and also manifest
his arte to his great praise, and need no more be ashamed
thereof than a shoemaker to haue made a cleanly shoe, or
a Carpenter to haue buylt a faire house.

Piittrnliam, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 253.

cleanly (klen'li), ttdr. [< ME. clenli/, clenli,

clttnliche,< AS. clainlice (= MD. lieinlick = OHG.
cleinlMio), adv., < cli&nlic, a.: see cleanly, a.,

clean, a., and-///
2
.] 1. Entirely; wholly; com-

pletely. [Clean is generally used in this sense.]
All the councell fro kourtt was clenely depertid.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11527.

When Castor had clanly consayuit his [Antenor's] wille,
He onswared him.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1918.

The pollen-masses were not removed nearly so cleanly
as those which had been naturally removed by insects.

Darwin, Fertil. of Orchids by Insects, p. 98.

2. In a clean manner; neatly; without soil or

uncleanness.

Whether our natives might not live cleanly and com-
fortably. Bp. Berkeley, Querist.

He was very cleanly dressed. Dickent.

3. Decently; morally; with freedom from vice
or impurity.

If I do grow great, . . . I'll . . . live cleanly, as a noble-
man should do. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 4.

4f. Cleverly; adroitly; dexterously.
His kyrtel of clene whfjt clenlyche y-sewed.

Purs Plowman's Crede (E. E. T. S.), 1. 229.

Nor fold my fault in cZtnii/-coiii'd excuses.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1073.

To have a quick hand and convey things cleanly.

Middleton, Witch, ii. 3.

5f. Clearly; unmistakably.
He the kinges cry clenli hadde herde.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3847.

cleanness (klen
'

nes), n. [< ME. clennesse,

clannesse, etc., < AS. clcennes, < claine, clean, +
-nes, -ness : see clean, a., and -nes*.] The state
or quality of being clean. () Freedom from dirt,

filth, or foreign or offensive matter ; neatness.

Cleanness of body is rightly esteemed to proceed from
a modesty of manners, and from reverence.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, iv. 2.

(b) Freedom from ceremonial pollution.

No scrupulous purity, none of the ceremonial cleanness
which characterizes the diction of onr academical phari-
sees. Macaulay.

(<) Exactness ; purity ; justness ;
correctness : nsed of lan-

guage or style.

He minded only the clearness of his satire, and the
cleanness of expression. Dryden, Juvenal's Satires.

(d) Moral purity; innocence; freedom from anything dis-

honorable, immoral, or sinful.

Vnder shadow of shame shewid forth hir ernd,
With a compas of clennes to colour hir speche.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 523.

Clannesse of the comnne and clerkes clene lyuynge
Made unite holychurche in holynesse stonde.

Piers Plowman (C), xxii. 381.

The cleanness and purity of one's mind. Pope.

cleansable (klen'za-bl), a. [< cleanse + -able.]

Capable of being 'cleansed. Sherwood. Also
spelled, less correctly, cleansible. [Rare.]
cleanse (klenz), .

; pret. and pp. cleansed,

ppr. cleansing. [Now spelled cleanse instead of

dense, in imitation of clean ; earlymod. E. dense,
< ME. densen, clensien, < AS. clainsian, make
clean, a causal verb with formative -s (cf. rinse),
< cliene, clean: see clean, a.~\ I. trans. 1. To
make clean

; free from filth, impurity, infection,
or, in general, from whatever is polluting, nox-

ious, or offensive.

Whanne ye shalle drynke, your mouthe clence withe a
clothe. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 6.

Where ploughmen cleanse the earth of rubbish, weed, and
filth,

And give the fallow lands their seasons and their tilth.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iii. 351.

This river the Jews proffered the Pope to cleanse, so

they might have what they found.

Addigon, Travels in Italy.

2. To free from moral impurity or guilt.

Lord, grawnt me, ar [before] that I deye,
Sorowe of herte with terys of eye,
Clene densyd for thy mercye.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 193.

Cleanse thou me from secret faults. Ps. xix. 12.



cleanse

3. Toromovo; wash nr purge away.
The leches waisshcd softly his woimdcs, and leidc ther-

to mini- Mini oviicmcntes in el:' mi- the vcnym.
M.'.lni <K. K. T. S.), iii. UW.

Not all her odorous tears run <-l,'<in*<- her i rime. Itrt/den.

4. In oaliro-iiriiilini/, to rentier (the undyed
parts) white and clean by removing tiw xoeM
of mordant froin them by immersion in a bath
of cow-dung and wnrin water, or in some arti-

ficial substitute; to dung. 5. In linirim/, to

remove tin- \east from (the lioer).=Syn. 1. Clean,
. >, r , /, an

U.t iiitriiiiK. To become clean.

The clondes wux eh-rc, rlfntii tin' ayre.
l>r*lrneli<,ii ,,J' Tfui, (K. K. T. S.), 1. 10.'..

r
i.

Drinking id.-." "I I hut muddle vnsiiiionric water: and thus
relume t In \ cUanting in>m it 1 1 iheir .sinnes.

t'Kirlmx, PHgltmagO, p. '1W.

cleanser (klen'zcr), n. One who or that which
cleanses.

Honey (it roses, taken internally, Is u good cleiinner.

ArlUtlnl.:'.

clean-shaped (kli-n'sliapt), a. Symmetrical in

shape; wcll-priipiii'l ioned.

cleansible, ". See dm usable.

cleansing (klt-n'/ing), . n. [Ppr. of cleanse, v.~\

Adapted to cleanse and purify ; designed for or

devoted to purifying. Cleansing days, Ah \w.i

ncsday mul the three days following. Cleansing week.
Satllf a- <'lxf'' iri: /, (whieh sec. under i-lmnte').

cleansing-vat ftlen'obag-yftt), n. In i>mrin;/.
a vat in which the fermentation of the beer is

completed. The veast passes out of a bung-
hole, and the supply is kept up from a store-vat,

clean-timberedt (klen'tim'berd), a. Well-pro-
portioned. [Bare.]

I think Hector was not so citan-timbered.

Shak., L. L. L, v. 2.

clean-up (klen'up), n. 1. A general cleaning.
[Colloq.] 2. In gold-mining: (a) The operation
of separating and saving the gold and amalgam
after the auriferous rock or gravel has been for

a certain length of time through the sluices or
under the stamps, (b) The gold obtained at a

given time by the above process. [Cordilleran
mining region.]

This specimen hut a small trifle . . .

Was his last week's clean up and his all.

Bret llarte, His Answer to IJer Letter.

clear (kler), a. and n. [< ME. clere, cler, < OF.
cler, clair, F. clair = Pr. clar = Sp. Pg. claro =
It. chitiro = MD. klaer, D. klaar = Icel. kldrr =
Sw. Dan. G. klar, < L. clarus, clear, bright, bril-

liant, famous, glorious. From the same source
are claret, clarify, clarity, declare, chiaroscuro,
etc.] I. a. 1. Free from darkness or opacity;
bright; brilliant; luminous; unclouded; not
obscured.

I will darken the earth in the clear day. Amos viii. 9.

It is almost clear dawn. Shale., M. for M., Iv. 2.

2f. Bright-colored; gay; showy; magnificent.
Him that is clothed witli clear clothing.

Wyelif, Jas. ii. S.

3. Free from anything that would impair trans-

parency or purity of color
; pellucid ;

trans-

parent: as, clear water; a clear complexion.
'Ill'- stream is so transparent, pure, and clear.

Denhain, Cooper's Hill.

As clear as glass
'111-' water ran in ripples o'er that strand.

William Morrit, Earthly Paradise, II. 222.

Soft, gentle, loving eyes that gleam
Clear as a starlit mountain stream.

0. W. Holmes, At the Pantomime.

Specifically 4. In glass-working, free from

etching, depolish, or anything which could dull

the surface. Objects partially depolished are
said to be half-clear. 5. Not confused or dull;

quick and exact in action, as the mind or its

faculties ; acute, as the senses : as, a clear mind
;

a 1-1,11 f head.

So rounds he to a separate mind
From whence clear memory may begin.

Tennyson, In Memoiiam, xlv.

Thine eyes,
Were they but clear, would see a fiery host
Above thee. Bryant, Constellations.

6. Manifest to the mind; comprehensible; well
defined or apprehended. In philosophy, as a tech-
nical term, clear is opi>oged to obscure, and does not imply
that the idea to which it is applied is so perfectly uppi c-

hendcd as would he implied by the adjective i/i\/i'tir/(i>p-

jMi.seil to i/i</i*ti/irl or ct'/ii'iiKi'd). These words were Hist
n- it technically as applied to vision by writers on optics.
CTrarvision occurs wnere there is sufficient light; ili*ttn<'t

vision, where the parts of the object seen can be recog-
nized. Descartes extended the terms to the mental apple
hension of truth, which he considered analogous to vision.
Leilmit/ yave more technically logical definitions, espe-
cially nf the term distinct (which see), and added the
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Simple Ideas are clear when they re mich as the oh-

jieM themselves fnini whenee they ueie laki n <li>( or

nuilit, in a wcll-onlei ed sensation or perreption, :

them. Look*, Human I mlei slaliiiin;,', II. xxix. 2.

\ < inn ept is said to he rlnrr when the decree of eon
scii intnens issneha-senahles UK todistinirilili it UK a hole

from others. Sir M'. Itatnill"" . l.< '-tuit -on |.o-i^ i

It was clear that, of whatever sins the K inu' of Prussia

might have heen uuilr.. he u L- now Hi. HIM

Mttcaulfiit. r'niierii-tte

7. Obvious to the senses; distinctly and easily

perceptible.
As both tin > i t ninth A penanee well deserude
All in fine gold to him. the\r jniaue kerude,
Kor <!'! recorde of theyr most woorthy fame*.

i'"> i, lulin, t'al theniiides, ii.

8. Free from anything that perturbs; undis-
turbed by care or passion; unruffled; serene;
calm.

Tn whom the Son, with calm aspect and clear,
Made answer. Milton, P. I.., v. 733.

Till ev n the clear face of the guileless King . . .

Became her bane. Tennyson, Guinevere.

9. Free from guilt or blame
; morally unblem-

i -I i ed; irreproachable; pure.
I write to you this second epistle, in which I stir your

rteor soul by monishing. Wyclif, 2 Pet. iii. 1.

Duncan . . . hath been
So clear in his great office. Shot., Macl>eth. i. 7.

In honour clear. Pope, Epistle to Addison, 1. tiS.

10. Free from something objectionable, espe-
cially from entanglement or embarrassment ;

free from accusation or imputation, distress,

imprisonment, or the like : absolute or follow-
ed by of or from.

The cruel corporal whisper'd in my ear,
Five pounds, if rightly tipt, would set me clear, day.

No one could have started with a more resolute deter-
mination to stand clear of party politics than Prince Al-

bert. J. McCarthy, Hist. Own Times, vii.

A house may be kept almost clear of fleas by frequent
washing and sweeping.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 190.

11. Free from impediment or obstruction; un-
obstructed : as, a clear view.

And make a clear way to the gods. Shak., T. of A., Hi. 4.

My companion ... left the way clear to him. Addison.

A clear field and no favor. Proverbial saying.

12. Sounding distinctly; plainly audible; ca-

norous : as, his voice was loud and clear.

The robin warbled forth his full clear note
For hours, and wearied not.

Bryant, Old Man's Counsel.

For like the clear voice when a trumpet shrills, . . .

So rang the clear voice of .-Kakidcs.

Tennyson, Achilles over the Trench. Q f Xo empty.

clear

He put hil month to her ear, and, under pretext of a

whisper, hil it clrar olf. Sir It. I. Kutranyr.

The iinihition of Ale\iiml'-r iliil not only ,lesi,o\ a ^ri-at

pait nf the world, lint untile it put 01

than it hud MM '< /'",/.,, U M I US.
< 'am.-

\ hitter wind, i-lfiit from the V.ith.
thnr.

Clear (kler). r. [< ME. rli-rrn = I), klnn-n =
!.<:. tin-in, klnriii = Mllii. UHKII, t;. l.lur,,,.

l-li'iri'ii = |)aii. l.liin = S\v. l.-lnm. clear, from the

adj. ; cf. Sp. cln mi' lull-. I, fhirnir = I V- ''In run
= It. ch in riirr. I'hiiii in . < L. I'linnn . <-lear, < rla-

rii.v. clear: see </<,. .] I. truim. 1. To re-

move whatever dlmiaiuM briglitni'HH, trans-

parency, or purity of color from: us, t" </<//

liquorx; to cli'iir a mirror; to i-lmr the :-ky.

2. To make clear to the mind ; free from ob-

scurity, perplexity, or ambiguity ; explain ;

solve; prove: now generally followed b\ H/I, or

by/row or o/before the thing removed: 11^ t"

clear up a case ; to clear a theory from doubt ;

to clear a statement of confusing details.

Let a god descend, and clear the business to the audi-
ence. /' ' "

Hailing fully cleared their ungratfiilnese and Inipii

deney. and Ivliig assured of the choice of a succewor that
was to be expected within flue or six weekei, bee wu de-
sirous to take the opportunity of thin Barke, and to viiit

the Colony in Virginia.

Quoted In L'apt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 104.

To be sure, that matter was never rightly cleared up.
Slirriilini. School for Scandal, I. 1.

3. To free from obstructions
;
free from any

impediment or encumbrance, or from anything
useless, noxious, or injurious : as, to clear the

way ;
to clear the table ; to clear the sea of pi-

rates
;
to clear land of trees

;
to clear the voice.

Addressing themselves to the work of clearing the land.

Emerson, Hist. Discourse at Concord.

4. To free from foreign or extraneous matter ;

remove anything from that impairs purity or

homogeneity. Specifically (n) In iml raniiin<i sheet-

iron, to remove oxia from (the surface of the plates un-
der treatment) by immersion In muriatic acid. (It) In

calico-printing, to remove superfluous dye from (cloth).
See clearinii, 1 (c).

5. To remove (something that has ceased to

be wanted, or is of the nature of an encum-
brance, impediment, or obstruction) : with off,

away, etc. : as, to clear off debts; to clear atray
the debris.

If, however, we cannot lay the foundation, it is some-
thing to clear a tray the rubbish ; if we cannot set up truth,
it is something to pull down error.

Hacavtay, On West Reviewer's Def. of Mill.

13. Without diminution or deduction; abso-
lute ; net : as, clear profit or gain.

lie through, what ere it coat,
So much cleare gaine, or so much colne cleare lost.

7*. Heywood, If you Know not Me, ii.

I often wished that I had clear,
Kor life, six hundred pounds a year. Swift.

14. Without admixture, adulteration, or dilu-

tion: as, a fabric of clear silk; clear brandy;
clear tea. [U. 8.] 15. Free from defect or
blemish: as, clear lumber. 16. Free from
doubt

; mentally certain
; clearly convinced ;

sure : as, I am perfectly clear on that point.
I have heard of a thing they call Doomsday-book I am

'["i- it has been a rental of back-ganging tenants.

Scott, Kedgauntlet, Letter xl.

17t. Sole; unaided; unaccompanied.
It was that worth! William that wijes [men] so louen,
A that hrougt gou out of bale with his cler strengthe.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2037.

Clear days (preceded by some numeral, as three, five,

nine, etc.), whole days, exclusive of that on which some
proceeding is commenced or completed : as, he was allow-
ed three clear aay in which to pay up. To boil clear.
See boil'2. = Syn. Plain, Obviotts, etc. See manifest, a.

II, . 1. In carp., arch., etc., unobstructed
space ; space between two bodies in which no
third body intervenes; unbroken or uninter-

rupted surface : used only in the phrase in the

clear : as, it measures fifty feet in the clear.

2. That which is clarified
;
clarified liquor or

other matter. 3f. Light; clearness.

In the north, distinguishing the hours,
The loadstar of our course diapers'd his clear.

Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

clear (kler), adv. [< ME. clfre, < clere, a., clear.
In 2d sense, cf. clean, </V.] 1. Clearly; plain-
ly ;

not obscurely ; manifestly.
Now char I understand. Milton, P. L., xii. 37B.

Sh' hath eyes (like Faith), but yet (alas !) those eyes
See cleer by night, by day are blinde as Bats.

Sylvester, tr. of l)u Bartas's Triumph of Faith, i. 19.

2. Quite ; entirely; wholly; clean: as, to cut
a piece clear off

;
he climbed clear to the top.

I am confident not a Man among us all did clear his

Dish, for it rained so fast and such great drops into our
rail a hashes, that after we had sup'd off as much Choco-
late and Rain- Water, together as snttlscd us, our Calla-

bashes were still above half full.

Uampier, Voyages, II. ill. 86.

7. To free
j
liberate or disengage ; rid : abso-

lutely or with of at from : as, to clear one's self

from debt or obligation.
Twice in one houre A' a halfe the Britaine hoarded her,

yet they cleared themselves.

Cajrf. John Smith, True Travels, I. 6.

Being thus tired with one another's company, ... we
used all the means we could to cli-ar ourselves of one an-
other. I;. Kimf (Arber's Eng. earner, I. 385).

8. To justify or vindicate
; prove or declare to

be innocent
; acquit.

That will by no means clear the guilty. Ex. \ \\i v. 7.

This earth, how false it is ! What means is left for me
To clear myself ? It lies in your belief.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, v. 5.

Ferd. Antonio, sir, has many amiable qualities.
Jerome. But he is poor ; can you clear him of that, I say ?

Sheridan, The Duenna, il. 3.

0. To make gain or profit to the amount of,

beyond all expenses and charges ;
net.

He clean but two hundreil thousand crowns a year.
Additon.

10. To leap clean over, or pass by without

touching; get over or past : as, to clear a hedge
or ditch

;
to clear a rock at sea by a few yards.

Ten feet of ground
He clear'd, in his start, at the very first iMiund '.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 68.

They had scarcely cleared the churchyard when a voice
. . . called out to them to stop.

Quoted in t'irtt Year of a Silten Reign, p. 101.

1 1 . Naut. and com . , to free from legal detention,
as imported goods or a ship, by paying duties
or dues and procuring and giving the requisite
documents : as, to clear a cargo ;

to clear a ship
at the custom-house. To clear a ship for action,
or to clear for action, to remove all encumbrances from
the decks, and prepare for an engagement. - To Clear the
decks, see tleck. -To clear the land (<ti/M. to make
such a distance from shore as to have open sea-room and



clear

be out of danger of getting aground. To clear the way,
to open the way ;

make a free passage.

The Scottish champion clears the way,
Which was a glorious thing.

Seven Chainptoiu of Christendom (Child's Ballads, I. 90).

II. intrans. 1. To become free from what-
ever diminishes brightness or transparency, as
the sky from clouds or fog; become fair: abso-

lutely or with HJI or off.

So foul a sky clears not without a storm.

Shak., K. John, iv. 2.

Advise him to stay till the weather clears up.
Swift, Advice to Servants, Directions to the Groom.

His excellency observed my countenance to clear up.
Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iii. 4.

Flowerets around me blow,
And clearing skies shine bright and fair.

11. II. D. llarham, Memoir of K. H. Barham, I. 33.

Hence 2. To pass away or disappear, as from
the sky: followed by off or it way: as, the mist
clears off or away. Sf.'To be disengaged from
encumbrances, distress, or entanglements ;

be-
come free or disengaged. Bacon. 4. To ex-

change checks and bills, and settle balances, as
is done in clearing-houses. See clearing-house.

5. Naut., to leave a port: often followed by
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(c) In c(ilii-i>.j>/-itiHn!f, the operation of removing superflu-
ous dye from the cloth

; by washing, treating with bran ami
soup, and grass-bleaching. ((/) In filaiw-ittiimtf., the keep-
ing of molten glass in a thinly fluid condition, to permit
impurities and all uncombined substances to separate and
settle to the bottom, leaving the glass clear. This is

assisted by agitation, first by the escape of the gases dis-

engaged, and, when this ceases, by stirring with iron ladles
or poles, and finally by introducing some substance con-
t:iiiiiiig water, which is pushed to the bottom, and there
evolves steam, which works upward through the mass, (c)
In ifalrniiiziny sheet-iron, the operation of removing oxid
from the surface of the plates under treatment by immers-
ing them in muriatic acid. (/) In banking, the mutual
exchange between banks of checks and drafts, and the set-
tlement of the differences. The place where this is effected
is called a clearing-house (which see). (17) In English
railway management, the act of distributing among the
different companies the proceeds <

'

the through traffic

passing over several railways. The necessary calculations
are made in the railway clearing-house in London.
2. That which is cleared, or is cleared away ;

specifically, in the plural, the total of the claims
to be settled at a clearing-house. 3. A place
or tract of land cleared of wood for cultivation.

Pleasantly lay the clearings in the mellow summer morn.
Whittier, Parson Avery.

4. The amount of free play or space between
the cogs of two geared wheels when fitted to-

out or outward : as, several vessels cleared yes- gether.

terday; the ship will clear out or outward to- Clearing-battery (kler'ing-bat'
t

'er-i), n. See

[Col- battery.

(a) To take one's self off; clearing-beck (kler'ing-bek), . See beck&.

clearing-house (kler'ing-hous), n. A place or
institution where the settlement of mutual
claims, especially of banks, is effected by the

payment of differences called balances, clerks
from each bank attend the clearing-house with checks and
drafts, usually called exchanges, on the other banks lie-

longing to the clearing-house. These exchanges are dis-
tributed by messengers among the clerks of the banks that
must pay them. Each bank in turn receives from all the
other banks the exchanges they have received drawn on
it and which it must pay. The exchanges which a bank
takes to the clearing-house are called creditor exchanges;
the exchanges which it receives from the other banks rep-
resented there are called debtor exchanges. It the cred-
itor exchanges of a bank exceed its debtor exchanges, it

is a " creditor bank," and must be paid the balance ; if the
reverse is the case, it is a "debtor bank," and must pay
the balance. The balances are paid by the debtor banks
to the clearing-house for the creditor banks. The details
of clearing, especially as regards the mode of paying the
balances, differ somewhat in different clearing-houses

originated
'

morrow. 6. To make room; go away,
loq., U. S.]-To clear out.
remove; depart. [Colloq.]

Colonel Golden and the Dickenses came one night, . . .

and cleared out the next day.
Ticknor, in Life and Letters, II. 207.

S't)

In bookbinding, to remove the waste paper and pare
own the superfluous leather on the inside of a book-cover,

preparatory to pasting in the end papers, (c) See def. S,
above. To Clear up. (a) To become clear to the eye or
to the mind. (6) See del. 1, above, (ct) To cheer up.

Come, no more sorrow : I have heard your fortune,
And I myself have tried the like : clear up, man ;

I will not have you take it thus.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, ii. 4.

clearage (kler'aj), re. [< clear, v.,+ -agt.~\ The
act of removing anything ; clearance. [Rare.]
clearance (kler'ans), n. [< clear, v., + -ance.]
1 . The act of clearing ;

riddance ; removal of
encumbrance or obstruction : as, the clearance
of land from trees ; the clearance of an estate
from unprofitable tenantry.
They [French philosophers] effected a clearance, and

opened a vista beyond whii
'

fore men's eyes.

2. Clear or net profit.
cate that a vessel has complied with the law
and is authorized to leave port, it contains the

clear-sightedness
A horseman ridinji along the giddy way showed so clearly

against the sky that il seemed as if a putt' of wind would
blow horse and man into the ravine beneath.

H. Curz'in, Monast. in the Levant, p. 170.

Once more ; speak clearly, if you speak at all :

Carve every word before you let it fall.

0. W. Holmes, A Rhymed Lesson.

(el) Without entanglement, confusion, or embarrassment.

He that doth not divide, will never enter well into busi-
ness

;
and he that divideth too much will never come out

of it clearly. Bacon, Dispatch.

(/t) Plainly ; honestly ; candidly.

Do not take into consideration any sensual or worldly
interest, but deal clearly and impartially with yourselves.

Tillotson.

tot) Without impediment, restriction, or reserve.

And for he shuld his charge wele susteyn,
The kyng hym gaue clerly an Erlys lande,
The whiche but late was com in to his hand.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1063.

By a certain day they should clearly relinquish unto the
king all their lands and possessions.

Sir J. Dames, State of Ireland.
= Syn. Distinctly, Clearly. See distinctly.

clearmatint, n. [ME. clerematyn, < clere, clear,
+ (appar.) matin, morning, perhaps in ref. to
breakfast (cf. OF. matinel, breakfast) : see clear,
a., and matin.] A kind of fine white bread.

Ne no begger etc bred that benes inne were,
But of coket or clerematyn or elles of clene whete.

Piers Plowman (B), vi. 306.

Clear-melting (kler 'mel "ting), n. In glass-
manu/., the process of keeping the glass in a
molten condition for a time sufficient to permit
impurities or uucombined substances to settle.
See clearing, 1 (d).
clearness (kler'nes), . [< ME. clerenesse, <
clere + -nesse: see clear, a., and -ness.] The
state or quality of being clear, (at) Clarity ; bright-
ness ; glory.

My townge is not suffycient
Thy clerenes to comprehende,
Yf every membre a tunge myght extcnde.

Political Poems, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 81.

There was under his feet as it were a paved work of a
sapphire stone, and as it were the body of heaven in his
clearness. Ex. xxiv. 10.

(ft) Freedom from anything that diminishes brightness,
transparency, or purity of color : as, the clearness of water
or other liquid ; clearness of skin, (c) Distinctness to the
senses ; the character of being readily and exactly per-

clcarncss to the view, (rf) Freedom from ob-

all the impurities soon falling to the bottom
name of the master, of the vessel, and of the port to which clearing-pan (kler'ing-pan), n. A small wide
iar's* ^e^l^eTKrw'ni'c^^a^l^L^ SEft !

& "f ^manufacture
for cTearl

prescribed by law. ing molten glass or treeing it from impurities;
4. In steam-engines, the distance between the a clarifier.

piston and the cylinder-cover, when the former clearing-plow (kler'iug-plou), n. Aheavyplow
is at the end of its stroke

; similarly, free play used for breaking up new lands.
for the parts of any other machine; clearing, clearing-ring (kler'mg-ring), n. In angling, a
Clearance angle. See angles. heavy ring of metal run down a fishing-line to

clear-cole, . See claire-cole. clear it of obstructions.
clear-cut (kler

'

kut), a. Formed with clear, clearing-sale (kler'ing-sal), n. A sale for the
sharp, or delicately defined outlines, as if by disposal of one's whole stock of goods, furni-
cutting, as opposed to molding. ture, etc.

A cold and clear-cue face. Tennyson, Maud, ii. clearing-screw (kler' ing -skro'), . In some
Quite an American face, I should fancy, it was so clear- firearms, a screw placed at right angles to the

cut and dark. The Century, XXVII. 211. nipple, as a means of communication with the

clearedness (klerd'nes), n. The state of being
bor

?
or chamber in case of obstruction in the

cleared. Fuller. [Rare.]
'

}'

ent
-.

Clearer (kler'er), . 1. One who or that which Clearing-stone (kler'mg-ston), H. A fine stone

perspicacity.
In the qualities in which the French writers surpass

those of all other nations neatness, clearness, precision,
condensation, he [Mirabeau] surpassed all French writers.

Macaulay, Mirabeau.

(g) AcUteness of a sense : as, clearness of eight.
The critic clearness of an eye
That saw thro' all the Muses' walk.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cix.

(At) Plainness or plain dealing ; sincerity ; honesty ; fair-
ness ; candor.

When. . . the case required dissimulation, if they then
used it, ... the former opinion spread abroad, of their
good faith and clearness of dealing, made them almost in-
vincible. Bacon, Simulation.

(0 Freedom from imputation or suspicion of ill.

For 't [murder] must te done to-night,

Shak., Macbeth, iii. 1.

O) In painting, that peculiar quality in a picture which
is realized by a skilful arrangement and interdependence
of colors, tinU, and tones, in accordance with the prin-
ciples of chiaroscuro. Esthetic clearness, that clear-
ness of comprehension which is brought about by the use

the general purifier and clearer. Pop. Sci. tto., XIII. 570!

2. Naut., a tool on which hemp is prepared for

making lines and twines for sail-makers, etc.

clear-eyed (kler'id), . Having clear, bright
eyes ; clear-sighted ; possessing acute and pen-
etrating vision

; hence, mentally acute or dis-

cerning.
She looks through one, . . . like a clear-eye (i awful god-

clear-headed (kler'hed'ed), a. Having a clear
head or understanding; sagacious.
This clear-headed, . . . kind-hearted man.

Disraeli, Coningsby.
Clear-headed friend, whose joyful scorn,
Edged with sharp laughter, cuts atwain
The knots that tangle human creeds.

Tennyson, To .

clearing (kler'ing), n. [Verbal n. of clear, .]
1. The act of making clear, (a) The act of freeingfrom anything : as, the clearing of land, (b) The act of

For behold this selfsame thing, that ye sorrowed after a
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f^ In a clear

() Without obstruction
; luminously.
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MPte"e8 f &** and salvation which were but darkly
l"8Cl 8ed Unt them

'
have unt U9

8 " *

That, by the old constitution, no military authority was
lodged in the Parliament, Mr. Hallam has clearly shown.

Macaulay, Hiillam s Const. Hist.

Clearly, a mouse, which has to run many times its own
length to traverse the space which a man traverses at a
stride, cannot have the same conception of this space as
a nlan ' H- Spencer, Prin. of Psycho!., 90.

(c) With distinct mental discernment : as, to know a thing
clearly.

You do not understand yourself so clearly,
As it behoves my daughter, and your honour.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 3.

(d) Distinctly ; plainly ; with or so as to permit clear per-
ception or understanding.

She [the Queen] braied and cride lowde,
and his companye it herde

" '

wey.

ig (kler'se'ing), a. Having a clear
sight or understanding. Coleridge.
clear-seer (kler'se'er), . A clairvoyant. North
British Her. [Rare.]
Clear-sighted (kler'sFted), a. 1. Having clear
or acute vision

; hence, having acuteness of
mental discernment

; discerning; perspica-
cious; judicious: as, clear-sighted reason; a
clear-sighted judge.

Judgment sits clear-sighted and surveys
The chain of reason with unerring gaze.

Thomson, Happy Man.
Not a few, indeed, of the most clear-sighted men of

science have been well aware of the real source of our
dynamic conceptions. J. Martinean, Materialism, p. 165.

2. Specifically, clairvoyant,
clear-sightedness (klef'sr'ted-nes), n. 1. The
state or quality of being clear-sighted; clear

vision; acute discernment of the senses or

thought.
When beset on every side with snares and death, he

[Shaftesbury] seemed to be smitten with a blindness as
strange as his former clear-sightedness.

Temple.
Merlin (E. E. T. s.), iii. 590. 2. Specifically, clairvoyance.



clearstarch

clearstarch (kler'starch), v. t. To stiffen and
dress with clear orpure starch : as, to c/t'tir.ittirrlt

muslin.

He took his lodgings at the mansion-house of a tailor's

whtmv, who washes and can clrnr-xtiiri-h his hands.

clearstarcher (kler'stiir'cher), n. One who
clearstarches,

clean linen come home from the clcar-starcher's.

DMou

clearstory, clerestory (kler'sto'ri), n.; pi.

clearstories, drri-ntiirii-x (-riz). [The spelling
fli'i'i-xtorii is archaic,

rlrarstory, which oc-
curs in early mod.
E., being also the

proper present spell-

ing ; < dear + sto-

ry*; so called be-
cause furnished with
windows. Cf. ////</-

story.] 1. The upper
story of a church,
perforated by a

range of windows,
which form the prin-
cipal source of light
for the central por-
t ions of the building.
It is immediately over the
triforium, where a trifo-

riuni is present. Where
there is no triforiuni it

rests immediately ,, the
tlcarstory._A of B Ca .

arches of the aisles; or, in thedral, NormanS^ .4, clearstory ;-
f, blind-story, or triforium.eases where sueh arches

are not present, it occu-

pies the corresponding position ii

walls.
the upper part of the

A meruelous howse was bylded at Gynes, . . . so grete
In quantyte, so statly, and all with cIfre story lyghtys, lyk
a lantorne. Arnold's Chronicle (1502), p. 11.

Hence 2. The raised part of the roof of a
railroad-car, which contains the ventilating
windows.
clearweed (kler'wed), . The PiUa puntila, a
low nettle-like plant of the United States, with
a smooth, shining, and pellucid stem, growing
in moist shaded places. Also called richweed.

clearwing (kler'wing), . A sphinx-moth in
which the wings are transparent in the middle :

as, the thysbe clearwing, Hemaris thysbe.
cleat 1

(klet), n. [E. dial., < ME. clete, var. of

"elite, < AS. elite : see cKte1 .] If. The burdock.
2. Butter-bur. [Prov. Eng.]

cleat2 (klet), n. [Formerly spelled elect, clete ;

same as E. dial, elate, a wedge ;
ME. clete, clyte,

also clote, a wedge (< AS. "cledt (f ), not found),
= MD. Mot, kloet, T>. kloot, a ball, globe, =
OHG. chloz. a ball, a bowl, MHG. also a knob,
wedge, G. kloss, a clod, dumpling, = Icel. Mot,
knob, = Norw. klot, klaate = Sw. klot = Dan.

klode, a bowl, ball, globe. The forms and senses
are not easily separated from those of the re-

lated cloti and clafl.] 1. Naut. :

(a) Apiece of wood or iron con-

sisting of a bar with arms, to

which ropes are belayed. (6)
A piece of wood nailed down to
secure somethingfrom slipping.

2. A piece of iron fastened
under a shoe to preserve the

C
iUashed

n

toIrtay
h

sole. 3. A piece ofwood nailed
on transversely to a piece of

joinery for the purpose of securing it in its

proper position or of strengthening it. Hence
4. A strip nailed or otherwise secured across

a board, post, etc., for any purpose, as for sup-
porting the end of a shelf. 6. A trunnion-
bracket on a gun-carriage. E. H. Knight.
cleat2 (klet), v. t. [< cleat*, n.] To strengthen
with a cleat or cleats.

cleat3 (klet), n. [Origin obscure.] In coal-

mining, the principal set of cleavage-planes by
which the coal is divided. Bituminous coal is more
or less distinctly stratified that is, divided by planes par-
allel to the bedding of the rocks above and beneath it It
is also almost always divided into thin layers by two sets
of joint-planes nearly at right angles to each other and to
the bedding. Of these two sets one is usually more dis-

tinct, and this is called the cleat. The surfaces exposed
in mining on the line of this cleat, which are in reality
joint-planes of the coal, are called fates and backs. Called
in England board.

cleavability (kle-va-bil'i-ti), . [< cleavable:
see -bility.] Capability of cleavage.

Hardness and clravability of grains.
S. 0. Williams, Applied Geology, p. 67.

cleavable (kle'va-bl), a. [< cleave
1* + -able.']

Capable of being cleft or divided.
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cleavage (kle'vaj), . [< cleave* + -age.] 1.

The act of cleaving or splitting, or the state of

being cloven.
There is little to look upon with pleasure amidst this

cleavaye of party ties and rending of old associations.
l-\,,-i,i<,,l,ti:i Rev., V 8., XI.. ::.

2. In mineral., the property possessed by many
crystallized minerals of breaking readily in one
or more directions, by which means surfaces
more or less smooth are obtained. The cleavage
shows the direction in which the force of cohesion Is least.

(l '"iiipare i'"'' 1 ' 11 ''-) It is defined as pfrfei-t or i-nt! iful
.

n/i//' i I- .-I, inl- ,-,-"/'''./. etc., according to the ease with
which the fracture takes place, and the smoothness of the
resulting surface; also ci//V. <>< -ttiln, 1,-nl. ,-!,<, , f <!":)i> -'li-ul.

i'i-i*i,it!<-, ttitrtitl, etc., according to the direction of the
fracture.

3. In geol., the property possessed by certain
rocks of being easily split or divided into thin

layers. It is chielly the argillaceous rocks in which
cleavage IB highly developed, and It seems to be the result
of metamorphism combined with pressure. The ch^n a^e
of roofing-slate is the best illustration of this structure.
(See i-iii

; i tlate, under clay.) Some rocks split into thin

layers as a result of stratification, hut this is not what is

properly understood by cleavage. Tyndall has shown that
wax may have planes of cleavage developed in it by pres-
sure ; but the only rocks in which cleavage-planes exist
in perfei tion are those which have also undergone some
metamorphism. See //i'Mmo/-y>/;/\,/i.

4. In rmliriiiil., segmentation, specifically of the
vitellus: distinctively called ii/ii-Hnii-nye or

yolk-cleavage. See segmentation Cleavage-cav-
ity, in enilirf/iil., the cavum segmentarium or hollow of a
segmented vitellus or yolk which has Itecome a vesicular
niorula; the interior of a blastula ; the cavity of a blasto-

sphere; a blastocit-le or blastocueloma. Cleavage-glob-
ule, cleavage-cell, a blastomere (which see). Cleav-
age-mass, in t'Htbryol., any cell resulting from the seg-
mentation of the vitellus or yolk of a germinating ovum-
cell ; a morula-celt.

The flrst step in the development of the embryo is the
division of the vitelline substance into cleavage-manses.

Huxley, Anat. Veri.., p. 10.

cleave1 (klev), v. i. ; pret. and pp. prop, cleaved,

pret. also occasionally clave, by confusion with

pret. of cleave^, ppr. cleaving. [< ME. eleven,

clevien, deovien, divien, diven (weak verb, pret.

devede, pp. deved), < AS. cleofian, clifian (weak
verb, pret. difode. pp. clifod) = OS. klibhon =
MD. D. kleven = MLG. kleven, LG. kliren =OHG.
ehleben, MHG. G. kleben (= Sw. refl. klibba)
= Dan. klcebe (not in Goth.), cleave, stick, ad-
here

; a secondary verb, with orig. strong verb
AS. "clifan, etc.: see dive1 . Cf. climb.] 1. To
stick

;
adhere

;
be attached

; cling : often used

figuratively.
If any blot hath cleaved to mine hands. Job xxxi. 7.

Let my tongue cleace to the roof of my mouth.
Ps. cxxxvii. 0.

Orpah kissed her mother in law ; but Kuth clave unto
her. Kuth i. 14.

For I cleaved to a cause that I felt to be pure and true.

Tennyson, Maud, xxvlii. 3.

2. To fit closely. [Bare.]
New honours come upon him,

Like our strange garments, cleave not to their mould
But with the aid of use. Shak., Macbeth, i. s.

cleave2 (klev), v.
; pret. cleft, clove, or clave (the

last now archaic), pp. deft, cloven, or cleaved,

ppr. cleaving. [< ME. eleven, cleoven (prop,
strong verb, pret. daf, ckef, clef, cleef, pi. cloven,

pp. cloven, clove; also, as trans., weak, pret.
deved, pp. cleft), < AS. clevfan (strong verb,
pret. dedf, pi. clufon, pp. clofen) = OS. klio-

bhan = D. kloven = MLG. kloven, kliven, LG.
kloben = OHG. chlioban, MHG. G. klieben =
Icel. kljufa = Sw. klyfva = Dan. klove (not in

Goth.), split, divide, prob. = L. glubere, peel,
= Gr. yMxjHiv, hollow out, engrave (see glyph,
glyptic). Not related to dea re1 .] I. trans. 1.
To part or divide by force

; rend apart; split or
rive ; separate or sunder into parts, or (figura-

tively) seem to do so: as, to cleave wood; to
cleave a rock.

Daniel seyde. "sire kynge, thi dremeles bitokneth,
That vnkouth knygtes shul come thi kyngdom to cleue."

Piers Plowman (B), vii. 165.

The crescent moon clove with Its glittering prow
The clouds. Wordsworth, Sonnets, iii. 3.

His heart was cleft with pain and rage,
His cheeks they quivered, his eyes were wild.

Coleridge.
When Abraham offered up his son,

He clave the wood wherewith it might lie done,
Longfellow, Wayside Inn, Torquemada.

Like a spire of land that stands apart
Cleft from the main. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

And the mountain's granite ledge
Cleaves the water like a wedge.

Whittier, Grave by the Lake.

2. To produce or effect by cleavage or clear-
ance

;
make a way for by force

;
hew out : as,

to cleave a path through a wilderness.
The crowd dividing clove

An advent to the throne. Tennyson, Princess, iv.

cleddyo

3t. To part or open naturally.
Kvev.v heast that parteth the hoof, and flftt ivfh the cleft

into two claws. llcnt. \iv. *i.

= 8yn. 1. .*'///;/. in/I, etc. SM
Q. iitii-iiiix. To come apart; divide; split;

open : especially, to split with a smooth plain-

fracture, or in layers, as certain minerals and
rocks. See cleavage, '2 and :i.

Tin- ICoehe '!': f \\\ two, and in that clevvnuc uasonre
I/ml hidil. Mini:!. -rill.-. '] ra\. i

As if the world should ch'llrr, and that slain men
should solder up the rift. Mnl... A. and l

1

., iii. 4.

In a irrecnstonc-dike in the Magdalen Channel, the feld-

spar ,-l.',ir,-,l with the antic "l al

<.e..l oli-ervatiolis, IL 13, note.

cleavelandite (klev' Ian -dit), . [After the

American in incralogist PorkerCtMKWMMKf(1780-
1858).] Alamellar variety of the feldspar albite,
from Cliesterlield in Massachusetts.
cleaver 1

(kle'ver), n. [< clfave1 + -tr1 . See
i-itni-irx.] 1. That which cleaves or sticks,

specittcally, a toys' toy, consisting of a piece of soaked
leather with a string attached, by which, M hen the leather
is pressed close to a stone, the stone may be lifted; a
sucker.

2. See cleavers, 1.

cleaver2 (kle'ver), n. [< cleave2 + -erl.] 1.
i ine who or that which cleaves or splits. Spe-

cifically 2. A heavy knife or long-bladed
hatchet used by butchers for cutting carcasses
into joints or pieces.
We had processions in carts of the pope and the devil,

and the butchers rang their cleavers.

Swift, Journal to Stella, xxxlv.

3. A cutting-tool with a sharp edge, used in

place of a wedge for
splitting timber Butcher's

Cleaver. See Charles's wain, under train.

cleavers, clivers (kle'vferz, kliv'erz), . [Prop,
pi. of deaveri (diver being a dial, form resting
on the orig. form of cleave*, namely AS. clifian,
ME. divien, etc. : see cleave1 and dive1

,
and cf.

diver1
, and, for the form, diver3 ). The plants

are so called from their cleaving together or to

clothes, etc.
;
ef. dive3

, burdock, of like origin.]
1. A plant, Galium Aparine, also called goose-
grass, used to some extent in medicine as a
diuretic and sudorific. It has a square Jointed stem,
with short retlexed prickles on the angles, and eight narrow
leaves at each joint. Also rarely in singular, cleaver, diver.

2. Tufts of grass. [Prov. Eng.] 3. [In form
clivers.] The refuse of wheat. [Prov. Eng.]
cleaving-knife (kle'ving-nif), . A coopers'
tool for riving juggles, or blocks of timber, into
staves. Also called frotc.

clechg, clechge (klesh'a), a. [F. clecM, fern.

electee, < L. as if *clavicatus, (. clavis, a key: see

clavis.] In her. : (a) Voided or pierced through-
out, and so much
perforated that
the chief sub-
stance is taken
from it, leaving
nothing visible
but a narrow
edge or border :

said of an ordi-

nary or bearing,
as a cross so represented. (6) Having arms
which spread or grow broader toward the ex-

tremities, and are usually obtusely pointed:
said of a cross.

cleck1
(klek), v. t. or i. [E. dial, and Sc., < ME.

cleken, < Icel. klekja= Svr. kla'cka = Dan. kUekke,
hatch. Cf. Goth, klahs in comp. niu-klahs, new-
born.] To hatch ; litter.

cleck2 (klek), . [Cf. dock*, cluck.-} The noise
made by a brooding hen when provoked; a
cluck. Brockett. [Prov. Eng.]
decker (klek'er), . [< deck? + -er1 .] A hen
sitting, or desirous of sitting, on her eggs.
Brockett. [Prov. Eng.]
decking, cleckin (klek'ing, -in), . [Verbal n.

of clecKi, t\] A brood; a litter. [Prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]
decking-time, cleckin-time (klek'ing-, klek'-

in-tim), . The time of hatching or littering;
the time of birth. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]

Cleckin-time't aye canty time. Scott, Guy Mannering, i.

cledt, cleddet. Variants of clad, preterit of
rlnthr. Chaucer.

cleddyo (kled'yo), H. [Repr. W. cleddeu or

cleddyf, pi. dfddyfau, = L. gladius, a sword:
see claymore.'] In Celtic antiq., a sword, usu-

ally of bronze, and having the form which is

described as leaf-shaped (see sword), the tongue
being in one piece with the blade, and the bar-
rel of the hilt being formed by riveting a plate
of wood, bone, or horn upon each side of the

tongue.



cleddyo

Cleddyo, Royal Irish Academy, Dublin.

Cledgy (klej'i), it. [Var. of datlgy, assibilated

form of dagyy : see dug1
, daggi/.] Stubborn ;

tenacious; mixed with clay: applied to soil.

[Eng.]
Cleet (kle), n. An obsolete or dialectal variant

of daw.
Gootes clcen [goafs-claws], or rootes

Of lilie brente, or galbane all this bote is.

Palladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

To save her from the seize

Of vulture Death, and those relentless clew.

B. Joiuwn, Underwoods, cii.

deed, c. t. See dead.

deeding, ". See oleadina.

cleek, i'. and n. See cleik.

cleett, n. An obsolete form of cleat1 ,
cleat2 .

cleevest, An obsolete plural of cliff
1

.

Clef (kief), . [< F. clef, OF. cle, clef = Sp.

clave, now (tore = Pg. chare, a key, clave, a

clef, = It. chiave, < L. clavis, a key: see clavis.]

In music, a character placed upon a staff to in-

dicate the name and pitch of one of its degrees,
so that the names of the others may be known.
Three clefs are in common use : (1) The G clef, or violin-

clef, indicating that the second line of the staff corresponds

a b c d

a. G clef, or violin-clef, b, c. F clef, or bass clef. d. C clef.

to the G next above middle C ; (2) the F clef, or bass clef,

indicating that the fourth line of the staff corresponds to

the F next below middle C ; and (3) the C clef, indicating
that the degree on which it stands corresponds to middle

C. When the C clef stands on the first line, it is called the
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cleft-grafting (kleft'graf'ting), n. See graft-

ing, 1.

cleg1 (kleg), v. i.
; pret. and pp. degged, ppr.

dn/ging. [Cf. dug1
, dog, day.] To cling; ad-

here. [Prov. Eng.]
cleg

2
(kleg), n. [Sc. and North. E. also gleg; <

Icel. kle/jgi = Norw. klegg = Dan. klaige, ahorse-

fly, prob. from root of clog, day 1
, day, etc., as

that which ' sticks
'

;
cf. cleg

1
.] A name of

various insects which are troublesome to horses

and cattle from their blood-sucking habits, as

the great horsefly or breeze, Tubanns boviititx.

also called the gadfly; the Ciirysops caicutiaix

(see Ciirysops); and, in Scotland, the Ha-matn-

pota pluvialis, a smaller grayish-colored fly.

Hornets, clegs, and clocks. Syleester, tr. of Du Bartas.

cleg3 (kleg), B. [Var. of gleg
1

, q. v.] A clever

person. [Prov. Eng.]
cleido-. See dido-.

cleik, cleek (klek), v. [Sc., < ME. cleken; north-

ern (unassibilated) form ofcleach, detch, clutch :

see clutch 1
, v.] I. trans. 1. To clutch; snatch;

seize
; catch, as by a hook.

Why, vnconand knaves, an I cleke yowe
I schall felle yow, be my faith, for all youre false frawdes.

York Plays, p. 280.

He cleikit up ane crukit club.

Wyf of Auchtirmuchty (Child's Ballads, VIII. 119).

2. To steal.

II. intrans. To take one's arm; link together.
Burns.

cleik, cleek (klek), n. [< cleik, cleek, v. Cf.

clench

clement.] 1. The quality of being clement;
mildness of temper, as shown by a superior to

an inferior, or by an aggrieved person to
_

the

offender; disposition to spare or forgive;

mercy; leniency; forbearance.

I pray thee that thou wouldest heal' us of thy clemency
a few words. Acts xxiv. 4.

The only protection which the conquered could find was

in the moderation, the clemency, and the enlarged policy

of the conquerors. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

Clemency, he [Seneca] says, is an habitual disposition

to gentleness in the application of punishments.
Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 199.

2. Softness or mildness, as of the elements : as,

the clemency of the weather.

These and other things fable they of the Hypcrborei, to

which Solinus addetli many other, of the efanmcM of the

ayre, etc. Pvrmeu, Pilgrimage, p. 398.

= Syn. 1. Mercifulness, indulgence, forgiveness, compas-

sion, tenderness, gentleness.

clement (klem'ent), a. [< F. dement, now cle-

in<'iit= Sp. Pg. It. clemente, < L. demen(t-)s, mild,

calm, soft, gentle, placid, orig. of the weather,

fig. of disposition, mild, gentle, tranquil, merci-

ful; of uncertain origin ; according to one view

orig. 'languid,' 'weary,' ppr. of i/ "clem = Skt.

V cram, be weary.] Mild in temper and dispo-

sition; gentle; forbearing; lenient; merciful;

compassionate; tender.

I know you [the gods] are more clement than vile men,
Who of their broken debtors take a third.

>/,/,-.. Cymbeline, v. 4.

= Syn. Forbearing, indulgent, forgiving.

i^ -f- _-s_
mi 4Si- 2SE - "p-

i. Soprano clef. 2. Alto clef. 3. Tenor clef. 4. Gregorian C clef.

5. Gregorian F clef.

sopranoclef; when upon the third line, the alto clef; wher

golf. [Scotch in all

cleisto-. See clisto-.

cleithral, a. See dithral.

clem 1 (klem), v. ; pret. and pp. clemmed, ppr.

clemming. [< ME. 'demmen, < AS. 'elemman

(only in comp. be-demman, fasten, confine) =
OS. "klemmian (in comp. bi-klemmian, fasten,

confine, ant-klemmian, press upon, urge) = MD.
D. klemmen, pinch, clench, oppress, = MLG. LG.

klemmen, pinch, compress, = OHG. "chlemman

(incomp. bi-chltmman),MH.Qr. G. klemmen,pinch,

squeeze, jam, = Dan. klemme, pinch,

The C clef in its various positions is most used in old

music and in full scores of large vocal works. In Grego-
rian music a peculiar form of the C clef appears, and also

of the F clef. The form of all these characters has resulted

from gradual changes of the Gothic letters G, F, and C.

See staff.

cleft 1
(kleft), n. [Early mod. E. also dift, <

ME. dift, dyft, and erroneously clif (perhaps <

AS. *dyft, not found; otherwise Scand.), =
D. kluft = OHG. cliluft, G. kluft = Icel. Muff
= Norw. kluft, klyft = Sw. klyft, klyfta = Dan.

kliift, a cleft, crack, etc. ;
from the verb : AS.

cleofan = D. kloven, etc., cleave, split: see

cleave2 ,
and cf. dore3 = dough 1

.'] 1. A space
or opening made by cleavage ;

a crevice ;
a fis-

sure
;
a furrow

;
a rift

;
a chink.

Therby also . . . ys a scissur or clyfte in the Stone
Rooke so myche that a man may almost lye therine.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travel!, p. 43.

He will smite the great house with breaches, and the

little house with clefts. Amos vi. 11.

The great cleft at Wady Mousa was hidden from view.

The Century, XXXI. 14.

2f. The point where the legs are joined to the

body; the crotch. Chaucer. 3t. That which
is cloven; a cloven hoof. [Bare.]
Every beast that parteth the hoof, and cleaveth the cleft

into two claws. Deut. xiv. 6.

4. A disease of horses characterized by a crack
on the bend of the pastern. 5. A piece made
by splitting: as, a

cleft
of wood. Branchial cleft.

See branchial. Primitive cerebral cleft, in embnjol.,
a deep furrow separating cerebral vesicles or brain-blad-

ders. Visceral Cleft, in e.mbryol., a fissure between vis-

ceral arches of the neck of a vertebrate embryo, placed
transversely across the front or sides of the neck ; a primi-
tive gill-slit. See cut under amnion.

cleft2 (kleft). Preterit and past participle of

cleave2 .

cleft2 (kleft), p. a. [Pp. of cleave^, v.~] 1 . Split ;

divided; cloven.

I never did on cleft Parnassus dream. Dryden.

2. In bot, divided half-way down or somewhat
further, with narrow or acute sinuses between
the lobes: applied to a lobed leaf, calyx, etc.

Cleft hoof. See hoof. Cleft palate. See palate. In a
cleft stick, in a scrape ; in a fix, dilemma, or awkward
predicament. [Colloq.]

I never saw his equal to put a fellow in a cleft-stick.
Lever.

cleft-graft (kleft'graft), v. t. To ingraft (a

plant) by cleaving the stock and inserting a

scion.

clamp) = Sw. klanima, pinch, squeeze. In later

use taken as equiv. to dam 1
, v., as a denomina-

tive of dam 1
, n., but prop, a factitive verb,

with reg. vowel-change, from the pret. *klam

of an assumed verb, Tent. (Goth.) "kliman,
AS. "diinman, press or adhere together, stick;

mixed with clam2
,
and also with clem2 = deam :

see dam 1
,
dam 2

,
clem? deam.] I. trans. 1.

To pinch ; compress ; stop up by pressure ; clog.

2. To pinch with hunger;
-*- -

or pertaining to one of several ecclesiastics

named Clement, especially (1) St. Clement,
bishop of Rome in the first century: (2) Pope
Clement V. (1305-1314) ; (3) Clement VII. (1378-

1394), the first of the antipopes of Avignon.
Clementine liturgy, a very early, probably ante-Nicene,
Greek liturgy, so called because it has come down to us

incorporated in the eighth book of the work known as the
"
Apostolical Constitutions," which is ascribed in its Greek

title to St. Clement of Rome. It is, however, not Roman,
but Oriental in type, and has been assigned by some au-

thorities to the patriarchate of Antioch.

II. n. 1. One of a series of compilations at-

tributed to St. Clement. 2. pi. That part of

the body of canon law which contains the col-

lections made by Pope Clement V. of the acts

of the Council of Vienne, A. D. 1311-12, with the

addition of some of his decretals. 3. A fol-

lower of, or a believer in the authority of, the

antipope Clement VII.

Clemently (klem'ent-li), adv. With mildness
of temper; mercifully.

Most clemently reconcile this company unto Christ.

Jer. Taylor, Uiss. from Popery, ii. 9.

clemmyid (klem'i-id), n. A member of the fam-

Were clemm'd with keeping a perpetual fast.

Massinyer, The Roman Actor, ii. 1.

What ! will he clem me and my followers?
B. Junson, Poetaster, i. 2.

II. intrans. To die of hunger ;
starve.

Hard is the choice when the valiant must eat their armes
or clem. B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 8.

[In all senses prov. Eng.]
clem2 (klem), v. t. A variant of deam.
clem3 (klem), . [Var. of dam2

, a.,q.v.] Same
as dam2

. [Scotch.]
clematine (klem'a-tin), n. [< Clematis + -e2

.]

An alkaloid found in Clematis Vitalba.

Clematis (klem'a-tis), n. [L., < Gr. K^unrif,
clematis (so called fromits long, lithe branches),
dim. of KAij/ia(T-), a vine, branch, twig, < KA&V,

break, lop, prune.] 1 . A genus of plants, most-

ly herbaceous climbers, natural order Banuncu-
lacea. There are many species, natives of temperate cli-

mates. The flowers are without petals, but the sepals are

petaloid and often large and brightly colored. The fruit is

a head of many achenia, with long bearded styles. C. Vi-

talba is a common species of Europe, known as traveler's-

joy, virffiris-bou<er, or old-man's-beard, which runs over

hedges, loading them first with its copious clusters of white

blossoms, and afterward with its plumose-tailed, silky
heads. The virgin's-bower of the United States, C. Virgi-

iiiana, is a similar species. There are many forms in culti-

vation, with large flowers of various colors, mostly varie-

ties or hybrids that have been obtained from C. Viticella of

Europe, C. lanuginoxa of China, and the Japanese species
C. Jlorida, C. azurea, and C. Fortunei.

2. [?. c.] A plant of the genus Clematis.

'. t. An obsolete form of deam.
cleniencet (klem'ens), n. [< F. demence, now
demence, < L. dementia : see clemency.] Clem-

ency. Spenser.
clemency (klem'en-si), n. [Formerly demence,

q. v. ;
= Sp. Pg. clemencia = It. demenza, de-

menzia, < L. dementia, < clemen(t-)s, mild: see

Clemmyidae (kle-mi'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Clem-

mi/s + -M/o;.] A family of turtles, typified by
the genus Clemmys : generally, but not proper-

ly, known as Emytlidte.

clemmyoid (kleni'i-oid), a. and n. [< Clemmys
+ -oid.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the
characters of the Clemmyidee.

II. . A clemmyid or emydid.

Clemmys (klem'is), w. [NL., < Gr. K/U/i/rof, a

turtle.] A genus of turtles, typical of the fam-

ily Clemmyidw.
clench, clinch (klench, klinch), v. [The form
clinch (early mod. E. dynche, Sc. unassibilated

clink) is later than clench, which is the normal
form

;
< ME. denchen, also *denken (spelled cleyn-

ken) (pret. denchede, pp. cleynt, dent), clench,
rivet. < AS. 'clencan (in comp. be-clencan, Bos-

worth, ed. Toller, Supp.), = OHG. chlankhan,
chlenken, klenkan, MHG. klenken, fasten, knit,

bind, tie, = D. klinken = Dan. klinke= Sw. Norw.

klinka, clench, rivet; appar. the factitive of

dank, and so prop, applied to fastening with
nail or rivet and hammer, and so in later use

(E. clinch, Sc. clink) merged with the closely re-

lated dink: see clink.] I. trans. If. To nail

or fasten.

His Bodi was Book ; the Cros was brede [board],
Whon Crist for vs ther-on was cleynt.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 138.

It [the ark] sail be cleyngked euer-ilka dele,
With nayles that are both noble and newe.

York Plays, p. 43.

2. To secure or fasten, as a nail, staple, or other

metallic fastening, by beating down the point
after it has been driven through something;
rivet. 3. To bring together and set firmly, as

the teeth ;
double up tightly, as the hands.



clench

The tops I could fust reach with my lists clinched.

Swift.
Clench'd her fingers till they hit the palm.

'/' luitfumi, Lancelot and Klainc.

I know you, said Kve, clewhinij lu-r teeth and In-r little

fl8t. C. Jielllh', I.OVr NIC Little, |X)VC TIIC Long.

4. To grasp or seize firmly or convulsively;
gripe.

Hi- sette him on the lienche
His harpc fur in i-lfiiclie.

Kiw, //, (K. K. T. S.), 1. 1476.

His heart clenched the idea as a diver grasps a gem.
lh .-/</ //, < 'nniiiynliy, vii. 7.

6. Figuratively, to fix or secure by a finishing
touch or blow

; confirm, us an argument or an
action, in some unanswerable or irresistible

way; establish firmly.
But the Cuimcil (if Trent goes much further, and iV//i.7i

fth the liu-.inrss as cJteetu:il]\ a- l>o^il.!e. Xix/tt,.

Aubrey not only refirsed to marry his cousin, ]t\\l clenched
his refusal hy marrying some one aba.

Warffn, Teli Thoiiund a Year.

A taunt that dench'd his purpose like a blow !

Tennyion, 1'riuccM, v.

6. Nant., to calk slightly with oakum, in antici-

pation of foul weather.
II. intrann. 1. To gripe. 2. To seize or

gripe another, or one another, with a firm grasp
or hold, as in wrestling: as, the men elem-ln'il.

3t. To pun.
In his time [Sir Cliilip Sidney's], I believe, it [clenching]

ascended nrst Into the pulpit, where, if you will ^ive rue
leave to clench too, it yet finds tile benefit of it-* clergy.

Vrydeii, Del. of Epil. to 2d pt. t'ouq. of Granada.

clench, Clinch (klench, klinch), n. [< clench,
i-liiicli, r.] 1. A catch; a grip; a persistent
clutch.

.

Kil 1

of thecosomatotis ptrropodx, of the family //y-
uliriilir (or I'nrtitiniilii'), having a straight tri-

angular shell, sharp-pointed
behind, with a triangular
oral aperture in front, f.

pyramitlata is an exani)>li>.
I'eron and Lesueur, 1810.
2. In entom.: (n) A gi-nus
of coleopterous insects. Mul-
XUHl. (I,) A gemi* Of lepi-

dopterous insects. Strfilinix,
1834. (c)AgenUSofdipterOUS
insects. l)<-xe<iit\y. 1863.

Cleodoridae (kle-o-dor'i-de), . i>l. [NL., <

ilnrii, 1, 4- -/>/.] A family of pteropods, named
by J. E. Gray in 1840 from the genus rii-tnlnni.

Cleomachean (kle-o-ma'ke-an), r. and . I. n,

Of or pertaining to Oleomachus, a Greek tmifir

poet of the fifth century B. c. : as, the Clevma-
chean verse or meter. Bee II.

II. n. In anc. pros., a verse consisting of
Ionics a majoro in dimeters, with contraction
in the last foot of each dimeter, and admitting
of anaclasis, so that its scheme is

cleptomania

2. To call to one's self
; invite

; summon.
Heclupede to him his chaiimlicrlaj m .

/ '*i i> ana lilaunchejtur, 1. 607.

l|p . ,///,.,/ hym his clerken.
luaiiii'l' /.;'"<"''"' (C. U. I

-
), I. 830.

Cleome (kle-o'me), . [NL. (Linnaeus), < LL.
cleome, an unidentified plant ; origin uncertain.
The NL. term is referred by some to Gr. ideietv,
shut (see rfose1

,
r. ), in reference to the parts of

the flower.] A large genus of herbaceous and
shrubby plants, natural order Capnaridnnn.
natives principally of tropical America, Egypt,

He grasped his stole
With convulsed clenches. Keat.

Inside Clench. Outside Clench.

2. That which holds fast or clenches; aclench-
er (or clincher) ;

a holdfast.

I believe in yon, but that's not enough :

Give my conviction a clinch.

Broipninff, Master Hngues of Saxe-Gotha.

3. Naut., a mode of fastening large ropes, con-

sisting of a half-hitch with the end stopped back
to its part by
seizings. The
outer end of a
hawser is bent

by a clench to
the ring of the
anchor. E. H.
Knight. 4f. A
pun or play on
words.

The ladles smile, and with their fans delight
To whisk a clinch aside, then all goes right.

Beau, and ft., Epil. to Wit at Several Weapons.

Nay, he (Ben Jonsou] was not free from the lowest
and most groveling kind of wit, which we call clenches, of
which "

Every Man In his Humour" is infinitely full, and,
which is worse, the wittiest persons in the drama speak
them. Dn/den, Uef. of Epil. to 2d pt. Conq. of Granada.

6. A mode of securing a nail, staple, or the like,

by turning over the point and hammering back
into the wood the portion bent over.

clench-bolt (klench'bolt), n. A bolt with one
end designed to be bent over to prevent with-
drawal.

clencher, clincher (klen'-, klin'oh6r), n. 1.

One who clenches, or that which is used for

clenching, as a cramp or piece of iron bent
down to fasten anything. 2. A tool used for

clenching or bending over the point of a nail,
to prevent its withdrawal. 3. A retort or re-

ply so decisive as to close a controversy; an
unanswerable argument : as, the bishop's letter
is a clencher.

clench-nail (klench'nal), n. A nail made of
such material that it can be clenched Rove
Clench-nail, a clench-nail with a square end : so named
from the mode of using such nails in bout-building, where
they are clenched liy hammering down the end, or by pla-
cing over it a little diamond-shaped piece of metal called
a i-iii-c. and riveting the end of the clench-nail down upon
it, thus drawing the planks (irmly together.

clench-ring (klench
'

ring), . A lap-ring, or

open ring m which the parts on the sides of the

opening overlap each other. E. H. Knight.
clenet, A Middle English form of clean.

clengt, v. An obsolete form of cling.
clenk (klenk), c. A dialectal form of clink.

clentt, a. [ME. Cf. dint*, dinty.'] Steep; high:
rocky.

The ship ay shot furth o the shire waghes,
As qwo clymbe at a clyffe, or a dent hille,
Eft dump in the dene as all drowne wolde.

Destruction vf Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1995.

Cleodora (kle-o-do'ra), n. [NL., < Gr. i

name of a Dauaid and of a nymph.] 1. A genus
66

Cleome sfinosa.

and Arabia. Many of the species have showy
flowers, and a few are cultivated for ornament,
as C. spinosa, C. rosea, etc.

Cleonidaet (kle-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cleonus
+ -idee.'] A family of coleopterous insects,
named from the genus Cleonus. Kirby, 1837.

Cleonus (kle-6'nus), n. [NL. (Schonherr, 1826) ;

also Cleonis (Megerle, 1821).] A large genus
of Curculionidce or weevils, characterized by
an elongate and convex body, a short and thick

rostrum, and apical antenna with their second
.joint longer than the third. The genus Is repre-
sented by 12 species In the United States, and there are
upward of 185 in all. Several feed upon the pine and the
larch.

clepe (klep), r.
; pret. and pp. clepcd, clept,

ycleped, yclept, ppr. cleping. [E. dial, clip; <

ME. depot, clepien, cleopien, clupien, clipien, <

AS. cleopian, clypian, cliinan = ONorth. cliopia,

clioppia, call, cry out. Connections unknown.]
I. in trans. To give a call; cry out; appeal.

He ryches hym to ryse, & rapes hym sone,
Clepen to his chamberlayu, choscs his wede.

Sir Oawayne and the Green Kniyht (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1310.

Clej>e at his dore, or knokke with a stoon.

Chanter, Miller's Tale. 1. 246.

Cleping for vengeance of this treachery.
Mir. for Mays., p. 447.

To the gode I clejie
For true record of this my faithful

speech.
Xurtttn and Sackviue, Gorboduc.

II. trans. 1. To call
;
call upon; cry out to.

In tribulacioun thou iuwardli clepiditt me.
Wydif, Ps. lx. 8.

Than he leet rlft ,e In ulle the I,,rdc-. Dial In made vny.
den llrst out of hi* rliainhre. .I/"/"/, . !!, Travels, p. 138.

3. To call by the name of; name.
The sterre transim.ntmie. that H <-l>-i>i the >terre of the

ee. Miiiiitrri/l,-, I ravels (ed. Halliwell), p. ISO.

They cle/ir us drunkards, ami with swinish phrase
Soil our addition. .S'/mi.. Hamlet, I. I.

Judas I am. //.iv/,.,; Machabntu. ShaJc., I.. I.. I*, r. 2.

lint come, thon m,ddc-s fair and free,
In Heaven !/./;// Kuphrosyne.

Milton, l.'Allegro, 1. 12.

[The word is now used only archaically, chiefly
in the past participle. ]

clepet, a. [< clepe, v.] A cry; an appeal; a
call.

With clepet and cries. Sur/v;/. Km-id, ii.

clepps (kleps), . [E. dial., prob. var. of r/i/*
1

, n.

(I. c/i///i', rtaml, .] A wooden instrument
for pulling weeds out of corn. Grose. [Prov.
Eng.]
clepsammia (klep-sam'i-ii), .

; pi. eteptammta
(-e). [NL., < (!r. K/tvrtiv (iAe^>.), steal, + a/t-

fiof, sand.] An instrument, as an hour-giant*,
for measuring time by the dropping or flowing
of sand.

Clepsine (klep-si'ne), n. [NL., < Or. rif^ta,
theft, < K/i-niv, steal.] A genus of the order

Hirudinea, including some of the lower forms
of leeches, in which the sinus and other v '

form a continuous system of cavities contain-

ing blood, and in which the segmental organs
open into the sinuses by ciliated apertures.
It is the typical genus of the family Clepttinidte.
C. bioculata is an example. Savigny, 1817.

Clepsinea (klep-sin'e-ft), n. pi. [NL., < Clcjmne
-f- -ea.] A tribe of leeches, containing the

family Clepxinida; or Glossoporidte, character-
ized by the development of a protrusile probos-
cis to the mouth.

Clepsinidae (klep-sin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Clepsine + -idee.} A family of suctorial anne-
lids, or leeches, of the order Hirudinea, typified
by the genus Clepsine : by some called (llosso-

i>oridte.

clepsydra (klep
'
si - dra), .

; pi. clepsydras
(-draz) or clejisydra; (-dre). [< L. clepsydra,
< Gr. K'/.eif>i'Spa, < K'MVTUV (K/^^-), steal, hide,+

iifupj
water: see tcater.) 1. A device for

measuring time by the amount of water dis-

charged from a vessel through a small aperture,
the quantity discharged in a given unit of time,
as an hour, being first determined, in the older
clepsydras the hours were measured
by the sinking of the surface of the
water in the vessel containing it. In
others the water ran from one vessel
into another, there leing in the lower
a piece of cork or light wood, which
as the vessel filled rose and thus
indicated the hour. In later clepsydras
the hours have

1
.Af^Z\mbeen indicated by

a dial. In flg. 2,
the float, .1 . Is at-

tached to the end
of a chain, which
is wound around
the spindle, B, and
has at ita other ex-

tremity the coun-
terweight,C.When
water is admitted
from the cistern,/),
the float rises, and
the counterweight
descends and turns

. Clepsydra from an antique sea
dieval Clepsydra.

the spindle, on the end of which is a hand which marks
the hours on a dial as in a clock. In modern times a mer-
curial clepsydra has been employed for the exact measure-
ment of very short intervals, the amount of mercury flow-

ing out being determined by a balance.

2. A chemical vessel. Jolinxon. 3t. [tap.]

[NL.] In zool., a genus of mollusks; the water-

ing-pot shells: now called Aspergillum. Schu-

macher, 1817.

cleptt. Preterit and past participle of clepe.

Clepticinae (klep-ti-si'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Clep-
ticus, 1, + -inte.] A subfamily of labroid fishes,

represented by the genus Clepticus. The eyes
are in the hinder part of the head, and the jaws
are very protractile.

CleptiCuS (klep'ti-kus), n. [NL.] 1. In irhth.,
a genus of labroid fishes, typical of the sub-

family Clejiticinn- or < 'lepticifarme*. Cuvier, 1829.

2. In entom., a genus of hymenopterous in-

sects. .

cleptomania, kleptomania (klep-to-ma'ni-$),
. [NL., < Gr. rtfirretv, steal.+ fiavia. madness.]
A mania for pilfering; a supposed species of



cleptomania

moral insanity, exhibiting itself in an irresisti-

ble propensity to steal.

This is wlmt the poor call shoplifting, the rich and

learned rlriiti'iiiniiia. D. Jerrold, St. James and St. Giles.

cleptomaniac, kleptomaniac (klep-to-ma'ni-

ak), a. ami . [< deptontaHia, after maniac.]

I. . Pertaining to or characterized by clepto-

mania.
II. n. One who is affected with cleptomania.

clereH, and c. An obsolete form of clear.

clere-t', A sort of kerchief.

With kerchiefes or cleres of fyne cypres.

clerestorialt (kler'sto'ri-al), a. [< clerestory +
-a 1.] Pertaining to a clearstory. Quoted in Ox-

ford Gloxsitry.

clerestory, . See clearstory.

clergesset, [ME., < OF. dergesse, fern, of

clcre, a learned person, a clerk: see clerk.} A
learned woman.
She was a noble clergesse, and of Astronomye cowde she

I-nough, for Merlin hadde
M^ught.^ ^ T ^ ... ^

clergiable, . See clcrgyable.

clergialt ( klOr' ji-al), a, [ME. clergeal, < clergw,

clergy, + -til. <X- Pr. clerial and E. clerical.]

Pertaining to the clergy; learned; clerkly;

clerical. Also clergical.

We seme wonder wyse,
Oure termes ben so clergial and queynte.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 199.

clergiallyt (kler'ji-al-i), adv. [ME. clergyally,

clergialliche ; < clergial + -ly
2
.] 1 . Like a clerk

;

in a learned or clerkly manner.

Ac ieh can nouht constrye Catoun [Cato] ne clergialliche,

reden. Piers Plmimum (C), viii. 34.

2. Skilfully.
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The deuel bad ne neuerc mercy craue,

And he can [knows] more clergw than al thi kynne.
lliniiiut to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 97.

An ounce of mother-wit is worth a pound of clergy.
Old proverb.

Benefit Of Clergy, in old Eng. law, the exemption of the

PITSOIIS of ecclesiastics from criminal process before a sec-

ular judge ;
or a privilege by which a clerk, or person in

orders, claimed to be delivered to his ordinary to purjc

himself of felony. This anomalous privilege (which never

extended to all crimes), first assumed to give immunity to

priestly persons, was in the sequel extended, for many
offenses, to all laymen who could read (originally few in

number). It was first legally recognized by stat. 8 Edw. I

A D 1274; was modified in 1513, under Henry v III.; ami

was wholly repealed by 7 and 8 George IV., 1827. Black
rlerev in Russia, the regular or monastic clergy. Divine

right of the clergy. See divine.- White clergy, in

Russia, tile secular or parochial clergy.

clergyable, clergiable (kler'ji-a-bl), a. [<

clergy, 2, + -able.] Entitled to or admitting of

the benefit of clergy: as, a clergyaMe felony.

The court in all clergyable felonies may impose a fine.

Blackstone, Commentaries, IV. xxviii.

clergyman (kler'ji-man), n.; pi. clergymen

(-men). [Not in ME.'; < clergy + man.} A
member of the clergy ;

a man in holy orders ;

a man regularly authorized to preach the gos-

pel and administer ordinances according to

the rules of any particular denomination of

Christians. In England the term is common-

ly restricted to ministers of the established

church.

I wish to make a note of the change taking place in the

meaning of the word clergyman. It used to signify "one

in holy orders," but is now applied indiscriminately to all

preachers. If. and Q-, 7th ser., II. 227.

He will even speak well of the bishop, though I tell him

it ia unnatural in a beneflced clergyman.
George Eliat, Middlemarch, i. 6.

Clergyman's sore throat, chronic pharyngitis: so

called from the fact that it is often induced by frequent

public speaking. =Syn. Priest, Divine, etc. See minu-

ter, n.

clerk

found under bark, and are mostly predatory,

feeding on other insects. Kirby, 1837.

clerigiet An obsolete form of clergy.

clerisy (kler'i-si), . [= D. klcrc;ij (= MLG.

klr.rkeitie) = G. klerisei = Dan. Sw. kleresi, <

ML.*dmci, clergy : see clergy.] 1 . The clergy,

as distinguished from the laity.

There is an evident inclination on the part of the medi-

cal profession to get itself organized after the fashion of

the clerisy. U. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 409.

2. A body of clerks or learned men ;
the literati.

The clerisy of a nation, that is, its learned men, whether

poets, philosophers, or scholars.

Coleridge, Table-Talk, p. 41.

The artist, the scholar, and, in general, the clerisy, wins

its way up into these places.
Emerson, Essays, 2d ser., p. 142.

[Rare in both senses.]

clerk (klerk; in England commonly klark), .

[Early mod. E. also written (as now prou. in

Eng.) dart, < ME. clerc, dark, dare, also clerek,

cleric, < AS. clerc, also cleric, cleroc = OFnes.

klerk, klirk= D. klerk = MLG. klerk = Dan. Sw.

klerk = Icel. klerkr = OF. and F. clerc = Pr.

clerc = Sp. clerigo = Pg. clerigo = It. cheneo,

chierico, < LL. clerimis, a clergyman, priest,

cleric, ML., etc., also generally a learned man,

clerk, < Gr. KMipinfis, belonging to the clergy,

clerical, a clergyman, < td.fijmt;, the clergy, what

is allotted, a lot.] 1. A clergyman ;
a priest ;

an

ecclesiastic; a man in holy orders. [Archaic.]

Thane clarett and Creette, clergyally rennene [caused to

With
U
condethcs fulle curious alleof clene silvyre. clergyWOman (kler'ji-wum"an), n.

; pi. clergy-
Morte Arthure (E. E. T. s.), 1. 200. women (-wim^en). A woman connected with

clergiant, See clergion,

clergicalt (kler'ji-kal), a. [< clergy + -c- +
-al, after clerical. Cf. clergial.'] Same as cler-

gial: as, "clergical faults," Milton.

clergifyt (kler'ji-fi), . t. [< clergy + -fy.] To

convert into a clergyman ; bring over to clerical

principles.
Let it fit (quoth she)

To such as lust for love ;
sir Clarke,

You clergylie not me.
Warner, Albion's England, vi. 31.

clergiont (kler'ji-ou), n. [Also clergian; < ME.

clergeon, -eottn, -ioun, < OF. clergeon, clerjon (>

ML. dergonus), also clercon, clerzun = Pr. cler-

zon = Sp. clerizon, dim. (like ML. clericulus, of

same sense), < LL. clericus, a clergyman, priest,

clerk : see clerk, clergy.'] A young chorister or

choir-boy.
She called [to ken] me a clerioun that hyjte
Omnia-probate, a pore thing with-alle.

Piers Plowman (A), xii. 49.

A litel clergion, seven yeer of age.

Chaucer, Prioress's Tale, 1. 61.

Among churchmen, from the archbishop downwards to

the lowliest eleryion, each one was arrayed in the vestments

belonging to his grade in the hierarchy.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 486.

clergy (kler'ji), n. [< ME. clergie, clergye, clergi,

clcrge (cf. MLG. klerikie, klerkie), < OF. clergie

= Pr. clercia = Sp. clereda = Pg. clerezia =
It. cliieresia, clergy, chericia, clerkship (cf. E.

clerisy), < ML. as if *clericia (F. clergd, < OF.

clergie, but as if < LL. clericatus), the dignity
or office of a clergyman, < LL. clericus, a clergy-

man, priest, clerk: see clerk.] 1. A body of

men set apart and consecrated by due ordina-

tion to the duties of public ministration in the

Christian church ;
the body of ecclesiastics, in

distinction from the laity.

The clergi on the seterday,
That kepers ware of cristen lay.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 115.

The whole body of the Church being divided into laity

and clergy, the clergy are either presbyters or deacons.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, V. 78.

2f. The privilege orbenefit of clergy. See below.

Petit treason, and very many other acts of felony, are

ousted of clergy by particular Acts of Parliament.

Blackstone, Commentaries, IV. xxviii.

3. Persons connected with the clerical profes-
sion or the religious orders.

I found the clergy in general persons of moderate minds
and decorous manners ;

I include the seculars and regu-
lars of both sexes. Burke, Kev. in France, p. 118.

4f. Learning; erudition.

Fromont was a good creature,
An huge gret clerke nil of clergy.

Rom. of Partenay(E. E. T. S.), 1. 2552.

the clerical profession, or belonging to a clergy-

man's family. [Rare.]
From the clergywomen of Windham down to the char-

women the question was discussed.
Mrs. Oliphant, Agnes, i.

cleric (kler'ik), n. and a. [< LL. clericus, a

clergyman: see clerk.] I. n. A clerk; a clergy-

man or scholar.

The cleric . . . addicted to a life of study and devotion.

Horsley, Sermon for Sons of the Clergy.

Religious persons were wont to come by proxy, repre-

senting themselves as secular clerics, and thus to intrude

themselves into the benefices of the Church.
Jl. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., ii.

Of the new style of cleric, . . . there is none who knows
how to versify. Harper's Mag., LXX. 175.

II. a. Same as clerical, 1.

clerical (kler'i-kal), a. and n. [= F. clerical =
Sp. Pg. clerical = It. cherieale, < LL. clericalis, <

clericus, a clerk, clergyman: see cleric, clerk.]

1. a. 1. Relating or pertaining to the clergy: as,

clerical tonsure ;
clerical robes; clerical duties.

A separate letter was addressed to the two archbishops
at the calling of each parliament, urging them to compel
the attendance of the clerical estate.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 388.

2. Of or pertaining to a clerk, writer, or copy-
ist : as, clerical errors.

II. n. 1. A member of the clergy. 2. Asup-
porter, especially a political supporter, of cleri-

cal power or influence.

clericalism (kler'i-kal-izm), n. [< clerical +
-ism.] Clerical power or influence ; especially,
the undue influence of the clergy, or support
of such influence ; sacerdotalism.

Clericalism is well nigh fatal to Christianity.
Maemittan'8 Mag.

clericality (kler-i-kal'i-ti), n. [< clerical +
-ity.] The quality of being clerical

;
clerical-

ism.

clericism (kler'i-sizm), n. [< cleric + -ism.]

Clericalism.

The English universities have suffered deeply . . . from

clericism, celibacy, and sinecurism.
A". A. Ren., CXXVI. 224.

Clericity (kle-ris'i-ti)> n. [< cleric + -ity.] The
state of being a clergyman. J. J. G. Wilkin-

son. [Rare.]
clerid (kler'id), n. A beetle of the family Cle-

ridcf.

Cleridse (kler'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Clerus + -idte.]

A family of clavicorn Coleoptera or beetles, with

the tarsi 5-jointed, the first ventral segment not

elongated, the hind coxse flat and not sulcate,
the prosternum not prolonged behind, and the

tarsi with membranous lobes. The larv are

All persons were stiled clerks that served in the Church

of Christ, whether they were bishops, priests, or deacons.

Aylife, Parergon.

The reuerend Patriarks,

Whose praise is penned by the sacred Clarks.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

2. A learned man; a man of letters ;
a scholar;

a writer or author; originally, a man who could

read, an attainment at one time confined chiefly

to ecclesiastics. [Archaic.]
Thei seide ther myght noon knowe the cause why, but

it were notable clerkes;
"
(for thei can knowe many thiuges

be force of clergie that we ne can no skyle on."
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), l. 27.

The Krettestciertes ben not wisest men.
Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 134.

3. The layman who leads in reading the re-

sponses in the service of the Church of England.
Also called parish clerk.

God save the king ! Will no man say, Amen 1

Am I both priest and clerk! well then, Amen.
Shak., Rich. II., iv. 1.

4. An officer of a court, legislature, municipal

corporation, or other body, whose duty gener-

ally is to keep the records of the body to which

he is attached, and perform the routine busi-

ness: as, clerk of court; town clerk; clerk to a

school-board, etc. See secretary.

The Oild had usually its head officer or Alderman (Grace-

man); its Stewards (Wardens), into whose hands the

property or funds were entrusted for administration ;
its

Dean or Beadle; and its Clerk.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. xxxviii.

On clerke. to wryten the nessessariis of the gild.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 46.

5. One who is employed in an office, public
or private, or in a shop or warehouse, to keep
records or accounts ;

one who is employed by
another as a writer or amanuensis.

My lord Bassanio gave his ring away
Unto the judge ; . . . and then the boy, his clerk,

That took some pains in writing, he begged mine.

Shak., M. of V. r. 1.

6. In the United States, an assistant in busi-

ness, whether or not a keeper of accounts ; espe-

cially, a retail salesman Brethren and Clerks

of the Common Life. See brother. Clerk comptroller
of the king's household, a former officer of the English

court charged with supervision of many of the inferior

officers, and with scrutiny of accounts and charges.

Clerk In orders, in the Church of England, a licensed

clergyman. Clerk Of enrolments, an officer who has

custody of bills passed by both houses of Parliament for

the purpose of obtaining the royal assent. Sir E. May.
Clerk Of Justiciary, the clerk of the Scottish Court

of Justiciary. There are a principal and a depute-clerk

and an assistant ; it is their duty to attend the sittings

of the Justiciary Court in Edinburgh, to keep the books

of adjournal, and to write out the interlocutors and sen-

tences of the court. Clerk Of the assize, in England,

the person who records what is judicially done by the jus-

tices of assize in their circuits. Clerk of the chamber,
a clerk in each of several municipal corporations in Eng-
land charged with the duty of keeping accounts, particu-

larly of fees, and in London with matters relating to ad-

missions to the freedom of the city, apprenticeship deeds,

and the plate, jewels, etc., belonging to the city.- Clerk

of the check. See checks Clerk of the crown, in

England an officer of the crown in attendance upon both

houses of Parliament and upon the great seal. In the

House of Lords he makes out and issues all writs of sum-

mons.^ peers, writs for the attendance of the judges,

commissions to summon and prorogue Parliament, and to

pass bills, and performs various other duties. In connec-

tion with the Commons he makes out and issues all writs



clerk

for the elcctiun of jil.cn in i ireat I'.rilnin. i-ti'. Clerk
Of the essolns, 11 Im UHT clerk in the Kni;lish Court of

Common I'leas havinu dial-Re of tile essoins, ur excuses of

defendants iinl appcai'in;; pursuant to writ, ami of Hi. I

aoin Hulls, or alphabetic indexes of judgments. 'I In- ultiee

was abolished iy i \ lot. o. :>. Clerk of the estreats.
See Htnat. Clerk of the Hanaper, formerly, a c-irrk

u tbe KliKlish Chancery ami in tin- i:\rli.-qin i FeMM4jtiV01j
! itb collecting some of the revenues of the erou n,

such as fees for patents, commissions, ft*'., anil in Chan
eery with payment of various salaries of officers of that
court. Clerk of the House of Commons, an officer

appointed by the clown In make entries. reMiemliranccs,
anl journals of the things done and passed in the House
of Commons. Clerk of the House of Representa-
tives, an otllrer bosc illllics are similar to those of the
elerk of the House of < 'oninmli-.. i lcetc.1 l>\ the HOUHC
of Representatives immediately after tile choice of a

Speaker. At the l,i-iinim- of each C'tnt-'iess the House
is called to order bv the clerk nf tlic last Mouse, who
has previously mude a Mat of representatives regularly
elected, and who presides until a Speaker is chosen.
State legislatures elect similar officers. Clerk Of the
irons, a former olllcer of the lamlish mint who was
charged with procuring and safely keeping tin dies uscil

in making coins, and medals struck liy authority. He hud
supervision of the die. press KM. in, was required to lie ;.i

.

ent when the -reat die-press was useil, and was held re-

sponsible that no pieces shot i]i I be struck u it limit author-
ill Clerk of the king's sliver, formerly, a clerk in

the English Court of Exchequer charged with the recording
of tines and their payment. - Clerk of the market, of
the market and shambles, or of the shambles mar-
ket, a clerk in each of several Kni:li>li municipal eorimia
tions, in the Tiiiversity of Oxford, and in several boroughs,
mostly Welsh, charged with the inspection of markets,
weights, measures, etc. Clerk of the nlchels or nlhlls,
formerly, in England, a elerk charged with recording debts
of record which bad been returned by the sheriff as nihil,
or nothing worth. Clerk of the outlawries, formerly,
a clerk in the King's (or Queen's) Kememhrancer De-

partment of the English Court of Exchequer, charged
with recording outlawries ami seizures thereon. Clerk
Of the Parliaments, in England, the chief officer of the
House of Lords. - Clerk of the peace, in England, an
officer helotiging to the sessions of the peace, whose busi-
ness it is to read indictments and record the proceedings,
and to perform special duties iu connection with county
affairs. Clerk of the Pell, a former clerk in the English
Exchequer, charged with the enrolment of letters patent,
etc. Clerk of the petty bag, a clerk in the English
Chancery, charged with various duties, among which was
enrolling the admission of solicitors and other officers of

court. Formerly there were three such clerks. Clerk Of
the Pipe, a former officer of the English Exchequer who
had charge of those accounts which were entered upon
the tireat Roll or Pipe Roll, and who also Issued summons
tin the collection of debts due to the king. Clerk of the
privy seal, formerly, in England, before the office was
abolished in 14 and 15 Viet., a clerk (there were four in

all) in attendance on the Lord Privy Seal, whose duties
were the preparing of documents for authentication by
the privy seal. Clerk of the Session, the title given to

the clerks of the Scottish Court of Session. Clerk of the
signet. See rignet. Clerk of the warrants, formerly,
a clerk having charge of enrolments and estreats in the

English Common Pleas. Clerk Of the weather, (a) A
humorous personification of the influences controlling the
weather : as, it depends on what the elerk of the weather
may send us. (&) In the United States, a popular name for

the head of the meteorological department of the Signal
Service. County clerk, in American law, the clerk of
a county; an administrative officer (commonly elective)
charged with making and keeping various public records,
and often ex officio clerk of court in the county. Holy-
water clerk. Sec holy. 8t Nicholas' clerkt, a thief ;

a highwayman.

Sirrah, if they meet not with Saint Nicholat' clerks, I'll

give thee this neck. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., it 1.

Town Clerk, the recording officer of a town. In the Unit-
ed states he is usually elected by the people of the town
with other local officials, and his duties include keeping
minutes of town meetings, giving notice of such meetings
and elections, and keeping the files or records of various
classes of instruments, such as chattel mortgages. In

England the town clerk is an officer in each municipal cor-

poration and borough ; he keeps the corporate records,
and Is clerk of the courts held Iwfore the mayor, etc., and
of the works required to be executed under the powers of

the corporation, and takes charge of the voting-papers in

the election of councilors. In Scotland he is also the ad-

viser of the magistrates and council of his town.

Clerk (klerk), v. [< clerk, n.] I.f trans. To
write

; compose.
Twa lines o' Davie Lindsay wad ding a' he ever clerkit.

Scott, Rob Roy, xxi.

II. inlraim. To serve as a clerk; act as ac-
countant or salesman : frequently used in the

phrase to clerk it. [Colloq., U. S.]

I was struck with the original mode in which the young
gentleman who was clerkimj it managed his spelling.

.1 Strati Yankee in Texas, p. 197.

clerk-alet, clerk's-alet (klerk'-, klerks'al), .

In England, a feast for the benefit of a parish
clerk.

An order was made ... for suppressing all revels.

Church-ales, Clerk-alet, which had been used upon that

day. Htylin, Life of Laud, iv. 258.

clerking (kler'king), n. [Verbal n. of clerk, r.]

The calling or work of a clerk.

Teaching, elrrkinti, law, etc., are so very precarious, ex-

cept to men of established reputation and business, that
it is next to madness for a youth to eome here relying
upon them. Xew York Tribune, April 19, 1849.

Do not put your sons to cle-rkinq ; apprentice them to

handicrafts. nineteenth Century, XX. 540.
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clerkless (klerk'les). a. [< clerk + -few.] 1.

Ignorant ; unlearned. [Rare.]
JanisaricK and bashaws . . . in their clerklen* and cruel

way. \\~KI- rhtuiii-, Ajxdogy, p. 40.

2. Without a clerk.

clerklinessfklerk'H-nes), . [<</<//,/ + -*.]
Clerkly skill; srlmliirliness. [Rare.]

In this sermon of Jonah in no u-ieat euriousnesB, no great
ctrrklini'HX, no great atlcctation nt \\otil-. n<>l [,an.'

iplcnee. l.ntnn. -\ Scniliill Ii4'f. I'.dw. \'I., 1650.

clever

of the family I'li-riiln: 'I In- basal tarsal Joint ls
!> visible, the lal.ial palps end in a l:n hapeit
ji'int ,

and the tei niinal antennal j
i lint i- .n nli 1\ pi."

tbi !.uv;c are n-i|. There are alxmt '^OhjM-riesof thisini

Jim tilllt UfllllS in the I II i ted State,,. I III 1. 1 1

the nests of mason )... s.

cletch (klecb), r. and n. A dialectal variant of.

clerkly (klerk Mi), <t.

Clerk-like; scholarly.

[< + - 1.

Thou art clerkly, thou art clerkly, Sir John.
.s'A.ii.. M \\. ,,f W., iv. 6.

2. Pertaining to a clerk \- seeret.-iry, with espe-
cial reference to penmanship.

At first in heart it liked me ill

When the king praised hi rli-rklii skill.

Tbanks t St. I'.ntllan! son of mine,
save ijawain, ne'er could pen a line.

Scott, Manniiin, vl. 15.

Clerkly (klerk'li), adv. [< ME. clerkelij ; < <!, ,1

+ -///*] In the manner of a clerk or scholar;
skilfully.
The great Princes, and Popes, and Sultans would one

salute and greet an other sometime in frendship and
sport, . . . & nothing seemed clerkty done, but must be
done in ryme. t'uttriihain, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 8.

Hath he not twit our sovereign lady lien,
With ignominious words, though clerkly couch'd?

Shak.,
- ilen. VI., ill. 1.

They [the poets] did clerkhi, in figures, et before us sun-

dry tales. Gancoiyne, Delicate Diet for Iiroonkardes.

clerk's-alet, . See clerk-ale.

clerkship (klerk'ship), n. [< ME. clerc-, cltrrc-

scipe; < clerk + -ship.) If. The state of being
in noly orders. 2. Scholarship; erudition.

He was not averse to display his clerkship and scholas-

tic Information. Bulrnr, Pelham, ixvii.

3. The office or business of a clerk or account-
ant.

Clerodendron (kle-ro-den'dron), n. [NL., < Or.

K^ijpof, lot, + StvSpov, tree.] A verbenaceous

genus of trees and shrubs, of about 70 species,
of warm regions, chiefly of the old world. The
flowers are often showy, and several species
have been cultivated in hothouses.

cleromancy (kle'ro-man-si), n. [= F. clero-

maticie = Sp. cleromancia, < Gr. i&fipoc,, lot, +
fiavTfia, divination.] Divination by throwing
dice or lots, and interpreting according to cer-

tain rules the points or marks turned up.

cleronomy (kle-ron'o-mi), n. [= F. clerono-

mie, < Gr. Ks-qpovo/tia, an inheritance, < xA^povo-

/jof, an heir, < tfiipoc., lot, -f- vtfieaOai, have as

one's share, mid. of viuciv, distribute : see

nomc.] That which is given to any one as his

lot
;
inheritance

; heritage or patrimony.
clerstoryt, n. An obsolete form of clearstory.

clertet, A Middle English form of clarity.

cleruci (kle'rok), n. [< Gr. ntyptAxof, one who
holds an allotment of land, < id.ypor,, a lot, +
exetv, have, hold.] In ancient Athens, a citizen

to whom land was allotted in conquered terri-

tory under the system of colonization called

cleruehi/.

cleruchial (kle-ro'ki-al), a. [< cleruch + -i/.]
Of or pertaining to a cleruchy, or to the Athe-
nian cleruchs.

cleruchy (kle'ro-ki), n.-; pi. cleruchies (-kiz). [<
Gr. &Tif>ovxia., the allotment of land in a foreign

country among the citizens (see def. !),< n/Jipov-

,t<>f, one who holds an allotment of land: see

cltruch.'] 1. A system of colonization of con-

quered territory practised by the ancient Athe-
nians from 506 B. C. The land was distributed

equally among the ten Athenian tribes, and parcels were

assigned by lot to a certain number of poor citizens from
each tribe. The cleruchs retained their Athenian citizen-

ship, and transmitted it to their children under the con-

dition of presenting themselves at Athens at the age of

eighteen and having their names entered on the register
of their proper deme. The cleruchs were exempted from
certain charges to the Athenian state, but remained sub-

ject to military service. The natives of the conquered
territory often retained some portion of the land, and be-

came Athenian metics.

2. A colony constituted under this system.
clerum (kle'rum), n. [Short for L. (ML. NL.)
sermo ad clenim, a sermon addressed to the

clergy : L. sermo(n-), a speech, LL. a sermon ;

ad, to; clerum, ace. of LL. citrus, the clergy,
elericus, a clergyman: see sermon, ad-, and
clergy.'] A sermon preached at certain times
and places, in the University of Cambridge,
England ; especially, one delivered on January
12th by the Lady Margaret's Professor of Di-

vinity or some one appointed by him.
Clerus (kle

'

rus), n. [NL. (Geoffroy, 1764), <

Gr. K>'/pof, a lot.] The typical genus of beetles

cletet, . An obsolete form of <-/i/i,

Clethra (kleth'rii), . [NL., < Cr. ,>/,/, al-

der (which these plants resemble in foliage).]
A genus of plants, natural order />;<<</
lives of North and South America and Madeira.
They are shrubs or trees, witb alternate senate leaves and
many white flowers in terminal racemes. The corolla con-

ilsU of five free petals. The white alder or Ktvcet
i

bush, C. alnifulia, a speclei of the Atlantic States, a liaml

aonie shrub with very fragrant flowcru, is sometimes cul-

tivateil.

cleugh, clench (kluch), n. [8c., = ttoMoM, q. v.]
A cleft or gorge in a hill

;
a ravine

; also, a cliff

or the side of a ravine.

since old Buccleuch the name did gain
u Inn in the cl'tich the buck was ta'en.

Scott, L. of L. M., vl. 8.

At length they lost sight of Martin ami the cows ; ami

they be^aii to run up a little clench which we call Com-
nan-shian, where there is a wee bit stripe of a bunt.

Scott, Monastery, L 3.

cleve't,
' An obsolete spelling of cleave1

.

cleve-t, An obsolete spelling of clnin '-'.

Cleve3t, [ME., < A8. cledfa, cMfa, cledfa,

i-lyj'n, clifa, a cell, chamber, lair, den, appar. <

clcofan, E. cleave, separate, divide : see ware2.]
A chamber.

He caste him on his bac
Ant bar him horn to like cleue.

Hamlet, 1. 556.

Wickednes thoght he, night and dai
In his kleve thar he lal.

Ps. xxxv. 5 (ME. version).

cleve4 (klev), n. [E. dial., < ME. clew, also clefe,
rare sing, from pi. cleveg of cliff: see cliff

1
.'] An

obsolete or dialectal form of cliff
1

.

Light and shadow, step by step, wandered over the

furzy cleves. R. D. Blackniore, Lorna Doone, xlx.

cleve't, [ME., also dive
(spelled clyve) ; prob.

associated with cleve* only in the work quoted,
translating L. clh-us, a declivity, sloi>e, hill :

see clivus, clivotts.'] A hill
;
a hillside.

Make hem lough [low) in clew* that declyne,
In plaine or ronke lande bier [higher] may thai be,
But boudes harde in vyne Is not to se.

Palladitu, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 72.

Thai bere anoon in places temperate,
And forth thai come in eleven and in planys.

Pattodftw, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 94.

cleveite (kle'vit), n. [< Cleve, the name of a
Swedish chemist, -I- -ite2.] A mineral closely
allied to uraniuite, but containing some yttri-

um, erbium, and other rare substances, found
in Norway.
clever1 (klev'er), a. [Not found earlier than
the 17th century, and appar. of provincial ori-

gin, being found in dial, use; cf. Dan. dial.

Mover, Merer, with same senses (Wedgwood) as

E. clcccrl, in most of the senses given below.
The word can hardly be, as commonly sup-
posed, a corruption of ME. delirer, which partly
coincides in sense (see deliver, o.).] 1. Possess-

ing skill or address
; having special ability of

any kind, especially such as involves quickness
of intellect or mechanical dexterity; adroit.
It now commonly implies the possession of ability which,
though noteworthy, does not amount to genius, nor even
to a high degree of talent.

The clecerett men stood in the van.
Battle of I'entland Hill* (Child's Ballads, VII. 242).

The Highland men, they're clever men
At handling sword and shield.

Bonny John Seton (Child's Ballads, VII. 233).

Though there were many deter men in England during
the latter half of the seventeenth century, there were only
two great creative minds. Macaulat/.

There is no harm in being stupid, so long as a man does
not think himself clever; no good in be inn clever, if a man
thinks himself so, for that is a short way to the worst stu-

pidity. Oeo. MacDonald, Mary Marston, v.

2. Indicative of or exhibiting cleverness : as,
a clever speech ;

a clever trick.

That clever mist of words with which an experienced
writer hides the fact that he can find nothing to say on a
certain subject Mrs. Olij'hant, Sheridan, p. 61.

3. Well shaped; active-looking; handsome.

[Prov. Eng.]
The girl was a tight clever wench as any was. A rbuthnot.

4. Good-natured; obliging; complaisant; pos-

sessing an agreeable mind or disposition.

[Colloq., U. S.]

If we pull together, you will find me a clever fellow ; if

we don't, you will find me a bloody rascal.

JJ. a. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 4.
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Lord John was a large, hearty man, who lived generous-
ly fandl was clever to the Indians and squaws.

The Century, XXXI. 232.

5. Agreeable; pleasant; comfortable
;

nice:

as, "these clever apartments," Cowper, Works,
V. 290. [Obsolete or provincial.]
We could not have been in so deeer a place as this is,

circumstanced as we are, this summer.
./. Tnllxit, in .Miss farter's Letters, III. 191.

I wonder if you are going to stay long? All summer?
Well, that's clever. S. O. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 17.

= Syn. 1. Admit, Dexterous, Expert, etc. (see ail nit);

ready, quick, ingenious, neat-handed, knowing, sharp,

bright
clever2 (klev'er), v. '. A variant of clover?.

cleverality (klev-e-ral'i-ti), n. [< clever*- +
-uliti/."] Cleverness

;
smartness. [A jocular

term.]
Sheridan was clever; scamps often are; but Johnson

had not a spark of cleverality in him. Charlotte Bronte.

cleverism (klev'er-izm), n. [< clever1 + -ism.]
A clever saying. [Bare.]

Mr. Smith naturally and inevitably saw chiefly the busy,

pushing talkers of the big towns, full of the last new
deveris)ns, just sharp enough to repeat the parrot cries of

European mischief-makers, and to he ingeniously wrong
on most subjects. Contemporary Rev., LI. 11.

cleverly (klev'er-li), adv. 1. Dexterously;
skilfully; ably; effectively.

These would inveigle rats with th' scent,
And sometimes catch them with a snap,
As cleverly as th' ablest trap.

S. Butler, Hudibras, ii. 1.

2. Pleasantly ; nicely ; comfortably : as, to be

cleverly lodged. [Obsolete or provincial.] 3.

Fairly; actually. [Colloq.]
We had let our sails go by the run, before it [the hur-

ricane] cleverly took us. Poe, Tales, I. 169.

The landlord comes to me as soon as I was cleverly up
in the morning. Haliburton, Sam Slick in Eng., viiL

cleverness (klev'er-nes), . [< clever^- 4- -ness.]
1 . The quality of being clever ; quickness of

intellect or mechanical dexterity; adroitness
;

skill; ingenuity; intelligence.
Cleverness is a sort of genius for instrumentality. It is

the brain of the hand. In literature, cleverness is more
frequently accompanied by wit . . . than by humour.

Coleridge, The friend (ed. Moxon), II. 133.

Shallow is a fool. But his animal spirits supply, to a
certain degree, the place of cleverness.

JIacaulay, Machiavelli

Circles in whose . . . precise vocabulary cleverness ini

plies mere aptitude fordoing and knowing, apart from char
acter. George Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 95

2. Mildness or agreeableness of disposition

obligingness; good nature. [Colloq., U. S.]
=
Syn. 1. Faculty, Ingenuity, etc. (see genius), aptness,

readiness, quickness, expertness.

clevis, clevy (klev'is, klev'i), n.
; pi. clevises

(-i-sez), clevies (-iz). [Ap-
par. ult. < cleave^, split;
cf. Icel. klofi, a forked

stick, < kljiifa =E. cleave2 ,

v.] An iron bent in

form of a stirrup,

horseshoe, or the letter

U, with the two ends perforated to receive a

pin, used to connect a draft-chain or chippie-
tree to a cart or plow.

clevis-bolt (klev'is-bolt), . Same as lewis-bolt.

clevy, n. See clevis.

clew, . and v. See clue.

cleweH, " An obsolete form of clue.

clewe2t, See dough'1 .

Clianthus (kli-an'thus), n. [NL., more cor-

rectly "Cleanthus, < Gr. KAeof, fame, glory (cf.

KAEj, L. Clio), + avOoc,, a

flower.] A genus of legu-
minous plants, of two spe-
cies, found in Australasia
and New Zealand, and cul-

tivated as hothouse- and gar-
den-plants, generally under
the name of glory-pea. They
are shrubs, with large handsome
flowers in racemes. The C. puni-
ceux is a very elegant plant with
crimson flowers, attaining a height
of 8 or 10 feet. It is a native of
New Zealand, where it is called

parrot's-bUl, from the form of the
keeled petal.

clich (klich), .

[Turk, kilij, < Hind.

kirich, kirch, Beng.
kirich, Malay kiris, kris, kris (>
E. creese), a sword or long dag-
ger: see creese.] Abroad-bladed
Turkish saber.

Clich6 (kle-sha'), n. [F., pp.
of clicker, stereotype, < OF. cli-

quer, clap (see dicfcl). Cf. G. abklatsclien, ste-

reotype, < ab, = E. off, + klatschen, clap (cf. E.

Q-
'

the
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clash).] An electrotype or stereotype plate.
Cliche casting, that kind of casting effected by forcing
the mold or the matrix suddenly on the melted metal.

Clichy white. See white.

click' (klik), r. [Not found in ME.; = D.
klikken (redupl. klikklakken) = LG. klikkcn (>G.
klicken and OF. cliquer, click, clack, clap: see

clicket and cliche'), click, clack, clash, = Dan.
klikke = Sw. klicka, miss fire : an imitative va-
riant of clack, expressing a slighter sound.] I.

intrans. To make a small sharp sound, or a
succession of weak sharp sounds, as by a gen-
tle blow; tick.

The solemn death-watch clicked.

(jay, Shepherd's Week, Friday, 1. 101.

If He have called you to ply the instruments of the arti-

san, let your shop be musical the livelong day with the

clicking of your tools. IJoardman, Creative Week, p. 207.

II. trans. To move with a clicking sound.

When merry milkmaids click the latch.

Tennyson, The Owl, i.

She clicked back the holt which held the window-sash.

Thackeray.
Sometimes spelled kliek.

click 1
(klik), n. [= MD. klick = LG. klik (> G.

klick) = Norw. klikk, klik, a click, = Dan. klik,

a miss-fire ;
from the verb.] 1. A small sharp

sound : as, the click of a latch
;
the click of a

pistol.

To the billiard room I hastened ; the click of balls and
the hum of voices resounded thence.

Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxi.

2. A cluck-like sound, used in the alphabets of

certain languages, especially the Hottentot and

neighboring tongues in South Africa. It is made
by pressing the tip or edge of the tongue against the roof
of the mouth, and withdrawing it by a sucking action.
There are different clicks, according as different parts of
the tongue are used ; and guttural sounds are combined in

utterance with them. Also called cluck.

"Suction-stops" are formed . . . by placing the tongue
or lips in the position for a stop, and then sucking out the
air between the organs which form the stop ; they are thus

pressed strongly together by the pressure of the air in the

mouth, so that when separated a distinct smack is heard.
These sounds are common in interjectional speech. . . .

In many of the South African languages these suctions
are those essential elements of speech known as clicks.

(This name is somewhat inappropriate ;

" cluck
"
would

describe the sounds better.)
//. Siveet, Handbook of Phonetics, p. 55.

3 . In mach . , a small bar which moves backward
and forward, and at every forward stroke en-
ters the teeth of a ratchet-wheel or rack, which
it pushes forward, leaving it at rest during the
backward stroke. Also called clicker. 4. The
latch of a door. [Local.]
Click2 (klik), v. t. [North. E., = cleek, cleach,
Tar. of clutch: see cleik, clutch!.] To snatch;
clutch: as, he clicked it out o'my hands. [Prov.
Eng.] "

I take 'em to prevent abuses,"
Cants he, and then the Crucifix
And Chalice from the Altar clicks.

T. Ward, England's Reformation, p. 397.

click-beetle (klik'be"tl), . A name given to

beetles of the family Elateridw, on account of
the ability possessed by most
species, when placed on the ""^"x.X"'
back, of springing into the air "\ ,r\ ^
with an audible click. This singu- \/ \j
lar power depends upon thejoose artic-

ulation between the prothorax and the

mesothorax, and on the presence of a

long prosternal spine, which fits into
an excavation of the mesothorax. The
species are very numerous, and in the

imago state feed on vegetables. Most
of their larva; have the same feeding
habit, but it has been proved that a few
are carnivorous. See Elateridce.

Clicker (klik'er), n. [Appar. <

click1 + -eri.] 1 . Same as click1
,

3. 2. A person employed by a shopkeeper to
stand at the door and solicit custom. [Vulgar,
Eng.] 3. In shoemaking, one who cuts out
leather for the uppers and soles of boots and
shoes. 4. In printing, as formerly and still

sometimes conducted, the compositor who re-

ceives the copy of a work and distributes it

among the other compositors, makes up the

pages, and sets up head-lines, etc.
;
the leader

of a companionship of typesetters.
clicket (klik'et), n. [Also formerly cliquet; <

ME. cliket, clyket, a door-knocker, a key, < OF.
cliquet, a latch, < cliquer, click, clap: see click1

,

v. Cf. MD. klincket, D. klinket, a wicket, wicket-

door, Dan. klinke, a latch: see clink, n.] 1.

Anything that makes a rattling noise; espe-
cially, a contrivance used in knocking or call-

ing for admission, as a pin with a ratchet, or a
knocker. Chaucer.

client

He smytethe on the Gardyn gate with a Clyket of Syl-

ver, that he holdethe in his hond.
Mandecille, Travels, p. 210.

Specifically 2. An instrument making a clap-

ping noise, used by beggars to attract attention.

See clack-dish. 3. pi. Flat rattling bones for

boys to play with. Coles, 1717. 4. A latch-

key. B.Jonson. 5. The latch or lock of a door.

He hath the keye of the cliket thaug the kyng slepe.
Piers Plowman (A), vi. 94.

[Obsolete or local in all senses.]

clickett, i'. t. [ME. cliketen; < clicket, n.] To
lock with a clicket.

The dore closed,
Kayed and cliketed to kepe the with-outen.

Piers Plowman (B), v. 623.

click-pulley (klik'piil"i), . In maclt., a sheave

having teeth in its rim engaged l>y a click or

ratchet.

click-wheel (klik'hwel), n. A cog-wheel hav-

ing the cogs inclined on one face and radial on
the other, so disposed that they present the in-

clined faces to a click, pawl, ratchet, or detent,
in the direction in which the wheel moves,
while the radial faces on the opposite side en-

gage the detent and keep the wheel from mov-
ing backward. Also called ratchet-wheel.

clicky (klik'i), a. [< click* + -y\] Full of
clicks or cluck-like sounds. [Bare.]

All sorts of words in their strange clicky language.
The Century, XXV. 195.

Clidastes (kll-das'tez), . [NL., < Gr. as if */Of<-

iafciv (cf . lAetioiv). lock up, < Gr. nM; (?.?-),
a key.] A remarkable genus of extinct rep-
tiles, of the order 1'ytliotiomorpha, from the
Cretaceous deposits of North America, having
each ramus ot the lower jaw provided with a
peculiar articulation behind the middle of its

length and between the splenial and angular
bones, whence the name. About a dozen spe-
cies have been described, varying in length
from 12 to 40 feet. Also Cleidastes.

clideM, A variant of clithe. See clitlie, and
quotation under cltie^.

cUdo-. [Also written, less prop., cleido-, repr.
Gr. ufatoo-, combining form of K/OJ ,

= L. clavis,
a key, the clavicle: see clavis, clavicle.] A
prefix of Greek origin, meaning 'key' or (in

anatomy) 'clavicle.'

clidomancy (kli'do-man-si), . [< Gr. K.7ieic,

(K^cid-), a key, + /lavreia, divination. ] Divina-
tion by means of a key, especially by means of
a key fastened into a Bible or other book, the

object being to ascertain who is to be one's
lover or sweetheart. When the right name is men-
tioned or the initial letter uttered, the book and key are

expected to move in the hands of the person who holds
them. Formerly this method was used to detect those

guilty of theft. Also cleidomancy.
clidomastoid (kli-do-mas'toid), a. and n. [<
NL. clidomastoideus, < Gr. *C?.HJ (x/lf!-), a key,
the clavicle, + NL. mastoideus: see mastoid.]
I. a. Pertaining to the clavicle and to the mas-
toid process of the temporal bone

; connecting
these parts, as a muscle.
U. n. A clidomastoid muscle

;
the clavicular

portion of the sternoclidomastoid muscle.
Also clcidomastoid and clavomastoid.

clidomastoideus (kll"d6-mas-toi'de-us), n.
; pi.

clidomastoidei (-i). [NL. : see clidomastoid.]
The clavicular part of the sternoclidomastoi-
deus muscle, sometimes distinct from the ster-

nomastoideus. Also cleidomastoidfus and cla-

I'omastoideus.

Clidosterna (kli-do-ster'na), . pi. [NL., <
Gr. KMtf (ufaii-), a key, the clavicle, + arcpvov,
sternum.] A group or suborder of Testudinata,
having a sutural union of the plastron with the

carapace strengthened by ascending axillary
and inguinal buttresses. It includes the recent

Emydidce or Clemmyidce, Testudinidce, and Cinostemidce,
and extinct Pleurosternidte, Baenidce, and Adocidce. Also
Cleidosterna.

clidosternal' (kli-do-ster'nal), a. [< Gr. Mc
(K/.f(rf-), a key, the clavicle, -r- arepvov, sternum,
+ -al.] Of or pertaining to the clavicle and
the sternum, or the collar-bone and breast-
bone. Also cleidosternal. More frequently
sternoclavicular.

clidosternal2 (kli-do-ster'nal), a. and n. [<
Clidosterna + -al.] I. a. Relating to or having
the characters of the Clidosterna.

II. 11. A tortoise of the group Clidosterna.

Also cleidosternal.

cliency (kli'en-si), M. [(client + -cy. Cf. ML.
clientia, protection.] The state or condition of

being a client.

client (kli'ent), n. [< ME. client = D. klient =
G. client = Dan. Sw. klient, < OF. client, F.



client

client = Sp. Pg. It. cliente, < L. rlien(t-)n, older

cluen(t-)x, it client, follower, lit. 'hearer,' prop.
ppr. of cliii't-f = (ir. /i/ri/v = Skt. V er, hear,
whence also (pp.) .Skt. yrutn, heard, = (Jr. /,/CTW

= L. in-cliilii--; ln'itrd of, famous, = AS. lilmil,

K.louil: Wfloiitt.] 1. In Hum. until/., u person
who was under the guardianship and protection
of another of superior rank and influence, called
his patron. The relation of client and patron l-tccn
:i

|
i!c I trial I mill :i

[1:1!
I h ian, although at tlrst strictly Vollin

tary, was lieivililai'y, llu- Im-mcr heai-ini; the family name
of the latter, ami performing various si -iTiers fur him ami
his family both in peace and war, in return for advice
ami support iii respect to private rights ami intensN.
KomKiiern in Rome, ami even allied or subject stairs an. I

citie.s, \\i-i.....ftcn clients of Koman patricians selected In
tlirm as patrons. The number of a patrician , clienK
:is MI' a haron s viiM.sals in the middle ages, was a gage of
his greatness.

The institution hy which every plebeian was allowed to
choose any patrician for his pirtron . . . made the path
clans emulate each other in act* of civility and humanity
to their client*, anil contributed to preserve the peace ami
harmony of Home. ./. .!,/,, Works, IV. 543.

2. In a general sense, one who lives under the

patronage of, or whose interests are represented
by, another.
The prince being at Brussels, humbly besought bis ma-

ji sty to pity the misery of his poor subjects; who hy his

suit gat of the emperor, for bis cli>-ut*. words without
hope. Aichain, Works, p. 21.

We are very curious to observe the behaviour of great
men ami their client*. Steele, Spectator, No. 49.

lt'c/. Your daughters arc not yet
hi.spos'd of?

(jvlda. No, but we have client* daily,
That visit their affections.

Shirley, Love ill a Maze, 1. 1.

3. In the middle ages, any follower of a noble
or knight ;

an inferior soldier, mounted or on
foot

;
a vassal. 4. One who puts a particular

interest into the care and management of an-
other: specifically, one who applies to a lawyer
for advice and direction in a question of law,
or commits his cause or his legal interests in

general to a lawyer's management.
Advocates must deal plainly with their clients.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.

Clientage (kli'en-taj), n. [< client + -aije.} 1.
In Bom. antiq., the state or condition of being
a client under the patronage of another.

That wretched and degrading clttntatte of the early em-
pire: . . . gatherings of miserable idlers, sycophants, and
spendthrifts, at the levees and public appearances of those
whom, in their fawning servility, they addressed as lords
and masters, but whom they abused behind their backs as
close-fisted upstarts. Eneyc. Brit., XVIII. 413.

Below this class Is the populace, between which and the
patrician order a relation something like Koman clientage
existed. Howells, Venetian Life, xxi.

2. The condition of being the client of a law-

yer or other representative of one's interests.
3. A body of clients, in any sense of the word.
The general interest of the profession and of the client-

aye and the aim of the judges arc to bring each cause to
as early an end as may be. The Century, XXX. 330.

Recommending such legislation as shall enable libra-
ries to send books to their outside clientage as second-class
matter at one cent per pound. Science, VIII. 71.

Cliental (kli'en-tal), a. [< client + -al.} 1.

Pertaining to a client or clients.

I sat down in the cliental chair, placed over against Mr.
Jaggers's chair. Dickens, Great Expectations, xx.

2. Of the nature of clientage.
A dependent and cliental relation.

Burke, Abridg. of Eng. Hist, an. 61.

[Bare in both uses.]

cliented(kli'en-ted),o. [< client + -e&.] Hav-
ing clients. [Rare.]

Tile least cliented pettifoggers.
. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 4.

clientelage (kl!-en'te-laj), w. [< clientele +
-aye.

The suffix is unnecessary.] A body of

clients, dependants, retainers, or supporters;
clientele.

Because her clientelage was orthodox from 1834 down.
and so deeply tinct with wisdom, she [Miss Grant] wielded
a scepter more imperious than ever.

X. A. Jtee., CXLIII. 338.

clientelary (kli-en'te-la-ri), a. [< clientele +
-an/r

1
.] Pertaining to clients or clientage : as,

"clientelary right," Prynne, Power of Parlia-

ments, App., p. 167.

clientele, clientele (kli'en-tel; F. pron. kle-on-

tal'), . [F. clientele, < L. clifnteta, cliontship,
clients collectively. < clien(t-)s, a client: see ek-

"''.] If. The condition or relation of a client.

Len. Here's Varguuteitis holds good quarter with him.
Cat. And under the pretext of clientele

And visitation, with the morning hail,
Will he admitted. B. Jonion, Catiline, iii. 3.

2. Clients collectively.
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The machinery of corruption was well in order. The

threat nolilc.s commanded tne votes of tie

, Cie.sar. p. 184.

3. Interests of a client; patronage. [Uare.]
Our laws . . . against those whose cln-nt>'l>' you nn<ii i

take have been disputed both by churchmen and stale-
men.

/;/,. ll,<rkrt, Al.p. William.- i U.
clientship (kli'pnt-uhip), n. [< rliint + -uln/i. }

The conmoon of being a client; a state of be-

ing niiiler the protection of a patnm. Itn/ili it.

Cliff 1
(klif), H. [Early mod. V..rlifr (|.l. d&me,

r/rrr.v), < ME. I'/-/, 0fof(<lt .' ,-lil'i;

cleve, pi. rlins. rlins, t-li-i-ix, etc.), < AS. clif

(pi. rlifn, r/.o/W) (=OS. /,/,/= I). //,/= Ui.
1,-li);

a cliff, a rock, = led. /.7i/ = OHG. kleb), a cliff,

prob. orig. a place climbed or to be climbed. <

'clifan (pp. V/i/i), in comp. filln-lifnit. udlieiv.
= Icel. klifa, climb: see dive 1 ainl ,!.,, i. The

and rugged face of a rocky mass ; a steep rock
or headland; a precipice.

And romyn^'e on the clyreM by the sea.

Chawxr, Good Women, 1. 1470.

Here es a knyghte In theis Hevi/s, encletssidc with hilles.

ilorte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2390.

England's shore, whose promontory clrenet
Shew Albion is unother little world.

',< . .

in-. Friar Bacon and Friar Bungay.
The rest was craggy cliff, that overhung
Still as it mse, impossible to climb.

M'll'in, f. L, IT. 647.

cliff2 (klif), n. A. variant of clef.
cliff-brake (klif'brak), n. See brakes.
cliff-limestone (klif'Hm'stpn), n. A name once
extensively used by geologists for certain rocks
in the Mississippi valley, partly of Silurian and
partly of Devonian age, forming cliffs or bluffs

along that stream. The name has been dropped
since the completion of more accurate surveys.

cliff-swallow (klif'swol'6), n. A bird of the

family Hirundinidce and genus Fetrochelidon :

so called from affixing its bottle-nosed nests
of mud to cliffs. There are several species ; the best-
known Is P. luni/rom, abundantly but irregularly distrib-
uted in North America, and in populous districts usually
building its nesta under eaves, whence it is often called
MMMM0MI It is 5} inches long and about 12 in extent
of wings ; the upper parts and a spot on the breast are

dark, lustrous steel-blue ; the under parts are rusty-gray ;

the rump is rufous; the chin, throat, and sides of the
head are chestnut ; and the forehead is marked with a
white or light crescent. The tail is scarcely forked. Also
called inud.swalloip, crescent-wallow, &mi republican sittal-

Cliffy (klif'i), a. [ME. not found
; < AS. clifia,

< cfif+ -ig : see cliff
1 and -#i.] Having cliffs;

broken; craggy: as, "Vecta's cliffy isle," John

Dyer.
clift't (klift), n. A variant of clefft.

cliftH (klift),v.t. [<c/./l, .] To split.

Through elf/ted stones. Conyreve, Mourning Bride, i. 3.

clift2 (klift), n. [A form of cliff\ due appar.
to confusion with clift

1 = cleft
1
."] A cliff.

I view the coast old Ennius once admir'd ;

Where cliffs on either side their points display.
Drijden, tr. of Peraius's Satires, vi. 17.

cliftpnite (klif'ton-it), n. [Named after R. B.

Clifton, a professor of physics at Oxford.] A
form of graphitic carbon occurring in cubic or
cubo-octahedral crystals in the meteoric iron
of Youngdegin in West Australia,

cliftv (klif 'ti), a. [< clifft, = cliffs. + -yl.]

Cliffy. [Bare.]
The rocks below widen . . . and their cliffy sides are

friuged with weed. Pennant.
The vagrant winds were abroad, rioting among the clifly

heights where they held their tryst.
C. E. Crad<Jo<*(Miss Murfree), Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 66.

cliid (kli'id), n. A pteropod of the family Cliida;.

Cliida (kli'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Clio, 2 (6), +
-idee.'} Same as ClionidcE*.

clikett, . A Middle English form of clicket.

clima (kli'mft), n. [L., appar. a particular use
of clima, a region: see dime2

, climate.] An an-
cient Roman measure of land, a square of 60
Roman feet on the side.

climactert (kli-mak'ter), n. [L., < Gr. ufa/wK-
T^p, a step of a staircase or ladder, a danger-
ous period of life, < Kti,fia%, a ladder, climax:
see climax.'} A climacteric.

In his years there is no climacter; his duration is eter-

nity, and far more venerable than antiquity.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, 1. 28.

climactert (kli-mak'ter), i>. t. [< climacter, n.}
To bring to a climacteric, especially to the

grand climacteric. Drayton. [Rare.]
climacterian (kli-mak-tl'ri-an), n. [< </('/<-

tery + -an.} An author or "a speaker who is

given to or skilled in the use of the rhetorical

figure called climax. [Rare.]

climate

Observe the author's steps continually rising ; we shall
find him on man) >, axiom, a p

/.'"</' / .N <>, 'I, , i:\aiiicn, p. 'if.

Climacteric (kll-mak-ter'ik or kll-inak'te-rik),
. and H. [= !'. </</</(';//, etc.. < h. i''li,,ni, -

Itrtem, < <!r. i:'/.'iiHnTi,iiiki'n, pertaining to a eli-

inaeter, < k'/ifi(ikr>//i: see /liiiinrUT.} I. n. Per-

taining to a critical period, crisix, or climax.
\t that i'liiiiii'-l''i i<- tine i the civil war) the

I'leiad "f ..tir elder poets Was complete ami shlnlii

astar was lost. sixluntu, I'oetd of Aim-i i

Climacteric teething, the pr...incii..n of t. . n, ..

late jH-iii'.l uf life, generally l.ct\vcen the sixty-third and
eighty iii st years. CUmacteric years. See II.

n. . A critical period in life, or a period in
which some great change is supposed to take

place in the human constitution; especially,
the so-called change of life or menopause. 1 1

climacteric'. ,] pcrio,!, have hc< -n slip)-
he the years i-nding the third, lifth. Mcieiith. : ninth
perio.1 f -.-veil \ears, to which Home add the eighty-Mitt
year. The sixty-third year was called the />..

liituirt: ,/,. It has been hclieved that each <P!

period! Is attended with some remarkable change in re-

spect to health, life, or fortum'.

Washington Albion died in the month of July, 1843,
aged sixty-three, having reached the grand climacteric,
that special mile-stone on the road of life.

Stunner, Orations, I. 163.

climacterical (kli-mak-ter'i-kal), a. and n.

Same as cliniiir/i-rii:

Mahomet . . . made that [Mecca] the place of his resi-

dence, where he dyed in the great climaeterical yeer of
his age. Sandyt, Travalles, p. 42.

Being ray birth-day, and I now entering my great rli-

mactencal of 63. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 30, 1882.

Climacteris (kll-mak'te-ris), . [NL., < Gr.

i&ipanTiip: see climacter.] A notable genus of

creepers, of the family CerthiuUe, related to the

wall-creepers, and by some placed in the same
subfamily, Tichodrominte, with them. There are
several species, peculiar to the Australian and Papuan re-

gions and the Philippine islands. They have a short soft
tall, abort bill and toes, large claws, and brownish or
spotted plumage. C. tcandetu is an example. Tetnininck,
1820.

Climacteryt (kli-mak'te-ri), n. [< Gr. Klifiaicrlip,
a round of a ladder, a climacteric, with direct
reference to climax, q. v.] In rhet., the con-
struction and use of climax. [Rare.]

lie wrought upon the approaches to Oates's plot with
notable disposition and climactery, often calling before he
came at it. Roger North, Examen, p. 233.

He is an artist at disposition and climactery for the set-

ting off his positions. Roger North, Examen, p. 487.

cliruat (F. pron. kle'ma\ . [P. : see climate.}
Among the vineyards of Burgundy, a small dis-
trict of ground known as producing wine of a
certain quality. A climat may Iwlong to one or to
several proprietors. The Clos-Vougeot is a large climat
which has generally belonged to one proprietor; but
others, as the climat of Chamliertin and that of Musigny,
have been divided into several holdings.
Climatal (kll'ma-tal), a. [< climate + -al.} Of
or pertaining to climate. [Rare.]
The general rule is, that climntal and geological changes

go on slowly. A. R. Wallace. Nat. Select., p. 67.

climatarchict (kli-mMar'kik), a. [< Gr. K).!-

lia(r-), a region (in mod. sense of climate), +
&PXeivj

rule. Cf. nljuaTapxoc, (of same forma-
tion), a governor of a province.] Presiding
over climates. Craig.
Climate (kli'mat), . [In def. 2 modern

;
< ME.

climat, < OF. ctiniat, mod.F. flimat=Sp. Pg. cli-

ma= It. clima, also climate, cliinato, = D. klimaat
= Or. Dan. klima = Sw. klimat, < L. clima (> also
E. clime?, q. v.), < Gr. n/u>a(r-), a region, zone,
or belt of the earth, the supposed slope of the
earth from the equator to the pole, prop, a slope,
inclination, < Mvnv, slope, = E. leanl. Cf . cli-

max, etc.] If. In old geog. : (a) A zone mea-
sured on the earth's surface by lines parallel to
the equator. There were thirty of these zones
between the equator and the pole.
The climes or Climate*, which are the spaces of two Par-

allels. Purchat, l>ilgriniage, p. 60.

A climate is the space or difference upon the face of the
earth included between two parallel!-., wherein the day is

sensibly lengthened or shortened half an hower.
J. Darin, Seaman's Secrets (1594), ii.

(ft) One of seven divisions of the earth corre-

sponding to the seven planets.
The superflcialtee of the erthe is departed Into 7 parties,

for the 7 planetes, and tho (these) parties ben clept cly-
mates. Manderille, Travels, p. 186.

Hence 2. A region or country; any distinct

portion of the earth's surface.

0, forfend it, God,
That, in .1 Christian climate, souls rrflifd
Should show so heinous, black, obscene a deed !

Shale., Rich. II., IT. 1.

Our ships are laden with the harvest of every climate.

Addiwn, The Koyal Exchange.



climate

3. The characteristic condition of a country or

region in respect to amount or variations of

heat and cold, moisture and dryness, wind and

calm, etc. ; especially, the combined result of

all the meteorological phenomena of any region,
as affecting its vegetable and animal produc-
tions, the health, comfort, pursuits, and intel-

lectual development of mankind, etc.

The climate's delicate ;
the air most sweet.

Shak., W. T., iii. 1.

This talent of moving the passions cannot be of any
great use in the northern climates. Swift.

[As used by the Greeks, the word icAi><i denoted properly a

slope or an incline, and was applied to mountain-slopes (*Ai-

nai-o opcli/), but especially U> the apparent slope or inclina-

tion of the earth toward the pole. Hence the word came
gradually to be used as nearly the equivalent of zone (but
not uf the divisions of the earth's surface now so named).
A change of "climate" took place, in going north, on ar-

riving at a place where the day was half an hour longer or

shorter, according to the season, than at the point from
which the start was made. The same was the meaning
of the word climate as used by the early English naviga-
tors (see def. 1). Gradually the change of temperature
consequenton moving north or south came to l>e considered
of more importance than the length of the day. Hence
the word climate came finally to have the meaning now
attached to it. ] Continental Climate. See continental.

climatet (kli'mat), v. i. [< climate, n.~] To
dwell

;
reside in a particular region. [Rare.]

The blessed gods
Purge all infection from our air, whilst you
Do climate here ! Sltak., W. T., v. 1.

climatic (kli-mat'ik), a. [< climate + -ic.~] Re-

lating to or connected with climate : as,
" a cli-

matic division," Tennent.

The important climatic factors are temperature, mois-

ture, cloudiness, wind, atmospheric pressure, evaporation,
and the chemical composition of the air. Science, III. 163.

climatical (kli-mat'i-kal), a. Same as climatic.

[Rare.]
climatically (kli-mat'i-kal-i), adv. As re-

gards or with reference to climate.

Its climatically insulated position gives it an evenness
of temperature. The. Century, XXVI. 803.

climaticity (kli-ma-tis'i-ti), n. [< climatic +
-if//.] The capability of being acclimatized;
the conditions under which acclimatization can
be successfully carried out.

climation (kli-ma'shon), n. [< climate: see
-ation. Cf. acclimation.] The act of inuring
to a climate; acclimation. [Rare.]
climatize (kli'ma-tiz), v.

; pret. and pp. clima-

ttzed, ppr. cUmaiizing. [< climate + -ize.] I.

trans. To accustom to a new climate, as a plant ;

acclimatize.

II. intrant. To become acclimated or accli-

matized.
Also spelled climatise.

climatographical (kli'
/

ma-to-graf'i-kal), a. [<

climatography + -icaZ.] Belonging to climatog-
raphy.
climatography (kli-ma-tog'ra-fi), . [< Gr.

/c/U/ia(r-) (see climate) + -ypatyia,<. ypatyeiv, write.]
A description of climates, or a study of their
distribution and variations.

climatological (kll'
/

ma-to-loj'i-kal), a. [<

climatology
+ -ieal.~] Relating to or connected

with climatology.
climatologically (kli'ma-to-loj'i-kal-i), adv.
As regards climate; with reference to clima-

tology.
The larger part of the land-masses of the globe remained

climatologically unaffected. The American, V. 123.

climatologist (kll-ma-tol'o-jist), M. [< clima-

tology + -j'si.] One skilled in, or who makes a

special study of, climatology.
The climatologist, in treating the causes of climate,

necessarily makes use of the laws which the meteorologist
in his broader study of atmospheric phenomena has de-

duced, and, in turn, furnishes the latter with facts which
he must account for by the meteorological principles he

Science., III. 162.has established.

climatology (kli-ma-tol'o-ji), n. [= F. clima-

tologie, etc., < Gr. K/U/Z(T-) (see climate) +
-tjoyia, < 'Atyeiv, speak: see -ology.] The science
of climate ; the study of the climatic conditions
of different parts of the earth's surface, or of

particular regions : nearly equivalent to mete-

orology, which is more commonly used.
climatometer (kli-ma-tom'e-ter), n. [< Gr.

t&i/ia(T-) (see climate) + ptTpov, measure: see

meter.] An instrument used to detect fluctua-
tions in the conditions of sensible temperature.
climaturet (kli'ma-tur), n. [< F. climature, <

elimat + -ure : see 'cfimate and -ure.'] A climate.

Demonstrated
Unto our climatures and countrymen.

Shale., Hamlet, i. 1.

climax (kli'maks), n. [= F. climax, etc., <

LL. climax, a climax, < Gr. K?.i,uaf, a ladder, a
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staircase, a climax in rhetoric, < Mveiv, slope :

see dine. Cf. climacter and climate. The E.

word ladder is from the same ult. root.] 1. In

rhet., originally, such an arrangement of suc-

cessive clauses that the last important word
of one is repeated as the first important word
of the next

;
accumulated epanastrophe ; hence

(since this arrangement is generally adopted for

the sake of graduated increase in force or em-

phasis), a figure by which a series of clauses or

phrases is so arranged that each in turn sur-

passes the preceding one in intensity of ex-

pression or importance of meaning. See anti-

climax. An example of climax in both its earlier and its

established meaning is found in the following passage :

"We glory in tribulations also : knowing that tribulation
worketli patience ; and patience, experience ; and experi-
ence, hope ; and hope maketh not ashamed." Horn. v. 3, 4.

It may as well be called the clyming figure, for Clymax
is as much to say as a ladder.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 173.

2. In logic : (a) A sorites, or chain of reason-

ing, (b) The sophism called sorites (which
see). 3. The highest point of intensity, de-

velopment, etc. ; the culmination
;
acme : as,

he was then at the climax of his fortunes.

We must look higher for the climax of earthly good.
Is. Taylor.

" From the court,"
She auswer'd,

" then ye know the Prince ?
"
and he :

" The climax of his age !

"
Tennyson, Princess, ii.

Sometimes the climax of a character is reached only in
old age, when storms have wreaked their fury for a life-

time on a soul. C. J. Bellamy, Breton Mills, p. 43.

To cap the climax. See copi.

climax (kli'maks), v. i. [< climax, .] To
reach the highest point or climax

; culminate.

[Rare.]
The excitement in his blood . . . climaxed suddenly in

her presence. The Century, XXV. 111.

climb (klim), v.
; pret. and pp. climbed or clomb

(the latter obsolete except in poetry), ppr.
climbing. [Early mod. E. also clime, clyme; <

ME. climben, climen, clemen (pret. clam, clamb,
clomb, pi. clamben, clomben, clumben, clomme, pp.
clomben, clumben), < AS. climban (pret. 'clamb,
'clomm (in comp. oferclomm), pi. "clumbon, clum-

ben, pp. "clumben) = MD. I), klimmen = OHG.
chlimban, MHG. chlimben, klimben, klimmen, G.

klimmen, climb ; cf . MG. klimmen, pinch, hold

fast, MHG. verldimmen, in pp. verklommen, be-
numbed with cold (see clumse) ;

from the orig.
verb, Teut. *kliman (AS. "climman), stick to, ad-

here, whence also the series clam 1
,
clam2

,
clem2

,

clamp1 ,
etc. : see these words. Cf. also obs.

dive1
, climb, and cling.} I. intrans. 1. To

mount or ascend ; especially, ascend by means
of both the hands and the feet.

Chyld, clem thou not ouer hows ne walle
For no frute, bryddes, ne balle.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 400.

He up arose, as halfe in great disdafne,
And clombe unto his steed.

Spenser, F. Q., III. iv. 61.

Jonathan climbed up upon his hands and upon his feet.

1 Sam. xiv. 13.

Zacchreus . . . climbed up into a sycamore tree.

Luke xix. 4.

Hence 2. Figuratively, to rise slowly as if by
climbing; ascend; rise.

Some [men] climb to Good, some from good Fortune fall.

Cowley, Pindaric Odes, vi. 2.

Till clomb above the eastern bar
The horned moon.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, iii.

We may climb into the thin and cold realm of pure ge-
ometry and lifeless science, or sink into that of sensation.

Emerson, Experience.

3. Specifically, of plants, to ascend by means
of tendrils or adhesive fibers, or by twining the
stem or leaf-stalk round a support, as ivy and
honeysuckle.

Blend
Thee with us or us with thee
As climbing plant or propping tree.

Browning, Dramatic Lyrics, xv.

II. trans. 1. To go up on or surmount, es-

pecially by the use of both the, hands and feet.

They shall climb the wall like men of war. Joel ii. 7.

Ah ! who can tell how hard it is to climb
The steep where Fame's proud temple stands afar?

Beattie, The Minstrel, i. 1.

Hence 2. Figuratively, to ascend or mount
as if by climbing.
With how sad steps, O Moon, thou climb'tt the skies !

Sir P. Sidney, Astrophel and Stella, st. 31.

3f. To attain as if by climbing ; achieve slowly
or with effort.

Bowing his head against the steepy mount
To climb his happiness. Shak., T. of A., i. 1.

clinandrium

climb (klim), n. [< climb, i'.] A climbing; an
ascent by climbing.
You have not forgotten . . . our climb to the Cleft Sta-

tion. Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 155.

climbable (kll'ma-bl), o. [< climb + -able.']

Capable of being climbed or ascended.

I ... climbed everything climbable, and eat everything
eatable. M. W. Savage, R. Medlieott, ii. 3.

climber1
(kli'mer), . [< climb + -!.] 1. One

who or that which climbs, mounts, or rises
;
one

who ascends by labor or effort. 2. In bot., a

plant that rises by attaching itself to some sup-
port ; specifically, in England, the virgin's-bow-
er, Clematis Vitalba. climbing plants are distinguish-
ed as stem-climbers, which, like the hop, wind upward
around an upright support, and as tendril-climbers, which,
like the grape-vine, cling to adjacent objects by slender

coiling tendrils. Other plants climb also by means of re-

trorse bristles or spines, or by means of rootlets.

Twiners are distinguished from proper climbers by the
absence of any special organs . . , for grasping supports;
t-liinhrrs being provided with some sort of tendrils or oth-

er help. G. L. Goodale, Physiological Botany, p. 405.

3. pi. In ornith., the birdsof the oldorder Scan-

sores, as the parrots, cockatoos, woodpeckers,
etc. : so called from their climbing habits.

They have two toes before and two behind.
4. A locomotive with driving-wheels fitted to
a cog-rail, for ascending steep grades. 5. pi.
Same as climbing-irons.
climber2t, v. i. [A variation of clamber, in imi-

tation of climb.} To climb; mount with effort
;

clamber.
Beware how you climber for breaking your neck.

Tusser, March's Husbandry, xxxvii. 28.

Climbing-boy (kli'ming-boi), n. A young chim-

ney-sweep who climbed chimneys from the in-

side. Chimney-
sweeping by
climbing-boys is

now prohibited.
PEng.]

climbing-fern
(kli'ming-fern'),
n. A name of

species of the

genus Lygodium,
of which there
are several na-
tive to Japan,
Australia, and
tropical Ameri-
ca. A single spe-
cies, L. palmatum,
is found in the Unit-
ed States, a deli-

cate climbing plant,
with palmately lob-
ed fronds, and the
fertile fronds sev-

eral times forked,
forming a terminal
panicle.

climbing-fish.
(kli' ruing -fish),
n. A fish of the family Anabantida;, Anabas scan-
dens. The gill-covers are the principal means
by which the fish climbs. Also called climbing-
perch. See Anabas.

Climbing-irons (kli'ming-i'erns), n. pi. Iron
frames to which spikes are affixed, which are
fastened to the feet or to the legs below the

knee, and used in climbing trees, telegraph-
poles, etc. Also called climbers and creepers.

Fitting new straps to his climbing-irom.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby.

climbing-perch (kli'ming-perch), n. Same as

climbing-fish.

climbing-staff tree. The Colastrtts scandens.

climeM, v. An obsolete variant of climb.

clime2 (klim), . [< L. clima, a clime, region :

see climate.'] A tract or region of the earth.

Whatever clime the sun's bright circle warms.
MUton, Sonnets, iii.

Clime of the unforgotten brave. Byron, The Giaour.

To England, over vale and mountain,
My fancy flew from climes more fair.

If. P. Willis.

climp1
(klimp), i: t. [Sc., prob. for *clfmp as

a secondary form of clamp 1
, r., though in form

like the orig. verb (= MHG. klimpfen), to which
clamp1 is ult. referred : see clamp1 .']

To hook
;

snatch
;
take hold of suddenly.

climp
2
(klimp), v. i. [Sc. ;

cf. clamp*, clump^.]
To limp ; halt.

clinandrium (kli-nan'dri-um), n.
; pi. clinan-

dria (-a). [NL., < Gr. nUvi;, a bed (< idivuv,

slope: see dine), + avf/p (avA/>-), a man.] In

bot., a cavity at the apex of the column in or-

chids, in which the anthers rest. Sometimes
called androclinium.

Climbing-fern {Ijgodmm palmatum).
(From

" The Garden."}



C.uvel
built.

clinant

clinant (kli'nant), a. [< L. *dinan(t-)>t, ppr.

(cf. diiuitits, pp.) of "dinarr. lean, incline: see

dine.'] In math., relating to angles considered
as differences or remainders.
clinanthium (kH-nan'thi-um), n. ; pi. dinan-
tliin (-ii). [NL., < Gr. K~/.'IVT/, a bed (< nfmiv,

slope: see tjinc), + bvOtic,, a flower: see im/lii-r.
\

In fcr., the receptacle of a composite plant.
Also calleil i'ii iiiniHiiiiiii.

clinch, ''. ini'l See 1'ii-iich.

clinch-built (klinch'bilt), a. Same as dinclier-

liiiilt.

clincher, . See /< ///.
clincher-built, clinker-built (klin'cher-,

kling'ker-bilt), n. [The form elinker-, as also

in rliitkrr-in> rl:. after

D., G., or Dan.; cf.

Dan. klinkbi/i/iii I. or

lii/i/;/i
t /inn klink,

clincher-built (byg-

get. pp. of biii/n<;

built: see /)/;/-).]

Made of pieces, as
boards or plates of

metal, which over-

lap one another: as,

clincher-built boats.
In woodwork the upper
edge of each strake or

plank is overlapped by
tll<:li>creducof the one

uliove, ami tin -e BJ

cured to one another by (Haa^s " From Kcello Truck." )

nails driven through the

laps or bands. In metal-work plates of metal are lapped
in tile same manner and riveted. Also finn-h >mi/f

clincher-plating, clinker-plating (klin'cher-,

kliug'ker-pla'ting), . Plates of metal used in

clincher-built structures.

clincher-work, clinker-work (klin'cher-,

kliug'k6r-werk), n. [Cf . D. klinkwerk = G. klin-

kerwerk (= Sw. klink), clincher-work.] In ship-

building, boiler-making, etc., work which is

clincher-built: opposed to carvel-work. See
clincher-built. Also called lap-jointed work.

clinet, v. '. [ME. dinen, dynen, < OF. diner= Pr.

dinar = Oil. clinare (usually in comp. : It. -

clinare = OF. endiner, > ME. endinen (of which
dinen is rather a clipped form), mod. E. encline,

incline, q. v.), < L. *
clinare, lean, incline (in

pp. dinatus and in comp. inclinare, etc.), =Gr.
nAivetv, lean, slope, bend, incline, recline, de-

cline, = AS. hlinian, E. lean : see lean*. Hence
ult. (from L.) decline, encline, incline, recline,

divous, acclivous, acclivity, declivity, proclivity.

etc., (from Gr.) clinic, enclitic, proclitic, etc.]
To incline

;
bend or bow down.

With alle mekenes I dyne to this acorde,
Bowynge down my face.

Coventry Mysteries, p. 114.

Clynyn or declynen, decline. Clyne or bowe down, de-

clino, inclino. Prompt. Pan., p. 82.

cling (kling), v.
; pret. and pp. dung, ppr. ding-

ing. [< (1) ME. clingen (pret. clang, pi. "dung-
en, donge, pp. dungen, dongen), adhere closely,
also shrink, shrivel, < AS. elingan (pret. clang,

pi. "dungon, pp. ge-dungen), shrink, shrivel, in

comp. be-dingan, hold in, surround
; (2) mixed

with ME. denyen (pret. denged), prop, facti-

tive of preceding, = G. klingen, climb, = Dan.

klynge, cluster, crowd (klynge, a cluster, klynge

op, hang up, klynge sig op, clamber up)f
= Sw.

klanga, climb (kltinge, a tendril) ; associated in

sense, and perhaps ult. in origin (ult. / "kli I),

with climb, clamber, clam^, dam'*, etc., dive1
,

cleave1
,
etc.: see these words.] I, intrant. 1.

To adhere closely; be attached; stick: as, a
wet garment dings to the limbs.

Ferly [wondrous] fayre watj the folde [earth], for the forst

[frost] clewii-il.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1694.

All night long a cloud clingt to the hills.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

2. To hold fast, especially by the hands or by
coiling round or embracing, or, figuratively, by
refusing to abandon or give up.

As two spent swimmers, that do <ihi together.
Shak., Macbeth, i. 2.

Two babes of love close clinging to her waist.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 158.

Ida station d there

Unshaken, clinging to her purixae, nrra.

Tennyson, 1'rincess, v.

3. To rush with violence. [Prov. Eng.]
Sir L'legis cliin'ir* in, and clekes [clutches] another.

Morte Arthurs (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1865.

4f. To wither; shrivel.

In could clay now schal y clinge.
llitiniix In Vinjln. etc. (K. E. T. S.), p. 85.
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imt ,,f this erthe into theerthe,
There to ,7//e/. a* a clot of clay.

//V '

I I.. T. S.), p. v>.

II. tranx. 1. To cause to adhere closely ; ap-

ply firmly and closely. [Rare.]
I clung my legs as close to his tides as I could. Swift.

2. To consume; waste to leanness; shrivel.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
I poll the next tree shall tlloll hallK ali\e

Till famine, c//,,./ thcc. Shut., Maclwth, v. 5.

He ... kept
Ttic bints anil beasts and fumislt'd men at ha\

.

Till hunger clung them. /;'///(, liarkness.

cling (kling), . [< fling, r.] 1. Adherence;

attachment; the act of holding fast
;
embrace.

[Rare.]
Fast clasped by th' arched zodiack of her arms,
Those closer clingt of love. Fletcher, 1'oems, p. 254.

It is the anchored '/,>; to solid principles of duty and
action, which knows how t swing with the tide, but i

never carried away by it that we demand in public
men. Lowell, study Windows, p. 160.

2f. A bunch; a cluster; an aggregation of sev-
eral things that cling together.

The cliiuj of big-swoln grapes.
P. Fletcher, Purple Island, i.

clingstone (kling'ston), a. and n. I. a. Having
the pulp adhering firmly to the stone: said of

a class of peaches. Clingstone peaches are distin-

guished from Jrtettone peaches, the pulp of which sepa-
rates readily and cleanly from the stone.

II. . A peach of this class.

Clingy (kling'i), a. [< ding + -yi. Cf. sticky.]

Apt to cling: adhesive. Johnson. [Rare.]
clinic (klin'ik). . and n. [< F. dinique = 8p.
clinico = Pg. It. dinico, < LL. dinicus, a bed-
ridden person, one baptized on a sick-bed. L.

a physician, < Gr. ithvtictic, pertaining to a bed

(<5 K^iviKAf, a physician, ^K)JVIK^ (no. re^vi/, art),
the medical art), < K).ivt/, a bed, couch, < Mt-civ,

lean, recline : seeefin*.] I. a. Same as clinical.

n. n. 1. One confined to bed by sickness.

[Rare.]
Bring to as a clinick, . . . and we will instantly restore

him sound, and in health. KUlingbfck, Sermons, p. l;U.

2. Ecdes., formerly, one who received baptism
on a sick-bed.

Suppose the clinic, or death-bed penitent, to be ...
forward in these employments.

Jar. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 187.

3. In med., an examination of a patient by an
instructor in the presence of his students, ac-

companied by remarks on the nature and treat-

ment of the case. Also written dinique.
clinical (klin'i-kal), a. [< clinic + -al.~] Per-

taining to a sick-bed ; pertaining to a clinic.

Clinic or clinical baptism. See bautimn. clinical

convert, one converted on his death-bed. Clinical lec-

ture, a discourse delivered by an instructor to students
of medicine or surgery, at the bedside or in the presence
of patients suffering from the diseases or injuries described,
with a view to practical instruction and demonstration.

Clinical surgery or medicine, that form of surgical or
medical instruction which is imparted to the student at
the bedside or in the presence of the patient.

clinically (klin'i-kal-i), ado . In a clinical man-
ner

; by the bedside.

clinician (kli-nish'an), n. [< clinic + -ian;
after physician, mathematician.] One who
makes a practical study of disease in the per-
sons of those afflicted by it.

clinicist (klin'i-sist), n. [< clinic + -ist.'} One
who studies diseases at the bedside, and is

skilled in the recognition and treatment of

them: a clinician.

Clinidae (klin'i-de), n.
pi. [KL., < Clinus +

-ifte.] A family of blenmoid fishes, typified by
the genus Clin us. They have a moderately long or ob-

long oody with regular scales, a projecting head, the dor-

sal tin divided into a long spinous and a short soft portion,
and the ventral tins jugular in position and having a spine
and two or three rays. The species mainly inhabit tropi-
cal and subtropical seas, though several reach the coast
of the 1'nited States.

clinidium (kli-nid'i-um), n.; pi. dinidia (-ii).

[ML., (. (?) Gr. K/Uvtiv, incline; cf. Gr. lAtv'i&iav,

dim. of K/Uv^, a bed : see clinic. Cf. dinode.] In

lii-hi'nology, one of the short filaments which,
inclosed in a clinosporangium, produce at their

summits spore-like bodies called dinospores.

clinique (kli-nek'), . [F., < LL. dinicus: see

<//.] Same as clinic, 3.

clink (klingk), v. [< ME. dinken (not in AS.) =
MD. D. klinken, clink, tinkle, = (with ng instead

of nk) MD. LG. klingen = OHG. ch/ingan, MHG.
G. klingen = Dan. klinge, freq. klingrc, = Sw.

klinga = Icel. klingja, ring, tinkle, etc.
;
cf. AS.

clynian (once), ring, as a shield when struck,
= OFries. klinna, ring, as a coin. An imitative

word, which may be regarded (in E.) as a weak-
ened form of clank : see clank and dang. In the
sense of 'clench, clinch,' etc. (see II., 2), dink

clinkumbell

is but a var. of </<///, ( v <//, with which
ill its orif.'. M-ll.-i- I. lei. 1 I l> eln.-ely related: gee
f/i ni'/i, rlnii'li. Coinplil-e rlii'l. 1. i-llul;. with I'lili'k,

'liiiil;. As to the iniitiit ion. >(. clnnl,-, iml, . imiir.

mi'/.
I I. in Iruns. 1. To ring or jingle; chink;

give forth a sharp inetiillii- soun.l, or a si.

sion of such sounds, as small metallic or other

sonorous bodies in collision.

Mauv a jew elle.l hWord
at tie -ide of kmi/lit or lord.

'illiii,,, Worrii l.aitbl) Paradise, II. 108.

2. To cause a clinking sound by striking two
objects, as ghiNws. togctlier.

So till lip thy can, ami c/i'iit ith me.
It. II. tit<lilanl, In Alsatla.

3. To make a jingle ;
chime.

And yet I liiintt ese.-pt the Rlline,
Because it clink* with Caroline. 9n

"

H. trans. 1. To cause to produce a sharp,

ringing sound: as, to clink glasses in drinking
healths.

And I shall cliiJ&n vow so mery a )>

That I shal waken al this conipanye.
Chaucer, I'rol. to Shipman's Tale, 1. 24.

But, while they [the passengers] are at the tables, one

may be seen K"ing round aiming the cars with a lantern

andahaniMii i. intent upon a graver business. Hfitclinlr-

ing the wheels to try if they are sound.
li. II". V/../.n.-", I lid V,,l. of Life, pp. 260, 261.

2. To clench
;
weld ; clasp ; seize quickly.

[Scotch.]
Clink (klingk), . [= MD. klinrh-, a Mow, also

a latch, I), klink, a blow, also a latch, rivet, also

a clock. = MLG. klitikt; klettke, a hitch, bolt, =
MHG. G. klinke, a latch (klinkbolscn, a bolt, riv-

et), = Dan. klinke, a latch, rivet, clinker, = Sw.

klinka, a latch, Iclink, clincher-work : all various-

lyfrom the verb. In the senses of 'latch,' 'key,'
cf. dicket, < dickl.] i. A sharp, ringing sound
made by the collision of sonorous (especially
metallic) bodies.

The clyiUce &. the clamour claterit in the aire.

Detraction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), L 588S.

The flint and fall of swords. Shak,, Othello, ii. S.

There is no rustle of silks, no waving of plumes, no clink

of golden spurs. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser.
, p. 229.

2. A smart stroke. [Scotch.]
Ane got a clink on the head. Old Ballad.

3. Money; chink: as, "ueedfu' dink," Burns.

[Scotch.] 4f. A latch.

Tho, creeping close liehind the Wicket
Prcvelie he peeped out through a chinck.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., May.

5t. A key. Coles, 1717. 6. pi. Long iron nails.

[Prov. Eng.]
clinkantt, a. See clinquant.
clinker (kling'ker), . [< dink + -er1 . In the

sense of 'vitrified brick, etc., also spelled klin-

ker, being ^ G. klinker, < D. klinker, a vitrified

brick, also a sounder, a vowel, MD. klinckacrd

(> Sw. klinkert), a vitrified brick, also (= MLG.
klinkart, klinkert) a certain gold com ; cf . Dan.

klinke, a clinker: see dink, n."] 1. That which
clinks. Specifically 2. A metal-heeled shoe
used in dancing jigs. 3. The partly melted
and agglutinated residuum of the combustion
of coal which has a fusible ash. 4. A partial-

ly vitrified brick or mass of bricks. 5. A kind
of hard Dutch or Flemish brick, used for pav-
ing yards and stables. 6. Vitrified or burnt
matter thrown up by a volcano. 7. A scale of

black oxid of iron, formed when iron is heated
to redness in the open air. 8. A deep impres-
sion of a horse's or cow's foot

;
a small puddle

so formed. Grose. [Prov. Eue.]
clinker (kling'ker), v. i. [< clinker, n.] To
form clinker

;
become incrusted with clinker.

They [boiler-grates] will not clinker np.
Fibre and Fabric, V. 17.

clinker-bar (kling'ker-bar), n. In steam-en-

gines, a bar fixed across the top of the ash-pit
for supporting the rods used for clearing the
fire-bars.

clinker-built, clinker-plating, etc. See clinch-

er-built, etc.

clinking (kling'king), n. [< dink + -ing
1

.']

Crackling : a term used by file-makers.

clink-shell (kliugk'shel), n. A shell of the ge-
nus Anomia or family Anomiida;: so called be-

cause when strung or shuffled together they
make a clinking sound.

clinkstone (klingk'ston), n. [< clink +' stone;
from its sonorousness.] Same as phonolite.
Clinkumbell (kling'kum-bel), . [Sc., < dink +
-urn, an unmeaning syllable, + bell1

."]
One who

rings a bell ; a bellman.
Now Clinkumoell. wi' rattlin' tow [rope],

Begins to jow and croon. Burnt, Holy Fair.



clinkum-clankum

clinkum-clankum (kling'kum-klang'kum), n.

and a. [A varied redupl. of clink.] I. i. Re-

peated ringing strokes.

Wi' dinkiiHi chinknin o'er their crowns,
The lads began to fa' then.

Battle of Killiecrankie (Child's Ballads, VII. 154).

II. a. Clinking ; having a meaningless jingle
or sound.
He ance tell'd me . . . that the Psalms of Daviil were

excellent poetry ! as if the holy Psalmist thought o' rat-

tling rhymes in a blether, like his ain silly clinknin-clankutii

things that he ca's verse. Scott, Rob Roy, xxi.

clino-axis (kli"n6-ak'sis), n. [< Gr. tAtvetv, in-

cline (see dine), + axis.] Same as clinodiag-
onal.

clinochlore (kli'no-klor), n. [< Gr. nMvetv, in-

cline, + x'/.upv;, yellowish-green.] Same as ri-

pidolitc.
clinoclase (kli'no-klas), n. [< Gr. KAIVCIV, in-

cline, + KJiaaif, a breaking, < n/.dv, break.] A
hydrous arseniate of copper, occurring in dark-

green monoclinic crystals, and also massive,
with radiated fibrous structure.

clinoclasite (kli-no-kla'sit), . [< clinoclase +
-ate2.] Same as elinoclase.

clinode (kli
'

nod), n. [< Gr. tdJvji, bed (see
clinic), + fMof, form; cf. clinoid. Cf. torus.'}

In mycology, an organ analogous to the hyme-
nium, springing from the inner wall of a con-

ceptacle, or from the surface of the receptacle,
and terminating in simple orbranched filaments,
each bearing a single spore at its extremity.
Le Maout and Decaisne.

clinodiagonal (kli"n6-di-ag'o-nal), . and a.

[< Gr. iMveiv, incline, + diagonal.] I. . In

crystal., that diagonal or lateral axis in mono-
clinic crystals which forms an oblique angle
with the vertical axis. Also called clino-axis.

II. a. Pertaining to or in the direction of the

clinodiagonal.
clinodomatic (kli"no-do-mat'ik), . [< clino-

dome + -at-ic.] Pertaining to or resembling a
clinodome.
clinodome (kli'no-dom), n. [< Gr. lAiveiv, in-

cline, + Su/ia, house: see dome.] In crystal.,
a name given to planes in the monoclinic sys-
tem which are parallel to the inclined lateral

axis, and meet the other two axes. See dome.

clinqgraphic (kli-no-graf'ik), a. [< Gr. iMveiv,

incline, + ypaijieiv, write: see graphic.] Per-

taining to that mode of projection in drawing
in which the rays of light are supposed to fall

obliquely on the plane of projection.

clinqnumite (kli-no-hu'mit), n. [< Gr. KAIVCIV,

incline, + humite.] A fluosilicate of magne-
sium occurring in small yellow monoclinic crys-
tals at Vesuvius. It is a subspecies under the

general head of humite. See humite.

clinoid (kli'noid), a. [= F. clinoide, < Gr. lAivrj,

a bed (see clinic), + efiof, form.] Resembling
a bed. Clinoid plate, a portion of the basispheuoid
bone bounding the pituitary fossa posteriorly. The pos-
terior clinoid processes project from the upper corners of
this plate. Clinoid processes, in anat., the four pro-
cesses (an anterior and a posterior pair) surrounding the
sella turcica or pituitary fossa of the sphenoid bone : so
called from their resemblance to the posts of a bedstead.

Clinoidae (kli-noi'de), n. pi. An incorrect form
of Clinida;.

clinologic (kll-no-loj'ik), a. [< clinology + -ic.]

Pertaining to clinology ;
characterized by de-

cline
; belonging to the first period of senility.

In the clinologic stage of the life of any animal there is a
retrogression of the reproductive functions, and a sensible
decrease in the prominence, decoration, strength, etc., of
the parts of the adult.

clinology (kli-nol'o-ji), n. [Irreg. < Gr. i&ivnv,
decline (see dine), + -fay'ia, < teyeiv, speak : see

-ology.] The science of the decline or retro-

gression in form and function of an animal or-

ganism after maturity ; especially, the doctrine
of the correlation between the characteristics
of the clinologic stages of one animal and the

perfect adult stages of degraded forms of ani-
mals belonging to the same group.
clinometer (kli-nom'e-ter), n. [= F. clinome-

tre, < Gr. nAlveiv, incline, + [tirpov, a measure.]
1. An instrument used to determine the dip of
rock-strata. A simple form consists of a small pendu-
lum moving on a graduated arc

; it is inclosed in a square
case with straight sides, one of which is to be placed par-
allel to the dip of the inclined strata ; a compass-needle is

ordinarily added.

2. A carpenters' tool for comparing slopes and
levels.

Also klinometer.

Clinometer-level (kli-nom'e-ter-lev
/

'el), n. A
hand-level with an arc on which angles of ele-
vation and divisions for slopes are shown.
clinometric. clinometrical (kli-no-met'rik, -ri-

kal), . [< clinometer + -ic, -icat] 1. Of or
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pertaining to a clinometer; ascertained or de-

termined by a clinometer. 2. Pertaining to

oblique crystalline forms, or to solids which
have oblique angles between the axes : as, cli-

nometric crystals.

clinometry (kli-nom'e-tri), n. [< clinometer +
-.)/.] In geol., the method or art of measuring
the dip of rock-strata.

clinopinacoid (kli-no-pin'a-koid), n. [< Gr.

Kf.ivnv, incline, + pinacoid. ]" In crystal., either

of the two planes of a monoclinic crystal which
are parallel to the vertical and inclined lateral

axes. See pinacoid. Also kUnopinacoid.

clinopinacoidal (kli-no-pin-a-koi'dal), a. [< cli-

nopinacoid + -?.] Pertamingto a clinopinacoid.
The clinopinacoulal cleavage. Nature, XXX. 91.

clinoprism (kli'no-prizm), n. [< Gr. td.ivetv, in-

cline, + irpiaua, a prism.] A prism of a mono-
clinic crystal lying between the unit prism and
the clinopinacoid.
clinopyramid (kli-no-pir'a-mid),

n. [< Gr. iM-

vsiv, incline, + wvpafuf, a pyramid.] A pyra-
mid of a monoclinie crystal lying between the
zone of unit pyramids and the clmodomes.
clinorhombic (kli-no-rom'bik), o. [< Gr. iM-

vfiv, incline,+ p6/i[ioc, a rhomb, -t- -ic.] In crys-

tal., same as monoclinic. See crystallography
and monoclinic. Also kttnorhombic.

clinosporangium (kli"no-spo-ran'ji-um), n.; pi.

dinosporangia (-a). [NL., < Gr. Mvr/, a bed
(cf. torus), + sporangium.] In lichenology, a
minute conceptacle resembling a spermogone,
clothed within with short filaments called cli-

nidia, occurring chiefly in the lower forms be-

longing to the tribes Graphidacei and Verruca-
riacei. Also called pycnidium. Tuckerman.

clinospore (kli'no-spor), n. [< Gr. iMvti, a bed,
+ oTTo^of, seed (spore).] A spore produced at
the summit of a clinidium in a clinosporangium.
clinostat (kli'no-stat), n. [< Gr. nMveiv, incline,
+ arar6(, verbal n. of laracBai, stand : see static.]
An apparatus for equalizing or regulating the

exposure of growing plants to sunlight, con-

sisting essentially of a revolving disk moved by
clockwork.

clinquant (kling'kant; F. pron. klan-kon'),
and a. [F.,ppr. adj. as noun, < D. klinken = E.

clink, q. v. Cf . G. rauschgold, tinsel, < rauschen,
rustle (see rush?), + gold = E. gold.] I. n.

1. Yellow copper; Dutch gold; a showy, cheap
alloy. 2f. Tinsel; false glitter.

II. t a. Decked with garish finery ; glittering ;

flashy. Also clinkant.

Their eyes sweet splendor seems a Pharos bright,
With clinquant Raies their Body's clothed light.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

A clinquant petticoat of some rich stuff,
To catch the eye.

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, v. 2.

Clint1
! (klint), v. t. [Var. of clink, clinch, clench.]

1. To clench.
The statute of prsemunire was made, which dinted the

naile which now was driven in. Fuller, Ch. Hist., III. in. 28.

2. To finish; complete.
Clint2 (klint), n. [< ME. Jclynt (cf . clent, steep or

rocky), < Icel. klettr (for *klentr), a rock, cliff, =
Sw. klint, the top of a mountain, = Dan. klint,
a cliff.] If. A cliff; a rocky shore.

So on rockes and klyntes thay ruune and dryve,
That all brekes in pecies and sodenly doith ryve.

MS. Lausdowne, 208, fol. 8. (ffallit

clip

red color, occurring in brittle foliated masses
at Amity in New York. Also called seybertite.

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Clinton group
(which see, under group).

clinty (klin'ti), a. [Sc., < clintf + -y
1
.] Rocky ;

stony.
Clinus (kli'nus), n. [NL., < (?) Gr. nMveiv, bend,

slope: see dine.] The typical genus of fishes

of the family Clinidce. It is a Cuvierian genus
of blennioids.

Olio (kll'6), n. [L., < Gr. K/Uj, < KAtieiv, xUtiv,
tell of, celebrate, > /t/Uof, fame, glory.] 1. In
classical myth., the muse who sings of glorious

Cliont borealis.

2. A hard or flinty rock ; any large hard stone
;

a large coarse stone used in the game of curling.
[Scotch.] 3. pi. Crevices among bare lime-
stone rocks. [North. Eng.] 4. pi. The shelv-

ing sides of a river. [Scotch.]

dinting (klin'ting), n. [Var. of clinking, ver-
bal n. of clink, I;.: see clinfl- and -ing'-.] A
clinking sound. [Bare.]

Mountains stretch'd around,
Gloomy was their tintiug,

And the horse's hoofs
Made a dismal dinting.

Thackeray, Peg of Limavaddy.

Clinton bridge case. See casei.

Clinton group, ore, etc. See the nouns.
Clintonia (klin-to'ni-a), n. [NL., named after
De Witt Clinton (1769-1828), a prominent states-
man ofNew York.] A liliaceous genus of plants,
consisting of 6 species, divided equally among
the Atlantic States, the Pacific coast of North
America, and eastern Asia. They are stemless per-
ennials of mountain woods, with rather large, lily-ahaped,
white or rose-colored flowers, solitary or umbellate on a
short peduncle. The species of the Alleghanies and north-
ward are C. borealis and C. umbellata.

clintonite (klin'ton-It), n. and a. [After De
Witt Clinton: see Clintonia.] I. n. A mica-
ceous mineral of a reddish-brown to copper-

actions; specifically, the Muse of History, she
is usually represented with a scroll in her hand, and a
scrinlum, or case for manuscripts, by her side, and some-
times with the trumpet of fame in her hand.

2. [NL.] In zool., a generic name for ptero-
pods, variously used : (a) A genus of thecoso-
matous pteropods, now generally called Cleo-

dora (which see). Brown, 1756
; Linnaeus, 1767

;

Pelsener, 1887. (6) A genus of gymnosomatous
pteropods, founded by O. F. Miillerin 1776, now
generally called Clione, and typical of the fam-

ily CKidte (or Clionidm).
Cliona (kli'6-na), n. [NL., < Clio. Cf. Clio, 2.]
The typical genus of boring sponges, of the

family Clionidai and suborder MonactineUina:.
Grant.

Clione (kll'o-ne), n. [NL. (Pallas, 1774), <

Clio, myth, name.] A genus
of gymnosomatous pteropods,
typical of the family Clionidai.
C. bvrealin swarms in northern seas,

constituting a great part of the food of

whales, and hence known as u-hale'n-

food or brit. There are other species,
as C. papilionacea, which occasionally
occurs on the eastern coast of the
United States. Originally called Clio.
See Clio, 2 (6).

clionid1
(kll'o-nid), n. [< Cli-

onida1
.] A'pteropod of the

family Clionidce.

clionid2 (kli'o-nid), n. [< Clionidw2.] A sponge
of the family Clionidas.

Clionidae1
(kli-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (J. E. Gray,

1840), < Clione + -idle.] A family of gymnoso-
matous pteropods, typified by the genus Clione,
to which different limits have been assigned.
By the earlier writers some incongruous forms were asso-
ciated with it. By recent zoologists it is restricted to spe-
cies without gills, with a short proboscis, and no jaw, but
with 2 or 3 pail's of conical buccal appendages. Few spe-
cies are certainly known ; the most common is Clione bore-
alis. Also Cliidfe.

Clionidae2 (kli-on'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cliona
+ -idee.] A remarkable group of the Porifera
or Spongida, the boring sponges, having no
fibrous skeleton, but provided with peculiar
silicious spicula, by means of which they can
burrow into the shells of the mollusks upon
which they are parasitic. They existed in the
Silurian epoch.

clip
1

(klip), r. t. ; pret. and pp. clipped (some-
times dipt), ppr. dipping. [< ME. clippen,

clyppen, cluppen, < AS. clyppan, embrace. Con-
nection with dip2 is uncertain. Cf. climp1,

dampl.] 1. To embrace; infold; hug; clasp;
grasp; grip. [Archaic.]
Whan Arthur felte the Geaunte that so hym helde he

. . . ciippid his horse in bothe his armes a-boute the nekke.
ilerlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 346.

O ! let me clip you
In arms as sound as when I woo'd.

Shak., Cor., i. 6.



clip

Let's clippe, our hands ; lit- thus observe my vowe.

Miu-nldii, Antonio :md Mclliilii, I., V. 1.

Like :i fountain falling rouml me,
Which \iitli nilvcr waters thin

t'(i> u little water Xaiad iiittiiii; .smilingly itliin.

Mr*, llnnrtiiii'j. Lust Bower.

2. To hold together by pressure, as with a

spring, screw, <u- bandage.
clip

1
(klip), u. [< dip 1

,
i'. Senses :i-6 may pos-

sibly belong to flip-, .] If. An embrace.
Nut lined to fro/.eii ///:.

.s'iV /'. .V.'I/H.'./, Astrophel and Stella.

2. A grasp; clasp; grip, as of a machine.
3. A device for closing a vent in a machine.

Thf rli'/i i opened mill tin- t,l. uiu allowed to escape for

ten minutes, when the clip is closed mid the tulie pu-Ju .1

iluivii iiunin to the bottom ,,r tlie apparatus [
Foil's uteri!

iZcr|. ISllrl, \ 1 1, null::,.. I, ::l M I: I . .SVlV ,l.v.<, l\ . IW.

4. In farriery, a projecting flange on the upper
surface of a horseshoe, which

partially embraces the wall of

the hoo'f. 5. A metnl clasp or

conlinino piece used to connect
the parts of a carriage-gew, or

to hold the hook of a whipple-
tree. 6. A clasp or spring-
holder for letters, papers, etc.

The four candles HIV placed In a cor-

responding numlier of clips or candle-
holders.

W. />'. l'r,:<:;:li, Klect. Invent., p. 487.

clip" (klip), r. ; pret. and pp. Hi/iprtl (sometimes
dipt), ppr. clipping. [< ME. clippen, < Icel.

klippa = Sw. Wtppa = Dan. klippt, clip, shear,
cut. Connection with clip

1 is uncertain.] I.

trans. 1. To cut off or sever with a sharp in-

strument, as shears or scissors : trim or make
shorter by cutting : as, to clip the hair ; to clip
a bird's wings.

Clipping papers or darning his stockings. Sir! ft.

Her neat small room, adorn'd with maiden-taste,
A clipp'd French puppy, first of favourites, graced.

Crabbe, Works, I. 111.

Arbours dipt and cut Tennyson, Amphion.

2
coin
xxiv.

of a horse-
shoe, o. Clip of a
hippletrcc.

1049
Hud my dull -"ill hut wings as well as they,
How would I spring from earth, :m.i ///* away
As wise Astra-a did, and scorn this ball of i-lay !

(Jinn-leu, Emblems, v. 13.

Clipi it down the wind. /' >
'

clip
4

(kliii), r. A dialectal form of clepc.

clip-candlestick (klip'kan'dl-stik), n. An
old form of candlestick, lilted with a pair of

forceps or nipper- inMend of, or in addition to,

a socket. The object of the forceps wa to hold

light, which was too slender und irregular in shape to

taad st'-ao!il\ in a .<" KI !.

clip-chair (klip'char), n. A kind of chair used
on some English railways to secure a rail to a
metallic sleeper.

clipeus (klip'e-us),n.; pi. clipci (-i). Uceclypeug.

clip-hook (Kh'p'huk), H. Same as sister-hook.

clipper 1

(klip'er), . [< ME. dipper, </(>//

(= Iccl. Icliiipari = Sw. klippure = Dan. l.-li/i-

l>< ;); < dijft, r., + -f/'l.] 1. One who or that

which clips; especially, one who reduces tin-

size, value, or importance of anything by clip-

ping it.

And if they l>e such clippemot regal power and si

of the IJIWB, how they stand atteeted to the law Kivin^'

1'arlament, yourselves, worthy Peeres und r.iiini>!

best testitle. Millun, rlnii-clMiovenimeiit, ii., r.in.

The value is pared off from it into the clipper'* pocket.
Locke, Further Considerations eonc crning Value of Money.

2. A cutting-tool of the nature of shears; spe-

cifically, a tool with rotating or reciprocating
knives used for cutting hair, and especially for

clipping horses. See dip

Cllpplng-iluaiv

jl, lemitcd ulitc ;

'

. To diminish by cutting or paring : as, to clip
oin

;

"
clipped silver," Afacaulay, Hist. Eug.,

England's fate,
Like a clipp'd guinea, trembles in the scale.

Sheridan, The Critic, ii. 2.

3. To shorten
;
curtail

;
cut short ; impair by

lessening.
For, if my husband take you, and take you thus
A counterfeit, one that would clip his credit,
Out of his honour he must kill you presently.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, v. 5.

To clip the divine prerogative. South, Sermons, V. v.

Hence 4. To pronounce (words) in a short-

ened form, or with abbreviation.

They clip their words after one manner about the court,
another in the city, and a third in the suburbs.

Sn-i/i, Improving the English Tongue.

Mrs. Mayoress clipped the king's English.
Additon, Spectator.

Voltaire says very wittily of the English that they
*'gain two hours a day by clipping words." He refers to

the habit of saying can't for can not, don't for do not, and
other like abbreviations.

J. S. Hart, ComiH>sition and Rhetoric, Hyperbole.

To clip the wings, literally, to cut a bird's wings short
so as to deprive it of tlie power of night ; figuratively, to

put a check on one's ambition ; render one less able to

execute his schemes or realize his aspirations.

But love had clipped his wintjs and cut him short.

Dryden, Fables.

Philosophy will clip an Angel's vring*,

Conquer all mysteries by rule and line.

K:-nt*. Lamia, ii.

H. in trims. To cut hair.

Wei koude he letcn blood, and clippe and shave.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 140.

Clip2 (klip), . [< clip%, t).] 1. The quantity
of wool snorn at a single shearing of sheep ;

a
season's shearing.
In 1881, the clip of wool in Oregon was above 8,000,000

pounds, and it is said to be ranking with the best fleeces

that reach the Eastern factories.

W. Ban-own, Oregon, p. 345.

2. A blow or stroke with the hand. [Colloq.]
It's jest a kick here, and a cuff there, and a twitch by

the ear in t other place ; one a ahovin on 'em this way,
and another hitthf on 'em a dip.

H. n. Stom, Oldtowu, p. 84.

3_. pi. Shears, especially sheep-shears,

clip* (klip), r. t.
; pret. and pp. clipped (some-

times dipt), ppr. dipping. [Usually associated
with dipV, cut (cf. cut, v. i., in a similar sense),
but prob. in part of other origin ; cf. LG. (> G.

dial.) 1,-lfjipi-n, run fast, as a horse, a secon-

dary form of Happen = E. dap
1

: see clap
1

,

which also connotes quick motion. See clip-

per'*.] To move swiftly, as a falcon, a horse,
or a yacht: often with an indefinite it.

. .

clipper^ (klip'er), n. [Usually associated with

flipper
1
(cf . cutter, a vessel, in a similar sense),

but cf. D. and LG. klepper (> G. and Dan. /,/</.-

per), a fast horse, a nag, < kleppen, run fast:

see cHp3 . The Dan. klipper, a vessel, is prob.
from E.] 1. A sailing vessel built with very
sharp lines, more or less raking masts, and

great spread of canvas, with a view to speed :

a development of a model for the mercantile
marine first built at Baltimore, U. 8., and call-

ed the Baltimore clipper. The clippers, becoming
famous for quick runs, and occasionally making letter

time than the steamers, were especially employed in the
Smith American frnit-trade, in the China trade for car-

goes of teaand opium, and in the early California traffic by
the Cape Horn route (1849-50). Ahto called clipper-ship.

The knife-edged clipper with her ruffled spmr*.
6. '. Holmet, The Island Ruin.

2. A person or an animal that runs swiftly, or
looks as if capable of running swiftly ; a very
smart person ; something first-rate. [Colloq.]

I never saw your equal, and I've met some clippert in

my time. Thackeray.

3. An Australian bird of the genus Ephthia-
nura : as, the wag-tail clipper, E. albifrons. 4.
The larva of species of Sialte, a genus of neu-

ropterous insects, used for bait by anglers.
Also called, in the United States, crawler, dob-

son, and hellgratntnite.

clipper-built (klip'er-bilt), a. Naut., built after

the type of a clipper.
clipper-ship (klip'er-ship), n. Same as clip-

per*, 1.

Clippfish (klip'fish), H. [= D. klipvisch = G.

klippjisch, < Norw. Dan. klipfisk (= Sw. l-lipp-

Jtek). < Mippe, rock (see cliff
1
), + Jisk = E.

fish.] Pisn, chiefly cod, split open, salted, and
dried ; stock-fish. Consular Report.

clipping
1
! (klip'ing), n. [< ME. clippitu/, clup-

ptng; verbal n. of clip
1

, r.] The act of em-

bracing.
What dipping was there !

With kind embraces, and jobbing of faces.

Kobin Uoad and Maid Marian (Child's Ballads, V. 374).

clipping
1
! (klip'ing),,p. a. [Ppr. of clipi, P.] 1.

Emoraeing; encircling.
Now runs and takes her in his clipping arms.

Sir P. Sidney.

2. In In r.. clasping, as two hands. See con-

joined.

clipping2 (klip'ing), n. JX ME. clippingc; ver-

bal n. of clip%, .] 1. The act of cutting or

shearing off.

This design of new coinage Is just of the nature of /,"/;

ping. Jjocke.

2. A sheep-shearing. [Scotland and North.

Eng.] 3. That which is clipped off or out
;
a

piece separated by clipping: as, tailors' clip-

pings ; a newspaper clipping.
The clippings of our beards, and the parings of our nails.

Locke.

clipping
3

(klip'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of clip
8

, r.]
1. Swift: as, a clipping pace. [Colloq.] 2.

Smart; showy; first-rate. [Colloq.]
What clipping girls there were in that barouche '

Cornhill Una.

Clisiocampa

clipping-machine (klip'inK-nio-shen'), n. A
power-machine used in dipping horses and

sheep.

clipping-shears (klip 'ing -

slier/.), n. pi. Shears for dip-
ping huir, especially that of

norv

clipping-time (klip'inn-tim), ii.

j.MK. (///./(///;.] 1. Tlie time
of Hhecp-she:miit;. Hence 2.

The nick uf time..-.. TO come in

clipping-time,! orl ......

ly as ONI- uhu \ i-il- H sheep fit: '

sheep-flhenring time, when mitlli an<l

good i and when hix help
Is well..... ie. S:'::ll.

clip-plate(kiip'pl
lt t).. Aptete

resting upon a carriage-spring,
and attached to the a\le l,y a clip; the axlc-

liniid of a carriage-wheel.

clip-pulley (klip'pul'i)j
n. A wheel or pulley

having on its face a series of grips or clips Unit

grasp and hold the band or wire rope that passes
over the pulley. The clips open automatically,
and release the rope when it leaves the wheel.

clipst, clipset, clipsist, . [ME., also </</'/" *,

i-liii/iin, i-lipi>us, by apheresis for cclips, eclipte:
gee eclipse.} An eclipse.
That Is cause of this clip* that eloseth now the sonne.

/'.., /'' .......H (111, xvili. 185.

3e wote oure clerkls the clipri* thel call

Such sodayne sight,
Both sonue and uione that seaenne si-hall

l.:ik of ther liglit. IV.r* I'layi, p. 401.

clip-swage (klip'swaj), n. A swage for com-

pleting or finishing horseshoe-clips. It is held
in theliardy-hole of the anvil.

clipsyt, a. [ME. clipsi; (.clips, eclipse,+ -y
1
.]

Eclipsed; darkened.
Now [love] Is faire and now obscure,
Now bright, now clipsi of manere.

Rum. u/ the Rote, 1. 5S52.

clipt (klipt). An occasional spelling, formerly
the common spelling, of clipped, preterit and
past participle of clip.

Clip-yoke (klip'yok), w. In marh., a small plate
through which pass the ends of a stirrup-shaped
clip, and which serves as a washer-plate for the

nuts of the clip.

Clique (klek), n. [= G. clique, dike, klicke =
Dan. klike, < F. clique, a party, set, coterie ; of

uncertain origin.] A party; a set; a coterie;

specifically, a body or group of persons associ-

ated informally for some exclusive or intrigu-

ing purpose.
Mind, I don't call the London exclusive clique the best

English society. Caleridye, Table-Talk.

cliquish (kle'kish), a. [< clique + -fafti.] Re-

lating to a clique, set, or party; disposed to

form cliques; actuated by a petty party spirit.
Also diqueish.

cliquishness (kle'kish-nes), . The state or

quality of being cliquish; inclination or ten-

dency to form cliques. Also cliqueishness.
The cliqueinhness which breaks up l>oth services (Army

and Navy] into mutually antagonistic groups.
The American, VII. 305.

cliquism (kle'kizm), . [< clique + -ism.'] A
cliquish spirit or tendency ; cliquishness. Also

cliqueigm.
Their system Is a sort of worldly-spiritual cliqueimn.

George Eliot, Middlemareh, xvil.

The smallness of the groups [of Liberals], their number,
and the frequency of election would hinder the fostering
of those unpleasant elements of r{i/tti*m and jealonsy
which have wrought so much distrust.

Wtamin*ttr Rec., CXXVIII. 09.

cliseometer (klis-e-om'e-ter), n. [= F. disco-

metre, < Or. K/Jatc, inclination (< Mvetv, incline),
+ fiirpov, measure.] An instrument for mea-
suring the angle which the axis of the female

E;lvis

makes with that of the body.
sh-clash (klish'klash), H. [A varied redu-

plication of clash."] Silly talk; palaver; gos-

sip; scandal. [Scotch.]
dish-clash (klish'klash), adv. With a clashing
noise.

The weapons went clith-clash. Mir. for Mag*., p. 481.

clishmaclash (klish'ma-klash), n. [A variation
of dinh-flaah; cf. dishmaclarer.] dish-clash;
clislnnaclaver. [Scotch.]
clishmaclaver (klish'ma-kla'v^r), n. [< clisli-

(see dish-clash) + -ma-, a meaningless syllable,
+ clarer.~\ Idle discourse; silly talk; gossip.
[Scotch.]

So, ye may doucely fill a throne,
Fora* their c/wA-ma-/atvr. Burnt, A Dream.

Clisiocampa (klis'i-o-kam'pa), n. fNL., < Gr.

Kf.iaior, a sTii-d, + naurrr/, a caterpillar.] A genus



Clisiocampa

of moths of the family llumbi/cida; character-

ized by their rusty-brown color arid by two

oblique lines across the fore wings. The eggs are

];iid in a circular mass around the twigs of the infested

food-plant, and the larvie are gregarious. The larva of C.

Forest Tent-caterpillar (Clisiocamfa sylvatica).

a, eggs, natural size ; *, female moth, natural size; c, top view of

single egg, and d, side view of eggs, enlarged ; f, caterpillar, natural
size.

americana, or the American tent-caterpillar, lives in a

conspicuous web and is a pest in orchards ; that of C.

sylvatica, known as the forest tent-caterpillar, makes a
smaller web and is destructive to oak forests. Curtis,
1828.

Clistenterata (klis-ten-te-ra'ta), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. lAeiarof, that can be closed (see clisto-),
+ ivrcpa, entrails.] An order of Brachiopoda,
equivalent to Arthropomata (which see). Also
Cleistenterata.

clistenterate (klis-ten'te-rat), a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Clistenterata ;

arthropomatous. Also deistenterate.

clisto-. [Also cleisto-, < Gr. /c/tedrrof, that can be
closed, verbal adj. of n'Mltiv, close : see dose1

,

v.] A prefix of Greek origin used in modern
scientific words, meaning 'closed,' 'closable.'

clistocarp (klis'to-karp), n. [< Gr. ideioToe, that
can be closed (see clisto-), + Kap7r6f, fruit: see

carp
1
.] In bot., an ascogonium in which the

asci and spores are formed within a completely
closed perithecium, from which the spores es-

cape only by its final rupture, as in Erysiphece.
Also deistocarp.

Clistocarpidae (klis-to-kar'pi-de), n. pi. [NL.,
as clistocarp + -id&.] A family of lucernarian

hydrozoans, represented by such genera as Cra-

terolophusand Manama, containing those Luccr-
nariicUe which are not named Eleutherocarpida;.
clistocarpous (klis-to-kar'pus), a. [< clistocarp
+ -oils.] In bot., having a closed capsule: ap-
plied to mosses in which the capsule is without

anoperculum, dehiscing irregularly. Alsodm-
tocarpous.
clistogamic (klis-to-gam'ik), a. [< clistogamy
+ -icT] In bot., of, pertaining to, or character-
ized by clistogamy. Also deistogamic, clistoge-
nous.

clistogamous (klis-tog'a-mus), a. [< Gr. ittei-

OTOC, that may be closed (see clisto-), + yapoi;,

marriage.] Same as clistogamic.

clistogamy (klis-tog'a-mi), n. [As clistogam-
ous + -y

3
.] In bot., a peculiar dimorphism in

the flowers of a plant, when in addition to the

ordinary fully developed flowers there are others
in which development is arrested in the bud,
but which are still fertile and produce an abun-
dance of seed. These latter flowers are inconspicuous,
without petals, nectaries, or fragrance, with small anthers
containing few pollen-grains, and the pistil much reduced.
They are necessarily self-fertilized, but are always fertile,
while the more perfect flowers of the same plant are often
nearly or quite sterile. Clistogamy is known to occur in
about sixty genera belonging to many very different or-

ders, chiefly dicotyledonous. The violet is a familiar in-
stance. Also clfintoffanit/, clistotjeny.

clistogene, clistogenous (klis'to-jen, klis-toj'-
e-nus), a. [< Gr. Kfaiar6f (see clisto-) + -yev>K\
see -gen, -gcnous.] Same as clistogamic.
clistogeny (klis-toj'e-ni), M. [< clistogene +
-y

3
.] Same as clistogamy.

Clistosaccus (klis-to-sak'us), n. [NL. (Lillje-
borg, 1859), < Gr. /oteorof, that can be closed
(see clisto-), + o-a/ocof, sack.] A genus of rhizo-

cephalous or suctorial cirrlpeds, of the family
Sacculinida;. Also Cleistosaccus.

clit (klit), a. [E. dial. Cf. clot 1 .] 1. Stiff;

heavy; clayey: said of the soil. 2. Heavy;
hazy: said of the atmosphere. [Prov. Eng.]

clit-burt (klit'ber), . [< elite1 + bur; a var. of

clot-bur, q. v.] Same as dot-bur.
Glitch1

! (klich), v. t. [A var. of cletch, dutch1
,

q. v.] To clutch; catch.

1050
He hath an earthen pot wherewith to ditch up water.

Holland, tr. of the Cyroptedia, p. 4.

clitch2 (klieh), v. i. [Cf. MD. Uissen, stick, ad-

here, D. Uissen, be entangled, < MD. klisse, D.

kits, a bur: see elite1 .']
To stick; adhere; be-

come thick or glutinous. [Prov. Eng.]
elite 1

(klit), n. [In comp. clit-, in clit-bur; also

formerly c/itlie (and dial, clider, formerly eli-

thercn); < ME. "elite (var. elide, and clete, mod.
E. cleat1

, q. v.), < AS. elite ("clithe not found),
f

., colt's-foot, = MD. klesse, klisse, D. klis, a bur,
= OHG. chletta, ehleta, f., diletto, m., MHG.
klette, Jclete.Cr. Tdette, f., burdock; in series with
AS. date, E. dote1

, burdock, and prob. akin to
the equiv. AS. clife, E. dice3

,
burdock (see

dive3 ), appar. (like the then ult. related mod.
E. cleavers, clivers) connected with AS. cleofian,

clifian, E. cleave"*-, adhere.] If. Goose-grass.
See cleavers, 1. 2. The burdock, Arctium Lap-
pa. [Prov. Eng.]

Clite2t, n. An obsolete form of cleat2 .

elite3 (klit), n. [E. dial., also clayte. Cf. clit.']

Clay; mire. [Prov. Eng.]
clitella, n. Plural of clitellmn.

clitellar (kli-tel'ar), a. [< NL. clitettaris, <

clitellum, q. v. See -or3.] Of or pertaining to
the clitellum or clitellus of a worm : as, clitellar

segments.
clitelli. n. Plural of clitellus.

Olitellio (kli-tel'i-6), n. [NL. Cf. clitellum.']
A genus of tubicolous limicoline annelids, of
the family Tubificidas. A species of this genus
is commonly found along the New England
coast at high-water mark.
clitellum (kli-tel'um), n.

; pi. clitella (-a). [NL.,
also clitellus, < L. clitella:, a pack-saddle.] In
zool.

,
the saddle of an annelid, as the earthworm

;

a peculiar glandular ring around the body, re-

sulting from the swelling and other modification
of certain segments. It is a sexual organ, producing
a tough, viscid secretion by which two worms are bound
together in a kind of copulation. Also called cingulum.

A part of the body into which more or fewer of the seg-
ments . . . enter is swollen, of a different color from the

rest, provided with abundant cutaneous glands, and re-

ceives the name of cingulum or clitellum.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 195.

clitellus (kli-tel'us), .
; pi. clitelli (-1). Same

as clitellum.

A glandular layer is developed on one portion of the

body of the Lumbricidee, as a clitellus.

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 141.

clithet, n. [See elite1 .'] Burdock. Gerard.

clitherent, [See clithe, elite1 .] Goose-grass.
Gerard.

clithral (klith'ral), a. [< Gr. ufaWpov, a bar,

SI.

a gate, door,' < iiktit.iv, close : see close1
,

r.

f. clathrate.~] In Gr. arch., having a roof that
forms a complete covering: said of certain

temples by those who hold the opinion that
some of these monuments, styled by them hy-
psethral temples, were roofed only in part. Also
cleithral.

clithridiate (kllth-rid'i-at), a. [< Gr. K^t6pi-
iiov, dim. of K?.ei6pia, a keyhole (cf. KMlOpov, a
bar for closing a door), < i&eieiv, close: see

close^, r.] Shaped like a keyhole : applied to
the form of the orifice of the zoceeia of certain

polyzoans. Busk.
Ciitoria (kli-to'ri-a), . [NL.] A genus ofplants,
natural order Legtim inosce, found throughout the
tropics of both hemispheres. The species, which
are numerous, are climbing, rarely erect, herbs, with large
blue, white, or red flowers. Several are in cultivation. C.

Mariana, the butterfly-pea, is a native of the United States
and Mexico.

clitoridean (kli-to-rid'e-an), a. [< clitoris (-rid-)
+ -ean.~\ Pertaining to the clitoris.

clitoridectomy (kli"to-ri-dek'to-mi), n. [< Gr.

K/.eiropif (-p5-), clitoris, + eKTo/tfi, excision, <

eKTe/ivsiv, excise, < cf, out, + reftvetv, cut.] In

surg., excision of the clitoris.

clitoris (kli'to-ris), n. [NL., < Gr. K^nropif, <

K^C'KIV, close, shut: see close*.'] An erectile or-

gan of the female of most mammals, including
the human species, and of sundry birds, as the

ostrich, differing from the penis of the male
chiefly in its smaller size and usually imper-
forate state, being as a rule not perforated or

grooved by a urethra, though it is so in some
animals, as lemurs. It is usually small and concealed
in the normal state of the parts, as in the human female ;

sometimes large, pendent externally, and difficult to dis-

tinguish from a penis, as in spider-monkeys (Ateles).

clitorism (kll'to-rizm), n. [< NL. clitorismus,
< clitoris, q. v.] The presence of a very large
clitoris

; hypertrophy of the clitoris.

Clitoritis (kll-to-ri'tis), n. [NL., < clitoris +
-itis.~\ Inpathol., inflammation of the clitoris.

cloaca

clitter-clatter (klit'er-klat'er), ?. [A varied

reduplication of clatter; cf. clish-elash, tiltle-tat-

tle, etc.] Palaver; idle talk; a chattering noise.

Such were his writings ; but his chatter
Was one continued clitter-clatter. Sivift.

We talked long in the style of philosophic clitter-datter.

Carlyle, in Fronde, I. 124.

dive1
!, v. i. [ME. cliveii, < AS. *elifan, only in

comp. otliclifan, adhere (= OS. bi-kliblian =
OFries. bi-klim), = OHG. chlipan, klibtin, MHG.
kliben, also in comp. lii-cltliban, cleave, adhere,
stick (cf. causative OHG. "clilciben, kleiben,
MHG. G. kleiben, cause to adhere), = Icel. klifa

(pret. kleif) = Sw. kUfra =Dan. M're.now klyre,
climb (whence the ME. sense). Hence the

secondary form, AS. clifian, rleojiaii, ME. clivien,

eleovien, clevien, divert, eleven, E. cleave: see
cleave^-. Cf. cliffand climb.'] To climb

;
ascend.

Ambiciou, thet is kuead [wicked] wilninge liege [high] to

cliue. Ayenbite of Inwyt, p. 22.

Wyth-oute thise uour [four] uirtues non ne may dine into

the helle [hill] of perfeccion. AyeiMte oj Jmcyt, p. 127.

clive2t, v. i. A Middle English form of rleiu-ei.

clive3!, n. [ME., < AS. clife, in earlier form

clibe, burdock (sed smti'le clife, the small bur-

dock, cleavers; foxes clife, burdock; in comp.
gdr-elife (gar, spear), agrimony) (= MD. kleve,

klijre = MLG. Wire = OHG. *chliba, burdock),
appar. < clifian or "cKfan, adhere, stick: see

cleave^ and clive^, and cf. clivers, cleavers.]
Burdock or agrimony.

clive4t,
An obsolete form of cliff

1
.

cliver1!, [ME. diver, < AS. clifer, pi. difras,
a claw; prob. < clifian, adhere, cleave: see

cleave^.] A claw.

Ich habbe bile stif and stronge
And gode clivers scharp and longe.

dirt and Nightingale, 1. 269.

Oliver2,
n. See cleavers, 1.

diver3
(kliv'er), n. A dialectal form of cleaver2 .

clivers, ". See cleavers.

clives (klivz), n. [Prob. connected with cleave1
,

obs. dire, stick, fasten. Cf. diver1 .'] A hook
with a spring-catch to prevent it from unfas-

tening. E. H. Knight.
clivi, n. Plural of climif.

Clivicola (kli-vik'o-la), . [NL. (J. R. Forster,
1817), < L. clivua, a'slope, declivity, + colere, in-

habit.] A genus of swallows, the bank-swal-
lows : synonymous with Cotile and of prior date.
Climcola riparia is the type.

clivity (kliv'i-ti), n. [< L. divus, a slope ;
cf.

declivity.] A declivity; a gradient. [Rare.]
cllVOUSt (kli'vous), a. [< L. clirosus, steep,

hilly, < dirus, a slope, a declivity, a hillside,
hill: see clivus.~] Sloping; steep.
clivus (kli'vus), n.

; pi. elivi (-vi). [L., a slope,
< *dinare (^ *cli), slope, incline, lean : see dine.]

Aslope Clivus Blumenbachli, clivus oasis spne-
noidis, or simply clivus, in anat., the sloping surface

rising from the anterior margin of the foramen magnum
to the crest of the dorsum ephippii, formed of the upper
surfaces of the basilar process of the occipital bone and of
the back part of the body of the sphenoid..

cloaca (klo-a'ka), .; pi. cloacas (-kaz), cloaca

(-se). [= F. doaque = Sp. Pg. It. cloaca = G.
kloake = Dan. kloak, < L. cloaca, a common sew-

er, prob. < OL. cluere, cleanse.] 1. An under-

ground conduit for drainage ;
a common sewer :

as, the cloaca maxima at Rome. 2. A sink
;
a

privy. 3. [NL.] In zool. : (a) In vertebrates,
the enlarged termination of the rectum or lower

bowel, forming a cavity originally in common
with that of the allantois (in those animals
which have an allantois) and permanently in
common with the termination of the urogenital
organs; the common chamber into which the

intestine, ureters, sperm-ducts, and oviducts

open, in sundry fishes, in reptiles and birds, and
in the ornithodelphous mammals. This cavity is

the common sewer of the body, receiving the refuse of di-

gestion, the productof conception, the spermatic secretion,
and the renal excretion, all to be discharged through the
anal orifice. It is more or less incompletely divided into
the cloaca proper, or the enlarged end of the rectum, and
the urogenital sinus, a compartment in which terminate
the ureters, sperm-ducts, and oviducts, and which con-
tains the penis or clitoris when those organs are developed.
There is, no cloaca in adult mammals, with the exception
of the monotremes, the separation of the nrogenital sinus
from the digestive tube being complete in all the others.

(b) In invertebrates, the homologous or anal-

ogous and corresponding structure effecting

sewerage of the bodv: as (1) in sponges, the
common cavity in which the interstitial canal-

systems open ; (2) in holothurians, the respira-

tory tree (which see, under respiratory), (c) In
entom. : (1) A cavity found in many insects at
the end of the abdomen, between the last dor-
sal and ventral segments, and receiving the ex-

tremity of the rectum. Also called the recto-
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cloak-fathert (klok'fii 'TH<T;. . The ostensible

niithnr or doer of anything; a stalking-horse.

[Ewe.]
The hook e.oes under the name of Cardinal Allan, though

Hie -., iil.n priests ay he wan but tlir cliulk-Jnlli'iMli. i<

of, ami Unit I'araons the J. suite made it.

Hi- 1., IX. vii. -21.

genital chamber. (2) The ca>cum, or dilatation

of the posterior end of th inlcslinc. (il) In

ascidians,t ho common central cavity into which

open the atrial chambers of all Hit- ascidiozo-

oids of an ascidiarium. 4. [NL.] In /mHml. :

(a) In cases of necrosis, the opening in tin-

sound bono which leads to the inclosed dead
j ki (klii'king), H. fV.-rbal n. of rt.,,,1,; ,:

]

bone. (6) The union of rectum, bolder and
x gj*^ of ,. ()V7/ri w

'

itl , or as witll a ,. lu; , k .

organs of generation in a common outlet : a

malformation resulting from arrest of devel-

opment.
cloacal (klo-ii'kal), a. [< I-. clur<tlin, < rlnm-n :

see clixica.] 1. Pertaining to or of the nature
of a cloaca, in any sense. 2. In ;'</., having a

cloaca: applied specifically to the monotremes.
'1'ln- ,-lu, i, 'a/ animals, ihr marsiipiala, the

stand . . . In an ordar of raooeiaton.
/',.. ,SV/. .W,)., XII. H7.

Cloak (klok), H. [Until recently also spelled
cloki; < M.K. CO-I/.Y;, < OF. r//.v, I-IIH/IK: </,,<!,<, a

cloak (cf. Dim. klokki; an under-petticoat), <

ML. c/ocrc, a cloak (so called from its shape), lit.

abell: soo r/or/,
1

-.
|

1. Properly, a loose outer

garment without sleeves, worn by either sex as

a protection from the weather: now frequently

used, though erroneously, for a sleeved outer

wrap worn by women, in tin- sixteenth century the

rlnak was ;m ariirle ni every day wear, and was made with

larjje loose armholes, through whieh tli'
1 sle< \vs of the

inn I, i garment were passed, as is seen in portraits of Henry
VIII. and the nobles of his court. Ijiter it was shortened,
atulhecanie in e, n -i use little more than a e:tpe, though
large and luim r!;ik.> were still used in traveling. In the

latter part of the seventeenth eentury cloaks were aban-

doned, except for protection from cold and wet, on ac-

count of the changing fashion of the outer coat. Under
the name of Spanwh cloak, this garment was worn from
alMmt 1800 to 1840 in Great Britain and America, the shape
being a half-circle ; it had a broad collar, often of fur or
of velvet, which was continued down the edges of the

cloak on Iwth sides in breadths of a foot or more. When
in use, one of these edges was drawn across the breast

and flung over the opposite shoulder with the breadth
of fur or velvet turned outward, so as to form a decorative

draping, falling from the shoulder behind. The same gar-
ment is still worn as the most common winter dress in cer-

tain Italian cities.

Was St. Martin of Tours habited in a voluminous horse-

man's cloak, or in a mere light cape that would cover the

shoulders, it being winter time?
JN

-

. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 467.

2. Figuratively, that which conceals; a cover;
a disguise or pretext; an excuse; a fair pre-
tense.

Not using your liberty for a cloke of maliciousness.
1 Pet. ii. 18.

They make religion mere policy, a cloak, a human in-

vention. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 603.

Drunkard's cloak*, a barrel with one end open and a
hole in the other, put over a drunkard's shoulders as a

penalty. S. Doivell.

cloak (klok), v. [< ME. "cloken (in adv. elat-

edly), < cloke, a cloak : see cloak, n.] I. trans.

1. To cover with or as with a cloak.

lie crafty cloukit him in a Dragons skin
All bright-bespect.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Hartas's Weeks, 11., The Imposture.

The Shadow cloak'd from head to foot,
Who keeps the keys of all the creeds.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xxiii.

2. Figuratively, to cover up ; hide; conceal.

David, by his wisdom and policy, thought so to have
cloaked the matter, that it should never have been known.

Latimer, 2d Serm. bef. Edw. VI., 1560.

Thenceforth she sought for helps to cloak her crimes
withal. Spenser, F. Q.

The unscrupulous greed of conquest cloaked by pre-
tences of spreading the blessings of British rule and Brit-

ish religion. //. Spencer, Data of Ethics, S 81.

~Syn. To bide, eonceal, mask, cover, veil, screen.

II. iutrans. To intrigue; hold secret council.

Your symonies, and bribes,
Your cloaking with the great for fear to fall.

Greene, James IV., v.

cloakage (klp'kaj),
n. [< cloak + -age.'} The

act of covering with or as with a cloak. J.

Martineau. [Rare.]
cloak-anemone (klok'a-nem'o-ne), TO. A kind
of cancrisocial sea-anemone, AdamsM palliata.
cloak-bag (klok'bag), n. A bag in which a cloak

or other clothes are carried ;
a portmanteau.

I would not be a serving-man
To carry the cloak-bag still.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iv. 5.

Ordering his man to produce a cloak-bay whicli he had
caused to be brought from Lady Booby's on purpose.

Fielding, Joseph Andrews.

cloakedlyt (klo'ked-li), adr. [< ME. dokedly, <

"cloked, pp. of "clnkcii, + -ly : see cloak, v., and

-Ii/".] In a cloaked or covert manner
; guile-

fully. [Rare.]
The French Ambassador came to declare, first how the

Emperor wronged divers of his Masters Subjects and
Vassals; arrested also his Merchants, and did cloaktdlii

begin war. Dp. Unmet, Hist. Reformation, II. 30.

To take heed of their dK-embliic.:< ami rfooJ

SI I ',: '". H,

2. Cloth for making cloaks.

cloak-room (klok'nim), . A room connected
with u phu-c of general resort, as an assembly-
room or an opera-house, where cloaks, etc., are

deposited.
They . . . tilled the air of cloak-roomi at the (.'apitnl

ami of private apartments with mean insinuations. hieh
were worse than lies. ,V. .1. /;,/., ('XXIII. :I17.

cloam, dome (klom), . and a. [Also i-lmiih;

< MK. *rtoiii (not found), < AS. rliiui, clay, >

I'lii'iiiini, MK. I'lcniiii, mod. K. dial, clcam =
(In/in-, eh- in", smear, daub: see clcam, claim-,

clem?.] I. n. If. Clay.
Ere Wille myjto a-sple,

Deth delt him a dent and drol him to the erthe,
And is closed vuder clum.

Pien Plowman (A), nil. 105.

2. Earthenware. Halliwell; Wright. [Prov.

Eng.]
II. a. Of earthenware.
I making answer that that should depend on the pitcher,

whether it were iron or clotnb, he tunied on his heel, and

presently departed from me. //. Kingaley, Kavenshoe, i.

cloam, clome (klom), v. i.
; pret. and pp. doomed,

domed, ppr. dooming, doming. [< cloam, n. Cf.

cUam, clem*, claim2, v.] To gutter, as a candle.

[Prov. Eng.]
cloamen, clomen (klo'men), a. [< cloam +
-en2.] Of or pertaining to earthenware. [Pvov.

Eng.]
In your account of the ceremonies now practised in

Devon at Christmas regarding the apple-trees, you are

wrong in calling it a clayen cup ; it should be a clonu < >r

clomen cup ; thus all earthenware shops and china shops
are called by the middling class and peasantry clome or

cloinen shops, and the same in markets where earthen-

ware is displayed in Devon are called clome standings.

Hone, Every-day Book, II. 1652.

cloamert, clomert (klo'mer), n. [< doom +
-er1 .] A maker of cloam.

cloatht, . An obsolete form of clotli.

cloatht, cloathet, '-. Obsolete forms of clothe.

cloatb.in.gt, n. An obsolete form of clothing.

clobbedt, A Middle English form of clubbed.

clobber (klob'6r), n. [Perhaps Celtic: cf. IT.

clabar, mud. Cf. clabber.] A kind of coarse

paste made of ground cinders and flour, used
to conceal the breaks in the leather of cobbled
shoes. Dickens. [Eng.]
clobber (klob'er), v. t. [< clobber, .] To con-
ceal defects in, as by the use of clobber in

cobbling shoes. Clobbered china, old porcelain the

decoration on which has been freshened up, especially by
additional painting.

clobberer (klob'er-er), n. A cobbler of the low-
est class, who patches up old shoes, and con-

ceals their defects by rubbing clobber into the
breaks of the leather. [Eng.]
clochardt, Same as docker^. Wecver.

clochet, An obsolete form of clutch^.

clocherH, [ME.,alsocfoc/i/er, dolcerrc, <OF.
clochier, clocher, F. clocher, < ML. docarium,
cloccarium, a bell-tower, < cloca, clocca, > OF.
cloche, abell: see clock2, n.~\ A bell-tower; a

belfry. Ayliffe.
clocher2t, See closer

1

*.

clochette (klo-shef), . [F., dim. of cloche, a
bell : see clock?, n.] In decorative art, any small

object resembling a bell.

clochiert, " See clocher1 .

clockH (klok), v. [< ME. clokJcen, < AS. cloccian,
cluck: see cluck, which is the usual form.] I.

iutrans. To cluck, as a hen.
That eggs were made before the hardy cock

Began to tread, or brooding hen to clock.

The Silke.wor>ne (1599).

II. trans. To call by clucking.
She nowe hehinde, and uowe she goth before,
And clocketh hem.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 25.

clock2 (klok), n. [< ME. dock, dob, dokkc, a
clock, = D. Icloh, a clock, =LG. klok, a clock, =
OHG. glocka, MHG. G. glocke, a clock, a bell,
= Dan. klokke, a clock, a bell, = Sw. klocka, a

clock, a bell, = Icel. MMa, a bell (of. AS.

(once) clucgc, a bell), < ML. clocca, cloca (also

glocca, glotiga). a bell. > F. cloche, a bell (ML.
also a cloak, > ult. E. cloak, etc., q. v.). The
orig. sense is 'bell.' a bell being orig. and still

usually a necessary attachment of the clock,

clock-beetle

and the two word*, in nmiiy cases, lieinj; jirnc-

tically synonym. .us. I'roii. of Celtic origin:
Ir. tiiiel. I'liM/, (!:iel. also i /;/, a bell, u clock,
= W. drn-h = Corn, rlnrh = .Manx i-lu<i<i, :> ln-ll ;

from the verli repr. by Ir. i-liuj-iiim, older I'lu/j-

nini (iacl. rlnii, I-IIKJ, rinjr. sound as a lieil.

Cf. \V. cli-i-ii, clack, etc., with numerous dorh -

aiives. If imitative, there is a eeriain eonaee-
lion with K. I'lni'l. ' and r/nrl.-.\ 1. A miichinc

ned to measure and indicate time by tin-

motion of its parts. ci,,-ii \\a- 11,

all such maehinei ; hut insti uim ni- ! thi>k,

to hr ran ii <1 on til-- |'l.-"ii al- 1 ln,\\ rallr.! n-ttti-li'/i, ah'l

tho-e of spei-ial ai

rlitek usually oondsti of a fnune or can ' "MiaiiiiiiL' .

of w heels mo\e'l hy wn-1
a iienduluni or btdkl han<N >.i

!>

rolirnl the (a.-.- or dial-plate for Inarkinu Hi.

minutes,. Tile dial-plate may ban- minoi dials, as for

marking m-cmnls, or be divided into several diaN. an for

, ||M\MII- ti,,- linir at ililtelvilt plarf,. I -

rdiiirnnnly niaih- to ^\\> ln'tirc nl thi. hi'iir, :ni.l ^-iin.

i dixi.ions of lime, hy the slr"k>' "I a bammcTon a

bell or other sonorous object. See Inn

ttel sikeivrlmoru certain] was bis erowjng In his logge
oiRe,

Than is a clot, or an abbay orlogge (horologe).

Chaucer,TNun's l"riet Tale, L 4.

The time will seem longer without a clock or hour-glau
than with it. Hacon.

2t. A stroke of the clock; the sounding of the
hour by a clock.

1 told the dork* and watched the wasting light Dryden.

3t. A watch; specifically, a watch that strikes

the hour.

That striking cluck, which he had long worn in his pocket.
/. \\'<lltnu.

Astronomical clock. See aytrnnunticni. Beat of a
Clock. Sec (vnM, . Electric Clock. () A cloik hav-

ing a pendulum which by Ite movement makes or breaks
an electric circuit, which in turn controls the movement of

a numl>er of other clocks. (6) A clock operated by a weight
in the usual way, and regulated and controlled by an elec-

tric current from another clock, an electric escapement
liriii- employed in some cases as the direct means of con-

trolling its motion. Flora's Clock. See horoloaium.

Of the Clock (obsolete or archaic) O'clock (a Clock, a-

ClOCk, olwolete), a phrase preceded by one, two, or other

number, or by what, and signifying the time of day as

shown by the face of the clock or watch, or, as originally,

by the strokes of the bell.

That was the .xvj. daye of MalJ, we come to Venyse,
aboute .Ij. of the cloke, at after noone.

Sir R. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 6.

Euery brother and suster of the fraternite forseid schal

come to the chirchc forseid be vlij aj the clok, that is for

to seye be oure ladies belle.

Enylith GiM(E. E. T. 8.), p. 448.

Tis now the sweetest time for sleep ; the night's
Scarce spent: Arrigo, what's o'cl<-k .'

Beau, and t'l., Woman-Hater, I. 1.

Pneumatic clock, one of a series of clocks govenied by
pulsations of air, sent at regular intervals to them through
tul>es by a central clock or regulator. The movement of

the central clock compresses the air in the tube and causes
a bellows to expand on each dial, thus moving the hands
one interval. Watchman's clock, or telltale clock, a

clock having pins projecting from the dial, one for each

quarter of an hour, which can be pushed in. but only at

the times marked by them on the dial. When it Is used by
a watchman, it is his duty to push one pin in every fifteen

minutes, thus proving that his watch has been complete.

Clock2 (klok), n. t. [< clock*, H.] In bell-ring-

ing, to sound (a bell) by pulling the clapper
without moving the bell itself. See dapperfng.
clock3 (klok), n. [First instance prob. in Pals-

grave (A. D. 1530) ; origin unknown. Perhaps
orig. applied to a bell-shaped ornament or

flower: see clock*.] It. In the sixteenth cen-

tury, a decoration applied to hoods. 2f. In the

reign of Charles II. of England, a gore, plait, or

piece inserted to produce the required shape
of a garment. 3. A figured ornament on the

side of the ankle of a stocking, either woven in

the fabric or embroidered upon it.

Show the red stockings, Trix. They've silver clock*,

Harry. Thackeray, Esmond, vii.

clock* (klok), n. [E. dial, and So., of obscure

origin, perhaps orig. imitative (cf. click-beetle

and clock1 ). Cf. OHG. chuleicli, glossed scara-

ba-us; So. golaeh, goloch, a beetle.] A popu-
lar name of a beetle. Also dock-beetle. [Eng.]
The Brize, the black-arm'd Clock, the Gnat, the Butter-

file. Dr. H. Mure, Psychozoia, I. 41.

Clock6t, '. '. [ME. clokken, < OF. (Picard) clo-

quer, assibilated clocher, clochier (cf. E. closh 1
),

\ L. claudicare, limp, < dattdtig. lame, limping:
see claudieate, daudicant.] To limp; hobble.

I am biknowen
There konnyng clerkes shul clokke bihynde.

Piers Plowman (B), ill. 34.

clock-alarm (klok'a-larm'), n. The alarm of

an alarm-clock.

clock-beetle (klok'be'tl), . Same as clock* :

sometimes applied specifically to the Scarabait*

stereorarius, or dung-beetle. [Eng.]



clock-case

clock-case (klok'kas), . The case or recepta-
cle of the works of a clock.

clocked (klokt), a. [< clocks + -ef;2.] Orna-
mented with clocks or embroidered work : as,

clocked stockings.
clock-face (klok'fas), . 1. The dial or face

of a clock, on which the time is shown. 2.

The reading of a clock. [This use of the word
was introduced by the American mathema-
tician Chauvenet.]
clock-maker (klok'ma"ker), >i. One who makes
clocks.

clock-setter (klok'sef'er), n. One who regu-
lates clocks.

Old Time the clock-.^il.r. Shak., K. John. iii. 1.

clock-star (klok'stiir), n. In astron., a time-

star, or a star observations of which are conve-
nient for use in regulating timepieces.
clock-stocking (klok'stok"ing), ii. A stocking
embroidered with the ornament called clock

;
a

clocked stocking.
Clock-tower (klok'tou"er), . [For the ME.
words see clochcr1

, belfry.] A tower containing
a clock, usually with a large dial exposed in

each of the four walls.

Above and below, on the street side of this quadrangle,
are club-rooms and offices, broken by a picturesque clock-

tower. The Century, XXII. 490.

clock-turret (klok'tur^et), w. A small clock-

tower.
clock-watch (klok'woch), n. A watch which
strikes the hours, like a clock.

clockwise (klpk'wlz), adv. [< clock
1* + -wise.']

In the direction of rotation of the hands of a

clock: as, the direction of the Amperian cur-

rents in the south pole of a magnet is clockwise.

In fact, if curve B is rotated clock-wise through a small

angle round its highest point, it will coincide with that of

A. Amer. Jam: Sci., 3d ser., XXXI. 261.

clockwork (klok'werk), n. and a. I. . 1. The
machinery and movements of a clock

; anycom-
plex mechanism of wheels producing regularity
or precision of movement.

I must not omit, that in this assembly of wax there were
several pieces that moved by clock-work, and gave great
satisfaction to the spectators.

Addison, Religions in Waxwork.

2. Figuratively, any regulated system by which
work is performed steadily and without con-

fusion, as if by machinery.
II. a. Marked by machine-like regularity of

operation: as, a clockwork system; clockwork
movements.

The clock-work tintinnabulum of rhyme.
Cowper, Table-Talk, 1. 529.

clod1 (klod), n. [< ME. clodde, a modified form
of clotte, clot, perhaps by confusion with cloud,

clud, cltide, a round mass, > E. cloud : see cloud1
,

cloud2
,
and clot1 . Of. Sw. dial, klodd, a lump of

snow or clay, kladd, a lump of dough.] If. Any
lump or mass

; sometimes, a concreted mass
;

a clot.

Clods of blood. Fairfax, tr. of Tasso, vil. 64.

Two massy clods of iron and brass.

Milton, P. L., xi. 5C5.

Specifically 2. A lump of earth, or earth and
turf

;
a lump of clay.

The earth that casteth up from the plough a great clod
is not so good as that which casteth up a smaller clod.

Bacon.

The sluggish clod, which the rude swain
Turns with his share, and treads upon.

Bryant, Thanatopsis.

3. In coal-mining, indurated clay : the equiva-
lent of bind. [Eng.] 4. A stretch of ground
or turf; earth; soil. [Bare.]

Byzantians boast that on the clod,
Where once their sultan's horse has trod,
Grows neither grass, nor shrub, nor tree. Swift.

6. Anything earthy, base, and vile
; poetically,

the body of man in comparison with his soul :

as, "this corporeal clod," Milton.

We leave behind us
These clods of flesh, that are too massy burdens.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iii. 6.

He makes flat warre with God, and doth delie
With his poore clod of earth the spacious sky.

6. Herbert, The Church Porch.

6. A dull, gross, stupid fellow
;
a dolt.

I am no clod of trade, to lackey pride.
Ford, Broken Heart, iii. 2.

7. A bait used in fishing for eels, consisting of
a bunch of lobworms or earthworms strung on
worsted yarn : also called a 606. See clod-fish-

ing.
clod 1

(klod), v. t.
; pret. and pp. clodded, ppr.

clodding. [< ME. clodde)/, cover with earth, as

1052

seeds; from the noun.] 1. To pelt with clods

or stones.

"Clodding
"
is the Belfast word for throwing stones

;
clod

the police is to pelt them.
Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XL. 285.

2. To form into clods. Holland.

The leaven
That spreading in this dull and clodded earth
Gives it a touch ethereal. Keats, Endymion, i. 297.

3f. To cover with earth, as seeds
;
harrow.

Nowe londe, that medycyne [clover] is fore yfond,
... ye must it plowe eftesones,
Eke diligently clodde it, pyke out stones.

Palladiux, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 02.

4f. To confine in what is earthy and base, as

the soul in the body. G-.Fletclter. 5. To throw
with violence. Scott. [Scotch.]
clod2, v. A dialectal variant of clotlie.

clod-breaker (klod 'bra" ker), . 1. Same as

clod-crusher. 2. A peasant; a clodhopper; a

clodpoll: used in contempt. [Rare.]
In other countries, as France, the people of ordinary

condition were called clod-breaker*. Brougham.

clod-cnisher (klod'krush"er), n. A roller arm-
ed with blunt spikes for dragging over newly
plowed land to break the clods and render it

fit for seeding.
cloddertr " [Early mod. E., var. of clatter,

clutter1 . Cf. clodder, n.] To coagulate ;
clot.

Palsgrare.

cloddert, [< ME. clodder, a clot. Cf. clatter,
clutter1

,
and clodder, r.] A clot.

In cloddres of blod his her [hair] was clnnge.
Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 142.

cloddish (klod'ish), a. [< clod1 + -ish 1 .'] 1. Of
the nature of a clod

; earthy ; hence, earthly ;

base
;
low.

The clods of earth, which we so constantly belabored
and turned over and over, were never etherealized into

thought. Our thoughts, on the contrary, were fast be-

coming cloddish. Hawthorne, Blithedale Romance, p. 79.

2. Clownish
;
boorish

;
doltish

;
uncouth

;
un-

gainly.
They [his boots] seemed to him to have a cloddish air.

Disraeli, Coningsby, iii. 5.

cloddishness (klod'ish-nes), n. [< cloddish +
-ness."] Clownishness ;

boorishness
;

doltish-

ness
;
clumsiness : ungainliness.

Cloddy (klod'i), a. [< clod1 + -yl.] 1. Con-

sisting of clods
; abounding with clods.

The meagre cloddy earth. Shak., K. John, iii. 1.

2. Earthy; mean; gross.

clodet, v. An obsolete variant of clothe.

clod-fishing (klod'fish'ing), . A method of

catching eels by means of a clod or bait of lob-

worms strung on worsted. The fisher allows this

bait to sink to the bottom of the stream, and the eel biting
it so entangles its teeth in the worsted as to be unable to
let go. Also called bob-fixhing.

clodhopper (klod'hop'er), n. [< clod1 + hopper;
one who 'hops' over 'clods,' i. e., a plowman.]
A clown

;
a rustic ; a boor.

Now I should think it was the clodhopper gave the gen-
tleman the day's work.

C. Reade, Never too Late to Mend, i.

clodhppping (klod 'hop "ing), a. [< clod* +
hopping; cf. clodhopper. ~]

Like a clodhopper;
loutish; boorish; treading heavily, as one ac-

customed to walking on plowed land.

What a mercy you are shod with velvet, Jane ! a clod-

hopping messenger would never do at this juncture.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xx.

clodpate (klod'pat), n. [< clod1 + pate."] A
stupid fellow

;
a dolt

;
a numskull,

clodpated (klod'pa"ted), a. [< clod1 + pate +
-eaf.~] Stupid; dull; doltish.

My clod-pated relations spoiled the greatest genius in
the world, when they bred me a mechanick. Arlnithnot.

clodpoll (klod'pol), n. and a. [Formerly also

clodpole and clotpole ; < clod1 + poll
1

. Cf. clod-

pate and blockhead.] I. n. A stupid fellow
;
a

dolt
;
a blockhead.

This letter, being so excellently ignorant, will breed no
terror in the youth ; he will flnd it comes from a clodpole.

Shak., T. N., iii. 4.

Your parasite
Is a most precious thing, dropt from above,
Not bred mougst clods and clodpoles, here on earth.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 1.

II. a. Stupid; dull; ignorant.
What clod-pole commissioner is this !

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, v. 1.

clceochoanite (kle-o-ko'a-mt), o. and n. [< NL.
clceoehoanitis, < Gr. K^oiof, a collar, + xoavij, a

funnel.] I. a. In zodl., haying a collar as well
as a funnel, as an ammonite

; specifically, be-

longing to the Clteochoanites.

II. . An ammonoid cephalopod of the group
Clceochoanites.

clog

Cloeochoanites(kle-o-k6-a-n!'tez),n. pi. [NL.,

pi. of clwocJioamtis : see clceochoanite.} A group
of ellipochoanoid ammonoid cephalopods which
have a collar above as well as a funnel below
the septum. Originally Cloioclioanites. Hyatt.
doff (klof), n. [Origin unknown.] In com. :

() Formerly, an allowance of 2 pounds in

every 3 hundredweight on certain goods, after

the tare and tret were taken, that the weight
might hold out in retailing. (6) Now, in Eng-
land, any deduction or allowance from the gross

weight. Also written cloutjh.

clog (klog), B. [< ME. clot/ge, a lump, block;
same as So. dug, a clog, clot, impediment, en-

cumbrance, > clng, clog, impede, obstruct, cover

with mud or anything sticky (cf. cltiggy, cladgy,

cledgy), connected (prob. through Dan. klteg,

loam) with E. clay: see clay, clag
1

, cleg
1

."] 1. A
block or mass of anything constituting an en-

cumbrance.
A clog of lead was round my feet,

A band of pain across my brow.
Tennyson, The Letters.

Specifically (<i) A block of wood or other material fasten-

ed to an animal, as by a rope or chain to its leg, to impede
its movements. (6) A block of wood fastened to or placed
under the wheel of a vehicle to serve as a brake in descend-

ing a hill.

Hence 2. Any encumbrance ; anything that

hinders motion or action, physical or moral, or

renders it difficult
;
a hindrance or impediment.

I am glad at soul I have no other child ;

For thy escape would teach me tyranny,
To hang clogs on them. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

Slavery is of all things the greatest clog and obstacle to

speculation. Swift, Sentiments of a Ch. of Eng. Man, ii.

3. Same as clog-almanac. 4f. A cone of the

pine or other coniferous tree. 5. A kind of

shoe with a very thick sole and high heels, worn
either alone or as an overshoe. Clogs for the lat-

ter purpose were in common use until the introduction of

india-rubber overshoes, about 1840. The clogs worn in the
middle ages were often excessively high, and, like those of

the Japanese, added notably to the wearer's stature. The
material was commonly wood. Cheaply made clogs, still

in use in the north of England and very common in France
and Germany, consist of a wooden sole with a leather up-

per for the front part of the foot alone, or with sometimes a
low leather counter in addition. See patten and chopine.

Clagges or Pattens to keepe them out of the durt thay
may not burden themselues with.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 205.

Pattens date their origin to the reign of Anne ; clogs, as

we have already shown, are of considerable antiquity.
t'airholt, Costume, I. 374.

Hence 6. A similar shoe used in the modern
clog-dance. 7. A clog-dance. 8. In coal-min-

ing, a short piece of timber placed between a

prop and the roof which it helps to support.
= Syn. 1. Load, weight, dead weight, burden, obstruction,
trammel, check.

clog (klog), r.
; pret. and pp. clogged, ppr.

clogging. [< clog, .] I. trans. 1. T,o impede
the movements of

;
encumber

; hamper ;
hob-

ble, as by a chain, a rope, a block of wood, or
the like : as, to clog a bullock to prevent it from

leaping fences; to clog a wheel.

If ... you flnd so much blood in his liver as will clog
the foot of a flea, I'll eat the rest of the anatomy.

Shak., T. N., iii. 2.

The Turks rusht in, and apprehended him, clogginghtm
with chains. Sandys, Travailes, p. 7.

Gums and pomatums shall his flight restrain.
While clogg'd he beats his silken wings in vain.

Pope, R. of the L., ii. 130.

2f. To restrain
;
confine.
The castle all of steel,

The which Acrisius caused to be made,
To keep his daughter Danae clogg'd in.

Greene, Alphonsus, iii.

3. To choke up ;
obstruct so as to hinder pas-

sage through : as, to clog a tube
;
to clog a vein.

4. Figuratively, to throw obstacles in the way
of; encumber; hinder; burden; trammel; ham-
per : as, to clog commerce with restrictions.

The bill to raise money is clogged so as to prevent the

governor from giving his consent to it.

Franklin, Autobiog., p. 286.

Clogged by gross vice, by slaughter stained,
Still knew his daring soul to soar.

Scott, Rokeby, i. 10.

The
(
indulgence vouchsafed to the Presbyterians, who

constituted the great body of the Scottish people, was
clogged by conditions which made it almost worthless.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vil.

= Syn. To shackle, fetter, restrain, cumber, embarrass,
restrict.

II. intrans. 1. To become loaded, encum-
bered, or choked up with extraneous matter.

In working through the bone the teeth of the saw will

begin to 0(017. Sharpe, Surgery.

2. To coalesce
;
unite and adhere in a cluster

or mass
;
stick together.

Move it sometimes with a broom that the seeds clog not
together. Evelyn,



clog-almanac

clog-almanac (klog'al"ina-nuk), . An early
form of almanac or calendar, made by euttiug
notches or characters on a clog or block, gen-

erally of wood, but sometimes of horn, bone, or

brass. "This almanac is usually a square piece, ,f wood,
containing three months on each ol the lour edues. The
niiinl'er ol days in them are expressed hy notcho, th,

in I daj by a notch with a patill.'iis stroke turned up from

it. and every seventh l-y a lar^i- -i/rd notch. Over against
manv ol the notches an placed, on the let! hand, several

marks or symbols, denoting the golden nnnilicr or cycle
of the moon. The festivals arc marked hy symbols of the

several saints issuing from the notches." I'M. Also call-

ed :!,.

'I he runic writing wan cut in the wood in the direction

of the ^rain, as mav lie seen in the case of some of tile

runic iV'i i iitiu" inn-fa which are still in existence.

It. raiilm; The Alphabet, II. 221.

clog-burnisher (klog'ber'nish-er). . A bur-
nisher having a handle at one end and a hook
and staple at the other, used at Sheffield in Eng-
land for burnishing parts of knives.

clog-dance (klog'di'ms), 11. A (liuiee perforated
with clogs, or with shoes having wooden soles

or heels, in which the feet are made to perform
a regular and noisy accompaniment to music.

clog-dancer (klogMan"ser), . One who per-
forms clog-dances.

clog-dancing (klog'dan'sing), . The act of

ilaiK'iug with clogs,

clogginess (klog'i-nes), n. [< cloggy
+ -ness.]

The state of being cloggy or clogged,
clogging (klog'ing), n. [Verbal n. of clog, v.]

Anything whiehclogs; obstruction; hindrance;
clog.

Truth doth clear, unweave, and simplifte,

Search, sever, pierce, open and dlsgregate
All ascititions <7o-/,///i\.

I>i: B. Man, Psychathanasia, II. ill. 25.

cloggy (klog'i), a. [< clog + -1/1. Cf. cUiggy,

ctaayy, cledgy. ] Clogging or having power to

clog; obstructive; adhesive.

Some grosser and cloggy parts. Boyle, Works, I. 410.

cloghead (klog'hed), . [Accom. from Ir. Gael.

clogachd, Ir. also elogas, clogchas, a bell-tower,
< clog, a bell : see clock2.] One of the slender
round towers attached to various Irish churches.
l-'nx/iroke.

clog-hornpipe (klog'hdrn'plp), . A hornpipe
danced with clogs on. Dickens.

clog-pack (klog'pak), . In coal-mining, same
as chock*, 4. [Yorkshire, Eng.]
clogweed (klog'wed), n. The cow-parsnip,
Hertidciim Suondylium.

cloison (kloi son; F. pron. klwo-z6n'), n. [F.,
= Pr. clausio, <. ML. clausio(n-), < L. claudere,

pp. clattsiis, close: see close1
, v.] A partition;

a dividing band; specifically, a fillet used in

cloisonn^ work. Also spelled cloisson. See
cloisonne.

Each minute piece is separated from the next by a thin
wall or cloison of ivory, about as thick as cara-lward,
which thus formsa white outline, and sets off the brilliance

of the coloured stones. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 860.

cloisonnage (kloi'sp-naj), n. [F., < cloison +
-age."} 1. The process or operation of execut-

ing cloisoun6 work. 2. Cloisonn6 work.
cloisonne (kloi-so-na'), a. [F., < cloison, a par-
tition: see cloison.] Having partitions ; parti-
tioned. Applied specifically to a kind of surface-decora-
tion m enamel, in which the outlines of the designs are
formed by small bands or fillets of metal bent to shape and
fixed to a ground either of metal or of porcelain. The in-

terstices or cells between the metal fillets are filled with
enamel paste of appropriate colors, which is vitrified by
heat. The surface is generally ground smooth and pol-
ished. Beautiful examples of cloisonne enamel were pro-
duced by the Byzantines, and in western Europe during the
middle ages, and the art Is practised with success at the

present day in China and Japan.

cloister (klois'ter), . [< ME. cloister, clmjxti-r,

cloistre, < OF. cloistre, F. cloltre = Pr. claiistrn

= Sp. claustra, now claustro = Pg. claustro =
It. chiostro, chiostra, claustro = AS. clustor, clus-

ter, dauster (only in L. senses of 'prison, lock,

barrier') (>ME. dauster, cluster, closter, parallel
with cloister) = OS. klustar = OFries. kldster=
D. fctoogter=MLGr. kloster, kloexter=OHG. clilox-

ter, MHG. G. kloster = Icel. klaustr = 8w. Dan.
kloster = Pol. klasztor = Bohem. Master, a clois-

ter, < ML. clauxtrum, clostrum, a cloister, in class.

L. usually in pi. claustra, rarely clostra, that
which closes or shuts, a lock, bar, bolt, barrier,
a place shut in, < claudere, pp. clausus, shut,
close: see dose1 and dose2.] If. An inclosure.

Withinnc the cloistre hlisful of thy sydes
Took mannes shap the Eternal Love and Pees.

Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, 1. 43.

2. An arched way or a covered walk running
round the walls of certain portions of monastic
and collegiate buildings, it usually has a wall on
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one side, and a series of arcades with piers and columns,
MI- nil open colonnade. SIMTiHllldin:; all inteliol i olirt, 'HI

Cloister of Las Huclgas. Burgos, Spain.

the opposite side. The original purpose of, Ic.i-i, rs wast"
afford a place in which the monks could take exercise and
recreation.

They [the Capuchins! have a faire garden Iwlnnging to

their Monastery near,- t" which they have a Cloister.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 19.

Hence 3. A place of religious retirement; a

monastery ;
a convent

;
a nunnery ;

a religious
house.

We come Into a Mounter of grekysshe monke, whose
Churche is of the holy Crosse.

Sir Jt. Guyl/ordr., Pylgrymage, p. 39.

For aye to be in shady cloister mew'd,
To live a barren sister all your life,

Chanting faint hymns to the cold fruitless moon.
Shak., M. N. D., I. 1.

Alcuin . . . cannot help recalling those days of his

youth and manhood which he had spent in his own Eng-
land, beneath the still clointer built by a Wilfrid.

Rock, Church of our fathers, L 281.

4. Any arcade orcolonnade round anopen court.

And round the cool green courts there ran a row
Of cloitlert, branch'd like mighty woods.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

Cloister monk. See monk.

cloister (klois'ter), v. t. [< cloister, n.] 1. To
confine in a cloister or convent.

It was of the king's first acts to cloister the queen dowa-
ger in tlie nunnery of Bennondsey. Bacon.

2. To shut up; confine closely within walls;
immure

;
shut up in retirement from the world.

Nature affords plenty of beauties, that no man need

complain if the deformed are cloistered up.
Jlymer, Tragedies.

With the cessation of college-life would cease the ab-

normal cliiiiterina of the young women.
fop. Sci. Mo., XXVIII. 613.

cloisteralt (klois'ter-al), a. An obsolete form
of cloistral.

cloistered (klois'terd), a. [< cloister + -ed2.]
1 . Furnished with cloisters

; arranged in the
form of a cloister.

The court below is formed into a square by a corridor,

having over the cheife entrance a stately cupola, covered
with stone ; the rest is cloistered and arch'd on pillastcrs
of rustiq worke. Evelyn, Diary, April 1, 1644.

A lovely cloistered court he found,
A fountain in the midst o'erthrown ami dry.

William .Worrit, Earthly Paradise, I. 326.

2. Shut up in a cloister; inhabiting a convent.
3. Solitary; retired from the world

; secret;
concealed.

Let those have night, that slily love t' immure
Their cloister'd crimes, and sin secure.

Quarter, Emblems, i. 14.

Ere the bat hath down
His clowter'd flight. Shak., Macbeth, iii. 2.

I cannot praise a fugitive and cloister'd vertue, uuex-
ercis'd and unbreath'd. Stilton, Areopagitica, p. 18.

cloisterer f (klois'ter-er), n. [< ME. doistrer;
as if < cloister + -er1

;
but cf. OF. cloistricr (=

Pr. claustrier), < cloistre, a cloister.] One be-

longing to a cloister.

cloisteresst (klois'ter-es), . Same as cloistress.

cloister-garth (klois'ter-garth), n. In arch.,
the court inclosed by a cloister,

cloistral (klois'tral), a. [Formerly also clois-

tcral, < cloister + -al, after ML. claustralis : see

claustral.] 1. Of or pertaining to a cloister; of

the nature of a cloister ; belonging to ordwelling
in a cloister.

Many cloitteral men of great learning and devotion

prefer contemplation before action.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 39.

That initiatory branch of Italian art which I will ven-
ture to name, from . . . the profession of many of the
best masters who practised it, the cloistral epoch.

Milnutn, Latin Christianity, xiv. 10.

The Armenian Convent, whose cloistral buildings rise

from the glassy lagoon, upon the south of the city [ Venice],
near a mile away. hovxlls, Venetian Life, xiii.

2. Secluded; retired.

close

AM < "hitller I was wont
To hasten, lor I found, l-nea!h the roof

Of that p, i i HUM! -1, IM place
'If refuse. W,>rfl*tr;,rth, Naming of Places, Vi.

cloistress! (klois'tres), w. [< cloister + -<,.

Cf. fliiisli rrr. ] A nun; a woman who has
vowed religious retirement. Also written rlnis-

teress. [Rare.]
Like a cloistress, sh. will veiled walk. Shak., T. N.. i. I.

cloket ( klok), n. and r. An obsolete spelling of

clokke'f, ' . A" obsolete form of c/..i7.-l.

clokke'^t, " An oli-ol.-tr form of ."/.-.

clomb 1 (klom). Obsolete or poetical preterit of
i'l i lull.

clomb- (klora), n. and a. See el-nun.

clombent. Obsolete strong preterit plural of

clome, clomen, etc. See<, <7<n<'H.

clompertont, See HHHI/M-I-tun.

clone (klon), n. [< NL. clonus, q. v.] In pa-
llnil., the condition of clonus.

Constitutions differ according to degrees of Ume and
AMurner, Kelchcnbach's Dynamic* (1851), p. 42.

clonget, <t. An obsolete variant of dun;/.
clonic (klon'ik), a. [< NL. climinix, < clonus,

q. v.] In pathol., pertaining to or exhibiting
clonus. Clonic spasm, a spasm in which the muscles or

muscular fibers contract and relax alternately, in

what quii-k sill-cession, as In the latter part of an i-pihp
tic attack : used in contradistinction to tonic spasjn.

clonicity (klo-nis'i-ti), n. [< clonic + -ity.] In

pathol., the condition of being clonie.

Clonus (klo'.nus), n. [NL., < Or. K>OVOC, any
violent confused motion, turmoil.] In pathol.,
alternating contractions and relaxations of a
muscle following one another in somewhat
quick succession. See clonic spasm and ankle-

clonus.

cloof (kl8f), n. [8c. ;
also written clufe; < Icel.

klauf, cloven foot, hoof, = Dan. klov, a hoof;
from root of E. cleave^, q.

v. Cf. dove*.] A hoof.

doom (kl8m), v. t. [A dial. var. of doom, v.] To
close with glutinous matter. Mortimer. [Local.]

cloop (klup), n. [Imitative.] The sound made
when a cork is pulled out of the neck of a bot-

tle. [Bare.]
The cloop of a cork wrenched from a bottle. Thackeray.

cloot (kl8t), n. [8c., also written clute, a clo-

ven hoof, the half of a cloven hoof; perhaps,
through a form "cluft (see cleft

1
), from root of

cleave*, split : see cleave*, and cf. cloof.] A di-

vided hoof
;
a cloven hoof.

The harrying thieves I not a elmit left of the hail hinel !

Scott, Monastery, iii.

Cloot-and- cloot, hoof-and-hoof that is, every hoof.

Clootie (klo'ti), n. [8c., also written Clutie, <

cloot, clute, a cloven hoof: see cloot.] The devil
;

literally, he of the cloven hoofs.
Oh Thou ! whatever title suit thee,
Auld Hornle, Satan, Nick, or Clootit.

Burns, Address to the De'il.

clort (kldrt), . Same as dart.

clorty (kldr'ti), a. Same as clarty.
close* (kloz), v.

; pret. and pp. closed, ppr. clos-

ing. Y< ME. closen, a modification (through
the influence of adj. clos, close) of earlier clusen

(so also in, comp. bi-clusen, often bi-dosen),
also later sometimes clesen, close, shut in, < AS.

'clysan (in verbal n. clysung, a closing, an in-

closure, and comp. beclysan, close in, shut up),
< L. clusus, clausus, pp. of cludere, claudere (al-

ways -clusus, -cludere in comp. ), shut, close, shut
in (> OF. and F. clore (pp. clos, > ME. adj. clos,

close: see closed, a.) = Pr. claure, clure = Sp.
Pg. -cluir (in comp.) = It. chiudere, close, etc.),

orig. prob. "gdaudere = OFries. sluta = OS.
'sluta (cf. sttttil. a key) = LG. gluten = D.
sluiten (> slot, a lock, > E. sloft, q. v.) = OHG.
sliozan, MHG. sliezen, G. schliessen = Dan. sluttc

= Sw. Hlnta, shut; Gr. n'Mitm (/ *oidaFl) ap-
pears to be a shorter form of the same root.

Hence ult. (from L. claudere) E. close1
, close^,

closet, clause, cloister, conclude, exclude, include,

occlude, preclude, seclude, etc., conclusion, etc.,

sluice, Claris, clef, etc.] I. trans. 1. To inclose;
shut in

;
surround ; comprise.

The lewes herynge those wordes set hande on loseph
and closed hym in a house where was no wyndowe.

Joseph of AriiiMthie (E. E. T. 3.), p. 28.

The depth closed me round about. Jonah ii. 5.

The sun sets on my fortune, red and bloody,
And everlasting night lieglns to close me.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, iv. a.

When I clung to all the present for the promise that it

'-/">'</. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

2. To make close ; bring together the parts of,

especially so as to form a complete incloeure,
or to prevent ingress or egress ;

shut ; bring to-



close

gether: as, to close one's mouth
;
to close a door

or a room; to close a book.

The Lord hath poured out upon you the spirit of deep

sleep, and hath closed your eyes. Isa. xxix. 10.

K. J'hil. Close your hands.

Aust. And your lips too. Shak., K. John, ii. 2.

Close the door, the shutters dose.

Tennyson, The Deserted House.

3. To stop (up) ;
fill (up) ; repair a gap, open-

ing, or fracture in; unite; consolidate: often

followed by up: as, to close an aperture or a

room ;
to close or close up the ranks of troops.

Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more ;

or rln*e the wall uu with our English dead.

Shak., Hen. V., iii. 1.

4. To end ;
finish ;

conclude
; complete ; bring

to a period : as, to close a bargain or contract
;

to close a lecture.

One frugal supper did our studies close. Dryden.

The procession moves very slowly ;
it is dosed by a sec-

ond party of musicians, similar to the first, or by two or

three drummers. E. IT. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 207.

5f. To draw near to; approach; close with

(which see, under II.).

On our answering in the affirmative, Bellerophon's Sig-

nal was made to close the Admiral, which we immediately
made sail to accomplish.

Quoted in N. and Q., 6th ser., IX. 261.

6. In shoemaking, to sew or stitch together (the

parts of the upper) Closed bundle. See bundle.

Closed curve, in math., a curve which returns into itself ;

an oval. Closed gauntlet, in medieval arnwr, a sort of

gauntlet used in tourneys and justs in the sixteenth cen-

tury. It was of the form of a closed hand, and was opened
or closed by means of a hook and staple or a turning-pin ;

the hand of the wearer, when inserted in it, could not be

arates all space into two regions, so that it is impossible
to pass from one to the other by a continuous motion with-

out crossing the surface. To close a circuit, in elect.

See circuit, 12, and electricity. to close an account.

(a) In bookkeeping, to balance the credit and debit sides of

an account-book at some fixed time, as the end of a fiscal

year, (b) To settle up an account. To close out, to get
rid of ; dispose of ; sell off : as, to close out a line of goods.
To close the books. See book.

II. intrans. 1. To come together, either liter-

ally or figuratively ; fall; draw; gather around,
as a curtain or a fog: often followed by on or

upon : as, the shades of night close upon us.

They . . . went down alive into the pit, and the earth

dosed upon them. Num. xvi. 33.

Pass beneath it [an equestrian statue of King Louis] into

the court, and the sixteenth century closes round you,
H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 28.

2. To end; terminate or come to a period: as,

the debate closed at six o'clock. 3. To engage
in close encounter, or in a hand-to-hand fight;

grapple ;
come to close quarters.

If I can close with him, I care not for his thrust.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 1.

After so wide a compass as I have wandered, I do now
cladly overtake and close in with my subject.

Swift, Tale of a Tub, xi.

Scarce could they hear or see their foes,
Until at weapon-point they dose.

Scott, Munition, vi. 25.

1054

He's come to Glenlyon's yett [gate]

About the close o' day.

Bonny Baby Livingston (Child's Ballads, IV. 43).

Death dawning on him, and the dose of all.

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

3. In music, the conclusion of a strain or of a

musical period or passage ;
a cadence.

They read in savage tones, and sing in tunes that have

no affinity with musicke ; joyning voices at the severall

dozes. Se/ndyt, Travailes, p. 114.

At every close she made, th' attending throng

Replied, and bore the burden of the song.

Driiden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 197.

4. A grapple, as in wrestling.

The king . . . went of purpose into the north, . . .

laying an open side unto Perkin, to make him come to the

dose, and so to trip up his heels. Bacon, Henry VII.

Their hug is a cunning dose with their fellow-combat-

ants, the fruits whereof is his fair fall or foil at the least.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 146.

close2 (klos), a. [< ME. clos, close, cloos, < OF.

clos, pp. of clore, shut, close : see close1
, i\~] 1.

Completely inclosing; brought together so as

to leave no opening ; having all openings cov-

ered or drawn together; confined; having no
vent : as, a close box ;

a close vizor.

Now the troyens, with tene [grief], all the toun jatys [gates]

Keppit full douse, with care at nor hertes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11152.

Spread thy close curtain, love-performing night.

Shak., R. and J., iii. 2.

If he be locked in a dose room, he is afraid of being stifled

for want of ah-. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 234.

About 10 a-Clock that Night the King himself came in a

close Coach with intent to visit the Prince.

Howell, Letters, I. iii. 15.

2. Narrowly confined; pent up; imprisoned;
strictly watched : as, a close prisoner.
He may be dose for treason, perhaps executed.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night -Walker, v. 2.

It was voted to send him dose prisoner to Newgate.
Walpole, Letters, II. 240.

3. Betired; secluded; hidden.

He vet kept himself close because of Saul the son of Kish.
1 Chron. xii. 1.

She takes special pleasure in a close obscure lodging.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Kevels, ii. 1.

4. Kept secret
; private ;

secret.

- In some of their close writings, which they will not suf-

fer to come into the hands of Christians.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 197.

Germauicus
Lives in their looks, their gait, their form, t' upbraid us

With his close death. B. Jonson, Sejanus, ii. 2.

His meaning he himselfe discovers to be full of close

malignity. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

5. Having the habit of secrecy or a disposition
to keep secrets ;

secretive
;
reticent.

Constant you are,
But yet a woman : and for secrecy,
No lady closer ; for I will believe

Thou wilt not utter what thou dost not know.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 3.

Be withal dose and silent, and thy pains
Shall meet a liberal addition. Ford, Fancies, iii. 1.

that no further drawing can be done To close

In, to envelop ; settle down upon and around anything.

As the night closed in, they reached the chain of little

valleys and hamlets, locked up among these rocky heights.

Irving, Granada, p. 88.

To close on or upon, (a) To come to a mutual agree-
ment about ; agree on or join in.

Jealousy . . . would induce France and Holland to close

upon some measures ... to our disadvantage.
Sir W. Temple.

(b) In fencing, to get near enough to touch by making a

step forward without deranging the position of the body.
TO Close out, to sell out a business, a special stock of

goods, or the like. To close with, (a) To accede to;
consent or agree to : as, to dose with the terms proposed.

I applaud your spirit, and joyfully close with your pro-

posal. Sheridan, The Duenna, ii. 2.

It is a very different thing indolently to say, "I would
I were a different man," and to dose with God's offer to
make you different, when it is put before you.

J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, I. 37.

(b) To come to an agreement with : as, to dose with a

person on certain terms.

Pride is so unsociable a vice that there is no closing with
it. Jeremy Collier, Friendship.

(c) See II., 3. (d) To harmonize ; agree.

This pernicious counsel closed very well with the posture
of affairs at that time. Swift, Conduct of Allies.

To close with the land (naut.), to come near to the
land.

close1 (kloz), n. [< close1
, v.~\ If. The man-

ner of shutting ; junction ; coming together.
The doors of plank were ; their dose exquisite.

Chapman.
2. Conclusion

;
termination ;

end : as, the close

of life
;
the close of deliberations.

h n-ouWel breast

Shak, K. John,' iv. 2.

,_
,how the , ood

7. Having little openness, space, or
,

contracted; narrow; confined: as, a close alley.

By a stranger who merely passed through the streets,

Cairo would be regarded as a very dose and crowded city.
E. H'. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 5.

Itself a close and confined prison for debtors, it contained
within it a much closer and more confined Jail for smug-
glers. Dickens, Little Dorrit, i. 6.

8. Stagnant; without motion or ventilation;
difficult to breathe

; oppressive : said of the air

or weather, and of a room the air in which is in

this condition.

Do you not find it dreadfully close ? not a breath of air?

Buluier, Eugene Aram, ii. 7.

The air is damp, and hush'd, and dose.

Tennyson, Song.

9. Near together in space or time
;
near to; in

contact or nearly so
; adjoining: as, actoserow

of trees
;
to follow in close succession.

Nor can even the pantheist claim any closer indwelling
in nature for his mechanical all-pervading essence than
the Bible claims for its personal God.

Damon, Nature and the Bible, p. 31.

10. Having the parts near each other or sepa-
rated by only a small interval; condensed : as,
the writing is too close, (a) Compact ; dense : as,

timber of close texture or very close in the grain ;
a dose

texture in cloth. (6) Viscous ;
not volatile. [Rare.]

This oil, which nourishes the lamp, is supposed to be
of so dose and tenacious a substance that it may slowly
evaporate. Bp. Wilkins.

close

(c) In music : (1) Having the voice-parts as near one an-

other as possible : especially used in the expression close

haniwny. (2t) In lute-playing, smooth; connected; lega-

to : as, close playing, (c/t) Compressed ; condensed ;
con-

cise : applied to style, and opposed to loose or ilijhix*:

Where the original is close, no version can reach it in

the same compass. Dnjden.

(e) In bot., same as oppressed, (f) In her.: (1) Having the

wings lying close to the body: said of

birds. [This use is considered unneces- N
sary, because birds are assumed to have
their wings closed, except when spe-

cially blazoned otherwise.] (2) Having
the vizor down : said of a helmet. (3)

Shut up ; closed, as a pair of brays.

11. Near, in a figurative sense.

(a) Intimate ; trusted : as, a dose friend.
A D^ close

1

I can never be close with her, as he
That brought her hither. Tennyson, llalin and Balan.

(b) Nearly related ;
allied : as, dose, groups in zoology.

12. Kesting upon some strong uniting feeling,

as love, self-interest, honor, etc. ; strong; firm:

as, a close union of individuals or of nations.

Many such, when they find themselves alone, saving
their reputation will compound with other scruples, and
come to a dose treaty with their dearer vices in secret.

Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

13. Undeviating; not wandering, (a) Not deviat-

ing from the object to which one's mind or thoughts are

directed, or from the subject under consideration : as, to

give dose attention ; a close observer.

Keep your mind or thoughts close to the business or sub-

ject. iMcke.

(b) Not deviating from a model or original : as, a close

translation or imitation ; a close copy.

14. Strictly logical : as, close reasoning.
But when any point of doctrine is handled in a close and

argumentative manner, it appears flat and unsavoury to

them. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, IV. v.

15. Stingy; niggardly; penurious. 16.

Scarce
;
difficult to get : as, money is close.

Close borough. Seeboroughl. Close breeding, breed-

ing in-and-in. See breed, v. i. Close communion. See

communion. Close contact. See contact. Close cor-

poration, a corporation which fills its own vacancies. In

Great Britain, until recent years, many towns were gov-
erned by such corporations. Close fertilization, in bot.,

the fertilization of the pistil by pollen from the same
flower. Close harmony. See harmony. Close herd-
ing. See herding. Close matter, in printing, printed
matter or written copy with few paragraphs or breaks.

Close order. See order. Close port, in England, a

port situated up a river: in contradistinction to an out-

port, or a harbor which lies on the coast. Close reef

(naut.), the last reef in a sail. Close rolls, rolls kept
for the record of close writs (see below). Also called

clause-rolls. Close string, in dog-legged stairs, a stair-

case without an open newel. Close vowel, a vowel pro-
nounced with diminished aperture of the lips, or with

contraction of the cavity of the mouth. Close writs,
grants of the sovereign, sealed with the great seal, di-

rected to particular persons for particular purposes, and
closed up and sealed on the outside, as not being designed
for public inspection. To come to close quarters, to

come into direct conflict, especially with an enemy. = Syn.
16. Miserly, niggardly, etc. See penurious.

close2 (kios), adv. [< ME. clos, close, cloos, adv.,
< clos, close, adj.: see cfose2

, a.] 1. Tightly
or closely; so as to leave no opening: as, shut
the blinds close.

Draw the curtains dote. Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 2.

2. In strict confinement.

Let them be clapp'd up close. Shot., 2 Hen. VI., i. 4.

3. In concealment; in hiding; in secret; se-

cretly.
Speke cloos all thyug as thombe in flste.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 110.

An onion, ...
Which, in a napkin being close convey'd,
Shall in despite enforce a watery eye.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., i.

Get ye all three into the box-tree ; Malvolio's coming
down this walk. . . . Close, in the name of jesting !

Shak., 1. N., ii. 5.

Advise Mr. W. to keep close by all means, and make
haste back. T. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 462.

4. Near in space or time ; in contact, or nearly
touching : as, to follow close behind one.

There could hardly better News be brought to me, than
to understand that you are so great a Student, and that

having passed through the Briars of Logic, you fall so

dose to Philosophy. Hmeell, Letters, iv. 31.

Behind her Death,
Close following, pace for pace.

Milton, P. L., x. 589.

Close-shooting firearm, a firearm which delivers a

charge of shot compactly, with little scattering. Close
to the wind, with the head lying so near to the wind as

just to fill the sails without shaking them : said of a ship
when close-hauled.

close2 (klos), n. [< ME. clos, close, cloos, an in-

closed place, yard, closet, pass, bounds, etc.,

< OF. clos, an inclosed place, etc., prop. pp.
of clore : see close2

, a., and close1,
v. Cf . closet.}

1. An inclosed place ; any place surrounded by
a fence, wall, or hedge.

As two fruitful! Elms that spred
Amidst a Cloase with brooks environed,
Ingender other Elms about their roots.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Colonies.
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Many thouunit trees, that grew partly in closet, anil

partly in the common lields. Coryat, Crudities, I. 48.

I'rl.t III a 1 "IIC8.

T<-nnil<ni, St. Sim, ..,11 Stylilcs.

2. A piece of laud held as private property,
whether actually inclosed or not: in the com-
mon law of pleading, technically used of any
interest (whether temporary or permanent, or
even only in profits) in the soil, exclusive of

other persons, such as entitles him who holds
it to maintain an action of trespass against an
invader.

It seems I broke u ,/-, u ilh f, ,r. ,- anil anus.
'!' iiii'K'ni, i:d\vin Morris.

3. Specifically, the precinct of a cathedral or
an abbey; a minster-yard.

Ch'Xi'x surrounded hy the \,-i;cral,l,. ahodcs ii ( deaii> and
canons. Mam nlntj.

To every canon (at the end of the eleventh renttiry] was
allotted a duel linn-place apart for himself and his servants,

though eaeh ,>n,- uas r\p, rl, ,1 t,, luc within the walled

space, called, from that circumstance, the close, a good
specimen of which is still to lie seen at Wells, near the

cathudral. A'"c, church of our Fathers, ii. 83.

4. A narrow passage or entrance, such as leads
from u main street to the stair of a building
containing several tenements

;
the entry to a

court ; a narrow lane leading from a street: as,
a clone in Marylebono. ['Scotch and local Eng-
lish.]

And so keppit he the </,,.., of his clene Cite*.

MOD / Trui/ (E. E. T. S.), 1. 12982.

A thrc hcdct houmlc in his homnl <-o^ht.
That was kepcr of the rliur of that eursct In.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 301.

Breach of close. See iimirli.

close-banded (klos'ban'ded), a. Being in close

order; closely united. Alii Inn.

close-bodied (klos'bod'id), a. Fitting close to

the body.
A close-bodied coat. Ayliffe, Parergon.

close-compacted (klds'kom-pak"ted), a. In

compact order. Ailtlixon.

close-COUChed (klos
'

koucht), a. Concealed.
Milton.

close-couped (klos'kopt),
a. See coujirit.

close-curtained (klosTctr'tand), a. Inclosed in

curtains.
Tlie drowsy.frighted steeds,

That draw the litter of close-curtain'd sleep.

Milton, Comus, 1. 554.

close-fights (klos'fits), n. pi. Naut., bulkheads

formerly erected fore and aft in a ship for the
men to stand behind in close engagement in

order to fire on the enemy. Also called close-

quarters.
Close-fisted (klos'nVted), . Miserly; niggard-
ly ; penurious.

Is Seville close/luted > Valladolid is open.
Mtditletott and Itowley, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 1.

A griping, close-fisted fellow.

Up. Berkeley, Maxims concerning Patriots.

close-fistedness (klos'ftVted-nes), n. The state

or condition of being close-fisted; niggardli-
ness; meanness.
close-handed (kl6s'han

;

'ded), a. Close-fisted;

penurious ; niggardly. Sir M. Hale.

Qalha was very close-handed: I have not read much of
his liberalities. Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.

close-hauled (klos'hald), a. Ifaut., sailing as
close to the yritid. as possible.
The weather to-day was flue, though we had occasional

squalls of wind and rain. We were eluse-hatded, and the
motion of the vessel was violent and disagreeable.

Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, II. xv.

close-hug (klos'hug), n. A name of the scapu-
lar arch of a fowl without the furculum or mer-

rythought.
closely (klos'li), adv. In a close manner, (a)
So as completely to inclose ; so as to shut out or shut in ;

soas to leave no opening; tightly, (b) Within narrow lim-
its of action ; narrowly ; strictly.

This day should Clarence closely be niew'd up.
Shak., Rich. III., 1. 1.

(c) Secretly ; privately ; hiddenly.

Then, closeli/ as he might, he cast to leave
The Court, not asking any passe or leave.

.s>-/ier, Mother Hub. Tale.

We have closely sent for Hamlet. Shak., Hamlet, ill. 1.

(d) Nearly ; with little or no space or time intervening : as,
one event follows closel// upon another.

Follow Fluellen closely at the heels.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 7.

At some fond thought,
Her bosom to the writing closelier press'd.

D. 0. Rossetti, Sonnets, x.

(c) Compactly ; with condensation : as, a cloiely woven fab-

ric.

Baskets most curiously made with split branches of trees,
so closely woven together as to contain water almost as well
as a wooden vessel. Urttce, Sourceof the Nile, II. 548.
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(/) rmlevlatingly; without wandering or diverging: (1)

Inlentlj , all, nlively; with the mind or tl

with near inspection: us, to look or attend ,7c..W</. (*2)

U ith ^tii,t a'lh, i , 'nee to a model or original : as, t*i trans-
late or copy closely. l}ry<U'n, ('/) \\ ith near ,-itl, ,11011, at

tachment. alli.uicc. or interest : Ultimately :

///
, onncctcd m n i, nd-liip ;

nations,'/' , treaty.

My name, once mine, now thine, is closelier min>
/. ,,.,:i , ,,. Merlin and S ivien.

closen (klo'sn), r. t. [< closet, a .
(
+ ^a*, 4.]

To make close or closer. [Rare.]
Mis tricnds ,-/,)..;( the tie by claiminc; relationship to

him. /:/ >' > l> QUA '
<

/." />',

closeness (klos'nes), n. [< clow", a., + -ness.]
The state or quality of being close,
of 1,,'iicj completely inclosed, of being shut, or of having
no vent.

In drums, the closeness round about that prcserveth the
Bound. Bacon, Nat. lint., ; I Ii:.

(It) Narrowness ; straitncss, as of a place, (c) Want of

ventilation; oppressiveness.

Half stilled by thu closeness of the room. Ai (n.

<:li Miictnesn: as, closeness of confinement, (e) Near ap-
proach; proximity; nearness; intimate relation.

I In- actions and proceedings of wise men run in greater
closeness and coherence with one another. South.

(/) Compactness ; solidity ; density : as, the closeness of
tli,cr in wood. Bentleij. Figuratively applied to style or

argument.
His [Burke's] speeches differed not at all from his pani-

phleu; these are written speeches, or those are spoken
dissertations, according as any one is over-studious of
method and closeness in a book, or of ease and nature in an
onttion. Broui/ham, Burke.

(.,/) Connection ; near union ; intimacy, as of affection or
interest : as, the closeness of friendship or of alliance. (A)
Secrecy ; privacy ; caution.

The extreme caution or closeness of Tiberius.

Bacon, Simulation,

(i) Avarice ; stinginess ; penuriousness.

An affectation of closeness and covetousness.

Addition, Spectator.

0') Rigid adherence to an original ; literalncss : as, the
closeness of a version, (fc) Logicalness ; connectedness : as,
the closeness of an argument.

close-pent (klos'pent), a. Shut close; confined;
without vent.

Ambition, madam, is a great man's madness
That is not kept in chains and close-pent rooms.

Webster, Duchess of Malft.

close-plane (klos'plan), n. A singularity of an
algebraic surface, consisting of a torsal plane
meeting the surface in a line twice and in a
residual curve, and differing from a jiineh-plune
in that the line and curve nave an intersection

lying on the spinode curve. The close-plane is a
spinode plane, ana meets the consecutive spinode plane
in a line which is not the tangent of the residual curve.

close-point (kids' point), n. A singularity of an
algebraic surface, consisting of a point on the

cuspidal curve where this curve does not touch
the curve of section of the tangent plane.
close-quarters (kl6s'kw6r"terz), n. pi. Same
as close-flijhts.

closer 1
(k'lo'zer), . [< close*, v., + -er*.~\ One

who or that which closes or concludes, specifi-

cally (a) That which puts an end to a controversy, or

disposes of an antagonist; a clencher. [Colloq.J (ft) In

arch., the last stone in a horizontal row or course, of a less

size than the others, fitted so as to close the row; in brick-

work, a bat used for the same purpose. When the bat is

n quarter brick, it is called a queen closer; when it is a
three-quarter brick inserted at the angle of a stretching-
course, it is called a king closer, (c) In elect., a circuit-closer.

(d) Hilit., a tile-closer, (e) In shoeinakintj, a boot-closer.

closer2*, [ME. ,
also closere, and irre.g. clocher,

< OF. closier, m., closiere, closere, f., an inclo-
siire. a garden, < clos, pp., closed, close: see
close2, a., and close*, .] An inclosure. Bom.
of the Rose, 1. 4069.

Hit happit hym in hast the hoole for to fynd.
Of the cave <v the clocher, there the kyng lay.

Detraction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13502.

close-reef (klos'ref), v. t. Naut., to reef (a sail)

closely ; take in all the reefs.

close-sciencest (kl6s'si
;

'en-sez), . A name
given by the herbalist Gerard to a double va-

riety of the dame's-violet, Hesperis matronalis,
otherwise known us close (that is, double) sriin-i/.

The latter term arose from an early specific
name, Damascena, which was understood as
tin lac's scena.

close-season (klos'se'zn), n. Same as close-

time.

close-stool (klos'stol), n. A seat for the sick
or infirm, comprising a tight box with a close-

fitting lid to contain a chamber-vessel.
closet (kloz'et), . and a. [< ME. closet, < OF.
closet, dim. of clos, a close : see c/ose2

, n.] I.
. 1. A small room or apartment forretirement;

any room for privacy ; a small supplementary
apartment communicating with another, as a

dressing-room with a bedroom ; hence, in reli-

gious literature, the place or habit of devotional
seclusion.

closh

Thenne lyst the lady to loke on the knyjt.
Thenne com ho of hir /.>(, v.ith monv eler burdrj.

.SV, ' I 'I,.- lii.'i n /. !. S.), 1.942.

When th,,n pi:i\, -t liter int' thy cioxet. Mat. vi. 6.

William IV. wan buried ... in the royal vault in St.

ljucen Adi 1

in the royal >'l". ' "t l !,' ,-hapel.
/ '.- ' y. <ir tif a Silkfn llei;fn, p. 26.

2. A small side room or inclosed reeess for stor-

ing utensils, clothing, provisions, curioiti>--,
etc. 3t. A bedroom.

U h.ui that she was In the climel layil.

lii. 87.

4t. A secret place ; a place for the storing of

precious things. [liare.J
lint to her selfe it secretly retaj-in d
Within the closet of her ,

*l*-iurr, V. Q.,V. v. 44.

For thro' Earth's closets when his way he tore,
He wisely (tiller d all her Dandiest store.

f. Beaumont, Psyche, L 64.

St. An inclosed or inside part.
Than gedryt (gathered) the grekes . . .

tfrushet in felly at the faireyatea . . .

The knighti'g in the closet eomyn out switlie.

Deit,-:'.-ii:,, -/ />,, ii; !;. T. s.i, I. U829.

6. In her., a diminutive of the bar, one half of
its width.

n. a. 1. Restricted, as to a closet; pertain-
ing to or done in privacy or seclusion ; suitable
to or designed for private consideration or use

;

private ;
secluded : as, a cloHet conference or in-

trigue; closet reflections; a closet book or pic-
ture. 2. Intimate

; sharing one's privacy.
I shall not instance an abstruse Author, . . . but one

whom wee well know was the Closet Companion of these his

solitudes, William Shakespeare. Hilton, Eikouokhutes, 1.

3. Fitted only for seclusion or the privacy of a
scholar

;
not adapted to the conditions of a prac-

tical life ; merely theoretical
; unpractical : as,

a closet philosopher or theory.
The simple answer is that we were not closet theologians,

but men dealing with an extremely difnciilt problem of

practical statesmanship. Contemporary llev., XLIX. 319.

closet (kloz'et), e. t. [< closet, .] 1. To in-

close or shut up, as in a closet or close compart-
ment. Herbert. 2. To admit into or as into
a closet, as for concealment or for private and
confidential or clandestine consultation : used

chiefly in the past participle.

Already was he (Stuyvesant) closeted with his privy
council, sitting in grim state, brooding over the fate of his
favorite trumpeter. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 449.

Dundas called on Pitt, woke him, and was closeted with
him many hours. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

closeted (kloz'et-ed), a. [< closet, n., 6, + -cd2.]
In her., same as barruly or barruletty, accord-

ing to the number of closets represented. See
closet, it., 6.

Close-time (klos'tim), n. A season of the year
during which it is unlawful to catch or kill cer-

tain kinds of game and fish. Also close-season.

He had shot . . . some young wild ducks, as, though
close-time was then unknown, the broods of grouse were yet
too young for the sportsman. Scott, Waverley, xvili.

They came on a wicked old gentleman breaking the laws
of his country, and catching perch in close-time out of a
punt. II. Kimjsley, Kavenshoe, Ixiv.

closeting (kloz'et-ing), n. [Verbal n. of closet,

r.] The act of conferring secretly ; private or
clandestine conference.

About this time began the project of closeting, where the

principal gentlemen of the kingdom were privately cate-
chized by his majesty. Swift.

That month he employed assiduously ... in what was
called closetiny. London was very full ; . . . many mem-
bers of Parliament were in town. The king set himself to
canvass them man by man. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

close-tongued (klos'tungd), a. Secretive; cau-
tious in speaking.

Close-toturited treason. Shak., Lncrece, 1. 770.

close-work (kids'werk), . In Eng. coal-mining,
the drifting or running of a level between two
coal-seams.

closh 1
(klosh), n. [< F. clocher, OF. clocltier, <

L. flaudicare, limp: see clock6 and clauilicate.

The Pr. clopchar, limp, has suggested another

origin of clocher, namely, < ML. *clo)>picare, <

CII>IIHS, OF. and Pr.
clop, lame, prob. of LG.

origin, but referred witnout much reason to
Gr. ,fu?.o-ouf, lame-footed, < x^"fj lame, + irovr,

(Trod-) = E. foot.'] A disease in the feet of cat-

tle. Also called founder.
closh2t (klosh), H. [Perhaps < D. klos, a bowl,
bobbin, block (cf. 1,-lnxliiniii. a bowling-green), =
Dan. Idods= Sw. klots, block, stub : see clot 1

, .]

A game mentioned in old statutes, played with

pins and bowls, and supposed to be the equiv-
alent of the modern ninepins.
The game of cloith, or dosh, mentioned frequently in

the ancient statutes, seems to have been the same as



Closterium Luntt-
la, magnified. Two
individuals conju-

gating. (From Le
Maout and De-
caisne's "Traite
general de Bota-

nique.")

closh

kayles, or at least exceedingly like it: cloiah was played
with pins, which were thrown at with :\ howl instead of a

truncheon, and probably differed only in name from the

nine-pins of the present time.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 365.

closh-calest, pi- Ninepins. Coles, 1717.

closli-llOOk (klosh'huk), n. A whalers' imple-
ment for lifting blubber to be skinned. De
Cohtngc.

closing-machine (klo'zmg-ma-shen''), 1. A
machine for sewing heavy cloth or leather. It

uses two threads, and makes a lock-stitch alike

on both sides. 2. In ro]>c->ii<ikin</, the machine

by which the strands made by a standing-ma-
chine are 'laid' or twisted into rope.
Closterium (klos-te'ri-um), n. [NL.] A large

genus of desmids in which the cell constitut-

ing the plant is entire, tapering toward each

end, and Innately or arcuately
curved. Nltsche, 1817.

closure (klo'gur), n. [< OF.
i-liianre (Roquefort), afterward

irreg. extended (under influ-

ence of L. daiistrum, that which
closes: see cloister) to closture

(Cotgrave). > mod. F. cldture,
closure ; < L. clausura, a closing,
< claudere, pp. dausus, close:

see clausure and close1
,
and cf.

close
1

*, closer2.] 1. The act of

shutting, or the state of being
closed

;
a closing or shutting up.

look up : he does, and shows
Death in his broken eyes, which Caisar's

hands
Shall do the honour of eternal closure.

Chapman, Caesar and Pompey, iv. 1.

The first warning which the community had of his

change of attitude was the conspicuous and even defiant
closure of his shop. Howells, Modern Instance, vi.

2f. That by which anything is closed or shut
;

a means of closing. Johnson.

I admire your sending your last to me quite open, with-
out a seal, wafer, or any closure whatever. Pope, To Swift.

St. Inclosure; also, that which incloses, bounds,
covers, or shuts in.

Yf it be full of stonys,
For closure of the feld better stuff noon is.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 150.

Within the guilty closure of thy walls.

Shak., Rich. III., Hi. 3.

The bodie withe the closures wayed 900 waight.
Quoted in If. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 121.

4. Conclusion; end.

The poor remainder of Andronici
Will hand in hand all headlong cast us down, . . .

And make a mutual closure of our house.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 3.

5. In lef/islrttion, the closing or stoppage of a
debate : in the British House of Commons, the

cutting oft of debate so as to prevent further
discussion or motions by the minority and cause
a direct vote to be taken on the question before
the House : often used in the French form cld-

tut'c. By the rules of 1887 any member, after obtaining
the consent of the chair, may move that "the question be
now put," and if this motion is carried, at least 200 voting
in the affirmative, or if not that number, at least 100 in the
affirmative and less than 40 in the negative, the Speaker
ends the debate and puts the question. In the House of

Representatives and other legislative bodies in the United
States the same object is effected by moving the previous
question. See question.

closure (klo'zur), v. t.
; pret. and pp. closured,

ppr. closuring. [< closure, .] In England, to
end by closure. See closure, n., 5. [Colloq.]

Several hours later the Government closured the dis-
cussion on the Navy vote.

Daily News (London), March 24, 1887.

Clos Vougeot (klo vo-zho'). The most cele-
brated of the red wines of Burgundy, grown in
the commune of Vougeot, in the department of
Cote-d'Or. The inclosure (elm) forms one of the largest
vineyards in the world, containing over 100 acres. The
wine produced is variously classified according to quality.

Clot1
(klot), re. [Also dial, clat (see daft) ; early

mod. E. also clott; < ME. clot, clotte (also later

clotlde, > E. clod1
, q. v.), < AS. clott (very rare),

a round mass, = OD. klot, klotte (cf. D. klos, a
bowl, block) = MHG. kloz, G. klotz, a block,
lump, = Dan. klods = Sw. Mots, a block, lump,
stump, stub. Prob. akin to cleatf, q. v. The
forms and senses of clot seem to have been con-
fused in various languages with those of dote1

= clot2 (clot-bur), clout1
, and cloud1

,
cloud2 : see

these words.] 1. A clod. [Obsolete or rare.]
Than euery man had a mall
Syche as the! betyn cloth/s withall.

Hunting of the Harege (Weber, Metr. Rom., III.), 1. 91.

The ground also would now be broken up for a fallow,
... to the end that the sun might thoroughly parch and
concoct the clots. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xviii. 26.
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Every heart, when sifted well,
Is a clot of warmer dust.

Tennyson, Vision of Sin.

2f. A hill.

Salit lohan hem sy [saw] al in a knot,
On the hyl of Syon that semly </'.

Alliterative Poem* (ed. Morris), i. 788.

3f. A dull, stupid man ;
a clodpoll.

The crafty impositions
Of subtile clerks, feats of fine understanding,
To abuse clot* and clows with.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, i. 1.

4. A concrete or coagulated mass of soft or
fluid matter : as, a clot of blood or of cream.

The white of an egg, with spirit of wine, doth bake the

egg into clotn, as if it began to poch. Bacon.

As the clot is composed of corpuscles and fibrin . . .

after coagulation, the actual proportions of the clot and
serum are about equal. Flint, Human Physiology.

5. A clump. [Rare.]
Clots of sea-pink blooming on their [rocks'] sides instead

of heather. R. L. Stevenson, The Merry Men.

clot 1
(klot), v. ; pret. and pp. clotted, ppr. clotting.

[< clot1 , n. Cf. freq. clatter = clutter1 .] I. in-

trans. To coagulate, as soft or fluid matter, into
a thick inspissated mass; become concrete:

as, milk or blood clots.

II. trans. If. To form into clots.

[He] breaketh it in furrows, and sometime ridgeth it up
again ; and at another time harroweth it and clotteth it.

Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

2. To cause to coagulate ;
make or form into

clots.
The clotted blood within my hose,
That from my wounded body flows.

S. Butler, Hudibras, i. 3.

3. To cover with clots
;
mat together by clots,

as of blood.

The light and lustrous curls . . . clotted into points.
Tennyson, Passing of Arthur.

Clotted cream, cream produced in the form of clots on
the surface of new milk when it is warmed, and served as
a table delicacy. Also clouted cream.

clot2 (klot), n. A dialectal variant of dote1 .

Compare clot-bur.

clot-burt, clote-burt (klot'-, klot'ber), n. [<
dot2

,
dote1

,
+ bur1.} 1. A name of the bur-

dock, Arctium Lappa. 2. A name of species
of Xanthium.
Also called dit-bur.

cloteH (klot), n. [Also E. dial, dot, dut; < ME.
dote, cloote, < AS. elate, burdock, akin to elite

(glossed tussilago, colt's-foot), ME. "elite, clete,

burdock, mod. E. elite, cleat: see elite1
,
cleat1.}

1. The burdock: same as clot-bur, 1.

Cloote and breere shal stye on the aiitcrs of hem.
WycHf, Hos. x. 8.

2. The yellow water-lily, Nuphar lutea.

This is the dote, bearing a yellow flower ;

And this, black horehonnd.
Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, ii. 2.

clote2!, " An obsolete form of cleat2 .

clote-burt, . See clot-bur.

clote-leaft, . [ME. clote-lefe.] The leaf of the
burdock. Chaucer.

clotert, . t. A Middle English form of clotter,
clutter1 .

cloth (kldth), . and a. [Formerly also cloath

(pi. clothes, cloaths, cloathes) ; < ME. cloth, earlier
clath (pi. clothes, clothis,tai<l by contraction close

(cf. Sc. does) : see clothes), < AS. clath = OFries.

Math, Mad, Fries, klaed= LG. D. kited = MHG.
kleit, G. kteid, a dress, garment, = Icel. Mcethi
= Sw. kldde = Dan. kkede, cloth; origin uncer-
tain. See clothes. Hence clothe, clad."] I. n.

PL cloths (kloTHz), in a particular sense clothes

(see clothes). 1. A fabric or texture of wool or

hair, or of cotton, flax, hemp, or other vegeta-
ble filaments, formed by weaving or intertex-
ture of threads, and used for garments or other

covering, and for various other purposes ; spe-

cifically,
in the trade, a fabric of wool, in con-

tradistinction to one made of other material.

Cloth that cometh fro the weuyng is 1101131 comly to were,
Tyl it is fulled vnder fote, or in fullyng stokkes,
Wasshen wel with water, and with taseles cracched,
Ytouked, and ytented, and vnder taillonres haude.

Piers Plowman (B), xv. 444.

2. A piece of cloth used for a particular pur-
pose, generally as a covering, or as the canvas
for a painting: as, a table-ctof/i; an Max-cloth;
to spread the cloth (that is, the table-cloth).
In that same Clothe so y-wrapped, the Aungeles beren

hire Body to the Mount Synay, and there the! buryed hire
with it. Mandeville, Travels, p. 60.

3f. Dress
;
raiment

; clothing ; clothes. See
clothes.

Thi cloth (

"
raiment," A. V.] bi which thou were hilid

[covered] failide not for eldnesse. Wyclif, Deut. vlii. 4.

I'll ne'er distrust my God for cloth and bread. Quarles.

cloth

4. The customary garb of a trade or profes-
sion

;
a livery ; specifically, the professional

dress of a clergyman.
That the worthy men of the seid cloth graunt no yefte

of the comyns good, but of hur owne, wtout the advise
of the xlviij. comyners. English Gilds (E. E. 'I'. S.), p. 386.

Hence 5. The clerical office or profession;
with the definite article (the cloth), the clergy
collectively ; clergymen as a class.

The cloth, the clergy, are constituted for administering
and for giving the best possible effect to ... every axiom.

Is. Taylor.

Strong appeals were made to the priesthood. Would
they tamely permit so gross an insult to be offered to their
cloth ? Moxaulay.

6f. Texture; quality. [Rare.]
I also did buy some apples and pork, by the same token

the butcher commended it as the best in England for

cloath and colour. Pepyn, Diary, III. 1.

Albert cloth, a material the two sides of which are of
different colors, each side finished, so that no lining is re-

quired: used chiefly for overcoats. American cloth, a
name given in Great Britain to a cotton cloth prepared
with a glazed or varnished surface to imitate morocco
leather : known in the United States as enameled cloth.

Board Of Green Cloth, a court held by the lord steward
and subordinate officers in the English royal court (so
called from the color of the cloth on the table), having
jurisdiction of the peace of the verge that is, within the

precincts of the palace of the royal residence to about 200

yards beyond the outer gate and without whose warrant
a servant of the palace cannot be arrested for debt. Book-
binders' Cloth, a Ktifliy sized and glazed variety of cotton

cloth, usually colored, and often decorativt-ly embossed,
much used for the case-binding of books. Broad cloth.
See broadcloth. Camel's-hair Cloth. See camel.

Cashgar cloth. Same as putto. Chenille cloth. See
chenille. Cloth applique, a kind of embroidery in which
pieces of cloth of different colors are cut into patterns and
sewed upon a cloth foundation, the edges being worked '

with silk, gold thread, etc. Cloth Ofacca. Same as acca.

Cloth of Arras. See arrant Cloth of baudekin.
See baudekin. Cloth of Bruges, a general term for silks

and satins brocaded and wrought with gold, used in the
later middle ages in England for ecclesiastical vestments.
The pomegranate pattern (which see, under ponte<rratiate)
was perhaps first introduced in the Bruges stuffs, and was
copied all over Europe; later, Bruges produced velvets

equal to those of Venice or Genoa. Cloth Of estate or

state, a rich cloth arranged above and behind a throne or
chair of state, so as to form a canopy or baldachin, and also
a background against which the throne and its occupant
may be seen to advantage. Cloth Of gold, cloth of which
gold thread or fine gold wire forms either the pattern alone
or both that and the ground. It is often richly brocaded
with flowers, etc. Japanese brocades often contain a great
deal of gold in the form of gilded paper in very narrow
strips, the effect of which is extremely brilliant, since the

gilded surface has its full metallic luster.

He sente to alle Londes, in manere as thei wereu Mar-
chauntes of precyous Stones, of Clothes of Gold and of
othere thinges. Mandeville, Travels, p. 138.

She did lie

In her pavilion (cloth of gold, of tissue).

Shak., A. and C.. ii. 2.

Cloth Of lake*, a kind of flne linen, mentioned by Chau-
cer as used for undergarments. Cloth of pall. See
palli. Cloth Of silver, a cloth woven wholly or in part
of silver thread, often richly brocaded with patterns of

flowers, etc. Such cloth woven with both gold and silver
thread was also commonly known as cloth of silver. Com-
pare cloth ofgold. Cloth of state. Same as cloth ofestate.

Cloth Of Tarst. See tarterine. Cloth Of tissue*, a
rich stuff used in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries,
replacing the baudekin of an earlier epoch. It was appa-
rently a cloth of gold in which the metallic luster was kept
as high as possible, as it is contrasted with "cloth of gold

"

as being more brilliant.

John Tice attained [in 1573] to the perfection of making
all sorts of tufted taffaties, cloth of twsues.

A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 24.

Composition cloth. See composition.-^Empress cloth,
See empress. Enameled Cloth. See American cloth,
above. Houseling-cloth. See houseling. Long cloth,
a peculiar kind of fine cotton cloth, made milled or plain.
E. H. Knight. Milled cloth. See milled. Narrow
cloths, in woulent, fabrics from 27 to 29 inches wide, all

cloths exceeding the latter width being termed broadcloth.

Fainted Cloth, canvas or other similar material painted
in partial imitation of tapestry, and used by those for

whom tapestry was too expensive, especially during the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

Mayster Thomas More, in hys youth, devysed in hys
father's house in London a goodly hangyng of fyne painted
clothe, with nyne pageauntes, and verses over every of
those pageauntes.

W. Rastell (?), Sir T. More's English Works.

Slaves as ragged as Lazarus in the painted cloth.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 2.

Paper cloth, a fabric of cloth faced with paper. Wire
Cloth, a texture of wire intermediate between wire gauze
and wire netting, used for meat-safes, strainers, etc.

II. a. Made or consisting of cloth, specifi-

cally of woolen cloth : as, a cloth coat or cap ;

cloth coverings. Cloth embroidery, a kind of em-
broidery in which pieces of cloth of different colors are
sewed together edge to edge, producing an elaborate patch-
work. The surface is usually embroidered with floss silk.

clotht (kloth), v. t. [< cloth, n. Cf. clothe.'] To
make into cloth.

It were the greatest madnesse in the world for vs to

vent out wooll not clothed. Hahluyfx Voyages, II. 164.



cloth-breech

cloth-breecht, clqth-breechest, . A country-
man, or a man of the lower classes, iis distin-

guished from the people of the court.

Yet country's cli>th-t,rf,-ct, ami i-mnt \rlvi-t hose
I'utt Ixitll alike liiliai-co (liroiiuli tin e

Wits' BcmMttou, n... i. (Sares.)

clothe (kloTH), r.; pret. uml pp. clutln-d or <-lml.

ppr. clothing. [Formerly also i-luntli, r/nntln,
dial, also clad and rind ; < MK. rlotln-n, <-l,,,l, ,,.

clathcn (also rlrthni, > K. dial, and Si-, i-lunl,

i-lml, q. V.) (pret. clnthi-ili; i-liitlml, i-lmlili
,

I'/, I/I/I', flllll,, 1-1,1:1, pp. I'llltllllt, ,-1,1:1, <//),< AS.
cldthian (= I). L(t. l-li-rdm = MlHi. (i. kl, l, n

= Icel. kUetha = Sw. kliiiia. = Dan. l.iml, i,

clothe, < cldth, a cloth, a garment: see clotli, n.,

and cf. r/<>Mi, r.] I. (/. 1. To put garments
on; invest with raiment

; dress; attire.

t'nto A.I.-LIII also ami to his uif.< <li.I thr I.i.r.l lioil ruak.

coats of skills, and r/..//,. ./ tlirm. Qen. iii. --'I.

Hi- l-Uiijah] had i'l:i:l hinisi-lf \\illi a new garment.
1 Ki. .vi. _>!>.

Tn the Temple is the IIIIIIKC ..r Apnllo rl,,nth,;l, with a
t. ';!!. 1. I'll,-:-/,,!.',, I'ilxriiiiage, p. 80.

Hence 2. To cover as if with clothing; over-

spread or surround with any covering, literally
or figuratively ;

invest .

I will also clothe, her prii st with salvation. Pa. cxxxii. 16.

And the
|

r wi-rti linl jia|'i-ls In- employed
To clothe tobacco, or some cheaper drug.

/;. ,/II/MU/I, Apol. to Poetaster.

Satan's clontl,,,,:, himself with 'I'l-rrur when he prepares
for the Combat ia truly sublime.

Adilimn, .Sjxjctator, So. 321.

On either aide the river lie

Long fields of barley and nf rye,
That clothe the wold and meet the sky.

Tennyson, Lady of Shalott.

3. To furnish with raiment; provide with
clothing: as, to feed and clothe a child or an
apprentice.

Whanne I waa clothles je me cledde,
gc wolde no sorowe vppon me see.

1'nrk Plays, p. 608.
= Syn. To attire, array, apparel.

U. in trans. To wear clothes. [Rare.]
Care no more to clothe, and eat.

.S/ijt., t'ymheline, iv. 2 (song).

clothed (klOTHd), />. a. [Pp. of clothe, r.] 1.

Covered with garments ; invested with or as if

with clothing.
Thou art clothed with honour and majesty. Pa. civ. 1.

The pastures are clothed with flocks. Pa. Ixv. la.

Then she rode back, clothed on with chastity.

Tennyson, Oodiva.

Specifically 2. Naut., said of a mast when
the sail is so long as to reach down to the deck-
gratings. [Eng.] 3. Iii her., same as vested.

clothes (kldTHz), n. pi. [< ME. clothes, earlier
clathes (occasionally coutr. close, cloysse; cf.

the common mod. careless pron. kloz, and see
So. clans), < AS. cldtha.i, pi. of cldth, a garment:
see cloth.'] 1. Cloths: the older plural of

cloth, now used only in composition, and in-

cluding usually senses 2 and 3, as in clothes-

basket, clothes-horse, clothes-line, etc. 2. Gar-
ments for the human body ;

dress
; vestments ;

raiment
; vesture.

And as it is the custom and maner,
Anone they were arrayed ill clothis blake.

(ieneri/des (E. E. T. S.), 1. 242.

If I may touch but his clothes, I shall be whole.
Mark v. 28.

3. Materials for covering a bed
; bedclothes.

'A bade me lay more clothes on his feet.

Shak., Hen. V., U. 3.

She turned each way her frighted head,
Then sunk it deep beneath the clothes.

Prior, The Dove.

Long clothes, clothes for a young infant, made much
longer than the body.

clothes-basket (kloTHz'bas'ket), , A large
basket for holding or carrying clothes or house-
hold linen for washing.
clothes-brush (klpTHz 'brush), . A brush
adapted for brushing clothes.

clothes-dryer (kl6THz'dri'6r), . Any device
for drying wet clothes.

clothes-horse (kloTHz'hdrs), n. A frame to

hang clothes or household linen on, especially
for drying.

clothes-line (kloTHx.'lin), n. A rope on which
clothes are hung to dry after being washed.
clothes-moth (kloTHz'mdth), . A name com-
mon to several moths of the genus Tinea, whoso
larva? are destructive to woolen fabrics, fea-
t hers, furs, etc. , upon which they feed, using the
material also for the construction of the cases
in which they assume the chrysalis state. See
out in next column.

07

Clothes-moth (Tixra ftlluntllal,
with picrc <if cloth attacked by larva.

(Cross and line show natural sizes.)
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clothes-pin
(kloTiiz'pin), n. A
forked piece of

wood or a small

spring-clip for fas-

tening clothes on :i

clothes-line.

clothes-press
(kloTHy/pres),M. 1.
A wardrobe, clos-

et, or cupboard in

which clothes are

plaeed ; an ar-

moiro. 2. A press
in which clothing
is creased ami
smoothed. E. II.

Knight.

clothes-sprinkler
(kloTH/.

'

spring '.

k!6r), n. A per-
forated vessel by
means of which a fine shower of water is sprin-
kled upon clothes to dampen them for ironing,

clothes-wringer (kloTllz'ring'er), . A me-
chanical device for wringing the water from
wet clothes. It is commonly a frame containing two
i lactic rollers in contact and turned by a crank, i<

which the clothes an- passed to squeeze out the water.

Cloth-hall (kldth'hal), n. A hall or local in-
stil ut ion forming a center of the trade in
woolen cloth, as at Leeds, Bruges, etc.; a
market for the sale of woolen cloths. The
cloth-halls were formerly of great importance
iu the trade.

The importance of these cloth-halls may be seen from the
fact that the merchants of Novgorod, after having several
times received defective pieces of cloth from other places,
determined that no cloth but that from the hall at Bruges
should be allowed entrance into the Baltic ports and the
Eastern markets. English GUds (E. E. T. 8.), p. cvi.

clothier (kloTH'yer), n. [< clothe + -i-er, as in

brazier*, grazier, sawyer, etc.] 1. A maker or
seller of cloth or of clothes; specifically, a
dealer in ready-made clothing.

The clothiers all, not able to maintain
The many to them 'longing, have put off

The spinsters, carders, fullers, weavers.

Shak., Hen. VIII., L 2.

2. A fuller. Pickering. [TJ. S.]

clothing 1
(klo'THing), n. [< ME. clothing, clo-

thing (also clething, > E. dial, and Sc. cleading,
deeding) (= D. Weeding = G. kleidung = Daii.

kla'dning), verbal n. of clothe, v. : see clothe.]
1 . Garments in general ; covering for the per-
son; clothes; dress; raiment; apparel.

Looke, suche clothyny as thou shall weerc
Keepe hem as clenly as thou can ;

And all the Remenant of thy geere ;

For clothyng oftc maketh man.
Boolce of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 110.

My clothing was sackcloth. Ps. xxxv. 13.

2f. Livery; corporation.
That ther he ordeyned a atronge comyn cofur w* vj.

keyes, to kepe yn ther tresour, oou keye therof to be de-

lyuered to the high Baillye, and another to oon of the
Aldermen, and the iijde to the chamlterleyn chosyn by
the grete clothynge. English Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. 377.

3. In steam-engines, same as cleading, 2 (a).
4. Sheets of leather studded with wire, used
to form the cards of a carding-machine. Also
called card-clothing.

Clothing'-'t (kloth'ing), . [Verbal n. of cloth,

.] The making or manufacture of cloth.

The king took measures to instruct the refugees from
Flanders in the art of clothiny. Kay.

cloth-lapper (kloth'lap'er), . A person who
laps or folds cloth, generally with the aid of
some mechanical contrivance,

clothlesst, a. [ME. clothles (= Icel. MmfJUdllM) ;

< cloth + -less.] Without clothing. See extract
under clothe, I., 3.

Seint Paul ... in famync, and in tliurat, and colde,
and clothles. Chaucer, Parson's Tale, p. 289.

cloth-markt (kldth'mark), n. A seal, usually
of lead, appended to a roll or piece of cloth by
a duly appointed officer (see alnagcr) as evi-
dence of its quality or length.
cloth-measure (kloth'mezh'ur), . A measure
of length and surface, in which the yard is

divided into quarters and nails : formerly em-
ployed in measuring cloth sold by the yud,
but now practically out of use, the yard being
divided into halves, quarters, sixteenths, etc.

Clotho (klo'tho), n. [NL., < L. Clotho, < Gr.

K/<j6Vj, one of the three Fates, lit. 'the spin-
ster' (the three being also called K?o&r, 'the

spinsters'), < K/<J&W, spin.] In zool. : (a) A
genus of mo Husks. Fatijas de Saint-Fond, 1808.

clotter

(6) A genus of tuliitc -l;iri;in spiders, of the family
I./"'* iiidir: :i syiioinn; of Oroctea. \\"<il,-l,i<,n ,'.

l-.n'.l. [Not in use. J (>) A j/enns of venomous
African sci-peni family I

// //,(. ,

tn Is the pu

C. MAiV-. IIM is another Afri< . -.-. :i* tin

river-jack. ././..
(,fj A genus of hum-

niin^-liinls. .I//// .///, 1875.

cloth-paper (klotli'pa]i'j. . Coarse glazed
paper used t.,r pressing and finishing w.

cloth.

cloth-plate (kloth'plut), . In u sowing-ma-
chine, the- nit-till plate nil wlii'-h I lie work rests
ami through whii-li tin- QI edle passes.

Cloth-preSS (klotli')H-es). ;i. A hydrostatic press
in which woolen cloths are subjected to pres-
sure. /-.'. //. Kiiiiiht.

cloth-prover (klMh'wC'vte), . A form of

magnifying glass useain numbering the threads
of weft in a given space of cloth.

clothredt, l>i>- A Middle Knglish variant of
I'llllll-rril. < 1,11,1:: I.

cloth-shearer (kloth'sher'er), . One who
shears cloth to free it from superfluous nap.
My father is a poor man, and by his occupation a clotk-

shearcr. liaketcill, Apology, p. 486.

cloth-shop (kldth'shop), n. A bookbindery de-
voted to i-nsi -work or binding in cloth.

Cloth-Stitch (kldth'stich), . A close stitch
used in the decorative patterns of pillow-laces,
in which the threads are woven together like

those of a piece of cloth. It is not strictly

speaking a stitch, but is woven with bobbins.
cloth-stretcher (kldth'strech'er), n. One who
or that which stretches cloth; specifically, a
machine having a series of rolls and bars over
which cloth is drawn to stretch it.

cloth-tester (kloth'tes'ter), n. A machine for

testing the strength of cloth by a direct pull.

cloth-walkt, v- i- [ME.: see cloth and walk.]
To full cloth.

Wher they be peraones yuogh and people to the same,
to dye, canic, or spyiine. weve, or cloth-walke, withyn the
seid cyte. Kmjlith (iiW* (E. E. T. S.), p. 388.

Cloth-wheel (kl&th'hwel), n. 1. A grinding or

polishingwheel covered with cloth charged with
an abrading or polishing material, as pumice-
stone, rotten-stone, chalk, putty-powder, etc.

E. H. Knight. 2. In a sewing-machine, a feed-
movement in the form of a toothed or serrated
wheel which projects upward through the cloth-

plate and has an intermittent motion.
cloth-worker (kloth'wer'ker), 11. A maker of
cloth.

He got this cold with sitting up late, and singing catches
with cluth-wurkcrs. B. Jonson, Eplccene, iii. 2.

No cloth icorker was allowed to bring his wares for sale in
these halls, unless he had served a seven years' appren-
ticeship. JSiifflitk Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. clxxi.

Cloth-workers' Company, one of the twelve great livery
companies of London.

clothy (kloth'i), a. [< cloth + -01.] Resem-
bling cloth; having the texture of cloth. M.
C. Cookc, British Fungi, p. 5. [Rare.]

cloth-yard (kloth'yard), H. An old measure for
cloth which differed somewhat in length from
the modern yard. See yard Cloth-yard shaft
or arrow, an arrow having the length of a yard, cloth-
measure : the longest shaft ever used in European arch-

ery. The length of the shaft used depended upon the
length and flexibility of the how, because it was always
considered necessary that the arrow should be drawn
nearly to its head. A long arrow was, however, more easy
to aim truly ; hence the long and flexible bow with a long
shaft was a more effective weapon than a shorter bow.

He had a bow bent in hia hand.
Made of a trusty tree ;

An arrow of a cloth-t/ard long
Up to the head drew bee.

Chevy-Chase (Percy's Rellquea, p. 143).

God keep the kindly Scot from the clolh-;mrd shaft, and
he will keep himself from the handy stroke.

Scott, Monastery, ill

clotpate (klot'pat), . Same as clotpoll.

clotpollt. clotpolet (klot'pol), . [ Var. of clod-

pott.'] 1. A clodpoll; a blockhead. Shak.,1.
and C., U. 1. 2. A head : used contemptuously.

I have sent Cloten'a clotpoll down the stream.

Shak., Cymbeline, IT. 2.

clottt (klot), n. An early modern English form
of eloft.

clottert, v. t. [< ME. cloteren. clotren, clofhren

(=MD.Wo,ferai); freq. of clofl, v. See clutter^.]
To clot

; coagulate : the earlier form of clutter*.

The clothred (var. clotered, clotred] blood, for eny leche-
ci-aft,

Corrumpeth, and is in his Iwtik ilaft (left].

Chnuctr, Knight's Talc, 1. 1887.

Slldd'ring through clattered blood and holy mire.

Dryden, .Bneid. II.



clotty

clotty (klot'i), a. [< dot* + -y*.] Full of clots

or small hard masses; full of concretions or

clods.
The matter expectorated is thin, and mixed with thick.

dotty, bluish streaks. Harvey, Consumption.

cldture (klo'tur), . [F.] Same as closure, 5.

cloucht (klouch), . A variant of clutch 1 .

cloud1 (kloud), . [< ME. cloud, cloudc (with
rare irreg. variants clod, eloyd), a cloud, prob.
a new use of ME. cloud, earlier elude, clud, a

mass of rock, a hill (in ME. partly confused

with clot*, clod*, q. v.), < AS. clud, a mass of

rock, a hill (the AS. word for < cloud ' was wol-

cen, > E. welkin, q. v.). Cf. cloud'2 .'} 1. A col-

lection of visible vapor or watery particles sus-

pended in the air at a considerable altitude.

A like collection of vapors upon the earth is called fog.

The average height of the clouds is estimated at between
two and three miles, but it varies at different times of the

year The forms of clouds are indefinitely variable ; they
are commonly classified roughly as follows : (a) The cir-

rus, a cloud somewhat resembling a lock or locks of hair

Cirrus.

(the cats-tail of the sailor), consisting of wavy parallel or

divergent filaments, generally at a great height in the at-

mosphere, and spreading indefinitely, (b) The cumulus,

a cloud which assumes the form of dense convex or coni-

cal heaps, resting on a horizontal base. Also called day
or summer cloud, (c) The stratus, also called fall-cloud

from its lowness, or cloud of niyht, an extended, continu-

ous, level sheet of cloud, increasing from beneath. These
three principal forms produce in combination forms de-

nominated as follows : (d) Cirro-cumulus, a connected sys-

tem of small roundish clouds placed in close order and

separated by intervals of sky, often occurring in warm
dry weather. Also called mackerel-sky, (e) Cirro-stratus,
a horizontal or slightly inclined sheet, attenuated at its

circumference, concave downward or undulated. (/) Cu-

mido-stratus, a cloud in which the structure of the cumu-
lus is mixed with that of the cirro-stratus or cirro-cumu-

lus, the cumulus at the top and overhanging a flatfish

stratum or base, (y) Himbus, cumulo-cirro-stratus, or

rain-clowl, a dense cloud spreading out into a crown of

cirrus and passing beneath into a shower, (ft) Qlobo-cumu-

lus, a term applied by Millot to slightly elongated, hemi-

spherical, grayish pockets appearing in the mass of rain-

clouds.

2. A semblance of a cloud, or something spread
out like or having some effect of a cloud : com-

monly followed by a specification : as, a cloud
of dust

;
a ship under a cloud of canvas (that is,

a large spread of sails).
The archers on both sides bent their bows,
And the cloud* of arrows flew.

RoUn Hood and the Valiant Knight (Child's Ballads,
[V. 391).

A pitchy cloud
Of locusts, warping on the eastern wind.

Milton, P. L., i. 340.

3. A clouded appearance ;
a dark area of color

over a lighter material, or the reverse, as bloom
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upon a varnished surface. 4. In zooL, an ill-

defined, obscure, or indistinct spot or mark,
often a spot produced by the internal structure

seen through a semi-transparent surface.

Larva . . . beneath with opaque white clouds. Say.

5. Anything that obscures, darkens, threatens,
or the like.

He has a cloud in s face. Shak., A. and C., ill. 2.

6. A multitude
;
a collection

;
a throng. [Now

rare.]
So great a cloud of witnesses. Heb. xii. 1.

The bishop of London did cut down a noble cloud of

trees at Fulham. Aubrey, Lord Bacon's Apophthegms.

7. A woman's head-wrap made of loosely knit

wool Cloud on a title. See title. In Cloud t, secret-

ly ; covertly.

These, sir, are businesses ask to be carried

With caution, and in cloud.
B. Jonson, The Devil is an Ass, ii. I.

In the clouds. () Above the earth and practical things ;

high-flown ; unreal ;
unsubstantial ; illusory, (b) Absorb-

ed in day-dreams ; visionary ; absent-minded ; abstracted,

(c) Out of ordinary comprehension ; in the realms of fancy
or non-reality.

Though poets may of inspiration boast,
Their rage, ill-govern'd, in the clouds is lost.

Waller, On Koscommon's tr. of Horace.

Magellanlc clouds. See Mayellamc. Under a cloud,
in difficulties or. misfortune ;

in an uncertain or unfortu-

nate condition ; especially, under suspicion or in disgrace.

I will say that for the English, if they were deils, that

they are a ceeveleesed people to gentlemen that are under
a cloud. Scott, Redgauntlet, II. xiii.

They had attached themselves to Isabella in the early

part of her life, when her fortunes were still under a cloud.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 13.

Under cloudt, under heaven ; under the sun.

Was neuer kyng wider cloude his knightes more louet,
Ne gretter of giftes to his goode men.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3873.

= Syn. 1. Haze, Fog, etc. Bee rain, n.

cloud1 (kloud), v. [< cloud*, .] I. tram. 1.

To overspread with a cloud or clouds: as, the

sky is clouded. Hence 2. To cover as if with
clouds : in various figurative applications, as to

obscure, darken, render gloomy or sullen, etc. :

said of aspect or mood.
To cloud and darken the clearest truths.

Decay of Christian Piety.

His fair demeanour,
Lovely behaviour, unappalled spirit,

Spoke him not base in blood, however clouded.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, Iv. 3.

3. To variegate with spots or waves of a darker
color appearing as if laid on over a lighter, or

the reverse : as, to cloud a panel ;
a clouded sky

in a picture. 4. To place under a cloud, as of

misfortune, disgrace, etc.
; sully; tarnish: as,

his character was clouded with suspicion.
I would not be a stander-by, to hear
My sovereign mistress clouded so.

Shak., W. T., i. 2.

Clouded cane. See canel. To Cloud a title. See cloud

OH a title, under title.

This disputation concerning these lands has clouded the

title for a quarter of a century.
Appleton's Ann. Cyc. (1886), p. 250.

II. intrans. To grow cloudy; become ob-

scured with clouds : sometimes with up.

Worthies, away : the scene begins to cloud.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

It clouded up before eight o'clock. Bryant.

Cloud2t,
> [ME., earlier elude, clud, < AS.

clud, a mass of rock, a hill. Cf. cloud1,
and

clod1
, clot*.] A rock; a hill.

Wormes woweth under cloudes.

Spec, of Lyric Poetry (ed. Wright).

The eludes to the se shal rln

ffor to hid them tharin.
Anticriit (ed. Morris), 1. 70s.

cloudage (klou'daj), n. [< cloud1 + -age.'} A
mass of clouds; cloudiness: as, "a scudding
cloudage of shapes," Coleridge. [Bare.]

cloudberry (kloud 'ber^i), n.; pi. cloudberries

(-iz). [< cloud1 (appar. in earlier sense of 'a

round mass,' in ref .

to the berries; cf.

the othername Icnot-

berry) + berry
1

.']
A

species of dwarf

raspberry, Bubus

Chamarmorus, with
a creeping root-

stock and simple
stem, from 4 to 8
inches high, it is

found in arctic and sub-
arctic regions of the
northern hemisphere,
on the mountains of

Great Britain and cen-
tral Europe, and in some
localities in Canada and
New England. The flow-

cloudy
ers are large and white, and the berries, which are of a

very agreeable taste, are orange-yellow in color, and con-

sist of a few large drupes. Also called knotkerry and
mountain bramble.

cloud-born (kloud'born), a. [Tr. of L. nubigena,
an epithet of the centaurs.] Born of a cloud.

Cloud-bom centaurs. Dryden, Knri.l,

cloud-built (kloud 'bilt), a. 1. Built up of

clouds.
The sun went down

Behind the cloud-built columns of the west.

Camper, Odyssey.

2. Fanciful; imaginary; chimerical; fantas-

tic : applied to day-dreams or castles in the air.

And so vanished my cloud-built palace.
Goldsmith, Essays.

cloud-burst (kloud'berst), n. A violent down-
pour of rain in large quantity and over a very
limited area.

The most destructive cloud-burst ever known in Grant

county . . . extended over twelve miles in length. Rocks
weighing tons were washed loose on the hills, and came
down like an avalanche, sweeping away fences, houses,
and groves; dry gulches were tilled and overflowing; the
smallest rivulets became roaring torrents.

Ainer. Meteor. Jour., II. 566.

cloud-capped, cloud-capt (kloud
'

kapt), a.

Capped with clouds
; touching the clouds

; lofty.

The cloud-capp'd towers, the gorgeous palaces.
Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

Cloudberry (Rttbuf Cftamffmorut ).

cloud-compeller (kloud'kom-pel"er), H. [Atr.
of Gr.

vetye'AriyepeTa,
lit.

'

cl'oud-gatherer,' a Ho-
meric epithet of Zeus (Jupiter), < vftyi/.ri, cloud

(see nebula), + aycipt.iv, gather: see agora.']
He who collects or drives together the clouds :

an epithet of Zeus or Jupiter.

cloud-compelling (kloud'kom-pel"ing), a. Col-

lecting or driving together the clouds: applied
classically to Jupiter.
Bacchus, the seed of cloud-compelling Jove.

Waller, On the Danger His Majesty Escaped.

Abyssinia's cloud-compelling cliffs.

Thomson, Autumn, 1. 801.

cloud-drift (kloud'drift), n. Irregular, drift-

ing clouds
;
cloud-rack.

Far off, above the frigid western hills, lay violet-fringed
cloud-dr(fts. S. Judd, Margaret, 1. 17.

cloudfult, a. [ME. cloudeful; < cloud* + -ful,

1.] Dark; blind; ignorant.
To wasche away oure cloudeful offence.

Chaucer, Orison to the Virgin, 1. 109.

cloudily (klou'di-li), adv. In a cloudy manner;
with clouds; darkly; obscurely; not perspicu-
ously.
Plato . . . talks too metaphysically and cloudily about it

(the highest good). Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 205.

cloudiness (klou'di-nes), . The state of being
cloudy or clouded.

clouding (klou'ding), n. [Verbal n. of cloud*,

t'.] The appearance of cloudiness; unequal
blending or distribution of light and shade or
of colors

; specifically, a clouded appearance
given to silks, ribbons, and yarns in the pro-
cess of dyeing.
The cloudings of the tortoise-shell of Hermes.

Raskin, Lectures on Art, p. 166.

cloud-kissing (kloud'kis"ing), a. Touching
the clouds; lofty.

Cloud-kissing Ilion. Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1370.

cloud-land (kloud'land). n. The region of the
clouds

;
a place above the earth or away from

the practical things of life; dream-land; the

realm of fancy.
cloudless (kloud'les), a. [< cloud* + -less.]

Being without a cloud
;

unclouded
;

clear
;

bright : as, cloudless skies.

cloudlessly (kloud'les-li), adv. In a cloudless

manner
;
without clouds.

Cloudlet (kloud'let), n. [< cloud* + dim. -let.]

A small cloud.
Eve's first star through fleecy cloudlet peeping.

cloud-rack (kloud'rak), n. An assemblage of

irregular, drifting clouds ; floating cloudyvapor ;

cloud-drift.

If there is no soul in man higher than all that, did it

.reach to sailing on the cloud-rack and spinning sea-sand;
then I say man is but an animal. Carlyle.

cloud-ring (kloud'ring), . A ring of clouds;

specifically, a cloudy belt or region north and
south of the equator.
cloud-topped, cloud-topt (kloud 'topt), a. Hav-

ing the top covered with clouds. Gray.

cloudy (klou'di), a. [< ME. cloudy, clondi (cf.

AS. clutlig, rocky, hilly); < cloud* + -y*.] 1.

Overcast with clouds ;
obscured by clouds : as,

a cloudy day; a cloudy sky.
And bring in cloudy night immediately.

Shot., R. and J., lit 2.



cloudy

2. Consiflting of a cloud or clouds ; of the na-

ture of a cloud.

As Moses entered into the tabernacle, the rfrm^t/ pillar
descended mnl stood pit the door of the taliernacle.

K\. xxxlil. I).

3. Obscure; dark; not easily understood.

The Historian, altinniir_i many Him can in the cloudy
knowledge: of mpinkindc. hiirdly em-ape from iimiiy lyc-v

,S'/' /'. .S/*7/, Ajlnl. l'i>l- I't.'-tlle

Cloudy and confused notions.

n'attn, Iin|irovcment of Mind.

4. Having the uppoaraiico of gloom; indicating

gloom, anxioty, sulluuness, or ill nature
;
not

open or cheerful.

When doudy looks are cleared. Kiifiuer, .Sonnets, xl.

6. Marked with spots or areas of dark or vari-

ous hues, or by clouding or a blending of light
and shade or of colors. 6. Wanting 111 luster,

brightness, transparency, or clearness; dim-
med: as, a cloudy diamond.

Before the wine grows <-/i<m///,

Miri.ft, Advice to Hervants, Directions to the Butler.

Cloudy swelling, :i degenerative .-IK-HILT of cell-sub-

stance, siiim-thnes seen in muscular and glandular tissue.

It is marked ii> swelling and a cloudy granular appear-
ance. The grannies dissolve in acetic acid or in alkalis. It

is often followed by fatty degeneration. Also called pa-
,-.-m-A//m'(fi^'v tlt''!<-ni'i'ntn>n iir iiitiannltafiotl, <trutiul<tr <//>-

'/. 'in i {jtintt. anil itlbitwinvttH iilfiltrittloIi.=Zyil. 1. Murky,
h:i/\

, lowering, dim, dismal.

clou6 (klii-a'), a. [F., pp. of cloucr, fix or stud
with nails, < clou, a nail : see ctore4

,
and cf.

clout*.] In her., studded with nails. See trel-

lis.

dough 1 (kluf or klou), it. [= Sc. cleityh, cleuch,
< ME. ciouyli, clow, pi. cloughes, "cloiren, cloes,

clewes, prob. (with guttural i/li (> w) for orig. /
(> v), as reversely f for gh in the mod. pron.,
and in dirarf, duff for dough, etc.) < Icel. klofi,

a cleft or rift in a hill, a ravine (cf. Dan. klor,
a clamp, vise, tongs, = 8w. klofva, a vise) (=
D. kloof, a slit, crevice, chink, > E. (Amer.)
clove, a ravine: see clove3 ), < kljiifa = AS. cleo-

fan, E. cleave, split : see cleave, and cf . cleft
1

,

clift
1

. The ME. pi. clewes touches cleves, pi. of

clif, mod. E. cliff: see cleve*, cliff
1

. Cf. clove3.]
1. A narrow valley; a cleft in a hillside; a

ravine, glen, or gorge.
Into a grisly dough
Thai and that maiden yode.

Sir Trittrem, ii. 5U.

Als lange as we haue herde-men bene,
And kepis this catell In this doghe,
So seleouth a sight was neuere non sene.

York Playi, p. 120.

These caitif Jewes dud not so now,
Sende him to seche in clif aud clow.

Cursor Mundi. (Halliwdl.)

What pictures are presented by these misty crags and
deep water-worn dough* .' All about Derbyshire, 1884.

2f. A cliff
;
a rocky precipice.

Here is the close of Clyme with deiees so hye.
Morte Arthure, 1. 1639.

3. The cleft or fork of a tree. [Proy. Eng.]
4. A wood. [Prov. Eng.] 5. A sluice ; espe-

cially, a sluice for letting off water gently, as
in the agricultural operation of improving soils

by flooding them with muddy water. Also clow.

This [washing] is performed by stirring up the wool in

a tank of water with a strong pole, the water being let off

through a clow or shuttle, furnished with a grating, at the
bottom of the vat.

W. Crooke*, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 84.

6. A large vessel of coarse earthenware Float-
Ing dough, a barge with scrapers attached, which, driven

by the tide or current, rakes up the silt and sand over
which it passes, that it may be removed by the current.

clough2,
. See doff.

clough-arch (kluf'arch), n. Same as puddle-
hole.

clour1
(kl8r), . [E. dial., < ME. clowre, a field.]

A field.

lie seythe a palter [poulterer] thatsellythe a fatte swanne
For a gosselyng, tnat grasethe on bareyne doterys.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), 1. 81.

clour2 (k!8r), v. t. [Sc. Cf . Icel. klora = Norw.
More, scratch, scrawl.] 1. To inflict a blow on.

2. To make a dent or bump on.

clour2 (klor), H. [Sc.. < ftowr-2, v. Cf. Icel. klor,
a scratching.] 1. A blow.

Frae words and aiths to clours and nicks.

Burns, To William Simpson.

2. An indentation produced by a blow, or a
raised lump resulting from a blow on the per-
son.

clout1 (klout), H. [< ME. clout, clut, a patch,
shred, < AS. clut, a patch, a plate (of metal) (>
Icel. klutr, a kerchief, = Sw. klut = Dan. klud,
a rag, clout), < W. clwt = Ir. Gael, dud = Manx
clooid, a clout, patch.] 1. A patch; a piece of

cloth, leather, etc., used to mend something.
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2. Any piece of cloth, especially a worthies* cloutert, .

piece, or one designed for a mean use ; a rag.

\ - l',nt nix. lit tliat head,
Where late the diadem stood. Hhak., Hamlet, Ii. 2.

They look

Like empty scabbards all, no mettle In em;
Like men of clout*, net to keep crows from orchards.

FMeher, liolidlir -

3t. Any small piece; a fragment; a tatter; a
bit.

\n.l whan she of this bille hath taken heile,

She rente it al to dmitm atte laste.

C'/.OK.V, , Merchant's Tale, I. "Ml.

4. Iii iircln rii : (n) The murk fixed in the center
of the butts at which archers are shooting, rrhe
mark is said to have lieen originally a piece oi u Int.- clotli,

ilh- null Narcs supposes that it may have been a small
nail (Kreiic'i dniirt. See diiitt'-<).]

Indeed, a' must shoot nearer, or he'll ne'er hit the >-I<>ni
.

Shiik., i.. I.. 1... iv. I

Kings are doutu that every man shoots at,

Our crown the pin that thousands seek t<. cleave.

.Worfoicc, Tamhiirlitine the lireat, I.. U. 4.

clove

[< ME. rlnnli-r. r

patch,

. :i cobbler, <

cobble: see clout 1
, r.] A cob-

bler; U plltehrr.

clouterly (klou'ter-li), a. [< clnuti-r + -ly
1
.]

Clumsy; awkward. [Obsolete nr provincial.]
I'll*- .sinul.- \vlic' 1

! plough PK a \ / .sort.

.l/o,/,,,,, , Husbandry.

clouting (klou'ting), . [Verbal n. of clout-,

c.] 1. The act of striking. 2. [Appar. a par-
tieulur use of preceding.] See

(b) A small white target placed neartbe ground.
Encyc. Brit, (c) An arrow that has hit the

target.
Within SO years they (the Royal Archeru at Edinburgh]

shot at a square mark of canvas on a frame, and called the
Clout ; ana an arrow striking the target is still called a

clout. Babe?* Book (K. K. T. s.), p. clii.

5. An iron plate fastened upon an axletree to

keep it from wearing.
clout1

(klout), r. t. [< MK. Houtni, dulieii, < AS.
"dutian (in pp. ge-clutod, patched), < clfit, u

patch: see the noun.] 1. To patch; mend by
sewing on a clout or patch; cobble; hence, to

join clumsily.
And when thel were passed thourgh thei ouertoke a carl,

that hadde bought a payre of stronge shone, and also

stronge lether to clowte hem with.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), I, S3.

Many sentences of one meaning douted up together.
Anchain.

Paul, yea, and Peter too, had more skill ... in clouting
an old tent. Latimer.

2. To cover with a piece of cloth or with rags ;

bandage.
A noisy impudent beggar . . . showed a leg clouted up.

Tatter, No. 68.

3. To rub with an old piece of cloth, felt, or
the like.

clout2 (klout), n. [< ME. elout
{ clowte, a blow;

origin unknown.] A blow with the hand; a
cuff. [Now colloq. or vulgar.]

He gaf hys fadur soche a dotete

HIM hors aud man felle downe.
Horn, of Syr Tryamour (ed. Hulliwell), 1. 781.

Dryve out dogge and catte, or els geue them a duet.

Babec* Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 182.

clout2 (klout), v. t. [E. dial, also clut; < ME.
clouten, dowten, strike, beat: see clout2

, n.]
To strike with the hand; cuff. [Now colloq.
or vulgar.]

If I here [her] chyde, she wolde doicte my cote, blere

myn ey. Coventry Mytteriet, p. 88.

Pay him over the pate, dout him for all his courtesies.

Fletcher, Women Pleased.

clout3 (klout), . [Appar. short for clout-nail,
where clout is either < F. clouet (Cotgrave), a
little nail (dim. of clou, a nail: see clove*), >

clouter, stud with nails, or < clout1
, v., patch,

cobble, esp. of shoes, in the patching of which
clout-nails would be used. See quot. from Piers

Plowman, under clouts, )-.] Same as clout-nail.

Clout3 (klout), v. t. [< doufi, n. Cf. F. clouter,

stud.] To stud or fasten with nails.

With his knopped shon [buckled shoes) clouted full thykke.
Piers Plomnan's Crede, 1. 424.

clouted 1

(klou'ted), p. a. [Pp. of clout*, r.] 1.

Patched ;
mended with clouts

;
mended or put

together clumsily ;
cobbled: as, clouted shoes.

A clouted cloak about him was,
That held him frae the cold.

Robin Hood and the Beggar (Child's Ballads, V. 188).

2. Clothed or covered with clouts or patched
garments ; ragged : as, a clouted beggar.
Clouted2 (klou'ted), p. a. [Pp. of clouft, v.]

Studded, strengthened, or fastened with clout-

nails.
I thought he slept ; and put

My douted brogues from off my feet.

SAot., Cymbeline, Iv. 2.

The dull swain
Treads on It dally with his douted shoon.

Milton, Comus, 1. 635.

[Some regard the word clouted in the above

passages as clouted1 , patched or mended.]
clouted3 (klou'ted), p. a. A variant of clotted.

[Prov. Eng.]
One that 'noiiits his nose with clouted cream and pomatum.

Chapman, May-Day, U. 2.

A heavy smooth-edged sickle is used for bagging or

I'lntilt'iin
- pin operation in which the hook IH struck against

the straw, the left hiippil Iwiny ils< il tu yathci- and carry
alnliU the cut swath. Km-in: lirit., \.\l. "74.

clout-nail (klout'iml), . [< rlouft + nail.] 1.

A short large-headed nail worn in the soles of

shoes. 2. A nail for securing clouts or small

patches of iron, as to the axletree of a carriage.
It has a round flat head, round shank, and

sharp point.
Also called clou I.

clove 1 (klov). Preterit, and formerly sometimes

(for cloven, to which the o in pret. clove is due)

t

past participle, of clean'-.

OVO- (klov), n. [< ME. dove (written cloue,

also clowe; cf. clove*), < AS. clufe, pi. (sing.
not found) (=LG. More), clove, egp. of garlic,
also in comp. cluf-thutu/, crowfoot, and rlvf-

iri/rt, buttercup, also spelled clnf-tlum;/, clof-

in/rt; = OHG. "chlobo, "chlofo, in cornp. clilobo-

louh. chlofolouh, clilovolouli, MHG. kfobeloueh,
dissimilated Imobeloueh (cf. clue), G. knoblauch
= MLG. kloflok, knuftock, LG. knufflok = MD.
knofloec, D. knoflook, garlic, lit. 'clove-leek.'

The orig. sense appears in OHG. "cJilobo, MHG.
klobe, G. klolie, klobeii, a split stick, = D. kloof, a
cleft C>clore

s
, a. v.), = E. dough 1

, q.v. ;
thusult.

from AS. deofan, E. cleave, split: see cleave"*,

elote3
, dough 1

.] One of the small bulbs form-
ed in the axils of the scales of a mother bulb,
as in garlic.

Cloree (var. dour] of garlykke Ivor, garlek or other lyke),
costula. Prompt. Pan., p. 436.

clove3 (klov), n. T< D. klove, now kloof, a cleft,

ravine, =E. dough1
, q.v. See also dove"*.] A ra-

vine or rocky fissure ; a gorge : as, the Kaater-
skill clove in the Catskill mountains. [Used
principally along the Hudson river in.New York,
where several Dutchwords still remain current.]
clove4 (klov), n. [< ME. clowt, daice, pi. dowes,
clones, shortforearlierME. clowe gilofre(cf. clove-

gillyflower), in the Ancren Kiwle as OF., clou dc

gilofre, F. clou de girofle, also simply girofle,

clove, = Sp. clavo giroflado, also clavo aromdtico,
clavo de especia (see spice'), or simply clavo, = It.

chiovo, cltiodo di garofano, or simply garofano,
glierofano, clove : so called from the shape of

the clove, lit. 'nail of the gillyflower,' the term

gillyflower, ME. gilofre, etc., being ult. a cor-

rupted form of Gr. napvt^vf.^.av, lit. 'nut-leaf,'

applied to the clove-tree, and subsequently to

various aromatic plants : see Caryophyllus, gil-

lyflower. F. clou, Sp. clai-o, etc., is lit.
'

nail,' <

L. davits, a nail (prob. akin to clavis, a key), <

claudere, close: see clavis, clef, close1
, v.] 1. A

very pungent aromatic spice, the dried flower-
buds of Eugenia caryopliyllata, of the natural

Branch of the Cloe-tree (Kugtnfa caryotkyllattt}. whh
unopened bud.

order Murtacwc, originally of the Moluccas, but
now cultivated in Zanzibar, the West Indies,

Brazil, and other tropical regions. The tree U a
handsome evergreen, from 15 to 30 feet high, with large,

elliptic, smooth leaves and numerous purplish flowers on

jointed stalks. Every part of the plant abounds in the



clove

volatile oil tor which the flower-buds are prized. Cloves

are very largely used as a spice, and in medicine for their

stimulant and aromatic properties.

Biron. A lemon.

Long. Stuck with doves. Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

2. The tree which bears cloves. 3. [F. clou,

a nail: see etym.] Along spike-nail Mother
Cloves, the dried fruit of the clove-tree, resembling eloves

somewhat in appearance, but larger and less aromatic.

Oil Of Cloves, an essential oil obtained from the buds of

the clove-tree. It is the least volatile of the essential oils,

and consists of eugenic acid and a neutral oil. It is color-

less or has a faint yellow tinge, a strong characteristic

odor, and a burning taste. Royal Clove, an abnormal
state of the clove, in which it has an unusual number of

sepals and large bracts at the base : once held in high re-

pute from its rarity and supposed virtues. Wild clove,
a small tree of the West Indies and Venezuela, Pimento,

acra, which yields the oil of myrcia, the basis of bay-rum.

clove5
(klov), . [Origin uncertain.] In Eng-

land, a weight of cheese, etc. A statute of 1430

makes the clove equal to 7 pounds. The word is still used
in Suffolk and Essex for a weight of 8 pounds of cheese or

wool, as a division of the wey.

clove-bark, clove-cinnamon (klov'bark, -sin"-

a-inon), n. Same as clove-cassia (which see,

under cassia).

Clove-gillyflower (kl6v'jil"i-flou-er), n. [ME.
clowe gilofre, etc., clove; in mod. sense a new
comp. of cfoce* + gillyflower: see clove* and gil-

lyflower.] It. Same as clove*, 1.

In that countree growen many trees that beren clowe-

gilofres and notemuges. Ulandemlle, Travels.

2. One of the popular names of Dianthus Cary-

ophyllus, given especially to the clove-scented,
double-flowered, whole-colored varieties.

clove-hitch (klov'hich), . See hitch, 6.

clove-hook (klov'huk), n. Naut., same as sis-

ter-hook.

clovel (klo'vel), . [E. dial.] Same as back-bar.

cloven (klo'vn), p. a. [< ME. cloven, < AS. clofen,

pp. of cleofan, cleave: see cleave^.} 1. Divided;
parted; split; riven.

She did confine thee . . .

Into a cloven pine. Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

2. Inher. See sarcelled. Cloven hoof. See hoof.

To Show the cloven hoof, to show that one has designs
of an evil or diabolic character, the devil being commonly
represented with cloven hoofs.

cloven-berry (kl6'vn-ber"i), n. A shrub of the
West Indies, Samyda serrulata, which bears a
dehiscent fleshy fruit.

cloven-footed (klo'vn-fuf'ed), a. [ME. clove-

fote; < cloven + foot + -ed2.} 1. Having the
foot divided into parts ; cloven-hoofed

;
fis-

siped. 2. In omith., having the webs of a

palmate foot deeply incised, so that the foot is

almost semipalmate, as in a tern of the genus
Hydrochelidon, the Larusfissipes or cloven-foot-
ed gull of early authors.

cloven-hoofed (klo'vn-hoft), a. Having the
hoof divided into two parts, as the ox.

clove-pink (klov'pingk), n. A variety of pink
the flowers of which smell like cloves.

clover (klo'ver), n. [E. dial, clover, clavver, Sc.

claver, claiver; < ME. clover, earlier claver, < AS.
clafre, usually clfefre = D. klaver = MLG. klever,

klaveren, LG. klever, Tdewer = Dan. kloner = Sw.

klofver = (in shorter form) OHG. clileo, chle

(chlew-), MHG. kle(klew-), G. klee, clover. Root
unknown.] 1. A name of various common spe-
cies of plants of the genus Trifolium, natural
order Leguminosos. They are low herbs, chiefly found
in the temperate regions of the northern hemisphere.
There are about 200 species, of which about 50 are natives
of the United States, chiefly west of the Rocky Mountains.
Many are valuable forage-plants. The red, purple, or
meadow clover, T. pratense, is extensively cultivated for
fodder and as a fertilizer. The white or Dutch clover, T.

repens, is common in pastures. The Alsike clover, T. hy-
bridum, and the Italian, carnation, or crimson clover, T.

incarnatum, are sometimes cultivated. Other species,
mostly weeds of little value, are the yellow or hop clover,
T. agrariutn ; the stone, hare's-foot, or rabbit-foot clover,
T. arvense ; the strawberry clover, T. fragiferum ; the
buffalo clover, T. rejtexum ; the zigzag clover, T. medium,
etc. The above are all natives of Europe, though several
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1 -

Clover-hay Worm (Asopia cffsfalisi, natural size.

2, lame ; 3. cocoon ; 4, chrysalis ; 5, 6, moth, with wings expanded
and closed ; 7, worm covered with silken web.

clovered (klo'verd), a.

ered with clover.
[< clover + -erf2.] Cov-

Clover-weevil (Apian africans).
(Vertical line shows natural size.)

are widely naturalized.

2. One of several plants of other genera belong-
ing to the same order. Species of Melilotus are known
as sweet clover and Bokhara or tree clover. Bur- or heart-
clover is Medicago maculata ; Calvary clover, the spiny-
fruited Medicago Echinus ; bush-clover, species of Lespe-
deza ; bird's-foot clover, Lotus corniculatus and Trigonella
ornithopodioides ; prairie clover, species of Petalostemon,
etc. Clover-hay worm, the larva of the pyralid moth,
Asopia costalis (Fabric-ins). It occurs all over the United
States and Canada, and was probably brought from Eu-
rope ; it feeds exclusively upon stored clover, matting it

together with silk filled with excremental pellets, and
utterly spoiling it as food for stock. It makes its cocoon
either at the borders of the hay-mow or stack, or entirely
away from it, under a board or other shelter. There are
two or three annual generations, and the insect hibernates
as a larva. See cut in next column. Clover-root borer.
See borer. To be or live In Clover, to be like a cow in
a clover-field that is, in most comfortable or enjoyable
circumstances ; live luxuriously or in abundance.

Flocks thick-nibbling through the clover'd vale.

Thomson, Summer, 1. 1235.

clover-grass (klo'ver-gras), n. Same as clover.

clover-huller (klo'ver-huFer), n. A machine
for separating clover-seeds from their hulls.

clover-leaf (klo' ver-lef ), n. The leaf of clover
;

a trefoil.

clover-Sick (klo'ver-sik), a. In bad condition

from being too long
used for raising clo-

ver : said of land.

clover-weevil (klo'-

v6r-we"vil), n. A
kind of weevil of the

genus Apion, differ-

ent species of which
feed on the seeds of

the clover, as also
on tares and other

leguminous plants.
A. apricans, especially, is

frequently very destruc-
tive to fields of red clo-

ver, laying its eggs among
the flowers, from which
the grubs eat their way
into the pods. It is of a bluish-black color and little more
than a line in length.

clovery (klo'ver-i), a. [< clover + -yi.] Full of

clover; abounding in clover: as, clovery grass.
They [peasant women] bring a sense of the country's

clovery pasturage, in the milk just drawn from the great
cream-colored cows. llowells, Venetian Life, vi.

clovewort (klov'wert), n. [< clove* + wort1 .]

A name given to plants belonging to the natural
order Caryophyllacece.
clow1

(klou), n. An obsolete or dialectal form
of dough 1

, 5.

clow2 (klo), v. i. [A var. of claw.'} To pull to-

gether rudely ;
labor irregularly in a tumultu-

ous manner. [North. Eng.]
clowe-gilofret, [ME.: see clove-gillyflower
and clove*.} A clove.

clown (kloun), n. [Early mod. E. cloune (Levins,
1570, perhaps the earliest instance cited), < Icel.

klunni, a clumsy, boorish fellow (= North Fries.

Tclonne, a clown, bumpkin Wedgwood); cf. Sw.
dial, kluns, a hard knob, a clumsy fellow, klunn,
a log, Dan. klunt, a log, a block, = D. klont, a

clod, lump; cf. also Dan. Sw. Mump, a lump
(see club1 and clump^) ;

for the sense, cf. block-

head, clodpoll. The notion that the word clown
is derived from L. colonus, a husbandman (see

colony), though phonetically possible (cf . crown,
ult. < L. corona), is erroneous; but it has per-
haps affected the use of clown.'} 1. A man of

rustic or coarse manners
;
a person without re-

finement ; a lout
;
a boor

; a churl.

By my soul, a swain ! a most simple damn !

Shak., L L. L, iv. 1.

As the husband is, the wife is : thou art mated with a

clown,
And the grossness of his nature will have weight to drag

thee down. Tennyson, Locksley Hall.

2. A husbandman; a peasant; a rustic.

When Little John came, to gambols they went,
Both gentlemen, yeomen, and clouvi.

Eobin Hood's Birth (Child's Ballads, V. 346).

The clown, the child of nature without guile,
Blest with an infant's ignorance of all

But his own simple pleasures. Cowper, Task, iv. 623.

3. A professional or habitual jester ;
a merry-

man or buffoon, as in a pantomime, circus, or
other place of entertainment, and formerly in
the households of the great.

The roynish clown, at whom so oft
Your grace was wont to laugh.

Shak., As you Like it, it 2.

=Syn. See jester and. zany.

cloy

clown (kloun), v. i. [< clown, n.} To act or be-

have as a clown
; play the clown.

Beshrew me, he clowns it properly indeed.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, v. 2.

clownaget (klou'naj), n. [< clown + -age.}
The manners of a clown.

And he to serve me thus ! ingratitude
Beyond the coarseness yet of any clownaye.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, 1. 4.

Kural clownage or urbanity. Ford, Fame's Memorial.

clownery (klou'ner-i), . [< clown + -ery.} 1.

The condition or character of a clown
;
ill-breed-

ing; rustic behavior
;
rudeness of manners.

Honesty is but a defect of wit;

Respect but mere rusticity and clownery.
Chapman, All Fools, ii. 1.

'Twere as good
I were reduc'd to clownery.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, i. 2.

2. Clownish buffoonery, as in a pantomime.
The trivial and the bombastic, the drivelling, squinting,

sprawling clowneries of nature, with her worn out stage-

properties and rag-fair emblazonments.
Sterling, quoted in Whipple's Lit. and Life, p. 113.

clown-heal (kloun'hel), n. A common labiate

plant, Stacliys palustris : first so called by the

herbalist Gerard because a countryman who
had cut himself to the bone with a scythe was
said to have healed the wound with this plant.
Also called clown's allheal and clown's wound-
wort.

clownish (klou'nish), . [< clown + -isfe1.] 1.

Pertaining to or characteristic of clowns or

rustics; like a clown; rude; coarse; awkward;
ungainly.

A cloud of cumbrous gnattes doe him molest, . . .

But with his clomrish hands their tender wings
He brusheth oft. Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 23.

What if we essay'd to steal

The clownish fool out of your father's court ?

Shak., As you Like it, i. 3.

He [Leicester] mimicked with ready accent the manners
of the affected or the clownish, and made his own graceful
tone and manner seem doubly such when he resumed it.

Scott, Kenilworth, xvii.

2. Abounding in clowns ; dull
; stupid ;

uncul-

tured; unrefined: as, "a clownish neighbour-
hood," Dryden. = 3yn. Churlish, Loutish, etc. See boor-

ish.

clownishly (klou'nish-li), adv. In a clownish

manner; coarsely; rudely.
clownishness (klou'nish-nes), n. The state or

quality of being clownish; rusticity; coarse-

ness or rudeness of behavior or language ;
in-

civility; awkwardness.
Even his Dorick dialect has an incomparable sweetness

in its clownishness. Dryden.

clownist (klou'nist), n. [< clown + -ist.} One
who acts the clown

;
a clown.

We are, sir, comedians, tragedians, tragi-comedians,
eomi-tragedians, pastorists, humorists, clownists, satirists.

Middleton (and another), Mayor of Queenborough, v. 1.

clown's-treacle (klounz'tre"kl), . A name of

the garlic, Allium satirum.

clowring (klour'ing), . [Cf. E. dial, clour, a

lump.] In stone-cutting, the process of split-

ting off superfluous stone with a wedge-shaped
chisel, or with a pick, thus reducing the faces
of the stone to nearly plane surfaces. In this

condition it is said to be wasted off.

cloy1
(kloi), v. t. [< OF. "cloyer, var. otcloer, F.

clouer, nail, fasten or join with nails (in comp.
eneloyer (see accloy), cloy, choke or stop up,
var. of encloucr, nail, drive in a nail), < clo, clou,
< L. cl<ivus, a nail : see clove* and clouts.} if.

To pierce ; gore.
Which with his cruell tuske him deadly cloyd.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vi. 48.

2f. In farriery, to prick (a horse) in shoeing.
He never shod a horse but he cloyed him.

Bacon, Apophthegms.

3f. To stop up ;
obstruct

; clog.
The duke's purpose was to have cloyed the harbour by

sinking ships laden with stones.

Speed, Henry VI., IX. xvi. 30.

4. To spike ;
drive a spike into the vent of: as,

to cloy a gun.
Did Jove look on iis, I would laugh, and swear
That his artillery is cloy'd by me.

Fletcher (and Massingerf), False One, v. 4.

5. To satiate; gratify to repletion or so as to

cause loathing ;
surfeit ; sate.

Who can . . .

. . . cloy the hungry edge of appetite
By bare imagination of a feast ?

Shak., Rich. II., i. 3.

Let smooth-chinn d amourists be cloyjd in play,
And surfeit on the bane of hateful leisure.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

=Syn. B. Sale, etc. (see satisfy), pall, glut, gorge.



cloy

cloy
2
t (kloi), r. t. [Appar. a corruption of

ctau\ r., by confusion with cloy
1
.} To stroke

with a claw.
His royal bird

Prunes the immortal wing, and doii* his beak,
As v\ hen his god is plcas'd. .S7m., rymliclinf, v. 4.

cloyert (kloi'er), n. [< cloy
2 + -cr 1

.} One who
intrudes on the profits of young sharpers by
claiming a share. [Thieves' slang.]
Then there's urlifi>i; or Knap, thatdons any new brother

in that trade and Miaps will have half iti any booty.
MicUUtton ""/ li'kk.-i\ KnariiiK (Jirl.

cloyless (kloi
'

les), a. [< cloy
1 + -less.} Not

causing satiety.
Epicurean cooks

Sharpen with clot/less sauce his appetite.
.sVmA-., A. and C., II. 1.

cloymentt (kloi 'ment), . [< </<>//! + -/< n/.
\

Surfeit; repletion b'eyond the demands of ap-
petite.

Alas, their love may be culld appetite . . .

That sutler surfeit, rluumfiil, and revolt.

.SV/<.*., T. N., ii. :,.

club 1 (klub), . [< ME. club, Hiibb, cliibbf, also

club, etc., < Icel. klubba = Sw. klubba = Dan.
klub, prob. an assimilated form (bb < ib, m/i)
of Icel. klumba, a club, = Sw. Dan. klmi//:,

clump, lump ;
cf. Sw. klnbb

}
a clump, block ;

1001 club-moss
He had a few gray hairs plaited and clubbed behind. clubbing-drinkt (klub'ing-drin"k). " A bcver-

/,,,,,. Knickeri,cker, ,,. IT.
ag(

. JS , ^ tav Ilt .Coffee-house.
He hath a drink called cauphe |cnYe|. which in made of

a brown berry, and it may be called their rluHnnn .///,,/,

between meals. //,
illiSO).

clubbish 1
(klub'ish), . [< club 1 + -//ii.] Kude;

clownish; rustic.

Ten kings do die before one clubbinh clowne.

j

.'. . ./
... Magi., p. 231.

IL-I
n iouTar applioation of club 1 in the senaVof a clubbish- (klub'ish), a. [< <///-' + -,\/,i.

]
Dis-

'

clump' or 'knot,' i. e., of men (see club 1
, 3) ;

Posed to associate or club together ; clubable.
cf. Sw. klubb, a clump, etc. (see club1), dial, a clubbist (klul/ist), n. [< club'* + -il.} One

who belongs to a party, club, or association
;

a supporter of clubs. [Hare.]
The crowd hli'Hileil nut, u ilh r;e.-. . ;il *|-M of this latter

tin- name of a Jacobin ti. iiHn.in a iuSbut ; and shook
Itself to seize him. Carliil.

, ton h !: v., III. iv. a.

Literary clubs and clulMit*.

of social life In all large cities, many of them , , . -/"I"";
"

'"'""i";""'
* VI"- '

"ccnpyiinT largo buildings containing meeting-rooms, li- ClUbby (klub l), a. [< flub* + -y
1
.} Of a club-

brarfes, restaurants, etc. able or social disposition. Kulti.

We now use the word clubbe for a sodality in a tavern. dub-COmpasseS (klub'kum'pas-ez), n. pi. A
form of compasses having a bullet or cone at
the extremity of one leg, which is inserted in a
hole.

4. Mi/it., to demoralize or confuse by a blun-
der in tactical manojuvers: as, to club a bat-
talion. [Slang.]

club'-' (klub), n. [Appears first in the middle
oi the 17th

century, written club or rlubbr, ami
applied to convivial societies originating and
meeting in Coffee-houses and taverns; prob. a

crowd; G. klum/i, a lump, mass, crowd: see
(In mil

1
.} 1. A company of persons organized

to meet for social intercourse, or for the pro-
motion of some common object, as literature,
science, politics, etc. Admission to the membership
of clubs is commonly by ballot Clubs are now an Impor-
tant icaturet'

,

Aubrey (loss)),

What right has any man to meet in factious clubt to
vilify the government .' Dryden, Ded. of The Medal,

.

The end of our club la to advance convention and club-flstt (klub'fist), H. A large heavy fist
;fncn.Uhp .v,>>,i.etters. hence, a brutal fellow. Mir. for Mags.

l"." . ",1?
-

~?:.?he j^
mted expenses of club-fisted (klub'fis'ted), a. Having a burly

Dan. klumpfi'idet, clubfooted': see clump* ami a company; joint charge ; mess account. list.

clown. As the name of a suit of cards, elitbx is

a translation of Sp. Imstox, the suit of clubs,
pi. of busto, a club, a cudgel (see basto, baxtim).
The figure on these cards is now a trefoil or

clover-leaf; cf. Dan. kliivcr = D. klarer, a club
at cards, lit. 'clover': see clover.] 1. A stick

We dined at a French house, but paid ten shillings for club-foot (klub'filt), n. [< club1 + foot. Cf. G.
our part of the club. '''/'.", Diary.

4. The contribution of an individual to a joint
charge.
The fine fellows are always inviting him to the tavern,

and make him pay his club. Sirift, Journal to Stella, vi.

or piece of wood suitable for being wielded club2 (klub), v.
; pret. and pp. clubbed, ppr.

clubbing. [< dub*, n.} I. in trans. 1. To com-
bine or join together, as a number of individ-

uals, for a common purpose ;
form a club : as,

to club together to form a library. 2. Specifi-
cally, to contribute to a common fund

;
com-

bine to raise money for a certain purpose.
We were resolved to club for a coach. Taller, Xo. 137.

in the hand as a weapon ;
a thick, heavy stick

used as a weapon; a cudgel.
but make you ready your stiff bats and club*.

Shak., Cor., i. 1.

As he nulled off his helmet, a butcher slew him with
the stroak of a club. Sir J. Hayward.
2. In the games of golf and shinty, a staff with
a crooked and heavy head for driving the ball.
See golf-club, 1. 3. A round solid mass; a
clump ;

a knot.

The hair carried into a club, according to the fashion.

Bulwfr.

4. A playing-card that is marked with trefoils
in the plural, the suit so marked.

Ensanguined hearts,
clubs typical of strife,

And spades, the emblem of untimely graves.
Covrper, Task, iv. 218.

The suit of clubs upon the Spanish cards is not the tre-
foils as with us, but positively clubs, or cudgels, of which
we retain the name, though we have lost the figures; the
original name is bastos. The spades are swords, called in

Spain espados; in this instance we retain the name and
some faint resemblance of the figure.

Strult, Sports and Pastimes, p. 424.

The owl, the raven, and the bat
Clubbed for a feather to his hat Siri/t.

3. To be united in producing a certain effect
;

combine into a whole.
Till grosser atoms, tumbling in the stream
Of fancy, madly met, and clubbed into a dream.

Dryden.

II. trans. 1. To unite; add together by con-

tribution; combine.

l.lnmpfuss = D. klomjnoet = Icel. klumbufotr =
Dan. klumpfod (= Sw. klampfot), a club-foot:
see clubi.] 1. A deformed or distorted foot; a
foot which is set awry from the ankle, and is

generally also imperfect in shape or undersized.
2. A similar twisted condition of the feet

which is normal in some animals, as sloths.
3. [Without the hyphen.] Congenital distor-
tion of the foot; the state of having a club-
foot or club-feet

; talipes (which see) : as, to
be afflicted with clubfoot; the surgical treat-
ment of clubfoot. Also called clubbing ciub-
foot moss. Same as club-mots.

clubfooted (klub'fuf'ed), a. [< club-foot +
-erf2.] Having a club-foot or club-feet; affect-
ed with clubfoot

; taliped.
clubfootedness (klub'fut'ed-nes), n. The
state of being clubfooted or taliped.
Club-grass (klub'gras), n. A kind of grass con-

stituting the small genus C'orynenhonix, native
to southern Europe. It has a jointed beard,
which is club-shaped at the apex.

should each of us have the advantage of using the books
of all the other members. Franklin, Autobiog., p. 119.

The two brothers who clubbed their means to buy an
elephant. T. Hook, Gilbert Ourney, III. i.

5. In en torn., a suddenly broadened outer por-

2. To divide into an average amount for each
individual concerned: as, to club the expense

;
__ v/t . of an entertainment.

tion of an antenna, formed by" two,"threeTor chrt>3 (klub), v. i. ; pret. and pp. clubbed, ppr.
more enlarged terminal joints, as in most wee- dubbing. [Cf. ciufti.] Naut., to drift down a
vils. See cut under clauatc^. 6. In fungi of current with an anchor dragging on the bottom.
the family Clavariei, the claviform receptacle clubability, clubbability (klub-a-bil'i-ti), .

or one of its branches. M. C. Cooke, British [< dubable : see -bility.~\ The quality of being
Fungi, p. 335. 7. A small spar to which the clubable or social.

By thus clubMiui our books In a common library, we Clubhaul (klub'hal), t: t. Naut., to tack (a
ship) when in danger of missing stays and drift-

ing ashore, by letting go the lee anchor as soon
as the ship's head comes into the wind, and
then causing the vessel to pay off in the right
direction by hauling on a hawser previously at-
tached to the anchor and led in on the lee quar-
ter. The hawser is then cut, and, the sails be-
ing trimmed, the ship stands off on the new
tack.

club-headed (klub'hed'ed), a. [<c/&l + head
+ -erf2 . Cf. clodpoll, blockhead, etc.] Having
a thick head: as, "club-headed antennas," Der-
luini.

head of a gaff-topsail or the clue of a staysail clubable, clubbable (klub'a-bl), a. [< club* + club-house (klub'hous), M. A house occupied
-able.'} Having the qualities that make a man by a club, or in which a club assembles, it u a
fit to be a member of a social club

; companion-
able; sociable.

John Gibson Lockhart was not a social or clubbable man.
Carruthers.

A very small body of citizens entitled to be classed as
clubable men. The Century, XXV. 811.

club-ballt (klub'bal), n. A game. See extract.

Club-ball is a pastime clearly distinguished from cambuc
or goff. . . . The difference seems to have consisted in
the one being played with a curved bat and the other with

place of meeting and entertainment, always open to those
who are members of the club. To the original coffee-room
and news-room the typical modern club-house adds library
and reading-room, and usually card-, billiard-, and smok-
ing-rooms, baths, ete., and often bedrooms. The cuisine
and domestic departments are also complete.
club-law (klub'la), n. 1 . Government by clubs
or violence; the use of arms or force in place
of law. 2. In the game of loo, a rule that when
clubs are trumps no player may pass or give up
his hand.

Strut!, Sports and Pastimes,I p. 173": clubman.! (klub'man), n.
; pi. clubmen (-men),

clubbed (klubd), a. [< ME. clubbed, clobbed, club- [< C/M&I + man.} One who carries a club; one
shaped, also rude; < club1 + -ed?.} Shaped
like a club

; thickened at the end.
Grete clobbed staves. Chaucer, Prol. to Monk's Tale, 1. 10.

a. a, Clubs. f>, Hoisting-pole.

who fights with a club.

Alcides, surnam'd Hercules,
The only clubman of his time.

The finger-ends are swollen, and a clubbed appearance ,. ^,2
*'"""'' "" ***

club-man2
is present.

appe:
Buck's Uaiutbook of Med. Sci., V. 98.

Specifically, in entom. : (a) Clavate ; dilated toward the
apex : as, clubbed antennae or tlbiee. See cut under cla-
rafd. (6) Forming a club: as, clubbed terminal joints of
the antenna;.

or jib is bent to make the sail set to the best
advantage.
club1

(klub), . t.; pret. and pp. clubbed, ppr. clubber 1
"(klub'er), . [< club1

, v., + -er1 .} One
clubbing. [< club 1

,
n. See clubbed.} 1. To beat who clubs; one who strikes with a club.

with a club. 2. To convert into a club; use clubber2 (klub'er). n. [<&&>.., + -er1
."} One

as a club : as, to club a musket (by taking hold who belongs to a club; a clubbist
; a club-man

the barrel and striking with the butt). clubbing (klub'ing), n. [Verbal n. of club1
,

('..regarded as intransitive.] 1. The state of

being or becoming clubbed or club-shaped, as
the hands or feet. 2. Same as clubfoot. See
club-foot, 3. 3. The act of beating with a club :

(klub 'man), n. [< club* + man.}A member of a club
;
one who prefers the life

of clubs.

covet the applause of the
A*. A. Rev., CXXIII. 480.

'mis'
manager

Hawthorne does not
clever club-man.

Here occurred a short, sharp, and obstinate hand-to-
hand conflict with bayonets and clubbed muskets

The Century, XXXI. 455.

3. To unite, as the hair, in a solid mass or knot
resembling a club.

as, the police resorted to clubbing.

r), . [< cZ12 +
or purveyor for a

club-moss (klub'mds), n. The common name
of plants of the order Lycopodiacea?, more par-

ticularly of the genus Lycopodium. Also called

clubfoot moss.

The club-moss (Selago) was a fetish of another kind.
The man who carried the divine object was secure against
all misfortune: and blindness could be cured by the



club-moss

fumes of a few of its leaves, which were dried and thrown
into the fire. It had to be gathered with a curious magi-
cal ceremony. C. Elian, Origins of Eng. Hist., p. 260.

Club-room (klub'rom), n. The apartment in

which a club meets.

clubroot (klub'rot), w. A disease of the roots of

cabbage, consisting of large swellings, caused

by the myxomycetous fungus Plasmodiophom
Srassicai.

club-rush (klub'rush),x. 1. A plant of the genus
Scir/ms. 2. The cattail reed, Typlia latifolia.

club-Shaped (klub'shapt), a. Shaped like a

club; clavate.

club-skate (klub'skat), w. [< eMP + skate.

The first skate of the kind made with heel-but-

ton and clamp for the sole was named the "New
York Club skate," after an organization then

existing (I860).] A skate the framework of

which is made of light iron or steel, with clamps,

springs, or screws, to fasten it securely to the

shoe.

clubster (klub'ster), n. [< club* + -ster.'] A
frequenter of clubs ; a boon companion.
He was DO clubster listed among good fellows.

Baijer North, Lord Guilford, I. 145.

club-topsail (klub'top
//

sal, -si), n. Naut., a

large gaff-topsail, used in yachts, having a small

spar called a club bent to its foot so as to ex-

tend it beyond the end of the gaff. The head of

the sail is also extended above the masthead by a light

spar called a twisting-pole, .See clubi, n., 7.

cluck (kluk), v. [Also dial, dutch; earlier usu-

ally clock (see clock1 ); < ME. clokken, < AS.
cloecian = MD. klocken, D. klokken = MLG.
klucken, LG. klukken = MHG. klucken, also

glucken, G. gluckcn = Dan. klukke = Sw. klucka
= W. clwcian, clocian = L. glocire, later *gl<>-

ciare (cf. glocidare and gluttire, cited from Fes-

tus) (> It. chiocciare, croeciare = Sp. clocar,

cloquear, coclear = Pr. cloquiar = OF. cloucer,

gloucer, later glosser, glousser, F. glousser), cluck

as a hen (cf. It. chioccia = Sp. clueea = MLG.
klttcke = MHG. klucke, G. klucke, glucke, a brood-

ing hen ;
E. dial, deck1

, hatch, deck2 , cluck), =
Gr. KAucastv, cluck as a hen; cf. Gr. K/.<5fe<v,

croak as a jackdaw, groan in disapprobation ;

Hind, kurkuraiia, cluck, cackle, murmur: all

imitative words, more or less varied, which may
be compared, as to form, with chuck1

, click'-,

clack, crake, croak, cock1 .] I. intrans. To utter

the call or cry of a brooding hen or a hen with

young chicks.

The lines were only a part of the sound of his wife's

tongue, distracting him no more than the ducking of the

maternal hens about the house.
W. it. Baiter, New Timothy, p. 56.

II. trans. To call or incite by clucking, as a

hen her chicks.

When she (poor hen !), fond of no second brood,
Has duck'd thee to the wars. Shak., Cor., v. 3.

cluck (kluk), n. [< cluck, v. In second sense,
cf. click1

, .] 1 . A sound uttered by a hen when
broody, or in calling her chicks. 2. Same as

click1
,
2.

ducking-hen (kluk'ing-hen), n. A name in

Jamaica of the crying-bird, carau, or limpkin,
Aramus pictus.
cludiform (klo'di-form), a. [< ML. "cludus (a
reflex of OF. clou, < L. clavus, a nail : see clove*

and clavus) + L. forma, shape.] Nail-shaped ;

cuneiform : specifically applied to the charac-

ters of the ancient inscriptions of Babylonia.
Assyria, and Persia. See arrow-headed and cu-

neiform. [Rare.]
clue, clew (klo), n. [< ME. clewe, clowe, elite, <

AS. cliwen, clywen, cleowen (once clywe) = D.

kluwen, formerly also klauwe, klouwe, = LG.
kluwe, klouwen = OHG. chliuwa, chliwa, MHG.
klimee, with dim. OHG. chliuwelin, MHG. kliu-

welin, and kliuwel, dissimilated kniulin, kniuwel,
G. knauel (> Dan. nogle, neut., clue), a ball, a

ball of thread; cf. L. glucre, draw together,
Skt. gldus, a ball ; perhaps akin to L. glomus,
a clue, a ball of thread (see glomerate), and
gldbus, a ball (see globe). The naut. senses
are prob. of D. origin.] 1. A ball or skein of

thread or yarn.
Steal out, all alone, to the kiln, and, darkling, throw into

the pot a due of blue yarn. Burns, Halloween, Notes.

2. The thread or yarn that is wound into the
form of a ball

;
thread in general.

He [Theseus] formed that ingenious device of his due,
which led directly through all the windings of the laby-
rinth. Bacon, Political Fables, x.

It is decreed
That I must die with her ; our due of life

Was spun together.
Massinger, Virgin-Martyr, iv. 3.
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Hence 3. Anything that guides or directs clump2 (klump;, . i. [Prob. < dump1
,
n.

; cf .

one in an intricate case
;
a guide or key to the MLG. klumpe, klompe, a wooden shoe, clog, :i

solution of a puzzle or problem, or the unravel- var. form of the noun. Cf . clamjA.] To walk

ing of a plot or mystery: in allusion to the heavily and clumsily.

mythological story that Theseus was guided clump-block (klump'blok), n. In mech., a

by a clue of thread through the Cretan laby- strongly made block with a thick sheave and a

rinth. large opening. See cut under block.

They are only to be understood and traced by the dm clump-boot (klump'bot), . [< clump1 + boot*.

of experience. Bacon, Political Fables, x., Expl. Cf. D. klomji, a clump, also a wooden shoe.]

l unravel what otherwise would seem ver A heav boot for rouh wear.

dumprc (?), <

AS.cfyjj>re,alump: see clump1
.'] Alarge piece;

a lump; in coal-mining, a large mass of fallen

rock. [Forest of Dean, Eng.]

. .

This due will unravel what otherwise would seem very A heavy boot for rough wear.
inconsistent in my father's domestic character. dumper1 (klum'per), n. [< ME.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, v. z.
'

4. A measure of yarn or hemp, 4,800 yards.
5. Naut., a lower corner of a square sail or the

aftmost corner of a fore-and-aft sail Clues of a clumper1
t (klum'per), r. t. [Freq. of verb

hammock, the combination of small lines by which it is

suspended. From Clue to earing (l(.), from the bot-

ton;
to the top ;

from one end to the other ; throughout ;

entirely.

clue, clew (klo), v. t.
; pret. and pp. clued, clewed,

ppr. cluing, clewing. [< clue, dew, .] 1. Naut.,
to haul up to the yard (the lower corners of a

"clump1 ,
or ult. < dumper1

,
n.

;
cf. Dan. klumpe,

Sw. klimpa, clot, coagulate; from the noun:
see chimp1

.] To form into clumps or masses.

Vapours . . .

Clumper'd in balls of clouds.

Dr. II. More, Infinity of Worlds, St. 92.

Cf.
topsail, topgallantsail, or royal) by means of clumper2 (klum'per), n. [< clump* + H.
the clue-lines : used with up.

ML<1 klumpe,kompe, a wooden shoe, clog: see

cZrai>2.] A thick, heavy shoe : usually in the
" Here comes Cape Horn !' said the chief mate ; and we ,_, rp-,v,r T^n. 1

had hardly time to haul down and dew up before it was Plu L*^ ^ng- J

upon us. R. 11. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 28. clumpertont, n. [Also domperton; appar. <

2. To direct, as by a clue or thread. Bean, and dumper1 + -ton, as in simpleton. Cf. clumpse =
clumse.] A clown.

clue-garneMklo'gar'net),* Naut a.pur-
chase, consisting of two single blocks and a

Mnisheii, 1617
; Coles, 1717.

i-l*"i

and foot-rope of the sails are spliced into eyes in the clue

iron, and the tacks and sheets secured to it.

clue-jigger (klo'jig'er),
n. Naut., a small pur-

chase for tricing up the corners of topsails and
courses forward of the yards, so that the sails

may be easily furled.

clue-line (klo'lin; colloq. klo'lin), w. Naut., a

purchase or single rope for hauling up to the

yards the clues of topsails, topgallantsails,
and royals.
clumH (klum), n. and a. [Early mod. E. clumme,<
ME. dum, dom, silence; cf. AS. clumian (once)

ant forms of clumse.

clumps2 (klumps), . [Appar. orig. pi. of dump 1
,

.] A game of questions and answers. The
players are divided into two parties ; two players, one
frorom each side, select an object which the others try to

discover by questioning them, the answers being "yes"
or "no," and each party questioning that one of the two
who belongs to the opposite side. The side that guesses
the object first takes one player from the other side, and
this continues until all the players of one party but one are

taken by the other, when that one is beaten or "clumps."

clumpy (klum'pi), a. [< clump1 + -y
1

;
= Sw.

klumpig, clumsy.] Consisting of clumps ;
mas-

.. sive; lumpy.
mutter. Imitative; cf. mum.'} I. .. Silence: clumse (klums), r.

; pret. and pp. dumsed, ppr.
also used as an exclamation to command silence, dimming. [< ME. clumscn, elomsen, doumsen,(
Yef [if] ye me wylleth yhere [hear], habbeth amang you

clow and reste. Ayenbile of Invryt, p. 266.

Now, pater noster. "dum," quod Nicolay,
And "dum," quod Jon, and "dum," quod Alisoun.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 452.

II. a. Silent; glum.
He is ... dumme, and is more surly to be spoken with

than ever he was before.

Xashe, Lenten Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 165).

clum2 (klum). An obsolete or dialectal preterit
of climb.

clum3 (klum), f. t.
; pret. and pp. dummed, ppr.

clumming. [Cf. clumse.'] 1. To handle roughly.
2. To clutch. [Prov. Eng. in both senses.]

Rome in their gripyng tallants clum a ball of brasse.

A Herring's Tayle, 1598.

clumbent. Obsolete strong preterit plural of

climb.

clumber (klum'ber), n. A kind of spaniel val-

ued as a retriever.

clump1 (klump), i. [< ME. "clump (AS. only in

longer form clympre (var. clymppe), a lump (of

metal); cf. dumper1
) = D. klomp = LG. klump

(>G. klump, Tdumpe, klumpen) = Dan. Sw. klump,
a clump, lump, etc. (prob. = Icel. klumba, as-

similated klubba, a club, > E. dub1
); cf. Dan.

klimp, a clod, = Sw. klimp, a clod, lump, dump-
ling, Sw. klamp, a clump. The resemblance of

clump to lump is accidental, and its connection
with damp1

,
dam 1

, clumse, etc., remote and un-

certain.] 1. A thick, short, unformed piece of

wood or other solid substance; a shapeless
mass. 2. A cluster; a small, closely gathered
group : used especially of trees or shrubs, but
sometimes of other things and of persons.
He could number the fields in every direction, and could

tell how many trees there were in the most distant clump.
Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 134.

Norw. klumsa, make speechless, palsy, prevent
from speaking, silence, muzzle (an animal),
also klumra, kluma, klumme, and in comp. for-

klumsa, with same sense, whence khtmsad, pp.,
also klumsa, speechless, palsied, by a spasm or

by fear, or (as sometimes thought) by witchery,
= Sw. dial, (with strong pp. suffix) klummsen,
klumsun, klomsen, benumbed with cold; with
formative -s (or, in the form kluma, directly;
cf. D. kleumen, and in comp. i-er-kleumen, ver-

klomen (= LG. ver-klamen = G. ver-klomen), be
numb with cold a secondary form, with pp. as

adj., verkleunul = LG. rerklamt, equiv. to G. ver-

klommen (with strong suffix), benumbed with

cold) from an assumed pp. ("klumen) of a verb

("kliman) from the pret. of which (*klam) is de-

rived E. dam1 with its cognates, the orig. sense

being 'to stick
;
adhere ': the word clumse, with

its more familiar deriv. clumsy, being thus in

relation with clam1
,
dam2

, clem*, etc. : see these

words.] I.t trans. To numb, benumb, stiffen,

or paralyze with cold or fear.

That clowde clounwed vs clene
That come schynand so clere,

Such syght was never sene
To seke all sydis seere. York Playg, p. 191.

Fadres bihelden not sones with clumgid hindis.

Wydif, Jer. xlvii. 3 (Purv.X

He that will noght thyuk of this . . .

He is outher d&msed [L. hebes} or wode [crazy].

Hampole, Prick of Conscience, 1. 1651.

II. intrans. 1. To be numbed, benumbed,
stiffened, or paralyzed with cold or fear.
"
Haue, Haukyn I

"
quod Pacyence,

" and ete this whan the

hungreth,
Or whan thow doiiwest for colde or clyngest for drye."

Pien Plowman (B), liv. 50.

2. To die of thirst. [Shetland.]
[Now only prov.]

I observed many times daily for more than a fortnight clumse (klums), a. and . [Also clumpse, clumps;
some large dumps of heartsease growing in my garden,
before I saw a single humble-bee at work.

Darurin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 124.

3. A thick sole secured to an ordinary boot-
sole by springs or by cement. 4. A small

spiral curl of hair pressed flat between the disk-

shaped ends of a pair of crimping-tongs, so as
to he close to the head. 5. A bivalve mollusk
of the family Mactrida;, Lutrarm elliptica. It has
a broad flattish shell about 5 Inches long and 3 inches

high. It lives chiefly in muddy estuaries, buried a foot or
two deep.

< Norw. klumsa, speechless, palsied, benumbed;
or short for dumsed, pp. of clumse : see clumse,

v.'] I. a. 1. Benumbed, as with cold. [Now
only prov. Eng.]
Entombi [F.], stonied, benummed, clumpse, asleep.

Cotgravc.

Pole [F.], dumpse, benummed, or swollen with cold.

Cotgrave.

2. Idle
; lazy; loutish. [Prov. Eng.] 3. Plain-

dealing; honest. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
II. n. A stupid fellow ; a numskull. 'Hailey.



clumsily

Clumsily (klum'zi-li), adv. In a elumsy man-
ner; awkwardly; in an unhandy manner; with-
out expertness, tact, dexterity, or grace.
He (lured nut deceive them grossly, i-limifilii, openly.

impudently. Lord Jlruwrhatn, John \Viik-.v

clumsiness (klum'zi-nes), H. [< Hiiiiisy + -nets.]
The quality of being clumsy; awkwardness;
unhandiness; ungainTineH.s; want of readiness.

nimblenesH, or dexterity.
clumsy (klum'/ti), . [A variation of clumse, a..

or dimmed, pp., with suffix -yl.] If. Stiffened
with cold; benumbed.

Tiie Carthaginians . . . returned to the camp so r/i/m."/

and frozen as scarcely they felt the Joy of their victory.

Bottamd, tr. of l.ivy, p. 42a.

2. Ac-ting as if benumbed ; awkward ; ungain-
ly ; unhandy ; uncouth; without I'xprrlncs-.

dexterity, tact, or grace : as, a c//.v workman:
a clumsy wooer.

This precious piece of verse, I really Judge
la meant tu copy my own character,
A ,',., mimic.

Browning, l;iir.: and Book, I. 316.

3. Manifesting awkwardness; ill-contrived or

ill-managed; awkwardly combined, arranged,
or used : as, a clumsy movement

; clumsy sen-
tences.
You will not have far to go, seeing that He Is now even

among us hearing my dutnfii words. Kingiley.

4. So made as to be unwieldy in certain or in

all uses ; heavily built
; large and heavy ;

not

manageable, light, or graceful.
l)ire artillery's duality car. Smtt, Manuion, Iv. 27.

5. Awkward iii appearance or use : unfamiliar;
anomalous; outr.

See what a lovely shell. . . .

What Is It 1 a learned man
Could give It a clumnit name.

Tennyson, Maud, xxiv. 2.

Clumsy tea, a tea with something substantial to eat.

ifaamUtmt Nag. =Syn. 2. Ifnyainly, Uncouth, etc. (see
<iirbnard), heavy, lumbering.

clumsy-boots (klum'zi-bets), n. See boot*.

clumsy-cleat (klum'zi-klet), . In a whale-

boat, a stout thwart with a rounded notch on
the after side. C. M. Scammon, Marine Mam-
mals, p. 224.

cluncni (klunch), n. [Origin obscure
; prob. re-

lated to clump 1
, as bunch, dunch, hunch, lunch to

bumifi, dump, hump, lump, respectively.] One
of the names current in England for a coarse,

impure variety of clay, especially for that com-

monly occurring in the coal-measures. The Ox-
ford clay, a member of the Middle Oolite of the English
geologists, was originally designated by W. Smith as the
"chinch clay." In Cambridgeshire some of the beds of
the Chalk are sufficiently indurated to furnish an inferior

building-stone, and this is known in that vicinity t&clunch.

The external walls of the College [Christ's] were origi-
nally built of blocks of chinch in courses, alternating with
red brick, and consequently, from the perishable nature
of that material, had become so sordid and decayed as to
make repair imperative.

HVi, Arch. Hist. Univ. of Cambridge, II. 222.

chinch" (klunch), a. [E. dial. Cf. dunchl,
clump 1

, and clumse, a.] 1. Close-grained, as
stone or wood. 2. Stumpy ; squat.
She is fat, and eluneh, and heavy.

Mine. DArblay, Diary, IV. 272.

clunchy (klun'chi), a. [X clunchi + -yi.] Char-
acterized by or containing clunch.

clung (klung). Preterit and past participle of

cling.

clung (klung), p. a. [Pp. of cling, v. t., 2.] 1.

Shrunken
;

emaciated
;
wasted to leanness

;

shrunk.
But whenne thalr [almonds' Jfruyte is ripe, as take It ynne,
And that is when thaire huske is drle and elonge.

J'alliulitt*, Uusbondrle (E. E. T. S.), p. 55.

2. [Cf. strong as related to string.] Strong.
[Prov. Eng.]

clung (klung), v. i. [Var. of cling, due to the

pp. form.] If. To cling.

Heavy dunning mists.
Dr. It. More, Infinity of Worlds, st. 92.

2. To shrink
; waste. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]

Oluniac (kl8'ni-ak), . and a. I. H. One of a
reformed order of Benedictine monks (the or-
der of Cluuy), which originated in the celebrat-
ed abbey of Cluny in Sa6ne-et-Loire, France,
founded about 910, and was very numerous in

France for several centuries.
II. a. Of or pertaining to the Benedictine

monks of the order of Cluny.
clunk (klungk), r. i. [Imitative. Cf. chop.]
To emit a sudden hollow, gurgling sound, such
as is made when a cork is quickly pulled out
of the neck of a bottle. [Scotch.]

And made the bottle clunk
To their health that night.

Burn*, Jolly Beggars.
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clunk (klungk), . A sound such as is e.\]>n-s-
<'! l>y the imitative verb clunk; the gurgling
sound made by liquor when poured frmn a

bottle. [Scotch.]
Cluny lace, guipure, etc. See the nouns.
Clupea (klo'pe-a), . [NL., < L. clupea, a small

river-fish, not 'identified.] Agenus of fishes, uf

which the common herring is the most familiar

example, typical of the family Clu/im/ii . Sec
cut under herring.

Clupeae (kW'pf-S), . />/. [NL., pi. of .'//..<;. j

In Cuvier's system, the fifth family of Main
copterygii abdominalen : same as t'lupeida; (a).
Also t'lupeoidei.

clupeid ( klii'pe-id), n. A fish of the family
<'lil)H'iilir. Also rlupi-'iiil.

OlupeidaB (kl(J-pS'i-36), n. /. [XL., < ('//)<+
-iV/Vr.] A family of malacopterygian'fishes,

typified by the genus Clupea, containing the
common herring. Very different limit* have been a>-

signed to it by Ichthyologist*, (a) In Bonaparte's system
of elnssiflcation,a family of MalMupterugii abiiominalet,
without adipose flu, and with the upper Jaw formed by the
intermuxillaries, which have no pedicles, In the middle,
ami by the maxillaries on the sides ; the .body Is nearly
always covered with numerous scales, and In most cases
a swim-bladder and numerous cajca are present Also
Clujieif and Clufrndeie. (6) In Oiinther s system, a family
of physostomatous fishes, with the body covered with
scales ; the head naked

; the abdomen frequently com-
pressed Into a serrated edi?e ; the mnrgin of the np| i

jaw formed by the Intermaxillaries meslally and by the
maxillaries laterally, and the maxillaries composed of
three (sometimes movable) pieces ; the opercnlar appara-
tus complete; the dorsal fin, not elongated ; the stomach
a blind sac ; the pyloric appendages numerous ; and the
gill apparatus highly developed, the gill-openings being
generally very wide, (c) In later systems, a family con-

taining Clvproidea with the body compressed, deciduoun
scales, no distinct lateral line, a terminal mouth, supra-
maxillaries of three pieces, and a compressed and trench-
ant abdomen. Also Clupeina.

clupeiform (kl8'pe-i-fdrm). a. [< NL. Clunej,

q. v., + L. forma, shape.] Having the form
or appearance of a herring, in a broad sense.

Clupeina (klo-pe-i'nii), n. pi. [NL., < Clupea +
-ia2

.] In Gttnther's system of classification,
the third group of Clupeidte, with the upper jaw
not overlapping the under, and the abdomen
serrated : same as the family Clupeidce, (c).

Clupeini (klo-pe-i'ni), n. /),.' [NL.] Same as

C/ujieina. Bonaparte, 1831.

clupeoid (klo'pe-oid)?
a. and n. [< Clupea +

-aid.] I. a. Pertaining to or having the char-
acters of the ClupeidtF.

II. H. Same as elupeid. L. Agassis; Sir J.

Richardson.

Clupeoidea (klo-pe-oi'de-S), n. j>l. [NL., < Clu-

pea + Gr. rfdoc, shape.] 'Asuperfamily of mala-

copterygian fishes containing the families Clu-

peidai, Dussumierida?, Dorosomidte, Stolephori-
dte, ChanoitUe, Alepocephalidce, Albulidte, and
Elopida-.

ClupeoideSB (klo-pe-oi'de-e ),./>.. [NL.] Same
as Clupridrt, (a). Sir J. Richardson, 1836.

Clupeoidei (klo-pe-oi'de-i), n.pl. [NL.] Same
as Clupea. Ciivier, 1817.

Clupesoces (kljj-pes'9-sez), n. pi. [NL., < Clu-

pea + Esox, pi. Esoces.] A group of physo-
stomatous or malacopteryginn fishes, supposed
to be intermediate between Clujieidte and Eso-

cidte, and made to contain the genera Cliiro-

centrus, Xotopterus, Osteoglossum, Heterotis, and
Arapaima, which in modern systems mostly
belong to different families.

Clupesocid (klo-pe-sos'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Clupea + Esocida;.] A family of malacoptery-
gian fishes: same as Clupfsuces. Sir J. Rich-
ardson.
Clusia (klo'si-a), n. [NL., after Clusius, Lat-
inized name of C. de L'Escluse, a French bot-

anist.] A tropical American genus of shrubs
or trees, natural order (hittiferw. Many of the spe-
cles are parasites, and all secrete more or lees of a milk
like resinous juice. C. rosea yields a resin used In veteri-

nary medicine and also as a substitute for pitch in boats.
C. insignia is the wax-flower of Demerara, British Guiana.

cluster (klus'ter), n. [< ME. cluster, chutre,
closter, < AS. cluster, usually clyster,

= LG. Mus-
ter, a cluster ; prob. akin to Icel. klasi = 8w.
Dan. klasc, a cluster. Other connections un-
certain.] 1. A number of things, as fruits,

growing naturally together; a bunch, particu-
larly of grapes or other fruit growing simi-

larly.

Great clutters of ripe grapes. Spenter, Colin Clout, I. 00.

And they gave him . . . two cliutrrt of raisins.

1 Sam. xxx. 12.

2. A number of persons or things of any kind
collected or gathered into a close oody ; a near-

ly conjoined group or collection : as, a cluster
of islands.

clutch

M . . .

I'our forth their |M>J>U!OIU joiitb alxmt th<- M\>
lur'" Mill. .n, l: I.., L 77L

111 the telttte.pf III,- fillet'/' uf (leule liealltH* which
erarywban gaUiered about bar , . . -!" u;i*ai\v,tv.M|ueen
lily. <i. '. I'flU., (lid Cr.ole l)uy. p. .'74.

Clusters of Bruch. sum. i- < ,uit <>/ Bruch.
S.-e iilninl.

Cluster (klus't.-r), r. [< ME. rtitxtrrfii = LG.
klunti-rn : from the mum.

] I. in Iruns. To form
or constitute a cluster or clusters; grow or be
placed in clusters or groups ; gather in a group
or groups.

suddenly imide him from my side to start
Into the rlunt'riiuj battle [army; of the Freneh.

.SAnl'., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 7.

After a little eonfep-iK e. two <>r three thouxaitd men, wo.

men, and children came cluntrin<i about v.
Quoted in C"i>i. J"tm Smii/t * 'I me Travel*, I. 175.

A trailing palm In the Malay Archipelago ellnibn the
loftiest trees by the aid of exquisitely-constructed hooks
>',,, i. ,-.;i iironiid the ends of the braiiri

Darwin, Origin of Specie*, p. 192.

There at her feet lay the city in its beauty, the tower*
and spires springing from amidst the cluttering masse* of
ihe< -..iiegc elmh. /',...<,/,, Hint. Eng., Reign of Elizabeth, L

II. trans. 1. To collect into a cluster orgroup.
The venerable man Iwckoned to the various groups that

were cluiternl, ghost-like, in the mist that enveloped the
-hip. G. H'. Curtu, Prue and I, p. 186.

Everybody knows those large and handsome tropical lil-

ies, the yuccas, with their tall, cltutcrtd heads of big white
bloswm*. Pop. Sfi. Mo., XXVI. 188.

2. To produce in a cluster or clusters.

Not less the bee would range her cells,
The furzy prickle fire the dells,
Tiie foxglove clutter dappled bells.

Tennftton, Two Voice*.

3. To cover with clusters.

His kyngdom was clene cluttrit with hllles.

DentrvcJion of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5470.

Clustered arch, column, window, etc. See the noun*.

cluster-CUD8 (klug'ter-kups), n.pl. A common
name of the ajcidium stage of fungi belonging
to the family rredinece, and

especially
to the

genera 1'uccinia and I'romyces so called be-
cause spores are produced in small cups, which
are commonly clustered. See cut at Puefinia.

cluster-flstt, " A niggard; a close-fisted per-
son.

I saw no other cakes on the table but my owne cakes,
and of which he never proffered me so much a* the least

erum, so base a fhieter-titt was he.

Comical Hint, of francion (1665).

clusteringly (klus'ter-ing-li), adv. In clusters.

cluster-spring (klus'ter -spring), n. A spiral
car-spring composed of several separate springs
so joined as to act as one. When two, three, ormore
springs are connected, they are termed double or tiro-

ffroup springe, three-tfroup springs, etc.

clustery (klus'ter-i), a. [< cluster + -yl.] Ex-
hibiting or full of clusters

; growing in clusters.

clutch 1
(kluch), r. [Early mod. E. also clouch;

< ME. clucchen, cluchen ("cliiken, corresponding
to 8c. cleuk, cluke, cluilc), clutch, seize; con-
nectedwith cloche, douche (also cloke, > So. cleuk;

cluke, cluik, clook), a claw, talon. The older and
more common form of the ME. verb is clechen

(> E. dial, cletch, ditch*, cleach) or clfken (> E.
dial, cleak, cleek, cleik, click?) (pret. cleygt, cliht,

etc.), with noun cleche, a claw. Origin doubt-
ful

;
AS. ge-leeccan (see latch, r. ) corresponds in

meaning, but not, initially, in form.] I. trans.

1. To grasp tightly or firmly; seize, clasp, or

grip strongly: as, to clutch a dagger.
The ttronge strok of the stonde strayned his ioyntes,
His cues [knees] cachche to close & clufhchenhis hommes,
it he with plattyng his panmes displayes his lets.

Alliterative I'oemt (ed. Morris), 11. 1541.

They foot and clutch their prey. O. Ueroert.

The Sword he resolves to dutch as fast as If God with
his own hand had put It Into his.

Milton, Elkonoklastes, xviii.

2f. To close tightly ;
clench.

Not that I have the power to clutch my hand,
When his fair angels would salute my palm.

Skat., K. John, a 2.

3t. To fasten.

Cros whon Crist on the was cliht,
Whl noldestou not of mournyng minne 1

Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 145.

4t. To get; gain.
If 1 1 ia j in clannes [cleanness! be clos thay deehe gret mede.

Alliterative Poem(eA. Morris), II. 12.

Specifically 5. To seize (a clutch of eggs);
take from the clutch.

Another tells how a mocking-bird appeared in southern
New England and was hunted down by himself and friend

,

It* eggs clutched, and the bird killed.

The Century, XXXI. 27S.

II. intrans. To snatch, orendeavor to snatch;
try to grasp or seize: with at.



clutch

ClutcJiiii'r \\ith desperate hand
At the gay feathers of tile shaft that lay
Deep in his heart.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 6.

Hurrying to him, he grasped his arm as a drowning man
might clutch at sudden help.

L. M. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 204.

clutch1 (Much), n. [Early mod. E. also c/oiich ;

< clutch1
, i'., directly, or in the senses of 'paw,

talon, hand,' through ME. cloche, etc., a claw,

talon, hand: see clutch 1
, v.'] 1. A grasp or hold;

specifically, a strong grip upon anything.
Olive trees, centuries old, hold on to the rocks with a

clutch as hard and bony as the hand of Death.
B. Taylor, Lands of the Saracen, p. 55.

2. In mach. : (a) A movable coupling or lock-

ing and unlocking contrivance, used for trans-

mitting motion, or for disconnecting moving
parts of machinery. See bayonet-clutch, fric-
tion-clutch, etc. (6) The cross-head of a piston-
rod. 3. The paw, talon, or claw of a rapacious
animal.

Syche buffetez he [the bear] hym rechez with hys brode
klokes,

Hys brest and hys brathelle was blodye alle over !

Morte Arthurs (E. E. T. S.), 1. 792.

It was the hard fortune of a cock to fall into the clutches

of a cat. Sir R. L'Estrange, Fables.

4. Figuratively, tie hand, as representing pow-
er

; hence, power of disposal or control
;
mas-

tery: chiefly in the plural: as, to fall into the
clutches of an enemy.

But all in vaine : his woman was too wise
Ever to come into his clouch againe.

Spenser, F. Q., III. x. 20.

I must have . . . little care of myself if I ever more
come near the clutches of such a giant. Stillingfleet.

6. A hatch of eggs; the number of eggs incu-
bated at any one time

;
in the case of the do-

mestic hen, specifically, thirteen eggs.

Many birds rear two or three broods annually, though
one clutch of eggs ia the rule.

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 22S.

clutch2 (Much), v. A dialectal variant of chick.

clutch-drill (kluch'dril), n. A drill turned by
a lever the head of which clutches the drill-

spindle or chuck only when moving in a partic-
ular direction. A rotation of the drill in one
direction only is thus secured.

clutch-lamp (kluch'lamp), n. See electric light,
under electric.

clutchtail (kluch'tal), n. [< clutch + tail1
;
a

tr. of Haeckel's NL. term Labidocerca, q. y.]
One of the American monkeys with prehensile
tail, as a spider-monkey ( Ccbus) ', any member
of the Labidocerca.
cluther (kluTH'er), n. A dialectal form of clut-

ter?.

clutterH (klut'er), v. [Formerly clatter, < ME.
cloteren, clotren, cloderen, clothrcn (= MD. klot-

teren) ; freq. of clot1
, v., q. v.] I. trans. To clot

;

coagulate.
It killeth them ... by ... cluttering their blood.

Holland, tr.' of Pliny, xxv. IS.

II. in trans. To become clotted or coagulated.
clutter2 (klut'er), n. [Also dial, cluther; per-
haps < W. cludair, a heap, pile, cludeirio, pile

up, < cludo, heap. Cf. clutter1 and clutter3 ."] A
heap or collection of things lying in confusion

;

confusion; litter; disorder.

He saw what a clutter there was with huge . . . pots,

pans, and spits. Sir R. L'Estrange.

clutter2 (klut'er), v. t. [< clutter^, n.~] To
crowd together in disorder; fill with things
in confusion : often with up : as, to clutter the

things all together; to clutter up the house.

If I have not spoken of your Majesty encomiastically,
your Majesty will be pleased to ascribe it to the law of 'a

history which clutters not praises together upon the first

mention of a name, but rather disperses them, and weaves
them throughout the whole narration.

Bacon, To James I., Sir T. Matthew's Letters, p. 32.

Cluttered together like so many pebbles in a tide.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 607.

clutter3 (klut'er), v. i. [A var. of clatter, v., per-
haps by confusion with clutter^.] To make a
bustle or disturbance.

All that they
Bluster'd and clutter'd for, you play.

Lovelace, Lucasta (1659).

clutter3 (klut'er), . [A var. of clatter, n. See
clutter^, a.] Confused noise; bustle; clatter;
turmoil.
The manner of thir fight was from a kind of Chariots ;

wherin riding about, and throwing Darts with the clutter
of thir Horse, and of thir Wheels, they oft-times broke the
rank of thir Enemies. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

Prithee, Tim, why all this clutter?

"Why ever in these raging fits ? Surift.

clutterment (klut'er-ment), . [< clutter^ +
-went] Noise; bustle

;'
turmoil. Urquhart.

yo
hi
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cly1
(kli), n. [A var. of clithe, q. v.] Goose-

grass. [Prov. Eng.]
Cly'

2
(kli), n. [Thieves' cant.] A pocket. Tuft,

Glossary of Thieves' Jargon, 1798.

clyfaking (kli 'fa-king), n. [Thieves' cant.]
Pocket-picking. H. Kingsley.

Clymenia (kli-me'ni-a), n. [NL. (Miinster,
lis:!9, also Clymene, Oken, 1815, and Clymenea), <

L. Clymene, < Gr. KAv/itvt/, in myth, the name
of a nymph, etc., fern, of Khv/ievof, lit. 'famous,'

orig. ppr. pass, (equiv. to

itkoT&s, verbal adj., = L. in-

clutus, famous, = E. loud, q.

v.) of lO.vuv, hear: see cli-

ent.'] 1. A genus of fossil

tetrabranchiate or tentacu-
liferous cephalopods, of the

family Nautilidce, or made
typical of the Clymcniitln.
having an internal siphun-
cle and a discoidal shell

Clymema strtata. .,1 . , ,. ,,, , ,

with simple or slightly lob-
ed septa. There are many species, ranging
from the Silurian to the Chalk. 2. A genus of

porpoises, of the family Delphinidce. J. E. Gray,
1864.

OlymeniidSB (kli-me-nl'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Clymenia, 1, HP -idts.] A family of fossil cepha-
lopodous mollusks, typified by the genus Cly-
menia.

clypeal (klip'e-al), a. [< clypeus, 2, + -al.~]

Pertaining or relating to the clypeus Clypeal
or frontal suture, in entom., an impressed line running
transversely between or in front of the antenna?, and sepa-
rating the clypeus from the front. It is seen especially in

Hymenoptera and in many Coleoptera. Also called clypeo-
frontal suture. Clypeal region. See extract, and cut
under epilabrum.

Of the clypeus of Hexapoda there is apparently no true

homologue in Myriopoda ; in the Lysiopetalid Chilognaths
there is, however, an interantennalcfypeflZ region slightly
differentiated from the epicranium and forming the front
of the head.
A. S. Packard, Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc., June, 1883, p. 197.

Olypeaster (klip-e-as't6r), n. [NL. (Lamarck,
1816), < L. clypeus', a shield (see clypeus), + LL.
aster, < Gr. acrr/p = E. star.] 1. The typical
genus of the family ClypeastridtE. 2. A genus
of coleopterous insects. Latreille, 1829.

Clypeasteridae (klip"e-as-ter'i-de), . pi.

[NL.] Same as Clypeastridce.

clypeastrid (klip-e-as'trid), . One of the Cly-
peastridce. Also' called

clypeastroid.

Clypeastridae (klip-e-as'-

tri-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Clypeaster, 1, + -4<lce.~] 1.

A family of irregular sea-

urchins, flattened into a
discoidal or shield-like

shape, with the mouth
central and furnishedwith
a masticatory apparatus;
the shield-urchins. They
have broad petalostichous am-
bulacra; a 6-leafed ambulacra!
rosette about the apical pole ; 5

genital pores in the region of the madreporic body ; very
small tube-feet ; the anus not central

; and the edge of the
disk not indented. Clypeaster is the typical genus.

2. In Gegenbaur's system of classification, a

group of petalostichous Echinoida, represented
by the genus Clypeaster and its relatives, as

distinguished from the spatangoid sea-urchins.
Also Clypeasteridce, Clypeastroidea.

Clypeastridea (klip"e-as-trid'e-a), n. pi. [NL.,
< Clypeaster, 1, + ^idea."\ Tn'e clypeastrids
raised to the rank of an order, and including
such forms as Mellita, Scutella, etc.

clypeastroid (klip-e-as'troid), a. and n. [<
Clypeaster, 1, + -aid."] I. a. Pertaining to the

Clypeastrida.
II. n. Same as clypeastrid.

Clypeastroidea (klip-'e-as-troi'de-a), n. pi.

[NL., < Clypeaster, 1, +
'

-oidea."] Same as Cly-
neastridte.

clypeate (klip'e-at), a. [< L. clypeatus, elipe-

atiis, pp. of clypeare, clipeare, furnish with a

shield, < clypeus, clipeus, a shield: see clypeus.']
1. Shaped like a round buckler; shield-shaped;
scutate; scutellate. Also clypeiform. 2. In

entom., provided with a elypeus: said espe-
cially of the head of a hemipterous insect when
the crown is produced in front, forming a cly-
peus over the anterior part or face Clypeate
tibia, in entom.

,
a tibia greatly expanded on the inner side,

in a broad, shield-like piece, as in certain Crabronidce.

clypei, n. Plural of clypeus.

Clypeiform (klip'e-i-form), a. [< L. clypeus, a
shield, + forma, shape.] Same as clypeate : ap-

Clypeus. Figure of Achilles, frc

Greek red-figured vase.

Denrary Apparatus or Oral
Skeleton of a Clypeastrid.

a, a, alveolus ; d, rotula ; e,

tooth.

Olythridae

plied to the large prothorax of certain beetles,
the carapace of some crustaceans, etc.

clypeofrontal (klip"e-6-fron'tal), a. [< L.

(NL.) clypeus (see clypeus) + frons (front-),

forehead, + -al. See frontal."]
In entom., common to the cly-

peus and front Clypeofrontal
suture, the clypeal or Irontal suture

(which see, under clypeal).

Clypeola (kU-pe'o-la), n.; pi.

cli/i>eolce (-le). [NL., lit. a r ,
.....M ,

. i -, T a -r i Clypeola of Equise-
Small Shield, dim. Of L. CltJ- tm. with sporangia.

pens, a shield: see clypeus.'] fom
h
i!c
d(Mur

fand
A name of the shield-shaped Decafeiw-s "Traite
-uj. i_ > i_ ii (Teneral de Bota-
bodies which compose the Sique.")

fruiting spike of species of

Equisetum. Each is borne on a horizontal pedicel, and
each bears on its inner face from 6 to 9 sporangia. Also

cltfpeole.

Clypeolate (kli-pe'o-lat), a. [< clypeola +
-ale1

."]
Provided with or pertaining to clype-

oles.

clypeole (klip'e-61), . [< clypeola."] Same as

clypeolii,

clypeus (klip'e-us), n.
; pi. clypei (-i). [L., also

written clupeus, prop, clipeus, a shield; prob.
akin to clepere, steal, orig. hide. ] 1 . In archceol. :

(a) A large cir-

cular shield,
with a convex
outer and con-
cave inner sur-

face. (6) An or-

namental disk,
of marble or
other substance,
in the shape of
a shield, often

sculptured in re-

lief, hung in

the intercolumniations of the atria of Roman
dwellings, etc. Examples have been found at

Pompeii and elsewhere. 2. [NL.] In entom.,
properly, that part of the upper surface of an
insect's head which lies before the front or

forehead, and behind the labrum when the
latter is present ;

a fixed sclerite immediately
in front of the epicranium, and to which the
labrum is attached. See cut under Hymenop-
tera. By Huxley and other anatomists the front is in-
cluded in this term, being distinguished as the clypeus
superior, or suprach/peus. Some of the older entomolo-
gists, notably Fabricius and Illiger, applied the term cly-
peus to the labrum. In Diptera. it is probably represent-
ed by the part called the hypostotna or face ; but in that
order the name is applied to a more or less horny fold on
the upper part of the membrane connecting the proboscis
with the bonier of the mouth, properly answering to the
labrum, In the Ileteroptera the clypeus is a process of
the upper part of the head or crown, which in some spe-
cies extends over the face. Often called the epistwna,
especially when it is small or softer than the surrounding
parts ; also natnts and pr&latum.
3. [cap."] [NL.] A genus of fossil echiuoderms.
C, sinuatus is an example.
Clysmian (kliz 'mi -an), a. [< Gr. KAVO/M, a
drench, + -MOT. Cf. clysmic."] Relating to or
of the nature of a cataclysm: as, clysmian
changes. [Rare.]

clysmic (kliz'mik), a. [< Gr. Moua, & liquid
used for washing out, a drench (< K/U'fv, wash,
cleanse), + -4c.~] Washing; cleansing. Craig.
[Rare.]

clyster (klis'ter), n. [Formerly also clister,
and glyster, glister; = D. klisteer = MHG. clis-

ter, G. klystier = Ban. klyster = Sw. klistir, <

OF. clistere, F. clystere = Sp. clister, clistel =
Pg. clistel, clyster = It. clistere, < L. clyster, LL.
also cluster, a clyster, a clyster-pipe (LL. clys-

terhim, < Gr. K^varr/ptov, a clyster), < Gr. KAvarqp,
a clyster, prop, the clyster-pipe, < Mfetv, wash,
cleanse ; cf. L. cluere, purge, Goth, hlutrs, pure.]
An enema

;
an injection.

clysterize (klis'ter-iz), . t. : pret. and pp. clys-

terlzed, ppr. clystcrizing. [< LL. clysterizare, < L.

clyster, a clyster.] To administer an enema to.

clyster-pipe (klis'ter-pip), . [Formerly also

clisterpipe.~] The anal tube of an enema-syringe.
Clythra, Olytra (klith'ra, klit'ra), n. [NL.
(in form Clytra Laicharting, 1781; Germar.
1824); a word of no meaning.] A genus of

beetles, of the family Cryptocephalidce, formerly
referred to Chrysomelulce, now made the type
of a distinct family. C. quadrisignata is an ex-

ample.
Glythridae (klith'ri-de), . pi. [NL. (Kirby,
1837), < Clythra + -idee.] A family of beetles,

typified by the genus Clythra, and characterized

by serrate antennas and confluent anterior cox-
al cavities.



Clytra

Clytra, . See I'll/thru.

Clytus (kli'tus), H. [NL. (Fabricius, 1801).]
A notable pomis of ccrambycinc beetles, con-

taining active species (generally banded with

yellow, white, or black. TIH-.V inm- long legs. finely

maalUti i-.u-.s partly HiirriiuniliiiK tin 1 IKIM- "I 'I' 1 -'i

I. im.r, n.mi.lr-l I.I- t.H.adly t ! i II II
-

1 1 1 ;l I Hflltfl 1 1 1 111 .
Mn"M

pli.tlli.nu, arlltf inti'tvi.Mil pn.ri'--i'S, iitl-l frill inatt; til.til-

with large spurs.

dyvet, '' '" A Middle English form of rlnn-i '.

I'lmiirrr.

clyvest, A Middle Knglish plural of cliff
1

.

cm. A contraction of ei-nlimi i<>\

C.M. An abbreviation of the Latin (New Latin)
CMmrato Miiiiinli-r, Master in Surgery.

cn-. [(I) ME. <-, later as in mod. 10. regularly
A-H-, < AS. cn- (= OS. /.- = oll(i. (-, C//H-.

MHG. O. kn-, etc.): nee /,--. (L
1
) L.. etc., c-, <

Gr. KV-, a common initial combination.] An
initial combination not now admitted in actual

English speech (the < bi-ing silent). though re-

tained in the spelling of somo words from the

Greek, (a) In native Knulixh words, regularly In the
earliest speech, hut not now IIM-I! r\rt-pt in a few instances,
us ctuvj, cntip, cwntlltt-rrit, where kn- is preferred. Sc' k/i

(b) In words of u'n-rk 01 iyin, n,-* <// mini, ci\emis
t etc.

Cnag, M. See knnii.

cnemapophysis (ne-raa-pof'i-sis), n.; pi. <<-

e-//iyi/ii/.sr,v (-soz). [NL., < Gr. Kvf//"i, the lower

part of the log, + uTo^wrif, an apophysis.] The
large cnemial apophysis or process of the tibia

of some birds, as loons and grebes, which ex-

tends far above the knee-joint and serves for
the attachment of extensor muscles, it is an i-\

tension of the cnemial crest or tuheroslty, and corresjioiiils
to the olecranon of the ulna.

cnemial (ne'mi-al), a. [< cnemia + -al.~] Of
or relating to the onemis or tibia : as, a cneminl

process: the cnemial ridge. See cut under tibio-

Knir,

tangents form a cone of the second order and
class, haviiijf no double nor stationary gcni'-
tratrices or tangent jilanes.

cnictrope (nik'trop), . In math., a singularity
of a surface consist in;; of a, tangent plane whose
ineiiiit is re]. laced liy a cimic.

Cnicus (ni'kus), . [NL., < L. (.<, prop. <>-
I'/ix, < <ir. M '/,/,,-. a plant of I lie thistle kind, ' '<;

tlininiiK Ihii-liinii.t.
\

\ l:tr;re genus of c<uiipo-
site plants, popularly known as tltisllrs. Th. >

are nutivr-n.f the iiurthi-n'i lu-iMinplu-n , -P.iit pr! i-nriial* 01

tiii'iniiiiN, witb prirkly lravi-H aii't invi.lncr'

anil u IOIIL- puppii-. S'IMH- -|M-i-ifr* ;in- trmi

blc!...! ,'i a feu are occaAJonaliy ciiltiMit.-il fi.i

ornament. Thcrr are nrarly :'< hii-li alxiilt

Illf lllit.'il Slulrs. S.-l' >/

cnida (ni'dii), .: pi. mida (-de). [NL., < L.

null', < <!r. Ki'ift/, a ni'ttle, < Kvl^nv, scrape.
grate, tickle, irritate, nettle.] One of the nrti-

coach

''(-., New York. 2. The chemical -unliol for

mil/lit.

C. 0. An abbreviation of rare of, common in ad-

dressing letters, etc. Often written

COacervate (ko-a-ser'vat), P. (.; prct. and pp.
i-iau-i rriilnl. ].].r. riuii-i nnliiui. [< L. coin

tun. pp. of I'nii-i n-arr, < co-, together. + ari-ri-nn ,

heap up, < lU'ii-i-tis. a heap.] To lieap up; pile.

[Hare.]
A IIIIKI- Magazinr ..f >"Hr Ka\..nr-i yi.n hate bn-n pleased

to .In nil-. pn-M-nt ami ul.-.-nt. wifely Hlon-cl up ami '

mteil, t.i pr in- lln-m from iimillili-rliii; away InObllvion.

ll<nr:-ll, l..-tt.rs, 1. i. 't.

The proximal end of the tibia is produced forward and
outward into an enormous cneminl crest, in all walking
and swimming birds. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 226.

cncraides, . Plural of cnemis.

cnemidiinn (ne-mid'i-um), . ; pi. cnemidia

(-'&). [NL., < Gr. Kirliftti, the lower part of the

leg, + -iSmv. Cl. cnemis.] 1. In ornith., the low-
er part of the cms ; the part of the log just above
the suffrage or heel, which is without feathers
in most wading orgrallatorial birds. 2. [cap.]
[NL.] (a) A genus of polyps. Uvldfuss, 1826.

(6) A genus of hymenopterous insects. Perty,
1830.

Cnemidophorus (ne-mi-dof o-rus), n. [NL.
(Wagler, 1830), < Gr. nni/uAoQopot, wearing
greaves, < mn/ftic, pi. Kvr/pifcf, greaves (see cne-

mis), + -<j>6pof, < Qepetv = E. fccar1 .] A genus
of lizards, of the family Teiidie (or Ameivida;),
related to Ameiva, but having the tongue free
at the base. There are numerous species in the United
States, the best-known ht-iii^ <'. sexlincatug, the common
striped lizard, which is aliout 10 inches long and extreme-
ly active.

Cnemidospora (ne-mi-dos'po-ra), n. [NL., <

Gr. Kin/pic; (Kvr/fitf-), greave (see cnemis), + airopa,

seed.] A notable genus of gregarines, found in

one of the diplopod myriappds, peculiar in the
characters of its protomerite, whose contents
form two distinguishable masses, the lower

finely granular, the upper highly refractive, ap-
parently fatty, and of a greenish color. The
species is C. lit tea.

Cnemiornis (ue-mi-6r'nis), n. [NL., < Gr.

KvT/uif, a greave, legging (see cnemis), + opvtc,
a bird.] A genus of subfossil gigantic flight-
less geese with very large legs, remains of

which occur with those of the moa in the Qua-
ternary of New Zealand. The species is C.

calcitrans, related to the existing Cereopsis of

Australia. Owen, 1865.

Cnemiornithid* (ne'mi-er-nith'i-de), n.
pi.

[NL., < Cin'iiiinriiifi (-iiith-) + -Ma'.] Afamily
of anserine birds fonned for the reception of
the genus Cnemiornis, having a desmognathous
palate, rudimentary sternal keel, and ilia and
ischia united behind.
cnemis (ne'mis), .; pi. cntmides (-mi-dez).
[NL., < Gr. Kvr//jif, greave, legging, < Kvqfiti, the
lower part of the leg.] In zool. and mint., the
cms

;
the leg between the knee and the ankle

;

especially, the tibia or shin-bone.

cnicin (ni'sin), H. [< Cnicus + -t2.] A crys-
talline principle found in the blessed thistle,
Cnicus oenedictus, and various other plants. It
is nrutral and bitter, and analogous to salicin in coraposi.
lion. It is said to be useful as a medicine in intermittent
tuna,

cnicnode (nik'nod), . [Irreg. < L. cnicus (see
I'nieus) + nodus, a knot, node.] In math., an

ordinary node of a surface, or point where the

A t a c

A Cnida, Off Lasio-cell, from PltHrobrackia rktxtodactyla,

highly magnified.

A, the unbroken cell with the las*, coiled ; R, C, the cell with the

Imo partly and fully thrown out. a, granular cell-wall ; *, the cnido-
dl or lAMO, attached at c. After Again*.

eating cells, thread-cells, lasso-cells, or nemato-

cysts of the Ccelfntcra, from which the jelly-

fishes, etc., obtain their power of stinging.
I'lulcr pressure or irritation tin 1 '/</./ suddenly breaki*,

Its fluid escapes, and the delicate thread (cnldodl) U pro-

jected, still remaining attached to its sheath. The cnidir

are said to be analogous to the tactile organs of the Ar-

thropoda. J'ancoe, Zool. Class., p. 16.

Cnidaria (ni-da'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < cuida, q. v.,

+ -tiria."] Those Ccelentcra which have thread-
cells or cnidic; the Ccelentcrata, with the ex-

ception of the sponges. See Calentera.

cnidoblast (ni'do-blast), n. [< NL. cnida, q. v..

+ Gr. faaartf, a germ.] In zool., the bud of

a thread-cell
;
a budding thread-cell, from the

contents of which a nematocyst is developed.
Very frequently thermVl"oWa*<# are found thickly grouped

together at certain places, and form wart-like swelling
or batteries. Clatu, Zoology (trans.), I. 2i'(,

cnidocell (ni'do-sel). n. [< NL. cnida, q. v.,

+ L. (NL.) cella, cell.] In coiil., a thread-cell

or lasso-cell ; a nematocyst or cnida. See cnida.

This peculiar paralyzing or stupefying effect [of Hydra]
is caused by the action of certain stinging or cnirfoftll/t

(also called lasso-cells), which are most abundant in the

tentacles, hut are also found ill other parts of the body.
Stand. Kal. Hist., I. 74.

cnidocil (ni'do-sil), n. [NL., < cnida, q. v..

+ riliitni, q. v.] In zoiil., the thread of a thread-

cell or nematocyst; the coiled filament which

springs out of a cnida or nematophore. See cut

under cnida.

Each cnidoblast . . . possesses a fine superficial pl.i

matte process (cnuiwil), which is probably very sensitive

to mechanical stimuli, and occasions the bursting of the

capsule. Clatu, Zoology (trans.), I. 221.

cnop, w. See l-nop.
Cnossian (nos'i-an), a. [< L. Cnosttius, Cnosius,

etc., (. Cnossus, Cnogiis, Cnosos, also Gnosgux,
Gnosus, < Gr. Kvaaauf, Kvuai'if: see def.] Of
or relating to Cnossus or Gnossus, the ancient

capital of Crete, famous in mythology for the

labyrinth fabled to have been built there for

King Minos by Daadalns in order to hold the
Minotaur.
The Cnoftian labyrinth has a totally Oriental appear-

ance, and reminds us of that celebrated garden of Mylittu
in Babylon which Herodotus describes.

Keary, Prim. Belief, p. 18i>.

cnoutberry, w. See knmitberry.
CO-1

. [L. co-: see def., and com-.] A prefix of

Latin origin, the usual form, before a vowel
or A, of COM- (the m in Latin being weak), mean-
ing 'together' or 'with.' See com-, it is now
freely used in English in composition with words of any
origin, )>eing preferred to com- or con- in combination with
words of non-Latin origin, or with words of Latin origin
in common use, words in co- being thus sometimes parallel
to words in cam- (con-, cor., etc.) of the same ultimate ele-

ments, but the pretlx, in the latter case, being attached
in Latin, as in co-act'l, co^tctiw- (different from foocfl,

eoocfiivi), co^itffnt, co-trist t co-laborer, co-re*pondtnt (dis-
tinct from car-respondent), etc., or, with words of purely
English origin, as in co-mate, co-icitrtrer, etc.

CO-2. [Abbr. of NL. complrmenti, of the comple-
ment.] In geom., a prefix, as in co-sine, co-se-

cant, co-tangent, etc., meaning sine, secant, tan-

gent, etc., of the complement.
Co. 1. An abbreviation (n) of company: as,

Smith, Brown & Co.
; (b) of county : as, Orange

coacervate (ko-a-ser' vat .>, /. [< L. <

pp.: see the verli.
] lleapeil; piled up; col-

lected into a crowd. Iliirim. [Kare.]
coacervation (ko-as-cr-vii'shon), . [< L. co-

in; , -i, ni,,, n-), < coaccri-nre : see coacenate, c.]

1. The act of heaping, or the -tati> of being
heaped together or piled up. [Kare.]

Coaeervation of the iiiiiunu-rat.lt- atoms i.f dust.

Jer. Taylor, w ..i k, i. ,|. 18S5), I. 58.

2. In logic, a chain-syllogism ; sorites,

coach (koch), n. [Early mod. K. cm h, twin; < F.
I-III-IK = Sp. Pg. cache = It. coechio= Wall. <

cf. D. fcoete = G. kutsehe, a coach (S\v. Dan.

I.H.-k, a coachman); Sloven. Bulg. kocltiju =
Serv. kochije. pi., = Bohem. koch = Pol. knee =
Little Kuss. knrliiijii = Albanian AW//J , all prob.
< Hung. rVocsi (pron. ko-ehi), a coach: so called

from Kocsi, Kotxi, now Kitsee, a village in Hun-
gary. Vehicles are often named from the place
of their invention or first use

;
cf. berlin, landau,

xetliin. Less prob., F. cache, It. coechio, and
the forms which may be connected with them,
depend on F. coque = It. cocca, a boat (see
.-'/ '

i. < L. concha, a shell. But the G. and
Slavic forms can hardly be referred to the same
source. The sense of 'private tutor' is figura-

tive, like the use of 'pony "for a translation,
both enabling the student to '

get on '

fast.] 1.

A four-wheeled close vehicle of considerable
size ; originally, a finely built covered carriage

A, hammercloth : K. front standard : C, back standard : />, duniiuy-
bpring ; , body*loop; f.', check*strap ; t*, footman's holder.

for private use ; now, any large inclosed vehi-
cle with the body hung on easy springs, espe-
cially one for public conveyance of passengers :

as, a stage-coac/j. See mail-coach, tally-ho.

To White Hall, where I saw the Duke de Soissons go
from his audience with a very great deal of state : hla own
coach all red velvet covered with gold lace, and drawn by
six l>.-ir!.i-.s, and attended by twenty pages, very rich in
clothea. 1'tfyi, Diary, I. 116.

She was the first that did invent
In cnaches brave to ride.

Qveen Eleanor'* Pall (Child's Ballads, VII. 283).

He kept his coach, which was rare in those days [in
Elizabeth's reign] ; they then vulgarly calltil it a quitch.

Aubrey.

2. A passenger-car on a railroad. See rail-

road-car. 3f. An apartment in a large ship of

war, near the stern and beneath the poop-deck,
usually occupied by the captain.
The commanders came on board and the council sat in

the roacA. Pepyn, Diary, I. 64.

4. (a) A private tutor, especially one employed
in preparing for a particular examination.
A coach or crammer from the Circumlocution Office.

Dickeiut, Little Dorrit, I. X.

Warliam was studying for India, with * Wanchester
coach. George Kliol, Daniel Deronda, vl.

The English paterfamilias can hire a good coach to get
hU lioy ready to compete for a clerkship.

The American, VI. 2T8.

(6) A person employed to train a boat's crew
or other athletes for a contest. 5. The bone
of the upper jaw of the sperm-whale. Also
called sleigh. C. M. Scatnmon.to ride In the
marrow-bone coach. Sec marmtr-bont.

coach (koch), r. t. [< coaeli, .] If. To put in
a coach

; convey in a coach.
Tour lady Bird is coach'd and she hath took
Sir Gervase with her.

Shirley, Love In a Maze. iii. 1.

2f. To run over with a coach. [Bare.]
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Like the vile straw that's blown about the streets, . . .

Coach'd, carted, trod upon. Pope, Duru-iad, iii. 291.

3. To tutor
; give private instruction to

; espe-

cially, to instruct or train for a special exami-
nation or a contest: as, to coach a student for

a college examination ; to coach a boat's crew ;

to coach a new hand in his duties.

Spenser has cixtclivd more poets and more eminent ones
than any other writer of English verse.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2i\ ser., p. 19S.

coachbell (koch'bel), . A Scotch name of the

earwig, Forficula auriculitria.

coach-bit (koch'bit), n. A horse's bit with

large stationary checks on the mouthpiece.
The reins are attached to loops in the checks,

placed at various distances from the mouth-

piece.
coach-box (koch'boks), . The seat on which
the driver of a coach sits.

Fly Cranion, her charioteer,
Upon the coach-box getting.

Drayton, Nymphidia.

coach-colors (koch'kul
//

orz), n. pi. Same as

jit/itin colors (which see, under color).

coach-currier (koch'kur'i-er), n. One who
sells or makes the leather parts of coaches.

coach-dog (koch'dog), n. Same as Dalmatian
dog (which see, under dog).
coachee (ko'che), . [< coach + dim. -eel. Cf.

cabby.] A coach-driver
; especially, a driver of

a public coach. [Colloq.]

They are out again and up : coachee the last, gathering
the reins into his hands. Trollope.

coachert (ko'cher), n. [Early mod. E. cocker,
< F. cocher, a coachman, < coche, coach: see

coach, n.] A coachman.
coach-fellow (koch'fel"6), n. 1. One of a pair
of coach-horses ; a yoke-fellow.

Their chariot horse, as they coach/ellota were,
Fed by them. Chapman, Iliad, x.

2. A person intimately associated with an-
other

;
a close companion ;

a comrade.
I have grated upon my good friends for three reprieves

for you and your coach-fellow. Nym.
Shak., M. W. of W., 11. 2.

coach-founder (koch'foun'der), n. One who
makes the framework or ironwork of carriages.
coachful (koch'ful), n. [< coach + -ful, 2.] As
many as a coach will hold.

coach-horse (koch'hors), . A horse used or

adapted for use in drawing a coach Devil's
coacli-liorse. See devil.

coaching (ko'ching), . [Verbal n. of coach, v.~]

1. The use of coaches as a means of public con-

veyance ; now, especially, driving as an amuse-
ment in large coaches drawn by four or six

horses.

The glories of the old coaching days, the badness of the
roads, the signs of the inns. .V. and Q., 7th ser., II. 39.

2. The act or practice of giving special instruc-
tion or training, as for a college examination or
an athletic contest.

coach-leavest (koch'levz), n.pl. Blinds; some-
thing to cover the windows of a coach and con-
ceal the interior.

Drive in again, with the coach-leaves put down,
At the back gate. B. Jonson, New Inn, ii. 1.

coachlet (koch'let), n. [< coach + dim. -let."]

A small coach.

In my light little coachlet I could breathe freer.

Carlyle, French Rev.. III. i. 8.

coachmaker (koch'ma"ker), n. A man who
carries on the business of making coaches, or
who is employed in making them

;
a carnage-

builder.

coachman (koch'man), n.
', pi. coachmen (-men).

1 . A man who drives a coach.

Be thou my Coach-man, and now Cheek and loule
With Phcebus Chariot let my Chariot roule.

Sylcester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

2. In ichth., a serranoid fish, Dulfs auriga:
same as charioteer, 3.

coachmanship (koch'man-ship), n. [< coach-
man + -ship.] Skill in driving coaches.
coach-master (kpch'mas"ter), H. One who
owns or lets carriages.
coach-office (koch'of'is), . In England, a

booking-office for stage-coach passengers and
parcels.
coach-screw (koch'skro), . A screw with a

V-shaped thread and a square head, like that
of a machine-bolt, used in coach-building.
coach-stand (koch'stand), n. A place where
coaches stand for hire.

coach-trimmer (k6ch'trim
/

'er) ,
n . A workman

who prepares and finishes the lace, linings, and
other trimmings for carriage-builders.
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coach-whip (koch'hwip), . 1 . A whip intended
to be used in driving a coach. 2. Naut., the

long pennant hoisted at the royalmast-head of a
man-of-war. 3. [Without the hyphen.] Inker-

lift., a harmless colubrine serpent of the genus
Manticopliis (which see): so called from its long
slender form. There are several species, as M. flagelli-

/wmis, inhabiting southerly portions of the United. States.

A coachifhip, a snake much like the common black
snake in form, but in color a very dark brown some two
thirds of its length, the other third to the tip of the tail

being a light brown, in appearance, from the peculiar
markings, much like the lash of a whip.

Sci. Amer., N. S., LVII. 7.

coachwood (koch'wud), . The Ceratopetaluni
apetalum, a large saxifragaceous tree of New
South Wales, furnishing a soft, close-grained,
fragrant wood valued for cabinet-work.
COact (ko-akf), r. t. [< L. coactare, constrain,

force, freq. of cogere, pp. cpactus, constrain : see

cogent. The L. coactare is the ult. source of E.

squat and squash^-, q. v.] To compel; force.

Speak to him, fellow, speak to him ! I'll have none of
this coacted, unnatural dumbness in my house.

B. Jonson, Epicoene, iii. 2.

The inhabitants were coacted to render the city.
Sir M. Hale.

co-act (ko-akf), v. i. [< co-1 -I- act.] To act

together.
If I tell how these two did co-act,

Shall I not lie in publishing a truth?

Shak., T. andC., v. 2.

coaction (ko-ak'shon), n. [< L. coactio(n-), <

cogere, constrain : see coac*.] Force; compul-
sion, either in restraining or in impelling.

All outward co-action is contrary to the nature of lib-

erty. Bp. Burnet, Thirty-nine Articles, xvii.

coactive (ko-ak'tiv), a. [< L. as if *coactivus,
< coactus, p'p. of cogere, constrain : see coact
and -tie.] Forcing; compulsory; having the

power to impel or restrain.

The establishing a coactive or coercive jurisdiction over
the clergy and whole diocess.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 172.

The clergy have no coactive power, even over heretics.

ililman, Latin Christianity, xii. 7.

The coactiae force of this motive [Duty] is altogether in-

dependent of surrounding circumstances, and of all forms
of belief. Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 189.

co-active (ko-ak'tiv), a. [< co-1 + active.]

Acting in concurrence.
With what's unreal thou coactive art. Shak., W. T., i. 2.

coactively (ko-ak'tiv-li), adv. In a compulsory
manner.

co-activity (ko-ak-tiv'i-ti), B. [< co-active +
-ity. Cf . activity.] Unity of or union in action.
Dr. H. More.
co-actor (ko-ak'tor), n. [< co-act + -or. Cf.

actor.] One who acts jointly with another or
others.

coadaptation (ko-ad-ap-ta'shon), n. [< co-1 4
adaptation.] Mutual or reciprocal adaptation :

as, the coadaptation of the parts of the hip-
joint. Owen.

coadapted (ko-a-dap'ted), a. [< co- 1 4 adapt-
ed, pp. of adapt, v.] Mutually or reciprocally
adapted: as, "coadap ted pulp and tooth," Owen.

coadjacence (ko-a-ja'sens), n. [< cfladjacent:
see -ence, and cf. adjacence.] Adjacence or
nearness of several things to one another

;
the

state of being coadjacent; contiguity.
The result of his [Aristotle's] examination is that there

are four modes of association : namely, by proximity in

time, by similarity, by contrast, by coadjac'-nce in space ;

or three, if proximity in time and coadjacence in space be
taken under one head. Pop. Encyc.

coadjacent (ko-a-ja'sent), a. [< co-1 + adja-
cent.] Mutually adjacent; near each other;
contiguous in space and time.
The coadjacent is of some difficulty ; for I do not now

think it probable that Aristotle by this meant to denote
mere vicinity in space. It is manifest that Aristotle, under
this head, intended to include whatever stands as part
and partof thesame whole. Sir W. Hamilton, Reid, Note D.

coadjument (ko-aj'p-ment), . [< co-1 4- adju-
ment.] Mutual assistance. Johnson. [Rare.]

coadjust (ko-a-jusf), v. t. [< co-1 4 adjust.]
To adjust mutually or reciprocally ;

fit to each
other. Owen.

coadjustment (ko-a-jusfment), n. [< coadjust.4 -ment. Cf. adjustment.] Mutual or recipro-
cal adjustment.
coadjutant (ko-aj'o-tant), a. and n. [< co- 1

4 adjutant.] I. a. Helping; mutually assist-

ing or operating.
Thracius coadjutant, and the war
Of fierce Euroclydon. J. Philips.

II. n. A coadjutor; a colleague.
Dates or some of lu's coadjutants being touched, not in

conscience, but with the disappointment of their work.
Roger Forth, Eiamen, p. 198.
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coadjutatort (ko-aj'o-ta-tor), H.

jutator.] A coadjutor.
[< co-1 4- ad-

I do purpose ... to act as a coadjutator to the law.

Smollett, Launcelot Greaves, ii.

coadjute (ko-a-jof), v. t. [Inferred from coad-

jutor; or < co-1 + aiijute.] To help or assist

mutually or reciprocally; cooperate.
Whereas those higher hills to view fair Tone that stand,
Her cimljiitiiw Springs with much content behold.

Drayton, Polyolbion, iii. 421.

coadjutive (ko-a-jo'tiv), a. [< coadjute + -ive.]

Mutually assisting; coadjutant; cooperating.
[Rare.]
A coadjutive cause. Feltham, Resolves, i. 66.

coadjutor (ko-a-jo'tor), n. [< L. coadjutor, <

co-, together, + adjiitor, a helper: see co-1 and

ndjutor.] 1. One who aids another; an assis-

tant; a helper; an associate in occupation.
2. One who is empowered or appointed to per-
form the duties of another. Johnson. Specifi-

cally 3. The assistant of a bishop or other

prelate. A permanent coadjutor may or may
not be appointed, with right of succession.
= Syn. 1. Associate, Friend, Companion, etc. (see asso-

ciate), fellow-worker, auxiliary, cobperator. 3. Coadju-
tor, Suffragan. Each of these is an assistant to a bishop,
but the coadjutor is appointed as assistant and often as
successor to an old and infirm bishop, to relieve him from
work ;

the suffragan is assistant to a bishop whose see is

too large, and has charge of a specific portion of it, the

bishop principal remaining In charge of the central por-
tion.

coadjutorship (ko-a-jo'tor-ship), n. [< coadju-
tor + -ship.] 1. Assistance; cooperation. Pope.

2. The office or employment of a coadjutor.
coadjutress (ko-a-jo'tres), M. [< coadjutor +
-ess.] A female assistant or helper.
The ministresses and coadjutreiiseg of justice.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 1063.

coadjutrix (ko-a-jo'triks), . [As if L., fern, of

coadjutor.] Same as coadjutress.
Bolingbroke and his coadjittrtx.

Smollett, Hist. Eng., I. ii. 40(0rd MS.).

coadjuvancy (ko-aj'6-van-si), . [< coadjuvant,
in lit. adj. sense '

helping in union with '

: see

-ancy.] Assistance
; cooperation ;

concurrent

help. Sir T. Browne. [JBare.]

coadjuvant (ko-aj'6-vant), . and n. [< co-1

+ adjuvant.] I. a. Assisting; cooperating
with.

II. ii. An assistant; a promoting agent ; spe-
cifically, in med., an ingredient in a prescrip-
tion designed to increase the effect of another
ingredient.

coadjuvatet, n. A coadjutor.
coadnate (ko-ad'nat), a. [< co-1 + adnate.]
Same as iidnatc.

coadunate, coadunated (ko-ad'u-nat, -na-ted),
a. [< LL. coadunatus, pp. of eoadunare, unite

together, < L. co-, together, + LL. adunare,
make one (lit.

'

at-one^; cf. atone), < L. ad, =
E. at, + units = E. one.] United or joined.

If the metre is characteristically Homeric, as say these

infidels, then is the present text (so inextricably coadu-
nated with the metre), upon their own showing, the good
old Homeric text and no mistake.

De Quincey, Homer, iii.

Specifically (a) In entoin., united without perceptible ar-

ticulation; connate. (6) In bot., same as adnate.

COadunation (ko-ad-u-na'shon), w. [< LL. co-

adunatio(n-), < eoadunare: see coadunate.] The
union of different substances or parts in one
mass. [Rare.]

In the coadunation and conjunction of parts, the title

is firm, but not at all in distinction and separation.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 190.

coadunition (ko-ad-u-nish'on), n. [Var. of co-

adunation, after unite.] Same as coadunation.
coadventure (ko-ad-ven'tur), v. i.; pret. and
pp. coadcentured, ppr. coadrcnturing. [< co-1 +
adventure, r.] To share with one or more in an
adventure or a speculation. Howell.
coadventure (ko-Mcl-ven'tur), . [< co-1 + ad-

venture, n.] An adventure in which two or more
are sharers.

coadventurer (ko-ad-ven'tur-er), . [< co-1 +
adventurer.] A fellow-adventurer. Howell.

coaetaneous, co&taneously. See coetaneous,

coetaneously.
coafforest (kp-a-for'est), v. t. [< co-1 + afforest.]
To convert into a forest, or add to a forest.

See afforest.

Henry Fitz-Empresse . . . did coafforest much land,
which continued all his reign, though much complained
of. Howell, Letters, iv, 16.

coagency (ko-a'jen-si), i. [< co-1 + agency.]
Joint agency ; cooperating power. Coleridge.
Those fascinations of solitude which, when acting as

a co-agency with unresisted grief, end in the paradoxical
result of making out of grief itself a luxury.

De Qitincey, Autobiog. Sketches, p. 22.
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coagent (ko-a'jent), n. [< co- 1 + at/cut.] An
assistant or associate in an act

;
an accomplice.

Your -|MMM, i then

To marry this coaiieitt at ynur mischiefs.

lieau. awl /-Y., Knight of Malta.

iiu'd.. iiMood-clot. 2f. A substance that causes

coagulation, a* r<-Min't
;
a coagulant. Crabb.

co-aid (ko-ad'). a. [_< ''a- 1 + aid1 .] 1. A tvi-

low-hdprr. 2. Coujunctivo assistance. /'/.
coaita(ko-i'tii), . |S. AIIHT.

]

A South Amer-

coagitate (ko-aj'i-tat), c. t.
; pri-t.

and pp. en- u-an monkeyJ'.
I >///

//<///I'M-.--. nbout 18 inches in

ai/ilateil, ppr. <Mi<ii/tt<iltit<i. [< LL. eoagitatiix, length. S<M-'.U///.V, and out under */;iV/r-m/)/.M/.

pp. of enai/itiiri; < L. <-, together, + tfitarr, C0aiti, ,/. Smnc :is <////.

agitate : sue agitair.] To move or agitate to- coak 1
(kok), . and r. S.M. //,/., '

.

gether. Blount. [Hare.] coak- (kok), n. [Also written coij and 0017.17,

coagmentt (kd-ag-ment')i r. t. [< L. coaginm- ;m( | pcrliaps the same as ro<7- (of a wheel); of.

fare, join, connect, cement, < i-oiii/iiinitiiiii. . \v. roi-nn, a cog of a wheel.] 1. In x/ii/>-rin-/i..

Collection

coagmentationt .

coagiHfiitatin(H-), < fiii/i/iiii ii/iu'i'. )i|i

ins, join, connect : SIT i-na<jiiii'iil.'\

into a mass ;
union

; conjunction.
\\"liei rsorv, r t here is n 'Kt'inii'ittiit'ini of many, the low

est [shall |
be, knit to the highest hy that which being inter

tacent may cans,- each to cleave nuto other, and so all t

continue one.

('iiil'!iiu-nt(ilnm of worils.

coagula. H Plural of . .

coagulability (ko-ag"u-la-bil'i-ti), n. [<

pieces.
The coaku ... arc Intended to support the IxilU.

/V,,/-/,,/,,,, Miip hiiiMing, ii. s.

2. Xaut., a square metallic bushing in the cen-

tral pole of the sheave of a block, through which
the pin passes.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. >.
coak-' (kok) *. f. [< coatf, .] In tliip-earp., to

B. Jonson, Discoveries.
'inlte together, as the ends of two pieces of

wood, by means of coaks.

coaken (ko'kn), r. . [E. dial. Cf. c/iofcci.] To
B. v....y v v -o y -;; --,._,, w

t
~

S-t I'll 111 111 VO 111 i t i 1 I i^ .

jfc: see -bility.] The capacity of being co-
coakf} (koks)> . |;. rpi. of coofcl.] Cinders,

agulated. fProv Eng ]

coagulable (ko-ag'u-la-bl), a. [< coagul(ate) + coakum (kd'a-kura), . [Origin obscure.] A
-tiblc.] Capable of becoming coagulated; ca- nam() of the

"

Kar(,et Or poke, Phytolacca de-

pable of changing from a liquid to an inspis-
suli'd stud-: as, mtii/iilahle lymph.
The iii-oilnetion of iiny coamilaltle exudation.

(juain, Mr, I. Diet., p. 466.

coagulant (ko-ag'u-lant), . [< L. cwnjulan(t-)s,

ppr. of cutii/iiliire: see coagulate, r.] A sub-

stance that produces coagulation,

coagulate (ko-ag'u-lat), v. ; pret. and pp. coag-

ulated, ppr. ciHitjiilntiiiji. [< L. coanulatus, pp.
of coayulare, curdle, < coagulum, a means of

curdling, rennet, also lit. a bond, tie : see coagu-

lum.'} I. tranx. 1. To curdle; congeal; clot;

change from a fluid into a curd-like or thick-

ened mass: as, to coagulate blood; rennet coag-
ulates milk.
The cheese-wife knoweth it as well as the philosopher,

that sour rmmct ilnth cuii'iulate her milk into a cura.

Raleigh, Hist. World, Pref., p. 4.

Spirits attenuate, which the cold doth congeal and c<xi,/-

ulate. Bacon, Xat. Hist.

2f. To crystallize. =Syn. To thicken, clot, concrete.

II. intrans. 1. To curdle or become clotted ;

congeal or become congealed.

Spirit of wine commixed with milk, a third part spirit
of wine and two parts milk, coaifulateth little, but min-

gleth. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

About the third part of the oil olive . . . did there co-

ayulate into a whitish body, almost like butter. Boyle.

2t. To become crystallized,

coagulatet (ko-ag'u-lat), a. [< ME. eoagulat,
< C. coagulatiiy, pp.: see the verb.] Coagu-
lated; curdled; clotted.

Combust matercs and eoagulat.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 268.

O'er-sized with coaijulate gore. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

coagulation (ko-ag-u-la'shon), n. [< L. coagu-

latio(n-), < coagula're : see coagulate, r.] 1.

The act of changing from a fluid to a thickened

i-innlra.

coal (kol), n. [Early mod. E. cole. < ME.
epic,

w/, < AS. col, neut., = OFries. kole, NFries.

koal, t., = MD. kole, D. too/, f., = MLG. kole,

kale, LG. kole, also AW, fca/, f., = OHG. chol,

MHG. kol, neut., OHG. c/toto, fcofo, MHG. kolr,

kol, m., G. kohle, f., = Icel. Norw. 8w. kul =
Dan. A-w/, neut., coal (in both senses), orig. a

burning coal ; perhaps connected with Ir. Gael.

final, coal, and ult. with Skt. -tfjval, burn bright,
flame. The Goth, word for a burning coal was
hauri, perhaps akin to AS. hearth, E. hearth.

Cf. F, Itouille, Walloon hole, ML. lmlla>, mineral

coal; Gr. avtlpal;, a burning coal, also mineral
coal (see anthracite), L. caroo(n-), a burning
coal, charcoal, in mod. use mineral coal (see

avion.).] 1. A piece of wood or other com-
bustible substance, either ignited or burning (a

''live coal" or ''glowing coal"), or burned out

or charred (a
" dead coal," charcoal, cinder).

A quic col berninde ope ane hyeape of dyeade coles [A
live coal burning upon a heap of dead coals].

Ayenbite of Inicyt, p. 205.

To cold coles sche schal be brent.
William of Palernr. (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 4367.

As coals are to burning coal*, and wood to fire, so is a

contentious man to kindle strife. Prov. \\vi. 21.

If he could burn us all into one coal,
We have deserv'd it. Shak., Cor., iv. 6.

2. A solid and more or less distinctly stratified

mineral, varying in color from dark-brown to

black, brittle, combustible, and used as a fuel,
not fusible without decomposition, and very
insoluble. It is the result of the transformation of or-

ganic matter, and is distinguished by its fossil origin from
charcoal (def. 1), which is obtained by the direct carboni-

zation of wood. (See coal-plant.) Coal always contains more
or less earthy matter, which is left behind in the form of

coal-black

were continually growing less imorable for the formation

of coal on ;, i successive age IHU-

I, -s- ,,,;,! t,, .-how, a n,l that on an a \eraue of |MM,rer tinalit)

than the , ,,al ,,f the tine rarl-ointeioiin , p,,, h (s,

,/,'. u-,, ,;,!!, <! ,i,l formerh
' ill [hi- MOM I- II"-, I ils a mile, 'live 1,0111,

without 11 plural; but in '
, the plniul form

Is liUo ns, -! in speaking of a iiuantit) of coal, uith
n- , to tlir pi, ,-. , ipo.-iir.: it : :is to la; in a supply of

coal* ; put more coa/* on tl.

"Ueth V Ililer lollll.

,
ti, ol lli_,h'i, s I'oh, hronicim, I. 889.

A peck of cuali a-pi, , e -hall ulad the re-t.

/'-./', lmneia-1 i,

Albertcoal. Same as /(/''' Bllndcoal
Boghead coal,.' aiiet> ,,t ,nnd on tin:

, ,lal,. ol |i,-head. near Bat ..Illlli-l, which

tensively iisi-il for tin- inaniilaetiire of parulllii ami nils. It

Is an excellent UMS , ,,al. hut t,, , ,MI\ t*> be used for that

pm-po-e. It is al-o , alle.i T'lflnni- ItiH iiinirnll all, I /,,/

l,n, , it.- Bovey COal, a Tertian liunilc or In-own ,,,al.

oer-ni'rini; in he,ls tioni i to Ii; f, /-I Iliiek, in pi|H- clay, at

|I.M,\ iii Devonshire, England. It i- an inllam

inable fossil, reserablinK in man> ,,i ils pi-op, rli,, hiln-

niinous coal. IU structure is llssile, and iUcross-fraetm,

evenor couchoiilal, with a i e-in, -.hat shining

luster. It Is brittle, burns with a weak name, an, I exhales

an otlor which is yeneralh ,
I i.sagreeable. Buckwheat

coal. >c< im,-k n heiii. Coal-boring bit. sec >,;t\.

Delve of coals. SIM; ,/, /-. Fibrous coal, same m
mother iif-cial (which na, i,ei,,w). Mother-of-coal, a

soft black substance, resemhlin^ ehanoal in apiiearance,
found iu comic, -lion with conl. nsnallv alon^ its plane,
of stratification or lamination, in which the ,,,!>

acter of the material from which the coal was formed it

more perfectly preserved than it Is In the Ujdy f the coal

Itself. \l-o ,,,ll,,l nhrtiiu coal,/u*M charcoal, and ///>

eral chaifutil. Small coal, (at) Mule wood coals for-

merly used to linht fires. Gay. (b) Same as slack. To
blow a coal*, to kindle strife.

It is you
Hath Uiiirii this i-i:'il betwixt my lord and me.

Shak., Hen. VIII., U. 4.

To rail or haul over the coals, to call to a strict or se-

vere account : reprimand. To carry coals t. See carry.

To carry coals to Newcastle. See carry. To heap
coals of fire on one's head (a phrase derived from the

scriptural use : see quotation), to excite remorse and re-

pentance in one who has done an Injury, by rendering to

him good for the evil.

If thine enemy hunger, feed him ; if he thirst, give him
drink : for in so doing thou shall heap coals af fire on. hit

head. Kom. xii. 20.

To stir coals', to quarrel, or stir up strife.

After soche sorte did he vpbrald to the people their

rashe and vnaduised uttering of coles, and artsinges U>

warre. J. Udall, tr. of Erasmus's Apophthegms, p. 32s.

coal (kol), v. [= D. koleti, warm with coals, =
MLG. kolen = G. kohlen = Sw. kola, burn to

charcoal; from the noun.] I. trans. 1. To
burn to coal or charcoal ;

make into coal
;
char.

Charcoal of roots, being coaled into great pieces, lasts

longer than ordinary charcoal. Bacon, Nat. Hist., $ 775.

The best charcoal was made of oak. The woods appear
to have been caaleil at intervals of about twenty years, or

even less. A", a /id Q., 6th ser., XI. 123.

2. To mark or delineate with charcoal. [Bare.]
He coaled out rhyme upon the wall.

Caindfn, Remains, Rythmes.

",
" OJ "

". .""'" ruTTw+n "* fter combustion. The quantity of the ash varies con-
curd-like state, well exemplified by the clotting 8iderai,iy )

but iu goud coal does not usually exceed from ft

of blood; the state of being coagulated. 2t. to 10 per cent, in weight. Coal can, however, be used for

The change from a fluid to a solid state, as in fuel, in default of a better material, when the amount of

orvotulKvntin, * A mnos nr nimntitv of oo- ash is much larger than this. Coal consists essentially of
crystallisation. d. A mass or qua carbon, together with hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen :

agulated matter : a curd; a clot. Coagulation-
necrosis, in pathol., a form of necrosis which occurs
when a small portion of tissue is cut off from the circula-

tion, but remains surrounded by, or at least continuous

with, tissue in which the blood continues to circulate. The
cells of the tissue become smaller, distorted, shining, and
the nuclei disappear.

- Coagulation Of the blood, the

production of filaments of nTirin in the blood, running in

every direction, thus forming a spongy mass in which the

blood-corpuscles are caught; this mass then contracts,

squeezing out the
seriim._

coagulative (ko-ag'u-la-tiv), . [< ML. coagu-
lulinix, < L. coaijulatus : see coaijulate, r., and

-ip.] Causing coagulation: as,
" coaaulatire

power," Boyle, Works, I. 423.

coagulator (ko-ag'u-la-tor), n. [< coagulate +
-or.] Anything that causes coagulation.

Globulin, added under proper conditions, to serous effu-

sion, is a coarmlalor of that effusion, giving rise to the de-

velopment of fibrin in it.

Huxley and Youtnans, Physiol., 86.

coagulatory (ko-ag'u-la-to-ri), a. [< coagulate
+ -on/.] Trading to coagulate.
coagulum (ko-ag'u-lum), n.; pi. coagula (-la).

[NL., < L. coai/iihini, a means of curdling, ren-

net, also lit. a bond, tie, < *co-agere, *co-igcn;

cogere, bring together, gather, collect, compel :

see cogent, and cf. coact, coagment.] 1. A co-

agulated mass, as curd, etc.
; specifically, in

and sulphur Is rarely if "ever"absent The most general
subdivision of coal is into Aaro* and toft. The former is

that coal which consists almost entirely of carbon ; the
latter is that in which there is a considerable percentage
of hydrogen. Hard coal is generally called anthracite ;

Mtii niimm* coal, or simply "ail. is the designation of the

ordinary soft coal almost everywhere in general use where
coal is burned, except iu the eastem and Atlantic United
States. In anthracite the bituminous or volatile matter
constitutes usually less than 7 per cent, of the whole ; in

soft or bituminous coal it is usually more than 18 per cent.

Coal intermediate in character between anthracite and
bituminous coal is called semi-anthracite or eemi-bitn-

miiutm, according as it approaches anthracite or bitumi-

nous coal more nearly in character. The material driven

off from coal on ignition is not really bitumen, for coal is

insoluble, while bitumen is soluble. The name comes from
the fact that bituminous coal behaves on being heated

very much as bitumen itself does that is, It swells up
more or less, fuses together, and burns with a bright flame
and considerable dense smoke. Coal occurs in all the

geological formations, from the lowest iu which land-

plants have been found (the Devonian) up to the highest ;

but the coal of the great manufacturing countries, Eng-
land, France, Germany, and the eastern United States, is

nearly all of the same geological age. and is obtained from
the formation called the Carboniferous. (See carboniferous. )

The coal of Australia, India, and a part of that of China
is of later geological age than the Carboniferous, being
Mesozoic, and not Paleozoic. There is also a large quantity
of good coal in various parts of the world iu formations
even more recent than the Mesozoic. In general, how-

ever, from the time of the Carboniferous on, the conditions

3. To provide with coal ;
furnish a supply of

coal to or for : as, to coal a steamship or a loco-

motive.

The landlord and squire of the parish, who had always
blanketed and coaled his poorer neighbours in the winter.

FortniyhUy Her., X. S., XL SB.

He used two fires, which were coaled alternately.

Thurnton, Steam-Engine, p. 125.

II. intraitx. To take in coal for use as fuel:

as, the vessel coaled at Portsmouth.

At the twelfth station we ntiled. The train ended in

the desert here. W. 11. Hutuell, Diary in India, I. 38.

Admiral Lespes remains at anchor before Kelung, so as

to prevent Chinese vessels from dialing:.
The American, VIII. SOI.

coala, . See koala.

coal-backer (kol'bak'er), w. A man who is

engaged in carrying coal on his back from a

ship to the wagons. Mayhcic. [Eng.]
coal-barge (korbarj), . A flat-bottomed river-

boat for transporting coal. [U. S.]

Coal-basin (kol'ba'sn), w. In grol., a depres-
sion or basin formed by the subsidence at the

center, or upheaval at the edges, of the older

rocks, in which the various strata of the Car-

boniferous system or coal-measures lie. See
coal-measures.

coal-bed (kol'bed), . A formation in which
there are strata of coal; a bed or stratum of

coal.

coal-bin (kol'bin), w. A bin or receptacle for

coal.

coal-black (kol'blak), <t. and . [< ME. cole-

Muk, eolblak, < col, coal, + blak, black.] I. a.

Black as a coal, or as charcoal, or, as often in

modern use. black as mineral coal
; very black.

Thin exeu [eyes) Ix-oth cnlblake and brode.
(Jirl aiul Myhtinffale, I. 7i.



coal-black

There ho was snosv-white tofore,
Ever afterward coleblack therfore

He has transformed.
Gnirer, Oonf. Ainallt., I. 306.

II. . A deep black like that of charcoal
;
or

a deep, shining black with a slight bluish tinge,

like that of anthracite coal.

coal-box (kol'boks), n. A box for holding coal.

coal-brand (kol'brand), . A name for the

smut of wheat, Ustilago segetum. [Prov. Eng.]
coal-brass (kol'bras), . A name given to the

iron pyrites found in the coal-measures, which
is employed in the manufacture of copperas,
and also in alkali-works for the sulphur it con-

tains. Commonly used in the plural.
coal-breaker (kof'bva'ker), n. 1. One engaged
in breaking into convenient size the larger
masses of coal as they come from the mine, or

in attending upon a machine used for that pur-

pose. 2. A machine for breaking coal
; by ex-

tension, the whole structure orbuilding in which
the various processes of breaking, sorting, and

cleaning coal are carried on. Such structures are

placed at the entrances of mines, and are often of great
extent. The coal is delivered at the top to the breakers

proper, and passes downward through the works to the

bins or to the coal-chutes, where it is discharged into the
ears that enter the lower part of the structure. Coal-

breakers were first used in the Pennsylvania anthracite

region in 1843.

coal-bunker (k6rbung"ker), n. A place for

storing coal for use; specifically, in steamships,
the place where coal for the furnace is stored.

coal-car (kol'kar), n. A freight-car designed
especially for carrying coal, sometimes made
of iron, with a drop-bottom.
coal-carrier (kol'kar"i-er), n. A person em-

ployed in carrying coal.

coalcarrierlyt (kol'kar"i-er-li), a. [< coal-car-

rier + -ly
1
.] Like a coal-carrier.

Peter Plod-all. . . . that coalcarrierly clown.

Wily Beguiled (Hazlitfs Dodsley).

coal-chute (kol'shot), . A trough or spout
down which coal slides from a bin or pocket to

a locomotive tender, or to vessels, carts, or cars.

coal-drop (kol'drop), . A broad, shallow in-

clined trough down which coal is discharged
from a wharf into the hold of a vessel.

coal-dust (kol'dust), n. The dust of coal
; pow-

dered coal.

It has been attempted ... to make the coal-dust into
bricks. Amted, Hungary, p. 194.

coaleryt (kd'ler-i), n. [< coal + -try. Cf. col-

liery.'] A colliery. Woodward.
coalesce (ko-a-les'), v. i.l pret. and pp. coa-

lesced, ppr. coalescing. [< L. coalescere, grow to-

gether, < co-, together, -I- alescere, grow up, <

alere, nourish: see aliment.] 1. To grow to-

gether ;
unite by growth into one body.

In the humeriu of the Manati the bicipital groove is ob-

solete, the two tuberosities coalescing, as in the Cetacea.
H'. //. Flower, Osteology, p. 200.

The middle division of the body of Limulus exhibits

markings which indicate that it is composed of, at fewest,
six coalesced somites. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 228.

2. To combine or be collected or joined, so as
to form one body.
When they [vapours] begin to coalesce and constitute

globules. Seirion.

Hence 3. To come or join together; unite so

as to form one party, community, or the like :

as, political parties sometimes coalesce.

The circumstances of the tenth century led the English
kingdoms in Britain, naturally and necessarily, to coalesce

in the shape of a consolidated kingdom.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 186.

coalescence (ko-a-les'ens), n. [< coalescent:

see -encc.] 1. The act of coalescing or unit-

ing ;
the state of being intimately joined.

That he should not be aware of the future coalescence of

these bodies into one. Glanville, Preexistence of Souls, ii.

2. In lot., the organic union of similar parts.
coalescency (ko-a-les'en-si), . [= coalescence :

see -ency. ] Tendency to grow together or unite.

Up. Gauden.
coalescent (ko-a-les'ent), a. and n. [< L. coa-

leseen(t-)s, ppr. of coalescere, grow together:
see coalesce.'] I. a. Growing together; unit-

ing so as to form one body: in hot., properly
applied to the organic cohesion of similarparts.
H. n. One who or thatwhich coalesces. Athe-

iiceum.

coal-exchange (kol'eks-chanj"), n. A market
for the sale of coal; specifically, a place for
transactions in coal on a large scale.

coal-field (kol'feld), . In geol., a general name
for any area over which coal occurs somewhat
connectedly and in some quantity, and where
coal is or may be worked to such an extent as
to be of economical importance. One coal-fleld is
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separated from another 1

There are 38 di;

n another by an intervening barren aron.

listinct coal-nelds in Great Britain and Ire-

land.

coalfish (kol'fish), n. [=G. kohlfiscli .] A gadoid
fish, I'ollacliins vireim or coroonarfut, named
from the color of its back, it grows to the length
of 2 or 3 feet, and weighs from 10 to 30 pounds. It is found

Coalfish, or Pollock (Poltachins virtnt).

lii great numbers about the Orkney islands and the north-
ern parts of Great Britain. The fish and its fry are known
by a great variety of local names. In the United States

generally called pollock.

coal-fitter (kol'fif'er), n. See fitter''-, 5.

coal-gas (kol'gas), n. 1 . The gas which is given
out by burning coal. 2. A mixture of gases
and vapors, chiefly combustible, which is em-

ployed to produce the gas-light in common use.
It is obtained by heating bituminous coal in closed iron

vessels without access of air, and removing as completely
as possible from the vapors thus formed all incombustible
and sulphurous gases. The following is an average analy-
sis of ordinary coal-gas : hydrogen, 45.58 per cent. ; marsh-

gas, 34.90; carbonic oxid, 6.64; oleflant gas, 4.08; tetry-

lene, 2.38; sulphureted hydrogen, 0.29; nitrogen, 2.40;
carbonic acid, 3.67. It also contains traces of ammonia,
carbon disulphid, cyanogen, and oxygen. Coal-gas
charcoal. Same as gat-carbon (which see, under carbon).

COal-gOOSe (kol'gos), n. A local British name
for the cormorant, Phalacrocorax carbo, from
its color.

COal-heayer (kol'he'ver), . One employed in

the moving or shoveling of coal, in loading or

discharging coal-ships, in shoveling coal from
the coal-bunkers of a steam-vessel to the fur-

naces, etc.
;
a coal-passer.

coal-hod (kol'hod), n. A hod for carrying coal
and putting it on the fire.

coal-hole (kol'hol), n. 1. A trap in the side-

walk for the reception of coal to be stored in

a cellar beneath. 2. A coal-cellar. [Eng.]
3. Naut., that part of a ship's hold lying near
to the after-magazine containing coal, wood,
etc. [Eng.]
coal-hood, coaly-hood (kol'hud, -i-hud), . [So
called from their black crown.] 1. The bull-

finch. 2. The coal-tit.

coal-hoodie (kdrhud"i), n. 1. Same as coal-

hood. 2. A name of the black-headed bunt-

ing, Emberiza schcenicla,

coal-hulk (kol'hulk), n. A vessel kept, usual-

ly at foreign stations, for supplying steamers
with coal.

coalier, . See collier^.

coaling (ko'ling), n. [Verbal n. of coal, r.]
The process of supplying or taking in coal for

use : as, the coaling of a steamer or locomotive
;

a floaHwp-station or coa?iHjr-wharf.
coalised. p. a. See coalized.

coalite (ko'a-llt), a. [< L. coalitus, pp. : see the

verb.] United or coalesced: applied specifi-

cally, in eiitom., to parts structurally or usually
separated when they are closely united without
a dividing incisure or suture, as the scutellum
when it is connate with the pronotum, or the

prolegs of a caterpillar when those of a pair are

united, only the ends being sometimes distinct.
Coalite abdomen, one in which the segments are

united without sutures, as in a spider. Coalite all-

trunk, the mesothorax and metathorax when they ap-
parently form a single ring, the sterna being united, as in

many Hemipte.ro. Coalite body, a body in which the

head, thorax, and abdomen are all closely united, as in

the mites.

coalitet (ko'a-llt), v. [< L. coalitus, pp. of coa-
lescere: see coalesce.'] I. intrans. To unite or

coalesce.

Let them continue to coalite. Bolingbrokc, Parties, xix.

II. trans. To cause to unite or coalesce.

Time has . . . blended and coalifed the conquered with
the conquerors. Burke, To Sir H. Langrishe.

coalition (ko-a-lish'on), n. [= F. coalition =
Sp. coalicion = Pg.'eoaliqtfo = It. coalizione, <

ML. coalitio(n-), < L. coalescere, pp. coalitus, co-
alesce: see coalesce and coalite.'} 1. Union in
a body or mass

;
a coming together, as of sep-

arate bodies or parts, and their union through
natural causes in one mass or whole : as, a co-

alition of atoms or particles.
Tis necessary that these squandered atoms should con-

vene and unite into great masses ; without such a coali-
tion the chaos must have reigned to all eternity. Bentley.

2. Voluntary union of individual persons, par-
ties, or states

; particularly, a temporary com-

coal-plant

bining of parties or factions for the attainment
of a special end

;
alliance. Among the most fa-

mous coalitions of history were those formed at different

times by other European powers against France during
the wars succeeding the first French revolution.

They [the Jews] can never reduce themselves to such a
Coalition and Unity as may make a Republic, Principality,
or Kingdom. lliuivll, Letters, I. vi. 14.

Because Lord Shelburne had gained the king's ear, . . .

the latter formed a coalition with Lord North, whose per-
son and whose policy he had spent his whole life in decry-
ing. Brougham, Fox.

The coalition had, in the course of the year, lost one
valuable member and gained another.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xvi.

= Syn. 2. Alliance, League. Confederacy, etc. (see alli-

ance), combination, copartnership,

coalitioner (ko-a-lish'on-er), n. [< coalition +
-c/-l.] A coalitionist. [Bare.]

coalitionist (ko-a-lish'on-ist), n. [< coalition

+ -is<.] One who favors coalition, or who is a
member of a coalition.

A coalition of the Republicans and of the party of peace
and order produced the Thiers Government, and then a

change in the balance of the coalitionistn produced the
Government of Marshal MacJtahon.

S. Amos, Science of Politics, vi.

coalized (k6'a-lizd),7). a. [< "coaliee, var. of co-

alesce or coalite (see -ize), + -ed2 .] Joined by
or in a coalition

;
allied. Also spelled coalised.

[Rare.]
Rash coalised kings. Carlyle.

coallier, n. See collier^-.

CO-ally (ko-a-li'), n. [< co-1 + ally
1
, .] A joint

ally : as, the subject of a co-ally. Kent.

coalman (kol'man), n.
; pi. coalmen (-men). [Cf.

coatftsli.'] The young coalfish. [Local, Eng.]
coal-master (kormas"ter), ti. The owner or
lessee of a coal-field who works it and disposes
of its produce. [Eng.]
coal-measures (k61'mezh"urz), . pi. In geol.,
that portion of the Carboniferous series in which
beds of COal are found. The coal-measures are some-
times several thousand feet in thickness, and consist, in
addition to the coal itself, of many beds of clay, shale, and
sandstone. See carboniferous.

coal-meter (koVmS'tto). n. One appointed to

superintend the measuring of coal. [Eng.]
coal-mine (kormin), . A mine or pit from
which coal is obtained.
coal-miner (k61'ml"ner), . One who works in

a coal-mine.

coal-mining (kol
' mi "

ning), a. Pertaining to

mining for coal
; engaged in or connected with

mining coal: as, the coal-tniniiig districts; the

coal-mining interests.

coal-mouse (kol'mous), n.
; pi. coal-mice or coal-

mouses. [Also written cole-mouse ; < ME. colmosc,

collemase, < AS. colmdse (= D. koolmees= 'M.HG.

kolemeise, G. kolilmeise), coal-mouse, coal-tit, so
called from its glossy black head and throat

(cf. F. cluirbonnier = Sp. carbonero, coal-mouse,
< L. carbo(n-), coal), < col, coal, + mdsc, ME.
moxe (= MIX meese, D. mecs = MLG. mesc =
OHG. meisa, MHG. G. weise = Dan. mejsc =
Norw. m= Icel. dim. meisingr. >OF. masange,
F. niemnge, Walloon masenge, Bouchi ntasinque,
Picard masaingue, ML. masance, coal-mouse),
the name of several small birds, now found only
in two compounds, where it has been corrupted
to -mouse, namely, coal-mouse and titmouse: see
mote1 . The plural, which is little used, follows
that of titmouse (titmice) in conforming to the

plural of mouse; but some writers avoid the

corruption in the plural, and write coal-mouses.']
Same as coal-tit.

coal-note (kol'not), n. A particular form of

promissory note formerly in use in the port of

London.
coal-oil (kol'oil), n. Same as petroleum.
coal-passer (korpas^er), n. One whose duty
is to pass coal to the furnace of a steam-engine.
coal-pipe (kol'pip), n. The cast of a tree formed
in rock, usually in sandstone. Such casts, standing
vertically, are not uncommon in some of the English coal-

fields, and are a source of danger to the miner, as they are

likely to fall as soon as the supporting rock is removed.

coal-pit (kol 'pit), n. [< ME. (not found), <

AS. colpytt, < col, coal, + pytt, pit : see pit'-.]

1. A pit where coal is dug. 2. In the United

States, a place where charcoal is made.

coal-plant (kol'plant), . A more or less dis-

tinctly preserved or fossilized relic of vegeta-
tion found in connection with mineral coal, and
regarded as representing, or as akin with, the

vegetation of which the coal itself is composed.
The vegetable remains which are in the best preservation
and have been most studied occur chiefly in the strata
between which the beds of coal are intercalated, and espe-
cially in the under-day or chinch by which a large pro-

portion of them are underlain. The shaly strata over-

lying the coal are also very frequently found to be crowded



coal-plant

with well-preserved forms of vegetable life. The vegeta-
tiuii accompuirlna coal varies with its geological age.

(See. iW.i A tin- I'aleo/oie en- "Oarbonileroiu '-"iU la-
in P^urope ami tin- eastern I'nited States, at least much
uicirc important than that of am other geological iw,
it is this coal- vegetation wliieh ha- I.C.-M th,- ol.jt -ct .if I In-

most nireful investigation. W bile it is generally ailinitti-i)

tilat the coal iUelf has been formed from the aggi .

anil more or less complete deeoiniosition of vcKctahle
matter, it is often very dillienlt to prove this, except liy

micros. -i. pie e\:unin:tlion, after- preliminary chemical
treatment liy which most of the entirely disorganized por
tion of the coal lias been remove*!. A mon;,' the materials
of which (he cnal of ditterent regions haw been shown liy

various authorities to be maile up are : bark of ('</'"

/..-/...A ../,-//./v.>/i, and .sY./iY/rn-m, spores of />'7//./<v/.-m//..u

vascular portinns nt /', r-i/y./. , i , and nlber ferns, anil leaves
and bark of I'm-thiH''*. (See these words.) Vegetation of

aluKher order than the Cn(li'f<r hab not yet been proved
to exist in connection \\ ith coal of < 'arboniferous aye : by
far the lariier portion of the fossil plants ..I that cp... h In'

Ionics to ttle 1',-ii)>t,"iin,tnt.

coal-sack (kol'sak), n. 1. A suck made of

strong eoiirse nijiteri;il I'm- c<iiii;i i ning <M- e;in-v-

ing coal. 2. A sailors' term for a dark place
in the (ialaxy south of Crux. Alno called tin

ll'lll ill Illl' X/.'l/.

In the midst of them (the southern eiremnpolar constel-

lations], aa if for contrast, is the dark hole, called by the
sailors the Coal-mck, v. here even the telescope reveals no

sign of li-Jit.

//. W. Warren, Recreations in Astronomy, p. 208.

coalsay, . See coalsey.
coal-screen (kol'skren), n. A device for screen-

ing COal. A eonimon form is that of a cylinder, perfo-
rated or made nf wire netting, which revolves on its long-
er axis and in an inclined position.

COal-SCUttle (kol'skut'l), . A vessel, ordina-

rily of metal, used for holding coal and putting
it on a lire; a coal-hod. Coal-scuttle bonnet, a
bonnet formerly worn, shaped somewhat like acoal-scnt tie,

usually projecting far hefore the face.
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coal-works (kol'werks). . xing. or pi. A place
where coal is dug, including the machinery for

raising the coal
;
a colliery.

coaly 1

(ko'li). a. [< coal + -y
1
.] Pertaining

to or like coal
; containing coal.

coaly2 (ko'li), n. A dialectal form of rollii .

coaly-hood, . Sre //-//.
coambulant (ko-ani'liu-liint), <i. [< LL. <<;;-

bttlon(t-)t, ppr. nf I'/iiiiiili'iiliii-i. walk together, <

I,, <-, together, + riHiliulnrt; wnlk: see co- 1
,
and

iniihiiliiti; uiiibli .\ Inlnr., walking siilc by siil'-.

Coaming (ko'ining), . [Also written /iniiliini/,

ln'ing a p:irliiMilar use of that word: see flomfr-

ii/i/. } \inil., one of the raised borders or edges
of the hatches, designed to prevent water on
deck from running below.
COanneX (ko-a-neks'), c. t. [< co-1 + annei.~]
To annex with something else. [Rare.]

COap (kop), H. See </".
coappear (ko-a-per'), f. t. [< co-1 + appear. ~\

gether. [Rare.]To appear toge

---, .

H/I/II-I lu'ittl.] To apprehend together with an-

other.

Heaven's scornful tlames and thine [Cupid's) can nevi-r n,.

tiji/u'iir. Quants, Emblems, II. 1.

coapprehend (kd-ap-re-hend'), . ' [< co-i

ittl.] T
[Rare.]

They assumed the shapes of animals common unto all

eyes, and by their conjunctions and ci impositions were able
to communicate their conceptions unto any that coapprr.-
liruilr'l the .-.> ntaxi* of their natures.

Mr '/'. l:ri,n-Hf, Vulg. Err., v. .1).

coapt (ko-apf), v. t. [< LL. coaptarc, < L. co-,

together, + aptare, fit: see co-1 and apt, v., and
cf. coaptate.] Satin- as coaptate.
The side margin of the elytron i.-, expanded so as to at-

<> >'i it -elt with the prothorax to form an oval outline.
Le Contf.

coalsey (kol'si), . [Appar. < coals, pi., + -tij

for-y; as if cotili/.~] A local English name of

the coalfish. Also spelled coalsay.

coal-ship (kol'ship), . A ship employed in

transporting coal.

coal-Slack (kol'slak), . [Cf. G. kohlenschlacke,

coal-cinder.] The dust or grime of coal. Also
coal-sleek.

Miss
Sneyellicl

. . . itl,inclng fro,,, the depths of her
coaptate (ko-ap'tat), r. t.

; pret. and pp. coup-al-sautk tonne,. 2KX* -Nicholas Mckleby, xxm.
"gjf

"V 2*^ ^^ ^"^ p
of coaptare, fit together: see cvapt.] To adjust
or fit, as parts to one another; specifically, in

surij., to adjust (the parts of a broken bone) to

each other.

coaptation (ko-ap-ta'shon), . [< LL. coa;>-

tatto(n-), < coaptarc, fit together: see coaptate. ]

1 . The adaptation or adjustment of parts to one
another.

since scarcely ever wash'd the coftlnleck from her face.

Draylnn, Polyolbton, til. 280.

coal-smut (kol'smut), n. Same as coal-slack.

coal-staith (kol'stath), . See xtnith.

coal-stone (kol' ston), . A kind of cannel-coal.

coal-stove (kol'stov), M. A stove in which coal

is used as fuel ; specifically, a stove for burning
anthracite coal.

coal-tar (kol'tar), . A thick, black, viscid,

opaque liquid which condenses in the pipes
when gas is distilled from coal, it is a mixture of

many different liquid nud solid substances, and the sepa-
ration of these into useful products is now an important
branch of manufacturing chemistry. Among these pro-
ducts may he named paraffin, naphtha, benzol, creasote,
anthracene, carbolic acid, naphthaline, pitch, etc. The
basic oil of coal-tar is the most abundant source of the
beautiful aniline cob >rs, their various hues being due to the
oxidation of aniline by means of acids, etc. (.See aniline.)
Coal-tar is made into asphalt for pavements, and with coal-

dust forms by pressure an excellent artificial fuel. It is

largely used, by itself and combined with other substances,
to form preservative compositions for coating wood and
metal. Also called <ia*-tar. Coal-tar colors, a name
given to a numerous class of colors derived from coal-lat-

hy various complex chemical processes. They are more
often and popularly called ant-line colors, as aniline was
the ni-st of them discovered. See aniline.

coal-tit (kol'tit), H. [< coal + tifl. See
e."] ThhetParu&ater, oneof the

titmice : so called from its glossy black head
and throat. Also cole-tit and coal-mouse.

coal-trimmer (kol' trim'" er), n. One who is em-
ployed to stow and trim or shift coal on board
vessels, either as cargo or as a supply for the
furnaces.

coal-viewer (kol'vu^er), . In mining, a per-
son employed to attend to the interests of the
one to whom the royalty is payable, or of the

person who works the mine.

COal-whipper (kol'hwip"er), . One who raises

coal from the hold of a ship in unloading it
;
a

coal-heaver. Coal-whippers are now being superseded
by machinery, which executes the work both more cheaply
and more expeditiously. [Eng.]

The swarthy, demon .like coal-tchippen . . . issuing
from those black arches in the Strand.

M. '. Savage, Keuben Medlicott, i. 3.

coal-whipping (korhwip'ing), . The act of

raising coal from the hold of a vessel.

coal-workings (kol'wer'kingz), .
sinp.

or pi.
A coal-mine ; a place where coal is raised.

At last we reached the coal-workings, and a more de-

serted, melancholy-looking place for a mine I have never
seen Ansted, Hungary, p. 124.

The same method makes both prose and verse lieautifnl.

which consists in the judicious coaptation and ranging of

the words. Brooitt?.

2. In surij., the act of placing the broken ex-

tremities of a bone in their natural position, or
of restoring a luxated bone to its place ; bone-

setting. Dunglison. 3. In anat., a kind of glid-

ing articulation of one bone with another, as
that of the patella with the femur.

coaptator (ko'ap-ta-tor), . [NL., < LL. coa;i-

tare, fit together: see coaptate.'] A surgical
apparatus for fitting together the ends of a
broken bone and keeping them in the required
position while their union is taking place. E.
11. Kniglit.

coaration (ko-a-ra'shon), n. [< co-1 + ora-

tion.] Cooperative plowing or tillage: a sys-
tem of husbandry practised in ancient village
communities. Seeoohm. [Rare.]
COarb (ko-arb'), . Same as comarb.
coarbiter (ko-ar'bi-ter), n. [< co-l + arbiter.']

A joint arbiter.

The friendly composition made and celebrated by the
liono: personages, master Nicholas Stocket, Thomas Graa,
and Walter Sibil, in the yeare 1388, with the assistance of

their coarbiterg on our part. llakluyt's Voyage*, 1. 153.

COarctt (ko-arkf), v. t. [< L. coarctare, erro-

neous form of coartare, press together, < co-,

together, + artare, press: see co-1 and art3 .

Cf. coart.] 1. To press together; crowd; con-
fine closely. Bacon. 2. To restrain; confine.

He must blame and impute it to himself that he has
thus coarcted or straitened himself so far.

Ayli/e, Parergon.

coarctatet (ko-ark'tat), r. t. [< L. coarctatus,

pp. of coarctare : see coarct.] Same as coarct.

coarctate, coarctated (ko-ark'tat, -ta-ted), a.

[< L. coarctatus, pp. : see the verb.] Crowded
together. Specifically (a)
In entom. : (1) Compressed ;

much attenuated, generally
at the base ; having a narrow
base, butwiderand thicker to-

wird the apex. (2) Crowded ;

packed into a small space.
(fe) In bot., compact ; dense,
as a panicle ; closely appress-
ed, as a foliaceous thallus.

Coarctate abdomen, in -

tout., an ai.'l. .men attached by
a narrow base, but immedi-
ately enlarged, and so closely r
applied to the thorax that it doTs,, vfe^ TvJr

"

appears to form a part of it, shows natural size.)

coart

as in the butterflies and niost Hies. Coarctate meta-
morphosis, in . /('<//'.. a i! i

- chara< terized by
amaggot-like larva and a ij!iie-e,m ii.au tate pupa. Co-
arctate pupa, in ''ii'"in., a pupa ne I..-. .1 ih an oval cor-

neous case. I.'rmed l.\ tin- di-n-d and expanded skin of tin-

larva, and having no external indications of the organs : a
Inbiled in iiio-t li.ft. n

COarctation (k6-iirk-t:i';-li<m), . [< L. miirrtn

ti<i(n-i,(. ciMirrlnri : see riMifr/nli
, r., and CO-

arct.'} If. Confinement ; n->! rii-tion to a narrow

space; restraint of liberty.
Human kin.u l.-.L-e i < ..u lined and ein-nm-ciihcd ; and

yet without any Mich i ontraetiiiK or iv.m-finimn but that
it may comprehend all the universal nature of things.

Kafoii, A.lvam -em. ill ( ! 1 aniniK, i. 10.

2. Pressure ;
eontnu'linn

; *|>ecifically, in ;/..
the contracting or IrsHi-ning of the diameter of

a canal, as the intestine or the urethra, or tho

contraction of a cavity. 1,'ni/.

coarse (kors), . [Karly mo'i. K. nttirar, cotmrr,
fiirxi-, prob. developed (in the 10th century) from
the MK. phrases in coiirxr, lii/ cnnrxi-, i. e., in

(regular, natural) order, in common fashion;

hence, common ;
cf. similar senses ol onliitnrii,

mi mi. i-nniiiinii. See
course*-.]

1. Of inferior
or faulty quality; poor in kind or character;
not pure or choice

;
not soft or dainty ; rude ;

common; base.
Now I feel

Of what coarte metal ye are moulded.
Skat., lien. VIII., ill. 2.

I shall be moat happy
To be employ'd, when you please to command me,
Even in the cttartifKi oAM

Fletcher, S]Minisli Curate, Iv. I.

('apt. Swan, to encourage his Men to eat this courtr

Flesh, would commend it for extraordinary good Food.
Dainpirr, Voyages, I. 146.

A coarte and useless dunghill weed. Otvay.

My Lord, eat, also, tho' the fare Is coarte..

TVnwyww, Qeraint.

2. Wanting in fineness of texture or delicacy
of structure, or in elegance of form

; composed
of large parts or particles; thick and rough
in texture: as, coarse thread or yarn; ewi/w

hair; coarse sand; coarse cloth; coarse paper.
Little girl with the poor coarse hand.

Browning, James Lee' Wife.

We pass through gentle steps from a coarite cluster of

stars, such as the Pleiades, . . . till we find ourselves

brought to an object such as the nebula in Orion.
A. M. Clrrke, Antrim, in l!>th Cent., p. SO.

3. Exhibiting or characterized by lack of re-

finement; rude; vulgar; of manners or speech,
unpolished, uncivil, or ill-bred: as, a coarse
face

;
coarse manners.

In my coarse English. Dryden, Ded. of .Kin-id

Coarse, uncivilized words. Addison, .Spectator, No. 119.

Daughter of our meadows, yet not coarxr.

Tennymn, The Brook.

4. Gross
;
indelicate ; offensive : as, coarse lan-

guage; a coarse gesture. 5. Hough; inclem-

ent; unpleasant: said of the weather: as, it's

a coarse day. [Scotch and prov. Eng.] Coarse
metal. Same as matlr. Coarse stuff. See atu/.

coarse-grained (kors'grand), . 1. Consisting
of large particles, fibers, or constituent ele-
ments: as, coarse-grained granite or wood. 2.

Wanting in refinement, delicacy, or sensibility ;

vulgar: as, a coarse-grained nature.

coarsely (kors'li), adv. In a coarse manner.
(a) In an indifferent or inferior manner ; rudely ; poorly.

Fared coarsely and poorly.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vll. 9.

(b) Without refinement or grace in delineation or descrip-
tion ; rudely.

Sardanapalus is more coarsely drawn than any dramatic.

persoimyo that we can remember.
Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

(r) Inelegantly ; uncivilly ; without art or polish, (a) Gross-

ly ; indelicately.

There is a gentleman that serves the count
Reports but coarsely of her. Shalt., All's Well, III. 5.

coarsen (kor'sn), t>. t. [< coame + -el.] To
render coarse or coarser, in any sense ; espe-
cially, make unrefined or inelegant ;

make rude
or vulgar: as, to coarsen one's nature. [Bare.]^
coarseness (kors'nes), . The state or quality
of being coarse, in any sense.

The coarmiejH of sackcloth. Dr. II. More.

Pardon tho coarseness of the illustration.

Sir.fi. L'Estrange.
There appears . , . a coarseness ami vulgarity in all the

proceedings of the assembly. Ktirke, Kev. in France.

We envy not the warmer clime, that lies

In ten degrees of more indulgent skies.
Nor at the coarseness of our heaven repine.
Though o'er our heads the frozen Pleiads shine.

Addimn, Letter from Italy.

coartt (ko-iirt'), . t. [< ME. coarten, < L. coar-

tare, coarctare, compress, compel : see coarct.']
To compel.



coart

That so thai be coart to swynimc in sape,
Enclllde hem, and alle harme thai shal escape.

Palladitis, Hiubondric (E. E. T. S.), p. 213.

Dyves by dethe was straytely cunrtid

Of his lyf to make a sudden translacion.

MS. Laud, 416, fol. 101. (HalliweU.)

coarticulated (ko-iir-tik'u-la-ted), fl. [< co-1 +
articulated.] Coapted ; conjoined ;

articulated

one with another, as bones.

coarticulation (ko-ar-tik-u-la'shon), . [< co-1

+ articulation.] Articulation one with another ;

especially, the articulation of the bones in a

joint.

coasayt, '< An obsolete form of causeway.
coassessor (ko-a-ses'or), n. [< co-1 + assessor.]

A joint assessor.

coassume (ko-a-sum'), v. t. [< co-1 + assume.]
To assume or fake upon one's self in conjunc-
tion with another. Walsall. [Kare.]

coast (kost), . [< ME. coste, coost, cost = MD.
koxte, kuste, D. Jcust (> G. kiiste = Dan. kyst =
Sw. kiist), coast, < OF. coste, F. cdte, rib, hill,

shore, coast (cf. OF. coste= F. cote, side), = Pr.

Pg. It. costa, rib, hill, shore, = Sp. costa, coast,

citesta, hill, < L. costa, a rib, a side, ML. coast.

From the same L. source are derived costal,

accost, and cutlet.'] If. A side
;
the side.

Alle the cost of the knyjte he keruys [carves] doune clene.

Anturs of Arthur, st. 47.

At the coost forsothe of the tabernacle that biholdith to

the north. Wyclif, Ex. xxxvi. 25.

Some kind of virtue . . . bends the rays towards the

coast of unusual refraction. Newton, Opticks.

Take a coast of lamb, and parboil it, take out all the

bones as near as you can, etc.

Gentlewoman's Delight (1670).

2. The exterior line, limit, or border of a coun-

try ; boundary ;
bound.

From the river, the river Euphrates, even unto the utter-

most sea shall your coast be. Deut. xi. 24.

Give us seven days' respite, that we may send messen-

gers unto all the coasts of Israel. 1 Sam. xi. 8.

And they began to pray him to depart out of their coast*.

Mark v. 17.

3. (a) The side, edge, or margin of the land

next to the sea
;
the sea-shore.

One show'd an iron coast and angry waves.

Tennyson, Palace of Art.

(b) The boundary-line formed by the sea
;
the

coast-line.

So passeth he by alle the Havens of that Coost, un til he
come to Jaffe, that ys the neyest Haven unto Jerusalem.

Mandcvitte, Travels, p. 120.

4. [From the verb.] A slide on a sled down a

snowy or icy incline : as, to go out for a coaat.

[U. is.] Clear the coast, get out of the way ; remove
obstructions or obstacles ;

make room : nearly always used
in the imperative. [Colloq.] The coast is Clear, no one
is in the way ; the danger is over; the enemy has gone or

is absent.

Is the coast clear ? None but friends?

Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, v.

coast (kost), r. [< ME. costen, as if directly <

coste, n.
;
but rather shortened from the usual

costecn, costeien (> Sc. costay), coast (trans, and

intrans.), < OF. costeer, costoicr, costier, F. c6-

toyer(= It. costeggiare), go alongside of, coast,

< coste, a coast, border. The sense '

slide down
an incline' appears to depend on OF. coste, a

hillside; but early instances of this sense are

wanting.] I. intrans. 1. To sail near a coast;
sail along or near the shore, or in sight of land

;

follow the coast-line; rarely, to travel along,
either on or near the coast.

Leaving the African shore, we struck across to Sicily,

and coasting along its eastern border, beheld with pleasure
the towering form of . Kt n:i. It'. Ware, Zenobia, 1. 19.

In the morning they divided their company to coast

along, some on shore and some in the boat.

A'. Morton, New England')) Memorial, p. 44.

2. To sail from port to port on the same coast.

I was coasting then for a year and eight months.
S. 0. Jewett, Deephaven, p. 108.

Hence 3. Figuratively, to feel one's way cau-

tiously ; grope along.
The king in this perceives him, how he coasts,
And hedges, his own way. Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

4f. To advance; proceed; go.
Towards me a sory wight did cost.

Spenser, Daphna'ida, 1. 39.

My lord is coasted one way ;

My father, though his hurts forbade his travel,
Hath took another.

Fletcher (and MassingerT), Lovers' Progress, ii. 4.

5. To slide on a sled down a hill or an incline

covered with snow or ice. [U. S.]

They encountered a troop of boys and girls coasting.
Some were coming np the hill, . . . others wheeling about
and skimming away through the bright air, the ups and
downs forming a perfect line of revolution.

S. Judd, Margaret, i. 17.
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6. To descend a hill on a bicycle, removing the the landing and shipping of goods coastwise,

feet from the pedals. [U. S.] 7. To draw Also called land-waiter, landing-waiter.

supplies to lumberers' shanties. [Canadian.] coastward, coastwards (kost'ward, -wiirdz),

II. trans. 1. To sail along or near to, as a adv. [< coast + -ward, -wards.] Toward the

coast, or along the shore of: as, to coos* the coast. W. Collins.

shores of the Mediterranean ;
to coast an island, coastways (kost'waz), adv. [Var. of coastwise,

The Spaniards haue coasted it [Nova Guinea] seuen him- after way : see -irac.] Same as coastwise.

dred leagm-s, mid yet cannot tel whether it be an He or COastWlSG (kost'wiz), adv. [< coast + -WlSC.]
continent. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 864. By way of or along the coast.

First discovered and coasted by Columbus during his coastwise (kost'wiz), a. [< coastwise, adv.]
fourth and last voyage in 1502, Nicaragua was not regu- Following the coast; moving or carried on
larly explored till 1522. Encye. Brit., XVII. 479.

along the coasi .

aS) tne coastwise trade.

2f. To carry or conduct along a coast or river- Nobody but was struck with his [Webster's] knowledge
bank. ... of all the great routes and marts of our foreign, coast-

The Indians . . . coasted me along the river. ', <"><! inte or commerce. Choate, Addresses, p. 305.

llaklui/t's Voyages, ill. 322. coat1
,

. A variant spelling of cote1 .

3f. To draw near to; approach; keep close to; coat2 (kot), n. [Early mod. E. also cote; < ME.
cote, mote, cottc, < OF. cote, also cotte, F. cottc

pursue.
Douglas still coasted the Englishmen, doing them what

damage he might. Holinshed, Chronicles, III. 352.

Take you those horse and coast 'em ; upon the first ad-

vantage,
If they will not slack their march, charge 'em up roundly.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, v. 6.

4f. To accost.
Who are these that coast us?

You told me the walk was private.
Fletcher and RowUy, Maid in the Mill, i. 1.

coastal (kos'tal), a. [< coast + -al. Cf. costal.]

Of or pertaining to a coast or shore. [Rare.]
coaster (kos'ter), . 1. One who or that which
coasts. Specifically (a) A person engaged in sailing

along a coast, or in trading from port to port in the same

country.

As if a coaster who had gone from port to port only,
should pretend to give a better description of the inland

parts of a country than those who have travelled it all

over. Bp. Atterbvry, Sermons, I. v.

(b) A vessel used in this service ; a coasting-vessel.

I don't rank able-bodied seaman like I used, and It's as

much as I can do to get a berth on a coaster.

S. 0. Jevvtt, Deephaven, p. 110.

(c) One engaged in the sport of coasting or sledding. [U.

S.] (d) A teamster who draws supplies to lumberers' shan-

ties. [Canadian.] (e) A low round tray, usually of silver,

and formerly on wheels, in which a decanter " coasts
"
or

makes the circuit of a dining-table, for the greater conve-

nience of the company.
2f. An inhabitant of or a dweller near the sea-

coast.

Sir, if you had beene present, you never saw, nor heard

any, or English man, or other coaster, . . . use more ma-
licious inventions, more diabolicall deceites.

Benvenuto, Passengers' Dialogues.

= Pr. cota, cot = Cat. cot = Sp. Pg. cota = It.

cotta, a coat, etc., = MHG. kutte, G. kutte (>
Dan. kutte), a cowl, < ML. cota, cotta, also cot-

tus, a tunic
;
of Teut, origin : cf . OS. cott= OHG.

chozzo, chozza, MHG. G. kotze, a coarse woolen
mantle (cf. OHG. umbi-chMzzi, an overgarment,
umbi-ehvzzen, clothe), orig. 'a cover' or 'shel-

ter,' being allied to E. co*1 and cote1 , q. v. A
similar transfer of sense from 'house 'to 'hood'

or 'mantle' is seen in cassock, ca&ulc, chasuble.]

If. A principal outer garment; any covering
for the body.
Unto Adam also and to his wife did the Lord God make

coats of skins, and clothed them. Gen. iii. 21.

2. An outer or upper garment worn by men,
covering the upper part of the body, in the early
middle ages it was identical with what is now called a tu-

nic, or sometimes with the cassock and corset (which see).

Coats of modern form, fitted to the body and having loose

skirts, lirst appeared in the reign of Charles II. of England.
Since the beginning of the eighteenth century the coat has
been of two general fashions : a broad-skirted coat, now
reduced to the form of the frock-coat (which see), and a
cbat with the skirts cut away at the sides (the modern
dress-coat), worn now only as a part of what is called even-

ing dress. There are many other styles, as coats without

skirts, or sack-coats; coats with the skirts cut away diago-

nally from the front downward, or cutaway coats, etc. See

also overcoat.

The coat of many colours . . . they brought ... to their

father ; and said, This have we found : know now whether
it be thy son's coat or no. Gen. xxxvii. 32.

You laugh if coat and breeches strangely vary.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, I. i. 163.

The coat [in 1772] was also short, reaching only to the

hips, fitting closely, having a small turn-over collar as now
worn. Fairholt, I. 390.

coast-guard (kost'gard), n. A guard stationed
,

on SM coast
; specifically, in Great Britain, a 3 - A

,

woman's outdoor garment resembling a

body of men originally designed only to pre-
mau8 coat material and make.-4t. An un-

ven(smuggLfa^7g7ntroTtTe%usToms, 'and der garment for the upper part of the body,

hence called the preventive service, but now flttmg somewhat closely; a tunic or shirt.

And if any man will sue thee at the law, and take away
thy coat, let him have thy cloak also. Mat. v. 40.employed as a general police force for the coast,

under the charge of the Admiralty.
coast-ice (kost'is), n. The belt of ice which in

extreme northern latitudes forms along the

shore of an island or a continent.

coasting (kos'ting), n. [Verbal n. of coast, v.]

1. The act or business of sailing along the

coast or from port to port in the same country,
for purposes of trade. 2. The sport of sliding
on a sled down an incline covered with snow
or ice. [U. S.] 3t. [Cf. accoast, var. of ac-

Now the coat was without seam, woven from the top
throughout. John xix. 23.

5. A petticoat. [Prov. Eng. and U. 8.]
Her coats she has kilted up to her knee.

Jock o' the Side (Child's Ballads, VI. 82X

In Turkey the Reverse appears ;

Long Coats the haughty Husband wears.

Prior, Alma, ii.

6f. The habit or vesture of an order or class of

men, and hence the order or class itself, or the.V , , . lljtrji, ililU UOJtW 111O UIlACi Ul VTlttOCT ALO^li, Ul I/

cost.] Advances toward acquaintance; specifi- office or station pecuiiar to the order; cloth.
cally, courtship.

O, these encounterers, so glib of tongue,
That give a coasting welcome ere it comes.

Shah., T. and C., iv. 5.

[Most editions have "
accosting welcome

"
instead of "a

coasting welcome. "] Coasting Act, a United States stat-

ute of 1793 (1 Stat., 305) for enrolling and licensing ships

employed in the coasting-trade and fisheries. Coasting-
pilot. Same as euaxt-jntat. Coasting-trade, trade car-

ried on between the different ports of the same country,
or under the same jurisdiction, by vessels sailing along
the coast, as distinguished from foreign and colonial trade :

loosely, in American usage, extended to trade between

ports of adjoining countries presenting a continuous coast-

line.

coastlander (kost'lan-der), n. [< coasi + land
+ -er1.] One who dwells on the coast.

The great invasion of Egypt by these islanders and
ewrstlanders, which is an important factor in the classifi-

cation of the different races.

Anthrop. Inst. Jour., XVI. 372.

coast-line (kost'lln), . The outline of a shore
or coast.

coast-pilot (kost'pi"lot), n. 1. A pilot who
conducts vessels along a coast. 2. A detailed

description of a coast, with instructions for

navigating it.

Also coasting-pilot.
coast-rat (kost'rat), n. A name of the African

mole-rat, Bathyergns maritimiis.

coast-waiter (kost'wa/'ter), n. In Great Brit-

ain, an officer of the customs who superintends

It will not be amiss, if, in private, you keep good your
acquaintance with Crites, or some other of his poor coat.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 1.

It becomes not your lordships coat

To take so many lives away.
Robin Hood and the Bishop o/Hereford (Child's Ballads,

(V. 295).

7. The external natural covering of an animal,
as hair, fur, wool, etc. 8. A thin layer of a
substance covering a surface; a coating: as, a
coat of paint, pitch, or varnish; a coo t of tin-

foil.

There are many petriflcations in it [a curious grotto],
made by the dropping of the water, and at the end of it

there is a table cut out in the rock, which has received a
coat from the dropping of the water like rock work, and
has a very beautiful effect.

Pocockf, Description of the East, II. i. 264.

9. One of a number of concentric layers : as, the
coats of an onion. Abercrombie. 10. In anat.,
a tunic or membranous covering of some part
or organ: as, the coats of the eye. 11. Naut.,
a piece of tarred or painted canvas fitted about
the masts at the partners, about the rudder-

casing, and around the pumps where they pass
through the upper deck, to keep the water from

working down. See mast-coat. 12f. A coat-

card.

Here's a trick of discarded cards of us ; we were ranked
with coats as long as old master lived.

MiMleton, Ulassinger, and Rowley, Old Law, iii. 1.
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13. In her., a coat of arms or au achievement: queen, or knave, in the old Spanish pack the coat-
used in a general sense.

Hark, countrymen ! either renew the Hunt,
Or tear the lions out of England cual.

Mat., 1 Men. VI., I. r,.

I observed his cvatf at Ihe tail of his coach: h>- gives
the arms of rjigland, Scotland, and France, quartered

:

upon aoinc other ll.-lds. /''/'.'/, Diary, I. !<,. COatee (ko-te'), .

14. Same as ciiitt-iiiinn-y. 15. A coat of mail.
Sn.h a stroke hym dalt thcr

V|I]HUI
h^

Ne ha.J Ihe hauln-rke sina! mail be, god wote,
Als hya bl-eat of atile lateel], illt- hym ha, I , ,,IM>- >ni ,

Hutu. ,,; 1'iirti nnii(\:. i-;. T. s.j, i. 4^1,-..

Buffy coat, see iiiiffn. Canting coat. s t -.- riniiiim.

Coat or COte and conduct, clothing and travel. Hen. -,

Coat-and-conduct money, iii l-'.mi. MM;, .. ia\,u imposi
lion laid upon the counties fur defraying the expen-
clothing the troops levied and their l nm-ling expenses.
Coat Of amis, ill Iff. : (HI A complete a. In, -M in. -lit. (ft)
A slirc.iat or tabard embroidered with armorial Itcarings.
.such as in modern limes is worn only by a herald of arms
on rur .-rcm.tiiial occasions. It Is a survival of the
medieval .Mir, oat (which see). Coat Of defense. Saun-
as null ofjffi,,:: Coat Of fence, any body-garment lined

.i defensive armor; sp.-.-illcally, a garment of textile
material quilted and stuffed, nr havini: plates or rings of

cards of each suit Were the king, knight, and groom
knave ; in the old vjcnuan pack they were the king, a high
officer (Obrr), and a low officer (U liter). Now. i

she had in h.r hand the ace of heart*, methought, and

cob
Prince, mayghir- a good p.*-t nuoh ronin-nient <-nnnt-

nannee and also beneflte ail are due to an e\<-eiliit arti-
lleer, though they neither ki*se niir*'jr them (as Cynthia
did KM

, n,, Mich ex-
'

I iol ill;

, Art,
Vrht-r), p. 36.

'
.> -Hay.'v. -J 2. To persuade by fond pleading or flattery;

[< ,-0,/r-i + -,;!.] A close- wheedle; cajole.
lit ting coat with short tails. [Eng.]
At every lazy eorner were group* of great, well.mad,

six-foot soldiers, in red coateei (for the tunic cannot I,,-

.numerated among the causes ot the s, p.,\ imitins)
M'. //. Uliuell, Diary in India. I. p.'i.

coathe, <: i. See cothe.

A friiward child, that inm-t 1., litim- , rut a
little till it falls asleep, f, >./</,,//,. i;od nature.! Man, i.

Not yet. h,,w, v, r, . . . did Mis. licnm-t give i

point. She talk.-d to Clizaheth again and again ;
,

and threatened her by turns.
Janf Aiififii, Pride and Prejudice, p. 91.

coati (ko'a-'ti). n. [Also cuati (in Spanish writ- "''!".''
"~ 3 - To manage or gui.l.- carefully; con-

i-rs), i/iiiK-lii (Bomarre, 1775), quasje (Schr. i

'}

m a 8entle way : ait
.
<" <'""J

' BOBM into a
I77f!^ flllfloif ' tL Tlilfivf* namn 1 A*, Amnmin*, TOl.

metal sewed UIMIII it or lu-

lu, i-n thcfolds; agambeson
or brigandine. The term
coat of fence fa more aeeii-

II. in trans. To use cajolery or gentle plead-

I coaxt I wheedle '. I'm above it.

t'arquhar, Recruiting Officer.

[< co-1 + <m//.] Same

Uiy circular cylinder coaxal with the bounding cylln-
ler or cylinders. Knm,-. lint., \ II. MO.

hauberk of mall or the

plate-armor that succeeded
it. See cut under liriijnn-
din. Coat of mail (a)
A hauberk, (b) In a more
general sense, any defensive
garment for the liody, quilt-
ed with small plates, rings,
orscalcsof iron. (S, ,

tftgnu and nrniiiif. ) The use
of the term to denote plate-
anuor Is erroneous. Coat
Of plates, a name given to
the suit of armui made of

splints. See*ufr/ifand/>l<(iV-
iinnor. Hole In one's
coat, see At,;.-!. Rough
coat, iu iilaittcrimj, the llrat

coat spread on lathing.

Roughing-in coat, in j>i-
tirintf, the first coat applied
directly uijon masonry in
three-coat plastering. Also

called rouiihiitg-up coat. See cratch^:oat. To turn or
change one's coat, to he a turncoat; turn from one
party or opinion to another.

He
I Marquis Spinolal hath now changril h in Coat, and

taken up his old Commission again from Don Phlllppo.
whereas during that Expedition he called himself Cesar s

Servant. Howcll, Letters, I. 1L 14.

coat- (kot), v. t. [< mi/-, n.] 1. To cover with
a coat or outer garment; cover or protect as
with a coat.

He Is eiuiifil and hooted for it. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

Fringing-reefs sometimes coat, and thus protect the foun-
dations of islands, which have been worn down by the surf
to the level of the sea. Darwin, Coral Reefs, p. 78.

2. To overspread with a coating or layer of

hi-r. One In the red, rin-tail, ,1. . lira/ilimi e,,aii |.
vrra luuua of Lluiiieuri, now known as Nama rufa also

u

,, , *, . .
*

. . iui m, luiiguiK over me grcaiei pan oi .

another substance : as, to coat something with The other is the brown or Mexican coati.
wax or tin-foil,

coat-armor, coat-armour (kot'ar'mor), .

177ii), I//W.M-V ,- a nutivo name.] An American
jilanti^'i-iuli-

earnivorous quadruped, of the fam-
ily I'l-ni-i/iiiiiilii-. Mibl'amily \ii.--Hiiiii', and genus
\IIXHII (wliirli si-i-). inhabiting tropical and
subtropical regions. It Is moat nearly related loth. _.i /i,= _v i\
racoon*, but has an elongated hody. a long tail, and an coaxal (ko-ak sal), a.

attenuated and very flexible snout, whence the generic "X coaxial.
name \nnia. In general a]H-et the , ,,aiis resemble the
i ing tailed liassaris, and still more s,,m,- of the old-world
ichneumon- or Vicerrida, to which family these animals
were former!) r, i.-rr.-d. There are two distinct specie* of coaxation (ko-ak-sa shon), . [< L. as if *co-
eoatlit or eoatimondis, the .-\nonum ..i which has been nr<itio(n-), < coaxare, pp. coaxatiu, croak, as a

'' '" ""'
y,(if, an imitation of the croaking of frogs. Cf.

quack1
.] The act of croaking, as of frogs. Dr.

a. More. [Rare.]
coaxer (k6k's6r), w. One who coaxes; a
wheedler

; a cajoler.
coaxial (ko-ak'si-al), a. [<eo-l + axial.] Hav-
ing a common axis. Also coaxal Coaxial cir-
cles.

coaxially (ko-ak'si-al-i), adr. In a coaxial man-
ner; in such a position or direction as to have
the same axis (as something else).

Let a coll be Introduced Into the circuit, and let a second
coll, wholly disconnected from the first, be laid coaziatty
with It, s,, that the coefficient of mutual Induction between
the colls shall be as great as possible.

S. P. Thompson, Uynamo-Elect. Mach., p. 198.

coaxing (kok'sing), M. [Verbal u. of coax, v.]
The act of wheedling; cajolery,
coaxingly (kok'sing-li), ail,-'. In a coaxing
manner.
cob1 (kob), H. [< ME. cob (found only in sense
2), prob. a var. of cop

1
, head; cf. coft2 . The

various nouns spelled cob are chiefly of dialec-
tal origin, and their history is obscure; but
most of them are prob. developed from cofci,

head, or cob2 , roundish lump: see cob2
, cob3,

etc.] If. The top ;
the head ; the poll. Hence

2. A head man
;
a prominent or chief per-

son
;
a leader or chief. [Now only prov. Eng.]

sustej iii.i is not by peraonis lowe,
But iWi grete this riote sustene.

OHMS, MS. quoted in llalliw, 11 p. 259.

3f. A wealthy man; especially, one who makes
a vulgar use or display of his wealth

;
a rich

and vulgar man; a chuff.

The rich cobt of this world. Udall.

All cobbing country chuffes, which make their bellies
and their bagges thcyr gods, are called rich cobori.

Xashe, Lenten stulfe (Marl. Misc., VI. 174).

cob2 (kob), n. [Early examples of the senses
here grouped are few, and their history and re-
lations are obscure. They appear to be in part
particular uses of cofti as a var. of coiA, headJ*_ il in i *

Red Coati
;
.Vasna n</<> .

formerly as A", mlferuta, X. quanje, X. /UMO. -V. sariali*.

riin-ro narieu,

of Linnaeus, now called .V*ii luirira. ranging from ti

Isthmus of Panama through Central America and the

OF cte a arwr
^

coat for armW"[defenseV g"ished fr m another kW call^d th<?
'

80<>ia1
'

F 00* ta^co^fo^Tfc!
(

equiv

8e
G : Tl herei8I' ZO 10giCal distinction-] 8ame

S8W2.W^Tr^M.9iiS *'<**)> v*** <*
?<* * ttzz*?^^:^^'^

the wearer's armorial bearings, worn over ttie ^^^JSS, substance sPr^ over f **
, ^g. a var. of cl,b, q. v., the gen-

armor
;
a surcoat. TSZPJSZS. .L

O^ame
S
ta

X'
n ' a

****<&<>
be ng that of 'a roundish lump';

Alle and every man
Had on him throw .-n a vesture
Win. he that men clepen a cote armure
Kmlirowded wonderlyche ryche.

a coating of plaster or tin-foil. 2. Cloth for cf. cofeftfe1
, cobblestone. Cf. W. cob, a tuft, var

coats: as, an assortment of coatings. of cop, a tuft, top; W. cob, the thumb. With
coat-link (kot'lingk), . A link having a pair c62, 5, 0, as applied to a fish, cf. Icel kobbi

. oi buttons attached to it, ora loop and button, a popular name for kopr, a young seal. The
Chaucer, House of Fame, I. 3233. used for fastening a coat over the breast. Coat- senses last given may be of other origin Cf

wm
r

n',",k '.'',V' 1'r'r"ti''i,,
t
t

h
r'i

(U88r"Ue alone Unks we
.

re much m fa8hion about 186
. business cob\ cob*, cob*.] 1. A roundish lump, speciit".

HV, i iv ,-!? ir'ui,/ i is.! coats being made so as barelv to meet across the """" '"^ ' * - --' "--- -
nds, lit. J. breasf

2. A coat of arms; the escutcheon of a person, coat-money (kot'mun'i), . An exaction lev-
with its several charges and other furniture, ied by Charles I. on the pretext of providingas mantling, crest, supporters, motto, etc.

clothing for the army. Also called coat.
"What is hus conysaunce," quath ich, "In bus cote-ar coaxt C0k682

t (koks), n. FOri
fitr. Plowman (c), xix. 188. ghnpUon ; gull ; dupe ; fool.

The coate amwr which he [Sir William Petty] chose ami
allways depicted on his coach, 4c., was a mariner's com-
pass, the style pointing to the polar star, the crest a bee-
hive.. Ecflyn, To Mr. Wotton.

coat-cardt (kot'kard), . [Early mod. E. also

i-iiiiti'-ciinl.i-iifi-i-iii-il, also coated-card (now fonrt-

cnnl, in simulation of court, with allusion to

. . l nut : a cobnut (which see), (b) X kernel or
stone (of fruit, etc.): as. a cherry-X>. (c) A roundish
loaf: a cob-loaf (which see). (<f) A ball or pellet of food
for fowls. (/) pi. The testicles ; the cods. (Prov. Eng.)
2. A small haystack; a haycock. [Prov. Eng.]

coaxt, COkes*Mk6ks)>. .[Origin obseure.] A ^^I^^JS^&tSSi
a spike, on which the grains of maize or Indian
corn grow in rows

;
a corn-cob (which see).

[U. S.]

the king and queen); < coat- (with ref. to the
figured coats or dresses of the characters on the

Why, we will make a coke* of this wise master ;We will, my mistress, an absolute fine colm.
B. Jonton, The Devil Is an Asa, ii. 2.

You are a brainless coax, a toy, a fop.
Krau. and Ft., Wit at several Weapons, Hi. 1.

That you may know I am not. as they say, an animal,
which is, as they say, a kind of colcet, which Is, as the
learned term It, an ass, ... a dolt, a noddy.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 3.

cards so called) + carrf1 . Cf. D. jas-kaart, a coax (koks), r. [Formerly spelled coke* ; < coax
trump-card, a pack of 52 cards, < jas, a coat, cokcs^, .. a fool. Ct.fool, r.] I. trans. It. To , , ......

pave of trumps. + hmrt = E. m,i.] A play- fondle; caress; flatter; fool with flattery or 6. A fish, the bullhead or miller's^thumb.
.ng-oard which has a figure on it; the king, caresses. z,dote , it. i, .gudgeon or. ,.

In the year 1683 the house of Nicholas Desborongh, at
Hartford, wa very strangely molested by stones, by pieces
of earth, by cola of Indian corn, and other such things
from an invisible hand, thrown at him.

C. Matter, Mag. fhrla., vl. 7.

5. A young herring.
Why not the ghost of a herring cob, as well as the ghost

of Hasher Bacon?
B. Jonton, Every Man in his Humour, L S.

f. -,



cob

7. The common clam, Mya arenaria. [Prov.

Eng.] 8. A Spanish dollar: a name formerly
in use in Ireland, and still at Gibraltar.

He then drew out a large leathern bag, and poured out
the contents, which were silver cobs, upon the table.

T. Sheridan, Swift.

9. A compost of puddled clay and straw, or of

straw, lime, and earth.
The poor cottager contenteth himself with cob for his

walls. R. Careir, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 53.

10. In coal-mining, a, small solid pillar of coal

left in a waste as a support for the roof. Gresley.

[Derbyshire, Eng.] 11. Clover-seed. [Prov.

1072

chief supply of the cobalt preparations comes from Saxony,
Bohemia, Hesse, and Norway. The principal value of co-
balt in the arts is due to the fact that its protoxid fur-
nishes an intense and beautiful blue color, of importance
in painting, and especially in the decoration of porcelain
and glass. (See tsnmlt and safre.) Also spelled kobalt.
Cobalt blue. See blue. Cobalt green. See green.
Cobalt plating, a method of electroplating by the use
of a batn of neutral solution of cobalt and ammonium
double sulphate, or cobalt sulphate with ammonium or
magnesium sulphate, or cobalt chlorid combined with
ammonium and magnesium chlorids. See electroplating.

Cobalt yellow, see yMuu'. Earthy cobalt. See
asbolan, Glass Of CObalt, or cobalt glass, a cobalt sili-

cate prepared by fusing cobalt-glance or speiss-cobalt,
previously roasted, with sand and potash. When pulver-
ized finely it is called smalt, and is used as a pigment.

cobelligerent

I. trans. 1. To mend or patch (especially shoes
or boots).

And thred-bare cote, and cabled shoes, hee ware.

Spenser, Y. Q., I. iv. 28.

They show us an Alexander in the shades cobbling shoes.

Lamb, Decay of Beggars.
The cook makes our bodies ; the apothecary only cob-

bles them. 0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 217.

Hence 2. To put together, make, or do clum-

sily, unhandily, or coarsely.
Nothing effected for any purpose or design, but all ill-

favouredly cobbled and jumbled together.

Bcntley, Sermons, i.

II. intrans. To work as a cobbler; work
clumsily.

Leaves his snug shop, forsakes his store of shoes,
St. Crispin quits, and cobbles for the muse.

Byron, Eng. Bards and Scotch Reviewers.

cob (kob), n. [Appar. a particular use of cofc2
,

cobalt-bloom (ko balt-blpm), n.

prob. as an abbr. of cob-horse : that is, a thick- semate ot cobalt; erythnte.

set, dumpy horse.] A strong, thick-set, pony-
cobalt-bronze (ko balt-bronz), n. A violet-

built horse, capable of carrying a heavy weight
colored powder resembling the violet-colored

at a good pace Also cub-liorsc chlorid of chromium and having a marked me- cobble'', . bee coble.

A cob is a short'-legged, stout, and compactly built ani- J
al
^
C l

\
er ~ " i8 a du" 1

.'
lu 8alt < Phosphate of pro- CObble* (kob'l), n. [Cf. coftB a gull.] A name

mal 13 hands 3 to U hands 3 inches The hack is the ^x
i
d of coblllt and a"1"1""'*, prepared at Pfannenstiel for the red-throated diver, ('oli/mbus septcntri-

same type, but a hand higher, 14.3 to 15.3. The hack is aSS?!! u. ,1 -/vit i i\ Onalis. Montagu. [Local, British.]
larger than the cob; the cob, larger than a pony. cobalt-crust (ko balt-krust), . Earthy arseni- cobblenutt (kob'1-uut). . [ME. cobill-note <

Wallace's Montld,,, July, 1884, p. 447. ate Ot cobalt. co66/el + ^1 Same as CObnut, 1.

COb4 (kob), n. [E. dial., perhaps a particular cobalt-glance (ko'balt-glans), n. Same as co-

use of coft2
,
with ref . to its roundness.] A kind baltite.

of wicker basket made to be carried on the CObaltlC (ko'bal-tik), a. [< cobalt + -ic.] Per-
arm ; specifically, one used for carrying seed taining to or consisting of cobalt

; resembling
while sowing. [North. Eng.]
cob5 (kob), n. [=LGr. kobbe= Fries, hub, a sea

mew.] The great black-backed gull, Larns ma- B-~ ~~., -~ j..^ui. .

rinus. Also spelled cobb. [Eng.] cobalticyanide (ko'bal-ti-si'a-nid), n. Acorn- and-eri.] 1 One who cobbles, mends, orpatch-

cob6 (kob), n. [Prob. < W. cob, an embank- pound of cobalt and cyanogen.- cobalticyanide
es

!
6SPeclally> one who mends boots and shoes.

Of potassium, K6(C.N)]2Co2) a yellow crystalline salt
formed by the union of cobalt, cyanogen, and potassium.

I am ovir poure to make presande
Als myii harte wolde, and I had ought,

Two cobill notw vppon a bande,
Loo ! litill babe, what I haue broght.

York Plays, p. 122.or containing cobalt: specifically applied to . . . , , .
] ?*'"

a- compounds in which two cobalt atoms react cobbler1 (kob ler), n. [< ME. cobelere,

a- "ke a single hexad element or radical.
cobbeler,< cobelen.cobble + -er .-see

, .

see cobble*

ment. Cf. cot2.] A sort of short breakwater.

aration of cobalt from nickel in analysis.

This ancient work, known by the name of the Cob, en-
closed the only haven [Lyme] where, in a space of many
miles, the fishermen could take refuge from the tempests
of the Channel. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., v. cobaltin (ko"'bal-tin), n. [< Cobalt + -in2.]
COb7 (kob), 11.

; pret. and pp. cobbed, ppr. cobbing. Same as cobaltite.

[< ME. cobben, strike, fight, prob. < Icel. kubb'a. cobaltite (ko'bal-tit), n. [< cobalt + -ite2.] A
chop, cut : see chopi, chub, and cf . cob? = cub^, sulpharsenide of cobalt, it is a mineral of a silver-

lump, etc.] I. trans. 1. To strike; knock; white color, with a tinge of red, occurring in isometric

beat on the buttocks with the knee, or with a 'H'stals, often cubes or pyritohedrons. Also called cobalt-

board or strap. [Eng.] cobalt-ocher (k6'balt-6"ker), n. An earthy
of iVinTl nf t.lin Tnitiofal *n\rtVitif o

As good is the prayer of a cobbler as of a cardinal.

Tymlale, Works, p. 145.

in a clumsy, slipshod fashion.
Truly, sir, in respect of a fine workman, I am but, as

you would say, a cobbler. Shak., J. C., i. 1.

Cobbler's-awl duck, a name of the European avoset,
Kecureirostra avocetta. [Local, British.) Cobbler's
Monday, every Monday throughout the year. Brockett.
[Prov. Eng.] Cobbler's punch, a warm drink made of
ale or beer with the addition of spirit, sugar, and spice.

cobbler2 (kob'ler), n. [Appar. orig. cobbler's

punch: see under cobbler^.] 1. A summer[They] cobb d the whole party -ay, every man jack form of the n^ra! erythrite.

3. To excel; outdo; beat.
4. To throw. [Prov. Eng.]

Il.t intrans. To fight.
Ho keppithym full kantly [strongly], kobbit with hym sore,
Woundit hym wickedly.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11025.

Also spelled cobb.

cob7 (kob), n. [< coVJ, .] A blow on the but-
tocks with the knee, or with a strap or board

;

a punishment consisting
of such blows. Also spell-
ed cobb. [Eng.]
cobado (ko-ba'do), n.

[Pg., reg. covado : see cu-

bit."] A Portuguese mea-
sure. See cubit.

Cobaea(ko-be'a),n. [NL.,
named after Barnabas
Cobo (1582 -1657), a Span-
ish Jesuit, missionary for

fifty years in Mexico and
Peru, and a zealous natu-

ralist.] A small polemo-
niaceous genus or herba-

Eng]- *^
ls

^t
Cacheutam the Argentine Eepublic. deep dish or a pot lined with thick paste:CObaltous (ko'bal-tus), a [< cobalt + -o.v.] nw ed according to the kind of fruit used: as,

Pertaining to or of the nature of cobalt; con- an aj)pie cobhlcr
h
; a j,each co6Wer.

m gi
sistmgot or derived from cobalt: specifically cobbler-fish (kob'ler-fish), . An American ca-
applied to compounds in which the cobalt atom raugoid fish, Jllepharis crinitus, with compressed
appears to bo combined as a dyad element. *- - j- - =3
The molecular susceptibility of cobaltous salts stands

about midway between the molecular susceptibilities of
llickelous and manganous salts. Encyc. Brit., XV. 264.

cobalt-vitriol (ko'balt-vit"ri-ol), w. A hydrous
cobalt sulphate; when found'native, the min-
eral bieberite.

CObang, n. See l-abang.

CObaya (ko-ba'ya), 11. [See cary, Cavia.] A
name of the guinea-pig or domestic cavy, Cauia
cobtu/a. Also cobaia.

cobbi, 11. See coW>.

cobb'2 ,
r. and n. See coltf.

cobbin (kob'in), n. [Cf. wft2 .] A piece or slice
of a fish. [Prov. Eng.]
cobbing1

!, [Appar. < cob 1
, n., 3, + -ing

2
.]

Making a vulgar display.

body, rudimentary dorsal spines, and the first

five or six rays of the dorsal and anal fins

elongated and filiform: named from the long
rays, which resemble a cobbler's strings. It
is a warm-water species, but wanders in sum-
mer as far north as Cape Cod.

cobblery (kob'ler-i), n. [< cobbler* + -yi.] Cob-
blers' work.

1 have myself tried an experiment in a small way in the
matter of cobblerii. SirJ. Lubbock, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXX. 331.

cobblestone (kob'1-ston), n. [Also co/iplestone
(and cogglestone, q. v.); < ME. cobilstone, also

(once) cabled stone; < cobble^ + stone.] A cob-
ble or rounded stone

; especially, such a stone
used in paving.
The streets arc mostly paved with round cobUe-ttone.

L. Hamilton, Mex. Handbook, p. 109.

Hlower of Cobtra scanden*.

Pars milii prima est, my part is first; inter prajcipuos rnhhlptnnp Clrnh'l etrinl n t- >t

stultos, amongst those notable, famous, notorious cobliny
C

SSiSISS .? ,

'
' P

/
fooles. withal (ed. 1608), p. 53. cobblestoned, ppr. cobblestomng. [< co

pp.
w i cobblestone,

.] To pave with cobblestones.
Those unreasoning creatures who would grumble that

the streets of gold, if they had the chance to see them,
were not cobble-stoned with diamonds.

New York Independent, Dec. 18, 1873, p. 1585.

cobalt (ko'balt), n'. [< G. kobalt, dial, kobold,
"wMMre absorbed coppw. Encyc. cobbling (kob'ling), a. [Attrib. use of cob-

cobalt; said to be the same word as kobold, a Jlvioki ,L- -h'i\
6
'r M blt"g' verbal n - of cobble^, i\] Like the work

goblin, the ' demon of the mines' transferred to
C
? , ?V ?? /'

"' [ <'W'<'(-stow ) !
< ME. of a cobbler

; patched or clumsily put together,
cobalt because it was troublesome to miners, ,, /'' 5*'S (

-

m com
P.-.(

seo cobblenut and cob- Such coftiKn/, verses no poetaster before ever turned out.

and at first its value was not known. See ko-
" I2sto > aud PP- adj. cabled, so. stone), dim. Lamb, To Barton.

ceous climbing plants, na- vv .

tives of the mountains of tropical America. CODDing-5 (kob mg), . [Verbal n. of coft7
, i'.]

They have pinnate leaves and large eampanulate flowers,
* in mining, the operation of breaking ore

aud, being rapid growers, are frequently cultivated for or- for the purpose of sorting out the better parts

Sur-ple' or wli'LToteTCm IS.'
3 ' ^^^ """ 7^^^^ f^ 5

ri
,

0k8^ b *tOm8

8
weigl
ciflc

_

always found in intimate association, and have in many
respects a marked resemblance to iron, but are less fusi-
ble than that metal, and much less magnetic. Cobalt
might be, and is to a very small extent, used for the
same purposes for which nickel is used, especially for
plating the surface of iron ; but it is much rarer than
nickel, is procured with more difficulty in the metallic
form, and is consequently a dearer metal
portal
(See t

numbe

&S&KS'J3fe
ns - '" '<>"<><*, Ben-Hur, p. 02.

Th .
, ,_

f?^'^Sby the vvashl"g "f the rai

2 A rounded hill TLocal TI SI ^+ A
roW nut like a cobble See roftw^ 0. A

J*J
3 a

^
OD
^

le
; f

ee co^ t-*- A
kernel or stone (of fruit, etc.). [Prov. Eng.]

5.

_ _ ^

proportion ; well ribbed up ; ponv-
dLs and horses

(kob'kab), . [Ar. qabqab (kabkab), a
Patten -] A wooden clog or patten worn by
women in Egypt and the Levant. Such clogs are
worn in the public baths, and sometimes to keep the gar-
ments from trailing, or to increase the apparent stature.. .

, aure.A lump of coal from the size of an egg to cobcoal (kob'kol), , IX coft2 + coal.l A large
f n. AnAr-'Kall _A A r, i /.;,.!., rT>-__ t^__ n i _ _ _ _ i

L
. 6. An icicle. [Prov. Eng.]



cobelligerent

II. a. A nation, state, or individual that co-

operates
with another in carrying on war.

cobezoutiant (ko-be-zo'ti-ant), . [< <-! -f- be-

ztiutiitiit.] In miilli,, any homogeneous quad-
ratic, function similar in form and in its property
of invariant' to (lie bezoutiant; an invariant
of two qualities of order m and of an adjoint

quant ie of order m 1, when the coefficients of

the latter are treated as the facieuts of the in-

variant, so that the latter is an wi-ary quadric.
CObezontold (ko-lie-zo'toi.l), . [< co-1 + be-

:(iuti>i(t.} In miilli., an invariant of a quautic
of order / and of an adjoint quantic of order
TO 2, being an ( l)-ary quadric in the co-
efficients of the adjoint quantic.
cob-horse (kob'hOrs), n. Same as cob3 .

cob-house (kob'hous), n. 1. A house built of
cob. See co&2

,
9.

A uarrow street ufco6-Ao/.w.suliitcwji.sliril and t hutched.
//. Kin

: ifliii. iH-nilry llamlyn, vi.

2. A child's play-house built of corn-cobs:

used, like house of cards, as u synonym of in-

stability. [U. S.J
CObia (ko'bi-ii), n. [Perhaps of W. Ind. origin.]
A Spanish liaine of the sergeant-fish, Elacate

Cobia, or Crab-eater (Elacate Canada').

Canada. It is of a fusiform shape with wide flattened

head, and of an olive-brown color witli a broad blackish
lateral band. Along the Maryland and Virginia coasU It

is called bonito. Also called crab-eater. See Elacate.

cob-iron (kob'I'ern), n. 1. An andiron of the

simplest form, the upright portion of which is

small and undecorated. 2. An iron by which
a spit is supported. [Prov. Eng.]
co-bishop (ko-bish'op), n. [< co-1 + bishop.']
A joint or coadjutaiit bishop. Ayliffe.
cobitid (kob'i-tid), . A fish of the family Co-
hili'ltr ; a loach.

Cobitidae (ko-bit'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Cobitis
+ -idee.] A family of plectospondylous fishes,

typified by the genus Cobitis, with the margin
of the upper jaw formed by the intermaxilla-
ries alone, the pharyngeal teeth rather numer-
ous, three hypobranchials, and spines rising
from the preorbital bones. The family Is peculiar
to the old world, and is represented in European fresh
waters by several species known chiefly as lunches; there
are also numerous Asiatic forms. See loach.

Oobitidina (ko-bit-i-dl'nii), n. pi. [NL., < Co-
bitis + -two2.] In Giinther's classification of

fishes, the fourteenth group of Cyprinidce. its
technical characters are : a mouth surrounded by 6 or
more barbels ; a dorsal fin short or of moderate length ;

a short anal fin ; scales small and rudimentary, or entirely
absent ; pharyngeal teeth in a single series in moderate
number ; and an air-bladder partly or entirely inclosed in
a bony capsule. Same as the family Cobitidas.

Cobitis (ko-bi'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. Ku/ft-nc, fern,
of KujjinK, adj., gudgeon-like, < Kaftiof., gudgeon :

see gudgeon.] The typical genus of fishes of
the family Cobitidte or loaches. C. Uenia is an
example. See cut under loach.

cobitoid (kob'i-toid), a. and n. [< Cobitis +
oid.] I. a. Relating to or having the charac-
ters of the Cobitidw.

II. . A cobitid.

cob-joe (kob'jo), n. A nut fastened to the end
of a string. [Prov. Eng.]
cobkeyt, . [Cf. coo?.] A bastinado.

My L. Foster being a lytle dronk, went up to the mayn
top to fet down a rebel, and twenty at the least after hyiu,
wher they gave hym a cobketi upon the cap of the mayn
mast. MS. addit. 6008. (HattiwM.)

coble, cobble3 (kob'l), n. [< ME. coble (Halli-
well), < W. ceubal, a ferry-boat, a skiff (of. ceu-

fad, a canoe). < ceito, hollow out. Not con-
nected with ONorth. cuopel, a boat.] A flat-

tish-bottomed, clincher-built fishing-boat with
a square stern. [Great Britain.]

Before that he was mid waters,
The weary coble began to fill.

The Weary Coble a' Cargill (Child's Ballads, III. 31).

Through an open door between the backs of two houses
could be seen a glimpse of the dancing, heaving river,
with such ships or nshing cobles as happened to be moored
In the waters above the bridge.

Mn. Gaskett, Sylvia's Lovers, ill.

cobler (kob'ler), n. [Perhaps same as cobbler^,
a mender.] A bent rasp used in straightening
the shaft of a ramrod.

cob-loaf (kob'lof), n. [< co62 + loaf.'] A loaf
that is lumpy, uneven, or crusty: applied by
Shakspere in contempt to a person.

1073
Ther. Thou ((nimblest ami railest every hour on Achil-

let. . . . 'I'd. ni slmuldst strike him.
Aji. (/,/,,/ Shak., T. and ('., li. 1.

cobnobble (kol/noh-l), c. t.
; pret. and pp. cob-

iinlilili-d, Mir. i-iiliiiiilililiini. [K. dial., appar. <

<W<7 + /,, I,,.ad.] To beat. [Prov. Eiig.]
cobnut (kob'nut), n. [< coo2 + nut.'} 1. A
round nut

; a large hazelnut. [Eng.]
\ 'in I., n't know what I've got in my pockets." . . .

"Ho,
1

niiid .Maggie. ". . . Is it mark
I marbles] oreo*-

mittl
'

Oeoriif Mini, Mill ..n tin- K|.,H, i. 5.

2. A children's game, played with cobnuts.
Jamaica, cobnut, tin- need of a euphorbfaccous tree, Om-
/lull,.! tiiniiilrii. uliieh is pleasant to the taste- and |KI|I-

MHJII-, jiftrr ihr ivnuiviil eif ili- embryo.
cobob (ko-holi'). . and c. Same as cabob.

cobourg, . See coburg.
cob-poke (kob'pok), . A bag carried by glean-
ers for receiving the cobs or broken ears of
wheat, llullhri'll.

|
Prov. Eng.]

cobra 1
(ko'brii), n. The contracted name of the

cobra-de-capello.
cobra2

(ko'brii), . See copra.
cobra-de-capello (ko'brii-<le-ka-per6), n. [Pg.,
lit. hooded snake: cobra, a snake, adder, < L.

fiilitbra, fern, of coluber, a snake, adder (see Co-

luber, culverin ) ; de, < L. de, of; capello, a hood:
cf. chapel, cliapeaa, and cape1

.] The hooded
or spectacled snake, Naja tripudians, a serpent
of the most venomous nature, found abun-
dantly in different hot countries of Asia, espe-
cially in India. In common with the other vipers of
the genus Naja, it Is remarkable for the manner in liieh

it is able to spread out or dilate the back and sides of the
neck and head when irritated, giving somewhat the ap-

pearance of a hood. The name spectacle-snake is derived
from the presence of a binocular mark on the back of its

neck. It feeds on lizards and other small animals, Is

^r-

Cobra-de-capello (Naja tripudians^.

sluggish in Its hablU, and is easily killed. It attains a
length of 3 or 4 feet. Also written cobra-da-capello, cobra-

di-capello, or simply called cobra. See Naja.
cobra-monil (ko'bra-mon'il), n. [< eofera 1 +
(appar.) monil, < It. month, a collar, necklace.]
An East Indian viper, Daboia russelli. Abo
called ticpolonga.
cobres (ko'bres), n. [Sp.] The name given
in Europe to a superior kind of indigo pre-
pared in South America.
cobrlc (ko'brik), a. [< co&ra1 + -ic.] Of or per-
taining to the cobra ; in chem., derived from the
cobra : as, cobric acid.

cobriform (ko'bri-fdrm), a. [< co&ra1 + L. for-
ma, shape.] Resembling or related to the co-
bra ; proteroglyph : specifically said of venom-

pus serpents, as those of the family Najidte,
in distinction from crotaliform. The cobriform
serpents are the Proterogtypha, including the families

Najidoz, Elapidos, and Dendra#pidid(t.
cob-stacker (kob'stak'6r), n. A device in
some corn-shelling machines for removing the
cobs from the machinery and placing them in
stacks or piles.

cobstone (kob'ston), n. [< co&2 + stone. Ct. cob-

blestone.] Same as cobble1
, 1, and cobblestone.

cobswan (kob'swon), n. [< coft1 + swan.'] A
leading or male swan. B. Jonson. [Obsolete
or prov. Eng.]
COburg, CObourg (ko'borg), n. [From Coburg
in Germany.] A thin fabric of worsted and
cotton, or worsted and silk, twilled on one side,
used for women's dresses: used as a substi-
tute for merino, and especially as a material
for inexpensive mourning.
cob-wall (kob

'
wal )

;
n. A wall built of unburned

clay, sometimes mixed with straw, or of straw,
lime, and earth. See cob-house, and co62

, 9.

cobweb (kob'web), . and a. [Early mod. E.

cobwebbe, < ME. copweb (= MD. kopwebbe), a
spider's web, appar. < coppe (mod. E. c7>

2
),

appar. short for attercoppe (mod. E. otter-cop),
a spider (cf. MD. kop, koppe, also spinne-koppe,
spinne-kobbe, a spider, koppe-ghespin, also spinne-

cocainize

; a spider's well Kilian : see i-nfi- and
('(/<'), + irrh.

| I. n. 1. Tlie net spun by a
snider to c-at'-h its prey; a spider's web. 2.

rifjnratively, a network of plot or intrigue: an
insidious snare; a eontrivanee for enlani;liii^
the weak or unwary : as, the mlm-ilix of the law.

3. Something (limsy and easily rent, broken

through, or destroyed.
Worldly Kpirits, whose intciVHt is their l-li.-i nial

vebtat obliKutloiiH. nif I' Bratm ,
I'tm^t. M'.i,, iii. r,i.

Surli are the flimsy cobteeta of which tins [mliti, ,l

drt-anirr ti theories are tn

PreKott, Fcnl. and Isa., ii 1:;, BOto

4. /*/. The neglected accumulations of time
;

old musty rul>l>ish.

Hvll apparelled 111 the dust and cubwtbt of that tint ivil

age. Hii- !

II. ". Made of or resembling cobweb; hence,
flimsy; slight.

Spun from the cobuvb fashion of the times.

Akennde, Pleaure> of Imagination, ii.

Cobweb lawn, a flue linen mentioned in 1640 as being
iu pieces of 15 yards. Draper'* Diet.

cim- half drawn
In solemn Cypress, til' other cubweb-laum.

B. Jmuon, Epigrams.
The wont are good enough for such a trill.

,

Such a proud piece of coo-web launi.

Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady.

cobweb (kob'web), t>. t.; pret.
and pp. cobtcebbed,

ppr. cobwebbing. [< cooiceb, n.] 1. To cover
with a filmy net, as of cobweb.

And now autumnal dews are seen
To cobiceb every green. Quartet.

2. To clear of cobwebs.
We cobwebbed, swept and dusted. Harpcr'g Bazar.

cobwebbed (kpb'webd), a. [< cobweb + -ed*.]
1 . Covered with cobwebs.
The cobwebb'd cottage. Youiiff, Night Thoughta, i. 176.

We like to read of the small, bare room, with cobmbbed
ceiling and narrow window, tn which the poor child of
genius sits with his magical pen, the master of a realm of

beauty and enchantment.
C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 17.

2. In bot., covered with loose, white, tangled,
slender hairs, resembling the web of a spider.
cobwebbery (kob'web-er-i). n. ; pi. cobtcebber-
ies (-iz). [< cobweb + -ery.] A mass or collec-
tion of cobwebs. [Rare.]

When, across the hundred-fold poor scepticisms, trivial-

isms, and constitutional cobwebtieries of Dryasdust, you
catch any glimpse of a William the C'onquerur, ... do
you not discern veritably some rude outline of a true (iod-
niade king? Carlyle.

cobwebby (kob'web-i), a. [< cobweb + -yi.] Of
the nature of, resembling, or abounding with
cobwebs: a,s,cobviebby texture; a,cobtcebby house.
With the unassisted eye, the cobwebby consistence of the

mould may be seen penetrated by upright atoms tearing
a globule on the end. S. B. Uerrick, Plant Life, p. 69.

cobworm (kob'werm), . [< eo&2 + worm.] A
local British name of the larva of the cock-
chafer. Melolonthtt vulgaris.
coca1

(ko'ka), n. [8. Amer.] 1. The dried leaf
of Erythroxylon Coca, natural order Hnnaceee, a
small shrub of the mountains of Peru and Bo-
livia, but cultivated in other parts of South
America. The principal source of the drug as a com-
mercial product U the province of Yungas in Bolivia,
where the bushes, which are grown on the sides of the
mountains, yield three crops a year. By far the greater
part of the estimated annual product of 40,000,000 pounds
is consumed at home. It is a stimulant, bearing some
resemblance in Its effects to tea and coffee, and has long
been used as a masticatory by the Indians of South Amer-
ica, It relieves feelings of fatigue and hunger, and the
difficulty in breathing experienced In climbing high moun-
tains. The habit of chewing coca is an enslaving one.
Coca Is used in medicine as a stimulant and tonic ; it yields
the valuable alkaloid cocaine. Sometimes written cuca.

2. The plant itself.

COCa2 (ko
'

ka), . [Jap.] A Japanese rice-

measure, equal to about 5 Winchester bushels.

Cocagne, . See Cockaigne.
cocaine (ko'ka-in), n. [< coca 1 + -iwf2.] An
alkaloid (Cj^f^lNO^ obtained from the leaves
of the coca, Erythroxylon Coca, it forms colorless,
transparent prisms, is odorless, and has a hitter taste. It
is only sparingly soluble in water, but freely soluble in
ether. It is used as a local anesthetic.

COCainism (ko'ka-in-izm), n. [< cocaine +
-ism.] The morbid condition produced by the
excessive use of cocaine ; the morbid habit of

using cocaine as a stimulant.
COcainization (ko-ka-in-i-za'shon), . [< coc-
inize + -ation.] Subjection to the influence or
effects of cocaine.
There Is, however, a certain proportion of cases in which

cocainization cannot be produced. Med. A'ewt, L. 501.

cocainize (ko'ka-in-iz), r. t. ; pret. and pp. co-

caini;ed, ppr. cocainizing. [< cocaine + -ice.]



cocainize

To subject to the influence or effects of cocaine ;

impregnate with or render insensible by co-

caine.

Dr. Koenigstcin . . . stated that lie had been able to re-

move the eyeball of a dog, previously cncainizril, without

the animal feeling any pain. Therapeutic Gaz., IX. 40.

cocalon (kok'a-lon), . [Appar. < Gr. *6ioadof,

a kernel, dim.' of /nfow;?, a berry : see coccus.] A
large cocoon of a weak texture.

COCarde (ko-kiird'), . [F. : see cockade.] In

entom., one' of the bright-red, extensile, lobed

vesicles found in coleopterous insects of the

genus Malachius and its allies. They are 4 in

number, 2 near the anterior angles of the thorax and 2

at the base of the abdomen. The cocardes are generally
concealed, but the insect protrudes them when alarmed.

Being very conspicuous, they perhaps serve to repel insect

enemies.

Cocceian (kok-se'an), . [< Cocceitui (Latinized
form of Koch ; cf . L. Cocceius, name of an Italic

gens) + -an.] A follower of John Cocceius or

Koch (1603-69), professor of theology at Ley-
den, Holland, who founded the so-called "Fed-
eral" school in theology. He believed that the whole

history of the Christian church to all time was prefigured
in the Old Testament, and so opposed the Voetians. See
Voetian.

COCCi. n. Plural of coccus, 1.

Coccia (kok'si-a), n. [NL. (Gunther, 1864):
named after the Italian naturalist A. Cocco.]
A genus of fishes, typical of the group Cocciina.

coccid (kok'sid), n. One of the Coccidai.

Coccidse (kok'si-de), u. pi. [NL., < Coccus, 2, +
-idx.] A family of phytophthirian hemipter-
ous insects, of the same group as the aphides ;

the scales, scale-insects, or mealy-bugs. The tarsi

have one joint ; the male is small, two-winged, and without
rostrum ; and the female is large, wingless, and rostrate.

They live on plants, and the larva) resemble scales, whence
one of the names of the family. The eggs are deposited
beneath the large shield-shaped body of the female. The
males undergo complete metamorphosis, an exception in

this order, and the apterous larva) become incased in a

cocoon, and transform into quiescent pupa). The family
is an important one, not only from the damage done by
these insects to plants, but for their commercial value,
some of them producing the coloring matter called cochi-

neal, others secreting the substance known commercially
as lac. See lac% and manna, and cuts under coccus and
cochineal.

COCCldia, n. Plural of coccidium, 1.

coccidiid (kok-sid'i-id), a. and n. I. a. Per-

taining to or having the characters of the Coc-
cidiidea.

II. n. A member of the Coccidiidea.

Coccidiidea (kok-sid-i-id'e-a), n. pi. [NL., <

Coccidium, 2, + -idea.] A' subclass or other
division of Sporozoa, containing extremely mi-

nute, non-locomotory parasitic organisms of

spherical form and simple structure, living in

a single cell of the host until they become en-

cysted, then breaking up into one, few, or many
spores, which hatch as active flagellute, which
in turn burrow in a cell of the host. They have
been divided into the three orders Monoxporea, Oligo-
sporea, and Polysporea, according to the number of their

spores.

COCCidium (kok-sid'i-um), n. [NL., < Gr. KOKKOC,
a berry (see coccus),+ -<<W.] 1. PL coccidia (-a).
In bot., a name given by Harvey to a form of

conceptacle found in certain red algee, borne on
lateral branches, or sessile on the surface of the

frond, and usually not opening by a pore. The
spores within are attached to a central placenta.
[Not now used.] 2. [cap.'] [NL.] A genus of

gregarines. Leuckart, 1879.

COCCiferous (kok-sif'e-rus), a. [< L. coccum
(NL. coccws-q. v.), a berry, + ferrc, = E. bear1

,+ -ous.'] Bearing or producing berries: as,
cocciferous trees or plants. Quincy.
COCCiform (kok'si-form), a. [< NL. coccus,

q. v., + L. forma, shape.] In the form of cocci
;

resembling a coccous fruit.

Cocciina (kok-si-i'na), n. pi. [NL., < Coccia +
-ina2.] In GiinthePs classification of fishes, a
group of Sternoptijchidce with the body scale-

less, pseudobranchise developed, and no rudi-

mentary spinous dorsal fin: same as the fam-
ily Maurolicido}.

Coccinse (kok-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Coccus, 2,+ -incE.] A subfamily of homopterous hemip-
terous insects

;
the cochineal- or lac-bugs.

COCCinean (kok-sin'e-an), a. [< L. coccineus,
scarlet (see coccinebii's), + -an.] Dyed of a
scarlet or crimson color.

Coccinella (kok-si-nel'a), n. [NL., dim. of L.

coccinus, < Gr. /kvof, scarlet, < KOKKO^, a berry,
the kermes insect: see coccw.] The typical
genus of ladybirds of the family Coccinellidce.

coccinellid (kok-si-nel'id), n. A member of
the Coccinellidai ; a ladybird.

< Coccinella +
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Coccinellidae (kok-si-nel'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
1

-idie.] A family of clavicorn

Coleoptera or beetles
;

the ladybirds. The tech-
nical characters are: partly
membranous dorsal segments
of the abdomen ; free ventral

segments ; 2-jointed tarsi ;

wings not fringed ; dilated sec-
ond joint of the tarsi

; appen-
diculate or toothed claws

;

Painted Ladybird (Cxehiei- securiform maxillary palps;
la picta). a, larva, enlarged; *i,~ !* .> {n;,it nf tli.i lnvt

, beetle, natural size; Owe- t * Ia8t "JO""* ol the shOlt

tie, enlarged.
antenna) clavate ; and the gen-
eral shape rotund or hemi-

spherical. These insects feed on aphides, and constitute a

group called Apliidiphaya on this account. See ladybird.
coccinelline (kok-si-nel'in), n. [< Coccinella
+ -ine1 .] Pertaining to or having the charac-
ters of the Coccmellidie.

coccineous (kok-sin'e-us), a. [< L. coccineus,
also coccinus (Gr. KOKKIVUC. see Coccinella), scar-

let, < coccum, scarlet: see coccus.] Scarlet or

crimson, like cochineal.

COCCinin (kok'si-nin), n. [< L. coccinus, scar-
let (see coccineous), 4- -in2.] A coal-tar color
of complex composition, belonging to the azo-

group. Also called phenetol red.

COCCO (kok'6), . The West Indian name of the

taro-plant, Colocasia antiquorum. Also spelled
cocoe.

Coccobacteria (kok"6-bak-te'ri-a), tt.pl. [NL.
(Billroth, 1874), < Gr. KOMO?, a berry, + NL. bac-

teria, pi. of bacterium : see coccus and bacte-

rium.] A group of bacteria, containing glob-
ular forms, such as those of the genus Micro-

coccus, and the rod-like forms, as those of the

genera Bacterium and Bacillus, under a single
species, Coccobacteria septica, as an assumption
that they constitute essentially one organism,
which takes on the form either of globular cells

or of rods, these either reproducing identical
forms or passing into each other, with accom-

panying variations in size and in combination.
Coccodiscidse (kok-6-dis'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Coccodiscus + -ida:.] A family of monocytta-
rian radiolarians, represented by the genus
Coccodiscus. They have an extracapsular pla'coid shell
connected by radial beams with an in tracapsular shell and
surrounded by one or more equatorial girdles.

Coccodiscus (kok-o-dis'kus), n. [NL., < Gr.

KOKKOC, a berry, + diaicoc, a disk.] The typical
genus ofradiolarians of the family Coccodiscidw.

COCCOgnic (ko-kog'nik), a. [< coccogn(in) +
-ic.] Related to or derived from coccognin.
Coccognic acid, an acid derived from coccognin.

coccognin (ko-kog'nin), n. A crystalline or-

ganic principle (C20H22Og) contained in the
seeds of Daphne Mezereum, differing from daph-
nin in that it does not yield sugar when boiled
with dilute sulphuric acid.

coccolite (kok'o-15t), w. [< Gr. KOKKOS, a berry,
+ /Uft>f, a stone. See coccolith.] 1. A variety
of pyroxene : granuliform pyroxene, its color is

usually some shade of green ; it is composed of distinct
embedded grains, easily separable, some of which have an
indistinct crystalline form.

2. Same as coccolith.

COCCOlith (kok'o-lith), n. [< Gr. KOKKO(, a ber-

ry, + Ai'flof, a stone. See coccolite.] A minute
round organic body, consisting of several con-
creted layers surrounding a clear center, found
in profusion at great depths in the North At-
lantic ocean embedded in matter resembling
sarcode. It is probable that the coccoliths are
unicellular algre.
There are [in the " ooze

"
of the Atlantic sea-bed] Innu-

merable multitudes of very minute, saucer-shaped disks,
termed coccoliths, which are frequently met with asso-
ciated together into spheroidal aggregations, the cocco-
spheres of Wallich. Huxley, Physiography, p. 267.

End of Winff of Cocco-
thraustcs vulfaris, show-
ing peculiar secondaries.

coccus

CocCOSteuS (ko-kos
'

te-us), . [NL., < Gr. i/c-

/cof, a berry, + bareov, a'bone.] A genus of pla-
coderm fishes : so named from the small berry-
like tubercles with which the plates of their

cranial buckler and body are thickly studded.

Agasxis.
Coccothraustes(kok-o-thras'tez),. [NL.,<Gr.
Kik/cof, a berry, -r 'dpavaTr/s (cf. fyxzwrof, fran-

gible, brittle), < ffpavav,

break, shatter.] A genus
of grosbeaks, of the family
Fringillidce. The name was
formerly used with great lati-

tude, and the genus was made
the type of a subfamily Cocco-
thmuxtinai ; it is now restricted
to the hawfinches, such as the
common European species C.

vulrjaris, which has a peculiar
conformation of the ends of the secondary quill-feathers.

Britfson, 1760. See also cut under hawfinch.

Coccothraustinae (kok"o-thras-ti'ne), n. pi.

[NL.,< Coccothraustes + -inie.] A subfamily of

birds, of the family Fringillidw ; the grosbeaks.
The group is indefinite, and the name is now
little used.

coccothraustine (kok-o-thras'tin), a. [< Coc-
cothraustes + -t'MC1 .] Having the characters of

a grosbeak ;
related to or resembling the gros-

beaks.
COCCOUS (kok'us), a. [< coccns, 1, + -ous.] In

bot., composed of cocci.

coccule (kok'ul), n. [< NL. "coccula, dim. of

coccus, q. v.] Same as coccus, 1 (a).

Cocculina (kok-u-li'na), n. [NL., as Coccul-us
+ -tnal.] A genus of gastropods with a patel-
liform shell and peculiar structural characters

distinguishing it as the type of a family Coccu-
linida;.

COCCUlinid (kok-u-lin'id), n. A gastropod of the

family Cocculinidai.

Cocculinidae (kok-u-lin 'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cocculina + -id(e.] A family of rhipidoglos-
sate gastropods. The technical characters are : denti-
tion resembling that of the Fissurellidce and llelicinidae ;

only a single asymmetrical gill ;
no developed appendages

to the side of the foot or on the mantle
;
and a patelliform,

unfissured, unsinuated, and entirely external shell.

Cocculus (kok'u-lus), n. [NL., dim. of coccus:
see coccus.] A tropical genus of menisperma-
ceous plants, consisting of climbers, the leaves
of which are usually more or less heart-shaped
and the flowers small. Most of the commonly known
species are now referred to allied genera. Cocculus In-

dicus, a drug consisting of the dried fruit of Aaamirta
paniculata or A. Cocculus (also called Menitipennum Coc-

culwt, Cocculus suberosus, etc.), and probably of some other

genera of the same order. It is used in medicine in the

preparation of certain ointments, and is said to prevent
secondary fermentation in liquors, for which reason it is

sometimes used in the manufacture of beer. The pow-
dered berries have a temporary stupefying effect upon
fish, and are employed for their capture. The poisonous
principle obtained from the kernels of the fruit has been
termed picrotoxin.

COCCUS (kok'us), . [NL. (L. coccum, neut.),
< Gr. Kuvotof, a berry, a kernel, esp. the kermes
insect (supposed to be a berry) used for dyeing
scarlet: see cochineal, coccineous, etc.] 1. PI.

cocci (-si). In bot. : (a) One of the separate di-

Coccoloba (ko-kol'o-ba), B. [NL., < Gr. /

a berry, + ?.o/3<Sf, pod.] A polygonaceous genus
of plants of tropical America, comprising about
80 species of trees, shrubs, or tall woody climb-
ers. It is distinguished from allied genera by its fleshy
perianth becoming baccate in fruit. C. uvifera, the seaside
grape of the West Indies, has a heavy, hard, violet-brown
wood, which yields a kino closely resembling the officinal
article.

coccosphere (kok'o-sfer), n. [< Gr. KOKKOC, a
berry, + c<t>aipa, a sphere.] A spheroidal aggre-
gation of coccoliths. See coccolith.

Dr. Wallich . . . added the interesting discovery that
not unfrequently, bodies similar to the . . . "coccoliths"
were aggregated together into spheroids, which he termed
coccospheres. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 186.

Coccosteidse (kok-os-te'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Coc-
costens + -ida;."] An extinct family of placo-
derm fishes, typified by the genus Coccosteus.
They had a peculiarly mailed head, anterior dorsal and
lateral bucklers as well as specialized thoracic bucklers,
and spiniform pectoral appendages. They lived in the
seas of the Devonian epoch.

a. Fruit of Malva sylvestris, composed of ten Cocci. b. Tetracoc-
cous fruit of LiHtiiaciim.

visions of a schizocarp, or dry lobed pericarp
which splits up into one-seeded cells. Also call-

ed cocctite. (b) In certain Hepati<xe, the old

Male Cochineal f Coccus cacti"]. (Cross shows natural size.)



coccus

spore mother-cell, whose walls persist after the

maturity of the spores, holding them together.

Spores . . . remaining united in a ,<*. l'int>>i> >,>!

(() //. Iii bacteria, isolated spherical or nearly
spherical cells, especially tlmsc of the genus Coccyzinae (kok-si-xi'ne), ><

I'
1 -

Microciicuiix, as distinguished from the rodlcts
L

or bacilli of other genera. 2. [cap."] The
typical genus of the family I nn-iiln; in which
ordinary sexual reproduction takes place. The
s]n i ii

- ate eomnioiily known by the name of the plant
flu \ all

BM / 1,

1
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cut under gkrlrton. 2. In romp. mini, and .:';/.,

the caudal vertebrre. when few and small, or

ankylosed together; the bony tail itself, when
short, as in a bird.

< (<-
a/ tu + -inn;\ A subfamily of cuckoos, of the

family Ci-i</til<r, typified by the genus CncryzuN,
containing several other genera, as 1'inyn and
.\riintnriiliitx, with numerous species, all con-
fined to America. Also I'oi-ri/t/itm;

COCCygeal (kok-sij'e-al), a. [< coccyx
+ -i--nl.\ Of or pertaining to the coccyx; cau-
dal: as. a coccijijinl veil, hra, muscle, artery, or
nerve. Also coccygiatt.-Coccygeal gland, the gland
of I.aselika. See ,/,/.

COCCygei, Plural of C<M-C>/I/I UN.

COCCygerector (kok'si-je-rek'tpr), .; i>\.coccy-
1/1 1 -i-i-tiii -i.i (-rek-to'rez). [NL., <! coccyx (coccyg-)
+ erector.] A muscleof the coccyx; the exten-
sor coccygis, which lifts the caudal vertebrw.

Coccyges (kok-si'jez), n.pl. [NL.,< Gr. noiucvyct,

pi. of /,-iiKftrf, a cuckoo.
]

1. In iiniitlt., the name
of a group variously limited. () In Mcrrem's clas-
sification (IMIS), a group of /yuoilactyl birds, , ipovd ,,i

tin- uencra I'in-ii/ii-,; TnOOn, Urn
,
and ( Vii(ii/'A.,/<i near

ly equivalent to the eaekoos, trogotis, and seansorial bar-

liets, collectively, (fc) 111 Snndevall's classification (Is7:i>,
the third cohort of Xi/innliu'liili. embracing all the yoke-
toed or zygodactyl birds e\,-ej,tini: the /'/r/aliil /V<V'r/'-/ as
'iiu-nl two series ol an order Vnlucn 1

*. (r) Selater s name
(1880) for a group restricted to the two families Ctfun.hf
and MI^,,I,IHI, !>,l:i; or the cuckoos and tonracous, and
made a suborder of the order /VranVy. (</) A term loosely
applied to various cuculiform or coccygomorphic birds,
espe, -ially such noa passerine insessorial birds as are nei-
ther cypseliform nor piciform.

2. [/. o.] Plural of coccyx.
COCCygeus (kok-sij'e-us), n.; pi. cocpyqei (-i).

[NL., < coccyx (coccyg-) : see coccyx."] The coc-

cygeal muscle ;
a muscle extending from the tail

to the pelvis of many animals. In man the coccy-
gens is a small triangular plane of muscular fillers connect-
ing the coccyx with the spine of the ischium, continuous
with the levator ani, or levator muscle of the anus, forming
a small part of the floor of the pelvis, and supporting and
drawing forward the coccyx when this has been pushed
backward in defecation or parturition.

i ny me name ,,i me piani nneil to America. Also CoCfyiftHte.
' livrs '"" "" "' ""

CoCCyzUSIkok-si'/us). . [MV. ( Vieillot, 1810);
also in other irreg. forms Coccytfii*,

Coccy::in.i, <'on-i/_ion, I'HCI-I/I-H/I, i't>rr>/:;ii.--ii. CDI--

1-1/11,1, f mvi/.sv/.v. (',1,-i-jii-ns, all based on (!r. m'm-

xvf, a cuckoo: see cuckoo.'] A genus of Amer-
ican arboreal cuckoos, of the family Ciiruliiltr

and subfamily Cort-yzimr. They have a in.~l.rati 1>

curved beak, wide at the base and compressed beyond it.

Female Cochineal (Cocctu
cacti) ; dried specimen of com-
merce. (Line show* natural
size.)

Yellow-billed Cuckoo
i Coccyrtts americattus).

long pointed wings, a long graduated tail of 10 feathers,

,...... and several other species. These cuckoos are not
strictly parasitic like the European species, but occasional-
ly lay their eggs in the nests of other birds.

och. In mol. and phar., an abbreviation of
Latin cochleare, a spoon or spoonful.. , ^

coccygian (kok-sij'i-an), a. [< coccyx (coccyg-) cocheringt. An obsolete form of coshering.
+ -/.] Same as coceygeal. Cochin (ko chin), . [< Cochin-China.'} A va

Coccygin&e (kok-si-ji'ne), . pi. [NL., < Coccy- riety of tho domestic heu, of large size, belong-
i/im + -i/id'.) Same as Coccyzi

~~
i Coccysinte.

COCCygine (kok'si-jin), n. [< Gr. xAiocvf
a cuckoo. + -ine1 . ] Pertaining to a cuckoo ; cu-

culine; coccygomorphic.
COCCygodynia (kok"si-go-din'i-a), n. [NL., <
Gr. KiTjc/cvf (itoffjcv}-), coccyx, + o<Uw/, pain.] In

pathol., pain in the region of the coccyx: a fre-

quent affection in pregnancy. Also coccyodynia.
COCCygomorph (kok'si-go-m6rf), n. and H. I.

ing to the Asiatic class, or a specimen of this

variety. There are Hack, buff cuckoo, and white cochin*,
both cock ami hen of each kind being of the uniform color
denoted by the adjective, except that the buff cock should
show a richer shade of yellow or orange iu hackle, saddle,
and wing-bows. The jMrtridi/e cacliiia are either single-
or pea-combed, the cock being similar in coloring to a
black-breasted red game-cock, except that the hackle anil
the saddle-feathers should lie striped with glossy black,
ami the hen l>e of a rich reddish- or golden-brown color,
each feather distinctly penciled with dark-brown or black.rwwrBVHtvtjMi v*w oi-gy-ii. >n/, c. . M. x, i iisuucuy pencneil wltn ilarK-orown or black.

a. Pertaining to or resembling the Cocci/aomor- The hackle of the hen Is orange, striped with black, her
11 W9 t,.il 1.1....1 .....I *K~ ...i...- -...: i__ . .1 i- t j-.ii
Also coccygomorphic.

n. One of the Coccugomorpha;.
Mr\\l fla l~\re\\r ffa, _ ert\ _mA ' ft\

phie.

CoccygomorphaB 'si-go-mor'fe), n. pi.

mognathous picarian birds. The technical charac-
ters are : a rostrum sometimes movably articulated witli

the cranium ; no basipterygoid processes, except in Troyo-
nil/if ; horizontally flattened, more or less spongy maxiilo-

Oochlearia

or, and are eolheteil tviee a vat, alter Ihey have been
f,-, -undated and ha\>- laid ,-^us siiltl. i, nl lor a new brood.
'I'hey are killed by s|,r, ailing them upon h'-alcd plates, by
putting them in ovens, or >>> inmn i -iiiL- id, -in in Ixiiling
water or i-X|islng Iheni to its \-a|ir. Those killed l,i In al

id I'hites al, i-l a l>la< kisb color, and :n d to lie

the 111 lest ; they are eal lei I
-i '- ,;',''/,,

] 1 t ],.[,! i,-,

n,-\t in value; they are of an I m r sih.r
w hit, ) i-o],,r. and ari- i alli-d .-"' -

/-.,,/,!.

killed I,y water or vajHir are of a reddish l.n.wn r,,|-

or, and an- Hi,- I, .i-t \a]nal,l,-. 'I h, fi -'.and
impiiiiti'- hi '-hineal are ell< , i .1 as an
adulterant, under the n.i t grade
often L:O,-S l,y the nan,,- ,,1 in, '

I>oil,d in large quantities from llmiilinas. Besides the
tlner ^-iadi-s, \\liii h are cultivated it, Merable
Had, i, raiii.d ,,n in inferior or wild insects; they are
scarcely more than half the
size of the cultivated -t., < i-

-

and arc covered with a , ,,t

tony down whieb adds a nse-

le-sblllk. liood eo, bineal luu
the apJH-aranee of small, deep
brown-red, somewhat pur-
plUh grains, wrinkled across
the back with parallel furrows.
intersected In the middle by a
longitudinal one. The color

Ing principle obtained from
cochineal is carminlc acid.

(See carmine, 3.) Kcut Indi-
an cochineal*, so called, are
smooth glistening black grains,
of no value ; they are used to adulterate the genuine,
which arc easily distinguishable from them.
2. The insect which produces tho dyestuff
known by the same name. See def. 1 cochi-
neal fig. See fiy. Cochineal paste. Sec extract.

Cochintal volte Is obtained by placing 10 Ibs. of Hondu-
ras cochineal in a vessel, and adding 80 Ibs. of ammonia
water(17' B.), stirring the mixture well. The vessel should
be covered with a cloth, and allowed t*> stand for a few
days. The vessel Is then to be Immersed in liolling water,
In order to evaporate the superfluous ammonia ; when the
evaporation is complete the mixture is ready to lie used ffor

dyeing). W. Crovlte*, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 88.

[ML.
a snail's shell,

., .. , ... ., a shell-fish
with a spiral shell; prob. akin.toivox^j?, L. concha,
a conch, and ult. to E. cockle'2."] If. A winding
staircase. E. Phillip*. 2. In ana t., a part of the
inner ear in most vertebrated animals, its shape
in man and most other mammals resembles a snail-shell ;

hence the name. In the petrous bom- a canal winds about
a central conical pillar of bone, the modiolus, and contains
a hollow process of tho membranous labyrinth ; the latter
follows the turns of the canal nearly to the top. To these
structures taken together the name of cochlea is given.
The process of the membranous labyrinth is triangular in

cross-section, with its base applied to the outer wall of the
canal and the apex attached to a spiral crest of hone, the
lamina spiral is ossea, projecting from the inner side of the
canal. It thus separates the Ixmy canal into two portions,
in addition to its own lumen, the scala vestihuli aliove and
the scala tympani below. The lumen of the process itself

is called the canalis cochlearis, its floor is called the hasi-
lar membrane, and its roof the membrane of Reissner. IU
cavity is connected with the sacculns by the canalis rc-

uniens. The essential structures of the cochlea, the rods
of rorti and the hair-cells, are on the upper side of the
basilar membrane, and to them is distributed the cochlear
branch of the auditory nerve. See cut under ear. Aquse-
ductus cochlea*. See oftusfltutiu.

[< cochlea + -an."]

tall black, and the wing-primaries are dark-brown or dull-
black. All the cochins have heavily feathered legs and
short tails, and all have the legs yellow, except the black

. _--,- cochins, which have them black or nearly so.

[NL. (Huxley, 1867), < Gr. K<k/(Df (KOKKV^-), cochin-china (ko 'chin-chi'na), n. and a. A cochlean (kok'le-an), a.

cuckoo, + /lofxb//, form.] A superfamily of des- term formerly applied to a large kind of domes- Same as cochleatc.

tic hen which was importedfromCochin-China. COChlear 1
(kok'le-fir), a. [< NL. cochlearis, <

From these fowls, which had no constant characteristics cochlea, cochlea. Ct. cochlear2.'] In anat., of or
of color, form, etc., have been bred the varieties called relating to the cochlea in anyway: as, the coch-

lear nerve, cochlear canal, etc Cochlear '""ai
See caiutll. Cochlear duct. Same as auditory duet
(which see, under auditory).

group is not readily characterized, but corresponds with habitants of Cochin-Cnina, properly the name a'ri-a). [< L. coclilfar. cochleare also coclear
flip t-oin'i-titir n i.-t 1 rtnlcr f*tj.ftn'j*> viilli, nit tlio ..1-1, -..!.. *. .. i:. : : .. * XI _1J 1-1 3 , _

brahina and cochin.

the conventional order Picariaz without the cypselo-
morphs and celeomorphs, or swifts, goatsuckers, and wood-
peckers, and contains all the non-passerine insessorial and
scansorial birds known as colies, touracous, cuckoos, bar-
bets, toucans, jacamars, kingfishers, todies, hornhtlls, hoo-
poes, liee-eaters, niotmots, rollers, and trogons.

coccygomorphic (koksi-go-m6r'fik), a. [< coc-

cygomorph + -ic.) Same as coccygomorph .

Coccygns (kok-si'gus), n. [NL., irreg. < Gr.

K6KKv$ (toman-), a cuckoo.] A genus of cuckoos,
typical of the subfamily Coccygina;: synony-
mous with Coccyzus. Cabanis, 1848.

coccyodynia (kok'si-o-din'i-a), n. [NL., irreg. <

coccyx T Gr. odivt/, pain.] Saxaeascoccygoili/iiin.

Coccystes(kok-sis*tez), n. [NL. (Gloger, 1832),
< Gr. as if "KO/OCWOTV/C, < KOiacr&iv, cry as a cuckoo :

see cuckoo."] A genus of old-world cuckoos,

of a division of the old kingdom or empire of
Annam in Further India, but taken as the gen-
eral name of the region now divided between
the possessions of France and its protectorate
Annam. 2. The language of the people of
Cochin-China ; Annamese.
cochineal (koch'i-nel orkoch-i-nel'), n. [Early
mod. E. also cutchaneal;=D. konzenilje= G. Dan.
cochenille = Sw. kochenill= F. cochen tile= It. coc-

ciniglia = Pg. coccinella, < Sp. cochinilla, cochi-

neal, < L. coccineus, coccinus, scarlet, < coccum,
< Gr. Ko/of ,

a berry, esp. the kermes insect (sup-

cocleare, cvcleariiim, and cocleartim, a spoon (so
called from its shape), < cochlea, coclca, a snail's
shell : see cochlea."] 1. A spoon ; in the orthodox
Greek and other Oriental churches, the eucha-
ristic spoon in which the consecrated elements
are administered together to communicants.
Also called labis. See intinction, spoon, colato-

rium, and labis. 2. An ancient Roman and
Greek medicinal measure, equal to a spoonful.
According to various ancient statements, it ranged in
amount from a tahlcspoonful nearly to a teaspoonfuL But
the statements which give the smaller sizes use the word
under the diminutive form cochlearium. According to thej, , \ n >, * f utiui.1 im: uimiiiuii vc luim riicnifaniiin. According to tile

posed to be a berry) : see coccus. The Sp. cocht- statements of the modem lexicons, It would be no larger
nilla, cochineal, is bysome referred tocochinilla, "'an a salt-spoon.

a wood-louse (to which the cochineal-insect nas cochlear2 (kok'le-8,r), a.

some resemblance), dim. of cochina, a sow, fern.

[< NL. cochlearis,
- ,, . ,-f ^,., . , BUUIU i-eocuiuiuuutji, uiiii. ui cwt/i(/i. n HOW, lein.

of the
_
family Cueuhdte, commonly referred to of cocMno a pig

.
'

cf . E . diaL so^.bua wood .
T hn ttii I iTmm 1 v I /'U rvn/i/( ti/t> *n cr\imtA>l uttitlmnei i i * *** *the subfamily Centropodina: or spurred cuckoos,
containing a number of crested species related
to the great spotted cuckoo of Africa and
Europe, Coccystes glandarius.
coccyx (kok'siks), n.

; pi. coccyges (kok-si'jez).

[NL., < Gr. Kotow!-, the coccyx (also a cuckoo) :

see cuckoo.'] 1. In human anat., the part of the
spinal column consisting of the last four bones,
the caudal vertebra or tail-bones, which are
stunted and usually ankylosed together. See

louse.] 1. A dyestuff consisting of the dried
bodies of a species of insects, the Coccus cacti,
found upon several species of Opuntia and other

coclearis, < L. cochfear, coclear, a spoon : see coch-

lear^, n.] Spoon-shaped : specifically, in bot.,
applied to a form of imbricative estivation in
wnich one piece is exterior, larger than the
others, and bowl-shaped, as in the aconite.

<'<n-t<i<-ece, especially O. Tuna, O. Ficws-Indica, cochleare (kok-le-a're),n.; pi. cochlearia (-ri-&).
and Nopalea cochinillifera. It colors a brilliant [L., also cochlear: see cochlear2

, n."] In
by In prescriptions abbre-

It colors
crimson, which is changed by acids to an orange-red and a spoon ;

a spoonful.
by alkalis to violet ; a brilliant scarlet dye is prepared from viated foch
it The cacti upon which the insect lives, bearing the corrilea.rfiB Plum] of rnrllrnna
general name of nopal, are extensively cultivated as food

COCniea 68, w. I'll cocliieans.

for them in the tropical countries of America, and in Java, vOCnlearia 1 (kok-le-a n-ft), w. [NL., pi. of coch-
Algeria, etc. The females only are valuable for their col- learis : see cochlear^, n.] A genus of cruciferous



Cochlearia

herbs, including 2o species, found in northern

temperate and arctic regions, mostly near the

sea-coast. C. officinal/*, the scurvy-grass, is a celebrat-

ed antiscorbutic, and is often eaten as a salad. The root

of C. Ai'iiwracia, the horse-radish, is used as a condiment.

In common with other species of Cochlearia, the horse-

radish was formerly in high repute as an antiscorbutic.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 207.

Cochlearia2 ,
n. Plural of coehlear% and cochleare.

cochleariform (kok-le-ar'i-f6rm), a. [< L.

*eoclilearis, adj. (used 'only as neut. noun cocii-

lear, cochleare, a spoon; cf. NL. cochlearis:

see cochlear1 , cochlear^, a.) (< cochlea, a snail's

shell), + forma, shape.] Haying the form of a

snail's shell ;
hclicine

;
helicoid Cochleariform

process, the thin plate of bone which separates the ten-

sor tympani, or tensor muscle of the tympanum, from the

Kustachian tube.

Cochleariidse (kok"lo-a-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Cochlcariiis + idee.'] "Boat-billed herons, re-

garded as a family : synonymous with Cancro-
midce.

Cochlearius (kok-le-a'ri-us), n. [NL. (Brisson,

1760), < L. cochlear', a spoon : see cochlear2
, .]

A genus of boat-billed herons, typical of the

family Cochleariidce. See Cancroma, and cut

under boatbill.

cochleary (kok'le-a-ri), a. [< cochlea + -Ofyl.]
1. Pertaining to winding stairs. Coles. 2.

Same as cochleate.

Wreathy spires and cochleary turnings.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Krr., iii. 23.

cochleate, cocbleated (kok'lf-at, -a-ted), a.

[< L. cochleatus, coeleatus, spiral, < cochlea, coc-

lea, a snail's shell: see cochlea.'] Having the
form of a snail's shell; cochleariform; spiral:
used especially in entom. and bot., and applied
in the latter case to leaves, pods, seeds, etc.

Also cochlean, cochleary.
cochleoid (kok'le-oid), n. [< L. cochlea, a snail's

shell, + -oid.] A curve defined by the equa-

tion (a
2 + 2/

2
) arctan. j = irry,

cochleous (kok'le-us), a. [< L. cochlea, a snail's

shell, + -CMS.] Of a spiral form ; cochleate.

Cochlides (kok'li-dez), n.pl. [NL.,< Gr. mxMc,
pi. /co;t;/Ucfef, a small snail, dim. of K<5;r/lor, a shell-

fish, a snail: see cochlea.'] 1. A name of the

Gastropoda (which see). 2. In E. It. Lankes-
ter's classification, the unsymmetrical gastro-
pods : equivalent to Gastropoda of other authors
without Amphomaia. [Little used.]
cochliodontid (kok"li-o-don'tid), n. A shark of

the family Cochliodontulce.

Cochliodontidae (kok"li-o-don'ti-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Cochliodus (-odont-) + -ida;.] An extinct

family of sharks, typified by the genus Cochlio-

dus. They lived in the Paleozoic seas, and were related
to the Heterodontulce, but had subspirally ridged and fur-

rowed lateral teeth.

cochliodontoid (kok"li-6-don'toid), a. and n.

[< Cochliodus (-odont-) 4- -oid.] I. a. Resem-
bling or having the characters of the Cochlio-
dontidce.

II. . A cochliodontid.

Cochliodus (kok-li'o-dus), re. [NL. (Agassiz),
< Gr. K6xAof, shell-fish, + or!ot>f, tooth.] An ex-
tinct genus of sharks which had lateral teeth

subspirally ridged and grooved like a univalve

shell, typical of the family CochHodoiitidat.

Cochlospermum (kok-lo-sper'mum), n. [NL.,
< Gr. KO^AOC, a shell-fish, a snail, -t- a-nippa, seed.]
A genus of trees or shrubs, of the natural or-

der ISixacew, found in the tropics of both hemi-
spheres. They have palmately lobed leaves, large yellow
flowers, and pear-shaped fruits, with numerous coiled
seeds covered with a silky down. C. Gossypium of the
East Indies, growing to a height of 60 feet, yields the
kuteera gum, used as a substitute for tragacauth.
COCinate (ko'si-nat), n. [< cocin(ic) + -ate1 ."]

A salt obtained from cocinic acid.

cocinic (ko-sin'ik), a. [< "cocin (< cocoa1 ) +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to or derived from cocoa
or cocoanut Cocinic acid, C13H26Oo, an acid found
iu the butter of the cocoanut, combined with glycerin. It
is a volatile acid forming snow-white crystalline scales.
Also called cocostearic acid.

cocinin (ko'si-nin), n. [As cocin-ic + -in2.]A fatty substance which is the chief constitu-
ent of cocoanut-oil. By saponification it yields
glycerin and cocinie acid.

CO-citizen (ko-sit'i-zn), . [< co-l + citizen.']A fellow-citizen; especially, a citizen of the
same city or borough.

In 1414, the indenture shows that the lord mayor and
thirteen co-citizens, having full power from the whole
community, chose two citizens. Stubbs, Const. Hist.

,
422.

COCk1
(kok), n. [Early mod. E. also cocke, <

ME. cock, cofc, coc, < AS. coc, cocc = MD. kocke
= Icel. kokkr = Dan. kok, a cock; cf. OF. coc,
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F. coq = Bret, kok = ML. coccus = Wall, coeos

= Albanian cocos, a cock, Gr. KOKKopoaf opvif, a

poet, name of the cock, lit. the ' ' ' cock "-crying
bird' (as Chaucer says of the cock: "No thing
ne liste him thanne for to crow, But cryde anon
cok! cok! and up he sterte," Nun's Priest's

Tale, 1. 455) ;
cf. Gr. KiKtppof, idiauif, a cock, KIKKO,

a hen, Skt. kukkuta, a cock, Malay kukuk, the

crowing of a cock, L. coco, an imitation of the

clucking of the hen
;

all directly or ult. imita-

tive of the crowing or the chucking of the
domestic cock; for other similar imitative

words, see chuck1
,

clock 1 = cluck, cuckoo,

cackle, etc., gaggle, croak, chough, etc., gowk, a

cuckoo, etc., all containing (orig.) a repeated
guttural consonant c, k, g, h. The older Teut.
name of the cock, which appears in Goth, liana

= OHG. hano, MHG. han, G. hahn = AS. liana,
a cock, and in fern, form in AS. henn, E. hen,
had also orig. ref. to the crowing of the cock,
being lit. 'the singer': see hen. The name
cocfc has been applied, from a real or a fan-

cied resemblance, to various mechanical con-

trivances, and to other things having no ob-
vious relation to the name of the bird

;
and it

also enters, actually or allusively (often in con-
nection with coefc2 ), into various popular ad-

jectives and phrases, as cockish, cocky, cocket3 ,

cock-a-hoop, cockapert, etc. See these words, and
cocfc2.] 1. The male of the domestic fowl; spe-
cifically, a male chicken one year old or older,
one less than a year old being properly called a
cockerel. The cock is celebrated for his lordly demeanor,
his pugnacity, and his crowing before dawn or in token of

victory.

Coc is kene [bold] on his owune mixenne.
Ancren Riwle, p. 140.

The kok that orloge is of thorpis lyte.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 350.

Wittoll. Ay, Bully, a Devilish smart Fellow : 'a will fight
like a Cock.

Blufe. Say you so ? then I honour him. But has he been
abroad ? for every Cock will fight upon his own Dunghil.

Congreve, Old Batchelor, ii. 2.

2. The male of any other bird, particularly of
the gallinaceous kind : in this use especially in

composition, as in peacock, turkey-cock, cock-

robin, cock-sparrow, etc. 3. A bird, particular-
ly a gallinaceous bird, without reference to sex :

usually in composition or with a distinctive

epithet or qualifying phrase, as in blackcock,

logcock, woodcock, and the phrasal names be-
low. 4f. Cock-crowing; the time when cocks
crow in the morning.

At the fryst cokke roose he.

Ipomedon (Weber's Jletr. Rom., II.), 1. 783.

We were carousing till the second cock.

Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3.

5. A leader; a chief person; a ruling spirit:
as, cock of the school. [Eng.]
Up ros oure hoste, and was cure aller [

= of us all] cok.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 823.

Sir Andrew is the cock of the club. Addison.

6. A fellow; chap: a familiar term of address
or appellation, usually preceded by old, and
used much in the same way as fellow, chap, boy,
etc.

He has drawn blood of him yet ;
well done, old cock .'

Masifinffer, Unnatural Combat, ii. 1.

He was an honest old cock, and loved his pipe and a
tankard of cyder as well as the best of us.

Graves, Spiritual Quixote, viii. 24.

7. A vane in the shape of a cock; a weather-
cock.

You cataracts and hurricanoes, spout
Till you have drench'd our steeples, drown 'd the cocks /

Shak., Lear, iii. 2.

8. A faucet or turn-valve, contrived for the

purpose of permitting or arresting the flow of

fluids or air through a pipe, usually taking its

special name from its peculiar use or construc-
tion: as, air-cocfc, feed-cocfc, gage-cocfc, etc.

Sighing one to another, and gasping, as if each of them
expected a cock from the fountain to be brought into his
mouth. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Kevels, ii. 1.

9. [Cf. Turk, khoros, the cock of a gun, lit. a
cock (fowl).] The portion of the lock of a fire-

arm which by its fall, when released through
the action of the trigger, produces the dis-

charge ;
in a flint-lock, the part that holds the

flint
;
in a percussion-lock, the hammer. 10.

In a firearm, the position into which the ham-
mer is brought by being pulled back to the first

or second catch. See at full cock, at half cock,
below. 1 1 . The style or gnomon of a dial.
12. The needle of a balance. Johnson. IS.
The piece which forms the bearing of the bal-
ance in a clock or watch. 14. Same as cockee.

[Scotch.] 15. A fictitious narrative, in verse

cock

or prose, sold in the streets as a true account
;

a cock-and-bull story; a canard.

News of the apocryphal nature known as cocks.

G. A. Sola.

At full cock, in firearms, having the hammer pulled
clear back, and held by the scear ill the firing-notch of the
tumbler. At half COCk, having the hammer pulled half,

way back, and held fast by the scear in the safety-notch
of the tumbler. Blow-off cock, blow-through cock.
See blow-o/, blow-thrvtigli. Cock Of the garnet, a game-
cock.
" Cocks of the game are yet," that is, at the close of the six-

teenth century, "cherished by divers men for their plea-
sures, much money being laid on their heads when they
fight in pits, whereof some are costly made for that pur-
pose." Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 376.

Cock Of the plains, the sage-cock, Centrocercus vropha-
.vm/m.v, the largest kind of grouse in America. See cut
under Centrocercus. Cock Of the rock, Rupicota auran-
tin, a beautiful bird, with orange plumage, which inhabits

Guiana, and forms the type of the genus Itupicola. Cock
Of the Walk, COCk Of the loft, one who has become the
chief or head of a set or party by overcoming all oppo-
nents: commonly applied to an arbitrary, overbearing,
and domineering fellow.

Who seem'd by his talk,
And the airs he assumed, to be Cock of the walk.

Barhain, Ingoldsby Legends, II. 198.

Cock of the woods, mountain cock, the capercaillie.
-That COCk won't fight, that plan will not do; that

story will not go down. [Colloq.]

I tried to see the arms on the carriage, but there were
none; so that cock wouldn't fu.tht.

Kinffsley, Alton Locke, xxiv.

To go Off at half cock, to go off when the hammer is at

half cock and therefore supposed to be perfectly secure :

said of a gun ; hence, to act or start unexpectedly ; act
before one is ready ; act on imperfect information. To
set the cock on hoop or on the hoop or a-hoop, liter-

ally, to set the cock or spigot on the hoop of the barrel,
that is, to take it out and let the liquor flow freely ; hence,
to give a loose rein to convivial enjoyment. See cock-a-

hoop and quotations there. The association with cock the
fowl is apparently merely allusive.

I have good cause to set the cocke on the hope, and make
gaudye chere. Palsgrave (1530).

He maketh havok and seltelh the cock on hoope;
He is so lavies the stooke beginueth to droope.

IIeywood.

However, it is to be noted that the effigy of a cock (the
fowl) stuck above a hoop was a common tavern sign in the
olden time. The Cock on the Hoop is mentioned in a
Clause Roll, 30 Henry VI., and still existed as a sign in
Holborn in 1795.

Larwood and Hotten, Hist, of Signboards, p. 504.

COCk1
(kok), v. [< cock1

, n.] I. trans. To raise

or draw back the cock or hammer of (a gun
or pistol), as a preliminary to firing: as, he
cocked his rifle.

He runs almost upon the bear, levels his weapon, with
hands shaking with excitement, full upon it, cocks one
barrel, and pulls desperately away at the trigger of the
other. W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 205.

II.. intrans. To set cocks to fighting, or to

train them for fighting. [Rare.]
cock2 (kok), v. [Popularly associated with
cocfc1

,
as if meaning

' strut as a cock' or ' set up
like a cock's tail

'

;
but perhaps of Celtic origin :

cf. Gael, coc, cock, coc-shron, a cocked nose,
coc-shronach, cock-nosed, and see cockeye. See
cocfc1 , n., etym., at end, and cocky, cockish,
cocket3

, etc.] I. trans. To turn up or to one
side in a jaunty or significant way ; give a pert,

knowing, or inquiring turn to : as, to cocfc the
head

;
to cocfc the eye at a person ; to cocfc the

brim of a hat ; the horse cocked up his ears.

I prun'd my Feathers, cock'd my Tail,
And set my Heart again to Sale.

Prior, The Turtle and Sparrow.
I saw an alert young fellow that cocked his hat tipon a

friend of his who entered just at the same time as myself.
Addison, Coffee House Politicians.

Our Lightfoot barks and cocks his ears.

Gay, Shepherd's Week, Thursday, 1. 131.

"And she came to see thee?" said Kester, cocking his

eye at Sylvia with the old shrewd look.

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, xliii.

Cocked hat, a turned-up hat, such as naval and military
officers wear on full-dress occasions. Such hats were in

general use in the last century.

The priest came panting to the shore,
His grave cocked hat was gone.

Whittm; The Exiles.

To knock into a cocked hat, to knock over or to pieces;
demolish, literally or figuratively : as, he received a blow
that knocked him into a cocked hat ; this sarcasm knocked
the speaker's argument into a cocked hat. [Slang.]

Il.t intrans. To hold up the head
;
look big,

pert, or domineering.
Every one cocks and struts upon it. Addition, Guardian.

cock2 (kok), n. [< cocfc2
, .] 1. The act of

turning up or to one side in a jaunty or signifi-
cant way, as the head or a hat; the position
of anything thus placed. 2. A particular
shape given to a hat, especially by turning up
and fastening the brim.

You see many a smart rhetorician turning his hat in his

hands, moulding it into several different cocks. Addison.



cock
-. . .'ed a young fi-llow with a tolerable periwig, had

it not I,een eoven-d will) a hat that was shaped in the
Ramillie .vict. ,,. . uiintry Fashions.

3 One of the flaps or parts of a hat turned up.
See

/Ill/i.

COCk ; '

(kok). H. [Perhaps Scand. : cf. Dan.
kit/.- (Wedftrood), a heap, pile, = Sw. kokit, a
elod of earth, = led. l.-iil;kr, n lump, a ball; cf.

,.

also (1. dial, kurl.-i; a heap of hay. Perhaps in cocka'd'ed
part a var. of coy)

1 = colfi, a haycock: see </<-.
Hence prob. the dim. m,/i/l, ''.

}
A small conical

pile of hay, so shaped for shedding rain
;
a ha \ -

cock.

COCk :i

(kok), r. t. [< cpcA:3, .] In /(//-//, /</./.

to put into cocks or piles.
COCK4

t (kok), n. [Early mod. E. also cm-ki- : <

Mi; "cok (only in comp. cokboot, cockboat),
also in the form <</ (nfler Lli. or Seaud.), =
O1IU. koclw, MHO. koi-ki; /-<7,v, i;. 1,-m-kr (also
with alteration, ML<i. koi/i/i; kiujhe, LG. k
= MI), /;oyi/ln; U. kni/ = led. /.-iii/i/r, mod. k
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Tliey'd lietter stay'd aa', man,
II' ike parade.

Battle qf Trail ,< i;...,-(Child's Ballads, VII. 18).
The Duchesse de I,anonym orders eight fufkadrtot rib-

IMIII, blue, [link, and whit.-.

>."/ Bn . s. s.,XLII. 202.

('<) \ part "I the iivn>..f ai hiiian or footman, consist-

ing of a rosette, uiiull.\ of hiaek leather, worn on the left~ vv. ,..,,..,,,, . ., , r,,,, n 1, ,, ,,,,-,
,
n ,J, ,J|| LIIU lelfc ;, ,.

nidi- of the hat NO that it projects a little al,,,ve the crown. , ,. , ,

:ockaded (ko-ka'ded), a. [< cockade + -cd*.] cockapertt (kok -ptot), . [< ,./,! ,

Wearim; a mekade. /'"'' <'ifter mnlu,,, rl); <{. cnil-n-hoop,
U ell fashion',! ,,. an, ./,,,W brow. "a***! a?"ie*H! ' !Well fashion .1 li-ure and nrkmlnl brow.

Yi.iin,,, Niu-ht Thought*, V. 855.

cockatrice

and his imitators, in whieh eoeks moralize and
bulls debate.] I laving no foundation in fa,

probability; incredible because not plausible:
applied to idle and absurd rumors and stories.
Also coi-k-UHil-il-liiill. [< 'olloq.]

Von have some tt lory al.nt him, I fancy.
'"lam. V. 11.

[<<//. 1 or rufl,- +
\i, 001

cockardt, . An obsolete form of eockm/i .

= MI), lioggke, D. kni/ = led. /./(</<//. mod. kni/i/i= OS\v. kiii/i/n; S\v. dial. /<///, //,'= Dan. /,</,/'< ,

/.'</</, > MM. mi/i/i; mod. E. ci"/ 1
, q. v.), < OF.

coque, F. coque = Sp. coon = It. cocca, formerly
also cueca (ML. reflex cocca, coeeo, and (after
lj<i.) '.'/.</, <'".'/.'/", >.'/"/ cf. Corn, coe = W.
ciech = Gael. Ir. coca = Bret, koked), a boat;
all prob. < ML. coiii'ha, a boat more or IMC

<"< / <i
hooj> or OH Me Aoo/> or a-hoop (which see,

under i-m-l. i
. . ). Commonly referred to an as-

sumed I', on/ IIHI>/II:: coq = E. codt1
; <J, < L.

nd, to; huj>)ic, OF. /iw/w, a crest: see hoopoe.]
I. . 1. Exultant; jubilant; triumphant; on
the high horse.

Cut* "/!""/'<""/" ajiu]*,
1. e., cock with a cope-brcst or

,. , .,.., ,. ! less TJ " L WB.J
shell-shaped, a gondola, a particular use (like COCk-a-noop (kok'a-h8p'), arfti. [< cock-a-hoon,
E. s/-, a boat) of L. concha, a shell, a snail's "-J In an exultant or jubilant manner; reek-

shell, any shell, a shell-shaped vessel, > It.
lessly-

cniicii = Sp. Pg. concha = F. coque, a shell, the dxk-mhnop (I. c., the spigot or cock being laid on the
hull of a ship: see com-li, and cf. cockle".] A "oop and the hamd olrale stunn'd, I.e., drank out without

small boat
;
a cockboat

;
a skiff.

intermission), at the height of mirth and
Jollky.^ ^

i,,i,h',i i^her^ocL-he^colk fbu'ov They possesse,! that Ingenuous habit of mind which ali

J^^^r&sv*.a aBSSSw^Sj^ast-*^COCk'' (kok), n. [< It. cocca, n., the nock of an Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 189.

arrow, poet, an arrow, dart, = Pr. coca = F. Cockaigne, Cocagne (ko-kan'), n. [Also Cocft-
cochc, a nock, notch, nick, nib of a pen; perhaps ayne, etc., in various archaic forms after ME

iltic origin: cf. cog*.] A. nock or notch, cockaigne,cokayyne, cockagne, cokayne, cocaigne,
i., < OF. cocaigne, cokaigne, coquaigne, co-

_
, . [Amer. Ind.] A

chief minister or eaptain among the Imliaiis of

Virginia; hence, a person of eonseqnoneo.
A Coekarorue Is one that has the honor to be of the king's

or queen's council, with relation to the affairs of the gor-
ernmeut, and has a great share In the adminlstrai ion.

Beeerley, Virginia, lit 5 45.

Thus a fish finding Itself entangled uould flounce, and
often pull the man under water, and then that man was

high terms counted a euckarutur, or brave follow, that would not let

Bailey, 1733 "" tm with swimming, wading, and diving, he had tired

.
,,,

the .turgeon, and brought it ashore.
With victory was cocka-hooji. Beterley, Virginia, U. ^ 28.

s. Butler, Hudibra.. cockateel (kok-a-tel'), n. [< cockatoo, with

S.^Tipsy; slightly intoxicated. [Scotch.] term, arbitrarily altered (-eel perhaps for dim.
-(//').] A cockatoo of the genus Calojisitta,
as the Australian C. nnra--hnllandia: P. L.
Muter.
cockatoo (kok-a-td'), 11. [Earlier cacatoo, caca-
toe; = D. kakaioe, kakketoe = G. kakadu = Dan.
kakadue = Sw. cacadu, kakadu = F. kdkutoes =
NL. cacatua. < Hind, kiiki'ilim, Malay kakalua, a
cockatoo: so called in imitation of its cry. Cf.~"M

(to which the word has been assimilated)

comb, F.), all HINDI the spur; standing upon high terms.
E '

And liavina routed a whole troop,

.

. A bumper. [Scotch.]

and cackle.] The name of many beautiful birds
of the parrot family, subfamily Cacatuiiue
(which see), and especially of the genus Cacatua.

. .
,

especially that in the butt-end of an arrow, or
on the stock of a crossbow, which receives or
retains the string.

cock^t, v. i. [ME. cocken, cokken, fight, contend ;

origin obscure ; appar. not connected with cocfcl,
n. Cf. cock1

, v., II.] To fight; contend,
lie wole greuncn (ijrin, snarl], cocken and chlden.

Old Kng. MUcellany, p. 2138.
Lord that lenest us lyf . . .

For to cocke with knyf nast [ne hast] thou none nede.
Political Sonus (ed. Wright), p. 15.

Mon that syth [in a dream] briddea cokkynde,
Of wraththe that is toknynge. Kel. Antiq., I. 262.

COcfcOf, n. [ME. cocke; from the verb.] Fight.
Mi hende at cocke, ml (Ingres at flght [manua meat ad

prcehum, et digitot meox ad bellum, Vulg.J.
Ps. cxliii. (cxliv.) 1 (ME. version).

cock7 (kok), v. t. A variant of calk*.
Cautious men when they went on the roads had their

horses' shoes cocked.
Trollope.

COCk8 (kokX n. [ME. cocke, perhaps < AS. "cocc,
in comp. ste-coccas, pi., sea-cockles (prob. < W.
cocoa, cocs, cockles), but perhaps abbr. of cockel,
cokel: see cockle"*.} A cockle. [Prov. Eng.]
Frydayes and fastyng-dayes a ferthyng-worth of muscles
Were a feste for suche folke, other so fele Imany] cockei

|var. cokeles]. piers Plowman (C), x. 95.

cockt (kok), v. t. [See cocker*.] To pamper;
cocker. B. Jonson.
cock10

t, n. [ME. cocke, < L. coccum, scarlet : see
coccus.] Scarlet.

Clothid with bljce [byssus] and purpur and cocke,

Wyclif, Apoc. xvlli. 16 (Oxf.).

caiiiyne, quoquaingnc, F. cocagne(= 8p.ccaa=
Pg. cucanha = It. cocagna, cucagna, now cucca-
<jna), profit, advantage, abundance, a time of
abundance ; pays de cocagne, Land of Cocagne
(It. "Cocagna, as we say, Lubberland"; "Cuca-
gna, the epicures or gluttons home, the land of
all delights : so taken in mockerie " Florio), an
imaginary country of luxury and idleness

;
ori-

gin unknown ;
in one view "the land of cakes,"

< OF. as if "coque, Picard couque = Cat. coca, a
cake, appar. either < D. koek (= OHG. chueUto,
AIHG. kuoche, G. kitchen), a cake (see cooky),
or ult. < L. coquere, cook (see coofcl). Usually
associated with cockney (whence the second
sense), but the connection, if real, is remote:
see cockney.'] 1 . An imaginary country of idle-
ness and luxury; lotus-land.

In Cokaygne Is met and drink
Withvte care, bow [anxiety] and swink

Land o/Cokaygne, 1. 17 (Early Eng. Poems, ed. FurnlvallX
2. [In this sense cited also as Cockeney, Cock-
ney, as in the lines quoted. See cockney.] The
land of cockneys ; London and its suburbs.
A London cockney. This nickname is more than four

hundred years old. For when Hugh Bigot added artificial
fortiltcations to his naturally strong Castle of Bungey In
Suffolk, he gave out this rhythme, therein vaunting it for
impregnable :

" Were I in my castle of Bungay,
Upon the river of Waveney,
I wouldne care for the King of Cockney."

Cockatoo (Cacatu

.

Meaning thereby King Henry the Second, then quietly
ixMsessed of London, whilst some other places did resist
htm. Rat/ (quoting Camden), Proverbs (2ded. 1678), p. 321.

cock11
*, n. A perversion of or substitution for

the word God, occurring in oaths, such as
"(By) cock's body" (bones, wounds, nouns,
etc.), "by coot and pye," etc. Compare gog
in similar use.

cockade (ko-kad'), [Formerly pron. ko-kiid',
being a corruption of eockard = D. kokarde = G.
cocarde= Dan. kokardc = Sw. kokard (= Sp. CM- ,

-

^
earoa = Pg. cocarda, cocar), < F. cocarde, for- ,

e used m P^y111^ th game; the astraga-
merly coquardc, a cockade (so called from its i I

13 r ankle-bone, incorrectly called hucklebone.

resemblance to the crest of a cock), < coq, a ? , ,,

cock: see cocfc1 and -ard.] A clasp, button, or copk-ale (kok al), n. A favorite drink of the
other fastening used to secure and hold up the

e
;g
nteenth centurv, made by flavoring a cask of

cock of the hat; hence, any knot or rosette ?le wlth
.
ra

!
sms

'
dates> nutmeg, spice, and the

of ribbnn WrrieT- wnrsitorl ,'. .,1 1,.,,. ,,,,..,...;.. i
broth or lelly of a fowl, addincr veast. and allow-of ribbon, leather, worsted, or other material,

worn on the hat. () A badge of adherence to a
cause, party, or political league. Such were the white
cockade worn in England by the followers of the Stuarts
about 1740-45 anil the black cockade worn In opposi-

meeting of the States General in 1789, cockades at first
of green, were adopted by the party of action ; the color
was afterward changed to the traditional colors of Paris,
blue and red, and to these was added the white of the
house of Bourbon, as the revolutionists were still royal-
ists. This, according to the common account, was the
origin of the French tricolor.

They are for the most part white, tinged with sulphury
yellow or rose-color, and with elegant recurved crests re-

semhling helmets, which can lie erected at will. They In-
habit the East Indies Australia, etc. The sulphur-crested
cockatoo, Cacatuagaleriia, of Australia, and the red-vented
cockatoo, C. hoemati^njirUt, are characteristic examples.
Black cockatoos belong to the related genus Calyptorhyn-chu.- Helmet-cockatoo, Callocfphalon galeatum.'Ra.-
ven-cockatOO, one of the black cockatoos of the genus
Calyptorhynchue, as C. tankri.

cockatrice (kok'a-tris or -tris), n. [Early mod.
E. also coccatrice; < ME. cocatryse, kokatrice, <
OF. cocatnce, cocatris, cocatrix, cocatriz, coqa-

nr tris, coquatrix, chocatrix, cocastris, coqttaatrin,

[Obsolete except in historical use or in literary caucatris, caucatri, qualquetrix, an ichneumon,
or humorous allusion.]

a crocodile, a cockatrice, F. cocatrix, a cocka-
lockalt (kok'al), H. [Origin uncertain. Cf. *"cei = PF- calcatrix = Sp. cocatriz, cocadri:,

cockle^.] 1. "A game played with the ankle- cocotriz, a crocodile, = It. cocatnce (ML. coca-
bones of a sheep in the place of dice. 2. The trix< -*"'c-), a cockatrice: all corruptions of L.

-'--- ''-- - ^
crocodilvs, a crocodile ; cf. crocodt'/eauditsobs.
forms cockodrill, cokodrille. Popularly associat-
ed with cock1

, hence the fable of its origin.] 1.
A fabulous monster reputed to be hatched by a

serpent from a cock's egg, repre-
sented as possessing characters

belonging to both animals, and

supposed to have the power of

killing
bv the glance of its eye ;

a basilisk. It occurs as a bearing
in heraldry, represented as having
the heaxl, legs, and feet of the cock, a
serpent's body and tail, and dragon-

.> . , ,

.

oth
,

or
J? v of a fowl> adding yeast - and allow

l^Lw ?v ^^1^^ a
Bieker^f-

OCK-a-leCKie (kok a-le kl), n. Same as COckie-
Iffkie.

greve) ; cf. F. coq-a-Fdne, a cock-and-bull story,
formerly "du coq A Vasne, a libel, pasquin,
satyre" (Cotgrave) (a tale of the 'cock to the
ass'): in allusion to some fable about a cock
and a bull, or in general allusion to the strain
on credulity produced by the fables of

wings. It is generally represented in
profile, as if passant ; but when blazoned displayed it is

depicted affronte, so as to show both wings.

They hatch cockatrice' eggs, and weave the spider's web.
Isa. lix. S.

And kill with looks as Cockatrices doo.

Speiuer, Sonnet*, zliz.



cockatrice

And that bare vo\vel / shall poison more
Than the death-darting eye of cockatrice.

Shak., R. and .1., iii. 2.

2f. A loose woman.
Withal calls me at his pleasure I know not how many

cockatrices, and things. B. Jomon, Cynthia's Revels, iv. 1.

Ainphislen cockatrice. Same as basilisk, 1. Cocka-
trice's head, in her., a hearing representing the head of

a cockatrice, which, to distinguish it from a cock's head,
has two ears or horns.

Cockaynet, . See Cockaigne.
cock-bead (kok'bed), . ID. joinery, a bead
which is not flush with the general surface, but

raised above it.

COCkbill (kok'bil), v. t. [See a-cockbill.] Naut.,
to place a-cockbill, as an anchor or the yards.
The pilot gave orders to cock-bill the anchor and over-

haul the chain. R. II. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 427.

cockboat (kok'bot), . [< ME. col-boot, col-

late, also ctxjboot, < *cok, E. cock* (or cog, E.

cog
1
), + bate, etc., E. boat.'] A small boat.

See cock*.

No wise man will sail to Ormus in a cock-boat.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 872.

The camels tripped and stumbled, tossing their litters

like cock-boats in a short sea.

R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 352.

COCk-brainedt (kok'brand), a. Giddy; rash;
hare-brained.
The mad Lord Frampul ! and this same is his daughter.
But as cock-brained as e'er the father was !

B. Jonson, New Inn, i. 1.

Such a cock-brained solicitor. Milton, Colasterion.

COCk-brass (kok'bras), . Same as cock-metal.

cock-bread (kok'bred), n. A stimulating diet

given to game-cocks to prepare them for fight-

ing.
You feed us with cock-bread, and arm us with steel spurs

that we may mangle and kill each other for your sport.

Southey, The Doctor, clxiv.

COCk-broth (kok'br6th), n. Broth made by
boiling a cock or other fowl; cockie-leekie.

[Scotch.]
cockchafer (kok

' cha " fer), n. [< cock1 (orig.
for clock*, a beetle!) + chafer1

.] 1. The pop-
ular name of a very common lamellicorn beetle

of Europe, Melolontha vulgaris. Also called

May-beetle, May-bug, dor-beetle, and dor-bug.
2. Any one of various similar or related beetles.

cockcrow (kok'kro), . [< cocA-1 4- crow1
,
n.

Cf. AS. hancred, cockcrowing, < Jmna, a cock,
+ cred, crowing.] The time at which cocks
crow

;
the dawn of day.

cockcrowing (kok'kro'ing), n. [< cocfc1 + crow-

ing.,~]
Same as cockcrow.

Watch ye therefore : for ye know not when the master
of the house Cometh, at even, or at midnight, or at the

cockcrowing, or in the morning. Mark xiii. 35.

COcked-hat (kokt'haf), m. [In allusion to the
three-cornered cocked hat: see cock2

, v.~\ 1. A
variety of the game of bowls in which but three

pins, placed at the angles of a triangle, are used.

2. A note folded into a three-cornered shape.
cockee (ko-ke'), . [Sc. ; alsococfc: see cock 1

,

n., 14.] In the game of curling, the spot at

the end of a rink where the player must stand
when he hurls his stone, usually marked by a
cross in a circle.

cocke-gardent, . Same as cockle-garden.
cocker"t (kok'er), H. [(Cf. E. dial, cokers, rims
of iron round wooden shoes) < ME. coker, a
kind of boot, appar. a particular use of earlier
ME. koker, a quiver, < AS. cocor, cocur, cocer
= OFries. koker = D. koker = MLG. koker, LG.
koker = OHG. chohhar, MHG. kociier, G. ko'cher

= Sw. koger = Dan. kogger, a quiver. Hence,
from Teut., ML. cucurum, MGr. Koi'novpov, OF.
coccure, also couirc, couei-re, cuivre, > ME. quyver,
E. quiver

2
. Cocker2 is thus a doublet of quiver

2
,

q. v.] 1. A quiver.
Enne koker fulne flan [arrows]. Layamon, 1. 27fi.

2. pi. High shoes or half-boots, laced or but-
toned.

His mittens were of bauzens [badger's] skinne,
His cockers were of cordiwin [Cordovan leather],

His hood of meniveere. Drayivn, Dowsabell.

3. pi. Thick stockings without feet, used as an
outside protection for the lower part of the leg.

Bootes, cocurft, myttens, mot we were [wear] :

For husbondes and hunters all this goode is ;

For thai mot walk in breres and in woodes.
Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 43.

4. pi. Same as cockermegs.
COCker2 (kok'er), n. [< cock'i + -er^.] 1. A
cock-fighter; one who makes a practice of fight-

ing game-cocks, or of training them for fighting.
Here his poor bird th' inhuman cocker brings,
Arms his hard heel and clips his golden wings.

Crabbe, Parish Register.

2. A dog of the spaniel kind, trained to start
woodcock and snipe in woods and marshes.
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cocker3
t, [ME. cocker, cokker; < cock6 +

-re1 .] A fighter ;
a bully.

He is cocker, thef and horeling. JRel. Antiq., I. 188.

Thise dysars [dicers] and tliise hollars [holours],
Thise aotltert and tliise bullars,
Bese welle war of thise men.

Towneley Mysteries, p. 242.

cocker4 (kok'er), r. t. [Early mod. E. also

roequer (and cockc : see cock9 ), < ME. cockeren ;

of uncertain origin. Cf. W. cocri, fondle, in-

dulge, cocr, a fondling, F. coqueliner, dandle,
cockle, fondle, It. cocco, "cpckring sport, dan-

dling delight or glee" (Florio), a darling. See
cocket3 , cocking^, cockish, cocky.] To fondle

;

indulge; treat with excessive tenderness; pam-
per; spoil.

Cocker thy child, and he shall make thee afraid.

Ecclus. xxx. 9.

I would to God (saith he) we ourselves did not spoil onr
children's manners, by over-much cockering and nice edu-
cation. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 205.

The nursery-coofcer't/ child will jeer at aught
That may seem strange beyond his nursery.

Tennyson, Queen Mary, ii. 2.

cocker6 (kok'er), . [E. dial., also coker, < ME.
coker; origin uncertain; perhaps connected
with cock3.] A reaper. [Now only prov. Eng. ]
" Cans tow [canst thou] seruen," he seide,

" other syngen
in a churche,

Other coke [var. loke] for my cokers, other to the cart

picche ?
"

Piers Plowman (C), vi. 12.

cockerel (kok'er-el), n. [< ME. cokerel, cokerelle,

appar. a double dim. of cocfc1 . Cf. cockle*.] A
young domestic cock

; specifically, the male of

the domestic fowl up to one year old. Both
cockerel and pullet are specifically called chicks,
as distinguished from/owte.

Cokerelle, gallus, gallulus. Prompt. Parv., p. 80.

The cokerels flesshe that neuer crewe is better than the
olde cockes flesshe. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 222.

What wilt thou be, young cockerel, when thy spnrs
Are grown to sharpness? Dryden.

cockermegs (kok'er-megz), n. pi. [Origin ob-
scure

;
cf. cocker1 .] In coal-mining, two props of

timber placed obliquely to each other and rest-

ing against a third one placed horizontally, so
as to support the coal while it is being holed.
The timber placed horizontally, and against which the
other two abut on the face of the coal, is called the cock-

erpole. Also called cockers and cockerxpra?ts.

cockernonie, cockernony (kok'er-np-ni), .

[Sc. ; origin obscure.] The gathering of a

young woman's hair under a snood or fillet.

[Scotch.]
Jean maun baith sing her psalms and busk her cocker-

nony the gate the gudeman likes,

Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xii.

COCket1 (kok'et), n. [< ME. *cocket, coket (not
found except in ML. texts, the ML. reflex cock-

cttum, cokctum, cokettum, ccquetum, and as per-
haps in cocket2

, q. v.), of uncertain origin;

supposed to have orig. referred to the boat or

lighter used in conveying merchandise to the

shore, and hence transferred to the official cus-
tom-house seal (cf. the relation of the Anglo-
Chinese chop*, an official seal, to chop-boat),
being then < OF. coquet, a small boat, a cock-

boat, dim. of coque, a boat: see cock*. Cf. cock-

et2
, cocket-bread.] In England 1. A seal of

the custom-house. 2. A scroll of parchment
sealed and delivered by the officers of the cus-

tom-house to a merchant as a warrant that his

merchandise is entered.

The foresaid marchants were not wont to pay for a
rocket for the conueyance * transportation of their goods

put of the realme (albeit many names were written there-

in) more then 4. d. llakluyt's Voyages, I. 172.

3. The office of entry. 4f. A stamp; an offi-

cial seal of any kind.

COcketH (kok'et), v. t. [< cocked, n.] To stamp
or mark with a cocket. See cocket1 , n., 4.

COCket'^t (kok'et), . [< ME. coket, of uncertain

origin ; supposed to be short for coket-bred,
mod. cocket-bread, that is, bread that has been
inspected and stamped with the official seal, <

cockeft.] 1. Same as cocket-bread.

No beggere eten bred that benes inne coome,
Bote coket and cler-matin an of clene whete ;

Ne non halfpeny ale in none wyse drynke.
Piers Plowman (A), vii. 292.

2. A loaf or cake of cocket-bread. See first

extract under cocket-bread. 3. A measure.
See first extract under cocket-bread.
cocket3t (kok'et), a. and n. [Also cocket, coc-

quet; appar. (with ref . perhaps to cockish, cocky)
< OF. coquet, a little cock (dim. of cog, a cock)
(> coqueter, chuck as a cock, swagger, strut),
mod. F. coquet, coquette, coquet: see coquet.]
I. n. Brisk; pert; saucy.

cockhorse

Arcrestf. [F.], crested, copped, having a great crest or

comb, as a cock ; also, cockit, proud, saucy, stately, lusty,
crest-risen. Unyuelu, proud, cocket, scornful, braggard,
vainglorious. Cotgrave.

II. . A pert, swaggering fellow
;
a gallant.

COCket4 t, . t. [Origin obscure.] To join or

fasten in building.
To joyne or fasten in building, as one joyste or stone is

cockettcd within another. Thoiiuts, Diet., 1644.

cocket-breadt (kok'et-bred), n. [See cocket2 .]

The second quality of wheat bread, the finest

being wastel. Also called cocket.

Bread-cocket of a farthing, of the same corn and Bultel,
shall weigh more than Wastel by ii/s. And Cocket-Bread
made of corn of lower Price shall weigh more than Wastel
by v/s. Bread made into a Sinmel, shall weigh ii/s. less

than Wastel. Bread made of the whole wheat shall

weigh a Cocket and a half, so that a cocket shall weigh
more than a Wastel by v/s. Bread of Treet shall weigh
two Wastels : and Bread of common wheat shall weigh two
great Cockets. Statute of Bread and Ale, 51 Hen. III.

I believe Cocket-bread or Cocket was only hard sea-bisket ;

either so-called because cocketted or marked with a pe-
culiar stamp or cocket : or also because made for the use
of Cock-swains or Seamen. This is but my conjecture ;

For no author has yet hit upon the sense of the word or
Derivation of it. Cou'ell.

COckey (kok'i), w. [E. dial.] A common sewer.
Britton ; Halliwell.

cockeye (kok'i), . [Appar. < cock2 + eye;
Skeat derives cock- from Gael, caog, wink; cf.

caog-shuil, a squint eye, caogail, winking, squint-
ing.] 1. A squinting eye ;

strabismus. 2. The
depression on the balance-rynd of a millstone
that receives the point of the spindle. 3. In a

harness, the loop at the end of a trace, by means
of which it is attached to the swingletree.
A-COCkeye, adv. phr., asquint ; obliquely.

As I was hunting in the park, I saw Cupid shooting a

cofkhye into your face, and gazing after his arrow, it fell

into mine eye. Chapman, Blind Beggar of Alexandria.

cockeyed (kok'Id), a. [< cockeye + -ed2.] Hav-
ing a squinting eye; cross-eyed.
cock-feather (kok'feTH"er), . In archery, the
feather which stands up on the arrow when it is

rightly placed upon the string, perpendicularly
above the cock or notch.

cock-fight (kok'fit), n. A match or contest of

cocks; a very ancient sport, in which cocks,

usually armed with long steel spurs bound to

the shanks, are set to fight with each other,

commonly in a "
pit," so called.

cock-fighter (kok'fT'ter), n. One who engages
in cock-fighting.

cock-fighting (kok'fi"ting), n. and a. I. H. The
fighting of cocks as a sport.

In a Word, Cock-fighting is an heathenish Mode of Diver-
sion from the first, ami at this Day ought certainly to be
confined to barbarous Nations.

Bourne's Pop. Antiq. (1777), p. 379.

In the reign of Edward III. cock-fighting became a fash-
ionable amusement ; it was then taken up more seriously
than it formerly had been, and the practice extended to

grown persons. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 376.

To beat cock-fighting, to go beyond one's expectations ;

surpass everything. [Colloq.]

The Squire faltered out,
"
Well, this beats cockfighting !

the man's as mad as a March hare !

"

Bulwer, My Novel, iii. 11.

II. a. Addicted to the sport of fighting cocks ;

having the tastes and habits of a cock-fighter.
The ne'er-do-well sons of cockfighting baronets.

G. A. Sala, The Ship-Chandler.

COCk-garden (kok'gar'dn), n. Same as cockle-

garden.
cockgrass (kok'gras), 7i. Darnel. [Prov. Eng.]
cockhead (kok'hed), . The top point of the

spindle of a millstone.

COCk-hedge (kok'hej), n. [Prob. a var. of quick-
hedge ; cf. ME. CMC, cwuc, var. of cicic, quick.]
A quickset hedge. [Prov. Eng.]
cockhoop (kok'hOp), n. A bullfinch. [Prov.
Eng.]
cockhorse (kok'hors), n. and a. [Appar. orig.
a nursery term

;
cf. E. dial, cop-horse, a child's

name for a horse, a toy horse. The allusion to

coeA-i is prob. fanciful, though some would find

here a survival of an ancient myth, connecting
the term with the griffin myth and the fabulous

'nnrateKTpvuv,
'

horse-cock,' in JEschylus and
Aristophanes.] I. n. A child's rocking-horse
or hobby-horse : commonly used in the adver-
bial phrase on cockhorse, a-cockhorse, on horse-

back, or as if on horseback (as when a child

rides on a broomstick) ; hence, in an elevated

position ;
elated ; on the high horse.

Abated to an ebb so low that boys
A'-cock-horse frisk'd about me without plunge.

Ford, Lady's Trial, iii. 3.

When you would have a Child go to such a place, and
you find him unwilling, you tell him he shall ride a Cock-
horse, and then he will go presently.

Selden, Table-Talk, p. 96.
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My gentlemen return '<! to their lodgings mi cockhorse,

and begun to think of a fund for a glorious equipage.
iti'iitli'iiiii a JnttruetM, p. -ITi.

II. u. 1. Mounted as on a hobby-horse, or

as if on horseback. [Bare.] 2. Proud; up-
start. [Rare.]

Ciickluirxf peasantry. Marlowr.

cockhorse (kok'hors), adv. [< cockhorse, a.]

Astride.

Alma, they .strenuously maintain,
Hits Cock-Horse on her Throne the Brain.

yv/or, Alma, i.

A huge fellow, with one eye closed and half his whiskers

burned by the explosion of powder, was riding ooek-hant

on a |?un. X. A. Ret., CXXVI. 269.

COCkie-leekie (kok'i-16'ki), n. [Sc., also writ-

ten cimky-lccky and cock-a-lcckie, a loose dim.

compound of rod, i + lick.'] Soup made of a

cock or other fowl boiled with leeks.

cockillet, The old English
form of cockle'*.

cocking 1 (kok'iug), n. [Verbal n. of cock1
, .]

Cockdighting.
Cries out gainst rocil/m/, since he cannot bet.

/>'. ./ii/iKon, Epigrams, cxix.

Let cullies th;it !'>.* at a race

Oo venture :it hazard to win,
Or he that is Imbhl'd at dice

Recover at i-oi'k/i/'i again.

Quoted in Xtrntt'x Sports and Pastimes, p. 106.

COCking'-'t, [ME. rokkifiigc, cockuiige; verbal

n. of cuclf', c.
] Fighting; battling; sparring;

disputing. I'daU.

Mars with fluting anil enkkinifi.

Trrrixit, tr. of (linden's Polychronicoii, III. S3.

Ne beth nan icrunet [crowned ) bute whase [whoso]
treowelieheitlmllefeht flhte & with strung coefcufljw ouer-

cume hire flench, lluli Mciileiilml (cd. Cockayne), p. 47.

cocking
3
! (kok'ing). i>. a. [Ppr. of cock, v. Cf.

cockering, ppr. of cocker*, .] Cockering.

Cocking dads make sawcie lads

In youth to rage, to beg in age.

Tusser, Life, p. 162.

cocking-niain (kok'ing-man), n. A series of

cock-fights carried on in immediate succession
between two sides or parties.
COCkish (kok'ish), a. [< cockl + -i.s/jl. Cf. cocky,

cockcfi.] Like a cock; arrogant; pert; for-

ward ; presuming. [Colloq.]
cockishness ( kok

'
ish - nes), n. Uppishness ;

arrogance ; impertinence ; presumption. [Col-

Ion.]
COCk-laird (kok'lard), n. A person who owns
a small landed property and cultivates it him-

self; a yeoman. [Scotch.]
cockle1

(kok'l), . [< ME. cockle, cockel, cokkel,

cokel, < AS. coccel, tares, < Ir. cogal, corn-cockle,
beards of barley, = Gael, cogall, tares, husks,

cockle, cogull, corn-cockle
;
cf. eochull, a husk,

shell. Cf. F. coquiol, coquioule, cockle, also of

Celtic origin. Ult. connected with coefcte2.] 1.

Darnel, Lolium tenmlentum ; rye-grass, L. pe-
renne; tare; a weed generally.

His enmye came and sew aboue demel or cokil.

Wycli/, Mat. xiii. 25.

Cokytte, wede, nigella, lollium, zizania.

Prompt. Pan., p. 86.

Let thistles grow Instead of wheat, and cockle instead of

barley. Job xxxi. 40.

Such were the first weak steps of the fathers of our lan-

guage, who, however, culled for us many a (lower among
their cockle. I. D' Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 312.

2. The corn-rose or corn-cockle, Lychnis (Agro-
stemma) Githago.
cockle2 (kok'l), n. [< ME. cokel, perhaps dim.
of *cok, cocke, a shell (see cock) ; otherwise <

OF. (and F.) coquillc, a shell, cockle, = Sp.

coquillo = It. cochlglia, < L. conchylium (see

conchylious), < Gr. Koy^Wrov, dim. of myxyty,
a small kind of mussel or cockle, < n&yxti, L-

concha, a shell, conch, > F. coque, a cockle, a
shell: see cockle1 ,

cockle3
,
cock8

,
and conch.'}

1. A mollusk of the

family Cardiidw and
genus Cardium ; es-

pecially, the com-
mon edible species
of Europe, Cardium
edule; the shell of

such mollusks. 2.
An equivalve bi-

valve, resembling or
related to mollusks
of the genus Cardi-
II lit. (a) A bivalve mol- Common Cockle (Cardium edule .

luskof tile family M ni<iir,

Ml/a tmncata : so called in the Hebrides ; more fully call-

ed lady-cockle, (b) A hivalve mollusk of the family 7Vc(t-

nidce; the scallop. (<-t) The oyster.

And as the cockille, with heauenly dewe so cleue
Of kynde, engendereth white perils rounde.

Lydaate, p. 46.
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(Allusion Is here made to the old fulile that oysters rise

to the surface of the water at the full moon, and "|>< n

then shell-, In n reive the falling dew-drops, which thus
harden into pearls.)

3. A univalve niolltisk of the family .\lnrifiiln-:

the murex or purple-fish.
There aiv rtu-klt* in great numbers, with which they

dye a scarlet colour >o strong umi lair that neither the

heat of the sun nor tile violence of the lain will change
it, and the older it is, the better it looks.

i'n mii<' n. liritamila, p. 96--'.

4f. A ringlet or crimp.
The Queen had inkling ; instantly she sped
To curl the fufkln ol her new-liiillLhl head.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii.. The I
'

5. [See cockle^, r.] The instrument used in

cockling the cogs of a mill. 1C. It. cockles of
the heart, the in nf the heart. |A [ihln-e
of unknown origin, but probahlj conliecti-d with nirkl"-.

n., a shell, and i-m-klr-, r.. to pucker.]

Polyglot tossed a bumper off ; It cheer'd
The cockle* of his tirm-t.

Column tfi>' Yonnyer, Poet. Vagaries, p. 147.

Hot cockles [a fanciful name; cf. to cry cockles, (h), he-

low], a kind of game. See the extracts.

Hot Cockles, from the Krcm h liinttnt-ciHiuilli'* |an einui.
is a play in which one kneels, ami covering his eyes lays
his head in another's lap and guesses who struck him.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 601.

As at Hot Cockles once I laid me down,
And felt the weighty Hand of many a Clown;
Buxoma gave a gentle Tap, and I

Quick rose, and read soft Mischief In her eye.

Oay, .Shepherd's Week, Monday, 1. 99.

Lady-cockle. () A bivalve mollusk of (lie family Mac-
Iriilif, Mtii-lra mMnmcata : so called at Belfast, Ireland.

It is rarely used except as bait for fishing or as food for

pigs. (6) Same as cockle^,
>
(a). to cry cockles. (<() Ti i

vend cockles by crying them In the streets, (fc) To be

hanged : from the noise made while strangling. Groat.

[Prov. Eng.l

cockle2 (kok'l), v.
; pret. and pp. cockled, ppr.

cockling. [< cockle2 , n., with ref. to the wrin-

kles of a cockle-shell. In the 3d sense perhaps
of diff. origin.] I. intrant. 1. To pucker or

contract into wrinkles, as cloth or glass.

The sorting together of Wools of seuerall natures . . .

causeth cloth to cockle and lie vneuen.

Hakluyt'i Voyages, II. 162.

Parchment does not cockle unless wet through.
Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 251.

2. To rise into frequent ridges, as the waves
of a chopping sea.

Bipllng and cockling seas. Dampier, Voyages, II. ill. 5.

A short cockling sea which must very soon have bulged
the ship. Cook, Voyages, I. Hi. 7.

It [Massachusetts Bay] is both safe, spacious, and deep,
free from such cockling seas aa run upon the coast of Ire-

laud and In the channels of England.
Quoted in Tyler's Amer. Lit., I. 173.

3. To make a slight score on the cogs or teeth

of a mill, as a guide for cutting off their ends,
so that the whole may be given a truly circular

form.

II. trans. To cause to pucker in wrinkles :

as, rain will cockle silk.

Showers soon drenched the camlet's cockled grain.

Gay, Trivia, i. 46.

When heated and plunged hi water or oil, they are
curled and cockled in all shapes [articles of steel].

Set. Amer., N. S., LVI. 251.

cockle3 (kok'l), . [< F. coquillc, a kind of

?rate
or stove, also lit. a shell : see cockle2 .']

. The body or fire-chamber of an air-stove,

usually made of fire-brick. 2. A kind of kiln or
stove for drying hops. 3. In porcelain-mamif.,
a large stove used for drying biscuit-ware which
has been dipped in glaze, preparatory to burn-

ing.
cockle4t (kok'l), . [Dim. of cock'-. Cf. cock-

erel.^
A young cock

;
a cockerel.

cockle* (kok'l), v. i.
; pret. and pp. cockled, ppr.

cockling. [Cf. cockle*, n., and cock1
, .] To

crv like a cock. [Prov. Eng.]
cockle-boat (kok'1-bot), n. Same as cockboat.

cockle-brained (kok '1 -brand), a. [Appar. <

cockle* + brain + -cd2 . Cf. cock-brained and
chuckle-headed.'] Chuckle-headed

;
foolish. Also

cockle-headed. [Scotch.]
COCkle-brillion (kok'l-bril'yon), n. [< cockle?

+ brillion, said to be < Bret, brelin or vr6lin,
a wrinkle.] A bivalve mollusk of the family
Mi/idee, Mya truncata : so called at Belfast in

Ireland.

cockle-bur (kok'1-ber), n. 1. The clot-bur,
Xanthium Strwnarium, a weedy composite plant
with close spiny involucres.

A shaggy white pony the abundant hair of his tail and
mane thickly clotted with cockle-burs.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 108.

2. The agrimony, Agrimonia Eupatoria.
cockled (kok 'Id), a. [< cockle*, n., + -ecft.]

Having a shell like that of a cockle ;
inclosed

in a shell. [Rare.]

cockney
The tender horns of firHed snails.

-Vi.it., L. L. L.,iv. 3.

COCkle-garden (kok'l-niir'iln), A preserve

by tli<' srii fur tin- kiTping of shell-lisa. Also

eockc-fiiinli-ii. i'tirk-1/iirdiii. [Eiig.]
At Stul elii^s tbe> h;ive sni:dl - where the

shellfish are kept, illnl the IlilMlllr Hi these I nekles is COII-

M'leieii ll|M;rior to those which ft] -'heie.

M. \ /...//W/ . l.ilil.le llritish MollllscaUHM), p. 4-2.

cockle-hat (kok'1-liat), . A hat bearing a scal-

lop-shell, the badge of a pilgrim. Sec .///.
IIH '-ufl.l,- lint :,|id start. Slink., Hamlet, iv. ,'i.

cockle-headed (kok'l-hed"cd), n. [Appar. <

coc/.-/c-l 4- html + -fl-.] Same as cfickle-briini' <l.

Soott.

cockle-oast (kok'1-ost), n. A kind of kiln for

drying hops.
cockier (kok'li'r), . [<<</./>". ., + -</!.] One
who .-cll.s cockles. Gray.

cockle-sauce (kok'1-sas), n. A sauce made
from cockles, with water, flour, butter, cream,
ninl various condiments.

cockle-shell (kok'1-shel), . 1. The shell of

the cockle, especially the common cockle, Car-

dium edule. See cut under cockle3 .

Shall we only sport and play, or gather cockle-shells anil

lay them in heaps like Children, till w e are snatched away
past all reciA Stilli ,.'/;<<', sermons, I. xli.

Cockleshells are used as cultch for the oyster spat to ad-

here to. M. S. Lowell, Edible British Molluca(1884),p. 44.

2. A representation of a cockle, serving, in-

stead of the shell itself, as the badge and at-

tribute of a pilgrim: in her., same as scallop.

3. A cockboat.
cockle-stair (kok'1-star), . A winding or spi-
ral stair. [Prov. Eng.]
cockle-stove (kok'1-stov), . A stove in which
the cockle or fire-chamber is surrounded by air-

currents, which, after being heated sufficiently,
are admitted into the apartments to be warmed.
cockle-strewert (kok't-strS'er), . A person
whose duty it was to strew the earth with

cockle-shells for the game of pall-mall.

The earth is mlered, and that over all there is cockle-

shells ]K)wdered and spread, to keep it fast, which, how-

ever, in dry weather turns to dust and deads the ball.

The person who had the care of grounds was called the

Kings cockle-strewr.

Quoted in Jf. S. LoweU'f Edible British Mollusca(1884),
[p. 45.

cocklety (kok'l-ti). a. [Appar. a var. of "cock-

ly, < cockle2 , .] Unsteady. [Prov. Eng.]
cockle-wife (kok'1-wif ), . A woman who col-

lects cockles or scrapes for them. [Eng.]
The sand hanks are lined with cockle-wives scraping for

cockles. M. S. Lovxll, Edible British Mollusca(18S4), p. 43.

cocklight (kok'lit), n. [< cocfci + light.'] Day-
break. [Prov. Eng.]
cockloacht, cocklochet, [< F. coqueluche, a

hood.] A fool
;
a coxcomb.

A couple of cockloches. Shirley, Witty Fair One, U. 2.

COCk-lobster (kok'lob'ster), . The male of

the lobster.

cocklochet, ". See cockloach.

cockloft (kok'loft), n. [< cocki + ioft. Vf.coeg-

lofft, a garret, is from the E. word.] A small

loft in the top of a house; a small garret or

apartment immediately under the roof.

My garrets, or rather my cock-lofts, ... are indifferent-

ly furnished. Swift.

cock-master (kok'mas'ter), n. One who breeds
or trains game-cocks.
A cockmaxter bought a partridge, and turned It among

the fighting cocks. Sir R. L'Estrange.

cock-match (kok'mach), . A cock-fight for a

prize. Addison.
cockmate (kok'mat), n. A mate

; companion.
Not disdayning their cockrnates or refraining their com-

pany. Lyly, Euphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 145.

cock-metal (kok'met'al), . A soft alloy com-
posed of 2 parts of copper and 1 part of lead.

It is used for large vessels and measures, and
for taps or cocks. Also cock-brass.

cock-nest (kok'nest), n. A nest built by a male
bird and not used for incubation. Such structures
are commonly made by various wrens, as the common
long-hilled marsh-wren of the United States, Cistothorwt
or Telmatodytes palustris, for no known purpose, unless it

be for a roosting-place or kind of play-house.

The male wren (Troglodytes) of Xorth America builds

code-nests to roost in, like the males of our kitty-wrens
a habit wholly unlike that of any other known bird.

Darwin, Origin of Species (ed. 1886), p. 2S4.

cockney (kok'ni), . and a. [Early mod. E. also

cockneyc, cocknaye, cocknaie ; < ME. cockney,

cocknaye, cokeney, eokenay, coknay (see defini-

tions). The origin has been much disputed,
the form and sense of the word having become
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entangled with those of other words related

only remotely or not at all, namely: (1) cock1
,

as in the desperate etym. ("Doth the cock

neigh, too?") mentioned by Minsheu; (2) eoek-

ets
, cockish, cocky, etc., with allusion to pertness

or conceit; (3) Cockaigne, Cockayne, an imagi-
nary country of idleness and luxury, supposed
(erroneously) to be related, whence its second

meaning,
'

cockneydom
'

; (4) cocker*, cock, and
coax, i'., pamper, fondle, akin in sense but appar.
not in origin. The only solution of cockney pho-
netically satisfactory is historically unsupport-
ed, namely, < OF. "coquine (ML. *coquinatus),
taken in some such sense as 'a vagabond who
hangs around the kitchen,' or 'a child brought
up in the kitchen,' or ' a child fed in the kitchen,
a pampered child.' The word would then be
closely connected with OF. coquiner, beg (> co-

i/nin (M.ii.* coquinus, ME. cokin), a beggar, a

rogue, F. a rogue, a rascal, coquinerie, beggary,
F. roguery, coquineait, a scoundrel), < L. co-

quinare, serve in a kitchen, cook (hence the

possible later sense of '

hang about a kitchen'),
< coquina, a kitchen (> nit. E. kitchen), < coquus.
a cook, > ult. E. cook^ : see cook1 and kitchen. J

I. n. If. A spoiled child
; hence, a foolish or

effeminate person ;
a simpleton : often used as

a term of reproach without a very clear signi-
fication.

I bring vp lyke a cocknaye, je mignotte. Palsgrave.

I sal be halde a daf, a cokenay.
Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 288.

I made thee a wanton, and thou hast made me a foole :

I brought thee vp like a cockney, and thou hast handled
me like a cockescombe.

Lyly, Euphuea, Anat. of Wit, p. 103.

A young heir or cockney that is his mother's darling.
Nash, Pierce Penilesse.

I am afraid this great lubber, the world, will prove a
cockney. Shak., T. N., iv. 1.

2f. In the following passages the meaning of
the word is uncertain. It is conjectured to

mean, in the first three, "a cock" or "a cook,"
etc.; in the last, "a cook."

I haue no salt bacoun
Ne no kokenay [var. cokeney (C), cockneyes (A)], by Cryst,

coloppes for to maken. Piers Plowman (B), vl. 287.

At that fest thay wer servyd with a ryche aray,
Every fyve & fyve had a cokenay.
Turnament of Tottenham (Percy's Reliques, p. 179).

He that comth every dale shall have a cocknaie,
He that comth now and then shall have a fat hen.

Heywood, Proverbs. (Wright.)

Cry to it, nuncle, as the cockney did to the eels, when
she put 'em i' the paste alive. Shak., Lear, ii. 4.

3. A native or a permanent resident of Lon-
don: used slightingly or by way of contempt,
and generally with allusion to peculiarities of

pronunciation or insularity or narrowness of
views.
A cockney, applied only to one borne within the sound of

Bow-Bell, that is, within the City of London ; which tearme
came first out of this tale : That a Cittizens sonne riding
with his father out of London into the Countrey, and being
a nouice and meerely ignorant how corne or cattle in-

creased, asked, when he heard a horse neigh, what the
horse did. His father answered, "The horse doth neigh."
Riding farther he heard a cocke crow, and said,

" Doth the
cocke neii?h, too?

"
and therefore Cockney or Cocknie, by in-

uersionthus: incock, q[uasi] incoctm, i. [e.] raw or vnripe
in Countreymens affaires. But in these dales we may
leaue the terme Cockney, and call them Apricockes, in Lat.

prcecocia, i. [e.] prcematura, i. [e.\ soone or rathe ripe, for
the suddainnesse of their wits, whereof commeth our Eng-
lish word Princockes for a ripe headed yoong boie. ... A
Cockney may be taken for a childe tenderly or wantonly
bred up. Minsheu.
That synod's geography was as ridiculous as a cockney's,

to whom all is Barbary beyond Brainford, and ChrUten-
dome endeth at Greenwiche.

\fhillock, Manners of Eng. People (1654), p. 221.

4f. leap.} Same as Cockaigne, 2 (where see ex-
tract).

II. a. Pertaining to or like cockneys or Lon-
doners : as, cockney conceit

; cockney speech,
cockneyt (kok'ni), t>. t [< cockney, n.} To pam-
per; fondle; cocker.
The wise justice of the Almighty meant not to cockney

us up with meere dainties.

Up. Hall, Sermons, xxix. (Jan., 1625).

cockneydpm (kok'ni-dum), n. [< cockney, 3, +
-dom.'] The region or home of cockneys : a con-
temptuous or humorous name for London and
its suburbs.
He [Sterling] called Cruikshank the Raphael of Cockney-aom- Caroline Fox, Journal, p. 144.

COckneyfication (kok"ni-fi-ka'shon), n. ^cock-
ney/;/ : see -fy and -ation.} The act of subject-
ing, or the state of being subjected, to the ways
and influences of London or of the Londoners.
With regard to most romantip sites in England, there is

a sort of average cockneyfication with which you must
make your account

H. James, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 248.
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cockneyfy (kok'ni-fi), r. *.
; pret. and pp. cock-

neyficd, ppr. cockneyfyiiig. [' cockney, 3, + -fy.'}

To make like a cockney. [Colloq.]

COckneyish (kok'ni-ish), a. [< cockney +
-is/i 1

.] Relating to or like cockneys.
cockneyism (kok'ni-izm), n. [(cockney +
-ism.'] 1. The condition, qualities, manner, or
dialect of the cockneys. 2. A peculiarity of
the dialect of the Londoners.
Tom . . . recognised the woman's Berkshire accent be-

neath its coat of cockneyism.
Kingsley, Two Years Ago, xxiv.

cockodrillet, n. See crocodile.

cockpaidle (kok'pa"dl), n. [Sc., also written

cockpaddle; origin obscure.] A name of the
common lumpsucker, Cyclopterus lunipus.

cock-penny (kok'pen"i), . See the extracts.
The payments were usually made at Shrovetide under

the name of Cock-pence, as the master [of Cartmel gram-
mar-school], as a sort of return for the compliment made
to him, provided a cock for the sport of his scholars.

Baines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 682.

Formerly an admission fee [to the free grammar-school
at Burnley] was paid, and a cock-penny at Shrovetide

; but,
in lieu of these, the master is now allowed to make a
charge of from four to six guineas a-year for eacli boy, for

writing, arithmetic, etc. Baines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 34.

cockpit (kok'pit), n. [< cock1 + pit
1
.'} 1. A

pit or inclosed place used for cock-fighting.
And now I have gained the cockpit of the Western world,

and academy of arms for many years.

Howell, Vocall Forest.

2. Formerly, an apartment under the lower
gun-deck of a ship of war, forming quarters for

junior officers, and during a battle devoted to
the surgeon and his assistants and patients.
3. A room in Westminster in which the Eng-
lish Privy Council hold their sittings : so called
from its occupation of the site of the former

cockpit of the palace at Whitehall.
He [Brougham] threatened to sit often at the cockpit,

in order to check Leach, who, though a good judge in his
own court, was good for nothing in a court of appeal.

Gretille, Memoirs, Nov. 22, 1830.

4f. The pit or area of a theater.

Can this cockpit hold
The vasty fields of France? or may we cram
Within this wooden O the very casques
That did affright the air at Agincourt?

Shak., Hen. V., i. (cho.).

cockqueant (kok'kwen), n. [Var. of cucquean,
cotquean.} Same as cotquean. Warner.
cockroach (kok'roch), n. [Formerly cockroche,
an accom. of Sp. eucaracha, a wood-louse, a

cockroach, = Pg. "cacaroucha, caroucha, a bee-

tle.] The popular name of the insects of the

orthopterous genus Blatta, in a broad sense
comprising several species, of which B. (Peri-
planeta) orientalis, the common cockroach or
black beetle,

maybe regard-
ed as the type.
They have parch-
ment-like elytra,
and in the female
the wings are im-

perfectly devel-

oped. They are
nocturnal in their

habits, and are

very troublesome
in houses, where
they often multi-

ply with great
rapidity, infesting
kitchens and pan-
tries, and attack-

ing provisions of
all kinds. They
have an offensive Female Cockroach (Blatta or Periflanela
Smell. One of the oritntalis}, three fourths natural size,

commonest cock-
roaches of the United States is the Blatta nermanica, com-
monly called croton-bug (which see). See also cut under
Blattidce.

cocks (koks), n. [Prob. pi. of cock1 .} A com-
mon name in some parts of England for the
ribwort, Plantago lanceolate, from a children's

game in which the flower-spikes are fought
against each other like cocks in a cock-fight.
cockscomb (koks'kom), n. [Also written (in
def. 6 usually) coxcomb; < ME. cokkes comb,
kokys coom, etc.

;
< cock's, poss. of cock1

,
+

comb1
.} 1. The comb or caruncle of a cock.

There ben white Gees, rede aboute the Nekke, and thei
han a gret Crest, as a Cokkes Comb upon hire Hedes.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 207.

2. A name given to flowering plants of various
genera. By gardeners it is properly confined to Celosia
cristata (see cut under Celosia), but it is also applied to
some similar species of Anuirantus, as well as to the yel-
low-rattle, RJunanthus Crista-qalli, from the shape of its

calyx, and locally to several other plants. In the West
Indies the name is given to the Erythrina Crista-galli, on
account of its crest-like corolla.

3. A kind of oyster, Ostraa cristagalli, having
both valves plaited. Also called cockscomb-oys-

cock-sure

ter. E. P. Wright. 4. In (mat., the crista galli
of the ethmoid bone. See crista. 5. In lace-

making, a bride. See bride2
,
2. 6. A fop; a

vain silly fellow : in this sense usually written
coxcomb (which see).

If the enemy is an ass, and a fool, and a prating Cox-
comb. Shall., Hen. V., iv. 1.

7. Naut., a notched cleat on the yard-arm of a

a, Cockscomb of a Yard-arm.

vessel to facilitate hauling out the reef-ear-

ings Cockscomb-grass, the Cynosurus echinatus, an
annual European grass, so called from the shape of the

panicle. Cockscomb morion, a morion of the kind com-
mon in the sixteenth century, having a high erect blade ris-

ing above the headpiece. Cockscomb pyrites, a variety
of marcasite, or white iron pyrites. See inarcasite.

cockscomb-oyster (koks'k6m-ois"ter), n. Same
as cockscomb, 3.

Cocksfoot, COCksfoot-grass (koks'fut,-gras), n.

The orchard-grass, Dactylis glomcrata, tall and
coarse, but valuable for hay, and growing well
in the shade : so called from the dense branches
of the one-sided panicle. It is native in Europe,
but widely naturalized in other temperate coun-
tries.

cockshead (koks'hed), n. [< cock's, poss. of
cock1

,
+ head.} 1. A name of the sainfoin,

Onobrychis sativa, from the shape of its pod.
2. In the West Indies, the plant Desmodium tor-

tuosum, with much-twisted jointed pods.
COCkshoott. " A variant of cockshut.

COCkshutt (kok'shut), n. [Also in var. form cock-

shoot; < cock1 + shut.'} A large net for catch-

ing woodcock by shutting them in Cockshut
time, cockshut light, the time or the light (twilight) of

evening : so called from that being the time when the cock-
shut was commonly used, the woodcock then going out to
feed. Nares.

About cock-shut time. Shak., Eich. III., v. 3.

For you would not yesternight
Kiss him in the cock-shut light.

B. Jonson, The Satyr.
A fine cock-shoot evening.

Middleton (and others), The Widow, iii. 1.

cockshy (kok'shi),n. [(cock1 , n., + S/M/2.] The
act of throwing stones or other missiles at a
mark or target.
To settle the question of a geological formation by pick-

ing up the stones and appealing to the test of a cockshy.
Lord Strangford, Letters and Papers, p. 215.

cocksper (kok'sper), n. [Cf. cockspur, 4.] A
northern Scotch name of the fry of the salmon.

cockspur (kok'sper), n. [< cock1 + spur.} 1.
One of the sharp spurs on the legs of a male
gallinaceous bird. 2. A small wedge of clay
or earthenware placed between articles of pot-
tery to prevent their adhering during and after
the process of glazing. 3. Inbot.: (a) ANorth
American species of thorn, Crattegus Crm-galli,
frequently cultivated as an ornamental shrub.
(6) Pisonia aculeata, a West Indian shrub. -4.
A small shell-fish. [Prov. Eng.]
COCkspur-grass (kok'sper-gras), . A coarse
annual grass, Panicum Crus-galli. Also known
as barn-yard grass.

COck-stelet, n. A stick to throw at a cock, in
the game called cock-throwing (which see).

Sir Thomas More, who wrote in the sixteenth century,
describing the state of childhood, speaks of his skill in

casting a cok-stele, that is, a stick or a cudgel to throw at
a cock. It was universally practised upon Shrove-Tuesday.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 378.

cockstone (kok'ston), n. Same as alectoria1 .

COCk-stridet (kok'strid), n. A short distance or
space, like that passed by a cock in one stride.

It is now February, and the Sun is gotten up a cocke-
stride of his climbing. Breton, Fantastickes (February).

At New Year's tide
The days lengthen a cock's stride. Old saying.

cock-sure (kok'shor), a. [Appar. < cod:1 (per-
haps with allusion to cockish, cocky, with ref.
to pert self-confidence) + sure.} 1. Perfectly
secure or safe.

The devil was disappointed of his purpose ; for he
thought all to be his own : and when he had once brought
Christ to the cross, he thought all cock-sure.

Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

2. Confidently or absolutely sure or certain.

Hold ! I forbid the Banns ; you shan't have her, mun,
for all you are so cock-sure.

Mrs. Centlivre, The Man's Bewitch'd, v.



cock-sure

cock-sure (kok'shSr), adv. [< cocksure, a.]
With perfect security or certainty.
We steal us in a ra-llr, BMfefWI .

"< have tin- ri-ccipt of

fern-sued, we walk invisible. .S'/irtA.-., 1 Hen. IV., 11. 1.

cock-sureness (kok'shor-nes), n. Confident

certainty.
Of all the dangcroui* mental habits, that which school-

boys call cuckxttr>-iti'xx is prubuhly tin- inn^t perilous.
tlnj-t'-ii. Senstti"M ainl >rn-iti r.'ii- Orpin*.

cockswain, coxswain (kok'swan ; colloq. kok'-

sn), . [Also contr. cockson, CIISHII ; < 7.'x,

poss. of cock*, a boat, + swain. Cf. boatxiniin.
\

The person who Htcers a boat; a person on
board of a ship who has the care of a boat and
its crow under an officer.

Their majesties, Lord Carteret, and Sir John Norris, cm-
Imrkcil in Sir John's barge, and his eaplain Mei-red the
boat as coxxwain. .1. /'/-i'/<*m/c/, Tnm-N, p. 70.

cocktail (kok'tal), 71. [< cor/, 1 (in part with al-

lusion to mrk", c.) -f tail 1
. The origin of the

term in the 3d and 4th nouses is not clear.] 1.

A bird of the genus Alcctrurus. 2. [So ralleil

from the way it cocks up its abdomen.] A
name of a European insect, Octjpus or Goerius

olens, one of the rove-beetles or Stmkjfl/laUdct,
Also called dcriVs coach-horse (which see, un-
der devil). 3. A horse which is not thorough-
bred, but has some impure blood, generally one
fourth or less, but sometimes one half; hence,
an underbred person.
But servitors are gentlemen, I suppose ? A good deal

of the cocktail about them, I should think.
Macmillan's Mag.

4. An American drink, strong, stimulating, and
cold, made of spirits, bitters, and a little sugar,
with various aromatic and stimulating addi-
tions.

Being famous for nothing but gin-cocktails, and com-
manding a fair salary by his one accomplishment.

lla wthorne, 111 it hedale Romance, xxi.

Did ye ivcr try a brandy cock-tail, Cornel 1

Thackeray, Newcomes, xiii.

Champagne cocktail, a glass of champagne (preferably
of the Kheims sort) witll a few drops of Angostura bitters.

Soda cocktail, a glass of soda-water with a little bit-

COCk-tailed (kok'tald), a. [< cocktail + -cd2.]
Having the tail cocked or tilted up : as, the cock-
tuilril flycatcher, Alectrurus tricolor.

cock-throwing (kok'thro'ing), n. An old sport
consisting in tying a cock to a stake and throw-

ing sticks at it until it was killed. See cock-
stele.

Cock-throning,
Cock-a-doodle do ! 'tis the bravest game.

Wit's Recreation, 1640.

The very barbarous amusement of code-throwing, which
was at least as old as Chaucer, and in which Sir T. More
when a young man had been especially expert, is said to
have been peculiarly English. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent. , iv.

cock-up (kok'up), a. In printing, having the

top much above the top line of the other letters

of the text: applied to a large type used for

the initial letter of the first word of a volume,
part, book, or chapter.
cockup (kok'up), n. [In def. 1, prob. so called
from the trendof thesnout.] 1. A serranoid fish,

Lates calcarifer, of the seas, back-waters, and
months of rivers of India and neighboring coun-
tries. It has an oblong compressed body, moderate
scales, small head with incurved sloping profile, from 7 to
8 spines in the first dorsal, 2 spines and from 11 to 12 rays
in the second, 3 spines and from 8 to D rays in the anal, and
convex caudal fin. The color is gray inclining to green on
the back and silvery below. It is an excellent food-fish,
both fresh and salted, and from it some of the best tam-
arind-fish is preserved. By Cuvier and Valenciennes it

was named Lates nuMii, and by that name it was known
to most naturalists up to 1860. It is ranked by some
naturalists as a fresh-water fish, and occurs in all the
large rivers of India and Burma. It is predatory in its

habits, and ascends far up the rivers, especially in the
wake of shoals of a kind of shad, Clupea palanah, and
reaches as high as Maudalay, in Upper Burma, about 650
miles from the sea.

2f. An old form of hat with the brim much
turned up in front.

cockwardt, . An obsolete form of cuckold.

cock-water (kok'wa'ter), n. In mining, a
stream of water brought into a trough to wash
away sand from ores.

cockweb (kok'web), n. A dialectal variant of
cobiceb.

cockweed (kok'wed), n. [< coet1 + weed1 .]
A European plant, Lepidium latifolium. Also
called dittander and pepiiencort.

COckwoldt, . An obsolete form of cuckold.

cocky (kok'i), a. [< cock1 + -y
1

, perhaps as
a modification of cockefi : see cocket3

,
and

cf. cockish.] Pert; self-confident; conceited.

[Colloq.]
Doubtless this was rash, but I was immensely cocky about

my brigade, and believed it would prove ei|ual to any de-
mand. #. A. Rev., CXXVI. 240.

1081

COckygee (kok'i-jo), n. A rough sour apple.
1
1'rov. Knj;. ]

cockyoly-bird (kok'i-ol-i-herd), . [Appar. a
liini-itiil perversion of cocA'l, or cocky, + yclloic-

liint.] The yellowhammcr, /.'// ii:n citrinella.

[Bag.]
cocoa 1

, COCO (ko'ko), n. [More correctly coco,

early mod. E. cum, <Y/M (earlier, as if M,..

I-III-HH, cocoa*); = P. coco, < Sp. Pg. coco = It.

rnrm, cocoanut
(cf. NL. cocux,
now coco*, > D. G.
Dan. Sw. kkx-
(in comp.), cocoa),
prob. < Gr. noiia,
the cocoa-tree, co-
coanut

; perhaps
of Kgyptian ori-

gin: cf. utif, an
Kgyptian kind of

palm. Tin- resem-
blance of the Sp.
Pg. name to 8p.
Pg. coco, a word
used to frighten
children, a bug-
bear, is prob. acci-

dental. The spell-

ing cocoa is due to

confusion with ea-

cno, which is also

spelled cocoa .- see , ,-,K<^.-
COCOa2

.]
A palm CocoM,..p.lm(0,.^irr.).

belonging to the

genus Cocos, producing the cocoanut. c. nucifem
is everywhere cultivated in tropical regions, but more espe-
cially on islands or near the sea. It has a cylindrical stem
rising to a height of to 90 feet, and surmounted by a
crown of feather-like leaves from 18 to 20 feet long. The
small white flowers grow on a branching spadix, inclosed
in a hard tough spathe. The fruits, called cocoanuts, are in
bundles of from 12 to 20, and are of a subtriangular ovoid
form, 12 inches long by 6 broad. They have each a single
seed Inclosed in a very hard shell, and surrounded by a
thick fibrous rind or husk. This fiber, called coir, is made
Into cordage, matting, brushes, bags, etc. The flesh or
meat of the cocoanut is a white pleasant-tasting mass,
soft and gelatinous when young, hut afterward lining the
shell in a thick close layer ; it is largely used as a con-
diment and in cookery and confectionery, and yields the
valuable cocoamit-oll (which see). The nut also contains
when fresh from one to two pints of a clear pleasant liquid
called the milk. The mature shell takes a high polish,
and is made into drinking-cups and other utensils and
ornaments. Its various uses make the cocoanut an im-

portant article of commerce. A spirit called toddy or ar-
rack is made from the sweet juice of the spathe. Indeed,
almost every part of the tree is employed in tropical coun-
tries for some useful purpose. The heart, which Is seldom
sound, is of a light yellowish-brown color, which changes
to a deep brown, almost black The firm part of the trunk
is the so-called porcupine-wood, which is very hard and
durable, and is much used for all kinds of turnery, and
especially for inlaying. Also called cocoa-tree, cocoanut-
tree.

But of greater admiration is the Coguo-tree, being the
most profitable tree in the world, of which in the Hands
of Maldiiu they make and furnish whole ships.

furchai, Pilgrimage, p. 505.

The slender coco'i drooping crown of plumes.
Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

COCOa2 (ko'ko), n. [A corruption of cacao, by
confusion with cocoa 1

, coco.] 1. A corrupted
form of cacao. 2. The ground kernels of the
cacao or chocolate-tree. See cacao and Theobro-
ma. Brazilian cocoa, guarana. Cocoa-nibs, -shells.
See cacao.

cocoanut, coconut (ko'ko-nut), n. [More cor-

rectly coconut (also in commercial use (in Eng-
land) cokernut) ;

< cocoa 1
, coco, + nut.] The nut

or fruit of the cocoa-tree. See cocoa1 .

The most precious inheritance of a Singhalese is his an-
cestral garden of coco-nuts.

Sir J. E. Tennent, Ceylon, vii. 2.

Cocoanut matting. See matting. Double cocoanut,
or coco-df-mer, the Irtiit of a remarkable palm, Lodoicfa
SuhtUanim, found native only on the Seychelles, In the In-
dian ocean, and growing to a height of from 50 to 100 feet,
with a crown of gigantic palmate leaves. The fruit often
weighs 40 or 50 pounds, and usually contains 4 nuts, which
are 18 inches long, lobed at each end. Before maturing
the inside of the nut Is soft and eatable. The hard black
shell is carved into ornaments, the young leaves yield an
admirable material for baskets and plaited work, and the
older leaves are used for partitions and thatching. The
nuts, driven across the sea by the monsoons, were known
in India long before the discovery of the tree which pro-
duced them, and wonderful stories were current respect-
Ing their origin. Sea-cocoanut, of Jamaica, the fruit of
a species of Manicaria, a palm of Trinidad and the South
American coast, often washed ashore upon that island.

cocoanut-crab (ko'ko-nut-krab), n. A crusta-

cean, liirgus latro, related to the hermit-crabs,
inhabiting certain islands of the East Indian

archipelago and Pacific ocean. It lives to a large
extent on cocoanuts. With its strong claws it peels off
the husk, and makes an opening in the shell through
which it extracts the kernel. It lives in deep burrows and
is diurnal in habit.

cocquel

COCOanut-oil (ko'ko-nut-oil), . An oil ob-
tained from the fruit of the Cocos nucifera, or

cocoa-palm. iti-pi-i
w)l< IV UlC fruit alnMili !.-. llotll l>\ 'i

'ii, antl i-. UM-il fur li-htnrj tti'- 1'" I'arati'-n

Kill-Ills, rtr. It is r\j.it--<l 1.. :i r. nsidl r.iM' extent
manilla' I 'II < <! In Ian [" ali'i 1 1

cocoanuU or from I-HM
ilh -iilphi'l i>f rarlxin. <'lirini> allv

cnliar sntistaii' .
i < inin, with a small <|ilautit) <>f nli in.

By Kaponitk-atinn c.^inin yields [_]>,, nn ai-l

'Hi'- Mil i^ \vliitr, rif til'- cin-i-t-]ir.' .,! lal'i. all'l li:i

lure somewhat foliated. It is largely UM-<! in tin pivpnra-
ti- in <>f c-anilles and the so-called fnlling-soaps. Alx><a!ll
ct>ctm-<nL.

cocoanut-tree (ko'ko-nut-tre). . See <<> i.

cocoa-Oil (ko'ko-oil), . Same as eocoanut-nil.

cocoa-plum (k6'kf>-|>lum), n. See plum.
cocoa-powder (k<i'k6-pou'd6r), n. [< cocoa2 +
limnier.] A slow-burning prismatic gunpow-
der of a brownish color, designed for use in

guns of the largest caliber, its action is such as to

give high velocities t<i I he jirnji-i -tilr with Inw or moderate
pressures in the iHire. The name Is derived from ltd re-

semblance in color to cocoa or < liomlat-- Tin- color is

supposed to be due to the use of uinli-r Imriiri! charcoal
in its composition. It was first made in i;i-rmany.

COCOa-tree (ko'ko-tre), n. See mmttl.
coco-de-mer (ko'ko-de-mSrX n. [F. : coco, co-

coa; oV, < L. de, of; mer, < L. marc, sea: see
cocoa 1 and marine.] Same as double cocoanut
(which see, under cocoanut).

cocoe, . See cocco.

cocoi (ko-koi'), n. [S. Ainer. native name.]
A large South American heron, Artlea cocoi, re-
lated to the great blue heron of North America.
coconut, n. See cocoanut.

cocoon1 (ko-kon'), . [= D. G. cocon = Dan. ko-

,< F. cocon, dim. of coque, a shell, the shell of
an egg or insect, a cocoon, < L. concha, a shell-

fish, shell: see cocA.-*, conch, cockle'*, etc.] 1.
The silky tissue or envelop which the larvso of

many insects spin as a covering for themselves
while they are in the chrysalis state. The
cocoon of the silkworm is a familiar example.
See cut under Bombyx.

Tile mind can weave itself warmly in the cocoon of IU
own thoughts and dwell a hermit anywhere.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 67.

As rich as moths from dusk cocnom.
Tennyson, Princess, ii.

2. The silken case in which many spiders in-

close their eggs. In some species the mother Incloses
herself with the eggs until they are hatched ; In others
she carries the cocoon about with her, or conceals it near
her web, until the young emerge.
3. Generally, an egg-case, such as is produced
by various animals.

The eggs of the Earthworm are laid in chitinous cocovni
or cases, which are probably secreted by the clitella.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. IDS.

Calcined cocoons, one of the grades into which silk-

cocoons are sorted. It comprises those in which the
worm has died after it has completed its work and has
become reduced to a powdery substance.

COCOOn2 (ko-kon'), n. [Cf. coquetoon. a kind of

antelope.]" The South African bastard wilde-
beest or brindled gnu, Catoblepas gorgon. Dal-
las.

cocoonery (ko-ko'ner-i), .; pi. coeooneries

(-iz). [< cocoon1 4- -cry.] A building or an
apartment for silkworms when feeding and
forming cocoons.
Vast cocooneries are subject to disaster.

National Baptist, XIX. 634.

COCOOning (ko-kS'ning), n.
[<

cocoon 1 + -in^
1
.]

The act of forming or spinning cocoons.
The cocooniny habits of Lycosa. Science, III. 686.

COCOrite (ko'ko-rlt), n. [Braz.] A small palm
of Brazil, the MaaetmtUana insignia. Its trunk
yields a hard reddish wood.
COCOS (ko'kos), n. [NL. : see cocoa1.] A ge-
nus of pinnate-leaved palms, of which the cocoa-
nut-tree is the type, distinguished by the large
fibrous-coated fruit, inclosing a single bony nut
with three pores at its base. There are aiiout so

species, natives of tropical and subtropical America, of
which the only one cultivated is C. nucifera, now found
in all tropical countries, and perhaps indigenous also in the
old world. The seeds of C. btityracea of Brazil yield an
oil similar to that extracted from the cocoanut. and from
C. acvleata is obtained a yellowish oil with a violet-like

odor, known as Macaja butter. See cut under rocoal.

COCOStearic (ko'ko-ste-ar'ik), a. [< cocoa 1 +
stearic.] Derived from cocoa and resembling
in properties stearic acid. Cocostearic add.
Same as cocinic acid.

COCO-WOOd (ko'ko-wud), n. 1. A very hard,

close-grained, dark-brown wood, obtained from
Aporosa dioica, a euphorbiaceous tree of Ben-
gal and Burma. Also called kokra-wood. 2.
A wood of the West Indies, said to be the pro-
duct of Inga vera, a common leguminous tree.

cocquelt, . See cockle2 .



cocquer

cocquert,
' * See cocker^.

cocquett, a. and n. See cocket3 .

COCtt, v. t. [< L. cactus, pp. of coquere, boil,

cook: see cook1
, r., and cf. concoct, decoct."] To

boil.
Cockles from Chios, frank'd and fatted up
With far and sapa. Hour and coded wine.

Mi'ldli'ton, Game at Chess, v. 3.

His physicians prescribe him. on pain of death, to drink

nothing but water euctrd with aniseeds.

B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

COCtible (kok'ti-bl), a. [< L. as if "coctibilis, <

cnctits, pp. of coi/uerc, cook : see cook1
, v.] Ca-

pable of being boiled or cooked. [Bare.]
COCtile (kok'til), n. [< L. coctilis, burned,
baked, < coctits, pp. of coquere, cook, bake : see

coot1 , r.] Made by baking or exposing to heat,
as a brick. Also eoctire.

coction (kok'shon), H. [< L. coctio(n-), < co-

qucrc, pp. cactus, boil, bake, cook: see cook1
,
v .,

and cf. coct.] 1. The act of boiling or exposing
to the action of a heated liquid. 2f. In med.,
that alteration in morbific matter which fits it

for elimination.
A coction and resolution of the feverish matter.

Arbutlinot, Aliments.

3f. Digestion.
coctive (kok'tiv), a. [< L. coctivus, easily cook-

ed, < cactus, pp. of coquere, cook: see coot1
, v.,

and cf. coct.] Same as coctile.

coculon (kok'u-lon), n. [F., aug. of cocon, co-

coon: see cocoon.'] A large cocoon.

COCUm-butter, COCUm-oil (k6'kum-but"er, -oil),

. A pale, greenish-yellow, solid oil obtained
from the seeds of Garcinia Indica, a tree of the
same genus as mangosteen, used in India to
adulterate ghee or fluid butter. It is used in

some pharmaceutical preparations, in poma-
tums, etc. Also spelled hokum-butter, -oil.

COCUSt, n. An earlier form of cocoa1 ,
coco.

COCUS-WOOd (ko'kus-wud), n. The wood of the

green ebony, lirya or Amerimnum Ebenus, a
small leguminous tree of Jamaica, used for
flutes, inlaying, etc.

COCytinid (ko-sit'i-nid), n. A salamander-like

amphibian of the family Cocytinida;.

Cocytinidae (kos-i-tin'i-de), n.pl. [NL. (Cope,
1875), < Cocytinus + -idee.] An extinct family
of proteoid amphibians, typified by the genus
Cocytinus. The third pair of hemal branchihyals was
developed and the first and second pairs were free and
distinct ; the maxillaries were weak. The species had an
elongated body and tail, and lived during the Carbonifer-
ous period.

Cocytinus (kos-i-ti'nus), n. [NL. (Cope, 1871).]
An extinct genus of amphibians, typical of the

family Cocytinida;.
cod1

(kod), H. [< ME. corf, corfrfc, < AS. cod,
codd, a bag, cod, pouch, = MD. kodde, scrotum,= LG. koden, kon, belly, paunch, = Icel. Jcoddi,
a pillow, = Sw. kudde, a cushion, = Dan. kodde,
testicle (cf. Icel. kodhri, scrotum). Cf. W. cicrf,

cod, sack, pouch. Hence codling
1
.] If. A bag.

Halliwell.

They . . . make purses to put it [the musk] in of the
skin, and these be the cotlx of niuske.

Ilakluut's Voyages, II. 242.

2. A pillow ;
a bolster

;
a cushion. [Now only

Scotch.]
I grete with myn eene

When I nap on my cod, for care . . .

And sorrow. Tou'neley Myxtfriea, p. 84.

3. Any husk, shell, envelop, or case contain-

ing the seeds of a plant ;
a pod.

He coueitide to fllle his wombe of the coddit [AS. of
thtim betin-codtlum, of the bean-cods] which the hogg'is
eeten. Wyclij, Luke xv. 18.

A certaine tree or brier . . . bearing on cilery branch a
fruit or cod round, which when it commeth to the big-
nesse of a wall-nut, openeth and sheweth forth the cotton.

1'urchas, Pilgrimage, p. 392.

4. The scrotum. 5. The belly; paunch. 6.

pi. The testicles. [Vulgar.] 7. The narrow
part at the extremity of a trawl-net, usually 4
or 5 feet wide and 10 feet long. See trawl-net.

cod1
(kod), v.

; pret. and pp. codded, ppr. corf-

ding. l<.cod
l
,n.] I. trans. To inclose in a cod.

II. intrans. To form an involucre; become
a codling: said of an apple.
Apples in June, when, in the language of our old writers,

they had scarcely codded, either hot or cold, would have
proved no great temptation to ladies of such exquisite
taste as the fair What-d'ye-lacks of Cheapside.

Dycc, Note in Ford's Plays, III. 207.

COd2 (kod), n. [< ME. cod (rare ;
cf. dim. eorf-

KngV), of uncertain origin. Perhaps a particu-
lar application of ME. corf, a shell, husk, bolster:
see cod1

,
n. Wedgwood cites Flem. kodde, a club,

and compares It. mazza, a club, with mazzo, a
bunch, alsoacodfish; It. testuto, F. testu, applied
to the codfish (and other fish), It. testa, F. teste,
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head. The orig. L. sense (testa, pot, shell, etc.)
would support the derivation from corf1

, shell.]
1. The common English name of the <l/i</ii.i

morrhua, an anaeanthine fish of the family
Gadidfi;, and its best-known representative, it

is a valuable food-fish, and is widely distributed through-
out the northern and temperate seas of hoth hemispheres,
but does not enter the Mediterranean, though found as

Cod (Gadiis tnorrhua).

(From Report of U. S. Fish Commission, 1884.)

far south as Gibraltar. The principal cod-fisheries are on
the banks of Newfoundland and the coasts of New England,
but very valuable ones also exist on the coasts of Norway.
It is a very voracious fish, living in water from 25 to 50
fathoms deep, where it always feeds close to the bottom,
and will take almost any kind of bait which may be ottered.
The cod reaches maturity at the end of the third year, when
it usually measures about 3 feet in length and weighs from
12 to 20 pounds; individuals, however, have been taken
weighing from 50 to more than 100 pounds. The cod is of

great commercial importance both as a food-flsh and as
the source of cod-liver oil, which possesses nutritive and
therapeutic qualities of much value. Some variations in

the size or quality of cod are indicated by terms expressive
of the location in which they are taken, as deep-water or
shoal-water cod, shore or inshore cod, etc. The name is also

extended, as a popular family term equivalent to (iailiilir,

to all the species, and in different English-speaking coun-
tries is misapplied to various species of scorpfcnids, chi-

rids, serranids, sparids, percophidids, and ophidiiils.

2. A chiroid fish, Ophiodon elotigatux, of the Pa-
cific coasts of North America, universally called
corf and codfish where the true cod is unknown.
Also called cultus-cod. 3. A serranoid fish,

Polyprion oxygeneios, of New Zealand, properly
called hapnka Bank COd, a commercial term for cod
caught on the banks of Newfoundland, of superior value.
Black rock-cod, an Indian sparoid fish, Sparutt berda,

considered to be an excellent food-flsh. [Madras Presi-

dency.] Blue-cod, (a) In the United States, the cultus-
cod. (l>) In New Zealand, the rock-cod. Brown cod, cod
of a dark color living near shores. Buffalo-cod, the cul-
tus-cod. Clam-cod, inshore cod which feed on clams.

Cloudy bay-cod. See bay-cod, Fresh-water cod, a
name of the burbot, Lota macitlona. George's COd, cod
from George's Bank (one of the banks of Newfoundland),
or cod like them. They are very fat fish with white napes,
and considered to be of superior quality. This name is

becoming a commercial term to describe codfish of the
finest quality in the United States. Herring-cod, a va-

riety of cod of southeast Maine. Murray cod, a serra-
noid fish, Oligorus maquariensis, of the Australian rivers.

Native COd, cod living near the shore : distinguished from
bank cod. Night COd, cod that will bite at night. Pine-
tree COd, cod living along the southeast coast of Maine.
Red rock-cod, in New South Wales, species of Srorptena,
S. cardiiMlix, S. cruenta, and S. bynoeiiris. Rock-cod.
(a) Cod living on a rocky bottom. (Ii) Misapplied at San
Francisco to a sebastine fish, Seoastichthys flavidue, and
about Puget Sound to a chiroid fish, Hfxagrammn deca-

grammus.
The name Rock cod applied [along the Pacific coast] to

other Chiroids-and to Sebastichthys, and thence even
transferred to Sen-anus, comes from an appreciation of
their affinity to Ophiodon, and not from any supposed re-

semblance to the true codflsh. Jordan.

(c) A serranoid fish, Sen-antM (?) cuvieri, of South Africa.

id) A percophidoid fish, Perci* colias, of New Zealand.
School cod, cod occurring in large schools. Worm-
cod, cod feeding largely on worms and found near shore.
(See also cultus-cod, torn-cod.)

cod3 (kod), t'.
; pret. and pp. codded, ppr. corf-

ding. [Origin obscure.] I. trans. To make fun
of or play practical jokes upon. [Slang.]

II. intrans. To play practical jokes. [Slang.]
COd3 (kod), n. [< corf3

, c.] A practical joke ;
a

guy; a grind. [Slang.]
0. 0. D. An abbreviation of adult (or collect

payment) on delivery: as, the package was for-
warded C. O. D.
coda (ko'dii), n. [It. (dim. codetta), < L. corfa,
later spelling of cawrfo, tail: see cawrfa and
queue.] In music : (a) The tail or stem of a
note. [Bare.] (6) A passage added to a com-
position for the purpose of bringing it to a com-
plete close : it is especially important in works
that are constructed in canon, rondo, or sonata
form.

codaga-pala bark. Same as Conessi bark (which
see, under bark2 ).

codamia (ko-da'mi-a), . [NL.] Same as co-
damine.
codamine (ko'da-min), . [< eod(eine) + amine.]
An alkaloid (C^oI^sNO^) of opium, isomeric
with laudanine. It forms large colorless six-
sided prisms.
cod-beart (kod'bar), n. A pillow-case. See pil-
low-bear.

codd (kod), n. A codger. [Slang.]

code

The Cistercian lads called these old gentlemen [the pen-
sioners of Grey Friars' hospital] Coddx, I know not where-
fore. Tlick<'ray, Newcomes, Ixxv.

COddeM, A Middle English form of corf1 .

C0dde'2t, n. [ME., an aceom. of L. codex, stem,
trunk: see caudex, codex.] The stem or trunk
of a tree.

In Wynter to his codde [L. codifi] an heep of stonys
Is goode. rallatliui, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 144.

codded (kod'ed), a. [< corf1 + -erf2.] 1. In-

closed in a cod: in her., applied to beans, peas,
etc., borne in the cod. 2f. Bearing cods or
seed-vessels.

This herbe is a added herbe full of oily seed.

llakluyt's Voyage*, II. 103.

COdderH (kod'er), n. [< corf1 + -er1 .] A gath-
erer of cods or peas ; especially, a woman who
gathers peas for the London market. [Eng.]
The women who gathered pease for the London markets

were called coddertt ; a name which they still retain.

Dyce, Note in Ford's Plays, III. 207.

COdder2
(kod'er), . [< corf2 4- -er1 .] A per-

son engaged in fishing for cod
;
a vessel used

in fishing for cod. [Amer.]
coddingt (kod'ing), a. [< corf1 , n., 4, + -</2.]
Wanton

;
lecherous

;
lustful.

That codding spirit had they from their mother.
Shale., Tit. And., v. 1.

Coddington lens. See lens.

coddle 1
(kod'l), v. t.; pret. and pp. coddled,

ppr. coddling. [Also corfte, E. dial, quoddle; not
recorded in ME.

; prob. < Icel. kvotla, dab-

ble, = G. dial, quatteln, wabble : appar. a word
of popular origin, orig. imitative of the gur-
gling sound of agitated water. Erroneously
referred (by Skinner, Bailey, etc.) to ML. or
NL. "coctulare, *coctillare, boil gently, dim. of
L. coquere, pp. cactus, boil, cook: see cook1

,
v.

The supposed connection with codling
1

,
an un-

ripe apple, is doubtful : see codling
1

, n., 2. The
sense of coddle may have been partly influenced

by caudle, a hot drink.] To boil gently ; seethe ;

stew, as fruit.

If . . . codling every kernel of the fruit for them would
have served. B. Jontton, Every Man in his Humour, i. 1.

It [the guava] bakes as well as a pear, and it may be
coddled, and it makes very good pies. Damyier, Voyages.

I collected a small store of wild apples for coddling.
Thoreau, Walden, p. 256.

Dear Prince Pippin,
Down with your noble blood, or as I live
I'll have you codted.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, v. 1.

[In the last extract the sense is somewhat uncertain ;

probably a figurative use equivalent to 'tame.' Skeat ex-

plains it as 'castrate,' and refers it to codi, n., 4.]

coddle2 (kod'l), v. t.
; pret. and pp. coddled, ppr.

coddling. [Also corffe, prob. the same as E. dial.

caddie, caress, fondle, coax: as noun, one su-

perfluously careful about himself (a coddle) ;

cf. OF. cadcler, cocker, pamper, cherish, make
much of

; cadel, a castling, a starveling, one that
needs cockering ; appar. ult. < L. cadere, fall.

Connection with carfe1 uncertain. This verb,
added by Todd (1818) to Johnson, is usually,
but erroneously, merged with coddle1

, stew,
whence by assumption the senses 'warm,' 'cher-

ish,' 'pamper.'] To make effeminate by pam-
pering; make much of; treat tenderly as an
invalid

;
humor

; pamper.
The codled fool.

Cat of Gray Hairs (1688), p. 169. (Halliwell.)

He [Lord Byron] never coddled his reputation.
Southey, Quarterly Rev.

Such coddling as he needed, such humoring of whims.
C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 277.

How many of our English princes have been coddled at
home by their fond papas and mammas. Thackeray.

coddle2 (kod'l), . [E. dial, caddie: see the
verb. Cf. mollycoddle.] An over-indulged, pam-
pered being ;

a person or animal made weak
or effeminate by tender treatment. [Recent.]
What coddles they [horses] look on these flue autumn

mornings covered with clothing ! Whyte Melville.

COddyif (kod'i), a. [< corf1 + -y
1
.] Husky.

Slterwood.

COddy2
(kod'i), a. [Origin uncertain.] Small;

very little. [Prov. Eng.]
COddy-moddy (kod'i-mod"i), n. [Prob., like
other familiar riming names, fancifully varied
from an obscure original. Cf. hoddy-doddy,
hodmandod.] A gull in its first year's plumage.
code (kod), . [< F. corfe, < L. codex, later form
of caudex, the trunk of a tree, a wooden tablet
for writing on, perhaps orig. 'scaudex, a shoot
or projection, related to cauda, orig. "scauda,
a tail (see cauda, etc.), = E. scut, q. v. For
the use of wooden tablets in writing, cf. fioofc,

liber, bible, paper. See codex.] 1. In Horn. Inir.



code

one of several systematic, or classified collec-

tions of tho statutory purl of that l;i\v, matlo

by various later emperors, as the Codex Her-

mogcniiuius, Codex 'riicodosiiinus, etc.; espe-

cially, a classified collection made liy Justinian

(see below). 2. In /</<<'"./< i.</inidi <<: (a)
A systematic and complete Imdy of statute law
intended to supersede all other law within its

Ill Ulls M ll^i ;l co.le i* lint il tlHTf

mentof the cxislin;; law, hut il demands tlic substitution

of new prou-ions fur those of tin; existing law which

appear illogical or erroneous.
(fc) A. body of law

whidi is intended to be merely a restatement
of the principles of t lie existing la will a system-
atic form. Hence 3. A digest or compen-
dium

;
an orderly arrangement or system ;

a

body of rules or tacts for the regulation or ex-

plication of any suliject : as, the military code ;

the code of honor (see below).
"None of tli.- Christian viitiics,

'

says M. Chains, "Is

forgotten in tin: KKi'l'tiun <*/*."
I , il,, of the World, p. 147.

And tlmndcr'd up int.* II. -HVI-II tin- i liristless code,
That must hnve life fur a bluw.

Tennyson, Maud, xxlii. 1.

8. Alban's Is especially rich in tho collected materials

that lie at the foundation "f her great <'/< of chronicles.

StuM'.', Mcilir\;il and Modern Illat., p. 148.

Specifically 4. A system of signals with the

rules which govern their use Alfred's code, a

selection, hy authority "f Alfred tin- limit, about A. D. SB7,
from eilatlng laws, often n ^;u .1. .1 a^ th.- foundation of the

common law .if Knglanil. Amalfltan code. Si < Amal-

fttaa. -Barbarian codes, the three ooitoetkBM of laws

made hy the Hotliic tribes on Roman ti-rritory, known as

the Breviary of Alarir, tin; 7'n/uViH <(c (which see, below)
or Jaw ofthf 'i:nr: :nti'li<iat, and the Kdicl qf Theodoric.

Black code, (a) Tlie system of law regulating the treat-

ment of the colored race which prevailed in the southern
United States Iwfore the emancipation of the slaves. (6)

See code noir, below. Burgundian code. See Papian
code, below. -Code Napoleon, the civil code of France,
the flrat and most important of the five codes of law pre-

parrd nniler the direction of Napoleon I. (1803-10). A
sixth code of forest laws was added In 1827. These codes
still form the substance of the law of France and Belgium,
as well as of several German provinces along the Rhine.

Their Influence on all modern legislation shows them to he

of less importance only than the Justinian code. Code
noir, or Mack code, an edict of Louis XIV. of France In

1685, regulating the West Indian colonies and the condi-

tion unit triMtrm-nt of negro slaves and freed negroes.
Code of Frederick the Great, a codification of the laws
of Prussia made by Frederick tho Great in 1751. Code
ofhonor, tle social customs and rules of procedure which

support and regulate the practice of dueling. Code of

1650, a compilation of the early laws of New Haven Col-

ony. Also called Liuttnir'ti code, from Governor Roger Lud-

low, who was cliictlyresponsible for Its form and substance.

Code pleading, a simple system of pleading, by alleg-

ing the facts without Actions or technical forms, which
was introduced in American practice by the adoption of

codes of procedure as a substitute for common law and
chancery practice. Eaton code, a collection of laws
made by Governor Eaton hy authority of the General Court
of New Haven Colony, and adopted by it It was first

pub-
lished In London in 10f>o, and is largely composed of ex-

tracts from the laws of Massachusetts. Field codes, a

series of codes intended tn embody all the general laws of

the State of Xew York (prepared by a commission of which
David Dudley Field was the chief member), some of which
were in substance adopted in that State, and all of which
have been adopted in a number of other States. Chief

among the reforms of the law introduced by these codes
was the substitution of a single procedure in place of the

technical forms and distinctions of common-law actions

and equity suits, and the admission of parties and inter-

ested persons to testify as witnesses. Gregorian code,
a collection of Roman laws covering a periodbetween A. D.

196 and 295, of which only fragments have been preserved.
It was compiled by Gregorianus, a Roman jurist who lived

probably about A. i>. 300. Hennogenian code, a code of

Roman laws supposed to be from A. D. 287 to 304 : so call-

ed from Ilermogeuianus, a jurist whose name frequently

appears in the Digest. Fragments only have been pre-
served. Some have supposed that the Gregorian and

Hermogenian were but one code. Justinian code, the

body of Roman law compiled and annotated at the com-
mand of the Emperor Justinian, who reigned A. I>. &'27-565.

This consists of the Pandectt, or the condensed opinions
of the jurists, in fifty Iwoka, the Institution**, and the .Y.>-

i*lite or Novelltr. CoiuttitiUione*, a collection of ordinances,
the whole forming the Corpu Juru Civilii, or body of

civil law, the most important of all monuments of Juris-

prudence. LudlOW'a code. See code 0/1660, above.

Papian code, a collection of Konmu laws for the govern-
ment of the Roman subjects of the Burgundians, com-

piled between the years A. D. 617 and 523. The German
subjects of the Burgundians were governed by the Lex
Oondohada. S. Amos. The code, the code of honor

(which see, above). Theodoslan code, a collection of

Roman laws from the time of Constantlne to that of Theo-

dosius II., first published A. I). 438, and comprised in six-

teen liooks.

codeine (ko-de'in), n. [< Or. ttudtia, the head,

poppy-head (see rodia), 4- -t 2
.] A white crys-

talline alkaloid (C18H21NOs+H2O) contained
in opium to the extent of 0.1 to 0.8 per cent.

It is used as a hypnotic and to quiet coughs and

pain. Also written codein, codeina, and codeia.

codetta (kd-det'tii), . [It., dim. of coda: see

i-iiiln.] Blimuio, a short coda.

codex (kd'ileks), .
; pi. codices (-di-sez). [=

1). O. nxli'f. = Dan. kodtjc = F. codex (in sense
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3) = Sp. coilicf = IV. mdice, codex, = It. codico,
now nuliri; < I,, roilrf : see rode.] 1. A ..... le.

2. A matm.script volume, complete or frag-

mentary, UK of a classic work or of the sncn-.l

Scriptures. '|||,. inosl falnonseilieesof thelireek Ilihli-

ill . 111.- follou ill- n

of tile fiiuiili i i nun i inini'l In I ! ln-iidurf in 1844 and
I the convent Li -I ' .Itllanneoll Ml. Sinai, l.ll. I lli>

in St. Ivivndnirg (part In Ui|*ir); the I'"

I the fourth century, in tin Vatican library ai

I. nnlaiii' .1 in its first cat

..r .1' 'III rriitur). given to Hi,

p:illian hat.' of \le\aiclri.l In I" .I'-'l lev lull
I.mar, of that see and afterward of ConftanUJiopli t.>

rhaile^ I ot I'.ii-lan'l in |i;:>, an. I now in tin- IJritMi Mu
sentn

;
the I

'

.'''":'

iurnis, of the liflh or i\th i-i-iifinj, ivrovi red from a pa-

limps. 'Hi of Isidore ..I Scull,-
,
the c.

or rlciin.'ht manii-ei ipt of St. 1'aul's epi>tlcs, nu\\ in

1'aris, a palimpsest of OH siUli i-i-ntury. written over Hi.

I'haethon of Cm ipi.les, it.. The most imitortant matin

script of the Vulgate is the CWi'jr Amiatintm. Tin- ' "i<\

of the liothle liiblc known as the Cod
manuscript) from its silver letters (initials am) ilhine
names ill gold), formerly at Werdeti in vv estphalia, now at

t'psala ill Sweden, Is noted both for this peculiarity and
!

imiMjrtant of the few extant remain*
of the Gothic language. Among secular liookn, one of the
most eelel.tati .1 is the ('</, r .1 mltro/namix of the Iliad,

containing '-- pictmi L of all e-i-'ini: manuscript Illus-

trations retaining most of the character of good antique
art.

Till the 8th century, when it fell altogether Into disuse,
the IMiaiiL-elo continued to be employed for uncial man-

uscripts and ornate codicei.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 287.

3. A collection of approved medical formulas,
with tho processes necessary for forming the

compounds referred to in it: as, the French

codfish (kod'fish), n. [< co<P + fish*.] 1. A
cod; a fish of the genus Gadus. 2. The flesh

of the cod as an article of food : as, a dish of

codfish Codfish aristocracy, a derogatory dealg-.a-

tlon in the United States of persons who make a vulgar
display of rapidly or recently acquired wealth (as if It

were the result of dealing in codfish ).

codfish-ball, codfish-cake (kod'fish-bal, -kak),
. See fish-cake,

cod-fisher (kod'fish 'er), n. 1. A person em-

ployed in fishing for cod. 2. A vessel used in

this business.

cod-fishery (kod'fish'er-i), n. 1. The business
or operation of fishing for cod. 2. A place
where fishing for cod is carried on.

codger (koj'er), n. [Prob. a var. of cadger*, q. v.

For change of vowel, cf. badger? for badger3 ,

coddle^ with dial, caddie.] 1. A mean, miser-

ly man. 2. An old fellow; an odd person;
a character: usually with old: as, a rum old

codger. [Slang.]
He's a rum codger, you must know ;

At least we poor folk think him so.

W. Cmnbt, Dr. Syntax, 111. 1.

A few of us old codgers meet at the fireside.

/.'//CT.V.I/;, Harper's Mag., LX V. 584.

3. A fellow; a chap: a familiar term of ad-

dress, used in a slighting way. [Slang.]
That's what they'll do with you, my little codger.

D. Jerrold.

I haven't been drinking your health, my codner.

Dickent, Nicholas Mckleby, Ix.

cod-glove (kod'gluv), n. A thick glove without

fingers, worn in trimming hedges. [Prov. Eng.]
codiat, " [NL-. < Gr- "&, also nuiia, and
Kuiif, the head

;
of plants, the head, esp. of the

poppy.] In hot., the top or head of any plant,
but especially of the poppy. Bailey, 1733.

Codiaeum (ko-di-e'um), n. [NL.] A shrubby
genus of euphprbiaceous plants, containing 4

species, found in the Pacific islands, Australia,
and the Malay archipelago, c. varityaiwnotjnctum
is often cultivated in greenhouses for its beautifully varie-

gated foliage, generally under the generic name of Croton.
In Brazil it has been a political emblem, the green and
yellow of the leaves and stalks of some varietiesbeing the
national colors.

codical (kod'i-kal), a. [< L. codex (codic-), a

code, etc., + -at.] Relating to a codex or to a
code

;
of the nature of a code or codex.

codices, n. Plural of codex.

codicil (kod'i-sil), n. [= D. Dan. kodicil = G.
codicill = F. codiciUe = Sp. codinlo = Pg. codi-

cillo s= It. codicillo, < L. codicil/us, pi. codicilli, a

writing, letter, later in sing, a cabinet order,

supplement to a will, dim. of codex (codic-), a

writing, etc. : see codex, code.] A writing by
way of supplement to a will, and intended to

be considered as a part of it, containing any-
thing which the testator wishes to add, or a
revocation or explanation of something con-
tained in the will.

codicillary (kod-i-sil'a-ri), a. [< LL. codicilla-

ris, -arius, < L. codicitlus: see codicil.] Of the
nature of a codicil.

codling

Codification (kod i-fi-ka'shon), . [= F. codiji-
ciitinn ; as i-mlij'i/

+ -ntum.} Tho act or process
of reducing tu u code or BJ .ceiully, in

inir, tin- reducing of unwritten or case law to

statutory form.
of experience, and it U

tielpk-v. without the data ulii, It experience furnishes.
J. Fitke, N. A. Rev., r\

li.ith thine who affirm ami t!i.. ]>., deny the expe-
liiene) ..f ...hU ;n_ 111' l.nulisll law

.
VIMMy hp. .k '

tm 111 two .illJen lit HCIIHCS. In the tl!>l pla.
.

employ the word u synonymous with i ,f

I nwritten into Written Law.
plainlj iiM .1 in a 1 1. .1 1 1. t

--nv. llowinu from the association
..! the word with the isn-ai c\|K-rinnnt of .Instiiilan, . . .

U> give orderly arrangement io Has writii-n

li\erit from n!.-enrit}, uncertainty, ami in

to ek-ar it of irrclevaneies and unnt'eesisar> :

i.. i .i'i . it hulk, t.i p. .|.ulai i/e its study, ai.

Iteapplirati..!! \l'"iue. Village rommunlUes, p. $n.

codifier (kud'i-fi-er), H. One who codifies or re-

duces to a code or digest.
i Hit legendary account represent* William, notai

an innovator, but as the codifier of the laws of L.luanl

K. ,1. /<. MM, Hist. Norman I'onqlletl, V. 267.

codify (kod'i-fi). v. t. ; pret.
and pp. codified, pnr.

i-intij'i/iiii/. [= !'. i-iiilifier; as code + -fy. The
words codify and codification were first used by
Jeremy Bentham.] I. To reduce to a code or

digest, as laws.

These laws were no doubt in general agreement with
the Canon Law : and at length the later of them were codi-

lied In close imitation of the Decretals.
/(. W. Dixon, Hist. Churelbof Eng., xii.

The scholastic philosophy was an attempt to codify all

existing knowledge under laws or formula analogous to

the general principles of justice.

Stubbi, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 211.

2. To arrange or systematize in general: make
an orderly collection or compendium of; epit-
omize.
So far from setting special value on the spontaneous (in-

artificial morsels, which are to us the lionnes touches of

letter-writing, these men (medieval collectors] actually
cut them out of their codified letters.

Stubbi, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 127.

cedilla (ko-dil'jl), n. [Prob. dim. (cf. LL. codi-

cula)ot L.coda 'for cauda, tail. See coda.] The
coarsest part of hemp or flax which is sorted out

by itself.

COdille (ko-dil'), . [P. codille, < Sp. codillo,
codille (at ombre), prop,

knee (of quadrupeds),
angle, dim. of codo, elbow, cubit, < L. cubittm,

elbow, cubit: see cubit.] A term at ombre
when the player gets fewer tricks than one of

his opponents. He then loses double.

She sees, and trembles at th' approaching ill,

J ust In the jaws of ruin, and Codilte.

Pope, R. of the L., I1L 92.

codiniact, n. [Formerlyalsocodiwiait, codiniacke,
< OF. codignac, also codignat, cotignat, = It.

codognato, cotognato, < ML. "codiniatum, codon-

hatum, cotorteatum, prop, cydoniattim, < L. cy-

donia, cotonia, ML. also cidonia, etc., quince:
see coin2 , quince, and cf. quiddany.] Quince
marmalade; quiddany. Minsheu; Bailey.
codist (ko'dist), n. [< code + -*.] Acodifler;
one who favors the making or use of legal codes.

[Rare.]
COdivision (ko-di-vizh'on), n. [< co-1 + rfiri-

sion.] Division or classification according to

two different modes or principles: as, the eodi-

vision of triangles, first according to their an-

gles, and second according to their sides.

COdle 1
, COdle2 . See coddle*, cortdleH.

codlint (kod'lin), n. A frequent form of cod-

ling
1

,
2.

cod-line (kod'lin), n. A small hemp or cotton
line used in fishing for cod.

codling1 (kod 'ling), n. [< cod1 , in various

senses, + dim. -ling
1
.] If. pi. Green peas.

If I be not deceived, I ha' seen Summer go up and down
with hot codlings, and that little baggage, her daughter
Plenty, crying six bunches of radish for a penny.

Deleter and Ford, Sun's Darling, iii. :i.

In the pease-field? has she a mind to codling* already?
Ford and Dekker, Witch of Edmonton, II. 1.

[The first extract alludes to the custom of carrying peas
spitted on straws for sale, with the familiar street-cry of
"Hot codlingi!" Dyce.]

2t. [Often also codlin ; early mod. E. also rod-

lyng. quodling,quadlin; apparX cod* + -ling* (as
above), with ref. to the involucre (cf. cod*, r.,

II.). Usually referred to coddle*, boil or stew
(as an apple fit to be eaten only when stewed) ;

but the required precedent form coddling-apjtle
is not found, and the resemblance seems to be
accidental: see coddle*. AS. cod-ay>pel, a quince-
pear, a quince, though formally as if (in E.) <

cod* + apple, is prob. adapted from ML. *co-

donia, cotonia, for cidonia, cydonia, a quince:
see codiniac, coin?, quince.] An unripe apple.



codling

Not yet old enough for :i man, nor young enough for a

boy; aa a squash is before 'tis a peaseod, or a r-W/m'/

when 'tis almost an apple. Shak., T. K., i. 5.

A codling, ere it went his lip in,

Wou'il strait become a golden pippin. Sirift.

3. An apple to be stewed, or used only when
stewed.

In July come gillitlowers of all varieties, early pears
anil plums in fruit, gennitings and codlin;^.

Lacuti, Gardens.

4. One of several cultivated varieties of kitchen

apple with large or medium-sized fruit. 5f. A
testicle. Sylrestrr, DuBartas. 6. pi. [E. dial.

codling.] Limestones partially burnt. Hani-
well. [Prov. Eng.]
codling- (kod'ling), . [< ME. codling, prop, a

young cod. but applied to several different fish
;

dim. of cod2.] 1. The young of the common
cod when about the size of the whiting. Day.
A Codd, first a Whiting, then a Codling, then a Codd.

Habeas Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 215.

2. A gadoid fish of the genus PJiycis, as the

American /'. chuss and P. tennis.

codling3 (kod'ling), n. [Origin obscure.] A
balk sawed into lengths for staves. E. H.

Knight.

codling-moth (kod'ling-moth), n. The Carpo-
capxa /loinonella (Linnaeus), a common and wide-
spread pest of apple-orchards. The egg is laid in

the calyx-end of the forming apple, ami the larva feeds on

Codling-moth and Apple-worm (Carpocapsa p&monella'),
natural size.

a, piece of an apple, showing the work of the larva; b, point of en-

trance of the larva ; rf, pupa ; f, larva or caterpillar ; f, , imago or
moth ; h, head of larva, enlarged ; i, cocoon.

the pulp around the core. There are two broods annually,
the second passing the winter in the larval state within a

slight silken cocoon. The insect has been introduced into
different parts of the world with the cultivated apple.

codlins-and-cream (kod'linz-and-krem'), n.

A European species of willow-Kerb, Epilobium
hirsutum : so called from the odor of its bruised

leaves, which resembles that of a once favorite
dish.

cod-liver (kod'liv"er), n. The liver of a cod-
fish. Cod-liver Oil (oleum inorrhitce), an oil obtained
from the liver of the common cod ((rarfiw morrhita) and
allied species. In medicine it is of great use as a nutritive
in certain debilitated conditions. There are three grades
known in commerce, pale or vhore, pale-broum or strait*,
and dark-brmvn or banks, the first being the purest.

cod-murderer (kod'mer''der-er), n. An appa-
ratus in use at Peterhead, Scotland, consist-

ing of a long piece of lead with snoods passed
through holes at intervals, bearing a hook at
either end, without bait. The cod strikes

against the lead, and one or other of the hooks
generally secures it. Day.
codo (ko'do), H. [Sp., < L. eubitus, a cubit: see

ctioit, codille. ] A Spanish linear measure, a cubit,
half a vara, especially half a Castilian vara,
or 16.44 English inches, = 41.75 centimeters.
The name is also applied by Christians in Morocco to the
dhira

1

or cubit of '22.5 English inches, = 57.1 centimeters.

codon (ko'don), n. [Gr. KU&WV, a bell.] 1. A
small bell. 2. The bell or flaring mouth of a

trumpet.
Codonella (ko-do-nel'a), n. [NL., < Gr. K<J6av,
a bell, + dim. -ella.] "The typical genus of Co-
donellidai, containing oceanic infusorians with
two circlets of oral cilia, the outer long and
tentaculiform, the inner spatulate. C. galea,
C. orthoceras, and C. campanella are Mediter-
ranean species. Haeckel, 1873.

codonellid (ko-do-nel'id), n. A member of the

family Codonellida:

Codoriellidse (ko-do-nel'i-de), re. pi [NL., <

Codonella + -ida>.] A family of infusorians,
named from the genus Codonella.
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Codonoeca (ko-do-ne'ka), H. [NL., < Gr. nA
a bell, + oiKor, a house.] The typical genus of

the family Codon&cidce. C. costata is an American
salt-water form, with an erect bell-shaped lorica upon a

long rigid stalk. //. J. Clark, 18B6.

COdonoecid (ko-do-ne'sid), n. A member of the

Codonaeeiila'.

Codon03Cidse (ko-do-ne'si-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Codiniaeca + -idw.] A family of animalcules,
solitary, uniflagellate, inhabiting an erect pe-
dicellate lorica, to the bottom of which they
are fixed in a sessile manner, and not attached

by a secondary flexible pedicle. They are

found in fresh and salt water.

Codonosiga (ko"do-no-si'ga), . [NL. (H. J.

Clark, 1866, in form 'Codosiga), < Gr. iMuv, a

bell, + aiyr/, silence.] The typical genus of the

family Codonosigidai. Also Codosiga.

codonosigid (ko-do-nos'i-jid), . A member of

the ( 'odonosigidce.

Codonosigidas (k6"do-no-sij'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Codonosiga, + -idee. ] A family of animalcules,
free-swimming or attached, solitary or socially

united, entirely naked, and secreting neither

independent loricte nor gelatinous zoocytia.
They have a well-developed collar, encircling the base of

a single terminal (lagellum ; contractile vesicles, 2 or 3 in

number, posteriorly located; and the endoplast is sub-

spherical and subcentral.

codonostoma (ko-do-nos'to-ma), n. ; pi. codonos-

tomas (-maz), codonostomdta (ko'do-nos-td'ma-
ta). [NLi, < Gr. mOoW, a bell, + ar'6/ja, mouth.]
In eool., the mouth or aperture of the disk,

swimming-bell, or nectocalyx of a medusa, or

the similar opening of the bell or gonocalyx
of a medusiform gonophore ;

the orifice of the

umbrella, through which its cavity communi-
cates with the exterior.

Codosiga (ko-do-si'ga), n. [NL.: see Codono-

siga.] Same as Codonosiga. H. J. Clark, 1866.

cod-piece (kod'pes), n. In medieval male cos-

tume, a part of the hose in front, at the sep-
aration of the legs, made loose or in the form
of a flap, or in some cases separately attach-
ed: it was rendered necessary by the extreme

tightness of the garment from about 1475 to

1550.

cod-pole (kod'pol), . A local (Buckingham-
shire and Berkshire) English name for the fish

otherwise called miller's-tlmmo.

COd-SOUnd (kod'sound), n. The sound or air-

bladder of the codfish.

codulet, ". An obsolete form of cuttle.

cod-wprmt (kod'werm), n. [< cod1 (prob. an
assimilation of caddis2) + worm.'] A caddis-
worm or case-worm. /. Walton.

C06 1
t, [Early mod. E., also koe, koo (Sc. Tea,

kae, kay), < ME. co, coo, koo, ca, lea, kaa (< AS.
*ea or *ca/i f )= D. kaa =OHG. chaha, cha=Dan.
kaa = Sw. kaja = Norw. kaae (cf. P. dial, caiie,
OF. cave, dim. caiiettc), a jackdaw : a var. of AS.
*ccoh, ce6, > ME. choge, "chouge, choughe, mod.
E. chough, q. v., being an imitation of the bird's

cry: see caw1
,
of the same imitative nature.

Hence caduw, caddow. See caddow, chough,
caw 1

.] A jackdaw; a chough.
Coo, byrde or sehowhe, monedula, nodnla.

Prompt. Parv. t p. 84.

coe2
(ko), n. [E. dial., = Sc. cow = MD. kotitee,

D. kouw, a cage, = MLG. Icoje MHG. Icowe,

komre, G. kaue, a coe, also a cage (cf. ML. caga,
a cage), < ML. caria for L. cavea, a hollow,
cave : see cage and cave1

,
and cf . coy

2
.] In min-

ing, a little underground lodgment made by the
miners as they work lower and lower.

cceca, n. Plural of ccecum.

Coecilia, . See Ca>cilia, 1.

Coeciliidse, n. pi. See CceeUiidtc.

coecum, n.
; pi. cceca. See ccecv.ni.

coefficacy (ko-ef'i-ka-si), n. [< co-1 + efficacy.]
Joint efficacy ;

the power of two or more things
acting together to produce an effect. Sir T.

Browne.

coefficiency (ko-e-fish'en-si), n. [< coefficient :

see -cncy.\ Cooperation; joint power of two
or more things or causes acting to the same
end.

The managing and carrying on of this work, by the spir-
it's instrumental coejftciency. Glanville, Seep. Sci.

coefficient (ko-e-fish'ent), a. and n. [< co-1 +
efficient.] I. a. Cooperating; acting in union
to the same end.

II. re. 1. That which unites in action with
something else to produce a given effect

;
that

which unites its action with the action of an-
other. 2. In alg., a number or other constant

placed before and multiplying an unknown
quantity or variable or an expression contain-

Ccelacanthus

ing such quantities ; also, a number multiply-

ing a constant or known quantity expressed
algebraically that is, by the letters a, b, etc.

Thus, 3 is the coefficient of #. 2nd-' the coefficient of y,

and 2 the coefficient of &'-', in the polynomial 3z + 2'/-i/.

3. In phys., a numerical quantity, constant for

a given substance, and used to measure some
one of its properties: as, the coefficient of ex-

pansion of any substance is the amount wliich

the unit of length (surface or volume) expands
in passing from to 1 C.

The ratio of the strain to the stress is called the coeffi-

cient of pliability. Encyc. Brit., VI. 311.

Binomial coefficient. See binamial Coefficient.of

elasticity or of resilience, the ratio of the numerical
value of a stress to the numel'ical value of the strain pro-
duced by it. Coefficient of friction, the resistance to

sliding between two surfaces divided by the pressure be-

tween them. Coefficient Of limnology, the constant
anharmonic ratio between corresponding points of two
figures in homology, the point where the line through
these points cuts the axis of homology and the center of

homology, or between two corresponding rays, the line

from their intersection to the center of homology, and the
axis of homology. Coefficient Of torsion, the angle of

torsion produced in awire of unit dimensions by a force of

unit moment. Cubical coefficient of expansion, the
rate of increase of the volume of a body of unit volume
with the temperature. Differential coefficient, in the

calculus, the measure of the rate of change of a function

relatively to its variable. A partial differential coefficient
is the measure of the rate of change of a function of sev-

eral independent variables relatively to one of them. A
second inferential coefficient is the differential coefficient

of the differential coefficient of a function, both differ-

ential coefficients being taken relatively to the same va-

riable. Third, fourth, etc., differential coejticietits are
coefficients formed in a way analogous to that by which
the second differential coefficient is obtained. Direc-
tional coefficient, of an imaginary quantity, the quo-
tient after dividing the quantity by its modulus. Dy-
namical coefficient of viscosity, the rate at which
the velocity of a fluid moving everywhere in the same
direction, but with velocities measured by the distances
from a fixed plane, is transmitted tangentially to a unit
distance through the fluid. Kinetic coefficient Of vis-

COSity, the dynamical coefficient of viscosity divided by
the density; the index of friction of a fluid. Laplace's
coefficients, certain quantities used in the development
of expressions by spherical harmonics. Linear coeffi-

cient Of expansion, the rate of expansion of a bar of unit

length with the temperature. Virtual coefficient, of a

pair of screws, the quantity (a -f 6) cos </ sin 6, where
a and b are the pitches, d is the least distance between
the screws, and 6 is the greatest angle between their or-

thogonal projections.

coefficiently (ko-e-fish'ent-li), adv. By cooper-
ation.

coehom (ko'hdrn), w. [After the Dutch engineer
Coehorn ( 1641-1704), who invented it. ] A small
mortar for throwing grenades, light enough to

be carried by a small number of men, usually
four. Also spelled coliorn.

C031-. The form of ccelo- before a vowel.

coela, n. Plural of cielum.

Cffilacanth (se'la-kanth), n. and a. I. n. One
of the Ctelacanthidce.

II. a. Pertaining to the Ccelacanthidre.

Ccelacanthi (se-la-kan'thi), re. pi. [NL., pi.
of Ccelacanthus, q. v.] In Agassiz's system of

classification, a family of ganoid fishes prima-
rily equivalent to Cailacanthidai, but including
many heterogeneous forms, among which were
the living Osteoglossidce, Amiidte, and Cerato-

dontidce.

coelacanthid (se-la-kan'thid), . An extinct
fish of the family Calacantliida;.

Coelacanthidae (se-la-kan'thi-de),w. pi. [NL., <

Ccelacanthus + -ida;.] A family of fishes, ex-

emplified by the genus Ccelacanthus, including
forms with rounded scales, 2 dorsal fins, each

supported by a single 2-pronged interspinous
bone, paired fins obtusely lobate, caudal fin

diphycercal, air-bladder ossified, and notochord

persistent. The species are extinct, and flourished from
the Carboniferous formation to the Cretaceous. Also Coe-

lacanthini, Coelacanthoidei.

coelacanthine (se-la-kan'thin), a. and n. [<
Ccelacanthi + -zwe1 .] I. a. Having hollow

spines, as a fish; specifically, pertaining to the
Catlacanthi.

II. re. One of the Ceelacanthini.

Coelacanthini (se'la-kan-thi'ni), . pi. [NL.
(Huxley), < Ccelacanthus + -ini.] Same as Coe-

lacanthidce.

COelacanthoid (se-la-kan'thoid), a. and n. [<
Ccelacanthus + -old.] I. a. Eclating to or hav-

ing the characters of the Coelacanthida.

II. n. A coelacanthid.

Coelacanthoidei (se*la-kau-thoi'de-i), n.pl.

[NL. (Bleeker, 1859), < Ccelacanthus + -oidei.]
Same as Ccelacanthidos.

Coelacanthus (se-la-kan'thus), n. [NL. (Agas-
siz, 1843), < Gr. MHAO?, hollow, + anavSa, thorn,

spine.] The typical genus of ganoid fishes of

the family Cosiacanthida; : so called from their

spines, which were filled with a softer sub-



Coelacanthus

stance, but have become hollow from its loss

in the course of petrifaction,

coelanaglyphic (se'la-na-glif 'ik), a. [< Gr.

KolAor, hollow, + nnaylypliic, q. v.] An epithet

applied to that species of carving in relief in

which no part of the figure represented projects
beyond the surrounding plane, the relief beiiiK
effected by deeply incising the outlines. J. T.

Clarke. This is the most usual method of relief in an-
cient Ktfyptian work, the fl^ures when carved hein^ bright-

ly colored, ami tin: incised outline hriiiK apparent only
li> Mile li^ht. Also ktiilanaylyphic, coilana<jlyi>hic. See
r<l '" /'///iT'i.

ccelarium (se-la'ri-um), n.; pi. ccelaria (-a).

|.NL.,< OJr. notXoc, hollow.] lu roo/., the
epitlie-

liuin of the body-cavity or cooloma; a kind of
vasalium or endothelium lining the serous sur-

faces. It is divided into the parietal cwlarluin orexo-
ciclarium and the visceral ciularinni or endocuelarium.
IIii''f/,'<>/. AN" called --'I /../,/ ,'/,<rli, Initn.

Coelebogyne (se-le-boj'i-ne), n. [NL., irreg. <

L. cveleUn, cvelcbn, unmarried (see celibate),+ Or.

fwfi, a woman.] An Australian genus of dioe-

cious plants, natural order Kuphorbiacca, of a

single species, C. ilicifoliu, sometimes referred
to AlcllOI'nea. In appearance they much resemble the

European holly. The pistillate plant has long been in cul-

tivation in Kuropean gardens, and is remarkable for pro-
ducing seeds without the action of pollen, an instance of

the phenomenon of parthenogenesis, which is exceedingly
rare in plants.

ccelebs (se'lebs), n. [< L. ccelebx, c&lebs, a bach-
elor: see celibate.'] 1. A bachelor: used as a

quasi-proper name : as,
" Ccelebs in Search of

a Wife "
(the title of a book by Hannah More).

Ctrli'lx In-; become a benedick. O. P. R. Jamen.

2. [NL.] In ornith., an old, now the specific,
name of the chaffinch, Fnngilla ccelebs : made a

generic term by Cuvier in 1800.

coelelminth (se'lel-minth), n. One of the Ccelel-

mintha; a cavitary.
Ccelelmintha (se-lel-min'thS), n. pi. [NL.,< Gr.

/co(Aof, hollow, + iAfuvg (efyuvti-), a worm, a tape-
worm.] In Owen's system of classification, a
division of Entozoa, comprising internal para-
sitic worms which have an alimentary canal or

digestive cavity, and including the cavitaries,

roundworms, threadworms, etc. : the opposite
of Ntcrelmintha.

coelelmiutllic (se-lel-inin'thik), a. [< Ccelel-

miiitlin + -ic.~] Belonging to or resembling
the Coelelminthii.

Ooelentera (se-leu'te-ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

xoiAof, hollow, + tvrepov, intestine: see entera.~\

1. A phylum or subkingdom of animals, one
of the prime divisions of Metazoa, containing
aquatic and almost invariably marine animals
with a distinct enteric cavity opening by a
mouth and communicating freely with the gen-
eral body-cavity (whence the name). This gen-
eral cavity is known as an enteroceele, in distinction from
an intestinal canal proper. The walls of the body are sub-

stantially composed of two layers, an inner or endoderm,
and an outer or ectoderm. Thereare no traces of a nervous

system, except in certain medusa!, and there is no proper
blood-vascular system. Peculiar stinging-organs, thread-

cells, cnidae, or nematocysts are very generally present
(In all the Cnidaria or cislenterates proper), and in most
cases the arrangement of parts or organs is radiate, as is

especially observable in the disposition of tentacles around
the mouth. Reproduction is usually sexual, distinct gen-
erative organs being present, and ova and spermatozoa
being discharged by the mouth ; but multiplication also

takes place by budding and fission. The Coslentera prop-
er, or Cnidaria, are divided into the two great classes of

Actinozoa and Hydruzoa, including all the sea-anemones,
corals, acalephs, medusas, etc. In a wider sense, the

sponges and ctenophorans are also included.

2. A lower series or grade of metazoic ani-

mals including the Porifera or sponges and

Nematophora or calenterates proper: used in

distinction from Coelomata, which covers all

higher Metasoa indiscriminately. E. R. Lan-
kester. [Little used.] Ccelentera nematophora,
the nematophorans, cnidarians, or ccelenterates which have
thread-cells. See Cnidaria, Nematophora. Ccelentera
porifera, the sponges, which have no thread-cells. See

I'orifera.

Ooelenterata (se-len-te-ra'ta), n. pi. [NIj-T
neut. pi. ofcceleiiteratus : see ccetenterate.] Same
as Ccelentera.

ccelenterate (se-len'te-rat), a. and TO. [< NL.
ccelenteratus, < Gr. /coi/iof, hollow, + Ivrcpov, in-

testine: see entera.] I. a. Pertaining to or

having the characters of the Ccelentera.

In such ccelenterate animals as polypes, we see the parts
moving in ways which lack precision.

B. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 67.

II. . A member of the animal subkingdom
Ccelentera.

coelestin, ccelestine1 (se-les'tin), n. Same as
cclcstite.

coelestine2 (se-les'tin), . [< L. ccelestinu-s,

heavenly: see Celestine.] In the eighteenth.
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century, a name of various modifications of
the harpsichord, clavichord, and pianoforte, in

which the usual tone of the instrument was
alterable at will by certain mechanical devices.
Also i-ii-lixitiiii. aiJimm.
ccelestino (sel-es-te'no), n. Same as ccelentim-.

COelia (se'li-il), .; pi. ccelice(-e). [NL.. < <ir.

Koi/.ia, a cavity, hollow, < raw/of, hollow: sec

ccelum.] Any one of the ventricles or other
cavities of the brain ;

an encephalic cavity ;
an

encephalocele. Also spelled celia. [Rare.]
cceliac, . See <</<<.

cceliadelphus (se'li-a-del'fus), .: pi. eatliiulrl-

I'lii (-fi). [NL., < Ur. Kut'/.ia, a, hollow (mod. ab-

domen), + aik'/.<j>6f, alike: see -m/'l/i/iin.] In

tcratol., a monstrosity in which two hnilii-s n re-

united at the abdomen. Also spelled celiattel-

phus.
creliae, . Plural of ceelia.

cceliagra (se-li-ag'rii), n. [NL., < Gr. noMa, a
hollow (mod. abdomen), + aypa. a catching
(mod. gout); as chiragra, podagra.] Inpntlml.,
gout in the abdomen. Also spelled celiagra.

coelialgia (se-li-al'ji-a), n. [NL., < Gr. noMa,
a hollow (mod. abdomen), + <U;of, pain.] In

patliol., pain in the belly. Also spelled crli-

algia.
ccelian (se'li-an), a. [< ceelia + -an.] Of or

pertaining to a coelia or cavity of the brain:

as, the ccelian parietes (the walls of a ventri-

cle). Also spelled celian. [Rare.]
coBlibian, a. See celibian.

coeligenoust (se-lij'e-nus), a. [< L. ccelum,

prop, coelum, heaven (see ceil, n.), + -genus : see

-genous.~\ Heaven-born. Bailey.
cdeline (se'lin), a. [< Gr. no&ia, a hollow (mod.
abdomen),+ -ine1 . Cf. celiac, cceliac.] Relating
to the belly. Also spelled celine. [Rare.]
coelison (sel'i-son), n. [< L. ccelum, prop, cae-

lum, heaven, + sonus, sound.] Same as coelcs-

coelo-. [NL., etc., < Gr. Koi?,o-f, .<Eolic

hollow, akin to L. cavus, hollow (but not to E.

hollow): see cave^ and ceil, n.] An element
common in modern scientific compounds of

Greek origin, meaning
' hollow.'

ccelodont (se'16-dont), a. [< NL. coslodon(t-),
< Gr. iWM/loc, hollow, + bdoi'f (bSovr-) = E. tooth.]

Having hollow teeth: specifically applied to

certain lizards, in distinction from pleodont, or

solid-toothed.

Ceelogaster (se-lo-gas'ter), n. [NL., < Gr. noi-

/lof, hollow, + yaarfip, belly.] 1. A genus of

hymenopterous insects. Schrank, 1780. 2. A
genus ofcoleopterous insects of the weevil fam-

ily, Curculionidee, founded by Schonherr in 1837

to include those phytobious species in which
the third tarsal joint is dilated, the proster-
num is provided with antecoxal ridges, and the

eyes are inserted under distinct superciliary

ridges. Three species are North American ; they are of

small size and black color, with or without whitish mark-

ing, and are found on low plants near water.

Coelogenys (se-loj'e-nis), n. [NL. (Illiger, 1811 ),

< Gr. KoiAof, hollow, + ycwf, chin, cheek, = E.

chin.] A genus of hystricomorph rodents, of the

family Dasyproctida:, containing the paca, C.pa-
ca, characterized bythe enormous expansion and

Paca (Caclostnys faca).

excavation of the bones of the cheeks, whence
the name. The paca is the only living representative
of the genus, but remains of other species, as C. laticeps
and C. major, have been found in the bone-caves of Brazil.

Coelogyne (se-loj'i-ne), n. [NL. (so called from
the deeply excavated stigma), < Gr. xoD.of, hol-

low, + ywr/, a woman (in mod. bot. a stigma).]
A large genus of East Indian epiphytic orchids,
with large, handsome flowers, favorites in cul-

tivation.

ccelom (se'lom), . Same as coeloma.

A peri-axial cavity, the ccelom or body-cavity, which is

essentially the blood-space, and receives the nutritive

products of digestion and the waste products of tissue-

change by osmosis [in the Caelomata}.
E. R. Lankettcr, Encyc. Brit, XVI. 633.

Ccelops

(se-16'mti), n.
; )>1.

fii-hmmtn (-ma-tfi).

[N
T

L.,< Gr. Koi7.<j/i(r-), a hollow, cavity, < nm'ti,< r,

make hollow, < xoi/of, hollow : see ceuum.] The
body-cavityof a metazoic' mi i iiuil, as dist inniiiKh-
edfromtheintcstinal cavity; the periuxiul, pcri-

viMMmLorperlentorioipMM. in:>i\>., luy.-n.i,.-, ,,,

orgastrulit, it is ;ni intrrval l/.tvs.-ti tin.- twoiavti
:.;> n thr . ii'lo'li'i in aii-t I lie < rl'Hlnin. unil itlit r

uls ;i til.i-l'M n t. ith- original cavity of a blastilla

h'-tMi-r iu\-:iu'i Mali- in) "i- U a Milisi .|ii. nt Ini in:diM!i liaviiit:

Th<' inoi i'ln>]'^ir:i! i' l:'ti"iis of a ItluHtocd'lc. In a f<iilr-

1 L'i-nn. in \\ ]in It a riirs. i.lrnn lia.s .li-\i lupi'il, it is mi

mieiTAiD6twMnlftj6nof nMioderni, tnwHiMOi itivariou
nuiiiitlyati'ius rallnl an entrrm n ]<. a M In/in .i-li-. <ir an

rpirii-l.-. In an a-li-
' itv of

thr Ixid.V. ll^llall) -Illlt "II (loin :ill -|i.Ti:d
< alitieU, OH those

of the viscera. Al

Ccelomata (si;-16'mii-tii), . i/l. [NL., prop. pi.
of an adj. 'i-n Inimi : M-C m /num.] 1. A term
useil by E. R. Lankestcr to cover a second or

higher grade or series <>f )/- /" .-HI, including all

metazoic animals indi.-criniiiiuti-ly cxccjitiii";

the sponges and co'leiitei'atcs. which consti-

tute a first or lower series of Metazoa called
' 'n'li iitera. The word connote.- tiMfanutJ tkocdcv
ma, or iKidy-cavlty, distinct from the enteric cavity, not in

eojimuMi tlteivw ith, a-s in <'<i'l--nti-i -<t. [l.ittli D

2. [/. c.] In embryol., the divcrticiiliior budsof
the archenteron or primitive stomach, out of

which a cooloma is fonned after their separation
from the archenteron. A. Hyatt.
ccelomate (se-16'mat), a. and . [As ccelom,

ccelma(t-), with term, accom. to -ate 1
. Of. cce-

lomatous.] I. a. Having a coaloma or body-
cavity : the opposite of accelomate or acoeloma-

tous. Also ccelmnatous.

The Mollusca agree in being Caelomate with the phyla
Vertehrata, Flatyhelmla (Flat-worms), Echinoderma, Ap-
pendiculata (InsecU, Ringed-worm, <fcc.), and other*.

Ji. R. LankctUr, Encyc. Brit, XVI. 633.

H. K. One of the Ccelomata.

coelomatic (se-lo-mat'ik), a. [< caloma(t-) +
-ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a cce-

loma. Also ccelomic.

The two ccelomatie tubes nipped off from the enteron

gradually increase in size.

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat (trans.), P- 216.

ccelomatous (se-lom'a-tus), a. [As ccelomate +
-ous.] Same as ccelomate.

coelome (se'lom), n. Same as cceloma.

ccelom-epithelium (se'lom-ep-i-the'li-um), n.

8ame as ccelarium.

Coelomi (se-16'mi), n. pi. [NL., < Gr. notfoua,
a hollow, cavity: see cceloma.] In Haeckel's

classification, one of the classes or main di-

visions of the animal kingdom, including all

worms except the Acoslomi (which see), and
also the Rotifera, Polyzoa, and Tunicata; worms
which have an enteron or intestine. It is there-

fore rather a general biological term for a worm-like type
of structure than the name of a well-denned zoological
group of animals.

ccelomic (se-lom'ik), a. [< cceloma + -ic.]

Same as coelomatic.

The Mollusca are also provided with special groups of
cells forming usually paired or median growths upon the
walls of the caelomic cavity.

E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit, XVI. 633.

Cffllo-navigation (se"16-nav-i-ga'shon), n. [<
L. eoslum, prop, ccelum, heaven (see ceil, n.), +
narigation.] That branch of navigation in

which the position of a ship is determined from
observations of one or more heavenly bodies:
same as nautical astronomy.
Coeloneura (se-lo-nu'ra), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

(coi/'-of, hollow, + neuron, q. v.] Animals whose
neuron is hollow, as that of vertebrates : sy-

nonymous with Chordata. Wilder, Amer. Nat.,
XXI. (1887) 914.

coeloneural (se-lo-nu'ral), a. [As Cceloneura
+ -al.] Having a neurocoale or hollow neu-

ron; specifically, of or pertaining to the Ccelo-

neura.

Ccelopneumonata (se-16-nu-mo-na'ta), n. pi.

[NL. (Menke, 1828), < Gr. /coi?.of,' hollow, + m>ev-

fajv, lung.] A section of gastropods: same as

Ccelopnoa. It included the orders Ccelopnevmonata
gymtioxtmna, or the iuoperculate, and C. opcrcitlata, or
the operculate pulmotiiferous gastropods.

Ccelopnoa (se-lop'no-a), n. pi. [NL. (Schweig-
ger, 1820), < Gr. ico'dof, hollow, + -TTVOOC, (. irveiv,

breathe.] A section of gastropods including
both the inoperculate and operculate pulmo-
nates : same as Ccelopneumonata.
Coelops (se'lops), n. [NL. (cf. Gr. Koifamfy, hol-

low-eyed), < Gr. KoiAof, hollow, + <J^, eye, face.]
A genus of horseshoe-bats, of the family Rliino-

lophidce and subfamily rhyllorlriniita; contain-

ing C. frithi, of India, Java, and Siam. It is

characterized by the peculiar form of the nose-leaf, a short

calcar, a small interfemoral membrane, and a long index

metacarpal. K. Blyth, 1849.



Ccelosperm.

Sectifm of cojlospennous fruit of Corian-

drum, enlarged, a, a, the curved seed.

coelosperm

coelosperm (se'lo-sperm), 11. [< fir. K<n/.of, hol-

low, -T- n-tp/jui, seed.] In hot. : (a) The seed of

some umbellif-

erous plants, so

curved longitu-

dinally as to

form a concavi-

ty on the inner

surface,as in the

coriander. (li)

An umbellifer-
ous plant which
is characterized

by a coelosper-
mous seed.

COelospermoilS (se-lo-sper'mus), (i. [< ccelo-

sperm + -ous.] Having longitudinally curved

seeds, or ccelosperms.
COeluTu (se'lum), ii.; pi. cceln (-l|i). [NL., < Gr.

Kotftav, a hollow, cavity (of the body, etc.), neut.
of imi'fjoc,, hollow: see ceil, .] In tinat., the

general cavity of the trunk of the body, in-

cluding the special cavities of the thorax, ab-

domen, and pelvis ;
the cceloma. [Rare.]

With all the lower Vertebrates, the diaphragm is absent
or incomplete, so that the three cavities are continuous,
and constitute the coelum or trunk cavity.

Wilder and Gage, Anat. Tech., p. 37.

Cceluria (se-lu'ri-a), n. pi. [NL., < Ccelurtis,

q. v.] An ordinal name of a group of extinct
Jurassic dinosaurian reptiles, represented by
the genus Ccslurus from Wyoming.

coelurid (se-lu'rid), n. A dinosaurian reptile of

the family Cceluri(l<e.

Coeluridse (se-lu'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < Coslurus
+ -idle.'] A family of dinosaurian reptiles with
the anterior cervical vertebrae opisthocoelian
and the rest biconcave, very long and slender
metatarsal bones, and the bones of the skele-

ton pneumatic or hollow.

Ccelurus (se-lu'rus), n. [NL., < Gr. Kolfof, hol-

low, + o'vpa, tail.] A genus of dinosauriau rep-
tiles, typical of the family Coeluridas. Marsh,
1879.

coembody (ko-em-bod'i), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

covmbodied, ppr. coembodyiriy. [< co-1 + em-

body.] To unite or incorporate in one body.
[Bare.]
Father. Son, and Holy Spirit will then become coembod-

ied in this Divine body. Braike, Fool of Quality, II. 252.

coemeterialt, coemeteryt. Obsolete spellings of

cemeterial, cemetery.

coemption (ko-emp'shon), H. [< ME. coemp-
tion, < L. coem/>tio(n-), < coemere, pp. eoemptus,
buy together, < co-, together, + emere, buy: see
co-i and emption.] If. Joint purchase; the

sharing with another of what is bought.

Coemption is to seyn coinune achat or hying togidre,
that weere estabelyssed upon the poeple by swicli a manere
imposiscion, as whoso bowhte a bossel corn, he moste yeve
the kynge the flfte part.

Gloss in Chaucer's Boethius, i. prose 4.

2. The act of purchasing all of a given commod-
ity that is for sale, with a view to controlling
its price.

Monopolies and coemption of wares for resale, where they
are not restrained, are great means to enrich.

Bacon, Riches.

3. In Rom. law, one of the modes of civil mar-

riage, consisting in a sort of mutual sale of the

parties, effected by the exchange of a small
sum of money and other ceremonies.

By the religious marriage or Confarreation ; by the high-
er form of civil marriage, which was called Coemption;
and by the lower form, which was termed Usus, the Hus-
band acquired a number of rights over the person and
property of his wife, which were on the whole in excess
of such as are conferred on him in any system of modern
jurisprudence. Maine, Ancient Law(3d Am. ed.), p. 149.

coemptor (ko-emp'tor), n. [L., < coemere, pp.
eoemptus, buy up: see coemption.] One who
purchases all that there is of any commodity.

coen-. See c<eno-.

ccenaesthesia (se-nes-the'si-a), n. [NL., also

ccencesthesis, < Gr. miv6f, common, + atodqaic,

perception : see esthetic.] Same as ccenesthesis.

coenaesthesis, n. [NL.] See ccenesthesis.

ccenanthiuni (se-nan'thi-um), n. ; pi. coenanthia

(-a). [NL., < Gr. noiv6f, common, + avffoc,, a flow-

er.'] Same as clinanthium.

cognation, n. See cenation.

coendoo, coendou (ko-en'do), n. [Native name.]
A name of the prehensile-tailed porcupine of

Brazil, Synetlieres or Cercolabes prehensilis.

coenenchym (se-neng'kim), . Same as ecenen-

chyma.
As a rule, the individuals are imbedded in a common

body mass, the cosnenchym. Claus, Zoology (trans.), p. 227.
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coanenchyma (se-neng'ki-ma), n. [NL., < Gr.

KOIVOC, common, + tyxv^a, an infusion, < cy^el-v,

infuse, pour in, < iv, = E. in1
,
+ %tlv, pour,

akin to E. gush.] In zoiit., the calcined tissue

of the coenosarc of actinozoans; a substance
which results from the calcification of the coe-

nosarc of compound Actinozoa, and which may
form a large part of the calcareous matter of a

zoanthodeme, uniting the thecte orcorallites of

the individual anthozooids. Also ecenenchyme,
coeiiciiclii/m.

There are cases, again, in which the calcareous deposit
in the several polyps of a compound Actinozoon, and in

the superficial parts of the ctxtu'itchyma, remains loose
and spicular. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 140.

coenenchymal (se-neng'ki-mal), a. [< cceiicti-

clii/nia + -al.] Pertaining to or of the nature of

ccenenchyma: as, ccencnctiymal tubes.

ccenenchymatous (se-neng-kim'a-tus), a. [<

ceeeiiflti/ia(t-) + -ous.] Consisting of coenen-

chyma ; having the character of coenenchyma.
ccenenchyme (se-neng'kim), . Same as cce-

ncncltymn.
coenesthesia (so-nes-the'si-8), n. Same as cce-

HCKtltCSix.

crjenesthesis, coensesthesis (se-nes-the'sis), n.

[NL. coenaifithesis, < Gr. v<ir, common, 4- alafo/aif,

perception : see esthetic.] The general sense of

life, the bodily consciousness, or the total im-

pression from all contemporaneous sensations,
as distinct from special and well-defined sensa-

tions, such as those of touch or sight ; vague
sense. Also ccena'sthesia, eanettkegie.

CO-enjoyt (ko-en-jpi'), v. t. [< co-l + enjoy.] To
enjoy together with another. [Rare.]

I wish my Soul no other Felicity, when she has shaken
orf these Rags of Flesh, than to ascend to his, and co-aijni/
the same Bliss. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 7.

coeno-. [NL., etc., coeno- (E. also ceno-), < Gr.

KOIVO-, combining form of Koiv6f, common: see

com-, and ceno-2
, cenobitc, etc.] An element in

some compound words of Greek origin, mean-
ing 'common.'
ccenobia, n. Plural of ccenobium.

Coenobita, coenobite, etc. See Cenobita, etc.

coenobium (se-no'bi-um), n.
; pi. coenobia (-a) or

(in def. 1) ccenobiums (-umz). [LL. (NL.), <

Gr. KOIV6/310V, life in community, prop. neut. of

noiv6flioc., adj., living in communion, < KOIVOC,

common, + /3'of, life.] 1. A community of

monks living under one roof and under one

government ;
a monastery ;

a religious com-

munity.
A high spiritual life and intellectual cultivation within

the numerous caeitobittmjt was quite compatible with prac-
tical paganism and disorder outside.

Edinburgh Ren., CLXIII. 450.

An Irish ccenobium of the earliest type was simply an
ordinary sept or family whose chief had Iwcome Christian,
and making a gift of his land, either retired, leaving it in

the hands of a comarba, or remained as the religious head
himself. Entyc. Brit., XIII. 248.

2. [NL.] In zodl., the mulberry-like mass of a

compound protozoan, or cluster of many unicel-
lular animals in one stock : originally applied
by F. Stein to the spherical clusters of monads
at the ends of the branched pedicels of certain
infusorians. 3. [NL.] In bot.: (o) A name of
the fruit peculiar to the Boraainaeece and Labi-

ate, consisting of four distinct nutlets around a
common style, (b) In certain unicellular alga?,
a colony consisting of a definite number of cells.

In Pandornia a coenobium consists of sixteen
one-celled plants grouped together in a definite
form.

The cells of these families, either indefinitely increasing
in number (then families in the true sense of the term), or
of definite number (then forming a ctenobiuin).

H. C. Wood, Fresh-water Algie, p. 86.

Also spelled cenobium.
coenoblast (se'no-blast), n. [< Gr. KOIVOS, com-
mon,+ ji^aaTof, germ.] In sponges, an indiffer-

ent germinal tissue forming the core or primi-
tive mesodenn whence the true mesoderm and
the endoderm both arise. Marshall.

Marshall . . . figures the larva as filled up solidly by a
ccenoblastic membrane in which a central cavity appears
surrounded by the cells of an endoderm and a mesodenn,
both differentiated from the ccenoblast. This name ap-
pears to us to embody an essential distinction which ought
to be made between the primitive layer and the endoderm
and mesoderm which arise from it.

Hyatt, Proc. Bost. Soc. Sat. Hist., 1884, p. 85.

ccenoblastic (se-no-blas'tik), a. [< <xenoblast+
-ic.] Pertaining to the coenoblast

;
derived from

or constituting coenoblast.

COenobyt, . See cenoby.
ccenoecia. . Plural of ccencecium.

coencecial (se-ne'si-al), a. [< ccencecium + -al.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of a co3noecium.

coerce

ccencecium (se-ne'si-um) n.
; pi. nrmi'i-iti (-a).

[NL., < Gr. tetvAf, common, + umni;, a dwelling.]
In zool., apolypary; the cliitinous investment
or covering of the coenosarc of the hydroid hy-
drozoans.

coenogamous, coenogamy. See ceuwjamous,
ccnoyttitiif.

Ccenbmdrphae (se-no-m6r'f6), . i>l. [NL., < Gr.

Koivof, common, + fiopd'/, form.] In Sundevall's

system of classification, a cohort of .1 >risodactyli,

of an order I'olucren, consisting of the torn-aeons

(Musaphagidae), the mouse-birds ((.'oliiilte), the

rollers (CorooMdc), and the Madagascan genera
Atelomin and Bracfaypterooiat.

Ccenopithecus (se"uo-pi-the'kus),H. [NL.,< Gr.

Kmru?, common, + TrUh/Kof. an ape, monkey.] A
genus of fossil strepsirrhine monkeys from the

Eocene. C. lemuroides represents the oldest form
of monkey known.

coenosarc (se'no-sark). . [< Gr. noiv6f, com-

mon, + aapj (aa'pn-), flesh.] In :o<il., a term ap-

plied by Allman to the common living basis by
which the several beings included in a compo-
site zoophyte are connected with one another.
Every composite zoophyte is thus viewed as consisting of a

variable number of beings or polypites developing them-
selves from certain more m- less definite points of a com-
mon cienosarc. .See otttomiderMitAosoMd ami <'<ir<ill<!/rmt.

coenosarcal (se-no-sar'kal), . [< (-./< +
-al.] Pertaining to or of the nature of a coeno-

sarc : as, ctenosarcal canals.

ccenosarcous (se-no-siir'kus), . [< coenosarc

+ -ous.] Consisting of coanosarc
; having the

character of coonosarc.

ccenosite (se'no-sit), n. [< Gr. Koivof, common,
+ OITOS, food.] A commensal.

Cflenosteal (se-nos'te-al), a. [< cceitoxtciiHi +
-til.] Having the character of or consisting of

coenosteum.
cosnosteum (se-nos'te-um), . [NL., < Gr. KOI-

vof, common, + borf-ov, bone.] In :odl., the

hard, calcareous ectodermal tissue of the hy-
drocorallines, as of millepore coral ; the calca-

reous or coral-like mass of the hydrophyton of

the hydrocoralliue acalephs. Moseley, 1881.

ccenoiype (se'no-tip), . [< Gr. KotvAf, common,
+ Tmof, impression, type.] Acommon or rep-
resentative type ; an organism which represents
the fundamental type or pattern of structure of

a group. [Rare.]

Lucernaria, the caenotj/i>e of the Acalephre.
a. J. Clark, Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist., 1862.

ccenotypic (se-no-tip'ik), a. [< ccenotgpe + -ic.]

Representing a common type ; having the char-
acter of a coenotype.
coenure (se'nur), . [Also, as NL., ccehitrus; <

Gr. Kotv6f, common, + ov/m, tail.] A hydatid
found in the sheep, producing the disease called

staggers; the hydatid form of the wandered
scolex of the dog's tapeworm with deutoscoli-
ces attached. It is a bladder-worm, cystic worm, or

cysticercus of many heads, the larva of Tamia coznurii*.

See cut under Ttenia.

ccenurus (se-nu'rus), w. [NL. : see coenure.] A
coenure : originally mistaken for and named as
a genus of worms by Rudolphi.
coequal (ko-e'kwal), a. and w. [< LL. coceqvalis,
< L. co-, together, + a'qualis, equal: see co-l

and equal.] I. a. Equal with another person or

thing, or with one another; having equal rank,

dignity, intellectual ability, etc .
;
of correspond-

ing character or quality.
If once he come to be a cardinal,
He'll make his cap co-equal with the crown.

Sliak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 1.

He [Hartley Coleridge] had the poetic temperament,
with all its weaknesses and dangers, yet without a coequal
faculty of reflection and expression.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 242.

II. H. One who or that which is equal to an-
other or others.

coequality (ko-e-kwol'i-ti), . [< coequal + -ity,

after equality.] The state of being coequal;
equalitv in rank, dignity, ability, etc.

coeojually (ko-e'kwal-i), adv. In a coequal
manner.

coequalness (ko-e'kwal-nes), n. Same as Co-

equality. Bailey.
coerce (ko-6rs'), v. t.; pret. and pp. coerced,

ppr. coercing. [= OF. coercer, cohercer = Sp.

coercer, < L. coercere, surround, encompass, re-

strain, control, curb, < co-, together, + arcere,

inclose, confine, keep off: see arcade, arcane,
nrfc2.] 1. To restrain or constrain by force,
as by the force of law or authority ; especially,

compel to compliance ;
constrain to obedience

or submission in a vigorous or forcible manner.
Punishments are manifold, that they may coerce this

profligate sort. Ayli/'e, Parergou.



coerce

The king felt more painfully than ever the want of that
tremendous online which had once ,;>,> <,; I relfactory ec-

clesiastics. M>h->i<i!,i,i. Mist. Kng., vi.

2. To deprive of by force
;
restrain of. [Rare. ]

Therefore the debtor is ordered . . . t.i ! < >:;,; Miis III.

erty until he makes payment. llm-i;-. Speech at llristol.

3. To enforce
; compel by forcible action : as,

to coerce obedience.
COercer (ko-er'.ser), H. One who coerces.
coercible (W-er'si-bl), . [= F. coercible. = Ps.
ciM'rrircl = It. MWOiMM,' us rorw 4- -ihlr.~\ I.

Capable of being coerced; too weak to resist

effectively. 2. Capable of being condensed.
especially of being reduced by condensation to
the liquid state: applied to gns. -..

Com'.''./.' 'jascs. which can be made lluid by simply 1

Ing them olf, are called vapours.
Thawting, Beer (trans.), p. w.

COercibleneSS (ko-er'si-bl-nes), ii. The sluti-

or quality of being coercible.

Coercion (ko-er'shon), . [Formerly also c. r-

Mo, = F. 'coertiu'ii, rwrcion (now nirri-ition =
It. rorrrr.iinie) = Sp. coercion = \'g. cot'i'ci'iti,

< L. coercio(n-), coertio(n-), corrctio(n-), contr.

forms of reg. coercitio(n-), a restraining, coer-

cing, < coercere, pp. coercitus, restrain, coerce :

see coerce,] 1 . Compulsion ; forcible con-
straint

;
the act of controlling by force or arms.

It is by coercion, it is by the sword, and not by free slip
illation with the governed, that England rules India.

Miii'ii" /././, Gladstone in church and .State.

On looking back into our own history, and into the his-

tories of neiyhhoiiriiiK nations, we similarly see that only
by coercion were the smaller feudal governments so sub-
ordinated as to secure internal peace.

11. Siienrer. Study of Sociol., p. 196.

2. Power of restraint or compulsion.
Government has coercion and animadversion upon such

as neglect their duty. South.

Coercion acts, a name popularly given to various British
statutes for the enforcement of law and order in Ireland,
authorizing arrest and imprisonment without bail in cases
of treason and crimes of intimidation, the suspension of
habeas corpus, search for arms, etc. The most noted acts
were those of 1881 and 1887. = Syn. Compulsion, Constraint,
etc. See force.

coercitive (ko-er'si-tiv), a. and n. [= F. coer-

citif= Sp. It. coereitivo, < L. as if "coercitivus, <

coercitus, pp. of coercere, coerce : see coerce.] I.

a. Having power to coerce
;
coercive.

St. Paul's first epistle to Timothy, establishing in the per-
son of Timothy power of coercitive jurisdiction over pres-
byters. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 178.

Coercitive force. See coercive force, under coerciet.

II. n. That which coerces
;
a coercive.

The actions of retirements and of the night are left in-

different to virtue or to vice ; and of these, as man can
take no cognizance, so he can make no coercitioe.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 612.

coercive (ko-er'siv), a. and . [< coerce + -ive;
as if contr. of coercitive, q. v. Cf. Pg. coercivo.]
I. . Having power to coerce, as by law, au-

thority, or force
; restraining ; constraining.

Without coercive power all government is hut toothless
and precarious. South.

It is notorious that propositions may be perfectly clear,
and even coercive, yet prove on inspection to he illusory.

G. U. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. 300.

Coercive force, coercitive force, that power or force
which renders the impartation of magnetism to steel or
iron slower or more difficult, and at the same time retards
the return of a bar once magnetized to its natural state
when active magnetization has ceased. This force depends
on the molecular constitution of the metal.

II. . That which coerces
;
that which con-

strains or restrains.

His tribunal takes cognizance of all causes, and hath a
coercive for all. Jer. Taylor, Sermons, ii. (Ord MS.).

coerciyely (ko-er'siv-li), adv. By constraint or
coercion. Burke.
We must not expect to find in a rule coerci'vely estab-

lished by an invader the same traits as in a rule that has
grown up from within. H. Spencer, Prln. of Sociol., 469.

coerciveness (ko-er'siv-nes), n. The quality of

being coercive or constraining.
Fears of the political and social penalties (to which, I

think, the religious must be added) have generated . . .

[the] sense of coerciveness.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 127.

Coereba (se're-ba), n. [NL.; sometimes improp.
Caireba ; < IJraz. guira-coereba, name of some
guitguit (Marcgrave,Willughby, Ray, etc.). The
bird to which the word Ccereba was first attached
as a book-name was Certnia cyanea (Linnteus),
now Ccereba cyanea. First made a generic name
by Vieillot in 1807. ] The typical genus of birds
of the family Cosrebi<1a>, containing a number of

species found in the warmer parts of continen-
tal America, as C. cyanea, C. carulea, etc. See
cut under Ceerebiim:

Coerebidae (se-reb'i-de), n. ]>l. [NL., < Ccereba
+ -idoe.] A family of oscine passerine birds
related to the warblers and creepers, confined

to the
tropical

and subtropical portions of

America; the guitguits. Mower-peckers, hoiie\ -

suckers, or ho&Ajr-OKMMn of America. Thc\
ha\e an acute and us'irally slender, curved bill, ai

sUton insects, fruits, and the sweets..) tl.iwets. Thev are
of small size, and for the most part "I elegant varied
The leading ^.-n- ra are ''.,,/,, />.;.-, ,;.*, li,.;!<: ../ Coni
."-'....... and I .,)/,,,,/. |],,. family is nftvli called /)...

nidida. Them' brilliant little birds were formerly group
ed with the old-world family known as t/ectariniida and
r, ,/.. wjtb which they have little altinitv. Also, j,,,-

l.n.pelly. !

' '

coextend

coeternity (kf>-e-t,'>r'iii-ti), . [= F. i

= Sji. mt/trint/ii<l,< Nil. 'f"iil< i inl'i(t-)*, < LL.
i-iHfti-niu* : see rut l< m :m.| -////. Otherwise, in

K., <<-> + < limit;/.] Coexistence fnuii etei-

nity with another eternnl l

-.
,,,',1,1

. . with the Kuther. ll",,< n <<>n<l. Fundamentals.

3oerebinae (ser-e-bi'ne), ii. /it. [NL., < Ciin-ii,!

+ -inn'.] A siibfnmilyof tropical itnil subtrnpi-
ciil American liinl*, of the family I'irri liiil<i'.\ ypi-

K.Caai.

COeur fker), n. [F., < OF. i-iit-r. <-'r, <;,r (> K.
i-nn- 1

), < L. nir (fin-(l-) = K.

liturt: run! luiirt.} In
/" i : .the' heart of the shield, ot In r

wise called the rriiti r in

-,-*, jioillt. Lines and bcnt-int's are si, ken
ned by the genus Caercba ; the guitguits proper. "' " bcim,- ... // when they pan

through or are Imrni' n]K.n ih-

of the shield.

coeval iko-o'val). n. and n. [<
LL. com tut, of the xamu age (see
I-IM </), + -al.] I. n. 1. Of the same age;
having lived for an eipi.-il perjoil.

Like a yonm; Hock
Coeval, newly ilium. Prior, Solomon, ii.

2. Kxist ing from the same point of time: coin-
cident induration: followed by irilli, sometimes
by to.

Corral with man
Hlir empire began.

ftiih. Captivity, ill.

The Nymphs expire by like degrees,
And live and die ftMrtal in'lh their Trees.

... Hymn to Venus.

3. Coincident in time; contemporary; syn-
chronous: followed by with.

A transcript of an original manuscript coeml with the
time of the "i 'id. I'meett, Ferd. and Isa., Int.

= 8yn. Coeval, Contemporaneous. Coeval is more com-
monly applied to things, contemporaneous to ]>ersons ; but
the distinction Is not a rigid one.

And yet some kind of intercourse of neighboring states
is so natural, that it must have lieen coecal with their

foundation, and with the origin of law.

Woolsey, Intrud. to Inter. Law., f 59.

The unfossiliferous rocks in question (Cambrian] were
not only contemporaneous in the geological sense, but syn-
chronous in the chronological sense.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 898.

A foreign nation is a kind of ronteinjmaneoujtTtosterity
11. B. Wallace, Kccoll. of Man of the World, II. 89.

II. u One of the same age or period ; a con-

temporary in age or active existence,
o my coeealu ! remnants of yourselves,
Poor human ruins tottering o'er the grave.

Young, Night Thoughts, iv. 109.

He is forlorn among his coeval*; his juniors cannot be
his friends. Lamb, Old and New Schoolmaster.

All great authors seem the coeval* not only of each other,
hut of whoever reads them.

Blue Guitguit (Ctrrefra cyatua).

Caereba cyanea of Cayenne and Guiana is a brilliant bird
of the size of a sparrow, Its plumage Iwing deeply and gor-
geously dyed with azure, verditer, and velvet-black, ar-

ranged in a bold and striking manner. Its nest is neatly
woven and pensile on the extremity of a slender twig.
Also, improperly, Ccerebinae.

coerebine (ser'e-bin), a. [< Coereba + -inel.]

Pertaining to or having the characters of the
Ceerebidce.

COerectant (ko-e-rek'tant), a. [< co-1 + erect
+ -anil.] In her., set'up together, or erected
side by side : said of any bearings.
coerected (ko-e-rek'ted), a. [< co-1 + erect +
-fd2.] Same as coerectant.

ccerulein, . See ccrulein.

ccerulescent, a. See certtlescent.

coessential (ko-e-sen'shal), a. [< co-1 + essen-

tial; = Sp. coesencial = Pg. coessencial.] Hav-
ing the same essence.
We bless and magnify that coensential Spirit, eternally

proceeding from both [the father and Son].

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

coessentiality (ko-e-sen-shi-al'i-ti), n. [< co-
essential + -ity.~\ The quality ofbeing coessen-

tial, or of the same essence.
It implies coessentiality with God, . . . and consequently

divinity in its full extent. Bp. Burgess, Sermons (1790).

coessentially (ko-e-sen'shal-i), adv. In a co-
essentinl manner,
coestablisbment (ko-es-tab'lish-ment), . [<
co-1 + establishment.] Joint establishment.
A coestablishment of the teachers of different sects of

Christians. Bp. Watson, Charge, 1791.

coetanean (ko-e-ta'ne-an), . [< LL. cooetaneus,
of the same age (see 'coetqneous), + -an.'] One
of the same age with another. Aubrey. [Rare.]
coetaneous (ko-e-ta'ne-us), a. [= Sp. coetdneo
= Pg. It. eoctanen, < LL. coa:ta,neug, of the same
age, < L. co-, together, + cetas, age: see age.]
Of the same ago with another ; beginning to

exist at the same time; coeval. Also spelled
cocetaneous. [Rare.]
Every fault hath penal effects coetaneous to the act.

Government of the Tonyue, f 5.

So mayest thou be coetaneous unto thy elders, and a
father unto thy contemporaries.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., Hi. 8.

coetaneously (ko-e-ta'ne-us-li), adv. In a co-

etaneous manner. Also spelled coaitaneously.
COetemt (ko-e-tern'), a. [< ME. coeterne =
Sp. Pg. It. coeterno, < LL. coa;ternus, < L. co-,

together, -f czternus, eternal : see co-1 and etern,

eternal.] Same as coeternal.

coeternal (ko-e-ter'nal), a. [As coetern + -al;
or < co-1 + eternal. Cf. F. coeternel.] Existing
with another from eternity.
The Son . . . through coeternal generation receiveth

of the Father that power which the Father hath of him-
self. Hooter, Eccles. Polity, viii. 4.

Hail, holy Light ! offspring of heaven first-born,
Or of the Eternal co-eternal beam.

JlffKon, P. L., 111. 2.

coeternally (ko-e-tfer'nal-i), adv. With coeter-

nity, or joint eternity.
"
Booker.

Ltnirll, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 177.

coevoust (ko-e'vus), a. [= Sp. It. coevo, < LL.
cooevus, of the same age, < L. co-, together, +
anrum. age: see co-1

, ayi, and age.] Same as

Supposing some other things coermis to It.

South, Sermons.

coexecutor (ko-eg-zek'u-tor), n. [< ML. coex-

ecutor, < L. co-, together, "+ ML. executor, ex-

ecutor.] A joint executor.
coexecutrix (ko-eg-zek'u-triks), n.; pi. cocx-
ecutrices (-zek-u-tri'sez). [< co-1 + executrix.]
A joint executrix.

coexist (ko-eg-zisf), v. i. [= F. coexigter = Sp.
Pg. coexistir = It. coesistcre; as co- 1 + exist.]
To exist at the same time with another, or with
one another.

In the human breast
Two master passions cannot coexist. Camjibell.

It was a singular anomaly of likeness coexisting with
perfect dissimilitude.

Ilairthornr. Blithedale Romance, vii.

coexistence (ko-eg-zis'tens), n. [= F. eoc.n>-
tence = Sp. Pg. coexistenfia ; as co-1 + existence.]
Existence at the same time

; contemporary ex-
istence.

Without the help, or so much as the coexistence, of any
condition. Jer. Taylor, Liberty of Prophesying, 18.

coexistency (ko-eg-zis'ten-gi), . Coexistence.
Sir T. Brotrne.

coexistent (ko-eg-zis'tent), . and n. [= F. co-

existaitt = Sp. Pg. coexistente = It. coesiatente ;

as co-1 + existent: see coexist.] I. a. Existing
at the same time ; coincident in duration.

The law of coexistent vibrations. H'heicell.

II. a. A thing existing at the same time or
in immediate connection with another.
He seems to have thought that . . . every property of

an object has an invariable coexistent, which he called its

form. J. 3. Mill, Logic, HI. xxti. $ 4.

coexpand (ko-eks-pand'). o. i. [< co-1 + ex-

jMittd.] To expand together equally; expand
over the same space or to the same extent.
coextend (ko-eks-tend'), r. [= Sp. coextender;
as co-1 + extend.] I. trans. To extend equally ;



coextend

cause to extend through the same space or

duration ; place so as to coincide or occupy the

same extent or space.
According to which the least body may be coextended

with the greatest. Boyle, Works, I. 603.

II. intrans. To reach to or attain the same

place, time, or duration: used with with.

coextension (ko-eks-ten'shon), n. [< co-1 +
tj'teiisioH.] The mutual relation of two or more

objects or (in logic) terms which have the same
extension.

coextensive (ko-eks-ten'siv), a. [< co-1 + ex-

tengicc.] Having the same extension, (a) Oc-

cupying the same extent of space or duration
of time.
Home first extended her citizenship over all Italy, and

her dominion over the whole Mediterranean world, and

then, by another stage, she made her citizenship coexten-

sive with her dominion.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 315.

(6) In logic, having the same breadth, or logi-
cal extension.

coextensively (ko-eks-ten'siv-li), adv. So as
to exhibit coextension.

COCXtensiveness (ko-eks-ten'siv-nes), w. The
state or quality of being coextensive. Sentham .

COft, cofet, [ME., < AS. oaf, quick, sharp,

prompt.] Quick; sharp; impetuous; bold.

The Inthere coue devuel. Ancren Riwle, p. 66.

If he clothed man se, cof he [the adder] waxeth.

Bestiary (Old Eng. Misc., ed. Morris), 1. 160.

co-factor (ko-fak'tor). . [< co-1 + factor.'}
In alg., one of several factors entering into the

same expression : thus, a coefficient is a con-
stant co-factor.

cofet, . See cof.

co-feoffee (ko-fef e), n. [< co-1 + feoffee.'] One
of two or more joint feoffees; a person en-
feoffed with another.

cofert, n. An obsolete spelling of coffer.

coff1
(kof), (. t. ; pret. and pp. coft, ppr. coffing.

[E. dial, and Sc., appar. a var. of cope
2

, coup,
var. of cheap, chop2, buy, exchange : see cope

2
,

eov.jft, cheap, cliojft. The change of p to/within
E. is not common, and is usually due to some
interference

;
but G. Icaufen (=E. cheap. chop%)

can hardly apply here. The fact that trie verb
is found chiefly in the pret. coft suggests that
the present coff is developed from the pret. coft,
the latter being in this view merely a var. of

caught (ME. caught, caght, cought), etc., pret.
of catchi, in the sense of '

get, obtain,' with the
common change of the guttural gh to / as in

draught = draft, cough, pron. as coff, etc.: see
catch1 , v.~\ 1. To chop or change. [Prov.Eng.]

2. To buy. [Obsolete or Scotch.]
My milk-white steed,

That I hae coft sae dear.
The Broomfield Hill (Child's Ballads, I. 133).

That sark she coft for her wee Nannie.

Bum*, Tarn o' Shanter.

3f. To pay for; expiate; purchase forgiveness
of by sacrifice.

The knycht to Chryst, that deit on tre,
And coft our synnis deir.

The Bludy Serk (Child's Ballads, VIII. 151).

coff2 (kof), n. [Local E. ; origin unknown.]
The offal of pilchards.

coffat, An obsolete form of coffee.

Coffea (kof e-a), n. [NL. : see coffee.'] A con-
siderable genus of shrubs, natural order Bubi-

acew, natives of tropical Asia and Africa. Some
species yield coffee. See cut under coffee.

coffee (kof'e or kof e), n. [First in 17th cen-

tury, in various forms coffee, coffa, cauphe, etc.
;

= D. Jcoffij = Gr. koffee (after E.), now kaffee

(after F.) = Dan. Sw. kaffe (after F.) = Buss.

kofe, kofei = F. caffe, coffe, now cafe (whence
the half-English cafe, a coffee-house) = Sp.
Pg. cafe = It. caffe (NL. clioava, now coffea),
< Turk, qahwe, < AT. qahwe, qahwa, coffee (as
a liquid); of. Ar. bonn, the coffee-berry.] 1.

The berry of trees belonging to the genus Coffea,
natural order Eubiaceai. Several species, but princi-
pally C. Arabica, produce the coffee of commerce. It is

a native of Arabia and Abyssinia, but is now extensively
cultivated throughout tropical countries. It will grow to
the height of 16 or 18 feet, but is seldom permitted to ex-

ceed 8 or 9 feet, for the convenience of gathering the
fruit. The stem is upright, and covered with a light-
brown bark ; the branches are horizontal and opposite.
The flowers grow in clusters at the bases of the leaves, are

pure white, and of an agreeable odor. The fruit is a
small, red, fleshy berry, having the size and appearance of
a small cherry. Each berry contains two seeds, commonly
called coffee-beans or coffee-nibs. When ripe the berries
are gathered, and the outer pulp and the parchment-like
covering of the seeds are removed. The Mocha coffee from
Yemen in Arabia is reputed the best ; but the principal
supplies are now obtained from Ceylon, Java, the West
Indies, Brazil, and Central America. The Liberian coffee-

tree, C. Liberica, of western tropical Africa, has recently
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been introduced into cultivation. It grows to a greater
size and yields a much larger berry than C. Arabica, and
thrives in low damp regions where the latter will not nour-

ish. What is known as the male coffee-berry is simply a re-

Fruiting Branch of Coffee-plant ( Coffe

a, flower ; b, section of berry, showing inclosed nutlets and position
of onibryo.

suit of the occasional coalescence of the two seeds of the
fruit into one, and differs in no other respect from the or-

dinary berry. The name cherry-coffee is given to the coffee-

berry as it comes from the tree, before the pulp has been
removed or the seeds have been dried.

2. A drink made from the seeds of the coffee-

tree, by infusion or decoction. Before being used
the seeds are roasted, and then ground in a coffee-mill, or,
as in the East, pounded. The beverage is best when made
with coffee-beans freshly roasted and ground. Coffee acts

asaslightstimulant, promoting cheerfulness and removing
languor ; but in some cases it induces sleeplessness and
nervous tremblings. The use of it originated in Abyssinia,
passed to Arabia several centuries later, and is said to have
been made known in Europe by A. Rauwolf, a German
physician, whose travels appeared in 1573.

And sip of a drink called Co/a in little china dishes, as
hot as they can suffer it. Sandys, Travailes, p. 52.

3. A light meal resembling afternoon tea, at
which coffee is served. 4. The last course of
a dinner, consisting of black coffee.

Directly after coffee the band began to play.
Greoille, Memoirs, June 5, 1831.

Black coffee, strong coffee served without milk or cream.
California coffee, the somewhat coffee-like fruit of

Ithamnus Californica. Coffee-corn. See cornl. Crust
coffee, a drink resembling coffee in color, made by steep-
ing in water browned or toasted crusts of bread. Negro
coffee, or Mogdad coffee, the seedsof Cassia occidental,
which are roasted and used in the tropics as a substitute for

coffee, though they contain no caffein. Sacca or sultan
coffee, the husks of the coffee-berry, which are used to
some extent with coffee, and are said to improve its flavor.

Swedish coffee, the seeds of Astragalus Bceticus, used
as coffee, and cultivated for this purpose in parts of Ger-

many and Hungary. Wild coffee, of the West Indies, a
name given to Faratnea odoratissima, which is allied to
true coffee, to Eugenia dixticha, and to Casearia Icetioides.

coffee-bean (kof'e-ben), n. The seed of the
coffee-tree.

coffee-berry (kof'e-ber'i), . The fruit of the
coffee-tree.

coffee-blight (kof'e-blit), . A microscopic fun-

gus, Hemileia vastatrix, which has caused great
devastation in the coffee-plantations of Ceylon.
coffee-borer (kof 'e-bor"er), . One of two
species of coleopterous insects which bore into
the stems of the coffee-plant. Xylotrechus quadri-
pes is a longicorn beetle which bores into the coffee-plant
in southern India. The eggs are laid under the bark and
close to the root in November and December and hatch in

February, and the larva attains full growth by July. Areo-
cerus coffea; is the second species. It belongs to the family
Anthribida, and is known as a coffee-pest in South Africa
and Brazil, but is found in other countries, being nearly
cosmopolitan.

coffee-bug (kofe-bug), . The Lecaniitm coffea;,
an insect belonging to the family Coccidie, liv-

ing on the coffee-tree, and very destructive to

coffee-plantations.
coffee-Cleaner (kofe-kle"ner), n. 1. An appa-
ratus for rubbing off the envelop of coffee-seeds.

2. A machine for removing mold, dust, etc.,
from raw coffee.

coffee-Clip (kofe-kup), n. A cup from which
coffee is drunk, distinctively about one third

larger than a tea-cup of the same set.

coffee-house (kof'e-hous), n. A house of enter-
tainment where guests are supplied with coffee
and other refreshments, and sometimes with

lodging ;
a caf6. Coffee-houses in Great Britain for-

merly held a position somewhat similar to that of the
club-houses of the present day.

Although they be destitute of Taverns, yet they have
their Coffa-hounes, which something resembles them.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 51.

The coffee-home must not be dismissed with a cursory
mention. It might indeed, at that time, have been not im-

properly called a most important political institution. . . .

The coffee-houses were the chief organs through which the

public opinion of the metropolis vented itself. . . . Every
man of the upper or middle class went daily to his coffee-
house to Irani the news and discuss it. Every coffee-house
had one or more orators, to whose eloquence the crowd

coffer

listened with admiration, and who soon became what the

journalists of our own time have been called a fourth

estate of the realm. Macaulay.
At the present day every traveller is struck with the al-

most complete absence in London of this element of Con-
tinental life, but in the early years of the eighteenth cen-

tury coffee-houxeK were probably more prominent ill Lon-
don than in any other city in Europe.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iv.

coffee-huller (kofe-hul"er), . A machine for

removing the husk which envelops the seed of

coffee ;
a coffee-cleaner.

COffee-mant (kofe-man), n. One who keeps a
coffee-house. Addison. [Bare.]
coffee-mill (kofe-mil), n. A small machine or

mill for grinding coffee.

coffee-nib (kof e-nib), n. A coffee-bean.

coffee-nut (kof'e-nut), . The fruit of the Ken-

tucky coffee-tree, Gymnocladus Canadensis.

coffee-pot (kof'e-pot), n. A covered pot or urn,
of metal or earthenware, in which coffee is made,
or in which the beverage is served at table.

coffee-roaster (kofe-r6s*ter), n. 1. One who
prepares coffee-beans for use by roasting them.

2. A machine or rotary cylinder used in roast-

ing coffee-beans.

coffee-room (kofe-rom), n. A public room in

an inn, hotel, or club-house, where guests are

supplied with coffee and other refreshments;
now, usually, the public dining-room. [Eng.]
He returned in a gloomy mood to the coffee-room.

Hannay, Singleton Fontenoy, i. 8.

coffee-saget (kof e-saj), n. A coffee-house ora-

tor. Churchill. [Kare.]

coffee-shop (kofe-shop), w. 1. A shop where
coffee is sold. 2. An inferior sort of coffee-

house.
coffee-Stand (kofe-stand), . 1. A support for

the vessel in which coffee is prepared. 2. A
stall set up on the street for the sale of coffee

and other refreshments.
coffee-tree (kof e-tre), n. The Coffea Arabica,
and other species which produce the berries

from which coffee is derived. See coffee. The
wood of the common coffee-tree is of a light greenish-
brown or dirty-yellow color, and nearly as close- and hard-

grained as boxwood ; but the tree is too small for the
wood to be of much value. California coffee-tree,
IChamnun Californica. Kentucky COffee-tree, the Gym-
nocladu* Canadeiisis, a large leguminous tree of the United
States, the seeds of which have been used as a substitute
for coffee.

coffein, coffeine (kof e-in), n. [< Coffea + -in2
,

-i'nc2.] Same as caffein.
coffer (kof er), n. [Early mod. E. cofer, < ME.
cofer, cofre, a chest, esp. for money, ark, rarely
coffin (>D.G.koffer= Dan. kuffert= Sw. koffert),
< OF. cofre, F. coffre (= Pr. Sp. Pg. cofre), a
modification of older cofin, a chest, > E. coffin,

q. v. For the change of the second syllable,
cf. order, < F. ordre, < L. ordo (ordin-). ~] 1.

A box, casket, or chest (as now understood, a

large chest), especially one used for keeping
valuables, as money; an ark; hence, figura-

tively, a treasury ;
in the plural, the wealth or

pecuniary resources of a person, corporation,
nation, etc.

Yet hadde he but litel gold in cofre.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 298.

Bot make to the [thee] a mancioun & that is my wylle,
A cofer [ark] closed of tres, clanlych planed ;

Wyrk wones [dwellings] therinne for wylde & for tame.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 310.

There he found in the knyghtes cofer
But even halfe a pounde.

Lytell Qeste of Robyn Uode (Child's Ballads, V. 62).

He would discharge it without any burden to the queen's
co/ers. Bacon, Advice to Villiers.

2. In arch., a sunk panel or compartment in

a ceiling or soffit, of an ornamental character,
usually enrich-
ed with mold-

ings and having
a . rose, pome-
granate, star, or
other ornament
in the center;
a caisson. 3.

In fort., a hol-

low lodgment
across a dry
moat, from 6 to

7 feet deep and
from 16 to 18

feet broad. The upper part is made of pieces of timber
raised 2 feet above the level of the moat, and upon them
are placed hurdles laden with earth, which serve as a cover-

ing and as a parapet. It is raised by the besieged to re-

pulse besiegers when they endeavor to pass the ditch.

4. A trough in which tin ore is broken to pieces.
5. A kind of caisson or floating dock. 6.

A canal-lock chamber.

Coffers of a Ceiling.
Palace of Fontainebleau, France. !



coffer

coffer (kofer), v. t. [< coffer, n.] 1. To de-

posit or lay up in a coffer : usually with up.
Hut what (tlut [glutton] of tho gomes [men] may any good

kaclien,
He will kepen it hym-self & eofren it faste.

I'iers Plowman's Crede (K. E. T. S.), 1. 68.

Treasure, as a war might draw forth, so a peace succeed-
ing might cu/i'f Hi'- Bacon, lien. VII.

The aged man that coffers up his gold.
,s'/i,iA-., Lucrece, 1. 855.

2. To furnish or ornament with coffers, as a

ceiling.
The interior of the ceila was richly ornamented with

niches and pilasters, and covered with a ribbed and cof-

fered vault. J. Fergunton, Hist. Arch., I. 315.

coffer-dam (kof 'er -dam), H. A water-tight
wooden inclosure built in a body of water, in

order to obtain a firm and dry foundation for

bridges, piers, etc., by pumping out the water
from its interior. It is usually formed of two or more
rows of piles, driven close together and rising above the
level of high water, with clay packed in between the rows.

CofffT-dimi are sometimes built agaiust the sides of ves-

sels, in order to make repairs below the water-line with-
out having recourse to a dry-dock.

cofferer (kof er-er), H. 1. One who lays up
treasure in a coffer or chest ;

one who hoards

money. [Rare.]
Ye fortune's cofferer* I ye pow'rs of wealth 1

Young, Night Thoughts, ii. 550.

2. Formerly, a principal officer of the royal
household of England, who had oversight of

the other officers of the court. He was next under
the controller, aud was a member of the Privy Council.
His duties are now performed by the lord steward aud
paymaster of the household.

Samuel Sandys . . . was raised to the house of peers,
and made cofferer of the household.

5. Dovxll, Taxes in England, II. 114.

3f. A treasurer.

Clown. Whither should this money be travelled?
For. To the devil, I think.
Clown. Tis with his cofferer I am certain, that's the

usurer. Fletcher {and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, ii. 2.

coffer-fish (kof er-fish), n. A fish of the genus
Ostracion; a trunk-fish.

coffering (kof 'er- ing), n. [Verbal n. of cof-

fer, t;.] In mining, the operation of securing
the shaft of a mine from the ingress of water

by ramming in clay between the casing and the
rock.

coffershipt (kof'er-ship), n. [< coffer + -ship.]
The office of treasurer, cash-keeper, or purser.
His Majesty pleased the people greatly to put him from

the cofership. Raleigh, Remains (Ord MS.).

coffer-work (kofer-werk), n. 1. In arch., a
surface ornamented with coffers. 2. In ma-

sonry, rubble-work faced with stone. Coffer-
wori celling. See ceiling.

coffin (kof- or kof'in), . [Early mod. E. also

cophin (def. 3), after the L.; < ME. cofin, coffin,

a basket, a pie-crust (the sense of ' chest in

which a dead human body is buried,' for which
ME. cofer is found, does not belong to cofin in

ME.), < OP. cofin = Pr. cofin = Sp. cofin, a

basket, = It. cofano, formerly also cofino, cof-

fino, a basket, trunk, coffer, < L. cophinus, a

basket, < Gr. Kfyivof. a basket. See coffer, the
same word in other ME. and mod. senses.] If.

A basket.
And thei token the relifs of broken metia twelve coffin*

ful and of the flschis. >/,;,, Mark vi.

2t. A mold of paste for a pie ;
the crust of a pie.

See custard-coffin.
Of the paste a coffin I will rear. Shak., Tit. And., v. 2.

If you spend
The red-deer pies in your house, or sell them forth, sir,

Cast so that I may have their coffins all

Returned here, and piled up.
B. Jonson, Staple of News, ii. 1.

3. The chest, box, or case in which a dead hu-
man body is placed for burial : usually made
of wood or lead, but sometimes of stone or iron,
or even of glass.

Not a flower, not a flower sweet,
On my black coffin let there be strown.

Shak., T. N., ii. 4 (song).

His [Saint Luke's] bones were brought from Constanti-

nople in an yron coffin. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 178.

4f. A paper twisted in the form of a cone, used
as a bag by grocers; a cap or cornet. 5. In

farriery, the hollow part of a horse's hoof, or

the whole hoof below the coronet, including the

coffin-bone. 6. In printing : (at) The wooden
frame which inclosed the stone or bed of the

old form of hand printing-press. (6) The frame
which incloses an imposing-stone. 7. In mill-

ing, one of the sockets in the eye of the runner,
which receives the end of the driver. E. H.

Knight. 8. In mining, old workings open to the

day, where the ore was raised to the surface by
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the caat-after-cast method. [Cornwall.] 9.
In ceraiii., same as cassette To put or drive a
nail In one's coffin, to do anything that may tend to
shorten one's days.

coffin (kof- or kdfin), v. t. [< coffin, .] It.

To cover with paste or crust. See coffin, n., 2
;

also extract under ba/ced-meat, 2.

And cofflrid In crust, till now she was hoary.
B. Jonnon, Masque of Gypstefl.

2. To put or inclose in a coffin, as a corpse;
hence, figuratively, to confine ; shut up.

They Cuffiii him and place him in a roome richly fur-

nished, and couer him with a sheet, in which they paint
his portraiture. Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 446.

Myself will see him coffin'd and embalmed,
And in one tomb rest with him.

Beau, and Fl. (T), Faithful Friends, ill. 3.

Tear forth the fathers of poor families
Out of their beds, and coffin them alive
In some kind clasping prison.

B. Jonson, Volpone, L 1.

Some nijll n'il in their cabins lie, equally
GrievM that they are not dead, aud yet must die.

Donne, The Storm.

coffin-boat (kofin-bot), n. A sink-boat or bat-

tery used in shooting wild fowl, especially
ducks. See battery, if. [Chesapeake Bay.]

coffin-bone (kofin-bon), n. The last phalanx
of a horse's foot

;
the distal phalangeal bone.

See hoof.
coffin-carrier (kof'in-kar'i-er), n. [Equiv. to

pall-bearer, in allusion to its black back.]
The great black-backed gull, Larus marinus.
See blnckback, I. [Local, New Eng.]

coffin-fish (kofin-fish), n. A fish of the family
Ostraciontidce. The name is applied in New
South Wales to Ostracion diaphanus and O. con-

catenate, and to Aracana lenticularis.

coffle (kof 1), . [Also written caufle and kaf-

fle, and in the general sense ' caravan' also cafi-

lah, caffilah, kafilah, kafila, < Ar. kdfila, > Pers.
Hind. Kafila, a caravan : see kafila. ] A train or

gang of slaves transported or marched for sale.

Lundy was a constant witness of the horrors and cruel-

ties of the [slave] traffic as the cofflei of chained victims
were driven through the streets.

Westminster Rets., CXXV. 871.

coffre-fort (kofer-fort), n. [F., orig. coffrefort :

coffre, a box : fort, < L. fortis, strong : see cof-

fer, n.. and fortitude."] A strong box, especially
one of a decorative character, generally small,
and wrought either in steel or a similar mate-
rial, for use in keeping money or valuable pa-
pers ; an imitation of such a box in wood or
the like.

coffret (kof'ret), n. [F., dim. of coffre, a coffer:

see coffer, .] A casket, especially one of orna-
mental design and character.

Oblong box or cofret, old black Boule, height 6 inches,

length 13 Inches. 5. K. Cat. Spec. Exhib., 1882, No. 818.

coflyt,
adv. [ME., also cofiich, < AS. cdfiice,

quickly, valiantly, < cdf, quick: see co/and-fy2.]

Quickly; impetuously.
The Kynge with his keene ost [host] cojlich fights.

Alimunder of Macedoine (E. E. T. .), L 297.

COfound (ko-found'), v. t. [< co-1 + found2 .]

To found together or at the same time.

It [the steeple of St. Paul's] . . . was originally co-found-
ed by King Ethelbert with the body of the Church.

Fuller, Worthies, London, II. 346.

cofounder (ko-foun'der), n. [< co-1 +founderi.~\
A joint founder.

cofret, n. A Middle English form of coffer.

coft. Preterit and past participle of eoff
1

.

kuggr; ML. cogga, coggo, cogo), a var. of ME.
cokke, E. cock*, < OF. coque, a small boat : see

cock*.'] 1. A small boat; a cockboat; acock.
Jason and Ercules also

That In a cogge to londe were ygo.
Chaucer, Good Women, L 1481.

Kaste ancres full kene into the water,

Cogget with cablis cachyn to londe,
And lay so on lone the long night oner.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1077.

2. A trading-vessel; a galley; a ship in general.

Coggez and crayers than crossez thaire mostez
At the commandment of the kynge.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 738.

Agaynes hem comen her naveye,
Cogges and dromoundes, many galeye.

Richard Coer de Lion (Weber's Metr. Rom., II.), 1. 4783.

cog2 (kog), . [< ME. cog, cogge, kog = Sw.

kugge, a cog; prob. of Celtic origin, < Gael. Ir.

cog = W. cocas, pi. cocus, cocs, a cog. In def.

5, cf. cock6 , a notch.] 1. A tooth, catch, or pro-
jection, usually one of a continuous series of

such projections, on the periphery or the side

cogency

of a wheelj or on any part of a machine, which,
on receiving motion, engages with a corre-

sponding tooth or projection on another wheel
or other part of the machine, and imparts mo-
tion to it. See cut under cog-win < I.

Cogge of a mylle, scariolnillinn. /'//, <i/t. Pare., p. 85.

Please you to set the uatennill with the ivory ays in 't

a-grliiding. Midilleton and Huitb'u, Spanish Uypsy, il. 1.

2t. A mill-wheel
;
a cog-wheeL

The were l-cundur [kinder, that 1, more akin or like] to
"'" frogge

That sit at mulne [mill] under come.
Owland Nightingale, L 85.

3. Iii mining, same as cAocA,-*,4. 4. The short
handle of a scythe. [Prov. Bug.] 5. A kind
of notch used in tailing joists or wall-plates.
Cog and round, a device, consisting of a cog-wheel

working into the rounds of a lantern-wheel, for raising a
bucket from a well.

COg2 (kog), v. t.
; pret. and pp. cogged, ppr. cog-

ging. [< ME. coggen; from the noun.] 1. To
furnish with cogs.
Coggyn a mylle, scarioballo. Prompt. Pan., p. 85.

2. To wedge up so as to render steady or pre-
vent motion : as, to cog the leg of a table which
stands unevenly ;

to cog a wheel of a carriage
with a stone or a piece of wood. [Scotch.] 3.
To harrow. [North. Eng.] Cogged respiration
or breath-SOUnd. -See breath-sound.

COg3 , cogue (kog), n. [8c. (dim. eoggie, q. v.),
< Gael, cogan, a small drinking-vessel, cog, a

drink, = Ir. cogan, cog, a drink, = W. cogan, a

bowl; prob. connected with OGael. coca, hol-

low, empty, W. coeg, empty. Cf. cofl*.] 1. A
circular wooden vessel used for holding milk,
broth, etc. [Scotch and North. Eng.]
Their drink is ale made of beer-malt, and tunned up in

a small vessel called a cogue; after it lias stood a few
hours, they drink it out of the cogue, vest and alL

Mod. Account of Scotland, 1670 (Harl. Misc., VI. HI).

For fear by foes that they should lose

Their cogues of brose.
Battle ofSherif-Muir (Child's Ballads, VIL 261).

2. A measure used at some mills, containing
the fourth part of a peck. 3. Intoxicating
liquor.

COg3 , COgne (kog), v. t. ; pret. and pp. cogged,
cogued, ppr. cogging, coguing. [Sc., from the

noun.] To empty into a wooden vessel.

COg4 (kog), v.
; pret. and pp. cogged, ppr. cogging.

[Not found in ME.; perhaps from W. coegio,
make void, trick, pretend, < coeg, empty, vain,

saucy, silly, foolish : see cog3 . Cf. cokes', coax.']

1. trans. 1. To flatter; wheedle; seduce or win

by adulation or artifice.

I'll mountebank their loves,

Cog their hearts from them, and come home belov'd

Of all the trades in Rome. Slink., Cor., iii. 2.

With such poor fetches to cog a laughter from us.

Milton, Colasterion.

2. To obtrude or thrust by falsehood or decep-
tion; foist; palm: usually with in or on.

Fustian tragedies . . . have by concerted applause been

cogged upon the town for masterpieces. Dennit.

3. To adapt (a die) for cheating, by loading it,

so as to direct its fall : as, to play with cogged
dice.

I know none breathing, but will cogge a dye
For twentie thousand double pistolets.

flu ruin n, Antonio and Mellida, I., iii. 1.

II. intrans. 1. To wheedle; flatter; dissimu-
late.

Cog, lie, flatter, and face
Four ways in Court to win men grace.

An-liain, The Scholemaster, p. 54.

For they will cog so when they wish to use men,
With "Pray be cover'd, sir," "I beseech you, sit."

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, iii 1.

Mistress Ford, I cannot cog, I cannot prate.

Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 3.

2. To cheat, especially by means of loaded dice.

For guineas in other men's breeches
Your gamesters will palm and will cog. Swift.

COg4 (kog), n. [< cog*, .] 1. A trick or de-

ception.
Letting it pass for an ordinary cog upon them.

Bp. Wattm.
2. ///. Loaded dice.

It were a hard matter for me to get my dinner that day
wherein my master had not sold a dozen of devices, a case
of cogs, and a suit of shifts in the morning.

Greene, James IV., il 1.

COg-bells (kog'belz), n.nl. [Cf. equiv. E. dial.

conkabell.] Icicles. [Prov. Eng.]
cogence (ko'jens), n. [< cogent: see-ence.] Co-

gency. [Rare.]
An argument of cogence. Coicper, Conversation, L 293.

cogency (ko'jen-si), n. [< cogent: see -ency.]
Power of proving or of producing belief ; the

quality of being highly probable or convincing;



cogency

force ; credibility : as, the cogency of an alleged

motive, or of evidence ; the cogency of one's ar-

guments or reasoning.
Maxims and axioms, principles of science, because they

are self-evident, have been supposed innate ; although no-

body ever shewed the foundation of their clearness and co-

gency. Locke.

Negative evidence ... of the same kind and of the

same cogency as that which forbids us to assume the exis-

tence between the Earth and Venus of a planet as large as

either of them. W. K. CK/ord, Lectures, II. 68.

COgenialt (ko-je'nial), a. [< co-1 + genial; var.

of congenial.] Congenial.
A writer of a cogenial cast.

T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, II. 867.

cogent (ko'jent), a. [= F. cogent, < L. eogen(t-)s,

ppr. of cogerc, collect, compress, compel, contr.

of "co-igere, for "co-agere, < co-, together, + age-

re, drive: see co-1 and act, n.] 1. Compelling
by physical force ; potent; irresistible by physi-
cal means. [Rare.]
The cogent force of nature. Prior.

2. Compelling assent or conviction
; appealing

powerfully to the intellect or moral sense
;
not

easily denied or refuted: as, a cogent reason or

argument.
This most cogent proof of a Deity. Bentley.

This way of reasoning was so obvious and cogent that

many, even among the Jews themselves, acknowledged the
force of it. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. v.

cogently (ko'jent-li), adv. In a cogent manner.

coggeH, cogge2t. A Middle English spelling of

cog
1

, cog
2

.

cogger1
(kog'er), n. [< cog", n., 3, + -er1.] In

mining, one who builds up the roof-supports or

cogs.
cogger2 (kog'6r), . [< cog* + -er1.] A flat-

terer
;
a deceiver; a cheat.

coggeryt (kog'er-i), . [< cog* + -cry.] The
practice of cogging or cheating, especially at

dice; trickery; falsehood; knavery.
This Is a second false surmise or coggerie of the Jesuits

to keep the ignorant in error.

Watson, Quodlibets of Religion (ed. 1602), p. 195.

A
a

coggie, as porridge, brose, liquor, etc.

cogging1 (kog'ing), n. [Verbal n. of cog*, v.]
The practice of cheating by loaded dice.

As to diceing, I think it becommeth best deboshed soul-

diers to play at on the heads of their drums, being only
ruled by hazard, and subject to knavish cogging.

Quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 17.

Same as calking^.
im. of cop1.] A small

coggie (kog'i), n. [So., dim. of eogrS.] 1. .

small wooden bowl. 2. The contents of

cogging2 (kog'ing), n. !

coggie1 (kog'l), n. [Di
boat.

coggie2 (kog'l), v. i.
; pret. and pp. coggled, ppr.

coggling. [E. dial., appar. < cogglf
1

, n., a small

boat, or else var. of cocfcZe2
,
move up and

down, as waves: see coggie
1 and cocfcfe2.] To

move from side to side ; be shaky. [Prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]

COggle3 (kog'l), n. [E. dial., appar. dim. of eocfc3
,

a roundish heap, etc. (of. Sw. dial, kokkel, a

lump of earth), or var. of equiv. cobble1
, q. v.

;

but cf. D. kogel = MHG. kugele, kugel, G. kugel,
a ball, bowl, globe.] A small round stone;
a cobble. [Prov. Eng.]
COggledy (kog'l-di), a. [Extension of coggly,
or var. of cocklety.] Shaky ;

unstable. [Prov.
Eng.]
Take care of that step-ladder though ; it is coggledy, as

I observed when you came down.
Miss Edgeworth, Helen, ixv.

COgglestone (kog'1-ston), . [< coggie* + stone.

Cf. cobblestone.] A cobblestone.

coggly (kog'li), o. [So., also spelled cogglie;
<
coggie^

+ -y
1
.] Unsteady; unstable.

COgitability (koj'i-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. cogita-
Itilite; < cogitable: see -bility.] The state or

quality of being cogitable or thinkable
; possi-

bility of being thought.

Conceptions
lability.

of whatsoever hath any entity or cogi-

Cudworth, Morality, iv. 1.

cogitable (koj'i-ta-bl), a. and n. [= F. 8p. cogi-

table, < L. cogitabilis, < cogitare, think : see cogi-

tate.) I. a. Capable of being thought; thatmay
be apprehended by thinking; thinkable; not

logically absurd.

Creation is cogitable^ by us only as a putting forth of di-

vine power. Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions, p. 693.

II. n. Anything capable of being the subject
of thought. Sir W. Hamilton.

cogitabund (koj'i-ta-bund), a. [= Sp. Pg. cogi-
tabundo = It. eogitabondo, < LL. cogitabundus,
thoughtful, < L. cogitare, think: see cogitate.]
Full of thought; deeply thoughtful. [Rare.]
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Bosch, in a clerical dress, is seated in an easy-chair, cogi-

tabund, with a manuscript open before him.

Southey, The Doctor, cxii.

cogitabundity (koj"i-ta-bun'di-ti), . [< cogi-
tabund + -ity.] Deep tHoughtfulness. [Humor-
ous.]

cogitate (koj'i-tat), v.
; pret. and pp. cogitated,

ppr. cogitating. [< L. cogitatus, pp. of cogitare

(> It. cogitare = Sp. Pg. cogitar = OF. cogiter),

consider, ponder, weigh, think upon, prob. a
contr. (as cogere for "coigere, "coagere) for *co-

igitare, for co-agitare (which occurs later as a
new formation in lit. sense ' shake together'), <

co-, together, + agitare, shake : see co- 1 and

agitate.] I. intrans. To think earnestly or

studiously; reflect; ponder; meditate: as, to

cogitate upon means of escape.
He that calleth a thing into his mind . . . cogitateth and

considereth. Bacon, Learning.

II. trans. To revolve in the mind; think about

attentively; meditateon; hence, devise or plan:
as, he is cogitating mischief.
We . . . did cogitate nothing more than how to satisfy

the parts of a good pastor. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 780.

cogitation (koi-i-ta'shon), n. [In early ME.
cogitaciun, < OF. cogitd'ciun, cogitacion, F. cogi-
tation = Pr. cogitatio = Pg. cogitaqao = It. cogi-

tazione, < L. cogitatio(n-), < cogitare, think: see

cogitate.] 1. The act of cogitating or thinking;
earnest reflection ; meditation; contemplation.

On some great charge employ'd
He seem'd, or flx'd in cogitation deep.

Milton, P. L., 111. 629.

Round the decaying trunk of human pride.
At morn, and eve, and midnight's solemn hour,
Do penitential cogitations cling.

Wordsworth, Eccles. Sonnets, i. 21.

Hence 2. That which is thought out; apian;
a scheme. [Rare.]
The king, perceiving that his desires were intemperate,

and his cogitations vast and irregular, began not to brook
him well. Bacon, Henry VII.

cogitative (koj'i-ta-tiv). a. [= F. cogitatif =
Sp. Pg. It.

cogitatiyo,
< ML. cogitativus, < L. co-

gitatus, pp. of cogitare, think: see
cogitate

and
-ive.] 1. Having the power of cogitating or

meditating; thinking; reflective: as, cogitative
faculties. 2. Given to thought or contempla-
tion; thoughtful.
The earl . . . being by nature somewhat more cogitative.
Sir H. Wotton, Parallel between Essex and Buckingham.

COgitatively (koj'i-ta-tiv-li), adv. In a cogita-
tive or thinking manner.

COgitativity (koj"i-ta-tiv'i-ti), n. [< cogitative
+ -ity.] Power of cogitation. [Rare.]
To change death into life, incapacity of thinking into

cogitatimty. W. Wollaston.

COgito ergo sum (koj'i-to er'go sum). [L.: co-

gtto, 1st pers. sing. pres. ind. act. of cogitare,
think

; ergo, therefore ; sum, 1st pers. sing. pres.
ind. of esse, be: see cogitate, ergo, and be1 .] Lit-

erally, I think, therefore I am: the starting-
point of the Cartesian system of philosophy.
See Cartesian.

cogmant (kog'man), n.; pi. cogmen (-men). [<

cog(ware) + man.] A dealer in or a maker of

cogware.
cognac (ko'nyak), n. [Formerly also cogniac; <

F. cognac: so called from Cognac in France.] 1.

Properly, a French brandy of superior quality
distilled from wines produced in the neighbor-
hood of Cognac in the department of Charente,
France

;
more loosely, any of the brandies of

that department. Hence 2. In Europe, any
brandy of good quality (this name having su-

perseded the original terms eau-de-vie, brannt-

wein, etc.) ;
in the United States, French brandy

in general. See champagne.
Cognac pottery. See pottery.

cognate (kog'nat), a. and n. [= Sp. Pg. co-

gnado = It. cognato, < L. cognatus, (. co-, toge-
ther, + "gnatus, old form of natus, born, pp. of

"gnasci, nasci, be born: see natal, native. Cf.

agnate,adnate.] I. a. 1. Allied by blood
;
con-

nected or related by birth
; specifically, of the

same parentage, near or remote, as another.
See cognation, 1. 2. Related in origin; trace-
able to the same source

; proceeding from the
same stock or root; of the same family, in a

general sense: as, cognate languages or dia-

lects; words cognate in origin. 3. Allied in

nature, quality, or form; having affinity of any
kind: as, connate sounds.
There is a difference between poetry and the cognate

arts of expression, since the former has somewhat less to
do with material processes and effects.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 3.

In ancient Hellas there were four classes of religious ob-
servance more or less cognate with pilgrimage, though not
in any case identical therewith. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 91.

cognition

Cognate accusative or objective. See
objective. Cog-

nate notions, in logic : (a) Notions essentially identical,
and differing only in being conceived by different minds
or by the same mind at different times, (0) Any similar

notions. Cognate propositions, in logic, propositions
having the same subject or the same predicate.

II. n. [= F. cognat, etc., < L. cognatvs, fern.

cognata, n. : see above.] 1. One connected
with another by ties of kindred; specifically,
in the plural, all those whose descent can be
traced from one pair. In its technical use in

Roman law it implied a lawful marriage as the
source. See agnate &nd cognation, 1. 2. Any-
thing related to another by origin or derivation,
as a language or a word: as, the Latin and
Greek languages are cognates.

COgnateness (kg'nat-nes), . The state or

relation of being cognate. Coleridge.

COgnati (kog-na'tl), n. pi. [L., pi. of cognatus,
n. : see cognate, a. and n.] Persons related by
birth

; specifically, the descendants of the same
pair. See cognation, 1.

COgnatic (kog-nat'ik), a. [< cognate + -4c; =
F. cognatique = Sp. cogn4tico = Pg. cognatico.]

Cognate ; pertaining to relationship by descent
from one pair. See cognation, 1.

The old Roman law established, for example, a funda-

mental difference between Agnatic and Cognatic relation-

ship, that is, between the Family considered as based upon
common subjection to patriarchal authority and the Fam-
ily considered (in conformity with modern ideas) as united

through the mere fact of a common descent. This dis-

tinction disappears in the "law common to all nations."

Maine, Ancient Law (3d Am. ed.), p. 66.

cognation (kog-na'shon), n. [< ME. cognacioun,
< OF. cognacion, F. cognation = Pr. cognation
= Sp. cognacion = Pg. cognaq&o = It. cogna-

zione, < L. cognatio(n-), < cognatus, kindred:
see cognate.] 1. Relationship by descent from
the same pair, including both the male and the
female lines. See agnation.
He that honours his parents . . . will dearly account of

all his relatives and persons of the same cognation.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 210.

Cognation is ... a relative term, and the degree of

connexion in blood which it indicates depends on the par-
ticular marriage which is selected as the commencement
of the calculation. If we begin with the marriage of fa-

ther and mother, Cognation will only express the relation-

ship of brothers and sisters ; if we take that of the grand-
father and grandmother, then uncles, aunts, and their de-

scendants will also be included in the notion of Cognation ;

and following the same process a larger number of Cog-
nates may be continually obtained by choosing the start-

ing point higher and higher up in the line of ascent.

Maine, Ancient Law (3d Am. ed.), p. 142.

2. Affinity by kindred origin.
His cognation with the ^?acides and kings of Molossus.

Sir T. Browne, Misc. Tracts, p. 159.

His [the Lord's) baptism did signify, by a cognation to

their usual rites and ceremonies of ablution, and washing
gentile proselytes, that the Jews had so far receded from
then- duty . . . that they were in the state of strangers.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 86.

3. Affinity of any kind ;
resemblance in nature

or character.
He induceth us to ascribe effects unto causes of no cog-

nation. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

cognisability, cognisable, etc. See cogniza-

bility, etc.

cognita, n. Plural of cognitum.
cognition (kog-nish'on), n. [< ME. cognicion
= F. cognition = Pr. cognicio = Sp. cognicion

(obs.) = It. cognizione, (L. cognitio(n-), know-

ledge, perception, a judicial examination, trial,

< cognitus, pp. of cognoscere, know, < co-, to-

gether, + "gnoscere, older form of noscere, =
Gr. yi-yv&OKetv, yvovai = E. know : see know^,
and cf. cognize, cognizance, cognieor, cognosce,

connoisseur.] 1. Knowledge, or certain know-

ledge, as from personal view or experience ;

perception; cognizance.
This deuyn [divine] was of good cognicion,
And a scoler was of Tholouse certain,
As wituesseith litterall scripture plain.

.Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5981.

Sometime he [Constantine] took, as St. Augustine wit-

nesseth, even personal cognition of them.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, viii. 8.

I will not be myself, nor have cognition
Of what I feel ; I am all patience.

Shak., T. and C., v. 2.

2. A mental act or process, or the product of

an act, of the general nature of knowing or

learning, (o) The act of acquiring any sort of idea;
consciousness referring to an object as affecting the sub-

ject ; the objectiflcation of feeling ; an act of knowing
in the widest sense, including sensation, imagination, in-

stinct, etc. : in this sense, discriminated as a function of

the mind from feeling and volition.

I frequently employ cognition as a synonym of know-
ledge. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xxi.

The very facts which lead us to distinguish feeling from

cognition and conation make against the hypothesis that
consciousness can ever be all feeling.

James Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 40.



cognition

(6) The formation of a concept, judgment, or argument, "r

that which is formed; the acquisition of knowledge by

thinking, or the knowledge itself.

The theory of cnw .'(I'D/I, on which this ultimate eoncep
lion rests, and from which it in developed, may he regard-
ed cither as an analysis of experience or a^ the nl, a of sell-

consciousness. Adammn, I'hilos. of Kant, p. 148.

() A mental representation (the act or the product) which,

by the operation of sensory perception nr thought, i

to corres|ind to an external object, thniujb not, it may
l>e, accurately. The word m //f/"i was the ordinary scho-

lastic term in this sense, r.-vn/'/i'it was occasionally used

by llobbes. c'lidw oMh, and other writers whose vocabulary
was strongly influenced by the Latin, but Is rarely met
with in later lln-h-h before II. million.

All cognition* even the most abstract are primarily
feelings. (J. //. Lewen, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. ill. jsu.

3. In olil Smlx Imr, a process in the Court of

Session by which cases concerning disputed
marches were determined. 4f. Same as /

ni;a nw, '_'.

The bishop^ were ecclesiastical judges over the pi ib]

ters, the inferior clergy, and the laity. . . . There was in-

herent ill them aiKjweriif I-'"/'"''''"'' <if causes, and im ivi.m

ol persons. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 208.

Abstractive <>r speculative cognition. See abttrac-

tioe. Actual cognition, adequate cognition. Seethe

adjectives. Analytical cognition, the logical dissec-

tion of a notion. -Cognition and sale, in Scotland, a

process before the Court of Session, at the instance of a

pupil and his tutors, for obtaining a warrant to sell the

whole or a part of the pupil's estate. Cognition and
sasine, in Scotland, a form of entering an heir in bur-

gage property. -Condition of cognition, sn- ,-,,n,/i-

tiim. -Empirical cognition, an act of learning from

experience, or the knowledge so obtained. -Enigmati-
cal cognition, abstractive cognition, especially of God:
so called in allusion to 1 Cor. xlli. 12, ''Now we see in

a mirror, darkly "; in the Vulgate,
" Videmus mine per

speculum in tonigniate." Essential cognitlont, God's

knowledge as belonging to him essentially. Form of
cognition. See .fnrm. -Habitual cognition. See /m
bitual knowledge, under lenoaUdye. Historical cogni-
tion, knowledge of facts. Immaterial cognition, an
act of acquiring knowledge without the aid of the Ixxlily

organs, whether of the peripheral senses or of the brain.

Infused cognition,' tie direct communication ofknow-

ledge from on high. -Intellective cognition, knowledge
from reason and not from sense. Intellectual cogni-
tion, (o) Knowledge by the understanding, (b) Cogni-
tion by direct insight, and not by ratiocination. Intui-
tive cognition, (a) Knowl edge by immediate experience.
(6) Present perception of an object, with consciousness of

it as an object. Material cognition, an act of learning
by means of the bodily organs, that is, the senses or the

bi-ain. Matter of cognition. See matter. Matutinal
cognitlont, the cognition of things in the Divine Word :

so called because the angels were said to have this kind
of knowledge in the morning. Medium of cognition.
See medium. Meritorious cognition, knowledge at-

tained by the practice of virtue. Mixed cognition, a

cognition partly a priori, partly a posteriori. Natural
cognition, cognition by means of the senses and reason,
without miraculous assistance. Nocturnal cognitlont.
that knowledge of God which belongs to the devils and
which does not partake of the divine light. Particular

cognition. See particular. Philosophical cognition.
See philosophical. Practical cognition, (a) Knowledge
of what ought to he that is, of what is demanded by the

moral law : opposed to theoretical cognition, or knowledge
of what is. (b) Knowledge more or less readily capable of

practical application ; opposed to speculative or metaphysi-
cal cognition, which is either incapable or not readily capa-
ble of such application. Proper cognitlont, the cogni-
tion of an object In its peculiar essence. Pure cognition,
in the philosophy of Kant, cognition of an object so far as it

is determined by the laws of the faculty of representation.
Rational cognition, cognition a priori, from reason.

Sensitive cognition, knowledge by the senses. Sin-

gular cognition. See singular. Symbolical cogni-
tion. See tymlmlifal Imowtiaft, under knowledge. Syn-
thetical cognition, cognition by a synthesis of notions,
not a mere analysis of them. Theoretical cognition.
See theoretical tnomledge, under ktwwledye. Theory Of

cognition, a mixed psychological and logical account of

how the mind is able to attain to knowledge, showing
what kinds of troth and certainty are possible and what
kinds are impossible. Universal cognition, cognition
of an object as one of a class.

cognitionibus admittendis (kog-nish-i-on'i-
bus ad-mi-ten'dis). [L., for or of making
acknowledgment : cognitionibus, abl. pi. of cog-

nitio(n-), acknowledgment ; admittendis, abl. pi.

of adinittendus, ger. of admittere, admit: see

cognition and admit.] In old Eng. law, a writ,
named from its characteristic phrase, requir-

ing a magistrate to certify to the Court of Com-
mon Pleas fines that he had taken and neglect-
ed to report.

cognitive (kog'ni-tiv), a. [< L. cognitus (see

cognition) + -joe; =F. cognitif.'] 1. Capable of

cognition; learning; knowing.

Cognitive power, or conceptive, the power of knowing
or conceiving. Hoboes, Human Nat., i.

2. Pertaining to cognition: as, the cognitive
faculties.

Thinking (employing that term as comprehending all

our cognitive energies) is of two kinds.

Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions, p. 678.
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cognitum (kog'ni-tum), n. ; pi. cognita (-ta).

[L., neut. of cognitus: see cognition.'] An ob-

ject of cognition. prlmum cognitum, the flrst

thing or kind of thing known in the order of learning.

Hir II'. lliiiiiitti.il, Metaph., xxxvl.

ognizability (kog'ni- or kon'i-za-bil'i-ti), /'.

[<T mi/iiiziible : see -bility.] The quality of be-

ing cognizable. Also spelled coijnixnhility.

cognizable tkog'ni- or kou'i-za^bl), a. [For-
merly ul-n riiiiHiixable, conusable ; < OP. co-

i/iiitixiil/lf, a sophisticated form of *ri>ni>ixalili'.

ihlr, F. connaissable, < OF. conoistn .1

; < I,, mi/niaeere, know: see roijuilinii,

and cf. mi/ni-rtH<-f.] 1. Capable of being cog-
ni/.i'd, known, perceived, or apprehended: as,
the causes of many phenomena are not cogniza-
ble by the senses.
No articulate sound Is nyniznMr until the Inarticulate

sounds which KO to make it up have been learned.
//. -

ation, p. 130.

2. Capable of being subjected to judicial ex-
amination in a court ; within the scope of the

jurisdiction ; capable of being, or liable to be,

heard, tried, and determined.
I last winter erected a court of justice for the correct-

ing of several enormities in dress and behaviour, which
are not cognizable in any other courts of this realm.

Adduon, Institution of the i ami
The canonist* affirm that a suit may be brought in the

ecclesiastical court for every matter which is not cogni-
xaUe In the courts of secular law, and for a great many
matters which are so cognisable.

Stubbi, Medieval and Modem Hist, p. 316.

Also spelled cognisable.

cognizably (kog'ni- or kon'i-za-bli), adv. In a

cognizable manner. Also spelled cognisably.
cognizance (kog'ni- or koii i-zans), n. [For-

merly also connusance, conusance; < ME. cog-

nisaunce, conoissance, conisance, conysshaunce,'
konichaitns, etc., < OF. cognoisance, connoissance,

conoisanee, cunoisance, etc. (mod. F. eonnaiy-

sance). < conoissant, ppr. of conoistre, conostre.

etc., < L. eognoscere, know: see cognition, and
cf. cognizable, connoisseur.] 1. Knowledge or

notice; perception; observation: now chiefly
in the phrase take cognizance.

Lady, of my name ye haue conysance.
Bom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 404.

In China, the Emperor himself take* cognizance of all

the doctors in the kingdom who profess authorship.
Gotdtmith, Citizen of the World, xxlx.

It ia the simple truth that I did take coynizance of

strange sighU and singular people.
O. W. ttolmet, Old Vol. of Life, p. 18..

2. In law : (a) The exercise of jurisdiction ;
a

taking of authoritative notice, as of a cause.

The Court of King's Bench has original jurisdiction ami

cognizance of all actions of trespass vi et ,-u mis.
Blackttmu:

The senate [of Lucerne] has coynizance of all criminal

causes. J. Adams, Works, IV. 338.

(b) Acknowledgment; admission, as a plea
admitting the fact alleged in the declaration

;

a fine sur conusance de droit. (c) A plea in re-

plevin, that defendant holds the goods in the

right of another as his bailiff or servant. See

avowry. 3. (a) Any badge borne to facilitate

recognition. Before the introduction of systematic
heraldry, nobles and leaders adopted simple bearings to

be depicted upon a pennon or a shield, and the earliest

heraldry was little more than the classification of these.

Later, since no parts of the arms proper could be borne
but hy those who had a legal right to them, with the ex-

ception of heralds and pursuivants, some emblem was
adopted as a cognizance which could be worn by all the
retainers of a noble house. See badgel.

gif i encountre with this knijt that this kare worcheth,
How schal i him knowe what Iconiehauni here he here?

William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 369.

It is the proper cognizance of Mahometanism, by fire

and sword to maintain their cause.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 105.

(b) In her., the armorial snrcoat, or the crest,

when worn, as being the only means by which
a man in complete armor could be recognized.
May the Winged Horse, your ancient badge and cogni-

sance, still nourish ! Lamb, Old Benchers.

Also spelled cognisance.
Claiming conusance, in law, assertion of the right of

exclusive jurisdiction.

cognizant (kog'ni- or kon'i-zant), a. [Formerly
also connmant, conusant; nit. < OF. conoissant,

ppr. : see cognizance.] 1. Having cognizance
or knowledge : with of.
Now the memory has so far regained its dominion, that,

in some measure, I am cognizant of my state.

Poe, Tales, I. 336.

The very moment there are phenomena of any kind
within our consciousness, that moment the mind becomes
cognisant of its own existence. J. D. MoreU.

2. In law, competent to take legal or judicial
notice, as of a cause or a crime.
Also spelled cognisant.

cognize (kog'niz), r. t. ; pret. and pp. cognized,

ppr. cognizing. [< L. eognoscere, know, with ac-

cognoscente

com. term. -i:r (n- if trum riii/in~iiiiri; ri>//iii~n-

lilf, regarded as i-ni/m .1 + -./<<. -ulili ).
<

:

f. rec-

in//// .
. :iml -i-i- i -

i-tr.
]
To make an object of eogiiit ion or thought;

Inn-live; become conscious of; know. Also

S|ii-lll-.| 0001
It would also be convenient. . . tor piyebologlcd pn-

* l-iiin and ' niplia-l-, I-- '(- rb-

Uoo with It* noon cognition. . . . Bat In tut kutani

necenlty Is not strong enough to warrant cur doing what
custom tuu not done. >'" " ll<tt,n!in,i M. taph., xxi.

Consciously In know a thing, that IB, \ucognite It. Ani-
mals know object*, but du n.-t CIMWUC them.

', bigieltr. by Abbott).

cognizee (kog-ni- or kon-i-ze'), n, [< eoyni
+ -'.) In "lil 1'nr, one in whose

favor a fine of land was levied. Also spelled

cognizor (kog'ni- or kon'i-z6r), n. [Formerly
also connu.tm . <</,/ .vr; < r,,,/,,/^- in <-i>gni3-ancc. . </ . ,- <-
+ -or.] In tilit luir, the party who levied a fine

of land. Also spelled cognisor.

cognomen (kog-no'men), n. [< L. cognomen, <

co-, together, + 'gnomen, old form of nomen =
E. nanu; q. v. Cf. agnomen, prmomen, noun,

pronoun, renovn.] 1. A surname; a distin-

guishing name ; specifically, the lust of the three
names by which a Roman of good family was
known, indicating the house to which he be-

longed. See name.
A surname, a cognomen, is an addition to the personal

name, which Is given in order to distinguish Its bearers
from others of the same name.

E. A. Freeman, Hist. Norman Conquest, V. S77. '

2. Loosely, a name, whether a given name, sur-

name, or distinguishing epithet. [Colloq.]
I repeated the name (Prlscilta) to myself three or four

times : . . . this quaint and prim coifnotnen . . . amal-

gamated Itself with my Idea of the girl.

uaicthorne, Hlithedale Romance, Iv.

cognominal 1

(kog-nom'i-nal), a. and n. [< L.

cognominis, adj., having the same name (< co-,

together, + *gnomen,
nomen: see cognomen),+

-"'.] I. a. Having the same name.
II. n. One who bears the same name ; a name-

sake.

Nor the dogfish at sea much more make out the dog of
the laud, than his cognominal or namesake In the heavens.

Sir T. Broicnc. Vulg. Err.

cognominal2 (kog-nom'i-nal), a. [< cognomen
(-!-)+ -al. Ct.cognominan.] Pertaining to

a cognomen or surname. Bp. Pearson.

COgnominantt (kog-nom'i-nant), a. [< L. cog-

nviinan(t-)x, ppr. of cognontinare : see eognomi-
imii .} Having one and the same name.

cognominate (kog-nom'i-nat), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. cognominated, ppr. cognominating [< L.

cognominatus, pp. of cognominare, furnish with
a surname, < cognomen, a surname: see cogno-
men.] To give a cognomen or surname to;
nickname.
Under this eminent man, whom in Oreek I coyiunninated

Cyclops diphrelates (Cyclops the charioteer).
De Quinccy, Eng. Mail Coach.

cognominate (kog-nom'i-nat), a. [< L. cogno-
minatus, pp. : see the verb.] Being or used as
a cognomen or surname ; surnamed, or having
a cognomen.
COgnomination (kog-nom-i-na'shon), n. [< L.

cognominatio(n-), < cognominare: see cognomi-
natf.] A surname; a name given by way of

distinction: as, Alexander the Great.

Therefore Christ gave him the cogtunnination of Cephas.
Jer. Taylor, Liberty of Prophesying, i 7.

COgnomine (kog-nom'i-ne), adr. [L., abl. of

cognomen, cognomen.] By cognomen.
cognosce (kog-nos'), e.

; pret. and pp. cognosced,

ppr. cognoscing. [< L. eognoscere, become ac-

quainted with, know: see cognition, and cf.

cognize.] I. trans. In Scots law, to inquire in-

to or investigate, often in order to giving judg-
ment in a cause.

II. intrans. To adjudicate ; pronounce judg-
ment. [Scotch.]
Doth it belong to us ... to cognosce upon his {the

king's] actions, or limit his pleasure?
Drummond, Speech, May 2, 1639.

cognoscencet (kog-nos'ens), n. [< NL. cogno-

scentia,<. L. cognoscen(t-)s, ppr. of eognoscere,
know: see cognition.] Knowledge; the act or

state of knowing. Dr. H. More.

cognoscente, conoscente (It. pron. ko-nyo-, ko-

no-shen'te), n. ; pi. cognoscenti, conoscenti (-ti).

[It., prop, conoscente, prop. ppr. of conoscere,
< L. eognoscere, know: see cognition.] A con-

noisseur : most used in the plural.
Ask a person of the most refined musical taste, an abso-

lute cognoscente, if you please.
W. Maton, Eng. Church Mustek, p. 77.



cognoscibility

cognoscibility (kog-uos-i-bil'i-ti), . [< cognos-
cible: see -bi/ity.] The quality of being cog-
noscible. [Rare.]
The coynoscibility of God is manifest.

Barrow, The Creed.

cognoscible (kog-nos'i-bl), . [< LL. cognosei-

bitis, < L. cognoscere, know : see cognosce and

cognition.] 1. Capable of being known.

Neither can evil be known, because whatsoever is truly

cognoscible is good and true.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 723.

2. Liable or subject to judicial investigation.

No external act can pass upon a man for a crime that is

not cognoicible. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 313.

COgnOSCitivet (kog-nos'i-tiv), a. [Irreg. < L.

co<jro*ce?-e,know (see cognize, cognosce),+ -it-ive.

The reg. form is cognitive.] Having the power
of knowing ; cognitive.
An innate coi/noscitioe power. Cudworth, Morality, iv. 1.

cognovit (kog-no'vit), . [L., lit. he has ac-

knowledged, 3d pers. sing, perf . iud. of cogno-

scere, know, recognize : see cognition.] In taw,
an acknowledgment or confession by a defen-

dant that the plaintiff's cause, or a part of it, is

just, wherefore the defendant, to save expense,
suffers judgment to be entered without trial.

More fully written cognovit actionem.

COg-rail (kog'ral), . A rack or rail provided
with cogs, placed between the rails of a rail-

road-track, to enable a locomotive provided
with cogged driving-gear to draw trains up ac-

clivities too steep for ordinary methods of trac-

tion.

The rack or coy-rail in the middle of the track is made
of two angle-irons which have between them cogs of one-

aud-a-quarter-inch iron, accurately rolled to uniform size.

Science, III. 415.

cogrediency (ko-gre'di-en-si), . [< cogredient:
see -ency. ] In math.

,
tne relation of cogredient

sets of variables.

cogredient (ko-gre'di-ent), a. [< co-1 + *gre-

dient, the form in cornp. (cf. ingredient, and L.

congredien(t-)s, ppr. of congredi, come together :

see congress) of gradient, < L. gradien( t-)s, ppr. of

gradi, go : see gradient, grade.] Literally, com-

ing together: in math., said of a system of vari-

ables subject to undergo linear transformations
identical with those of another system of varia-

bles. Thus, if when the variables x, y are transformed

by the formulas
x = af + bij

y = cf + dit,

another set of variables, x', >/, is simultaneously trans-

formed by the formulas

x' = af + brj

y' = cf
' + *)',

then the two sets are said to be cogredient.

co-guardian (ko-gar'di-an), . [< co-1 + guar-
dian.] A joint guardian. Kent.

COgue, n. and r. See cog
3

.

COgware (kog'war), . [Etym. unknown. Cf.

cogman.] A coarse narrow cloth like frieze,

mentioned in the reign of Richard II. and used

by the lower classes in England up to the six-

teenth century.
cog-wheel (kog'hwel),
n. A wheel having
teeth or cogs, used in

transmitting motion

by engagin the cogs
whe

c B"'h" 1

of another similar wheel or of a rack
;
a geared

wheel, or a gear. The direction of the transmitted mo-
tion is determined by the position and angle of the circle

of cogs. Cog-wheels include rag- or sprocket- and lantern-

wheels, and are classitied as spur-, bevel-, and crown-
wheels, according to the position of the cogs. See these
words. Cog-wheel respiration. Same as cogged breath-

sound (whicn see, under breath-sound).

cog-wood (kog'wud), . [< cog'
2' + wood1

.] A
valuable timber-tree of Jamaica, which is im-

perfectly known botanically. It has been re-

ferred to Ceanotlius Chloroxylon.
cohabit (ko-hab'it), v. i. [= F. cohabiter = Sp.
Pg. cohabi'tar = It. coabitare, < LL. cohabitare,
< L. co-, together, + habitare, dwell : see co-1

and habit, v., and cf. inhabit.] If. To dwell to-

gether ;
inhabit or reside in company or in the

same place or country.
That mankind hath very strong bounds to cohabit and

concur in, other than mountains and hills, during his life.

Donne, Letters, xxxvii.

I do easily believe that peace, and patience, and a calm
content did cohabit in the cheerful heart of Sir Henry
Wotton. I. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 53.

Specifically 2. To dwell or live together as
husband and wife : often with reference to per-
sons not legally married, and usually, but not

always, implying sexual intercourse.
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The law supposes that husband and wife cohabit to-

gether, even after a voluntary separation has taken place
between them. Boueier.

cohabitant (ko-hab'i-tant), n. [< LL. cohabi-

tmi(t-)s, ppr. of cohabitare, dwell together: see

cohabit.] One who dwells with another or in

the same place.
No small number of the Danes became peaceable cohab-

itants with the Saxons in England.
Raleigh, Hist. World, iii. 28.

cohabitation (ko-hab-i-ta'shon), n. [= F. co-

liabitation = Sp. cohabitacioii = J?g. cohabitaySo
= It. coabitazione, < LL. cohabitatio(n-), < coha-

bitare, pp. cohabitatus, dwell together : see co-

habit.] If. The act or state of dwelling to-

gether or in the same place.
A cohabitation of the spirit with flesh.

Dr. H. More, Conjecture Cabalistica, p. 218.

To this day [1722] they have not any one place of cohab-
itation among them that may reasonably bear the name
of a town. Beverley, Virginia, 1. It 54.

2. The state of dwelling or living together as
husband and wife: often with reference to per-
sons who are not legally married, and usually,
but not always, implying sexual intercourse.

cohabitert (ko-hab'i-ter), n. A cohabitant.

Cohabiters of the same region.
Hobbes, tr. of Thucydides, iv.

coheir (ko-ar' ), . [< co-1 + lieir, after L. coheres,

cohceres, < co-, together, + heres, lueres, > ult. E.

heir.] A joint heir
;
one who has, or has a right

to, an equal or a definite share in an inheri-

tance with another or others.

I am a queen, and co-heir to this country,
The sister to the mighty Ptolemy.

Fletcher (and another), False One, ii. 3.

The heir was not necessarily a single person. A group
of persons, considered in law as a single unit, might suc-
ceed as co-heirs to the inheritance.

Maine, Ancient Law (3d Am. ed.), p. 176.

coheiress (ko-ar'es), . [< co-1 + heiress. See

coheir.] A joint heiress
;
a female who shares

equally or definitely in an inheritance.

cohere (ko-her'), v. i.; pret. and pp. cohered,

ppr. cohering. [Formerly also cohcere, < L. eo-

hterere, stick together, < co-, together, + harere,

pp. hasus, stick, cleave: see hesitate, and cf. ad-

here, inhere.] 1. To stick, or stick together;
cleave; be united; hold fast, as one thing to

another, or parts of the same mass, or two sub-
stances that attract each other.

Cohesion is manifested by two surfaces of glass, which,
if ground exceedingly smooth and placed in contact, will

cohere firmly. A. Daniett, Prin. of Phys., p. 229.

2. To be well connected or coherent; follow

regularly in the natural or logical order; be
suited in connection, as the parts of a dis-

course, or as arguments in a train of reason-

ing. 3. To suit; befitted; agree.
Had time coher'd with place, or place with wishing.

Shak., M. forM., ii. 1.

coherence, coherency (ko-her'ens, -en-si), .

[= F. coherence = Sp. Pg. coherencia '= It. co-

erenza, < L. cohterentia, < cohceren(t-)s, ppr. of

cohcerere, stick together : see cohere, coherent.]
1. The act or state of cohering; a sticking or

cleaving of one thing to another, or of parts of
the same body to each other, or a cleaving to-

gether of two bodies, as by the force of attrac-

tion. [In this sense cohesion is more common.]
When two pieces of wood have remained in contact and

at rest for some time, a second force besides friction re-

sists their separation : the wood is compressible, the sur-

faces come closely into contact, and the coherence due to
this cause must be overcome before motion commences.

R. S. Ball, Exper. Mechanics, p. 70.

This view of the nature of the labellum explains its large
size, ... and especially the manner of its coherence to the

column, unlike that of the other petals.

Darutin, Fertil. of Orchids by Insects, p. 238.

The United States to-day cling together with a coherency
far greater than the coherency of any ordinary federation
or league. J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 99.

2. Suitable connection or dependence, proceed-
ing from the natural relation of parts or things
to each other, as in the parts of a discourse or
of any system ; consistency.

Little needed the Princes and potentates of the earth,
which way soever the Gospel was spread, to study ways
how to make a coherence between the Churches politic and
theirs. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

coherent (ko-her'ent), a. [= F. coherent= Sp.
Pg. coherente = It. coerente, < L. colueren(t-)s,

ppr. of cohcerere, stick together, cohere : see eo-

here.] 1. Sticking, or sticking together ;
cleav-

ing, as the parts of a body, solid or fluid, or as
one body or substance to another; adhesive.

Consequently when insects visit the flowers of either
form . . . they will get their foreheads or proboscides
well dusted with the coherent pollen.

Darwin, Different Forms of Flowers, p. 96.

cohesive

The lower angle of each frustule is coherent to the mid-
dle of the next one beneath.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 292.

2. Connected; consistent; having a natural or
due agreement of parts ;

consecutive ; logical :

said of things: as, a coherent discourse.

An unerring eye for that fleeting expression of the monil
features of character, a perception of which alone makes
the drawing of a coherent likeness possible.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 125.

From the earliest times that men began to form any co-

herent idea of it [the world! at all, they began to guess in

some way or other how it was that it all began, and how
it was all going to end. W. K. Cli/ord, Lectures, I. 191.

3. Observing due order, connection, or arrange-
ment, as in thinking or speaking ;

consistent
;

consecutive : said of persons.
A coherent thinker and a strict reasoner is not to be

made at once by a set of rules. Watts, Logic.

4. Suited; fitted; adapted; agreeing.
Instruct tuy daughter how she shall persever,
That time and place, with this deceit so lawful,
May prove coherent. Shale., All's Well, iii. 7.

5. In bot., sometimes used for connate.

coherentific (ko-her-en-tif'ik), a. [Irreg. < L.

cohairen(t-)s, coherent, + -ficus, < facere, make.]
Causing coherence. [Rare.]
Cohesive or coherentific force. Coleridge.

coherently (ko-her'ent-li), adr. In a coherent
manner

;
with due connection or agreement of

parts ;
with logical sequence.

It Is a history in which none of the events follow one
another coherently. Ruckle, Civilization, I. iii.

COheritor (ko-her'i-tor), w. [< co-1 + heritor.]
A joint heritor or heir

;
a coheir.

Are a new Calvary and a new Pentecost in reserve for

these coheritors of the doom to become coheritors of the
blessedness reserved for the human "sons of perdition "?

If. A. Rev., CXXVI. 342.

cohesibility (ko-he-zi-bil'i-ti), n. [< cohesible :

see -bility.] T?he tendency to unite by cohe-
sion

;
cohesiveness. [Rare.]

cohesible (ko-he'zi-bl), a. [< L. colHesus, pp. of

cohcerere, cohere, + -ible.] Capable of cohe-

sion; cohesive. [Rare.]
cohesion (ko-he'zhon), n. [== F. collision = Sp.
cohesion = Pg. cohesao = It. coesione, < L. as if
f
coh{esio(n-), < cohcerere, pp. cohcesus, stick to-

gether: see cohere.] 1. The act or state of co-

hering, uniting, or sticking together ; specifical-

ly, in phys., the state in which, or the force by
which, the molecules of the same material are
bound together, so as to form a continuous ho-

mogeneous mass. This force acts sensibly at insensi-
ble distances that is, when the particles of matter which
it unites are placed in apparent contact. At insensible dis-

tances it is a much greater, at sensible distances a much
smaller, force than gravitation, so that it does not follow
the law of variation of the latter. It unites the particles
of a homogeneous body, and is thns distinguished from
adhesion, which takes place between the molecules of dif-

ferent masses or substances, as between fluids and solids,
and from chemical attraction, which unites the atoms of a
molecule together. The power of cohesion in a body is es-

timated by the force necessary to pull its parts asunder.
In general, cohesion is most powerful among the particles
of solid bodies, weaker among those of fluids, and least of

all, or entirely wanting, in elastic fluids, as air and gases.
Hardness, softness, tenacity, elasticity, malleability, duc-

tility, and in crystallized bodies cleavage, are to be con-
sidered properties dependent upon cohesion. The most
powerful influence which tends to diminish cohesion is

heat, as shown in the change of a solid to a liquid, or of a

liquid to a gas, which is effected by it. See gas and liquid.
2. In bot., the congenital union of one part with
another. If the parts are similar, as two stamens, their
union is specifically called coalescence; if dissimilar, as

calyx and ovary, it is styled adnation.

3. Connection; dependence; affinity; coher-
ence. [Now rare in this sense.]

Ideas that have no natural cohesion. Locke.

The greatest strength of that prevailing Faction [the
Romish religion] lies in the close union and cohesion of all

the part* together. Stillingjleet, Sermons, II. i.

Cohesion figures, a class of figures produced by the at-

traction of liquids for other liquids or solids with which
they are in contact, and divided into surface, submersion,
breath, and electric cohesion figures. It was found by C.

Tomlinson, an English physicist, that a drop of liquid, as

of oil or alcohol, spreads itself out on the surface of water
always in a definite figure, the figure differing with each
fluid dropped on the water ; and he suggested that this

might be employed as a test for oils, etc. The same prin-

ciple holds true with regard to liquids which, from greater
specific gravity, sink slowly to the bottom in water, each

liquid submerged forming a definite figure peculiar to it-

self. Breath figure* are produced by putting a drop of

the liquid to lie examined on a slip of mica and breathing
on it, when again each fluid takes a distinct characteristic

shape. Electric cohesion fifjures are produced by electrify-

ing drops of various liquids placed on a plate of glass.

Magnetic cohesion, that power by which two magnetic
bodies adhere together, as iron to a piece of lodestone.

cohesive (ko-he'siv), a. [= Sp. Pg. cohesiro, <

L. cohcesus, pp. of eohterere, cohere.] 1. Char-
acterized by, causing, or concerned in cohesion
or the quality of adhering together, literally
or figuratively: as, cohesive force.
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The Tory party is far m..n ,;,kmre than tin- Liberal cohortationt (ko-hor-tA'shgn), w. [< L. rnhur- coign, coigne
1
(koin), n

party, far more obedient t its leaders, far less disposed
" "Ito 8ect"""' -* t:hMiM. ii'i* ss:

rty of cohesion; capable,

tittto(n-i, < I'nhiirtare, pp. cohortatug, exhort, <

2. Having the

substance.

The nests arc built of strong rnhenife clay.
Sir /. K. Teuiuitl, Ceylon, 11. 6.

cohesively (ko-ho'siv-li), mlr. In a cohesive

manner; with cohesion,

cohesiyeness (kci-he'siv-nes), n.

of being cohesive; the tendency
cohesion; cohesibility.

roliortntirug, < L. cohortatm, pp. of cohortari,

encourage, etc.: sec colmrtntioii.] I. a. In

Hi li. j/rinii., noting exhortation or encourage-
ment. Applied to a tense which is a lengthcm-d form "f

the Imperfect (otherwise known a the future) tense. Inn

ited almost entirely to the first pci-n, and generally
,. v -- ----

, /i i i ,, ,
Main inniiv ill- in-ninTiii iitn. .>,,., .1

The fiuahtv capable nf being rendereil by prelixing 'let me or let

to unite by the verb. s,,,,i,ti taA Qt fangtflo fvtwrt, coigne'-, COlgny (koin, koi 111), . [A
J liccause formed b>-the addition of a paragoglc letter (lie). n/in ; repr. Ir. mii'iiini/i dull weak). ]>

II. 11. The cohortative tense.
COhibitt (ko-hib'it), *. /. [< L cohiMtm, pp. of cohogh '(ka-hosh'), ... [Amer.'lnd.] A name

..,./, ,1, .-..,,, f\ C.. T>rr />/>.! i/,i i*\ li/vhl t(ty*ttnur out,- ~~ v
.

liibfri' (> Sp. Pg. cohibir), hold together, con-

fine, restrain, < co-, together, + halicre, hold:

see /mhil, and cf. mthibit, inhibit, prohibit.] To

restrain; check; hinder.

It ua^ scarce possible to ctihitiit people's talk.

/;..;., .V.,,-//,. l.i.nl (iullfonl, I. 298.

in the United States of several plants which
have been used medicinally, (a) dmicifvga race-

tnnH,i, the black cohosh. (b) A'-l>>''i *i'i,-nt,t. var. rnbra,
ami .(. iillui, respectively the red ami the white cohosh.
>,.: rut miller Jr/dVI. (r) Cauliil'llilllinil tli'llirt,;,;,!,'*, the

blue cohosh.

cohowt, a. See cohoo.

cohobate (ko'ho-bat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. colio-

bated, ppr. cohobatiiig. [< ML. cohobatug, pp.
of coltoburc (> F. miiobcr = Sp. Pg. cohobar),

redistil; prob. of Ar. origin.] In phar., to re-

distil from the same or a similar substance, as

a distilled liquid poured back upon the matter

remaining in the vessel, or upon another mass
of similar matter.

The cohobated water of rue can never he sufficiently rec-

ommended for the cure of the falling sickness, the hysteric

passion, for expelling poison, and promoting of sweat and

perspiration. P. Shaw, Chemistry, xvl.

cohobation (ko-ho-ba'shqn), . [= F. cohoba-

tion = Sp. cohobacion = Pg. cohobaqOo, < ML. as

if *eohob<itio(n-), < cohobare, redistil: see coho-

bate.] The operation of cohobating.
Sub. What's cohobation f

Face. 'Tis the pouring on
Your aqua regis, and then drawing him off,

To the trine circle of the seven spheres.
R. Joiison, Alchemist, ii. 1.

cohobator (ko'ho-ba-tor), n. [< cohobate + -or.]

A device in which or 'by means of which coho-
bation is effected.

COhoes (ko-hoz'), n. A name given to the sal-

mon by ttie half-breeds of British Columbia.

cohog (ko'hog), n. [Amer. Ind.] The round

clam, Venus mercenaria. Also quahog, quahaug.
The more costly beads [in wampum] come from the lar-

gest shells of the Quahaug or Cohog, a welk.
Schele de Vere, Americanisms, p. 29.

cohoot, cohowt, . A kind of petrel, probably
a shearwater of the genus Puffinus.

The Cohow is so called from his voice, a night bird, be-

ing all day hid in the Rocks.
S. Clarke, Four English Plantations (1670), p. 22.

cohorn, . See coehorn.

cohort (ko'hdrt), n. [= F._coliorte = Sp. Pg.
cohorte = It. coorte = D. G.

[old spelling of ('/(',

1; iii tlii* sc'iiso now usually written quoin.]
A corner; a coin or cjuoin; a projecting point.
See quoin.

V'U yond' roi'.//i tli.- Capitol, >nii,r fnrner-stone?

..*., Cur., v. t

>. limiting down in any helt<

l*i|liare. J,<lfhr-"/i. Spanish Vistas, p. 111.

Coign Of vantage, a imdtlon of advantage for oltrving
<>1 i iperatilit;.

N" jiitty, t'

P.nttri s-. H'.I 'Hit this bird

Hath Mimic hi- p< ixlent bed. .s'/nifr.. Macbeth, 1. 6.

[Also coign,

protection,
cf. i-iiiniiiiii, :i truest. J In Ire-

laud, formerly, the custom of landlords quarter-

ing themselves upon their tenants at pleasure.
The term appears to have been applied also to

the forcible billeting of others, as of soldiers.

By the woord Cm/ynye Is understood mami-mcati ;
hut

how the woord is derived Is very hard to 1*11 : some iy of

cn> nc, iM-cause they used commonly in the) r Coygnyet not

only to take meate, but coyne also; ami that taking of

niony was specially ment to lie pnUUUd b.v that stat-

ute: but I think rather that this woord Coiynyr Is derived

of the Irish. Speiaer, State of Ireland.

The practice of coign and livery, so rightly condemned
by the English when resorted to by tin: natives, was re-

vived, but It hail the immediate effect of producing rebel-

lion. W. 8. Gregg, Irish IIIt. for Kng. Readers, p. 39.

[Also coyne, coynw, eic.
;

v. cmyne*, wnymj, n.j
To quarter one's self on another by force ;

live
:lg head-coverings worn during

ages: (a) A cap resembling a modem night-cap, tied un-

der the chin, and represented as worn by both sexes both
In and out of doors, in the chase and other active occupa-
tions, as early as the twelfth century.

Within the Castle were six Ladies cloathed In Russet-

Satin, laid all over with Leaves of Oold ; on their Heads

Coifi and Caps of Oold. Baker, Chronicles (1510), p. 265.

(6) A cap like the calotte or skull-cap, usually of Ic.wn,
retained until the common introduction of the wig, espe-

cially as the head-dress of barristers.

They cared flor no coy/ei that men of court vsyn,
But meved many maters that man neuer thoujte.

Richard the RedeUn.M. 320.

Sergeants at law . . . are called sergeants of the coif,

from the lawn coif they wear on their heads under their

caps when they are created. Jacob, Law Diet. (1729).

(c) A skull-cap of leather or of stuff, apparently wadded,
made of many thicknesses, or provided with a thickened
rim or edge (see bourrelet), worn under the camail to pre-
vent the links of the chain-mail from wounding the head
when struck, or to prevent the heavy steel headpiece from

pressing too heavily upon the head.

2. Figuratively, the calling or rank of a barris-

ter: as, a brother of the coif. Addison.

The readers In the Inns of Court appear to have been

grave professors of the law, often enjoying the dignity of

the coif, and selected for their learning and legal acquire-
ments. If. andQ., 7th ser., III. 83.

Though they came not armed like soldiers to be ceased

upon me, yet their purpose was to coynit upon me, and to

eat me out of house and home.
L. Bryikett, Civil Life, p. 167.

. [ME. not found (but see i

< OF'. coiUir, also cuillir, cuellir (> E. culfl), f.
cueillir, gather, pluck, pick, cull, = Pr. coillir,

cuelhir = Sp. eager = Pg. eolher = It. cogliere, <

L. colligere, conligere, gather together, pp. col-

lectus (> E. collect: see collect), < com-, toge-

ther, 4- legere, gather: see legend.] I. trans.

It. To pick; choose; select. 2t. To strain

through a cloth. 3f. To gather into a narrow

compass. Boyle. 4. To gather into rings one
above another; twist or wind spirally: as, to

/oil a rope ; a serpent coils itself to strike.

Our conductor gather'd, as he stepp'd,
A clue, which careful In his hand he coifd.

Olovrr, Athenaid, xlx.

6. To entangle as or as if by coiling about.

And pleasure coil thee In her dangerous snare.

T. Edwardi, Canons of Criticism, xxxiv.

3. In armor: (a) A cap of chain-mail or of

bezanted or scale armor, usually distinct from
the camail, and worn over it as an additional

defense, or to cover the top of the head when
the camail reached only about to the ears.

Also called coif of mail, cap of mail, mail coif,

and coiffe-de-mailies. (b) The camail itself, (c)

A skull-cap of steel, worn over the camail, or coil1 (koil), n. [< coin, v.] 1. A ring or series

perhaps in some cases worn under the camail, of rings or spirals into which a pliant body, as

n. intruns. To form rings, spirals, or convo-

lutions; wind.

They caU'd and swam, and cv'ry track
Was a flash of golden fire.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, Iv.

Down 'mid the tangled roots of things
'I hat coil about the central tire.

Lowell, The Miner.

cun<;rK! = iu cutn-te = v. u. Dan. kohorte = Sw. ormaflcoif. Also called coif ofplate, coiffe-de- a rope, is wound ; hence, such a form in a body
kohort, < L. cohor(t-)s, a cohort, division of an fer, cerveliere, and secret. 4. A light cap of which is not pliant, as a steel car-spring,

army, company, train, retinue of attendants, lace, worn by women at the present day.

any multitude, prop, a multitude inclosed,

being the same word as cohor(t-)s, often contr.

cor(t-)s, a place inclosed, an inclosure, yard,

pen, court, > ult. E. court, q. v.] 1. In Bom.

antiq., an infantry division of the legion, insti-

tuted as a regular body by Marius. though the

name was used before his time with a less defi-

nite signification. Its original strength was 300 men,
but, the cohort becoming the tactical unit of the army, the nnif /v.,-:*\ ., t r/ ,< ,,

effective number was raised almost immediately to 500, or CO1J (.KOII;, v. i. i\ toy, n.

perhaps to 600, and remained practically the same until with or as With a COlf .

the end of the empire. The name was also given to bodies

of auxiliary troops of the same strength, not necessarily

organized into legions, and distinguished either according
to nationality or according to their arm, as cohortesfundi-
torum, the slingers; cohortes soffittariorum, the bowmen,

She was clad In a simple robe of linen, with a white fichu.

and a coiffe or head-dress of lace.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLII. 288.

Coif Of mall. Sameascotf, 3(o). Coif Of plate. Same
as coif, 3 (c). To take or receive the coif, to be admit-

ted to the bar. [Eng.]

I am not sure as to the particular inn with which he

[Densyll] was associated, but he received the coif in Mi-

chaelmas Term, 1531. N. and Q., 7th ser., IV. 76.

Ready to be called to the bar and cui/ed.
Martinui Scriblerus.

A coif of plate.

twelve Pnetorian and Urban Cohort! inThey kept .

the cltie of Rome. Coryat, Crudities, I. 71. coiffette (kwo-fef
Hence 2. A band or body of warriors in gen- coiffe : see coif.]

its senses.

/Vwnf'dA fpr'1 i

.
(.
KWOI 5r ;, n.

bee COtJ, o (C).

coiffe-de-mailles (kwof'de-mal'), ... A coif of

mail. See coif, 3 ().
), n.

Dimi
eral.

With him the cohort bright
Of watchful cherubim. Milton, P. L., xl. 127.

The Assyrian came down like a wolf on the fold,

And his cohorts were gleaming in purple and gold.

Byron, Destruction of Sennacherib.

coiffure (koif'ur; F. pron. kwo-ftir'), w. [< F.

coiffure, < coiffer, arrange the head-dress, <

coiffe, head-dress: see coif.] A head-dress ; the

manner of arranging or dressing the hair.

Brantdme dwells with rapture on the elegance of her

costume, the matchless taste in its arrangement, and the

perfection of her coifure. Pretcott.

3. In some systems of botanical and zoSlogical

classification, a large group of no definitely
fixed grade, in zoology it is usually intermediate be- coif-skullt The top of an armet or tilting-
tween a family and an order ; in botany it is usually a i...im .4. . *.{._ ni fi(>n which covered the skull
grade next higher than an order, but inferior to a class. ?,

eln

Alliance has been used in the botanical sense. Compare hw6er.

The wild grape-vines that twisted their coilt from tree

to tree. Irving.

Specifically 2. An electrical conductor, as a

copper wire, when wound up in a spiral or other
form : as, an induction-co7 ; a resistance-coi/.

3. A group or nest of pipes, variously arranged,
used as a radiator in a steam-heating apparatus.
Branchial COIL See branchial. Flemish coll(n<iuf.),

a coil of rope in which each turn Is laid down flat on the

deck, forming a sort of mat.
To cover or dress C0ii2 (koil), n. [Prob. Celtic : < Gael, and Ir.

goill, war, fight, Gael, goil, boiling, fume, bat-

tle, rage, fury; coileid, stir, movement, noise;
< Gael, goil, Ir. goil-aim, boil, rage.] Stir; dis-

turbance; tumult; bustle; turmoil; trouble.

I am not worth this coil that's made for me.
Shalt., K. Jolin, it 1.

Why make all this mil about a mere periodical essayist ?

Whiffle, Ess. and Rev., I. 30.

He shall not his brain encumber
With the coil of rhythm and number.

Emcrion, Merlin, 1.

Here's a coil raised, a pother, and for what ?

Brotrning, Ring and Book, II. 271.

[In the following quotation the meaning Is uncertain ; It

is explained as either
'

turmoil, bustle, trouble
'

(which Is

the sense employed in all other cases where Shakspere has
used the word), or

' that which entwines or wraps around,'
that Is, the body.

To sleep ! perchance to dream ; ay, there's the rub ;

For in that sleep of death what dreams may come,
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil.

Must give us pause. Shot., Hamlet, 11L 1.)

1[F.
'coiffette, dim. of

minutive of coif in any of
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coil3 (koil), . [E. dial. Of. coiU, .] A hen-

coop. Also called hen-coil. [Prov. Eng.]
coil* (koil), . [E. dial., var. of cote3, q. v.]
A cock, as of hay ;

a haycock.
O bonny, bonny, sang the bird,
Sat on the coil o' hay.

Clerk Saunders (Child's Ballads, II. 324).

coillont, coilont, coillent, See million.

coil-plate (koil'plat), . A plate having hooks
or rings by means of which it sustains the
horizontal coils of a radiator, or an evaporator,
or a condenser, etc.

coin1
(koin), n. [< ME. coyn, coyne, coigne, coin,

money, < OF. coin, a wedge, stamp, coin, later

coing, corner, F. coin, wedge, stamp, die, usu-

ally corner, = Pr. cunh, conh, cony = Sp. cuno,
cuila = Pg. cunho = It. conio, < L. cuneus, a

wedge, akin to Or. /cuwf, a peg, cone (> ult. E.

cone), and to E. hone, q. v. In the senses

'corner, angle,' which are later in E., the word
is often spelled coign (after later OF. coing,

coign) or quoin.~\ 1. In arch., a corner or an
angle. See quoin.

Another, leveld by the Lesbian Squire,
Deep vnder ground (for the Foundation) joins
Well-polisht Marble, in long massie Coins.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.

2. The specific name given to various wedge-
shaped pieces used for different purposes, as

(a) for raising or lowering a piece of ordnance
;

(6) for locking a printers' form; (c) for fix-

ing casks in their places, as on board a ship.
See quoin. 3. A die employed for stamping
money. Hence 4. A piece of metal, as gold,
silver, copper, or some alloy, converted into

money by impressing on it officially authorized
marks, figures, or characters: as, gold coins; a

copper coin ; counterfeit coins.

Whanne the puple aposed [questioned] hym of a peny in
the temple,

And god askede of hem whas [whose] was the coygne.
Piers Plowman (C), ii. 46.

5. Collectively, coined money; coinage ;
a par-

ticular quantity or the general supply of me-
tallic money: as, a large stock of coin; the
current coin of the realm.

All the coin in thy father's exchequer.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 2.

6. Figuratively, anything that serves for pay-
ment, requital, or recompense.
The loss of present advantage to flesh and blood is repaid

in a nobler coin. Hammond, Fundamentals.

7. [F.] The clock of a stocking. Aryandic
coin. See Aryandic. Coin-cup, a metal cup or tankard
in which coins of silver or gold are inserted, in the bottom,
Bides, or cover, as ornaments. Current coin, coin in

general circulation. Defaced coin, coin on which any
name or words have been stamped other than those im-
pressed by the mint in accordance with statute. Any per-
son who defaces coin of the United States, or foreign coin
that passes current in the United States, is punishable by
law. Obsidional coins, coins of various base metals,
struck in besieged places, as a substitute for current money.
To pay one in his own coin, to treat a person as he

has treated you ; give him tit for tat.

I was acquainted with the danger of her disposition ;

and now have fitted her a just payment in her own coin.

Ford, 'Tis Pity, iv. 1.

coin 1
(koin), v. [< ME. coynen, coignen; from the

noun.] I. trans. 1. To stamp and convert
into money ;

mint : as, to coin gold.
The kynge's side salle be the hede, & his name written,
The croyce side, what cite [city] it was in coyned & smyteu.

Langtoft'e Chronicle (ed. Hearne), p. 239.

2. To make by coining metals : said of money.
He caused the Laws of England to be executed in Ire-

land, and Money to be coined there according to the
Weight of English Money. Baker, Chronicles, p. 74.

3f. To represent on a coin. [Rare.]
That emperorwhom no religion would lose, Constantine,

... that emperor was coined praying. Donne, Sermons, xi.

4. To make; fabricate; invent: as, to coin
words.

Some tale, some new pretext, he daily coined
To soothe his sister and delude her mind.

Dryden, jEneid, i. 484.

5. In tin-works, toweigh and stamp (tin blocks).
[Cornwall.] To coin money, figuratively, to make
money rapidly ; be very successful in business.

The owners of horses and mules were coining money,
transporting people to the fair-ground.

C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 199.

II. intrans. To yield to the process of mint-
ing; be suitable for conversion into metallic

money; be coinable. [Rare.]
Their metal is so soft that it will not coin without alloy

to harden it. Dri/den, Epick Poetiy.

coin2!, [ME., < OF. coin, coing, mod. F. coing= Pr. codoing = It. codogna, cotogna, < ML.
*codonium,*codonia, cotoneum, cotonea, etc., var.
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of cidon.ium, cidonia, cydonium, cydonia, ult. < L.

cydonia, cotonia, cotonea, a quince. From a late

form of coin, namely quine, quyne, is derived
the present E. form quince : see quince, codiniac,

quiddany.'] A quince. Bom. of the Rose.

coinable (koi'na-bl), a. [<co(H 1
, v.,+ -able.~\ Ca-

pable of being converted into coins.

We might more simply say, that the material of money
should be coinable, so that a portion, being once issued ac-

cording to proper regulations, may be known to all as good
and legal currency. Jevons, Money and Mech. of Ex., p. 40.

coinage (koi'naj), . [< coin1 + -age.~\ 1. The
act, art, or process of making coins. 2. Coin;
money coined; pieces of metal stamped by
the proper authority for use as a circulating
medium.
The archaic coins of Magna Gnecia have a local peculi-

arity of fabric which distinguishes them from the other
early coinages of Hellas.

C. T. Newton, Art and Archffiol., p. 406.

3. The charges or expense of coining money.
Cheapness of coinage in England, where it costs nothing,

will indeed make money be sooner brought to the mint.

Locke, Considerations of Interest, etc.

4. The act or process of forming or producing;
invention; fabrication.

Unnecessary coinage ... of words.

Dryden, Ded. of Juvenal's Satires.

5. That which is fabricated or produced.
This is the very coinage of your brain.

Shale., Hamlet, ill. 4.

Bronze Coinage Act, an English statute of 1859 (22 and
23 Viet., c. 30), making the coinage laws applicable to
bronze or mixed metal coins. Garbling the coinage.
See garble.

coin-assorter (koin'a-sor'ter), n. A machine
or device for separating coins according to their

weight or size.

coin-balance (koin'bal"ans), n. A very accu-
rate and sensitive balance for weighing coins.

coincide (ko-in-sid
'

), v. i.
; pret. and pp. coin-

cided, ppr. coinciding. [= F. coincider = Sp.
Pg. coincidir = It. coincidere, < ML. "coincidere,
< L. co-, together, + incidere, fall on, < in, on,
+ cadere, fall : see cadent ana incident.] 1. To

occupy the same place in space, the same point
or period in time, or the same position in a scale
or series : as, a temperature of 25 on the cen-

tigrade scale coincides with one of 77 on the
scale of Fahrenheit ; the rise of the church coin-
cides with the decline of the Roman empire.

If the equator and the ecliptick had coincided, it would
have rendered the annual revolution of the earth quite use-
less. Dr. Q. Cheyne, Phil. Prin. of Natural Religion, I 26.

2. To concur; agree; correspond exactly: as,
the judges did not coincide in opinion ; that did
not coincide with my views.
The rules of right judgment and of good ratiocination

often coincide with each other. Watts, Logic.
The interests of the subjects and the rulers never abso-

lutely coincide till the subjects themselves become the
rulers, that is, till the government be either immediately
or mediately democratical.

ilacaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

coincidence (ko- in 'si- dens), n. [= F. coinci-
dence = Sp. Pg. coincidencia = It. coincidema,
< ML. "coincidentia, < *coinciden(t-)s : see coin-

cident.'] 1. The fact of being coincident, or of

occupying the same place in space or the same
position in a scale or series; exact correspon-
dence in position : as, the coincidence of equal
triangles.
The want of exact coincidence between these two notes

is an inherent arithmetic imperfection inthemusical scale.

Whewell.

2. A happening at the same time or existence

during the same period; contemporaneousness.
When A is constantly happening, and also B, the occur-

rence of A and B at the same moment is a mere coinci-

dence, which may be casualty.
De Morgan, Budget of Paradoxes, p. 280.

Nevertheless it is evident that denials of the received
morality and revolutionary views of morality have ap-
peared perhaps only by a coincidence at the time and
in the circles where religious belief has been shaken most
violently. J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. US.

Hence 3. Concurrence; agreement in circum-
stance, character, etc.

;
more or less exact cor-

respondence generally, or an instance of exact
correspondence; especially, accidental or in-
cidental concurrence; accidental agreement:
as, the coincidence of two or more opinions.

Is there not a true coincidence between commutative
and distributive justice ?

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 150.

The very concurrence and coincidence of so many evi-
dences . . . carries a great weight. Sir M. Hale.

The actual coincidence* that sometimes happen between
dreams and events. Chambers'! Encyc.

Formula Of coincidence, a formula which expresses
how many coincidences occur under certain general con-
ditions. Point of coincidence, a point where two or

coinheritance

more points coincide. Line and plane of coincidence are

similarly defined. Principle of coincidence, the prin-
dple expressed by a formula of coincidence.

coincidency (ko-in'si-den-si), n. Coincidence.
ll'arbiirtun. [Rare.]

coincident (ko-in'si-dent), a. and n. [= F. co-

incident= Sp. Pg. It. coincidente, < ML. "coinci-

den(t-)s, ppr. of "coincidere, coincide : see coin-

cide.'] I. a. 1. Occupying the same place in

space, or the same position in a scale or series
;

Coinciding. In yeom. ,
two figures are coincident which

are everywhere infinitely near to each other ; but two
coincident points often lie upon a definite right line, etc.

When two sets of waves are coincident, the height of
the wave or extent of vibration is doubled.

Spottiswoode, Polarisation, p. 31.

2. Happening at the same time; coexistent:
with with.

Their international communication was greatly facili-

tated by several useful inventions coincident with this

period. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 1.

Shakspeare, too, saw that in true love, as in fire, the
utmost ardor is coincident unth the utmost purity.

ilarg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 68.

Ignorance and crime are not cause and effect ; they are
coincident results of the same cause.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 379.

3. Concurrent; exactly corresponding; in all

respects conformable
;
consistent.

Christianity teaches nothing but what is perfectly . . .

coincident with the ruling principles of a virtuous man.
South.

II. n. A concurrence
;
a coincidence. [Rare.]

Lay wisdom on thy valour, on thy wisdom valour,
For these are mutual co-incidents.

tliddleton and Rowley, World Tost at Tennis.

coincidental (ko-in-si-den'tal), a. [< coinci-

dent, n., + -a?.] Pertaining to, characterized

by, or of the nature of coincidence or a coinci-
dence

; happening at or about the same time
as another event to which it is in some notable

way related.

I have myself . . . noted a considerable number of

very striking coincidental dreams.
N. and Q., 6th ser., X. 358.

COincidentally (ko-in-si-den'tal-i), adv. In a
coincident manner; with coincidence.

Coimidentally with these changes, an active fermenta-
tion is excited. Huxley, Biology, v.

coincidently (ko-in'si-dent-li), adv. In a coin-
cident manner

;
with coincidence.

Now it is certain that two different buildings . . . could
not be 'coincidently erected on a site that would certainly
not suffice in its dimensions for more than one of the two.

N. and Q., 6th ser., X. 462.

coincider (kp-in-si'der), n. One who or that
which coincides or concurs.
coin-counter (koin'koun"ter), n. A mechani-
cal device for facilitating the counting of coins.
A common coin-counter is a flat tray having a fixed num-
ber of depressions on the surface. By throwing the coins
on the tray and filling the depressions with them, a large
number of pieces can be counted at one time.

coindicant (ko-in'di-kant), a. and n. [< co-1 +
indicant; = F. coindicant, etc.] I. a. Fur-
nishing an additional symptom or indication;
confirming other signs or indications : as, a co-
indicant symptom.

II. n. A coindicant symptom.
coindication (ko-in-di-ka'shon), n. [< co-1 4-

indication; = F. coindication, etc.] A concur-
rent indication, sign, or symptom.
coiner (koi'ner), n. 1. One who stamps coins;
a minter; a maker of money.
There is reason to believe that the reproach against

Frederick of being a false coiner arose from his adopting
the Eastern device of plating copper pieces to pass for
silver. J. A, Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 161.

Specifically 2. A maker of base or counter-
feit coins

;
a counterfeiter.

My father was I know not where
When I was stamp'd ; some coiner with his tools
Made me a counterfeit. Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 5.

3. An inventor or maker, as of words.

Dionysius a coiner of etymologies. Camden, Remains.

COinhabitant (ko-in-hab'i-tant), n. [< co-1 +
inhabitant.'] One who dwells with another or
with others. Dr. H. More.

coinhabiting (kd-in-hab'i-ting), n. [< co-1 +
inhabiting.] A dwelling together; a cohabit-

ing. Mttton.

coinhere (ko-in-her'), v. i. ; pret. and pp. coin-

hered, ppr. coinhering. [< co-1 + inhere.'] To
inhere together; be included or exist together
in the same thing.
We can justify the postulation of two different sub-

stances, exclusively on the supposition of the incompati-
bility of the double series of phenomena to coinhere in
one. Sir W. Hamilton.

coinheritance (ko-in-her'i-tans), n. [< co-1 +
inheritance.] Joint inheritance.



coinheritance

The Spirit of God . . . adopts UH into thr 111):<l icnl body
of Christ, and gives us title to a tttnlu rttanet with him

Jer. Taylor, Works (eil. 1830), H. 40.

coinheritor (ko-iri-her'i-tor), n. [< co-1 + in-

heritor.} A joint heir; a coheir.

coining-press (koi'ning-pres), n. A machine
for striking or stamping coins. A screw -i>n >.-.

worked by atmospheric pressure, wa introduri-d fur this

purpose about \w\, rapeneding tin- old method f strik-

ing coins by the hammer. It was subsequently much im-

proved, but has been generally abandoned. The lever-

Ancient anil modern forms of

Coining-press. (From
"
History

of the D. S. Mini.")

press worked by steam, invented by Uhlhorn in 1829, has
lin-ir adopted iu Kui:lund. In this press the blanks or
disks to be stamped are placed between the dies by a me-
chanical layer-on, and the pressure is then imparted by a

toggle-joint and a bent lever. A lever-press similar to

that of Uhlboru in principle but differing In construc-

tion, invented by Thonnelier, a Frenchman, la used in

the mints of the United States.

cpinless (koin'les), o. [< coin 1 + -less.} Hav-
ing no coin or money ; moneyless ; penniless.

You . . . look'd for homage you deem'd due
From coinless bards to men like you.

W. Combe, Dr. Syntax, ii. 7.

coinquinatet (ko-in'kwi-nat), v. t. [< L. coin-

quinatiis, pp. of coinquinare (> OF. coinquiner),

pollute, < co-, together, + inquinare, pollute.]
To pollute ;

defile. [Rare.]
That would coinquinate
That would contaminate
The Church's high estate.

Skelton, Colin Clout, 1. 706.

coinquinationt (ko-in-kwi-na'shon), n. [< OF.
coinquination, < LL. coinquinatid(n-), < L. coin-

quinare, pollute : see coinquinate.] Defilement ;

pollution. [Bare.]

Coinquination [F.I, a eoinquination or coinquinating ; a

soyling, defiling, polluting ; defaming. Cotyrave.

Vntil I make a second inundation
To wash thy purest Fame's coinquination
And make it tit for flnall conflagration.

Davit, Commendatory Poems, p. 14.

coinstantaneous (ko-in-stan-ta'ne-us), a. [<
co-1 + fMttmteMOtt*.] Happening at the same
instant

; coincident in moment of time.

In the case of the prawn-like crabs, their movements
were as coinstantaneou* as in a regiment of soldiers.

Darwin, Voyage of Beagle, I. 22.

coinstantaneously (ko - in - stan - ta'ne - us -
li),

adv. At the same moment; simultaneously.
Darwin.

COinsure (ko-in-shor'), v. i.
; pret. and. pp. coin-

sured, ppr. coinsuring. [< co- 1 + insure.'} To
insure one's life or one's property together with
others.

An equitable method by which a coinsuring member
could retire from the society when he ceased to need fur-

ther insurance. H. A. Rev., CXLIII. 144.

cointt, o. [ME., also quaint, queint, quaint,
>

mod. E. quaint, q. v.] A Middle English form
of quaint.
cointense (ko-in-tens'), a. [< co-1 + intense."]

Of the same intensity as another
; equally in-

tense.
Two sensations that are like in kind can be known as

like or unlike in intensity. . . . We can recognize changes
as connatural, or the reverse ; and connatural changes we
can recognize as cointense, or the reverse.

H. S[>encer, Prin. of Psychol., 361.

cointension (ko-in-teu'shon), n. [< co-1 + in-

tension.] The condition of being of equal in-

tensity with another.

In comparing simple states of consciousness that are
alike in kind, we observe their relative intensities. If their

intensities are equal, they must be called cointense ; and
the equality of their intensities is cointension.

II. Speneer, Prin. of Psychol., 362.

cointensity (ko-in-ten'si-ti), n. [< cointense,
after intensity.'} Same as cointension. H. Spen-
cer.

cointerest (ko-in'ter-est), n. [< co-1 + inter-

cut.} A joint interest. Milton.

cqintiset,
. A Middle English form of quain-

tise.

cointoiset, n. [OF., also cointise, quaintness,
neatness, > ME. cointise, quointise, quaintise:
see quaintise.} 1. A scarf, handkerchief, or
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veil; specifically, a scarf worn pendent from
the head-dress by women in the thirteenth cen-

tury. 2. A similar veil or kerchief worn by a

knight pendent from his helmet, as if bestowed

by Iiis lady; hence, any favor of like character
worn at a tournament, etc. 3. In heraldic rep-
resentations, drapery falling from the helmet
iu folds and curves : a common mode of heral-

dic decoration in the fifteenth century and
later. See lauihrequin and mantlini/.

coinverse (ko-in-vers'), a. [< co- 1 + inverse.}
In geont., two points inverse to each other with

regard to two given circles are said to be coin-

verse to either circle.

COir, COire (klr), n. [Formerly cair, cayar ; =
Pg. cairo, < Malayalam kdyar (= Tamil MyOftt,
kin/ini), rope, cord, < kdyaru, be twisted.] The
prepared fiber of the husk of the cocoanut. it is

twiaU-d into coarse yarn for making ropes, matting, etc.

Cordage made of this material rots in fresh water and

snaps in frost, but it is strengthened by salt water, is vi-i y
buoyant and elastic, and is thus in some respect* prefera-
ble to hemp for marine uses, especially in cases requiring
a rope that will float.

COistrilt (kois'tril), >i. [Early mod. E. also

coystril, coystrel ; perhaps connected with OF.
eoustillier, a soldier armed with a dagger, <

coustille, a sort of dagger, < coustel, prop, con/' I,

also coltel, cultel, mod. F. couteau, < ML. culttl-

lus, a knife : see cutlass.} An inferior groom ;
a

lad employed by the esquire to carry a knight's

arms; hence, a mean paltry fellow.

He's a coward and a coytttril, that will not drink to my
niece. Shale., T. N., 1. 3.

COlt (koit), n. Same as quoit.
coition (ko-ish'on), . [< L. coitio(n-), a com-

ing together, a meeting, coition, < coire, pp. coi-

tus, come together, < co-, together, + ire, go : see

go.} 1. A coming together; a meeting. Spe-
cifically 2. Sexual congress; copulation.
Coition'of the moon, the position of the moon when in

the same sign and degree of the zodiac with the sun. E. D.

coitus (ko'i-tus), H.; pi. coitus. [L., a meeting
(in this sense also ceetus), coition (in this sense

only coitus), a meeting, assemblage (in this

sense only coitus: see cete1 ), < coire, come to-

gether, meet: see coition.] Coition ; sexual in-

tercourse; copulation.
Coil (ko'iks), n. [NL., < Gr. /c&f, an Egyptian
variety of palm. Cf. cocoa.} A small genus of

coarse monoecious grasses, of which one spe-

cies, C. Lacryma, a native of eastern Asia, is

found in gardens under the name of JoVs-tears.
The large, round, white, shining fruits have some resem-
blance to heavy drops of tears; hence its fanciful title.

They are sometimes used for necklaces, bracelets, etc.

cojoin (ko-join'), v. t. or . [< co-1 + join. Cf.

conjoin.} To join or associate. Shak. [Rare.]

cojuror (ko-jo'ror), n. [< co-1 + juror.} One
who swears to another's credibility. [Rare.]
The solemn forms of oaths : of a compurgator, or coju-

ror, which kind of oath was very much used by the Anglo-
Saxons. The form of the oath is this :

"
I swear by God,

that the oath which N. swore was honest and true.
'

M. Shelton, tr. of W. Wotton's View of Hickes's

[Thesaurus, p. 59.

cokt, n. An obsolete form of eocfc1 .

cokatricet, An obsolete form of cockatrice.

coke 1
(kok), n. [Sometimes spelled coafc/ same

as E. dial, cokes, coaks, cinders. Cf. grindle-

colce, a worn-down grindstone. Phonetically,
cofce may be compared with cake (cf. LG. koke,

cake, and see cafce1 ) ;
but coke does not "cake."

Hence F. cofce, Sp. cofc, G. fcoafcs, kohks, usually
coafcs, etc., coke.] The solid product of the car-

bonization of coal, bearing the same relation to

that substance that charcoal does to wood, it

is an important article in metallurgy, since few bitumi-
nous coals can be used for the manufacture of iron with-

out having been first coked. The coking coals, as they are

called, are bituminous, and such as contain but a small

percentage of water. Hence the coals as recent as the Ter-

tiarybrown-coals or lignites rarely furnish coke; that
is. the material left behind after the bituminous or vola-

tile matter has been driven off is a powder, and not the co-

herent somewhat vesicular substance to which the name
of coke is given. The nature of the difference between

coking and non-coking coals has not yet been fully made
out, and it is stated on good authority that some coal

which cokes readily when first mined does not do so after

having been exposed to the atmosphere, if only for a few

days. The use of coke dates certainly as far back as the
middle of the seventeenth century. Its preparation was
formerly known as charlring or charring, and the word was

often, and is still occasionally, written cook.

coke1
(kok), v. ; pret. and pp. coked, ppr. coking.

[< cofce1
, n.] I. trans. To convert (coal) into

coke.

II. I'M trans. To become coke ; be convertible
into coke : as, a coking coal.

Sometimes spelled coafc.

Coke2t, n. A Middle English form of coofc1 .

coke-barrow (kok 'bar '6), n. A large two-
wheeled barrow used for various purposes about

cola-nut

coke-ovens and furnaces. It is made of sheet-

iron, and has the form of a half cylinder.

cokedrilt, . Same as crocmlili .

cokenayt, An obsolete form of cockney.
coke-omnibus (kok'om'ni-bus), n. In gas-
inanuf., an iron carriage moving on rails, in

front of the retorts, from which it receives the
coke as drawn, and carries it to the place of

deposit.
coke-oven (kok'uv'n), n. A furnace, oven, kiln,
or retort used for reducing bituminous coal to

coke
;
a coking-oven. The essential features are a

(liainiii-r in contain the coal, with openings at various

points for the admission of air, which can h>- closed as re-

quired during the progress of the operation, and a fur-

nace or fire-chamber to supply the necessary heat. In mine
forms the gases which are evolved are utilized as fuel for

the oven iUelf, or for a steam l>il<r, r for some similar

purpose, or they are condensed as tar, etc.

coker 1
(ko'ker), n. Same as cocfcer8 .

coker2 (ko'ker). v. t. [E. dial.] To sell by auc-
tion. [Pnw- Bug.]
coker't, r. t. See cocker*.

cokerelt, An obsolete form of cockerel.

cokernut (ko'ker-nut), n. A commercial mode
of spelling cocoanut.

Coker nuts for cups, like the mazers of olden time.
S. Unwell, Taxes in England, II. 96.

cokes 1
,
n. pi. See coafcs and cofce1 .

cokes- 1, n. and v. See coax.

cokett, . See cocfcet1 .

coke-tower (kok'tpu'er), n. A high tower or

condenser filled with coke, used in the manu-
facture of hydrochloric acid, to give a large
surface for the union of a falling spray of water
with rising chlorin. See hydrochloric.

cokewoldt, n. A Middle English form of eucfc-

old.

cokint, > [ME., < OF. coquin (ML. coquinus,

cokinus), a vagabond, servant, messenger; a

rogue. See cocfcney.] A rogue.
Thou hethen cokin,

Wende to thi deuel Apollln.
Arthur and Merlin, 1. 6381.

coking (ko'king), n. [Verbal n. of cofce1 .] The
act or process of converting or of being con-
verted into coke.

It will thus be seen that the coal at the back is under-

going a process of coking before being pushed forward.

Science, IV. 332.

coking-kiln, coking-oven (ko'king-kil, -uv'n),
n. A coke-oven.

coknayt, n. An obsolete form of cockney.
col (kol), n. [F., the neck, a pass, defile, < L.
ml I n in. the neck: see collar.} A narrow pass
between two mountain peaks: a term used in

English by some writers on alpine geology and

mountaineering.
One thing alone could justify the proposition (to returnl

. . . a fog so thick as to prevent them from striking the
summit of the col at the proper point.

Tyndall, Hours of Exercise in the Alps, ii.

col-. [L. col-, but in classical L. prevailingly
unassimilated con- before 1: see com-, con-.]
The assimilated form of com-, con-, before /. See

com-, con-.

Col. 1. An abbreviation (a) of Colonel as a ti-

tle, and (6) of Colossians. 2. [i.e.] An apothe-
caries' abbreviation of coliander, an obsolete
form of coriander.

Cola, n. Latin plural of colon.

colander, cullender (kul'an-der). n. [E. dial.

culdore; prob. < Sp. coJador, a colander (cf. It.

colatojo (<. ML. colatorium: see colatorium), F.

couloire, a colander), < color = It. colare, Pr.

coiar = F. couler (> ult. E. cuWis1
, cullis*), < L.

colare, strain, filter, < colum, a strainer, colan-

der, sieve.] A vessel of hair, wicker, or metal,
with a bottom, or bottom and sides, perforated
with little holes to allow liquids to run off, as
in washing vegetables or straining curds, sepa-

rating the juices from fruits or the liquor from

oysters, etc. ;
a strainer.

An osier colander provide
Of twigs thick wrought.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgica, It 328.

colander-shovel (kul'an-der-shuv
1

'!), n. A
shovel of open wirework used for taking salt-

crystals from an evaporating-pan.
cola-nut (ko'la-nut), n. A brownish bitter seed,
of about the size of a chestnut, produced by a
tree of western tropical Africa, Cola acuminate,
natural order Sterculiacea. The tree has become
naturalized in the West Indies and Brazil. The nuts are

said to be used for purifying water, for quieting the crav-

ings of hunger, and to increase the power of resisting fa-

tigue from prolonged labor ; they quickly counteract the

effects of intoxication. They have been found to contain
two or three times as much caffein as coffee itself, and
some theobromine. Also called cola-seed and yuru-n<it.



Colaptes

Colaptes (ko-lap'tez), re. [NL. (Swainson, 1827),
< Gr. Ko'MfrTeiv, peck as birds, carve, chisel.] A
genus of woodpeckers, of the family Picidie. The
bill is somewhat curved, scarcely or not at all ridged on
the sides or beveled and truncate at the end ; and the

plumage is brilliantly colored, with circular black spots
on the under surface. It contains the golden-winged wood-
pecker or flicker of the United States (C. auratuf), the red-
shafted flicker (C. mexicanux), and other species, and some-
times stands as the type of a subfamily Colaptince. See
cut under Jlicker.

Colaptinae (kol-ap-ti'ne), re. pi. [NL., < Colap-
tes T -ince.] A subfamily of Picidce, named
from the genus Colaptes. G. E. Gray, 1840.

col arco (kol ar'ko). [It. : col, coiitr. of con il,

with the (con, < L. cum, with; il, < L. Me, this) ;

arco, bow: see com-, arc^, arch^.] In violin-

playing, a direction to play 'with the bow,' as

distinguished from pizzicato.
colarin (kol'a-rin), n. [F., < It. collarino ; see

collarino."] Same as collarino.

colascione, re. See calascione.

cola-seed (ko'la-sed), re. Same as cola-nut.

Colaspis (ko-las'pis), n. [NL. (Fabricius).] A

genus
of beetles, of the family Chrysomelida?.

. Jlavida (.Say) is a yel-
lowish species, about a

quarter of an inch long,
the larva of which at-

tacks the grape.

eolation (ko-la'-
shou), re. [< L. as
if *colatio(n-), < co-

lare, pp. colatits,
strain : see colan-

der.] The act of

straining or filter-

ing liquor by pass-
ing it through a

perforated vessel, as
a colander. [Bare.]
colatitude (ko-lat'i-
tud), re. [< co-2 +
latitude; = F. colati-

tude.'] The comple-
ment of the latitude

that iS, the differ- I ^^ magnified , ,. same, natu.
enCe between the ral size; a, larva, side view (line

latiriirlo ATni-oaaAil shows natural size) ;*, terminal joints,
attntuue, expie LI seen from beneath, magnified.
in degrees, and 90.
colatoriumt (kol-a-to'ri-um), re. [ML., < L.
colare, pp. colatui, strain: see colander.] Ec-
cles., a strainer used to remove anything that

may have fallen into the chalice.
colature (kol'a-tur), re. [= F. colature, < LL.
colatura, straining, < L. colare, strain : see col-

ander.] 1. The act of straining or filtering;
the matter strained. 2. A strainer; a filter.

[Rare in both uses.]

A colature of natural earth. Evelyn.

colback (kol'bak), n. Same as calpac.
colbertinet, colberteent (kol'ber-ten), n. [So
called from Colbert, a distinguished minister of
Louis XIV., in the 17th century, a liberal pro-
moter of industry and the arts.] A fine lace of
a particular pattern: so named in allusion to
Colbert's patronage of the industry. The name
occurs in English from about 1660 to the middle
of the following century. Also colverteen.

A narrow diminutive colverteen pinner that makes them
look so saint-like.

The Factious Citizen, 1685 (Fairholt, I. 323).

Pinners edged with colberteen.

Swift, Baucis and Philemon.

colcannon (kol-kan'on), re. Same as calecan-
non.

COlcMcia (kol-chis'i-a), n. [NL.] Same as col-
chicine.

colchicine (kol'chi-sin), n. [< ColcMc(um) +
-ine?; = F. colchicine.] A poisonous alkaloid

(C^Hi^NOs) obtained from the bulbs and seeds
of plants of the genus Colchicum. It apparently
represents the virtues of the crude drug.
Colchicum (kol'chi-kum; as Latin genus name,
kol'ki-kum), re. [< L. colchicum, < Gr. KO\XI-

tc6v, a plant with a poisonous bulbous root, prob.
neut. of KoX^imif (L. Colcliiciis), of Ko/l^tf, L. Col-

chis, a country in Asia, east of the Black Sea :

with reference to Medea, the sorceress and poi-
soner of ancient legend, said to have been a na-
tive of Colchis.] 1 . [I. c.] A plant of the genus
Colchicum. 2. [NL.] A genus of liliaceous

plants, with radical leaves, generally produced
in spring, and crocus-like flowers appearing in
the autumn. About 30 species are known, natives of
Europe and Asia, the most familiar being C. autumnale
the meadow-saffron, a plant with a solid bulb-like root-
stock, found in England and various parts of the Euro-
pean continent, and forming a gay carpet in the autumn
IB the fields where its pale-lilac, crocus-like flowers spring
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up. Its bulbs and seeds are used

medicinally, principally in at-

tacks of gout.

colcothar (kol'ko-thar), n.

[ML. colcothar,' colcotar,
colcothar vitrioli; a word
introduced (and perhaps
invented) by Paracelsus.]
The brownish-red peroxid
of ironwhich remains after

the distillation of the acid
from iron sulphate, it is

used for polishing glass and
other substances, and as a pig-
ment under the name of Indian
red. Also called chalcitis, crocus
or crocus martin astri-nyens, and
caput mortumn vitrioli, or red
vitriol.

A red, blackish, light, pow-
dery, austere calx remains, . . .

and hence vitriol consists of the
oil of vitriol and colcothar and
phlegm.

P. Shaw, Chemistry, II. ccvi.

cold (kold), a. [= So. and
E. dial, cauld. caud; < ME.
cold, cald, < AS. ceald, cald
, Ac* 777 ^-v-n

' 773 c"m autHmnait) and sec-

(= OS. kald= OFries. kald tion of nower.

= MD. kout, D. koud =
MLG. kalt, LG. kold, kald, kolt = OHG. chalt,
MHG. G. kalt = Icel. kaldr = Sw. kail = Dan.
kold = Goth, kalds, cold), an old pp. form in -d

(like ol-d, lou-d, dea-d), from the strong verb
preserved in AS. calan (= Icel. kala), become
cold, > col, E. cool, and dele, E. chill; akin to
L. geliis, gelu, frost, cold, gelidus, cool, cold,
gelare, freeze, etc. : see cool and chilli, and gelid,

cold

action ; not affectionate, cordial, or friendly : as, a cold
audience

;
a cold lover or friend

; a cold temper.
Thou art neither cold uor hot. Eev. iii. 15.

So cold herself, whilst she such warmth exprest,
'Twas Cupid bathing in Diana's stream.

Dryden, To Mrs. Anne Killigrew, 1. 86.

The rumors of the empire of Montezuma, its magnifi-
cence and its extent, . . . were sufficient to inflame the
coldest imagination. Bancroft, Hist. IT. S., I. 25.

(6) Sot heated by sensual desire ; chaste.

He spake of her, as Dian had hot dreams,
And she alone were mid. Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5.

(c) Not moving or exciting feeling or emotion ; unaffect-
ing ; not animated or animating ; not able to excite feel-

ing or interest
; spiritless : as, a cold discourse ; cold com-

fort.

Wommenues coimseils ben fill ofte colde.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 436.

The jest grows cold . . . when it comes on in a second
scene. Addison, Travels in Italy.

(d) Unmoved by interest or strong feeling ; imperturba-
ble ; deliberate ; cool.

The cold neutrality of an impartial judge. Burke.

7. Having lost the first warmth, as of feeling
or interest.

He had made them [corrections] partly from his own re-

Meadow-saffron ( Coichi- view of the Papers, after they had lain coW a good while by
him. Pref. to Maundrell's Aleppo to Jerusalem.

8. In art, blue in effect, or inclined toward blue
in tone

; noting a tone, or hue, as of a pigment,
oran effect of light, into the composition ofwhich
blue enters, though the blue may not be appa-
rent to the eye : as, a picture cold in tone. 9f.

Discouraging; worrying; inspiring anxiety.
Saved the fro cares colde.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1955.

Cold comfort, small comfort; little cheer; something

points on the skin is

lowered; especially, producing this sensation
with considerable or great intensity, an inferior

degree of intensity being denoted by the word
cool; gelid; frigid; chilling: as, cold air; a
cold stone; cold water. A substance induces this
sensation when it is sensibly less warm than the body, and
in contact with it absorbs its heat by conduction.

The air bites shrewdly. It is very cold.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 4.

Of hearts that beat from day to day,
Half-conscious of their dying clay,

And those cold crypts where they shall cease.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Iviii.

2. Physically, having a low temperature, or
a lower temperature than another body with
which it is compared : without direct reference
to any sensation produced: as, the sun grows
colder constantly through radiation of its heat.
In this sense, a body which is warm or hot to the touch
may be cold as compared with some body still hotter. See
heat.

For surely now our household hearths are cold :

Our sons inherit us.

Tennyson, Lotus Eaters (choric song, vi.).

Or o'er cold coffee trifle with the spoon.
Pope, Epistle to Miss Blount.

3. Having the sensation induced by contact
with a substance of which the temperature is

sensibly lower, especially much lower, than
that of the part of the body touching it, in-
ferior degrees of the sensation being denoted
by cool, chill, chilly. The sensation of cold is proba-
bly not the mere opposite of the sensation of heat, but Is

a distinct sensation residing in points of the skin different
in position from those in which the sensation of heat is

felt.

When I am cold, he heats me with beating.
Shale., C. of E., iv. 4.

The poor man had . . . need have some warm meat,
To comfort his cold stomach.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, v. 2.

A spectral doubt which makes me cold.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, xli.

4. Dead.
Ere the placid lips be cold. Tennyson, Adeline.

Cold to all that might have been.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxv.

Figuratively 5. Affecting the senses only
slightly; not strongly perceptible to the smell
or taste, (a) Bland ; mild ; not pungent or acrid.

Cold plants have a quicker perception of the heat of the
sun than the hot herbs. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

(6) Not fresh or vivid ; faint ; old ; applied in hunting to
scent, and in woodcraft to trails or signs not of recent
origin.

The object is to obtain a fine nose [in a dog], so as to
hunt a cold scent. Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 440.

(c)
In the game of hunt-the-thimble and similar games,

distant from the object of search : opposed to warm, that
is, near, and hot, very near.

6. Affecting or arousing the feelings or pas-
sions only slightly, (a) Deficient In passion, zeal,
enthusiasm, or ardor; insensible; indifferent; uncon-
cerned

; phlegmatic ; not animated or easily excited into

[befell]. Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), iii. 264.

Cold purse, empty purse. Shak. Cold roastt, some-
thing insignificant ; nothing to the purpose.

I make a vow, quoth Perkyn, thow speks of cold rost,
I schal wyrch

"
wyselyer" without any host.

Turnament of Tottenham (Percy's Reliques, p. 178).

He passed by a beggerie little toune of cold roste in the
mountaines of Sauoye.

Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 297.

Cold seeds, the seeds of the cucumber, gourd, pump-
kin, etc. Cold storage. See storage. Cold wave. See
wave. Cold without, a slangy contraction for "cold
spirits without sugar or water ": as,

" a glass of cold with-
out," Bttlwer, My Novel, vi. 20. In cold blood. See
blood. To blow hot and cold. See Motel. To give,
show, or turn the cold shoulder, to treat with studied
coldness, neglect, or indifference. To throw cold wa-

ige by unex-

cold (kold), re. [< ME. cold, cald, < AS. ceald =
Goth, kald, n., cold, = (with diff. term.) OFries.

kalde, kelde = D. koude = MLG. kolde, kulde,
kuldene = OHG. chalti, MHG. kalte, kelte = G.
kdlte, f., = Dan. kulde = Sw. kold, m., cold;
from the adj.] 1. The sensation produced by
sensible loss of heat from some part of the

body, particularly its surface; especially, the
sensation produced by contact with a substance

having a sensibly lower temperature than the

body.
A penetrating cold is felt in Egypt when the thermome-

ter of Fahrenheit is below 60.
E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 9.

My teeth, which now are dropt away,
Would chatter with the cold.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

2. The relative absence or want of heat in one
body as compared with another ; especially, the

physical cause of the sensation of cold.

The parching air
Burns frore, and cold performs the effect of fire.

Milton, P. L., ii. 595.

3. In phys., a temperature below the freezing-
point of water: thus, 10 of cold, C., means 10
below zero, C.

;
10 of cold, F., means 22 F.

4. An indisposition commonly ascribed to ex-

posure to cold; especially, a catarrhal inflam-
mation of the mucous membrane of the nose,
pharynx, larynx, trachea, bronchi, or bronchial
tubes. When the inflammation is confined to the air-

passages of the nose and connecting cavities it is a coryza,
or cold in the head. A so-called " cold on the lungs" is

usually bronchitis or trachitis.

Fal. What disease hast thou?
Bitll. A whoreson cold, sir ; a cough.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2.

To leave (out) in the cold, to slight or neglect; inten-

tionally overlook.

The American artists were this year left entirely in the
cold. The American, VIII. 185.

To take or catch COld, to become affected by a cold.

My wound hath taken cold, and I shall die.

Tennyson, Passing of Arthur,

coldt (kold), v. i. [< ME. colden (of. equiv.
cnelden: see cheld), < AS. cealdian (= MLG.



cold

kolden, kulden = G. kdltcn, cliill), ^row cold, <

ceald, cold : see cold, a.] To grow cold.

1 III ! 'I ahoUte his llel fe e. ./,/,',

Chun,-,
,-, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 740.

cold-blooded (kold'blud*ed),rt. 1. Having cold

blood; hematocryttl. (a) In ?..;., noting those an).

niiil-i the tempt -rat 1 1 re of whose blood ranges from tin- tree/

Ing-polntarnaarlt towv v., in accordance with that of the

fmrroiiinlin:; medium. or tnofle whoM i<l"nd is \ery little

higher in temperature Hum Midi hahitat. AIIIOIIL

iH.ites, I lit- reptiles, ampin I nans, anil fishes arc technically
otllfld 0o(d-Mood0d. Bte //.'//i" 1

When tin- nurvn is eUemlid to d./i/'i/ ..... '.'/ animals
:md tu Plants, thi' immediale and direct n-latii.li I.

Heat and Vital Activity . . . IN unmistakably nianif. -t. il

ir. ;; .
. .... i ...

, p. 4ij>.

(li) Not thoroughbred ;
of common or ninnmvl -to, k : ap

piled to hor.scs that are. not fnll-bloo.li -d. (c) Sensitive
to cold : saM of persons \\lio feel the i<il<l ..... >e than i*

luual: as, a .W./-Mi.,i.',/ man is obliged to drew uarinly
In winter.

2. Figuratively, without sensibilitv or fecl'mir:

unsympathetic; without the usual feelings of

humanity; ohuaoterfaed by such lack of sensi-

bility: as, a riilil-lilniH/fil villuin; cold-blooilcil

advice; a cold-lilooilrtl murder.
TllOll ftil,l-Un,,il,;l slave. .S'/iilt.. K. .lolin, ill. 1.

Mr. Maltlnw . . . promoted the data for his reasoning
In a somewhat cnlil-Momled fashion. N. A. /*., CXX. 815.

cold-chisel (kold'chiz'el), n, A chisel with a
c utting edge formed of steel properly strength-
ened by tempering, for cutting metal which
has not beeu softened by heating.
cold-cream (kold'krem'), n. A kind of cooling
unguent for the skin, usually made of almond-
oil, spermaceti, white wax, and rose-water.

cold-drawn (kold'dran), a. Extracted without
the aid of heat : applied specifically to oils ex-

pressed from nuts, seeds, or fruits which have
not been heated. Such oils are of finer quality
than those which are hot-pressed.
cold-hammer (kold'ham'er), v. t. In metal-

irorkiny, to hammer when cold.

cold-hammering (kold'ham"er-ing), n. [Ver-
bal n. of cold-Hammer, .] In metal-working,
the act or practice 'of hammering when cold.

It is often affirmed that wrought-iron changes from
fibrous to crystalline after enduring long-continued cold.

hamiiifrina, vihratlon, tension, jamng, and other strains.

K. Wilton, Steam Boilers, p. 40.

COld-harbort (kold'har'bor), n. 1. An inn.

2. A protection at a wayside for travelers who
are benighted or benumbed with cold.

cold-hearted (kold'har'ted), a. Wanting sym-
pathy or feeling ;

indifferent ; unkind.
O ye cold-hearted frozen formalists.

Young, Night Thoughts, Iv. 639.

Men who feel no need to come morally nearer to their
fellow creatures than they can come while standing, tea-

cup in hand, answering tritlcs with trifles, ... by feeling
no such need, prove themselves shallow-thoughted ana
cold-hearted. H. Spencer, Universal Progress, p. 102.

cold-heartedly (kold'har'ted-li), adv. In a
cold-hearted manner.
cold-heartedness (kold'har'ted-nes), n. Want
of feeling or sensibility.
cold-kind (kold'kind), a. Uniting coldness and
kindness. [Rare.]
Down he [Winter] descended from his snow-soft chair ;

But, all unwares, with his cold-kind embrace
Unhous'd thy virgin soul from her fair hiding-place.

Milton, Ode D. F. I.

coldly (kold'li), adv. [< ME. coldliche ; < cold, a.,
+ -fy

2
.] 1. In a cold manner ;

without warmth,
especially in figurative senses; without ardor
of feeling ; without passion or emotion

;
with

indifference or negligence ; dispassionately ;

calmly.
If yow your seines do seme God gladlie and orderlle for

conscience sake, not coldlit, and somtyme for maner sake,

you carle all the C'ourte with yow.
Ascham, The Scholeraaster, p. 68.

If he were mad, he would not plead so coldly.

Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

What you but whisper, I dare speak aloud,
Stood the king by ; have means to put in act too
What you but coldly plot.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, 1. 1.

The king looked coldly on Rochester.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. In a cold state. [Bare.]
Thrift, thrift, Horatio ! the funeral bak'd meats
Did coldlii furnish forth the marriage tables.

Shak., Hamlet, 1. 2.

cold-moving (kold'mS'ving), a. Indicating
want of cordiality or want of interest; indif-

ferent. [Rare.]
With certain half-caps, and cold-niovin/i nods,

They froze me Into silence. Shak., T. of A., 11. 2.

coldness (kold'nes), n. The state, quality, or
sensation of being cold, (o) Want of heat. (i>) Un-
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ooDoern; imlm.ni n,w.l. want of ardor, teal,
enthusiasm. :im mat i"ii, Hi' -JIM it : a*, to ic> cue .in ,

itl liliu't* ; to listen With aMiieti.

1 ! faithless ,-.,/>/ /!' of the times.

Tennyton, In Memoriam > \i

i 'hilling hi* caresses

By the roldnet* of her mannrrs.
Maud. XI. 1.

ici Absence of sensual desire; frigidity; chastity.

Viifm :<!,l,ieu. I'ni", Windsor Forest, 1. 6.

cold-pale (kold'pal), a. Cold and pale. [Hare.]

Cohl-falt weakness numbs each feeling part.
Slink.

,
VeniiH and Adonis, 1. 892.

cold-prophett, . Same as colc-pro/iln /.

coldrickt, ". [Karly mod. E. ro/oVy.7. = Sc.

i-nhlrin-li, i-nilrinjli. < .Mi-:. <-nl<ln-l;yn for "</(/////.

< calil, cold, +' -ril: (= I), -rijk '= <:. -ftUt), "

term, i-quiv. to -ful, lit. 'rich' (cf. D. Min-

na blind, doofrijk, very deaf, etc.): ser
and -rir, -rick. Cf. midriff.] Very cold.

Caldrckyn, frlgorosus, & cetera. Ca/h. Aiigtiruiii.

CoUrycke, or full of cold, algosus. BUM
coldrifet (kold'rif), a. [8c. caldrife, eauldrifr :

< cold + rife. Cf. coldrick.'] Very cold
;
abound-

ing in i-nlil.

cold-served (kold'servd), o. 1. Served up cold.

2. Dull
; tiresome ; tedious. Youny. [Rare

in both uses.]
cold-short (kold'shdrt), o. and n. I. a. Brittle

when cold: as, cold-xlutrt iron.

II. a. In founding, a seam in a casting caused

by the congealing of the metal so rapidly as to

prevent a proper filling of the mold. Also cold-

shut.

cold-shot (kold'shot), n. Small iron particles
or globules found in chilled parts of a casting.
cold-shut 1

(kold'shut), a. Cold-hammered into

shape, and joined without welding: said of the
links of a chain so made.
cold-shut2 (kold'shut), n. In founding, same
as cold-short.

cold-slaw (kold'sla), n. An incorrect form of

cole-slavs.

cold-sore (kold'sor), n. A herpetie eruption
about the mouth and nostrils, often accom-

panying a cold in the head.

cold-stoking (kold' stocking), n. In glass-

maiiuf., the operation of lowering the tempera-
ture of the oven until the glass attains the

proper consistency for blowing. This opera-
tion follows that of clearing.

cold-sweating (kold'swefing), n. In tanning,
a process preparatory to the removal of the

epidermis and hair from hides, consisting in

soaking them from six to twelve days in tanks

through which flow streams of fresh cold water.

cold-tankard (kold'tang'k&rd), n. Same as

cool-tankard.

cold-tinning (kold'tin'ing), n. A method of

covering metals with tin. The metal to be tinned
Is thoroughly cleaned by filing or turning and the use of

emery-paper, and is then rubbed with a coarse cloth damp-
ened with hydrochloric acid. A soft amalgam of tin is then

applied with the same cloth, and the mercury is driven off

by heat.

cole 1
! (kol), . An obsolete spelling of coal.

cole2 (kol), n. [= E. dial, cale = Sc. kale,

kail, < ME. cole, cool, col, also cale, cal, caul, <

AS. cdwel, contr. caul (cf. E. soul, < AS. sdwel),
= MD. koole, D. kool = MLQ. kol, LG. kol,
kaul = OHG. kol, also cliolo, chola, MHG. kole,

G. kohl = Icel. kdl = Sw. Ml = Dan. kaal =
W. cawl = Bret, kaot = OF. chol, F. chou = Pr.

caul = Sp. col = Pg. couve = It. cavolo, < L.

caulis, later colis, cabbage, cabbage-stalk, also

prob. the stalk or stem of any plant, = Gr.

Kav'/.6f, a stalk; orig. a hollow stem, akin to

Gr. (coUof, hollow, and L. cams, hollow: see
cale1

,
kale1

,
cave1

, ceil, n., ccelo-, etc. : and cf.

cauliflower, caulis, etc., and cabbage^.] The
general name of all sorts of cabbage or plants
of the genus Brassica : chiefly used in its com-
pounds, cole-rape, cole-seed, coletcort, etc. Also
cale and kale.

cole3 (kol), n. [< Icel. kollr, a top, a head, a

heap.] It. The head.

Our kynge was grete above his colt,
A in ode hat in his crowne.

Lylell Oettf of Kooyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 109).

2. [Sc., also var. coil : see eo'/4.] One of the
small conical heaps in which hay is usually
thrown up in the field after being cnt; a hay-
cock.

cole4t, n. [Early mod. E.,< ME. cole (rare) ;
ori-

gin obscure. Hence, in comp., colepixy, cole-

prophft, col-fox, col-knife, colsipe, and perhaps
coltcard : see these words.] Treachery ;

de-

ceit ;
falsehood

; stratagem.

coleopteran
., Molie that mull. I hem nencr,

Vli'l ' :i-t eoiili Hed) it I* <vlU.

UrdtUu(K. i.

Nor colour craft* by swearing pracloiu cole*.

'il:i, 1. 1114

colecannon, *'' '"'< vi.
colectomy ik<>-ii-k't<>-mij. . [< <;r. >'.,

rnloli, + ::-iill>l t CXcUion, <
'*

.' OUt,
< in, out, + riurni. i'ut. Spi- niiiilniiiy.'] In

mtrg., excision of part of the colon.

co-legatee (ko-i.^-ii-tt"-'), . [< m-i + injutee.']

One who U a legatee together with another;
one of several legatees. Also ciiiliiin/nrit.

coleiset, . See cullig.

colemanite (kol' man -it), n. [After Wm. T.
^ 'in n( Han Francisco.] A hydrous calcium

borate, occurring in white to colorless mono-
clinic crystals with brilliant luster, and also
in white compact masses, in California. In

composition it is nearly identical with priceite.

colemiet, . See colmy.
cole-mouse, n. See coal-moute.

Coleonyx (kol--on'iks), n. pfL. (J. E. Gray,
1849), < Gr. mfaoc, a sheath, + ovif, a nail: see

onyi.] A genus of American gecko-like lizardx,
of the family Eublijiharultc. C.mrtegatui.tliervh-

Variegated Gecko (Cetrerty

gated gecko, is a rare species, Inhabiting the southwestern
1 nlted States. It is of a brownish-yellow color, blotched or
banded with reddish brown and pure white below.

coleophyl, coleophyll (kol'f-9-fil), n. [Also, as

NL., coleophyllum ; < Gr. ico^foc, sheath, + tf>Mm
= L./oUum,leaf.] In /int., the outer leaf of the

plumule of the embryo in endogens, inclosing
a succession of rudimentary leaves, and re-

maining as a sheath at their base after their

development. Also called coleoptile. [Rare.]

coleophyllous (kol'e-o-fil'us), a. [< coleophyl
+ -M*.J In bot., having or pertaining to a

coleophyl.
coleopter (kol-e- or ko-le-op'ter), n. [= F. cole-

optere, < NL. eoleopterum, neut. (sc. L. intec-

tum, insect) of cofeopterus: see coleopterous.]
One of the Coleoptera ; a coleopterous insect

;

a beetle.

Coleoptera1 (kol-e- or ko-le-op'te-rS), n. pi.

[XL., pi. of coleopterum : see coleopter and cole-

opterous.] An order
of Hexapoda, or of the
class fnsecta proper,

haying the posterior
pair of membranous
wings sheathed by the
hardened anterior pair
called elytra, which
when folded together

One of the Celaflera (Cum- 11Hlln.ll fnrt1 noorlv
jtia camftjirtt], about natural usually ic m a nearly
size, a, head ; A. ptothorax ; c. complete Covering of

/StSSia,
'""* ; ' ' ""^ ;

the body ; the sheath-

winged insects or bee-
tles. The head is mandihulate, completely and very uni-

formly constructed, consisting of a labrum attached to a
clypeus, generally by means of an epistoma ; 2 strong man-
dibles ; 2 maxilla;, each bearing a palp ; and a lower lip or
labfum. also palplferons, and attached to a mentum which
joins the jngnlun: or under side of the head. The anten-
na 1 range in number of joints from 1 to 60 or more, but the

typical number is 11
; they vary greatly in form. (See an-

tenna.) The larva Is variable, havingg legs or none ; there
are no prolegs ; the pupa Is Inactive ; and metamorphosis
is complete. The Coleoptera are by far the largest ordinal

group Iti the animal kingdom, having aliout 80,000 species
and 8,000 genera. Latreille's division of them into Pen-
tamera, Heteromera, Tetramra, and Trimera, according
to the number of joints of the tarsi, is still generally fol-

lowed, though it is to some extent artificial and not

strictly correct. Subordinate divisions now current are
such as Adephafta, Palvicornia, Brachelytra, Clavicornia.

LamMicornia, Stenuan, Malacodermi, Atrachtlia, Troche-
liila. Rhynchophora, Xylophaqa, Lontjicvrnia, Phutophaga,

Clacipalpi, Furuiicola, and Aphidiphaga. The Coleoptera
are also called Elevtherata.

Coleoptera2,
n. Plural of cokopteron.

coleopteral (kol-e- or ko-le-op'te-ral), a. [< co-

leopter + -/.] Same as coleopterous.

coleopteran (kol-e- or ko-lf-op te-ran), n. [< co-

leopter + -an.~\ One of the Coleoptera; a beetle.



coleopterist

coleopterist (kol-e- or ko-le-op'te-rist), n. [<

Coleoptera + -ist.] One versed in the natural

history of the Coleoptera or beetles.

coleopteron (kol-e- or ko-le-op'te-ron), w.
; pi.

colcoptem (-ra). tNL ., < Gr. KOAEOC, a sheath, +
jn-epdf, a wing, = E. feather. Cf. coleopterous.]
The elytron or wing-cover of a beetle.

coleopterous (kol-e- or ko-le-op'te-rus), a. [<

NL. coleopterus, < Gr. K.o~te6-KTepof, sheath-wing-

ed, < (coteof, a sheath, + vrep6v, a wing, = E.

feather. ] Pertaining to or having the charac-

ters of the Coleoptera : as, a coleopterous insect.

Also coUopteral.

coleoptile (kol-e-op'til), . [= F. coUoptlle, <

Gr. xo/lfof,
a sheath, + nr/Aov, a feather, akin to

TTTC/JOV, a wing, = ^i. feather.] Same as coleopliyl.

Coleorhamphit (kol"e-o-ram'fi), n. pi. [NL.,

pi. of Coleorliamphus.] 'A group of birds formed
for the reception of the sheathbills, Chionidce :

synonymous with Chionomorphas.
Coleor'hamphust (kol*e-6-ram'fus), n. [NL.
(Duineril, 1818), < Gr. Kote6f, sheath, + ,W/^ef,

beak, bill.] A genus of birds, giving name to

the group Coleorhamphi : synonymous with Chi-

onis.

COleorhiza (kol"e-o-ri'za), n.
; pi. coleorhizce

(-ze). [NL., < Gr.
'

m'Ac6f
"
a sheath, + /w'fa, a

root.] In the embryo of many endogenous
plants, the sheath covering the root, which
bursts through it in germination.
colepid (ko'le-pid), n. An animalcule of the

family Colepidce.

Colepidse (ko-lep'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Coleps +
-idee.'} A family of holotrichous ciliate iufuso-

rians, typified by the genus Coleps, of symmet-
rical ovate form, with terminal mouth, indurat-

ed cuticular surface, and special oral cilia.

Colepina (ko-le-pi'na), n. pi. [< NL., < Coleps +
-ina2.] Ehrenberg's name of a group of infu-

sorians represented by the genus Coleps. See

Colepidce.

colepixy (kol'pik-si), . [Early mod. E. colle-

pixie, collepiskie, E. dial, coltpixy, q. v.; < eole^,

treachery, + pixy, a fairy. See cole* and its

compounds.] A mischievous fairy; the will o'

the wisp, regarded as a fairy.

I shall be ready at thine elbow to plaie the parte of Hob-

goblin or Collepixie, and make thee for feare to weene the

deuill is at thy polle.

tfdall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 125.

Colepixy (kol'pik-si), v. t.
; pret. and pp. cole-

pixied, ppr. colcpixying. [< colepixy, n.
;
with

allusion to the invisible fairy agency.] To
beat down (apples). Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
coleplantt, n. [ME. coleplaunte, colplonte; <

cole2 + plant
1

.'] Colewort.

Bot I haue porettes and percyl and moni colplontei [var.

coleplauntes]. Piers Plowman (A), vii. 273.

cole-prophett, col-prophett, [Early mod. E.,
also cola-prophet (simulating cold) ;

< ME. cot-

prophet; < cote* + prophet. See cole* and its

compounds.] A false prophet.

Cole-prophet and cole-poyson thou art both.

J. Heywood, Epigrams, vi. 89.

[Cole-poyson is a pun on cold poison.]

Whereby I found I was the hartles hare,
And not the beast colprophet did declare.

Mir. for Mags.

As hee was most vainely pursuaded by the cold prophets,
to whom he gave no small credit. Knolles, Hist. Turks.

Phavorinus saith, that if these cold-prophets, or oraclers,
tell thee prosperitie and deceive thee, thou art made a
miser through vaine expectation.

R. Scott, Witchcraft, Sig. M. 8.

Coleps (ko'leps), n. [NL., < Gr. K&7ar<l>, the hol-

low or bend of the knee.] The typical genus of

the family Colepidce, with spinose carapace and
no buccal sette. It includes Pinacocoleps, Cricocoleps,
and Dictyocoleps of Diesing. The species inhabit fresh

and salt water, and divide by transverse fission. C. hirtus

is an example.
coler1

!, . A Middle English form of collar.

C0ler2t, n. A Middle English form of choler.

colerat, [ME., also colere, colre, etc.: see

choler.] Bile
;
the gall, as the seat of certain

bodily affections. It was frequently qualified by the

adjective black or red, and regarded as the cause of certain
diseases.

The grete superfluite
Of youre reede [red] colera, parde.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 108.

cole-rape (kol'rap), n. [= D. koolraap = G.
kohlrabi (also in E.) = Dan. kaalrabi = Sw.
kdlrabi; after It. cavoli-rape, pi., F. chou rave,

turnip, < L. caulis, cabbage, + rapa, turnip: see

cole2 and rape2 .] The common turnip, Bras-
siea rapa.

COleret, A Middle English form of cJioler.

coleredt, a. A Middle English form of collared.
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cole-seed (kol'sed), n. [< ME. *colesed, < AS.

cawel-sced, cabbage-seed (= D. koolzaad, rape-

seed), < cawel, E. cote2
,
+ said, E. seed.] 1. The

seed of rape, Brassica eampestris, variety olei-

fera.2. The plant itself.

cole-slaw (kol'sla), n. [< D. "koolslaa, < kool,

cabbage (= E. cole2 ), + slaa, a reduced form
of salaad, salade, salad: see cole2 and slaw2.]

A dish consisting of finely cut cabbage dressed

with vinegar, salt, pepper, etc., eaten either

raw or slightly cooked ; cabbage-salad. Also

called, erroneously, cold-slaw, [U. S.]

co-lessee (ko-le-se'), . [< co-1 + lessee.] In

law, a joint lessee; a partner in a lease; a joint
tenant.

CO-lessor (ko-les'or), n. [< co-1 + lessor.] In

law, a joint grantor of a lease
;
a partner in giv-

ing a lease.

colestafft (kol'staf), n.
; pi. cotestaves (-stiivz).

Same as cowlstaff.
colesula (ko-les'u-la), .

; pi. colesnlce (-le).

[NL., appar. irreg. < <*JT. KOAEOC, a sheath.] The
membranous sac inclosing the spore-case in

Hepaticce or liverworts.

colesule (ko'le-sul), . [< colesula.] Same as

colesula.

As the fronds approach maturity the terminal leaves be-

come modified so as to form an involuerum, within which
a special covering appears, the colesule or perianth, sur-

rounding the pistillidia. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 718.

colett, collet3t (kol'et), n. [ME. colet, colit, by
apheresis from acolit, acolyte: see acolyte.]
An inferior church servant : same as acolyte.

cole-tit, n. See coal-tit.

Coleus (ko'le-us), n. [NL. (so calledbecause the
filaments are united about the style), < Gr. xo/leof ,

a sheath.] A genus of labiate herbs and shrubs,
of tropical Asia and Africa, in general cultiva-

tion for their brilliant foliage. There are about 50

species; but all the numerous cultivated varieties have
been derived from C.. Blumei of Java, and from C. Veitchii

and C. Gibsoni of the Pacific islands.

Colewort (kol'wert), n. [< ME. colwort; < cole2

+ wort1 . Also, corruptly, collard, collet.] 1.

The common cultivated cabbage, Brassica ole-

racea. 2. A young cabbage cut before the

head is formed.

col-foxt, . [ME., < cole^ + fox1 . SeecoZe*and
its compounds.] A crafty fox.

A col-fox, ful of sleigh iniquite.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 394.

coliandert (ko-li-an'der), n. An early form of

coriander.

Oolias (ko'li-as), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1808), <

Gr. KuA<(if. an epithet of Venus, in reference

to her temple on a promontory of that name in

Colias hyaU, natural sue.

Attica.] A genus of butterflies, of the family
Papilionido}. Colias hyale is the pale clouded-yellow

butterfly of Europe ; C. philodice is the common yellow
butterfly of North America.

colibert. . See collibert.

colibri (ko-le'bre), . [F., Sp., etc., colibri, ko-

libri, etc.; said to be the Carib name.] A name
given to various species of humming-birds.

colic (kol'ik), n. and a. [Early mod. E. colick, col-

lick, < ME. colyke = D. koliek, kolijk = MLG. ko-

lik, kolk= G. Dan. kolik= Sw. colik,<. OF. colique,
F. colique = Sp. colica = Pg. It. colica, < (ML.)
NL. colica, < Gr. icu/U/a?, colic, prop. fern, of j/U-

K<if (> L. colicus), pertaining to the colon, < so/lov,

the colon: see colon2 . The noun in E. pre-
cedes the adj.] I. n. In pathol., severe spasms
of pain in the abdomen or bowels; specifi-

cally, spasms of pain arising from perverted
and excessive peristaltic contractions. Biliary
or hepatic colic, the spasms of pain attendant on the

passage of a gallstone. Devonshire colic, lead-colic : so
named from its frequent occurrence among the workers in

the lead-mines of Devonshire, England. Lead-colic, colic

arising from poisoning by lead. Renal colic, spasms of

pain caused by the passage of a renal calculus along the
ureter. Saturnine colic (colica satumina), lead-colic.

II. a. 1. In anat., pertaining to the colon or

large intestine: as, a colic artery. 2. Affect-

ing the bowels.
Intestine stone and ulcer, colic pangs.

Milton, P. L., xi. 484.

Coliomorphse

colica (kol'i-ka), n.; pi. colicce (-se). [NL.,
fern. (so. L. arieria, artery) of L. coliciis: see

colic.] A colic artery ;
a branch of a superior

or inferior mesenteric artery, supplying the
colon and the sigmoid flexure of the rectum.
In man three colic arteries are named : the colica dextra
or right colic artery, colica media or middle colic artery,
and colica nnistra or left colic artery ; respectively distrib-

uted to the ascending, transverse, and descending colon.

colical (kol'i-kal), a. [< colic + -al.] Of the

nature of colic. [Rare.]
colichemarde (ko-lesh-mard'), n. [F., also co-

Usmarde; said to be a corruption of the name
of Count Koniffsmark.] A long sword in which
the forte of the blade is very broad and the
foible very narrow and slight, the change being
abrupt, with a rapid curve or slope on each side.

This weapon came into use toward the end of

the seventeenth century.

colickt, and a. An obsolete spelling of colic.

COlicked (kol'ikt), , [< colic(k) + -ed2.] Af-
fected with colic

; griped. [Rare.]

Leaving the bowels inflated, colicked, or griped.
G. Cheyne, Regimen, p. 110.

colicky (kol'i-ki), a. [< colic(k) + -y
1
.] 1.

Pertaining to or of the nature of colic: as,

colicky pains. 2. Affected with colic
; subject

to colic : as, a colicky baby. [Colloq.]
colic-root (kol'ik-rot), n. A name in the United
States of several plants having reputed medi-
cinal virtues, as Aletris J'arinosa, Dioseorea vil-

losa, and Liatris squarrosa.
colie, coly (kol'i), n.

; pi. eolies (-iz). [A native

name.] In ornith., a conirostral bird of the

family Coliida;.

The colies are all fruit-eaters, live in small bands, fre-

quent thick bushes, and, when disturbed, fly straight to

some neighboring covert.

G. E. Shelley, quoted in Stand. Nat. Hist., IV. 394.

colieret, " An obsolete spelling of collier1 .

coliform (kol'i-form), a. [< L. colum, a strainer

(see colander), + forma, form.] Eesembling
a sieve; cribriform; ethmoid.

Coliida (ko-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Colivs +
-ida;.] A family of non-passerine picarian or

coccygomorphic birds, having all four toes

turned forward (the feet thus being pampro-
dactylous), extremely long and narrow central

tail-feathers, a conical bill, and soft silky plu-

mage of a uniform subdued color, the bill gen-
erally being brightly tinted. They are confined to

Africa, and are known as mouse-birds and eolies. The
family consists of the single genus Colius. Also Colidcf.

Ooliinse (kol-i-i'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Colius +
-ince.] The eolies, regarded as a subfamily.
Swainson, 1837.

Oolimaceat (kol-i-ma'se-a), n. pi. [NL. (F. Co-

limacees), appar. < L. 'co-, together, + Umax
(limac-), a snail.] In Lamarck's system of con-

chology, a family of trachelipods or univalves,

including all the land shell-bearing mollusks.

They are now distributed among numerous
families and several orders.

Colimacidae (kol-i-mas'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Co-

limacea + -ida:] Same as Helicea or Helicida:.

colin (kol'in), n. [< F. colin (NL. colinus), OF.
Colin (whence E. Collins as a surname : see Col-

linsia), prop. dim. of Colas for Nicolas, Nicho-

las, a proper name.] 1. The common partridge,

quail, or bob-white of the United States, Ortyx
riryiniana or Colinus mrginianits. 2. pi. The
American quails of the subfamily Ortygince or

Odontophorinte.
colindery (kol-in'de-ri), n.

; pi. colinderies (-riz).

[A newspaper word, made from col(onial and)
Ind(ian exhibition) + -ery.] An exhibition of

the colonial and Indian industries of the Brit-

ish empire : commonly in the plural. The name
was invented on the occasion of such an exhi-

bition in London in 1886.

The Commissioners of the various colonies and courts
at the exhibition were convened by Sir Philip Owen, under
the Prince of Wales's instructions, to consider the means
of continuing the highly successful and educationally use-

ful exhibits of the late Colinderies as a permanent Colo-

nial Museum. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLI. 384.

Colinus (ko-li'nus), n. [NL. (Lesson, 1828), < F.

colin : see 'colin.] A genus of American quails,

including those called bob-whites
;
the colins :

synonymous with Ortyx (which see).

Colioidese (kol-i-oi'de-e), n. pi. [NL.. < Colius

+ -oidea!.] The eolies, Coliida, rated as a su-

perfamily.
Coliomorphse (kol"i-o-m6r'fe), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. Kofa6f, a kind of woodpecker, + fiop^, form.]
In Sundevall's classification of birds, the third

cohort of laminiplantar oscine passerine birds,

consisting of four families, and embracing the

crows, jays, starlings, grackles, birds of Para-



Coliomorphae

liso, and some others: equivalent to the same
author's earlier Aiiibnlntoreg or Coniformes.
eolioinorphic (kol"i-o-m6r'iik), a, [< t'oltnm

/)/(,' + -ic.] Pertaining to or having the char-

acters of the Co/iniiiitr/i/Ki'.

colisance t,
An obsolete form of cognisance, 3.

Wright.
Coliseum, See Colosseum,

colitis (ko-li'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. icoAov, the co-

lon (sec rnlon-), + -ilin.\ lu )>athol., inflam-

mation of the mucous membrane of the colon
;

colouitis.

Colius (ko'li-us), . [NL., < eolie, coly, native

name.] The typical genus of birds of the family
( 'oliiilii', the eolies, of which there are 6 or 8 spe-

cies, all confined to Africa. C. W/K-H.SV'.* is the

type.
colk't, [E- dial, coke and conk; < HE. //,r.

colfk, a hole, = OFries. kolk, NFries. kolcke =
D. kolk; a pit, hollow, = MLG. kolk, kulk, a hole,
a hole filled with water, esp. one caused by (In-

action of water, LG. kulk, a hole, pit, ditch.]
A core ; a kernel.

Alle erthe liy skille may likned be
Tillr :i ruiiiiilt: appel of a tree,
The whicliu in myddes has a colke

An has an eye legg) in myddes a yolko.
Iliiniiiiilf. I'rk-k oi i onsri, ]]!( I. tm:i.

It is fulle roten inwardly
At the colke within.

'/'.,/', 7, ,/ .WytttrtM, p. -JM.

colk2 (kolk), n. [Sc.] A name of the king eider-

duck, Somateria spectcibilis. Montagu. [Local,
British.]

col-knifet, [ME. ;
< cole*, treachery, deceit

(as a prefix in this case depreciative), + knife.]
A big

"
ugly

" knife.

Both boaters and bragers
Ood kepe us (ro,
That with thare long dagers
Dos mekylle wo,
From alle bylle hagers
With wl-kmjfes that go.

Toitmfleji Mysteries, p. 85.

coll 1
(kol), v. t. [E. dial, also cowl, Sc. also cow;

< ME. collen, eolen, var. of eullen, killen, hit,

strike, cut, later kill, < Icel. kolla, hit on the

head, harm, = Norw. kylla, poll, cut
; prune, =

D. kollcn, knock down : see wiK1
,
whicn is thus

a doublet of coll1 .] 1. To cut off
; clip, as the

hair of the head
; poll.

A sargaut sent hi to jaiole
And lohan hefd [heud] comanded to cole.

Cursor Mundi, 1. 13174.

2. To cut ;
cut short

; lop ; prune.
When by there came a gallant hende,
Wl' high coll'd hose and laigh coll'd shoon,
And he seem'd to be sum kingis son.

Cospatrick (Child's Ballads, I. 16).

3. To cut obliquely.

[North. Eng. and Scotch in all senses.]
colFt (kol), v. t. [< ME. collen, < OF. a-coler (=
Pr. cblar), embrace, < col, < L. collum, neck : see

collar.] 1. To embrace; caress by embracing
the neck.
Sche kolled it [the child] ful kindly and askes is name,
& it answered ful sone & selde,

" William y hljt."
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 69.

[He will] (latter and speak (air, ask forgiveness, kiss and
coll. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 575.

2. To insnare.

This derel Is mikel with wil and magt
Colleth men to him with his onde [envious hate].

Bel. Antiq., p. 221.

C0ll2t (kol), n. [< eoZP, .] An act of embra-

cing; an embrace, especially about the neck.
T. Middleton.

coll3!, a. A dialectal variant of cold.

She'd ha' dipped her foot in coll water.

Johnny Cock (Child's Ballads, VI. 246).

coll-. See col-.

colla, n. Plural of collum.

collabefactiont (ko-lab-e-fak'shon), n. [< L. as

if *collabef(ictio(n-), < cotlabefieri, ;pp. collabefac-

tus, be brought to ruin, < com-, with, + labefa-

cere, make to totter, < labi, fall, + facere, make.]
A wasting away; decay; decline. Blount.

collaborate (ko-lab'o-rat), . i.
; pret. and pp.

collaborated, ppr. collaborating. [< LL. colla-

borates, pp. of collaborare, conlaborare, work
with, < L. com-, with. -f laborare, work, < labor,
work : see labor.] To work with another or
others

; cooperate with another or others in do-

ing or producing something; especially, to work
with another in a literary production or a scien-

tific investigation.
He [Scribe] is said in some cases to have sent sums of

money for
"
copyright in ideas

"
to men who not only had

not actually collaborated with him, but who were unaware
that he had taken suggestions from their work.

Kncyc. Brit., XXI. 554.

collaborate!!! (ko-lab'o-ra-ter'), . [F.] The
French form of <-i>liniH>i-iit<>r, sometimes used by

- Knglish writers.
t'"llttborateur is an excellent worl, which neither

"colahourer
"
nor " fellow- workman "

defines accurately.
Many have felt the need of it ; lint the right form, for U,
is "collaliorator." /'. Hull. Mu.l. Eng., p. I.M. nut, .

collaboration (ko-lab-o-ra'shon), n. [After F.

collaboration, < LL. as if *ootlaboraHo(-), < col-

laborare : sco riilliiliiiriiti:] The act of work-
ing together ; united labor, especially in liter-

ary or scientific work.
collaborator (ko-lab'o-ra-tor), . [After F.

rollubnratrur, < ML. i-<>/li<b<>riitor, < LL. cullii-

lnii'iifK : see collaborate.] An associate in la-

bor, especially in literary or scientific work.
Without the impelling fanaticism of Luther and his col-

liil>"i-irh>i-x, their battle against Koine would never have
been fought. N. A. Kev., OXXVII. 245.

collagen, collagenic, etc. See collagen, etc.

collapsable (ko-lap'sa-bl), a. [< collapse +
-able.] See collapsible.

collapse (ko-lapsO, "
i pret. and pp. collapsed,

ppr. col/ti/iHiiii/. [< L. collapsus, pp. of cotlabi,

conlabi, fall together, fall in, < com-, together,
-I- labi, fall: see lapse.] 1. To fall together,
or into an irregular mass or flattened form,

through loss of firm connection or rigidity and
support of the parts or loss of the contents, as
a building through the falling in of its sides, or
an inflated bladder from escape of the air con-
tained in it.

In consumptions and atrophy the liquids are exhausted
and the sides of the canals cttUapse. Arbuthnot, Aliments.

2. Figuratively (a) To break down
; go to

pieces; come to nothing ; fail; become ruined:

as, the project collapsed.
The ruins of his crown's collapsed state.

Mir. for Mags., p. 588.

Those corrupted inbred humours of collapsed nature.

Quarles, Judgment and Mercy.

An American female constitution which collapses just
In the middle third of life. O. W. Holmes, Autocrat, 11.

(6) In pathol., to sink into extreme weakness
or physical depression in the course of a disease,

(c) To appear as if collapsing ;
lose strength,

courage, etc.
;
subside

;
cease to assert one's

self or push one's self forward : as, after that
rebuke he collapsed. [Colloq.]

collapse (ko-laps'), . [< collapse, v.] 1. A
falling in or together, as of the sides of a hol-

low vessel. 2. Figuratively, a sadden and

complete failure of any kind
;
a breakdown.

There was now a general collapse in heroism ; intrigue
took the place of patriotic ardour. W. Chambers.

8. In med., an extreme sinking or depression ;

a more or less sudden failure of the vital pow-
ers : as, the stage of collapse in cholera,

collapsible (ko-lap'si-bl), a. [< collapse +
-ible7\ Capable of collapsing; liable to col-

lapse ; made so as to collapse : as, a collapsi-
ble balloon

;
a collapsible tube or drinking-cup.

Also collapsable.
The Berthon collapsible boat, for infantry in single file,

is also employed. Eneyc. Brit., XIX. 468.

collapsion (ko-lap'shon), n. [< LL. collap-

sio(n-), conlapsio(n-), < collabi, collapse : see col-

lapse, v.] The act of falling together or col-

lapsing; the state resulting from collapse.

[Rare.]
The collapsion of the skin after death.

P. Russell, Indian Serpents, p. 7.

collar (kol'ar), n. [A later spelling, imitating
the L. form, of earlier mod. E. coller, < ME.
cotter, earlier eoter, < OF. coler, colier, F. collier

= Pr. color = Sp. Pg. collar = It. collare, < L.

collare, a collar, < collum = AS. heals. E. halsei,
the neck: see halsel.] 1. Something worn
about the neck, whether for restraint, conve-

nience, or ornament. Specifically (a) A band, usu-

ally of iron, worn by prisoners or slaves as a means of re-

straint or a badge of servitude.

A grazing iron collar grinds my neck.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

(b) In armor, a defense of mail or plate for the neck, (c) An
ornamental and symbolic chain or necklace formerly worn
by knights and gentlemen as a badge of adherence. It is

still used as one of the insignia of an honorary order, usual-

ly identified with the higher classes of that order, and
worn only on state occasions. The cross, medallion, or

the like, is on such occasions attached to the collar, In-

stead of to the ribbon with which it is usually worn. The
collare of some of the orders of knighthood are given in

the descriptions of the separate orders. See collar of SS,
below. (i/> The neck-band of a coat, cloak, gown, etc.,

either standing or rolled over.

Let us have standing cotters in the fashion.
All are become a stiff-necked generation.

Rowlands, Knave of Hearts (1611).

A standing collar to keep his neck band clean.
L. Barry, Ram Alley (1611).

collar-beam

(e) A separate band or run* worn for cleanllneu, orna-
ment, or ;, imtli mill ui:nli- of In,, n, inuillu, lace, fur,
etc. (/t) .Same u bandoleer, 2.

If one bandaleer take lire, all tin- n -t ,iu in that collar.

Lord Orrery, quoted in Oro, i. :>.

(y) A halter.

While you live, draw your in k uni u( the cellar.

.sV.A-., I! :md .1., i. 1.

(A) A iirrk-lmnd forming thul part of the harness of a
draft-animal, att a hoi ,', t., vvhirli tin- trares are attarli* >t

iiinl U)KPII whirh tin- nil-tin uf tin- loud fall* ; also a nerk-
liituil plarcd iii* .11 Koine < -tla-r animal, ait a dog, aa an orna-
nirnt ur an :t in- :inn uf iv-traillt ur uf iilentili' atiun.

MiT traces of the nmullest spider's web ;

Her collars of the mooimhinc * watery beams.
Skak., K. and J., L 4.

With golden muzzles all their months were bound,
And cottars of the same their necks surround.

Dryden, Fables.

(t) A wide ring uf metal put alxmt a piece of stove-pipe to
make it close the " thimble

"
In a chimney where the thim-

ble Is larger than the pipe: as, a i; hn-h rolltir Is needed if

ad-Inch pipe U to be used with an - inrh tlmnlii.-.

2. Anything resembling a collar; something
in the form of a collar, or analogous to a col-

lar in situation, (a) In arch. : (1) A ring or cincture.

(2) A collar-beam. (6) In Int. : (1) The ring upon the stipe
(stem) of an agaric. (2) The point of Junction In the

embryo between the caudlcle and the plumule. (3) The
point of junction of the root and stem. (4) Same as col-

larbags. (c) In mach. : (1) An enlargement or swell en-

circling a rod or shaft, and serving usually as a hold-

ing- or
bearing-piece. (2) Ail enlarged portion of the end

of a car-axle, designed to receive the end thrust of the

journal-bearing ; a button, (d) In mining, the timbering
around the mouth of a shaft, or at the surface of the ground.
(e) A skirting or rain-shedding device placed round a

chimney where it passes through the roof. (/) Kaut.: (1)
An eye In the end or bight of a shroud or stay, to go over
a masthead. (2) A rope fonned into a wreath, with a heart
or deadeye In the bight, to which the stay l> confined at the
lower part, (a) In zoot. : (1) A ring around the neck, how-
ever made, as by color of hair or feathers, shape or texture
of hair or feathers, thickening of integument, presence of
a set of radiating processes, etc. See cut under fialano-

ylossus. (2) In Infusoria, specifically, the raised rim of a
collar-cell. (3) In entoin. : (I.) Tin- upper part of the pro-
thorax when it is closely united to the mesothorax, form-
ing a crescent-shaped anterior border to it, as in Hyme-
HHlitrrn and many Diptera. (II.) A posterior prolongation
of the head, usually termed a neck. [Rare. 1 Against the
collar, uphill, so that the horse's shoulders are constantly

pressed against the collar ; hence,
figuratively, at a disadvantage ;

against difficulties; against op-
position. Anchor and collar.
See anchori. Bishop's collar,
in armor, a collar or tippet of

chain-mall of pecullarform, reach-

ing to the end of the shoulders,
and forming In front a point where
the two sides come together and
are held by buckles or the like.

Tin' shape was nearly that of the

pelerine. Collar and clamp, a

hinge ordinarily used upon docK-

gates; an anchor anil colfar(whlch
see, under anchor*). Collar of
brawn, the quantity of brawn

Collar and Clamp.
a, hole for the pintle of

the leaf; b, clevy; c, c,
anchor.

rolled or wound up in one piece : brawn being derived
from the collar or breast part of a boar.

Item, a coller of good large fat brawn
Serv'd for a drum, waited upon by two
Fair long black puddings lying by for drumsticks.

Cartwriijht, Ordinary.

Collar Of S3. (a) A decoration which is known to have
been instituted by Henry IV. of England, and is identi-

fied with the house of Lancaster. It was revived after
the wars of the Roses, and was a favorite decoration in the

reigns of Henry VII. and Henry VIII. A similar collar
Is still wom as a mark of dignity by certain English of-

ficials, but is now inseparable from the office. The collar

consists of an S often repeated, but the other details dif-

fered at different times, being roses, knots, the Tudor
portcullis, and similar emblems. (M) A sort of punch
made of sack, elder, and sugar. The Cheats, 1662, In

Wright Hempen collar. See hempen. In collar,
ready for or used to work, as a horse. Out Of collar,
unready for or unused to work. TO Blip the collar, to

escape or get free ; disentangle one's self from difficulty,

labor, or engagement.
collar (kol'Sr), v. t. [< collar, n.] 1. To seize

by the collar.

With grim determination, he had collared and carried
himself to sleep forthwith.

W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 823.

2. To put a collar on.

The British dog was within an ace of being collared and
tax-ticketed, after the continental fashion.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, III. 301.

3. To roll up and bind (a piece of meat) : as,
to collar beef. See collared beef, under collared.

4. In racing slang, to draw up to
; get even

with or be neck-ana-neck with in racing.
collarage (kol'Sr-aj), n. [< collar + -age.] A
duty formerly levied in England on the collars

of draft-horses,

collar-awl (kol'ar-al), n. A saddlers' needle
for sewing horse-^collars.

collar/bags (kol'&r-bagz), n. The smut of

wheat, Ustilago segetum. Also collar.

collar-beam (kol'ttr-bem), n. A beam or piece
of timber extending between two opposite raf-



, .] 1. The collar or prothorax of an
Jiicn bears the anterior pair of legs:

collar-beam

ters, at some height above their base. It pre-
vents sagging, and also serves as a strut or tie, or as a ceil-

ing-joist for a garret. Sometimes called wind-beam.

collar-bird (kol'iir-berd), n. A bower-bird of

the genus Chlamydodera: so called from the

nuchal collar. The spotted collar-bird is (.'.

maculata.

collar-block (kol'ar-blok), ii. A block on which
harness-makers shape and sew collars.

collar-bolt (kol'ar-bdlt), it. A bolt forged with
a shoulder or collar. F. Campin, Mecn. Engi-
neering.
collar-bone (kol'ar-bon), . The clavicle.

collar-cell (kol'ar-sel), w. In zool., a flagellate
cell in which a rim or collar of the cell-wall

surrounds the base of the flagellum : a frequent
condition of monadiform cells, whether belong-
ing to the group of which the genus Monas is

a representative or occurring elsewhere, as in

sponges. See Clioanoflagellata.
collar-check (kol'ar-chek), n. A coarse woolen
cloth with a checked pattern, used in the manu-
facture of horse-collars.

collard (kol'ard), n. [A corruption of colewort.~\
A variety of cabbage with the fleshy leaves scat-

tered upon the stem instead of gathered into a
head. [Southern U. S.]
The poor trash who scratched a bare subsistence from

a sorry patch of beans and collards.

GUmore, My Southern Friends, p. 54.

In the South no word, as no dish, is better known among
the poorer whites and negroes than collards or greens.

Trans. Amer. Philol. Ass., XIV. 46.

collar-dayt (kol'ar-da), . In England, a day
on which knights appeared at court in the col-

lars of their orders.

It being St. Andrew's, and a collar-day, he went to the

Chapel. Pepys, Diary, II. 68.

collare (ko-la're),_w. ; pi. collaria (-ri-S). [L. :

see collar,

insect, whicl
sometimes restricted to an elevated posterior

portion of the prothorax, seen in many Hyme-
nopteraa.n& Hemiptera. 2. In decorative art, a
necklace or collar, as of an order, represented
on a figure in embroidery, goldsmiths' work, or
the like.

collared (kol'ard), . [< collar, n., + -efJ2.] 1.

Having a collar, or something resembling a
collar.

The amoeboids that form the wall of this cavity become
metamorphosed into collared flagellate zooids.

W. B. Carpenter, Micros., 509.

2. In her., same as gorged, 2 Collared beef, beef
from which the bones are removed, rolled and bound with
a string or tape and braized with various preparations of

herbs, wine, spices, etc. It is pressed under a heavy
weight and served in slices. Collared cell. See cell.

collared-chained (kol'ard-chand), a. In her.,

wearing a collar to which a chain is attached.
See chain.

collaret, collarette (kol'ar-et), . [< ML. col-

laratus, dim. of L. collare, collar: see collar, .]

1. A small collar or fichu of linen, lace, fur,

etc., worn by women. 2. Any piece of armor
protecting the neck, more particularly in front.

See gorgerin and liausse-col.

collaria, *. Plural of collare.

collarino (kol-a-re'no), n. [It., dim. of. collare,
collar: see collar, .] In arch., an astragal.
Also colarin.

collar-launder (korar-lan"der), n. In mining,
a gutter or pipe attached to a lift of a pump to

convey water to a cistern or any other place.
collarless (kol'ar-les), a. [< collar, n., + -less.]

1. Having no collar. 2. In Infusoria, not
choanate.

collar-nail (kol'ar-nal), . A form of nail used
in blind-soling boots and shoes. It has a projecting
collar up to which it is driven into the heel or sole ; the
outer lift or sole is then driven on the projecting head of
the nail, which thus holds without extending through the
leather.

collar-plate (kol'ar-plat), n. An auxiliary nut
used to support long pieces in a lathe.

collar-swage (kol'Sr-swaj), n. A swage used

by blacksmiths in swaging a collar upon a rod.

collar-tool (kol'ar-

tol), n. In forging,
a rounding-tool for

swaging collars or

flanges on rods.

collar-work (kol'ar-

werk), n. Uptiill

work, such as com-
pels a horse to press
against the collar; Colla,tool,
hence, figuratively, , ,<, half of tool in ,,. hardy.

difficult WOrk Of any l>'e of the anvil i . upper or fuller-

!_ j ine tool ; c, collar and rod in the gripKinu. of the pincers.
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collatable (ko-la'ta-bl), a. [< collate + -tiliJc.J

Capable of being collated.

collate (ko-laf), r. t.
; pret. and pp. collated, ppr.

collating.

"

[< L. collatm, conlatus, pp. of conferre,

bring together, compare, bestow (see confer), <

com-, together, + ferre (=E. fcenr1 ), with pp. la-

tus, carry: see ablative, delate, prolate, etc.] 1.

To bring together and compare ;
examine criti-

cally, noting points of agreement and disagree-
ment : applied particularly to manuscripts and
books: as, to collate all the manuscripts of a
classical author.

They could not relinquish their Judaism, and embrace
Christianity, without considering, weighing, and collating
both religions. South.

Constant care he took,
Collating creed with creed, and book with book.

Crabbe, Works, V. 73.

2. To confer or bestow a benefice on by colla-

tion: followed by to.

He was collated by Sir George Ashe, bishop of Clogher,
to the archdeaconry of Clogher. Goldsmith, Parnell.

3. To bestow or confer. [Kare.]
The grace of the Spirit of God, there consigned, exhib-

ited, and collated. Jer. Taylor, Worthy Communicant.

4. In bookbinding, to verify the arrangement of,

as the sheets of a book after they have been
gathered. It is usually done by counting and
inspecting the signatures at the foot of the first

page of each sheet.

Collateral (ko-lat'e-ral), a. and n. [Early mod.
E. collaterallj < ME. collateral = F. collateral =
Sp. colateral = Pg. collateral = It. collaterale,
< ML. collateralis, < L. com-, together, + latera-

lis, of the side : see lateral.] f. a. 1. Situated
at the side; belonging to the side or to what is

at the side
; hence, occupying a secondary or

subordinate position.
In his bright radiance and collateral light
Must I be comforted, not in his sphere.

Shak., All's Well, i. 1.

Ye cannot compare an ordinary Bishop with Timothy,
who was an extraordinary man, foretold and promis'd to

the Church by many Prophecies, and his name joyn'd as

collaterall with Saint Paul, in most of his Apostolick Epis-
tles. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

Having scene this, we descended into the body of the

church, full of collaterall chapells and large oratories.

Evelyn, Diary, Nov., 1644.

2. Acting indirectly ; acting through side chan-
nels. [Rare.]

They shall hear and judge 'twixt you and me :

If by direct or by collateral hand
They flnd us touch'd, we will our kingdom give . . .

To you in satisfaction. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 5.

3. Accompanying; attendant, especially as an

auxiliary ; aiding, strengthening, confirming,
etc., in a secondary or subordinate way: as,
collateral aid : collateral security (see below) ;

collateral evidence.

Hit [poverty] defendeth the flessh fro folyes ful menye :

And a collateral confort, Crystes owen sonde [sending].
Piers Plowman (C), xvii. 136.

He that brings any collateral respect [consideration] to

prayers, loses the benefit of the prayers of the congrega-
tion. Donn*

, Sermons, iv.

All the force of the motive lies within iteelf : it receives
no collateral strength from external considerations.

Bp. Atterbunj.

Not merely the writer's testimony, . . . but collateral

evidence also is required. Goldsmith, Criticisms.

4. Descending from the same stock or ances-
tor (commonlymale) as another, but in adiffer-

ent line : distinguished from lineal. Thus, the
children of brothers are collateral relations, having dif-

ferent fathers, but a common grandfather.

When a peer whose title is limited to male heirs dies,

leaving only daughters, his peerage must expire, unless
he have, not only a collateral heir, but a collateral heir
descended through an uninterrupted line of males from
the first possessor of the honour.

Macaulay, Sadler's Ref. Refuted.

5. In l>ot., standing side by side: as, collateral

ovules. 6. In geom., having a common edge,
as two adjoining faces of a polyhedron. Kirk-
man collateral ancestors, uncles, aunts, and other
collateral antecessors who are not "ancestors" in the
sense of progenitors. Collateral assurance, in law,
assurance made over and above the principal deed. Col-
lateral bundle. See bundle. Collateral circulation.
See circulation. Collateral eminence, a smooth pro-
tuberance in the lateral ventricle of the cerebrum, be-

tween the middle and posterior horns, caused by the col-

lateral sulcus or fissure. Collateral facts, in law, facts
not considered relevant to the matter in dispute in an
action. Collateral fibers, of the cerebellum, the fibers

which connect one lamina with the adjacent laminae.
Collateral fissure, in anat., the collateral sulcus. Col-
lateral-inheritance tax, a tax laid on property received

by collateral heirs by will or under an intestate law. Col-
lateral Issue, in laic, an issue aside from the main ques-
tion in the case. Collateral proceeding, in law, an-
other proceeding, not for the direct purpose of impeach-
ing the proceeding to which it is said to be collateral.

In this sense a new action brought to set aside a judg-

collation

ment in a former action is a direct and not a collateral

proceeding. The phrase, however, is sometimes loosely
used of any proceeding other than a step in the main ac-

tion or suit. In this sense, while a motion made in an
action to set aside a judgment therein is a direct proceed-
ing, a fresh action to set aside the judgment would be a
collateral proceeding. Collateral security, any prop-
erty or right of action, as a bill of sate or stock-certificate,
which is given to secure the performance of a contract
or the discharge of an obligation and as additional to the

obligation of that contract, and which upon the perform-
ance of the latter is to be surrendered or discharged.
Collateral sulcus, in anat., the occipitotemporal fissure

of the cerebrum lying below the ealcarine fissure, giving
rise to the collateral eminence in the latf-ral ventricle of

the brain. See sulcus. Collateral trust-bonds. See
bondi. Collateral warranty. See warranty. Con-
dition collateral. See condition.

II. n. 1. A kinsman or relative descended
from a common ancestor, but not in direct line.

2. Anything of value, or representing value,
as bonds, deeds, etc., pledged as security in

addition to a direct obligation.

collateralityt, [<F.collateralite; as collat-

eral + -ity.] The state of being collateral. Cot-

grave.

collaterally (ko-lat'e-ral-i), adv. In a collat-

eral manner, (a) Side by side. (f>) Indirectly.

The Papists more directly, . . . and the fanatics more
collaterally. Dryden.

(c) In collateral relation ; not in a direct line
;
not lineally.

Members of his own family collaterally related to him.

Coxe, House of Austria, xxv.

(d) With or by means of collaterals.

Dear to the broker is a note of hand
Collaterally secured. Halleck, Fanny.

collateralness (ko-lat'e-ral-nes), n. The state

of being collateral

Collateral^ [F.], collaterally or collateralnesse.

Cotgrave.

collation (ko-la'shon), n. [< ME. collacioun,

colasioun, etc., discourse, conversation, com-
parison, reflection, = D. collatie = MIXJ. col-

latie, klatie = G. Dan. kollation, < OF. collacion,

discourse, etc., F. collation = Sp. colacion = Pg.
collaySo = It. collaewne (in sense 8 colaeione), <

L. collatio(n-), conlatio(n-), a bringing together,
collection, comparison, < collatus, conlatus, pp.
of conferre: see collate.'] 1. The act of col-

lating, or bringing together and comparing;
a comparison of onfe thing with another of a
like kind; especially,

the comparison of manu-
scripts or editions of books or of records or
statistics.

The omissions and the commissions in the Chronicle of

Fabyan are often amusing and always instructive ; but
these could not have been detected but by a severe colla-

tion, which has been happily performed.
/. D'lsraeK, Amen, of Lit., I. 286.

The earliest instances we recall of this method of cen-

tralized collation is of meteorological observations, in this

country conducted for many years by the Smithsonian In-

stitution. Science, IV. 411.

2. A compilation; specifically, a collection of

the lives of the fathers of the church.

It Is preued in vitas patrum, that is to seie, in lyues
and colaciouns of fadris.

Book of Quintc Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 18.

3. The act of reading and conversing on the
lives of the saints, or the Scriptures: a prac-
tice instituted in monasteries by St. Benedict.
Dr. W. Smith. 4f. A conference.

" Yet wol I," quod this markis softely," That in thy chambre I and thou and she
Have a collacion." Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 269.

They call it a Collation, because (forsooth) it wanted
some Councill-formalities. Fuller, Ch. Hist., II. ii. 90.

5t. A contribution ; something to which each
of several participators contributes.

A shot or collation, because every particular apostle did
cast in and collate his article, to make up this sum.

Bp. Nicholson, Expos, of Catechism, p. 25.

6f. In the medieval universities, a sort of the-

ological lecture laying down certain proposi-
tions without necessarily proving them. It waa
not a commentary, although it might contain a general
analysis of the Book of the Sentences (see sentence') and
might begin and end with a text of Scripture.

7f. Reasoning; drawing of a conclusion.

It byholdeth alle thinges, so as I shal seye, by a strok of

thougt formerly without discours or collacioun.

Chaucer, Boethius, p. 165.

8. A repast ;
a meal : a term originally applied

to the refection partaken of by monks in mon-
asteries after the reading of the lives of the

saints.

When I came, I found such a collation of wine and
sweetmeats prepared as little corresponded to the terms
of the invitation. Whinton, Memoirs, p. 272.

Here one of the great sheiks resides, who would have

prepared a collation for us, and asked us to stay all night,
but we only took coffee, and he sent a man with us.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 61.



collation

The convention, after dissolving Itself, partook of a mod-
est collation in the senate chamber.

Bancroft, Hist. Const, II. 273.

9f. The act of conferring or bestowing; a

gift.
The baptism of John . . . was not a direct instrument

of the Spirit for the collation of grace.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 95.

Neither are we to give thanks alone for the collation of

these benefits. Hay, Works of Creation.

10. In canon law, the presentation of a clergy-
man to a benefice by a bishop, who is the or-

dinary of the benefice, and who at the same
time has the benefice in his own gift or patron-

age, or by neglect of the patron has acquired
the patron's rights. When the patron of a chnn li

is not a bishop, he present* his clerk for admission, an>l

the bishop Institute* him ; but If the bishop of the diocese

is the patron, his presentation and institution are one act,

and are called collation.

11. In civil and Scots late, the real or supposed
return of a former advancement to the mass of

a decedent's property, made by one heir, that

the property may be equitably divided among
all the heirs ; hotch-pot.
The application of the principle of collation to descen-

dants generally, so that they were l>ound to throw Into the

mass of the succession before its partition every advance

they had received from their parent in anticipation of

their shares. Encyc. Brit., XX. 714.

Collation of goods, in civil law. See def. 11. Collation
Of rights, that species of service which the judge renders
to any person by putting him in possession of a certain

right. J. S. Mill. Collation of seals, one seal set on
the reverse of another, on the same label. Wharton.

collation! (ko-la'shqn), v. i. [< collation, n., 8.]

To partake of a ligh't repast.
I went to see a coach-race in Hide Park, and collation'd

In Spring Garden. Evelyn, Memoirs, May 20, 1658.

collationer (ko-la'shon-er), n. [< collation +
-eri.] 1. A collator"of the printed sheets of

books. [Rare.] 2. One who partakes of a
collation or repast. [Rare.]

We, meanwhile, untitled attendant*, stood at the other

end of the room, forming a semicircle, and all strictly

facing the royal collatumeri.
time. D'Arblay, Diary, III. 99.

collatitioust (kol-a-tish'us), a. [< L. collati-

tins, more correctly collaticius, < collatus, pp.
of conferre, collate : see collate.'] Contribut-

ed; brought together; performed by contribu-

tion.

Other men's collatitioia liberality.

Bp. Uacket, Abp. Williams, 1. 46.

COllative (ko-la'tiv), . [= F. collatif= Sp. co-

lativo = Pg. collativo, < L. collativus, brought
together, combined, < collatus, pp. of conferre,
collate: see collate."] If. Conferring or bestow-

ing.
Institutive or collative of power. Barrowt.

2. Collating. 3. Eccles., presented by colla-

tion: applied to advowsons or livings of which
the bishop and patron are the same person.
Collative act, in loffic, the act of joining premises and
thence deducing a conclusion ; the act of comparing a

thing with itself or with something else. (A Scotlst term. ]

collator (ko-la'tor), . [< L. collator, a com-

parer, contributor, etc., ? collatus, pp. of con-

ferre, collate: see collate.'] One who collates

or makes a collation, (a) One who compare* manu-

scripts or editions of books, (b) In bookbinding, a person
who collates the printed sheets of liooks. (c) One who col-

lates to a benefice, (dt) One who confers any benefit or be-

stows a gift of any kind.

Well-placed benefits redound to the collator's honour.
Feltham, Resolves, II. 16.

collaudt (ko-lad'), v. t. [< L. collaudare, con-

laudare, < com-, together, + laudare, praise : see

linn/.} To unite in praising.
Beast* wild and tame . . .

Collaud his name. Sowcll, Letters.

collaudationt (kol-a-da'shon), n. [< L. collau-

datio(n-), < collaudare, pp. collaudatus: see col-

laud.] Joint or combined laudation, encomium,
or flattery.
The rhetorical collaudations, with the honourable epi-

thets given to their persons. Jer. Taylor.

colleague (kol'eg), n. [< F. collegue, now col-

legue = Sp. colega = Pg. It. collega, < L. colle-

ga, conlega, a partner in office, < com-, with, +
legare, send on an embassy: see legate."] An
associate in office, professional employment, or

special labor, as in a commission: not properly
used of partners in business. =syn. Friend, Com-
panion, etc. See associate.

colleague (ko-leg'), v. i.; pret. and pp. col-

leagued, ppr. colleaguing. [C colleague, n.] To
cooperate in the same office, or for a common
end; combine.

Collcayued with the dream of his advantage.
Ska*., Hamlet, L 2.
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colleagueship (kol'eg-ship), n. [< colleague +
-sltiji.J

The state of being a colleague.
colleckt, . See collock.

collect (ko-lekf), v. [< OF. collecter, F. col-

lecter = Sp. colectar = Pg. collector = It. cnl-

lettare, < ML. collectare, collect money, < L.

collecla, a collection in money, (LL. ) a meeting,
assemblage, (ML.) a tax, also an assembly for

prayer, a prayer (see collect, n.), prop. fern, of

collectus, pp. of colligere, conligere (> F. col-

ligcr = Pg. colligar), gather together, collect,

consider, conclude, infer, < com-, together, +
legere, gather: see legend. From L. co//i;/'"
come also E. coil 1 and cull 1 .] I. trans. 1. To
gather into one place or group; assemble or

bring together; make a combination, group,
or collection of; gather: as, to collect facts or
evidence

;
to collect curiosities or rare books.

A passion for collecting book* Is not always a passion for

literature. /. D'ltraeli, Curios, of IJt., I. .',7.

2. To receive or compel payment of; bring to

a settlement: as, to collect a bill. 3. To as-

certain or infer from observation or informa-
tion

;
infer. [Now rare.]

The reverent care I bear unto my lord
Made me collect these danger* In the duke.

Slink., 2 Hen. VL, 111. 1.

Which sequence, I conceive, I* very 111 collected. Locke.

We may collect the excellency of the understanding then,
by the glorious remainders of it now, and g^es* at the
stateliness of the building by the magnificence of its ruins.

Sonth, in Whlpple's Ess. and Rev., II. 81.

To collect one's self, to recover from surprise or a dis-

concerted state ; regain command over one's scattered

thought* or emotion*.

collective

collectarium (kol-ek-tii'ri-um), n.; pi. collec-

tnfin(-H). [Ml.., <('.,//,,/<;.- s.-i- raited, II. Cf.

ri>llii-taiit'i.\ In medieval use, it separate litur-

gical book containing the collects, which are
now included in the Missal and the Book of
Common Prayer.

In the name illumination Hi" original Illumination in

the Hook of Mount] the >onn^ i 1. i k (probably an acolyte)
who I* seen to the right, t. i holding up
tii" Mhop a coltectnntiiH, out of wliirh th;il prelate is

lillgillK tile ei.lleet, l vented ill II Kll'llcii alb, the Heck of

whicli Is worked like the canons' surpllcea.
Hoclc, church of our Father*, L 439, note.

collected (ko-lok'ted), . a. [Pp. of collect, t.]

Having control of one's mental faculties ; not

disconcerted; firm; prepared; self-possessed;
composed : as, to be quite collected in the midst
of danger.

The jury shall lie ijulte lurprUed.
The prisoner quite collected.

rraed. On the Year 1828.

The expreulon (of the Norwegian men) wa* sensible and
collected, but with nothing about it specially adventurous
or daring. Prmute, Sketche*, p. 81.

-Syn. Cool, Coinpotcd, etc. Seera/wii.

collectedly (ko-lek'ted-H),adr. 1. Inoneview;
together; collectively. Dr. B. More. [Rare.]
2. In a firm, composed, or self-possessed man-
ner: as, he spoke quite calmly and collectedly.
collectedness (ko-lek'tcd-nes), n. 1. The state
of being collected or brought into close union
or concentration. [Rare.] 2. A oo"
calm state of the mind: composure,
collectible, a. See collectable.

collecting-cane (kp-lek'ting-kan), . ***, ........

(ko-lek'shqn), n. [= F. collection =

II. intrans. 1. To gather together; accumu-
late : as, pus collects in an abscess

;
snow collects

in drifts. 2f. To compose one's self.

Collect,
I fear you are not well : pray tell me why
You talk thus? fihirl,-

: i, Traitor, iii. 3.

collect (kol'ekt), n. [< ME. collect, colect, <

LL. collecta, a meeting (L. a collection in

money), in ML. also a meeting for prayer,
and (for oratio ad collectam, a prayer

inference (tr. Gr. ovMioyiouof, a syllogism : see

syllogism), ML. also a collection in money, <

collectus, pp. of colligere. collect: see collect, .]

1 . The act or practice of collecting or of gather-

ing together: as, the collection of rare books.

HI* (Cotton's) antiquarian taste* were early displayed In

the collection of ancient record*, charters, and other manu-
scripts, which had been dispersed from the monastic libra-

ries In the reign of Henry VIII. Encyc. Brit., VL 6O9.

2. An assemblage or gathering of objects; a
numberof things collected, gathered, orbrought

ceeding to another church to attend mass, a

prayer at the latter church being called oratio

ad missam) a prayer, etc. : see collect, .] 1.

In the Roman Catholic, Anglican, and other
Western liturgies : (a) A concise prayer, vary-
ing according to tne day, week, octave, or

season, recited before the epistle, regularly
consisting of one sentence, and asking for

some grace or blessing with" reference to some
teaching of the epistle or gospel, or both. A
collect Is composed of an address to the Trinity or to one
of the Divine Persons, a petition thus introduced, and the

pleading of Christ's merits or final ascription to a Person
of the Trinity. One collect may be used alone or several
in succession. Collects regularly belong to the eucharis-
tic office, but are repeated in the day-offices (hours, morn-
ing and evening prayer), thus forming a constant link

between the latter and the altar service. They are char-

acteristic of Western liturgies and offices, not being known
in the Eastern churches. Almost all those still in use are

very ancient, and the origin of this form of prayer Is at

least as old as the fifth century. Leo the Great (440-61)
and Gelasius I. (492-96) are reputed the first composers of

collects. See oratio.

The unity of sentiment and severity of style which
characterise these little pieces [Milton's Sonnets) remind
us ... of the Collects of the English Liturgy.

Hacaulay, Milton.

While the East, again, soars to God in exclamations of

angelic self-forgetfulness, the West comprehends all the

spiritual needs of man in Collect! of matchless profundity.
P. Freeman, Principles of Divine Service, I. 274.

(b) In a wider sense, a prayer of similar char-

acter or construction, especially one following
the collect for the day, or used just before the
conclusion of an office, (c) A name sometimes

given to the synapte of the Greek Church.
2. A collection. [Rare.]
Yet anything that others can write of him is poor indeed

beside a collect of his own golden sayings.
Stedman, Poet* of America, p. 137.

collectable, collectible (ko-iek'ta-bl, -ti-W), a.

K collect + -able, -ible.'] Capable of being col-

lected.

collectanea (kol-ek-ta'ne-a), n. pi. [LL., neut.

pi. of L. collectaneus, gathered together: see

coUectaneous."] A selection of passages from
various authors, usually made for the purpose
of instruction

;
a miscellany.

collectaneoust (kol-ek-ta'ne-us), a. [< L. col-

lectaneus, < collectus, pp. of 'colligere, gather to-

gether : see collect, v.] Gathered ; collected.

constituting one whole of which the single ob-

jects are parts: as, a collection of pictures; a

collection of essays ; a collection of minerals.

A class, or collection of Individuals, named after a qual-
ity common to all. Bain, Logic, i. 51.

Every collection ought to form a definite congruous
whole, which can be visited, studied, and remembered
with a certain unity of impression.

Jcvons, Social Reform, p. 01.

Specifically 3. A sum of money collected for

religious or charitable purposes, especially dur-

ing a religious service.

Now concerning the rollectivn for the saints. 1 Cor. xvi. 1.

4f. The act of deducing consequences; infer-

ence from premises ; that which is deduced or

inferred; an inference; sometimes, specifical-

ly, an inductive inference.
Oood my lord,

What light collections has your searching eye
Caught from my loose behaviour?

Beau, and Fl. (!\ Faithful Friend*, II. 2.

Wrong collections have been hitherto made out of these
word* by modern divine*. Milton.

5. A private examination at the end ofeach term
at the colleges of the English universities. 6.

The act of receiving or compelling payment of

dues, public or private, as for taxes, customs

duties, or personal debts. 7. The jurisdiction
of a collector ; a collectorship. See collector, 3.

Collection Act. a United State* statute of 1799(1 Stat,
627) which established districts for the collection of duties
on Imports, regulated the business of custom-houses and
custom* officer*, and prescribed rule* for the entry and
clearing of vessels, etc. Collection of light, In attrul.,

a situation of three planets so that two of them are in as-

pect with the third, though not with each other. = Syn. 2.

Assemblage, group, crowd, mass, lot, heap ; compilation,
selection. 3. Contribution.

collectitiouflt (kol-ek-tish'us), a. [< L. collec-

titius, more correctly collecticius, < collectus,

pp. of colligere: see collect, p.] Gathered to-

gether; collected.

collective (ko-lek'tiv). a. and . [= F. collec-

tif= Sp. colectivo = Pg. collcctiro = It.
cpllet-

tivo, < L. colleetivus, < collectus, pp. of colligere,
collect: see collect, >.] I. a. 1. Belonging to,
vested in, or exercised by a number of individ-

uals jointly, or considered as forming one body :

united ; aggregated : opposed to individual and
distributive: as, collective actions.



collective

When a body of men unite together and occupy, by ap-

propriation or by conquest, a tract of land, and then di-

vide it into equal shares, that is no evidence of collective.

ownership. D. W. Hogs, German Land-holding, p. 20.

2. In gram., denoting an aggregate, group, or

assemblage ; expressing under the singularform
a whole consisting of a plurality of individual

objects or persons : as, a collective noun. 3f.

Deducing consequences; reasoning; inferring.

Critical and collective reason. Sir T. Brou-ne, Vulg. Err.

4. Having the quality or power of collecting

together; tending to collect; forming a collec-

tion. [Rare.]
Local is his throne, ... to fix a point,
A central point, collective of his sons. Young.

5. Relating to or of the nature of collectivism;

belonging to the people as a whole Collective

fruits, fruits resulting from the aggregation of several

flowers into one mass, as the mulberry and pineapple.
Collective note, in diplomacy, a note or an official com-
munication signed by the representatives of several govern-
ments. Collective noun. See II. Collective sense,
in logic, an acceptation of a common noun such that

something is asserted of the individuals it denotes taken

together which is not asserted of any one of them sepa-

rately. Thus, in the sentence "The planets are seven in

number, "planets is taken in a collective sense. Collec-
tive Whole, in logic, a whole the material parts of which
are separate and accidentally brought together, as an

army, a heap of stones, a pile of wheat, etc.

II. n. [Cf. L. nomen collectivism, a collective

noun.] In gram., a noun in the singular num-
ber signifying an aggregate or assemblage, as

multitude, crowd, troop, herd, people, society,

clergy meeting, etc. Collectives as subjects can have
their verbs either in the singular or in the plural, the latter

by preference in familiar style ; but usage varies as to dif-

ferent words of this class, according as they express more
prominently a unity or a complexity ; they take attribu-

tives, however, in the singular: as, the jury meets or meet,
hut this jury meets.

Wee shall also put a manifest violence and impropriety
upon a knowne word against his common signification in

binding a Collective to a singular person.
Xilton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

collectively (ko-lek'tiv-li), adv. In a collective

manner; in a mass or body; in a collected

state
;
in the aggregate ; unitedly : as, the citi-

zens of a state collectively considered.

During the hunting and pastoral stages, the warriors of

the group hold the land collectively.
U. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 463.

collectiveness (ko-lek'tiy-nes),
. The state

of being collective; combination; union; mass.
Todd. Also collectivity.

collectivism (ko-lek'tiv-izm), n. [< collective +
-ism; = F. coUectivisme.] The socialistic theory
or principle of centralization of all directive

social and industrial power, especially of con-
trol of the means of production, in the people
collectively, or the state : the opposite of indi-

vidualism.

As used in current speech, and also in economics, no

very definite line of distinction between communism and
socialism can be drawn. Generally speaking, communism
is a term for a system of common property, and this should
be accepted as the reasonably correct usage of the word ;

but even by socialists it is frequently used as practically

synonymous with socialism. Collectivism is a word which
has recently come into vogue to express the economic
basis of socialism as above explained.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 207, note.

Collectivism, which is now used by German as well as

by French writers, denotes the condition of a community
when its affairs, especially its industry, are managed in the
collective way, instead of the method of separate, individ-

ual effort. Woolsey, Communism and Socialism, p. 4.

collectivist (ko-lek'tiv-ist), n. and a. I. n. [<
collective + -ist; = F. collectiviste.] A believer
in the principle of collectivism

; especially, one
who holds that the materials of production, as

the soil, should belong to the people at large.
The Collectivists admit that recompense should be pro-

portioned to work done, which is the principle of individ-

ual responsibility.
Orpen, tr. of Lavelaye's Socialism, p. 246.

II. a. 1. Believing in the principle of col-

lectivism. 2. Pertaining to or of the nature
of collectivism

;
founded on the principle of

collectivism.
The message then proceeds to speak of measures for

"
organizing the life of the people in the form of corpora-

tive associations under the protection and furtherance of

the state
" a clause which might be taken as an admis-

sion of the collectivist principle. Encyc. Brit., XXII. 216.

3. Relating or belonging to the collect!vists :

as, a collectivist writer.

collectivity (kol-ek-tiv'i-ti), n. [< collective +
-ity.] 1. Same a,s collectiveness . J. Morley. 2.
The whole collectively considered; the mass.

[Rare.]
The collectivity of living existence becomes a self-im-

proving machine. Pop. Set. Mo., XXI. 436.

Specifically 3. The people of a commune or

state taken collectively ;
the people at large ;

the citizens as a whole.
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The Marxists insisted that the social regime of collective

property and systematic co-operative production could not

possibly be introduced, maintained, or regulated, except by
means of an omnipotent and centralised political author-

itycall it the State, call it the collectivity, call it what
you like which should have the final disposal of every-

thing. Roe, Contemp. Socialism, p. 140.

4. Collectivism; especially, the ownership on
the part of the state or the people at large of all

means of production, especially of the soil.

Collectivity, in the dialect of the Socialists, means the

ownership of all the instruments of production by the

state, and its use of them in such manner as shall seem
best calculated to eradicate or diminish poverty.

The Nation, Nov. 15, 1883.

collector (kq-lek'tor), n. [= F. collecteur = Sp.
colector = Pg. collector = It. collettore, < ML.
collector, < L. colligere, pp. collectus, gather to-

gether: see collect, v.~] 1. One who collects or

gathers ; especially, one who makes it a pursuit
or an amusement to collect objects of interest,
as books, paintings, plants, minerals, shells, etc.

Ancillon was a great collector of curious books, and dex-

terously defended himself when accused of the Biblioma-
nia. /. D'Israeli, Curios, of Lit., I. 58.

2. A compiler ;
one who gathers and puts to-

gether parts of books, or scattered pieces, in

one book. [Rare.]
Volumeswithout the collector's own reflections. Addison.

3. A person employed to collect dues, public
or private ; especially, an officer appointed and
commissioned to collect and receive customs

duties, taxes, or toll within a certain district.

Under the government of the United States these are of

two classes, called collectors of customs and collectors of

internal revenue.

Qwich messe peny and ferthing schal be resceyued be
the colictour for the sere [year] chosen.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 452.

The king sent his chief collector of tribute unto the cities

of Juda. 1 Mac. i. 29.

Specifically 4. In British India, the chief

administrative official of a zillah or district,

charged with the collection of the revenue, and

also, except in Bengal proper, possessing cer-

tain magisterial powers. Yule and Burnett.

5. One of two bachelors of arts in Oxford Uni-

versity who are appointed each Lent to divide

the determining bachelors into classes and dis-

tribute the schools. Also called Lent collectors.

6. A person appointed to care for the estate

of a decedent until letters testamentary or of ad-

ministration upon it are granted. 7. In elect.,

the upper plate of a disk or condenser, em-

ployed for collecting electricity ;
more gener-

ally, any arrangement for collecting electricity.
A pointed collector was not employed until after Frank-

lin's famous researches on the action of points.
S. P. Thompson, Elect, and Mag., p. 4.

Collector of births and burials, a local English (Nor-
folk) municipal officer who makes a weekly return of births
and burials to the magistrates.

collectorate (ko-lek'to-rat), n. [< collector +
-ate3.] The district oi! a 'collector ;

a collector-

ship ; specifically, an administrative district, or

zillah, of British India under the jurisdiction of

a collector. See collector, 4.

Good brass utensils are also made at Kelshi and at Bag-
mandli in the Ratnagiri collectorate.

Birdwood, Indian Arts, I. 161.

collector-magistrate (kp-lek'tpr-maj'is-trat),
n. In British India, a collector.

collectorship (ko-lek'tor-ship), n. [< collector

+ -ship.] 1. The office of a collector of cus-

toms or taxes. 2. The jurisdiction of a col-

lector.

collectress (ko-lek'tres), . [< collector + -css.j

A female collector.

colleen (kol'en), n. [< Ir. cailin, a girl, little

girl, < caile, a girl, + dim. -in.'] A girl. [Irish.]

collegatary (ko-leg'a-ta-ri), n.
; pi. eollegataries

(-riz). [< LL. coUegatarius, conlegatarius, < L.

com-, with, + LL. legatarius, a legatee.] Same
as co-legatee.

college (kol'ej), n. [Formerly also colledge; <

F. college, now college, = Sp. cotegio= Pg. It. col-

legia, (. L. collegium, a connection of associates,
a society, guild, fraternity, < collega, a colleague,
associate: Bee colleague, n. Cf. collegium.] 1.

An organized association of men, invested with
certain common powers and rights, performing
certain related duties, or engaged in some com-
mon employment or pursuit ;

a body of col-

leagues; a guild; a corporation ;
a community:

as, an ancient Roman college of priests ;
the col-

lege of cardinals ; the Heralds' College in Eng-
land

;
a college of physicians or surgeons.

There is a Colledge of Franciscan Friers called the Cor-
deliers. Coryat, Crudities, I. 10.

Both worships, as well as the science of magic, had their

colleges of priests and devotees.
J. H. Seurman, Development of Christ. Doct., iv. 1.

collegian

2. (a) An endowed and incorporated commu-
nity or association of students within a univer-

sity. See university. A college corporation in the

English universities consists of a master, fellows, and
scholars,

(ft) The institution or house founded for

the accommodation of such an association, such
houses began to be established about A. l>. 1200, as charita-

ble foundations for affording food and lodging to poor stu-

dents, and did not at first undertake to subject them to any
regular discipline or to order their studies. But schools

were early attached'to them, and the entire instruction of

most of the universities was ultimately given in the col-

leges.

The primary object of a college is not the teaching of

anybody ; it is the maintenance in an incorporated society
of some of those who come to profit by the teaching and
other advantages of the University.

Contemporary Rev., LI. 616.

The name college seems first to have been specially ap-

plied to the houses of religious orders, where were ac-

commodated those youths who meant to devote themselves

wholly to a "
religious

"
life.

Laurie, Lectures on Universities, p. 246.

(c) In Scotland, the United States, and Cana-

da, an incorporated and endowed institution of

learning of the highest grade. In the United states

college is the generic name for all such institutions (some-
times given even to professional schools), university being
properly limited to colleges which in size, organization

(especially in division into distinct schools and faculties),
methods of instruction, and diversity of subjects taught ap-

proach most nearly to the institutions so named in Europe.

(d) A school or an academy of a high grade or of

high pretensions, (e) An edifice occupied by a

college. (/) In France, an institution for sec-

ondary education, controlled by the municipal-
ity, which pays for the instruction given there,
and differing from the lyceum in that the latter

is supported and directed by the state. The cur-

riculum is nearly the same in both, the college

being usually modeled on the lyceum. 3f. A
collection or assembly ;

a company.
On barbed steeds they rode in proud array,
Thick as the college of the bees in May.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 218.

4. A debtors' prison. [Eng. slang.]
The settlement of that execution which had carried Mr.

Plornish to the Marshalsea College.

Dickens, Little Dorrit, xxxi.

Apostolic college, (a) The apostles of Christ considered
as a collective body possessing corporate authority. (&)

The whole body of bishops of the historical church, re-

garded as continuing and possessing in their corporate
capacity the authority of the original assembly of apos-
tles. College Church, (a) Same as collegiate church

(which see, under collegiate). (6) A church connected with
a college. [U. S.] College ofJustice, in Scotland, a term

applied to the supreme civil courts, composed of the lords
of council and session, together with the advocates, clerks
of session, clerks of the bills, writers to the signet, etc.

College of regulars, a monastery attached to a universi-

ty. Electoral college. See electoral. Heralds' col-

lege. See herald. Sacred College, the body of cardinals
in the Roman Catholic Church. See cardinal, n., 1.

college-pudding (kprej-pud"ing), n. A kind
of small plum-pudding.
colleger (kol'ej-er), n. [< college + -er1 .] A
member of a college ; specifically, one of sev-

enty scholars at Eton College, England, de-
scribed in the extract.

These Collegers [at Eton] are the nucleus of the' whole

system, and the only original part of it, the paying pupils
(oppidans, town-boys) being, according to general belief,
an after growth. They (the Collegers) are educated gratu-
itously, and such of them as have nearly hut not quite
reached the age of nineteen, when a vacancy in King's Col-

lege, Cambridge, occurs, are elected Scholars there forth-

with and provided for during life or until marriage.
C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 322.

collegia, . Plural of collegium.

collegia! (ko-le'ji-al), a. [= F. collegial = Sp.
colegial = Pg. collegial = It. collegiale, < L. col-

legialis, < collegium, a college: see college."] 1.

Pertaining to a college, or an organized body of

men appointed to perform any function, as con-
trasted with an individual : as, a collegial sys-
tem of judges; a collegial verdict. 2. Relating
to a college ; collegiate.

The collegial corporations had usurped the exclusive

privilege of instruction. Sir W. Hamilton.

3. Eceles., having the character of a collegium,
or voluntary assemblywhich has no relationship
to the state. See collegium, collegialism. colle-

gial church. Same as collegiate church (which see, under

collegiate).

collegialism (ko-le'ji-al-izm), n. [< collegial, 3,

+ -ism.] Eceles., the theory of church polity
which maintains that the church is a society or

collegium of voluntarymembers, and is not sub-
ordinate to the state, but stands on an equality
with it, and that the highest ecclesiastical au-

thority rests with the whole society, which is in-

dependent and self-governing : opposed to terri-

torialism and episcopalian (which see).

collegian (ko-le'ji-an), n. [< ML. as if "collegia-

nus, < L. collegium : see college.] 1. A member



collegian

of a college, particularly of a literary institu-

tion so named; an inhabitant of a college; a
student.
He has hi.- warmth of sympathy with tin- fi 11. ..</,((,.

ijiant. Iamb, To South,.).

2. An inmate of a debtors' prison. Also colle-

[V.\\K. slang.]
II In-rumr ;i not unusual i-in Miustmii-i- for letten to he

put under hisduiir lit ni^M i ii' l-'Miii; tialf-a i-rowii _ _ f for
tin- Kllthrr 'it UK' M;u -li:*l->M.

"
\\ilti tin- i onij.llmenta of

tttOtftaf takinu li-iivr. /Ji'o*-/i. Lull, liorrit, vi.

Collegiant (ko-le'ji-ant), . [< colleuium +
-tinft.] One <>f a sect founded near Leyden,
Holland, in 1619, the societies of which aro
called mlli-i/r.i. |

1

h,. si-.-t .-prru.l rapidly in tin- Ni th.-r

lands. an-i is .-lill maintained thrtv ;ui'l in Haliov.-r. in
do, -trim- tllul prm-tirt- tile < 'olli'-iiUlts rrsi-mllk- tllr <>lla

ken*, huvinu' im i-rt rd nor ur^':iiii/'-'l ministr) ; Imt thi-y
lit-lii-Vi- in til. iii-ressltyof baptism, which tl'n-y udliiiiiis.

ti-r hy inmuT--i"ii.

collegiate ( ko-le 'ji-iit), a. and n. [= It. eollf-

</iiiti>, a. and n., < LL). collcgiattu, only as a noun,
one of a society, college, etc., < L. collegium, a

society, college, etc.: see college.] I, a. 1.

Pertaining to or of the nature of a college, or
an organized body of men having certain com-
mon pursuits or duties : as, collegiate societies.

Hooker. See college, 1. 2. Pertaining to a col-

lege within a university, or to a college which
forms an independent institution for higher
learning; furnished by or pursued in a college:
as, collegiate life; collegiate education. See col-

lege, 2.

Arnold liiinsi-tf 1ms the academic bias. There is in him
a .slight collet/late contemptuousuess and aloofness.

The Century, XXVII. 929.

3. Constituted afterthe manner of or connected
with a college in any sense: as, collegiate mas-
terships in a university. Milton.

Nevertheless, the government of New-England was for

having their students brought up in a more collegiate way
of living. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., Int. to iv.

4. Collected; combined; united. Bacon. [Bare.]
Collegiate charge, in Sci itland, a charge or pastorship

devolving on a minister as the colleague and successor of
an emeritus pastor. Collegiate church, (a) In Eng-
land, a church (hat lias a college or chapter, consisting of
a dean, canons, and prebends, but has not a bishop's see.

Of these some are of royal, others of ecclesiastical founda-
tion ; and each is regulated, in matters of divine service,
as a cathedral. Some of them were anciently abbeys,
which have been secularized.

To be collegiate, a church must have dally choir-service

sung in it, support a dean and canons, and possess a chap-
ter, as if it were a cathedral.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 264.

(6) In Scotland, a church or congregation the active pas-
tor of which is the colleague and successor of the emeritus
pastor, (c) In the United States, a corporate church hav-

ing several houses of worship, with coordinate pastors.

II. n. 1. A member of a college or univer-

sity.

Rigorous customs that forbid men to marry, ... as pren-
tices, servants, collegiate*. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 686.

2. Same as collegian, 2.

Hi- beginnings were debauched, and his study and first

practice in the gaol, . . . and there he ... busied him-
self with the cases of his tettow-colleffiates.

Roger North, Lord Oullford, i. 123.

collegiatelyt (ko-le'ji-at-li), adv. In a collegi-
ate manner ;

in or within a college.
Tis true, the University of Upsal in Sweden hath ordi-

narily about seven or eight hundred students belonging to

it. which do none of them live colleffiately, but board all

of them here and there at private houses.
C. Mather, Mag. Chris., Int. to iv.

colleging (kol'ej-ing), n. [< college + -i)i</l.]

Training and education in college. [Rare.]
Though lightly prized the ribboned parchments three,
Yet collegisse juvat, I am glad
That here what colleying was mine I had.

Loirell, Indian Summer Reverie.

collegium (ko-le 'ji-um), n.; pi. collegia (-a).

[ML., a special use of L. collegium, a college :

see college.] A corporation; especially, an

independent and self-governing ecclesiastical

body uncontrolled by the state. See collegia!,

3, and collegialism.
col legno (kol la'nyo). [It. : col, eontr. of con

il, with the ; legno, t. L. lignum, wood : see lig-

neous.] Literally, with the wood : a direction

in violin-playing to use the back of the bow
instead of the hair.

Collema (ko-le'mii), n. [NL., < LL. collema, <

Or. K6U>i/ia, that which is glued together, < /co?.-

Adiv, glue together, < KoUa, glue.] 1. A genus
of lichens, typical of the family Collemei. 2.

['. <:] A plant of this genus.
Every possible stage from the typical nostoc to the typi-

cal collema was seen repeatedly.
H. C. Wood, Fresh-water Algso, p. 25.

collemaceous (kol-e-ma'shius), a. [< Collema
+ -aceous.] In lich'enology, resembling or hav-

ing the characters of Collemei. Also collemeine.
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Oollembola (ko-lem'bo-W), . pi. [XL.. < (ir.

m'/'/ ii, (jliif, + -uitting in place, a wl-
tiriK, insertion, etc.: see embolie.] 1. An order
of apterous ametabolous insects, containing
tin- lowest or most general!/"

1
'! types of the

true insects. It U represented by forms uch an Po-
dura, which have 3 thoracic and (i abdominal segment*
(the nut. -rii, r ai.dominal segment with a ventral auckrr
mid tin- penultimate one with a pair of long setlfurin

api'i -Ullages), and no wings, and which undent" i

Different authors include in tin- unli-r

exclude (nun It the thysanurous insect*, as Campodra and
Lepfama.
2. A suborder of the order Thyxaniira: re-
stricted to the springtails proper, the 1'oduridte
and Kiiiiiilliuridix.

collembole (kol'em-bol), n. One of the Col-
it nitinlir.

collembolic (kol-em-bol'ik), . [< Collembola
+ -ir.} Same as collembolous.

collemboloos (ko-lem'bo-lns), a. [< CoUembola
+ -<>us.] Of or pertaining to the Colkmbola ;

being apterous and unietabolous, as an insect
of the family Poduridte or order Thynanura.
Collemei (ko-le'me-i), n. pi. [NL., < Collema.]
A family of gymnocarpous lichens having a
frondose or foliaceous thallus, and especially
characterized by their gelatinous consistency
when wet, and by their bluish-green gonidia
(gonimia) ; jelly-lichens.
collemeine (ko-le'me-in), a. [<G'oMema + -iite1 .]

Same as collemaceous.

COllemoid (ko-le'moid), a. [< Collema + -oid.]

Resembling the Collemei.

collenchyma (ko-leng'ki-ma). n. [NL-> < Qr -

<coXAa, glue, + lyxvua, an infusion.] In hot.,
a layer of modified parenchyma immediately
beneath the epidermis, having the cells thick-
ened at the angles by a pad-like mass which is

capable of swelling greatly in water. It is

found in the young stems, petioles, and leaf-

veins of many dicotyledonous plants.
collenchymatous (kol-eng-kim'a-tus), a. [<

collenchyma(t-) + -ous.] 1. In hot., containing
or resembling collenchyma. 2. In zool., hav-

ing the character or quality of collenchyme;
consisting of or containing collenchyme.

collenchyme (ko-leng'kim), n. [< NL. collen-

chyma (in another sense) : see collenchyma.]
The tissue (of sponges) which is produced by
collencytes. It is mesodermal, and in its commonest
and simplest form consists of a clear, colorless gelatinous
matrix in which the collencytes are embedded.

CoUenchi/me does not originate through the transfor-

mation of sarcenchyme, . . . for it precedes the hitter in

development. Schulze . . . has compared collenchyme
to the gelatinous tissue which forms the chief part of the
umbrella of jellyfish. Sollat, Encyc. Brit., XXII. 419.

collencytal (kol-en-si'tal), a. [< collencyte +
-al.] Of or pertaining to a collencyte.
collencyte (koren-slt), n. [Irreg. < Gr. x6Ma.

glue, T iv, in, + icfa-of, a containing hollow.]
One of the irregularly branching or stellate

cells or connective-tissue corpuscles from which

collenchyme arises, found embedded in the ma-
trix of the latter in the mesoderm of sponges.

collepixiet, n. See coUpixy.
collerH, An obsolete spelling of collar.

coller2t, n. An obsolete spelling of choler.

collery-stick (kol'e-ri-stik), n. A missile

weapon resembling the boomerang, used by
the Colleries, or Thieves, a native race of south-
ern India. Also cotteree-stick.

collet1
(kol'et), n. [= Q. kollet, < F. collet = It.

colletto, < ML. colletus, a band or collar, dim. of
L. collum, > P. col, the neck: see collar.] 1. A
band or collar; specifically, a small collar or
band worn by the inferior clergy of the Roman
Catholic Church. 2. Among jewelers: (a)
Same as culet. (6) The ring or flange within
which a jewel or a group of jewels is set, as that

part of a ring which holds the seal. The word
is most common in connection with large com-
positions of jewelers' work.
The seal was set in a collet of gold.

Sir T. Herbert, Memoirs, p. 101.

3. In glass-manuf.. that part of a glass vessel
which adheres to the pontee or iron instrument
used in taking the substance from the melting-
pot. 4. In mach., a small band of metal, as
the ring which fastens the packing of a piston.

5. Ingun., that part of the muzzle of a cannon
which lies between the astragal and the face
of the piece.
collet1 (kol'et), p. t. [< collet*, n.] To set in

or as in a collet.

And in his foyle so lovely set,
Falre coUited in gold. Arnim, 1609.

collet2t (kol'et), n. [Like collard, a corruption
of coletcort.] Same as colewort.

colllculua

COllCfr't, >' S.-.- mil t.

colleter iko-l,.'t.'-n, . [NL., < (ir. a* if

/IITIHI, < M<.II, glue together: see callttfrium.]
In hot., one of the glandular hairs which i-ovr
tin- leaf-buds of many plants; by extension,

any glandular hair.

on tin iiinUof various trees peculiar glandular hair*
>i4t. Kncye. Brit., IV. 91.

colleteria, . 1'lural of <////< riw.
COlleterial (kol-e-te'ri-al), ii. [< mll'-trriiiM +
-nl.\ IVrtaiiiini; lo nr 'if the nature of a col-

leterium Colletertal gland, tin i-.iih-i.-riiim.

Behind It (the spormatheca of tin d niiili i IK -kro:i- i

two large, nunill'-d. lu\i\traMrtfriai ;il<in<l*, uhii I

ably give rise to the substance <>f hi. h the egg-cue is

Iti'slni, Anat. Invert., p. MO.

colleterium (kol--t'ri-um), n. ; pi. colleteria

(-ii). [NL., < (ir.'iiH if
"
iM'^^rf/piov, < ito^trrif,

verbal adj. of m/.'/av, glue together, < 5X?ji,

glue.] In :niil., a glandular organ secreting a
visi-iil or ^liiiinoiiH substance by which the ova
are glued together, as in various insects; a col-

leterial gland. The ootheca or exK-case of the cockroach
and other insects 1s prolwbly secreted by the colleterium,
which consist* of several tubular glands In the abdomen

a into the ovldiirt.

Colletes (ko-le'tez), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1804),
< (ir. n>/'Airrf/c, one who glues, < itoMav, glue
together, < /,u//, glue.] A genus of solit:

CftUttt tfmpacta. Crou thow natural tile. 1

bees, of the family Andrenidtf, forming with

Prosopis the group Obtusilingues. They usually
burrow in the ground to the depth of several
inches.

colletic (ko-let'ik), a. and n. [< Gr. Ko?Jirrui6s,
< Ko).^.rrrof, verbal adj. of itnfaav, glue together:
see colleterium.] I. a. Having the property of

gluing; agglutinant; colleterial.

H. n. An agglutinant.
colletin (kol'et-m), n. [< P. colletin, a jerkin, <

collet, a collar: see colleft.] A piece of armor
covering the neck and the upper part of the

breast, and arranged to support the articulated

pauldrons and also, to a certain extent, the

plastron and back-piece.
colletocystophore (ko-le-to-sis'to-for), n. [<
(Jr. KOMqrfa, one who

glues,
+ cystophore.] In

zool., one of the peculiar marginal bodies char-
acteristic of lueemarian hydrozoans, replacing
or representing the tentacnlicysts of other hy-
drozoans. Also colletocystophor.

colley, ". See collie.

collibert (kol'i-b6rt; F. pron. kol-e-bar'), n.

[Also colibert; < OF. colibert, collibert, < ML.
collibertus, usually in pi. colliberti, applied to

serfs nominally freed, but still subject to cer-

tain servile conditions (hence also called con-

ditionales), < L. collibertus, conlibertus, a fellow-

freedman, < com-, together, + libertus, a freed-

man, < liber, free : see
liberty.

Cf. culvert?.]

If. A spcman; a tenant holding in fee socage,
but obliged, as long as he held, to render some
customary service or due. 2. One of a de-

spised race formerly existing in several parts
of France, afterward chiefly found in Poitou,
where they lived in boats on the rivers, but now
nearly extinct : probably so called from the an-
cient class of French serfs of that name.

collicapital (kol-i-kap'i-tal), a. [< L. collum,

neck, + caput (cajtit-), head, + -al.] Of or per-

taining to the neck and head. Coues. [Rare.]
colliculus (ko-lik'u-lus), n.: pi. colliculi (-11).

[NL., < LL. colliculus, a little hill, dim. of L.
roll in, a hill: see colline.] In mint., a small

eminence; a little elevation Collicnlus bulbi.
in anat., spongy tissue surronnding the urethra as it enters
the bulb. Colliculus nervl opticl, in anat. : (a) The
thalamus optima. (*) The papilla of the optic nerve.
Colliculus semlnalis. Same as critta urethra (which
see, under critta).



Oollida

Oollida (kol'i-dS), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

glue, + -ida.] A superfamily group of mono-

eyttarian or monozoic radjolarians having a

single central nucleus : distinguished from Col-

lozoa or polycyttarian forms.

collide (ko-fid'), v. ; pret. and pp. collided, ppr.

colliding.

"

[=D. collideren= Gr. coWirfiraj= Dan.
kollidere = Sp. colidir (obs.) = Pg. collidir = It.

collidere, < L. collidere, conlidere, strike or clash

together, < com-, together, + Iwdere, strike, dash

against, hurt: see lesion.] 1. intrans. To strike

together with force
;
come into violent contact ;

meet in opposition : as, the ships collided in mid-
ocean ;

their plans collided, or collided with each
other.

It colored electric lights could be produced, . . . the
risk of colliding with other steamers . . . carrying elec-

tric lanterns would be lessened, . . . but the danger of

running down smaller craft which must use the ordinary
light would be enhanced.

Appleton's Ann. Cyc., 1883, p. 137.

II. trans. To strike against ;
encounter with

a shock. [Rare.]
Struck or collided by a solid body.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 23.

colliding (kol'i-din), n. [< Gr. xoJUa, glue, +
-id1 + -ine2.] A ptomain prepared by Neucki
from decaying glue. It is an oily, colorless

liquid (CgHuN), has an agreeable odor, and is

very poisonous.
collie (kol'i), n. [Also written colly, colley,
dial, or obs. coley, coaly, coolly, etc.; prob. <

Gael, cuilean, cuilein, a whelp, puppy, cub, =
IT. cuileann, a whelp, kitten.] A sheep-dog ;

a

variety of dog especially common in Scotland,
much esteemed by shepherds and also by dog-
fanciers.

The tither was a ploughman's collie,
A rhyming, ranting, roving billie,

Wha for his friend and comrade had him.

Burns, The Twa Dogs.

collier1 (kol'yer), n. [Also coalier, coallier,

conformed to coal, but the vowel is properly
short; earlier mod. E. colier, < ME. colyer, cot-

ter, < col, coal, + -yer, -i-er, as in lawyer, sawyer,
bowyer : see coal. Cf. MLG. kolere = MHG. ko-

lare, G. kohler.] 1. A digger of coal; one who
works in a coal-mine.

That five or six thousand colliers and ploughmen should
contend during an hour with half that number of regular

cavalry and infantry would now be thought a miracle.
Ma i-ii n 1 11,1. Hist. Bug., v.

2f. A coal-merchant or dealer in coal.

All maner of colyers that bryngeth colys to towne for to

sille, smale or grete, that they bryng their sakkes of juste
mesure. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 425.

3. A coasting-vessel employed in the coal-trade.

Choliers that cayreden [carry] col come there blside.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2620.

Collier's lung, inpathol., anthracosia.

collier2 (kol'yer), n. The gaper, Mya truncata,
a bivalve mollusk. [Local. Irish.]

collier-aphis (koryer-a/'fis), n. Same as dol-

pnin-fly.

colliery (kol'yer-i), n.
; pi. collieries (-iz). [Also,

rarely, coalery, conformed to coal; < collier*- +
-y: see -ery. Cf. coalery.] 1. A place where
coal is dug; a coal-mine or

-pit,
with the re-

quisite apparatus for working it. 2. The coal-

trade.

collieshangie (kol'i-shang'i), n. [Sc., appar.
a loose compound of collie, a dog, + shangie, a
chain with which dogs were tied.] A noisy
quarrel or dispute ;

a confused uproar.
How the collieshangie works

Atween the Russians and the Turks. Burns.

Patting her husband on the shoulder, she bade him sit

down for a " hard-headed loon, that was aye bringing him-
sell and other folk into collie-shangies."

Scott, Guy Mannering, xxiv.

colliflowert (kol'i-flou-er), n. An old spelling
of cauliflower.
colliform (kol'i-f6rm), a. [< L. collum, neck, +
forma, shape.] In entom., having the form of
a collar: applied to the pronotum when it is

short, narrow, and closely applied to the meso-
thorax.

colligate (kol'i-gat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. colli-

gated, ppr. colligating. [< L. colligatus, pp. of

colligare, conligare, bind together, < com-, to-

gether, + ligare, bind: see litigation.] To bind
or fasten together, literally or figuratively.

The pieces of isinglass are colligated in rows. Nicholson.

The scientific ideas by which the phenomena are colli-

gated. Whewell, Philos. of Discovery.

The beasts delighted in dashing furiously through one
file, which being colligated was thrown each time into the

greatest confusion. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 369.
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colligation (kol-i-ga'shon), n. [< L. colliga-

tio(n-), < colligare: see colligate.'] 1. A bind-

ing or twisting together.
That tortuosity or complicated nodosity we usually call

the navel ; occasioned by the colligation of vessels before
mentioned. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 5.

2. In logic, the binding together of facts by
means of a general description or hypothesis
which applies to them all.

All received theories in science, up to the present time,
have been established by taking up some supposition, and
comparing it, directly or by means of its remoter conse-

quences, with the facts it was intended to embrace. Its

agreement, under certain cautions and conditions, ... is

held to be the evidence of its truth. It answers its genu-
ine purpose, the colligation of facts.

Whewell, Nov. Org. Renovatum, iv. 11.

Colligation is not always induction ; but induction is al-

ways colliyation. J. S. Mitt, Logic, III. ii. 4.

colligenert, . [For "collegener, < college + -ner

as in citiner, cltessner, etc.] One living in a

college or monastery; a collegiate; a cenobite.

St. Augustine in his book entitled De opera monacho-
rum crieth out against idle colligeners.

Dr. Hutchinson, Image of God, p. 203.

colligiblet (kol'i-ji-bl), a. [< L. colligere, col-

lect (see collect, v.), + -ible.] Capable of be-

ing collected or gathered. Fuller.

collilongus (kol-i-long'gus), n.; pi. collilongi

(-lon'ji). [NL., < L. collum, neck, + longus,

long.] The long straight muscle which lies on
the front of the cervical vertebras : more com-

monly called the longus colli. Coues.

collimate (kol'i-mat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. colli-

mated, ppr. collimating. [< L. *collimatu8, pp.
of 'collimare, a false reading (appar. simulating
L. limes, limit, bound), in some manuscripts
of Cicero and Aulus Gellius, of collineare, pp.
collineatus, of which the proper E. form is coi-

lineate, q. v. Cf. It. collimare, aim at, point.]
To bring into the same line, as the axes of two
lenses or the telescope of an optical instrument ;

also, to make parallel, as the rays of light pass-
ing through a lens.

collimating (kol'i-ma-ting), p. a. [Ppr. of colli-

mate, v.} Correcting inaccurate adjustment in

the line of sight of a telescope ; making paral-
lel Collimating eyepiece, an eyepiece with a diago-
nal reflector, used to determine the error of collimation in

a transit instrument. Collimating lens, a lens like that
of the collimator of a spectroscope.

collimation (kol-i-ma'shon), n. [< collimate (see
-ation) ;

= F. collimation"= Pg. collimaccto. Cf.

collineation.] The accurate adjustment of the
line of sight of a telescope. A telescope having
only one motion, as a meridian Instrument or a surveyors'
level, is in collimation when the mean of the wires or
other assumed point apparently traverses a great circle

of the heavens when the telescope is rotated. The error

of collimation, or the distance of the small circle actually
described, when the line of sight is not accurately ad-

justed, from the parallel great circle, is also familiarly
called the collimation. It is measured by reversing the

telescope in its bearings and measuring half the angular
distance between the two objects thus successively brought
to the mean position of the wires. Two telescopes are
said to be in collimation when their optical axes coincide.

Line of collimation. the line in which the optical
axis of the telescope ought to be.

collimator (kol'i-ma-tor), n. [< collimate +
-or.] 1. A fixed telescope with a system of

wires at its focus, and so arranged that another

telescope can readily be brought into collima-

tion with it, when an observer at the eyepiece
of the latter can look into the objective of the
former and see the cross-wires or slit in its focal

plane. The intersection of the wires of the
collimator is used as a standard point of refer-

ence. 2. The receiving telescope of a spec-

troscope, consisting of a slit through which the

light enters, and a tube with a lens at its ex-

tremity which causes the rays to fall upon the

prism or grating in parallel lines.

collin (kol'in), n. [< Gr. K6Ma, glue, + -i2.]
The purest form of gelatin, taken as the type
of all similar substances, which are hence called
colloids.

collinet (kol'in), n. [< F. colline = Sp. colina
= Pg. It. collina, a hill, < ML. collina, hilly land,
fern. (so. L. terra, land) of L. collinus, adj., <

collis, a hill, = E. hill : see Mi.] A little hill
;

a mount. [Rare.]
It has also a ... nobly well wall'd, wooded, and watered

park, full of fine collines and ponds.
Evelyn, Diary, Sept., 1664.

collinear (ko-lin'e-ar), a. [< L. com-, together,
+ linea, line: see linear, and cf. collineate.~\

Lying in the same straight line.

coilineate (ko-lin'e-at), v.
; pret. and pp. col-

lineated, ppr. colKneating. [< L. collineatus, pp.
of collineare, conlineare, direct in a straight line,

aim, < com-, with, + lineare, < linea, line. Cf.

colliquefaction

collimate.] I. trans. To bring into a fixed

straight line; bring into line with something
else.

II. intrans. To lie in a line with another,

collineation (ko-lin-e-a'shon), n. [= F. colli-

neation, < L. as if *collineaiio(n-), < collineare:

see coilineate.'] The act or result of placing
anything in a line with another thing or other

things Axis of collineation. See axisi. Center
Of collineation. See center^.

Collinge axle. See axle.

collinglyt (kol'ing-li), adv. [< colling, ppr. of

coll, embrace, + -ly*.] With an embrace or

embraces.
And hoong about his necke
And collinffly him kist.

Gascoigne, Philomene (ed. Arber), p. 94.

collingual (ko-ling'gwal), a. [< L. com-, to-

gether, + lingua = E. tongue : see lingual.]

Speaking the same language. Westminster Rev.

COllinic (ko-lin'ik), a. [< collin + -4c.] Of the
nature of or derived from gelatin. Collinic acid,
CeH4O2, an acid of the aromatic series, a product of the
oxidation of various albuminoid bodies.

Collinsia (ko-lin'si-a), n. [From Zaccheus Col-

lins, an early botanist of Philadelphia (1764-
1831). The surname Collins is a patronymic
genitive of ME. Colin, < OF. Colin, dim. of Colas,
a familiar short form of Nicolas: see colin, and
nickle3

, nickel.] A genus of annual plants, of

the natural order Scroplmlariaceas. it contains
14 species, natives of the United States, chiefly of the Pa-
cific coast. They have handsome, somewhat bilabiate,
flowers. Several species are in cultivation.

Collinsonia (kol-iu-so'ni-a), re. [From Peter
Collinson of London (1694-1768), through whom
Linnseus received the original species fromJohn
Bartram. The surname Collinson, ME. Colin-

son, is equiv. to Collins: see Collinsia.] A ge-
nus of North American labiate plants of the
Atlantic States. There are 4 species, odorous peren-
nials,with racemes of yellow or whitish flowers, and known
as horse-weed, citronella, etc. They are used as a remedy
in dropsy, rheumatism, fevers, and other complaints. C.

Canadensis is considered tonic, astringent, diaphoretic,
and diuretic.

colliquable (ko-lik'wa-bl), a. [< colliquate,
after liquable ; = Sp. cblicuable.] Capable of

being liquefied or melted ; liable to melt, grow
soft, or become fluid.

colliquamentt (ko-lik'wa-ment), n. [< colli-

quate, after LL. liquamentum, a melting, con-

coction.] 1. The melted state of anything;
that which has been melted. 2. The first rudi-
ments of an embryo.
colliquant (kol'i-kwant), a. [= Sp. colicuante,
< ML. *colliquan(l-)s, ppr. of 'colliquare: see

colliquate.] Having the power of dissolving or

melting; wasting.
colliquate (kol'i-kwat), v. t. or i.

; pret. and pp.
colliquated, ppr. colliquating. [< ML. *colli-

quatus, pp. of *colliquare (> It. colliquare = Sp.
colicuar), "conliquare, < L. com-, together, + li-

quare, cause to melt: see liquate.] To melt;
dissolve ; change from solid to fluid

;
fuse ;

make or become liquid.

The ore ... is colliquated by the violence of the fire.

Boyle, Works, I. 481.

Ice ... will dissolve with flre ; it will colliquate in
water. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

colliquation (kol-i-kwa'shon), n. [< colliquate,
after liquation; = F. colliquation = Sp. colicua-
cion = Pg. colliquacSo = It. colliquazione.] 1.
The act of melting; fusion

;
a melting or fus-

ing together.
Glass may be made by the bare colliquation of the salt

and earth remaining in the ashes of a burnt plant. Boyle.

2. In old med., a wasting away of solid parts,

accompanied by an excessive excretion of

fluids.

cqlliquative (ko-lik'wa-tiv), a. [< colliquate +
-ive ; = F. colliquatif == Sp. colicuativo = Pg. It.

colliquativo.] 1. Melting; dissolving; fusing.
2. In med., profuse or excessive in flow, so

as to cause exhaustion; wasting: as, etcolliqua-
tive sweat (a profuse clammy sweat) ; colliqua-
tive diarrhea. Dunglison.
colliquativeness (ko-lik'wa-tiv-nes), n. [< col-

liquative + -ness.] 1. The state or quality of

melting or dissolving. 2. In med., the prop-
erty of wasting or exhausting.
colhquefaction (ko-lik-we-fak'shon), n. [=
Sp. colicuefaccion, < L. cblliquefactus, pp. of

*colliquefacere, *conliquefaeere, < com-, together,
+ liquefacere, make liquid : see liquefy. ] A
melting or fusing together; the reduction of

different bodies to one mass by fusion.

The incorporation of metals by simple colliquefaction.
Bacon, Phys. and Med. Remains.



collish

collish (kol'isli), H. [Origin unknown.] A tool

used for polishing I lie edges of the sole of a

boot or shoo.

collision (ko-lizh'on), n. [= I), rntlixii- = <i.

i-nllisiiiii = 'ban. foQtqfo* = !'. i-iillixioii = Sp.
i = I'g' <''"">'<'"<) = It. riilli.iiiHir, < 1. 1.,

lirii<i(>i-),< ],. i-iillitlt'i-i; pp. CH/IISIIX, dash toge-
ther: sec mllidr.] 1. The net of striking or

dashing together; a striking together of two
bodies; the meeting and iniitiiiil striking or

clashing of two or more moving bodies, or of

a moving body with a stationary one; specifi-

cally, in recent use, the dashing together of

two railroad-trains, or of two boats or ships.
|:\ ,-i,/f,*ii>/> of tm, boilies, uriml

The nir iittrltc to lire. .Villon, V. L., X. 1072.

Motion limy rrcate li^ht ; either directly, a.s ill the mi-

nute incandescent fragments struck "If liy violent "'/<

lioiu, or indirectly, as tin..... nil the electric spark.
II. *;,.:,,,. I ir-t Principles, .

2. Opposition; antagonism; counteraction: as,

a coltixion of interests or of parties.
Till' cnlHiitin of contrary false principles.

H'lir/iiirtoti. l>i\ine Legation. ii

They were taught to mca-inv iln ii "wn strength liy col-

lixion with oilier powers on a common scene of action.

Pretcott, Kerd. and Isa,, II. 3.

3. See extract.

Cullirion of a vowell . . . U the contraction of two
vowclls Into one, us thatlnim for I lie mini:;-, iimiiv fur lite

a >>>, &c. Miiuheii.

Collision bulkhead, see imlklnw. =8yn. Con&ution,
etc. S,.,- ..-/,,-/,-.

collision (ko-lizh'on), v. t. or . [< collision, n.]
To collide

;
strike against. [Rare.]

\Va\ c i'i>l!>*i:>it* wave.
Ti-nia. ROIJ. Micros. Suf.,1870, p. 298.

collisional (ko-li/.h'on-al), . [< collision +
-ii/.] 1. Relating to or of the nature of a col-

lision. 2. Colliding: as, a collisional distance ;

collisional particles.
collisive (ko-li'siv), a. [< L. colliius (pp. of col-

lidcrr, dash together : see collide) + ->.] Caus-

ing collision ; clashing. Blackmore.

collitigant (ko-lit'i-gant), n. and n. [= Sp.

eolitigante = Pg. colliiigante, < L. as if "colliti-

gan(t-)s, *conlitigan(t-)s, < com-, together, +
litigan(t-)s, ppr. of litigare, dispute : see liti-

gant.] I. a. Disputing, wrangling, or litigating

together. Maunder.
II. n. One who litigates or wrangles with

another.
Collocalia (kol-o-ka'li-a), n. [NL. (G. R. Gray,
1840), < Gr. K6WJi, glue,"+ na^ia, a dwelling, hut,

barn, nest, = E. hatt, q. v.] A genus of swifts,

or small swallow-like birds, of the family Cypse-

Its

Collofalia tscHlenta.

\\das. They build the so-called edible birds' nests, much
prized anmnir the Chinese, which consist largely of In-

spissated saliva secreted by the large salivary glands
characteristic of the genus. There are numerous species,
of Asia. Africa, and Polynesia, the best-known of which is

0. eticulenta. Some of them are known as nalangaiieit.

collocate (kol'o-kat), v. t.
; pret. and pp. collo-

cated, ppr. collocating. [< L. collocatus, pp. of

collocare (> Sp. colocar = Pg. collocar = It.

collocare), conlocare, place together, < com-, to-

gether, + locare, place, < locus, place: see

locus. From collocare comes also couch, q. v.]

1. To set or place together.
To marshall and collocate in order his battalles.

Hall, Rich. III., an. 3.

2. In civil law, to allocate or allot (the pro-
ceeds of a judicial sale) among creditors, in

satisfaction of their claims.

collocatet (kol'o-kat), a. [< L. collocates, pp.:
see the verb.] Set or placed together.
The parts wherein that virtue is collocate. Bacon.

collocation (kol-o-ka'shon), n. [= F. colloca-

tion = Sp. colocacion = Pg. collocaqao = It.

70

1 lie,

cnlli>rn;ii,nr\ < I.. rnlliiriiHi>(n-), < collornrf : nee
m/liinili

,
/.

]
1. The act of collocating or pla-

cing together; disposal in a certain order with

something else; an arranging.
'tin- disposition ami n.tliirnii'iit "I that knowledge which

we preserve in writinu'-

Ailvanccm. nt of learning, II. 231.

If elegance consists ill III, clioicr and fJliH-rlf i

words, *oll have a most imlulntalilc title to it.

Kl II J l.i II. Urine.

2. The state of being placed or ordered along
with something else; the manner in which a

tiling is placed with regard to something else ;

disposition; arrangement; connection: as, in

this riilliii-iitinii the sen-e of the word is clear.

3. Ill i-iril Inir, the allocation among creditors of

the proceeds of a judicial sale, in satisfaction

of their claims; also, the schedule prepared by
the coiirl showing the amount due to each.

collock (kol'ok), H. [E. dial., earlier also col-

Irck, nillrrki; < MK. mllncl:, i-nlnl,-, appar. < Icel.

/.olla, a pot or bowl without feet, + E. dim.
-ni'l.-.

]
A large pail. [North. Kng. ]

collocution (kol-o-ku'shon), H. [= F. collocu-

I/IIH = It. i-ullni-ii .inin . < !,. iullocutio(n-), < col-

lo</iii, pp. 1-olliiciitun, speak together: see collo-

'///.] A speaking or conversing together;
colloquy ; dialogue. [Rare.]
collocutor (ko-lok'u-tor), n. [= Sp. colocutor

=: It. colliH-iiliin; < I.I.. i-iillofulur, < L. mlliH/ni.

pp. riilliM'iiliix, sjieuk together: see rollnifuy.']
( )ne of the speakers in a dialogue or conversa-
tion

;
an interlocutor. [Rare.]

On n i \ speaking of it. iii COM vcrsat ion with a very learn-

ed scholar, in niiieli the same terms that I have employed
In the text, my collocutor very positively queried its ever

having got into print F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 190.

COllocutory (ko-lok'u-to-ri), a. [< L. collocutus

(pp. of couoqui, speak together: see colloquy)
+ -ory.] Pertaining to or having the form of

a colloquy or conversation
; colloquial, [Rare.]

We proceed to give our imitation, which Is of the Amce-
bean or Collocutory kind. I'oftry of Antijacobin, p. 10.

Collodaria (kol-o-da'ri-ft), n. pi. [NL., < Gr.

m'/'/uArif, viscous, like glue (see collodion), +
-rtri.] A group of spumellarians without a

skeleton, or with a rudimentarv one composed
mainly of detached silicious spicules scattered
outside the central capsule; a suborder pro-

posed by Haeckel for the families Thalassicol-

lidte, Collozotdce, ThalasKOSplueridts, and Sphte-
rozoidif.

collodion (ko-16'di-on), n . [NL., also collodium,
< Gr. KO/./.U?!I/C, like glue, < nAMa, glue, + eliof,

semblance.] A substance prepared by dis-

solving pyroxylin or guncotton in ether, or in

a mixture of ether and alcohol, it forms a useful

substitute for adhesive planter in the case of slight wounds.
When the solution is applied to the wound, it immediately
dries in a semi-transparent, tenacious film, which adheres

firmly to the part, and protects the wound or abrasion.

With the addition of a small quantity of Iodides and bro-

mides, collodion is employed as the basis of a photograph-
ic process, called the collodion or wet proct.**. To ob-

tain a negative picture by this process, a glass plate is

covered with a nlm of collodion, which is sensitized by a

salt (usually the nitrate) of silver, and the plate exposed
in the camera. The latent image obtained is then de-

veloped by the application of a solution of iron protosul-
ph.-ne. water, and acetic acid, and the unprecipitatcd
silver remaining in the nlm Is dissolved by a fixing solu-

tion of sodium hyposulphite or of potassium cyanide. To
obtain a positive picture, a sheet of paper Is laid upon
the face of the negative In a frame, the paper having been
sensitized by floating on a solution of silver nitrate, or by
any other of several methods. The frame is then exposed
to light in such a manner that the rays, to reach the pa-
per, must pass through the negative, and the exposure is

continued till the tone Is sufficiently deep, after which
the tint is improved by means of gold cblorid and other

salts, and the picture fixed with sodium hyposulphite.
Positive pictures may also be obtained direct by the col-

lodion process. Collodion is used also as a water-proof
coating in place of varnish, especially to protect lucifer

matches from the effects of dampness.
collodionize (kp-16'di-on-iz), r. t. ; pret. and

pp. coltodionized. ppr. collodionizing. [< col-

lodion + -ire.] To prepare, as a photographic
plate, with collodion; treat with collodion.

Into this [a special solution] is dipped the proof after

taking it from the water and draining it, the aiUodinniittl

side uppermost. Fop. Sri. Mo., XIII. 442.

collodiotype (ko-16'di-o-tip), . [< collodion

+ tyi>c.~\ A picture produced by the collodion

process, or the method by which such pictures
are produced. See collodion.

collodium (ko-16'di-um), n. [NL.] Same as
collodion.

collogen (kol'o-jen), n. [< Gr. icoX?a, glue, +
-ycvr/c, producing: see -gen.] That part of

connective tissue which on boiling with water

yields gelatin. It appears to constitute the

greater part
of the white fibrous substance.

Also spelled collagen.

collop

COllOgenic (kol-o-jcn'ik). ii. [< fiilliii/i-ii + -ic.]

Kiiriiisliing gelatin on boiling, as the white
libers of connective tissue. Also ,;>lln,\i MIC.

COllogenOUS (ko-loj'e-nus), H. [< 00HMM +
-HIM.] I'ertaiiiing to or of the' nature of collo-

gen. \\8OfillagfnoH8.
collogonidia <koi ..--,, nid'i-ii), . /.'. [NL., <

'/n. glue, + Nl,. i/niiiili<i, pi. of ifoiiiiliiiin,

q. v.| In l/i-lii Hiilni/i/, gonidiii which are bliiish-

green, embedded in a colloid envelop, and often

di-|.osed iii necklace-like chains. They occur

chictly in the families 1'iniiiiirn i and I Ullcmei.

Also called </""<"".

collograph (kol'o-grif ), n. [Oir. *.,. glue, +
;//oir, write.

]
A manifold writing- or copy-

ing-machine, depending in its construction on
the fact that when a film of moist bichromated

gelatin is brought into contact with ferrous

salts, tannin, or certain other substances, it

acquires the propertyof attracting a fatty ink.

Snnn, p. KHH.t.

COllOgUe (ko-log'), r. ; pret. and pp. rullmjued,

ppr. fiiUniiniiiii. [K. dial, contr. clogue; uppar.
a modification of

'colloifur,
< L. riillm/iti. speak

together, the form In-mg influenced by nil-

league.] I. intrans. 1. To use flattery; gloze;
natter.

Robert also would &>ll(*rur with him, praising hi* riches,

nobility and valiant courage, which Koiiiuiatu* could well

emture. /'"<' uttattu.

To lie, dissemble, coUoyuf, ami (latter their llege.
I',": '"ii, Anat. of Mel., p. 8S7.

2. To confer or converse confidentially and se-

cretly; plot mischief ; lay schemes in concert.

He never durst from that time ib otherwise then equiv-
ocal or colloffuf with the ?opc anil his adherents.

MUtvn, Eikonoklaste*, ill.

After that, he proceeds to collogue, to conspire with one

party, and tell them his decision, twenty hours before he
informs the other. W. I'hillipt, Speeches, p. 197.

II. trans. To wheedle
; flatter.

They collogue and soothe up their silly auditors.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 009.

colloid (kol'oid), a. and H. [< Gr. as if *xo/-

/nei6i/f, contr. KoMjJfo/f, like glue, < *<WAa, glue,

f, semblance. Cf . collodion.] I. a. Like

glue or jelly. Specifically (a) In chtm semi-solid,

p. nctralilr. slowly diffusible, and non-crystalline. .See II.

Certain liquid colloid substances arc capable of forming
a jelly and yet still remain llqueflahle by heat and soluble

in water. ./. Graham, Phil. Trans., 1861, p. 184.

(ft) In ftfol., partly amorphous : applied to minerals. Col-
loid bodies, certain irregular bodies, of the aspect of

colloid substance, found in the cerebrospinal axis, appa-
rently the result of the metamorphosis of inyelin. Col-
loid cancer, or colloid carcinoma, a carcinoma char-

acterized by the transparency of Its tissues, due to colloid

degeneration of its epithelial cells. It is found most fre-

quently in the alimentary canal and mamma?, more rarely
In the ovary and elsewhere. Colloid degeneration, in

palhfil the conversion of the substance of a cell into col-

loid substance, involving when extreme the destruction
of the cell. It occurs in the thyroid gland, in certain

tumors, and occasionally elsewhere. Colloid sphere, a

globule with an oily luster, the result of the colloid degen-
eration of a single cell. Colloid substance, In palkol.,
a clear Jelly-like sulwtance. (Inner and more consistent

than mucous substance, soluble in water, not precipitated

by acetic acid, and not giving n color with iodine. It

arises from colloid degeneration.

H. . A substance in a peculiar state of ag-

gregation characterized by slow divisibility.

permeability by crystalloid solutions, etc. See
extract.

They are distinguished by the gelatinous character of

their hydrates. Although often largely soluble in water,

they are held In solution by a most feeble force. They
appear singularly inert in the capacity of acids and bases,
and in all the ordinary chemical relations. But, on the

other hand, their peculiar physical aggregation, with the

chemical indifference referred to, appears to lie required
in substances that can intervene in the organic processes
of life. The plastic elements of the animal body are

found in this class. As gelatine appears to lie its
type,

it

is proposed to designate sutistances of the class as colloid*.

J. Graham, Phil. Trans., 1861, p. 183.

colloidal (ko-loi'dal), fl. [< colloid + -al] Of,

pertaining to, or of the nature of a colloid.

The gases form colloidal unions with the metals, and
are diffused through them just as water is diffused through
a jelly. Clerk Maxtrell, Heat, p. 269.

colloidality (kol-oi-dal'i-ti), n. [< colloidal +
-ity.] The quality or state of being colloid;
colloidal nature or character.

The Inquiry suggests itself whether the colloid molecule

may not be constituted by the grouping together of a num-
ber of smaller crystalloid molecules, and whether the basis

of coUoidality may not really lie this composite character

of the molecule. J. Graham, Phil. Trans., 1861, p. 221.

collonellt, An obsolete spelling of colonel.

collonema (kol-o-ne'mS), . [NL., appar. <

Gr. K&JJI, glue, '+ vijpaj a thread, < veiv, spin.]
Same as myxoma.
collop (kol'op), n. [< ME. collop, colop, colloppe,

coloppe, a slice of flesh (for roasting, etc.), =



collop

Sw. Tcalops, formerly kallops, kollops, slices of

beef stewed, = G. Mops, a dish of meat made
tender by beating; prob. of LG. origin: cf.

D. klop, a knock, stroke, stamp (= G. klopf, a

knock), < kloppen, knock, beat (= G. Mop/en,
knock), related to kluppen = G. klaffen = Sw.

klappa = E. clap
1

, q. v. Cf. E. dial, clop for

clap. Otherwise < OF.
coif,

V. coup, a blow,
stroke: see coup 1

.'] 1. A slice or lump of flesh;
a piece of meat.

And I sigge [say], bi my sonle I haue no salt bacon,
>'e no cokeneyes, bi Crist, colopux to makt'ii.

Piers Plowman (A), vii. 272.

He covereth his face with his fatness, and maketh col-

lops of fat on hi* flanks. Job xv. 27.

God knows thou art a collop of my flesh.

Sha/c., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4.

Slices of this Kind of Meat [salted and dried] are at this

Day called Collo^* in the North, hereas they are named
.Steaks when cut from fresh ^eat.

Bnu -ae' l'i>. Antlq. (1777), p. 332.

Figuratively 2. A slice or piece of anything;
anything in the shape of a collop. [Bare.]

This, indeed, with the former, cut two good collops out
of the crown land. Fuller.

Clouds ... in flocky rosctt o hers in broad, many-
folded collops. S. Jadil, Margaret, i. 14.

Collop Monday, the day succeeding Quiminagesima Sun-
day, and preceding Shrove Tuesday. Minced collops,
minced beef; minced meat. [Scotch.]

COlloquia, n. Plural of colloquium.
colloquial (ko-16'kwi-al), a. [< L. colloquium,
conversation (see colloquy),+ -al.~\ 1. Pertain-

ing to conversation
;
conversational.

Where penury is felt the thought is chain'd,
And sweet colloquial pleasures are but few.

Cowper, Task, Iv. 400.

His [Johnson's] colloquial talents were, indeed, of the

highest order. Macaulay, Samuel Johnson.

2. Peculiar or appropriate to the language of

common or familiar conversation; belonging
to ordinary, every-day speech : often especially
applied to common words and phrases which
are not admissible in elegant or formal speech.
The amusing exaggerations of Giraldus when he criti-

cises the colloquial Latin of Hubert Walter.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 144.

colloquialise, i: t. See colloquialize.

colloquialism (ko-lo'kwi-al-izm), n. [< collo-

quial + -ism.~\ A word or phrase peculiar to
the language of common or familiar conversa-
tion. = Syn. Slann, etc. Seecm2.
COlloquiality (ko - 16 - kwi - al' i - ti ), n. [< collo-

quial + -ity.~] The state of being colloquial.
Worcester. [Rare.]

colloquialize (ko-lo'kwi-al-iz), v. t.
; pret. and

pp. colloquialized, ppr. colloquializing . [< col-

loquial + -ize.~\ To make colloquial. Worces-
ter. Also colloquialise. [Rare.]

colloquially (ko-16'kwi-al-i ), adv. In a collo-

quial or conversational manner; in colloquial
language.

Intent on writing colloquially and strictly suppressing
excitement and indignation. Spectator, 1864.

COlloquist (kol'o-kwist), n. [< colloquy + -ist.~]

A speaker in a colloquy.
The colloquists in this dialogue. Malone, Dryden.

colloquium (ko-lo'kwi-um), n.
; pi. colloquia (-a).

[L., a conversation: see colloquy.] 1. In law,
that part of the complaint or declaration in an
action for defamation which shows that the
words complained of were spoken concerning
the plaintiff. 2. A colloquy; a meeting for
discussion.
Writs were issued to London and the other towns prin-

cipally concerned, directing the mayor and sheriffs to send
to a colloquium at York two or three citizens with full

power to treat on behalf of the community of the town.
S. Dowell, Taxes in England, I. 87.

colloquize (kol'o-kwiz), v. i.
; pret. and pp. col-

loquized, ppr. colloqnizing. [< colloquy + -ize.~]

To take part in a colloquy or conversation
;
con-

verse. Charlotte Bronte.

colloquy (kol'o-kwi), .
; pi. colloquies (-kwiz).

[< L. colloquium, < colloqui. conloqui, speak to-

gether, < com-, together, + loqui, speak : see lo-

cution. Cf. soliloquy."] A conversation; espe-
cially, a conversation which is of the nature of a
discussion or conference.
In retirement make frequent

colloquies or short discoursings
between God and yourown soul.
Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, p. 24.

Collosphaera (kol - 6 - sfe '-

rji), n. [NL. (Miiller,

1856), < Gr. n6Ma, glue, +
oQaipa, ball.] The typical
genus of radiolarians of
the family Collosphceridce.
C. polygona is an example.
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Collosphaeridse (kol-o-sfer'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Cvllosphcera + -idee.'] A family of spumel-
larians with the skeleton either consisting of

simple reticulate spheres, or composed of two
concentric reticulate spheres, severally inclos-

ing the spherical, polyzoic, central capsules.
collowt, v. and n. See colly

1
.

ColloZOa (kol-o-zo'a), n.pl. [NL., pi. of Collo-

zoum, q. v. ] A superfamily group of polycytta-
rian radiolarians, containing those which have
several or many nuclei : distinguished from Col-

lida.

Collozoidae (kol-6-zo'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Collo-

znum + -idcv."] A family of spumellarians with
skeleton entirely wanting and central capsules
social, thickly embedded in a common gelati-
nous body, typified by the genus Collozoum.

Collozoum (kol-o-zo'um), n. [NL., < Gr. K<5/ua,

glue, + C"", animal.] A genus of radiolarians,
giving name to the Collozoa.

Collucianist (ko-lu'shian-
ist), n. [< LL. Collucianistat,

pi., < L. com-, together, with,
+ Lucianus (see def .) 4- -ista,
E. -ist.'] One of the follow-
ers of Lucian of Antioch,
who taught doctrines similar
to those afterward known as
Somi Avion "hnf waQ cmVieo CoUozonm scrpcnti-
oemi-Arian, out was suose- ,, highly magnified.

quently reconciled to the

church, and died as a martyr in the persecu-
tion under Diocletian.

Lucian's doctrine is known to have been precisely the
same as that species of Arianism afterwards called Semi-
Arianism

;
but it is not on that account that I here trace

the rise of Arianism to Lucian. . . . These men [Arius and
others] actually appealed to him as their authority, and
adopted from him the party designation of Collncianists.

J. H. Neunnan, Arians of the Fourth Century, p. 7.

colluctancyt, [< L. cnttuctan(t-}s, ppr. of

colluctari, struggle : see colluctation, and cf . re-

luctance.'] A struggling against something;
resistance; opposition; contrariety. Bailey.
colluctationt (kol-uk-ta'shon), n. [< L. colluc-

tatio(n-), (.colluctari, conluciari, -py.*coUuctatus,

struggle, < com-, together, + luctari, struggle:
see reluct."] A struggling against or with some-

thing, or a resisting ; contest; struggle; oppo-
sition.

And being weakened with colluctation of contrarie pas-
sions, a Feaucr, taking that occasion and aduantage, ap-
prehends him, and soone after kills him.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 359.

Colluctation with old hags and hobgoblins.
Dr. H. More, Antidote against Atheism, ii. 9.

collude (ko-lud'), v. i.; pret. and pp. colluded,

ppr. colluding. [= F. colluder = Sp. coludir

(obs.) = Pg. colludir = It. colludere, < L. col-

ludere, conludere, play together; in legal use,

conspire in a fraud
;
< com-, together, + ludere,

play: see ludicrous, Indus.] To conspire in a
fraud or deception; act in concert through a
secret understanding; play into one another's
hands. See collusion.

If they let things take their course, they will be repre-
sented as colluding with sedition.

Burke, Affairs of Ireland.

How is he to be punished or impeached, if he colludes
with any of these banks to embezzle the public money?

D. Webster, Speech, Senate, May 7th, 1834.

colluder (ko-lu'der), n. One who conspires in
a fraud; one who is guilty of collusion.

Colluders yourselves, as violent to this law of God by
your unmerciful binding, as the Pharisees by their un-
bounded loosening ! Milton, Tetrachordon.

collum (kol'um), .; pi. colla (-a). [L., = AS.
heals, E. halse : see collar and halse1.] 1. In
anat. and zool., the neck, in the most .general
sense; the whole neck. [Little used, except
in some anatomical names.] 2. The neck-
like prolongation of some flask-shaped infuso-

rians, or of the choanocytes of sponges, which
ends in the ftagellum and is surrounded by the
collar.

The endoderm extends distally in a cylindrical neck or

collum, which terminates in a long flagellum surrounded
by a delicate protoplasmic frill or collar.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 418.

3. In entom., the upper part or collar of the

prothorax of a beetle, usually called the pro-
notum. [Rare.] 4. In oot. : (o) Same as col-

lar, 2 (6). (6) In mosses, the neck or tapering
base of the capsule. collum obstipum, in pathol.,
wryneck.

COllurio, COllyrio (ko-lu'-, kp-lir'i-6),
. [NL. ;

prop, colly
frio; < Gr. KoWivpiuv (occurring once

with var. Kopv'XUwv), a bird of the thrush kind,
perhaps the fieldfare.] 1. An old book-name

collybi

of the shrike. It was made the specific name
of the red-backed shrike of Europe, Lanius or

Enncoctonus collurio. Hence 2. [cop.] A
generic name applied, with various extensions,
to the group of shrikes of which Laniits excti-

bitor is the type. Kaup, 1829, after Moeliring,
17f>2.

collusion (ko-lu'zhon), n. [= F. collusion = Sp.
collision = Pg. collusao = It. collusions, < L. col-

lusio(n-), < colludere, pp. collusus, collude : see

collude.'} 1. Secret agreement for a fraudulent
or harmful purpose ; a secret or crafty under-

standing for unworthy purposes.
A second character is that they [miracles] be done pub-

licly, . . . that there may be no room to suspect artifice

and collusion. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, III. xi.

A collusion between the Delphic priests and the Alcmte-
onides [was discovered]. J. Adams, Works, IV. 488.

2. Specifically, in law, a secret understanding
between two or more persons to act or proceed
as if adversely or at variance with, or in ap-
parent defiance of, one another's rights, in order
to prejudice a third person or to obtain a reme-

dy which could not as well be obtained by open
concurrence.

If a person designed to alien lands in mortmain, the re-

ligious or ecclesiastical persons to whom he designed to
alien them brought by collusion an action to recover the

lands, and recovered them by default.
B. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., ii.

collusive (ko-lu'siv), a. [=Pg. It. collusivo, <

L. collusus: see collusion and -we.] 1. Fraud-

ulently concerted or secretly entered into be-
tween two or more : as, a collusive arrangement.
See collusion, 2.

These collusive suits were held to be beyond the danger
of the statutes. jR. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., ii.

2. Acting in collusion.

The ministers of justice have no opportunity to be col-

lusive. L. Addison, Western Barbary.

collusively (ko-lu'siv-H), adv. In a collusive

manner; by collusion
; by secret agreement to

defraud or injure.

There can be no reasonable doubt that the dissenting
judge was, like the plaintiff and the plaintiff's counsel,
acting collumvely. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

collusiveness (ko-lu'siv-nes), n. The quality
of being collusive.

collusory (ko-lu'so-ri), a. [= F. collusoire = Sp.
colusorio = Pg. collusorio, < LL. *collusorius (in
adv. collusorie), < collusor, a colluder (L. a play-
mate), < L. colludere, pp. collusus, collude: see

collude.] Carrying out fraud or deceit by se-
cret concert; containing collusion ; collusive.

collntiont (ko-lu'shon), n. [< LL. collutio(n-), a

washing, < L. colluere, pp. collutus, wash, rinse,
< com-, together, + lucre, wash.] A wash or
lotion.

COllutorium (kol-u-to'ri-um), .
; pi. collutoria

(-a). [NL., < L. collutus, pp. of colluere, con-

luere, wash, rinse: see collution."] In med., a

mouth-wash; a gargle.
colluvies (ko-lu'vi-ez), n. [L., washings, sweep-
ings, filth, < colluere, wash thoroughly : see col-

lution."] 1. Filth; excrement; in med., spe-
cifically, a discharge from an old ulcer. Dun-
glison. 2f. Figuratively, a vile medley; a rab-
ble. [Rare.]
We have been reputed a colluvies of wild opinionists

swarmed into a remote wilderness, to find elbow-room for
our fanatic doctrines and practices.

..V. Ward, Simple Cobler.

COllyM, COllOWt (kol'i, -6), v. t. [< ME. "colyen,
colien, var. colwen, colowen (verbal n. colwinge,
colowinne), where w prob. represents an older y
for i; < AS. as if *colian, make black as with
coal, < col, coal : see coal, n.~] To make foul or

dirty ; grime, as with the smut of coal
;
blacken.

Brief as the lightning in the collied night.

Shak., M. N. D., i. 1.

Poixle [F.], collowed, smeared, bleached, begrimed with
soot or with the touch of a sooty skillet, etc. Cotgrave.

Fie, fie, Club, go a' t' other side the way, thou collowest
me and my raff. Middleton, Family of Love, iii. 3.

Thou hast not collied thy face enough.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, iv. 3.

That youthful Virgin of five and forty with ... a shin-

ing Face and colly'd eyebrows.
Southern, Maid's Last Prayer, i.

colly1
!, collowt (kol'i, -6), n. [< co%i, callow,

i:, ult. < AS. co?, coal.] The black grime or
soot of coal or burned wood.
Besmeared with soot, colly, etc.

Burton, Auat. of Mel., p. 554.

colly2 ,
. See collie.

collyba, . Plural of collybos.

COllybi, . Plural of collybus.



collybist

COllybist(kol'i-bist), . [< LL. collybixtn, ML. COlobe- (kol'oh), . A hook-name of monkeys
also collybixtcx, < (ir. KO//I',*'""'/',, a mouoy-chan- of the genus Culobux.

ger, < M///i'
; <w;, a small coin, also (as in L. colly- colobia, . I'lural of coliibuim.

bus, collubiix) exchange, the rate of exchange': colobin (kol'6-bin), w. [< Colobux + -in '
.

|
\

see coltybtix.] A money-changer, lip. Hull. monkey of the genus Colobun ; a colobe. E.

collybos (kol'i-bos), . ; pi. colli/bn (-bii). [< Gr. lili/th.

iiu;, also *>/,.*;, a kind of cake, mostly colobium (ko- lo
'

hi - urn ), w. ; pi. rolnbia (-ft).
% "- boiled wheat distributed to t he [LL., < (ir. tuitii.inn; uAoBiuv, a eolohium, <

C.f i-iillybux.] In the dr. Ch., a nn/njiic, docked, curtailed, mutilated, < ku/nr.

docked, curtailed. Ct.c,,lure.] 1. Atunic with-

out sleeves, or with short close-tilting sleeves.

worn by deacons and others in the early church :

identical with or a variety of the dalmatic. See
iliiliiinlii- and Iri-itini. '2. A similar garment,
with or without a hood, formerly worn by
monks. 3. A dress worn by a king at his coro-

nation, corresponding to the clerical dalmatic.
See iliilninlir.

coloboma (kol-6-bo'mii), n. ; pi. colobomata (-ma-

tii). [NL., < Gr. aoMfiu/M, the part taken away
in mutilation, < kn/.n/ioiv, dock, mutilate, < >-

).o/16f, docked, mutilated: see wlobiiim.] In

med. : (a) The part taken away in mutilation ;

a mutilation; a defect, (ft) A defect in the iris.

Mi//r.<i;, a small coin, also exchange, the rate chOroid, retina, optic nerve, or lens, duo to in-

of exchange. ton-collybixt. |
The smallest Athe-

( .,,,npiete or perverted closing of the choroidal

fissure : also used for other fissures in the eye

III Jil.
Mi/ ^ I' H

i-ongregatioii
cake .it' v, heaten bread distributed to the people
on t ho Sat unlay after Ash Wednesday, and also

:it celebrations of the liturgy for the departed.

The Saturday of the llrst ue.-k ot the fast is observed in

in. in. n v of S. Tin -i N|I ire Tiro, who in said to have iipp.-ai.-d,

in the time of Julian the Apostate, to Iji.lmiils. then i'a

triarch of Constantinople, :md t.. lia\.- warned linn "I a

"tratagcm by which the Kinpcnir proposed to sell in the

markets bread .ilt'ercd to idols, mid a. -tnall.v sprinkled with

Hi,- n|. .,..1 . .1 thf sacrifices, recommending him to conlllie

his people to the cakes called mlliilm. < In this day, a ills-

trHiiltion of th.-se <-:ikr ^ i- NKtil.- to the |ior.
./. M. ITMb, i:ast,-rn church, i. 71."..

colly-brand (kol'i-brand). n. A Coniish name
for the smut of wheat, I'xlilniio xi

;i> tiiin.

collybus (kol'i-biis), n.; pi. collybi (-In). [Or.

//r.foi;, a small coin, also exchange, the rat*

colometry

frmrity. and is very destructive t.. (lie amiuiiN am. ma
M hirh it ll\ 1.. tin- Inolik-

colocynth (kol'o-sinth), n. [Also formerly </-
<l'llnl .

/ M I''.. ro/tH/Mlllt(=
I I. /.,,/.,/ nil,

.//,/.'
/.

(i. ciilui/ii
niti = Dan. Sw.

l;olokriiiD. < <>!'. '-"I"

also cobn/iiiiiliilii = Sp.

fiilinfiiinti'tit
~

l
j

g. rnltt-

i/iniitiiln = \1.ri>bi</Hiiiti-

iln. i-ii/liii/iiniliilil, < ML.
i-i,liii/iiiiiliilii.

for i-nbii-i/ii-

Colacrad
ynt*ti}.~ Flowering
ml fruit.

nian coin, apparently equivalent in value to

about the sixteenth part of a United States

cent.

collyria, Plural of collyrium.

Collyridian (kol-i-rid'i-an). '' and . [< ML.

Cn/li/i-iiliiiiii, ]>!., < LL. ciilli/riilii. also collyri*, <

(ir. k-o/./r/vr (
MI/ / r/i!-), a cake, dim. of OM/bfO,

a roll or loaf of coarse bread.] I. w. One of a

heretical sect of Arabia in the fourth century.

composed almost exclusively of women, who
worshiped the Virgin Mary as a pagan goddess,

offering to her little cakes which they after-

ward ate.

The Church of Koine is not willit

or its lids.

Colobrachia (kol-o-bra'ki-a), n. pi. [NL., <

I ir. M)/I,-, docked, curtailed, + L. bracliiinn, arm.]
In Haeckel's system of classilication, a primary
group of Kcliitiixlcriiintn, consisting of the sea-

stars or starfishes ( Astcrida ) and sea-lilies or lily-

stars (('rinoitla)
{
together distinguished from

the armless echmoderma (Linobrafhia), which
the sea-urchins and sea-cucumbers.

< L. cnliM-lfilllnx. < <ir.

kii'/unnllii;, the colocynth
and its fruit, < M//OMI-

Otl, ico'/oki-vTi/, the round

gourd or pumpkin.] The
bitter apple, the fruit of

a cucurbitacoous plant,
I'itriilliif, I'li/in-i/iilliin, in-

digenous in the warmer
jiarts of Asia, but now
widely cultivated on ac-

count of its medicinal properties. The fruit l> a

round four,!, i.-s, nildin'.' an oranue in -<" and ii|i]-aran. .-.

with many seeds embedded in a lik'lit and spoiiKV pulp,
which is very bitter. It Is lined hi medicine ai a purga-
tive. The weds are an article of food In some parts of

Africa.

COlocynthein (kol-o-sin'the-in),n. K colocynth
+ -t-in.] A resinous substance formed, to-

gether with sugar, by the action of sulphuric
acid on colocynthin.

n'thin),
H. [< colocytitli

principle obtained from

O'f or pertaining to the Colo-brncliia +
bracliia.

to call the CoUyridi- (JolobUS (kol'6-bus), . [NL., < Gr. Wfcto/Jcir,
.

iiciviicn, i.ir onermg a caKe M. uie virgin Mary. docked, curtailed : see colobium. ] 1. A genus
of African monkeys, of the family HKmuonithc-

II. o. Of or pertaining to the Collyndiaus.

Among the (V/i/riWi heretics, women were admitte.l

the priesthood. /-<>/. Eunip. Morals, II. 387.

....... They have a satcular stomaeh, a rudimentary
thiimli (whence the name), a high facial angle, i-heek

tent in many plants of the gourd family, it is

soft, seml-transparfut IIUIM resembling some resins, very
soluble In alcohol, ami far less so in water, but affording

with the latter a solution of extreme bitterness. It U a

violent purgative.

colocynthitin (kol-o-sin'thi-tin), H. [< colo-

cynth + -itc- -t- M.I A white, crystalline,
tasteless substance obtained from colocynth.

COllyilet, . [< L. collyrium: see rolli/riuiii.}

Same as eollyriuui.

collyrio, . See eollurio.

collyrite (kol'i-rit), . [< Gr. k-oU.i'piov, collyrium

(we colli/riiiiu), + -iff2.] A variety of
clay_

of a

pouches, and ischial callosities. There are several species, cologne (ko-16n'), n. [An abbrev. of F. eail

(!, ('/(/<; Cologne water: can, < L. aqua,

water; tie, < L. tie, of: Cologne = O. Kpln, <

ML. Colonia, orig., in L., Colonia Agrippina
reptiles. Merrem,^1820.

4. A genus of coleop- or jtgriminenm : so called in honor of Aorip-

some of very handsome coloration.

2. [I. c.] A monkey of the genus Colobiui; a

colobe or colobin. ScIater. 3. A genus of

terous insects.

mollusks.
Scrrillc, 1833. 5. A genus bf

, .

white color, with shades of gray, red, or yellow. (Jolocasia (kol-o-ka'si-a), . [NL., < L. colocn-
' '

collyrium (ko-lir'i-um), .
; pi. collyria (-8).

[L., < Gr. KoM'pun', an eye-salve, poultice, dim.

of /toi/.wpn, a roll of bread.] 1. Eye-wash, or a

salve for the eyes.

Uemocritus's ctdlitt'iinn is not so sovereign to the eyes as

this is to the heart. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 330.

He that took clay and spittle to open the blind eyes, can

make anything he ctillyrium-.
Jrr. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 42.

2. A preparation to blacken or color the eye-
lids and eyebrows.

I will hut touch your temples,
The corners of your eyes, and tinct the tip,

The very tip o' your nose, with this collyrmm.
B. Jnnwm, Fortunate Isles.

A coUifrittni commonly composed of the smoke-black

which is produced by burning a kind of libati an aromatic

resin. E. H'. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 41.

3. A preparation of medicine in a solid state,

made up in a long cylindrical roll so as to be
introduced into an opening of the body, as the

anus, nostril, etc.
;
a suppository.

colmar '

(kol'mar), . A sort of pear, so called

from the town of Colmar in Alsace.

colmar'-'t, . [Origin obscure.] A fan. See ex-

tract under bubble-bow. [Fashionable slang.]

colmeniert ,
. [Also written Mmriner

.-^corrupt

fem . gjng.,' also colocasia, neut. pi., < Gr.

naoia, fem. sing., also ao^Miaaiov, neut. sing.,

an Egyptian plant resembling the water-lily.]
A genus of plants, of the natural order Aracea',

natives of the East Indies, with acrid leaves

,, the wife of the emperor Claudius.] A
perfumed spirit,

first made on a large scale

at Cologne in 1709 by Jean Farina, and still

extensively produced there by persons bearing
or assuming that name. It consista of spirits of

wine treated with a few drops of different essential oils

blended so as to yield a tine fragrant scent. Also called

ran it Culoyiif. and Oi/ff? iratrr.

Cologne earth, glue, ware. See the nouns.

colollte (kol'6-lit), M. [< Gr. n6)jn>, the colon

(see co/on2 ), 4- ?/'0v, a stone.] In geol., a sub-

stance appearing to be the petrified intestines

of fishes or their contents, but more probably
formed of worm-casts like those of the lob-

worm. It is frequently found in the litho-

graphic sandstone of the Oolite.

colomba (ko-lom'ba), . Same as columbo.

Colombella, H. Same as CohtmbeBa,

Colombian (ko-lom'bi-an), n. and . [< Co-

lombia -t- -.]' I. n. Of"or pertaining to the

United States of Colombia, a republic
of South

America, bordering on the Caribbean sea and
the Pacific ocean, west of Venezuela and north

of Ecuador. It was formerly |rt of the Spanish vicv

royalty of New Oranada. then (from 181)part of the re-

public of Colombia (from which Venezuela withdrew in

1829 and Ecuador in iwto), and afterward (from 18S1) the

and tubers, the latter containing much starchy republic of New (iranada till 1861, when the present nanu-'''matter. C. an,h,nontm (C. evulentum) and Its several

varieties have long l>een cultivated for use a food, and are

found throughout the tropics, being the well-known faro

An
Colombia.

faof the of

colmeyt, An obsolete form of colmy. 'coiocephalus : see' coJocephaloits.] An ord"er of

colmyt, a- [ME. colmy, colmie, appar. < *colm, E.
phygostomous fishes having no precoracoid

culiii 1
,
coal-dust : see culm 1 and coo/.] Black;

smutted; collied.

He sette htm wel loje,
In Iteggeres rowe ;

He lokede him ahtitc

With his ciilmir smite.

Kiny Horn (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1082.

Thanne I'acience parccyued of poyntesof his c ..t. .

Was colm ;t [var. ctitinitit, citlinji] thorw coueityse an.t vn-

kyn.le desyryiiKe. Pirn rimnnan (IS), xiii. :!.".ii.

arch, no preoperculum, and no symplectic,

maxillary, or pterygoid bones. It was consti-

tuted for the typical .VwwwMo". Cope, 1870.

the frontal bones narrowed and excluded from
the orbits, the postfrontals being elongated,

projected forward, and connected with the pre-
frontals.

colomesine (ko-lom'e-sin), a. Pertaining to or

colmy (kol'mi), . [< colmy, .]

lish name of the coalfish.

COlobe't, H. [< LL. colobium :

Same as colobiiim. Wright.

ing to or having the characters of tlie Colo- xina; containing those tetrodontids whose me-

-iilnili
dian frontal bone is narrowed and thus ex-

AlocalEug- cOlOCOla, colocolo (kol-o-ko'lS, -16), H. [8. eluded from the roof of the orbits.

Amer.] The native name of a wild cat of South colometry (ko-lom'e-tri), . [< dr. Mj/opr

sec eolobium.} America, Felts colocolo of Molina, related to the < itutov, a clause, etc. (see w/ l
), + -f"la. <

ocelot and of about the same size. It is of marked uirpav, measure : see iu<-tcr. }
1. IB4M.JTM.,



colometry

analysis of a rhythmical period into cola or

sections. See colonl, 2. 2. In paleography,
measurement of manuscripts by cola or lines

of determinate length; stichometry. See sti-

chometry and colon 1
,
3.

colon1
(ko'lon), .

; pi. cola (-la) iu senses 1, 2,

and 3, colons (-lonz) in sense 4. [= D. cotow

= G. Dan. Sw. oto = F. Sp. Pg. colon = It.

colon, colo, < L. coto, a member of a verse or

poem, < Gr. /cw/W, a member, limb, clause, part
of averse.] 1. In one. gram, and rhet., one of

the larger or principal divisions of a sentence or

period ;
a long clause, or a group of minor clauses

or commata. See comma, 1. 2. In (inc. pros.,
one of the members or sections of a rhythmical
period, forming an uninterrupted sequence of

feet, united under a principal ictus or beat :

sometimes called a scries. A colon could not consist
of more than trisemic, 5 tetrascmlc or pentasemlc, or
3 hexasemic feet. It usually corresponded to one of the
lines of a modern couplet, triplet, or stanza, or formed
part only of a longer line. A pure colon is a colon con-

sisting of feet of one kind only ; a mixed colon is composed
of feet of different kinds. See period.
3. In paleography, a long clause or group of

clauses, or a series of words of about the aver-

age length of such a group, estimated as ap-
proximately equal to a dactylic hexameter in

extent that is, as containing from 12 to 17 syl-
lables. A colon in this sense was frequently written as
a separate line in manuscript, and served to measure the

length of a book or treatise. See colometry and epos.

4. A mark of punctuation formed by two dots
like periods placed one above the other (:),

used to mark a discontinuity of grammatical
construction greater than that indicated by
the semicolon and less than that indicated by
the period. The colon is commonly used (1) to em-
phasize a close connection in thought between two clauses
of which each forms a complete sentence, and which
might with grammatical propriety Ire separated by a
period ; (2) to separate a clause which is grammatically
complete from a second which contains an illustration
or anrpliflcation of its meaning : thus, in this work illus-

trative clauses introduced by "as" are separated from
the definition by a colon

; (3) to introduce a formal state-

ment, an extract, a speech in a dialogue, etc. Originally
it was the mark of the termination of the grammatical or
paleographic division called by the same name, and it is

now frequently used to mark off metrical periods in prose
intended for chanting.

colon2 (ko'lon), n.; pi. colons (-lonz), cola (-la).

[= D. coto"= G. Dan. Sw. kolon = P. Sp. Pg.
colon = It. colon, < L. colon, colum (prop, colon,

colum), < Gr. K&kai' (sometimes incorrectly writ-
ten nwKav by confusion with KuAov, a member :

see colon1
), the large intestine, also food,

meat, fodder. Hence colic.'] 1. In anat., a

portion of the intestinal tract, the so-called
"
large" as distinguished from the " small" in-

testine, continuous from the ileum to the rec-

tum; the great gut? beginning at the caecum
and ending in the sigmoid flexure. In man and
mammals generally the colon is distinguished from the

preceding small intestine by its greater caliber, and by its

sacculation, due to the particular distribution of its cir-

cular muscular fibers, which constrict it at some places
and allow it to bulge out at others, making a series of

pouch-like expansions. It may also present continuous
bands of longitudinal fibers, or lengthwise constrictions,
so that the cross-section is not circular. The colon may
not be distinguishable in size or appearance from the rest
of the intestine, as in birds, where its commencement is

marked only by the presence of a caecum or of two cseca ;

and when these are wanting, there is no distinction. In
man the course and situation of the colon are definite,
owing to the binding of the gut in place by the mesocolon
and gastrocolic omentum. Beginning at the ciecum and
ascending by the right kidney, it passes under the concave
surface of the liver and the bottom of the stomach to the
spleen ; thence descending by the left kidney, it passes in
the form of an S to the upper part of the sacrum, where
it becomes the rectum. The parts of the colon are desig-
nated according to their position or direction : as, the
right lumbar or ascending colon ; the arch of the colon,
or transverse colon ; the left lumbar or descending colon ;

and the sigmoid flexure, or left iliac colon. See cuts under
alimentary and intestine.

2. In entom., the second portion of an insect's

intestine, generally broader than the preceding
portion or ileum. It may be straight or convoluted,
terminating at the anal opening, or separated from it by a
short rectum.

COlonate (ko-16'nat), n. [< LL. colonatus, < L.
colonus, a husbandman, a serf: see colone, co-

lonns, colony, and -ate3.] The condition of a
colonus or serf

;
a mild form of slavery existing

under Roman and early feudal law.

colonet (ko-16n'), n. [=F. colon = Sp. Pg. It.

colono, < L. colonus, a husbandman : see colonus,
colony.'] A peasant ; a rustic

;
a clown.

A country colone toil and moil.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader.

colonel (ker'nel or -nl; old pron. kol-o-nel'), n.

[Orig. coronel, coronell (later also coronall), and
then, after F., colonel, colonell, collonell ; in-

troduced from Sp. about 1548 (the date of the
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first instance noted
;

see the first extract be-

low); < Sp. coronel = Pg. coronel (> ML. coro-

nelli(s) = It. colonnello (> ML. colonellux, F. colo-

nel, colonnel, > D. colonel), a colonel, lit. the
leader of the column or company at the head of
the regiment, < colonnello (ML. colonellus), the
column at the head of a regiment, dim. of colon-

na, < L. colitnina, a column: see column, and cf.

colonnade. The change of I to r in the Sp. Pg.
form is due to dissimilation, or perhaps to asso-
ciation with Sp. L. corona, Pg. coroa, a crown

;

cf . Sp. dim. coronel, a crown (in heraldry) : see
coronal. The E. word, orig. pron. as spelled,

cor-o-ncl', cor'o-nel, became, by regular pho-
netic change, cor'nel, and now ctir'nel (ker'-

nel) (being often so spelled in novels and fhar-
ac'ter sketches which seek to be realistic), re-

taining the r of its Sp. form; but the spelling
was soon changed to suit the F. form, which
was much more familiar to the eye of readers.
Hence the later occasional pronunciations kol-

o-nel', kol'o-nel.] The chief commander of a

regiment of'troops, whether infantry or cavalry,
next in rank below that of a general officer

in the United States army, of a brigadier-gen-
eral. In the British army, except in the artillery and
engineers, the office of colonel is often honorary, and is

generally conferred on distinguished officers and princes
of the blood royal, the real command resting with the
lieutenant-colonel in each battalion, who after five years
of service becomes a colonel. Generals who have had
what is called "a regiment given to them" as a reward
for service, and virtually as a retirement, have the rank of
colonel. In the Russian, German, and Austrian armies
the colonel of each regiment, holding the title only as an
honor, is usually a member of some princely or other
eminent family, often foreign, and sometimes appointed
in childhood. Often, as a title, abbreviated Col.

Hee was . . . coronell of the footemen, thowgh that
tearm [was] in those dayes [1544] unuzed.

Life of Lord Grey (1575) (Camden Soc.), p. 1.

Afterwards their coronell, named Don Sebastian, came
forth to intreat that they might part with their armes like
souldiers. Spenser, State of Ireland.

Captain, or Colonel, or Knight in arms.

Milton, Sonnets, iii.

He brought the name of coronel to town, as some did

formerly to the suburbs that of lieutenant or captain.
Flecknoe, Enigm. Characters.

colonel (ker'nel or -nl; old pron. kol-o-nel'),
v. i.

; pret. and pp. coloneled, colonelled, ppr.
coloneling, colonelling. [< colonel, n.] To act
as colonel

; play the colonel.

Then did sir knight abandon dwelling,
And out he rode &-colonelling.

S. Butler, Hudibras, I. i. 14.

colonelcy (ker'nel-si), . [< colonel + -ey.] The
office, rank, or commission of a colonel.

colonelship (ker'nel-ship), n. [Early mod. E.

coronellship, coronallship ; < colonel + -ship."]
Same as colonelcy.
colonert (kol'o-ner), . [As colone + -er1 .]

Same as colonist. Holland.

coloni, n. Plural of colonus.

colonial (ko-16'ni-al), a. and n. [= D. koloniaal
= G. colonial = Dan. kolonial, < F. colonial =
Sp. Pg. colonial = It. coloniale, < NL. colotii-

alis, < L. colonia, colony.] I. a. 1. Pertaining
or belonging to a colony : as, colonial govern-
ment; colonial rights; specifically, in Amer.
hist., relating to the thirteen British colonies
which became the United States of America,
or to their period. See colony.
A regicide ambassador in London will be ... in all

our colonial councils. Burke, A Regicide Peace.

The Greek, or to speak more specifically, Alexandrian
and other colonial grammarians, carefully investigated the
intonation of their language.

<?. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., p. 286.

Colonial journalism was a necessary and a great factor
in the slow process of colonial union.

M. C. Tyler, Hist. Amer. Lit., II. 304.

2. In zool., forming colonies
; consisting of or

living as colonies
;
not separate ; aggregative ;

social : as, the colonial Anthozoa. Colonial archi-
tecture, the style of architecture prevalent in the Amer-
ican colonies just before and at the time of the revolu-
tion. It is a development of the classical forms of the
English Renaissance modified by conditions of local ma-
terials and circumstances, and in many examples is char-
acterized by much refinement of proportion and detail.

II. n. A member or citizen of a colony, espe-
cially of one of the British colonies in the east-
ern hemisphere.

It cannot ... be fairly said that drunkenness is in any
considerable degree a vice which distinguishes the younger
generation of colonials. Westminster Rev.

,
CXXVIII. 554.

colonialism (ko-16'ni-al-izm), n. [< colonial +
-i$m.~] 1. A practice, idiom, or phrase peculiar
to a colony. 2. Collectively, the characteris-
tics of colonial life.

He broke through the narrow trammels of colonialism.
The American, VI. 46.

colonnaded

colonialize (kp-16'ni-al-iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

colonialised, ppr. colon ializing. [< colonial +
-ize.] To render colonial in character.

The institutions will be rapidly colonialized and Ameri-
canized. y. A. lieu., CXLII. 75.

colonially (ko-16'ni-al-i), rtrfr. 1. In a colony;
as a colony: 'as, to live colonially. 2. In the
manner of colonists

;
as regards the colonies.

colonicalt (ko-lon'i-kal), a. [< L. colonicus (<

colonus, a husbandman: see colone) + -al.] Re-
lating to husbandmen.

Colonical services were those which were done by the
Ceorls and Socmen ... to their lords.

Spelman, Feuds and Tenures, xxv.

colonisation, colonisationist, etc. See coloni-

zation, etc.

colonist (kol'o-nist), n. [= D. G. Dan. Sw.
kolonist ; as colony + -ist.~] 1. An inhabitant
of a colony ;

a settler in a colony ;
a member

of a colonizing expedition.
Alarmed that so desperate an alternative [submission or

independence] should be forced upon them, the colonists,
still professing loyalty to a common sovereign, were driven
nearer and nearer to a total denial of the power of the
British legislature. Bancroft, Hist. D. S., IV. 5.

2. Aii animal or a plant found in a country or

region in which it is not indigenous.
A marine plant from the southern coast of Xorth Amer-

ica, which must be regarded as a colonist in the Azores,
although we have no evidence as to the time or mode of
its introduction. G. Bentham, Notes on Compositse.

colonitis (kol-o-ni'tis), n. [NL., irreg. < L.
colon (see colon2 ) + -itis. The proper etymo-
logical form is colitis.'] In pathol., inflamma-
tion of the colon; colitis.

colonization (kol
//

o-ni-za'shgn), n. [< colonize
+ -ation; = F. colonisation, etc.] 1. The act
or process of colonizing.
The increase of our trade and manufactures, . . . our

growth by colonization and by conquest, have concurred
to accumulate immense wealth in the hands of some indi-

viduals. Burke, On Present Discontents.

2. The state of being colonized. Specifically
3. In U. S. hist., the assisted emigration of
free negroes to Africa for the formation of col-

onies there. See eolonizationist. 4. The set-

tling of men temporarily in a voting-precinct
in order to vote at an election.

Also colonisation.

eolonizationist (kol"o-ni-za'shon-ist), n. [<
colonization + -tit.'] An advocate of coloniza-

tion; specifically, in U. S. As*.,onewho favored
colonization of emancipated slaves and free

negroes, preferably in Africa, as the best rem-

edy for the evils and dangers produced by slav-

ery. Also colonisationist.

colonize (kol'o-mz), v.
; pret. and pp. colonized,

ppr. colonizing. [= F. coloniser, etc.
;
as colony

+ -ize.~] I. trans. 1. To plant or establish a

colony in
; occupy with a colony or colonies :

as, England colonized Australia.

But Issa and Pharos, the only ones to which we can fix

a positive date, were colonized only in the first half of
the fourth century. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 191.

2. To form a colony of; establish in a new
settlement; settle together as a body: as, to
colonize the surplus population ; to colonize
laborers in a mining region. 3. To migrate
to and settle in, especially as the first or the

principal inhabitants; occupy as a colony: as,

English Puritans colonized New England. 4.
To place or settle for the time being in a vot-

ing-precinct so as to be able to vote at an elec-
tion : as, to colonize voters.

II. intrans. To form a colony; congregate
in a new settlement : as, to colonize in India.
Also colonise.

colonizer (kol'o-nl-zer), n. One who colo-
nizes

;
one who establishes colonies. Also colo-

niser.

colonizing (kol'o-nl-zing), p. a. [Ppr. of colo-

nize, v.~\ Given to emigration and the found-

ing of colonies in new countries : as, the British
are a colonizing people. Also colonising.
Rhodes too was in early times a colonizing, and so a

famous power one, therefore, of which some knowledge
might naturally have reached the writer of the Pentateuch.

G. liawlinson, Orig. of Nations, ii. 188.

colonnade (kol-o-nad'), . [< F. colonnade, <

It. colonnato, coionnata, a range of columns, <

colonna, < L. colwmna, a column: see column.']
In arch., any series or range of columns placed
at certain intervals, called intercolumniations,
from one another, such intervals varying ac-

cording to the requirements of art and utility,
and of the order employed.
colonnaded (kol-o-na'ded), a. [< colonnade +
-J2.] Furnished with a colonnade.



colonnaded

Sombre, old, c.(iloniuitl>'<t aistr- ' '

a, Ilir Ituisy.

He visited Athens again, laU-r than 4.T-', fur he saw (he

Propj'lieii IT <-<:liutii<t<'<l entrance of the Ai:ni*lis, ii.ni

pli'tfl ill tliut ve;ir.

R. C. Jebo, Primer of (Ireek Literature.

colonne (ko-lon'), n. [F., < L. columna, a col-

umn: see column.] One of the three columns,
of twelve figures each, stamped upon a rou-

lette-table.

colonnette (kol-o-nef), n. [F., dim. of co-

linine: see colonne.] A little column.
I In fai.-u.le . . . with its multiple colonettes and pilas-

ters resembles a gigantic organ.
C. C. Perkiut, Italian Sculpture, p. 187.

COlonUS (ko-16'nus), n.; pi. coloni (-ni). [L., a

husbandman, a farmer, colonist, later a serf:

see colone and colony.] 1. A colonist. 2.

Under the later Roman empire, a cultivator

bound to the soil ; an agricultural serf.

colony (kol'o-ni), .
; pi. colonies (-niz). [Early

mi M I. !',. fnl, i n ir : = 1>. AW<i/c = G.A'otoi'c= Dan.
SH . kuliitii, < V. mlonie = Sp. Pg. It. colonia, < L.

colonia, a colony, < coloniis, a husbandman, colo-

nist, < mien; till, cultivate, dwell : see cult, culti-

vate, etc . ] 1 . A company or body of people who
migrate from their native country or home to a
new province, country, or district, to cultivate

and inhabit it, but remain subject to or inti-

mately connected with the parent state ; also,
the descendants of such settlers so long as the
connection with the mother country is retained.
Among the ancient Greeks the simple colony, which M;IS

not necessarily dependent upon the parent state exrrpt in

religious matters, must be distinguished from & cleruchy
(which see). Among the Koinans the earliest colonies,
so called, were merely garrisons in a hostile territory.

Later, colonies were founded for the benefit of the poor
of Rome ; but Sylla restored the military character to the

colony, which became in general a foundation for the
benefit of veteran soldiers who had served their time.

The colonists retained their Roman citizenship, and re-

ceived their lands by lot the original inhabitants of the
site being subordinated to them. In American history
the name is given especially to the thirteen separate com-
munities along the Atlantic coast under English rule which
combined in the revolution, and were formed in 1776 into

the United States of America. They were (in geograph-
ical order) New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Rhode Muni,
Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Mary-
land, Delaware, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,
and Georgia. These were all originally English colonies

excepting New York and Delaware, which were for a time
respectively Dutch (as New Netherland) and Swedish (as
New Sweden). Theirgovernmentswerebycharter(in Mas-
sachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut), proprietary
(in Pennsylvania, Delaware, and Maryland), or royal (in
the remaining colonies). In each (except Rhode Island
and Connecticut which chose their own governors) the

governor was appointed by the crown or by the proprie-
taries. The crown claimed a veto on legislation, and juris-
diction of appeals from the court of last resort

Once on a time thirteen famous colonies of the older

England voted that they were and ought to be free and
Independent States. By that vote they ceased, in the sense
of a colonial office, to be English colonies any longer. In
the sense of history they became English colonies more
truly than before. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 26.

2. The country or district planted or colonized.

This citle [Augustal was a Colony of the Romanes, by
whom it was for a long time inhabited.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 97.

3. A number of persons of a particular nation,
taken collectively, residing temporarily or in-

definitely in a foreign city or country: as, the
American colony in Paris. 4. A number of

animals or plants living or growing colonially.
Specifically (a) In hot., a group of (generally unicellular)

fungi or algee produced by cell-division from a common
parent cell, and adhering in groups or chains, sometimes
held together by an enveloping gelatinous substance, each
individual being able to exist separately, (b) In zool., a

polyp-stock, polypidom, or some similar aggregate of in-

dividuals : applied to various actinozoans, hydrozoans, and

polyzoans, to the social or compound ascldians, etc. Tims,
a bit of living coral is a colony of coral polypites. See cut
under Coralligena. Crown colony, a colony in which
the crown has the entire control of t he legislation, while
the administration is carried on by public officers under
the control of the home government : distinguished from
colonies having a constitution and representative govern-
ment Gibraltar and Hongkong are examples of British

crown colonies. Old Colony, specifically, the Plymouth
Colony in Massachusetts, or the region once occupied by
it : so called from having been the earliest settlement
within the present limits of Massachusetts.

colonyt (kol'o-ni), v. t. [< colony, n.] To colo-

nize, t'anshauj.

colophany, An erroneous form of colophony.

colophene (kol'o-fen), n. [< coloph(ony) +
-ne.] A viscid, aromatic hydrocarbon-oil ob-

tained by the rapid distillation of colophony,
or by distilling oil of turpentine with strong
sulphuric acid

;
the product being in both cases

afterward purified.

colopholic (kol-6-fol'ik), a. [< coloph(ony) +
-ol + -ic.] Derived from or related to colo-

phony: applied to one of the acids present in

colophony. Colopholic acid is produced by the action of

heat on pinic acid, and is the least soluble in alcohol of

all the colophonic acids.
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colophon (kol'o-fon), n. [< LL. coln/ilum, < (Jr.

Ko/opui', the summit, top, esp. in phrases like

no'/JxJHJi'a i-iTillimi, K've the finishing stroke, M,-

/o^(ji' iirayeiv rQ Jo>v>, put an end to a speeeh,
etc. (imaginatively explained by Strabo with
ref. to the city Ko/o^iv in Ionia, beeauso the

cavalry from that city was "so excellent that

it always decided the contest"; but see </<.-

liliiniy); prob. akin to L. colnmni. top. summit :

see column. Cf. Or. nopv$ii, the head, top, high-
est point, < n6pvf, head, helmet: see cory/ilm,

curypheus.] 1. An emblematic device, or a note,
i specially one relating to the circumstances of

production, as the printer's or scribe's name,
place, and date, put at the conclusion of a book
or manuscript.
The colophon may be, and frequently Is. a pious ejacu-

lation, such as " Laus Deo!
"
nr " Den *it laua et gloria!"

... or ... the mark or device of the printer; the seal,
as it were, solemnly affixed to an instrument <>f hifli Im-

portance, as a published book was once thought to be.

A', and V-, Oth ser, IX. 170.

2. The end of a book ; the word "
finis," or

"the end," marking the conclusion of any
printed work. 3. [cap.] [NL.] In zool.: (a)
A genus of coleopterous insects. H'estwood,
1832. (6) A genus of arachnidans. /.'" . O. P.

Cambridge, 1874.

colophone (kol'o-fon), . Same as colophony.
Fallotrs.

Colophonian 1 (kol-o-fo'ni-an), a. [< Colophon
(see colophony) + -ian.] Of or pertaining to

Colophon, an ancient city
of Ionia.

Colophonian- (kol-o-fo'ni-an), a. [< colophon
+ -ian.] Kelating to a colophon, or the con-
clusion of a book. Cudicorth.

colophonic (kol-o-fon'ik), a. [< colophony +
-ic.J Derived from colophony, as certain res-

inous acids called pinic acid, pimaric acid, sylnc
acid, and colopholic acid. All these acids are iso-

menc, their common formula being CgoH^Oo.
colophonite (kol'o-fo-nit), n. [< colophony +
-ite$.] A variety of garnet of a reddish-yellow
or brown color, occurring in coarse granular
masses : so called from its resemblance in color

and luster to the resin colophony.
colophonium (kol-o-fo'ni-um), n. [NL., < L.

colophonia, colophony: see colophony.] Same
as colophony.
colophony (kol'o-fo-ni), n. [Formerly colofo-

ny ; sometimes written colophany, after F. colo-

phane, formerly colophone, = Pr. Pg. colophonia
= Sp. It. colofonia, < L. colophonia (so. retina)

(NL. also colophonium, > Dan. kolofonittm), < Or.

M>/.<Kixji'ui (so. pirivrj), Colophonian resin, fern,

of K>o(,'ir/()<; (L. Colophonius), Colophonian, <

Ko/o^<ji> (L. Colophon), a city of Ionia, prob.
so named from KOAO^UV, summit, top (there
are about thirty towns named Summit in the

United States): see colophon.] A solid, amor-

phous substance, of an amber or blackish-

brown color, left after distilling crude turpen-
tine with water

;
common resin, or rosin, it is

widely used in the arts, especially in making soap and the

cheaper grades of varnish, and in medicine as an ingredi-
ent of plasters. Also colophone. [The word Is not now in

use except as a book-word.)

Colopteridae (kol-op-ter'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Co-

lopterus, 1, + -id<s. ] In Cabanis's classification

of birds, a name of the American family Tyran-
nidce, embracing the tyrant flycatchers and their

immediate allies, as a group of clamatorial or

non-oscine Passeres. See fyraiinidfe.

Colopterus (ko-lop'te-rus), . [NL. (Cabanis,
1845), < Or. y.oc, clocked, curtal, 4- impiv,
wing, = E. feather.] 1. In ornith., the typical

genus of the family Colopteridai. 2. In en-

torn., a genus of coleopterous insects. Erich-

son, 1842.

coloquintt, n. [ME., < OF. coloquinte, F. colo-

quinte : see coloquintida.] Same as coloquintida.
Cocumber wilde and coloqttynt doo brese.

Palladius, Uusbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

coloquintida (kol-o-kwin'ti-da), n. [= F. colo-

quinte = Sp. coloquintida = Pg. coloquintida, <

ML. coloquintida, corruption of colocynthida,

prop. ace. of L. colocynthis, > E. colocynth: see

colocynth.] The colocynth or bitter apple. See

colocynth.
The food that to him now is as luscious as locusts, shall

be to him shortly as bitter as coloquintida.
Shot., Othello, i. 3.

color, colour (kul'or), n. [The second spelling
is still prevalent iri England ; early mod. E. col-

our, color, coloure, collour, < ME. colour, colur,

cttlur, rarely eofor, < AF. culur. OF. co/r, color,

colour, coulour, mod. F. couleur (> D. kleur =
Dan. kulor= Sw. kulor)= Pr. Sp. Pg. cotor (Pg.
also contr. coi-) = It. colore, < L. color (color-),

color

<>L. colos (cf. nrfcor'), color, tint, orig. a cov-

ering, from the root of cttiin; eover, hide, oc-

i-iillnri; hide: see rininul ami tii-i-ult. For the
transfer of sense, cf. lir. t /""'', Xl^", snrl

skin, color.] 1. Objectively, that quality of a

thing or appearance which is pereeived by the

eye almie, inilepeiidently ul the form nj the

tfiiiij;; subjei'tivi'ly, :i sensation, or the rhi-~ of

sensations, peeuliar to the organ of vision, and
arising from stimulation of theojitie nervi
|in>|MT htlnuiltis to tin- seimutiuli of ntlor Is llKht railiitti il

from a himiii"ii- |H P.I\ MI 1. 1! . t. ,! !,,,,, 11,1- ntirface of a
in in- luminous body : but it can IK induced by other means,
as by an electric shock. When a ray of white light li

analyzed, as by a prism, Into parU each of a definite

wave-length, the parts show the coloni ml, orange, yellow,
green, blue, Indigo, and violet, which form a continuous
spectrum, each color shading gradually Into the next
(See liyM and ii*ctrum.) These colors have been termed
JTI wiary or timplf, though In fact they do not excite aim-
pie color Kiisatlons. If the colon of the spectrum are

recotnblned, white light reappears. Similarly, If two col-

ors which lie near together in the spectrum, both on
the same side of light of wave length u..'.24 micron, are
mixed (for example. If two rays of colored light are
thrown upon the same spot to a* to be reflected from It

togetberX the Intermediate colon are nearly produced.
If, however, the colon, being on different side* of that

point, are taken further and further apart In the spec-
trum, the mixture become* gradually whiter (leu satu-

rated) until two colors are found which produce pare
white light If the colon are still further removed, a
purple result*. Thoae pain of colors which when mixed
produce white or gray light arc called cotnplemrntary col-

ors ; such are rod and green-blue, orange and blue, yellow
and indigo-blue, green-yellow and violet. The sensations

produced by the different parta of the spectrum, however,
vary with the Intensity of the light: tnus, orange when
highly illuminated looks more yellow than when darker,
and the main effect of Increasing the illumination of a
color is to add a yellow color-sensation, called the color

of brightness. If, Instead of mixing spectral colors, col-

ored pigments are mixed, very different results are ob-
tained: tlius, while spectral blue and yellow produce
white, blue and yellow pigments produce green. This Is

due to the fact that the blue pigment absorbs nearly all

the yellow and red light, while the yellow pigment alworbs
the blue and violet light, so that only the green remains
to be reflected. Colors vary In chroma, or freedom from
admixture of white light ; In brightness or luminosity ;

and In hue, which roughly corresponds to the mean wave-

length of the light emitted. The numbers which measure
these quantities, as well as any other system of three num-
bers for defining colors, are called constants of color. Pure
white light ana darkness are not ordinarily regarded as
colors ; but white and black objects are commonly spoken
of as colored, although the former reflect and the latter

absorb all the rays of light without separating them into

colors properly so called.

2. In painting: (a) The general effect of all

the hues entering into the composition of a

picture. (6) An effect of brilliancy combined
with harmony: said either of a work in differ-

ent colors or of a work in monochrome, or of

an engraving: as, the picture has no color; the

engraving is full of color.

Though there is no colour, strictly speaking, In an en-

graving consisting merely of black and white lines, yet the
term is often . . . applied to an engraving which is supposed,
from the varied character of its lines and the contrast of

light and shade, to convey the idea of varied local colour
as seen iu a painting. Chatto, Wood Engraving, p. 213.

3. Any distinguishing hue, or the condition of

having a distinguishing hue that is, a hue dif-

ferent from that which prevails among objects
of the kind concerned, whether the prevailing
hue be positive, as green, or neutral or negative,
as white or black

; hence, (a) in a picture or

view, or in a fabric or other material dyed or

painted, any hue, especially a pure tint (often

implying a vivid one), other than black and

white; (6) in human beings, from the stand-

point of the white races, a hue or complexion
other than white, and especially black; (c) in

hot., any hue except green. See colored, 2. 4.

The natural hue of the face
j
a red or reddish

tint
;
flush

;
blush ; complexion in general.

But aye she drank the canld water,
To keep her colour fine.

Fair Annie (Child's Ballads, III. 201).

Look, whether he has not turned his colour, and has
tears in his eyes. Shall., Hamlet, ii. >.

My colour came and went several times with indignation.
Sutyt, Gulliver's Travels, II. 3.

5. That which is used for coloring ;
a pigment;

paint.
The statue is but newly fixed, the colour's

Not dry. Shot., W. T., v. S.

By mixing his colours with white, the artist obtains his

tints. By mixing colours with colours, he produces com-

pound colours, or hues ; and by mixingcolour* or tints with

black, he gets shades.
Sailer's Field's Chromatoyraphy, p. 27.

6. pi. (a) A flag^. ensign, or standard, such as

is borne in a military body, or by a ship : so

called from being usually marked by a partic-
ular combination of colors : sometimes used as

a singular noun. Seeflag^.



color

T thought I should have had a tomb hung round
With tatter'd colours, broken spears.

Liixt'i* Dominion, iv. 5.

An author compares a ragged coin to a tattered colour*.

Aildisun.

The national colors were waving in all directions.

0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 26.

(b) A distinctive marking by color or colors, as

of a badge or dress
; specially colored insignia ;

hence, any symbol or mark of identification:

as, the colors of a party ;
the colors of a boxer;

the colors of a rider or an owner in a horse-

race.
In whate countre thay kaire that knyghttes myghte knawc
Iche kynge be his colour*.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), L 2304.

7t. An ornament of style.

Figures of poetrie,
Or coloures of rethorik.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 859.

8. Kind; sort; variety; character; description.

Boys and women are for the most part cattle of this

colour. Shak., As you Like It, iii. 2.

He [Henry VIII.] could send Cromwell to the block the
moment he discovered that he was pursuing designs of a
colour which did not recommend itself to him.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 244.

9. Appearance; aspect.

Nothing is further from colour or ground of truth, than
that which you write of Sir Robert Drury's going to mass.

Donne, Letters, xxxii.

A business difference between communes will take on
much the same colour as a dispute between diggers in the
lawless West, and will lead as directly to the arbitrament
of blows. Contemporary Rev., LI. 479.

10. That which serves to hide the real char-
acter of something and give a false appearance ;

mere appearance; false show; pretense; guise.

Why hunt I then for colour or excuse ?

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 267.

Under the colour of commending him,
I have access my own love to prefer.

Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 2.

My father instantly clapped his hand on my uncle Toby's
mouth, under colour of whispering in his ear.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 29.

lit. Reason; ground; especially, good reason
;

excuse.

The most colour of comparison is in the other twaine.
. . . And thus as I said, in these two things may you
catche most colour to compare the wealthy mans merite
with the merite of tribulation.

Sir T. More, Cumfort against Tribulation (1578), fol. 50.

I have the wars for my colour, and my pension shall

seem the more reasonable. Sludc., 2 Hen. IV., I. 2.

What has Aecius done, to be destroy'd ?

At least, I would have a colour.

Fletcher, Valentinian, iv. 3.

Did I attempt her with a thread-bare name,
Un-napt with meritorious actions,
She might with colour disallow my suit.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, 1. 1.

12. An apparent or prima facie right, pretext,
or ground : especially used in legal phraseology,
and commonly implying falsity or some defect
of strict right : as, to extort money under color

of office
;
to hold possession under color of title.

Finding no colour to detaine me, they dismiss'd me
with much pitty of my ignorance.

Evelyn, Diary, Dec. 25, 1657.

[He] went also to the houses of those few families planted
there, and forced some of them to swear allegiance to the
crown of Sweden, though he had no color of title to that

place. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 170.

13. In mining, a particle or scale of gold, as

shown when auriferous gravel or sand is panned
or washed out with the batea or horn-spoon.
[Cordilleran mining region.] 14. In phren..
one of the perceptive faculties, its supposed
function being that of giving the power of per-
ceiving colors or of distinguishing their shades.

15. In her. See titicture. 16. Animation;
vividness.

Ho couthe kyndliche with colour discriue.
Yf alle the worlde were whit other swanwhit alle thynges?

Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 214.

17. In imisic: (a) The various rhythmic, me-
lodic, or harmonic characteristics in a composi-
tion which constitute its individuality, as varia-
tions in rhythm, melodic decorations or figures,
intentional discords, etc. The use of the term is

traceable to the early use of colored lines to assist in the
interpretation of the neunue, and also of colored notes and
other signs in the mensural-music. (b) The timbre or

auality
of a musical tone. See timbre Absorp-

on or color. See absorption. Accidental colors,
acoustic color, adjective color. See the adjectives.
Application colors. Same as spirit colors. Artists'

colors, the finer and more expensive colors used by artists,
in distinction from the coarser colors used by house-
painters. Body color. See body-color. Brass-color.
See brassl. Broken colors. See broken. Cake-color.
See water-color, below. Coal-tar colors. See coal-tar.

Color in pleading*, in law, a false statement pleaded
by the defendant, from which the plaintiff seems to have
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an apparent but not a sufficient right, the object being to

lay a foundation for matter in avoidance of it. Color Of
office, the semblance of right by which a sheritf or other
officer assumes to do that which the law does not really
authorize. It implies an illegal act. - Color of title,
.semblance or appearance of title, irrespective of its va-

lidity. According to the stricter authorities, to give color

of title the instrument should be good in form, identify
the property, profess to convey it, and be duly executed ;

and in such case possession under it may ripen into per-
fect title, irrespective of the void or voidable character
of the instrument. Confluent colors. See conjluent.
Distemper colors, colors ground in water to a creamy
consistency, to which is added a sizing of glue or white
of egg to make them adhere to the surface to which they
are applied. They are generally used for decorating
plastered walls or ceilings. Also called fresco colors.

Dry color, any dry pigment suitable for grinding in a
medium to be used in painting. Ecclesiastical colors,
liturgical colors, colors for vestments, and for hangings
of the altar, sanctuary, pulpit, etc., varying according to
the festival, the season, or the kind of office. According
to the Roman sequence of colors, white, as the color of

purity and joy, is used on the festivals of Christ, the Vir-

gin, angels, and saints not martyrs, and at marriages ; red,
as the color of blood, on the feasts of the Holy Cross and
of martyrs, and also at Whitsuntide with reference to the

tongues of fire (Acts ii. 3) ; violet or purple, as the peniten-
tial color, in Advent, Septuagesima, etc., Lent, and on vi-

gils, etc. ; green, the prevailing color of natural vegetation,
and symbolic of hope, on days and during seasons not
otherwise distinguished, especially from Trinity to Advent
Sunday, both exclusive

; black, on Good Friday, at funerals,
and at services for the departed. These colors are widely
used in Anglican churches also, though less frequently for
vestments than for hangings. Some Anglican churches
have revived the old English or Sarum colors, namely,
red as the ordinary Sunday color, as a penitential color
on Ash Wednesday, (!ood Friday, Easter Even, and Whit-
sun Even, and also on the same days as in the Roman use ;

white, throughout Eastertide ; yellow, for feasts of con-
fessors ; blue, indifferently with green ; and brown or

gray with violet, for penitential seasons. In the Greek
Church vestments, etc., of various colors are used, but
there is no fixed or habitual sequence as in the West, ex-

cept that red is preferred for Lent. Fast colors, those
colors which do not wash out or fade easily from exposure
to the sun.

The name of fast colours is given to those which resist
the action of light, air, water, alcohol, dilute acids and
alkalis, and of weak hypochlorites and soap solution.

Calvert, Dyeing and Calico-printing, p. 19.

Fresco colors. Same as distemper colors (which see,

above). Fundamental color, a color which, under the
Illumination of average diffused daylight, produces as

nearly as possible a fundamental color-sensation. Also
called primary color. See color-sensation. General col-

or, in painting, the effect in combination of all the hues
or tones appearing in a picture. Gradation of color,
the continuous variation of the color-sensations excited by
the different parts of a surface. Graining-colors, colors

ground in linseed-oil with the addition of a small amount
of wax to prevent their spreading when manipulated with
a graining-comb to imitate the graining of various woods.
Ground color. See ground! , a. High color, (a) A

hue which excites intensely chromatic color-sensations. (6)
Redness of the complexion. Intense color, a high color.

Japan colors, colors ground in a medium called japan.
They are used by coach- and car-painters, and are often
called coach-colors. They are thinned with turpentine
before using, and dry dead or fiat, that is. without any
gloss. They are afterward varnished, which brings out the

brilliancy of color. Law of color, the principle that

every color of the spectrum can be matched by a mixture
of some two out of three colors, namely, the scarlet vermil-
ion of the spectrum at wave-length 0.639 (Angstrom), the

pure blue of the spectrum at wave-length 0.464, and a

green a little more intense than the pure green of the spec-
trum at wave-length 0.524, except only that the green of
the spectrum contains a little of both red and blue.

Liturgical colors. See ecclesiastical colors, above.
Local color, (a) In painting, the hue, or combination of

hues, special to any object or part. (6) A general system
of light and shadow upon which the modeling and tint-

ing of details is executed ; chiaroscuro.

Local colour in all the black and white arts means the
translation of all hues into their relative degrees of gray.

Hamcrton, Graphic Arts, p. 424.

(-) Distinct characteristics, peculiarities, or individual-

ity : said of a place, a country, a period, etc.

One [tower] inserted in the body of the wall [of Ches-
ter] and the other connected with it by a short, crumbling
ridge of masonry, they contribute to a positive jumble of
local color. 11. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 11.

Hence (d) Analogous characteristics in a literary compo-
sition. Low color, a color of little chromatic intensity.
Mixture of colors, a color which throws upon the ret-

ina a sum of lights similar in quantity, and proportionate
in intensity, to the lights which would be projected by the
constituent colors, the sum of the proportions being unity.
Thus, if A, B, and C are the lights thrown upon the retina

by three colors, and another color projects a light which is

the sum of i A, jj B, and J C, then the latter is said to be a
mixture of A, B, and C. Moist color. See water-color,
below. Neutral color, a color which matches a mixture
of white and black. Oil-COlor, a pigment of any kind
ground in linseed- or poppy-oil. The former oil is gener-
ally used for house-paints, the latter for artists' colors.

Persons of color, specifically, persons having any pro-
portion, however small, of African blood.

Marriages between white men and women of colour are

by no means rare. M'Culloch, Geog. Diet., Brazil.

Positive colors, those colors which are unbroken by such
accidents as affect neutral colors. Primary colors, (a)
The seven colors into which Newton arbitrarily divided
the spectrum. See def. 1, above. (6) The colors red, yel-
low, and blue, from the mixture of which it was errone-
ously supposed (from the facts of the mechanical mixture
of pigments) all other colors could be produced, (c) The
red, green, and violet light of the spectrum, from the

colorability

mixture of which all other colors can be produced. Also

called fundamental colors. Pulp-colors, the name given

by paper-stainers and calico-printers to colors ground in

water. Pure color. () A color produced by homoge-
neous light, (b) Any very brilliant or decided color, (c)

In paintiny, color in which each hue is lighted or shaded

only with a modification of itself, and not with a totally
different hue. Thus, a brick wall painted in pure color will

be red in both sunlight and shadow, as distinguished from
a representation of such a wall as red in the sun, and blue,

gray, or brown in the shade. Secondary colors. See

xfcondari/. Spirit colors, certain colors obtained in cal-

ico-printing, so called from the use of "spirits," the tech-

nical name for the acid solutions of tin, in applying thf
colors. Also called application colon. Subjective COl-

ors. Same as accidental colors (which see, under acciden-

tal). Substantive color. See adjective color, under

adjective. To cast COlort, to lose color; change color.

He cast al his colour and bi-com pale.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 881.

To change color, to turn red or pale : said of a person.

Canst thou quake and change thy colour}

Shak., Rich. III., Hi. 5.

To fear no colorst, to fear no enemy : probably at first

a military expression. B. Jonson; Stcift.

I can tell thee where that saying was born, of, I fear no
colours. ... In the wars. Shak., T. N., 1. 6.

To match colors, to find colors which produce the same
color-sensations. To Show one's colors, to declare one's

opinions, sentiments, or intentions. Tube-colors, oil-

colors put up in collapsible tin tubes, for the use of artists.

Varnish colors, a class of colors used in glass-painting.

They are soft, and form when applied u kind uf glaze upon
the surface of the glass. Vitriflable colors, the oxids of

various metals ground to a paste in a medium, usually oil

of turpentine, and used for decorating pottery. The colors
are developed by being fused Into the glaze at a high tem-

perature in a kiln. Water-color, (a) A pigment ground
in water containing a small amount of glue, glycerin,

honey, or molasses, to cause it to bind and adhere to the
surface on which it is applied. When pressed into molds
and thoroughly dried, they are called cake-colors; but when
sold in the form of a stiff paste they are called moist col-

ors, (o) A. painting done in such pigments. Young-
Helmnoltz theory Of color [named for Thomas young
(1773-1829), who, however, did not prove the theory, and
Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand Helmholtz, born 1821], the
doctrine that there are three kinds of nerves in the retina,

giving respectively sensations of red, green, and violet, and
that all other color-sensations are due to the simultaneous
excitation of two kinds of nerves or of all three. = Syn.
1. Shade, Tint, etc. See huel. 10. Plea, pretext, sem-

blance, disguise.

color, colour (kul'pr), i). [Early mod. E. also

colloure, coloure; <'ME. colouren, coloren, < OF.
colorer, F. colorcr = Sp. Pg. colorar (Pg. also

corar) = It. colorare, color (cf. F. colorier, OF.
colorir (> D. kleuren = G. colorieren = Dan.
kolorere = Sw. kolorera) = Sp. Pg. colorear and
colorir = It. colorire, color, paint, adorn), < L.

colorare, give a color to, color, < color, color:

seecofor, n. Cf. colorwh.] I. trans. 1. To give
or apply a color to; change or alter the color
or hue of

; dye ; tinge ; paint ;
stain.

There was no link to colour Peter's hat [that is, with
smoke]. Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1.

2. Figuratively (o) To cause to appear differ-

ent from the reality; give a specious appear-
ance to

;
set in a fair light ; palliate ;

excuse
;

make plausible.
He colours the falsehood of .F.nra- by an express com-

mand of Jupiter to forsake the queen.
Dryden, Ded. of ^Eneid.

We have scarce heard of an insurrection that was not
coloured with grievances of the highest kind.

Addison, Freeholder.

(6) To give a special character or distinguish-

ing quality to, analogous to color in a material

object.
Most [writings] display the individual peculiarities of

their authors, and are colored by personal feelings.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 233.

Coloring matter, any element from which the color of
natural objects is derived, or any substance employed in

the arts for the purpose of imparting color. Coloring
tool, in seal-engraving, a tool used for cutting color-lines

upon the field of work. It has two cutting edges ; one,
placed in a line already cut, serves as a gage to fix the
distance of the next line. To color (a stranger's) goods' ,

to allow him to enter goods at the custom-house in one's

name, to avoid the alien's duty : said of a freeman.

The said marchants shal not allow any man which is

not of their company, nor shal not colour his goods and
marchandize vnder their company.

Ilakluyt's Voyages, I. 174.

II. in trans. To become red in the face;
flush

;
blush : as, he colored from bashfulness :

often- foliowed by up.
"

If you believed it impossible to be true," said Eliza-

beth, colouring with astonishment and disdain, "I won-
der you took the trouble of coming so far."

Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 301.

colorability, colourability (kuHor-a-bil'i-ti),
n. [< colorable, colourable : eee-bility.] 1. The
power of absorbing or receiving color.

The colmtrability of the lichens is not a property of these

plants as a whole.
W. Crookes, Dyeing and Calico-priutiug, p. 376.

2. Speciousness ; plausibility.



colorable

colorable, colourable (kul'or-a-bl), . [< color,

nilour, + -able, after ]A*. totofabufa, chromatic

(in music), < L. i-olornn-, color: see color, r.]

1. Capable of being colored ; capable of being
dyod, painted, tinged, orstained. 2. Specious;
plausible; giving an appearance of right, fair-

ness, or fitness, especially a false appearanr. :

as, a cotiiriililf pretext; a colorable excuse.

Aiuont; the many cnrioiiH objections which liave ap-
peared against the pto|M)sed i on-tjliitioii, the most ex-

traordinary and the least colourable is d.-rived from the

want of Home provision respecting the debts due to the
I nited States. A. llaiiiiltwi, Federalist, No. 84.

K.very one hasU>ne<l to urge some former service or
some present necessity as a ralurubl? plea fur obtaining a

grant of some of the suppressed lands.
/. it Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. Mi-.'.

His wives the deadly-lively sort of ladies whose por-
traits are, if not a justification, at least a cul"<<<>-/. on , L

sion for understanding the readiness with which he [Henry
VIII.] put them away.

MwWw, Medieval ami Modern Hist., p. 247.

-Syn. 2. X/wn'otw, Plauxitit' 1

,
ete. See ottenrible.

colorableness, colourableness (kul'or-a-bl-
nes), . Speciousuess; plausibleness.

colorably, colourably (kul'or-a-bli), adi: Spe-
ciously; plausibly.

Elisha's servant, Gehazi, a bribing brother, he came
colorably to N'aaman the Syrian.

iMtiiiiff, il .Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1650.

Colorado beetle. See bet-Hi -.

coloradoite (kol-o-rii'do-it), . [< Colorado

(see def. ) + -ite'A]

'

A native tellurid of mercury,
a rare metallic mineral, found in Colorado.
colorant (kul'or-ant), n. [< L. eoloran(t-)s, ppr.
of colorare, color: see color, v.~\ A coloring
matter.
This wonderful colorant [rosanfline] may be constituted

by the action of almost any of the oxidizing agents known
in chemistry upon aniline. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 207.

colorate (kul'or-at), a. [< L. coloratug, pp. of

colorare, color: see color, v.] Colored; dyed
or tinged with some color. [Rare.]
Had the tunicles and humours of the eye been colorate.

Ray, Works of Creation, II.

coloration (kul-o-ra'shon), n. [= F. coloration
= Sp. coloracion = It. cblorazione, < L. as if *co-

loratio(n-), < colorare, pp. coloratug, color: see

color, v.~\ 1. The artor practice of coloring, or
the state of being colored

;
a coloring.

The most serious objection to the increase of the aper-
ture of object-glasses was the coloration of the image pro-
duced. Whewell.

2. Specifically, the special character or ap-
pearance of the colors and colored marks on a
surface

;
an arrangement of colors.

The slender whip-snakes are rendered almost invisible
as they glide among the foliage by a similar coloration.

A. R. Wallace, Nat. Select, p. 54.

colorational (kul-o-ra'shon-al), a. [< colora-
tion + -al.] Of, pertaining to, or dependent
on color : as, colorational changes.
colorature (kul'or-a-tur), n. [= G. coloraturen
= Dan. koloratur, <. Yt. coloratura, < LL. as if

"coloratura (cf. colorabilis: see colorable), < L.

colorare, pp. coloratus, color: see color, v.~\ A
general term for runs, trills, and other florid

decorations in vocal music, in which single syl-
lables of the words are to be sung to two or
more tones. Also called coloring.
color-bearer (kul'or-bar'er), . One who
bears a flag ;

an officer or a soldier who carries
the colors.

color-blind (kul'or-blind), a. and n. I. a. In-

capable of perceiving certain colors. See color-

blindness.

Some men are verse-deaf as others are color-blind.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 273.

II. . One who is incapable of accurately

distinguishing colors, or certain colors; such

persons collectively.
Another engineer had by some oversight not been test-

ed in hfsdlvislon, and this led to his examination and . . .

conviction by the writer as a color-blind.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 438.

color-blindness (kul'or-blind*'nes), n. Incapa-
city for perceiving colors, independent of the

capacity for distinguishing light and shade, and
form. It is not a mere incapacity for distinguishing
colors (for this might be due to want of training), but an
absence or great weakness of the sensations upon which the

power of distinguishing colors must be founded. Color-
blindness may be total, that is, the absence of all per-
ception of colors as such, Independently of light and shade,
all colors appearing simply as shades; or partial, the en-
tire or partial inability to distinguish particular colors

independently of difference of light and shade. The most
common form of the latter defect is the Inability to per-
ceive red as a distinct color, red objects being confounded
with gray or green, and next in frequency Is the Inability
to perceive green. The color which to a normal eye Is

complementary to the defective color appears as gray ;

and a mixture of white and black (gray) of the proper
luminosity certainly cannot be distinguished by the color-
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blind from the defective color (red or green). The reraltf
of statistical Inquiries as to the prevalence of color-blind-
ness show Its existence in from 2 to 6 per cent of males,
while among women the number of caaes aeenis to be
'on idenibly under 1 per cent. Also called daltonism and
aclt roiiui toftxia.

color-box (kul'or-boks), n. 1. A portable box
for holding artists' colors, brushes, etc. 2.
An instrument, invented by Maxwell, for mix-

ing the light of any three portions of the spec-
trum in any required proportions.
color-chart (kuror-chart). n. A variously col-
ored surface with'lines of reference to facilitate
the identification of colors.

color-circle (kul'or-Her'kl), n. An arrange-
ment of the hues red, orange, yellow, green,
blue, violet, and purple, in this order, about the
circumference of a circle.

color-combination (kuror-kom-bi-na'shon), n.

A juxtaposition of colors.

color-comparator (kul'or-kom'pa-ra-tor), .

An apparatus used in comparing tints of the
same color.

color-cone (kul'or-kon), n. A regular arrange-
ment of colors in a cone, the vertex being black,
the axis gray, every circumference a color-cir-

cle, and the intermediate parts intermediate in
color.

color-contrast (kul'or-kon'trast), '. A con-
trast of colors.

color-cylinder (kul'or-sil'in-der), H. A regu-
lar arrangement of colors in a cylinder, on the
same principle as in the color-cone.

color-diagram (kul'or-di'a-grara), n. A dia-

gram in which the colors are laid down upon an
exact system. Newton's color-diagram, a plane
diagram in which any four points are chosen arbitrarily
to represent any four colors, and the other points In the

plane represent the other colors, In such a manner that
the colors produced by the mixture of any two colors lie

invariably on one right line.

color-doctor (kul'qr-dok'tor), n. In calico-

/
1 fin tin ;i. a ruler or olade having a slight recip-

rocating motion, placed in contact with the en-

graved roll to distribute the coloring material.

colored, coloured (kul'ord), p. a. [< color, col-

our, + -e<P.~\ 1. Having a color ; dyed; tinged;

painted or stained. 2. Having a distinguish-
ing hue. (a) Having some other hue than white or

black, especially a bright or vivid hue, as red, purple,
blue, etc. : as, a colored ribbon.

Several fragments of gold, colour'd silk, and linen were
also found, the relics of the regal dress in which it was
customary ... to inter kings. Fairholt, I. 62, note.

Take ray colour'd hat and cloak. Shale.
, T. of the S.

, 1. 1.

b) III but., of any hue but green : as, a colored leaf. (<)

Having a dark or black color of the skin ; black or mu-
latto ; specifically, in the United States, belonging wholly
or partly to the African race ; having or partaking of the
color of the negro. In census-tables, etc., the term is

often used to include Indians, Chinese, etc.

What practical security has the colored citizen for his

right [of suffrage]? N. A. Ree., CXXVI. 387.

Hence (d) Of or pertaining to the negroes, or to persons
partly of negro origin : as, the colored vote.

3. Having a specious appearance ; deceptive :

as, a colored statement Colored glass. Seeglati.
Colored light, a mixture of a nitrate or chlorate with

charcoal and sulphur, or other ingredients that bum with
a bright-colored flame, used for night-signals and military
and pyrotechnic purposes. The salts chiefly used to give
colored flames are barium chlorate, which imparts a green
color ; strontium nitrate, red ; sodium chloric! or nitrate,

yellow ; potassium chlorid or nitrate, violet.

color-equation (kul'or-e-kwa'zhon), n. An
equation in which the different terms added to-

gether represent lights which impinge simul-

taneously upon the retina, and in which the

sign of equality implies the exact matching of
the colors of the light on the two sides.

colorer, colourer (kul'or-er), n. One who uses
colors : as, painters an3 colorcrs. [Often used
with a suggestion of merely mechanical work.]
color-guard (kul'or-gard), n. In the United
States army, a guard attached to each infantry
battalion, having charge of the national and
regimental colors. It is composed of a color-sergeant
and seven corporals, who are selected for this service from
the men most distinguished for courage, and for precision
under arms and In marching. The color-sergeant carries
the national colors. In the American civil war each regi-
ment carried a national flag and a State Hag, the latter

usually borne by a corporal.

colorific (kul-o-rif'ik), a. [= F. colorifique =
Pg. It. colorijfico, < L. color, color, + -ficus, <

facere, make.] 1. Having the quality of pro-
ducing colors, dyes, or hues -.able to give color
or tint to other bodies. 2. Pertaining to color
or color-sensations.

The several rays do not suffer any change In their col-

orijic qualities. Sir /. Newton, Opticks.

The refrangibility of calorific rays cannot extend much
beyond that of colorific linht.

1C. Ilertchel, quoted in Smithsonian Rep., isso, p. 568.

i

color-line

Colorific Intensity, th<- chroma of a color-sensation, or
rt me from a neutral tint.

colorimeter (kul-o-rim'e-ter), n. [= F. colon-
in' if.

'
I,. ro/or,"color, + mi train, measure.]

An instrument for determining the strength of

colors, especially of dyes, it consists essentially of

two glass tubes of the. same size, placed side by side on a
stand. They are almnt half an inch in diameter and l'i

inches high, and graduated. A standard solution of the
color H phteed in one lulu-, and In tlie other In placed a
solution of the sample to tie t- n tt .1 To the darker solu-
tion nioiixh water is added to hrnin li'itli volutions to the
name depth "f eolor. and from thi.i is calculated the
strength of the tested sample.

colorimetric (kul'o-ri-met'rik), . [< colorimo-

try + -<.] Of or' pertaining to the colorini'--

ter orcolorimetry.
COlorimetry (kul-o-rirn'e-tri), . [As colorime-

ter + -y
3
.] Tlie ili-ti-rmiiiutioii of the strength

of colors, especially of dyes, by means of a col-

orimeter.

colorine (kul'or-in), . [< color + -i<-.] A
dry alcoholic extract of madder, consisting es-

sentially of alizarin, purpurin, fatty mat NT,
a ml oilier substances soluble in alcohol, present
in garancine.

coloring, colouring (kul'or-ing), n. [Verbal n.

of color, colour, r7] 1. the act or art of ap-
plying or combining colors, as in painting.
2. A combination of color; tints or hues col-

lectively; effect of a combination of tints, as
in a picture or natural landscape.

The clouds that gather round the setting sun
Do take a sober colouring from an eye
That hath kept watch o'er man's mortality.

Wortlniciirth, Immortality, st. 10.

3. A particular use of color, or style of combin-
ing colors, as in the work of an artist.

They who propose to themselves in the training of an
artist that he should unite the colauritvj of Tintoret, the
finish of Albert Durer. and the tenderness of Corrrggio.

Ktulcin, Modern Painters, III. III. I 26.

4. A peculiar character or indefinable tone

analogous to the effect of a general hue or tint,
or of the combination of colors in a paint ing :

said especially of tendency or style in writing
or speaking.
The Caatilian poet has successfully given to what he

adopted the coloring of his own national manners.

Tidnwr, Span. Lit, I. 74.

5. A specious appearance ; pretense ;
show :

as, the story has a coloring of truth.

The usurpations of the legislature might be so flagrant
and so sudden as to admit of no specious coluurini.

A. Hamilton, Federalist, Xo. 4!>.

6. In music, same as colorature. 7. The com-
mercial name for a preparation of caramel used
to color soups and gravies. See caranu!, 1.

Bronze coloring. See Tirana.

colorisht, colourisht (kul'or-ish), r. t. [< OF.
coloriss-, stem of certain parts of colorir, cou-

lorir, F. colorier (= Sp. Pg. colorir = It. colohre),
color, paint, adorn, a var. of OF. and F. colorer :

see color, v., and -wfti.] To color; paint; re-

new the color of.

Would truth dispense, we could be content, with Plato,
that knowledge were but remembrance, that intellectual

acquisition were but reminiscential evocation, and new
impressions but the colourishing of old stamps which stood

pale in the soul before.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., To the Reader.

colorist, colourist (kul'or-ist), n. [= F. color-

iste (> D. Dan. kolorist = G. colorist) = Sp. Pg.
It. color ifitu, < ML. coloruta, < L. color, color: see

color, n., and -tot.] One who colors ; a paint-
er; especially, when used absolutely, a painter
whose works are notable for beauty of color.

The great colourisU of former times.

Malone, Sir J. Reynolds.

color-lake (kul'or-lak), n. See lake.

The Leautiftil red combination of alizarin with alumina
is generally known as a colour-lake and not as a colouring
matter proper. BenedM, Coal-tar Colours (trans.), p. 20.

colorless, colourless (kul'or-les), a. [< color,

colour, + -less.] Destitute of color; not dis-

tinguished by any hue; transparent, blanched,
or entirely white : as, colorless water, glass, or

gas ; colorless cheeks or hair.

Light reflected merely from the outer surface of bodies
Is in general colourless. Spottinwoodc, Polarisation, p. 15.

colorlessness, colourlessness (kul'or-les-nes),
n. The state or condition of being without
color or distinctive hue.
color-line (kul'or-lin), n. 1. In the United
States, the social or political line of demarka-
t ion between the white or dominant class and
persons of pure or mixed African descent. 2.

pi. In seal-engraving, and in heraldic work in
Mack and white, fine parallel lines engraved

upon the field for the conventional expression
of heraldic colors.



colorman

color-man, colourman (kul'or-mau), .
; pi. col-

ormen, colourmen (-men). One who prepares
and sells colors. [Eng.]
color-party (kul'or-par"ti), n. In the Euglisli

service, the two officers who carry the colors of

a regiment, usually the two junior lieutenants.
Tour sergeants are told off to assist, one be-
tween the two officers and three in rear rank.

color-printing (kul'or-prin'ting), n. Printing
with one color after another, or in different

colors at once occupying parts of the sheet.

color-reaction (kuTor-re-ak"shpn), n. See re-

action,

color-sensation (kuror-sen-sa"shqn), n. A sen-
sation of the kind produced by the excitation
of the retina of the eye. Such sensations are

of threefold variability, differing in luminosity,
chroma, and hue. See color, 1. Fundamental
color-sensation, one of the three hues out of which all

others are composed. These seem to be a pure red, green,
and blue or violet.

color-sense (kul'or-sens), . The power of per-
ceiving color

;
the sense for color.

color-sergeant (kul'or-sar"jent), n. A sergeant
who has charge of company orregimental colors.
In the British army he is a non-commissioned officer who
ranks higher and receives better pay than an ordinary ser-

geant, and, in addition to discharging the ordinary duties
of a sergeant, attends the colors in the field or near head-

quarters. There is one to each company or battalion of

infantry. They are selected for meritorious service, and
wear an honorary badge over the chevron. A color-ser-

geant can be degraded only by court martial. In the
United States army a color-sergeant is one of the regular
sergeants detailed to carry the regimental colors. He re-

ceives no higher pay, but is relieved of the other duties
of a sergeant. See color-guard.

color-striker (kul'or-stri"ker), n. A practical
color-maker. [Eng.] [in making chemical colors

(chrome-yellow, Prussian blue, chrome-green, etc.), one is

said to strike the color when the proper chemical salt is

added to another solution to produce the precipitate of
color. This use of the word strike is primarily English,
but is current to some extent in the United States.)

color-triangle (kul'or-tri'
/

ang-gl), n. A color-

diagram in the form of a triangle so arranged
that all colors are represented by points within

it, and all points within it represent possible
colors, except certain points in the neighbor-
hood of the vertex representing the fundamen-
tal green.
color-variation (kul'or-va-ri-a

//

shon), n. In

zodl., difference or variability in color within

specific limits, as in color-varieties of the same
species. There is in many cases a wide range of color-

variation, sometimes correlated with geographical distri-

bution, and no doubt dependent upon climatic and other
conditions of environment ; but in many other instances
it appears to be an individual variation referable to no

kno_wn cause. Specific categories of color-variation are

albinism, melanism, and erythrism. (See these words.)
The regular occurrence of some kinds of color-variation is

called dichromatism, examples of which are the gray and
red phases of many owls, and the white or colorless and
variously colored phases of many herons. Regularly re-

curring or periodical changes of color, according to age,
sex, or season of the year, do not constitute color-variation.

color-variety (kuror-va-ri*e-ti), n. In zool., a

variety of a species characterized by a pecu-
liar color, or by an arrangement of colors dif-

ferent from that seen in other varieties. Such
characters are sometimes constant in a great number of

individuals, and are supposed by many naturalists to in-

dicate a tendency to the formation of races. The common
black and gray squirrels of the eastern United States are
well-marked color-varieties of the same species, though
they were formerly described as two distinct species.

colossal (ko-los'al), a. [= D. Tcolossaal = G.
Dan. Sw. Tcolossal, after F. colossal = Sp. colosul
= Pg. colossal = It. colossale, < L. colossus, a
colossus : see colossus and -al.] Like a colossus

;

of extraordinary size
; huge ; gigantic.

This great colossal system of empire, thus founded on
commerce. Pownall, Study of Antiquities, p. 95.

Let his great example stand
Colossal, seen of every land.

Tennyson, Death of Wellington, viii.

The great banqueting-hall . . . contains a eoZossoZ chim-
ney-piece, with a fireplace large enough to roast, not an ox,
but a herd of oxen. H. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 254.

= Syn. Immense, enormous, prodigious.

colosset (ko-los'), .. [< F. colosse, < L. colossus :

see colossus.'] Same as colossus.

In another Court not farre from this, stand foure other
Colossees, or huge Images of Copper.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 469.

COlosseant (kol-o-se'an), a. [< L. colosseus, also

colossiceus, < Gr. im^oaaialo^, colossal, <. Kohoaa6f,
a colossus: see colossus.] Like a colossus; gi-

gantic; colossal.

Among others he mentions the colossean statue of Juno.
Harris, Philol. Inquiries.

Colossendeidae(kol
//

o-sen-de'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Colossendeis + -idee.] A family of sea-spiders,
of the order Pycnogonida (or Podosomata), typi-
fied by the genus Colossendeis, with the mandi-
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bles rudimentary or lacking, and palpi present.
It is the largest family of the order. Some of the species
measure nearly 2 feet across the outstretched legs.

Colossendeis (kol-o-sen'de-is), n. [NL., < Gr.

Ko/o<T<7<!r, colossus, + NL, Endeis, q. v.] A ge-

Colosstndeis leptorhynchus. After Carpenter.

mis of sea-spiders, typical of the family Colos-

sendeidce. C. colossea and C. leptorhi/nchu-s are

examples.
Colosseum, Coliseum (kol-o-, kol-i-se'um), n.

[The form Coliseum (after ML. Coliseum, > F.
Colisee = Sp. Coliseo = Pg. Coliseo, Coliseu = It.

Coliseo, Culiseo) is now less common than Colos-
seum (= D. G. Dan. Kolossoum = It. Colosseo).
< L. (ML. NL.) Colosseum, prop. neut. of L.
colosseus (colossiwus), colossal: see colossean,

colossus.] A name given on account of its size

to the Flavian amphitheater in Epme, the great-
est of ancient amphitheaters, which was begun
by the emperor Vespasian (Titus Flavins Sabi-

nus), and finished by his son Titus in A. D. 80.
A large portion of the structure still exists, part of the
wall being entire. The outline of the Colosseum is ellip-

tic, the exterior length of the building being 607 feet, and
its breadth 512 feet ; it is pierced with 80 vaulted open-
ings or vomitories in the ground story, over which are

superimposed on th exterior face three other stories, the
whole rising perpendicularly to a height of 159 feet. The
lower story is decorated between the arches with Doric
semi-columns; the second and third stories, also with
arched openings, bear respectively Ionic and Corinthian
semi-columns ; and the fourth story, which is higher than
the others, and walled in, bears an equal number of Corin-
thian pilasters, and is pierced in alternate intercolumnia-
tions with rectangular windows, and in the remaining in-

tercolumniations with smaller rectangular openings at a

Remains of the Colosseum,

lower level. The arena is 253 by 153 feet, and covers ex-
tensive substructions provided for the needs and machinery
of ordinary gladiatorial displays, and for the flooding of
the arena to convert the amphitheater into a place for
naval contests when required. A system of awnings was
provided for shading the entire interior. It is estimated
that the Colosseum provided seats for 87,000 spectators.
The exterior of the building is faced with blocks of traver-
tin ; the interior is built of brick, with considerable use of
marble. See amphitheater.

colossi, . Plural of colossus.

Colossian (ko-los'ian), a. and n. [Cf. L. Colos-

senses, n. pi., Colossi-mis, a.; < Colossa;, < Gr. Ko-
Aoaaai: see def.] I. a. Of or pertaining to the
ancient city of Colosssa.

II. n. 1. A native or an inhabitant of Colos-

sse, an ancient city of Phrygia, in Asia Minor
;

specifically, one of the Christians of Colossss, to
whom Paul addressed one of the epistles form-

ing part of the canon of the New Testament.
2. pi. The abbreviated title of one of the books
of the New Testament,

" the Epistle of Paul the

Apostle to the Colossians." It was probably written
during the earlier part of Paul's imprisonment at Rome,
about A. D. 62. Gnostic and ascetic teachers had invaded
the church, and the object of the epistle is to set before
the disciples their real relation to Christ, and the conse-

quent largeness of both their spiritual life and their spir

colpeurynter
itual liberty. There is much in common, in the spirit, the

thoughts, and even the phraseology of this epistle, with
that to the Ephesians, which was written and sent about
the same time. Often abbreviated Col.

colossict (ko-los'ik), a. [< L. colossicus, < Gr.

KcAoaainuf, colossal, < ro/loffo-of, a colossus: see

colossus.] Colossal: as,
" Colossick statues,"

Chapman, Bussy D'Ambois, i. 1.

A certain instrument that lent supportance
To your eolotviic greatness, l-'oi-il, Broken Heart, iv. 1.

Colossochelys (kol-o-sok'e-lis), n. [NL., < Gr.

Ko/oo-o-of, a colossus, + ^t'/U'f, a tortoise.] A
genus of colossal fossil land-tortoises, of the

family Testudillida'. C. atlas is supposed to have been
from 12 to 14 feet long. The remains occur in the Sivalik
hills in northern India. J<'alco/u'f ami Cantlpy.

colossus (ko-los'us), n.; pi. colossi (-i) or, rarely,
colossuses (-ez). [= F. colosse = Sp. coloso = Pg.
It. colosso = D. kolos = G. koloss = Dan. kolos =
Sw. koloss, < L. colossus, < Gr. />o/Wo-of, sometimes

KOAOTTof, a gigantic statue ; perhaps related to

Ko?.oKai>of or KoAeKavof, a long, lank, lean person.]
A statue of gigantic size

; specifically (usually
with a capital), the bronze statue of Apollo at

Rhodes, which is said to have been 70 cubits

high, and was reckoned among the seven won-
ders of the world. According to the popular fable,
it stood astride the mouth of the port, so that ships sailed
between its legs ; but in fact it stood on one side of the en-
trance of the port. It was overthrown by an earthquake
in 224 B. c., after standing about fifty-six years, and its

fragments lay where they fell for nearly a thousand years.

He doth bestride the narrow world,
Like a Colossus. Shak., J. C., i. 2.

In that isle he also defaced an hundred other colossuies.

Sir T. Herbert, Travels.

One of the images . . . was a magnificent cotossiis, shin-

ing through the dusky air like some embodied Defiance.
//. Jamei, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 265.

colossus-wise (ko-los'ns-wiz), adv. In the man-
ner of a colossus; astride, as the colossus at
Rhodes was fabled to have stood. Shak.
colosteid (ko-los'te-id), . A stegocephalous
amphibian of the family Colosteidte.

Colosteidae (kol-os-te'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Co-
losteus + -idee.'] An extinct family of stego-
cephalous amphibians, typified by the genus
Colosteus. They had a lizard-like form, with the belly
covered by rhombic shields, and imperfectly ossified ver-
tebra?. They lived during the Carboniferous epoch.

colostethid (kol-os-te'thid), n. A toad-like am-
phibian of the family Colostethid<e.

Colostethidae (kol-os-teth'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Colostethus + -idee.] A family of firmister-
nial salient amphibians, typified by the genus
Colostethus. They have premaxjllary and maxillary
teeth, subcylindrical diapophyses and precoracoids, but
no omosternum.

Colostethus (kol-os-te'thus), n. [NL. (Cope,
1866), < Gr. /ottof, defective, + artfloq, breast.]
A genus of tailless amphibians, typical of the

family Colostethidce.

Colosteus (ko-los'te-us), n. [NL. (Cope, 1868),
so called with ref. to the imperfect ossifica-
tion of the vertebrae, < Gr. KoAof, docked, im-

perfect, + bartov, bone.] The typical genus of
the family Colosteidte.

colostration (kol-os-tra'shon), . [= F. colos-

tration, etc., < L. colostratio(n-), < colostrum, the
first milk after delivery : see colostrum.] A dis-

ease of infants, caused by drinking the colos-
trum. See colostrum, 1.

colostric (ko-los'trik), a. [< colostrum + -ic.]

Pertaining to or of the nature of the colostrum.
colostrons (ko-los 'trus), a. [< colostrum +
-ous.] Having the colostrum.
colostrum (ko-los'trum), n. [L., neut., also co-

lostra, colustra, fern.
; origin obscure.] 1. The

first milk secreted in the breasts after child-
birth. 2f. An emulsion made by mixing tur-

pentine and the yolk of eggs.
colotomy (ko-lot'o-mi), . [< Gr. n&Kw, the co-

lon, + TOfirj, a cutting, < re/ivsiv, rafieiv, cut : see

anatomy and colon?.] In surg., the operation
of making an incision into the colon, usually
for the purpose of forming an artificial anus.

colour, colourable, etc. See color, etc.

colouverinet, An obsolete form of culverin.

Grose.

colpifrW. See copi.
colp

2
t,

n. [Appar. a contr. of collop.] A bit of

anything. Coles, 1717.

COlp3 (kolp), n. [W. colp, a pointed spar, a dart.]
A light dart or javelin used by the Celts.

colpenchyma (kol-peng'ki-ma),. [NL., < Gr.

Ko^Trof, the bosom, the bosom-like fold of a gar-
ment (see gulf), + tyxuna, an infusion.] In bot.,
tissue composed of wavy or sinuous cells.

COlpeurynter (kol-pu-rin'ter), n. [< Gr. Ko/tTrof,

the bosom, lap, womb, + *ciipvvrr/p, a dilator, <

, dilate, widen, < evpl'f, wide.] In med.,



colpeurynter

a rubber bag into which witter may bo forced
for diluting tlic vnoiim.

COlpice (kol'pis), . [K. ilial.; cf. NL. col/iii-mm

(Iliiiley), ult. < OK. r<il)n-r, F. niH/ii-i; cut: gee

(/'. IT. rn/i/iirr.'] A youni; tree cut down
mid useil as :i lever. |I'rov. Kng. ]

COlpitiS(kol-pi'tin), n. [XL.,< Or. MI/ -or, bosom,
hi|i. womb, + -itis.] In piilhul., inllammutioii of

1 lie vagina.

COlpOCele (kol'po-sel), . [= F. ml/nirili; < <!r.

iv<i/;, bosom, lap, womb, + k/////.u titinor.] A
tumor projecting into the vagina ;

hernia vagi-
lllllis. Also ciilleil rlijli-iii-ili.

Colpoda (kol-po'da), . [Nlj.,< Or. MI/

winding, siniioiis, < Kfi/.Kor, bosom, bay, 4-

form.] 1. Ageuusofeiliati' int'iisorians. repre-

senting a low grade of organization of the ' 'ili-

ata, common in infusions of hay. ih.\ in, \. .,,!.

What the shape,.fa hean. move act ivch l>> means "I nun 1

ens cilia, the longest of which are, at the anterior end ni

the IMJ.K , aid ha\c :l ri Ml t I act He Vac Hole ;tt I] tllrr .nil

ami a liircc cinliiplast ill tin: middle. Tip > become .|iiic-

cent, ntract their rilin, arc incased in ttraotaroleM trysts.

:iihl ill tli;il >t ate multiply by the process of llssioli inlo to,
four, orumre individuals. xhegeniuUrofomdby K< ni t..

i'.tn-lo-l'i'xiir. <'. i-in-uHiK is fun ml in frrsli- water infusions.

2. [Lfsedasaplural.] A synonym of Arctisca.

Colpodea (kol-po'tlo-a), H. i>l. [NL. : see Col-

pniltt,] In Ehrenberg's system (1836), a family
of illoricato entcrodelous infiisoriiuis. with veu-
trul apertures and simple cilia only.

Colpodella (kol-po-del'ii), H. [XL., < ('(il/Miiln

+ dim. -c/to.] A genus of monadiforui infu-

sorians, or so-called zoOspores, which become
globular and encysted without passing through
an amoaboid stage.

Colpodina (kol-po-d!'na), n.
pi. [NL., < Col-

lin/lfi
+ -;-.] A group of ciliate iufusorians,

typified by the genus Colpoda. Claparede and
Lackmann, 1858-60.

COlpohyperplasia (kol-po-hi-per-pla'si-a), H.

[NL., < Or. ko/.TOf, bosom, lap, womb, + tme/i,

over, + irt.anif, a forming, \ TrUaaciv, form.]
In pathol., overgrowth of the vaginal mucous
membrane, associated with increased mucous
secretion. - COlpohyperplasia cystlca, colpohyper-
plasia in which many afata Hat cysts develop in tin- mu-
runs nu'inliranc (if the vagina.

colpoperineorrhaphy (kol-po-per'i-ne-or'a-fi),
n. [' Gr. /ottirof, bosom, lap, womb, + ireptveoi;

perineum, + /M^r/, a sewing.]
In surg., an op-

eration involving the vagina and perineum,
performed for the repair of a perinea! rupture.

colpoplastic(kol-po-plas'tik), a. [< eolpoplastij
+ -io.] Pertaining to colpoplasty.

colpoplasty (kol'po-plas-ti), n. [< Or. wttn-or,

bosom, lap, womb', + Tr/Ujorof, verbal adj. of

irhaaaeiv, form.] In surf/., a plastic operation
on the vagina. Also called elytroplasti/.

colpoptosis (kol-pop-to'sis), . [NL., ^
Gr. KO/".-

Trof, bosom, lap, womb, + irrijoir, a falling, < JTI-

VTCIV, fall.] In pathol., prolapsus of the vagina.

colporrhagia (kol-po-ra'ji-a), n. [NL., <Gr.
KoAjrof, bosom, lap, womb, + -payia, < frtiyvvvat,

break.] In pathol., hemorrhage from the va-

gina.

colporrhaphy (kol-por'a-fi), n. [NL., < Gr.

K<5/.;rof, bosom, lap, womb, + patyfi, a sewing, <

pairretv, sew.] In surg., the operation of unit-

ing the walls of the vagina when ruptured.
Also called elytrorrhaphy.

colporrhea (kol-po-re'a), . [NL., < Gr. /c<iA;rof,

bosom, lap, womb, -f- poia, a flowing, < faiv,

flow.] Same as leucorrhea.

colportage (kol'por-taj), n. [< F. colportai/e,

hawking, peddling, Ccolporter, hawk, peddle:
see colporteur."] The work earned on by colpor-
teurs ; the distribution by gift or sale of Bibles

and other religious literature.

colporteur, colporter (kol'por-ter), n. f< F.

colporteur, a hawker, peddler, newsman, < col-

porter, carry on the neck, hawk, peddle, < col,

neck (see col, collar), + porter, carry: see

port
3
.] A person employed by a Bible or tract

society, or the like, to distribute gratuitously or

sell at low rates Bibles and various other re-

ligious publications.

COl-prophett, See cole-prophet.
colrake (kol'rak), n. [< ME. colrakc, < col, coal,
+ rA:e.] If. A rake or poker used by bakers.

2. In mining, a shovel used in stirring lead

ores during the process of washing.
colsipet, [ME., as if mod. "colship, < cote4 ,

treachery, + -ship. See cote* and its com-

pounds.] Treachery; deceit.

Alle \vo atter ilrajjen off ure eldere,
The [who] broken ilrigtiime* word thum the nedilre

I IHT-thni-K hareth tnankin
r.i-lheii ititli ami win,
Kalfi/if anil KistiiiK. Kfl. Aaliij., p. 210.
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colstafft, . Slime IIM 1'iiliix/illf.

colt (koit). ii. (Karly mod. E. ulso foul I : <

.M K. ml/, n young horse, a young an, < AS. mlt.
n young nss, a young camel, = Sw. l.'iilt. a young
boitr. a stiiiil liny. dial. 1,-nllt. a boy or lad: rf.

Ssv. kull Dan. kitlit, a brood, children eollee

lively. Cf.c/i/W.] 1. A yiiting horse, ora young
animal of the horse tribe : roiiiinonly and dis-

tinct ivcly applied to the male, the young female
beinj,' a Jilli/. In the I'.il.le it i applied t.. a yMinn
< iiniel anil to a yuuiiK iUH. In tj*>rtin<>. a tln.i.ur_'hl'reil

oil! I .ec.. nies a IKIMC at live years "Id, others ut fmir > eai -

Thirty iiillrh eaineln with their mil*. lieu, xvvii. 1.'..

Ilelxild. tliy Kini; ..... m-tli nnt tht : lie U just .inii hav-
ing - ilvalinn ; lol>. and riilin^ upon an IUSH. and n|x>n a
'"II tiie (mil u( all aiw. '/., h. i\. H.

2. A person new to office or to the exercise of any
art ; a green hand : as, a team of colts at crii-kei .

[Slang.] 3f. A cheat; a slippery fellow.

An old trick, l>y which C. Varres, like a cunning colt,

often )IO|]H- hiinseK at a pinch.
Xmufamm, Works, II. 284.

4. A rope's end used for punishment ; also, a

piece of rope with something heavy at the > nd
used as a weapon. [Slang.] 5. The second
after-swarm of bees. Phia, Diet. Apiculture,
p. 23. [Kare.] TO cast one's colt's tooth, to net rid

of youthlnl haliits, or t" sow wild oats: in allusion to the

shedding of a colt's first set of teeth, which begins when
the animal is alxiut three years old.

Well said, i^.nl Sands:
Your cuit't tuath is uot curl \ et .

Shak., Hen. VIII.. i. .;.

To have a colt's tooth, to have a tendency to (riskiness,

wantonness, or licentiousness.

Yet I havf alway a cvlte* tooth.

C*owr, l*rol. t<i Reeve's Tale, 1. 34.

= Syn. Filly, etc. See pony.
coltt (kolt), v. [< co, n.] I. intrans. If. To
frisk, frolic, or run at large, like a colt. Spenser.

2. [Cf.c<i.rc,t>.,2,andcat>ei,r.,II.,2.] Tobe-
come detached, as a mass of earth from a bank
or excavation

;
cave: with I'M. [Prov. Eng.]

Il.t tram. To befool; fool.

/.''. Take heed o( his cheating.
','/. I warrant you, sir, I have uot been matriculated at

the university ... to he colted here.

H, May-Day, U. 5.

Colubrinae

Of COlrpify, the will o' the wisp. See i;//i/>ui/.

I
I'rov. Kng.]

coltsfoot ( kolt s'fill), n. The popular name of the

liiijn /'Vic-

order

Ill,

Coltdbot ( Tusstlafo t-'ar/,,ra ).

What a nlainie mean ye to cult me thus?

Shat., 1 Hen. IV., U. 2.

colt^ale (kolt'al), n. An allowance of ale

claimed as a perquisite by a blacksmith on the

first shoeing of a horse. Brocket!. [Prov. Eng.]
colter, coulter (kol'ter), n. [< ME. colter, cul-

ter, eoltour, < AS. culter, a knife, a colter, = W.
nrlltyr, cwlltr = OF. coutre = Pr. coltre= It. col-

tro
}
< L. culler, a

knife, a colter;
cf. 8kt. kart-

tari, scissors, <

y kart, cut.

From L. culter

come also cut-

lass, cutler, etc.]
An iron blade
or sharp-edged

Roiling colter. Knuvcoiter. wheel attached
to the beam of

a plow to cut the ground and thus facilitate

the separation of the furrow-slice by the plow-
share. Also culter Rolling colter, or wheel-col-
ter, a colter of circular shape rotating upon an axis sus-

tained below the plow-beam.
colter-neb (kol'ter-neb), n. The puffin, Frater-
cnla arctica : so named from the shape of its

beak (neb).
COllrevil (kolt'e'vl), n. A swelling in the sheath,
a distemper to which young horses are liable.

coltish (kol'tish), a. [< ME. coltissch ; < colt +
-isfc 1 .] 1. Like a colt.

He looked neither heavy nor yet adroit, only leggy, colt-

ish, and in the road. The Century, XXVII. 184.

2. Frisky; gay; wanton; licentious. Chaucer.

Plato I read for nought, but if he tame
Such coltith years.

Sir /". Sidnry (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 513).

coltishly (kol'tish-li), adv. In the manner of

a colt
; wantonly.

coltishness (kol'tish-nes), n. [< coltish + -ness.]
Friskiness

;
wantonness.

colt-like (kolt'lik), n. Like a colt ; character-
istic of a colt.

Devils pluck'd my sleeve : . . .

With enlt-like whinny and with hoggish whine
They burst my prayer. Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

colt-pixy (kolt'pik'si), . A hobgoblin: now
explained as " a spirit or fairy in the shape of

a horse, which neighs and thus misleads horses
into bogs"; but this is a sophistication due to

popular etymology, the wort! being a perversion

natural
< Vl/;.

a plant ot

and
A-ia. now natu-
ralized in the
I'llited M
the leaves ..]

Which Hep-
..nee much elll-

|,l,
,\ ed in medi-

cine. The name
11 (mm the

lia|- of the leaf.

The wild ginger,
Atanm Caiw-
ilfiar, U al*o tame-

known u
'. tut iw, in

the u

Also called tuaV
i'",'. Coltsfoot
candy, coltsfoot
rock,
itiK medicinal pro],

.leliled rrolll

the leaven of the
tine colUfoot. It

Is used for coughs
and colds. Sweet

coltsfoot, a North American plant, I'etatitei palnnil".
ivsrmhlin tile true coltsfoot.

coltstafft (kolt '*taf), n. Same as cowlstaff.
colt's-tail (kolts'tal), n. A name of the flea-

bane, Kriiji'rnn Cumuli H-I*.

coltza, . See col:n.

Coluber (kol'u-ber), H. [NL., < L. coluber, fern.

eolnbra, a serpent, snake. Hence ult. E. cobra*,

culverin."] A ge-
nus of ordinary
snakes, former-

ly coextensive
with the family
'
''iluhrid<e, now

limited to the
most typical
representatives

-r., , . ., Head of CWwVr obsolttHS, top view.
of that family. ^^ ^ p

Hiey have trails- frontal; , vertic.il; i, superciliary; Toc-
veriw plaU'S on the clpilal. Nostrils indicated by dark spots.

itflly. the plates
under the tail fonniiiK a douhle ruw ; a flattened head with
nine larger plates ; teeth alniustequal, and no poison-fangs.
The harmless common snake or ringed spake of Europe,
< ''/ iifn i- in/ti-i.i-. Is an example of the genus.

colubrid, colubride (kol'u-brid), n. A snake of

the family Colubridtf.

True Coliibride*, Colnhrina, arc land snakes.

Jiiicyc. Brit., XXII. 19-2.

Colubridae (ko-lu'bri-de), . ?. [NL.. < Colu-
ber + -ida;.'] A family of aglyi>hodont ser-

pents, containing common innocuous species,

representative of the suborder Colubrina. They
have plates on the head, broad ventral scutes in single

series, the caudal scutes in two series, a long and taper
ing tail, and no anal spurs. There is no coronoid bone,
the postorhital is not extended over the superciliary re-

gion, and the nostril is in or lietween nasal plates. The
family contains such species as the common snake of Eu-

rope (Coluber natrix, Trojridonotu* natrix, or Satrix tor-

uitata) and the common black-snake of the United .States

(Tropidoiuttu* or Banraniim conttrirtor). It is divided by
Cope Into 12 subfamilies and more than 200 genera. See
cuts under black-make, Coluber, and T

colubride, . See colubrid.

colubriferoust, " [^ L. colubrifer (< coluber, a

snake, + ferre = E. bear1
) + -oiw.] Bearing

snakes or serpents.
colubriform (ko-lu'bri-f6nn), a. [< NL. colu-

briformis, < Coluber + L. forma, shape.] Same
as colulirine, 1.

Colubriformia(ko-lu-bri-f6r'mi-a), n.pl. [NL.,
neut. pi. of colubriformis : see colubriform.']
Same as Colubrina, 2 (a).

Colubrina (kol-u-bri'nS), w. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of L. colubrin us : see colubrine.j 1. A gen-
eral term for innocuous serpents, as distin-

guished from yiperina or Thanatophidia. 2.

More definitely: (o) A suborder of Ophidia,
containing all the innocuous serpents with uii-

grooved and imperforate teeth and dilatable

jaws. Also called Colvbriformia and Aglypho-
dontia. (6) The Aglyphodontia together with
the Proteroglyphia, tnus including venomous
serpents of the families Elapidte and Bydro-
jiliidte.
Colubrinse (kol-u-bri'ne), . pi. [NL., < Colu-

ber + -inn1

.] One of 12 subfamilies of Colubrida1
.

witli 36 genera, including Coluber
proper,

hav-

ing the head distinct and moderately long, the
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body and tail both long and slender, and the

teeth entire and similar in size,

colubrine (kol'u-brin), a. and n. [< L. colu-

brinus, < coluber, a serpent: see Coluber.] I. .

1. Pertaining to a snake or serpent ; ophidian;
specifically, of or pertaining to the Coliibrina

or Colubridte. Also colubriform. 2. Cunning;
crafty. Bailey; Johnson. [Rare.]

II. . A colubrine serpent. Mivart.

colubris (kol'u-bris), n. [NL., accom. of coli-

bri, q. v.] The specific name of the common
humming-bird of the United States, Trochilus

colubris.

colubroid (kol'u-broid), a. and n. [< Coluber
+ -aid.] I. a. Colubrine

;
colubriform

; specifi-

cally, resembling or having the characters of

the Colubrida;.

II. n. One of the Colubrida; or Colubrina.

Colmnba 1 (ko-lum'ba), n. [NL., < L. columba,
fern., Columbus, inasc., a dove, pigeon, appar. =
Gr. Ko^vufiof, fern. Kohvupif, a diver, a kind of

sea-bird. Origin uncertain. Cf. L. palumbes,
a wood-pigeon ;

Skt. kddamba, a kind of goose;
E. culver1

,
a dove.] 1. A genus of pigeons,

formerly coextensive with the order Columba,
now restricted to species typical of the family
Columbida; and subfamily Columbines, such as
the domestic pigeon or rock-dove (C. Una), the
stock-dove (6'. cenas), the ring-dove (C. palum-
bus), and several others of both hemispheres.
The bill is comparatively short and stout ; the wings are

pointed ; the tail is much shorter than the wings, and
square or little rounded ; the tarsi are shorter than the
middle toe, and are scutellate in front and feathered
above ; and there are 10 reiniges or wing-feathers, and 12
rectrices or tail-feathers. See cut under rock-dove.

2. In conch.
,
a genus of bivalve mollusks. Isaac

Lea, 1837. 3. [I. c.] [ML.] In the medieval

church, the name given to the vessel in which
the sacrament was kept, when, as was often
the case, it was made in the shape of a dove.
It was of precious metal, and stood on a circular platform
or basin, had a sort of corona above it, and was suspended
by a chain from the roof, before the high altar. The opeu-
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Rom. antiq., a place of sepulture for the ashes
of the dead, consisting of arched and square-
headed recesses formed in walls, in which the

Columbarium, near gate of St. Sebastian, Rome.

cinerary urns were deposited : so named from
the resemblance between these recesses and
those formed in a dove-cote for the doves to

build their nests in. 3. In arch., a hole left

in a wall for the insertion of the end of a beam.
Also called putlog-hole. 4. Eecles., the colum-
ba or dove-shaped pyx. See columba1

, 3.

COlumbaryt (kol'uni-ba-ri), . [< L. columba-
rium : see columbarium.] Same as columbari-

um, 1. Kir T. Browne.
columbate (ko-lum'bat), n. [< columb(ic) +
-ate 1

.] A salt or compound of columbic acid
with a base: same as niobate.

Columbella(kol-um-bera),. [NL.
(Lamarck, 1801), < L. "columba, a

pigeon (referring to the dove-like
color of the shell of the typical spe-
cies), + dim. -ella. Cf. Columba 1

.]

A genus of gastropodous mollusks,
typical of the family Columbellida:
C. mercatoria is an example. Also
Colombella,

columbellid (kol-um-bel'id), . A gastropod
of the family Columbellida;.

Columbrlla
intrcatoria.

Columba. French, lath century. ( From Viollet-le-Duc's
"
Diet.

i lu Mobilier franc.ais.")

ing was in the back. Columba Noachi, Noah's Dove, a
constellation in the southern hemisphere, close to the
hind feet of Canis Major. It contains, according to Gould,
115 stars visible to the naked eye ; but only 3 are promi-
nent. It was proposed by Bartsch in 1624.

columba2 (ko-lum'ba), n. Same as columbo.
Columbacei (kol-um-ba'se-i), n. pi. [NL., pi.
of columbaceus : see columbaceous.] The pi-

geons and doves rated as a suborder (with Gal-

linacei) of Basores. [Not in use.]
columbaceous (kol-um-ba'shius), a. [< NL.
columbaceus, < L. columba, a dove : see Columba1
and -aceous. ] Belonging to or resembling birds
of the suborder Columbacei.
Columbae (ko-lum'be), n. pi. [NL., pi. of L.
columba: see Columba,1 .] An order of birds of
the pigeon kind, sometimes including the dodo
and sand-grouse, butmore frequently excluding
them. They are altricial, psilopsedic, monogamous birds,
having the skull schizognathous and schizorhinal, with
prominent basipterygoid processes, the angle of the man-
dible not recurved, the rostrum slender and straight, the
sternum double-notched or notched and fenestrate, the
humeral crest salient, two carotids, one pair of syringeal
muscles, the cieca coli small or null, the gizzard muscular,
the crop highly developed, the gall-bladder generally ab-

sent, the ambiens muscle normally present, the oil-gland
nude, small or wanting, the plumage not aftershafted, and
the feet insessorial. The group thus defined is divided
by different authors into from two to five families.

columbarium (kol-um-ba'ri-um), n.
; pi. colum-

baria (-a). [L., a dove-cote, a pigeon-house,
hence later (LL.) in senses like those of E.

pigeonhole, a putlog-hole, a hole near the axle
of a wheel, a hole in the side of a vessel for an
oar, a rowlock, a place of

sepulture ; prop. neut.

ofcolumbarius, adj., pertaining to doves, < colum-
ba, a pigeon, dove : see Columba1

.'} If. A dove-
cote

;
a pigeon-house. Also columbary. 2. In

Columbellid* (kol-um-bel'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Columbella + -ida;.] A family of rhachiglos-
sate gastropods, typified by the genus Colum-

bella, having an oval obconic or turreted shell

with rather short spire, a toothed inner and

internally thickened crenulated outer lip, and
a narrow aperture with a short anterior canal.
The most distinctive feature is the dentition of the tongue,
which has a low unarmed median tooth, and a lateral one
on each side, somewhat like a cleaver and with slits sep-

arating denticles. There are several hundred species,

mostly of small size and often brightly colored ; they are
all carnivorous and littoral, and are especially numerous
in the tropics.

columbethra, n. See colymbethra.
columbiad (ko-lum'bi-ad), . [< NL. Colum-
bia (see Columbian) + -ad2.] A heavy cast-

iron smooth-bore cannon of a form introduced

by Colonel George Bomford, U. S. A., and used
in the warof 1812. Columbiads were made of 8-and 10-

inch caliber, and were used for projecting both solid shot
and shells. They were equally suited to the defense of
narrow channels and distant roadsteads. In I860 General
Rodman, of the United States ordnance, devised a 15-inch

columbiad, which was cast hollow, and cooled from the

interior, thus increasing the hardness and density of the
metal next the bore. These guns are now obsolete.

Columbian (ko-lum'bi-an), a. [< NL. Colum-

bianus, < Columbia, a poet, name for the United
States, < Columbus, Latinized form of the name
of the discoverer of America, It. Colombo, Sp.
Colon. The name is identical with It. Colombo,
a dove, a pigeon, < L. columbus, a dove, a pigeon
(see Columba 1

) ;
cf. the E. surnames Dove, Pi-

geon, Culver, Turtle, of the same signification.]
Pertaining to Columbia as a poetical name for
the United States.

columbic1
(ko-lum'bik),o. [< columb-ium + -ic.]

Pertaining to or obtained from columbium.
columbic2 (ko-lum'bik), a. [< columbo + -ic.]

Existing in or derived from columbo-root : as,
columbic acid.

columbid (ko-lum'bid), n. A bird of the fam-
ily Columbida;.

Columbidae (ko-lum'bi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Co-
lumba1

, 1, + -idw.] The leading family of the
order or suborder Columba;, including the true

pigeons and doves. The characters of the family arc
much the same as those of the suborder, with which the

group is nearly coextensive. It differs chiefly in the exclu-
sion of the tooth-billed pigeon, Diduncvlus strigirostris,
as the type of a different family. A few other genera, as

Ooura, Catenas, and Carpophaga are sometimes likewise
excluded. There are about 300 species, inhabiting tem-
perate and tropical regions in nearly all parts of the globe.
See dove and pigeon.

columbier (ko-lum'bi-er), n. [Also colombier;
< F. colombier, a dove-cote, pigeonhole (grand
colombier, a size of paper), < L. columbarium : see

columbarium.] A size of writing-paper, 23 X 33J

columbo

inches in the United States, 24 X 34| inches in

England, and 63 X 89 centimeters in France.
Petit colombier, a size of paper 58 x 80 centimeters.

columbiferous (kol-um-bii'e-rus), a. [< NL.
columbium, q. v., + L. ferre = E. bear1 .] Pro-

ducing or containing columbium.

Columbigallina (ko-lum"bi-ga-li'na), n. [NL.
(Boie, 1826), < Columba1

, 1, q. v., + Gallina,
q. v.] A genus of Columbida', the dwarf doves,
usually called Chamtepelia : lately adopted in-

stead of the latter, being of prior date. See
cut under ground-dove.
COlumbin (ko-lum'bin), n. A non-conducting
material placed between the parallel carbons
of the electric candle.

Columbines (kol-um-bi'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Co-
lumba1

, 1, + -inte. Cf. columbine1
.] 1. The typ-

ical subfamily of the family Columbidce, con-

taining the true pigeons. 2. In Nitzsch's

classification, a major group of birds, equiva-
lent to the order Columba; of authors in general.
columbine 1 (kol'um-bin), a. and n. [= F. colom-

bi>i, < L. columbinus, adj., < columba, a dove: see
Columba1. Cf. columbine?.] I. a. 1. Pertain-

ing to or having the characters of a pigeon or

dove; in ornith., belonging to the Columba; or

Columbine; columbaceous.
Com forth now with thin eyen columbine.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 897.

For it is not possible to join serpentine wisdom with the
columbine innocence, exceptmen know exactly all the con-
ditions of the serpent.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 21.

2. Of a dove-color; resembling the neck of a
dove in color.

II. it. One of the Columba; or Columbida;.

columbine2 (kol'um-bin), n. [< ME. columbine
= F. colombine, < ML. columbina, columbine,
prop. fern, of L. columbinus, dove-like: see col-

umbine1 . Cf. the equiv. name
culverwort.] The popular name
of plants of the genus Aqui-
legia (which see). The common
European columbine, A. vulgarijt, is a
favorite garden-flower, and owes its

name to the fancied resemblance of
its petals and sepals to the heads of Flower of Colum-
pigeons round a dish, a favorite de- bine i Aquiitgia v*i-
vice of ancient artists. Feathered *<"**)

columbine, a book-name for Thalic-
trum aqitilegifolium, an old-fashioned garden-plant.

COlumbite (ko-lum'bit), n. [< columb-ium +
-ite%.] The native niobate (columbate) of iron,
a mineral of black color and high specific grav-
ity, crystallizing in thp orthorhombic system.
It is the principal source of niobium (columhium), and gen-
erally contains also more or less of the allied element tanta-
lum. Some varieties contain considerable manganese, and
these are slightly translucent and have a dark reddish-
brown color. It is found most abundantly in Connecticut,
also in other localities of the United States, in Greenland,
and in Bavaria. Also called niobite.

columbium (ko-lum'bi-um), n. [NL., < Colum-
bia : see Columbian.] Same as niobium.

columbo (ko-lum'bo), n. [< Colombo, in Ceylon,
once supposed to be the original habitat of the

plant.] The root of Jateorrhiza Calumba (J.

Flowering Branch of Jatforrhixa Calt

palmata), a menispermaceous plant of south-
eastern Africa, cultivated in some African and
East Indian islands. The columbo of commerce con-
sists of thick circular disks, an inch or two in diameter and
depressed in the middle, cut from the root, the taste of



columbo

which is persistently bitter and slightly aromatic. It Is

much used in medicine as a mild tonic. A false culiimlio-

root is furnished hy Ctmcinintit Ji'H--*ti'<tfin, a lnenisiel
ma. .mis plant of Ceylon. Also written ru/i/mbi, rotiiiitlm,

i-ulintiiMi. American columbo, the root ..t

li-ri ort'urWi/K'iwi'i, a gelitianaccolis plant of the Atlantic

States, having tin- mild tonic pr.ipcrtic-, of gentian.

columel (kol'u-mel), n. Same as colnim-liu, 1.

The cathedral . . . challcnu'cth the precedency of all ill

Kngland for a majcstick \\'estern front of colunfl work.
t-'i'/l. >, \\orthies, Northamiil.in.

columella (kol-u-merjt), .; pi. twiMMBv (-8).

[L. (NL.), also 'col-urn iiella, a little column (soo

mlinirl), dim. of coluiin-ii <>r fnlitmnit, a coluiiiii:

Hee<v>/mn.] 1. A little column. 2. Inftof. : (<<)

I n many cryptogams, especially in Musci, us .!///-

corini and Mi/sniiiyfi-h'x, a cent nil

axis in the spore-case, a continu-

ation of the pedicel. The spores
are arranged about it, and in

Hie Mi/j-oniiirrtrs the capillitium
branches from it.

The spores or p.ni.lial cells are con-

tained in the upper part of the capsule,
uliiTe they an- clustered round a ecu-

C/J I ) tral pillar, which is termed the .-../

uifllil. U'. I:. Curin-nt'-r, Micros., ( 337.

(l>) The persistent axis of certain

capsules, from which the edges of

the valves break away, (c) The
carpophore in I'mbcllifirce, the

continuation of the axis bearing
the two halves of the fruit. 3.

In :>iiil. and anat. : (a) Tho up-

right pillar in the center of most
of the univalve shells, round

i. pennei-seed. which the whorls are convoluted.

%d <
bra See cut under unicalve. (6) A

divided coiumei. bone of the tympanic cavity or
la or carpophore. ji j - i v-a_ __i __
del a JO. a. Cap.
suit of a moss, di-

in birds, most rep-
tiles, and some amphibians, cor-

coiSraeSa. "dcf. responding to the stirrup-bone or
('

stapes of mammals
;
the columella

auris. (c) A bone of the side of the skull of

some reptiles, especially lizards, a peculiar dis-

memberment of the pterygoid, which may meet
the parietal or a process of it

;
the column-bone ;

the columella cranii. Its presence in nearly all lizards

gives rise to the term Cioiwcrania, or ' '

column-skulls,
"
as a

major division of Lacertilia. See cuts under acrottont and

Cyclodu*.
In the principal group of the Lacertilia, a column-like

membrane Ixme, called the columella, . . . extends from
the parietal to the pterygoid on each side, in close contact

with the membranous or cartilaginous wall of the skull.

. . . This columi'lla appears to correspond with a small

independent ossification, which is connected with the de-

scending process of the parietal and with the pterygoid,
in some (jhelonia. Huxley, Anat. Vert, p. 180.

(d) The modiolus or central axis of the cochlea
in mammals, round which the lamina spiralis

winds; the columella cochleae, (e) A core of

connective tissue in crinoids which occupies the

central cavity included by the coil of the ali-

mentary canal. (/) A structure in the center

of the visceral chamber of corals, typically a
calcareous rod which extends from the bottom
of the chamber to the floor of the calice, pro-

jecting upward in the latter, and with which
the primary septa are usually connected. (</)

One of the rods attached to the hyomandibular
capsule of the urodele amphibians, representing
a remnant of a branchial arch, (h) A process
in the chitinous mandibles of polyzoans. G.

Busk, (if) In human anat., an old name of

the uvula. Columella auris, cochleae, cranll. See

3
(i>), (d), (c), alMive. ColumellSB fornicis, the columns

or anterior pillars of the fornix.

columellar (kol-u-mel'iir), a. [< L. columellaris,

pillar-formed, < columella, a pillar: see colu-

mella and -r3.] 1. S&mezscolumelliform. 2.

Pertaining to a columella, in any sense of that

word. Columellar lip, the inner lip of a univalve shell.

Columellariat (kol*u-me-la'ri-a), . pi. [NL.
(Lamarck, 1809), < L. columella, a pillar: see

columella.] In Lamarck's system of conchol-

ogy, a family of Trachelipoda having a plicated
columellar lip. Originally the genera Cancellaria, Ul-

tra. Mturyinella, Valuta, and ColumbeUa were referred to

it, but subsequently Cancellaria was excluded.

Columellidaet (kol-u-mel'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Lea, 1843), < 'Columella (< L. columella, a pil-

lar: see columella) + -idee'} A family of uni-

valve shells: same as Columellaria.

columelliform (kol-u-mel'i-f&rm), a. [< L. oo-

liiiiirlln, 11 little column (see eolunwlla), +forma,
shape.] Shaped like a columella: as, a colu-

ini-Hiform stapes. Huxley. Also columellar.

column (kol'um), n. [< ME. columne, column

(of a page), = OF. colonne, later colomne, mod.
F. colonne (> G. D. colonne = Dan. kolonne = Sw.

colonn, in special senses) = Pr. colonna = Sp.
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ciiluiiina, now rolumt, = 1'g. columna = It. <>-

Itmnii, < L. I'nliiiniKi. n .-..limni, pillar, post, orig.
a collateral fonn f mlmm n, oontr. CHI/HI ii. a pil

lar, top, crown, summit (> K. nilmm, mlmi mi ti
.

etc.), = AS. holm, ti mound, a billow, the sea

(> E. Wmi, q. v.) ; akin to L. eollu, a hill (=
I-:. A/// 1

, q. v.), celtiM, high (see <-s<-rlxinr), prob.
to (Jr. oo/owJi', top, summit (> K. r)/yi/i, (.

V.). From L. <//// emae also nit. E. colo-

nel, riitoiiiimlr, etc.] 1. A solid body of great-
er lengtli than thickness, standing upright, and

generally serving as it support to something ;

ing on its top; a pillar; more specifically, as

an architectural term, a cylindrical or slightly

tapering or fusiform body, called anhnjl, set ver-

tically on a stylo-

bate, or on a con-

geries of mold-

ings which forms
its l"i-' . and sur-

mounted by a

spreading mass
which forms ita

capital. Columns
are distinguished by
the names of the

style* of architecture
which they represent:
ilius, there are Egyp-
tian, Grecian, Roman,
and medieval col-

umns. In classic

an iiitcctuie tii.-> an-
further distinguished

by the names of the
orders to which they
Udnng, as Doric,

Ionic, or Corinthian

columns; and again,
In various styles, by
some peculiarity of

jHisition, of construc-

tion, of form, or of

ornament, as attach-

ed, twisted, cul'lcd

orrndented, andcaro-
litic columns. Col-

umns are used chiefly
in the construct ion or
adornment of build-

ings. They are also

Column (Tuscan order), illustrating the
terms applied to the several parts.

Clustered Columns. I3th century.

I, from Worcester cathedral ; . from Exeter
cathedral.

used singly, however, for various purposes : as, the attro-

ntrmical column, from which astronomical observations

are made ; the chronological column, inscribed with a

record of historical events; the ynomonic column, which

supports a dial ; the itinerary column, pointing out the

various roads diverging from it ; the milliary column, set

up as a center from which to measure distances ; the tri-

umphal column, dedicated to the hero of a victory, etc.

The fragments of her columm and her palaces are in

the dust, yet beautiful In ruin.

Story, Speech, Salem, Sept 18, 1828.

A chapel and a hall

On massive column*, like a shoreclllf care.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. Anything resembling a column in shape ;

any body pressing perpendicularly on its base,
and throughout of the same or about the same
diameter as its base : as, a column of water, air,

or mercury.
The whole weight of any column of the atmosphere.

Bentley.

3. In hot., a body formed by the union of fila-

ments with one another, as in Malvaceae, or of

stamens with the style, as in orchids. See cut

under androphore.
In all common Orchids there is only one well-developed

stamen, which is confluent with the pistils, and they form

together the column.
Danrin, Fertil. of Orchids by Insects, p. 3.

4. In anat. and zoiil., a part or organ likened

to a column or pillar ; a columna or columella :

as, the spinal column ; the fleshy columns of the

heart. 5. In Crinoidea, specifically, the stalk

or stem of a crinoid. 6. Milit., a formation
of troops narrow in front and extended from
front to rear: thus distinguished from a line,

which is extended in front and thin in depth.

Presently firing was heard far in our rear the robbers

having fled ; the head of the column advanced, and the

dense body of pilgrims opened out
K. F. Burton, El-Medlnah, p. 360.

McPherson was in column on the road, the head close

hy, ready to come In wherever he could be of assistance.

If. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 624.

7. Naut., a number of ships following one an-

other. 8. Inprinting, one of the typographical
divisions of printed matter in two or more ver-

tical rows of lines. The separation of columns is

made by a narrow blank space in which is sometimes
placed a vertical line or rule. Division into columns
economizes space, and saves the fatigue of the eye arising
from attempts to trace the connection of an over-long line

with the following line.

Hence 9. The contents of or the matter print-
ed in such a column, especially in a newspaper:
as, the columns of the daily press. 10. An ap-

columnar

puratus used for the fixation of colors upon fab-

rics by means of steam. It consists of a cylinder i

copper punctured witti -m.ill liMm and Inning a steam

pip.- in il- mlclior. HM print wr:i|>J-'l

aioini't the cylinder, and ttu -! :nii I- :ill..cd t<i percolate
>

- In what U called iteaiii style
team

chest serving for il ai"n in used in KnxUi"!
Agony column Annulated columns.

s., ,n,i,ni,,i,,i. Attached column. MUIW ai.
fiiiiniin. Banded column, n <n bwrng
one "r more cincture-. Burdach'8 columns, the ex

Id-mil |*,itious of III. |,,t. ii,. r ...In' -plliul

eon) i)jhi< -., UN. I. -i- ,,:,,,<iii. Clustered column,
III "7i :i

!

which consist^ "i

ap|>ear to cM-
>i-t ..f M-V. nil . ..1

minis or shafts
clustered togeth-
er. These shafts
are sometimes at-

i.<. h.. 1 to one an-
other through-
out their Ml*..!,

h. i^-lit, and .sonic

only at the

capital and base.

Columns of this

kind commonly
supjiort one or
more clustered

arches. Alsocall
ed bnnilli'-j'itl'ii
- Column of
the nose, the
anlerior portion
of (he nasal sep-
tum. - Columns
of Benin hifter
E. J. Bertin, a
French anato

mist, 1712-811,
the prolongations
inward of the cor*

ticul substance of
the kidney be-

tween the pyramids. Columns of Clarke, vesicular
columns Of Clarke (after ). A. L. Clarke, an English
anatomist. 181T -SO), two symmetrically placed tract* of

medium >ize.l nerve-cells of the spinal cord, laterodor-

sa.l ..( the central canal, confined to the thoracic region.
Columns of Goll, the median portion of the posterior

columns of the spinal eor.l. Columna of Morgagnl.
Ii as column* <// .* n-rtum.- Columns of the ab-
dominal ring, the edges of the opening in the alMineuro-

sis of the external oblique muscle which forms the exter-

nal abdominal ring. Also called pillar* of the abdominal
, in'!. Columns of the fornix, the anterior pillars of the

foriiix. Also called eolumrlla Jorniei*. Columns ofthe
medulla oblongata, the longitudinal segments into

which the medulla oblongata Is divided by the grooves
upon its surface, comprising the anterior pyramids, the

lateral tracts, the restiform bodies, the fnnlculus cunea-

tus, and the funiculus gracilis. Columns of the rec-

tum, longitudinal folds of the mucous membrane of the

rectum. Also called columns of Mfrraatrni. Columns
Of the spinal cord, the longitudinal masses of white
matter of the spinal cord. They are anterior, lateral, and

posterior. See tpinal conl, under tfiinal. Columns Of
the vagina. See colutmue mijarum. under columna.
Columns of Turck, the direct pyramidal tracts, a portion
of the anterior column of the spinal cord, on either side,

lying next to the anterior median fissure. Coupled col-

umns, in arch., columns disposed in pairs, the two shafts

being close together but not touching. - Engaged col-

umn, in arch., a column built into a wall so that it ap-

pears as if a part of it were concealed. Also called at-

tarhed column Flying column, a column of troops
formed and equipped for rapid movements. Hermetic
column. See hermetic. Hanubial column, a column
adorned with trophies and spoils. = 8yn. 1. SeejriUor, 1.

columna (ko-lum'nft), n.
; pi. columna: (-ne).

[NL. (L.) :

'

see column.] A column or pil-
lar: used in anatomical names. See column.
Columna dorsalls, the dorsal column ; the posterior
white column of the spinal cord. Columnse adiposse,
in embryol., the trabecuUe of lat which make their ap-

pearance in the embryo as the rudiments of the subcuta-
neous fatty layer. Columns carnese, fleshy columns;
muscular bundles on the inner side of the walls of the

ventricles of the heart, of which some are merely sculp-
tured in relief, some are attached at Inith ends to the

ventricular walls while they ore free in the middle, while

some, springing from the ventricular walls, are attached

to the chordie tendineie. The last are called jtapillarii
m w, .,-. Columnse paplllares. the papillary muscles.

Columnse recti. Same as column* of Ihf rt-ctum.

Columns rugarum, the anterior and posterior longi-

tudinal ridges of the mucous membrane of the vagina.
Columns) vesiculares. Same as ctilumns of Clarke

(which see, under rWiimn). Columna lateralls, the

lateral white column of the spinal cord. Columna ven-
tralls, the anterior white column of the spinal cord.

columnal (ko-lum'nal), a. [< column + -a/.]

Same as columnar. [Rare.]

Crag overhanging, nor culumnal rock,
Cast its dark outline there. Southry, Thalaba, ill

columnar (ko-lum'nar), a. [< LL. columnar!*,
< L. columna', a column : see column.] 1. Hav-

ing the form of a column ; formed in columns
;

like the shaft of a column.
White columnar spar, out of a stone-pit

Woodward, Fossils.

2. Of or pertaining to columns, or to a column.

The Norman In Apulia could hardly fall to adopt the

columnar forms of the laud in which he was settled.

E. A. Frttman, Venice, p. 806.



columnar

Columnar structure, in mineral., structure consisting
of more or less slender columns or libers.

columnarian (kol-um-na'ri-an), a. [< columnar
+ -ian] Same as columnar. Johnson.

columnarity (kol-um-nar'irti), n. [< columnar
+ -ity.] The quality of being columnar.

COluirinary (kol'um-na-ri), a. Same as co-

lumnar. [Rare.]
columnated (kol'um-na-ted), a. [< L. columna-

tus, supported by pillars, < columna, a pillar :

see column. Hence (< L. columnatus), through
It. colonnata, E. colonnade, q. v.] Ornamented
with columns

;
columned : as, columnated tem-

ples. [Rare.]
column-bone (kol'um-bon), . In herpet., the
columella of the skull. See Cyclodus, Cionocra-

nia, and columella, 3 (c).

columned (kol'umd), a. [< column + -ed2.] Fur-
nished with columns

; supported on or adorn-
ed with columns: as, "the columned aisle," By-
ron, Giaour.

The gorges, opening wide apart, reveal
Troas and Ilion's column'd citadel,
The crown of Troas. Tennyson, (Enone.

COlumniation (ko-lum-ni-a'shon), n. [Improp.
for *columnation, < L. columnaiio(n-), a support-
ing by pillars, < columna, a pillar : see column.]
In arch., the employment of columns in a de-

sign ; collectively, the columns thus used in a
structure. Gwilt.

columniferous (kol-um-nif'e-rus), a. [< NL.
(L.) columna, a column, + IJ. ferre, = E. Sear*,
+ -OMS.] In bot., having the filaments of the
stamens united into a column, as the flowers of
Malvacete. See cut under andropliore.
column-lathe (kol'um-laTH), n. A lathe
mounted on a vertical extensible post, so that
an operator can sit or stand while at work, used
by dentists and watchmakers.
column-rule (kol'um-rol), n. Imprinting, a strip
of brass, type-high, used for the separation of
columns. It is beveled to a thin edge in the
middle of its upper surface, and its impression
forms a vertical line.

column-skulls (kol'um-skulz), n. pi. Same as
Cionocrania. See columella, 3 (c).

columnula (ko-lum'nu-lii), n. ; pi. columnulce

(-le). [NL. (cf. columella), dim. of (L.) columna,
a column: see columna, column."] In anat., a
little column

;
a columella.

COlure (ko-lur'), n. [= F. colure = Sp. Pg.
It. colnro, < NL. colurus, a colure, < LL. eolu-

rus, dock-tailed, coluri circuit, the colures, < Gr.

K(ttoi>pof, dock-tailed, pi. K6Aovpot (so. ^pap/iai,

lines), the colures (so called because cut off

by the horizon), < n6\oq, docked (cf. colobi-

um), + ovpa, a tail.] In astron. and geog., one
of two circles of declination intersecting each
other at right angles in the poles of the world,
one of them passing through the solstitial and
the other through the equinoctial points of the

ecliptic, viz., Cancer and Capricorn, Aries and
Libra, and thus dividing both the ecliptic and
the equinoctial into four equal parts.
Colus (ko'lus), n. [NL., < Gr. nitko^, a kind of

goat without horns, < rattof, docked, curtal,
stump-horned, hornless.] Same as Saiga.
Colutea (ko-lu'te-ii), n. [NL., < Gr. Ko'Aovria,
also Kokvrka, ao^oirca, K.o'Xarea, var. of Kakoiria., a
tree that bears pods.] A genus of shrubs, nat-
ural order Leguminosw, having inflated pods,
like small bladders

; bladder-senna. There are
several species, natives of southern Europe and the Medi-
terranean region, of which C. arborescens, with yellow

Bladder-senna (Colnteti nrbortscens).

flowers, is the most commonly known, and is not rare as
an ornamental shrub. The leaves and seeds are slightly
purgative. The smoke of the dried leaves is said to act as
a powerful errhine.

colvert, n. An obsolete form of culver*.

colverteent, . Same as colbertine.

colwardt, a. [ME., appar. a var. of culvard,
culvert, < OF. culvert, cuivert, villain : see cul-
vert2 and collibert. Otherwise < cole*, treachery,+ -ward : see cote* and its compounds.] False

;

treacherous; deceitful; wicked.
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Throly in-to the deueleg throte man thryugej by lyue,
For couetyse, & colwarde & croked dede.

Alliterative Poem* (ed. Morris), ii. 181.

coly, n. See colie.

colydiid (ko-lid'i-id), n. A beetle of the family
Gohjdiiace,

Colydiidae (kol-i-di'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Coly-
ditim + -ida;.] A family of clavicoru Coleop-
tera or beetles, with the dorsal segments of the
abdomen partly membranous, the first 4 ventral

segments connate, the tarsi 4-jointed, the an-
tennas regular, and the legs not fossorial.

Colydium(ko-lid'i-um), n. [NL.] The typical
genus of the family Colydiida. Ifdbricius, 1792.

COlymbethra (kol-im-beth'ra), n. [Gr. Ko^vfi-

fiifipa, a swimming-bath, eccl'es. a font, < nohvfi.-

/3dv, dive. See Colymbus, Columba*.] In the
Gr. Ch. : (a) A baptismal bowl or font.

In Russia, the columbethra is movable, and only brought
out when wanted. J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 214.

(b) A baptistery. Also written columbethra.

Colymbidae (ko-lim'bi-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Co-

lymbus + -idee.] A family of short-winged,
short-tailed, 4-toed swimming and diving birds,
of the order Pygopodes, either (a) containing
all the loons and grebes ;

or (b) restricted to the
web-footed loons, and corresponding to the ge-
nus Colymbus; or (c) transferred to the lobe-
footed grebes, and used as a synonym of Podi-

cipidce or Podicipedidce (which see).

colymbion (ko-hm'bi-on), n. [MGr. *K.okvfi^iov
(cf . Gr. Kohvuflr/Opa, a font), < Gr. Ko%v/t/3dv, dive.
See Colymbus, Columba*.] In the Gr. Ch., a

holy-water stoup or basin.

The colymbion answers to the benatura of the Latin
Church. J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 214.

Colymbus (ko-lim'bus), n. [NL., < Gr.
Ko/Uy^of,

a diver, a kind of sea-bird; cf. noAvp&av, dive,

plunge. See Columba*.] A genus of birds, typi-
cal of the family Colymbida;, in any sense of that
word. The name has been given to the web-footed loons
or divers, as distinguished from the grebes ;

to both of

these, indiscriminately; to the grebes alone ; and formerly
to sundry other birds, as some of the auk family. See di-

ver, loon, grebe.

COlytic (ko-lit'ik), a. [< Gr. ra&vrmfc, hindering,
preventive, < KiAvrtf, verbal adj. of mMxiv, hin-

der, prevent, check.] Antiseptic. Med. Record,
July, 1884. [Rare.]
colza (kol'za), n. [Sometimes improp. coltza;
< F. colza, <"OF. colzat (Walloon colza, golza),
< D. Jcoolzaad = E. coleseed, q. v.] The cole-
seed or rape, a variety of Brassica campestris
with very oily seeds. See rape2 .

colza-oil (kol'za-oil), n. Same as rape-oil.
comt. An obsolete preterit of come. Chaucer.
com-. [L. com-, prefix, with, together, often,
esp. in later L., merely intensive, < cum, in
OL. often com, prep., with, agreeing in use and
perhaps in orig. form (*scJ? "scow?) with Gr.

prefix and prep, oiv, earlier fvv (transposed from
"TOW?), Cypriote K'IV, with, together (see syn-),
akin to noiv6f (for *Kovi6f), common (see cenobite).
No certain Teut. connection (see ge-). L. com-,
in comp., usually remains before b, m, and p
(and sometimes before a vowel (see comitia and
count2), and in OL. in any position), and be-
comes co- before a vowel (usually) and h, col-

(in classical L. usually con-) before I, cor- be-
fore r, and con- before c, d, f, g, i =j, n (where
sometimes co-), q, s, t, w, and in classical L.
as well as ML. often before b, m, p, con- being
thus the most frequent form, often used as the
normal form. In Rom. and in E. (and in simi-
lar forms in other Teut. tongues), the L. prefix
com-, con-, col-, etc., generally remains un-

changed, but the assimilated forms are gener-
ally reduced to co- in Sp., and partly in the
other languages. In OF. and AF. com-, con-,
were often cum-, cun-, whence in ME. cum-,
cun-, coun-, beside COTO-, cow-, the latter forms
now prevailing in spelling, even when pro-
nounced cam-, cun- (as in company, conjure,
etc. ). In a few E. words, as comfit, comfort, dis-

comfit, com- (pron. and formerly written cum-,
ME. cun-, con-) is changed from orig. L. con-.
In many E. words derived through the F. the
L. com- (con-, etc.) is concealed: see coil* =
cull*, cost2

, costive, costume = custom, couch,
council, counsel, count*, count2

, countenance, cov

er*, covert, cm-few, curry*, kerchief, etc. See co-l,
col-, con-, cor-, and also contra-, counter2

,
coun-

ter-.'} A prefix of Latin origin, appearing also
in other forms, co-, col-, con-, cor-, meaning 'to-

gether,' 'with,' or merely intensive, and in Eng-
lish words often without assignable force. See
words following, and those beginning with co-,

col-, con-, cor-.

comatose

com. An abbreviation of commissioner, commo-

dore, commander, commerce, committee, commen-

tary, etc.

coma 1
(ko'mii), n. [< NL. coma, < Gr. KW//O, a

deep sleep, < noi/iav, put to sleep. Cf . cemetery.']

Inpatliol., a state of prolonged unconsciousness
somewhat resembling sleep, from which the pa-
tient cannot be aroused, or can be aroused only
partially, temporarily, and with difficulty; stu-

por.
It is often important to distinguish the coma of drun-

kenness from that of apoplexy.
Hooper, Physician's Vade Mecum, 914.

Coma foudrpyant, or fulminating coma, coma sud-

denly developing in the midst of apparent good health, in

syphilitic patients. Coma vigil, a comatose state accom-
panied by unconscious muttering, occurring in typhus and
typhoid fevers.

coma2
(ko'ma), n.

; pi. comte (-me). [< L. coma, <

Gr. n6[t7i, the hair of the head. Hence ult. COM-

et.~\ 1. In bot. : (a) The leafy head of a tree,
or a cluster of leaves ter-

minating a stem, as the

leafy top of a pineapple.
(b) The silky hairs at the
end of some seeds, as of the

willow-herb, Epilobium.
2. In astron., the nebulous
hair-like envelop surround-

ing the nucleus of a comet.
3. In microscopy, thehazy

fringe on the outline of
a microscopic object seen
when the lens is not free
from spherical aberration.

The aperture of these objectives could not be greatly
widened without the impairment of the distinctness of the
image by a coma proceeding from uncorrected spherical
aberration. Emyc. Brit., XVI. 262.

Coma Berenices, an ancient asterism (though not one of
the 48 constellations of Hipparchus), situated north of
Virgo and between Bootes and Leo, and supposed to rep-
resent the famous amber hair of Berenice, the wife of
Ptolemy Euergctes.

comal* (ko'mal), a. [< coma* + -al.] Inpathol.,
pertaining to or of the nature of coma.
comal- (ko'mal), a. [< coma2 + -al.] Pertain-

ing to or of tfie nature of a coma. See coma2.

comarb (ko'marb), n. [Also written coarb, co-

morb, comarba; < Ir. comharba, a successor, ab-

bot, vicar, also protection.] Anciently, in Ire-

land, the head of one of the families or tribes
into which each sept or clan was divided. AS
such he was the coheir or inheritor of both the temporal
and the spiritual or ecclesiastic powers of the tribe.

The abbot of the parent house and all the abbots of the
minor houses are the comharbaj or co-heirs of the saint.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 236.

comarbship (ko'marb-ship), . [< comarb +
-ship.] -Anciently, in Ireland, the guild-like
community constituted by a sept or family.
Each member of a Comarbship and of a co-tenancy gave

a pledge for the fulfilment of his share of the duties of
the co-partnership, and all were collectively responsible
for all fines, tributes, etc.

W. K. Sullivan, Int. to O'Curry's Anc. Irish, p. ccxvi.

comartt (ko-mart'), n. [If a genuine reading, <
co-1 + mart.] In the following extract, proba-
bly a covenant or agreement. Covenant appears in
place of it in the edition of 1623 and in most modern edi-
tions

; compact is also found.

By the same comart . . .

His [lands] fell to Hamlet.
Shak., Hamlet (ed. Warburton, 1747), 1. 1.

Comarum (kom'a-rum), n. [NL. (so called on
account of the similarity of its fruit to that of
the arbutus), < Gr. riuapoc, the arbutus.] An
old genus of rosaceous plants now included in
Potentilla.

comate1
(ko'mat), a. [< L. comatus, hairy, <

coma, hair: see coma2.] Hairy; tufted, specifi-
cally (a) In bot., furnished with a coma or tuft of silky
hail's ; comose. See cut under cona2. (6) In entom. : (1)
Having long hairs on the vertex or upper part of the head,
the surface below being nearly or quite glabrous. (2) In
general, having very long flexible hairs covering more or
less of the upper surface: said of the clothing of insects.

C0-mate2
t (ko-maf), n. [< co-l + mate*.] A

fellow, mate, or companion.
Now, my co-mates and brothers in exile,
Hath not old custom made this life more sweet
Than that of painted pomp?

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 1.

I am proud
Only to be in fellowship with you,
Co-mate and servant to so great a master.

Middleton and Rowley, World Tost at Tennis, Ind.

comatose (ko'ma-tos), a. [=F. comateux, <

NL. comatosus, <"coma(f-): see coma*.] Per-

taining to or resembling coma; affected with

coma; morbidly drowsy or lethargic: as, a co-

matose state; a comatose patient; "hysterical
and comatose cases," N. Grew.



comatous

comatous (ko'ma-tun), it. Sumo a* rnmalnnr.

Comatula (ko-irmt'u-lii), w. [N'L., fern, of LL.
i-iimntH/HH, dim. of L. comatus, hairy: see co-

muti^.] The typical genus of living rrinoids of
the family Comaiulieta or feather-sinrs. The rosy
t. atliiT star, Cnmtitiilti ii/-'<lit,'/-r,i/f :i, K aKo known as An-
t,'/i.:i ,...--',i;;l, ;itl'l ill it.H llxe.l stalke.i state US /Vjl/"

mri'i'ini*. Luiniii't'k, 1MI>.

comatulid (ko-mat'u-lid), w. A member of the
family ' 'onm I n/t(lrr.

Comatulidae (kom-a-tu'li-de), n.pl. [NL.,<
Ciiiiinlitlii + -iiln:\ "A family of extant free-

Hwiinminf; crinoids, of the clasn ('riiiniil/ii, typi-
fied by the genus I'linintuln ; the feather-stars
Or hair-Stars. They are stalked ami llxe.l only lnn
young, and the larva in fire ami vermiform, with fonrclli-

.4. Rosy Feather-star, Cotnatnla mtdittrranta (or Antedon
171. .irlnlt free form. W. Young stalked form of Comatul,
'nttdon) dintata, slightly enlarged.

ateil zones anil a tuft of cilia at the alioral end of the body.
In the adult state they have a mouth and an anus, and
usually ten cirrous arms, which they have the jwjwer of

lashing toward the ventral surface, so as to propel them-
selves, as well as to bring food within their grasp. Repre-
sentatives of the family are found in most seas.

comb 1 (kom), n. [< ME. ctimb, earlier camb, a
comb, crest (of a cock, a hill, a dike, etc.), also

honeycomb, < AS. camb, a comb, crest (of a

helmet, a hat, etc.), also a honeycomb, = OS.
camb = MD. kanime, D. kant = OHO. chamb,
MHG. learn, Tcamp, G. kamm = Icel. kambr =
Norw. kamb = Sw. Dan. Icam, a comb, crest,
etc. (Dan. and G. also a cam : see cam 1

), lit. a
'toothed' implement, = Or. yd//0or, a peg, bolt,

style (orig. tooth T, > yo/j<j>iof, a grinder-tooth,
the tooth of a key) ; cf. Yaufyai, yautyjlai, pi., the

jaws, = Skt. jambha = OBulg. zabu, tooth. See
cam 1

, a doublet of comb 1
.] 1. A thin strip of

wood, metal, bone, ivory, tortoise-shell, etc.,
one or both edges of which are indentated so
as to form a series of teeth, or to which teeth
have been attached

; or several such strips set

parallel to one another in a frame, as in a cur-

rycomb. Combs are used for arranging the hair in

dressing it ; also, iu a great variety of ornamental forms,
for keening women's hair in place after it is dressed ; and
for various other purposes. Those worn iu the hair are
often carved and elaborately decorated.

When you have apparelled your selfe hansomely, combe
your head softly and easily with an luorle combe; for no-

thing recreateth the memorie more.
Babeet Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 249.

And fair Ligea's golden comb,
Wherewith she sits ou diamond rocks,
Sleeking her soft alluring locks.

Milton, Comus, I. 880.

2. Anything resembling a comb in appearance
or use, especially for mechanical use. Specin-
eally (re) A card used in hand-carding or in a cardiug-
maehine for separating and dressing wool. (i,) A toothed
blade which removes the cotton from the doner of a card-

ing-machine, (c) In hat-maJtinrj, the former on which
a fleece of fiber is taken up and hardened into a bat.
h\ II. Kni'tht. ((/) A toothed metal instrument used by
painters iu graining, (e) A tool with teeth of wire used in

making marbled papers. (/) A steel tool with teeth cor-

responding t" the thread of a screw, used for chasing
seiv\vs or work which is rotated in a lathe. E. H. Kniflht.
(ff) A row of sharp brass points connected with one another
and with the prime conductor of an electrical machine,
and placed near the revolving plate to carry off the elec-

tricity generated. (A) In medieval armor, the upright
blade which took the place of a crest ou the morions of
the sixteenth century. (0 The dilated and regularly pec-
tinated inner edge of the middle claw of sundry birds, as
herons and goatsuckers. ( /) A comb-like set of points or

processes of a tooth.

It (the pulp-cavity of a tooth) may be divided, antero-

posteriorly, as in notched incisors, and especially in the
comb-like ones of the Hying lemur, where a branch of the

pulp-cavity ascends each process of the comb.
Mii-iii'i. Elem. Anat, p. 273.

(k) The notched scale of a wire micrometer. E.H.Kniyht.
(0 The window-stool of a casement. Grose.

3. The fleshy crest or caruncle growing, in one
of several forms, on the head of the domestic
fowl, and particularly developed in the male
birds: so called from its serrated indentures

1117

in tho typical form, or single comb, which re-
semble the teeth of a comb. Several '

<

taiiati..n~ ji, I),,, i,, ,,,, ,,i tiir eomli lia. r.eeh.-.i .lisline-
tive names. An 'in//. /> /.-./,/, I^OIH btviag more or IMS
the form of a stag's antlers, ai seen in l'..]i>-li aiel Lai
fowls, often in Ho u. Inn.-, i i. Cl lias nmrh tin'

fnnn of a .-tia l. i r\ 1,-af, set t , n tl[,. In ail.

It i tin pref. Table form of <-.,ml> in Boodan fowll. II,.

ml app. als a- II lollnrdol thiv.- lo, bllllllly M.T-
rated e.'MiM -

1 >iile liy -i'li- on 111-- l..-a<l, Id. lui.ltlle one
of I lie thiTc Ix'ing I he- highest. It is I lie t \pi.-al ,,,ml. of
flu Hrahm:i fowls. A nar-fituib Is a l" eoml, -.1 flat on
tin- bcail, like a cap, broad in front, unit tapering to a
project jie.: spike l.i iini'l, the njip.-r part U'H

vuth small projei lions. If is best illnsllaf.'il in 111.

llaml.un: fowls, nn ml in tin- \\yan.l'.:'
Si-briuht liantam, ami other varii'iii-s. Tlii- ftravbtrry.
enmh ]. -,.|,il'l' . a ball "I a -.frauli.ru, . ii'i.ilh WOk
what wrinkled, ami set well forwafl on Hi.- li'.i.l. It is

characteritii: of tile .Malay and til. Snmati.i fowls.

His cinnb was redder than the fyn coral,
And bataylld, as It were a castel wall.

f, Nun's I'rirnt's Tale, 1. 3H.

Cocks have great combt and spurs ; hens little or noin -.

/;. . i

4. Anything resembling in nature, shape, or

position the caruncle on a fowl's head. S|N-.-iti

cully (a) The similar but erectile and variable flcuh.v ami
vascular colored process growing over each eye of ttomr

gallinaceous birds, as ptarmigan and other grouse. (6)
The top or creit of a wave.

6. The pecten or marsupinm in the interior of
a bird's eye. [Rare.] 6. In miiiina, the divi-
sion of the mass of a lode into parallel plates,
or layers of crystalline material parallel to its

walls. Some lodes have several such combs, syn -t-

rlcally arranged, so that each comb on one side of the
-

. niTof the mass has its counterpart on the other. Often
the face of the comb turned toward the center of the
lode Is covered with well-developed crystals, and where
tbe central combs meet a cavity studded with crystals is

formed.

7. The projection on the top of the hammer of
a gun-lock. E. H. Knight. 8. The top comer
of a gun-stock, on which the cheek rests in fir-

ing. 9. A honeycomb.
They sport abroad, and rove from home,

And leave the cooling hive, and quit the unfinished comb.
Addition, tr. of Virgil's Qeorglcs, Iv.

comb1 (kom), v. [< coro&l, n. The old verb is

kemb, q. v.] I. trans. 1. To dresswith a comb:
as, to comb one's hair.

With a comb of pearl I would comb my hair,
And still as I comb'd I would sing and say.
"Who is it loves me? who loves not me?

Tennymn, The Mermaid.

2. To card, as wool; hackle, as flax. 3. To
grain with a painter's comb. Combed-out work
a kind of embroidery in which loops of wool are cut, ami
the threads then combed out until they are finely sub-
divided ; they are then secured to the foundation by gum.
Combed ware, pottery or china decorated with color

which has been drawn Into zigzag lines or waves by a
process similar to that used in the marbling of paper.
To comb one's hair the wrong way. See hairi.

H. in trans. To roll over or break with a white
foam, as the top of a wave.
My foe came quite to the verge of the fall where the

river began to comb over.
R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xxxif.

Lake des Allemands was combing with the tempest ami
hissing with the rain.

O. W. Cable, The Century, XXXV. !H.

comb2 (kom). n. [Also written coomb ; < ME.
"comb (f), < AS. cumb, a vessel of a cer-
tain capacity (used for liquids), = MLG. kump,
LG. kumji, also kunipen (> G. kump, kumpen) =
OHG. chnmph, MHG. kumph, komph, kumpf, G.

kumnf, m., a hollow vessel, a basin, t)owl, trough.
< ML. *cumbus, 'cumpus, cimpus, a basin, bowl
(cf. cumba, a bowl (a trough t), a boat, a tomb of
stone: see catacomb), < Gr. Ki'/tfiof, a hollow ves-

sel, cup, basin, nbpfri, a drinking-vessel, cup,
bowl, boat (see cymbal), = Skt. kumbha, a pot.
Cf. cup.] 1. A dry measure of 4 bushels, or half
a quarter. [Eng.J 2. A brewing-vat. [Prov.
Eng.l
comb :i

, coomb2 (kom, kom), n. [Also written

combe, coom; < ME. "comb, < AS. cumb, a narrow
valley, prob. < W. cwm (pron. kom), a hollow
between two hills, a dale, a dingle, = Corn.

cum, a valley, a dingle, a valley opening down-
ward, = Ir. cumar, a valley, bed of an estuary.
Cf. OF. combe = Pr. comfta = It. dial, comba
(ML. cumba), a valley, appar. also of Celtic ori-

gin. Prob. orig. a 'hollow,' akin to L. earns,

hollow, Gr. Kvap, a cavity, icoi/of, hollow, etc. :

see care1
, cage, ceil, ceelum."] A more or less

rounded, bowl-shaped hollow or valley inclosed
ou all sides but one by steep and in some cases

perpendicular cliffs. The use of the word Is closely
limited to certain portions of southwestern England and
Wales, and to a part of Ireland, especially to county Kerry,
where the combs (there also called cornet) are numerous
and of great size, many of them containing lakes.

From those heights
We dropped, at pleasure, Into sylvan comb*.

Wordsworth, Excursion, ili.

combative
Anon they p>n a u. in. in

'* ' -iat.s of roek with figures, knitfhu on honw,
>.

lll|.:

combacyt, .

hat.
[Irreg. < combat + -cy.] Com-

* 'oltl

To will ..r I"

F'ng. ,
Iv. 22.

combat (kom'- or kuin'liaf). <. [First in early
mod. K. ; < F. c</////i-. now i-nmlHitlri; = 1'r.

fiimliillli' = Sp. i-iniilHllir = IV- niililnlli r = It.

l-iiinhll I/I',;, lif,'ht, Icillle, < ML. fiiiiilxlttrri-, < L.

row-, together, + ML. Ihillin. l>"Hl. t'lL'li!

hul: 1 and laittifl.] I. iutfilii*. 'fn litfllt; KtniJJ-

^'le or ecinteml; buttle; e B |,ei-i;illy, ill earlier

use, engage in -ite.'le tL'lit.

I ..... I Ijy III.- li.le tocombal with the wind.
>7,..;, .; ll.i. \ I

, II. :>.

Onren.leavotus an- nut only to >-<>u<lt< witb <loiil.'

always to dispute witb tin .1. \ ii

i-nr, Rcllglo M. .Ii. ;

After the fall of the republic, theRomanieomiatn/ only
for the choice of masters. NOT

n. trans. Tofightordobattlewitli : opjiOHeby
force; contend again>t : n -i-t <-ontentiously:
as, to combat an antagonist; to combat argu-
ments or opinions.

Sin b was the very armour he had on
When he the ambitious Norway mmbatrd.

".V/..U-.. Hamlet, L L
HU will did never ,-.'n,'-il thine,

And take it prisoner.
Beau, and Fl., King and N'o King, 1. 2.

They who would combat general authority with particu-
lar opinion, must first establish themselves a reputation
of understanding better than other men.

Dryden, fret, to State of Innocence.

He needs must combat might with might.
Tennyson, Epilogue.

combat (kom'- or kum'bat), n. [After F. com-

bat, n., from the verb.] A fight, especially, in

earlier use, between two ; in general, a strug-
gle to resist, overthrow, or conquer: contest;
engagement; battle.

About this Time also the Duke of Lancaster wa to per-
form a Combat, upon a Challenge with a Prince of Bohe-
mia. Raker, Chronicles, p. 123.

My courage try by combat, if thou dar'st

Shak., 1 Hen. VL, L 4.

The combat deepens. On, ye brave,
Who rush to glory or the grave !

Campbell, Hohenllnden.

Single combat, a fight between two; a duel. = 8yn. Con-
Jliet. Contrtt, etc. See battlel.

combatable (kom-bat'a-bl), a. [< combat +
-able; = F. combattablr, etc.] Capable of being
combated, disputed, or opposed.
combatant (kom'- or kumba-tant), a. and n. [<
F. combatant, now combattant, ppr. of combatre,
cnmbattre, combat : see combat, i\] I. a. 1. Con-

tending; disposed to combat or contend.
Their valours are not yet so combatant.

B. Jonmn, Magnetick Lady, ill. 4.

2. In her., same as affronts', but applied only
to ferocious creatures, such as
lions.

Two rampant lions, face to face, arc
said to be combatant.
Rookr of Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra

(ser.), i. gloss., p. 113.

Combatant officer. See officers / the

line, under line.

II. n. 1. A person who com-
bats ; one who engages in battle ;

one who fights, whether in single combat or in
an army or a fleet.

Sound, trumpets ; and set forward, combatant*.
Shale. , Eich. II., I. 3.

A combatant is any person directly engaged in carrying
on war, or concerned in the belligerent government, or

present with its armies and assisting them : although
those who are present for purposes of humanity and re-

ligion as surgeons, nurses, and chaplains are usually
classed among non-combatant*, unless special reasons re-

quire an opposite treatment of them.

Wooltcy, Introd. to Inter. Law, $ 128.

2. A person who contends with another in ar-

gument or controversy.
A controversy which long survived the original combat-

antn. Macaulay.

3. A name of the ruff, Machetes putjnax. See
ruff. 4. In her., a figure drawn like a sword-

player standing upon his guard. Bailey.
combater (kom'- or kum'ba-ter), n. One who
combats, disputes, or contends

;
a combatant.

[Rare.]
Combaterg or fighters. Shencood.

combative (kom'- or knm'ba-tiv), a. [< com-
bat + -ire.] Disposed to combat ; pugnacious;
showing a disposition to fight, contend, or op-

pose.
His flue combative manner. Lamb, To Wordiworth.



combatively

combatively (kom'- or kum'ba-tiv-li), adv. In

a combative manner
; pugnaciously.

combativeness (kom'- or kum'ba-tiv-nes), w.

The character or quality of being combative
;

disposition to contend or fight ; pugnacity. By
phrenologists the word is used to designate one
of the propensities. See cut under phrenology.
comb-bearer (kom'bar"er), n. [A translation

of NL. ctenophorum : see ctenophore."] A cteno-

phore; a comb-jelly; one of the Ctcttophora.

Closely related to idyia is pleurobrachia, one of the com-
monest of the comb-bearers, or Ctenophorse, on the north-

ern coast of the United States. Pop. Set. Mo., XIII. 321.

comb-broach (kom'broch), n. A tooth of a

comb with which wool is dressed.

comb-brush (kom'brush), n. 1. A brush used
to clean combs. 2f. A lady's-maid, or under

lady's-maid. [Eng.j
The maid who at present attended on Sophia was recom-

mended by Lady Bellaston, with whom she had lived for

some time, in the capacity of a comb-bnuh.
Fielding, Tom Jones, xvii. 8.

comb-cap (kom
'

kap), n. In armor, a morion
with a comb. This, like other steel caps, had com-

monly a stuffed or quilted cap worn beneath it to prevent
direct contact with the head.

Good combe-caps for their heads, well-lined with quilted-

caps. Grose, Military Antiquities, 1. 128.

combe, . See comb3 .

combed (komd), a. [< cowH, f., + -P.] Hav-

ing a comb or crest.

And had for his crest a cock argent,
Combed and wattled gules. Longfellow.

combel (kom'bel), n. In her., same &s fillet.

comber1 (ko'mer), n. [< comft1 + -er1.] 1.

One who combs
;
one whose occupation is the

combing of wool, etc. 2. A long curling wave.
We were congratulating ourselves upon getting off dry,

when a great comber broke fore and aft the boat, and wet
us through and through.

R. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 153.

C0mber2
t,

*> and n. An obsolete form of cum-
ber.

comber3 (kom'ber), . [E. dial. (Cornwall). The
resemblance to scomber is accidental.] 1. The
Serranus cabrilla, also called smooth serranus

and gaper, a fish of the sea-perch family, about
a foot long, common on the southern coast of

England. 2. A species of wrasse or Labriis

(L. mactilattis, var. comber), with a white lateral

band from the eye to the caudal fin, found on
tho Cornish coast. Also called comber wrasse.

COmberoust, An obsolete form of cumbrous.

comb-frame (kom'fram), n. A square wooden
frame fitted to a beehive, in which the bees may
construct the comb, and by which the comb can

easily be removed from the hive.

comb-honey (kom'hun'i), n. Honey in or with
the comb

;
unstrained honey.

The bulk of this, however, was sent in jars either as pure
extracted honey or as comb-honey that is, honey bottled
with portions of broken comb remaining in it.

London Times.

combinable (kpm-bi'na-bl), a. [< combine, r.,

+ -able ; = F. combinab'te, etc.] Capable of com-

bining or of being combined ;
suitable for com-

bining.
Pleasures are very containable both with business and

study. Chesterfield.

COmbinableness (kom-bi'na-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being combinable

;
suitableness for

combining. [Bare.]
combinant (kom-bi'nant), n. [< LL. combi-

nan(t-)s, ppr. of combinare, combine: see com-

bine, ?.] In math., a function of the quanti-
ties appearing in a given set of functions which
remains unaltered as well for linear substitu-

tions impressed upon the variables as for linear

combinations of the functions themselves (Syl-

vester, 1853); a covariant which remains unal-

tered when each quantic is replaced by a linear

function of all the quantics (CayJey, 1856).

combinatet (kom'bi-nat), a. [< LL. combina-

tus, pp. of combinare, combine : see combine, .]

Espoused; betrothed. [Rare.]
There she lost a noble and renowned brother ; . . . with

him . . . her marriage-dowry ;
with both her combiimte

husband. Shale., M. for M., iii. 1.

combination (kom-bi-na'shon), n. [= F. com-
binaison = Sp. combination

"
= Pg. combinacuo

= It. combinazione, < ML. combinatio(n-), < LL.
combinare, pp. combinatus, combine: see com-

bine, v.] 1. The act of uniting in a whole, or

the state of being so united; a coming to-

gether so as to form a group, sum, product,
etc.

; especially, the union of related parts in

a complex whole : as, a combination of wheels
and springs in a watch; a combination of ideas;
a combination of circumstances.

1118

All this is but deceit, mere trifles forg'd

By combination to defeat the process
of justice. Beau, and FL, Laws of Candy, v. 1.

2. The whole or complex thus formed; the

product of combining: as, a soft combination
of stops in organ-playing.

It is this glorious pile of mountains which gives to

(iranada that combination of delights so rare in a South-
ern city. Iri

l

in<i, Alhnmbra, p. 121.

Specifically 3. The union or association of

two or more persons or parties for the attain-

ment of some common end; a league: as, a po-
litical or a criminal combination ; success is

possible only through combination.

The Indians and they ... by a generall combination in

one day plotted to subuert the whole Colony.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 70.

4. In chcm., chemical union ; the production of

a chemical compound. 5. In math., the union
of a number of individuals in different groups,
each containing a certain number of the in-

dividuals. Thus, the number of combinations of four

figures taking two together is six (12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 34).

Aggregate combination. See ayi/rei/ate. Chemical
combination, see chemical. Combination borders,
in pn'titinif, types of ornamental designs, of varied char-

acter, intended to be combined or composed so as to form
a complete design on a larger scale. Combination lock.
See lock. Combination pedal, in organs, a pedal which
draws or retires several stops at once. It is single-acting
when it only operates to add to or to subtractfrom the stops

already drawn, and double-acting when it both adds to

and subtracts from the stops already drawn, so as always
to produce a given combination. Combination plane,
a plane having a guide which can be changed from one
side to the other, or adjusted vertically, as required by
the nature of the work. Combination-room, in the

University of Cambridge, a room adjoining the hall, into

which the fellows withdraw after dinner, for wine, dessert,
and conversation. Combination tone. Same as com-
binational tone (which see, under tone}. Commutative
combination. See row mutative. Consecutive com-
bination, in chem., a term applied to the chemical pro-
cess by which a series of compounds are formed from
one another. Thus, by an addition of soda to dihydro-
gen sodium phosphate, dispdium hydrogen phosphate is

formed, and by further addition of soda to this compound
trisodium phosphate is produced. In each case one atom
of basic hydrogen is replaced by the alkali. Heat of
combination. See heat. Laws of chemical com-
bination, the laws which regulate the union of substances

by chemical affinity. See chemical and equivalent. =Syn.
3. I'arty, Faction, etc. (see cabali), alliance, league, set,

clique, coalition, conspiracy, confederation.

combinational (kom-bi-na'shqn-al), a. [< com-
bination + -al.] Of or pertaining to a combi-
nation or to the act of combining ; having the

quality of combining Combinational tone. See
tone.

combinative (kqm-bi'na-tiv), a. [< combinate
+ -ive.] Tending to combine; uniting: in

math., applied to a covariant which is equally
a covariant when for any of the quantics is

substituted a linear function of them. Also

combinatory.
combinatorial (kqm-bl-na-to'ri-al), . . [< com-

binatory + -al.] Concerned with combinations.
Combinatorial analysis, in math., a method of treat-

ing problems in the calculus by reducing them to problems
in combinations. Combinatorial mathematician, one
who has a preference for the combinatorial analysis.

combinatory (kom-bi'na-to-ri), a. [< com-
binate + -ory; = F. coibinatoire.~\ Same as

combinative. Combinatory Imagination, that sort

of fancy which brings into relation objects experienced
independently.
Combine (kom-bin'), v. ; pret. and pp. combined,
ppr. combining. [< ME. combinen = F. com-
biner = Sp. Pg. combinar = It. combinare, < LL.
combinare, unite, join (two things together), < L.

com-, together, + bini, two by two: see binary.'}
I. trans. To associate, unite, or join into a
whole

;
connect closely together.

They rejoice
Each with their kind, lion with lioness ;

So fitly them in pairs thou hast combined.

Milton, P. L., viii. 394.

Thousands of people who perhaps agree only on a single
point can combine their energies for the purpose of car-

rying that single point.
Macaulay, Gladstone in Church and State.

We cannot reduce the world of experience to a web of
relations in which nothing is related, as it would be if

everything were erased from it which we cannot refer to
the action of a combining intelligence.

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 42.

= Syn. To mix, compound, blend.

II. intrans. 1. To unite; coalesce: as, hon-
or and policy combine to justify the measure.

All experience combines to testify against the stability
and working power of "

hazy
"
and amorphous creeds.

H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 322.

Specifically 2. To unite in friendship or al-

liance for the attainment of some common end ;

league together ; join forces ; associate ; coSper-
ate : followed by with.

comburgess
He that loves God's abode, and to combine
With saints on earth, shall one day with them shine.

G. Herbert, Church Porch, st. 73.

You \vith your foes combine. Dryden, Anrengzebe.

3. To unite by affinity or chemical attraction :

as, two substances which will not combine of

themselves may be made to combine by the
intervention of a third.

One of the most important laws in chemistry is known
as the law of combining proportions.

H'. L. Carpenter, Energy in Nature (1st ed.), p. 67.

combine (kom-bin'), M. [< combine, v.] Acom-
bi nation or agreement ; especially, a secret com-
bination for the purpose of committing fraud ;

a conspiracy. [Colloq. and recent; first pub-
licly used in the trial of an alderman for brib-

ery in New York in 1886.]

He believes . . . that trusts, pools, combines, and the

like, are the unconscious agencies of socialism.

Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 802.

combined (kom-bind'), p. a. [Pp. of combine,

i'.] Related as parts of a combination; united

closely; associated; leagued; confederated;
banded.
For insuring the general safety combined action of the

whole horde or tribe was necessary.
//. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 491.

combinedly (kom-bi'ned-li), adv. In a com-
bined manner

;
in a state of combination ;

unit-

edly; jointly.

The flesh, the world, the devil, all combinedly are so

many fierce adversaries. Barrow, Sermons, ii. 30(Ord MS.).

combinementt (kom-bln'ment), n. [< combine
+ -ment.] Combination.

Having no firm combineinents to chayne them together
in their publique dangers, they lay loose to the advan-

tage of the common enemy. Daniel, Hist. Eug., p. 2.

combiner (kpm-bi'ner), n. One who or that

which combines.

This so excellent combiner of all virtues humility.
H'. Montague, Devoute Essays, ii. 186.

combing (ko'ming), . [Verbal n. of comb1
,

i:~\ 1. The act of using a comb. 2. The pro-
cess of carding wool. See card2

,
v. t., and card-

ing-machine. 3. The process of hackling flax.

4. Graining on wood. 5. That which is re-

moved by combing or carding: generally in

the plural: as, the combings of wool or hair.

6t. Hair combed over a bald part of the head.

Artif. Handsomeness. 7. Same as coaming.

combing-machine (ko'ming-ma-shen*), n. A
machine for carding wool. See carding-ma-
chine.

comb-jelly (kom'jeFi), TO. A comb-bearer or

cteiiophore ; one of the Ctenophora.
combless (kom

'

les), a. [< comb1 + -less.']

Without a comb or crest : as,
" a combless cock,"

Sliak., T. of the S., ii. 1.

comb-paper (kom'pa/per), n. Marbled paper
in which the design or decoration is most large-

ly produced by the use of the comb.

comb-pot (kom'pot), . A stove used to warm
the combs employed in preparing long-stapled
wool for worsted. It consists of a flat iron plate heated

by fire or steam, with a similar plate above it, the space
between the two being sufficient to admit the teeth of a

comb.

comb-rat (kom'rat), . A book-name of the

species of the genus Ctenodactylus.
Combretaceae (kom-bre-ta'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Combretum + -acfce.] An order of shrubby
or arborescent polypetalous exogens, allied to

the Myrtacew, and including about 250 species,
natives of the tropics. All possess astringent prop-
erties, which are frequently utilized in tanning ; a few are
cultivated for ornament, and others are fine timber-trees.

The principal genera are Terminalia and Combretum.

combretaceous (kom-brf-ta'shius), a. In bot.,

belonging to or resembling the order Combre-
tacece.

Combretum (kom-bre'tum), n. [NL., < L. com-
bretum.(Pliny), akindof rush: originunknown.]
A large tropical genus of plants of the order

Combretacea, chiefly shrubs. Various species fur-

nish tanning and dyeing materials, and some are culti-

vated in greenhouses for their handsome flowers.

comb-saw (kom'sa), n. A hand-saw used in

cutting combs. It has two blades, one for cutting,
the other to enter the kerf and serve as a spacing-gage to

determine the distance for the next cut. In certain ma-
chine-work circular saws are used, having an intermit-

tent longitudinal motion equal to the spacing-distance of

the teeth.

comburgess (kom-ber'jes), n. [= F. combour-

geois, < ML. comburgensis, a fellow-burgess:
see com- and burgess.'] A fellow-burgess : a term

formerly used in England of one who was a
member or an inhabitant of the same borough
with another, particularly of a member of Par-



comburgess

liament who was a resident of tho boro^h ho
jlmilarra,. ^SfSBSfSS&^

represented. ,,ii.. t i,.. , ,,al. M->- itn,nr.

COmbuStUOUSt (kf>m-bus'<-hus.

rctf. < combust, a., -f-ious, -u-out.]

infiammable.

,...*...,. "AmUtwas'for the most i>.ut slrictly nl-.Tved; i .,. rv ii,. t,> all dii-.intnU,

tlieiiieinbi-iswerogcnerally"'
n cltizenl oreom-oufyufM. As dry <-,,,,,/,i/(iV,i/ matter \* t" fire.

Hiiililis, Const. Hist., i 4i'i. Venus and Adonis, 1. 1162.

combustt(kom-bust'),a. [< ME. combust = Sp. combustive (kom-bus'tiv), . [< combust, a..

ougha

It. eombusto, < L. combmtim, pp. of ciimbiin n .

burn up, consume, < com- (intensive) + "burcrr,

pi-rliaps akin to Skt. ^pnuk, bum; otherwise Thc all.onol ha, become .cetlc acid by the combuttirr

explained as < comb- for com- + urere, burn, = ct| n of the mycoderm.

como
We tame In an hour and a half to an old way cat with

great labour over a Kooky Precipice, and In one hour more
we arrived at Beer.

Jlaundrrll, Aleppo t" Jerusalem, p. 64.

In the Evening Captain Mini-bin and Mr. Richards and
his Wife fame alioard, having Ktaid one night at the F.irl

.

and told me all that had
h;i|.|n-ne,l

to them .1-

Mi, ,</<.. r, \ oyages, II. I. 177.

I pcreeive. In Die book In my hand, that I am con
ilemm -d to die, and after that to come In judgment

M, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 84.

+ -7ir.]~"l. ^Pertaining to or of' the nature of [In this use the sign of the Infinitive ls occasionally omlt-

combustion.

Gr. aleiv, kindle, = Skt. / uk, burn : see aurora,

adust*, easfl.] 1. Burnt.
t materes ami ci.ni;"'"''-.

ted.

The Hyrcanlan deserts ... are aa thr.ughfaren now
Kor prfnc.. to come *. filr

PorUs^ ^ ^ y

. ^ .

Cliaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's 1 .

COmbU8tuOUSt, " 8e tombtistiou*.

. 2. In natron., so near tho sun as to be come (kuin), ''
; pret. came, pp. come, ppr. rnm-

obscured by it, or not more than 8J from it. ,,i(7 . [Karly mod. E. also cum (ppr. also ,/_-
And if I hadde, O Venus fill of myrthe,

Aspcctcs badde of Mars or of Satiirnc,

Or tliou combust or let were in mj liyrthe.

Lady Claud Hamilton, tr. of Life of Pisteur, p. 79.

2t. Disposed to take fir,; combustible. B,, ^S^S^SZ] blgtn^Sor^
present ;

show or put forth : as, the light come*

and gi"'>.
Si mier Is cmiirn and winter gon.

Old Eng. MuceUany, p. 197.

tiiiinli'ii.

'"V L --^ - -

\fl*
""'"" '

'"*. l
)ret - o(ten c

""J.' ^-J S,M.,iflcally-4.t
To sp^or^spring up; acro-

Chaucer, Troilus, 111. 717.

Who can discern those planets that are oft Combust >

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 43.

comen

(>mod.
MM), < AS. ciimiin (ONorth. cuma, cyma, come,

cwomc), contr. of 'ciciman (pret. com, cwom,

pi. comon, cwomon, for *cu-am, pi. "ctcamon,
Combust 93S^a^LJSSSfiSS PP-")" ' -=^^

v,h,ch maltsters cal, coming When it b^nneth there

fttt^MMtVlUJfaM.
Cf. combust, a.] Toinflame

n^ mo(j

'

Fries kommen = MD. D. komen = ,,;,'X"t in this miner, they saie it I, mm,, and th

[In
__. Compare

come1, n., 2, 3, and cowing, n., 3.]

(The barley! vpon the cleane floore on i round heape,
restcth so vntill it lie readlc to shoote at the root* end,

which maltsters call emning. When It t>eglnneth there

with excitement and agitation. ^Q ^ komen = O11G. qucman, chicemtm,

*m,,yM.^ijJj*^lttigjii*i
|

~Wji(1Mg) coman, choman, cuman, kuman, MHG. chomcii,

Q nSame en, <i. 1,-iiiiniirii = Ii'i-l. l:i>mn = 8w.

= Dan. komme = Goth, kuriman (pret.

kiram, pi. kit-cumin, etc., pp. kwumanx), come, =
(for *gvcm-ire) (> F. Pr. Sp. renir =" - =Os-

combustibility (kom-bus-ti-bil'i-ti), n.

as comlinaliblciiess.

combustible (kom-bus'ti-bl), a. and n. [< F.

rnmbuntiblK = Sp. combustible = Pg. combustivel

= It. eombustibile, < L. combustus, pp. of combu-

rere, burn up : see combugt, a.] 1 a. 1 . Capable Qp ^
'

-/gam 'jam = Zend
of taking fire and burning: capable of undergo-

ing combustion : as, wood and coal are combus-
*.-!./ ii..,. Q P.aailv AYpit.pH fifirv: ir^sr.i-
tible. Hence 2. Easily excited ; fiery; irasci-

ble ;
inflammable : said of persons.

Arnold was a combustible character.

Irving, Life of Washington.

forthwith they spread it abroad, first thicke and then

thinner and thinner vpon the said floore, as It commrth.
W. Harrismt, Descrlp. of England.

It Is reported that If you lay a good stock of kernels of

grapes about the root of i vine it will make the vine comr

earlier and prosper better. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

8. To result, (a) To appear as the result or conse-

quence of some act, practice, or operation : used either

alwolutely or with by or o/: u, the butter comet In the

churn ; that comet qf your carelessness.

Usefulness comes by labour, wit by ease. Q. Herbert.

This comet (/judging by the eye. Sir R. L'Kttrange.

Why sure she won't pretend to remember whit she's

ordered not ! ay, this comet o/ her reading !

Sheridan, The Rivals, L .

^iK^TaSm the Gr, ^fi*j* ^S^S^^^^SSS.^^SffSA^
ts, catabasts, acrobat, etc.] I. tntrans. 1.

dev(jtlo|lal cxerclse.

!, quoted In W. E. Hearn's Aryan Household, p. 318.

= 8kt. / gam,
;o.~ A very prol'fio root

>
fr^m the E. word are

derived comely, become, becoming, etc., income,

oncome, outcome, etc. ; from the L., advene, con-

rene, prevene, supervene, convenient, advent, con-

vent, event, invent, prevent, adventure, conventicle,

n. n. A substance that will take flre and ^ ^ ^

burn : as, wood and coal are combustibles ; the
p'rim'a"riTy^ to move with the purpose of reach- ^ t ^

building was full of combustibles. See combus-
; or go ftg to reac l,, a more or less definite

(6) To ^ ^^i or equivalent In result or effect when
li'siii ....II. . wiAiof .if ii liii'li i In- ^1 ii'!t U' (*! lfl_ ..!-..>, t , .....tli..r iir (n tulii With tit

' KM. thfi tHXCR COtllf f"

point, a point at which the speaker is, taken together or In sum : with to : as, the taxes come to
rr ..

'
.. _.

r _. . .f,m . ih.. tnt*\ rmarM tn *K1 c : it coma to the
tlOtl* 1>OII11 USU.H11V i* UUiUU 4U "fiiiViA v** UJJXJN/ .j tnni^n M^VWIIV* m *<.... ... - , -

combustibleness (kom-bus'ti-bl-nes), n. The was or ls ^^^ the time spoken of, or at a large sum; the total co,net to $8i,ooo ; it comet to the

property of being combustible; capability of
hi fl h j present in thought or imagination ; %,!*. befaU- occur- take place

burning or of being burned. Also combustibility. fo moye to> oward< or with the speaker, or to- 6 - T

combustion (kom-bus'chon), n. [< 1 . combus- ward tlie piace present to his thought; advance
tion = Sp. combuxtion= Pg. combustHo= It. com-

,learer in any ,, ; : , n ,,,.,-. and from any distance ;

bustioite, < LL. combustio(n-), < L. combustus,jm- draw nigh ; approach : as, he comes this way ;

of comburere, burn up: see COWOMS<, a.] 1. The he ia comi>,g ; come over and help us.

action of fire on inflammable materials ;
the act

or process ofburning. Chemically considered,combus-

tion is a process of rapicfoxidation caused by the chemical

union of the oxygen of the air, which is the supporter ofcom-

bustion, with any material which is capable of oxidation

that is combustible. H results in the formation of oxygen

compounds, some or all of which may be gaseous and there-

fore Invisible, and in the liberation of energy, which is made
evident by a rise of temperature and often by name or in

Cm to me, ml leofmon. jLneren Riwle, p. 98.

Another with his flnger and his thumb.
Cried, "Via! we wUldo't, come what will come."

Shale., L. L. L., v. 2.

All things come alike to all. EccL u. .

So comet it, lady, you have been mistook.
Snax., T. Ji., v. 1.

And than he sente for the kynge, and he come and 7. To become ; happen to be ; chance to be
And than he sente or e ynge, an e o,

brought Merlyn ; and so the! come riilynge to the abbey,

and herde messe. Merlin (E. E. T. .), I. 52.

A Myle from Klom Jordan, U the Ryvere of Jabothe,

the whiche Jacob passed over, whan he cam fro Meso-

potayme. ilandeville, Travels, p. 103.

Comci me to the Court one Polemon, an honest plalne

certain cases. The term combustion has also been applied

to slow processes of oxidation not attended by high tem-

perature or evolution of light, such as the combustion in

the body which keeps up the animal heat, and the slow

decomposition of animal and vegetable matter in the air.

See eremacausis.

The compression of air renders the combustion of gase-

ous matter less perfect, and, . . . within certain limits at

least, the more rarefied the atmosphere in which tlame

burns, the more complete its combustion.
E. Frankland, Exper. in Chem., p. 901.

Any chemical action whatsoever, if Its energy rise suffi-

ciently high, may produce the phenomenon of combustion,

by heating the body to such an extent that it becomes

luminous. Foumes.

So came I a widow. Shot., 2 Hen. IV., 1L 8.

How came my man in the stocks? Shot., Lear, it 4.

How came you and Mr. Surface so confidential?

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

8+. To be becoming.
"Ne wep nost," he sede, "leue sone, vor yt ne comth

nojt to the." /to*, of Gloucester, p. 420.

9. In the imperative, interjectionally (often

strengthened by. repetition or by the addition

of other emphatic words) : (a) Move along, or

take a hand (with me, or the person speaking) ;

The Lord God will come with a strong hand. Isa, xl. 10. unite in going or acting : as, come, come, let us

Andfome he slow, or come he fast,

It is but death who comes at last.

Scott, Harmion, it 30.

Our royal word upon it,

He comes back safe. Tmnyson, Princess, v.

(Formerly come might be followed by an infinitive ex-

pressing the motion in a more particular manner.

There com go a lite child.

hij'e of St. Cuthbert, quoted in Warton's Hist. Eng. Poetry,

be going !

This is the heir ; come, let us kill him. Mat Hi 38.

Come i. said he to me, let us go a little way up the Fore-

shrouds ; It may be that may make the Ship wear ; for I

hare been doing it before now.
Dampicr, Voyages, II. 111. 64.

(6) Attend ; give heed
;
take notice ;

come to

the point: used to urge attention to what is to

be said, or to the subject in hand.

uproar.
These cruel wars

rlble combustion.
brought all England into an hor-

Come irive me your promise to love, and to marry her

2. To arrive by movement, or m course of pro- dlrectlT. shtridan. The Rivals, ii. i.

gression, either in space or in time : used (o) ab-

solutely, or (6) with to, on, into, etc., before the

point or state reached (equivalent to reach, ar-

rive at), or (<) followed by an infinitive denot-

ing the purpose or object of the movement or

me com..... Raleiyh. arrival : as, he came to the city yesterday ;
two

I found Mrs. Vanhomrigh all in combuttion, squabbling miles further on you will come to a.deepi river

with her rogue of a landlord.

Steift, Journal to Stella, Letter 28.

3. In astral., the state of being combust.

ComtMtton.-The being within 8' SO of the , which

is said to burn up those planets near him, so that they

lose their power. It is always an evil testimony.

W. Lilly, Introd. to Astrology, App., p. S39.

Spontaneous combustion, the ignition of a body by

the internal development of heat without the action ot an

.AtiTiial agent. It not infrequently takes place in heaps
of rags wool or cotton soaki'il with oil, nnd in masses of

iv, t coal In the flrst case it is caused liy the rapid spon-

taneous oxidation of oil, which raises the temperature suf-

ficiently to make it burst into fiame ;
in the second case a

he hash to want; the undertaking to

Come, come, open the matter in brief.

Come now, and let us reason together, saith the Lord.
Isa. 1. 18.

"Come, I say," he remonstrated, "you are taking the

thing too much to heart."
"

Black.

10. To overflow. [Prov. Eng.] - [in the collo-

come Friday, cmne Candlemas, for next I

to consider (or to the consideration of ) the last

point.
That he was rumen that broht us lint.

Metrical Homilies, p. 98.

All the days of my appointed time will I wait, till my
change come. Job xiv. 14.

Ye shall not see me, until the time com* when ye shall

say Blessed is he that cometh In the name of the Lord.
Luke xiil. 35.

I am L'lail you are come so safe from Swisaerland f Paris.

Howell, Letters, 1. vl. 16.

day comes. Certain of the compound tenses of this verb

were once regularly and are still frequently formed with

the verb be Instead of have. See bel,b(c). Comr, with an

adverb or a preposition, enters into a great number of

expressions, some highly idiomatic and requiring separate

definition, and others which retain more obviously the

meaningof their elements. The principal idiomatic phrases

are here given. ) Come on I (o) Come along ; Join me In

going.
"Childe, fin* on with me,
God hase herde thl prayer."
Political Poem,, etc. (ed. Kurnlvill). p. 99.



come
(ft) Approach ; come at me : used in defiance or as n chal-
lenge: as, come on ! I am not afraid of you. [Colloq ]Come your ways, come along; come hither. Shak.
Cut and come again. See cut. To come (an infinitive
qualifying preceding noun), to appear or arrive in the fu-
ture: as, he was thinking of dangers to come.

The prophetic soul
Of the wide world dreaming on things to come.

Shak., Sonnets, cvii.

To come about, (a) To happen ; fall out
; come to pass

arrive : as, how did these things come about' (ft) To turn ;

change ; come round : as, the wind will come about from
west to east ; the ship came about.

On better thoughts and my urged reasons,
They are came about and won to the true side.

B. Jonson, Catiline, iv. 4.

If you were just to let the servants forget to bring her
dinner for three or four days, you can't conceive how she'd
come about. Sheridan, The Rivals, i. 2.

To come across. See across. To come amiss See
mte. TO come and go, to advance and retire; move

back and forth
; alternate

; appear and disappear.
Also for worldly goods they come and no. as things not

long proprietary to any body.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 38.

The colour of the king doth come and go
Between his purpose and his conscience.

Shak., K.John, iv. 2.

fle ! I'll swear her colour is natural : I have seen it
come and go. Sheridan, School for Scandal, ii. 2.

To come around. See to come round, below. TO come
at, to reacli ; arrive within reach of ; gain ; come so near as
to be able to take or possess ; attain : as, we prize those
most who are hardest to come at ; to come at a true know-
ledge of ourselves.

How could a Physician tell the Vertue of that Simple
unless he could come at it, to apply it?

Selden, Table-Talk, p. S9.

The Books . . . were lockt up in Wired cases, not to be
come at without particular leave.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 132.

Tp come away, (a) Naut., to begin to move or yield :

said of the anchor or anything that is being hauled (ft)To part or separate; break off: as, the branch came away
in my hands, (c) To germinate or sprout; come on : as
the wheat is coming away very well. [Eng.l To come
by. (a) To pass near.

The Duke thus syttynge, the sayde p[ro]cessyon come bu
nym, and byganne to passe by aboute .vij. of the cloke.

Sir Jt. Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 9.

(ft) To obtain
; gain ; acquire.

I, as I neuer desired the title, so haue I neglected the
meanes to come by it. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.
In Symoniacall purchases he thinks his Soule goes in the

bargame, and is loath to come by promotion so deare
Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Oraue Diuine.
Examine how you came by all your state.

Dryden, Aurengzebe.
To come down, (a) Literally, to descend.
In comynge doun fro the Mount of Olyvete is the nlace

where oure lord wepte upon Jerusalem.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 97.
We came down into the valley to the bed of the brook

Kedron, which is but a lew paces over, and in many partsthe valley itself is no wider.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 21.

(ft) To be transmitted.

The fact and circumstances of Darius's voyage are comedown to us, and by these very same means.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 466.

(e) Figuratively, to be humbled or abased : as his pride
must come down.

Your principalities shall come down. Jer. xiii. 18.

(a) Theat., to advance nearer to the footlights: opposed
to to go up that is, to move away from the footlightsTO come down on or upon, to descend suddenly upon
pounce upon; treat with severity; take to task- rate'
soundly ; make a violent attack upon.
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The Abbey of Glastonbury, on which Henry VIII In the
language of our day, came down so heavily.

a. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 61.

To come down with, to pay over; lay down, as in pay-ment. [C'olloq.]

Little did he foresee, when he said, "All is but dust !"now soon he would come down with his own. Dickens.
To come down with the dust, to pay the money
[Slang.]-To come high or low, to be expensive or cheap-cost much or little.-To come home, (a) To move toward
or reach one s home or dwelling-place, (b) Naut (1) To
drag or slip through the ground : said of an anchor in heav-
ng up. (2) To reach the place intended, as a sail in hoist-
ing etc. () To go to the heart or the feelings ; touch the
feelings, interest, sympathies, or reason : with to: as his
appeal came home to all.

Come home to men's business and bosoms.
Bacon, Ded. of Essays (ed. 1625).

To come In. (a) To enter, as into an inclosure or a portmake an entrance ; appear, as upon a scene.
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WeU ~known fact that in geological trea-
ses, published not many years ago, mammals were alwaysspoken of as havmgabruptly come in at the commencementof the tertiary series. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 288.

(ft) To submit to terms ; yield.
If the arch-rebel Tyrone . . . should offer to come in.

Spenser, State of Ireland.
Many Citties which till that time would not bend, gave

Hostages, admitted Garrisons, and came in voluntarily
Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

Since this new preaching hath come in, there hath beenmuch sedition. Latimer, Sermon bel. Edw. VI., 1550.
It [the fruit of the date] is esteem'd of a hot nature and

as it comes in during the winter, being ripe in November'
providence seems to have design'd it as a warm food dur-
ing the cold season, to comfort the stomach.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 206.
Silken garments did not come in till late.

Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.
(d) To enter as an ingredient or part ol a compound thing.
A generous contempt ol that in which too many men

place their happiness must come in to heighten his char-
acter-

Bp. Atterburu.
II the law is too mild, private vengeance comes in.

Emerson, Compensation.
(e) To accrue from cultivation, an industry, or otherwise
as profit : as, il the corn comes in well, we shall have a
supply without importation ; the crops came in, light.

Sweet hearts, we shall be rich ere we depart
If fairings come thus plentifully in.

Shak., L. L. L., v. 2.

(/) To calve ; foal : said of cows and mares ru S 1 Tocome in clipping-time. See clippiny-time -To comein for, to arrive in time to take
; be in the way of obtain-

ing; get ; unite with others in getting a share or part of.
Let God be honoured as he ought to be, let Religioncome in for its share among all the things which deserve

encouragement. Stillingfleet, Sermons1,1. vil?
The rest came in for subsidies.

Swift.
They come infor their share of political guilt. Addition.

To come Into, (a) To join with ; bring help to ; also andmore generally, to agree to; comply with ; give in one's
adhesion to; unite with others in adopting: as to come
into a measure or scheme.

Ready to come in to everything that is done for the pub-
Ilck BOOd. Bp. Atterbury.
(b) To acquire by inheritance or bequest : as, to come intoan estate -To come Into one's head, to occur to one'smind accidentally.

Dear Dick, howe'er it comes into his head
Believes as firmly as he does his Creed

'

That you and I, Sir, are extremely great.
Prior, To Mr. Harley.

To come in unto, to lie carnally with. Gen. xxxviii 16
To come In with, to join in suddenly with; break iii

with
; interrupt by means of : as, he came in with a laugh-To come near or nigh, to approach in place; hence]

metaphorically, to approach in quality or degree offer
or bear comparison with

; resemble.

Nothing ancient or modern seems to come near it

Sir W. Temple.
To come of. (a) To issue from

; proceed from, as a de-
scendant.

Adam and alle that comen o/him.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 12.

Ahur,o/whom came the Assyrians.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 44.

Of Priam's royal race my mother came.

(ft)Tore.ultfrom.
Dryden, JEuM.

There can no falsehood come of loving her
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iii. 1.

To come Of age, to attain to the age of legal majoritySee age, 3.-TO come off. (a) To depart; move or turn
away; withdraw; retreat.

We might have thought the Jews when they had seen
the destruction ol Jerusalem would have come off from
their obstinacy. Stillingfleet, Sermons, I. viii.

(b) To escape ; get free.

II they come o/safe, call their deliverance a miracle.
Addison, Travels in Italy.

(c) To emerge from some undertaking or transaction
issue

; get out or away : as, to come off with honor or die-

I know not what danger I undergo by this exploit ;

pray heaven I come well off!
B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 9.

No man gines better satistaction at the,flrst, and come*
off more with the Elogie ol a kind Gentleman, till youknow him better, and then you know him for nothing
Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A Complementall Man.

(d) Tp happen ; take place : as, the match comes of on
Tuesday, (et) To pay over ; settle up.

We hear you are lull of crowns
Will you come off, sir? Massinger.

(f) To leave the shore and approach a ship, as persons in
a boat ; also, similarly, to leave a ship lor the shore or lor
another ship : as, the captain came off in his gig.
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come
I'll bring him the best 'parel that I have,
Come an 't what will. Shak., Lear, iv. 1.

To come on one for (something), to hold him liable or
responsible for (it) ; depend upon him for (it).

The moment Sir Oliver dies, you know, you would come
on me for the money. Sheridan, School lor Scandal, iii. 3.

To come out. (a) To emerge ; depart.
Come nut at her, my people, that ye be not partakers of

her sins. Rev xvjii 4

(ft) To become public ; appear ; be published ; come to
knowledge or notice: as, the truth has come out at last-
this book has just come out.

The Gazettes come out but once a week and but lew
people buy them. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 22.

To read them "as they came out
"
in their evening paper.

Contemporary Rev., LII. 480.

(f) To express one's sell vigorously ; throw off reserve and
declare one's sell ; make an impression : as, he came out
strong. [Colloq. ] (d) To be introduced to general society
in a special sense, in England, to be presented at court :

as, Miss B came out last season, (e) To appear alter
being clouded or obscured : as, the rain stopped and the
sun came. out. (f) To turn, out to be; result from calcu-
lation.

The weight of the denarius . . . comes out sixty-two
grains and lour-sevenths. Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.
To come out Of. (a) To come lorth or issue from figur-
atively, to get through with

; come to the end oi : as, to
come out of prison ; he has come out of that affair very

Unclean spirits . . . came out of many that were pos-
sessed with them. Acts viii. 7.

(ft) To be the issue or descendant of.

Kings shall come out of thee. Gen. xvii. 6.

To come out well or 111, to result favorably or unfavor-
ably ; prove to be good or bad, distinct or blurred, etc as
an undertaking, a print, or the like. To come out with
to give publicity to ; disclose. To come over A With'
over as an adverb. In distillation, to rise and pass' over
as vapor.

Toluene, lor example, nearly always comes over with
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXV. 205.

B. With over as a preposition, (a) To pass above or
across or from one side to another; traverse : as, to come
over a bridge or a road.

Israel came over this Jordan on dry land. Josh. iv. 22.

(ft) To pass from an opposing party, side, or army to that
one to which the speaker belongs, (c) To get the better
of ; circumvent ; overcome ; wheedle ; cajole : as you won't
come over me in that way. [Colloq.]

What a rogue's this !

How cunningly he came over us !

Middleton, Chaste Maid, a 2.

TO come round or around. A. With round OT around
as an adverb, (a) To happen in due course ; be lulfllled
come to pass.

Farewell, my sorrows, and, my tears, take truce
My wishes are come round.

Fletcher (and another). Bloody Brother, v. 2."O od be thank'd !

"
said Alice the nurse,lhat all comes round so just and lair."

Tennyson, Lady Clare.

(ft) To become favorable or reconciled after opposition or
hostility:, as, on second thought he will lorget his angerand come round, (c) To recover

; revive, as alter lainting
regain one s lormer state of health.

B. With round or around as a preposition. To wheedle
or get the better of by wheedling.
The governess had come round everybody.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xl.

To come short, to fail
; be inadequate.

The highth and depth of thy eternal ways
All human thoughts come short, Supreme ol things !

Milton, P. L., viii. 414.

To come short Of, to lail to reach or accomplish attain
or obtain less than is desired.

Men generally come short ofthemselves when they strive
to out-doe themselves.

Bacon, Advancement ol Learning, Prel., p. xi.

All have sinned and come short of the glory ol God.
Rom. iii. 23.

Why, he was afraid that he should come short ofwhitherhe had a desire to go. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 294.
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tot) Be quick ! hurry up !

Come of, and let me ryden hastily.
Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 304.

Ayenie [again] to werk am I sette, and I haste
Come of, let see who be the sharppe penne.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 140.

(A) To cease (fooling, flattering, chaffing, or humbugging);
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handsomely.
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In th' old justice's suit, whom we robb'd latelyWill come off roundly, we'll set him free too.

Middleton, The Widow, Iv. 2.

Did Marwood come off roundly with his wages?
Shirley, The Wedding, iv. 4.

To come on. (a) To advance ; make progress ; thrive ;flourish : as, the plants are coming on ; the young man
comes on well in his studies, (ftt) To result from

; come ol

To come to. A. With to as an adverb, (of) To come to
terms; consent; yield.

What is this, ii my parson will not come to } Swift.
(ft) To recover

; come round
; revive, especially alter laint-

ing. (c) Naut., to turn the head nearer to the wind as
the ship is coming to.

When it came to, the pilot was deceived, and said Lord
be mercilul to us, my eyes never saw this place belore

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 47.

(d) la falconry, to begin to get tame : said ol a hawk.
B. With to as a preposition, (a) To reach ; attain ; re-

sult in : as, to come to rain, to good, to luck.

Thou Wear'st what wealth (he says, spend what thou canst)Thou rt like to come to. B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

P. Hen. Trust me, I am exceeding weary.
Pains. Is it come to that ? I had thought weariness durst

not have attached one ol so high blood.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 2.

If it come to prohibiting, there is not ought more likely
to be prohibited then truth Itself.

Milton, Areopagitica, p. 64.

(ft) To lall or pass to.

The other hall
Comes to the privy coffer ol the state

Sluik., M. ol V., iv. 1.



come

(r) To amount to : as, the taxes com? to a large sum.

Anil now HI tell thee I have promised him
As much an marriage rimf* in, and I lose

Mv honour, if my I*"" i-ceciie* tlie canvas.

Shirley, The Brothers, II. 1.

(dt) To become ; come to be.

This Town of Hamburgh from Society of Brewers la

I'niiii' in a huge ealtliy I'lace. /luirrll, Letters, I. vi. 4.

To come to anchor (formerly In an anchor), to anchor ;

bring up at anrli'ir.

We found It an Island of (1. myles In compaase : within

league of it we came to ait anchor, ami went on shore for

wood and water.

Quoted iii Capi. John Smith'* True Travels, I. 1 in.

We came to an anchor in the port of Siht.

BrUM, Soinre of the Nile. I. MS.

To come to blows, s.e w<nc. -To come to close

quarters Sec i-fiw-. To come to grief, hand, heel,
ete. See the nouns. TO come to nothing, to fail ut-

terly; Kk' 1 no result; prove of no value: as, our efforts

came to within i.

eU
ohl

My going up now to the City was In order to have his (the

lief of the Factory'" I
assistance in the Voyage to Cochin-

lina, Chninpa, or ramlmilia, which Captain NYcldoll had
mtrfved for me; nor was it his fault that It came to no-

ing. Dtniifrifr, Voyages, II. 1. 14.

To come to one's self. (") T. < recover one's senses or

consciousness; revive, lu from a swoon.

When I wan a little come to myself again, I asked him
wherefore he served me so?

Banyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 13!>.

(6) To resume the exercise of right reason after a period
of folly.

When he cam? In himxf/f, he said, How many hired ser-

vants of my father's have bread enough and to spare, iirnl I

perish with hunger ! Luke xv. 17.

To come to pass, to happen ; fall out ; be brought about.

Bvt It came to passe, when fortune fled farre from the

Greekes and Latines, & that their townes florished no
more in tratlcke, nor their Vntuersities in learning, as

they had done continuing those Monarchies.

Puttenhain, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 7.

And It shall come to pan, If t hoi i shalt hearken diligently
unto the voice of the Lord thy God, to observe and to do
all his commandments which I command thee this day,
that the Lord thy God will set thee on high above all the

nations of the earth. Deut. xxviii. 1.

How comes It to pass, that . . . you now adventure to

discover your self? Shirley, Grateful Servant, Hi. 4.

To come to the front. See front. To come to time,
to be ready to go on with a pugilistic contest when

" time
'

is called ; hence, to do what is expected of one ; face diffi-

culties; refuse to back out. (Colloq. I To come true,
to be verified. TO come up. (a) To ascend ; rise.
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Often with an indHiniti< ''

In his sleeves, which were long,
lie had tent\-four packs,

Which was i"llg.

Km Hartf. Plain Language from Truthful James.

3. Natit., to Blacken: with up: as, to conn up
the tackle-fall.

Never come tip all your lower rigging at sea.

Seamanship, p. 490.

To come up the capstan, to turn the cap.-tan t!>

trary way. for the pur|se of slackening the cable on it.

come (kum), . [{ ME. OMM, cwM| eoodag, <

AS. rijnn- = ( >S. /.-//mi = O1IG. chumi, clmm* .

(//nmi, coming, = Icel. k<i/>i, l.rmmt = Dan.

komme; from the verb.] If. Coming; arrival.

But yee cast at his comtne to kee[M-n hym hence,
Vee shall lose your lond A your life also.

Alisaunder of Maccdmnr (K. K. T. S.), 1. 473.

2. [Also coom ; pron. dial, kom or kom.] The

point of a radicle of malted grain, which, after

kiln-crying, drops off during the process of

turning; in the plural, malt-dust. They form
an excellent manure. Also called dm * .

come-at-ability (kum-at-a-bil'i-ti), it. [< come-

comely

a conch, a dining-cowh), both connected with

u Ix-cl, I.'I'IKI:-, put to sleep, < KtioOai, lie

ilnwn, akin to E. Inline), + aotduf, contr. v^of,

liii-iitian uFiA'jr, singing, a singer, awAi/, contr.

y?>i], a song: see Comus and ode.] 1. That
branch of the drama which addresses itself pri-

iv to the BCIISO of the humorous or the ri-

diculous: opposed to Iniyi-ily, which appeals to

the more serioub and profound emotion*. See
ilnnnii and trntji-ily.

Comedy laccor.liiiK I" Ariitotlr ], on the oilier luiiil. Imi-

tates actions of Inferior interest ('neither painful i.

structive "), and eariicd on by character* whose vices are

of a ridiculous kind. A. W. Ward, Lug. Dram. Lit., I. 89.

2. In a restricted sense, a form of the drama
which is humorous without being broadly or

grossly comical : distinguished from farce.

Comedy presents us with tin- imp. rfectlons of human
nature: fan-e entertains us with what U monstrous snd

i ioal ; the one causes laughter In those who can

judge of men and manners, by the lively representation
of their folly and corruption ;

the other produces the same
effect in those who can judge of neither ; and that only by

Its extravagancies. f>r)/</>-, Prcf. to Mock Astrologer.

3. A dramatic composition written in the stylo,__________ _________ ,, .. .

at-able: see -bility.] Att'uinableness; accessi- of comedy ; a comic play or drama. Hence

bility. Sterne. [Colloq. and humorous.] 4. A humorous or comic incident or series of

come-at-able (kmn-at'a-bl), a. [< n>mr + <it + incidents in real life.

-nlilr.
} Capable of being approached or come comelily (kum'li-li), adv. [< ME. comelili, eom-

at
;
that may be reached, attained, or procured, tyli/, eomflely ; < comely, a., + -fy

2
.] In a come-

[Colloq. ana humorous.] ly or suitable or decent manner. Sherwood.

comedian (ko-me'di-an), n. [< F. mmedien (= [Bare.]
I saugh hir daunce so catiu-l'ty.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 847.

____ comeliness (kum'li-nes), ft. [< comely + -ness.']

or GT.'KufitK&f, L. comicus: see comic, comedy.'] The quality_of being comely, (a) Becomlngness ;

1. One who acts or plays parts in a comic

drama, whether male or female. 2. An actor

or player generally.
The quick comedian*

Extemporally will stage us, and present
Our Alexandrian revels. Shalt., A. and C., T. 2.

An adventurerof versatile parts; sharper; coiner; false

witness; sham ball; dancing master; buffoon; poet;
co-

median. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

3. A writer of comedy; a comic dramatist.

Milton. [Now rare.]

Scaliger wllleth us to admire Plautus as a comedian.

Peacham, Of Poetry-

suitableness; fltne

For eumelineti Is a disposing fair

Of things and actions In fifit time and place.
Sir ,/. Daniel, Dancing.

The Social Gilds were founded upon the wide basis of

brotherly aid and moral comelinea, without distinction

(unless expressly specified) of calling or class, and com-

prehended; a great variety of object*.

Enylih Gildt (E. E. T. S.), Int, p. xxvtl.

(6) Handsomeness ; gracefulness of form or feature ; pleas-
ing apjiearance, especially of the person or of any part of It.

It Is not virtue, wisdom, valour, wit,

Strength, comelintM of shape, or amplest merit,

That woman's love can win or long inherit

Hilton, S. A., L 1011.

comedic (ko-me'dik), a. [< comedy + -ic.] Per-

tftining or of the nature of comedy. [Rare.]

Quarterly Her.

[F., fem. of

He that cometh up out of the midst of the pit.
Isa.

(b) To come forward for discussion or action ; arise, (c)
Our best comedic dramas.

To grow ; spring up, as a plant. comedienne (ko-ma-di-en'), n.

It shall not be pruned, nor digged ; but there shall come comddicn : see comedian.]
up briers and thorns. Isa. v. 6. ,

yg comedy _

same as to come to. (e) To come Into use or com.e<lietta (ko-ma-di-et'tS), ,

commedia, a comedy : see comedy.] A dramatic

composition of the comic class, but not so

Ills face, as I grant, In spite of spite,
Has a broad-blown comelineu, red and white.

Teiinynon, Maud, xlii.

It Is the beauty of the great economy of the world that

makes his [the farmer's) comelineu. Emerton, Farming.

fashion.

Since gentlemen came up. Shat., 2 Hen. VI., Iv. 2.

I had on a gold cable hatband, then new come up, which
I wore about a murrey French hat I had.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iv. 4.

TO come upon, (a) To happen on ; fall in with ; as, to

come upon some friends lu the park. (M) To occur to.

This day It cam* upon me to write to Joanna Eleonora

Malane, the noble young woman at Franckfort.

Penn, Travels in Holland, etc.

(c) To fall upon ; attack or assail.

They came upon us In the night,
And brake my bower and slew my knight.

Scoff, Waverley, Ixiil.

To come upon the town, (at) To make one's debut in

town society or as a man about town.

Five-and-twenly years ago Hie young Earl of Kew came

upon the town, which siieedily rang with the feats of his

lordship. Thackeray, Newcomes, x.

(6) To become a charge upon the public for support, as In

a poorhonse : as, she was so poor she feared she would
have to come upon the foiwi. Also to come upon the parish.

To come up to, to attain to ; amount to.

An actress who comelingt(kum'ling).. [< ME. cameling, cume-

linij, cumting (= OHG. chomeling, chumelinc), an

[It., dim. of

much elaborated as a regular comedy, and gen-

erally consisting of one or at most two acts.

Giving his comedietta or farce as a lever du rideau.

The American, VII. 173.

comediographert (ko-me-di-og'ra-fer), n. [<

Gr. nafHtrfioypaipoc,, a comic writer, < KU/II

comedy, + ypafytiv, write.] A writer of come-
dies. Coles, 1717.

comedo (kom 'e -do), .; pi. comedones (kom-
c-do'nez). [L., a glutton, < comedere, eat up,
< com-(intensive) + cdere = 'E. eat.] A small,

worm-like, black-tipped mass, such as may
sometimes be squeezed out of the sebaceous

follicles of the face. It is usually simply the re-

tained secretion of the morbid gland, but may include,

contain, or be caused by the presence of a minute acarid,

Demodex Jolliculorum.

Comedones are also well exemplified in the small, punc-

tate, blackish points which exist here and there upon the

forehead and elsewhere. Duhring, Skin Diseases, pi. E.

Same as comedo.
come ySXSSSS?

" ity.S" w. T., n. i. comedon (kom'e-don), n.

To come up to the mark, scratch, or chalk, to come
to some mark or line where one ought to stand, especially
lo Ihe scratch or line from which a race starts ; hence, to

meet one's engagements ; do what one is expected to do.

To come up with, (a) To overtake in following or pur
suit.

We came up with a party of men, who belonged to the

sheik of Samwata.
Pocockf, Description of the East, II. i. 77. -

. ,. . ...

;6) To get even with ; pay off., score u.n ,

punish^ '^dy
(kome-da

^^pl.^*c,(^

incomer, comer, < comen, cumen, come,
A comer ; an incomer ;

a new-comer ;
a stranger.

To cumljmaft do yee right, na suike [deceive].

For ouilum war yee seluen slike.

Cursor ilundi, I. 67S5.

So that within a whyle they began to molest the home-

lings (for so I find the word Indlgena to be Englished In

an old book that I have, wherein advena is translated also

> a comeliny). lloUnslted.

a
comely (kum'li), a. [Early mod. E. also cam-
He ; < ME. comly, citnily, cumlich, < AS. cymlic

(= MD. komlick, komelick = MHO. komelih,

gomelih), fit, comely, < cyme, fit, suitable, come-

ly (<cum<tn, come), +-Kc, -ly
1

. For the thought,
cf. become, suit, becoming, suitable, comely, and

convenient, < L. convenience, agreeing, suit-

able, convenient, < convenire, come together:
both become and convenient containing ult. the

element come (= L. venire): see become, conve-

nient.] 1. Decent; suitable; proper; becoming;
suited to time, place, circumstances, or persons,

xit blame I no bume to be, as him oujte,
In comliche clothlnge as his stall axith.

Richard the Reddest, ill. 174.

As long ago as the middle of the 17th century II was
known that an animal inhabited the comedon, a hard, in-

flamed tubercle which appears on the forehead and skin,

especially of young men. Anvr. Cyc., VI. 694.

comedones, . Plural of comedo.

come-down (kum'doun), n. A fall or downfall,
in a figurative sense ;

a sudden change for the

worse in one's circumstances
;
a set-back.

(41

lolly or" mischief) : as, you will get i

When all comes to all. See all.

commedy
nen au comes to an. aee ow. Dan. komedie = Sw. komedi. < OF. comedie, F.

II. tr<tns._l. To become; befit; suit. [Now comedie = Pr. Sp. Pg. comedia = It. commedia,
< L. comcedia, < Gr. Ku/tuiia, a comedy, < nufu?-

rorche. ioc, Boeotian Ku//afw)6f (> L. comosdus), a comic
only prov. Eng.]

No suche idell games It ne cometh the to

Life of St. Cuthbert, quoted in Warton's Hist Eng. Poetry, actor, a comic writer, < nu/iof, a festival, fes-
'* 14 '

tal procession, carousal, revel (otherwise < Mi-

act
; practise ; play the part of.

/in, a village, which is prob. akin to
KU^OC,

the2. To do;
[Slang.]
So you think to come the noble Lord over me. Lever.

Don't come tricks here. Slang Diet.

71

festival icUjUof originating ev K&/UU?,, in villages,
or rather perhaps because icauof was orig. a

banquet (at which the guests reclined; cf. n/.ivti,

Is It comely that a woman pray unto God uncovered ?

1 Cor. xi. IS.

Bashful sincerity, and comely love.

Shot., Much Ado, iv. 1.

The comely Prostrations of the Body, with Genuflection,
and other Acts of Humility In time of divine Service, are

very Exemplary. Homll, Letters, Iv. So.

2. Handsome ; graceful ; symmetrical ; pleas-

ing in appearance : said of tne person or of any
part of it, and also of things.

He led him to a comly hille.

The Erthe opened, and In thay yodf.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 99.

A cumlif countenance, with a goodlie stature, geueth
credit to learning. Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 89.

I have seen a son of Jesse, ... a comely person.
1 Sam. xrt 18,

You would persuade me that yon are old and ugly

nol at all ; on the contrary, when well-dressed and cheer-

ful, you are very comely Indeed.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xrv.

=8yn. 2. Handsome, Pretty, etc. See btaut\ful.



comely 1122

COmelyt (kum'li), mlr. [< ME. comely, comly,
comliche, cttmliche, < AS. cymlice, adv., < cym-
lic, adj. : see comely, u.~\ Suitably or fittingly ;

gracefully ; handsomely ;
in a pleasing manner.

Upon a day Oawein cum fro huntynge, and clothed
MMW in

His markets the best ordered for prices of comestible ware,
. . . any flesh or fish at a rated price, every mm-ninc.

Sir H. Wottun, Reliquiie, p. 240.

II. H. An eatable; an edible; an article of
food.

comfort

pertaining to a comet or comets
;
of the nature

of a comet.

tin in ji robe that \\as \vjirme as a robe for the wynter.
Merlin (E. E. T. IS.), i'i. 181.

To ride cum-'///. Axcttam, The Scholemaster.

COmenH. A Middle English form of the past J

n
5.* ^

ko
/

m
,'j

participle (and infinitive) of come.

comen2
t, and r.

roniiiioii.

Wine, wax lights, comestible*, rouge, Ac., would go to
the deuce if people did not act upon their silly principles.

There seems to be ... little relation between the di-

rection of the major axes of eometary orbits and the di-

rection of the solar motion in space.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 04.

II. .
; pi. cometaries (-riz). A cometarium.

omet-finder (kom'et-fin"der), . In astro**.,
a telescope of low power, but with a wide field,

utivc/ ui. </</>(. ,
- ". used to search for comets. Also called comet-

A Middle English form of ko"'ee
l

t
/*;

Dan -

,

bw - *"'' < L. cometa, also geelier.
cometes, < Gr. Ko/ut/Ti/f (with or without UOT///J, cometj (

[< ME. comete, < AS. ctnne-

te = F. comete = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. cometa = D.

come-off (kuui'of), n. Means of escape; eva-

sion; excuse: as. we can do without this come-

off. [Bare.]
It would makt' OIK- grin to bee the author's come-oft from

tin's iind the rest of the charters in this time.

Roger Xorth, Examen, p. 644.

COme-OUter (kuui'ou'ter), H. Literally, one who
comes out

; hence, one who abandons or em-
phatically dissents from an established creed,

opinion, custom, sect, etc.
;
a radical reformer,

especially as to religious doctrine or practice.
[Slang, U. S.]

I am a Christian man of the sect called Come-outers.
Iliiliuurtan (Sam. Slick), Human Xature.

L K is orthodox, and you are a kind of come-
outer, but you will like each other for all that.

S. Bowles, in Merriam, I. 209.

comephorid (ko-mef'o-rid), . A fish of the

family CotHtpkoritUt,

Comephoridae (kom-e-for'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Comephonu + -Ida;."] A family of acanthop-
terygian fishes, typified by the genus Comepho-
I'lis. The body is elongate and naked, the head large with
a depressed produced snout, the mouth deeply cleft and
with teeth on the jaws and palate ; there are 2 dorsals,
the second long like the anal, and no ventrals. Only one
-species is known, Couteplioru-s baikalensia.

Comephorus (ko-mef 'o-rus), n. [NL. (Lace-
pede, 1800), < Gr. ndfa/, hair (see coma2 ), +
-$6po, -bearing, < 0fpEv = E. frear1.] The typ-
ical genus of fishes of the family Comephoridat,
the only known species of which is confined to
Lake Baikal in Siberia. It is about a foot in

length, and very oily.
comer (kum'6r), n. One who comes

;
one who

approaches, or has lately arrived : often applied
to things.

Now leave those Joys unsuitlng to thy age,
To a fresh coiner, and resign the stage. Dryden.

All comers, every one that comes
; everybody, without

exclusion or barring : as, a competition open to all comers.

The renowned champion . . . has published a defiance
to the world, and offers to prove it against all coinen.

Stittingfleet.

comerancet, . An obsolete form of cumbrance.
comeroust, . An obsolete form of cumbrous.
comes (ko'mez), .

; pi. comites (kom'i-tez). [L.
(ML. NL.), a companion, >ult. E. count2

, q. v.]
1. In ancient Rome and the Roman empire, a

companion of or attendant upon a great per-
son

; hence, the title of an adjutant to a pro-
consul or the like, afterward specifically of the
immediate personal counselors of the emperor,
and finally of many high officers, the most im-
portant of whom were the prototypes of the me-
dieval counts. See count2 . 2. [ML.] In early
and medieval usage, a book containing the epis-
tles to be used at mass ; an epistolary ;

more
specifically, the ancient missal lectionary of the
Roman Church, containing the epistles and gos-
pels, and said to have been drawn up by St. Je-
rome. Hence 3. [NL.] In music, the repeti-
tion of the subject or "dux" of a fugue by the
second voice at the interval of a fourth or fifth.
Also called consequent, or answer. 4. [NL.] In
anat., a vessel accompanying another vessel or
other structurecomes nervl Iscbiadici, the ar-

tery accompanying the great sciatic nerve. Comes nervi
phrenici, a branch of the mammary artery accompanying
the phrenic nerve. Venae comites (companion veins),
the usually paired veins accompanying many of the
smaller arteries of the body, as the ulnar, radial, or bra-
chial.

comessationt (kom-e-sa'shon), . [< L. comes-
satio(n-), prop. comissatio(n-), < conmsari, pp.
comlssatus (often written, on account of an
erroneous etym., comess-, comment-, commens-,
commiss-, etc.), revel, make merry, < Gr. icufid-

(etv, go in festal procession, revel, make merry,/ ,-...

of) festal procession, revel, etc. : see cow-

star), a comet, lit. long-haired (so called from
the appearance of its tail), < noftdv, wear long
hair, < KU//, hair: see coma2

.'] 1. One of a class
of celestial bodies which move about the sun
in greatly elongated orbits, usually elliptical or

parabolic. The typical comet, as it approaches the sun,

Comet of Donati, October 3d, tBsa

( From " Annals of Harvard Observatory." )

cometic (ko-met'ik), . [< comet + -ic.] Of or

pertaining to a comet, or to comets in gener-
al; cometary: as, cometic forms

;
cometic move-

ments.
Others [nebuht'J of the cumetic shape, with ji seeming

nucleus in the centre, or like cloudy stars surroiindrd
uitb a nebulous atmosphere.

A. 31. Clerke, Astron. in 19th Cent., p. 28.

cometographer (kom-et-og'ra-fer), 11. [< eom-

etngmplti/ + -fi'l.] One who describes comets.

cometography (kom-et-og'ra-fi), n. [= F. eo-

metof/rujiJiie = Sp. con/ctiiffi'tifiit = Pg. rinetii-

yraiiltia, < Gr. Kofit/ri/f, a comet, + -; pa<j>ia, <

;/ja0ta', write.] A description of or treatise on
comets.

cometology (kom-et-ol'o-ji), H. [= F. come-

tologie, < Gr. mi/ir/ryc. a comet. + -/.o; ia, < 'Acyeiv,

speak: see -oloij//.] The scientific investiga-
tion of comets.
comet-seeker (koin'ct-sf- ker). //. Same as

riiiiict-finder.

comfit (kum'fit), n. [Earlv mod. E. also dim-
fit ; < ME. conjit = D. ko'njijt, < OF. eoiifit, F.

confit = Sp. confite (after F.) = Pg. confeito= It. confetto, a confect, < L. eoiifcrtns, pp. of

coiificcre, put together, prepare, > OF. ennfirc,
F. confire, preserve, pickle: see confect, n. (a
doublet of comfit), and confcct, r.] Any kind
of fruit or root 'preserved with sugar and dried;
a ball of sugar with a seed in the center; a
bonbon.

extended away from the sun into a stream of light (the
tail) reaching a length of from 2 to 90 . Comets which
follow a parabolic orbit appear but once, their orbit being
infinite, and are called parabolic comets ; those moving in

ellipses return periodically, and are called periodic comet*.
The fact of the periodicity of some comets was first estab- COmfltt (kum'fit),

Also brandrels or pepyns with curawey in confutes.
Babees Honk (E. E. T. S.), p. 16B.

A little child came in to ask for an ounce of almond
comfits (and four of the lame kind which Miss Matty sold

weighed that much). Mrs. Vaskell, C'ranford, xv.

i: t. [< comfit, n. Cf. con-

feet, r.] To make a comfit
with sugar.

of; preserve dry
lished by Halley with reference to the comet of 1682. The
paths in which they move are not, like those of the plan-
ets, all nearly in the same plane as the orbit of the earth,
but are inclined to that orbit at all angles : and their mo-
tion along their paths, though generally direct, that is, in
the same direction as that of the earth and the other plan-

clelis

8

; TnclViTu thelS with eve^onTwhi'le^t isstili COmfltUret (kum'fi-tur), n. [< comfit + -we. Cf.

very remote, when it appears as a mere nebulous patch.
In this state it is called a telescopic comet. As it approaches
the sun, the nucleus is gradually formed as a central but
not sharply defined point of light ; later, the tail, consist-

Ing of vaporous matter driven back by some repellent in-

fluence of the sun, often with enormous velocity, is formed : comfort (kum'fert) r t
and lastly, if the comet is a bright jne, a series of bright
envelops rise successively from the nucleus, each extend-
ing back into the tail, and gradually disappearing. The ?**"* wuj vi wi<,, ww/w *<-, I^MH/T/J tc/t, N .n^ .

matter of which comets are composed is so transparent cunforter, OF. (and F.) conforter = Pr. Sp. Pg.

The fruit which does so quickly waste . . .

Thou comfitrst in sweetn to make it last.

Cvwley, The Muse.

------
. . w . , , L 2*

confecture.'] Same as comfit.

From country grass to coiitjitures of court,
Or city's quelque-choses, let not report
My mind transport. Donne, Love's Vsury.

[Early mod. E. also

cumfort; < ME. comforten, cumforten, comfortJimi,
earlier conforten, count forten, counforten, < AF.

that the faintest stars are seen through them without the
slightest diminution of their luster. Of their physical con-
stitution little is definitely known. The most remarkable
discovery of recent times regarding them is the Identity
of the course of some of them with the orbit of certain
showers of shooting stare. This was first demonstrated
by the Italian astronomer Schiaparelli, who proved the
agreement between the orbit of the great comet of 1862
and that of the star-shower seen annually about August
Ist-lOth. Very remarkable comets appeared in 1456, 1680
1811, 1841, 1858(Donati's), 1861, and 1874. They have always
been objects of superstitious fear. See cut under envelop.

Canst thou tear-less gaze
(Euen night by night) on that prodigious Blaze,
That hairy Comet that long streaming Star,
Which threatens Earth with Famine, Hague, and War?

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 1. 2.

2. In her., same as blazing-star. 3. One of a
group of humming-birds with long forked tails:

as, the Sappho comet, Cometes sanpho; the
Phaon comet, Cometes phaon. 4t. A game of

cards, somewhat like speculation, invented and
popular in the reign of Louis XV. of France.
What say you to a poule at comet at my house?

Sontheriie.

Comet wine, wine made in any of the years in which
notable comets have been seen, and supposed in conse-
quence to have a superior flavor.

The old gentleman yet nurses some few bottles of the
famous comet year (i. e. 1811), emphatically called comet
mint. London Times.

*dy.l Feasting or reveling. cometarium (kom-e-ta'ri-um), ,.; pi. cometa-
Dnnikentcomvaaton,. Bp. Hall, Free Prisoner, i 3. ria ( .g,). [NL., neut. of cometarias t see come-

comestible (ko-mes'ti-bl), a. and . [< F. co- tary.] An astronomical instrument intended
mestibte = Sp. comestible = Pg. comestivel = It. to represent the movement of a comet in that
commesttbile, < LL. comestibilis, eatable, < L. part of its orbit which is near the sun.
comesttui, usually comesws, pp. of cotnedere, eat eometary (kom'e-ta-ri), a. and n. [= F. come-
up, consume, < com- (intensive) + edere = E. taire = Sp. Pg. It. cometario, < NL. cometarius,

< L. cometa, a comet: see comet.'] I. a. Of or

up, consume, com- (intensi
eat,] I. a. Eatable; edible.

confortor = It. confortare, < ML. confortare,
strengthen, fortify, < L. com-, together, + for-
tis, strong: see force, fort."] If. To give or
add strength to ; strengthen ; fortify ; invigo-
rate; corroborate.

Thenne hadde Pacience. as pilgrimes hauen in here poke
vitailes,

Sobrete and s) mple-speche and sothfast-byleyue,
To comforty hym. Pier* Plowman ((.'), xvi. 188.

The evidence of God's own testimony, added unto the
natural assent of reason, . . . doth not a little comfort
and confirm the same. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i.

2. To soothe when in grief or trouble ; bring sol-

ace or consolation to; console; cheer; solace.

They bemoaned him, and comforted him over all the
evil that the Lord had brought upon him. Job xlii. 11.

Comfort your sorrows ; for they do not flow
From evil done. Tennyson, Guinevere.

It would be thy part
To comfort me amidst my sorrowing.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 361.

3. To relieve, assist, harbor, or encourage : in

late, used especially of the conduct of an acces-

sory to a crime after the fact. =syn. 2. To revive,

refresh, inspirit, gladden, animate.

comfort (kum'fert), n. [Early mod. E. also cum-

fort; < ME. comfort, cumfort, comfortJi, comford.
cumford, coumfort, earlier confort, kttnfort, < AF.
cunfort, OF. (and F.) confort=Pr. confort, cofort
= OSp. conforto, Sp. confuerto = Pg. It. con-

forto, comfort; from the verb.] 1. Strength;
support; assistance; countenance; encourage-
ment : now only a legal use : as, an accessory
affords aid or comfort to a felon.

And whan he [the king] wiste that Merlyn was come, he
was gladde, and thought in his herte that now he sholde
haue courtfort. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 92.



comfort

2. Relief in aflliction, sorrow, or trouble of any
kind; support ; solace; consolation: as, to bring

comfort to the afflicted.

There shal the! fyn.l.- <-<.n(<.ri of Chrlstes magnificence.

./,,,',.,,/,
,./ 4rinatMi(I. !:. 'i

1

. *->, p. w.

Hcil r..nirli queen.- >'iiin furl of care !

Ihiniiix I" Violin, etc. (K. E. T. 8.), p. 4.

3. A state of tranquil or moderate enjoyment,
resulting from the satisfaction of bodily wants

and freedom from care or anxiety ; a feeling or

state of well-being, satisfaction, or content.

A welle of yoo.l frcsshc water, wUohfl WM modM to OUT

nimfortli. N.i- /.'. liiiiilliinli'. I'ylgrymiiiie, p. 17.

llonie-liorn. heartfelt comfort, rooted strong
In Industry, ami bearing such rare fruit

As wealth may never purchase. /.. // .sv
;
;.ii/, .-./

They knew luxury ; they knew beggary ; but they n.v. i

knew comfort, \i,i,',ini:i,i. i;.,-. !) i Johnson.

4. That which gives or produces the feeling of

welfare and satisfaction ;
that which furnishes

moderate enjoyment or content.

To pass conilnodionslv this lit.', sustain . I

By liim with many <"(/. .('*. Milion. P. l..,\ lo-i

Our creature comfort*. M. lli'nrii. Comment. I's. xxxvli.

Our ehiffest 1-1:111 furl is the little i-hild.

Tciiniimn, Princess, V.

5. Same as eomfiirtalih: Cold comfort, see ,-.,;./.

Out of comfort*, in trouble ;
in distress.

I hearing the fellow so forlorn.- and mil ../>.. i,i/..rf with

hia luggage KIIVI- him . . . three halt' pence.
Sash, llaue with you to Saffronwaldcii.

= Syn. Comfort, Connotation. Solace, relii-f. succor, eaae,

help. Comfort has a range of meaning not share,! by the

others, approaching that of pleasure, butof the ipm t, <lnr

able, satisfying, heart-felt sort, meeting the needs most

felt; as contrasted with connotation, it ordinarily applies
to smaller or less known griefs, an. I is more jMsitive and

tender, and less formal. As contrasted with solace, com-

fort ami i-iiiifinttitinn may or m:iy not proceed from a l>er-

son, while solace is got from things. Comfort may be

merely physical; consolation and xoiace are spiritual.

Alas I to-day 1 would give everything
To see a friend's face, or to hear a voice
That had the slightest tone of comfort In it !

l.onufrlloie, Judas Maccabicus, iv. 3.

He who doth not smoke hath either known no great

griefs, or refuseth himself the softest connotation, next to

that which conies from heaven.

llnlm-r, What will he Do with it? 1. .

Seeking but to borrow
From the trembling hope of morrow,
Solace for the weary day.

Whittier, The Ranger.

comfortable (kmn'fer-ta-bl), . and n. [Ear-

ly mod. E. also citmfortttblc ; < ME. comforta-

ble, confortable, < OF. confortable, comfortable,
F. confortable, affording help or consolation, <

conforter, strengthen, help, comfort: see coro-

fort, v., and -able.] I. a. 1. Being in a state

of ease or moderate enjoyment, as after sick-

ness or pain ; enjoying contentment and ease

or repose.
We took hasty counsel as to moving and making com-

fortable the more desperately injured.
J. K. Ilomner, The Color-Guard, xll.

Kor, something duller than at first,

Nor wholly comfortable,
I sit, my empty glass reversed,
And thrumming on the table.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof

2. Cheerful ; disposed to enjoyment.
His comfortable temper has forsook him.

Ska*., T. of A., 111. 4.

Be comfortable and courageous, my sweet wife.

T. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 438.

3. Attended with or producing comfort ;
free

from or not causing disquiet of body or mind :

as, to be in comfortable, circumstances.

Who can promise him a comfortable appearance before

his dreadful judge? Simth.

Secure in ignorance, he entertained a comfortable opin-
ion of himself, and never doubted that he was qualified
to Instruct and enliven the public.

Giford, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. Iv.

4. Giving comfort; cheering; affording help,

ease, or consolation ;
serviceable, (n) of persona.

[Obsolete or archaic.]

A comly prince he was to loke vppon,
Anil therwith [all] right good and honorable,
And In the feld a knyght right comfortable.

Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.), I. 2212.

Be comfortable to my mother, your mistress, and make
much of her. tsliak.. All's Well, 1. 1.

Saints. I have rebuilt

1 1 -J3

aging chariir1,-r< Mat. xl. 28: John Hi. 16; I 'Inn. I. K, : I

John ii. I), f-.ll.iw IIIK the Absolution, and pi.>..liii_- ti

Snrsilni (..r. la. Tln-y were first Introduced, apparently
from the "Consultation ..f Archbishop Hermann of '

logn, -(l.'^.'l), in the order of the Communion of :

uilirll, U it). 111. . nn!' --H.H HI. I A I 'Solution. 111. Y Illl

between Consecration andCommnni"n. I.. nr_- iniin.-.liatcl.v

followed by the Pray, r of llillnl.lc Access. = Syn. 3

II. H. A thickly wadded and quilted bed-
cover. AI-M niinl'ii-i and

I'liiiifni
-ti r. [U. S.]

comfortableness (kum'fer-ta-iil-ues), n. The
state of being comfortable.

comfortably (kum'fer-ta-bli), mlr. In a corn-

manner, (a) with ea.se or comfort : as, to

(6) Of things.

Rijte as contrtcioun is confortable (hinge, conscience wote

wel,

K. fresh the patients, and transfer them roiafnrinnln to

the boats for I'.aton lloiigf.

J. K. /liamrr, The Color-Guard, xll.

(M) With chccrfnlneu.

U nli Unit anon Clarlonas be ganne
To take hir chere in..r epnAnoNv,
NntwItlixtiMidyng she was IK.the pale and wanne.

i,
1

- -. I
-

I. I. T.M.

(c) In a manner to give comfort or consolation.

Speak >.- >'i>iiif'>rtiilitii to .!.-! nsalein. Isa. xl. 2.

COmfortativet (kum'fer-ta-tiv), a. and n. [= F.

riiH/iirtntil'= Pr. confortatiti = Sp. Pg. It. r-
fortatiro, < ML. as if

" confor tati rii.i, < roiifurtn-

tux, pp. of confortarr, strengthen, help, com-
fort: see comfort, r., -atr 1

, and -in-.] I. n.

Tending to promote ease or comfort; capable
of making comfortable.

The lime that llth in Ills liertc maketh hym lyjte of

speche,
And is companable and mnfnrtaltifn CryA bit b>n.

/'/..< J'/tinlll (H), XV. -Jl.'i.

It is necessarle that tho thingis that schal cure this sijk-

nes be temperate, hoot, and moist, and a litil attractyue,
and to the synous confortatyiic.

Book of Quinte Kumnce (ed. Fumivall), p. 16.

The odour and smell of wine Is very comfortatioe.
Time's Storehouse, p. .188 (Ord M8.).

II. n. That which gives or ministers to com-
fort.

The two hundred crowns In gold ... as a cordial and

comfortatice I carry next my heart.

Jarri*, tr. of Don Quixote, II. Iv. 6.

comforter (kum'fer-ter), . [Early mod. E.

also cumforter ; < comfort + -er1 .] 1. One who
comforts or consoles; one who supports and

strengthens the mind in distress, danger, or

weakness.
I looked ... for comforters, but I found none.

Ps. Ixtx. 20.

This very prayer of Christ obtained angels to be sent

him, as comforter! in his agony.
Hooker, Ecclen. Polity, v. 48.

2. [cap.] The Holy Spirit, whose office it is to

comfort, strengthen, and support the Christian.

But the Comforter, which is the Holy Ghost, whom the

Father will send in my name, he shall teach you all

things. John xiv. 28.

3. A knitted or crocheted woolen scarf, long
and narrow, for tying round the neck in cold

weather. 4. Same as comfortable. [U. S.]

comfortful (kum'fert-ful), a. [< comfort +
-ful, 1.] Full of comfort. KuskiH.

comfortless (kum'fert-les), a. [Early mod. E.

also cumfortless, < ME. comforteleg, coumfartless;
< comfort + -less.] Without comfort; destitute

of or unattended by any satisfaction or enjoy-
ment, (a) Of persons.

I will not leave you eam/ortlea. John xiv. 18.

(Ii) Of things.

Yet shall not my death be comfortlc*s.
Sir P. Sidney.

Where was a Cave, ywrought by wondrous art,

Deepe, darke, uneasy, dolefull, comfortlesse.

Spenser, F. Q., I. v. 36.

comfortlessly (kum'fert-les-li), adv. In a com-
fortless manner.
comfortlessness (kum'fert-les-nes), n. The
state or quality of being comfortless.

comfortmentt (kum'fert-ment), M. [< comfort
+ -meat; = Sp. confortamiento, < ML. conforta-

mentum, < confortare, comfort. See comfort, r.]

The act of administering comfort; entertain-

ment.
Gracious and fauourable letters ... for the gentle COM-

fortmenl and entertainment of the saide Ambassadour.
Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 288.

comfortress (kum'fer-tres). n. [< comforter +
-ess.] A woman who affords comfort. [Kare.]
To be your comfortress, and to preserve you.

B. Jonson, Volpone, ill. 6.

coming
'

1,. rniiiiriniirr. strengthen : we i-initinii.

<'f. miiK'iliild.) A name given to several Euro-

peau and Asiatic plants of the genus Nymyt/iy-
IIIIH. natural order Jlnriii/iinii < n . n. i,,t ,,f u,,.

lolnnion <omfrc>, .S. <</fin'ml/r, oft.-n .'illtivat. .1 in Aln.Ti
can garil.-n.->

i usi-it m .1. > .wtiotj

in .|\-nt<-! > . rlnonl<- Mian I! HUA fonnfrly In

M-!i i. nut. a* K vulni-rary, an.! henre als.. called bruinf-

iciirt. The prickly < i^i-nm um, tronith

4-aMls, IftDOWKNMWlMtwiaelj < nltlvuU-d as a forage-plant.
See SyittitfiifttiHt.

h.-iU-, consolida major, it minor .li.'itnr

ilyy (var. ilayseys), /' ...... ft ''" p. 97.

Contirr [read toiijirr] [K. !,
til,- ln-rli ri>//i/vi/, roii!>onn<l

ass ear, kniti.a.'k, hackwort. Cotgratr.

Saracen's comfrey, the ragwort, Stnrcio Jarobaa.

Spotted comfrey. Hi. luni:n..it, /-"liiumaria aftcinalit.
Wild comfrey, "file I mt.. I stat, Cynagtouvu.

comic (kom'ik), n. and n. [= F. eomiuiie = Sp.
comico= Pg. It. rnmirii = 1). komii-k = Sw. knanl.

(cf. G. komixch = Dan. komixk), < L. rmiiirun, <

Gr. Kufintuc,, prop, of or pertaining to revelry or

festivity, being the adj. otitu/iof, revelry, festiv-

ity (see ('omu.i), but used as equiv. to the earlier

M.II>VM
, of or pertaining to comedy, <

nufii^ia,
comedy: see comedy.] I. a. 1. Pertaining or

relating to or of the nature of comedy, as dis-

tinct from tragedy. See comedy and drama.

I'liy tragic muie give* nullrs, thy rinnir. Bleep. Dryden.

2. Raising mirth; fitted to excite merriment.

[Now more commonly comical. J

Mirthful comic shows. Shiik., 3 Hen VI., v. 7.

A c*nnick snlijt-ct loves an humble verse. Aoteommou.

Comic opera, a light. harmonious opera, ns.mlly con-
_ of detached niovemenUwlth more or lew dialogue.

See opera.- Comic song, a Unlit, humoroiu, or grotoque
Honjr or hallatl. naiially oewriptive.

II. n. A comic actor or singer; a writer of

comedies ;
a comical person.

As the comic saith, his mlud was In the kit. hm.
i'rquhart, tr. of Rabelais.

My chief business here this evening was to speak to my
friends 111 behalf of honest Cave I'nderhlll, who has been
a comic for three generations. Toiler, No. 22.

comical (kom'i-kal), it. [< comic + -a/.] 1.

Of or pertaining to comedy. [Now more com-

monly comic.']

They deny It to lie tragical because Its catastrophe Is a
wed. ling, which hath ever been accounted eoniteat. '.'."/.

Hence 2. Exciting mirth ; diverting; sport-
ive; droll; funny: said of persons and things:
as, a comical fellow; a comical story; a comical

predicament.
I am well able to l>e as merry, though not so comical as

he. linlilmiilli. Reverie at Uoar'a-IIead Tavern.

St. [See etym. of comic.]

dissipation ;
licentious.

Given to revelry or

And a sorwe of hym-self and a solace to the sowle.
comfrey (kum'fri), n. [Also written comfry

...

xiv -u.
ftnd cumj- < jjj; fum-ftrie COmfory, coicmfory,

Wewonu'.'
1 i" lthl"" 1 el ' ' wlth ' '

-zSTis: confer*, cwnfery, comfrey, consolida (AS. gal-

A co,,,fortable doctrine. Shak.,1. N., i. 5. **>,< OF. cm/frfe, later confire (ML. reflex

When they had sacrificed their divine Socrates to the
sottish fury of their lewd and comical multitude, they . . .

regretted their hasty murder.
Penn, Liberty of Conscience, Pref.

4. Strange; extraordinary. [Provincial. ] = Syn.
Funny, Droll, etc. See ludicrous.

comicality (kom-i-kal'i-ti), n. [< comical +
-ity.] 1. The quality of being comical; ca-

pacity for raising mirth
;
ludicrousness.

Ladislaw's sense of the ludicrous . . . had no mixture
of sneering and self-exaltation : ... It was the pure en-

joyment of comicality. Oforgt i'liot, Middleniarch, I. 88.

2. That which is comical or ludicrous; a com-
ical act or event.

comically (kom'i-kal-i), arfr. In a comical
manner, (a) In a manner bentttng comedy.

Some satirically, some comically, some In a mixt tone.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 410.

(6) In a manner to raise mirth ; laughably ; ludicrously.

comicalness (kom'i-kal-nes), n. Comicality;
drollery.

comicart, [Prop, "comicker (= G. Dan. komi-

ker) ;
< comic + -ari = -!.] A writer of com-

edies. Skelton.

comicry (kom'ik-ri), n. K comic + -ry. Cf.

mimicry.] Comicality. [Hare.]
Cheerful cmniery. II. Gilci.

coming (kum'ing), n. [Early mod. E. also com-

ming, cumming; < ME. coming, comynge. earning ;

verbal n. of come : see come, .] 1. The act of

one who or that which comes, in any sense of

the verb. Specifically 2. Arrival.

Forth! bad we In his cuming
Welctim him als worthl king.

Mttr. Hmnilitt, p. 12.

3. [Pron. dial, ko'ming. Cf. come, r., I., 5, cone,

n., 2, 3.] The act of sprouting. 4. pi. In malt-

ing, barley-shoots after the barley has been
kiln-dried.

comingt (kum
'

ing), p. a. [Ppr. of come, r.]

Forward; ready to come; yielding; pliable.

What humour Is she of? Is she com 1113 and open, free?

B. Jontm, Eplccene, v. 1.



coming
A Girl so bright, so sparkling, and what recommends her

much more to me, so coming that had she lived in the

days of Venus, she would have rival'd that Goddess and
out-done her too in her own Attributes.

Mrs. Centlicre, Beau's Duel, i. 1.

coming-floor (ko'mmg-flor), n. [< coming-s +
floor?} The floor of a malt-house. Halliicell.

coming-in (kum'ing-in'), n. 1. Entrance; ar-

rival
;
introduction.

The coinin<t-in of this mischief was sore and grievous to

the people. 2 Mac. vi. x.

O bless his goings-out and comings-in,
Thou mighty God of heaven !

B. Jonjwn, Love's Welcome at Welbeck.

2f. Income; revenue.
What are thy rents? What are thy cominni-iut

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 1.

Our comings-ill were but about three shillings a-week.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, xv.

3f. Submission; compliance; surrender. Mas-
ninger,

comingle (ko-ming'gl), v. t. or '. [< co-1 +
mingle. Cf. commingle.] To mingle together;
commingle. Sliak., Hamlet, iii. 2 (in some edi-

tions).

coming-ont (kum'ing-on'), a. Complaisant;
willing to please.
Now I will be your Rosalind in a more coming-in dis

position. Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1.

comique(ko-mek'), n. [P.: seecoww'c.] A comic
actor or singer.
comitalia (kom-i-ta'li-a), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of "comitalis, < L. comes (comit-), a companion.
Cf. ML. comitialis, belonging to a count (ML.
comes) ;

L. comitialis, belonging to the comitia :

see comes, count2
, comitia.] In sponges, spicules

accompanying the fibers. F. E. Schulze.

comitat (kom'i-tat), n. Same as comitatus, '2.

The village of Egyed in the comitat of (Edenburg.
C. 0. Mutter, Manual of Archa;ol. (trans.), 23o.

comitatet (kom'i-tat), v. t. [< L. comitatus, an
escort: see comitatus.] To accompany.

With Pallas young the king associated,
Achates kinde JSneas comitated. Vicart, . KMC i< I.

comitatus (kom-i-ta'tus), n.
; pi. comitatus. [L.

comitatus, an escort, an attending multitude,
later an imperial escort, ML. the followers of

any feudal lord, etc. ; < comes (comit-), a com-
panion, etc. : see count2.] 1. A body of com-

panions or attendants; an escort; specifically,
in Roman and medieval times, a body of noble

youth or comites about the person of a prince
or chieftain. They were equipped, trained, and sup
ported by the chief, and in return fought for him in war,
and were bound in honor not to desert him.

The comitatus, or personal following of the king or eal-

dorman. Stubbs, Const. Hist, 37.

There aeems to be no doubt that the first aristocracy
springing from kingly favour consisted of the Comitatus or

Companions of the King.
Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 138.

2. In old Eng. law, a county or shire Posse
comitatus. See pom.

comites, n. Plural of comes.
comitia (ko-mish'ia), n.pl. [L., pi. of comitmm,
a place of assembly, esp. for voting, < "comire,
pp. "comitus, uncontracted forms of coire, pp.
coitus, go together, < co/-, co-, together, + ire,

go.] 1. InRom. antiq., assemblies of the people.
They were of three kiuds : (a) The most ancient assembly,
that of the 30 curiae, or comitia curiata, in which the old

1124
or falling sickness : so called because, if any one was seized
with it during the comitia or public assemblies in Rome,
the meeting was broken up, the omen being considered bad.

So Melancholy turned into Madnes ;

Into the Palsie, deep-affrighted Sadnes ;

Th' Il-habitude into the Dropsie chill,
And Megrim grows to the Comitial- 111.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Furies.

Our [asaes'J liver, hoofs or bones being reduced to pow-
der are good, as the naturalists note, against the epilepsy,
or ("i,/<ti<tl.xicl:nt'ft;e. Hou'ell, Parly of Beasts, p. 2tt.

comity (kom'i-ti), . [< L. comita(t-)s, < comis,
courteous, friendly, loving.] 1. Mildness and
suavity in intercourse

; courtesy; civility.
It is not so much a matter of comity and courtesy aa of

paramount moral duty. Story, Conflict of Lawa, | 33.

2. Iii international law, that courtesy between
states or nations by which the laws and insti-
tutions of the one are recognized, and in cer-
tain cases and under certain limitations given
effect to, by the government of the other, within
its territory.

Comity, as generally understood, is national politeness
and kindness. But the term aeems to embrace . . . also
those tokens of respect which are due between nations
on the ground of right.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 24.

A comity which ought to be reciprocated exempts our
Consula in all other countries from taxation to the extent
thua indicated. Lincoln, in Raymond, p. 420.

Judicial comity. See judicial. = Syn. Amenity, suavity,
politenesa, consideration.

comma (kom'a), .; pi. commata (-a-ta) iu
senses 1 and 2, commas in the other senses. [=
D. G. Dan. Sw. Jcomma = F. comma = Sp. coma
= Pg. It. comma, < L. comma, < Gr. K6[t[M,a, short
clause of a sentence, that which is knocked off,

a piece, the stamp of a die, < K/IKTUV, strike, cut

off.] 1. In one. gram, and rhet., a group of a
few words only; a phrase or short clause,
forming part of a colon or longer clause. 2.
In anc. pros. : (a) A fragment or smaller sec-
tion of a colon

;
a group of a few words or feet

not constituting a complete metrical series.

(6) The part of a dactylic hexameter ending
with, or that beginning with, the cesura

; also,
the cesura itself. 3f. A clause.
In the Moresco catalogue of crimes, adultery and forni-

cation are found in the first comma.
L. Addison, Western Barbary, p. 171.

4f. In rhet., a slight pause between two phrases,
clauses, or words.
We vse sometimes to proceede all by single words, with-

out any close or coupling, sauing that a little pause or
comma is geuen to euery word. This figure may be called
In our vulgar the culted comma, for that there cannot be
a shorter diuision than at euery words end.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie (ed. Arber), p. 222.

5. In musical acoustics: (a) The interval be-
tween the octave of a given tone and the tone

produced by taking six successive whole steps
from the given tone, represented by the ratios

(I)
6

: f, or 531441 : 524288. Also called the Py-
thagorean comma, or comma maxima, (b) The
interval between the larger and the smaller
whole steps, represented by the ratio f : -ty",

or 81 : 80. Also called the Didymic or syntonic
comma. 6. In punctuation, a point (,) used to
indicate the smallest interruptions in conti-

nuity of thought or grammatical construction,
the marking of which contributes to clearness.

7. A spot or mark shaped like such a comma.
8. In entom. : (a) A butterfly, Grapta comma-

affairs of family and religion, (b) The comitia centuriata,
the assembly of the whole people by five fiscal classes, di-
vided into centuries in the form of a military organization,
according to the property census. There were 193 or 194
centuries, of which the first class had 98, so that the con-
trolling vote lay with it. Thia aasembly passed on laws
and propositions with reference to which the king and the
senate had the initiative, and had jurisdiction of capital of-
fenses, (c) The comitia tributa, the assembly of the people
by tribes or neighborhoods (a local division), 30 later 35
in number, without reference to rank. This assembly made
nominations to the magistracy, had certain judicial pow-
ers extending to the imposition of flues and exile, and
Toted the laws called plebisrita. Under the empire the
comitia were deprived of their judicial power, and of all
influence upon foreign affaire, but retained a voice in the
nomination or confirmation of certain magistrates.
2f. [Used as a singular.] An assembly.

No rogue at a comitia of the canters
Did ever there become his parent's robes
Better than I do these.

B. Jonmn, Staple of News, v. 1.

3f. [Used as a singular.] In the English uni-
versities, same as act, 5.

comitial (ko-mish'ial), a. [< L. comitialis, < co-
mitia: see comitia" Cf. comitalia.] 1. Of or
pertaining to the comitia, or popular assemblies
of the Romans for electing officers and passing
laws. 2. Pertaining to an order of Presby-
terian assemblies. B)>. Bancroft. Comitial lilt,
comitial sickness* (Latin morb.ua comitialit), epilepsy

mark on the under side of the wings. (6) leap.
[NL.] A genus of lepidopterous insects. Ren-

nie, 1832 Comma bacillus. See bacillus, 3.

commaculatet (ko-mak'u-lat), v . t. [< L. eom-
maculatiis, pp. of commaculare, pollute, < cow-
Intensive) + maeulare, spot: see maculate.]
To pollute ; spot.

Detesting sinne, that doth commaculate
The soule of man.

The Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 98.

command (ko-mand'), . [< ME. commanden,
commaunden, commonly comanden, = D. kom-
manderen= Gr. commandiren= Da.n. kommandere
= Sw. kommandera, < OF. commander, com-
monly comander, cumander, F. commander =
Pr. Sp. comandar = Pg. <xnmandar= It. coman-
dare, command, < ML. commandare, command,
order, the same word, without vowel-change,
as commendare, command, order, also, as in

L., intrust, commend, < com- (intensive) + man-
dare, commit, intrust, enjoin : see mandate. Cf.

commend.] I. trans. 1. To order or direct
with authority ; give an order or orders to ; re-

quire obedience of; lay injunction upon; or-

der; charge : with a person as direct object.
The state commanded him out of that territory In three

hours' warning, and he hath now submitted himself, and
is returned as prisoner for Mantua. Donne, Letters, xxxvi.

command
The darke commanded vs then to rest.

Quoted in C'apt. John Smith'i True Travels, I. 189.

Specifically 2. To have or to exercise su-

preme power or authority, especially military
or naval authority, over

;
have under direction

or control
; determine the actions, use, or course

of : as, to command an army or a ship.
Those he commands move only in command,
Nothing in love. Shak., Macbeth, v. 2.

Thou hast commanded men of might;
Command thyself, and then them art right

Fletcher, The Pilgrim, v. 4.

3. To require with authority ; demand; order;
enjoin: with a thing as direct object: as, he
commanded silence.

If thou be the Sou of God, command that these stom-s
lie made bread. Mat. iv. 3.

Defaming as impure what God declares

Pure, and commands to aome, leaves free to all.

Milton, P. L., iv. 747.

4. To have within the range of one's (its)

power or within the sphere of influence
;
domi-

nate through ability, resources, position, etc.,
often specifically through military power or

position ; hence, have within the range of the

eye ; overlook.

The haughty Dane commands the narrow seas.

tlarlou-e, Edward II., it 2.

The other (key) doth command a little door.

Shak., M. forM., iv. 1.

Up to the eastern tower,
Whose height commands as subject all the vale.

Shak., T. and C., i. 2.

One side commands a view of the finest garden in the
world. Addison, Guardian, No. 101.

A cross of stone,
That, on a hillock standing lone,
Did all the field command.

Scott, Marmion, vi. 22.

My harp would prelude woe,
I cannot all command the strings.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxxviii.

6f. To bestow by exercise of controlling power.
The Lord shall command the blessing upon thee.

Dent, xxviii. 8.

6. To exact, compel, or secure by moral influ-

ence; challenge; claim: as, a good magistrate
commands the respect and affections of the

people.
It [criticism] haa been the road to fame and profit, and

has commanded both applause and guineas, when the un-
fortunate objects of it nave been blessed with neither.

W'hipple, Esa. and Rev., I. 10.

7. To have at one's disposal and service.

Such aid as I can spare you shall command.
Shak., 2Hen.'VI., iv. 6.

8f. To intrust
;
commit ; commend. See com-

mend.

Kynge -Ban and his brother arayed hem to move the
thirde day, and Comaunded theire londes In the kepynge
of Leonces, and Pharien, that was theire cosyn germayn,
and a gode man and right a trewe.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ii. 130.

= Syn. To bid, govern, rule, control. See enjoin.

II. intrans. 1. To act as or have the author-

ity of a commander.
Virtue he had, deserving to command.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 1.

2. To exercise influence or power.
Not muaic so commands, nor so the muse. Crabbe.

3. To be in a superior or commanding position.
A princely Castle in the mid'st commands,
Invincible for strength and for delight.

J. Beavmont, Psyche, ii. 198.

command (ko-mand'), n. [= F. commands =
Sp. It. comando = Pg. commando, command;
from the verb. Hence also (from E.) Hind, ka-

mdn, (from It.) Turk, qomanda, command.] 1.
The right or authority to order, control, or dis-

pose of
;
the right to be obeyed or to compel

obedience : as, to have command of an army.
Whiles yet my soldiers are in my command.

Shak., Hen. V., iil. 3.

2. Possession of controlling authority, force,
or capacity; power of control, direction, or

disposal; mastery: as, he had command of the
situation

; England has long held command of
the sea

;
a good command of language.

I have some money ready under my command.
Beau, and Fl., Honest Man 'a Fortune, U. 2.

What an eye,
Of what a full command she bears !

Fletcher (and another), Love'a Pilgrimage, iii. 2.

He assumed an absolute command over his readers.

Dryden.
Never had any writer so vast a command of the whole

eloquence of scorn, misanthropy, and despair.
Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

3. A position of chief authority ;
a position in-

volving the right or power to order or control :



command

as, General Smith was placet! in rommnnil. 4.
The act of commanding; exercise of authority
or influence.

As there i no prohibition of it, HO no command for it.

Jer. '/'"<//'" .

Command cannot ' otherwise titan savage, for It Im-

plies an ;i|'pciil In I'lHve, f,holllil force he needful.
//. ,S/'iv/-, Social Static*, p. 180.

6. The thin),; commanded or ordered ; a com-

mandment; u mandate; an order; word of com-
UlUll'l.

The captain e.hc^ -i>nuniinil. Dryden.

6. A body of troops, or any naval or military
force, under the control of a particular officer.

I'lea.M- vim to inarch ;

Anil foni- shall quickly draw out my <viwimui</.

.V/in*., Cor., I. fl.

I'.nlill, x small niniiiiililil, less tha 1C thousand men,
after u severe cimtcst, "as unnlnally forced back.

Tin' (',(,;/, XXXIII. 131.

7. Dominating situation; range of control or

oversight; hence, extent of view or outlook.

The sleepy .-tain!

Whlrh overlook* the vale with with- fo/ri/iinnd.

Drjiitrn, /Kiici,!.

8. In furl., tho height of the top of a parapet
above the plane of its site, or above another
work.

ih' commantl, or In iuht of the parapet above the site,

has a very important hearing in the defence of permanent
works. Mahan, Permanent Fortification*, p. 0.

To be at one's command, to l>c t one's service or bid-

ilin^' : be subject to one's orders or control. Word Of
command (milit.), (lie word or phra.se addressed by a

suiwrior officer to soliliers on duty commanding what they
are to do : as, at the tmrd ofcomma ml the troops charged.
= Syn. 1 and 2. Sway, rule, authority. 8. Injunction,
charge, direction, behest, bidding, requisition.

commandable (ko-man'da-bl), o. [< eommiintl
f -able.] Capable of being commanded. N.
Ci'/ir. [Rare.]
commandancy-general (ko-man'dan-si-jen'e-
riili . [After &i>.cotandancia general: coman-

tlancia, tho office of a commander, the district

of a commander (= OF. comandancc, command),
< comandantc, a commander; general = E. gen-
eral: see commandant and general.] The office

or jurisdiction of a governor or commander-
general of a Spanish province or colony.
commandant (kom-an-danf), M. [= D. G. Dan.
Sw. kniHinaHilant, < F. commandant (= 8p. It.

comandaiite = Pg. commandante), n., orig. ppr.
of commander, command : see command, v.] A
commander; especially, a commanding officer

of a fortified town or garrison.
Perceiving then no more the commandant

Of his own corps. Byron, Don Juan, vill. 31.

The murder of commandantt in the view of their sol-

diers. Burke,

commandatoryt (ko-man'da-to-ri), a. [< ML.
*conimaitdatorii<s, commendatorius, < comman-
datus, commendatiis, pp. of commandare, com-

mendare, command : see command, v. Cf. com-

mendatory.] Having the force of command;
mandatory.
How coin nutndatory the apostolic authority was, is best

discernible by the Apostle's mandates unto the churches.

Bp. Morton, Episcopacy Asserted, p. 73.

commandedness (ko-man'ded-nes), n. The
state of being commanded. Hammond.
commander (ko-mau'der), n. [< ME. commaun-
<foc = Dan. kommandiir, < OF. commandeor, F.
commaitdeur = Pr. comandaire, comandador =
Sp. comendador = Pg. commendador = It. com-

mendatore, < ML. "commandator, commendator,
< commandatus, commendatiis, pp. of comman-
dare, commendare, command (see command, v.) ;

in mod. E. as if < command + -er1 . Cf. commo-
dore.] 1. One who has the authority or power
to command or order; especially, a military
leader; the chief officer of an army or of any
division of it.

I have given him for ... a leader and commander to
the people. Isa. Iv. 4.

The Romans, when commanders in war, spake to their

army and styled them, MySoldiers. Bacon, Apophthegms.

Hence 2. One who has control, in any sense.

[Bare.]
Were we not made ourselves, free, uuconfln'd,
Commander! of our own affections?

Beau, and Ft., Woman-Hater, ill. 1.

Specifically 3. In the British and United
States navies, an officer next in rank below a

captain and above a lieutenant or a lieutenant-
commander, lie may command a vessel of the third

or fourth class, or may be employed as chief of staff to

a commodore on duty under a bureau, as aid to a flag-offi-

cer, etc. In the navy of the United States the commander
ranks with a lieutenant-colonel in the army. Often, as a

title, abbreviated Com.
4. (a) The chief officer of a commandery in the
medieval orders of Knights Hospitallers, Tem-

1 1L'.-,

plans etc. See fiiniHiiiiilirii. !_' i '
I . i '< I A similar

pfficerin certain secret orders. M- in the Amer-
ican order of Knights Templars. (<) A mem-
ber of a higher class in a modern honorary or-

der. When- tin-re an- tin- cla-.-e,.lhi- command.
UM third ID dignity ; *vherc there uv time, thej u
crally the second : an, a >'>,,nnnn-i' < nf the I'.afh.

5. A
heavy beetle or wooden mallet u-e.l m

paving, or by sailmakers and riggers.
Ills gang . . . stood in line uith huge <H,.|CM b. ,tic-

callcil <"!,< ,/<>in<t'T.<, ali-l lillctl tin in blub an-1 hl,imht
them down . . . wlthtruenaulii.il ]><> i ami pr. i I-I..IL

,h. \ii

6. In surg., a box or cradle for incasing an in-

jured limb. 7. In hnt-ninkiiiii, a .string which
18 pressed down over a conical hat while it is

on the block, to bring it to the required cylin-
drical form. 8. In iiicdirral fort., same as
earalirr, f>.

I'l'hey laid) another (battery] against the K. p.- >.t Vn
druzzi with two rninmantlers, or caualier*, which were
abonc with one fort of eletien other pii

/lalrluiil'n I'ntiaiia, II. Ii2.

Commander of the Faithful < \ i a i . i

a title adopteil by the culif llmar. anil iKirne by the sin -

cceiliiiK califs ami the Miit.tns ( ,f i

.in-tantitiople. Grand
commander. () The chief tlscal ottlcer of the order ..I

Malta or of Knights Hospitaller*, etc. (ft) A memhi T i.i

the highest class, or one of the highest classes, of some
modem honorary orders. See onler. = Syn. 1. /

Ilrail, etc. ScciAi,!.

commander-in-chief (ko-man'der-in-chef), .

1. The commander of all the armies of a state
or nation

; the chief military commander. () in
Oreat Britain, the highest statf-offlcer of the army. (6)
In the I'nited States, the President, who i vested with
this authority, both in the army anil in the navy, by the
Constitution. The title, however, is often unofficially

applied to the general officer holding the highest actual
rank In the army (now that of senior major-general), and
hence having the general supervision of Its organization
and movements.
2. In the navy, a flag-officer commanding an

independent fleet or squadron.
commandership (ko-man'der-ship), n. [< com-
mander + -ship.] The office of a commander.
commandery (ko-man'der-i), n. ; pi. commmi-
deries(-iz). [AlaoeontT.comniamlry; < F.rom-
manderie (ML. commanderia), < eommaiidi-r.
command: see command, v., and -cry.] 1. The
office or dignity of a commander. 2. A district

under the authority or administration of a com-
mander. (<i) A district under the authority of a military
commander or a governor.

The country Is divided into four commamlerifti under
so many governors. Brougham.
To the elector of Baden [are ceded] the Brisgau and the

Ortenau, the city of Constance, and the comiMndery ot
\l cinaii. ir, i. ,/,/. Introd. to Inter. Law, p. 401.

(6) Among several medieval orders of knighU, as the Tem-
plars, Hospitallers, etc., a district under the control of a
member of the order, called acommanderor preceptor.who
received the Income of the estates belonging to the knights
within that district, and expended part for his own use
and accounted for the rest: in England more esi>ecially

applied to a manor l>elonging to the priory of the Knights
Hospitallers, or KnighUof St. John of Jerusalem. Hence

(c) A similar territorial district, or a lodge, in certain
secret orders, as in the American order of Knights Tem-
plars. (</) In certain religious orders, as those of St. Ber-
nard and St. Anthony, the district underthe authority of
a dignitary called a commander.
3. A house, technically called a cell, in which
the demain-rents of a medieval commandery
were received, and which also served as a home
for veteran members of the order. It was some-
times fortified, and occasionally formed an ex-
tensive and formidable stronghold.
commanding (ko-man'ding), p. a. [Ppr. of

command, r.l 1. Directing with authority;
ithinvested with authority; governing; bearing

rule; exercising authority: as, a commanding

commata

5. Imperious ; domineering. Commanding
cards. M
commandingly (kg-min'ding-li), ndr. In a

commanding manner; )K)werfnlly.
1'arliam. man ni.ni..naN |itonii-iiif <i much int.

that, let them IK- ticutcil in what manner they may, i

for the Hllbjet (', the) an .'(ten

-1)1.-, i

commanditaire (kom-moii-di-tar'), . [F., <

i-nmniiinititi , a partnership: see i-uniiiiiiiiititi .
]

In France, ;i silent partner in a joint-stock

company, who is liable only to the extent of
the capital ho invests; a partner in a limited-

liability company.
commandite (kom-mon-det'), . fF., irreg. <

rnitiiiiiiitilti; in sens.- of commend, intr

A partnership in which one may advance capi-
tal without taking an active part in the man-
agement of the business, and be exempt from
i

.

-ponsibility
for more than a certain amount ;

limited liability; a special partnership. /. '.

ma.
commandlesst (ko-mand'len), a. [Irreg. < com-

mand, r., + -leg*.] Ungoverned; ungovernable.
That their rnunaiiHdle**e furies might he staid.

Ueywoori, Trola Britannic* (1000).

commandment (ko-mand'ment), M. [< ME.
nun niaiidcnifitt, ciimandciiifHt, < <)!'. coinmiinili-

mitit, fininiinli mi nl, F. i-'iiiiniiiiii/iiilint = I'r.

comandamcn = <
>Sp. minaintiiiiin nt<> I'g. CIIHI-

mandamento = It. comandamento, < ML. *com-
Hianilitiiti nlinii, i-iiiiiiiniliiiiii'iitiim, cum mi'iiilii m< n-

tiim, < eommaiiiliii-r , i-niiiinrndarc, command: gee
mniiiiiiiid, i\. and -nit'iit.] 1. A command; a
mandate

;
an order or injunction given by au-

thority; a charge; an authoritative precept.
The! dide his niiiiniimlmcnt,Ht\ lepe to horse.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), 1L 2SB.

A new commandment I give unto you, That ye love one
another. John xliL S4.

To good men thon art sent,
By Jove's direct commandeinent.

B. Jonton, Love Restored.

Specifically 2. Anyone of tho ten injunctions.

engraved upon tables of stone, delivered to
Moses on Mount Sinai, according to the ac-
count in Exodus. See decalogue.
Thou knowest the commandment*, Do not commit

adultery, Do not kill. Do not steal. Do not bear false wit-

ness, Honour thy father and thy mother. Luke xvill. 20.

3. Authority ; command ; power of command-
ing.

I thought that all things had u-en savage here;
And therefore put I on the countenance
Of stern cvmwamlinent. Shak., As you I.Ike it, ii. 7.

4. In old EHIJ. law, the offense of instigating
another to transgress the law. Ten command-
ments. (> The decalogue. (6) The ten lingers. [Slang. |

Could I come near your beauty with my nails,
I'd set my ten commandments in your face.

Slialr., -2 Hen. VI., t S.

('> The lines In an apple extending from the stem through
the pulp. IColloq.)

commando (ko-man'do), . [= D. Dan. Sw.
kommando, lit. a command, < Sp. comando = Pg.
commando = It. comando, command : see com-
mand, i.] A military expedition or raid under-
taken by private individuals for personal ends;
more specifically, the name given to the quasi-

military expeditions undertaken by the Boers
and English farmers of South Africa against
the natives.

If the natives objected, a commando soon settled the
matter. A commamlo was merely a new name for an old

thing. It was war without any of the usages or restraint!
of war. Good Word*.

commandresst (ko-man'dres), n. [< commander
~ - + -ens, after OF. eommanileremit.] A woman in-

officer. 2. Of great or controlling importance ; vested with supreme authority ; a female corn-
powerful; paramount: as, commanding infill- nmnder.

To prescribe the order of doing in all things, Is a pecu-
liar prerogative which Wisdom hath, as queen or sovereign
commandrejs over other virtues.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 8.

Fortune, the great comtnandre** of the world.

Chapman, All Fools, v. 1.

Let me adore this second Hecate,
This great commandress of the fatal sisters.

Bean, and Fl., Custom of the Country, v. 2.

commandry (ko-man'dri), n. A contracted
form of commandery.
commarkt (kom'ark), n. [< OF. comarque, <

ML. commarca, comarcha, cummarcliia, < com- +
marca, marcha, a march, boundary: see march?
and mark1

.] The frontier of a country.

ence.

In the sixteenth, and to a certain degree in the seven-
teenth century, Protestantism exercised a commanding
and controlling influence over the affairs of Europe.

Lecky, Rationalism, I. 185.

The political economy of war is now one of its most
commanding aspects. Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 150.

We can 111 spare the commanding social benefit of cities.

Emerson, Conduct of Life.

3. Dominating; overlooking a wide region with-
out obstruction: as, a commanding eminence.
4. Pertaining to or characteristic of a comman-
der, or of one born or fitted to command ; char-
acterized by great dignity ; compelling respect.
deference, obedience, etc. : as, a man of com-
ma tiding address; commanding eloquence.

Is this a commanding shape to win a beauty?
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, II. 1.

He was advanced in life, tall, and of a form that might
once have been commanding, but ft was a little bowed M
time perhaps by care, Irving, Sketch-Book, p. i'>.

The commark of s. Lucar's.

Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, I. i

commassee (ko-mas'e), n. A coin, chiefly cop-
per, current in Arabia at the rate of from 40
to 60 to a United States dollar.

commata, . Latin plural of comma, 1 and 2.



commaterial

commaterialt (kom-ma-te'ri-al), a. [< com- +
material.] Consisting of the same matter with
another thing.
The beaks in birds arc commaterial with teeth.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 707.

commaterialityt (kom-ma-te-ri-al'i-ti), n. [<
commaterial + -ity.] The' state of being corn-

material.

commatia, Plural of cumulation.

eominatie, commatical (ko-mat'ik, -i-kal), a.

[< LL. commaticus, < Gr. xofifiarifAf, < n6[t/ia(--),

a short clause: see comma.'] 1. Brief; con-
cise

; having short clauses or sentences.

[Rare.] 2. In music, relating to a comma.
Coinmatic temperament, in ttittxic, a system of tuning
which is based upon a use of commas in determining inter-

vals.

domination (ko-mat'i-on), n.
; pi. commatia (-a).

[Gr. Kofifiariov, dim. of no^tfui, a short clause : see

comma.] In ane. Or. comedy, a short song in

trochaic or anapestic verse, in which the leader
of the chorus bade farewell to the actors as they
retired from the stage before the parabasis.
comma-tipped (kom'a-tipt), a. [< comma (ba-
cillus) + tip + -cd2.] Tipped or terminated
as with a comma : used of a certain species of

bacillus, the comma bacillus. See cut under
bacillus.

commatism (kom'a-tizm), n. [< L. comma(t-),
a short clause, + -ism.] Briefness; concise-
ness in writing; shortness or abruptness of
sentences. [Bare.]
Commatitm of the style. Horiley, On Hoaea, p. 43.

commeasurable (ko-mezh'ur-a-bl), a. [< eom-
+ measurable.] Having or reducible to the
same measure

;
commensurate

; equal.
A commeamrable grief took as full possession of him as

joy had done. /. Walton, Donne.

commeasure (ko-mezh'ur), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

commeasured, ppr. commeasu-ring. [< com- +
measure. Cf. commensurate.] To coincide with

;

be coextensive with.

Until endurance grow
Sinew'd with action, and the full-grown will,
Circled thro

1

all experiences, pure law,
Commeaeure perfect freedom. Tennyson, ffinone.

comnieddlet (ko-med'l), v. t. [< cow- + med-
dle."] To mingle or mix together.

Religion, O how it is comtnedled with policy !

Webster, White Devil, iii. 2.

comme il faut (kom el fo). [F. : comme = Pi.
com = OSp. com, Sp. como = OPg. com, Pg.
como = Olt. com, It. come, as, < L. quo modo, in
what or which manner (quo, abl. of quis, who,
which, what; modo, abl. of modus, manner) ; il,

< L. ille, this; faut, 3d pers. sing. pres. ind. act.
of falloir, be necessary (must, should, ought),
an impers. verb, lit. be wanting or lacking,
orig. identical with faillir, err, miss, fail, < L.

fatJere, deceive : see who, mode, and/at^, p.] As
it should be ; according to the rules of good so-

ciety ; genteel; proper: a French phrase often
used in English.
Commelina (kom-e-U'na), n. [NL., named
from Jan Commelin and nis nephew, Kaspar,
Dutch botanists of the 17th and 18th centuries.]

Commelina communis.

In bot., one of the principal genera of the natu-
ral order Commelinacece, comprising about 90
species. Several are cultivated on account of their deli-
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cate flowers or graceful habit, and the tuberous roots of
some species are said to be used for food. Also spelled
CnlHHtt'ttllia.

Commelinaceae (ko-mel-i-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
< Commelina + -acca:.] A natural order of her-
baceous endogeris, natives mostly of warm elf-

mates, recognizable by their three green sepals,
two or three ephemeral petals, and free ovary
with a single style ;

the spiderworts. They are of

importance only as ornamental plants, either for their
flowers or foliage. Tile principal genera are Tradescantia,

commemorable (kq-mem'o-ra-bl), a. [= It.

commemorabile, < L. commeniorabilis, < com-

memorare, commemorate: see commemorate."]
Worthy to be commemorated; memorable;
noteworthy. [Bare.]
commemorate (ko-mem'o-rat), i\ t. ; pret. and
pp. commemorated, ppr. commemorating. [< L.

eoiMmemoratux, pp. of commemorare (> It. eoui-

mcmorare = Sp. conmemorar= Pg. commemorar
= F. commemorer), < com- (intensive) + memo-
rare, mention, < memor, mindful : see memory.]
1 . To preserve the memory of by a solemn act

;

celebrate with honor and solemnity ; honor, as
a person or an event, by some act of respect or

affection, intended to keep him or it in memory.
We are called upon to commemorate a revolution [1689]

... as happy in its consequences, as full ... of the
marks of a Divine contrivance, as any age or country can
show. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. vii.

2. To serve as a memento or remembrancer of;
perpetuate or celebrate the memory of: as, a
monument commemorating a great battle; a
book commemorating the services of a philan-
thropist. = Syn. Observe, Solemnize, etc. See celebrate.

commemoration (ko-mem-o-ra'shon), it. [=
F. commemoration = Pr. comemdracio = Sp.
connwmoracion = Pg. commemoracSo = It. com-

memorazione, < L. commemoratio(n-), < com-
memorare, commemorate: see commemorate.]
1. The act of commemorating or calling to
remembrance by some solemnity; the act of

honoring the memory of some person or event
by solemn celebration : as, the feast of the

passover among the Israelites was an annual
commemoration of their deliverance from Egypt.
The Church of England, though she asked for the Inter-

cession of no created being, still set apart days for the
commemoration of some who had done and suffered great
things for the faith. Macaulay.

2. Eccles. : (a) In the intercessory prayers of
the eucharistic office, mention made by name,
rank, or condition of persons living or departed,
or of canonized saints

; also, a prayer contain-

ing such mention: as, the commemoration of
the living; the commemoration of the departed;
the commemoration of the saints. See diptych,
(b) In the services for the canonical hours, a
brief form, consisting of anthem, versicle, re-

sponse, and collect, said in honor of God, of a

saint, or of some biblical or ecclesiastical event :

in the medieval church in England also called
a memory, and sometimes a memorial. A com-
plete service said in honor of a saint was also
so styled, (c) Parts of the proper service of a
lesser festival inserted in the service for a

greater festival when the latter coincides with
and supersedes the former. commemoration
day, in the University of Oxford, the day on which the
annual solemnity in honor of the benefactors of the uni-

versity is held, when orations are delivered, and prize
compositions are read in the theater, and honorary de-
grees conferred upon distinguished persons. It is the con-
cluding festival of the academic year.

commemorative (ko-mem'o-ra-tiv), a. [< com-
memorate + -ire; = Y.commtmoratif,ete.] Per-
taining to, or serving or intended for, com-
memoration.
A sacrifice commemoratiee of Christ's offering up his

body for us. Hammond, Works, I. 129.

Over the haven [of Brindisi] rises a commemorative
column . . . which records, not the dominion of Saint
Mark, but the restoration of the city by the Protospa-
tharius Lupus. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 311.

commemorator (ko-mem'p-ra-tor), . [LL., <
L. commemorare, commemorate': see commem-
orate."] One who commemorates.
commemoratory (kg - mem '

o - ra - to -
ri), a. [<

commemorate + -ory ; = Sp." conmemoratorio.]
Serving to preserve the memory of (persons or

things). Bp. Hooper.
commemorize (ko-mem'o-riz), v. t. [As com-
memor-ate + -ize.] To commemorate. [Rare.]
The late happy and memorable enterprise of the plant-

ing of that part of America called New England, deserv-
eth to be commemwized to future posterity.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 17.

comment, >'. >' An old form of common.
commence (ko-mens'), .

; pret. and pp. com-
menced, ppr. commencing. [In ME. only in contr.

commend
form comseti, cumsf (see comsc) ;

< OF. comcnccr,
vumencer, F. commencer = Pr. comensar = Sp.
comnnzar = Pg. cumeqar = It. cominciare, Olt.

comenzare, < ML. *cominitiarc, begin, < L. com-,
together, + initiarc, begin, < initium, a begin-
ning: see initiate.] \.intrans. 1. To come into
existence

;
take rise or origin ;

first have exis-

tence
; begin to be.

Thy nature did commence in sufferance ; time
Hath made thee hard in 't. Shak., T. of A., iv. 3.

Ethics and religion differ herein ; that the one is the

system of human duties commencing from man ; the other,
from God. Emerson, Nature, p. 69.

2. To enter a new state or assume a new char-

acter; begin to be (something different); turn
to be or become.
Should he at length, being undone, commence patriot.

Junius, Letters, July 31, 1771.

In an evil hour he commenced author, not only sur-
rounded by his books, but witli the more urgent compan-
ions of a wife and family.

/. D Israeli, C'alam. of Auth., I. 50.

It is ... too common, now-a-days, for young men, di-

rectly on being made free of a magazine, or of a news-
paper, to commence word-coiners.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 103.

3. [Tr. ML. incipere, take a doctors' degree,
lit. begin, commence : a university term.] To
take a degree, or the first degree, in a univer-

sity or college. See commencement.
Then is he held a freshman and a sot,

And never shall commence.
Middleton and Dekker, Koaring Girl, iii. 3.

He [Charles Chauncy] commenced Bachelor of Divinity.
Hint. Sketch of First Ch. in Boston (1812), p. 211.

" To commence M. A.," etc., meaning
' '

to take the degree
of M. A.," etc., lias been a recognized phrase for some
three centuries at least. F. Hall, False I'hilol., p. 40.

II. trans. To cause to begin to be ; perform
the first act of

; enter upon; begin: as, to com-
mence operations; to commence a suit, action,
or process in law.

Like a hungry lion, did commence
Rough deeds of rage. Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 7.

Here closed the Tenant of that lonely vale
His mournful narrative commenced in pain,
In pain commenced, and ended without peace.

Wordmrorth, Excursion, iv.

= Syn. Commence, Begin. In all ordinary uses commence
is exactly synonymous with begin, which, as a purely Eng-
lish word, is nearly always preferable, but more especially
before another verb in the infinitive.

commencement (ko-mens'ment), n. [< ME.
commencement (rare'), < OF. (and F.) commence-
ment (= Pr. comensamens = Sp. comenzamiento
(obs.) = It. cominciamento), < commencer, com-
mence, + -ment.] 1. The act or fact of com-
mencing; beginning; rise; origin; first exis-

tence; inception.
And [they] be-gonne freshly vpon hem as it hadde be at

the comencement. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 219.

It was a violent commencement. Shak., Othello, I. 3.

2. In the University of Cambridge, England,
the day when masters of arts, doctors, ana
bachelors receive their degrees : so called from
the fact that the candidate commences master,
doctor, licentiate, etc., on that day. See com-
mence, v. i., 3. Hence 3. In American col-

leges, the annual ceremonies with which the
members of the graduating class are made
bachelors (of arts, sciences, engineering, etc.),
and the degree of master of arts and various

honorary degrees are conferred. The term is also

applied, by extension, to the graduating exercises of acad-
emies and schools of lower grade. Commencement
day, the day on which degrees are conferred by a college.
In American colleges it is the last day of the collegiate
year.

commencer (ko-men'ser), n. 1. A beginner.
2f. One taking a college^ ^>y;?,

or com-
mencing bachelor, master, or*ft^^>r; in Amer-
ican colleges, a member of the senior class after
the examination for degrees.
The Corporation, having been informed that the custom

... for the commencers to have plumbcake is dishonor-
able to the College . . . and chargeable to the parents of
the commencers, doe therefore put an end to that custom.

Kecords of the Corporation of Harvard College, 1693.

The Corporation with the Tutors shall visit the chambers
of the comtnencers to see that this law be well observed.

Peirce, Hist. Harv. Univ., App., p. 137.

commend (ko-mend'), v. [< ME. commenden,
comenden (rarely comaunden: see command),
commend, = F. commender = Sp. comendar, in-

trust a benefice to, = It. commendare, < L. com-

me)tdare, intrust to, commend, in ML. changing
with commandare, command, the two forms,
though separated in Rom. and Eng., being ety-

mologically identical: see command, r. ] I.

trans. 1. To commit; deliver with confidence ;

intrust or give in charge.
Father, into thy hands I commeml my spirit.

Luke xxiii. 4tJ.



commend
lie ll'urryl mud.- a vainglorious lK..itlniif hi Faithful-

neM I- ii,;- Queen, i.nt n,.t H much as in a\v
/ |,iin,elt to God, ' ' hronicles, p. .to4.

of conli.l.-n,-.-, notice, regard, or kindness; r

orameiid or a.-.-r.-.lit to favor, acceptance,
or

favorable attention; set forward for notice:

sometimes used retlexively: as, this subjed

,;,,iini,-HdK ilxi-lf to our careful attention.

N,,,i,,u1,t Hi.'- I proportion "I "> thing doth gr.-atl\

i

11BB .

. 114.

/ unto you I'h.-lie our sinter. li"">. "i '

[ the world we distinguish three

3. To praise; mention with approbation.

Whan th- kyiiu-c Arthur and the kynge Han hcrd.-n -I

tiu proweaw iimt tin- M"-' 1 r."hors
to&togou

lit

Vnd the l.M-,1 .-.........."''' the unjust
j****?!-^J^gj^g

i r.'T

Dispensations, exemption^
'

""'?*,
,,.,,,,,' w, /,,.. Ijilinl hil-tlaiiltv, kin. 1

id l)eeu granted by tin- King to the I:,

, mendam. und tie '' th'- right ,,f

,n had brought an action against the BtHtop.
/:. ,1. <\U*itt. llaeoii, l>.

24".

commendatary (ko-men'dn-ta-rh. . [< ML.

i-uiiiiiii iiiliilnnii.t, < eommenaa :
*< </ ''"'

I

S:nil.- as I'niiiiiii minion/, -

commendation (kom-en-da'shon), .

,;,mi,i,;,d,i,;iii, = IV'. eommandaeaom it >>-
m ,,iilii-,:,,ii,< L. NMMMiaMo(*-)< .'"'"'"''<<-

iv- i>t> cuiii/inii/liiiiiH, commend: see commend,

,-

'

-iiid -<i (mil.] 1. The act of commending;

praise; approbation; favorable representation

in words ;
declaration of esteem.

N I n IK wme others, epistles ..I ''' ''

yon'.'

The. "'" '. '"' of adversaries U the greatert triumph

of a writer, beeanse it never eomes unless extorted.

Itrii'l' a. I'ref. t" Ahs. and A. 'hit.

2. That which commends or recommends; a

1 of esteem, approbation, or praise.

commensurate

> I.
II. ; pi.

i-iiiniiii in 1"'!"'"

inendatioii ; a eulogy.

(lie) esteems hU associating with him u -iiltl' lent .-vi

''"">ry o
"'V;( ::,!"-.'

2. One who holds a benefice in corumendam.

See i-iiiiiini niliiin. Also mmmrndatary.

commender (k.. in. n'.i. n. ,.. one who <

mends or

Kr..rd .-oniphilnilig.
-I'" 1

lit the time" past, when he wat a V"'"i: lad.

,,f Horace i. Ait ..t

commendmentt (ko-mend'ment), ii. [< rom-

mriiil + -nil-lit.] Comineiidatioii. Ii. .Ionium.

Commensal iko-m.-n 'sal), . and n.

I'inniiii ii.tnl = F. OOMMMMai = Sp. cumrmal= 1 g.

,,!,,,.si,l = It. commewHiIt; < ML.
< L. nun-, together, + metua, table.] I. a. 1.

4 to^.-th.-r at the same table.

".mr..imde.tme, and with the ,it,,,'..t , ...nplaUaiice

i7 and bo< livintr with as a tenant orn
as f parasite; iuquiH,,,-.

you.

5. In I'cHiltil i-rrli-x. Inn: to place nnder the con-

trol of a lord. See eoiiiiwndiition, 4.

The privileued position of the .ibbey tenants [of DIs-

s,.,,tHgrad.mll.v led the other men of the vallej-toton,-

,afiut ihem-ehes to the abbey. *;/<. '''-. **" ~
8 '-

Commend me to (a thing specified), a familiar phrase

expressive of approval or preference.

CoiHMttul me to a mask of .lllliiew, and a pair of sharp

eyes for my own Interest
'''.derjt.^^ ^ RlyaU ,

,

Omiwi.-i../ (" home-joy, the family board,

Altar and hearth.
,

Brownimj, Ring and Book, II. .>.

-Syn 2 and 3. To extol, laud, eulogize, applaud.

n. intniHS. To express approval or praise.

[Rare.]
Nor can we much ramuietHl if he fell Into the more or-

diuary track of endowing charities and
toaMjMMU-

commendt(ko-mend'),M. [<roromerf,r.] Com-

mendation; compliment; remembrance; gre

*'
Tell her, I send to her my kind mmnwndi.

s/Ktti ., men. 11. HI. i-

Thanks, master jailer, and a kind cmnuuud.
Mackin, Dumb Knight, v.

Let Jack Toldervy have my kind Commfndt, with this

( -avert, That the Pot which goes often to the Water, comes

home cracked at last. Hmrttt, Utter., I. 1. 8.

commendable (ko-men'da-bl), a. [= Sp. eo-

meudable = It. commendaWe, < L. commendaln-

lis < eoiumendare, commend: see commend ana

-able.] Capable of beiugcommended, approved,

or praised ; worthy of commendation or praise ;

laudable.
The cadence which falleth VIKIII the last sillable of a

verse is sweetest and most comiiifiutaMe.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. M.

Sure, sure, such carping Is not commendable.
Sliak., Much Ado, In. 1.

commendableness (ko-men'da-bl-nes),
n. The

state of being commendable.

commendably (ko-men'da-bli), adv. In a com-

mendable or praiseworthy manner.

I know very many notable Gentlemen in the Court.that

u, thus becoming the vassal and se-

curinir the protection of the lord. It wa. typified

iv nl leing thehands between those of the lord, and taking

he oath of"ealty. U Is sometimes described as a surren-

der of estate, and sometimes as not Involving this.

By the practice of Comiwi*on .

*>"!*L>J!j
himself under the personal care of a lord, but without al-

tering or divesting himself of his right to his estate.

Mime, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. lo*.

The beneficiary system bound the receiver of land to the

king who gave it ; and the act of commendation placed

n," freeman and his land under the protection of the

lord to whom he adhered. S(W, Oonrt. Hist.. 65.

6 In the medieval church in England, a ser-

vice consisting of psalms, said in the church

over a corpse while the priest was marking am

blessing the grave before proceeding to the

funeral mass and the burial-service proper.
Also called .< commendation*, or

p*J
o/ rammerta-

lion, and, more fully, the commendation of the *mf, or

commendations o/ soul*.

Whilst the choir was chanting a service called the Cow-

mendatinn of Soldi, the priest, vested In his alb and stole,

went into the
churchward.^^ ^ our^^ m

ninepence, a bent silver nlnepenny
' - '

as a love-token.

kin.ire.l

le.v

'of iiitferent kins did not eat and

KnrtK Brit., XXI. 14.
tirillli n.^< MI- .

2 In :ofil. and hot., one of two animals or plants

which live together, but neither at the expense
of the other; an animal or a plant as a tenant,

but not a true parasite, of another ; an imiuili

Thus the small pea-crab (Pinnothere*), wh ch lives with

a oyster In the same shell, but feeds Itoelf. as does the

oyster is a commenMl; such also is the cancrinocial

anemone, which lives on the shell of a crab, or on a n

which a hermit-crab occuple.. (See cut under >"'""'
i

( 'ompare coiuortimn, pamrite.) In regard to plants, man)

authorities hold that a lichen consist, of a fungus and an

alga growing together, but possibly as parasite and host

See Kchrn.

U U obvious that an exhaustive knowledge of thep-
cie, nature, and life history of the most formidable

Like commentation ninepence,
crooked

With "To and from my love, it looked.

S. Butler, Hudlbras, I. I. 48,.

Commendation of the body,
in the Book of Common

Prayer, the form of committal of the liody at burial t<

the ground or to the sea. =8yn. 1. Recommem

commendator (kom'en-da-tor), M. [ML., one

holding in commendam, L. a commeuder, < coti

mendare, commend: see commend, v., and com-

mendam.] One who holds a benefice in com-

mendam. See commendiim.

commendatory (ko-men'da-to-n), a. and .

[= Sp. comcndatorio, < LL. commendatoriux,

< L commendator : see commendator.] I. n.

1 Serving to commend ; presenting to favor-

able notice or reception; containing approval,

praise, or recommendation : as, a commendatory

fetter 2 Holding a benefice in commendam :

as, a commendatory bishop. 3. Held in com-

mendam. See commendam.
and the great

mm ,,,eMlot man is of primary importance.
Kdinkuryh Ret., CLXIV. 85i.

commensalism (ko -men '
sal - izm), n. [< com-

mensal + -igm.] Commensal existence or mode

of living; the state of being commensal; com-

mensality. Also called symbiosis.

commens'ality (kom-en-sal'i-ti), . [<'''-
mental + -ity ; = F- commensahte, etc.] 1.

FeUowship at table ; the act or practice of eat-

ing at the same table.

Promtacuous m*fi^^^ ^ Kn , K

2. In zool. and hot., the state or condition of

being commensal; commensalism.

commensationt (kom-en-sa'shon), n. K ]

as if *commens<itio(n-), < L. ami-, together, *

mensa table. See commensal.] The act of eat-

ing at the same table.

I'agan com mentation. Sir T. Bnnrnt, Misc. Tracts, p. 1
'

commensurability (ko-men'su-ra-bil'i-ti),
w.

r< commensurtiMe (see -bility): = F. commentu-

rabilM, etc.] The state of being commensu-

rable, or of having a common measure.

commensurable (ko-men'su-ra-bl), a. [=
commensurable = Sp. conmenxitrable = I'g. con

mensurarel = It. commensurabile. < LL. com-

menimraUlis, < comwenxurare, reduce to a com-

mon measure : see commensurate, and cf . com

measurable, iennurable.~\ 1. Having a cora-

, ace. (in phrase
_ .. t ..... i * *-

mittere in corn-

it commfndare, intrust: ~

,;>,in,i,< ad, i-.] An ecclesiastical benefice or liv-

ing commended by the crown or head of the

church to the care of a qualified person to hold

till a proper pastor is provided : usually applied

Burtte, Kev. in France.

JOTB icners written by one bishop

to another~,"behalf of y of the clergy or others of his

diocese who are traveling, that they may be *eU-

o 5*

iv
*j

6 and

uc u-o -~ J an incumbent, the benefice

being said to be held in commendam, and its

holder termed a commendator or commendatory.
The practice gave rise to serious abuses ; under it livings

were held by persons who performed none of the duties of
J_r __j i, u i.. ...... ,..i.,. i t.'i-m-

with the church, or receive

from it, in a country not his own,
letters of credence from his 1

Their poems . . . could not be made .

the voice or instruments in prose.
//oMm, i

3. Measurable. [Bare.]

i/tor, Works (ed.

nintntiirable to

them vU^ramuwMfory (specifically so called* commit

Son,, And dimiuory. Tne first were granted, onlj;
to

tlli'Ill V17 t'tnii ill' innit'n */ inifvvinjj " . 6ut'u*i <7VliU*Tpt;, i '

nicatory,'nA d<mii*>ry. The first were grante. only to ^m^t

Arsons of quality or to t
l̂ Jgff!j commenstirably (ko-men'su-ra-bli), adr. In a

been called in ques ion, or 10 III

|,^, second were granted commensurable manner.
t

tra
.

v
.t.' .'...^i?

1
miinion with the church, mmmfinsiirate (ko-men'su-rat), f. '. ; pret. ami

lll>il|, ["..., ,'., n. .",.(. , t -w 1 A lu'W
was prohibited by statute in the Church of England in IS.

There was some sense for finniHendumt ; at first when

there was a living void, and never a clerk to serve it. tli

bishops were to keep it till they found a fit man ;
but now

{

whence they wereSso called patifical, rtdaiaitieal, and

sometime, ranonical. The.third
were given on y U> hc

, ppr. eommfxmrating. [< LL.

, adj., pro]., pp. of Vwmli(-

it is a trick for the mhopto Wgjtt^ ^ ^
IY>erHvi er or the visitation of the

sick, to be lued for a person at the point of death, com-

mendbig his soul to God.

cf
'

mea8Ure .

1. To reduce to a



commensurate
The aptest terms to coinnieiitttrate the longitude of places.

Sir T. llromte, Vulg. Err., vi. 7.

2. To adapt ; proportionate.
CommciiKuratitifl the forms of absolution to the degrees

of preparation ami necessity.
Je r. Taylor, Works (ed. 183.1), II. 260.

commensurate (kq-men'su-rat), a. [< LL. coin-

mensuratns, pp. adj. : see the verb.] 1. Redu-
cible to a common measure; commensurable.

2. Ofequalsize; havingthe same boundaries.

The inferior commissariats which had usually been com-
mensurate with the dioceses. Chambers'* J-Jiicii?.

3. Corresponding in amount, degree, or mag-
nitude; adequate; proportionate to the pur-
pose, occasion, capacity, etc. : as, we find no-

thing in this life commensurate with our desires.

When shall we return to a sound conception of the right
to property namely, as being official, implying and de-

manding the performance of commensurate duties ?

Coleridge, Table-Talk.

Landor, with his imaginative force unmet by any mm-
mensurate task, wandered like

" blind Orion, hungry for
the morn." Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 40.

commensurately (ko-men'su-rat-li), adv. In
a commensurate manner; so as to be commen-
surate; correspondingly; adequately.
commensurateness (ko-men'su-rat-nes), n.

The state or quality of being commensurate.
commensuration (ko-men-su-ra'shou), . [=
F. commensuration = Sp. conmensuracion = Pg.
eommcnsuraqflo = It. commensurazione, < LL.
commensuratio(n-), < commensuratus : see com-

mensurate, v.] Proportion ;
the state of having

a common measure.
All fitness lies in a particular cointnensuration, or pro-

portion of one thing to another. South.

comment 1 (ko-menf or kom'ent), v. [< F.
commeiitcr = Sp. comentar = Pg. commentar =
It. comentare, comment, < L. commentari, con-
sider thoroughly, think over, deliberate, dis-

cuss, write upon, freq. of comminisci, pp. com-

mentus, devise, contrive, invent, < com- + "mi-
nisei (only in comp.; cf. reminiscent), an incep-
tive verb, < \/ "men (in me-minisse, remember,
wens, mind, etc.) = Skt. %/ man, think: see

mind, memento, mental, etc.] I. intrans. To
make remarks or observations, as on an action,
an event, a proceeding, or an opinion ; espe-
cially, to write critical or expository notes on
the works of an author.

Enter his chamber, view his breathless corpse,
And comment then upon his sudden death.

SAat., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2.

Critics, having first taken a liking to one of these poets,
proceed to comment on him and illustrate him. Dryden.

I must translate and comment. Pope.

II. trans. To make remarks or notes upon;
expound; discuss; annotate.
This was the text commented by Chrysostom and Theo-

doret. Iteeves, Collation of Psalms, p. 18.

Panini's work has been commented without end, . , .

but never rebelled against or superseded.
Amer. Jam. Philol., V. 280.

comment1
(kom'ent), . [< comment1

, v.] 1.

A spoken or written remark or observation
;
a

remark or note
; especially, a written note in-

tended as a criticism, explanation, or expansion
of a passage in a book or other writing; anno-

tation; explanation; exposition.
He speaks all riddle, I think. I must have a comment

ere 1 can conceive him. B. Jonson, Case is Altered, i. 2.

Poor Alma sits between two Stools :

The more she reads, the more perplext :

The Comment ruining the Text. Prior, Alma, 1.

2. Talk or discourse upon a particular subject ;

gossip.
She hated all the knights, and heard in thought
Their lavish comment when her name was named.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

= Syn. 1. Annotation, etc. See remark, n.

comment2
!, v. t. [< L. commentiri, feign, de-

vise, < com- + mentiri, feign, lie, orig. devise,
think out; akin to comminisci, pp. commentus,
devise : see comment1

, v., and mendacious.] To
feign; devise. Spenser.
commentary (kom'en-ta-ri), n.

; pi. commenta-
ries (-riz). [= F. commehtaire = Sp. It. comenta-
rio = Pg. commentario, < L. commentaries, m.
(se. liber, a book), or commentarium, neut. (sc.

rolumen, a volume), a commentary, explanation,
orig. a note-book, memorandum, prop, adj., <

commentari, write upon, comment, devise, etc. :

see comment1
, v.] 1. A series or collection of

comments or annotations; especially, an ex-

planation or elucidation of difficult and obscure
passages in a book or other writing, and con-
sideration of questions suggested by them, ar-

ranged in the same order as in the text or writ-

ing examined ;
an explanatory essay or treatise :

1128

as, a commentari/ on the Bible. A textual com-

mentary explains the author's meaning, sen-
tence by sentence. Hence 2. Anything that
serves to explain or illustrate

;
an exemplifica-

tion.

Good life itself is but urin/uiirittarit, an exposition upon
our preaching ;

that which is first laid upon us is preach-
ing. Donne, Sermons, v.

3. A historical narrative
;
an explanatory rec-

ord of particular transactions: as, the Commen-
taries of Csesar.

"
Memorials," or preparatory history, are of two sorts;

whereof the one may be termed Commentaries, and the
other Registers. Kacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 126.

= Syn. See remark, n.

commentaryt (kom'en-ta-ri), v. [< commentary,
it.] I. intrans. To write notes or comments.
Now a little to anmnentary vpon all these proceedings,

let me leaue but this as a caueat by the way.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 26.

II. trans. To comment upon,
commentate (kom'en-tat), v. i.; pret. and pp.
commentated, ppr. commentating. [< L. commcn-
tatus, pp. of commentari, comment: see com-
ment1

, v.~\ To make comments
;
write a com-

mentary or annotations. [Bare.]
Commentate upon it and return it enriched.

Lamb, To Coleridge.

commentation (kom-en-ta'shon), . [= It.

comentazione, < L. commentatio(n-), < commen-
tari, pp. commentatus, comment: see comment1

,

v.] The act or practice of one who comments ;

annotation.

The spirit of commentation turns to questions of taste,
of metaphysics and morals, with far more avidity than to

physics. Whewell.

commentative (ko-men'ta-tiv), a. [< commen-
tate + -ire.} Making or containing comments.
commentator (kom'en-ta-tor), n. [= F. com-

mentateur, etc., < LL. commentator, an inven-

tor, interpreter, < L. commentari, pp. commen-
tatus, comment: see comment1

, v., and ef. com-
nienter."] One who makes comments or critical

and expository notes upon a book or other

writing ;
an expositor ;

an annotator.
I have made such expositions of my authors as no com-

mentator will forgive me. Dnjden.
How commentators each dark passage shun,
And hold their farthing candles to the sun.

Young, Satires, vii. 07.

commentatorial (ko-men-ta-to'ri-al), a. [<
commentator + -ial.] Relating to or character-
istic of commentators. JVIiewell.

commentatorship (kom'en-ta-tor-ship), n. [<
commentator -f -ship.] The office of a commen-
tator.

commenter (kom'en-ter or ko-men'ter), . [<
comment 1 + -cr1 . Cf. commentator.] 1. One who
comments or makes remarks about actions, opin-
ions, etc. 2t. A commentator or annotator.
And diners Commenters upon Daniel hold the same

opinion. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 73.

As slily as any commenter goes by
Hard words or sense. Donne, Satires, ii.

Also commentor.

commentitioust (kom-en-tish'us), a. [< L.

commentitins, more correctly commenticius, de-

vised, fabricated, feigned, < commen tiri, devise a
falsehood: see comment2.] Invented

; feigned ;

imaginary; fictitious.

So many commentitious Fables were inserted, that they
rendered even what Truths lie [Geoffrey of Momnouth]
wrote suspected. Baker, Clironicles, p. 1.

Who willingly passe by that which isOrthodoxall in them,
and studiously cull out that which is eomiamtitiout, and
best for their turnes. Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

commentitiousnesst (kom-en-tish'us-nes), .

Counterfeituess; fictitiousness
; the state of be-

ing fabricated. Bailey.
commentor (kom'en-tpr), n. See commenter.
commentyt (kom'en-tl), w. An obsolete form
of commonty1

.

commerce (kom'drs), . [< F. commerce = Sp.
comercio = Pg. It. commercio, < L. commercium,
commerce, trade, < com-, together, + merx
(merci-), goods, wares, merchandise, > mercari,
trade: see merchant, mercenary.] 1. Inter-

change of goods, merchandise, or property of

any find; trade; traffic: used more especially
of trade on a large scale, earned on by trans-

portation of merchandise between different

countries, or between different parts of the same
country, distinguished as foreign commerce and
internal commerce: as, the commerce between
Great Britain and the United States, or between
New York and Boston

;
to be engaged in com-

merce.
A prosperous commerce is now perceived and acknow-

ledged, by all enlightened statesmen, to be the most use-

commercialism

ful, as well as the most productive source of national
wealth ; and has accordingly become primary object of
their political cares. A. Hamilton, Federalist, JVo. 12.

I think all the world would gain by setting commerce at

perfect liberty. Jejferxon, Correspondence, I. 264.

2. Social intercourse
; fellowship; mutual deal-

ings iu common life; intercourse in general.
Myself having had the hapjiinesse to enjoy his desirable

commerce once since his arrival here.

Conjat, Crudities, I. 43.

The end of friendship is a coinmn-ci 1 the most strict and
homely that can be joined. ... It is for aid and comfort
through all the relations and passages of life and death.

Emerson, Friendship.
We know that wisdom can be won only by wide com-

merce with men and books.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 155.

3. Sexual intercourse. 4. A game of cards,

played by any number of persons, in which a
hand of five cards is dealt to each player, the two
players having the poorest hands retiring from
the game, this being continued until only two
persons are left, who are declared the winners
and receive prizes. If, during play, a person in

the game speaks to another out of it, he forfeits

his hand to him Active commerce. See active.

Chamber of commerce. See chamber.--Domestic
commerce, commercial transactions within the limits of
one nation or state. Interstate commerce, specifically,
in the United States, commercial transactions and inter-
course between persons resident in different States of the

Union, or carried on by lines of transport extending into
more than one State. The Constitution grants to Con-
press the general power of regulating such commerce.
Passive commerce. See active commerce, under active.
= Syn. 1. Business. 2. Communication; communion;
intercourse.

commerce (ko-mers'), c. '.
; pret. and pp. com-

merced, ppr. commercing. [< F. commercer =
Sp. comereiar = Pg. eommerciar = It. commer-
ciare, < ML. eommerciare, LL. commerciari,
trade, traffic, < L. commercium, commerce : see

commerce, n.] If. To traffic
; carry on trade

;

deal. Sir W. Ilalciijn.

Always beware you commerce not with bankrupts.
B. Jonattn, Every Man out of his Humour, i. 1.

2. To hold social intercourse
;
commune.

Looks commercing with the skies,

Thy rapt soul sitting in thine eyes.
Milton, II Penseroso, 1. 39.

Some will not that we should live, breathe, and com-
merce as men, because we are not such modelled Chris-
tians as they coercively would have us.

Penn, Liberty of Conscience, v.

Hid his face
From all men, and commercing with himself,
He lost the sense that handles daily life.

Tennyson, Walking to the Mall.

commerceablet (ko-mer'sa-bl), a. [< commerce,
v., + -alle.] Suitable for traffic. Monmouth,
quoted by F. Hall.

commerceless (kom'ers-les), a. [< commerce +
-less.] Destitute of commerce. [Rare.]
The savage commerce!*** nations of America.

J. Tucker, To Kames.

commercer (kp-mer'ser), n. 1. One who traf-

fics with another. 2. One who holds social
intercourse or communes with another.
commercial (ko-mer'shal), a. [< commerce +
-ial; = F. commercial, etc.] 1. Pertaining or

relating to commerce or trade
;
of the nature

of commerce: as, commercial concerns; com-
mercial relations

;
a commercial transaction.

2. Carrying on commerce ; characterized by de-
votion to commerce: as, a commercial commu-
nity. 3. Proceeding or accruing from trade:

as, commercial benefits or profits. 4. Devoted
to commerce : as, a commercial career. 5. Pre-

pared for the market, or merely as an article of

commerce; hence, not entirely or chemically
pure: as, commercial soda, silver, etc. Com-
mercial agent, an officer, with or without consular ju-
risdiction, stationed at a foreign port for the purpose of

attending to the commercial interests of the country he
represents. Commercial law, the body of law which
relates to commerce, such as the law of shipping, bills of

exchange, insurance, brokerage, etc. The body of rules

constituting this law is to a great extent the same through-
out the commercial world, the rules, treatises, and de-
cisions of one country, with due allowance for local differ-

ences of commercial usage, being in general applicable to
the questions arising in any other. Commercial letter,
a size of writing-paper, 11 x 17 inches when unfolded.
Small commercial letter is 10J x 16J inches. (U. S.J

Commercial note, a size of writing-paper, 8 x 10 inches
when unfolded. [U. 8.] Commercial paper, negotiable
paper, such as drafts, bills of exchange, etc., given in the
due course of business. Commercial room, a public
room in the hotels of Great Britain, set apart for the use
of commercial travelers. Commercial traveler, a trav-

eling agent for a wholesale business house, selling from
samples; a drummer. =Syn. See mercantile.

commercialism (ko-mer'shal-izm), n. [< com-
mercial + -ism.] "1. The maxims and meth-
ods of commerce or of commercial men

; strict
business principles.
The buy-cheap-and-sell-dear commercialism in which he

had been brought up. Kingsley, Alton Locke, uxix.
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minuted, ppr. rumminiiting. [< L.

pp. of comminucre (> It. cominiiniiri- = Pr. Pg.
i-niiiinniinr = F. comminuer), make small, break
into pieces, < com- (intensive) -I- minucre, pp.
miiiutux, make small: see minute, minish, rfi-

minixh.] To make small or fine ; reduce to mi-
nute particles or to a fine powder by breaking,

pounding, braying, rasping, or grinding; pul-
verize; triturate; levigate.

I.W./.,,,,,/A. Int. to llrookes's Nat. Hist.

Itamiii, i oi ;il Kcefs, p. S.

Tlmsc [ftshcBl that form this genus . . . feed chiefly on
shell-turn, which they eoniniiinii:- wiili tln-ir ii-i-ih bvforc

see the verb.] Divided into small parts;
comminuted. comminute fracture, in tury., frac-

ture of a bone into more than two piece*.

2. The predominance of commercial pursuits comminute (kom'i-nut), r. t.; pret. and pp.
and ideas in an age, a nation, or a community.
commercially (ko-mer'shal-i), nrlr. In a i-

mercial manner ;" as regards commerce ;
from

the business man's point of view: as, an arti-

cle coiiiiHi-ri'iitlty valueless; copyright comiin-r-

cialh/ considered.

commerciatet (ko-mer'shiat), v. i. [< ML. cum-

mereiatus, pp. of eommerciart, have commen-i' :

see commerce, r.] To have commercial or so-

cial intercourse
;
associate. G.Cheyiic. [Rare.]

commeret, - [= Sc. cummer, kimmrr, ij. v.
;
<

F. commere, a gossip, a godmother, = Pr. <-
inn ire = Sp. Pg. comadre = It. comarc, < ML.
commuter, godmother, < L. com-, with, 4- matrr

(> F. mere, etc.) = E. mother.] A gossip; a

goody ;
a godmother.

COmmevet, r. '. See common:
commigrate (kom'i-grat), r. .

; pret. and pp.
rnmmigrutnl, ppr. ^immigrating. [< L. coinini-

gratus, pp. of conimigrarr, < cum-, together, +
migrare, migrate: see migrate.]

rr~ ~ ! *"

especially together or

body from one country
permanent residence. [Rare.]
commigration (kom-i-gra'shgii),n. [< L. eoni-

migriitiii(H-), < commigntre, pp. com migratus :

see commigrate.] The act of migrating, espe-

cially in numbers or in a body. [Rare.]
Almost all do hold the fumno'irnlinii of soulcs Into the

bodies of Beasts. I'lin-linn, Pilgrimage, p. 478.

Commit/rations or removals of nation.-.

Ilalteieill, Apology, p. 88.

conimilitantt (ko-mil'i-tant), n. K LL. com-

milititn(t-)s, ppr. of commilitare, < L. com-, to-

gether, + mill tare, fight, be a soldier: see mili-

tant.] A fellow-soldier ; a companion in arms.

His martial compeer then, and brave contmllitant.

Draytuu, Polyolbion, xvlii.

comminatet (kom'i-nat), v. t. [< L. commina-

tus, pp. of comminari, threaten (> Sp. conmi-
nar = Pg. comminar = It. coinminare), < com-

(intensive) + minari, threaten, menace: see

minatory, menace.] To threaten ;
denounce.

G. Hardinge.
comminatiou (kom-i-na'shon), . [=F. eomini-

'

> = Sp. conminacion = Pg.

commissary-court

We must ri'i*-at Hi. ..hvn rr| -.-iti <! saying, that It if m.

worthy a rrliyiuus in. in t" Vl>'\\ :tn lilrli-lnil^ our rilln r

uitli alarm "rati-rsiini ; nr "illi an} "tin r (ei-ling than re-

gret, and hope, and brotherly rom/m"... i-nilnn.

Koriign Rev., 1829.

He had cniniitim-rntin iui'1 tr-j.. -rt

In In

.MI; and r....,k, II. 314.

2. An expression of pity; condolence: as, I

send you my OMMtiMTOttoM. ton,
I'miii'tntti'it, i-tr. i tenderneu,
concern.

ITheir teeth] seem entirely designed for gathering and commiserative (ko-miz'e-ra-tiv), . [= It. <</;-

..,
ii,,-ir -impi.- food. _ ..., MiMratfw; u eoMMtorato + -MM.] Compas-

sionate. Ji/1. Hall. [Rare.]
""'.':

iral
-- - commiseratively (ko-'miz'e-Va-tiv-li), ad,-. In

a compassionate manner; with compassion.
.Sir /'. tii-erliury. [Rare.]

they swallow tlu-ni.
'

!' ,otanl, Brit. Zool., The (Jilt Head. COmmiserator (ko-mi/.'e-ra-tor),n. [=Pg.Coro-
comminute (kom'i-nut,), a. [< L. comminutns, miscratlor = It. 0MMferaMW/ as i

pp.
+ -or.] One who commiserates or pitiee; one
who has compassion,
commissarial (kom-i-sa'ri-nl),a. [

iin./i-iitc.] To migrate, comminution (kom-i-nu'shon), n. [= F. com- sarialc; as cinnmixxary + -/.] Pert aining to a
in a body; move in a minution, < L. as if *comatliMitto(*-), < commi- commissary.
or place to another for nuere: see comminute, r.] 1. The act of com- commissariat (kom-i-sa'ri-at), H. and . [=D.

minuting or reducing to fine particles or to a

powder; pulverization.
lit] is only wrought together, and fixed by sudden inter-

mixture and comminution.
Bacon, Physical Fables, xl., Expl.

2. In surg., a comminute fracture. 3f. At-
tenuation or diminution by small abstractions.

Commiphora (ko-mif'o-ra), >i. [NL., < Or. KOU-

/ti, gum, + -Qopof, < <j>i/>civ
= E. bear*.] A genus

of trees and shrubs, natural order Burseracea:,
natives of Africa and the East Indies, and

abounding in fragrant balsams and resins.

Many of the species are imperfectly known. The princi-

pal are : C. Myrrlta, yielding African myrrh ; C. Opobalta-
mum, yielding Arabian myrrh and the balm of Gileid or
balsam of Mecca ; C. Miikul, yielding African Mi-Ilium

;

and the Indian species (C. Kataf, etc.) from which the res-

in- called betabol and hodthai are obtained.

commis (ko-me'), n. [F.. < ML. commissus, a

deputy, commissioner, orig. pp. of L. commit-

tere, commit: see commit. Equiv. to E. coi-

mittee.] In French law, a person appointed by
another to represent him in a transaction of any

comminacao = It. comminatione, < L. commina- '^^^^S^^T^Si, "andTfl
fif\ln-\ < ,',i,n i,i ,i/ti-i Tni-nnrmiT KPO rntnittinntf!. I "." .

,
< OF. commis,

demise, demit, compromise, compromit.] To com-
mit; perpetrate.
The crysten man sayd verely thou hast commysed some

omycide, for thou art all bespronge wyth the blood.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 165.

tio(n-), < comminari, threaten : see comminate.]
1. A threatening or denunciation ;

a threat of

punishment or vengeance.
With terrible commiimWotts to all them that did resist.

Foxe, Martyrs, p. 264.

Those thunders of comminution which not unfrequently _n_. 1_iaal.avi- ,t.n ,:-' - hn n
roll from orthodox pulpits. 1>. Taylor. COmmiseraWe (KO-miz e-ra-bl), a.

\_
_ It. cc

miserabile, < L. as if *commmerabilts, < eommi-
Specifically 2. In the Book of Common Pray- serari commiserate : see commiserate, v.] De-
er of the Church of England, a penitential of-

fice directed to be used after the Litany on Ash
Wednesday and at other times appointed by
the ordinary. It consists of a proclamation of God's

anger and judgments against sinners In sentences taken

from Deut. xxvii. and other passages of Scripture (to each
of which the people are to respond Amen), an exhorta-

tion to repentance, the 51st psalm, and penitential pray- commiserate (ko-miz'e-rat), V. t.; pret. and pp.
ers. There is no office of commination In the American fn.am ial,rl,if,^ nnr. mmmiXKrritinn. K I,,, coni-

serving of commiseration or pity; pitiable;

capable of exciting sympathy or sorrow.

This noble and commiserobte person, Edward.
Bacon, Hen. VII., p. 195.

Acutely conscious what commiifrable objects I consent
to be ranked with. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 198, note.

Prayer-Book, but the prayers contained In the English
ofttce are ordered to be used at the end of the Litany on
Ash Wednesday.

comminatory (ko-min'a-to-ri), a. [= F. con?-

miiiatoire = Sp. conmitiatorio = Pg. It. commi-

natorio, < LL. as if *comminatorius, < commina-

tor, a threatener, < L. comminari, threaten: see

comminate.] 1. Menacing; threatening punish-
ment. B. Jonson.

A comminatory note of the powers demanding that

Oreece should observe the wishes of the powers.
Appleton's Ann. Cyc., 1886, p. 410.

2. In law, coercive
; threatening ; imposing an

unconscionable forfeiture or other hardship, in

such sense as not to be enforcible in a court

of justice.

commingt, See coming.

commingle (ko-ming'gl),^. t. ori.; pret. and pp.

commingled, ppr. commingling. [< com- + min-

gle. Cf. comingle.] To mix together; mingle
in one mass or intimately ;

blend.

Dissolutions of gum tragacanth and oil of sweet almonds
do not commingle. Bacon, Phys. and Med. Remains.

Commingled with the gloom of imminent war.

Tennyson, Ded. to Idylls of the King.

comminuatet (ko-min'u-at), v. t. An improper
form of comminute.
comminuiblet (kom-i-nu'i-bl), a. [Irreg. <

L. comminuerc, make small (see comminute), 4-

-ible.] Reducible to powder ; capable of being
crushed or ground to powder.
For the best [diamonds] we have are eomminuiMf with-

out it. .SiV T. Brownt, Vulg. Err., ii. B.

commiserated, ppr. commiserating.
'

[< L. com

miseratus, pp. of commiserari (> It. commise-
rare = Pg. commiserar), pity, compassionate, <

com- (intensive) + miserari, pity, commiserate,
< miser, wretched: see miser, miserable, etc.]
1. To feel sorrow, regret, or compassion for,

koinmissariaat = G. mmmifuariat = Dan.

missariat, < F. commissariat = Sji.

= Pg. I'oiiimixxuriiulo = It. i:oinniix3(iri(iti>, < ML.
"commisaaruitus, < comniixnuntu, a commissary:
see commissary and -ate3.] I. n. 1. That de-

partment of an army the duties of which consist

in supplying transport, provisions, forage, camp
equipage, etc., to the troops ; also, the body of

officers in that department, in the United states

army these functions are divided Iwtween the quartennas-

Ing, and camp and garrison equipage, and the subsistence

department, under the control of a commissary-general,
which provides the food supplies. In 1858 and 1859 the

British commissariat was reorganized, and remained a
war-office department, under a commissary-general-ln-
chief, until 1870, when it was merged, with other supply

departments, in the control department, which performed
all the civil administrative duties of the army. Near the

close of 1875 the control department was superseded by
the commissariat and transport department.

The circulatory system Is the eotniHtMarfat of the phys-

iological army. Iluxlftj and Ywmam, Physiol., I SO.

2. The office or employment of a commissary.
3. In Scots laic, the jurisdiction of a commis-

sary; the district of country over which the

authority or jurisdiction of a commissary ex-

tends. Bee extract.

The Inferior CHmmimariati, which had usually been
commensurate with the dioceses, had been abolished by a

previous statute, each county being erected into a separate
cutnniiisariat, of which the sheriff is commissary.

Chambert't Encyc.

H. a. Pertaining to or concerned in furnish-

ing supplies: as, the commissariat department;
commissariat arrangements.
The commistariat department does great credit to the

cooks and stewards. Latin Bransey, Voyage ofSunbeam, 1. 1.

commissary (kom'i-sa-ri), n. ; pi. commissaries

(-riz). [= F. commissaire (> G. commissar =
Dan. kommiswr = Sw. kommissarie; cf. D. from-

missaris) = Sp. comisario = Pg. commissario =
It. commissario, commessario, < ML. commissa-

rius, one to whom any trust or duty is dele-

gated, < L. commissus, pp. of committere, com-
mit: see commit. Cf. commissioner.] 1. In a

general sense, one to whom some charge, duty,
or office is committed by a superior power; one
who is sent or delegated to execute some office

through sympathy; compassionate; pity: ap- or duty in the place, or as the representative,_i:j t , ,5 a . .= ^ ,.....,.;......,/,.
Of hjg guperior

;
a commissioner.

Commissioners or commutarirs are frequently sent for

the settlement of special questions, as, for Instance, in-

demnities to be paid after a war for losses incurred, or

boundary disputes.
E. Schnyler, American Diplomacy, p. 119.

2. Eccles., an officer who by delegation from the

bishop exercises spiritual jurisdiction in remote

parts of a diocese, or is intrusted with the per-
formance of the bishop's duties in his absence.

The cotnmitmry of the Bishop of London entertained

suits exactly analogous to those of the trades unions of the

present day. Stvkbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. S16.

3. In Scots law, the judge in a commissary-
court; in present practice, the sheriff of each

county acting in the commissary-court. See

commissary-court. 4. Milit., a name given to

officers or officials of various grades, especially
to officers of the commissariat department, in

the British army a commissary-general ranks with a ma-

jor-general, a deputy commissary-general with a colonel,

a commissary with a major, a deputy commissary with a

captain, an assistant commissary with a lieutenant. In

the United States an officer whose duty is the furnishing
of food for the army Is called a committary o/nibgittence,
the commissary-general ranking as a brigadier-general.

commissary-court (kom'i-sa-ri-kort), n. In

Scots laur: (a) A supreme court established in

plied to persons or things: as, to commiserate
a person or his condition.

Then must we those, who groan beneath the weight
Of age, disease, or want, commiserate.

Sir J. Dfnham, Justice.

2. To regret; lament; deplore; be sorry for.

We should com miseratc our ignorance and endeavour to

remove it. Locke.

3. To express pity for; condole with: as, he
commiserated him on his misfortune.

I commiserated him sincerely for having such a disagree-
able wife. /;. Taylor, Lauds of the Saracen, p. 20.

= Syn. To sympathize with, feel for, condole with.

commiseration (ko-miz-e-ra'shon), n. [= F.

commiseration = Sp. conmiseracion = Pg. com-

miseraySo = It. commiserazione, < L. commisera-

tio(n-), found only in the sense of 'a part of an
oration intended to excite compassion,' < commi-

serari, commiserate: see commiserate.] 1. The
act of commiserating ; sympathetic suffering of

pain or sorrow for the wants, afflictions, or dis-

tresses of another
; pity ; compassion.

Losses . . .

Enough to press a royal merchant down,
And pluck commiseration of his state

From brassy bosoms and rough hearts of flint.

Skat., M. of V., l. 1.



commissary-court

Edinburgh in the sixteenth century, to which
were transferred the duties formerly discharged

by the bishops' commissaries, it had jurisdiction
in actions of divorce, declarator of marriage, nullity of

marriage, and the like. Its powers having come gradu-

ally to be conjoined with those of the Court of Session,
it was abolished in 1830. Also called coniristorial four/.

(6) A sheriff's or county court which decrees

and confirms executors to deceased persons
leaving personal property in Scotland, and

discharges relative incidental functions. The

sheriff, as judge of tins court, ill certain actions lias the

title of cuituitixttanf, the county over which the court has

jurisdiction heing his coinittia/Htriat.

commissary-general (kom'i-sa-ri-jen'e-ral), w.

The head of the commissariat or subsistence

department of an army. See commissary, 4.

commissary-sergeant'(kom'i-sa-ri-sar'jeut),.
A non-commissioned staff-officer in the United
States army, appointed from sergeants who
have faithfully served in the line five years, in-

eluding three years in the grade of non-com-
missioned officers. His duty is to assist the

commissary in the discharge of all his duties.

commissaryship (kom'i-sa-ri-ship), n. [< com-

missary + -ship.] The office of a commissary.
commission1 (ko-mish'on), . [< ME. commis-
sion = D. kommissie = G. commission = Dan.
Sw. kommission, < OF. commission, F. commis-
sion = Pr. comission = Sp. comision = Pg. com-
missao = It. commissione, < ML. commissio(n-),
a delegation of business to any one, a commis-

sion, the warrant by which a trust is held, in

L. the act of committing, a bringing together,
< eommttere, pp. commissus, commit: see com-

mit.'] 1. The act of committing or doing: of-

ten with the implication that the thing done is

morally wrong: as, the commission of a crime.

Whether ctnn mission of something which God hath for-

bidden, or the omission of something commanded.
Rogers, Sermons.

2. The act of intrusting, as a charge or duty.
3. That which is committed, intrusted, or

delivered.
He will do hia commission thoroughly.

Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 4.

4. The warrant by which any trust is held or

any authority exercised.
Stay,

Where's your commission, lords? words cannot carry
Authority so weighty. Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2.

Specifically (a) A warrant granted by government au-

thority to a person, or to a body of persons, to inquire
into and report on any subject, (b) The document issued

by the government to officers in the army and navy, judges,

justices of the peace, and others, conferring authority to

perform their various functions ; also, the power thus

granted, (c) A writ which issues from a court of law for

various purposes, such as the taking of evidence from
witnesses who are unable to appear in court.

Hence 5. Charge; order; mandate; author-

ity given.
He bore his great commission in his look. Dryden.

He would have spoke, but I had no commission
To argue with him, so I flung him off.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, v. 3.

6. A body of persons intrusted jointly with the

performance of certain special duties, usually
of a public or legal character, either perma-
nently or temporarily. 7. In com., authority
delegated by another for the purchase and sale

of goods; the position or business of an agent;
agency : thus, to trade or do business on com-
mission is to buy or sell for another by his au-

thority. 8. The allowance made or the per-
centage given to a factor or agent for transact-

ing business, or to an executor, administrator,
or trustee, as his compensation for administer-

ing an estate.

Commission is the allowance paid to an agent for trans-

acting commercial business, and usually bears a fixed pro-
portion or percentage, as may be agreed on, to the amount
of value involved in the transaction. Encyc. Brit., II. 53o.

Commission day, the opening day of the assizes, when
the commission authorizing the judge to hold court is

opened and read. [Eng. ] Commission of Appeals, in

some States, a court organized for a limited time to hear
and determine appeals, when the permanent court is over-
burdened with business. Commission Of array, in Eng.
hist., a royal command such as was frequently issued be-

tween 1282 and 1557, especially in seasons of public dan-

ger, authorizing and commanding a draft or impressment
into military service, or into training, of all able-bodied

men, or of a number to be selected from among them.
Commission of bankruptcy. See bankruptcy. Com-
mission of Delegates. Same as Court of Delegates (which
see, under delegate). Commission or commissioned
officer. See officer. Commission of jail-delivery. See
assize, n., 6. Commission of lunacy, a commission is-

suing from a court to authorize an inquiry whether a person
is a lunatic or not. Commission of 'rebellion, a writ
formerly used in chancery to attach a defendant as a con-
temner of the law. Commission of the peace, a com-
mission issuing under the great seal for the appointment of

justices of the peace. [Eng.] Commission rogatoire,
in French law, letters rogatory ; an authority, coupled with
& request that it be exercised, communicated by a tribunal
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in one country to a tribunal of another, for the making
of some investigation, administering an oath, certifying

papers, or the like. Court of High Commission. See
court. Del credere commission. See del credere.

Ecclesiastical commission, wee ecclesiastical. Elec-
toral commission. See electoral. Fish Commission.
See United MatPttCommitxionof Filth and Fisheries, below.

In commission, (n) In the exercise of delegated an-

thority or a commission.

Virg. Are you contented to be tried by these?
Tuc. Ay, so the noble captain may be joined with them

in eammiwion, say. B. Jonmn, Poetaster, v. 1.

For he [God] established Moses in a resolution to under-
take the work, by joining his brother Aaron in commission
with him. Donne, Sermons, v.

(')) See to put. in commission, below. Military commis-
sion, in American milit. law, a tribunal composed of

military officers, deriving its jurisdiction from the express
or implied will of Congress, and having power to try of-

fenders against the laws of war. It has not jurisdiction to

try persons in the military service of the nation for purely
military offenses, or offenses against the Articles of \Var.

On the commission, holding appointment as a justice
on the commission of the peace. [Eng.] To override
one's commission. See override. To put in or into
commission. () In Great Britain, to intrust officially

to a commission, as the duties of a high office, in place
of the regular constitutional administrator. Thus, the
functions of the lord high admiral have for a long period
been regularly put in commission to the lords commis-
sioners of the admiralty, or the Board of Admiralty. The
charge of the exchequer or treasury is also sometimes put
into commission.

On the 7th of January, 1687, the Gazette announced to

the people of London that the Treasury was put into com-
mission. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iv.

(&) In the United States navy, to transfer (a ship) from the

navy-yardauthorities to the command of the officer ordered
in charge. Upon this transfer being made the ensign
and pendant are hoisted, and the ship is then said to be
in commission. United States Commission of Fish
and Fisheries, a bureau of the United States government
for the promotion of the public interests in relation to

fish, as their propagation and distribution, investigation
of their habits and fitness for food or other uses, mainte-
nance of supply, etc. Many of the separate States have
similar commissions in connection with their internal wa-
ters. Commonly called Fish Commission. =Syn. 1. Perpe-
tration. 8. Percentage, brokerage, fee.

commission1 (ko-mish'on), v. t. [< commission1 ,

it.; =F. commis'sionner"etc.] 1. Togiveacom-
mission to

; empower or authorize by commis-
sion.

His ministers, commissioned to proclaim
Eternal blessings in a Saviour's name.

Cowper, Elegy, iv. 91.

2. To send with a mandate or authority; send
as a commission.

A chosen band
He first commissions to the Latin laud.

Dryden, ^neid.

Commissioned officer. See officer. =Syn. To appoint,
depute, delegate.

commission2
! (ko-mish'on), . [Prob. resting

on Sp. camison, a long wide shirt, aug. of ca-

misa, a shirt: cf. camisole, and see camis.] A
shirt. [Slang.]

A garment shifting in condition,
And in the canting tongue is a commission.

John Taylor, Works, 1630.

commission-agent (ko -mish ' on - a "
jent), n.

One who acts as agent for otners, and either

buys or sells on commission.
commissionaire (ko-mish-on-ar'), n. [< P.

commissionaire : see commissioner.] 1. An at-

tendant attached to hotels in continental Eu-

rope, who performs certain miscellaneous ser-

vices, such as attending the arrival of railway-
trains and steamboats to secure customers,
looking after luggage, etc. 2. A kind of mes-

senger or light porter in general ;
one intrusted

with commissions. In some European cities (as in

London) a corps of commissionaires has been organized,
drawn from the ranks of military pensioners.

commissional (ko-mish'on-al), . [< commis-
sion + -al.] Pertaining to a commission ; con-

ferring a commission or conferred by a com-
mission. [Rare.]
The king's letters commissional.
Le Neve, Hist. Abps. of Canterbury and York, I. 201.

commissionary (ko-mish'on-a-ri), o. [< ML.
commissionarius(&B&noim: see commissioner).]
Same as commissional.

Commissionary authority.
Sp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, ix.

commissionatet (ko-mish'on-at), v. t. [< com-

mission^, n., + -ate2"] To commission; author-

ize; appoint.
By this his terrible voice he breaketh the cedars, and

diyideth the flames of fire [Ps. xxix. 5, 7], which he com-
missionates to do his pleasure.

N. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. 320.

commissioner (ko-mish'on-er), n. [In the first

sense < commission + -er". In the other senses
= F. commissionnaire (> D. kommissionnair = G.
commissioner = Dan. kommission&r) = It. com-

missionario, < ML. commissionarius, one in-

trusted with a commission, < commissio(n-), a
commission: see commission^, n.] 1. One who

commission-merchant

commissions. 2. A person having or included
in a warrant of authority ;

one who has a com-
mission or warrant from proper authority to

perform some office or execute some business

for the person, court, or government giving
the commission.

Itinerary commissioners to inspect, throughout the king-

dom, into the conduct of men in office. Swift.

Another class of commissioners, who are strictly polit-
ical agents, are occasionally sent out without its being

thought desirable to define exactly their rank, but they
are usually received as ministers.

E. Schuyler, American Diplomacy, p. 119.

Specifically (a) In Great Britain, an officer having charge
of some department of the public service which is put
into commission. See to put in commission, under com-
mission!

,
n. (6) A steward or private factor on an estate,

who holds a power from his constituent to manage affairs

with full authority.

3. A commissionaire. 4. One of the persons
elected to manage the affairs of a police burgh
or non-corporate town in Scotland, correspond-
ing to a bailie or town-councilor in a corporate
town Bankruptcy commissioner. See bankruptcy.
Board of county commissioners. See county!.

Charity commissioner, a member of a body exercising

authority over charity foundations, schools, charities in

prisons, etc. , in England and Wales. Civil-service Com-
missioners. See civil service, under civil. Commission-
er forthe State Of, etc., an officer appointed under the law
of one State and resident within another State, to take in

the latter acknowledgment of deeds to be recorded and
oaths and affidavits to be used in the former. [U. S.]

Commissioner of Agriculture, the head of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture. See department. [V. S.

I

- Commis-
sioner of Appeals, a member of a Commission of Appeals.
See cowmissivn.1, Commissioner Of Customs, an offi-

ciai;of the United States Treasury Departmentcharged with
the collection of the customs-revenue and the revision and
certification of the revenue and marine accounts. Com-
missioner of deeds, an officer appointed to take ac-

knowledgments, administer oaths, etc. Commissioner
Of Education, the head of the Bureau of Education.
See education. [U. S.] Commissioner of Fish and
Fisheries, the chief officer of the United States Commis-
sion of Fish and Fisheries. Commissioner ofLabor, an
official of the United States government whose duty it is

to investigate and report upon matters relating to the la-

borers and labor-interests of the country. Many of the
different States have similar officials. Commissioner of

Railroads, an official of the government of the United

States, or of one of the several States, whose duty it is

to enforce the laws relating to railroads, report upon their

condition, recommend such changes as may be considered

necessary, etc. Commissioner of the Circuit Court.
See United States Commissioner, below. Commissioner
Of the General Land Office, the head of the General
Land Office. See land. [U. S.] Commissioner of the
Patent Office, or Commissioner of Patents, the head
of the United States Patent Office. See patent. Com-
missioner Of the Pension Office, or Commissioner of
Pensions, the head of the United States Pension Office.

See pension. Commissioners Clauses Act, a British

statute of 1847 consolidating or codifying provisions usual
in acts constituting boards of commissioners for the un-

dertaking of public works. Commissioners of audit.
See audit. Commissioners of charities and correc-

tion, in New York and some other American cities, a
board of officers charged with the oversight of the public
charitable and penal institutions. Commissioners of
estimate and assessment, in American laic, officers of

a quasi-judicial character, in the nature of arbitrators,

appraisers, or referees, appointed in a proceeding to con-
demn private property to public uses, for the purpose
of estimating the value of land taken for a public im-

provement, and of assessing the cost of the improvement
on the property benefited. Commissioners of excise,
officers, usually constituting a permanent or continuous

board, who are charged with the licensing of dealers in

intoxicating liquors, and with supervising the enforce-
ment of the laws restricting that trade. Commission-
ers of highways, officers, usually constituting a perma-
nent or continuous board in a town or village, charged
with the duty of laying out and maintaining highways,
bridges, etc. Commissioners of Justiciary, the judges
of the High Court of Justiciary of Scotland, consisting
of the lord justice-general, the lord justice-clerk, and five

judges of the Court of Session. Commissioners of sup-

e.
in Scotland, commissioners appointed to assess the

i-tax and to apportion the valuation according to the

provisions of the Valuation of Lands Act, within their

respective counties. Commissioners of teinds. See
teinds. Indian Commissioner, the head of the United
States Indian Bureau, or of the office having charge of

Indian affairs. See Indian. Lord high commissioner
to the General Assembly of the Church of Scotland, the

representative of the sovereign in that assembly. Lords
Commissioners of the Treasury. See treasurer. Po-
lice commissioners, in some American cities, a board of

officers having supervision of municipal police. United
States Commissioner, or Commissioner of the Cir-
cuit Court, an officer appointed by a circuit court of the
United States to aid in the administration of justice in

various ways, as by examining and extraditing criminals.

commissionership (ko-mish'on-er-ship), n. [<
commissioner + -ship.] The office or position
of a commissioner.
commission-merchant (ko - mish ' on - mer '-

chant), n. 1. A person employed to sell goods
on commission, either in his own name or in

the name of his principal, and intrusted with
the possession, management, control, and dis-

posal of the goods sold : differing from a broker,
who is an agent employed to make bargains and
contracts between other persons in matters of

trade. 2. One who buys or sells groceries, or



commission-merchant

garden or dairy produce, etc., on commission.

[U.S.]
commissionship (ko-nrish'on-ship), . [< rom-
inixHioiii + -#/a'p.j The holding of a commis-
sion; a commissiouership. [Rare.]
He got his comiitifttiiowthip in the ^reat contest f"i tin-

county. Scott.

commissive (ko-mis'iv), a. [< L. i-iiniin/xxiif.

pp. (see commisxure, romiuit), + -ire.'] Com-
mittin";. <'iil<-riili/e. [Kare.]
commissura (kom-i-gu'rii), .

; pi. commissura;

(-re). [L. : see commissure.'] Buna ai AMMte-
sure. Commissure arcuata posterior, the coiuinU-
sura basalis of Meynert. Commissura basalls of Mey-
nert, a bundle of rather c.'arsr tiU-is ]>in^ al.M\r anil In-.

hind the other portion* of the optic chiasma and optic
tracts of the brain, anil passing on either side to the
neighborhood of Lily's body. Also called MI'IHK />' ,-n,n

miaiure. Commissure media, the middle 'or soft com-
missure of the brain (which ee., under r'/m//n*>'/iv).

commissural (ko-mis'u-ral), a. [= F. com-
iiiix.iural, < lAj. MMMMMrmlf. < L. romnnxxura,
commissure: see commissure.] Connective; be-

longing to or forming part of a commissure, or
a line or part by which other parts are con-
nected. See cut under stin

The several pairs of thoracic and abdominal ganglia are
united by double flHMNfcMIMl cords.

llujtle//, Anat. Invert., p. 368.

Such connections [between corresponding ganglia] con-
sist of what are called comiitisnurttt tiluvs. . . . The word
commimitml is, Indeed, sometimes used in a wider sense,
including fibres that unite ganglia of different grades.

//. Silencer, Prin. of 1'sychol., f 11.

commissure (kom'i-gur), .. [= P. commissure
= Sp. comisura = Pg. commissura = It. commes-
sura, a joint, commisura, symmetry, fitness, < L.

commissura, a joint, seam, band, < commissus, pp.
of eommittere, put together, join: see commit.]
1. A joint, seam, suture, or closure; the place
where two bodies or parts of a body meet or
unite. Specifically (a) In anat. : (1) A suture of cranial
bones. (2) The joining of the lips, eyelids, etc., at their

angles. (3) See phrases below. (6) In ormtA.,the Hue of
closure of the mandibles. See cut under bill.

Commissure . . . means the point where the gape ends
behind, that is, the angle of the mouth, . . . where the ap-
posed edges of the mandibles join each other; but . . . it Is

loosely applied to the whole line of closure, from true com-
missure to tip of the bill. Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 106.

(c) In hot., the face by
which onecarpel coheres
to another, as in the Urn-

bellifera! ; In mosses, the
line of junction of two
cells, or of the opercu-
lum and the capsule.
(rf) In arch., the joint
between two stones,
formed by the applica-
tion of the surface of

one to that of another.

2. That which joins
Or Connects. Specifl Commissure in Botany. Section of

cally (a) 111 anat. ,
one Fnlit of-'**, enlarged.

of certain bands of , a, line of the commissural faces of

nerve-tissue, white or the two n>els.

gray, connecting right
and left parts of the brain and spinal cord. ('') In zool. t a
nerve-cord connecting the larger ganglia of the nervous

system. Anterior commissure of the brain (commls-
sura anterior), a rounded cord of white fibers crossing in

front of the anterior crura of the fornix. See cut under

corpus. Commissure of the flocculus, the posterior
medullary velum. Esophageal commissures. See

esophayeal ring, under etophaijeal. Gray commissure
of the spinal cord, the connection of the two lateral cres-

centic masses of gray substance. See cut under spinal.
Great white commissure of the brain (commissura
magna), the corpus callosum (which see, under corpus).

Meynert's commissure. See cummi*tntra banalis, un-
der comiiiiMiifii. Middle or soft commissure of the
brain (commissure media), a commissure consisting al-

most entirely of gray substance, connecting the optic
thalami anteriorly across the cavity of the third ventricle.
See cut under corp.*: Optic commissure, the chiasm
of the optic nerves. See chiasm. Posterior commis-
sure Of the brain (coramissura posterior), a flattened
band of white substance connecting the optic thalami pos-

teriorly. Short commissure, a part of the inferior ver-

miform process of the cerebellum, situated in the incisura

posterior. Simple commissure of the cerebellum, a
small lobe neartne incisura posterior. Wnlte commis-
sures of the spinal cord, anterior and posterior,
the connections of the lateral masses of white substance,
one In front of, the other behind, the gray commissure.
See spinal.

commit (kp-mif), v.
; pret. and pp. committed,

ppr. committing. (X ME. eommitten = OF. corn-

metre, F. commettre = Pr. cometre = Sp. cometer
= Pg. commetter = It. commcttere, < L. eommit-

tere, bring together, join, compare, commit (a

wrong), incur, give in charge, ete., < com-, to-

gether, + mittere, send: see mission, missile.

Cf admit, demit, emit, permit, submit, etc.] I.

trans. 1. To give in trust; put into charge or

keeping ;
intrust

;
surrender

; give up ; consign :

with to or untn.
L'utninit thy way unto the Lord ; trust also in him.

Ps. xxxvii :.

The Baillles of th. . ii, |,:u,,. power and auctortt* to
,-i'iu ,,t,ttf h) in to prison.

/;-,;../. 9fU }, p. wo.
The temporal concern*! "I our family were chictly mm

milted tu my wife's management. (Joiiltmith, Vicar, II.

2. To engage; involve; put or bring into risk
or danger by a preliminary step or decision
which cannot be recalled; compromise'.

\ mi niii;M ha\v satinllc.l i-vi-ry duty of political fri.-n.l

ship without i-iniui'iUni'i thr liMMMiir of your sovereign.
Juniit*.

The general addressed Irti. i t ><.. n. Dates and to i;. u

Heath, cautioning thrni against any sudden absent

proposal, which might IMISMMV )>< rnMilrrrii a^ 'niiinit-

/i/i.'/the faith of the I'mied states. JfonAoB,Wubinftoii.
3. To consign to custody by official warrant,
as a criminal or a lunatic; specifically, I" " '''

to prison for a short term or for trial.

Now we'll go search the taverns, commit su<-h
As we find drinking, and be drunk ourselves
With what we take from tli- MI

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, iv. 3.

4. In legislation, to refer or intrust to a com-
mittee or select number of persons for their

consideration and report.
After it has been carried that it [the bill] should he

read a second time, it is committed, I. e., referred eitlii-r

to a select committee chosen to examine it carefully, or
the whole House goes Into committee, or sits to look into
It phrase by phrase. A. Rmklaml, Nat. Institutions, p. iv

5. To memorize; learn by heart : a shortened

colloquial form of the phrase to commit to mem-
ory : as, have you committed your speech? 6.

To do or perform (especially something rep-
rehensible, wrong, inapt, etc.); perpetrate: as,
to commit murder, treason, felony, or trespass;
to commit a blunder or a solecism.
And now the Prince's Followers themselves come to lx>

a Grievance, who relying upon their Master, commit many
outrages. Baker, Chronicle*, p. 86.

And it Is to be believed that he who commits the same
crime often, and without necessity, cannot but do It with
some kind of pleasure. Dryden, Grig, and Prog, of Satire.

7t . To join or put together unfitly or heteroge-
neously ;

match improperly or incongruously ;

confound: a Latinism. [Rare.]
How . . . does Philopolis . . . commit the opponent

with the respondent? Dr. H. More, Divine Dialogues.

First taught our English musick how to span
Words with just uote and accent, not to scan
With Midas ears, committing short and long.

Milton, Sonnets, viiL

8f. To consider; regard; account.
I was commytted the best archere
That was in mery Englonde.

Lytell Oeste of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 120).

Fully committed, in law, committed to prison for trial,
in distinction from detention for examination preliminary
to such commitment. To commit one's self, (a) To
Intrust one's self ; surrender one's self : with to.

A kinde of Swine which, . . . being hunted, commit
theniselues quickly to the water.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 835.

They committed themselves unto the sea. Acts xxvii. 40.

(6) To speak or act In such a manner as virtually to bind
one's self to a certain line of conduct, or to the approval
of a certain opinion or course of action : as, he has com-
mitted hiHisefr to the support of the foreign policy of the

government ; avoid committing yourself.

It might, perhaps, be in the power ot the embassador,
without committing himself or his government, to animate
the zeal of the Opposition for the laws and liberties of

England. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

To commit to memory, to learn by heart ; memorize.
= 8yn. 1. Intruxt, Confide, Commit, Consign, agree in gen-
eral in expressing a transfer from the care or keeping of

one to that of another. To intrust is to give to another in

trust, to put into another's care with confidence in him.
Confide is still more expressive of trust or confidence, es-

pecially in the receiver's discretion or integrity ; the word
is now used most of secrete, but may be used more wide-
ly. Commit Implies some measure of formality in the act ;

it is the most general of these words. Consign implies still

greater formality in the surrender : as, to consign goods to
a person for sale ; to conxign the dead to the grave. To
consign seems the most final as an act ; to commit stands
next to it in this respect.
But a case may arise, in which the government is no

longer safe in the hands to which it has been intrusted.
D. Webster, Speech, Oct. 12, 1832.

Happy will it be for England if ... her interests be

confided to men for whom history has not recorded the

long series of human crimes and follies in vain.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

The King is by the Bishop of Hereford committed to
the Custody of the Earl of Leicester.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 112.

He himself [William Penn], in the heyday of youth, was
consigned to a long and close imprisonment in the tower.

Bancroft, Hist. U. 8., II. 114.

II. intrans. It. To commit adultery.
Commit not with man's sworn spouse. Shak., Lear, ill. 4.

2. To consign to prison ;
to exercise the power

of imprisoning.
That power of committing which the people anciently

loved to see the House of Commons exercise is now, at
least when employed against libellers, the most unpopu-
lar power in the Constitution.

Macaulay, Hallam't Const. UUt.

committeeship

commitment (ko-mit
' ment ). .

(
< <'<>mmit +

-mr,it.~\ 1. The" act of committing, (a) The act

M( ilrliverini; in charge Mr intruMtttiK. ('*) The act of de-

liveriiiK in < barge to tlieautlioriiii-i, nf a prison ; a sending
IM MF putting in prison, generally without or preparatory
to a formal trial.

What has Ihr |ui in r done .' Say; what's the cause
Of his comnnhn- />/

'
iii. In

Iii this dubious interval, IK.-IWI.H t],,- , ,,,,,,,/,/i... n t and
trial, a prisoner .Hi^-lit to IM- used witb the utmot human-
ity. M.i,-;U/o,,., I'MIII., |v. J.

(<) In I.-;"'-'"'''"", the net nf ivffrring Mr intrusting t a
'Miinninii !<>r i Mii-i.U-ratiMii : an, the famiHt'o "' ; >

i Mr a lull for consideration and ri'i^rt.

The Parliament . . . which thought this I" titi"ii worthy
nut only i.f receiving. Imt of VMtiiiL' I" a i-f>in'

Miltn,,, on n.. i. ,,t llnmb. Kemonst.

('/) The act of pledging or engaging one's self : as, the
writer's commitment to the theory of spontaneous genera-
tion. [In thUtenie committal U more commonly uned.l

(') The act of perpetrating ; commission. Clarendon.

2. A written order of a court directing that

some one be confined in prison: formerly moro
often termed a mittimus.

committable (ko-mit'a-bl), a. [< cunimit +
-able.] Capable'of being committed. South.

committal (ko-mit'al), . [< commit + -a/.]

The act of committing, in any of the senses
of the verb; commitment; commission: ae,
the committal of a trust to a person, of a body
to the grave, of a criminal to prison ; the or a
committal (compromising, betrayal, exposure)
of one's self. [In all uses but the last commit-
ment or commission is more common.]
The objection to a premature [disclosure] ... of a plan

by the National Executive consists of the danger of com-
mittal* on point* which could be more safely left to fur-

ther developments. Lincoln, In Raymond, p. 429.

committee (ko-mit
'

e), n. [Early mod. E. co-

myte (also coiiiyt for comyte, < AF. "cirmite, 'co-

mite), irreg. < L. eommittere (> E. commit) + F.

-e, E. -eel. Hence F. comite = D. comtte = O.

i-niiimiiti-, etc., a committee. The analogical F.
form is commis, committee, a clerk (see commw),
< ML. commissus, a commissioner, deputy, etc.,

prob. pp. of L. eommittere : see commit.] 1. One
or more individuals to whom the care of the

person or estate of another, as a lunatic, an im-

becile, an inebriate, or an infant in law, is com-
mitted by the judge of a competent court. The
committee commonly consists of one person, and is dis-

tinguished as a committee of the person, of the estate, or of
the person and estate, according to the subject or subjects
of custody. In some cases the two functions are combined
in one committee, and in others they are assigned to dif-

ferent committees.

2. One or more persons elected or appointed
to attend to any matter or business referred to

them, as by a legislative body, a court, corpo-
ration, society, etc. committee of the whole, a
committee of a legislative body consisting of all the mem-
bers sitting in a deliberative rather than a legislative char-

acter, for formal consultation and preliminary consider-
ation of matters awaiting legislative action. A special
presiding officer for the occasion is usually appointed, and
parliamentary and standing rules may be less rigidly ap-

B'ied.
The full title of the committee In the United States

ouse of Representatives is "Committee of the Whole
House upon the State of the Union." Committees of

correspondence. See correspondence . Joint commit-
tee, a committee composed of two or more committees

representing as many different bodies, appointed to con-
fer together for the purpose of composing differences, or
of agreeing upon joint action in some matter. Joint com-
mittees are of special importance in the Congress of the
United States and the State legislatures when the two
houses disagree in regard to some measure. Riding
committee, a visiting committee. (Scotch.)

For several years the wishes of congregations were Ig-

nored ; wherever the presbytery refused to api>oint at the
will of the assembly, a riding committee, often assisted

by military force, carried out the decision.

Encyc. Brit., XIX 685.

Select committee, a committee appointed to consider
and report on a particular subject. Standing commit-
tee, a pennanent committee, as of a legislature, society,

etc., intended to consider all matters within an appointed
sphere. In the Congress of the United States ana in the
State legislatures the system of standing committees pre-
vails. There are about 40 such committees in the United
States Senate and about 50 in the House of Representa-
tives, consisting of not less than .'i memliers, and, except in

a few cases, not more than 15. The most Important com-
mittees of the House are the Committee on Ways and
Means, which deals with taxes, customs, and all other rev-

enues of the government, and the Committee on Appro-
priations, in which the principal appropriation bills origi-
nate. Each house has also certain select committees, but

they are not important. All bills introduced into either

branch of Congress, and the estimates for the needed ap-

propriations for the different executive departments, are

referred to their appropriate committees, examined, and

favorably or adversely reported to the House or Senate.

committeeman (ko-mit 'e-man), n.; pl.com-
mitteemen (-men). A member of a committee.
committee-room (ko-mit'e-rom), n. A room
in which a committee holds its meetings.
committeeship (kp-mit'e-ship), n. [< committee
+ -*/ii/(.] The office of 'a committee. Milton.



committent

committent (kg-mit'eut), H. [< L. commit-

tc(f-)s, ppr. of' commiitere, commit: see com-

mit.] One who commits a matter or matters

into the care or charge of another; a commit-
tor.

committer (ko-mit'er), . 1. One who com-
mits. () One who intrusts something or some person to

the care of another. See committor. (o) One who does

or perpetrates : as, a eommitttr of sacrilege. Martin.

Thus would the Elements wash themselves clenne from
it [sin] and the eunnailltn thereof.

Purchan, Pilgrimage, p. 40.

Specifically 2f. Afornicator; an adulterer.

If all coininitten stood in a rank, they'd make a lane in

which your shame might dwell.

DtUUT and JUiddleton, Honest Whore.

committiblet (ko-mit
'

i-bl), a. [< commit +
-ible. According to present E. use, the form
should be committable.'] That may be com-
mitted.

Mistakes com mittible. Sir T. Broime,\\\\g. Err., iv. 12.

committing (ko-mit'ing), p. a. [Ppr. of com-

mit, r.] In taw, authorized to commit to prison.
Committing magistrate, one whose duty it is, on

probable evidence, to commit accused persons for trial by
a higher court, or to require suitable bail for their ap-

pearance.

committor (ko-mif or), n. [< commit + -or,']

Same as committer, but in this spelling, specifi-

cally, a judge who commits a person of unsound
mind to the custody of another ;

the lord chan-
cellor when so acting. [Eng.]
commix (ko-miks'),t'- t. or i. [< ME. eommixeii,

eomixen, < com- + mixen, E. mix, after equiv. L.

commiscere, pp. commixtus, commisttts, < com-,

together, + miscere = E. mix, q. v. Cf. com-

mingle.'] To mix or mingle ;
blend.

Yeve hem [thrushes] flgges grounde
i ',,n,iij! with Hi iiir to make hem faat and roiinde.

Palladiwi, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 21.

I have written against the spontaneous generation of

frogs in the clouds, or on the earth out of dust and rain-

water commixed. Ray, Works of Creation.

Boldly commizmsrwiththecloudsofheaven. J. Baillie.

commixationt (kom-ik-sa'shon), . [< entumix

+ -ation.] Mingling; commixture.
The trim commixation

Of confus'd fancies, full of alteration,
Makes th' vnderstandiug dull.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

commixiont (ko-mik'shon), M. An improper
form of commixtion.

commixtion (ko-miks'chon), . [< ME. coinijc-

tioun = OF. commixtion, later commixtion, F.

commixtion = Sp. comistion, conmistion = Pg.
commistSo = It. commistione, < LL. commix-

tio(n-), commistio(n-), < L. commiscere, pp. eom-

mixtus, commistus : see commix.'] 1. Mixture;
a blending, uniting, or combining of different

ingredients in one mass or compound.
Therfore it heelith perfljtly the contynuel fenere ; name-

ly with commixtiouH of the 5 essence of gold and peerle.
Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 21.

Were thy commixtion fireek and Trojan so

That thou could'st say
" This hand is Grecian all,

And this is Trojan." Shak., T. and C., iv. 5.

The whispered Agnus Dei prefaced the commixtion of

the third part of the Host with the consecrated wine.
R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

2. In Scots law, the blending of substances be-

longing to different proprietors, as two parcels
of corn, giving rise to certain questions regard-

ing rights of property.
comm&ture (ko-miks'tur), . [= It. eommistu-

ra, < L. commixtura, commistttra, < commiscere,
commix: see commix, andcf. mixture.'] 1. The
act of mixing ; the state of being mingled ;

the

blending or joining of ingredients in one mass
or compound ; mingling ; incorporation.
The commixture of any thing that is more oily or sweet.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.

2. The mass formed by mixing or blending
different things ;

a composition ;
a compound.

Some apprehended a purifying virtue in tire, refining
the grosser commixture. Sir T. AYMMM, Urn-burial, i.

3. Eceles., in both the Greek and the Western
Church since early times, the rite of putting a

particle of the consecrated bread or host into

the chalice, an act emblematic of the reunion
of body and soul at the resurrection.

This commixture [of the bread and wine], if not abso-

lutely primitive, is at least of very venerable antiquity.
In the West we find it recognized by the most ancient

Missals; by the Council of Orange, A. D. 441 ; and by the
fourth of Toledo. J. M. Neale, Eastern Church, i. 520.

commodate (kom'o-dat), w. [= F. commodat
= Sp. comodato = Pg. It. commodato, < LL.

commodatum, a loan, orig. neut. of commodatus,

pp. of L. commodore, make fit, ada.pt, accom-

modate, lend to, < commodus, fit : see commo-

dious.'] In law, a species of loan, gratuitous on
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the part of the lender, by which the borrower is

obliged to restore the identical thingwhich was

lent, in the condition in which he received it.

commodationt (kom-o-da'shpn), . [< LL. COIH-

mo<latio(n-), < L. commodore, adapt : see comma-
date.

~]
Convenience

; utility ; adaptation for

use. Nir .M. Hale.

commode (ko-mod'), . and . [< Y.coniuioili ,

commodious, accommodating, kind, < L. com-

modus, convenient: see commodious."] I.t a.

Accommodating; obliging.

So, sir, am I not very commode to you?
Cibber, Provoked Husband, iv.

II. . [< F. commode, a particular use of the

adj.] 1. A large and high head-dress, mount-
ed on a frame of wire, covered with silk, lace,
bows of ribbon, etc., worn about the end of the

seventeenth century and the beginning of the

eighteenth.
A niceness that wou'd as ill become me as ... a high

commode a lean Face. Southern, Maid's Last Prayer, ii.

When we say of a Woman, she has a tine, a long, or a

good Head, we speak only in relation to her Commode.
Spectator, No. l!li.'>.

2. Any piece of furniture containing drawers
and shelves for holding clothes, handy articles,

tools, etc.

Old commodes of rudely carved oak.

Buhner, Eugene Aram, iv. 10.

S. A small piece of furniture containing a

chamber-pot below and a drawer and shelf

above, and conveniently arranged in a bedroom
for necessary purposes. 4. A night-stool.
5t. A procuress ;

a bawd. Foote.

commodelyt (ko-mod'li), adv. Conveniently.
It will fall in very commodely between my parties.

Walpole, Letters (1759), II. 103.

You found the whole garden filled with masks, and

spread with tents, which remained all night very com-

modely. Walpole, Letters (1749), II. 28H.

commodious (ko-mo'di-us), a. [< ME. commo-

dious, < ML. commodiosus, useful, < L. comtnn-

dum, a useful thing, convenience, prop. neut.

of commodus (> It. commodo = Sp. comodo =
Pg. commodo = F. commode, > E. commode, q.

v.), useful, fit, convenient, < com-, with, accord-

ing to, + modus, measure : see mode.] If. Bene-

ficial; helpful; useful; favorable.

Thai sayen the pyne unto all thing under sowe (sown un-

der it]

Is commodious. Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 213.

Wine and manv things else commodious for mankind.
Raleiyh, Hist. World, I. vi. 6.

Long sojourning ... of the . . . army at Newcastle,
for lack of commodious winds.

Exp. in Scotland (Arher's Eng. Garner, I. 115).

2. Suitable; fit; proper; convenient; becom-

ing: in a general sense.

He [the sphere] conteyneth in him the commodious de-

scription of enery other figure, & for his ample capacitie
doth resemble the world or vniuers.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 81.

If they think we ought to prove the ceremonies comma-
dious, they do greatly deceive themselves.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iv. 4.

3. Affording good accommodation ;
convenient

and roomy; suitable and spacious: as, a com-
modious dwelling; a commodious harbor.

An antiquated but commodious manor-house.
Rarham, Ingoldshy Legends, I. Ifi.

= Syn. Convenient, suitable, fit, proper, useful, comfort-
able.

commodiously (ko-mo'di-us-li), adr. 1. So as

to be commodious: as, a house commodious!;/
constructed. 2f. Suitably; usefully; service-

ably; conveniently.
Eke se thi laude

Be beririg, and commodiously stande.

Palladius, Huslxiudrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 2.

Wisdom may have framed one and the same thing to
serve commodiously for divers ends.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 42.

On the South side was a piece of plank supported by a

Post, which we understood was the Reading Desk, just by
which was a little hole commodiously broke thro' the Wall
to give light to the Reader.

Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 8.

3f. Agreeably; comfortably.
We need not fear

To pass commodiously this life, sustain'd

Ity him with many comforts.

Milton, P. L., x. 1083.

commodiousness (ko-mo'di-us-nes), . The
state or quality of being commodious ;

suitable-

ness for its purpose ; convenience; fitness: as,

the commodiousness of a house.

The commodiousness of the harlxnir.

Johnson. Jour, to Western Isles.

commoditablet (ko-mod'i-ta-bl), a. [Irreg. for

commodity + -able"'] Fit for purchase or sale.

Joseph Richardson, quoted by F. Hall.

commolition

commodity (ko-mod'i-ti), .; pi. commodities

(-tiz). [< F. c'ommod'ite = Pr. comoditat = Sp.
coiiititlitltiil = Pg. commodidade = It. cotnodita,

convenience, commodity, < L. commodita(t-)s,

fitness, convenience, ML. commodity (merchan-
dise), < commodus, fit, convenient: see commo-

dious.'] If. Accommodation; convenience;

suitableness; commodiousness.
It being also no smalle Comodtiy that the nobility ol

England shalhe therby in their youthes brought vp in ami-

ty and acquintaunce.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 11.

Travellers turn out of the highway, drawn either by the

commodity of a footpath, or the delicacy or the freshness

of the fields. B. Jontnn, Discoveries.

For commoditie of river and water for that purpose,
there is no where lietter.

Quoted in Strutt's Sports and Pastimes, p. 152.

2t. Profit; advantage; interest.

Their ordinances were framed for the " better relief and

comodtftie of the porer sorte."

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. cxxvi.

They knew that howsoever men may seek their own
miaiiiinliti/, yet if this were done with injury unto others,

it was not to be suffered. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. % 10.

I will turn diseases to commodity.
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., i. -2.

3. That which is useful ; anything that is use-

ful, convenient, or serviceable; particularly,
an article of merchandise; anything movable
that is a subject of trade or of acquisition.

Dyners comedytess that comyn of the shepe
Causythe no werre, what so men langylle or muse.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 20.

Some offerme commodities to buy. Shak., C. of E., iv. 3.

Under the general name of Commodity I rank all those

advantages which our senses owe to nature.

Emerson, Nature.

This tax ... included all freeholders of lands, tene
mi-Hi-, rents, services, annuities, offices, fees, profits, or
commodities within the kingdom to the yearly value ol

20s. clear of charge, commodity being a wide term to in-

clude any interest, advantage or profit.
S. Dowell, Taxes in England, I. 127.

4f. Distribution of wares
; parcel ; supply.

Now Jove, in his next commodity of hair, send thee a
beard! Shak., T. N., Hi. 1.

Commodity of brown papert. a phrase much used by
the old dramatists to signify worthless goods taken in part
satisfaction for a bond or obligation by needy persons who
lx>rrowed money of usurers.

Here's young master Rash ; he's in [prison) for a com-

modity of brown paper and old ginger ;
nine score and

seventeen pounds. Shak., M. for M., iv. S.

= Syn. Merchandise, Goods, etc. See property.

commodore (kom'o-dor), . [Appar. a corrup-
tion of Sp. comendador (= Pg. commendador), a

knight, commander, superior of a monastery, =
It. comandatore = F. commandeur, OF. comman-

deor, > ME. commaundour, E. commander, q. v.

F. commodore is from E.] 1. An officer in the

navy next in rank below a rear-admiral and
above a captain. In the navy of the United States

(in which the office was first created in 1862) a commo-
dore ranks with a brigadier-general in the army, and

may command a division or a squadron, or be chief of

staff of a naval force commanded by an admiral or a vice-

or rear-admiral ; or he may command ships of the first

class, or naval stations. In the British navy the rank of

commodore is a temporary one, and of two kinds, of which
the first conveys authority over a captain in the same ship,
while the second does not. The former gives the rank,

pay, and allowances of a rear-admiral ; the latter, the pay
and allowances of a captain. They both carry distinguish-

ing pennants. Abbreviated Com.
2. By courtesy or by extension (a) The senior

captain when three or more ships of war are

cruising in company. Before 1862 captains in the

United States Navy commanding or having commanded
squadrons were recognized as commodores by courtesy.

(6) The senior captain of a line of merchant
vessels, (c) The president of a yachting-club
or of an organization of boat-clubs, (d) The
convoy or leading ship in a fleet of merchant-

men, which carries a light in her top to con-
duct the other ships.
COmmodulationt (ko-mod-u-la'shon), n. [< L.

commodulatio(H-), < com- (intensive) + modu-

latio(n-), proportion : see modulation.'] Pro-

portion.
If they hold that symmetric and commodulation (as

Vitruvius calls it) which they ought, from the proportion
of the head, the hand, ... or the least tone may the di-

mensions of the whole body be infallibly collected.

Hakewill, Apology, p. 190.

commoignet, H. [OF., also commoine, < ML. as

if *commonis, equiv. to commonachiis, < L. COM-,

together, + LL. monachus (also "monius, > F.

moine), a monk: see monk:'] A monk of the
same

co_nvent.
Seldrti.

commolitiont (kom-o-lish'ou), n. [< ML. *eom-

molitio(it-), < commolere, pp. commoUtits, grind
together, demolish, < L. com-, together, + mo-

lere, pp. molitus, grind : see mill1
,
and cf . amolish,



commolition

demolish, demolition.] The act of grinding to-

gether. Sir T. Browne.
common (kom'on), a. and n. [< MK. mmon, co-

milll, i-iiiiiinui, i-iiliirn, fiiiiujii. less freijiiently riuii-

in ii n. <
i

iiiitiiiiiiii',<.Ot\ coniuii, cum HI ii ii. F. aniimuii,
m., riniuiiiiiii , (. (romniiiHe, t., also as a nouii:

seecniiiiiion, n., and <<;< mitiir-, .), = Pr. COIIIIIH.

ciiinii = Sp. cumuli = Pg. com in n in = It. <.>// ///i. ,

< L. riiminiiiiix, OL. I'nniiiiiiin, coinnion, general,
univiT.-;il: of iiiiri-rtjiiii foniintioii: perhaps <

(<-, together, 4- "iiiiiiiiy, bouiid; cf. IHUIII*.

obliging, ready to be of si-i-vin-. iiiiiiiiiiii.i, IK-

OTUHI.S-, <>L. iiunii'iiix, not bound, exempt (> nit.
E. immunity), iniiiiu* (niiim-r-), < >L. HIII-HHH, ser-

vice, duty, obligation (> ull. K. miuirrittr, ;</-
nerate), >/, walls, bulwarks, miinire, OL.
manure, wall about, defend (> ult. K. initiniiu ni.

munition, etc.). In another view I>. communis is

prop. eomuititt, OL. ritmninix (as above). < com-,
together, + *, OL. OI'HOS = E. owe. In either
view the L. in usually regarded as cognate with
the equiv. Teut. word: (ioth. (jumnins = OHG.
gimeini, MHU. </<</<, ( I. </< mi-in = D. gemeen =
AS. i/i-iiiifiii; MK. ;, K. , common; but
the kinship of L. cow- with Teut. j/n-, </o, and
still more the survival into Teut. of the full form
gam-, as required by the second view, are doubt-
ful. See ge- and mean'*. Hence (from L. <-<nn-

miinix), besides commiin, <<//<<', r., I'IHII-

HIIIHI--, n., i-niHiuuHirate, etc.] I. a. 1. Of or

pertaining to all that is, to all the human
race, or to all in a given country, region, or

locality; being a general possession or right ;

of a public nature or character.
The comun weele, welfare, and prosperlte of the el<l

cite, accordynge to the kyngs lawes, alwey kept and for-

eyu- Enyliih Giltti (E. E. T. S.), p. 407.

Such actions ai the common good requireth.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, I. $ 10.

The common air. Shall., Rich. II., I. 3.

One writes that "Other friends remain,"
That "

Loss is common to the race."

Tennyton, In Memoriam, vl.

Then there was the common land held as separate prop-
erty, not liy single owners, but by communities, something
like the lands of colleges and other corporations ut tin-

present day, and as land is still held by village communi-
ties In India and the eastern Slavonic countries of Europe.

F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 20.

I'd not bate one nail's breadth of the honest truth,
though I were sure the whole edition of my work would
be bought up and burnt by the common hangman of Con-
necticut. Irviny, Knickerbocker, p. 219.

Such a man as Emerson l>elongs to no one town or prov-
ince or continent ; he is the common property of mankind.

0. W. Holmet, Emerson, xvl.

2. Pertaining equally to, or proceeding equally
from, two or more; joint: as, life and sense
are common to man and beast; it was done by
common consent of the parties.

And comen to a conseille for here comtme profit.
Picri Plowman (B), Prol., 1. 148.

The kynge Arthur hem departed [divided them] by coin-
on assent of alle the Harouns after the! were of astate or
degre. Mtrtin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 803.

One common note on either lyre did strike
And knaves and fools we both abhorr'd alike.

Dnjden, To the Memory of Mr. Oldharn, 1. 5.

3. Of frequent or usual occurrence ; not excep-
tional; usual; habitual.

Hit Is slker [sure), for sothe, and a sagh [saying) cornyn.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 2075.

It Is no act of common passage, but
A itrain of rareness. Shak., Oymbellne, 111. 4.

The ammonett operations in nature. Sietft.

4. Not distinguished from the majority of oth-
ers

;
of persons, belonging to the general mass ;

not notable for rank, ability, etc.
;
of things,

not of superior excellence; ordinary: as, a cow-
won soldier; the common people; common food
or clothing.

Ac Ich wol drynke of no dich . . .

!'"!' of comune coppes [cups).
Pten Plowman (C), xxl. 409.

The common People are no less to be feared for their
Number, than the Mobility for their Greatness.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 24.

The common matter-of-fact world of sense and sight.
Dr. Caird.

5t. Of the common people.
In kynges court and in cnninne court.

Piert Plowman (C), III. 22.

6. Trite; hackneyed; commonplace; low; in-

ferior; vulgar; coarse.

Sweets grown common lose their dear delight.

Shak., Sonnets, ell.

7t. At the disposal of all ; prostitute.
You talk of women

That arc not worth the favour of a common one.
r'lttclter. Wlldgoose Chase, II. 3.

A dame who herself was common. Sir R. L'Estrange..

8. N'nt

clean.
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..r Miiii'tiMi-il: ''r.-momiilly un-

Voihm;: i;,,niiii,n o> unelean hath at an} ilu

Intomj mouth. \, , xl. .

9. In iii-iii,,.: at) Both masculine and t'cininini-:

optionally masculine <>r feminine: mi id ut ;i

word, in a language generally .listing"'
masculine and feminine, which is capable ..!

use a-, either. (//) Used indifferently to desig-
nate any individual of a class; appellative; not
proper: as, it i-ninninn noun: opposed t o ///;
(which see). 10. In I.H..V.. either lout; or short;
of doubtful or variable quantity: as. a i-ninnum
vowel; a i-iiiiim-m syllable. In ancient prosody a
'"'mi ..... M HUM,- kfcnenlbrem containing aln>rt \..\>ei
in weak position ... ,, s Hi, p,-nnlt .if

-

fi-ininiiu- of altar. In Ijitln, Greek, and Sanskrit poctn
the last syllable of a verse or period i- , omm.ni that l>,
can l>c cither long or *hort, no matter uhic-b .inantiu i-

rcqulred by the in. t. r

11. Iii limit.: (</) Not peculiar or particular;
not specialized or differentiated: as, the ctmi-
IHOII integument of the body, (b) Forming or
formed by other more particular parts: as,
the common carotid or common iliac artery, ax
distinguished from the internal and external ar-
teries of the same name

;
the common trunk of a

nerve, as distinguished from its branches; the
common origin of the coracobrachialis muscle
and of the short head of the biceps muscle that
is, t he origin which they have in common. 12.
In rntnm., continuous on two united surfaces:
said of (a) lines and marks which pass in an
uninterrupted manner from the anterior to the
posterior wings when both are extended, or of

(6) marks or processes on the two elytra which
when closed appear as one Book of Common
Prayer. See irraytr-botik. Common accident, in injic,
a character or a predicate which always or nearly always
Is found In a certain kind of subject. Common assur-
ances, the legal evidence of the transfer of the title t<>

property, as deeds or wills. Common ball. See bail",
Common barrator. See barrutvr, tt. Common

Bench*, the rmii-t of rommon Pleas. -Common black.
See black. Common bud, in but., a bud which is at oim-
a leaf-bud and a dower-bud. Common carrier See
carrie/'!, 2. Common Centering. See ceuttriny?.-Common chord. See chord. Common council. See
council. Common-councilman. See euuei7i<<
Common dialect ("I <:re,'k>, specifically the form of
ancient Greek spoken and written by the educated classes
in Greece and other countries after the time of Alexander
the Great. Also called the llrlltnic dialect, and distin-
guished on the one hand from pure Attic, which It ap-
proached more or less closely, and on the other from the
Alexandrian and other local or Hellenistic dialects. The
writings of Aristotle mark the transition from Attic to the
common dialect, and Polybius is the earliest writer of note
who employs It. Authors who exerted themselves to re-
store the common dialect as far as possible to the pure
Attic standard are called Atlicut*. After the fourth cen-
tury A. D. the common dialect changed gradually Into
Byzantine Greek. Common diligence. SeerfiVijCTU*.Common divisor. Seedi'eucor. Common field. (Gen-
erally in the plural.) (a) The arable land of an ancient
village community. Such fields were divided Into three
long narrow strips separated by balks of turf al unit three
feet wide, and the strips, though allotted to several own-
ership, were cultivated or at least plowed l>y cooperation.
(6) In those parts of the southern United States which
were formerly a province of France, small tracts of land,
usually from one to three yards in width by forty In length
and fenced in. which were cultivated by the inhabitant*
of villages. Common gaming-house, common gam-
bling-house, a build ing or structure, or a part of a tmild-
iiift or structure, kept as a place of resort for the purpose
of gaming. The keeping of such a place Is a criminal of-
fense. In ordertorneetvarimisdevices to evade the letter
of the law, tile statutory definitions are usually minute,
specifying a great variety of detail. The essential features
of all or nearly all laws against common gaming-houses
consist In the prohibition of maintaining a place of shel-
ter In any degree accessible to the public, whether open to
all who come or only to a select or favored few, as a place
of resort for the purpose of gaming. See gaming. Com-
mon good, In Scoti (a w, in its widest sense, all the property
of a corporation over which the magistrates have a power
of administration solely for behoof of the corporation.
Common land, loosely, land owned in severally but used
in common ; more strictly, land owned by the community,
and, not Iwlng appropriated for the time to cultivation by
any individual, used as waste or open land for common
pasturage. See II., 3. Common law. (a) In its most
general sense, the system of law in force among English-
speaking peoples, and derived from England. In contradis-
tinction to the civil or Roman law and the canon or ecclesi-
astical law. (6) More appropriately, the parts of the former
system which do not rest for their authority on any subsist-
ing express legislative act ; the unwritten law. In this sense
common law consists in those principles and rules which are
gathered from the reports of adjudged cases, from the opin-
ions of text-writers and commentators, and from popular
usage and custom, in contradistinction to statute law. (c)
More narrowly, that part of the system just defined which
was recognized and administered by the king's justices. In
contradistinction to the modifications introduced by the
chancellors as rules of equity in restraint or enlargement of

tliecustomaryandstatutflrylaw(seer7Hifj/), and, in respect
of procedure, in contradistinction to the code practice.
Common-law procedure acts, three English statute* of
1852, 1854, and 1800 which simplified the forms of process,
pleading, and practice ill the superior courts. Common
long meter, in laalnmli/, a six-lined stanza combining a
common-meter stanza with half of a long-meter stanza :

common
thus, N.

,

- n -.
- vi~, < ailed mmmm WMi/niA ,Htter.

Common measure. (> *< mm... .nnier
In //,../,., duple and quadruple rhilhin

usual sltfu(X) lor these rhythnu i- -I.MV--I
tl'illl tbe thei.rl of medieval Inll-li I. ill- that y
duple rhithni a Imperfect, and -, i .. bi (' (' Q
indleaU'd by a half or broken . n . I, i /;, |.

i- Hot the initial of tile Mold loluinon, ABC
i iuinall) triple rhilhni was in...
-land. II, I ..I peife, I Ib) tb In. | be -l^li .1 now n,n

ally slunllleii quadruple i hit Inn. four IH .it - t., ih< n..

while I' -iiinllli - diipb- llillhm. two b. . aurv!
Also ealb-d ,-,. Common meter, n

,i form of iambie tan/ji, primarily of I 1m. -

alt, inatri) 8 and 6 syllables to tin- iim- :
,,eu iied i.-

it was the eomniouest stanza in <;nh p-.tlni-li. /

'""" -' i-.i-i- -,f :. -i n, /.i with -
in',, aaVing

alternate]! i ami t) j liable-. Common multiple x-i-

mMlti,^,: Common notion, a notion applicable to sev-
eral object*. Common nuisance, see
Common particular meter, in latalmady, a stanza
with 'i line,., the third ami l\tli of win, h have and the
rest 8 syllables. Common pasturage, in >"' t'iu; a
known rural servitude 1-1 win. b the own, i ,,( tl.,

mint tenement in entitled to pa-lure a ,. Hal m her of
eattle on the grass grounds of the hcriicnt
Common place ur&<
rowof (see, forexani]ile. .1. i-r-r/.

, l:bit,.n< i

Le., general, argument: -

commonplace, a. and n.|, a consideration or ai^iim, nt ap
plicable to a variety of cases. See place.

Tlie matter of proorlng any question b to be fetched
from eertuine common place*.

Blundccillc, Arte of Logicke (I&UU), Iv. 2.

Common Pleas. See Court ./ Common Pleat, under
Mart Common prayer, tb,- liturgy or public form of
prayer prescribed by the i bun b of Kim-land to be used In
all churches and chapels In public worship. The Book of
Common Prayer is used aUo, with some variation*, by the
Episcopal churches In Scotland, Ireland, America, and the
colonies, and Is the basis or exemplar of similar devotional
works used by some non-episcopal bodies. See prayer-
boot. common recovery, a collusive suit instituted
by the Intended grantee of land against the Intended
grantor, In which the land Is suffered to be recovered by
the grantee : a device, now obsolete, for evading legal re-
straints on alienation by conveyance. Common room,
the room to which all the members of a college have ac-
cess. There is sometimes one common room for graduates
and another for undergraduates. Craob'i Tech. Diet.

Oh, could the days once more but come
When calm 1 smoak'd In cunnnnn n>m

The Student, Oxf. and Cam. (1750), I. 2S7.

Common school. In the United States, an elementary
school open to all the youth of a defined district, main-
tained wholly or In part at the public expense. - Com-
mon BCOld. See JCoJd. Common seal, a seal used by
a corporation as the symbol of Its incorporation. Com-
mon sense. () In phiUu. and pnychnl. : (1) As used by
Aristotle, the faculty in which the various reports of the
several senses are reduced to the unity of a common ap-
perception. Sir If'. Hamilton. (2) Same as caeneithemt.
(3) In ScofcA philos the complement of those cognitions
or convictions which we receive from nature, which all
men possess In common, and by which they test the truth
of knowledge and the morality of actions. Sir W. Ham-
ilton, (b) Sound practical judgment ; good sense ; the
practical sense of the greater part of mankind, especial-
ly as unaffected by logical subtleties or imagination
Common sensory, the brain or the part of the brain In
which the different peripheral sensations are united into a
conjoint idea. Common sergeant, a judicial offlcer of
the corporation of the city of London ; an assistant to the
recorder. Common syllogism, a syllogism whose mid-
dle is a common term. Common term, a term predicable
of several individuals. Common time. Same as common
meature (6). Common way, a way common to the resi-
dents of a particular locality, as distinguished from a high-
way, which is free to all. In common. [M E. in commune,
after K. en commtm, < ML. in commune.] (a) Equally with
another or with others ; all equally ; for equal use or par-
ticipation in by two or more : as, tenants in common; to
provide for children in common; to assign lands to two or
more persons in common ; we enjoy the bounties of Provi-
dence in common, (6t) In public.

Cryst to a comune woman seyde in comune at a feste.
That fides sua shulde -anen hir and saluen |heal| hir of

alle Mime-. Piert Plowman (B), xl. 211.

To make common cause with. See ...- syn. 3.

Common, General, Universal, Prevalent. Common merely
denotes what may frequently be met with, or what Is

ordinary, but it docs not necessarily imply a majority;
general, stronger than common. Implies a majority; uni-
i>ero/ and general are related to each other as the whole
to the part; general includes the greater part or number,
or admits of exceptions; universal takes In every Indi-
vidual, and admits of no exceptions. Prevalent In all Its

meanings has something of the sense of prevailing or over-
coming. Persons or things may be common; opinions,
diseases, etc., not persons, may lie prevalent.

There is an evil which I have seen under the sun, and
It is common among men. EccL Tt 1.

I woke, and found him settled down
I'pon the general decay of faith
Klght thro' the world, "at home was little left,
And none abroad." TYuiii/rou. The Epic.

Preach'd
An univertal culture for the crowd.

TVnnynon, Prol. to Princess.

The technical meaning of the word epidemic should be
assimilated to the common meaning, . . . and the word
used ... as a merely quantitative term applicable to

particular phenomena . . . in so far as they are "common
to a whole people, or to a greater number in a communi-
ty "; or In a word are prevalent or general.

Quain, Med. Diet., p. 442.

4 and 6. Common, Ordinary, Vulgar, Mean. These words
are on a descending scale. Common is opposed to rare.



common
untmial, or refnril ; ordinary, to distinguished or superior;

filriar, to polite or refined; mean, to high or eminent.

Sort our nobles from our common men.
SAafr., Hen. V., Iv. 7.

Choice word anil measured phrase above the reach
Of ordinary men.

Wordsworth, Resolution and Independence, st. 14.

The small jealousies of vulgar minds would be merged
in an expanded comprehensive, constitutional sentiment
of old, family, fraternal regard.

Jt. Choate, Addresses, p. 37.

Seest thou a man diligent in his business? lie shall stand
before kings ; he shall not stand before mean men.

Prov. xxii. 29.

II. ' [( ME. comon, conmn, comyn, etc.,

usually in pi. comons, etc., the common peo-
ple, commons (people), commons (fare), =
MHG. commune, commie, < OF. commune, F.
commune (> mod. E. commune2

, n.) = Pr. co-

miaia, conntnia = It. comuna, < L. commune, that

which is common, the community, in ML. a
commune (mixed with ML. communia and com-

nmna, a common pasture, common right, a so-

ciety, guild), prop. neut. of communis, common :

see above.] If. One of the common people;
collectively, the people at large ;

the public ;

the lower classes.

Yeman on foote, and communes many oou
With schorte staves.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale (ed. Morris), 1. 1651.

Digest things rightly,

Touching the weal o' the common; you shall find

No public benefit which you receive
But it proceeds, or comes, from them to you.

Shak., Cor., i. 1.

2. 2>1. See commons. 3. A tract of ground the
use of which is not appropriated to an indi-

vidual, but belongs to the public or to a num-
ber; in law, an open ground, or that soil the
use of which belongs equally to the inhabitants
of a town or of a lordship, or to a certain num-
ber of proprietors.
The little village nestling between park and palace,

around a patch of turfy common, . . . retained to my
modernized fancy the lurking semblance of a feudal ham-
let. //. James, Jr., Pass. Pilgrim, p. 27.

The pleasant green commons or squares which occur in

the midst of towns and cities in England and the United
States most probably originated from the coalescence of

adjacent mark-communities, whereby the border-laud
used in common by all was brought into the centre of the

aggregate. J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 40.

According to the doctrine of the books a common is the
waste of a manor. F.. Pollack, Land Laws, p. 40.

4. In law, a right which one person may have
to take a profit from the land or waters of an-

other, as to pasture his cattle, to dig turf, to

catch fish, to cut wood, or the like, in common
with the owner of the land: called common of
pasture, of turbary, of piscary, of estovers, etc.

Common, or right of common, is said to be appendant,
appurtenant, because of vicinage, or in gross. Common
appendant is a right belonging to the owners or occupiers
of arable land to put commonable beasts upon the lord's

waste, and upon the lands of other persons within the
same manor. Common appurtenant may be annexed to
lands in other lordships, or extend to other beasts besides
those which are generally commonable ; this is not of
common right, but is to be claimed only by immemorial
usage and prescription. Common because of vicinage, or

neighborhood, is where the inhabitants of two townships
lying contiguous to each other have usually intercom-
moned with one another, the beasts of the one straying
into the other's fields ; this is a permissive right. Corn-
man in gross, or at large, is annexed to a man's person,
being granted to him and his heirs by deed ; or it may be
claimed by prescriptive right, as by a parson of a church or
other corporation sole.

Rights to hunt and fish were, in most cases, assumed by
the landlords, who distributed them in the form of rights
of common among their tenants. The right to fish in the
lord's waters is called, in the English law, the common of
piscary. A common of fowling is not unheard of.

D. W. Ross, German Land-holding, Notes, p. 203.

Common of the Saints, in the Bom. Cath. Ch., an office

or form of service suitable for use on a festival of any saint
of a particular kind or class, for instance, a martyr, a con-

fessor, a virgin, etc. ; or the part of the missal or breviary
containing the collects, lections, antiphons, psalms, etc.,
used in such offices : distinguished from the Proper of the

Saints, which is suitable for commemoration of one indi-
vidual saint only. Commons Act, an English statute of
1876 (39 and 40 Viet., c. 56) for the regulation and improve-
ment of commons.
common (kom'on), v. [< ME. comonen, comu-
nen, comynen, communen, etc., < OF. comunier

(F. communier (only in sense of 'receive or ad-
minister the sacrament'), > later E. commune1

,

v., with accent kept on the last syllable), later

communiques, = Pr. communiar, communiquar,
comunicar = Sp. comunicar = Pg. communicar
= It. eomunicare, < L. communicare (pp. com-

municatus, > E. communicate, q. v.), have in

common, share, impart, consult, communicate,
< communis, common: see common, a., com-

mune^, v., an& communicate."] l.intrans. If. To
participate in common ; enjoy or suffer in com-

1134

mon. 2t. To confer; discourse together; com-

mune; speak.
If thou shalt common or talke with any man : stande

not styll in one place yf it be vpou ye bare grounde, or

grasse. Babees Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 248.

Embassadors were sent upon both parts, and divers

means of entreaty were commoned of.

ifrafton, Edw. III., an. 44.

3. To have a joint right with others in common
ground. Johnson. 4. To live together or in

common ;
eat at a table in common. Also com-

monize.
In those places it is probable they not only lived, but

also commoned together, upon such provisions as were

provided for them. Wheatley, Schools of the Prophets.

Il.t trans. To communicate.
The holi goost makith holi chirche
Of feithful men, bi comynynge

Ech oon to othir what thei kunne worche.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 102.

Comounne ge not this book of deuyne secretes to wickid
men and auerous.

Book ofQuinte Essence (ed. Furnivall), p. 3.

commonable (kom'pn-a-bl), a. [< common, v.,

+ -able.'] 1. Held in common ; subject to gen-
eral use.

A very few centuries ago, nearly the whole of the lands
of England lay in an open, and more or less in a common-
able state. Maine, Village Communities, p. 90.

Many commonable hay-fields are also found which are

thrown open earlier in the year [than Lammas Day], as

soon as the hay-harvest is over.

F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 37.

2. Pasturable on common land.

Commonable beasts are either beasts of the plough or

such as manure the ground. Blackstone, Com., ii. 33.

Commonable Rights Compensation Act. See com-

pentftttion.

commonage (kom'on-aj), . [< OF. commu-

nage, < commun, common, + -nge: see common,
a., and -age.~] 1. The use of anything in com-
mon with others

; specifically, pasturage or the

right of pasturing on a common.
Landlords had often been guilty not only of harshness,

but of positive breach of contract, by withdrawing from
the tenants a right of commonage which had been given
them as part of their bargain, when they received their

small tenancies. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xvi.

2. That which belongs equally to all; that
which is common or public. [Bare.]
The rights of man are liberty and an equal participation

of the commonage of nature. Shelley, in Dowden, I. 265.

commonality! (kom-o-nal'i-ti), n. An obsolete
form of commonalty, Grafton.
commonalty (kom'on-al-ti), . [Formerly also

commonality; early mod. E. commonaltie, com-

minaltie; < ME. communalite, comonalte, comy-
nalte, < OF. communalte, -aute, F. communaute'
= Pr. communautat = It. comunalta (obs.), co-

mnnalita,< ML. f
communalita(t-)s,<. communa-

lis, common: see communal. Cf. commonty1
.']

If. The public; the people; the multitude.

Bothe chefe rulers & all the comynalte of the lewes in-

ioyed gretely & thanked ye verray god of Israeli.

Joseph ofArimathie (E. E. T. S.), p. 28.

[It] being most truly sayd, that a multitude or commin-
altie is hard to please and easie to offend.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie (ed. Arber), p. 132.

2f. Commonwealth; republic. Chaucer. 3.

Specifically, the common people, (a) in monar-
chical countries, all who do not belong to the nobility or
the titled classes.

The commonalty, like the nobility, are divided into sev-

eral degrees. Blackstone, Com., i. 12.

The nobility or gentry possess the dignities and employ-
ments, in which they never permit strangers or the com-
monalty to have any participation.

J. Adams, Works, IV. 360.

In the reign of Edward I. was passed the famous statute
that no tax should be levied without the joint consent of

Lords and Commons. In that of Edward III. the laws
were declared to be made with the consent of the com-
monalty, which by a Royal Charter is thus acknowledged
as an " estate of the realm."

A. Fonblanque, Jr., How we are Governed, p. 7.

(6) In republican countries, the mass of the inhabitants,
as distinguished from those in authority, (c) In a more
restricted sense, the uneducated and uncultured, as dis-

tinguished from the learned and intelligent, (d) In a city,
the mass of citizens, as represented by or acting through
the corporate authorities : as, the mayor, aldermen, and
commonalty of the city of New York do enact as follows.

(e) The members of an incorporated company other than
its officers. Rapalje and Lawrence.

commonancet (kom'on-ans), n. [< ML. commn-
nantia, < communa, a" common: see common, n.

and v., and -ance.~] In laic, the commoners or

tenants, or tenants and inhabitants, who have
the right of common or of commoning in open
field.

commoner (kom 'on -
er), n. [< ME. comoner,

comyner, cumuner, a partaker, a citizen, a coun-

cilor, < comonen, common, partake: see com-

mon, .] 1 . One of the common people ;
a mem-

ber of the commonalty.

commonly
Doubt not the commoners, for whom we stand,
But they, upon their ancient malice, will

Forget, with the least cause, these his new honours.

Shak., Cor., li. 1.

Their [royal troops'] munitions, armour, treasure, and
ordnance were actually in the hands of the commoners ;

when, unhappily for their cause, instead of improving
their advantage, these peasant soldiers began to rifle the

iKwty. B. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

Specifically 2. A person inferior in rank to

the nobility; one of the commons.
All below them [the peers], even their children, were

commoners, and in the eye of the law equal to each other.
Hallam.

The only distinction that the law of England knows is

the distinction between peer and commoner.
E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 307.

3. A member of the British House of Commons.
[The difference] between a representing commoner in his

publick calling and the same person in common life.

Smft.

4f. A member of a common council; a com-
mon-councilman.
That the worthy men granule no yefte [gift] of the

comyn gader wk>ut the aduise of the xlviij. comyners.
English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 372.

5. One who has a joint right in common
ground. Bacon. 6. A student of the second
rank in the University of Oxford, not dependent
on the foundation for support, but paying for

his board and eating at the common table : cor-

responding to a pensioner at Cambridge. 7.

One who boards in commons. 8f. A prosti-
tute.

A commoner o' the camp. Shak.
,
All's Well, v. 3.

9f. A partaker ;
one sharing with another.

Cumuner [var. comynere] of that glorye.
\\

T

yclif, 1 Pet. v. 1 (Oxf.).

Lewis . . . resolved to be a commoner with them in
weal or woe. Fuller, Holy War, p. 196.

Gentleman commoner, a member of the highest class of

commoners at the University of Oxford in England. Great
commoner, a title applied to the first William Pitt (Lord
Chatham) and to W. E. Gladstone, on account of their pre-
eminence in debate and influence as members of the Brit-

ish House of Commons.

commoney (kom'on-i), n. [< common + -e#
2
.]

One of a common'kind of playing-marbles.
Inquiring whether he had won any alley tors or com-

moneys lately (both of which I understand to be a particu-
lar species of marbles much prized by the youth of this

town). Dickens, Pickwick, xxxiv.

commonise, r. See commonize.

commonitiont (kom-o-nish'on), n. [< L. commo-
nitio(n-), < commonere, pp. vommonitus, put in

mind, remind, < com- (intensive) + monere, ad-

vise, put in mind: see monish, admonish, etc.,
and cf. monition, admonition.'] An admonition
or warning ;

an advertisement. Bailey.
commonitivet (ko-mon'i-tiv), a. [< L. commo-

nitus, pp. .of commonere, admonish (see commo-
nition), + -ive.] Warning; monitory.
Whose cross was only commemorative and commonitive.

Bp. Hall, Remains, p. 14.

commonitoryt (ko-mon'i-to-ri), a. [< LL. cotn-

monitorius, < conimonitor, admonisher, < L. com-

monere, admonish: see commonition.~\ Giving
admonition; monitory.

Letters commonitor>j, exhortatory, and of correction.

Becket, Letter to the King, in Foxe's Martyrs.

commonize (kom'on-iz), r.
; pret. and pp. com-

montsed, ppr. commonizing. [< common + -ize.~\

I. trans. To make common. [Rare.]
There being a movement in favor of enameling wood,

because from the expensiveness of the process it is not

likely to be commonised by use in hotels, bar-rooms and
railroad stations, as hard woods have been.

Art Age, IV. 43.

II. intrans. To eat at a table in common:
same as common, v. i., 4. [Bare.]
About eight o'clock he [the medieval undergraduate]

commonizes with a Paris man . . . who has an admirable
mode of cooking omelettes, which makes his company
much sought after at breakfast time.

A. Lang, Historical Descrip. of Oxford.

Also spelled commonise.

common-lawyer (kom-ou-la'yer), n. One
versed in the common law.

commonly (kom'on-li), adv. [< ME. comounli,

comunliche, etc.; <I common + -fy
2
.] In a com-

mon manner, (at) Together ; in common.

Thei mygten not dwel comounli [var. in comyn, Purv.].

Wyclif, Gen. xiii. 6 (Oxf.).

(M) Jointly ; familiarly.
As he thereon stood gazing he might see

The blessed Angels to and fro descend, . . .

As commonly aa trend does with his frend.

Spenser, F. Q., I. x. 66.

(c) Usually; generally ; ordinarily; for the most part: as,
confirmed habits commonly continue through life.

Nobility of birth commonly abateth industry.
Bacon, Nobility.

Men . . . commonly know their own opinions, but are
often ignorant of their own principles.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 184.



commonness

Commonness (kom'on-ncs), . The. state or
fact of being common; frequent occurrence;
frequency.
commonplace (kom'on-plaH), . and a. [< eom-
IIKIH + j>l<n-<; a naanu heading or rule (see
I'lniiiiiiiii I'ldi'i', under ciniiiiiiin, n.), with exten-
sion of meaning according to other senses of

riiniiiiiiii.] I. >i. 1. A memorandum of some-
thing that is likely to bo again referred to; a
fact or quotation or argument that is or may
lie made useful in one or another way or in a

variety of ways, and so is made note of for

handy use.

\\ hntcvt-r lu my small reading occurs concerning tills

nur fellow-creature (the ass), I do never fall U> set It down
hy way of etnninnit /,/</<>>.

>',/>, Mechanical Operations of the Spirit (dr. I \l>.i.

Nor ran e excuse an author if his page does nut tempt
UK to copy passages into onrcviittiituifltii-''*, for i| notation.

proverbs, meditation, or other uses.

AUoll, Tablets, ]>. 131.

2. A well-known, customary, orobviousremark ;

a trite or uninteresting saying.
It is it cumiiKiHidttcf that writer* who jMmsess a combi-

nation of hrllliant qualities arc l>y no means tin- IK-HI

judges of what constitutes their chief strength.

','"<'/'. fi.i /,'- ,

It is ;. '-"uniti'ii i>fii'-'' indeed to a-sert tbat tin- order ol

the universe remains the same, however our impressions
niiiy change in regunl to it.

T. II. Urn a. Prolegomena to Ethics, j W.

3. Anything occurring frequently or habitu-

ally; anything of ordinary or usual character;
especially, anything that is so common as to be

uninteresting; such common things collectively.
TIloU Unassuming <'ftn>im>n/,Jn,;-
Of Nature, with that homely face,
Ami yet with something of a grace,
Which Love makes for tin < :

\\'i,r<i*ii-wth. To the Same Flower (Daisy].

1 1 .'t.%

nhape t>car the Impress of history. The term commntu
i- not in itself an appropriate expression for the thud
estate

; it does not signify primarily the simple fn-enn
the plebs, I, Ml the plebs olgiiniscd ;Uhl combined ill en|-|
rate coinnninitlei*, In a particular way for particular pi
poses. The i-tiiit mutt* are the " comm imitate^ or mm.

He was a frontless, arrogant, decorous slip of the com-
, insipid.
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, iv.

, ,

inon-place ; conceited, inane, insipid.
arl

II. a. 1. Not novel or striking; trite; hack-

neyed: as, a commonplace remark.
Some trite, commonplace sentence, to prove the value

and tieetness of time. Chetterjield, Letters.

2. Ordinary; common j uninteresting; without

originality or marked individuality : as, a com-

monplace person.
Harvey, . . . however, professes to be quite a common-

place philosopher. Craik, Hist. Eng. Lit., II. 137.

Commonplace people are only commonplace from char-

acter, and no position affects that.
R. T. Cooke, Somebody's Neighbor*, p. 31.

commonplace (kom'on-plas), v.; pret. and pp.
commonplaced, ppr. commonplacing. [< com-

monplace, n.] I. trans. To enter particulars
regarding in a commonplace-book.

Collecting and commonplacing an universal history.
Fetton.

II. intrant. To indulge incommonplace state-
ments.
Kor the good that comes of particular and select com-

mittees and commissions, I need not commonplace.
Bacon, To King James.

commonplace-book (kom'on-plas-buk), n. A
book in which things especially to be remem-
bered or referred to are recorded methodically.
Yam commonplace-book where stray jokes and pilfered

witticisms are kept with as much method as the ledger of
the lost and stolen office. Sheridan, The Critic, I. 1.

conunonplaceness (kom'on-plas-nes), n. The
quality of being commonplace or trite and un-

interesting.
The naive commonplaceiusf of feeling in all matrimo-

nial transactions, in spite of the gloss which the operatic
methods of courtship threw about them, was a source of
endless amusement. Uowellt, Venetian Life, xl\.

Our Vicar . . . happens to be rather drowsy and even
depressing in the monotony of his romnWMlwMMf,

W. Black, Phaeton, xix.

commons (kom'onz), n. pi. [< ME. comons,
comount, comynsjpl. otcomon, etc.: see common,
w.] 1. The people; especially, the common
people as distinguished from their rulers or a

ruling class; hence, the mean; the vulgar; the
rabble.
The left comount folowid the arke.

H'yclif, Josh. vJ, 9 (Oxf.).

Thaune come there a kyng knyjthod hym ladde,
Migt of the eonmnei made hym to regne.

Piers Plowman (B), Prol., L 113.

What comyn folke is so mighty, so strong in the felde,
as the cornytut of England?

Englith Slate Papers (1515), quoted In Froude's Hist.

[Eng., I. 27.

specifically 2. The freemen of England as

organized in their early shires, municipalities,
and guilds; the represented people.
The three estates of clergy, lords, and commons finally

emerge as the political constituents of the nation, or, in
their parliamentary form, as the lords spiritual and tem-
poral and the common*. This familiar formula in either

litates," the organised liodies * ) thaihlnsi 1

town*
; a II- 1 the estate of the ,<.,,{,/",< Is the " cumin HI

tuconiiiiiinitatiiio.
'

the general liody into which for the

I-iirp'".' ot pat [lament those eommuniticH arc combine'!.
The term, then, as descriptive of the elas-t of men w liicb i-

ncltlier noble nor clerical, is drawn from the politi. al
1,1, abulary, ami does not represent any primary dintlnc
lion of clan. Sluliun, Count. Hist., | 1&6.

3. In the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland, and in the Dominion of Canada,
the lower liou.se of Parliament, consisting in
both instances of the commoners chosen by the

people as their representatives; the House of
Commons. This title was also given to the lower
branch of the legislature of North Carolina fnun
177(i to 1868. 4. Food provided at a common
table, as in colleges, where many persons eat
at the same table or in the same hall

; also, a

college ordinary ; food or fare in general.
I km' we neure card Mia I that he lie cam fro the pope,
And wo clerkes, whan they come for her (their) rniu>'

payeth,
Kor her pelure and her palfreyes met,

J'ien J'loirmitn (li), xix. 412.

Their .,;,,,;.,-. though but coarse, were nothing scant.

Drgdtn
Most of . . . [the elders) were it..t prc-ent at this first

coniniciiccinciil, and ilineil at the college with the scholars'

arttairj atmmmu. U'iiMro/i, Hist. \.-\\ Kn-iau.i. n in

I'-'iiiiiutnt, . . . the studenU' daily rations, either of
meat in hall, or of bread and butter for breakfast and tea.

C. A. Brinted, English University, p. 41.

Doctors' Commons, the familiar name of the buildings,
erected in 1508, formerly occupied by the College of Ad-
vocates ill London, where the civilians, or proctors and
professors (doctors) of the civil law, used to common to-

gether. The buildings, situated near St. Paul's Cathedral,
included a court-house for the ecclesiastical courts and
the principal registry of wills for England. They were
taken down In 1867, and the registry of wills was llnalh
established in Somerset House in 1874.

Doctors' Common*, which had dwelt before in Pater-
noster Row or at the Queen's Head, under the auspices of
Dr. Henry Harvey, built it self a new home, with hall and
library and plate, and privileges for Importing wine.

Sluubt, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 325.

Short commons, insufficient fare ; scant diet ; small al-

lowance.

There were which grudged that others had too much and
they too little, the Grecian widows shorter common! than
the Hebrews. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 78.

Very welcome seemed the generous meal, after a week
of suffering, exposure, and ihort commoni.

L. M. Alcott, Hospital Sketches, p. 34.

To be In commons with, to feed with ; share with.

Thy melancholy cat, that keeps thy study, ui'fA whom
thou art in eomuwtu, and dost feed on rats.

Shirley, The Wedding, iv. 3.

common-sense (kom'on-sens'), a. [Attrib. use
of the phrase common sense: see common, a.]
Characterized by common or good sense: as,
he took a common-sense view of the question.
See common sense, under common, ._Syn In
tflliffent, etc. See KtmribU.

commonsensible (kom-on-sen'si-bl), a. [< com-

mon-sense, a., + -ible.] Having or manifesting
common or good sense; intelligent; discrimi-

nating: as, a commonseiisiblc person or opinion.
[Colloq.] .

commonty 1 (kom'on-ti), n.; pi. commonties

(-tiz). [Also formerly commenty; < ME. cotn-

unety, comouitte, < OF. communite : see commu-
nity.'] If. Community.
No man shall make yates or gapes in the common feild,

upon the corne or grasse of his neighbors, but by the con-
sent of [the] commonly. EnglM Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 434.

2f. The commonalty; the common people.
The raorowe erly wolde he ride toward the plain of

Salisbery, where-as the comounte of the peple sholde as-

semble. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 674.

Hod gruunt tlie nobilitle hlr to serue and loue,
With all the whole commontie as doth them behoue.

Udall, Roister Doister, v. e.

3. In Scots law, a piece of land belonging to
two or more common proprietors, and in gen-
eral burdened with sundry inferior rights of

servitude, such as feal and divot, etc. ; a com-
mon.
commonty2t (kom'on-ti), . A corruption of

comedy.
Is not a commonty a Christmas gambol, or a tumbling-

trick? SAo*., T. of the S., Ind., ft.

commonweal (kom'on-wel'), w. [< ME. comon
wele, comyn weele, etc. ; < common + weal1 .} 1.

The public good; the common welfare of the
nation or community.
The comyn tpeele, welfare, and prosperite of the seid cite,

accordyuge tu the kyugs lawes, alwey kept and foneyn.
Kn.,tih Gildt (E. E. T. S.). p. 407.

oommos
We nre to loli-ifb r who pnrlicipate directly or iiei

1> in let-Miillon and di ItU-i at |. i, l,,i I , ,al.
'
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2. A commonwealth; the body politic; a com-
munity. [Now little used.]
An oi.i, i

.

.iii-hing the
manner of th.

eall the Law of a Cimu
the parU whereof ited, held to-

^ action^ as Mi' i "Minion
PI III. //,...

So klml n father ol the

.s'Aiii.. I Hen. VI., lit 1.

Many excellent l.k hath this man . . . [Uaac Casa-
lionan] set forth, to the great beneflte and utility of th
Common-Weale of leurnluk:. Coryai, Cnidlttra, I. 42.

commonwealth (koin'on-welth'), M. [<<xwmo
+ icmllli ; (M|uiv. to rommona-eal, the earlier

term.] 1. The whole body of people inastate;
the body jiolitic ;

the public.
You arc a good incnil>ei ..i tb.- <-ntninimtctalth.

Xluil:. I. I.. L.. ir. i
TU the Inclusive spirit that holds bodiei together and

advances the cointnontrralth of mankind.
Alaili, Table-Talk, p. 97.

Specifically 2. The republican or democrat io

form of government ; a government chosen di-

reetly by the people; a republican or demo-
cratic state: as, the commonwealth of England
(which see, below), in the United SUt, Muwchn-
setts, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Kentucky are officially
sl.\bd commonwealths.
Trade flourishes nowhere more than in the free com-

monureaUhi of Italy, Germany, and the Low Countries.

Ailton, Free Commonwealth.
For the very essence of monarchy Is rule over others;

the essence of a commonirfalth is self-rule ; if it takes on
Itself the rule of others, it becomes a coi-porate king.

K. A. Freeman, Anier. Lecta., p. 335.

3. An association of actors who take shares in
the receipts, in lieu of salaries. The common-
wealth 01 England, the designation applied officially to
the form of government existing in England from the abo-
lition of the monarchy In February, Itwa, after the execu-
tion of Charles I., till the establishment of the protector-
ate under Cromwell In December, 1663, but often loosely
used of the whole interval from the death of Charles I. to
the restoration of Charles II. In May, 1UOO. During the
former period, or that of the real commonwealth, the gov-
ernment was vested in a Council of state composed of
members of the House of Commons, and the Home of
Lords was abolished.

commonwealth's-man (kom'on-welths'man),
n. One who favored the English commonwealth.
Thomas Parnell was the son of a Comuwnuxalth't-man

of the same name. Johnson, ParuelL

commonyet, M. [Appar. for commoniny,verbal n.
at common, v. (I., 2).] Discourse; communing.

He was set by King Arthurs Led -side,
To heere theire talke, and thelre com'nye.

Ballad / Kiny Arthur (Child's Ballads, L 2S7X

commorance, commorancy (kom'o-rans, -ran-

si), w. [< ctnnmirrnnl'.: see -ance, -ancy.] "In
late

,
a dwelling or ordinary residence in a place ;

the abiding in or inhabiting of a place.
('omtiitinnirii consists III usually lying there.

Blaclutone, Com., iv. 19.

commorant (kom'6-rant), a. and n. [< L. com-

moran(t-)s, ppr. of commorari, abide, sojourn,
< com- (intensive) + morari, stay, delay, < mo-
ra, delay. See demur.'} I. o. Dwelling; ordi-

narily residing; inhabiting: now only in legal
phraseology.
He was commorant in the university.

Quoted in Bacon'* Advancement of Learning, Pref., p. iii.

The Italian and also most strangers that are commorant
in Italy doe alwaies at their meales use a little forke (1608 1.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 106.

Il.t ". [ML. commorans in villa.'] In the Uni-
versity of Cambridge, England, a graduate resi-

dent within the precincts of the university and
a member of the senate, but not belonging to a
college.
Rabbi Jacob, a Jew born, whom I remember for a long

time a commorant in the I'nfversity.

Bp. Haeket, Abp. Williams, i. 10.

commoration, (kom-o-ra'shon), n. [< L. com-

moratio(n-),<.commorari, pp. cotnmoratus, abide :

see commorant.'] A staying, tarrying, or so-

journing: as, "his commoration among them,"
Bp. Hall.

commorientt (ko-mo'ri-ent), a. [< L. commo-
rien(t-)s, ppr. of common, die together or at the
same time, < com-, together, + mori, die.] Dy-
ing at the same time.
Commorient fates and tunes.

Sir O. Bade, Hist. Rich, in., p. Mi.

commorset (ko-m6rs')> . [Formed on the model
of remorse.] Compassion ; pity ; sympathy.
Yet doth calamity attract comntortie.

Daniel, Civil Wan, I. 46.

CommOB (kom'os), .
; pi. commoi (-oi). [Or.

"//. a lamenting song, a beating of the breast
in lamentation, ong. a striking, < MJ-rnv, strike.



commos

Cf. comma, of same tilt, origin.] In anc. Gr.

trugcdy, a song or choric passage sung by an
actor from the stage in alternation with the

chorus, and expressive of sorrow or lamentation.

commote 1 (ko-inof), v. t.; pret. and pp. com-

muted, ppr. commoting. [< L. commotus, pp. of

commocere, move, disturb: see common; com-

motion-.'] Tocommove; disturb; stir up; throw
into commotion. [Bare.]

It was incidental to the closeness of relationship into

which we liud brought ourselves, that an unfriendly state

of feeling could not occur between any two members [of

the Brook Farm Community] without the whole society

being more or less commoted and made uncomfortable

thereby. Hawthorne, Blithedale Romance, p. 16f>.

commote-t, commott, n. |X W. cwmmwd, a
subdivision of a hundred.] In Wales, half a

hundred; fifty villages.
Commotes seemeth to be compounded of the preposition

can and mot, 1, veroum, dictio, a word or saying, and sig-

nitleth in Wales a part of a shire, as a hundred anno '28

H. 8 cap. 3. It is written counnoithes, anno 4 H. 4 cap. 17,
ami is vsed for a gathering made vpon the people (as it

seemeth) of this or that hundred, by Welshmen.
Minsheu (1617).

commotion (ko-mo'shon), n. [=F. commotion,
OF. comocion = Pr. commocio = Sp. conmocion
= Pg. commoq&o = It. commozione, < L. commo-
tio(n-), < commovere, pp. commotus, move, dis-

place, agitate, disturb: see commove.] 1. A
violent movement or agitation : as, the commo-
tion of the sea.

From each hand with speed retired,
Where erst was thickest fight, the angelic throng,
And left large Held, unsafe within the wind
Of such commotion. Milton, I*. L., vi. 310.

Hence 2. Tumult of people; political or so-

cial disturbance; turbulence; disorder; sedi-

tion; insurrection.

When ye shall hear of wars and coninwtionn.be not ter-

rified. Luke xxi. 9.

The like Commotion of the Commons was at the same
Time also in Cambridgeshire. Baker, Chronicles, p. 139.

3. Mental agitation; perturbation; disorder
of mind

;
excitement.

Kingdom'd Achilles in commotion rages.
Shak., T. andC.,ii. 3.

He could not debate anything without some commotion.
Clarendon.

COmmotionert (ko-mo'shon-er), it. [< commo-
tion + -er1.] One who excites commotion.
A dangerous commotioner. Bacon, Obs. on a Libel.

That ordinary commotioner, the lie,

Is father of most quarrels in this climate.
Middleton and Rowley, Fair Quarrel, li. 1.

commotive (ko-mo'tiv), a. [= It. commotivo,'
< ML. commotimis, serving to excite or disturb,
< L. commotus : see commote^- and -MIC.] Subject
to commotion

; disturbed; agitated. [Bare.]
Th' Eternal!, knowing

The Seas contmotffM and inconstant flowing,
Thus curbed her.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

commove (ko-mov'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. corn-

moved, ppr. commoring. [< ME. commoeven,
commeven = OF. commuver, F. commouvoir= Sp.
conmover= Pg. commoner= It. commtiovere, com-

movere, < L. commovere, move, displace, agitate,
disturb, < com-, together, + movere, move: see

move.'] To put in motion
;
disturb

; agitate ;
U7i-

settle
;
throw into commotion. [Bare.]

He who has seen the sea commoved with a great hurri-
cane thinks of it very differently from him who has seen
it only in a calm. The Century, XXVII. 189.

communal (kom'u-nal), a. [= G. communal-
(in comp.)= Dan. kommunal, < F. communal =
Pr. comunal = Sp. comunal= It. comunale,< ML.
communalis, < communa, communia, a commune :

see commune2 and common, .] 1. Pertaining
to or of the nature of a commune ; belonging
to the people of a commune : as, communal or-

ganization ; communal land.

The system of communal tenure, it must be admitted,
was hostile to permanent or even transient improvement,
because it left the personal advantage of outlay on such
land insecure. Thorold Rogers, Work and Wages, p. 91.

Did the primitive communal ownership survive, there
would survive the primitive communal control of the uses
to be made of land by individuals or by groups of them.

H. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 86.

The year 1200 maybe regarded as the date at which the
communal constitution of London was completed.

Stubbs, Const. Hist. (2d ed.), 8 803.

2. Communistic. See communalism.
They bought at Nauvoo houses sufficient to accommo-

date them, but very little land, renting such farms as they
needed. They lived there on a communal system, and ate
in a great dining room.

Nordho/, Communistic Societies of the U. S.

communalism (kom'u-nal-izm). . [< F. com-
mttnalisme, < communal, communal, + -feme.

1136

-ism.] The theory of government by communes
or corporations of towns and districts, adopted
by many republicans in France and elsewhere

;

the doctrine that every commune, or at least

every important city commune, should be vir-

tually an independent state in itself, and the
nation merely a federation of such states.

The movement in favor of the autonomy of 1'aris is an
old one, and has been supported by many able and respect-
able Frenchmen. One in favor of the movement is, how-
ever, properly called a communalist, and not a communist,
and the movement itself is communalitnn not commu-
nism, li. T. Ely, French and German Socialism, p. 21.

There were several Socialist journals, all of which advo-
cated Bakunin's programme, Anarchy or Communalitnn ;

that is to say, the absolute independence of each com-
mune. Orpen, tr. of Laveleye's Socialism, p. 234.

communalist (kom'u-nal-ist), n. [< F. com-
munaliste, (communal, communal, + -iste, -ist.]
One who believes in or advocates communalism.
Communalistic (kom"u-na-lis'tik), a. [< com-
munalist + -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of communalism : as, communalistic doctrines.

communard (kom'u-nard), n. [F. communard,
< commune (see commune ofParis (b), under com-
mune2 ) + -ard, in a depreciatory sense.] One
who advocates government by communes

;
a

communalist ; especially, a member or support-
er of the Paris commune of 1871.

The federal republic has always been the favorite ideal
of the Democrats of Spain and of the Communard* of
Paris. Roe, Contemporary Socialism, p. 5.

commune1 (ko-mun'), v.
; pret. and pp. com-

muned, ppr. communing. [< F. eommunier (only
in sense 2) (cf. OF. comunier, > the older E.
verb common, where the accent has regularly
receded), < L. communicare, share, impart, LL.
also make common or base (LL. and ML. also
receive the communion), < com munis, common:
see common, v., and communicate.,] I. intrans.

1. To converse; talk together familiarly; im-

part ideas and sentiments mutually; inter-

change thoughts or feelings.
There I will meet with thee, and I will commune with

thee. Ex. xxv. 22.

If you could hut learn to commune with your own hearts,
and know what noble company you can make them, you
would little regard the elegance and splendours of the
worthless. Goldsmith, Vicar, xxiii.

2. To partake of the eucharist or Lord's sup-
per ;

receive the communion : a common use of
the word in America and in Wales.

To commune under both kinds. Bp. Buniet.

Il.t trans. To cause to partake of the eucha-
rist. Gesta Eomanorum.
commune 1 (kom'un), n. [< commune^, ).]

Familiar interchange of ideas or sentiments;
communion; intercourse; friendly conversa-
tion.

A Spirit seemed
To stand beside him ...
Held commune with him. Shelley, Alastor.

Days of happy commune. Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxvi.

commune- (kom'un), n. [= Dan. kommune, <
F. commune, < ML. communa, communia, a com-
munity, territorial district : see common, a. and
!.] 1. In general, a community organized for
the protection and promotion of locxu interests,
and subordinate to the state

;
the government

or governing body of such a community.
In 1070, the citizens of Mans established a sworn con-

federacy, which they called commune, in order to oppose
the oppressions of Godfrey of Mayenne.

Knglith Gilds (E. E. T. S.), Int., p. xcv.

Apart from the government by Roman officials, every
province appears to have had, at least under the empire,
a provincial assembly or diet of its own (concilium or

commune), and these diets are interesting as the first at-

tempts at representative assemblies.

Entyc. Brit., XIX. 885.

" The commune- of Florence," said Villani,
"
lost in these

two years
"
(for the famine, beginning in 1328, lasted into

the year 1330) "more than sixty thousand florins of gold
in the support of the people."

C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 210.

The monastery has through all the ages been at its best
a private commune, carrying down a primitive custom by
means of a religious enthusiasm.

Westminister Rev., CXXV. 4.

Specifically 2. The smallest administrative
division of France, governed in its local affairs

by a mayor and municipal council ; a munici-

pality or township. In the country a commune some-
times embraces a number of villages. Similar adminis-
trative divisions so named exist in Italy, Belgium, etc.

3. The people or body of citizens of a com-
mune. 4. In Bussia, the community of peas-
ants in a village. See mir The commune of
Paris, (a) A revolutionary committee which took the place
of the municipality of Paris in the French revolution of

1789, and soon usurped the supreme authority in the state.

communicate
It was suppressed by the Convention in 1794. (b) A com-
mittee or body of communalists who in 1871 ruled over
Paris for a brief period alter the retirement of the German
troops, but were suppressed, after severe fighting and
much damage to the city, by troops under the authority
of tile National Assembly of France. See communalism.
C0mmune3

t,
a- and . A Middle English form

of common.
commune bonum (ko-mu'ne bo'mnn). [L. :

commune, ueut. of communis, common ; bonum,
a good thing: see common, a., bona, and 6oo3.]
A common good ;

a benefit to all
;
a matter of

mutual or general advantage.
Communer 1 (ko-mu'ner), . One who com-
munes or communicates.
Communer- (kom'u-ner), n. [< commune2

, n.,

+ -pr 1 .] A member of a commune
;
a commu-

nalist.

The popular school is to be maintained by the Gemeiu-
de, or commune, and the communers have not in general
found themselves able to forego the income from school
fees. Science, VIII. 593.

communicability (ko-mu"ni-ka-bil'i-ti), n. [=
F. comniunicabilM, etc.

;
as communicable (see

-bility).'] 1. The quality of being communicable;
capability of being imparted, as by contact or
intercourse.

The question of the contagiousness of cerebro-spinal fe-

ver remains still unsettled, but the weight of authority
appears to be in favour of the theory of the communicauil-
ity of the disease. Encyc. Brit., XVI. 11.

2. In logic, capability of being common to sev-
eral things. Thus, the characteristics of the sun, though
peculiar to that luminary, possess communicability, inas-

much as there might be two suns.

communicable (ko-mu'ni-ka-bl), a. [= F. com-
municable = Sp. comunicable = Pg. communica-
vel = It. comunicabilc, < ML. communicabilis, < L.

communicare, communicate : see communicate.]
1 . Capable of being communicated, (o) Capable
of being imparted ; transferable ; conferable (upon) : as,
communicable ideas, news, etc.

Eternal life is communicable to all.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 20.

Things not reveal'd which the invisible King,
Only Omniscient, hath suppress'd in night,
To none communicable in earth or heaven.

Milton, r. L., vii. 124.

(b) Contagious; infectious.

Manners are very communicable; men catch them from
each other. Emerson, Conduct of Life.

(c) Able to impart or communicate ideas ; commonly un-
derstood.

Vulgar Instruction requiring also vulgar and communi-
cable termes, not clerkly or vncouthe as are all these of the
Greeke and Latine languages.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 133.

2. Communicative; ready to converse or jm-
part information.

Be communicable with your friends.

B. Jomon, Epiccene, ill. 2.

Perhaps SirHugo would have been communicable enough
without that kind motive. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda.

communicableness (ko -mu '
ni - ka - bl -

nes), .

The quality of being communicable.
The antient Hebrew had the same Fortune that the Greek

and Latin Tongues had, to fall from l>eing naturally spoken
any where, to lose their general Communicableness and
Vulgarity, and to become only School and Book-Languages.

Howell, Letters, ii. 60.

communicably (ko-mu'ni-ka-bli), adv. In a
communicable manner ; witli communication.
communicant (ko-mu'ni-kant), a. and n. [= G.
Dan. kommunikant, n., = F^ communicant = Sp.
It. comunicante = Pg. communicante, < L. com-
munican(t-)g, ppr. of communicare, communi-
cate: see communicate.'] I. a. Communicating;
imparting. Coleridge. [Bare.]

II. n. One who communicates at the Lord's
table

;
one who is entitled to partake of the sac-

rament at the celebration of the eucharist.

A constant frequenter of worship, and a never-failing
monthly communicant. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons.

communicantes (ko-mu-ni-kan'tez), n. [So
called from the first word, L. communicantes, pi.
of communican(t-)s, ppr. of communicare, com-
municate.] In the Boman canon of the mass,
the prayer following the commemoration or
memento of the living, and containing the com-
memoration of the saints. Also called infra
actionem.

communicate (ko-mu'ni-kat), v.; pret. and pp.
communicated, ppr. communicating. [< L. com-

municatus, pp. of communicare (> It. comimi-

care, etc. : see common, v.), impart, share, make
common, commune (hence ult. E. commune^,

., and common, c.), < communis, common: see

common, a. and M.] I. trans. 1. To give to
another as a partaker ;

bestow or confer in joint
possession; impart knowledge or a stiare of:

as, to communicate intelligence, news, opinions,



communicate

or facts; to roinimtniciitt- a di06M6! with to

(formerly iritlt) before the pers.m receiving.

Their opinion is, that sileli secrete :tn.l le.ls things as

tliey are should not rashly and imprudently lie com
culnl ii-i'r/i the common p, ojil. . //./',/.,/, 1

It was my hap to see his hook in a learned Cent!'

hand, . . . who very kindl} ,;>imunui- .it, -I the -ame /" me
for a little space. ' .

: i,il.
I 'i udilies, I. 71.

lie ruin itt'i ini-iiti-il those tl -hi- onlv a illi the l.oid

Digby. I'liin iiilnii. l ; real Itchclli viii. - l-o

Wliere (lod is worshipped, then- he I'mnm unit-, it,* liis

lih-ssingsand holy Influences.

.Iff. Tiiii/nr, W.irthy Communicant.

They read all they would OOfHtmmidOtl '" their I'

2f. To share in or participate; have in com-
mon.
To thousands that cinninimiciil- ,,ur loss.

;;. ,/,/IIMIII, Sejanus, III. 1.

After much stlrre, Almaiiro and I'iearro heeame Ii i- mi
and agreed to t -nun,,u,u.-,it,- I'mscs and Title-.

r,ii, -l,ii-, Pil'jrimagr, p. 807.

3. To administer the cueharist or communion
to.

there is iidinitely more reason why infants may he i-oui-

niiiiiimtnl than why they may not be l.apti/.cd.

JIT. Tiiiilnf, Works (cd. 1S35), 1. 137.

The chalice should never have turn-over lips, which are

extremely liable to cause accident in i-i,iiiininiii-<it!i^i tin

faithful. *'. tf. Lee.

Syn. 1. ('"iniiitnitfiii-, tiuiHii-t. These words agree 111 ex-

pressing the sharing of sonietlling with another. Keucrallv

something not concrete, as information, news, hope, fears.

tuij"ift may he used of things concrete, as food. As to

things intanyihh ,
,-<:,,,inunn-,ll<' is the mure general, and

inifiti-t expresses more of the Idea of sharing or intimacy.
We may cowwtm/cdfc unconsciously; we itu/mrf hy inten-

tion.

Good, the more
Communicated, more abundant grows.

Milton, P. L., v. 72.

He that hath two coats, let him impart to him that hath
none: and he that hath meat, let him do likewise.

Luke ill. 11.

II. intraus. 1. To have a share; take part;

participate : followed by in, formerly also by
with, before the thing shared.

The place itself . . . did afterward communicate in the
benefits sent from the Lord. 2 Mac. v. 20.

Ye have well done, that ye did communicate with my
affliction. Phil. iv. 14.

2. To have a connecting passages or means
of transition ;

have communication : said of

things, and generally followed by with : as, the

lake communicaten with the sea by means of the

river.

The whole body Is nothing but a system of such canals

which all communicate with one another.

Artmlluuil, Aliments.

The houses commtmi'carc. Johnson.

3. To have or hold intercourse or interchange
of thoughts: said of persons.

But ill dear words of human speech
We two ,-i,,,i,iiiniii'itte no more.

Tfiuij/mn, In Memoriam, Ixxxv.

4. To partake of the Lord's supper or commu-
nion : used absolutely or followed by with.

It does not appear that he was ever formally reconciled

to the Church of Rome, but lie certainly had scruples alwnt

,-,,iiiiiiunicating urith the Church of England.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

In the Fourth Lateral! Council, it was decreed that any
believer should communicate at least once a year at

Easter. Emerson, Misc., p. 10.

communicatet (ko-mu'ni-kat), a. [L. eommit-

nieatug, pp. : seethe verb.] 1. Communicated;
shared. Bacon. 2. Communicative.
That every man, after the measure of his faith, shuld

he brotherly communicat with his neighbors, and distrib-

ute vnto them that thing he hath learned.

Calrin, Four Sermons, I.

communication (ko-rau-ni-ka'shon), n. r=
D. kommunikittie =" Dan. kommunikation, < F.

communication = 8p. comunicacion = Pg. com-

municafito = It. comunicazione, < L. communi-

catio(n-), < communicare, communicate : see

communicate.] I. The act of communicating,
(at) A conference ; a joint deliberation.

The Alderman and his Bredern shall assemble in their

Halle, and drynekc ; ami there bane a cnrteys Communy-
cncinn for the weelc of the scid (iildc.

Kwilinh aildi (E. E. T. S.), p. 188.

(At) An act done in common with others ; a joint trans-

action.

That euery brother and suster be gouerned and reuled

be the Aldirman and inaistres in ridyngge, anil alle othere

rommtmirfteou/wleful nedefnl and spcdefnl for the Krater-

nite. Ku
:
ili*li tjild* (E. E. T. s.), p. 460.

(c) The act of Imparting, conferring, or liestowlng : as, the
i-iiniiiiiiiiii-iitiiiii of secrets. (</) The act of sharing or par-

tlcipating.

Tliey who have the true taste of conversation enjoy
themselves in a i-miunnnicntii'ii of each other's excellen-

cies. Steele, Spectator, No. Of,

(r) Participation in the sacrament of the Lord's supper.
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All by communicating of one, Income, as to tha'

!'/,, i.'illln,,, one. I'.f. l'"ll'"ll, KxpoN. of I I

2. Interchange of thoughts, opinions, or infor-

mation by .speech or writing.
Ue no French, tint mere English, to the French In all

,1,,, i,,,, i,,,i-, it,,,n whatsoever.

Camdrn, Remains, Language!.

In the way of argument . . . and friendly cvmmNniea-
li,:,i. lien. V., III. _.

-. crets may lie carrle<l so far as to stop the .., ,,ni,iiVii.

tin, i necessary among all who have the management of

affairs.

3f. Association; companionship; intercourse.

F.vil i'" i ,i,,,i, ,1,1 >,<;>in* (revised version, . ..in]ianv doth "|

corrupt good inanii 1 'oi

4. Moans of communicating; the way ami the

means of passing from place to place, as a strait

or channel between seas or lakes, a road be-

tween cities or settlements, a gallery lietween

apartments in a house or a fortification, the
route by which an army communicates with its

base of operations, etc.

While the main liody of Meade's army was marching
southward to meet Lee at Cnliiepper, Lee was moving
rapidly northward on parallel roads to lay hold of Meade'i
communication*.

If. Sarinlon, Army of the Potomac, p. 378.

5. That which is communicated or imparted ;

information or intelligence imparted by speech
or writing; a document or message imparting
information. 6. In rhtt., a figure by which a

speaker or writer represents his nearer or

reader as participating in his sentiments, by
the use of the pronoun ire instead of / or you.
Privileged communication, in late: (a) A communica-
tion between such persons or under such circumstances
that it Involves no liability for defamation, except where

express malice ls shown, (b) A communication between
such persons or under such circumstances that it Is not a
matter of right to prove it as an admission by calling the

receiver of It as a witness. Also called confidential com-

communication-plate(ko-mu-ni-ka'shon-plat),
n. In 1'olyzoa, one of the perforated partitions
or incomplete septa between contiguous cells

or zooecia of the coenojcium ;
a rosette-plate.

rfvniTniiTiirat.ioTi-vn.1vfl (ko-mu-ni-ka
' shon-

valv), n. A valve in the steam-pipe which con-

nects the boiler with the cylinder of a steam-

engine.
communicative (ko-mu'ni-ka-tiv), a. [= F.

communicatif= Vr" comunicatiu = Sp. It. comu-
nicatiro = Pg. commtmicativo, < ML. conimunica-

tivus, < L. communicatus, pp. of communicare,
communicate: see communicate ,~\ 1. Inclined

to communicate or confer; ready to impart;
liberal: as, to be mutually communicative of

benefits.

The love Ood requires of us is an operative, material,
and communicative love.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), I. 70.

They deserve not the name of that communicatire and
noble profession {gardening].

Kr-'iini. Calendarium Uortense.

2. Disposed to impart or disclose knowledge,
facts, or opinions; free in communicating ;

not

reserved; open; talkative.

Mr. Boswell's frankness and gaiety made everylxxly com-
municative. Johnson, Jour, to Western Isles.

3. Disposed to communion with others.

The Morning and Evening Order began, like the Brevi-

ary, with the Lord's Prayer : but the communicative spirit

of the Reformation, where the ministry of the Church
was concerned, was shown at once even in this point.

R. W. Dixon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

4. Adapted or intended for communicating.
It cannot be doubted that, in the first stages of com-

1,1 a nil-Hi in expression, all these three [gesture, grimace,
utterance] were used together, each for the particular
purposes which it was Iwst calculated to serve.

Whitney, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 767.

5t. Capable of being communicated; commu-
nicable.

That beauty was too communicatire and divine a thing
to be made a property, and confined to one at once.

Shaftfslniry, Characteristics (ed. 1782), p. 196.

communicatively (ko-mu'ni-ka-tiv-li), adv. In

a communicative manner
; by communication.

Milton.

The manifestation of his glory shall arise to us ; we shall

have it communicatively. Goodmn, Works, III. III. 115.

communicativeness (ko-mu'ni-ka-tiv-nes), n.

The state or quality of being communicative ;

readiness to impart to others; freedom from

reserve; talkativeness.

communion-cloth

see <v>mmni<vif< .] Hue who or Hint which com-

communicatory (ko.mu'ni-ka-to-ri). n. [= K.

i-iimiiiiiiiii'iltiin-i' _L Sp. i-iiiHHtili-illiil I".
'

Ml., '-inn

miiitii-iiti'iiiis, < 1. 1., miiiiiiiiiiiriitiir : see commu-
nii-iil'ir.] Imparting kiniwleil^e. liinrntr.

Communicatory letters. >ee ,;>,!

met'

communio (ko-nm'ni-6), ii. [I.. (IJj.)
nio : see i-iiiiimiiiiiiiii.] An anthem in the Ko-

nian missiil. saiil by Hie eelehrant after In

taken the ablutions. In ih.

li\ Hie, hoi!

a ]>-:ilm as a communion anthem while the people Wen
c,,mrniiii!' atiir:.

communion (ko-nm'nvmi), . [<lat'
"/// = F. riHHiiiiininii = l*r. ri,innninmti. rn-

iiiiniinn = Sp. i iiiiiiiiiinn = IV- I'linimuiilii'iii = It.

nione = D. communie = O. eommumim =
Dan. kiiiiiHiiiiniiH = Hw. nrmmunvm, < L. eominu-

nin(n-), common participation, 1. 1., communion
in eccl. sense, < rommnnix, common: see

man, a., and r(i/ ', r.]
1. Participation in

something, especially in ideas and sentiments
held in common ; hence, fellowship ;

concord
;

association.

What communion hath light with darknen?
2'or. vl. 14.

Yet [thoul >o pleased,
Canst raise thy creature to what hlghth thou wilt

ill union or i-"iiii/n'iu"n, detfleil.

Milti,!,, I'. I... vill. 429.

2. Intercourse between two or more persons;
interchange of thoughts or interests

;
communi-

cation.

The Israelites had never any communion or affairs with
the Ethiopians. Raleiyh, Hist. World.

Tliey eat, they drink, and in communion sweet

gualf immortality and joy. Milton, P. L, v. 037.

3. Union in religious worship, or in doctrine

and discipline; religious fellowship : as, mem-
bers in full I'liiiiiiiinii'iii.

Bare communion with a good church can never alone
make a good man ;

if ft could, we should have no bad
ones. South.

He desired the prayers of those whom he calls the people
of i Mid. meaning Mr. OlfTord's little congregation, and the

handful of persons within his circuit who were In eom-
i witli them. Soulhry, Bunyan, p. S.

4. A body of Christians who have one common
faith, but not necessarily ecclesiastical union ;

a religious denomination.

her order, showed me the interior of the house.

Irving, sketch-Book, p. 334.

communicator (ko-mu'ni -ka-tor), n. [X LL.
ruiiiniunicator, < L. communicare, communicate :

5. The act of partaking of the sacrament of the
cueharist

;
the celebration of the Lord's supper ;

also, the elements of the eucbarist.

Of the several names hy which the slipper of the Lord
has been distinguished, that of the holy rommunum is the

one which the Church of England has adopted.
Eden, Churchman's Theol. Diet, p. 102.

6f. Common action; common consent; public
act.

Men . . . served and praised Ood by communion ami
in public manner. Jtaleiyh, Hist. World.

belief that all who have not received baptism hy Immer-
sion are in reality unbaptlzed, and hence not entitled to

communion. Those who hold this belief are called close-

communion B&ptlBtA, or closc-communioni*ts, in distinction

from another class of Baptists opposed to It, and hence
called open-communit/nistt. The former prevail ill the I nit

ed states, and the latter In Great Britain. Communion
anthem orhymn, an anthemorhymn sungafterthecanon
or prayer of consecration and before or during the com-
munion of priest anil people. In the early church, when
all the faithful not under discipline communicated as a

rule every Sunday, several psalms or hymns with antl-

phons seem to have been sung at this time. Survivals of

this are seen In the Western romrntmio and in the trot-

nonikon of the Greek Church. The S4th psalm was espe-

cially thus used in primitive times, and Its eighth verse

as an antiphon, "O taste and see," as also In the Mozara-
blc liturgy. In the Anglican prayer-book of 1549 the

Agnus is directed to lie sung during the communion of

the people. In the American prayer-honk a hymn Im-

mediately follows the canon.- Communion elements,
the bread and wine used in the sacrament of the Lord's

supper. Communion In one kind. See half-cotnmu-
i'<m. - Communion office, a liturgical form appointed
for the administration of the holy eiicharist or Lord's sup-

per. Holy communion, the Lord's supper ; the e u dia-

rist. See Lorrf.-Open communion, among Baptlstl,
communion with other Christians than those w ho have re-

ceived baptism by Immersion. See close com munion, aliove.

= Syn. 1. Fellowship, converse, Intercourse, unity, con-

cord, agreement.
communionable (ko-mu'nyon-a-bl), a. [< com-
munion + -able.] Admissfble to communion.
Is. Taylor.
communional (ko-mu'nyon-al), a. [< commu-
nion + -i.] Pertaining to a communion : as,

"communional sympathy," Hniiiiltun.

communion-cloth (ko-mu'nyon-kl6th), n. A
cloth for covering the communion-table at the

time of the service.



communion-cup

communion-cup (ko-nm'nyon-kup), . A ves-

sel used for the wine of the communion
; a

chalice. After the Reformation this name was substi-

tud-it for chalice in the Protestant churches of England,
and the cup was carefully made different in appearance
from the old chalice, especially in the form of the bowl, in

the absence of the knop, and in having a cover, instead of
the paten, fitting the top of the bowl. It is now made in

many forms. See cut under chalice.

communion-rail (ko-rmVnyon-ral), . Same
as altar-rail.

communion-table (kp-mu'nyon-ta"bl), ii. The
table at or near which the communicants sit

or kneel to partake of the Lord's supper, or on
which the bread and wine are placed for distri-

bution.

communism (kom'u-nizm), . [< F. coHimii-

iiixmc, < oommun, common, + -isme: see corn-

mini, commune'2; n., and -imu.] 1. An economic
system, or theory, which rests upon the total or

partial abolition of the right of private prop-
erty, actual ownership being ascribed to the

community as a whole or to the state. The right
of the state to control the means of production, and also
the distribution and consumption of the products of in-

dustry, is in general especially emphasized by the advo-
cates of the theory. In some communistic schemes the
right of the individual to the control of his own labor is

also denied, each one being required to do that which is

most advantageous to the community as a whole. Such
theories, differing in details, have frequently been ad-
vanced by Plato in his

"
Republic," by Sir Thomas More

in his "Utopia," and in recent times by many writers
and have not infrequently been carried into execution on
a small scale, as in the Oneida Community. See commu-
nity.

Communism, in its ordinary signification, is a system or
form of common life in which the right of private or fam-
ily property is abolished by law, mutual consent, or vow.
To this community of goods may be added the disappear-
ance of family life.

Woolgey, Communism and Socialism, p. 1.

Communism is the name that has been given to the
schemes of social innovation which have for their starting-
point the attempted overthrow of the institution of pri-
vate property. Encyc. Brit., VI. 211.

The machinery of Communism, like existing social ma-
chinery, has to be framed out of existing human nature ;

and the defects of existing human nature will generate in
the one the same evils as in the other.

11. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 41.

2. Communalism. [An improper use.]
communist (kom'u-nist), n. [= D. communist
= Gt. Dan. komnmnist, < F. coinmuniste (= Sp.
comunista = Pg. communista), < commun, com-
mon, + -iste : see common, commune2

, n., and
-ist.] 1. One who advocates and practises the
doctrines of communism.

All communists without exception propose that the peo-
ple as a whole, or some particular division of the people,
as a village, or commune, should own all the means of

production land, houses, factories, railroads, canals, etc. ;

that production should be carried on in common
; and

that officers, selected in one way or another, should dis-
tribute among the inhabitants the fruits of their labor.

It. T. Ely, French and German Socialism, p. 35.

Discordant theories range from the doctrines of the
communist, who would overturn our social structures, to
those of the timid, half-hearted believers in our govern-
ment, who wish to go back to restraints and powers ex-
erted by the monarchs of Europe.

N. A. Rev., CXXVII. 380.

2. An advocate of communalism
;
a member

of a commune ; a communalist. Bible Commu-
nist. See Perfectionist.

communistic (kom-u-nis'tik), a. [< communist+ -ic.~] 1. Relating to communists or commu-
nism

; according with the principles of commu-
nism: as, communistic theories; communistic
arrangements.
No cases of communistic holding have as yet been ad-

duced from records of the early period.
D. IT. Ross, German Land-holding, p. 39.

2. Coramunalistic. [An improper use.]
communistically (kom-u-nis'ti-kal-i), adc. In
accordance with communism

;
in a communis-

tic form or way.
communitarian (ko-mu-ni-ta'ri-an), n. [< com-
munity + -arian.j A member of"a community ;

a member of a communistic association; one
who believes in the wisdom of community life.

These mendacious rogues [our neighbors] circulated a
report that we communitarians were exterminated, to the
last man, by severing ourselves asunder with the sweep of
our own scythes ! and that the world had lost nothing by
this little accident.

Hawthorne, Blithedale Romance, p. 78.

communition (kom-u-nish'qn), n. [< commune+ -ition.] Communion. [Rare.]
"The commutation of the body of Christ," and "Christ

being our life," are such secret glories, that, as the frui-
tion of them is the portion of the other world, so also is
the full perception and understanding of them.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 309.

community (ko-mu'ni-ti), .
; pi. communities

(-tiz). [= OF. communite, communete, comunete,
comonteit, etc. (> E. commonty, the older form),
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mod. F. communite = Pr. coniniunitat = Sp. co-

tn>ii<liirl=I'g. ciinimunidacle = It. comunita, < L.

<-<>iiiiitiintt(i(t-)s, fellowship, a sense of fellow-

ship, ML. also a society, a division of people,
< communis, common: see common, a., and com-
mon ty.] 1. Common possession or enjoyment ;

the holding or sharing of interests, possessions,
or privileges in common by two or more indi-
viduals: as, a community of goods; community
of interests between husband and wife.

Of all the griefs that mortals share,
The one that seems the hardest to bear

Is the grief without comm imitii.

Hood, Miss Kilmansegg.
The essential community of nature between organic

growth and inorganic growth is, however, most clearly seen
on observing that they both result in the same way.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 43.

The natural equality of the Italians is visible in their

community of good looks as well as good manners.
Ilowellx, Venetian Life, xxi.

2. Life in association with others
;
the social

state. [Rare.]
Confined

To cells, and unfrequented woods, they knew not
The fierce vexation of community.

Shirley, The Brothers, iv. 1.

3. A number of people associated together by
the fact of residence in the same locality, or of

subjection to the same local laws and regula-
tions

;
a village, township, or municipality.

The sympathetic or social feelings are not so strong be-
tween different communities as between individuals of
the same community. Calhoun, Works, I. 9.

With them (the Slavic nations] the rule of the free-
dom of acquests has been less strictly observed than in
other European countries, and with them, accordingly,
the community continues in its fullest vigor.

W. E. Hearn, Aryan Household, p. 240.

A great many of the manors now -or formerly existing
represent ancient communities in which, little by little,
the authority of the community was engrossed by the
most considerable man in it, until he became the lord,
and the other landholders became his dependents.

F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 41.

4. A society or association of persons having
common interests or privileges, commercial,
social, political, or ecclesiastical, and subject
to the same regulations; now, especially, a so-

ciety of this nature in which the members re-
side together or in the same locality : as, the
Oneida Community (see below).
According to the " Rules and Orders of the Clothiers'

Community, 1803," the chief object of the Institution was
to carry out the legal regulations as to apprentices in
their original purity. English Oilds(E. E. T. S.), p. clxxv.

5. The body of people in a state or common-
wealth

;
the public, or people in general : used

in this sense always with the definite article.

It is not designed for her own use, but for the whole
community. Addison, Guardian.

Burdens upon the poorer classes of the community.
Hallam.

6f. Commonness; frequency.
Sick and blunted with community.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 2.

7. In logic, the being possessed in common by
several subjects Brethren of the Community.
See brother. Community Of goods, the holding of goods
in common, implying common ownership and common
use and enjoyment, but not, in law, the right of partition
or severance. Community property, in civil law (and
in the States of California, Louisiana, Nevada, Texas, and
formerly Missouri, and in the Territories of Arizona,
Idaho, Montana, and Washington), the property of hus-
band and wife exclusive of the antenuptial property of
either, and of property acquired by either hy bequest, in-

heritance, or gift. All other acquisitions during mar-
riage are the joint property of both, and the husband has
the active power of disposal during the life of both, the
wife's rights being meanwhile passive. On the death of

either, the survivor administers, much as in the case of
partnership, the survivor being entitled to one half, and
the heirs, etc., of the deceased to the other half. House
community, an early form of organization in which the
heirs of a given ancestor and their heirs in turn continued
to live together, upon the common inheritance, with a
common dwelling and common table. Oneida Commu-
nity, a religious society or brotherhood, the Bible. Commu-
nists or Perfectionists, established in 1847 on Oneida creek,
in Lenox township, Madison county, New York, by John
H. Noyes, after unsuccessful attempts to establish it at
New Haven, Connecticut, in 1834, and at Putney, Ver-
mont, in 1837. A branch of the Oneida Community also ex-
isted at Wallingford, Connecticut, but has now been with-
drawn. Originally the Oneida Community was strictly com-
munistic, all property and all children belonging primarily
to the society, and the restrictions of marriage being en-
tirely abolished ; but in 1879, owing to the increasing de-
mand of public opinion that the social practices of the
society should be abandoned, marriage and family life
were introduced, and in 1880 communism of property
gave place to a joint-stock system, and the Community
was legally incorporated as "the Oneida Community,
Limited." Village community, an early form of or-
ganization, in which the land belonged to the village, the
arable land being allotted by it to the members or house-
holds of the community, by more or less permanent ar-

rangements, the waste or common laud remaining undi-
vided.

commutator

commutability (ko-mu-ta-bil'i-ti), H. [= OF.
commutabitttd = Sp. conmutbili(i/ul,< ML. "com-
mulabilita(t-)s, < L. commutabilis, commutable:
see commutable and -bility.] The quality of

being commutable ; interchangeableness. Also
commutableness.

The coiniaiitubility of terms. Latham.

commutable (kp-mu'ta-bl), a. [= Sp. conmii-
tablc = Pg. commuturel = It. c/niiniutabilc, < L.
commutabilis, < commutare, change: see com-
mute.] Capable of being exchanged or mu-
tually changed ; interchangeable.
Here the predicate and subject are not ctnnmutablr.

Whately, Logic.

commutableness (ko-mu'ta-bl-nes), . Same
as commutability.
commutant (ko-mu'tant), n. [< L. commu-
t/m(t-)s, ppr. of commutare, change: see com-
mute.] In alg., an oblong block of figures,

denoting the sum of a number of products, each
consisting of as many factors as the block has
rows, and each factor being formed by com-
pounding as umbrffi the constituents in one row,
the different terms being due to permutation
with change of sign, in every possible way, of
the constituents of every column after the first.

commutation (kom-u-ta'shon), n. [= F. com-
mutation = Pr. commntatio"= Sp. conmutacion
= Pg. commutaqtto = It. commutazione, < L.

commutatio(n-), <. commutare, pp. commutatus,
change : see commute.'] 1. A passing from one
state to another

;
alteration

; change.
So great is the commutation, that the soul then hated

only that which now only it loves. South, Sermons.

2. The act of giving one thing for another;
exchange ;

barter.

By giving and returning, by commerce and commutation.
South, Sermons.

The use of money in the commerce and traffick of man-
kind, is that of saving the commutation of more bulky
commodities. Arbuthnot, Anc. Coins.

3. The act of substituting one thing for an-
other; substitution. [This, in the specific ap-
plications noted below, is now the usual signifi-
cation of the word.]
A kind of mutual commutation there is whereby those

concrete names, God and Man, when we speak of Christ,
do take interchangeably one another's room.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 53.

The law of God had allowed an evasion, that is, by way
of commutation or redemption. Sir T. Browne.

Specifically (o) In law, the change of a penalty or pun-
ishment from a greater to a less, as banishment instead of
death.

Suits are allowable in the spiritual courts for money
agreed to be given as a commutation for penance.

Blackstone.

(6) The substitution of one sort of payment for another, or
of a money payment in lieu of the performance of com-
pulsory duty or labor, or of a single payment in lieu of a
number of successive payments, usually at a reduced rate.
See commutatvm-ticket. (c) Milit., the money value of al-

lowances, such as quarters, fuel, forage, etc.
,
taken in place

of them. Angle of commutation, the excess of the
heliocentric longitude of a planet over that of the earth.
Commutation of Tithes Act, an English statute of 1836
(6 and 7 Wm. IV., c. 71), frequently amended, providing
for the payment of tithes in money and prescribing means
for valuing them.

commutation-ticket (kom-u-ta'shon-tik'et), .

A ticket issued at a reduced rate by a carrier
of passengers, entitling the holder to be car-
ried over a given route a limited number of

times, or an unlimited number during a certain

period.
commutative (ko-mu'ta-tiv), a. [= F. coinmu-

tatif= Pr. commutatiu = Sp. conmutatiro = Pg.
It. commutativo, < ML. 'comniutativus (fern, com-
mtitativa, n., exchange), < L. commutatus, pp. of

commutare, change: see commute.'} Relating
to exchange ; interchangeable ;

mutual : as,
commutative justice (that is, justice which is

mutually done and received).
This is the measure of commutative justice, or of that

justice which supposes exchange of things profitable for

things profitable. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 451.

Commutative combination, in alg., a mode of combi-
nation in which the order of the elements is indifferent.
Commutative contract, a contract in which each of

the contracting parties gives and receives an equivalent.
Commutative multiplication, a mode of multipli-

cation in which the order of the factors is indifferent.
Commutative principle, a rule of algebra permitting
the reversal of the order of combination of two terms or
factors.

commutatively (ko-mu'ta-tiv-li), adv. By way
of exchange. Sir T. Browne.
commutator (kom'u-ta-tor), n. [= Pg. com-
mutador, < L. as if

*
commutator, < commutare,

pp. commutatus, change: see commute.'] 1.
An apparatus used in connection with many
electrical instruments for reversing the cur-



commutator

rents from the battery without changing the

arrangement of I lie conductors from the poles:
as, Berlin's i-nmiiiiilatiir. In tin- macm-to electric

or dynamo eh"'l rir machines (see >[ i-ti /V) a i miit.il.ir

is ol'ililiarily eliijil'.yril In Ir-^ilLiI- the ilircelii.il of the
i IIITI lit Ihl'.u-h thi ,-\t. ni;il eiivnit.

2. A contrivance I'm- \arying tho strength of
iin electric current liy bringing either a ]>iprtii>n
in- the whole of the volt:iir cells in a battery
into the circuit.

commute (ko-muf), >.; pret. and pp. (/;/////.

ppr. fomiiiiitnii/. [ Sp. i-inmtiitiir = 1'j;. </-
iitiitiir It. ciiiiiiitiiinri . < I,, fiiiiimnlari: ehnngc,
exchange, (.mm- (intensive) 4- iinilnri-. change:
SIT iiiii/iili/i . iniilil/inii, etc.] I. trans. 1. To ex-

change; put in the place of another (thing or

person); give or receive for another; substi-

tute another tiling for.

This Miiart was i-ut,,iut,'il for fthaillc.

Ililmm-ixl, Works, IV. .Mil.

IJ.nl will lint Stltfer US t.i <"; >n:ff> a illlt) . lie. -a I ISC all in

hUilni-. Jer. Tiiiil'ir, Works (i-d. Is;!.-,), I. -..::.

llavinu 1-inninnti'tl his i''tt> -<i\ . n imity for a c.nisiilci-

ahlc sum of inoncy. /' "", Kent, anil Isa., xv.

Spcriiieally (") 'I'n exchange on penalty or punishment
for another of less severity.

Let him rnnti/1'it'' his eternal fear with a temporal snf-

fcrlng, pivvcntiim liml's judgment liy passing one of his

own. ./(/. Tuiilnf, Works (i-il. 18X>), I. 5:.

The utmost that could he ohtiiineil was that her Sen-
tence Mllolllil IT ro,ti,n"/''>l t'li'Ml hunting to licheailing.

Mncanlat/, Hist. Kng., v.

(/>) To substitute one sort of burden for annilii-r : espe-

rially, ti> substitute money payment for payment in kind
or the performance of a compulsory duty : as, to com /" "'<

lithe,.

\ severe tax, which the noble reluctantly paid anil

which the penniless culprit commuted by personal slavery,
was sufficiently unjust as well as absurd.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 27.

2. In elect., to regulate (the direction of an
electrical current) as by a commutator.

II. intrants. If. To serve as a substitute.

Those institutions which God designed for means to fur-

ther men in holiness, they look upon as a privilege to serve
instead of it, and to commute for it. South, Hermons.

2. To pay in money instead of in kind or in

duty.
He . . . thinks it unlawful to co//i/uu/, and that he ii

lionuil to pay ills vow in kind.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, i. 4.

3. To pay a single snm as an equivalent for

a number of successive payments; specifically,
to purchase and use a commutation-ticket.
commuter (ko-mu'ter), n. One who commutes

;

speeitically, one who purchases and uses a com-
mutation-ticket.
commutual (ko-mu'tu-al), a. [< com- + mutu-

al.] Mutual; reciprocal. [Rare and poetical.]

There, with commutual zeal, we both had strove
Tn act* of dear benevolence and love. Pope, Odyssey.

commutuality (ko-mu-tu-al'i-ti), n. [< corn-

mutual + -ity.] The state or quality of being
commutual ; reciprocal union. [Bare.]
comose (ko'mos), a. [< L. comosvs, < coma,
hair: see co/wo2.] Hairy ;

comate. (n)lnentotn.,
specifically, tipped with a brush or tuft of hairs ; having
a bunch of hairs on the apex, (ft) In hot., furnished witli

a coma. See cut under coniaZ.

comous (ko'mus), a. [< L. comosus, hairy: see

</')>.] Same as comose.

cqmp. An abbreviation of compare, compara-
lirr. composition, and compound.
compackt, f. t. An obsolete form of compact^.
compact 1 (kom-pakf), a. and N. [Formerly
compacte; = D. Q. compact = Dan. kompakt, <

F. compacte = Sp. Pg. compncto = It. compatto,
< L. compactm, joined together, pp. of com-

ptngere, join together, make close or fast, <

co/-, together, -r pangere, pp. pactus, fasten,

set, fix, akin to l&.fang: see /</.] I. a. 1.

Closely and firmly united, as the parts or par-
ticles of solid bodies ; having the parts or par-
ticles pressed or packed together; solid; dense:

as, a compact mass of people.
i ; lass, crystal, gems, and other compact liodies.

Norton, Opticks.

2. In ciitoiii., specifically, compacted or pressed
close, as a jointed organ, or any part of it, when
the joints are very closely united, forming a
continuous mass: as, a compact antennal club:

compact palpi. 3. Connected or expressed
with closeness or brevity, as ideas; hence, of

literary style, pithy; terse; not diffuse; not
verbose : as, a compact discourse.

Where a foreign tongue is elegant, expressive, close, and
annimct, we must

I
iu translating it| study the utmost force

of our language. /Wfo/i, On Reading the Classics.

4. Compacted ; joined ; held together.
Jerusalem is builded as a city that is compart together.

Ps. cxxii. 3.

We wont to sec the mines of the old hav.
with that .n n mi n. ms sand in win. h tin materials are layd,
as the like I

. hal.lU I., I,., fi'llll'l.

7, 1646.

6. CompoHcd; consisting; made. [Poetical.]

My heart U nut ...*,iyi./ ..f Hint ii..r -t, .1

hi Vlel f. t
line low churl, ..;, rl ,,f thankless earth,

The fata! h> w.u.l .if all years t"

i/.,,,,, liodiva.

Syn. 1. Firm, condensed. -3. Terse, sententious, suc-
cinct, .

Il.t " Structure ; frame.
He was of a mean or Inw ..INI/.././, l.ut withuiit iliMpro-

ixirtion an. I uncvenucs either in lineaments or part*.
atrO. /;,*. i:i,-h. in., p. n-

compact 1 (kom-pakf), r. /. [Formerly also,

erroneously, mm/mcl;; < ML. row /mi-tan: join,
unite, < L. mm/Mii-tiix. pp.: see compact*. .]

1. To thrust, drive, pack, or press closely to-

gether; join firmly; consolidate, as the parts
which compose a boily; condense.

Tlie air is partially exhausted, thus causing the atlllo-

spheric pressure to operate in comparting the ;ml]. int"

l'ii|" i / '.-
. liict., III. 490.

Many souls . . . might lie poetic gardens if they would
rinniutfi all their energies into growing two roses and a

lily three IMK-IUS In all, fora lifetinie.

X. l.miirr, The English Novel, p. 102.

2. To unite or connect firmly, as in a system ;

join the parts of tightly; bring into close junc-
tion, an the sheets of a book or other loose ma-
terials, by beating, pressure, or the like.

The whole hinly fitly joined together and
i:ph. iv. 18.

A bridge of that length ... so curiously compacted
together with one only arch. Coryat, Crudities, I. 208.

Tlie condensing or cinnpacliwj is now generally accom-
plished by passing the sheets between the cylinders of a
rolling machine. Kiicyc. Brit., IV. 42.

3. To make firm or stable; establish firmly;
confirm; solidify.

Nor are the nerves of his compacted strength
Htretch'd and dissolved int.. unsinew'd length.

Sir J. Ucuhain.

As to my character, it is not yet compacted enough for

inspection. T. Winthrup, Cecil Dreeme, vi.

compact'2 (kom'pakt, formerly kom-pakf), n.

[= It. i-oiiipiiltn, < L. compactum, compectum,&u
agreement, prop. neut. of compactus, compectus,

pp. of compacted, compeciaci, agree with, < com-,
with, + padscerc, deponent pacisci, pp. pactus,
agree, covenant: see;>c/.] An agreement; a
contract between parties ; in general, any cove-
nant or contract between individuals, mem-
bers of a community, or nations.

What is the course and drift of your compact I

Skak., C. of E., ii. 2.

The law of nations depends on mutual compact^, treaties,

leagues, etc. Blackttone.

By a mutual compact, we talked little in the cars.

O. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 19.

Family Compact See family. Mayflower compact,
an agreement entered into by the Pilgrims in the cabin
of the Mayflower, November llth, 1620, whereby they
covenanted and combined themselves "

together into a
civil hii.lv politick, and to enact, constitute and frame
such just and equal laws, ordenances, acts, constitutions
and offices, from time to time, as shall be thought most
meet e and convenient for the general good of the Colonle.

"

Social compact. Same as nodal contract. See contract.

compact- (kom-pakf), a. [< L. compactus, pp.
of compacisci, agree with: see compact^, .]

United in a compact ; leagued ;
confederated.

Thou pernicious woman,
Compact with her that's gone !

Skak., M. for M., v. I.

compact2 (kom-pakf )," [< compact?, n.} To
make a contract or enter into an agreement.
Satume resolued to destroy his male children, either

hailing so compacted with his brother Titan, or to preuent
the prophesie, which was that his sonne should depose him.

Sandu*, Travailes, p. 225.

compactedly (kom-pak'ted-li), adv. In a com-
pact manner; compendiously; tersely; closely.
Lorelacc. [Rare.]
compactedness (kom-pak'ted-nes), n. The
state of being compacted or firmly and close-

ly bound together; closeness and firmness of

parts; compactness.
compactor (kom-pak'ter), . One who com-
pacts or unites.

cqmpactible (kom-pak'ti-bl), a. [< compact1 +
-/')/'.] Capable of being joined or compacted.
compactilet (kpm-pak'til), a. [< L. coinpuclilin,
< eompartus, pp. of compingere : see compact1

, a.,
and -ile.] Bound, tied, or twined together.

These [garlands) were made lip after all ways of art, <-n>-

pactile, sutile, plectlle. .Sir T. Broirne, Misc. Tracts, ii.

compaction' t (kom-pak'shon), H. [< L. compac-
tio(n-), < compingere, pp. compactus, join toge-

companion
tlier: sec C<///K(C/ I, (/.] The act of making or
the state of being compact. [Kare.]

l'.ilililhu> which Hland

COmpaction'-'t (kom-pak'shiin). //.
|
As r<iini>nrl-

+ -inn. after M>M|MM#Oftl.J A compact or an

agreement.
\ loll le\il

in I-'. II Srnn - I'n lure, of olden Time, p. 3*6.

compactly (kom pakt 'lil. ml/-. Ill a comjiact
01 mlenseil manner; closely ; concisely ; brief-

ly; tersely ; neatly.
\ ..n have |nit all tin. together most .

I. 'Huh, To Harton.

compactness (kom-pakt'neH), n. The state or

quality of being einnpai-t. ,, Kirainesj; close union
"I part*.

In the undent city . . . the extreme ooMpcwdMM of the
gnilitieal -tiuefno made represent^ U!

./ /'..(.. \in.-r l'..l. I.I.H., p. 71.

('<) Terseness; condensation; cnnclHenrM, as of expres-
sion or style.

Tlie monotonous versification hi.-h l'i.|.e Imd iutni-
ililec.l. iii.l..li^. ir.,1,, u...| liy In, lirllli.int "II an. I Mtcnm-
jMctneu of expreaslon, pall. . I mi the . ar ..I the pul.li.-.

Miicaulai/, Moore's Byron.

compacture (kom-pak'tur), n. [< L. compme-
tni'ii, < compactm, pp. of niuipiHiirrr, join to-

gether: see compact*, .] Close union or con-
nection of parts; structure well connected or

closely wrought; manner of joining.
With comely e passe and cmapaetvre strong.

Spauer, If. Q., if IX. 24.

compage (kom-paj'), n. [< L. compages: see

r.i//i</,/, .-.
]

Same as compages.
The ship of civilization, either ancient or mo<leni, is a

vast jointed comjtafjeut timin-rs and of tioards, boltd and
I... HIM I together. It. Taylor.

compages (kom-pa'jez), n. [< L. compaget, a
joining together, a structure, \compingere (coni-

Paff-)> join together: seecoiyac<l,rt.] 1. Agys-
tem or structure of many united parts. [Rare.]

y..iir glass droiis, from which if the least portion lie

hroken, the whole cottipagcg immediately dissolves and
shatters Into dust and atoms.

Bp. Parker, Platonlck Philos., p. 4ti.

And as for all that eompagct of external bodies which
you contend for, I shall grant you it.s existence. Berkeley.

2. [NL.] In anat. : (a) An articulation. (6) A
commissure.

compaginatet (kom-paj'i-nat), v. t. [< LL.
compaginatiu, pp. of compaijinare, join together,
< L. compatio(compagin-), collateral form of com-

pages: see compagcseMA compact^.] To set to-

gether; unite or hold together. Montague.
COmpaginationt (kom-paj-i-na'shon), n. [<
LL. compaginatio(n-), < compaoinare, join toge-
ther: see compaginate.] Union of parts ; struc-

ture; connection; contexture.

A compaffination of many parts.
Jer. Taylor, Repentance, v. C 3.

compaignablet, <* See companiabte. Chaucer.

compaigniet, " An obsolete form of company.
Chaucer.

compamet, . A word whose meaning has not
been ascertained, but supposed to mean ' com-
panion, friend,' occurring in the following pas-
sage:
As help me God, It wol not lie, comiMtne [var. combame],
I love another, and elles were I to blame.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 52S.

companablet, a. See companiable. Cliaucer.

companablenesst, " Bee companiabteness. Sir
I'. Sidney.
companaget, M. [ME. companage, < OF. com-

panagr ( > ML. companagiMm) = It. comjtanatico,
< ML. "coinpanaticnm (ML. also companu), com-
panage, < L. com-, with, + p<ini, bread: see

company, .] All kinds of sustenance except
bread and drink. Wharton.

COmpaniablet, a. [< ME. companyable, also

companable, compaignablf, sociable, social, <

OF. compaignaMf, compagnable, cumpaijnable,
etc.,<.comiiaigiiie, compagaie, etc., company: see

company, n., and -able.'] Maintaining friendly
intercourse; companionable; social.

To gentilmen he was right servisable,
And tlier withall full good and compatialile.

Generydet (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2261.

Towards his queen he was nothing uxorious, but com-

paniabte and respective. Bacon, Hen. VII., p. 241.

COmpaniableneSSt, n. [Also companobleness; <

companiable + -ness."] The quality of being
companionable ; sociableness.

His retfreduess was for prayer, his eomjxiniaMfiifUi was
for preaching. /.'/.. Hull. Meditations, iv.

companion 1 (kom-pan'yon), n. [< ME. com-

painoitn, < OF.'compainon, compaignoti, compa-



companion

nion, F. compagnon (> G. compagnon = D. Dan.

kompagnon) = Pr. eompanho = Sp. eompafto,

companon (obs.) = It. compagno, < ML. *coi-

panio(n-), companion, messmate, commensal,
< companium, companies (> OF. oompotonta,
etc.), a mess, company taking meals together:
see company, .] 1. One who accompanies or

associates with another, either habitually or

casually; one who shares the lot of another;
a mate

;
a comrade.

I am a companion of all them that fear thee.
Pi. cxix. 63.

Set Calilian and his companion! free.

Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

A merry companion is welcome and acceptable to all

men. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 433.

How fair that new May morning when I rose

Companion of the sun for all the day
Jones Very, Poems, p. 91.

2f. A fellow
;
a worthless person.

What should the wars do witli these jigging fools?

Companion, hence ! Shak., J. C., iv. 3.

And this companion too beshrew him !

Ford, Fancies, ii. 1.

3. One who holds the lowest rank in an Eng-
lish honorary order : as, a companion of the Bath
(abbreviated C, S.), St. Michael and St. George,
etc. Companion to the cycloid. See cycloid. =Syn. 1.

Comrade, Friend, etc. See axsociate.

companion1 (kora-pan'yon), v. t. [< compan-
ion1

, .] 1. To be a companion to; accom-

pany.
Methiuks 'twould be a guilt a very guilt
Not to companion thee. Keatg.

Nor can he [St. Thomas] be considered as having entire-

ly abdicated his early right, as his statue, standing on a
crocodile, still companions the winged lion on the oppo-
site pillar of the piazzetta. Rugkin.

2. To make equal ; put on the same level.

Companion me with my mistress. Shak., A. and C., 1. 2.

[Rare in both senses.]

companion2 (kom-pan'yon), n. [< D. kompanje,
MD. kompanghe^MliGr. kompandie, kompangne,
kompagnie, quarter-deck, poop, companion, ap-
par. < F. compagnie = Sp. compaHa, now com-

pattia, a company, in the particular sense of

a ship's company, the crew (cf. Sp. compafta
(obs. ), an outhouse). The E. -word conforms to

companion^ ;
cf. F. compagnons, sailors, crew,

lit. companions.] Naut. : (a) The framing and
sash-lights on the quarter-deck or round-house,
through which light passes to the cabins and
deck below. Sailor's Word-book. (6) A raised
hatch or cover to the cabin-stair of a merchant
vessel. Young's Naut. Diet.

companionable (kom-pan'ypn-a-bl), a. [< com-

panion 1 + -able.] Fitted for good-fellowship ;

qualified or inclined to be agreeable in com-
pany; sociable.

A companionable sadness. /. Walton, Donne.

I never found the companion that was so companionable
as solitude. Thoreau, Walden, p. 147.

companionableness (kom-pan'yon-a-bl-nes), n.

The quality of being companionable ;
sociable-

ness.

He [Sir J. Wagstaff] had a great companionablenexfi in

his nature. Clarendon, Great Rebellion, xiv.

companionably (kom-pan'yon-a-bli), adv. In
a companionable manner. Clarendon.

companion-ladder (kom-pan 'yon -ladder), n.

The steps or ladder on a ship leading from the

poop-deck or quarter-deck to the cabin,

companionless (kom-pan'yon-les), a. [< com-

panion^- + -less.j Having no companion.
A phantom among men, companionless
As the last cloud of an expiring storm.

Shelley, Adonais, xxxi.

I, the last, go forth companioning.
Tennyson, Morte d'Arthur.

companionship (kom-pan'yon-ship), n. [< com-

panion 1 + -ship.'] 1. The state or fact of be-

ing a companion ; fellowship ;
association

;
com-

pany; especially, good-fellowship.
Tis Alcibiades, and some twenty horse,
All of companionship. Shak., T. of A., i. 1.

He never seemed to avail himself of my sympathy other
than by mere companionship. Irving.

2. In printing, an association of compositors
engaged in setting up one work or more, under
the management of a clicker.

companion-way (kom-pan'yon-wa), n. [< com-
panion^ + way.] The staircase at the entrance
to a ship's cabin.

company (kum'pa-ni), .
; pi. companies (-niz).

[Early mod. E. also cumpanie; < ME. company*,
companie, cumpany, compaignie, etc., < OF. com-

painie, compaignie, cumpaignie, etc., F. compa-
gnie (> D. kompagnie = G. compagnie = Dan.

1140

Sw. kompani, in senses 6, 7, 9) = Pr. companliirt,

compagnia, mod. coumpagna = Sp. compaflic =
Pg. comparihia = It. conipagnw, < ML. *com-

pania; cf. compatmim, and companies, also com-

pimis, a mess, a company taking meals together
(later ML. compagnia, any company), < L. com-,
together, + panis, bread : see pantry. Cf. com-

panion 1 and companage. Hence (from E. ) Hind.

kam/mi, (from It.) Turk, qompatitja, company.]
If. Friendship ;

an act pertaining to or befit-

ting a friend or companion.
This which thou me dost for companye.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 396.

2. A person or persons conjoined to or asso-
ciated with another or others in any way; one
or more having or coming into companionship
with another or others : as, choose your com-

pany carefully; to meet company on the road.

The Frenchman resisted and drew his sword : with that

company came in and disarmed him.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 230.

3. Consort of persons one with another; com-

panionship; fellowship; association: as, to fall

into company with a stranger.
Some of us are gentlemen,

Such as the fury of ungovern'd youth
Thrust from the company of awful men.

Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 1.

Brethren, farewell ; your company along
I will not wish. Milton, S. A., 1. 1413.

4. An assemblage or consociation of persons
or, rarely, of animals

; any associated or related

aggregate, indefinitely.
A nation and a company of nations shall be of thee.

Gen. xxxv. 11.

I have compared thee ... to a company of horses.

Cant. i. 9.

Forbear till this company be passed.
Shak., L. L. L., i. 2.

5. A body of persons associated for friendly
intercourse, conversation, or pleasure: as, a
small company to dinner. Specifically (a) Guests
at a person's house

; persons entertained : often used of a
single person.

I believe, Lady Sneerwell, here's company coming.
Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

(b) A body or collection of companions ; a social or con-

genial assemblage ; society collectively.

A crowd is not company, and faces are but a gallery of

pictures, where there is no love. Bacon, Friendship.

Conversation with the best company of both sexes.

Dryden.
Nature has left every man a capacity of being agreeable,

though not of shining in company. Swift, Conversation.

6. A number of persons united for performing
or carrying on anything jointly : as, a company
of players; an insurance company; the East
India Company. In business, a company is generally
composed of a considerable number of shareholders, who
delegate the control of its affairs to certain officers; a
smaller association, each of whose members shares in its

management, or invests capital in it by special contract,
is called a partnership.
7. A member or the members of a firm so des-

ignated without being named in the style or
title of the firm: usually abbreviated when
written : as, Messrs. Smith & Co. 8. More spe-
cifically, in London, an ancient guild or incor-

poration of trade: as, "high in office in the
Goldsmiths' company," Dickeng. 0. Milit., a
subdivision of an infantry regiment or battal-

ion, corresponding to a troop of cavalry or a

battery of artillery, consisting of from 60 to
100 men, and commanded by a captain, in the
British army the company is subdivided into four sec-

tions, and each company has its own arms and accoutre-
ment chest, and keeps its own books. In the United
States army infantry companies in time of war are ex-

pected to show about 100 men. A regiment of infantry
has 10 companies, and each company has a captain and
two lieutenants. In the German army a company num-
bers about 250 men. under a captain, who is mounted.
10. Naut.: (a) The crew of a ship, including
the officers. (6) A fleet. lit. A number or
collection of things. [Rare.]
There is a great company of faire galleries.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 121.

There was also a company of deer's feet, stuck up in the
houses. Mourt's Journal, in App. to New England's

[Memorial, p. 352.

Companies Act, an English statute of 1862, frequently
amended in later years, which provides for the formation,
management, and winding up of business associations other
than partnerships. Companies' Clauses Act. an Eng-
lish statute of 1845 (8 and 9 Viet., c. 16), embodying the

provisions relating to the constitution and management
of corporations, usually included in acts creating such
corporations, for the purpose of avoiding the necessity of

repeating them in future legislation and of insuring uni-

formity. Company fund. See fund. Company of
moneyers. See moneyer Independent company, a
small body of irregular or militia soldiers, under a cap-
tain, not attached to any regiment. Limited company,
or company limited, a company formed under a law
limiting the liability of its members for the debts and

comparative
obligations incurred by the company to a specific amount,
as the amount of capital subscrilied by each member.
Livery companies, Builds of London founded in the
middle ages: so calk-d on account of their adoption of

particular liveries or costumes. Snip's company, the
men and officers of a ship. To bear (any one) company,
to accompany ; attend

; go with.

His faithful dug shall bear him company.
Pope, Essay on Man, i. 112.

To be good company, to be an agreeable companion.
To keep company, to consort together.

Day and night did we keep company. Shak., T. N., v. 1,

To keep (a person) company, (a) To accompany ; at-

tend
;
associate with; remain with for companionship.

Well, keep me companif but two years more,
Thou shalt not know the sound of thine own tongue.

Mm*., M. of V., i. 1.

(6) To associate with as a lover or suitor. To keep com-
pany with, (a) To associate with

;
make a companion

of ; accompany.
Thou see'st my love, that will keep company
With thee in tears ; hide nothing, then, from me.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iii. 2.

(6) To frequent the society of as a suitor or sweetheart :

as, to keep company u'ith a girl. [Colloq.]

My sister Hannah and the young man who was keeping
company with her went too.

5. 0. Jeu'ett, Deephaven, p. 137.

= Syn. 4. Assembly, collection, group, gathering, crowd,
band, horde, crew, gang, troop.

companyt (kum'pa-ni), v. [< company, n. Cf.

accompany, from which company, v., is in part
derived by apheresis.] I. trans. 1. To accom-

pany ;
attend

; go with
;
be companion to.

The soldier that did company these three.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5.

I know your goodness companies your greatness.
Fletcher (and another 1), Queen of Corinth, iii. 1.

2. To associate ; join.
Ther dide merveillously well the xl knyghtes that with

hem were companyed. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 388.

II. intrang. 1. To live in company; asso-
ciate

;
consort or keep company.

And what shall we in this case do? Shall we company
with them ? Latimer, Sermon of the Plough.

I wrote unto you in au epistle not to company with for-

nicators. 1 Cor. v. 9.

2. To be a gay companion. Spenser. 3. To
have sexual intercourse. Sp. Hall.

comparable (kom'pa-ra-bl), a. [= F. Sp. com-

parable = Pg. comparavel = It. comparabilc, <

L. comparabilis, < comparare, compare : see com-

pare^, '.] 1. Capable of being compared. 2.

Worthy of comparison ; being of equal regard ;

worthy to be ranked with.

A man comparable with any of the captains of that age.
Knolles, Hist. Turks.

In his assumption of infallibility, and his measures for

enforcing conformity, Calvin was a pope comparable with
any who issued bulls from the Vatican.

//. Spencer, Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVIH. 369.

COmparableness (kom'pa-ra-bl-nes), n. The
state of being comparable.
comparably (kom pa-ra-bli), adv. In a man-
ner or degree wortliy to be compared, or of

equal regard. IVotton.

comparate (kom'pa-rat), . [< L. comparatus,
pp. of comparare, compare: see compare1

, v.]
One of two things compared to the other. Dal-

garno.
comparationt (kom-pa-ra'shon), n. [< L. com-

paratio(n-), a preparing, a providing for, < com-

parare, pp. comparatus, prepare, provide, ar-

range: see compare2.] Provision; the act of

providing or making ready. Cockeram.

cqmparatival (kom-par-a-tl'val or kom-par'a-
ti-val), a. [< comparative + -dl.] In gram., of

the 'comparative degree.
comparative (kom-par'a-tiv), a. and . [= G.

comparatii' = Dan. Sw. komparativ = F. com-

paratif= Pr. comparatiu =.Sp. Pg. It. compn-
rativo, < L. comparative, < comparattts, pp. of

cfrmparare, compare: see compare1, .] I. a.

1. Estimated by comparison; not positive or
absolute ; relative.

The blossom is a positive good : the remove of it, to give
place to the fruit, a comparative good. Bacon.

If they were not in a state of knowledge and virtue, they
were at least in one of comparative innocence.

Mary. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 133.

2. Proceedingby comparison; founded on com-

parison ; especially, founded on the comparison
or the parallel pursuit of different branches of

the same science or study: as, comparative
anatomy ; comparative grammar.
The use of the comparative method, long ago applied

superficially and partially to History, has now become,
owing to its employment in other fields of work, far more
valuable and remunerative.

Stuabs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 46.

3. Making use of comparison or the compara-
tive method. [Rare.]



comparative
At tile first attainable |'n'"l f our kinml.ilk'c < It

[IftngOlg*], whether by artna! record or by tin ml-n nr. <

(it the rtiiiiiiiii-itlirr student, it is ill a state of almost end-

less subdivision.

tt'hiinrti, Lifu nml ilniwth of I.IIIIK., p. 175.

4. HaviM"; the power of eompiirini;; capable of

noting similarities ami differences.

I'.rallty i-, Jin! kmiun by ;iti e\e or IIOM- ; it conaislK in a

symmetry, and it is tin; rnmiMmlirr laculty which note, it.

l,V,i,,,, '/.. Sec|i. Si i.

5. fa pro**., implying comparison : denoting a

higher degree of a quality, relation, etc.

belonging to one object or set of objects as

compared with another. A].|.!i. i lotetod a.ij.

live-forms like ./,./>/,/, *,//.';, hlm'trr, or (much more

iarcly)to ailverb-fonii* like ulti'in-r, n<n>H''r ; Sllrh arc call-

e.l ,- ,,,j,u ,-ntti->- ailjerti* e< in ;nl\ rrb>, or they arc Bald to

heilli.riif the fi,i,liimlif,' tttOTM; the pnniitH'
"!' it I'll'., bcinu' calleii, in relation to them. pOltHMt. or of

i\KJiililvilfiirft, anil the .|en\c.| t"nin !,. at, tt.nt'lenrtt,

etc.. fii/i-'iii Ilii v.1. " r lit the ."/">'"'" Ihe-e

wonis. aiidc<>ijiri'.i>. Comparative anatomy. See

mint,, mi/. Comparative clause, a clause introduced by
or containing a r< mi pat at ive I'onjiini'ti' in. Comparative
conjunction, a i onjnnrtion e\|nv-vM]ii4 e|iialit> or ililtu

enee of ilcKrer. Tin <' Jiarathf t olijimrt inn- ,ir r ti i pi-

ei-ilnl I iv a riirrelative >' or aiiMth'T i;*, or nseil in romblna-
tl-ins for in-tanre, /"*' i/.-

1

, in fl" 1 WIIN.' ini'tunre Ol, Ol \f,

iir.) nml Hi" a. Comparative grammar. See gram-
mar. Comparative Inference, in <//<, an im
wlllr.li compares tuo terms with each other by comparing
each witha thinl or miililletenn. Comparative meth-
od, philology, psychology, eti. Sec the nonn*. Com-
parative question, in ''V>. a ijllestinn tbat asks which
<if two subjects possesses a given character in the higher
degree.

II. H. If. One who makes comparisons or

sarcasms; one wlio affects wit; a scoffer.

Qavc bis countenance . . .

To laugh at gibing boys, and stand the push
Of every beardless vain cinntKtratipe.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ill. 2.

2f. One who ia equal or pretends to be an equal ;

a rival
;
a competitor.

Oeranl ever was
His full comparative.

Beau, and Ft., Four Plays in One.

3. In gram., the comparative degree, or a word

expressing it. See L, 5.

comparatively (kom-par'a-tiv-li), adv. 1. lu

comparison; by comparison; according to es-

timate made by comparison ;
not positively,

absolutely, or in itself ; relatively.

The good or evil which is removed may be esteemed

good or evil comparatively, and not positively or simply.
Bacon.

Specifically 2. By the comparative method
of investigation.
How much to the advantage of our general culture it

would he if the study of languages . . . were compara-
tively prosecuted. Haeckel, Evol. of Man (trans.), II. 24.

comparativist (kom-par'a-tiv-ist), . [< com-

parative + -)'.] One who employs or advo-

cates the comparative method of study or in-

vestigation. [Kare.]
The old comparativMi, . . . regardless of the inconsis-

tency of English spelling, always inquire,
"

if Arkansas Is

Arkansaw, why is not Kansas Kansaw?" Science, X. 108.

comparator (kora'pa-ra-tor), n. [< LL. com-

parator, a comparer', < L. comparare, pp. corn-

pa ratus, compare: see compare^, .] An appa-
ratus for making comparisons ; especially, an
instrument for comparing the lengths of nearly

equal bars, either from end to end or between
lines engraved upon them. The usual optical com-

parator has two microscopes, firmly attached to a bar or

something of that sort, with their focal planes coincident

and furnished with filar micrometers, whose screws He

virtually in one right line. There is also a carriage mov-

ing at right angles to the screws, so as to bring first one
bar and then another under the microscopes. In Saxton's

comparator a beam of light Is caused to fall on a mirror

delicately supported on its axis, round which a very fine

chain is wound, the other end being attached to a lever

provided with a spring in such a way that the mirror Is

turned one way or the other as the bar contracts or ex-

pands, or is replaced by a shorter or longer bar. The
mirror throws the beam upon a large scale at some dis-

tance, where it indicates by a large movement the very
minute movements of the mirror. One form of color-com-

parator employs a glass prism, which may be filled with

a colored liquid, and a series of glass tubes containing
colored solutions of known tints and shades.

compare1
(kom-par'), v.

; pret. and pp. compared,
ppr. comparing. [= F. comparer = Pr. Sp. Pg.
comparar = It. comparare, <T L. comparare, con-

parare, connect in pairs, join, match, put to-

gether, compare (cf. compar, nonpar, like or

equal to another), < com-, together, with, + par,

equal (see par, pair, peer%, compeer1
) ;

a diff.

word from L. comparare, prepare, make ready,
furnish: see compare2.] I. trans. 1. To note
I lie similarities and differences of (two or more

things) ; bring together for the purpose of noting

points of likeness and difference : used abso-

lutely or followed by irith, and sometimes by
to : as, to compare two pieces of cloth.
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'I hey, measuring themselves by themselves, and com-

parirvj themselves among themselves, are not wise.
:Mor. x. 12.

lirrat things with small. Milton, V. L., a 021.

The doctrines of this religion, thon-h in many respects
very pine :unl even jihiloh'ijibieiil. w ben <-<iiinKiretl tit the
ih prave-l ami uross MI|M Titition.i of India anil Africa, yet
inruliati tin Mm t absolute Fatalism. Broutfham.

2. Ti> liken
; parallel; represent as similar or

analogous in any respect, for the purpose of
illustration: with in

object.

illustration: with to governing the secondary

Solon r-iminrnl the people to the sea, and orator* and
counsellors to the winds ; for that the sea would be calm
ami 141111 t if the winds did not trouble It.

Bacon, Apophthegm*.
To me It appear* no unjust simile to compare the affair*

of this great continent !> the mechanism of a i -lock.

h"fl/i/ii;/r<m. i|iioteil in I'.alc Toft a Hint. Const., I. 282.

3. In gram., to affect (an adjective or an ad-

verb) so as to form the degrees of comparison ;

form or name the positive, comparative, and

superlative degrees of (an adjective or adverb).
See comparison, 5. Not to b compared with, hav-

ing no marked similarity to; very different from;-espe-
rially, very inferior to In respect of certain qualities.

All which you forsake Is not to be compared with a little

of that that I am seeking to enjoy.
Banyan, Pilgrim'* Progress, p. 87.

= 8yn. Compare, Compare to, Compare with, Contrail.

Two things are compared In order to note the points of

resemblance and difference between (hem ; they are con-

i,., '.</ in order to not* the polnU of difference. When
one thing is compared to another, It is to show that the

first is like the second, as, in I.uke xv., the sinner Is com-

pared to a lost sheep, etc. ; when one thing Is compared
with another. It Is to show either difference or similarity,

especially difference: as, the treatment of the Indians by
Penn may be compared with the treatment of them by other

colonists of America. Compare and contrant Imply equal-

ity In the things examined ; compare to and compare with
do not, the object of the verb being the principal subject
of thought.

Compare our faces, and be judge yourself.
Shalt., K. John, i. 1.

Goethe compared translators (o carriers, who convey good
wine to market, though It gets unaccountably watered by
the way. T. W. liiygiiuon, Oldport, p. 2O2.

Compare dead happiness tri'M living woe ;

Think that thy Imlies were fairer than they were,
And he that slew them fouler than he U.

Xlmk., Rich. III., Ir. 4.

All this luxury of worship has nowhere such value as In

the chapels of monasteries, where one finds it controlled

with the ascetic menage of the worshippers.
//. Jama, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 306.

H. in trans. 1. To bear comparison ;
exhibit

likeness, equality, etc.
;
be held like or equal.

No mortal can with Him compare.
S. Stennett, Hymn, Majestic Sweetness.

The allied leagues were broken up : Rome stood forth

more distinctly than ever as the one great city amidst a
crowd of allies and enemies, none of whom singly could

compare with her. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 817.

2f. To vie.

And, with her beautle, bountle did compare,
Whether of them in her should have the greater share.

Spenfcr, F. Q., IV. UL 39.

compare1 (kom-par'), n. [< compare!, c.] 1.

Comparison." [Poetical.]

Sorrow, for his sake, Is found
A joy beyond compare.

Coirper, Love Increased by Suffering (trans.).

2t. Simile
;

similitude
;
illustration by com-

parison.
Their rhyme*,

Full of protest, of oath, and big compare,
Want simile*. Shak., T. and C., lit 2.

My mistress' eyes are nothing like the sun ;

Coral is far more red than her lips' red ; . . .

And yet, by heaven, I think my love as rare

As any she belied with false compare.
Shak., Sonnets, cxxx.

3f. One who or that which is like
;
an equal.

I would your grace would quit them from your sight,
That dare presume to look on Jove's compare.

Greene and Lodge, Looking Glass for Lond. and Eng.

compare2
! (kom-par'), v. t. [< L. comparare,

prepare, make ready, provide, furnish, < com-,

together, + parare, prepare: see pare. Cf.

comparation.] To prepare; procure; get.

But Iwth from backe and Iwlly still did spare,
To fill his bags, and richesse to compare.

Spenser, V.Q., I. iv. 28.

comparer (kora-par'er), n. One who compares.

Sp. LaringtoH.

comparison (kom-par'i-son), . [< ME. com-

parison, -.s-oun," < OF. comparaigun, F. compa-
raison = Pr. comparaso= Sp. comparacion= Pg.

rnmparacflo = It. comparasione, < L. compara-
ti<i(n-), a comparison, < comparare, pp. compa-
riitiia, compare: see compare*, v.] 1. The act

of comparing ; transition of thought or obser-

vation from one object to another, for the dis-

compartlment

covery of their likeness or unlikeneiss; the study
or investigation of relations.

So far from <-i;in.ii b, in;; In any way peculiar to

Biological kclcncc, it Is, I think ;. scl-

, !i. .
. Huxley, I..i ji. BO.

Tills power of companion giv.
- and clear-

ness to thought ;
"ell

but by comparing it with something < I

J. I I''.*.

2. An act of comparing: 11 enmjianitive esti-

mate or statement ; a consideration "f likenewi

or difference in regard to particular persons or

things.
Odyous of olde been compariionii.

,-<tl l-oenu, etc. (ed. KurnlrallX p. K.

\ it, after all compariioiu of truth . . .

rue as Trollus hall crown up the verse.
,

As true .

Shot., T. and C., UL t.

And half asleep aha nude eonuaruon
Of that ami these to her own faded self.

/ i

3. Comparable state, condition, or character;

any relation of similitude or resemblance ; capa-
bility of being compared ; power of comparing :

an, the one ia BO much superior to the other that

there is no comparison between them.

On Sundays anil Holydays, let Divinity lie the sole Ob-

ject of your Speculation, In annparimn whereof all other

Knowledge is but I'ol.wcb Learning.
Bowell, Letter*, I. v. .

Who Is left among you that saw this house In her first

glory? And how do yon see It nowK Is It not In your

eye* in companion of It as nothing T Hag. II. 3.

(It] was to their hearts a griefe beyond companion, to

lo>e nil they had in that nialim r.

Quoted In Capt. John Smith't True Travels, IL 76.

4. Something with which another thing is com-

pared; a similitude, or illustration by simili-

tude
;
a parallel.

\v hereunto shall we liken the kingdom of God? or with

what companion shall we compare it? Mark IT. SO.

The tints are such
A* may not find companion on earth. Shelley.

6. In gram., the variation of an adjective or

(much more rarely) adverb to express a higher
and the highest degree of what is denoted by
the adjective or adverb. The degrees expressed thus

in English, and in most of the languages related with Eng-
lish, are three (including as first the primitive word) : poti-
tive (so called by antithesis to the others), as itrono, weak,

often; comparative, Mttronger, teeakcr, o/tfner; inamper-
latiec, as xtronrte*t, weakest, ofteneitt. Adjectives not ad-

mitting this variation, and many adverbs, express like de-

grees by prefixing the comparative adverbs more and matt :

as, More gloriovi, molt gloriout ; more ircnlclii, molt

weakly ; and such phrases often receive, leas properly,
the same names as the forms of equivalent value.

6. In rhet., the considering of two things with

regard to some quality or characteristic which
is common to them both, as the likening of a
hero to a lion in courage.

I will let our figure enioy his best beknowen name, and
call him stil In all ordlnarie cases the figure of cmnpari-
um. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 196.

7. In phren., one of the reflecting faculties,

whose supposed function is to give the power
of perceiving resemblances and differences or

other analogies, and to produce a tendency to

compare one thing with another. See phre-

nology Double comparison, the comparing of two

things with each other through the medium with which
each is compared. = 8yn. 4 and 6. Metaphor, Allegory, etc.

See limile.

comparison^, f. t. [ME. comparisunen, -sottnen;

< comparison, .] To compare.
Thus comparimncj kryst the kyndom of heuenne,
To this frelych feste that fele arn [many are] to called.

Alliterative Poemi (ed. Morris). II. 161.

Thllke selve nonmbre of yeres . . . ne may not certes

ben comparytoned to the perduraidyte that is endeles.

Chaucer, Boethins, U. prose 7.

share, < com-, together (among), T partire, dep.

partiri, divide, < par(t-)s, part : see part.] To
divide; mark out into parts or subdivisions.

[Bare.]
The crystal surface is ctmtparted alt,

In niches verg'd with rubles.

Glorer, Athenaid. Iv.

compart2! (kom'part), n. [< com- + part. Cf.

Sp. Pg. compar.te, a joint party in a lawsuit.]
A part existing along with others; an element;
a fellow-member; a part.

Comparts of the same substance.
J. Scott, Practical Discoveries, xxiL

COmpartimentt (kom-par'ti-ment), . [F.: see

compartment.] Same as compartment.

Allowing four feet diameter to the whole [shield], each
of the twelve compartimentt may lie of ten or eleven Inches

In depth. Pope, Shield of Achilles.



compartimento

COmpartimento (kom-par-ti-men'to), n.; pi.

compartiiiifiiti (-ti). [It. : see compartment.]
One of the sixteen conventional territorial di-

visions into which the provinces of modern
Italy are grouped.
compartitiont (kom-piir-tish'on), re. [< ML.
compartitio(n-), < compartire, pp. eompnrtittts,
divide: see compart1

."] 1. The act of dividing
into parts; specifically, inarch., the division or

disposition of the whole ground-plan of an edi-

fice into its various apartments.
Their temples and amphitheaters needed no cmnparti-

tion. Sir H. Wotton, Elem. of Architect.

2. A division
;
the part divided

;
a separate

part. Sir H. Wotton; Sir T. Browne.

compartment (kom-part'ment), re. [Formerly
cotnpartement, comparliment, < F. eompartimeiit
= Sp. compartimento, compartimiento = Pg. It.

compartimento, < ML. *
compartimentum, < com-

partire, divide, partition: see compart1
.'] 1. A

part separated from the adjoining parts by a

partition or other mechanical means: as, the

compartments of a steamship or of a European
railway-carriage.
There was a train just stopping, and she opened the door

of one of the compartments and entered it. Mrs. Riddell.

2. In art, a panel ;
a cartouche; a coffer; any

portion of a work or design separated from the
rest by a frame or molding, by being raised or

sunk, or in any other way, especially to receive
an inscription or a decoration of any kind : as,
the compartments of a coffered ceiling ; the small

sculptured compartments of the portals of the
cathedral of Amiens. See cut under calendar.

The square will make you ready for all manner of com-

partments, bases, pedestals, and buildings.
Peacham, Compleat Gentleman.

There are some mezzo-relievos as big as the life, the
storie is of ye Heathen Gods, emblems, compartments, &c.

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 3, 1668.

About twenty feet from the ground, there is a compart-
me,nt cut on the pillar which seems to have been intended
for an inscription, but there is no sign of any letters.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 107.

3. Specifically, in her., any partition or division
of the field Compartment celling. See ceilini).

Compartment tiles, in arch., tiles of different colors so

arranged as to form compartments. Water-tight com-
partment, a division of a ship's hull, or other subaqueous
structure, so shut off from other parts that water admit-
ted to these parts cannot enter it from them. See bulk-
head.

COmpartnert (kom-piirt'ner), re. [< com- +part-
ner. Cf. copartner and compart2.] A sharer;
a copartner. Bp. Pearson.
Neither could he beleeue that the French King, being

his . . . sworne Compartner in that voyage, would vtter

any such wordes. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 23.

compartnershipt (kom-part'ner-ship), n. [<

compartner + -ship.]

"

Copartnership.
My wite'acompartnership. Ford, Perkin Warbeck, iv. 3.

COmpasant (kom'pa-zant), n. A corruption of

corposant.

compass (kum'pas), . [Early mod. E. also

cwmpasse ; < ME. compos, citmpas, a circle, cir-

cuit, limit, form, a mathematical instrument
(also contrivance, cunning: see compass, v., 4),= D. Dan. kompas = G. compass = Sw. kom-

pass, a mariners' compass, C OF. compas, F.

compos = Pr. Sp. compas = Pg. compasso, com-

pago = It. compasso, < ML. compassus, a circle,
a circuit, < L. com-, together, + passus, a pace,
step, later a pass, way, route : see pass, pace.]
If. A circle. Chaucer.

In myddes of that Chirche is a Compas, in the whiche
Joseph of Aramathie leyde the Body of oure Lord, whan he
had taken him down of the Croys : and there he wassched
the Wouudes of oure Lord : and that Compas, seye men,
is the myddes of the World. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 79.

Specifically 2f. The circle of the earth.

All rounde the compas though man be sekyng,
In all the worlde so noble king is noght
As the kyng of Frounce, certes, to be thought.

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6270.

3. A passing round or in a circle ; a circular
course

;
a circuit

;
round

; circumference.
Hen gon be the See Occean, be many Yles, unto an Yle

that is clept Nacumera ; that is a gret Yle and good and
fayr : and it is in kompas aboute more than a 1000 Myle.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 196.

Time is come round.
And where I did begin, there shall I end ;

My life is run his compass. Shak., J. C., v. 3.

Taking leave of Cadenham, where we had ben long and
nobly entertain'd, we went a compass into Leicestershire.

Evelyn, Diary, July 31, 1654.

4. Eange or extent within limits
; hence, limit

or boundary ;
limits.

O Juliet, I already know thy grief ;

It strains me past the compass of my wits.

Shale., R. and J., iv. 1.
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And in that compass all the world contains.

Dryden, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, ii.

In the compass of three little words.

Temiyson, Gardener's Daughter.

5. In music, the total range or number of tones
which a given voice or instrument is capable
of producing. The compass of a single voice is usually
from two to three octaves. The effective compass of a

8M.JL

-^
8va.

mixed chorus is about three octaves and two tones (1) ; but
exceptional singers extend this about an octave up and
down. The compass of the modern pianoforte is usually
seven octaves and three tones (2). The compass of the
modern orchestra is about six octaves (3).

6f. Contrivance; scheme
; plotting ; plan.

Maugre Juno, Eneas,
For al hir sleight and hir compos,
Acheved al his aventure.

Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 462.

7. An instrument used to indicate the magnetic
meridian, or the direction of objects with ref-

erence to that meridian. The mariners' or ship's

compass consists of three parts, viz., the bowl, the card,
and the needle. The bowl, which contains the card and
needle, is usually a hemispherical brass receptacle, sus-

pended by two concentric brass rings (called gimbals) in
such a manner that the bowl is kept in a horizontal posi-
tion, notwithstanding the motion of the ship. The circu-
lar card is divided into 82 equal parts by lines drawn from
the center to the circumference, the points of intersection
with the circumference (or the radial lines, or rhumbs,
themselves) being called the points of the compass. The
intervals between the points are also divided into halves
and quarters. The whole circumference is divided into
300 degrees ; consequently, the angle between any two ad-

joining points is 11" 15'. The four principal divisions (di-

viding the circumference into four equal parts) are called
the cardinal points, viz., north, east, south, and west. The
names of the others are compounded of these ; and if the di-

rection or bearing referred to lies between any two points,
quarter or half points are added, as N. E. by E. $ E. ; or it

is expressed in degrees, as south 42 west. The needles,
of which there are generally from two to four, fastened
to the bottom of
the card, consist ^. * ?t
either of lam in re

or layers of hard-
ened steel or of
bundles of steel
wire. In the cen-
ter of the card is

a conical socket

poised on an up-
right pin fixed in
the bottom of the

bowl, so that the
card hanging on
the pin turns

freely round its

center. On ship-
board the com-
pass is so fixed
thata black mark,
called the lub-
ber's line, coin-

cides with an imaginary line parallel to the keel of the

ship, and the point of the compass-card which is directly
against this line indicates the direction of the ship's head.
The indication is, however, subject to a certain modifica-

tion, owing to the variation of the magnetic meridian (see
variation) and the deviation of the needle caused by the
iron in the ship (see deviation of the compass, under de-

viation). The regulation compass in the United States

navy, and the one also used on many mail-steamers, is

known as Ritchie's liquid compass, in which the card is a

skeleton, and the bowl, having a glass top, after being
filled with a fluid composed of about one third alcohol
and two thirds water, is hermetically sealed.

Our Course by Stars above we cannot know,
Without the Compass too below.

Cowley, Reason, st. 5.

8. A mathematical instrument for describing
circles, or for measuring figures, distances be-
tween two points, etc.: commonly in the plural.
Compasses consist of two pointed legs, movable on a joint
or pivot, and are usually so made that the points can be
detached for the insertion of a pen- or pencil-holder, an
extension of the leg, etc. Also called dividers. (See bow-

compasses, below.)
In his hand

He took the golden compasses, prepared
In God's eternal store, to circumscribe
This universe, and all created things.

Milton, P. L., vii. 225.

9. In zoo!., the radius of the dentary apparatus
of a sea-urchin. See radius, and cut under lan-

Com pass-face, or Compass-card.

compass
tern. 10. In archery, elevation of the arrow
in shooting.
Well acquainted with what compass his arrows would

require in their flight. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 124.

Amplitude cqmpass. See amplitude. Azimuth com-
pass. See azimuth. Boat-compass, a small compass
for use in boats. Bow-compasses, the name given to
several instruments for measuring distances, describing
arcs, etc., having the two legs united at the top by a bow
or spring so as to tend to move apart, the distance be-

tween the le^s being adjusted by means of a screw and
nut. Bullet-compasses, compasses having a sphere at
the end of one leg, which can be set in a hole ; club-com-

passes. Dumb compass (naut.), an apparatus for tak-

ing bearings, consisting of a compass-card painted on
wood or canvas or engraved on metal, and sometimes
furnished with an alidade or sight-vanes. The point of

the compass toward which the ship heads being adjusted
on a line parallel with the ship's keel, the bearings of

surrounding objects are easily determined. Extended
compass, in mime, the range of a voice or of an instru-
ment which pies beyond the ordinary limit.- Fly Of the
mariners' compass. See ////. Hair-compasses, com-
passes having a spring attached to the upper part of the
inside of one of the legs, and pressing outward against
the lower part of the other, thus constantly tending to

keep the legs apart. By means of a finely threaded screw
the spring can be compressed or relaxed with the utmost
nicety, and the distance of the legs regulated to a hair's-

breadth. Millwrights' COmp ass, a t< n >1 f i >r laying off the
dress on the face of a millstone. Napier's compasses,
a draftsman's pocket-compasses, having a point and pencil
pivoted to one leg, and a point and drawing-pen to the
other. The legs are jointed so that the working ends
can be folded inward when not in use. Oval compass,
a compass for describing ovals; an ellipsograph. Pair
of compasses. Same as compass, 8. Proportional
compasses, see proportional. Standard compass,
in a ship, a compass, generally the one used as the azi-

muth compass, to which others are referred to ascertain
their errors, and by which the ship is navigated. Steer-
ing-compass, a compass situated in front of the steer-

ing-wheel, by which the helmsman is guided. The trine
compass*, probably, the equinoctial circle and two co-

lures, or by synecdoche the universe: but the Trinity,
according to Tyrwhitt ;

the threefold world, containing
earth, sea, and heaven, according to Skeat.

The Eternal Love and Pees,
That of the tryne compas lord and gyde is,

Whom erthe and see and heven, out of relees,

Ay herien. Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, 1. 45.

To box the compass. See box'*, v.To fetch a com-
pass, to make a circuit or detour.

Landing at Syracuse, we tarried there three days. And
from thence we fetched a compos*, and came to Rhegium.

Acts xxviii. 12, 13.

To keep compass, (a) In archery, to observe a due ele-

vation of the arrow in shooting.

She'll keep a surer compass ; I have too strong a confi-

dence to mistrust her.
Ford and Dekker, Witch of Edmonton, ii. 2.

(b) To keep within bounds. Nares.

Some pressed the queen, that he [the fool] should come
to her, undertaking for him that he should keep compass.

King James, Apothegms, 1669.

Triangular compasses. See triangular. Within com-
passt, within bounds.

I speak much within compaw; forthe Savannahs would
at present feed 1000 Head of Cattle besides Goats.

Dampier, Voyages, I. 88.

compass (kum'pas), v. t. [Early mod. E. also

cumpasse; < ME. compassen, cumpassen, go
around, make a circuit, draw a circle, contrive,

intend, < OF. compasser, F. compasser = Pr.

Pg. compassar = Sp. compasar = It. compas-
sare; from the noun: see compass, .] 1. To
stretch round ; extend about so as to embrace

;

inclose
;
encircle

;
environ ; surround.

With favour wilt thou compass him as with a shield.

Ps. v. 12.

Now, all the blessings
Of a glad father compass thee about !

Shak., Tempest, v. 1.

This parlor was lined with oak ; fine, dark, glossy panels
compassed the walls gloomily and grandly.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xi.

Compass'd by the inviolate sea.

Tennyson, To the Queen.

2. To go about or round
;
make the circuit of.

The seventh day ye shall compass the city seven times.
Josh. vi. 4.

3. To obtain ;
attain to

; procure ; gain ; bring
within one's power ; accomplish.

Tre but her picture I have yet beheld,
And that hath dazzled my reason's light : . . .

If I can check my erring love, I will
;

If not, to compass her I'll use my skill.

Shak.,T. G. of V., ii. 4.

Earl Richard having given infinitely to compass his Ad-

vancement, looked to help himself again by the Place.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 85.

The man who strives to bring in a future state of things
which is still so distant that none but himself sees it to be

future, will certainly not compass his object.
E. A. Freeman, Amer, Lects., p. 221.

4. To purpose ; intend; imagine; plot; con-
trive. [Obsolete except as a legal term.]
And somme to dyuyne and dyuyde, numbres to keiine,
And craftely [skilfully] to ctnnpawen, and colours to make.

Piers Plowman (C), xxii. 241.
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(',/, ,,/ ,m, | imavinmu- the ,1,-alh ,,l Ih,- king are

HyiioiiynumH ternn ; ,-,,,..< siunjftiiig the imrp,,
sign nl the mind or will, and not, as in ,, minimi .speech,
the carrying such ,1,-si^n t,, clfect. Mu<

5f. To canvass; reflect upon; ponder.
\l,,n> ,la> h,- cmlm-it in hi-, ,1,-j,,- tliM-Jit,
,\n,| at ,-,,, /,>/ the cas, ^ m In- c|, ,,, hert.

;,. , ,.,-,, / y,,,,, (i;. i-;. ['. s.), 1. inn.i.

6. To bend in the form of a circle or curve;
make
for

T,

of II peek. ,s/,,,t. M. W . of W., iii. :,.

= Syn. 3. T,, achieve, bring aliout, cllcct, scenic.

compass (kum'piis), ,i,li: [Short tor in (or to) COmpassionaryt (koni-pash on-a-n), <i. Com-
a (OT the) compass : M compost, *.] 1. In a ]'''*"""<' <'otgnm.

compass or curve; in ,n;-h, r//, at an elevation, compassionate (kom -push 'on-at), n. ami n.

[< compassion + -afci. cf. .//I,,-/,,,/,,,*,. /,.,.

ake circnl;ir<.rciirvecl: as, to minima timber COmpassIonable I kom-pash'on-a-bl), </. |<ro
r a ship. [Obsolete ercepl to carpentry.]

/w + -W..] l^en-ing of pity; pitial.l

I,, I,,, COKpUMd, like a good bill,,,, in the circumference L '

ii lu at, -n-
'

i .in ym hear * good man grout,
Allll lint iclrllt, nr lint .-",/,', ,<,,, him

lit \ll.l., It I.

To wh'iiii shall I ni> case . -.nipLtin,
lli:il mat ,-I.;H/|*I.,,| my llll|..(t I. Ill j;|-|rl

'

/ .1:1
'

Never are the human prerogative! . , n,.l,h -n-playcd u
h, II compamming III,- uickid .-in, I w.ak.

/-

pitiable.

I latinglliailiac, and then fullH into
.1 IteU "( wiy UN, I COIHJ ml.ccility.

They were tautened ,,n the light shoulder, and fell,,,,,,

pax* down the back in gracious i,,i,i...

/;. ./'iiiH'iti, Mas<|ue of Hymeii.
Shoot not sn much ,-,,,,,ywi.*y ,-

he hrief, nn, I answer me.
Xhir/i'H, iMalefiil tenant, t. 1.

Their arrows were nil shot compast, so at our men,
itUXttnf single, eollld easily see ami avoid them.

Ffettfvp, Hist. New England, I.

2f. To the limit.

I hane now 1) iu,l fiHijuintf, for Adams olde Apron must
make Kne a new Klrtle.

/..,//>/, Kuphucg and 1

M' null, ,

-(<:.] I, a . 1. Chiiracferi/.ed by corn-

passion ; full of compassion or pity; easily
movi-.l to sympathy by the sufferings, w.
or infirmities of others.

re never was any heart truly great ami generous that
was not also tender and compassionate. South, Sennmi.s.

2f. Calling for or calculated to excite compas-
sion; pitiable; pitiful.
Your case la truly a compassion!'

Colman, English Merchant, v 1.

Besides Its ordinary ilgnlhYatlnu, c,,,,,/u'cmnf . . .

lii] used to mean ' of a nature to move jut t

/'. l/ull, M,,,|. Eng., p. !1.

compear

compass-signal (kiim'],ii-

ill-noting a point of th m,-

compass-timber (knm'pjM-tim'Mr), . In

,,',/,., ,-urved or crooked timber.

COmpasS-WindOW (kum '

pas- win do), ii. Iii

ni'i-li.. a bow-window or oriel the plan of which
is a segment of a circle.

COmpaSt. All obsolete ol- occasional pi-
ami |,asl partieiplc ,,;

compaternityt (kom-pf-tir'nl-ti), >. [= F.

rnttiftnti rmfi' Sj>. I'nirtfiufi nniitlil .- 1'n;. finnim-
'", MI,, run,pill, ,

a godfather, < I.. </-. with, + /mli-r = I

iin /
.',/, and <!'. rniiiiiii n .

]

The relation of a godfatlr
Uo- mull law, l> a

tlial affinity

Compatibility fkom-pat-i-bil'j -til, ;,. [;

liiihlili- (See -I,ill/if}; 1-'. i-nmiHililiilili . etc.|
Tin' onality of l,.-ino- compaiibli-. i-,,

,

tency ; (h,

i England, p. 323.

COmpassable (kum'pas-a-bl), a. [< ruiitpiixx +
-able.] Capable of being compassed.
compass-board (kum'pas-bord), . Aii upright 3f. Complaining. [Rare.]
lioard throue>li which the neck-twines pass in \or. What Is thy sentence, then, but |.eechleas death,
certain forms of looms; a hole-board. Which r,,l,s m\ i,,n-u, fr,,m breathing native breath?

compass-bowl (kum'pas-bol), . Same as com- ,

*' Rich - u
.

IKK ' IS
','"

'''"" '" '"' ''""i"'"'""""-

naSsJtnx
After our sentence plaining comes too late.

compass-box (kum'pas-boks), n. The glass- compassionate allowance, a gratuity'^antt/by 'ihe
covered box containing the compMW lie a ml goTarnmeni tc tLl iridom Sudrin and aOuM ipMiflad
-card. See compass, T. relatives of deceased Hritish naval anil military .,ni, .-is

compass-brick (kum'pas-brik), n. A brick l^t
in necesslUius circumstances. =Syn. 1. Tender, mer-

Sw ;;;'s;t's.^
h- -* - 'toVttR&uS:** .

compass-card (knm'pas-kiird), n. The circular
card belonging to a compass. See compass, 1.

compass-dial (kum'pas-dVal), . Asmallsun-
dial fitted into a box to be carried in the pock-
et, and so arranged that the gnomon of the
dial may be adjusted to the meridian by means
of an attached compass-needle.
compassed (kum'past), p. a. [Pp. of compami,
r.] 1. Surrounded. 2. Obtained; accom-
plished; secured.

The weary ycare his race now having run,
The new begins his compast course anew.

Spenser, Honnets, Ixli.

3f. Hound; arched.

commiserates.
_ compassionate (kom-pash'ou-at), ..; pret.

and pp. compasxionated, pj>r. compasgionalinij.

Two fairer beasts might not elsewhere lie found,
Although the compost world were sought around.

The( window. S/ia*., T. and C., 1. 2.

The tombs are not longer nor larger than fitting the In-

cluded bodies, each of one stone higher at the head then
feet, an<t ro'<i.vf above. Sandys, Travailes, p. 26.

[< compassion + -te2.] To have compassion
for

; pity ;
commiserate.

I really compassiotiate this gentleman for his want of
discernment in the choice of friends.

Goldsmith, Criticisms.

Compassionate the num'rous woes
I dare not e'en to thee disclose.

Coifper, Secrete of Divine Love (trans.).

compassionately (kom-pash'on-at-li), ode. In
a compassionate manner; with compassion;
mercifully.

cpmpassibnateness (kom-pash'on-at-nes), n.

The quality of being compassionate.
compassionativet (kom-pash'on-a-tiv), a. [<
<' nnpassionate, v., + -ire.'] Same as compas-
sionate.

Nor would hee have permitted his compassionatioe na-
ture to imagine, etc.

Sir K. Digby, Olw. on Religio Medici, p. 12.

compass-headed (kum 'pas- bed *ed), a. In compassless (kum'pas-les), a. [< compass +
arch., circular: as, "a compass-headed arch," -less.] Having no compass ; wanting guidance.
Weale. [Rare.]

compassing (kum'pas-ing),^. a. [Ppr. of com- compassmentt, n. [< ME. compassement, also

pass, !'.] In nhip-ouildin<i, incurvated, curved, compacement, s OF. compassement, < compasser,
or bent : as, compassing timbers. See compass, compass: see compass, .] Contrivance; pur-
v. t., 6.

compassion (kom-pash'ou), ii. [< ME. compas-
sion, < OF. compassion, F. compassion = Pr.

compassio = Sp. compasion = It. compassione,
< LL. compassio(n-), sympathy, < compati (ML.
"compatire, > It. compatire = Pr. F. compatir),
pp. compassus, suffer together with, < L. com-, ,,

together^ + pati, suffer! see jNMrtM.] Liter- compass-needle (kum pas-ne"dl), . The mag-

ally, a suffering with another; hence, a feel-
' lzed Ile

f
dle

/,

a comPa
f;

**"> compass, 7.

ing of sorrow or pity excited by the sufferings Cpm^ass-plane (kum pas-plan), . A carpen-
or misfortnnos of another; sympathy; com- ,

ters
:
PIa"e similar to a smoothing-plane, but

miseration pitv having its under surface convex. It is used to
H
/' form a concave surface.

He, being full of compainon , forgave theiHniquity. compaSS-plant (kum'pas-plant), n. 1. A tall,

...... '

coarse composite plant, Silphium laciniatum,His majesty hath had more compassion of other men s

necessities thau of his own coffers.

Raleigh, Hist. World, Pref., p. 19.

Moved with compassion of my country's wrack.
Shuk., 1 Hen. VI., ill. 1.

pose; design; a carrying into execution; ac-

complishment. Chaucer.
Men may well preven be experience and sotylenTmuffuw-

ment of Wytt, that zlf a man fond passages be Schipixii,
that wolde go to serchen the World, men niyghte go be
Schippe alle aboute the World, and alxiven and Win-then.

, Travels, p. ISO.

I'l'wlce used in the plural in tin- authorized version of the
Bible.

common upon the western prairies of North
America. It has large divided leaves, which stand ver-

ticully : the radical ones, especially, are disposed to place
their edges north and smith, whence the name. The two
sides of the leaves are found to l>e nearly the same in
structure and equally furnished with stomata. Also called

'

It is of the Lord's mercies that wo are not consumed, 2 - Tbe Lactuca scariola, a European species of
>ecaue his compassiotu fall not. Lam. Iii. 22. lettuce, similarly characterized.

Shew mercy and i-oinpastions (compassion in the revised COmpaSS-rOOf (kum'pas-rof), n. A gable-roofid COlUfHUiKK
version] every man to his brother.

"

Zech. vii. u.
]

= Syn. Oonuttfitratien, >',//,,;>rtMi/, etc. (see pity), klml-

H6M, temlenicss, ch-ineiiey. fellow-feeling. .

compassion (kom-pash'on), r. <. [< compassion, compass-saw (kura'pas-sA), n. A saw with a
H. : = F. I'liiiipiixHiiiiK-r. etc.] To compassionate ;

narrow blade, used to cut in a circle of moder-
pity; commiserate. [Obsolete or archaic.] ate radius.

constructed in such a way that a tie from the
foot of eacb rafter meets the opposite rafter at
a considerable distance above its foot.

II
'.--,,

,'' ''', : 1 -I t I, h pi ,-|.-
M I- - 1,1

,,m- thlli({. Bar,,,,,, ,, r k-, II. ix.

niai'lciiett; congeniality : as, teomfatibiliin ,,1 1- ,,,

pen. Also sometimes cttwpatiliUne**.

compatible (kom-pai'i-1,1), n. \< v. ,/,/,(;/,/,/<

= Sp. OOmpafloia =Pg. cinpntir<i = ll. i-iiinpii-

tiliili . cninpatible, concnrrable, < ML. i-<>"

bilis (in compatitrile In-m liriiim. a benedcc which
could be held together with another one), < 1,1..

i-iiiiipiiti, sutler with: see cniiipasstan, .] 1.

Capable of coexisting or being found together
in the same subject; consistent

; reconcilable :

now followed by with, formerly sometimes by

The object of the will 1s such a good as ls campatiblt to
an intellectual nature. Sir M. Hale, i h jg. of Mankind.

Let us not . . . require ... a union of excellencies not
quite compatible with each other.

Sir J. Heynolds, IMs., lv.

The maintenance of an essentially religious attitude of
mind ii rompatMf with absolute freedom of speculation
on all subjects, whether scientific or metaphysical.

J. t'iske, Evolutionist, p. 274.

2. Capable of existing together in harmony;
suitable

; agreeable ; congenial ; congruous.
Not repugnant, but compatible.

Xir T. .Vow, Works, p. 485.

Every man may claim the fullest liberty to exercise Ills

faculties compatible with thejxwaession of like liberty by
every other man. //. Spencer, Social .Statics, p. 94.

= Syn. Consistent (with), accordant (with), congruous
(with), congenial (to), In keeping (with). For compari-
son, see infompatiMf.

compatibleness (kom-pat'i-bl-nes), w. Same
as compatibility.

compatibly (kom-pat'i-bli), a</>. In a compat-
ible manner; fitly; suitably; consistently.
compatientt (kom-pa'shent), a. [< ME. com-
pacient = It. eompneiente, < LL. compatien(t-)s.
pp. of compati, suffer with: see compassion, n.)

Suffering together.
Be ye compacieitt. Wyclif, 1 Pet W. 8(Oxf.).

Tlie sameeompafiV/it ami commorient fates.

Sir ',. /;,<. Hist. Rich. III.

compatriot (kom-pa'tri-ot), n. and a. [< F. com-
patriote = Sp. Pg. compatriota, Sp. (obs.) com-
patrioto = It. compatriota, compatriotta, < ML.
compatriota, compatriotus (also compatrianus,
compatriensis), < L. com-, together, + LL. pa-
triota, a countryman: see patriot. Cf. copa-
lrint.\ I. n. An inhabitant of the same coun-
try with another; a fellow-countryman.
The shipwrecked goods Ixtth of strangers and our own

compatriots. Bp. Hall, Cases of Conscience, i. 4.

Clement VI., with his easy temper, was least likely to
restrain that proverbial vice of popes . . . nepotism.
On his brothers, nephews, kin, I re, I. relatives, compatriots.
were accumulated grants, lieneftces, promotions.

Milnnni. Latin Christianity, xii. 9.

H. a. 1. Of the same country. [Rare.]
To my compatriot youth

I point the high example of thy sons.

Atrtuiae, 1'leasures of Imagination, I.

2. Animated by love of a common country:
united in patriotism ; patriotic. [Rare.]

She [Britain] rears to freedom an undaunted race,

Compatriot, zealous, hospitable, kind.

Tlttit*fni, Lilierty, v.

compatriotism (kom-pa'tri-ot-izm), n. [< com-

patriot + -ism; = F. MMpoMOMMk] The
state of being a compatriot or fellow-country-
man. Quarterly Rev.

compear (kom -per'), r. i. [Also compeer; =
It. comparire = (with term. nit. < L. -escere) F.

comparaStre = Pr. comparcisser = Sp. Pg. com-

parecer, appear before a judge, < L. comparere,
conpnrere, appear, < com-, together, + parere.
appear: seeoyi/xw.] To appear; in Scots late,



Metaphorical compellations.
Milttm, Apology for Smectymmms.

The peculiar compellation of the kings of France is by
"Sire." Sir It'. Temple.
To begin with me he gives me the compellatinn of the

Author uf a Dnunatick Essay.
Dryden, Def. of Ess. on Dram. Poesy.

compear 1144
to present one's self in a court in person or

by counsel. [Obsolete except in legal use.]
Two elders, being called and conipeared, acknowledged

the testimonial was false and fur^c.l.

Quoted in \. and y., 7th ser., IV. 126.

compearance (kom-per 'aus), . [< compear
+ -aiice; after OF. comparence, comparance, <
ML. comparentia, c

ance.] Appearance
ance made for a defender
counsel in an action. [Obsolete except in legal
use.] Diet of compearance. See diet*.

compearer (kom-per'er), . One who appears ;

in Scots law, an interlocutor by which one who .. .

conceives that he has an interest in an action, Compellatory (kom-pera-to-ri), a. [< compel
although not called as a party to it, is permitted

r -atory.] Tending to compel; compulsory.
to compear and sist himself as party to it. [Ob- [Rare.]
solete except in legal use.] Process compeUatory. G. Cavendish, Cardinal Wolsey.

compeer 1
(kom-per'), n. [< ME. compeer, com- compeller (kom-pel'er). n. One who compels

perc, compcr, cionper, < OF. "comper, F. compair or constrains'.'
= Pr. compar,

'

equal,
>OF
compare
one who has equal rank or standing in any re- Jer. Taylor, Real Presence, ii. ^
spect; an equal, especially as a companion or compend (kom'pend), n. [< ML. compendium :

associate. see compendium.'] Same as compendium.

live case
;
the co-mpellatire use of a word.

II. n. In gram., a name by which a person
is addressed

;
a proper name.

With him ther rood a gentil pardoner
Of Kouneivale, his frend and his comper.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 670.

He so grette [greeted] alle
Of his campers that he knew so curteysliche & faire.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 370.

And him thus answer'd soon his bold compeer.
Milton, P. L., i. 127.

The ship, in its latest complete equipment, is an abridg-
ment and compend of a nation's arts.

Emerson, Civilization.

COmpendiarioust (kom-pen-di-a'ri-us), a. [<
L. compendiarius, short, < compendium, a short

way: see compendium.] Short; compendious.
Bailey.

His [Landor's] dramatic compeers can almost be num- COmpendiatet (kom-pen'di-at), V. t. [< LLbered on the fingers of one hand 35B T Sbd ^ft=Syn. See associate, n. (condense), < L. compendium, that which is

compeer^ (kom-per'), v. t. [< compeer'1 , n.] To weighed^ together: see compendium.] To sum
up or collect together; comprehend.
That which. . . compendiateth all blessing peace upon

Israel. Bp. King, Vitis Palatina (ed. 1614), p. 2.

equal; match; be equal with.
In my rights,

By me invested, he compeers the best.

compeer'^, v. i. See compear.
SA *" **" v' 3'

compendiosityt (kom pen-di-os-i-ti), . [< ML.

compel (kqm-pel'), . t.
; pret. and pp. compelled,

P<^osita(t-)s, < L. compendiosus, compen-
ppr. compelling. [< ME. compelled, < OF. com-

dlou
?;

see compendious.] Compeadiousness ;

eHir = Pr. P! hZKr = iV ,;,> , .
brevity ;_ conciseness. a/.pellir = Pr. Pg. co.npellir = Sp. wmpeUr, com-

constrain
urge with force or irresistibly;

oblige; coerce, by either physical
in a narrow compass; short; abridged; con-uvuvvmiuj uunge; wuerue, uy eiiner pnvsicai *---->

or moral force: as, circumstances cwp</us to
Clse: &a> ?. eompendtous system of chemistry;

practise economy.
a compendious grammar.

Go out into the highways and hedges, and compel them
to come in, that my house may be filled. Luke xiv. 23.

I am almost of opinion that we should force you to ac-
cept the command, as sometimes the Praetorian bands
have compelled their captains to receive the empire.

Dryden, Ded. of Ess. on Dram. Poesy.
2. To subject; force to submit; subdue.

I compel all creatures to my will. Tennyson, Geraint.

Nothing can rightly compel a simple and brave man to
a vulgar sadness. Thureau, Walden, p. 142.

3. To take by force or violence; wrest; extort.

[Bare.]
The subjects' grief

Comes through commissions, which compel from each
The sixth part of his substance. Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 2.

His words and actions are his own and honour's,
Not bought, nor compell'd from him.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, iii. 3.

compendious grammar.
On esy wyse latte thy Resone be sayde
In wordes gentylle and also compendious.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 3.

Three things be required in the oration of a man having
authority that it be compendious, sententious, and de-
lectable. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 2.

2f. Narrow; limited. [Bare.]
Thies men, in matters of Diuinitie, openlie pretend a

great knowledge, and haue priuately to them selues a
verie compendious vnderstanding of all.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 82.

3f. Short
; direct

;
not circuitous.

Wherein Mr. Vallence after a wonderesly compendious,
facile, prompte, and redy waye, nott withoute painfull
delegence and laborious Industrie, doth enstructe them.

Quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. xxi.

I think the most compendious cure, for some of them at
least, had been in Bedlam. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 631.

4. To drive together; unite by force
; gather in =Syn. 1. Succinct, Summary, etc. See concise.

a crowd or company; herd. [A Latinism, and compendiously (kom-pen'di-us-li), adv. In a
compendious or terse, brief manner; summa-
rily ;

in brief
;
in epitome.

Brief, boy, brief !

Discourse the service of each several table

Compendiously. Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, i. 2.

The state or condition of matter before the world was
a-makiug is compendiously expressed by the word chaos.

Bentley.

compendiousness (kom-pen'di-us-nes), n. The
state or quality of being compendious ; concise-
ness

; brevity ; terseness ; comprehension within
a narrow compass.No man being compellable to confess publicly any sin ,

before Novatian's time. Hooker, Eccles. Polity vi 4 .

Tlle mvltl"g easiness and compendiousness of this asser-

Joint tenants are compellable by writ of partition' to di-
Bentley, Sermons, ix.

vide their lands. Blackstone. Compendium (kpm-pen'di-um), n. [= F. com-

compellably (kom-pel'a-bli), adv. By compul- pendium = Sp. 'Pg. It. compendia, < ML. com-
sion. Todd. pendium, an abridgment, in L. a short way,
compellation (kom-pe-la'shon), n. [< L. com- a short cut lit- a sparing, saving, that which is

pellatio(n-), < compelldre, coiipelldre, pp. com- weighed together, < compendere, weigh together,
pellatus, conpellatus, accost, address, reproach balance, < com-, together, + pendere, weigh : see

freq. of compellere, conpelUre, urge : see compel."] pendent. Cf. compensate.'] A brief compilation
A distinguishing form of address or salutation

;

or composition containing the principal heads

rare.]
Wyld beastes in yron yokes he would compett.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vi. 26.

Attended by the chiefs who fought the field,
(Now friendly mix'd, and in one troop compell'd.)

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., iii. 720.

5. To overpower; overcome; control. [Bare.]
But easy sleep their weary limbs compelled. Dryden.

compellable (kom-pel'a-bl), o. [< compel +
-able.] Capable of being or liable to be com-
pelled or constrained.

a characteristic appellation or denomination.
That name and compellation of little flock doth not com-

fort, but deject my devotion.
Sir T. Brmme, Religio Medici, i. 58.

of a larger work or system, or the general prin-
ciples or leading points of a subject ;

an abridg-
ment; a summary; an epitome. Also com-
pend.

compensation
\Vr are that hold and adventurous piece of nature, which

he that studies wisely learns in a compendium, what
others labour at in a divided piece and endless volume.

Sir T. Browne, Religio iledici, i. 15.

A short system or compendium of a science.

Watts, Improvement of Mind.
= Syn. Epitome, Abstract, etc. See abridgment.

compensablet (kom-peii'sa-bl),. [< compense+ -able : = F. Sp. compensate, etc.] Capable
of being compensated. Cotyrave.
compensate (kom-pen'sat or kom'pen-sat), .;

pret. and pp. compensated, ppr. comjiennntiiig.
[< L. compensatus, conpensatus, pp. of compen-
sare, conpensare (whence ult. the earlier form
compense, q. v. ),weigh together one thing against
another, balance, make good, later also shorten,
spare, < com-, together, -I- pensare, weigh, > ult.
E. poise, q. v. Cf. compendium.] I. trans. 1.
To give a substitute of equal value to

; give an
equivalent to

; recompense: as, to compensate a
laborer for his work or a merchant for his losses.

Nothing can i-m/'/^'u^iti' a people for the loss of what we
may term civic individuality.

Gladstone, Might of Right, p. 203.

2. To make up for; counterbalance; make
amends for.

All the wealth and treasures of the Indies can never
compensate to a man the loss of his life.

Stillingjieet, Sermons, I. xii.

To compensate our brief term in this world, it is good
to know as much as we can of it.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 29.

Up to a certain period, the diminution of the poetical
powers is far more than cimpensated by the improvement
of all the appliances and means of which those powers
stand in need. ilacaulay, Dryden.

3. In mech., to construct so as to effect com-
pensation for the results of variations of tem-
perature. See compensation, 4.

So long as the clocks themselves are no better than they
are, it would undoubtedly be a waste of money to compen-
sate the pendulums.

Sir E. Beckett, Clocks and Watches, p. 180.

= Syn. Recompense, Remunerate, etc. (see indemnify) re-
ward.

II. intrans. To supply or serve as an equiva-
lent

;
make amends

;
atone : followed by for :

as, what can compensatefor the loss of honor?
No apparatus of senators, judges, and police can com-

pensate for the want of an internal governing sentiment.
//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 298.

compensation (kom-pen-sa'shon), n. [= F.
compensation = Pr. compensacio'= Sp. compen-
sacion = Pg. compeitsaqao = It. compensazione,
< L. compensatio(n-), < compensare, compensate :

see compensate.] 1. The act of compensating;
counterbalance: as, nature is based on a sys-
tem of compensations. 2. That which is given
or received as an equivalent, as for services,
debt, want, loss, or suffering ; indemnity ;

rec-

ompense; amends; requital.
He that thinks to serve God by way of compensation,

that is, to recompense God by doing one duty, for the omis-
sion of another, sins even in that, in which he thinks he
serves God. Donne, Sermons, v.

He [the Nabob) . . . made overtures to the chiefs of the
invading armament, and offered to restore the factory, and
to give compensation to those whom he had despoiled.

ilacaulay, Lord Clive.

3. That which supplies the place of something
else, or makes good a deficiency, or makes
amends : as, the speed of the hare is a compen-
sation for its want of any weapon of defense.
His [Dante's] gentleness is all the more striking by con-

trast, like that silken compensation which blooms out of
the thorny stem of the cactus.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 46.

4. In mech., means of creating a balance of
forces

; counteraction of opposing tendencies
;

adjustment for equilibrium. Compensation of the
contraction and expansion of metals through variations
of temperature is effected in the pendulums and balance-
wheels of timepieces chiefly by a combination of metals
of different expansibilities, and in iron beams, rails, etc.,
by allowance for increase and diminution of length ;

of
inequalities in magnetic attraction, etc., by devices called
compensators. See compensation-balance, below, and com-
pensator.

5. In the ciml law, the extinguishment of a debt
by a counter-claim which the debtor has against
his creditor, thus effecting the simultaneous ex-

tinguishment of two obligations, or of one and
part of another Compensation-balance, -pendu-
lum, a balance-wheel or a pendulum so constructed as to
counteract the effects of temperature, under which the in-

strument would otherwise move slower when warmer and
faster when colder. A compensation-pendulum is com-
monly & gridiron pendulum or a mercurialpendulum. (See
pendulum.) A comi>ensation-balance has compensation-
bars. Compensation-bars, bars formed of two or more
metals of different expansibilities, so that changes of
temperature have the effect of bending them one way or
the other. They are used to produce perfect equality of
motion in the balances of watches and chronometers.
Commonable Rights Compensation Act, an English
statute of 1882 (45 and 4(i Viet., c. 15), providing for the ap-



compensation
plication of money paid us compensation for the compul-
sory acquisition of cumnion hinds, etc. =Syn. 2. Reward,
remuneration, requital, utiftaotton, indemniticatioii, rc-

iriilmrsenient, rcjiurutiMii.

compensative (kom-pen'sa-tiv), a. and n. [=
F. coiii)M-ii.tniiJ' = I'g. finui>i ii^niirn, < LL. com-

pensatiruK, < L. cinii/irnxiitiix, pp. of com inn-

sore, compensate: sec com/n iistitc.] I. a. Mak-
ing amends or compensation.
The compenmtioe justice of II I.I drama.

Iliulitt, Lit. of lUign of Elizabeth.

II. . Tliat which compensates; compensa-
tion. [Karo. ]

This is the sorry <-iui>''>i*ntii->'. Lamb, To Barton.

compensativeness (kom-pen'sa-tiv-nes), n.

Fitness or ivailinrss to make amends. 7>'/ </'//.

compensator (kom'pen-sa-tor), n. [= F. </-
/ICltK/l/l 111' = S]>. I'g. (/ H.llllllll- = It. ,-<(// H-

satorc, < NL. *ci>ni)>i-n>i<iti>r, < L. compensare,
coiiipeiiMite: sec i-nminnxnh .

\
One who or that

which compimsiilos. .spn ill. ally -(a) A mai
tn;iv^ of snlt iron -.,, pl.n , ,1 ,i , |,, nelltlali/e tin 1 etlecN of

local attraction on Ilic needle of a compass. Also called
mmrtiini /'In!,-. ('.) Iii.WM-iniiH/.. a device foreqnalizillg
the action of the exhauster which draws the gas from the
retorts.

compensatory (koiii-pen'sa-to-ri), a. [< com-

iniixntr + -nri/ ; = V . compmuamn, cr. co/-

penmitiir.} Serving to compensate or as com-
pensation ; making amends ; requiting.
Tribute which is not penal nor compemiatorit.

Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, HI. 2.

All the compensatory forces of air and water.
De Quincey, Herodotus.

Compensatory damages, in Inn; damages estimated as
an equivalent for the injury, in contradistinction tupuni-
tiw or I'iinlirt/,:- .lnni'r'it'*, awarded by way of punishment
for wilful wrong.

compenset (kom-pens'), r. t. [< ME. compensen,
< OF. competmer, V. campenser = Pr. compensar,
eompessar= Sp. Pg. compennnr= It. compensare,
< L. competisare, co/i/>enarc,balance, make good,
compensate: see compensate.] To recompense ;

compensate ; counterbalance.
The weight of the quicksilver doth not compeme the

weight of a stone. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

compert, . A Middle English form of com-

peer1
.

comperaget, . [< comper + -nr/e.] Gossiping;
familiar friendship. Coles, 1717.

comperendinatet, e. [< L. comperendinatus,
pp. of comiicrfiitliiinre, cite a defendant to a new
trial on the third following day or later, < com-

perendinus (sc. dies, day), the third following
day: see compcrendinous.] To delay. Bailey.

comperendinoust, <> [< L. comperendinus (sc.

dies, day), the third following day, < com-, with,
+ perendinus, of day after to-morrow, < peren-
die, on the day after to-morrow, < "perum (=
Oscan perum = Or. ntpav = Skt. param, akin
to per-, pre-, pro-, para-, peri-, q. v.), beyond,
+ dies, day: see <iini.\ Prolonged; deferred;
postponed, liailcy.

compernaget, . [ME., appar.< compere, comper,
camper, companion (see compeer1

), +-n-+ -age;
or else for *comi>enage, companage, < OF. com-

panage, compaiiinagrjcompany (cf . companage) :

see company. Cf. comperagc.'] Company.
A thing I shall you declare truly,

Ar I me departe fro your compe>*nage,
To ende that all thereof haue memory.

Rom. o/Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3706.

compersiont, . [ME. : see comparison.'] An
obsolete form of comparison. Court of Love.

compesce (kom-pes'), v. t.; pret. and pp. COM-

pesced, ppr. compescing. [< L. compescere, fas-

ten together, confine, curb, < compes, conpes, a

fetter, < com-, together, + pes (ped-) = E./oot.]
To hold in check; restrain; curb. Carlyle.

compestert, . t. [A law term, < OF. composter,
compound, also prob. compost, < ML. compos-
tare, compost: see compost, '. Prob. confused
with composture, compost (of which no verb
use appears), and perhaps (with regard to the
vowel e for o) with pasture.] To manure
(land): said of cattle.

No other beasts ought to be put Into the Commons but
those of the tenant of the land to whleh it is appendant
or those which he takes to compettter his land.

Argument in Rumtiey v. Rowden, 1 Ventris, 18.

As if it bad been said Levant and couchant, for when
they [eattle |

are appurtenant, they shall be intended to

Plow, Manure, r<'*/i/ xfer, and Feed upon the Land.
Coke, in Mors v. Webbe (152), 2 Brownlow (and Oolds-

[borough), p. 298.

compete (kom-pef), v. i.
; pret. and pp. com-

peted, ppr. ('((// //(/. [= Sp. Pg. competir= It.

competere, compete (cf. F. cmnpeter = Sp. coin-

peter, have a fair claim to), < L. competere,
strive after something in company with or to-

gether (the lit. sense), usually meet or come
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together, coincide, agree, be fit or suitable, <

rum-, together, + ]>etcre, seek: sci- //,/<.,.
llenoe (I'riiill L. i-iiili/nli

n :

i I-UI/I/H l<nl, i-iim/n-

lilinii, inn! film/,/ titiir.] To seek or strivi- fur

the same thing us another ; enter into compe-
tition or rivalry ;

vie: wtthybr before the thing
sought and u'itli before the person or tiling
rivaled.

The sages of antiquity will not dre to compete vilh the

Inspired authors. Milnrr.

Mow is it that the United States, formerly a in.:.

power of the flnit class, haa Dov no ihlpi or steamers Unit
can pi"iiia)ih >'"i,>i"t:' tr the carrying of even its own
e\|.ort? D. A. H'rll*, .Merchant Marine, ,.

l

competence, competency (kom'pe-term, -ten-

si), tt. [= F. I'ltnijn
It >< ^ Sp. 1'^. fntnln t> ii-

l'III = It. mmprtrilZII, < ML. I-IHH/H li'iillll, colll]ie-

ti'iirc, litucss, in L. agreement, conjunctiun, <

competen(t-)8, ppr., being fit, competent: see

i-iiiii/nli'iit iiinl -i in-i
, -niri/.] 1. The state of be-

ing competent; fitness; suitableness; adequate-
ness : as, there is no doubt of his competence for
the task.

At present, we tnist a man with making con^tii

on less proof of competence than we should demand before
we gave him our shoe to iit< h.

Luioell, Study Windows, p. 87.

We are ever in danger of exaggerating the competence of
a new discovery. 3. Ward, Eiicyc. Brit, XX. 58, note.

2. Adequate authority or qualification ; range
of capacity or ability ; the sphere of action or

judgment within which one is competent.
To niaster*exhaustively the English of our own time Is

beyond the competency of any one man.
F. Halt, Mod. Eng.,p. 97.

It Is not my business, and does not lie within my com-

petency, to say what the Hebrew text does, and what it

does not, signify. Huxley, Amer. Addresses, p. 19.

3. In the law of evidence: (a) Legal capacity
or fitness to be heard in court, as distinguished
from credibility or sufficiency, because the

question whether the evidence shall be heard
is usually determined before considering its

weight. Thus, a witness may be competent, although
unworthy of belief

; evidence may lie competent, although
not alone sufficient even if believed,

(ft) Legal right
or authority; power or capacity to take cogni-
zance of a cause: as, the competency of a judge
or court to examine and decide.

Elizabeth . . . Induced the parliament to pass a law,

enacting that whoever should deny the coinixtrncy of
the reigning sovereign, with the assent of the states of the

realm, to alter the succession, should suffer death as a
traitor. ilacaulay.

4. Sufficiency ;
such a quantity as is sufficient ;

e8pecially,property, means of subsistence, or
income sufficient to furnish the necessaries and
conveniences of life, without superfluity.
That which is a Competency for one Man, is not enough

for another. Selden, Table-Talk, p. as.

Seven happy years of health and competence,
And mutual love and honourable toil.

Tennyson, Enoch Ardcn.

competent (kom'pe-tent), a. [= D. Dan. kom-

petfnt = G. Sw. competent, < OF. competent, F.

competent = Pr. competent = Sp. Pg. It. cornpe-

tente, < L. competen(t-)s, in LL. as adj., corre-

sponding to, suitable, competent, prop. ppr. of

competere (> F. computer, etc.), be sufficient, also

strive after, etc. : see compere.] 1. Answering
all requirements ; suitable ;

fit
;
sufficient or ade-

quate for the purpose : as, competent supplies of

food and clothing; an army competent to the de-

fense of the kingdom.
To kepe hir fest in competent place be the alderman and

maistres assigned. Englith (,VMs (1;. E. T. 8.), p. 445.

His indignation derives itself out of a very competent
Injury. Shak., T. N., lit 4.

Has he a competent sum there in the bag
To buy Uie goods within ?

B. Jmson, Alchemist, iii. 2.

He that can love his friend with this noble ardour will

in a competent degree affect all.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 6.

2. Having ability or capacity ; properly quali-
fied : as, a competent bookkeeper.
As to the particular bounds or extent of it [the kingdom

of Tonquin), I cannot be a competent judge, coming to it

by Sea, and going up directly to Caehao.

Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 81.

Let us first consider how competent we are for the office.

Government of the Tongue.
The atom or molecule which is competent to intercept

the calorific waves is, in the same degree, co?npftent to

generate them. Tyndall, Radiation, 14.

3. In law, having legal capacity or qualifica-
tion : as, a competent judge or court

;
a competent

witness. In a judge or court it implies right or author-

ity to hear and determine
;
in a witness it implies a legal

capacity to testify. See competence, 3.

Even before it is clearly known whether the innovation
Lie damageable or not, the judge is competent to issue a

competitory

prohibition to innovate, until the |xiint can be dettr-
juiix .1. xiclde Vaux.
Some nienilH-ra had Ijefore suggested that seven suites

m/iri'-nt to Hie ratification |.if a treaty].

Jeffertun, Autobio;-

4. liightfiilly or lawfully In-lunging; pertain-
ing by right ; permissible : followed by tit.

lh..i is the privilege of tli. infinite Author of things,
lio never ulumbcrs nor sleeps, but it not .

any finite Iw-ing. l^trkr.

It is not cmnpetfnt to the defendant to allege fraud in

the |,].,li,tlll.

tii'lled bin buslnes* by night and by day . . . until
be bud made a tine reputation ; and then it was ro/><

tn him to rest. It. 11. lUarkiiiiirr, L-mia UIKUII-, p 74.

Competent and omitted, in Scot* laa>, said of pleas
which nnijit have In-t-n inniiitaiiu-d, but have not been
stated. - Syn. 1. .fiigicirnl. etc. See adn/uate.~ 2. Pittti,

competent (kom'pe-tent), n. One of the com-
|ii-ti-nti-> ( hicli see).

competentes (kom-pe-ten'tfiz), . /il. [
LL.. pi.

of L. i-inni'i t* "(t-)n, ppr. of competere, compete:
see cumin li.] In the early church, the more
advanced catechumens, who had given in their
names as applicants for baptism on the next
stated occasion. Before this, while undergoing their

preparatory ]uhation. they were culleil nwl,-
en (In Latin amlienla, hearers, or rudet, unskilled; In
' -: , . K the "TtAi7T<poi, or less perfect).

competently (kom'pe-tent-li), adv. In a com-
ix tent manner; sufficiently ; adequately; suit-

ably; fitly; rightly.
Some places require men competently endowed. Walton.

My friend is now . . . competently rich.

OoUnmth, The Bee, No. 2.

competiblet (kom-pet'i-bl), a. An improper
form of compatible.

It is not competiole with the grace of God so much as to
Incline any man to do evil. flammonil, Fundamentals.

competiblenesst (kom-pet'i-bl-nes), n. An im-

proper form of compatibleness.

competition (kom-pe-tish'on), n. [= F. com-
etition = Sp. competicion = Pg. competicSo.t
L. competitio(n-), an agreement, rivalry, < L.

competere, pp. competitus, compete: see com-

pete."] 1. The act of seeking orendeavoring to

gain what another is endeavoring to gain at the
same time ; common contest or striving for the
same object ; strife for superiority ; rivalry : as,
the i-'nnjn titinn of two candidates for an office.

Formerly it was sometimes followed by to, now
always by for, before the thing sought.
Competition to the crown there Is none, nor can be.

Bacon.
There is no competition but /or the second place.

Dryden.
The competition would be, not which should yield the

least to promote the common good, but which should yield
the most. Cathoun, Works, I. 69.

2. A trial of skill proposed as a test of supe-
riority or comparative fitness. 3. In Scots

law, a contest which arises on bankruptcy be-
tween creditors claiming in virtue of their re-

spective securities or diligences. =8yn. 1. Rivalry,
etc. See emulation.

competitive (kom-pet'i-tiv), a. [< L. as if *com-

peMitus,<. competitor, pp. otcompettre, compete :

see compete.] Pertaining to or involving com-
petition ; characterized by or requiring compe-
tition; competing.
The co-operative in lieu of the competitive principle.

Quarterly Rec.

The educational abomination of desolation of the pres-
ent day is the stimulation of young people to work at nigh
pressure by incessant competitive examinations.

Huxley, Tech. Education.

competitor (kom-pet'i-tqr), n. [= F. compe'ti-
teur = Sp. Pg" competifitir It. competitore, <

L. competitor, a rival (in law, a plaintiff), <

competere, pp. competitus, compete: see com-

pete."] 1. One who competes; one who con-
tends for and endeavors to obtain what another
seeks at the same time, or claims what another

claims; a rival.

How furious and impatient they be,
And cannot brook competitor! In love.

Shak., lit. And., ii. 1.

Where kings were fair comjietitort for honour,
Thou shouldst have come up to him, there have fought him.

Fletcher (and another), Kalse One, ii. 1.

2t. One who competes with another in zeal for
the same cause ; a zealous associate or confed-
erate

;
a comrade.

Thou, my brother, my competitor
In top of all design, my mate in empire.

Shot., A. and C., T. 1.

Every hour more competitor*
Flock to the rebels, and their power grows strong.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4.

competitory (kom-pet'i-to-ri), a. [< L. competi-
tua (see competitor) + -orj.] Acting or done in
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competition ;
rival: as, a competitory treatise, compinget (kom-pinj'), r. (. [< L. compingerv,

F(t/><:>-. [Rare.]
competitress (kom-pet'i-tres), n. [< competitor
+ -ess.] A female competitor.

competitrixt (kom-pet'i-triks), n. [L., fern, of

competitor: see competitor.'] Same as competi-
tress.

conpinyere, fix together, confine, < com-, to-

gether, + pangere, fasten : see compact1
, a.]

To compress ;
shut up.

luto what straits hath it been compinyed, a little flock !

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 599.

compiret, An obsolete form of comjiccr
1

.

Queen Anne, now being without competitrix for her MinshcH, 1617.
title, thought herself secure. Lord Herbert, Hen. VIII. C0mpitalia (kom-pi-ta'li-a), . [L., neut. pi. of

compilation (kom-pi-la'shon), n. [< F. compi- compitalis, of or pertaining to cross-roads, <

cuiiipitum, also competum and compitim, a place
where several ways meet, a cross-road, < com-
petcre, meet or come together, coincide, agree :

see compete, competent.] In Kom. untiq., a festi-
val celebrated annually at cross-roads in honor
of the Lares. It was held soon after the Satur-

nalia, on a day fixed by the pretor.
There is in it a small vein filled with spar, probably since Complacence, Complacency (kom - pla

'

Sens,
the time of the compilation of the mass. -sen -si), n.', pi. complacences, complacencies

(-sen-sen, -siz). [= F. complaisance = Pr. Sp.
Pg. complacencia = It. compiaeensa, < ML. eom-
placentia, < L. complacen(t-)s, very pleasing:

Ititimi = Pr. compilatio Sp. compilation = Pg.
compilaqao = It. compilazione, < L. compilii-

tio(it-), a compilation, lit. a pillaging, plunder-
ing, <

oomptiare,ff. compilatus, snatch together
and carry off, plunder: see compile.'] 1. The
act of bringing together ;

a gathering or piling
up ;

collection.

Woodward, Fossils.

2. The gathering of materials for books, docu-
ments, tables, etc., from existing sources

;
the

act of bringing together and adapting things see complacent and -ence, -ency.] 1. Disposition
said or written by different persons for the ex- to please, or an act intended to give pleasure ;

position of a subject.

Nearly at the same time [sixth century], both in the
Eastern Church under John the Faster, and in the ex-
treme West muler the Irish and other Celtic missionaries,
began the compilation of Fenitentials.

Stiiblu, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 29C.

3. That which is compiled ;
a book or treatise

produced by compiling.

Among the ancient story-books of this character, a Latin
compilation, entitled Oesta Romanorum, seems to have
been the favourite. T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry.

compilatort (kom'pi-la-tor), n. [ME. compila-

frieudly civility, or a civil act. See complai-
sance (now generally used in this sense).

Complacency, and truth, and manly sweetness,
Dwell ever on his tongue, and smooth his thoughts.

Addition.

Every moment of her life brings me fresh instances of
her complacency to my inclinations. Steele, Tatler, No. 95.

The round*
Of smooth and solemnized complacencies,
By which, on Christian lands, from age to age
Profession mocks performance.

Wordsworth, Excursion, v.

2. A feeling of quiet pleasure; satisfaction;
tour = F. compilateur ="Sp. Pg. compilador= gratification ; especially, self-satisfaction.
It. compilatore, < L. compilator, < compilare, pp.
compilatus, snatch together : see compile, and
cf. compiler.] A compiler. Chaucer.

compile (kom-pil'), v. t.; pret. and pp. com-
piled, ppr. compiling. [< ME. compilen, < OF.
compiler, F. compiler= Pr. Sp. Pg. compiler= It.

compilare, < L. compilare, snatch together and
carry off, plunder, pillage (the sense of ' com-
pile' appears in deriv. compilatio: see compi-
lation), < com-, together, + pilare, rob: see

pill
2

, pillage.'] 1. To make or form (a written
or printed work) by putting together in due or-
der or in an order adapted to the given purpose,
and with such changes and additions as may be
deemed necessary or desirable, literary, histori-

cal, or other written or printed materials col

The great Galees of Venice and Florence
Be wejl laden with things of complacence,
All spicery and of grossers ware.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 193.

But also in complacences, nowise so strict as this of the
passion [love], the man of sensibility counts it a delight
only to hear a child's voice fully addressed to him, or to
see the beautiful manners of the youth of either sex.

Emerson, Success.

3f. That which gives satisfaction
;
a cause of

pleasure or joy ;
a comfort.

O thou, my sole complacence ! Milton, P. L, iii. 276.

Love Of complacency. See love of benevolence, under
beneeolence. = Svn. Complacency, Complaisance. CtMnto-
cency once included the meaning of both these words, but
they are now separated, complacency retaining the mean-
ings allied to quiet pleasure or satisfaction, and making
over to complaisance those connected with the disposition

lected from various sources
; prepare or draw or effort to compliment, please, and oblige,

up by selecting, adapting, and rearranging ex-
'"-* '- J- -

isting materials : as, to compile tables of weights
and measures; to compile a gazetteer or a glos-
sary.

They have often no other task than to lay two books be-
fore them, out of which they compile a third, without any
new materials of their own.

In the middle of the sixth century Dionysius Exiguus, a
Roman abbot, compiled the collection of canons which was
the germ and model of all later collections.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 296.

2f. To write
; compose.

Of that fight how it felle in a few yeres,
That was clanly compilet with a clerk wise,
On Gydo, a gome [man], that graidly hade soght,
And wist all the werks by weghes he hade.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 53.

Yet nobody even now, I suppose, receives a summons
to attend a jury with perfect complacency.

Maine, Early Law and Custom, p. 175.

Wild. If it were not to please you, I see no necessity for
our parting.
Jac. I protest I do it only out of complaisance to you.

Dryden, Mock Astrologer, iv.

Johnson, Idler, No. 85. complacent (kom-pla'sent), a. [= F. complai-
sant = Sp. complaciente = Pg. complacente = It.

compiacente, < L. complacen(t-)s, very pleasing,

Epr.
of complacere, please at the same time (>

t. compiacere = Sp. Pg. complacer = F. com-
plaire, please), be very pleasing (the E. sense

'pleased' due rather to complacence, q. v.), <

com-, together, + placere, please : see please,
and cf. complaisant, which is a doublet of com-
placent.] 1. Civil; kindly; giving pleasure.

In poetry they compile the praises of virtuous men and See complaisant (now generally used in thistimid OV*. !!/ fT~*.*~l~ *actions. Sir W. Temple.

3f. To contain
; comprise.

After so long a race as I have run
Through Faery land, which these six books compile,
Give leave to rest me. Spenser, Sonnets, Ixxx.

4f. To make up or place (together) ; compose ;

construct.

sense).
That calm look which seem'd to all assent,

And that complacent speech which nothing meant.
Crabue, Parish Register.

Eternal love doth keep,
In his complacent arms, the earth, the air, the deep.

Bryant, The Ages, vi.

2. Accompanied with or springing from a sense
of quiet enjoyment; gratified; satisfied: as, a
complacent look or smile.

They look up with a sort of complacent awe to kings.
Burke.

Walles . . . built of most white and blacke stones,
which are disposed checkerwise one by another, and curi-

ously compiled together. Hakluyt's Voyages, IL 64.

He did intend
A brasen wall in compas to compyle
About Cairmardin. Spenser, F. Q., III. iii. 10. COmplacentialt (kom-pla-sen'shal), a. [< ML.

Monsters compiled and complicated of divers parents complacentia, complacence (see complacence), +
Donne, Devotions, p. 68. -al.] Marked by complacence ; arising from or

6+. To bring into accord or agreement ; recon- causing gratification.
The more high and excellent operations of complacen-

tial love. Baxter, Life and Times (1696), fol. p. 7.

cile.

The Prince had perfectly compylde
These paires of friends in peace and setled rest.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. ix. 17.

compilementt (kom-pll'ment), n. [< compile +
-nient.] The act of putting or piling together
or heaping up. Woodward.
compiler (kom-pl'ler), n. [< ME. compilour, <
OF. compileor, compileur, < L. compilator, <

compilare, compile. Cf. compilator.] One who complain (kom-plau'), v.

compiles; one who makes a compilation. compleynen,cotnpleignen,<. O

complacently (kom-pla'sent-li), adv. In a com-

fication, especially self-satisfaction.

We reflect very complacently on our own severity, and
compare with great pride the high standard of morals es-

tablished in England with the Parisian laxity.

Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

[< ME. complmjnen,
'F. complaindre, com-

complaining

pleindre, F. complaindre = Pr. complagner, com-

2>laiif/cr = Sp. compluHir (obs.) = It. eomj>ia-
gin-ri; coiiipiaiKjcre, < ML. complangere, bewail,
complain, < L. com-, together, + plangere,
strike, beat, as the breast in extreme grief, be-
wail: eee plain%, plaint.'] I. intrans. 1. To ut-
ter expressions of grief, pain, uneasiness, cen-
sure, resentment, or dissatisfaction

;
lament or

murmur about anything; find fault.

That he sholde a-mende alle the fuutes wherof thei cowde
hem complayne [bewail themselves].

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i- 80.

I will complain in the bitterness of my soul. Job vii. 11.

Our merchants are complaining bitterly that Great Brit-
ain is ruining their trade, and there is great reason to com-
plain. J. Adams, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 444.

2. Figuratively, to make a sound resembling
that of lamentation or suffering ;

emit a mourn-
ful sound or noise: as, the complaining wind;
the sea complains dismally. 3. To utter an
expression of discomfort or sorrow from some
cause

; speak of the suffering of anything : with

of: as, to complain o/headache, of poverty, or

of wrong.
In the midst of water I complain of thirst. Dryden.

4. To make a formal accusation against a per-
son, or on account of anything ;

make a charge :

with of.
And where thei saugh sir Gawein, thei drough a-boute

hym and compleyntd to hym of hym-self, and seide that
he hadde hem euyll be seyn at that flrste turnement.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 462.

Now, master Shallow, you'll complain of me to the king?
Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1.

Complain unto the duke of this indignity.
Shak., C. of E., v. 1.

= Syn. 1. To bewail, repine, grieve, mourn, grumble,
croak.

Il.t trans. To lament
;
bewail

; deplore. Lyd-
gate.

They might the grievance inwardly couijiliiiu.
But outwardly they needs must temporize.

Daniel, Civil Wars.

Gaufride, who could'st so well in rhyme complain
The death of Richard with an arrow slain.

Dryden, Fables.

complain (kom-plan'),. [< complain, v.] Com-
plaint; outcry. [Poetical.]
Then came a conquering earth -thunder, and rumbled
That fierce complain to silence. Keats.

complainablet (kpm-pla'na-bl), a. [< complain+ -able.] Capable of being or worthy to be
complained of.

Though both [profaneness and superstition] be blame-
able, yet superstition is less cmnplainable.

Feltham, Resolves, i. 36.

complainant (kom-pla'nant), n. [< F. com-
platgnant, ppr. of complaindre : see complain, v.,
and -an*1.] 1. One who makes a complaint;
a complainer.
Congreve and this author are the most eager complain-

ants. Jeremy Collier, Def. of Short View.
In one particular case, the complaint of the King, the

old assumption that complainants are presumably in the
right was kept long alive among us.

Maine, Early Hist, of Institutions, p. 272.

Hence 2. One who suffers from ill health.

[Rare.]
Taxed as she was to such an extent that she had no en-

ergy left for exercise, she is, now that she has finished her
education, a constant complainant.

II. Spencer, Education, p. 262.

3. In law, one who prosecutes by complaint,
or commences a legal process against another;
a plaintiff; a prosecutor; in particular, the
plaintiff in a suit in equity, or one on whose
complaint a criminal prosecution is asked for.

Complainer (kom-pla'ner), n. One who com-
plains, laments, or bewails; a faultfinder; a
murmurer

;
a grumbler.

Speechless complainer, I will learn thy thought
Shak., Tit. And., iii. 2.

St. Jude observes, that the murmurera and complainers
are the same who speak swelling words.

Government of the Tongue.

complainful (kom -plan 'ful), a. [< complain+ -ful, 1.] Full of complaints ; complaining.
[Rare.]

complaining (kom-pla'ning), n. [ME. com-

pleigniiige;^
verbal n. of complain, r.] The ex-

pression of regret, sorrow, or dissatisfaction
;

a murmuring ;
a complaint.

They vented their complainings. Shak., Cor., i. 1.

complaining (kom - pla
'

ning), p. a. [Ppr. of

complain, v.] 1. Expressing or expressive of

complaint; lamenting; murmuring: as, to speak
in a complaining tone.

Rivers that move
In majesty, and the complaining brooks
That make the meadows green.

Bryant, Thauatopsis.
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complaining

RcnNoftMwiafei'n./caim'Iswrri' kneeling. close at hand,
a raravan I'I-MUL t he Soiiilan.

c. n. BttxUard, M^hailah, p. r.)i.

2. In tlio liabit of making complaint; fretful;

querulous: as, ;i I'luii/iliiiiiini/ child. 3. Sick;

ill; poorly: as, hi 1 is <-nii//iliiiiiiiii/, [Colloq.]

complainingly (kotn-pia' iiing-ii), .'.. !< i

complaining manner; with expression of dis-

satisfaction. lli/i'iiii.

complaint (kgm-plaut'), H. [< ME. complayntf,

coiiiplfi/nlf. fiim/ili iiilt; < OF. complaint, rinii-

/i/iint, m., also i'niii/>liiiti: i-nm/ili uti , roniplnnti .

F. eoiiii>l<iiiil<-, f. (= It. I'niHiiiiiiiltt), < complaint.
. of eompl/iiinln-, complain: sec complain, c. J

. An expression of
grief, regret, pain, ecu

sure, resentment, or discontent
;
lamentation

;

faultfinding; murmuring.
Even to-day ia my IM.II/I/.I/H/ bitter. Job xxlii. !.

The ciiiinilninti I hear "f thec are grievous.
.v7.ii*., 1 Hen. IV., II. 4.

I llo Hot bivatllr,

Not whisper any iniinniH- nl' rm.i/</'./..l.

T: HtiiiMin, St. Siini-iiii Stylilr-.

2. That which is complained of; a cause of

grief, discontent, lamentation, etc.

What r,.,, ./''"'"' h'lih been more frequent among men
almost in all Age*, limn that peace ami prosperity hath
iH'en the portion of the wicked?

Si i II i Hi/fleet, Sermons, I. x.

The poverty of the clergy hath been the complaint of all

who wish well to tin- I'limeli.
'

1 147

IJ.. pin/inn. make plane or plain: sec plain I,

/ill/in
1

.
]
To make level ; reilucc to :m e\cn >nr

face, lii i-li, i in,
| K'arc.]

complanate (kom'pla-nat), it. ['< I.. rouiplii-

iiutiix, pp. : see the verb. J 1 . Flattened ; made
level, or with a smootli surface. [Kare.] 2.

In hot., lyine in ono plane: applied to leas. -s.

especially of mosses. 3. In enloui.. appearing
as if tlattened by pressure: applied to plane
surface- o.iiitinuous with hi^lier and convex or

irregular parts: as. a i-mif/i/iimi/i margin or disk
in a convex pninotiiin.

complanation (kom-pla-na'shon), H. [As com-

/iliiiinti
* ""'.J In moth., the process of find-

ing a plane area equal to a given portion of a
curved surface.

compleaset (kom-pUiz' ), r. t. [< com- + please,
after OF. V.compltiire, etc., < L. complaeere : see

iniiiplaceut.] To assent to; acquiesce in. .\i//-

iv.v/i r. tr. of Du Burton.

compleatt, a. and v. An obsolete spelling of

3. A cause of bodily pain or uneasiness; a mal-

ady j
a disease ; an ailment : usually applied

to disorders not violent.

His <M,<i/./.i/i.r< . . . had been aggravated by a severe

attack of small pox. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

4. A formal accusation
;
a charge that an of-

fense has been committed
; especially, such a

charge presented to an officer or a court for the

purpose of instituting prosecution.
The Jews . . . laid ninny and grievous complaint*

against Paul, which they could not prove. Acts xxv. 7.

5. In many of the United States, the pleading
in which the plaintiff in a civil action formally
sets forth the facts of his case, with his claim
for relief thereon : corresponding to the declara-

tion at common law, the bill in equity, and the

libel in admiralty. 6t. A poem bewailing ill

fortune in matters of love
;
a plaint.

of such matiere made he many layes,

Soiigea, comiileyntef, roundelets, virelayes.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 220.

= 8yn. 1. Lament. 3. Ailment, disorder, distemper, Ill-

ness.

complaintful (kom-plaut'ful), a. [< complaint+ -ful, 1.] Full of complaint; complaining.
Huloet. LKare.]
complaisance (kom'pla-zans), n. [< F. complai-

sance, < complaisant, p'pr. : see complainant and

complacence.] Civility and graciousness ;
that

manner of address and behavior in social inter-

course which gives pleasure ; affability; cour-

tesy ;
desire to please ; acquiescence (in ano-

ther's wishes) or conformity (to another's de-

sires or comfort) for courtesy's sake.

Complaiitance renders a superior amiable, an equal
agreeable, and an inferior acceptable. Addigon.

I am afraid you mistake Mr. Ro]ir's complaisance for

approbation. Gray, Letters, I. 330.

= 8yn. Complacency, Cmnplaiiance (see complacence), ur-

banity. suavity, deference, good breeding, politeness.

complaisant (kom'pla-zant), a. [< F. complai-
nant, pleasing, obliging, courteous, ppr. ofcom-

plaire, please, = Sp. complacer = Pg. eomprazer
= It. compiacerc, (. L. complaeere, please: see

complacent, which is a doublet of complaisant.']

Disposed to please ; pleasing in manners; com-

pliantly disposed ; exhibiting complaisance; af-

fable
; gracious ; obliging.

As for our Saviour, he was, . . . If I durst use the word,
. . . the most complaisant person that ever perhaps ap-

peared in the world. Abp. Sharp, Works, V. viii.

The Prince, who was excessively complaisant, told her
the whole story three times over.

Goldtmith, Citizen of the World, xlix.

He was a man of extremely complaisant presence, and
suffered no lady to go by without a compliment.

Hoirclls, Venetian Life, xx.

= Syn. ('(.tirfootur, Urbane, etc. See polite.

complaisantly (kom'pla-zant-li), adv. In a

complaisant manner; with civility; with an

obliging, affable address or deportment.
complaisantness (kom'pla-zant-nes), n. Com-
plaisance; civility. [Rare.J'

complanate (kom'pla-nat), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

ciiiiipliniiitiil. i>pr. complanating. [< L. compla-
int tii.i. pp. dl' fi>ini>lnare (>OF. eomplaner), make
plane or phiin, < com-, together, + plainim, lev-

el ground, orig. neut. of plaints, level, plane, >

complectt, r. t.
f<

L. cumpli <-ti, coiipiccti, act.

dimpledirt; entwine around : see complex.'] To
embrace.
Then, tender armes, complect the neck; do dry thy father's

tears,
You nimble hands.

Appitaand Viryinia (Hazlltt's Dodsley, IV. H.'O.

complected 1 (kom-plek'ted), a. [< complect
+ -fil-.] Woven together ;

interwoven.

Infinitely complected tissues.

Carlylf, Sartor Resartus, t 8.

complected2 (kom-plek'ted), a. [Irreg. < com-

plexion (complect-ion) + -ed%.~] Of a certain

complexion; complexioned : usually in compo-
sition : as, light-romptecterf. [Colloq., western
and southern U. 8.]

You remember a man sat right before you at church'

dark-comjrfecfed, straight as a ramrod, tall, long black

hair, plain clothes? f. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 99.

complectiont, An obsolete spelling of com-

plexion.

complement (kom'ple-ment), n. [= D. Dan.
Sw. komplement = Or. complement = OF. eom-

jilif infill, cinniiliment, later complement, F. com-

pliment = Pr. coin/illmi at = Sp. Pg. It. comple-

ments, complement, < L. comptementum, that

which fills up or completes, < complere, conplere,
fill up, complete: see complete, a. and t'. Cf.

compliment.'] 1. Full quantity or number; full

amount
; complete allowance : as, the company

had its complemen t of men ;
the ship had its com-

plement of stores.

Where the soul hath the full measure and comjiltmcnt
of happiness ... is truly Heaven.

Sir T. Browne, Kellgio Mediel, i. 49.

2. Perfect state ;
fullness

; completeness, spe-

cifically, In her, ,
the condition of being full : used of the

moon. The full moon, represented with human features

in the disk and with surrounding rays, is blazoned as the

moon in her complfiitent.

3. What is needed to complete or fill up some
quantity or thing; that which anything lacks

of completeness or fullness : as, the complement
of an angle (which see, below).
Our custom Is both to place it [the Lord's Prayer l

in the

front of our prayers as a guide, and to add it in the end
of some principal limbs or parts, as a complement which

fully perfecteth whatsoever may be defective in the rest.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. i So.

The power of a surface to reflect heat is the complement
of its power to radiate or absorb it.

W. L. Carpenter, Energy in Nature, p. 43.

4. In music, the interval formed by the higher
note and the note an octave above the lower
note of a given simple interval. Thus, the comple-
ment of a third Is a sixth, formed by the higher note of the
third and the note an octave at>ove the lower mite of the

third. The complement of a fifth is a fourth, of a fourth

a fifth, etc. The complements of major and augmented
Intervals are respectively minor and diminished Intervals,
and conversely. The complement of an Interval is also

called its intention (which see).

5. That which is added, not as necessary, but
as ornamental ; an accessory- ;

an appendage.
Garnish 'd and deck'd in modest complement.

Skat., Hen. V., II. 2.

Art must be a complement to nature, strictly subsidiary.
Kmeriton, Art.

6t. Compliment : a word of the same ultimate

origin and formerly of the same spelling. See

coiiii>Ument,
Which figure Iwyng, as his very orlginall name [the Gor-

gious ruiiiplfiMi'iit] pnrporteth, the most bewtlfull and
gorgious of all others, It asketh In reason to be reserued
for a last ci. ./'/.-.. -nt, and desciphred by the arte of a
Ladies penne. Putttnham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. 207.

7t. An accomplishment.
What ornaments doe best adorn her : vhnlcomplements

doe Itest accomplish her.

R. Brathieaite, Eng. Ontlewoman.

complete
Arithmetical complement, see ariihiariical. Com-
plement of an arc or angle, i" .;">/ .

tin M-maimi, i

afler Hiibtni' ' am a ipiadiant i: l, or a
! olll 1 . : I .r,-

'

I Illln,

iii tli.' Itgiire, tin

complement of the acute angli I;' \

and al "I-.- iniKle in I.
.

Mimllar!) ,
tL .'pie

':,. .,!. - I: \ an.! I. H I:

Complement of a
parallelogram. If.

tin .i;i. h a point in (lie

drawn parallel to Uk -"! - the hole
par-

allelogram i- divided Into two pantile),,

grama win. h an ;>i < l< .1 I.) tin iliagonn).
an-l tuo whii ti onl> T jonal Hi

I In latter pair .

i.. the former; tlin-. \ K I II ami
_ C O I F are the complement* of the paral-

lelogram A I: c n Complement of a
Btar, ia nttron.. the angular iti-i m lh.-

/.enlih. Complement of the curtain, \njnrt., that |rt
III the interior side \>llirll Iliak.

complement (kom'plf-ment), r. (. [<<../;.///.-

//.. ../, ... J To add a complement to
; complete

or fill up.
This very

> some old carve
This very unique example ot MM i.nuiMi workmanship

Is cm/./ . some old carved doors of an earlier

itate. hut of an equally rare quality.
Beck'* Jour. Dec. Art, II. 341.

complemental (kom-ple-men'tal), n. [< roin-

plement + -<il. Cf. complimentaL] 1. Forming
a complement ; supplying a deficiency ;

com-

pleting.
In a word, then, the great and oft-dlspnted religion*

differences Iwtween Germany and this country (the Unit-

ed States) seem to us complemmtal of each other's merit"
and defects, O. 3. Hall, German Culture, p. Slfi.

2. Iii zodl., forming a complement to the female
or to a hermaphrodite; complementary: ap-
plied to minute or rudimentary males of some
animals, as cirripeds. In some of the clrriueds the
males are mere spermatic parasites of the female, carried
about on or in her body.
The masculine jwwer of certain hermaphriMlite species

of llila and Scalpellum Is rendered more efficient by cer-

tain parasitic males, which, from their not pairing, as in

all hitherto known cases, with females, but with hermaph-
rodites, I have designated Complemental Males.

Dancin, Cirripedla, p. 5fi.

3f. Additional and ornamental
; supplemental.

It Is an error worse than heresy, to adore these complf.
mental and circumstantial pieces of felicity.

.sir T. Browne, Kellgio Medici, L 18.

4f. Complimentary.
Many other discourses they had (yet both content to

glue each other content 111 complementall Courtesies).
ijuolcd in i 'iif>. John. SmM'i True Travels, I 195.

Complfiaental flattery with silver tongue.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, viii. Id2.

5f. Accomplished.
Would I express a fompleinental youth,
That thinks himself a spruce and expert courtier,

Bending his supple hammes, kissing his hands.

Randolph, Muses Looking-gla&se.

complementary (kom -pie-men 'ta-ri), a. [<

complement + -ary
1
.] 1 . Completing ; supply-

ing a deficiency ; complemental.
Two ranges of existence and operative force ; nature

and the supernatural ; l>oth complementary to each other

liuthnell, Nature and the Supernal., p. 141.

2. In liiiiic and math., together making up a
fixed whole: as, complementary angles (that is,

angles whose algebraic sum is 90). See com-

plement of an angle, under complement. 3t.

Same as complimentary Complementary colors.
See color, 1. Complementary division. See rficunVwi.

Complementary function, in math., an expression
containing an arbitrary constant and lieing the solution of

one differential equation, and which, on Wing added to

any particular integral of another such equation, gives a

general solution of the latter. Complementary opera-
tions, two operations such that If either, operating upon
any figure, A, gives another figure, B, then the other op-
erating upon B gives A.

complete (kom-plet')> a- (< ME. compket = D.

kompleet = G. complet = Dan. komplet = Sw.

complett, < OF. complet, F. complet = Sp. Pg.
It. completo, full, complete, < L. completun, pp.
of complere, conplere (> It. compire, complete,
fill, complirt, suit, compliment (see compliment),
= Sp. cnmplir= Pg. cnmprir= OF. complir, con-

plir, fulfil), fill up, fill full, fulfil, complete, <

com- (intensive) + plere, fill, akin toE./wH: see

full
1 and plenty, and cf. deplete, replete. Cf. also

complement, compliment."] 1. Having no defi-

ciency ; wanting no part or element ; perfect ;

whole
;
entire

;
full : as, in complete armor.

And ye are complete in him, which is the head of all

principality and power. Col. II. 10.

A thousand complete courses of the sun.
Shalt.. T. and C., Ir. 1.

Now the end proposed by Ood, In causing the Scripture
to be written. Is to afford us a complete rule and measure
of whatever is to be believed or done by as.

Bp. Atterbury, Hermans, II. ix.

2. Thorough; consummate; perfect in kind or

quality.



complete
A Frenchman told me lately, that was at your Audience,

that lie never saw so many complete Gentlemen in his Life.

llowell, Letters, I. vi. 21.

Transcendent Artist ! How cmnpleat thy Skill !

Cougnte, To Sir Godfrey Kneller.

3. Finished; ended; concluded; completed.
This course of vanity almost complete,
Tired in the field of life, I hope retreat. Prior.

Complete act, branch, cadence. See the nouns. Com-
plete dyadic, one which cannot be reduced to the snm
nl k-ss tlian three dyads. Complete flower, ill hot., a
(lower furnished with all the organs that is, with calyx
ami corolla, as well as stamens and pistil : distinguished
from per/ret, which requires only the presence of the

stamens and pistil. Complete integral, of a partial dif-

ferential equation, in math. : (a) A solution containing
the full number of arbitrary constants or functions. (6)

In the case of a partial differential equation of the first

oiiler. a solution containing the full number ot arbitrary

constants, but no arbitrary function. Complete meta-
morphosis, in fntom., that metamorphosis in which there
is a well-marked quiescent pupa state between the larval

form and the imago or perfect insect, as in the Lepidop-
tera. Some of the older entomologists, following Fabri-

cius, applied this term to the changes of those insects in

which the larva is formed like the imago, a condition ob-
served only in some of the low, wingless forms, as the lice

and fleas. Complete primitive, the same as the com-
/,!,/. fn/<-;t,-(tl, except that it is regarded as producing the
differential equation, not as derived from it. =SyiL 1.

Whole, Entire, Complete, Total, full, utter, absolute, ple-

nary, faultless, unbroken.
"
Nothing is whole that has any-

thing taken from it ; nothing is entire that is divided ;

nothing is complete that has not all its parts, and those

parts fully developed. Complete refers to the perfection
of parts ; entire, to their unity ; whole, to their junction ;

total, to their aggregate. A whole orange ;
an entire set ;

a complete facsimile; the total expense." Angus, Hand-
book of Eng. Tongue, p. 376.

Wilt thou be lord of the whole world?

Shak., A. and C. t ii. 7.

Sorrow's eye, glazed with blinding tears,
Divides one thing entire to many objects.

Shalt., Rich. II., ii. 2.

There is nothing which could not have been done, at least

nearly as well, and many things much better, by adhering
to the complete instead of to the broken arch.

J. Fergtisson, Hist. Arch., I. 525.

As the total tonnage [of Venetian merchant vessels] is

hut 26,000, it may be inferred that they are small craft.

Howells, Venetian Life, xvi.

completet (kom-plef ), . [= F. compile = Sp.

Pg. completa = It. compieta, < ML. completa
(usually in pi., F. complies, etc., ML. completes),
sc. L. hora, hour, the last of the canonical
hours: see complin, the usual E. form.] The
last of the daily canonical hours in the Roman
Catholic breviary : same as complin. Hinsheu,

complete (kom-plet/), v. t.
; pret. and pp. com-

pleted, ppr. completing. [= F. computer = Sp.
Pg. completar= D. kompleteren = G. completiren
= Dan. kompletere = Sw. complettera, < ML. as
if "completare, freq. of L. complere, pp. com-

pletus, fill up: see complete, a.] 1. To make
complete ; bring to a consummation or an end;
add or supply what is lacking to

;
finish

; per-
fect

;
fill tip or out : as, to complete a house or

a task; to complete an unfinished design; to

complete another's thought, or the measure of

one's wrongs.
The Afghan soon followed to complete the work of dev-

astation which the Persian had begun.
Macaulay, Lord Clive.

2. To fulfil
; accomplish ;

realize.

To town he comes, completes the nation's hope,
And heads the bold train-bands, and burns a pope.

Pope, Moral Essays, iii. 213.

= Syn. To consummate, perform, execute, achieve, realize,

completedness (kom-ple'ted-nes), n. The state
of being completed or finished : as, completed-
ness of action.

[The Latin word] fuit itself containing the notion of

completedness as well as of affirmation.
G. Harrison, Laws of Lat. Gram., p. 171.

completely (kom-plet'li), adv. In a complete
manner; fully; perfectly; entirely; wholly;
totally; utterly; thoroughly; quite: as, to be

completely mistaken ;

' '

completely witty," Swift.

Completely shiftless was thy native plight.
J. Beaitmant, Psyche, xix. 5.

By successive crosses one species may be made to absorb

completely another, and so it notoriously is with races.

Darurin, Var. of Animals and Plants, p. 406.

completementt (kom-plet 'ment), n. [< com-

plete + -ment.] Tie act of completing; a fin-

ishing. Dryden.
completeness (kom-plet'nes), . The state or

quality of being complete ; perfectness ;
entire-

ness; thoroughness.
I cannot allow their wisdom such a completeness and

inerrability. King Charles.

The native and masculine type of excellence must find
a place in every ethical code which aspires to completeness.

H. JV. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 35.

Extensive completeness. See extensive.

completion (Kom-ple'shon), . [< LL. comple-
tio(n-), a filling up, < L. complere, fill up : see

complete, a.] 1. The act of completing, or bring-
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ing to the desired end
;
a carrying or filling out ;

full performance or achievement
;
consumma-

tion
;
conclusion : as, the completion of a build-

ing ;
the completion of one's education, or of an

enterprise.
Other larger views than seem necessary to the comple-

tion of the argument. Bp. llurd, Sermon, Feb. 16, 1781.

A slow-develop'd strength awaits

Completion in a painful school.

Tennyson, Love thou thy Land.

2. Fulfilment; accomplishment.
There was a full entire harmony and consent in the di-

vine predictions, receiving their completion in Christ.

South.
The completion of those prophecies.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xi.

completive (kom-ple'tiv), n. [= F. completif
= Pr. completiu = Sp. Pg. It. complctivo, < LL.
completions, serving to fill up, < L. completus,
pp. of complere, fill up: see complete, a.] Com-
pleting or tending to complete; making com-
plete. [Bare.]
The completive power of the tense. Harris, Hermes, i. 7.

A comprehensive view of the suffering and joy, the re-

demptive and the completive work of Messiah, under pro-
phetic imagery. Schaf, Hist. Christ. C'hurch, I. 83.

Completive difference, in logic, that difference or differ-

entiating mark which, added to the genus, completes the
definition of a species.

completorium (kom-ple-to'ri-um), n.
; pi. com-

pletoria (-a). [LL., a service containingprayers
at the close of the day, < L. complere, pp. com-

pletes, complete : see complete, a. and .] 1.

In the Ambrosian rite, a kind of anthem said at

lauds and vespers, on ordinary days one at
each service, but on Sundays and festivals two
or more : apparently named from the fact of
its serving as an addition or supplement to a

psallenda or other antiphon. 2. Same as com-

plin.

COmpletoryt (kom-ple'to-ri), a. and n. [< LL.
*completorius, adj. (neut. completorium, n., a

complin), < L. completor, a finisher, < complere,
complete, finish : see complete, a., and -ory.~\ I.

a. Fulfilling; accomplishing.
His crucifixion, . . . completory of ancient presigniflca-

tions and predictions. Barrow, Works, II. xxv.

II. .; pi. completories (-riz). Same as complin.

complex (kom'pleks), a. [= F. complexe = Sp.
Pg. complexo, complex, = It. compleaso, fleshy,

strong, powerful, < L. complexus, pp. of com-

plecti, conplecti, act. complectere, conplectere, en-

twine, encircle, compass, infold, < com-, toge-
ther, -I- plectere, weave, braid : of. LL. complex,
adj., connected with, confederate (> ult. E.

complice), < complieare, fold together, < com-,
together, + plicare, fold, akin to plectere : see

plaid, complicate, v., and complected^.] 1. Com-
posed of interconnected parts; formed by a
combination of simple things or elements ;

in-

cluding two or more connected particulars;
composite ;

not simple : as, a complex being ;

complex ideas
;
a complex term.

Ideas thus made up [of several simple ones] I call com-

plex, such as beauty, gratitude, a man, the universe.

Locke, Human Understanding, ii. 12.

Incomplex apprehension is of one object, or of several
without any relation )>eing perceived between them, as of

'a man,' 'a horse,' 'cards'; complex is of several with
such a relation, as of 'a man on horseback,' 'a pack of

cards.' Whately, Logic, II. i. g 1.

When analysis succeeds in reducing a complex fact to
its component factors, sensible or extra-sensible, there is

indeed an enlargement of knowledge.
. //. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. iv. 9.

2. Involved; intricate
; complicated ; perplex-

ing.
Many cases are on record showing how complex and

unexpected are the checks and relations between organic
beings. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 77.

The universe is a very complex mixture of different sub-
stances. Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 200.

Complex ens, fraction, etc. See the nouns. Complex
notion or term, in logic, one in which different marks or
attributes can be distinguished. Complex number, (a)
An expression of the form x + iy, where i* = 1. (o) In
the theory of numbers, any expression in the form ai +
bj +, etc., where a, 6, etc., are integers, and i,j, etc., are

peculiar units. Complex question, in logic, one which
asks whether an object possesses a character, and not
merely whether an object of a simple term exists. Com-
plex sentence, a sentence which contains one or more
dependent or subordinate clauses in addition to the prin-
cipal clause. Complex shear. See shear. Complex
syllogism. Same as chain-syllogism. Complex truth,
truth as it exists in the mind, distinguished from trans-
cendental truth or reality. Complex variable, a varia-
ble of the form x + iy, where i is a unit such that t* = 1.

= Syn. Complicated, etc. See intricate.

complex (kom'pleks), n. [= Sp. Pg. complexo= It. complesso, < L. complexes, a surrounding,
embracing, connection, relation, < complecti,

conplecti, pp. complexus, conplexus, surround,
embrace, include: see complex, a. The noun

complexional

complex in mod. use depends closely upon the

adj.] 1. Anything consisting in or formed by
the union of interconnected parts ; especially,
an assemblage of particulars related as parts
of a system.
This parable of the wedding supper comprehends in it

the whole complex of all the blessings and privileges of the

gospel. South, Sermons.

That full complex
Of never-ending wonders.

Thomson, Summer, 1. 1785.

To the mind of a philosopher every fact of colour is a
complex of visible and invisible facts.

O. II. Lewex, Probs. of Life and Mind, II. ii. 33.

Mind is a complex whose nature is beyond the grasp of
our intelligence. Nineteenth Century, XX. 358.

In lyric poetry grand complexes are made by the rush
and the roll of the rhythm.

Aimer. Jour. Philol., VIII. 337, note.

2. In geom., a continuous, triply infinite sys-
tem of infinite straight lines ;

the whole of any
kind of forms in space fulfilling one condition :

thus, all the lines that cut a given curve in

space constitute a complex Axis of a complex,
a right line such that, if the complex be revolved round
it or moved along it, the complex remains unchanged.
Class of a complex. See tin**, . Complex of forces.
the system of all the forces subject to a single geometrical
condition. Linear complex, a complex of rays so dis-

tributed through space that through each point there is

an infinity of rays in one plane, and in each plane an infin-

ity of rays meeting in one point. Order Of a complex,
the order of the curve enveloping all the rays of the com-
plex that lie in an arbitrary plane.

COmplexed (kom'plekst), a. If. Same as com-

plex. Sir T. Browne. 2. In her., same as an-
nodated.

complexednesst (kom-plek'sed-nes), . The
state or quality of being complex ; complexity.
The complexedness of these moral ideas.

Locke, Human Understanding, iv. S.

complexion (kom-plek'shon), n. [Formerly
also complection ; < ME. complexion, complexiomi,
complection, temperament, < OF. complexion, F.

complexion = Pr. complexio, complicio= Sp. com-

plexion = Pg. compleigSo = It. complessione, < L.

complexio(n-), conplexio(n), a combination, con-

nection, period, in LL. physical constitution
or habit, < complecti, pp. complexus, entwine, en-

compass: see complex, a.] If. Temperament,
habitude, or natural disposition of the body or

mind; constitutional condition or tendency;
character; nature.

And Shylock, for his own part, knew the bird was
fledged ; and then it is the complexion of them all to leave
the dam. Shak., M. of V., iii. 1.

I am far from concluding all to be impenitent that do
not actually weep and shed tears ; I know there are con-

stitutions, complexions, that do not afford them.

Donne, Sermons, xiii.

The Italians are for the most part of a speculative com-

plexion. Howell, Forraine Travell, p. 41.

Certainly, no other creature, but an atheist by complex-
ion, could ever take up with such pitiful accounts of

things. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. iii.

2. The color or hue of the skin, particularly of

that of the face.

M islike me not for my complexion,
The shadow'd livery of the burnish'd sun,
To whom I am a neighbour, and near bred.

Shak., M. of V., 11. 1.

If I write on a black man, I run over all the eminent
persons of that complexion. Addition, Spectator.

3. The general appearance of anything; as-

pect.
Men judge by the complexion of the sky
The state and inclination of the day.

Shak., Rich. II., iii. 2.

In the Southern States the tenure of land and the local

laws, with slavery, give the social system not aldemocratic
but an aristocratic complexion. Emerson, Misc., p. 302.

4. The state of being complex ; complexity; in-

volution
;
combination

; also, a complex. [Ob-
solete or rare.]

God's mercy goes along in complexion and conjunction
with his judgments. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 832.

This is the great and entire complexion of a Christian's

faith. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 305.

Though the terms of propositions may be complex, yet,
where the composition of the . . . argument is . .. plain,
. . . the complexion does not belong to the syllogistic form
of it. Watts, Logic, III. ii. 2.

complexion! (kom-plek'shon), v. t. [< complex-

ion, .] To characterize by or endow with a

disposition or temperament. Sir T. Browne.

complexionablyt (kom-plek'shon-a-bli), adv.

[< "complenonable (< complexion 4- -dole') + -ty
2
.]

Same as complcxionaUy. Sir T. Browne.

complexional (kom-plek'shon-al), a. [< com-

plexion + -al; = Sp. complexional, etc.] It.

Pertaining to or depending on the disposition,

temperament, or nature
;
constitutional.



complexlonal
Before their flrst iirinriplrs ran tir ili-.ln,[;:eil, they arc

made tmhitual ami <(./,,/-/< i <n,,*<l .

./,',: THiii'ir, ttni-k, (ed. u.-ir,), II. ::T.

I 'nii>f''.i-i"/i'rt jin.jnili'-'--.

2. |Vrtninin<r to the hue or color.

complexionallyr (kmn-plrk'slton-iil-i), </<//-. In

1 1m way of temperament: by iiiitiirul disposi-

tion; constitutionally. Also oompletetfnoilg,
When- lire the jester^ ii"W.' Ill'- lurli -if llelllth,

('>,int'/,'_l-'"ii'l(lll |ile:i*;t!lt .' I'.l.tn', 'I he (JniVe.

coraplexionary (kom-plok'shon-ii-ri), . [< iviw-

/ili.riini + -nn/i. ] Pertaining to the complexion,
or to the care of it. [Rare.]

Thi* i-.iiui'l' .i-i"iiiin/ art. Jr/V. llitn<t*>,

complexioned (kom-plok'sliond), . f< <

pli'jrion + -i'il~.] If. Having a certain
sition.

Charity fa a virtue that best agrees with coldest natures,
uinl sueh iiH ;in foui/it, " ......M< n- humility.

.SiV V. /,Y.../-/,.., Keligio Mediei.

2. Haying a certain hup, especially of the skin:

used in composition: as, <\m\t-compli'xionctl,

A (lower in the best-comwtetto/wrf urns* ; aa a pearl is the
best-enlnm-eil elay. Alter, Worthies, Nnnvirh.

COmplexionist (kom-plek'shgn-ist), n. [< en HI-

/ili.i'i/ni
+ -/.</.] One who cures for the com-

plexion or undertakes to improve it, by the use
of lotions, cosmetics, etc. [Hare.]

Klder-tlmver water is extensively used by the 1 ...... Inn

<-o//if>l''j'''iiiit<t. Domestic. Monthly May., April, 1884.

complexity (kom-plek'si-ti), w. ; pi. ctni>li:riiii <

(-tiz). [< I'lim/ili-.r, ii., + -Hi/ ; = F. i'ii/ii/ili
1 1/, .

|

1. The quality or state of being complex or

composed of interconnected parts.
Snme distinguished for their simplicity ; others for their

i-nuiph'xitii. Burke.

Organic phenomena make us familiar with complexity of

causation, Imtli hy showing the en npei-atimi nf many an-
tecedents to each consequent, and hy showing the multi-

plicity of resulU which each influence works out.

H. Spencer, Study of Soclol., p. 323.

2. Intricacy; entanglement.
Such people early discern that the mysterious complexity

of our life is not to l>e emhraced hy maxims.
Oeorge Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vll. 2.

3. Anything complex or intricate.

.Many-corrldor'd complexities
Of Arthur's palace.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

=Syn. Complication, Complexity, etc. See complication.

complexly (kom'pleks-li), adv. In a complex
manner; not simply.
A nation, being a complex union of very complexly con-

stituted individuals, cannot any more than they continue
in one stay. Mauiltleii, ISody and Will, p. 319.

complexness (kom'pleks-nes), n. Same as com-

jili'j'iiii.

complexuret (kom-plek'sur), . [< complex +
-arc.] The involution or complication of one

thing with others. W. Montague.
complexus '

(kom-plek'sus), 11.
; pi. complexus.

[< L. complexus, complexity, n., a surrounding,
embracing, connection in discourse: see com-

plex, n,] A compound; a complex.
The mind is displayed, even in its highest faculties, as

a i-oni t'li'.K'* of insoluble antipathies. Sir W. Hamilton.

complexus2 (kom-plek'sus), n. [NL., prop. pp.
(sc. musctilus, muscle) of complecti, surround:
see complex, a.] In anat., a broad muscle lying
along the back part of the neck, connecting the

occiput and the lower cervical and upper dorsal

vertebra?, and serving to straighten, incline,
and turn the head. Also complicate.
compliablet (kqm-pli'a-bl), a. [< comply +
-<iMe ; appar. after pliable, which is, however,
not connected.] Capable of bending or yield-

ing; pliable; compliant.
Another compilable mind. IHitton, Divorce.

The Jews, by their own interpretations, had made their

religion compilable ami accommodated to their {Missions.
Jortin, Christian Religion, i.

compliablyt (kom-pli'a-bli), adv. In a compli-
ant manner; pliably ; yieldingly.

compliance (kom-pli'ans), H. [< comply +
-anre.] 1. The act of complying; a yielding
or consenting, as to a request, desire, demand,
or proposal; concession; submission.

Compliance with our desire. Locke.

He [God] hath forewarned us of the danger of helng led
aside by the soft and easie i'>.,,i!,lnrnceit of the world.

Slillin
: irt,vt, Sermons, I. ii.

I am equally balked by antagonism and compliance.
Kmermn, Essays, 1st ser., p. 190.

2. A disposition to yield to others; complai-
sance.

He was a man nf few words and great compliance.
Clarendon.
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"I'll go see anylxxiy," quoth my uncle Tntiy ; for he was

:ill .!/.'"</ thro every step of the journey.
Si. mi

,
Tiistiani -'liuiidy, til. 27.

-Syn. 1. Si<tiiiu**;<i,,, ,-te. (v.- ., /*/.. >

compliancy (kgm-pli'iin-si), . Hume us

plianae.
His whole bearing In-tokened compliancy.

rtttk, Kssays.

Compliant (koin-pli'ant), ii. itnd ;/. |< I'niiiiili/
cl

+ -nut 1

.] I. it. 1. Yielding; bfiiding; pliant.

lln ,,./. .01' '">llgll8. Milli'H, I'. I.., iv. SB.

2. Yielding to request or desire; ready to ac-

commodate; consenting; obliging.

Til sll.'W ll'IW '-l-l, I {Jilt III he was In the hlllllnllrs nf the

pi ill. . -
/>>. l',inn'-l, HlM. Kefnnn.lti'in, an. 1509.

civil to all, fii,M,.i;,i,,i and polite.
Crablx, Tale* of the Hall.

Il.t n. A compiler. [Rare.]
It [the Liturgy] being a compliant with the Papists In a

great part nf their service. Fuller, Ch. Hist., X i

compliantly (kom-pli'ant-li), adv. In a com-
pliant or yielding manner.

complicacy (kom'pli-ka-si), . [< mmiilii'ii(ti')

+ -ry.] The state of being complex or intri-

cate. Mitfiinl. [Rare.]
complicalis (kom-pli-ka'lis), a. used as n. ; pi.

I'oHililii'iili-x (-lex). [NL., < LL. complex (com-
/''-), closely connected, < L. complicare, fold

together: see coiiiplirnti', v.] Same as com-

///<
.r ii.t'l. COUCH iiml Hit nil-.

complicant (kom'pli-kant), a. [< L. compli-

can(t-)n, cojilifan(t-)s, ppr. of complicare. con-

plicare, fold together: see complicate.] In en-

linn., lying one partly over another: applied to

elytra ami wings.
complicate (kom'pli-kat), v. t.

; pret. and pp.
complicated, ppr. complicating. [< L. compli-

cate, pp. of anuplicare, conplicare (> It. com-

plicare = Sp. Pg. Pr. complicar = F. contpli-

quer), fold together, < com-, together. + plicarc,
fold, weave, Knit: see plaid, and cf. complex.]
1 . To render complex or intricate ; fold or twist

together ; entangle ;
intertwine ; interweave ;

involve : as, to complicate matters, he was sud-

denly taken ill.

In case our offence against God hath been complicated
with injury to men, we should make restitution.

Nor can hi* complicated sinews fall.

Young, Paraphrase of Joh.

The conscientious sensitiveness of England to the hor-

rors of civil conflict has been prevented from complicating
a domestic with a foreign war.

LovxU, study Windows, p. 155.

2. To form by combination of parts or elements ;

combine; compound. [Rare.]
A man, an army, the universe, are complicated of vari-

ous simple Ideas. Locke.

complicate (kom'pli-kat), a. [= Sp. Pg. com-

plicado = It. complicaio, < L. complicatus, pp. :

see the verb.] 1. Composed of interconnected

parts; complex.
How complicate, how wonderful is mall.

Viniii'i, Night Thoughts, i.

A* a more refined and complicate art, it [painting] re-

quires a higher culture.

C. K. Norton, Church-building hi Middle Ages, p. 141.

2. Intricate; involved.

Though the particular actions of war are complicate In

fact, yet they are separate and distinct In right.

Bacon, War with Spain.

3. In bot., folded upon itself : as, a complicate

embryo: same as conduplicate. 4. In entom.,
folded longitudinally once or several times, as
the wings of wasps, the posterior wings of grass-

hoppera, etc.

complicated (kom'pli-ka-ted), p. a. [< compli-
cate + -ed?.] 1. Composed of interconnected

parts ;
not simple ; complex ; complicate.

Thick-swarming now
With complicated monsters, head and tail.

Hilton, P. L., x. 523.

Complicated principle of action.

Addition, Spectator, No. 55.

In proportion as a government is free, It must be com-

plicated. Simplicity belongs to those only where one will

governs all ; where one mind directs, and all others obey.
Story, Misc. Writings, p. 619.

2. Consisting of many parts or particulars not

easily separable in thought : difficult to analyze
or separate into its parts; hard to understand,
explain, etc.; involved; intricate; confused.

It is easier to conceive than describe the complicated
sensations which are felt from the pain of a recent injury,
and the pleasure of approaching vengeance.

Ooldtmith, Vicar, xv.

= Syn. Complex, etc. See intricate.

complicatedness(kom'pli-ka-ted-nes), n. The
state of being folded together; complexness.
Bailey.

compliment

complicately (kom'pli-k$t-U i,
<"'< In a rom-

]ili-\ niiinni-r. ./. /{;/, .

complicateness (koiii'pii-kiit-ni-*), n. Tin-

state of IMMHIT ''iiM)ili"-iili-il; involution; intri-

cacy.
I M M > ,. i

1 I

I - full nf Mllnllvldeil I, I lilt i I 'I I itV

an. I ... . if Maiiklii.'

complication (koni-pli-kii'siioii). ii. [= i>.

/ilii'iiln = < i. iiiiii/ilii'iili'iii Dan. I i

lHliliriltuiii m Sp. riiiiiiilii'iiriaii

/iln-llrljil = It. I'mili'i IJ,.

tln(n i, < \,.i'<inii>lii'iiri . pp. i-ini'/ilii'illiis, eoinpli-
eati- : MM- I'lim/ilii'iili , r.J 1. A c-nnipl'-x cuinbiiia-

tion or inlrii'utc Intermingling of things. ]iiirts.

elements, etc.; i-specially, a pi>r]>li'\ing or in-

congruous interim xtun- or nun lunation; ;i eon-

fused eonipli'x or eoinpli'xitv: as, a comylim-
tion of knots in a rope ;

a WW///KV;/I. of ideas,

diseases, or misfortunes; the complication of

one's affairs with those of another.

All the part* In complicatum roll. Jordan, Poem*.

Hy admitting * compticatiim of Ideas, . . . the mind U
. . . bewildered. H'nlli, Logic.

2. That which renders complex, involved, or

intricate; that which causes difficulty, entan-

glement, or interference ; an involved and trou-

blesome or embarrassing state of affairs.

Cumjilirntinn . . . signifies th during the
course of a duwase of some other nnVetlmi, m of some
symptom or group of sym|itmn. imt usually oliserved, by
vvhii-h iu progress I* more or lens * i inn-lv BMdlflfld.

Mi'l. Hi' t., p. 479.

3f. An entwining or infolding; an embrace.

[Rare.]
Sweet caresses, and natural hearty comjilicationi ami m

il. :n MM ni - Jrr. Taylor, Work* (ed. 183&), I. 862.

4. In entom., the manner in which an insect

folds its wings when at rest. 0. In Wo/., a

process the reverse of growth or development,
by which the heterogeneous tends toward homo-

geneity. = 8yn. ComplifnUi'ii, I'timiilexity. These words
are rarely used synonymously. l'mi,j tli>-niiini rmmminly
implies entanglement resulting either in difficulty of com-

prehension or In embarrassment ; complexity, the multi-

plicity and not easily recognized relation of part* : as, busi-

ness complication*; l\u-enmplezit<iot amaehlne; the com-

plexity of a question of duty. See intricate.

At the treasury there was a complication of jealousies
and quarrels. Hacaulati, Hist F.ng., xi.

Organic phenomena make us familiar with complexity
of causation. U. Spencer, Study of Soclol., p. 323.

complicative (kom'pli-ka-tiv), a. [< compli-
cate + -ive.] Tending or adapted to complicate
or involve; producing complication,
complicet (kom'plis), n. [< F. complice = 8p.

complice = Pg. It. complice, < LL. complex (com-

plie-), confederate, participant, <L. complicare,
fold together, involve: see complicate, v., com-

plex, a., and cf. accomplice.] An accomplice.
And so to Armes, victorious Father,
To quell the Rebels, and their CnmpHctn.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., v. 1 (1623).

The delivery
Of this sednctor and his complices.

MaMtinger, Believe a* you List, HI. 3.

complicitous (kom-plis'i-tus), a. [< complicity
+ -OK*.] Guilty of complicity ; tending to in-

volve. [Rare.]
Whatever a man's liver says next day, it is a remarkably

complicitotu witness. W. II. Ruttfll, Diary in India, 1. 185.

complicity (kom-plis'i-ti), n. [< F. complicity

(= Sp. complic'idad= P'g. complicidade= It. com-

plicita), < ML. *complicita(t-), < LL. complex

(complic-), participant: see complice.] The
state of being an accomplice ; partnership in

wrong-doing or in an objectionable act: usu-

ally followed by vith before the person and in

before the thing: as, complicity teith a crimi-

nal, or in a criminal act.

Complicity, a consenting or partnership in eviL Mount.

The charge, however, of complicity in the designs of his

patron was never openly repelled.
//attain, Middle Ages, vlll.

Dennis charged Steele with tacit complicity in this piece
of bad taste. -I. Dobinn, Int to Steele, p. xl.

compliet, n. An obsolete form of complin.

compiler (kom-pli'er), n. One who complies,

yields, or obeys ;
a person of ready compliance.

Stcift.

compliment (kom'pli-ment), n. [Formerly
spelled complement, after "the orig. L. comple-
tnentum (see complement) ;

= D. G. Dan. Sw. kom-

pliment, < F. (oiw/>Kiwen(= Pr. complimen= Sp.

complimiento =r Pg. comprimento, ciimprimcnto,
< It. complimento, compliment: the same as

complement, with mod. sense, resting on It. com-

)>lirc, fill up, fulfil, suit, compliment (cf. cow-

/><', finish, complete), < L. complementum, that

which fills or completes, < complere, fill up : see



compliment

complete, comply, complement.'] 1. A formal act
or expression of civility, respect, or regard : as,
the compliments of the season

;
to present one's

comvliments.
All his other friends were very officious likewise In mak-

ing their compliments of condolence, and administering
arguments of comfort to him. C. Midtlleton, Cicero, ii. 3t>9.

Compliments of congratulation aiv always kindly taken,
and cost one nothing but pen, ink, and paper. Cheitterjield.

2. An expression of praise, commendation, or
admiration: as, he paid you a high compliment
within my hearing. 3. Flattery; polite, espe-
cially insincere, praise or commendation.

'Twas never merry world,
Since lowly feigning was called compliment.

Shak., T. N., iii. 1.

True friendship loathes such oily compliment.
B. Jonson, Case is Altered, i. 2.

Hollow compliments and lies. Milton, P. R., iv. 124.

4. A present or favor bestowed
;
a gift. [Now

only Scotch.]
I will share, sir,

In your sports only, nothing in your purchase.
But you must furnish me with compliments,
To the manner of Spain ; my coach, my guardaduennas.

B. Jonson, The Devil is an Ass, iii. 1.

Left-handed compliment, an uncomplimentary expres-
sion ; also, words intended to be or to seem complimen-
tary, but really the opposite ; an awkward compliment.
Nor did he omit to bestow some left-handed coiitjilimentt

upon the sovereign people, as a herd of poltroons, who had
no relish for the glorious hardships nnd misadventures of
battle. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 446.

To Stand on compliment, to behave with ceremony ; be
ceremonious. = Syn. Flattery, etc. (see adulation), lauda-

tion, encomium, tribute ; (for plural) respects, regards,
salutation, greeting.

compliment (kom'pli-ment), v. [< compliment,
n.;=F. complimenter, etc.] I. trans. 1. To
pay a compliment to

; natter or gratify by ex-

pressions of approbation, admiration, esteem,
or respect, or by acts implying these feelings :

as, to compliment a man on his personal appear-
ance.

I awaked, and heard myself complimented with the usual
salutation. Taller, No. 111.

Monarchs . . .

Should compliment their foes and shun their friends.
Prior.

2. To give complimentary congratulations to;
felicitate : as, to compliment a prince on the
birth of a son. 3. To manifest kindness or re-

gard for by a gift or other favor: as, he com-

plimented us with tickets for the exhibition.
= Syn. 1. To praise, commend. 2. To felicitate.

II. intrans. To pass compliments ;
use cere-

mony or ceremonious language. [Rare.]
First Serv. Mistress, there are two gentlemen-
Maria. Where?
First Serv. Complimenting who should first enter.

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, i. 2.

When we had given over looking, I complemented with
her, and told her that I did not grieve so much for the
worth of the thing it selfe, as for her sake whose it was.

Mabbe, The Rogue, I. 163.
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Il.t n.; \i\,complimciitarics(-\-\?.). 1. A com-
pliment. 2. A master of defense who wrote
upon the compliments and ceremonies of duel-

ing.

COmplimentalt (kom-pli-men'tal), a. [Fon
ly also complemental (see compfemental) ;

< i

Former-
! com-

pliment + -al.~\ Complimentary ; expressive of
or implying compliments.
Compliimntal lies. Raleigh, Hist. World, v. 3.

Ridiculous folly
To waste the time, that might be better spent,
In complimental wishes. Massinger, Renegado, iii. 1.

complimentallyt (kom-pli-men'tal-i), adv. In
a complimentary manner

; by way of compli-
ment.

He is laugh'd at
Most coinplimentally.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, i. 2.

He has had the good fortune to make some discoveries,
and the honour to have them publickly, and but too com-
plimentally, taken notice of by the virtuosi.

Boyle, Works, IV. 3.

cpmplimentalnesst (kom-pli-men'tal-nes), n.

The quality of being complimentary!
Complimentalness as opposed to plainness [of speech).

Hammond, Works, II. 292.

complimentarily (kom-pli-men'ta-ri-li), adv.
In a complimentary manner.
complimentary (kom-pli-men'ta-ri), a. and .

[Formerly also complementary (see complemen-
tary); < compliment + -ary

1
.'] I. a. Intended

to express or convey a compliment or compli-
ments; expressive of civility, regard, or pref-
erence; using or accustomed to use compli-
ments: as, complimentary language ; complimen-
tary tickets ; you are very complimentary.

I made complimentary verses on the great lords and la-

dies of the court.

Bp. Hurd, Dialogues, Dr. H. More and Waller.
" Child of the Sun

"
was a complimentary name given to

any one particularly clever in Peru.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 401.

= Syn. Commendatory, laudatory, flattering.

The most skilful and cunning complimentaries alive.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

complimentativet (kom-pli-men'ta-tiv), . [<

compliment + -a tire.'] Complimentary. Boswell.

complimenter (kom'pli-men-ter), n. One who
compliments; one given to compliments; a
flatterer.

complin, compline (kom'plin), . [Sc. also

complen, complene; < ME. complyn, cumplyne, a
var. (prob. taken as a collective plur. in -en, -n)
of complic, cumplie, < OF. compile, F. compile =
Pr. Sp. Pg. completa = It. compieta (= MLG.
Complete = Gr. komplete = E. obs. complete, n., q.

v.),< ML. completa (usually in pi., ML. completes,
F. complies, etc.), complin (so called because
this service completes the religious exercises of
the day), prop. fern, of L. completus, finished,

complete : see complete, a., and cf . completory.~\
The last of the seven canonical hours, originally
said after the evening meal and before retiring
to sleep, but in later medieval and modern
usage following immediately upon vespers. In
the Roman arrangement complin begins with the benedic-
tion of the reader and 1 Pet. v. 8 as lesson, followed by
the Lord's Prayer, Conflteor, etc. The psalms are the 4th,
,'ilst (verses 1 - 6), 91st, and 134th, with an invariable anthem
(but Halleluiah at Eastertide) and invariable hymn (Te
lucii ante termiuum). The chapter is Jer. xiv. 9. The
Nunc dimittis succeeds with its antiphon, the Kyrie, Lord's
Prayer, and Creed, and the service concludes with the
preces, collect ( Visita, quaxumut), etc., and benediction.
In the Greek Church the office corresponding to complin
is called apodeipnon, and is said in two forms, great and
little apodeipnon, the former in Lent, the latter at other
times. Alsocalled completorium or completory.

If a man were but of a day's life, it is well if he lasts till

evensong, and then says his compline an hour before the
time. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 449.

compliant (kom'plish), v. t. [< ME. complissen,
short for acomplissen, accomplish: see accom-

plish.] To accomplish ;
fulfil.

For ye into like thraldome me did throw,
And kept from comptighing the faith which I did owe.

Spenser, F. Q., V. xi. 41.

comploret (kom-plor'), v. [< L- complorare,
< com-, together, + plorare, lament. Cf. de-

plore, implore.] To lament or deplore together.
Coekeram.

complot (kom'plot), . [= D. Dan. komplot =
Gr. complot = Sw. komplott, < F. complot, a con-

spiracy, plot, OF. a crowd, a battle, a plot,

prob. for *comploit, < L. complicitum, later form
of complicatum, neut. of complicates, pp. of com-

plicare, involve, complicate : see complicate, v.,
and. complice. See plot

2
.']
A plotting together ;

a joint plot ;
a confederacy in some design ;

a

conspiracy.
I'll disclose

The complot to your father.

Chapman, Gentleman Usher, iv. 1.

I know their complot is to have my life.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ill. 1.

complot (kom-plof), v.
; pret. and pp. complot-

ted, ppr. complotting. [< F. comploter, < com-

plot: see complot, .] I. trans. To plan toge-
ther; contrive; plot.

Thus liuing in this sluuish life as is aforesaid, diners of
vs complotted and hammered into our heads how we might
procure our releasement.

Webbe, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 28.

Nobles complotting nobles' speedy fall.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

Craft, greed and violence complot revenge.
Browning, Ring and Book, II. 190.

II. in traits. To plot together; conspire; form
a plot ; join in a secret design, generally crimi-
nal.

The other 3, complotting with him, ran away from their
maisters in the night.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 363.

complotment (kom-plot'ment), n. [< complot +
-merit."] A plotting together ; conspiracy.
What was the cause of their multiplied, variated com-

plotments against her? Bp. King, Sermon, Nov. 5, 1608.

complotter (kom-plot'er), n. One joined in a

plot ;
a conspirator.

The complotter and executioner of that inhuman action.

Dryden, Vind. of Duke of Guiae.

COmplottingly (kom-plot'ing-li), adv. By com-
plotting; by_ conspiracy or plot.

Coraplutensian (kom-plo-ten'si-an), a. [< L.

Camplutensis, pertaining to Complutvm.'] Per-

taining to Complutum, the Roman name of Al-
cala de Henares in Spain Complutenslan poly-
glot, the earliest complete polyglot edition of the Bible,
compiled and printed at Alcala under the direction ana
at the expense of Cardinal Ximenes, and finished in 1517,

componency
in 6 volumes folio, but not published till 1522. Its con-
tents consist of the Hebrew, Latin Vulgate, and Septuagint
Crock texts of the Old Testament, and the Greek and
Latin Vulgate texts of the >'ew Testament, with other
versions of some parts, and with a Hebrew lexicon and
grammar, etc.

COmpluvium (kom-plo' vi-um), n.
; pi. complnvia

(-a). [L., < compluere, flow together in rain-

ing, < com-, together, + pluere, rain : see /iln-

vial.] A quadrangular opening in the roof over
the atrium or court of ancient Roman houses.
The roof was made to slope toward the conipluvium, so
as to collect the rain-water in a basin or tank in the mid-
dle of the atrium. See atriutn ami iiuj>lin-iuni.

comply (kom-pli'), v.
; pret. and pp. complied,

ppr. complying. [Immediate origin not certain,
but prob. It., namely < It. complire, fill up, ful-

fil, suit, use compliments, compiere, compire,
finish, = OF. complir = Sp. complir = Pg. cum-

prir, fulfil, execute, < L. compiere, fill up, sup-
ply, sate (with food or drink), finish, complete :

see complete, and cf. compliment. The mean-
ing seems to have been affected by ply, pi inut,

iiliaMe, etc., which are not related to comply.]
I.t trans. 1 . To fulfil

; perform or execute.

My power cannot comply my promise;
My father's so averse from granting my
Request concerning thee.

Chapman, Revenge for Honour.

2. To caress; embrace; encircle.

Witty Ovid, by
Whom fair Coriima sits and doth comply
With yvorie wrists his laureat head.

Herrick, Hesperides, p. 221.

II. intrans. 1. To act in accordance with
another's will or desire

; yield in agreement or

compliance : as, to comply with a command or

request.

Comply with some humours, bear with others, but serve
none. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 23.

Yet this be sure, in nothing to comply
Scandalous or forbidden in our law.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1408.

He that complies against his will
Is of his own opinion still.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. iii. 547.

2. To accommodate itself; accord; fit; con-
form : said of things. [Rare.]

The truth of things will not comply with our conceit*.

Tillotgon.

He made Ins wish with his estate comply. Prior.

The altar was shaped so as to comply with the inscrip-
tion that surrounded it. Addison.

3f. To be courteous, complaisant, or concilia-

tory.
Your hands. Come : the appurtenance of welcome is

fashion and ceremony: let me comply with you in this

garb. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. (See also v. 2.)

Whosoever is Dnke of Savoy had need be cunning, and
more than any other Prince, in regard that lying between
two potent Neighbours, the French and the Spaniard, he
must comply with both. Howell, Letters, I. i. 42.

compo (kom'po), . [Abbr. of composition or
of compost: see composition, 5, compost, n., 4.]
1. Same as compost, 4. 2. Same as compo-
sition, 5. 3. A mixture of resin, whiting, and
glue, used for ornaments on walls and cornices
instead of plaster of Paris : called specifically
carvers' compo. 4. The sum or dividend paid
in composition of a bankrupt's debts

; also, the

portion of the monthly wages paid to a ship's
company. [Eng.]
compon, a. Same as compone.
componderatet (kom-pon'de-rat), i: t. or i. [<
L. *componderatus, pp. of *componderare, in ppr.
eomponderan(t-)s, < com-, together, +ponderarc,
weigh, < pondus (ponder-), weight: see ponder. ]
To weigh together. Coekeram.

componet (kom-pon'), v. t. [< L. componere,
settle: see compose and compound^, .] To ar-

range; settle.

A good pretence for componing peace between princes.
Strype, Records, No. 23.

compone (kom-po'ne), a. [< F. compone, com-
posed, irreg. < L. componere,
place together: see compose,
compound^, #.] in her., com-
posed of small squares of two
tinctures alternately in one
row: said of a bordure, bend,
or other ordinary. Also com-

pon, componed, company, and
gobonated. See eounter-com-

pony.
componed ( kom-pond'), a. Same as compone.
componency (kom-po'nen-si), H. [< component:
see -ency.~\ Composition; structure; nature.

The componency of that lightning which produces such
an effect [explosion].
Wartnrton, Julian's Attempt to Rebuild the Temple, ii.

Bordure Componi.



and rinitiMrtiitinit ut AKUF'S wise sayings.
I:,: It,./ '.n <>l,i Test. (1655), P. 303.

componend

componend (kom'po-nend), M. [< I.i. mmpo-
Hi-Hiliis, ger. of rti/iii'i'iii 1-1; eompound: see <<-

pouniO, niinpose.'] Something to be formed by comportment (koin-port'ment I, n. [< P. eom-

compos'ition. /""''' """' (= I'r- <'"/"/'"/< = Sp.

component (koin-po'nent), . and . [< L. <;,HI- wirnto = \'\f. \\. roniportiimriito), (

IMinen(l-)K, ppr. of oomponere, compose: gee eom-

poxe and ciiiupoiiHiH, r.
\ I. '(.Composing; con-

stituent ; entering into the composition of.

a natural txxly.

. . .

gee roiii/:nri. r.\ Behavior; demeanor; deport-
ment.

HI.- people ii, P ^-, n, iopl

. . are co'/'""'"' p-'nt< f

Simmer, and GloCJF.

..,., T ,, i.. in- m ..... p g

"";;

II- i vrious and devout comp<
Ire, 'holder.

Same ;i<

Justice and I'.riievolenee

every human mind.

The stomach digests food, and does it liy means of the composant (kom'po-y.ant), M.

propwrttoi -f it-

V''V'v"t'm'e ., Thought p is;
""'

, ,
, compose (kom-poz'), '; pret. and pp. ci-

U.n. 1. A constituent part: as, cnMTtz, feld-
ptSS^ft. composing. (.< OV. computer, V.fom-

par,andmica_a_re;he^^' : A^.ftgr|u..te.-- compose, compound, adjust, settle, <,-,,*,-

J I"IKI r, place, set, put; substituted for reg.
01. riinipiiiulri', eiiui/iHiiiIri; arrange, direct, =

spar,
2 In mrek., one of the parts of a strain, velo-

city, acceleration, force, etc., out of which the

whole mav lie compounded by the principle
of

the parallelogram of forces, etc. thai is, by

geometrical addition. See ,-i,,iipiixili<>n nf forces

(under riim/mxi'/mw), parallelogram OJ forces

(under fora-), and resolution. 3. A part of a

whole which is so combined with

as to modify its distinctive character
,

cially, in logic, an internal part or part of com

prehension; a notion contained in a complex
notion Effective component of a force, in mteli

that one of the two components into which the force ma>

be resolved which produces the entire effect of motion m

pre-snre under consideration. Real component of a

force, the component of a force which is Itself a real

force.

componental (kom-po-nen'tal), a. < compo-

nent + -nl.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature

of a part or constituent.

All quantitative relations are coniponental; all quali-

tative relations elemental.
G. 11. I*tce*, Proba. of Life and Mind, I. 90.

compony, a. Same as compont.

comport (kom-port'), r. [< F. comporter = Pr.

Sp. Pg. eomportar = It. comportare, admit of,

afiow, endure, < ML. comportare, behave, L.

comportare, conportare, bring together, < coin-,

together, + portare, carry: see port*.] I. n-

trans. 1. To be suitable; agree; accord; fit;

suit: followed by with (formerly also by unto).

How ill this dulness doth comport with greatness I

Fletcher (and another
1

!), Prophetess.

All that is high, and great, or can comport
Unto the style of majesty.

B. Jonson, Prince Henry s Barriers.

It was Waller who first learned in France that to talk

in rhyme alone comported with the state of royalty.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 157.

2f. To bear; endure: with with.

My wife is

Such an untoward thing, she'll never learn

How to comport with It.

B. Jonson, The Devil is an Ass, ii. 3

Shall we not meekly comport with an infirmity?
Barrow, Works, I. 484.

n. trans. 1. To behave; conduct: with a re-

flexive pronoun.
It is curious to observe how LordSomers . . . comwrted

hinaelfun that occasion.

Thus Nature, whose laws I had broken in various arti-

ficial ways, comported herself towards me as a strict but

loving mother. Hawthorne, Blithedale Romance, viii.

2t. To bear ;
endure.

The malcontented sort

That never cun the present state comport.
Daniel, Civil Wars, I. 70.

comportt (kom-port'), . [< OF. comport= Sp.

comporte (obs.) = It. comporto; from the verb.J

Behavior; conduct; demeanor; manner of act-

ing.
These arguments ... are intended to persuade us to a

charitable comport towards the men.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 897.

I knew them well, and marked their rude comport.

COmportable (kom-por'ta-bl), a. [< comport +
-aMc ; = Sp. comportable, etc.] Suitable; ap-

propriate; consistent.

Casting the rules and cautions of this art into some

rtniiimrtttltte method.
.SiY (/. Wotton, Elem. of Architecture.

comportancet (kom-por'tans), n. [< comport +
-ance.] Behavior; deportment.

Goodly comportatince each to other beare,

And entertaine themselves with court'sies meet.

Spenter, F. Q., II. I. 29.

With that I bethought myself, and the sweet romjwr-

tout of that same sweet round face of thine came into my
min ,, \\-il,, l:,.

:
,,,il, -.1 (llarfitfs Dodsley, IX. 253).

comportationt (kom - por
- ta

'

shon), n. [< L.

eoon>0rttMo(ft~), a bringing together, < compor-

tare, pp. romportiitits: see comport, r.] An as-

semblage or collection.

vr* . ' '

'//'^'"/f
11 / .

, f, ii nifi n i,, 1 1 , , (VljilllmJ, UUGUt, =
Pr. finii/iiiHilrf, componre = Sp. c<i//i/r = Pg.
'"iiijfH- It, c(inif"n" rr, nnnfuuTt = D. kompo-
HWH = I!. i-iiiiij'innrcn = Dan. koniponere = 8w.
huHponcra, < L. compoiu'ri; emiponrre, put toge-

'

ther, compose, < mm-, together, + pontre, put,
1

place : see ponent. The proper K. forms from
r

i
cs

l L. inf. comjionerearo .w,,/,,,,//,//!, ,-., an. 1 (later)
''" nese words, and composition. For
the substitution of F. /-aver, see pom*, and cf.

fpoxi ', inijiiixi-, opi
repos< . /.s/,, ] L trail*. 1. To make" or form
by uniting two or more things; put together
the parts of; form by framing, fashioning, or

arranging, (a) l relation to n^irUl things (rarely

VBlf:uHkill.
T. and C'., v. .

A casque coinjxl

tlinu l-.-ar'it thy father's face ;

Frank Mali
, rather carious than In haste,

Hath well ( \pofd thee Shale., All's Well, I. E.

(b) In relation to ,rary authorship : as, to compote a ser-
mon or a sonnet.

You desired me lely to compote some Lines upon your
Mlatresa's black EL lloweU, Letters, I. v. 22.

(c) In relation to Vsical authorship : as, to compote a
sonata, (a) In refcn to artistic skill : as, to compote
(arrange the leadin^atnres of) a picture, statue, group,
etc. \

2. In printing : \) To put into type ;
set the

types for : as, tympose a page or a pamphlet.
(ft) To arrange ir^

e composing-stick ;
set: as,

to compose a thonbd ems. [Rare among print-
ers in both uses, \ r set up being the techni-
cal term.] 3. Iform by being combined or
united ;

be the suVancei constituents, or ele-
ments of; constitti makeup: as, levies of raw
soldieiB compose 1un , , y ; the wall is composed
of bricks and morfr water is composed of hy-
drogen and oxyge

j

Th' Infection, whi
The calf in Oreb.

A few useful things,

their memories, and i

sions.

Numerous great limes

covering vast areas, are

mollusks or corala. Dai

4. To bring into a co

appease.
Another advantage whicl

it calms and compote* all th

the tumultuous kind.

Israel 'scape
r borrow'd gold composed

Milton, P.I., 1.483.

miil.-d with many trifles, fill

their intellectual posses-
Watt.

of immense thickness, and
altogether of shells of

ture and the Bible, p. 82.

d state; calm; quiet;

in, ut affords us is, that
ions ; those especially of

itcrbwry, Sermons, I. x.

Yet to compose this I, ht no,

Go freely, search whjj. you p)ca8e _

Prior, Tlie Dove.

Upon this, he composed M^tauiH*, looked upon
his watch, and took his leave.

\

Sir Timothy Tittle.

Their reat. their labours duLufferi pravers,
Compote the soul, and fit it ^ care8f

Parish Register.

5. To settle; adjust; reck,. bring into a
proper state or condition :

\^ compose differ-
ences.

To reform our manners, to con
qllarrei8 an<j con

troversles. '"""Viat. of Mel., p. 62.

I have, therefore, always endeat to cumpote tho8e
feuds and angry dissensions etw*

e(
.tjon ^rth am(

reason. Sir T. Brom\K^o M
'

edlcij j 19

6. To place or arrange in proU^j. put into
a settled state ; arrange.

Rice, wheat beanes, and such liltch th Mt on
the floore without a cloth, in a C

,,ish and the
peoiile compose themselues to eaterame af(er the
Arabian manner.

"""""yimage, p. 229.

In a peaceful grave my corpse com;

7. To dispose; put into a prop^j or tem.

per for any purpose. [Bare.

The whole army seemed well m;i te
their swords which they could not by tf"

Clarendon, Or^,,,^ ^

composing-stick

Com/mir yminu-lf t" the situation, f"r t.i r

you inuitt come. ki.k, \x\i\

II. iiitruiiK. 1. To practise compciHition, in

any of (lie :iriive senses of that word.
\ Myhe'iaurx-i-lh-nt |Kn:l. . . . I think lie I-

as he goes in the -

;. ./,--., FwianU-r, III. 1.

2t. To come to an agreement; adjnsi differ-

enees; agree.
If we compote well In >< . Shot., A. and ('., II. *.

CnmiKor with them, ami IH t angry valiant.
B. JOIUOH, > >* h

3. In /Kiinliiii/, tn eriinbine or fall into a group
or arrangement with artistic effect

; admit of

pleasing or artistic combination in n picture:
as, the mountains ,//,nW well.

u. nil kn(, how in tin' retrospect of later moods the
inc Menu of early youth compote, visibly, each as an in<li

%i.lii:il picture, with ainaKl'- f"r whi.-h tin- un-atest paint-
er* have no corresponding art.

// ./.!;.. Jr., Tram. Sketches, p. 10.

composed (koin-jio/.d'), p. .
[
< /yv + -, ,r-'.

|

I'Yee from disturbance or agitation; calm; se-

rene; quiet; tranquil.
of a campot'd and setled countenance, not set, nor much

alterable with sadnexe or toy.

Bp. Karle, Mlcro-cosmographle, A Mtayeil Man.

There she lay,
OMMMM! as when I laid her, that last era,
<>' the couch, still breathless, niotionleu, sleep s self.

Brmcniivj, Ring and Book, I. 311.

-Syn. Cool Collected, etc. See calml.

composedly (kom-po'zed-li). mlr. In a com-
po>ed maiiiuT; calmly; without agitation; se-

renely; sedately.
The man without the hat rery compotedly answered, I

am he. Clarendon, Great Rebellion, I. 29.

composedness (kom-po'zed-nes), n. The state
of being composed ; calmness; tranquillity; re-

pose.
Serenity and compoteilnett of iniinl.

/.';'. H'ilkiiu, Natural Religion, Ii. 7.

composer (kom-po'zer), n. One who or that
which composes. (a)One who writes an original work
as distinguished from a compiler ; an author. (Rare.|
Able writers and composcrt. Milton.

(It) One who composes musical pieces ; a musical author
(This Is the usual sense when used absolutely.)

His [Mozart's] most brilliant and solid glory Is founded
upon his talenU as a compote r.

Moore, Encyc. of Music, p. 627.

(c) One who or that which quiets or calms ; one who ad-
justs a difference or reconciles antagonists.

Ye murmuring streams that in meanders roll,
The sweet coiiipnien of the pensive soul !

Gay, The Fan.

(rft) In printitw, a
compositor. Abp. Laud.

composing-frame (kom-pd'zing-fram), n. Same
as conijtotfing-sUtnd.

composing-machine (kom-po'zing-ma-shen'),
n. A type-setting machine. The earliest composing-
machine, Invented by William Church in 1821, attempted
to make the types as well as set them. This special ami
instantaneous making of the types is also the basis of
more recent Inventions; but most composing-machines
are constructed to set types previously made. The types
are specially grooved or nicked to fit them for being seized
automatically. The arrangement of classified types in
separate channels, and their dlslodgment in order Into a
larger channel by means of levers touched from a nnger-
tioard, are features common to most composing-machines,
widely as they may differ In other details of construction.
Few of these machines have come Into practical use, owing
especially to the difficulty of separating or distributing
the types by an automatic process in the special manner
required.

composing-room (kpm-po'zing-rom). n. A
room in which types are set and made ready
for printing.

composing-rule (kom-po'zing-rol), . In print-
ing, a thin piece of brass or steel fitted to the
composing-stick, on or against which the com-
positor places and arranges the types. The
smooth rule permits the free movement of iype In the
process of spacing, and it Is also used as a support In the
act of emptying the stick.

composing-Stand (kom-po'zing-stand), n. In
printing, an elevated framework, usually of

wood, on which the type-cases are placed in in-
clined positions, the part for the upper case hav-
ing a steeper

slope than that
for the lower.
Also called com-

posing-frame, or
in common use

frame or staml.

composing-stick
(kom-po'zing-
stik), . Inprint-
ing, a small tray of iron or other metal, with
a raised side and end, which is held by a com-
positor in his left hand, and in which he places



composing-stick

and arranges the types that he picks out of the

eases with his right hand. The composing-stick is

fitted with a knee, adjustable, by means of a screw or a

clamp, to any length of line required in printed work.

The earliest composing-sticks were sticks of wood, with

knees specially tacked on for different lengths of line ; but

wooden sticks are now used only in setting hand-bills, or

for other work requiring very long lines.

Composite 1 (kom-poz'i-te), . pi. [NL., fern,

pi. (sc. L. plantie, plants) of L. eompositus, com-

posite: see composite.] The largest natural

order of plants, including over 750 genera and

10,000 species, distributed all over the globe
wherever vegetation is found, and divided

equally between the old world and the new.

They form about a tenth of all phcnogam.ms plants, an

eighth of those of North America, and in some regions
even a larger proportion. They are herbs, or much more

rarely shrubs, scarcely ever arborescent, and are of com-

paratively slight economic importance. A few species

are cultivated for food, as the artichoke (Ct/uara), the sal-

sify (Traijopogon), and the lettuce (jMchica) ; others have

useful medicinal properties ; and a very large number are

cultivated for ornament. The flowers are gamopetalous
and mostly pentanierotis, sessile in a close head (the com-

pound flower of early botanists, whence the name of the

order), and surrounded by an involucre of separate or

connate bracts. The ovary is inferior and one-celled, and
becomes an achcne in fruit, the calyx-limb being reduced
to a circle of hairs, awns, scales, or teeth, called the

pappus. The stamens are inserted on the corolla, and
their anthers are united into a tube, on which account the

name Synantherete has been sometimes given to the order.

The genera of the order are divided into three series, de-

pending upon the character of the corolla, viz.: (1) the

Labiatcejlom (or Hutisiacete, of 59 genera, largely South

American), having a bilabiate corolla, at least in the per-
fect flowers; (2) the Ligtdi/lorce (or Cichoriacece, of 56

such numbers as can be measured exactly by a number
exceeding unity, as 6 by 2 or 3 : thus, 4 is the lowest com-

posite number. Composite photograph, a single pho-

tographic portrait produced from more than one sub-

ject. The negatives from the individuals who are toenter
into the composite photograph are so made as to show the

faces as nearly as possible of the same size and lighting,
and in the same position. These negatives are then printed
so as to register together upon the same piece of paper,
each being exposed to the light for the same fraction of

the full time required for printing. It is believed that by

study and comparison of such photographs made from

Urge series of subjects, types of countenance, local, gen-

eral, etc., can be obtained. Composite proof, in loyic,

one involving several distinct inferences. Composite
relation, a relation satisfied if, and only '<',

some one of

the component relations is satisfied. It i distinguished

from an aggregate relation, which is satined if, and only

if, all the partial relations are satisfWd. Composite
sailing in nnn>., a combination of grt** circle and paral-

lel sailing. Composite whole, in in4iapn.,t union of

matter and form, or of ct and power.

composition
A preacher in the invention of matter, election of words,

composition of gesture, look, pronunciation, motion, useth
all these faculties at once. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

2. Specifically, an act of combination such that
the distinctive characters of the parts are modi-
fied. [Bare.]
The distinction of aggregation and composition runs

through all cases of thought. In mathematics, it is seen
in the distinction of addition and multiplication ; in chem-
istry, in the distinction of mechanical mixture and chemi-
cal combination

; in an act of parliament, in the distinc-
tion between " and be it further enacted

"
and " Provided

always," and so on. l)e Morgan, Syllabus, 170.

3. That which results from composing, as a

1152

nation in the species or other subdivisions

which constitute it: often applied to artificial

groups composed of widely separated elements.

Composite algebra, one separable into two, such
that every two units belonging one to one algebra and the

other to the other, and neither common to the two, when
multiplied together give zero. Composite arch, the

lancet or pointed arch, in some forms : so called because

the sides are not arcs of circles, but are described each

from two centers. This style of arch is more usual in the

medieval architecture of England than in that of the conti-

nent of Europe. See cut under lancet. Composite beam,
carriage, group. See the nouns. Composite joint,
in entom., a joint permitting both vertical and horizontal

movement. Composite maxillae, in cutout., maxilla;

having more than one lobe. Composite numbers, j v-.^oins ,
aa a,

literary, musical, or artistic production; spe-
cifically, a short essay written as a school ex-
ercise.

Colourists always liked to introduce the sweeping lines
of her white robes into their compositions.

J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 65.

Long sentences ill a short composition are like large
rooms in a small house. Shenstone.

The best Persian compositions, alike in prose and in
verse, art- marked by fine poetic imagery, combined with
a profusion of metaphor. N. A. Rev., CXL. 331.

4. That which results from the combination
or union of several ingredients ; a compound :

as, type-metal is a composition of lead and an-
timony.
Vast pillars of stone, cased over with a composition that

looks . . . like marble. Addison.

feet Bowers: a) tie lAenuinora (or (Aeoonocw, 01 DO --
,.

-
.._.__;+:_

genera, mostly of the old world), in which the corollas are ferent elements ; a compound, a composition

atter and form, or of ct and power. Snpcificnllv "> T>>o nr.TnV.ir ~e
TT 1 ^nmpthino- made upof parts or dif- ncairy o. 1 He combination of materials" 1-

ulld: a composition. !*i.cb.prmton
'

mkmg-rollers are made. The

all ligulate (strap-shaped) ; and (3) the Tutmlijlorce, hav-

ing regular tubular corollas in all the perfect flowers. The
last series is again divided into 11 tribes. The 10 largest

genera of the order, including three tenths of the species,
are Senecio (840 species, largely of South America and
southern Africa), Kupatorium (430 species, all American),
Vernonia (375 species, mostly tropical), Centaurea (316

species, of the Mediterraneo-Persian region), Baecharis

(250 species, mostly South American), Helichrysum (235

species, of southern Africa and Australia), Aster (174 spe-

cies, largely North American), Cnicus (165 species, of the

Mediterraneo-Persian region and North America), Arte-

misia (152 species, of Europe, Asia, and North America),
and Hieracimn (150 species, of Europe, Asia, and North
Al
A.

,gei_ ^ f _ri -____
(W),~ Eti'paiormiii (39), Cnicus (37), Bigelovia (31), and
Brickrllui (31) ; these genera include two fifths of the

cies of North America. Also called Asteracece.

Composite2 (kom-poz'i-te), . pi. [NL., fern.

of natural

Harris, Hermes.
Each man's understaii'Uhig . . . isa

capacity and superinduced habit.

They are the true cnmi"'*it "i moi^ey-and tiger, those

Orientals. W. II. /fii*,. 0, lary in India, I. 288.

2. Specifically, a composite potograph.

When the composite portrait of tl class of '86 at Smith

College was made, it was my plan make composites of

the succeeding Senior classes, and hoped at some time

to be able to secure composites of clses in other colleges.

3. In bot., one of the i

composition (kom-po-zish
r
o> n.

posicion, -onn, = D. komj
tion = Dan. Sw. kompositit

[< ME. com-

.,
D! kompitie = G. composi-

w. kompo$itio< OF. composition,

spe' F. composition = Sp. compcion = Pg. compo-
siech>= lt. composisione, (Composition-), con-

positio(ii-), a putting toget'
r

. connection, esp.

ordinary ingredients are glue and molasses, boiled toge-
ther In such proportions and to such a degree as to pro-duce an elastic substance of considerable durability. A
kind called patent composition is composed chiefly of glue
glycerin, and sugar. Often contracted to compo.
6. The manner in which or the stuff of which
anything is composed ; general constitution or
make-up ; structure.

So hath God given your majesty a composition of under-
standing admirable.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 2.

These are the chief and prevailing ingredients in the
composition of that man whom we call a scorner.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, III. iii.

Hence 7. Congruity; consistency. [Bare.]
There is no composition in these news
That gives them credit. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

8. The compounding or reconciling of differ-

ily BotrylUdai; the Synascidiai (which see). pound*, *>.] 1. The act composing or com- which the latter accepts part of the debt due

composite (kom-poz'it or kom'po-zit), o. and n. pounding, or the state o*ing composed, com- to him in satisfaction of the whole.

[< L. composiius, pp. of componere, put together : pounded, or made up ;
ion ' different things

see compose, compound1
, t>.] I. a. 1. Made up or principles into an in('"ual whole

; the pro-

of distinct parts or elements; compounded; duction of a whole by tnnion or combination

especially, so combined as to manifest diversity of parts, constituents, elements,

of origin or make-up.
Happiness, like air and water, . is composite.

Landor.

The method of Tennyson may be termed composite or

idyllic : the former, as a process that embraces every va-

riety of rhythm and technical effect ; the latter, as essen-

tially descriptive. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 5.

Specifically 2. Made of parts so combined as

to lose their distinctive characters. [Bare.]
3. [cap.] In arc/i., an epithet applied to the last

Dissolution goeth a faste 1"6 '11"" Composition.
Ilowell, Letters, I. iii. 30.

The next operation we i
observe in the mind about

its ideas is composition ;
re y Put together several

of those simple ones it hare l
ve<1 fr<" sensation and re-

flection, and combines tl
into complex ones.

Loci,e man Understanding, II. xi. 6.

Gray ... has found tn
,at

there must go a million

of ancestors in twenty "rations to everybody's compo-
sition.

w alpole, Letters, II. 183.
U. I Vf.tr /./ I -Li! ((/ tx/t < 0*11 CLJl H1CI; BUUU0U uv Hjy - .

ofthe five orders,because the capitalwhich char- Specifically -(o) The ' producing a literary work.

lonic. Its cornice has

simple modillions or den-
tils. It is also called the
Boman or the Italic or-

der.

4. In ship-l)uilding,

having a wooden
skin on an iron

framework : as, a

composite vessel ; a
vessel built on the

composite principle.
5. In bot., belong-

ing to the order Com-
posite; having the
characters of this or-

der: as, a composite
composite order.

plant; a composite
flower. See Composite;

1
. 6. In sool., marked

(as a genus, order, etc.) by wide range of va-

acterizes it is com-

posed from those of

other orders, bor-

rowing a quarter-
round from the Tus-
can or Boman Doric,
a rank of leavesfrom
the Corinthian, and *-ji>v, ^jpc-oti.* . "L rv*7"~r ;*

frnm thn of type for use in induction of printed sheets, mclud-
volutes tne

j /s ttill(I con.e of errors, making up, and imposi-
'"""

Won (<0In j>A
Lhe uni"n of two (rarely more than

two) independents
to

$
orm a single word (called

The labor of compc'A. "egi'is when you have to put

your separate thread thought into a loom
; to weave

them into a continu wl}ole ; to connect, to introduce

them ; to blow them or to expand them ; to carry them
to a close. "e Qumcey, Style, ii.

Hi) The art of put
w rds and sentences together in

accordance with tl
lles of grammar and rhetoric: as,

Greek prose comj'.
m- (c)

In pnntiny, the setting
of type ; type-sett _'",

w
.

lder sense, the preparation

a (e) In we." ' omposing music according
to scientific ml 1 'omposition is said to be strict when it

follows certaii >!?mzel1 nlles of musical form, mAfree
when It is mo'le88 independent of such rules. ( f) In

the line arts,
e'ent or grouping of parts, especially

harmonious r!"
8' ?

r tllat combination of the several

parts whereb ''ject or an object is agreeably presented
to the mind, I>art bel"8 subordinate to the whole.

Light spa'
Ior ; that subtle synthesis of lines and

forms whic most Influential master Claude taught
him and v*"e cal1 composition.

Sew Princeton Rev., II. 33.

(g) Combi
' ' orderly disposition ; regulation.

OuestiQ-
low

<leep they should set it [the cross], with
hat oofeL*L*Sjra*lP it, and the like

i, Pilgrimage, p. 782.

what

There ys no ffoundacyon of any suche Chaunntry, but a
certayne composiajon or ordynaunce made betwene the
prior and munkes of the late Monasterye of Tykfforde

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 260.

Thus we are agreed :

I crave our composition may be written
And seal'd between us. Shak., A. and C., ii. 6.

Do they think by their mile attempts to dethrone the
Majesty of Heaven, or by standing at the greatest defiance
to make him willing to come to terms of composition with
them ?

Stillingjleet, Sermons, I. ii.

The private making of candles for consumption at home
was allowed under a composition for the duty

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, IV. 317.

9. The sum or rate paid, or agreed to be paid,
in compounding with creditors: as, he has
agreed to pay a composition of 60 cents on the
dollar, or of 12 shillings in the pound.
A granting of escheat lands for two pounds of tobacco

per acre, composition. Severity, Virginia, i. If 3.

10. In music: (n) The combination of sounds
which form a compound stop in an organ, (b)A mechanical contrivance for moving the han-
dles of organ-stops in groups. lit. The syn-
thetical mode of procedure in investigation or
exposition; synthesis.
The investigation of different things by the method of

analysis ought ever to precede the method of composition.
Newton, Opticks.

Antifriction compositions. See antifriction. Can-
nabic composition. See cannabic. Composition
Cloth, a material made from long flax, and dressed with
a solution which renders it water-proof. It is used for
bags, trunk-covers, etc. Composition deed, a contract
between creditors and their debtor effecting a composi-
tion, usually in a manner to bind the creditors not to
molest the debtor. Composition face. Same as com-
position plane. Composition metal, a kind of brass
made of copper, zinc, etc., used instead of copper, which
is dearer, as sheathing for vessels. Composition Of
displacements, strains, velocities, accelerations
forces, stresses, etc., in mech., the union or combina-
tion of two or more forces or velocities, acting in the same
or different directions, into a single equivalent force or
velocity. Thus, two forces acting in the directions of the
adjacent sides of a parallelogram, provided the lengths of
these sides represent also the magnitudes of the forces are



composition

equivalent tn a sinuli- fnn-i- having tin- ilin-rtinn anil mai,'

Ilitllilcnf the diagonal of tin- pal-alh-ln^iam. Si -,- /!,,;? alitl

ri'xiii/niii. Composition of proportion, in math., the
:-nli ,1 il nl i-.ii. in a sri-ifs of fullr prnpni tinnals. nf tin- sum
of the tlrst anil srroml terms fnr tin- Ihst ti-rm, and the
Slim of the thiril anil I'mirth fur the fnili-fh, flu- -aim

n|iiality of priipoi-tinn subsisting in tin- s,-rmiil series jis

in the llrst. Thus, if it : l> ::':/, tln-n, l> <<>,
ij,,,i^it inn,

n ii : ii -. : <
\
il:d. Composition of ratios. Beveom

fiiiini'i ,-ntin, under 0oiMN>vnai ,
'/. Composition pedal,

in iii-'fiin-bit/l'/iii'/, a prilal whirh ilraws nr withdraws sev-

eral stiips at olli-e. Si-i- <-i,nil,i,ini;,,n / <lnl
,
iiliili-r ,-niitlii,in

ii'<n. Composition plane, tin plain- b> wbii-h tin- tn
|ia|-ts nf a twin crjstal (s,-.- in-i,,) an- null, il in Ihi-ir n-

vcrseil iiiisitinns : it is usually the same as tin- ti'innin-r

I'lnni'. Also i-alli-ii i-nit> + >r

compositive (kom-po//i-tiv), (i. [< L. compoxi-
tllK, pp., compound (see I'tim/insifi . flllll/'OSI-), +
-in 1

.] Having the power of compounding or

composing; proceeding by composition ;
>\n

thetic. /loHirnrtlt. Compositive method, hjnth.'-i

compositor (kom-poz'i-tor), n. [= F. coinpiixi-
ti'in- = Sp. Pg, 1'iiiii/iii.iitiir = It. compiisitnri . a

composer, a type-setter, < h. compositor, one
who arranges or disposes, < com/nnn-i-i-, arrange:
see compose.] 1. In printimj, one who si-Is

types; a type-setter. 2. A composing or

type-setting machine. = gyn. l-ruit,,-. Competitor.
Sl-l- /n-illl'-l-.

compositous (kom-poz'i-tus), a. [< L. rompn-
pp. of foiiipoiiere, put together: see i-tun-

; compost:] In hot., composite; belong-
ing to the order Vompositie. Hum-in.

compos mentis (kom'pos men'tis). [L., hav-
ing control of one's mind : compos, conpus (corn-

pot-, cunpot-), having control, possessing, shar-

ing in, ^ com- (intensive) 4- pot is, able : see

potent; mentis, gen. of men(t-)s, mind: see

mental.} Of sound mind. See non compos
mentis.

compossessort (kom-po-zes'or), n. [LL., < L.
com-, with, together, + possessor, owner.] A
joint possessor. Sherwood.

compossibility (kom-pos-i-bil'i-ti), n. [< NL.
<>

compossibilitt((t-)s, < "compossibilis : see corn-

possible^] The possibility of existing or being
together. [Rare.]
compossible (kom-pos'i-bl), a. [< NL. *com-

poxsibilis, < L. com-, together, + LL. possibilis,

possible.] Capable of existing in one subject;
consistent

; capable of being true together.
ChilUngworth.
compost (kpm'post), ti. [X ME. compost, a con-

diment, mixed dish, < OF. composte, a condi-

ment, a mixed dish, pickle (F. compote, > E.

compote = Sp. Pg. eompota, stewed fruit), < It.

composta, fern., composto, masc., = Pg. composto,
mixture, conserve (ML. compostum, a mixture
of manures), < L. eompositus, compostus, fern.

composita, composta, neut. compositiim, compos-
tum, pp. ofcomponerc, bring together, compose :

see composite, compose, compound1
, .] 1. A

mixture.

Finding the most pleasurable sin such a sad . . . com-
pout of more bitter than sweet. Ilammoiut, Works, IV. 534.

2f. A mixed dish
;
a compote.

Companies & contltes. Bafcees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 121.

Datys in composte.
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), i. 02.

3. In agri., a mixture or composition of vari-

ous manuring substances for fertilizing land.

Avoid what is to come ;

And do not spread the cotnpoat on the weeds.
To make them ranker. Shak., Hamlet, ill. 4.

The wealth of the Indies was a rich compont, that brought
up parasites and rogues with other noxious weeds.

Ticknor, Span. Lit., III. 98.

4. A composition for plastering the exterior of
houses. Usually called compo.
compost (kom'post), v. t. [Cf. ML. compostare;
from the noun : see compost, n. Cf . compcster.]
1. To manure with compost.

By ... forbearing to comport the earth, water-mint
ttirneth into field-mint. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

2. To plaster.

composturet (kom-pos'tur), w. [< conipost +
-urc. Cf. Sp. Pg. compostiira, composition, com-
posure, decency, < L. compostura, compositura,
a connection, commissure, syntax, < compostus,
eompositus, pp. of componere, compose : see com-

pose, compound1
, p.] 1. Composition; com-

posure.
It hath been taken indifferently, whether you call them

the one or the other, both for similitude of delineaments
ami i-nnipoiiture. Drayton, Polyolbion, xi., note.

2. Compost; manure.
The earth's a thief,

That feeds and breeds by a composure stolen
['rnia general excrement. Shak.. T. of A., iv. 3.
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COmpOSUistt, ". [Irreg. < ciitiipiw + -ii-i>.t, after
tin- mistaken analogy of i-n^insl, etc.] A com-
poser. I'irl.-i i-iiiii.

composure ( kom-po'xhiir). . [< compose + -iiri:

Cf. I., riimpimiiiirii, connection, commissure,
x\nla.\: see I'linipiisturi .

] 1. The act of com-

posing; composition.
\ l-,inl >! <;rii k winr I have met with, sir, in my trav

i-ls ; it is tin- samr that hi innsthi-ni s usuall) 'h link, in the

00mjNWUn nf all his . \.|liisiti- anil llli-llitlllnii.s Mialimi-.

It. Joi,,on, I'jnthiiiB Ki-n -Is. i. I.

Tin v hail a great opinion nf the piety and unblamable
i-iniijtoitiirf of tin- t "iiininn prayi-r -Imnk.

Jer. Tnillnr, Umksl.,1. 1 -.:::.
>, II. US

2f. That which is composed; a composition.
Tis beleev'd this wording was almvi- Ins kimwn stile and

Orthographic, and accuaeft the wl ure to be con-
scions nl sum nthi-r Ailthni-. M<ll<n,, lakmioklastes, iv.

Sinn- flu- lift- nf the first men was certainly rural, we
may reasonably conjecture that . . . th '.'* . . .

\\rir pasinral hymns. ./../,, i-" M .

3f. Arrangement ; combination ;
order

; adjust-
ment

; disposition ; posture.
Mi. ...,/,..</,. nf himself is a studied carelesnessc with

his armes a erosse.

/{ft. f-.'nrl'', Mirrn-cnsinographic, A Uiscnntt-nfi-il Man.

Tile shai>c of his person, and composure of his limbs,
are remarkably exact and beautiful.

Steele, Spectator, No. 340.

4f. Frame
; composition ; hence, temperament ;

disposition ;
constitution.

His composure must be rare indeed
Whom these things cannot blemish.

Shak., A. ami C., 1. 4.

Other women would think themselves blest In your
case ; handsome, witty, lov'd by everybody, and of to

happy a composure to care a Fig for nobody.
.SVr J. Vanbrugh, Confederacy, i.

5. A composed state of mind; serenity; calm-

ness; tranquillity.
Old sailors were amazed at the composure which he | Wil-

liam of Orange] preserved amid roaring breakers on a

perilous coast. Macaulay, Hist. Eng.,vli.

I remember a child who, able to look with tolerable

compoirure on a horrible cadaverous mask while it was
held in the hand, ran away shrieking when his father put
it on. //. Sjfcncer, Man vs. State, p. 51).

6f. Agreement ;
settlement of differences

;
com-

position. [Rare.]
The treaty of Uxbridge gave the fairest hopes of a happy

compotmre. Likon fllumnr

7t. Combination; bond.

compott, Same as compote.

computation (kom-po-ta'shon), n. [= F. corn-

potation = It. compotazione, < L. eompotatio(n-),
Cicero's translation of Or. avjmitciiav, sympo-
sium (see symposium), < com-, together, + po-
tatio(n-), a drinking: see potation.} The act of

drinking or tippling together. Sir T. Browne.

The fashion of compotation was still occasionally prac-
tised in Scotland. Scott.

compotator (kom'po-ta-tor), n. [LL. (> F. com-

potnteur), collateral form of L. compotor, a

drinking companion, < com-, together, + pota-
tor,potor, a dnnker, < potare, pp. potatus, drink.

Cf . compotation.] One who drinks with another.

[Rare.]
Our companions and compotatora of syllabub.

Pof>e, To Mr. Knight.

compote (kom'ppt),
n. [= D. Dan. kompot= Q.

compot = Sp. Pg. eompota, < F. compote, < OF.
composte, a mixture, compost: see compost, .]

1. Fruit stewed or preserved in syrup, some-
times with spices. 2. Same as compotier.

cpmpotentt, " [ME., < L. compoten(t-)s, hav-

ing power with (one), < com-, together, + po-
ten(t-)s, having power: see compos mentis and
potent.) Having control. Chaucer.

compotier (F. pron. kom-po-ti-a'), n. [F., <

compote : see com]iote.~\ A china or glass dish
in which stewed or preserved fruit, or the like,
is served. Also, sometimes, compote.
compotor (kom-po'tor), n. [L. : see compota-
tor.] A compotator. Walker. [Rare.]
compount, i'. An obsolete form of compound*.
Chaucer.

compound1
(kom-pound'), v. [As in expound

ana propound, which have the same radical ele-

ment, the d is excrescent after
,
as in round 1

,

.voMMffS, hind%, lend, and the vulgar drotend,

swound, etc. (the rf being naturally developed
from the n by dissimilated gemination, but

partly due, perhaps, in this case, to the ME.
pp. eompouned, E. adj. compound); < ME. com-

pouncn, later componen (the later E. compone
being based directly on the L.), < OF. com-

pondre, cumpundrc, arrange, direct (rare, the

compound
usual word being /;//: |M '-"//), =
I'r. ciim/nnii/i'i . /'nm/jiiin'r = Sp. <-iini/niiier =
I'g. rnmpi>r= It. ro//>//< n , rum/ion -i

, < 1,. rom-

l>/llli ri', i-inljitnnfi . pp. i-iiiii iKimtii.--, i-iiii/n:

pill, place, lay, bring, or set together, el,-., in ,-i

-.ariety of applications. '. < OHI .

i-, put, place ml
1,1,111

n/
t
anil

cl. rj/niilili/, /l/ii/iniliiil, i-iiin/illlK,
ill

/i
inn . /nn

/nun, etc., .-mil see film film, . which is peculiarly
related to

i-iiiii/niiiiiil.
< '(. iiiiiii>i}i'inl\. ii. Hence

(from I,, rninpiiiii-fi ) also i-iim/Hiiii n/. i-nniji'

ClllllpllHltlll-. mill pll.lt. flllllplltl , Clc.
I

I. I fill:-. 1.

To put together or mix (two or more elements
or ingredients ) : as, to fiim/minut drugs.

Ni- fen-in railHcH necessi -> r tn
) k'- nf llntl r\ IIL-'- II

CWMMW, Kn, thins, iii. meter 9.

(',ij:"itii'tiltit all the mati-rials nf fury, bavnr an-l

lation Into one blm-k i I I. In- IIIIIIL' for a Mhili- nn thi-

iliilniti.-si.l tin- mnnnUlns. llnrkr. Salmi, nf

2. To join or couple together; combine: ae,
to compound words.

I h. i- i.. i. . ..,i-|iiiiii/ all tii<.'i-tbi-r iilainc,
'1 hi-j 'li'l tln-ir rnnnsi-N nii\s in nni- <-<./;...

>>.,.., K. <l.\l. Y. 14.

We have the |iowt-r nf altering ami citnti>iiniliii'i . . .

images into all the varieties nf pi.

Addifiin S|.

3. To form by uniting or mixing two or more
elements or materials.

hyuerse membres i-omiiiincn a lMly.
Chaucer, ISoethlus, ill. proe 10.

'1'ln- ilisrnnlant t h-im-nts nut nf uhirb the KmlH-ror had
contpouiuted his realm iliil imt i nali-nr,- ihirin^ his life-

tinn . Mntlrii, Dutch Republic, I. -2.

Are not we and my we takes in you rather a mixed
people, a people cnuiiHntiiili-it of two elemenU, Saxon and
Norman? IS. A. Freeman, Amer. U-cts., p. 168.

4. To make ; constitute ; form : establish.

His pomp, and all what state coinptntHd*.
Shale., T. of A., Iv. i

Sending for her agalne, hee told her before her friends,
she must goe with him, and compound peace betwixt her
t'ountrio and vs.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Trne Travels, II. 14.

6f. To put together in due order, as words or

sentences; compose.
'lln- first rule of seole, as thus
llnw that Latin shall > eompouned
And in what wise it shall he solined.

Gotrer, C'onf. Amant., II. 90.

Lucian's attempt in compounding his new dialogue.

Bp. Hunt.

6. To settle amicably; adjust by agreement, as
a difference or controversy ; compose.

I pray, my lords, let me compound this strife.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., It 1.

7. To settle by agreement for a reduced amount
or upon different terms, as a debt or dues of any
kind: as, to compound tithes. See II., 3.

This gentleman had now compounded a debt of 200,-

000, contracted by his grandfather.
l-'.i-i-lnn. Diary, June 19, 1662.

Shall I, ye gods, he cries, my debts compound > Gay.

8. To agree, for a consideration, not to prose-
cute or punish a wrong-doer for: as, to com-

pound a crime or felony. It is equally illegal, whe-
ther the consideration be a money present, the restitution

of stolen money or goods, or other acts performed or pro-
cured by the offemler or another in his interest, upon a

promise of immunity from prosecution or the withholding
of evidence.

II. intrant. 1. To agree upon concession;
come to terms of agreement by abating some-

thing of the first demand, or by granting some-
thing on both sides

;
make a compromise : used

absolutely, or with for (formerly also on) be-
fore the thing accepted or remitted, and with

before the person with whom the agreement is

made.
We here deliver,

Snliscrilicil by the consuls and patricians,

Together with the seal >' the senate, what
We have compounded on. Shak., Tor,, v. 5.

Cornwall cowijwwwterf to furnish ten oxen . . . for thirty

pounds. K. Careu; Survey of Cornwall.

Their fortunes do somewhat gild their infirmities, and
their purses compouml for their follies.

Sir T. Broiene, Religio Medici, U. 1.

No, no, dear Friend, make It up, make it up; ay, ay,
I'll compound. Conyrere, Way of the World, v. 5.

2. To make a bargain, in general ; agree.

If you think it meet, rnui/Kinnd with him by the year,
anil let him abide here with you ; if not, use him for the

present, and dismiss him. Shak., M. for M., iv. 2.

They saw Men offer to compound with Heaven forall their

injustice and oppression. Stitlinnflcet, Sermons, I. ill.

3. To settle with a creditor by agreement, and
discharge a debt on the payment of a less sum
in fall

;
or to make an agreement to pay a debt



compound

by means or in a manner different from that

stipulated or required by law. it usually implies

payment of or agreement on a grass sum less than the

aggregate due. See composition, 8.

4. To settle with one who has committed a

crime, agreeing for a consideration not to prose-
cute him. See I., 8. 5. To give out

;
fail : said

of a horse in racing. [Sporting slang.]

compound1 (kom'pound), a. and . [< ME.

ciiiiipoiiHcd, pp. of comjiowieu, mix, compound:
see the verb.] I. a. 1. Composed of two or

more elements, parts, or ingredients; not

simple.

Sir, it is of manifold, and, if I may so express myself,

compound importance. Everett, Orations, II. 235.

2. In bot., made up of several similar parts

aggregated into a common whole Compound
animals, animals in which individuals, although distinct

as regards many of the functions of life, are yet connected

by some part of their frame so as to form a united whole.

Such are the polyzoans and some of the aseiitians. Many of

these animals are of a comparatively high type. See cut

under Polyzoa. Compound archway, i tunlie ml arch. ,

a series of arches of different sizes, inclosed in an arch
of larger dimensions. Compound axle, beam-engine,
bolster, ether, event, etc. See the nouns. Compound
eyes of insects. See eye. Compound flower, the

flower of a plant of the order Composita!. See Composi-
te. Compound fraction, fracture, fruit. See the

nouns. Compound householder, in Great Britain, a

householder who compounds with nis landlord for his

rates that is, whose rates are included in his rent.

I shall designate these inhabitants of towns by a phrase
by which they are best known, though I am not sure that

it is one of exact legal precision ;
I shall term them com-

pound householders. Gladstone.

Compound interest. See interest. Compound in-

terval, in muxic, an interval greater than an octave, as a

ninth, a twelfth, etc. Compound larceny. See larceny.

Compound leaf, a leaf competed of several leaflets on
one petiole, called a common petiole or rachis. It may be

either digitately or pinnately
compound, and the leaflets

may be themselves com-
pound. Compound mea-
sure, rhythm, time, in wm-
sic, a rhythm in which the
measures are made up of two
or more groups of accents.
A compound measure is call-

ed duple if there are two or
four groups, triple if there
are three, whether the groups
themselves are constructed
in duple or in triple rhythm.
Thus

fj rhythm is a compound
duple rhythm, each group
being in triple rhythm.
Compound microscope,
motion, number. See the
nouns. Compound ocel-

lated spot, in entom., a spot with three or more circles

surrounding a central spot or pupil of the eye. Com-
pound pistil, an ovary consisting of two or more coales-

cent carpels. Compound proportion. See proportion.

Compound quantity. () In aly., a quantity con-

sisting of several terms united by the sign + or . Thus,
a + b c and 62 b are compound quantities. (6) In

arith., a quantity which consists of more than one de-

nomination, as 5 pounds, 6 shillings, and 9 pence, or 4

miles, 3 furlongs, and 10 yards ; hence, the operations of

adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing such quan-
tities are termed compound addition, compound subtrac-

tion, compound multiplication, and compound dioiswn.

Compound ratio, the ratio which the product of the an-

tecedents of two or more ratios has to the product of their

consequents. Thus, 6 to 72 is a ratio compounded of 2 to

6 and of 3 to 12, because 3̂ = g x ^. In like manner the
ratio of ab to erf is a ratio compounded of a to c and of b

to d ; for ; = x r. Hence it follows that in any con-
ed c d

tinued proportion the ratio of the flrst term to the last is

compounded of all the intermediate ratios. See ratio.

Compound screw,
two or more screws on
the same axis. When
the pitch of the re-

spective screws varies,
it forms a differential

screw ; when they run in

different directions, it is

a right-and-left screw.
E. H. Knight. Com-
pound sentence, a sen-

tence consisting of two
or more clauses, each
with its own subject and

predicate : opposed to

a simple sentence, which
contains only a single
clause. A compound sen-

tence may consist of co-

ordinate clauses, or of a principal clause and subordinate
clauses (in which case it is called a complex sentence), or
of both. Compound steam-engine. See steam-engine.
Compound stem, a stem that divides into branches.

Compound Stop, in organ-building, a stop that has
more than one pipe to each key. Also called a mixture.

Compound umbel, an umbel which has all its rays or

peduncles bearing umbellules or small umbels at the top.
See cut in next column. Compound word, in gram., a
word made up of two or more words which retain their

separate form and significance : thus, nouns, housetop,
blackberry, wash-tub, pickpocket ; adjectives, full-fed, life-

like, dark-eyed, inbred ; verbs, foresee, fiiljil ; pronouns,
himself, whosoever ; adverbs, always, herein ; prepositions,

into, toward. A verb is also called compound when hav-
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ing a prefix which is not used as an independent word, as

befall, tlisuien; and the term is sometimes.but improperly,

applied to derivatives made by means of obvious prefix-

es and suflixes. = Syn.
Complex, Complicated,
etc. See intricate.

II. ii. 1. Some-

thing produced by
combining two or

more ingredients,

parts, or elements ;

a combination of

parts or principles

forming a whole.

History, at least in its

state of ideal perfection,
is a compound of poetry
and philosophy.

Macaulay, Hallam's
[Const. Hist.

Compound Umbel (Fennel).

Pinnately Compound Leaf.

Compound Screws.

a, differential screw; b, right-and-
left screw.

Specifically 2. In gram., a compound word

(which see, under I.).

Many words that are really compound have lost the ap-

pearance of compounds, and look like simple words.
A. Bain.

3. In chem., a compound body.
Substances . . . produced by the union of two or more

elements are termed compound bodies. These cwnpounds
have in general no more resemblance in properties to the

elements which have united to form them than a word
has to the letters of which it is made up.

W. A. Miller, Chemistry, 8 1.

Binary compound. See binary.

compound2 (kom'pound), n. [< Malay cam-

pong, an inclosure. According to another view,
a corruption of Pg. eompanha, a yard or court,

prop, a suite, company: see company, n.~\ In

India and the East generally, a walled inclosure

or courtyard containing a residence with the

necessary outhouses, servants' quarters, etc.

Oodown usurps the warehouse place ;

Compound denotes each walled space.
India Gazette, March 3, 1781.

Rows of detached bungalows, standing amid flower-gar-

dens and neatly-laid-out compounds, with English names
on the gate-ways. W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 92.

compoundable (kom-poun'da-bl), a. [< com-

pound1
, v., + -able.'] Capable of being com-

pounded, in any sense of the verb.

A penalty of not less than forty shillings or more than

five pounds, compoundable for a term of imprisonment.
Dickens, Uncommercial Traveller, xii.

compounder (kom-poun'der), . One who com-

pounds, (a) One who mixes different things or ingredi-
ents : as, a compounder of drugs, (b) One who attempts
to bring parties to terms of agreement, (c) One who brings
about or enters into a compromise. [Rare.]

Softners, sweetners, compounders, and expedient-mon-
gers. Smft.

(d) One who compounds with a debtor or a felon.

Religious houses made compounders
For th' horrid actions of the founders.

S. Butler, Weakness and Misery of Man, 1. 27.

(e) One at an English university who pays extraordinary
fees for the degree he is to take. Wood. (/) One who is

or has become a life-member of a society or an institution

by a single gross payment in composition of all annual fees

or dues.

Three life compositions have been received during the

year, but as five compounders have died during the same

period no money has been invested.

Anthrop. Inst. Jour., XV. 483.

(</) [cap.] In Eng. hist., a member of one of the two sec-

tions into which the Jacobite party divided shortly after

the revolution. The Compounders desired a restoration,
but demanded constitutional guarantees and a general
amnesty. See Xoncompounder. Amicable compound-
er, in Louisiana law, an arbitrator chosen by parties in

dispute, whose decision cannot be reviewed by the courts.

Grand compounder, a compounder in a university
who pays double fees.

compoundress (kom-poun'dres), n. [< com-

pounder + -ess.] A female compounder.
Compoundress of any quarrel that may intervene.

Howell, Vocall Forrest, p. 9.

comprador (kom-pra-dor'), . [< Pg. Sp. com-

prador, < LL. comparator, a buyer, < L. com-

parare, pp. comparatus, prepare, provide, fur-

nish, buy, >Pg. Sp. comprar, furnish, buy: see

compare'*.] 1. In Hong Kong and the treaty
ports of China, a native agent or manager em-
ployed by foreign business houses as an inter-

mediary in dealing with the natives, and as a

general adviser and factotum. The comprador
engages and is answerable for all the native

employees of the firm.

Every Factory had formerly a Compradore, whose Busi-
ness it was to buy in Provisions and other Necessarys.

C. Lockyer, Trade in India.

2. A store-keeper or ship-chandler in the ports
of China and the Indian archipelago. 3. A
steward or butler in a private family.
comprecationt (kom-pre-ka'shon), . [< L.

comprecatio(n-), < eompreeari, conprecari, pp.
comprecatus, conprecatus, pray, supplicate, <

comprehensible

com-, together, + jirccari, pray, > ult. E. pray,
q. v.] A praying together; united or public

supplication or prayer.
Hence came that form of comprecation and blessing to

the soul of an Israelite, ..." Let his soul be in the gar-
den of Eden." Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 134.

comprehend (kom-pre-hend'), r. [< ME. com-

prcnenden (also compr'cndcn, < OF.) = OF. F. Pr.

comprenilrt! = Sp. coniprender, comprchendcr =
Pg. comprehender=U. comprendcre, < L. compre-
hetulerc, conprehendere, contr. comprendere (also
written comprceliendere, comprmtdere), pp. com-

prehensus, comprensus, grasp, lay hold of (physi-

cally or mentally), < com-, together, + prchen-
dere, contr. prendere, seize: see prehend, and
cf. apprehend, deprehend, reprehend. Hence ult.

(from L. comprendere) comprise, q. v.] I. trans.

1. To take in, include, or embrace within a cer-

tain scope; include, (a) To include within a certain

extent of space or time : as, New England comprehends six

States
;
the most notable events were comprehended in the

last ten years of the century.

These two small cabinets do comprehend
The sum of all the wealth that it hath pleas'd

Adversity to leave me.
Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, i. 1.

(6) To include within limits of any kind ; especially, to in-

clude in the constitution or nature.

Lady inyn, in whome vertus alle

Ar ioinede, and also comprehendide.
Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 44.

There is a feith aboven alle,

In which the trouthe is comprehended.
Qower, Conf. Amant., II. 185.

An art which comprehends so many several parts.

Dryden, tr. of Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

One would wonder how the Poet could be so concise in

his Description of the Six Days Works as to comprehend
them within the bounds of an Episode.

Addison, Spectator, No. 339.

Members of that grand society which comprehends the

whole human kind. Goldsmith, National Prejudice.

(c) To include in meaning or in logical scope.

If there be any other commandment, it is briefly compre-
hended in this saying, namely, Thou shalt love thy neigh-
bour as thyself. Rom. xiii. 9.

2. To take into the mind; grasp by the under-

standing ; possess or have in idea
;
understand

the force, nature, or character of; conceive;
know sufficiently for a given purpose ; specifi-

cally, to understand in one of the higher de-

grees of completeness: as, to comprehend an

allusion, a word, or a person.
Resoun comprendith the thinges ymaginable and sensi-

ble. Chaucer, Boethius.

Great things doeth he, which we cannot comprehend.
Job xxxvii. 5.

Lovers and madmen have such seething brains,
Such shaping fantasies, that apprehend
More than cool reason ever comprehends.

Shak., M. N. D., v. 1.

For to comprehend is not to know a thing as far as I can
know it, but to know it as far as that a thing can be
known ; and so only God can comprehend God.

Donne, Sermons, ii.

3f. To take together; sum up.
And shortly yf she shal be comprehended,
In her ne myghte nothing been amended.

Chaucer, Anelida and Arcite, 1. 83.

= Syn. 1. To contain. 2. Apprehend, Comprehend (gee

apprehend), discern, perceive, see, catch.

Il.t intrant. To take hold
;
take root

;
take.

An other sail lie thaire graffyng nygh the grounde
Is best, ther esily thai comprehende.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 105.

A diligent husbonde enformed me,
That doutlesse every graffying wol comprende,
Vnterapered lyme yf with the graffes be
Put in the plages [wounds].

Patladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 75.

comprehender (kom-pre-hen'der), . One
who comprehends ;

one who understands thor-

oughly.
Rather apprehenders than comprehenders thereof.

Cudworth, Intellectual System, i. B.

comprehendible (kom-pre-hen'di-bl), a. [<

comprehend + -ible.] Same as comprehensible.
Bentham.

comprehensibility (kom-prf-hen-si-bil'i-ti), .

[= F. comprehensibilite = Sp. comprensililidad,

comprehensibilidad = Pg. comprehensibilidade
= It. commensibilita, < ML. *comprehensibili-

ta(t-)s, < L. comprehensibiKs, comprehensible:
see comprehensible and -bility.'] The character

of being comprehensible, (a) The character of being
such thai it may be included, (b) Intelligibility ; fitness

for being grasped by the mind.

comprehensible (kom-pre-hen'si-bl), a. [= F.

comprehensible = Sp. comprensibU, comprehen-
nible = Pg. comprehensirel = It. comprensibile,
< L. comprehensibilis, coiiprehensibilis, < com-

prehensun, pp. of comprehendere, comprehend:
see comprehend.] I . Capable of being compre-



comprehensible
bonded or included; possible lo be comprised.
[Kare.]

"oil . . . is not '.,, ,.;//',-/,,',,,, nor , ir, uinseril.e.l ....

where. .sir T. Mm,. Works, p. i.'l.

Narrations and relations of actions, as the War of Ivlo
poniiesiis, . . , may choose an aruumenl r',,,,,,,.1
within the mil >< and instructions of the writer.

/liinii, Adian.enicnt of Learning, ii

2. Capable of being understood; conceivable
by the mind; intelligible.
An actual, l.odih

,
,-n, /,,,/,. mil,/,- place of torment

Miliaaii, Ijitin Christianity, xiv. >.

Qni<-k ohscrvation and a penetriitinu' intnilion. making
instantly ,;nii},i;-l,: .,/,/, the slat.- of mind and its origin.

//. Si',-,1,;-,-, llata of Kthi.

comprehensibleness (kom-pre-hcn'si-bl-nes),
ii. [< comprehentiNt + -.] Capability of
being understood; comprehensibilit v.

\\ liich facility and i;iiii]iri'/it-,i\il,/,'/it-nn must needs 1m-
pro\-e the nsetnlness of these e\p,.silions.

Hi: II. Mm;-, Kpistles I,, the Seven Chun-lies.

In
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I shall begin with the most comprehensive relation,

-herein all thin;;* Ihat do or can e\i-t an- eon
Unman I'ndei-slandini:, II. xv. 11.

So diffusive, so comprehension, and so catholic a grace U
chanty. Bp. >,

3. Having the power to comprehend or under-
stand.

His hand nnstain d, hl iincomipted heart,
His. lead. J'',]", Moral Eatayi, 1. 83.

They know not what It Is to feel within
\ .

..,/./,,, I,, /.x.'iv faculty, that grasps
(Jreat purposes with ease. i',,,,-:* r

, Task, v. 241.

= Syn. 1 and 2. litoad, extensive, large, capacious.

comprehensively (kom-pre-hen'xiv-ii i. <nii\ in
a comprehensive manner. '() So a to contain nnn-h
in smiiM compass ; concisely.

And here I shall not restrain righteousness to the par-
ticular virtue of justice, but enlarge it according to the
ui-nins and strain of the hook of the l'n,\er!,s. in which tin-
words wisdom and i i-hteoii,ness are eominonlv u-rd \. i>
.-.. /,-/.,/,, V,,, a, to sj.^nil) all r.-lii: and >litnc.

rmotm, I. III.

(') With ureat scope; so as to include a wide extent or
many particular*.

comprehension (koiii-pre-ii..n'shon)7'r" [=F. comprehensiveness (kom-pre-hen'sjv-nes), .

miii/in'-hi itniiin = Sp. comprfimioii,"ri>Hii>rehenioH= Pg. i-nmiin-lli nxil'i It. fiiiHi>rrii.i<iHi; < \..i;i,n-

pp. OOMPrOMMtU, comprehend: see com/ir,
-

In
it<l.~\ 1. The act of comprehending, includ-

ing, or embracing ;
a comprising ;

inclusion.

comprehensibly (kom-pre-lien'si-bli), mi,-.

a comprehensible manner: conceivably.

In the old Testament there is a close mmprehenn'un of
the Ne

; in the New, an open discovery of the old.

Hooker.
Was It less easy to obtain, or at least to ask for, their

concurrence in a niniprelieiurion or toleration of the I'res-

byterian clergy? Haltain.

The affluence and comprehension of our language is very
illustriously displayed in our poetical translations of an-
cient writers ; a work which the French seem to relinquish
In despair, and which we were long unable to perform
with dexterity. Johnson, Dryden.

3f. That which comprehends or contains with-
in itself; a summary; an epitome.

gether,
bytcr.]

X"'," ...
"

comprehensort (kom-pre-hen'sor), . [=2. The quality or state of being comprehensive ; compressor = Pg. tnSnkauofm It, com,>
comprehensiveness. [Bare.] %% < ML . com >rel,ensor, < L. comprehen'dere,

pp. comi>rehensus, comprehend: see coin/n-i-

7/cnrf.] One who comprehends or has obtained
possession, as of knowledge.
When I shall have dispatched this weary pilgrimage, and

from a traveller shall come to Iw a comprthensor, then fare-
well faith, and welcome vision.

Bp. {{all, Satan's Fiery Darts, I.

Jru of 'them"*"
' "ln<larae"tel8

' *et comprendt, r. An obsolete variant of compre-
Chillinnimrth, Relig. of Protestant Church, i. 4.

'"'"'' ' 'hnuccr.

4. Capacity of the mind to understand; power compresbytert (kom-pres'bi-ter), 11. [= Sp.
of the understanding to receive and contain ^'Jf^f?'i^''^'.* \C.

eom^ to'

ideas
; ability to know.

How much soever any truths may seem above our un-
derstanding and ctimpreheiurioii.

Bp. Bemridge, Sermons, I. xxxiv.

5. The act or fact of understanding; successful
exercise of the knowing faculty; grasp of the
significance or particulars of anything: as, to
be quick of comprehension ; the distinct compre-
hension of a term or of a subject.

Like other Englishmen of his time, he [LandorJ had no COmpresbyterialt (kom
adequate compreheiixion of men and things on this side of COmpresbyter 4- -?.]
the Atlantic. ,si,-,iiiian, Viet. Poets, p. 64. with a presbyter.
6. In rhct., a trope or figure by which the name He ... has his coequal anil mmpresbyterial power.

Mil/tin, Reformation In Eng., I.

compressor
ton, etc., are pressed into the smallest possible
compass for stowage.
compressed (koin-prcsr>, /,. . [pp. ,,f ,.,,,_

. '.I I'l-e-sed into narrow con,!

peciallv, llattened laterally nr length-
wise

; having the two .,ppo-itc sides t'lattened or
I'lailC. S|K-cillelly (, In
from side to M,|e, and II,.

ll : as
the ,.,,,.,.,.,,/ l.od\ of .,

'

...|| ,,( 1,'jpj
'.

"I'l d lo-
:.|.rite

sfdcs of the tail ol

'I flon,

tJ*-,nni,rr**r<t, that Is, flattened ni' i.
; Com-

pressed air, air , p, into a
at moie ,,, 1, ,, in, ,. u, i

t uii'd li-oni the . \panMon ol ^ i
. .,,.| .u , M1 ;l

c>lln-i i. n,.,| in'mant ajipli, at

a substitute for thai of sleam or ..tin r 1 ;,, m n
ingdrills.and in special!* '

onMruotcdsflfjBes. \ii

yiimilll
also for oil,,! purposes, as in a

lor evpellini: the naler and lor keeping up ,,,, almo.pliei i.

e'i'liiii. n. Bttcompntmrld) Compressed-air bath.
.-ce'n/i]. Compressed-air engine, in ,,,-rl, an
ilriven h> th.-. -last i.- force of compressed air. Its construc-
tion is usually like thai of a steam -,11-11,,-. th.

ei|Miiiliiigalrbelngr n il imdi-r.

Compressed glass. Compressed har-
mony, s, /.,,.- hi, ,-n ,,,,,i. under /,,;,,,,,,. Corn-
pressed score, m n In hleb more than one
rolM part Is Miltten on a Mie_-l,- -tail : es|x-elally n
four part harmony written upon two M.dls. \!-..,,il|,d
short score.- Compressed type, a variety of prliitiinr-
type in which the letters are slightly condensed lat.-ialu
or elongated vertically.

compressibility (kom-pres-i-biri-ti), . [=
!'.

i-miiii!-..-.*!/!!/!/,'- Sp. compresibilidad a Pg.
"liiluili- = It. I'lmijirt-KsibilitA : gee com-

pressible and -bility.'] The quality of being
compressible, or of yielding to pressure ; the
quality of being capable of compression into a
smaller space orcompass : as, the compressibility
of elastic fluids. The compressibility of bodies arises
from their porosity; when a body Is compressed Into a
smaller hulk, the size of its pores is diminished, or Its con-
stituent particles are brought into closer contact, while Its

quantity of matter remains the same. All bodies prob-
ably are compressible In a greater or less degree. Those
bodies which return to their former shape and dimensions
when the compressing force Is removed are said to lie

elastic. See elastic.

The great compressibility. If I may so speak, of the air.

Boyle, Works, III. 607.

Comprcssibiliti/, Implying the closer approach of the
constituent particles of the body, is utterly out of the
question, unless empty space exists between these imrtl-
='es. J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 3.

i. pre6yter,"presbyte'r. Cf. co-pres- compressible (kom-pres'i-bl), a. [= F. com-
A fellow-presbyter. pressiblc= Sp. rompresible = Pg. compressirel =

It. compressibile, < L. as if 'compressibilis, <

1. The quality of being comprehensive. (a/The
quality of includinK much In a narrow compass.

I'ompaie the l,eaiityandfOTn/>rAfiurfKrKMoflegeii,U ..n
am-ient coins. Addison, Ancient Medals.

((<) The quality of ,- prehendiiiK or embrai-ing a great
nianj parti, -ulai -; extenslveness of scope or range.
2. The power of understanding, comprehend-
ing, or taking in

; especially, greatness of intel-
lectual range ; capaciousness of mind.
For Bacon we claim the decided superiority [over Des-

cartes] in cowprthtnrivenrts of mind. J. 1). Miirrell.

Saint Hierome was rather content* to joine the Latlne con-
junctive with the i in-ke woorde and call it cotnpresbyter,
than to chaunge that woorde signifying the office into se-
nior and consenlor, signifying but the age. Sir T. Brotrne.

compressus, pp. of cotuprimcre, compress : see
compress, r.f Capable of being forced or com-

into
J

. 8ffî ller space ^ narrower com-

whereas by the same place it appears he was a bishop.
tlilt

" ' " ~

L. cmiipressus, pp., compressed, + cauda, tail,
-t- -ate1 . See conqrress and caudate.'] In zool.,
having the tail compressed.of a whole is put for a part, or that of a part

tfeq.compressare, press, compress,nmi)rchension of

ception man : opposed to extension, extent.

Body, in Its romprchcnrion, takes in solidity, figure
quantity, mobility. Waltn, Logic.
The Internal Quantity of a notion, its Intension or

Comprtlieiuioii, Is made up of those different attributes of
which the concept is the conceived sum ; that is, the va-
rious characters connected by the concept itself into a
single whole in thought. Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, viil.

= Syn. 4. See list under apprehension.

comprehensive (kom-pre-hen'siv), a. f= F.

00MprA*tt#(/ = Sp. comprensivo, comprehetisiro= Pg. comprehensive = It. comprengino, < LL.

oomfnhtntmu, < L. comprehensus, pp. of com-
prchenclere, comprehend : see comprehend.] 1.

Comprehending, including, or embracing much
in a comparatively small compass ; containing
much within narrow limits.

I was for using fmnprfhetwipe Nantes ; and therefore
these three Names of U hint irk, Indian, and South Seas or
Oceans serve me for the whole Ambit of the Torrid Zone,
and what else I have occasion to speak of.

Dampier, Voyages, II., Pref.

A most comprehensive prayer. /*. Taylor.

More specifically 2. Having the quality of

comprehending or including a great number
of particulars or a wide extent, as of space or
time; of large scope ; capacious.
To hecin. then, \\ith shakspcare. He was the man who

of all modern, and perhaps ancient poets, had the largest
and most cn/nprffanifsj soul.

Dnjften, Ess. on Dram. Poesy.

-. , -. i
T ' act of compressing, or the state of 1

oppress), < com-, together, + premere, pp. pres- pressed
. a

P
conaitfon of being pressecTinto'in"-

creased density or closeness : used in both liter-
al and figurative senses.

They who can form parallels, discover consequences, and
multiply conclusions, are best pleased with Involution of
argument and compression of thought. Idler, No. 70.

Compression |ln a steam-engine) is confinement of steam
by closing the exhaust opening before the return stroke
is ended, thus causing a rise in pressure and assisting to
stop the motion of the reciprocating parts.

Set. Amer., N. S., LIV. 66.

Compression casting. See casting. Compression of
the earth, the excess of the equatorial over the polar di.
ameter of the earth divided by half their sum. It is equal
to 1-293. =Sjm. Compression, Coiuteiuatim. Cotiiprestion
is primarily the reductive action of any force on a body,whether temporary or permanent ; while eoiulensation Is

primarily the reduction in bulk, which is the effect of
cnrnpreuiinn, though It may also be brought aliout by

-, , r . ... othermeans.
Syn. 1. To crowd, squeeze. COmpresslon-COck (kqm-presh'on-kok), . A

compress (kom pres), n. [< F. compresse = Sp. cock with a rubber tube which collapses when
compresa= Pg. It. compressa, < NL. compressa, a pressed by the end of a screw-plug wound by
compress,< L. compressa, fern, of compressiu, pp. the key, thus preventing the flow of the liquid
of comprimere, compress: see compress, r.] 1. E. H. Knight.
In *wttjr., a soft mass formed of tow, lint, or compressive (kom-pres'iv), a. [= F. compres-
soft linen cloth, so contrived as by the aid of a sif = Sp. compfesiro = Pg. It. compressiro; aa
bandage to make due pressure on any part. comiiress + -ice.] Having power to compress;
2. In hydropathic practice, a wet cloth applied tending to compress.

n --, f JJff'f
sus, press: see press1

,
andcf. oppressed, depress,

express, impress, repress, suppress.'] 1. To press
or pack together; force or drive into a smaller
compass or closer relation ; condense.
Can Infect the air, as well as move it or compress it

Raleigh, Hist. World, i. 2.

Raised her head with lips comprest.
Tennyson, The Letters.

The air In a valley is more compressed than that on the
top of a mountain. o. Adanu.

It would be Impossible to compress his style ; for the
short, sharp sentences are the perfection of brevity.

Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. SI.

2f. To embrace sexually.
Some write that It (Rhodes] took this name of Rhoda a

uwdhy Apollo.
ty, Travailes, p. 71.

Nymph of the Sea, and there compressed by Apollo.
San

ding to compress.
to the surface of a diseased part, and covered compressor (kom-pres'or), n. [< L. compressor,

bandage of dry cloth or oiled < comprimere, "pp. compressus, compress: seewith a layer or
cloth. 3. An apparatus in which bales of cot- compress, r.] One who or that which compresses.



compressor

Specifically (a) In sunj., an instrument used for com-
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2. Joint approval ; approbation ;
coneurrencp.

To whom the Earl of I'embrooke imhosomes the whole

lesign. iiiul presses his armprobatim in it.

Sir O. Buck, Rich. III., p. 51).

pressing some part of the body, for whieh it is adapted in

form. \b) An attachment to a microscope, used for com-

pressing objects in order to render possible a more com-

plete examination of them. Also compresnorium. (c) In

gun., a mechanism for holding a gun-carriage to its slide compromise (kom pro-miz)
or platform during recoil. (</) A machine, usually driven '--

by steam, by which air is compres, ,
- ssed into a receiver so

that its expansion may be utilized as a source of power at

some distance, and usually at some place where an ordi-

nary steam-engine could not be conveniently used, as deep
in a mine, (e) Naut., a curved lever, worked by a small

tackle just below the deck, for cheeking the chain cable

when it is running out. (/) [NL. ; pi. i-ompressores (kom-

pre-so'rez).] In aiiat., a name of several muscles which

press together the parts on whieh they act, or press upon
them : as, the compreaxor narix, a muscle which com-

presses and closes or tends to close the nostrils ; the com-

pressor urethra, etc. Aortic compressor. See ((iicfir.

Compressor oculi (compressor of the eye), the choa-

noideus or choanoid muscle of the eyeball of most mam-
mals, but not found in man. Compressor prostatse
(compressor of the prostate), a muscle which compresses
the prostate gland. Compressor sacculi laryngis
(compressor of the sac of the larynx). Same as anjtfiw-

epiglottideiu. Compressor urethras (compressor of the

urethra), a muscle which compresses the urethra, facilitat-

ing the complete discharge of urine. Hydraulic com-
pressor. See hydraulic. Parallel compressor, a de-

vice for holding or compressing objects on the stand of a

microscope. It consists of two plates of metal joined by
hinged rods so as always to maintain a parallel position
with reference to each other, and moved toward or away
from each other by a screw. Reversible compressor,
a microscope-slide fitted with a compressor which can be

inverted to permit examination of either side of an object.

compressorium (kom-pre-so'ri-um), n.; pi.

compressoria (-a). [NL., < L. compressor: see

compressor.] Same as compressor (b).

compressure (kom-presh'ur), n. [< compress +
-ure, afterpressure.] The act of one body press-

ing against or upon another, or the force with
which it presses ; pressure. [Rare.]
We tried whether heat would, notwithstanding so for-

cible a compressure, dilate it. Boyle, Spring of the Air.

compriestt (kom-presf), n. [< com- + priest.
Cf. compresbyter.] A fellow-priest.

Compsotlilypis

II. iiitrana. To make a compromise ; agree by
concession

;
come to terms.

compromiser (kom'pro-ml-zer), 71. One who
compromises; one given to compromising.
But for the honest, vacillating minds, . . . the timiil

roiui'i-niiii*',-* \\liu are always trying to curve the straight

lines and round the sharp angles of eternal law, the con-

tinual debate of these living questions is the one ollercd

means of grace. 0. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 81.

^ 7t. [= D. Dan.

kompromte (= G. compromixs = Sw. kompromittn,
< ML.), < F. coinpromis = Pr. coinpromis = Sp.

vompromiso = Pg. compromisso = It. compro-
messo, < ML. LL. compromis-fitm, a compromise,

'

orig. a mutual promise to refer to arbitration, compromise-wheel (kom'pro-miz-hwel), n. A
car-wheel having a broad tread to adapt it to

_,-- . . .. [<

compromissory (=P. compromissoire = Pg.com-
promissorio, < ML. compromigsum, a compro-
mise; cf. promissory) + -ial.] Relating to a

compromise. Bailey.

compromit (kom-pro-mit'), v. t.; pret. and pp.

oonpromitted, ppr. c'ompromitting. [< late ME.
compromytte = P. compromettre = Sp. compro-
metcr = Pg. comprometter = It. compromcttcre,

orig. a mutual promise to refer to arbitration, compronuse-wueei uswm JH-O-IL iwci,, .

prop. ueut. of L. compromisstts, pp. of comprti- car-wheel having a broad tread to adapt i

mitterc,'make a mutual promise to abide by the tracks of slightly different gage,

decision of an arbiter: see compromit, and cf. compromissorialt (koin"pro-im-so ri-al), a.

promise, n.] 1. In civil laic, a mutual promise or

contract of two parties in controversy to refer

their differences to the decision of arbitrators.

The parties are persuaded by friends or by their lawyers
to put the matter in compromize.

E. Knight, Tryall of Truth (1580), fol. 30.

2. A settlement of differences by mutual con-

cessions
;
an agreement or compact adopted as

the means of superseding an undetermined con- < L. compromittere, conpromittere, make a mu-

troversy ;
a bargain or arrangement involving tual promise to abide by the decision of an

mutual concessions; figuratively, a combina-
tion of two rival systems, principles, etc., in

which a part of each is sacrificed to make the

combination possible.
O inglorious league !

Shall we, upon the footing of our land,
Send fair-play orders, and make compromise,
Insinuation, parley, and base truce,
To arms invasive? Shak., K. John, v. 1.

All government . . . is founded on compromise and bar-

ter. Burke, Works, II. 169.

It cannot be too emphatically asserted that this policy
of compromise, alike in institutions, in actions, and in

beliefs, which especially characterizes English life, is a

policy essential to a society going through the transitions

caused by continued growth and development.
H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 396.

3. That which results from, or is founded on,
such an agreement or settlement, as a specific

What will he then praise them for? not for anything arrangement, a course of conduct, or an insti-
)inc. but for deferring to do, for deferring to chastise . , .doing, but for deferring to do, for deferring to chastise

his lewd and insolent compriestft.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

comprint (kom-prinf), v. i. [< com- + print.]
In law, to print surreptitiously a work belong-

ing to another. [Rare.]

comprint (kom'print), n. [< comprint, v.] The

surreptitious printing of a work belonging to

another to the prejudice of the proprietor, or a

work thus printed. [Rare.]

comprisal (kom-pri'zal), n. [< comprise + -al.]

The act or fact of comprising or comprehend-
ing; inclusion. [Rare.]
A comprisal . . . and sum of all wickedness.

Barrow, Works, I. xviii.

arbiter, LL. also promise at the same time,
< com-, together, 4- promittcre, promise : see

promise, (!.,
and compromise.] If. To pledge;

engage ;
bind.

Compromyttynye them selfes . . . to abyde and per-
forme all suche sentence and awarde as shulde by hym be

gyuen. Sir T. Jilyot, The Govemour, iii. 4.

2. To put to hazard by some act or measure
;

endanger; prejudice; compromise. [Obsoles-

cent, the form compromise being now generally
used.]
The ratification of the late treaty could not have mi-

prmnitted our peace. Henry Clay.

COmpromitment (kom-pro-mit
'

ment), n. [<

compromit + -ment.] The act of pledging or

compromising one's self; the state of being so

pledged or compromised. [Rare.]

John Randolph was a frequent correspondent of Mon-
roe. He urges him to come back from England ; he guards
him against cuiiiproinitment to men in whom he cannot

wholly confide. D. C. Gilinan, Monroe, p. 33.

cent, by taking off one tenth of the excess every two

years until 1842, when the whole excess was to cease.

Compromise Of 1850, an agreement embodied in acts

of Congress whereby, on the one hand, the slave-trade

was abolished in the District of Columbia, and California

was admitted as a free State, while, on the other hand,
a more stringent fugitive-slave law was established, and

., - ,, . . -t ^_M trie opposing panics in v.ongress concerning import duties.

comprise (kom-priz'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. com-

It prj;ftded
b&r the reduction of all such duties above 20

prised, ppr. comprising. [< OF. compris, com-

prins, P. compris (= Sp. It. comprenso = Pg.

comprehenso, < L. comprensus), pp. of compren-
dre, < L. comprehendere, contr. comprendere,

pp. compreliensus, comprensus, comprehend : see

comprehend. Cf. apprise^, reprise, surprise.] 1.

To comprehend; contain; include; embrace:

as, the German empire comprises a number of

separate states.

Necessity of shortness caxiseth men to cut off imperti-
nent discourses, and to comprise much matter in few
words. Hooker, Eccles. 1'olity, v. 32.

Yet leave our cousin Katherinc here with us :

She is our capital demand, compris'd
Within the fore rank of our articles.

Shah., Hen. V., v. 2.

tutiou
;
a medium between two rival courses,

plans, etc. : as, his conduct was a compromise
between his pride and his poverty.
Almost all people descend to meet. All association COmprOVincialt (kom-pro-yin'shal), a. and 7!.

must be a compromise, and, what is worst, the very flower

and aroma of the flower of each of the beautiful natures

disappears as they approach each other.

Emernon, Friendship.

4. A thing partaking of and blending the quali-

ties, forms, or uses of two other and different

things : as, a mule is a compromise between a
horse and an ass; a sofa is a compromise be-

tween a chair and a bed. [Colloq.] Compro-
mise Act, a United States statute of 1833 (4 Stat., 629), so

called because containing a basis of agreement between'
the opposing parties in Congress concerning import duties.

[= F. Sp. comprovincial, < ML. eomprociueialis,
< L. com-, together, + provincia, province.] I.

a. Belonging to or contained in the same prov-
ince

; provincially connected or related.

Six Islands, comprovinciall
In auncient times unto great Britainee.

Spemer, F. Q., III. iii. 32.

A bishop could not be tried by a metropolitan without
the presence of his comprovincial bishops.

Quoted in /(. W. Dixorix Hist. Church of Eng., xix., note.

II. n. One belonging to the same province or

archiepiscopal jurisdiction.

When the people is urgent for the speedy institution of

a bishop, if any of the comprovincial^ be wanting, he must
be certified by the primate ..." that the multitude re-

quire a pastor." Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 186.

Compsognatha (komp-sog'na-tha), n. pi. [NL.,
the Territories of Utah and New Mexico were organized neut. pi. of compsognathus, adj.: see Compsogna-
with no restriction as to slavery.

- Crittenden com- thus^ A suborder of reptiles, of the order Orni-

thoscelida, established for the reception of the

genus Compsognathus.

promise, an arrangement proposed in 1860 by Senator
Crittenden of Kentucky, in order to avert civil war. Its

leading terms were that slavery should be permanently for-

That state which eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor
mind conceived, may comprise an infinite variety of pur-
suits and occupations.

J. II. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 4.

2f. To press together; gather into a small com-

pass; compress.
Soone her garments loose

Upgath'ring, in her bosome she compriz'd
Well as she might, and to the Ooddesse rose.

Spenser, !'. Q., III. vi. 19.

= Syn. 1. To embrace, embody, inclose, encircle.

COmprobatet (kom'pro-bat), v. i. [< L. com-

probatus, pp. of comprobare, conprobare (> It.

comprovare = Sp. comprobar = Pg. comprovar),
approve, agree, concur, < com-, together, +
probare, prove : see prove.] To agree or con-
cur in testimony.
That sentence . . . doo comprobate with holy Scripture

that God is the fountain of sapience.
Sir T. Eli/ot, The Oovernour, iii. 22.

comprobationt (kom-pro-ba'shon), n. [= Sp.

comprobacion = Pg. comprovaqfio = It. compro-
bazione, < L. comprobatio(n-), < comprobare, con-

which it was enacted that in all the territory ceded by ornithopod dinosaurian reptiles, typified by the
tVniinp kitftvn Tjmffttaiu nn7-th of 3fi* MO' north latitude. ._** - i ii-_ . :France, known as Louisiana, north of 36 30 north latitude, ,, rnmnannnntlHiv havino- flip anterior vpr-
excepting Missouri, slavery should be forever prohibited. genus

omi^ogiwtllllS,
Ot

,
tne anterior vei

Upon this concession by the proslavery party in Congress, tebrse opisthocoelian, the ischia with a long
median symphysis, and tridactyl fore and hind
limbs.

compsognathous (kom^-sog'na-thus), a. [<
NL. compsognathus. adj.: see Compsognathus,
and cf. Compsognatha.] Pertaining to or hav-

ing the characters of the Compsognatha.
'na-thus), n. [NL.,

Missouri was admitted as a slave State. Its repeal in 1854,
in the act for the admission of Kansas (10 Stat., 289, c. 59,

32), led to disturbances of considerable historical im-

compromise (kom'pro-miz), .
; pret. and pp.

compromised,?, compromising. [< compro-
mise, n.] I. trans. 1. To adjust or compound _

by a compromise ;
settle or reconcile by mutual Compsognathus (komp-sog na-th

concessions. < Gr - K0f^> elegant, + yvaBof, jaw.] A genus
of extinct reptiles, of the suborder Compsogna-
tha, order Ornithoscelida, from the Solenhofen
slates of Bavaria, remarkable as being the most
bird-like reptiles known. It differs from the genera
of Dtnosauria proper in the great length of the cervical

vertebra) and in the shortness of the femur, which is not

so long as the tibia. The astragalus was probably anky-
losed with the tibia. The animal had a light bird-like head,

jaws with numerous teeth, very long neck and hind limbs,
and small fore limbs. According to Huxley,

"
it is impos-

The controversy may easily be compromised.
Fuller, General Worthies, vi.

2f. To bind by bargain or agreement ;
mutual-

ly pledge.
Laban and himself were compromis'd,

That all the eanlings which were streak'd and pied
Should fall as Jacob's hire. Shak., M. of V., i. 3.

3. To expose to risk or hazard, or to serious

consequences, as of suspicion or scandal, by
some act or declaration

; prejudice ; endanger
the reputation or the interests of: often used

reflexively : as, he compromised himself by his

sible ... to doubt that it hopped or walked in an erect

or semi-erect position, after the manner of a bird, to whieh
its long neck, slight head, and small anterior limbs must
have given it an extraordinary resemblance."

see comprobate.] 1. Joint attestation or rash statements. [A recent meaning, for which Compsothlypis (komp-soth'li-pis), n. [NL. (J.

proof ;
concurrent testimony.

Comprobation from the mouths of at least two witnesses.
Sir T. Browne.

compromit was formerly used.] Cabanis, f50), < Qt.'mft^t, elegant, +
To pardon all who had been compromised in the late a proper name.] The proper name of the genus

disturbances. Motley. of birds commonly called Parula (which see).



Compsothlypis
The common him- yellow I,a.k
States, 1'. Him', i,:i, ni

. is Ihc t)pe;
spi

ilarl.ler of the I llite.l

there are -c\eral ulli, r

1 1.-.7

IScfore ealamilv sh. her WOCS,
shivers th, m in ,<,//,,//>.>/ al.hoii

flu, ,1,, II.- /;,:, ill,
,

\ i||,. U.., wiii
im

^!;;';;:e:h-o'ro;J ?,:;;,,;,:';;; :;;'';;; ',,.
compulsion^.i*,^, ,, ,= ;;;

igingtothe I aniily (II ii nli i/
in In, In. Tii,.\ haverr

^n.,
;

yM,,opho
r;;

Y,,
r/r

, or beetles,^
belonging to the family Olioi-hum-hida: Th, v have

'/'inn-/

F.

tii.- ii itarnal ptooi . diagonally divided int.. two maily
c.|llal pal ts ; a ineiitum of i Idalc -i/c ami not retract, ,1 ;

a thorax without ocular loin - ami not llinl.iiale behind
the i-jo,; gclia- cinaijin.itc i- the n.aii.ll hies ; the
rostrum short; the tenth elytra! stria continent with the
ninth; the claws not connate; the articular .surface of the
hind Ubte Cavernous and scaly; an. I the ant, nn i'

passing the eyes. 'I'lle ft|iecies are densely s,ah, al.ovc
middlc si/c. an, I inhai.il Ueiico, Central America, and
paitieularly South Amciica.

COmpt't, ii. ami r. An obsolete spelling of

COmpt'-'t ( kompt ),n. [= Oil. i-nin/ilii, < \ t .i-i, IH/I

tu/s, cumins, ndorileil, elegant, pp. of cnnn ,;,

take care of, bring together, < <-, together,
+ ciiifiT, buy, oi-it;. lake: see iin/ilinii. ( 'f .

prom/it.] X.'-at
; spruce.

\ ,-u/n,.f, ac. iimpli.shcil prince. Knci.l

comptable (koun'tii-bl; F. pron. koi'i-tabl'), .

tnunon = I'g. comjnusSo. < \.\,. compuln
I., i-oiiiji,

II, i-i-. pp. rttiii/iiilxi/x : so,-
I-II/H/II I.

|
The

application (Ion person ) of superior force, phys-
ical or moral, overpowering or overruling Iiis

preferences; the force applied; constraint, phys-
ical or moral.

If I- s pleat) as hlai kl,cni, s, | won], I gin-
i:"i a re. is ij,,ni ,..i,i f

inl, ,:.,,. >/!., 1 ||, n. |V., ji. 4.

Wherever (bought i-wh.,lh wanting, or the ],,,wcr to

oil of thought, tin ic

neceit> takes place, I hi-, iii an agent , apal.l, -..f t.ili

1 1 ..I i w hen the hcuinning ..r , tin nation of any a. i

col, llalj to the piclrlclll -,. of III- mill, I. is I ,

,nderiug or stopping any action i

tiaiy t,, his \ohti,,n. it is call, .1

Unman I n, let standing, II. i. 13.

Nevertheless, It is n m ih n the laws made hy I

are so tieath m, reailna the ,-,,i,, ; ,i;/
. naints

i '] "\ . r . it!/, us, t hat among I '..n-< I v al i v> - who suf-
fer from thin aggressive) i. rowing up a

'

cy to resist It. //, >>...,. Man vs. state, p. 17.ompiaDie (Kiin ra-oi; v. pron. u.m-tabl ), . w "> . //, .v/ /,. Man \s. state, p. 17.

[F.: see coiin/iililr.\ In l-'n ti,-lt-r,i,iiiili<ni line, Actual compulsion, in ', the illegal exercise oi

one who has been intrusted with the manage- ''> """"' I'd'son. compelling the commission of an act In

M,CM, of the money or the administrate of the *%%&ftBlSW1^3K^'%

compurgatory

om-pungk'
1

+ -/'-'.] Feeling compunction.
compunction (kgm-pungk'thgn), .

[

I'IIIII/II,H,-II<III = Sp. riiin/iuii.

= It. compun:iiini, < 1.1,. <-<;m///ir/ioi >. < L.

<;nti]iiin<i, i -i
. pp. i;>iiif,ititi-tiix, prick, stin^: i-ec

i;iiii/iiiii,-t.} If. Aprickin^; st imnlatioM
; irri-

tation.

Thin In that acid an. I pier, in

tivily an, I anapmutian invadi-th the l,rains an. I n,.stril

,^. \ ulg. llrr.

2. The stinging or pricking of the conscience;
uneasiness cutise.l by tenilern, . icnce
or I'. cliiiL.'s; regret, as for wrong-doing or for

giving pain to another; contrition; reim.

He acknowledge . u to the king with tj
pretdloiu of great contpu,,

It i> a work of miieli le.-s dittliully to make a good
'MII of a profcsiM.! in ill

I 'III l-l Ian, who now lives Ilk. -an heathen. I,, a I. I mg in-line

of his Bins, and to any degree of true rrmornc ai.

n of heart for them.
Bp. Attrrbury, .Semuinil, II. \>ii

Compunction weeps our guilt away,
The sinner's safety U his pain.

' .11 of Justice.

_
, =8yn. 2. A'---/'''

1

/, Rfmnrtf, et-

hni, in lib presence anil by Usoomn COmpUDCtionleSS ki.iii-iiiniu'k 'slioii-les), a. [<

;,;;;;;-;, -,;;;;, ^ SS + S^TK^
or regret or remorse.

< com-

prick-
regret,

wmfHiMtarto paya legacy bequeathed per damnatlonem. or remorse.
,.-. Brit., X.\. 686.

Htop up the Kceu Wld p.Mume to remorM ;

cornptant , P. pron.
kA?

-t*'), ^ = 8^-'
d^ouT^greToTreinorse

6111

I . og. ppr. ol coinpli-r: see com ft.] Ready compulsitor (kom-pul-si-tor), n. [Cf. compul- COmpunctionst (kom-pungk'shus), fl. [<
inj, uisn, ] sntnni.] In Si-otn (an; compulsion. punetion + -mix.

] ('ausingcompnnction; t

COmpterit, . AM obsolete spelling of ro/erl.
lhli ; li ,, lti , 111M , !lllw , !ln i.Hrwhorefusedwlthout judielal ">(? the conscience

; causing mWiving, r!

COmpter'-' (koun'.cr). ,, See ,**. **'**m*tt!!x<S. ' ""

cpmptlblet
(koun'ti-bl), a. [A doubtful word,

compulsive (kom-pul'siv), a. [= F. compuMffound only in the passage cited, appar. for _
gp. Compi<Mn>, < L. CMMWlnw, pp. of coni-

mptable, yar ol cmmtnlil,- mi a
^ peculiar ^/fe^ compel: see compel, compulge.] Exer- COmt

Tliat no cotHjntnctiint* vlaltfngR of nature
Shake my fell purpose. >**., Macheth, I. 6.

sense : see countable, accountable.] Sensitive,
or (in another view) tractable. See etymology.

I am very cnmptMr, en n I., the least sinister usage.
.-*,/*-., T. N., I. 5.

comptlyt (kompt'li), <idi\ Neatly, fiherwood.

comptnesst (k [il'nes), H. Neatness.

COmptoir (F. pron. kon-twor' ), . [F., < comptcr,
count : see count 1 ami <;iiinti-r 1

.] 1. A counter.
2. A counting-house.

Comptonia (komp-to'ni-ii), M. [NL., named
after Henry C<>Hi/,tii ( l(i:(L'-1713), Bishop of
London and a patron of botany.] 1. In hot.,
a genus of shrubby apetalous plants, allied to

Myrica and now usually included in it. The only
species, C. tt*i'l<-ii(t"l<<i. is the sweet-fern of the United
States, a low sliruh with highly aromatic pinnatilld leaves.
It is said to he tonic and astringent, and is a domestic

rnpunctiously (kom-pungk'shus-li), adv.

cising compulsion; tending to compel; compul- Witn compunction.
compunctivet (kom-pungk'tiv), a. [= It. com-
jmntivo; att com/iunct + -rc.] 1. Causing com-
punction, regret, or remorse.

sory. [Now rare.]
The pel swasivc imwcr in man to win others to goodncsse

by instruction is greater, and more divine, then the . '"

/M//*i'ir power to restrainc men from being evill by terrour
of the Law. Milton, On l)ef. of Huinh. Retnonst.

The clergy would l>e glad to recover their dues by a more
short and ctnnjnilnirv method. Sunft.

compulsively (kom-pul'siv-li), adv. By or
under compulsion ; by force ; corapulsorily.
[Rare.]
To forbid divorce compulxietly. Milton, Divorce.

It is piv eminently as a critic that we feel l.ound to re-

consider his (Saintc-Bcuve'sl claim to the high place among
the classics uf his tongue, which the general voice of his

countrymen has gradually and reluctantly, hut coinpul-
ticely rather than impulsively, assigned to him.

Fill my memory, as a vessel of election, with remem-
brances and notions highly ,,.,/..<

Jrr. Taylor, Works (cd. 18.'lf>), I. 73.

2. Susceptible of remorse; capable of repen-
tance.

<iive me all faith, all charity, and a spirit highly n>i-
jntnftive. Jtr. Taylor, Repentance, v. | 8.

-^u'pil),
w. [< com- + pupil.]

f-pupil.
Donne and his sometime com-ptipil in Cambridge. . . .

Samuel Brook. /. H'n/fori, Donne.

Force ;

remedy for diarrhea.

2. In 2<w7., a genus of echinoderms. J. E. compulsiveness (kom-pul'siv-nes), .

Gray, 1840. compulsion.
comptonite (komp'ton-it), n. [< CompUm + compulsorily (kom-pul'so-ri-li), adv. Inacom-
-i<e".] A name given by Brewster to the thorn- pulsory manner; by force or constraint.
sonite occurring in the lavas of Moute Somma, compulsoriness (kom-pul'so-ri-nes), n. The
Vesuvius. state of being compulsory.
cqmptonotid (komp-to-no'tid), n. A dinosau- compulsory (kom-pul^so-ri), a. and n. [= Sj
rian reptile of the family Com/itonotidce.

Quarterly Her. COmpUTgation (kom-per-ga'shon), n. [= Sp.
compurgacion, < LL. compurgatio(n-), < L. ,

Comptonotidae (komp-to-not'i-de), n. pi. [NL.,
< Com/itoiioliix + -;Vte.]' A family of ornitho-

pod dinosaurian reptiles, without clavicles and
with a complete post-pubis.
Comptonotus (komp-to-no'tus), w. [NL., < L.

contains, elegant, + Or. vurof, back.] A genus
of dinosaurian reptiles, typical of the family
Contiitonotida;.

COmptrolt, t'. and n. An old spelling of eon trot.

comptroller (kon-tro'ler), n. See controller.

comptroll
troll,

rslii/i

com-

purgare, pp. conipiiri/ntug, purge, purify com-
pletely, < com-, together, + purgare, cleanse,
purify : see purge.] In early Eng. law, a mode
of trial in which the accused was permitted to
call twelve persons of his acquaintance to tes-

iompuisory (kom-purso-ri), a. and . 1 = P- tify to their belie( in his i11110061106 - S*6 ""-
Pg. compulsorio (cf. F.' compulsoire, n., = ft. furgator. Compurgation in the ecclesiastical

compitlsoria, n., warrant, compulsion), < ML.
compulsoritts, < LL. compulsor, one who drives
or compels, < L. compcllfre, pp. compulsits, drive,

compel: see compel, compulse.] I. a. 1. Ex-
ercising compulsion; tending to compel ;

com-

pelling; constraining: as, compulsory author-

ity; to take compulsory measures.

courts was not abolished till the reign of Eliza-
beth.

He freed himself

By oath and computation from the charge.
Tennyton, Harold, II. 2.

The killing of the adaling is atoned for by a line twice
or three times as large as that which can tie demanded
for the freeman ; and his oath in computation is of twice
or thrice the weight. Stubb*, Const. Hist., i 24.

That the other apostles were ... as infallible as him-
self [St. Peter], is no reason to hinder the exercise of juris- compurgator (kom'per-ga-tor), . [ML., < L.

^^x^ ,- ^,,.,. ^v,^,.,,v, Itr,.
diction or

lUiyrom^oiT/pijwer over them compurgare : see compurgation.] In
early Eng.

mptrollership (kon-tro'lor-ship), . See con-
</
"l Taylor' Liberty ' Pro'>he8>ril"? ' * 7 - law, a person, usually a kinsman or a fellow-

ollirtliiii * Obligatory; due to or arising from

compulsative (kom-pul'sa-tiv), a. [< LL. iimi-

/iii/mitii.t, pp. of conipulsure, press or strike vio-

lently, freq. of L. comjiellere, pp. compulsus,
drive together, compel : see compel, compulse.]
Compelling; forcing; constraining; operating
by force. Also <;iiii/uilx,itory. [Rare.]

To recover of us. by strong hand,
And terms rmiiimtsiitiiv, those 'foresail! lands.

Shale., Hamlet, i. 1.

COmpulsatively (kora-pul'sa-tiv-li), adv.
constraint or compulsion. [Rare.]

By

compulsatory (kprn-pul'sa-to-ri), a. [< ML.
com/ndxtitorius, < LL. <-<iin/ni/.-ire: see compul-
xiitire.] Same as conipulnatire.

compulse (kom-puls'), f. t.
; pret. and pp. cotii-

, ppr. comprising, [= F. oi/)/.v<r = Sp.
It. roiit/iitl.iare, < ML. compul-

sion
; enforced or enforceable-, not left to choice.

This kind of compulsory saving, however, would not
have caused any Increase of capital, unless a part of the
amount had been saved over again, voluntarily, by the
master. J. S. Hill, Pol. Econ., 1. 5.

It was In making education not only common to all, hut
in some sense compultorj/ on all, that the destiny of the
free republics of America was practically settled.

Loicell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 239.

3. Done under compulsion; resulting from
compulsion.
He end h in this, to think that actions proceeding from

fear are properly compulsory actions.

Af>i>. Eramhall, Against Hobbes.

II. H. That which has the power of compel-
ling; constraining authority. [Rare.]
There is no power of the sword for a compuUory.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835),' II. 150.

compul- member in a guild, called in defense of a person
on trial. The compurgators acted in the character rather
of jurymen than of witnesses, for they swore to their lie-

lief, not to what they knew ; that is, the accused making
oath of his innocence, they swore that they believed he
was speaking the truth. Th. number of compurgators
required by law was regularly twelve.

Honour and duty
Stand my compurgaton. font, Lady's Trial, ill. 3.

The compurgator* of our oldest law were not a Jury' in

the modern sense, but they were one of the elements out
of which the Jury arose.

K. A. Freftnan, Norman Conquest, V. 303.

Trial by jury, as we know it now, was not one of the
early English institutions. . . . 'the mode of settling

disputed questions of fact was at first by means of com-
purgatort. Still., stud. lied. Hist, p. 206.

compurgatorial (kom-per-ga-to'ri-al), a. [<
compurgator + -ial.] Pertaining to or intended
for compurgation.
The consuls of Avignon, Nismes, and St. Ollles took

their compurgatorial oath to his fulfilment of all these

Pg. Cl

tairt; compel (chiefly a law term), < L. compul- compunctt (kom-pungkt'), a. [=It. compunto,
sus, pp. of CIIHIJH III n-, drive t ogether, compel : < L. compunctus, pp. of compungere, conpungerr, . .

see compel, and cf. appulse, impulse, repulse.] prick, sting, < com- (intensive) + pungere, prick, stipulations. M ilman, Latin Christianity, Ii. 8.

To compel; constrain; force. [Rare.] sting: see pungent.] Feeling compunction; compurgatory (kom-per'ga-to-ri ), a. [< ML.
Many parents ,,,nst,ain their sons and daughters to conscience-stricken. [Rare.] 'compurgatorius, < compurgator: see compurga-

maiTV where they love
, and some are beaten and com- Contrite and ciiiii/.nn.'i. tor.] Of or pertaining to a compurgator : as,

pi'lfd. Latimer, Works (Parker Soc.), I. 170. Stow, William the Conqueror, an. 1088. a compurgatory oath.



compurgatory
If the price of life and the value of the cotnpurffatory

oath among the Welsh were exactly what they were among
the Saxons, it would nut lie one dcsree less certain than

it is that the wencild of the Saxons is the wciyild of the

Goth, the Frank, and the Lombard.
Stuobs, Const. Hist., 30.

compursiont (kom-per'shon), . [< com- +
liurse + -ion: a humorous formation.] Apurs-
ing up or wrinkling together. [Rare.]

With the help of some my faces and compitrsion* of the

mouth. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iv. 27.

computability (kom-pu-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [< cnm-

putable : see -bitity.] Tb.e quality of being

computable.
computable (kom-pu'ta-bl), n. [= Sp. compu-
table = It. computabile, < L. computaliilis, < com-

putare, count: see compute, v., count1
,
and cf.

countable.'] Capable of being computed, num-
bered, or reckoned.

Not easily computable by arithmetic.
Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

computatet (kom'pu-tat), v. t. [< L. computa-
tus, pp. of computare, compute : see compute,
v.] Same as compute. Cockeram.

computation (kom-pu-ta'shon), . [= F. com-

putation = Sp. computation
= Pg. computafao

= It. computazione,<.~L. compiitatio(n-), (compu-
tare, pp. computatus, compute: see compute, v.]

1. The act, process, or method of computing,
counting, reckoning, or estimating; calcula-

tion: in math., generally restricted to long and
elaborate numerical calculations: as, the com-

putation of an eclipse.

By our best computation we were then in the 51 de-

grees of latitude. Ilakluyt's Voyages, III. 149.

By true computation of the time.

Shak., Rich. III., iii. 6.

We pass for women of flfty : many additional years are

thrown into female computations of this nature.

Addison, Guardian.

2. A result of computing; the amount com-

puted or reckoned.

From Novalaise to Venice beganne our Computation of

miles, which is generally used. Coryat, Crudities, I. 90.

We receive from him, as a monument both of his power
and learning, the then reformed computation of the year.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 89.

= Syn. Calculation, estimate, account.

computational (kom-pu-ta'shon-al), a. [< com-

putation + -a/.] Pertaining to or of the nature
of computation.

It has generally been under the bias of such a formal

computational logic that psychologists, and especially Eng-
lish psychologists, have entered upon the study of mind.

Encyc. Brit., XX. 78.

computator (kom'pu-ta-tor), n. [= Pg. com-

putador = It. computatore, < L. computator, <

computare, pp. computatus, compute : see com-

pute.] A computer; a calculator. Sterne.

[Rare.]
compute (kom-put'), v.

; pret. and pp. computed,
ppr. computing. [= F. computer = Sp. Pg. com-

putar= It. computare, < L. computare, conputare,
sum up, reckon, compute, < com-, together, +
putare, cleanse, trim, prune, clear up, settle, ad-

just, reckon, count, deem, think, suppose (cf . E.
reckon in sense of '

suppose '), < ptitus, cleansed,

clear, orig. pp., < ^ "pit, purify, cleanse, > also

purus, pure: seepute,pure. FromL. computare,
through OF. and ME., comes E. count1

,
a doub-

let of compute: see count1
.] I. trans. To de-

termine by calculation
;
count

;
reckon

;
calcu-

late: as, to compute the distance of the moon
from the earth.

Two days, as we compute the days of heaven.

Milton, P. L., vi. 685.

I could demonstrate every pore
Where memory lays up all her store ;

And to an inch compute the station
'Twixt judgment and imagination.

Prior, Alma, iii.

= Sro. Reckon, Count, etc. See calculate.

I!, intrans. To reckon
;
count.

A purse is twenty-five thousand Medines ; but in other

parts of Turkey, it is only twenty thousand : And where
they speak of great sums, they always compute by purses.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 175.

computet (kom-put'), n. [< LL. computus, a

computation, < L. computare, compute : see com-

pute and counft, n.] Computation.
In our common compute he hath been come these many

years. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 46.

The time of this Battell, by any who could do more than
guess, is not set down, or any foundation giv'n from whence
to draw a solid compute. Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

computer (kqm-pu'ter), n. One who com-
putes; a reckoner; a calculator; specifically,
one whose occupation is to make arithmetical
calculations for mathematicians, astronomers,
geodesists, etc. Also spelled computer.
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COmputistt (kom-pu'tist), n. [< compute + -ist.]

A computer.
"

.S'*c T. Browne.

The treasurer was a wise man, and a strict comitutist.
fiii- H. Wotton.

Computer, n. See computer.

comquat, . See kumquat.
comrade (kom'rad or -rad. kum'rad or -rad), n.

[Early mod. E. comerade, camarade (also cama-

rado, camrado, after Sp. Pg.), < late ME. corne-

red = MD. camerade, D. kamcraad = (T. kamcrad.
also kii HI mcrntle, kammerad, camarud, = Dan.
kammerat = Sw. kamrat (with term, after It.),

< F. camerade, now camarade, < It. camerata =
Sp. Pg. camarada, a company, society, a part-

ner, comrade, = F. chambree, a (military) mess,
a house (audience) ; orig. a collective name for

those lodging in the same chamber or tent, <

ML. "camarata, "camerata (sc. L. societa(t-).?,

company), fern, of camaratus, cameratus, lit.

chambered, < L. camara, camera (> It. camera
= Sp. camara = Pg. camara = F. chambre, >

E. cliamber), a chamber: see chamber, and cf.

camerate.] An intimate associate in occupation
or friendship ;

a close companion; a fellow; a
mate.

Where is his son,
The nimble-footed madcap, prince of Wales,
And his comrades, that daff'd the world aside,
And bid it pass? Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iv. 1.

To be a comrade with the wolf and owl.

Shak., Lear, ii. 4.

Thus he moved the Prince
To laughter and his comrades to applause.

Tennyson, Geraint.

Women are meant neither to be men's guides nor their

playthings, but their comrades, their fellows and their

equals, so far as Nature puts no bar to that equality.

Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 24.

= Syn. Friend, Companion^ etc. See associate.

comradery (kom'rad-ri or -rad-ri), n. [< com-
rade + -ry, after F. camaraderie, < camarade,
comrade.] The state or feeling of being a com-
rade

;
intimate companionship ;

cordial fellow-

ship. [Rare.]
This visible expression of the power of the community

generated a self-confidence and a spirit of generous com-

radery in the mind of the young soldier.

H. E. Scudder, Noah Webster, p. 21.

comradeship (kom'rad-ship or -rad-ship), n. [<
comrade + -ship."] The state of being a com-

rade, especially a good or agreeable comrade
;

intimate companionship ; fellowship.
The comradeship of the camp is one of the strongest ties

that ever bind men of all classes of society together.
The American, VIII. 72.

comroguet (kom-rog'), n. [< com- + rogue.] A
fellow-rogue.
You and the rest of your comragues shall sit . . . in the

stocks. /'. Jongon, Masque of Augurs.

You may seek them in Bridewell, or the Hole ; here are

none of your coin-rogues. Maxsingcr, City Madam, iv. 1.

comset, v. [ME. comsen, cumsen, contr., < OF.

comencer, cumancer, commencer, F. commencer,
> E. commence : see commence, of which comse is

a contr. form.] I. trans. To begin ; commence.
Comliche a clerk than conmrf the wordis.

Kichard the Itedelesi, iv. 35.

II. intrans. To make a beginning or com-
mencement; begin.

The couherd comsed to quake for kare <fe for drede.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 288.

Ac for alle thes preciose presentes oure lord prince lesus
Was nother kyng ne conquerour til he comsede wexe
In the manere of a man and that by muche sleithe.

Fieri Plowman (C), xxii. 97.

comte (kfint), n. [F. : see count2.] A count:

occurring in English use, in French titles.

Comtian (kon'ti-an), a. [The F. proper name
C'omieisthe same as comte, a count: see count2

and -Jan.] Of, pertaining to, or characteristic
of Auguste Comte (1798-1857) or the system of

philosophy founded by him. See positive phi-

losophy (under positive) and positivism. Also
Comtist.

The purely theoretical part of Comte's Positive Religion
is unfortunately mixed up with a great mass of practical de-

tails referring to the ritual of Comtian worship, which may
be more entertaining, but are less interesting, because
more arbitrary, than the theory. N. A. Rev., CXX. 281.

Comtism (kou'tizm), n. [< Cpmtc + -ism, after

F. Comtisme.] The philosophical system found-
ed by Auguste Comte

; positivism. See posi-
tive philosophy, under positive.
To deny the possibility of any single starting-point ; to

take, in default of such, "Man" and "The World" as the

only two positive and knowable data ; to infer the Su-

preme Being as implied in them and presupposing both ;

and to investigate the intellectual, physical, and moral laws

underlying these data, by means of the inductive method
as the only legitimate and universally applicable method

that is the essence of Comtism. a. A. Rev., CXX. 238.

con-

Comtist (kon'tist), >i. and a. [< Comte + -ist,

after F. Comtiste.] I. . A disciple of Comte
;

a positivist.
Writers whose philosophy had its legitimate parent in

Hume, or in themselves, were labelled Comtists or " Posi-

tivists'
1

by public writers, even in spite of vehement pro-
teats to the contrary. Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 160.

II. <i. Same as Comtian.

Comus (ko'mus), n. [< Or. KM/IOC, a revel, fes-

tival, carousal, a band of revelers, a company,
also an ode sung at sucli a festival

; perhaps <

Kufirj, a village: see comedy.] In late classical

myth., a god of festive mirth.

CoinynH, a., n., and . An obsolete form of com-
mon.

comyn2
t,

An obsolete form of cumin.

comynlyt, adv. An obsolete form of commonly.
con 1

(kon), v. A dialectal or obsolete variant
of can 1

. To con thankt. Sceconi, v.

con2 (kon), {. t.
; pret. and pp. conned, ppr. con-

ning. [Early mod. E. also conne ; Sc. con, curt;

orig. (as shown in the" alternative pronuncia-
tion of the deriv. con 3

, pron. kon or kun) cnn,

cunne, < ME. cunnen, < AS. cuiinian, try, test, ex-

amine, also in comp. d-cuiinian, be-cunnian, ge-

cunnian, try, inquire, experience (=OS. gi-kun-
non = OHG. chunnan, MHG. kunnen, test, ex-

amine, learn to know, = Goth. ga-kunnan, read,

consider) ;
a secondary verb, < cunnan (ind. can),

know: see can 1 and its var. con1
,
to which con2

is now conformed.] If. To try; attempt (to do
a thing).

He wollde cunnenn swa
To brinngenn inn hiss herrte
Erthlike thingcss lufe. Ormulum, 1. 12137.

2. To try; examine; test; taste. [Now only
Scotch, in the form CM?*.]

Ne thror ne fand he namnc drinnch [drink], . . .

Ne wollde het [he it] najfre cuunenn.
Ormulum, 1. 831.

3. To peruse carefully and attentively ; study
or pore over

;
learn : as, to con a lesson : often

with over.

This boke is made for chylde jonge
At the scowle that byde not longe,
Sone it may be conyd had,
And make them gode iff thei be bad.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 25.

Here are your parts : and I am to intreat you ... to
con them by to-morrow night. Shak., M. N. D., i. 2.

I went with S' George Tuke to hear the comedians con
and repeate his new comedy. Evelyn, Diary, Dec. 23, 1662.

There he who cons a speech and he who hums
His yet unfinished verses, musing walk.

Bryant, The Path.

con3, conn (kon or kun), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

conned, ppr. conning. [Early mod. E. also cun ;

appar. a particular use of con1 in the sense of

'know how,' can, a verb (steer) being omitted:
cf. "They conne nought here shippes stere"

(Gower, Conf. Amant., I. 59). See con1
,
and

cf. cow2.] Naut. : (a) To direct (the man at the
helm of a vessel) how to steer.

The four Chinese helmsmen, conned by the English quar-
termasters, upping with the helm and downing with it.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, I. 95.

(6) To give orders for the steering of: as, to

con a ship.

He that cuiid y ship before ye sea, was fame to be bound
fast for washing away.

Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 140.

I could con or fight a ship as well as ever.

T. Hughe*, Tom Brown at Oxford, viii.

con3, conn (kon or kun), n. [< cow3
, COHH, .]

Naut. : (a) The position taken by the person
who cons or directs the steering of a vessel.

The tittering of the other midshipmen and the quarter-
master at the conn. Marryat, Frank Mlldmay, iv.

The first lieutenant, then at the conn, where, though
wounded, he had remained throughout the fight.

The Century, XXXII. 451.

(6) The act of conning.
C0n4

t. A variant of ca 3
,
for gan, preterit of

jfjnl, begin. See cai 3
, gin

1
.

Then Pirrus by purpos prestly [quickly] con wende
Into Delphon.

Destruction uf Troy (E. E. T. S.), I. 13705.

con5-

(kon). An abbreviation of the Latin co-
tra, against (see contra), especially common in

the phrase pro and con (Latin pro et contra), for

and against, in favor of and opposed to : some-
times used as a noun, with a plural, the pros
and cons, the arguments, or arguers, or voters,
for and against a proposition.

Of many knotty points they spoke ;

And pro and con by turns they took.

Prior, Alma, i.

con-. [L. co-: see com-.] The most frequent
form of com-.
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conable

conablet, a. An obsolete form of covcnable.

conaclet, <<- See (/<-.
conacre (kon-a'ker), n. [Appar. < con- + urn'.

]

In Ireland, a form of peasant occupancy u rising
from grants of the use of land in whole or part
payment of wages. It i nearly obsolete.

conacre (kon-a ker), r. t.
; pret. and pp. <

arm/, ppr. miiarriiiij. [< miiiiri'i, ;/.] To
land on Ih maere system.
conacrer (kon-ft'krer), n. [< minu-n-, n., +
-ri'i.J One who tills laud under the conacre

system.
con affetto (kon af-fet'to). [It.: con, < L. mm,
with; ajl'i l/n,<. L. affectun, affect, sympathy:
see CUIM- itml affect'-, n.] In IIIII.-.H-, with feelinj;.

COnamarin (kon-arn'a-rin), n. [< c(iiii) +
iiiiiriii.] A very bitter resin found in the root

of Com "ill iniiriiliituiH.

con amore (kon ii-mo're). [It.: con, < L. rwi,

with; amnrc, < L. amor, love: see cow- and

amor.] With love; with sympathetic enthu-
siasm or zeal; with strong liking; heartily.
He expatiated dm *(m<, on the charms of Klon tu e.

//. Juiiiff, Jr., Pass. I'ilgrim, p. 270.

conaria, . Plural of mmn-iiun.

conarial (ko-na'ri-al), a. [< conarium + -/.]
Of or pertaining to the conarium, or pineal body
of the brain. Conarial fossa, depression of the
roof of the skull of some animals, in which the conarium
is lodKcil. Conarial tube, the more or less extemleil

cavity or canul of the pineal body, now commonly suppose,!
Ui lie the remnant of the passage by which in vertebrates

generally the primitive cavity of the myctcMccphalon
eomiiiiinicateil with the outer surface of the head. In
man and the higher vertebrates generally the conarium
appears to be deep-seated in the brain ; but this is decep-
tive, at ii I merely owing to the overgrowth of the cerebrum.
The coniiriuni is morphologically on the superior surface
of the brain, whatever IU apparent situation, and there
is much reason to suppose that the large openings of the

top of the skull in sundry Tertiary mammals, called the

parietal foramina, indicate the extension of the conarial
tniie to the surface, und the formation there of a visual
or other special-sense organ. On this view, the conarium
is the vestige of an extinct eye. See ciinariunt.

conario-hypophysial (ko -na
*
ri - 6 - hi - po - fiz'-

i-al), a. [' conarium + liyiiojtliysin + -a/.] In
mint., pertaining to the conarium and to the

hypophysis of the cerebrum, or to the pineal
and pituitary bodies. An epithet applied by sir R.
Owen tti a tract through which these two structures are

placed in communication in the embryo, the conario-hi/po-
/,}, uxial trnct being primitively a part of the general cwllan

cavity of the brain

conarium (ko-na'ri-um)j n.
; pi. conaria (-a).

[NL., < Gr. liuvapiov, the pineal gland (so called

from its shape), dim. of KUVOC, a cone: see

cone.] The pineal body of the brain
;
the pine-

al gland. It is a small reddish liody developed from the
hinder part of the roof of the first cerebral vesicle, and
lying in front of and above the nates. IU substance con-
sists mainly of epithelial follicles and connective tissue ;

there is no evidence that it is a nervous structure, and Its

function, if it jiossess any, is unknown. It was formerly
supposed by some (as by the Cartesians) to be the seat of
the soul. See conarial, and cuU under corpus and en-

cephalon.

conation (ko-na'shon), n. [< L. eonatio(n-), <

conari, undertake, endeavor, attempt, strive

after.] It. An endeavor or attempt.
Therefore the Matter which shall be a cause of his [a

freeman's) Disfranchisement ought to be an Act or Deed,
and not a Conation or an Endeavour he may repent of be-
fore the execution of it.

James Brugge's Case (1616), 11 Coke, 98 b.

2. In i>xydn>l., voluntary agency, embracing
desire and volition.

conative (ko'na-tiv), a. [< L. conatus, pp. of

conari, attempt (see conation), + -ive.] 1. In

psychol., relating to conation; of the nature of

conation
;
exertive ; endeavoring.

This division of the phenomena of mind into the three

great classes of the cognitive faculties, the feelings, . . .

and the exertive or conatiee powers, . . . was first promul-
gated by Kant. Sir If. Hamilton, Metaph., xi.

2. In gram., expressing endeavor or effort,

conatus (ko-na'tus), n.
; pi. conatus. [= Sp.

Pg. It. conato, < L. conatus, an effort, endeavor,
attempt, < conari, attempt : see conation.] An
effort

; specifically, a tendency simulating an
effort on the part of a plant or an animal to sup-
ply a want ; a nisus.

What conattitt could give prickles to the porcupine or

hedgehog, or to the sheep iU fleece? Paley, Nat. Theol.

conaxial (kon-ak'si-al), a. [< con- + asm/.]
1. Having the axes of rotation or of figure co-

incident, as two bodies. 2. Having a common
axis : said of superposed cylinders or cones.

As hardness |of steel) decreases, the density of the ele-

mentary amazial cylindrical shells increases.
./OK/-, i/i' //// anrf Stftl Inst., 1886, p. 996.

con brio (kon bre'o). [It., with spirit: con, <

L. CMWI, with (see com-) ; brio, spirit, vivacity,
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= Hp. PR. brio = IV briu = OF. bri, vivacity,
force; perhaps of Celtic origin: cf. Olr. bng
= liael. lini/li, vigor, force.] In mnnir, vvitii

spirit ami t'ni-c-i-

COllcamerate (kon-kam'e-rat>, r. t.\ pret. and

pp. miiniini-riiti-il. \,\ir. i-oiii'iniiii'iiliiH/. |< L.

mum mi rntitK, pp. of mnriiinrrai'f, arch over. <

fun- (intensive) + i-nnn ruri . an-h: sei- nnn Iin-,

rlitniihir, r., mnnriilr.] 1. To arch over; vault.

[Hare.]
The roofe whereof [a hall) is very loftily otHcatnerated

and adorned with many exquisite pic''

Coryal, erudition, I. i Jo.

2. To divide into chambers. Beeeoncamenitnl.
concamerated (kon-kainV-ra-ted), i>. . [pp.
i>f mill-in,a rnir. r.

}
In tool., divided into cham-

bers or cells; separated by partitions into a
number of cavities; multilocular: as, acoiicaw-
rnl'il shell.

One coneanuratad bone. .V. ','""-. Mu-eum.

concameration(kou-kam-e-ra'shon), ii. [=F.
roncaiiirrntiiin, < L. rticamcratio(n-), <.conrin/i<-

rare : see concameratc.] 1. An arching; an
arch or vault. [Rare.]

Not only the beam-work was destroyed, hut the ceiling
underneath it, or mnraineratitm called cielum, l>einx nf

w<iod lieautlfully painted, was also comniiH <).

Warton, Uist. Kng. Poetry, I. 303.

2t. An apartment ;
a chamber.

The Inside of these hot-houses are divided into many
cells and cm, .w '/'. //< rt,?rt

t Travels, p. 164.

3. In ztiol., the state of being concamerated or

mnltilocular.

concatenate (kon-kat'e-nat), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

rinirilti-iiiltiil. p|ir. miii-iili iiiilinii. |< I.I,, mil-

catenatus,]>p. of concatenare (>lt. concatcnarc =
8p. Pg. concatenar), link together, connect, < L.

con-, together, + cateii<zre,Iink, chain, < ca<e;ia,
a chain, > ult. K. chain : see catena, catenate,
and chain.] To link together ;

unite in a series

or chain, as things depending on one another.

Nature has concatenated our fortunes and affections to-

gether with Indissoluble bands of mutual sympathy.
Barrow, Works, II. II.

Clothed in the purple of his cumbrous diction aud the
cadences of his coticatetuited periods.

/. D'ltraeli, Amen, of Lit, II. 227.

concatenate (kon-kat'e-nat), o. [= Sp. Pg.
concatenado = It. concatenate, < L. concatenatun,

pp. : see the verb.] Linked together in a chain
or series; concatenated; specifically, inentom.,
united at the base : applied to spines or other

processes when their bases are joined by ridges
or raised lines.

The elements be so concatenate.

Anhmole, Poem ill Theatrum Chemlcum.

concatenation (kon-kat-e-na'shon), n. [P.
concatenation = Sp. concatcnacion = Pg. conca-

tenaqtto = It. concatenations, < LL. concatena-

tio(n-), a concatenation, sequence, < concate-

nare, link together: see concatenate, v.] 1. The
state of being concatenated or linked together;
a relation of interconnection or interdepen-
dence.

The consonancy and concatenation of truth.

B. Jonton, Discoveries.

A due concatenation of causes and effect*.

Home, Works, V. xxxiii.

I never could help admiring the concatenation between
Achitophel's setting his house in order, and hanging him-
self. The one seems to follow the other as a matter of

course. Scoff, Diary, May 13, 1827.

2. A series of things united like links in a
chain ; any series of interconnected or interde-

pendent things or events : as,
" a concatenation

of explosions," Irving.
That concatenation of means for the infusion of faith, . . .

sending, and preaching, and hearing. Donne, Sermons, vi.

concaulescence (kon-ka-les'ens), n. [< con- +
cixtlencence.] In hot., the coalescence of the

pedicel of a flower with the stem for some dis-

tance above the subtending bract.

concauset (kon-kaz'), n. [= Sp. It. concausa,

joint cause; as con- + cause.] A joint cause.

['otherbi/.

concavatipn (kon-ka-va'shon), n. [< L. as if

"concaratio(n-), < cbncavare, pp. concavatus,
make concave, < concavus, concave: see con-

curc, a.] The act of making concave.
concave (kon'kav), a. and n. [= D. konkaaf=
G. concur = Dan. Sw. konlcav, (. F. concave =
Pr. concau = Sp. cdncaro = Pg. It. concavo, < L.

concarus, hollow, arched, vaulted, < com- +
earns, hollow: see core 1

.] I. a. 1. Curved or
rounded in the manner of the circumference
of a circle or the surface of a sphere when
viewed from the center ; presenting a hollow or

Concave or
! :. m

conceal

incurvation : incurved ; hence, hounded by such
a line or surface: as, & ciim-in-i miiror. v . ..,,

c,l\. l.olllel'

that a -tiai-.-lit line joining am T .i,,
, i with-

out the bod] I lius, If u ball limits U|.u w.itcr. tin

moti Mil lace of the liall and water U ctntftti,' ir .,,>,,!.,,!

as belonging to the watol .
I as be-

longing to the ball. A HUI !a> > m < Ui \e is -alii t..

' ''uanl the region which wmiM i i-wty of

which t Mary.
i uliim ili-notea the euncare space, or vaulted roof that

incloses nil n Baciin. I'lr. I >|.i

] in ath hei b

Made in 1.- on -, X/cf*.. .1. ('., i. 1.

2. Hollow; empty. [Kan-.]
For his verity in love, I lo think him us et\rnrt u a

eon i eil giililct i/r u Hoim-i nten nut
>**.. A- you Like it, III. 4.

Concave brick. Si-e '.r..-t- Concave leaf, in (<., a
leaf with MS edge rais.il Concave lens,
in ,'!,<*, a lens having - r <-ith

Concave mir-
ror, in

fi. ". [< L. mnciirnm, neut. of

concanw: gee I.] 1. A hollow; an
arch or vault ; a concavity.
The ctmcare of this ear.

/(. Jonton, Kvery Man out of bin Humour.
I he rttnciirriit the blue and i lolldleu iky.

Wordtworlk.
~

2. Any inwardly curved portion of a machine :

as, the concare of a thresher (tl urvvd breast
in which the cylinder works). 3. A concave
mirror. [Bare.]
An expert artificer that made metalline concaves con-

fessed them to shrink UIMHI refrigeration.
Tloyle, Local Motion, Till.

concave (kon'kav), r. (. ; pret. and pp. concartd,

ppr. concarini/. [< L. cnncarare, hollow out,
< mum r us. hollow: see concare, a.] To make
hollow. [Rare.]
That western bay concarrd by vast mountains.

Anna Sevard, Letters, Ir. 118.

concavely (kon'kav-li), adv. So as to be con-
cave ; in a concave manner.
concaveness (kon'kav-nes), H. Hollowness;
concavity. Johnson.

concavity (kqn-kav'i-ti), n.; pi. concavities

(-tiz). [= r
1

! WMMW = Pr. confavitat = Sp.
concariWad = Pg. concavidade = It. concerted,
< LL. concavita(t-)s, < concarus, concave: see

concare, a.] 1. The state of being concave;
hollowness. 2. A concave surface, or the

space contained in it; the internal surface of

a hollow curved body, or the space within such

body ; any hollow space which is more or less

spherical.
The conrapifiV* of the shells wherein they were moulded.

H'omlimnl, Essay towards a Nat. Uist. of the Earth.

Look upon the ouUlde of a dome, your eye half sur-

rounds It ; look up into the inside, and at one glance you
have all the prospect of it ; the entire con-

cavity falls into your eye at once.

Addition, Spectator, \o. 315.

concavo-concave (kon-ka'vo-kon'-
kav), a. Concave or hollow on
both surfaces, as a lens. Lenses
of this kind are more frequently
termed double-concave lenses. See
lens.

concavo-convex (kon-ka
' vo-kon 'veks ) , a . Con-

cave on one side and convex on the other. A m-
iv" " CIMI r. r /. nx i- :i lens in which the convex
face has a smaller curvature than the con-

cave face, so that the former tends con-

stantly away from the latter. See cmitci.

concavoust (kon-ka'vus), a. [< L.

concartw, hollow: see concare, a.]
Concave.
The concarmm part of the liver.

Abp. Potter, Antl<|. of Greece, II. 14.

concavonslyt (kon-ka'vus-li), adv. In a con-

cave manner; so as to show a concave surface
;

concavely.
The dolphin that carrieth Arion is concarouslit inverted.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 2.

conceal (kon-sel'), r. t. [< ME. concelen, con-

ceilen, < O"r\ conceler, ctinceler, concheler, < L.

concelare, hide, < com-, together, + eeZore (>
P. celer = Pr. celar = Sp. c7ar = Pg. calar = It.

celare), hide, = AS. helan, E. heal, hide, cover:

see heat?.] 1. To hide; withdraw, remove, or
shield from observation

;
cover or keep from

sight; secrete: as, a party of men concealed

themselves behind a wall; his face was con-

cealed by a mask.
What profit is it If we slay our brother, and conceal his

blood? Gen. xxxvii. 26.

Wastney, too, may conceal a trilwl name ; or It may be
derived from WesUn-lg, I. e. West Island, cf. WetUn-
wudu. -V and y., 7th ser., IV. 64.

Concavo-concave
Lens.

-

Lens.



conceal

2. To keep close or secret
;
forbear to dis-

close or divulge ;
withhold from utterance or

declaration: as, to conceal one's thoughts or

opinions.
I have not concealed the words of the Holy One.

Job vi. 10.

My gracious lord, that which I would discover
The law of friendship bids me to conceal.

Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 1.

The absolute dependent of a despotic will is more apt to

ffnicfnl than express the real emotions of his heart towards
that will. //. James, Hubs, and Shad., p. 164.

Concealed land. Same as concealment, 5.

I will after him,
And search him like conceal'd land, but I'll have him.

Fletcher (and another), Love's Pilgrimage, iii. 3.

= Syn. Conceal, Hide, Secrete, screen, cover, cloak, dis-

guise, dissemble. To conceal and to hide may be to put
or keep out of sight, literally or figuratively ; to secrete is

to put out of sight literally. Conceal implies least of ac-

tion, and hide less than secrete. Conceal and hide may be
used by a sort of personification where secrete could not
be employed : as, a cave concealed by bushes ; a cottage
hidden amid woods. See dissemble.

Gold may be so concealed in baser matter that only a
chemist can recover it. Johnson, Cowley.
Therefore hid I my face from them. Ezek. xxxix. 23.

The hidden soul of harmony. Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 144.

concealable (kon-se'la-bl), a. [< conceal +
-able.] Capable of being concealed, hidden, or

kept secret.

The omnisciency of God, whereunto there is nothing
concealable. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 2.

concealed (kon-seld'),_p. a. [Pp. of conceal, v.~]

Hidden
;
secret : specifically, in entom., said of

parts which are hidden by the parts behind
them, as the head when the borders of the
thorax overlap it so that it cannot be seen from
above.

concealedly (kon-se'led-li), adv. Inaconcealed,
concealing, or clandestine manner; secretly;
so as not to be discovered or detected.

Worldly lusts and interests slily creep in, and canceal-

edlij work in their hearts.

Bp. Gawden, Hieraspistes, p. 379.

concealeclness (kon-se'led-nes), n. The state
of being concealed. Johnson.
concealer (kon-se'ler), n. 1. One who conceals.

The concealer of the crime was equally guilty.
Clarendon.

2f. A person formerly employed in England to
find out concealed lands that is, lands privily
kept from the king by persons having nothing
to show for their title to them.
concealment (kon-seVment), n. [< ME. con-

celement, < OF. concelement (of. Pr. celamen =
Pg. calamento = It. celamento), < conceler, con-
ceal : see conceal and -ment.~\ 1. The act of con-

cealing, hiding, or keeping secret.

She never told her love,
But let concealment, like a worm i' the bud,
Feed on her damask cheek. Shak., T. N., ii. 4.

2. Specifically, in law, the intentional suppres-
sion of truth, to the injury or prejudice of an-
other.

I shall not assent to destry ner do no councelement of
the kynges rightes, nor of his fraunchises.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 416.

3. The state of being concealed or withdrawn
from observation; privacy; retreat.

Some dear cause
Will in concealment wrap me up awhile.

Shak., Lear, iv. 3.

4. Shelter from observation
; protection from

discovery ;
a place or means of such shelter or

protection : as, his only concealment was an
arbor of boughs.

The cleft tree
Offers its kind concealment to a few,
Their food its insects, and its moss their nests.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 640.

5. In Eng. hist., property, as land, the owner-
ship of which was concealed from the commis-
sioners for the dissolution of monasteries, etc.,
at the time of the Reformation. Also called
concealed land.

Their penance, sir, I'll undertake, so please you
To grant me one concealment.

Beau, and Fl.
,
Honest Man's Fortune, v. 3.

6t. Secret knowledge ;
a secret

; mystery.
He is a worthy gentleman ;

Exceedingly well read, and profited
In strange concealments.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1.

= Syn. 3 and 4. Secrecy, hiding, hiding-place, retreat, dis-

guise.

concede (kon-sed'), .
; pret. and pp. conceded,

ppr. conceding. [= F. conceder = Sp. Pg. con-
ceder = It. concedere, < L. concedere, pp. conces-

1160

SMS, go with, give way, yield, grant, < com-, with,
+ cedere, go, cede, grant: see cede. Hence con-

cession, etc.] I. trans. 1. To make a conces-
sion of; grant as a right or a privilege; yield

up; allow: as, the government conceded the
franchise to a foreign syndicate.

He conceded many privileges to the people.
Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 26.

2. To admit as true, just, or proper; admit;
grant; acquiesce in, either by direct assent or

by silent acceptance. See concession.

Assumed as a principle to prove another thing which is

not conceded as true itself. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. KIT., i. 4.

We concede that self-love is the strongest and most
natural love of man. Heunft, Sermons, p. 93.

Conceding for a moment that the government is bound
to educate a man's children, then, what kind of logic will

demonstrate that it is not bound to feed and clothe them ?

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 362.

In order to shake him [the Spanish beggar] off you are

obliged to concede his quality.
T. B. Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 48.

II. intrans. To make concession
; grant a

petition, or accept a disputed or disputable
point ; yield ;

admit.

I wished you to concede to America at a time when she

prayed concession at your feet. Burke, Speech at Bristol.

concededly (kon-se'ded-li), adv. As admitted
or conceded.

The higher rate of speed, which not only cuts faster,

but, in the case of the vulcanite emery wheel, prolongs
the life of the wheel, is concededly safe with the vulcanite
wheel. Sri. Amer., N. S., LVI. 130.

COncedence (kon - se
'

dens), w. [< concede +
-ence.] The 'act of conceding; concession.

[Rare.]
All I had to apprehend was that a daughter so reluc-

tantly carried off would offer terms to her father, and
would be accepted upon a mutual concedence : they to give
xip Solmes, she to give up me.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, iii. 116.

conceder (kon-se'der), n. One who concedes,

conceiptt, n~ and v. An obsolete spelling of
conceit.

I have a part allotted mee which I have neither able

apprehension to conceipt, nor what I conceipt gratious
abilitie to utter. Marston, Antonio and Mellida, Ind., p. B.

conceit (kon-sef), n. [Early mod. E. also con-

ceyt, consayt, also, as rarely in late ME., conceipt,
conceipte (with p inserted in imitation of the

orig. L. conceptus): < ME. conceit, conseit, con-

ceyte, conseytc, < OF. 'conceit (not found), later
also concept = Sp. concepto = Pg. conceito = It.

concetto,^. L. conceptus, a collecting, taking, con-

ceiving, a thought, purpose (whence directly E.

concept, q. v.), < concipere, pp. conceptus, take

in, conceive : see conceive, and of. concept, con-

cetto, doublets of conceit. For the form, cf. de-

ceit, reeeit, the three forms being also spelled,
corruptly, conceipt, deceipt, receipt, the last be-

ing now the current form.] If. That which is

conceived, imagined, or formed in the mind
;

conception; idea; thought; image.
In laughing there ever precedeth a conceit of somewhat

ridiculous, and therefore it is proper to man.
Bacon, Nat. Hist.

I do feel conceits coming upon me, more than I am able
to turn tongue to. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, i. 1.

The Conceit of Honour is a great Encouragement to
Virtue. Ilowell, Letters, iv. 36.

2f. The faculty of conceiving ; understanding ;

apprehension.
His wit is as thick as Tewksbury mustard ; there is no

more conceit in him than is in a mallet.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4.

How often did her eyes say to me that they loved ! yet
I, not looking for such a matter, had not my conceit open
to understand them. Sir P. Sidney.

S. Opinion ;
estimation

;
view or belief. [Ar-

chaic.]

Being in the meane time well vsed, upon conceit that
the King would like well of their comming.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 385.

Seest thoxi a man wise in his own conceit ? there is more
hope of a fool than of him. Prov. xxvi. 12.

A conceit there is, that the devil commonly appeareth
with a cloven hoof. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. EXT., v. 23.

4. An undue opinion; a baseless fancy; a

crotchety notion.

The form which this conceit usually assumes is that of

supposing that nature lends more assistance to human
endeavours in agriculture than in manufactixres.

J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., i. 1.

The danger is, that they will be too much elated by
flattery, and at last seriously entertain the conceit that

they are great poets. Whipple, Ess. and Rev., I. 37.

5. An exaggerated estimate of one's own men-
tal ability, or of the importance or value of

what one has done
;
an overvaluation of one's

conceited

own acuteness, wit, learning, etc.
;
self-con-

ceit: as, a man inflated with conceit.

Plumed with conceit. Cotton, Fable.

So spake he, clouded with his own conceit.

Tennyson, Morte d Arthur.

Our vanities differ as our noses do : all conceit is not the
same conceit, but varies in correspondence with the minu-
tire of mental make in which one of us differs from an-
other. George Kliut. Middlemarch, I. 165.

6. A witty, happy, or ingenious thought or ex-

pression ;
a quaint or humorous fancy ;

wit
;
hu-

mor; ingenuity; especially, in modern usage,
a quaint or odd thought; a thought or expres-
sion intended to be striking or poetical, but
rather far-fetched, insipid, or pedantic.
Others of a more fine and pleasant head ... in short

jwemes vttered pretie merry conceit*, and these men were
called Epigrammatistes.

1'i/ltrnhain, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 20.

The eloquence of the bar, the pulpit, and the council-
board was deformed by conceit* which would have dis-

graced the rhyming shepherds of an Italian academy.
Macaulay, Dryden.

7f. A fanciful or ingenious device or invention.

Neuer carde, for silks or sumpteous cost,
For cloth of gold, or tinsel flgurie,
For Baudkin, broydrie, cutworks, nor conc.eitx.

Gascoi'jne, Steele Glas (ed. Arber), p. 71.

Bracelets of thy hair, rings, gawds, conceits,

Knacks, trifles. Shak., M. N. D., i. 1.

8f. A trifle
;
a dainty ;

a kickshaw.
And if your Mayster will haue any conc.ei.tes after din-

ner, as appels, Nuts, or creame, then lay forth a Towell
on the boord. liabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 68.

Out of conceit (with a thing or person), not having a
favorable opinion ;

no longer pleased : followed by with.

He would fain bring us out of conceit u-ith the good suc-
cess which God hath voutsaf'd us.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxviii.

Let these trifles put us out of conceit imth petty com-
forts. Emerson, Conduct of Life.

= Syn. 4. Vagary, whim, illusion. 6. Pride, Vanity, etc.

(see egotism), self-sufficiency, self-complacency.
conceit (kon-sef), [< conceit, n.'] I. trans.
1 . To conceive

; imagine ;
think

; suppose ;
form

an idea of. [Obsolete or archaic.]
One of two bad ways you must conceit me,

Either a coward or a flatterer. Shak., J. C., iii. 1.

Men conceit to themselves that their reason hath the

mastery over their words, but it happens too that words
react and influence the understanding. Bacnn.

There are as many hells as Anaxarchus conceited worlds.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 51.

. Our ancestors were not such fools, after all, as we, their

degenerate children, conceit them to have been.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 259.

2. Keflexively, to imagine; fancy; think; be-
lieve: implying error. [Rare.]
We conceit ourselves that we contemplate absolute exis-

tence when we only speculate absolute privation.
Sir W. Hamilton.

As little reason have we to conceit ourselves that our
progeny will be satisfied with our English, as the subjects
of the Heptarchy would have had for conceiting themselves
that their Saxon would supply the necessities of us their

descendants. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 18.

3f. To cause to imagine.
To plague the Palatine with jealousy,
And to conceit him with some deep extreme.

Greene, Orlando Furioso.

Il.t intrans. To form a notion
;
have an opin-

ion
;
conceive.

Those whose vulgar apprehensions conceit but low of
matrimonial purposes. Milton.

conceited (kon-se'ted), a. [< conceit, n., + -ed?.]

If. Endowed with or characterized by fancy or

imagination; ingenious; witty.
Conceited masques, rich banquets. Drayton.
An admirable-conceited fellow. Shak., \V. T., iv. 3.

2f. Ingeniously or curiously contrived; fanci-
ful.

A very pretty fashion, believe me, and a most novel kind
of trim : your band is conceited too !

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, i. 1.

A conceited chair to sleep in. Evelyn.

3. Entertaining an exaggerated opinion of one's
own abilities, wisdom, wit, or the like; self-

conceited
; self-complacent.

Mr. Collins and one Mr. Hales (a young man very well
conceited of himself and censorious of others) went to

Aquiday. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 10.

How conceited of their own wit, science, and politeness !

Bentley.

Conceited gowk ! puffed up wi' windy pride !

Burns, Brigs of Ayr.

The conceited are rarely shy ;
for they value themselves

much too highly to expect depreciation.
Darm'n, Express, of Emotions, p. 331.

4t. Having a favorable conception or opinion
of any person or thing. [Rare.]
of our Chirtiryians they were so conceited that they be-

leeued any Plaister would heale any hurt.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 137.



conceitedly

conceitedly (k<m-s6'ted-li), m/r. If. Wittily;
ingeniously.

You have so <>,, //,,//,, -our Lryniiil me,
And made so law u-e o! a h-mler yift.

Muiiii,i,,i icni'i " /.',;/,,, ), U*yor of Qncrabcmach, in I

2f. Fiincifully ; whimsically.
Conct'itettli/ dress her. li^mf.

3. In a conceited manner: uilh vanity or ego-
tism : as, he spoke r0<Y'i///i/ of his attainments,
conceitedness (kon-sg'ted-ne*), . Tin- state or

<|imlity of hcini; conceited: mi overweening
estimate of one's self, especially of oner's men-
tal ability; conceit.

Kcir spiritual pride, rmirritnhieiu ill Religion, :in<l a Spirit
nf contradiction tu Siiperiouis, :ir,. t,> I,,- rcckoncil among
some of the worst Symptom* n! ;i .l.-rlinin^ I 'Imrrh.

,SVl//,,i;//l.v/, Sermons, II. I.

At arrogance :unl nut it. /. .< of our own abilities are

very HhockinK ami olteiisive to men ot MOM ami virtue,
c niiij- In' very nun- they arc highly displeasing to tliiit

llchiK who delights in a hiuiibli- niiml.

Addiavn, Spectator, No. tit.

=8yn. Sot- f'pttigm.

conceitlesst (kon-set'les), a. [< conceit + -Ien8.~\

Without conception; dull of imagination or

comprehension; stupid; slow of apprehension ;

silly.
Think'st tliou I am so shallow, so cnnceitle*l,
'I'o ! seduced I. \ till MilttiT> '.

Shak., T. G. of V., iv. '2.

conceivability (kon-se-va-bil'i-ti), n. [< con-
ci-ii-idili' : see

-liilii;/.'] Capability of conveying
a meaning; capability of being supposed with-
out self-contradiction or contradiction of some-
tliino; (irmly believed; imaginability.

It is not a question of probability, or credibility, but of
Cti/li'i'il-n/'ilitl/. i:\prrilllrnt pn.\r.-* that till' I. nirnU i.f

these hypotheses cannot even be put together in con-

sciousness; anil we can entertain them only as we enter-
tain such pseud-ideas as a square fluid anil a moral sub-
stance. //. Spencer, First Principles, 8 11.

The test of conceivability, the asserted principle that

every clear and distinct conception is ti ue.

conceivable (kon-se'va-bl), . [= F. conccvable
= Sp. coiiri'liilile; as conceive + -able.'] Capa-
ble of being conceived, thought, or understood

;

supposable ;
thinkable.

Whereby any conceivable weight may be moved by any
conceivable power. />';>. WUkiii*.

If ... those propositions only are conceivable of which

subject and predicate are capable of unity of representa-
tion, then is the subjectivity of space inconceivable.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol.

The Inconceivable by us, but still conceivable by others,
has a much closer affinity to the conceivable by us than it

has to the absolutely contradictory.
Ferrier, Institutes, Int., i 69.

It is conceivable that the general pattern of an organ
might become so much obscured as to be finally lost.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 39*2,

No conceivable decay of Christianity could bring back a

primitive way of thinking which had been outgrown long
before Christianity appeared.

J. S. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 75.

conceivableness (kon-se'va-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being conceivable; conceivability.
H. Spencer.

conceivably (kon-se'va-bli), adv. In a con-

ceivable, supposable, or intelligible manner;
possibly.
conceive (kon-seV), r. ; pret. and pp. conceived,

ppr. conceiving. [Early mod. E. also conceeve,

conceyve, < ME. conceiven.conceyven, conceren,

conseyven, consayven, < OP. concever, conciver,
concevoir, F. concevoir = Pr. concebre = Sp. con-

cebir = Pg. conceber = It. eoncepere, concepire,

concipcre, < L. concipere, take in, receive, con-

ceive, become pregnant, etc., < com-, together,
+ capere, take, = E. heave, raise: see capable,

captive, accept, etc. Cf. deceive, perceive, re-

ceive. Hence tilt, conceit, concept, concetto.'}

I. trans. 1. To apprehend in the mind; form
a distinct and correct notion of, or a notion
which is not absurd : as, we cannot conceive an
effect without a cause.

Write not what cannot he with ease conceiv'd;
Some truths may be too strong to be bellev'd.

Dryrlcn, Art of Poetry, iii. 475.

When we do our utmost to conceive the existence of ex-

ternal bodies, we are all the while only conteraplatlngour
own ideas. Hut the mind, taking no notice of itself, is

deluded to think it can and doth conceive bodies existing
unthought-of or without the mind ; though at the same
time they are apprehended by or exist in itself.

Bp. Berkeley, Human Knowledge, 23.

To conceive a round square, or to conceive a body all

black and yet all white, would only be to romviiv two
different sensations as produced in us simultaneously hy
the same object : a conception familiar to our experie no* ;

and we should probably be as well able to conceive a round
square as a hard square, or a heavy square, if it were not

that, in our uniform experience, at the instant when a
thin 1

.: liruins to lie round it ceases to lie square, so that
the beginning of the one impression is inseparably asso-
ciated with the departure or cessation of tile other.

J. S. Mitt.

\W eamiot . one aii iii'lmdual without ill the same
art implying aclasx to whirh it Inlon^. a in! a latter class

from h'ieh it in distinguished.
<.. II !. r lafe ami Mm. I II. il. I 14.

\l i- -until \mrii.all tlilirs 1,,,, \*r timl rvi.h m i

tliat the seeonil lil, .invaliril roiiliinia

ti I tin- tlrst. //. >>.,!, Prill. ..1 Siciol., I 101.

2. To form as a general notion in the mind;
represent in a general notion or ciinccpiii.n in

the mind: hence, design; plan; devise.

Ncliuchadrezsar . . . hath conceived a purpose a:

you. Jer. xlix. :*i.

What he U, indeed,
More suits you to conceit*, than I to uprak of.

AWL, A. you Like It, I. 2.

The Thought of the i,.,],l. n Compasses Is ronceie'd alto-

gi-ther in Mom,. i , S|,irit, and is a very noiili- Imi.lent m
this lerful Ih-si nption .{<l:li*un, .Spectator. No. :::.'.'.

It was among the niius of the Capit..! that I first con-
i work whieh has aimiftod ami f\iiii-<l

near twenty years of my life.

Oitbvn, Decline and Fall, Ixxi.

3. To hold as an opinion; think; suppose; be-
lieve.

When we would express our opinion modestly, instead
ot saying, "Tills is my opinion, or '"rills Is uiy judg-
ment,' ubieh has the air of dogmaticaluess, we say, "I

(M it to be thus I imagine or apprehend It to be
thus" whieb is understood as a modest declaration of our

judgment. lull Hi -i -dial Powers, p. ID.

There arc persons who act mainly from self interest at
timrs \\ h.n i]n\ niitreir, they are doing generous or vir-

tuous actions. J. II. .Wurman, Parochial s,-nnon.s, i. 44.

4. To admit into the mind; have a sense or

impression of
; feel; experience.

To stop up the displeasure he hath conrrimd against

your son, there Is no fitter matter. Shalt. ,
All's Well, Iv. 6.

Such a pleasure as incaged birds

Conceive. Shak., 3 Hen. VI., IT. 6.

6. To formulate in words; express: as, he re-

ceived a letter conceived in the following terms.

That an accion of dette be mayntend aycnst hur, to le

conceyped after the custom of the seid cite.

Kn,ili,h VUtlt (E. E. T. S ), p. 382.

6f. To understand.
"I bane no kynde knowyng

"
[natural understanding],

qumt I, "to <-,,/,-,////. alle 3owre wordes,
Ac if 1 may lyue and hike I ahal go lerne bettere."

I'itn Plowman (II), Till 57.

Nay, conceive me, conceive me, sweet coz. . . . Can you
love the maid? Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1.

7. To become pregnant with
; bring into exis-

tence in the womb in an embryonic state.

She hath also conceived a sou in her old age. Luke i. 36.

A sinful man, conceived and born in sin.

Tennyson, St. Simeon Stylites.

8f. To generate ; give rise to ; bring into exis-
tence.

Sory we are that . . . ther should any differance at all

be conceived betwecne us.

Quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 62.

II. intrann. 1. To take in a mental image;
have or form a conception or idea

;
have appre-

hension ; think : with of.

I can better conceive of them with my mind, than speak
of them with my tongue.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. 88.

Conceive of things clearly and distinctly in their own na-
tures ; conceive, of things completely in all their parts.

Walti, Logic.

2f. To hold an opinion : with of.

The griev'd commons
Hardly conceive of me ; let it be m .is ,1

That through our intercession this revokement
And pardon comes. Shale., Hen. VIII., L 2.

3t. To understand.

Plainly conceive, I love you. Shak., M. for M., ii. 4.

4. To become pregnant.
Thou shalt i-mirrin; and bear a son. Judges xlli. 8.

conceive! (kon-se'ver), n. One who conceives.

Though hereof prudent symbols and pious allegories be
made by wiser conceive-rg, yet common heads will fly unto

superstitious applications. Sir T. Brotrne, Vulg. Err.

COncelebratet (kon-sel'e-brat), r . t. [< L. con-

celebratim, pp. of concel'ebrare (> F. concelebrer

= Sp. Pg. concelebrar), celebrate together, <

com-, together, + celebrare, celebrate : see cele-

brate.] To celebrate together. Sherwood.

Wherein the wives ot Amnites solemnly
Concelebrate their high feasts Bacchanall.

llnllintil, tr. of Carnden, II. 231.

COncentt (kon-sent')) n. [< L. concentus, har-

mony, < concinere, pp. *concentns, sing together,
< com-, together, 4- canere, sing: see can<2 ,

chant."] 1. Concert; concord, especially of
sounds

; harmony.
Yourmnslc . . .

Is your true rapture : when there is concent
In face, In voice, and clothes.

B. Joruon, Volpone, iii. 2.

That undisturbed song of pure concent.

Milton, Solemn Music, 1. 6.

concentrated

2. Consistency: aeenrdanee.

I
' i..f <,

ll|r

I. r Ihell tile eolnlM
collllt. I'm, 'lull, riluntnaue, p. 108.

In ,>,,>,-, -ni to his ow n prineiples. r.j,. .\t

COncentt (k;n-seni' . r. /. [< t-nm-inl, n.} To
cause t' aei'iii-d : harmonize.

r.r U WiSC Wllllls. With till

t'. IV. II. 2.

concenter, concentre fk<>n sen'ter). t.; iiret.

and pp. IDIIII nil a il.iinin n i fill, ppr.'-o.
1-nnn iilfinil. [= \).rnni'i nlfi ri ii --<*

rt-n = Dun. /<. niri-rr = Hw. // H/I./VI. < F.

ronw(rfr= Hp. IV- <<< nirur=. It. /(/
< L. aa if ire, < K. <,-. tn^etlier, -t-

'centnu: . center t found once in I.I,, pp. r. ntni-

tn.i, centered, cent rul), < nutnun, i-i-nter: gee
center1.] I. trim*. To draw or direct to a com-
mon center; bring together ; concentrate; cen-

ter; focus.

That Providence who . . . concentre* all the variety of
nccldent:i into Ins own glory.

ft*!*, Works (ed. 1836), I. Z74.

My breast
Concentre* all the terrors of the rniverac.

M'unfxinirrA, The Hordcreri, U.

By no other inti-llcctiial application is the soul thni rc-

tlerteil on it.-elf, and its faeulticn ,,,, i, I ,'*! in Hlleli im!>

pi-mlent, vigorouh, nnwonii.l, an<l lontn ..... us , nergy.

The wretch, arncentred all In self,

Living, shall forfeit fair n IIOHII.

it, I., of I.. M ,
Int. toYl.

H. intranx. To converge to or meet in a com-
mon center

;
combine or conjoin in one object ;

center; focus.

God, In whom all perfections concentre.

Bp. Bevtrid'je , Sermons, I. xil.

concentfult (kon-sent'ful), a. [< concent +
//.] Harmonious; concordant.

So conctntful an harmony.
Futherby, Atheomastlx, p. 296.

concentralization (kon-sen'tral-i-za'shon), n.

[< COM- + nntriili;<ition.~\ The'act of bringing
or the state of being brought to or toward a
common center. [Kare.]
Employing the word ciincentralizatHnt t/> express the de-

gree of the drawing together as we come back toward the
center from an outward position, we may say that concen-
tralization proceeds inversely as the squares of the dis-

tances. Poe, Eureka.

concentrate (kpn-sen'trat or kon'sen-trat), v.
;

pret. and pp. concentrated, ppr. concentrating.
[< L. as if "concentratus, pp. of 'concentrare :

see concenter.] I. trans. 1. To bring or draw
to a common center or point of union ; cause
to come close together ; bring to bear on one

point ;
direct toward one object ;

focus : both
in literal and in figurative uses.

He hastily concentrated his whole force at his own camp.
Motley.

Love and all the passions concentrate, all existence around
a single form. Emenun, Essays, 1st scr., p. 320.

Cologne Cathedral, the last of the great mcdieeval works,
remained unfinished while the whole energies of Europe
were concentrated upon the church of St. Peter at Rome.

Lecty, Rationalism, I. _';:>.

Hence 2. To intensify the action of, as by
bringing it to bear upon one point; render
more intense the properties of, as by removing
foreign weakening or adulterating elements;
specifically, in chem., to render more intense or

pure by removing or reducing the proportion
of what is foreign or inessential ; rectify.

Spirit of vinegar concentrated and reduced to its great-
est strength. Artntthnot, Aliments.

3. In mining, to separate (ore or metal) from
the gangue or rock with which it is associated
in the lode. See dress, 5 ().

II. intrans. 1. To approach or meet in or
around a common point or center : as, the

clouds rapidly concentrated in a dense mass.
2. To become more intense or pure. See I., 2.

concentrate (kon-sen'trat or kon'sen-trat), a.

and ii. [< L. as if 'concentratus : see the verb.]
I. a. Reduced to a pure or intense state

;
con-

centrated.

II. n. That which has been reduced to a
state of purity or concentration by the removal
of foreign, non-essential, or diluting matter.

This sand, before going to waste, was treated on a con-

centrator ; and from the product or concentrate the greater

part of escaped gold could have been extracted by chlorine.

Science, V. 419.

concentrated (kon-sen'tra-ted or kon'sen-

tra-ted), ;. a. "[Pp. of concentrate, r.] 1.

Brought to a common point or center. 2. In-

creased in strength or purity by concentration :

as, a concentrated solution of morphia; conceit-



concentrated

tratnl sulphuric acid. 3. Inpatliol., applied
to the pulse when there is a contracted condi-
tion of the artery. 4. In rod'/., brought toge-
ther in one region of the body, and more or less

combined: said of organs and parts. Tims, the
limbs amt iitrv< m* ganglia in the myrhipods are distributed
over all the segments, but in the insects they are princi-

pally concentrated in the head and thorax. This concen-
tration is characteristic of the higher grades of develop-
ment. Concentrated alum. Wee alum.

concentration (kon-sen-tra'shon), . [= F.
concentration = Sp. concentration = Pg. concen-
tracSo = It. concentrazione, < L. as if *concentra-

tio(n-), < "concentrare, concentrate : see concen-

trate.] The act of concentrating, (a) The act
of collecting or combining into or about a central point ;

the act of directing or applying to one object ; the state of

being brought from several or all directions to a common
point or center, or into one mass or group : as, the con-
centration of troops in one place ;

the concentration of
one's energies.

It is customary to talk of a Platonic philosophy as a co-
herent whole, that may be gathered by concentration from
his disjointed dialogues. De Quinccy, Plato.

Abroad it [the recovered strength of the monarchic sys-
tem] resulted from the concentration of great territorial

possessions in the hands of a few great kings.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 299.

(b) Specifically, the voluntary continuous direction of

thought upon an object ;
close attention.

The evidence of superior genius is the power of intel-

lectual concentration. B. n. Ilaydon.
The word "Attention" in its commoner meaning, as a

voluntary prompting to concentration of mind, expresses
a great deal, but not everything. There is concentration
from mere excitement, painful and pleasurable, as distin-

guished from the attention under the will, although the
two shade into one another. A. Bain, Mind, XII. 173.

(c) In them., the act of increasing the strength of fluids

by volatilizing part of their water. The matter to be con-
centrated must, therefore, be less readily evaporated than
water, as sulphuric and phosphoric acids, solutions of

alkalis, etc. (</) In metal., the separation of the metallif-
erous and valuable portions of the contents of a vein, or
mineral deposit of any kind, from the gangne. Bringing
the ore into the proper condition of purity for the smelter
is generally called dreim'ng, but sometimes the word con-
centration. is used in this sense, (e) In dynamics, the ex-
cess of the value of any quantity at any point in space over
its mean value within an infinitesimal sphere described
about that point as a center, this excess being divided by
one tenth of the square of the radius of the sphere. This
is the same as the negative of the result of operating
with Laplace's operator upon the quantity. The concen-
tration of the potential of gravity is proportional to the
density of the gravitating matter at the point considered.
(/) In biol., specifically, the tendency in descendants to-
ward the inheritance of characters at earlier stages of

growth than those in which such characters first made their
appearance in the ancestors of any given series. Hyatt.
concentrative (kon-sen'tra-tiv), a. [< concen-
trate + -ive.] Tending to' concentrate

;
char-

acterized by concentration.
A concentrative act, or act of attention.

Sir W. Hamilton, Metaph., xiv.

People of exquisitely nervous constitution, of variable
moods and abnormally concentratiee habit.

Mind in Nature, I. 139.

COncentrativeness (kon-sen'tra-tiv-nes), n.
The quality or faculty of concentrating ; spe-
cifically;

in phren., one of the propensities
seated in the brain, which gives the power of

fixing the whole mind or attention upon a par-
ticular subject. See cut under phrenology.

I possessed, even as a child, a large share of what phre-
nologists call concentrativenem). The power of absorption,
of self-forgetfulness, was at the same time a source of de-

light and a torment.
B. Tat/lor, Home and Abroad, 2d ser., p. 435.

concentrator (kon'sen-tra-tor), . [< concen-
trate + -or.] 1. One who or that which con-
centrates. 2. In firearms: (a) A wire frame
or other device in which the shot are placed in
the cartridge to hold them together when dis-

charged from the gun, and which thus serves
to effect close shooting. (6) A device which can
be attached to the mouth of the bore of a shot-

gun, slightly narrowing it, to concentrate the
shot when they are discharged. 3. In mining,
the name frequently given, especially in the
United States, to any complicated form of
machine used in ore-dressing, or in separating
the particles of ore or metal from the gangue
or rock with which they are associated.

concentre, >. See concenter.

concentric (kqn-sen'trik), a. and n. [< ME.
concentrik = F. concert trique = Sp. conceit trico
= Pg. It. concentrico (cf. Gr. concentrisch = Dan.
concentrisk), < ML. concentricm, < L. con-, to-

rther,
+ centrum, center: see cow- and centric.]

a. Having a common center: as, concentric

circles, spheres, etc.

I often compare not you and me, but the sphere in
which your revolutions are, and my wheel ; both I hope
concentric to God. Donne, Letters, iv.

Concentric circles upon the surface of the water.

Newton, Opticks.

1162

Concentric area, bundle, engine, etc. See the nouns.
Concentric structure, in mineral., an arrangement

of parallel layers around a common center, as in agate.

Concentric Structure, in polished agate.

II. >i. One of a number of circles or spheres
having a common center. [Hare.]

We know our places here, we mingle not
One in another's sphere, but all move orderly
In our own orbs; yet we are all concentricg.

B. Jonson, .Staple of News, ii. 1.

concentrical (kon-sen'tri-kal), a. Same as
concentric. Boyle; Arbuthnoi.

concentrically (kon-sen'tri-kal-i), adv. In a
concentric manner

;
around a common center

;

so as to be concentric.

Eight series of holes, placed concentrically to the same
circle at equal distances from each other.

Klastrna, Sound, p. 125.

COncentricatet (kon-sen'tri-kat), r. t. [< con-
centric + -te2.] To concentrate. Quoted by
Latham.

concentricity (kon-sen-tris'i-ti), . [< concen-
tric + -ity.] The state of being concentric.

concentualt (kon-sen'tu-al), a. [< L. concentus

(concentu-) (see concent) -r- -n/.] Harmonious;
accordant.

This consummate or concentual song of the ninth sphere.
T. H'arton, Milton's Smaller Poems.

concentus (kon-sen'tus), n. [L., harmony,
symphony: see concent.'} 1. In old church

music, all that part of the service sung by the
whole choir, as hymns, psalms, halleluiahs,

etc., in contradistinction to accentus, the part
sung or recited by the priest and his assistants
at the altar. 2. Harmony ; consonance in part-
music for different instruments.

concept (kon'sept), n. [= F. concept= Sp. con-

eepto = Pg. concetto = It. concetto = D. Gr. con-

cept = Dan. Sw. koncept, < L. conceptus, a
thought, purpose, also a conceiving, etc., < con-

cipere, pp. conceptus, take in, conceive: see
conceive. Hence also, through OF. and ME.,
mod. E. conceit, q. v.] A general notion

; the

predicate of a (possible) judgment; a complex
of characters

;
the immediate object of thought

in simple apprehension. Conception is applied
to both the act and the object in conceiving ;

concept is restricted to the object.
The term concept was in common use among the older

philosophical writers in English, though, like many other
valuable expressions of these authors, it has been over-
looked by our English lexicographers.

Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, iii.

For the object of conception, or that which is conceived,
the term concept should be used.

Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, iii.

The understanding is the faculty of thinking, and think-

ing is knowledge by means of concept*, while concepts, as

predicated of possible judgments, refer to some repre-
sentation of an object yet undetermined.

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason, tr. by Miiller (Mac-
[millan, 1881), II. 61.

Apprehensive concept. See apprehensive. Higher
concept, in logic, a more abstract concept,

conceptacle (kon-sep'ta-kl), n. [= F. concep-
tacle (in sense 2), < L. conceptaculum, < eonci-

pere, pp. conceptus, contain, conceive : see con-
ceive. Cf. receptacle.~\ 1. That in which any-
thing is contained; a vessel; a receiver or re-

ceptacle. Woodward. 2. In bot. : (a) Origi-

nally, as used by Linnseus, a follicle that is, a
fruit formed of a single carpel dehiscing by the
ventral suture. (b) In lower cryptogams, an

I. Male Conceptacle, containing numerous anthericlia attached to

branching threads or tissues of the frond. 2. Female Conceptacle,
containing globose bodies (oogonia) whose contents are divided into

oospores. a, paraphyses lining the cavity of the conceptacle ; b, tis-

sue of the frond ; c, tissue of the surface of the frond ; d, mouth of the

conceptacle. (Highly magnified. )

conceptional

organ or a cavity which incloses reproductive
bodies, usually spores, with or without special
spore-cases : applied without reference to the

origin of the spores, whether sexual or asexual.
In Siiliierioiilete (of Funiii i'mi>n-frcti) the conidial s]>ores
are borne on short threads within conceptacles ; in pyreno-
mycetous fungi the conceptacle (peritheclnm) contains

spores in asci (thecai); ilk Floridra? (red algre) either cysto-
carpic spores or tetraspores may be contained in concep-
tacles ; in Fmacece (rock-weeds, etc.) anthericlia contain-

ing antherozoides, and oogonia containing oospores, are
formed in conceptacles. The sporangium, as nf ferns, was
formerly included under this term, but it is now rarely
used in that sense. Also ciinceptaculnm.

conceptacula, . Plural of conceptaculum.
conceptacular (kon-sep-tak'u-lar), a. [< con-

ecptaculuai + -rt)'3.] Consisting of or relating
to conceptacles.
conceptaculum (kon-sep-tak'u-lum), n.

; pi.

conceptacula (-la). [NL.] Same as concepta-
cle, 2.

conceptibilityt (kon-sep-ti-bil'i-ti), )/. [< con-

ceptible (see -bility); = F. conceptibilite, etc.]
The quality of being conceivable. Ciidieorth.

conceptiblet (kon-sep'ti-bl), a. [= F. Sp. con-

ceptible = Pg. 'conceptirel (cf. It. concepibile), <

L. conceptus, pp. of eoncipere, conceive : see con-
ceive and -jfcfc.J Capable of being conceived;
conceivable

; intelligible.

Attributes . . . easily conceptible by us.
fiir M. Hale, Grig, of Mankind.

conception (kon-sep'shon), n. [< ME. concep-
tioitn, -cioitn, -don, < OF. conception, F. concep-
tion = Sp. conception = Pg. concepcSo = It.

coneezione (also concepigione, concepizioue), < L.

conceptio(n-), a comprehending, a collection,

composition, an expression (LL. also syllable),
also a becoming pregnant, < eoncipere, pp. con-

ceptus, conceive : see conceive.'] 1. The act or

power of conceiving in the mind, or of forming
a concept ; that which is conceived in the mind.
(rt) A product of the imaginative or inventive faculty.

The conceptions of its poets, the creations of its sculptors.
J. Caird.

There can be little doubt that the perfection of art In
Greece is to be largely traced to those conceptions of the
dignified and )>cautiful in man with which the Greek mind
was filled. Faitiis of the World, p. 74.

(b) In philog. : (1) The act of conceiving or of forming a
concept, or the concept itself ; a notion. [Latin conceptio
was used in this sense by Boethius.]

The most uncivilised parts of mankind have some way
or other climbed up into the conception of a god.

Swift, Tale of a Tub, viii.

All thought is a comparison, a recognition of similarity or
difference ; a conjunction or disjunction ... of its ob-

jects. In Conception, that is, in the forming of concepts
(or general notions), it compares, disjoins, or conjoins at-
tributes. Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, i.

Conception means both the act of conceiving and the ob-

ject conceived. . . . Now this is a source of great vague-
ness In our philosophical discussions. . . . For the act of

conceiving, the term Conception should be employed, and
that exclusively. Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, iii.

Conception we regard equally as an occurrence in con-
sciousness ; and, though we suppose it to take place in the
absence of any object at the time affecting the senses, we
practically separate in our thoughts the conceived content
or object from the conception, and imagine it vaguely as

residing elsewhere than in consciousness.
T. 11. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, 58.

(2) Improperly, the faculty of reproductive imagination.
D. Stuart, (c) Thought, notion, or idea, in a loose sense :

as, you have no conception how clever he is.

But a religion whose object was the truth was at this
time so unknown a thing that a pagan magistrate could
have no conception of it but as a new sect of philosophy.

Warburton, Works, IX. i.

2t. A fanciful thought ;
a conceit.

Full of conceptions, points of epigram, and witticisms.

Dryden, Ded. of Tr. of Juvenal.

3. The act of becoming pregnant ;
the begin-

ning of pregnancy ;
the inception of the life of

an embryo; hence, figuratively, beginning;
origination.

I will greatly multiply thy sorrow and thy conception.
Gen. iii. 16.

Joy had the like conception in our eyes.

Shak., T. of A., i. 2.

High living generates a fullness of habit unfavorable to

conception. N. A. Rev., CXXXIX. 421.

False conception, in pathol., conception in which, in-

stead of a well-organized embryo, a misshapen fleshy mass
is formed; a mole. Immaculate conception. See H-

wacidate. Negative conception, a notion formed only
indirectly by means of a negation. Order of the Con-
ception, an order founded in the seventeenth century by
some of the nobles of the Holy Roman Empire, and com-
mon to Germany and Italy. = SyH. Image, apprehension,
sentiment, view.

conceptional (kon-sep'shon-al), a. [= It. con-

cezionale, < LL. conceptionalis, < L. conceptio(n-),

conception: see conception.'] Pertaining to or

having the nature of a conception or notion.



conceptional
There is movement in the iilmle voeiilinlal v of language,

from tin- ilesi^nal ion of wllltt in course r, v:io-- ( i
,
ninr. luu

terial, to the ili-si^iiittioii of what j^ liiHi, mure aliMrin t

anil oondpttonuL more formal

H'liititi'ii, I, iff anil liroulh of Lain;., p. 90.

conceptionalist (k<m-sep'sii<>n-iii-int), . [<

r.<>iiri'i>liiiinil + -/.s-C.J Haute :is I-U/H-I jitunlirtt.

conceptionist (kon-sop'siion-ist), . [<ciic///-
tiim T -ist.\ S.-iiiic ;is rniiri/ituiilixl. I'n

COnceptioUSt (kmi-sep'slms), a. [<
+ -//.] Apt to conceive j

fruitful.

Thy fi-rtilr ami .-'./vy,/ Nm. uomli. Xfmlc., 'I. of A., iv. 3.

COnceptism (kon'sop-tmn). n. (< i-niii'i/il +
4fM.J Iii flu I.. I lie expression of general or

vague notions
;
a style ot writing in which more

may be meant than is directly expressed; am-
biguousnuss through double meaning. See ex-
tract.

His li^iieveilo's) phra-sos are of get piirftoHe cllargcil with
a double meiiniilK, and ui arc m-ier -.in- nn i-ailiir.

whether r II.IM taken Iii all that the nutlior meant to

convey. C'onrr/rfiVm is tile name, that luu> heen uiientu
this i rliiii inriit of thought, which was doomed in time to
fall Into the aniliiuiioii.i ami equivocal.

/:,;.-,. Brit., XXII. 360.

conceptivae (kon-srp-ti've), ii.pl. See/m'<e.
conceptive (kon-sep'tiv), n. [= F. concept!/,
< L. i'iiin-1 /ilinis. < i-niiiTptaii, pp. of concipere,
conceive : see conccire.] 1. Capable of conceiv-

ing mentally.
The all, '".I'll in,' civahlencss of a minimum or a limit

. . . i* not ilne to an arrest of tlie romvy-///-. poiicr, hut a
bullling of it. //. Spencer, I'rln. uf I'sychol.

\Villi a <-'i,i,;/'li'rr imagination vigorous hcyoud any ill

his generation, . . . he|t'arlyle| wants altogether the plas-
tie imagination, the Hhuping faculty.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 126.

2. Capable of conceiving physically.
The uterine parts . . . may he reduced into a coneep-

tim constitution. Sir T. Brotene, Vulg. Err., vii. 7.

conceptual (kon-sep'tu-alX [= F. concep-
tucl, < NL. "conceptualis, \ L. conceptus (con-

cejitu-), concept: see concept and -n/.] Pertain-

ing to conception, mental or physical.
Kvcry <-<ni?i'i>t mil act is so immediately followed as to

seem accompanied by a nomenclatory one.

\\'ltitiii'ii, Life and Growth of Lang., p. 139.

conceptualism (kon-sep'tu-al-izm), n. [= F.

conccfitualismc = Sp. Pg. conceptualixmo, < NL.
*cOHceptualismus,<. "conceptualis: seeconccjitititl
and -((.] The psychological doctrine that the

meaning of a general class-name, as horse, red,

etc., can be fully represented in thought or
be actually present to consciousness: opposed
both to realism and to nominalism, it is mainly
an English doctrine, ami Locke is the most celebrated ad-
vocate of the opinion. The term is also applied to gome
"I the opinions concerning universals held in the middle
ages, nmler the impression that the questions then at
issue were the same as that discussed by the English
philosophers.
Dr. Brown repudiates the doctrine of conceptualixm as

held by Locke and others. He admits that we can repre-
sent to ourselves no general notion of the common attri-

bute or attributes which constitute a class ; but he asserts
that the generality, which cannot be realized in a notion
of the resembling attribute, is realized in a notion of the
resemblance itself. Sir n. Hamilton, Metaph., xxxvi.

conceptualist (kon-sep'tu-al-ist), n. [= F. con-

ceptiutliste= Sp. Pg. conceptualista, < NL. *con-

ceptualista, <
*
'conceptualis: see conceptual and

-ist.~\ One who holds the psychological opinion
called eonceptualism.
The older Cunc'-iititdfixtn . . . assert that it is possible

to conceive a triangle neither equilateral nor rectangular,
but both at once. Sir W. llaiiiiltim, Metaph., xxxvi.

conceptualistic (kon-sep'tu-a-lis'tik), a. [<

concepttinlijtt + -ic.] Pertaining to or of the
nature of conceptualism.
concern (kon-sern'), v. t. [< F. COHCCrner = Sp.

Pg. conrernir = It. coneerncre, concern, touch,
belong to, < ML. concernere

} belong to, regard,
LL. mix, mingle, as in a sieve, < L. com-, to-

gether, + cernere, separate, sift, observe, = Or.

Kpivetv, separate (> ult. E. crisis, critic, etc.), =
Skt. \f kar, kit; pour out, scatter : see certain,

critic, etc., and of. decern (> ult. decree, etc.),
discern (> ult. discreet, discrete, discriminate,

etc.), excern (> ult. excrete, excrement), secern (>
ult. secret, secrete, etc.).] 1. To relate or pertain
to

;
have an intimate relation to or connection

with.

Preaching the kingdom ofGod, and teaching those things
which nituvrn the Lord Jesus Christ. Acts xxviil. 81.

2. To affect the interest of; have interest for;
be of importance to.

It concerns the State of England to look at this time into
I In stati of I ranee. Baker, Chronicles, p. 877.

Our wars with France have affected lu in our most ten-
der interests, and concerned us more thun those with any
other nation. Addiioii, State of the War.

'I'n this iva-soninn I am uot concerned to raise any objec-
tion. Mind, I.V 80.
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3. To interest ; liusy: oooiipy; engage: used
retlexivcly or in the pii.ssive voi.-e : as. to <-
i-trii iini'n // in the affairs of others; 1 wan
nc,i cuiii-iriiiil in that transaction.

1'.. in.; a layman. I oii^-ht not to )nr.

Witlis|iei Illations which hclon;; to the prolci-sioll. //.

Ml lather, Whilst III- Wa ;i the Turkey trHile,
had Ill-en tlllee or folll times til tile l.eY!tllt.

'tiiiin Mian. I), v. :!.

4. To disturb; make uneasy or anxious ; cause
disquiet to; trouble: generally in the past par-
ticiple: as, to be deeply concerned about the

safety of a friend.
Here we flrl heard of the U-ath of I'oiiktaiit Falcon, for

whom i'a].tain Itrewster teemed to he inn. h confemtm,
Damjner, Voyagen, H. i. llo.

lu one compreaslng engine I shut a sparrow, without
fin- in;.' nny air in. and in an hour the hint IH^HII to pant,
and lie concerned, and In lest than an hour and a half to be
sick. Iterham.

1 wu secretly concerned to see human nature in to much
wretchedness and disgrace. Addison, Spectator, No. 117.

6f. To confuse with drink; slightly intoxicate :

in the past participle.
Not that I know his Reverence was ever concern'd to my

knowledge.
Su>\ft, Mary, the Cook-maid, to Dr. Sheridan.

A little, as you see, concerned with liquor.
.SVr il. Tniilur, I'll, van Artevelde, II., 111. 3.

= Sjrn. 2. To interest, touch, affect.

concern ( kon-sern '), [< concern, .] 1. That
which relates or pertains to one

;
matter of con-

cernment
; business; affair.

Let It -tot-in and Thunder, Hail and Snow,
'TIs Heav'n's Concern.

Conyreue, Imlt. of Horace, I. Ix. 2.

Exposing the private concern* of families.

Addition, Freeholder.

2. Interest; matter of importance; that which
affects one's welfare or happiness.

'Tin all mankind's concern that he should live. Dryden.
Since you have the end,

Be that your sole concern, nor mind those means
No longer to the purpose !

Brmming, Ring and Book, II. 96.

3. Solicitous regard; solicitude; anxiety; agi-
tation or uneasiness of mind

;
disturbed state of

feeling; trouble.

Why all this concern for the poor? We want them not.

Swifl.
Maria has somehow suspected the tender concern I have

for your happiness. Sheridan, School for Scandal, il. 2.

With a face of concern, [he] advised me to give up the

dispute. Goldsmith, Vicar, II.

4. An establishment or firm for the transaction
of business; a manufacturing or commercial
establishment

;
a business house.

When the Htate, directly or by proxy, has thus come Into

possession of, or has established, numerous concern* for
wholesale production and for wholesale distribution, there
will tie good precedents for extending Its function to re-

tall distribution. //. Spencer, Man vs. State, p. 39.

6. A material object, especially one that is com-
plicated or large ;

a contrivance : with a touch
of depreciation. [Colloq.]
The hackney-coach a great, lumbering, square rnnrrrn.

Dickens.
= Syn. 3. Solicitude, etc. (see care); Concern at, about, /or
(see unfoncerueil); carefulness, thoughtfulness.

concernancet, concernancyt (kon-ser'nans,
-nan-si), . [= Sp. concernencia, < OF. "con-
cernance (= It. concernenza), < concernant, ppr.
of coiwerner, concern : see concern, v., and -ance,

-ancy, and cf. concerning, prep.] Concern
;
busi-

ness; import.
'I lie concernancy, sir? why do we wrap the gentleman

in our more rawer breath '! Slink., Hamlet, v. _'.

concerned (kon-s6rnd'), p. a. [Pp. of concern,
p.j 1 . Having or manifesting disquietude ;

un-

easy; troubled; anxious: as, she watched his
movements with a concerned look or feeling;
he was concerned about his prospects. 2. A
euphemism for damned. [U. 8.]

That's a concerned ugly fix, and how we'll ever get out
of it la more than I know.

Southern Lit. Messenger, March, 1851.

concernedly (kon-s6r'ned-li), adr. In a con-
cerned manner ;

with anxiety or solicitude,

concernedness (kon-s^r'ned-nes), n. The state
of being concerned.

Karnestncss and concernedneti.

Abp. Sharp, Sermons, VI. xi.

concerningt (kon-sfer'ning), n. [Verbal n. of

concern, r."] An affair of importance ;
concern

;

business.
We shall write to you,

As time and our concerning* shall importune.
Shot., M. for M., i. 1.

concerningt (kon-s^r'ning), p. a. [Ppr. of con-

cern, r.] Having interest or moment
; impor-

tant.

concert

The Holy Spirit . . . w.,ulil instruct them Intoconcern-
in'j an inane of puhllc affaire.

Jrr. Tni/liir, Work* (ed. 1BS5), II. \O.

Ho great an- / a ii nth

Concerning (kmi-srr'ninn). /n:/,. [I'rop. ppr.
Of I'oin'i I'll. I., llt'llT F. CIIK | Sp. I'llll-

ciniii-iili- = I'g. It. co . ppr.. similarly
used. ('(. loiii-lniii/, fujiifilinii. i-i.^/iii'liiii/, and
other i|tiiisi-prepn>itiiiiis of partieijiial form.]
I'ertiiining to; regarding; witli relution to; as

to; aliout.

I have accept. .1 tie . .-ni'-'-niin'i tliis tiling also, that
I will not oiiTthrow thi city, for the which thou hast

l>|Hlkl-ll. Vii. t\.

I am free from all doubt rnr> , , Tiiiotton.

concernment ( kou-senrtiii;nt >, . f < rmn-rrn +
-UK at.] 1. A thing in which one is concerned
or interested; concern; affair; business; in-

terest.

I h. i th'riiKht the matter . . . weighty and general to
the cunfcrniHt nt of all the country.

II ,/.,.,,. lli.t. New England, II. 386.

The great concernment of men U with men. Lorkr.

l'ro|HMltions whii-h -t. n-l ..nli t the present life are
small, compareil with tliow that have intlncnce IIIMIH our

everlasting concernmtntn. Hu//-. Improu nn -nt of Mind.

2. The state or fact of concerning or affecting
one's interest or happiness; importance; mo-
ment.

It is of greatest concernment in the Church and I 'oin-

inonwealtli, to have a vigilant eye how llooken demeane
themselves at well at men. Mittim, Areopagltlca, P. 6.

Let every action of runcrrninent be begun with prayer.
Jrr. Taylor, Worlu (ed. 1836), I. 407.

Much busiiiets of a trifling nature and pertonal concern-
ment withdraws their attention from matters of great na-
tional moment.

tt'athitiflton, In Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 282.

3. The state of being concerned or occupied;
interference ; participation.
He married a daughter to the earl, without any other ap-

protiation
of her father or concernment in it than suffer-

Ing him and her to come into his presence. Clarrwton.

4. The state of being concerned or anxious ;

concern
;
solicitude ; anxiety.

We cannot so speedily recollect ourselves after a scene
of great passion and concernment, as to pass to another of
mirth and humour, and to enjoy it with any relish.

Dryden, Ess. on Dram. Poesy.

The Lord had taken care that we should not forget her,
and those with her: for he had raised and begotten an
heavenly concernment In nur souls for her and them.

/'rnn, Travels In Holland, etc.

concert (kon-sert'), c. [< F. concerter, < It. con-
certare = Sp. Pg. concertar, concert, contrive,
adjust, appar. < L. concertare, contend, contest,
dispute, debate (hence, appar., in later use, con-

fer, arrange by conference, concert, etc.), < com-,
with, + certare, contend, < cernere (pp. certus,

cretus, var., as adj.), separate, etc. : see con-

cern, v., and certain. The sense of 'arrange,
bring to agreement,' though arising naturally
from that of '

debate,' is by some regarded as

connecting the verb with L. consertus, pp. of

conserere, join, fit, unite (also contend, join bat-

tle), < com-, together, + serere, join, connect:
see series.'] I. trans. 1. To contrive and ar-

range mutually ; construct or adjust, as a plan
or system to be pursued, by conference or

agreement.
The two rogues, having concerted their plan, parted

company. Dcjoe, Col. Jack.

When Gloucester reached Northampton he met the duke
of Buckingham and concerted with him the means of over-

throwing the Wydvilles. Stitabt, Const. Hist , 1 369.

2. To plan ;
devise.

A commander had more trouble to concert his defence
before the people than to plan the operations of a cam-
paign. Burke, Vind. of Nat Society.

The enterprise was ill concerted.

Bancroft, Hist. U. 8., I. VI.

3. In music, to arrange (a piece of music) for

several voices or instruments. 4. [From the
noun concert.] To sing in concert. [Rare.]

And we, with Nature's heart in tune,
Concerted harmonies.

Mutheriivll, Jeanie Morrison.

n. intrans. To act in concert: with with.

[Bare.]
The ministers of Denmark were appointed to concert

irith I all i, it. Bp. Burnct.

concert (kon's6rt), n. [= D. G. concert = Dan.
8w. koncert, a (musical) concert, < F. concert,
= Sp. concierto = Pg. concerto, < It. concerto

(also spelled conserto, as if connected with L.

conserere : see etym. of verb), agreement, union,
harmony, concert, etc. ; from the verb: see eon-

cert, r.] 1. Agreement of two or more in a

design or plan ;
combination formed by mutual



concert

communication of opinions and views; accor-

dance in a scheme or enterprise ; harmony.
All these discontents . . . have arisen from the want

of a due cununimieation and ctnx-'-i-t. Sifijt.

Individual resistance is too feeble, and the difficulty of

r.>//.v // and co-operation too great, ... to oppose, suc-

cessfully, the organized power of government.
Calhuun, Works, I. 61.

2. In music : (a) A set of instruments of the

same kind, but of different sizes: as, a coiictrt

of viols. Also consort, (b) A public perform-
ance of music in which several singers or in-

strumentalists, or both, participate; especially,
one in which the program consists of detached
numbers: also applied to the performance of

an oratorio, but not of an opera, (c) The har-

monious combination of two or more voices or

instruments.

Compositions, called playhouse or act tunes, were writ-

ten and played in concert, and not in unison as formerly.
Stainer and Barrett, Diet, of Musical Terms, p. 363.

(d) A concerto Caf6 concert. See cafe. Dutch
concert, a concert in which each one sings his own song
at the same time that his neighbor sings his; or a concert

in which each one sings a verse of any song he pleases,
some well-known chorus being sung after each verse.

concertante (kon-char-tan'te), a. and n. [It.,

ppr. of concertare, form a concert: see concert,

v."] I. a. In music, agreeing; harmonious.

II. n. In music: (a) A composition suita-

ble for a concert. (6) A composition for two
or more solo voices or instruments, with ac-

companiment for the organ or orchestra, so

constructed that each of the solo voices or in-

struments comes into prominence in turn, (c)

A composition for two or more solo instruments
without orchestra Concertante parts, in orches-

tral music, parts for solo instruments. Concertante
Style, that style of composition which affords the per-
former opportunity for a brilliant display of skill. See

concerto.

COncertationt (kon-ser-ta'shon), n. [< L. con-

certatio(n-), < concertare, pp. concertatus, con-

tend: see concert, ;.] Strife; contention.

After the caiwertation, when they could not agree, the

king, coming between them both, called away the bishops
from the monks. fr'oxe, Martyrs, p. 215.

COncertativet (kon-s6r'ta-tiv), a. [< L. concer-

tativus, < concertare, pp. conecrtatus, contend:
see concert, v., conccrtation.] Contentious ;

quarrelsome. Bailey.
concerted (kon-ser'ted), p. a. [Pp. of concert,

.] 1. Mutually agreed upon, contrived, or

planned.
Poetry was, in all appearance, previous to any concerted

plan of worship. Ooldxmith, Origin of Poetry.

On a concerted day a simultaneous insurrection took place
throughout the Provinces. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., iv.

2. Brought into connection or relation; con-

nected by a plan.
A dream may let us deeper into the secret of Nature

than a hundred concerted experiments.
Emerson, Nature, p. 81.

3. In music, arranged in parts for several

voices or instruments, as a trio, a quartet, etc.

To obtain artistic effect, . . . concerted pieces need in-

terspersing with solos.

H. Silencer, Universal Progress, p. 437.

concert-grand (kon'sert-grand), n. A grand
pianoforte of power and brilliancy sufficient for

use in a large hall or with an orchestra. [Col-

loq.]
concertina (kon-ser-te'na), n. [NL., < It. cow-

certo, a concert, harmony: see concert, .] A
musical instrument invented by Professor

Wheatstone, the principle of which is similar

to that of the accordion. It is composed of a bel-

lows, with two faces or ends, generally polygonal in shape,

on which are placed the various stops or studs, by the
action of which air is admitted to the free metallic reeds
that produce the sounds.

concertino (kon-char- or kon-ser-te'no), n. and
a. [It., dim. of concerto : see concerto, concert,

v.~\ I. n. In music, a small concerto.

II. a. In music, employed in the perform-
ance of a concerto : as, a violino concertino.
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COncertion (kon-ser'shou), n. [< concert, J>.]

Concert ;
contrivance ; adjustment. Young.

[Rare.]
concert-master (kon'sert-mas"ter), n. [G.

conccrtmcistcr.~\ The first violinist of an orches-

tra; the leader.

COncertment (kpn-sert'ment), re. [< concert +
-mi-lit."] The act of concerting. K. Pollok.

[Rare.]
concert-music (kon'sert-mu"zik), n. Secular

music, vocal or instrumental, of decided tech-

nical elaboration, and suited to performance
in a large auditorium: usually of one or few
movements or parts, and thus different from an

opera, oratorio, or similar extended work : dis-

tinguished from chamber-music and church music.

concerto (kon-char'- or kon-ser'to), n. [It. : see

concert, t\] In music: (a) A concert. [Rare.]

(b) Same as concertante. (c) A composition
for two or more solo instruments of the same
or of a different kind : as, Bach's concerto for

four pianos; Handel's concerti grossi for two
violins and violoncello soli, with accompani-
ment for a stringed orchestra. Such concertos

are called double, triple, etc., according to the

number of solo instruments, (d) A composi-
tion, usually in symphonic form, written for

one principal instrument (occasionally for more
than one), with accompaniment for a large or

small orchestra, and intended to display the

ability of a solo performer.
concert-piece (kon'sert-pes), n. A musical

work, usually instrumental, suitable for per-
formance in a concert.

concert-pitch (kon'sert-pich), n. In music, the

pitch used in tuning instruments for concert

use. See pitch.
concessible (kon-ses'i-bl), a. [= Pg. conces-

sivel = It. concessibUc, < ML. concessibilis, < L.

concessu.i, pp. of concedere, concede: see con-

cede and -ible.~] Capable of being conceded or

granted. [Rare.]
It was built upon one of the most concessible postula-

tnms in Nature. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vi. 157.

Their claim, we can now all see, was just, . . . though
. . . difficult to render clear and concessible.

Carlyle, Cromwell's Letters, II. 44.

concession (kon-sesh'pn), n. [= D. koncessie =
G. concession = Dan. konsession, < F. concession

= Pr. concession = Sp. concesion = Pg. conces-

sao = It. concessions, < L. concessio(n-), < conce-

dere, pp. concessws, concede, grant : see concede."]

1. The act of conceding, granting, or yielding:

usually implying a demand, claim, or request
from the party to whom the grant is made.
The concession of these charters was in a parliamentary

way. Sir M. Hale, Hist. Com. Law. of Eng.

I hate, where I looked for a manly furtherance, or at

least a manly resistance, to find a mush of concession.

Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 191.

Specifically 2. In argumentation, the yield-

ing, granting, or allowing to the opposite party
of some point or fact that may bear dispute,
with a view to gain some ulterior advantage, or

to show that, even when the point conceded is

granted, the argument can be maintained.

The fallacy lay in the immense concession that the had
are successful ;

that justice is not done now.
Emerson, Compensation.

3. The thing or point yielded ;
a grant. Specifi-

cally applied to grants of land, privileges, or immunities
made by government to individuals or companies to en-

able or encourage them to undertake public enterprises, as

to construct railways, canals, etc.

A gift of more worth, in a temporal view, was the grant
to the king of the cruzada, the excusada, and other conces-

sions of ecclesiastical revenue. Prescott.

A Frenchman has obtained the concession [the privilege
of making the Suez Canal], and it may be executed by
French engineers and French workmen. Edinburgh Rev.

[In parts of the United States acquired from Spain and
Mexico it is used in a much broader sense, and includes

entries of land and warrants of survey or location ; any
designation of public land by the government as assigned
to private ownership or occupation.] The Concessions,
in U. S. hittt., the political privileges granted to the prov-
ince of New Jersey by the proprietors Berkeley and Car-

teret in 1664-5, which formed the constitution of the

province until 1702, or, as the colonists claimed, until the

revolution.

concessionary (kon-sesh'on-a-ri), a. and n.

[< concession + -an/1 ;
= F. concessionnaire, etc.]

I. a. Given by indulgence or allowance ;
of the

nature of a concession : as, a concessionary priv-

ilege. [Rare.]
II.".; pi. concessionaries (-riz). A person to

whom a privilege or concession has been grant-
ed

;
a concessioner.

concessioner (kon-sesh'on-er), n. [< concession

+ -e'l. Cf. concessionary.] One who obtains

or desires to obtain a concession, as a grant of

concha

land, or a privilege or immunity of some kind
;

a concessionary.
concessionist (kon-sesh'on-ist), n. [< conces-

sion + -ist.] One who makes or favors conces-

sions. (Quarterly Jli'i:

concessive (kon-ses'iv), a. and n. [< LL. co-
cessivux,(. L. coucessus, pp. of concedere, concede :

see concede."] I. . 1. Of the nature of or con-

taining a concession or an admission, as the

surrender of some disputed or disputable point.
2. Specifically, in gram., marking or stating

a condition as something which may be granted
without destroying a conclusion : as, a conces-

sive particle ;
a concessive sentence. A concessive

sentence consists of a concessive clause and an adversa-

tive clause, often introduced by an adversative

as, though he xlay me (or, he may slay me, or, li't

tive clause, often introduced by an adversative pai'tick- :

,
t him .<l":i

yet will I trust in him.
t'), ye

II.

.

. n. A particle implying concession. Seel.

concessively (kon-ses'iv-li), adv. By way of

concession or yielding; by way of admitting
what may be disputable.
Some have written rhetorically and concessively, not con-

troverting but assuming the question.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 12.

concessory (kon-ses'o-ri), a. [< L. as if *con-

cessoritui,< coi'icessus, pp. of concedere, concede:
see concede."] Conceding; permissive. [Rare.]
These laws are not prohibitive, but concessory.

Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, iii. 2.

concetet, n. An obsolete spelling of conceit.

concetti, . Plural of concetto.

concettism (kon-chet'tizm), n. [< concetto +
-ism."] The use of affected wit or concetti.

Kingsley.
concetto (kon-chet'to), n. ; pi. concetti (-ti).

[It., = conceit, q. v.] A piece of affected wit;
an ingenious thought or turn of expression ;

a
conceit.

A kind of counter-taste founded on surprise and curios-

ity which . . . may be expressed by the concetto.

Shenstone.

He [Thoreau] seeks, at all risks, for perversity of thought.
and revives the age of concetti while he fancies himself

going back to a preclassical nature.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 202.

conch (kongk), n. [= F. conque = Pr. Sp. Pg.
concha = it. conca, < L. concha, < Gr. K6yxq,
a mussel, cockle, shell, also a shell-like thing or

cavity, as the hollow of the ear, a niche, a can-

opy over an altar, an apse, the knee-pan, etc.,

also Koyxf, in like senses (see conclms), = Skt.

cankha (> chank2
, q. v.), a shell: see cock*,

cockle2
,
and coach."] 1. A shell of any kind.

Orient pearls which from the conchs he drew.

Drt/ilen, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., x.

2. Specifically, a large marine shell, espe-

cially that of the Strombus gigas, sometimes
called fountain-shell, from its use in gardens.
Conchs have been much used as instruments of call, pro-

ducing a very loud sound when blown. Often called conch-

shell.

At that instant, however, the blast of a fish-dealer's

conch was heard, announcing his approach along the

street. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

3. A spiral shell fabled to have been used by
the Tritons as a trumpet, probably of the kind
now constituting the genus Triton, and used
as a musical instrument in the South Sea isl-

ands. Also conch-shell.

One of them kept blowing a large conch-shell, to which
a reed of two feet long was fixed. Cook, Voyages, VI. iii. 1.

4. A trumpet in the form of a sea-shell. Also
called Triton's-horn. 5. The external portion
of the ear; the concha. 6. In arch., the plain,

ribless, concave surface of a vault or penden-
tive

;
the semidome of an apse ;

the apse itself.

See apse. Also called concha.

The conch or apse before which stood the high altar.

Slilman.

7. [Also written conk, conck, kok.~\ (a) One
of the lower class of inhabitants of the Baha-

mas, and of the keys on the Florida reef: so

named from their extensive use of the flesh

from conchs as food.

The aforesaid postmaster, a stout conch, with a square-
cut coatee and red cape and cuffs. M. Scott.

The white Americans form a comparatively small pro-

portion of the population of Key West, the remainder

being Bahama negroes, Cuban refugees, and white natives

of the Bahamas and their descendants, classified here un-

der the general title of Conchs.
Circular No. 8, War Dept., May 1, 1875, p. 144.

(b) One of an inferior class of white inhabi-

tants of some parts of North Carolina.

concha (kong'ka), n.; pi. conchce (-ke). [L. con-

cha, a shell : see cone*.] 1. In anat. and soiil. :

(a) The outer ear; the pinna of the ear; the

auricle; especially, the shell of the ear, the

hollowed part within the antihelix, leading
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into the raeatus. See cut under car. (li) A
shell of bone, or a bone like a shell; a tnrlii-

nated bone. 2. Same as much, (i. 3. [ML., >

ill-'. i'iiHf/iir.] An old dry measure of Gascony
and Navarre, alionl ."> pecks, Winchester mea-
sure. Concha inferior, the inferior turliiaatcd bone ;

the maxlUoturbuul. Concha superior, concha me-
dia, the superior mill middle tiirbinated bones, tofethi i

milking the ethuiotitrliiiial.

Oonchacea (kong-ka'sf-W, H.
/)/. [NL., < L.

<-<>ii<-ltii, n shell (see couch), + -acea.] In De
lilainville's arrangement (1K1!4), a family of bi-
valve mollusks, approximating, but more com-
prehensive than, Lamarck's Cnni-liii', coiitainini,'
numerous genera now distributed in several
families.

Conchae (kong'ke), . pi. [NL., pi. of L. con-

elm, a shell: see much.] 1 . A group of bivalve
mollusks. (a) In the "Systemn Natural" of Liimieiis.
the section of tlie '/' *'''' " rompi isiii ihe bivalvcu. (l>)

III l,aaiaivk's system of coneholivy (Isoll-lHlB), a family
of dimyiiriiin Ciiiu-hi.i' ru. comp(ed of the genera Vnuix,
Cntlli'1-iit, Cilliiin

'

till, Clli'inn. <>illillln'", ami
Cin'lnx. (i-t lii Dcshaycs's system, kg] p limited to the
genera Ci//i,-i 1,11. .(*/,/,-/>, and I', n".*.

2. [/. c.] Plural of concha.

Conchariidae (kong-ka-ri'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
diiHcliariniii + -ii/ir.] A family of tnpylean
radiolarians, with a fenestrated shell, destitute
of radial spicules, and composed of two smooth
hemispherical or lenticular valves, the edges of
whieh usually interlock by rows of teeth: typi-
fii'il by the genus Com-liiiriiiiii.

Concharium (kong-ka'ri-um). n. [NL., < Gr.

Koyxi'l'i'"', dim. of A"},)-//, a shell: see cmirli.]
The typical genus of the family Conchariii/n .

conchate (kong'kat), a. [= Sp. conrhailo, <

NL. conchntux, < L. concha, a shell: see conch
and -afe'l.] Same as conchiform. M. C, Cooke.

conchi, . Plural of conchus.

Conchidse (kong'ki-de), n. pi. [NL.,< L. concha,
a shell (see conch), 4- -id(K.] A family name
proposed by Broderip (1839) for the Concha: of
Lamarck and the Conchacea of De Blainville.

conchifer (kong'ki-fer), n. [< NL. conchifer,
< L. concha, shell, + ferrc = E. ftear1.] A mol-
lusk of the class Conchifera.
Conchifera (kong-kif'e-ra), H. pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of couch ifi T, shell-bearing: see conchifer.]
1. In Lamarck's system of classification, head-
less mollusks with bivalve shells : a loose syn-
onym of Lamcllibranchiata, but including the

brachiopods, which are now placed in a dif-

ferent class. Disencumbered of the brachiopods, the

CnHchifera correspond to the Acephala tettacea of Cuvier,
or to the Lauu-llibi-ant'hiata of De Blainville and modern
naturalists. Also called Conchophora, Acephala, Eiuluce-

phala, Lipuccphata , and Pelwypoda.
2. In Gegenbaur^s system of classification, one
of two primary divisions of the Mollusca; the
Mollusca of authors in general, exclusive of the

Placophora or chitons.

What led me most to unite all the Mollusca, with the ex-

eepiiun of the Chitonido!, into one great division, to which
I have given the name Conchifera, was the consideration
that we must recognize the great significance of the shell
as affecting the whole organization of these animals.

Qryeiibaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 816.

conchiferous (kon^-kif'e-rus), a. [As conchifer
+ -ous.] 1. Provided with a shell, as a mol-
lusk; testaceous. 2. Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Conchifera; bivalve, as a
inollusk ; lamellibranchiate.

The conchiferowi or bivalve Acephala.
R. Qarner, Mag. Kat. Hist., N. S., II. 679.

3. Bearing or containing shells: as, "conchif-
rroitx deposits," Darwin.
conchiform (kong'ki-f6rm), a. [< L. concha, a

shell, + forma, shape.] Shell-shaped; espe-

cially, shaped like one valve of a bivalve shell
;

specifically, in entom., semicircular and con-

cavo-convex, as the tegulre or wing-covers in
most Hymcnoptera. Also conchate.

conchinamine (koug-kin'a-min), . [< 'con-

china, a transposition of cinchona, + antine.]
Same as i/i/iiiiilinninc.

conchinine (kong'ki-nin), n. [< 'conchina, a

transposition of cinchona, + -ine%.] Same as

l/llillii/llir.

conchiolin (kong-ki'o-lin), n. [< L. concha, a
shell, + io(dinc) + -ol + -i2.] The organic
residuum of a shell left after removal of the
carbonate of lime by acids. Also conchyolin.

This u as evidently originally a soft Embryonic Shell com-
lned of eonoMoKn, and not of calcareous matter as in the
Amnimini.lca.

.1. Iliialt, Proc. Amer. Assoc. Adv. Scl., 1884, p. 328.

i it;.-,

conchitic (kong-kit'ik), . [< i-HHi-liiti- + -i>.]

C<iiii)ic.M-d <if shells: containing shells in al>un-
(Innce: applied to limestones and niiirblcs in

which the remains of shells are a noticeable
feature. l'ui/r.

Oonchoderma (kong-ko-der'niii), a. [NL., <

(ir. /.", (/,, shell. +
itpfUt, skin.) A genus of

lianiacles, of the family l.i /iinlnln : -nine as
Oti'Hi. I', ririiiiln is a species often found at-

tached to ships. I'. ilnmiiliK is a ( 'arilibcau

form.

ConchffiCiafkonc-ke'si-ii),/,. [ML., <Gr. n
a shell, + oJ/cof, home".] A genus of oslra-

eode crustaceans, of the family l/iilm-iiiir
or constituting the type of a family r,, ,/,

ciidte. ('. obtuMitu, a British species, is an ex-

ample.
Conchoeciidae (kong-ke-si'i-<le), " ;'. [NL., <

I'oncliiii-in + -uln.} A family of ostracodcs,
named from the genus (.'nnfhu-riu .

concho-grass (kon'cho-gras), . A name some-
t imes given to the 1'antcum Texanum, a Texan
grass which is now cultivated in the south-
ern United States and found to yield a large
amount of valuable forage.
Conchoid (kong'koid), n. and a. [= F. <-tm-

choifle = It. concoirte = Sp. confoide, < Or. MJ;
-

XHttitjf, < K&YX>I, a shell, + tifof, form.] I. n. A
plane curve invented by one Nicomedes, proba-
bly in the second century before Christ, and
defined by him as such that if a straight line

be drawn from a certain fixed point, called the

Conchoids ol Nicomedes.

.l/.V Is the asymptote; P is the pole. The highest and lowest
tranches form one conchoid having a crunode at A The branches
nearest the asymptote form a conchoid having an acnode at /'. The
dotted curves indicate the conchoid with a cusp at P.

pole of the curve, to the curve, the part of the
line intercepted between the curve and a fixed
line (now called its asymptote) is always equal
to a fixed distance. The conchoid was used to facili-

tate the duplication of the cube. Its Cartesian equation is :

It is a curve of the fourth order and of the sixth class, un-
less it has a cusp at P, when it Is of the fifth class. It has a
double point at the pole, and meets its asymptote at four
consecutive points at infinity. It has two branches.

II. a. Same as conchoidal.
Its [serpentine's] hardness being about 3, and with a

conchoid or splintery fracture.
S. tf. Williaint, Applied Geology, p. 8.

conchoidal (kong-koi'dal), a. [< conchoid +
-al; = F. conchoidal, etc.] In mineral., having
convex elevations and concave depressions like

conchitet (kong'kit), n. [< Gr. Koyx^, a shelly
marble (lit. shell-like), < n^'X'l, shell.] A fossil

conch or shell. Bp.

Conchoidal Fracture, In obsidian.

shells: applied principally to such a surface

produced by fracture, as exemplified in ob-
sidian.

Custards ... In which every stroke of the teaspoon left

a smooth cvnchoidal surface like the fracture of chalcedony.
O. If'. Iliilnut, Elsie Venner, vli.

Concholepas (kong-kol'e-pas), n. [NL. (La-
marck), < Gr. KAyx1

!,

shell, T ten-df, a lim-

pet.] Agenusofgas-
tropodous mollusks,
of the family Bucci-
nidce or whelks, hav-

H ing a limpet-like
shell, owing to the
size of the aperture.
The only species is

r. jirruriana, of the
west coast of South

America, along which it is extensively used for

food,

conchological (kong-ko-loj'i-kal), a. [< <-
chology + -ic-al.] Of or pertaining to conchol-

ogy, or the scientific study of shells.

concierge
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COncholpgy (kong-kol'o-ji). n. [= Sp. rinu-liii-

IIII/KI.
'
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conchometer (kong-kom'e-Wr), . [< <ir. M);^/,
a shell, + /itTimv, a measure.] An instrument
1'or measuring shells and the angles of their

spii'i "iirlii/lnii/ii tcr.

ConchometryC^ong-kom'e-tri), n. [< rinirtiiiiH-

i ii r +
-//

:t
.J The measurement of shells or

their curves. Also ciirhi/litnni-lry.

Cpnchophora (kong-kof'o-rft), . pi. [NL., <
Ur. .", i .. a s|i,.|| (gee innrli), + -<p6iwf, < .

= E. fcY'iir'.] Same as Comlnt'ii-ti, 1. ./. /'.

Gray, \BSL

conchospiral (k<iiig-k6-8pi'ral), n. [< L. concha,
a shell, + spiral.] A variety of spiral curve
characterizing certain shells, siyassie.
conch-shell (kongk'shel), H. Same a conch.

conchus (kong'kus \, .; pi. conchi (-ki). [NL.,
< Gr. ftuj^or, a shell, the upper part of the skull,
the socket of the eye: see concli.} 1. The
skull. 2. The orbit of the eye.

conchylaceous, conchyliaceons (kong-ki-la'-
shins. kong-kil-i-a'shius), a. [< concliylium +
-/ii-iiins.} Pertaining to shells; resembling a
shell: as, rtnu-lii/lumiiut impressions.
conchylia, . Plural of conchylium.
COnchyliated (koiijg-kiri-a-ted),

a. [< conchyl-
iutii + -n/t ' + -'/-.] Derived from shells or
mollusks : applied to the coloring matter ob-
tained from shell-bearing mollusks.
The cotlffiiifinti'l .-uliinr comprehended a variety of

shades, viz., that of the liclfotnipiiiii). as well u one of a

deeper colour, that of the mallow, inclining to a full pur-
ple, and that of the late violet, this last being the most
vivid of all the conehiilinlfil tints.

M. S. LomU, Edible British Mollusca (2d ed.), p. 203.

conchyliologistt (kong-kil-i-ol'o-jist), n. [= F.

conchyliolvyixtc = Pg. conchyliologixta ; as con-

chyliolor/y + -ist. Cf. conchologist.] An obso-
lete form of conchoJoijist.

conchyliologyt (kong'-kil-i-ol'o-ji), n. [=F. con-

chyliologic = Sp. conquilioloyia = Pg. conchy-
liologia, < NL. 'concltyliologia, < Gr. Ktryx^jov i

conch (see conchylium), + -Aayia, < Afyttv, speak:
see -ology, and cf. conchology.} An obsolete
form of conehology.

COnchyliometer(kong-kil-i-om'e-ter), n. [<Gr.
Koy^t'/jov, a shell, + fiirpov, a measure.] Same
as conchometer.

conchyliometry (kong-kil-i-om'e-tri), w. [As
conchyliometer + -//

3
.] Same as conchometry.

conchyliomorphite (kong-kil'i-o-mdr'fit), n.

K Gr. rayrMttn', a shell, + uoptii], form, + -ite2.]
The fossilized cast of a shell from which the
shell has disappeared.
conchylious (kong-kil'i-us), a. [< conchylium
+ -on*. ] Belonging or pertaining to the shelled
or testaceous Mollusca.

conchylium (koug-kiri-um), .
; pi. conchylia

(-a). [= F. coquMf = Sp. conchil (cf. ML. con-

cliile)= Pg. conchylio = It. concliiglia, cockii/lia
= G. conchylic = Dan. konkylicl

< L. (and NL.)
conchylium, a shell, < Gr. noyjrr/jov, dim. of KO>-

Xi^n, dim. of K6-)x'/, a shell : see conch, and cf.

cockle?*.] The shell of a mollusk, in the widest
sense ; a conch.
COnciator (kon'si-a-tor), . [As if ML., < ML.
conciare, refit, repair, adorn, for 'comptiare,
var. of comptarc, freq. comptitare, adorn, < L.

contptus, elegant, adorned: see compfi.] In

glass-manuf., one who weighs and proportions
the materials to be made into glass.

concierge (F. pron. kfin-siarzh'), H. [F.,< OF.
concierge, consierge, ciiiixiurip; cmiclierge, con-

cerge, conxirge, rumcergc (> ML. concergius, con-

sergius, also eona n/i / /.<, nmcifrgerius, Sp. con-

serjc), of uncertain origin ; perhaps < ML. *eon-

xrrrinx, a keeper, guardian, or 'cmisrrritim, a

keeping, guarding, irreg. < L. iimxrrrarr, keep:
see conserve.] In France, one who attends at

the entrance of an edifice, public or private;
a doorkeeper of a hotel, apartment-house, pris-

on, etc.
;
a janitor, male or female.



conciergerie

COnciergerie (F. pron. kon-siarzh're), M. [F.,
concierge, doorkeeper: see concierge.] In

1166 concitation
The terra artiYrafiVm usually concionatoryt (kon'shio-na-to-ri), (I. [= Pg.

S&S8&SSlSS concionatorl, t L. as if -concion'atori^,

judicial court if they do not.

implies a tribunal without po'
wr_

-
t j f f t parties, but with power, if parti ... *..! ,,.,,,,<;,,

tee, tne room near tne entrance ot a notel, to it, to decide authoritatively. reading for contionarius
apartment-house, or other building occupied conciliative (kon-sil'i-a-tiv), a. [= Sp. Pg. It Same as concionative.
by the concierge or janitor conciliativo; as conciliate + -ive.] 1. Designed Co,mo,,atorU invectives

concilia,". Plural of concilium. -- --*

concilia

see coiicii/iiiiri/.]

Hmnll.

ate : see conciliate.] Capable of being concili-
ated or reconciled

;
reconcilable.

causes rooted in i

diseonformity, not conciliabl
without a miracle.

The president of the Universal Peace Union consented
in the latter case to act as a conciliative board of one.

The Century, XXXI. 94".Nor doth he put away adnlterotisly who complains of
'inimitable nature, utter unfltness, utter conciliator (kon-sil'i-a-tor), n. [= F. condlia-

TelTachlfrd'n
1 = It. eontiliatore, < L.

... ,, conciliator. <. conciliare, bring together: see eon-
conciliable2t (kon-si1'i-a-bl), . [= Sp. conoh-

etfiafc.] 5ne who con
'

ciliat|s Sr gains by con-
abulo, < L. concitMVitlum, a meeting-place, < con- Ciijat ry means
cilium, a council : see council.] A small assem- The co^Katm.

,' Christendom.
bly ;

a conventicle. Bp_ Hacket, Abp. Williams, i. 103.
Some have sought the truth in conventicles and concil- ,.nnpiliitnrTr fWin oil 'i 5 to ml , r V /.

iables of hereticks and sectaries. Conciliatory (KOn-sil 1-a-to-ri;, a. 1= * . C0-
cihatoire = Pg. conciliatorio ; as conciliate +Bacon, Controversies of Church of Eng.

conciliabule (kon-sil'i-a-bul), n. [< L. concilia-
bitlum : see conciliable^.] Same as conciliable^.
Milman. [Rare.]
conciliar (kon-sil'i-ar), . [= F. conciliate =
Sp. Pg. conciliar = It. conciliare, < L. as if *con-

ciliaris, < concilium, council : see council and
-arS.] Of or pertaining to a council or to its

proceedings. Also conciliary.
Henry II. contented himself with aiding the conciliar

legislation. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 389.

There are at least three well-known editions of conciliar
records. JV. and Q., 7th ser., II. 292.

These synodical or conciliar decrees but burden and
perplex questions otherwise hard enough to discuss and
determine. Contemporary Re,., LI. 209. concinnatet (kon-sin'at), 'v. t.

-ory.] Tending to conciliate or win confidence
or good will

; reconciling.
The amiable, conciliatory virtues of lenity, moderation,

and tenderness to the privileges of those who depend on
this kingdom. Burke, To the Sheriffs of Bristol.

The Italian, long subject to tyrannical rule, and in dan-
ger of his life if he excites the vengeful feelings of a fel-

low-citizen, is distinguished by his conciliatory manner.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 431.

= Syn. Winning, pacifying.
loncilium (kon-sil'i-um), n. ; pi. concilia (-a).

[L. : see council.] A council; an assembly!
Concilium ordinarium, the name given in medievalEng-
lish history to the standing council of the king. About
the fifteenth century it developed into the Privy Council.
See privy council, under council.

conciliarlyt (kon-sil'i-ar-li), adv. After the
manner of a council

;
as by a council.

Those things that were conciliarly determined.
Barrow, Pope's Supremacy.

conciliary (kon-sil'i-a-ri), a. Same as conciliar.

By their authority the conciliary definitions passed into
law. Jer. Taylor, Ductor Dubitantium, ii. 205.

conciliate (kon-sil'i-at), v. t. : pret. and pp. con-

ciliated, ppr. conciliating. [< L. conciliatus, pp.of
conciliare (> F. concilier = Sp. Pg. conciliar = It.

[< L. concinna-

tus, pp. of concinnare, join fitly together, < con-

cinnus, fitly put together, well adjusted: see

continuous.] 1. To join fitly or becomingly
together; make well connected; choose and
compose suitably.
In order that concinnated speech may not beguile us

from truth. Selden, Table-Talk, Int., p. 9.

2. To clear
; purify.

A receit to trim and concinnate wine.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xiv. 20.

cut. Cf., for the form, excise1
, incise, precise;

and for the sense, precise.] Comprehending
much in few words

;
brief and comprehensive

in statement : as, a concise account of an event
;

a concise argument.
The concise style, which expresseth not enough, but

leaves somewhat to be understood.
B. Jonson, Discoveries.

His [Thucydides's] history is sometimes as concise as a
chronological chart : yet it is always perspicuous.

Macaulay, History.
= Syn. Concise, Sttccinct, Condensed, Laconic, Summary,
CompriHlioux, short, tt-rsi-. pithy. .srnU'ntious, compart.
The flrst four imply fullness of meaning as well as great
brevity ; the next two that the subject is treated by ex-
hibiting only its main heads, and that therefore the treat-
ment is comparatively brief. Concixr frequently refers to
style, and signifies the expression of much in few words ;

succinct is generally applied to the matter, the less im-
portant things being omitted : thus, a concise style or
phrase, but a succinct narrative or account. Condensed re-
lates more to the mode of treatment by which a matter is

brought or compressed into a smaller space than it might
have occupied. Laconic is applied to expressions which
carry conciseness or brevity to an extreme. A summary
account gives the principal points in the case ; a compen-
dious account is more sure than a sum mary account to give
a complete and sufficient view of the subject.

His [Lord Mahon's] narration is very perspicuous, and is

also entitled to the praise, seldom, we grieve to say, de-
served by modern critics, of being very concise.

ilacaulay, Lord Mahon's War in Spain.

A tale should be judicious, clear, succinct ;

The language plain, and incidents well link'd.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 235.

A work of genius is ... condensed knowledge, judg-
ment, skill, that make up the man.

Woolsey, Relig. of Present and Future.

"His time has come," said the laconic scout, thrusting
the long barrel of his rifle through the leaves, and taking
his deliberate and fatal aim.

J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, xxxi.

I shall take leave of this island with a summary accountI- \ v, j. it .. ./
* nimtt lane icue ui uiu iBuuui witn M ntntmoru accouul

conciliare), bring together, unite,win over, < con- concinnatet (kon-sin'at), a. [< L. concinnatus, of their [the winds'] force and direction, as observed by
ciliiun, a meeting, assembly, union : see council.]

~~ +^ "-^ i T^*. *. :.-.vi~ us/mm thp int. t/ith fh nr vnv*>mHa ..

1. To overcome the distrust or hostility of, by
soothing and pacifying means ; induce friendly
and kindly feelings in; pacify; placate; soothe;
win over.

pp.: see the verb.] Fit; apt; suitable.

A manue of ripe Judgement in electinge and chosynge
concinn-ate termes, and apte and eloquente woordes.

hall, Hen. VII., an. 5.

concinnationt (kon-si-na'shon), . [< L. con-

us from the 1st to the 8th of November.
Coo*, Voyages, III. vi. 8.

For Gotl is love compendious whole
Of all the blessings of a soul.

Byron, Love of God.

The rapacity of his father's administration had excited dnnatio(n-)"< concinnare, join
'

fitly together : Concisely (kon-sis'li), adv. In a concise man-
such universal discontent that it was found expedient to see concinnate, v.] The act of making fit, suit- ner

' t>neny i
m few words.

able, or perfect. But to return from this digression, though it was almost
The building, concinnation, and perfecting of the saints.

Bp. Reynolds, The Passions, p. 77.

2rTo'inducerdrawror secu^Tby something
C
?
n$ml P'* 't*9'

W
fJ

pl> >**
adapted to attract regard or favor; win; gain; -

engage.
Christ's other miracles ought to have conciliated belief

to his doctrine from the Jews. Cudworth, Sermons, p. 69.

conciliate the nation.
"

Hallam.
Each portion, in order to advance its own peculiar In-

terests, would have to conciliate all others, by showing a
disposition to advance theirs. Calhoun, Works, I. 69.

His [the Duke of York's] amiable disposition and excel-

concinnita(t-)s, < concinnus, fitly put together:
see concinnous.] 1. Fitness; suitableness

;
con-

nectedness; harmony.
Dr. Henry King's poems, wherein I find ... an exact

concinnity and evenness of fancy. Hoicell, Letters, Ii. 16.

necessary all the rules of painting are methodically, con-
cisely, and yet clearly delivered in this present treatise
which I have translated.

Dryden, Parallel between Poetry and Painting.
, < L- conciseness (kon-sis'nes), n. The quality of

being concise ; brevity in statement.
The concixenesn of Demosthenes, the Greek orator.

Dryden, Pref. to Second Misc.

The mysterious conciseness of an oracle.

Macaulay, Machiavelli.
lent temper have conciliated for him the esteem and regard

' M<, Letters, ii. 16.
Macauiay Machiavelli

of men of all parties. Greville, Memoirs, Aug. 15, 1818. A discourse in which the fundamental topic was thus ,.. ,, . ,, . , _
And any arts which conciliate regard to the speaker in- *S'3S*S*LS*A7"J^i_*!J.

h
_ ."?"; "S^SS^^i^'^L [^J"'

C "' =And any arts which conciliate regard to the speaker in-

directly promote the effect of his arguments.
De Quincey, Rhetoric.

= Syn. 1. To win over, propitiate, appease. See reconcile.

cinnitiee, to make much impression upon the disaffected

notify, Dutch Republic, I. 359.

_______ ,, r ______,- ____ ....... _______ Specifically 2. In gram, and rhe t., proper and
conciliating (kon-sil'i-a-ting), p. a. Having the consistent adjustment of words and clauses as
quality of gaining favor; pacifying; mollifying;
persuading : as, a conciliating address.

n.

regards both phraseology and construction;
fitness and harmony of style.

L. concinnus,conciliation (kon-sil-i-a'shon), . [=: F. con- concinnous (kon-sin'us), "a. [< ^. M,,H,.O,
ciliation = Sp. condliadon = Pg. condliacSo = fitly put together, well adjusted ; origin ob-
it, conciliazione, < L. condliatio(n-'), < conciliare, scure.] Suitable; agreeable; harmonious,
bring together : see conciliate.] 1. The act of Johnson. [Rare.]
converting from a state of jealousy, suspicion, concionaryt (kon'shio-na-ri), a. [< L. conciona-

rius, prop, contionarius, < contio(n-), an assem-
bly: see condonate.] Same as concionative.
There be four things a Minister should he at

; the Con-
scionary part, Ecclesiastical story, School Divinity, and the
Casuists. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 73.

[< L. eon-

. . . . condonari,
contionari (> Pg. condonar = It. condonare),
make an address, harangue, < contio(n-), im-
prop. condo(n-), an assembly, contr. of OL. co-

OT hostility; the act of gaining favor or good
will.

The house has gone farther ; it has declared concilia-
tion admissible previous to any submission on the part of
America. Burke, Conciliation with America
The Roman method of conciliation was, flrst of all, the COnciOnatet (kon

'
shio-nat), V. i

nost ample toleration of the customs, religion, and mu- ,.,* nrln flw*hL^T iJi r,f
licipal freedom of the conquered, and then their gradual
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admission to the privileges of the conqueror.
Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 251.

2. Reconciliation; harmonizing. [Rare.]
St. Austin repeatedly declares the conciliation of the

foreknowledge, predestination, and free grace of God with
the free will of man to be a most difficult question intel-
ligible only to few.
Sir W. Hamilton, Discussions (Blackwood, 1866), p. 622.

Court Of conciliation, a tribunal deciding disputes by
inducing the parties to agree on a settlement proposed to

ventio(n-) for conventio(n-), an assembly: see

convention.] To preach. Lithgow.
(kon'shio-na-tiv), a. [< concio-

nate
to or

^ r. rm^ He assemblies
them, the term is someTimes used as synonymous with COncionatort (kon'shio-na-tor), . [= Sp. Pg.
court of cow'flMio"'im^ies'^'w^'to
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the telm concionador = !* concionatore, < L. condonator,
'

prop, contionator, < contionari, harangue : see

condonate.] 1. A preacher. Cockeram. 2. A
common-councilman; a freeman. Wharton,

Pr. concisio = Sp. concision = Pg. concisao = It.

eontisione, conciseness, < LL. condsio(n-), a
cutting to pieces, a mutilation, separation, <

conddere, cut off : see concise.] If. A division;
a schism

;
a faction

;
a sect

;
a separation.

Those of the concision who made it [the division] would
do well to consider whether that which our Saviour as-
sures us will destroy a kingdom be the likeliest way to set-
tle and support a church. South, Works, III., Ep. Ded.

[It is used in the Vulgate and in the authorized version of
the Bible to translate the Greek word KOTUTOIUIJ, employed
by St. Paul in Phil. iii. 2, apparently, instead of n-epiron^,
for circumcision, as a contemptuous designation of those
Jews who relied upon the mere outward rite of circum-
cision.

Beware of dogs ; beware of evil workers ; beware of the
concision. Phil. iii. 2.

Here he speaks more strongly and calls it a concision a
mere outward mutilation, no longer as it had been, a seal
of the covenant. Ellicott, Com. on Phil. iii. 2.)

2. Conciseness.

His Attic taste had the singular merit of giving concision
to the perplexed periods of our early style.

/. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 23.

His wonted vigour and concision. Brougham.

enabling the court to compose their differences in a man-
ner to which they will assent, they being turned over to a

see concite.] The act of stirring up, exciting,
or putting in motion.
The revelations of heaven are conveied by new impres-

sions, and the immediate illumination of the soul
; whereas

the deceiving spirit, by concitatiun of humours, produceth
his conceited phantasm. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. En1

., i. 10.



concitato

COncitato (kon-cluVtii/to). a. [It., pp. ot rmici-

lurr, excite: see concite.] In muxir, excited,

agitated: noting passages to be rendered so as
to produce such an effect.

concitet (kon-Hit'), v. t. [= OF. fnnritir = Hp.
I'g. riinrititr = It. concitare, < L. nniritiirr, move
violently, disturb, excite, < mm-, together, +
cttiire, move, stir: see cite, and cf. excite.'] To
excite. Colt/run-.

concitizent (kon-sit'i-zn), a. [< con- + citi;> ii ;

= F. coni-itiii/ni, etc. Cf. equiv. LIj. mi,

translating Ur. av/nroUrrtr.'] A fellow-citi/.cn.

[Kare.]
A neighbour, or a stranger, or a foreigner or a >"

A,,., i, lh,t, Hi tormation, I'ref.

COnck, n. Soo couch, n., 7.

conclamation (kon-kla-ma'shon), . F= Pg.
conclamai'ilo = It. conclnma;i<nic (cf. OF. CHH-

damitation), < L. riiiirliliiiillin(ii-), < I'mirlili/iili-r,

pp. riiiirliiniii/ii.-,; cry out together, < </-, to-

gether, + diiiniii-r, cry out : SIT rlnini 1
, t'.] An

out cry or shout of many together ;
a clamorous

outcry. [Itare.]
The women continue their lamentations; ami many of

the females of the neighbourhood, hearing the conclaina-

ii,,n, eome to unite with them in this melancholy task.

K. W. Laiif, Modern Kgyptlans, II. 280.

Conclave (kon'klav), . [< ME. rinn-lnrr. < OF.
riini-liirr, F. conclave = Pr. condari = Sp. Pg.
It. conclave, < L. concUtre, a room that may be

locked, in ML. the place of assembly of tho

cardinals of tho Koraan Catholic Church, the

body of cardinals; < corn-, together, + clavis, a

key: see clavix, clef.} 1. A private apartment;
particularly, the place in which the 8acred Col-

lege or assembly of cardinals of the Roman
Catholic Church meets in privacy for the elec-

tion of a pope. 2. The assembly or meeting
of the cardinals for the election of a pope. For-

merly the pope was elected by the clergy and people of

Rome ; but, owing to the violence and even bloodshed
with which these elections were attended, the right of

election was in 1059 vested in the cardinals, and is still

exercised by them. During the progress of an election,
which usually lasts several days they and their attendants
are locked up and guarded within the apartments in the
Vatican occupied by them, to prevent any external inter-

ference or influence.

It was said of a cardinal, by reason of his apparent like-

lihood to step into St. Peter's chair, that In two conclaves

he went in pope and came out again cardinal.

South, Sermons.

3. The body of cardinals ;
the Sacred College.

I hid him welcome,
And thank the holy conclave for their loves.

Shak., Hen. VIII., U. 2.

4. Any private meeting ; a close assembly.
The great seraphic lords and cherubim
In close recess and secret conclave sat.

MUton, P. L., L 796.

I was ushered into the presence
of the agoumenos, who

sat in a hall, surrounded by a reverend conclave of his
bearded and long-haired monks.

R. Curzon, Monast. in the Levant, p. 369.

They were assembled in conclaw down in the meadow
on which the fair had been held the day before.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 186.

conclavist (kon'kla-vist), n. [= P. conclaviste=
Sp. Pg. conclavista = It. conclavista; as con-

clave + -is*.] An ecclesiastic attending upon
a cardinal in a conclave summoned for the elec-

tion of a pope.
conclimate (kon-kli'mat), r. t.

; pret. and pp.
condimated, ppr. conciliating. [< con- + cli-

mate.'] To acclimatize. Quarterly Rev. [Bare.]
conclude (kon-klod'), v.

; pret. and pp. con-

cluded, ppr. "concluding. [< ME. concluden =
F. conclure = Pr. concluire = Sp. Pg. concluir

= It. concludere, conchiudere, < L. concludere,
shut up closely, < com-, together, + claudere,

-cludere, shut: see close1
,
and cf. exclude, in-

clude, occlude, preclude, reclude, seclude.'] I.

trans. 1. To shut up; close in; inclose. [Ob-
solete or poetical.]
The very person of Christ . . . was only, touching bodily

substance, concluded In the grave.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. { Si

I dreamt
Of some vast charm concluded in that slat-

To make fame nothing.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

2. To bring to an end ;
finish

;
terminate.

I will conclude this part with the speech of a counsellor

of state. Bacon.

We cannot lie more wretched than we are ;

And death concludes all misery.
Fletcher, Spanish Curate, v. 3.

3. To settle, arrange, or determine finally.

Shall we at last conclude effeminate peace?
Shak., lllen. VI., v. 4.

This motion was well liked of all. but it was not thought
fit to conclude it. n'inthmp. Hist. New England, I. 287.
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4. To make a-final judgment <>r determination

concerning; judge; decide; determine; pro-
nounce.
The law eiiiu'lii'ln mi man guilty UI>M rotiji-c-iiire, but

from the detection of Home fault.

/' mi, UU rty of i

lint no frail man, however great or hi^li,

cn I" i'lcst before he die.

,i, tr. ..f livid.

5. To infer ordetermiue by reasoning; deduce;
judge to be or to exist : used more particularly
of strict and demonstrative- inference, but also

of induction and hypotli' --is.

Kepiove my allegation. If you can ;

Or rise coiK-lmlf HIV wold* etfei lnal.

'., -i Hen. VI., iii. 1.

Nil man i':ui i-ntit-!tul, lind'n l"\e i>r hatred to any person
by anything that befall him. TiOtitmn.

lu vain the sage, with retroactive
Would fnnii th apparent What cniii-liiile the Why,
Infer the mntive from tin- deed, mid Hhow
That what we chanc d wan what we meant U) do.

/"/", Moral Enuys, 1. 100.

6. To stop or restrain, or, as in law, estop from

argument or proceedings to the contrary ; oblige
or bind, as by authority, or by one's own argu-
ment or concession: generally in the passive:
as, the defendant is cmir/mlnl by his own plea.

If ... they will appeal to revelation for their creation,
they must be ctmclwl'd by It.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

I do not consider the decision of that motion, II|KIU af-

tldavits. tu amount to a res judirata, hieh ought to con-
</("/' the present iin|iiiry. Chancellor Krnt.

7f. To shut up ;
refute ; stop the mouth of.

In all these temptations Christ concluded the fiend, and
withstood him.
Exam. of W. Thorpe, In Wordsworth's EccL Biog., I. 266.

8f. To include.

For God hath concluded them all in unbelief, that he
might have mercy upon all. Bom. \i. 32.

Under these titles of honour do I conclude true lovers.

Ford, Honour Triumphant.

II. intrans. 1. To close in; come to an end.

This his suttle Argument to fast'n a repenting, and by
that means a guiltiness of Straffords death upon the Par-

lament, concluden upon his own head.
Mai",,. Etkonoklastes, il.

A train of lies,

That, made In lut, conclude in perjuries.
Dryden, Fables.

2. To come to a decision
; resolve; determine;

decide.

They did conclude to bear dead I.ucrece thence.

Shale., Lucrece, 1. 1850.

The forest sages pondered, and at length
Concluded in a body to escort her

Up to her father's house of pride and strength.
Whiitier, Bridal of Pennacook, v.

3. To arrive at an opinion ; form a final judg-
ment.

Where gentry, title, wisdom,
Cannot conclude, but by the yea and no
Of general ignorance. Shale., Cor., 111. 1.

4. To perform the act of reasoning; deduce a

consequence or consequences from given prem-
ises; infer.

For why should we the busy soul believe,
When boldly she concludes of that and this?

Sir J. Dairies, Immortal, of Soul, Int.

conclude!, " [< conclude, .] A conclusion;
an ending.

I shall write this generall leter to you all, hoping it will

be a good conclude- of a general, but a costly iv, tedious
bnssines.

Shirley, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 406.

concludencet, concludencyt (kon - klo
'
dens,

-den-si), n. [< concludent (see -ence, -ency) ;
= It.

concludenza?\ Inference ; logical deduction from

premises ; logical connection ; consequence.
A necessary or infallible concludency in these evidences

of fact. Sir H. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 132.

concludentt (kon-klS'dent), a. [= Pg. It. con-

cludente, It. also conchiudente,< L. concluden(t-)s,

e[>r.

of concludere, conclude : see conclude, v.}

ringing to a close
;
decisive.

Arguments . . . highly consequential and concludent to

my purpose. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

concluder (kon-k!6'der), n. One who concludes.

Not forward concludern in these times.

Bp. Mountayu, Appeal to Caesar, p. 146.

concludible (kon-kl8'di-bl), a. [< conclude, r. t

+ -ible.'] Capable of being concluded or in-

ferred. Bentley.

concluding (kon-kl6'ding), p. a. [Ppr. of con-

clude, t\] Final; ending; terminal; closing:
as, the concluding sentence of an essay con-
cluding line. Xaut. : (a) A small line secured to the
middle of the steps of stern-ladders, (ft) A line leading
through the middle of the steps of a Jacob's ladder.

conclusive

COncludinglyt (kon-klo"dinj,'-li). nilr. Coiiclu-

Mvely; \Mtli iiieiiiiti-ovi'i-tilili- evidence.

RxamiMe win tin I the opinion !'ln

j. d or not. .*! A.

COncluSa, . I'lnnil of i-tiiH-

COndusiblet < koii-klii'/.i-lil), . [< L. mm-lustm,

]i|i.
uf cniii'lnili /v . eiincliiili- ' -ee i inii-liiili. '-.),+

i/ili .
]

< 'apalile nt' being concluded or inferred ;

"Hs . . . certainly . . that they will volun
tiuih .i III",'

conclusion (kgn-kWihgn), . [(. MK. /HH/-III-

:iiui == I). I'lini-hixii = ti.riiiii-liitinii |)iill.

knnl;luttit>H,<. OF. i ', i,rl:LI,,,,. I .
,, a H-IIixin n = 1'r.

rniirliixio = Sp. conrllltiniK = I'X. rinirlii.iilil =
It. l-iiiii-lilxl'ini, < L. . .

. < nnii-liiil- i .

pp. COndUMUK, Conclude: see , I, I', 'hull
. c.") 1.

The end, close, or termination ; the final part :

as, the rinirlii-iiiin of a join T

our friendships huny to hliort ami p- '

cause we have made them a levtinr >( wine ami dreams,
instead of the tmi-h ttlnv of the Imnuin '

/.'mi ,-*,,/i, KrieniWiip.

2. Final result; outcome; upshot.
And, the ,:.,,,: :,.,,,n is, she shall lie thine :

In praeliee let us put it pre.ently.
.s'/nijt., Mueh Ado, i. 1.

3. Determination; final decision.

Ways of peaceable conclusion there are but tn ecrUIn :

the one a sentence of judicial decision, given by authority
thereto appointed within ourselves; the other, the like

kind of sentence given by a more universal authority.

4. A proposition concluded or inferred from

premises; the proposition toward which an

argumentation tends, or which is established

by it
; also, rarely, the act of inference.

That there is hut one world, U a concltuion of Faith.

Sir T. ttrmrnr, Kcllgio Medici, L 35.

He granted him lioth the major and the minor, but de-

nied the conclutivn. Additon, Freeholder.

It Is laudable to encourage Investigation, but to hold
back conclusion. Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 337.

5. In gram., that clause of a conditional sen-

tence which states the consequence of the prop-
osition assumed in the condition or protasis;
the apodosis. 6. In rhet., the last main divi-

sion of a discourse
;
that part in which, the dis-

cussion being finished, its bearings are deduced
or its points are summed up ;

a peroration, ap-

plication, or recapitulation.
The cuiiduKwn, like the introduction, deserves special

consideration. ... In oratory the conclusion Is called the

peroration. J. De Mille, Rhetoric, 88 400, 406.

7. An experiment ;
a tentative effort for de-

termining anything. [Obsolete except in the

phrase to try conclusion*.]
We practise ... all conclusion* of grafting and inocu-

lating. Bacon, New Atlantis.

Her physician tells me
she hath pursued conclusions infinite

Of easy ways to die. Shak., A. and C., v. t.

All the evening pricking down some things, and trying
some conclusions upon my vlall, in order to the inventing
a better theory of musick than hath yet teen abroad.

Pepyi, Diary, III. 404.

8. In law : (a) The effect of an act by which
he who did it is bound not to do anything in-

consistent therewith ;
an estoppel. (&) The

end of a pleading or conveyance, (c) A finding
or determination Conclusion of fact, the state-

ment by a judge or referee of his decision as ui what are
the true facts of the controversy. Conclusion Of law.
the statement by a judge or referee of the legal rights and
obligations of the parties resulting from the conclusions
of fact. Conclusion to the country, the conclusion of

a pleading by which a part}- "puts himself upon his coun-

try
"

that is, appeals to the TeMlct of a jury. See country,
6. Fallacy of irrelevant conclusion. See/aHaey.
Foregone conclusion, (n) Something already done or

accomplished ; an accomplished fact.

l:i-i". Nay, this was but his dream.
Oth. But this denoted & foregone conclusion.

Shak., Othello, ill. 3.

(6) Something which is certain to he done or to happen :

as, it is a foregone conclusion that he will be elected.

In conclusion, finally : lastly ; to conclude ; formerly,
In short.- To try conclusions with a person, to en-

gage with him in a contest for master)-, either physical
or mental ; struggle for victory over him, as in a discus-

sion, a trial of strength, or a lawsuit. = Syn. I)f,hi,-ii,,n.

Corollant, etc. (see inference), issue, event, upshot, finale,

completion.
conclusionalt (kon-kl8'zhon-al), a. [< conclu-

sion + -a/.] Concluding, ffp. Hooper.
conclusive (kon-klS'siv), a. [=F. conctusif =
Pr. conclusiu "= Sp. Pg. It. conclusivo, < LL.
"concluttivus (in adv. conclusive), < L. conclugus,

pp. of concludere, conclude : see conclude, v.~] 1 .

Decisive of argument or questioning; dispelling

doubt; finally deciding; leading to a conclusion
or determination.
The agreeing votes of both houses were not, by any law

or reason, cuuclntirr to my judgment. Kilfin Batililre.



conclusive

There is very strong evidence, although it is not cnvrlii-

sive, that in a given gas say in a vessel full of carbonic

acid the molecules are not all of the same weight.
W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 208.

The argument from the impossibility of a thing to its

non-existence is final and conclusive.

Mimrt, Nature and Thought, p. 113.

2. Specifically, bringing about or leading to a

logical conclusion ; conforming to the rules of

the syllogism.
Men . . . not knowing the true forms of syllogisms

cannot know whether they are made in right and conclu-

sive modes and Figures. Locke.

3. In law, possessing such weight and force

as not to admit of contradiction Conclusive
evidence, in law, evidence which precludes further con-

tradiction of the fact in question ; evidence which, if not

disproved, precludes dispute on the point it is adduced
to prove. Thus, a judgment for a debt is said to be con-
clusive evidence of the indebtedness it establishes, because,
having been put in evidence against the debtor, he cannot
usually give other evidence merely in denial of the indebt-

edness, unless he first gives evidence sufficient to avoid
the judgment. Such evidence is said to raise a conclusive

presumption of the fact it is adduced to prove. The
phrase conclusive evidence is also used, more loosely, of

evidence which, though not necessarily conclusive, yet,
not having been contradicted, is sufficient as matter of

law to oblige a jury to come to the proposed conclusion.
= Svn. 1. Eventual, Ultimate, etc. (seeyutaO, convincing,
decisive, unanswerable, irrefutable.

conclusively (kon-klo'siv-li), adv. In a con-
clusive manner

; decisively ;
with final deter-

mination: as, the point of law is conclusively
settled.

As it is universally allowed that a man when drunk
sees double, it follows conclusively that he sees twice as
well as his sober neighbors. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 239.

collusiveness (kon-klo'siv-nes), n. The qual-
ity of being conclusive or decisive of argument
or doubt

;
the power of determining opinion or

of settling a question.
The conclusiveness of the proof. J. S. Mill, Logic.

conclusory (kon-klo'so-ri), o. [< L. conclusus,

pp. of concludere, conclude (see conclude, v.),
+ -wy.~\ Conclusive. [Rare.]
COnclusum (kon-klo'sum), n.

; pi. conclusa (-sa).

[L., prop. neut. of conclusus, pp. of concludere,
close : see conclude, .] In diplomacy. See ex-
tract.

A conclusum is a returns' of the demands presented by
a government. It may be discussed ; and therein lies its

difference from an ultimatum, which must be accepted or

rejected as it stands. Blaclnoood's Mag.

COncoagulatet (kon-ko-ag'u-lat), v. t. or . [<
con- + coagulate.'] TJo curdle or congeal to-

gether ; form, or form into, one homogeneous
mass. [Bare.]
For some solutions require more, others less, spirit of

wine to concoaaulate adequately with them.

Boyle, Works, I. 442.

concoagulationt (kon-ko-ag-u-la'shon), re. [<

concoagulate : see -ation.~\ A coagulating or

coalescing together, as of different substances
or bodies into one homogeneous mass

; crystal-
lization of different salts in the same men-
struum.
A concoaffulation of the corpuscles of a dissolved metal

with those of the menstruum. Boyle, Works, III. 58.

concoct (kon-kokt'), v. [< L. concoctus, pp. of

concoquere'(> It. concuoccre), boil together, di-

gest, prepare, think over, < com-, together, +
coquere, cook: see cook1

, t\] I. trans. If. To
digest.

After a (cold) Peare, either drinke wine to concoct it, or
send for the Priest to confesse you. Cotyrave (s. v. vin).

He must not be called till lu: hath concocted and slept
his surfeit into a truce and a qmiet respite.

Jer. Taiflbr, Works (ed. 1835), I. 699.

2f. To purify or sublime
;
refine by removing

the gross or extraneous matter.

Than the waters whereof [Nilus] there is none more
sweet, . . . and of all others most wholesome. . . . Such
it is in being so concocted by the Sun.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 78.

3f. To ripen ; develop.
The root which still continueth in the earth is still con-

cocted by the earth. Bacon.

4. To combine and prepare the materials of,
as in cookery ; hence, to get up, devise, plan,
contrive, plot, etc. : as, to concoct a dinner or
a bowl of punch ;

to concoct a scheme or a con-

spiracy.
Grouse pie, with hare
In the middle, is fare

Which, duly concocted with science and care,'
Doctor Kitchener says, is beyond all compare.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 169.

That vaunted statesmanship which concocts constitu-
tions never has amounted to anything.

W. Phillips, Speeches, p. 375.

Il.t intrans. 1. To mature; ripen.
The longer the juice stayeth in the root and stalk, the

better it amcocteth. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 466.
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2. To digest.
For cold maketh appetite, but naturall heate concttctrlh

or boyleth. Sir T. Klyot, Castle of Health, ii.

concocter (kon-kok'ter), n. [< concoct + -erl.

Cf. It. ooneottore, a concocter, F. concoctcur, a

digestive medicine.] One who concocts.

This private cottcocter of malcontent.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

concoction (kon-kok'shon), . [= F. concoction
= Pg. concocgao = It. "concozione, < L. concoc-

tio(n-), < concoquere, pp. concoctus, digest, pre-
pare : see concoct.'] If. Digestion.

Also, the eating of sundrie sorts of meat require often

pottes of driuke, which hinder concoction.
Bailees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 252.

Your words of hard concoction, [your] rude poetry,
Have much impaired my health ; try sense another while.

Shirley, Hyde Park, ii. 4.

Bad meats will scarce breed good nourishment in the
healthiest concoction. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 10.

2f. The process by which morbid matter was
formerly supposed to be separated from the
blood or humors, or otherwise changed and pre-
pared to be thrown off

;
maturation.

This hard rolling is between concoction and a simple
maturation. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

3f. A ripening or maturing; maturity.
The constantest notion of concoction is, that it should

signify the degrees of alteration of one body into another,
from crudity to perfect concoction.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 838.

All this mellows me for heaven, and so ferments in this

world, as I shall need no long concoction in the grave, but
hasten to the resurrection. Donne, Letters, Ixxxii.

4. The act of preparing and combining the
materials of anything; hence, the devising or

planning of anything; the act of contriving or

getting up : as, the concoction of a medical pre-
scription, or of a scheme or plot.
This was an error in the first concoction, and therefore

never to be mended in the second or third.

Dryden, fret, to (Edipus.

5. That which is concocted
; specifically, a mix-

ture or compound of various ingredients : as, a
concoction of whisky, milk, and sugar.
concoctivet (kon-kok'tiv), a. [= Pg. concoctivo;
as concoct + -ire,] 1. Digestive; having the

power of digesting.
Hence the concoctive powers, with various art,
Subdue the cruder aliments to chyle.

Armstrong, Art of Preserving Health.

2. Eipening or tending to ripen or mature.
The fallow ground, laid open to the sun, concoctive.

Thomson, Autumn.

COncolor (kon-kul'or), a. [= F. concolore = It.

concolore, < L. concoloi; of one color, < com-, to-

gether, + color, color.] 1. Of one color ; whole-

colored; not party-colored or variegated in
color. 2. Of the same color with or as (some-
thing else) ; having the same colors or colora-
tion : specifically, in entom., applied to the wings
of a lepidopterous insect when the upper and
lower surfaces show the same colors and pat-
terns.

Concolour animals, and such as are confined unto one
color. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 11.

Also concolorous.

COncolorate (kon-kul'or-at), a. [As concolor
+ -ate1.] In entom., naving the same color:

specifically said of the wings when the upper
and lower surfaces have the same colors and
patterns, as in some Lepidoptera.
concolorous (kon-kul'or-us), a. [As concolor
+ -0s.] Same as concolor.

It would seem that, unless specially bred by concolor-
ous marriages, blue-eyed belles will be scarce in the Mil-
lennium. Science, IV. 367.

concomitance, concomitancy (kon-kom'i-tans,
-tan-si), n. [< F. concomitance = Sp. Pg. con-
comitancia = It. concomitanza, < ML. concomi-

tantia, < LL. eoncomitan(t-)s, concomitant: see

concomitant.^ 1. The state of being concomi-
tant; a being together or in connection with
another.

The secondary action subsisteth not alone, but in con-

comitancy with the other. Sir T. Browne.

2. In Bom. Cath. theol., the coexistence of the

body and blood of Christ in the single eucha-
ristic element of bread, so that those who par-
take of the consecrated host receive him in full.

Also concomitation.

And therefore the dream of the Church of Rome that
he that receives the body receives also the blood, because
by concomitance the blood is received in the body, is

neither true nor pertinent to this question.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, ii. 3.

3. In math., a relation between two sets of

variables such that, when those of one set are

concord

replaced by certain functions of themselves,
those of the other set are also replaced by cer-
tain determinate functions of themselves.
Simple concomitance, in math., such a relation between
two sets of variables that, when the first set is replaced by a
set of linear functions of that first set, the second set is also

replaced by a set of linear functions of that second set, the
coefficients of the two sets of linear functions being re-

lated together in a definite manner. The principal kinds
of simple concomitance are coyredicnt-y and cuntrayredi-
ence.

COncomitaneoust (kon-kom-i-ta'ne-us), a. [As
cottcomit-ant + -aneous.] Accompanying.

Concomitaneoiis with most of other vices.

t'eltham, Resolves, ii. 56.

concomitant (kon-kom'i-tant), a. and n. [=
F. concomitant = Sp. Pg. It. concomitante, <

LL. concomitait(t-)s, ppr. of coticomitari, accom-
pany, < L. com-, together, + comitari, accom-

rny,
< comes (comit-), a companion : see cott 2

.]

a. Accompanying; conjoined with ; concur-
rent

; attending : used absolutely or followed by
with or to.

It has pleased our wise Creator to annex to several ob-

jects ... a concomitant pleasure. Locke.

As the beauty of the body accompanies the health of it,

so certainly is decency concomitant to virtue.

Hughes (quoted by Crabb).

Re-distributions of Matter imply concomitant re-distri-
butions of Motion. //. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 17.

II, n. 1. A thing that is conjoined or con-
current with another

;
an accompaniment ;

an
accessory ;

an associated thing, quality, or cir-

cumstance.
The other concomitant of ingratitude is hardhearted-

ness. South, Sermons.

Gaiety may be a concomitant of all sorts of virtue.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 7.

Wealth with its usual concomitants, elegance and com-
fort. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 1.

2f. A person who accompanies another ; an at-

tendant or a companion.
He made him the chief concomitant of his heir-apparent

and only son. Sir II. Walton, Reliquiee, p. 212.

3. In math., a form invariantively connected
with a given form or system of forms, it is a
quantic derived from a given system of quantics (of which
it is said to be a concomitant) in such a way that, the
variables of the given system of quantics being linearly
transformed, and another quantic being similarly derived
from the transformed system of quantics, the first derived
quantic is transformed into the second (to a constant
factor pr'es) either by a similar or by a reciprocal trans-
formation of the variables to that which gave the second
system of quantics from the first. Mixed concomitant,
in math., a concomitant of two systems of quantics such
that, when these two systems are severally linearly trans-

formed, the concomitant is to be transformed similarly
as to one set and reciprocally as to the other.

COncomitantly (kon-kom'i-tant-li), adv. So as
to be concomitant

;
in company or combination

;

accessorily.
A few curious particulars . . . which concomitantly il-

lustrate the history of the arts. Walpole, Life of Vertue.

concomitatet (kon-kom'i-tat), v. t. [< LL. con-

comitatus, pp. of concomitari, accompany: see

concomitant.'] To accompany or attend
;
be as-

sociated or connected with.

This simple bloody spectation of the lungs is differenced
from that which concomitates a pleurisy.

Harvey, Consumptions.

COncomitationt (kon-kom-i-ta'shon), n. [< con-
comitate : see -attorn.] Same as concomitance, 2.

My second cause why I was condemned an heretike is

that I denied transubstantiation and concomitation, two
iugling words of the papists, by the which they doe be-
leeue . . . that Christ's naturall bodie is made of bread,
and the Godhead by and by to bee ioyned thereunto.

Taylor, in Foxe's Martyrs, p. 1383.

concord (kong'kdrd), n. [< F. concorde = Pr.

Sp. Pg. It. concordia, (. L. concordia, agree-
ment, union, harmony, < concor(d-)s, earlier

concordis, of the same mind, agreeing, < com-,
together, + cor(d-) = E. heart: see cordial,
core1

,
and heart, and cf. accord, discord.'] 1.

Agreementbetween persons ;
union in opinions,

sentiments, views, or interests; unanimity;
harmony; accord; peace.
What concord hath Christ with Belial? 2 Cor. vi. 15.

Had I power, I should
Pour the sweet milk of concord into hell.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

Love-quairels oft in pleasing concord end.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1008.

2. Agreement between things ; mutual fitness
;

harmony.
If, nature's concord broke,

Among the constellations war were sprung.
Milton, P. L., vi. 311.

Far-reaching concords of astronomy
Felt in the plants, and in the punctual birds.

Emerson, Musketaquid.



concord

3. In music: (ft) Tho HimultaneoiiH combina-
tion of tones that are in tune or in harmony
with each other: opposed to dimrd.

Tin- true concord of well-tuned Bounds.

Shale., Sonnets, viil.

(6) Specifically, a simultaneous combination
of two or more tones, which has a final and

satisfactory cll'cct when taken alone, without

preparation or resolution. concords of two i

(also ealhil ooruonanea) u& cither ITI-I ..r i,,,
;

prii.-ri niiir.ir.ls iurlu.le j.iimcs fourths, fifths, and oc-

taves, uil.l imperfect inrlii.tr major fui.l uiiiMT thirds and
major and minor sixths, Concords of more tliiin two
tones contain only the atMive interval* between every
pair of their eonstitu.-nt tones; hut the triad, r. insisting
of the lid, 4th, anil 7th of the scale when the 2.1 is in the
lowest voice, is ranked as a coneord, notwithstanding the
dissonance between the 4th and 7th. (s. . ti'in'l. and r,,m
ru'in i-lii;l, under i-liunl, 4.) Conrorili of two tones are

acoustically distinguished from discords hy the simplicity
of the ratios hetween the vibration-numbers of the tones:
thus, the ratios of the above concords tire [, \, i, ?, f , |, S,

and S respectively. (See interval and ronnonance.)

At niusickr's sacred soiimle my fanale* eft begonnc
In concordat, discordes, notes, and cllffes, in tunes of uni-

Sollllr. '

I nil of Fetters.

4. A compact; an agreement by stipulation;
a treaty. [Archaic.]
The concord made hetween Henry and Roderick the

Irish kin". Sir ./. Daciti, State of Ireland.

He now openly proclaimed that he had no intention of

abiding hy the concord of Salamanca.
I'mmtt, lerd. and Isa., ii. 17.

6. In Eng. law, an agreement between the parties
in a fine

;
made by leave of the court, prior to

the abolition of that mode of conveyance, it was
an acknowledgment from the deforciants that the land in

question was the right of the complainant.
6. In gram., agreement of words in construc-

tion, as adjectives with nouns in gender, num-
ber, and case, or verbs with nouns or pronouns
in number and person Book of Concord, the
fundamental sym!>ol of the Lutheran Church, containing
the Apostles', Nicene, and Athanasian Creeds, the Augs-
burg Confession, the Apology for the Augsburg Confession,
the Schmalkald Articles, the two catechismsof Luther,and
the r'nriniihi of Concord. It appeared in 1580. Formula
or Form of Concord, one of the symbolical books of the
Lutheran Church, drawn up at Torgau in 1577 as a final

statement of its doctrines on controverted points, and
adopted hy many German states,

concordt (kon-k&rd'), r. [< ME. concordat, <

OF. coitcorder, F. concorder = Pr. Sp. Pg. con-
cordar = It. concordare, < L. concordare, be of

one mind, agree, < cocor(d-)s, agreeing: see

concord, n., and cf. accord, record, v.~\ I. in-

trans. To agree ; cooperate.
Friends and associates ready to concord with them in

any desperate measure. Clarendon, Life, II. 190.

H. trans. To reconcile ; bring into harmony.
But vndcrstanding that it was concordtd and concluded,

he forthwith retourned to the sayde place of Amphlpolis.
Nicollt, tr. of Thucydldes, fol. 132.

He lived and died with general councils in his pate, with
windmills of union to concord Rome and England, Eng-
land and Koine, Germany with them both.

Bp. llacket, Abp. Williams, I. 102.

concordablet (kon-k6r'da-bl), a. [< ME. con-

cordnblc, < OF. concordable = Sp. concordable =
Pg. concordavel, < LL. concordabilis, agreeing.
< L. concordare, agree: see concord, v., and
-a Iilf.} Capable of according; agreeing; cor-

responding.
For in cronike of time ago
I fynde a tale concordable.

Gowtr, Conf. Amant, II.

COncordablyt (kon-kdr'da-bli), adv. With con-
cord or agreement ; accordantly.
That religion which they do both concordably teach.

T. Royerx, On the Thirty-nine Articles.

concordance (kon-kdr'dans), n. [< ME. con-

cordaunce, < OF" concordance, P. concordance =
Sp. Pg. concordancia = It. concordanza, < ML.
concordantia, < L. concordat! (t-)s, ppr. of con-

cordare, agree: see concordant, concord, t'.] 1.

The state of being concordant; agreement;
harmony.
The knowledge concerning the sympathies and concor-

dances hetween the mind and body.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 183.

Contrasts and yet concordances. Carlylf.

2f. In gram., concord.
After the three Concordances learned, ... let the mas-

ter read unto hym the Epistles of Cicero.

Aicham, The Scholemaster, p. 2.

3. A classified collection of the different pas-

sages of a work, as of the Bible or the plays of

Shakspere, with references to the places of their

occurrence. A rcrbnl concordance consist* of an alpha-
betical list of the principal wonts used in the work, un-
der each of which references to the passages in which it

is found arc arranged in order, generally with citation of

the essential part MI rarh. \ real eoneonfone* toM alpha-
betical index of slllijeets. (( 'umpire harmony in a similar

sense.)
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The Latin concordance! of St. Ilierom's Kihle.
./ r, /.i>/t'/r. Works, III. 111.

A. D. 1378, Thomas de Karmlaw. canon ..t York
ilral, Iravo a P.ihlr an.l , , ! put in the north
aisle of M. Nichola.s 1,

N, v.

ijuotcd in HIII-I, church of <mr Fathers, III. I. M, note.

concordancyt (kon -k6r' dan-Hi), n. Same as

i-unrnriliim-t, \.

concordant (kon-kor'dant), a. [= F. cnncor-
ilinit = Sp. Pg. It. OOMOfdMto, < L. niHi-or-

iliin( /-)., ppr. of concordare, agree: nfi-mnronl,
'.] 1. Agreeing; agreeable; correspondent;
suitable

;
harmonious.

Concordant discords. Mir. for Magi., p. 55.

Were every one employed In points cnnmntant to their

natures, professions, and arts, commonwealths would rise

up of themselves. A'ir T. limirnr, Vnlg. Err.

2. In mimic, consisting of a concord, or having
(lie elYeel of one. See i-iiiirnril. '', and c<ix-

iituil, a., 1. Concordant chord or harmony, same
as <-:, n *i>nni\f i-l,i'i-<l (which Hee. iin.ln r.r,,.nm //,/).

concordantial (kon-kor-dau 'sha!), a. [= F.

riiiii-iirdiinticl, < ML. concordantin : see rnin-<ir-

ilnncf. and -a/.] Relating to or of the nature of

a concordance. See rnnriirdiiHi-i'. It.

Every Imaginable sort of aid and appendix t.. th

n al texts, with grammar and concordant >nl 1. \i ..n~ adapt-
ed to every want. Xrw York Jndeprndent, June 30, 1870.

concordantly (kon-k&r'dant-li), adv. In a con-
cordant manner.

Micha's disciples, who hope to lodge concordantly to-

gether an Idol and an ephod.
If'. Montayue, Devoute Essays, xlll. 7.

concordat (kon-k6r'dat), . [Formerly concor-

date (now as F.); = F. concordat = Sp. con-

cordato = Pg. concordata, concordat*) = It. con-

cordato. < NL. concordatum, prop. neut. of L.

concordatus, pp. of concordare, agree : see con-

cord, r.] An agreement; a compact ; a conven-
tion

; especially, an agreement between church
and state.

A barren, ambiguous, delusive concordat had baffled the

peremptory demand of Germany for a reformation of the
church. Milman, Latin Christianity, xiv. 7.

Nor will any universal formula be possible so long as
different nations and churches are in different stages of

development, even if for the highest form of Church and
State such a formal concordat lie practicable.

Stubbt, Const Hist (2d ed.), 607.

Specifically (a) In canon law, a compact, covenant, or

agreement concerning some beneficiary matter, as a res-

ignation, permutation, promotion, or the like. (&) In civil

law, a composition deed, (c) A convention or treaty he-

tween the see of Rome and any secular government, with
a view to arrange ecclesiastical relations. The most cele-

brated modern concordat is that concluded in 1801 lie-

tween Napoleon Bonaparte as first consul and Pius VII.,

defining the restored privileges of the Roman Catholic
Church in France, and regulating In detail the relations

between the ecclesiastical and civil powers. Concordat
Of Worms, the convention between Calixtus II. and the

emperor Henry V., In 1122, ending the struggle concerning
investiture.

concordatet (kon-k&r'dat), . [< NL. concor-

datum: see concordat.] An obsolete form of

concordat. Swift.
COncordert (kon-kdr'der), n. One who makes

peace and promotes harmony.
The roiall image of the Prince of Peace,
The blest Concorder that made warres to cease.

Taylor.

concordial (kon-kor'dial), ft. [< concord, after

cordial.] Harmonious; characterized by con-

cord; concordant. [Rare.]
A concordial mixture. Jrviny, Bracebridge Hall.

concordist (kon-kor'dist), . [< concord + -<.]
The compiler of a concordance. Worcester.

[Rare.]
concordityt (kqn-kor'di-ti), n. [< concord +
-ity."] Concord. Bailey.

concordlyt (kong'kord-li), adv. [< 'concord, adj.

(< L. concor(d-)s: seeconcord, .), + -ty
2
.] Con-

cordantly.
What they delibert wiselie, let them accomplish con-

cardlic, not iarring nor swaruing one from the other.

Foxe, Martyrs, Epistle of Oregorie.

concorporalt (kon-k6r'po-ral), a. [=It. concor-

porale (cf. Sp. concorporeo'= Pg. concorporeo),
< LL. concorporalis, < L. com-, with, together,
+ corpus (corpor-), body : see corpora?.] Of the

same body or company. Bailey.

COncorporate (kou-kor'po-rat), r.
; pret. and pp.

1'iiiicorimrated, ppr. concorporating. [< L. con-

corporatus, pp. of coneorporare (> It. concor-

porare, unite in one body), < com-, together, +
corporare, embody: see corporate.'} I. trans.

If. To unite in one substance or body; bring
into any close union ; incorporate.
To he concorporated in the same studies and exercises,

in the same affections, employments, and course of life.

lli'l/iiwt, tr. of Plutarch, p. 72.

concredit

We are all coneorporated, as It were, and made copart-
ners of the promiu- in Christ

AI>II. Uuhrr, Sermons (1021), p. 9.

Concontvratiii'i things inconsihteut.

Boyle, Works, VI. .

2. To assimilate by digestion.
II. t intrant. To unite in one mass or body.

in: stock and graft to (if I ma> to -|>. ak) con-

rfl II. 293.

COncorporate (kon-kor'po-riit), ii. [< L. rn-
mriinriilii.i. pp.: -ee the vei-li.

]
I'niti'd iu the

same body ; incorporated. [Arelinie. )

Until which, !.;'"//,
Do make the elementary matt, i ..t --M

B. Jonton, VI. h. mi-t. II. 1.

I'.ut if we are all eoruwrponife with one another in '

and not only with another, hut with Himself, In that

He Is In iu through Ills own Mesh, bow are we not all

Hi with each other and with Christ If

1'iufil, Eirenicon, p. 55.

concorporationt (kon-kdr-p^ra'sho.n), i. [<

corporate: see ci>ncor]tortite,r.] The union of

tilings in one siilt:iin>eor body. Itr.H.Hore.
concostate (kon-kos'tat), a. [< NL. concostattu,
< L. com-, togotherj

+ costatus, ribbed: see eos-

tnii-.] In but., having converging ribs: applied
to leaves in which the ribttcurving from the Mae
converge at the apex.
concourse (kong'kors), n. [< F. contour* = Sp.

Pg. concurso= It. concorso, < L. concursiu, a run-

ning together, a throng, < concurrcre, pp. conCMr-

#, run together, < com-, together, + currere,
run: seeconeur, coarse1 , current.'] 1. A moving,
running, or flowing together; a commingling;
concurrence; confluence; coincidence.
The coalition of the good frame of the universe was not

the product of chance or fortuitous concoumf of particles
of matter. Sir .17. Hale, Urig. of Mankind.

By the eaneaune of story, place, and time, Diotrephes
was the man St. John chiefly pointed at

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. l&S.

2. A meeting or coming together of people ;
an

assembly; a throng; a crowd.
Coneoune in arms, fierce faces threatening war.

Milton, P. I... xl. 041.

The noise and busy concourte of the mart
Dryden, /Kneld.

Amidst the concourse were to be seen the noble ladies

of Milan in gay fantastic cars, shining In silk brocade,
and with sumptuous caparisons for their horses. Pretcott.

3. An assemblage of things ; an agglomeration;
a gathering ;

a cluster.
Under some concftre of shades,

Wbose branching arms thick intertwined might shield
From dews and damps of night his shelter d head.

Milton, . K., iv. 404.

4t. The place or point of meeting: a point of

contact or junction of two or more bodies.

The drop will begin to move toward the concounc of
the glasses. Xeifton.

Hence 5. A place for the gathering or re-

sort of carriages with their occupants, as at a

good point of view or of accommodation in a

park or other public place. 6f. Concurrence;
aid; cooperation.
Why should he despair of success, since effects natu-

rally follow their causes, and the divine Providence Is

wont to afford its concourse U> such proceedings?
Barrow, Works, I. I.

7. In Scots lair, concurrence by a person hav-

ing legal qualification to grant it. Thus, to

every libel in the Court of Justiciary the lord

advocate's concourse or concurrence is neces-

sary Concourse of actions, in Scot* laic, the case

where, for the same cause, a prosecution which proceeds
ad vindictam publicam and a prosecution or action ad
civilem efectutn go on concurrently.

concreate (kon'kre-at), v. t. [< LL. concreatug,

pp. adj., < L. com-', together, + creatus, pp. of

creare, create: see create. Cf. It. concreare, Pg.
concrear, F. concreer, concreate.] To create
with or at the same time. [Obsolete or archaic. ]

A rule cintcreatfd with man. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 3.

If God did concreate grace with Adam, that grace was
nevertheless grace. Jer. Taylor, Repentance, vL ^ 4.

concreate (kon'kre-at), a. [=Pg. concreado=
It. concreate, < LL. concreatug, pp. adj. : see

the verb.] Created at the same time. [Rare.]
All the faculties supposed concreate with human con-

sciousness. Tr. for Alien, and Jieitrol., VI. 503.

concreditt (kon-kred'it), r. t. [< L. concreditus,

pp. of concrederc, intrust, consign, commit, <

com-, together, 4- credere, intrust: see credit,

and cf. accredit.] To intrust; commit in trust
;

accredit.
There it was that he spake the parable of the king, who

concredited divers talents to his servants, and having at

his return exacted an account, rewarded them who had

improved their bank. Jer. Taylor,Works (ed. 18S5X I. 888.

When gentlemen of qualitie have been sent beyond the

seas, resigned and concreditrd to the conduct of such as

they call Oovernours. Eeelvn, To Mr. Edward Thurland.



concremation

concremationt (kon-kre-ma'shon), . [< LL.

coHcreinatio(n-), < L. cohcrcmtire, pp. concrcm/i-

tus, burn up, < com-, together, + cremare, burn :

see cremate.] The act of burning up; burning
or cremation, as of dead bodies.

When some one died drowned, or in any other way
which excluded cvticreiiiation and required burial, they
made a likeness of him and put it on the altar of idols,

together with a large offering of wine and Invad.

Quoted by //. Spencer.

concrement (kon'kre-ment), . [< LL. con-

cremcntum, < L. concrescere, grow together: see

concresce, and cf. increment.] A growing toge-

ther; concretion; a concreted mass. [Rare.]
The concrement of a pebble or flint.

Sir M. Hale, Grig, of Mankind.

The stony concrements which are found, about the size

of a pea, in the apices of the lungs of old people.

Volley, Bacteria Investigation, p. 172.

concresce (kon-kres'), j pret. and pp. con-

cresced, ppr. concrescing. [< L. concrescere,

grow together, < com-, together, + crescere,

grow: see crescent, and cf. accresce, accrease,

increase, etc. Cf . concrete.] To grow together.
The concresced lips of an elongated blastopore.

J. A. Ryder.

concrescence (kon-kres'ens), n. [= Sp. concre-

cencia, < L. conc'rescentia, < concrescere, grow to-

gether: see concresce.] 1. Growth or increase;
increment.
Seeing it is neither a substance perfect, nor ... in-

choate, . . . how any other substance should thence take
concrescence it hath not been taught.

Ralevjh, Hist. World, I. i. 10.

2. A growing together, in general; a coming
together in process of growth or development,
to unite or form one part : in anat. and zool.,
used of parts originally separate.
The concrescence of the folds of the mantle to form a

definitely-closed shell-sac.

E. R. Lankester, Encyc. Brit., XVI. 671.

3. In biol.
,
the growing together or coalescence

of two or several individual cells or other or-

ganisms ; conjugation ;
a kind of copulation in

which two or more organisms become one. See

conjugation, 4.

The act of reproduction commences as a rule with the

complete or partial fusion of two individuals. . . . This
concrescence gives the stimulus to changes in the appro-
priate parts. Oegenbavr, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 88.

4. In bot., the union of cell-walls, as those of

mycelial hyph, by means of a cementing sub-
stance formed in process of growth, so that

they are inseparably grown together. Also
called cementation.

concrescible (kon-kres'i-bl), a. [< F. concres-

cible = Sp. concrecible = Pg. concrescivel = It.

concrescibile, < NL. as if *concrescibilis, < L.

concrescere, grow together: see concresce, con-

crete.] 1. Capable of concrescing or growing
together. 2. Capable of becoming concrete,
or of solidifying.

They formed a genuine, fixed, concregcible oil.

Fourcroy (trans.).

concrescive (kpn-kres'iv), a. [< concresce +
-ive.] Growing together ; uniting. [Rare.]
concrete (kon'kret or kpn-kret'), a. and n. [=
D. konkreet = G. conerei = Dan. Sw. konkret =
F. Pr. concret = Sp. Pg. It. concreto, < L. con-

cretus, grown together, hardened, condensed,
solid (neut. concretum, firm or solid matter), pp.
of concrescere, grow together, harden, condense,
stiffen: see concresce, and cf. discrete.] I. a. 1.

Formed by coalescence of separate particles
or constituents

; forming a mass; united in a

coagulated, condensed, or solid state.

The first concrete state or consistent surface of the chaos
must be of the same figure as the last liquid state.

Bp. Burnet.

2. In logic, considered as invested with the ac-

cidents of matter
; particular; individual: op-

posed to abstract.

There is also this difference between concrete and ab-
stract names, that those were invented before proposi-
tions, but these after ; for these could have no being till

there were propositions from whose copula they proceed.
Hoboes, Works, I. iii. 4.

Bunyan is almost the only writer who ever gave to the
abstract the interest of the concrete.

Macaulay, Pilgrim's Progress.

A concrete notion is the notion of a body as it exists in
nature invested with all its qualities.

Fleming, Vocab. of Philos., p. 105.

3. In music, melodically unbroken; without
skips or distinct steps in passing from one pitch
to another. 4. Consisting of concrete: as, a
concrete pavement.-concrete abstraction. See
abstraction. Concrete noun, the name of something
having a concrete existence : opposed to an abstract noun,
which is the name of an attribute. Concrete number.
See abstract, a., 1.
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II. n. 1. A mass formed by concretion or

coalescence of separate particles of matter in

one body.
They pretend to be able by the fire to divide all t-nn-

ovfcx, minerals and others, into distinct substances.

Ilo/ili; Works, I. 544.

2. In gram, and logic, a concrete noun; a par-
ticular, individual term

; especially, a class-

name or proper name.

Vitality and Sensibility, Life and Consciousness, are ab-

stractions having real concretes. They are compendious
expressions of functional processes conceived in their to-

tality, and not at any single stage.
G. II. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Mind, I. ii. 2.

3. A compact mass of sand, gravel, coarse peb-
bles, or stone clappings cemented together by
hydraulic or other mortar, or by asphalt or re-

fuse tar. It is employed extensively in building under
water (for example, to form the bottom of a canal or the
foundations of any structure raised in the sea, as piers,

breakwaters, etc.), and for pavements. The walls of houses
are sometimes formed of it, the ingredients being first firm-

ly rammed into molds of the requisite shape, and allowed
to set. The finer kind of concrete used for purposes re-

quiring the greatest solidity is known asMan (which see).

4. Sugar which has been reduced to a solid

mass by evaporation in a concretor.

concrete (kon-kref), r.
; pret. and pp. concreted,

ppr. concreting. [= F. concreter, coagulate, =
Sp. concretar = It. concretare, concrete, < L.

concretus, pp. of concrescere, grow together: see
concresce and concrete, a.] I. intrans. To unite
or coalesce into a mass or solid body ;

form

concretions; coagulate; congeal; clot.

The particles of tinging substances and salts dissolved
in water do not of their own accord concrete and fall to the
bottom. Newton, iu Boyle's Works, I. 114.

The blood of some who died in the plague could not be
made to concrete. Arbuthnot.

II. trans. 1. To form into a mass, as separate
particles, by cohesion or coalescence.

There are in our inferior world divers bodies that are
concreted out of others. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

2. To combine so as to form a concrete no-
tion.

How . . . could there be such a science as optics were
we necessitated to contemplate colour concreted with fig-

ure, two attributes which the eye can never view but as-

sociated 7 Harris, Hermes, Iii. 4.

concretely (kon'kret-li or kpn-kret'li), adv. In
a concrete form or manner

;
not abstractly.

The properties of bodies . . . taken concretely together
with their subjects. Cudmorth, Intellectual System, p. 67.

Without studying Homer and Dante and Moliere and
the rest, one can get but a very meagre notion of human
history as concretely revealed in the thoughts of past gen-
erations. J. Fielce, Cosmic Philos., I. 137.

concreteness (kon'kret-nes or kpn-kret'nes), .

The quality or state of being concrete, in any
sense.

The individuality of a concept is thus not to be con-
founded with the sensible concreteness of an Intuition
either distinct or indistinct.

J. Ward, Encyc. Brit., XX. 77.

concrete-press (kon'kret-pres), . A machine
for pressing concrete into the form of blocks
for use in building or paving.
concretianism (kon-kre'shan-izm), n. [< *con-

cretian, erroneous form of concretion, in lit. sense
of ' a growing together,' -f- -ism.] The doctrine
that the soul is generated at the same time as
the body and develops along with it. [Rare.]
concretion (kpn-kre'shpn), n. [=F. concretion
= Pr. concrecio= Sp. concrecion = Pg. concrecflo

= It. concrezione, < L. concretio(n~), < concrescere,

pp. concretus, grow together: see concresce.]
1. The act of growing together or becoming
united in one mass

;
concrescence

;
coalescence.

2. A mass of solid matter formed by a grow-
ing together, or by congelation, condensation,
coagulation, conglomeration, or induration; a

clot; a lump; a nodule: as, "concretions of

slime," Bacon.
These greedy flames shall have devoured whatever was

combustible, and converted into a smoak and vapour all

grosser concretions.

Glanmlle, Pre-exUtence of Souls, p. 178.

Calcareous Concretions from Clay-beds.

concubinacy

Specifically 3. In groL, an aggregation of

mineral matter, usually calcareous or silieious,

in concentric layers, so arranged as to give rise

to a form approaching the spherical, but often
much flattened. This often takes place about some or-

ganic nucleus, tile decomposition of which seems in such
cases to tie the cause of the structure. Concretions arc
common in sandstones, shales, and clays.

4. In logic : (<i) The state of being concrete;
concreteness. (6) The act of determination, or
of rendering a concept more concrete or deter-
minate by adding to the marks it contains.

The mind surmounts all power of concretion, and can
place in the simplest manner every attribute by itself.

Harris, Hermes, iii. 1.

Gouty concretions, nodules of sodium nrate formed in

the tissues of gouty persons. Morbid concretions, in

the animal economy, hard substances which occasionally
make their appearance in different parts of the body, as

pineal concretions, salivary concretions, hepatic concre-

tions, etc.

concretional (kon-kre'shon-al), a. [< concretion
+ -al.] Pertaining to concretion

;
formed by

concretion
; concretionary.

concretionary (kon-kre'shpn-a-ri), o. [= F.
concretion miirc ; as concretion 4- -ary.~\ 1. Char-
acterized by concretion

;
formed by concretion ;

concretional.

In some Phallusite the alimentary canal is coated by a

very peculiar tissue, consisting of innumerable spherical
sacs containing a yellow concretionary matter.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 518.

The tubular layer rises up through the pigmentary layer
of the crab's shell in little papillary elevations, which
seem to be concretionary nodules.

W, B. Carpenter, Micros., 613.

Specifically 2. In geol., consisting of mineral
matter which has been collected (either from
the surrounding
rock or from with-

out) around some
center, so as to form
a more or less regu-
larly shaped mass.
Carbouate of lime depos-
ited from hot springs of-

ten displays the concre-

tionary structure in a
high degree. In a single
concretion all the parts Concretionary Structure,

are subordinate to one
center ;

in a concretionary rock the whole mass is made
up of more or less distinctly formed concretions,

concretism (kon'kre-tizm or kon-kre'tizm), n.

[< concrete + -ism.'] The habit or practice of

regarding as concrete or real what is abstract
or ideal.

It is a surprising instance of this tendency to concretism,
that, among people so civilized as the Buddhists, the most
obviously moral beast-fables have become literal incidents
of sacred history. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 374.

COncretive (kon-kre'tiv), a. [= F. cvncretif =
Pr. concretiu; as concrete + -ive.] Causing
to concrete

; having power to produce concre-
tion

; tending to form a solid mass from sepa-
rate particles: as, "concretire juices," Sir T.

Browne, Vulg. Err.

concretively (kon-kre'tiv-li), adv. 1. In a
concretive manner. 2f. Concretely; not ab-

stractly.
It is urged that although baptism take away the guilt as

concretively redounding to the person, yet the simple ab-
stracted guilt as to the nature remains.

Jer. Taylor, Polem. Discourses, p. 907.

COncretor (kon-kre'tor), . [< NL. "concretor,
< L. concretus, pp. of concrescere, harden, con-
dense. See concrete.'] In sugar-manuf., a ma-
chine in which syrup is reduced to a solid mass
by evaporation.
COncreturet (kon-kre'tur), n. [< L. as if *con~

cretura, < concrescere, pp. concretus, grow to-

gether : see concresce, concrete.] A mass formed

by coagulation. Johnson.

concrewt (kon-kro"), v. i. [For *concrue (cf.

accrue, formerly also accrete), ult. < L. concres-

cere, grow together: see concresce.] To grow
together.

And his faire lockes, that wont with ointment sweet
To be embaulm'd, and sweat out dainty dew,
He let to grow and eriesly to concrete.

Spenter, F. Q., IV. vii. 40.

concrimination (kon-krim-i-na'shon), . [<

con-, together, + crimination. Cf. L. concrimi-

natus, pp. of concriminari, complain, < cow- (in-

tensive) + criminari, complain of, accuse : see

criminate.'] A joint accusation. Maunder.
concubariat (kon-ku-ba'ri-a), n. [NL., < L.

concumbere, lie together: see concitbine.~\ A
fold, pen, or place where cattle lie. Cowell.

COncubinacyt (kpn-ku'bi-na-si), . [< concubine
+ -ucy.] The practice of concubinage.
Their country was very infamous for conculrinacy , adul-

tery, and incest. Strype, Edw. VI., an. 1550.
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2. The state of being a concubine. 3. In

/{mil. liar [i-niii-iihninhis}, a permanent cohabi-

tation, reoogni/.i-d by tlio law, bet wren persons
to whose marriage there were no le^nl obcta-
ClOS. It was distinyiii.sheil fpim man i:iv' pn>prr (,//'/ /

iiKiniiim) liy tlic absence <i( "marital affection that is,
the Intention of founding family. As no forms wen-
piv-'Til,, ,1 in thr later times < ither for le^al marriage or
COIICuliilia^c, the question whether the parties int. nded
to enter into tile former or into the latter relation was
often one of fact to he <letrrminel Iron) tile surroiiinliic.:
clrcumstaiK es, ;ni,l especially with refcrem-e to a greater
or less (inference of rank between them.

4. A natural marriage, as contradistinguished
from a civil marriage, linurier.

concubinal (kon-ku'bi-nal), . [< LL. eoiinilii-

iinli-i,<. L. i-iin/-iihinii, concubine: see concubine.]
Pertaining to or of the nature of concubinage.
concubinarian (kon-ku-bi-na'ri-an), a. [< ML.
eonculiiiiiiriim (see <-<iiiciihiniiri/)"+ -mi.] Con-
nected with concubinage; living in concubi-

nage.
The married and concuhfiuii-Mn, as well as looser clergy.

MilHUM, Latin Christianity, xiv. I

concubinary (kon-ku'bi-na-ri), a. anil H. [= F.
conciiliiiniiri; n., = Sp. Pg! It. concubinario, n.,
< Ml,. nniciihinarius, < L. concubina, concubine:
see concubine.'} I. a. Relating to concubinage ;

living in concubinage. Bp. Hall.

These concubinary priests. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 1074.

IE. H. One who indulges in concubinage.
[Rare.]
The Holy Ghost will not descend upon the simonlacal, un-

chaste coitcubinarieg, schismatics, and scandalous priests.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 647.

concubinatet (kon-ku'bi-nat), . [< L. concii-

binatus, n., < concubina, concubine: see i-mn-u-

binc.~\ Concubinage.
Such marriages were esteemed Illegitimate and no bet-

ter than u mere <-><n<-n!''ina!<\

Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, 111. 6.

concubine (kong'ku-bm), . [< ME. concubine,
< OF. concubiii, m., concubine, f., F. concubin,
m., concubine, f., = Sp. Pg. concubina, f., = It.

concubino, m., concubina, f., < L. concubinus, m.,
concubina, f., a concubine, < concumbere (con-
cub-), lie together, lie with, < com-, together, +
-cumbere (only iu comp.), nasalized form of cu-

bare, lie down, recline, bend: see cubit.] 1. A
paramour, male or female.
The lady Anne did falsely and traitorously procure ill-

vers of the king's daily and familiar servants to be her
adulterers and concubine*. Indictment of Anne Boteyn.

2. A wife of inferior condition ; one whose re-
lation is in some respects that of a lawful wife,
but who has not been united to the husband by
the usual ceremonies : as, Hagar and Keturah,
the concubines of Abraham, such concubines were
allowed by the Greek and Roman laws, and for many cen-
turies they were more or less tolerated by the church, for
both priests and laymen. The concubine of a priest was
sometimes called a priestess. See conmbinage, 3.

And he [Solomon] had seven hundred wives, princesses,
and three hundred concubines. 1 Ki. xi. 3.

3. A woman who cohabits with a man without
being married to him ; a kept mistress.

I know I am too mean to be your queen,
And yet too good to be your concubine.

Skak., 3 Hen. VI., 111. 2.

Indeed, & husband would be justly derided who should
bear from a wife of exalted rank and spotless virtue half
the insolence which the King of England bore from con-
rntie who owed everything to his bounty.

Macautait, Hist. EIIK., ii.

concilia (koug'ku-la), .
; pi. concilia: (-le). An

ancient Roman measure of capacity, probably
about two thirds of a teaspoonful.
conculcatet (kon-kul'kat), v. t. [< L. roneiili-ii-

tus, pp. of conculcare, tread under foot, < com-,
together, + calcare, tread, < calx (calc-), heel :

seeeafx2 . Cf. inculcate.'] To tread upon ;
tram-

ple down.

Conculcatiittf and trampling under foot whatsoever is

named of God. lift. Moitntagu, Appeal to Ciesar, p. ir>:{.

conculcationt (kon-kul-ka'shon), n. [= Sp.
omtwioootoa fobs.) = It. <<></(,;/</, < L. con-

(n-), < conculcare, tread underfoot: see
. A trampling under foot; hence,

the state of being oppressed.
The canculcation ot the outer court of the temple bythe

Gentiles. Dr. U. More, Mystery of Iniquity, H. xii. f 1.
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, Sermons, XVii.

COncumbencyt (kon-kum'ben-m), ii. [< L. <-<i-

tHBtben(t-)*. |i|ir. nf niiiriiiiilii //, lie together:
see coHcitbiii<:\ Tin- act of lying together.

\\tien .laroli niaine.l Kat hel anil lay with I.eah, that
I-',/,, :,,! , |, ,;,,!, , alTla'.-e b.-tween them.

Inn-tor Imliitantinm. ii. Will.

concupiscence (kon-ku'pi-sens), n. [< MI:.
inxi-i Ill-r = Sp. Pg.i'iiiK-11/il.-ii'i

IH-I
, < I'', <-iiiii-u/iixi-i

n : 8p. Pg. con-

mfiteeiiria = It. CIIHC/II./V.-, <;,.

< LL. i-'iiii-n/iisci ntia, an eager desire, < L. <(/-

CH/I/.V(/-I.V. |i|ir., ilrsiring eagerly: see eoncu-

l>i*ceHt.] 1. Improper or illicit .li-sire; sensual

appetite; especially, lustful desire or feeling;
sensuality; lust.

We know even were! r'lnruintrence to be sin. Hooker.

Sin. taking o.-easioii by the commandment, wrought in

me all manner of concupiscence. Rom. vii. -.

\\ hieli lust or evil coticupiict.nce he at last defines to be
an iunatlable Intemperance of the appetite, never tilled

with a desire, never ceasing In the prosecution of nil.

Iliiniiimnd, Works, IV. 089.

2. Strong desire in general; appetite.
concupiscent (kon-ku'pi-sent), a. [= F. con-

CH/I/MV ill = Sp. P'g. It. conc'upiscente, < L. concu-

/ii.wn( t-)x, ppr. of concupiscere, desire eagerly,
inceptive of (LL.) concupere, desire eagerly, <

mm-, together, + cupere, desire: see Cupid."]
Characterized by illicit desire or appetite; sen-
sual

;
libidinous

;
lustful.

The <;,, ir,ii, ;,r:-i, t clown is overdone.

Lamb, To C'oli ri.li.'c.

concupiscentialt (kou-ku-pi-sen'shal), a. [<
LL. concupiscentialitt, < concupigcentia, concupis-
cence: see concupiscence.] Relating to concu-

piscence. Jolinxini.

concupiscentioust (kon-ku-pi-sen'shus), a. [<

concupiscence (LL. concujiixcentia) + -o*.] Con-

cupiscent.
In the mean time the concupitcentiout malefactors make

>n! ready, and take London napping.
Dekker and Webtter, Westward Ho, v. 3.

COncupiscible (kon-ku'pi-si-bl), a. [= F. con-

citpiscible = Sp. concupiscible = Pg. concupiscivel
= It. concupiscibile, concupiscevole, having sen-
sual desire, < LL. concupigcibilis, worthy to be
longed for, < L. concupiscere, long for: see con-

cupiscent.'] 1. Characterized by concupiscence;
concupiscent.
The appetitive and concupinciblf soul.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 6W.

His concMputcible Intemperate lust.

Shut., M. for M., T. 1.

2f. Characterized by desire or longing; appeti-
tive.

Both the appetites, the Irascible and the concapincible,
fear of evil and desire of beuent, were the sufficient en-
dearments of contracts, of societies, and republics.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I., Pref.

concupiscibleness (kon-ku'pi-si-bl-nes), n.

The state or quality of being concupiscible ;

concupiscence. [Rare.]
concupyt (kon'ku-pi), n. A contraction of con-

cupiscence.
He'll tickle it for his concupy. Shot., T. and C., v. 2.

concur (kon-ker'), r. i.; pret. and pp. concurred,
ppr. concurring. [= F. concourir = Pr. concur-
rer = Sp. concurrir = Pg. concorrer = It. con-

correre, concur, compete (cf. D. konkurreren =
G. concurrirea = Dan. konkurrere, compete), <

L. concurrere, run together, join, meet, < com-,
together, + currere, run: see current, and cf.

incur, occur, recur. Cf. concourse.] If. To run

together ;
meet in a point in space.

Is it not now utterly Incredible that our two vessels,
placed there antipodes to each other, should ever happen
to concur f Bfntley, Sermons, vii.

Anon they fierce encountring both concur'd,
With grlesly looks and faces like their fates.

./. //i/'/A-'v, Arthur, sig. E, 3 b.

2. To come together or be accordant^ as in char-

acter, action, or opinion ; agree ;
coincide : fol-

lowed by with before the person or thing and in

before the object of concurrence.

O, ho ! do you come near me now ? no worse man than
Sir Toby to look to me ? This concurs directly wttA the let-

ter : she sends him on purpose, that I may appear stubborn
to him. Shak.,T. N., HI. .4.

There was never anything so like another as m all points
to concur. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, ii. 2.

I heartily concur in the wish.

Ooldnmith, Good-natured Man, i.

3. To unite ; combine ; be associated : as, many
causes concurred in bringing about his fall.

In whom all these qualities do concttr.

Wkitffift, Defence, p. 253.

concurrent

Testimony Is the argument ;
uml If fair probabilities of

1. n-on ,/,.-,// with it, this nrK iiment hath all

it can have. Til''

\\ hen outward cmunnnim-iir. the i<l|.

la this infection. -p], , n.

4. /;<(/. ... to fall (111 two consecutive days, as
two IVa-ts. See i-niiriirri iiri-. 4. 5f. Toai-sent :

with tu.

' Will
' '/ not t<> my heiny, It were but right

\ll<l e.jtnil tut. -Illre III'' t" III ^

M':'nn, IV |... X. 717

concurbitt, ". A variant of rm-iirbit. <'!,,

concurrence (koii-kni-'i-nsi. . [= F. <.///-;-

ftmee = S]i. ruin urn iii-tii = 1'^'. i-i>iii-iirfi in-ill =
It. I'"

. cilliclirri'lice, ci,ln|ietit ion (cf.

I), hnil.iiri-i iiin = (i. i-niii-iiiriii: = Dan. /<<-

l.-urriin-i, .oiiijietition), < ML. mnrurrtnlui,< L.

/-), ppr. c.t i ''in' inT</'. c'uncur: see
concur, mn<-nrn-iit.\ 1. The act of running or

coming together; nn-fting; conjunction; com-
bination of causes, circnniHtanceH, events, et,-. ;

coincidence ; union.
And now it Is easy to lie ohiwrved, what a wonderful

Concurrence tit Fortunes, In behalf of the hnke of Lancas-
ter, and against King Richard, hap)- n. <| txther.

Hater, (lironieles, p. 152.

When God raises up a Nation to be a Scourge to other
Nations, he Inspires them with a new spirit and courage,
. . . and by a concurmu-c of some happy circumstances
gives them strange success beyond all their ho|>m ami c\-

pccUtions. M, II, a. ill, ,
i, Sermons, II. Iv.

We have no other measure but of our own ideas, with
th<- '-"ncurrenee i>l other probable reasons, to persuade us.

Locke.

2. Joint approval or action
; accordance in

opinion or operation ; acquiescence ; contribu-

tory aid or influence.

Taniuin the Proud was expelled by the universal concur-
rence of nobles and people.

Su-ifl, Contests of Nobles and Commons.
We are to trust firmly In the Deity, but so as not to

forget that he commonly works by second causes, and ad-
mits of our endeavours with his concurrence.

Dryden, l>ed. of the Duke of Guise.

In the election of her [Poland's] kings, the concurrence
or acquiescence of every individual of the nobles and
gentry present, In an assembly numbering usually from
one hundred and fifty to two hundred thousand, was re-

quired to make a choice. Calhmin, Works, I. 71.

3. A meeting or equivalency, as of claims or

power: a term implying a point of equality be-
tween different persons or bodies: as, a concur-
rence of jurisdiction in two different courts.
4. Ecdes., immediate succession of two feasts
or holy days, so that the second vespers of the
first and the first vespers of the second coincide
in time, and cannot both bo observed. The diffi-

culty Is avoided either by translating, that is, transferring
the less Important feast to the first unoccupied day, or by
saying the vespers of the greater feast witn or without a
commemoration of the lesser. See occurrence. Concur-
rence of actions, In Ram. lav, the vesting of several
causes of action in one person. It is either objective, when
one plaintiff has several actions against the same defen-
dant, or subjective, when an action may lie brought by sev-
eral plaintiffs against one defendant, or by one plaintiff
against several defendants, or by several plaintiffs against
several defendants. - Syn. 2. Consent, Acquiescence, etc.
See assent.

concurrency (kon - kur 'en - si ), w. A less com-
mon variant of concurrence.

concurrent (kon-kur'ent), a. and n. [= F. con-

current, n., = Sp. con'currente = Pg. It. concor-

rente, < L. concurren(t-)s, ppr. of concurrere, run
together, concur: see concur.] I. a. 1. Meeting
in a point; passing through a common point.

2. Concurring, or acting in conjunction;
agreeing in the same act ; contributing to the
same event or effect ; operating with

; coinci-
dent.

I Join with these law s the personal presence of the king's
son, as a concurrent cause of this reformation.

Sir J. Dane*, State of Ireland.

The concurrent testimony of all antiquity, and of modern
times, sufficiently confutes him. Goidtniiith, Criticisms.

The sense of the unknown concerning the origin of things
Is necessarily a concurrent cause of the fear which they In-

spire. Keary, Prim. Belief, p. 23.

3. Conjoined; joint ; concomitant; coordinate;
combined.
By the concurrent consent of both houses of parliament,

the libellous petitions against him . . . were cancelled.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835X II. 75.

What sort of concurrent powers were these, which could
not exist together? D. Webster, Supreme Court, Feb., 1824.

Concurrent consideration, covenant. See the nouns.
Concurrent Jurisdiction, in law, coordinate jurisdic-

tion ; jurisdiction possessed equally by two courts, and.
If exercised by one, not usually assumed by the other.
Concurrent resolution, in the parliamentary law of

Congress, a resolution adopted by l>oth Mouse and Senate,
which, unlike a Joint resolution, does not require the

signature of the President. Concurrent stress and
strain, in mech., a homogeneous stress, such that the
normal componeutof the mutual force U'tween the parts
of the body on the twosidesof any plane whatever through
it Is proportional to the augmentation of distance between



concurrent

the same plane ami another parallel to it an<l initially at

unit of distance, due to the strain experienced l>y the same

body. Sir ll'wi. Thomson (1858).

II. n. 1. One who concurs
;
one agreeing witli

-or like another in opinion, action, occupation,
etc.

So noble and so disinterested cloth divine love make
ours, tluit there is nothing besides the object of that love

that we love more than our concurrent* in it, perchance
out of a gratitude to their assisting us to pay a debt (of

love and praise) for which, alas ! we tlnd our single selves

but too insolvent. Boyle, Works, I. 277.

All the early printers, like the rivals of Finiguerra at

home, and his unknown concurrents in Germany, were

proceeding with the same art [engraving].
1. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 239.

2. In Eng. lir, specifically, one who accom-

panies a sheriff's officer as witness or assis-

tant. 3. That which concurs ;
a joint or con-

tributory thing.
To all affairs of importance there are three necessary

concurrents, . . . time, industry, and faculties.

Decay of Christian Pifty.

4f. One having an equal claim or joint right.

Tibni, the new competitor of Oniri, . . . died leaving
no other successor than his concurrent.

Raleigh, Hist. World, II. xix. 5.

5t. A rival claimant or opponent ;
a competitor.

St. Michael's Mount looketh so aloft, as it brooketh no
concurrent. R. Careu*, Survey of Cornwall.

6. The day, or in the case of leap-year the two

days, required to be added to fifty-two weeks to

make the civil year correspond with the solar :

so called because they concur with the solar

cycle, whose course they follow.

concurrently (kon-kur'ent-li), adv. In a con-

current manner; so as to be concurrent; in

union, combination, or unity ; unitedly.
The Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, . . . concurrently

making one entire Divinity.
Cudworth, Intellectual System, p. 619.

He attributed the ill-feeling, which no doubt existed,

concurrently with a certain amount of lax discipline in the

sepoy army', to several causes.
IT. //. Jtitssell, Diary in India, II. 122.

COncurrentness (kon-kur'ent-nes), n. The
state of being concurrent ;

concurrence. Scott.

concursiont (kon-ker'shqn), n. [< L. concur-

sio(n-), a running together, concurrence, con-

course, < concurrere, run together : see concur,

concourse.] Concurrence.
Their [atoms'] omnifarious concursions and combinations

and coalitions. Bentley, Sermons, vi.

concurso (kon-ker'so), n. [= Sp. Pg. concurso,
< L. eoncursus, a running together, LL. an equal
claim : see concourse.'] In civil law, the litiga-

tion, or opportunity of litigation, between vari-

ous creditors, each claiming, it may be adversely
to one another, to share in a fund or an estate, the

object being to assemble in one accounting all

the claimants on the fund. It is usual in cases

of insolvency and injunction against a debtor's

further transactions.

COncUSS (kon -kits'), v. t. [= It. concussare, <

L. concussus, pp. of conctitere, shake together,
shake violently, agitate, terrify, esp. terrify by
threats in order to extort money, < com-, to-

gether, + quatere, shake : see quash 1
,
cans1

,

cash1
,
and cf . discuss, percuss.'} 1. To shake or

agitate. [Rare.]
Concussed with uncertainty.

Daniel, To Sir Thus. Egerton.

2. To force by threats to do something, espe-
cially to surrender or dispose of something of

value; intimidate into a course of action; co-

erce : as, he was concussed into signing the docu-
ment. [Rare.]
concussant (kou-kus'ant), a. [< concuss + -ant;
= It. concussante.] Of or resembling concus-
sion or its effects; produced by concussion.

[Rare.]
A loud concussant jar. C. De Kay, Vision of Nimrod, iv.

concussationt (kon-ku-sa'shon), . [Irreg. for

concussion.] A violent shock or agitation.
Vehement concttssations. Bp. Hail, Remains, p. 58.

concussion (kon-kush'on), n. [= F. concussion
= Sp. concusion = Pg. concussSo = It. concus-

sione, < L. concussio(n-), a violent shock, extor-

tion of money by threats, < concutere, pp. con-

cussus, shake, shock: see concuss.] 1. The act
of shaking or agitating, particularly by the
stroke or impact of another body.

It is believed that great ringing of bells in populous cit-

ies hath dissipated pestilent air, which may be from the
concussion of the air. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

2. The state of being shaken; the shock occa-
sioned by two bodies coming suddenly and vio-

lently into collision
;
shock

; agitation.
A concussion of the whole globe.

Woodward, Essay towards a Nat. Hist, of the Earth.
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3. In nurg., injury sustained by the brain or

other viscera, as from a fall, a blow, etc.

This element of concussion (i. e., the results of shake in-

dependent of lesion) enters into almost every case of in-

jury to the head. Quain, Sled. Diet., p. 141.

4. In civil law, the act of extorting money or

something of value by violence or threats of

violence
;
extortion.

Then concussion, rapine, pilleries,
Their catalogue of accusation till.

Daniel, Civil Wai's, iv. 75.

Curvature of concussion. See curvature. = Syn. 1 and
2. CuUiniiin, etc. See shock.

concussionaryt (kon-kush'on-a-ri), . [= F.

coiicusxioiiHtiire = Sp. concusionario = Pg. It.

eoneusnionario : as concussion + -(try
1
.] One

guilty of the offense of concussion
;
an extor-

tioner.

Publicke concussionary or extortioner.
Time's Storehouse, p. 931.

COnCUSSion-fuse (kon-kush'on-fuz), . A fuse

which is ignited and explodes a shell by the

concussion of the shell in striking.

concussiye (kon-kus'iv), . [=It. coneussivo,
< L. as if "coiicussivus, < concussus, pp. of con-

cutere, shake : see concuss.] Having the power
or quality of shaking by sudden or violent stroke

or impulse ; agitating ; shocking. Johnson.

concutient (kon-ku'shi-ent), a. [< L. concuti-

en(t-)s, ppr. of concutere, strike together: see

concuss.] Coming suddenly into collision;

meeting with violence
; colliding.

Meet in combat like two concutient cannon-balls.

Thackeray, Virginians, xl.

concyclic (kon-sik'lik), a. [< con- + cyclic.]
In geom., lying on the circumference of one cir-

cle
; also, giving circular sections when cut by

the same systems of parallel planes : applied to

two quadric surfaces which have this relation.

condt, v. t. See cow 3 .

condecencet (kon 'de- sens), n. [Written er-

roneously candescence, and appar. regarded as

a contr. of condescendence ; < OF. condecence,

candescence, condessence, < ML. condecentia, de-

cency, propriety, excellence, nobility, < conde-

cen(t-)s (> It. Sp. Pg. condecente = OF. condc-

cent), decent, excellent, ppr. of the impers. verb,
L. condecet, it becomes, it is becoming, meet,
seemly, < com- + decet, it becomes : see decent.]

Nobility; excellence. [In the extract taken

apparently as a contraction of condescendence.]

See the candescence of this great king.
T. Puller, Moderation of Church of Eng., p. 440.

con delicatezza (It. pron. kon da-le-ka-tet'sa).

[It., with softness: con, < L. cum, with
;
delica-

tezza, softness: see com- and dclicatesse.] In

music, with delicacy.
con delirio (It. pron. kon da-le're-o). [It., with

frenzy : con, < L. cum, with
; delirio, < L. deliri-

um, frenzy: see com- and delirium.] In music,
with frenzy; deliriously.
condemn (kon-dem'), v. t. [= F. condamner =
Pr. condampnar = Sp. cnndenar = Pg. coudem-
nar = It. condannare, condennare = D. kon-

demneren = Dan. kondemnere, < L. condemnare,

sentence, condemn, blame, < com- (intensive)
+ damnare, harm, condemn, damn : see damn.]
1. To pronounce judgment against ; express or

feel strong disapprobation of ; hold to be posi-

tively wrong, reprehensible, intolerable, etc. :

used either of persons or things, with as, for,
or on account of before an expressed ground of

condemnation : as, to condemn a person for bad

conduct, or as (sometimes colloquially for) a

blackguard ; to condemn an action for or OH ac-

count of its injurious tendency.
Condemn the fault, and not the actor of it?

Shak., M. for M., ii. 2.

As for their new way of mingling mirth with serious

plot, I do not, with Lisideius, condemn the thing, though
I cannot approve their manner of doing it.

Dryden, Ess. on Dram. Poesy.

The Commons would not expressly approve the war;
but neither did they as yet expressly condemn it.

Macaulay, Sir William Temple.

2. To serve for the condemnation of; afford

occasion for condemning: as, his very looks
condemn him.

If I justify myself, mine own mouth shall condemn me.
Job ix. 20.

3f. To convict : with of.

With such incomparable honour, and constant resolution,
so farre beyond beleefe, they haue attempted and indured
in their discoueries and plantations, as may well condemne
vs of too much imbecillitie, sloth, and negligence.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 203.

4. To pronounce to be guilty, as opposed to ac-

quit or absolre ; more specifically, to sentence
to punishment; utter sentence against judicial-

ly; doom: the penalty, when expressed, being

condemned

in the infinitive, or a noun or noun-phrase pre-
ceded by to : as, to condemn a person to pay a

fine, or to imprisonment.
Thi' Son of man shall lie betrayed nnto the chief priests,

and unto the scribes, and they shall eowtem/thim to death.
Mat. xx. 18.

He that believeth on him is not condemned. John iii. 18.

At such Houre schal he dispoyle the World, and ledc his

chosene to Blisse; and the othere schal !< he <""'< Mjinr t<>

perpetuelle Peynes. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 114.

The last Week Judge Rives condemn'd four in your
Country at Maidstone Assizes. llowell, Letters, ii. 68.

He seemed like some dead king, condemned in hell

For his one sin among such men to dwell.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 350.

[Formerly the expression to condemn in a tine was used.

And the king of Egypt . . . condemned the land in an
hundred talent* of silver. 2 Chron. xxxvi. :<.]

5. To demonstrate the guilt of, by comparison
and contrast.

The righteous that is dead shall condemn the ungodly
which arc living. Wisdom iv. 16.

6. To judge or pronounce to be unfit for use
or service : as, the ship was condemned as un-

seaworthy ;
the provisions were condemned by

the commissary. 7. To judge or pronounce
to be forfeited; specifically, to declare (a ves-

sel) a lawful prize : as, the ship and her cargo
were condemned. 8. To pronounce, by judi-
cial authority, subject to use for a public pur-

pose. See condemnation, 1 (e).=syn. 1. TO cen-

sure, blame, reprove, reproach, reprobate.

condemnable (kon-dem'na-bl), a. [= F. con-

damnable = Sp. 'condenabfe = Pg. cmtdemnavel
= It. condfimiabilf, < LL. condemnabilis, < L.

condemnare, condemn : see condemn.] Worthy
of being condemned ;

blamable
; culpable.

Condemnable superstition. Sir T. Browne.

And there is no reason why it should l>e allowable to eat
broth for instance in a consumption, and be condemnable
to feed upon it to maintain health.

Boyle, Works, 6, Ref. 3.

condemnation (kon-dem-na'shon), n. [= F.

condamnatioii = Pr. condemnation, condempna-
tion = Sp. condenacion = Pg. condcmnaqdo =
It. condannagione, condannazione, condennazi-

one, < LL. condemnatio(n-), < L. condemnare,vn.
condemnatus, condemn : see condemn.] 1. The
act of condemning, (a) The act of judging or pro-
nouncing to be objectionable, culpable, or criminal. (6)

The judicial act of declaring to be guilty and of dooming
to punishment.
There is therefore now no condemnation to them.

Bom. viii. 1.

A legal and judicial condemnation.

Paley, Moral Philos., Hi. 3.

(c) The act of judicially or officially declaring something
to be unfit for use or service : as, the condemnation of a

ship that is unseaworthy, or a building that is unsafe, (d)
The act of a court of competent jurisdiction in adjudging
a prize or captured vessel to have been lawfully captured.
Jiapalje and Lawrence, (e) The act of determining and
declaring, after due process of law, that some specific

property is required for public use, and must be surren-

dered by the owner on payment of damages to be deter-

mined by commissioners or a jury : as, the condemnation of

private lands for a highway, a railroad, a public park, etc.

2. Strong censure
; disapprobation ; reproof.

O perilous mouths,
That bear in them one and the self-same tongue,
Either of condemnation or approof !

Shak., M. for M., ii. 4.

How can they admit of teaching who have the condem-
nation of God already upon them for refusing divine in-

struction? Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

3f. Adverse judgment ; the amount of a judg-
ment against one. Blackstone. 4. The state

of being condemned.
His pathetic appeal to posterity in the hopeless hour of

condemnation. //<///</.

5. The cause or reason of a sentence of guilt
or punishment.
This is the condemnation, that light is come into the

world, and men loved darkness rather than light, because
their deeds were evil. John iii. Ii).

condemnatory (kqn-dem'na-to-ri), a. [= F.

condamnatoire = Pr. condempnatori = Sp. con-

denatorio = Pg. condemnatorio = It. condanna-

torio, < L. as if "condemnatorius, < condemnare,
condemn: see condemn.] Condemning; con-

veying condemnation or censure : as, a condem-

natory sentence or decree.

A severe condemnatory prayer.
Clarke, Works, II. clxxiii.

condemned (kon-demd'), p. a. [Pp. of con-

demn, r.] 1." Under condemnation or sen-

tence
;
doomed : applied to persons : as, a con-

demned murderer.

The Tyrant Nero, though not yet deserving that name,
sett his hand so unwillingly to the execution of a con-

demned Person, as to wish Hee had not known letters.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, ix.



condemned

2. Adjudged to bo unfit, unwholesome, dan-

gerous, forfeited, etc.: applied to tliino;*-.

ciiiiili'iini'il building; fiiiiili iini'il provisions. 3.
I >;IMIIII'I| : a term of mitigate, I profanity. [Col-
l'"l-l Condemned cell 01 ward, in pri-.oiii.th.
uhi.-h ;i pri-.iniT sentenced to .1. ath i< ...iilint-.l until the
tilllr of i-Vi-lltlon.

Hi. haul -..'. :i-.-<- . . . liuil lain with liny jxiuntU of iron
on his leu's in till- .-m/' /,./"/ u;i,;l -,!' Nr\\-;tt.-.

Ma<-'f"l"'i. Minim 1 .l..lin-on

condemnedly (kon-dem'nad-M), ailr. In a
niiiicr deserving condemnation: blamably.

He that hath vvis.loiiii- tn U- truly n-li-_'i.ms, annot I..-

'1,1,1, l,u, //.(-. I, ,1,1. l-',
:
lll,lll,,. I'.: -,,l\.', 1. 49.

COndemner (kon-dem'n6r), n. One who con-
demns.
A fixillMh thiiiK it is indeed to l>c one's own accuser and

c.xitl' ii'o.i-, \,-t -iirh u fool Is every swearer.

/;/., !;:;, /.-, Works, II. xcvli.

condensability (kon-den-sa-biri-ti), . [< <-
tlfiixHlilf (see -liilili/); = I'', rniiili iixiiliililt; et<!.]
Tho (|imlitv ol' being condensable.
condensable (kon-den'sa-bl), . [=F.8p.con-

ili iimilili- = 1'g. cniiiliiisiiril = It. ciiiidensabile, <

L. an if "miiili-iiKiiliilix, < i-nnili n.-iin-i
, condense:

see conili-ii.ti; r., and -Wc.] Capable of bring
oondenseil: capable of being compressed into

a smaller compass, or into a more close, com-
pact state: as, vapor is coiitli nxn/i/r.

\t l>.-in- in Hi.' utmost i-xttvinit) of il.-nsitv, lint con-

iauaM vet mi-Hi,]- Hff. Etyoy, Nature ofBodlM, lx

condensatet (kon-den'sat), r. [< Ij. roiiilrnxii-

/it, pp. of I'liiitli-imitre, condense: see condense,
i
1

.] I. r>n. To condense; make dense or
more dense.

If there were more [critical learning], It would conden-
.'<*' and compact itself into less room.

Hammond, Works, IV. 611.

II. intrant. To become more dense, close, or

compact.
condensatet (kon-den'sat), a. [< L. condensa-

tn.t, pp.: see the verb.] Made dense; con-
densed

;
made more close or compact.

Water . . . thickened or cnndentate. Ptacham.

condensation (kon-den-sa'shon), n. [= F. roit-

iti-ii.iiitiiin (> D. condensatie = G. condensation
= l>an. l:iiili'iixiitiii) = Sp. eondenxacion = Pg.

rinidensagtto= It. eondenxazionc, < LL. condensa-

tio(n-), < L. condensare, pp. condensatus, con-
dense: see condense, r.] 1. The act of mak-
ing, or the state of being made, dense or com-
pact; reduction of volume or compass, as by
pressure, concentration, or elimination of for-

eign material ;
closer union of parts ; compres-

sion; consolidation : used in both literal and
figurative senses.

He [Goldsmith ]
was a great and perhaps an unequalled

master of the arts of selection and cnntieniiatiuti.

Macaulay, Oliver Goldsmith.

2. In chem. and ptiys., the act of reducing a gas
or vapor to a liquid or solid form.
The same vapours, being by further condensation formed

into rain, fall down in drops.
Derham, Physico-Theology, 111., note 1.

Surface condensation, a mode of condensing steam I'.v

bringing it in contact with cold metallic surfaces instead
of by injecting cold water. =8yn. Compreitgioii, Condensa-
linn. Sr- r-.r,,/^v,v.v/mi.

condensative (kon-den'sa-tiv), a. [< F. cnnden-

satif= Pr. condensatiu = 8p. Pg. condensativo,
< L. as if *con<1emnitivHx. < r<>ii<li->ix(ir<>, condense :

see condense, p.] Having power or tendency
to condense. Todd.

condense (kern-dens'), r.
; pret. and pp. con-

dfnsf.il, ppr. condensing. [= D. condenseren =
G. condensiren = Dan. kondensere, < F. conden-
siT = Sp. Pg. condennar = It. condensare, < L.

condensare, make thick or dense (cf. condeiixiis,

very close), < com-, together, + densare, make
thick, < densxx, dense, thick, close: see dense.]
1. trans. 1. To make more dense or compact ;

reduce the volume or compass of; bring into

closer union of parts ; consolidate
; compress :

used both literally and figuratively.

Spirits. . . . in what shape they choose,
liilati-.l or <-:>it>l>~ii#fd, bright or obscure,
i :in execute their aery purposes,
Ami works of love or enmity fulfil.

Milton, P. L., i. 428.

The secret course pursued at Brussels and at Madrid
limy IK' i-<t<lt > n*>'d into the usual formula dissinu '

I
......nistination, and again dissimulation. I/

''

y,

Omd UK MM ilaily cvpcrii 'nee into a glowing lymbol,
ami :iu audiriirt 1 is electritletl.

*
Kniirnnn, Eloqui-in ,-.

2. In chem. and pliys., to reduce to another and
denser form, as a gas or vapor to the condi-
tion of ;i liquid or of a solid, as by pressure or
abstraction of heat.
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II.- niu-t needs, AH the sail, raise many < to !'-n - i-thala-

lions, which r a popular odium, were capable
to cloud the l.iii'ht.-st in. -i it.

-t. .1 ... .-an v. p ri) .

dncln

by (he "-1.1 ..I -pa. .- \>ilhoiit, nil., i-nnilniinl i

DM! M Nature all.l tic- Kll.1. p. -'

8yn. 1. TO ...n

-pi-.-at.- ; to at.rl.L'e, short. -n, rc.lll- .-, i-pit"H
aw t'. -oli.lify.

II. inlfiiiii. To liecome denser or more com-
pact, ,-is Hie particles of a body; lieeome liijuid
or solid, as a gas or vapor.

\ apoim when th. > in. I coalesce.
\ . .. '.,

Nitrous acid U gafieon* at ordinary tcni]M:ratures, but
condetw* in to a very volatile li.p-ii.l at tin- /.-ro of Katiren-
heit. //. >,-"-.-. I'l-in. '.t Hi. :

condenset Ikon-dens'). <(. f< 1.. 'iiinlenttus, very
rlo-.e. dell>e. ', fiini- ('intr|lsi\e I + llfllgllX, dose,
dense: see tli'iixi' Mild ftlHlleiUe, V.~] ClOSC Ul
texture or composition; compact; dense.

i.l and condenie. Raleigh, Hist. World, I. I. | 8.

The luu< " i.'S of planets. RetitUy, Sermons,

condensed (kon-denst'), p. a. [Pp. of condense,
v.] Made dense or close in texture, compo-
sition, or expression; compressed; compact:
as, a condensed style.

condescendence

and paraffin. The term U aU

small quantities of 1 1.

id

i i. .cling of MU
tive.

Uebifs Condenser.

int'-iiff/l thought is unproduc-
Ok, Int., p. 8.

Condensed beer, milk, etc. see tin- nuuna. Con-
densed manifold, i" "'".

.
.
-m-li nmnifol.l of |..,iut.

that li.-lu.-, n any two assignatile pnlntM within a certain
intri-val t li.'i-e will always be point ~ oftln manifold. Con-
densed type, tin- name given by typi'-folllnlero In thill,

tall, and slender forms of letter. A condensed type is

thinner than a compressed type.

EXAMPLE OP CONDENSED TYPE.

Condensed Clarendon.

= 8yn. >''"-.-".'. I."<"><, etc. 8e concise.

condensedness (kon-dcn
'

sed-nes), . The
. piiilit y or state of being condensed. Bailey.
condenser (kon-den'ser), n. One who or that
which condenses.

Mr. C- Is a gossipy writer, but he U at the saint tun.
a clever coiulemter. The American, VIII. 2Bti.

sp. i itlcally (a) Any device for reducing gases or vapors
to liquid or oliil form. The reduction is usually etfci tt-.l

by lowering the teln|>eratureof the vajwr by contact with
rliilli-d surfaces. A form of condenser common in the
laboratory Is shown In the figure. From the flask, A, the
vapor to i- condensed escapes through the tube b c, which
paases through a larger coudenser-tule. A stream of ice-

water enters the condenser through </, and paases on*

through y, keeping
the surface of the
inner tube, b e,

chilled, and the va-

por entering the
t n in- from . I is con-
densed and drops
from t as a liquid.
Condensers used to

concentrate vapors
or gases, as steam,
alcoholic vapor-,
fumes, volatile li-

quids, etc., commonly depend upon the reducing effects of
a lower temperature. In them the vapor, gas, smoke, or
fumes are brought into immediate contact with chilled
surfaces. This is accomplished in a great variety of ways,
as in the surface condenser of the steam-engine, the worm
of a still, or the long convoluted tubes in which poisonous
fumes or smoke are cooled before being allowed to escape
to the chimney. The cooling surfaces are usually kept
cold by water, as in the still, the gas-condenser, the sugar-
condenser, etc. For fumes and smoke, the contact with
walls exposed to the air is sufficient. iM A part of a cot-

ton-gin which compresses the lint for convenient han-
dling. (c) In imol-tnanuf., a machine which forms the
wool received from the doffer of a carding-engine or
cointer, and rolls it into slubbings. The doffer of the
carding-engine is covered by a series of parallel strips of

card-clothing, wrapped about the cylinder. The wool
thus comes off in a number of loose flat ribbons of fleece,
which in the condensing-machine are carried by a leather

apron beneath a roller which has a reciprocating motion
transverse to their direction, and thus rolls these slivers
into loose slubbings, which are wound upon a roll and are

ready for spinning. (</t In the manufacture of sugar, the
apparatus used for concentrating the clarified juice, pre-
paratory to its final concentration in the vacuum or evap-
orating-pan. The liquor trickles overthesurfaceofsteam-
pipes, where heat evaporates the water, which constitutes
the greater part of the cane-juice. (<) In optical instru-

iitrut-s, a lens, or combination of lenses, used to gather and
roni'i'iitrate the rays of light collected by a mirror and di-

rect them upon the object, as the luill's-eyc condenser (see
IniU'it-eye, Q) and the achromatic condenser used with the

microscope. -Achromatic condenser. See achromatic.
Condenser hygrometer, :> dew-point hygrometer.

See kMKmwter. Condenser of electricity, any appa-
ratus by which elei-tl-ii-itv .an lie il.ruinulate.l, usually
consisting of two conducting surfaces separated by a non-
conductor, as in the condenser of Epinus(see figure), which
is charged by . ....... cetim: one of the plates (A) with the
electrical machine and the other < /') with the grnntwl ;

their distance from the glass plate (O can be adjusted at
will. A practical form of condenser is the Leyden jar
(which see, underjar). Condensers are much used in ron-
nretion with submarine telecraphy : one of the Atlantic

has a ron.lenser with over two acres of surface
of tin-foil, arranged in plates separated by waxed paper

CoodemerafEptotis.

scope. See Hydraulic condenser. See
hydraulic Surface condenser, in > aeon-
denier In which the exhaust-steam b distributed through
a large numlK-r of pipe* Hintounil. il hv r..l.l water, which
Is constantly renewed. In a 1- -- - - inn."ii form flat cham-
bers are used instead of pi|-s.

condenser-gage (kgn-Kton'cto-aftj), n. An in-

strument for a seen a in in"; the degree of exhaus-
tion in a Ktcani-eondensor. It consists of a glass tube
open at both cmU, the uj.pi i .11.1 In ing attached to the
condenser, an.l the other plnn^.-.i iii mercury.

condensing-coil (kon-den'sing-koil), n. Acorn-
pact arrangement of pipes, either in a coil or

straight and with return bends, for condensing
steam which is passed through it. The condensa-
tion is effected hyc\|Nlng the coil to air. or liy sumnin.l
ing it with cold water ronstuntly renewed.

COndensityt I kon-den'w-ti), . [= Sp. conden-

sidad, < L. nnidi IIMIIM, very close: see condense,
a., and of. denttity.] The state of being con-

densed; denseness; density,
conder (kon'der), *. See cornier2 .

condescencef, . See condecence.

condescend (kon-de-send'), r. i. [< ME. conde-

wmlen, < OF. (and F.) condexcendre = 8p. Pg.
condescender = It. riniilmi-i-nili-re, < LL. conde-

scendere, let one's self down, stoop, condescend,
< L. com-, together, -t- dcscendere, come down :

see descend. ] I. To descend from the supe-
rior position, rank, or dignity proper or usually
accorded to one

; voluntarily waive ceremony
and assume equality with an inferior; be com-
plaisant, yielding, or consenting in dealings
with inferiors

; deign.
Mind not high things, but cotidetceiul to men of low es-

tate. Rom. xil. 1.

Spain's mighty monarch,
In gracious clemency, does condescend,
On these conditions, to become your friend.

Drydfn, Indian Emperor.

The mind that would not comlcsceiul to little things.
K. GvMe., From Shakespeare to Pope, p. 30.

2. To stoop or submit
;
be subject ; yield.

Can they think me so broken, so debased
With corporal servitude, that my mind ever
Will cf>Hde,*ccnd to such absurd commands ?

Milton, M. A., 1. i:t:!7.

3f. To assent; agree.
Thereto they lioth did franckly condwcend.

Spnuer, V. <J., V. i. 25.

Condocendiny to Blount's advice to surprise the court.

Bacon, Lord Essex's Treason.

The Oov' condcsemifd upon equal) terms of agreemente
Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 12S.

These things they all willingly coitdencerutfd unto.

Wintlirop, Hist. New England, I. 223.

4. To agree to submit or furnish; specify;
vouchsafe : with tijwn : as, to condescend upon
particulars. [Scotch.]
Men do not cotuleiceiut upon what would satisfy them.

Guthrte't Trial, p. 71.

= 8yn. 1. To stoop, deiu'ii, vouchsafe, bend.

condescendence (kon-de-sen'dens), . [= F.
condescendanee = 8p. Pg. condeseendeneia = It.

condescr(lfii:n. < ML. MMtMMMiMJte, < LL.
fondrscrndi'n(t-)s, ppr. of condf.tcendere, conde-
scend : see i'ninli'si-rn<1.~\ 1. The act of conde-
scending; condescension. [Rare.]

By the warrant of St. Paul's condencemlencc to the capaci-
ties he wrote unto, I may speak after the manner of men.

W. Monta/riie, I levoute Essays (1648), p. SI.

2. In Scots law, the principal written pleading
put in by the pursuer, containing a distinct
statement of the facts on which his case is

founded. It i annexed to the summons, and to It are
subjoined the plea* ill law, a concise note of the legal prop-
ositions on which he rests.



condescendency

condescendencyt (kon-de-sen'den-si), w. [As
eondescendence : see -cncy.] Condescension.
The respect and ctiinlwnilfncy which you have already

shewn me is that for which I can never make any suitable

return. Dr. Aeery, in Boyle's Works, VI. 610.

This worthy gentleman was one of singular piety, and
rare for humility, as appeared by his great condesceiuiency,
when as this pool' people were in great sickness and weak-

ness, he shunned not to do very mean services for them.

N. Morion, New England's Memorial, p. 68.

condescending (kon-df-sen'ding), p. a. [Ppr.
of condescend, c.] Marked or characterized by
condescension

; stooping to the level of one's

inferiors.

A very condescending air. Watts.

He graciously added that I should have command of the

pieces in action, at which c'lmlcxcending intimation I rose

and bowed profoundly. O'Donomn, Merv, xvii.

condescendingly (kon-de-sen'ding-li), adv. In
a condescending manner ;

so as to show conde-
scension : as, to address a person condescend-

ingly.
condescension (kon-de-sen'shon), . [< LL. con-

desccnsio(n-), < condescendere, pp. condescensus,
condescend: see condescend.] The act of con-

descending ;
the act of voluntarily stooping or

inclining to an equality with an inferior; a

waiving of claims due to one's rank or position ;

affability on the part of a superior; complai-
sance.

Go, heavenly guest ! . . .

Gentle to me and affable hath been

Thy condescension. Hilton, P. L., viii. 649.

He [the sheikh] received me with great politeness and
condescension, made me sit down by him, and asked me
more about Cairo than about Europe.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 115.

The good Peter rode through these towns with a smiling
aspect, waving his hand with inexpressible majesty and
condescension. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 418.

condescensivet (kon-de-sen'siv), a. [< NL. *COH-

dcscensivits (in adv. coiidescensive), < LL. conde-

scensus, pp. of condescendere, condescend: see

condescend.'] Condescending; courteous.

The conrfescermoe tenderness [of God].
Barrow, Sermons, I. viii.

condescentt (kon-de-senf), n. [< condescend, as
descent < descend.]

'

Condescension.
So slight and easy a condeycent.

Bp. Hall, Contemplations, iv.

condign (kon-din'), o. [Early mod. E, condygne,
< OF. (and F.) condigne = Sp. Pg. condigno =
It. condegno, < L. condignus, very worthy, <

com- (intensive) + digmts, worthy : see dignity.'}

If. Deserving ; worthy : applied to persons.
Her selfe of all that rule she deemed most condigne.

Spemer, F. Q., VII. vl. 11.

2. Well-deserved; worthilybestowed; merited;
suitable: applied to things (a) With refer-

ence to praise or thanks.
I thought it no condigne gratification, nor scarce any

good satisfaction for such a person as you.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, Ded.

Render unto God condigne thanks and praise for so great
a benefice. Fuller, Ch. Hist., vii. 2.

The eulogy bestowed on Chaucer by Spenser's well-worn

metaphor has not been quite unanimously recognized as

condign. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 10.

(6) With reference to censure, punishment, or
what is of the nature of punishment : the more
common use.

Speak what thou art, and how thon hast been us'd,
That I may give him condign punishment.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Burning Pestle, iii. 4.

In an extant Bull he reproves the Archbishop of Glasgow
and other prelates of Scotland, . . . treats them as acting
unworthily of their holy calling, and threatens them with

condign censure. Milntan, Latin Christianity, xi. 9.

condignity (kon-dig'ni-ti), . [= F. condignite
= Sp. condigiiidad = Pg. condignidade = It.

condegnitil, < ML. *condignita(t-)s, < L. condig-

nus, condign : see condign and -ity.~] 1. Merit;
desert. 2. In scholastic theol., specifically, the
merit of human actions considered as consti-

tuting a ground for a claim of reward.

Condignity and congruity (meritum de condigno and de

congruo) are "terms used by the schoolmen to explain
their peculiar opinions relative to human merit and de-

serving. The Scotists maintain that it is possible for man
in his natural state so to live as to deserve the Grace of

God, by which he may be enabled to obtain salvation, this

natural fitness (congruitas) for grace being such as to

oblige the Deity to grant it. Such is the merit of congrn-
ity. The Thomists, on the other hand, contend that man,
by the divine assistance, is capable of so living as to merit
eternal life, to be worthy (condignus) of it in the sight of

God. In this hypothesis, the question of previous prepara-
tion for the grace which enables him to be worthy is not
introduced. This is the merit of condignity."

,
Eccles. Diet.

condignly (kon-d!n'li), adv. In a condign man-
ner; according to merit; deservedly; justly.

Condignly punished.
L. Addison, Western Barbary, p. 171.
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condignnesst (kon-dm'nes), n. The state or

quality of being condign.
condiment (kon'di-ment), n. [= F. condiment
= Sp. Pg. It. condiiiiento, < L. condimentum,
spice, seasoning, < condire, pp. conditus, spice,

season, orig. put fruit in vinegar, wine, spices,

etc., pickle, preserve, prob. a collateral form
of conderc, pp. conditus, put together, put away,
preserve, < com-, together, + -dare (in coinp.),

put: see abscond. Cf. co/irfifc2 .] Something
used to give relish to food; a relish; season-

ing; sauce.

And fro the white is drawe a commune wyne,
But condyment is thus to make it fyne.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 197.

As for radish and the like, they are for condiments, and
not for nourishment. Bacon, >"at. Hist.

condimental (kon-di-men'tal), a. [< condiment
+ -al.~] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of

a condiment.

Maladies of both mind and body that are connected
with chronic, incurable dyspepsia, all brought about by
the habitual use of cayenne and its condimental cousins.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXVI. 371.

condisciple (kon-di-si'pl), n. [= F. condisciple=
Sp. conaiscipulo = Pg. condiscipulo = It. condi-

scepolo, < L. condiscipulus (fern, condiscipula),
a fellow-pupil, < com-, together, + dind/iulux.
a pupil : see disciple.'] A fellow-pupil ;

a stu-

dent in the same school or system or field of

learning, or under the same instructor. [Bare.]
To his right dearly beloved brethren and condisciples

dwelling together.
T. Martin, Marriage of Priests, sig. H, iii. (1554).

Vigors . . . found an energetic condisciple and coadju-
tor in Swaiuson. A. Newton, Encyc. Brit., XVIII. 15.

conditt, and r. An obsolete form of con-

duit.
conditaneoust (kon-di-ta'ne-us), a. [< L. con-

ditaneus, suitable for pickling or preserving, <

condire, pp. conditus, pickle, preserve : see con-

diment.'] That may be seasoned. Coles, 1717.

conditeif, and v. An obsolete form of con-

duift.

condite2t (kqn-dlf), v. t. [< L. conditus, pp. of

condire (> It. condire = Sp. Pg. OF. condir),

preserve, pickle, etc.: see condiment."] 1. To
prepare and preserve with sugar, salt, spices,
or the like

;
season.

Like condited or pickled mushrooms, which if carefully

corrected, and seldom tasted, may be harmless, but can
never do good. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 429.

The entertainment was exceeding civil, hut besides a

good olio, the dishes were trifling, hash'd and condited af-

ter their [Portuguese] way. Evelyn, Diary, Dec. 4, 1679.

2. To embalm.
The friends and disciples of the holy Jesus, having de-

voutly composed his body to burial, anointed it, washed
it, and condited it with spices and perfumes, laid it in a

sepulchre. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 344.

condite2! (kon'dit), a. [< L. conditus, pp., pre-

served, etc.: see the verb.] Preserved; can-
died.

Crato prescribes the condite fruit of wild rose to a no-
bleman his patient. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 415.

conditementt (kon-dit'ment), n. [< condite +
-ment."] 1. A composition of conserves, pow-
ders, and spices in the form of an electuary.
2. Seasoning; spice; savor; flavor; relish.

A scholar can have no taste of natural philosophy with-
out some conditement of the mathematicks.

Bp. Racket, Abp. Williams, i. 10.

condition (kon-dish'on), n. [< ME. condicion,

condicioun, rarely condition, < OF. condicion, F.

condition C> D. konditie = G. condition = Dan.
Sw. kondition) = Pr. condicio = Sp. condicion

Pg. condifSo = It. condizione, < L. condicio(n-),
in LL. and ML. commonly but improperly
spelled conditio(n-) (and hence erroneously
identified with LL. conditio(n-), a making, < con-

dere, pp. conditus, put together : see condiment,

condite*), a stipulation, agreement, choice, mar-

riage, also external position, situation, circum-

stances, nature, condition (in many senses),
with short radical vowel, condicio(n-) (cf. rfS-

do(n-), authority, rule, power, lit. a speaking
or directing), < condicere, agree upon, concert,

promise, proclaim, announce, publish, engage,
in LL. also assent to, consent, also demand
back, orig. talk over together, < com-, together,
+ dicere, speak, say, tell, mention, affirm, de-

clare, etc. (with long radical vowel), of like

origin with dicare, make known, proclaim, de-

clare, orig. point out, as in indicare, indicate,
etc.: see diction, indicate.^ 1. The particular
mode of being of a person or thing; situa-

tion, with reference either to internal or to ex-

condition

ternal circumstances; existing state or case;

plight; circumstances.

Estimate the greatness of this mercy by the condition
it finds the sinner in. South, Sermons.

Electricity and Magnetism are not forms of Energy ;

neither are they forms of matter. They may perhaps be

provisionally denned as properties or Condition* of Matter.
A. Daniell, Priii. of Physics, p. 518.

2. Quality ; property ;
attribute

;
characteristic.

Men of Ynde han this condicioun of kynde, that thei

nevere gon out of here owne Contree.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 162.

It seemed to us a condition and property of divine pow-
ers and beings to be hidden and unseen to others. Bacon.

The true condition of warre is onely to suppresse the

proud and defend the innocent, as did that most generous
Prince Sigismuudus, Prince of those Countries.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 246.

3f. A state or characteristic of the mind; a
habit

; collectively, ways ; disposition ; temper.
We be not ther agein ; but ye haue seyn his condirinn,^

and we ne haue not don so, and therfore we praye yow to

suffre vs to knowe his condicioun^, and the manere of hys
gouernaunce that he will ben of here-after.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 105.

The condition of a saint, and the complexion of the devil.

Sliak., M. of V., i. 2.

He that gathereth not every day as much as I doe, the
next day shall be set beyond the riuer, and be banished
from the Fort as a drone, till he amend his conditions or
starue. Quoted in Capt, John Smith't True Travels, I. 229.

4. Bank
; state, with respect to the orders or

grades of society or to property : used abso-

lutely in the sense of high rank : as, a person
of conditiim.

Honour and shame from no condition rise :

Act well your part ; there all the honour lies.

Pope, Essay on Man, iv. 193.

Those [persons] of condition always make a present on
their departure to the value of about six pounds.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 11.

The inhabitants of Russia are divided into the following
conditions, viz., the clergy, the nobility, the merchants and
burghers, the peasants. Brougham.

5. A requisite ; something the non-concurrence
or non-fulfilment of which would prevent a re-

sult from taking place ;
a prerequisite.

That a cause efficient be a cause of itself two conditions
are requisite. . . . If either of these are wanting the cause
is said to be by accident.

Burgersdiciui, tr. by a Gentleman, I. xvii. 16.

The diffusion of thorough scientific education is an ab-

solutely essential condition of industrial progress.
Huxley, Science and Culture.

According to the best notion I can form of the meaning
of "condition," either as a term of philosophy or of com-
mon life, it means that on which something else is con-

tingent, or (more definitely) which being given, some-

thing else exists or takes place. I promise to do some-

thing on condition that you do something else : that is, if

you do this, I will do that ; if not, I will do as I please.
J. S. Mill, Exam, of Hamilton, iv.

Hence 6. A restricting or limiting circum-
stance

;
a restriction or limitation.

The uncivilized man, at the mercy of his conditions, is

less choice in his diet than the civilized.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 41.

7. A stipulation; a statement of terms; an

agreement or considerationdemanded or offered
in return for something to be granted or done,
as in a bargain, treaty, or other engagement.
We be come to serue yow, with thiscondiewm, that ye de-

sire not to knowe oure names. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 203.

He sendeth an ambassage, and desireth conditions of

peace. Luke xiv. 32.

8. In law : (a) A statement that a thing is or

shall be, which constitutes the essential basis

or an essential part of the basis of a contract
or grant ;

a future and uncertain act or event
not belonging to the very nature of the trans-

action, on the performance or happening of

which the legal consequences of the transaction
are made to depend. More specifically, a condition
is a provision on the fulfilment of which depends the tak-

ing effect or continuance in effect of the instrument or

some clause of it, or the existence of some right established

or recognized by it, as distinguished from a covenant,
which is a promise in a sealed instrument the breach of

which may give rise to a claim for damages, but not neces-

sarily the forfeiture of any right. The performance of a

covenant, however, may be made a condition of the contin-

ued efficacy of the agreement. A condition precedent is a

provision which must be fulfilled or an event which must
occur before the instrument or clause affected by it can
take effect. A condition subsequent contemplates that,

after the instrument has taken effect, a right established

or recognized by it may be extinguished by some future or

uncertain event.

Such a place, such sum or sums as are

Express'd in the co-nditwn. Shak., SI. of V., i. 3.

(6) In civil law, a restriction incorporated with
an act, the consequence of which is to make
the effect of the volition or intention depen-
dent wholly or in part upon an external cir-

cumstance. Strictly speaking, there is a condition in

the meaning of the civil law only when the effect of a legal



condition

nut is suspended until the accomplishment 'ir non-accom-

plishlnent of ii future anil uncertain e\ellt. t;',<l*in<t.

9. In college or school : () Tin- requirement,
nmde nf u student upon failure Id reach u cer-

tain si :uiiliinl of scholarship, as in uu examina-

tion, that a new examination be pussed before
he can ho adviineed in n {,'ivcu course or si inly,
or can receive a decree : as, a ronilitinn in mathe-
matics. ('() The study to which such requirc-
ini'iit is attached: as. In' has six fimli linns to

makeup. [U.S.] 10. In i/niin., tin- protasis
or conditional clause of a conditional sentence.
HwriiiHlitiiiiiiil st n li'iiiT, under conditional. Con-
dition collateral, a condition ;inn.-\r,l (.. n collateral net.

Condition Inherent, ii a condition which
descends to llir heir witll tin- liinil ;:ranlcd. i Ic. Condi-
tion of cognition, or of a cognitive faculty, i" i>h .;.. .

Ull ilUrihllte Wltll Whirl) it in supposed till- Illillll rilllllot

help invcstiiiL: every ohj'Tt ot !h;it faciilu ; an i-li-iiirnt

which, derived from tin- miners structure, cannot hut en-

trr into every conception it is aide to form, though Ihcle

lllliy hi- Ho plotol>pe oi it ill the ohjeet of the rolirrji
tiiui. Silchure, In tot Kautl.-iii philosophy, space iitnl time.
and the categoric*. Conditions of environment. -"
environment. Conditions of Bale, tliu particular terms,
set forth ill writing, in accordance uith which property is

t.i he sniii at Hiiciiiin. Equation of condition, (a) In

dunain., an ci|iialion expressing lh. riled ii|>on the motion
of n system oi hodies prniliiceil liy an absolutely rigid con-

nection hetwccn certain parts, (h) In the fA> ..<// ..'

an equation expressing an ohservation with the comlitioua
iimler which It wan taken. -Estate upon condition.
See e*tate. In hard condition, In MrH-ramv, '" llri "

or very goml cnmlitiiiii.

[The horses) are hoth in hard condition, so it [the race)
can come off in ten days. Lawrence.

Necessary condition, a condition In sense 5 ; a conditio
nine (| na nun. Negative condition, sum.
i-"ii'li'rton Sufficient condition, an anteccilcnt from
which the coiise.p-ieiit surely follows. = Syn. 1. <'ircuin-

stances, station, plight. 7. Artlele, terms, provision, ar-

rangement.
condition (kon-dish'on), v. t. [= F. conditioii-

ner, OF. conditioner, conditioner, condicionncr
= Sp. cotulicittnar = Pg. condicoar, condicionar
= It. condizionare, < ML. conditionare, condi-

tion, restrict
;
from the noun. Cf. conditionate.]

1. To form a condition or prerequisite of; de-

termine or govern.
Yet seas, that daily gain upon the shore,
Have ebb ami How, <-<uiilit<<>nin<t their march.

'/. /i .M/....,/. The Oolden Year.

The appetite of hunger must precede and condition the

pleasure which consists in its satisfaction.

T. 11. (ireen, Prolegomena to Ethics, 161.

Limits we did not set

Condition all we do.
M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

2. To subject to something as a condition;
make dependent or conditional on : with on or

upon: as, he conditioned his forgiveness upon
repentance.
AH the advantages of binocular vision are conditioned

on convergence only. Divergence would only confuse by
giving false information. Le Conte, Sight, p. 262.

3. In metaph., to place or cognize under con-

ditions.

The tree or the mountain being groups of phenomena,
what we assert as persisting Independently of the per-

cipient mind is a Something which we are unable to con-

dition either as tree or as mountain.
J. Fiske, Cosmic Fhilos., I. 88.

4. To stipulate ;
contract ; arrange.

It was i-i,,,,/ /< /LI/ . !/ between Saturn and Titan that Saturn
should put to death all his male children.

Kalcigh, Hist. World.

I must condition
To have this gentleman by. a witness.

B. Jonnon, The Devil is an Ass, I. 2.

5. In mercantile language, to test (a commod-
ity) in order to ascertain its condition; spe-

cifically, to test (silk) in order to know the pro-

portion of moisture it contains. 6. To require

(a student) to be reSxamined, after failure to

show the attainment of a required degree of

scholarship, as a condition of remaining in the

class or college, or of receiving a degree. See

condition, n., 9. [U.S.]
conditional (kon-dish'on-al), a. and n. [= F.

conditionnel =' Sp. Pg."condicional = It. condi-

zmnale, < LL. conditionalis, condirionalis, < L.

conflicio(n-), condition: see condition, n.] I. n.

1 . Imposing conditions ; containing or depend-
ing on a condition or conditions ;

made with

limitations; not absolute; made or granted on
certain terms

; stipulative.

That self-reform which is conditional upon the wish for

It. T. II. Vreeii, Prolegomena to Ethics, 110.

Having at one time . . . made the granting of money
eiinilitiininl on the ohtainiiicnt of Justice, the States-Gen-
eral [of France] wan induced to surrender its restraining

powers. //. *i*nrer. Prill, of Sociol., i 501.

2. Involving or expressing a condition, (a) In
/IK/"-, expressing, as a proposition, that one thing will or
woulil l>e or happen if another is or was, or does or iliil

happen ; containing as a syllogism. such a premise. By

1 1 I.',

a few writer* the term .''.n./.ri'.iiutl prapontiim U n

include tile disjunctive form.

When l it In hypothetical piopo-itionl saM to )>

,/,/M.nW/' Uh.n the conjunction i/ i- \ slur

(ill

proposition, as thus : If it IM- a man. it in u en-iM>

only. Muiutrrillf, Art<- of I....

(l>) In .//.UK., cxprcssin;.' an assumption or u supposition ;

ront:iiiiing or involviiik' u pi"] M ,-itii,n as a pi. inise from
which a conclusion or inference follows; as I

conjunction ; a <,//. ri.,/,./ Conditional bap-
tism Conditional conjunction,
junction expressing a condition. Sn.

Kn^lish art- . ' I-M.-..I. ic and pn>s nn ial //> i .-< iln the ,-!,-.

i ,i '.:.,, Conditional estate
ntair. Conditional fee. >.,,,. Conditional form,
a form of tin- \.rl- n-cd to ,.xprr>s a condition, or .

i hisi'in from a condition: thn-, / -A

fume: such expressions, whether pbrajies like tii-s.- or

pro|MT vcrh forniH (us Krcneh '). arc
SOUK linn - called i Conditional im-
mortality, in thrill.

,
Ihedoctljnc that Hull, ..

inii' i< ni iii the race, bat 1s conditional up-<n faith In '

Conditional limitation, a gift to a thii

ease a condition prescrilM-d should tak , lition

in a grant or devise, the lion -iiiltllim nt of u hi. h ill catue
the |iioiH't'ty to liaM to a third party. Conditional
mod*. SueconU&mai/orm, Conditional obligation,
in laic, an ohligation <l> pi ii'liiu on ih<' c\i-t. n. f aeon-
dltlon. Conditions ami' \> d to ol,li-nt ion- have been dis

tinu'iiisbed as votutHfif ami it //",,../'/. th-' !"i m-'i air sin h

as may naturally or legally hap] ten ; the latter, such as are

contrary to the law or to good morals. Possible condition*
have been distinguished as put. ,

. such
as are within the |*ower of the party burdened with them.
and catual, such as depend upon an event over whii h th.

party has n..,. ..it ml. Conditional pardon, a p:nd..n t..

Inch a condition in annexed, the performance .-f w hi. h is

necessary to the validity of the pardon, llaurier.- Con-
ditional phrate, a phrase ei|ilival>-nt to a i litional

conjunction, sucb as provided that, in cat? that, etc.

Conditional sale. () A sale the liimlim; ' licet of which,
notwithstanding delivery ot the thing sold, is made to dc

IR-mi on due payment or other performance by the buyer,
so that meanwhile the title or ownership is not vested In

him. (M A sale on condition that the vendor may re-

purchase on certain terms. Miivtr. Conditional sen-
tence, a sentence stating a condition and the conclusion

'!''!', ml' ni upon it; a hypothetical period. When com
plete, it consists of two clauses : (1) the conditional clause,
also called the miulition or protatii, introduced by if, or
an equivalent word, expressed or implied ; and (2) the r<m-

clutiiHi or apodogu.

II. n. 1. A word expressing s condition.

2. A conditional clause ; a limitation ;
a condi-

tion. Bacon. [Bare.] 3. In logic, a proposi-
tion which expresses a condition. 4. In gram.,
a conditional particle.

conditionally (kon-dish-on-al'i-ti), n. [= F.

con<litionnalite,etc.; as conditional + -t'ty.] The
quality of being conditional or limited ;

limita-

tion by certain terms. Dr. H. More.
conditionalize (kon-dish'on-al-iz), r. f.

; pret.
and pp. conditionalized, ppr.' conditionalizttuj.

[< conditional + -tee.'] To condition ; qualify.

[Rare.]

I, however, would hold that . . . the word sanguine,
when conditionalized by Croydon [as Croydon sanguine, a

color], was satirically used out of its meaning.
A. and '.'.. 7th ser., III. 385.

conditionally (kon-dish'on-al-i), adv. In a con-
ditional manner

j
under 'certain conditions or

with certain limitations
;
on particular terms

or stipulations ;
not absolutely or positively.

Powhatan (to expresse his loue to Xewiiort), when he

departed, presented him with twentie Turtles, condition-

ally to returne him twentie swords.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, I. 171.

His authority was by the People first giv' n him comii-

tionally, in Law and under Law and under Oath also for

the Kingdoms good and not otherwise.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxviii.

conditionaryt (kon-dish'on-a-ri), n. [< ML.
*conditionarium, \. conditio(-), L. condicio(n-),
condition : see condition, n.] A stipulation or
condition.

Would God In mercy dispense with it as a conditionary,
yet we could not be happy without it. Sorru.

conditionata, . Plural of conditiotuitum.

conditionate (kpn-dish'on-at), a. [< ML. cnn-

diUoHatus, pp. o'i! conditionare, put under con-

ditions, restrict, condition: see condition, r.]

Conditional ; subject to conditions.

Barac's answer is faithful, though comlitionate.

Bp. Hall, .lad and Sisera.

conditionate (kon-dish'on-at), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. conditionateii, ppr. conditionating. [< ML.
conditionatus, pp. : see the adj.] To condition ;

qualify; regulate.
So is it usual amongst us to qualifle and conditionate the

twelve months of the year answerably unto the temper of

the twelve days In Christmas.
Sir T. Broirnr, Vulg. Err., vi. 4.

conditionatum (kon-dish'i-o-na'tum), . ; pi.
eonditionata (-tft). [NL., neut. of ML. comli-

HiiiKitHx. pp.: see conditionate, a. and
p.]

The
consequent of a hypothetical proposition.
conditioned (kon-dish'ond), a. and n. [< <-
tliiinii + -vP.] I. ii. 1. Beingin a certain state

condole

nr having certain i|ii!ilili<-s, or a c.'ftaiu eun-

hlilulion, tninpiTainent. t.-iii|n-r. i-d-. ; eireiiin-

stanei-il; constituted: niosl l'fi'i|iicntly

ill coin|iiisil inn : as, wi-11-co/i^i/nnml: \\\-i'nnili-

tllllllll.

.loilli. the v;enel;il of tl. lei, ... So '

It not to dctlne wlielhel II w.i

I '.in. I harder to n,|.s the U-n.-tlt of bis warlike ability, or

to U-ar the .Hoi inilv of hi-

ffod

Mn.h pr.niir.ion was very badly fnnilitiiinnl ; nay, the

Hogs would not eat that I 'or lie they l'iu^lit

guot, -i| hi ('lift. J'Jut Xmith Trni- Travels, II. 5I>.

Our sweet-roi"/. '"'"'/ )iiinceas . . . never mwd us
V uh mich i out. -nipt. Miiimivii'r, The Krnegado, T. t.

2. Exist i tic; under or subject I ...... ml it ii HIM; lim-

ited hy conditions; dependent.
Art is tli> ..N, i ..riier of huiniin life in which wr may

nrease. ... In other places our passions are eon-
anil emharraMed.

//. Jama, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 88.

The office of verbal Inflections is to express i|iiallned and
"/, rather than complex, thought

'. / i/.'. / I i
. i, l.ng. Lang., xvl.

3. In mi in/ili.. placed or cognized under conili

tions or relations ; relative.

II. . In mttaplt., colle<'tively, tlii- nniverae
as existing and known under conditions or lim-

its: always with the definite article: opposed
to the unconditioned or absolute.

The Unconditioned Is the Incotoilsahle and inconceiv-

able; Its notion living only negative of '!,.

which last can only be positively known or conceived.
Sir W. Hamilton, DtacOMtoo*, p. 12.

Thf conditioned Is the mean between the two extremes
two urn on, litionat.s, exclusive of each other, neither of

which can lie conceived as possible, but of which, on the

principles of contradiction and excluded middle, one must
he admitted as necessary.

Sir IT. Hamilton, Discussions, p. 14.

conditioning-house (kgn-dish'on-ing-hoiiB), n.

A trade establishment where silk is tested.

Simmondn. See condition, r. '., 6.

conditionlyt (kon-dish'pn-li), adv. [< condition
+ -ly'

2
. Cf. conditionally.] Same as condition-

ally.

And though she give but thus towftri'oiu'j/.

Sir P. Sidney, Astrophel and Stella.

conditio sine qua non (kon-dish'i-6 si'ne kwii

uon). [L., a condition without which not . . . :

see condition, sine3 , qua, and non.] A necessary
or indispensable condition. See condition, n., 5.

conditory (kon'di-to-ri), n.; pl.conrf<orie(-riz).

[< L. conditorium, < condere, pp. conditun, lay
up, put away: see condiment.] A repository
for storing or keeping things. [Rare.]
conditourt, [ME., < Or\ conduitor, condutor,
conduiteur (mod. F. conducteur), < L. conduc-

tor, a leader: see conductor.] A conductor; a

guide; a leader.

[And then they hadde) a goode contlilmi r that sette light

by theire enmyes, for hem semed [that they were In nonibre
eiic;n as many for as many. Merlin (E. E. T. A.), 111. 392.

condivision (kon-di-yizh'on), n. [< con- + di-

vision.'] A logical division or classification co-

existing with another which crosses it.

One and the same object may, likewise, lie differently
divided from different points of view, whereby condim-
riom arise, which, taken together, are all reciprocally co-

ordinated. Sir W. Hamilton.

COndlet, . An obsolete form of randlf.

condlert, . An obsolete form of chandler.

condolatory (kon-do'la-to-ri), a. [Irreg. < ron-

dole + -atnry.] Expressing condolence. Smart.

condole (kpn-dol'), c. ; pret. and pp. condoled,

ppr. condoling. [= F. condouloir (cf. 8p. con-

dolerge, condolecerse = Pg. cmidoerse = It. con-

dolersi, all refl.) = D. kondoleren = O. condoli-

ren = Dan. kondolere, < LL. condolere, condole,
< L. com-, with, + dolere, grieve: see dole%.]

1. intrans. To speak sympathetically to one in

pain, grief, or misfortune ; use expressions of

pity or compassion : followed by u'ith before
the person, and by on, for, or orer before the

subject of condolence.

Having remembered this place In its pristine beauty, I

could not help condoling with him on its present ruinous
situation. Goldsmith, Tenants of the Leasowes.

Neighbors crowded round him to condole.

Broiming, Ring and Hook, I. 79.

II. t trims. 1. To commiserate personally ;

address words of sympathy to, on account of

distress or misfortune.

Let us condole the knight. Shak., Hen. V., ii. 1.

Each other's company lessened our sufferings, and was
some comfort, that we might condole one another.

R. Kiua (Arher's Eng. Oarner, I. 34S).

2. To lament or grieve over with another; ex-

press sympathy on account of; lament.

The first Thing he (Lord Leicester] did was to condole
the late O. Dowager's Death. HomU, Letters, I. vl. .'..



condole

I come not, Samson, to condole thy chance,
As these perhaps, yet wish it had not been,

Though for no friendly intent.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1070.

Why should our poet petition Isis for her safe delivery

and afterward condole her miscarriage '/ Dryden.

condolementt (kon-dol'ment). n. [< condole +
-ment.] 1. The act of condoling; condolence.

They were presented to the king . . . with an address

of condolement for the loss of his queen.
Life of A. Wood, p. 390.

2. The act of sorrowing or mourning; grief;

lamentation; sorrow.
To persevere

In obstinate comiolt'inent is a course

Of impious stublMjrnness ; 'tis unmanly grief.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 2.

condolence (kon-do'lens), . [= F. condoleance

(> It. condoaliama = D. kondoleantie = Sw.

kondolan:) = Sp. Pg. condolencia = It. condo-

lenza = G. kondolenz = Dan. kondoleitcc, < ML.
as if "condolentia, < LL. condolen(t-)s, ppr. of

condolcre, condole : see condole and -ence.J An
expression of sympathy addressed to a person
in distress, misfortune, or bereavement.

For which reason their congratulations and their condo-

lences are equally words of course. Steele, Tatler, No. 109.

A special message of condolence. Macaulay.

= Syn. Sympathy, Commiseration, etc. See pity.

COndoler (kon-do'ler), n. One who condoles.

Johnson.

condominate (kon-dom'i-nat), a. [< condpmi-
n(ium) + -ate1 .] Of the nature of condominium.

The King of Prussia . . . had acquired the complete
proprietorship of Lauenburg by buying up Austria's co-
aominate rights over that Duchy. Lowe, Bismarck, 1. 357.

condominium (kon-do-min'i-um), n. [NL., <

ML. condomimis, a co-proprietor, < L. com-, to-

gether, -f- dominus, master, proprietor: see do-

mine, dominie, dominion.] Joint or concurrent
dominion ; ownership including jurisdiction or

power of disposal, exclusive as against all the

world except one or more co-owners. The term
is much used in the civil law for joint riyhts in rem, and
in international law of concurrent national jurisdiction or

dominion.

Condominium, which tends to split up into property in

the narrow sense. Westminster Ret)., CXXVI. 142.

condonation (kon-do-na'shon), . [= Sp. con-

donation = Pg. condonaf&o = It. condonazione,
< L. condonatio(n-), (. condonare, pp. condonatus,
condone: seecondone.] 1. The act of condon-

as, the con-

1176

He [Donatello], however, condoned these defects by the

strength of his assertions, the fire of his style, anil the

transcendent ease with which his skilful hand traced

flowing lines of unsurpassed delicacy and freedom upon
the marble. C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 92.

Syn. See pardon.
condor (kon'dor), n. [= D. G. Sw. condor =
Dan. kondor = F. condor, formerly condore =
It. condore, < Sp. Pg. condor, < Peruv. cuntur, a

condor.] 1. A very large South American bird

of prey, Sarcorhamphits gryphus, of the family
Cathartidai or American vultures, having the

head and upper part of the neck naked and

largely carunculate, an exposed ruff of downy
white feathers round the neck, and the general
plumage blackish, varied with much white in

the wings. The size of the condor has been greatly ex-

aggerated ; it is not known to exceed 9 feet in stretch of

wings, and is little over 8 feet in total length. The bird in-

habits chiefly the Andean regions, at elevations of from

10,000 to 15,000 feet above the sea, where it breeds, making
no nest, but laying its eggs on the bare rocks. Condors
are never seen in large companies, but in groups of three

or four, and descend to the plain only when impelled by

hunger. At such times two of them will successfully at-

tack sheep, goats, deer, etc., though as a rule they prefer
carrion.

2. A South American gold coin. That of Ecua-
dor and Colombia is worth f9.647 ;

that of Chili,
9.123. California condor, the large vulture of Cali-

fornia, Catluirtes or Pseudogryphus californianus, resem-

And we teach and believe that when sinnes are par-
doned by God, God doth not change the mind of the sin-

ner . . . ; but that the same [sin], remaining in the soule

of man, iu like manner as it did before condonation, is

only taken away by a not imputation of the guilt.

Bp. Mountayu, Appeal to Cscsar, p. 169.

Specifically 2. In law, the act or course of

conduct by which a husband or a wife is held
to have pardoned a matrimonial offense com-
mitted by the other, as the taking back of his

wife by a husband, knowing that she has com-
mitted adultery. To have this effect, the con-
duct must be such as to imply intentional and

voluntary remission.

other has committed, on the condition implied by the
law that the party remitting it shall afterward be treated

by the other with conjugal kindness.

Buhop, Marriage and Divorce, II. 33.

The immediate effect of condonation is to bar the party
condoning of his or her remedy for the offence in question.

Mozley and Whiteley.

condone (kpn-don'), v. t.; pret. and pp. con-

doned, ppr. condoning. [= OF. condoner, con-

duner, condonner, cunduner, permit, suffer, par-
don, = Sp. Pg. condonar = It. condonare, < L.

condonare, give, give up, remit, refrain from

punishing, < com- + donare, give: see donate.]
1 . To forgive or pardon, as something wrong,
especially by implication, as through some act

of friendship or confidence toward the offend-

er
; overlook, as an offense or fault.

Condone, an old legal technicality, has of late received
a popular welcome, as a stately euphemism for '

pardon
'

or ' overlook.' F. Hall, Mod. Eng. (ed. 1873), p. 299.

War was rather condoned than consecrated, and, what-
ever might be the case with a few isolated prelates, the
Church did nothing to increase or encourage it.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 266.

We are not to assume that every offence might be con-

doned for a certain sum in money.
C. B. Pearson, Early and Mid. Ages of Eng., xxxiii.

Specifically 2. In law, to forgive, or to act

so as to imply forgiveness of (a violation of

the marriage vow). See condonation, 2. 3. To
cause to overlook or forgive; atonefor. [Rare.]

California Condi

bling the Andean condor and fully as large, with the head
and beak differently shaped and not carunculate, no downy
collar, much less white on the wings, and the plumage of

the breast of peculiar texture.

(-ri). [It., lit. a leader, conductor (= OF. con-

duitier, < ML. as if *conductoriiis), < condotto,

way, road, conduct, conduit, < ML. conductus,

escort, guard; cf. L. conducti, mercenary sol-

diers, prop. pi. of conductus, pp. of conducere,

hire, lit. bring together: see conduct, conduce.]
In Italian hist., one of a class of professional

military captains in the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries, who raised troops and sold their ser-

vices to warring states and princes. This system
prevailed to a considerable extent all over Europe just
before the introduction of regular standing armies.

He espoused the cause of Equity in the pending ques-
tion with the zeal of a condottiere.

Howellg, Modern Instance, iii.

conduce (kon-dus'), v.
; pret. and pp. conduced,

ppr. conducing. [In older form condue, < OF.

conduire, F. conduire = Pr. conduire, condurre
= It. condurre (see condue) ;

= Sp. conducir =
Pg. conduzir = It. conducere, conduct, lead, con-
duce

;
< L. conducere, lead, draw, or bring to-

gether, draw toward, connect, take on lease,

rent, hire, employ, etc., < com-, together, + du-

cere, lead: see duke, duct. Cf. abduce, adduce,

educe, induce, produce, reduce, seduce, traduce,
and see conduct, ?.] I.t trans. 1. To lead; con-
duct.

Hys [Christ's] inoder swet
Mi mater [matter] conduce to the ende entire.

Ram. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), Int., 1. 206.

There was sent unto my lodging the Cardinal of Bour-
bon ... to conduce me to my lady's presence.

State Papers, Wolsey to Hen. VIII., an. 1527.

2. To bring about.

To conduce the peace. Sir T. More.

II. intrans. To aid in or contribute toward

bringing about a result ; lead or tend : followed

by an infinitive, or a noun preceded by to : as,

temperance and exercise conduce to good health.

Things rather intended for show and ostentation, than

conducing to piety. Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

The reasons yon allege do more conduce
To the hot passion of distemper'd blood.

Shak., T. and C., ii. 2.

Nothing doth so much conduce to the proper happiness
of man, as that which doth the most promote the peace
and serenity of his mind. Stillingjteet, Sermons, I. x.

conduct

Each new specialization of industry . . . establishes

itself by conducing in some way to the profit of others.

H. Spencer, Prill, of Sociol., 441.

conducementt (kon-dus'ment), n. [< conduce
+ -ineiit.] A leading or tending; tendency.
The cunducement of all this is but cabalistical.

(jreijory, Works, p. 68.

COnducent (kon-du'sent), a. [< L. condu-

ccn(t-)s, ppr. of conducere, bring together: see

conduce.] Tending or contributing. [Bare.]

Any act fitting or conducent to the good success of this

business. Abp. Laud, Chancellorship at Oxford, p. 13.

conducibility (kon-du-si-bil'i-ti), n. [< ML. con-

diwiuilitn(t-)g, utility, < L. c'dndiiciMlis, profita-
ble: see conducible.] The state or character of

being conducive; conducibleness. [Hare.]

Duties . . . deriving their obligation from their condu-

fibilitii to the promoting of our chief end.

Bp. WilHn*, Natural Keligion, i. 14.

COnducible (kon-du'si-bl), a. and n. [= It.

condueibile, conducet-ole, < L. eouducibilis, profit-

able, expedient, < conducere, conduce : see con-

duce.] I. a. Conducive; tending.

Every Common-wealth is in general defin'd a societie

sufficient of itself, in all things coiulnciUe to well beeing
and commodious life. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xi.

Revelation will soon be discerned to be extremely con-

ducible to reforming men's lives, such as will answer all

objections and exceptions of flesh and blood against it.

Hammond.

Il.t n- That which conduces or tends to pro-
mote.

Those motions of generations and corruptions, and of

the conducibles thereto. Sir M. Hale.

conducibleness (kon - du '
si - bl - nes);

n. The
quality of conducing, leading, or contributing to

or promoting some end.

Which two contemplations are not inferiour to any for

either pleasantness in themselves or conducibleness for the

finding out of the right frame of nature.
Dr. H. More, Song of the Soul, Pref.

conduciblyt (kon-du'si-bli), adv. In a manner
to promote ; conducively.
conducive (kon-du'siv), a. [< conduce + -ive.]

Having the quality of conducing, promoting, or

furthering; tending to advance or bring about:
with to.

An action, however conducive to the good of our coun-

try, will be represented as prejudicial to it.

Addison, Freeholder.

Nothing is more conducive to happiness than the free

exercise of the mind in pursuits congenial to it.

Macaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

=Syn. Helpful, contributing, promotive, furthersome.

conduciveness (kon-du'siv-nes), n. The qual-

ity of being conducive or tending to advance
or promote. Boyle.

Its conduciveness to the practice of our duty.
Seeker, Works, IV. xvii.

If general good, or welfare, or utility, is the supreme
end ; and if State-enactments are justified as means to

this supreme end ; then, State-enactments have such au-

thority only as arises from conduciveness to this supreme
end. //. Spencer, Data of Ethics, IS).

conduct (kon-dukf), v. [< L. conductus, pp. of

conducere, lead together, lead, hire : see conduce,
and cf. conduct, n. The older form was condit,
conduit: see conduit1

, v.] I. trans. 1. To ac-

company and show the way to
; guide ;

escort
;

lead.
Pray receive them nobly, and conduct them
Into our presence. Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 4.

I can conduct you, lady, to a low
But loyal cottage, where you may be safe.

Milton, Comus, 1. 319.

2. To direct; act as leader of. (a) As a commander.

The kynge . . . hem [them] did condite with a baner
as white as snowe. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 576.

Cortes himself conducted the third and smallest divi-

sion. W. Robertson, Hist. America.

(6) As a director of a musical performance. See con-

ductor, 4.

3. To direct the course of
; manage ; carry on :

as, he conducted his affairs with prudence.
Our education is not conducted by toys and luxuries, but

by austere and rugged masters, by poverty, solitude, pas-

sions, War, Slavery. Emerson, Fugitive Slave Law.,

Unity of action and energy was especially needed for a

ministry conducting a great war.

Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., i.

4. Eeflexively, to direct the action or conduct

of; behave: as, he conducted Mmself nobly.

Pray, how is it we should conduct ourselves ?

Browning, King and Book, II. 102.

5. In physics, to carry, convey, transmit, or

propagate : as, metal conducts heat better than
wood. Conducting tissue. See tissue. =Syn. Direct,
etc. See manage.



conduct

II. iittraiiH. 1. In /ilii/nif.a, to carry, convoy,
trun.smit, or propagate motion Orenetjrr; cspe-
ciiilly, to transmit electricity, heat, UK''', or
sound.
Of all substances in the body the blood conduct* brat

A'. /'. Thomiisnn. Klec't. ;<li't Mat;., p. 1S7.

2. To act as musical conductor. 3. To be-
have : used without the reflexive pronoun.
[Hare.]

I In ic HIT.- lime* when he; was nbllKi'il to exert all hl

fortitude, prudence, anil rjiiiiluur, to t-n<tiirt no us ant to
give oltelire. Kliut'i.\rli' Kii'i. /;,.,.). Ilirt., ],. -."p.

I called on the kiirj but he made m. >iit in his hall
and OPmducted liki- a maip in. aparilal. ,1 far |p,,,piliillt).

Tlnn;illi, \\aldi-li

conduct (kon'dukt), .i [In older form (ME.)
minliiit, t'linilit (sec i-niidiiit 1

); = F. condiiiti- =
Sp. |v. cnii/lni-t/i = It. ciniitnllii, conduct, guid-
ance, management, etc. (Pg. also 'conduit'),
I'cni. t'oi'ins(<MI J.asif <-/niilin'lii), distinguished
from OF. i-nmlnit, comhit, I'omlil, ciniiliiii-l, c<ni-

duct, etc., conduct, guidance, escort, conductor,
safe-conduct, etc., also way, channel, conduit,
F. conduit = Sp. Pg. cnnducto = It. condotto,
masc., a conduit, channel, etc.,< ML. conductus,
defense, protection, guard, escort, company,
herd, also a canal, conduit, < L. conductus, pp.
of conduwre, bring together, collect, lead to:
see conduce and conduct, v., and cf. conduift, n.,
and ciiHiinclnx.] 1. The act of guiding or lead-

ing; guidance; escort.

I'l.llnw in,-, thiit will to some provision
Olve tin -i (|iiirk rnnduct. Shale., Lear, III. a.

The clouds Ml down In streams, and the pitchy night
had liercft us of the conduct of our eyes, had not the light-
ning afforded a terrible light. Satidys, Trnvailes, p. 168.

After dinner my wife and I, by Mr. Rawlinson's conduct,
to the Jewish Synagogue. P'py, Diary, II. 40.

2. The act of directing or controlling; man-
agement; administration.

If the Jews under his cow/wet should endeavour to re-
cover their liberties and fail in it, they knew that the na-
tion would be severely puni>lir<! liv the Romans.

/arm, Christian Religion.

Christianity has humanized the conduct of war. Paley.

The conduct of the state, the administration of Its affairs,
its j>olfcy, and its laws are far more uncertain. BroNytaMi
3. A drawing out or development, as of the
action of a poem or the plot of a drama or a
novel.

Here we have the conduct of the drama laid open.
Qoldtmith, Criticisms.

The book of Job, Indeed, In conduct and diction, bears
a considerable resemblance to some of his l/EschylussI
dramas. Macaulay, Milton.

Though the story ends in this vulgar manner, it Is, in
its conduct, extremely sweet and touching.

Mary. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 250.

4. Skilful management or administration; good
generalship ; tact and dexterity in affairs

;
ad-

dress.

Mr. 1 1. IP lie. it seems, is unable to comprehend how an
extreme want of conduct and discretion can consist with
the abilities I have allowed him. Junius, Letters, liv.

The Rais hud told him our adventure with the saint, at
which he laughed very heartily, saying I was a wise man,
and a man of conduct. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 116.

5. Personal behavior or practice; way of act-

ing generally oron a particular occasion ;
course

of action; deportment: as, laudable conduct;
evil conduct.

Here lies honest William, whose heart was a mint,
While the owner ne'er knew half the good that was iu't ;

The pupil of impulse, it forced him along,
His conduct still right, with his argument wrong.

(iuldtmith, Retaliation, 1. 46.

Conduct, in Its full acceptation, must lie taken as com-
prehending all adjustments of acts to ends, from the sim-

plest to the most complex, whatever their special natures
and whether considered separately or In their totality.

//. Sutnctr, Data of Ethics, 2.

Our conduct is capable, irrespective of what we capp our-
selves certainly answer for, of almost infinitely dittVrent

decrees of force and energy in the performance of it, of

lucidity and vividness in the perception of It, of fulness
in the satisfaction from it; and these degrees may vary
from day to day, and quite Incalculably.

.17. Arnold, Literature and Dogma, i.

6t. A conductor, guard, or convoy; au escort.

His majesty,
Tendering my person'! safety, hath appointed
This conduct to convey me to the Tower.

Shak., Rich. III., 1. 1.

Come, gentlemen, I will be your conduct.
11. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

7f. A passport. See safe-conduct.
Good angels and this t-ii<lnct be your guide t [Giving a

paper.] Middteton, Changeling, II. 1.

8f. That which conveys or carries
;
a channel

;

a conduit.

By the iyil cisteme there Is drinke conueyed thorow
certeine pipes and conduct!. llakluyfi Voyages, II. 61.
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9. A tax levied liv ( 'harlcs I. of Knglund f.pr the

purpose of pitying the travcliiijj-cxpcn-c*
soldiers. Also comlm-i-mom //.

Si > <-iw;/-i//<//.

He who take* i>p upm.-
four nobles of Diinegelt.

f,, r . -nri an-1 his

Milton, Arcupaglllca, p. SO.

Coat or cote and conduct, xcu cwita. Safe conduct.
" '"' 8yn. 8. Carriage, Deportment, et

'" /Ml I ,,,! _

conduct (kon'dukt), a. and n.2 [ME. conduct, <
I,. i-iiHiliictii.i, hired, pp. of i-iindni-i i-i-. lead toge-
ther, hire: see conduct, v., and cf. eomtiirtus.]
I.t a. Hired; employed: as, "cinitlm i pr-

ll'.'flif, Apol. for Lollards (Camden 8oc.), IP. r,-2.

U. n. The title of two clergymen appointed
to read prayers at Eton College, England : a

fOllduetus.

conduct-book (kon'dukt-buk), n. A book kept
on board of United States men-of-war, in v> hieli

the conduct and ability of each man of the
rrc\v is noted.

COnductibility (kon-duk-ti-bil'i-ti), w. [= F.
i-iiniiiii'/iiiiiiti; etc.; as cnniliii-tilili- + -ity (see
-liility).] 1. Capability of being conducted or
transmitted: as, the conduetibility of electricity
or of heat. 2. Improperly, capacity for con-

ducting or transmitting; conductivity.
conductible (kon-duk'ti-bl), a. [= F. eomlur.
tih/r = Sp. <-<>n<tiii-li/>/i ; as riiiitluct + -ible.] Ca-

pable of being conducted or conveyed. Wheat-
al'iin .

conduction (kpn-duk'shon), n. [= F. conduc-
tion Sp. OOMcWaiMI = f'g. conduce^)= It. con-
du;i<>ni; < L. niducti(n-), < conducere, pp.

/-
iliictun, lead, conduce, conduct : see conduce and
conduct, r.] If. The act of guiding, directing,
or leading ; guidance.
For the better conduction and preservation of the fleete,

and atchieuing of the voyage. Uatluyt * Voyaya, L 2ai.

From thence I went with the Turkes power, and vnder
his conduction to the lande of Jewry.

Webbe, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 22.

2t- The act of training up.

Every man has his beginning and conduction.
B. Jomon, Case is Altered.

3. Transmission; conveyance; specifically, in

/ilii/nicn, transmission of heat from points of

high temperature to points of low temperature,
or of electricity from points of high potential
to points of low potential, from particle to par-
ticle, and to a distance, by the raising of the

temperature or potential of intermediate par-
ticles, without any sensible motion of them.
It Is distinguished from convection, by which heat and
electricity are carried by moving particles ; from the ra-
diation of heat, which does not raise the temperature of
the intermediate points (except so far as the radiation is

hindered); and from the discharge and the electrolytic
transfer of electricity.

Conduction [of heat] is the How of heat through an un-

equally heated body from places of higher to places of
lower temperature. Clerk Maxwell, Heat, p. 10.

conductitioust (kon-duk-tish'us), a.
[<

L.

conductions, prop, -icius, pertaining to hire, <

conductus, pp. of conducere, hire : see conduce.]
Hired; employed for wages.
The persons were neither titularies nor perpetual cu-

rates, but entirely cunduttitiout and removable at pleasure.
Aylifc, Parergou.

conductive (kon-duk'tiv), a. [= Sp. Pg. conduc-

tivo; &s conduct + -ive.] 1. Having the power
or property of conducting : as, conductive bodies.
See conductivity. 2. Resulting from conduc-
tion : as, the conductive discharge of electricity.
conductivity (kon-duk-tiv'j-ti), . [< conduc-
tive + -ity.] Inphuficx, the power of conduct-

ing heat, electricity, or sound
; the property of

being conductive. In the case of heat (thermal con-
ductivity) solids have in general a much higher degree of

conductivity than liquids, and liquids than gases, the last

being practically destitute of conductive power ; both
liquids and gases become heated by convection (which see),
not by conduction. Furthermore, among solids the con-

ductivity of metals for heat is greater than that of stony
bodies, that of animal and vegetable substances being the
least of all. Metals have al*o a relatively high degree of

conductivity for electricity, a charge of electricity distrib-

uting itijelf freely over a metallic surface, and an electrical
current passing more or less readily through a metallic
wire. Those metals which are the best conductors of heat,
as silver, copper, and gold, are also the best electrical
conductors. The conductivity of many solids (glass, sul-

phur. resin) is nearly zero for electricity ; the same is true
to a less degree of most liquids and also of gases. With
any substance the conductivity for electricity is the recip-
rocal of the resistance. See resistance.

Conductivity varies not only with varying temperature,
but also with varying tension, torsion, or pressure.

A. DanieU, Prin. of Physics, p. 504.

Peelet . . . employs as the unit of conductivity the
transmission, in one second, through a plate a metre square
and a millimetre thick, of as much heat as will raise a cubic
decimetre (strictly a kilogramme) of water one degree.

J. D. Ettrett, Inits and Phys. Constanta, p. 1O1.

conductus
f.jltlf i . . . let kll'.wn .,1 II

lie mutter ill the nerve..
,

Ilic-i . r than
muscular tUaue, eartila.

I Ma.:;., p. Is;.

conduct-money (kon'dukt-niiin i)./,. Sameas
fnnilurt, II.

conductometer (kon-duk-toni'c-teri. . \\.

< L. i-niiiliii-i /v . |,p. <-ii,iilii<'tiin, eonillli-t.
-

!
All apj. : tain

in;; (lie relative conductivity of different ma-
terials, especially as regards heat.

conductor (kon^Juk'tor), n. [= F. ,-,,,,,1.

(> I), l.imilulji in- = ( ',. i ,, lnliirli iir = Dun. S\v.

l,iniillil.-li,i-\.( IK. C.JHI I n i In i. etc. I / MK. r,. mlHour:
see coniiitiiiii-}, = Sp. ['_'. <-,,, iii, -I,,, it. ,-
dntti>r<-,<. Ml,, i-iiiii/iii-liir, a leader, innkeeper,
agent, L. only in sense of 1

-
t.n-,

farmer, < rniiiluctn
, pp. rondHi'lun, lead, bring

together, hire, etc.: see tumlm-i ;md rn,i,lin-(.\

1. One WllO eOlllllle!- Ill- . seiil-ls; O1|C will.

liefore or accompanies and shows the wn
leader ; a guide.
The muse* . . . ought to be the leaden and conductor

of human life. Bacon, Kuhle of IMnnyilui.

You come (I know) to be my Lord Fernanda's
Conductor to old Caisllane.

Rrnu. and Ft., Laws of Candy.

Specifically 2f. A chief; a commander
;
one

who leads an army.
Utnt. Who ll conductor of his [people?
Kent. As 'tis said, the bastard son of Qlmter.

Skat., Lew. IT. 7.

I myself (though I say It), by my mother's side niece to
a worshipful gentleman and a conductor; he has been
three times in bin majesty's service at Chester, and U now
the fourth time, liod hltifts him and his charge, upon hi*

journey. Krau. and Ft., Knight "f Hurtling IVntle, 111. 5.

3. A director or manager in general; a regu-
lator.

If he did nipt entirely project the union and regency,
none will deny him to have been the chief conductor.

AdditOH.

4. The pdirector of a chorus or an orchestra ; one
who indicates to the performers the rhythm and
the expression of a piece of concerted music by
means of motions of the hands or of a baton.
The office of conductor In the modem sense was not clearly
distinguished from that ol Inulrr until almut 1800; former-
ly the leader played an Instrument, usiiull) theharpslchont.
5. The chief official on a railroad-train, who
directs, and is responsible for the execution of
orders concerning, the movements of the train,
and usually collects tickets or fares ; hence, one
who performs similar duties on a street-car, etc.

The duties of the guard on European railways
are similar, but less comprehensive. [U. S.]

6. That which conducts or transmits in any
manner; specifically,

in physicx, a body that
conducts or transmits through its substance
energy in any of its forms : as, metals are con-
ductors of electricity and of heat

; water is a
good conductor of sound. See conductivity.

If several conductors terminate at the same point, the
sum of the currents, counted from this point, is zero.

AHcinunn, tr. of Mascart and Joubert, I. 194.

Hence 7. A lightning-rod. 8. In nnrg., an
instrument formerly used in the high operation
for stone in the bladder Capacity of a conduc-
tor. See capacity. Conductor's part, in nituic, a con-
densed score written on two staffs only, for the use of the
conductor. Pneumatic conductor, a fan-blower and
tube for carrying off foul air, fire-damp, smoke, etc. Such
conductors are used in connection with the dry grindstones
employed in some departments of cutlery. Prime con-
ductor, that part of an electric machine which collects
and retains the electricity.

conductor-head (kon-duk'tor-hed), u. A com-
bined funnel, spout, and pipe for liquids, used
in creameries.

condupctory (kon-duk'to-ri), a. [< conduct +
-ory.] Having the property of conducting.
conductress (kqn-duk'tres), n. [= F. conduc-

trice, OF. conducteresse, conduttressc, etc.; as
conductor + -ess.] A female who leads, guides,
or directs; a directress.

A prudent and diligent conductr/j* of her family.
Johnton, To Mri. Thrale, 177S.

Obedient to what he understood to be the meaning of
his conduetrei*, Halbert bared his arm to the shoulder.

Scoff, Mouutery, I. 161.

All the apartments In the castle that we cared to see, or
OPUT eonductrtiu cared to show us. The Atlantic, l.IX. 688.

conductus (kon-duk'tus), n. [ML., lit., in def.
1 a '

l.ed' or 'conducted' song, in def. 2 a 'hired '

priest: see conduct, a. and n., and conduit-.]
1 . An old form of vocal composition in which
the tenor, instead of being confined to canto
fermo, was, like the other parts, invented or

freely treated bv the composer, it was called
rititiictu# m'midrjr, tlufilfX (also iVi/iYi-c-f/f ), etc., hilt the na-
ture of these distinctions is matter of controversy.



conductus

2. An unendowed chaplain : the name and of-

fice are both retained at Eton. Lee's Glossary.

conduct, '' ' [ME. conduct!, counducn, condieit, <

OF. coiuluirc, F. cnndnire = Pr. eonduire, con-

durrc = It. ciiiidiirre, < L. conducere, conduce :

see conduce.] To lead
;
conduct.

To sett hyin in tlie wayu, & cuuHduc hym by the downes.
Sir Gaivayiie and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1971.

(i,. we to the assant, that God vs alle condie.

Rub. of Untune, tr. of Langtoft's Chron., p. 182.

conduit 1 (kon'- or kun'dit), n. [< ME. conduit,

condiit, condit, condite, also cundit, cunditc, ciin-

deth, cundith, etc., < OF. conduit, conduict, con-

dut, conduct, condit, m., conduct, guidance, es-

cort, company, conductor, safe-conduct, also a

way, channel, tube, canal, conduit, F. conduit,

tube, canal ; OF. also eonditite, f., in like senses,
F. conduite, conduct, = Sp. Pg. conducta, con-

duct, conducto, conduit, = It. condotta, conduct,
condotto, canal, conduit, < ML. conductus, escort,

etc., also a tube, canal, etc.: see conduct, n.]

If. Conduct; guidance; escort: in this sense
now conduct.

Than the grekes, by agrement, gyffen horn a signe,

By cttndeth to come, A carpe what bom liste.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11437.

And the kynge seide thei sholde haue conduyte with gode
will, yef thei ask resou. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 82.

2. A medium or means of conveying ; anything
serving as a channel for passage or transmis-
sion.

Sinue was flret scene in the Deuill, . . . from whom, liy

the Conduit of Nature, it is conueied to vs.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 28.

They can and do receive the benefit, for which the cere-

mony was appointed as a sign and conduit.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 398.

These organs are the nerves, which are the conduits to

convey them [sensations] from without to their audience
in the brain. Locke.

The king is the conduit through which all the honors and
emoluments of the government flow.

Callimm, Works, I. 103.

3. A pipe, tube, or other channel for the con-

veyance of water or other fluid.

There ben no Ryveres ne Welles ; but Watre comethe be

Condyte from Ebron. Mandemlle, Travels, p. 73.

The water may be ledde by weies three :

In channels, or [in] condiles of leede,
Or elles in trowes ymade of tree.

PalladiitB, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 177.

Of the same house Publius and Quintus were,
That our best water brought by conduits hither.

Shak., Cor., 11. 3.

4. A natural or artificial reservoir or source
whence water is distributed ; specifically, the

former name of fountains built for this purpose.
[Now rare.]

Be strong in faith, for now the time is nigh
That from the conduits of the lofty sky
The flood shall fall. Drayton, Noah's Flood.

The Cheapside conduits were the most used, as they
were the largest and most decorative of these structures.

The Great Conduit in the centre of this important thorough-
fare was an erection like a tower surrounded by statuary.

Chainbers's Book of Days.

Until ye come unto the chiefest square ;

A bubbling conduit is set midmost there,
And round about it now the maidens throng,
With jest and laughter, and sweet broken song.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 3.

5. A narrow walled passage, usually under

ground, for the purpose of secret communica-
tion between apartments.
conduit 1 (kon'- or kun'dit), f. t. [< ME. con-

diten, conduct, < condit, escort: see conduit1
,

n.] If. To lead; conduct; guide.

God that is the very guyde, me shall condite and lede
that in many perilouse places me hath ledde.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 622.

2. To convey, conduct, or transmit by or as

by a conduit.

And his corruption even to this day is still conduited to

his undone posterity. Feltham, Resolves, i. 9.

C0nduit2t, n. [ME. 'conduit, coundut, < OF. con-

duit, condut, < ML. conductus (also fern., con-

ducta, candticta) (>MLG. canduc), a kind of des-

cant or motet or anthem in which the melody
was partly improvised by the leading singer,
lit. a led or conducted song, being prop. pp.
(sc. cantus) of L. conducere, lead, conduct: see

conduce, conduct, i\] A form of vocal composi-
tion: same as eonduetus, 1.

At the soper & after, many athel [noble] songe
As coundutes of kryst-masse, & carole newe,
With alle the manerly mertlie that mon may of telle.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 165S.

COnduplicant (kon-du'pli-kant), a. [< L. con-

duplican(t-)s, ppr. of eonduplicare, double to-

1178 cone

gether: see conduplicatc.~\ In bot., folded to- of modern naturalists. The Conditlupa were divided

gether, as the opposite leaflets of a pinnate leaf

applied each to the other, face to face,

conduplicate (kon-du'pli-kat), r. t. pret. and

pp. condvpUcated, ppr. condtiplicating. [< L.

conduplinttuit, p[>. of condupliearc, double toge-

tlier, < com-, together, + duplieare, double : see

duplicate."] To double; fold together.

conduplicate, conduplicated (kon-du'pli-kat,

-ka-ted), . [< L. coitduplicatus: see the verb.]
Doiibled or folded over or to-

gether. Specifically (a) In bot. ,

applied to leaves in the bud when
they are folded down the middle,
so that the halves of the lamina
are applied together by their faces.

Also complicate, (b) In entom., ap-
plied to the wings of certain wasps
included in the series Diploptera,
which are folded longitudinally.

conduplication (kon-du-pli-
ka'shon), n. [= F. condupii-
cation = Pg. conduplicaqao = It. conduplicaziour,
< L. condiiplic(itio(n-), < eonduplicare, pp. con-

dupJicatus, double: see conduplicate, v.] A
doubling; a duplication. [Bare.]

condurango, . See cundurango.
condurrite (kon-dur'it), . [< Condurrow (see

def.) + -ite2
."] A peculiar ore of copper origi-

nally found in a vein in the Condurrow mine
in Cornwall, England. Its general color is brownish-

black, with sometimes a tinge of blue. It is probably an
altered form of an arsenide of copper, like domeykite.

CondutH, n. and v. An obsolete form of con-

Sections of Leaf-buds
with Conduplicate Ver-
nation.

into Ajiorttpoda (in the incorrect form fwvp
ceans, arachnidans, and myriapuds) and Ilexapoda (insects

proper).

condylopet (kon'di-lop), . [< NL. condylopus:
see cottdylopod."] Same as condylopod. Kirby.

condylopod (kon-dil'o-pod), o. and n. [<
NL. condylopitu (condi/lojiod-), < Gr. icovSvf.of, a

knuckle, joint, knob, + Tro/'f (mf>-) = E. foot.]
I. a. Having articulated legs; arthropodous;
specifically, of or pertaining to the Condtjlo-

poda. Also coiidylopodous.
II. H. A member of the Coiidylnjnida; an ar-

thropod.
Condylopoda (kon-di-lop'o-da), n. pi. [NL..
neut. pi. of condylopus : see cuiidylopod, and
cf. Condylnpa.'] If. The proper form of Con-

dylopa. 2. In Lankester's system of classifi-

cation, a series of Gnathopoda or Artliropoda,

including all except Malacopoda (Peripatidea).
The series is divided into four classes, Crustacea, Hexa-

2>oda (true insects), Myriapoda, and Aracltnida. [Little
used.

I

COndylopodous (kon-di-lop'o-dus), a. [As con-

dyloiiod + -nun."] Same as ctindylopod.

Gondylura (kon-di-lu'ra), n. [NL.,< Gr. KHV-

dvAot, a knob, + oiipd, a tail.] 1. A remarkable

genus of North American shrew-moles, of the

family Talpidie, having the end of the snout be-

set with a circular fringe of radiating processes,
and the tail during the rutting season much
swollen. The dental formula is, in each half jaw, 3 in-

cisors, 1 canine, 4 premolars, and 3 molars. There is but
one species, the star-nosed mole or shrew-mole, C. eri*-

condut2t,
n. See conduit*.

condylar (kon'di-lar), a. [< conilyle + -ar2 .]

Pertaining to or characterized by a condyle
or condyles: as, the condylar surfaces of the
tibia.

Condylarthra (kon-di-lar'thra), n. pi. [NL.,
< Gr. ttvttAoc, a knuckle (condyle), + apdpov,

joint.] A group of fossil mammals from the
Eocene of North America, related to the Pro-

boscidea, distinguished by having a postglenoid
process, a third femoral trochanter, and no cal-

caneal facet for the fibula.

The Cotitliflarthra with three tubercles are probably also

the ancestors of the carnivorous orders.

fop. Sci. Mo., XXVII. 610.

COndylarthrous (kon-di-lar'thrus), a. [< Cpn-
dyltirthra + -OK*.] Pertaining to or having
the characters of the Condylartkra.
condyle (kon'dil), n. [= F. condyle = Sp. c6n-

dilo = Pg. condylo = It. condilo, < L. condylus, <

Gr. xoveWof, a knuckle, joint, knob
;

cf. nAvfoi

(Hesychius), heads, knobs.] 1. In anat., a pro-
tuberance on the end of a bone serving to form
an articulation with another bone : more espe-
cially applied to the prominences of the oc-

cipital bone for articulation with the atlas, to

the prominences at the distal extremity of the
humerus and femur respectively, and to the

proximal articular extremity of the lower jaw-
bone of mammals. The occipital coudyles are lateral

and paired in Mammalia and Amphibia ; in A ves and Rep-
tilia the condyle is single and median. See cuts under
femur, humerux, and skull,

2. In the arthropod or articulated animals, a
rounded portion of the hard integument fitting
into another part to which it is articulated,
as the proximal ends of the tibi in insects.

3. An ancient Greek long measure, the eighth
of a foot. See foot. - Angle of the condyles. See

craniometry. Occipital condyle. See occipital.

COndyli, n. Plural of condylus.

COndylian (kon-dil'i-an), a. [< condyle + -ian.]

Having a condyle or condyles ; condylar. See

dicondylian, monocondylian.
Condyloid (kon'di-loid), a. [= F. condyloide =
Pg. condyloide, < Gr. *

K<n>6v)uoei6Jif, contr. Kov6v-

AutS^f, < KovAvlof, a knuckle, + tWoc, form.] In

anat., resembling or shaped like a condyle; re-

lated to a condyle or condyles Condyloid fora-
men. See foramen. Condyloid process. Same as ar-

ticular process of the lower jaip (which see, under articu-

lar).

condyloma (kon-di-lo'ma), n.
; pi. eondylomata

(-ma-ta). [NL., < L. condylus (see condyle) +
-oma.~\ Inpathol., an excrescence, either syphi-
litic or non-syphilitic, found about the anus or

the organs of generation in either sex.

condylomatous (kon-di-lom'a-tus), a. [< con-

dylonta(t-) + -ous.~] Pertaining to or resem-

bling a condyloma.
Condylopat (kon-dil'o-pa), n. pi. [NL., for Con-

dylopoda, neut. pi. of condylopus : see condylo-

pod.~\ A term used by Latreille to designate
the jointed-legged articulated animals : synony-
mous with Insecta of Linnaeus and Arthropods

i
>

.

Star-nosed Mole {Condytura cristata).

tata. The name was really given from the knotted appear-
ance of the tail in dried specimens, when the skin had
shrunk on the bones, as represented in some figures of the
animal in which the tail looks like a string of beads

;
it is,

however, appropriate, since during the rut the tail swells
to double its usual size, and has a gibbous appearance.

2f. A genus of crustaceans. Latreille, 1829.

condylure (kon'di-lur), . An animal of the

genus Condylura; a star-nosed or button-nosed
mole.

Condylureae (kon-di-lu're-e), . pi. [NL., <

Condylura + -ece,] A section of the family
Talpidce, represented by the genus Condylura.

condylus (kon'di-lus), n.
; pi. condyli (-li). [L. :

see condyle.] A condyle Condylus extensorms,
the ectocondyle, or outer condyle, of the humerua, to which
extensor muscles are attached. See cut under hutneruit.

Condylus flexorius, the entocondyle, or inner condyle,
of the humerus, to which flexor muscles are attached. See
cut under huineru*. Condylus mandibularis, the con-

dyle of the lower jaw. See cut under skull. Condylus
occlpitalls, either occipital condyle.

cone (kon), n. [< F. cone = Sp. cono = Pg. cone
= It. cono, < L. coitus, <. Gr. <ji>of, a cone, peak,
peg, = L. cuncus, a wedge (> ult. E. coil, coign,

quoin, q. v.) ;
cf. Skt. qdna, a whetstone (= E.

hone, q. v.), -\/ f<J, sharpen.] 1. In geom.:
(a) A solid generated by the revolution of a

right-angled triangle upon one of its sides as

an axis. In the figure thus generated the base is a cir-

cle, and the line passing through the vertex and the cen-
ter of the base (the axis)it perpendicular to the plane of

the base
;

it is specifically termed a right cone,
(ft) A

solid the surface of which consists of a circle,
which forms its base, and the envelop of all the
limited straight lines which join the circumfer-
ence of the circle to a fixed point lying without
the perpendicular to the circle from its center :

specifically termed an oblique or scalene cone.

See conic, (c) In modern geom., any surface

generated by a line one point in which is fixed.

2. Anything shaped like a cone. Specifically-
(a) In but., a dry multiple fruit formed of densely imbricate

scales, as in the hop, but more especially in the pine, fir,

and spruce, in which a pair of naked seeds is borne upon
the upper side of each scale : technically called a strobile;
in a more general sense, an inflorescence having a cone-
like shape. See cut on following page.

Those three chestnuts near, that hung
In masses thick with milky conex.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

(6) In anat. : (1) The conarium, or pineal body of the brain.

(2) One of the minute cone-shaped structures forming with
the so-called "rods" a layer of the retina. See retina,

(c) In conch., a shell of the family ConiVfcr, characterized

by its obconic form, (rf) The hill surrounding the crater of



cone

Cone of Larch. Cone of Pine.

a volcano, funned by the gradual accumulation of thecject
fil material, (ft A torin-cone. (/) The vent-plug in tin-

barrel of a firearm. (;/) In qiinniny, one of the taper drum*
in the lieiul-stoek of a mule, known respectively as the
intckiii'i-,//' ami <ir<t /fi >/:t-up cuiifA. /;. //. Kniifltt. Ar-
terial Cone. See nrtrrial. Chief COne, a quadrie einie
which intersects a tangent plane of a surface in the chief

tangents. Circular cone, in modern yearn., a cone of
the second order circumscribing the absolute. Coiie-
and-cradle mill. See mill. Cone of dispersion, in

flitn., the conoidal surface which envelops the trajec-
tories of the projectiles contained in a case-shot. The
apex of tliis irregular conoid is either at the muzzle of the
piece or at the point where the case-shot explodes, and Its

base is the closed curve which circumscribes the pointft of

impact of all the projectiles. Also called cone o? spread.
Cone of rays, in npiim, all the rays of light which pro-

ceed from a radiant point and fall upon a given flat sur-
face. Cone of spread. Same as cuiie of diujtertnon.

Crystalline cones. See cryttalline. Cyclic planes of
a cone. See r//f(u:. Endostylic cone. >Suu rmftutyML
Layer of rods and cones. See retina. Oblique cone.
See def. 1 (6), above. Ocular cone, the cone formed
within the eye by a pencil of rays proceeding from a point,
the base of the cone being on the cornea, the npex on
the retina. Stepped cone. Same as cone-pulley. Sup-
plemental cone, a cone whose sides are perpendicular to
those of another cone. Twin cones, a pair of cones of
the retina, united laterally, such as are found in some
tK>ny fishes and other vertebrates.

cone (kon), v. t.
; pret. and pp. coned, ppr. con-

ing. [< cone, .] To shape so as to resemble
the segment of a cone, as the tire or tread of a
car-wheel.

The bridge rests and turns upon a ring made up of 54
cast-iron coned wheels. Sci. Amer., N. 8., LIV. 6.

Cones (ko'ne-e), n. pi. [NL., < C'onus + -ece.~\

In conch., a family of cone-shells : same as Co-
nidte. Menke, 1828.

cone-billed (kon'bild), a. Having a conical

bill; conirostral.

cone-bit (kon'bit), n. A conical-shaped boring-
bit.

cone-clutch (kon'kluch), n. In math., a clutch
used for the transmission of power from a driv-

ing-shaft to another in line with it, and con-

sisting of a conical plug which slides longitudi-
nally upon one of the shafts, and rotates with
it. When moved forward, this plug enters a sleeve which
has an interior conical surface corresponding to that of
the plug, and is keyed to the other shaft. The clutch acts

by frictional contact of these two conical surfaces.

cone-flower (kon'flou"er), n. A name given to
certain species of Rtidbeckia, coarse composites
with conical or columnar receptacles, especial-
ly to B. laciniata, which has a greenish-yellow
oblong disk, and S. hirta, in which the conical
disk is dark-brown. purple or hedgehog cone-
flower, the nearly allied Echinacea purpurea ana E. an-
gwttifolia, of the prairies of the western United States.

COne-gamba (kon'gam'ba), . An organ-stop
with conical pipes terminating in a bell. Also
called bell-gamoa.
cone-gear (kon'ger), n. A method of transmit-

ting motion by means of the rolling-friction of
two cones.

cone-granule (kon'gran'-ul), H. A corpuscle
of the outer nuclear layer of the retina which
is connected with a cone : in distinction from
a rod-granule. See retina.

cone-in-cone (kon'in-kon'), a. and . I. a. In

gcol., appearing to be made up of cones closely
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stancea Uwoofdot] form.

II. . A fossil of the genus iHiiuliiriit.
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tor pteropod*, an enormous size, an Australian
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Staml. Sal. IIM., I. 86a.

coneine (ko'ne-in), . Same as con

cone-joint (kon'joint), n. A strong and tilit

;ii I
ii -joint made by inserting a double iron emu

into the ends (if two pipes, and drawing these
IMI i Is town nl fin-hot her by means of screw-bolte.

conenchyma (ko-neng'ki-mji), H. [NL., < Ur.

Kunof, a cone, + lyxvpn, an infusion.] In hot.,
a tissue formed of conical cells, as in the vel-

vety covering of some petals.
cone-nose (kon'noz), n. A hemipterous insect
of the genus Conorhinun (which see).

conepate (ko'ne-pat), n. An animal of the ge-
nus (,'onejiatua.

conepatl (kd'ne-pat-l),n. [Mex.] The Mexican
name of a skunk, especially the white-backed
skunk, Com /Kilns >/tii/ntrtt<>. Hee Conepatug.

'I lir Mexican term cunrjtatt has been changed into a
more familiar-sounding name conepate, in tome of tin

Southern states. Dt Vere, Americanisms, p. 54.

Conepatus (ko-ne-pa'tus), n. [NL. (J. E. Gray,
1837), < Mex. conepatl: see extract.] A genus
of American badger-like skunks, it differs from
I/ i.lniii in having the teeth normally 32 instead of 34 (1

premolar less in each upper half jaw) ; the angle of the man-
dible strongly bent outward (and in some other cranial

confect
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coney, coneycatch, -ti-. s, , <,,,,, ate,

COnf. All llMjreviillioli (ii) of thi' Lntill nntj'rr-
'oiil'eetion, n-, ,1 in im-iliciil |,re-rn]itioii-:

(ft) of tlic Latin rimffi; complin-, nl-o expressed
ley '/-

confab (kgn-fab'), >-. i.
; pret. and pp.

li'il. ppr. i-iiii/iililniiii. [Sliorl for
To confabulate

; chat.
Mrs. llnale :ii,d 1 en- diV"inu, and a uiual confab-

'"''"> I nary, i. 120.

confab (kon'fab), n. [Short lor ,-<>iiM>ul<it,<,,,.
]

Familiar talk or conversation
; chat. [Colloq. J

I overheard a nm-t diverting confab among*! llmt i;ronp
i.f ladles yonder. i. IL 1.

COnfabular (koii-fab'u-liir), a. [Cf. ML. cow-

fabulitria, an inli-rlocutor, < L. conjabulari, con-
fabulate : see confabulate.] Of the nature of
or relating to confabulation or familiar con ver-

nation : conversational ; chatty. (Juarii /
/// /.'- 1.

[Karc.]

Cone-in-cone Structure (limestone).

packed one within another, as some limestones
and marly strata, and very rarely beds of coal.
The cone-in-cone structure is believed to be the result of

Conefatut mapttrito).

characters); the snout produced, depressed, with inferior

nostrils, and bald on top ; the soles broad and entirely
naked ; the tail comparatively short and little bushy ; and
the colors massed in large areas. The type is the white-
hacked skunk or conepatl, found in Texas, Mexico, and
southward ; there are probably other species. Also called
Thiotnnu*.

Conepatu is obviously the same as the old Mexican
conepatl ; ... it probably refers to the burrowing of the
animal ; for it may be observed, nepantla in the Nahuatl
language signified a subterranean dwelling.

COIMW, Fur-bearing Animals (1877), p. 249.

cone-plate (kon'plat), n. A conical collar-plate
for the head of a lathe.

cone-pulley (kon'pul'i), n. A pulley shaped
like the segment of a cone that is, gradually
tapering from a thick to a thin end. (a) A pulley
having a number of faces or sheaves of varying diameter,
for giving different speeds of the mandrel, as desired : a

speed-pulley. (6) In spinning-machines, a device for vary-
ing the speed of the bobbins so as to keep the strain upon
the roving equal as it is wound upon them. Also called

Htfpped ctine.

Cpne-seat (kon'set), n. A projecting piece of
iron welded to a musket-barrel of the older

patterns, near the breech, for the purpose of

furnishing a seat into which the cone is screwed.
cone-shell (kon'shel), n. The shell of a mol-
lusk of the genus Conus, or family Conidte. See
cut under Conus.

conessi bark. See barV*.

conessine (ko-nes'in), n. [< NL. conessas (co-
tiessi cortex, the bark of Holar-
rhena antidysenterica) (of E.
Ind. origin) + -ie2.] A bitter

principle obtained from Holar-
rhena ( JTrightia) antidysentf-
rica. It is a white amorphous
powder. Also called wrightin.
cone-valve (kon'valv), n. A
valve with a conical face and
seat.

cone-wheel (kon'hwel), . A
cone, or frustum of a cone, used
as a means of transmitting
power. A very common method of

obtaining a change of speed is to use
two cones with parallel axes, but with
their bases in opposite directions, and
connected by a belt moved at will

by a shifter. When the belt is at the
middle of the cones, supposing the two
to be of equal size, the working di-

ameters are equal, and the motion of

Cone-wheels.

In ng. i two frus-
tums are in apposi-
tion, one having teeth
on its face and the
other a spirally ar-

ranged row of studs.
The frustum in fig.
a when driven by the
motor communicates
motion to the wheel
above it.

confabulate (kon-fab'u-lat), c. i.
; pret. and

pp. coiijabulah-il, ]>i>r. confabulating. [< L. con-

fabulatus, pp. of confabulari (> F. confabuler =
8p. Pg. eoiijabiilar = It.

eotyabulart), talk to-

gether. < com-, together, + fabultiri, talk, < fa-
luil/i, discourse, fable: sce/aftte.] To talk fa-

miliarly together ;
chat

; prattle.
I shall not ask Jean Jacques Rousseau
If birds coitjiiliithilc or no ;

"I'is clear that they were always able
To hold discourse, at least in fable.

Cmeper, Pairing Time Anticipated.

confabulation (kon-fab-u-la'shon), n. [= F.

confabulation = Sp. confabulation = Pg. confa-
bulacdo = It. confabulazione, < LL. confabula-
tio(n-), < L. confabulari, talk together : see con-

fabulate.'] A talking together; chatting; fa-
miliar talk

; easy, unrestrained conversation :

as, the two had a long confabulation.
Friends' confatnilatumi are comfortable at all times.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 330.

confabulator (kon-fab'u-la-tor), n. [= F. con-

fabulatewr = Sp. Pg. confabulaaor = It. confa-
bulatore, < LL. confabulator, < L. confabulari,
talk together: see confabulate.] One engaged
in familiar talk or conversation.
That knot of confalntlatori is composed of the richest

manufacturers in the place. fiulirrr.

confabulatory (kon-fab'u-la-td-ri), a. [= It.

confabulatorio; as confabulate 4- -ory.] Belong-
ing to familiar speech ; colloquial. [Bare.]
A confabulatory epitaph.

Weeoer, Ancient Funeral Monumente, p. 677.

COnfamiliart (kon-fa-mil'yar), a. [< ML. con-

familiaris, < L. com", together, -t- famitia, fam-
ily: see familiar and -or3.] Belonging to the
same family in the way of classification ; hence,
closely connected; having a common likeness.

More canfamiliar and analogous to some of our trans-
actions than others.

GlancUle, Pre-existence of Souls, p. 80.

confarreate (kon-far'e-at), a. [< L. confarrea-
tus, pp. of confarrea re : see confarrea tion .] Sol-
emnized by tasting the bread called fur in pres-
ence of the high priest and ten witnesses: as,

confarreate marriages. See confarreation.
confarreation (kon-far-e-a'shon), n. [< L.

confarreatio(n-), < confarrearef pp" confarreatus,
connect in marriage by making an offering of

bread, < com-, together, + farreus (sc. panis,
bread), of spelt, < far, a kind of grain, spelt :

see farina.] In Rom. antiq., the highest form
of marriage: so called from the panis farretig.
a cake of salted flour eaten in the ceremonial.
Confarreation was the only religious form of marriage,
and is supposed to have been characteristic of the pa
trlcians; it was accomplished by pronouncing certain
formulas in the presence of ten witnesses, with solemn
sacrifices and prayers. It was until a late date considered
requisite for the purity of the higher priesthood, but It fell

Into general disuse early in the empire. Alto farreation.

Wishing you your Heart's Desire, and If you have her, a
happy Confarrratiun. Homll, Letters, I. T. 22.

confate (kon-faf ), . t. [< cow- + fate, v. Cf . L.

eonfatalis, jointly dependent on fate.] To de-
cree or determine together with something else ;

fate or decree at the same time. [Rare.]
In like manner his brother Stoic Chrysippus insist* . . .

that when a sick man is fated to recover, it is confated
that he shall send for a physician.

A. Tucker, Light of Xature, H. xxvl.

confectt (kon-fekt'), r. t. [(Cf. 8p. confitar =
Pg. confeitar = It. confettare, make into sweet-

meats, from the noun; ult.) < L. confectus, pp.



confect

of conficere, put together, make up (> F. confire,

preserve), < com-, together, + fuccre, do(
make.]

1. To make up or compound ; especially, to

make into sweetmeats.

Elias, a converted Jew, is said to have confessed. That
in his House the Poison was canfected.

Baiter, Chronicles, p. 86.

Saffron confected in Cilicia.

W. Broume, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 2.

Mistery there, like to another nature,

Confects the substance of the choicest fruits

In a rich candy.
Dekkerand Ford, Sun's Darling, iv. 1.

2. To put together ; construct; compose; form.

Of this also were confected the famous everlasting lamps
and tapers. Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. :!n!i.
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2f. A room in which confections are kept or
made.

Here, ladies, are the keys of the stores, of the rnnf.-rHnn-

arif, of tin.- u iiK'-vnults. Jiichardturn, Grandison, II. 226.

3f. A confectioner's shop. See confectionery.
4f. A drug-shop, or place where medicines

are compounded.
Both history, poesy, and daily experience are as goodly

fields where these observations grow whereof we make a
few posies to hold in our hands, but no man bringeth them
to the confectionary, that receipts might be made of them
for the use of life.

'

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 200.

confectioner (kon-fek'shon-er), . [< confec-
tion + -er. Cf. confectionary, .] If. One who
compounds preparations, as drugs.

ui tutmmav wmvuvtytsoi cxuwuum HUHAFD nun T^ -tl t \^L. uuftjrcttv/itu t/, .j 7. *-' il
" wuu

and tapers. f 7'. //erfcert, Travels, p. 30! .

compounas preparations, as drugs.
COnfeCtt, a. [< L- confectus, pp. : see the verb Canidia Neopolitana was confectioner of unguents.
and noun.] Confected; compounded. ilt'iitmoil, Gunaikeion, viii.

Iii ropes kepe this confect. meddissyng 2. One who makes confectionery or confections ;
In ropes kepe this confect meddissyng
Until the time of veer or of spryngyng.

I'alladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 29.

confect (kon'fekt), n. [= G. confect = Dan.
Sw. konfekt = It. eonfetto, < ML. confection, also

confecta (usually in pi. confectte), a confect,

sweetmeat, prop. neut. or fern, of L. confectus,

pp. of conficere, put together, make up: see

confect, v., and cf. comjit and eonfetto, doublets
of confect, n,] A preparation with sugar or

honey, as of fruit, herbs, roots, and the like
;
a

confection
;
a comfit

;
a sweetmeat.

At Bupper eat a pippin roasted and sweetened with sugar
of roses and caraway confects.

'

Harvey, Consumptions.

Collects and spiced drinks were then served to them
and to the assembled company.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 316.

confection (kou-fek'shon), n. [Early mod. E.
also confexion; < ME. confection, confeccioun,
a preparation, a mixture, < OF. confection, con-

fession, confiction, a confection, F. confection,
a making, making up, ready-made clothes, a

preparation of drugs, etc., = Pr. confection =
Sp. confeccion = Pg. confecycto, confeig&o = It.

confezione, < ML. confectio(n-), a preparation,
medicament, L. a preparing, < conficere, pp.
confectus, prepare, put together: see confect, .]

1. The art or act of correcting or compound-
ing different substances iuto one preparation :

as, the confection of sweetmeats.
This fissile, and lardde, and flitches salt to kepe
In just confection now taketh kepe.

Palladia*, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 58.

2f. A composition or mixture, as of drugs, etc.
;

a preparation to be eaten or imbibed.

As to the confections of sale which are in the shops,
they are for readiness, and not for propriety.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II. x. 8.

Bread is a confection made of manye graynes.
Crowley, Confutation of Shaxton, sig. D, iij. b (1546).

That confection
Which I gave him for a cordial.

Shak., Cymbeline, v. 5.

2. One who makes confectionery or confections ;

specifically, one who makes or sells candies,
candied fruits, bonbons, caramels, comfits, or

other articles prepared with sugar, as cake,
ice-cream, etc.

Most of the shops
Of the best confectioners in London ransack'd,
To furnish out a banquet.

Massinger, City Madam, ii. 1.

confectionery (kon-fek'shon-er-i), n.
; pi. con-

fectioneries (-iz). [Formerly also confectionary

(being ult. from ML. as if "confectionaria); <

confection + -ery.~] 1. A place where sweet-
meats and similar things are made or gold ; a
confectioner's shop. 2. Collectively, sweet-

meats; things prepared or sold by a confec-

tioner; confections.

She . . , insisted upon his taking some particular con-

fectionery, because it was a favourite of her own.
Disraeli, Coningsby, i. 4.

confection-pan (kon-fek'shon-pan), n. A ro-

tating pan heated by steam or hot air, and de-

signed for drying confections.

confectoryt (kon'fek-to-ri), a. and n. [< ML.
"confectorius (cf. ML. confectorium, a sweet-

meat-box, also a place where cattle are slaugh-
tered), < L. conficere, pp. confectus, put together,
make up, also diminish, kill : see confect, t'.] I.

a. Pertaining to the art of making sweetmeats.
In which the wanton might

Of confectory art endeavour'd how
To charm all tastes to their sweet overthrow.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iv. 127.

II. n. A place where confections are made;
a confectionery.
COnfecturet (kon-fek'tur), n. [< ME. confecture,
< ML. confeciiira;, pi., sweetmeats, L. confec-
titra, a preparing, < conficere, pp. confectus, pre-
pare: see confect, and cf. confiture, a doublet
of confecture.] A composition or compound,
especially of drugs. Chaucer.

Droggis, confectouris and spiceig.
Acts James VI., 1581 (ed. 1814), p. 221.

3. Something prepared or preserved with sugar confedert (kon-fed'er), v. i. [< ME. confederen,
< OF. confederer, F. confederer = Sp. Pg. con-

federar = It. confederarsi, refl., < LL. confcedc-

rare, confederate : see confederate, r.] To con-
federate.

or syrup, (a) A sweetmeat.

Hast thou not learn 'd me how
To make perfumes ? distil? preserve? yea, BO
That our great king himself doth woo me oft

For my confections? Shak., Cymbeline, i. 6.

(6) In phar., a preparation, in the form of a soft solid, in

which one or more medicinal substances are incorporated
with saccharine matter, with a view to their preservation
or for more convenient administration. V. S. Dispensa-
tory.

4. [F.] A ready-made garment, as a mantle,
wrap, fichu, etc., for women's wear, often of

several materials, and always more or less elab-
orate and elegant: as, Madame A- has re-

turned with a choice assortment of confections.
[Used in trade.] pry confections, such confec-
tions as are made by boiling in syrup those portions of
fruits adapted to this method, as citron, orange-peel, flgs,

etc., which are afterward taken out and dried in an oven.

Liquid confections, fruits, whole or in pieces, pre-
served by immersion in a transparent syrup. Apricots,
green citrons, and many other fruits are so preserved.

COnfectiont (kon-fek'shon), v. t. [< confection,
.] To prepare for use with sugar or syrup ;

compound.
Being grene, or well confectioned in syrope, it [ginger]

comforteth moche the stomake and head.
Sir T. Elyot, Castle of Health, ii.

confectionary (kon-fek'shon-a-ri), a. and n.

[< ML. confeetionariu.t, a maker of confections,
an apothecary (prop, adj.), < confectio(n-), a con-
fection: see confection, n., and -firry

1
.] I. a. Of

the nature of, or prepared as, a confection
; pre-

pared or preserved with sugar.
The biscuit

;
or confectionary plum.

Cmcper, My Mother's Picture.

II. n. 1. A confectioner.

He will take your daughters to be confectimmries and
to be cooks. 1 Sam. viii. 13.

Confedred both by bonde and alliaunce.

Chaucer, Pity, 1. 42.

Having confedered with Oneale, Oconor, and other Irish

potentates. tlolinshed, Chronicles.

confederacy (kon-fed'er-a-si), n.
; pi. confedera-

cies (-siz). [<"ME. confederacie, < OF. (AF.)
confederacie, < ML. as if

*
confosderatia, < LL.

confcederatus, pp. : see confederate, a., and -ucy.
Cf. confederation.] 1. A contract between two
or more persons, bodies of men, or states, for
mutual support or joint action of any kind; a

compact, league, or alliance.

This fable seems invented to shew the nature of the

compacts and confederacies of princes.
Bacon, Political Fables, ii., Expl.

For he hath heard of our confederacy,
And 'tis but wisdom to make strong against him.

Shak., iHen. IV., iv. 4.

The friendships of the world are oft

Confederacies in vice. Addison.

It is readily conceded that one of the strongest charac-
teristics of a confederacy is, that it usually operates on the
states or communities which compose it in their corpo-
rate capacity. Calhoun, Works, I. 156.

This first charge [against Suffolk] was based on the re-

port that he had sold the realm to Charles VII., and had
fortified Wallingford castle as headquarters for a confed-
eracy against the independence of England.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 345.

2. An aggregation of persons, parties, states,
or nations united by a league ;

a confederation.

In the great Delian confederacy which developed into the
maritime empire of Athens, the .<Egean cities were treated
as allies rather than subjects.

J. Fiske, Amer. Pol. Ideas, p. 75.

confederate

3. In law, a combination of two or more per-
sons to commit an unlawful act

;
a conspiracy.

Folk that wisten of a foninracioun, whiehe I clepe a

confederaeif, that was cast ajeius this tyraunt.
Chaucer, Boethius, p. 53.

4t. Confederated action
; cooperation; concur-

rence.
Under the countenance and confederacy
Of Lady Eleanor. Slat., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 1.

Southern Confederacy. Same as Confederate States of
Aiin-ri< l

ir (u liirli sr;. iunk-1 1

'-"///'''terate, a.). Syn. 1 ami 2.

l.t'/t'fvr, Contifiim, ftr. (set- uUiii n<;-), rninbiiiatii m. roiilVd-

eration, union. See confederation.

COnfederal (kon-fed'or-al), a. [< L. com-, to-

gether, + fa-dus (fatdcr-J, league : see con- and

federal.'] Of or pertaining to a confederation
;

composed of confederated states
; specifically,

in U. S. hist., pertaining to the confederacy of

the States under the Articles of Confederation

(1781-89).
It is the disposition of the people of America to place

their con federal government on the most respectable basis.

J. F. Mercer, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 397.

confederate (kon-fed'er-at), v.
; pret. and pp.

confederated, ppr. confederating. [< LL. con-

faideratus, pp. of
cpnfoiderare C> obs. E. eon-

feder, q. v.), unite in a league, < L. com-, to-

gether, + LL. fcederare, league, < L. fcedus
(feeder-), a league: see federal, federate.'} I.

in trans. To unite in a league or alliance; join
in a mutual contract or covenant.

They will not . . . [disturb] y alforesaid Indeans ;

either in their persons, buildings, catle, or goods, directly
or indirectly ;

nor will they confederate with any other

against them.
Quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 438.

By words men . . . covenant and confederate. South.

It would be unequal to require South Carolina and
Georgia to confederate on such terms.

C. Pinckney, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., II. 155.

II. trans. To cause to unite in a league ; ally.

To the end that when many (people] are >-''ir l / l
'

! -iit>il

each may make the other the more strong.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 10.

With these the Percies them confederate.
Daniel, Civil Wars, iv. 23.

Confederate (kon-fed'er-at), a. and w. [= F.

confedere = Sp. Pg. confederado = It. confede-
rato, < ML. confederatus, eonfoedcratus, a. and
n., \ LL. confcederatus, pp. : see the verb.] I.

a. 1. United in a league; allied by compact
or treaty ; engaged in a confederacy ; leagued ;

pertaining to a confederacy.
All the swords

In Italy, and her confederate arms,
Could not have made this peace.

Shak., COT., v. 3.

Zounds ! go for the doctor, you scoundrel. You are all

confederate murderers. Sherulan, St. Patrick's Day, ii. 4.

The definition of a confederate, republic seems simply to
be " an assemblage of societies," or an assopiation of two
or more states into one state.

A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 102.

A gale,

Confederate with the current of the soul,
To speed my voyage. Wordsworth, Prelude, vi.

Specifically 2. [c<yx] Pertaining to the Con-
federate States of America: as, the Confederate
government or army.
During the following night the Confederate works on

the opposite side of the river were abandoned and blown
up. Am. Cyc., XVI. 182.

Confederate States of America, the name assumed
by the southern States which seceded from the American
Union in 1860-61, on the occasion of the election of a
President (Abraham Lincoln) and Congress unfriendly to
the institution of slavery, and formed a government under
a constitution adopted by a general convention at Mont-
gomery, Alabama, on March llth, 1861. The confedera-
tion ultimately consisted of the following eleven States,
which adopted ordinances of secession in the order given,
the first on December 20th, 1860, and the last on May 20th,
1861 : South Carolina, Mississippi, Florida, Alabama,
Georgia, Louisiana, Texas, Virginia, Arkansas, Tennessee,
North Carolina. They were readmitted to their former
status as equal members of the United States after a little

more than four years of civil war (the first actual hostili-

ties occurring at Fort Sumter in South Carolina on April
12th, 1861, and the last in Texas on May 13th, 1865), and
after a period of reconstruction and the acceptance of

certain amendments to the federal Constitution, one of

which abolished slavery. Abbreviated C. S, A.

II: H. 1. One who is united or banded with
another or others in a compact or league; a

person or nation engaged in a confederacy ;
an

ally; an associate; an accomplice.
The beast Caliban, and his confederates.

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

Sir Edward Courtney, and the haughty prelate,

Bishop of Exeter, his elder brother,
With many more confederates, are in arms.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4.

Specifically 2. A citizen or subject of one of

a number of confederated states; specifically

(with a capital), a citizen or soldier of any one



confederate

of the southern Statrs of the American Union
which formed the Confederate States of Ameri-
ca, who participated in or ITmpathized with the

attempt to dentroy the Union by secession and
the prosecution of the civil war.

Not Federals or ('<,< i.>i< ratt were WIT more impartial
in the confiscation of neutral chicken*.

Lowell, -i mly Windows, p. 9.

= Syn. 1. l-'rifiiil, Cnui;xfMiuii, etc. (see autociate), accom-
plice, accessory, ahettcr, fellow-conspirator.

confederation (kon-fed-e-ra'shon), n. [= F.

I'liiifi'-iii'riiiiini = !Sp. confederation = \'%. i'nn-

federaySo = It. confedcrazione, < ML. co;///r-

nilin(n-), LL. confasderatio(n-), < confn-di rm-i;
unite in a league: see confederate.'] 1. The
act of confederating, or the state of being con-
federated

;
a league ;

a compact for mutual sup-
port; alliance.

The three princes enter Into a strict league and COM-

federation. Karon. Ilict. Hen. VII.

The Plciade, where miu of the seven hath almost no
light or visibility, though knit in the same M^MfNritol
\\illi those w hit li half the world do at one time see.

Jer. Taylor.

2. An aggregate or body of confederates, or
of confederated states; the persons or states
united by a league.

Although it [the canton of Zug] is a free republic, it is

rutlier a confederation of four or five republics, each of
which has its monarchical, arlstocratical, anil democrat!-
cat branches, than a simple democracy.

J. Adatns, Works, IV. 821.

A an\fe<leratiou is a union, more or less complete, of two
or more states which before were independent.

Wooltey, Introd. to Inter. Law, 104.

Articles of Confederation, in u. /?. hi*t., the compact
or constitution adopted by the Continental Congress in

1777 and ratified by the separate colonies within the next
four years. The government formed under this compact,
which went Into effect on March 1st, 1781, was without
an executive and judiciary, consisting simply of a con-

gress of one house, in which each State had one vote ; It

was empowered to declare war and peace, make treaties
with foreign powers, direct the land and naval forces in
time of war, make requisitions upon the separate states for

their quota of the money necessary for national expenses,
regulate the value of coin, control the postal service, etc.

As it had no power to enforce its laws upon the States, it

soon fell into contempt, and on March 4th, 1789, expired
by limitation under the provisions of the present Consti-
tution. New England Confederation, the union ef-

fected by the colonies of Massachusetts Bay, Plymouth,
Connecticut, and New Haven in 1643, suggested by the
need of a common defense against the Dutch and the
Indians. It was discontinued in 1684. = SyiL Confedera-
tion, Confederacy^ Federation. A confederation or con-

federacy is sometimes distinguished from a federation as
follows : Both designate a union of distinct states. In a
federation, however, the essential sovereignty, as exer-

cised toward foreign countries, is regarded as irrevocably
deposited in the hands of the central government, and
only a constitutionally limited autonomy in internal mat-
ters is retained by the constituent territories; while in a

confederation the sovereignty may be conceived as still

existing in the constituents and exercised more or less ex-

tensively by the general government as delegated agent :

a confederacy is regarded as even less permanent than a

confederation. Thus, the union of the thirteen colonies
before 17S9 was a confederation, while the United States
since that time have constituted a federation. The above
distinction, however, is not strictly adhered to in the or-

dinary use of these words.

confederative (kqn-fed'er-a-tiv), a. [< confed-
erate 4- -ice; = F\ confe'de'ratif, etc.] Of or be-

longing to, or of the nature of, a confederation.

confederatort (kou-fed'er-a-tor), n. [= F. con-

federateur = Pg."confederadof, < LL. as if "con-

fcederator, < confwderare, unite in a league : see

confederate, \] One who confederates
;
aeon-

federate.

The King shall pay one hundred thousand crowns,
whereof the one halfe the confederate shall and may
employ when neede shall require.

Grafton, Hen. VIII., an. 26.

confer (kon-fer'), v.; pret. and pp. conferred,

ppr. conferring. [Early mod. E. conferre ; = D.

Konfereren = Q. conferircn = Dan. konferere. <

OF. conferer, F. confercr= Sp. Pg. conferir= It.

eonferire, < L. conferre (pp. collatus : see col-

late), bring together, collect, compare, consult

together, confer, < com-, together, + fcrre = E.
bear1 . Cf. defer, differ, infer, prefer, offer, refer,

transfer.] I. trans. If. To bring together.
And One Two Three make Six, in One conferd.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, II., The Columnes.

2. To compare ;
examine by comparison ;

col-

late.

I have also translated it into Englishe, so that he may
conferre theime both to-githers, whereof (as lerned men
atftrme) cometh no smalle protect. -.

Quoted in Rabeei Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. xxli.

He shall behold all the delight* of the Hesperides . . .

to be mere umbni1

,
anil imperfect figures, conferred with

the most essential felicity ni your court.
B. Jmttoii, I'.vc'ry Man out of his Humour, Iv. 6.

If we confer these observations with others of the like

nature. Koyle.

1181

[In this sense now obsolete except as used in the imperative
in makinu' reference to Illiiktratiii \vunl-. MI pai-.-i
which 11*1- jt ci.incides v\ ith, anil n usually Heated as, the
Latin imperative confer (pron. kou'fer), and coimiiMiily ab-
breviated cnnf. or cf. ]

3. To bestow as a permanent gift ; settle as a
possession: followed by on or UJHHI.

And runfrr fair Milan,
With all the honours, on my tirother.

Shale., Tempest, I. I
The sovereignty

Prouil ami inip.TioiiH men usurp UJKHI us,
Woeoitd . mi letters

We fasten to our freedoms.
/'Mi/i.v (a,id ini'iili,-!-). Sea Voyage, U. 2.

Coronation, to a king, cotifers no royal authority upon
him. South.

The Duke on the lady a kiss conferred,
As the courtly custom was of yore.

Browning, The .Statue and the Bust.

4f. To contribute; conduce.

The closeness and compactness of the parts resting to-

gether doth much confer to the strength of the union
OlanmUe.

- Syn. 3. Bestow, Grant, etc. See give.

II. iii trans. To consult together on some

special subject ; compare opinions ; carry on a
discussion or deliberation. Formerly confer often
meant simply to discourse, to talk, but it now implies con-
versation on some serious or important subject, in distinc-
tion from mere light talk or familiar conversation.

When they had commanded them to go aside out of the

council, they conferred among themselves. Acts iv. 16.

If he [a man] confer little, he had need have a present
wit. Bacon, Studies.

We hare some secrets to confer about
Shall., 1. O. of V., III. 1.

His eyes and his raiment confer much together as he
goes in the street. B. Jonton, Cynthia's Revels, U. 1.

conferee (kon-fer-e'), n. [< confer + -ec1 .] 1.

One who is conferred with
;
a member of a con-

ference.

Provision has been made for two additional confereet on
the part of our government. Science, IV. 47.

2. One on whom something is conferred,

conference (kon'fe-rens), . [= D. konferentie
= G. eonferenz ="Dan. Conference, < F. confe-
rence = Sp. Pg. conferencia = It. confercnza, <

ML. conferentia, < L. conferen(t-)g, ppr. of con-

ferre, compare, confer: see confer.] If. Com-
parison ;

examination of things by comparison.
The mutual conference of all men's collections and ob-

servations. Hooker.

2. The act of conferring or consulting toge-
ther; a meeting for consult at ion. discussion, or

instruction; an interview and comparison or

interchange of Opinions. Specifically (o) In diplo-
macy, a more or less informal meeting of the representa-
tives of different foreign countries.

It has become rather difficult to draw any certain line
between a congress and a conference. In theory, how-
ever, a congress has the power of deciding and conclud-

ing, while a conference can only discuss and prepare.
Thus the conferencet of Moerdyk and Oertruidcnberg sim-

ply prepared the way for the treaties of Utrecht, while the

congresses of Minister, Aix-la-Chapelle, Kastadt, Erfurt.

Prague, Chatillon, Vienna, Laybach, and Verona were all

more or less direct in their action and results.

Blackwood's Mag.

(')) In British and American parliamentary usage, a spe-
cies of negotiation between the two houses of Parliament
or of Congress, conducted by managers appointed on both
sides, for the purpose of reconciling differences, (c) Ec-
cles. : (1) The annual assembly of ministers of the Wes-
leyan Methodist Church in England, for transacting busi-
ness of an ecclesiastical nature. (2) In the Meth. Epis.
Ch. of America, the title of four judicatories : (I.) An as-

sembly, called the general conference, which meeU once
every four years, Is composed of ministerial and lay dele-

gates from the annual conferences, and is presided over
by a general superintendent, (it.) One of a number (now
over 100) of assemblies, called annual conference*, which
meet annually, take cognizance of ecclesiastical matters,
collect statistics relating to the church, and have charge
of benevolent contributions, current expenses, etc. (Ill)
An assembly of the itinerant and local preachers, the ex-

horters, the stewards of a district, and a class-leader and
Sunday-school superintendent from each pastoral charge,
called the dittrict conference, meeting annually or semi

annually. (Iv.) An assembly, termed the quarterly confer-
ence, of all the Itinerant and local preachers, exhorters,
stewards, class-leaders, trustees of churches, and first su-

perintendents of Sunday-schools, in a circuit or station,
under the presidency of a presiding elder. It hears com-
plaints and appeals, examines Into the character of preach-
ers, licenses ministers, tries those against whom charges
are

preferred,
and makes appointments and removals. (S)

In the Rom. Cath. Ch.: (I.) A voluntary local assembly of

priests; a pastoral conference, (it) An assemblyof priests
called by a college ; a chapter conference. (4) In some
Protestant churches, as the Congregational, a local assem-
bly of representatives from several neighboring churches.

3. Discourse ;
talk

;
conversation.

Reading maketh a full man, conference a ready man,
and writing an exact man. Bacon, Studies.

God save your grace, I do beseech your majesty,
To have some conference with your grace alone.

Shak., Rich. II., v. 3.

Confervoideae

At this Time the Duke of York, under pretence of mm
Ing to the rarhament, i ome, on! ot Inland

;
mid i.<

don had prival itli .I'.hn, link- of Norfolk.

Baker, clironiili *, p. ITJ

4. A lecture. [Bare.]
Muii-ii in Lin t, 1 in- \ aiidoi* clergyman, who had given

eonfcrrnr, x on tin- hlititry ol tin \\aldcluet.
' M|.l,||,inar.ll. II.

Hampton Court Conference,
by Jalm-i I., at Haniploii Court, in llM.
di*|inte- I.etue. n llie fiiutali [.arty and the Hii:li-i Imri )i

party in the! 'linn h of I airland. It wa^ . 'inln

days (January llth. loth and IMh). and n -ultid In a r w
alterations of the litur.->, lint en'

object* sought tiv

reti-ion ot i lied tin- Kma
.lame-, or aiithori/e.l \er.-ion, which wa sugjd .-! .1 a! Unit
tim. Savoy Conference, aeon i. m,,

palweili
I."itdon, after the lest"i 11601),

iM-IUCl II tUl lit > ..in- I,|,I
T

M|, ,; t

of i'rcHliyterians, for tie- i inni: ccclefttutlcal

unity. It utterly failed, leaving both partlm more bitterly
iiM-ni. tii. in b

Conferencing (kon'fe-reii-ning), n. [< confer-
: in; + -in;/i.] The act of conferring together
or holding a conference ; consultation. [Rare.]

i e was of coarse long conferencing, long consultlni!.

Carlyle, Frederick the (Treat, ill. 11.

conferential (kon-fe-ren'shal), a. [< confer-
MW (ML. riiitfrri-ntla) + -'/.] Of or relating
to conference. [Rare.]
conferment (kon-fer'ment), n. [< confer +
-went.] The act of conferring, as a university
degree or a church living.
A kind of ecclesiastical communist, cherishing his con-

nection for lie- chance It elves him of holdinghU hand on
the spigot of churchly conferment.

New Princeton Rev., I. 40.

conferrable (kon-fer 'a-bl), a. [< confer +
-able."] Capable of being conferred or be-
stowed.

It qualifies a gentleman for any conferrable honour.
Wati-rliouge, Arms and Armoury, p. d4.

conferral (kon-fer'al), n. [< confer + -a/.] The
act of conferring; "bestowment. [Bare.]
conferrer (kon-fer'er), n. 1. One who confers
or consults. 2. One who bestows.

Several persons, as conferrert or receive, have found
their account in it. Richarditon, Pamela, xxxii.

conferrnminate, conferruminated (kon-fe-
ro'mi-nat, -na-ted), a. [< L. conferruminatus,
pp. of confemtminare, solder together, < com-,
together, + ferruminare, solder, < ferrumen
(ferrumin-), solder, < ferrum, iron.] Soldered

together; consolidated as if soldered together;
specifically, in hot., closely adherent, so as to
be separated with difficulty, as the cotyledons
of the horse-chestnut.

Conferva (kon-fer'vft), n. [NL., < L. conferva,
a kind of water-plant, so called on account of
its supposed healing power, < confervere, boil

together, grow together, heal.] 1. A genus
in which the older botanists placed many very
heterogeneous species of filamentous crypto-
gams. It has been much restricted by various authors,
and is now limited to green algte composed of simple
many celled filaments, not gelatinous, growing In fresh
water. The species are very imperfectly known.

2. [1. c. ; pi. conferva: (-ve).] The common name
of plants of this genus.
Confervacese (kon-fer-va'se-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Coitfena + -acea;."] A name used by Harvey
and some other algologists to include various

green, filamentous, many-celled algse which are
now placed among the Chlorosporca; of the order

Zoosporea!.
confervaceous (kon-fer-va'shius), a. Of or be-

longing to the Confercaeeo! ; having the char-
acters of the Cmiferraceo!.
conferva, H. Plural of conferva, 2.

conferva! (kon-fer'val), a. and n. [< Conferva
+ -/.] I. a. Of or"related to the genus Con-

ferva ; consisting of plants of the order Confer-
vaceai : as, the conferral alliance. Lindley.

II. n. A plant of the order Conferracea;.

conferyite (kon-fer' vit), w. [< Conferva + -ite2.]
A fossil plant, occurring chiefly in the Chalk
formation, apparently allied to the aquatic
species of Conferva. Page.
confervogoniaiuin(kon-fer-v6-go-nid'i-um),n.;
pi. conferrogonidia (-ft). [NL., < Conferva +
gonidium.'] In lichenology, a gonidium resem-

bling a confervoid alga.
confervoid (kon-fer'void), a. and n. [< Conferva
+ -oid.'] I. a. In bot., resembling a conferva ;

consisting of slender green filaments.

II. n. An alga of the group Cottfcrvoidea?.
Confervoidese (kon-fer-voi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Conferva + -oidea-.~\ Same as Confervace<e, but

according to some older authors including other
related groups.



confess

confess (kon-fes'), '; pret. and p-p. confessed

(formerly, arid still sometimes, confest), ppr.

confessing. [< ME. confcssen, < OF. (and P.)

confesser = Pr. confessar, cofessar = Sp. confesar
= Pg. confessar= It. confessare, < ML. confessare,

freq. of L. confiteri, pp. conj'mmus, confess, own,
avow, < com-, together, + futcri, acknowledge,
akin to fart, speak, ~> fabula, tale, fable, fama,
report, ta,me,fatum, fate: see fable, fame, fate.

Ci. profess.} I. trans. 1. To make avowal or

admission of, as of a fault, a crime, a charge, a

debt, or something that is against one's inter-

est or reputation ;
own

; acknowledge ;
avow.

Do you confess the bond? Shak., M. of V., iv. 1.

What better can we do, than, to the place

Repairing where lie judged us, prostrate fall

Before him reverent ; and there confess

Humbly our faults, and pardon beg?
Milton, P. L., x. 1088.

He that confesses his sin, and prays for pardon, hath

punished his fault. Jer. Taylor.

2. Reflexively, to make an admission or an in-

culpatory statement concerning; acknowledge
to be; specifically, acknowledge the sins or

moral faults of, as in auricular confession to a

priest : as, I confess myself in error or at fault.

I beseech you, punish me not with your hard thoughts,
wherein I confess me much guilty to deny so fair and ex-

cellent ladies anything. Shak., As you Like it, i. 2.

He hath confessed himself io Morgan, whom he supposes
to be a friar. Shak., All's Well, iv. 3.

Our beautiful votary took the opportunity of confessing

herself to this celebrated father. Addison, Spectator.

3. Eccles., to receive the confession of; act as

a confessor to.

I have confess'/! her, and I know her virtue.

Shak., M. for M., v. i.

4. To acknowledge as having a certain charac-

ter or certain claims
; recognize ;

own
;
avow

;

declare belief in.

Whosoever therefore shall confess me Iwfore men, him
will I confess also before my Father which is in heaven.

Hat. x. 32.

Some deny there is any God, some confess, yet believe it

not. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 638.

5. To grant; admit; concede.

If that the king
Have any way your good deserts forgot,
Which he confesselh to be manifold,
He bids you name your griefs.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., Iv. 3.

You have the nobler soul, I must confess It,

And are the greater master of your goodness.
Fletcher, Pilgrim, iv. 2.

6. To reveal by circumstances; show by ef-

fect
;
disclose ; prove ;

attest. [Poetical.]

Nor more a Mortal, but her self appears :

Her Face refulgent, and Majestick Mien,
Confess'd the Goddess. Congreve, Hymn to Venus.

Tall thriving trees confess' the fruitful mould.

Pope, Odyssey.

The lovely stranger stands confessed
A maid in all her charms.

Goldsmith, The Hermit.

= Syn. 1. Admit, Avow, etc. See acknowledge.

II. intrans. 1. Toinakeconfessionoravowal;
disclose or admit a crime, fault, debt, etc.

Bring me unto my trial when you will.

Died he not in his bed? where should he die?
Can I make men live, whe'r they will or no?
O ! torture me no more, I will confess.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ill. 3.

2. Eccles., to make known one's sins or the state

of one's conscience to a priest.
The mendicant priests of Buddha are bound to confess

twice a month, at the new and full moon.
J. F. Clarke, Ten Great Religions, I. iv. 6.

confessantt (kon-fes'ant), n. [< F. confessant,

ppr. of confesser, confess : see confess and -ant1.]
One who confesses to a priest.
The confessant kneels down before the priest sitting on

a raised chair above him. Bacon, Apophthegms.

confessaryt (kon-fes'a-ri), . [< ML. confessa-

rius, one who confesses, or receives a confes-

sion, < L. confcssus, pp. of confiteri, confess : see

confess."] One who makes a confession.

Treacherous confessaries. Bp. Hall, Works, II. 289.

confessed (kon-fesf), p. a. [Pp. of confess, i>.]

Admitted; avowed; undeniable; evident.

Good great and confessed good. Locke.

confessedly (kon-fes'ed-li), adv. By confession
or admission

; admittedly, (a) By one's own con-
fession or acknowledgment ; avowedly.

These prelusive hymns were often the composition con-

fessedly of the chanters. De Quincey, Homer, ii.

(b) By general consent or admission.

His noble, fine horses, the best confessedly in England.
Pepys, Diary, II. 813.

Labour is confessedly a great part of the curse, and there-

lore no wonder if men fly from it. South.
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confession (kon-fesh'on), n. [< ME. confession,
-ioun 1). Konfesgie == G. confession = Dan. Sw.

/confession, < OF. (and F.) confession = Sp. con-

fesion = Pg. confissao = It. confessionc, < L.

confessio(n-), confession, < confiteri, pp. cvnfes-

sus, confess: see confess.'] 1. The act of con-

fessing, (a) The acknowledgment of a fault or wrong,
or of any act or obligation adverse to one's reputation or
interest.

Nor do we find him forward to be sounded
;

But, with a crafty madness, keeps aloof,
When we would bring Mm on to some confession
Of his true state. Shak., Hamlet, iii. L

Giving one the torture, and then asking his cmtfession,
which is hard usuage. Sir W. Temple.

(b) The act of making an avowal ; profession.

I give thee charge in the sight of God, who quickeneth
all things, and before Christ Jesus, who before Pontius
Pilate witnessed a good confession. 1 Tim. vi. 13.

(c) Eccles., a disclosing of sins or faults to a priest; the

disburdening of the conscience privately to a confessor:

often called auricular confession. In both the Eastern
and the Western Church confession is one of the four parts
of the sacrament of penance, viz., contrition, confession,
absolution, and satisfaction. See sacramental confession.

Of hys fader say,
Which to Rome to the holy fader came
Hys confession to declare alway.

Rom. ofPartenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5120.

Auricular confession, as commonly called, or the pri-
vate and special confession of sins to a priest for the pur-

pose of obtaining his absolution, an imperative duty in

the Church of Rome, . . . was left to each man's discre-

tion, llallam.

(d) In common law, an admission or acknowledgment of

guilt. A judicial confession is a confession made in court,
or before an examining magistrate. An extra-judicial con-

fession is one made not in the course of legal prosecution
for the offense, but out of court, whether made to an offi-

cial or a non-official person, (e) In Rom. law, the ad-

mission by the defendant of the plaintiff's claim. It was
either in jure (that is, before the pretor, and before the
case had been referred to a judge to be tried) or in

judicio (that is, made after the case had been so referred).

2. In liturgies ; (a) In many Oriental and early

liturgies, a form of prayer acknowledging sin-

fulness and unworthiness, said by the priest
before the celebration of the eucharist: also

called the apologia. (6) In the Roman and
other Latin masses, the Conflteor, or form of

general acknowledgment of sins, said first by
the celebrant and then by the assistants, and
followed by the Misereatur and Indulgentiam
before the priest ascends to the altar and pro-
ceeds to the Introit. (c) In the Anglican com-
munion office, the form of general acknowledg-
ment of sinsmade by the celebrant and the com-
municants, (d) In the liturgy of St. Chrysos-
tom, and in the Alexandrine and other Oriental

liturgies, the profession of faith, made before

communicating, that the consecrated elements
are really and truly the body and blood of Christ.

3. Aformulary which comprises articles of re-

ligious faith ;
a creed to be assented to or signed

as a preliminary to admission to the member-
ship of a church, or to certain offices of authori-

ty in the church : usually called a confession of
faith. The great confessions of faith of the Protestant
Christian church are : the Augsburg Confession (1530),
a part of the symbol of the Lutheran Church ; the first

and second Helvetic confessions (1636 and 1566), symbols
of the Reformed churches of Switzerland, the latter being
approved by nearly all the Reformed churches of the Con-
tinent and of England and Scotland ; the Galilean Confes-
sion (1559), also called the Confession of Rochelle, prepared
by Calvin and his pupil De Chandieu, the symbol of the
French Protestant church ; the Belgic Confession

(1561.
re-

vised 1619), the symbol of the Reformedchurches in Belgium
and the Netherlands, and of the Reformed (Dutch) Church
in the United States ; the first Scotch Confession (1560) and
the second Scotch Confession or the National Covenant
(1581), the symbols of the Scotch church before the adop-
tion of the Westminster Confession ; the Thirty-nine Arti-

cles of the Church of England (1563 and 1571) ; the Ameri-
can revision of the same (1801), the symbol of the Protes-
tant Episcopal Church in the United States ; the Irish

Article (1615) and the Lambeth Articles (1595), the symbols
of the Church of Ireland ;

the Canons of the Synod of

Dort (1619), at present recognized by the Dutch Church,
and by the Reformed (Dutch) Church in the United States ;

the Westminster Confession (1647), the symbol of the Pres-

byterian Church in England, and of Scotland (taking the

place in Scotland of the so-called Scotch confessions), and,
with some alterations, of the Presbyterian Church of Ameri-
ca ; the Savoy Confession (1658), adopted by the Indepen-
dents at the Savoy palace, London ; the declaration of the

Congregational Union of England and Wales (1833), of the
Boston (United States) National Council (1865), and of the
Oberlin National Council (1871), symbols of Congregational
churches ; the Articles of Religion (1784) of the Methodist
Church ; the Confession of 1688, and the New Hampshire
Confession (1833), symbols of the Baptist Church. See cate-

chism., creed.

4. [ML. confessio(n-).'] The tomb of a martyr or

confessor. If an altar was erected over the grave, the
name was extended also to the altar and to the subter-

ranean chamber in which it stood. In later times a ba-

silica was sometimes erected over the chamber ; the high
altar was placed over the altar on the tomb below, and so

this high altar also, and subsequently the entire buiMiiiL',

was called a confession. Also called confessional, and in the

confessionalist

fJreek Church cafahfisis or catabasion.- Auricular con-
fession. See sacramental confession, below. Confes-
sion and avoidance, in law, the substance of a pleading
by which the party admits the allegation of his adver-

sary's pleading to be true, lint states some new matter by
way of avoiding its legal etfect.- Confession of faith.
See 3, above. Confession of judgment, the ai know-
ledginentof a debt by a debtor hefure a court or a justice of
the peace, etc., on which judgment may be entered and exe-
cution issued. General confession. () A confession
made to a priest of sins committed by the penitent since

baptism or since infancy, so far as those sins can be re-

membered ; a confession made in preparation for baptism
by one baptized after coming to years of discretion, also
before admission to a monastic order, (b) [cap. |

In the
Book of Common Prayer : (1) The form of acknowledgment
of sins to be said by the minister and the whole congre-
gation at the beginning of Morning Prayer and Evening
Prayer. (2) The form of confession in the Communion
office. Judgment by confession, a judgment obtained
on a confession made to a court or a magistrate, or by
the withdrawal of the defense, or against a plaintiff by
nolle prosequi. Sacramental or auricular confes-
sion, the act or practice of confessing sins to a priest, for

the purpose of receiving absolution. At a very early period,
for gross apostasy or other public sins, public confession
was required as a condition precedent to partaking of the
communion. Public confession was gradually abolished
in order to prevent scandal and social and legal complica-
tions. Auricular confession was first made universally
obligatory in the West as a condition of admission to

communion by the fourth Lateran Council in A. D. 1215.

It is now required in the Roman Catholic Church from all

who are conscious of mortal sins, and is regarded as es-

sential to absolution and divine pardon, and a necessary
prerequisite to partaking of the communion. Priests are
bound in the strongest manner never to disclose a secret
thus confided to them. Confession is obligatory in the
Orthodox Greek and in the Armenian Church. The Angli-
can Church differs from the Roman Catholic and the East-

ern Church in not making it obligatory, but leaving it to
the conscience of the individual. Seal of confession,
in the Rom. Cath. and in the Or. Ch., absolute secrecy in-

cumbent on a priest with regard to all private confessions
of sins made to him. A similar secrecy is enjoined by the
113th canon of the Church of England. Also called the

seal, and the sacramental seal.

confessional (kon-fesh'on-al), a. and n. [I. a. :

= F. confcssionnel = It. confessionale, < ML.
confessionalis, adj., < L. confessio(n-), confes-

sion. II. n. : = F. confessionnal = It. confes-

sionale, confessional (seat), =: Sp. confesional

(obs.), a confessional tract, = Pg. confessional,
one who confesses, < ML. confessionale, a con-

fessional, prop, neut. of confessionalis, adj.: see

above.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a confes-

sion or creed.

The old confessional barriers of the Scottish faith.

Tulloch.

2. Of or pertaining to the act or practice of

confessing to a priest. See sacramental confes-
sion, under confession.

II. n. 1. A small cabinet, stall, or box in a
Roman Catholic church in which the priest sits

to hear confessions. It usually has a door in front

by which the priest enters, and a small window on one or

Confessional. Church of St. tienne du Mont, Paris.

both sides, through which the penitent speaks. Confes-

sionals are often constructed in three divisions, the cen-

tral one having a seat for the priest, and some are elabo-

rately carved. Also called confession-chair, confessionary,
and shrivinrf-pew.

2. Same as confession, 4.

confessionalism (kon-fesh'ou-al-izm), n. [<

confessional + -ism.~] Devotion to the main-
tenance of a creed or church confession; the

tendency to construct confessions or creeds.

[Rare.]
The seventeenth century is the period of scholastic or-

thodoxy, polemic eonftssionalirm, and comparative stag-

nation. Schaff, Hist. Christ. Church, I. 4.

Confessionalist (kon-fesh'on-al-ist), n. [< fon-

fessional + -ist.] A priest who hears confes-

sions ; a confessor.



confessionary

confessionary (kon-fcsh'on-a-ri). ii. and . [<
Ml. ."i-iinfi.-i.-iiniiiiriiif! (HIM it ".runj, Hxnniun'u;, con-
fession a I), < Li.eonfetSio(*-), con less i. in: seer.u/-

fession.] I. . l
j

ertaining to or of the nature
of auricular confession.
A kind of ci>llj>-**n:inl i-if lilan\

1'n, I,, in ,, i:n.-|ioloi;ia (li;:.i
p

,), p. ";'.i.

II.".; pi. i-<iii_t'i-!ixi,>iiiiri<-*(-ri-/.). 1. Same as
i-iiHj'i-x.iiiiiKil, 1.

[ Kare.]
WiM'oncur ill the opinion tbal these stalls . . . ban-

ii.-.-n inipropt-rly termed wnfemtmtuitt -T .-.'iife^i'inuls.

2. (a) A niche in the body of an altar, designed
to contain relics. Also culled iilliir-ciiritif. (A)A chamber under or near an altar, intended
for similar purposes: in this sense often used
as equivalent to nnifi-xnioii, 4.

Tin- original Savon i-athi-.lral of Canti-rbiu-y had a . -r>pt
beneath the eutarn apw. . . "fabricated, according to
l-.adnier.

"
in the likeness of th.- ,.,;,,-,, ,,f -,

"' l<"""'-'
'

Knriie. Brit., VI. 667.

confession-chair (kon-fesh-on-chfir), n. Same
as rilllft'X.iiiiHIll, 1.

COnfes'sionist (kon-IVsh'on-ist), . [= F. <-
fexxionMr = 1'g. roiiji-xximiixld ; as coiifi-/niiii +
-int.'] 1. One who makes a profession of faith.

Protestant and liomisb .-../i/,',
1

., /,/.,.

/.'/.. Mininliii,!,, Appeal toCiesiir, Ded.

2. A Lutheran wlio held to the Augsburg for-

mulary. (>. Slti/ili-i/.

confessor (kon-fes'or ; formerly, and still often
as the distinctive cognomen of the Anglo-Saxon
king Edward III., kon'fes-or), w. [< ME. confes-
XIIHI; confessor, < OF. wtfettor, F. confesseur= Sp. confesor = Pg. confessor = It. confessore,
< LL. confessor, a confessor (of Christianity), a
martyr, < L. confiteri. pp. confessus, confess : see
confess.] 1. One who confesses ; one who ac-

knowledges a crime, a fault, or an obligation.
Her confession agreed exactly (which was afterwards

verify 'd In the other cunfesion) with the accusations of the
afflicted. c. Mather, Mag. Chris., vi. 7.

2. One who makes a profession of his faith in the
Christian religion ; specifically, one who avows
his religion in the face of danger, and adheres
to it in spite of persecution and torture, it was
formerly used as synonymous with martyr; afterward it

was applied to those who, having lieen persecuted and
tormented, were permitted to die in peace ; and it was
used also for such Christians as lived a good life and died
with the reputation of sanctity : as, Edward the Con-
feggor.

The doctrine in the thirty-nine articles is so orthodox!}
settled as cannot be questioned without danger to our re"-

ligion, which hath been sealed with the blood of so many
martyrs and cunjtssors. Bacon, Advice to Villiers.

With him we likewise seat
The sumptuous shrined king, good Edward, from the rest
Of that renowned name by Confemtor express'd.

Drayton, Polyolblon, xxiv. 1O66

3. One who hears confessions; specifically, a
priest who hears confession and grants abso-
lution

; distinctively, as a title of office, a priest
employed as a private spiritual director, as of
a king or other great personage. Formerly, at
European court*, the office of confessor was a very im-
portant one, giving its incumbent great privileges and in-

fluence, and often great power politically.

Hys confemiour come, hym gan to confesse,
And ther beforn hym made to say a messe.

Rom. of Partrnay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 6094.

Sometyme confettnour to the kynge your father.
Berners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., II. cxxix.

Such is my name, and such my tale,
Confessor .' to thy secret ear

I breathe the sorrows I bewail.

Byron, The Giaour.

The queen's tenderness of conscience led her to take
counsel of her cotifengor, not merely in regard to her own
spiritual concerns, but all the great measures of her ad-
ministration. Preseott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 5.

confest (kon-fesf). An old and occasional
modern preterit and past participle of confess.

So Samson to his foe his force confent;
And to be shorn lay slumbering on her breast

Dryden, The Medal, 1. 73.

confestlyt (kon-fesfli), adv. An old spelling
Of COIlflKHIllljl.

Tlnit principle . . . eonfettly predominant in our na-
ture. Decay of Christian Pii-li/.

confett, confetet, . Obsolete forms of comfit.
confetto (kpn-fet'to), n. : pi. ,-<mf, -Hi (-ti). [It.,
< ML. conffctitiH, a sweetmeat : see coiifei-t, n..
and com til, n.] 1. A bonbon or sweetmeat. 2.
A small pellet made of lime or plaster in imi-
t at ion of a bonbon, used in Italv during car-
nival-time by the revelers for pelting one an-
other in the streets.

confident* (kon-fish'ent), a. [< L. confcie(t-)s.
ppr. of conficin; produce, cause, effect : see con-
.I'n-t, r.] Efficient; effective; able.

confidential

confidant ( kon-fi-dant'), ii.
[
< K. ronfntiiiit. in.. To take (n person) Into one's confidence, u. . onmiuni

confidante, I'., now i-nnliilinl. m., <-..,/ tiilint, f wUsome private matter or atUr to him, or to < fid.-

IN .-. ,>/,-/.] 1. A person intrusted with the JjfllV ''"TV' 'T'!''''','

''

eonfldeno* of wwther
j
onetowhom secrete are

confident, kon.-dent) ,,. ;,,! .

r^jf
confided; a confidential friend ''',',"'

"""' ''""'"''"'""">'" confidential

11,11..,
:ill

,
v " s " noun), in ol.l.-r form i-iintinnl. con-""* "* '4?S&1 E6 , M ';:';"7

'""' i ' 1 "" 1 - "* =
j- v. - -

Marttae ,K,,| bis bill,, ,|.,,,v and ,,,l,-n,t,-d it t.. hi, "'?'/''
'""."'''"' = " '"'"'""'. < \i. <,/,-

myUMt tlen(t-)s, confident, i. e., aelf-oonfldent, in good
ll.-l.iohn A.laninl bad but on.- iimfiil.int. bi, ,f,-

,
but

'"' ''"' >-'' ll> ''- 1|" 1 ' 1 - diiring. audacious, impudent,
one Intimat.- fi-u-n.l. ib.- mother ,,f his .bii.ii.-n prop. ppr. of citfii/rn\ trust fiillv, confide: see

fl I.I,.,..,,:. : .-I J, . . ^ ~ *
I':

2f. A part of a woman's coiffure usual in the
s.-vent(-i-nth century; a small curl worn near
the eiir.

confidante (kon-fi-danf), . [Sec i-<ini'i<tni,t.}A female confidant.
Von do not -,.-,- on.- In-in-ns in a hundred hose faU does

not turn UIK.II this eir. -umstaiiee "f .-I. l,,,,t.

SI..I,; Speetat.ir, So. 11,.

confide (kon -fill' ). c. ; pret. and ]i)i. i-niijiilnl, ]>pr.
coH/iV///,,/. [= (i|-\ ,-niiJiili r, ron l'i ili r. iilso ni-
,'in: F. i-initii,- IV. i-imjiil,,,- Sp. l'K . i-nntiiii-

i-'iiitii/i. an, I ,-f. 'i-niiiiiliiiil.\

strong belief; fully"assured.
I.

'

a. 1. Having

= It. confidare, < ML.'ctinJidare for L.

I ai" <i.l fully periiiiaded, vet dan- not take
IN) oath lit my saha-

Hi I liido M.-.li.i, 1.68.
' "' that much may be done toward tl

provement of philo*op)i\.

2. Confiding; not entertaining suspicion or
.li-'nist.

Koine, be us jimt and Kra<:lollK unto ,,..

An I am coitl"!. nl an. I kinil t" i

Shak.. Tit. And., I. 1.

3. Belying on one's self ; full of assurance
;., .

trust fully, lie assured, 'confide, rely. < mm-,
'"M

> 'netimes, overbold.
'

together, + ./Mm-, trust: see faith, jideiity.] I'.
in i runs. To have faith; place tnist; repose
.-.'iifidence: used absolutely or with in ; as, the
prince conjiilnl in his ministers.

Me alone won't betiav. in nhoiu none will ....

Congreoe, Love for l>ive.

Judge before friendship, then confide till death.
>'""7, Night Thoughts, II. 570.

II. trans. To intrust; commit unreservedly
to the charge, knowledge, or good faith of: fol-
lowed by to : as, to confide something valuable
to one

;
to confide a secret to some one

;
a prince

confides a negotiation to his envoy.
Thou art the only one to whom I dare confide my folly.

Lord J.i/lteltini, Persian Letters.
= Syn. Intrtut, Consign, etc. See <-... m ii

confidence (kon'fi-dens), n. [= D. konfidenUe= . (iintli/tni-f, intimacy, a secret, a (legal)
trust, in older form confiance', confidence, trust.

Both valiant, as men despising death ; l^.th i-i,nri,l,-,,iu unwonted to be overcome. ,v,v /

The fool rageth, and U confident. l-i . ,v. xlv. la.

As confident as is Uie falcon's night
Against a bird, do I with Mowhray tight.

Shat., Blch. II., I. 3.

It Is hard to say that there hath ever Iwen an Age
wherein vice, such as the very Heathens abhorred hath
been more confident and daring than in tbi,

'. -ermoiiK, I. viil.

Do you think I could ever catch at the .,/,././ a.l-

dream of a secure admirer?

Ooldtiaith, She Stoops to Conquer, v.

4f. Giving occasion for confidence. [Rare.]
The cause was more confident than the event wai pros-

perous. jer Taylor.
Confident person. In Scot* latr, a partner In trade; a
factor, steward, or confidential man of business also i
servant or other dependant. = Syn. 1. Sure, Certain Con-
fident, Poritiee, Dogmatic. Sure ls the simplest and most
general of these words ; It has the strength of simplicity.

reliance, assurance, OF. confiance = Pr. con- C'^nm suggests the Idea of having been freed from doubt
having been made sure. Confident belongs especially In
the Held of reliant action ; as, he is confident of success.

mre, or it may suggest reliance, as on one's own judgment
or upon evidence : as, a confident expectation, hope, twllef
It implies a desire for that of which one is confident.
Piaitire runs close f-

-----

= Sp. cnnfidvncia, c<ifian:a = Pg. con-

< L. eonfidentia, confidence, self-confidence'

audacity, impudence, < eonfide)i(t-)n, confident,
self-confident: see confident.] 1. Assurance of
mind or firm belief in the good will, integrity, he was ,**'",,vTat h
stability, or veracity of another, or in the truth
or certainty of a proposition or an assertion ;

trust; reliance.

It U better to trust in the Lord than to put ./!/;./, ,.. in
'nan. Pj. cxviii. .

Society IB built upon trust, and trust upon confidence of
one another's Integrity. South.
A cheerful confidence in the mercy of God. Macavlay.

2. Reliance on one's own powers, resources, or
circumstances

; belief in one's own competency ;

self-reliance
; assurance.

His times being rather prosperous than calm, had raised
his confidence by success. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII.

At first she touched her lute with a faltering hand, but
gathering confidence and animation as she proceeded, drew
forth . . . soft aerial harmony. Irviny, Alhambra, p. 367.

3. That in which trust is placed; ground of
trust

;
one who or that which gives assurance

or security. [Archaic.]
The Lord shall be thy confidence. Prov. ill. 26.

Trust not to the omnipotency of gold, and say not unto
It, Thouartmy<-oiyf<f/KTp. Sir 7". Broit-ne, Christ. Mor.,i. 8.

4. Boldness
; courage ; disregard or defiance of

danger.
Preaching the kingdom of God . . . with all confidence.

Acts xxvlil. si. confidential (kon-fi-den'shal), a. [= D. konfi-
thee on; secure dentieel = Dan. konfidentiel, < F. confidentiel =.

emphatic certainty that will not entertain a doubt of Its
correctness. (For dogmatic, see magisterial.) Thatr./ji/i-
drnt unilnontine depend somewhat upon the will, and not
merely, like mre and certain, upon the understanding, is
shown by the fact that It ls not correct to say

"
I will not

lie certain, or mre, alMiut this," while it is correct to say"
I will not be poritive, or confident, about It."

I am mre I did but speak. Tennymn, Maud, xix 3.

.Now, therefore, do I rest,
A prophet certain of my prophecy,
That never shadow of mistrust can cross
Between us. Tennyion, Geraint.

I am confident if he ICaptaln Swan) had made a motion
to go to any English Factory, most of his Men would have
consented to It. Dampier, Voyages, I. S64.

Some notitift, persisting fops we know,
Who, if once wrong, will needs l>e always so.

Pope, Essay on criticism, I. 568.

H.t n. A confidant.
In so great reputation of sanctity, so mighty concourse

of people, such great multitudes of disciples and confi-
dent*, and such throngs of admirers, he was humble with-
out mixtures of vanity.

Jer. Taylor, Works (cd. 1836), 1. 86.

You love me for no other end
Than to become my confident and friend ;

As such I keep no secret from your sight.

Dryden, Aurengzetw.

. fidenti
Sp. Pg. confidential = It. confidenziale, < L.

if'confidentialis, < confidentia, confidence:
5. A secret; a private or confidential commu- confidence.'} 1. Enjoying the confidence of an-
me jltinTl ! a-; to *-\ i-lnt o.r., pi\ti"fi/1t>tn*fo f-<__jt iilloir- . i it ,-o^t n. I n-i*l. ........... **. ..:,!. ...:....

Hut cinifidence then bore thee <-.. , __.
Either to meet no danger, or to find
Matter of glorious trial. Milton, f. L., Ix. 1175.

as
see

nication: as, to exchange confidences Confi-
dence game, a kind of swindle practised principally in

large cities UIMHI unwary strangers, the swindler, usually
under the pretense of old acquaintance, gaining the con-
fidence of his victim, and then robbing or fleecing him
at cards or betting, or otherwise; bunko. Confidence
man, one who endeavors to swindle strangers by the con-
fidence game ; a bunko-steerer

; one who by a plausible
story, and with great assurance, gains the confidence of
another, with a dishonest purpose. In confidence as
a secret or private matter, not to be divulged or com-
municated to others: as, I told him m confidence.

I shall only send over a very few copies to very partic-
ular friends, in confidence, and burn the rest.

Jefferson, in Bancroft's Hist. Const., I. 437.

In the confidence Of, sharing or trusted with the private
opinions, plans, or purposes of.

They all were inclined to believe that I was a man in the
nniMcnce of AH Bey, and that his hostile designs against
.Mecca were laid aside. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 253

other; intrusted with secrets or with private
affairs: as, a confidential friend or clerk. 2.
Intended to be treated as private, or kept in

confidence; spoken or written in confidence;
secret.

A confidential correspondence. Chetterfield.

Confidential communications.
Burke

, A Regicide Peace, ill.

Confidential communication. See nrinleaed com-
i/niiiii-ation, under communication. Confidential rela-
tion, in laic, a relation of parties, as that of attorney and
client, guardian and ward, in which one Is hound to act
for the benefit of the other, anil can take no advantage to
himself from his acts relating to the interests of the other.
Such a relation arises whenever a continuous trust Is re-

posed by one person In the skill or integrity of another, or
when any property, or the pecuniary or personal interest
of a

| HTSOII. or the custody of bis body, Is placed in charge
of another.



confidentiality

confidentiality (kon-fi-den-shi-al'i-ti), n. [<

confidential + -ity.] The quality of being con-
fidential ; specifically, in law, the relation ex-

isting between a client and his counsel or agent,
or between husband and wife, or a ward and
his guardian, etc., in reference to the trust

placed in one by the other. See confident in I

relation, under confidential, and privileged com-

munication, under communication.

confidentially (kon-fi-den'shal-i), adv. In a
confidential mauuer; in reliance on secrecy:
as, to tell a person something confidentially.

confidently (kou'fi-dent-li), adv. In a confi-

dent manner
;
with firm trust ; with strong as-

surance; without doubt or wavering of opin-
ion; positively; dogmatically.

Where Duty bids, he confidently steers.

Camper, On Horace's Ode, ii. 10.

It was confidently urged that the artisans might be
trusted to understand and manage their own interests

better than their masters could do for them.
H'. R. Grey, Misc. Essays, 1st ser., p. 4.

confidentness (kon'fi-dent-nes), n. The quality
or state of being confident

; confidence,

confider (kon-fi'der), n. One who confides;
one who trusts in or intrusts to another. W.

Montague.
confiding (kon-fi'ding), p. a. [Ppr. of confide,

v.] Trusting; reposing confidence; trustful;
credulous : as, a man of a confiding disposition.

Felt
The deep, deep joy of a confiding thought.

Wordsworth, Sonnets, il. 28.

lie had a confiding wife, and he treated her as confiding
wives only are treated. Thackeray, Vanity Fair.

We miss the confiding naturalness of the warm-hearted
physician. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 381.

confidingly (kon-fi'ding-li), adv. In a confiding
manner

; trustfully.

cpnfidingness (kon-fl'ding-nes), . The qual-
ity of being confiding; confiding disposition;
trustfulness.

configurate (kon-fig'u-rat), v. i.; pret. and pp.
configurated, ppr. configurating. [< L. configu-

ratus, pp. of configurare, form after something :

see configure."] To exhibit or assume congruity
in plan, or in the combination of figures or

parts. [Rare.]
In comely architecture it may be
Knowne by the name of uniformitie ;

Where pyramids to pyramids relate,
And the whole fabrick doth configurate.

Jordan, Poems.

configuration (kon-fig-u-ra'shon), n. [= F.

configuration = 'Sp. configuration = Pg. confi-

guraqao = It. configurazione, < LL. configura-

tio(n-), < L. configurare, pp. configuratus, form
after something: see configurate.] 1. Exter-
nal form, figure, or shape, especially as result-

ing from the disposition and relation of the

parts; external aspect or appearance ;
contour.

The natural configuration of the ground, as well as the
course of history, had gathered these shires (of Wessex)
into three great groups. J. K. Green, Conq. of Eng., p. 302.

Change, both gradual and sudden, has been exhibited in

the configuration and climate of all portions of the surface
of the globe. K. D. Cope, Origin of the Fittest, p. 361.

2. In astrol., relative position or aspect of the

planets.
The aspects, conjunctions and configurations of the

stars. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., ii. 9.

They [astrologers] undertook ... to determine the
course of a man's character and life from the configura-
tion of the stars at the moment of his birth. R heuvll.

3. In modern astron., any noticeable grouping
of stars which may aid in identifying them.
4. In analytical mech., the relative positions of

the parts of a system at any moment.
When a material system is considered with respect to

the relative position of its parts, the assemblage of rela-

tive positions is called the configuration of the system.
Clerk Maxwell, Matter and Motion, iv.

5. In geom., a ruled surface considered as a
locus of rays; also, a system of three linear

complexes.
configure (kon-fig'ur), v. t.

; pret. and pp. con-

figured, ppr." configuring. [= F. configurer =
Sp. Pg. configurar= It. configurare, < L. configu-

rare, form after something, < com-, together,
according, + figurare, form, < figtira, figure:
see figure, and cf. configurate.] To form; dis-

pose in a certain form, figure, or shape ;
make

like in form or figure. [Bare.]

Configuring themselves into human shape.
Bentley, Sermons, iv.

Man is spirit, a nature configured to God.

Bushnell, Sermons for New Life, p. 33.

COnfinable (kon-fi'na-bl), a. [< confine + -able.]

Capable of being confined or restricted.

Not confinoMe to any limits. Sp. Hall, Remains, p. 90.

1184

COnfinet (kon'fln), a. [< OF. confin = Sp. con-

fin = Pg. confim = It. confino, bordering, con-

tiguous, < L. confinis, at the end or border,

adjoining, < com-, together, + finis, an end,
limit, border: see finis, final.] Bordering; hav-

ing a common boundary; adjacent; contigu-
ous. [Bare.]
He was sent to discover the straits of Magellan, and con-

finf places. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 257.

confine (kon'fin), n. [< F. confin, OF. confin,
also confine, = Sp. confin = Pg. confim = It. con-

fine, also confino and confina (all usually in pi.),

< L. confine, neut., ML. also confinis, a border,
boundary (cf. L. confinis, masc., a neighbor,
confinium, a border, limit, boundary, neighbor-
hood), < confinis, adj., at the end or border, ad-

joining : see confine, a. In the se.nse of
'

prison
'

the noun confine is from the verb.] 1. A boun-

dary-line or limit; bound; border; precinct.
Still hovering betweene the confines of that which hee

dares not bee openly, and that which he will not lie sin-

cerely. Miltun, On Def. of Hunib. Bemoiut., Pref.

You are old ;

Nature in you stands upon the very verge
Of her confine. Shak., Lear, ii. 4.

Events that came to pass within the confines of Judea.

Locke, On Romans, Synopsis.

2. That part of a territory which is at or near
the border

;
the frontier : used generally in the

plural, and often figuratively : as, the confines
of France or of Scotland.

And now in little space
The confines met of empyrean heaven,
And of this world. Hilton, P. L., x. 321.

Twas ebbing darkness, past the noon of night :

And Phosphor, on the confines of the light,
Promis'd the sun. Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 1. 1396.

3f. Territory; region; district.

In als many iorneyes may thei gon fro Jerusalem, unto
other Confynyes of the Superficialtie of the Erthe begonde.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 183.

And Caesar's spirit . . .

Shall in these confines, with a monarch's voice,

Cry
"
Havoek," and let slip the dogs of war.

Shak., 3. C., iii. 1.

4f. An inhabitant of a contiguous district; a

neighbor.
Exchangynge gold for household stuff with their confines.

Eden, tr. of R. Martyr's Decades, p. 89(Ord MS.).

5f. A place of confinement
;
a prison.

Confines, wards, and dungeons. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

6. In geom. of n-dimensions, that which corre-

sponds to a closed volume in three dimensions.
=
Syn. Bounds, Border, etc. See boundary.

confine (kon-fin'), v.
; pret. and pp. confined,

ppr. confining. [< F. confiner, border, trans,

shut up, inclose, = Sp. Pg. confinar= It. con-

finare, < ML. confinare, confiniare, border on,
set bounds, confinire, border on, < L. confinis,

bordering on: see confine, a.] I.f intrans. To
have a common boundary ; border; abut; be in

contact : followed by <m or with.

Where your gloomy bounds

Confine ivith heaven. Milton, P. L., ii. 977.

Full in the midst of this created space,
Betwixt heaven, earth, and skies, there stands a place
Confining on all three.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xii. 58.

On the South it is cwifined with Pamphilia.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 321.

II. trans. To restrict within bounds
;
limit

;

inclose
;
bound

; hence, imprison ;
immure

;

shut up.
Therefore wast thou

Deservedly confin'd into this rock,
Who hadst deserv'd more than a prison.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2.

Those who do confine the Church of God either to par-
ticular nations, churches, or families, have made it far

narrower than our Saviour ever meant it.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 55.

He is happiest who confines his wants to natural neces-

sities. Steele, Englishman, No. 26.

To be confined, to be \mable to leave the house or bed

by reason of sickness or other cause ; specifically, to be in

childbed.

I have been very ill this week with a great cold and a

fever, and though now in a way to be well, am like to be

confined some days longer. Gray, Letters, I. 329.

= Syn. To bound, circumscribe, restrict, incarcerate.

confined (kon-flnd'), p. a.
[Pp. of confine, v.]

1. Restrained within limits; imprisoned; se-

cluded; close; narrow; mean: as, a confined
mind. 2. In pathol., constipated: as, the
bowels may be confined.
COnfinelesst (kon'fin- or kon-fin'les), a. [<

confine, n., + -less.] Boundless; unlimited;
without end.

Black Macbeth
Will seem as pure as snow, and the poor state

Esteem him as a lamb, being compared
With my confineless harms. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3.

confirmable

confinement (kon-fin'ment), n. [= F. confine-

ment, etc.; as confine +"-ment.] 1. The state
of being confined ;

restraint within limits
; any

restraint of liberty by force or other obstacle
or necessity ; hence, imprisonment.
Under confinement in the Tower.

Strype, Memorials, Edw. VI., an. 15JO.

The mind hates restraint, and is apt to fancy itself un-
der confinement when the sight is pent up. Add/ton.

2. Restraint from going abroad by sickness,

specifically by childbirth
;
the lying-in of a wo-

man : as, her approaching confinement. = Syn.
Imprisonment, etc. See captiritii.

confiner (kon-fi'ner), . 1. [< confine, v. t.,
+

-er1 .] One wbo or that which confines. 2f

(kon'fi- or kon-fi'ner). [< confine, v. i., + -cc 1
.

Cf. confine, n., 4.] A borderer; one who lives

on the confines or near the border of a coun-

try ;
a neighbor.
The senate hath stirr'd up the confiners,
And gentlemen of Italy. Shak.

, Cymbeline, iv. 2.

Though gladness and grief lie opposite in nature, they
are neighbours and confiners in art. Sir //. Wotton.

confinityt (kon-fiu'i-ti), n. [< F. confinM= Pr.

confinitat = Sp. confinidad= Pg. confinidade, <

L. as if *confinita(t-)s, < confinis, contiguous:
see confine, a.] Nearness of place. Bailey.
confirm (kon-ferm'), v. t. [Early mod. E. also

conferm; < ME. confermen,<. OF. confermer, mod.
F. confirmer (after L.) = Pr. confermar = Sp.
Pg. confirmar = It. conferntare, < L. confirmarc,
make firm, strengthen, establish, < com-, to-

gether, + firmare, make firm, < firmus, firm :

see firm.] 1. To make firm, or more firm
j
add

strength to
; strengthen : as, one's resolution is

confirmed by the approval of another.
Rubb the neck well with a linnen napking somewhat

course, for these things doe confirme the whole body ; it

maketh the mind more cheerefull, and conserueth the

sight. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 255.

This child of the mind is confirmed, and gains strength
by consent and habit. Bacon, Fable of Dionysitis.

One of those few sounds that, instead of disturbing soli-

tude, only deepen and confirm it.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 112.

2. To settle or establish
;
render fixed or secure.

I confirm thee in the high priesthood, and appoint thee
ruler over the four governments. 1 Mac. xi. 57.

Confirm the crown to me, and to mine heirs,
Ana thou shalt reign iu quiet while thou liv'st.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 1.

3. To make certain or sure
; give new assur-

ance of truth or certainty to
; put past doubt

;

verify.
The testimony of Christ was confirmed in you.

1 Cor. i. 6.

These likelihoods confirm her flight.

Shak., T. G. ofV., v. 2.

The news we heard at Sea of the K. of Sweden's Death
is confirmed. Hotcell, Letters, I. vi. 8.

All that was long ago declared as law
By the early Revelation, stands confirmed
By Apostle and Evangelist and Saint.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 82.

4f. To certify or give assurance to; inform

positively.
Pray you, sir, confirm me,

Were there three porpoises seen above the bridge,
As they give out? B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

5. To sanction; ratify; consummate; make
valid or binding by some formal or legal act :

as, to confirm an agreement, promise, covenant,
or title.

Ordinannces, Actes, and Statutes . . . nowe renewed,
and affermed and coirfenned, by the assente and consente
and agrement off all the Bredern.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 187.

Iu the early days of Rome, the will of a Roman patrician
had to be confirmed by the assembly of the curire.

E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 142.

6. To strengthen in resolution, purpose, or

opinion; fortify.

Confirming the souls of the disciples, and exhorting them
to continue in the faith, and that we must through much
tribulation enter into the kingdom of God. Acts xiv. 22.

Arouses the indifferent and confirms the wavering.
Sumner, Prison Discipline.

7. Eccles., to admit to the full privileges of

church-membership by the imposition of hands;
administer the rite of confirmation to. See

confirmation, 1 (e).

Those which are thus confirmed are thereby supposed to

be fit for admission to the sacrament.

Hammond, Fundamentals.

= Syn. 3. Corroborate, substantiate.

confirmable (kon-fer'ma-bl), a. [< confirm +
-able.] 1. Capable of being confirmed, estab-

lished, or ratified ;
that may be made more cer-

tain.

Confirmable by many examples.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.
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IIKT hmi.-ell ..r of i I,, | m

''Confirmative (kon-fiVma-tiv), ii.

./<Vw'i/ = Vt.eo*frrmat*m sp.&

confirmable

2. Corrolionitoi-y. [Uare. ]

(',,,,/,/, in tin ii- dei huation as witnesses. R. /'art*.

COnfirmance (kon-t'i'-r'nians), n. |< i-niifirm +
-mid.] Coniii-maiioii ; estebliihnuni ..r con-
liili-m-i-. [Uare.]

Kor their fiuiliriunii,;-, I will therefor.- now
Mepe in our l,lark bal ke. I'/i.l/niin ,

confirmation (kon-iv-r-nia'slioiij, . |< M 10. ,-.,.

Ih'lliiK-iiiii, < ()!-'. riiiifn-iiiiiriiiii, I-', run fi fnni linn
t*r. confirmation

~
sp. rniifiriiuii-inii = I'jr. /-

liriiiiiciin It, i-ontirmii .'HUH (also, in ili-f. I ()
(1), = I). ,;iiijii-,inilii- (i. i-iinliriniiliiiii = I in n.
Sw. l;oiitinii<iti<iit\, < I,. i-inilirmiilin(ii-), < (JO

iituri. pp. i-iiiijii-iiiiitn*, confirm: see confirm.]
1. Tin- act of colilinnili";. ,, | |,, : ,,. t , utr-nnth-
ening, fortifying, or rendering linn.

lint .Manilanis . . . ~aid that iln-.t inured th.ii
to lahollf for the r,illfiun,,,,n ,,1 II,, n ii, in. I

-""'- /-HI.-/!,!... I'iUiiniaue p. 1.1

(M Th- a, t of i-tahlishing: a living, settling, setting up, tore, < L. i-niili r,H ali,r,'< i-niitiriiinri. pp.'.
I'staolishinu. or inakinu nn.re linn est:ihlislneiit ......... a ...^ i *-. . *\

r

nllrni.d t],, rit-ht u-i.int. d toll,- pun has, r and the
saaine following upon ,t. Confirmation and Probate
Act. .1,7. nn.l.-r f.,;,

i, ,<!,-. Confirmation
Of executor, in .>'-,./. Inn. the form in which a Ir

'thi executor ofa
] Intro confiscate l."n-li-'k;it .-, Un'fi--ka!

mil wit
1

, i-rth. ,l-f,i . .

conflagrate

M forfeited for any reason : H-. tn e>

book; tin- pnlir [,ii I1(
,

,,..,.1.......... .

'ollolj. ]implement*.

nli.'.i-iiliix, |,.,.: gee tin- vi-rli.
I

1 .

iin. I .-nljiiilK'-il lo tin- pulilic ii

KOOI|S of a criminal.

Tin i.

-. th- las ,.]

2. Aiiproju-iati-il nmli-r li-gal iiuthority a> for-
fi-iti-il.

tiro = It.riiiifrriiiiitiro, < \At. rinitirmiitirHK, < L.

<-iiii.tii->iuiliix.
j,|i.

of ,;,,iiii-niiii; , confirm :
-

I'n-iii.
} Having tin- powi-r of <-oiifiriiiiiig ; ti-n.l-

inx to confirm or establish; confirmatory.
N I Ll -I nativ, ,.f ,.... "did ,h-

Confiscation <kon-h,k., Mont, ,,.
[

lightest elevatl f eyebrow n .,. """'(> l>. l.tiiihxknlii = t ..TO/.//*,-,,/, ,< Jian.
8w. tomfltkation) Sp. <-rtvi<-i<.i/ = ]>K . ,-,,,1-

.ti,'llril<i It.t

< L. COIlflsi-nri . |i|>. i-initisi-iltux. iisc.,-

COnfirmatively (kon-frr'ma-tiv-li), inlr. In a
conlirmativi- manni-r; so as ti nlirm.
confirmator (ktor (kon'fc-r-imi-tor), ii. f= F. con/lr- <*'"./""''"'- '

I

= S
(> . iv. <;///;,,/, = It.<v/erma- P"I>"at'"K as forfeited.

i. |i|i.

eonfineatr, r.] Tlio ui-t of i-onl'iM-alin);, or

verlf> my or ,-orrolioratin
'iinlii'ii of ..iiinini or

"" '' """"**"> * UIB- *3JT.
Ilisfll irvVIII '

I

,* hroiU't ,,'t chris, f,, r ti,,, ,,,,, confirmatory (kon-fVma-to-ri), a. [< confirm Pr.emnnire, and b/U^
i, -in-,, -in themseiv-s Miin-ei. m s.,,,11,

h -"'"'.'/] 1. S<TVI iig t o confirm
; givmg ad-

ditional strength, force, or stability, or addi-
tional assurance or evidence.

making ni,,iv linn
;

In the defen, , and ,;,,inf,,iiili,iii of the L-ospcl. ye all are
partaker* ol m

.t (TM*, 1'hil. i. 7.

(i-)Tlie a, I ol n .ndi -i inn i -, -rl.-iin or show ing to be true ; the
act of yeruyinf or

corroborating ;
, ,,ir,,i,oration ; us, the

'III,- alvnnirnl -,

of his ilt.ri i n

A false report which hath
Honour d with ttufntfHm >om- m-cat judgment

Shak.. Cymbelinc, I. 7.

It was at. llenin. aiiotln-r N , -i , , , -oiintry, that the kinj;
again n-e-h.-.i : , ixwytrmaMon o] th,- exlstonc ,,t a Chris-
tian prli who was said to inhabit the heart of Africa to
the south east ,,f thu state.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 105.

Of all the results gained by .Vordenskjold's famous ex-
pedition, perhaps the most Important Is the ,-,,;.,

it lias afforded of the true nature of continental ice.
,/. Cfoil, Climate and Cosmology, p. 65.

(i/) The act of rendering valid or ratifying, especially by
formal assent of the final or sovereign authority, or hv ac-
tion of a coordinate authority (as the United states Sen-
ate): as, the ,-////, -i/i, if i/i of an appointment, or of a grant,
treaty, promise, covenant, stipulation, or agreement, (f)
Ecdeo. : (1) A rite whereby baptized pel-sons are admit-
ted to full communion with the church. In the Koman
Catholic, liivek. and Anglican churches It consists of the
imposition of hands and prayer i,\ a hi.hop (or in the
Greek Church by episcopal authority), preceded in the two
former by unction or anointing with -In -ism. In thenrst two
churches it is regarded as the continuing or strengthening

, oonfinn : M .-
<-niiiii-w.~} Ouewnoortnat

which confirms. [Kare.]
'I I" '

i '> tin- ill-ninth.. <-ni,jirmatiir, and U-t
uf tliinuH nni-i-rtain, tin- Beiut- of man.

9h / Brmnu, Vulg. Err.

The m/frafuu following a subdued reMllon.

'Hi- particular clause In relation I.. ;

property and th, ill,, ,ati f ill

objectionable in its nn ronfoi unit to th. act M '.ngrvas
. . . upon the same subjects. Lin-

WiTsiifthl-
t -> a estates he

had Ills Antt taste of spoil.

Slubla, Medieval and Modem Hist, p. 254.

Confiscation Act. (a) A Tutted States statute of 1881
(12 Slat., am) "to confiscate property used for Insurrec-

tionary purpo*ea." (ft) A statute of ISM (12 Mat., Ml)) au.
thorlzlng the seizure of sin h pi. .p. rty and Its condemna-
tion by pr.s-eediiii.-s ill the I nil, .1 states courts. These
acts- .rtofthe " war measures adopi-.| dm
Ing the civil war, and w-r- nph-ld by the Supr-in- Court
In 1-70 (Miller v. I. s, ii wall ;

.!N. Confiscation
cues, fifteen cases decldi-d In tin- I'nitid -t ,i, . Mi|,reiue
Court in IHUS (7 Wall., 4:,U -trnin.- Hi- lonlU-atlon
Act of 18(11. Nee above.

confiscator (kon'fis-ka-tor), n. [< confiscate +
tic; a confirmed drunkard; ^confirmed vaietu- T' ,

Cf ' 8P' c "figca(l<>r< confiscator : LL. eon-
" fiscator, a treasurer.] One who confiscates.

To each of these reasons he subjoins ample and I-arncd
Illustrations and confinnatoru proofs.

I>1>. Bartoir, Remains, p. 458.

2. Pertaining to the rite of confirmation.
M i

, , nnfinitatory usage In the synagogues.
Bp. Campion, Eplscopalia (1088), p. 35.

confirmed (kon-fermd'), n. a. [Pp. of confirm,
.] 1. Made finii; fixed; established; invet-

erate; steadfast; settled:

I aee the emjkcalor* begin with bishops, and chapters
and monasteries. Ilin-k.; Key. In France.

[<

und low-churchmen regiird it from different points of view

dinarian.

Those affecting hallucinations terrified them, lest they
should settle into a rori/frmri/ loss of reason.

l:ii/irrr, Eugene Aram, vll. 33. confiscatory (kon-fis'ka-to-ri), a.

2. Eccles., admitted to the full privileges of
the church by the laying on of hands. See con-
Jiniiillinn. 1 (f) (1).

confirmedly (kon-fer'med-li), adv. In a con-
firmed manner.
confirmedness (kon-fer'med-nes), n. The state
or quality of being confirmed.

of habit. Decay of CArutum Piety.

on of hands following baptism. di.stinct"froin*onlTiwUon1
Secured.

and administered by apostles only. Unction was discon- confirmer (kon-fer'mer), n. One who or that
tinned in the Anglican Church not long after the Reforma- which confirms, establishes, or ratines ; one

_ * !.__ '_ .a

+ -ory. Cf. coHftscaiitr.] Characterized by
confiscation.

Those terrible coiificatnry and -xtcrniinatory periods
Burkr, To K. Burke.

confiskt, r. t. [< F. confisqucr, < L. confiswre,
confiscate: see confiscate.'] To confiscate.

Thy goods are canjiiked, and thy children banished.
Goldrn Boot, |y.

confitt, n. A Middle English form of comfit.
confitentt (kon'fi-tent), n. [< L. eonfiten(t-)s,
ppr. of confiteri, confess: see confess.] One
who r * u -

confesses his sins and faults.

A wide difference there is lietween a mere eontirnt and
a true penitent. Vrcan qfCliri*ilau I'itly.

k church has always retained
wno Protlnc

.

es corroborative evidence ; one who Confiteor (kon-fit'e-6r), n. [L., I confess, 1st

however, the two have been or tnat which verifies or corroborates; an at- Pers - sing- pres. ind. of confiteri: see confess.']
ith century by an interval of tester. The form of confession used in the Latin

this practice ; in the West,
separated since the thirteei:

seven years or more. Formerly confirmation was some-
times allowed to he administered by presbyters if author-
ized by the bishop ; and this is still the case in the Greek

Be these sad signs
Then speak again.

of thy words?
Shak., K. John, ill. 1.

Church: so called from the initial word, con-
fiteor, I confess. See confexxiiin.

1 by the pastors. Other
Protestant denominations reject it.

The Fathers . . . held fnniinnatinn as an ordinance
apostolic always profitable in God's Church.

confixed te.'] Capable of being confiscated : lia-
ble to forfeiture. Sir T. Browne. [Bare.]
confiscate (kon-fis'kat or kon'fis-kat), v. t.

It. F. liuii<i
>ple.

EI-Mediimh. p. 177.

St. A composition ; a preparation made up of
different drugs. Cliaunr.

Hooker, Ecclea! Polity, v. 06. pret. and
^."confiscated, ppr. confiscating>.' f< confi^ (kon-fiW), r. t.

'

[< L. confrus, pp. of con-
is called cnn.fi nnatiim, iieeanse they who Li- confiscatus, pp. of confiscare (> F. eonfisquer figert, fasten together, transfix,< pom- together
'hri's't'ia'n'dutieshv't'h,' un'ic'e therein b'i- !.. '_ a'!?* t^'LT^'^"-^"^" = Dan - ^onfis- + figere, fasten: see fix.] To fix; fasten.= Pr. Sp. Pg. confiscar

This ordinance _

duly receive it are ..

nlment of their Christian duties by the grace therein be-
stowed upon them. Uoiik.

(2) The practice, enjoined in sonic ancient western direc-
tories, of pouring a little of the consecrated wine from
the chalice out of which the celebrant had communicated
himself into the unconsecrated wine In another chalice
or other chalices. This was supposed to serve as conse-
rvation to the win- in the latter.

2. That which confirms
; that which gives new -

.
,

, ~

strength or assurance; additional evidence; a^ <>/
other criminal, by way of penalty ;

proof; convincing testimony; corroboration.

Trifles, light as air,
An- to tin- jealous confirmation* strong
As proofs of holy writ. Shak., Othello, III. 3.

In a good Cause success is a good confirmation.
Miltnn. Kik'olioklastes, xxviil.

3. In laic, an assurance of title by the convey-
ance of an estate or right in esse from one to
another, by which a voidable estate is made
sun- or nnvoiilabli-. or a particular estate is in-

', fasten: see fix.] To fix; fasten.

As this is true
--- -r Let me in safety raise me from my knees;

tor the public treasury, confiscate, < Com-, to- Or else for ever be confixed here,

gether, + fiscus, a wicker basket, a basket for A ""rble monument ! Shak., M. for M., y. i.

money, a purse, the public treasury: see fiscal, conflxuret (kon-fik'sur), 11. [< confix + -are ]
Cf. conrt.it.] 1. To adjudge to be forfeited to The act of fastening'or holding fast.
the public treasury, as the goods or estate of How subject we are to embrace this earth, even while
a traitor or other criminal, by way of penalty ;

It wounds us by this amjirurr of ourselves to It !

appropriate, by way of penalty, to public use. *' Hontainir, Itevoute Essays.

It was judged he should be banished, and his whole es- COnflagrant (kon-fla' grant), a. [< L. confla-
tate mt0M*M and seized. Bacon. gran(t-)s, ppr. of

confinqfarr,
burn up : see con-

If a man doth carry more money about him then is war- fiaqrate. Cf. flagrant.] Burning ; involved in
ranted or allowed in the country, it Is conftcated to the a conflagration TRare 1
Pri** Coryat, Crudities, I. 93.

'*
To dta-|w

The assistance which the military orders afforded him Satan with his perverted world ; then raise
[Henry II.] on the occasion (the taking of Acre] caused the l-Yoin the rmirfn'/run/ mass, purged and refined
regent of Naples to txmftoatt all the estates of those or- New heavens; m-w earth, ag-s ,,1 endless date,
ders within the kingdom of Naples. Kouml.il in righteousness, and peace, and love

Stubbt, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 182. Milton, V. L., lit 548.



conflagrate

sume. < com-, together, + flat/rare, burn : see

flattrait t.~\
To burn up ;

consume with fire.

Popularity is as a blaze of illumination, or, alas ! of con-

flagration kindled round a man, . . . eoiiflagratintittw poor
man himself into ashes and caput mortuum.

(.'arlillf, Misc., IV. 144.

conflagration (kon-fla-gra'shon), n. [= F. con-

flniiraiinn = Sp. confloffra^on = Pg. wnflagra-

yoo = It. conflagraaione, < L. coflagratio(ii-), <

conflagrare, pp. conflagratus, burn up: see con-

H/i/jrate.] A burning; a fire; especially, the

burning of any large mass of combustibles: as,

the conflagration of a city or of a forest; the

final conflagration of the world.

The conflagration of all things under Phaeton.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

Floods and conflagration*. Bentley, Sermons.

conflate (kon-flaf),
'

*; Pret - and PP- eon-

flated, ppr!' conflating. [< L. conflatus, pp. of

eonflare, blow together, < com-, together, +
flare = E. Motel. Cf. inflate.] 1. To blow to-

gether; bring together as if by convergent
winds. [Rare.]
The States-General, created and conflated by the pas-

sionate effort of the whole nation, is there as a thing high
and lifted up. Carlyle, French Rev., I. v. 1.

2. In diplomatics, to form by inadvertent com-
bination of two readings of the same words.

See conflation, 3.

conflatet (kon-flaf), [= It. conflato, < L.

conflatus, pp.' : see the verb.] Blown together ;

wafted together from several sources
;
hetero-

geneous. Mir. for Mags.
conflated (kon-fla'ted), p. a. [Pp. of conflate, v.]

Marked by conflation or conflations. See con-

flation, 3.

Whence did the separate members of the conflated text

arise, since both of them by hypothesis cannot be original ?

Amei: Jour. Philol., VI. 35.

conflation (kon-fla'shpn), n. [= Sp. conflacion,
< LL. conflatio(n-), < "L. eonflare, pp. conflatus,

blowtogether: see conflate, v.] 1. The blowing
of two or more musical instruments together.

The sweetest and best harmony is, when every part or

instrument is not heard by itself, but a conflation of them
all. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 225.

2. A melting or casting of metal. Johnson.

[Rare in senses 1 and 2.] 3. In diplomatics:

(a) An inadvertent combination of two read-

ings of the same passage, so as to produce a

new reading different from either.

Suppose that a given line of a copy has been affected by
some scribe's stupidity, so as materially to change the

sense without affecting the length (as by the substitution

of two or three letters from a wrong line), and that by the

subsequent correction of the passage two readings have
been placed in close relation, it frequently happens that

the real line and the erroneous line which iseqnal in length
to it both combine to form a new reading, which has thus

increased the text by one of its own lines. This phenome-
non is known by the name of conflation. It is well known
that the most powerful part of Dr. Hort's great Introduc-

tion to the New Testament consists in the exposition of

eight cases of conflation in the early texts of Mark and
Luke. Amer. Jour. Philol., VI. 33.

(b) A reading which has thus originated,
connect (kon'flekt), n. [Irreg. < L. con-, toge-

ther, + flectere, turn, bend: see flex.] In en-

tom., crowded; clustered thickly together: as,

conflect hairs or punctures : opposed to sparse.
conflexuret (kon-flek'sur), . [< L. conflexus,

pp., bowed, bent
;
after flexure, q. v.] A bend-

ing together ;
flexure. Bailey.

conflict (kpn-flikf), v. i. [< L. conflictare, freq.
of confligere, pp. conflictus, strike together, con-

tend, fight, < com-, together, + fligere, strike.

See conflict, n., and cf. afflict, inflict.'] 1. To
strike or dash together; meet in opposition;
come together violently.

Bare unhoused trunks,
To the conflicting elements expos'd.

Shak., T. of A., iv. 3.
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t/is, a striking together, LL. a fight, contest, <

confligere, pp. conflictus, strike together, con-

ten'd/flght: see conflict, v.] 1. A struggle for

mastery ;
a striving to oppose or overcome

;

a battle or combat; contention; controversy;
strife.

The luckU-ssi; roullict with the Gyaunt stout.

Spenser, F. Q., I. vii. 26.

Ill our last conflict four of his five wits went halting off.

Shak., Much Ado, i. 1.

They closed

In 'ontlift with the crash of shivering points.

Tennyson, Princess, v.

2. Discord of action, feeling, or effect
; antago-

nism, as of interests or principles; counterac-

tion, as of causes, laws, or agencies of any kind
;

opposing action or tendency; opposition; col-

lision: as, a conflict of the elements, or be-

tween right and wrong.
I must confess that I was in great Conflicts of Mind at

this time. Dumpier, Voyages, I. 496.

conform

It was under the pretence of rope-dancing that he filled

the Red-bull playhouse, which was a lar^c one, \vith such
a '''influence that as many went back for want of room as

entered. /. 1)'Ixnifli, Curios, of Lit., III. 18.

3. In pliilol., the tending toward accordance,
or the becoming similar or accordant in form :

said of words. Skeat.

confluent (kon'flo-ent), a. and . [= P. con-

fluent = Sp. Pg. It. confluente, < L. confluen(t-)s,

flowing together, as a noun often in pi. con-

fluentes, the confluence of two streams, ppr. of

confluere (> Sp. Pg. confluir = F. confluer), flow

together, < con-, together, + flucre, flow : see

fluent.] I. a. 1. Flowing together; meeting in

their course, as two streams.

And the whole ocean's confluent waters swell

Only to quench his thirst, or move and blanch his shell.

Prior.

These confluent streams make some great river's head.
>SYr n. Illafkiiiore, Creation, i.

2. In anat., having grown or become blended

together, as two bones whicli were originally

Temple . . . was engaged in the conflicts of active life, separate. 3. In l>ot. and eoiil., blended into

Macaulay, Sir William Temple. one .

ag) confluent leaves. 4. In patliol. : ()
The more complicated operations of the will, as in ad- Running together: as, confluent pustules, (b)

Characterized by confluent pustules: as, con-

fluent smallpox. 5f. Rich; affluent. Nares.

Th' inhabitants in flocks and herds are wondrous confluent.
Ctntjtinan, Iliad, ix. 57.

Confluent colors, colors which gradually pass into one
another without any marked division. Confluent im-
pressions, punctures, spots, striae, etc., in zoiil., those

impressions, etc., so close together that they run into one
another irregularly. Confluent veins, veins in the wings
of insects, united at the ends.

II. n. 1. A tributary stream : as, the Mohawk
is a confluent of the Hudson. 2f. A joining or

confluence, as of two streams.

The confluent where both streams meet together.
Holla ml, tr. of Livy, p. 21.

A little beyond the townes end, the River Arar and the

Rhodanus doe make a confluent. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 62.

justing many opposite interests, bring in the element of

conflict, which is always painful and wasting.
Bam, Corr. of Forces.

Conflict of laws, the opposition between the laws of dif-

ferent jurisdictions when each is sought to be applied in

preference to the other, upon a controversy on facts occur-

ring wholly or in part without the jurisdiction in which
redress is sought. Irrepressible conflict, a political

phrase much used in the United States during the agita-

tion about slavery, to designate the antagonism between
freedom and slavery. It was first used by William H.

Seward in a speech in 1858 at Rochester, New York, in

which he said :

"
It is an irrepressible conflict between op-

posing and enduring forces, and it means that the United
States must and will, sooner or later, become entirely
a slaveholding nation or entirely a free-labor nation."
= Syn. 1. Engagement, Combat, etc. (see battled), war,

fray.

conflicting (kon-flik'ting), p. a. [Ppr. of conflict, v._ _._.,
v.] Of opposite or opposing character, ten- confluently (kon'flB-ent-li), adv. In a conflu-

dency, function, interest, etc.
; mutually con-

eut majm r . so that foe different parts run into
tradictory or incompatible ; contrary ; also, one another irregularly : as, confluently punc-
composed of antagonistic or opposing elements ; ja(;e or ,jott;e(j

involving antagonism: as, conflicting jurisdic- conflux (kon'fluks), . [< L. "confluxus, n. (cf.
tion; the evidence was very conflicting.

flux) < conflwKtls pp . of confluere, flow toge-
confliction (kon-flik'shon), n. [< L. confltc- see confluent.] 1. A flowing together; a

meeting of two or more currents; confluence.

As knots, by the conflux of meeting sap,
Infect the sound pine, and divert his grain
Tortive and errant from his course of growth.

Shak., T. and (!., i. 3.

I walked till I came to the conflux of two . . . rivulets.

Cook, Voyages, VII. v. 1.

In the centre of immensities, in the conflux of eternities.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartns.

2. A throng; a crowd; a multitude collected.

To the gates cast round thine eye, and see

What conflux issuing forth, or entering in.

Milton, P. R., iv. 62.

confluxibilityt (kon-fluk-si-biri-ti), n. [< con-

flwxible: see -bility.] The tendency of fluids to

tio(n-), < confligere, pp. conflictus, strike to-

gether: see conflict, v.] The act of conflicting
or clashing ;

the state of being in conflict
;
want

of harmony. [Rare.]
Tliis question is, however, one of complicated difficul-

ties, from the confliction, in every form and degree, of

public expediency and private rights. Sir 1C. Hamilton.

conflictive (kpn-flik'tiv), a. [< conflict + -ire.]

Tending to conflict; conflicting; clashing.

Conflictim systems of theology. Sir W. Hamilton.

Conflictive propositions, in logic, propositions which
*

. be true of the same state of things. Con-jannot both be true of the same state of thing!

flictive terms, in logic, such terms as cannot be united
in one subject.

COnflowt (kon-flo'), v. i. [< con- + flow, after

L. confluere" flow together : see confluent.] To run together,
flow together; converge; unite.

The stream was big by occasion of brookes conflou-ing
thither on every side. Holland, tr. of Ammianus, p. 221. conflllXible (kon-fluk'si-bl), a. [< ~L.*COIifluxus,

confluctiont, [< L- as if "confluxio(n-), < pp. of confluere (see confluent), + -ible.] In-

confluere, pp. "confluxus, flow together: see clined to flow or run together.

confluent, a.] A flowing together; a meeting confluxiblenesst (kon-fluk'si-bl-nes), n. Same
or confluence. as confluxiUlity.

confocal (kon-fo'kal), a.

+ focus (in mod.
sense: see focus) +
-al.] In math., hav-

ing the same focus:

as, confocal quadrics ;

It doth draw
All his effects, his spirits, and his powers,
In their confluctions, all to run one way.
B. Jonson, Ind. to Every Man out of his Humour.

The gravity and conflttxibiltty of the liquors.

Boyle, Free Enquiry, p. 301.

[< L. com-, together,

Lash'd into foam, the fierce conflicting brine
Seems o'er a thousand raging waves to burn.

Thomson, Winter, 1. 159.

2. To contend; fight; strive; struggle.
A man would tie content to strive with himself, and

conflict with great difficulties, in hopes of a mighty reward.

Abp. Tillotson.

Its [architecture's] main problems are how most fitly to
enclose a space with solid structures, and to conflict most
successfully with the force of gravity.

Mivart, Nature and Thought, p. 8.

3. To be in opposition ;
be contrary or at vari-

ance : as, the evidence given by the second wit-
ness conflicted with that given by the first.

The conflicting ingredients, like an acid and an alkali

mixed, neutralise each other. Macaulay, Milton.

conflict (kon'flikt), . [= F. conflict, now con-

flit = Sp. Pg. conflicto = It. conflitto = D. kon-

flikt = G. conflict = Dan. konflikt, < L. conflic-

COnfluctuatet (kqn-fluk'tu-at), i'. i. [< L. con-

fluctiuttus, pp. of confluctuare, < com-, together,
+ fluctuare, flow : see fluctuate.] To flow to-

gether. Ash.

confluence (kon'flo- ens), n. [= F. confluence o _
= Sp. Pg. Confluencia = It. confluenza, < LL. of equal masses produce

con/ZeMf'a,aflowingtogether,<L. confluen(t-)s, equal attraction through

pp/ of confluere, flofw together : see confluent.]
*
T

tS%ft*j&
1. A flowing together; specifically, the meet- [Phil, 494.

confocal comes.

Any two cow/ocal homo-
geneous solid ellipsoids

Confocal Conies.

f and f" are the foci. The ec-

centricities, beginning with the in-.; , , ,*-
J

~g f i cemncmes, uc^iniiiii^ witn ta

ing or junction of two or more streams of water pnT1fftrainAnna + Ckoii ner hyperbola and ending with the

or other fluids
; also, the place of meeting: as, T-r" '

nT-us) a. [< i"Ti "fi"H \
"*' "' '*' '*'

thA jvMiilwHuM nf MIA Omr> ami the MissiRRinm : T'T . . -..V ._ ; -r *' 38) 8t *' 3 *' '

the confluence of the Ohio and the Mississippi :

often used figuratively.

The confluence ... of all true joys. Boyle.

LL: conforaneus, < L.

com-, together, + forum, market-place : see

forum and -anemis.~\ Of the same court or mar-

The Junction of an affluent with the main stream is ket-place. Coles, 1717.

termed the confluence, or place where they "flow toge- conform (kon-form'), a. [= F. Sp. Pg. It. COn-
ther." Huxley, Physiography, p. 4. forme, < L'L. confurmis, similar, like, < L.

2. A running together of people ;
an assem- com-, together, + forma, form.] Conformable.

blage ;
a throng ;

a concourse.

You see this confluence, this great flood of visitors.

Shale., T. of A., i. 1.

The confluence of the people and multitude of coaches

passing every moment over the bridge to a new spectator
is an agreeable diversion. Evelyn, Diary, Dec. 24, 1643.

[Rare.]
Care must be taken that the interpretation given be

every way conform to the analogy of faith, and fully ac

cordanttootherscriptures. Sp. Hall, Cases of Conscience.

Conform map-projection, a projection which preserves
the true value of afl angles of intersecting lines, or the



conform

shapes of all iiiflnit.-ly small (Inures; an orthomorphlc pro-
jection. AmoiiK such projections an- th- stereoKrapnle,
Mcrcator'M, the qliimHincial, etc.

conform (kon-fdnn')i i
1

. [< MK. w/n<, <

OF. conform if, F. coiiforiin-r = Sp. Pg. confor-
mar = It. coiifornmrc, < \t. conforming, l':ishi<in,

form, < com-, together, +/ornor, form, (.forum,
form. Cf. conform, n.\ I. trnim. 1. To make
of the sunn- form or churiictev; muke like; ad-

just : with to : as, to conform anything to a model
or a standard.

Kor whom lie iliil foreknow, |n> also <lhl predestinate to
be aaaformfd in the Imam' of hix Son. R<mi. vlll. 28.

It WHS tint almost univcrBal habit of scribes to ,-ni t /.>, ,,<

orthography and inllcction '</ tint standard of their own
tin"'. '.'. /'. Miiruli, Hist. \\nit. Lang., p. 01.

2. To bring into harmoiiy or correspondence;
make agreeable ; adapt ;

submit : often with a
reflexive pronoun.
Ivmand of thrill \\hcrefore they conform not thi-inMlocl

unto thr order ot' tli<- i lunch, lloitkrr.

1 A: tine ad vis.- \ "ii tn, 1

.,,, in, m your Courses to his Counsel.

Ilinivll, Letters, I. vi. 24.

II. inlrttng, 1. To act conformably, compli-
antly, or in accordance : with to : aa, to con-

form to the fashion or In custom.

Wisdom bids us conform to our hnniMr situation.

Uoidtmith, Vicar, ill.

A rule to which experience must conform. Whewell.

2. In Kin/, hi*/., to comply with the usages of

the Established Church: in this sense often used

absolutely. 8ee conformity, 3.

Pray tell me, when any dissenter <v>;i/omw, anil enters
Intu MM- clmrcii-cnmmuMion, Is he ever examined to see
whether he does it upon reason anil conviction ?

Locke, Second Letter on Toleration.

There was a Puritan gentleman who served under Crom-
well, but afterward confonned.

(Jeoryf KIM, Middlemnrch, I. 10.

conformability (kqn-fdr-ma-bil'i-ti), n. [<

conformable : see Utility.,] The state or quality
of being conformable

; specifically, in geol., the
relation of two strata, one of which reposes
on the other and is parallel to it. See conform-
able, 5.

The evidence of confonnabilitu between the schist of a

ridge and ttie limestone adjoining it is perfect evidence

only in case of actual contact between the rocks.

Amur. Jour. Sri., 3d aer., XXIX. 207.

conformable (kon-for'ma-bl), a. [< conform +
-able; taking the place of LL. conformalis, like,

similar.] 1. Corresponding in form, charac-

ter, etc.; resembling; like; similar: as, this

machine is conformable to the model.

The Gentiles were not made conformable to the Jews,
in that which was to cease at the coming of Christ

Hooker.

2. Exhibiting harmony or conformity ; agree-
able

;
suitable ; consistent ; adapted ; adjusted.

How were it possible that to such a faith our lives

should not be conformable! Chillingworth, Sermons, i.

Conformable to all the rules of correct writing. Addison.

A subtile, refined policy was conformable to the genius
of the Italians. Pretcott, Ferd. and Isa., II. 1.

3. Compliant; acquiescent; ready to follow

directions; submissive; obsequious; disposed
to obey.

I have been to yon a true and humble wife,
At all times to your will conformable.

Shak., Hen. VIII., il. 4.

[In all the preceding senses generally followed

by to, sometimes by with."] 4. Properly or suit-

ably arranged or formed
; convenient. [Kare.]

To make matters somewhat conformable for the old

knight. Scott, Woodstock, iii.

5. In geol., having the same dip and direction :

said of two or more stratified beds, if over any

A. ft, two sets of unconfonnable strata ; a, a, a, conformable with
one another ; A. b, b, the same ; c, d, line ofjunction of A and B.

area an assemblage of strata is disturbed, elevated, or
turned up on edge, strata subsequently deposited there
will not be conformable with the underlying formations.

This region, now the highest in general elevation of the

continent, was a sea-bottom, continuously or nearly so
from uarly carboniferous to the end of the cretaceous, and
received, during this time, conformable sediments twelve
thousand to fifteen thousand feet thick. Science, IV. 63.

conformableness (kon-fdr'tna-bl-nes), n. The
state of being conformable. Ash.

conformably ikon-fdr'ma-bli), adv. In a con-
formable manner, (a) In conformity, harmony, or
agreement ; agreeably ; suitably.
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ConformaMy to the law and nature of Ood.
III'. '' I. xxxix.

(',) In the manner of strata having the Maine dip and di-

rection.

At St. Fe Ilajada, the I'.. try formation, with
lu nuunndieroas remains, eoiyormaafy overlies then
tertiary strata. /',/, ,,,, i ;, nl i iti-i-i \ :iti-Mi- i.

COnformance (kon-fdr'mans), . [< conform +
-and?.] The act of conforming; conformity.
[Kare.]

livery different part
< <in< nrritiK to one commendable end ;

S", ;md iii MII h ,-<>,, i'., i-miiii'-.-, w itli rare grace,
\\ i ii- all things order'd.

' M ntl- ni.in I 'her, III. 1.

conformant! (kon-for'mant), n. [< L. confor-
iinin(t-), ppr. of coiiformarc, conform : see con-

j'n'iii. r., and -an(l.J Conformable.
Herein Is divinity ,-,,,,/'..,,,,/ nntu philosophv.

sVr T. llr,,,,,,,:, Kellgto Mediel, L 35.

COnformatO (kon-Wr'mat), . [< L. conformn-
tus, pp. of coiiforniare, conform: see conform,
t".] Having the same form. [Rare.]
Conformation (kon-fdr-ma'shon ), n.

[
= I'. Mm-

formation Sp. cotiforiinn-ioii 1'^. conformii-
C3o = It. Con Infini I lull:'. < I,, l

IOI/III'IHII lln( II-), <

conformnrc, pp. coHf'oriniitiui, conform: see i-nn-

form, t.] 1. The manner in which a body is

formed
;
the particular texture or structure of

a body, or the arrangement and relation of the

parts which compose it; form; structure.
\\ hen there happens to be such a structure and confor-

mation of the earth as that the fire may pass freely into

these
spiracles,

It then readily gets out
Woodward, Essay towards a Nat. Hist of the Earth.

Varieties are found in the different natural shapes of the
mouth and several conformation* of the organs.

Jlnlder, Elements of Speech.

2. The act of conforming or adjusting; theactof

producing suitableness or conformity: with to.

The conformation of our hearts and lives (o the duties

of true religion. Watt*.

3. The becoming similar in respect of form
;

approach or reduction to formal resemblance :

said of words. March. =Bya. See/fpttro, n.

conformator (kon'f6r-ma-tor), n. [= F. con-

formateitr, < LL. conformator, a framer, former,
< L. conformare, pp. conformatug, frame, form:
see conform, p.] An apparatus consisting of a
number of bent levers arranged in a circle and
controlled by springs, fitted on the head to as-

certain its shape in order to make a pattern
for a hat.

conformed (kon-f6rmd'), n. a. [Pp. of conform,
.] In hot., closely fitted, as seed-coats to the

inclosed nucleus.

conformer (kon-f6r'm6r), n. Onewho conforms ;

one who complies with established forms or
doctrines.

Being a partisan of Qneen Mary's and a hearty conform-
er, he became a great favourite, and held a lucrative post.

/. //. Shorthouge, John Inglesant, ii.

conformist (kon-fdr'mist), n. [< conform + -ist;
= F. conform'i'ste, etc.] One who conforms or

complies; specifically, in England, one who

complies with the form of worship of the Es-
tablished Church, as distinguished from a dis-

senter or nonconformist.
The case is the same if the husband should be the con-

formut ; though how the law is to operate in this case I

do not see : for the act expressly says that the child shall
lie taken from such Popish parent. Burke, Popery Laws.

Special theological bias warps thejudgments ofConform-
ist* and Nonconformists among ourselves.

B. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 300.

conformity (kon-fdr'mi-ti), n. [< F. conjormitt
= Pr. conformitat= Sp. conformidad= Pg. con-

formidade = It. conformity, < LL. as if 'confor-
mita(t-)s, < conformis, like, similar: see conform,
a.] 1. Correspondence in form or manner; re-

semblance; agreement; congruity; likeness;

harmony: in this and the next meaning, fol-

lowed by to or with before the object with which
another agrees, and in before the matter in

which there is agreement: as, a ship is con-
structed in conformity to or vrith a model

;
con-

formity in shape.
Man amongst the creatures of this Inferior world aspir-

eth to the greatest conformity irt'tA God.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, i. 6.

Men act In sleepwith some conformity unto their awaked
senses. Sir T. Browne, Dreams.

Space and duration have a great conformity in this that

they are justly reckoned among our simple Ideas. Locke.

Our knowledge is real only so far as there is a conformity
between our ideas and the reality of things. . . . Thus the
idea of whiteness, or bitterness, as it is in the mind, exactly
answering that power which is in any body to produce it

there, has all the real conformity it can or ought to have
with things without us. And this conformity between our
simple ideas and the existence of things is sufficient for
real knowledge. Locke. Human Understanding, Iv. 4.

confound

2. Submission; M6OV&MM*); nei|uicscf>nce.

We cannot be otherw i-i- huppy but !>.

Ood. ''ton.

In <,,/, . I have sent your
Ladyship this small Hymn for Christmas-Day.

NTS, I. vL IS.

The v ii tin- in ni"
'

. . It loves
not realities and creators, hut n

llaoce.

3. In Kinj. lust., iiilherence tn the Kstablished

Church, or compliance with its rei|uireini-nts
and principles, hull conformity was rei|iiired by so-

called acts "T t"MMIt\ 1,1

(extended in 1 :>;) and in:-, .ill "tin i
i

in;.' prohibited, and l>.cr\:nn , nt them ni.nh punishable
by deprivation of h^al rights, inipt isoiimcn! . and ,\iii

death. These laws were enfmred with Minim; degrees
of rigor, hut were greatly relaxed in terms
lution of 1688; and hv later enactment-, the disabilities
created by them have Ix-en almost wholly removed, gee
distenter and nonconformist.

A proclamation requiring all ecclesiastical and civil offi-

cers to do their duty by cnfuicinn i-'nij'iriintif. tlallam.

Bill Of Conformity, in '""-, a phrase sometimes used f.,r

a bill in chancery against creditors, yem-rally for the mar-
shaling of assets and adjustment of debts, filed by an ex-
ecutor or administrator wh" Hints the affairs of his testa-

tor or Intestate so much huolved that lie cannot safely
administer the estate except under the direction of the
court Oath of conformity and obedi-
ence. See

confortationr (kon-for-tii'shon), n. [= F. con-

forUition = Pr. confortatio = Sp. confortncion =
Pg. coufortacSo = It. <-,,,//i,/v .m< , < ML. i-mt-

fortatio(n-), < LL. confortare, pp. confnrtiittiit,

strengthen, comfort: see comfort, p.] The act
of strengthening.

For corroboratlon and confortation take such bodies as
are of astringent quality. Bafim, Mat Hist, f 962.

confound (kqn-found' ), v. t. [< ME. confounden,
cinifiiiiili n, <! OF. coiifoiKln; cunfundre, F. con-

fondre = Pr. confondre = Sp. Pg. confundir= It.

confondere,(. L. confundere,pp. confusux, pour out
together, mingle, confuse, perplex, disturb, con-

found, < com-, together, T fundere, pp. fuatur,

pour: see founds and ftixe. Cf. confuse.] 1.

To mingle confusedly together; mix indiscrimi-

nately, so that individuals, parts, or elements
cannot be distinguished ; throw into disorder ;

confuse.

Let us go down, and there confound their language.
Gen. xL 7.

There the fresh and salt water woald meete and be con-

founded together. Coryat, Crudities, I. 195.

Such a numerous host
Fled not in silence through the frighted deep,
With ruin upon ruin, rout on rout,
Confusion worse confounded. Milton, P. I.

.
ii. 996.

2. To treat or regard erroneously as identical;
mix or associate by mistake.

It is a common error in politics to confound means with
ends. Macaulay, Burleigh and his Times.

Ought well-being to lie so absolutely confounded with
wealth? J. R. Seeley, Nat. Keligion, p. 127.

3. To throw into confusion; perplex with sud-
den disturbance, terror, or surprise; stupefy
with amazement.
And rood with grete Host, in alle that ever he myghte,

for to confounde the Cristene men.
Mandcville, Travels, p. 260.

So spake the Son of God ; and Satan stood

Awhile, as mute, confounded what to say.

Milton, P. R., lit 2.

The sparrow's chirrup on the roof,
The slow clock ticking, and the sound
Which to the wooing wind aloof
The poplar made, did all confound
Her sense. Tennyson, Mariana.

A man succeeds because he has more power of eye than

another, and so coaxes or confounds him.

Emernon, Eloquence.

4. To destroy; bring to naught; overthrow;
ruin; spoil. [Archaic.]

Yit somer wol it [wine] soure and so confounde,
And winter wol endure and kepe It longe.

Palladium, Hiisbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 90.

Lord, In thee have I trusted ; let me never be con.

founded. Te Deum, In Book of Common Prayer.

The uncertainty of the end of this world hath confounded
all human predictions. Sir T. Broume, Letter to a Friend.

So deep a malice, to confound the race
Of mankind in one root. Milton, P. I.., 11. 382.

Bad counsel confound* the adviser.

Emerton, Compensation.

Hence such interjectlonal phrases as confound it .' con-

found the fellow ! which are relics of the fuller impreca-
tions, Gott confound it ! God confound the fellow ! etc.

5f. To waste or spend uselessly, as time.

He did confound the best part of an hour
In changing hardiment with great Glendower.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., 1. 3.

= Syn. 1. See list under confute. 3. Confine, etc. See



confounded

confounded (kon-foun'ded), p. a. [Pp. of con-

found (def. 4, "at eud).] Deserving of repre-

hension or destruction; odious; detestable: a

euphemism for damned: as, a confounded hum-

bug; a confounded lie. [Colloq.]

This rising early is the most confounded thing on Earth,

nothing so destructive to the Complexion. ,__,.,
Mrs. Centliare, Beau s Duel, i. 1.

confounded, confoundedly (kon-foun'ded, -Ii),

udv. [See confounded, a.] A euphemism tor

damned, used also as an emphatic adverb of

degree, equivalent to
'

very.' [Colloq.]

'Tis confounded hard, after such bad fortune, to be baited

by one's confederate in evil.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 3.

No faith, to do you justice, you have been confoundedly

stupid indeed. Sheridan, The Rivals, 11. 1.

confoundedness (kon-foun'ded-nes), n. The
state of being confounded.

Of the same strain is their witty descant of my con-

foundednexs. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

confounder (kon-foun'der), n. One who or that

which confounds, (a) One who disturbs the mind,

perplexes, refutes, frustrates, or puts to confusion or si-

lence.

Ignorance, . . . the common confounder of truth.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

Close around him and confound him,
The confounder of us all.

J. II. Frere, Aristophanes.

(b) One who mistakes one thing for another, or who men-
tions things without due distinction. Dean Martin.

confractt (kon-frakf), a. [< L. confraetus, pp.
of confringerc, break in pieces, < com- (inten-
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together, < com-, together, + fricare, rub : see

friction.] A rubbing together ;
friction.

A confrication of the horn upon the ivy. Bacon.

confriert, See confriar.
confront (kon-frunf), v. t. [< F. c0H/rofer=Pr.
Sp. Pg. confrontar = It. confrontare, confront,
< ML. confrontare, assign limits to, confrontari,
be contiguous to, < L. com-, together, + fron(t-)s

(> F. front, > E. front), forehead, front: see

front, and cf. affront.] 1. To stand facing;
be in front of; face.

There are two very goodly and sumptuous rowes of

building, . . . which doe confront each other.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 220.

Death being continually confronted, to meet it with

courage was the chief test of virtue.

Lecky, Enrop. Morals, I. 236.

The same
Silent and solemn face, I first descried

At the spectacle, confronted mine once more.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 50.

2. To stand in direct opposition to; meet in

hostility; oppose; challenge.
Blood hath bought blood, and blows have answer'd blows ;

Strength match'd with strength, and power confronted

power. Shak., K. John, ii. 2.

Mean while a number of Souldiers are drawn by small

numbers into the City to confront all outrages.

Some day the soft Ideal that we wooed
Confronts us fiercely. Lowell, Com. Ode.

3. To set face to face ; bring into the presence

of, as

confused

which the name Sinism-has been proposed) existent in China
from the dawn of Chinese history, and still observed as

the state religion. Its chief features are : (1) the worship
of the Supreme Being (Shang-ti) by the emperor on behalf

of the people ; (2) the worship of "the host of spirits," as

the gods of the winds, of the rivers, of the mountains, the

grain, etc., by the officials and dignitaries ; and (3) the ob-

servance of ancestral worship anil filial piety by all. (See

Sinism.) By others the term has been still further ex-

tended, so as to include the cosmogonic speculations of

Chu-hi and the other speculative philosophers of the

twelfth century. The only Chinese term corresponding
in any degree to the word Confucianism is Yu-Kiao, 'the

system of the learned.'

Confucianism pure and simple is in our opinion no re-

ligion at all. The essence of Coufucianisin is an antiqua-
rian adherence to traditional forms of etiquette taking
the place of ethics ; a sceptic denial of any relation between
man and a living God taking the place of religion ; while

there is encouraged a sort of worship of human genius,
combined with a set of despotic political theories. But
who can honestly call this a religion ? China, Rev. ,

VIII. 59.

I use the term Confucianism ... as covering, first of

all, the ancient religion of China, and then the views of the

great philosopher himself, in illustration or modification

of it. J. Legge, Religious of China, p. 4.

Confucianist (kon-fu'shian-ist), n. [< Confu-
cian + -int.] 1." A follower of Confucius; one
who adheres to the system of ethics taught by
Confucius. 2. A student of Confucianism or

of Confucian literature.

con fuoco (kou fwo'ko). [It.: con, < L. cum,
with

; fuoco = Sp. fuego = Pg. fogo = Pr. fuoc,

foe= F. feu, fire, passion, < L. focus, fireplace :

-"" In music, with fire or impetuosity.

The body being into dust confract.
to face, accuser and accused, men offer themselves to be -

_, --f -
._ --=

-"--., > th n 1 I judged. Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 259. confuse (kon-fuz'), ti.
; pret. and pp. confused,

Dr. u. More, sleep oi .

^ To ^ t ther for comparison
. b^g jnto ppr. confusing. [< L. confusus, pp. of confun-

confraction (kon-frak'shon), . [= Sp. con- contrast: with ?i<7. [Rare.] dere, pour out together, mingle, confound: see

fraccion, < LL. confractio(n-), < L. confringerc,

pp. confraetus, break in pieces: see confract.]
The act of breaking up.

When I confront a medal with a verse, I only show you
the same design executed by different hands.

confound.] I. trans. 1. To mingle together, as

two or more things, ideas, etc., which are prop-
Addison, Ancient Medals. eriy separate and distinct

;
combine without

The ^fraction of the spirits grating them with a gall- confront!, n. [< confront, v.] Opposition ;
an order or clearness ;

throw together indiscrimi-

ing jar. Feltham, On Ecclesiastes, p. 362. opposing.

2. In Uturgics, the ritual fraction or breaking of Cro. Alas, sir they desire to follow you. Butafaroff!
.'*. . i , A j^s the farther off the better.

Tutor. Ay, sir ; an't be seven mile off, so we may but
follow you, only to countenance us in the confronts, and

affronts, which (according to your highness' will) we mean

[= F.

the consecrated bread or host : a term used for

fraction, especially in the Galilean liturgies.

confractorium (kon-frak-to'ri-um), n. [ML., <

see confract.] In the Ambrosian liturgy, an an-

them sung by the choir during the fraction of confrontation (kon-frun-ta shon) n.

the host confrontation = Pr. confrontatto = Sp. confron-

:_ tacion= Pg. confrontacao = It. confrontazione, <
confragoset (kon-fra-gos'), a. [= Pg. confra-

goso, < L. confragosus, broken, rough, uneven,
< com- (intensive) + fragosus, broken, uneven,

ML. confrontatio(n-), < confrontare, pp. confron-
tatus. assien limits to, confrontari. be contigu-' J, '

.,
.\ VUIH- llllLKliaiVe / ~r // W(/l/owo, uivacii, IAUOTCAA, ,

'
.,

4.

fragile, < fragor, a breaking, < frangere, break: pus to: see confront, v.]

seefraction, and cf. confract.] Broken; rough ;

uneven.
The precipice whereof! is equal to anything of that na-

ture I have scene in y most confraaose cataracts of the

Alpes. Evelyn, Diary, June 27, 1654.

ing. (a) The act of bringing face to face for examination
ana discovery of truth. (6) The act of bringing two objects

together for comparison or verification. [Rare.]

Combinations of ideas which have never been feelings,

or never verified by confrontation with reality.

G. If. Lewes, Probs. of Life and Hind, II. iv. 15.

confraternity (kon-fra-ter'ni-ti), n. : pi. confra- confronte (F. pron. k6n-fr6n-ta'), a. [F., pp.
ternities (-tiz). [= F. confratermtd = Pr. con- of conyj.OBfcr confront: see confront, v.] In
fraternitat = Sp. confraternidad = Pg. confra- her^ same as affronte.

ternidade = It. confratermta, < ML. confrater- c(mfronter (kon-frun'ter), n. One who con-
nita(t-)s, a brotherhood, < confrater, pi. confra- fronts _

tres, colleague, fellow, < L. com-, with, together, Confr0ntment (kon-frunt'ment), n. [= It. con-
+ frater, brother: see com-, brother, and con- fron tamento ; as confront +"-ment.'] The act of F. confus = Sp. Pg. It. confuso, < L. confusus,
frere. Cf. fraternity.] A brotherhood ;

a soci- confronting ;
a placing face to face for corn-

nately; derange; disorder; jumble.
Stunning sounds and voices all confused.

Milton, P. L., ii. 952.

With our Christian habit of connecting God with good-
ness and love, we confuse together the notions of a the-

ology and a faith. J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 59.

2. To perplex or derange the mind or ideas of
;

embarrass; disconcert; bewilder; confound.
The want of arrangement and connexion confuses the

reader. Whately, Rhetoric.

Has the shock, so harshly given,

Confused me? Tennyson, In Memoriam, xvi.

Troubles confine the little wit he has.

M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna.

3f. To fuse together ;
blend into one.

Lest the evidence should introduce inconvenient irrele-

vancies he proposes to take measure not only for the knit-

ting of it, but also,
" to use your Majesty's own word, for

the confusing of it." Bacon, in E. A. Abbott, p. 230.

4. To take one idea or thing for another. =Syn.
1. To derange, disarrange, disorder, mix, blend, jumble,
involve, confound.

II. intrans. To become mixed up; become
involved.

COnfuset (kon-fuz'), a. [< ME. confus = D. con-

fuus = G. "confus = Dan. Tconfus, < OF. confus,

pp.: s'ee the verb/] 1. Mixed; confused: as,
" a confuse cry," Barret.

Our company . . . cast themselues at the last into a

confuse order, and retired, they being mingled amongst
the Turkes. llakluyt's Voyages, II. 125.

ety or body of men united for some purpose or
parison . [Rare.]

in some profession ; specifically, in the Bom.
In jh ,ee]jng responds divinely to every sensu-

Cath. Ch., a lay brotherhood devoted to some OU8 confrontment with the presence of beauty.

particular religious or charitable service : as stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 157.

(in^the
middle ages), the confraternity of bridge- Confucian (kon-fu'shian), a. [< Confucius, & 2. Perplexed; confounded; disconcerted.

builders. The word is now similarly used in the Latinized forin of Chinese K'ung-fu-tse^(a,lso I am so coViw that I cannot seye.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1372.

Be the whiche answere, Alisandre was gretly astoneyed
and abayst ; and alle confuse departe fro hem.

porations'are in a commonwealth. China (551-478 B. C.), Or to his'teachings: as,
MandeviUe, Travels, p. 295.

Brevint, Saul and Samuel at Endor, p. 264.
the ggj^gf^ ethiC8

; Confucian literature. See confused (kon-fuzd'), p. a. [Pp. of confuse, v.]
. n. !. it. m.mhr. h.nm ..

'ucianism. Z. Erected or maintained in 1. Lacking orderly arrangement of parts; in-Each of these councils elects its own members from the

s,x confratern^es of the c.ty. J. Adams, Works, IV. 341.
& Confucian t volved; disordered.

Thus roving on
In confused march forlorn. Milton, P. L., ii. 615.

I went to see the Prince's Court, an ancient confus'd

building, not much unlike the Hofft at the Hague.
Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 8, 1641.

There saw I for a space
Confused gleam of swords about that place.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 362.

confrere (ML. confrater), after E./riar: see con- force ^oi^toeu-TndlvWuarcliar'acter, were said to liave 3. In entom., tending to become united in one

order with i

Brethren or confriers of the said religion.

Weeuer, Ancient Funeral Monuments.

COnfricationt (kon-fri-ka'shon), n. [= F. con-

i = Pr. confricacio = Sp. confricacion =

_ , ,- ,. _ T, ,. . nonor oi ^UUIUCIUB: ,
a t*nuwia* tempio.

confrere (kou-frar'),n. [F., = Pr.confraire,eo- Confucianism (kon-fu'shian-izm), n. [< Confu-
fraire = OSp. confrade, Sp. cofrade = Pg. con- (Aan + 4sm^ properly, the ethico-political sys-
frade = It. confrate, < ML. confrater, a colleague, tem t ht b Confuc

*
us . He 80Ught (unsuccessful-

fellow : see confraternity, and ct. confriar. J A
ly) to remedy the degeneracy and oppressions of his time,

colleague ;
a fellow-member

;
an associate in and to secure peace and prosperity to the empire, by the

something. spread of learning and the inculcation of virtue, setting
-

/i, f~'a_ A-\ n IY T? up as models to be imitated the "ancient kings" Yao and

? "T! ~S
'' L Shun (about 2356-2204 B. C.), who, by their virtue and the

t.py\ aTtfiv h. rrt.nv <ci> f.ntt t _ *i-_i_ i i:..: i i :.\ *_ ,.~..~ ~:.i *,* i*....<>

friar.] One of the same religious removed evil, poverty, and ignorance from the empire. m
'

ags as riarts of a iointed organ : as, antennae
another or others The system of Confucius was essentially mundane in its .* Wirfa S In lonir indis-

methodsandaims.beingbasedupontheproperdischargeof with confused outer joints. d. In logic, in

the duties involved in the five relationships of life, name- tinet : applied especially to an idea whose parts
ly, those of prince and subject, parent and child, brother are not clearly distinguished. See clear, a., 6,
and brother, husband and wife, and friend and friend. ;, ji,fin -t

"

By many Confucianism is called one of the three religions
'

s T
-

. , TT of China, the others being Taoism and Buddhism. In this A confused idea is such an one as is not sufficiently dis-

Pg. eonfrtcagao = It. confncazione, < LL. con- sense the term includes both the Confucian scheme of tinguishable from another from which it ought to lie dif-

fricatio(n-), < L. confricare, pp. confricatus, rub ethics and statecraft and the ancient native religion (for ferent. Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxu. *.



confused

4. Perplexed ;
embarrassed

; disconcerted.

1180
A conceit .

K. i nttrrly i- th fears.
V ,... ..... I'alnccof Art.

= Syn. 1. Iinllserlinlnate, Indistinct, Intricate, dcrmmcd.
4. MyHtitlc.l, bewil.lerc.l, tlnnl..!, abash. !, .imeom

|
.0-1 .1. aultal' <l. 1 1 Hi.-. I.

Confusedly (kou-fu'/ed-li), mlt. 1. In a eon-
fused manner; in mixed mass or multitude,
without order; indiscriminately; indistinctly;

unclourly ;
indist in^iiisliubly.

N. iih' i --i a, i .or shore, n..r iiir, nor fire,

Hut all tin-si' in their pregnant can*'* inix'd

Cttnfu*.'ill,,. Mill,m, T. U, 11.914.

2. With confusion or agitation of mind.
Hi- cnnfuAetlly ami obscurely delivered his opinion.

t 'Ini-i int'iii.

confusedness (kou-fu'zed-nes), n. The state of

beino; confused or disordered; want of order,

distinctness, or clearness.
The cause of the runfttufdness of our notions, next to

natural Inability, is want of attention. .\ ";,....

COnfuselyt (kon-fuz'li), adv. Confusedly; ob-

scurely.
As when a name lod^'d In the memory,
Hut yet Ihrouult time alm.wt obliterate,

Cofusely hovers near the phantasy.
/;/. //. Mm;; I'.sycllathanashi. II. III. 11.

confusion (kon-fu'/hon), . [< ME. confusion,
-ioini, \>. I'inifusie = G. confusion = Dan. kon-

funion, < OF. confusion, F. confusion = Sp. con-

fusion := Pg. conf'ustio= It. c,injnxi<nu; < L. ,,,-

fusio(n-), < confiiHilrrf, pp. i-onfuxits, confuse,
confound: see confuse and confound.] 1. The
act of confusing or mingling together two or
more things or notions properly separate ;

the
act or process of becoming confused or thrown

together in disorder, go as to conceal or oblit-

erate original differences, etc.

The confusion of thought to which the Aristotelians
were liable. Whewell.

2. The state of being confused or mixed to-

gether, Ijterally
or figuratively ; an indiscrimi-

nate or disorderly mingling; disorder; tumultu-
ous condition : as, the confusion of the crowd.

The whole city was filled with confusion. Acts xlx. 29.

And never yet did Insurrection want
Such water-colours to impalnt his cause ;

Nor moody beggars, starving for a time
Of pellmcll havoc and confusion.

Shot., 1 Hen. IV., v. 1.

3. The state of having confused or indistinct

ideas ; lack of clearness of thought.
This singular confusion between the attributes of the

Deity and those of a constitutional monarch underlies
all Warburton's argumentation.

/.<-//. Stephen, Eng. Thought, vii. 19.

4. Perturbation of mind; embarrassment;
abashment; trouble; distraction.

We lie down in our shame, and our confusion covereth
us. .in. ill. 25.

Confusion dwelt in every face,
And feur in every heart. Spectator, No. 489.

5. Overthrow; destruction; ruin.

Ot confusion on this villainous occasion !

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, L 2.

Ruin seize thee, ruthless king !

Confusion on thy banners wait I

Gray, The Bard, 1. 2.

6t. Onewho confuses
;
a confounder ;

a troubler.

Thou slye devourer and confusyon of gentil women.
Chaucer, Good Women.

7. (a) In eiril law, merger of two titles in the
same person, (b) In civil law and Scots law, an
extinction of an obligation or servitude by the
fact that the two persons whose divided posi-
tion is requisite for the continuance of a debt
become one person, for example, when one be-

comes the heir of the other. Alackeldey. circle
Of least confusion. In i>hyia!

the section of the pencil
of rays between the two focal lines in which the rays are
most cloaely brought together that Is, the section which
will, in the absence of a true focus, moat nearly satisfy the
conditions of such a focus. Tait. = 8yn. 1. Derangement,
jumble, chaos, turmoil. 4. Perplexity, bewilderment, dis-

traction, mortification.

confusional (kon-fu'zhon-al), a. [< confusion
+ -?.] Relating to of characterized by con-
fusion. [Rare.]
confusive (kon-fu'siv), a. [< confuse + -ive.

Cf. ML. confusive, adv., ignominiously.] Hav-
ing a tendency to confuse

;
confused.

A confusive mutation in the face of the world.

/;/-. Hall, Bezeklah.

When lo ! ere yet I galn'd Its lofty brow,
The sound of dashing floods, and (lashing arms,
Ami neighing steeds, cot\fusive struck mine ear.

T. Warton, Eclogues, Iv.

COnfutable (kon-fu'ta-bl), a. [= Pg. confii/iii-fl

= It. i-iinfiiiiiliile; as'confute + -able.] Capable
of being confuted, disproved, or overthrown

;

capable of l>eint: proved false, defective, or in-

valid.

. . fonfulattlr by dally experience.
..IK. F.rr.,11. .

COnfutantt (kon-fii'tant), . [< L. i-onfuta(l-)n,

ppr. of i-inifuliir, . ....iilut. . ',(.
|

"ni'

wno confutes or undertakes to confute. Mil tun.

confutation (kon-ffl-t4'ihi), . [= P. </-
tiilini, = Sp. i-iiiifnl'ii'iiin = I'g. coHj'utaylu = It.

<;inl'ii/<l.-,iii-, < I,, i-iiiifiiliiliii(ll-), (riiiifiitttrr, pp.

i-nHi'/iiiiinx, confute: see coufnii, r.
\
The act of

confuting, disproving, or proving to be false or
invalid

;
ovi-rt lirow, as of arguments, opinions,

reasoning, theories, or conclusions.

IIU great pains in the confutation of Luther's liooks.

Jtr. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, l"ref.

A confutation of athcUni from the frame of the .n 1.1.

llcntley.

Confutation of the person, in i,,-ii>; an arKunifiituni
ad hominem ; an argument directed against an opponent
personally, and not pertinent I., tin- question In dispute.

Confutation of the person U done either by taunting,
ntillnu', r. ii.l. iiii check for check, or by scorning and
that ittirr )>y words or else by countenance, gesture, and
a. HUM. Ill u,uteviUe(\'.O).

confutative (kon-fu'ta-tiv), a. [< L. confuta-
tns. pp. of confutare (see confute, v.), + -ive.]

Adapt..! or di .signed to confute: as, a confuta-
lii-i argument. \\iirhiirtnn.

confute (kon-fuf), . t. ; pret. and pp. confuted,

ppr. confuting. [= F. confuter = op. Pg. eon-
fnt, ir = It. confutare, < L. confutare, check,
repress, suppress, destroy, put down, silence;

usually, put down by words, answer conclu-

sively, refute
; also, rarely, in appar. lit. sense,

check a boiling liquid as by stirring it with a

spoon (or, as some think, orig. by pouring in

cold water): < com-, together, + *
'futare, pour.

pour often, keep pouring (only in glosses, and
in comp. confutare and equiv. refutare, refute,
and in deriv. futatim, abundantly, lit. pouring-
ly), hence in comp., it is supposed,

' overwhelm
with words '

;
a collateral form of futire, pour,

in comp. effutire, blab, chatter, lit. pour put (cf .

/fe,awater-pitcher,/ttfW,^j7w, futile: see

futile), < / */u (= Or. ";rn> in x"'v)t simpler
form of T/

f
fud infundere, pp. fnsus, pour : see

found?, fuse, and cf. confound, confuse. Cf. re-

fute.] 1 . To prove to be false, defective, or in-

valid
;
overthrow by evidence or stronger argu-

ment ; refute : as, to confute arguments, reason-

ing, theory, or sophistry.
We need not labour with so many arguments to confute

judicial astrology. Sir T. Broime, Religlo Medici, I. 18.

It [the cistern] is elevated above the ground nine yards
on the South side, and six on the North, and within Is said

to be of an unfathomable deepness ; but ten yards of line

confuted that opinion.
Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 51.

2. To prove (a person) to be wrong; convict
of error by argument or proof.

Satan stood
. . . confuted, and convinced

Of his weak arguing and fallacious drift.

MiH'.,,. P. K., 111. 8.

Some, that have been zealously of the mind that the

devils could not in the shapes of good men afflict other

men, were terribly confuted by having their own shapes,
and the shapes of their most intimate and valued friends,
thus abused. C. Mather, Hag. Chris., II. 13.

3f. To disable; put an end to; stop. [Rare.]
Our chief doth salute thee,

And lest the cold iron should chance to confute thee,
He hath sent thee grant-parole by me.

B. Jonson, The Devil is an AM, r. 4.

= 8yn. Confute, Refute. See refute,

confutet (kgn-fut')t n. [< confute, v.] Confu-
tation ; opposing argument.
Ridiculous and false, below confute.

Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., 11. 8.

confutementt (kqn-fut'ment), n. [< confute +
-ment; = It. confutamentd.] Confutation ;

dis-

proof.
An opinion held by some of the best among reformed

writers without scandal or confutement.
Milton, Tctrachordon.

confuter (kon-fu'ter), n. One who disprores or
confutes. "Milton.

cong. A pharmaceutical abbreviation of eon-

, a gallon of 6 pints.

i
and D. An obsolete spelling of con-

conge2t, [< L- congius : see congius.] A gal-
lon or congius.

A tonne of two hundred congys suftise

With poundes XII of pitche, and more or lesse.

Palladia*, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 183.

congS1 (k6n-zha'), n. [P., leave, leave to de-

part: seeconjrce
1
.] Leave; permission or leave

to depart; dismissal: as, the ambassador re-

ceived his conge : same as, and now commonly
used (as distinctly French) in place of, congee*.
Cong6 d'appel, in civil law, leave to appeal. Conge

congee
d dlfaut, or COngl-difaUt, dlnmiual by default '

h'.-t t.. pro.,-, ut.. ; n.mMut far default Conge d'illreor
d'eallre |r'.,*>K. ; forin.-rly will. aU.. in K.),

congr d '[,!-'. p. rniiMMon t.. . !,... :
. '.

.

, < U

.in an. I . liapt. r ;

!h. mull nominal!.! rli<mu th. : 'I.. .1. an an. I

chapU-r are hound to .-I.-. I Mitlnii a ..Main t !n

I" i -on a* the crown Rhull recoiniiifn.i, on pain of in. in

ring the |>enalties of a pnrmunirr.
In the hurry of his (James's] first narliatn. -nt tti.- A. t <>f

Mary which repealed the I i:.i. \l . J, t..v l.

conye d'eslirt and tin- imlcin-niifiit jni . abol-

ished, was lUelf repealed.
fitubla, Medieval and Mini, in I

C0ng6- (koh-zha'), n. [F., a ]iHrticnliir use of

rtini/i ', leave, as if departure, Kjiring of the col-

umn from its base.] Inarch., sain. ;i- :l/i,,/. III/;/' .

congeable (kon'je-a-bl), a. [< OF. <,/. ,, '

I'uiii/i'iilili \, |.i-rmiiti.<l.
'

,;,i, ,!.... runi/it-r, giv<i

leave: see congee 1
, v., nnil -iihlt:] In Inn

, dom.
with permission; lawful; lawfully done : as,

entry congeable.

congeal (kon-jel'), . [< ME. congelen, < OF.con-

!l>-l'r, F. cttni/elrr = I'r. Sp. \'g. congelar = It.

congtlare, < L. congclare, cause to freeze toge-
ther, < com-, together, + f/eliire, freeze, < </'/.
cold: see i/i'lutiii, i/ilnl. ./'"//, etc., :ind r/nV/1,

cold, cool.] I. trans. 1. To convert from a fluid

to a solid state, especially through loss of

heat, as water in freezing, or melted metal or
wax in cooling; freeze, stiffen, harden, con-

crete, or clot.

Lich unto slime which U congeltd.
Gourer, Conf. Amant., II. 90.

If they have not always a stream of tears at command-
ment, they take it for a sign of a heart congealed and hard-
.n. ..I iu sin. Hooker, Eccfea. Polity, vl. A.

[The Island of Sal] hath Its name from the abundance of

salt that is naturally concealed there, the whole island

being full of large salt ponds. Dumpier, Voyages, an. 1683.

Thick clouds ascend in whose rapacious womb
A vapoury deluge lies, to snow congealed.

Thornton, Winter, 1. 2S8.

2. To check the flow of; cause to run cold;
thicken.

Seeing too much sadness hath conyeal'd your blood.

Shak., T. of the 8., Ind., II.

Here no hungry winter congeal* our blood like the rivers.

Longfellow, Evangellne, II. S.

II. intrans. To grow hard, stiff, or thick;

pass from a fluid to a solid state, especially as
an effect of cold ; harden ; freeze.

Molten lead when it beginneth to cowfeai. Bacon.

When water congeals, the surface of the ice is smooth
and level. T. Burnet, Theory of the Earth.

congealable (kon-jel'a-bl), a. [Formerly con-

gelable, < F. co'ngelable = Sp. congclable, etc.;
as congeal + -able.] Capable of being con-

gealed, or of being converted from a fluid to a
solid state.

And yet this hot and subtile liquor I have found upon
trial, purposely made, to be more easily co?i,jealable . . .

by cold than even common water. Boyle, Works, II. 493.

congealableness (kon-iel'a-bl-nes), n. The
quality of being congealable. Boyle.

congealedness (kon-jel'ed-nes), n. The state

ofoeing congealed. Dr. H. More.

COngealment (kon-jel'ment), n. [< congeal +
-ment.] 1. The'act or process of congealing ;

congelation. 2t. That which is formed by con-

gelation; a concretion; a clot.

They with joyful tears

Wash the congealment from your wounds.
Shak., A. and C., iv. a

congeant, Same as conjoun. Coles, 1717.

congee1 (kon'- or kun'je), . [Early mod. E.

also congie, congy, conge; < ME. congie, congey,

leave, departure, < OF. congie, congiet, conget,
later conge, mod. F. conge = Pr. conjat, comjat
= It. comiato (It. also congedo, < OF. conget),

leave, permission, esp. (like E. leave) permission
to depart, departure, < ML. commeatus, comiatus

(also, after OF., congiatus, congcdium, congedia,

congerium, congenium), leave, permission, per-
mission to depart, L. commeatus, conmcatux, a

leave of absence, furlough, also lit. a going to

and fro, going at will, hence also a passage,

transportation, trip, caravan, provisions, sup-

plies^ com meare, conmeare, pp. commeatus, con-

meatus, go to and fro, go and come, < com- +
meare, go, pass (cf . permeate). The word congee,

passing out of vernacular use, became later, in

the spelling conge, more immediately associated

with the mod. P., and is now commonly ac-

cented and pronounced as P. co<7^(k6n-zha') :

seecong^.] I. Leave to depart ; leave-taking;

dismissal; cong.
Clergye to Conscience no conyeye wolde take,
But seide ful sobrellche

" thow shall se the tynie.

Whan thow art wen- for-walkcd wilne me toconsallle."

Piert Plowman (B), xill. SOS.



congee

They courteous conge tooke, and forth together yode.
Spetuer, F. Q., III. i. 1.

It is his conge to the people of Smyrna, . . . "Farewell
in Christ Jesus, in whom remain by the unity of God and
of the bishop." Jer. Tinjliir, Works (ed. 1S35), II. 234.

After this the regent would write to him from Brussels

that she was pleased to learn from her brother that he
was soon to give him his cuny. 1'n'wott.

2. An act of respect performed by persons on

separating or taking leave
; hence, a customary

act of reverence or civility on other occasions
;

a bow or a courtesy.
And with a lowly conge to the ground,
The proudest lords salute me as I pass.

Marlon'e, Edward II., v. 4.

I kiss my hand, make my congee, settle my countenance,
and thus begin. Ford, Love's Sacrifice, ii. 1.

congee 1 (kon'- or kim'je), r. [Early mod. E.
also connic, congy, conge; < ME. congien, con-

gei/cn, c'ongcien, < OF. congeer, congeher, cun-

geer, eongicr, cnngyrr (= Pr. conjiar; It. conge-
dare, > F. congciiier, give leave), depart, dis-

miss
;
from the noun : see congee^, n. The verb

congee, like the noun, passing out of vernacular

use, took on for a time the form conge.'} "L.\

trans. To give leave or command to depart;
dismiss

;
take leave of.

Excuse the, jif tliow canst ; I can namore seggen [say],
For Conscience, acuseth the, to congey the for euere.

/'<>/* Plowman (B), iii. 173.

II. intrans. If. To take leave with the cus-

tomary civilities.

I have conge'd with the duke. Shak., All's Well, iv. 3.

2. To use ceremonious and respectful inclina-

tions of the body ;
bow

;
salute.

I do not like to see the church and synagogue kissing
and congeeing in awkward postures of an affected civility.

Lamb, Elia.

congee2
(kon'je), n. [Also written conjee,

conje, kongy, repr. Hind. Jcdnji, Pali kanjikam,
rice-water.] 1. In India, rice-water or -gruel;
water in which rice has been boiled, much used
in the diet of invalids. 2. Any gruel or similar
food for invalids.

congee-house (kon'je-hous), n. In India, a

temporary regimental lockup : so called from
the fact that congee is the principal diet of the
inmates.

congee-water (kon'je-wa"ter), }?. Same as

congee^.

Congee-water, . . . said to be very antidysenteric.
IF. H. Russell.

congelablet (kon-jel'a-bl), a. [< F. congelable:
see congealable.] An obsolete form of con-

gealable. Arbuthnot.

congelation (kon-je-la'shon), n. [= F. congf-
hition = Pr. eongelacio = Sp. congelation = Pg.
congelaqao = It. congelasione, < L. congelatio(n-),
< congelare.pp. congelatus, congeal: see con-

geal.] 1. The act or process of congealing;
the state of being congealed; the process of

passing, or the act of converting, from a fluid

to a solid state
;
solidification

; specifically, the

process of freezing or the state of being frozen.

The capillary tubes are obstructed either by outward
compression or congelation of the fluid.

Arbitthnot, Aliments.

A little water, fallen into the crevice of a rock, under
the congelation of winter, swells till it bursts the thick
and strong fibres. Suniner, True Grandeur of Nations.

2. That which is or has been congealed or so-

lidified
;
a concretion

;
a coagulation.

Near them little plates of sugar plumbs, disposed like

so many heaps of hailstones, with a multitude of congela-
tions in jellies of various colours. Taller, No. 148.

congelativet (kon-je'la-tiv), a. [= F. congela-
t!f = Sp. Pg. congelaiivo, < L. as if *congelati-
rus, < congelatus, pp. of congelare, congeal: see

congeal and -we.] Having the power to con-

geal. Coles, 1717.

congeminationt (kon-jem-i-na'shon), . [= F.

congemination = Pg. congeminaqSo, < L. con-

geminatio(n-), a doubling, < congcminarc, pp.
congeminatus, redouble, < com-, together, + ge-

minare, double : see gemination.'} The act of

doubling. Cotgrare.
congener (kon''je-ner), a. and n. [= F. con-

genere = Sp. congenere = Pg. It. congenere, < L.

congener, of the same race, < cow-, together, +
genus (gener-), race, genus: see genus.] I. a. Of
the same genus or kind; congeneric. [Rare.]
To be strictly congener as well with the African Corono-

carpi as with a number of American, chiefly Brazilian,
plants. O. Bentham, Notes on Composite.

II. n. A thing of the same kind as, or near-

ly allied to, another
; specifically, in bot. and

sool., a plant or an animal belonging to the
same genus as another or to one nearly allied.

1190

Might not canary birds be naturalized to this climate,

provided their eggs were put in the spring into the nesttf

of some of their congeners, as goldfinches, greenfinches,
*e. 'I SMert While, Nat. Hist, of Selborne, xii.

Like its congener*, the garden-warbler and the white-

throat, it [the black-capped warbler) sings with great em-
phasis and strength. The Century, XXVII. 782.

COngeneracy (kon-jen'e-ra-si), ii. [< eonf/airr
+ -(icy. ] Similarity of nature

;
the fact of be-

longing to the same kind or genus. [Bare.]

They are ranged neither according to the merit, nor the

coni/eneracti, of their conditions.
Dr. iL Mure, Epistles to the Seven Churches, p. 172.

congeneratedt (kon-jen'e-ra-ted), a. [< con- +
i/i iici'dtc + -erf2.] Begotten together. Jiailey.

congeneric, congenerical (kon-je-ner'ik, -i-

kal), a. [= Sp. conyenerico; as congener + -ic,

-ifiit. Of. generic.] Being of the same kind;
specifically, in bot. and roo/., belonging to the
same genus or nearly allied

; being congeners.
In the stork and congeneric birds.

Todd, Cyc. Anat.,1. 288.

congenerous (kon-jen'e-rus), a. [As congener
+ -ons. Cf. generous.] 1. Of the same kind or

nature; allied in origin or cause.

Bodies of a congenerous nature.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

Apoplexies and other congenerous diseases.

Arbuthnot, Effects of Air.

2. In bot. and zool., same as congeneric. 3. In

anat., having the same physiological action
;

functioning together : applied to muscles which
concur in the same action. [Bare.]

COngenerousnesst (kon-jen'e-rus-nes), n. The
quality of being of the same nature, or of be-

longing to the same class.

Persuasive arguments, whose force and strength must
lye in their congene.rouftnegs and suitableness with the
ancient ideas and inscriptions of truth upon our souls.

llnllyuicll, Melampronoaa (1677), p. 84.

congenetic (kon-je-net'ik), a. [= Sp. congenito,

etc.; as con- + genetic.'} Produced at the same
time or by the same cause

;
alike in origin.

The carboniferous surface presents a ... slight slope
from south to north ; and the strata are traversed by a
series of faults and congenetic monoclinal flexures, run-

ning in north and south courses. Science, III. 327.

congenial (kon-je'nial), a. [= F. congenial =
Sp. Pg. congenial, < L. com-, together, + genia-
lis, genial : see genial. Cf. congeneric and con-

genious.] 1. Partaking of the same nature or
natural characteristics

;
kindred

;
like.

To know God we must have within ourselves something
congenial to Him. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 21.

Hence 2. Suited or adapted in character or

feeling ; pleasing or agreeable ;
harmonious

;

sympathetic ; companionable.
Smit with the love of sister arts, we came
And met congenial. Pope, To Mr. Jervas, 1. 14.

Such as have a knowledge of the town may easily class

themselves with tempers congenial to their own.
Goldsmith, Clubs.

The natural and congenial conversations of men of let-

ters and of artists must ... be those which are associ-

ated with their pin-suits. /. D Israeli, Lit. Char., p. 147.

3. Naturally suited or adapted ; having fitness

or correspondence; agreeable; pleasing: as,

congenial work.
Nor is the idea of any secondary machinery, like that of

a solid vault, at all congenial to the spirit of the Scripture
treatment of nature, which refers all things directly to

the will of God. Damson, Nature and the Bible, p. 55.

= Syn. Pleasing, Agreeable, etc. See pleasant.

congeniality (kon-je-ni-al'i-ti), n. [= Pg. con-

genialidade; as congenial + -ity.] The state of

being congenial, (n) Participation of the same na-
ture ; natural affinity.

For grafts of old wood to take, there must be a wonder-
ful congeniality between the trees.

Whately, Bacon's Essay on Friendship.

(6) Correspondence ; suitableness ; agreeableness.

Painters and poets have always had a kind of conge-

niality. Sir H. Wotton, Elem. of Architecture.

If congeniality of tastes could have made a marriage
happy, that union should have been thrice blessed.

Motley.

congenialize (kon-je'nial-Iz), v. t.; pret. and

pp. congenializeii, ppr. congenializing. [< conge-
nial + -lze.~\ To make congenial. Eclectic Rev.

congenially (kon-je'nial-i), adv. In a conge-
nial manner.

congenialness (kon-je'nial-nes), n. Same as

congenialiti/. [Rare.]
congenioust (kon-je'nyus), a. [Irreg. < L. com-,

together, + genius, genius, for genus (gener-),
kind : see genus. Cf. It. congcneo, cognate, and
see congenial, congeneric.] Of the same kind

;

congeneric.
In the blood thus drop'd there remains a spirit of life

congenious to that in the body.
Hales, Golden Remains, p. 288.

conger-eel

congenital (kon-jen'i-tal),n. [= F. congenital;
as conyenite + -/.] Produced or existing at

birth
;
innate

;
native : as, congenital disease

;

congenital deformity.
While in each individual certain changes in the pro-

portion of parts may be caused by variations of function,
the congenital structure of each individual puts a limit to

the modinability of every part.
II. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 67.

One who is born with such congenital incapacity that

nothing can make a gentleman of him.
0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, ix.

COngenitally (kon-jcn'i-tal-i), adi: In a con-

genital manner ;
from birth.

congenitet (kon-jen'it), a. [= Sp. congenito =
Pg. It. congenito, produced together, of similar

nature, <C li. congenitus, born together with, con-

genital/ com-,together,+ genitus, pp. otgignere,

bear, produce : see genital, and of. congenital.]

Existing or implanted at birth
;
connate ;

con-

genital.

Many conclusions of moral and intellectual truths seem
... to be congenite with us.

SirM. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.

But suppose that we were born with these coiitienite an-

ticipations, and that they take root in our very faculties.

Bp. Parker, Platonick 1'hilos., p. 59.

COngeniture (kon-jen'i-tur), n. [< L. com-, to-

gether, + fieinfnrii, birth : see geiiiture.] The
birth of things at the same time. Jiailey.

congeont, . Same as conjuun. Minslieu.

conger 1 (kong'ger), n. [Early mod. E. also cun-

ger, cungar; < L. conger, also congrus, gonger,
< Gr. yoyypoc, a conger.] 1. The conger-eel.
The Conger is a se fisshe facioned like an ele, but they

be moche greter in quantyte.
Baiters Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 233.

Drown'd, drown'd at sea, man : by the next fresh conger
That comes, we shall hear more.

Beau, and Fl.
t
Scornful Lady, ii. 3.

2. [cap.'} [NL. (Cuvier, 1817).] A genus of

fishes, of which the conger-eel is the type, ex-

emplifying the family Congrida;. See cut under

conger-eel.

conger2 (kong'ger), n. [Formerly also congrc;
now also appar. in pi. congers as sing. ; appar.
a slang use of conger^, with an allusion to its

voracity; otherwise connected with congrue,

congruous.] See the extracts.

Congre, conger (of congruere, L., to agree together), a

society of booksellers who have a joint stock in trade or

agree to print books in copartnership. Bailey, 1733.

In American slang it [congers] indicates, according to

the same writer [Mr. A. Hall], a company of publishers who
keep all the advantages to themselves in a particular book,
and shut out their brethren of the trade from such. It

has been used in a somewhat similar sense in this country
for a long period, as all students of the literary history of

the last century know. The fourth edition of Dr. Wells's
" Antient and Modern Geography" was published by an
association of booksellers who, about 1719, entered into

an especial partnership for the purpose of printing some
expensive works, and styled themselves "The Printing

Conger." X. and Q., 7th ser., II. 366.

conger3 (kong'ger), n. [Perhaps an abbr. and

corruption of OF. cocombre, mod. F. concombre
= Pr. cogombre, a cucumber: see cucumber.]
A local English (Lincolnshire) name of the cu-

cumber.

COnger-doUSt (kong'ger-doust), n. [E. dial.,

< conger^ + daunt, dial, form of dust, powder.]
A local English name of the dried conger-eel.
The Portuguese and Spaniards used to employ the dried

congers, after they had been ground into a powder, for the

purpose of giving a relish to their soup. Day, Fishes of

Great Britain and Ireland, II. 253.

COngeree (kong-ger-e'), n. [Corrupted from

conger-eel.] Same as conger-iel, 2.

conger-eel (kong'ger-eT), n. 1. The sea-eel,

Conger rulgaris or Leptncepltalus conger, a large
~voracious species of eel, sometimes growing to

the length of 10 feet and weighing 100 pounds.

Conger, or Sea-eel {Lcptocephalus confer}.

Its color is pale-brown above and grayish-white below. In

some places along the European coast it is common, being
most usually found in rocky places. Along the American

coast, however, it is not often caught, and it is rather

rarely to be seen in the markets.

2. Ln California, Sidera mordax, an eel of the

family Muramida;, related to the common moray
of England. Also called congerec. 3. Along
the Atlantic coast of the United States, Zoarces

anguillaris, a fish of the family Zoarcida: or

Lycodidcr. Also called congo, lamper-eel, ling,

and mutton-fish.



congeriate

congeriatet (kon-je'ri-al), r. /. [< conyerien +
-nl<-.\ To pilr up; heap together. COM*, 1717.

Congeries (k>m-je'ri-e/), . shii/. or lit. [
= V.

roni/rrii- = ,Sp. |'g. It. cottgrrii; < L. <<>/< ;(>*,

Wllllt is brought together. II pill', < I-IIHI/I Ii n .

bring togel licr, collect : src i-innji xl.
]

A colh-c-

liiin of several particles nr bOCHM in one BUM
or aggregate; an assemblage or accumulation
of tilings; a conihiiiat ion ; an aggregation: a

heap.
I'll.' :iir i> notliin- lint | i heap of small . . .

loxfide putklM oj MTtnl /;'
'I'l "ii'iffu-it of hunt ami water, or inir glnbe.

\ }:iL-, VI. III. 9.

Tin- system to whi. h niir Min l>cl<in. I ilc

Scribed U." a n-rj i MeliMVe bram-hm ot many
mtlUonaof Mu*. 1

A.M. Citric v i m r.'thcvni., p. -.ii.

congeroid (kong'ger-oid), n. and H. [< riniii, /'

+ -oiil. ('(. miii/rniil.] Slime as i-mii/miil. .Sir

f. Iticttttrtlxiiii.

congest (Uon -jest'), r. I. [< I.. cdHi/i-xlitu, pp.
of congi n-rr, bring together, lieap up, < nnu-,

together, + gen-ri-, bring, carry: nee i/mt, ji-.ti,

tnxli'f.ilii/r.il. XKI/HI-X!.'] It. To collect or gather
into a mass or aggregate; heap together. See
eoiigcxtcil.

Ill Which place U < n<l' '*!<<! tin- M hole Mini of lilt those
heads Wllii'll Ill-lore I have collccte.l.

l-'iitli:-rliii. Alhi'omastix, p. 258.

CuliimnleH . . . ,-un:ii'*t:-il . . . upon tlif< Inirchof Knc
hind. Hi,. M

M:uiy giioilly buildings, iunl frnin all pail-
tii|iiitics, hercnh this Mitcraiun i'it> :i" in times put
so adorned. SIIIK/I/.I. Travailcs, p. 27.

2. In nn'il., to cause an unnatural accumulation
of blooil in : as, the lungs may be cuiiijexteil by
cold,

congested (kou-jes'ted), p. a. [< congest + -*<TA]
1. Crowded; thronged; affected by excessive
accumulation.

I wish that I could transplant some of our poor people
from the congested districts of Ireland to similar comfort
ami content, fiirtllin/illil Itrr., X. S., XXXIX. 178.

stokes has shown that. If a vibrating system which is

incapable of propagating waves of short period be acted
Mp'in by such waves, there occurs a sort nf compromise,
in which the parts of the system acted on arc thrown into
a species i if <;,ii

:
i,'*t,;l oscillation. Tail, Light, | 201.

2. In ie<1., containing an unnatural accumu-
lation of blood

;
affected with congestion : as, a

congested liver.

If the smaller veins and arteries are conspicuously ami

Mphtly Injected, the part may be described simply as eon-
'/-'"' ym, Mod. Diet., p. '266.

COngestiblet (kon-jes'ti-bl), a. [< congest +
-ible.~\ Capable of being collected into a mass.
Bailey.

congestion (kon-jes'chon), n. [= F. Sp. eon-
= Pg. congestffo = It. congestions = D.
= G. congestion = Dan. Sw. k

tion, < L. eongestio(n-), a heaping up, <

gerere, pp. eongesttut, bring together: see con-

gest.'} If. The act of gathering or heaping to-

gether or forming a mass; an aggregation.
The church-yards (tho

1

some of them large enough) were
filled up with earth, or rather the contention of dead bodys
one upon another for want of earth.

A:IV/I/M, Diary, Oct. 17, 1871.

Congestion at sand, earth, and such stuff as we now see
hills strangely fraughted with.

Seldtn, Drayton's Polyolbion.

2. An excessive accumulation; an overcrowded
condition; specifically, in mert., an unnatural
accumulation of blood in an organ or part ; hy-
peremia : as, congestion of the lungs or of the
brain.

congestive (kon-jes'tiv), a. [= F. congcstif; as

congeal + -ire."] Pertaining to congestion; in-

dicating an unnatural accumulation of blood,
etc., in some part of the body : as, a congestive
chill.

COngeyt, congeyet, and r. Obsolete forms of

CinufCC^.

congiary (kon'ji-a-ri), n.
; pi. congiaries (-riz).

[< L. roiiginriiim, prop. neut. of congiarius, adj.,

holding a congius, < congiu-s, a Roman measure
of capacity: see con</.] 1. A largess or dis-
tribution of corn, oil, or wine, or, in later times,
of money, among the people or soldiery of an-
cient Rome.
Many r:i<iiaritg and largesses which he had given

amongst them. llnlliiinl, tr. of I.tvy, p. 980.

2. A coin struck in commemoration of such a
distribution.

congiet, and i\ An obsolete form of cotigeel.

congii, a. Plural

COngjOUnt, . See

congius (kou'ji-us), n.; pi. congii (-i). [L.] 1.
A measure of capacity among the ancient Ro-
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maim, tho eighth part of tin- amphora
an! ' "li^'lil

n contain
W Hie) -;l!]nn S et 1 1 1, ,-t ;t II I l|. 11 1 1 le* M! , t l|. ', ,r . ; ;

sllp|i-.
.1 rnl-l ik'' !'i li;t\e l,ei n ?u:ui'' in Iti.

"1 till nil tlmt it ulluht til have eontailieit ml v

:i.^7.. . gallon It liaiaUi
IK-I-II iiiaintulne.l that the , < ui-t I-in tii.ii .,f tin, ,1 :

inarkeil an r,- i. ut : 'i ..... lit in Ihr Ki.iH.in ii

lit < apai ll \

2. In jil/nr.. a gnlliiii.

conglaciatet (kon-gia'-iii at >. .-. ,. [< i,. ,-
i/liii-iiitii*, pp. ill' i-niiiiliii-iiifi , turn lo ice. free/.i'

Up, < I-OIH-, together. + illili'inri; fli-cxc. < ,///;.

ML ice: see i/liii-ml.] To turn to ice; cou-
Ki-al; frce/e.

N other iloth in-<>\>vrlyc<mglaciati- but water.
Sir I'. l:,-r,n;,,, \ulf. I'.rr., II. 1.

COnglaciationt (kon-gla-shi-a'shon). ii. [=
I'. i::ii<iliii-iiiii,n, |'g. cniigliii-iaciio, < h. as if

'eonglili-liltiin n- I. < roHi/liiriiii'i . pp. ciiiiilliK'iiltil.*;

free/cup: see conglaciate.] Congelation.
It [a crystal |

was a subject very unapt for prop
//"<" <.'. \ ulit. Krr., Ii. 1.

conglobate (kon-glo'bat or kon'glo-lmt), c.
;

pret. and pp. roni/loliati-il, ppr. conglobating. [<
it. 1'iiiit/liiliiilii.t, pp. of i-iiiii/liiliiin- ( > K. eoiiglnlii ).

gather into a ball, < mm-, together, + moban .

make round, < globun, a ball: see <//'/.] I.

li-inin. To collect or form into a ball; combine
into one mass, especially a spherical mass.

[Rare.]
Matter . . . rniiifliitMlti-'I before itrt dittuhitin.

i, Review of Four Letters from Newton.

A "sweat
"
distilled from his sacred liody as great and

<-<m
:
il<>>nit"l

" as drops of blood."
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 291.

A mountain brook, . . .

And, on its glassy surface, specks of foam
Anil confflvltatnl bubble., undissolved,
N umerous as stare. Wtirdfiporth, Excursion, iii.

II. in trims. To assume a round or roundish

form; become united in one round mass.
This may after cunyltibate into the form of an egg.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Krr., iii. 7.

conglobate (kou-glo'bat), a. [< L. conglobatug,

Ep.
: see the verb.] Formed or gathered into a

all or a small spherical body ; combined into
one mass.

Heaven's gifts, which do like falling stars appear
Scatter'd in others, all, as in their sphere,
Were ttx'd. i-niuiltdxite in his soul.

Drydtn, Death of Lord Hastings, 1. 35.

Conglobate gland. See gland. - Conglobate inflores-

cence, a globular head of nearly sessile flowers.

conglobately (kon-glo'bat-li), mlr. In a round
or roundish form.

conglobation (kon-glo-ba'shon), n. [= F. con-

glouatioii = 8p. congtobacioit = Pg. conglobaySo= It. conijlobazione, < L. conglobatio(n-), < con-

i/liifxire, pp. conglobatiis, gather into a ball : see

conglobate, r.] 1. The act of forming or gath-
ering into a ball. 2. A round body ;

a spheri-
cal formation.

In this spawn are discerned many specks, or little coii-

glubationt. Sir T. Brmrne.

conglobe (kon-glob'), v.
; pret. and pp. con-

<jl<!bed, ppr. conglobing. [= F. conglober = Sp.
Pg. conglobar = It. conglobare, < L'. conglobare,
gather into a ball : see conglobate, r.] I. trann.

To gather into a ball
;
collect into a round mass.

[Rare.]
Then founded, then comjlobrd

Like things to like. Milton, V. I... vii. 239.

II. intrant. To collect and become spherical ;

gather in a round mass.

Drops on dust cimglobing. Milton, p. L., vil. 292.

Tho' something like moisture mnyliibe* In my eye,
Let no one misdeem me disloyal.

Btiriw, To Mr. William Tytler.

conglobulate (kpn-glob'u-lat), r. i.
; pret. and

pp. conglobnlated, ppr. conglobulating. [< L.

com-, together, + globulus, a globule, dim. of

globus, a ball : see globe, and cf. conglobate, c.]
To gather into a small round mass or globule.
[Rare.]
A number of them [swallows! fonglofmlate together, by

tlunu round and round, and then all in a heap throw
themselves under water. Joh-ntan, in Boswell, Ii v

conglomerate (kon-glom'e-rat), r. t.
; pret. and

pp. conglomerated, ppr. conglomerating. [< L.

conglomerate, pp. of conglomerare (> It. con-

i/liiincrare = Sp. Pg. conglomerar = F. conglome-

conglutinate

2. To bring together into a mass or heap; col-

lect unit tniiii into a whole, without r)-ganl lo

i-ongriiily or homogeneity ; form a congluinera-
t ion of.

conglomerate (kon-gioin'e-i.it). ./. nnd //. [=
F. ruiii/li'iiii I'll, II., = Sp. I'g. rti,ii/l.it,if,-inti> =
It. 1-niiiil'tiui iii'n. ii. a.. < I.. i-'iiii/liiiiifnitiiK, pp.:
sec the verb.] I. n. 1. HathiTed into a ball

or ii.uifl body ; collected or cli. t her.

( liulit Hln-11 they are inillllpli

gftm*<iia<ggcnei,it. b..it . , iti-t

2. Ill liiit., densely I'lustercil. 3. Ill i-iitiim.,

gathered irregularly in one or more spots, in-

stead of being distribute]) evenly nvi-r I he sur-
face: said of Iniirs. punctures, dots. i'tc. 4.

Componed of heterogeneous or incongruous
materials ; coiigloinei

Id. lotnantic li-tthii i la, w bose ^enliiH wan ri'ii-i'

hi and new. .S'tafiimn, Viet. F'oilv p. III.

Conglomerate gland. Conglomerate
rock, w M II

, i

II. n. 1. In '/'"' a rock made up of the round-
ed and wa-
ter-worn de-
bris of pre-
viously o\i-t-

ing rocks,

Conglomerate. polUhed mirface.

rer), roll together, wind up, heap together, <

coin-, together, + glomerare, gather into a ball,

< glomu.1 (glomer-), a ball, a clue: see glonn-r-

ut<:~\ 1. To gather into a ball or round body ;

collect into a round mass.

The silkworm . . . roiuilmntratiiui her both funeral and
natal clue. Dr. U. More, Immortality of the Sml. iii. 1:;.

least in part.
of fragments
large enough
to be call-

ed pebbles.
Also called

conglomerate
rwk. 2. Anything composed of heterogene-
ous or incongruous materials.

Why should the> not turn Ilirmlnuham Into a London
of the Midlands a small bmdon certainly, but unlike
the mechanical r<inijlnmfritte of great I>ndon an organ-
ism with a life of its own, and a life to lie proud of?

XiarlreHlli Century, XX. 286.

conglomeratic (kon-glom-e-rat'ik), . [< F.

i-iini/liiiiii i-ii in/in , < i-niiiiliiiiierat : see conglomer-
ate, a., and -. ] Same as etmglomrritic. Geikie.

conglomeration (kon-glom-e-rii'shon), n. [=
F. eoiiglomi '-ration = Sp. cinii/lonn rucion = Pg.
conglomera$a"o, < LL. coni/lom<-ratio(n-), < L. con-

glomerare, pp. comglonieratnn, roll together: see

conglomerate, r.] 1. The act of gathering into
a ball or mass

;
the state of being thus gath-

ered
; collection

;
accumulation.

The multiplication and rrm/r/owrafton of sounds.

Baton, Nat. Hilt.

2. That which is conglomerated or collected
into a mass ; a mixed or incongruous mass of

any form
; a mixture.

conglomeritic (kon-glom-e-rit'ik), . [< con-

glomerate (with altered term.
;

cf. granitic) +
-ic.J 1. Pertaining to or of the nature of a

conglomerate. 2. Relating or pertaining to
the process of conglomeration ;

formed by con-

glomeration.
The lodes . . . course E. and W. through greenstone

and conglimieritic rock. Ure, Diet., III. 288.

Also conglomeratic.
conglutin, conglutine (kon-glo'tiu), . [< L.

com-, together, + glulen, glue, + -in2, -iiie2 .]

A vegetable albuminoid contained in almonds,
maize, and possibly other seeds, in propertiei It

closely resembles animal casein. It is nearly insoluble in

pure water, but readily soluble in water containing basic

phosphates. The solution is coagulated by acids, but not
by heat.

conglutinant (kon-glo'ti-nant), a. and M. [<
F. conglutinant, ppr. of conqlutiner, glue to-

gether: see conglutinate, r.] I. a. Gluing;
uniting; causing to adhere. Bacon.

II. a. A medicine or medicinal application
that promotes the healing of wounds by ad-
hesion.

conglutinate (kon-gl8'ti-nat), -.
; pret. and pp.

conglntinateil, ppr. conglutinatina. [< L. con-

glutinatus, pp. of conglutinare (> ft. conglutinare
Sp. Pg. conglutinar = F. coiiglittiner), glue

together, < com-, together, + glntinare, glue, <

;i/i/tiii (i/hitiii-), glue: see gluten, glue.'} I.

triinn. To glue together ; unite by some gluti-
nous or tenacious substance ;

reunite by adhe-
sion ; cement.
In many the bones . . . have had their broken parts

riHiiiliitinatal within three or four days.
Boyle, Works, II. 196.

II. iii trims. To adhere; coalesce; become
united by the intervention of some glutinous
substance.
When the blood is withdrawn from the blood vessels,

these plaques have a tendency to eonylulinale, forming
the granule masses of Schultzc. Science, VII. .120.



conglutinate

COnglutinate (kon-glo'ti-nat), a. [< L. conglu-
tiitatiis, pp. : see the verb.] Glued together ;

specifically, in l>ot., united by some adhesive

substance, but not organically united: as, eon-

glutinate organs.
conglutination (kon-glo-ti-na'shon), n. [=F.
conglutination = Sp. conglutination, = Pg. con-

glutinayao = It. conglutinasione, < L. conglutina-
tin(ii-), < cong/utinare, pp. conylutinatiis, glue
together: see conglutinate, r.] The act of glu-
ing together ; a joining or causing to cohere by
means of some tenacious substance ; hence, in

general, adhesive union
;
coalescence.

There goes to it six hundred several simples, besides
some quantity ol human fat, for the conglutination.

B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

Conglutination of parts separated by a wound.
Arbuthnot, Aliments.

COnglutinative (kqn-glo"ti-na-tiv), a. [= F.

conglutinatif=: Sp. Pg. It. c<ig'lutiit<itivo; as cwi-

gliitintiti' + -ice'.] Having the power of uniting
by conglutination.
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2f. To welcome
;
hail with expressions of plea-

sure; salute.

Give me leave to congratulate your happy Return from
the Levant. Howell, Letters, I. v. 30.

Henry Vane, Esq., before mentioned, was chosen gov-
ernour; and, because he was son and heir to a privy
counsellor in England, the ships congratulated his elec-
tion with a volley of great shot.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 222.

To congratulate one's self, to have a lively sense of
one's good fortune in some particular ; rejoice or exult
over some favorable fact or circumstance. =Syn. Congratu-
late, Felicitate. See congratulation.

II. t in trans. To express or feel sympathetic
gratification : followed by with or, formerly, to.

He ... addressed a letter to Governor Bradford, dated
October 4th, desiring him to afford "the easiest means,
that I may with least weariness come to congratulate with
you."
Quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 233, note.

I cannot but congratulate with my country, which hath
ouWone all Europe in advancing conversation. Surift.

congratulation (kon-grat-u-la'shon), . [= F.
COnglutinator (kon-glo'ti-na-tor), . [< con- congratulation = Sp. congratulation = Pg. con-
ijlntinate + -or.'] That which has the power gratulacao = It. congratulazionc, < L. congratu-
of conglutinatmg; specifically, something that

promotes the closing of wounds. Woodward.
conglutine, . See conglutin.

latio(n-), < congratulari, congratulate : see con-

gratulate.'] The act of congratulating, or ex-

. pressing to a person gratification or good wishes
COnglutinOUS (kou-glo'ti-nus), a. [= F. con- at his success or happiness, or on account of an
glutineux = Sp. Pg. conglutinoso, < LL. cougluti- event deemed auspicious; words used in con-
nosus, < L. com- + glutinosus: see glutinous, and gratulating; felicitation,
cf. conglutinatt:'] Conglutinant ; tenacious,

conglutinously (kon-glo'ti-nus-li), adv. In a
conglutinant manner ; tenaciously.
The matter of it hangeth so conglutinously together,

that the repulse divides it not.

Swan, Speculum Mundi, p. 87.

Congo1
(kong'go), n. Same as congo-eel.

Congo2 (kong'go), .
; pi. Congos or Congoes

(-goz). 1. A member of the race of negroes in-

digenous to Congo, a country of western Africa,
bordering on the Atlantic ocean and the river

Congo.
The most numerous sort of negro in the colonies, the

Congoes and Franc-Congoes, and, though Serpent-worship- COngratlllator (kon-grat'u-la-tor), n. [= F
ers, yet the gentlest and kindliest natures that came from congratulates = It. COItgratulatore, < L. as if

n n
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'congratulator, < congratulari, wish joy: see
2. \l. c.] [Cuban congo.] A kind of African congratulate.] One who offers congratulation,dance. See the extracts. Milton.

rat'u-la-to-ri), a. [= F.

Pg. It. congratulatorio, <

congratulatorius, <
*
'congratulator': see

The latter [dance], called Congo also in Cayenne, Chica eoaf/ratulator and -ory.~] Conveying congratu-
in San Domingo, and in the Windward Islands confused lation: as, congratulatory expressions; a con-
under one name with theCalinda, was a kind of Fandango, gratulatory letter or address,

end* played "gVacef'i^part'

8 kerchief held by its tip
"

COngredient (kon-gre'di-ent), n. [< L.

O. W. Cable, The Century, XXXI. 527.

congo-eel (kong'go-el'), n. [Corrupted from

Stricken by the sight,
With slackened footsteps I advanced, and soon
A glad congratulation we exchanged
At such unthought-of meeting. Wordsworth.

= 8301. Congratulation, Felicitation. Congratulation, like
its verb congratulate, implies an actual feeling of plea-
sure in another's happiness or good fortune ; while/eKci'ta-
tion (with felicitate) rather refers to the expression on our
part of a belief that the other is fortunate, felicitations

being complimentary expressions intended to make the
fortunate person well pleased with himself.

Felicitations are little better than compliments: con-

gratulations are the expression of a genuine sympathy and
joy. Trench.

congre-
ppr. of congredi, come together, meet

Congreeing in a full and natural close,
Like music. Shak., Hen. V., i. 2.

[< con- + greet1 .']

Congo pea, red, snake. See pea, red, snake.

congou (kong'go), n. [The Amoy pronuncia-
tion of the Chinese Jcung-fm, labor: so called
from the labor necessary for its production.] congreett (kon-gref), v. .

A grade of black tea produced in China, being To salute mutually,
the third picking during the season. Face to face, and royal eye to eye,
A few presents now and then china, shawls, congou You have congreeted. Shak., Hen. V., v. 2.

tea, avadavats, and Indian crackers little more, believe nn<n-a<ra+A fVv,'.5 ,** . ,j
me. Sheridan, School for Scandal, v. 1. congregate (kong gre-gat), v. ; pret. and pp.

congregated, ppr. congregating. [< L. congre-congratulable (kon-grat'u-la-bl), a.

gratulan(t-)s, ppr. of congratulari, congratu-
late: see congratulate."] Congratulating; ex-

pressing congratulation.
Forth rush'd in haste the great consulting peers,
Raised from their dark divan, and with like joy
Congratulant approach'd him. Milton, P. L., x. 458.

congratulate (kon-grat'u-lat), v.
; pret. and pp.

congratulated, ppr. congratulating. [< L. con-

gratulatus, pp. of congratulari (>l't. congratulare
== Sp. Pg. congratular =: F. congratuler), wish
joy, < com-, together, + gratulari, wish joy:
see gratulate.~\ I. trans. 1. To address with
expressions of sympathetic pleasure; compli-
ment or felicitate upon an event deemed hap-
py ;

wish joy to : with on or upon before the sub-
ject of congratulation : as, to congratulate a man
on the birth of a son ; to congratulate the nation
on the restoration of peace.

or bring together into an assemblage ; assem-
ble

; bring into one place or into a crowd or
mass.
These waters were afterwards congregated and called the

sea. Raleigh, Hist. World.

The gutter'd rocks, and congregated sands.

Shak., Othello, ii. 1.

Congregate a multitude to deliver him out of prison.
Prynne, Power of Parliament, i. 95.

2f. To bring to a center or focus ; concentrate.
Darkness in Churches congregates the Sight,
Devotion strays in glaring Light.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 22.

II. intrans. To come together; assemble;
meet, especially in large numbers.
Where merchants most do congregate.

Shak., M. of V., i B.

Equals with equals often congregate.
Sir J. Denhatn.

and smitten him.

It is the king's most sweet pleasure and affection to con-
gratulate the princess at her pavilion. Shak.

,
L. L. L., v. 1.

congregate (kong'gre-gat), a. [< L. congrega-
i Chron. xviii. 10. tus

, pp.: see the verb.] 1. Collected; com-
pact; close.

Where the matter is most congregate. Bacon, Nat. Hist.

congregation

2. Of or pertaining to an assemblage or con-

gregation ;
associate

; joint.
It [White Sulphur Springl is the only place left where

there is a congrtgatt social life.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 253.

Congregate glands. See gland.

congregation (kong-gre-ga'shon), >i, [= F.
congregation = Sp. congregacioii = Pg. congre-
gacao = It. congregazione, < L. congregatio(n-),
an assembling together, union, society, < con-

gregarc, pp. congrcgatus, congregate : see con-

gregate, r.] 1. The act of congregating; the
act of bringing together or assembling; aggre-
gation.
By congregation of homogcncal parts. Bacon.

2. Any collection or assemblage of persons or

things.
A foul and pestilent congregation of vapours.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2.

I have it not in my nature to look at the animal world
merely as a congregation of beasts.

P. Robinson, Under the Sun, p. 3.

Specifically 3. In the Old Testament, the
whole body of the Hebrews, as a community
gathered and set apart for the service of God

;

in the New Testament, the Christian church in

general, or a particular assemblage of worship-
ers. 4. In modern use, an assemblage of per-
sons for religious worship and instruction; in
a restricted sense, a number of persons organ-
ized or associated as a body for the purpose of

holding religious services in common. See par-
ish and society.

It I see anything to-night why I should not marry her
to-morrow, in the congregation, where I should wed, there
will I shame her. Shak., Much Ado, iii. 2.

Wherever God erects a house of prayer,
The devil always builds a chapel there ;

And 'twill be found, upon examination,
The latter has the largest congregation.

Defoe, True-Born Englishman, 1. 4.

He [Bunyan] rode every year to London and preached
there to large and attentive congregations,

Btacaulay, John Bnnyan.

5. Formerly, in the English colonies of North
America, a parish, hundred, town, plantation,
or other settlement. 6. In the Horn. Cath. Ch. :

(a) One of the committees of cardinals appoint-
ed by the pope to aid him in the transaction of
the business of the church. The decisions of these
congregations are ordinarily regarded as equivalent to
decisions of the pope himself. There are eleven regu-
lar congregations, namely: (1) the Congregation of the

Consistory, which prepares the business to be brought be-
fore the consistory or assembly of all the cardinals (see

consistory, 4) ; (2) the Congregation of the Holy Office of the
Inquisition, which tries all cases of heresy brought before
It, and formerly heard appeals from lower inquisitorial
courts, and sent inquisitors where needed (see inquisi-
tion); (3) the Congregation of the Index, which decides
what books shall be placed upon the Index Expurgatorius,
or list of forbidden books (see index) ; (4) the Congregation
of Rites, whose duty is to promote a general uniformity of
the externals of divine worship, and to decide with regard
to the beatification and canonization ofany one whose name
is proposed therefor ; (5) the Congregation of Immunities,
which is charged with the duty of determining all matters
concerning the right of asylum, and such as relate to ec-
clesiastical jurisdiction where it comes in contact with the
civil power ; (6) the Congregation of the Fabric, which is

charged with everything that relates to the conservation
of St. Peter's ; (7) the Congregation of the Council (that is,
of Trent), which is the official interpreter of the decrees
of the Council of Trent on all matters of discipline when-
ever questions arise thereon, the interpretation of its

articles of faith being reserved to the pope himself ; (8) the
Congregation of Bishops and Regulars, which disposes of
such differences as may arise between the bishops and the
regular communities within their respective dioceses

; (9)
the Congregation of Discipline, which superintends the in-
terior discipline of monastic establishments ; (10) the Con-
gregation of the Propaganda, which has charge of the mis-
sions of the church, and of the College of Propaganda, an
institution at Rome for the instruction of men intended
for missionary work (see propaganda) ; (11) the Congrega-
tion of Indulgences, which superintends the examination
and certification of the authenticity of relics and the
grant of indulgences. Other special congregations are
also appointed by the pope. Cath. Diet,

(ft) \ reli-

gious community bound together by a common
rule, but not by the solemn and irrevocable
vows which characterize the monastic orders.
Among them are the Oratorians, the Dames Anglaises,
the Fathers of the Mission or Lazarists, the Oblates. the
Passionists, the Redemptorists, the Marists, and the Chris-
tian Brothers. (See Christian Brothers, under Christian^ .)

(c) A group of monasteries which agree to prac-
tise the rules of their order more strictly in

their respective houses, and unite themselves

together by closer ties, such as the congrega-
tions of Cluny and St. Maur.
As a broad general rule, nearly every post-Reformation

institute is styled, not an "Order, "but a "Congregation" ;

but the only distinction which can be drawn between these
two names is that "order" is the wider, and may include
several congregations within itself (as the Benedictine or-

der, for example, includes the congregations of finny and
of St. Maur), while a congregation is a simple unit, com-



congregation
plete In itself, and neither dependent on another institute
nur pOMMed of dependent varieties "I its own.

KHCIIC. llrit., XVI. 716.

(d) A committee of bishops appointed l>y tlie

pope, OP with his approbation, to prepare rules
of business, etc., for ii general council. In the
(c'eneral Council of Constance the congregation u

ferently constituted, the Council being divided into con-

gregatloni according t<> the natlonallllM rc|.re.eiitcd
(icrman. Krciic h, Kalian. Kimlinh, and subsc.iu. -nth >|>an
ish. These voted separately, preliminary to the linal ar
tion of the < 'oiincil a. a u hole.

7. See Luntx of the Congregation, below. 8.
In unin-rxilii-x, the body of the masters regent.
The ;ifrnl .",/,-, ,//,,, H tin.. Inj<ly of all the miuterx,
re-cut and not regent. The Aouw of i;,i,iirr,/ati,,a is the
assembly of the congregation. The function of the- eon-
gregation Is to grunt degrees, graces, and di

But in sonic universities from the first, ami in ..thru at

present, the OOBgromtlon luu been otherwise eonstltnted
and has additional functions. |l.n

9. In falconry, a flock or flight of plovers.
A congregation of plovers.

fill-nit, spurts and Pastimes, p. 97.

Congregation Of loci, n collection of loci tooneoroth, r

of which the point or other element is restricted. Thus,
if A = is the equation of one locus, and B = that of
another, then AB = is the equation to the congregation
of them. Congregation of Our Lady of Calvary, u
Krcneh or.ler of Benedictine nuns founded at I'oiticrs
in the beginning of the seventeenth century, broken up
by the revolution, but afterward veorgaiii/ed and rees-
tablished. Congregation of the Mother of God, a
monastic order instituted about 1574 at Lucca in Tuscanv
by John Leonard!, and approved and continued by the pa-
pal see. Free Congregations, also called l-'ri,-mi., ,./

Liijht or I'nitt-itaiit t- /-cVmiX a name adopted by oongrefffe
lions, .f i lernian rationalistic religious thinkers, who broke
away from the established church of Prussia about 1845.
They denied the authority of the Bible and the truth of
important Christian doctrines, and some of them also the
existence of a personal Deity. As they became politically
powerful, they were suppressed in Saxony and Bavaria,
and continued to exist in Prussia only tinder great difficul-
ties. There are some of these congregations in the United
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tlstn, Unitarians, I'nlversallsts, Home \Ietbo, lists, and some
otlic-r denominations of Christians are tongregatlonalUls.
2. [ca;.] One of a denomination of Christians
who hold to the congregational principle of
church government, (c, tlie system c,f doctrine's
known IIH evangelical or orthodox, to the legiti-

macy of the baptism of infants, and to baptism

States. Lords of the Congregation, in Scut. eh. hist..
c given to the chief nobles and gentlemen who signeda title

the Covenant of December 3d, 1557, for liberty of worship.
Tlie whole body of adherents was called the Congregation,
from the frequent recurrence of the word coivjregatwn in
the document. = Syn. 4. See spectator.

congregational (kong-gre-ga'shon-al), a. [<
congregation + -al.'] 1. Of or pertaining to a
congregation: as, congregational singing. 2.

JSccles., pertaining to government by congrega-
tions

; governed by its own congregation, as a
church; specifically (with a capital), pertain-
ing to Congregationalism as a denominational
designation : as, the congregational polity of
the Baptists ; the Congregational churches of
the United States.

The great Baptist denomination with some leaning
toward Independency properly so called is yet purely
Congregational in its principle of church order and govern-
ment. H. M. Dexter, Congregationalism (2a ed.), I.

Congregational council. See council. Congregation-
al music, music in which the congregation take part, as
opposed to music sung by the choir only. =Syn. Congrega-
titnial, Itulejieiute.nt. See extract under confjreyationali#m.

Congregationalism (kong-gre-ga'shon-al-izm),
. [< congregational + -ism.] 1. A' system of

church government based upon the autonomy
of the individual congregation. It embodies three
fundamental principles (1J

that it is the right and duty
of believers in Jesus Christ in every community to organ-
ize for Christian work and worship, and that such an or-

ganization is a Christian church ; (2) that each such church
is by right independent of all external ecclesiastical con-
trol, and in any such church all members possess equal
ecclesiastical authority ; (3) that such churches owe a duty
of Christian fellowship and cooperation to one another.
This fellowship and cooperation is exercised among those
who bear the name of Congregationalists by means of coun-
cils, conferences, consociations, and associations. The

Christians, and by many evangelical churches in France,
Switzerland, etc.

Congregationalism is the democratic form of church or-
der and government ; it derives its name from the promi-
nence which it gives to the congregation of Christian be-
lievers. It vests all ecclesiastical power (under Christ) in
the associated brotherhood of each local church, as an in-

dependent body. At the same time it recognizes a fra-
ternal and equal fellowship between these independent
churches, which invests each with the right ami duty of
advice and reproof, and even of the public withdrawal of
that fellowship in case the course pursued by another of
the sisterhood should demand such action for the preser-
vation of its own purity and consistency. Herein Conrrre-

gationalimn as a system differs from Independency, which
affirms the seat of ecclesiastical power to reside in the
brotherhood so zealously as to ignore any check, even of

advice, upon its action.
H. M. Dexter, Congregationalism (2cl ed.), i.

2. [cap.'} The system of ecclesiastical polity
and religious doctrine maintained by the Con-
gregational Church. See congregationalist, 2.

congregationalist (kong-gre-ga shon-al-ist), n.

[<.oongrtffatio*al+-4st.] 1.' One who holds to
the congregational principles of church govern-
ment. See Congregationalism,!. In this sense, Bap-

ih. Independent! (now also called ''"ii'trniniintmiixtg)
of (ireat liritain. They were the predominant religious
body in the tlrst settlement of New Kngland, and have
thence spread over tin- I idled .-tales, especially in the
Northern and Middle Stales. Their churches a'p

pen, lent of i>ne another: their \ar - ecclesiastical as-
semblies -councils, conference*, eoti.oc iations, auoeia-
t i.ms possess no ecclesiastical authority, but only a moral
pott, r; and they are generally moderate Calvinistsin tbco.

logical doctrines. Their missionary operations are .

on by means of voluntary societies supported by Un-
churches, but only indirectly amenable to them.

congregationally (kong-gre-ga'shon-al-i), mlr.
In a congregational manner; by congregations ;

as a congregation.
congress (kongVres), n. [= F. congres = Sp.
1-oni/n .> = Pg. It. rongresso = D. Dan. ki>n

f /,-i
.

= G. congress = Sw. kongress, < L. congressus, a
meeting together, an interview, a close union,
encounter, < congredi, pp. congressus, meet to-

gether, < com-, together, -I- gradi, step, walk, go :

see grade. Cf . aggress, egress, ingress, progress,
i-ri/i'/'Hs, etc., and congredient."} If. A meeting
together of individuals; an encounter; an in-
terview.

That ceremony is used as much in our adieus as In tlie

first congress.
Sir K. Digby, On Browne's Religio Medici, p. 76.

If her devotion be high and pregnant, and prepared to

fervency and importunity of congress with Goa.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 258.

Here Pallas urges on, and Lansus there ; . . .

Their congress In the field great Jove withstands.

Dryden, .Km-i.l, x.

2. The meeting of persons in sexual commerce.
3. A formal meeting or association of per-

sons having a representative character
; an or-

ganization or authorized assemblage of persons

Congrogadina
The milwtltntlc.il of "Cangrm I, r the legislature of

the I'nited Mates, requites no explanation. It is a mere
change of phraseology. Ca/li'iiin. \V,nV- i

Tile upper I >,;#* j. there tot, a l.-.l. lal \\ hile
the lower i. a national body, and thegOVer
Into direct contact uith tie

].. .>pic \Mthut .

the equal rights of t:,

I. t'' i Id.-us, p. 87.

Cortes, and of the national legislatures ,d the
South American republics. Church Congress, a
name applied t" two volui ,ali,.n.-, on,- in Un-
church of England, the other in tin I'lol. .taut episcopal
Chur.b in the I idled states ..l Am, M
ciualon of topics of church niter... i. M, ml,, -i. hip is . -on-

lined to thoie who are in communion with the- church.
Neither Issly p<MKiie*aiiy ecclesiastical nuthorit) "i i-

uponslhility, or attempt. ;,n\ l,.:i-l:,tm function!. Tin-
same name, with ino,lii> i '. *iVm-

.

'

"iiiiri-MK, lnti-r-,lr,,. . ,

. ha
I'l'lle, I to cclbc'l IPO,lns of a ..mill;,! . hala.tcr cm-

t vanou. i'i,,t, -t.mt ooomanJ
Congress boots, s, ,- /,/-. Congress water.

1 "if- Peace Congress, In U.
.s'. In*!., a c-onfc-rc-n, . l -. l ,,t .1.1. gales from
free and border slave- .states, which n . ssful
etTorU to avert c-ivil war l'.\

m. an. ot pt"j
'ion, cl.-aliii'_' , In- th with .-la\-ery.
"' Provincial

congresses, popular conventions which, at the- l Binning
c.f the struggle between the American c.,Ionics and Kng.
land, assumed conti-olof ' Stamp-Act Con-
gress, a Iwidy of delegates from ni ..Ionic- which met at
New York, in 17iA to protest against the stamp Act and
other oppressive measures of the' liriiish Parliament.

Congress (kon-gres'), [< congress, n.] To
come together; assemble; congregate. [Rare.]
The valetudinarians who congress every winter at Nice.

Mrs. Gore.

congressiont (kon-gresh'on), n. [= F. con-

gressiim = Sp. congresion, <. L. congressio(n-), <

congredi, pp. congressus, meet together: see

congress, .] 1. A coming together; an as-

sembly; a company. Cotgrare. 2. Sexual in-
tercourse. Jer. Taylor. 3. A bringing toge-
ther for the purpose of comparison.
Many men excellently learned have . . . approved by a~~

direct and close cimgresxiun |of Christianity | with other reli-

gions, that all the reason of the world ap]>ears to stand on
the Christian side. Jer. Taylor, Du,

particulrly, in politics, an assemblage of enl

voys, commissioners, or plenipotentiaries rep-
resenting sovereign powers, or of sovereigns
themselfes, for the purpose of arranging inter-

.. , . *^T>
national affairs: as, the Congress of Vienna
(1814-15); the Congress of Paris (1856). For
the distinction between conference and congress,
see extract under conference, 2 (a).

As soon as the employers attempted to give work to sub-

lated by statutes, and framed bye-laws. All workmen of
the trade belonged to it.

English OildsfE. E. T. S.), Int, p. ctaviii.

The congress of Aix la Chapelle, at which the five great
powers were represented, . . . was intended to exercise a
supervisory power over European affairs, interfering to
prevent all dangerous revolutions, especially when they
should proceed from popular movements.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, J 46.

Farmers' congress, an association of agriculturists of the
United States, which has met annually since 1881.

Appletoris Ann. Cyc., 1886, p. 330.

4. [cop.] The national legislature of the United
States. In U. S. hist, there have been three differently
constituted bodies so named : (a) The Continental Congress,
representing the thirteen colonies. What is known as tlie

first Continental Congress, with delegates from all the
colonies but Georgia, met in Philadelphia September 5th,
1774, and lasted until October 26th, 1774 ; the second, In
which all were represented, met in Philadelphia May 10th,
1775, and adjourned December 12th, 1776 ; the third met
In Baltimore December 20th, 1776, and lasted until the
Articles of Confederation went Into operation, March 1st,
1781. (A) The Congrew of the Confederation, representing
the States under the Articles of Confederation, -March 1st,

1781, to March 4th, 1789. (c) The Congress of the United
States, which represents both the States and the people
under the Constitution, and which met for the first time
March 4th, 1789. It consists of two houses, the Senate
and House of Representatives (sometimes called the upper
and lower bouses), and meets at least once every year.
The Senate Is composed of two members from each State,

years, one
The num-

n proportion
to the population. (See apportionment, 2.) They Bit for
two years only. The united body, for the two years dur-
ing which the representatives hold their seats, receives a
numerical designation as a single Congress, counting from
the first. Thus, the senators and representatives sitting
during the period March 4th, 1887, to March 4th, 1889, con-
stituted the 50th Congress. The most important powers of
Congress, as enumerated in the Constitution, are : to im-
pose and collect taxes, borrow and coin money, regulate
commerce, establish uniform naturalization and bank-
ruptcy laws, declare war, raise armies, maintain a navy,
suspend the writ of habeas corpus, admit new States, and
make all laws necessary to carry these powers into execu-
tion. In addition, the Senate confirms or rejects treaties,
and nominations to office made by the President.

'(for
or pertaining to a congress, or, specifically

i,commonly with a capital), to the Congress of
the United States: as, congressional debates;
the "

Congressional Record."
The revisal of the Congressional intelligence contained

in your letters makes me regret the loss of it on your de-
parture. Jefferson, Correspondence, II. 68.

congressivet (kon-gres'iv), a. [< L. as if *con-

gressirus, < congressus, pp. of congredi, meet to-

gether: see congress, n.J 1. Encountering.
2. Meeting in sexual commerce.

Congresrire generation. Sir T. ISmene, Vulg. Err., 11. 6.

congressman (kong'gres-man), n.; pi. con-

gressmen (-men), [cap. or 1. c'.'] [< congress, 4,
+ wian.] A member of the United States Con-
gress, especially of the House of Representa-
tives. Strictly, the term Includes the members of the
Senate as well as members of the House of Representa-
tives, but in popular usage it is limited to the latter.

congreve (kong'grev), n. [So called from the

inventor, Sir William Congrere (1772-1828).] A
kind of lucifer match. See lucifer, 3.

Congreve rocket. See rocket.

congrid (kong'grid), n. A fish of the family
Congridw.

Congridse (kong'gri-de), n. pi [NL., < Conger+ -id<e.~\ A family of apodal fishes, typified
by the genus Conger, to which different limits
have been ascribed. See cut under conger-eel.
(a) By some authors it is extended to include the Ophich-
tliiii<ltr and some others, as well as the true Congridof.
(b) By others it is restricted to the genus Conger and those
closely agreeing with it. As thus limited, it is closely al-

lied to the family Angvillidte, but differs in the more de-
veloped palatopterygoid arches and opercular apparatus,
and the advanced dorsal fin. The species are exclusively
marine.

congrogadid (kong-gro-ga'did), n. A fish of the

family Conqrogadida;.
CongrogadidaB(kong-gro-gad'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Congrogadus + -ida:7}

'

A family of teleoceph-
alous fishes, including those Ophidioidea which
are without ventrals, have the anus in the
anterior half of the length, and the branchial
membranes united beneath but free from the
throat. The species are few in number and rare.

Congrogadina (kong'gro-ga-dl'na), n. pi.

[NL., < Congroaadus + -ina$.] In GUnther's
classification of fishes, the fifth group of Ophi-
dii(l<V. The technical characters are : ventral fins ab-
sent; vent remote from the head : gill-openings of mod-
erate width, the gill-membranes being united below the
throat and not attached to the Isthmus. Same as the fam-
ily Congrogadidct.
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Oongrogadus (kong-gro-ga'dus), . [NL., < congruity (kon-gro'i-ti),w,; pi.

Conger, q. v., + Gadiis, q. v.] A genus of [< ME. congruite, < OF. congruite, F. congrmte
fishes combining forms somewhat like those of = Sp. coiigruidacl = Pg. congruidade = It. con-

the cod (Gadus) and the conger. It is typical gruita, < L. as if *congruita(t-)s, < congruus,

of the family Congrogadidie. suitable, agreeing, congruous: see congruous.']

COngTOid (kong'groid), a. and n. [< L. conger, 1. The state or quality of being congruous;

conger (see conger^), + -aid.] I. . Resembling agreement between things; harmony of rela-

the conger; of or pertaining to the Congrida;. tion; fitness; pertinence; consistency; appro-

II. n. A fish of the family Congrida;; a con-

grid or conger.
Also congeroid.

congrue (kon-gro'), . i.
; pret. and pp. congrued,

ppr. congr'uing. [= D. congrueren = G. con-

gruiren = Dan. kongruere, < L. congruere, come

together, agree, accord, suit, fit, < com-, to-

gether, + -grucre, only in comp. congruere, and

ingruere, rush upon; origin obscure. Cf. con-

gruous.] To be in accordance; correspond;

agree. [Rare.]
Letters congrulng [conjuring in some editions] to that ef-

fect.
'

Shak., Hamlet, iv. 3.

conichalcite

conica, Gr. KwfiKij TOJU^], a curve formed by the intersec-

tion of a plane with a right circular cone. If the plane is

more inclined to the axis of the cone than is the side of the
cone (tig. 3), the intersection is oval and is called an eUijise.
The circle is one limit of the ellipse that, namely, in which
the plane becomes perpendicular to the axis of the cone.

If the plane is less inclined to the axis of the cone than is

the side of the cone, it will also cut the second sheet of

priateness.
Verses or rime be a kind of Musicall vtterance, by rea-

son of a certaine congruitie in sounds pleasing the eare,

though not perchance so exquisitely as the harmonicall
concents of the artificial Musicke.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 53.

A whole sentence may fail of its congruity by wanting
one particle. Sir P. Sidney.

The corals which thy wrist enfold,
Lac'd up together in congruity. Donne, The Token.

Congruity and propriety are commonly reckoned sy-

nonymous terms
;

. . . but they are distinguishable. . . .

Congruity is the genus of which propriety is a species.

Raines, Elem. of Criticism, I. 304.

On the hypothesis of Evolution, there must exist be-

tween all organisms and their environments certain con-COngTUet (kon-gro'), a. [< F. congru = Sp. c6n- tween all organisms and their environments certain eon-

gruo = Pg."lt. eongruo, < L. congruus, fit, suit- gruities expressible in teruw
of^their^ctions^aiid

reac-

able: see congruous, and cf. congrue, v.] Fit- ~8B*'
,,..., ^'^"'t

""
''i' j

2. In scholastic tJteol., the performance of good
actions, which is supposed to render it meet
and equitable that God should confer grace
on those who perform them. See condignity,
2. 3. In geom., equality; capacity of being
superposed. Direct congruity, in geom., capacity
of being superposed without being turned over or per-
verted. Inverse congruity, in geoin., capacity of being

ting; suitable; congruous.
Neither have you any just congrue occasion in my book

so to judge. Foxe, Martyrs, p. 645.

congruelyt (kon-gro'li), adv. Fittingly; con-

gruously. Hall.

congruence (kong'gro-ens), n. [= OF. F. con-

gruence = Sp. Pg. congrueneia = It. congruenza . clrcu._ lu , cioc .___. ~^ e= D. congruentie = G. congruenz = Dan. kon- superposed, but only by means of perversion, or turning

gruents, < L. congruentia, < congruen(t-)s, suit- over.

able: see congruent.] 1. Suitableness or ap- congrumentt (kon-gro'ment), n. [< congrue +

propriateness of one thing to another; agree- -ment; prop, spelled congruemcnt.] Congruity.

ment
; consistency. Also congruency.

A sullen tragick scene
Would suit the time with pleasing congruence.

Marston, Antonio's Revenge.

2. In math., a relation between three numbers
such that the difference between two of them,
which are said to be congruent, is divisible by
the third, which is called the modulus. The
following example shows the mode of writing a congru-
ence :

which means that any integer being substituted for x, the

remainders of the quantities on the two sides of the sign =
after division by 7 are equal. See congruency.

3. In gram., concord; agreement. 4. Same
as congruency, 2. Linear congruence, a congruence
in which the unknown number is not multiplied into itself.

congruency (kong'grij-en-si), n. 1. Same as

congruence, 1.

The philosophic cabbala and the text have a marvellous
fit and easy congruency.

Dr. H. aore, Conjectura Cabbalistica (1653), p. 236.

2. In math., a continuous and doubly infinite

system of infinite straight lines; the system
of all the forms of any given kind in space
which fulfil two conditions, as all the dou-
ble tangent lines of a surface. The order of a con- ~ -

, T
gruency is the number of its rays that lie in an arbitrary COngTUOUSly (kong gro-US-ll), adv. In a COn-

plane ;
the class of a congruency is the number of its gruous manner ; accordantly ; pertinently ;

lines that pass through an arbitrary point ;
the order-class aereeablv ; consistently ; appropriately,

is the number that intersects both of an arbitrary pair of .

lines, which is the same as the sum of the order and class. Nothing can sound more congruously or harmoniously

Also congruence.- Congruency of rotations or forces,
Dr- u- More <

EPistles to the Seven Churches, p. 04.

a system of rotations or forces which belong at once to two, Congruously to its own nature. Boyle, Works, II. 33.

three, or four complexes. Cremonian congruency, a ._,.-__-__ /vnT1[,'ffTK us npsl Thn state
twofold system of rays, each of which passes through a COngTUOUSneSS (Kong gro-US-nes;, n. 1

pair of corresponding points in two planes having a Cre- of being congruous ; congruity.
monian correspondence. Double congruency, a sys- COngUStablet (kon-gus'ta-bl), a. [< L. con-, to-
tem of rotations or forces belonging at once to three com- Aether + LL oustabili's appetizing see (lus-
plexes. Triple congruency, a system of forces or rota- f ,, :

'

ta . '. iite ttiat of Romethinn'
tions belonging at once to four complexes. table. J Having a taste 11K6 mat

else
; having the same taste ;

similar m flavor.

B. Jonson.

congruous (kong'gro-us), a. [= F. congru =
Sp. Pg. It. eongruo, < L. congruus, agreeing, fit,

suitable, (. congruere, agree : see congrue, v., and
cf. congrue, a.] 1. Accordantly joined or re-

lated
;
harmonious

;
well adapted ; appropriate ;

meet
;

fit
;
consistent.

I am of Opinion that the pure congruous grammatical
Latin was never spoken in either of them [France or

Spain] as a vulgar vernacular Language.
Howell, Letters, ii. 58.

The existence of God is so many ways manifest, and the

obedience we owe him so congruous to the light of reason,
that a great part of mankind give testimony to the law of

nature. Locke.

It is no ways congruous that God should be always fright-

ening men into an acknowledgment of the truth.

Bp. Atterbury.

Impelled by a species of moral gravitation, the enquirer
will glide insensibly to the system which is congruous to his

disposition, and intellectual difficulties will seldom arrest

him. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 204.

2. In math., characterized by congruence : ap-

See congruence, 2. 3. In geom., having con-

gruity.

congruent (kong'gro-ent), a. [= F. congruent
= Sp. Pg. It. congruente = D. G. congruent =
Dan. kongruent, < L. congruen(t-)s, ppr. of con-Dan, /congruent, < L. congruen(t-)s, ppr. ot con- ]"

1
.-"

gruere, agree?
suit: see congrue, .] 1. Har- '

In the country of Provence, towards the Pyrenees, and
in Languedoc, there are wines congustable with those of

Howell, Letters, ii. 54.

moniously joined or related; agreeing; corre- congyt (kon'ji), n. and v. An obsolete form of

spending; appropriate. congeei. Burton.

The congruent and harmonious fitting of parts.
sir William with a low congy saluted him

B. Jonson, Discoveries. Armm, Nest of > mines.

Congruent squares. COnhydrine (kon-hi'drin), n. [< Con(ium) + hu-
ff. Cheyne, Philos. Prin. of Nat. Religion, dr(ogen) + -ie2.] An alkaloid (C8H17NO)

found in the leaves and fruit of Conium macu-
latum. It forms colorless iridescent crystals.

For humble grammar first doth set the parts
Of congruent and well-according speech.

Sir J. Davias, Dancing. .^

2. In math., in the relation of congruence: thus, 2*k\J2^*SS*'/ fl.-i__ n qflrr

nr,e number is said to be conoruent to another coma (ko m-a),. [NL., < Conium, q. v.] Same
as conine.

true of the same state of things, as propositions.
4. In gram., accordant; agreeing.

COngruently (kong'gro-ent-li), adv. In a con-

gruent manner; agreeably; in accordance
;
har-

moniously.
Full congruently/ As nature could devise.

Skelton, Philip Sparow.

circular at the base and tapering to a point
conical.

Whilst tow'ring Firrs in Conic Forms arise,

And with a pointed Spear divide the Skies.

Prior, Solomon, i.

2. Specifically, in math., of or pertaining to a

cone: as, conic sections. Conic section [NL. sectio

Conic Sections.

The two principal forms are fig. 5, giving the hyperbola, and fig. 3,

giving the ellipse. Fig. 4 is the intermediate case, giving the parabola.
The degenerate form of the hyperbola is a pair of straight lines, as

shown in fig. i. Fig. 2 shows the circle as a special case of the

ellipse having no special relations to the infinitely distant part of the

real plane, though it passes through two fixed imaginary points on the

line at infinity.

the cone on the other side of the vertex (fig. 5), and the

twofold curve thus generated is a hyperbola. A particular
case of the hyperbola, produced when the plane passes
through the vertex of the cone, is that of two intersect-

ing straight lines, called a degenerate conic. Intermedi-
ate between the ellipse and the hyperbola is the case where
the plane is parallel to the side of the cone (fig. 4), and
the curve thus produced is a parabola. The degenerate
form of the ellipse is a point, that of the parabola a

straight line. The degenerate forms are not true conies,
because they are of the first class, the conies being of the

second class. Spherical conic section, a curve pro-
duced by the intersection of a sphere with a cone.

II. n. 1. A conic section (which see, under

I.); a plane curve of the second order and
second class, or the equation to such a curve.

2. pi.
See conies. Axis of a conic. See axisi.

Conjugate diameters of a conic. See conjugate.
Focal conic. See focal. Principal tangent conic,
one of the ten conies which may be drawn through every

point of a surface having six-point contact with it at that

point.

conic-acute (kon"ik-a-kut'), a. Conical and

sharp-pointed: as, the conic-acute beak of a

bird.

conical (kon'i-kal), a. [< conic + -al.~] Having
the form of a cone

; coniform; cone-shaped: as,

a conical mountain ;
a conical cap.

That determinate conical shadow of the earth.

Dr. H. More, Def. of Lit. Cabbala, i.

Conical bearing. See tearing. Conical gearing. See

gearing. Conical map-pro.) BCtion,the projection of the

earth first upon a tangent or secant cone with the subse-

quent development of the cone. The best-known conical

projection is Konne's, used for the map of France. " In

constructing a map on this projection, a central meridian
and a central parallel are first assumed. A cone, tangent
along the central parallel, is then assumed, and the cen-

tral meridian developed along that generator of the cone
which is tangent to it, and the cone is then developed on
a tangent plane. The parallel falls into an arc of a circle

with its center at the vertex, and the meridian becomes
a graduated right line. Concentric circles are then con-

ceived to be traced through points of this meridian at ele-

mentary distances along its length. The zonespf the sphere
lying between the parallels through these points are next
conceived to be developed, each between its correspond-

ing parallels. Thus all the parallel zones of the sphere are

rolled out on a plane in their true relations to each other
and to the central meridian, each having in projection the

same width, length, and relation to the neighboring zones

as on the spheroidal surface. As there are no openings
between consecutive developed elements, the total area

is unaltered by the development. Each meridian of the

projection is so traced as to cut each parallel in the same

point in which it intersected it on the sphere." Craig,
Treatise on Projections, p. 72. Conical point, in geom. ,

a point on a surface such that

every line through it meets the sur-

face in two coincident points.
Conical pupse or chrysalides, in

entom., those pupa? or chrysalides
which have no angular processes,
and are more or less conical in form.
This is the common type among noc-

turnal Lepidoptera. Conical re-
fraction. See refraction. Coni-
cal surface, any surface generated
by the motion of a right line having
one point fixed. Conical valve,
the puppet-valve or T-valve, first

used by Watt in the construction of

his engines. It consists of a circular plate of metal having
a beveled edge accurately fitted to a seat.

conicality (kon-i-kal'i-ti), . [< conical + -ity.]

The property of being conical.

conically (kon'i-kal-i), adv. In the form of a
cone.

An almost conically shaped weight of lead.

Boyle, Works, III. 641.

COnicalness (kon'i-kal-nes), n. The state or

Conical Valve.

property of being conical,

conichalcite (kon-i-kal'sit), n. [< L. contis, a

cone, + chalcites, copper-stone : see chalcitis.]

A mineral resembling malachite, consisting of

the arseniate and phosphate of copper and cal-

cium, and occurring in reniform masses.
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COnicity (ko-nis'i-ti), n. [= F. conii
+

-('.'/.] 'I'he property of being co
conicle (kon't-kl), . [< NL. 'cor,

of L. coitus, a cone : see co<-.] A
conicocylindrical (kon'i-ko-si-lin'dri-kal), .

[< ciniii- + i'i/liHilririil.1 Formed like a'cylin-

Cferlmnlferoni measures, and continue upward through nil

formation
[= F. roiiicite; as conic

being conical.
NL. "conieultui, dim. comferm (ko-nif'e-rin), . [< fowi/mc + -iV-'.]

of L. cauiis, a cone: see cunc.] A small cone. ^'I'Tstalline glucoside (CjjHagpg + _'!
!._,<>

i e\-

conjecture
and why.lah-l.inU of the old. (,-) With m.wt lat authors,

ted i" the frinuilllne anil tana-
Krlne hinilniplantar oHcin- / i.nnt

- ln'l22"8 ^ ZHoU) <*- "'-'":
-""'" ' lk -- "'"' lanagrn..

in coniferous woods, and perhaps in all Conirostrum tko-m-n.s '

triiin), w. [NL. (La-
wood-tissue. Also called iihiilm. ttesiuy*. I W), < L. ,-.<, cone, + rostrum,

beak.] A genus of small oscine passerine birds,
of the family In -nliiiln: n,.> h>vani
cal bill, and ale n..ti\.- of South An.-

A 1-0 I ',,,!,,

conisancet, conisauncet, >' obsolete forms of
The fir, pine, and other cm,, I-IH/,,I.:/IIII-I .

sir T. Hr<, M;v. Misc.TracU, p. OH. conisor (kon'i-z6r), n. Same as rognixir.

[PI. of conic: see -ic*.] coniform (ko'ni-f6rm), a. [= Sp. coniforme, < conite (ko'nit), . (<Gr. nin-tc, dust, + -ite2.] A
ic sections. See amir. L. mnux, a cone, + fornut, shape.] In the form nuuwive dolomite. j M color a>li-c;ray or yellow-

der, but tape'ring from'one end to the other C0nuerous(ko-nife-rus),. f<L,eontffr,6OO

conkoid (kon'i-koid), . [< conic + -/.] 'in
b< ->al

;"''.
+

-"".*
s<

;

'""""'-
1 Bearing cones.

//., a surface of the second degree ; a quad- f tho plne '

,

nr
.'.

and cyPr<-'s
; specifically, be-

ric surface. longing or relating to the order < tatybra
conic-ovate (kon'ik-6'vat), a. Ovate, but al-
most pointed at the smaller end.
conies (kon'iks), w.

The doctrine of conic
conid (kon'id), n. A gastropod of the family

('iiiiiilir.

Conidae (kon'i-de), n. ill. [NL., < Cotiim +
-nlii.\ A family of toxoglossato pectinibran-
chiate gastropodous mollusks, represented by
the genus 1'iiinin; the cones or cone-shells.
They are so ealh-il from the regular inversely conic shape
of their shells, whirh have a long narrow Ipatun, and
the outer lip notcheil at the suture. The operciiliini is

minute or absent, the foot is oblong and truncated, the
eyes are un the tentacle!, and tin- lingual teeth occur in

pairs. UioOonoUta. Me cat under Coaut.

conidia, . Plural of

of a cone
; conical ~. as, a coniform mountain. '8n~ or greenish-gray, and impure from the pres-

COniine (ko-ni'in), n. Same as MHMtt . ''"''.'
"' silica.

conima (kon'i-mii), n. [Native name.] Afra- Conium (ko-ni'um), n. [L., < Gr.

grant resin used' for making pastils, extracted
from the hyawa or incense-tree, /';</('/ (liiin-

in/isi', of British Guiana.
Coninae (ko-ni'ne), . pi. [NL. (Swainson,

l*-li>), < t'liiinx + -inn-.] A subfamily of >//-i-
hiiin; made to include true Coniilte as well as
Conrllu and Tin hi Hum.

Conine (ko'nin), . [Also written roniini; ronrim-

(= F. I-IIIIIIIK ); < Cimium + -(<-'.] A volatile

... .. ,, - - nidium + -a/.] alkaloid (C8Hi SN or C16H, 5N) existing in Cn-
1. lie-luting to or of the nature of conidia. nium mttculittitm, or poison hemlock, of which it
2. Characterized by the formation of conidia; is the active and poisonous principle. itUanoily =^v.^ .. 8 .D >, -,= p,*,,,-,. mr me Kenu
bearing conidia: as, the coniilinl stage of a liquid, having a strong odor resembling that of mice. It Patella and shells of a DHtelliform anuearance
fungus Also ,,,,/;,,, ,,,,/,,^ M,,and ^^^J^S^^G^^^l^^ <*$

A abbreviation^^) of conju^ion, and
'"'

, j], ,[ ,-:,niu ("\ -r**lv nf ^^tiiintfti,^

conidiiferous (ko-nid-i-if 'e-jus), a. [< NL coniocyst '(kon'i-o-sist), n.

I'. A 1111 ill t'l I "If

(ko-nid'i-al), a. [< eoniilinni

^ __.
',
hem-

lock. J A genus of umbelliferous plants, eon-
sitting of tall glaliroiis liiennial lii-rlis, \vitli

compound leaves and white-tlowen-d umbels.
'I he |.lil..-||.al .-peele,, I

'. : <!,/, ,1 n ,,i j, ;, ,

r..|i. and Asia, and widely naluiali/.i-.l in ,\..ith I

ica; It H the hemlock i.l the an.
as IIIIJSMII l.y which condemn.-. I p .

:
-ul i.,

death. The active principle l> a colorleis, oily alkaline
fluid, called conine( which ee). The plant lia-< l'.. en mil. h
used and acteeni. d in nu-diclne an an alterative and seda-
tive.

Oonivalvia (ko-ni-val'vi-ii), M. ;;/. [NL. (Cu-
vier, isoo), < L. conug, cone, + ralra, valve.] A
section of gastropods proposed for the genus

[< NL. coniocysta, conjectt (kon-jekt'),. [In senseof conjecture,'

or branch of the mycelium. See sporophore.

conidipphorous (ko-nid-i-of'6-rus), a. [As
<-iiiijiliniilitirc.]

Same as conidial, 2.

conidium (ko-nid 'i-um), n.; pi. conidia (-a).
[NL. (> F. eoniilic), < Gr. MWC, dust, + -iiun, dim.
suffix.] In fungi, a propagative
body which is asexual in its ori-

gin and functions. In the most
technical sense, it includes spores form-
ed either nninelosed, U]MJII hyphre, or
inclosed, as in the sporangia of Mucor
and the conceptacles of Sphferopsidt'.ce ;

but it is more commonly used to desig-
nate only those uninclosed.

throw together ; throw
; cast

; hurl.

Calumnies . . . congested and conifctett at a moss upon
the Church of England.

Bp. Mountagu, Appeal to Caesar, p. 288.

II. intrans. If. To conjecture ; guess.
One that so Imperfectly cmject* [conceiti In most editions).

., Othello, ill. 3,

The Penicillium, or "green mould,"
. . . sends up from its mycelium a
branching stem, the ramifications of
which subdivide into a brush-like tuft
of filaments, each of which bears at
its extremity a succession of minute" beads" termed conitlia,

W. B. Carftnttr, Micros., 318.

1834 : so called because they are powdered with
whitish scales. They have globose eyes and monlli-
form antenna; ; the wings are not ciliate, and have few
longitudinal veins, with some transverse ones. The hind
wings of the male are small. The larva- resemble those of

Smintktmt*, and are supposed to be predaceous. C. mcina

o 7
is a North American species.

Coniferae (ko-nif'e-re), . pi. [NL., fern. pi. of coniospermous (kon'i-o-sper'mus), a. [< Gr.
L. ci/ir,cdne-beariiig: seecom/er.] Thepriu- """f) Aust, + oirlpua, a seed, + -OM.] Having
cipal order of gymnospermous exogens, exceed- dust-like spores.

ing every other order in the value of its timber- comotneca (kon'i-o-the'ka), .; pi. coniotheca;

supply and of its resinous products, it is cos- \'^- tNL" < Gr- """G d it
'
+ &>**> a case.]

mopolitan, but is especially abundant in temperate and In "'-> an anther-cell.
mountainous regions, often forming in the northern hemi- COniount, " See conjoun.
sphere vast forests. It consists of trees or shrubs, mostly rnnirnar.wr fkn rii rna'tirl (),,.. ,.f tl... c..,,,

evergreenandresinous, usually with subulate (awl-shaped),
C )nlro8rer Vk -] t6r}, n. One Of the Cont-

needle-shaped, or scale-like rigid leaves, and with mono:-
'

j,
*. , ,

clous or rarely dicecious naked flowers. The male flower COnirostral (ko-ni-ros tral), a. [As Conirostres----- (Via +~r . ".'.- L

conifer (ko
'

ni-fer), . [= F.
, , . Conidio.

comfere = Sp. ciiinfero = Pg. phores, and , , Co-

It. conifero, <T L. conifer, cone- 3L
a

bearing, < conns, a cone, + Tf
ferre = E. fteori.] In bot., a

( '

plant producing cones; one of the Coniferce.

A group of fungi in which the vegetative por-
tion is inconspicuous and the spores are very
numerous, borne singly or in chains on the ends
of short filaments, and either naked or inclosed
in a conceptacle ; the dust-fungi. The funjri thus
artificially grouped together are of widely different affini-

ties, and are now referred mostly to the Uredittea, Ifulila-

ijinea;, and Fuu-i/ / u<i'rftcti. _ _
conlomycetous (kon'i-o-mi-se'tus), a. [< Conio- 2 - 7.Plan ;,

devl
.

se 5 project. Horn, of the Rose,

mycetis +-OMS.] Belonging or pertaining to, or Conjectort (Kon-gek tor), n. [< L. conjector, <

having the characters of, the Conlomycetes : as,
cunJlcer^ comcere, pp. conjectus, conjecture : see

a conitimycetous fungus. conject.] One who guesses or conjectures.

Coniopterygidae (kon-i -op - te -rij
'
i - de), n. pi.

Because he pretends to be a great cunjector at other men
[NL., < Coniopteryx (-ryg-) +"-irf.] A family

' Kings. liatan. Apology for Smectymnuus.
of planipenmne neuropterous insects, repre- conjecturable (kon-jek'tu-ra-bl), o. [< conjec-
sented by the genus Coniopteryx. Burmeister. tare + -aWe.] Capable oif being conjectured or

Ooniopteryx (kon-i-op'te-riks), n. [NL., < Gr. guessed.
K6vif, dust, + Tirfpff, wing.] The typical genus conjectural (kon-jek'tu-ral), a. [= P. conjec-
of insects of the family Coniopterygidce, or re- tural = Sp. co'njeturat = Pg. conjectural = It.

ferred to the Hemerobiidw, founded by Curtis in conjetturale, < L. conjectural!*, < conjectura, con-
lai/i . ii.j i ii s _.j__!it

jecture : see conjecture, w.] Depending on con-
jecture ; springing from or implying a guess
or conjecture ; problematical : as, a conjectural
opinion ; a conjectural emendation of a text.

Thou speak'st it falsely, as I love mine honour ;

And mak'st conjectural fears to come into me.
Which I would fain shut out. Shot., All's Well, T. 3.

Mis brightest day is but twilight, and his discerning!
dark, conjectural, and imperfect

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), L 264.

If we insert our own conjectural amendment*, we per-
haps give a purport utterly at variance with the true one.

consisU of an indefinite number of stamens upon a cen-
tral axis, tlie anthers being frequently suspended from the
under side of a peltate scale. The fertile a men t consists of
scales bearing naked ovules, and In fruit becomes a dry cone
or is fleshy and drupe-like. The embryo has often several
cotyledons in a whorl. The wood, as in all gymnosperms,
is characterized by having the sides of the cells dotted
witli what are called bordered pits or discoid markings.
The order includes 32 genera and about 300 species, and
is divided into the following tribes: (a) Abietlnea, bear-
ing cones formed of spirally imbricated two-seeded scales ;

to this belong the pine, tlr, spruce, larch, cedar, etc. (6)
Araucarieae, with similar cones having one or several
seeds to each scale, represented by Araitcaria and Attathin
hi tlie southern hemisphere, and by two monotypical gen-
era in China and Japan, (c) Podocarpeat, likewise of the
southern hemisphere and eastern Asia, (d) Taxotlinea>,
including the big tree of California (Sequoia), the bald cy-
pres( 'L'Hjfmiiit in ). and a few species of Australia and Japan.
(.-) I'uiirrtiinetr, having cones with decussately oppo.-itc
scales, or sometimes drupe-like, as the cypress, juniper,
arbor-Tito, and the North American cedars, (f) Taxea,
with fruit consisting usually of a single seed surrounded
by a fleshy disk or coat. This tribe is by some considered
aseparat -del, and includes the yew (Taxus), Torreya,.
theginkpi of China, and some other small genera of Aus-
tralia and Vnstialasia. True conifers first appear in the

+ -al.'] 1. Having a conical bill : used as a de-

scriptive term, not specific.
Coues. 2. Of orpertaining
to the Conirostres; having
the characters of a c. mi-
nister.

Conirostres (ko-ni-ros'-
trez), M. pi. [NL., pi. of

fonirogtris, having a coni-
cal bill, < L. conus, a cone, ,. ,

i , '. i .,, ; Cooirostral Bill of Hawfinch.+ rostrum, a beak, bill.]
In ornith., a group of birds of varying limits,
(nt) In Cuvier's classification of birds, the third division
of his Patserina-: a large artificial group, consisting of
the larks, tits, flnches, buntings, weavers, whydah-birds,
colies, ox-peckers, American orioles and other Icterida,
starlings, crows, Jays, rollers, birds of Paradise, and oth-
ers, belonging to different orders and several families of
modem systems. (The term is obsolete In this sense,
though long used, with various modifications.) (6) In HIIII-

devall's classification, the second cohort of laminiplantar
oscine PaHHerfu : same as the Frinfrillifortttex of the some
author. The group includes the fringil'line birds and their
allies, as the tanagcrs of the new world and the weavers

Hawthorne, Marble Faun, li.

COnjecturalist (kon-jek'tu-ral-ist), n. [< con-

jectural + -ist.~\ One who deals in conjectures.
[Rare.]

conjecturality (kpn-jek-tu-ral'j-ti), n. [< con-

jectural + -ity.] The quality of being conjec-
tural; that which depends on conjecture; guess-
work. [Rare.]
The possibilities and tlie conjecturality of philosophy.

Sir T. Broicne, Vulg. Err.

conjecturally (kon-jek'tu-ral-i), adv. In a con-
jectural manner ; by conjecture ; by guess.

Probably and conjecturally surmised. Hooker.

Hesitantly and conjecturally. Boyle, Works, I. 314.

conjecture (kon-jek'tur), n. [= P. conjecture= Sp. conjetura = Pg. conjectura = It. conjet-
tura = D. conjectuur = G. conjectur = Dan.
konjektur, < L. conjectura, a guess, < conjectvs,

;p.
of conjicere, conicere, guess: see conject.]

. The act of forming an opinion without defi-

nite proof ; a supposition made to account for
an ascertained state of things, but as yet un-
verified

;
an opinion formed on insufficient pre-

sumptive evidence ; a surmise ;
a guess.

By all conjectures.

Tis likely,

Stiak., Hen. VIII.. U. L



conjecture
The British coins afford conjecture, of early habitation

iu these parts. Sit- T. Hrowne, Urn-burial, ii.

As the sweet voice of a bird,
Heard by the lander in a lonely isle,

Moves him to think what kind of bird it is

That sings so delicately clear, and make
Conjecture of the plumage and the form ;

So the sweet voice of Enid moved Geraint.

Tennyson, Qeraint.

2f. Suspicious surmise
; derogatory supposi-

tion or presumption.
For thee I'll lock up all the Rates of love,
And on my eyelids shall conjecture hang,
To turn all beauty into thoughts of harm.

Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1.

= Syn. Supposition, hypothesis, theory.

conjecture (kon-jek'tur), v.
; pret. and pp. con-

jectured, ppr. conjecturing, [< conjecture, n.;= F. conjecturer, etc.] I. trans. To form (an
opinion or notion) upon probabilities or upon
slight evidence ; guess : generally governing a
clause.

Human reason can then, at the best, but conjecture what
will be. South.

I stood at Naples once, a night so dark
I could have scarce conjectured there was earth

Anywhere, sky or sea or world at all.

Browning, King and Book, II. 232.

= Sy"n. Imagine, Conjecture, Sunnise, Guess, Presume,
fancy, divine. Imagine literally expresses pure specula-
tion, and figuratively expresses an idea founded upon
the slightest evidence: as, I imagine that you will find

yourself mistaken. Conjecture is something like a ran-
dom throw of tile mind ; it tunis from one possibility to

another, and perhaps selects one, almost arbitrarily. Sur-
mise has often the same sense as conjecture ; it sometimes
implies a suspicion, favorable or otherwise : as, I surmise
that his motives were not good. Guess suggests a riddle,
the solution of which is felt after by the mind a ques-
tion, as to which we offer an opinion, but not with confi-

dence, because the materia) for a judgment is confessedly
insufficient. To presume is to base a tentative or pro-
visional opinion on sucli knowledge as one has, to be held
until it is modified or overthrown by further information.

Oft, when the world imagine women stray,
The sylphs through mystic mazes guide their way.

Pope, R. of the L., i. 91.

As long as men have liberty to examine and contradict
one another, one may partly conjecture, by comparing their

words, on which side the truth is like to lie.

Baxter, Reliquiae.

In South-sea days not happier, when surmised
The lord of thousands, than if now excised.

Pope, Imit. of Horace, II. ii. 133.

Of twenty yere of age he was, I geese.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 82.

Tills gentleman is happily arriv'd,
My mind presumes, for his own good, and yours.

Shale., T. of the 3., i. 2.

II. intrans. To form conjectures; surmise;
guess.

I dimly see

My far-off doubtful purpose, as a mother
Conjectures of the features of her child
Ere it is born. Tennyson, OSnone.

conjecturer (kon-jek'tu-rer), n. One who con-

jectures ;
a guesser ;

"one who forms an opin-
ion without proof.

I shall leave conjecturers to their own imaginations.
Addison.

conjee, . See congee^.

conjeont, . See conjoint.

conjobblet (kon-job'l), v. t. [Humorously form-
ed < L. com-, together, + E. *jobble, freq. of

job, q. v.] To discuss
; arrange ; concert.

A minister that should conjobble matters of state with
tumblers. Sir R. L'Estrange.

conjoin (ken-join'), v. [< ME. conjoignen, <

OF. (and F.) conjoindre = Pr. conjunger, con-

jongner, conjoinyner = It. congiungcre, congiu-
gncre, ( L. conjungere, pp. conjunctus (> Sp. con-

juntar (obs.) = Pg. conjunctar), join together,
< com-, together, + jungere, pp. junctus, join:
see join, joint, and cf. conjoint, conjugate.] I.
trans. 1. To join together; bring into relation
or contact

; unite, as one thing to another.

Where singled forces faile, conjoynd may gaine.
Spenser, F. Q., VI. v. 14.

The English army, that divided was
Into two parties, is now conjoin'd in one ;

And means to give you battle presently.
Shah., 1 Hen. VX, T. 2.

Conjoin thy sweet commands to my desire,
And I will venture, though I fall or tire.

(juarles, Emblems, iv. 3.

2. To associate or connect.
Let that which he learns next be nearly conjoined with

what he knows already. Locke.

This worship of the Unity in the Universe is to be found
in most historic religions conjoined with other worships
which are in some cases much more prominent.

J. S. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 79.

Specifically 3f. To join in marriage.
If either of you know any inward impediment why you

should not be conjoined, I charge you, on your souls, to
utter It. Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1.
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II. intrans. To form a union or league ;
come

or act together ;
unite.

Now I perceive they have all conjoin'd, all three,
To fashion this false sport in spite of me.

Shah., M. N. D., iii. 2.

Often both Priest and people conjoync in savage noises.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 86.

Conjoint, [For conjoined or conjoint.] Con-
joined. Holland.

conjoined (kon-joind'), p. a. [Pp. of conjoin,
V."] United

;
"associated. In her., joined together:

said of two or more bearings, as (a) two lions having a
common head ; or(?*)mascles arranged as in afield lozengy

that is, touching by the points; or (c) linked as in a
chain, as annulets or mascles ; or (d) united at their bases,
as a pair of wings. Also coupled. Conjoined charges.
See charge. Conjoined in lure, in her., united at their

bases, as wings : so called because wings when so united
form a representation of the lure used in falconry. See
lure. Cross conjoined. See cross.

COnjoinedly (kon-joi'ned-li), adv. Conjointly.
The which also undoubtedly, although not soccwyWm-'////

as in his epistle, he assures us in his gospel.
Barrow, Works, II. 493.

conjoint (kon-joinf), a. and n. [< ME. con-

joint, < OF.' (and F.) conjoint = Sp. conjunto =
Pg. conjuncto = It. congiunto, < L. conjunctus,
conjoined, pp. of conjungere (> F. conjoindre,
etc.), conjoin: see conjoin, v., and cf. conjunct,
a later form of conjoint, directly from the L.]
I. a. United; connected; associated; joined
together; conjunct.

She and the sun with influence conjoint
Wield the huge axle of the whirling earth.

Glover, Sir Isaac Newton.

Conjoint degrees, motion, etc., in music. See conjunct.

II. n. In laic, a person connected with an-
other in a joint interest or obligation, as a

spouse or a co-tenant.

conjointly (kon-joint'li), adv. In a conjoint
manner; jointly; unitedly; in company; to-

gether: as, two nations may carry on a war
conjointly against a third.

That with one heart and one voice they might conjointly
glorify God. Locke, On Romans.

conjount, n. [ME., also conioun, conjeon, con-

geon, cougioun, cugioun, = G. Dan. Sw. kujon, <

OF. coion, cohion, coyon, mod. F. colon, a wretch,
coward, = It.

coglione,
a fool, dolt: see cullion,

the same word in another form.] A wretch
;

a low fellow : same as cullion, 3.

And nou cometh neonitmn and wolde cacchen [find out] of

my wittes. Piers Plounnan (A), xi. 86.

COnjubilant (kon-jo'bi-lant), a. [< ML. con-

jubilan(t-)s, < IJ. com-, together, -I- jubilan(t-)s,

rejoicing: see jubilant.] Singing together for

joy. [Bare.]
They stand, those halls of Zion,
Conjubilant with song.

J. M. Neale, tr. of Bernard of Cluny.

conjugacy (kon'jij-ga-si), n. [< conjugate : see

-cy.~\ If. Marriage. 2. The relation of things
conjugate to one another.
The mathematical test of conjugacy is that the energy

arising from two of the harmonics existing together is

equal to the sum of the energy arising from the two har-
monics taken separately. Clerk Maxwell.

conjugal (kon'jij-gal), a. [= F. conjugal = Pr.

conyugal = Sp. conjugal, now conyugaL = Pg.
conjugal = It. congiugale, conjugate, < L. conju-

galis, < conjunx, conjux (conjug-), a husband or

wife, also fern, conjuga, a wife, < conjungere,

join, unite, join in marriage : see conjoin. Cf .

conjugial.] 1. Pertaining to marriage ;
of the

nature of marriage ; matrimonial ; nuptial : as,
a conjugal union; the conjugal relation. 2.

Pertaining to the relation of husband and wife
;

arising from or proper to marriage ;
connubial

;

individually, marital or wifely.
He ... would intermix

Grateful digressions, and solve high dispute
With conjugal caresses. Milton, P. L., viii. 56.

Their conjugal affection still is ty'd,
And still the mournful race is multiplied.

Dryden, Fables.

She recommends to them the same conjugal harmony
which had ever subsisted between her and her husband.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 16.

= Syn. Connubial, Nuptial, etc. See matrimonial.

conjugality (kon-JQ-gal'i-ti), n. [< conjugal +
-ity.] The conjugal state

; connubiality. Mil-
ton. [Bare.]

conjugally (kon'jp-gal-i), adv. Matrimonially ;

connubially. Bp. Hall.

Conjugatae (kon-jo-ga'te), n. pi. [NL., fern,

pi. of L. conjugatus, joined together: see con-

jugate, .] In algology, a group composed of

the Zi/gnemacew and Mesocarpeai, and common-
ly also the Desmidiacece and Diatomacea:, in all

of which the sexual reproductive process is a
distinct conjugation. The conjugating cells in this

conjugate

group are the vegetative cells of the plant, while in Zob-

sporefe conjugation ia effected by means of special, active-

ly moving cells (zoospores). See Zygosporece, and cut un-
der conjugation.

conjugate (kon'jo-gat), v.
; pret. and pp. conju-

gated, ppr. conjugating. [< L. conjugates, pp.
of conjugare (> It. congiugarc = Sp. Pg. conju-

gar = F. conjuguer), join together, < cnm-, to-

gether, + jugare, join, yoke, < jugum = E. yoke :

see join and yoke, and cf. conjoin.'] I. trans.

If. To join together; specifically, to join in

marriage; unite by marriage.
Those drawing as well marriage as wardship gave him

otli power and occasion tvconjuffale at pleasure the Nor-
man and Saxon houses. Sir 11. Wotton, Reliquia;.

2. In gram., to inflect (a verb) through all its

various forms, as voices, moods, tenses, num-
bers, and persons, or so many of them as there

may be. This use has its origin in the fact that in in-

flected languages a verb is conj ugated \iyconjoitting certain
inflectional syllables with the root.

II. intrans. In biol., to perform the act of

conjugation ; specifically, in bot., to unite and
form a zygospore.
A greater and greater degree of differentiation between

the cells which conjugate can be traced, thus leading ap-
parently to the development of the two sexual forms.

Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 409.

The Paramoecia assemble in great numbers, . . . then
conjugate in pairs, their anterior ends being closely united.

Balbiani, tr. in Huxley's Anat. Invert., p. 99.

conjugate (kon'jo-gat), a. and n. [< L. conjuga-
tus, pp.: see the verb.] I. n. 1. United in

pairs; joined together; coupled. 2. In bot.,

applied to a pinnate leaf which has only one

pair of leaflets. 3. In client., containing two or
more radicals acting the part of a single one.
4. In gram, and rhet.

,
kindred in meaning as hav-

ing a common derivation
; paronymous: an epi-

thet sometimes applied to words immediately
derived from the same primitive. 5. In math..

applied to two points, lines, etc., when they are
considered together, with regard to any proper-
ty, in such a manner that they may be inter-

changed without altering the way of enunciat-

ing the property that is, when they are in

a reciprocal or equiparant relation to one an-
other Conjugate angles. See angles, i. Conju-
gate axis. See axisi. Conjugate constituents of a
matrix, in math., those constituents that are symmetri-
cally placed with respect to the principal diagonal. Con-
Jugate diameters of a conic, diameters which are con-

jugate lines with respect to the conic. Conjugate dyad-
ics, such as are converted into one anotherby the reversal
of the order of all the pairs of factors. Conjugate foci.

See/ociw, 2. Conjugate hyperbola, a hyperbola form-

ing a part of a complete algebraic curve. Conjugate
imaginaries,imaginaries related to one another, as a: 4- iy
and x iy. Conjugate lines, with respect to a conic,
two lines the pole of each of which lies on the other.

Conjugate mirrors, two mirrors placed face to face so

Conjugate Mirrors.

that the rays of light and heat sent out from the focus
of one are reflected to the focus of the other. Con-
jugate Oval, an oval forming a part of a complete alge-
braic curve. Conjugate point, an acnode or double
point of a curve having the two tangents imaginary, and
thus separate from eveiy other real point on the curve.
See acnode. Conjugate points, with respect to a conic,

points the polar ofeach of which passes through the other.

Conjugate quaternions, quaternions which can be
converted each into the other by reversing the sign of

its vector part. Conjugate roots, roots of an algebraic

equation which are conjugate imaginaries. Conjugate
tangents, at any point of a surface, two tangents such
that the tangent plane at a consecutive point on either
contains the other. Conjugate triangles, two trian-

gles such that each vertex of either is a pole of a side of
the other.

II. n. 1. In gram, and rhet., one of a group
of words having the same immediate derivation,
and therefore presumably related in meaning ;

a paronym. In logic, an argument from conjugates is

one drawn from the obvious similarity of such words in

form, and, it is assumed, in signification also.



conjugate
We have learned in loj^ie that i-mijn/Kites are sometimes

in ILIUM' only, and not in deed.

Ah/i. llrumluM, Answer tn llolibc.i.

2. Iii fill-in,, a subordinate radical associated
with another, along with which it acts as a sin-

gle radical. 3. A conjugate axis. Conjugate
Of a quaternion, another ,|ii:U. -11.1.111 having tin- same
scalar aii'i tin- \.-rt.,r n \. r.se.l. Harmonic conjugates,
tVIO [Mint* SO Situated With respect to two Others tllUt
cither one of the lirst pair is the center o( the harmonic
mean iih retpecl to tin- other, as a jiole of the

pair. If four points, A, i!,C',D,inastraiKhtlincareatsuch

distances that
(

A

J (

H- gg
= -1, then C and D are said to

IT l,in-i!i> in''- ,:,,ii<i</ii/,-* with respect to A and B, and vice
ftfM.

conjugating-tube (kon'jij-ga-ting-tub), n. In
sonic I'liiijiiiintn; ;is Ifrmiiiiliitreie, a short tube
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liar to that from which it came. The process Is considered
a sexual one, though the cells which unite cannot be distin-
nuished as male and female.

The conjugation of the Alga; and of some of the sin

animals Is the Hist step towards sexual reproduction.
Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. 408.

The . " i/i'/'i't ft',, i ..f two Infus. .ria occurs in verv different
1IM I lead-, to II or |e,, complete fllsj.'.ll, tllliell,

after regeneration of the nucleus, is followed by an In-
ri.a-e in the frequency of fission. Param.e. inm, Mentor,
Bpiroftoma, during ; oome connected i..\ their
ventral surfaces; other Infusoria, with a Mat bom Ilk.'

i>\.vtl|c|nna or I 'hi I. .don, by their sides ; while l.n. in It ...

Halterla. ('oleiis, join together the anterior extrein:'
th.ir bodies. Kiving the ap|>eiirance ..f transverse fission.
A lateral ri.n/ii./niinn also takes place not inlrequently
in Vortlcella, Trichodina, etc., letween individuals of un-
>{n:il size, the smaller one having the appearance of a

bud Claus, Zoology (trans.), I. -'o i.

conjuncture

belnmjunrfM. with the mn. 'I In-. h., ever. 11. the CMC
of ati inferior planet, may ! either when it passes be-

'th or win n it is ..n the further
i the HIM ; the former is th ,.1 t!., |att,T

\ slip. ri.,r plan, t can he in . on
junction with the MII, only when the MI t line
h.-t urr'M it anil the earth.

i;.'d. neither l.y drtiwinv "at. is li..m the ,le ( -p, nor l>y
us, should I, uit the i.U-r a

"'<!. ||i-t. Wolld.

3. In i/rtim., a conned ivi- p.-irti'lc serving to
unili- 'laii'r.s ..I' .-i -.,.,,(, -I,,-,., (ircoiirdiiuilc HunU
in tho game sentence or olausf, an.i indit-nting
tlii-ir relation to one another, 'ih, r.-ai. t..]inn. i

pal kiu.Uof eonjiin. i

the former j.iinn.L- ,

,

;ui) jje
Went // 1 eanil I ;

the laf

p. int. lit clause to that on tthi. I. it .! |" n.U las, 1 went
which protrudes from each of the plants con- conjugational (kon-jo-Ka'shon-al), u. [X "'- "''" " '

'" '" :"
; '""'-'

\t\trnt\\-lrr t^ ittm.t fliof nf t\ie\ f\t\\n~ Tim *n.n _ I 1 T-_7 T . :
" . , i .

L
,

jugating, to meet that of the other. The two
tubes thus meeting become one, and the union
of the conjugation-bodies takes place in it.

Conjugation (kon-jy-ga'shon), n. [= F. coiiiu-

i/inxiiii = I'r. rnHJiiijiitio = Sp. eoiijitt/iu'iiiii = Pg.
conjuijtiylo = It. <-i>iiji(i/it:ione = I), conjugatie =
(i. cmiim/tiHou = Dan. Sw kiwiiiw tion<L con-

Pertaining to or of the nature\tion + -,.]
of conjugation.
conjugationally (kon-jp-ga'shon-al-i), adv. In
a conjugal ionul manner.

any of your readers explain why overlain Is never

I'lv.Tl.ial origin, an. I s
, as. f,,i in-i

o/jo, share aim -i .-.[nallt toe character of boUi pi
speech. Comparative conjunction, conditional con-

lives. Ecliptic conjunction. B*
conjunction*, an exact conjunction.

,

a eonjinietioii u jthin the plan.

i

'

Platic conjunc-

seen, Imt'ovcrlaid thrust in to do what is ~often~ciuny ~Z\^rt\*17v^\n\ .Vw'T' fY .
duty for It, and where overlain would coniugationaU,, fit Conjunctional (ki m-juii-k 8hon-al), a. [< . ..,/-

and be the very word in situ ? V.amti<t.,'fEmt.,'ni.:>i-. juiirtiim + -at.] Pertaining to or of tlie nature

conjugation-body (kon-jij-ga'shpn-bod'i), H.

term was (t<rliiuilii'i(n-) : see declension), < conju-
In Wo/., a mass ofprotoplasm which unites with

'/'"''> pp. <'<i>ijngatus, join: see conjugate r.l If
another to form a zygospore. 8ee<wy'wi/"'<". -I.

The act of uniting or combining; a coming to- conjugation-cell (kon-j^-ga'shon-sei), n. A
gether; union; conjunction; assemblage.

cefl whlch uulte wi* another to form a zygo-
l "-JSWSJW*. -

spore. See cut under cnnj><t/ii/ti>n.

conjugation-nucleus (kon-jij-ga'shon-nu'kle-
us), n. In hini., the nucleus of a fecundated
ovum, arising from the conjugation or fusion of
a male with a female pronucleus.

Aristotle . . . inqimvth the nature of a commonwealth,
first in a family, and the simple ruji/ : !<if;<,tiit of man and
wife, parent ami child, master and servant.

/.'iir.</i. Advancement of Learning, II. 124.

I intended it to do honour to Christianity, and to repre- _ _ _
sent It to be tho best religion in the world, and the conju- mniinrativn I knn'in trii tivl n t< rnvhina.tr -I-
gation of all excellent things. conjugauve >n jo-ga-liv;, a.

|_s. conjugate -I

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I., Pref. -t-

e.] In mol., pertaining to conjugation : as,
All the various mixtures and conjugations of atoms do a cwjugatire process.

beget nothing. Bentley, Sermons, conjugial (kon-j8'ji-al), a. [< L.
eonjugialis,

<

2. In gram. : (a) The inflection of a verb in its conjugium, marriage',' < conjungere, join, unite:

different forms, as voices, moods, tenses, num- see conjugate, v. Of. conjugal.] Same as con-

bers, and persons ;
a connected scheme of all the Ju9al

' used bv Swedenbprg and his followers

' '" "' ''
.

al-i), adv. In

s .;
, con-

derivative forms of a verb. (6) A class of verbs
similarly conjugated : as, Latin verbs of the
third conjugation, (c) In Hebrew and other
Semitic languages, one of several groups of in-
flections normally formed from the same verb,
and expressing a modification of meaning anal-

ogous to that found in certain classes of deriva-
tive verbs in Indo-European languages, orto the
voices of these.
of the Greek avvyia, properly derivation, including inflec-
tion as well as formation of new words, but afterward lim-
ited to the inflection of verbs, which had previously been
called simply inflection, or inflection of verbs (KAurtc pwia-
riav, decliiiatio verborum). )

3. A union or coupling ;
a combination of two

or more individuals. [Obsolete except in spe-
cific use. See 4.]
The sixth conjugation or pair of nerves.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 4.

4. In biol., a union of two distinct cells for re-

production; a temporary or permanent grow-
ing together of two or more individuals or cells,
with fusion of their plasmodic substance, as a
means of reproduction by germs or spores, or a
means of renewing individual capacity to mul-
tiply by fission . It is a kind of copulation of the entire
bodies of different individuals or cells, with the formation
of new nuclei or other form-elements, preparatory to the

to distinguish their special conception of the
nature of true marriage.

Canjugial love if celestial, spiritual, and holy, because
it corresponds to the celestial, spiritual, and holy mar-
riage of the Lord and the Church^

Sicedenborg, Conjugial Love (trans.), H 62.

tho inner surface of tho eyelids and thence is

reflected over the front of the eyeball, thus con-

joining the lids and the globe of the eye : a con-
traction of tunica conjunctiva. In low vertebrates
it is rudimentary and non-secretory, or not to be demon*
strated ; in the higher vertebrates which have eyelids it Is

well defined. In birds and many reptiles and mammals
it forms a special fold, chiefly constituting the nictitatim.'
membrane or third eyelid. It is very delicate where It

passes over the cornea, offering no impediment to vision.
In snakes which have no eyelids a delicate cuticle con-
tinues from the skin over the eye, and is shed with the rest
of the cuticle. The membrane is regarded as one of the
tunics or coats of the eyeball, like the tunica sclerotica, et.
2. In entom., the membrane uniting two scle-

rites, or hard parts of the integument, which
move freely on each other.

(kon-jungkf), a. and n. [< L. con- COnjunctival(kon-jungk-ti'val), a. [< conjunc-
junctus, pp. of conjungere, join together: see

conjoin, v., and cf. conjoint, an older form of con-

Una + -al.] Of or pertaining to the conjunc-
tiva Conjunctlval membrane, in anal., the con-wmwn] i*., lUAiUi t(/M/i/it. an uiuci luiui ui cc/-

V**SPi!S*9*l&!&*&& junct.] I. a. Conjoined; conjoint; united; as- J UIlctiva-

sociated ; concurrent. Il ia throu8n tllis system of canals that the conjuncft'oaf
mucous membrane is continuous with that of the nose.

The interest of the bishops is conjunct with the pros- llmltv ami Ymiinnnx I'hvuiol s 9S7
perity of the king. Jer. Taylor, Worts (ed. 1S35), II. 147. ... ,.

The Duke of Marlborough . . . carried over Lord Vis- Conjunctive (kon-jungk tiv), a. and n. [= F.
count Townsend to be conjunct plenipotentiary with him- conjonctlj = bp. Conjuntll'O = Pg. conjunctiva =
self. Bp. Burnet, Hist. Own Times, an. 1709. It. congiuntivo, < LL. conjunctivas, serving to
He discusses the conjunct questions with great acute- connect, < L. conjunctus, pp. of conjungere, con-

ness from every point of view. Sir W. Hamilton.

Conjunct charges. See conjoined charges, under charge.
Conjunct degrees, in ?/iu*ic, degrees that are adjacent

or successive in the scale. Conjunct modal, in logic, a
modal proposition in which the modality affects the cop-
ula (as, a white man may be black) : opposed to a disjunct
modal, where the sign of modality forms the predicate (as,
for a white man to be black is possible). Conjunct mo-
tion, progression, or succession, in music, a melodic
progression without steps of more than one scale-degree.
Conjunct rights, in Scots law, rights belonging to two

or more persons jointly. Conjunct system, in Gr. mu-
sic, a system or ten-toned scale made up of three con-
junct tetrachords, attributed to Ion, about 450 B. c.

Conjunct tetrachords, in Or. music, tetrachords hav-
ing one tone in common, namely, the upper tone of one
tetrachord and the lower tone of the other.

II. t n. A combination; an association;
union. Creech. [Bare.]
conjunction (kon-jungk'shon), n. [< ME. con-

junccion, -tion (in astronomy) = F. conjonction CC-njUJ Ctively (kon-jungk tiv-li), adv.

nect: see conjoin, v., conjunct, conjunction.'] I.
a. If. Closely connected or united.

She's so conjunctive to my life and soul.

Shut., Hamlet, Iv. 7.

2. Connecting; connective; uniting; serving
to connect or unite.

Some [conjunctions] are conjuitctifr, and some disjunc-
tive. Harris, Hermes, II. 2.

Conjunctive mode [LL. conjunctivus modus, or simply
conjuncticiuj, in gram., the mode which follows a condi-
tional conjunction or expresses some condition or contin-
gency. It is more generally called

subjunctive.
U. n. 1. In gram., the conjunctive mode.

See above. 2. In math., the sum of rational

a integral functions, each affected by an arbitrary
multiplier. The sum is said to be the conjunc-
tive of the functions.

In

, . conjuncion = Pg. conjunc,So, conjuncc.Ho
'

?~*5~= It. congiunzione = D. conjunetie = G. con- togetner.
conjunctive or united manner; in combination;

junction = Dan. Sw. Jootijunktion, < L. conjunc-
tto(n-), a joining together, union, a connect-

Cetlsof a Seaweed (Sfirofrra tlonfata) Conjugating, highly
Ified.

Of Strasburg and Ulm I may speak conjunctively.
Sir II. Wotton, Letters.

The
inagnine

i. Portions of two filaments preparing for conjugation ; a protuber-
ance has arisen from each cell to meet a similar one from the opposite
cell. a. A. portions of tw., filaments whose cells are in the act of con-
jugating. At the left the protoplasmic body of one cell is passing
thruugh and coalescing with that of the opposite cell ; at the right
this has already taken place. B, portion of a filament containing
young zygospores, each surrounded by a cell-wall." Lehrbuch der Botanik.")

development of new individuals. It is also called zygosis,
and the resulting blended organism is called a zygote or
zygospore. The process occurs only In the lower animals
and plants, among many of which it is an ordinary mode
of reproduction. It is very common in protozoans, and has
been observed in certain worms. (See Diplozoon.) A per-
manent fusion takes place in the unicellular alga Inato-
"."'" and DttmidiacecB by the union of the contents of
two separate cells; in the /tninifmacrce and Mesocarpece,
by that of two cells of different filaments or of the same
filament ; and in the Zuosjmntf, hy that of zoospores from
different mother-cells. The result of the union in each
case is called a zijyospore ; the latter produces a plant sim-

combination
;
association.

We will unite the white rose and the red ;

Smile heaven upon this fair conjunction .'

Shot., Rich. III., v. 4.

Never was so happy a conjunction of civility, freedom,
easiness, and sincerity. Xirift, Death of Stella.

The history of the government, and the history of the
people, would be exhibited in that mode in which alone
they can be exhibited justly, in inseparable conjunction
and intermixture. Macaulay, History.

2. In astron., the meeting of two or more

., , inflammation
of the conjunctiva. It is one of the commonest
affections of the eye.
conjunctly (kon-jungkt'li), adv. In a conjunct
manner

; in union
; jointly ; together.

They must be understood conjunctly, so as always to go
together. Bp. Beveridge, Sermons, I. xxxi
The theory of the syllogism in Depth (far less In both

quantities conjunctly) was not generalized by Aristotle.
Sir H. Hamilton, Discussions, p. 695, note.

Conjunctly and severally, in Scof law, same as jointly
and severally (which see, under jointly).

stars or planets in the same longitude: as, conjuncture (kon-jungk'tur), n. [= F. con-
the conjunction of the moon with the sun, or of joneture = Sp. conjuittura,~ci>i/n>itura = Pg. con-

Jupiter and Saturn. When a planet, as seen from junctura = It. congiuntura, < ML. conjunetura, <
the earth, is in the same direction as the sun, it is said to L. conjunctus, pp. of conjungere, join together:



conjuncture

see conjoin, r., conjunct.] 1. A coming or join-

ing together; the state of being joined; meet-

ing; combination; union; connection; associa-

tion. [Obsolete or archaic.]

So God prosper you at home, as me abroad, and send us

in good time a joyful Conjuncture.
IIoirM, Letters, I. i. 21.

Every man is a member of a society, and hath some

common terms of union and conjuncture, which make all

the body susceptive of all accidents to any part.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 260.

2. Combination of circumstances or affairs;

especially, a critical state of affairs
;
a crisis.

It pleased God to make tryall of my conduct in a con-

juncture of the greatest and most prodigious hazard that

ever the youth of England saw. Evelyn, Diary, 1041.

Perhaps no man could, at that conjuncture, have ren-

dered more valuable services to the court.

Macaidatj, Hist. Eng., vii.

Those largest of all conjuncture* which you properly

call times of revolution must demand and supply a delib-

erative eloquence all their <>wn.

11. Choate, Addresses, p. 167.

conjungedt, a- [< L. conjung-ere, join together

(see conjoin), + -ed?.] Same as conjoined.

conjuration (kon-jg-ra'shon), n. [< ME. con-

juracioun = D. conjuratie = G. conjuration, <

OF. conjuration, F. conjuration = Sp. conjura-

tion = Pg. conjuragSo = It. congiurazione, < L.

conjuratio(n-), a swearing together, a conspira-

cy, ML. also enchantment, adjuration, < conju-

rare, pp. conjuratus, conspire, etc. : see conjure.

The older form (in ME. and F.) is conjurison,

q. v.] If. A conspiracy ;
a plot ;

a league for

criminal ends.

The conjuration of Catiline.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, in. 28.

1198 connaturality

I am believed to conjure, raise storms and devils, by conn3
,
" See poll 3 .

whose power I can do wonders. COnnablet, See covenable.
Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, iv. 2.

connascence , connascency (ko-nas'ens, -en-si),
' -

~

II. trans. 1 (kon-jor'). To call on or sum-
mon by a sacred name or in a solemn manner

;

implore with solemnity ; adjure ; solemnly en-

treat.

The Provost conjured him, as he was a Christian, to go
and tell the Duke of Alva, his Provost was there clapped

up, nor could he imagine why. llomll, Letters, I. iv. 28.

I conjure you ! let him know,
Whate'er was done against him, Cato did it.

Addimn, Cato.

cimnascent: see -ence, -ency.J 1. The
,wo or more at the same time ; produc-

tion of two or more together. [Rare.]

Those geminous births and double comuixcencles.
XIr T. llromie, Vulg. Err., iii. 15.

2. The act of growing together or at the same
time. [Rare.]

Symphasis denotes a cnnnancFHce, or growing together.
Witeman.

2 (kuu'jer). To affect or effect by magic or connascent (ko-nas' ent), . [< LL. eonnas-

enchantment: procure or bring about by prac- ((-)*, ppr. of COWKMCI, be born at the same

tising the arts of a conjurer. time, < L. com-, together, + nasci, be born : see

The Poet neuer maketh any circles about your imagina- nascent, and cf. connate.'] 1. Born or produced
tion, to coniure you to beleeue for true what he writes. together or at the same time. 2. Growing to-

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.
|her or in company . [Rare in both uses.]company. [Ra

The habitation which your prophet . . . conjured the COJmate (kou'at), a. [= Sp. Pg. It. eimnato, <
devil into- Shalc-'

M ' of v'' L 3 '

LL. connatus, pp. of connasci, be born together :

3 (kun'jer). To call or raise up or bring into see connascent, and cf. cognate.] 1. Inborn; im-

existence by conjuring, or
as^if

by conjuring: piante(i at Or existing from birth; congenital.

A difference has been made by some : those diseases or

conditions which are dependent upon original conforma-

tion being called congenital; while the diseases or affec-

with up : as, to conjure up a phantom.
Thou know'st my praise of nature most sincere,

And that my raptures are not conjur'd up
To serve occasions of poetic pomp.

Coioper, The Task, i.

He cannot conjure up a succession of images, whether

tions that may have supervened during gestation or deliv-

ery lire termed connate. DunyKson.

The conviction that if we are sent into the world with

grave "or gay to flit across the fancy or play in the eye. certain connate principles of truth, those principles can-

Gi/onl, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. xliv. no t be false. G. It. Levet.

= Syn. 1. See list under adjure. 2. To charm, enchant. 3. Cognate; allied in origin or nature.
mfC1 T> stsvnvuji* Kr\ rfMMiiom

conjuret, . [ME., = Pr. conjur = Sp. conjv.ro;

from the verb.] Conjuration ;
enchantment.

And gan out of her cofre take
Heln thought an hevenly flgure,^ *# ,

II. 247.

2.

name;
treaty.

We charge you, in the name of God, take heed. . . .

Under this conjuration, speak, my lord.

Shak., Hen. V., i. 2.

Lys. Answer me truly.

Lyd I will do that without a conjuration.
Fletcher (and Massingerl), Lovers' Progress, iv. 3.

3. A magical form of words used with the view

of evoking supernatural aid
;
an incantation ;

an enchantment ;
a magic spell.

I will a round unvarnish'd tale deliver

Of my whole course of love : what drugs, what charms,
What conjuration, and what mighty magic
(For such proceeding I am charg'd withal),

I won his daughter. Shak., Othello, i. 3.

conjuratort (kon'j8-ra-tor), n. [= F. conjura-
teur = ~Pr. Sp. Pg. conjur'ador= It. congiuratore,

< ML. conjurator, a conspirator, < L. conjurare,

pp. conjuratus, conspire, etc. : see conjure, v.

Cf. conjurer.] In old Eng. law, one bound by an

oath with others
;
a conjuror ;

a conspirator.

conjurement (kon-jor'ment), n. [< OF. con-

jurement = It. "congiuramentp, < ML. conjura-

mentum, < L. conjurare, conjure: see conjure,

.] Adjuration ;
solemn demand or entreaty.

[Rare.]
Earnest iutreaties and serious conjurementi.

There was originally no greater mechanical aptitude,
and no greater desire to progress, in us than in the con-

nate nations of northern Europe.
//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 429.

That keen acumen connate with daring boldness, and
that power to govern linguistic phenomena, which the

Gottingeu professor has heretofore displayed in fields of

investigation embracing a wider horizon.
Ainer. Jour. Philol., VII. 232.

In the wilderness I find something more dear and con-

note than in streets or villages. Emerson, Misc., p. 17.

3. In anat. and zool., united; not separated by
a joint or suture ; confluent ; specifically, in

"I entom, immovably united; soldered together,
(kon-jor er, -or, in senses 1 T ,..,,_ th(, mpnrum and lieula mav be connate

Grafton, Hen. VII., an. 29.

conjure (kon-jor' or kun'jer: see etym. and

dels.), v.
; pret. and pp. conjured, ppr. conjuring.

[Historically the pron. is kun'jer in all senses
;

but the pron. kon-jor', based on mod. F. or the

= It. congiuratore, < ML. conjurator, a conjur- both adnate anfi coalesccnt. Some-
er, also one bound by an oath with others, a

timeg eoi,erent.-Ctaaa.1 elytra, in

conspirator: see Conjurator, and conjure, r.] If. entom., those elytra which are immovably
One bound by a solemn oath; a conjurator; a united at the suture, the wings in this

conspirator. 2. One who solemnly enjoins or case being aborted.-Connate leaf, a

conjures.-3. An enchanter; one wL practises ^J&JK&^^SS!;
magic or uses secret charms

;
a magician. t|le pe ti ie, if petiolate : in the flrst case

Now do I it is jifrftiliatr, ; in the second, peltate.

Sit like a conjuror within my circle, connate-perfoliate (kon
'
at - per- Connate Leaves.

And these the devils that are rais'd about me.
fo'li-at), a. In lot., connate about

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, v. fi.

the stem by ft broad bage . gaid of opposite
From the account the loser brings, leaves
The conjurer knows who stole Che things. Prior.

connation (ko-na'shon), M. [< LL. connatus,
Hence 4. One who practises legerdemain; a connate: see connate, and cf. cognation.] 1.

juggler Bird-conjurer*, an augur; a haruspex ; one Connection by birth: natural union. Dr. H.
who divines by birds. Also called Krd-dimner. No con- ,, TRare 1 2 In zoi'il. and anat., the for-

jurer. one who is far from being clever or learned. ffl[fnnWdProduction of two things together ;

juror Conyrem; Love for Love, ii. 9. connation of the toes of a palmiped bird by their

conjuring-cup (kun'jer-ing-kup), , Same as webs; connation of two processes rf bone which

suri)rise-cup.
--- -

[ME. conjurison, conjurisoun,

arise by a single center of ossification. Con-

nation is an earlier and more intimate or com-

< OF. conjurer, cunjurer, mod. F. conjurer= Sp.

Pg. eonjurar = It. congiurare, < L. conjurare,
swear together, assent with an oath, assent,

unite, agree, conspire, in ML. also conjure, ad-

jure, exorcise,< com-, together,+ ./rare, swear:

see jurat, jury, and cf. adjure, perjure.'} I. in-

trans. If (kon-jor'). To swear together ;
band

together under oath
; conspire ; plot.

Hieu . . . coniuml aseynst loram.

Wyclif, 4 Ki. [2 Ki.] ix. 14 (Oxf.).

His seruauntis rysen and conjureden bytwene hemseluen.

Wyclif, 4 Ki. [2 Ki.] xii. 20 (Oxf.).

Had conjured among themselves and conspired against
the Englishmen. Foxe.

And in proud rebellious arms
Drew after him the third part of heaven's sons,
Conjured against the Highest. Milton, P. L., ii. 693.

2 (kun'jer). To practise the arts of a conjur-

er; use arts to engage, or as if to engage, the

aid of supernatural agents or elements in per-

forming some extraordinary act.

Therupon he gan conjure
So that through his enchantement
This lady . . .

Met [dreamed] as she slepte thilke while

How fro the heven ther came a light.

Cower, Conf. Araant., III. 67.

form ot conjuration, > ME. conjuracioun, E. con-

juration, q. v.] 1. A conspiracy; a conjuration.

There is made a strong coniurysoun.
Wyclif, 2 Ki. [2 Sam.] xv. 12.

2. An enchantment ;
a conjuration ;

a charm.

So he leorned . . .

Ay to aquelle his enemye
With charmes and with conjurisom.
King Alisaunder (Weber's Metr. Eom.), 1. 79.

conjuror, . See conjurer.

conjury (kun'jer-i), . [< conjure + -</.] The
acts or art of a conjurer; magic; jugglery.

[Rare.]
Priesthood works out its task age after age, . . . exer-

cising the same conjuru over ignorant baron and cowardly
hindf Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 30.

conk (kongk), , [E. dial., var. of cfcl.] A
confidential chat.

" Well ! yo' lasses will have your conks, a know ;
secrets

'bout sweethearts and such like."

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, vi.

con moto (kon mo'to). [It.: con, < L. cum, with ;

moto, < L. motus, motion, movement, < movere,

pp. motus, move: see cum- and move.'] In mu-

sic, with spirited movement.

I conjure only but to raise un him. COm^t,
. See con* 1.

Shak., E. and J., ii. 1. COnn2 .
V. t. See MOT.

+ -/.] Of the same "origin; connected by
birth.

connatural (ko-nat'u-ral), a. [= F. connaturel

= Sp. Pg. connatural = It. connaturale, < ML.

connaturalis, < L. COMI-, together, + naturalis,

natural, etc. : see natural.] 1. Of the same na-

ture; like in quality or kind; closely related

or assimilated.

Often it falls out that great Solemnities are waited on

with great Disasters or rather, indeed, as being connatu-

ral, they can hardly be asunder. Baker, Chronicles, p. 62.

And mix with our connatural dust.

Milton, P. L., xi. 529.

2. Belonging by birth or nature; intimately

pertaining; connate; inborn.

These affections are connatural to us, and as we grow

np, so do they. Sir R. L'Estrange.

But in spite of its power of assimilation, there is much
of the speech of England which has never become connatu-

ral to the Anglican people.
G. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., i.

connaturality (ko-nat-u-ral'i-ti), n. [= OF.

connaturalite, connaturalete = Pg. connaturaU-

dade = It. connaturalita, < ML. *eonnatura1i-

ta(t-)s, < connaturalis : see connatural.] Par-

ticipation in the same nature
;
natural union or

relation. [Rare.]



connaturality
TlicTi! U :i r,,,iii,itnnii;i<i ami cnnk'rnliy between tint

knnwk'ilKe . - all'l that

Sir M. llnl,-. ni, L.. ,,( Mankind, p. i-'.

connaturalize (ko-nat'u-l-i/.), . t. [< (/<-

niitiiriil + -i;c.] To connect by nature; adjust
or reconcile naturally. [Hare.]

II .u iiflcn have yirti been fnrced 1" suallow -i

. . . before, ever \nii 1<I eonnatura/iu \niir miiiniKht
i-cvcis in > in,,' temper. ./. .sv.iii. rhiistian i.ir.-, i. i

connaturally (ko-mit'u-ral-i), nrfr. In a con-

natural manner; connately; by nature; origi-

nally. ,s'*r Jtf. Hale.

There exists I.ettteen onr own being BIHl the worlil of

externalities :i wide runge at oiiinatrilll<l citalilMle.l re

lati.HIS .Ml'.!''. l\. i..".

COnnaturalnesS (ko-imt'u-nil-nes), . Partici-

pation in tin- same nature; natural union or

relation.

Such in tin- ^u< i tin 1

.*-* of our *ins, such the ,-nniilured-

n--xx uf our curl n|il inn-*.

/;/'. .\lt'.,-lnii-n, Seniiuiis. I., I'ref. to xi.

connature (ko-na'tur), ii. [<<-+ in/inn, ct
1

.

I'liiiiKiliinil.
|

Likeness in n;il nre or kind
;
iden-

tity or similarity ol' character.

Coil Mfiliircwasdetlacil as likeness in kiml, either between
Iwiirli.iii^,- Inconsclou '-II two slates of i-iin.

dOtUM*. //. ,S>'rrr, I' 1'' 11 "' I'sych"!., I 371.

connaught (kon'at), . [Appar. named.from
I'liiiiKuii/lil. a province of Ireland.] A kind of

cotton i'loth used as a foundation for embroi-

dery. Alsocalleil .liini i-iinrii.i and Inili- cnlhi-rt.

COnne't, A Middle Knglish fonn of cow 1
,

din '
.

COnne'-'t, ''. ' A Middle KngliHh form of CIHI-.

Connect (ko-nekt'), V. [= F. COim/rlir = Sp.
coiii-rtiir = It. i-innii'ttrri', < L. cniinrclin , usually
ri'ini'ctere, pp. conncxus, cdncxus, bind together,
connect, < coin-, co-, together, + iiectere, pp.

nexus, bind, tie, = Skt. ynoA, bind : see nejus.]
I. traiiK. To bind or fasten together; join or

unite; conjoin; combine
j
associate closely : as,

to I'/nniect ideas; the strait of Gibraltar connects

the Mediterranean with the Atlantic.

In Him no hi'-'h. no low, no great, no small;
He tilts, lit- liiiunils. i-u/imvfx, and equals all.

Pupe, Essay on Mail, I. 280.

Now, In the earliest states of society, all truth that has

any intercut or inipiirtancc: formal, ill nuect itself with

heaven. De Quincey, stjle, ii.

The English . . . saw their sovereign . . . connecting
him,. If by the strongest ties with the most faithless and
merciless persecutor. IHacaulay, Sir James Mackintosh.

Connecting cartilage. Nee ntriHagt.

II. intrans. To join, unite, or cohere.

This part will not connect with what goes hefore.

Bp. Horns.

connectedly (ko-nok'ted-li), adv. By connec-
tion ;

in a connected manner; conjointly; co-

herently, as an argument.
connecting-cell (ko-uek'ting-sel), . A term
used by Harvey for'Keterunjxt.

connecting-link (ko-nek'ting-lingk), n. 1. A
chain-link having a movable section, so that

it can be used to unite two portions of a chain.

Also called coi<pli>i</-li>ik. 2. Figuratively,

anything that links or joins one thing to an-

other; that which serves to connect or unite

members of a series, or to fill a hiatus between
them : as, a connectiny-link in an argument, or
in a chain of evidence ;

a connecting-link be-

tween two orders of being.

connecting-rod (ko-nek'ting-rod), n. In engin. :

(a) The coupling-rod which connects the pis-
ton with the crank of the driving-wheel axle of

a locomotive engine. See cut under locomo-

tirr. (b) The outside coupling-rod which con-
nects the wheels of a locomotive engine. (c)

The rod connecting the cross-head of a beam-
engine with thatend of the working-beamwhich

plays over the cylinder.
connection, connexion (ko-nek'shon), .

[Prop. coiiiii'.i'iini. rtiHiirrtioti being a false spell-

ing, like flection, deflection, inflection, reflection.

after the supposed analogy of affection, dejec-

tion, etc., wliich, however, depend on verbs

(affect, deject, etc.) in which the t really belongs
to the L. pp. and supine stem, whereas in con-

nect, deflect, etc., it is a part of the present
stem; < F. connexion = Sp. conerion = Pg.
coHHcxdo = It. eotuii'sxinne, < L. connejtio(n-),

usually <wif.rio(H-), < con nectere, conectere, pp.
mniK'.rii.*, coHi-jrim, connect: see connect.] 1.

The state of being connected or joined ; union

by junction, by an intervening substance or

medium, by dependence or relation, or by or-
der in a series.

M.\ heart, which liy secret harmony
still moves with thine, join M ill connexion sweet.

.ViV'ini, P. L., x. 359.

1199
i while you live have two ploU to your tragedy.

r .llli! p'lint ill Ni.in:e.'lh^ them 1- ullly til let \ulir 111!

ilerpli.t have a 111 wi with your main \

>'.:. Hie Critie, ii. -J.

^'tween cause ami effect. Wheietll.

All tic ie.jni-,1 itiiectiiHm arc fully
lihcd ilurliiK the luiet enil.ryimie IAI , I, cre.
Inn ./. f\Ar, I f :ilo.

2. The net of connecting; tin- net of uniting,

:i~-.icialinc;, or bringing into relation. 3. .-

nl intercourse. 4. Helatioiwhip by family tic~.

more piirlieuhirly by distant consanguinit y <ir

by nnirriiie;e; lienee, a relative, es| iiilly a

distant une.

I'.nt. pniv. Mr. rreininm. are you .K-imuint. il at nil nith

;in> nl ,n> I-'I/I/I.-JHI/I.^
'

Sln-ri'lim, Selmnl (nr seiniilal, Hi. '.'.

Now she'll kniiw MM! ;L ill nee of a fellow she has

(lighted; -he'll know .~l,e |,ii put an affront II|HJII a <</

if the TiHlwortlul
J. T. I

'

'illpun HondK, p. 74.

6. A circle of persons with whom one is brought
into more or less intimate relation: ax, a l.u_^-

business i-'iiiii<ftii>ii : lid :iny member of

sucli u circle. 6. An association or united

body ;
a religious sect : as, the Methodist run -

ncction.

It wan a toleralily comfortable class of the community,
that drcailful n.n/i.-cli..,i. .W;. (>li,,l,<inl, Snlelii rhap. I. ii.

7. A series or set of circumstances or notions
;

a number of related notions or matters under
cMiisiilcratiini, or thought of together: especial-

ly in the phrases in tin.* I-UHHK-II'IH or I'M Unit con-

ini-liiin (that is, in connection with the matter

now, or then, mentioned or under discussion).
Christian Connection. See Chrittiani, n., 6 (a).

To make connections, to join or meet, especially a rail-

wa\ -train i>r n steamlioat, at the place and time intended :

as, he failed to makf connection* at New York. |<'olloq. ]

= Syn. 1. Junction, etc. (we union); coherence, contiim

Ity association, alliance, intercourse, communication, af-

finity. 4. lirtaticc, etc. See relation.

connectional, conneiional (ko-nek'shon-al),
a. [< connection, connexion, + -til.] 1. Per-

taining to or of the nature of a connection or

union. 2. Pertaining to a religious sect or
connection.

Thus in all the connectional Interests of the united
church there would he from the very commencement the
most practical union. Cltrint. Union, Oct. IS, 1871, p. 252.

connectival (kon-ek-ti'val or ko-nek'ti-val), a.

[< connective + -oi.] Relating to or of the

nature of a connective.

connective (ko-nek'tiv), a. and n. [= F. con-

ncctif, < NL. connectivus, < L. connectere, con-
nect: see connect and -ice. Ct. connexivc.] I.

a. Having the power of connecting ; serving or

tending to connect; connecting.
There are times when prepositions totally lose their con-

nectirje nature, being converted into adverbs.

Harrit, Hermes, 11. 8.

Connective tissue, in aim/., a tissue of mesohlastic ori-

gin, composed of fusiform and branching cells with nbril-

lated intercellular substance. It forms the corium and the
tendons and ligaments, and constitutes the framework of
the various organs in which their proper cells are sus-

tained. It yields gelatin on boiling. The conneclire-

tiiiue ffroup embraces connective tissue proper, IKIIIC,

ilentine. cartilage, and mucous tissue. These are all de-
rived from the mesoblast.

II. . That which connects. Specidcally (a)
In "ii!.. a word used to connect words, clauses, and sen*
icuccs. In the widest sense this term includes relatives
and words derived from them, many adverlm, prepositions
(as connecting verbs and adjectives with nouns, or one
noun with another), and conjunctions ; but it is most fre-

quently applied to conjunctions. (It) In but., the portion
of the filament which connects the two cells of an anther.
See gtamen. (c) In aunt, and zool., a nervous commis-
sure; a cord between two ganglia: distinguished from
ganglion.

connectively (ko-nek'tiv-li), adr. In a con-
nective manner'; by union or conjunction;
jointly.
Whenever they [the people) can unite connectively, or

by deputation. Swift.

connectivum (kon-ek-ti'vum), n. [NL., neut.

of connectivus: see connective.] In (/;//. and
liliyniol., a tissue belonging to the connective-
tissue group.
connector (ko-nek'tor), M. [< connect + -or.]
One who or that which connects, specifically

(n) In '-If at., a small flexible tube for connecting the ends
of glass tubes In pneumatic experiments. (6) In elect., a
device for holding two parts of a conductor In Intimate

contact; a binding-screw; a clamp, (c) A car-coupling.
[Eng.]

connellite (ko-nel'it), H. [Named after a Brit-

ish chemist, ConneU.] A rare sulphatochlo-
rid of copper, occurring in slender hexagonal
crystals of a fine blue color in Cornwall, Eng-
land.

Conner1
(kon'er), n. [< con2 + -er1.] One

who tests, examines, or inspects ; one who has
a special knowledge of anything. See ale-

conner.

connive

Conner- (kon'er or kun'eri. ii. \\\~.<i rniiilir; <

,.!+ -i'.J 1. One wlin iiiij.'direc-

tioiiH to tin- helmsman of a ship. 2t. -\

son who stood ii|ion a cliff or an elevated purl
of tic in the time of the hcrring-liHli-

ing, to point out to the lisliernn-n l.\ sign- the

course of shoaU of ti-h ; a halker.

Conner 1 ikun'ir, . [AUn riniiinr. Ml
origin I'li-i-np.] 1. An Knglish name of the

opt, a tisli of the family l.nliriiln .

2. B0f i MM i'
1

.

connezt, >'. t. [<L.M
nectere, join together: sec i-nnni-ct.\

To link together; join; connect.

All uitli that u'enei;il hal lie ni\ ~i ''"" '<-[.>! anil ill :

milngUith .ilthe

.

......nation Entertainment.

connez (kon'eks), . [< L. connum*. pp.: see
the verb.) In I/IHIII., any mixed form cm
ing partly of points ami partly of lines, or of
cither diverse element-.: specifically, a three-

dimensional system of elements each enli-Ut

ing of a line and a point in a li.xed plane, or a
fiiur-diniensional system of elements each con-
sist ing of a plane and a point in space, n,,

uf Its .Dilation ill puinl
cixinlinates ; its clatt U the degree of its equation in tan
.cnii (or the clans of the euveloplm.

ii face w hen the |>iiit U tlxeil).

connexion, i'. BMfltaMeffM,
connexional, <>. See connectional.

COnnexity (ko-nek'si-ti), n. [As connfx + -ity. ]

The state of Wing connected.

The cimnexitii of a neural group. (.'. //. Levtt.

conneziva, n. Plural of coniiexivum.

connezivet (ko-nek'siv), a. [= Sp. conexito =
I'g. c<>nnrjrivo,"< LL. connexivu*, conexivtui, serv-

ing to connect, < L. connexwi, conexux, pp. of

connectere, riimrti IT, connect: see connect. Cf.

Connective.

Brought in by this conncxin1
particle, llierefore ((Jen.

U. :>4). Hilton, Tetrachordon.

connexivrun (kon-ek-si' \-urn), n. ; pi. connexira

(-vS). [NL., neut. of LL. connexirus, eonexivus,

serving to unite: see connrxii-c.] Iuetoni.,the
flattened lateral border of the abdomen of he-

mipterous insects, separated by deep grooves
or sutures from the tergal and ventral surfaces,
and frequently much dilated, so that it extends

beyond the hemelytron in repose.
connictation (kon-ik-ta'shgn), n. [< L. com- +
nictatio(n-), winking, < nictare, pp. nictatm,
wink: sea connive.] The act of winking. Bailey.

conniet, . An obsolete spelling of cony.

conning 1
1, ad An obsolete form of cun-

n hi;/
1

.

conning2 (kon'ing), . [Verbal n. of con2 .]

The act of one who cons or pores over a lesson.

conning3 (kon'ing or kun'ing), n. [Verbal n.

of co a
, r.] The act or art ofdirecting a helms-

man in steering or piloting a vessel.

conning-tower (kon'ing-tou'er), M. The low,
dome-shaped, shot-proof pilot-house of a war-

vessel, particularly an ironclad.

Like the others, she Is built of thin steel, and has a con-

ninff-towfr amidships, from whence she will be steered in

actfon. Sci. Ainer., N. 8., LIV. 52.

connivance (ko-m'vans), . [Less correct
form for connivence, also written connirency ;

< F. connivence = Sp. Pg. contiircncia = It. cow-

nirema, < L. conniventia, eoniventia, < eonnitere,

conivere, connive : see ronnire.] 1. The act of

conniving, tacitly permitting, or indirectly aid-

ing; collusion by withholding condemnation or

exposure ; tacit or implied encouragement, es-

pecially of wrong-doing.
It is better to mitigate usury by declaration than to suf-

fer It to rage by connivance. Bacon, Usury.

Better had It beene for him that the heathen had heard
the fame of his justice than of his wilfull cvnnirrnet and
partiality. Milton, On Def. of Iliimb. Kemonst.

Such abuses had gradually prevailed and gained strength
by MMMMML llallatn.

2. In the laic of divorce, specifically, the cor-

rupt consenting of a married person to that
conduct in the spouse of which complaint is

afterward made. Bishop.
connivancyt (ko-ni' van-si), . Same as conni-
vance or connivency.
connive (ko-niv'), v. ; pret. and pp. connived,

ppr. cniniinng. [= F. conniver, < L. conni'rere,

usually conir'ere, wink, wink at, overlook an er-

ror or crime, < COHI-, co-, + *nivere, wink, akin to

nicere, beckon, freq. nictare, wink.] I. intrant.

If. To wink.
The artist is to teach them how to nod judiciously, to

connive with either eye. *j~ '-tator, No. 906,



connive

Hence 2. To wink, or refrain from looking,
in a figurative sense, as at a culpable person
or act ; give aid or encouragement by silence
or forbearance

;
conceal knowledge of a fault

or wrong: followed by at (formerly sometimes
with OH).
But what avail'd it Eli to be himself blameless, while he

connio'it at others that were abominable ?

Milton, Hist. Ellg., Hi.

Knowing they were reduced to the extremity of famine,
he generously connired at the methods practised to supply
them with provisions. Goldsmith, Cultivation of Taste.

3. To be in secret complicity; have a furtive
or clandestine understanding: foliowed by !ri<A:

as, to connive with one in a wrongful act. [Col-
loq. or rare.] 4f. To waive objection; act as
if satisfied

; acquiesce : used absolutely.

Upon the Pope's threatning to excommunicate the King,
Thurstane entree! upon Ills Bishoprick, and the King con-
itiri-d. Baker, Chronicles, p. 41.

To show I am not flint, but affable, as you say, ... I

relent, I connive, most affable Jack.
Ford ami Dekker, Witch of Edmonton, ii. 1.

5f. To tamper : followed by with.

Nor were they [statutes] ever intended to be connived
viith iu the least syllable.

Bp. Ilacket, Abp. Williams, 1. 178.

II. t trans. To shut one's eyes to; wink at;
tacitly permit.

Divorces were not connived only, but with eye open al-

lowed. Milton.

connivence! (ko-ni'vens), n. Same as conni-
I'Kiice.

connivencyt (ko-ni'ven-si), n. 1. Connivance.

I have conuiv'd at this, your friend and you,
But what is got by this connivancy?

Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure.

2. In not. hist., convergence; close approach.
Bentlium.
Also connivancy.

connivent (ko-m'vent), a. [= F. connivent =
Pg. It. connivente, < L. conniven(t-)s, coniven(t-)s,

8pr.

of connivere, conivere: see connive.] If.

onniving ; wilfully blind or tolerant.

Justice . . . connivent, ... or, if I may so say, osci-

tant and supine. Milton, Divorce, ii. 8.

2. In nat. hist., having a gradually inward di-

rection; converging; coming in contact: as,
the connivent wings of an insect, or petals of a
flower. In anat., specifically applied to circular folds
of the mucous membrane of the intestine, lying in series

along the inner wall of the tube and projecting into its

lumen, increasing the absorbing and secreting surface :

as, the coiinicent valves (valvulee conniventes).
conniver (ko-m'ver), . One who connives.

Abettors, counsellors, consenters, commenders, conni-

vers, concealers ; each of these will be found guilty before
God's tribunal. Junius, Slime Stigmatized (1639), p. 825.

conniving (ko-m'ving), p. a. [Ppr. of connive,
v] Same as connivent, 2.

Connochaetes (kon-o-ke'tez), n. [NL. (Lich-
tenstein) ;

also improp. Connochcetes, Connoche-
tes ; < Gr. xdwof, beard, + xat-n/, mane (NL.
chieta, a bristle).] A genus of antilopine rumi-

nants, represented by the wildebeest or gnu, C.

gnu. See gnu. Also called CatoWcpas.
connoisseur (kon-i-sur' or -ser'), n. [< F. con-

noisseur, formerly cognoisseur, now connoisseur,
< OF. conoisseor, connisseour, conissour, etc.

(= Pr. conoissere, conoissedor = Sp. conocedor=
Pg. conheccdor= It. conoscitore), < OF. conoistre,
connoistre (connoiss-), F. connaitre (connaiss-)
= Pr. conoscer, conoisser = Sp. conoscer (obs.),
conocer = Pg. coiihecer = It. conoscere, know, <

L. cognosccre, know : see cognition, cognizance,
cognize, cognosce.'} A critical judge of any art,

particularly of painting, sculpture, or music;
one competent to pass a critical judgment : as,
a connoisseur of carvings ;

a connoisseur of lace.

Your lesson learn'd, you'll be secure
To get the name of conjtoisseur. Swift, Poetry.

What contwixxeurs say of some pictures painted by
Raphael in bis youth may be said of this campaign. It
was in Frederic's early bad manner.

Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

The connoisseur is
" one who knows," as opposed to the

dilettant, who only "thinks that he knows."
Fairholt, Diet. Terms of Art, p. 127.

connoisseurship (kon-i-sur' ship or -ser'ship),
. [< connoisseur + -ship.] The role or part

of a connoisseur; critical judgment in matters
of art.

How well his connoisseurship understands
The graceful bend, and the voluptuous swell.

Byron, Childe Harold, iv. 53.

Connor, . See cornier*, 1.

connotate (kon'o-tat), v. t.; pret. and pp. con-

notated, ppr. connotating. [< ML. *connotatus,
pp. of connotare, connote: see connote.] To

1200

denote secondarily ;
refer to something besides

the object named ; imply the existence of along
with or as correlated to the object named

;

connote: thus, the term "father" connotates a
"child": used especially of qualities whose ex-
istence is implied by adjectives : distinguished
from denotate, denote.

Law and punishment being relations, and mutually con-

notutiny each the other.

Sp. Keynuldn, The Passions, p. 519 (Ord MS.).

God's foreseeing doth not include or connotate prede-
termining. lla>lin<o,:i!.

connotation (kon-o-ta'shon), . [= F. conno-
tation = Sp. connotacion = Pg. connotayao, <

ML. "connotatio(n-), < connotare, pp. "eonnota-

tus, connote: see connote.] 1. Secondary de-
notation

;
reference to something besides the

object named.
In regard to the word black, we merely annex to it the

syllable ness ; and it is immediately indicated that all con-
notation is dropped. James Mill, Human Mind, ix.

2. That which constitutes the meaning of a

word; the aggregation of attributes expressed
by a word ; that which a word means or implies :

distinguished from denotation. See extract, and
connote, v.

The more usual mode of declaring the connotation of a
name is by predicating two or more connotative names
which make up among them the whole connotation of
the name to be defined, as, Man is a corporeal, organized,
animated, rational being, shaped so and so; or we may
employ names which connote several of the attributes at

once, as, Man is a rational animal shaped so and so.

J. S. Mill, Logic, I. viii. 2.

connotative (ko-no'ta-tiv), a. [= F. connotatif
= Sp. Pg. connotativo, < ML. connotaticus, < *con-

notatus, pp. of connotare, connote: see connote,
connotate] Haying the quality of connoting;
implying an attribute while denoting a subject :

applied to any term which connotates or con-
notes anything, in whatever sense those verbs

may be used. [The Latin equivalent connotatimu is

frequent in the scholastic writers, from Alexanderof Hales,
one of the earliest, who gives reliitiva appellatw as the
equivalent of noiiien coniwtans, to William of Occam, who
says :

"A connotative name is that which signifies one thing
primarily and another secondarily ; and such a name prop-
erly has a nominal definition, . . . and frequently a part
of that definition ought to be placed in the nominative and
part in an oblique case, ... as with the noun white, . . .

that whicli possesses whiteness." The word is used in this
sense in older English writers. Several modern writers,
as James Mill, have used it in nearly the same way ; but
J. S. Mill's influence has established, alongside of the old
meaning, another, used by his followers, which is defined
in the following extract :

A connotative term is one which denotes a subject, and
implies an attribute. By a subject is here meant anything
which possesses attributes. Thus John, or London, or Eng-
land, are names which signify a subject only. Whiteness,
length, virtue, signify an attribute only. None of these

names, therefore, are connotative. But white, long, vir-

tuous are connotative. The word white denotes all white
things, aa snow, paper, the foam of the sea, etc., and im-

plies, or, as it was termed by the schoolmen, connotes, the
attribute whiteness. J. S. Mill, Logic, I. ii. &.]

Connotative being. See being.

connote (ko-nof), v.
; pret. and pp. connoted,

ppr. connoting. [= Sp. connotar, < ML. con-

notare, connote, < L. com-, together, + notare,,
mark, note: see note, v., and of. connotate] I.

trans. 1. Same as connotate.

Good, in the general sense of it, connotes also a certain
suitableness of it to some other thing. South.

White, in the phrase white horse, denotes two things,
the color and the horse ; but it denotes the color prima-
rily, the horse secondarily. We say that it notes the pri-

mary, connotes the secondary signification.
James Mill, Human Mind, i.

2. To signify; mean; imply.
It [Cosmos] denotes the entire phenomenal universe ; it

connotes the orderly uniformity of nature, and the nega-
tion of miracle or extraneous disturbance of any kind.

J. Fiske, Cosmic Philos., I. 182.

[This meaning was introduced by J. S. Hill. A word con-
notes those attributes which its predication of a subject
asserts that that subject possesses. But connote is now of-

ten loosely used in such a sense that any attribute known
to be possessed by all the objects denoted by a term is

said to be connoted by that term. Mill discountenances
this use of the word.

In some cases it is not easy to decide precisely how much
a particular word does or does not connote ; that is, we do
not exactly know (the case not having arisen) what degree
of difference in the object would occasion a difference in
the name. Thus, it is clear that the word man, besides
animal life and rationality, connotes also a certain external
form

; but it would be impossible to say precisely what
form ; that is, to decide how great a deviation from the
form ordinarily found in the beings whom we are accus-
tomed to call men would suffice in a newly discovered
race to make us refuse them the name of man.

J. S. Mill, Logic, I. ii. 6.]

= Syn. Noie, Denote, Connote. See the definitions of these
words.

II. intrans. To have a meaning or significa-
tion in connection with another word.

Conocephalitidae
Some grammarians have said that an adjective only

connotes, and means nothing by itself.

ll>n',h' Toolcc, Diversions of Purley, ii. 6.

COnnotive (ko-no'tiv), a. [< connote + -ive.

Cf. connotative.] Connoting; significant; con-
veying the meaning, as of a word

; connotative.

Mr. Spencer, . . . preferring to use a term connotive of
true humility and the limitations of the human mind,
calls this mysterious object of religious feeling

" The Un-
knowable." Pop. Set. Mo., XXVI. 407.

connubial (ko-nu'bi-al), a. [= Sp. Pg. connu-
bial = It. connubiale, < L. connubialis, usually
coniibialis, < eonnubiuin, usually conubimn, mar-
riage, < com-, co-, together, + niibere, veil, marry :

see nubile, nuptial] Pertaining to marriage ;

nuptial ; springing from or proper to the mar-
ried state ; matrimonial

; conjugal.
Nor turn'd, I ween,

Adam from his fair siMJUse, nor Eve the rites

Mysterious of connubial love refused.

Milton, P. L., iv. 743.

Contented toil, and hospitable care,
And kind connubial tenderness are there.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 404.

= Syn. Ciinjnrial, Hymeneal, etc. See matrimonial.

COmmbiality (ko-nu-bi-al'i-ti), n. [< connubial
+ -ity] 1. The state of being connubial. 2.

Anything pertaining to the married state.

With the view of stopping some slight connubialities
which had begun to pass between Mr. and Mrs. Browdie.

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby, xlii.

connubially (ko-nu'bi-al-i), adv. In a connu-
bial manner ; as man and wife.

connudatet (kon'u-dat), r. t. [< L. com- (in-
tensive) + nudatus, pp. of nudare, make naked,
< nudus, naked: see nude.] To strip naked.
Bailey.
connumerate (ko-nu'me-rat), v. t.

; pret. and
pp. conntimerated, ppr. connumerating. [< LL.
conmtmeratus, pp. of connumerare (> Sp. connu-
merar= It. connumerare), < L. com-, together, +
numerare, number: see numerate, number, v.]
To reckon or count conjointly, or together with

something else.

Ought to be connumerated or reckoned together.
Cvdworth.

connumeration (ko-nu-me-ra'shon), . [= Sp.
connumeracion = It. connumerazione, < ML. con-

numeratio(n-), < LL. connumerare, pp. connume-
ratus, number with : see connumerate] A reck-

oning together.

Insisting upon the connumeration of the three persons.
J'orsvn, To Travis, Letters, p. 225.

connusancet (kon'u-sans), . An obsolete form
of cognizance.
connusantt (kon'u-sant), a. An obsolete form
of cognizant.
COnnusort (kon'u-sor), n. An obsolete form of

cognizor.
connutritious (kon-u-trish'us), a. [< con- +
nutritious] If. Nourished or brought up to-

gether. Coles, 1717. 2. Imbibed with one's
nourishment

; resulting from a special kind of

food; growing with one's growth: said espe-
cially of diseases which are congenital or are
contracted from a nurse.

COnny1
(kon'i), . Same as canny. [Prov. Eng.]

conny'2t, ' An obsolete spelling of cony.
Conocardium (ko-no-kar'dj-um), n. [NL., <
Gr. KUVOC, a cone, + napSia = E. heart] A ge-
nus of fossil bivalve shells, from the Silurian
and Carboniferous
strata of Europe and
America, of which C.

hibernicum is the type.
conocarp (ko

'
no-

karp), n. [< Gr. KU-

vof, a cone, + Kapjtof,

fruit.] In bot., a
fruit consisting of a
collection of carpels
arranged upon a con-
ical center, as the

blackberry. [Kare.]
conocephalite (ko-no-
set"a-l!t), n. A fossil

of the genus Conoee-

/ihnlites.

Conocephalites (ko-no-sef-a-li'tez), . [NL.
(Adams, 1848), < Gr. kuvof,"& cone, + KC^.TJ,
the head, + -ites] A genus of trilobites, having
the glabella narrowed in front, few thoracic

rings, and moderately developed abdomen,
made the type of a family Conoccpnulitidai.

Conocephalitidse (ko-no-sef-a-lit'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Conocephalites 4- -idee.] A family of

trilobites, typified by the genus Conocephalites.
Also written Conocephalidce.

Conocardium
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a., ad] adjective.
abbr. abbreviation.
abl ablative.
ace. accusative.
accom accommodated, accom-

modal ii >n.

act. active.

ailv adverb.
AK Anglo-French
agrl agriculture.
AL. Anglo- Latin.
alg algebra.
Amer American.
anat. anatomy.
anc ancient.

antlq antiquity.
aor aorist.

appar. apparently.
Ar Arabic.
arch architecture.
arclueol archieology.
arith. arithmetic.
art. article.

AS Anglo Saxon.
aatrol astrology.
astron utronomy.
attrlb attributive.

aug augmentative.
Bav Bavarian.

Beng Bengali.
biol biology.
Bohem Bohemian.
bot botany.
Braz. Brazilian.
Itret Breton.

bryol bryology.
Bulg Bulgarian.
carp carpentry.
Cat Catalan.
Cath Catholic.
cans. causative.
ceram ceramics.
cf. L. confer, compare.
oh, church.
< 'h.il. Chaldee.
clirni chemical, chemistry.
Chin Chinese.
chron chronology.
colloq colloquial, colloquially.
com commerce, commer-

cial.

comp composition, com*
pound.

compar. comparative.
conch. concnology.
con] conjunction.
contr contracted, contrac-

tion.
Corn Cornish.
craniol cranlology.
craniom craniometry.
crystal crystallography.
D. Dutch.
Dan Danish.
ilit. dative.
del definite, definition.
deriv derivative, derivation.
dial dialect, dialectal.
difl different.
dim diminutive.
1 1 1

- 1 r i 1 1 distributive.
dram dramatic.
1 1> 1 1. ii ii dynamics.

East
E. English (usim^v ),i."ni-

in;; modernEnglish).
eccl., eccles ecclesiastical.
econ economy.
t. g. L. exempli gratia, for

example.
Egypt Egyptian.
E. Ind East Indian.
elect electricity.
embryoL embryology.
Bng English.

engin engineering.
mi. ini entomology.
Epls Episcopal.
equlv. equivalent.

esp especially.
Eth Ethloplc.
editing ethnography.
ethnol. ethnology.
etym etymology.
Eur European.
exclam exclamation.
f., fern feminine.
F French (utually

mean-
ing modern French).

Flem Flemish.
fort fortification.

freq frequentative.
Fries Frtesic.

rut future.
O Oermta(uiuallutnefiii-

ing New High Ger-

man).
Gael Gaelic.

galv galvanism.
gen genitive.
geog geography.
geol. geology.
geora geometry
Goth Gothic (Jlresogothic).
Or. Greek.
gram grammar.
gun gunnery.
Heb Hebrew.
her heraldry.
herpet herpetology.
Hind Hindustani.
hist history.
horol horology.
hort horticulture.

Hung. Hungarian.
hydraul hydraulics.
hydros. hydrostatics.
Icel Icelandic (utuaOy

meaning Old Ire-

l&mllc,otfierwite call-
ed Old Norse).

Ichth Ichthyology.
L e L. id ett, that Is.

topers. impersonal
Impf. imperfect.
impv imperative.
iniprop. Improperly.
Ina Indian.
ind indicative.
Indo-Eur. Indo-European.
indef. Indefinite.

inf. infinitive.

Instr Instrumental.

interj interjection.
intr., intrans. . . .intransitive.
IT. Irish.

irreg irregular, irregularly.
It Italian.

Jap Japanese.
L. Latin (utually mean-

ing classical Latin).
Lett Lettish.
LG Low German.
lichenol Uchenology.
lit literal, literally.
lit. literature.
I.iMi Lithuanian.
lithog lithography.
llthol lithology.

"

I.I.. Late Latin.

m., masc masculine.
M. Middle.
mach machinery.
mammal mammalogy.
manuf. manufacturing.
math. mathematics.
MD Middle Dutch.
ME Middle English (other-

urise called Old Eng-
Ilsh).

mech. mechanics, mechani-
cal.

medicine.
mensuration.

metal metallurgy.
metaphysics.
meteorology.
Mexican

MOr. Middle Greek, medie-
val Greek.

MHO Middle High German.
mllit. military.
mineral. mineralogy.
ML. Middle Latin, medic-

val Latin.
MLO Middle Low German.
mod. modern.
myool mycology.
myth. mythology.
n noun.
n.

, nent neuter.
K New.
N North.
N. Amer. North America.
nat natural.
nant. > nautical.
nav 7. ... navigation.
NQr New Greek, modern

Qnek.
NHG New High German

(utually limply <;.,

German).
KL. New Latin, modern

Latin.
mini nominative.
Norm Norman.
north northern.
Norw Norwegian.
munis. numismatics.
O. Old.
oba. obsolete.
obstet obstetrics.

OBulg Old Bulgarian (other-
wife called Church
Slavonic, Old Slavic,
Old Slavonic).

OCat Old Catalan.
OD. Old Dutch.
ODan. Old Danish.
odontog odontography.
odontol. odontology.
OF. Old French.
OFlem. Old Flemish.
OGaeL Old Gaelic.
OHG Old High German.
Olr. Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.
OL. Old Latin.
OLQ Old Low German.
ONorth. Old Northumbrian.
OPruss Old Prussian.
orig original, originally.
ornith. ornithology.
OB. Old Saxon.
OSp Old Spanish.
osteoL osteology.
OSw Old Swedish.
OTent Old Teutonic.
P. a. participial adjective.
paleon paleontology.
part participle.

"

pass. passive.
pathoL pathology.
pert. perfect
Pers. Persian.

pers. person.
persp. perspective.
Pernv Peruvian.
petrog. petrography.
Pg Portuguese.

_____ .

phlloL .......... philology.
philos. ......... philosophy.
phonog

ician.

logy.

sophy.
phonography.

phren phrenology.
phys. physical.
phyilol physiology.
pL.plur plural
poet poetical
pullt political.
Pol Polish.

POSS. possessive.
pp past parti
ppr present participle.
Pr. Provencal (utually

meaning Old Pro-

vencslX
pref prefix.
prep preposition.
pres. present
pret preterit
priv privative.
prob probably, probable.
pron pronoun.
pron pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop. properly.

ftwt .' .' ! .' .' .' '.'.'.'. .'Protestant

prov provincial.
psycho! psychology.
q. v L. (fuod (or pi. <pur)

tide, which see.
refl. reflexive.

reg regular, regularly.
repr representing.
rhet rhetoric.
Rom Roman.
Rom Romanic, Romance

(hncijj -

Russ. Russian.
8. South.
8. Amer South American.
sc. 'L.icilieet, understand,

Sc. Scotch.
Scand Scandinavian.
Scrip Scripture.
sculp. sculpture.
8erv Servian.

sing singular.
Bkt Sanskrit
Slav Slavic, Slavonic.

Sp. Spanish.
subj subjunctive.
super! superlative.
surg surgery.
surv surveying.
8w Swedish.
syn. synonymy.
Syr Syriac.
technol technology.
teleg telegraphy.
teratoL teratology.
term termination.
Tent Teutonic.
theat theatrical.
theol theology.
therap therapeutics.
toxicol toxicology.
tr., trans transitive.

trigon. trigonometry.
Turk Turkish.
typog typography.
nit ultimate, ultimately.
T verb.
ar. variant

TCt vetrinry
T. 1 intransitive verb.
T. t transitive verb.
W. Welsh.
Wall Walloon.
Wallach Wallachian.
W. Ind West Indian.
soogeog zoogeography.
*oo! zoology.
zoot. zootomy.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.
a as in fat man, pang,
a as In fate, mane, dale,
n as in far, father, guard,
a as in fall, talk, naught,
i as in ask, fast, ant
a as in fare, hair, bear,
e as In met, pen, bless.
e as in mete, meet, meat
e as In her, fern, heard.
1 as in pin, it. biscuit.
i as in pine, fight, file,

o as in not, on, frog.
6 as In note, poke, floor.
6 as in move, spoon, room.
6 as in nor, song, off.
u as in tub, son, blood,

as In mute, acute, few (also new,
tube, duty: see Preface, pp.

u as tn'puil, book, could.

ii German ii, French u.

ol as In oil. Joint, boy.
on as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an unac-
cented syllable indicates its abbreviation
and lightening, without absolute loss of
Its distinctive quality. See Preface, p. ii.

Thus:

| as in prelate, courage, captain.
9 as in ablegate, episcopal.
9 as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat

as In singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel in an unac-
cented syllable indicates that, even in the
mouths of the best speakers, its sound is
variable to, and in ordinary utterance ac-

tually becomes, the short u-sound (of but,
pun, etc.). See Preface, p. xi. Thus :

a as in errant republican,
e as in prudent, difference,

ji as in charity, density.
Q as in valor, actor, Idiot
S as in Persia, peninsula,
e as in the book,
ft as in nature, feature.

A mark (-) under the consonants t. d,
i, z indicates that they In like manner
are variable to ch, j, th, zh. Thus :

t as In nature, adventure.
9 as in arduous, education.
s as in leisure.

? as In seizure.

th as in thin.
TH as in then.
cb as in German ach, Scotch loch.
n French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (in French words) French liquid (mon-

' denotes a primary,
" a secondary accent

(A secondary accent Is not marked if at Its

regular Interval of two syllables from the
primary, or from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< read/rom; i. e., derived from.
> read whence ; i. e., from which Is derived.
+ read and; L e., compounded with, or

with suffix.
= read cognate with; L e., etymological!)-

parallel with.

y read root.
* read theoretical aralltgtd; L e., theoreti-

cally assumed, or asserted but unveri-

fied, form.
t




